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LONG SERVICE LEAVE—
Standard Provisions—
(As Consolidated at a Hearing before the Commission in
Court Session on 15 December 1977)*
1.—Right to Leave.
A worker shall, as herein provided, be entitled to leave with
pay in respect of long service.
2.—Long Service.
(1) The long service which shall entitle a worker to such
leave shall, subject as herein provided, be continuous service
with one and the same employer.
(2) Such service shall include service prior to the 1st day of
April 1958, if it continued until such time but only to the extent of the last 20 completed years of continuous service.
(3) (a) Where a business has, whether before or after the
coming into operation hereof, been transmitted from an employer (herein called “the transmittor”) to another employer
(herein called “the transmittee”) and a worker who at the time
of such transmission was an employee of the transmittor in
that business becomes an employee of the transmittee the period of the continuous service which the worker has had with
the transmittor, (including any such service with any prior
transmittor shall be deemed to be service of the worker with
the transmittee.
(b) In this subclause “transmission” includes transfer, conveyance, assignment or succession whether voluntary or by
agreement or by operation of law and “transmitted” has a corresponding meaning.
(4) Where, over a continuous period, a worker has been
employed by two or more companies each of which is a related company within the meaning of section 6 of the
Companies Act 1961 the period of the continuous service which
the worker has had with each of those companies shall be
deemed to be service of the worker with the company by whom
he is last employed.
Section 6 reads—
(1) For the purposes of this Act, a corporation shall,
subject to the provisions of subsection (3) of this section,
be deemed to be a subsidiary of another corporation, if,
(a) that other corporation—
(i) controls the composition of the board
of directors of the first mentioned corporation;

(ii) controls more than half of the voting
power in the first mentioned corporation; or
(iii) holds more than half of the issued share
capital of the first mentioned corporation excluding any part thereof
which carries no right to participate
beyond a specified amount in a distribution of either profits or capital; or
(b) the first mentioned corporation is a subsidiary
of any corporation which is that other corporation’s subsidiary.
(2) For the purpose of subsection (1) of this section, the
composition of a corporation’s board of directors shall be
deemed to be controlled by another corporation if that
other corporation by the exercise of some power exercisable by it without the consent or concurrence of any other
person can appoint or remove all or a majority of the directors; and for the purposes of this provision that other
corporation shall be deemed to have power to make such
an appointment if—
(a) a person cannot be appointed as a director
without the exercise in his favour by that other
corporation of such power; or
(b) a person’s appointment as a director follows
necessarily from his being a director or other
officer of that other corporation.
(3) In determining whether one corporation is subsidiary of another corporation—
(a) any shares held or power exercisable by that
other corporation in a fiduciary capacity shall
be treated as not held or exercisable by it;
(b) subject to paragraphs (c) and (d) of this subsection, any shares held or power
exercisable—
(i) by any person as a nominee for that
other corporation (except where that
other corporation is concerned only in
a fiduciary capacity); or
(ii) by, or by a nominee for, a subsidiary of
that other corporation, not being a subsidiary which is concerned only in a
fiduciary capacity,
shall be treated as held or exercisable by that
other corporation;
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(c) any shares held or power exercisable by any
person by virtue of the provisions of any debentures of the first mentioned corporation or
of a trust deed for securing any issue of such
debentures shall be disregarded; and
(d) any shares held or power exercisable by, or by
a nominee for, that other corporation or its
subsidiary (not being held or exercisable as
mentioned in paragraph (c) of this subsection)
shall be treated as not held or exercisable by
that other corporation if the ordinary business
of that other corporation or its subsidiary, as
the case may be, includes the lending of money
and the shares are held or power is so exercisable by way of security only for the purposes
of a transaction entered into in the ordinary
course of that business.
(4) A reference in this Act to the holding company of a
company or other corporation shall be read as a reference
to a corporation of which that last mentioned company or
corporation is a subsidiary.
(5) Where a corporation—
(a) is the holding company of another corporation;
(b) is a subsidiary of another corporation;
(c) is a subsidiary of the holding company of another corporation,
that first mentioned corporation and that other corporation shall for the purposes of this Act be deemed to be
related to each other.
(5) Such service shall include—
(a) any period of absence from duty on any annual leave
or long service leave;
(b) any period of absence from duty necessitated by sickness of or injury to the worker but only to the extent
of 15 working days in any year of his employment;
(c) any period following any termination of the employment by the employer if such termination has been
made merely with the intention of avoiding obligations hereunder in respect of long service leave or
obligations under any award in respect of annual
leave;
(d) any period during which the service of the worker
was or is interrupted by service—
(i) as a member of the Naval, Military or Air
Forces of the Commonwealth of Australia
other than as a member of the British Commonwealth Occupation Forces in Japan and
other than as a member of the Permanent
Forces of the Commonwealth of Australia except in the circumstances referred to in section
31 (2) of the Defence Act 1903-1956, and except in Korea or Malaya after 26 June 1950;
(ii) as a member of the Civil Construction Corps
established under the National Security Act
1939-1946;
(iii) in any of the Armed Forces under the National
Service Act 1951 (as amended).
Provided that the worker as soon as reasonably practicable
on the completion of any such service resumed or resumes
employment with the employer by whom he was employed
immediately before the commencement of such service.
(6) Service shall be deemed to be continuous notwithstanding—
(a) the transmission of a business as referred to in paragraph (3) of this subclause;
(b) the employment with related companies as referred
to in paragraph (4) of this subclause;
(c) any interruption of a class referred to in paragraph
(5) of this subclause;
(d) any absence from duty authorised by the employer;
(e) any standing down of a worker in accordance with
the provisions of an award, industrial agreement,
order or determination under either Commonwealth
or State law;
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(f) any absence from duty arising directly or indirectly
from an industrial dispute if the worker returns to
work in accordance with the terms of settlement of
the dispute;
(g) any termination of the employment by the employer
on any ground other than slackness of trade if the
worker be re-employed by the same employer within
a period not exceeding two months from the date of
such termination;
(h) any termination of the employment by the employer
on the ground of slackness of trade if the worker is
re-employed by the same employer within a period
not exceeding six months from the date of such termination;
(i) any reasonable absence of the worker on legitimate
union business in respect of which he has requested
and been refused leave;
(j) any absence from duty after the coming into operation of this clause by reason of any cause not specified
in this clause unless the employer, during the absence or within 14 days of the termination of the
absence notifies the worker in writing that such absence will be regarded as having broken the continuity
of service, which notice may be given by delivery to
the worker personally or by posting it by registered
mail to his last recorded address, in which case it
shall be deemed to have reached him in due course
of post.
Provided that the period of absence from duty or the period
of any interruption referred to in placita (d) to (j) inclusive of
this paragraph shall not (except as set out in paragraph (5) of
this subclause) count as service.
3.—Period of Leave.
(1) The leave to which a worker shall be entitled or deemed
to be entitled shall be as provided in this subclause.
(2) Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (5) and (6) of
this subclause:
Where a worker has completed at least 15 years’ service the
amount of leave shall be—
(a) in respect of 15 years’ service so completed—13
weeks’ leave;
(b) in respect of each 10 years’ service completed after
such 15 years—eight and two-thirds weeks’ leave;
(c) on the termination of the worker’s employment—
(i) by his death;
(ii) in any circumstances otherwise than by his
employer for serious misconduct;
in respect of the number of years’ service with the
employer completed since he last became entitled to
an amount of long service leave, a proportionate
amount on the basis of 13 weeks for 15 years’ service.
(3) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (6) of this
subclause, where a worker has completed at least 10 years’
service but less than 15 years’ service since its commencement
and his employment is terminated—
(i) by his death; or
(ii) in any circumstances, otherwise than by his employer
for serious misconduct;
the amount of leave shall be such proportion of 13 weeks’
leave as the number of completed years of such service bears
to 15 years.
(4) In the cases to which paragraphs (2) (c) and (3) of this
subclause apply the worker shall be deemed to have been entitled to and to have commenced leave immediately prior to
such termination.
(5) A worker whose service with an employer commenced
before 1 October 1964, and whose service would entitle him
to long service leave under this clause shall be entitled to leave
calculated on the following basis:—
(a) For each completed year of service commencing
before 1 October 1964, an amount of leave calculated on the basis of 13 weeks’ leave for 20 years’
service and
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(b) for each completed year of service commencing on
or after 1 October 1964, an amount of leave calculated on the basis of 13 weeks’ leave for 15 years’
service.
Provided that such worker shall not be entitled to long service leave until his completed years of service entitle him to the
amount of long service leave prescribed in either paragraph
(2) (a) or paragraph (2) (b) of this subclause as the case may
be.
(6) A worker to whom paragraphs (2) (c) and (3) of this
subclause apply whose service with an employer commenced
before 1 October 1964, shall be entitled to an amount of long
service leave calculated on the following basis:
(a) For each completed year of service commencing
before 1 October 1964, an amount of leave calculated on the basis of 13 weeks’ leave for 20 years’
service; and
(b) for each completed year of service commencing on
or after 1 October 1964, an amount of leave calculated on the basis of 13 weeks’ leave for 15 years’
service.

(e) Payment shall be made in one of the following
ways:—

4.—Payment for Period of Leave.
(1) A worker shall, subject to paragraph (3) of this subclause,
be entitled to be paid or each week of leave to which he has
become entitled or is deemed to have become entitled the rate
of pay applicable to him at the date he commences such leave.
(2) Such rate of pay shall be the rate applicable to him for
the standard weekly hours which are prescribed by this award
(or agreement), but in the case of casuals and part-time workers shall be the rate for the number of hours usually worked up
to but not exceeding the prescribed standard.
(3) Where by agreement between the employer and the
worker the commencement of the leave to which the worker is
entitled or any portion thereof is postponed to meet the convenience of the worker, the rate of payment for such leave
shall be at the rate of pay applicable to him at the date of
accrual, or, if so agreed, at the rate of pay applicable at the
date he commences such leave.
(4) The rate of pay—
(a) shall include any deductions from wages for board
and/or lodging or the like which is not provided and
taken during the period of leave;
(b) shall not include shift premiums, overtime, penalty
rates, special rates, disability allowances, fares and
travelling allowances or the like.
(5) In the case of workers employed on piece or bonus work
or any other system of payment by results the rate of pay shall
be calculated by averaging the workers’ rate of pay for each
week over the previous three monthly period.

(2) In the case to which paragraph (2)(c) or paragraph (3) of
subclause (3) applies and in any case in which the employment of the worker who has become entitled to leave hereunder
is terminated before such leave is taken or fully taken the employer shall, upon termination of his employment otherwise
than by death pay to the worker, and upon termination of employment by death pay to the personal representative of the
worker upon request by the personal representative, a sum
equivalent to the amount which would have been payable in
respect of the period of leave to which he is entitled to deemed
to have been entitled and which would have been taken but for
such termination. Such payment shall be deemed to have satisfied the obligation of the employer in respect of leave
hereunder.

5.—Taking Leave.
(1) In a case to which placita (a) and (b) of paragraph (2) of
subclause (3) apply:—
(a) Leave shall be granted and taken as soon as reasonably practicable after the right thereto accrues due or
at such time or times as may be agreed between the
employer and the worker or in the absence of such
agreement at such time or times as may be determined by the Special Board of Reference having
regard to the needs of the employer’s establishment
and the worker’s circumstances.
(b) Except where the time for taking leave is agreed to
by the employer and the worker or determined by
the Special Board of Reference the employer shall
give to a worker at least one month’s notice of the
date from which his leave is to be taken.
(c) Leave may be granted and taken in one continuous
period or if the employer and the worker so agree in
not more than three separate periods in respect of
the first 13 weeks’ entitlement and in not more than
two separate periods in respect of any subsequent
period of entitlement.
(d) Any leave shall be inclusive of any public holidays
specified in this award (or agreement) occurring during the period when the leave is taken but shall not
be inclusive of any annual leave.

(i) In full before the worker goes on leave;
(ii) at the same time as his wages would have been
paid to him if the worker had remained at work,
in which case payment shall, if the worker in
writing so requires, be made by cheque posted
to an address specified by the worker; or
(iii) in any other way agreed between the employer
and the worker.
(f) No worker shall, during any period when he is on
leave, engage in any employment for hire or reward
in substitution for the employment from which he is
on leave, and if a worker breaches this provision he
shall thereupon forfeit his right to leave hereunder in
respect of the unexpired period of leave upon which
he has entered, and the employer shall be entitled to
withhold any further payment in respect of the period and to reclaim any payments already made on
account of such period of leave.

6.—Granting Leave in Advance and Benefits to be Brought
into Account.
(1) Any employer may by agreement with a worker allow
leave to such a worker before the right thereto has accrued
due, but where leave is taken in such case the worker shall not
become entitled to any further leave hereunder in respect of
any period until after the expiration of the period in respect of
which such leave had been taken before it accrued due.
(2) Where leave has been granted to a worker pursuant to
the preceding paragraph before the right thereto has accrued
due, and the employment subsequently is terminated, the employer may deduct from whatever remuneration is payable upon
the termination of the employment such amount as represents
payment for any period for which the worker has been granted
long service leave to which he was not at the date of termination of his employment or prior thereto entitled.
(3) Any leave in the nature of long service leave or payment
in lieu thereof under a State Law or a long service leave scheme
not under the provisions hereof granted to a worker by his
employer in respect of any period of service with the employer
shall be taken into account whether the same is granted before
or after the coming into operation hereof and shall be deemed
to have been taken and granted hereunder in the case of leave
with pay to the extent of the period of such leave and in the
case of payment in lieu thereof to the extent of a period of
leave with pay equivalent thereof of the entitlement of the
worker hereunder.
7.—Records to be Kept.
(1) Each employer shall during the employment and for a
period of 12 months thereafter, or in the case of termination
by death of the worker for a period of three years thereafter,
keep a record from which can be readily ascertained the name
of each worker, and his occupation, the date of the commencement of his employment and his entitlement to long service
leave and any leave which may have been granted to him or in
respect of which payment may have been made hereunder.
(2) Such record shall be open for inspection in the manner
and circumstances prescribed by this award (or agreement)
with respect to the time and wages record.
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8.—Special Board of Reference.
(1) There shall be constituted a Special Board of Reference
for the purpose hereof to which all disputes and matters arising hereunder shall be referred and the Board shall determine
all such disputes and matters.
(2) There shall be assigned to such Board the functions of—
(a) the settlement of disputes of any matters arising hereunder;
(b) the determination of such matters as are specifically
assigned to it hereunder.
(3) The Board of Reference shall consist of one representative or substitute therefor nominated from time to time by the
Confederation of Western Australian Industry (Incorporated)
and one representative or substitute nominated from time to
time by the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia
together with a chairman to be mutually agreed upon by the
organisations named in this paragraph.
9.—State Law.
(1) The provisions of any State Law to the extent to which
they have before the coming into operation hereof conferred
an accrued right on a worker to be granted a period of long
service leave in respect of a completed period of 15 or more
years’ service or employment or an accrued right on a worker
or his personal representative to payment in respect of long
service leave shall not be affected hereby and shall not be
deemed to be inconsistent with the provisions hereof.
(2) The entitlement of any such worker to leave in respect of
a period of service with the employer completed after the period in respect of which the long service leave referred to in
paragraph (1) of this subclause accrued due shall be in accordance herewith.
(3) Subject to paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subclause the
entitlement to leave hereunder shall be in substitution for and
satisfaction of any long service leave to which the worker may
be entitled in respect of employment of the worker by the
employer.
(4) An employer who under any State Law with regard to
long service leave is exempted from the provisions of that law
as at 1 April 1958, shall in respect of the workers covered by
such exemptions be exempt from the provisions hereof.
10.—Exemptions.
The Special Board of Reference may subject to such conditions as it thinks fit exempt any employer from the provisions
hereof in respect of its employees where there is an existing or
prospective long service scheme which in its opinion, is, viewed
as a whole, more favourable for the whole of the employees of
that employer than the provision hereof.

*Editor’s Note.
The Judgment and General Order as prescribed by section 94A was published in 58 WAIG Part 1 Subpart 2 at
Page 116.
There was no Schedule of Exemptions.
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INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT—
JURISDICTION: WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT.
CORAM: KENNEDY J (Presiding Judge).
SCOTT J.
PARKER J.
DELIVERED: 18 DECEMBER 1998.
FILE NO/S: APPEAL IAC 9 of 1998.
BETWEEN: THE MINISTER FOR LABOUR
RELATIONS
Appellant
AND
THE COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL,
PLUMBING and ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF
AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING and ELECTRICAL
DIVISION WA BRANCH
First Respondent
WILLIAM BARBOUR
Second Respondent
JUDGMENT—
KENNEDY J (Presiding Judge)—
I have had the benefit of reading in draft the reasons to be
published by Parker J. I am entirely in agreement with those
reasons and with the orders which his Honour proposes. I publish a note to that effect.
SCOTT J—
For the reasons to be published by Parker J, I would also
allow the appeal and set aside the decision of the court below.
I publish some brief reasons agreeing with those of Parker J.
PARKER J—
For reasons which I now publish, in my view the appeal
should be allowed and the decision of the learned President
dismissing the appellant’s application made on 19 August 1998
should be set aside.
Catchwords—
Industrial relations (WA)—Trade unions—Claim that Part
IIIA of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) invalid as infringing implied right under Australian Constitution to free
speech and action in political matters—Requirement for notification of alleged industrial dispute arising out of service of
log of claims and affecting a State employer—Interim order
by President of Industrial Relations Commission until determination of validity of Part IIIA of the Industrial Relations
Act directing the union and all its officers, employees and agents
to act in accordance with its rules and restraining them from
making any notification of any kind pursuant to Part IIIA of
the Act—Whether an interim order should have been made to
restrain enforcement of a statute challenged on constitutional
grounds.
Representation—
Counsel—
Appellant
First Respondent
Second Respondent
Solicitors—
Appellant
First Respondent
Second Respondent

:
:
:

Mr R Mitchell
Mr C F Young
Mr A Lovell

:
:
:

State Crown Solicitor
-

Case(s) referred to in judgment(s)—
Castlemaine Tooheys Limited v South Australia (1986) 161
CLR 148
Case(s) also cited—
Australian Glass Manufacturing Co Pty Ltd v Transport Workers Union of Australia Industrial Union of Workers (1991)
72 WAIG 1499
Construction Mining and Energy Workers Union of Australia,
Western Australian Branch v The United Furniture Trades
Industrial Union of Workers WA (1990) 70 WAIG 3913
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Muir v Morton [1984] WAR 254
North Sydney Council v Ligon 302 Pty Ltd (1996) 185 CLR
470
Patrick Stevedores Operations No 2 Pty Ltd v Maritime Union of Australia (No 3) (1998) 72 ALJR 873
Posner v Collector for Inter-State Destitute Persons (Vic)
(1946) 74 CLR 461
KENNEDY J—
I have had the benefit of reading in draft the reasons to be
published by Parker J. I am entirely in agreement with those
reasons and with the orders which his Honour proposes.
SCOTT J—
I have had the opportunity of reading the draft reasons to be
published by Parker J. I agree with those reasons and with the
conclusion that his Honour reaches.
I accept the fundamental principle, that it will only be in
exceptional circumstances that an interlocutory injunction will
be granted to restrain the enforcement of a statute. In the present
circumstances, where it was said in the court below that a conflict had arisen between the duties of the second respondent in
complying with the rules of the first respondent and the obligation to comply with s84D of the Industrial Relations Act
1979, in my view it is clear that the express terms of s84D
should prevail. I have reached that conclusion for the same
reasons as Parker J, but in any event, it seems to me that the
reasons of the learned President were fundamentally flawed
in that he granted an interlocutory injunction which had the
effect of compelling the second respondent to breach the express terms of s84D of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. Whilst
I accept that in exceptional circumstances such as those outlined in Castlemaine Tooheys Ltd v South Australia (1986)
161 CLR 148 per Mason ACJ at 155, such an order may be
appropriate, there is nothing about this case which can be said
to be “exceptional” within that principle.
I would also allow the appeal and set aside the decision of
the learned President. I agree with the other consequential orders proposed by Parker J.
PARKER J—
This appeal is brought by the appellant from a decision of
the President of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission given on 19 August 1998 when the learned President dismissed an application of the appellant to discharge
Interim Order 9 of orders and directions made by the President on 23 June 1998.
The decision and orders made on 23 June 1998 were in respect of an application by the second respondent, who is a
member of the first respondent (“the CEPU”), for orders pursuant to s66 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (“the
Act”), inter alia, for declarations that it would be contrary to
the Rules of the CEPU to comply with the provisions of Part
IIIA of the Act and, further or in the alternative, inter alia, for
an order that the CEPU act according to its Rules and that it
“refrain from making any notification of any kind pursuant to
Part IIIA of the Act. Underlying the application was a contention on the part of the second respondent that Part IIIA of the
Act “is constitutionally invalid by exerting legislative control
over the applicant’s implied right to free political speech and
activity”.
The main application was numbered in the Commission as
No 1144 of 1998. Accompanying it was application No 1145
of 1998, which sought in effect interlocutory relief pending
the determination of application No 1144 of 1998. Before the
learned President on 23 June 1998, Mr Lovell acted as agent
for the second respondent and Mr C Young appeared on behalf of the CEPU. There were no other parties served or
represented.
Order 9 of 23 June 1998 is in the following terms—
“9. That by way of interim order and until the hearing
and determination of application No 1144 or further
order, the respondent, all of its officers (including its
Secretary) and all of its employees and agents do act
in compliance with the rules of the said respondent,
and are hereby restrained from making any notification of any kind pursuant to Part IIIA of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 (as amended) and, in particular,
section 84D hereof” [sic thereof].
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The CEPU did not oppose the application for the interim
relief. Indeed, as the learned President observed in his written
reasons, there was a coincidence of interest between the CEPU
and the second respondent.
Written reasons for the decision of 23 June 1998 were published by the learned President on 26 June 1998. In those
reasons, inter alia, the learned President expressed the view
that there was a serious issue to be tried as to the validity of
Part IIIA of the Act in that the exercise of the second respondent’s right to freedom of political communication would be
burdened were, pursuant to Part IIIA of the Act, the second
respondent “to be deprived of his membership of the CEPU”
which in the view of the President the second respondent had
selected as an organisation to be an instrument of the exercise
of his right to freedom of political communication. The learned
President also concluded there was a further serious issue to
be tried whether Part IIIA of the Act was invalid by virtue of
s109 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth, having regard
to the relationship between a federal organisation and the CEPU
and the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth).
Part IIIA of the Act, as the learned President saw it, required
in summary in the relevant circumstances that the CEPU notify the Registrar of the WA Commission that a federal
organisation, to which the CEPU was a “related State organisation”, had given notification under s99 of the Workplace
Relations Act 1996 (Cth) of an alleged industrial dispute affecting a “State employer”. On such notification by the CEPU,
pursuant to s84D of the Act, a process would be set in motion
which might lead to the Full Bench of the Commission, on
application by a State employer, striking out the CEPU as a
party to a State award or industrial agreement with respect to
all or some employees; see s84C.
In this context it was the purported effect of Order 9 of the
learned President that, should the statutory conditions arise,
the CEPU was restrained from complying with the obligation
imposed on it by s84D of the Act to notify the Registrar, inter
alia, of the notification of an alleged industrial dispute under
s99 of the Commonwealth Act.
In making Order 9, the learned President purported to act
pursuant to s66(2) of the Act, which provides that on application of a member of an organisation,
“.... the President may make such order or give such directions relating to the rules of the organisation, their
observance or non-observance or the manner of their observance, either generally or, in the particular case, as he
considers to be appropriate ....”
Without limiting the generality of that provision, s66(2) then
provides for specific powers in the President which include
the power to disallow any rule contrary to or inconsistent with
an Act or an award or industrial agreement, or a rule which is
tyrannical or oppressive, or which prevents or hinders any
member of the organisation from observing the law or an award
or industrial agreement, or which imposes unreasonable conditions on the membership, or which is inconsistent with the
democratic control of the organisation by its members. Instead
of disallowing a rule, the President is further expressly empowered to direct the organisation to alter the rule or to declare
the true interpretation of a rule.
In his reasons, the learned President noted that by r3 of the
CEPU’s Rules—
“The objects of the Union shall be to protect and further
the interest of members by lawful means and in particular—
3.1 To uphold the rights of the organisation of labour and to improve, protect and foster the best
interests of its members.”
The terms of r3.1 were material to the decision of the learned
President that s66(2) authorised him to make Order 9. The
material passage in his reasons is in these terms—
“In my opinion, since the orders which I am required to
make go to the question of whether the Act requires the
organisation and/or its officers to act contrary to the interests of the organisation and/or its rules, and/or
unlawfully in complying with the rules, particularly
through officers carrying out their duties, as officers, then
I have and had jurisdiction under section 66(2) of the Act
to make the order sought.”
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Following the making of Order 9 on 23 June 1998, on 14
July 1998 the appellant gave notice of an application to intervene in the proceedings pursuant to s30 of the Act and of an
application to have Order 9 set aside. The grounds upon which
the intervention was founded included that the proceedings
involved a challenge to the validity of Part IIIA of the Act and
that orders were sought in the proceedings restraining persons
from complying with the requirements of that Part of the Act.
It was sought specifically to have Order 9 set aside on the
grounds that Order 9 was not competent pursuant to s66 or
any other provision of the Act, and that the President did not
have jurisdiction to make Order 9.
Leave was granted for the appellant to intervene on 30 July
1998. However, as already indicated, the application to have
Order 9 set aside was dismissed by the learned President on
19 August 1998. This present appeal is from that decision.
The primary application before the Commission, No 1144
of 1998, has not been determined. It presently stands adjourned.
By s90(1) of the Act an appeal lies to this Court from any
decision of the President on the ground that the decision is
erroneous in law or is in excess of jurisdiction. It is provided
by s90(2)b that an appeal may be instituted by an person who
is an intervener in the proceedings before the President.
The grounds of the appeal to this Court contend that the
learned President erred in law in a number of detailed respects.
These grounds may be summarised as effectively raising two
issues—
(1) Whether s66 of the Act empowered the President to
make Order 9, and
(2) Whether it was open to the President in law, especially by way of interlocutory order, to restrain the
CEPU from complying with the obligations imposed
on it by Part IIIA of the Act.
Part IIIA of the Act was included in the Act by the Labour
Relations Amendment Act 1997 and, pursuant to s2 of that Act,
Part IIIA came into operation on 4 December 1997. It should
be made clear at once that the learned President has not in any
way purported to hold Part IIIA of the Act to be invalid. While
that issue is raised for determination in application No 1144 of
1998, it remains an issue yet to be determined. Until there is a
binding determination of its invalidity by a court or tribunal of
competent jurisdiction, Part IIIA is and remains an enactment
of the Parliament of this State.
It does not appear from the papers and evidence before the
learned President, or those before this Court, that any obligation under s84D(1) on the CEPU has yet arisen. Should the
CEPU receive notice as stipulated in s84C, however, it would
be required to notify the Registrar of the Commission in accordance with s84D(1) within seven days.
In his written reasons for the decision the subject of this
appeal, the learned President was persuaded that in general
terms it was the effect of Rules 3 and 5 that the CEPU and its
officers were obliged to act in accordance with the Rules. This
led the learned President to place particular reliance upon s61
of the Act, which provides—
“61. Upon and after registration, the organisation and its
members for the time being shall be subject to the
jurisdiction of the court and the commission and to
this Act; and subject to this Act, all its members shall
be bound by the Rules of the organisation during the
continuance of their membership.”
The learned President seems to have drawn from s61 a statutory obligation of all officers who are members of the union to
be bound by the Rules and, hence, a statutory obligation to act
in accordance with the Rules. This reasoning led the learned
President to say—
“In short, I am being asked whether the observance of the
Rules, as Rule 3 and 5 require it, and that includes the
duty of an officer of the organisation, require compliance
with an allegedly invalid statutory provision when there
is another provision, s61 which, with reference to the rules
and the duties of an officer or member of an organisation
under the Rules, requires otherwise. The order made because of that is one directly related to the Rules, their
observance and the manner of their observance.
The other side of the question is, of course, whether s84D
of the Act requires non-observance of the Rules if there is
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a conflict with Part IIIA. That, of course, depends on
whether Part IIIA is valid or not.”
In my respectful view, this apparently critical passage in the
reasons of the learned President involves a misreading of s61.
The obligation which s61 imposes on members to be bound
by the Rules is expressly stated to be “subject to this Act”.
Those words make express what in any event would be implied. It is necessarily the effect of those words that if another
provision of the Act obliges the CEPU or its members to act in
a particular way, the obligation to comply with the Rules is
“subject to” the obligation to comply with that other express
provision of the Act. Thus, there can be no conflict of operation between s61 and, for example, s84D of the Act. It is
manifestly not the effect of s61 that a member of a registered
organisation should not comply with the provisions of s84D.
By the words in s61, “subject to this Act”, it is expressly provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation
of members of the CEPU that might otherwise arise under the
Rules.
It is unnecessary, in my respectful view, to enter into any
detailed considerations of the Rules of the CEPU for present
purposes. It is enough to say that, whatever may be their apparent effect, s61 does not provide that an obligation arising
from the Rules should prevail over s84D. Any rule of the CEPU
which purported to preclude, or which had the effect of precluding, a member from complying with the obligation created
by s84D is not, by virtue of s61 of the Act, of binding effect on
the CEPU or the member to that extent.
As far as appears from the reasons of the learned President,
this misconception of the force and effect of s61 was critical
to the decision. This alone is sufficient to require the success
of this appeal.
It is desirable, however, to make some further observations
in respect of the principles applicable to the making of an interlocutory injunction in circumstances such as the present.
That part of Order 9 which would restrain the CEPU and its
officers, employees and agents “from making any notification
of any kind pursuant to Part IIIA of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (as amended) and in particular s84D hereof” (sic),
purports to restrain the CEPU from compliance with the statutory requirement of s84D in any circumstances where that
requirement was operative. In short, where s84D(1) would
require notification to the Registrar, Order 9 purports to restrain the CEPU from notifying the Registrar. This is a form
of order which goes beyond any decision of which I am aware
as to the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief pending the determination of the validity of a statute which is
challenged on constitutional grounds.
I have already mentioned that s84D(1) constitutes it to be an
offence to fail to comply with the requirement of the section
to notify the Registrar. The form of Order 9 therefore purports
to require the CEPU to conduct itself in a manner which would
constitute an offence against the sub-section. In my respectful
view, as a matter of principle, that is a most remarkable concept. It is possible, I appreciate, that there might be scope for
the CEPU to call in aid the defence of compulsion contemplated by s31(2) of the Criminal Code, were it to be charged
with a breach of s84D(1) whilst restrained by an order such as
Order 9, but that merely serves to highlight the point of legal
principle.
The limited circumstances in which it will be appropriate,
on a proper balance of convenience, to restrain enforcement
of a statute which is subject to challenge on constitutional
grounds has been considered in a number of decisions of the
High Court. The views of Mason ACJ in Castlemaine Tooheys
Limited & Ors v South Australia (1986) 161 CLR 148 provide
one convenient reference. There his Honour reviewed the situations in which it has been held appropriate in particular and
limited ways to restrain defendants from enforcing a statute
pending the determination of a challenge to the validity of the
statute on constitutional grounds. It is perhaps enough, for
present purposes, to observe that the circumstances which faced
the learned President in this case appear markedly and materially different from any that were the subject of those decided
cases, and in no case was there an injunctive order requiring a
party to act in a manner which would constitute a breach of a
statutory provision.
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In this respect it is relevant to commence a consideration of
the relevant issues by observing that there is nothing in the
Rules of the CEPU which would preclude compliance with
the statutory requirement of s84D(1) to notify the Registrar,
nor is it readily apparent, in my respectful view, that compliance by the CEPU or its relevant officers with the requirement
to notify of s84D(1) would involve actions “contrary to the
interests of the organisation and/or its Rules” which appears
to the view taken by the learned President and on which he
acted. The act of compliance with the requirement to notify in
s84D(1) does not itself have any direct or immediate consequence for the CEPU or its members. There may follow action
by other parties which could lead to orders of the Full Bench
of the Commission which might be contrary to the interests of
the organisation, but the statutory scheme is such that it is
merely possible that an application for that purpose might be
made and, if so, that an order might be made by the Full Bench.
The statute enables but does not require that those things should
follow the notification required by s84D(1).
In Castlemaine Tooheys Limited & Ors v South Australia, at
155, Mason ACJ said—
“In Canada the courts have taken the view that in only
exceptional circumstances will an interlocutory injunction be granted to restrain enforcement of a statute
challenged on constitutional grounds. In Morgentaler v
Ackroyd (1983) 42 OR (2d) 659 at 668 Linden J said—
‘... the balance of convenience normally dictates that
those who challenge the constitutional validity of
laws must obey those laws pending the court’s decision. If the law is eventually proclaimed
unconstitutional, then it need no longer be complied
with, but until that time, it must be respected and
this Court will not enjoin its enforcement. Such a
course of action seems to be the best method of ensuring that our society will continue to respect the
law at the same time as it is being challenged in an
orderly way in the courts. This does not mean, however, that in exceptional circumstances this Court is
precluded from granting an interim injunction to prevent grave injustice, but that will be rare indeed.’
...
It may be that the last sentence in the passage quoted from
Morgentaler v Ackroyd states the position too strongly
against the plaintiff who seeks an interlocutory injunction in Australia. The decisions in this Court to which I
have already referred demonstrate that there are a variety
of situations in which the Court, on a proper balance of
convenience, will restrain enforcement of a statute in aid
of a plaintiff’s constitutional right. In arriving at a balance of convenience the Court will take into account the
seriousness of the conduct enjoined by the statute and the
damage to the public interest that may be caused by restraining its enforcement. And in some cases the balance
of convenience may be affected by the Court’s perception or evaluation of the strength of the plaintiff’s case
for invalidity. But, subject to these qualifications there
can be no reason to doubt the correctness of the general
thrust of the comments in the passage which I have quoted.
In the absence of compelling grounds, it is the duty of the
Court to respect, indeed, to defer to, the enactment of the
legislature until that enactment is adjudged ultra vires.”
In my respectful view, a correct understanding and application of these principles in the present case would not have led
to the granting of interlocutory injunctive relief in the form of
Order 9 and in particular in so far as it restrains the CEPU
from notifying the Registrar as required by s84D of the Act. In
so far as the learned President in his reasons, either of 26 June
1998 or 19 August 1998, gave consideration to the balance of
convenience inter alia the learned President does not appear
to have sufficiently appreciated that the mere act of compliance with the statutory requirement to notify did not, of itself,
have any direct consequence for the CEPU or its members,
and that no consequence adverse to the interests of the CEPU
or its members necessarily followed from such notification.
Further, the learned President appears to have been somewhat
distracted from a proper consideration of the balance of convenience by the circumstance that the applicant and respondent
before him on the original application the subject of his reasons of 26 June 1998 had a common interest in securing an
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order of the type which became Order 9. Further, the only
detriment identified by the learned President was the prospect
that eventually orders might come to be made by the Full Bench
pursuant to s84G of the Act. Despite this, the learned President failed to see that it was premature even to consider an
order such as Order 9. Most significantly, so far as each of his
reasons reveal, the learned President failed to identify or to
have due regard to the public interest in the operation of the
enactment and the duty of the Court to respect and defer to the
enactment in the absence of compelling grounds to do otherwise.
In these reasons I have not found it necessary to consider the
grounds and the submissions for the appellant that go to the
proper construction and operation of s66 of the Act. For the
reasons indicated, in my view it is clear that an order in terms
of Order 9 should not have been made in the circumstances of
this case and that is sufficient to dispose of this appeal. It is
preferable to leave the proper construction of s66 of the Act to
another occasion where there is fuller attention in the course
of submissions to the proper construction of that section.
For these reasons, the appeal should be allowed and the decision of the learned President dismissing the appellant’s
application on 19 August 1998 should be set aside. In lieu of
that decision, the order should be that the application of the
Minister dated 14 July 1998 to have Order 9 of the orders
made by the learned President on 23 June 1998 set aside should
be granted, and that it be ordered that Order 9 be set aside.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Appeal No. IAC 9 of 1998.
IN THE MATTER OF an appeal against orders made by His
Honour the President of the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission in Matters Numbered 1144 and 1145
of 1998 dated the 19th day of August 1998.
BETWEEN
The Minister for Labour Relations
Appellant
and
The Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division WA Branch
First Respondent
and
William Barbour
Second Respondent.
BEFORE—
JUSTICE KENNEDY (PRESIDING JUDGE).
JUSTICE SCOTT.
JUSTICE PARKER.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R M Mitchell (of Counsel) for the appellant and Mr C F Young for the first respondent and Mr A Lovell
for the second respondent, THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS
THAT—
1. The appeal be allowed.
2. The decision of the President dismissing the appellant’s application on the 19th day of August 1998 be
set aside.
3. The application of the appellant dated the 14th day of
July 1998 to have order 9 of the orders made by the
President on 23 June 1998 set aside be granted.
4. Order 9 of the orders made by the President on 23
June 1998 be set aside.
(Sgd.) J. SPURLING,
[L.S.]
Clerk of the Court.
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FULL BENCH—
Appeals against decision of
Commission—

5. (a)

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ramsay Bogunovich
(Appellant)
and
Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd.
(Respondent)
No 939 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
23 December 1998.
Supplementary Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: The Full Bench handed down Reasons
for Decision in relation to the appeal, insofar as it decided
whether the dismissal of the appellant was unfair, on 23 September 1998 (Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty
Ltd 78 WAIG 3635 (FB)).
By consent, the question of relief was adjourned for further
argument, the Full Bench having substituted a finding of unfair dismissal for the finding at first instance that there was no
unfair dismissal. The question of any remedy was listed before the Full Bench for further hearing and determination. In
fact, the question to be determined was whether the Full Bench
could award compensation and, if so, the amount.
The principles which apply to assessing compensation for
unfair dismissal have been well settled in Gilmore and Another v Cecil Bros and Others 78 WAIG 1099 at 1103 (IAC),
as expanded and explained in Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes
Australia Ltd 78 WAIG 299 (FB) (particularly per Sharkey P
and Coleman CC at pages 302-305). (See also Swan Yacht
Club (Inc) v Bramwell 78 WAIG 579 (FB) and Manning v
Huntingdale Veterinary Clinic 78 WAIG 1107 at 1108 (FB)
per Sharkey P, with whom Parks C agreed and May v Lilyvale
Hotel Pty Limited (1995) 68 IR 112 at 118 (IRC of Aust).) I
apply those principles in this case.
In addition, I express some of those principles hereunder
and explain some of them.
1. (a) The Commission is required to make a finding as to
the loss and/or injury which the employee suffered by reason
of the dismissal.
(b) The employee is required to establish his/her loss, on the
balance of probabilities, and also his/her injury. Obviously, if
no loss or injury is established, then there is nothing to compensate.
2. The Commission is then required to compensate the appellant to the fullest extent in respect of such loss or injury, up
to the statutory limit specified by s.23A(4) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”).
(See the abovementioned authorities.) Compensation is not
compensation, as defined, if it does not, as much as possible,
put the person who suffered the injury, loss or damage back in
the position in which, but for the injury loss or damage, the
person would have been.
3. There must be a causal link between the loss and/or injury
claimed and the termination of employment.
4. There is a duty upon the employee to mitigate her/his loss
or injury but the onus of proof of failure to mitigate rests on
the respondent to a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal (see Metal Fabrications (Vic) Pty Ltd v Kelcey [1986]
VR 507 (FC) and Goldburg v Shell Oil Co of Australia Ltd
(1990) 95 ALR 711 (FC)).
This duty to mitigate does not impose on an applicant an
obligation which a reasonable and prudent person would not
undertake.
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(i) First of all, the Commission makes a finding
as to the loss and/or injury. That is, as the Full
Bench has explained, an exercise involving a
finding of fact and/or law, and is a different
exercise from assessing compensation.
(ii) Findings as to future loss, for example, will
sometimes involve a finding, on the balance
of probabilities, as to how long the claimant
might have remained in his/her current employment had he/she not been unfairly
dismissed, but that is not an exercise at all involving assessment of compensation; nor is it
a vehicle for using conduct to reduce or increase an award of compensation.

(b) The Commission must then assess the proper amount
of compensation for loss and/or injury in the light of
all the relevant circumstances but disregarding the
cap, prescribed by s.23A(4) of the Act.
(c) Next, the Commission considers whether the amount
is in excess of the maximum allowable award (see
s.23A(4) of the Act).
(d) If this is the case, the Commission reduces the amount
to be awarded to an amount equal to the permissible
maximum (see s.23A(4) of the Act).
(e) Obviously, if the proper amount of compensation is
within the cap, no reduction of the award of compensation proposed is necessary (see the principles
laid down in Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd (FB)(op cit)).
(f) A decision as to compensation must not be arbitrary
(see Simons v Ismail Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Envelope
Specialists 78 WAIG 2332 at 2334 (FB) per Sharkey
P).
(g) The aim and, indeed, the requirement of award of
compensation, by its very nature, is to put an unfairly dismissed person who has not been reinstated
in the same situation as he/she would have been if
he/she had not been unfairly dismissed.
If the Commission does not do that, then the Commission will be in error and will act contrary to equity,
good conscience and the substantial merits of the
case.
A determination made by a court or tribunal according to equity, good conscience and the substantial
merits of the case, without regard to technicality and
legal forms, does not enable that court or tribunal to
determine the matter without resort to established
legal principles, where these are applicable (see Ory
and Ory v Betamore Pty Ltd and Others (1993) 60
SASR 393 (SA Supreme Court (In Banco))), or to
ignore the provisions of the Act (see also Qantas
Airways Ltd v Gubbins and Others (1992) 28
NSWLR 26 per Gleeson CJ and Handley JA (CA)).
(h)

(i) It is manifestly an error, as I have observed in
Simons v Ismail Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Envelope Specialists (FB) (op cit), to take into
account the conduct of an employer or employee in making a finding as to loss or injury
because those are not matters which are relevant to that necessary finding.
(ii) Similarly, they are not relevant to an assessment of compensation in accordance with
equity, good conscience and the substantial
merits of the case. In particular, there is no
express statutory prescription to enable such
loss to be reduced (or compensation reduced),
a prescription which exists in the United Kingdom in the Employment Protection
(Consolidation) Act 1978. (See the discussion
of this in Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes
Australia Ltd (FB)(op cit) at page 302 and the
reference therein to Tracey and Others v
Crosville Wales Ltd [1997] 4 All ER 449,
where the English legislation is discussed.)
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(j) I quote hereto the following from my discussion in
Simons v Ismail Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Envelope Specialists (FB)(op cit) at page 2334—
“Accordingly, it is entirely erroneous (see
Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd
(op cit) to hold that a loss should be found to
be less than it is proven to be and that compensation should be assessed which is not
proper recompense for the loss suffered by
considering as relevant factors the behaviour
of the parties already judged in deciding
whether there was an unfair dismissal or not
(see, too, Todorovic v Waller (1981) 150 CLR
402 per Gibbs CJ and Wilson J at 412).
Of course, an award of compensation which
is excessive is unfair to a respondent employer
and would be made in error, because it does
more than compensate for the loss or injury
suffered by the unfairly dismissed employee.
I should add that past pecuniary loss and future pecuniary loss proven and calculable is
easier to prove and the compensation, therefore, is easier to assess. That is because there
is evidence of a readily calculable loss for
which compensation, commensurate with that
loss, should generally be ordered as a sound
exercise of discretion and pursuant to the statutory duty prescribed by s.23A of the Act and
to which s.26(1)(a) and (c) apply.”
This latter comment in substance was accepted by
both Mr Bartlett and Mr Jensen, who both adopted
what was said in Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes
Australia Ltd (FB)(op cit). Obviously, too, the assessment amount of compensation for an “injury”,
as distinct from compensation for the more readily
calculable loss, will be a more imprecise exercise,
as it is in damages claims, in the field of pain and
suffering, for example.
(k) I also quote what Parks C and I said in Manning v
Huntingdale Veterinary Clinic (FB)(op cit) at page
1108—
“I would, however, observe this. The applicant is bound to establish his or her loss and/
or injury based on the balance of probabilities. The question of what the loss or the injury
is, is not answered by the exercise of discretion but is a question of fact or of mixed fact
and law. What compensation should be ordered
is a discretionary decision, but the amount of
compensation assessed is required to serve the
purpose for which compensation exists,
namely to put the employee back in the situation in which he/she would have been had he/
she not been unfairly dismissed, or put another
way, to, as far as possible, recompense the
applicant for the loss or injury which result
from the unfair dismissal.
The Commission must first make findings as
to the loss and/or injury and then assess compensation for that loss or injury. Insofar as it
might be said that in Smith v CDM Australia
Pty Ltd (op cit) at 312-313 and in Burswood
Management Limited v Federated Liquor and
Allied Industries Employees’ Union of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of
Workers (1987) 67 WAIG 1529 at 1531 (FB)
there was prescribed or countenanced a mix
of the two separate exercises, then the same
cannot, with respect, be said to be the law.
I would also add, of course, that an award of
compensation which does not properly or fairly
recompense the applicant for his/her loss or
injury cannot be said to be a sound exercise of
discretion, nor can it be said to be an order
made in equity good conscience and on the
substantial merits of the case, and may well
be arbitrary. An arbitrary award is, of course,
an error of law.”
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(l) S.23A of the Act is a beneficial provision which provides a benefit or remedy to employees harshly,
oppressively or unfairly dismissed. The provision
should, therefore, be construed beneficially.
“This means, of course, not that the true significance of the provision should be strained
or exceeded, but that it should be construed so
as to give the fullest relief which the fair meaning of its language will allow.”
(See per Isaacs J dissenting in Bull v Attorney General (NSW) (1913) 17 CLR 370.)
Pearce and Geddes, in their book “Statutory Interpretation in Australia” (4th edition), at pages 222-224,
make the point that the reference to ambiguity (supra, by Isaacs J) was intended as an example of the
general approach to a remedial or beneficial provision. Pearce and Geddes (op cit) cite a number of
cases where compensation legislation was held to be
remedial or beneficial (see Wilson v Wilson’s Tile
Works Pty Ltd (1960) 104 CLR 328 at 335, Dodd v
Executive Air Services Ltd [1975] VR 668 at 679
and 682, Bird v Commonwealth (1988) 78 ALR 469
at 474, J Odlin Shopfitting International Pty Ltd v
Kaljanac (1993) 29 NSWLR 632, and Loizos v
Carlton and United Breweries Ltd (1994) 94 NTR
31 at 33).
(m) What s.23A of the Act does is to prescribe a set of
powers which the Commission may use on a claim
of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal. The primary
remedy on a claim of unfair dismissal is reinstatement or re-employment.
The Commission is empowered to order the payment
of compensation to a claimant for any loss or injury
caused by a harsh or oppressive or unfair dismissal,
but only if it is satisfied that reinstatement is impracticable, or if compensation has already been agreed
to be paid by the employer in lieu of reinstatement
or re-employment. It is also obvious that, if a person
has not been reinstated and establishes loss or injury, that he/she is entitled to claim and be ordered
compensation.
(n) To do so reflects the discretion and power contained
in the plain words of s.23A of the Act and the necessary compliance by the Commission with a remedial
or beneficial provision, read in the context of the
whole of the Act. To do otherwise would be neither
equitable, in good conscience, nor in accordance with
the substantial merits of the case.
(o) Further, the equity, good conscience and substantial
merits of the case and the legal concept of compensation (referred to in the authorities cited supra)
require fair and full compensation for any loss and/
or injury. It is trite to say that equity, good conscience
and substantial merits of the case do not permit the
statute to be ignored.
(p) Insofar as Simons v Ismail Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Envelope Specialists (FB)(op cit) says otherwise, it is
in error and flies in the face of other Full Bench decisions. It is noteworthy that the President’s views
in Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd
(FB)(op cit) and Smith v CDM Australia Pty Ltd 78
WAIG 307 (FB) were otherwise adopted by the advocate for the respondent.
(q) As to deciding questions of future loss, assistance
can be derived from Malec v J C Hutton Pty Ltd 92
ALR 545 (HC), where Deane, Gaudron and McHugh
JJ held that the court must assess the degree of probability that an event would have occurred or might
occur, and adjust its award of damages to reflect the
degree of probability.
Unless the chance is so low as to be regarded as
speculative or so high as to be practically certain,
the court will take that chance into account in assessing the damages.
That is the sort of expression principle that, to some
extent, is of assistance in deciding what is the future
loss causally connected to an unfair dismissal.
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THE LOSS
A finding as to loss is a finding of fact and sometimes of law
and fact. For the appellant, it was submitted that what was
established was that—
(a) The appellant had lost the security of his employment because 9 to 12 months was required to lawfully
terminate his employment.
(b) The appellant had suffered a loss as at the date of
hearing calculated at $17,121.00.
(c) The ongoing nature of the loss was calculated at a
loss of earnings of $1,707.00 per month.
(d) An amount of compensation to compensate him for
his overall loss would amount to four months of his
salary package, at a minimum, being $30,000.00.
(e) The lack of reasonable notice of twelve months is a
significant loss because it removed the opportunity
to be able to plan and seek alternative employment
whilst still employed and come to terms with the termination of employment. (See the evidence of the
appellant’s witness, the expert, Graham Guest, at
page 47 of the Full Bench Reasons for Decision and
page 157 of the transcript at first instance (hereinafter referred to as “TFI”) and appellant’s evidence at
pages 71, 71a, 72, 84 and 85 (TFI).)
The advocate for the respondent submitted as follows—
(a) That the original contract provided for a minimum
of one week and a maximum of four weeks’ written
notice.
(b) Further, the bonus of $6,000.00 should be excluded
in determining remuneration or else regarded as only
$3,000.00 and not $6,000.00, because it was a “oneoff” but not a regular payment.
(c) That workers’ compensation payments be taken into
account together with other income. Further, it was
submitted that loss in salary should be calculated only
to the date of hearing.
(d) As to future loss, it was submitted that no evidence
was led about future loss and to consider any quantum for future pecuniary loss would be inappropriate.
(e) That it was necessary to consider what would have
happened if the dismissal had been fair. The authority cited was Nicolson v Heaven & Earth Gallery
Pty Ltd 126 ALR 233 at 246 (IRC of Aust) per Wilcox
CJ.
That the Full Bench found only procedural unfairness as the
reason for unfairness. Accordingly, the Full Bench should find
that the termination would have occurred and the appellant
was well aware that it would. Accordingly, the appellant would
have only remained in that position for another month at most.
INJURY
S.23A of the Act permits compensation to be assessed for
injury suffered by the appellant. The word “injury” is a word
of wide meaning which comprehends in itself all manner of
wrongs (see Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd
(FB)(op cit) per Sharkey P at page 303 and Gilmore and Another v Cecil Bros and Others (FB)(op cit) per Sharkey P and
Gifford C at pages 4446-4447).
The word “injury” includes humiliation, injury to feelings,
the result of callous treatment, loss of reputation, nervous
shock. The list is not exhaustive. As to Whelan v Waitaki Meats
Ltd [1991] 2 NZLR 74 at 90 per Gallen J, in that case, damages were awarded for the impact of a dismissal on the plaintiff
including mental distress, anxiety, humiliation, loss of dignity
and injury to his feelings and reputation. A finding as to “injury” is a finding of fact.
It was submitted that there was evidence of loss of reputation because the appellant has only been able to obtain work at
lower remuneration, and not of the status of a State Manager
of a national recruitment group. It was submitted that that alone
was evidence of loss of reputation (see page 72(TFI)).
Further, the evidence of his injury was submitted to be as
follows—
1. There was an impact on his state of mind because,
on Mr Guest’s evidence, five days after the dismissal,
the appellant was surprised and shocked. His self
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esteem was tied to his work and he experienced feelings of failure. His mood had significantly
deteriorated.
2. The dismissal was more than a minor setback and he
had to start afresh (see page 156(TFI)). There was
an impact on his family (see page 163(TFI)). There
was aggravated impact caused by the respondent’s
failure to give notice (see page 157(TFI)).
3. Greater impact was suffered because the appellant
was on workers’ compensation at the time (see page
165(TFI)). There was also a failure to deal properly
with the report. There was reference to the findings
of the Full Bench at page 47 of the Reasons for Decision dated 23 September 1998, which were as
follows—
“(i) Mr Guest did give evidence, as alleged in the
grounds of appeal, that the dismissal of the
appellant was unexpected, gave the appellant
no opportunity to come to terms with it, and
that the lack of consultation, discussion and
participation with and by the appellant concerning the dismissal, was detrimental to the
appellant’s state and aggravated his depression
problems.
(ii) That if the dismissal had been carried out in a
different manner, then the effect of the dismissal on the appellant would have been
minimised.
(iii) The appellant’s dismissal had greater psychological impact on him because he was
immediately removed from the premises.
(iv) The appellant’s confidence was damaged by
the dismissal and the respondent’s handling
of the secret report by Mr Dickinson criticising the appellant.
(v) The impact of the dismissal on the appellant’s
family life was significant.”
Indeed, at page 49, the Full Bench found that certain procedural aspects were unfair or harmful to the appellant’s
psychological well being.
It was submitted that the compensation for the injury should
be assessed at $35,000.00, including the injury to reputation.
That would make a total of $65,000.00 capped (see the appellant’s evidence at pages 62, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 112, 113 and
113a (TFI)).
There was no evidence of loss of reputation affecting the
appellant’s employability because he found employment
through his professional network (see pages 72 and 112-113a
(TFI)) and his condition occurred against a background of family difficulty.
The report of Mr Guest is relevant to the question of loss
and injury, it was submitted, but this was called into question
as was his evidence by Mr Jensen.
REMUNERATION
The Commission may refer to the remuneration for any relevant period of employment in assessing compensation.
It was submitted that the last six months of his employment
was the appropriate reference point to assess remuneration and,
therefore, the maximum allowed under the Act. The last twelve
months, divided by two, since the remuneration seems to have
been calculated in a twelve monthly package, would seem more
apposite.
Remuneration is wider in meaning than “wages” or “salary”. The word “remuneration”, as it is used in s.23A(4) of the
Act, includes salary or wage, commission, superannuation or
contributions, the cost of providing a car and non-monetary
benefits (see Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd
(FB)(op cit) per Sharkey P at page 301 and the cases cited
there). S.23A(4) limits the amount ordered to be paid under
s.23A(1)(ba) or (3) to six months’ remuneration of the claimant and may calculate it on an average rate received during
employment.
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
It was also submitted by Mr Jensen and conceded by Mr
Bartlett that workers’ compensation payments received might
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be taken into account (by way of deduction) in assessing compensation. There was cited Van De Berg v Park Industries 77
WAIG 2790. In Swan Yacht Club (Inc) v Bramwell (op cit) at
page 385, I referred to this question, but not directly.
THE ABILITY OF THE FULL BENCH TO MAKE
FINDINGS
The Full Bench raised with Counsel for the appellant and
the advocate for the respondent whether the Full Bench was in
a position to make findings on which to assess compensation,
since this question was not decided at first instance.
Mr Jensen submitted that he had no instructions in the matter, although this question had been raised at the last hearing
before the Full Bench on 20-21 August 1998 as a question
which might well require consideration. In any event, he did
not oppose with any vigour the ability to make findings, except those which Mr Bartlett submitted should be made upon
the evidence of Mr Guest.
Mr Bartlett submitted that the evidence of Mr Guest, an expert, was unshaken and uncontradicted. That was, in fact, the
case and I would accept his evidence for that reason. Further,
having regard to the findings which the Full Bench was able
to make as to the question whether the dismissal of the appellant was unfair, I am of the opinion that the Full Bench is able
to make further findings.
HEADS OF CLAIM
I will now turn to what I might call the heads of the claim
for compensation. I should say, at the outset, that the claim
cannot be restricted to loss proven to the date of the hearing at
first instance. If there is loss proven which is loss in the future
(or any loss, for that matter) and such loss is causally linked to
the unfair dismissal, then a finding can be made as to that loss
and it should be compensated for.
I refer to the authorities which I have mentioned above and
to s.23A(1)(ba) of the Act.
LOSS TO DATE OF HEARING
There was not a great deal of dispute as to the loss incurred
by the appellant as a result of the harsh, oppressive or unfair
dismissal, to the date of hearing. The amount was $17,121.00.
That was the amount calculated based on the salary package at
termination, including a $6,000.00 bonus. I should say that
the place of the bonus in the scheme of things, however, was
in dispute.
Because it was conceded that workers’ compensation payments made to the appellant should be credited against any
proven loss, the amount of workers’ compensation payments
received should be deducted from any claim of loss. This loss
of income calculation appears at pages 157-158 of the Appeal
Book (hereinafter referred to as “AB”).
In my opinion, one cannot include the amount of the bonus
paid, namely $3,000.00, as part of any loss, because there was
no evidence that any bonus was to be paid in 1998. As Mr
Jensen submitted, it was a “one-off” or, at least, there was no
evidence that it was not. On the evidence, it was paid because
of the appellant’s past achievement.
I, therefore, find that the total of the salary package, which
appears at page 157(AB), should be reduced by $3,000.00 to
$83,660.00 and the proven loss to $14,121.00.
I am satisfied and find, on the balance of probabilities, that
that was the loss suffered to the date of hearing.
REASONABLE NOTICE AND ONGOING LOSS
As a matter of fact, the Commission, as submitted, should
take into account the loss of security of employment, which
was indubitably lost. As a matter of fact, on Mr Blanche’s
evidence to which Mr Bartlett referred us, the appellant was
not going to be made redundant. That, therefore, was not a
fact to be taken into account in determining the probable duration of employment.
On Mr Guest’s evidence, the appellant thought that his employment might end, but there was no evidence as to when,
nor was it anything but clear, on the evidence, that the circumstances and the event, when it occurred, were a shock to the
appellant.
There is no doubt that, on the evidence, it was open to find
that he would, if there had been a fair termination, have been
given 9 to 12 months’ notice. Indeed, I so found in Bogunovich
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v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (op cit) at page 3643.
That is a significant loss.
However, against any future loss, should be credited the
amount being earned on a part time basis and workers’ compensation entitlements received.
However, what should also be recalled is that the Full Bench
has found that the dismissal of the appellant was unfair on
both substantial and procedural grounds. Thus, the sort of approach referred to in cases involving procedural unfairness
alone (Nicolson v Heaven & Earth Gallery Pty Ltd (op cit))
would not apply.
There were a number of facts to be taken into account. The
appellant, when he was dismissed, went straight to workers’
compensation for which he received payments and which he
was still in receipt of when he gave evidence on 18 November
1997 (see pages 71, 71a and 72 (TFI)). He said that he was
permitted to work in a consultancy for about four hours a day,
whilst receiving workers’ compensation payments. What he
was earning, including workers’ compensation payments, was
$1,600.00 a month less than at Bayside Western Australia Pty
Ltd, because there was no car provided and other benefits previously received were not provided. The appellant estimated
his current rate of loss at $20,000.00 per year. It is not clear
from the appellant’s evidence when he commenced the consultancy work (see generally pages 71, 71a, 72 and 73 (TFI)).
There is no evidence as to how long this situation would
continue.
There is also a duty on the appellant to mitigate. It was not
established that he had not and, indeed, the evidence was that
he had and that was not in dispute.
I agree that the amount of workers’ compensation payable
has to be reduced from the claim of loss. If one accepted that
evidence, as one is entitled to do, there would be a future loss
of $20,000.00 approximately in the year following. However,
in the absence of definite evidence that this situation would
continue and that the ability not to work more and earn more
was not due to the injury for which he was being compensated, rather than an inability to find work, I would not find
that it was more probable than not that his future loss was
more than $20,000.00. I would find that amount, namely
$20,000.00, as the future loss, on the balance of probabilities.
Further, I would not apply Nicolson v Heaven & Earth Gallery Pty Ltd (op cit) at page 246 because the Full Bench found
that the dismissal was merely procedurally, but also
substantively unfair.
The question is, however, whether it is open to find that it is
more probable than not that the employment would end
foreseeably. Certainly, Mr Blanche’s evidence was that the
appellant would not have been made redundant. There was
Mr Guest’s evidence, too, that the appellant thought that he
would be dismissed. As well, there was the appellant’s evidence, corroborated by Mr Guest, that he was shocked by what
occurred.
On the evidence, it cannot be said that the appellant was
likely, on the balance of probabilities, to remain in the position for more than twelve months after the date of hearing. His
own assessment of the loss for a year was $20,000.00, which
was realistic, borne out by the figure and future loss to be
$20,000.00. I accept that figure. The question of any compensation for notice is subsumed in such a finding. Loss of security
is also subsumed within that finding. I am satisfied and find
that to be proven future loss accordingly.
CLAIM FOR INJURY
There is no doubt, on the evidence, that the appellant suffered mental distress, anxiety and loss of dignity and, in
particular, on Mr Guest’s evidence, that the appellant’s depression was aggravated by the unfair dismissal. I so find. At
the heart of his injury was the fact that he was dismissed, having continued to work whilst in pain, and having achieved
very well in the Council House asbestos project. He was surprised and shocked by the dismissal (see page 156(TFI) and
see the findings of the Full Bench at page 47(AB)).
I have already found that there was psychological impact on
the appellant because of the dismissal (see Bogunovich v
Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd 78 WAIG 3635 at 3643-4).
His self esteem was tied to his work and he experienced
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feelings of failure and his mood deteriorated, as Mr Guest said
in evidence.
The impact on his family which is undoubted was not an
injury to the appellant and cannot be a head of claim for injury, or at least I am not so persuaded, on the arguments
advanced on this appeal.
LOSS OF REPUTATION
As to loss of reputation, the appellant admitted in evidence
that, in the short term, his reputation would not suffer, but he
was concerned about the long term. It was submitted that his
present employment is evidence of loss of reputation because
it is not of the same status as his previous employment. However, the appellant’s evidence was that he was still in receipt
of workers’ compensation payments which might lead to the
necessary inference that his inability to work arose from his
back injury. Further, he was, on his own evidence, able to find
employment through his professional network (see pages 112113a(TFI)). I am not satisfied that any substantial loss of
reputation has been proven on the balance of probabilities.
I am satisfied that a pre-existing depressive state was aggravated by the dismissal and the manner of it, that there was
humiliation, injury to the feelings of the appellant and that he
was treated with callousness, given his efforts for the respondent, particularly when in pain. I am also satisfied that the
dismissal was more than a minor setback, given that he was
on workers’ compensation at the time and by its occurrence. It
is no answer, with respect, that to say, as Mr Jensen said, that
the appellant suffered no more in that respect than any other
person who is dismissed. That does not mean that he did not
sustain an injury, as defined, and as I have found. In any event,
there was no evidence, in this case, that other persons who are
dismissed suffer in the manner in which I am satisfied that the
appellant did.
(There was no claim for any breach of duty of trust.) This is
not the case of someone employed for 31 years, as was the
case in Whelan v Waitaki Meats Ltd (op cit), or the humiliating circumstances of a person being escorted away by police
(see Burazin v Blacktown City Guardian Pty Ltd 142 ALR
144 at 156 (IRC of Aust)(FC)). However, the fact and the
method of the dismissal was as I have described it. However,
the evidence of Mr Guest adequately explains the effect on the
appellant, as does his own. I have outlined my findings in that
regard earlier on the previous page.
I would assess fair and proper compensation for that injury,
there being no evidence that it would last longer than a relatively short period after the dismissal, at $5,000.00 (see the
$5,000.00 awarded in Burazin v Blacktown City Guardian Pty
Ltd (op cit), for example).
COMPENSATION
I would, therefore, assess the amounts of compensation for
the losses and injury proven, according to the principles which
I have outlined above, as follows—
1. Loss to date of hearing—
compensation
$14,121.00
2. Future loss—compensation
$20,000.00
$ 5,000.00
3. Compensation for injury
$39,121.00
CONCLUSION
That being so, if one caps the amount of compensation at an
amount equal to six months’ remuneration, excluding the bonus of $3,000.00, then the total sum of $39,121.00 is within
the cap, which I calculate to be half of the annual remuneration of $86,660.00, namely $43,330.00. The annual
remuneration less the bonus for the twelve months prior to
dismissal is properly calculated at $86,660.00 (see page 157158(AB)).
I assess compensation at that amount, namely $39,121.00,
as a matter of equity, good conscience and substantial merits
of the case and in accordance with s.23A, s.26(1)(a) and (c) of
the Act.
For those reasons, I would vary the order at first instance by
declaring that the appellant, Ramsay Bogunovich, was unfairly
dismissed by the respondent on 23 May 1997, having upheld
the appeal.
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I would also order that the respondent do, within seven days
of the date of the order which I think that the Full Bench should
issue, as and by way of compensation, pay the amount of
$39,121.00 to the appellant.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: I have had
the benefit of reading the Reasons for Decision of His Honour
the President.
With the finding that the applicant’s termination of employment was harsh, oppressive or unfair it was submitted that the
loss and injury caused by the dismissal warranted payment of
compensation to take into account the loss of income to the
date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a
reduced earning capacity and loss of job security. In total this
was estimated to be $30,000 (Refer to transcript pages 196197 and 198 and page 157AB). It was accepted that
reinstatement was impracticable.
Furthermore it was submitted that injury associated with
depression, loss of reputation and nervous shock should attract a payment of $35,000. This comprises $25,000 reflecting
“personal psychological consequences” including the effect
on the appellant’s family and $10,000 for loss of reputation
(Refer to transcript pages 203-204).
As the total amount being sought for loss and injury exceeds
the statutory limit established by reference to 6 months remuneration pursuant to section 23A(4) of the Act, the claim was
compromised to $46,330. This amount being determined by
reference to half the value of the appellant’s salary package
immediately prior to the termination of his employment
($86,660pa) (Refer to Exhibit B74, P157AB). The annual package comprised gross salary ($66,768), annual leave loading
($899), superannuation ($5413), use of a motor vehicle
($13,580) and an amount ($3000) calculated on the basis of
half the bonus paid to the appellant during the term of his
appointment.
The respondent argued that the appellant’s average remuneration was $80,348 per annum and on the basis of that the
maximum amount of compensation that could be awarded is
$40,174. The bonus payment was excluded. However, the discrepancy with the rate identified by the appellant that otherwise
occurs is not readily explicable.
With respect I adopt what His Honour has said about matters which go to the appellant’s loss arising from the unfair
dismissal. That not only takes into account the loss of earnings to the date of hearing but that which also comprehends
loss of job security and a reduced earning capacity while the
appellant re-establishes himself. It must also accommodate
what would have been a reasonable period of notice or the
period which the appellant could otherwise have expected to
remain in secure employment with the respondent but for the
intervening unfair dismissal.
In all it was submitted that a period of 18 months is reasonable for the purpose of calculating compensation. The amount
claimed in this respect takes into account workers compensation payments and income and projected earnings from the
appellant’s consultancy.
On the injury suffered it is clear from the evidence provided
by the appellant and from Mr Guest that the dismissal from
employment was distressing. Loss of dignity, anxiety, depression, and low self esteem resulted. However, it is to be
acknowledged that there is an element of distress in every termination. Restraint is required to ensure that compensation
for distress is confined within reasonable limits (Burazon –vBlacktown City Guardian Pty Ltd 142 ALR 144). The effect
of the dismissal on the appellant’s family should not attract
consideration. Likewise, I concur with the finding of the Hon
President that the appellant’s evidence does not bear out the
claim that any loss of reputation has been significant or permanent. The appellant’s ability to exploit his professional
network in an effort to re-establish himself attests to this. However, I have no doubt that the distress experienced by the
appellant was exacerbated by the manner in which the termination was executed. His removal from the office at the time
he was endeavouring to keep things going despite the pain of
a significant injury was callous.
The claim for compensation must be determined within the
limits of the statute and according to law. In this respect section 23A(4) and matters identified by the Full Bench in Jacob
Gilmore –v- Cecil Bros, FDR Pty Ltd and Cecil Bros Pty Ltd
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(76 WAIG 4434) are apposite. Section 26(1)(a) is not a licence to ignore the general law. However, “equity, good
conscience and the substantial merits of the case without regard to technicalities or legal forms” must mean that a just
outcome is not limited to the law in the narrow sense. [(1992)
28 NSWLR 26(CA)]. This was the case in Belo Fisheries –vFroggett (63 WAIG 2394 at 2396). The statutory provision
under S26(1)(a) of the Act imports a discretion to adopt a “broad
approach of common sense and common fairness eschewing
all legal and other technicality” (National Industrial Relations
Court in Earl –v- Slater and Wheeler (Airlyne) Ltd [1973] 1
ALL ER 145). A determination based on the concepts of fairness and the substantial merits of the case may result in a
different outcome to that if there was no discretion. [Wakely –
v- Dairy Vale Co-op Ltd (1972) 39 SAIR 327 and H.G. Collett
Pty Ltd –v- Alsopp (1982) 49 SAIR 309].
In the circumstances of this unfair dismissal, the appellant’s
dedication and performance to his duties in the face of serious
injury sustained in course of employment merit consideration
within the scope of section 26(1)(a). The basis upon which
losses established in evidence are converted to compensation
depends on considerations of equity, good conscience and the
substantial merits of the case. In this respect the determination
of compensation (or even contractual entitlements in relevant
circumstances) is not synonymous with relief in civil proceedings. (Belo Fisheries –v- Froggett 63 WAIG 2394).
Having regard to the circumstances in the appellant’s case,
the losses sustained including future loss of income, and the
injury inflicted on him by the unfair dismissal, I would on
basis of equity good conscious and the substantial merits of
the case award the appellant $43,330.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER: I had the advantage of
reading in draft the reasons of his Honour the President. I agree
with the quantum of compensation that he has assessed the
appellant should receive as a result of the finding of the Full
Bench that the appellant was unfairly dismissed, by its reasons dated 23 September 1998. I agree with the orders as
proposed. I add the following comments of my own.
Section 23A of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”)
sets out the powers of the Commission in relation to a claim of
harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal. A range of powers are
set out. It is clear from the terms of s 23A of the Act, that
reinstatement or re-employment of an unfairly dismissed employee, is the primary remedy. The power of the Commission
to make an order of compensation pursuant to s 23A(1)(ba), is
subject to the conditions in s 23A(1a) and to the legislative
cap of six months remuneration in s 23A(4). The terms of s
23A(1a) provide that the Commission is not to make an order
for compensation unless—
(a) it is satisfied that reinstatement or re-employment of
the claimant is impracticable; or
(b) the employer has agreed to pay the compensation
instead of reinstating or re-employing the claimant.
Despite the terms of s 23A(1a)(b), it is arguably open on a
construction of the terms of s 23A as a whole, that notwithstanding the agreement by an employer to pay compensation,
that the Commission may reinstate or re-employ an unfairly
dismissed employee, if such is not found by the Commission
to be impracticable. However, that is not a matter which arises
in the context of this appeal and I need not take that matter any
further on this occasion.
In my view, notwithstanding the submissions of the agent
for the respondent on the appeal, the use of the word “may” in
s 23A(1) does not import an absolute discretion whether or
not to exercise any of the powers enumerated in s 23A(1)(a) –
(c). The use of the word “may” is for the purposes of setting
out the various powers that the Commission can exercise on a
claim of unfair dismissal. It follows in my view on that construction, that s 23A(1)(ba) does not mean that an order for
compensation may not be made at all, in the face of established loss or injury caused by the dismissal. If the Commission
has made a finding that a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or
unfair and has found reinstatement or re-employment to be
impracticable then in the ordinary course, the applicant would
be entitled to relief under s 23A(1)(ba) subject to establishing
loss and/or injury. This is also consistent with the proposition
that as s 23A is remedial in character, its terms should be construed beneficially: Bull v A-G (NSW) (1913) 17 CLR 370.
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Pursuant to s 23A(1)(ba), the Commission is empowered to
order the employer to pay compensation to the claimant for
loss or injury caused by the dismissal. A limitation upon that
is prescribed in s 23A(4), to the effect that any order of compensation is not to exceed 6 months remuneration of the
claimant. “Remuneration” is a wide term, embracing more
than merely wages or salary: May v Lilyvale Hotel Pty Ltd
(1995) 68 IR 112 at 116-117; Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes
Australia Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 299 at 301. The onus is on an
applicant to establish on the balance of probabilities, his or
her loss and/or injury. That involves a finding of fact or mixed
law and fact, as to what is the loss and injury established on
the evidence. Also, it is clear that the loss or injury must be
causally connected to the unfair dismissal.
In my view, the relevant principles in relation to the assessment of compensation are those set out by the Full Bench in
Gilmore v Cecil Brothers (1996) 76 WAIG 4434 as developed
in Capewell (supra).
As to loss and injury, it is not the case that an applicant who
has been found by the Commission to have been unfairly dismissed, and who is to be awarded compensation, is
automatically entitled to an award of compensation for loss
representing the loss of wages or salary from the date of dismissal to the date of the hearing. That may be the ultimate
outcome after findings are made and an assessment by the
Commission, as to the quantum of compensation having regard to s 26 of the Act and factors such as the employee’s duty
to mitigate his or her loss. All the circumstances of the case
need to be considered. For example, it well may be that despite the Commission’s finding that the dismissal was harsh,
oppressive and unfair, it was characterised as such by reason
of the manner or process leading to the dismissal rather than
the substantive reasons for the dismissal itself, in the sense in
which that principle is referred to in Shire of Esperance v
Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891. In such a case, it may be open
to find as a fact on the evidence, that the unfairly dismissed
employee could have been fairly dismissed by the employer
shortly after the actual dismissal in any event. In a case such
as this, it would be open for the Commission to find that the
unfairly dismissed employee’s loss is limited to that period
between the date of the employee’s actual dismissal, and when
he or she could have been fairly dismissed in any event.
In the same context, the circumstances of the case may be
such that it is open for the Commission to find, that based
upon the evidence before it, it was more likely than not that
but for the unfair dismissal, the employee may have left the
employment of the respondent voluntarily at some future time.
Alternatively, it may well be that in accordance with an unfairly dismissed employee’s duty to mitigate his or her loss,
that the employee obtains other employment immediately or a
short time after the dismissal. In such a case, there may be no
loss or indeed only minimal loss caused by the unfair dismissal,
and the Commission could find accordingly.
Having made the necessary findings, the Commission then
considers the assessment of the appropriate level of compensation to compensate for the loss and/or injury caused by the
unfair dismissal. This involves the exercise of a discretion in
accordance with the equity, good conscience and substantial
merits of the case: s 26 Act.
In assessing the quantum of compensation for the purposes
of s 23A(1)(ba) in view of a finding that a dismissal is harsh,
oppressive or unfair, the conduct of the employer and employee
is not a relevant consideration. The conduct of the employer
and the employee are relevant considerations in the determination by the Commission as to whether, having regard to all
the circumstances of the case including that conduct, the dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unfair. In my opinion, it is the
loss and/or injury which attracts the power of the Commission
to make an order of compensation pursuant to s 23A(1)(ba) of
the Act. The conduct of the employer or employee respectively, is not a matter which is relevant to that assessment.
That is not to say however, as I have noted above, that there
cannot be a finding by the Commission that on the evidence,
the employment may not have continued for a long period, by
reason of the employee being fairly dismissed subsequently
or alternatively, the employee leaving the employment of his
or her own initiative. These are clearly matters which can be
taken into account in the assessment of compensation, those
findings having been made: Linkstaff International Pty Ltd v
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Roberts (1996) 67 IR 381 at 393-394; Banks v Blue Chip Electronics Pty Ltd (1993) 49 IR 255. In relation to this issue in
Banks (supra), the following observations were made by the
Full Commission of the South Australian Industrial Commission at 260—
“Moreover, in our view, there is no proper basis for concluding that the measure of compensation which flows
from the employer’s wrongful actions should be, in any
way reduced, due to some alleged contributory conduct
on the part of the employee which is said to have caused
or contributed to the dismissal.
Whilst such a concept prevails in England due to a statutory direction to that effect, (s 74(6) of the Employment
Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978), no such statutory
requirement exists in this jurisdiction.
Obviously the conduct of the employee before dismissal
is relevant to the issue whether the dismissal falls within
the statutory criteria, and must be carefully weighed
against the actions of the employer before deciding that
issue. However we see no mandate, if the totality of the
evidence leads to the conclusion that the employer has
breached the statutory provision, to then reduce compensation due to any conduct of the employee.”
In my view, those observations apply equally in this jurisdiction for the purposes of assessing compensation under the
Act.
I agree with his Honour the President, that the Full Bench is
able to make further findings on appeal, in relation to the assessment of compensation for loss and/or injury.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is upheld.
Order accordingly,
APPEARANCES: Mr G Bartlett (of Counsel), by leave, on
behalf of the applicant.
Mr M Jensen, as agent, on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ramsay Bogunovich
(Appellant)
and
Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd.
(Respondent/s).
No. 939 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
23 December 1998.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 20th and 21st days of August 1998, and having heard
Mr G R Bartlett (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant and Mr M E Jensen, as agent, on behalf of the respondent,
and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter,
and reasons for decision being delivered on the 23rd day of
September 1998 wherein it was found that the appeal should
be upheld, and having come on for a further hearing on the
27th day of November 1998, having heard Mr G R Bartlett (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant and Mr M E
Jensen, as agent, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full
Bench having reserved its decision, and supplementary reasons for decision being delivered on the 23rd day of December
1998, it is this day, the 23rd day of December 1998, ordered
and directed and declared as follows—
(1) THAT leave be and is hereby granted to the appellant herein to amend the grounds of appeal in the
terms of the “Proposed Minute of Proposed Amendments to Grounds of Appeal” dated the 20th day of
August 1998 and filed herein.
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(2) THAT appeal No 939 of 1998 be and is hereby upheld and the decision of the Commission in matter
No 1125 of 1997 made on the 12th day of May 1998
be and is hereby varied by substituting for the order
made, the following orders—
“(1) THAT it is hereby declared that the
abovenamed Ramsay Bogunovich was harshly,
oppressively or unfairly dismissed by the
abovenamed respondent on the 23rd day of
May 1997.
(2) THAT the said respondent do hereby pay
within seven days of the date of this order, as
and by way of compensation, the amount of
$39,121.00 to the said appellant, Ramsay
Bogunovich.”
By the Full Bench,
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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and
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BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
21 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal against the decision of
the Public Service Arbitrator (hereinafter referred to as “the
Arbitrator”), given on 10 July 1998 in matter No PSAC 29 of
1995.
Appeals against the Public Service Arbitrator – S.49 of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called
“the Act”) applies, by the operation of s.80G of the Act, to this
decision which is not a decision under s.80E(2) of the Act. It
was, in any event, not contended that the appeal was not within
jurisdiction.
Therefore, the appeal is competent under s.49 and s.80G of
the Act, which reads as follows—
“80G. (1) Subject to this Division, the provisions of
Division 2 of Part II that apply to or in relation to the
exercise of the jurisdiction of the Commission constituted
by a Commissioner shall apply with such modifications
as are prescribed and such other modifications as may be
necessary or appropriate, to the exercise by an Arbitrator
of his jurisdiction under this Act.
(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), section 49 shall
not apply to a decision of an Arbitrator on a claim mentioned in section 80E(2).”
The order appealed against is an order dismissing application No PSAC 29 of 1995.
It is against that decision that the appellant organisation now
appeals on the following grounds—
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
“1. The learned Public Service Arbitrator erred in fact
in that he, having found that the(sic) Ms Bourne, a
member of the Appellant—
a. Had been denied natural justice in her removal
from the position of Manager Perth Concert
Hall;
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b. Had been moved against her will from the said
position;
c. Had been so moved by way of a performancebased element as to which element she was
denied the opportunity to make a response, and
hence, natural justice;
d. Having found the necessary facts to draw the
inference that she had been moved to satisfy
the personal wishes and desires of her superior, Mr Dawkins, rather than for any objective
reason,
nonetheless concluded as a matter of fact and law
that the position of Manager Perth Concert Hall was
now a different position from what it had been and
that he could not satisfy himself that Ms Bourne was
now in a position to discharge the duties of that office.
The learned Public Service Arbitrator made his decision by drawing inferences from the evidence,
which inferences were wrong in that—
a. The only evidence bearing upon the duties and
responsibilities of the position was that of Mr
Nigel Prescott, Mr Simon Dawkins and Mr
Andrew Bolt. No finding was made in respect
of the evidence of Messrs Dawkins and Bolt
save that the Arbitrator quoted Mr Prescott’s
opinion that the Position was substantially
unchanged without making adverse finding
therefor. Therefore the Arbitrator failed to
make specific finding as to the evidence upon
the substantive issue that determined his decision.
b. In addition the Arbitrator made a fundamental
misapprehension of the terms of the Vickery
Report, which was that the position had greater
responsibilities after changes effected by Mr
Dawkins before the report was bespoken,
whereas the report concluded that the duties
should revert to what they were when the position was occupied by Ms Bourne.
By his finding that Ms Bourne had been dealt with
unjustly and in breach of natural justice but yet denying her a remedy the learned Public Service
Arbitrator miscarried in fundamental judicial discretion as set in s26(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979(WA).
The learned Public Service Arbitrator disregarded the
finding of the Full Bench of the Commission given
on the 7th April 1997 which required the matter to be
heard and determined on the merits, and not as the
Arbitrator did, concluded upon an alleged and artificial legal construction.
The learned Public Service Arbitrator based his finding upon his conclusion that the duties of Ms Bourne’s
position had been reclassified in November 1992.
The Arbitrator had evidence before him that the actual reclassification related back to the mid-80’s when
the position, whatever its reclassification, had been
occupied by Ms Bourne.
The learned Public Service Arbitrator erred in law in
holding the Civil Service Association of Western Australia (Inc.)(“the CSA”) application No PSAC 29 of
1995, (“the said Application”) in so far(sic) as it revives the issues raised by its application PSAC 21 of
1993, found—
(i) an estoppel as against the Appellant. Or
(ii) an estoppel as against the making of orders
sought in the said application in favour of
Naomi Margaret Bourne.
The learned Public Service Arbitrator having found
in his decision that factors of delay made it impossible to restore the status quo ante and so restore Ms
Bourne to her position nonetheless ignored the fact
that curial delays contributed in excess of 2 years to
the said delay.
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8. The learned Public Service Arbitrator ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated
Ms Bourne to the position she previously held with
effect from the 7th October 1994.”
CROSS APPEAL
On 5 October 1998, the respondent was permitted to file
and serve a Notice of Appeal by way of Cross Appeal out of
time. That Cross Appeal contains an allegation that—
“pursuant to Sections 80E(7) and 23(2a) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 the Public service Arbitrator had no
jurisdiction—
(a) to make a determination that the Respondent denied
Ms Bourne, natural justice when it transferred Ms
Bourne from the position of Venue Manager Perth
Concert Hall (“the position”); or
(b) to consider whether to make an order to transfer Ms
Bourne into the position as such an Order could effect a “promotion” and constitute an appointment
within the meaning of Section 21(1)(a)(i) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.”
BACKGROUND
This application was also the subject of an appeal to the Full
Bench (No 1847 of 1996) The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated v Perth Theatre Trust 77 WAIG
1086. The report of the Reasons for Decision of the Full Bench
in that appeal sets out in detail much of the background of this
matter.
The application, as the Arbitrator observed, was expressed
in the form which appears at 76 WAIG 5012 and the orders
sought appear at page 5013.
Further, the appellant sought and was granted leave to amend
the application in terms appearing at pages 126-127 of the
Appeal Book (hereinafter referred to as “AB”).
The Arbitrator, upon the hearing and determination of this
application, summarised the extent of the amended claim in
the words, at first instance, of the appellant’s advocate (see
page 127(AB))—
“The claim that we are seeking here today quite simply is
that Ms Bourne be placed within the position of Venue
Manager, whatever the classification may be, and that is
quite simply it.”
It was on the basis of that statement of the remedy sought
that the application was heard and determined at first instance.
That placement was sought to be effected as and when the
position of Executive Assistant (Policy), which she had held,
was abolished.
The background to the claim was this. Ms Naomi Margaret
Bourne, a Government officer, had, from February 1980, occupied the position of Venue Manager – Perth Concert Hall.
In 1990, Mr Simon Lee Dawkins became General Manager
of the respondent and was still in that position as at the time of
the hearing. Mr Dawkins effected some changes in the management structure, including the creation of the position of
Operations Manager. Prior to Mr Dawkins being appointed,
the General Manager of the respondent was Mr Nigel Ian
Prescott.
Ms Bourne remained in that position until the month of
December 1992, when she was transferred against her will to
the position of Executive Assistant, Level 5 by the General
Manager, Mr Dawkins.
In November 1992, the Venue Manager positions were reclassified from Level 4 to Level 5 and in March 1995 to Level
6. Mr David John Shallue, the then Human Resources Manager of the respondent, gave evidence about this matter.
In the meantime, notwithstanding her discontentment, Ms
Bourne continued in the Executive Assistant position, until
that position, too, was abolished in October 1994 (the Venue
Manager position having been reclassified to Level 5).
On two occasions in April and July 1993, when the position
of Venue Manager was advertised and a number of applicants
were listed for interview and further consideration, Ms Bourne
was not included amongst the applicants interviewed.
She complained to the Office of Merit Protection about the
failure to interview her, but that complaint was not sustained.
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However, even though a selection process was occurring, no
permanent appointment was made to the position. Why this
was so, was not explained. An application by the appellant,
No PSAC 31 of 1993, was made on 30 April 1993, which was
discontinued in February 1994 (see page 99(AB)).
In February 1994, a Mr Richard Andrew Bolt voluntarily
accepted the position of Venue Manager, Perth Concert Hall,
on secondment and whilst on leave from the Australian Broadcasting Corporation for six months. At the expiration of that
period, he resigned and continued to occupy the position. He
still continued to occupy the position at the time of the hearing
of this matter.
In October 1994, after the abolition of the position of Executive Assistant (Policy), Ms Bourne applied to return to the
position of Venue Manager, but was treated as an employee
who was “surplus to requirements” by the respondent and “seconded to” another Government body, the Library Information
Service of Western Australia (hereinafter referred to as
“LISWA”).
Ms Bourne filed an application (No 1058 of 1994) in the
Commission, making a claim under s.95(3) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 (as amended) (hereinafter referred
to as “the PSMA”) on 28 October 1994. Then, on 1 June 1995,
the appellant filed the application, the subject of which was
not proceeded with to final hearing and determination.
The respondent then voluntarily refrained from advertising
the position until the matters were decided and so announced.
That remained the situation as at the hearing before the Arbitrator.
Ms Bourne remained with LISWA until August 1995, when
she was seconded to a body described as “Celebrate WA”,
where she was at the time of the hearing. She was deregistered
as a deployee in February 1996, having been so registered in
February 1995. That redeployment was not challenged in any
final way.
In March 1994, R L Vickery and Associates, who had been
commissioned to make recommendations as to the structure
and operations of the respondent, issued a report. As I will
mention hereinafter, the authors of the report recommended a
changed and increased role for Venue Managers. Inter alia,
these were recommendations made as to the roles and functions of Venue Managers. The recommendations were adopted,
and, as a result, inter alia, the positions of Operations Manager and Executive Assistant (Policy) were abolished.
The respondent heard nothing from the appellant until application No PSAC 29 of 1995 was heard.
Mr John Charles Herbert Thornton, who had been involved
in the hiring of the Perth Concert Hall when Ms Bourne was
Venue Manager, spoke of her activities, in evidence, in a commendatory way.
There was evidence before the Commission, too, from Ms
Bourne, Mr Prescott, as well as Mr Thornton. Further, Mr
Dawkins, Mr Shallue and Mr Bolt gave evidence, at first instance, on behalf of the respondent.
FINDINGS
The Arbitrator found as follows—
1. That Mr Dawkins was not completely satisfied with
Ms Bourne’s overall performance as Venue Manager.
This included the personality differences between Mr
Williams and Ms Bourne.
2. That Mr Dawkins saw that these difficulties could
be overcome by her transfer without subjecting her
to a formal performance appraisal.
3. That immediately preceding her transfer to the position of Executive Assistant (Policy), Mr Dawkins
proposed that she be seconded to LISWA on transfer.
4. That the effect of either occurring would result in
her vacating the position.
5. That Mr Dawkins had need of direct assistance and
that role would provide experience to the benefit of
the occupant.
6. That he was not satisfied that Ms Bourne was principally chosen for transfer to the position created.
For those reasons, Mr Dawkins was not completely
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satisfied with her overall performance as Venue
Manager.
That Ms Bourne’s uncontroverted evidence was that,
immediately preceding her transfer, Mr Dawkins
proposed that she be seconded to LISWA or transfer
to the position of Executive Assistant.
That he, therefore, believed that it was not paramount
that the latter position be filled, but the effect of either would be Ms Bourne’s vacation of the position.
That the matter of Ms Bourne’s performance was
alleged not to be the level required by Mr Dawkins.
That, because she was not advised of the level of
performance required, Ms Bourne was denied natural justice.
Second, reliance upon an alleged level of performance to effect a forced transfer from the position of
Venue Manager, whatever may be the degree of reliance that ought to have been disclosed, given that
such constituted a recognised ground upon which Ms
Bourne may have mounted an appeal.
That, because of the replies of the selection panel to
her inquiry (exhibits S19 and S20), the alleged performance level had a greater influence in the decision
to transfer her than Mr Dawkins was prepared to
concede.
That there was clear evidence that, whilst Venue Manager, Ms Bourne engaged in the marketing and
promotion of the concert hall, but she did not act
with complete autonomy.
As at October 1994, the requirements to fulfil the
role of Venue Manager, Perth Concert Hall were those
in the Job Description Form of August 1993 (exhibit
R3.3) which differed to that of November 1992 (exhibit R3.4) in that “Marketing and Promotion Skills”
had been added as an essential selection criterion – a
limited difference.
However, there were greater changes. The recommendations in the Vickery Report had been accepted
as at October 1994, and were in the process of implementation. Accordingly, the role had changed,
even though the Job Description Form was not recast and published until March 1995.
An assessment of the newly described position led
the committee to recommend that it be afforded Level
6.
The Arbitrator accepted that the changes to the position were not marginal and that the new role clearly
had more autonomy, involved an extended exercise
of skills and carried greater responsibility than it did
previously. There was a material change in the position.
The Arbitrator was not convinced that Ms Bourne
was fully equipped to meet the requirements of the
recast position.
That a number of applications were not pursued and
were discontinued. Complaints therein regarding the
conduct of the respondent ought to have been pursued and subjected to rigorous scrutiny.
That suitable remedies then available are no longer
available and, if justified, are no longer justified.

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
S.80E(7) of the Act came into operation on 1 January 1996.
S.97 of the PSMA came into operation on 1 January 1996.
S.23(2a) of the Act came into operation on 1 January 1996.
S.80E(7) of the Act reads as follows—
(7) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (6), an Arbitrator does not have jurisdiction to enquire into or deal
with, or refer to the Commission in Court Session or
the Full Bench, any matter in respect of which a procedure referred to in section 97(1)(a) of the Public
Sector Management Act 1994 is, or may be, prescribed under that Act.”
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S.80E of the Act deals with the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator
and reads in subsections (1) to (6) as follows—
“80E. (1) Subject to Division 3 of Part II and subsections (6) and (7) of this section, an Arbitrator has exclusive
jurisdiction to enquire into and deal with any industrial
matter relating to a Government officer, a group of Government officers or Government officers generally.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1)
the jurisdiction conferred by that subsection includes jurisdiction to deal with—
(a) a claim in respect of the salary, range of salary
or title allocated to the office occupied by a
Government officer and, where a range of salary was allocated to the office occupied by him,
in respect of the particular salary within that
range of salary allocated to him; and
(b) a claim in respect of a decision of an employer
to downgrade any office that is vacant.
[(3) and (4) deleted]
(5) Nothing in subsection (1) or (2) shall affect or interfere with the exercise by an employer in relation to
any Government officer, or office under his administration, of any power in relation to any matter within the
jurisdiction of an Arbitrator, but any act, matter or thing
done by an employer in relation to any such matter is
liable to be reviewed, nullified, modified or varied by an
Arbitrator in the course of the exercise by him of his jurisdiction in respect of that matter under this Division.
(6) Notwithstanding subsection (1), but subject to subsection (7), an Arbitrator may—
(a) with the consent of the Chief Commissioner
refer an industrial matter referred to in subsection (1) or any part of that industrial matter
to the Commission in Court Session for hearing and determination by the Commission in
Court Session; and
(b) with the consent of the President refer to the
Full Bench for hearing and determination by
the Full Bench any question of law, including
any question of interpretation of the rules of
an organization, arising in a matter before the
Arbitrator,
and the Commission in Court Session or the Full Bench,
as the case may be, may hear and determine the matter, or
part thereof, or question, so referred.”
S.23(2a) of the Act provides—
“Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (2), the Commission does not have jurisdiction to enquire into or deal with
any matter in respect of which a procedure referred to in
section 97(1)(a) of the Public Sector Management Act
1994 is, or may be, prescribed under that Act.”
S.97 of the PSMA reads as follows—
(1) The functions of the Commissioner under this Part
are—
(a) to make recommendations to the Minister on
the making, amendment or repeal of regulations prescribing procedures, whether by way
of appeal, review, conciliation, arbitration,
mediation or otherwise, for employees and
other persons to obtain relief in respect of the
breaching of public sector standards;
(b) to appoint persons for the purpose of implementing procedures referred to in paragraph
(a); and
(c) to monitor the operation of procedures referred
to in paragraph (a).
(2) The Commissioner has power to do all things that
are necessary or convenient to be done for or in connection with the performance of the functions of the
Commissioner set out in subsection (1).”
Under s.98 of the PSMA—
“The Governor may under section 108 make regulations—
(a) prescribing procedures referred to in section 97(1)(a)
and specifying those employees and persons, if any,
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who are not eligible to seek relief in accordance with
those procedures;
(b) conferring powers on persons referred to in section
97(1)(b); and
(c) for the remuneration, and the terms and conditions
of appointment, of persons referred to in paragraph
(b) who are not employees.”
S.21(1)(a)(i) of the PSMA reads as follows—
“21. (1) The functions of the Commissioner are, having regard to the principles set out in sections 7, 8 and 9 –
(a) to establish public sector standards setting out
minimum standards of merit, equity and probity to be complied with in the Public Sector
in—
(i) the recruitment, selection, appointment,
transfer, secondment, performance
management, redeployment, discipline
and termination of employment of employees;”
The submissions made by the respondent which support that
Cross Appeal are to the following effect—
1. S.80E(7) and s.23(2a) of the Act were enacted by
Act No 1 of 1995, which came into operation on 1
January 1996 on proclamation of Part III of the Act.
2. The effect of s.80E(7) of the Act is that, irrespective
of whether the conduct of any party which is sought
to be reviewed, is alleged to have occurred before 1
January 1996, any application heard by the Arbitrator after 31 December 1995 is subject to s.80E(7)
and s.23(2a) of the Act.
Accordingly, the Arbitrator has no jurisdiction in respect of
matters which is set out in s.21(1)(a)(i) of the PSMA, because
s.80E(7) of the Act extends to the exclusion of matters in relation to which a public sector standard may be described under
s.21(1)(a)(i) of the PSMA. Those matters are the establishment of “Public Sector standards setting out minimum
standards of merit, equity and probity to be complied with in
the Public Sector in the recruitment, selection, appointment,
transfer, secondment, performance management, redeployment, discipline and termination of employment of employees.”
(See Hansard, Legislative Council Debates and Committee
Volume 319, 16 December 1994 at page 9920-9923.)
The Arbitrator is only deprived of jurisdiction in respect of
matters arising out of s.21(1)(a)(ii) of the PSMA, when the
public sector standards referred to in that section are prescribed.
It is submitted that, to date, no standards have been prescribed under s.21(1)(a)(ii) of the PSMA. That, on what was
before the Arbitrator, is correct.
Hence, it was submitted, the Arbitrator’s jurisdiction is not
affected in relation to public sector standards in respect of substandard performance or disciplinary matters.
Thus, so the submission went, insofar as s.80E(7) of the Act
prohibits the Public Sector’s Arbitrator from enquiring into or
dealing with any matter referred to in s.97(1)(a)(i) of the PSMA,
which is or may be prescribed, the Public Sector Arbitrator is
prohibited from enquiring into or dealing with or determining
the public sector standards, which came into effect on 1 January 1996. Further, in relation to the conduct of the respondent
prior to 1 January 1996, the Arbitrator was prohibited from
setting or determining whether particular standards of conduct, or a course of conduct, should have been followed by the
respondent in respect of the selection, appointment, redeployment, transfer or promotion of Ms Bourne. That was, of course,
insofar as these matters related to her, a claim in respect of the
position of Venue Manager, Perth Concert Hall (“the position”).
For the respondent, it was submitted that the substantial argument was that the provisions of the PSMA were
retrospective.
We were taken by Mr Nichols to s.20 of the Interpretation
Act 1984 (as amended), which reads as follows—
“Commencement of Acts
20. (1) Every Act to which the Royal Assent has been
given before 1 July 1984 shall be deemed to have come
into operation on the day on which that Act received the
Royal Assent, unless the contrary intention appears in the
Act.
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(2) Every Act to which the Royal Assent is given on or
after 1 July 1984 shall, unless the contrary intention appears in that Act, come into operation on the 28th day
after the day on which that Act received the Royal Assent.
(3) Every Act reserved for the signification of Her
Majesty’s pleasure on or after 1 July 1984 shall, unless
the contrary intention appears in that Act, come into operation on the day on which Her Majesty’s assent is
proclaimed in the Gazette.”
It was submitted that there is no express provision for retrospective effect.
It was submitted that the rule expressed in Maxwell v Murphy
(1957) 96 CLR 261, expressed by Dixon CJ at page 267 applied—
“The general rule of the common law is that a statute
changing the law ought not, unless the intention appears
with reasonable certainty, to be understood as applying to
facts or events that have already occurred in such a way
as to confer or impose or otherwise affect rights or liabilities which the law had defined by reference to the
past events.”
S.37 of the Interpretation Act 1984 (as amended) reads as
follows—
General savings on repeal
37. (1) Where a written law repeals an enactment, the
repeal does not, unless the contrary intention appears –
(a) revive anything not in force or existing at the
time at which the repeal takes effect;
(b) affect the previous operation of the enactment
repealed or anything duly done or suffered
under that enactment;
(c) affect any right, interest, title, power or privilege created, acquired, accrued, established or
exercisable or any status or capacity existing
prior to the repeal;
(d) affect any duty, obligation, liability, or burden
of proof imposed, created, or incurred prior to
the repeal;
(e) subject to section 11 of The Criminal Code
and section 10 of The Sentencing Act 1995,
affect any penalty or forfeiture incurred or liable to be incurred in respect of an offence
committed against that enactment;
(f) affect any investigation, legal proceeding or
remedy in respect of any such right, interest,
title, power, privilege, status, capacity, duty,
obligation, liability, burden of proof, penalty
or forfeiture,
and any such investigation, legal proceeding or remedy
may be instituted, continued, or enforced, and any such
penalty or forfeiture may be imposed and enforced as if
the repealing written law had not been passed or made.
(2) The inclusion in the repealing provisions of an enactment of any express saving with respect to the repeals
effected thereby shall not be taken to prejudice the operation of this section with respect to the effect of those
repeals.”
The application in this matter was filed on 1 June 1995. It
was determined by a decision which took the form of an order
dated 29 November 1996 and then, following an appeal to the
Full Bench filed on 31 July 1998, as I have observed above.
Finally, the decision appealed against was made on 10 July
1998. No decision upon application No 1058 of 1994 is before
the Full Bench on this appeal.
The provisions which limit the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator
and which would clearly preclude the Arbitrator, if the respondent is right, from hearing this matter came into operation as
follows.
S.23(2a) of the Act, in its present form, came into operation
on 1 January 1996. However, s.80E(7) of the Act came into
operation on 1 January 1996. S.97 of the PSMA came into
operation on 1 January 1996.
S.23(2a) of the Act prescribes that the Commission has no
jurisdiction to enquire into or deal with any matter in respect
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of which a procedure referred in s.97(1)(a) of the PSMA is, or
may be, prescribed under that Act.
S.80E(7) of the Act, which conditions S.80E(1), prescribes
that an Arbitrator (i.e. the Commissioner, constituted by a
Public Service Arbitrator appointed under this Division (Division IIA s.80C)) does not have jurisdiction to enquire into, or
deal with, or refer to the Commission in Court Session or the
Full Bench any matter in respect of which a procedure referred to in s.97(1)(a) of the PSMA is, or may be, prescribed
under that Act.
The Commissioner for Public Sector Standards is empowered to, having regard to the principles set out in s.7, 8 and 9
of the PSMA, subject to regulations referred to in s.98, establish procedures of the kind referred to in s.97(1)(a) of the PSMA
(see s.21(1)(f) of the PSMA).
s.97(1)(a) of the PSMA came into operation on 1 January
1996. It is, by s.98 of that Act, that regulations prescribing
procedures can be made. S.98 came into operation on 1 January 1996. Thus, there was, in terms of s.80E(7) of the Act, in
existence at the time the application was filed, no power to do
under s.97 and s.98 what s.21(1)(f) empowers the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards to do. That is because s.97
and s.98 were not in operation until after the application was
filed.
Those sections were, however, in operation before the matter was heard and determined at first instance by the Arbitrator.
Accordingly, at the time when the application was filed, there
was no limitation to the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator to enquire into or deal with a s.97(1)(a) matter, because s.97(1)(a)
of the PSMA was not in operation. Accordingly, the sort of
limitation imposed by s.80E(7) of the Act did not exist.
That limitation did exist at the time when the matter was
heard and determined because s.97 and s.98 of the PSMA were
in operation. As a matter of law, therefore, this was a matter in
respect of which a procedure referred to in s.97(1)(a) might be
prescribed under the PSMA.
The limitation of jurisdiction does not depend on the existence of prescribed standards alone, but also on an existing
power to recommend such standards and prescribe them. That
was the case at first instance before the Arbitrator.
It was also submitted that this was legislation restricting litigation and was procedural in effect. Accordingly, it was
prospective (see Rodway v The Queen (1990) 169 CLR 515
at 518).
There are a number of observations which I wish to make.
An amending enactment is to be construed to have prospective operation only. That is to say, it is, prima facie, to be
construed as not attaching new legal consequences to facts or
events which occurred before its commencement (see
Geraldton Building Co Pty Ltd v May (1977) 13 ALR 17 (HC)).
(See also Maxwell v Murphy (HC)(op cit).)
The presumption against retrospectivity only arises where
so to read the legislation would impinge on a person’s rights
or duties (see Coleman v Shell Co of Australia Ltd (1943) 45
SR 27 at 31).
The practice of providing that the original Act is amended
by “inserting” new words in the principal Act, does not mean
that the words so inserted are to be treated as if they had always been included in the principal Act (see Smith v Calder
and Breeding [1941] SASR 263 and Pullos v Gifford Enterprises Pty Ltd (1990) 2 Qd R 251).
In Maxwell v Murphy (HC)(op cit), Fullager J described the
distinction between procedural and other statutes as being between statutes which create or modify or abolish substantive
rights or liabilities on the one hand, and statutes which deal
with the pursuit of remedies on the other hand. The notion is
thus adopted that if a statute is concerned only with the way in
which certain rights are to be enforced or is quite literally concerned with procedure, it will operate retrospectively.
The view is also taken that a statute amending procedure
extends to actions that are only part completed when the change
in procedure is made. (See Pearce and Geddes, Statutory Interpretation in Australia (4th edition) paras 10.15, 16 and 17.)
Thus, if a statute is only concerned with the way in which
certain rights are to be enforced or is quite literally concerned
with court procedure, it will operate retrospectively. Thus, this
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means that it is applicable to all actions commenced after the
passing of the procedural statute to enforce rights, whether
those rights arose before or after the enactment of the statute.
As “Pearce and Geddes”, to whose work I have referred
above, say (see Statutory Interpretation in Australia (op
cit)(Chapter 9)), it is this circumstance that has usually given
rise to the cases in which the court has had to rule whether a
particular statute is to be classified as procedural and, therefore, as likely to attract the presumption against retrospectivity
(at pages 254-255). As the learned authors also say, there are
no clear guidelines which one can look to.
What the amendments to s.23(2a) and s.80E(7) of the Act
mean are that the Public Service Arbitrator has no jurisdiction
to enquire into or deal with any matter in respect of which a
procedure referred to in s.97(1)(a) of the PSMA is prescribed.
The same prohibition on jurisdiction applies if any matter where
a capacity under the Act exists to prescribe a procedure may
exist.
Under s.97(1)(a) of the PSMA, the functions of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards and his capacity are to
make recommendations to the Minister so that the Minister
can, by regulation make, amend or repeal procedures, whether
by way of appeal, review or conciliation, arbitration, mediation or otherwise, for employees and other persons to obtain
relief in respect of breaching of public sector standards and
for complementary purposes: in other words, to provide remedies. Implicit in s.97(1)(a) is the recognition that the Minister
may make regulations for the obtaining of such relief.
A public sector standard is defined to mean one established
under s.21(1) of the PSMA. S.21(1) empowers the Commissioner to establish public sector standards setting out minimum
standards of merit, equity and probity to be complied with in
the public sector in a number of matters, including s.21(1)(a)(i)
and (ii). Those provisions read as follows—
“21. (1) The functions of the Commissioner are, having regard to the principles set out in sections 7, 8 and 9 –
(a) to establish public sector standards setting out
minimum standards of merit, equity and probity to be complied with in the Public Sector
in—
(i) the recruitment, selection, appointment,
transfer, secondment, performance
management, redeployment, discipline
and termination of employment of employees; and
(ii) such other human resource management activities relating to employees
as are prescribed,
and monitor compliance with those public sector standards;”
S.80E(7) of the Act came into operation on 1 January 1996,
s.23(2a) on 1 January 1996, and s.97 of the PSMA on 1 January 1996.
An interesting question arises as to whether, at the time, a
procedure could come into being when s.97(1)(a) of the PSMA
was not in operation, namely on 1 January 1996. No submission was made in that regard and it is unnecessary to consider
that question upon this appeal.
This is a common law presumption, but it has been given
statutory backing in some jurisdictions (see s.20 of the Interpretation Act 1984 (as amended)).
In my opinion, these amendments were amendments in similar terms to those giving a right of appeal. The right to appeal
from a Commission or Court decision is a matter affecting
rights and not a matter of procedures. A right of appeal is a
vested right (see Cook’s Hotel Pty Ltd v Pope (1983) 33 SASR
240). In this case, the right to seek a remedy before the Arbitrator in relation to important matters pertaining to the rights
and obligations of government officers and others were extinguished.
In fact, however, what has occurred here is that an Act giving a certain right provided the only remedy by which the Act
was enforced. This was a substantive and not a procedural
amendment. Thus, the amendment affected the right and the
remedy. The Act could not, therefore, operate retrospectively
and could not act as a bar to the bringing of this application or
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its hearing and determination. For those reasons, I would dismiss the Cross Appeal.
THE APPEAL
I now turn to the grounds of appeal. The decision in this
matter was a discretionary decision, as such a decision is characterised by Norbis v Norbis 65 ALR 12 (HC). Unless the
decision was made as a result of an erroneous exercise of the
discretion (see House v The King [1936] 55 CLR 499 (HC)
and Gromark Packaging v FMWU 73 WAIG 220 (IAC)), the
Full Bench has no right to interfere and substitute its own exercise of discretion for that of the Arbitrator.
As to findings, based on the credibility of witnesses by the
Commission at first instance, the principle expressed by the
majority in Devries and Another v Australian National Railways Commission and Another [1992-1993] 177 CLR 472
(HC) applies—
“A finding of fact by a trial judge, based on the credibility of a witness, is not to be set aside because an appellate
court thinks that the probabilities of the case are against –
even strongly against – that finding. If the finding depends to any substantial degree on the credibility of the
witness, the finding must stand unless it can be shown
that the judge has failed to use or has palpably misused
his advantage, or has acted on evidence which was inconsistent with facts incontrovertibly established by the
evidence or which was glaringly improbable.”
Where relevant, too, the principle in Abalos v Australian
Postal Commission (1990) 171 CLR 167 at 178-179 applies.
That is as follows—
“where a trial judge has made a finding of fact contrary to
the evidence of a witness but has made no reference to
that evidence, an appellate court cannot act on that evidence to reverse the finding unless it is satisfied “that any
advantage enjoyed by the trial judge by reason of having
seen and heard the witnesses, could not be sufficient to
explain or justify the trial judge’s conclusion”.”
There were a number of facts not in dispute at first instance.
The Chief Executive Officer of the respondent in February
1990 was Mr Nigel Prescott (who gave evidence on behalf of
the appellant’s member, Ms Bourne). Mr Simon Dawkins became Chief Executive Officer of the respondent in February
1990. There was a restructuring of the respondent in September 1990, in order to ensure that the respondent complied with
the requirements of the Financial Administration and Audit
Act (hereinafter referred to as “the FAA Act”), and for other
reasons.
Ms Bourne was transferred, against her will, from the position of Venue Manager, Perth Concert Hall, then a Level 5
position with a commuted overtime allowance, to a newly created Level 5 position as of 11 January 1993, called Executive
Assistant (Policy), without benefit of the commuted overtime
allowance (exhibit S1).
It was also not in issue that Ms Bourne was moved from the
position by Mr Dawkins, on his own evidence, because of her
performance and his dissatisfaction with her and without this
being raised with her to give her an opportunity to reply. By
that, she was denied natural justice. The finding by the Arbitrator as to that process was not challenged before the Full
Bench. However, she did not pursue, through the appellant or
otherwise, the remedies available to her at the time.
This transfer was taken issue with by the appellant on Ms
Bourne’s behalf and application was made to the Commission
seeking an order to return her to her former office (see pages
83-86(AB)). The appellant, however, discontinued that application.
In 1993, Ms Bourne’s old position as Venue Manager was
advertised and she applied twice for that position. However,
the position, in the interim, had been reclassified to a Level 5
position. On neither occasion did the selection panel interview
her. The position was, in any event, not filled. Ms Bourne
complained to a body called the Office of Merit Protection
and that office advised that the decision not to interview did
not contravene the principles described in the Public Service
Manual (see page 473(AB)).
In February 1994, Mr Andrew Bolt, who gave evidence for
the respondent at first instance, was seconded from the
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Australian Broadcasting Corporation to fill the position of
Venue Manager, still then a Level 5. Mr Bolt resigned from
the Australian Broadcasting Corporation to work in the position and the contract to which he was a party was extended to
enable him to do so.
In May 1994, Ms Bourne’s increment as a Level 5 Year 4
was withheld because of poor performance (see pages 458463(AB)). The appellant challenged the decision but then
accepted it later (see page 464(AB)). Apparently, Ms Bourne’s
performance was then judged to have improved. Accordingly,
the increment was approved on 18 October 1994 (see page
464(AB)).
A report as to the operations of the respondent called the
Vickery Report issued in March 1994 (see pages 382-451(AB)).
As a result, Ms Bourne’s position as Executive Assistant
(Policy) was abolished and she was redeployed, as I have described it above.
I now turn to questions as to the reclassification of the position to Level 6. The Vickery Report contained some main
recommendations. Primarily, the consultants who compiled
the report recommended that each Venue Manager was to be
assigned greater responsibility and accountability for the management, programming, maintenance and budget of his or her
venue.
Changes were made following that report to the position of
Venue Manager. As a result, a Public Service Arbitrator made
a decision in March 1995 reclassifying the position because of
a change in work value. The decision confirmed the decision
of a reclassification panel of which a witness for the respondent, Mr David Shallue, was a member (see page 327(AB)).
That evidence was not challenged and it was not put to him
that the reclassification was not justified.
It was submitted that the evidence of Mr Dawkins (see pages
265, 270-271 and 274(AB)) is not to the effect that there was
no need to reclassify the position from Level 5 to Level 6. Mr
Dawkins agreed that the new arrangements for managing venues were a temporary measure (see page 260(AB)). Mr Bolt
(see pages 306-314(AB)) and Mr Dawkins (see page 250 et
sec) gave evidence as to the changes in the position since Ms
Bourne ceased to work in that position.
Mr Bolt, at the time when he gave evidence, had been carrying out the duties for 3½ years. This evidence was not
challenged in cross-examination. However, it was submitted
that the actual decisions which were made were made higher
up and he admits then that (see pages 313-314(AB)) he had
been only five months in the job (see page 319(AB)). Nonetheless, he was able to give first hand evidence of the
development of the position whilst he occupied it, which it
was open to the Arbitrator to accept.
Mr Prescott gave evidence that the newly graded position
differed only slightly from the position as it was prescribed in
November 1992 (see pages 166, 168 and 169(AB)). This opinion was based on a reading of the Level 6 Job Description
Form (see pages 166-177(AB)), which was written after he
left the respondent. His evidence was that he had little involvement with Ms Bourne on a day to day basis, and the
entrepreneurial work was done by another officer, a Mr
Quekett. Ms Bourne gave no evidence that the duties of the
position had remained unchanged from when she held the position.
The Classification Determination Guidelines, at the material time, were submitted on behalf of the respondent, to have
the following effect—
“(a) Whether the office to be reclassified is considered
prior to a consideration as to whether the occupant is
reclassified and a determination must be made to
reclassify the office;
(b) After the office has been reclassified, in considering
whether the occupant should be reclassified, is
whether the officer has in fact performed the higher
level duties for a full 12 month period;
(c) The reclassification of the occupant is considered to
be a promotion and is treated as such.”
On the evidence of Mr Shallue, and, to some extent Mr
Dawkins, it was open to so find.
It was also submitted that Ms Bourne had not occupied the
position of Manager, Perth Concert Hall for the 12 month
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period preceding the decision to reclassify the position to a
Level 6; the position was reclassified having regard to, inter
alia, the changes to the work value of the position which had
been brought about by the Vickery Report (exhibit S11), which
changes had been implemented since Ms Bourne had occupied the position. On the evidence of the Vickery Report, of
Mr Shallue, and of Mr Dawkins and Mr Bolt, it was open to
find that those changes had occurred.
In any event, after the position had been reclassified to a
Level 6, Ms Bourne had not been carrying out the duties of the
position. Ms Bourne’s experience (see pages 376-277(AB))
as a Level 5 officer did not warrant promotion to a Level 6
position. It is clear from the Vickery Report itself that preparation of all aspects of budget planning is an essential
requirement of the position. Ms Bourne, when carrying out
the duties of the position, did not consider such work to be
part of her duties as at March 1992 (exhibits S8 and S9, pages
376-377(AB)) and in her evidence (see pages 200-201(AB)).
This clearly supports the finding by the Arbitrator (see page
136(AB)) that he was not convinced that Ms Bourne was fully
equipped to meet the requirements of the recast position. It
was also open to him to find that the question of her poor
performance which remained unresolved could be taken into
account. Further, her performance in the Executive Assistant
role where her increment was held back for poor performance
was another factor, a decision which she did not, in the end,
challenge, is some corroboration of the finding that she was
not equipped to meet the requirements of the Level 6 position.
It was submitted for the respondent that the Vickery Report,
as pleaded in Ground 2(b), contained ample material to enable
an opposite inference to be drawn as to the position.
A question arose on appeal as to whether the finding that the
position was now a different position from what it had been
was correct. There was quite an amount of evidence relating
to that. There was the Job Description relating to the time of
Ms Bourne’s occupation of the position. Mr Bolt, Mr Dawkins,
Mr Prescott, Mrs Bourne and Mr Shallue gave evidence, too.
In addition, there was the Vickery Report and the decision of
the Classification Committee.
As to the Vickery Report, that report unequivocally recommends greater devolution of responsibility for the venue which
she or he is to manage (see page 418(AB)). In addition, there
was provision for direct reporting by Venue Managers to the
General Manager (see page 415(AB)). The report recommends
that the administrative structure should reflect the centrality
of venue management (see page 412(AB)). The report is dated
March 1994.
The classification committee, in a memorandum to Mr
Dawkins dated 14 March 1995, recommended that the position of Venue Manager – Perth Concert Hall be classified at
Level 6. The committee used the Job Evaluation Questionnaire in BIPERS and noted that the position was substantially
unoccupied, and also took note of the General Manager’s recommendation of 1 March 1995. In that, he commented on the
Vickery Report referring to “the primacy of venue management in Trust operations”, the recommendation for a “direct
reporting relationship” and that “the Venue Managers form
part of the policy and management Executive of the Trust
thereby providing Venue Managers with a new perspective
on, and responsibility for, the wider corporate and strategic
imperatives of the Trust”.
Paragraph 4 of the memorandum from Mr Dawkins (see page
475(AB)) reads as follows—
“4. The JDF also reflects the expanded role I wish the
Venue Manager to take in the following areas—
• Hirings of the venue and associated spaces;
• Pro-active interaction with companies;
• Development of venue/performance profile;
• Policy development;
• Budgeting and financial management.”
Between the Job Description Form of August 1993 (see page
503(AB)), and that of 7 February 1995 (see page 498(AB)),
there are some differences. In the latter, there is a requirement
to negotiate with local, interstate and international touring
companies concerning the touring of shows, and the developing and enhancing of the Perth Concert Hall in line with the
needs and requirements of the industry and wider community,
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as well as a duty to develop policy, not just to participate in
policy formulation, although that duty exists.
Mr Shallue (see page 324(AB)) gave evidence of the process of reclassification which the Arbitrator found resulted from
(an) objective consideration and the correct application of the
grading system designed for that purpose. Mr Shallue was not
shaken in relation to his evidence as to the correctness of the
reclassification.
Mr Bolt, who worked in the position from when Ms Bourne
ceased, for a period of 31/2 years, gave evidence of the changes
in the position (see pages 306-307(AB)). He inferred that he
took on greater responsibility for the budget (see page 308
(AB)). His knowledge of what Ms Bourne did was as a client
only. He did describe an expanded role and that was not challenged in cross-examination.
Mr Dawkins also gave evidence of changes in the position
after Ms Bourne ceased (see page 250 et sec (AB)). It cannot
be said, on a full consideration of Mr Dawkins’ evidence, that
he said that there was no need to reclassify the position. He
gave evidence (see page 268(AB)) that, in his view, he believed that the classification should have been changed to effect
a broader portfolio and grant wide responsibility which was
expected of managers.
There was evidence from Mr Prescott that the position had
not changed. He gave evidence in part from comparison of the
Job Description Forms. Ms Bourne also gave evidence.
However, nobody in evidence effectively contradicted the
fact that the Vickery Report had predicated a more autonomous and responsible role, based on the primacy of the venues
and their direct reporting to the General Manager, a fact which
the classification committee correctly recognised according
to the Arbitrator’s finding, a finding not successfully challenged. Indeed, it was open to so find on Mr Shallue’s evidence
(and see the Guidelines), Ms Bourne did not say that the duties were unchanged. The Arbitrator’s finding of fact was
inconsistent with the evidence of Mr Prescott, and to some
extent Ms Bourne, accordingly the Arbitrator must have been
taken to have rejected their evidence (see Abalos v Australian
Postal Commission (op cit)). There is nothing, on a fair reading of the evidence, which reveals an error in so finding (see
Devries and Another v Australian National Railways Commission and Another (op cit)).
The guidelines for reclassification provided that “when a
higher level work has warranted classification of an office,
then the first consideration as to whether the office is to be
advertised or the occupant is to be reclassified is whether the
occupant has performed the higher level of work for a full
twelve month period”.
The new role required that Venue Managers had more autonomy, involved an extended exercise of skills and carried
greater responsibility than previously. There was a material
change in the position, it was open to so find.
It is noteworthy that the uncontroverted evidence was that
the position had been substantially unoccupied up to the time
of the hearing at first instance.
There was evidence that Ms Bourne had not occupied the
position for over twelve months and that she did not regard
her duties as being some “political/fiscal” negotiating type (see
her memorandum of 19 March 1992 (page 377(AB))).
The Arbitrator was entitled to find on the evidence of Ms
Bourne’s performance, too (see page 730(AB)), that he was
not convinced (and the onus was on Ms Bourne to establish it)
that she was fully equipped to meet the requirements of the
recast position. Inter alia, she had been a Level 4 officer pre
Vickery Report (see Devries and Another v Australian National Railways Commission and Another (op cit)). In
particular, there was no evidence, too, of any reclassification
in the 1980’s.
For those reasons, grounds 1, 2, 3 and 4 are not made out.
I would make the following further observations—
(a) The decision of the Arbitrator was not based on
estoppel.
(b) The Arbitrator did hear and determine the matter on
the merits. He heard evidence and submissions, made
findings and determined the matter.
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(c) The findings which the Arbitrator made, as I have
observed, were open, on the evidence.
(d) The material delay in this matter was caused by the
appellant filing an application on 1 June 1995, two
and a half years after the transfer for the position of
Venue Manager, Perth Concert Hall of Ms Bourne
and eight months after Ms Bourne’s position of Executive Assistant was abolished, and a further three
months after reclassification.
(e) What the Arbitrator was being asked to do was to
place Ms Bourne in a position which had been reclassified twice since she occupied it; which she left
four years before and did not effectively challenge,
nor did the appellant, and which, it was open to find,
was a position which was correctly reclassified and
which the Arbitrator was not now persuaded, three
years later, that she had the capacity to fill. That was
open to find (see pages 37 and 200-201 (AB)).
(f) It was open to find, as the Arbitrator did, for the reasons which I have expressed above, that the changes
to the position were not marginal and that the new
role clearly had more autonomy, involved an extended exercise of skills and carried greater
responsibility.
Quite clearly, the Arbitrator was entitled to find, for those
reasons, that there were no suitable remedies available, or no
justified remedies. That is borne out by my description of the
process required earlier in these reasons (see (e) supra).
In any event, having regard to the interests of Ms Bourne
and the Trust (see s.26(1)(a) and 1(c) of the Act), on the evidence as the Arbitrator correctly found by implication, the
equity, good conscience and substantial merits of the case were
not with the appellant’s member. The exercise of the discretion, applying the principles from House v The King [1936]
55 CLR 499 (HC), did not miscarry.
I have considered all of the evidence and all of the submissions and, for those reasons, would find no ground of appeal
made out. I would dismiss the appeal.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: I have read
the reasons for decision of His Honour the President. I agree
with those reasons and have nothing to add.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER: I have had the benefit of
reading in draft form, the reasons to be published by his Honour the President. I am in agreement with those reasons and
wish only to make some further observations on some of the
matters raised during the course of the appeal and cross-appeal.
The grounds of appeal and cross-appeal respectively, have
been set out in the reasons of his Honour the President, as has
the background to the present proceedings.
I comment firstly in relation to the respondent’s cross-appeal. It was contended by counsel for the respondent that the
Public Service Arbitrator (“the Arbitrator”) would have had
no jurisdiction to grant relief in the terms sought by the appellant at first instance, in essence by reason of its contention that
s 80E(7) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”) is
retrospective in effect. It was said by the respondent that given
that s 80E(7) of the Act was enacted by Act No. 1 of 1995,
which was operative on 1 January 1996, that any application
heard by the Arbitrator after 31 December 1995, was governed by that section, regardless of whether the review by the
Arbitrator related to events or conduct occurring prior to 1
January 1996.
Furthermore, it was submitted that the effect of s 80E(7) of
the Act is to exclude from the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator,
any matter in relation to which a public sector standard may
be prescribed pursuant to s 21(a)(i) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 (“PSMA”). In that regard, counsel submitted
that the Arbitrator was prohibited from determining whether
particular standards of conduct or a course of conduct should
have been followed by the respondent in respect of the selection, appointment, redeployment, transfer or promotion of Ms
Bourne, arising out of her former occupation of the position of
Venue Manager, Perth Concert Hall.
Part 2A Division 2 of the Act provides for the establishment, functions and powers of the Arbitrator and Appeal
Boards. The jurisdiction of the Arbitrator is prescribed by
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s 80(E), the terms of which have been set out in the reasons of
his Honour the President. Section 80E(1) provides for an exclusive and broad ranging jurisdiction of the Arbitrator to
inquire into and deal with any industrial matter relating to a
government officer, a group of government officers or government officers generally. Examples of the jurisdiction to be
exercised by the Arbitrator, without in any way limiting its
general jurisdiction, are set out in s 80E(2). By s 80E(5), the
Arbitrator has broad powers to review, nullify, modify or vary
any act, matter or thing done by an employer of any government officer.
As I have observed, s 80E(7) commenced on 1 January 1996,
which was after the institution of the proceedings at first instance and was in operation when the matter at first instance
was heard and determined by the Arbitrator. In my view, the
terms of s 80E(7), on a plain reading of the section, when read
with the terms of ss 21(a)(i) and 97(1)(a) of the PSMA, substantially affect the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator, by the removal
from the jurisdiction from the Arbitrator the matters there specified.
It is a well established principle of statutory interpretation,
that there exists a rebuttable presumption that legislation is
not retrospective, unless by express reference or necessary
implication, it is to be so regarded: Maxwell v Murphy (1957)
96 CLR 261 per Dixon CJ at 267; R v Kidman (1915) 20 CLR
425. Whether such an implication should be drawn, is to be
gathered from the language of the particular statute under consideration, having regard to the circumstances of the particular
case: Pearce and Geddes Statutory Interpretation in Australia
4th Ed. Para 10.9.
The presumption against the retrospective operation of legislation does not generally apply to statutes which are
procedural in character: Maxwell (supra) in which Fullagar J
at 286, referred to the distinction between procedural legislation on the one hand, and legislation going to substantive
matters, as “being between statutes which create or modify or
abolish substantive rights or liabilities on the one hand and
statutes which deal with the pursuit of remedies on the other
hand”.
In my view, s 80E(7) of the PSMA could not be described as
procedural in character. As I have mentioned, the effect of the
section is to alter the Arbitrator’s jurisdiction insofar as a review of the acts or conduct of an employer of a government
officer is concerned. In the absence of any express reference
or necessary implication from the terms of the PSMA that the
presumption against retrospectivity is to be rebutted, then the
amendment to the Act to insert s 80E(7) must be regarded as
prospective in nature in which case, in my view, the crossappeal must fail.
I turn now to the appeal. The findings made by the Arbitrator at first instance have been set out by his Honour the
President. The Arbitrator in his conclusions (AB 136) reached
the view on the evidence before him, including the content of
the Vickery Report (AB 382-451), that changes made to the
Venue Manager’s position were not marginal. He concluded
that Ms Bourne was not fully equipped to satisfy the requirements of the reclassified position. The Arbitrator also concluded
that earlier challenges to the respondent’s conduct were instituted but not pursued and accordingly, remedies, which may
have been available earlier, were no longer available.
The thrust of the appellant’s appeal grounds on the merits,
allege that the Arbitrator erred in not making the necessary
findings of fact upon which to base his decision from the evidence and further, mistook the evidence as to the changes to
the Venue Manager’s position, in particular as set out in the
Vickery Report. Other errors were alleged to have been made
by the Arbitrator, as set out in the other grounds of appeal.
In my opinion, the decision of the Arbitrator was open to
him on the evidence before him and based upon the findings
that he made. The appellant urged the Full Bench to come to
the conclusion that the Arbitrator had erred in failing to make
findings of fact which it contended were open on the evidence
and should have been found, and drew inferences not open to
draw in the absence of such findings. The Arbitrator clearly
accepted the evidence of Mr Bolt, the materials contained in
the Vickery Report and the evidence of Mr Shallue, that there
had been a material change in the content of the Venue Manager’s position, and moreover, that its reclassification from a
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Level 5 to a Level 6 position was justified based upon changes
in work value (AB 306-314, 327, 475-476, 478,-479). Mr
Shallue gave evidence about the reclassification of the Venue
Manager’s position from Level 5 to Level 6 (AB 327). That
evidence was not challenged. The Arbitrator had no cause to
conclude that the reclassification of the position was inappropriate (AB 136).
The Arbitrator referred to the evidence of Mr Prescott, who
had formerly held the position of General Manager of the respondent. Mr Prescott was of the view that there was only a
marginal difference between the Venue Manager’s position
prior to and after its reclassification to Level 6. However, it
was also clear on the evidence that the view expressed by Mr
Prescott, was based upon a somewhat limited direct involvement with Ms Bourne, and a review of the job description for
the reclassified position (AB 166-167).
In accepting the evidence of the respondent’s witnesses that
there had been a substantial change to the Venue Manager’s
position, the Arbitrator is to be taken to have implicitly rejected evidence to the contrary: Abalos v Australian Postal
Commission (1990) 171 CLR 167 at 178-179; Zuvella v
Cosmarnan (1996) 140 ALR 227 at 229. Furthermore, by reason of their direct involvement in the duties and responsibilities
of the Venue Manager’s position, Messrs Dawkins, Bolt and
Shallue were most able to deal specifically with the duties of
the position and its changes.
Furthermore, the Arbitrator’s conclusion that he was not
convinced that Ms Bourne was fully equipped to meet requirements of the reclassified Venue Manager’s position (AB 136)
was clearly open on the evidence. He made findings as to the
less than satisfactory performance of Ms Bourne, arising from
the performance assessment in 1993 (AB 135). That finding
was open on the evidence. Also, Ms Bourne on the evidence
did not regard as part of her duties budget work that was identified by the Vickery Report, as an important duty of the position
of Venue Manager. Moreover and in any event, the Classification Determination Guidelines published by the Public Service
Commissioner, as amended in June 1992, provided that a relevant consideration to whether an occupant of an office that
has been reclassified should also be reclassified, is that the
occupant has performed the higher level duties for a full twelve
month period. Ms Bourne had not done so. She would not
therefore, have satisfied that criterion in any event, for reclassification.
In my view the appeal should be dismissed.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr P W Nichols (of Counsel), by leave,
and with him Mr A D Black (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf
of the appellant
Ms J H Smith (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent
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Industrial Relations Act 1979.
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Incorporated
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and
Perth Theatre Trust
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No 1470 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
21 December 1998.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 9th day of November 1998, and having heard Mr P W
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Nichols (of Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr A D Black
(of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant and Ms J H
Smith (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and
the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and
reasons for decision being delivered on the 21st day of December 1998 wherein it was found that the appeal should be
dismissed, it is this day, the 21st day of December 1998, ordered that appeal No 1470 of 1998 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Peter Helm
(Appellant)
and
Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd (Under Administration)
(Respondent).
No. 1758 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal pursuant to s.49 of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called
“the Act”) against the decision of the Commission, constituted
by a single Commissioner.
The Commissioner made an order on 31 August 1998 in the
following terms—
“That this application be adjourned and that there be no
further proceedings unless and until the requisite authority for proceeding required pursuant to the Corporations
Act is obtained.”
The application, the subject of the order, was an application
made under s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act by the appellant, wherein
he alleged that he had been unfairly dismissed by the respondent and claimed relief.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
It is against that decision that the appellant now appeals on
the following grounds—
“1. The Learned Commissioner erred in law in requiring the Applicant to require the leave of the Court
before the subject matter of the Application proceeds
for termination of the Industrial Relations Commission of Western Australia.
2. That the Administrators consented in Writing for the
Application to proceed.
3. That the Commission as constituted is not a court
for the purpose of the Corporation Law.
4. That the Commission as constituted does not have
jurisdiction.
5. That the objects of the Act are not affected by a determination of the Commission.”
The Notice of Appeal was conceded by Mr Prime, who appeared for the respondent, to have been filed in time, and, in
fact, it was so filed. Grounds 2 and 5 were not argued.
BACKGROUND
By an application made on 19 September 1998, the appellant, as I have observed above, made an application alleging
that he had been unfairly dismissed and seeking orders for
reinstatement and an order, the nature of which is not clear
from the documents.
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The matter came on before the Commission on 24 August
1998 to hear submissions that the order eventually made should
be made, such submissions being made on behalf of the respondent to this appeal and opposed on behalf of the appellant
to this appeal, who was, of course, the applicant at first instance.
Those proceedings followed a lengthy history of conferences,
adjournments, and other proceedings (which the Commissioner
outlined in her Reasons for Decision). It was common ground
at first instance and before the Full Bench, that, at some time
before the Commissioner made the decision appealed against,
the respondent was placed in the hands of an Administrator
and subsequently in the hands of a Liquidator. The heading of
the Notice of Appeal herein and the other documents has not
been sought to be amended to reflect that.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
Primarily, the law which applied to this matter was canvassed
by the Commissioner at first instance, namely the Corporations Law (Cth). The Commissioner decided that the
application should be adjourned because, by the operation of
s.440D(1) of the Corporations Law, and, indeed, s.471B of
that legislation, (the first of which applies to administration of
a company and the second of which applies to company in
liquidation which is being wound up) that the Commission
was a court for the purposes of “the stay proceedings imposed
by those provisions in the Corporations Law, namely s.440D
and s.471B.”
I will turn to those provisions and their text later in these
reasons. The Commissioner relied, in making the findings that
she did, on the decisions of Beech C in Walden v Hansley
Holdings Pty Ltd trading as GIS Engineering 78 WAIG 3370
and Kenner C in Rokita v Jay Brock Pty Ltd trading as Drake
Brockman First National Real Estate (No 155 of 1998) delivered 24 July 1998 (but as yet unreported).
As I understand the decision at first instance, the Commissioner decided that the Commission was a court for the
purposes of an application to “stay” this application, and that
the company was being wound up in insolvency or by the court
and there was no leave obtained from the Supreme Court of
this State or any court with jurisdiction under the Corporations Law (see s.9 of that Law) for the applicant to proceed.
There is express reference at page 16 of the Appeal Book
(hereinafter referred to as “AB”) to the “liquidation of the company resolved on the 31st of July 98”, by Mr Clohessy.
That there was a process of liquidation (not administration)
occurring was common ground before the Full Bench, as I
have observed. It was not in issue, either, that no leave had
been obtained from a “Court”, as defined, to bring or continue
with the application at first instance.
Therefore, s.440D of the Corporations Law is not relevant
to proceedings before the Full Bench, but s.471B of the Corporations Law is.
S.471B provides—
“While a company is being wound up in insolvency or by
the Court, or a provisional liquidator of a company is acting, a person cannot begin or proceed with—
(a) a proceeding in a court against the company
or in relation to property of the company; or
(b) enforcement process in relation to that property;
except with the leave of the Court and in accordance with
such terms (if any) as the Court imposes.”
It seems to have been accepted, for the purposes of submissions to the Full Bench, that the application at first instance
was a “proceeding”, within the meaning of s.471B(a) of the
Corporations Law, and the only other question was whether
the proceeding was one in a “court”, and that is, whether the
Commission was a “court”.
By virtue of s.9 of the Corporations Law, the “Court” has
the meaning given it by s.58AA. By virtue of the same section, “court” has the meaning given it by s.58AA.
By virtue of s.58AA, “court” means any court when exercising the jurisdiction of this jurisdiction; “Court” is defined
to mean any of the following courts when exercising “the jurisdiction of this jurisdiction”, namely the Federal Court, the
Supreme Court of this or any other jurisdiction, the Family
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Court of Australia, and a court to which s.41 of the Family
Law Act 1975 applies because of a Proclamation made under
subsection 41(2) of that Act.
The jurisdiction that courts have in relation to matters under
the Corporations Law is dealt with in Part 9 of, inter alia, the
Corporations (Western Australia) Act 1990 (WA) (see
s.58AA(3)).
Further, except where there is a clear expression of a contrary intention (for example, by use of the expression “the
court”), proceedings in relation to a matter under the Corporations Law may, subject to the Acts mentioned in subsection
(3), be brought in any court (see s.58AA(2)).
There is no doubt, for the purposes of the interpretation of
the law, that s.109H of the Corporations Law applies and provides—
“In the interpretation of a provision of this Law, a construction that would promote the purpose or object
underlying the Law (whether that purpose of object is
expressly stated in the Law or not) is to be preferred to a
construction that would not promote that purpose or object.”
Further, pursuant to s.58AA, “jurisdiction” is defined in s.9
as meaning a State or the Capital Territory, and accordingly,
for the purposes of Western Australian matters, “court” means
any court when exercising the jurisdiction of the State of Western Australia.
There is no doubt that the “purpose or object” underlying
s.471B of the Law is the protection of the status quo in relation to a company’s assets and status during liquidation, and
specifically in respect of any proceedings commenced or to be
proceeded with which would have an effect upon “its property”.
Put another way, the object of the restriction contained in
the relevant section is to prevent the assets of an insolvent
company being dissipated in wasteful litigation and to oblige
creditors to prove their claims in winding up. The section prevents a particular creditor from gaining advantage over the
general body of creditors by proceeding to judgment and execution against the property of an insolvent company (see Re
Sydney Formworks Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) [1965] NSWR
646 per McLelland CJ), McPherson: The Law of Company
Liquidation (3rd Edition) Sydney Law Book Company 1987,
pages 181-182, Re AJ Benjamin Ltd (In Liquidation) [1969] 2
NSWR 374 at 376 per Street J, Re David Lloyd & Co (1877)
6 Ch D 339 at 344 (CA) per Jessel MR and generally, The
Laws of Australia Volume 4 Part G, paragraph 95).
It is noteworthy, that nothing in s.471A or s.471B affects a
secured creditor’s right to release or otherwise deal with a security.
Further, by virtue of s.555, except as otherwise provided, all
debts and claims proved in a winding up rank equally and, if
the property of the company is insufficient to meet them in
full, they shall be paid proportionately.
There are prescribed, too, a number of priority payments in
relation to unsecured debts and claims of which a large number
of categories are prescribed.
In interpreting what a court means, therefore, one has, in my
opinion, to examine those statutory provisions and that statement of the law so as to arrive at a construction which would
promote the purpose or object underlying the law, namely the
protection of the status quo in relation to the company’s assets.
It is not in question that s.471B of the Corporations Law
applies in this instance.
It is clear, also, that the application is such a proceeding
that, if not stayed whilst the appellant obtains the necessary
leave, the respondent’s status and assets would be affected
and, therefore, the purpose, object and intent of s.471B of the
Law would be defeated.
These would be affected if there were a reinstatement of the
appellant or if compensation were awarded to the appellant
for any unfair dismissal, which might be determined to have
occurred.
As a matter of law, too, the appellant cannot proceed against
the respondent unless he obtained the leave of the court.
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The question is solely whether the Commission is a court,
for the purposes of the Corporations Law. It was determined
to be such by Beech C in Walden v Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd
trading as GIS Engineering (op cit), by Kenner C in Rokita v
Jay Brock Pty Ltd trading as Drake Brockman First National
Real Estate (op cit), and by Cawley C at first instance in the
appellant’s application.
S.471B of the Corporations Law applies to proceedings before statutory tribunals, for example, the Building Disputes
Committee (see Builders’ Registration Board of Western Australia v Kariba Constructions Pty Ltd (Provisional Liquidator
Appointed) (Coy No 6 of 1987) (unreported) delivered 13
March 1987 (Supreme Court of WA) per Master Seaman QC).
Further, in Barley v Depela Pty Limited (No 1392 of 1995)
(unreported) delivered 16 August 1995 (IRC of Aust), the Industrial Relations Court took the view that it was bound by
s.440D of the Corporations Law (see per Patch JR).
In addition, an arbitration was held to constitute a “civil proceedings”, (see Vassal Pty Ltd (1984) 2 Qd R 769 per Kelly J),
within the meaning of s.371(2) of the Companies (Queensland) Code. More significantly, too, in Alliance Petroleum
Australia (N.L.) v Australian Gas Light Co (1983) 48 ALR 69
per King CJ and Wells J (Zelling J dissenting), the phrase considered there is not so very different from the phrase contained
in s.440D of the Corporations Law, an arbitration was held to
be a “court proceedings”. That case was cited with approval in
Vassal Pty Ltd (op cit).
Further, the Commission, if one looks at the terms of the
Act creating it, was intended by Parliament to create, and effected the creation of a court because—
1. The Commission is a court of record with an official
seal.
Wallace J in AMWSU v Griffin Coal Mining Company Limited 60 WAIG 2137 at 2139 held that the
Commission is a court of record and not a court of
law, it not being bound by the rules of evidence, acting according to equity, good conscience and
substantial merits of the case.
His Honour held that, at best, it performs its duties
in a quasi-judicial manner. That decision, however,
was limited to the question of the Commission in its
purely arbitral role.
In In the matter of an application for Writs against
the Full Bench of the Commission of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission Ex parte;
Robe River Mining Company Limited (No 2246 of
1992) (unreported) delivered 28 January 1994 (Supreme Court of WA) per Pidgeon, Nicholson & Ipp
JJ, Their Honours quoted what Wickham J, with
whom Wallace and Brinsden JJ agreed in AMWSU
v State Energy Commission of WA (1979) 59 WAIG
494 at 496—
“...the Commission is within the Industrial Arbitration Act in some respects an
administrative body, in some respect (sic) a
court of record, and in some respects a legislative body.”
Their Honours also observed that, under the Act, the
Commission exercised powers of judicial determination (which are powers exercised by a court) as
well as arbitral powers and observed that s.12(1) of
the Act was a legislative direction only for the purposes of the Act and did not have a determinative
bearing upon the essential question in the case. Their
Honours did not advert to the effect of creating a
court of record, as referred to in Halsbury (supra),
nor did they consider that the Commission was not a
court in the exercise of judicial functions.
The Court held on a narrow point that the Commission was not a court for the purposes of the Suitors
Fund Act 1964, and that decision goes no further than
that.
Nowhere in the legislation, apart from s.12 of the
Act, does the legislature expressly provide that the
Commission is a court, as Mr Stokes submitted. As
he also submitted, the Act does provide for the establishment of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court.
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We were also referred to Attorney General v BBC
[1980] 3 All ER 161, which was referred to by Brown
IM in ATAEA and Delarene Pty Ltd trading as Hoyts
Theatres Limited 70 WAIG 3366 at 3372. In Attorney General v BBC (op cit), Viscount Dilhorne said
at page 166—
“...when an Act of Parliament provides that a
court shall be constituted, no other conclusion
is possible than that it is a court.
...
Generally I would say that just because a tribunal has features resembling those of a court
it should not be held to be a court. Tribunals
created by or under Acts of Parliament are not
as a general rule courts unless constituted as
such by the Act creating them.”
It is noteworthy that that dictum uses the word “generally”. Further, significantly Their Honours did not
advert to the proposition that courts of record are the
Queen’s courts (see Halsbury Volume 10 (4th Edition) at paragraph 709). (And see a different approach
taken by Kirby J in Australian Postal Commission v
Dao and Another (No 2) (1986) 6 NSWLR 497 at
512, where His Honour said—
“The Tribunal is not called a “court”. But it is
the nature of the Tribunal and not its name
which must determine whether it qualifies as
a “court” for the purpose of this section.”
2. The Commission has the following powers and jurisdiction to act judicially and as a court (I have not
listed exhaustively the relevant features of the Commission)—
(a) In that it does determine some matters inter
party;
(b) It does make conclusive findings (see s.34 and
s.35 of the Act);
(c) Appeals from the Full Bench and the President and Commission in Court Session are to
three Supreme Court Judges sitting as the Industrial Appeal Court;
(d) The President has the same powers in contempt
as the Supreme Court (s.92(4) of the Act);
(e) The Commission enforces some of its own
orders, etc. (s.84A of the Act);
(f) The Full Bench hears appeals from judicial
officers, namely Industrial Magistrates;
(g) The Commission’s decisions are binding under s.34 and s.35 of the Act and must be
committed to writing in the form of orders and
awards;
(h) Members of the Commission, appointed, subject to removal only for failure in good
behaviour, have the same immunity as Judges
(s.13, s.22 of the Act);
(i) The Commission has powers to award compensation pursuant to s.29 of the Act;
(j) The Commission does not have inherent
power, but only power conferred by a statute,
but that is not fatal;
(k) Despite s.26 of the Act, the Commission is
bound to apply the existing law;
(l) The Commission is not bound by rules of evidence, but that does not mean that it does not
apply them, nor that in affording natural justice, it is bound to apply some of the rules.
(m) At least under s.66, s.49 and s.84A of the Act,
the Commission carries out a judicial function (see also s.29).
There are other features which plainly lead to
the conclusion that the Commission is a court.
(n) The Commission has the power to regulate its
own procedures and evidence can be given on
oath.
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I have adverted to those matters because of the submissions
made which were wide ranging. Those features are sufficient
to justify the finding that the Commission is a court, if it were
necessary.
However, the question before the Full Bench is a narrow
one. Is the Commission a “court” within the meaning of s.471B
of the Corporations Law? It can be said that it is, for the reasons which I have just given. More narrowly, therefore, on the
basis of the reasoning which the majority of the Full Court of
South Australia applied in Alliance Petroleum Australia (N.L.)
v Australian Gas Light Co (op cit), the answer is “yes”. The
majority considered the meaning of the phrase “in any court
proceeding” in s.16 of the Service and Execution of Process
Act 1901 (Cth) and held that the phrase applied to arbitration
proceedings under the Arbitration Act 1891 (SA). At page 73
of the report, Their Honours (King CJ and Wells J) observed—
“Arbitration is a regular procedure recognized by statute for the resolution of legal claims, differences or
disputes between parties. Rules of law are prescribed by
statute for the conduct of arbitrations. Statutory powers
are conferred on arbitrators. The jurisdiction of the courts
is invoked in aid of the arbitration procedure. Attendance
of witnesses may be compelled, witnesses may be sworn
and wilfully false evidence before an arbitrator constitutes the crime of perjury. The procedure results in an
award which is enforceable at law. Arbitration is clearly
recognized by the statute as a method of resolving legal
disputes alternative to litigation in the courts. I think that
in the ordinary use of language such a procedure would
be included in the description ‘civil proceedings’. There
is no authority to the contrary.”
Under the Act, applying Alliance Petroleum Australia (N.L.)
v Australian Gas Light Co (op cit), I would observe that the
arbitral, judicial and legislative functions of the Commission
are all recognised at law and by statute for the resolution of
legal claims, disputes and other matters under the legislation.
Statutory powers are conferred on the Commission whether
exercising a judicial, arbitral or legislative function.
To interpret the word “court” to include the Commission is
also one which promotes the purpose or object underlying the
law, in this case, to further the law’s provisions which protect
the status quo in relation to the respondent’s assets and status
during liquidation. I have construed the subject sections in the
context of the whole of the Act. I am fortified in the conclusion which I have reached by the approach taken by Master
Seaman (as he then was) in Kariba Constructions Pty Ltd (Provisional Liquidator Appointed) (op cit), and by that taken by
Beech C in Walden v Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd trading as
GIS Engineering (op cit) and Kenner C in Rokita v Jay Brock
Pty Ltd trading as Drake Brockman First National Real Estate
(op cit).
Mr Stokes made submissions in relation to the operation of
s.556. Those submissions are not relevant to the determination of this appeal. What s.556 does is to direct the priorities
for the payment of certain prescribed unsecured debtors and
relate to the duty of the liquidator after a company is in liquidation. Those provisions have no bearing on whether a
proceedings in a Court should be “stayed” under s.440D of
the Corporations Law. Indeed, the applicant cannot, except
with the leave of the Court (as defined), proceed.
For all of those reasons, the Commission being a “court”
and no leave having been granted by a “court”, as defined, and
the application at first instance being a “proceeding”, the Commissioner was required, by s.471B of the Corporations Law,
not to hear and determine the appellant’s application. It is still
open to the appellant to seek leave of the Supreme Court of
this State to proceed.
In making the order which the Commissioner did, she did
not err. No ground of appeal having been made out, as I find,
I would dismiss the appeal.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: I have read
the reasons for decision of His Honour the President. I agree
with those reasons and have nothing to add.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER: I have had the benefit of
reading in draft the reasons to be published by his Honour the
President. For those reasons I agree that the appeal should be
dismissed.
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The appellant has not persuaded me that I should depart from
the views that I expressed in Rokita v Jay Brock Pty Ltd t/a
Drake Brockman First National Real Estate (unreported No.
155 of 1998, 24 July 1998) that the Commission is a court for
the purposes of the relevant provisions of the Corporations
Law. The Commission at first instance did not err in declining to further hear and determine the appellant’s application.
THE PRESIDENT: For the those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly,
APPEARANCES: Mr B F Stokes, as agent, on behalf of the
appellant.
Mr A M Prime, (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Peter Helm
(Appellant)
and
Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd (Under Administration)
(Respondent).
No. 1758 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 December 1998.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 23rd day of November 1998, and having heard Mr B F
Stokes, as agent, on behalf of the appellant and Mr A M Prime
(of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the
Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and
reasons for decision being delivered on the 18th day of December 1998 wherein it was found that the appeal should be
dismissed, it is this day, the 18th day of December 1998, ordered that appeal No. 1758 of 1998 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench,
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

FULL BENCH—
Unions—Application for
Alteration of Rules—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
In the matter of an application by the Real Estate
Salespersons Association of Western Australia (Inc).
1272 of 1998.
ROBIN COLBERT LOVEGROVE
DEPUTY REGISTRAR.
16 November 1998.
Decision.
HAVING read the application, there being no person desiring
to be heard in opposition thereto, after consulting with the
President, and upon being satisfied that the requirements made
thereunder have been complied with, I have this day registered an alteration to rules 2,3,5,9,15,17A,17B,17C,
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17D,20,20A and 27 of the registered rules of the applicant
organisation in the terms of the application as filed on 7 July
1998.
R.C. LOVEGROVE,
Deputy Registrar.

FULL BENCH—
Procedural Directions and
Orders—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Pina Julia Pisconeri
(Applicant)
and
Laurens & Munns incorporating Munns Nominees Pty Ltd
and George Laurens (WA) Pty Ltd
(Respondent).
No 2185 of 1998.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
23 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This was an application pursuant to
s.49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended)
(hereinafter called “the Act”).
By the application, the applicant, who is the appellant in
appeal No 2176 of 1998, an appeal to which the respondent to
this application is the respondent, sought the stay of operation
of the decision made in application No 555 of 1998 by the
Commission, constituted by a single Commissioner, pending
the hearing and determination of the abovementioned appeal.
There is another appeal to the Full Bench by the abovenamed
applicant in relation to the same application, which presently
is adjourned sine die. That is appeal No 1502 of 1998.
It was conceded that an appeal had been instituted, within
the meaning of s.49(11) of the Act, and that the appellant, as
the applicant at first instance, had sufficient interest to make
this application. I so found.
I heard submissions from either side of the bar table.
At the conclusion of submissions, Mr A Drake-Brockman
of Counsel, for the respondent, proffered an undertaking, on
behalf of his client and with his client’s authority, that the respondent would not seek to enforce the order made on 24
November 1998 in application No 555 of 1998, the subject of
this application, until appeals Nos 1502 of 1998 and 2176 of
1998 have been heard and determined or otherwise disposed
of, or until further order.
An offer to make that undertaking had been communicated
some days before, to the agent for the applicant.
I formed the view that it would be in the interests of the
applicant if the matter were adjourned sine die with that undertaking being on the record, having been proffered in open
court, and, therefore, operating to protect the applicant.
I did not, therefore, proceed to hear and determine the matter at this time and adjourned proceedings sine die, giving the
parties, nonetheless, the right to bring the matter back on.
My order reflects the fact that the order which I concluded
should be made would remain in force only until the two appeals involving the abovementioned parties had been heard
and determined or otherwise disposed of, or until further order.
By “otherwise disposed of”, I meant, for example, to describe the situation where the appeals were withdrawn,
discontinued or dealt with by any other order than an order
which arose from their being heard and determined.
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For those reasons, I made the order which I did, having particular regard to s.26(1)(a) of the Act.
Appearances: Mr T C Crossley, as agent, on behalf of the
applicant
Mr A Drake-Brockman, (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of
the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Pina Julia Pisconeri
(Applicant)
and
Laurens & Munns incorporating Munns Nominees Pty Ltd
and George Laurens (WA) Pty Ltd
(Respondent).
No 2185 of 1998.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
22 December 1998.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the
22nd day of December 1998, and having heard Mr T C
Crossley, as agent, on behalf of the applicant and Mr A DrakeBrockman, (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent,
and the respondent, through its counsel, having given an undertaking that it would not seek to enforce the order made on
the 24th day of November 1998 in application No 555 of 1998,
the subject of this application, until appeals Nos 1502 of 1998
and 2176 of 1998 have been heard and determined or otherwise disposed of or until further order, and having determined
that my reasons for decision will issue at a future date, it is
this day, the 22nd day of December 1998, ordered and declared as follows—
(1) THAT the application herein has been validly made
within the meaning of s.49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended).
(2) THAT the applicant herein has sufficient interest to
make this application.
(3) THAT the proceedings be and are hereby adjourned
sine die on the basis of the said undertaking.
(4) THAT there be liberty to apply by either party upon
24 hours written notice to the other party and to the
Commission to relist this matter.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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COMMISSION IN COURT
SESSION—
Matters dealt with—
MINERAL SANDS INDUSTRY AWARD 1991.
No. A 3 of 1991.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers’ Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian
Branch, Industrial Union of Workers and The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch
and
RGC Mineral Sands Ltd.
No. 277A of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
18 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION: RGC Mineral Sands
Limited, (RGC) the respondent company, is subject to a merger
proposal with another producer also covered by the Mineral
Sands Industry Award 1991. (Refer to ‘Information Memorandum’: Scheme of Arrangement between RGC Limited and
Westralian Sands Limited). This proposal has precipitated the
application by the applicant unions to amend the redundancy
provisions with respect to RGC’s employees.
Under the proposed merger RGC’s Capel operations, other
than synthetic rutile production, will close early in 1999. The
Eneabba West mining plant will not be relocated and will close
in 1999. Rutile production at Narngulu has been reduced to a
single kiln operation and the dry plant will not be upgraded.
This rationalisation under the proposed merger follows restructuring already carried out by RGC that resulted in 65 voluntary
redundancies from Capel in 1997, 70 from Eneabba and 31
from Narngulu in October 1998.
The closure of the mine and plant at Capel early in 1999 will
result in cutting about 100 jobs. The existing workforce is 112
employees. Cut backs at Eneabba and Narngulu will have a
significant impact on the size of the workforce of 352 at those
centres. Approximately 50 positions will be eliminated.
The applicant unions submit that there are 171 RGC employees presently covered by the Minerals Sands Industry
Award 1991. Of these, 36 are 45 years of age or older (Refer
to S.M. McAuliffe’s witness statement Annexure B).
Up until now redundancies have been implemented on a
voluntary basis. Indeed the number of employees electing to
leave in 1997 and 1998 exceeded the number of positions being removed from the RGC’s operation. Depleted work groups
have been built up by short term appointments to meet required production levels.
In 1997 and 1998 redundancies were effected under RGC’s
policy which has as its objectives commitments to “ensuring
everyone is treated fairly” and “making every effort to ensure
employees leave the company on the best possible terms.”
(Refer to S.J. Stutsel – Kelly Witness Statement: RGC Mineral Sands Redundancy Policy Statement Annexure 5)
The redundancy provision under the Award does not prescribe the levels of payout. It is facilitative in that it identifies
the range of events that may give rise to redundancies and the
minimum period of notice an employer is to give. The clause
stipulates that the union shall confer on the conditions, which
shall apply in respect of any proposed termination deemed to
be a redundancy (Minerals Sands Industry Award: Clause 31
– Redundancy). The Award contains a “liberty to apply”) provision.
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The policy implemented by RGC provides—
“8 Entitlements
8.1 Period of Notice
Unless otherwise stated in an individual employee’s
letter of offer, employees must be given one month
notice in writing. An additional weeks notice is required if the employee is over 45 years of age and
has completed at least two years continuous service.
8.2 Pay in lieu of Notice
Compensation in lieu of notice must be at least equal
to the total amount the employee would have been
entitled if she or he had worked out the period of
notice. It must be calculated on the basis of the employee’s base salary plus an allowances, performance
related remuneration or other amounts or benefits
payable under the employee’s contract of employment.
8.3 Time off during the period of notice
In most cases where an employee has been made redundant or accepted an offer of voluntary redundancy
payment will be made in lieu of notice. However,
there may be circumstances where this is not practical or desirable. In these circumstances the employee
will be allowed reasonable time off, with pay for the
purposes of seeking employment. This would normally be more than one day per week. The time will
be taken at a time convenient to the employee after
consultation with their supervisor.
8.4 Redundancy Benefit
In addition to the prescribed notice of redundancy,
the employee will be entitled to a retrenchment benefit as follows—
• Accrued annual leave and long service leave.
• Four weeks pay in lieu of notice, plus three
weeks pay for each year of service pro-rata to
the last completed month of service. Employees over 45 years of age with two years
continuous service are entitled to an additional
one week’s notice. Regardless of age or length
or service this payment will not be less than
12 weeks salary.
• Superannuation fund retrenchment benefit.
Employees should be informed that special taxation
rates apply to retrenchment benefits. Payroll Officers are able to provide up to date advice.
8.5 Transfer of duties
Employees who are transferred to lower paid duties
because their original position is no longer required
through redundancy will also be able to reinforce
any job protection provision in awards. They are also
entitled to notice and severance pay.
8.6 Deeds of Settlement and Release
All employees accepting a redundancy package will
be required to sign a deed of settlement and release.
These are prepared according to circumstances and
should be discussed with the Manager – Organisation Effectiveness prior to processing retrenchment
benefits.
8.7 Return to RGC Employment
While there are not general re-employment restrictions placed on people accepting redundancy
packages, tax regulations provide a disincentive if a
person is re-employed by the same company within
six months of accepting a retrenchment package.”
Under this policy provision is also made for “outplacement
services”. The types and level of assistance will vary according to individual needs.
Retrenchment plans give consideration to RGC meeting the
cost of some of the following initiatives—
• Paid time off to attend job interviews
• Vocational assessments
• Assistance in job seeking
• Provision of references
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• Personal counselling
• Financial counselling
(RGC Minerals Sands Redundancy Policy Statement
Paragraph 7.6)
Under this commitment to “outplacement services” RGC
has retained a consulting service to offer the availability of a
skills assessment, preparation of an employee profile, compilation of a CV and a letter of application together with
counselling and employment advice. The cost to RGC is $500
per employee who avails him/herself of this service.
While the applicant unions acknowledge the “reasonableness” of the redundancy policy including post termination
training and outplacement services, it is noted that the provisions were not developed in consultation with them. It is
submitted that level of benefits should be improved to more
properly reflect the impact redundancy will have on individuals particularly those 45 years of age and older. Generally
circumstances of their location, skills and employment opportunities combine to warrant more generous consideration than
is presently granted. Most significantly, it is argued that the
proposed merger will ensure that from now on compulsory
redundancy will be the norm. The employees subject to this
application had previously rejected the option of voluntary
severance. At Capel there was the commitment that the mining operations would continue until June 2000. Those
employees elected to stay with RGC albeit in the knowledge
that in two and a half years the mine would close. They would
continue to earn income and accrue additional service towards
their redundancy payment in 2000. In this respect the claim
can be seen as additional compensation for the opportunities
that have disappeared with the advent of the merger.
It is argued that voluntary redundancy is fundamentally and
dramatically different from compulsory redundancy. The consensual element of the separation implies some acceptance of
the situation and optimism for alternative employment. The
impact of compulsory redundancy is heightened when it comes
so soon after the voluntary redundancies that were finalised
last year at Capel. Just when it seemed that some certainty
was established with the announcement that the mine would
continue to operate until June 2000, the merger changed everything for these employees.
It is claimed that the position at Eneabba and Narngulu is
not dissimilar. Voluntary redundancies were implemented in
October 1998. Further redundancies were announced in November in the wake of the rationalisation program associated
with the merger proposal. It appears that the Eneabba West
mining operation is expected to close in the second half of
1999. There may be scope for voluntary redundancies prior to
that but complete plant closure will eventually lead to compulsory redundancies.
It is submitted that the substantial difference between compulsory and voluntary redundancy and limited employment
opportunities are just as relevant in the mid west of the State
as they are in Capel.
The applicant unions see the following amendments accommodating these factors for those employed by RGC under the
Mineral Sands Industry Award.
“Vary Clause 31—Redundancy by adding the following
subclauses—
(5) This and the following subclauses shall apply on the
RGC Mineral Sands Limited (‘the employer’).
(6) where the employer terminates the employment of
any employee for redundancy the following payments
shall be made to the employee—
6.1 severance pay of 8 weeks pay; and
6.2 4 weeks pay per year of service or part thereof;
and
6.3 accrued annual leave including pr rata annual
leave; and
6.4 accrued long service leave including pro rata
long service leave
6.5 unused sick leave entitlements
Provided that in no case shall the payment to be made
pursuant to 6.2 hereof be less than 12 weeks pay.
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In subclauses 5-8 inclusive hereof “employee” includes casual employee as at the date of the
application whereby this clause was inserted into the
award.
“Weeks pay” means the highest of the average gross
weekly pay including superannuation contributions
made by the employer, of each employee calculated
over the periods.
1 January 1998 to 30 June 1998
1 July 1998 to 31 December 1998
1 January 1999 to 30 June 1999
1 July 1999 to 31 December 1999
1 January 2000 to 30 June 2000
or, where termination occurs prior to 30 June 2000,
over the 5 consecutive six monthly periods concluding on the day before termination.
(7) the employer shall offer employees who, at the date
of introduction of this clause, exceed the age of 45
years, voluntary redundancy on the terms and conditions of this clause such offer to be open to the
employee at his/her option from the date of introduction of this clause until the employer terminates
the employment of the employee for redundancy.
(8) the provisions of subclauses (6) and (7) shall apply
notwithstanding that an employee refuses an offer
of transfer of employment to any other of the employer’s operations out of the State of Western
Australia or at Narngulu or Eneabba or elsewhere.
Further to the above proposed amendment the applicant unions’ claim;
(1) From 1 January 1999, each employee shall be entitled to one day’s paid leave for each eight days
worked in order to look for alternative employment.
(2) Where an employee who has been made redundant
undergoes, within 12 months of termination of employment, any training or education for a purpose
which includes better fitting the employee for any
possible future employment, the cost of such training or education up to a maximum of $2000.00 shall
be reimbursed to the employee upon production to
the employer of receipts or other reasonable evidence
of the cost of that training or education.”
The special provision for employees 45 years and older is
said to reflect the principle recognised since the first TCR Case
and now entrenched in section 170CM(2) of the Workplace
Relations Act. While the unions acknowledge that it might be
said that the claim is ambitious it is argued that compulsory
redundancy in the circumstances of this case deserves special
recognition. The payment must therefore be more than the rate
applying when voluntary redundancies were called for and
accepted in 1997 and 1998.
The applicant unions note that, to RGC’s credit, it is committed to enhancing post-employment prospects for those made
redundant. However they claim that this would be more meaningful and beneficial if RGC allowed an employee to substitute
the use of outplacement services to payment to the employee
(to a maximum of $2000.00) for training undertaken within
12 months of the termination of employment. This would more
properly address the employees’ needs. Training may not necessarily involve the acquisition of computer skills that is on
offer at present.
It is submitted that the fact that mine closures and processing operations are being wound back or terminated effectively
puts the workforce on notice that redundancies will commence
early in 1999. In fact this will be in March 1999 at Capel. To
enable employees to take advantage of whatever employment
opportunities present, the claim includes provision that would
deem resignation after 1st January a redundancy and secure
payment on that basis. This reflects the principle of “voluntary early retirement” already extended to employees who have
reached their 55th birthday.
Again, with respect to the claim for one day’s paid leave for
each eight days worked, it is claimed that, as with other aspects of the award amendments proposed, there is scope to
recognise the circumstances of these employees; their skills,
their ages, the locations and limited employment opportunities. While the applicant unions concede what is claimed may
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in some respects include some ambit, the principles upon which
recognition can be given have been established and the merit
of the unique position of employees at RGC should be accepted.
The claim excited the interest of the Australian Mines and
Metals Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
of Western Australia and the Minister for Labour Relations.
Each focused extensively on the wage fixing principles and in
particular the dictates of the Special Case (78 WAIG 2579@
2586). In summary the Commission’s attention was drawn to
the following;
• Enterprise Bargaining is the cornerstone of the wage
fixing system. The Mineral Sands Industry Award
accommodates the establishment of redundancy arrangements at the level of individual operations. The
determination of the claim as an award provision albeit limited to one company, will, with publication,
become the bench mark or standard. Flow on implications are manifest.
• Any award amendment should reflect the Federal
Commission’s “Termination, Change and Redundancy” provision. Anything beyond that should be
negotiated with each respondent company. It is not
in the public interest to arbitrate an outcome which
should otherwise be the subject of negotiations. RGC
and the unions have established a consultative committee. That is the proper avenue through which this
claim should have been pursued. Recourse to proceedings under section 44 of Act is more appropriate.
• In the absence of an industry standard the terms of
the company’s redundancy policy are reasonable. The
existing entitlement satisfies the public interest. It is
for the parties to explore and recognise any ‘special
reasons’ to depart from what has until now been accepted. It is not in the public interest to go beyond
what is reasonable in the Award. The provisions being claimed are beyond reasonable entitlements
established in arbitration in this Commission and
elsewhere (See Ministers Exhibit 1).
• In addressing matters of merit it is important to take
into account the history of the existing award provision. This reflects what the parties agreed to at the
time and the course that should now apply ie general
adherence to the ‘TCR’ federal standard.
RGC supports and adopts the submission made by the
interveners on the Wage Fixing Principles and for the application to meet the tests of a Special Case. In opposing the
application RGC submitted the following
• The onus of proving that the circumstances warrant
a variation in the award rests with the applicants.
• The application is for an award variation. It cannot
be transposed into some other sort order. That would
not be a proper exercise of the Commission’s discretion.
• The existing redundancy policy is not merely adequate and reasonable; it is generous. The company
adheres to the policy and an award variation is unnecessary. The terms exceed the ‘TCR’ federal
standard and exceed arrangements in comparable
awards (As per Minister’s Exhibit 1).
• The claim that compulsory redundancy should attract a higher level of benefit than voluntary
redundancy is novel and unsupported by precedent
or principle. In the mining industry given the limited
life of mines, compulsory redundancy is almost inevitable.
• Not only is it not unfair to those who are made compulsorily redundant that they receive the same
package as those that accept voluntary redundancy,
but also it would be unfair if they received an increased benefit. The policy which applies in both
cases has been known to employees. They make their
decisions in the knowledge of the existing terms. In
the circumstances of a redundancy, the company explores the options of transfer, redeployment,
retraining, natural attrition and voluntary redundancy
prior to retrenching an employee. The whole
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approach would be undermined if RGC was required
to provide greater benefits to those receiving compulsory redundancy.
RGC rejects the submission that employment opportunities in the South-West are limited. That is not the
case. The economy is sound and if anything, unemployment is below the state average. Notwithstanding
the economic situation in Asia, the outlook for the
region is positive.
It is conceded that the situation is different in
Eneabba. Employment opportunities in that area are
limited. But this does not justify special consideration being given to employees at Capel nor at
Eneabba. Redundancy is not a payment for some form
of income maintenance. It is compensation for the
loss of a job irrespective of whether it leads to unemployment. The losses suffered as a consequence
of redundancy include loss of security, possible reduction in earnings and the anxiety and uncertainty
of changing jobs, even if the person has managed to
find another job immediately [(1984) 8 IR 34 @ 72]
The fact that the spectre of redundancy with the uncertainty of when it would occur could give raise to
an increase in payment is rejected. To say that the
longer the period of notice the greater the payment
is tantamount, to accepting that the shorter the period the lower the payment!
The import of the proposed provision to cater for
those employees of 45 years of age and more is to
open to all employees falling within that category
the opportunity to retire from 1st January 1999
whether or not they would become redundant. It
would apply in Capel, Eneabba and Narngulu. First
the claim is unreasonable. Second it is impractical.
Operational requirements may not be able to be met.
It would act as a disincentive to employment of persons approaching 45 years of age.
Even if the proposal can be limited to those who
would otherwise be made redundant there may be
difficulty in identifying the employees. The proposed
arrangement may impact on RGC’s ability to continue production and to orderly wind up its operation.
The proposal to enable an employee to refuse an offer of transfer and retain the right to redundancy
payment is unreasonable.
If an alternative job is offered the redundancy package has no relevance. The losses for which a
redundancy payment is made no longer exist.
An additional claim seeks to establish an entitlement
to one day’s paid leave for each day worked in order
to look for alternative employment. Reasonable arrangements already exist (Refer to paragraph 8.3 of
RGC’s Redundancy Policy). In most cases when redundancy occurs payment will be made in lieu of
notice. The person will then be free to seek employment without attending for work. Where payment in
lieu of notice has not been effected the employee is
allowed reasonable time off for the purpose of seeking employment. This would not normally be more
than 1 day per week and will be taken at a time convenient to the employee after consultation with the
supervisor.
Given operational needs it would be unreasonable
not to require consultation with the supervisor.
As the claim stands it is not limited to those who are
to be made redundant. It becomes a general entitlement. Ample opportunity exists under the existing
policy and on days off under the roster for employees to access employment opportunities once formal
notice of termination has issued.
On the claim of payment for post-employment education or training it is unreasonable to expect RGC
to extend a benefit beyond what is presently provided.
Although not set out in the policy, RGC pays for
training and counselling during the time in which
the employee is working. Apart from the financial
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implications of the claim and the administration of
it, it is unreasonable to impose further responsibilities when the redundancy has been effected.
To facilitate proceedings the Commission was presented with
written witness statements. Oral evidence was called in support of the statements. This clarified operational requirements
of the mining and mineral processing, provided an assessment
of the impact that rationalisation under the merger will have
in terms of further workforce reductions, and an insight into
the experience in implementing redundancies in 1997 and 1998.
Arrangements for casual employment and contractors to replace the depleted numbers in the workforce following
redundancies and the deployment of personnel to meet peak
demands and to provide specific skills was explained. An assessment of the economy of the South-West was presented
together with information on proposed developments and
employment opportunities.
A claim to determine or extend the quantum of redundancy
benefits must be consistent with the principles according to
which TCR provisions have been recognised. Most fundamental of these is that the severance payment made at the time of
termination of the employment relationship is to indemnify
the employee for the loss of his/her job. It accommodates compensation for past services, loss of security, the possibility of
reduced earnings and the anxiety and uncertainty of changing
jobs. The payment comprehends the loss of non transferable
credits accrued during service. The level of payment is commensurate with the length of service. And while it serves to
assist in income maintenance during a period of unemployment it is not calculated on the basis of that possibility [(1984)
8 IR 34 66 WAIG 580).
The entitlement also has an element of compensation which
recognises the share of benefits that the employee could have
expected from changes if he/she had still been employed. In
this respect the investment that employees have been required
to make under structural efficiency through the operation of
the wage fixing system has made their jobs more valuable.
The expectation that positions became better paid and more
fulfilling with the implementation of structural reform was a
long term outcome. Ironically it is this process that contributes to redundancy.
It can be appreciated in the circumstances of this case, for
individuals who rejected voluntary redundancy in the knowledge that the operation would continue for a further period
that this implicitly placed an additional value on their employment in their minds. There was the level of benefit available
under the option of voluntary redundancy and on top of that
the quantum of income and accrued benefits that would devolve on the package when severance was paid out. To have
the opportunity of realising those additional benefits taken from
them causes them to complain that compulsory redundancy
should attract a higher level of consideration than voluntary
redundancy. That must be limited to the perceptions of this
case and not a matter of principle.
To accept that compulsory redundancy is more compensable than voluntary redundancy requires the recognition that
the loss be greater. That would have to be recognised as a
principle. This is what is being argued now. While this issue
of compulsory redundancy arises most immediately in the circumstances of employment at Capel with the closure of the
mine at the end of March 1999 the situation is different in
Eneabba West. There the possibility of closure is not programmed until the end of 1999. Of course it may be sooner,
but then it may not occur as a result a review of operations
under the merged entity.
We cannot accept that as a matter of principle compulsory
redundancy should attract a greater severance benefit than that
paid when compulsory redundancy is effected. The elements
of redundancy of which loss is compensated have not changed.
As to the adequacy of existing entitlements generally, the
applicant unions have failed to discharge the onus that the award
should be varied to increase the level of benefits and to include the entitlement to casual employees as an award
provision. It is not the case of resorting to “comparative wage
justice” and accepting that what was being sought had not been
awarded elsewhere. Indeed as the applicant unions pointed
out that could not be validly argued against their claim. It is
the merit of the claim including the reasonableness of existing
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entitlements that have been recognised. Admittedly “reasonableness” cannot be an abstract notion considered in a vacuum.
Regard must be given to contemporary standards of fairness
and the stated objective of the company to ensure that employees made redundant depart on “the best possible terms”.
With respect to that standard we find some merit in the circumstances of 45 year old employees at Capel on the period
of notice that should be accorded then given the changes that
have taken place to the programmed closure of the mine and
the objective the company has acted upon to facilitate postredundancy employment.
It is clear now that the mine will close at the end of March
1999. However from the evidence provided not all employees
will be retrenched immediately following the closure. Winding down activities and environmental restoration of the mine
site will be undertaken. However the difficulty of identifying
the personnel to be deployed in these activities has been raised.
To accommodate the position of those 45 years of age and
older at Capel and continuing the recognition already given to
them under the policy, we consider that on merit that an additional period of notice in writing should be extended to them.
At present it is five weeks; this should be increased to seven
weeks. The circumstances are particular to Capel and are intended to recognise the uncertainty that changes in the closure
program have wrought on those who will face the most difficulty in re establishing themselves.
It is also determined as a matter of merit that outplacement
services should include as an alternative to the options already
in place, training or educational programs to the same value,
ie to a maximum of $500, to be available to the employee to
be arranged prior to the redundancy coming into effect.
In all other aspects the application is dismissed.
The circumstances under which an increase in the entitlement for those 45 years and older is determined, are particular
to Capel. To the extent that it is necessary, the Special Case
requirements have been met. There can be no flow-on as the
situation whereby the re-scheduled shut-down occurs cannot
apply elsewhere. It is in the public interest that a matter of
equity these employees be dealt with fairly. That is what RGC
has endorsed. Finally the test involving structural efficiency
is met in that the requirements under the wage fixing principles have been addressed under amendments to the Mineral
Sands Industry Award pursuant to successive State Wage Cases.
The provision relating to the outplacement service to assist
with post-redundancy employment merely includes as an option an alternative to existing arrangements. It involves no
further costs and is to be available to all RGC employees’ not
just those at Capel.
In the normal course this matter would not have progressed
under an award amendment. The enterprise remains the focus
of employment relationships. However, circumstances conspired to prevent other avenues being exploited. RGC’s policy
document continues to be the primary source of regulating
redundancies.
It is noted that the AFMEPKIU submits that, as a registered
organisation, it supports the claims of the other unions although
its three members employed by the respondent at Capel do
not. The AFMEPKIU therefore requested that any order to
issue should not apply to those three members. We do not find
that a reasonable basis of excluding them from the operation
of this Order.
Appearances: Mr D. Schapper (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant Unions
Mr A. Lucev (of Counsel) and with him Mr D. Heldsinger
(of Counsel) and later Mr R. LeMiere QC (of Counsel) on
behalf of RCG Mineral Sands Limited
Mr S. Barklamb and with him Mr K. Bui on behalf of the
Minister for Industrial Relations.
Mr R. Gifford on behalf of the Australian Mines and Metals
Association
Mr M. Beros on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers’ Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian
Branch, Industrial Union of Workers and The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch
and
RGC Mineral Sands Ltd.
No. 277A of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
23 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Schapper (of Counsel) and later Mr R.
Farrell (of Counsel) on behalf the applicant unions, Mr A.
Lucev (of Counsel) and with him Mr D. Heldsinger (of Counsel) and later Mr R. Le Miere QC (of Counsel) on behalf of
RCG Mineral Sands Limited, Mr S. Barklamb and with him
Mr K. Bui on behalf of the Minister for Industrial Relations,
Mr R. Gifford on behalf of the Australian Mines and Metals
Association, Mr M. Beros on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia the Commission in
Court Session, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT with effect from the date of this Order the Mineral Sands Industry Award 1991 be varied by adding the
following subclauses to clause 31—Redundancy.
(5) The provisions of this subclause shall apply
only to RGC Mineral Sands Limited.
(a) Notwithstanding the terms of the RGC
Mineral Sands Redundancy Policy that
employees must be given one month’s
notice in writing, an additional three
week’s notice is required if the employee is located at Capel and is 45
years of age or older.
(b) Further to outplacement services already provided to employees being
made redundant, RGC Mineral Sands
Limited shall, in lieu of those services,
provide the option of education or training program selected by the employee
to assist him/her to secure post redundancy employment. The cost of this
education or training program shall not
exceed $500 and will be paid direct to
the provider.
BY THE COMMISSION
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers’ Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch and Another
and
RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and Westralian Sands Ltd.
No.’s 277B and 1790 of 1998.

The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers’ Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch and Another
and
RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and Westralian Sands Ltd.
No.’s 277A, 277B and 1790 of 1998.

COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
6 November 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Schapper (of counsel) on behalf of the
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers’ Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch, the Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian
Branch, Industrial Union of Workers and the Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers—Western Australia Branch, Mr D. Hicks on behalf of the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, Western Australian Branch, Mr A. Lucev (of counsel) and with him Mr D.
Heldsinger (of counsel) on behalf of RGC Mineral Sands Ltd,
Mr R. Lilburne (of counsel) on behalf of Westralian Sands
Ltd, the Commission in Court Session, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and
by consent, hereby orders—
(1) WHERE RGC Mineral Sands Limited (RGC) proposes to make changes in production, programme,
organisation, structure or major roster changes that
may have a significant effect on RGC’s employees
including redundancy, RGC will notify—
(a) affected employees; and
(b) the unions respondent to the Mineral Sands
Industry Award No. A3 of 1991 (the Award),
as soon as practicable after that decision is made,
and in any event—
(1) not less than 28 days in the case of redundancy;
and
(2) not less than 7 clear days in the case of any
other matter referred to in this paragraph,
prior to the proposed implementation of that decision.
(2) WHERE RGC has made a decision to change (other
than by the written consent of the employee concerned)—
(a) the standard RGC terms and conditions and/
or contract of employment;
(b) RGC’s Organisation Effectiveness policies; or
(c) subsidies or allowances at the Eneabba site,
RGC will notify—
(1) affected employees; and
(2) the unions respondent to the Award,
as soon as practicable after that decision is made and,
in any event, not less than 7 clear days prior to the
implementation of that decision.
(3) The terms of this interim order prevail over Clause
31 of the Award, in the event of any inconsistency
between them.
(4) This interim order shall remain in force until 31
March 1999.
(5) There be liberty to apply generally.
(6) Application No.’s 277B & 1790 of 1998 otherwise
be adjourned sine die.
(Sgd.),
Commission in Court Session.

COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
16 October 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Schapper (of counsel) on behalf of the
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers’ Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch, Mr D. Hicks on behalf of the Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers—Western Australia Branch, Mr A. Lucev (of counsel) on behalf of RGC Mineral Sands Ltd, Mr R. Lilburne (of
counsel) on behalf of Westralian Sands Ltd, Mr K. Bui on
behalf of the Honourable Minister for Labour Relations, Mr
R. Gifford on behalf of the Australian Mines and Metals Association, the Commission in Court Session, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
(1) THAT applications number 277A, 277B and 1790
of 1998 be joined and heard as one application (“the
application”).
(2) THAT RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and Westralian Sands
Ltd serve written requests for particulars, information and/or documents, if any, on the applicants on
or before the 16th October 1998.
(3) THAT the applicant unions serve their replies to any
requests for particulars, information and/or documents, if any, on RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and
Westralian Sands Ltd on or before the 20th October
1998.
(4) THAT RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and Westralian Sands
Ltd file and serve any Amended Notice and Answer
and Counter Proposal on or before the 21st October
1998.
(5) THAT the applicant unions serve written requests
for particulars, information and/or documents, if any,
on RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and Westralian Sands
Ltd on or before the 23rd October 1998.
(6) THAT RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and Westralian Sands
Ltd serve their replies to any requests for particulars, information and/or documents, if any, on the
applicants on or before the 26th October 1998.
(7) THAT RGC Mineral Sands and Westralian Sands Ltd
file and serve an Outline of Submissions including
authorities on any preliminary or jurisdictional issues by 12 noon on the 22nd October 1998.
(8) THAT the applicant unions file and serve an Outline
of Submissions including authorities on any preliminary or jurisdictional issues by 12 noon on the 23rd
October 1998.
(9) THAT the application be listed for hearing on the
merits on the 5th and 6th November 1998.
(10) THAT the applicant unions file and serve their witness statements and an Outline of Submissions on
RGC Mineral Sands Ltd, Westralian Sands Ltd and
the interveners on or before the 2nd November 1998.
(11) THAT RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and Westralian Sands
Ltd—
(a) file and serve their witness statements and an
Outline of Submissions on or before the 2nd
November 1998; and
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(b) detail their grounds of objection to the admissibility of any evidence of the applicant unions
or any further Outline of Submissions or any
further witness statements in response to order (10) on or before the 3rd November 1998.
(12) THAT the interveners file and serve written submissions on or before the 28th October 1998.
(13) THAT RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and/or Westralian
Sands Ltd have liberty to apply—
(a) generally; and
(b) particularly, in relation to an application under section 27(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 to dismiss or refrain from further
hearing the application.
(14) THAT the applicant unions and interveners have liberty to apply generally.
(Sgd.),
Commission in Court Session.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Division, Western Australian Branch
and
Bakewell Pies (1998) and Others.
Nos. 1023 of 1998 and Other Applications.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH.
3 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
These reasons are unanimous.
In June 1998 the Commission in Court Session completed a
review of a National Wage Case decision as required pursuant
to section 51 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”).
(1998) 78 WAIG 2579. One result was an ability under the
Statement of Principles resulting to have wage rates in awards
increased by up to $14.00 per week (“the arbitrated safety net
adjustment”). No General Order was made. The increase was
subject to award by award application for decision by the Commission constituted in each instance.
Within days of the Commission in Court Session’s conclusions being published the Australian, Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian Branch (“the applicant union”) had
applied to vary approximately 80 awards to provide for the
safety net adjustment. Public sector as well as private sector
awards were involved. All the applications were listed concurrently for hearing on either 17 July 1998 or 20 July 1998
by the Commission constituted by a single Commissioner. Ms
Jackson represented the applicant union in all claims. The union had produced schedules of variations to each award to the
Commission by the respective dates of hearing. Ms Jackson
submitted then that each award should be varied to reflect the
safety net adjustment with the effect to be from the first pay
period on or after the respective dates of hearing. Mr Uphill
represented various private sector employers at the hearings.
His submission was at one with that of Ms Jackson as to the
safety net adjustment being applied to each award and the operative date save he sought to reserve the position of those
employers he represented as to operative date if there was any
significant delay in the issuing of the orders. Other respondent
employers either put a submission identical in terms to that of
Ms Jackson or did not seek to be heard or, in one case, advised
the Commission it was not bound by a particular award any
more. No issue or question about the application of the Statement of Principles was raised by any party.
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The Commission decided to vary the awards with effect from
the first pay period on or after the respective dates of hearing.
The parties were informed of this decision at the conclusion
of the relevant hearing and were requested to confer expeditiously on schedules of variations for the purpose of finalising
orders. Orders reflecting the Commission’s decision issued in
more than 40 awards shortly after. The remainder involved
employers represented by Mr Uphill (of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia).
Some time late in August or early September 1998 the applicant union contacted the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia and was informed by a person
other than Mr Uphill (who it appears was absent) that the relevant respondent employers now said that under the Statement
of Principles the operative date for any safety net wage increase could only be the date the order for variation of each
award issued by the Commission was deposited in the Registry. That is, it was said that any operative date earlier than
such a date would be a breach of subparagraph (a) of 8. Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments of the Statement of Principles
issued in June and thereby unlawful.
It has long been held in this jurisdiction that a speaking to
the minutes is not an opportunity to revisit submissions or add
to them [see Hospital Employees’ Industrial Union v Salvation Army (WA) Property Trust and Others (1977) 57 WAIG
232; Mount Newman Mining Co v AMWSU and Another (1981)
61 WAIG 1043 at 1047]. Clearly the respondent employers
here sought, wrongly in our view, to do just that in these cases.
That should be and is a matter of concern and is an action not
condoned here or to be relied on in the future. The fact that the
speaking to the minutes was adjourned and the matters referred to the Commission in Court Session does not militate
against that. But it is taken no further here.
The Commission in Court Session heard Ms Jackson for the
applicant union and Mr Uphill for the remaining respondent
employers on 18 November 1998. It also heard from the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia (“the
CCI”), the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia (“the
Council”) and the Minister for Labour Relations (“Minister”).
Their submissions went only to the application of the Statement of Principles and were made as a result of invitation by
the Commission. The CCI, TLC and Minister therefore were
heard amicus curiae. A similar invitation was extended to the
Australian Mines and Metals Association but it chose not to
take it up.
The respondent employers’ argument as to operative date
relies on subparagraph (a) of 8. Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments in the Statement of Principles issued by the Commission
in Court Session in June [op cit; at p.2586] and section 36 of
the Act. Subparagraph (a) states that the operative date for a
variation to an award to provide for the Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustments “will be no earlier than the date of the variation
of the award”. Section 36 of the Act provides that every decision of the Commission shall—
(a) be sealed with the seal of the Commission;
(b) be deposited in the Office of the Registrar; and
(c) be open to inspection without charge during office
hours by any person interested.
Two decisions of the Industrial Appeal Court (“the Court”)
are said to support this position. However, it is apparent that
those two decisions are confined to their own circumstances.
In Registrar v Metal and Engineering Workers Union and
Others (1994) 74 WAIG 1487, the issue before the Industrial
Appeal Court was whether certain industrial action which had
occurred was in breach of an Order which had been issued by
the Commission. That Order, although dated 19 June 1992,
was not deposited in the Office of the Registrar until 23 September 1992. As Kennedy J noted, although the Industrial
Relations Act is silent as to the time from which an order operates, it is expansive as to the formal requirements in relation
to orders and other decisions of the Commission. By majority,
the Court held that an order was not capable of being enforced
until it had been signed and delivered to the Office of the Registrar and, as the industrial action had occurred prior to 23
September 1992, there had not been a breach of the Order. It
follows that the matter then before the Court was to determine
when a written order of the Commission comes into effect and
the answer was it comes into effect when, in accordance with
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section 36 of the Act, it is sealed and deposited in the Office of
the Registrar and is open to inspection. That conclusion followed the Court’s earlier decision in Graham McCorry and
Como Investments Pty Ltd (1989) 69 WAIG 1000. The threshold point to be determined by the Court in that matter was
whether an appeal had been instituted within the 21 days from
the date of the decision of the Commission. The Court held
that the date from which the 21 days for an appeal commences
is that date when the process required by section 36 is completed. Thus the issues before the Court in these cases were
different from that which is now before the Commission in
Court Session (and see too The Construction, Mining, Energy,
Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—
Western Australian Branch v United Furniture Trades
Industrial Union of Workers, WA (1990) 70 WAIG 3913).
A “decision” for the purposes of the Act is not narrowly
defined. Neither is it exhaustively defined. Unless the contrary intention appears, it includes an award, order, declaration
or finding. The oral pronouncements by the Commission at
the conclusion of the proceedings respectively on 17 and 20
July 1998 of its decision that the awards would be varied with
effect from the first pay period on of after those dates were the
decisions. The written orders to follow amount to the physical
embodiment of those oral decisions as required by sections
34, 35 and 36. These oral decisions of the Commission did not
give or purport to apply a retrospective effect. The dates of
effect were current : the dates of hearings.
In practical terms it is far more probable than not that the
date on any order will be a date subsequent to the date upon
which an oral decision is given but this does not make the
resulting order “retrospective” in effect because the conclusions of the Commission have already been given and are
merely reiterated in the body of the written order. The date of
the order is the date upon which the Commission’s decision is
reduced to writing and issued according to the requirements
of the Act. In doing so an order does nothing more than reflect
the decision of the Commission already given. And so it was
in the instances here. The process required by section 36 establishes the date from which the limited time for any appeal
is to be measured and any rights of enforcement can be exercised. No more.
Indeed the interpretation now urged by some respondent
employers and others on the Commission in Court Session
flies in the face of section 39 which clearly provides for an
exercise of discretion by the Commission in its decision making as to any operative date to apply (including consideration
of a measure of retrospectivity). In effect, the Commission in
Court Session was told there is no such discretionary judgement for the Commission as to a date of effect of a decision
(order) and the earliest operative date in a particular case is
subject, not only to the Registrar’s stamp date being applied to
it, but the opening hours of the Registry. The proposition is
absurd.
Nor does reliance on subparagraph (a) of 8. Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments under the Statement of Principles advance
the respondent employers’ position here. The effect of that
subparagraph is that the Commission, pursuant to its duty under the current wage fixing system, will not make any operative
date for any arbitrated safety net adjustments to apply to awards
which it orders earlier than the date of the decision to vary.
That order is the variation. The decision in each of the matters
referred to the Commission in Court Session, was given orally
on either 17 July 1998 or 20 July 1998. The conversion or
“perfecting” of those orders through minutes and the processes required by section 36 does not change that.
Nor can the employer respondents rely on Mr Uphill’s “reservation” as to operative date expressed at the hearings of 17
and 20 July 1998 for arguments now as to the proper application of the Statement of Principles. It amounts to a submission
that on 17 and 20 July 1998 the respondent employers endorsed a breach of the Statement of Principles but now
repudiate that breach and always had a right to do so on the
basis of the “reservation”: clearly an untenable position.
Indeed, having regard for the circumstances, it appears to us
that the reservation Mr Uphill sought on 17 and 20 July 1998
was probably in relation to concerns which might arise with
respect to the length of time between the oral decision of the
Commission and its reflection in orders should that difference
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in timing (some being inevitable) turn out to be, in the eyes of
respondents represented, unreasonable. But there is no basis
to conclude that the Commission decided to allow a reservation of right in respect of the operative dates. The minutes do
not reflect such a right and it appears that at the speaking to
the minutes there was no submission that in this respect the
minutes were in error in not reflecting a reserved right.
In any event, should that be wrong and on 17 and 20 July the
Commission did imply a reserved right to some respondent
employers on the matter of such a fundamental question as
operative date, any subsequent argument raised through the
exercise of that right would be a matter for determination under section 26 of the Act having regard for all the circumstances.
These circumstances include Ms Jackson’s evidence as to
actions by the applicant union to produce schedules to respondent employers and to consider and deal with any queries and/
or answers. It appears a number of schedules were produced
by the applicant union to the respondent employers represented
by Mr Uphill but it was not until 24 August 1998 that a considered response was received from them. Subsequently the
applicant union pressed on only to have the argument here
(which we have found to be wrong) to be raised in opposition
for the first time. Even if the respondent employers had a reserved right to argue about operative date (and we say there
was no such right expressly or impliedly accorded them by
the Commission at first instance) then they have not established good reason why different (and prospective) operative
dates should now apply. Indeed, given the record, to accept
the respondent employers’ position now on operative dates
would be unfair to the employees affected. So far as employers bound by the awards are concerned no submission as to
unfairness was put. And, given the decisions of the Commission on 17 and 20 July 1998, we are confident that the
respondent employers represented by Mr Uphill were made
aware of the outcome and thus have had opportunity to make
provision for any contingent costs arising.
Finally, in the event that we are wrong about the application
of subparagraph (a) of 8. Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments
of the Statement of Principles then we say that should the
Commission have to consider these applications on a “special
case” basis (and given the record since 17 and 20 July 1998 it
is difficult to see any other outcome but that status being accorded) then the applications here would not be “caught” by
that subparagraph at all.
It remains only to observe that the record of these matters,
going as it does to the interplay between parties who are dealing with one another pursuant to the Statement of Principles,
raises broader concerns about the ongoing efficacy of the current wage fixing framework.
Minutes of Orders have already issued in each matter referred to the Commission in Court Session. In the interests of
expedition the Commission in Court Session will proceed to
finalise these.
Appearances: Ms S.M. Jackson on behalf of the applicant
union and the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia.
Mr J.N. Uphill on behalf of various respondents.
Mr G.E. Bull on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia (Inc.)
Ms A. Hall on behalf of the Minister for Labour Relations
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Bakewell Pies (1978) and Others.
No. 1023 of 1998.
Pastrycooks’ Award No. 24 of 1981.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill on behalf of various respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Pastrycooks’ Award No. 24 of 1981 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 10.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
10.—WAGES
(1) (a) The total minimum wage payable each week shall
consist of appropriate allowances and the Award Rate
(comprising Base Rate, Supplementary Payment and
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments) as set out in this
clause—
Classification

Base Rate
$

Adults—
Single Hand Pastrycook
Pastrycook
Cake Decorator
Assistant

(b)

371.10
365.20
359.40
329.60

Supple- Arbitrated Award
Mentary Safety Net
Rate
Payment Adjustments
$
$
$
34.10
37.80
-

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

453.20
451.00
407.40
377.60

(i) The rates of pay in this award include three
arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling
$24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision
and the march 1996 State Wage Decision. The
first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since
1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has not
previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under
previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreement, are
not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustment payable from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after 14th day of November 1997.
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This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be
offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are
regulated by this award and which are above
the wage rates prescribed in it, provided that
the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the
enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to November 1997, except those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not
to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under
the June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. This
arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of
an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(ii) The supplementary payment set out in this
clause is to be paid in addition to the base rates
prescribed by this clause, and the total rate
prescribed by this clause is the award rate of
pay prescribed by this clause for the respective classification.
(iii) The supplementary payment set out in this
clause represents payment in lieu of equivalent overaward payments.
(iv) “Overaward payment” is defined as the amount
(whether it be termed “overaward payment”,
“attendance bonus” or any term whatsoever)
which an employee would receive in excess
of the “award wage”. Provided that such payment shall exclude overtime, shift allowance,
penalty rates, disability allowances, fares and
travelling allowances and any other ancillary
payments of a like nature prescribed by the
award.
(2) Junior Workers: Junior workers shall be paid the following percentage of the rate prescribed for an Assistant.
%
Under 16 years of age
40
16 to 17 years of age
50
17 to 18 years of age
60
18 to 19 years of age
70
19 to 20 years of age
80
20 to 21 years of age
90
(3) Apprentices—(Percentage of ‘Pastrycooks’ rate per
week)—
Four Year Term
%
First year
42
Second year
55
Third year
75
Fourth year
88
Three and a Half Year Term— %
First six months
42
Next year
55
Next year
75
Final year
88
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Three Year Term
%
First year
55
Second year
75
Third year
88
(4) Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or subclause)
no adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult
Award Wage unless otherwise provided in this clause.
(a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40.
(b) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to June,
1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of
1998.
(c) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause adults
employed as casual or part time employees shall not
be paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(d) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provisions to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
(e)
(i) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships, or Jobskills traineeships or to
other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(ii) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to employees excluded under paragraph (i) above
and any special categories of employees not
included here or otherwise in relation to the
application of the Minimum Adult Award
Wage.
(f) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall—
(i) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(ii) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payment
during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
(g) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult
apprentice in force on 13th November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award
by the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific mention as at 13th November 1997).
(h) Minimum Adult Wage
“The rates of pay in this award include the minimum
weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase
arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage
will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the
award. Such above award payments include wages
payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.
(5) Leading Hand: In addition to the rates prescribed by this
clause a leading hand shall be paid per week if placed in charge
of—
Rate per
Week
$
(a) Less than four other employees
11.70
(b) Four or more but not more than ten
other employees
18.50
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Rate per
Week
$

(c) More than ten but not more than 20
other employees
28.40
(d) More than 20 other employees
36.55
(6) Casual Workers: In addition to the rate prescribed by
this clause a casual worker shall be paid a loading of 20 per
cent. The loading shall not be included in the wage for the
purpose of calculating an entitlement to any additional payment provided by Clause 9.—Additional Rates of this Award.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Laubman & Pank Optometrists Pty Limited and Others.
No. 1026 of 1998.
Optical Mechanics’ Award, 1971.
No. 9 of 1970.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Optical Mechanics’ Award, 1971 be varied
in accordance with the following Schedule with effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 24.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
24.—WAGES.
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to an employee covered by this award shall include the base rate plus
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

Adults (total wage per week)
(a) Optical Mechanic
397.60 48.00
445.60
(b) Optical Employee—
First 3 months of
experience
316.30 48.00
364.30
Thereafter
342.40 48.00
390.40
(2) Apprentices (wage per week expressed as a percentage
of the tradesperson’s rate)
(a) Five-year term—
%
First year
40
Second year
48
Third year
55
Fourth year
75
Fifth year
88
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(b) Four-year term—
%
First year
42
Second year
55
Third year
75
Fourth year
88
(3) Junior Employees: Junior employees shall receive the
prescribed percentage of the Optical Worker first three months
of experience rate per week.
%
Under 16 years of age 50
17 years of age
60
18 years of age
75
19 years of age
90
20 years of age
100
(4) Leading Hands: In addition to the appropriate rate prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause a leading hand shall be
paid—
$ Per Week
(a) if placed in charge of not less than
3 and not more than 10 other
employees
19.00
(b) if placed in charge of more than
10 and not more than 20 other
employees
28.65
(c) if placed in charge of more than
20 other employees
37.60
(5) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. This first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any
wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to
enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage
increase or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
(6) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(7) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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2. Clause 24A.—Minimum Wage—Adult Males and Females: Delete this clause and insert in lieu the following—
24A.—MINIMUM WAGE—ADULT MALES AND
FEMALES
Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or subclause) no
adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult
Award Wage unless otherwise provided in this clause.
(1) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(3) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less
than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to
the hours worked.
(4) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provisions to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week.
(5) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships, or Jobskills
traineeships or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to employees excluded under (aa) above and any special categories of
employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the
application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(6) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payment during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(7) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult apprentice in force on 13th November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by
the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific
mention as at 13th November 1997).
(8) Minimum Adult Wage
“The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.”
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Commercial Minerals Ltd.
No. 1028 of 1998.
Mineral Earths Employees’ Award.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Ms J. Dowling and later Mr J. Uphill on behalf of a respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Mineral Earths Employees’ Award be varied
in accordance with the following Schedule with effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
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and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 8.— Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
8.—WAGES
(1) (a) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to employees covered by this award shall be—

Mill Attendant
All Others

Base
Arbitrated Minimum
Rate
Safety Net Weekly
per week Adjustments
Rate
$
$
$
352.10
48.00
400.10
339.30
48.00
387.30

(b) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any wage
increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(c) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(d) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(2) Mill Attendant shall mean an employee who is classified
as such by the employer and who shall be responsible for seeing that the mill or mills are kept running and who shall, if
necessary, effect all adjustments and running repairs to such
mills.
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(3) Junior Employees: Junior Employees shall receive the
prescribed percentage of the “All Others” rate per week.
%
Under 16 years of age
50
16 to 17 years of age
60
17 to 18 years of age
70
18 to 19 years of age
80
19 to 20 years of age
90
20 to 21 years of age
Adult Rates
(4) No junior employee under 18 years of age shall be employed on night shift.
(5) Any employee employed for less than one week shall be
classed as a casual employee and shall be paid at the rate of
20% in addition to the ordinary wage.
(6) Leading Hands: In addition to the wage prescribed in
subclause (2) hereof a leading hand shall be paid—
$
(a) if placed in charge of not less
than three and not more than
ten other employees
19.25
(b) if placed in charge of more
than ten and not more than
20 other employees
29.60
(c) if placed in charge of more
than 20 other employees
37.10

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
St. John of God Hospital and Others.
No. 1034 of 1998.
Private Hospital Employees’ Award, 1972.
No. 27 of 1971.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Private Hospital Employees’ Award, 1972
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 9.—Allowances and Special Provisions: Subclause
(1)—delete the amount of $23.60 and insert the amount of
$24.85 in lieu thereof.
2. Clause 34.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
34.—WAGES
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to employees covered by this award shall be the Base Rate
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plus the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment (ASNA)
Payment expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

Hospital Worker Level 1—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
Car Park Attendant
Cleaner
Dining Attendant
Domestic
Gardener (other)
Ironer and Presser
Kitchen Assistant
Laundry Assistant
Orderly (other)
Pantry Assistant
Hotel Services Assistant
Yard Assistant
Ward Assistant
Maintenance Employee
1st year of employment
369.80
2nd year of employment
374.30
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
378.30
Hospital Worker Level 2—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
Machinist
House Parent
Gardener (only one employed)
Orderly (handling patients)
First Laundry Worker
(where more than 1 employed)
Washing Machine Attendant
1st year of employment
375.00
2nd year of employment
379.80
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
384.10
Hospital Worker Level 3—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
Shaving Orderly
Theatre Assistant
Security Attendant
Theatre Orderly
Call Room Orderly
Menu Assistant
Gardener (Herbicide and Propagator)
Machinist (who cuts and fits)
Boiler Firing Orderly
CSSD Assistant (1st year
of employment)
TSSU Assistant (1st year
of employment)
Maintenance Employee
1st year of employment
383.80
2nd year of employment
388.20
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
392.30
Hospital Worker Level 4—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
TSSU Assistant (2nd, 3rd year of
employment and thereafter rate)
CSSD Assistant (2nd, 3rd year of
employment and thereafter rate)
Cook (other)
1st year of employment
389.00
2nd year of employment
393.60
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
397.30

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net Weekly
Adjustments Rate
$
$

48.00
48.00

417.80
422.30

48.00

426.30

48.00
48.00

423.00
427.80

48.00

432.10

48.00
48.00

431.80
436.20

48.00

440.30

48.00
48.00

437.00
441.60

48.00

445.30
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Base
Rate
$

Hospital Worker Level 5—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
Cook (only) one employed
Storeperson
Driver (under 3 tonnes)
1st year of employment
404.00
2nd year of employment
407.60
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
411.30
Hospital Worker Level 6—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
Driver (over 3 tonnes)
Bus Driver (less than 25 passengers)
Canteen Supervisor
1st year of employment
407.80
2nd year of employment
411.30
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
414.80
Hospital Worker Level 7—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
Bus Driver (over 25 passengers)
Second Cooks
1st year of employment
417.30
2nd year of employment
422.20
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
426.40
Hospital Worker Level 8—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
Senior Food Service Attendant
(Hospitals less than 100 beds)
Deputy Head Orderly
Machinist Tradesperson
Horticulturist
First Cook (where more than one
employed)
1st year of employment
440.10
2nd year of employment
445.00
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
448.50
Hospital Worker Level 9—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
Tradesperson Cook
Senior Food Services Attendant
(more than 100 beds)
Head Gardener
Catering Supervisor
Laundry Supervisor
Head Orderly
Domestic Supervisor/Housekeeper
Cleaning Services Supervisor
Linen Services Supervisor
1st year of employment
454.80
2nd year of employment
459.10
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
462.90
Hospital Worker Level 10—
Comprehends the following
classes of work—
Chef
1st year of employment
475.50
2nd year of employment
481.90
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
488.00

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net Weekly
Adjustments
Rate
$
$

Base
Rate
$

(2)

48.00
48.00

452.00
455.60

48.00

459.30

48.00
48.00

455.80
459.30

48.00

462.80

48.00
48.00

465.30
484.20

48.00

474.40

48.00
48.00

488.10
493.00

48.00

496.50

48.00
48.00

502.80
507.10

48.00

510.90

48.00
48.00

523.50
529.90

48.00

536.00
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Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net Weekly
Adjustments
Rate
$
$

(a) Play Supervisor
(Lady Lawley Cottage)
1st year of employment
366.20 48.00
414.20
2nd year of employment
403.80 48.00
451.80
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
424.60 48.00
472.60
(b) Supervisor
(Lady Lawley
Cottage)
445.30 48.00 493.30
(3) Junior Hospital Employees
The minimum rate of wage payable to Junior Hospital Employees shall be the following percentage of
the prescribed wage for an adult employee in her
first year of employment doing the same class of
work.
%
Under 17 years of age
60
At 17 years of age
70
At 18 years of age
80
At 19 years of age
100
(4) General Conditions—
(a) The ordinary wages of any employee, placed
in charge of three or more employees, shall be
increased by $15.70 per week.
(b) Where the term “year of employment” is used
in this clause, it shall mean all service whether
full time or part time and regardless of the class
of work with that employer.
Such service shall be calculated in periods of
calendar years from the date of commencement of work with the employer and by
automatic progression subject to satisfactory
service.
Provided that in determining the rate of wage
of an employee nineteen years of age and over,
service prior to attaining the age of nineteen
years shall not be counted in determining the
total service of an employee for the purpose
of this clause.
(c) A casual employee shall be paid a loading of
twenty five percent over the rates specified in
this clause.
(d) The hourly rate of wage for each employee
shall be calculated by dividing the weekly rate
herein expressed as follows—
(i) for an employee working an average
of 38 hours per week by dividing the
weekly rate herein expressed by 40; or
(ii) for an employee actually working 38
hours by dividing the weekly rate
herein expressed by 38; or
(iii) for an employee employed in a classification prescribed in subclause (2) of
this clause by dividing the weekly rate
therein expressed by 37.5.
(5) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
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resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(6) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(7) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
3. Clause 35.—Minimum Wage: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
35.—MINIMUM WAGE
Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or subclause)
no adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided in this
clause.
(1) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time
adult employees is $373.40.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40
per week is deemed to include all arbitrated
safety net adjustments from State Wage Case
decisions to June, 1998, including the increase
in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(3) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause
adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than pro rata the
Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(4) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage
determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provisions to the
Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week.
(5)
(a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall
not apply to apprentices, employees
engaged on traineeships, or Jobskills
traineeships or to other categories of
employees who by prescription are paid
less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation
to employees excluded under (aa)
above and any special categories of
employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of
the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
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(6) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult
Award Wage shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and
all other penalty rates, superannuation,
payment during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(7) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to reduce the rate of pay fixed by the
award for an adult apprentice in force on 13th
November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by the Registrar where the adult
apprentice rate requires specific mention as at
13th November 1997).
(8) Minimum Adult Wage
“The rates of pay in this award include the
minimum weekly wage for adult employees
payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage will be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of
an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case
Principles or under the current Statement of
Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
the adult minimum wage.”

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
N’Gala Inc.
No. 1035 of 1998.
Hospital Workers’ (N’Gala) Award No. 6A of 1958.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of the
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Hospital Workers’ (N’Gala) Award No. 6A
of 1958 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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Schedule.

1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided
by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to June,
1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of
1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be
paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6)

(a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships or Jobskills placements, or to other
categories of employees who by prescription
are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.

(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payments
during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum
weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase
arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage
will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the
award. Such above award payments include wages
payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 17.—Allowances and Special Provisions : In
subclause (1) of this clause delete the amount of $1.40 and
insert the amount of $1.48 in lieu thereof.
3. Clause 32.—Wages—
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to
employees covered by this award shall be the
Base Rate plus the Arbitrated Safety Net
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Adjustment (ASNA) Payment expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net Weekly
Adjustments
Rate
$
$

Hospital Worker Level 1—
Comprehends the following classes of work—
Cleaner
Domestic
Gardener (other)
Ironer and Presser
Kitchen Assistant
Laundry Assistant
Orderly (other)
Pantry Assistant
Hotel Services Assistant
Yard Assistant
Ward Assistant
1st year of employment
369.80 48.00
417.80
2nd year of employment
374.30 48.00
422.30
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
378.30 48.00
426.30
Hospital Worker Level 2—
Comprehends the following classes of work—
Gardener (only one employed)
Orderly (handling patients)
First Laundry Worker (where more than 1 employed)
Washing Machine Attendant
1st year of employment
374.90 48.00
422.90
2nd year of employment
379.80 48.00
427.80
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
384.10 48.00
432.10
Hospital Worker Level 3—
Comprehends the following classes of work—
Menu Assistants
Gardener (Herbicide and Propagator)
1st year of employment
383.80 48.00
431.80
2nd year of employment
388.20 48.00
436.20
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
392.30 48.00
440.30
Hospital Worker Level 4—
Comprehends the following classes of work—
Cooks
1st year of employment
398.80 48.00
446.80
2nd year of employment
402.50 48.00
450.50
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
406.20 48.00
454.20
Provided that employees who possess recognised qualification in the trade of cooking shall be paid not less than the
following—
1st year of employment
454.80 48.00
502.80
2nd year of employment
459.10 48.00
507.10
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
462.90 48.00
510.90
JUNIOR HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES—
The minimum rate of wage payable to junior hospital employees shall be the following percentage of the prescribed
wage for an adult employee in his/her first year of employment doing the same class of work.
%
Under 17 years of age
60
At 17 years of age
70
At 18 years of age
80
At 19 years of age
100
B. Immediately following subclause (3) of this clause
insert the following—
(4) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under
the June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. This
arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
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award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of
an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements are not to be used to
offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Powerclean.
No. 1036 of 1998.
Hospital Workers (Cleaning Contractors – Private Hospitals)
Award 1978.
No. R 2 of 1977.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Hospital Workers (Cleaning Contractors –
Private Hospitals) Award 1978 be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the
20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided
by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to June,
1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of
1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be
paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
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(6)

(a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships or Jobskills placements, or to other
categories of employees who by prescription
are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payments
during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum
weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase
arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage
will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the
award. Such above award payments include wages
payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 13.—Special Rates and Conditions: In subclauses
(5) and (6) of this clause delete the amounts of 96 cents and 75
cents respectively and insert the amounts of $1.02 cents and
79 cents in lieu thereof.
3. Clause 19.—Height Money: In subclauses (2) and (3)
delete the amounts of $1.50 and 25 cents and insert the amounts
of $1.59 and 26 cents in lieu thereof.
4. Clause 32.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
32.—WAGES
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to employees covered by this award shall be the Base Rate plus the
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment (ASNA) Payment expressed
hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net Weekly
Adjustments Rate
$
$

(a) Cleaner—
1st year of employment 369.80 48.00
417.80
2nd year of employment 374.30 48.00
422.30
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
378.30 48.00
426.30
(b) Window Cleaner—
1st year of employment 378.30 48.00
426.30
2nd year of employment 382.60 48.00
430.60
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
387.10 48.00
435.10
(c) Junior Hospital Workers—
The minimum rate of wage payable to junior hospital employees shall be the following percentage of the prescribed
wage during the first year of employment for an adult employee doing the same class of work.
%
Under 17 years of age
50
Under 18 years of age
70
Under 19 years of age
80
At 19 years of age
100
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(d) Casual Employees shall be paid a loading of 25% over
the rates specified.
(2) General Conditions—
(a) Leading Hands: In addition to the rates herein prescribed a leading hand shall be paid per week—
$
(i) If placed in charge of not less
than three and not more than 10
other workers
16.00
(ii) If placed in charge of more than
10 and not more than 20 other
workers
24.10
(iii) If placed in charge of more than 20
other workers
32.10
(b) Where the term “year of employment” is used in this
clause it shall mean all service whether full time or
part time and regardless of the class of work with
that employer.
Such service shall be calculated in periods of calendar years from the date of commencement of work
with the employer and shall be by automatic progression subject to satisfactory service.
(c) In determining the year of employment of a worker
19 years of age or over employment while under the
age of 19 years shall not be counted in determining
the year of employment at or over 19 years of age.
(d) The hourly rate shall be calculated by dividing the
weekly rate herein by 40.
(e) The hourly rate for an employee working an average
of 38 hours per week shall be calculated by dividing
the weekly rate herein expressed by 40.
(f) The hourly rate for an employee actually working
38 hours shall be calculated by dividing the weekly
rate herein expressed by 38.
(3) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any wage
increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(4) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(5) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
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Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Bowra and O’Dea Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1042 of 1998.
Funeral Directors’ Assistants’ Award.
No. 18 of 1962.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Funeral Directors’ Assistants’ Award No. 18
of 1962 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
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leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 10.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
10.—WAGES
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to employees covered by this award shall be as follows—
Base
Rate
$
Branch Officer—
First 3 months of employment
379.40
After 3 months of employment
424.90
After 12 months of employment
428.40
After 24 months of employment
432.00
Embalmer:
First 3 months of employment
372.10
After 3 months of employment
417.60
After 12 months of employment
421.20
After 24 months of employment
424.80
Coffin Maker and/or Coffin Polisher—
First 3 months of employment
368.10
After 3 months of employment
413.50
After 12 months of employment
417.10
After 24 months of employment
420.70
General Assistants
After Hours Attendants—
First 3 months of employment
349.10
After 3 months of employment
394.50
After 12 months of employment
398.10
After 24 months of employment
401.70

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net Weekly
Adjustments Rate
$
$
48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

427.40
472.90
476.40
480.00

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

420.10
465.60
469.20
472.80

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

416.10
461.50
465.10
468.70

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

397.10
442.50
446.10
449.70

(2) Any employee in the Head Office who arranges and attends to funeral business shall be paid the rate prescribed for a
Branch Officer while employed on such work.
(3) Leading Hands: Any employee placed by the employer
in charge of three or more other employees shall be paid $18.75
per week in addition to the amounts prescribed in this clause.
(4) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any wage
increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(5) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
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since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(6) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(7) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
3. Clause 15.—Special Rates and Conditions: In subclauses
(1) and (2) respectively delete the amounts of $13.00 and
$40.00 and insert the amounts of $13.60 and $42.10 in lieu
thereof.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Cerebral Palsy Association of WA Inc.
No. 1046 of 1998.
Training Assistants’ and Community Support Staff (Spastic
Welfare) Award 1987.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
1. THAT the application for a variation to Clause 8.—
Fares and Travelling Time of the Training Assistants’
and Community Support Staff (Spastic Welfare)
Award 1987 be divided from the remainder of the
claim and be dealt with as No. 1046A of 1998.
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2. THAT the Training Assistants’ and Community Support Staff (Spastic Welfare) Award 1987 be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule with effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 14.—Wages—
A. Delete paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
(1) (a) TRAINING ASSISTANTS AND SUPPORT
STAFF—
Base
Rate
$

1st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment
4th year of employment

395.90
407.30
422.20
434.50

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net Weekly
Adjustments
Rate
$
$

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

443.90
455.30
470.20
482.50
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B. Immediately following paragraph (b) of subclause (1) of
this clause insert a new paragraph per the following—
(c) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
C. Delete subclause (2) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof
the following:
(2) Senior Community Support Staff—
Employees who are required to co-ordinate the activities of
Community Support Staff shall be designated as Senior Community Support Staff and they shall be paid an in-charge
allowance of $715.60 per annum in addition to the rates of pay
specified in subclause (1) of this clause.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Caris the Jeweller and Others.
No. 1051 of 1998.
Watchmakers’ and Jewellers’ Award, 1970.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Watchmakers’ and Jewellers’ Award, 1970
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 8.—Wages—
A. Delete subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to adult
employees covered by this award shall include the
base rate plus the arbitrated safety net adjustment
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expressed hereunder, from the beginning of the first
pay period on or after 20th day of July, 1998.
Base Supple- Arbitrated Minimum
Rate mentary Safety Net Rates
Payment Adjustments
$
$
$
$
(a) Watchmaker,
Clockmaker watch and
clock repairer
365.20
(b) Jeweller, setter, general
jeweller’s tradesman
and engraver
365.20
(c) Process Worker % of trade
Grade 1 78
284.86
Grade 2 80
292.16
Grade 3 85
310.42

(2)

52.00

48.00

465.20

52.00

48.00

465.20

35.28
36.80
40.60

48.00
48.00
48.00

368.14
376.96
399.02

(a) The rates of pay in this award include three
arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling
$24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision
and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. This
first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since
1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has not
previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under
previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreement, are
not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
(b) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustment payable from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be
offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are
regulated by this award and which are above
the wage rates prescribed in it, provided that
the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the
enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to November 1997, except those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not
to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(c) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under
the June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. This
arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of
an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements are not to be used to
offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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B. Clause 8.—Wages: Delete subclause (4) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(4) Leading Hands—
Any jeweller or watchmaker placed in charge of not
more than ten (10) jewellers or watchmakers shall
be paid $18.35 per week in addition to the rates of
pay prescribed by this award.
2. Clause 8A.—Minimum Wage—Adult Males And Females: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
8A.—MINIMUM WAGE—ADULT MALES AND
FEMALES
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Western Australian Mint
No. 1052 of 1998.
Western Australian Mint Security Officers’ Award, 1988.
No. A 5 of 1988.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of the
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Western Australian Mint Security Officers’
Award, 1988 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay
period commencing on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
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which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 14.—Wages and Allowances:
A. Delete subclause (1) and insert in lieu thereof—
(1) (a) The minimum and maximum of the wage range for
qualified security officers shall be as follows, paid
fortnightly—
Per
Arbitrated
Week Safety Net
Adjustments
$
$

Per
Week
$

Senior Security
Officer
Security Officer

Min
438.80 48.00
486.80
Max
454.70 48.00
502.70
Min
410.50 48.00
458.50
Max
426.40 48.00
474.40
(b) The actual wage of each officer referred to in paragraph (a) hereof shall be a sum determined by the
Mint in relation to the officer’s merit, diligence and
good conduct, which shall first be reviewed six
months after appointment as senior security officer
or security officer as the case may be, and six-monthly
thereafter. On review, an officer’s wage may be increased by 10% or 20% of the difference between
the relevant minimum and maximum rates prescribed
in paragraph (a) hereof. An officer who, upon review, does not receive the maximum 20% increment
may apply for a review after a further three months.
(c) The rate of pay of an unqualified security officer shall
be $384.30 per week plus the $48.00 arbitrated safety
net adjustment, paid fortnightly inclusive of the arbitrated safety net adjustment.
(d) The rate of pay of a Commissionaire shall be as follows, paid fortnightly—
Per
Arbitrated
Week Safety Net
Adjustments
$
$

Per
Week
$

1st year of employment
384.30 48.00
432.30
2nd year of employment
389.60 48.00
437.60
3rd year of employment
394.80 48.00
442.80
(e) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(f) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
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absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(g) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
B. Delete paragraph (3)(a) and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(3) (a) A senior security officer or security officer who has
been trained to render first aid and who is a current
holder of appropriate first aid qualifications, such as
a Senior First Aid Certificate from the St John Ambulance Association, will be paid a first aid allowance
of $1.30 per shift with a maximum payment of $6.30
per week.
C. Delete paragraph (4)(a) and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(4) (a) Where an officer is required to carry a firearm that
officer shall be paid an allowance of $1.40 per shift
with a maximum payment of $6.80 per week.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Jandakot Wool Scouring Company Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1055 of 1998.
Wool Scouring and Fellmongery Industry Award.
No. 32 of 1959.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of a
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Wool Scouring and Fellmongery Industry
Award No. 32 of 1959 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 20th day of
July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete 2A. State Wage Principles—June 1991.
3. Clause 2A.—State Wage Principles—June 1991: Delete
this clause.
4. Clause 21.—Special Rates and Provisions—
A. Subclause (1): Delete the amount of $1.43 in this subclause
and insert $1.51 in lieu thereof.
B. Subclause (2): Delete the amount of 54 cents in this
subclause and insert 57 cents in lieu thereof.
C. Subclause (7): Delete the amount of 54 cents in this
subclause and insert 57 cents in lieu thereof.
D. Subclause (8): Delete the amount of 88 cents in this
subclause and insert 93 cents in lieu thereof.
5. Clause 22.—Wages—
A. Delete paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
(1) (a) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to an
employee covered by this award shall include the
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base rate plus the Arbitrated Safety Net adjustment
expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

Shift Foreman, in charge of
wool scouring machine
380.00 48.00
428.00
Leading Hand in charge
of presses
360.50 48.00
408.50
Grease Separator Operator 360.50 48.00
408.50
Centre Hand
360.50 48.00
408.50
General Hand
357.20 48.00
405.20
Picking over scoured wool
and sewing blades
337.30 48.00
385.30
B. Delete paragraph (c) of subclause (1) of this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
(c) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(d) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(e) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
St Thomas More College and Others.
No. 1057 of 1998.
University, Colleges and Swanleigh Award, 1980.
No. R 7B of 1979.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the University, Colleges and Swanleigh Award,
1980 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Delete Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage and
insert the following in lieu thereof—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
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and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 31.—Wages—
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) (a) The minimum weekly rates of wage payable shall
be—
Minimum
Award
Rate
$
Level 1
Cleaner
412.60
Level 2
Domestic employees including—
Kitchen Attendant
House Attendant
Dining Attendant
Laundry Attendant
Sewing Attendant
419.30
Level 3
Cooks (Other)
423.50
Level 4
Gardener/Groundsperson Grade 1
431.80
Level 5
First Cook (Grade 1), or Cook working alone
Gardener/Groundsperson, Grade 2
Sewing Supervisor
440.20
Level 6
Senior Gardener/Groundsperson, Grade 1
First Cook, Grade 2
448.50
Level 7
Senior Gardener/Groundsperson, Grade 2
Tradesperson Cook
465.20
Level 8
Head Groundsperson
548.60
(b) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(c) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
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absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(d) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
B. Delete paragraph (b) of subclause (3) of this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
(b) Senior employees other than the Head Groundsperson
and leading hands appointed as such by the employer
to be in charge of three or more other employees
shall be paid $18.35 per week in addition to the rates
prescribed herein.
C. Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof
the following—
(4) For all work done on any day after a break referred
to in subclause (3) of Clause 7.—Hours of this award,
the employee shall be paid an allowance of $1.10
per hour for each such hour worked.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Candle Light Co. Pty Limited.
No. 1063 of 1998.
Soap and Allied Products Manufacturing Award.
No. 25 of 1960.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Soap and Allied Products Manufacturing
Award be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “2A. State Wage Principles—June 1991” from this clause.
3. Clause 2A.—State Wage Principles—June 1991: Delete
this clause.
4. Clause 25.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
25.—WAGES
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to an employee covered by this award shall include the base rate plus
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$
Adult employees—
Product maker—soap crutcher,
liquids powders and pastes,
detergents and cleaners polishes
and stains, toilet soaps
343.60
Assistant Product Maker
335.60
General Hand other than above 327.50

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

48.00
48.00
48.00

391.60
383.60
375.50
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(2) Junior Employees. Junior Employees shall receive the
prescribed percentage of the General Hand minimum rate.
%
Under 17 years of age
60
17 to 18 years of age
70
18 to 19 years of age
80
19 to 20 years of age
90
At 20 years of age, adult rates 100
(3) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. This first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any
wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to
enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage
increase or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
(4) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(5) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
5. Clause 26.—Leading Hands: Delete this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
26.—LEADING HANDS
In addition to the appropriate total weekly wage prescribed
in Clause 25.—Wages of this award a leading hand shall be
paid—
$
(1) if placed in charge of not less than three
and not more than ten other employees
18.75
(2) if placed in charge of more than ten and
not more than 20 other employees
28.90
(3) if placed in charge of more than 20 other
employees
37.20
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Board of Management, Quadriplegic Centre.
No. 1065 of 1998.
Quadriplegic Centre Award.
No. A1 of 1993.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of the
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Quadriplegic Centre Award (No. A1 of 1993)
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 27.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
27.—WAGES
PART A
The minimum rate of wage payable under this award for
Enrolled Nurses and Nursing Assistants shall be as follows—
Base Arbitrated Total
Rate Safety Net Per
Per Adjustments Week
Week Per Week
$
$
$

(1)Enrolled Nurse Level One
1st year of employment
418.80 48.00 466.80
2nd year of employment
423.80 48.00 471.80
3rd year and employment
and thereafter
434.70 48.00 482.70
(2)Nursing Assistant (at 19 years of age and over)
1st year of employment
377.40 48.00 425.40
2nd year of employment
387.80 48.00 435.80
3rd year of employment
398.30 48.00 446.30
and thereafter
(3) Nursing Assistant (under 19 years of age)
The rate shall be a percentage of the total wage prescribed
for a Nursing Assistant in his/her first year of employment in
subclause (4) of this clause per week, as follows—
Under 17 years of age
73%
Under 18 years of age
81%
Under 19 years of age
87%
(4) (a) Any employee who has passed the examination for
registration prescribed by the Nurses’ Board of WA shall for
the purposes of this clause be deemed to be an Enrolled Nurse.
(b) An Enrolled Nurse undergoing training in a post basic
course approved by the Nurses’ Board of WA, will be paid the
“first year of employment” rate of wage for his/her appropriate classification level during the training period.
(c) The ordinary rate of wage prescribed for an Enrolled
Nurse in this clause shall be increased by $9.05 per week when
a Registered Enrolled Nurse has obtained a second post basic
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certificate approved by the Nurses’ Board of WA, and he/she
is required to use the knowledge gained in that certificate as
part of his/her employment.
(5) When the term “year of employment” is used in this clause
it shall mean all service whether full time or part time in any
of the classifications contained in this award with the Centre
covered by this award and shall be calculated in periods of
completed months from the date of commencement of work
covered by this award. Provided that—
(a) “Service” in this context shall have the same meaning as it does in the Long Service Leave conditions
appropriate to the employee concerned, but confined
to respondents to this award; except where the employer or the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission deems it appropriate to include service
with hospitals not respondent to this award.
(b) Employees shall be paid the rates shown in this clause
according to their year of employment calculated in
accordance with the provisions of this subclause.
Proof of previous service, if required by the employer,
shall rest on the employee; provided that production
of the certificate or certificates referred to in Part C,
paragraph (c) of subclause (1) of this clause, shall be
sufficient proof for the purpose of this paragraph.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (b) of
this subclause, an Enrolled Nurse who successfully
completes a re-registration course following a break
in service shall commence employment on the rate
prescribed as follows—
(i) Five year break in service—at third year of
employment rate provided that the 1st and 2nd
year of service rates have previously been attained.
(ii) Six year but less than eight year break in service—at second year of employment rate.
(iii) Greater that eight year break in service—at
the first year of employment rate.
PART B
(1) The minimum rate of wage for employees other than
Enrolled Nurses and Nursing Assistants payable under this
Award shall be as follows—
Base Arbitrated Total
Rate Safety Net Per
Per Adjustments Week
Week Per Week
$
$
$

LEVEL 1
Cleaner
Domestic
Catering Attendant
All other employees
1st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
LEVEL 2
Handyperson
1st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
LEVEL 3
Senior Food Service Attendant
Cleaning Services Supervisor
1st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
LEVEL 4
Tradesperson Cook
1st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment and
thereafter

369.50
374.10

48.00
48.00

417.50
422.10

378.00

48.00

426.00

383.40
388.00

48.00
48.00

431.40
436.00

392.00

48.00

440.00

399.10
403.90

48.00
48.00

447.10
451.90

408.30

48.00

456.30

445.10
451.10

48.00
48.00

493.10
499.10

457.00

48.00

505.00
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(2) Junior Employees—
The minimum rate of wage payable to junior employees shall
be the following percentage of the prescribed wage during the
first year of employment for an adult employee doing the same
class of work.
%
Under 17 years of age
60
Under 18 years of age
70
Under 19 years of age
80
At 19 years of age
100
The percentage outlined above will also apply for the purpose of calculating the shift penalty loading payable pursuant
to clauses 16, 17, 21 and 22 of this award.
PART C
General Conditions—
(1) (a) Casual employees shall be paid at the rate of 20 percent in addition to the rates prescribed in this Award.
(b) Except where this clause specifies classifications which
require the employee to be in charge of other employees, any
employee who is placed in charge of—
(i) not less than three and not more than 10 other employees shall be paid $15.45 per week in addition to
the ordinary wage prescribed by this clause;
(ii) more than 10 and not more than 20 other employees
shall be paid $23.20 per week in addition to the ordinary wage prescribed by this clause;
(iii) more than 20 other employees shall be paid $30.90
per week in addition to the ordinary wage prescribed
by this clause.
(c) Each employee whose service terminates shall at the time
of termination be given a certificate signed by the employer in
which shall be stated the name of the employee, the period of
service, whether the service was full time or part time and the
classifications in this award in which work has been carried
out.
Provided that where an employee terminates without that
employee having given the prescribed period of notice, the
employer shall be under no obligation to provide the certificate at the time of termination. The employee shall, however,
be entitled to request and receive the certificate at any time
after the termination.
(d) The rates herein prescribed shall be increased by the
amount of any percentage increase in wages awarded by the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission to employees covered by this award.
Where any increase in wages is not a percentage increase,
the rates of wage shown in this award as relating to afternoon
and night shift, permanent shift or weekend work or public
holidays shall be adjusted to reflect the relationship which the
additional payment bears to the amount of $457.65 as at the
1st January, 1990.
(e) Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or subclause)
no adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult
Award Wage unless otherwise provided in this clause.
(i) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40.
(ii) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to June,
1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of
1998.
(iii) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause adults
employed as casual or part time employees shall not
be paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(iv) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provisions to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
(v) (aa) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships, or Jobskills traineeships or to
other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
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(bb) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to employees excluded under (aa) above and any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(vi) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall—
(aa) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(bb) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payment
during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
(vii) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult
apprentice in force on 13th November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award
by the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific mention as at 13th November 1997).
(viii) Minimum Adult Wage
“The rates of pay in this award include the minimum
weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase
arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage
will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the
award. Such above award payments include wages
payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.”
(2) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any wage
increases payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(3) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(4) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
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awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Hampton Hatcheries and Others.
No. 1066 of 1998.
Poultry Breeding Farm & Hatchery Workers’ Award 1976.
No. R 20 of 1976.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Poultry Breeding Farm & Hatchery Workers’ Award 1976 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 20th day of
July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
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(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “2A.—State Wage Principles—June 1991” from this clause.
3. Clause 2A.—State Wage Principles—June 1991. Delete
this clause.
4. Clause 9.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
9.—WAGES
The minimum weekly rates of wage payable to employees
employed under this award shall include the base rate plus the
arbitrated safety net adjustment expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

(1) Poultry Breeding Farms
(a) General Hand—
Maintenance
318.90 48.00
366.90
(b) General Hand—Other 314.20 48.00
362.20
(2) Hatcheries
General Hand
318.90 48.00
366.90
(3) Junior Employees—Junior employees shall receive the
prescribed percentage of the adult rate for the class of work on
which they are engaged
%
Under 16 years of age
50
16 to 17 years of age
60
17 to 18 years of age
70
18 to 19 years of age
80
19 to 20 years of age
90
At 20 years of age, adult rates
(4) Leading Hands
In addition to the ordinary rate of pay, an
$
employee placed in charge of more than 3 other
employees shall receive
18.50
(5) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any wage
increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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(6) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(7) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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Schedule.
1. Delete Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Ethnic Child Care Resource Unit.
No. 1067 of 1998.
Ethnic Children’s Services Industrial Award, 1993.
No. A 10 of 1989.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of the
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
1. THAT the application for a variation to Clause 20.—
Fares and Travelling Allowance of the Ethnic
Children’s Services Industrial Award, 1993 No. A
10 of 1989 be divided from the remainder of the claim
and be dealt with as No. 1067A of 1998.
2. THAT the Ethnic Children’s Services Industrial
Award, 1993 No. A 10 of 1989, be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on
or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 16.—Salaries: Delete subclause (1) of this clause
and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(1) The minimum salary payable to persons employed pursuant to this award, shall be—
Base
Rate
$

Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

509.40
532.30
555.30
578.20
601.10
624.00
647.00
669.90
692.80

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Award
Adjustments Wage
$
$

48.00
46.00
46.00
46.00
46.00
46.00
46.00
44.00
44.00

557.40
578.30
601.30
624.20
647.10
670.00
693.00
713.90
736.80
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3. Clause 16.—Salaries: Delete subclause (6) and insert in
lieu thereof the following—
(6) Child Care (Ethnic Support) Employee shall be paid as
follows —
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Award
Adjustments Wage
$
$

lst year of experience
416.25 48.00
464.25
2nd year of experience
434.30 48.00
482.30
3rd year of experience and
thereafter
456.00 48.00
504.00
These rates are inclusive of the 20% loading.
4. Clause 16.—Salaries: Delete subclause (7) of this clause
and insert in lieu thereof the following:
(7) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(8) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(9) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Communicare Inc and Others.
No. 1068 of 1998.
Family Day Care Co-Ordinators’ and Assistants’ Award,
1985.
No. A 16 of 1985.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of a
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
1. THAT the application for a variation to Clause 21.
Fares and Travelling Allowance of the Family Day
Care Co-Ordinators’ and Assistants’ Award, 1985 be
divided from the remainder of the claim and be dealt
with as No. 1068A of 1998.
2. THAT the Family Day Care Co-Ordinators’ and Assistants’ Award, 1985 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1A.—Statement Of Principles—June, 1998: Immediately following this clause insert a new clause as per the
following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
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leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Immediately following 1A.
Statement of Principles – June, 1998 in this clause, insert the
following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
3. Clause 16.—Salaries: Delete the preamble and subclause
(1) of this clause and replace with the following in lieu
thereof—
The minimum weekly rate payable to persons employed
pursuant to this award shall be—
(1) (a) Resource Employee (Playgroup/Toy library)
$
Step I
441.00
Step II
460.50
Step III
481.50
Step IV
488.00
Step V
506.00
Step VI
520.40
Step VII
534.60
Step VIII
549.10
(i) A Resource Employee who is unqualified shall
enter the salary scale on Step I and exit at Step
IV.
(ii) A Resource Employee who is qualified and
with no previous experience in the industry
shall enter at Step IV. At the end of 12 months
satisfactory performance, this person shall
progress to Step VI and subject to subclause
(2) exit the salary scale at Step VIII.
(iii) A Resource Employee who is in their first year
of experience as a qualified child care employee and has previous experience in the
industry, as defined in placitum (iv) of this
paragraph, shall enter the salary scale at Step
V and exit at Step VIII.
(iv) “Industry” for the purpose of recognising previous experience in placitum (iii) of this
paragraph, shall be those sectors of the children’s services industry that deals
predominantly with the 0-6 year old age group.
(v) For the purpose of this paragraph “previous
experience” means one year full-time employment or equivalent.
(b) Special Needs Support Employee
$
Step I
488.00
Step II
506.00
Step III
520.40
Step IV
534.60
Step V
549.10
(i) A Special Needs Support Employee who is unqualified shall enter the salary scale at Step I
and exit at Step IV.
(ii) A Special Needs Support Employee who is
qualified shall enter the salary scale at Step II
and exit at Step V.
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(c) Support Employee
$
Step I
465.00
Step II
487.00
Step III
508.00
Step IV
529.00
Step V
535.00
Step VI
549.10
(i) A Support Employee who is unqualified and
undertakes the administration of Child Care
Assistance and enrolments shall enter the salary scale at Step I and exit at Step IV.
(ii) A Support Employee who is unqualified and
undertakes the administration of Child Care
Assistance, enrolments and/or bookkeeping,
administration of finances/accounts, shall enter the salary scale at Step II and exit at Step
V.
(iii) A Support Employee who holds and is required
to use the skills and/or knowledge acquired
from an Associate Diploma in Accounting or
an equivalent qualification shall enter the salary scale at Step III and exit at Step VI.
(d) Assistant Co-ordinator (Field)
$
Step I
520.40
Step II
542.30
Step III
563.25
Step IV
586.50
Step V
610.80
Step VI
635.15
Step VII
659.45
Step VIII
672.60
Step IX
704.00
(i) An Assistant Co-ordinator who is unqualified
shall enter the salary scale at Step I and exit at
Step IV.
(ii) An Assistant Co-ordinator who is two year
trained, as defined in subclause (4) of this
clause, shall enter the salary scale at Step II
and exit at Step VI.
(iii) An Assistant Co-ordinator who is three year
trained, as defined in subclause (4) of this
clause, shall enter the salary scale at Step III
and exit at Step VII.
(iv) An Assistant Co-ordinator who is four year
trained, as defined in subclause (4) of this
clause, shall enter the salary scale at Step V
and exit at Step IX.
(e) Scheme Co-ordinator
$
Step I
642.10
Step II
672.60
Step III
704.00
Step IV
729.50
Step V
744.30
Step VI
782.60
Step VII
811.00
(i) A Scheme Co-ordinator shall be graded in accordance with subclause (5) (c) of clause 17.
Classification Definitions and Skill
Descriptors.
(ii) A Scheme Co-ordinator Grade One as defined
in subclause (5) (c) (i) of clause 17. Classification Definitions and Skill Descriptors, shall
progress through the salary scale as follows
subject to subclause (2) of this clause—
— a Scheme Co-ordinator with 2 or 3 year
training, as defined in subclause (4) of
this clause, shall enter at Step I and exit
at Step IV.
— a Scheme Co-ordinator with 4 year
training, as defined in subclause (4) of
this clause, shall enter at Step III and
exit at Step VI.
(iii) A Scheme Co-ordinator Grade Two, as defined
in subclause (5)(c)(ii) of clause 17. Classification Definitions and Skill Descriptors, shall
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progress through the salary scale as follows
subject to subclause (2) of this clause—
— a Scheme Co-ordinator with 2 or 3 year
training, as defined in subclause (4) of
this clause, shall enter at Step III and
exit at Step VI.
— a Scheme Co-ordinator with 4 year
training, as defined in subclause (4) of
this clause, shall enter at Step IV and
exit at Step VII.
4. Clause 16.—Salaries: Delete subclause (9) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(9) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(10) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(11) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
3. Schedule C—Family Day Care Co-Ordinators And Assistants Award Implementation Of Minimum Rates Adjustment
And 3rd Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment: Immediately following the wage tables in this Schedule, delete the text and
clauses beginning “Notwithstanding the terms of this clause
(or subclause) no adult employee shall be paid less than the
Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided in
this clause.” to the end of this Schedule.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Jaylon Industries Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1069 of 1998.
Plastic Manufacturing Award 1977.
No. 5 of 1977.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Plastic Manufacturing Award 1977 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 22.—Classification Structure and Rates of Pay—
A. Delete paragraphs (a) and (b) of subclause (2) of this
clause insert in the following in lieu thereof—
(a) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to employees covered by this award shall be as follows.
Base Supple- Award
Rate mentary Wage
$
$
$

Classification
(i) Production Trainee —
Grade 1
284.90 88.50 373.40
(ii) Production Machine
Assistant—Grade 2
292.20 89.50 381.70
(iii) Machine Attendant—
Grade 3
299.50 90.60 390.10
(iv) Machine Operator/ Setter—
Grade 4
319.20 93.40 412.60
(v) Leading Hand/Setter—
Grade 5
337.40 96.10 433.50
(vi) Production Systems Controller
Tradesperson —Grade 6 365.20 100.00 465.20
(b) The supplementary payment set out in this clause
include—
(i) The rates of pay in this award include three
arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling
$24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision
and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The
first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since
1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has not
previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under
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previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreement, are
not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
(ii) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustment payable from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be
offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are
regulated by this award and which are above
the wage rates prescribed in it, provided that
the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the
enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to November 1997, except those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not
to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(iii) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under
the June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. This
arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of
an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
B. Delete subclause (5) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof
the following.
(5) Leading Hands
In addition to the rates prescribed in subclause (2) of this
clause a leading hand shall be paid—
$ Per Week
(a) If placed in charge of not less than three
and not more than ten other employees
18.45
(b) If placed in charge of more than ten
and not more than 20 other employees
28.25
(c) If placed in charge of more than 20
other employees
36.15
C. Delete subclause (7) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof
the following.
(7) Minimum Wage
(a) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided
by this clause.
(b) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(c) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to June,
1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of
1998.
(d) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be
paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
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(e) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
(f)
(i) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships or Jobskills placements, or to other
categories of employees who by prescription
are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(ii) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(g) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall—
(i) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(ii) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payments
during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
(h) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum
weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase
arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage
will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the
award. Such above award payments include wages
payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 23.—Extra Rates and Conditions: Delete this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
23.—EXTRA RATES AND CONDITIONS
(1) Workers handling carbon black before processing, and
workers engaged in processing free carbon black, shall be paid
the sum of 37 cents per hour in addition to the rate herein
fixed for the class of work performed.
(2) Workers engaged on weighing, packing and mixing in
the powder room shall be paid the sum of 37 cents per hour in
addition to the rate herein fixed for the class of work performed.
(3) Workers engaged in work on a construction site other
than the normal place of work shall be paid an allowance at
the rate of $16.70 per week for each hour or part thereof
worked.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Illustrations Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1070 of 1998.
Photographic Industry Award, 1980.
No. A 9 of 1980.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Photographic Industry Award, 1980 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Delete clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage and replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equiva-
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lent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 12.—Wages—
A. Delete subclause (1) and Section A, B and C of this clause
and insert following in lieu thereof—
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to an
employee covered by this award shall be—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

Section A—
Portrait Advertising and Commercial
Studios—
(a) Photographer
348.50 48.00
396.50
(b) All others—
First three months.
325.30 48.00
373.30
(c) All others—Thereafter
338.30 48.00
386.30
Section B—
Developing, Printing and Finishing
Establishments—
(a) Colour filter determinator
Custom colour enlargement
printer
Colour printer controller 356.50 48.00
404.50
(b) Rack and tank colour film
processor
machine operator
Colour enlargement printer
Colour quality corrector
Kit mixing operator
Colour printer operator 348.50 48.00
396.50
(c) Rack and tank black and
white film processor
Black and white
enlargement printer
Black and white printer
operator
341.10 48.00
389.10
(d) All others—
First three months
325.30 48.00
373.30
(e) All others—Thereafter 338.30 48.00
386.30
Section C
(a) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. This first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any
wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to
enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage
increase or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
(b) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
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any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(c) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
B.Delete subclause (3) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(3) Leading Hands—
In addition to the rates prescribed herein, any employee appointed by the employer as a leading hand
and placed in charge of not less than 3 and not more
than 10 other employees, shall be paid $18.60 per
week.
In addition to the rates prescribed herein, a leading
hand placed in charge of more than 10 and not more
than 20 other employees shall be paid $28.40 per
week.
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Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Drum Services Pty Limited.
No. 1074 of 1998.
Drum Reclaiming Award.
No. 21 of 1961.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
15 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Drum Reclaiming Award be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete Clause 2A.—State Wage
Principles—June 1991 from this clause.
3. Clause 2A.—State Wage Principles—June 1991. Delete
this clause.
4. Clause 23. – Leading Hands: Delete this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
23.—LEADING HANDS
In addition to the appropriate rates prescribed in Clause 25.—
Rates of Pay of this award, a leading hand shall be paid—
Per Week
(1) If placed in charge of not less than three
and not more than ten other workers
(2) If placed in charge of more than ten
and not more than 20 other workers
(3) If placed in charge of more than 20
other workers

19.25
29.60
38.15
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5. Clause 25.—Rates of Pay: Delete this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
25.—RATES OF PAY
(1) The minimum weekly rates of wage payable to employees covered by this award shall be as follows—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

Painting and incidental duties 348.30 48.00
396.30
Chiming, shaping, internal
lacquering, rumbling, cleaning,
classifying and drum
inspecting, stencilling with a
spray gun, spray painting
341.70 48.00
389.70
Yard Hands
331.50 48.00
379.50
(2) Junior Employees: Junior employees shall be paid the
prescribed percentage of the adult rate for the class of work on
which they are engaged.
%
Under 16 years of age
50
16 to 17 years of age
60
17 to 18 years of age
70
18 to 19 years of age
80
19 to 20 years of age
90
20 years of age and over Adult Rates
(3) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any wage
increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(4) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(5) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Mastercare Property Services Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1079 of 1998.
Contract Cleaners’ (Ministry of Education) Award, 1990.
No. A5 of 1981.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Contract Cleaners’ (Ministry of Education)
Award, 1990 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay
period commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Delete Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage and
replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
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and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete subclause 2A—State
Wage Principles—June 1991.
3. Clause 2A.—State Wage Principles—June 1991: Delete
this Clause.
4. Clause 11.—Special Rates and Provisions—
(A) Delete the quantums in subclauses 1(a), 1(b), 1(c)
and insert the following amounts in lieu thereof: 1(a)
$4.60, 1(b) $9.20 and 1(c) $13.85.
(B) Delete the quantums in subclause (2) of $3.00 and
$2.20 respectively and insert $3.20 and $2.35 in lieu
thereof.
(C) Delete the quantum in subclause (5) of $2.75 and
insert $2.90 in lieu thereof.
(D) Delete the quantums in subclause (6)(a) and (6)(b)
and insert the following amounts in lieu thereof, 6(a)
$5.00, $7.50 and $9.90 respectively and 6(b) $9.90.
5. Clause 20.—Wages: Delete subclause (1)(a) of this clause
and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(1) (a) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to cleaners covered by this award shall be—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated
Safety Net
Adjustments
$

Wages
Per
Week
$

$377.40 $48.00 $425.40
6. Clause 20.—Wages: Immediately following paragraph (b)
of subclause 1 of this clause, insert the following new paragraph—
(c) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
7. Clause 20.—Wages: Delete subclause (3) of this clause
and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(3) Leading Hands—
Any full-time employee placed in charge of other employees shall be paid, in addition to the appropriate wage prescribed,
the following—
Cleaner In Charge of a High School
$17.35 per week
Cleaner In Charge of a TAFE College—
35 hours or less
$51.90 per week
35 hours or more
$69.20 per week
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Kings Parking Co (WA) Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1082 of 1998.
Cleaners and Caretakers (Car and Caravan Parks) Award
1975.
No. 5 of 1975.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Cleaners and Caretakers (Car and Caravan
Parks) Award 1975 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 17th day of
July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
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of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 13.—Special Rates and Provisions—
A. Delete subclauses (9) and (10) of this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
(9) Height Money—
(a) Where it is necessary to go wholly outside a
building to clean windows, an employee shall,
if such cleaning be 15.5 metres or more from
the nearest horizontal plane, be paid an allowance of $1.86 per day.
(b) Where a worker is required to clean windows
from a swinging scaffold or similar device he/
she shall be paid 31 cents per hour extra for
every hour or part thereof so worked.
(10) Where an employee is required to carry out the ordinary hours of duty per day in more than one shift and
where the break is not less than three hours an allowance of $2.13 per day shall be paid.
B. Delete subclauses (13) and (14) of this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
(13) Cash Handling Allowance—
An employee who is required by his or her employer
to collect money from the customers of that employer
shall be paid an allowance of $5.20 per week.
(14) All employees called upon to clean closets connected
with septic tanks and sewerage shall receive an allowance as follows—
Per Week
$
(a) five closets or greater but less than ten
closets per day
2.90
(b) ten closets or greater but less than 30
closets per day
9.00
(c) 30 closets or greater but less than 50
closets per day
17.85
(d) 50 closets or greater per day
22.50
For the purpose of this clause, one metre of urinal shall
count as one closet and three urinal stalls shall count as
one closet.
3. Clause 24.—Wages—
A. Delete the preamble and paragraph (a) of subclause (1)
of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
The minimum rate of wage payable under this award shall
be as follows—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated
Safety Net
Adjustments
$

Award
Rate
$

(1) (a) Adult Employees
Caretaker
357.20 48.00
405.20
Cleaner
340.60 48.00
388.60
Watchman
338.30 48.00
386.30
Parking Attendant
336.10 48.00
384.10
B. Immediately following paragraph (b) of subclause (1) of
this clause insert the following new paragraph—
(c) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates
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prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
5. Clause 24.—Wages: Delete subclause (4) and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(4) Leading Hands: Any employee in charge of other
employees shall be paid in addition to the appropriate wage prescribed, the following—
Per Week
$
(a) if placed in charge of not less than
three and not more than six other
employees
9.80
(b) if placed in charge of more than
six and not more than ten other
employees
17.40
(c) if placed in charge of more than
10 and not more than 15 other
employees
21.80
(d) if placed in charge of more than
15 and not more than 20 other
employees
6.40
(e) if placed in charge of more than
20 other employees
34.00

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Coca-Cola Bottlers (Perth) Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1083 of 1998.
Cleaners and Caretakers Award, 1969.
No. 12 of 1969.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Cleaners and Caretakers Award, 1969 be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule with
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1. Delete 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage and replace
with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 20.—Special Rates and Conditions—
A. Delete subclause (8) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof
the following—
(8) Washing: Where an employee is called upon to wash
articles, the following payments shall be made—
(a) Washing towels, 26 cents each.
(b) Washing dusters, 19 cents each.
B. Delete subclauses (10) and (11) of this clause and insert
in lieu thereof the following—
(10) (a) Where it is necessary to go wholly outside a
building to clean windows an employee shall,
if such cleaning be 15.5 metres or more from
the nearest horizontal plane, be paid an allowance of $1.86 per day.
(b) Where an employee is required to clean windows from a swinging scaffold or similar
device he/she shall be paid 32 cents per hour
extra for every hour or part thereof so worked.
(11) Where an employee is required to carry out the ordinary hours of duty per day in more than one shift and
where the break is not less than three hours, an allowance of $2.13 per day shall be paid. This
allowance shall not apply to caretakers.
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C. Delete the subclause (15) of this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
(15) All employees called upon to clean closets connected
with septic tanks and sewerage shall receive an allowance as follows—
Per Week
$
(a) five closets or greater but less than
ten closets per day
3.00
(b) ten closets or greater but less than
30 closets per day
9.00
(c) 30 closets or greater but less than
50 closets per day
17.90
(d) 50 closets or greater per day
22.50
For the purpose of this clause, one metre of urinal shall
count as one closet and three urinal stalls shall count as
one closet.
3. Clause 22.—Wages: Delete preamble and paragraph (a)
of subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the
following—
(1) The minimum total rate of wage payable under this
award shall be as follows—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated
Safety Net
Adjustments
$

Award
Rate
$

(a) Adult Employees—
Cleaner
340.60 48.00
388.60
Caretaker
357.20 48.00
405.20
Watchman
338.30 48.00
386.30
Watchman (Mobile) 354.20 48.00
402.20
Watchman/Cleaner 339.40 48.00
387.40
Window Cleaner
346.10 48.00
394.10
Lift Attendant
336.10 48.00
384.10
Attendant
331.70 48.00
379.70
Female Lavatory
Attendant
338.80 48.00
386.80
4. Clause 22.—Wages: Delete paragraph (b) of subclause
(1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(b) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. This first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(i) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustment payable from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after 14th day of November 1997
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be
offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are
regulated by this award and which are above
the wage rates prescribed in it, provided that
the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the
enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to November 1997, except those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not
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to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(ii) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under
the June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. This
arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of
an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements are not to be used to
offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
5. Clause 22.—Wages: Delete subclause (3) of this clause
and replace with the following—
(3) Leading Hands: Any employee in charge of other
employees shall be paid in addition to the appropriate wage prescribed, the following—
Per Week
$
(a) if placed in charge of not less
than three and not more than six
other employees
9.80
(b) if placed in charge of not less than
six and not more than ten other
employees
17.40
(c) if placed in charge of not less than
ten and not more than 15 other
employees
21.80
(d) if placed in charge of not less than
15 and not more than 20 other
employees
26.40
(e) if placed in charge of more than
20 other employees
34.00

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Communicare and Others.
No. 1085 of 1998.
Child Care (Out of School Care—Playleaders) Award.
No. A 13 of 1984.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Child Care (Out of School Care—
Playleaders) Award be varied in accordance with the
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following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 17th day of
July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 22.—Salaries—
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) The minimum weekly rate of salary payable to persons employed pursuant to this subclause, operative
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 17 July 1998 shall be—
$
(Per Week)
(a) Playleader
Level One (Uncertificated Employee)
Step I
412.60
Step II
422.00
Step III
431.50
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$
(Per Week)
Level Two (Completed Stage One)
Step I
431.50
Step II
441.00
Level Three (Completed Stage Two)
Step I
441.00
Step II
450.50
Level Four (Completed Stage
Three or equivalent)
Step I
450.50
Step II
460.00
Level Five (Completed Course or
equivalent)
Step I
469.50
Step II
482.50
Step III
494.25
Step IV
506.00
(b) Supervisor Playleader
Level One (Uncertificated)
Step I
487.10
Step II
498.10
Step III
509.80
Level Two (Completed Stage One)
Step I
509.80
Step II
521.20
Level Three (Completed Stage Two)
Step I
521.20
Step II
532.60
Level Four (Completed Stage Three
or Equivalent)
Step I
532.60
Step II
544.00
Level Five (Completed Course or Equivalent)
Step I
555.40
Step II
569.00
Step III
583.10
Step IV
591.50
B. Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof
the following
(4) Co-ordinator—Level One
$
$
E
F
Step I
591.50
591.50
Step II
619.60
619.60
Step III
642.10
642.10
Step IV
659.55
672.60
Step V
684.70
704.00
Co-ordinator—Level Two
$
$
E
F
Step I
659.60
672.60
Step II
687.85
704.00
Step III
709.85
729.50
Step IV
719.70
744.30
(a) Co-ordinator Level One with two or three
years training or relevant experience enters
Step I and exits Step IV.
(b) Co-ordinator Level One with four years training enters Step II and exits Step IV.
(c) Co-ordinator Level Two with two or three
years training or relevant experience enters
Step I and exits Step III.
(d) Co-ordinator Level Two with two or three
years training or relevant experience enters
Step II and exits Step IV.
(e) “Training” in terms of a Coordinator Level
One and Level Two shall be considered to be
in line with training as specified for Playleader
and Supervisor Playleader.
(f) “Relevant Experience” in terms of a Coordinator Level One and Level Two shall be
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considered to be in line with that specified for
Playleader and Supervisor Playleader, subject
to paragraph (g) of this subclause.
(g) In addition to the grading, level of training and/
or experience relevant to determining the appropriate level of pay for a Coordinator Level
One and Coordinator Level Two in accordance
with this clause, an employer may advance a
Coordinator Level One or Coordinator Level
Two beyond the steps or increments provided
for taking into account any factor relevant to
the exercise of increased skill and responsibility.
(h) Progression from Step to Step for a Coordinator Level One and Coordinator Level Two will
be contingent upon—
(i) 12 months service at each Step; and
(ii) satisfactory performance at each Step.
C. Delete subclauses (10) and (11) of this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
(10) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(11) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(12) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(13) Wage relativities in the Award have been established
in accordance with the September 1989 State Wage
Case Decision ([1989] 69 WAIG 2917) and the
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establishment of a Key Minimum Classification Rate
for the Qualified Child Care Giver (73 WAIG 101
and 74 WAIG 2161).

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Lady Gowrie Centre (WA) (Inc.).
No. 1086 of 1998.
Child Care (Lady Gowrie Child Centre) Award.
No. A3 of 1984.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Child Care (Lady Gowrie Child Centre)
Award be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete and
replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
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(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 23.—Wages—
A. Delete the preamble and subclauses (1) and (2) and insert
the following—
The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to persons employed pursuant to this clause shall be—
$
(Per Week)
(1) Child Care Support
Employee Grade One—
Cleaner
412.60
Child Care Support
Employee Grade One—
Kitchen Hand
419.30
Child Care Support
Employee—Grade Two
Step I
423.50
Step II
431.80
Child Care/Trades Employee
465.20
Child Care Giver
Step I
412.60
Step II
422.00
Step III
431.50
Step IV
441.00
Step V
451.10
Step VI
462.00
Qualified Child Care Giver
Step 1A
488.00
Step 1B
506.00
Step II
520.40
Step III
534.60
Step IV
549.10
(2) Assistant Co-ordinator Grade One
Step I
556.90
Step II
562.40
Step III
570.00
Assistant Co-ordinator Grade Two
Step I
562.40
Step II
570.00
Step III
577.50
Assistant Co-ordinator Grade Three
Step I
570.00
Step II
577.50
Step III
591.50
B. Delete subclause (4)(a) and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(4) Early Childhood Educators—
(a) Salary Level
Per Annum
Per Week
$
$
Step I
27,105
519.60
Step II
28,644
549.10
Step III
29,974
574.60
Step IV
31,200
598.10
Step V
32,431
621.70
Step VI
33,970
651.20
Step VII
35,661
683.60
Step VIII
37,043
710.10
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Per Annum
Per Week
$
$
Step IX
38,170
731.70
Step X
39,709
761.20
Step XI
41,242
790.60
C. Delete subclause (5)(a) and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
(5) Co-ordinator:
(a)
Per Week
$
Step I
591.50
Step II
619.50
Step III
642.10
Step IV
672.60
Step V
704.00
Step VI
729.50
Step VII
744.30
Step VIII
782.60
Step IX
811.00
D. Delete subclause (8) and (9) of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(8) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(9) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(10) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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(11) Wage relativities in the Award have been established
in accordance with the September 1989 State Wage
Case Decision ([1989] 69 WAIG 2917).

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
CSR Limited.
No. 1087 of 1998.
Building Materials Manufacture (CSR Limited—Welshpool
Works) Award, 1982.
No. A 10 of 1982.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Building Materials Manufacture (CSR Limited—Welshpool Works) Award, 1982 be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule with effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
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(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 9.—Wages—
A. Delete subclause (1) and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
(1) (a) Employees (Total wage per Week)
Wage Group
$
1
458.80
2
449.80
3
440.90
4
436.20
5
429.60
6
427.00
7
420.20
8
416.30
(b) Provided that an employee qualified Senior Hand
Gyprock or Warehouse appointed as Shift Boss shall
be paid an all purpose allowance of $94.00 per week.
(c) Provided further that a Shift Boss may appoint on a
day to day basis and subject to work requirements, a
Deputy Shift Boss who shall be paid a flat allowance of $5.70 per shift.
B. Delete subclauses (5) and (6) and insert the following in
lieu thereof—
(5) First Aid Allowance—
An employee qualified to act as a first aid attendant
and appointed to act as a first aid attendant in association with other work under this award shall be
paid an allowance of $11.20 per week.
(6) Extra Rates—
(a) Employees who are required to clean the forming machine drain and pit shall be paid a flat
allowance of $2.75 for each day when this
work needs to be performed.
(b) In addition to the rates set out in subclauses
(1) and (2) of this clause any Products Handler who is appointed a leading hand shall
receive a weekly allowance as follows—
not more than 10 employees
$21.15
more than 10 employees
$31.60
(7) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
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resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(8) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment of $10.00 per week under General Order No. 970 of 1997 in the State Wage
Decision October 1997. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees since
1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are
regulated by this Award and which are above the wage
rates prescribed in it, provided that above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise
agreement in which absorption is not contrary to the
terms of the enterprise agreement. Increases made
under State Wage Principles prior to November 1997
except those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(9) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
ED Oates Brushware Ltd (Formerly Swan Brushware
Limited).
No. 1088 of 1998.
Brushmakers’ Award No. 30 of 1959.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Brushmakers’ Award No. 30 of 1959 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 8.—Wages: Delete subclause (1) and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to employees covered by this award shall be the base rate plus the
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment (ASNA) Payment expressed
hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

(a) Woodworking machinists
whose work includes both
making cutters and setting
machines
357.10
(b) Automatic boring and
filling machinist
Filling machinists (hand filing)
Twisted-in wire lathe operator
(gauge of wire 10g. or more
and soft coppered oval wire)
Bench Drawing
Feather Duster Maker
Paint Brush Maker

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

48.00

405.10
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Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

Person employed on
lacquering and ducoing
Hair Pan Hands
Bass Pan Hands
Bottle Brush Makers
Finishers
Millet Broom Makers
Millet Broom Sewers
Wood-working Machinists
Ducoers and Lacquerers
Sorters
345.40 48.00
393.40
(c) Semi-automatic Boring
and Filling Machinist
Boring Machinist (on)
filling machines)
Broom and Brush Press
Operator
Mop Press Operator
Mixing Machine Operator
Branding Machinist
341.50 48.00
389.50
(d) Trimming Machinist and
all Others
332.00 48.00
380.00
3. Clause 8. c—Wages: Delete subclause (2) and (3) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(2) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(3) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(4) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
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effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(5) Junior Workers: Percentage of the adult rate for the
class of work on which they are engaged.
%
Under 16 years of age
50
16 to 17 years of age
60
17 to 18 years of age
70
18 to 19 years of age
80
19 to 20 years of age
90
20 to 21 years of age
Adult Rate
4. Clause 9.—Leading Hands: Delete the existing clause and
insert the following in lieu thereof—
9.—LEADING HANDS
A worker appointed by the employer as a leading hand shall
be paid in addition to the prescribed rates—
$ Per Week
(1) When placed in charge not less than
20.60
two nor more than four other workers
(2) When placed in charge of five or more
25.50
other workers

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Bassendean Town Council and Others.
No. 1089 of 1998.
Children’s Services (Private) Award.
No. A 10 of 1990.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Children’s Services (Private) Award be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
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(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 22.—Wages—
A. Delete the preamble and subclause (1) and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
The total minimum weekly rate of wage payable to persons
employed pursuant to this award, operative from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 17 July
1998 shall be—
$
(Per Week)
(1) (a) Child Care Support Employee—
Grade One—Cleaner
412.60
Child Care Support Employee—
Grade One—Kitchen Hand
419.30
Child Care Support Employee—Grade Two
Step I
423.50
Step II
431.80
Child Care Giver
Step I
412.60
Step II
422.00
Step III
431.50
Step IV
441.00
Qualified Child Care Giver
Step IA
488.00
Step IB
506.00
Step II
520.40
Step III
534.60
Step IV
549.10
(b) Assistant Director—Grade One
Step I
556.90
Step II
562.40
Step III
570.00
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$
(Per Week)

Assistant Director—Grade Two
Step I
562.40
Step II
570.00
Step III
577.50
Assistant Director—Grade Three
Step I
570.00
Step II
577.50
Step III
591.50
B. Delete paragraph (h) of subclause (2) of this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following
(h) Pre-School Teachers—
Salary Level
$ (per annum)
$ (per week)
Step I
27,105
519.60
Step II
28,644
549.10
Step III
29,975
574.60
Step IV
31,201
598.10
Step V
32,432
621.70
Step VI
33,971
651.20
Step VII
35,661
683.60
Step VIII
37,044
710.10
Step IX
38,171
731.70
Step X
39,710
761.20
Step XI
41,243
790.60
C. Delete paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following
(3) (a) The total minimum weekly rate of wage payable to
Directors employed pursuant to this subclause shall
be operative from the beginning of the first pay period on or after 17 July 1998.
$ (per week)
Step I
591.50
Step II
619.50
Step III
642.10
Step IV
672.60
Step V
704.00
Step VI
729.50
Step VII
744.30
Step VIII
782.60
Step IX
811.00
D. Delete subclauses (6) and (7) of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(6) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(7) The wage relativities in this Award have been established in accordance with the September 1989 State
Wage Case Decision ([1989] 69 WAIG 2917) and
the establishment of a Key Minimum Classification
Rate for the Qualified Child Care Giver (73 WAIG
101).
(8) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
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are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(9) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Winterfold Child Care Centre Incorporated and Others.
No. 1091 of 1998.
Children’s Services Consent Award 1984.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
1. THAT the application for a variation to Clause 25.—
Fares and Travelling Allowances of the Children’s
Services Consent Award 1984 be divided from the
remainder of the claim and be designated No. 1091A
of 1998.
2. THAT the Children’s Services Consent Award 1984
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
with effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
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(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 22.—Wages—
A. Delete the preamble and subclause (1) of this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to persons employed pursuant to this award shall be—
$
(Per Week)
(1) Child Care Support Employee—
Grade One—Cleaner
412.60
Child Care Support Employee—
Grade One—Kitchen Hand
419.30
Child Care Support Employee—
Grade Two
Step I
423.50
Step II
431.80
Child Care Support Employee—Grade Three
Step I
443.40
Step II
482.90
Step III
503.00
Step IV
522.30
Step V
549.10
Child Care Giver
Step I
412.60
Step II
422.00
Step III
431.50
Step IV
441.00
Qualified Child Care Giver
Step IA
488.00
Step IB
506.00
Step II
520.40
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$
(Per Week)
534.60
549.10

Step III
Step IV
Assistant Director Grade One
Step I
556.90
Step II
562.40
Step III
570.00
Assistant Director Grade Two
Step I
562.40
Step II
570.00
Step III
577.50
Assistant Director Grade Three
Step I
570.00
Step II
577.50
Step III
591.50
B. Delete subclause (3) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof
the following—
(3) Pre-School Teachers—
$
$
(a) Salary Level
(Per Annum) (Per Week)
Step I
27,105
519.60
Step II
28,644
549.10
Step III
29,975
574.60
Step IV
31,201
598.10
Step V
32,432
621.70
Step VI
33,971
651.20
Step VII
35,661
683.60
Step VIII
37,044
710.10
Step IX
38,171
731.70
Step X
39,710
761.20
Step XI
41,243
790.60
C. Delete the preamble and paragraph (a) of subclause (4)
of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(4) Director: The definitions and gradings of this classification are contained in Clause 27.—Classification
Definitions and Skill Descriptors of this award.
$
(Per Week)
(a) Step I
591.50
Step II
619.50
Step III
642.10
Step IV
672.60
Step V
704.00
Step VI
729.50
Step VII
744.30
Step VIII
782.60
Step IX
811.00
D. Delete subclauses (7) and (8) of this clause and insert in
lieu thereof the following—
(7) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(8) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
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are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(9) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(10) Wage relativities in the Award have been established
in accordance with the September 1989 State Wage
Case Decision ([1989] 69 WAIG 2917) and the establishment of a Key Minimum Classification Rate
for the Qualified Child Care Giver (73 WAIG 101).

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Bassendean Day Care Centre and Others.
No. 1092 of 1998.
Child Care (Subsidised Centres) Award.
No. A 26 of 1985.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Child Care (Subsidised Centres) Award be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule with
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Delete Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage and
replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
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(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 11.—Wages—
A. Delete the existing preamble and subclause (1) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
The total minimum weekly rate of wage payable to persons
employed pursuant to this award shall be—
$
(Per Week)
(1) (a) Child Care Support Employee—
Grade One—Cleaner
412.60
Child Care Support Employee—
Grade One—Kitchen Hand
419.30
Child Care Support Employee—Grade Two
Step I
423.50
Step II
431.80
Child Care Giver
Step I
412.60
Step II
422.00
Step III
431.50
Step IV
441.00
Qualified Child Care Giver
Step 1A
488.00
Step 1B
506.00
Step II
520.40
Step III
534.60
Step IV
549.10
(b) Assistant Director—Grade One
Step I
556.90
Step II
562.40
Step III
570.00
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$
(Per Week)

Assistant Director—Grade Two
Step I
562.40
Step II
570.00
Step III
577.50
Assistant Director—Grade Three
Step I
570.00
Step II
577.50
Step III
591.50
(c) Childrens Programme—Co-ordinator
(Family Centre)
Step I
506.00
Step II
519.60
Step III
549.10
Step IV
572.60
Step V
598.10
Step VI
621.70
Step VII
651.20
Step VIII
683.60
(d) Qualified Occasional Care/Limited Time (State Government)
Step 1A
15.62
Step 1B
16.19
Step II
16.65
Step III
17.11
Step IV
17.57
B. Delete the preamble and paragraph (a) of subclause (3)
of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(3) Pre-School Teachers—
(a) Salary Level
$ (per annum)
$ (per week)
Step I
27,105
519.60
Step II
28,644
549.10
Step III
29,975
574.60
Step IV
31,201
598.10
Step V
32,432
621.70
Step VI
33,971
651.20
Step VII
35,661
683.60
Step VIII
37,044
710.10
Step IX
38,171
731.70
Step X
39,710
761.20
Step XI
41,243
790.60
C. Delete paragraph (a) of subclause (4) of this clause and
insert the following in lieu thereof—
(4) (a) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to persons employed as Director, shall be—
$ (per week)
Step I
591.50
Step II
619.50
Step III
642.10
Step IV
672.60
Step V
704.00
Step VI
729.50
Step VII
744.30
Step VIII
782.60
Step IX
811.00
D. Delete subclauses (7) and (8) of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(7) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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(8) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(9) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(10) Wage relativities in the Award have been established
in accordance with the September 1989 State Wage
Case Decision ([1989] 69 WAIG 2917) and the establishment of a Key Minimum Classification Rate
for the Qualified Child Care Giver (73 WAIG 101).

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
BP Oil Refinery (Kwinana) Pty Ltd and Another.
No. 1093 of 1998.
BP Refinery (Kwinana) (Security Officers’) Award, 1978.
No. R 56 of 1978.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the BP Refinery (Kwinana) (Security Officers’)
Award, 1978 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay
period commencing on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1. Delete Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage and
replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 20.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
20.—WAGES
(1) (a) The minimum rate of pay for officers under this award
shall be as follows—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated
Safety Net
Adjustments
$

Award
Rate
$

Security Officer
(First 12 months) 407.70 48.00
455.70
Security Officer
(Thereafter)
421.80 48.00
469.80
(b) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
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enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(c) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(d) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(2) A casual officer shall be paid 20% of the ordinary rate in
addition to the ordinary rate for the calling in which he/she is
employed, with a minimum engagement of three hours to be
worked in a continuous shift.
(3) The wage rate prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause
takes into account all disabilities associated with the performance of security and other duties under the scope of this award.
(4) Leading Hands:—
Any officer placed in charge of other officers shall be paid
in addition to the appropriate wage prescribed, the following—
$ Per Week
(a) if placed in charge of not less than 3
and not more than 10 other officers
18.45
(b) if placed in charge of not less than 10
and not more than 20 other officers
28.25
(c) if placed in charge of more than 20
other officers
36.40
(5) Additional allowance
Security officers required to hold a licence in accordance
with the provisions of the Security Agents’ Act shall have, in
the second and subsequent years of employment, 50% of the
cost of the licence reimbursed by the employer.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Joyce Bros WA Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1094 of 1998.
Bag, Sack and Textile Award.
No. 3 of 1960.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Bag, Sack and Textile Award be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule with effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 25.—Wages—
A. Delete subclause (1) and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to an
employee covered by this award shall include the
base rate plus the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment
expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

Tradespersons
Canvas and Vinyl Fabricator 397.60
Other Classifications
(a) Bag and sack repairing
machinist
339.70
(b) Labourers in bag and sack
repairing sections
331.50
(c) Bag-making machinist 336.50
(d) Sailmaker (as defined) 369.80
(e) Manufacturer and/or repair of
sails and ship’s gear
(including nets, fenders and
rigging) and other articles
that require the hand sewing
of incomplete ropes by use
of palm and needle—
First six months of employment on such work
346.80
Between six and twelve
months of employment on
such work
349.40
After twelve months of
employment on such
work
354.10

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

48.00

445.60

48.00

387.70

48.00
48.00
48.00

379.50
384.50
417.80

48.00

394.80

48.00

397.40

48.00

402.10
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Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

(f) Manufacture and/or repair
of canvas goods of all
description covered by this
award including plastic
substitutes for canvas—
First six months of employment on such work
339.90 48.00
387.90
Between six and twelve
months of employment on
such work
342.60 48.00
390.60
After twelve months of
employment on such work 347.50 48.00
395.50
(g) Sewing machinist, cutter or
repairer of canvas—
First six months of employment on such work
339.90 48.00
387.90
Between six and twelve
months of employment on
such work
342.60 48.00
390.60
After twelve months of
employment on such work 347.50 48.00
395.50
(h) Sewing Machinist (bag)
First six months of employment on such work
339.90 48.00
387.90
Thereafter
342.60 48.00
390.60
(i) All Others
342.70 48.00
390.70
B. Delete subclause (4) and (5) of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(4) Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or subclause)
no adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult
Award Wage unless otherwise provided in this clause.
(a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40.
(b) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to June,
1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of
1998.
(c) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause adults
employed as casual or part time employees shall not
be paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(d) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provisions to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
(e)
(i) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships, or Jobskills traineeships or to
other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(ii) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to employees excluded under (aa) above and any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(f) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall—
(i) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(ii) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payment
during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
(g) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult
apprentice in force on 13th November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by
the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific
mention as at 13th November 1997).
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(h) Minimum Adult Wage
“The rates of pay in this award include the minimum
weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase
arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage
will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the
award. Such above award payments include wages
payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.”
(5) Leading Hands: Any employee placed by the employer
in charge of other employees shall be paid the following rates
in addition to their ordinary rate of wage—
Per Week
$
In charge of 1— 5 employees
18.50
In charge of 6—10 employees
28.40
In charge of 11 or more employees
36.50
C. Delete subclause (7) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(7) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. This first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(8) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(9) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
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Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Acme Bakery and Others.
No. 1095 of 1998.
Bakers’ (Country) Award No. 18 of 1977.
No. R 18 of 1977.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Bakers’ (Country) Award No. 18 of 1977 be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule with
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 8.—Wages—
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) (a) The total minimum wage payable each week shall
consist of appropriate allowances and the Award Rate
(comprising Base Rate, Supplementary Payment and
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment) as set out in this
clause—
Classification

Base
Rate
$

Supple- Arbitrated Award
mentary Safety Net Rate
Payment Adjustments
$
$
$

Adults—
Doughmaker
370.75 34.10
48.00 452.85
Single Hand Baker 370.75 34.10
48.00 452.85
Baker
365.20 37.80
48.00 451.00
(b)
(i) The rates of pay in this award include three
arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling
$24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision
and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The
first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since
1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has not
previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under
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previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreement, are
not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustment payable from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be
offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are
regulated by this award and which are above
the wage rates prescribed in it, provided that
the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the
enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to November 1997, except those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not
to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under
the June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. This
arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of
an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(ii) The supplementary payment set out in this
clause is to be paid in addition to the base rates
prescribed by this clause, and the total rate
prescribed by this clause is the award rate of
pay prescribed by this clause for the respective classification.
(iii) The supplementary payment set out in this
clause represents payment in lieu of equivalent overaward payments.
(iv) “Overaward payment” is defined as the amount
(whether it be termed “overaward payment”,
“attendance bonus” or any term whatsoever)
which an employee would receive in excess
of the “award wage”. Provided that such payment shall exclude overtime, shift allowance,
penalty rates, disability allowances, fares and
travelling time allowances and any other ancillary payments of a like nature prescribed
by the award.
(c) Casual Employee—
One thirty-eighth of the weekly rate prescribed for
the class of work in which engaged plus 20 per cent
per hour.
(d) Foreman—
In addition to the total wage prescribed in this
subclause for a doughmaker a foreman shall be
paid—
Rate Per Week
$
(i) if placed in charge of less than
four other employees
11.70
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Rate Per Week
$
(ii) if placed in charge of more than
four but less than ten other
employees
18.50
(iii) if placed in charge of more than
ten and not more than 20 other
employees
28.40
(iv) if placed in charge of more than
20 other employees
38.65
(e) Disability Allowance—
In addition to the total wage prescribed in this
subclause, a disability allowance of $4.95 per week
shall be paid to doughmakers and single hand bakers.
B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(6) Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or
subclause) no adult employee shall be paid less than
the Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise
provided in this clause.
(a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time
adult employees is $373.40.
(b) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40
per week is deemed to include all arbitrated
safety net adjustments from State Wage Case
decisions to June, 1998, including the increase
in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(c) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause
adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than pro rata the
Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(d) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage
determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provisions to the
Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week.
(e)
(i) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall
not apply to apprentices, employees
engaged on traineeships, or Jobskills
traineeships or to other categories of
employees who by prescription are paid
less than the minimum award rate.
(ii) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation
to employees excluded under (aa)
above and any special categories of employees not included here or otherwise
in relation to the application of the
Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(f) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult
Award Wage shall—
(i) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(ii) apply to the calculation of overtime and
all other penalty rates, superannuation,
payment during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(g) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to reduce the rate of pay fixed by the
award for an adult apprentice in force on 13th
November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by the Registrar where the adult
apprentice rate requires specific mention as at
13th November 1997).
(h) Minimum Adult Wage
“The rates of pay in this award include the
minimum weekly wage for adult employees
payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage will be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
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award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of
an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case
Principles or under the current Statement of
Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
the adult minimum wage.”

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Baking Industry Employers’ Association of Western
Australia.
No. 1096 of 1998.
Bakers’ (Metropolitan) Award.
No. 13 of 1987.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Bakers’ (Metropolitan) Award No. 13 of 1987
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
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(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 8.—Wages: Delete subclause (1) from this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) (a) The total minimum wage payable each week shall
consist of appropriate allowances and the Award Rate
(comprising Base Rate, Supplementary Payment and
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment) as set out in this
clause—
Classification

Base
Rate
$

Supple- Arbitrated Award
mentary Safety Net Rate
Payment Adjustments
$
$
$

Adults—
Doughmaker
374.10 36.10
48.00 458.20
Single Hand Baker 374.10 36.10
48.00 458.20
Baker
365.20 38.80
48.00 452.00
Bakers’ Assistant
310.20 21.30
48.00 379.50
(b)
(i) The rates of pay in this award include three
arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling
$24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision
and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The
first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since
1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has not
previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under
previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreement, are
not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustment payable from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be
offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are
regulated by this award and which are above
the wage rates prescribed in it, provided that
the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
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absorption is not contrary to the terms of the
enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to November 1997, except those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not
to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under
the June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. This
arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of
an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(ii) The supplementary payment set out in this
clause is to be paid in addition to the base rates
prescribed by this clause, and the total rate
prescribed by this clause is the award rate of
pay prescribed by this clause for the respective classification.
(iii) The supplementary payment set out in this
clause represents payment in lieu of equivalent overaward payments.
(iv) “Overaward payment” is defined as the amount
(whether it be termed “overaward payment”,
“attendance bonus” or any term whatsoever)
which an employee would receive in excess
of the “award wage”. Provided that such payment shall exclude overtime, shift allowance,
penalty rates, disability allowances, fares and
travelling time allowances and any other ancillary payments of a like nature prescribed
by the award.
(c) Jobber: One thirty-eighth of the Bakers’ wage plus
20 per cent per hour—
(d) Foreperson: In addition to the total wage prescribed
in this clause for a doughmaker, a foreperson shall
be paid—
$
(i) if placed in charge of less than four
other employees (per week)
11.50
(ii) if placed in charge of four but less
than ten other employees (per week) 18.45
(iii) if placed in charge of ten and not more
than 20 other employees (per week) 28.30
(iv) if placed in charge of 20 or more
other employees (per week)
36.50
(e) Disability Allowance—
In addition to the total wage prescribed in this
subclause a disability allowance of $4.80 per week
shall be paid to doughmakers and single hand bakers.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Coca-Cola Bottlers (Perth) Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1097 of 1998.
Aerated Water and Cordial Manufacturing Industry Award
1975.
No. 10 of 1975.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Aerated Water and Cordial Manufacturing
Industry Award 1975 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 20th day of
July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Delete Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage and
replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
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of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 10.—Wages—
A. Delete subclauses (1) and (2) and insert in lieu thereof—
(1) For employees employed pursuant to this Award by
Coca-Cola Bottlers (Perth) Ltd, Cadbury Schweppes
Pty Ltd and Pepsi-Seven Up Bottlers Australia Pty
Ltd only the minimum weekly rate of pay shall include the base rate plus the supplementary payment
per week, operative from the first pay period commencing on or after 20 July 1998.
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated MinSafety Net imum
Adjustments Rate
$
$

(a) Production Employee—
Grade 1
385.40 48.00 433.40
Shall mean an employee classified as such who is engaged
on work in connection with or incidental to the production
and distribution operations of the employer and who may be
required to regularly carry out any general duties together with
the specific duties listed hereunder—
Specific Duties—Grade 1.
• Employees engaged in bottling or canning line operations who are not in charge of operating machines.
• Operators of bottle washing machines.
• Inspecting or sighting empty or full bottles.
• Stacking cases on pallets.
• Fruit Juice extracting.
• General Hand.
(b) Production Employee—
Grade 2
410.00 48.00 458.00
Shall mean an employee classified as such who is engaged
on work in connection with or incidental to the production
and distribution operations of the employer and who in addition to the duties of a Production Employee—Grade 1 may be
required to regularly carry out the specific duties listed hereunder.
Specific Duties—Grade 2
• Syrup and/or cordial makers mixing recipes or formulae who are not solely responsible for ensuring
adherence to quality standards of batches.
• Operators of Filling machines.
• Operators of labelling, palletising or depalletising, case
packing or unpacking, carton or multi packing machines.
• Employees engaged on routine line testing.
• Forklift Driver
• Truck Driver
Provided that drivers who are required to collect money during any week or portion of a week as part of their duties and
account for it shall be paid $3.80 for such a week in addition
to the rate of wage prescribed above.
(c) Production Employee—
Grade 3.
430.50 48.00 478.50
Shall mean an employee classified as such who is engaged
on work in connection with or incidental to the production
and distribution operations of the employer and who in addition to the duties of a Production Employee—Grade 2 may be
required to regularly carry out the specific duties listed hereunder.
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Specific Duties—Grade 3
• Syrup and/or cordial makers mixing recipes or formulae who are solely responsible for ensuring adherence
to quality standards of batches.
• Operators of bottle washing, filling, labelling,
palletising or depalletising, case packing or unpacking, carton or multi packing machines or forklifts who
are competent and required to operate at least three
such different machines one of which may be a forklift truck.
• Driver Forklift carrying truck.
(d) Provided that, where an employee will, as a result of the
implementation of the new grading structure receive an increase in excess of that allowed by the Structural Efficiency
Principle, the additional amounts will be phased in as follows—
• the increases will be phased in over four equal instalments which will become payable at not less than six
monthly intervals.
• the first instalment will not be available earlier than
23 February, 1990.
(2) For all other employees employed pursuant to this Award
and not specified in subclause (1) of this clause, the minimum
rate shall include the base rate plus the arbitrated safety-net
adjustment per week, operative from the first pay period commencing on or after 20 July 1998.
(a) Cordial and/or syrup maker mixing recipe or formulae
who is responsible for ensuring that the correct qualities and
quantities of ingredients are included in batches
392.50 48.00 440.50
(b) Filler operator—
(i) for lines with a rate
capacity of under 150
units per minute
378.50 48.00 426.50
(ii) for all other lines
387.30 48.00 435.30
(c) Driver of motor vehicle
387.70 48.00 435.70
Provided that drivers who are required to collect money during any week or portion of a week as part of their duties and
account for it shall be paid $3.50 for such week in addition to
the rate of wage prescribed above.
(d) Driver of Fork Lift—
(i) less than three months’
experience
377.00 48.00 425.00
(ii) thereafter
387.60 48.00 435.60
(e) Employees operating labelling,
palletising or de-palletising,
case packing or unpacking or
carton packing machines
380.60 48.00 428.60
(f) Employees engaged on routine
line testing
370.40 48.00 418.40
(g) Employees engaged on bottling
or canning line operations
including operating bottle
washer, removing empty bottles
from cases or placing empty
bottles on conveyors, sighting,
inspecting, filling cases with full
bottles and stacking on pallets,
fruit juice extracting, cordial
and/or syrup room.
362.70 48.00 410.70
(h) All others
357.70 48.00 405.70
B. Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(4) Leading Hands—
In addition to the appropriate rate prescribed in this clause a
leading hand shall be paid—
$ Per Week
(a) If placed in charge of not less than 3
and not more than 10 other employees
18.30
(b) If placed in charge of more than 10
and not more than 20 other employees
28.20
(c) If placed in charge of more than 20
other employees
37.50
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C. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(6) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991, pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(7) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(8) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Anglican Homes for the Aged (Inc.) and Others.
No. 1100 of 1998.
Aged and Disabled Persons Hostels Award, 1987.
No. A 6 of 1987.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Aged and Disabled Persons Hostels Award,
1987 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
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and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 18.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following new clause in lieu thereof—
18.—WAGES
(1) (a) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to employees covered by this award shall be the Base Rate
plus the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment (ASNA)
Payment expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net Weekly
Adjustments
Rate
$
$

Qualified Cook
460.90 48.00
508.90
Cook Working Alone 401.00 48.00
449.00
Other Cook
395.90 48.00
443.90
Supervisor
426.40 48.00
474.40
Assistant Supervisor 403.60 48.00
451.60
Domestic
378.30 48.00
426.30
Driver
402.90 48.00
450.90
The classification “domestic” shall include the following: cleaner, domestic, gardener, handyperson,
kitchen employee, laundry employee, pantry employee, machinist, storeperson and like classification.
The ordinary wages of any employee other than a
supervisor or assistant supervisor placed in charge
of three or more employees shall be increased by
$15.65 per week.
The hourly rate shall be calculated by dividing the
weekly rate by 38.
The minimum weekly rates of wage for work in ordinary time to be paid to junior employees shall be
as follows—
Percentage of
Adult Rate
%
Under 17 years of age
60
At 17 years of age
70
At 18 years of age
80
At 19 years of age
100
Apprentices Wages—
The weekly wage rate shall be a percentage of the
tradesperson’s rate as under—
Percentage of
Tradesperson’s
Weekly Rate
%
(a) Four year Term
First year
42
Second year
55
Third year
75
Fourth year
88
(b) Three and One Half Year Term
First six months
42
Next year
55
Next following year
75
Final year
88
(c) Three-year Term
First year
55
Second year
75
Third year
88
(d) For the purposes of this part “Tradesperson’s
Rate” means the rate of wage payable to a
“Qualified Cook”, as prescribed in this clause.
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(7) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(8) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Broome Regional Medical Service and Others.
No. 1101 of 1998.
Aboriginal Medical Service Employees’ Award.
No. A 26 of 1987.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of the
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Aboriginal Medical Service Employees’
Award be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 17th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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Schedule.

1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete this
clause and replace with the following—
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 24A.—Bilingual Allowance: Delete subclause (2)
and replace with the following in lieu thereof—
(2) In recognition of the increased effectiveness and productivity of bilingual employees, if an employee is
required during the course of employment or as part
of his/her duties to apply skills within subclause (1)
of this clause, the employee who shall be competently bilingual shall be paid an allowance of—
Level 1—$1074.00 per annum.
Level 1 is an elementary level. This level of accreditation is appropriate for employees who are capable
of using a minimal knowledge of language for the
purpose of simple communication.
Level 2—$2150.00 per annum.
Level 2 represents a level of ability for the ordinary
purposes of general business, conversation, reading
and writing.
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3. Clause 26.—Wages: Delete the preamble and subclauses
(1), (2), (3) and (4) and insert in lieu thereof—
The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to employees
covered by this award shall include the base rate plus the arbitrated safety net adjustments expressed hereunder—
Base Arbitrated
Rate Safety Net
Per Adjustments
Week Per Week
$
$

(1) (a) Health Worker Grade 1, Level 1
1st six months of employment 383.70
2nd six months of employment 388.20
2nd year of employment
397.00
3rd year of employment
405.50
(b) Health Worker Grade 1, Level 2
1st year of employment
409.80
2nd year of employment
414.20
3rd year of employment
423.40
5th year of employment
437.06
(2) Health Worker Grade 2
1st year of employment
437.06
2nd year of employment
457.77
3rd year of employment
477.90
4th year of employment
512.90
6th year of employment
537.40
8th year of employment
561.40
(3) Health Worker Grade 3
1st year of employment
512.90
2nd year of employment
537.40
3rd year of employment
561.40
5th year of employment
570.40
6th year of employment
603.84
8th year of employment
650.40
(4) (a) Health Workers Grade 4, Level 1
1st year of employment
650.40
2nd year of employment
675.40
3rd year of employment
706.90
4th year of employment
766.78
6th year of employment
805.12
(b) Health Worker Grade 4 Level 2
1st year of employment
706.90
2nd year of employment
766.78
3rd year of employment
805.12
5th year of employment
865.38

Total
Per
Week
$

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

431.70
436.20
445.00
453.50

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

457.80
462.20
471.40
485.06

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00
46.00
46.00

485.06
505.77
525.90
560.90
583.40
607.40

48.00
46.00
46.00
46.00
46.00
46.00

560.90
583.40
607.40
616.40
649.84
696.40

46.00
44.00
44.00
44.00
44.00

696.40
719.40
750.90
810.78
849.12

44.00
44.00
44.00
44.00

750.90
810.78
849.12
909.38

4. Clause 26.—Wages: Delete subclauses (11)—(18) and
insert in lieu thereof—
Base Arbitrated
Rate Safety Net
Per Adjustments
Week Per Week
$
$

Total
Per
Week
$

(11) Gardener
1st year of employment
374.60
48.00
422.60
2nd year of employment
379.60
48.00
427.60
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
383.80
48.00
431.80
(12) Domestic
1st year of employment
374.60
48.00
422.60
2nd year of employment
379.60
48.00
427.60
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
383.80
48.00
431.80
(13) Cook
1st year of employment
394.90
48.00
442.90
2nd year of employment
399.20
48.00
447.20
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
403.30
48.00
451.30
(14) Driver of Motor Vehicle (under 1.2 tonnes)
1st year of employment
394.80
48.00
442.80
2nd year of employment
398.60
48.00
446.60
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
401.70
48.00
449.70
(15) Driver of Motor Vehicle (exceeding 1.2 tonnes capacity
but not exceeding 3 tonnes capacity)
1st year of employment
399.10
48.00
447.10
2nd year of employment
402.80
48.00
450.80
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
406.00
48.00
454.00
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Base Arbitrated
Rate Safety Net
Per Adjustments
Week Per Week
$
$

(16) Bus Driver (under 25 passengers)
1st year of employment
401.20
2nd year of employment
404.90
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
408.10
(17) Storeperson (Grade 1)
1st year of employment
388.90
2nd year of employment
392.80
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
396.20

Total
Per
Week
$

48.00
48.00

449.20
452.90

48.00

456.10

48.00
48.00

436.90
440.80

48.00

444.20

(18) Leading hands shall be paid the ordinary wage prescribed
for the classification in which they are employed increased
by—
(a) $14.70 per week when in charge of not less than three
and not more than 10 other employees;
(b) $22.00 per week when in charge of more than 10
and not more than 20 other employees; and
(c) $29.30 per week when in charge of more than 20
employees.
5. Clause 26.—Wages: Immediately following subclause (21)
insert new subclause (22)—
(22) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
P.S. Adams and Others.
No. 1102 of 1998.
Animal Welfare Industry Award.
No. 8 of 1968.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Animal Welfare Industry Award be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule with effect from
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the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 20th day of July 1998.
BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 19.—Rates of Pay: Delete this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
19.—RATES OF PAY
The minimum weekly rate of wage per week payable to an
employee covered by this award shall include the base rate
plus the arbitrated safety net adjustments expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

(1) Veterinary Nurse (as defined)
On completion of training and
on registration
294.10 48.00
342.10
After one year of service and
thereafter
359.40 48.00
407.40
(2) Trainee Veterinary Nurse (as defined)
(a) In the first year of approved course—for work other than
the prescribed minimum number of hours of supervised practical experience as set down in the approved course.
$
$
$
Adult Trainee Veterinary
Nurse
318.50 48.00
366.50
Junior Trainee Veterinary Nurses shall receive the prescribed
percentage of the Animal Attendants’ rate per week.
Under 17 years of age
50%
17 to 18 years of age
60%
18 to 19 years of age
70%
19 to 20 years of age
80%
20 to 21 years of age
90%
(b) In the second year of approved course Trainee Veterinary Nurses shall receive 65% of the rate prescribed for
Veterinary Nurses after three years of service.
Provided that a Trainee Veterinary Nurse in the 2nd year of
an approved course shall receive wages not less than he/she
would have received in paragraph (a) of subclause (2) of this
clause.
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

(3) Inspector
359.30 48.00
407.30
(4) Animal Attendant
318.50 48.00
366.50
(5) All other directly
employed in the care of
animals and including
Kennel Hand and Food
Preparer
311.60 48.00
359.60
(6) Junior Employees
Junior employees shall receive the prescribed percentage of
the “All others” minimum rate prescribed in subclause (5) of
this clause per week.
Under 17 years of age
50%
17 to 18 years of age
60%
18 to 19 years of age
70%
19 to 20 years of age
80%
20 to 21 years of age
90%
(7) An employee placed in charge of three or more other
employees shall be paid an amount of $18.50 per week in addition to his/her ordinary rate of pay.
(8) Where an employee is required to carry out the ordinary
hours of duty per day in more than one shift an allowance of
$1.70 per day shall be paid.
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(9) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any wage
increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(10) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from
the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of
November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior to
November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(11) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage
Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be
offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees whose wages and conditions of employment
are regulated by this award which are above the wage rates
prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
2. Clause 19A.—Minimum Wage—Adult Males and Females: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the
following—
19A.—MINIMUM WAGE—ADULT MALES AND
FEMALES
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
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(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult apprentice in force on 13th November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by
the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific
mention as at 13th November 1997.)
(9) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is
not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or
under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
the adult minimum wage.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Wormalds Security.
No. 1060 of 1998.
Security Officers (North West Shelf Project) 1998 Order.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER S.A. CAWLEY
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
15 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Uphill and with him Ms N. Embleton on behalf of
respondents the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the following schedule, to be known as the Security Officers (North West Shelf Project) 1998 Order,
shall replace the Security Officers (North West Shelf
Project) Order No. 846 of 1996 with effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
the 17th day of July 1998.
By the Commission in Court Session
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
Replace the existing Order with the following Order—
1—TITLE
This Order shall be known as the “Security Officers (North
West Shelf Project) 1998 Order” and replaces Order No. 846
of 1996.
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1A.—STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES—JUNE 1998
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that any
variation to its terms on or from the 12th day of June, 1998
including the $14, $12 and $10 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustments, the increase in the adult minimum wage to
$373.40 per week and previous arbitrated safety net adjustments, shall not be made except in compliance with the
Statement of Principles—June 1998 set down by the Commission in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or subclause) no
adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult
Award Wage unless otherwise provided in this clause.
(1) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase
in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(3) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause adults
employed as casual or part time employees shall not be paid
less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according
to the hours worked.
(4) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates
provisions to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week.
(5) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships, or Jobskills
traineeships or to other categories of employees who by
prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to employees
excluded under (aa) above and any special categories of
employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the
application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(6) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payment during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(7) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult apprentice
in force on 13th November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by
the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific
mention as at 13th November 1997).
(8) Minimum Adult Wage
“The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion
of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages
and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such
above award payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to
give effect to enterprise agreements and over award
arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an
agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting
from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset the
adult minimum wage.”
1.
1A.
1B.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Statement of Principles—June 1998
Minimum Adult Award Wage
Arrangement
Scope and Application
Operation and Duration
Contract of Employment
Part Time Employees
Employee Relations Procedures

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
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Security
Hours of Work—Day Employees
Hours of Work—Shift Employees
Rates of Pay
Location Allowance—Western Australia
Travel Allowance/Point of Hire
Overtime
Payment of Salary
Annual Leave
Public Holidays
Sick Leave
Bereavement Leave
Maternity Leave
Jury Service
Accident Pay
Cyclone Procedures
Industrial Clothing
Order to be Posted
Long Service Leave
Previous Agreement Superseded/Savings
Time and Wages Record
Right of Entry
Shop Steward
Medical Examination
Order Modernisation/Enhancement
Redundancy

3.—SCOPE AND APPLICATION
This Order shall apply to the Australian Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Miscellaneous
Workers’ Division, Western Australian Branch, Wormalds
Security and to Security Officers employed by Wormalds
Security in respect of all security and associated work on the
Burrup Peninsula, Western Australia and is in lieu of the
Security Officers Award (A25 of 1981) as amended.
4.—OPERATION AND DURATION
Except as otherwise provided herein this Order shall operate
on and from 22 July 1996.
5.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, employment shall be by
the week.
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this
Order an employee shall, in the first instance, be appointed on
probation and shall remain on probation for a period of three
months including training. If found to be unsatisfactory at any
time during this period he/she may be terminated.
(3) The employer may, subject to the provision of subclause
(4) of Clause 7.—Employee Relations Procedures, suspend
an employee from duty for refusal or neglect of duty or
misconduct by the employee, provided that this subclause will
not affect the right of the employer to dismiss an employee in
accordance with the provision of subclause (4) of this clause.
(4) The provisions of this clause shall, subject to the provision
of subclause (4) of Clause 7.—Employee Relations Procedures,
not affect the right of the employer to dismiss an employee
without notice for refusal or neglect of duty or misconduct
and in such cases the wages shall be paid up to the time of
dismissal only.
(5) Subject to the provisions of Clause 23.—Cyclone
Procedures, the provisions of this clause shall not affect the
right of the employer to deduct payment for any day the
employee cannot be usefully employed because of any strike
or through any breakdown of machinery or any stoppage of
work by any cause beyond the employer’s reasonable control.
Provided that the employer shall advise the Union
representative and the appropriate full time official of the
Union, in writing, including telegram or telex, 48 hours prior
to implementing any stand downs, in the case of personnel
who are not in dispute.
(6) An employee not attending for duty shall except, as
provided in Clause 16.—Annual Leave, Clause 17.—Public
Holidays, Clause 18.—Sick Leave, Clause 19.—Bereavement
Leave, Clause 21.—Jury Service and Clause 23.—Cyclone
Procedures, lose his/her pay for the actual time of such nonattendance.
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(7) It is a term and condition of employment and of the rights
accruing under this Order that an employee shall, consistent
with safe working practice—
(a) perform such work (including shift work) as the
employer shall from time to time require;
(b) comply with the requirement of the employer to work
reasonable overtime at any time during seven days
of the week at the appropriate rates of remuneration
prescribed herein and further, where 12 hour shifts
are being worked, the employer may direct an employee to work overtime for the purpose of covering
shift absences, provided that no employee shall be
required to work more than 14 consecutive hours;
(c) use such protective clothing and equipment provided
by the employer for specific circumstances;
(d) comply with safety regulations determined by the
employer and attend safety meetings, drills and training and act as a member of emergency and fire crews
as required by the employer;
(e) if he/she be a shift employee who is not relieved as
scheduled at the end of his/her shift, continue to work
until relieved or otherwise authorised by his/her
employer to finish work;
(f) shall at all times comply with the provisions of Clause
7.—Employee Relations Procedures, including the
maintenance, at all times, of essential services;
(g) have and keep current at their own cost, a Guards
Licence pursuant to the Security Agents Act 1976,
‘B’ Class Drivers Licence and a First Aid Certificate.
Provided further each employee shall obtain, at their
expense and time, within a reasonable period after
commencement, an Occupational First Aid Certificate and on the completion of twelve months of
continuous service the employer shall reimburse the
cost of course fees only. Expenses, including wages,
for refresher and renewal courses of the Occupational
First Aid Certificate shall be met by the employer.
(8) A casual employee is one engaged and paid as such and
whose engagement may be terminated at any time provided
that a casual employee shall not be engaged for more than 28
continuous rostered working days without agreement between
the Union and the employer.
The employer will advise the Union of any casual
employment prior to engagement.
(9) On the termination of employment, an officer shall return
to the employer all uniforms in a reasonable condition, identity
cards, vehicles, firearms, keys and all other items issued to
officers.
(10) (a) The period of notice for termination either by the
employer or employee (except for misconduct) will be as
follows—
Period of Continuous
Period of Notice
Service
One year or less
One week
One year and up to
the completion of
three years
Two weeks
Three years and up
to the completion
of five years
Three weeks
Five years and over
Four weeks
The period of notice prescribed above may be waived in
whole or in part by mutual consent.
(b) In addition to the notice in paragraph (a) hereof,
employees over 45 years of age at the time of giving notice
with not less than two years continuous service, shall be entitled
to an additional week’s notice.
The notice of termination required to be given by an employee
shall not include notice based on age of the employee
concerned.
If an employee terminates his/her employment without giving
proper notice the employer shall have the right to withhold
monies due to the employee with a maximum amount equal to
the ordinary time rate of pay for the period of notice.
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(c) Payment in lieu of the notice prescribed in paragraph (a)
and/or paragraph (b) hereof shall be made if the appropriate
notice period is not given. Provided that employment may be
terminated by part of the period of notice specified and part
payment in lieu thereof.
(d) In calculating any payment in lieu of notice 38 hours pay
for each week of notice shall be used.
(e) The period of notice in this clause shall not apply in the
case of dismissal for conduct that justifies instant dismissal,
including malingering, inefficiency, or neglect of duty, in
accordance with subclause (4) of this clause, or in the case of
casual employees or employees engaged for a specific period
of time or for a specific task or tasks.
(f) Where the employer has given notice of termination to
an employee, the employee shall be allowed up to one day’s
time off without loss of pay for the purpose of seeking other
employment. Where time off is requested in these
circumstances it shall be taken at a time that is mutually
convenient.
(g) An employee who, having given or been given notice,
absents him/herself from work without reasonable excuse
during the period of notice shall be deemed to have abandoned
his/her employment and shall not be entitled to payment for
that period.
(11) The employer may direct an employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skill,
competence and training.
6.—PART TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) A part time employee shall mean an adult employee engaged on a weekly contract of service who works regularly
from week to week not less than four or more than eight ordinary hours per day and not less than 20 or more than 38 ordinary
hours each week over not more than five days of the week on
the days Monday to Friday inclusive.
Provided that no person shall be engaged as a part time employee for less than one completed month of employment. Any
person who is employed as a part time employee and whose
employment terminates, prior to the completion of one completed month of employment, shall be paid as a casual in
accordance with Clause11.—Rates of Pay of this Order. Provided that this provision shall not apply to any employee who
terminates his/her own employment or is dismissed for misconduct.
(2) Time worked by a part time employee up to and including 38 hours per week shall be paid at ordinary rates of pay in
accordance with Clause12.—Location Allowance—Western
Australia of this order unless the work exceeds eight hours per
day or is performed at weekends or is performed outside the
normal spread of hours for which appropriate overtime rates
shall apply.
(3) Part time employees shall be entitled to payment for
wages, leisure day off, annual leave, public holidays, bereavement leave and sick leave on a pro rata basis in the same
proportion as the number of ordinary hours worked per week
bears to 38 hours.
(4) The location allowance prescribed in Clause12.—Location Allowance—Western Australia and shift allowance
prescribed in Clause11.—Rates of Pay shall be paid on a pro
rata basis in the same proportion as the number of ordinary
hours worked per week bears to 38 hours.
(5) The provisions of subclause (5) of Clause16.—Annual
Leave shall not apply to part time employees.
7.—EMPLOYEE RELATIONS PROCEDURES
The parties to this order are committed to promoting good
industrial relations based upon goodwill, consultation and discussion. To this end all personnel involved shall use their best
endeavours to resolve problems promptly whilst work continues normally in accordance with the following arrangements.
In recognition of past practice and in consideration of the
peculiarities of security services provided on the North West
Shelf Gas Project the parties to this order expressly agree as
follows—
(1) Maintenance of Essential Services
The parties expressly agree that for reasons of continuity of supply of product to consumers, and for
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safety, it is necessary for access to the Gas Plant and
Supply Base to be controlled at all times.
The following duties are considered, for reasons of
health and safety, to be essential services. The parties agree that these specific duties shall not be
disrupted at any time for any reason.
Where, despite the best efforts of the parties, there is
a stoppage of work, sufficient personnel shall remain
on duty at all times to perform these functions and in
addition staff members may be utilised—
(a) Main LNG Gate
(i) Monitoring of Fire Panels—Operations
and Construction.
(ii) Mobilisation of Site Ambulance and
Fire Tender.
(iii) Monitoring of and response to Emergency Communications Systems.
(iv) Response to Plant Operations, Site
Constructions, Supply Base and Cyclone Emergencies.
(v) Control of vehicle and personnel access to Domestic Gas Plant and LNG
Plant including, where applicable,
monitoring and operation of any computer based access control system.
(b) Supply Base
(i) Monitoring of Fire Alarm Panel.
(ii) Control of vehicle and personnel access to Supply Base including, where
applicable, monitoring and operation of
any computer based access control system.
(c) Internal Plant Access
Control of vehicle and personnel access at recognised access gates between the differing
operational areas and also the LNG construction site and the LNG plant including, where
applicable, monitoring and operation of any
computer based access control system.
(d) Woodside Heliport
Maintenance of services at Woodside Heliport.
Employees performing essential services prescribed above shall be paid their normal rate
of pay for such time.
(2) Non Involvement in Construction or Operations Disputes
Security Officers will not become involved in disputes affecting some or all of the construction
workforce, operations workforce or any other party.
(3) Disputes Affecting Security Officers
Any grievance or dispute affecting Security Officers
shall be dealt with in accordance with the following
procedure—
(a) The Security Officer concerned shall raise the
grievance/dispute with his/her supervisor who
shall respond within 48hours.
(b) In the event of no response being received or
the response being considered unsatisfactory,
the Security Officer concerned and/or shop
steward shall raise the matter with the company’s North-West Area Manager, who shall
respond within 48hours.
(c) In the event of the response in paragraph (b)
above being unsatisfactory the matter shall be
referred by the Shop Steward to the Karratha
organiser of the Union, and upon request of
either party, a meeting shall take place between
the following parties—
ALHMWU Organiser;
ALHMWU Shop Steward;
Wormald North-West Area Manager;
CWAI LNG Site Representative.
This meeting shall take place within 72 hours.
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(d) In the event of the meeting in paragraph (c)
above not resolving the matter, the grievance/
dispute shall, upon request of the Union, be
referred to Wormald’s State Manager.
A meeting of the parties referred to in paragraph (c) above together with Wormald’s State
Manager or his/her nominee will be convened
within 72 hours.
(e) In the event of the meeting in paragraph (d)
above not resolving the matter, the aggrieved
party shall notify the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission accordingly.
Subject to all rights conferred on the parties
by the Act, including any right of appeal, the
Commission’s ruling shall be accepted by the
parties as the final resolution of the grievance/
dispute.
(f) The intent of this clause is that grievances/disputes be resolved as close as possible to their
point of origin, the parties agree that every
effort will be made to resolve any grievance/
dispute at each level of the above procedure.
(g) While the above procedure is being pursued,
work shall continue normally, without prejudice to the final settlement of the matter in
dispute.
(4) Disciplinary Procedure
Where the Company intends to take disciplinary action in respect of any Security Officer, the following
procedure shall be followed—
(a) Dismissal
Where the Company intends to dismiss a Security Officer for misconduct or subsequent
to a final warning, the Company’s North-West
Area Manager shall advise the Security Officer accordingly in the presence of the
ALHMWU Shop Steward.
The Company shall inform the ALHMWU
Shop Steward of the reasons for the dismissal
and shall suspend the Security Officer on full
pay including, where applicable, the Woodside
(Burrup Peninsula) Onshore Operations Allowance but excluding rostered overtime and
shift penalty component for one shift to allow
consideration of the matter by the Union.
The Union shall respond within 24hours as to
whether or not the dismissal is to be challenged.
If the Union advises that the dismissal is to be
challenged, this matter shall be pursued in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause.
Whilst this procedure is being followed the
Security Officer concerned shall be suspended
on full pay including, where applicable, the
Woodside (Burrup Peninsula) Onshore Operations Allowance but excluding rostered
overtime and shift penalty component whilst
discussions take place between the parties and
the disputes procedure is pursued.
(b) Warnings
Where the Security Officer engages in behaviour which is unsatisfactory to the Company
but which does not, in itself, warrant dismissal,
the following procedure shall take place—
(i) First Warning
The North-West Area Manager shall
warn the Security Officer of his/her
unsatisfactory behaviour and advise
what action needs to be taken to correct the situation. This shall be done in
the presence of the ALHMWU Shop
Steward.
The Company shall keep a record of
such warnings.
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(ii) Second Warning
The North-West Area Manager shall
again warn the Security Officer of his/
her unsatisfactory behaviour and advise
what action needs to be taken to correct the situation. This shall be done in
the presence of the ALHMWU Shop
Steward.
The Company shall keep a record of
such warnings.
(iii) Final Warning
The North-West Area manager shall
again warn the Security Officer in accordance with the procedure for first
and second warnings. The details of this
matter including advice that any further unsatisfactory behaviour will result
in dismissal shall be confirmed in writing with a copy to the ALHMWU Shop
Steward.
(iv) Dismissal
In respect of any subsequent unsatisfactory behaviour the matter shall be
dealt with in accordance with paragraph
(a) above.

8.—SECURITY
(1) In the interests of the safety of personnel and plant the
parties to this order mutually agree that the employees covered by this order may be subject to personal and/or baggage
searches on entering or leaving any work site provided that
personal searches shall not be carried out without prior arrangement between the employer and the Union on each
occasion.
(2) An employee covered by this order shall display or produce on request any form of personal identification issued for
the purpose by the employer.
(3) Where it has been established that an employee has seriously breached security regulations he/she shall be dismissed
in accordance with the provisions of subclause (4) of Clause
5.—Contract of Employment of this Order.
9.—HOURS OF WORK—DAY EMPLOYEES
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall average 38 hours per
week to be worked between 6.00am and 6.00pm Monday to
Friday.
(2) The ordinary hours of work will be 8 hours per day to be
worked on 19 days in each four calendar weeks, with one day
off in each four week period referred to above.
While the day off is a non-paid day, wages will be averaged
so that each employee receives 38 hours pay per week. In each
of the four weeks including the week in which the day off
occurs. This is calculated as follows—
8 hours x 19 days = 152 hrs = 38 hrs (average pay
4 weeks
per week)
Hence for pay purposes 7 hours and 36 minutes are paid for
each day over 20 days whilst 8 hours are in fact worked over
19 days.
Notwithstanding the above, a minimum of 5 rostered days
off each year shall be accumulated and taken in conjunction
with a period of annual leave.
(3) The starting and finishing times and rostered days off
may be varied by agreement between the employer and the
employee in consultation with the shop steward. In the event
agreement cannot be reached the matter will be progressed
through the Employee Relations Procedure contained in
subclause (3) of Clause 7.—Employee Relations Procedures.
(4) Employees shall be allowed a rest pause of 10 minutes
during each period of four hours’ ordinary working time, to be
taken at such times as to not interrupt operations.
(5) A day employee shall not be required to work longer
than five hours without a meal break. Meal breaks shall be not
less than 30 minutes or more than one hour on each day, Monday to Friday, and shall not count as time worked.
When an employee is required to continue working during
the meal interval because the work is of an urgent operational
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nature and his/her meal time is postponed for more than half
an hour, he/she shall be paid at overtime rates from the time
he/she usually commences his/her meal interval until he/she
gets his/her meal.
(6) Where an employee who is normally engaged as a day
employee is transferred to shift work or vice versa and does
not receive at least 48 hours’ notice of such transfer he/she
shall be paid at overtime rates for all time worked as a shift
employee or day employee as the case may be until the expiration of 48hours from the time when he/she was given notice.
10.—HOURS OF WORK—SHIFT EMPLOYEES
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed an average
of 38 hours per week spread over the roster cycle to be worked
in shifts of eight consecutive hours inclusive of a 20 minute
crib break each shift which shall be counted as time worked.
(2) Wages will be averaged so that each employee receives
38 ordinary hours pay each week in each week of the roster
cycle.
(3) Notwithstanding subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause a
minimum of five rostered days off each year shall be accumulated and taken in conjunction with a period of Annual Leave.
(4) The method of working shifts, time of commencement
and finishing shifts and rostered days off, once having been
determined, may be varied by agreement between the employer
and the employee in consultation with the shop steward. In the
event that agreement cannot be reached, the matter will be
progressed through the Employee Relations Procedures contained in subclause (3) of Clause 7.—Employee Relations
Procedures.
(5) Where an employee is required to change from his/her
normal rostered shift to another, the employer must give not
less than 48 hours’ notice. Where 48 hours’ notice is not given,
the appropriate overtime rate will be paid for all time worked,
until the expiration of the notice period.
Provided that a minimum of 24 hours notice may be given
where the employer and employee agree in which case the
overtime rate shall not apply.
11.—RATES OF PAY
(1) An employee designated by the employer as any classification specified in the table hereunder shall be paid at the
respective rate assigned to that classification—
Classification

Day Employees
Rate Per Annum

Continuous
Shift Employees
Rate Per Annum

(a) Probationary
Security Officer
$27,431.00
$36,601.00
Provided that the hourly rate for the purposes of
calculating overtime shall be $13.84 per hour.
Probationary Security Officer shall mean an employee
engaged pursuant to subclause (2).
Classification

Day Employees
Rate Per Annum

Continuous
Shift Employees
Rate Per Annum

(b) Security Officer
$29,085.00
$38,747.00
Provided that the hourly rate for the purposes of calculating overtime shall be $14.68 per hour.
(2) Subject to subclauses (3), (4), (5), and (6) hereof the
above rates cover all payments for the performance of all duties for the appropriate classification and the current and future
disabilities associated with the industry including periods of
duty and includes compensation for shift work, shift handover
and all rostered work performed on Saturdays and Sundays.
(3) In addition to the rates prescribed in subclause (1) of this
clause, all employees engaged at the King Bay Supply Base
and the Woodside LNG and Domestic Gas Plants on the Burrup
Peninsula shall be paid a flat allowance of $1.93 for each hour
paid in respect of which payment is made.
This allowance shall be known as the Woodside (Burrup
Peninsula) Onshore Operations Allowance and shall compensate for all fire, emergency, first aid, safety, evacuation or
muster drills, the lack of afternoon smoko break, travel time
on overtime or call outs and the effects of the environment.
(4) A casual employee shall be paid at the hourly rate appropriate to his/her classification plus a loading of 20% in lieu of
the annual leave, sick leave, bereavement leave, jury service
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and public holidays provisions of this order. Casual employees shall also be entitled to the Woodside (Burrup Peninsula)
Onshore Operations Allowance referred to in subclause (3) of
this clause.
(5) Shift Allowance
For the ordinary hours of shift, shift employees other than
continuous shift employees shall be paid the following extra
loadings which are based on the hourly rate prescribed by
subclause (1) of this clause.
Shift
%
(a) Afternoon or Night Shift other than shifts
below
15
(b) Permanently working Afternoon shift
20
(c) Permanently working Night shift
30
(d) Permanently working alternate Night and
Afternoon shifts
25
(e) Any other shifts
10
(f) Provided that in lieu of paragraphs (a) to (e) above
all work performed on Saturdays shall be paid at time
and one half and all work on Sundays at double time.
(6) Short Term Shifts
(a) Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this
order, an employee transferred to short term shifts (ie. shifts
which do not continue for at least five consecutive afternoon
and/or night shifts) shall be paid at the appropriate overtime
rate provided under Clause 14.—Overtime of this order for
each such shift worked.
(b) An employee transferred to shift work for more than five
consecutive shifts (including afternoon and night shifts) shall,
subject to the provisions of subclause (6) of Clause 9.—Hours
of Work—Day Employees of this order, be paid at the rate
appropriate to a continuous shift employee in his/her classification for each such shift worked.
(7) Definitions
(a) “Afternoon shift” means any shift finishing after 6.00pm
and at or before midnight.
(b) “Night shift” means any shift finishing subsequent to
midnight and at or before 8.00am.
(c) “Continuous shift employee” means an employee who
regularly alternates between afternoon and night shifts and day
shifts and who is rostered to work on any day of the week.
(d) “Permanently working” means an employee who works
all afternoon or night shifts or a combination of such shifts
without alternating with day work.
(8) Security Control Officer Allowance
In recognition of the additional responsibilities exercised by
the designated security control officer at all times on each shift,
including supervision and direction of other security officers,
in accordance with Company policies, procedures and standing Orders and furthermore where such responsibilities may
be required to be exercised in the absence of the Company
Site Manager, an allowance of $1.35 per hour for each hour
worked shall be paid for each shift an officer is so designated.
Provided that the employer shall designate one security officer on each shift as security control officer, who shall operate
in accordance with Company policy, procedures and standing
orders and will be located at the LNG main gate.
(9) The rates of pay and allowances prescribed in this clause
will be varied to give effect to decisions of the Australian
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission in National Wage
Cases and other cases which result in any general order of the
Commission increasing wage rates in all Federal awards.
12.—LOCATION ALLOWANCE—WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to the
salaries prescribed in Clause 11.—Rates of Pay of this Order,
an employee shall be paid a weekly allowance of $24.10 when
employed at the Woodside LNG plant and/or Supply Base facility and/or Karratha Airport.
(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has—
(a) a dependant shall be paid double the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
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(b) a partial dependant shall be paid the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependant is receiving by way of a district or
location allowance.
(3) Where an employee is provided with board and lodging
by his/her employer, free of charge, such employee shall be
paid 66 2/3rd percent of the allowances prescribed in subclause
(1) of this clause.
(4) Except where an employee is eligible for payment of an
additional allowance under subclause (2) of this clause, but on
31 December, 1987 was in receipt of an amount in excess of
that under General Order No. 603 of 1987, that employee shall
continue to receive the allowance at the higher rate until 1
July 1988 when the difference between the rate being paid and
that due under subclause (2) of this clause shall be reduced by
33 1/3rd%; the difference remaining on 1 January 1989 shall
be reduced by 50% from that date and payment in accordance
with subclause (2) of this clause will be implemented on 1
July 1989.
(5) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices
receiving less than adult rate and employees employed for less
than a full week shall receive that proportion of the location
allowance as equates with the proportion that their wage for
ordinary hours that week is to the adult rate for the work performed.
(6) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the period
of such leave the location allowance to which he/she would
ordinarily be entitled.
(7) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she shall
only be paid location allowance for the period of such leave
he/she remains in the location in which he/she is employed.
(8) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Dependant” shall mean—
(i) a spouse or defacto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or defacto
spouse;
who does not receive a district allowance or location
allowance.
(b) “Partial Dependant” shall mean a “dependant” as
prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause who
receives a district allowance or location allowance
which is less than the location allowance prescribed
in subclause (1) of this clause.
(9) Nothing herein contained shall have the effect of reducing any ‘district allowance’ payable to any employee subject
to the provisions of this Order whilst that employee as at 1
June 1988 remains employed by his/her present employer.
(10) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant to
Section 50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance
representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 1st day of July of
each year in accordance with the annual percentage change in
the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing) for Perth measured to the end of the immediately preceding March quarter,
the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten cents.
13.—TRAVEL ALLOWANCE/POINT OF HIRE
(1) Employees engaged on the Burrup Peninsula shall be
paid the following travelling allowance provided that this allowance shall not be payable where the employer provides
transport.
(a) From the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 21 December 1990 until the period
prescribed in paragraph (b) hereof—$9.80 per day.
(b) From the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 15 April 1992—$10.10 per day.
(c) From the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 12 June 1998—$10.75 per day.
(2) Employees engaged pursuant to this Order shall be
deemed to be locally hired; not living away from their normal
place of residence.
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14.—OVERTIME
(1) For all time worked in excess of or outside of the ordinary working hours prescribed, employees shall be paid as
follows—
(a) Day employees—for work performed in excess of
the ordinary rostered hours on any day or outside of
the spread of hours in Clause 9.—Hours of Work—
Day Employees of this order at the rate of time and
one half for the first two hours and at double time
thereafter. Provided that for overtime work performed
after 12 noon on a Saturday or rostered day off and
for all work performed on a Sunday payment shall
be at the rate of double time.
(b) Continuous shift employees—for work performed in
excess of the ordinary rostered hours on any one shift
at the rate of double time except where such excess
hours are caused by normal rotation of shifts.
A continuous shift employee shall not be paid for
overtime worked at a lesser rate than is payable to an
employee performing his/her normal shift at such
time.
(c) Non continuous shift employees—for work performed in excess of the ordinary rostered hours on
any shift at the rate of time and one half for the first
two hours and double time thereafter, except where
such excess hours are caused by normal rotation of
shifts. Provided that for overtime work performed
after 12 noon on a Saturday or a rostered day off or
on a Sunday payment shall be at the rate of double
time.
(d) Notwithstanding paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this
subclause, rostered training time up to an average of
4 hours per month, shall be paid for at ordinary rates.
(2) (a) For the purposes of calculating overtime each day
shall stand alone, except when such overtime continues into
the next day.
(b) Prestart overtime is overtime that is continuous with the
start of a normal working day, provided the employee has been
notified at work on the previous day or earlier. Where the
employee is notified after leaving the workplace, payment will
be at a minimum of four hours at the appropriate overtime
rate.
(3) (a) Where an employee works so much overtime continuous with the completion of normal hours 1 day, he/she
must have at least 10 consecutive hours off-duty between the
work of successive rostered working days. Unless specifically
required to do so by the employees supervisor, he/she shall
not commence his/her normal rostered work until he/she has
had 10 consecutive hours off-duty. Provided however, that the
employee shall be paid for all ordinary rostered time occurring during such 10 hours off-duty.
Provided further that 8 hours shall be substituted for 10 hours
where the overtime is worked by agreement between the employer and employee as a result of an employee being absent
from a rostered shift with 48 hours or less notice.
(b) If on the specific instructions of the employer, an employee resumes or continues work without having had such 10
consecutive hours off-duty, he/she shall be paid at overtime
rates until he/she is released from duty.
(4) (a) An employee recalled to work overtime after leaving
the Company’s premises (whether notified before or after leaving the premises) shall be paid for a minimum of four hours’
work at the appropriate overtime rate for each time he/she is
so recalled.
This subclause shall not apply where the overtime is continuous (subject to a reasonable meal break) with the
completion or commencement of ordinary working time.
(b) Where an employee is called out, he/she shall be entitled
to 10 hours off duty after the completion of the call out without loss of pay. Where two or more call outs occur between
the work on successive rostered working days the 10 hour break
shall apply at the completion of the last call out. Provided that
this provision shall not apply where a continuous shift employee is first called out within four hours of the
commencement of his/her normal rostered hours, and a day
employee or non-continuous shift employee is called out within
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two hours of the commencement of his/her normal rostered
hours.
(5) (a) If notice cancelling prearranged overtime to be worked
during a weekend, public holidays, rostered days off or weekdays is given to an employee before he/she leaves the
workplace, a penalty payment shall not be payable.
(b) Where an employee has left the workplace and does not
receive at least 12 hours’ notice of any prearranged overtime
being cancelled he/she shall be paid—
(i) One hour’s ordinary pay in the event of weekday
overtime work cancelled; or
(ii) Four hours’ ordinary pay in the event of weekend,
rostered day or shift off or public holiday work cancelled.
Provided that an additional penalty shall not be payable if
an employee is not able to be contacted before he/she would
normally leave to commence work and he/she subsequently
reports for work.
(c) Where an employee has been called out and such recall
is cancelled upon him/her reporting to work he/she shall be
paid four hours at the appropriate rate even though he/she is
not required to work. Provided that where an employee has
been called out and such call out is subsequently cancelled
prior to him/her leaving his/her home he/she shall be paid one
hour at his/her ordinary rate.
(6) (a) Where an employee works overtime that is continuous with the commencement or completion of ordinary hours,
a crib break of twenty minutes without deduction of pay shall
be allowed and taken on the job, without specific relief, where
such overtime continues for a minimum of two hours.
(b) Where it is known that the overtime will continue for a
minimum of two hours, the crib break may be taken prior to
the commencement of the period of overtime and entitlement
for such subsequent crib breaks as provided in paragraph (d)
hereof, shall occur from the completion of the previous crib
break.
(c) If an employee is not able to take his/her crib break on
the job but is required to continue normal duties, he/she shall
be paid twenty minutes at double time in addition to the actual
overtime worked.
(d) Where an employee works an overtime day or shift, he/
she shall be entitled to a crib break of twenty minutes to be
allowed and taken on the job, without specific relief, without
deduction of pay after each four hours of overtime worked,
provided the employee continues to work after such crib break.
Crib break entitlements will be calculated from the completion of the previous crib break entitlement.
(e) For each crib break prescribed a meal or a meal allowance of $7.50 shall apply at the option of the employer.
(7) Where an employee is requested to stand by during his/
her off duty time for a call out, he/she shall be paid at single
time for all time spent standing by. Stand by payments shall
not apply unless the employee has agreed to a specific request
by his/her supervisor to stand by for a defined period.
(8) Where shift employees spend more than 15 minutes on
handing over at the conclusion of the shift, overtime rates will
be paid for time worked in excess of that 15 minutes.
(9) Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this
order, time worked in excess of or outside ordinary rostered
hours of work shall not attract additional payment if—
(a) It is due to private arrangements between the employees themselves;
or
(b) It is for the purpose of effecting a rotation of shifts
within the shift roster.
15.—PAYMENT OF SALARY
(1) Salary shall be paid on a fortnightly basis into a bank
account nominated by the employee. By agreement with the
employer, alternative methods of payment may be agreed. In
the event of a disagreement, salary shall be paid on a fortnightly basis into a bank account nominated by the employee.
(2) On or prior to pay day, the employer shall state to each
employee in writing the amount of wages to which he/she is
entitled, the amount of deduction made therefrom and the net
amount being paid to him/her.
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(3) Payment for overtime worked during the second week
of a particular period need not be made until the next following pay period.
16.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) (a) An employee other than a casual employee shall be
allowed annually, after 12 months’ continuous service, a period of four weeks’ leave including non working days, provided
that employees working North of the 26th parallel South Latitude shall be allowed an additional one week’s leave including
non working days.
(b) In addition to the leave prescribed in paragraph (a) of
this clause an employee who is regularly rostered to work on
any day of the week, not excluding public holidays, shall be
allowed an additional one week of leave. Provided that where
an employee is so rostered for part of a year, the amount of
additional leave shall be the same proportion of one week as
such part bears to a year.
(c) For administration purposes, all annual leave entitlements
will be recorded in equivalent average weekly hours of work
in accordance with Clause 9.—Hours of Work—Day Employees or Clause 10.—Hours of Work—Shift Employees of this
Order.
When an employee proceeds on leave, his/her entitlement
calculated in accordance with this subclause, will be debited
by the number of ordinary hours he/she would have worked
on his/her ordinary roster during the period of leave.
(d) The annual leave referred to in this clause shall, for day
employees only, be exclusive of any public holidays prescribed
by this order, and for each holiday which falls within such an
employee’s annual leave, one day shall be added to such leave.
(2) (a) Before going on annual leave, an employee to whom
this clause applies, shall be paid for such leave the amount he/
she would have earned had he/she been at work during the
relevant period.
(b) An employee other than a shift employee proceeding on
annual leave shall have his/her base pay increased by the
amount of 22.5% while on annual leave.
(3) Annual leave shall be given and taken in a continuous
period, not later than 12 months after it accrues, and wherever
practicable at the time an employee specifies. Provided that if
so requested by an employee and agreed to by the employer,
annual leave shall be allowed and taken in separate periods
and wherever practicable at the time he/she specifies.
Provided further that where surplus staff to roster requirements are available, the employer may direct an employee,
with a minimum of 4 week’s notice, to take up to a maximum
of one week of accrued leave in any one calendar year.
Any grievance in relation to the operation of this provision
shall be dealt with in accordance with Clause 7.—Employee
Relations Procedures.
(4) An employee whose services are terminated by an employer other than in accordance with subclause (5) of Clause
5.—Contract of Employment or who leaves his/her employment during any qualifying period for annual leave shall, in
respect of the period worked, be paid the cash equivalent of
annual leave in the same proportion which the period worked
bears to a year. Such payment shall be calculated in the same
manner as the payment prescribed in paragraph (2)(a) hereof.
Where a full 12 months’ entitlement has accrued the employee,
other than a shift employee, shall also be entitled to the payment as prescribed in paragraph (2)(b) hereof.
(5) Where an employee with 12 months’ continuous service
is employed for part of the 12 monthly period on different
work cycles or rosters the leave entitlements set out in
paragraphs(a) and(b) of subclause (1) of this clause, shall be
calculated on a proportionate basis.
(6) An employee living North of the 26th parallel South
Latitude who proceeds on annual leave is entitled to annual
leave travel assistance in accordance with the following provisions—
(a) When an employee (other than a part time employee)
proceeds on annual leave for one week or more which
may be inclusive of rostered days off and public holidays, he/she shall be entitled to annual leave travel
assistance in the form of a return air ticket to Perth
or reimbursement of actual travel costs up to the value
of a return economy class airfare to Perth.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)

(h)
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Following the completion of 12 months’ continuous
service an employee is entitled to claim travel assistance in respect of two trips per annum in relation
to annual leave.
An employee however, may request a pro rata application of the above entitlement each six months.
When a part time employee who has no entitlement
to travel assistance by any other means proceeds on
annual leave for one week or more which may be
inclusive of rostered days off and public holidays,
he/she shall be entitled to annual leave travel assistance in the form of one return air ticket to Perth per
annum or reimbursement of actual travel costs up to
the value of one return economy class airfare to Perth
for the employee only.
Travel assistance provided to employees who are not
travelling to or through Perth may be subject to taxation and the appropriate deduction will be made from
the assistance granted and the net amount paid to the
employee. The gross amount of assistance will be
included on the employee’s group certificate as “other
earnings” and the tax deducted included in the amount
of tax shown on the group certificate.
Employees may use an entitlement to annual leave
travel assistance without necessarily proceeding on
annual leave, but such travel assistance will be subject to taxation and the appropriate deduction made
in accordance with paragraph (c) above.
Where an employee proceeds on annual leave he/
she may use two entitlements to annual leave travel
assistance for the one period of annual leave. However, the additional travel assistance will be subject
to taxation and the appropriate deduction made in
accordance with paragraph (c) above.
An employee may accumulate entitlements to annual leave travel assistance.
An employee other than a part time employee whose
spouse or dependants reside with him/her in the area
of employment, the spouse and each dependant in
their own right shall be entitled to annual leave travel
assistance in accordance with paragraph (a) above,
provided that neither the spouse nor dependants have
an entitlement which exceeds the entitlement in paragraph (a) above inclusive of other sources.
An employee is not entitled to the benefits of this
clause both as an employee and as the spouse of an
employee.
For the purposes of this clause a spouse shall include
either a de facto wife or husband residing with the
employee and dependent shall mean—
(i) Children under 16 years of age residing with
the employee; or
(ii) Bona fide full time students less than 25 years
of age.
It is a condition of this clause that the benefits apply
only if the employee’s contract of employment continues after the leave is completed. If an employee
fails to resume work on completion of the leave the
employer may deduct from any monies due to the
employee the cost of such assistance.

17.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) (a) Except as hereinafter provided, an employee shall be
entitled to the following public holidays without loss of pay
up to a maximum of 7.6 hours—
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Easter Tuesday, Foundation Day, Labour Day, Anzac
Day, Queen’s Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day
or such other day as is generally observed in the locality
as a substitute for any of the said days respectively.
(b) By agreement between an employer and the majority of
his/her employees in a particular work place, other days may
be substituted for the said days or any of them.
(2) Where an employee is absent from his/her employment
on the working day before or the working day after a public
holiday prescribed in subclause (1) hereof without reasonable
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excuse, or without the consent of the employer, the employee
shall not be entitled to payment for such holiday or holidays.
(3) Work done on any of the public holidays prescribed in
this clause shall be paid for at the rate of triple time, provided
that employees who work on a public holiday pursuant to a 12
hour shift roster shall be paid at the rate of double time for the
first four hours.
(4) Where consequent upon any visit to Australia of Her
Majesty the Queen or any other member of the Royal Family,
a public holiday is proclaimed by order in council or otherwise gazetted by the authority of the Commonwealth or of the
State Government under any state act throughout any Commonwealth Territory or any State or part thereof, such day
shall within the defined locality be deemed to be a holiday for
the purposes of this order; provided that an employee shall not
be entitled to the benefit of more than one holiday consequent
upon such visit.
(5) (a) Where a holiday is enacted, proclaimed or gazetted
by authority of the Commonwealth Government or Western
Australian Government in substitution for a public holiday
mentioned in this clause, and such proclaimed or gazetted holiday is to be observed generally by persons throughout Western
Australia or the Karratha region, then such day shall be deemed
to be a holiday for the purposes of this Order, and employees
covered by this Order shall be entitled to such holiday.
(b) In the event of a substitute day being enacted, proclaimed
or gazetted as aforesaid, the day on which the public holiday
falls in fact shall not be deemed to be a holiday for any purpose of this Order.
(c) Where an additional holiday is proclaimed or gazetted
by the authority of the Commonwealth Government or Western Australian Government and such proclaimed or gazetted
holiday is to be observed generally by persons throughout
Western Australia or the Karratha region, or when such a proclaimed or gazetted day is, by any required judicial or
administrative order, to be so observed, then such day will be
deemed to be a holiday for the purposes of this Order, for
employees covered by this Order.
18.—SICK LEAVE
(1) An employee (other than a casual employee) who is absent from his/her work on account of personal illness or injury
shall be entitled to sick leave for ordinary hours without deduction of pay in accordance with this clause.
(2) (a) An employee shall accrue sick leave entitlements at
the rate of ten working days in each year of service.
Provided that for the purposes of such accrual where an
employee is engaged on a 12 hour shift roster, a working day
shall be regarded as 7.6 hours.
(b) Whilst employment with the employer remains continuous, sick leave shall accumulate from year to year so that any
leave entitlement not taken in one year may be taken in any
subsequent year.
(3) (a) An employee shall not be entitled to paid sick leave
for any period in respect of which he/she is entitled to workers’ compensation.
(b) An employee shall as soon as possible and preferably
before the start of work, inform the employer of his/her inability to attend for duty and, as far as practicable, state the
nature of his/her illness or injury and the estimated duration of
absence.
(c) An employee shall prove to the satisfaction of the employer that he/she was unable on account of his/her illness or
injury to attend for duty on the day or days for which sick
leave is claimed.
(4) An employee who is sick during a period of annual leave
may have the leave entitlement credited by the period of illness (up to the maximum of the employee’s accrued sick leave).
Provided such is supported by suitable medical evidence.
19.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee, other than a casual, shall be entitled to a maximum of three days’ leave, or in the case of an employee engaged
on a 12 hour shift roster a maximum of two days leave, without loss of pay on each occasion and on production of
satisfactory evidence of the death in Australia of the employee’s wife, husband, father, mother, brother, sister or child,
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mother-in-law, father-in-law and grandparents. For the purpose of this clause “wife” and “husband” shall include de facto
wife or husband.
20.—MATERNITY LEAVE
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production
to her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified medical
practitioner stating the presumed date of her confinement, be
entitled to maternity leave provided that she has had not less
than 12 months’ continuous service with the employer immediately preceding the date upon which she proceeds upon such
leave.
For the purposes of this clause—
(a) An employee shall include a part time employee but
shall not include an employee engaged upon casual
or seasonal work.
(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity leave.
(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the period of
maternity leave shall be for an unbroken period of from 12 to
52 weeks and shall include a period of six weeks’ compulsory
leave to be taken immediately before the presumed date of
confinement and a period of six weeks’ compulsory leave to
be taken immediately following confinement.
(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior to the
presumed date of confinement, give notice in writing to her
employer stating the presumed date of confinement.
(c) An employee shall give not less than four weeks’ notice
in writing to her employer of the date upon which she proposes to commence maternity leave, stating the period of leave
to be taken.
(d) An employer by not less than 14 days’ notice in writing
to the employee may require her to commence maternity leave
at any time within the six weeks immediately prior to her presumed date of confinement.
(e) An employee shall not be in breach of this order as a
consequence of failure to give the stipulated period of notice
in accordance with paragraph (c) hereof if such failure is occasioned by the confinement occurring earlier than the
presumed date.
(3) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where, in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards
connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present work,
the employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be
transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee
may, or the employer may require the employee to, take leave
for such period as is certified necessary by a duly qualified
medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as maternity
leave for the purposes of subclauses (7), (8),(9) and(10) hereof.
(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity leave
beyond 52 weeks, the period may be lengthened once only,
save with the agreement of the employer, by the employee
giving not less than 14 days’ notice in writing stating the period by which the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the employer, be shortened by the employee giving not less than 14
days’ notice in writing stating the period by which the leave is
to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced, shall
be cancelled when the pregnancy of an employee terminates
other than by the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on maternity
leave terminates other than by the birth of a living child, it
shall be the right of the employee to resume work at a time
nominated by the employer which shall not exceed four weeks
from the date of notice in writing by the employee to the employer that she desires to resume work.
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(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other than by the birth of
a living child then—
(i) She shall be entitled to such period of unpaid leave
(to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary
before her return to work; or
(ii) For illness other than the normal consequences of
confinement she shall be entitled, either in lieu of or
in addition to special maternity leave, to such paid
sick leave as to which she is then entitled and which
a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave suffers
illness related to her pregnancy, she may take such paid sick
leave as to which she is then entitled and such further unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return
to work, provided that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special maternity leave and maternity leave shall not exceed 52
weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8)and(9) hereof,
maternity leave shall include special maternity leave.
(d) An employee returning to work after the completion of a
period of leave taken pursuant to this subclause shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before
proceeding on such leave or, in the case of an employee who
was transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3), to the
position she held immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available, for which the employee is qualified and
the duties of which she is capable of performing, she shall be
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in status and salary
or wage to that of her former position.
(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken pursuant to subclauses (3) and(6) hereof does not exceed 52
weeks—
(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
maternity leave, take any annual leave or long service leave or any part thereof to which she is then
entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised Order absences (excluding annual leave or long service leave),
shall not be available to an employee during her absence on maternity leave.
(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment
Notwithstanding any Order, or other provision to the contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the continuity
of service of an employee but shall not be taken into account
in calculating the period of service for any purpose of the Order.
(9) Termination of Employment
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate her employment at any time during the period of leave by notice given
in accordance with this Order.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment of an
employee on the ground of her pregnancy or of her absence on
maternity leave, but otherwise the rights of an employer in
relation to termination of employment are not hereby affected.
(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of returning to
her work by notice in writing to the employer given not less
than four weeks prior to the expiration of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice required
by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled to the position which
she held immediately before proceeding on maternity leave
or, in the case of an employee who was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to subclause (3), to the position which she held
immediately before such transfer. Where such position no
longer exists but there are other positions available for which
the employee is qualified and the duties of which she is capable of performing, she shall be entitled to a position as nearly
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comparable in status and salary or wage to that of her former
position.
(11) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee
under this subclause, the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace an employee temporarily promoted or transferred in order to replace
an employee exercising her rights under this clause, the employer shall inform that person of the temporary nature of the
promotion or transfer and of the rights of the employee who is
being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed
as requiring an employer to engage a replacement employee.
(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to any of
the rights conferred by this clause except where her employment continues beyond the 12 months qualifying period.
21.—JURY SERVICE
An employee, other than a casual, required to attend for jury
service during his/her rostered working hours shall be reimbursed by the employer an amount equal to the difference
between the amount paid in respect of his/her attendance for
such jury service and the amount of wage he/she would have
received in respect of the ordinary time he/she would have
worked had he/she not been on jury service. An employee shall
notify his/her employer as soon as possible of the date upon
which he/she is required to attend for jury service. Further, the
employee shall give his/her employer proof of his/her attendance, the duration of such attendance and details of the amount
received in respect of such jury service.
22.—ACCIDENT PAY
(1) An employer shall pay an employee accident pay where
the employee receives an injury for which weekly payments
or compensation are payable by or on behalf of the employer
pursuant to the provisions of the Western Australian Workers’
Compensation and Assistance Act 1983 provided such payments are at a rate less than an employee’s appropriate weekly
rate.
(2) “Accident Pay” means payment of an amount being the
difference between the amount of compensation paid to the
employee pursuant to the said Act and payment for the number
of ordinary hours that the employee would have worked had
he/she been at work at the rate specified in Clause 11.—Rates
of Pay of this Order as the case may be.
(3) An employer shall pay or cause to be paid accident pay
during the incapacity of the employee within the meaning of
the said Act until such incapacity ceases, or until the expiration of a period of 52 weeks from the date of injury, whichever
event shall first occur.
(4) The liability of the employer to pay accident pay in accordance with this clause shall arise as at the date of the injury
or accident in respect of which compensation is payable under
the said Act, and the termination of the employee’s employment for any reason during the period of any incapacity shall
in no way affect the liability of the employer to pay accident
pay as provided in this clause.
(5) In the event that the employee receives a lump sum in
redemption of weekly payments under the said Act, the liability of the employer to pay accident pay as herein provided
shall cease from the date of such redemption.
(6) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
23.—CYCLONE PROCEDURES
(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 5.—Contract
of Employment and subject to the provisions of this Clause
the following shall apply when because of a cyclone the employer does not require the employee to remain on duty at
work.
(2) Each employee who—
(a) at the commencement of the cyclone period reports
for and remains at work until otherwise directed by
the employer; and
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(b) following the “all clear” resumes duty in accordance
with the direction of the employer,
shall be paid for his/her normal rostered hours occurring during the period he/she is not required to remain on duty at work.
(3) An employee who, on any day during the cyclone stand
down—
(a) is required for work and is requested to do so by his/
her employer;
and
(b) is not willing or available except in the case of obvious hardship as a result of the cyclone to work when
so requested,
is not entitled to payment for that day.
(4) (a) An employee who is required to remain at work during a “red alert” as a result of a cyclone shall be paid at overtime
rates for each hour worked.
(b) An employee who is not required to remain at work during a cyclone and who is recalled to work shall be paid a call
out payment in addition to his/her normal rostered hours.
(5) Following declaration of the “all clear” given in accordance with the local cyclone procedures employees who would
have normally been on duty are required to resume immediately and all others are required to resume on their next rostered
shift unless the employer notifies them otherwise.
(6) Where, on the day following the resumption of normal
operations or on any subsequent day, an employee cannot,
because of damage caused to the operations by the cyclone, be
usefully employed, the employer may stand the employee down
without pay.
24.—INDUSTRIAL CLOTHING
The employer shall provide an adequate supply of uniforms
necessary for the performance of work in accordance with this
order. All items will remain the property of the employer and
shall be worn by the employee as directed.
Items supplied shall include shirts, shorts, socks, uniforms,
head gear, safety footwear and other safety equipment as required for the performance of the work and in the interest of
hygiene and safety, at the discretion of the employer.
25.—ORDER TO BE POSTED
A copy of this order and all amendments thereto shall be
exhibited or made available by the employer at the main security gate.
26.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The long service leave provisions set out in Volume 66 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-4 inclusive are hereby incorporated in and shall be deemed to be part
of this order.
27.—PREVIOUS AGREEMENT SUPERSEDED/
SAVINGS
This order shall supersede the Security Officers’ Agreement
in so far as employment by Wormald Security of Security
Officers within the scope of this order as set out in Clause
3.—Scope and Application hereof.
Provided that entitlements previously accrued pursuant to
Clauses 9, 10 and 11 of the Security Officers’ Agreement shall
be available to the employee until taken. This accrual shall be
taken in accordance with Clause 16.—Annual Leave, Clause
18.—Sick Leave and Clause 26.—Long Service Leave respectively of this order.
28.—TIME AND WAGES RECORD
(1) The employer shall keep a record from which can be
readily ascertained the name of each employee and his/her
occupation, the hours worked each day, and the wages and
allowances paid each week.
Any system of recording by the means of computer/machine
shall be deemed to comply with this provision to the extent of
the information recorded.
(2) The time occupied by an employee in filling in any time
record or cards or in the making of records shall be treated as
time off duty, but this does not apply to checking in or out
when entering or leaving his/her employer’s premises.
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(3) The time and wages record shall be open for inspection
to a duly accredited union representative during the usual office hours at an employer’s office or other convenient place;
provided that an inspection shall not be demanded unless the
federal or branch secretary of the Union or the district secretary or organiser of any division suspects that a breach of this
order has been committed; provided further that only one demand for such inspection shall be made in any one week at the
same establishment.
(4) The representative making such inspection shall be entitled to take a copy of entries in a time and wages record relating
to the suspected breach of this order.
29.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
(1) For the purposes of interviewing employees on legitimate union business or for the purpose of investigating
complaints concerning the application of this order, but subject to any security requirements a duly accredited union
representative shall have the right to enter the area occupied
by the employer during the prescribed non working hours, on
the following conditions—
(a) That he/she has made prior arrangements with a representative of the management or operating company
in order to obtain admittance to the area;
(b) That interviews with employees shall be in a mess,
dressing room or recreation hut and during meal or
crib or non working times or as otherwise arranged
with the employer;
(c) That upon conclusion of the meal or crib time, the
visiting union representative shall immediately leave
the plant except as otherwise arranged with the employer;
(d) That a visiting union representative shall not hinder
or obstruct an employee in the performance of his/
her duties;
(e) That employees for whom mess rooms are provided
(or members of the staff) shall not be prevented from
entering, using or remaining in the mess rooms during meal or crib times.
These conditions in no way confer a right on a union
representative to conduct a meeting on the area occupied by the employer.
(2) Where employees on shift work partake of their crib on
the job their employer shall arrange for union representatives
to have access to these employees at times to be mutually arranged subject always to the condition that the representative
does not interfere with the work being performed in the area.
The entry given by this subclause shall be for the same purpose as the entry provided by subclause (1) hereof.
(3) If there is any breach or departure from the above conditions it shall be reported to the employer, and pending
examination of any such breach or departure, permission of
the Union representative concerned to enter the area shall be
suspended.
30.—SHOP STEWARD
An employee nominated as Shop Steward shall, upon accreditation by the Union, be recognised by the employer as
the representative of the employees.
An employee so appointed shall be allowed reasonable time
to attend to union business affecting the employer and the
employees he/she represents.
Prior to leaving the job to attend to such union business, the
Shop Steward shall obtain the permission of the employer;
such permission shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Any dispute in respect of the rights and obligations of the
Shop Steward shall be dealt with in accordance with subclause
(3) of Clause 7.—Employee Relations Procedures of this Order.
31.—MEDICAL EXAMINATION
Where an employee is required by the Company to have a
medical examination in his/her own time, he/she shall be paid
at the appropriate overtime rate. Where appropriate, the employee will be paid the current kilometre allowance if he/she
uses his/her own vehicle or be reimbursed the cost of any reasonable fares incurred.
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32.—ORDER MODERNISATION/ENHANCEMENT
(1) The parties are committed to modernising the terms of
the Order so that it provides for more flexible working arrangements, improves the quality of working life, enhances
skills and job satisfaction and assists positively in the restructuring process.
(2) The parties recognise the benefits to all of a fully trained
and flexible workforce and have identified the following training areas which complement the security/emergency functions
involved and provide comprehensive development opportunities for Security Officers.
‘B’ class drivers licence
First Aid certificate
Occupational First Aid certificate
Occupational Health and Safety
General operational training
Electronic surveillance/access control systems and operation
Emergency fire response and firefighting techniques
Emergency procedures
Cyclone procedures
(3) The parties have dealt with changes to the nature of work
requirements that may arise out of the proposed security upgrade within the Structural Efficiency process including the
operation, data input and monitoring of electronic/computer
surveillance and/or access control systems.
(4) The parties are committed to a 6 month trial of a 12 hour
shift roster and every endeavour will be made to ensure its
success. Providing the roster proves efficient in operation and
results in no additional cost to the employer it shall remain in
place unless either party can demonstrate good reason/unfairness for it to cease.
During the trial the roster shall be monitored for it’s effect
including—
- flexibility
- efficiency
- absenteeism
- job performance
- job satisfaction
- cost
Any grievance in relation to the trial 12 hour shift roster
shall be dealt with in accordance with Clause 7.—Employee
Relations Procedures.
33.—REDUNDANCY
(1) Discussions Before Terminations
(a) Where the employer has made a definite decision that
the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has been
doing done by anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and
customary turnover of labour and that decision may lead to
termination of employment, the employer shall hold discussions with the employees directly affected and with their union.
(b) The discussion shall take place as soon as is practicable
after the employer has made a definite decision which will
invoke the provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause and
shall cover among other things, any reasons for the proposed
terminations, measures to avoid or minimise the terminations
and measures to minimise any adverse affect of any terminations on the employees concerned.
(c) For the purpose of such discussion the employer shall
provide in writing to the employees concerned and their union
or unions, all relevant information about the proposed terminations including the reasons for the proposed terminations,
the number and categories of employees likely to be affected
and the number of employees normally employed and the period over which the terminations are likely to be carried out.
Provided that the employer shall not be required to disclose
confidential information the disclosure of which would be inimical to the employer’s interests.
(2) Transfer to Lower Paid Duties
Where an employer is transferred to lower paid duties for
reasons set out in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause
the employer shall be entitled to the same period of notice of
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transfer as the employee would have been entitled to had the
employment been terminated, and the employer may at the
employer’s option, make payment in lieu thereof of an amount
equal to the difference between the former ordinary weekly
rate of wage and the new lower ordinary weekly rate of wage
for the number of weeks of notice still owing.
(3) Severance Pay
(a) In addition to the period of notice prescribed in paragraph (a) of subclause (10) in Clause 5—Contract of
Employment, of this order, for ordinary termination, and subject to further order of the Commission, an employee whose
employment is terminated for reasons set out in paragraph (a)
of subclause (1) of this clause shall be entitled to the following amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous period
of service.
Period of Continuous Service
Severance Pay
Less than 1 year
Nil
1 year but less than 2 years
4 weeks
2 years but less than 3 years
6 weeks
3 years but less than 4 years
7 weeks
4 years and over
8 weeks
“Weeks Pay” means the ordinary weekly rate of wage for
the employee concerned.
Provided that the severance payments shall not exceed the
amount which the employee would have earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to the employee’s
normal retirement date.
(b) For the purpose of this clause continuity of service shall
not be broken on account of—
(i) any interruption or termination of the employment
by the employer if such interruption of termination
has been made merely with the intention of avoiding
obligations hereunder in respect of leave of absence;
(ii) any absence from work on account of personal sickness or accident for which an employee is entitled to
claim sick pay as prescribed by this award or on account of leave lawfully granted by the employer; or
(iii) any absence with reasonable cause, proof whereof
shall be upon the employee;
Provided that in the calculation of continuous service under
this subclause any time in respect of which an employee is
absent from work except time for which an employee is entitled to claim annual leave, sick pay, long service leave and
public holidays as prescribed by this order shall not count as
time worked.
(c) Service by the employee with a business which has been
transmitted from one employer to another and the employee’s
service has been deemed continuous in accordance with
subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the Long Service Leave Provisions published in Volume 66 of the Western Australian
Industrial Gazette at pages 1-4 shall also constitute continuous service for the purpose of this clause.
(4) Employee Leaving During Notice
An employee whose employment is to be terminated for reasons set out in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause
may terminate employment during the period of notice and, if
so, shall be entitled to the same benefits and payments under
this clause had the employee remained with the employer until the expiry of such notice. Provided that in such circumstances
the employee shall not be entitled to payment in lieu of notice.
(5) Alternative Employment
The employer, in a particular redundancy case, may made
application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied if the employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee.
(6) Time Off During Notice Period
(a) During the period of notice of termination of employment given by the employer, an employee whose employment
is to be terminated for reasons set out in paragraph (a) of
subclause (1) of this clause that employee shall for the purpose of seeking other employment shall be entitled to be absent
from work during each week of notice up to a maximum of
eight ordinary hours without deduction of pay.
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(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave for more
than one day during the notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment, the employee shall, at the request of
the employer, be required to produce proof of attendance at an
interview or the employee shall not receive payment for the
time absent. For this purpose a statutory declaration will be
sufficient.
(7) Notice to Commonwealth Employment Service
Where a decision has been made to terminate employees in
the circumstances outlined in paragraph (a) of subclause (1)
of this clause, the employer shall notify the Commonwealth
Employment Service thereof as soon as possible giving relevant information including the number and categories of the
employees likely to be affected and the period over which the
terminations are intended to be carried out.
(8) Superannuation Benefits
(a) Subject to further order of the Commission where an
employee, who is terminated receives a benefit from a superannuation scheme, the employee shall only receive under
subclause (3) of this clause the difference between the severance pay specified in that subclause and the amount of the
superannuation benefit the employee receives which is attributable to employer contributions only.
(b) If the superannuation benefit is greater than the amount
due under subclause (3) of this clause then the employee shall
receive no payment under that subclause.
(c) Provided that benefits arising directly or indirectly from
contributions made by an employer in accordance with an
award, agreement or order made or registered under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 shall not be taken into account
unless the Commission so orders in a particular case.
(9) Employees With Less Than One Year’s Service
This clause shall not apply to employees with less than one
year’s continuous service and the general obligation on employers should be no more than to give relevant employees an
indication of the impending redundancy at the first reasonable
opportunity and to take such steps as may be reasonable to
facilitate the obtaining by the employees of suitable alternative employment.
(10) Employees Exempted
This clause shall not apply where employment is terminated
as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant dismissal
including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty or in
the case of casual employees, apprentices or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specified task or
tasks.
(11) Employer Exemption
Subject to an order of the Commission, in a particular redundancy case, this clause shall not apply to the employer if at
the time such redundancy occurs the employer is employing
less than 15 employees.
(12) Incapacity to Pay
An employer, in a particular redundancy case may made
application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied on the basis of the employer’s incapacity to pay.
(13) Dispute Settling Procedure
Any dispute under these provisions shall be referred to the
Commission.
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PRESIDENT—
Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd
(Applicant)
and
Fouad Antoun Khoury
(Respondent).
No 2213 of 1998.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
23 December 1998.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the
23rd day of December 1998, and having heard Mr G Chitty
(of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the applicant and Mr F A
Khoury, on his own behalf as respondent, and, I having deemed
it just and expedient to make the order appearing hereinafter,
and on condition that the said respondent take no action to
enforce the order made on the 7th day of October 1998 in
application No 405 of 1998 until the hearing and determination of this application or until further order, it is this day, the
23rd day of December 1998, ordered and directed as follows—
(1) THAT this application for a stay be and is hereby
adjourned to a date to be fixed to allow the respondent to obtain legal advice.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Richard Henry Castellas and Others
(Applicants)
and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
(Respondent).
No. 2120 of 1998.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
16 December 1998.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the 8th
day of December 1998, and having heard Mr L Young, as agent
on behalf of the applicant and Mr D K Hathaway on behalf of
the respondent organisation, and having reserved my decision
on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the
16th day of December 1998, it is this day, the 16th day of
December 1998, ordered and directed as follows—
(1) THAT until the hearing and determination of application No 2117 of 1998 or until further order, the
respondent organisation shall not be required to conduct an election of officers in accordance with the
provisions and the requirements of Rules 14 and 28
of the respondent organisation.
(2) THAT the current holders of offices, in accordance
with Rules 14 and 28, shall continue to hold office
until the day referred to in order (1) hereof.
(3) THAT the General Committee of the respondent organisation shall continue to perform its duties and
functions under the respondent organisation’s rules
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
[L.S.]

during the period referred to in order (1) hereof and
in accordance with the orders of the President made
on the 22nd day of May 1998 in application No 818
of 1998.
THAT there be liberty to apply generally to vary or
discharge this order to the parties and to any member of the General Committee.
THAT the Commission, constituted by the President,
may list this matter for further hearing of its own
motion.
THAT the orders made on the 19th day of August
1998 in application No 1492 of 1998 be and are
hereby extinguished.
THAT the application herein be and is otherwise dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
President.
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of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Act 1979
as amended,
2. That the Powers of the General Committee (Rule 22)
of the Organisation provide the scope for payments
to Officers in administering the affairs of the organisation.
3. To seek ratification of the payments made by the organisation to the General President, General Vice
President and others in compensation of the time expended and in reimbursement of the expenses
incurred, in administering the affairs of the organisation.
4. That there has been no impropriety with such payments being made.”
THE ANSWER
3. The respondent organisation, by its answer filed herein,
does not oppose the application.
BACKGROUND
4. The evidence in this matter consisted of statements of
fact from the bar table, which were not disputed on behalf of
the respondent organisation, and documents which were tendered without objection and whose contents were not in issue.

PRESIDENT—
Unions—Matters dealt with
under Section 66—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Richard Henry Castellas and Others
(Applicants)
and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
(Respondent).
No 2120 of 1998.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
16 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT—
1. This is an application by a number of financial members
of the respondent organisation, (hereinafter called “the
WALEDFCU”) whereby a number of orders are sought pursuant to s.66 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended)
(hereinafter called “the Act”). The respondent organisation is
an organisation, as that term is defined in the Act.
2. The orders sought are as follows—
“It is the intention of the Application to further vary the
order of the Commission as was issued on the 19th day of
August 1998, in Application 1492 of 1998 David Kimberley Hathaway (Applicant) and The West Australian
Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s and Cleaners’
Union of Workers (Respondent) BEFORE HIS HONOUR
THE PRESIDENT.
1. That Orders (1) to (3) of Application 1492 of 1998,
be extended for a further period of time or until the
decision of the Commission in dealing with the Application of The West Australian Locomotive Engine
Drivers’, Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers and Western Australian Branch of the Australian
Railways Union under s71 and s72 of the Western
Australia Industrial Relations Act of 1979 as
Amended.
It is also the intention of the Application to seek orders/
declarations of the true interpretation of the Rules of The
West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s
and Cleaners’ Union of Workers (“the Organisation”) in
accordance with the Powers of the President under s66(2)

Application to Extend Orders of 18 August 1998
5. The first part of the application deals with an extension of
time for the General Committee of the respondent organisation to continue to see out the final few weeks of operations
and for a further order that the respondent organisation does
not have to comply with the provisions of Rules 14 and 28 of
the respondent organisation’s rules.
6. What is sought is an extension of time so that the orders
made in Hathaway v WALEDFCU 78 WAIG 3419-3420 on
18 August 1998 continue to operate until the amalgamation
application referred to above is heard and determined.
7. For some time, the respondent organisation has been suffering from a reduction in membership which, in turn, has
resulted in a lack of persons putting themselves forward for or
remaining in office in the respondent organisation, together
with an inability of General Committee members, because of
work commitments, to attend meetings of the General Committee.
8. As a result, in the past, I have permitted the respondent
organisation to conduct General Committee meetings with a
lesser quorum than the nine required by Rule 13 of the respondent organisation’s rules. In addition, as I accept, the
General Treasurer, Mr Orbell, has resigned, leaving only six
members on the General Committee.
9. It was the evidence, admitted by Mr Hathaway on behalf
of the respondent organisation, that a number of districts, because membership numbers are so depleted, would not have
sufficient members to elect a delegate under the rules and that
elections to that end would serve no purpose. Indeed, only
four of the districts would be eligible by the numbers of their
members to elect delegates under the rules. The rest (five in
all) would cease to have representation, were elections held. I
find that that is the case.
10. The respondent organisation, too, has been engaged for
some time in negotiations to reach a form of association with
the Australian Rail Tram and Bus Industry Union (hereinafter
referred to as “the ARTBIU”), a federally registered organisation.
11. Indeed, Mr David Kimberley Hathaway, the General
President of the respondent organisation, was elected in October 1998 as President of the Perth Urban Passenger Division
of the Western Australian Branch and the Locomotive Division of the Western Australian Branch of the ARTBIU. Other
members of the respondent organisation were also elected to
office. Further, members of the respondent organisation have
been admitted to membership of the ARTBIU under its rules.
12. The General Committee, at a meeting held on 29 November 1998, authorised the making of this application.
13. In addition, there is an application by the respondent
organisation filed in the Commission with the State registered
Australian Railway Union (also an amalgamation registered
under the Act) for an order to amalgamate the two under the
name “The Australian Rail, Tram & Bus Industrial Union, West
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Australian Branch” and form a new organisation. That application is to be heard on 3 February 1999 and is application No
2117 of 1998.
14. Thus, what is sought firstly by this application is an extension of the orders 1 to 3 made by me in Hathaway v
WALEDFCU (op cit) at 3420. The extension is sought on the
basis of a resolution of the General Committee made on 29
November 1998 (exhibit 5). Those orders were as follows—
“(1) THAT until the 30th day of November 1998 or until
further order, provided that such order is made before the 30th day of November 1998, the respondent
organisation shall not be required to conduct an election of officers in accordance with the provisions and
requirements of Rules 14 and 28 of the respondent
organisation.
(2) THAT the current holders of offices in accordance
with Rules 14 and 28 shall continue to hold office
until the day referred to in Order (1) hereof.
(3) THAT the General Committee of the respondent organisation shall continue to perform the duties and
functions under the respondent organisation’s rules
during the period referred to in Order (1) hereof, and
in accordance with the order of the President made
on the 22nd day of May 1998 in application No 818
of 1998.
(4) THAT there be liberty to apply generally and to vary
or discharge this order to the parties and to vary or
discharge this order to any member of the General
Committee.
(5) THAT after the 30th day of November 1998, the respondent organisation, unless otherwise ordered,
shall conduct forthwith an election of officers as required by Rules 14 and 28 subject to any
modifications as to the month in which such an election should occur and to any further directions and
orders of the Commission.”
15. The reasons for making such orders are expressed in that
decision and canvass facts which are similar to these. The fact
of the matter is that, without the orders sought being made,
the respondent organisation could not function, as I find.
16. The respondent organisation is required to function for a
finite period only, as I find, to enable it to become “affiliated
with”, I use the term loosely, the ARTBIU. The respondent
organisation is not functioning properly and there is no real
prospect that it will, left to its own devices with the current
apparently irreversible haemorrhaging membership numbers.
I accept the evidence that elections would be fruitless.
17. I am disposed to renew the orders of 18 August 1998 to
enable the respondent organisation to attempt to complete its
“affiliation” with the ARTBIU. Whether the respondent organisation’s amalgamation application is successful is a matter
for the Full Bench, and not for me. If the application is not
successful, then it will be necessary to consider what other
orders, if necessary, I should make.
18. In the meantime, I will make the orders sought, which
will remain in force until application No 2117 of 1998 has
been determined or until further order, and with liberty to apply.
Payments to Officers
19. A problem arises, also, because, on the evidence, Westrail
will not permit officers of the respondent organisation leave
without pay to attend to the business of the union; in the past,
this was the practice (see, for example, exhibit 3). That is the
reason for the second part of the application.
20. There has been no General Secretary of the respondent
organisation for some time and the work of the respondent
organisation has been carried out by the President, the Vice
President and other officers. As a result, monies have been
paid by way of remuneration or in manner similar to remuneration to the President and the other officers for time spent
on the respondent organisation’s affairs and these monies are
detailed in the Minutes of the Special Meeting of the respondent organisation’s General Committee held on Sunday, 29
November 1998 (exhibit 5).
Persons there recorded as having been paid are Mr K E
Wilson, Mr D F Robinson, Mr B S Orbell (the former Treasurer), Mr P W Veenstra, Mr D K Hathaway, Mr R H Castellas.
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21. That meeting passed a resolution that the General Trustees of the respondent organisation make an application to the
Commission under s.66 of the Act seeking that the payments
listed above which had been made, had in fact been made legally and in accordance with the registered rules of the
respondent organisation.
22. Letters from members and non-members querying these
payments are exhibit 4.
23. There was unrefuted evidence from the bar table that
“since time immemorial”, as Mr Young put it, members’ expenses were met when they were engaged on union business,
so that to do so had become a custom of the respondent organisation.
24. Rule 11 reads as follows—
“11. EXPENSES WHEN ENGAGED ON UNION
BUSINESS
(1) Each Delegate shall be allowed first-class Drivers’
pay for the time he is absent from duty, and in addition daily expenses as shall from time to time be fixed
by Delegate Conference.
(2) Any member authorised to visit the Branches, under
Rule 22, shall receive the maximum rate of pay for
Drivers, and expenses as provided in Rule 18.
(3) Any member authorised to attend on a deputation,
or perform other Union business, and who, in consequence, has to obtain leave of absence from duty,
shall receive the maximum rate of pay for Drivers
and reasonable expenses for the time so occupied.”
25. These monies were paid, in this case, because union
business was transacted by the officers who were paid, although no leave was able to be obtained from the employer,
Westrail.
26. The only precise reference to the payment of a salary in
the rules is for the payment of a salary to the General Secretary, under Rule 18(i), which provides as follows—
“(i) Shall receive a salary of at least 33-1/3 per cent above
the highest driver’s rate in the metropolitan area.”
27. There was a reliance by Mr Young on Rule 22(b) and (d)
as founding an authority to pay these amounts.
Rule 22(b) and (d), prescribing certain powers of the General Committee, amongst others, read as follows—
“(b) Protect the funds from misappropriation.
(d) Be held responsible for the right administration of
the funds of the Union.”
Those provisions were relied on by the General Committee,
Mr Young asserted, to authorise payments of wages to office
cleaners and an office assistant.
28. I also refer to Rule 22(t), which prescribes another General Committee power as follows—
“(t) Defray from the funds of the Union all reasonable
expenses of Delegates.”
29. In the past, it was submitted, this matter would not have
been a problem, because elected union officers made applications for unpaid leave to attend to “union business”: now these
officers have to perform union services in their own time because their employer will not grant leave without pay to carry
out “union business”.
30. The submission was that there was a long standing custom to pay at these rates for work done by union members in
their own time, even where they were not on leave without
pay.
31. I am satisfied that current officers of the respondent organisation have been performing union work in their own time,
in the absence of the General Secretary, and because there is,
and has been, given the circumstances of the respondent organisation, a great deal to be done.
32. It is necessary to interpret the subject rules as a legal
document, but to do so with some liberality of approach (see
R v Aird; Ex parte AWU [1973] 129 CLR 654 (HC)). I will, of
course, read the subject rules in the context of the rules as a
whole. I will interpret the subject rules, attributing to it them
the ordinary natural meaning of their words, unless to do so
would render it ambiguous, lead to absurdity or render the
rule inconsonant with the remainder of the rules, or any of
them.
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33. In my opinion, Rule 11, since it relates to the disbursement of funds to officers and members, insofar as it is necessary
to consider whether the rule is mandatory, then it is mandatory. This is to be gleaned from the scope and objects of the
rules (see Hunter Resources Ltd v Melville (1998) 164 CLR
234 at 251 per Dawson J and Wilson v Devereux (1980) 45
FLR 223, see also May v Cox (19889) 31 AILR 404 per Wilcox
J).
34. Rule 11 makes provision for the expenses which can be
paid on union business to delegates. The rule provides, too,
for payments by way of “remuneration” only when a delegate
or member has obtained leave to be absent from duty.
35. Further, a member authorised to visit the branches is
entitled to expenses as provided in Rule 18. It is quite clear
that in Rule 11, read with Rule 18(t), “expenses” means “expenses” and not “remuneration”. The only provision for
remuneration relates to the General Secretary and that provision is Rule 18(i).
36. Whilst rule 22(a), (b), (d) and (e), read together, would
authorise the General Committee to make expenditure for the
proper conduct of the respondent organisation’s business and
activities, these are general provisions. Rule 11, read with Rule
18(t), is a particular provision which narrowly and particularly specifies what payments can be made to delegates and
members.
37. There is not an intention manifested in the plain words
that they be remunerated, only that they be paid certain amounts
if they have to take leave without pay to attend to union business and that they be paid expenses. The only person prescribed
to be remunerated is the General Secretary. He/she is intended
to be the full time professional, on a fair reading of the rules.
38. The rules do not envisage that delegates or members be
otherwise paid than as provided in Rule 11, and by the defrayment of their expenses in carrying out union business. The
rules do not envisage members relieving the General Secretary; only the General President (see Rule 18(k)) will do so.
39. Of course, no custom can operate in conflict and in the
face of the express provisions of the rules. Accordingly, a custom that members were remunerated when that was not
authorised by Rule 11 or otherwise by the rules, could not be
upheld or applied. It matters not that members cannot now
obtain leave without pay to attend to union business, which
would, of course, if it were granted, bring Rule 11 into effect.
In the normal course of events, the rule could be altered by the
membership to remedy that situation. However, this problem
has arisen because of a confluence of unusual circumstances,
not the least being the lack of a General Secretary for a substantial period.
40. I, therefore, am unable to declare that Rule 22, in the
face of Rule 11 and Rule 18, provides the scope for payments
to officers in administering the affairs of the respondent organisation. For the reasons expressed, it does not.
41. I am satisfied that the officers concerned, and particularly the General President and General Vice President, have
acted in the best interests of the respondent organisation and
done an immense amount of work, and, morally, might well
be entitled to payments. However, I am not of the opinion that
the rules authorise the payments made or payments to the same
end on what has been put to me upon this application.
42. I will dismiss the application in that respect. I will otherwise issue a minute of the proposed orders which I said above
that I would make.
Appearances: Mr L Young, as agent, on behalf of the applicant
Mr D K Hathaway on behalf of the respondent
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Richard Henry Castellas and Others
(Applicants)
and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
(Respondent).
No 2120 of 1998.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
16 December 1998.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the 8th
day of December 1998, and having heard Mr L Young, as agent
on behalf of the applicant and Mr D K Hathaway on behalf of
the respondent organisation, and having reserved my decision
on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the
16th day of December 1998, it is this day, the 16th day of
December 1998, ordered and directed as follows—
(1) THAT until the hearing and determination of application No 2117 of 1998 or until further order, the
respondent organisation shall not be required to conduct an election of officers in accordance with the
provisions and the requirements of Rules 14 and 28
of the respondent organisation.
(2) THAT the current holders of offices, in accordance
with Rules 14 and 28, shall continue to hold office
until the day referred to in order (1) hereof.
(3) THAT the General Committee of the respondent organisation shall continue to perform its duties and
functions under the respondent organisation’s rules
during the period referred to in order (1) hereof and
in accordance with the orders of the President made
on the 22nd day of May 1998 in application No 818
of 1998.
(4) THAT there be liberty to apply generally to vary or
discharge this order to the parties and to any member of the General Committee.
(5) THAT the Commission, constituted by the President,
may list this matter for further hearing of its own
motion.
(6) THAT the orders made on the 19th day of August
1998 in application No 1492 of 1998 be and are
hereby extinguished.
(7) THAT the application herein be and is otherwise dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for—
ADVANCED DRILLING AND SAWING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 131 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Kardel Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Advance Drilling and Sawing.
AG 131 of 1998.
Advanced Drilling and Sawing Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
25 November 1998.
Amended Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
(1) THAT the Advanced Drilling and Sawing Industrial
Agreement as filed in the Commission on 24 July
1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial
agreement.
(2) THAT order AG 131 of 1998 dated 14 September
1998 is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Advanced Drilling
and Sawing Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
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the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Kardel Holdings
Pty Ltd trading as Advance Drilling and Sawing (hereinafter
referred to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately five (5) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Awards the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
Employees covered by this Agreement will be paid as Group
2 Builders Labourers. This Agreement provides for increases
in the hourly rate resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for a site allowance of $4.00 per
hour worked.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund or scheme of their choice. The Company
is bound by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
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will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The Company shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
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16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlines in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:

BLPPU

(Signed)
Date: 23/7/98
(Signed)
WITNESS
(Signed)
SIGNATURE
Date: 22/7/98
(Signed)
PRINT NAME

The Company:
Company
Seal

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES

Labourer Group 1
Labourer Group 2

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
16.01
15.47

1 August
1998
Hourly
Rate
$
16.47
15.90

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
16.92
16.34

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
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APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
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AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICE—
HSOA, WESTERN AUSTRALIA ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 267 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Red Cross Blood Service—Western Australia
and
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers).
No. AG 267 of 1998.
Australian Red Cross Blood Service—HSOA, Western
Australia Enterprise Agreement 1998.
22 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M.J. West on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr D.P. Hill as agent for Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties in the
terms of the following schedule and lodged in the Commission on the 11th day of December, 1998, and as
subsequently amended on the 22nd day of December,
1998, entitled Australian Red Cross Blood Service—
HSOA, Western Australia Enterprise Agreement 1998 be
registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

SCHEDULE A
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as Australian Red Cross
Blood Service—HSOA, Western Australia Enterprise Agreement 1998 (“the Agreement”).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope and parties bound by the Agreement
Date and Term
Relationship to Award
Purpose of Agreement
Public Holidays
Study Leave and Training
Sick Leave
Annual Leave
Compassionate Leave
Family Leave
Leave Without Pay
Long Service Leave
Accrued Leave
Hours
On Call
Rostered Days Off
Meal Allowance
Refreshment/Meal Breaks
Higher Duties
Turnover of staff
Motor Vehicle Allowance
Redundancy
Classification Review
Salary
Salary Packaging
Intent to Create a National ARCBS Agreement
No Non Union Agreements
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Signatures to agreement
Schedule 1 Salary Packaging
Schedule 2 Classification Review
Schedule 3 Minimum Salaries
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3. —SCOPE AND PARTIES BOUND BY THE
AGREEMENT
(1) This is an agreement between the Australia Red Cross
Blood Service—Western Australia (ARCBS-WA) and the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union
of Workers) (HSOA) in relation to all employees within the
organisation who are eligible to be members of the abovementioned union.
(2) The estimated number of employees covered by this
agreement at the time of registration is 62.
4.—DATE AND TERM
(1) The term of this Agreement shall be from the date of
certification until the 31st of December 1999, or until the 31
December 2000, subject to an agreement being made by the
parties for this to occur prior to 31 December 1999.
(2) The parties undertake to commence negotiations to renew the terms of the Agreement at least three months prior to
the expiration of the term of the Agreement.
(3) The Agreement will however continue to operate until it
is terminated by mutual agreement or replaced by a new agreement.
5.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the Hospital Salaried Officers’ (Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service) award 1978 provided that where there is an
inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award, this
Agreement shall take precedence to the extent of any inconsistency.
6.—PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
(1) The purpose of this Agreement is to enable the parties to
develop and implement on a cooperative basis working arrangements that increase flexibility in the organisation and
further improve productivity and efficiency at the enterprise
through enhanced access to services and facilities by donors.
The benefits from these improvements will be shared by employees and the ARCBS, ensuring an attractive and competitive
work environment.
(2) The parties are at all times committed to the achievement of the vision and mission of the organisation in accordance
with the ARCBS values.
(3) To ensure consistency of core entitlements in ARCBSWA.
(4) The parties to this Agreement are committed to ensuring
that the organisation and staff are best placed to meet present
and future operational demands in a safe, healthy and equitable work environment in which employees are treated fairly,
consistently and with respect, and are encouraged and supported in achieving their full potential.
7.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) This clause operates in lieu of clause 14(1)(a)(b) and (c)
of the Award.
(2) The following days, or days observed in lieu thereof,
shall be allowed as holidays without deduction from pay,
namely New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, State Foundation Day,
Queen’s Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
(3) Where Christmas day or New Years day falls on a Saturday or Sunday, such holidays shall be observed on the following
Monday and where Boxing day falls on a Sunday or Monday,
the holiday shall be taken on the following Tuesday. In such
cases, the substituted day shall be deemed to be a holiday without deduction of pay in lieu of the day for which it is substituted.
(4) On any public holiday named in this clause or day observed in lieu thereof the employee (who observes the public
holiday)shall be paid at the ordinary rate of pay (exclusive of
penalties) the employee would normally receive for hours usually worked on that day.
(5) An employee (except a member of the Staff Executive
team) who is required to work ordinary hours on a public holiday shall be paid a rate of double time and one half.
Alternatively, the employee (except a member of the Staff Executive team) shall be permitted to observe the holiday on
another day, which is convenient to the employer, in which
case the employee shall be paid at a rate of time and one half
for the public holiday
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(6) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
8.—STUDY LEAVE AND TRAINING
(1) Consistent with the ARCBS being a learning organisation, employees are encouraged to further their education, in
areas that will assist them and the ARCBS.
(2) An employee who attends employer initiated training
will be paid as though they had worked a typical roster that
day.
(3) The organisation, where possible will allow for paid study
leave where the study is of benefit to the individual and the
organisation. This may include trade union training. Prior application must be made to the relevant supervisor.
(4) Applications for paid study leave will be dealt with on a
case by case basis by the relevant supervisor.
(5) If an employee feels that an application to access paid
study leave has been denied unfairly, the dispute settlement
procedure outlined in this agreement may be followed.
9.—SICK LEAVE
(1) This clause replaces clause 16 of the award.
(2) An employee who is unable to attend work on the grounds
of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to payment at
the rate of one day for each calendar month, which accumulates from year to year.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this clause
the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise
the ARCBS of his/her inability to attend for work and how
many days they are likely to be absent on sick leave.
A medical certificate shall be supplied for absences of greater
than two consecutive days.
(4) If an employee is absent due to ill health or injury for a
period longer than the entitlement, payment may be adjusted
when entitlement has become due, provided that payment will
be made for a maximum of three days at the time that such
sick leave is taken. However if the employee leaves the organisation before these three days are accrued, ARCBS may
deduct this money from the termination payment.
(5) An employee who suffers personal ill health or injury
whilst on annual leave shall be paid sick leave in lieu of annual leave where a medical certificate is supplied.
(6) An employee who commences work and is taken ill will
be paid for all rostered hours including penalties on that day.
(7) Where there is agreement between the ARCBS and the
employee, sick leave for part time staff may be compacted.
(8) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation Act.
(9) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual employees.
10.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) This clause replaces clause 14(2), 14(3), 14(4), 14(5),
14(6), 14(7), 14(8) and 14(9) of the award.
(2) A period of 20 days leave, or any part thereof, with payment at the employees ordinary pay shall be allowed annually
to an employee.
(3) An amount equal to 17.5 per cent of the total amount
shall be paid at the time the employee proceeds on leave, regardless of whether the leave taken is accrued or pro rata leave.
(4) All entitlements to annual leave including pro rata leave
will be paid upon termination. Leave loading will be paid on
termination subject to the completion of 12 months continuous service.
(5) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, except time for which he or she is entitled to claim paid
sick leave, annual leave, long service leave, compassionate
leave, family leave and the first four weeks of absence relating to workers compensation shall not count for the purpose
of determining his/her right to annual leave.
(6) Employees, where possible, are required to give at least
two weeks’ prior notice of their intent to take leave.
(7) The employer shall, as far as practicable, arrange to grant
annual leave to suit the convenience of the employee. It is
accepted by all parties that due to operational requirements,
this cannot always be achieved.
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(8) Where there is agreement between the ARCBS and the
employee, leave for part time staff may be compacted.
(9) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
11.—COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
(1) This clause replaces clause 15 of the award.
(2) An employee shall, upon the death of a spouse or de
facto spouse, child or stepchild, parent or parent-in-law, including step-parents, brother, sister, grandparent or any other
person who immediately before that person’s death lived with
the employee as a member of the employee’s immediate family, be entitled to compassionate leave of up to two days for
each occasion required. In addition, such leave may be approved upon request in relation to the death of a category of
person not listed in this clause.
(3) Employees may access annual leave and accrued long
service leave for the purpose of compassionate leave in addition to the entitlement under subclause (1) above.
(4) Proof of such death shall be provided by the employee to
the satisfaction of the employer if he/she so requests.
(5) Provided that this clause shall not have operation while
the period of entitlement to leave under it coincides with any
other period of leave.
12.—FAMILY LEAVE
(1) This clause operates in conjunction with the sick leave
clause in this agreement.
(2) Use of Sick Leave
An employee with responsibilities in relation to either members of their immediate family or members of their household
who need their care and support shall be entitled to use, any
sick leave entitlement for absences to provide care and support for such persons when they are ill.
(3) Unpaid Leave for Family Purpose
An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer,
to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a
family member who is ill.
(4) Annual Leave
Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an employee
may elect, with the consent of the employer, to access their
annual leave entitlement for this purpose.
(5) Make-up Time
An employee may elect, with the consent of their employer,
to work “make-up time” under which the employee takes time
off during ordinary hours, and works those hours at a later
time, during the spread of ordinary hours provided in the Award.
13.—LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
At the request of an employee, leave without pay may be
granted by the employer.
14.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) This clause replaces clause 17 of the award.
(2) ARCBS-WA employees shall be entitled to 13 weeks
Long Service Leave after ten years of continuous service, and
each ten years of continuous service thereafter.
(3) Pro rata long service leave shall be payable on resignation/termination after 7 completed years of continuous service.
(4) Long service leave entitlements will be adjusted to reflect the new conditions, on a pro rata basis.
(5) All other conditions remain in accordance with the Long
Service Leave provisions published in Volume 65 of the Western Australian Industrial gazette at pages 1-4 inclusive, are
hereby incorporated and shall be deemed to be part of this
Agreement.
(6) In accordance with subsection (4) above, adjusted long
service leave entitlements will reflect the following. The formula used = 10/15 x actual years + days of continuous service
Actual Years of Service
15
14
13
12
11

Years of service for the Purpose
of calculating long service leave.
10
9 1/3
8 2/3
8
7 1/3

Actual Years of Service
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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Years of service for the Purpose
of calculating long service leave.
7
6
5 1/3
4 2/3
4
3 1/3
2 2/3
2
1 1/3
2/3

15.—ACCRUED LEAVE
(1) In order to ensure that employees enjoy the benefits of
taking annual leave, and the organisation reduces leave liability to an acceptable level, all staff who accrue annual leave are
encouraged to take the leave within 6 months of it falling due.
(2) The organisation acknowledges that some individuals
accumulate leave for special purposes.
16.—HOURS
(1) This clause is to be read in conjunction with the Award.
(2) The ordinary working hours for those covered by the
Award shall not exceed thirty seven and one half in any week.
(3) Ordinary hours for those covered by the Award shall be
Monday – Friday, 8am to 6.00pm.
17.—ON CALL
(1) This clause replaces clause 12 (4) and 12 (5) of the award
and does not apply to members of the Staff Executive team.
(2) An employee is on call when he or she is directed by the
ARCBS to remain at such a place as will enable the employer
to readily contact him/her during the hours when he or she is
not otherwise on duty. In so determining the place at which
the worker shall remain, the ARCBS may require that place to
be within a specified radius from a static centre.
(3) A worker shall be paid an allowance of 18.75% of the
hourly rate of a Medical Scientist on the first year of employment rate, for each hour or part thereof that the employee is on
call.
(4) Where an employee is required to use their home telephone for on call purposes, the ARCBS shall, if the telephone
is not already installed, pay for the installation.
(5) Where a phone is not provided, the ARCBS shall pay the
employee 1/52 of the annual rental paid by the employee for
every seven days the employee is required to be on call, provided that where as a usual feature of the work, the employee
is regularly required to be on call the ARCBS shall pay the
full amount of the telephone rental.
(6) An employee who is called out to work when on call
shall be paid at time and one half for the first two hours and
double time thereafter, provided that an employee who is on
call on a day of a public holiday and is required to return to
work shall be paid a rate of double time and one half. Such
time may be taken as time off during ordinary hours by agreement between the employee and the employer.
(7) An employee who is on call and is required to return to
work shall be paid a minimum of two hours provided that if an
employee is called out within two hours of starting work on a
previous call, he or she shall not be entitled to any further
payment for the time worked within that period of two hours.
(8) The hourly allowance payable under this clause is not
payable with respect to any period for which payment is otherwise made when the employee is recalled to work.
(9) If an employee is required to return to work, all transport
costs to and from the workplace shall be paid by the organisation. Where the employee uses their own vehicle, the allowance
prescribed in clause 24 of this agreement shall apply.
18.—ROSTERED DAYS OFF
(1) Accrued Days Off (ADO) are not available to staff covered by this agreement.
(2) Current employees who forfeit their entitlements to an
ADO as a result of clause 19(1) above will receive an additional 2% increase and will be able to access a Rostered Day
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Off (RDO) per month provided that all Maintenance Department employees covered by this agreement shall have access
to an RDO and the additional 2% increase.
(3) A Rostered Day Off shall be in accordance with the following. A 19 day month, with the 20th working day as a rostered
day off. Such staff will become divisor 40 and hence will work
152 hours over 4 weeks with one Rostered Day Off.
(4) Rostered days will not accrue and days off may be rostered
on any day of the working week and at any time in the month.
Where possible ARCBS will meet the requests of employees.
(5) All outstanding accrued days prior to the certification of
this agreement will be taken by 30/6/99 or alternatively paid
out at 30/6/99.
19.—MEAL ALLOWANCE
(1) Meal money of $7.50, will be paid when two or more
overtime hours are worked on any day.
(2) This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 13.—
Meal Money, of the Award.
20.—REFRESHMENT/MEAL BREAKS
(1) This clause replaces clause 11(2), 11(3) and 11(4) of the
HSOA award.
(2) Refreshment breaks, unlike meal breaks are paid breaks.
(3) The entitlement to refreshment and meal breaks are as
follows.
0- 4.00 hours
0 break
4.01-5.00 hours 1 x ten minute break
5.01-6.00 hours 1 x ½ hour break
6.01-7.00 hours 1 x ½ hour break, 1 x ten minute break
7.01-10.00hours 1 x ½-1 hour break, 2 x ten minute
break,
>10.01 hours
1 x 1 hour break, 2 x ten minute break
(4) The duration of breaks, where a range is indicated above,
shall be at the discretion of the employer.
(5) Where there is agreement between the employee and the
ARCBS, breaks indicated above may be consolidated. Breaks
of one hour may be taken as two ½ hour breaks where there is
prior agreement between the employee and the ARCBS. On
day shifts, meals breaks, where possible shall be taken between 11am and 3pm.
(6) The employer shall determine when the breaks are to be
taken where agreement cannot be reached.
21.—HIGHER DUTIES
(1) A Higher duties allowance will be available to an employee who is required to act in a position of a higher
classification for a period of five or more consecutive days.
(2) Where an employee is required to act in a position of a
higher classification on a regular basis for periods of less than
five consecutive days, a claim for higher duties will be considered by the relevant Program Manager.
(3) Where the employee performs all of the duties of a position which is classified at a higher level, the higher rate shall
be paid whilst so engaged.
(4) Where an employee performs some, but not all of the
duties in that higher classification, a rate of pay less than that
prescribed in that higher classification may be paid on agreement between the employee and the organisation.
(5) An employee who is aggrieved by a decision of their
Program Manager in regard to higher duties, may follow the
grievance procedure outlined in this agreement.
22.—TURNOVER OF STAFF
The parties to this agreement are committed to working together to create, implement and evaluate strategies designed
to reduce staff turnover.
23.—MOTOR VEHICLE ALLOWANCE
(1) Where an employee is required during his/her normal
working hours by the ARCBS to work outside his/her usual
place of employment the employer shall pay the employee
any reasonable travelling expenses incurred except where an
allowance is paid in accordance with subclause (2) of this
clause.
(2) Where an employee is required and authorised to use
his/her own motor vehicle in the course of his/her duties he/
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she shall be paid an allowance not less than that provided in
subclause (3) set out hereunder. Notwithstanding anything
contained in this subclause the employer and the employee
may make any other arrangements as to car allowance not less
favourable to the employee.
(3) Motor car allowance is as follows.
Engine size
Cents per kilometre
Up to 1600cc
47.0 cents
Over 1600cc
53.1 cents
24.—REDUNDANCY
Discussions before terminations
(1) (a) Where the ARCBS has made a definite decision in
accordance with organisational guidelines, that it no longer
wishes the job the employee (who is not a casual employee)
has been doing to be done by anyone and this is not due to the
ordinary and customary turnover of labour and that decision
may lead to termination of employment, the employer shall
hold discussions with the employees directly affected and with
the appropriate union.
(b) The discussion shall take place as soon as is practicable
after the ARCBS has made a definite decision which will invoke the provisions of paragraph (i) hereof and shall cover
among other things, any reasons for the proposed terminations, measures to avoid or minimise the terminations and
measures to minimise any adverse affect of any terminations
on the employees concerned.
Notice
(2) In the event of redundancy the ARCBS will give the
employee the following notice or payment in lieu thereof.
Employee Period of
Continuous Service
Not more than 1 year
More than 1 but not more than 3 years
More than 3 but not more than 5 years
More than 5 years

Period of Notice
At least 1 week
At least 2 weeks
At least 3 weeks
At least 4 weeks

The amount of notice will increase by 1 week if the employee is over 45 years of age and has completed at least 2
years of continuous service.
Severance pay
(3) (a) In addition to the period of notice prescribed in
subclause (b) for ordinary termination, an employee whose
employment is terminated for reasons set out in paragraph (a)(i)
hereof shall be entitled to the amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous period of service, in accordance with
subclause (c) (ii).
(b) Two weeks ordinary pay for each completed year of service, provided that the severance pay shall not exceed 30 weeks.
Where a voluntary redundancy is accepted within two weeks
of being offered, an additional payment in accordance with
the following schedule (above and beyond the severance pay
and payment in lieu of notice entitlement) will be payable.
2 weeks pay if less than 1 year of service
4 weeks pay if greater than 1 year but less than 2 years
service
6 weeks pay if greater than 2 years but less than 3 years
service
8 weeks pay if over 3 years of service.
“Week’s Pay” means the ordinary weekly rate of wage for
the employee concerned.
“Year of Service” refers to completed years and is pro rata.
Provided that in the calculation of continuous service under
this subclause, any period of leave without pay (including
maternity leave, unpaid sick leave etc) that exceeds two weeks
shall not be counted in calculating continuous service.
Alternative employment
(4) The severance pay prescribed may be varied if the ARCBS
obtains mutually acceptable alternative employment for the
employee. The ARCBS will select an outsourcing agency to
assist the employee in obtaining alternative employment.
Financial Advice
(5) ARCBS will arrange for the employee to receive financial advice with an organisation nominated by the employee
and agreed by ARCBS.
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Time off during notice period
(6) During the period of notice of termination for reasons
set out in paragraph (1)(a) hereof the employee shall for the
purpose of seeking other employment be entitled to be absent
from work for a reasonable period of time without deduction
of pay.
Dispute settling procedures
(7) Any dispute under these provisions shall be dealt with in
accordance with the dispute settlement clause of this agreement.
25.—CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
(1) This clause does not apply to members of the Staff Executive team.
(2) An employee may request a review of the classification
of the position they occupy within the organisation, where he/
she believes the knowledge, skill and abilities required to perform the duties, and/or the responsibilities associated with the
position have significantly changed.
(3) The employee may also make such an application on the
basis that the position was in its present form, incorrectly classified.
(4) The process for the classification review is detailed at
schedule 2.
(5) If the employee and/or union disagrees with the result of
the review, the dispute settlement procedure outlined in this
agreement shall be followed.
(6) The effective date for any change to the classification
level shall be the date upon which the letter of request is submitted to the Human Resource department.
(7) Application may need to be made to the relevant Commission to vary the classification structure in this agreement
accordingly.
26.—SALARY
(1) This clause does not apply to members of the Staff Executive team.
(2) Schedule 3 – Minimum Salaries prescribes the salaries
to apply as a result of the enterprise agreement.
(3) A 2% increase effective from 1 January 1998 (paid in
May 1998) in recognition of the increased workload and significant challenges that have been a feature of employment
since the establishment of ARCBS.
(4) A further 3% increase effective from 1 January, 1998.
(5) A further 2% increase effective from 1 January 1999.
(6) The possibility of a further increase to extend the agreement to 31 December 2000.
(7) If safety net adjustments result in award rates of pay
exceeding the rates of pay prescribed herein, the higher rate
shall prevail.
27.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) The employees covered by this award will have access
to salary packaging arrangements.
(2) As to whether or not an employee accesses those arrangements will be solely at the choice of the employee.
(3) The agreed maximum portion of the non salary component of the salary package and the conditions of packaging are
set out in the attached schedule.
(4) This arrangement is available subject to the ARCBS incurring no additional costs and maintaining its current rate of
Fringe Benefit Tax exemption.
(5) The conditions associated with salary packaging within
ARCBS-WA can be seen at schedule 1.
28.—INTENT TO CREATE A NATIONAL ARCBS
AGREEMENT
The parties acknowledge the intent of ARCBS to work with
the relevant unions to create a national agreement covering
core conditions of employment.
29.—NO NON UNION AGREEMENTS
The ARCBS will not offer Australian Workplace Agreements,
Workplace Agreements or any form of non union agreement
as provided for in industrial legislation during the operation of
this agreement.
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30.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
(1) This clause replaces the Appendix – Dispute Settling
Procedure in the HSOA award.
(2) Where a dispute concerning the operation of this Agreement arises, the following steps shall be taken—
(a) Step 1
As soon as practicable after the issue or claim has
arisen, it shall be considered jointly by the appropriate supervisor, the employee or employees concerned
and where the employee(s) so request(s), the appropriate union workplace representative.
(b) Step 2
If the dispute is not resolved the issue or claim shall
be considered jointly by the appropriate senior representative of the employer, the employee or
employees concerned and where the employee(s) so
request(s), the union workplace representative who
shall attempt to settle the dispute.
(c) Step 3
If the dispute is not resolved the issue or claim shall
be considered jointly by the employer, the employee
or employees concerned and where the employee(s)
so request(s), an official of the union who shall attempt to settle the dispute.
(d) Step 4
If the dispute is not resolved it may then be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for assistance in resolving the dispute.
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, the union
may be involved in the dispute resolution process at any point
in the process.
31.—SIGNATURES TO AGREEMENT
(signed) (indecipherable)
.................................................................
Dr S.E. Thomas
Assistant Director
ARCBS-WA
(signed) (D. Hill)
……………………………….
Dan Hill
Secretary
Hospital Salaried Officers Association
Common Seal
(signed) (indecipherable)
………………………………..
M. Hartland
President
Hospital Salaried Officers Association
SCHEDULE 1
Salary Packaging
Salary packaging is introduced as part of an agreement to a
package of changes designed to improve the over-all outcomes
for the employer and for its employees. As part of that package it is expected to deliver improved productivity, reduced
costs, better staff retention, and more secure and rewarding
employment for employees.
1. Salary packaging under this agreement allows employees
to receive up to 30% of their gross base salary in a form other
than take home pay. Employees will be offered the opportunity to choose from a list of benefits that will be paid for by
the employer instead of receiving gross salary. Gross salary is
reduced by the amount of the benefits paid by the employer.
The net gross pay is then subject to PAYE tax.
2. All existing entitlements (i.e., workers compensation, superannuation, leave loading, penalties, overtime) will be based
on pre-package salary.
3. All employees covered under this agreement/award have
access to salary packaging arrangements subject to the following provisions—
a) Entry into salary packaging arrangements is a voluntary decision to be made by individual employees.
b) All salary packaging arrangements will be in accordance with the items available, and funds through
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c)

d)
e)
f)

g)

h)

packaging, will be used only as stated by the employee and approved by the employer.
Employees will be required to pay any administrative costs for the packaging to an Administrative
Agent appointed by the employer (as required). If
the salary packaging manager notifies the organisation of the intention to increase fees, the organisation
will inform and consult with the staff who are at the
time salary packaging, to decide whether or not to
investigate the costs and benefits of contracting with
another provider.
All employees can decide to terminate their salary
packaging arrangement by the giving of at least two
weeks written notice.
The Administrative Agent will provide employees
with a salary packaging manual.
Employees entering into a salary packaging arrangement understand and accept that,
(i) In the event that Fringe Benefit tax (FBT) becomes payable on the benefit items which are
selected, the salary packaging arrangement
shall lapse and a new arrangement may be put
in place whereby the total cost of salary packaging to the employer does not increase. If the
employee elects to continue with packaging,
the cost of the payment of the FBT will be
passed back to the individual, or benefit items
can be converted back to salary to be taxed at
the relevant PAYE tax rate.
(ii) Upon resignation or termination, the ARCBS
shall, by deduction from final payment or upon
demand, be reimbursed for any amounts of
over expenditure.
(iii) All unexpended amounts will be paid back to
the employee in the case of resignation or termination from the arrangement, and will be
subject to normal income tax.
(iv) Prior to the final pay period of the package
year, an annual reconciliation will take place.
Any amount of benefit items unused may be
converted and added to salary payment on
which PAYE will be deducted, or directed as
a lump sum payment to a predetermined (i.e.
existing) packaged item.
(v) The employee is responsible for advising the
administration bureau of any change to their
benefits packaged, employment status or salary payments that would affect their salary
packaging arrangement.
(vi) The cost of any financial advice sought shall
be borne by the employee.
It is a term of this agreement that the clause in regard to grievance procedures shall have no
application in relation to withdrawal of salary packaging as provided for in clause 3. (d).
Benefits available to be packaged include—
Vehicle and associated expenses,
Personal and Family Education,
Childcare,
Superannuation,
Health Benefits,
Membership of an Association.
The above “menu of options” may expand subject to
ARCBS Board approval.

SCHEDULE 2
Classification Review
All employees may be required to perform duties which fall
within the limits of their skill, competence or training, provided that such duties are not designed to promote de-skilling.
The salary classification of a particular position will be established having regard to the work value of the position, award
classification provisions and appropriate relativities.
A classification review will take place where a significant
increase in work value is demonstrated or where the employee
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is of the opinion that the position has been incorrectly classified.
Work value for the purpose of classification reviews is defined as follows.
Changes in work value may arise from changes in the nature
of work, skill and responsibility required or conditions under
which the work is performed. Changes in work by themselves
may not lead to a change in wage rates. The strict test for an
alteration in wage rates is that the change in the nature of work
should constitute such a significant net addition to the work
requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification
or upgrading to a higher classification.
In addition to meeting this test a party making a work value
application will need to justify any change to wage relativities
that might result not only within the relevant internal award
classifications structure but also against external classifications to which that structure is related. There must be no
likelihood of wage “leapfrogging” arising out of changes in
relative position.
To apply for a classification review the employee shall submit to their Program Manager,
• A copy of the current role description,
• An updated role description,
• The classification level or title they deem to be appropriate for the position,
In completing the request for review, the employee should
ensure that,
• The increase in knowledge, skill and ability requirements to perform the duties associated with the
position are highlighted,
• Role descriptions used as a comparison should be
attached to the submission, and referred to in the justification (similarities and differences),
• All information supporting the request is attached.
Employees are encouraged to gain assistance from their Program Manager or Human Resource Department in preparing
the submission. The Program Manager is to forward the document to the Human Resource department who will forward a
recommendation to the Director.
SCHEDULE 3.
Minimum Salaries
1. The minimum rates of salaries to be paid to employees
covered by the Agreement other than those specified in Clause
2 shall be—
Salary Per Annum
2% Effective 1/1/98
Level 1
Under 17 years of age
17 years of age
18 years of age
19 years of age
20 years of age
21 years of age
1st year of service
22 years of age
2nd year of service
23 years of age
3rd year of service
24 years of age
4th year of service
Level 2
Level 2/1
Level 2/2
Level 2/3
Level 2/4
Level 2/5
Level 3
Level 3/1
Level 3/2
Level 3/3
Level 3/4
Level 4
Level 4/1
Level 4/2
Level 4/3
Level 4/4
Level 5
Level 5/1
Level 5/2
Level 5/3
Level 5/4
Level 6
Level 6/1
Level 6/2
Level 6/3
Level 7
Level 7/1
Level 7/2
Level 7/3

Salary Per Annum
3% Effective 1/1/98

Salary Per Annum
2% Effective 1/1/99

11985.00
13998.48
16340.40
18911.82
21239.46

12344.55
14418.43
16830.61
19479.17
21876.64

12591.44
14706.80
17167.22
19868.76
22314.18

23329.44

24029.32

24509.91

24050.58

24772.10

25267.54

24766.62

25509.62

26019.81

25479.60

26243.99

26768.87

26196.66
26914.74
27738.90
28310.10
29152.62

26982.56
27722.18
28571.07
29159.40
30027.20

27522.21
28276.63
29142.49
29742.59
30627.74

30148.14
30923.34
31737.30
33035.76

31052.58
31851.04
32689.42
34026.83

31673.64
32488.06
33343.21
34707.37

33715.08
34734.06
35782.62
37270.80

34726.53
35776.08
36856.10
38388.92

35421.06
36491.60
37593.22
39156.70

38046.00
39110.88
40207.38
41335.50

39187.38
40284.21
41413.60
42575.57

39971.13
41089.89
42241.87
43427.08

43508.10
45120.72
47411.64

44813.34
46474.34
48833.99

45709.61
47403.83
49810.67

48637.68
50191.14
51800.70

50096.81
51696.87
53354.72

51098.75
52730.81
54421.82
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Level 8
Level 8/1
Level 8/2
Level A
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
Level 9
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Salary Per Annum
2% Effective 1/1/98

Salary Per Annum
3% Effective 1/1/98

Salary Per Annum
2% Effective 1/1/99

54152.82
56080.62

55777.40
57763.04

56892.95
58918.30

58481.70
60877.68
63248.16
65645.16
69676.20
72595.44
75519.78
78823.56
82329.30

60236.15
62704.01
65145.60
67614.51
71766.49
74773.30
77785.37
81188.27
84799.18

61440.87
63958.09
66448.52
68966.81
73201.82
76268.77
79341.08
82812.03
86495.16

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level
1, may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not on age.
(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months
(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the WA Industrial Relations Commission for determination
2. Salaries—Specified Callings and other Professionals
(a) Employees who are employed in the calling of Medical Scientist, Scientific Officer, or any other
professional calling as agreed between the union and
employers, shall be entitled to Annual Salaries as
follows—
Level
Level 3/5
Level 3/5.1
Level 3/5.2
Level 3/5.3
Level 3/5.4
Level 3/5.5
Level 3/5.6
Level 6
Level 6/1
Level 6/2
Level 6/3
Level 7
Level 7/1
Level 7/2
Level 7/3
Level 8
Level 8/1
Level 8/2
Level A
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
Level 9

30148.14
31737.30
33711.00
35782.62
39110.88
41335.50

31052.58
32689.42
34722.33
36856.10
40284.21
42575.57

31673.64
33343.21
35416.78
37593.22
41089.89
43427.08

43508.10
45120.72
47411.64

44813.34
46474.34
48833.99

45709.61
47403.83
49810.67

48637.68
50191.14
51800.70

50096.81
51696.87
53354.72

51098.75
52730.81
54421.82

54152.82
56080.62

55777.40
57763.04

56892.95
58918.30

58481.70
60877.68
63248.16
65645.16
69676.20
72595.44
75519.78
78823.56
82329.30

60236.15
62704.01
65145.60
67614.51
71766.49
74773.30
77785.37
81188.27
84799.18

61440.87
63958.09
66448.52
68966.81
73201.82
76268.77
79341.08
82812.03
86495.16

(b) Subject to subclause (d) of this clause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 3/5 under this
schedule
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three academic year tertiary qualification relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment.
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four academic year tertiary qualification relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment.
(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD degree relevant to their calling shall commence on the third year
increment.
Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary
level qualification after appointment shall not be entitled to any advanced progression through the range.
(c) The employer and union shall be responsible for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for
appointment for the callings covered by this clause
and shall maintain a manual setting out such qualifications.
(d) The employer in allocating levels pursuant to Clause
2 of this schedule may determine a commencing salary above level 3/5 for a particular calling/s.
(e) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months.
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(f) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the WA Industrial Relations Commission for determination.

BEST YET BUILDERS CLEANS
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 241 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Julie Ann Sleight, Paul Leslie Sleight, Marilyn Lois Walters
& Anthony Clive Walters t/a Best Yet Builders Cleans.
AG 241 of 1998.
Best Yet Builders Cleans Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders –
THAT the Best Yet Builders Cleans Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission on 28 October 1998 be
and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Best Yet Builders
Cleans Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance
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3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Julie Ann Sleight,
Paul Leslie Sleight, Marilyn Lois Walters and Anthony Clive
Walters trading as Best Yet Builders Cleans (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately two (2) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
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In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
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16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:

BLPPU

CMETU

The Company:
Company
Seal

............................................
Date:
/ /
............................................
WITNESS
............................................
Date:
/ /
............................................
WITNESS
............................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /
............................................
PRINT NAME
............................................
WITNESS
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APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
Special Class T
17.95
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
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3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.85
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
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Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.l3m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over $59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
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applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%
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BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES (NON
WAREHOUSE STORES)/SDA AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 274 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia
and
Bunnings Building Supplies Pty Ltd.
No. AG 274 of 1998.
Bunnings Building Supplies (Non Warehouse Stores)/SDA
Agreement 1998.
8 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr T Pope on behalf of The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia,
and Mr M F Connell on behalf of Bunnings Building Supplies
Pty Ltd, now therefore I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby
order —
THAT the agreement to be known as “Bunnings Building Supplies (Non Warehouse Stores)/SDA Agreement
1998” reflected in the schedule to this order shall be and
is registered with effect on the 22nd day of December
1998.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Bunnings Building
Supplies (Non Warehouse Stores)/SDA Agreement 1998”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Application and Parties Bound
Definitions
Period of Operation
Relationship to Other Awards
No Extra Claims
Objectives of the Agreement
Contract of Employment
Ordinary Hours of Work
Rosters
Sunday Work
Savings Provision
Rates of Pay
Consultative Process
Dispute Resolution Procedure

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall have effect throughout the State of
Western Australia and shall apply to all employees employed
in the callings covered by the agreement who are eligible to be
members of the Union, who are employed by the Company.
4.—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
The parties to this Agreement are—
(1) Bunnings Building Supplies Pty Ltd (ACN 008 672
179) in respect to its non-warehouse store operations
located in the State of Western Australia;
(2) The Shop Distributive and Allied Employees Association of Western Australia.
This Agreement shall apply to approximately 700 employees.
5.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Company” means Bunnings Building Supplies Pty Ltd
(ACN 008 672 179).
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(2) “Union” means the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees Association of Western Australia.
(3) “Award” means The Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale
and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977.
(4) “Shop Assistant” shall mean Shop Assistants, Sales Person, Wholesale Sales Person, Demonstrator, Canvasser and/
or Collector, Storeperson, Packer, Dispatch Hand, Reserve
Stock Hand, Ticker Writer, Window Dresser/Visual Merchandiser, Storeperson Operator Grade 1, Storeperson Operator
Grade II as defined by the Award.
6.—PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall take effect from the date of registration and shall remain in force until 31 December 2001. On
expiry the provisions of this Agreement shall continue to apply until;
(1) Any party advises the other party upon one month’s
notice of its intention to terminate the Agreement; or
(2) The parties replace this Agreement.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Shop
and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail) State Award 1977.
Where any inconsistency exists between this Agreement and
the Award this Agreement shall prevail. Where the Agreement
is silent on any matter the Award provisions will apply.
8.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
It is a term of the Agreement that the parties undertake for
the duration of this Agreement that they will not pursue any
extra claims provided that—
(1) Within the last three months of the term of this Agreement extra claims may be made in connection with
the renegotiation of the Agreement and,
(2) the intention of the parties to register a comprehensive Agreement embodying both the terms of this
Agreement and the award shall not be regarded as
an extra claim.
9.—OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
The primary objectives of this Agreement are—
(1) The Company will ensure continued profitability
within its non-warehouse stores which will provide
a level of customer service, customer facilities and
overall customer value unequalled by any other company operating in the retail merchandising sector.
(2) To improve employees productivity and customer
service arrangements in the non-warehouse operations by providing for greater organisational
efficiency through increased flexibility and utilisation of employees skills and significantly more
flexible arrangements in respect to employees working time.
(3) Subject to this Agreement employees are willing to
accept total flexibility of jobs and duties subject to
individual skills and abilities to meet company requirements. The extent of the flexibility referred to
by this provision relates to the avoidance of demarcation disputes.
(4) To provide for satisfying secure and better paid employment for employees in line with operational
objectives.
(5) To provide a sound basis for expanded capital investment and employment opportunities within the
company’s operations.
10.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) The initial employment of new full time or part time
Shop Assistants shall consist of a three month probationary
period. During this period the employees contract of employment may be terminated on 24 hours notice by either party.
(2) In order to terminate the employment of an employee
(other than a probationary employee, casual or limited tenure
employee) for a reason other than a reason which would justify instant dismissal, the Company shall give notice (or
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payment, including part payment, in lieu thereof) to the employee concerned as follows—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Less than 1 year
1 week
1 but less than 3 years
2 weeks
3 but less than 5 years
3 weeks
5 years and over
4 weeks
Employees of 45 years of age with two or more years continuous service shall receive an additional week’s notice.
(3) Payment in lieu of notice shall be calculated on the basis
of the employee’s ordinary rate of pay.
(4) An employee giving notice of termination to the Company shall give at least two weeks notice. If such notice is not
provided, any short fall shall be recovered by the Company
from the employees termination pay.
11.—ORDINARY HOURS OF WORK
With effect from 1 February 1999 an employee may be engaged in one of the following categories and paid in accordance
with Clause 15.—Rates of Pay of this Agreement—
(1) Full Time employment— full time employees can
be rostered to work ordinary hours within the following parameters—
(a) Between Monday and Sunday inclusive provided that existing full time employees shall
not be required to be rostered to work ordinary hours on more than one Sunday in three
unless varied by mutual agreement;
(b) 152 hours over a continuous four week period;
(c) not more than 20 starts over a 28 day period;
(d) up to 9.5 hours per day except for the day of
late night trading each week where the maximum is 11.5 hours;
(e) up to a maximum of 46 hours in any week;
(f) up to a maximum of six consecutive days;
(g) a minimum shift of at least four hours;
(h) not less than two consecutive days off each
fortnight;
Ordinary hours shall be rostered between 6am and
9pm Monday to Friday and between 6am and 6pm
Saturday and Sunday.
(2) Part Time employment— part time employees shall
be rostered as above except for the following—
(a) a maximum of 130 hours over a four week
cycle;
(b) a minimum of ten hours per week; and
(c) a minimum of three hours per day.
(3) Limited Tenure employment— an employee engaged
as a limited tenure employee, to meet seasonal operational peaks, shall receive a minimum of 195
ordinary hours in a continuous twelve week period.
A loading of 12% of the ordinary hourly rate shall
apply in lieu of all leave entitlements. This loading
shall increase to the relevant Sunday loading for any
ordinary hours worked on a Sunday. Employees shall
not be engaged on consecutive periods of limited
tenure employment.
(4) Ordinary hours are continuous except for meal
breaks.
(5) Casual Employment— an employee engaged as a
casual employee shall be engaged for a minimum of
three hours per rostered shift and receive a loading
of 25% for all ordinary hours worked except Sundays. Casual staff engaged to collect trolleys shall
be engaged for a minimum of two hours per rostered
shift between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. on non late night
trading nights. Casual employees shall be paid for
Monday to Friday work at the Monday to Friday classification and Saturday or Sunday work at the
Monday to Sunday classification. Except as specifically provided by this subclause, the provisions of
the Award with respect to casual employees apply.
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12.—ROSTERS
(1) Rosters for full time and part time employees shall be
posted seven days prior to the commencement of the roster.
This notice period may be varied by mutual agreement between the employee and the Company.
(2) Rostering of employees shall take into account where
possible the employees individual and family considerations
within the context of operational requirements and the need to
be fair in the treatment of employees as a whole.
(3) Any disputes on rostering of staff shall be dealt with in
accordance with the Disputes Resolution Procedure as contained in Clause 17.
13.—SUNDAY WORK
(1) With effect from the 1 February 1999 ordinary hours of
work performed on a Sunday shall attract a loading of 50% for
full time and part time employees and 75% for casual and
limited tenure employment employees. These loadings shall
be in lieu of any other loading, but shall be subject to the provisions of Clause 14 Savings Provision.
(2) Any overtime worked on a Sunday is to be based at the
appropriate ordinary rate of pay which is applicable to Monday to Friday employees.
14.—SAVINGS PROVISION
(1) No permanent employee shall have their weekly ordinary hours rate of pay reduced as a result of the registration of
this Agreement below that applying at 22 October 1998.
(2) Permanent employees who, prior to the registration of
this Agreement, regularly worked a sixth shift as overtime shall,
subject to seasonal or unforseen changes in business circumstances, continue to be offered a regular sixth overtime shift.
The rate of pay for such a shift shall be no less than that which
applied prior to 22 October 1998.
(3) No existing casual employee at the date of registration
of this Agreement shall have their hourly rate of wage for times
which, prior to the registration of this Agreement, attracted a
penalty rate reduced below the hourly rate for such hours applying prior to 22 October 1998.
The rates of wage for casual employees for hours other than
those specified above shall be as prescribed by this Agreement.
(4) The saved rates prescribed by subclause (3) hereof for
casual employees shall cease application from the first pay
period commencing on or after 1 July 2000.
(5) In order to minimise the impact of the cessation of the
casual savings provision prescribed by subclause (4) hereof,
the Company commits to maximising permanent employment
during the life of this Agreement and to, wherever possible,
offering permanent employment to casual employees who were
employed at the date of registration of this Agreement with a
view to having as many existing casual employees as possible
converted to part time employment by 1 July 2000.
(6) No casual employee offered permanent part time employment can be required to accept such an offer and such an
employee may, at their election, continue as a casual employee.
(7) No regular casual employee engaged at the date of registration of this agreement will be discriminated against in the
maintenance of their current hours of work due to the availability of lower casual rates at ordinary rates of pay. This
provision doesn’t prevent a reduction in casual hours due to
seasonal or unforseen changes in business circumstances. This
provision does not preclude the displacement of casual employment by permanent employees.
(8) Junior employees are to have birthday increases absorbed
into the saved rate.
15.—RATES OF PAY
(1) (a) The minimum full time adult wage per week from
the first full pay period on or after the dates set out below shall
be—
Date
Monday—Friday Rate
7 day Rate
23/10/98
$433.00
$458.30
1/2/99
$443.00
$472.00
1/7/99
$453.00
$482.00
1/2/2000
$463.00
$492.00
1/7/2000
$473.00
$502.00
1/7/2001
$493.00
$522.00
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(b) Allowances
(i) An employee required to operate a ride-on power
operated tow motor, a ride-on power operated pallet
truck or a walk beside power operated high lift stacker
in the performance of his duties shall be paid an additional thirty-four cents per hour whilst so engaged.
(ii) An employee required to operate a ride-on power
operated fork lift, high lift stacker or high lift stock
picker or a power operated overhead traversing hoist
in the performance of his duties shall be paid an additional forty-seven cents per hour whilst so engaged.
(iii) The rates of allowance prescribed by this subclause
shall be increased by the amount of any increases to
the corresponding rates in the Award.
16.—CONSULTATIVE PROCESS
(1) The parties agree to monitor the application of this Agreement during its term. To this end consultative processes will
be established consisting of employer, union and, where appropriate, employee representatives.
(2) The consultative process will also assist in the resolution
of any disputes which may arise in the interpretation or application of this Agreement with a view to minimising recourse
to Industrial Tribunals or industrial disruptions.
17.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
(1) Prevention
(a) The Company is committed to provide appropriate
training and processes to minimise the emergence of
issues that could give rise to disputes and to resolving any issues close to the source.
(b) All employees must practice an open door policy so
that an employee can be free to take an issue up at a
higher level if they cannot resolve it with their immediate manager.
(2) Procedure
The following procedures shall be observed to deal with
questions, disputes or difficulties arising out of the agreement—
(a) the employee should discuss the problem first with
their team leader or immediate supervisor to resolve
the matter. (Time must be set aside and any facts
fully investigated to ensure that the employee a specific response within a reasonable time);
(b) if they cannot resolve the matter, the employee may
arise it with the manager’s manager, or another employee or union representative identified as available
to assist with resolving local difficulties, or both of
them;
(c) if the matter is not resolved, it should be considered
by the appropriate Union official and the relevant
Human Resources Manager within the Company;
(d) if the dispute is still unresolved, the State Secretary
of the Union and the relevant Company General Manager, or their nominees, must confer;
(3) It is open to the parties, at any time to refer a dispute to
the WA Industrial Relations Commission for conciliation and
arbitration.
(4) Work to Continue
While the procedure in subclause (1) of clause 16.—Consultative Process, of this Agreement is being pursued, work
must continue as normal, without affecting the rights of either
the employees or the Company adversely.
(5) Contact with Union
Employees are entitled to approach the Union at any stage
for advice or assistance.
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CHICKEN TREAT EMPLOYEES, NARROGIN SDA
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 243 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia
and
Geoffrey Beeck & Diane Head T/A Chicken Treat Narrogin.
No. AG 243 of 1998.
16 December 1998.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 243 OF 1998.
HAVING heard Mr T. Pope on behalf of the first named party
and Mr T. Irvine on behalf of the second named party; and
WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial Relations Act,
1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Chicken Treat Employees, Narrogin SDA Enterprise Agreement 1998 filed in
the Commission on 28 October 1998 and as subsequently
amended by the parties, signed by me for identification,
be and is hereby registered as an Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Chicken Treat Employees, Narrogin SDA Enterprise Agreement 1998 and
replaces the Retail Food Establishments Employees’ Agreement No. AG15 of 1992 in respect to the parties to this
Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
3A.
3B.
3C.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Parties to this Agreement
Potential number of employees under Agreement
No Further Claims
Previous Awards and Agreements
Term
Definitions
Termination of Employment
Hours
Overtime
Casual Employees
Part Time Employees
Meal Breaks
Meal Money
Sick Leave
Bereavement Leave
Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Payment of Wages
Wages
Junior Employees
Higher or Lower Duties
Uniforms, Laundering and Presentation Standards
Protective Clothing
Employees’ Equipment
Limitation of Work

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
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Travelling Facilities
Record
Roster
Change and Rest Rooms
First Aid Kit
Posting of Agreement and Union Notices
Supported Wage System
Location Allowances
Parental Leave
Temporary Transfer [Deleted]
Enterprise Agreements [Deleted]
Traineeships
Technological Change and Restructuring
Redundancy
Grievance Procedure
Union Recognition and Union Membership [Deleted]
Right of Entry
Trade Union Training Leave
Superannuation
Signatories

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall be binding upon Geoffrey Beeck and
Diane Head trading as Chicken Treat (hereinafter referred to
as “the employer”), the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia (hereinafter referred to
as “the Union”) and the employees of the employer who are
employed in the classifications set out in Clause 6, of this
Agreement. This Agreement shall apply throughout the State
of Western Australia.
3A.—PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
The employer parties are Geoffrey Beeck and Diane Head
trading as Chicken Treat.
The union party is the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia.
3B.—POTENTIAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
COVERED BY AGREEMENT
Approximately 20 employees will be covered by this Agreement.
3C.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties undertake that for the duration of the agreement
there will be no further wage increases sought or granted.
4.—PREVIOUS AWARDS AND AGREEMENTS
This agreement replaces the Retail Food Establishments
Employees’ Agreement No. AG15 of 1992 in respect to the
parties to this agreement.
5.—TERM
(1) This Agreement shall come into force on the day of its
certification and shall continue to operate until 30th June 2000.
(2) The parties to the Agreement agree to commence negotiations for a new Agreement six months prior to the expiry of
this Agreement.
6.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Retail Food Establishment” shall mean the establishment or part thereof which is operated by the employer and
which is wholly or predominantly engaged in the receipt of
orders for or the preparation, sale, serving or delivery of mass
marketed food from a standardised menu and shall include
any commissary, whether within such establishment or elsewhere, where such food is prepared or partially prepared.
(2) “Retail Employee Grade I” shall mean an employee engaged in a retail food establishment who is in the first six
months of employment and who is gaining the skills required
of an Employee Grade II or Grade III.
(3) “Retail Employee Grade II” shall mean an employee with
not less than six months service with the employer who is
engaged to assist with the preparation, assembly, cooking or
packing of product for sale; the maintenance of the work area
at a standard of cleanliness as determined by the employer;
the cleaning of cooking utensils, cutlery and glassware; and/
or in the delivery of product to the customer outside the establishment.
(4) “Retail Employee Grade III” shall mean an employee
with not less than six months service with the employer who
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performs customer service functions including the taking of
orders by any means, the entering of information onto a computer, the receipt of monies or other duties involving customer
contact except the delivery of product to the customer outside
the establishment.
(5) “Retail Employee Grade IV” shall mean an employee
involved in the preparation of food using trades equivalent
skills and/or required to give direction to or be in charge of
Employees Grades I—III.
(6) Any dispute as to grading shall be addressed in accordance with the terms of Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
(7) “Daily Spread of Shift” shall mean the time which elapses
from the employee’s actual starting time to the employee’s
actual finishing time for the day or shift.
7.—TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Permanent Employees
(a) Should the employer wish to terminate a permanent
employee, the following period of notice shall be provided—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Not more than 6 months
1 day
Not more than 1 year
1 week
More than 1 year but not more
than 3 years
2 weeks
More than 3 years but not more
than 5 years
3 weeks
More than 5 years
4 weeks
(b) Employees over 45 years of age with 2 or more years
continuous service at the time of termination, shall
receive an additional week’s notice.
(c) Where the relevant notice is not provided, the employee shall be entitled to payment in lieu. Provided
that employment may be terminated by part of the
period of notice and part payment in lieu.
(d) Payment in lieu of notice shall be calculated using
the employee’s ordinary time weekly wage as prescribed by this Agreement.
(e) The period of notice in this Clause shall not apply in
the case of dismissal for conduct that justifies instant dismissal, including malingering, inefficiency
or neglect of duty or, if after receiving notice of termination, such employee does not carry out his or
her duties in the same manner as he or she did prior
to such notice.
(f) Notice of termination by employee
Except in the first 6 month’s of service, 1 week’s
notice shall be necessary for an employee to terminate his or her engagement or the forfeiture of 1
week’s pay by the employee to the employer in lieu
of notice.
In the first six months’ service, an employee may
give 1 day’s notice to terminate his or her employment, or the forfeiture of 1 day’s pay by the employee
to the employer in lieu of notice.
(g) Unfair Dismissals
Termination of employment by the employer shall
not be harsh, unjust or unreasonable, whether notice
has been given or not.
Without limiting the above, except where a distinction, exclusion or preference is based on the inherent
requirements of a particular position, terminations
on the grounds of race, colour, sex, marital status,
family responsibilities, pregnancy, religion, political opinion, national extraction and social origin shall
constitute a harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination of employment.
(2) Casual Employees
The employment of a casual employee may be terminated
by the giving or receiving of 1 hour’s notice.
(3) Grievance Procedures
In the event of a dispute arising from the operation of this
Clause, the matter should be dealt with in accordance with the
provisions of Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure hereof.
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(4) In all cases, the employer is bound by the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
8.—HOURS
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be thirty eight per week,
not exceeding ten per day, to be worked over not more than
five days of the week, within a daily spread of eleven hours.
Each employee shall be entitled to two clear days off duty per
week.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) hereof,
in cases where employees are rostered over a 19 day, four week
cycle, up to forty ordinary hours may be worked in a week
provided that the total number of ordinary hours in any four
week cycle shall not exceed 152.
9.—OVERTIME
(1) All work done at times other than those which the employee is rostered to work, or outside the daily spread of eleven
hours, or beyond ten hours in any one day or beyond five days
in any one week or beyond thirty eight hours in any one week—
except in the case of an employee rostered over a 19 day, four
week cycle as provided by Clause 8 (2) in which case the limit
to weekly ordinary hours shall be forty—shall be overtime.
(2) Subject to the provisions of subclause (3) hereof, all overtime worked between Monday to Friday, both inclusive, and
prior to twelve noon on Saturday shall be paid for at the rate of
time and a half for the first two hours and double time thereafter. All overtime worked after twelve noon on a Saturday and
all day on a Sunday, shall be paid for at the rate of double
time.
(3) All work done on an employee’s rostered day off shall be
paid for at the rate of double time with a minimum payment as
for three hours’ work.
(4) Notwithstanding anything contained in this clause to the
contrary, where a part time employee is requested to work
over-time beyond his or her regular finishing time in order to
meet unforeseen operational and/or staffing requirements, the
first hour of such overtime shall be paid for at the ordinary
time rate of pay, the second hour of such overtime shall be
paid for at the rate of time and a half with double time for any
hours worked thereafter. The provisions of this subclause shall
only apply to Part Time employees rostered to work nine ordinary hours or less on the day upon which the overtime is
worked.
(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in this clause, the
employer and an employee may agree that time off with pay
may be allowed in lieu of payment for overtime. Such time off
shall be allowed subject to—
a) time off for each hour or part thereof shall be equivalent to the overtime rate that otherwise would have
been paid.
b) the time of taking time off being agreed at the time
of arranging the overtime and shall be no later than
four weeks after the overtime is worked.
10.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
(1) Casual employees shall mean employees engaged on an
hourly contract of service.
(2) Casual employees shall not be engaged for less than two
consecutive hours per time.
(3) Casual employees shall be paid at the ordinary rate of
pay of one thirty-eighth of the full time weekly rate of pay for
the appropriate classification as set out in subclause (1) of
Clause 20.-Wages plus twenty one and one half per cent, provided that this rate shall be increased to double time for all
work performed on the holidays referred to in subclause (1) of
Clause 16 of this Agreement.
(4) The working time for a casual employee on an outside
job, shall count from the time appointed for their attendance at
the job until they are discharged. Fares to and from the place
of engagement and the job shall be paid by the employer.
(5) The wages payable to a casual employee on an outside
job shall be forwarded to the employee within seventy two
hours of completion of the pay week in which such employee
was employed.
(6) The provisions of Clauses 14, 15, 16, 17 and 35 shall not
apply to a casual employee.
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11.—PART TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) A part time employee shall mean an employee engaged
on a weekly contract of service, who works regularly from
week to week for not less than three consecutive ordinary hours
per time, or more than ten ordinary hours per day, and not less
than nine or more than thirty ordinary hours each week over
not more than five days of the week.
(2) Subject to the limitations on daily and weekly hours for
part time employees as prescribed by subclause (1) of this
Clause, the number of ordinary hours to be worked on any one
day by a part time employee may be increased but not decreased by agreement between the employer and the employee.
(3) Part time employees shall be paid at the ordinary time
rate of pay of one thirty-eighth of the full time weekly rate of
pay for the appropriate classification as set out in subclause
(1) of Clause 20.-Wages, provided that this rate shall be increased to double time for all work performed on the holidays
referred to in subclause (1) of Clause 16.-Holidays of this
Agreement.
(4) All time worked by a part time employee beyond ten
ordinary hours per day, thirty ordinary hours per week or five
days per week or at times other than those which the employee
is rostered to work shall be overtime and paid for at the appropriate overtime rate prescribed in Clause 9.-Overtime of this
Agreement.
(5) A part time employee shall be eligible for pro rata annual
leave and sick leave in accordance with Clauses 14 and 17 in
addition to being eligible for bereavement leave and payment
in lieu of public holidays. In calculating the pro-rata entitlements of a part time employee pursuant to this subclause, all
ordinary hours worked by the employee, including any additional ordinary hours agreed pursuant to subclause (2) of this
Clause, shall be included in the calculation.
12.—MEAL BREAKS
(1) Every employee shall be entitled to a meal break of not
less than one half hour nor more than one hour after not more
than five hours work, provided that where an employee works
in excess of eight ordinary hours in any one day, the meal
break on that day may be taken after not more than six hours
work. Where it is not possible for the employer to grant a meal
break on any day, the said meal break shall be treated as time
worked and the employee shall be paid at the rate applicable
to the employee at the time such meal break is due, plus fifty
per cent of the ordinary hourly rate applying to such employee,
until such time as the employee is released for a meal.
(2) In addition to breaks for a meal, there may be one other
break of at least two hours during each shift. Such break of
two hours may include a meal break.
(3) In addition to breaks for a meal as provided in this Clause,
any employee who is required to work in excess of eight ordinary hours in any one day shall receive a paid tea break of ten
minutes. Such tea break shall be taken to suit the employer’s
business, but shall not be taken within one hour of the employee’s commencement or finishing time or within one hour
of the employee’s meal break.
13.—MEAL MONEY
Any employee who is required to work overtime for more
than two hours on any day, without being notified on the previous day or earlier that he or she will be required to work
such overtime, will either be supplied with a meal by the employer or be paid $6.25 meal money.
14.—SICK LEAVE
(1) (a) An employee, including a part time employee, who is
unable to attend or remain at his or her place of employment
during ordinary hours of work by reason of personal ill health
or injury shall be entitled to payment during such absence in
accordance with the following provisions.
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the rate of one
sixth of a week for each completed month of service with the
employer.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the employer the employee is absent on the grounds of personal ill
health or injury for a period longer than his or her entitlement
to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of that
year of service, or at the time the employee’s services termi-
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nate, if before the end of that year of service, to the extent that
the employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave
during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave
in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence
by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period
for which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time
of the absence. Provided that an employee shall not be entitled
to claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any
one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this Clause
the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise
the employer of his or her inability to attend for work, the
nature of the illness or injury and the estimated duration of the
absence. Provided that such advice, other than in extra-ordinary
circumstances shall be given to the employer within 24 hours
of the commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this Clause do not apply to an employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the employer
may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not
be required to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
with respect to absences of two days or less unless after two
such absences in any year of service the employer requests in
writing that the next and subsequent absences in that year, if
any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this Clause apply to an employee who suffers personal
ill health or injury during the time when he or she is absent on
annual leave and an employee may apply for and the employer
shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within seven
days of resuming work and then only if the employee was
confined to his or her place of residence or an hospital as a
result of his or her personal ill health or injury for a period of
seven consecutive days or more and he or she produces a certificate from a registered medical practitioner that he or she
was so confined. Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee of the obligation to advise
the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this Clause
if he or she is unable to attend for work on the working day
next following the annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave shall
not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the employee
was entitled at the time he or she proceeded on annual leave
and shall not be made with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer
in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this subclause,
that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick
leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time mutually
agreed to by the employer and the employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee’s next period of annual
leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause 17.-Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of
wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken
provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in Clause
17.-Annual Leave, shall be deemed to have been paid with
respect to the replaced annual leave.
(6) The provisions of this Clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act nor to employees whose injury or illness is the result of the employee’s own
misconduct.
15.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee, including a part time employee, shall, on the
death within Australia of a wife, husband, de-facto wife or
de-facto husband, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law,
grandparent, brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on
notice to bereavement leave up to and including the day of the
funeral of such relation, and such leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the number of hours
worked by the employee in two ordinary working days. Proof
of such death shall be furnished by the employee to the
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satisfaction of the employer if so requested. Provided that this
Clause shall have no effect while the period of entitlement to
leave coincides with any other period of leave that may be due
to the employee concerned.
16.—HOLIDAYS
(1) The following days shall be allowed as paid holidays for
full time and part time employees: New Year’s Day, Australia
Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter Saturday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, State Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday,
Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
(2) The paid holidays set out in subclause (1) hereof shall be
regarded as falling on the days upon which they are most commonly observed in the State of Western Australia unless the
State prescribes an alternate day for celebrating the holiday in
which case the alternate day shall be the day of the holiday.
(3) In addition to the paid holidays set out in subclause (1)
hereof, any day proclaimed as a public holiday or half holiday
under the Public and Bank Holidays Act, not being a day set
out in subclause (1) hereof or a day observed in lieu thereof,
shall be allowed as a paid holiday for full and part time employees.
(4) All work done on any of the holidays prescribed in this
Clause shall be paid at the rate of double time, with a minimum payment as for three hours.
(5) Where a full time employee’s rostered day off coincides
with any of the holidays prescribed in this clause, such employee shall receive one day’s additional pay at ordinary rates
from the employer on the next succeeding pay day.
(6) Where a part time employee is rostered such that the day
of the week on which a holiday as prescribed by this clause
falls forms part of the roster but the employee is not rostered
to work on the holiday then such employee shall receive additional payment for the number of hours regularly worked on
that day of the week from the employer on the next succeeding pay day.
17.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four consecutive weeks’ leave with payment as prescribed in this
Clause, shall be allowed annually to a full time or part time
employee by his/her employer after a period of twelve months’
continuous service.
(2) An employee before going on leave shall be paid the
wages the employee would have received in respect of the
ordinary time the employee would have worked had the employee not been on leave during the relevant period.
(3) During a period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 per cent calculated on the employee’s
ordinary rate of wage.
(4) If any holiday proclaimed as per Clause 16.-Holidays
falls within an employee’s period of annual leave, there shall
be added to that period one day being an ordinary working
day for each holiday observed as aforesaid.
(5) (a) After one month’s continuous service in any qualifying twelve monthly period an employee whose employment is
terminated shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of
this subclause, be paid one third of a week’s pay at his or her
ordinary rate of wage in respect of each completed month of
service in the qualifying period. The loading prescribed in
subclause (3) of this Clause shall not apply to this pro rata
payment.
(b) Where an employee is justifiably dismissed for misconduct during any twelve monthly qualifying period, the
provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause do not apply in
respect of any completed month of service in that qualifying
period.
(6) An employee whose employment terminates after the
employee has completed a twelve monthly qualifying period
and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed in this
Clause in respect of that qualifying period, shall be given payment in lieu of that leave in accordance with the provisions of
this Clause.
(7) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, except time for which the employee is entitled to claim
sick pay, or time spent on holidays, annual leave or bereavement leave as prescribed by this Agreement shall not count for
the purpose of determining his or her right to annual leave.
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(8) In special circumstances and by mutual consent of the
employee, the employer and the union, annual leave may be
taken in not more than two periods, provided that neither of
such periods shall be of less than one week.
(9) Annual leave shall be granted to and taken by the employee within a period three months from the day on which it
became due, and the employee shall be given at least two
weeks’ notice by the employer of the date that such leave will
commence.
18.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 59
of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at Pages 1-6, both
inclusive, are hereby incorporated and shall be deemed to be
part of this Agreement.
19.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) The employer may elect to pay employees in cash, by
cheque or by means of credit transfer to a bank, building society or credit union account in the name of the employee. The
day that the credit transfer is credited to the employee’s account shall be deemed to be the date of payment.
(2) Payment shall be made within three days of the last day
of the pay period. Payment by cash or cheque shall be made
during the employee’s ordinary working hours.
(3) No employer shall change its method of payment to
employees without first giving them at least four week’s notice of such change.
(4) Employees whose day off falls on pay day and who are
paid by cash or cheque, shall be paid their wages upon request
from the employee to the employer, prior to the employee taking the day off.
(5) An employee who lawfully terminates employment or is
dismissed for reasons other than misconduct, shall be paid all
wages due to the employee by the employer on the day of
termination of employment, or within twenty four hours following such termination.
(6) At the time of being paid each employee shall be issued
with a statement by the employer showing the gross wages
and allowances and all deductions made therefrom.
(7) (a) The employer may elect to pay employees weekly or
fortnightly in accordance with subclauses (1) to (6) inclusive
of this Clause.
(b) No employer shall change the frequency of payment to
employees without first giving them and the union at least
four weeks notice of such change.
(c) The method of introducing a fortnightly pay system shall
be by the payment of an additional week’s wages in the last
weekly pay before the change to fortnightly pays to be repaid
by equal fortnightly deductions made from the next and subsequent pays, provided that the period of repayment shall not
be less than 10 weeks or by some other method agreed upon
by the union and the employer.
20.—WAGES
(1) The following shall be the minimum rates of weekly
wage payable to employees covered by this Agreement.
TOTAL WAGE PER WEEK
Classification

Grade I
Grade II
Grade III
Grade IV

From the first
pay period
following the
certification of
this Agreement
$/week
401.00
406.00
418.30
443.20

From the 1st
pay period
following 1st
January 1999

From the first
pay period
following 1st
July 1999

From the first
pay period
following 1st
January 2000

$/week
406.00
415.40
427.70
452.60

$/week
412.00
427.10
439.40
464.30

$/week
420.00
443.50
455.80
480.70

(2) An employee who delivers orders to customers in his or
her own vehicle shall receive a payment, in addition to all
other amounts provided in this Agreement, equal to $1.70 for
every delivery in excess of 3.4 deliveries per hour.
(3) No employee shall suffer any reduction to his or her rate
of wage as a result of the operation of this Agreement.
21.—JUNIOR EMPLOYEES
(1) Junior employees, other than those engaged in the preparation and/or serving of alcoholic beverages shall be paid the
percentage of the adult rate, as set out in subclause (2) hereof,
appropriate to their classification as determined by subclause
(1) of Clause 20.-Wages.
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(2) The minimum weekly rates of wages for work in ordinary time to be paid to junior employees shall be as follows—
Under 16 years of age ........ 40%
Under 16 years of age ........ 50%

(for employees whose date of commencement was on or after the date
of certification of this agreement)
(for employees who date of commencement was before the date of
certification of this agreement)

Between 16 and 17 years ... 50%
Between 17 and 18 years ... 60%
Between 18 and 19 years ... 70%
Between 19 and 20 years ... 80%
At 20 years and over .......... 90%

NOTE: No employee who commenced employment before the date of certification of this agreement may have
their wage reduced as a result of this clause.
(3) Any junior employee who is primarily engaged in the
preparation and/or serving of alcoholic beverages shall be paid
the adult rate applicable to a Retail Employee Grade III. Any
junior employee whose duties include the preparation and/or
serving of alcoholic beverages shall be at least 18 years of
age.
(4) No junior female employee under the age of 18 shall be
employed after 8.00 p.m. on any day without permission in
writing from one of the parents or guardian of such junior
employee.
(5) No employee shall be terminated, or have their hours of
employment reduced as a result of the operation of this clause.
22.—HIGHER OR LOWER DUTIES
(1) Any employee performing work for two hours or more
in any day on duties carrying a higher prescribed rate of wage
than that in which the employee is engaged, shall be paid the
higher wage for the time so employed, provided that where an
employee is engaged for more than half of one day or shift on
duties carrying a higher rate, the employee shall be paid the
higher rate for such day or shift.
(2) Any employee who is temporarily required to perform
duties carrying a lower prescribed rate of wage, shall do so
without any loss of pay.
(3) The employer may direct any employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of an employee’s skill, competence and training.
23.—UNIFORMS, LAUNDERING AND
PRESENTATION STANDARDS
(1) Where uniforms are required by the employer to be worn
they shall be supplied, laundered and/or dry cleaned by the
employer and remain the property of the employer, provided
that in lieu of the employer laundering and/or dry cleaning
same, the employee shall be paid the following laundry allowance per week—
Employees employed on a casual basis
$1.70
Employees employed on a part time basis
$1.95
Employees employed on a full time basis
$2.25
Provided that the provisions of this Clause may be altered
by written agreement between the union and the employer.
(2) Employees commencing before the date of certification
of the Agreement
Where uniforms are supplied to an employee and where the
value of such uniforms exceeds $30.00, a once only deposit of
$30.00 shall be paid by the employee by means of six $5.00
instalments withheld by the employer from the employee’s
wages during the first six pay periods. This deposit shall be
repaid to the employee on termination provided the uniforms
issued to them are returned to the employer in good condition,
fair wear excepted.
In lieu of such $30.00 deposit, employers may withhold
$30.00 from the termination payment to any employee engaged
prior to the date of certification of this Agreement until such
time as the employee returns any uniform in his or her possession in good condition, fair wear excepted.
(3) Employees commencing on or after the date of certification of this agreement.
Where uniforms are supplied to an employee and where the
value of such uniforms exceeds $50.00, a once only deposit of
$50.00 shall be paid by the employee by means of five $10.00
instalments withheld by the employer from the employee’s
wages during the first five pay periods. This deposit shall be
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repaid to the employee on termination provided the uniforms
issued to them are returned to the employer in good condition,
fair wear excepted.
In lieu of such $50.00 deposit, the employer may withhold
$50.00 from the termination payment to any employee engaged
after the date of certification of this Agreement until such time
as the employee returns any uniform in his or her possession
in good condition, fair wear excepted.
Any employee who claims hardship as the result of the operation of sub-clauses (2) and (3) may have the repayment
rate set at 10 weekly payments of $5.00. Any dispute will be
settled in accordance with Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
(4) Grooming
Good personal presentation and hygiene are seen as essential by the employer in upholding the employer’s overall image
to our customers. When at work, employees shall be attired in
a neat, tidy and business like manner at all times.
(i) Hair is to be worn short or tied back away from the
face. The hats and hairnets provided are to be worn
at all times in line with current government health
regulations.
(ii) Minimal jewellery is permitted whilst on duty. A wedding band, engagement ring, wrist watch or
medic-alert bracelet is the maximum jewellery that
can be worn. Neck chains, ankle bracelets, costume
jewellery and dangling earrings can be hazardous to
the employee and/or customer and should not be
worn.
A stud or sleeper (one pair) will be permissible in
pierced ears only. Nose rings, eye rings or any other
form of body piercing that does not demonstrate a
professional business like manner is not allowable.
(iii) Facial hair is not encouraged however employees
with beards, moustaches should keep them neat, trim
and tidy. Shaving prior to commencing a shift is required.
(iv) Make-up should be kept to a minimum and be complimentary to the uniform. Heavy make-up should
be avoided and nail polish is not allowed.
(v) All employees must ensure that finger nails are maintained at a minimum length.
24.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
(1) Employees who are required to wash dishes, clean toilets or otherwise handle detergents, acids, soaps or any injurious
substances shall be supplied, free of charge by the employer,
with rubber gloves or be paid an allowance of $1.10 per week
in lieu.
(2) Where the conditions of work are such that employees
are unable to avoid their clothing becoming wet or dirty, they
shall be supplied with suitable protective clothing free of charge
by their employer.
(3) Where conditions of work are such that employees are
unable to avoid their feet becoming wet, they shall be supplied by their employer free of charge with suitable protective
footwear.
(4) All articles supplied shall remain the property of the
employer and shall be returned when required, in good order
and condition, fair wear and tear excepted.
(5) Any dispute in respect to the application of this Clause
will be settled in accordance with Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
25.—EMPLOYEES’ EQUIPMENT
All knives, choppers, tools, brushes, towels, and other utensils, implements and material which may be required to be
used by the employee for the purpose of carrying out his or
her duties, shall be supplied by the employer free of charge.
26.—LIMITATION OF WORK
(1) No female employee may be required to climb ladders
or any substitute therefore unless appropriately attired.
(2) No female employee shall be required to clean out male
public toilets, or male toilets within the employer’s establishment unless it has been determined by a male employee that
the toilets are vacant and arrangements are made to ensure
that the toilets are not in use during the cleaning period.
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(3) No female employee under the age of eighteen years
shall be required to lift or carry weights in excess of eleven
kilograms and no female employee over eighteen years of age
shall be required to lift or carry weights in excess of sixteen
kilograms.
27.—TRAVELLING FACILITIES
(1) Where an employee is detained at work until it is too late
to travel by the last ordinary bus, train or other regular public
conveyance to the employee’s usual place of residence, the
employer shall provide proper conveyance free of charge.
(2) If an employee is required to start work before the first
means of public conveyance (herebefore described) is available to convey the employee from his or her usual place of
residence to the place of employment, the employer shall provide a conveyance free of charge.
(3) The provisions of this Clause do not apply to an employee who usually has his or her own means of conveyance.
28.—RECORD
(1) The employer shall keep, or cause to be kept, on his or
her business premises, or at each of them if more than one, a
Time and Wages Record, wherein shall be entered the following information—
(a) the full name, postal address and occupation of each
employee employed and whether the employee is being employed on a full time, part time or casual
contract of service;
(b) the time each employee commences and finishes
work each day, including any breaks in shift;
(c) the number of hours worked each day by each employee and the total hours worked each pay period;
(d) the wages and (if any) overtime and allowances paid
to each employee each pay period;
(e) the age of any employee employed on junior rates of
pay.
(2) The Record shall be entered up by the employer from
day to day and shall be signed, if correct, by the employee at
the time of being paid. The employer and the employee shall
be severally responsible for the correctness of the Record.
(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) hereof, the
Record shall be open for inspection to a duly accredited representative of the union on the employer’s premises from Monday
to Sunday, both inclusive, between the hours of 9.00 a.m. to
5.00 p.m., (excepting from 12.00 noon to 2.00 p.m.). The union representative shall be permitted time to inspect the Record
and, if he or she requires, shall be allowed to take an extract or
copy of any of the information contained in the Record, which
shall be maintained by the employer on the business premises
for a period of not less than twelve months.
(b) Where the Record for any reason is not available for
inspection, an extract or copy from such Record of Information required by the Representative shall be forwarded by the
employer to the Registered Office of the union within fourteen days of the date of the request made to inspect the Record.
(4) For the purposes of this Clause the term “Record” shall
mean a book or single document wherein shall be entered all
the information required to be kept in accordance with the
provisions of subclause (1) of this Clause.
(5) Notwithstanding subclauses (1) to (4);
Where this industrial agreement empowers a representative
of the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia to inspect the time and wages records of
an employee or former employee, that power shall be exercised subject to the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations
1997 (as may be amended from time to time) and the following—
(a) the employer may refuse a representative access to
the records if—
(i) The employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative would infringe the privacy of persons who are not
members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative;
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(b) the power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of the union authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules of the organisation;
(c) before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to an employer.
29.—ROSTER
(1) A roster of the working hours of each full time and part
time employee employed shall be exhibited in the office the
employer, so as it may be conveniently and readily seen by the
employee.
(2) Such roster shall show—
(a) the name, occupation and type of employment of each
employee;
(b) the hours to be worked by each employee each day
and the breaks in shift to be taken.
(3) Subject to Clause 28.-Record, the roster in the office
shall be open for inspection to a duly accredited representative of the union at such time as the “Record” is so open for
inspection.
(4) Such rosters shall be drawn up in such a manner as to
show the working hours of each employee for at least one
week in advance of the date of the roster, and may only be
altered on account of the sickness of an employee, or by mutual consent between the employee and the employer
concerned.
30.—CHANGE AND REST ROOMS
Adequate change and rest rooms shall be provided by the
employer where such are reasonably practicable.
31.—FIRST AID
(1) In each establishment the employer shall provide and
continuously maintain at a place easily accessible to all employees an adequate First Aid Kit.
(2) A worker holding either a Red Cross or St John Senior
First Aid Certificate of at least “A” level who is appointed by
the employer to perform first aid duties shall be paid $6.00 per
week in addition to the worker’s ordinary rate.
32.—POSTING OF AGREEMENT AND UNION
NOTICES
(1) In each establishment, a copy of this Agreement, if supplied by the Union, shall be exhibited by the employer on the
business premises in such a place where it may be conveniently and readily seen by each employee employed.
(2) The Secretary of the union, or any other duly accredited
representative of the union, shall be permitted to post notices
relating to union business in a place where it may be conveniently and readily seen by each employee employed. Provided
that nothing in this subclause shall empower a duly accredited
official of the union to enter any part of the premises of the
employer, pursuant to this subclause, unless the employer is
the employer or former employer of a member of the Union.
33.—SUPPORTED WAGE SYSTEM
(1) This Clause defines the conditions which will apply to
employees who because of the effects of a disability are eligible for a supported wage under the terms of this Agreement.
In the context of this clause, the following definitions will
apply—
(i) “Supported Wage System” means the Commonwealth Government system to promote employment
for people who cannot work at full award wages because of a disability, as documented in “[Supported
Wage System: Guidelines and Assessment Process]”.
(ii) “Accredited Assessor” means a person accredited by
the management unit established by the Commonwealth under the Supported Wage System to perform
assessments of an individual’s productive capacity
within the Supported Wage System.
(iii) “Disability Support Pension” means the Commonwealth pension scheme to provide income security
for persons with a disability as provided under the
Social Security Act 1991, as amended from time to
time, or any successor to that scheme.
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(iv) “Assessment Instrument” means the form provided
for under the Supported Wage System that records
the assessment of the productive capacity of the person to be employed under the Supported Wage
System.
(2) Eligibility Criteria
Employees covered by this Clause will be those who are
unable to perform the range of duties to the competence level
required within the class of work for which the employee is
engaged under this Agreement, because of the effects of a disability on their productive capacity and who meet the
impairment criteria for receipt of a Disability Support Pension.
(The Clause does not apply to any existing employee who
has a claim against the employer which is subject to the provisions of workers’ compensation legislation or any provision
of this Agreement relating to the rehabilitation of employees
who are injured in the course of their current employment).
The Agreement does not apply to the employer in respect of
any facility, program, undertaking, service or the like which
receives funding under the Disability Services Act 1986 and
fulfils the dual role of service provider and sheltered employer
to people with disabilities who are in receipt of or are eligible
for a disability support pension, unless the employer has received recognition under Section 10 or Section 12A of the
Act, or if a part only has received recognition, that part.
(3) Supported Wage Rates
Employees to whom this clause applies shall be paid the
applicable percentage of the minimum rate of pay prescribed
by this Agreement for the class of work which the person is
performing according to the following schedule—
Assessed Capacity
% Of Prescribed
(Sub-clause (d)
Agreement Rate
10%*
10%
20%
20%
30%
30%
40%
40%
50%
50%
60%
60%
70%
70%
80%
80%
90%
90%
(Provided that the minimum amount payable shall not be
less than $45 per week).
* Where a person’s assessed capacity is 10 per cent,
they shall receive a high degree of assistance and
support.
(4) Assessment of Capacity
For the purpose of establishing the percentage of the Agreement rate to be paid to an employee under this Agreement, the
productive capacity of the employee will be assessed in accordance with the Supported Wage System and documented
in an assessment instrument by either—
(i) The employer and the Union, in consultation with
the employee or, if desired by any of these;
(ii) the employer and an accredited assessor from a panel
agreed by the employer and the Union.
(5) Lodgement of Assessment Instrument
(a) All assessment instruments under the conditions of
this clause, including the appropriate percentage of
the Agreement wage to be paid to the employee, shall
be lodged by the employer with the Registrar of the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(b) All assessment instruments shall be agreed and signed
by the parties to the assessment, provided that where
a union which is party to the Agreement, is not a
party to the assessment, it shall be referred by the
Registrar to the union by certified mail and shall take
effect unless an objection is notified to the Registrar
within ten working days.
(6) Review of Assessment
The assessment of the applicable percentage should be subject to annual review or earlier on the basis of a reasonable
request for such a review. The process of review shall be in
accordance with the procedures for assessing capacity under
the Supported Wage System.
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(7) Other Terms and Conditions of Employment
Where an assessment has been made, the applicable percentage shall apply to the wage rate only. Employees covered
by the provisions of the clause will be entitled to the same
terms and conditions of employment as all other workers covered by this Agreement paid on a pro-rata basis.
(8) Workplace Adjustment
The employer wishing to employ a person under the provisions of this clause shall take reasonable steps to make changes
in the workplace to enhance the employee’s capacity to do the
job. Changes may involve redesign of job duties, working time
arrangements and work organisation in consultation with other
workers in the area.
(9) Trial Period
(a) In order for an adequate assessment of the employee’s capacity to be made, the employer may employ
a person under the provisions of this clause for a
trial period not exceeding 12 weeks, except that in
some cases additional work adjustment time (not
exceeding four weeks) may be needed.
(b) During the trial period the assessment of capacity
shall be undertaken and the proposed wage rate for a
continuing employment relationship shall be determined.
(c) The minimum amount payable to the employee during the trial period shall be no less than $45 per week.
(d) Work trials should include induction or training as
appropriate to the job being trialed.
(e) Where the employer and employee wish to establish
a continuing employment relationship following the
completion of the trial period, a further contract of
employment shall be entered into based on the outcome of assessment under Clause 4 of this Clause.
Employees who because of the effects of a disability are
eligible for a supported wage shall be assessed and paid in
accordance with the provisions of the model clause as provided in the Supported Wage System Test Case Decision (Print
L5723 of 1994).
34.—LOCATION ALLOWANCES
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to the
rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an employee
shall be paid the following weekly allowances when employed
in the towns described hereunder. Provided that where the
wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly allowances.
TOWN
PER WEEK
$
Agnew
15.20
Argyle (see subclause 12)
39.50
Balladonia
15.00
Barrow Island
25.70
Boulder
6.20
Broome
24.20
Bullfinch
7.20
Carnarvon
12.30
Cockatoo Island
26.60
Coolgardie
6.20
Cue
15.50
Dampier
20.90
Denham
12.30
Derby
25.10
Esperance
4.60
Eucla
16.90
Exmouth
21.70
Fitzroy Crossing
30.30
Goldsworthy
13.80
Halls Creek
34.60
Kalbarri
5.10
Kalgoorlie
6.20
Kambalda
6.20
Karratha
24.80
Koolan Island
26.60
Koolyanobbing
7.20
Kununurra
39.50
Laverton
15.40
Learmonth
21.70
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PER WEEK
$
Leinster
15.20
Leonora
15.40
Madura
16.00
Marble Bar
37.70
Meekatharra
13.30
Mount Magnet
16.50
Mundrabilla
16.50
Newman
14.50
Norseman
12.90
Nullagine
37.60
Onslow
25.70
Pannawonica
19.60
Paraburdoo
19.40
Port Hedland
20.80
Ravensthorpe
8.10
Roebourne
28.50
Sandstone
15.20
Shark Bay
12.30
Shay Gap
13.80
Southern Cross
7.20
Telfer
35.00
Teutonic Bore
15.20
Tom Price
19.40
Whim Creek
24.60
Wickham
24.00
Wiluna
15.50
Wittenoom
33.40
Wyndham
37.30
(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has—
(a) a dependant shall be paid double the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(b) a partial dependant shall be paid the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependant is receiving by way of a district or
location allowance.
(3) Where an employee
(a) is provided with board and lodging by his/her employer, free of charge;
or
(b) is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and
lodging by virtue of the award or an Order or Agreement made pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid sixty six and two-thirds per cent
of the allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of paragraph (b) of this subclause shall have
effect on and from the 24 July 1990.
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(4) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices
receiving less than adult rate and employees employed for less
than a full week shall receive that proportion of the location
allowance as equates with the proportion that their wage for
ordinary hours that week is to the adult rate for the work performed.
(5) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the period
of such leave the location allowance to which he/she would
ordinarily be entitled.
(6) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she shall
only be paid location allowance for the period of such leave
he/she remains in the location in which he/she is employed.
(7) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Dependant” shall mean—
(i) a spouse or de facto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or de facto
spouse;
who does not receive a district or location allowance, or who, if in receipt of a salary or wage package,
receives no consideration for which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this
clause.
(b) “Partial Dependant” shall mean a “dependant” as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause who
receives a district or location allowance which is less
than the location allowance prescribed in subclause
(1) of this clause or who, if in receipt of a salary or
wage package, receives less than full consideration
for which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this clause.
(8) Where an employee is employed in a town or location
not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount as
may be agreed between Australian Mines and Metals Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western
Australia and the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be determined by the
Commission.
(9) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant to
Section 50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance
representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the first day in July of
each year in accordance with the annual percentage change in
the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing), for Perth measured to the end of the immediately preceding March quarter,
the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten cents.

LOCATION ALLOWANCES—JULY 1998
PRICES
ISOLATION
CLIMATE
Index No. Prices
Index No. Isolation
Index No. Climate
Maximum Allowance
100
$64.80
100
$10.00
100
$5.00
Agnew
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
Argle
100
$64.8
93
$9.30
99
$4.95
Balladonia
40
$25.9
40
$4.00
0
$Barrow Island
65
$42.1
62
$6.20
62
$3.10
Boulder
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
Broome
58
$37.6
71
$7.10
73
$3.65
Bullfinch
16
$10.4
33
$3.30
15
$0.75
Carnarvon
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
Cockatoo Island
63
$40.8
80
$8.00
86
$4.30
Coolgardie
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
Cue
37
$24.0
55
$5.50
29
$1.45
Dampier
51
$33.0
58
$5.80
61
$3.05
Denham
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
Derby
60
$38.9
71
$7.10
86
$4.30
Esperance
9
$5.8
34
$3.40
0
$Eucla
40
$25.9
79
$7.90
0
$Exmouth
55
$35.7
53
$5.30
49
$2.45
Fitzroy Crossing
74
$47.9
87
$8.70
80
$4.00
Goldsworthy
26
$16.8
66
$6.60
83
$4.15
Halls Creek
88
$57.0
91
$9.10
61
$3.05

TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$78.78
$39.90
$30.4
$15.2
$79.0
$39.5
$29.9
$15.0
$51.4
$25.7
$12.5
$6.2
$48.3
$24.2
$14.4
$7.2
$24.6
$12.3
$53.1
$26.6
$12.5
$6.2
$30.9
$15.5
$41.9
$20.9
$24.6
$12.3
$50.3
$25.1
$9.2
$4.6
$33.8
$16.9
$43.4
$21.7
$60.6
$30.3
$27.6
$13.8
$69.2
$34.6
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PRICES
Index No. Prices
Maximum Allowance
100
$64.80
Kalbarri
14
$9.1
Kalgoorlie
16
$10.4
Kambalda
16
$10.4
Karratha
63
$40.8
Koolan Island
63
$40.8
Koolyanobbing
16
$10.4
Kununurra
100
$64.8
Laverton
37
$24.0
Learmonth
55
$35.7
Leinster
35
$22.7
Leonora
37
$24.0
Madura
40
$25.9
Marble Bar
100
$64.8
Meekatharra
32
$20.7
Mount Magnet
41
$26.6
Mundrabilla
40
$25.9
Newman
34
$22.10
Norseman
34
$22.10
Nullagine
100
$64.8
Onslow
65
$42.1
Pannawonica
47
$30.4
Paraburdoo
47
$30.4
Port Hedland
51
$33.0
Ravensthorpe
18
$11.7
Roebourne
73
$47.3
Sandstone
35
$22.7
Shark Bay
30
$19.4
Shay Gap
26
$16.8
Southern Cross
16
$10.4
Telfer
90
$58.3
Teutonic Bore
35
$22.7
Tom Price
47
$30.4
Whim Creek
62
$40.2
Wickham
59
$38.2
Wiluna
35
$22.7
Wittenoom
88
$57.0
Wyndham
92
$59.6

ISOLATION
Index No. Isolation
100
$10.00
12
$1.20
15
$1.50
15
$1.50
58
$5.80
80
$8.00
33
$3.30
93
$9.30
58
$5.80
53
$5.30
68
$6.80
58
$5.80
60
$6.00
70
$7.00
44
$4.40
48
$4.80
70
$7.00
49
$4.90
34
$3.40
75
$7.50
62
$6.20
60
$6.00
60
$6.00
50
$5.00
45
$4.50
59
$5.90
68
$6.80
43
$4.30
66
$6.60
33
$3.30
81
$8.10
68
$6.80
60
$6.00
54
$5.40
59
$5.90
68
$6.80
71
$7.10
100
$10.00

35.—PARENTAL LEAVE
Permanent employees with at least twelve months continuous service shall be entitled to Parental Leave (unpaid
Maternity, Paternity and Adoption Leave and the right to work
Part Time with the consent of the employer) as determined by
the 1990 Parental Leave Test Case (Print J3596).
36.—TEMPORARY TRANSFER [DELETED]
37.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS [DELETED]
38.—TRAINEESHIPS
(1) The National Training Wage Award shall apply in respect of this Agreement and where it refers back to the Award,
that shall be read as referring back to this Agreement.
(2) The provision in the National Training Wage Award in
respect of overtime shall be read to mean that the hourly rate
of pay for the purposes of calculation of overtime or shift penalties is the hourly rate applicable to the relevant age as
prescribed in this Agreement.
39.—TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND
RESTRUCTURING
(1) Employer’s Duty to Notify
(a) Where the employer has made a definite decision to
introduce major changes in production, program, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to
have significant effects on employees, the employer
shall notify the employees who may be affected by
the proposed changes and the Union.
(b) “Significant effects” include termination of employment, major changes in the composition, operation
or size of the workforce or in the skills required; the
elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or job tenure; the alteration of
hours of work; the need for retraining or transfer of
employees to other work or locations and the restructuring of jobs.Provided that where the Agreement

CLIMATE
Index No. Climate
100
$5.00
0
$12
$0.60
12
$0.60
61
$3.05
86
$4.30
15
$0.75
99
$4.95
19
$0.95
49
$2.45
19
$0.95
19
$0.95
0
$73
$3.65
29
$1.45
33
$1.65
0
$42
$2.10
7
$0.35
58
$2.90
62
$3.10
55
$2.75
48
$2.40
71
$3.55
0
$77
$3.85
19
$0.95
18
$0.90
83
$4.15
15
$0.75
73
$3.65
19
$0.95
48
$2.40
74
$3.70
77
$3.85
29
$1.45
53
$2.65
100
$5.00
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TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$78.78
$39.90
$10.3
$5.1
$12.5
$6.2
$12.5
$6.2
$49.7
$24.8
$53.1
$26.6
$14.4
$7.2
$79.0
$39.5
$30.7
$15.4
$43.4
$21.7
$30.4
$15.2
$30.7
$15.4
$31.9
$16.0
$75.4
$37.7
$26.6
$13.3
$33.0
$16.5
$32.9
$16.5
$29.0
$14.5
$25.8
$12.9
$75.2
$37.6
$51.4
$25.7
$39.2
$19.6
$38.8
$19.4
$41.6
$20.8
$16.2
$8.1
$57.0
$28.5
$30.4
$15.2
$24.6
$12.3
$27.6
$13.8
$14.4
$7.2
$70.0
$35.0
$30.4
$15.2
$38.8
$19.4
$49.3
$24.6
$48.0
$24.0
$30.9
$15.5
$66.8
$33.4
$74.6
$37.3

makes provision for alteration of any of the matters
referred to herein an alteration shall be deemed not
to have significant effect.
(2) Employer’s Duty to Discuss Change
(a) The employer shall discuss with the employees affected and their Union inter alia, the introduction of
the changes referred to above, the effects the changes
are likely to have on employees, measures to avert
or mitigate the adverse effects of such changes on
employees and shall give prompt consideration to
matters raised by the employees and/or the union in
relation to the changes.
(b) The discussions shall commence as early as practicable after a definite decision has been made by the
employer to make the changes referred to above.
(c) For the purposes of such discussions, the employer
shall provide in writing to the employees concerned
and the union, all relevant information about the
changes including the nature of the changes proposed,
the expected effects of the changes on employees
and any other matters likely to affect employees provided that the employer shall not be required to
disclose confidential information the disclosure of
which would be detrimental to the employer’s interests.
40.—REDUNDANCY
(1) Discussions Before Terminations
(a) Where the employer has made a definite decision
that the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has been doing to be done by anyone and this
is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of
labour and that decision may lead to termination of
employment, the employer shall hold discussions
with the employees directly affected and with the
Union.
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(b) The discussions shall take place as soon as is practicable and shall cover, amongst other matters the
reasons the proposed terminations are required, measures to avoid or minimise the terminations and
measures to mitigate any adverse effects of any terminations on the employees concerned.
(c) For the purposes of the discussion the employer shall,
as soon as practicable, provide in writing to the employees concerned and the Union, all relevant
information about the proposed terminations including the reasons for the proposed terminations, the
number and categories of employees likely to be affected, and the number of employees normally
employed and the period over which the terminations are likely to be carried out.
Provided that the employer shall not be required to
disclose confidential information the disclosure of
which would be detrimental to the employer’s interests.
(2) Transfer to lower paid duties
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for
reasons set out in subclause (1) hereof, the employee shall be
entitled to the same period of notice of transfer as they would
had they been terminated, and the employer may make payment in lieu thereof of an amount equal to the difference
between the former ordinary time rate of pay and the new lower
ordinary time rates for the number of weeks of notice still
owing.
(3) Severance Pay
In addition to the period of notice provided in Clause 7 of
this Agreement, a permanent employee whose employment is
terminated for reasons set out above shall be entitled to the
following amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous
period of service—
Period of continuous service
Severance Pay
less than 1 year
nil
1 year but less than 2 years
4 weeks pay
2 years but less than 3 years
6 weeks pay
3 years but less than 4 years
7 weeks pay
4 years and over
8 weeks pay
“Weeks pay” means the ordinary time rate of pay for the
employee concerned.
Provided that the severance payments shall not exceed the
amount which the employee would have earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to the employee’s
normal retirement date.
(4) Employee Leaving During Notice
An employee whose employment is terminated for reasons
set out in subclause (1) hereof, may terminate his or her employment during the period of notice and, if so, shall be entitled
to the same benefits and payments under this Clause had he or
she remained with the employer until the expiry of such notice. Provided that in such circumstances the employee shall
not be entitled to payment in lieu of the notice period prescribed by subclause (1) of Clause 7 of this Agreement.
(5) Alternative Employment
The employer in a particular redundancy case, may make
application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied if the employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee.
(6) Time Off During Notice Period
(a) During the period of notice of termination given by
the employer an employee shall be allowed up to
one day’s time off without loss of pay during each
week of notice for the purpose of seeking other employment.
(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave for more
than one day during the notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment, the employee
shall, at the request of the employer, be required to
produce proof of attendance at an interview or they
shall not receive payment for the time absent.
For the purpose of this Clause a statutory declaration will be sufficient.
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(7) Notice to Commonwealth Employment Service
Where a decision has been made to terminate employees in
the circumstances outlined in subclause (1) hereof, the employer shall notify the Commonwealth Employment Service
or its equivalent thereof as soon as possible giving relevant
information including the number and categories of the employees likely to be affected and the period over which the
terminations are intended to be carried out.
(8) Employees with Less Than One Year’s Service
This Clause shall not apply to employees with less than one
year’s continuous service and the general obligation on the
employer should be no more than to give relevant employees
an indication of the impending redundancy at the first reasonable opportunity, and to take such steps as may be reasonable
to facilitate the obtaining by the employees of suitable alternative employment.
(9) Employees Exempted
This Clause shall not apply where employment is terminated
as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant dismissal,
including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty, or in
the case of casual employees, apprentices, or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specified task or
tasks.
41.—GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(1) The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that any questions, disputes or difficulties are resolved as quickly as possible.
(a) Any dispute or grievance should, in the first instance
be discussed by the employee/s affected and the store
management.
(b) In the event that the dispute remains unresolved, the
employee and an authorised official of the union
should discuss the issue with the store manager and/
or area manager.
(c) In the event that the dispute remains unresolved, the
Secretary of the union or his/her nominee should discuss the issue with a representative of state
management of the employer.
(2) The parties are committed to the efficient resolution of
disputes and will endeavour to ensure that a time limit of two
days will apply to each of the steps outlined in subclause (1)
hereof.
(3) While the steps outlined in subclause (1) hereof are being followed, the parties undertake to continue work in
accordance with the pre-dispute status quo. Neither party will
be prejudiced in the outcome of the dispute as a result of the
continuance of work pursuant to this Clause.
(4) Once the requirements of subclause (1) of this clause
have been complied with either party may refer an issue in
dispute to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for assistance in its resolution.
42.—UNION RECOGNITION AND UNION
MEMBERSHIP [DELETED]
43.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
Consistent with the terms of the Labor Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act a representative of the Union shall not exercise
the rights under this clause with respect to entering any part of
the premises of the employer unless the employer is the employer, or former employer of a member of the Union.
(1) A Union Official visiting the employer’s premises for
the purpose of dealing with an industrial matter involving a
member of the union, will—
a) Upon arrival at the store, notify the Store Manager,
or Duty Manager, if available, of the general intent
and estimated length of the visit, prior to any discussion with employees;
b) minimise their time and interaction with employees
in customer contact areas of the store;
c) discuss issues in detail with employees in non-service areas of the store;
d) ensure there is no disruption to the general operation
of the store;
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e) prior to departure, notify the Store Manager of any
concerns or issues with the intent of seeking a satisfactory solution including utilisation of the specified
grievance procedure wherever appropriate;
provided that the employer shall provide reasonable access to
employees who are members of the Union.
(2) If the union requires group meetings with staff who are
members of the union, an official will give at least 48 hours
notice to the employer. The meeting will be arranged at a
mutually convenient time to both staff and the employer.
44.—TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
(1) Subject to the following conditions, elected Union
delegate(s) or appointed Union Representative(s) shall be
granted leave with pay to attend courses conducted or approved
by the union which are designed to promote good industrial
relations and industrial efficiency provided that—
a) No more than 2 paid shifts shall be granted in any
store in any calendar year. Any additional shifts shall
be unpaid and subject to employer approval.
b) Untaken paid leave shall not accrue from year to year
or be transferred from one store to another.
(2) Application to attend shall be in writing and shall include details of the type and content of the course to be attended
and the dates upon which the course is to be conducted. Applications shall be made not less than one calendar month before
the intended course, or such lesser period as may be agreed
between the employer, the Union and the employee concerned.
(3) Once received, applications shall be granted by the employer on the dates notified by the Union, subject to the
employer’s ability to maintain normal store operating requirements.
(4) Except in the case of a new store opening, only employees who have completed six months continuous service with
the employer shall be eligible for leave pursuant to this Clause.
(5) Leave granted pursuant to this Clause shall count as service for all purposes of this Agreement.
(6) Any employee on paid leave in accordance with this
Clause shall receive payment in accordance with the roster
they would have worked for the period of absence.
(7) The employer shall not be required to pay any other costs
associated with such leave.
(8) On completion of the course, the employer may require
the employee to provide satisfactory proof of attendance at
the course.
45.—SUPERANNUATION
The superannuation provisions contained herein operate subject to the requirements of the hereinafter prescribes provision
titled—Compliance, Nomination and Transition.
(1) The employer shall participate in the Retail Employees
Superannuation Trust (REST).
(2) All contributions required to be made by the employer
on behalf of employees in compliance with the Superannuation Guarantee Legislation shall be made to REST.
(3) Employees who wish to make contributions to REST
shall be entitled to authorise the employer to pay into the fund
from employees wages amounts specified by the employee
and upon authorisation such payments shall be made by the
employer.
(4) Contributions provided by subclauses (3) and (4) hereof
shall be remitted by the employer to the Fund each calendar
month
Compliance, Nomination and Transition
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere herein which
requires that contribution be made to a superannuation fund or
scheme in respect of an employee, on and from 30 June 1998—
(a) Any such fund or scheme shall no longer be a complying superannuation fund or scheme for the
purposes of this clause unless—
(i) the fund or scheme is a complying fund or
scheme within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
of the Commonwealth; and
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(ii) under the governing rules of the fund or
scheme, contributions may be made by or in
respect of the employee permitted to nominate a fund or scheme;
(b) The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the
employee;
(c) The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation
fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
(d) A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the employee to whom such is directed;
(e) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are
to be made;
(f) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a employee;
Provided that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee thereafter nominates a complying superannuation fund
or scheme—
(g) if one or more complying superannuation funds or
schemes to which contributions may be made be
specified herein, the employer is required to make
contributions to that fund or scheme, or one of those
funds or schemes nominated by the employer;
or
(h) if no complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made be specified herein,
the employer is required to make contributions to a
complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer.
46.—SIGNATORIES
(Signed Timothy Irvine)
Signed for and on behalf of
Signature
Geoffrey Beeck and Diane
Head trading as Chicken
Treat Narrogin
27th October 1998
Date
(Signed Timothy Irvine)
Signature
27th October 1998
Date
Common Seal
(Signed Joseph Bullock)
(Signed Mark Bishop)
GENERAL SECRETARY
GENERAL PRESIDENT
- JOE BULLOCK
M. BISHOP
Signed for and on behalf of
The Shop, Distributive and
Allied Employees’ Association of
Western Australia.
22nd October 1998
Date
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CHICKEN TREAT EMPLOYEES, PADBURY SDA
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 246 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia
and
Mario and Hilda Muzzarelli T/A Chicken Treat Padbury.
No. AG 246 of 1998.
16 December 1998.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 246 OF 1998
HAVING heard Mr T. Pope on behalf of the first named party
and Mr T. Irvine on behalf of the second named party; and
WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial Relations Act,
1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Chicken Treat Employees, Padbury SDA Enterprise Agreement 1998 filed in
the Commission on 28 October 1998 and as subsequently
amended by the parties, signed by me for identification,
be and is hereby registered as an Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Chicken Treat Employees, Padbury SDA Enterprise Agreement 1998 and replaces
the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977 in respect to the parties to this
Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
3A.
3B.
3C.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Parties to this Agreement
Potential number of employees under Agreement
No Further Claims
Previous Awards and Agreements
Term
Definitions
Termination of Employment
Hours
Overtime
Casual Employees
Part Time Employees
Meal Breaks
Meal Money
Sick Leave
Bereavement Leave
Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Payment of Wages
Wages
Junior Employees
Higher or Lower Duties
Uniforms, Laundering and Presentation Standards
Protective Clothing
Employees’ Equipment
Limitation of Work

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
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Travelling Facilities
Record
Roster
Change and Rest Rooms
First Aid Kit
Posting of Agreement and Union Notices
Supported Wage System
Location Allowances
Parental Leave
Temporary Transfer [Deleted]
Enterprise Agreements [Deleted]
Traineeships
Technological Change and Restructuring
Redundancy
Grievance Procedure
Union Recognition and Union Membership [Deleted]
Right of Entry
Trade Union Training Leave
Superannuation
Signatories

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall be binding upon Mario and Hilda
Muzzarelli trading as Chicken Treat Padbury (hereinafter referred to as “the employer”), the Shop Distributive and Allied
Employees’ Association of Western Australia (hereinafter referred to as “the Union”) and the employees of the employer
who are employed in the classifications set out in Clause 6, of
this Agreement. This Agreement shall apply throughout the
State of Western Australia.
3A.—PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
The employer parties are Mario and Hilda Muzzarelli trading as Chicken Treat.
The union party is the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia.
3B.—POTENTIAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
COVERED BY AGREEMENT
Approximately 20 employees will be covered by this Agreement.
3C.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties undertake that for the duration of the agreement
there will be no further wage increases sought or granted.
4.—PREVIOUS AWARDS AND AGREEMENTS
This agreement replaces in all respects the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977
No. R32 of 1976 in relation to the parties to this agreement.
5.—TERM
(1) This Agreement shall come into force on the day of its
certification and shall continue to operate until 30th June 2000.
(2) The parties to the Agreement agree to commence negotiations for a new Agreement six months prior to the expiry of
this Agreement.
6.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Retail Food Establishment” shall mean the establishment or part thereof which is operated by the employer and
which is wholly or predominantly engaged in the receipt of
orders for or the preparation, sale, serving or delivery of mass
marketed food from a standardised menu and shall include
any commissary, whether within such establishment or elsewhere, where such food is prepared or partially prepared.
(2) “Retail Employee Grade I” shall mean an employee engaged in a retail food establishment who is in the first six
months of employment and who is gaining the skills required
of an Employee Grade II or Grade III.
(3) “Retail Employee Grade II” shall mean an employee with
not less than six months service with the employer who is
engaged to assist with the preparation, assembly, cooking or
packing of product for sale; the maintenance of the work area
at a standard of cleanliness as determined by the employer;
the cleaning of cooking utensils, cutlery and glassware; and/
or in the delivery of product to the customer outside the establishment.
(4) “Retail Employee Grade III” shall mean an employee
with not less than six months service with the employer who
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performs customer service functions including the taking of
orders by any means, the entering of information onto a computer, the receipt of monies or other duties involving customer
contact except the delivery of product to the customer outside
the establishment.
(5) “Retail Employee Grade IV” shall mean an employee
involved in the preparation of food using trades equivalent
skills and/or required to give direction to or be in charge of
Employees Grades I—III.
(6) Any dispute as to grading shall be addressed in accordance with the terms of Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
(7) “Daily Spread of Shift” shall mean the time which elapses
from the employee’s actual starting time to the employee’s
actual finishing time for the day or shift.
7.—TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Permanent Employees
(a) Should the employer wish to terminate a permanent
employee, the following period of notice shall be provided—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Not more than 6 months
1 day
Not more than 1 year
1 week
More than 1 year but not more
than 3 years
2 weeks
More than 3 years but not more
than 5 years
3 weeks
More than 5 years
4 weeks
(b) Employees over 45 years of age with 2 or more years
continuous service at the time of termination, shall
receive an additional week’s notice.
(c) Where the relevant notice is not provided, the employee shall be entitled to payment in lieu. Provided
that employment may be terminated by part of the
period of notice and part payment in lieu.
(d) Payment in lieu of notice shall be calculated using
the employee’s ordinary time weekly wage as prescribed by this Agreement.
(e) The period of notice in this Clause shall not apply in
the case of dismissal for conduct that justifies instant dismissal, including malingering, inefficiency
or neglect of duty or, if after receiving notice of termination, such employee does not carry out his or
her duties in the same manner as he or she did prior
to such notice.
(f) Notice of termination by employee
Except in the first 6 month’s of service, 1 week’s
notice shall be necessary for an employee to terminate his or her engagement or the forfeiture of 1
week’s pay by the employee to the employer in lieu
of notice.
In the first six months’ service, an employee may
give 1 day’s notice to terminate his or her employment, or the forfeiture of 1 day’s pay by the employee
to the employer in lieu of notice.
(g) Unfair Dismissals
Termination of employment by the employer shall
not be harsh, unjust or unreasonable, whether notice
has been given or not.
Without limiting the above, except where a distinction, exclusion or preference is based on the inherent
requirements of a particular position, terminations
on the grounds of race, colour, sex, marital status,
family responsibilities, pregnancy, religion, political opinion, national extraction and social origin shall
constitute a harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination of employment.
(2) Casual Employees
The employment of a casual employee may be terminated
by the giving or receiving of 1 hour’s notice.
(3) Grievance Procedures
In the event of a dispute arising from the operation of this
Clause, the matter should be dealt with in accordance with the
provisions of Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure hereof.
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(4) In all cases, the employer is bound by the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
8.—HOURS
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be thirty eight per week,
not exceeding ten per day, to be worked over not more than
five days of the week, within a daily spread of eleven hours.
Each employee shall be entitled to two clear days off duty per
week.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) hereof,
in cases where employees are rostered over a 19 day, four week
cycle, up to forty ordinary hours may be worked in a week
provided that the total number of ordinary hours in any four
week cycle shall not exceed 152.
9.—OVERTIME
(1) All work done at times other than those which the employee is rostered to work, or outside the daily spread of eleven
hours, or beyond ten hours in any one day or beyond five days
in any one week or beyond thirty eight hours in any one week—
except in the case of an employee rostered over a 19 day, four
week cycle as provided by Clause 8 (2) in which case the limit
to weekly ordinary hours shall be forty—shall be overtime.
(2) Subject to the provisions of subclause (3) hereof, all overtime worked between Monday to Friday, both inclusive, and
prior to twelve noon on Saturday shall be paid for at the rate of
time and a half for the first two hours and double time thereafter. All overtime worked after twelve noon on a Saturday and
all day on a Sunday, shall be paid for at the rate of double
time.
(3) All work done on an employee’s rostered day off shall be
paid for at the rate of double time with a minimum payment as
for three hours’ work.
(4) Notwithstanding anything contained in this clause to the
contrary, where a part time employee is requested to work
over-time beyond his or her regular finishing time in order to
meet unforeseen operational and/or staffing requirements, the
first hour of such overtime shall be paid for at the ordinary
time rate of pay, the second hour of such overtime shall be
paid for at the rate of time and a half with double time for any
hours worked thereafter. The provisions of this subclause shall
only apply to Part Time employees rostered to work nine ordinary hours or less on the day upon which the overtime is
worked.
(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in this clause, the
employer and an employee may agree that time off with pay
may be allowed in lieu of payment for overtime. Such time off
shall be allowed subject to—
a) time off for each hour or part thereof shall be equivalent to the overtime rate that otherwise would have
been paid.
b) the time of taking time off being agreed at the time
of arranging the overtime and shall be no later than
four weeks after the overtime is worked.
10.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
(1) Casual employees shall mean employees engaged on an
hourly contract of service.
(2) Casual employees shall not be engaged for less than two
consecutive hours per time.
(3) Casual employees shall be paid at the ordinary rate of
pay of one thirty-eighth of the full time weekly rate of pay for
the appropriate classification as set out in subclause (1) of
Clause 20.-Wages plus twenty one and one half per cent, provided that this rate shall be increased to double time for all
work performed on the holidays referred to in subclause (1) of
Clause 16 of this Agreement.
(4) The working time for a casual employee on an outside
job, shall count from the time appointed for their attendance at
the job until they are discharged. Fares to and from the place
of engagement and the job shall be paid by the employer.
(5) The wages payable to a casual employee on an outside
job shall be forwarded to the employee within seventy two
hours of completion of the pay week in which such employee
was employed.
(6) The provisions of Clauses 14, 15, 16, 17 and 35 shall not
apply to a casual employee.
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11.—PART TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) A part time employee shall mean an employee engaged
on a weekly contract of service, who works regularly from
week to week for not less than three consecutive ordinary hours
per time, or more than ten ordinary hours per day, and not less
than nine or more than thirty ordinary hours each week over
not more than five days of the week.
(2) Subject to the limitations on daily and weekly hours for
part time employees as prescribed by subclause (1) of this
Clause, the number of ordinary hours to be worked on any one
day by a part time employee may be increased but not decreased by agreement between the employer and the employee.
(3) Part time employees shall be paid at the ordinary time
rate of pay of one thirty-eighth of the full time weekly rate of
pay for the appropriate classification as set out in subclause
(1) of Clause 20.-Wages, provided that this rate shall be increased to double time for all work performed on the holidays
referred to in subclause (1) of Clause 16.-Holidays of this
Agreement.
(4) All time worked by a part time employee beyond ten
ordinary hours per day, thirty ordinary hours per week or five
days per week or at times other than those which the employee
is rostered to work shall be overtime and paid for at the appropriate overtime rate prescribed in Clause 9.-Overtime of this
Agreement.
(5) A part time employee shall be eligible for pro rata annual
leave and sick leave in accordance with Clauses 14 and 17 in
addition to being eligible for bereavement leave and payment
in lieu of public holidays. In calculating the pro-rata entitlements of a part time employee pursuant to this subclause, all
ordinary hours worked by the employee, including any additional ordinary hours agreed pursuant to subclause (2) of this
Clause, shall be included in the calculation.
12.—MEAL BREAKS
(1) Every employee shall be entitled to a meal break of not
less than one half hour nor more than one hour after not more
than five hours work, provided that where an employee works
in excess of eight ordinary hours in any one day, the meal
break on that day may be taken after not more than six hours
work. Where it is not possible for the employer to grant a meal
break on any day, the said meal break shall be treated as time
worked and the employee shall be paid at the rate applicable
to the employee at the time such meal break is due, plus fifty
per cent of the ordinary hourly rate applying to such employee,
until such time as the employee is released for a meal.
(2) In addition to breaks for a meal, there may be one other
break of at least two hours during each shift. Such break of
two hours may include a meal break.
(3) In addition to breaks for a meal as provided in this Clause,
any employee who is required to work in excess of eight ordinary hours in any one day shall receive a paid tea break of ten
minutes. Such tea break shall be taken to suit the employer’s
business, but shall not be taken within one hour of the employee’s commencement or finishing time or within one hour
of the employee’s meal break.
13.—MEAL MONEY
Any employee who is required to work overtime for more
than two hours on any day, without being notified on the previous day or earlier that he or she will be required to work
such overtime, will either be supplied with a meal by the employer or be paid $6.25 meal money.
14.—SICK LEAVE
(1) (a) An employee, including a part time employee, who is
unable to attend or remain at his or her place of employment
during ordinary hours of work by reason of personal ill health
or injury shall be entitled to payment during such absence in
accordance with the following provisions.
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the rate of one
sixth of a week for each completed month of service with the
employer.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the employer the employee is absent on the grounds of personal ill
health or injury for a period longer than his or her entitlement
to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of that
year of service, or at the time the employee’s services termi-
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nate, if before the end of that year of service, to the extent that
the employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave
during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave
in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence
by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period
for which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time
of the absence. Provided that an employee shall not be entitled
to claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any
one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this Clause
the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise
the employer of his or her inability to attend for work, the
nature of the illness or injury and the estimated duration of the
absence. Provided that such advice, other than in extra- ordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer within 24
hours of the commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this Clause do not apply to an employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the employer
may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not
be required to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
with respect to absences of two days or less unless after two
such absences in any year of service the employer requests in
writing that the next and subsequent absences in that year, if
any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this Clause apply to an employee who suffers personal
ill health or injury during the time when he or she is absent on
annual leave and an employee may apply for and the employer
shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within seven
days of resuming work and then only if the employee was
confined to his or her place of residence or an hospital as a
result of his or her personal ill health or injury for a period of
seven consecutive days or more and he or she produces a certificate from a registered medical practitioner that he or she
was so confined. Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee of the obligation to advise
the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this Clause
if he or she is unable to attend for work on the working day
next following the annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave shall
not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the employee
was entitled at the time he or she proceeded on annual leave
and shall not be made with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer
in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this subclause,
that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick
leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time mutually
agreed to by the employer and the employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee’s next period of annual
leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause 17.-Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of
wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken
provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in Clause
17.-Annual Leave, shall be deemed to have been paid with
respect to the replaced annual leave.
(6) The provisions of this Clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act nor to employees whose injury or illness is the result of the employee’s own
misconduct.
15.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee, including a part time employee, shall, on the
death within Australia of a wife, husband, de-facto wife or
de-facto husband, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law,
grandparent, brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on
notice to bereavement leave up to and including the day of the
funeral of such relation, and such leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the number of hours
worked by the employee in two ordinary working days. Proof
of such death shall be furnished by the employee to the
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satisfaction of the employer if so requested. Provided that this
Clause shall have no effect while the period of entitlement to
leave coincides with any other period of leave that may be due
to the employee concerned.
16.—HOLIDAYS
(1) The following days shall be allowed as paid holidays for
full time and part time employees: New Year’s Day, Australia
Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter Saturday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, State Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday,
Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
(2) The paid holidays set out in subclause (1) hereof shall be
regarded as falling on the days upon which they are most commonly observed in the State of Western Australia unless the
State prescribes an alternate day for celebrating the holiday in
which case the alternate day shall be the day of the holiday.
(3) In addition to the paid holidays set out in subclause (1)
hereof, any day proclaimed as a public holiday or half holiday
under the Public and Bank Holidays Act, not being a day set
out in subclause (1) hereof or a day observed in lieu thereof,
shall be allowed as a paid holiday for full and part time employees.
(4) All work done on any of the holidays prescribed in this
Clause shall be paid at the rate of double time, with a minimum payment as for three hours.
(5) Where a full time employee’s rostered day off coincides
with any of the holidays prescribed in this clause, such employee shall receive one day’s additional pay at ordinary rates
from the employer on the next succeeding pay day.
(6) Where a part time employee is rostered such that the day
of the week on which a holiday as prescribed by this clause
falls forms part of the roster but the employee is not rostered
to work on the holiday then such employee shall receive additional payment for the number of hours regularly worked on
that day of the week from the employer on the next succeeding pay day.
17.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four consecutive weeks’ leave with payment as prescribed in this
Clause, shall be allowed annually to a full time or part time
employee by his/her employer after a period of twelve months’
continuous service.
(2) An employee before going on leave shall be paid the
wages the employee would have received in respect of the
ordinary time the employee would have worked had the employee not been on leave during the relevant period.
(3) During a period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 per cent calculated on the employee’s
ordinary rate of wage.
(4) If any holiday proclaimed as per Clause 16.-Holidays
falls within an employee’s period of annual leave, there shall
be added to that period one day being an ordinary working
day for each holiday observed as aforesaid.
(5) (a) After one month’s continuous service in any qualifying twelve monthly period an employee whose employment is
terminated shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of
this subclause, be paid one third of a week’s pay at his or her
ordinary rate of wage in respect of each completed month of
service in the qualifying period. The loading prescribed in
subclause (3) of this Clause shall not apply to this pro rata
payment.
(b) Where an employee is justifiably dismissed for misconduct during any twelve monthly qualifying period, the
provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause do not apply in
respect of any completed month of service in that qualifying
period.
(6) An employee whose employment terminates after the
employee has completed a twelve monthly qualifying period
and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed in this
Clause in respect of that qualifying period, shall be given payment in lieu of that leave in accordance with the provisions of
this Clause.
(7) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, except time for which the employee is entitled to claim
sick pay, or time spent on holidays, annual leave or bereavement leave as prescribed by this Agreement shall not count for
the purpose of determining his or her right to annual leave.
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(8) In special circumstances and by mutual consent of the
employee, the employer and the union, annual leave may be
taken in not more than two periods, provided that neither of
such periods shall be of less than one week.
(9) Annual leave shall be granted to and taken by the employee within a period three months from the day on which it
became due, and the employee shall be given at least two
weeks’ notice by the employer of the date that such leave will
commence.
18.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 59
of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at Pages 1-6, both
inclusive, are hereby incorporated and shall be deemed to be
part of this Agreement.
19.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) The employer may elect to pay employees in cash, by
cheque or by means of credit transfer to a bank, building society or credit union account in the name of the employee. The
day that the credit transfer is credited to the employee’s account shall be deemed to be the date of payment.
(2) Payment shall be made within three days of the last day
of the pay period. Payment by cash or cheque shall be made
during the employee’s ordinary working hours.
(3) No employer shall change its method of payment to
employees without first giving them at least four week’s notice of such change.
(4) Employees whose day off falls on pay day and who are
paid by cash or cheque, shall be paid their wages upon request
from the employee to the employer, prior to the employee taking the day off.
(5) An employee who lawfully terminates employment or is
dismissed for reasons other than misconduct, shall be paid all
wages due to the employee by the employer on the day of
termination of employment, or within twenty four hours following such termination.
(6) At the time of being paid each employee shall be issued
with a statement by the employer showing the gross wages
and allowances and all deductions made therefrom.
(7) (a) The employer may elect to pay employees weekly or
fortnightly in accordance with subclauses (1) to (6) inclusive
of this Clause.
(b) No employer shall change the frequency of payment to
employees without first giving them and the union at least
four weeks notice of such change.
(c) The method of introducing a fortnightly pay system shall
be by the payment of an additional week’s wages in the last
weekly pay before the change to fortnightly pays to be repaid
by equal fortnightly deductions made from the next and subsequent pays, provided that the period of repayment shall not
be less than 10 weeks or by some other method agreed upon
by the union and the employer.
20.—WAGES
(1) The following shall be the minimum rates of weekly
wage payable to employees covered by this Agreement.
TOTAL WAGE PER WEEK
Classification

Grade I
Grade II
Grade III
Grade IV

From the first
pay period
following the
certification of
this Agreement
$/week
401.00
406.00
418.30
443.20

From the 1st
pay period
following 1st
January 1999

From the first
pay period
following 1st
July 1999

From the first
pay period
following 1st
January 2000

$/week
406.00
415.40
427.70
452.60

$/week
412.00
427.10
439.40
464.30

$/week
420.00
443.50
455.80
480.70

(2) An employee who delivers orders to customers in his or
her own vehicle shall receive a payment, in addition to all
other amounts provided in this Agreement, equal to $1.70 for
every delivery in excess of 3.4 deliveries per hour.
(3) No employee shall suffer any reduction to his or her rate
of wage as a result of the operation of this Agreement.
21.—JUNIOR EMPLOYEES
(1) Junior employees, other than those engaged in the preparation and/or serving of alcoholic beverages shall be paid the
percentage of the adult rate, as set out in subclause (2) hereof,
appropriate to their classification as determined by subclause
(1) of Clause 20.-Wages.
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(2) The minimum weekly rates of wages for work in ordinary time to be paid to junior employees shall be as follows—
Under 16 years of age ........ 40%
Under 16 years of age ........ 50%

(for employees whose date of commencement was on or after the date
of certification of this agreement)
(for employees who date of commencement was before the date of
certification of this agreement)

Between 16 and 17 years ... 50%
Between 17 and 18 years ... 60%
Between 18 and 19 years ... 70%
Between 19 and 20 years ... 80%
At 20 years and over .......... 90%

NOTE: No employee who commenced employment before the date of certification of this agreement may have
their wage reduced as a result of this clause.
(3) Any junior employee who is primarily engaged in the
preparation and/or serving of alcoholic beverages shall be paid
the adult rate applicable to a Retail Employee Grade III. Any
junior employee whose duties include the preparation and/or
serving of alcoholic beverages shall be at least 18 years of
age.
(4) No junior female employee under the age of 18 shall be
employed after 8.00 p.m. on any day without permission in
writing from one of the parents or guardian of such junior
employee.
(5) No employee shall be terminated, or have their hours of
employment reduced as a result of the operation of this clause.
22.—HIGHER OR LOWER DUTIES
(1) Any employee performing work for two hours or more
in any day on duties carrying a higher prescribed rate of wage
than that in which the employee is engaged, shall be paid the
higher wage for the time so employed, provided that where an
employee is engaged for more than half of one day or shift on
duties carrying a higher rate, the employee shall be paid the
higher rate for such day or shift.
(2) Any employee who is temporarily required to perform
duties carrying a lower prescribed rate of wage, shall do so
without any loss of pay.
(3) The employer may direct any employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of an employee’s skill, competence and training.
23.—UNIFORMS, LAUNDERING AND
PRESENTATION STANDARDS
(1) Where uniforms are required by the employer to be worn
they shall be supplied, laundered and/or dry cleaned by the
employer and remain the property of the employer, provided
that in lieu of the employer laundering and/or dry cleaning
same, the employee shall be paid the following laundry allowance per week—
Employees employed on a casual basis
$1.70
Employees employed on a part time basis
$1.95
Employees employed on a full time basis
$2.25
Provided that the provisions of this Clause may be altered
by written agreement between the union and the employer.
(2) Employees commencing before the date of certification
of the Agreement
Where uniforms are supplied to an employee and where the
value of such uniforms exceeds $30.00, a once only deposit of
$30.00 shall be paid by the employee by means of six $5.00
instalments withheld by the employer from the employee’s
wages during the first six pay periods. This deposit shall be
repaid to the employee on termination provided the uniforms
issued to them are returned to the employer in good condition,
fair wear excepted.
In lieu of such $30.00 deposit, employers may withhold
$30.00 from the termination payment to any employee engaged
prior to the date of certification of this Agreement until such
time as the employee returns any uniform in his or her possession in good condition, fair wear excepted.
(3) Employees commencing on or after the date of certification of this agreement.
Where uniforms are supplied to an employee and where the
value of such uniforms exceeds $50.00, a once only deposit of
$50.00 shall be paid by the employee by means of five $10.00
instalments withheld by the employer from the employee’s
wages during the first five pay periods. This deposit shall be
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repaid to the employee on termination provided the uniforms
issued to them are returned to the employer in good condition,
fair wear excepted.
In lieu of such $50.00 deposit, the employer may withhold
$50.00 from the termination payment to any employee engaged
after the date of certification of this Agreement until such time
as the employee returns any uniform in his or her possession
in good condition, fair wear excepted.
Any employee who claims hardship as the result of the operation of sub-clauses (2) and (3) may have the repayment
rate set at 10 weekly payments of $5.00. Any dispute will be
settled in accordance with Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
(4) Grooming
Good personal presentation and hygiene are seen as essential by the employer in upholding the employer’s overall image
to our customers. When at work, employees shall be attired in
a neat, tidy and business like manner at all times.
(i) Hair is to be worn short or tied back away from the
face. The hats and hairnets provided are to be worn
at all times in line with current government health
regulations.
(ii) Minimal jewellery is permitted whilst on duty. A wedding band, engagement ring, wrist watch or
medic-alert bracelet is the maximum jewellery that
can be worn. Neck chains, ankle bracelets, costume
jewellery and dangling earrings can be hazardous to
the employee and/or customer and should not be
worn.
A stud or sleeper (one pair) will be permissible in
pierced ears only. Nose rings, eye rings or any other
form of body piercing that does not demonstrate a
professional business like manner is not allowable.
(iii) Facial hair is not encouraged however employees
with beards, moustaches should keep them neat, trim
and tidy. Shaving prior to commencing a shift is required.
(iv) Make-up should be kept to a minimum and be complimentary to the uniform. Heavy make-up should
be avoided and nail polish is not allowed.
(v) All employees must ensure that finger nails are maintained at a minimum length.
24.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
(1) Employees who are required to wash dishes, clean toilets or otherwise handle detergents, acids, soaps or any injurious
substances shall be supplied, free of charge by the employer,
with rubber gloves or be paid an allowance of $1.10 per week
in lieu.
(2) Where the conditions of work are such that employees
are unable to avoid their clothing becoming wet or dirty, they
shall be supplied with suitable protective clothing free of charge
by their employer.
(3) Where conditions of work are such that employees are
unable to avoid their feet becoming wet, they shall be supplied by their employer free of charge with suitable protective
footwear.
(4) All articles supplied shall remain the property of the
employer and shall be returned when required, in good order
and condition, fair wear and tear excepted.
(5) Any dispute in respect to the application of this Clause
will be settled in accordance with Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
25.—EMPLOYEES’ EQUIPMENT
All knives, choppers, tools, brushes, towels, and other utensils, implements and material which may be required to be
used by the employee for the purpose of carrying out his or
her duties, shall be supplied by the employer free of charge.
26.—LIMITATION OF WORK
(1) No female employee may be required to climb ladders
or any substitute therefore unless appropriately attired.
(2) No female employee shall be required to clean out male
public toilets, or male toilets within the employer’s establishment unless it has been determined by a male employee that
the toilets are vacant and arrangements are made to ensure
that the toilets are not in use during the cleaning period.
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(3) No female employee under the age of eighteen years
shall be required to lift or carry weights in excess of eleven
kilograms and no female employee over eighteen years of age
shall be required to lift or carry weights in excess of sixteen
kilograms.
27.—TRAVELLING FACILITIES
(1) Where an employee is detained at work until it is too late
to travel by the last ordinary bus, train or other regular public
conveyance to the employee’s usual place of residence, the
employer shall provide proper conveyance free of charge.
(2) If an employee is required to start work before the first
means of public conveyance (herebefore described) is available to convey the employee from his or her usual place of
residence to the place of employment, the employer shall provide a conveyance free of charge.
(3) The provisions of this Clause do not apply to an employee who usually has his or her own means of conveyance.
28.—RECORD
(1) The employer shall keep, or cause to be kept, on his or
her business premises, or at each of them if more than one, a
Time and Wages Record, wherein shall be entered the following information—
(a) the full name, postal address and occupation of each
employee employed and whether the employee is being employed on a full time, part time or casual
contract of service;
(b) the time each employee commences and finishes
work each day, including any breaks in shift;
(c) the number of hours worked each day by each employee and the total hours worked each pay period;
(d) the wages and (if any) overtime and allowances paid
to each employee each pay period;
(e) the age of any employee employed on junior rates of
pay.
(2) The Record shall be entered up by the employer from
day to day and shall be signed, if correct, by the employee at
the time of being paid. The employer and the employee shall
be severally responsible for the correctness of the Record.
(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) hereof, the
Record shall be open for inspection to a duly accredited representative of the union on the employer’s premises from Monday
to Sunday, both inclusive, between the hours of 9.00 a.m. to
5.00 p.m., (excepting from 12.00 noon to 2.00 p.m.). The union representative shall be permitted time to inspect the Record
and, if he or she requires, shall be allowed to take an extract or
copy of any of the information contained in the Record, which
shall be maintained by the employer on the business premises
for a period of not less than twelve months.
(b) Where the Record for any reason is not available for
inspection, an extract or copy from such Record of Information required by the Representative shall be forwarded by the
employer to the Registered Office of the union within fourteen days of the date of the request made to inspect the Record.
(4) For the purposes of this Clause the term “Record” shall
mean a book or single document wherein shall be entered all
the information required to be kept in accordance with the
provisions of subclause (1) of this Clause.
(5) Notwithstanding subclauses (1) to (4);
Where this industrial agreement empowers a representative
of the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia to inspect the time and wages records of
an employee or former employee, that power shall be exercised subject to the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations
1997 (as may be amended from time to time) and the following—
(a) the employer may refuse a representative access to
the records if—
(i) The employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative would infringe the privacy of persons who are not
members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative;
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(b) the power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of the union authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules of the organisation;
(c) before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to an employer.
29.—ROSTER
(1) A roster of the working hours of each full time and part
time employee employed shall be exhibited in the office the
employer, so as it may be conveniently and readily seen by the
employee.
(2) Such roster shall show—
(a) the name, occupation and type of employment of each
employee;
(b) the hours to be worked by each employee each day
and the breaks in shift to be taken.
(3) Subject to Clause 28.-Record, the roster in the office
shall be open for inspection to a duly accredited representative of the union at such time as the “Record” is so open for
inspection.
(4) Such rosters shall be drawn up in such a manner as to
show the working hours of each employee for at least one
week in advance of the date of the roster, and may only be
altered on account of the sickness of an employee, or by mutual consent between the employee and the employer
concerned.
30.—CHANGE AND REST ROOMS
Adequate change and rest rooms shall be provided by the
employer where such are reasonably practicable.
31.—FIRST AID
(1) In each establishment the employer shall provide and
continuously maintain at a place easily accessible to all employees an adequate First Aid Kit.
(2) A worker holding either a Red Cross or St John Senior
First Aid Certificate of at least “A” level who is appointed by
the employer to perform first aid duties shall be paid $6.00 per
week in addition to the worker’s ordinary rate.
32.—POSTING OF AGREEMENT AND UNION
NOTICES
(1) In each establishment, a copy of this Agreement, if supplied by the Union, shall be exhibited by the employer on the
business premises in such a place where it may be conveniently and readily seen by each employee employed.
(2) The Secretary of the union, or any other duly accredited
representative of the union, shall be permitted to post notices
relating to union business in a place where it may be conveniently and readily seen by each employee employed. Provided
that nothing in this subclause shall empower a duly accredited
official of the union to enter any part of the premises of the
employer, pursuant to this subclause, unless the employer is
the employer or former employer of a member of the Union.
33.—SUPPORTED WAGE SYSTEM
(1) This Clause defines the conditions which will apply to
employees who because of the effects of a disability are eligible for a supported wage under the terms of this Agreement.
In the context of this clause, the following definitions will
apply—
(i) “Supported Wage System” means the Commonwealth Government system to promote employment
for people who cannot work at full award wages because of a disability, as documented in “[Supported
Wage System: Guidelines and Assessment Process]”.
(ii) “Accredited Assessor” means a person accredited by
the management unit established by the Commonwealth under the Supported Wage System to perform
assessments of an individual’s productive capacity
within the Supported Wage System.
(iii) “Disability Support Pension” means the Commonwealth pension scheme to provide income security
for persons with a disability as provided under the
Social Security Act 1991, as amended from time to
time, or any successor to that scheme.
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(iv) “Assessment Instrument” means the form provided
for under the Supported Wage System that records
the assessment of the productive capacity of the person to be employed under the Supported Wage
System.
(2) Eligibility Criteria
Employees covered by this Clause will be those who are
unable to perform the range of duties to the competence level
required within the class of work for which the employee is
engaged under this Agreement, because of the effects of a disability on their productive capacity and who meet the
impairment criteria for receipt of a Disability Support Pension.
(The Clause does not apply to any existing employee who
has a claim against the employer which is subject to the provisions of workers’ compensation legislation or any provision
of this Agreement relating to the rehabilitation of employees
who are injured in the course of their current employment).
The Agreement does not apply to the employer in respect of
any facility, program, undertaking, service or the like which
receives funding under the Disability Services Act 1986 and
fulfils the dual role of service provider and sheltered employer
to people with disabilities who are in receipt of or are eligible
for a disability support pension, unless the employer has received recognition under Section 10 or Section 12A of the
Act, or if a part only has received recognition, that part.
(3) Supported Wage Rates
Employees to whom this clause applies shall be paid the
applicable percentage of the minimum rate of pay prescribed
by this Agreement for the class of work which the person is
performing according to the following schedule—
Assessed Capacity
% Of Prescribed
(Sub-clause (d)
Agreement Rate
10%*
10%
20%
20%
30%
30%
40%
40%
50%
50%
60%
60%
70%
70%
80%
80%
90%
90%
(Provided that the minimum amount payable shall not be
less than $45 per week).
* Where a person’s assessed capacity is 10 per cent,
they shall receive a high degree of assistance and
support.
(4) Assessment of Capacity
For the purpose of establishing the percentage of the Agreement rate to be paid to an employee under this Agreement, the
productive capacity of the employee will be assessed in accordance with the Supported Wage System and documented
in an assessment instrument by either—
(i) The employer and the Union, in consultation with
the employee or, if desired by any of these;
(ii) the employer and an accredited assessor from a panel
agreed by the employer and the Union.
(5) Lodgement of Assessment Instrument
(a) All assessment instruments under the conditions of
this clause, including the appropriate percentage of
the Agreement wage to be paid to the employee, shall
be lodged by the employer with the Registrar of the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(b) All assessment instruments shall be agreed and signed
by the parties to the assessment, provided that where
a union which is party to the Agreement, is not a
party to the assessment, it shall be referred by the
Registrar to the union by certified mail and shall take
effect unless an objection is notified to the Registrar
within ten working days.
(6) Review of Assessment
The assessment of the applicable percentage should be subject to annual review or earlier on the basis of a reasonable
request for such a review. The process of review shall be in
accordance with the procedures for assessing capacity under
the Supported Wage System.
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(7) Other Terms and Conditions of Employment
Where an assessment has been made, the applicable percentage shall apply to the wage rate only. Employees covered
by the provisions of the clause will be entitled to the same
terms and conditions of employment as all other workers covered by this Agreement paid on a pro-rata basis.
(8) Workplace Adjustment
The employer wishing to employ a person under the provisions of this clause shall take reasonable steps to make changes
in the workplace to enhance the employee’s capacity to do the
job. Changes may involve redesign of job duties, working time
arrangements and work organisation in consultation with other
workers in the area.
(9) Trial Period
(a) In order for an adequate assessment of the employee’s capacity to be made, the employer may employ
a person under the provisions of this clause for a
trial period not exceeding 12 weeks, except that in
some cases additional work adjustment time (not
exceeding four weeks) may be needed.
(b) During the trial period the assessment of capacity
shall be undertaken and the proposed wage rate for a
continuing employment relationship shall be determined.
(c) The minimum amount payable to the employee during the trial period shall be no less than $45 per week.
(d) Work trials should include induction or training as
appropriate to the job being trialed.
(e) Where the employer and employee wish to establish
a continuing employment relationship following the
completion of the trial period, a further contract of
employment shall be entered into based on the outcome of assessment under Clause 4 of this Clause.
Employees who because of the effects of a disability are
eligible for a supported wage shall be assessed and paid in
accordance with the provisions of the model clause as provided in the Supported Wage System Test Case Decision (Print
L5723 of 1994).
34.—LOCATION ALLOWANCES
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to the
rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an employee
shall be paid the following weekly allowances when employed
in the towns described hereunder. Provided that where the
wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly allowances.
TOWN
PER WEEK
$
Agnew
15.20
Argyle (see subclause 12)
39.50
Balladonia
15.00
Barrow Island
25.70
Boulder
6.20
Broome
24.20
Bullfinch
7.20
Carnarvon
12.30
Cockatoo Island
26.60
Coolgardie
6.20
Cue
15.50
Dampier
20.90
Denham
12.30
Derby
25.10
Esperance
4.60
Eucla
16.90
Exmouth
21.70
Fitzroy Crossing
30.30
Goldsworthy
13.80
Halls Creek
34.60
Kalbarri
5.10
Kalgoorlie
6.20
Kambalda
6.20
Karratha
24.80
Koolan Island
26.60
Koolyanobbing
7.20
Kununurra
39.50
Laverton
15.40
Learmonth
21.70
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PER WEEK
$
Leinster
15.20
Leonora
15.40
Madura
16.00
Marble Bar
37.70
Meekatharra
13.30
Mount Magnet
16.50
Mundrabilla
16.50
Newman
14.50
Norseman
12.90
Nullagine
37.60
Onslow
25.70
Pannawonica
19.60
Paraburdoo
19.40
Port Hedland
20.80
Ravensthorpe
8.10
Roebourne
28.50
Sandstone
15.20
Shark Bay
12.30
Shay Gap
13.80
Southern Cross
7.20
Telfer
35.00
Teutonic Bore
15.20
Tom Price
19.40
Whim Creek
24.60
Wickham
24.00
Wiluna
15.50
Wittenoom
33.40
Wyndham
37.30
(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has—
(a) a dependant shall be paid double the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(b) a partial dependant shall be paid the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependant is receiving by way of a district or
location allowance.
(3) Where an employee
(a) is provided with board and lodging by his/her employer, free of charge;
or
(b) is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and
lodging by virtue of the award or an Order or Agreement made pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid sixty six and two-thirds per cent
of the allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of paragraph (b) of this subclause shall have
effect on and from the 24 July 1990.
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(4) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices
receiving less than adult rate and employees employed for less
than a full week shall receive that proportion of the location
allowance as equates with the proportion that their wage for
ordinary hours that week is to the adult rate for the work performed.
(5) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the period
of such leave the location allowance to which he/she would
ordinarily be entitled.
(6) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she shall
only be paid location allowance for the period of such leave
he/she remains in the location in which he/she is employed.
(7) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Dependant” shall mean—
(i) a spouse or de facto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or de facto
spouse;
who does not receive a district or location allowance, or who, if in receipt of a salary or wage package,
receives no consideration for which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this
clause.
(b) “Partial Dependant” shall mean a “dependant” as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause who
receives a district or location allowance which is less
than the location allowance prescribed in subclause
(1) of this clause or who, if in receipt of a salary or
wage package, receives less than full consideration
for which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this clause.
(8) Where an employee is employed in a town or location
not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount as
may be agreed between Australian Mines and Metals Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western
Australia and the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be determined by the
Commission.
(9) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant to
Section 50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance
representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the first day in July of
each year in accordance with the annual percentage change in
the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing), for Perth measured to the end of the immediately preceding March quarter,
the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten cents.

LOCATION ALLOWANCES—JULY 1998
PRICES
ISOLATION
CLIMATE
Index No. Prices
Index No. Isolation
Index No. Climate
Maximum Allowance
100
$64.80
100
$10.00
100
$5.00
Agnew
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
Argle
100
$64.8
93
$9.30
99
$4.95
Balladonia
40
$25.9
40
$4.00
0
$Barrow Island
65
$42.1
62
$6.20
62
$3.10
Boulder
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
Broome
58
$37.6
71
$7.10
73
$3.65
Bullfinch
16
$10.4
33
$3.30
15
$0.75
Carnarvon
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
Cockatoo Island
63
$40.8
80
$8.00
86
$4.30
Coolgardie
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
Cue
37
$24.0
55
$5.50
29
$1.45
Dampier
51
$33.0
58
$5.80
61
$3.05
Denham
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
Derby
60
$38.9
71
$7.10
86
$4.30
Esperance
9
$5.8
34
$3.40
0
$Eucla
40
$25.9
79
$7.90
0
$Exmouth
55
$35.7
53
$5.30
49
$2.45
Fitzroy Crossing
74
$47.9
87
$8.70
80
$4.00
Goldsworthy
26
$16.8
66
$6.60
83
$4.15
Halls Creek
88
$57.0
91
$9.10
61
$3.05

TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$78.78
$39.90
$30.4
$15.2
$79.0
$39.5
$29.9
$15.0
$51.4
$25.7
$12.5
$6.2
$48.3
$24.2
$14.4
$7.2
$24.6
$12.3
$53.1
$26.6
$12.5
$6.2
$30.9
$15.5
$41.9
$20.9
$24.6
$12.3
$50.3
$25.1
$9.2
$4.6
$33.8
$16.9
$43.4
$21.7
$60.6
$30.3
$27.6
$13.8
$69.2
$34.6
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PRICES
Index No. Prices
Maximum Allowance
100
$64.80
Kalbarri
14
$9.1
Kalgoorlie
16
$10.4
Kambalda
16
$10.4
Karratha
63
$40.8
Koolan Island
63
$40.8
Koolyanobbing
16
$10.4
Kununurra
100
$64.8
Laverton
37
$24.0
Learmonth
55
$35.7
Leinster
35
$22.7
Leonora
37
$24.0
Madura
40
$25.9
Marble Bar
100
$64.8
Meekatharra
32
$20.7
Mount Magnet
41
$26.6
Mundrabilla
40
$25.9
Newman
34
$22.10
Norseman
34
$22.10
Nullagine
100
$64.8
Onslow
65
$42.1
Pannawonica
47
$30.4
Paraburdoo
47
$30.4
Port Hedland
51
$33.0
Ravensthorpe
18
$11.7
Roebourne
73
$47.3
Sandstone
35
$22.7
Shark Bay
30
$19.4
Shay Gap
26
$16.8
Southern Cross
16
$10.4
Telfer
90
$58.3
Teutonic Bore
35
$22.7
Tom Price
47
$30.4
Whim Creek
62
$40.2
Wickham
59
$38.2
Wiluna
35
$22.7
Wittenoom
88
$57.0
Wyndham
92
$59.6

ISOLATION
Index No. Isolation
100
$10.00
12
$1.20
15
$1.50
15
$1.50
58
$5.80
80
$8.00
33
$3.30
93
$9.30
58
$5.80
53
$5.30
68
$6.80
58
$5.80
60
$6.00
70
$7.00
44
$4.40
48
$4.80
70
$7.00
49
$4.90
34
$3.40
75
$7.50
62
$6.20
60
$6.00
60
$6.00
50
$5.00
45
$4.50
59
$5.90
68
$6.80
43
$4.30
66
$6.60
33
$3.30
81
$8.10
68
$6.80
60
$6.00
54
$5.40
59
$5.90
68
$6.80
71
$7.10
100
$10.00

35.—PARENTAL LEAVE
Permanent employees with at least twelve months continuous service shall be entitled to Parental Leave (unpaid
Maternity, Paternity and Adoption Leave and the right to work
Part Time with the consent of the employer) as determined by
the 1990 Parental Leave Test Case (Print J3596).
36.—TEMPORARY TRANSFER [DELETED]
37.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS [DELETED]
38.—TRAINEESHIPS
(1) The National Training Wage Award shall apply in respect of this Agreement and where it refers back to the Award,
that shall be read as referring back to this Agreement.
(2) The provision in the National Training Wage Award in
respect of overtime shall be read to mean that the hourly rate
of pay for the purposes of calculation of overtime or shift penalties is the hourly rate applicable to the relevant age as
prescribed in this Agreement.
39.—TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND
RESTRUCTURING
(1) Employer’s Duty to Notify
(a) Where the employer has made a definite decision to
introduce major changes in production, program, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to
have significant effects on employees, the employer
shall notify the employees who may be affected by
the proposed changes and the Union.
(b) “Significant effects” include termination of employment, major changes in the composition, operation
or size of the workforce or in the skills required; the
elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or job tenure; the alteration of
hours of work; the need for retraining or transfer of
employees to other work or locations and the restructuring of jobs. Provided that where the Agreement

CLIMATE
Index No. Climate
100
$5.00
0
$12
$0.60
12
$0.60
61
$3.05
86
$4.30
15
$0.75
99
$4.95
19
$0.95
49
$2.45
19
$0.95
19
$0.95
0
$73
$3.65
29
$1.45
33
$1.65
0
$42
$2.10
7
$0.35
58
$2.90
62
$3.10
55
$2.75
48
$2.40
71
$3.55
0
$77
$3.85
19
$0.95
18
$0.90
83
$4.15
15
$0.75
73
$3.65
19
$0.95
48
$2.40
74
$3.70
77
$3.85
29
$1.45
53
$2.65
100
$5.00
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TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$78.78
$39.90
$10.3
$5.1
$12.5
$6.2
$12.5
$6.2
$49.7
$24.8
$53.1
$26.6
$14.4
$7.2
$79.0
$39.5
$30.7
$15.4
$43.4
$21.7
$30.4
$15.2
$30.7
$15.4
$31.9
$16.0
$75.4
$37.7
$26.6
$13.3
$33.0
$16.5
$32.9
$16.5
$29.0
$14.5
$25.8
$12.9
$75.2
$37.6
$51.4
$25.7
$39.2
$19.6
$38.8
$19.4
$41.6
$20.8
$16.2
$8.1
$57.0
$28.5
$30.4
$15.2
$24.6
$12.3
$27.6
$13.8
$14.4
$7.2
$70.0
$35.0
$30.4
$15.2
$38.8
$19.4
$49.3
$24.6
$48.0
$24.0
$30.9
$15.5
$66.8
$33.4
$74.6
$37.3

makes provision for alteration of any of the matters
referred to herein an alteration shall be deemed not
to have significant effect.
(2) Employer’s Duty to Discuss Change
(a) The employer shall discuss with the employees affected and their Union inter alia, the introduction of
the changes referred to above, the effects the changes
are likely to have on employees, measures to avert
or mitigate the adverse effects of such changes on
employees and shall give prompt consideration to
matters raised by the employees and/or the union in
relation to the changes.
(b) The discussions shall commence as early as practicable after a definite decision has been made by the
employer to make the changes referred to above.
(c) For the purposes of such discussions, the employer
shall provide in writing to the employees concerned
and the union, all relevant information about the
changes including the nature of the changes proposed,
the expected effects of the changes on employees
and any other matters likely to affect employees provided that the employer shall not be required to
disclose confidential information the disclosure of
which would be detrimental to the employer’s interests.
40.—REDUNDANCY
(1) Discussions Before Terminations
(a) Where the employer has made a definite decision
that the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has been doing to be done by anyone and this
is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of
labour and that decision may lead to termination of
employment, the employer shall hold discussions
with the employees directly affected and with the
Union.
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(b) The discussions shall take place as soon as is practicable and shall cover, amongst other matters the
reasons the proposed terminations are required, measures to avoid or minimise the terminations and
measures to mitigate any adverse effects of any terminations on the employees concerned.
(c) For the purposes of the discussion the employer shall,
as soon as practicable, provide in writing to the employees concerned and the Union, all relevant
information about the proposed terminations including the reasons for the proposed terminations, the
number and categories of employees likely to be affected, and the number of employees normally
employed and the period over which the terminations are likely to be carried out.
Provided that the employer shall not be required to
disclose confidential information the disclosure of
which would be detrimental to the employer’s interests.
(2) Transfer to lower paid duties
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for
reasons set out in subclause (1) hereof, the employee shall be
entitled to the same period of notice of transfer as they would
had they been terminated, and the employer may make payment in lieu thereof of an amount equal to the difference
between the former ordinary time rate of pay and the new lower
ordinary time rates for the number of weeks of notice still
owing.
(3) Severance Pay
In addition to the period of notice provided in Clause 7 of
this Agreement, a permanent employee whose employment is
terminated for reasons set out above shall be entitled to the
following amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous
period of service—
Period of continuous service
Severance Pay
less than 1 year
nil
1 year but less than 2 years
4 weeks pay
2 years but less than 3 years
6 weeks pay
3 years but less than 4 years
7 weeks pay
4 years and over
8 weeks pay
“Weeks pay” means the ordinary time rate of pay for the
employee concerned.
Provided that the severance payments shall not exceed the
amount which the employee would have earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to the employee’s
normal retirement date.
(4) Employee Leaving During Notice
An employee whose employment is terminated for reasons
set out in subclause (1) hereof, may terminate his or her employment during the period of notice and, if so, shall be entitled
to the same benefits and payments under this Clause had he or
she remained with the employer until the expiry of such notice. Provided that in such circumstances the employee shall
not be entitled to payment in lieu of the notice period prescribed by subclause (1) of Clause 7 of this Agreement.
(5) Alternative Employment
The employer in a particular redundancy case, may make
application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied if the employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee.
(6) Time Off During Notice Period
(a) During the period of notice of termination given by
the employer an employee shall be allowed up to
one day’s time off without loss of pay during each
week of notice for the purpose of seeking other employment.
(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave for more
than one day during the notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment, the employee
shall, at the request of the employer, be required to
produce proof of attendance at an interview or they
shall not receive payment for the time absent.
For the purpose of this Clause a statutory declaration will be sufficient.
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(7) Notice to Commonwealth Employment Service
Where a decision has been made to terminate employees in
the circumstances outlined in subclause (1) hereof, the employer shall notify the Commonwealth Employment Service
or its equivalent thereof as soon as possible giving relevant
information including the number and categories of the employees likely to be affected and the period over which the
terminations are intended to be carried out.
(8) Employees with Less Than One Year’s Service
This Clause shall not apply to employees with less than one
year’s continuous service and the general obligation on the
employer should be no more than to give relevant employees
an indication of the impending redundancy at the first reasonable opportunity, and to take such steps as may be reasonable
to facilitate the obtaining by the employees of suitable alternative employment.
(9) Employees Exempted
This Clause shall not apply where employment is terminated
as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant dismissal, including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty, or in the
case of casual employees, apprentices, or employees engaged
for a specific period of time or for a specified task or tasks.
41.—GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(1) The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that any questions, disputes or difficulties are resolved as quickly as possible.
(a) Any dispute or grievance should, in the first instance
be discussed by the employee/s affected and the store
management.
(b) In the event that the dispute remains unresolved, the
employee and an authorised official of the union
should discuss the issue with the store manager and/
or area manager.
(c) In the event that the dispute remains unresolved, the
Secretary of the union or his/her nominee should discuss the issue with a representative of state
management of the employer.
(2) The parties are committed to the efficient resolution of
disputes and will endeavour to ensure that a time limit of two
days will apply to each of the steps outlined in subclause (1)
hereof.
(3) While the steps outlined in subclause (1) hereof are being followed, the parties undertake to continue work in
accordance with the pre-dispute status quo. Neither party will
be prejudiced in the outcome of the dispute as a result of the
continuance of work pursuant to this Clause.
(4) Once the requirements of subclause (1) of this clause
have been complied with either party may refer an issue in
dispute to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for assistance in its resolution.
42.—UNION RECOGNITION AND UNION
MEMBERSHIP [DELETED]
43.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
Consistent with the terms of the Labor Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act a representative of the Union shall not exercise
the rights under this clause with respect to entering any part of
the premises of the employer unless the employer is the employer, or former employer of a member of the Union.
(1) A Union Official visiting the employer’s premises for
the purpose of dealing with an industrial matter involving a
member of the union, will—
a) Upon arrival at the store, notify the Store Manager,
or Duty Manager, if available, of the general intent
and estimated length of the visit, prior to any discussion with employees;
b) minimise their time and interaction with employees
in customer contact areas of the store;
c) discuss issues in detail with employees in non-service areas of the store;
d) ensure there is no disruption to the general operation
of the store;
e) prior to departure, notify the Store Manager of any
concerns or issues with the intent of seeking a satisfactory solution including utilisation of the specified
grievance procedure wherever appropriate;
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provided that the employer shall provide reasonable access to
employees who are members of the Union.
(2) If the union requires group meetings with staff who are
members of the union, an official will give at least 48 hours
notice to the employer. The meeting will be arranged at a
mutually convenient time to both staff and the employer.
44.—TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
(1) Subject to the following conditions, elected Union
delegate(s) or appointed Union Representative(s) shall be
granted leave with pay to attend courses conducted or approved
by the union which are designed to promote good industrial
relations and industrial efficiency provided that—
a) No more than 2 paid shifts shall be granted in any
store in any calendar year. Any additional shifts shall
be unpaid and subject to employer approval.
b) Untaken paid leave shall not accrue from year to year
or be transferred from one store to another.
(2) Application to attend shall be in writing and shall include details of the type and content of the course to be
attended and the dates upon which the course is to be conducted. Applications shall be made not less than one calendar
month before the intended course, or such lesser period as
may be agreed between the employer, the Union and the
employee concerned.
(3) Once received, applications shall be granted by the employer on the dates notified by the Union, subject to the
employer’s ability to maintain normal store operating requirements.
(4) Except in the case of a new store opening, only employees who have completed six months continuous service with
the employer shall be eligible for leave pursuant to this Clause.
(5) Leave granted pursuant to this Clause shall count as service for all purposes of this Agreement.
(6) Any employee on paid leave in accordance with this
Clause shall receive payment in accordance with the roster
they would have worked for the period of absence.
(7) The employer shall not be required to pay any other costs
associated with such leave.
(8) On completion of the course, the employer may require
the employee to provide satisfactory proof of attendance at
the course.
45.—SUPERANNUATION
The superannuation provisions contained herein operate subject to the requirements of the hereinafter prescribes provision
titled—Compliance, Nomination and Transition.
(1) The employer shall participate in the Retail Employees
Superannuation Trust (REST).
(2) All contributions required to be made by the employer
on behalf of employees in compliance with the Superannuation Guarantee Legislation shall be made to REST.
(3) Employees who wish to make contributions to REST
shall be entitled to authorise the employer to pay into the fund
from employees wages amounts specified by the employee
and upon authorisation such payments shall be made by the
employer.
(4) Contributions provided by subclauses (3) and (4) hereof
shall be remitted by the employer to the Fund each calendar
month
Compliance, Nomination and Transition
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere herein which
requires that contribution be made to a superannuation fund or
scheme in respect of an employee, on and from 30 June 1998—
(a) Any such fund or scheme shall no longer be a complying superannuation fund or scheme for the
purposes of this clause unless—
(i) the fund or scheme is a complying fund or
scheme within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
of the Commonwealth; and
(ii) under the governing rules of the fund or
scheme, contributions may be made by or in
respect of the employee permitted to nominate a fund or scheme;
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(b) The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the
employee;
(c) The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation
fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
(d) A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the employee to whom such is directed;
(e) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are
to be made;
(f) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a employee;
Provided that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee thereafter nominates a complying superannuation fund
or scheme—
(g) if one or more complying superannuation funds or
schemes to which contributions may be made be
specified herein, the employer is required to make
contributions to that fund or scheme, or one of those
funds or schemes nominated by the employer;
or
(h) if no complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made be specified herein,
the employer is required to make contributions to a
complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer.
46.—SIGNATORIES
(Signed Timothy Irvine)
Signed for and on behalf of
Signature
Mario and Hilda Muzzarelli
trading as Chicken Treat
Padbury
27th October 1998
Date
(Signed Timothy Irvine)
Signature
27th October 1998
Date
Common Seal
(Signed Joseph Bullock)
(Signed M. Bishop)
GENERAL SECRETARY
GENERAL PRESIDENT
- JOE BULLOCK
M. BISHOP
Signed for and on behalf of The
Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees’ Association of
Western Australia.
22nd October 1998
Date
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CHICKEN TREAT EMPLOYEES, ROCKINGHAM
SDA ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 245 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia
and
Ms JS Wilkinson & Ms J Lynne T/A Chicken Treat
Rockingham.
No. AG 245 of 1998.
23 December 1998.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 245 of 1998
HAVING heard Mr T. Pope on behalf of the first named party
and Mr T. Irvine on behalf of the second named parties; and
WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial Relations Act,
1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Chicken Treat Employees, Rockingham SDA Enterprise Agreement 1998 filed
in the Commission on 28 October 1998 and as subsequently amended by the parties, signed by me for
identification, be and is hereby registered as an Industrial
Agreement.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Chicken Treat Employees, Rockingham SDA Enterprise Agreement 1998 and
replaces the Retail Food Establishments Employees’ Agreement No. AG15 of 1992 in respect to the parties to this
Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
3A.
3B.
3C.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Parties to this Agreement
Potential number of employees under Agreement
No Further Claims
Previous Awards and Agreements
Term
Definitions
Termination of Employment
Hours
Overtime
Casual Employees
Part Time Employees
Meal Breaks
Meal Money
Sick Leave
Bereavement Leave
Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Payment of Wages
Wages
Junior Employees
Higher or Lower Duties
Uniforms, Laundering and Presentation Standards
Protective Clothing

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
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Employees’ Equipment
Limitation of Work
Travelling Facilities
Record
Roster
Change and Rest Rooms
First Aid Kit
Posting of Agreement and Union Notices
Supported Wage System
Location Allowances
Parental Leave
Temporary Transfer [Deleted]
Enterprise Agreements [Deleted]
Traineeships
Redundancy
Grievance Procedure
Union Recognition and Union Membership [Deleted]
Right of Entry
Trade Union Training Leave
Superannuation
Signatories

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall be binding upon the parties Joanne
Wilkinson & Jeanette Lynne, Shop 1 Seaview Centre,
Rockingham trading as Chicken Treat (hereinafter referred to
as “the employer”,) and the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia (hereinafter referred
to as “the Union”) and the employees of the employer who are
employed in the classifications set out in Clause 6, of this
Agreement. This Agreement shall apply throughout the State
of Western Australia.
3A.—PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
The employer parties are Joanne Wilkinson and Jeanette
Lynne trading as Chicken Treat.
The union party is the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia.
3B.—POTENTIAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
COVERED BY AGREEMENT
Approximately 10 employees will be covered by this Agreement.
3C.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties undertake that for the duration of the agreement
there will be no further wage increases sought or granted.
4.—PREVIOUS AWARDS AND AGREEMENTS
This agreement replaces the Retail Food Establishments
Employees’ Agreement No. AG15 of 1992 in respect to the
parties to this agreement. This agreement replaces in all respects the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail
Establishments) State Award 1977 No. R32 of 1976 in relation to the parties to this agreement.
5.—TERM
(1) This Agreement shall come into force on the day of its
certification and shall continue to operate until 30th June 2000.
(2) The parties to the Agreement agree to commence negotiations for a new Agreement six months prior to the expiry of
this Agreement.
6.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Retail Food Establishment” shall mean the establishment or part thereof which is operated by the employer and
which is wholly or predominantly engaged in the receipt of
orders for or the preparation, sale, serving or delivery of mass
marketed food from a standardised menu and shall include
any commissary, whether within such establishment or elsewhere, where such food is prepared or partially prepared.
(2) “Retail Employee Grade I” shall mean an employee engaged in a retail food establishment who is in the first six
months of employment and who is gaining the skills required
of an Employee Grade II or Grade III.
(3) “Retail Employee Grade II” shall mean an employee with
not less than six months service with the employer who is
engaged to assist with the preparation, assembly, cooking or
packing of product for sale; the maintenance of the work area
at a standard of cleanliness as determined by the employer;
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the cleaning of cooking utensils, cutlery and glassware; and/
or in the delivery of product to the customer outside the establishment.
(4) “Retail Employee Grade III” shall mean an employee
with not less than six months service with the employer who
performs customer service functions including the taking of
orders by any means, the entering of information onto a computer, the receipt of monies or other duties involving customer
contact except the delivery of product to the customer outside
the establishment.
(5) “Retail Employee Grade IV” shall mean an employee
involved in the preparation of food using trades equivalent
skills and/or required to give direction to or be in charge of
Employees Grades I—III.
(6) Any dispute as to grading shall be addressed in accordance with the terms of Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
(7) “Daily Spread of Shift” shall mean the time which elapses
from the employee’s actual starting time to the employee’s
actual finishing time for the day or shift.
7.—TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Permanent Employees
(a) Should the employer wish to terminate a permanent employee, the following period of notice shall be provided—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Not more than 6 months
1 day
Not more than 1 year
1 week
More than 1 year but not more
than 3 years
2 weeks
More than 3 years but not more
than 5 years
3 weeks
More than 5 years
4 weeks
(b) Employees over 45 years of age with 2 or more years
continuous service at the time of termination, shall receive an
additional week’s notice.
(c) Where the relevant notice is not provided, the employee
shall be entitled to payment in lieu. Provided that employment
may be terminated by part of the period of notice and part
payment in lieu.
(d) Payment in lieu of notice shall be calculated using the
employee’s ordinary time weekly wage as prescribed by this
Agreement.
(e) The period of notice in this Clause shall not apply in the
case of dismissal for conduct that justifies instant dismissal,
including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty or, if
after receiving notice of termination, such employee does not
carry out his or her duties in the same manner as he or she did
prior to such notice.
(f) Notice of termination by employee
Except in the first 6 month’s of service, 1 week’s notice shall
be necessary for an employee to terminate his or her engagement or the forfeiture of 1 week’s pay by the employee to the
employer in lieu of notice.
In the first six months’ service, an employee may give 1 day’s
notice to terminate his or her employment, or the forfeiture of 1
day’s pay by the employee to the employer in lieu of notice.
(g) Unfair Dismissals
Termination of employment by the employer shall not be
harsh, unjust or unreasonable, whether notice has been given
or not.
Without limiting the above, except where a distinction, exclusion or preference is based on the inherent requirements of
a particular position, terminations on the grounds of race, colour, sex, marital status, family responsibilities, pregnancy,
religion, political opinion, national extraction and social origin shall constitute a harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination
of employment.
(2) Casual Employees
The employment of a casual employee may be terminated
by the giving or receiving of 1 hour’s notice.
(3) Grievance Procedures
In the event of a dispute arising from the operation of this
Clause, the matter should be dealt with in accordance with the
provisions of Clause 41.—Grievance Procedure hereof.
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(4) In all cases, the employer is bound by the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
8.—HOURS
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be thirty eight per week,
not exceeding ten per day, to be worked over not more than
five days of the week, within a daily spread of eleven hours.
Each employee shall be entitled to two clear days off duty per
week.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) hereof,
in cases where employees are rostered over a 19 day, four week
cycle, up to forty ordinary hours may be worked in a week
provided that the total number of ordinary hours in any four
week cycle shall not exceed 152.
9.—OVERTIME
(1) All work done at times other than those which the employee is rostered to work, or outside the daily spread of eleven
hours, or beyond ten hours in any one day or beyond five days
in any one week or beyond thirty eight hours in any one week—
except in the case of an employee rostered over a 19 day, four
week cycle as provided by Clause 8 (2) in which case the limit
to weekly ordinary hours shall be forty—shall be overtime.
(2) Subject to the provisions of subclause (3) hereof, all overtime worked between Monday to Friday, both inclusive, and
prior to twelve noon on Saturday shall be paid for at the rate of
time and a half for the first two hours and double time thereafter. All overtime worked after twelve noon on a Saturday and
all day on a Sunday, shall be paid for at the rate of double
time.
(3) All work done on an employee’s rostered day off shall be
paid for at the rate of double time with a minimum payment as
for three hours’ work.
(4) Notwithstanding anything contained in this clause to the
contrary, where a part time employee is requested to work
over-time beyond his or her regular finishing time in order to
meet unforeseen operational and/or staffing requirements, the
first hour of such overtime shall be paid for at the ordinary
time rate of pay, the second hour of such overtime shall be
paid for at the rate of time and a half with double time for any
hours worked thereafter. The provisions of this subclause shall
only apply to Part Time employees rostered to work nine ordinary hours or less on the day upon which the overtime is
worked.
(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in this clause, the
employer and an employee may agree that time off with pay
may be allowed in lieu of payment for overtime. Such time off
shall be allowed subject to—
a) time off for each hour or part thereof shall be equivalent to the overtime rate that otherwise would have
been paid.
b) the time of taking time off being agreed at the time
of arranging the overtime and shall be no later than
four weeks after the overtime is worked.
10.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
(1) Casual employees shall mean employees engaged on an
hourly contract of service.
(2) Casual employees shall not be engaged for less than two
consecutive hours per time.
(3) Casual employees shall be paid at the ordinary rate of
pay of one thirty-eighth of the full time weekly rate of pay for
the appropriate classification as set out in subclause (1) of
Clause 20.—Wages plus twenty one and one half per cent,
provided that this rate shall be increased to double time for all
work performed on the holidays referred to in subclause (1) of
Clause 16 of this Agreement.
(4) The working time for a casual employee on an outside
job, shall count from the time appointed for their attendance at
the job until they are discharged. Fares to and from the place
of engagement and the job shall be paid by the employer.
(5) The wages payable to a casual employee on an outside
job shall be forwarded to the employee within seventy two
hours of completion of the pay week in which such employee
was employed.
(6) The provisions of Clauses 14, 15, 16, 17 and 35 shall not
apply to a casual employee.
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11.—PART TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) A part time employee shall mean an employee engaged
on a weekly contract of service, who works regularly from
week to week for not less than three consecutive ordinary hours
per time, or more than ten ordinary hours per day, and not less
than nine or more than thirty ordinary hours each week over
not more than five days of the week.
(2) Subject to the limitations on daily and weekly hours for
part time employees as prescribed by subclause (1) of this
Clause, the number of ordinary hours to be worked on any one
day by a part time employee may be increased but not decreased by agreement between the employer and the employee.
(3) Part time employees shall be paid at the ordinary time
rate of pay of one thirty-eighth of the full time weekly rate of
pay for the appropriate classification as set out in subclause
(1) of Clause 20.-Wages, provided that this rate shall be increased to double time for all work performed on the holidays
referred to in subclause (1) of Clause 16.-Holidays of this
Agreement.
(4) All time worked by a part time employee beyond ten
ordinary hours per day, thirty ordinary hours per week or five
days per week or at times other than those which the employee
is rostered to work shall be overtime and paid for at the appropriate overtime rate prescribed in Clause 9.-Overtime of this
Agreement.
(5) A part time employee shall be eligible for pro rata annual
leave and sick leave in accordance with Clauses 14 and 17 in
addition to being eligible for bereavement leave and payment
in lieu of public holidays. In calculating the pro-rata entitlements of a part time employee pursuant to this subclause, all
ordinary hours worked by the employee, including any additional ordinary hours agreed pursuant to subclause (2) of this
Clause, shall be included in the calculation.
12.—MEAL BREAKS
(1) Every employee shall be entitled to a meal break of not
less than one half hour nor more than one hour after not more
than five hours work, provided that where an employee works
in excess of eight ordinary hours in any one day, the meal
break on that day may be taken after not more than six hours
work. Where it is not possible for the employer to grant a meal
break on any day, the said meal break shall be treated as time
worked and the employee shall be paid at the rate applicable
to the employee at the time such meal break is due, plus fifty
per cent of the ordinary hourly rate applying to such employee,
until such time as the employee is released for a meal.
(2) In addition to breaks for a meal, there may be one other
break of at least two hours during each shift. Such break of
two hours may include a meal break.
(3) In addition to breaks for a meal as provided in this Clause,
any employee who is required to work in excess of eight ordinary hours in any one day shall receive a paid tea break of ten
minutes. Such tea break shall be taken to suit the employer’s
business, but shall not be taken within one hour of the employee’s commencement or finishing time or within one hour
of the employee’s meal break.
13.—MEAL MONEY
Any employee who is required to work overtime for more
than two hours on any day, without being notified on the previous day or earlier that he or she will be required to work
such overtime, will either be supplied with a meal by the employer or be paid $6.25 meal money.
14.—SICK LEAVE
(1) (a) An employee, including a part time employee, who is
unable to attend or remain at his or her place of employment
during ordinary hours of work by reason of personal ill health
or injury shall be entitled to payment during such absence in
accordance with the following provisions.
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the rate of one
sixth of a week for each completed month of service with the
employer.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the employer the employee is absent on the grounds of personal ill
health or injury for a period longer than his or her entitlement
to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of that
year of service, or at the time the employee’s services terminate, if before the end of that year of service, to the extent that
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the employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave
during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave
in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence
by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period
for which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time
of the absence. Provided that an employee shall not be entitled
to claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any
one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this Clause
the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise
the employer of his or her inability to attend for work, the
nature of the illness or injury and the estimated duration of the
absence. Provided that such advice, other than in extra-ordinary
circumstances shall be given to the employer within 24 hours
of the commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this Clause do not apply to an employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the employer
may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not
be required to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
with respect to absences of two days or less unless after two
such absences in any year of service the employer requests in
writing that the next and subsequent absences in that year, if
any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this Clause apply to an employee who suffers personal
ill health or injury during the time when he or she is absent on
annual leave and an employee may apply for and the employer
shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within seven
days of resuming work and then only if the employee was
confined to his or her place of residence or an hospital as a
result of his or her personal ill health or injury for a period of
seven consecutive days or more and he or she produces a certificate from a registered medical practitioner that he or she
was so confined. Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee of the obligation to advise
the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this Clause
if he or she is unable to attend for work on the working day
next following the annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave shall
not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the employee
was entitled at the time he or she proceeded on annual leave
and shall not be made with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer
in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this subclause,
that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick
leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time mutually
agreed to by the employer and the employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee’s next period of annual
leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause 17.—Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of
wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken
provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in Clause
17.—Annual Leave, shall be deemed to have been paid with
respect to the replaced annual leave.
(6) The provisions of this Clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act nor to employees whose injury or illness is the result of the employee’s own
misconduct.
15.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee, including a part time employee, shall, on the
death within Australia of a wife, husband, de-facto wife or
de-facto husband, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law,
grandparent, brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on
notice to bereavement leave up to and including the day of the
funeral of such relation, and such leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the number of hours
worked by the employee in two ordinary working days. Proof
of such death shall be furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of the employer if so requested. Provided that this
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Clause shall have no effect while the period of entitlement to
leave coincides with any other period of leave that may be due
to the employee concerned.
16.—HOLIDAYS
(1) The following days shall be allowed as paid holidays for
full time and part time employees: New Year’s Day, Australia
Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter Saturday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, State Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday,
Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
(2) The paid holidays set out in subclause (1) hereof shall be
regarded as falling on the days upon which they are most commonly observed in the State of Western Australia unless the
State prescribes an alternate day for celebrating the holiday in
which case the alternate day shall be the day of the holiday.
(3) In addition to the paid holidays set out in subclause (1)
hereof, any day proclaimed as a public holiday or half holiday
under the Public and Bank Holidays Act, not being a day set
out in subclause (1) hereof or a day observed in lieu thereof,
shall be allowed as a paid holiday for full and part time employees.
(4) All work done on any of the holidays prescribed in this
Clause shall be paid at the rate of double time, with a minimum payment as for three hours.
(5) Where a full time employee’s rostered day off coincides
with any of the holidays prescribed in this clause, such employee shall receive one day’s additional pay at ordinary rates
from the employer on the next succeeding pay day.
(6) Where a part time employee is rostered such that the day
of the week on which a holiday as prescribed by this clause
falls forms part of the roster but the employee is not rostered
to work on the holiday then such employee shall receive additional payment for the number of hours regularly worked on
that day of the week from the employer on the next succeeding pay day.
17.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four consecutive weeks’ leave with payment as prescribed in this
Clause, shall be allowed annually to a full time or part time
employee by his/her employer after a period of twelve months’
continuous service.
(2) An employee before going on leave shall be paid the
wages the employee would have received in respect of the
ordinary time the employee would have worked had the employee not been on leave during the relevant period.
(3) During a period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 per cent calculated on the employee’s
ordinary rate of wage.
(4) If any holiday proclaimed as per Clause 16.-Holidays
falls within an employee’s period of annual leave, there shall
be added to that period one day being an ordinary working
day for each holiday observed as aforesaid.
(5) (a) After one month’s continuous service in any qualifying twelve monthly period an employee whose employment is
terminated shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of
this subclause, be paid one third of a week’s pay at his or her
ordinary rate of wage in respect of each completed month of
service in the qualifying period. The loading prescribed in
subclause (3) of this Clause shall not apply to this pro rata
payment.
(b) Where an employee is justifiably dismissed for misconduct during any twelve monthly qualifying period, the
provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause do not apply in
respect of any completed month of service in that qualifying
period.
(6) An employee whose employment terminates after the
employee has completed a twelve monthly qualifying period
and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed in this
Clause in respect of that qualifying period, shall be given payment in lieu of that leave in accordance with the provisions of
this Clause.
(7) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, except time for which the employee is entitled to claim
sick pay, or time spent on holidays, annual leave or bereavement leave as prescribed by this Agreement shall not count for
the purpose of determining his or her right to annual leave.
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(8) In special circumstances and by mutual consent of the
employee, the employer and the union, annual leave may be
taken in not more than two periods, provided that neither of
such periods shall be of less than one week.
(9) Annual leave shall be granted to and taken by the employee within a period three months from the day on which it
became due, and the employee shall be given at least two
weeks’ notice by the employer of the date that such leave will
commence.
18.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 59
of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at Pages 1-6, both
inclusive, are hereby incorporated and shall be deemed to be
part of this Agreement.
19.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) The employer may elect to pay employees in cash, by
cheque or by means of credit transfer to a bank, building society or credit union account in the name of the employee. The
day that the credit transfer is credited to the employee’s account shall be deemed to be the date of payment.
(2) Payment shall be made within three days of the last day
of the pay period. Payment by cash or cheque shall be made
during the employee’s ordinary working hours.
(3) No employer shall change its method of payment to
employees without first giving them at least four week’s notice of such change.
(4) Employees whose day off falls on pay day and who are
paid by cash or cheque, shall be paid their wages upon request
from the employee to the employer, prior to the employee taking the day off.
(5) An employee who lawfully terminates employment or is
dismissed for reasons other than misconduct, shall be paid all
wages due to the employee by the employer on the day of
termination of employment, or within twenty four hours following such termination.
(6) At the time of being paid each employee shall be issued
with a statement by the employer showing the gross wages
and allowances and all deductions made therefrom.
(7) (a) The employer may elect to pay employees weekly or
fortnightly in accordance with subclauses (1) to (6) inclusive
of this Clause.
(b) No employer shall change the frequency of payment to
employees without first giving them and the union at least
four weeks notice of such change.
(c) The method of introducing a fortnightly pay system shall
be by the payment of an additional week’s wages in the last
weekly pay before the change to fortnightly pays to be repaid
by equal fortnightly deductions made from the next and subsequent pays, provided that the period of repayment shall not
be less than 10 weeks or by some other method agreed upon
by the union and the employer.
20.—WAGES
(1) The following shall be the minimum rates of weekly
wage payable to employees covered by this Agreement.
Classification

TOTAL WAGE PER WEEK
From the 1st From the 1st From the 1st
pay period
pay period
pay period
following the following
following
certification of 1st January
1st July
this Agreement
1999
1999
$/week

$/week

$/week

From the 1st
pay period
following
1st January
2000
$/week

Grade I
401.00
406.00
412.00
420.00
Grade II
406.00
415.40
427.10
443.50
Grade III
418.30
427.70
439.40
455.80
Grade IV
443.20
452.60
464.30
480.70
(2) An employee who delivers orders to customers in his or
her own vehicle shall receive a payment, in addition to all
other amounts provided in this Agreement, equal to $1.70 for
every delivery in excess of 3.4 deliveries per hour.
(3) No employee shall suffer any reduction to his or her rate
of wage as a result of the operation of this Agreement.
21.—JUNIOR EMPLOYEES
(1) Junior employees, other than those engaged in the preparation and/or serving of alcoholic beverages shall be paid the
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percentage of the adult rate, as set out in subclause (2) hereof,
appropriate to their classification as determined by subclause
(1) of Clause 20.—Wages.
(2) The minimum weekly rates of wages for work in ordinary time to be paid to junior employees shall be as follows—
Under 16 years of age
40% (for employees whose
date of commencement
was on or after the date of
certification of this agreement)
Under 16 years of age
50% (for employees who date
of commencement was
before the date of certification of this agreement)
Between 16 and 17 years 50%
Between 17 and 18 years 60%
Between 18 and 19 years 70%
Between 19 and 20 years 80%
At 20 years and over
90%
NOTE: No employee who commenced employment before
the date of certification of this agreement may have their wage
reduced as a result of this clause.
(3) Any junior employee who is primarily engaged in the
preparation and/or serving of alcoholic beverages shall be paid
the adult rate applicable to a Retail Employee Grade III. Any
junior employee whose duties include the preparation and/or
serving of alcoholic beverages shall be at least 18 years of age.
(4) No junior female employee under the age of 18 shall be
employed after 8.00 p.m. on any day without permission in
writing from one of the parents or guardian of such junior
employee.
(5) No employee shall be terminated, or have their hours of
employment reduced as a result of the operation of this clause.
22.—HIGHER OR LOWER DUTIES
(1) Any employee performing work for two hours or more
in any day on duties carrying a higher prescribed rate of wage
than that in which the employee is engaged, shall be paid the
higher wage for the time so employed, provided that where an
employee is engaged for more than half of one day or shift on
duties carrying a higher rate, the employee shall be paid the
higher rate for such day or shift.
(2) Any employee who is temporarily required to perform
duties carrying a lower prescribed rate of wage, shall do so
without any loss of pay.
(3) The employer may direct any employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of an employee’s skill, competence and training.
23.—UNIFORMS, LAUNDERING AND
PRESENTATION STANDARDS
(1) Where uniforms are required by the employer to be worn
they shall be supplied, laundered and/or dry cleaned by the
employer and remain the property of the employer, provided
that in lieu of the employer laundering and/or dry cleaning
same, the employee shall be paid the following laundry allowance per week—
Employees employed on a casual basis
$1.70
Employees employed on a part time basis
$1.95
Employees employed on a full time basis
$2.25
Provided that the provisions of this Clause may be altered
by written agreement between the union and the employer.
(2) Employees commencing before the date of certification
of the Agreement
Where uniforms are supplied to an employee and where the
value of such uniforms exceeds $30.00, a once only deposit of
$30.00 shall be paid by the employee by means of six $5.00
instalments withheld by the employer from the employee’s
wages during the first six pay periods. This deposit shall be
repaid to the employee on termination provided the uniforms
issued to them are returned to the employer in good condition,
fair wear excepted.
In lieu of such $30.00 deposit, employers may withhold
$30.00 from the termination payment to any employee engaged
prior to the date of certification of this Agreement until such
time as the employee returns any uniform in his or her possession in good condition, fair wear excepted.
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(3) Employees commencing on or after the date of certification of this agreement.
Where uniforms are supplied to an employee and where the
value of such uniforms exceeds $50.00, a once only deposit of
$50.00 shall be paid by the employee by means of five $10.00
instalments withheld by the employer from the employee’s
wages during the first five pay periods. This deposit shall be
repaid to the employee on termination provided the uniforms
issued to them are returned to the employer in good condition,
fair wear excepted.
In lieu of such $50.00 deposit, the employer may withhold
$50.00 from the termination payment to any employee engaged
after the date of certification of this Agreement until such time
as the employee returns any uniform in his or her possession
in good condition, fair wear excepted.
Any employee who claims hardship as the result of the operation of sub-clauses (2) and (3) may have the repayment
rate set at 10 weekly payments of $5.00. Any dispute will be
settled in accordance with Clause 41.—Grievance Procedure.
(4) Grooming
Good personal presentation and hygiene are seen as essential by the employer in upholding the employer’s overall image
to our customers. When at work, employees shall be attired in
a neat, tidy and business like manner at all times.
(i) Hair is to be worn short or tied back away from the
face. The hats and hairnets provided are to be worn
at all times in line with current government health
regulations.
(ii) Minimal jewellery is permitted whilst on duty. A wedding band, engagement ring, wrist watch or
medic-alert bracelet is the maximum jewellery that
can be worn. Neck chains, ankle bracelets, costume
jewellery and dangling earrings can be hazardous to
the employee and/or customer and should not be
worn.
A stud or sleeper (one pair) will be permissible in
pierced ears only. Nose rings, eye rings or any other
form of body piercing that does not demonstrate a
professional business like manner is not allowable.
(iii) Facial hair is not encouraged however employees
with beards, moustaches should keep them neat, trim
and tidy. Shaving prior to commencing a shift is required.
(iv) Make-up should be kept to a minimum and be complimentary to the uniform. Heavy make-up should
be avoided and nail polish is not allowed.
(v) All employees must ensure that finger nails are maintained at a minimum length.
24.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
(1) Employees who are required to wash dishes, clean toilets or otherwise handle detergents, acids, soaps or any injurious
substances shall be supplied, free of charge by the employer,
with rubber gloves or be paid an allowance of $1.10 per week
in lieu.
(2) Where the conditions of work are such that employees
are unable to avoid their clothing becoming wet or dirty, they
shall be supplied with suitable protective clothing free of charge
by their employer.
(3) Where conditions of work are such that employees are
unable to avoid their feet becoming wet, they shall be supplied by their employer free of charge with suitable protective
footwear.
(4) All articles supplied shall remain the property of the
employer and shall be returned when required, in good order
and condition, fair wear and tear excepted.
(5) Any dispute in respect to the application of this Clause
will be settled in accordance with Clause 41.—Grievance Procedure.
25.—EMPLOYEES’ EQUIPMENT
All knives, choppers, tools, brushes, towels, and other utensils, implements and material which may be required to be
used by the employee for the purpose of carrying out his or
her duties, shall be supplied by the employer free of charge.
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26.—LIMITATION OF WORK
(1) No female employee may be required to climb ladders
or any substitute therefore unless appropriately attired.
(2) No female employee shall be required to clean out male
public toilets, or male toilets within the employer’s establishment unless it has been determined by a male employee that
the toilets are vacant and arrangements are made to ensure
that the toilets are not in use during the cleaning period.
(3) No female employee under the age of eighteen years shall
be required to lift or carry weights in excess of eleven kilograms
and no female employee over eighteen years of age shall be required to lift or carry weights in excess of sixteen kilograms.

infringe the privacy of persons who are not
members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative;
(b) the power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of the union authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules of the organisation;
(c) before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to an employer.

27.—TRAVELLING FACILITIES
(1) Where an employee is detained at work until it is too late
to travel by the last ordinary bus, train or other regular public
conveyance to the employee’s usual place of residence, the
employer shall provide proper conveyance free of charge.
(2) If an employee is required to start work before the first
means of public conveyance (herebefore described) is available to convey the employee from his or her usual place of
residence to the place of employment, the employer shall provide a conveyance free of charge.
(3) The provisions of this Clause do not apply to an employee who usually has his or her own means of conveyance.

29.—ROSTER
(1) A roster of the working hours of each full time and part
time employee employed shall be exhibited in the office the
employer, so as it may be conveniently and readily seen by the
employee.
(2) Such roster shall show—
(a) the name, occupation and type of employment of each
employee;
(b) the hours to be worked by each employee each day
and the breaks in shift to be taken.
(3) Subject to Clause 28.-Record, the roster in the office
shall be open for inspection to a duly accredited representative of the union at such time as the “Record” is so open for
inspection.
(4) Such rosters shall be drawn up in such a manner as to
show the working hours of each employee for at least one
week in advance of the date of the roster, and may only be
altered on account of the sickness of an employee, or by mutual consent between the employee and the employer
concerned.

28.—RECORD
(1) The employer shall keep, or cause to be kept, on his or
her business premises, or at each of them if more than one, a
Time and Wages Record, wherein shall be entered the following information—
(a) the full name, postal address and occupation of each
employee employed and whether the employee is
being employed on a full time, part time or casual
contract of service;
(b) the time each employee commences and finishes
work each day, including any breaks in shift;
(c) the number of hours worked each day by each employee and the total hours worked each pay period;
(d) the wages and (if any) overtime and allowances paid
to each employee each pay period;
(e) the age of any employee employed on junior rates of
pay.
(2) The Record shall be entered up by the employer from
day to day and shall be signed, if correct, by the employee at
the time of being paid. The employer and the employee shall
be severally responsible for the correctness of the Record.
(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) hereof, the
Record shall be open for inspection to a duly accredited representative of the union on the employer’s premises from Monday
to Sunday, both inclusive, between the hours of 9.00 a.m. to
5.00 p.m., (excepting from 12.00 noon to 2.00 p.m.). The union representative shall be permitted time to inspect the Record
and, if he or she requires, shall be allowed to take an extract or
copy of any of the information contained in the Record, which
shall be maintained by the employer on the business premises
for a period of not less than twelve months.
(b) Where the Record for any reason is not available for
inspection, an extract or copy from such Record of Information required by the Representative shall be forwarded by the
employer to the Registered Office of the union within fourteen days of the date of the request made to inspect the Record.
(4) For the purposes of this Clause the term “Record” shall
mean a book or single document wherein shall be entered all
the information required to be kept in accordance with the
provisions of subclause (1) of this Clause.
(5) Notwithstanding subclauses (1) to (4);
Where this industrial agreement empowers a representative of
the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of
Western Australia to inspect the time and wages records of an
employee or former employee, that power shall be exercised
subject to the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997
(as may be amended from time to time) and the following—
(a) the employer may refuse a representative access to
the records if—
(i) The employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative would

30.—CHANGE AND REST ROOMS
Adequate change and rest rooms shall be provided by the
employer where such are reasonably practicable.
31.—FIRST AID
(1) In each establishment the employer shall provide and
continuously maintain at a place easily accessible to all employees an adequate First Aid Kit.
(2) A worker holding either a Red Cross or St John Senior
First Aid Certificate of at least “A” level who is appointed by
the employer to perform first aid duties shall be paid $6.00 per
week in addition to the worker’s ordinary rate.
32.—POSTING OF AGREEMENT AND UNION
NOTICES
(1) In each establishment, a copy of this Agreement, if supplied by the Union, shall be exhibited by the employer on the
business premises in such a place where it may be conveniently and readily seen by each employee employed.
(2) The Secretary of the union, or any other duly accredited
representative of the union, shall be permitted to post notices
relating to union business in a place where it may be conveniently and readily seen by each employee employed. Provided
that nothing in this subclause shall empower a duly accredited
official of the union to enter any part of the premises of the
employer, pursuant to this subclause, unless the employer is
the employer or former employer of a member of the Union.
33.—SUPPORTED WAGE SYSTEM
(1) This Clause defines the conditions which will apply to
employees who because of the effects of a disability are eligible for a supported wage under the terms of this Agreement.
In the context of this clause, the following definitions will
apply—
(i) “Supported Wage System” means the Commonwealth Government system to promote employment
for people who cannot work at full award wages because of a disability, as documented in “[Supported
Wage System: Guidelines and Assessment Process]”.
(ii) “Accredited Assessor” means a person accredited by
the management unit established by the Commonwealth under the Supported Wage System to perform
assessments of an individual’s productive capacity
within the Supported Wage System.
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(iii) “Disability Support Pension” means the Commonwealth pension scheme to provide income security
for persons with a disability as provided under the
Social Security Act 1991, as amended from time to
time, or any successor to that scheme.
(iv) “Assessment Instrument” means the form provided
for under the Supported Wage System that records
the assessment of the productive capacity of the person to be employed under the Supported Wage
System.
(2) Eligibility Criteria
Employees covered by this Clause will be those who are
unable to perform the range of duties to the competence level
required within the class of work for which the employee is
engaged under this Agreement, because of the effects of a disability on their productive capacity and who meet the
impairment criteria for receipt of a Disability Support Pension.
(The Clause does not apply to any existing employee who
has a claim against the employer which is subject to the provisions of workers’ compensation legislation or any provision
of this Agreement relating to the rehabilitation of employees
who are injured in the course of their current employment).
The Agreement does not apply to the employer in respect of
any facility, program, undertaking, service or the like which
receives funding under the Disability Services Act 1986 and
fulfils the dual role of service provider and sheltered employer
to people with disabilities who are in receipt of or are eligible
for a disability support pension, unless the employer has received recognition under Section 10 or Section 12A of the
Act, or if a part only has received recognition, that part.
(3) Supported Wage Rates
Employees to whom this clause applies shall be paid the
applicable percentage of the minimum rate of pay prescribed
by this Agreement for the class of work which the person is
performing according to the following schedule—
Assessed Capacity
% Of Prescribed
(Sub-clause (d)
Agreement Rate
10%*
10%
20%
20%
30%
30%
40%
40%
50%
50%
60%
60%
70%
70%
80%
80%
90%
90%
(Provided that the minimum amount payable shall not be
less than $45 per week).
* Where a person’s assessed capacity is 10 per cent, they
shall receive a high degree of assistance and support.
(4) Assessment of Capacity
For the purpose of establishing the percentage of the Agreement rate to be paid to an employee under this Agreement, the
productive capacity of the employee will be assessed in accordance with the Supported Wage System and documented
in an assessment instrument by either—
(i) The employer and the Union, in consultation with
the employee or, if desired by any of these;
(ii) the employer and an accredited assessor from a panel
agreed by the employer and the Union.
(5) Lodgement of Assessment Instrument
(a) All assessment instruments under the conditions of this
clause, including the appropriate percentage of the Agreement
wage to be paid to the employee, shall be lodged by the employer with the Registrar of the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
(b) All assessment instruments shall be agreed and signed
by the parties to the assessment, provided that where a union
which is party to the Agreement, is not a party to the assessment, it shall be referred by the Registrar to the union by
certified mail and shall take effect unless an objection is notified to the Registrar within ten working days.
(6) Review of Assessment
The assessment of the applicable percentage should be subject to annual review or earlier on the basis of a reasonable
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request for such a review. The process of review shall be in
accordance with the procedures for assessing capacity under
the Supported Wage System.
(7) Other Terms and Conditions of Employment
Where an assessment has been made, the applicable percentage shall apply to the wage rate only. Employees covered
by the provisions of the clause will be entitled to the same
terms and conditions of employment as all other workers covered by this Agreement paid on a pro-rata basis.
(8) Workplace Adjustment
The employer wishing to employ a person under the provisions of this clause shall take reasonable steps to make changes
in the workplace to enhance the employee’s capacity to do the
job. Changes may involve redesign of job duties, working time
arrangements and work organisation in consultation with other
workers in the area.
(9) Trial Period
(a) In order for an adequate assessment of the employee’s
capacity to be made, the employer may employ a person under the provisions of this clause for a trial period not exceeding
12 weeks, except that in some cases additional work adjustment time (not exceeding four weeks) may be needed.
(b) During the trial period the assessment of capacity shall
be undertaken and the proposed wage rate for a continuing
employment relationship shall be determined.
(c) The minimum amount payable to the employee during
the trial period shall be no less than $45 per week.
(d) Work trials should include induction or training as appropriate to the job being trialed.
(e) Where the employer and employee wish to establish a
continuing employment relationship following the completion
of the trial period, a further contract of employment shall be
entered into based on the outcome of assessment under Clause
4 of this Clause.
Employees who because of the effects of a disability are
eligible for a supported wage shall be assessed and paid in
accordance with the provisions of the model clause as provided in the Supported Wage System Test Case Decision (Print
L5723 of 1994).
34.—LOCATION ALLOWANCES
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to the
rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an employee
shall be paid the following weekly allowances when employed
in the towns described hereunder. Provided that where the
wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly allowances.
TOWN
PER WEEK
$
Agnew
15.20
Argyle (see subclause 12)
39.50
Balladonia
15.00
Barrow Island
25.70
Boulder
6.20
Broome
24.20
Bullfinch
7.20
Carnarvon
12.30
Cockatoo Island
26.60
Coolgardie
6.20
Cue
15.50
Dampier
20.90
Denham
12.30
Derby
25.10
Esperance
4.60
Eucla
16.90
Exmouth
21.70
Fitzroy Crossing
30.30
Goldsworthy
13.80
Halls Creek
34.60
Kalbarri
5.10
Kalgoorlie
6.20
Kambalda
6.20
Karratha
24.80
Koolan Island
26.60
Koolyanobbing
7.20
Kununurra
39.50
Laverton
15.40
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PER WEEK
$
Learmonth
21.70
Leinster
15.20
Leonora
15.40
Madura
16.00
Marble Bar
37.70
Meekatharra
13.30
Mount Magnet
16.50
Mundrabilla
16.50
Newman
14.50
Norseman
12.90
Nullagine
37.60
Onslow
25.70
Pannawonica
19.60
Paraburdoo
19.40
Port Hedland
20.80
Ravensthorpe
8.10
Roebourne
28.50
Sandstone
15.20
Shark Bay
12.30
Shay Gap
13.80
Southern Cross
7.20
Telfer
35.00
Teutonic Bore
15.20
Tom Price
19.40
Whim Creek
24.60
Wickham
24.00
Wiluna
15.50
Wittenoom
33.40
Wyndham
37.30
(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has—
(a) a dependant shall be paid double the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(b) a partial dependant shall be paid the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependant is receiving by way of a district or
location allowance.
(3) Where an employee
(a) is provided with board and lodging by his/her employer,
free of charge;
or
(b) is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and lodging by virtue of the award or an Order or Agreement made
pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid sixty six and two-thirds per cent
of the allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of paragraph (b) of this subclause shall have
effect on and from the 24 July 1990.
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(4) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices
receiving less than adult rate and employees employed for less
than a full week shall receive that proportion of the location
allowance as equates with the proportion that their wage for
ordinary hours that week is to the adult rate for the work performed.
(5) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the period
of such leave the location allowance to which he/she would
ordinarily be entitled.
(6) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she
shall only be paid location allowance for the period of such
leave he/she remains in the location in which he/she is employed.
(7) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Dependant” shall mean—
(i) a spouse or de facto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or de facto
spouse;
who does not receive a district or location allowance, or who, if in receipt of a salary or wage package,
receives no consideration for which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this
clause.
(b) “Partial Dependant” shall mean a “dependant” as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause who
receives a district or location allowance which is less
than the location allowance prescribed in subclause
(1) of this clause or who, if in receipt of a salary or
wage package, receives less than full consideration
for which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this clause.
(8) Where an employee is employed in a town or location
not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount as
may be agreed between Australian Mines and Metals Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western
Australia and the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be determined by the
Commission.
(9) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant to
Section 50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance
representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the first day in July of
each year in accordance with the annual percentage change in
the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing), for Perth measured to the end of the immediately preceding March quarter,
the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten cents.

LOCATION ALLOWANCES—JULY 1998
PRICES
ISOLATION
CLIMATE
Index No. Prices
Index No. Isolation
Index No. Climate
Maximum Allowance
100
$64.80
100
$10.00
100
$5.00
Agnew
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
Argle
100
$64.8
93
$9.30
99
$4.95
Balladonia
40
$25.9
40
$4.00
0
$Barrow Island
65
$42.1
62
$6.20
62
$3.10
Boulder
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
Broome
58
$37.6
71
$7.10
73
$3.65
Bullfinch
16
$10.4
33
$3.30
15
$0.75
Carnarvon
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
Cockatoo Island
63
$40.8
80
$8.00
86
$4.30
Coolgardie
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
Cue
37
$24.0
55
$5.50
29
$1.45
Dampier
51
$33.0
58
$5.80
61
$3.05
Denham
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
Derby
60
$38.9
71
$7.10
86
$4.30
Esperance
9
$5.8
34
$3.40
0
$Eucla
40
$25.9
79
$7.90
0
$Exmouth
55
$35.7
53
$5.30
49
$2.45
Fitzroy Crossing
74
$47.9
87
$8.70
80
$4.00
Goldsworthy
26
$16.8
66
$6.60
83
$4.15
Halls Creek
88
$57.0
91
$9.10
61
$3.05

TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$78.78
$39.90
$30.4
$15.2
$79.0
$39.5
$29.9
$15.0
$51.4
$25.7
$12.5
$6.2
$48.3
$24.2
$14.4
$7.2
$24.6
$12.3
$53.1
$26.6
$12.5
$6.2
$30.9
$15.5
$41.9
$20.9
$24.6
$12.3
$50.3
$25.1
$9.2
$4.6
$33.8
$16.9
$43.4
$21.7
$60.6
$30.3
$27.6
$13.8
$69.2
$34.6
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LOCATION ALLOWANCES—JULY 1998—continued
PRICES
ISOLATION
CLIMATE
Index No. Prices
Index No. Isolation
Index No. Climate
Maximum Allowance
100
$64.80
100
$10.00
100
$5.00
Kalbarri
14
$9.1
12
$1.20
0
$Kalgoorlie
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
Kambalda
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
Karratha
63
$40.8
58
$5.80
61
$3.05
Koolan Island
63
$40.8
80
$8.00
86
$4.30
Koolyanobbing
16
$10.4
33
$3.30
15
$0.75
Kununurra
100
$64.8
93
$9.30
99
$4.95
Laverton
37
$24.0
58
$5.80
19
$0.95
Learmonth
55
$35.7
53
$5.30
49
$2.45
Leinster
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
Leonora
37
$24.0
58
$5.80
19
$0.95
Madura
40
$25.9
60
$6.00
0
$Marble Bar
100
$64.8
70
$7.00
73
$3.65
Meekatharra
32
$20.7
44
$4.40
29
$1.45
Mount Magnet
41
$26.6
48
$4.80
33
$1.65
Mundrabilla
40
$25.9
70
$7.00
0
$Newman
34
$22.10
49
$4.90
42
$2.10
Norseman
34
$22.10
34
$3.40
7
$0.35
Nullagine
100
$64.8
75
$7.50
58
$2.90
Onslow
65
$42.1
62
$6.20
62
$3.10
Pannawonica
47
$30.4
60
$6.00
55
$2.75
Paraburdoo
47
$30.4
60
$6.00
48
$2.40
Port Hedland
51
$33.0
50
$5.00
71
$3.55
Ravensthorpe
18
$11.7
45
$4.50
0
$Roebourne
73
$47.3
59
$5.90
77
$3.85
Sandstone
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
Shark Bay
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
Shay Gap
26
$16.8
66
$6.60
83
$4.15
Southern Cross
16
$10.4
33
$3.30
15
$0.75
Telfer
90
$58.3
81
$8.10
73
$3.65
Teutonic Bore
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
Tom Price
47
$30.4
60
$6.00
48
$2.40
Whim Creek
62
$40.2
54
$5.40
74
$3.70
Wickham
59
$38.2
59
$5.90
77
$3.85
Wiluna
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
29
$1.45
Wittenoom
88
$57.0
71
$7.10
53
$2.65
Wyndham
92
$59.6
100
$10.00
100
$5.00
35.—PARENTAL LEAVE
Permanent employees with at least twelve months continuous service shall be entitled to Parental Leave (unpaid
Maternity, Paternity and Adoption Leave and the right to work
Part Time with the consent of the employer) as determined by
the 1990 Parental Leave Test Case (Print J3596).
36.—TEMPORARY TRANSFER [DELETED]
37.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS [DELETED]
38.—TRAINEESHIPS
(1) The National Training Wage Award shall apply in respect of this Agreement and where it refers back to the Award,
that shall be read as referring back to this Agreement.
(2) The provision in the National Training Wage Award in
respect of overtime shall be read to mean that the hourly rate
of pay for the purposes of calculation of overtime or shift penalties is the hourly rate applicable to the relevant age as
prescribed in this Agreement.
39.—TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND
RESTRUCTURING
(1) Employer’s Duty to Notify
(a) Where the employer has made a definite decision to introduce major changes in production, program, organisation,
structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on employees, the employer shall notify the employees
who may be affected by the proposed changes and the Union.
(b) “Significant effects” include termination of employment,
major changes in the composition, operation or size of the
workforce or in the skills required; the elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or job tenure;
the alteration of hours of work; the need for retraining or transfer of employees to other work or locations and the restructuring
of jobs. Provided that where the Agreement makes provision
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TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$78.78
$39.90
$10.3
$5.1
$12.5
$6.2
$12.5
$6.2
$49.7
$24.8
$53.1
$26.6
$14.4
$7.2
$79.0
$39.5
$30.7
$15.4
$43.4
$21.7
$30.4
$15.2
$30.7
$15.4
$31.9
$16.0
$75.4
$37.7
$26.6
$13.3
$33.0
$16.5
$32.9
$16.5
$29.0
$14.5
$25.8
$12.9
$75.2
$37.6
$51.4
$25.7
$39.2
$19.6
$38.8
$19.4
$41.6
$20.8
$16.2
$8.1
$57.0
$28.5
$30.4
$15.2
$24.6
$12.3
$27.6
$13.8
$14.4
$7.2
$70.0
$35.0
$30.4
$15.2
$38.8
$19.4
$49.3
$24.6
$48.0
$24.0
$30.9
$15.5
$66.8
$33.4
$74.6
$37.3

for alteration of any of the matters referred to herein an alteration shall be deemed not to have significant effect.
(2) Employer’s Duty to Discuss Change
(a) The employer shall discuss with the employees affected
and their Union inter alia, the introduction of the changes referred to above, the effects the changes are likely to have on
employees, measures to avert or mitigate the adverse effects
of such changes on employees and shall give prompt consideration to matters raised by the employees and/or the union in
relation to the changes.
(b) The discussions shall commence as early as practicable
after a definite decision has been made by the employer to
make the changes referred to above.
(c) For the purposes of such discussions, the employer shall
provide in writing to the employees concerned and the union,
all relevant information about the changes including the nature of the changes proposed, the expected effects of the
changes on employees and any other matters likely to affect
employees provided that the employer shall not be required to
disclose confidential information the disclosure of which would
be detrimental to the employer’s interests.
40.—REDUNDANCY
(1) Discussions Before Terminations
(a) Where the employer has made a definite decision
that the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has been doing to be done by anyone and this
is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of
labour and that decision may lead to termination of
employment, the employer shall hold discussions
with the employees directly affected and with the
Union.
(b) The discussions shall take place as soon as is practicable and shall cover, amongst other matters the
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reasons the proposed terminations are required, measures to avoid or minimise the terminations and
measures to mitigate any adverse effects of any terminations on the employees concerned.
(c) For the purposes of the discussion the employer shall,
as soon as practicable, provide in writing to the employees concerned and the Union, all relevant
information about the proposed terminations including the reasons for the proposed terminations, the
number and categories of employees likely to be affected, and the number of employees normally
employed and the period over which the terminations are likely to be carried out.
Provided that the employer shall not be required to disclose
confidential information the disclosure of which would be
detrimental to the employer’s interests.
(2) Transfer to lower paid duties
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for
reasons set out in subclause (1) hereof, the employee shall be
entitled to the same period of notice of transfer as they would
had they been terminated, and the employer may make payment in lieu thereof of an amount equal to the difference
between the former ordinary time rate of pay and the new lower
ordinary time rates for the number of weeks of notice still
owing.
(3) Severance Pay
In addition to the period of notice provided in Clause 7 of
this Agreement, a permanent employee whose employment is
terminated for reasons set out above shall be entitled to the
following amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous
period of service—
Period of continuous service
Severance Pay
less than 1 year
nil
1 year but less than 2 years
4 weeks pay
2 years but less than 3 years
6 weeks pay
3 years but less than 4 years
7 weeks pay
4 years and over
8 weeks pay
“Weeks pay” means the ordinary time rate of pay for the
employee concerned.
Provided that the severance payments shall not exceed the
amount which the employee would have earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to the employee’s
normal retirement date.
(4) Employee Leaving During Notice
An employee whose employment is terminated for reasons
set out in subclause (1) hereof, may terminate his or her employment during the period of notice and, if so, shall be entitled
to the same benefits and payments under this Clause had he or
she remained with the employer until the expiry of such notice. Provided that in such circumstances the employee shall
not be entitled to payment in lieu of the notice period prescribed by subclause (1) of Clause 7 of this Agreement.
(5) Alternative Employment
The employer in a particular redundancy case, may make
application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied if the employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee.
(6) Time Off During Notice Period
(a) During the period of notice of termination given by the
employer an employee shall be allowed up to one day’s time
off without loss of pay during each week of notice for the
purpose of seeking other employment.
(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave for more
than one day during the notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment, the employee shall, at the request of
the employer, be required to produce proof of attendance at an
interview or they shall not receive payment for the time absent.
For the purpose of this Clause a statutory declaration will be
sufficient.
(7) Notice to Commonwealth Employment Service
Where a decision has been made to terminate employees in
the circumstances outlined in subclause (1) hereof, the employer shall notify the Commonwealth Employment Service
or its equivalent thereof as soon as possible giving relevant
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information including the number and categories of the employees likely to be affected and the period over which the
terminations are intended to be carried out.
(8) Employees with Less Than One Year’s Service
This Clause shall not apply to employees with less than one
year’s continuous service and the general obligation on the
employer should be no more than to give relevant employees
an indication of the impending redundancy at the first reasonable opportunity, and to take such steps as may be reasonable
to facilitate the obtaining by the employees of suitable alternative employment.
(9) Employees Exempted
This Clause shall not apply where employment is terminated
as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant dismissal,
including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty, or in
the case of casual employees, apprentices, or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specified task or
tasks.
41.—GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(1) The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that any questions, disputes or difficulties are resolved as quickly as possible.
(a) Any dispute or grievance should, in the first instance be
discussed by the employee/s affected and the store management.
(b) In the event that the dispute remains unresolved, the
employee and an authorised official of the union should discuss the issue with the store manager and/or area manager.
(c) In the event that the dispute remains unresolved, the Secretary of the union or his/her nominee should discuss the issue
with a representative of state management of the employer.
(2) The parties are committed to the efficient resolution of
disputes and will endeavour to ensure that a time limit of two
days will apply to each of the steps outlined in subclause (1)
hereof.
(3) While the steps outlined in subclause (1) hereof are being followed, the parties undertake to continue work in
accordance with the pre-dispute status quo. Neither party will
be prejudiced in the outcome of the dispute as a result of the
continuance of work pursuant to this Clause.
(4) Once the requirements of subclause (1) of this clause
have been complied with either party may refer an issue in
dispute to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for assistance in its resolution.
42.—UNION RECOGNITION AND UNION
MEMBERSHIP [DELETED]
43.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
Consistent with the terms of the Labor Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act a representative of the Union shall not exercise
the rights under this clause with respect to entering any part of
the premises of the employer unless the employer is the employer, or former employer of a member of the Union.
(1) A Union Official visiting the employer’s premises for
the purpose of dealing with an industrial matter involving a
member of the union, will—
a) Upon arrival at the store, notify the Store Manager,
or Duty Manager, if available, of the general intent
and estimated length of the visit, prior to any discussion with employees;
b) minimise their time and interaction with employees
in customer contact areas of the store;
c) discuss issues in detail with employees in non-service areas of the store;
d) ensure there is no disruption to the general operation
of the store;
e) prior to departure, notify the Store Manager of any
concerns or issues with the intent of seeking a satisfactory solution including utilisation of the specified
grievance procedure wherever appropriate;
provided that the employer shall provide reasonable access to employees who are members of the Union.
(2) If the union requires group meetings with staff who are
members of the union, an official will give at least 48 hours
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notice to the employer. The meeting will be arranged at a
mutually convenient time to both staff and the employer.
44.—TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
(1) Subject to the following conditions, elected Union
delegate(s) or appointed Union Representative(s) shall be
granted leave with pay to attend courses conducted or approved
by the union which are designed to promote good industrial
relations and industrial efficiency provided that—
a) No more than 2 paid shifts shall be granted in any
store in any calendar year. Any additional shifts shall
be unpaid and subject to employer approval.
b) Untaken paid leave shall not accrue from year to year
or be transferred from one store to another.
(2) Application to attend shall be in writing and shall include details of the type and content of the course to be attended
and the dates upon which the course is to be conducted. Applications shall be made not less than one calendar month before
the intended course, or such lesser period as may be agreed
between the employer, the Union and the employee concerned.
(3) Once received, applications shall be granted by the employer on the dates notified by the Union, subject to the
employer’s ability to maintain normal store operating requirements.
(4) Except in the case of a new store opening, only employees who have completed six months continuous service with
the employer shall be eligible for leave pursuant to this Clause.
(5) Leave granted pursuant to this Clause shall count as service for all purposes of this Agreement.
(6) Any employee on paid leave in accordance with this
Clause shall receive payment in accordance with the roster
they would have worked for the period of absence.
(7) The employer shall not be required to pay any other costs
associated with such leave.
(8) On completion of the course, the employer may require
the employee to provide satisfactory proof of attendance at
the course.
45.—SUPERANNUATION
The superannuation provisions contained herein operate subject to the requirements of the hereinafter prescribes provision
titled—Compliance, Nomination and Transition.
(1) The employer shall participate in the Retail Employees
Superannuation Trust (REST).
(2) All contributions required to be made by the employer
on behalf of employees in compliance with the Superannuation Guarantee Legislation shall be made to REST.
(3) Employees who wish to make contributions to REST
shall be entitled to authorise the employer to pay into the fund
from employees wages amounts specified by the employee
and upon authorisation such payments shall be made by the
employer.
(4) Contributions provided by subclauses (3) and (4) hereof
shall be remitted by the employer to the Fund each calendar
month
Compliance, Nomination and Transition
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere herein
which requires that contribution be made to a superannuation fund or scheme in respect of an employee, on and from
30 June 1998—
(a) Any such fund or scheme shall no longer be a complying superannuation fund or scheme for the
purposes of this clause unless—
(i) the fund or scheme is a complying fund or
scheme within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
of the Commonwealth; and
(ii) under the governing rules of the fund or
scheme, contributions may be made by or in
respect of the employee permitted to nominate a fund or scheme;
(b) The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the
employee;
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(c) The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation
fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
(d) A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the employee to whom such is directed;
(e) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are
to be made;
(f) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a employee;
Provided that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee thereafter nominates a complying superannuation fund
or scheme—
(g) if one or more complying superannuation funds or
schemes to which contributions may be made be
specified herein, the employer is required to make
contributions to that fund or scheme, or one of those
funds or schemes nominated by the employer;
or
(h) if no complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made be specified herein,
the employer is required to make contributions to a
complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer.
46.—SIGNATORIES
(Signed Timothy Irvine)
Signature
Signed for and on behalf of J. Wilkinson and J. Lynn trading
as Chicken Treat Rockingham
27th October 1998
Date
(Signed Timothy Irvine)
Signature
27th October 1998
Date
Common Seal
(Signed Joseph Bullock)
GENERAL SECRETARY
JOE BULLOCK
(Signed M. Bishop)
GENERAL PRESIDENT
M. BISHOP
Signed for and on behalf of The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia.
22nd October 1998
Date
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COCHRANE’S CONTRACTING SERVICES PTY
LTD INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 92 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Cochrane’s Contracting Services Pty Ltd.
No. AG 92 of 1998.
Cochrane’s Contracting Services Pty Ltd Industrial
Agreement.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
24 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the Respondent, and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Cochrane’s Contracting Services Pty Ltd Industrial Agreement in the terms of the following schedule
be registered on the 6th day of October 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement will be known as the Cochrane’s Contracting Services Pty Ltd Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Payment of Wages
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters, & Plasterers Union of Workers
(hereinafter referred to as the “Union”) and Cochrane’s Contracting Services Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the
“Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Union, its officers and members, and any person eligible to be
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members of the Union employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately 10 employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing by both parties and shall continue in effect until 31 October 1999 unless otherwise
terminated or extended in accordance with this Agreement.
Any party may terminate the Agreement provided three months
notice has first been given in writing. In the event of a fundamental breach the period of notice shall be one month.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Union and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix A—Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will at the
date of signing by both parties increase its payments to $45.00
per week per employee into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy Fund and will increase this to $50.00
per week per employee on 1 August 1998.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its payment to
$60.00 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their Right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election – unless the Company and employee agree to a change – which will not e unreasonably
refused by the Company. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement.
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3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than six
tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
The Company agrees to replace the following items to employees on a fair wear and tear basis—
• Bluey Jacket or Overalls (1 jacket or pair of overalls
per year)
• Boots (maximum 2 pair per year)
• T-Shirts
In accordance with existing Company policy the Company
reserves the right to implement and maintain a suitable dress
code. Employees to wear white overalls and company t-shirts
at all times. Acceptable white shorts may be worn in place of
overalls.
The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The period of this leave shall be limited to a maximum of ten
working days per year. The employers approval shall not be
unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow as per (2) above for such purposes including
but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting accrued sick leave entitlement in excess
of ten days to a cash payment on their anniversary
date with the Company.
16.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
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4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
17.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
18.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
All wages, allowances and other monies shall be paid in
cash or by Electronic Funds Transfer. An employee paid by
other than cash shall be allowed reasonable time to attend the
branch of his or her bank nearest the workplace to draw upon
the accounts during working hours.
• Payment shall be made available to the employees
not later than the cessation of ordinary hours of work
on Thursday of each working week.
• Provided that in any week in which a holiday falls
on a Friday wages accrued shall be paid on the previous Wednesday, and provided further that when a
holiday occurs on any Thursday wages accrued may
be paid on the following Friday. Nothing shall prevent any alternative mutual arrangement between an
employer and an employee.
• Where notice is given on termination of employment
all monies due to the employee shall be paid at the
time of termination.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of:
The Union:

BLPPU

Signed
Common Seal
Date: 2/6/98
Signed
Witness

The Company:

Common Seal

Signed
Date: 5/3/98
Signed
Witness

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES

Painter
Yr 1
Yr 2
Yr 3
Yr 4

Date of
Signing By
Both Parties
Hourly Rate
$
16.27
6.84
8.95
12.20
14.32

1st Aug
1998

1st Feb
1999

1st Aug
1999

Hourly Rate
$
16.73
7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

Hourly Rate
$
17.19
7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

Hourly Rate
$
17.42
7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a safety
hazard to themselves and all other persons in the workplace.
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2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner.
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
Note: THE RATES PRESCRIBED IN THIS AGREEMENT
APPLY TO PROJECTS COMMENCED ON OR AFTER 1
NOVEMBER 1997 AND WILL NOT BE FURTHER REVIEWED UNTIL 1 NOVEMBER 1997.
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in
lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of rates
relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the use of explosive powered tools which will be
payable to an employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
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4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.80
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$2.15
Over
$4.4m
$2.75
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.50
Above $ 2.1m to $4.4m
$1.70
Over
$4.4m
$1.95
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work, then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.1m
$1.20
Above $2.1m to $5.8m
$1.50
Above $5.8m to $11.6m
$1.75
Above $11.6m to $23.6m
$1.95
Above $23.6m to $58.6m
$2.25
Over
$58.6m
$2.45
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway
line, along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer
Street, Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock
Street to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser
Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan
River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastern side of Havelock
Street will be in the “CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
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5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
— Disputes Procedures
— Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
— Demarcation Procedures
— First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or after 1 October, 1995.

CREATIVE ROOFING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 233 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Delaveris Enterprises Pty Ltd t/a Creative Roofing.
AG 233 of 1998.
Creative Roofing Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT the Creative Roofing Industrial Agreement as
filed in the Commission on 21 October 1998 be and
is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
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(2) THAT the agreement shall not apply to work that is
covered by the Creative Roofing Industrial Agreement AG 242 of 1998.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Creative Roofing Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Delaveris Enterprises Pty Ltd trading as Creative Roofing (hereinafter referred
to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
with a minimum contract value of $200,000, or where the Principal Contractor has a current Industrial Agreement with the
BLPPU or CMETU, covered by the terms of the Building
Trades (Construction) Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the
“Award”). There are approximately two (2) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
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7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
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2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning),
and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
(b) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting accrued sick leave entitlement in excess
of ten days to a cash payment to be paid on the last
day prior to the Christmas break;
(c) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract and
intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform that work,
that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
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5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:

BLPPU

............................................
Date:
/ /
............................................
WITNESS

CMETU

............................................
Date:
/ /
............................................
WITNESS

The Company:
Company
Seal

............................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /
............................................
PRINT NAME
............................................
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
Special Class T
17.95
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69
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APPRENTICE RATES—continued
Date of 1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
7.03
7.22
7.32
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
9.20
9.45
9.58
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
12.55
12.89
13.06
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
14.73
15.13
15.33
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
7.18
7.38
7.48
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
9.40
9.65
9.78
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
12.82
13.17
13.35
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
15.04
15.46
15.66
Carpenter
Year 1
7.24
7.44
7.54
Year 2 (1/3)
9.47
9.73
9.86
Year 3 (2/3)
12.92
13.27
13.45
Year 4 (3/3)
15.15
15.57
15.78
Bricklayer
Year 1
7.16
7.36
7.46
Year 2 (1/3)
9.37
9.63
9.76
Year 3 (2/3)
12.79
13.14
13.31
Year 4 (3/3)
15.00
15.41
15.62
Stonemason
Year 1
7.24
7.44
7.54
Year 2 (1/3)
9.47
9.73
9.86
Year 3 (2/3)
12.92
13.27
13.45
Year 4 (3/3)
15.15
15.57
15.78
Rooftiler
6 months
9.65
9.91
10.04
2nd 6 months
10.61
10.90
11.04
Year 2
12.39
12.73
12.90
Year 3
14.54
14.94
15.14
APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
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• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.80
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$2.15
Over
$4.4m
$2.75
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.50
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.70
Over
$4.4m
$1.95
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
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4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.1m
$1.20
Above $2.lm to 5.8m
$1.50
Above $5.8m to $11.6m
$1.75
Above $11.6m to $23.6m
$1.95
Above $23.6m to $58.6m
$2.25
Over
$58.6m
$2.45
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
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final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or after 1 October, 1995.

CREATIVE ROOFING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 242 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Delaveris Enterprises Pty Ltd t/a Creative Roofing.
AG 242 of 1998.
Creative Roofing Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Creative Roofing Industrial Agreement as
filed in the Commission on 28 October 1998 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Creative Roofing Industrial Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
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the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Delaveris Enterprises Pty Ltd trading as Creative Roofing (hereinafter referred
to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on the
Subiaco Tunnel site (Multiplex Constructions Pty Ltd) covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction) Award
1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately
two (2) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
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reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of
the employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year,
pro-rata to attend courses conducted or approved by the
NBCITC. The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
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16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
(b) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting accrued sick leave entitlement in excess
of ten days to a cash payment to be paid on the last
day prior to the Christmas break;
(c) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract and
intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform that work,
that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:

BLPPU

............................................
Date:
/ /
............................................
WITNESS

CMETU

............................................
Date:
/ /
............................................
WITNESS

The Company:
Company
Seal

............................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /
............................................
PRINT NAME
............................................
WITNESS
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APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
Special Class T
17.95
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
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3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in
lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of rates
relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the use of explosive powered tools which will be
payable to an employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.85
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
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Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.l3m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
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applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%
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EMAIL LIMITED MAJOR APPLIANCE DIVISION
CONSUMER SERVICE DIVISION (WA)
REDUNDANCY AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 223 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Email Ltd
and
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative
Branch
and
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia.
No. AG 223 of 1998.
Email Limited Major Appliance Division Consumer Service
Division (WA) Redundancy Agreement 1998.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C Keys on behalf of Email Ltd, and there
being no appearance on behalf of the respondent unions now
therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent, do
hereby order —
THAT the agreement to be known as the “Email Limited Major Appliance Division Consumer Service Division
(WA) Redundancy Agreement 1998” reflected in the
schedule to this order shall be and is registered with effect on the 24th day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the “Email Limited Major
Appliance Division Consumer Service Division (WA) Redundancy Agreement 1998”.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Parties Bound
Operative Date
Application Clause
Consultation
Other Issues Relating to Implementation Procedures
Notice
Implementation and Severance Pay
Long Service Leave
Sick Leave
Annual Leave
Superannuation
Exemptions
Dispute Procedure
No Extra Claims
No Flow On Or Precedent Provisions

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
All employees who are Western Australian based, weekly
hired and part-time employees of Email currently at the following locations; 62 Guthrie Street, Osborne Park and moving
to 1 Fredrick Street, Belmont whose terms and conditions of
employment are regulated by the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale & Retail Establishment) Award and the Clerks (Wholesale
& Retail Establishments) Award and are employed as Clerical
and Store employees whether members of the Organisation of
employees listed in subclause (2) of Clause 4.—Parties Bound
of this Agreement or not.
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4.—PARTIES BOUND
The parties to this agreement are—
(1) Email Major Appliance Division (“the Company”).
(2) (a) The Shop Distributive and Allied Employee’s
Association of Western Australia (“SDA”).
(b) Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union of Employees, W.A.
Clerical Administrative Branch (“AMACSU”)
5.—OPERATIVE DATE
The Agreement will operate from the date of registration by
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission and
will remain in force until 1 September 2001. During this time
the parties agree not to pursue any further claims for increased
redundancy benefits and conditions.
6.—APPLICATION CLAUSE
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail
Establishments) Award and the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail
Establishments) Award as they exist at the date of this Agreement provided that where there is any inconsistency between
this Agreement and the Award this Agreement shall take precedence to the extent of any inconsistency.
This Agreement applies to approximately 10 employees.
7.—CONSULTATION
The Company will consult with its employees and the relevant unions (on the reason for the redundancy) in line with
its Award, Enterprise Agreement and legislative obligations.
8.—OTHER ISSUES RELATING TO
IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES
(1) The Company shall provide each employee to be retrenched with a certificate of service stating that retrenchment
was the reason for termination.
(2) The Company shall provide completed separation forms
to all retrenched employees.
(3) Management will allow for time off for job appointments
or interviews. Staff will be expected to return to work once
finished with these appointments and take business requirements into consideration when arranging appointments.
9.—NOTICE
(1) Notice of termination of employment for reasons of redundancy shall be in accordance with the following scale—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
1 year or less
1 week
I year and up to the completion of 3 years
2 weeks
3 years and up to the completion of 5 years
3 weeks
5 years and over
4 weeks

(2) In addition to the notice specified in subclause (1) above,
employees over 45 years of age at the time of notice with not
less than two (2) years continuous service shall be entitled to a
payment in lieu of an additional week’s notice.
(3) Payment by the employer will be made for any period
in lieu of notice where the employer does not require an
individual to actually work out the notice period. Should
an employee elect not to work out the notice period, they
will automatically forfeit the right to any payment for notice for the period not worked. This clause does not affect
any payment made under Clauses 9, 10, 11 or 12 of this
Agreement.
10.—IMPLEMENTATION AND SEVERANCE PAY
(1) The Company will ensure it retains key skills in any
downturn of business resulting in redundancies and will select
individuals for retrenchments from specific areas, specific classifications, or employees with specific skills.
(2) Employees will be selected for redundancy on the basis
of a combination of the following criteria; current level of skill,
potential for future skill acquisition, manning flexibility, work
performance, attendance, length of service and overall ability
to meet the future needs of this operation. Subject to these
business requirements, volunteers will be called for first.
(3) Employees who are retrenched will receive three (3)
weeks pay (at current rate) for each completed year of service.
Payment under these terms shall not exceed 52 weeks pay.
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11.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
For employees who have completed five (5) years of continuous service but less than ten (10) years’ service, a pro rata
payment will be paid.
12.—SICK LEAVE
(1) Employees terminated under this agreement will receive
payment for the value of untaken sick leave at the rate of accrual standing to their credit at the time of termination of
service. Any sick leave paid out will only be applied to sick
leave accrued under Email Service periods i.e,. for ex
Kelvinator employees, 1 January 1985, ex Simpson employees 1 July 1987 and ex Anlin employees 2 September 1996.
(2) Any sick leave exhausted after acquisition shall be deducted from the post acquisition period of accrual.
13.—ANNUAL LEAVE
A loading of 17.5% will be paid on all accrued annual leave,
including pro-rata leave.
14.—SUPERANNUATION
The employer confirms that it intends to pay superannuation as per current Email Limited company policy.
15.—EXEMPTIONS
This agreement shall not apply to any termination of employment for reasons other than retrenchment. The agreement
does not apply to any termination of employment through—
(1) Resignation for any reason;
(2) Dismissal relating too inadequate work performance
or misconduct;
(3) Termination of casual employees;
(4) Termination of employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specific task or tasks:
(5) Retirement of employees at the age of 65;
(6) Early retirement of employees; or
(7) Death of an employee, except where the death occurs after an employee has been selected for
retrenchment and before the termination of employment. In these circumstances the monies will be
forwarded to the employees’ estate.
16.—DISPUTE PROCEDURE
The following procedures shall apply in connection with
questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this Agreement.
(1) The persons directly involved, or representatives of
person/s directly involve shall discuss the question,
dispute or difficulty as soon as is practicable.
(2) If these discussions do not result in a settlement, the
question, dispute or difficulty shall be referred to
senior management for further discussion.
(3) Discussions at this level will take place as soon as
practicable.
(4) If the dispute is not resolved at this point the question, dispute or difficulty may be referred to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
17.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
It is a term of this Agreement that the Unions and each of
the employees bound by this Agreement will not pursue any
extra claims, award or over award, for increased redundancy
benefits for the duration of the Agreement.
18.—NO FLOW ON OR PRECEDENT PROVISIONS
The Agreement shall not be used in any manner whatsoever
to obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other plant,
site or enterprise.
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GRIFFITHS TAYLOR RETAINING WALL &
BRICKLAYING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 182 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Glen Williams Griffiths and Paul James Taylor
t/a Griffiths Taylor.
AG 182 of 1998.
Griffiths Taylor Retaining Wall & Bricklaying Industrial
Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Griffiths Taylor Retaining Wall & Bricklaying Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission on
16 September 1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Griffiths Taylor Retaining Wall & Bricklaying Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Glen William
Griffiths and Paul James Taylor trading as Griffiths Taylor
(hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of
Western Australia.
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4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”) on all jobs with a
project value of $284,000 or more. There are approximately
two (2) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
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3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination. If agreed between
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the employer and its employees, sickleave entitlements may be paid out on the last pay date prior to
the Christmas close down.
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions: BLPPU
............................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
Witness
CMETU
...........................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
Witness
The Company:
............................................................
Signature
Date: / /
Company Seal
............................................................
Print Name
...........................................................
Witness
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APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
Special Class T
17.95
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
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3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol
will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a written
warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be transferred/
dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall be
effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above
$500,000 to $2.1m $1.80
Above
$2.1m to $4.4m
$2.15
Over
$4.4m
$2.75
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above
$500,000 to $2.1m $1.60
Above
$2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
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4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above
$500,000 to $2.1m $1.60
Above
$2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above
$500,000 to $2.1m $1.50
Above
$2.1m to $4.4m
$1.70
Over
$4.4m
$1.95
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.1m
$1.20
Above $2.lm to 5.8m
$1.50
Above $5.8m to $11.6m
$1.75
Above $11.6m to $23.6m
$1.95
Above $23.6m to $58.6m
$2.25
Over $58.6m
$2.45
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the PerthFremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road, Kings
Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through
to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the
parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will be
deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary
road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For example,
the eastem side of Havelock Street will be in the ‘CBD” and
the western side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of
the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
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include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
—Disputes Procedures
—Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
—Demarcation Procedure
—First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or after 1 October, 1995.

HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY—AUSTRALIAN
HOTELS ASSOCIATION (WA BRANCH—
ACCOMMODATION DIVISION) INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 257 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
WA Hotels & Hospitality Association Incorporated (Union
of Employers) and Others
and
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees’ Union of
Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers.
No. AG 257 of 1998.
16 December 1998.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 257 OF 1998.
HAVING heard Mr G.R. Blyth on behalf of the first named
party and Mr E.L. Fry on behalf of the second named party;
and
WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial Relations Act,
1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Hospitality Industry –
Australian Hotels Association (WA Branch – Accommodation Division) Industrial Agreement 1998 filed in the
Commission on 25 November 1998 and as subsequently
amended by the parties, signed by me for identification,
be and is hereby registered as an Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Hospitality Industry—Australian Hotels Association (WA Branch—
Accommodation Division) Industrial Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
21A.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area
Scope
Term
Definitions
Contract of Service
Hours
Additional Rates for Ordinary Hours
Overtime
Casual Employees
Part-Time Employees
Meal Breaks
Meal Money
Sick Leave
Bereavement Leave
Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Payment of Wages
Wages
Minimum Adult Wage
Junior Employees
Apprentices
Bar Work
Higher Duties
Uniforms and Laundering
Protective Clothing
Employee Equipment
Board and/or Lodging
Travelling Facilities
Record
Roster
Change and Rest Rooms
First Aid Kit
Posting of Agreement & Union Notices
Superannuation
Union Delegates & Meetings
District Allowance
Breakdowns
Parental Leave
Resolution of Disputes
Schedules—Employer Party to Agreement

3.—AREA
This Agreement shall have effect throughout the State of
Western Australia.
4.—SCOPE
(1) This Agreement shall apply to all employees employed
in the callings described in clause 21.—Wages of this Agreement, in any establishment, or part thereof, by—
(a) a member in the Accommodation and Restaurant Division of the Western Australian Hotels and
Hospitality Association Incorporated (Union of Employers); or
(b) an employer listed on the Schedule—Employer Party
to Agreement
licensed pursuant to the Liquor Licensing Act, 1988, with a
Hotel Licence, Hotel Restricted Licence, Tavern Licence, or a
Special Facility Licence granted pursuant to regulation 9A(1),
paragraphs (c), (g), (h) and (i), of the Liquor Licensing Regulations 1989 (as amended).
(2) This Agreement is binding on—
(a) the Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees’ Union of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers, its officials, employees and members or persons eligible to be members;
(b) the Western Australian Hotels and Hospitality Association Incorporated (Union of Employers) its
officials, employees;
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(c) members of the Accommodation and Restaurant Division of the Western Australian Hotels and
Hospitality Association Incorporated (Union of Employers) licensed as mentioned in sub-clause 4(1)
above; and
(d) the employers listed on the Schedule—Employer
Party to Agreement.
(3) This Agreement shall replace in its entirety the Hotel
and Tavern Workers’ Award, 1978 (“the Hotel Award”) award
and the Hotel Award shall not apply at all to the employment
of employees referred to in sub-clause 4(1) above.
(4) It is estimated the number of employees who will be
bound by this Agreement upon its registration is 7 500 employees.
5.—TERM
(1) The term of this Agreement shall be for a period of 3
years as from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the date of registration.
(2) Despite sub-clause 5(1) above and subject to the Act,
this Agreement shall continue to operate until it is terminated
or replaced by a new industrial agreement.
(3) The parties to this Agreement may at any time agree to
vary its terms or terminate the Agreement in accordance with
the provisions of the Act.
6.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Act” means the Industrial Relations Act 1979, as
amended.
(2) “Bar Attendant—category 1” shall mean an employee
over the age of 18 years who serves liquor for sale from behind a bar counter, and shall include an employee employed in
the sale of liquor from a bottle department.
(3) “Bar Attendant—category 2” shall mean an employee
over the age of 18 years who in addition to performing the
normal duties of a “Bar Attendant—category 1”, as defined in
subclause (2) hereof, shall be required by the employer to have
a knowledge of the preparation and/or mixing of drinks and
where necessary carry out such duties.
(4) “Cellarman” shall mean an employee employed in
charge of, or is responsible for the contents of a cellar or liquor store.
(5) “Chef” shall mean an employee who is a “Qualified
Cook” (as defined in subclause (7) hereof) and who is appointed as such by his employer.
(6) “Commission” means the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
(7) “Qualified Cook” shall mean an employee who has completed and can produce appropriate documentary evidence to
his or her employer to the effect that he or she has successfully
completed an apprenticeship in cooking at an approved or recognised school or college, or who can provide documentary
evidence of having served at least 6 years in Her Majesty’s
Armed Forces in the classification of Cook.
(8) “Breakfast Cook” shall mean an employee (other than
a Chef, Qualified Cook or Cook Employed Alone), who is
responsible for the preparation of breakfasts.
(9) “Other Cook” shall mean an employee who assists in
the cooking and preparing of meals.
(10) “Cook Employed Alone” shall mean an employee who
is employed when no other cook is employed during his or her
shift.
(11) “Housekeeper” shall mean an employee who is required by the employer to be in charge of housemaids and/or
other employees.
(12) “Cashier” shall mean an employee who is principally
engaged upon receiving monies in a dining room or restaurant
area.
(13) “Snack Bar Attendant” shall mean an employee serving and/or receiving money from the public for snacks or meals
in or adjacent to a bar.
(14) “Head Waiter, Head Waitress, Head Steward or
Head Stewardess” shall mean an employee who is required
by the employer to be in charge of other Waiters, Waitresses,
Stewards or Stewardesses.
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(15) “Waiter or Waitress” shall mean an employee who
attends to the needs of guests at a table and/or performs room
service duties.
(16) “Cleaner—Female” shall mean an employee who does
general cleaning duties in bars and/or public areas.
(17) “Maintenance Man” shall mean an employee who is
employed to carry out minor repairs and maintenance within
and about the employer’s establishment.
(18) “Spread of Shift” shall mean the time which elapses
from the employee’s actual starting time to the employee’s
actual finishing time on each work period.
(19) “Non-working Day” shall mean any day upon which a
part time employee, pursuant to the terms of the contract of
employment, is not available to the employer for the purposes
of rostering the ordinary hours of work.
(20) “Rostered Day Off” shall mean any day (other than a
“Non-working Day” as defined) upon which an employee is
not rostered to work any ordinary hours of work: provided
that an employee’s rostered day off shall be a period of 24
hours commencing from the completion of an ordinary-hours
work period.
(21) “Union” shall mean the Federated Liquor and Allied
Industries Employees’ Union of Australia, Western Australian
Branch, Union of Workers.
7.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE
(1) Except for a casual employee, the contract of service
shall be terminable in accordance with the following provisions—
(a) The contract of service may be terminated by the
employer on any day by giving to the employee the
required period of notice in writing and the contract
shall expire at the end of that period of notice.
(b) The required period of notice shall be—
Employee’s period of continuous
service with the employer
Not more than 1 year
More than 1 year but not more than
3 years
More than 3 years but not more than
5 years
More than 5 years

Period of notice
at least 1 week
at least 2 weeks
at least 3 weeks
at least 4 weeks

The required period of notice is increased by 1 week
if the employee is over 45 years old and has completed at least 2 years continuous service with the
employer.
(c) Payment in lieu of the required period of notice may
be made by the employer if the required notice is not
given. The employer may terminate the contract of
service by providing part of the required notice and
payment in lieu of the balance.
(d) Nothing in this clause affects the employer’s right to
dismiss an employee without notice for serious misconduct which justifies instant dismissal in which
case wages shall be paid up to the time of dismissal
only.
(2) (a) The contract of service may be terminated on any
day by the employee giving notice in writing to the
employer of 1 week in the first year of service and
thereafter 2 weeks notice and the contract shall expire at the end of that period of notice.
(b) The employee and the employer may agree in writing upon a longer period of notice than prescribed in
this clause.
(3) The notice or part of the notice period, required to be
given by an employee to the employer may be dispensed with
by agreement, in writing, between the employer and employee.
(4) An employee, who after giving the required notice leaves
employment before the notice expires, shall forfeit an entitlement to wages for the period of notice which has not been
worked.
(5) The employment of a casual employee may be terminated by 1 hour’s notice on either side or the payment by the
employer or forfeiture by the employee (as the case may be)
of 1 hour’s pay.
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(6) It shall be a term of employment that the employer may
direct an employee to carry out such duties as are within the
limits of the employee’s skill, competence and training.
8.—HOURS
(1) (a) Subject to this clause and except as provided elsewhere in this Agreement, the ordinary hours of work
shall be 76 per fortnight.
(b) The ordinary hours of work shall be exclusive of meal
breaks and be so rostered that an employee shall not
be required to commence work on more than 10 days
in each fortnight.
(c) Each ordinary hours work period shall not be less
than 4 nor more than 10 ordinary hours, and shall be
worked within a spread of shift not exceeding 12
hours. Provided that no employee shall be rostered
to work less than 3 hours consecutively exclusive of
meal breaks.
(d) Where an ordinary hours work period commences
prior to midnight on any day, that work period shall
be deemed to have been worked on the day upon
which the ordinary hours work period commenced.
Provided, however, that the employee shall be paid
the appropriate additional rates provided by Clause
9.—Additional Rates for Ordinary Hours or Clause
17.—Holidays according to the actual hours worked
in that work period.
(2) (a) The employer shall have the right to roster the ordinary hours of work for each employee according to
the needs of the business, but the employer shall, in
the following circumstances, seek the agreement of
each employee—
(i) where the work is to be rostered over more
than 7 consecutive work periods; or
(ii) where the proposed rostered hours of work
include work periods exceeding 8 ordinary
hours work.
(b) Rostered Days Off shall be so arranged that, in circumstances where an employee’s work roster
includes work periods where more than 8 ordinary
hours are regularly worked, 2 of such days shall be
consecutive.
9.—ADDITIONAL RATES FOR ORDINARY HOURS
(1) An employee who is required to work any ordinary hours
prior to 7.00am or after 7.00pm on any day Monday to Friday,
both inclusive, shall be paid at the rate of an extra $1.19 per
hour for each such hour, or part thereof worked. Provided that
any employee who works the majority of his/her ordinary hours
between Midnight and 7.00am shall be paid $1.24 per hour
extra for each such hour, or part thereof worked.
(2) All time worked during the ordinary hours of work on
Saturdays and Sundays shall be paid for at the rate of time and
a half.
(3) An employee who is required to work any of his/her
ordinary hours on any day in more one period of employment,
other than for meal breaks as prescribed in accordance with
the provisions of Clause 13.—Meal Breaks of this Agreement,
shall be paid an allowance of $1.96 per day, for such broken
work period worked.
(4) The provisions of subclauses (1) and (2) hereof shall not
apply to any work performed on a holiday and to which the
provisions of subclause (2) of Clause 17.—Holidays are applicable.
(5) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
10.—OVERTIME
(1) Overtime shall mean all work performed outside of the
rostered ordinary hours of work or outside the daily spread of
shift.
(2) All overtime worked between Monday to Friday, both
inclusive, shall be paid for at the rate of time and a half for the
first 2 hours and double time thereafter. All overtime worked
on a Saturday or Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double
time.
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(3) An employee recalled to work overtime after leaving the
employer’s work establishment shall be paid for at least 3 hours
at the appropriate rate.
(4) When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever
reasonably practicable, be so arranged that employees have
at least 8 consecutive hours off duty between successive work
periods. An employee (other than a casual) who works so
much overtime between the termination of one ordinary hours
work period and the commencement of the next ordinary
hours work period that he has not had at least 8 consecutive
hours off duty between those times shall, subject to this paragraph, be released after completion of such overtime until he
has had 8 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for
ordinary working time occurring during such absence. If on
the instructions of the employer, the employee resumes or
continues work without having had such 8 consecutive hours
off duty he shall be paid at double rates until he is released
from duty for such period and he shall then be entitled to be
absent until he has 8 consecutive hours off duty without loss
of pay for ordinary working time occurring during such absence.
(5) In computing overtime each day shall stand alone but—
(a) when an employee works overtime which continues
beyond midnight on any day, the time worked after
midnight shall be deemed to be part of the previous
day’s work for the purpose of this clause; or
(b) when an employee works overtime continuous with
an ordinary hour’s work period to which the provisions of sub-clause (1)(d) of Clause 8.—Hours
applies, such overtime work shall be paid for at the
overtime rate appropriate for the day upon which the
overtime work is actually performed.
(6) (a) By agreement between the employer and an employee, time off during ordinary hours shall be
granted instead of payment of overtime pursuant to
the provisions of this clause. Such time off shall be
calculated in accordance with subclause (2) of this
clause.
(b) Subject to paragraph (c) of this subclause, all time
accrued in accordance with paragraph (a) of this
subclause shall be taken within 8 weeks of it being
accrued at a time agreed between the employer and
the employee when the agreement is made.
(c) Where such time off in lieu is not taken in accordance with paragraph (b) it shall, by agreement
between the employer and the employee, be taken in
conjunction with a future period of annual leave or
the employer shall discharge his obligation to provide time off in lieu by making payment for the
accrued time off when the employee’s wages are paid
at the end of the next pay period.
(d) Upon termination of an employee’s service with an
employer, the employee shall be paid for all accrued
time off which remains owing to the employee at the
date of termination.
(7) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement—
(a) An employer may require any employee to work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such employee
shall work overtime in accordance with such requirements.
(b) No organisation, party to this Agreement or employee
or employees covered by this Agreement, shall in
any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a party to
or concerned in any ban, limitation or restriction upon
the working of overtime in accordance with the requirements of this clause.
11.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
(1) A casual employee shall mean an employee engaged and
paid as such, and whose employment may be terminated by
the giving of one hour’s notice on either side, or the payment
or forfeiture, as the case may be, of one hour’s pay.
(2) Casual employees shall not be engaged for less than 2
consecutive hours per time.
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(3) A casual employee shall be paid only the following hourly
wage rates for any work performed—
Days Other
Than
Holidays Holidays

$
$
CLASSIFICATIONS (total wage per hour)—
(1) Chef
14.41
23.18
(2) Qualified Cook
13.44
21.56
(3) Cook Employed Alone
12.87
20.61
(4) Breakfast and/or Other Cooks
12.74
20.40
(5) Bar Attendant—category 1
12.85
20.58
(6) Bar Attendant—category 2
13.09
20.97
(7) Cellarman
13.15
21.08
(8) Head Waiter/Waitress
13.44
21.56
(9) Head Steward/Stewardess
13.44
21.56
(10) Hostess
13.44
21.56
(11) Waiter/Waitress
12.58
20.12
(12) Steward/Stewardess
12.58
20.12
(13) Housekeeper/Supervisor
13.73
22.04
(14) Night Porter
12.46
19.93
(15) Hall Porter
12.46
19.93
(16) Lift Attendant
12.46
19.93
(17) Cashier
12.85
20.58
(18) Snack Bar Attendant
12.58
20.12
(19) Butcher
13.44
21.56
(20) Kitchenhand
12.46
19.93
(21) Commissionaire and/or Car
Parking Attendant
12.46
19.93
(22) Security Officer
13.44
21.56
(23) Timekeeper
12.85
20.58
(24) Storeman
12.74
20.40
(25) Housemaid
12.46
19.93
(26) Laundress
12.46
19.93
(27) Cleaner
12.46
19.93
(28) Maintenance Man
13.44
21.56
(29) Gardener
12.46
19.93
(30) Yardman
12.46
19.93
(31) General Hand
12.46
19.93
Provided that, the wages rates in this clause shall be deemed
to have increased by the same amount, and with effect from
the same date, as any “arbitrated safety net adjustment” applying to the Hotel and Tavern Workers’Award, 1978 after the
date of commencement of this Agreement.
12.—PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) A part-time employee shall mean an employee who, subject to the provisions of Clause 8.—Hours, regularly works no
less than twenty ordinary hours per fortnight nor less than 3
hours per work period.
(2) A part-time employee shall receive payment for wages,
annual leave, holidays, bereavement leave, and sick leave on a
pro-rata basis in the same proportion as the number of hours
worked each fortnight bears to 76 hours.
(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement,
the employer and the employee may, by agreement, increase
the ordinary hours to be worked in any particular pay period
to a maximum of 76 ordinary hours. Such extra hours shall be
paid for at ordinary rates of pay.
13.—MEAL BREAKS
(1) Every employee shall be entitled to a meal break of not
less than one half hour nor more than one hour after not more
than 6 hours of work.
Where it is not possible for the employer to grant a meal
break on any day, the said meal break shall be treated as time
worked and the employee shall be paid at the rate applicable
to the employee at the time such meal break is due, plus fifty
per cent of the prescribed ordinary hourly rate applying to such
employee, until such time as the employee is released for a
meal.
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(2) In addition to a break for a meal, there may be one other
break of at least one hour during each shift. Such break may
be taken in conjunction with the meal break.
14.—MEAL MONEY
Any employee who is required to work overtime for 2 hours
or more on any day, without being notified on the previous
day or earlier, that he or she will be so required to work such
overtime, will either be supplied with a substantial meal by
the employer or be paid $7.30 meal money.
15.—SICK LEAVE
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain at
his place of employment during the ordinary hours
of work by reason of personal ill health or injury
shall be entitled to payment during such absence in
accordance with the following provisions.
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue on a weekly basis
at the rate of 1.46 hours for each completed week of
service for a full time employee and on a pro-rata
basis for a part time employee as their hours relate to
a full time employee.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the
employer an employee is absent on the ground of
personal ill health or injury for a period longer than
his entitlement to paid sick leave, payment may be
adjusted at the end of that year of service, or at the
time the employee’s services terminate, if before the
end of that year of service, to the extent that the employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave
during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave
in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence
by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period
for which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time
of the absence. Provided that an employee shall not be entitled
to claim payment for any period exceeding 10 weeks in any
one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this clause
the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise
the employer of his inability to attend for work, the nature of
his illness or injury and the estimated duration of the absence.
Provided that such advice, other than in extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer within 2 hours of the
commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the employer
may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not
be required to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
with respect to absences of 2 days or less unless after 2 such
absences in any year of service the employer requests in writing that the next and subsequent absences in that year if any,
shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to an employee who
suffers personal ill health or injury during the time
when he is absent on annual leave and an employee
may apply for and the employer shall grant paid sick
leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within 7
days of resuming work and then only if the employee
was confined to his place of residence or a hospital
as a result of his personal ill health or injury for a
period of 7 consecutive days or more and he produces a certificate from a registered medical
practitioner that he was so confined.
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not
relieve the employee of the obligation to advise the
employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this
clause if he is unable to attend for work on the working day next following his annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave
shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which
the employee was entitled at the time he proceeded
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on annual leave and shall not be made with respect
to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)
of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced
by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave
may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by
the employer and the employee or failing agreement,
shall be added to the employee’s next period of annual leave or, if termination occurs before then, be
paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause
18.—Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the
rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken provided that the annual leave
loading prescribed in Clause 18.—Annual Leave
shall be deemed to have been paid with respect to
the replaced annual leave.
(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee’s service has been deemed
continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of Clause 2 of
the Long Service Leave provisions published in volume 59 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1—6, the
paid sick leave standing to the credit of the employee at the
date of transmission from service with the transmittor shall
stand to the credit of the employee at the commencement of
service with the transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 nor to
employees whose injury or illness is the result of the employee’s own misconduct.
(8) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to a casual
employee.
16.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) On the death of a wife, husband, de-facto wife or de-facto
husband, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law, stepparent, brother, sister, child or step-child, or grandparent, or
any other person who, immediately before that person’s death,
lived with the employee as a member of the employee’s family, the employee shall be entitled to paid bereavement leave
of up to 2 days.
(2) The 2 days need not be consecutive.
(3) To be entitled to paid leave under this clause, evidence
that would satisfy a reasonable person of the death and the
relationship of the employee to the deceased person shall be
provided to the employer by the employee if requested by the
employer.
(4) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during a period of
any other kind of leave.
(5) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to a casual
employee.
17.—HOLIDAYS
(1) (a) Subject to any other provision of this Agreement,
the following days or the days observed in lieu shall
be observed as holidays without deduction of pay:
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good
Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, State Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day and
Boxing Day. Provided that another day may be taken
as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in
lieu of any of the days named in this sub-clause.
(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a)
hereof falls on an employee’s rostered day off the
holiday shall be observed on the next rostered working day. In this case the substituted day shall be a
holiday without deduction of pay and the day for
which it is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(2) (a) All work done on any such holiday shall be paid for
at the rate of double time and a half, with a minimum payment as for 4 hours work.
(b) The minimum payment of 4 hours work provided by
paragraph (a) of this subclause, shall not apply in the
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case of an employee who, having commenced an
ordinary hours work period on the day preceding the
holiday, works less than 4 hours on that holiday.
(c) The employer may discharge the obligation to make
payment, in accordance with paragraph (a) of this
subclause, by paying the employee at the rate of ordinary time for each hour worked and allowing the
employee to be rostered off duty in ordinary hours,
without deduction of pay, for a period equal to the
number of hours worked on the holiday multiplied
by time and a half. Subject to paragraph (d) such
rostered time off shall be taken within 8 weeks of
the date of accrual at a time agreed between the employer and the employee.
(d) Where such time off in lieu is not taken in accordance with paragraph (c) it shall, by agreement
between the employer and the employee, be taken in
conjunction with a future period of annual leave or
the employer shall discharge his obligation to provide time off in lieu by making payment for the
accrued time off when the employee’s wages are paid
at the end of the next pay period.
(e) Upon termination of an employee’s service with an
employer, the employee shall be paid for all accrued
time off which remains owing to the employee at the
date of termination.
(3) The provisions of this clause may be altered by agreement in writing between the union and the employer concerned.
(4) Where—
(a) a day is proclaimed as a Public Holiday or as a Public half holiday under Section 7 of the Public and
Bank Holiday Act, 1972; and
(b) that proclamation does not apply throughout the State
or to the metropolitan area of the State that day shall
be a whole holiday or, as the case may be, a half
holiday for the purpose of this Agreement within the
district or locality specified in the proclamation.
(5) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to a casual
employee.
18.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) (a) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of 4 week’s
leave with payment of ordinary wages as prescribed
shall be allowed annually to an employee by his
employer after a period of 12 months’ continuous
service with that employer.
(b) An entitlement under paragraph (a) accrues pro rata
on a weekly basis.
(c) Where pursuant to subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the
Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume
59, Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages
1—6, the period of continuous service which an
employee has had with the transmittor (including any
such service with any prior transmittor) is deemed
to be service of the employee with the transmittee
then that period of continuous service shall be deemed
to be service with the transmittee for the purposes of
this subclause.
(2) During a period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 per cent calculated on his ordinary rate
of wage. Provided that where the employee would have received any additional rates for work performed in ordinary
hours, as prescribed by this Agreement, had he not been on
leave during the relevant period and such additional rates would
have entitled him to a greater amount than the loading of 17.5
per cent, then such additional rates shall be added to his ordinary rate of wage in lieu of the 17.5 per cent loading. Provided
further, that if the additional rates would have entitled him to
a lesser amount than the loading of 17.5 per cent, then such
loading of 17.5 per cent shall be added to his ordinary rate of
wage in lieu of the additional rates. The loading prescribed by
this subclause shall not apply to proportionate leave on termination.
Provided in the case of an employee who has been employed
for a period of not less than 6 months by his employer and
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whose services are being terminated due to the sale of that
employers business, that employee shall be entitled to payment of the loading prescribed by this subclause upon
termination.
(3) If any prescribed holiday falls within an employee’s period of annual leave, there shall be added to that period one
day being an ordinary working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid.
(4) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, shall not count for the purpose of determining his right
to annual leave, unless it is an absence during which he is
entitled to claim sick pay or time spent on holidays, annual
leave and long service leave as prescribed by this Agreement,
or it is an absence approved by the employer.
(5) (a) For the purposes of this clause service shall be
deemed to be continuous notwithstanding—
(i) the transmission of a business where paragraph
(b) of subclause (1) of this clause applies;
(ii) any absence from work referred to in subclause
(4) of this clause;
(iii) any absence from work on account of personal
sickness or accident, proof whereof shall be
upon the employee or on account of leave
granted by the employer;
(iv) any absence with reasonable cause proof
whereof shall be upon the employee but in such
a case the employee shall inform the employer
in writing, if practicable, within 7 days of the
commencement of such absence of the nature
of the cause.
(b) Any absence from work by reason of any cause not
being a cause specified in paragraph (a) hereof shall
not be deemed to break the continuity of service for
the purposes of this clause unless the employer during the absence or within 14 days of the termination
of the absence notifies the employee in writing that
such absence will be regarded as having broken the
continuity of service.
Such notice may be given to an employee by delivering it to him personally or by posting it to his last
known address in which case it shall be deemed to
have reached the employee in due course of post or,
where a number of employees are absent from work,
by posting up of a notification in the employers establishment.
(c) An absence from duty referred to in this subclause
shall not, except as provided in subclause (4) of this
clause, be taken into account in calculating the period of 12 month’s continuous service.
(6) (a) An employee whose employment terminates after he
has completed a 12 monthly qualifying period and
who has not been allowed the leave prescribed under this clause in respect of that qualifying period
shall be given payment in lieu of that leave or, in a
case to which subclause (7) of this clause applies, in
lieu of so much of that leave as has not been allowed
unless—
(i) he has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct; and
(ii) the misconduct for which he has been dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that
qualifying period.
(b) If an employee leaves his employment or his employment is terminated by the employer through no
fault of the employee, the employee shall be paid
2.923 hours’ for each completed week of service for
a full time employee and on a pro -rata basis for a
part time employee as their hours relate to a full time
employee.
(7) With the consent of the employer and the employee, annual leave may be taken in more than one period provided that
one of these periods shall not be less than 2 weeks.
(8) (a) At the request of an employee, and with the consent
of employer, annual leave prescribed by this clause
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may be given and taken before the completion of 12
months continuous service as prescribed by subclause
(1) of this clause.
(b) If the service of an employee terminates and the employee has taken a period of leave in accordance with
this subclause and if the period of leave so taken
exceeds that which would become due pursuant to
subclause (6) of this clause the employee shall be
liable to pay the amount representing the difference
between the amount received by him/her for the period of leave taken in accordance with this subclause
and the amount would have accrued in accordance
with subclause (6) of this clause. The employer may
deduct this amount from monies due to the employee
by reason of the other provisions of this Agreement
at the time of termination.
(c) The annual leave loading provided by subclause (2)
of this clause, shall not be payable when annual leave
is taken in advance pursuant to the provisions of this
subclause. The loading not paid, for the period of
leave taken in advance, shall be payable to the employee at the end of the first pay period following
the employee completing the qualifying period of
continuous service provided in subclause (1) of this
clause.
(9) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
19.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Vol. 58 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette, at pages 1—6 inclusive are hereby incorporated in and shall be deemed to be
part of this Agreement.
20.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) (a) The employer may elect to pay employees in cash,
by cheque or by means of a credit transfer to a bank,
building society or credit union account in the name
of the employee. The day that the credit transfer is
credited to the employee’s account shall be deemed
to be the date of payment.
(b) Payment shall be made within 3 trading days from
the last day of the pay period and if in cash or by
cheque shall be made during the employee’s ordinary working hours.
(c) No employer shall change its method of payment to
employees without first giving them at least 4 weeks’
notice of such change.
(2) (a) The employer shall pay employees weekly or fortnightly in accordance with subclause (1) of this
clause.
(b) The employer shall not change the frequency of payment to employees without first giving those
employees at least 4 weeks’ notice of such change.
(c) The method of introducing a fortnightly pay system
shall be by the payment of an additional week’s wages
in the last weekly pay before the change to fortnightly
pays to be repaid by equal fortnightly deductions
made from the next and subsequent pays provided
the period for repayment shall not be less than
20 weeks or some other method agreed upon by the
employer and the employee.
(3) Employees, who are paid by cash or cheque, whose day
off falls on a pay day shall be paid their wages upon request
from the employee to the employer, prior to the employee taking the day off.
(4) For the purposes of effecting the rostering off of employees as provided by this Agreement, ordinary wages may
be paid either for the actual hours worked each pay period or
an amount being calculated on the basis of the average of
38 hours per week.
(5) An employee who lawfully terminated his employment,
or is dismissed for reasons other than misconduct, shall be
paid all wages due to him by the employer on the day of termination of his employment or as soon as practicable after the
date of termination of his employment.
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21.—WAGES
The following shall be the minimum fortnightly rates of
wages payable to employees covered by this Agreement—
(1) (a) Classifications—
Total
Wages
(per f’night)
$
(1) Chef
883.90
(2) Qualified Cook
831.20
(3) Cook Employed Alone
790.20
(4) Breakfast and/or Other Cooks 783.50
(5) Bar Attendant—Category 1
789.20
(6) Bar Attendant—Category 2
802.00
(7) Cellarman
805.60
(8) Head Waiter/Waitress
831.20
(9) Head Steward/Stewardess
831.20
(10) Hostess
831.20
(11) Waiter/Waitress
774.50
(12) Steward/Stewardess
774.50
(13) Housekeeper/Supervisor
846.80
(14) Night Porter
768.30
(15) Hall Porter
768.30
(16) Lift Attendant
768.30
(17) Cashier
789.20
(18) Snack Bar Attendant
774.50
19) Butcher
831.20
(20) Kitchenhand
768.30
(21) Commissionaire and/or
Car Parking Attendant
768.30
(22) Security Officer
831.20
(23) Timekeeper
789.20
(24) Storeman
783.50
(25) Housemaid
768.30
(26) Laundress
768.30
(27) Cleaner
768.30
(28) Maintenance Man
831.20
(29) Gardener
768.30
(30) Yardman
768.30
(31) General Hand
768.30
Provided that, the wages rates in this sub-clause shall be
deemed to have increased by the same amount, and with
effect from the same date, as any “arbitrated safety net
adjustment” applying to the Hotel and Tavern
Workers’Award, 1978 after the date of commencement of
this Agreement.
(2) Service Payments
(a) In addition to the wage rates prescribed in subclause
(1) hereof, all workers (other than Apprentices) employed on a full-time basis, shall be paid Service Pay
at the following rates—
Per
Fortnight
$
After 1 year of service
15.40
After 2 years of service
23.20
After 3 and subsequent years of service 31.10
(b) for the purpose of this subclause service shall mean—
(i) employment with the one and same employer;
and
(ii) where a business has been transmitted from
one employer to another and the employee’s
service has been deemed continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the Long
Service Leave provisions published in Volume
59 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette
at pages 1—6.
(3) In Charge Rates
An employee (other than a Chef, Housekeeper/Supervisor,
Head Waiter/Waitress or Head Steward/Stewardess) who is
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appointed and placed in charge of other employees by the
employer shall be paid the following rates in addition to his or
her normal wage.
Per
Fortnight
$
(a) if placed in charge of less than 6 workers 19.80
(b) if placed in charge of 6 to 10 workers
26.50
(c) if placed in charge of 11 to 20 workers
30.50
(d) if placed in charge of more than
20 workers
51.00
21A.—MINIMUM ADULT WAGE
Notwithstanding the terms of this Agreement no adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Wage unless
otherwise provided in this clause.
(1) The Minimum Adult Wage for a full-time adult employee
is $373.40 per week.
(2) The Minimum Adult Wage shall be deemed to be increased by, and with effect from the same date, as any increase
in the Minimum Adult Wage applying to the Hotel and Tavern
Workers’Award, 1978 after the date of commencement of this
Agreement.
(3) Unless otherwise provided in this clause, adults employed
as casual or part-time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Wage according to the hours
worked.
(4) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Wage.
(5) The Minimum Adult Wage shall not apply to apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or to other categories
of employees who by prescription are paid less than the Minimum Adult Wage.
(6) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Wage shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this Agreement.
(7) (a) An apprentice, twenty one years of age or over, shall
not be paid less than the minimum weekly rate of
pay for an employee 21 years of age or more as prescribed by the Minimum Weekly Pay Order made
pursuant to the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act, 1993, as his ordinary rate of pay in respect of
the ordinary hours of work prescribed by this Agreement.
(b) Where the said minimum rate of pay is applicable
the same rate shall be payable on holidays, during
annual leave, sick leave, long service leave and any
other leave prescribed by this agreement.
(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, where in this Agreement an additional rate is prescribed for any work as
a percentage, fraction or multiple of the ordinary rate
of pay, it shall be calculated upon the rate prescribed
in this Agreement for the classification in which the
employee is employed.
22.—JUNIOR EMPLOYEES
(1) Subject to the provisions of the Liquor Licensing Act
1988, employees under the age of twenty-one years may be
employed as junior employees in any of the occupations covered by this Agreement, other than an apprenticeship trade.
(2) The minimum fortnightly rates of wages for work in
ordinary time to be paid to junior employees shall be as follows:
Percentage
of the Appropriate
Adult Total rate
Under 16 years of age
50
At 16 years of age
60
At 17 years of age
70
At 18 years of age
80
At 19 years of age
Full Adult Rate
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23.—APPRENTICES
(1) Apprentices to the trade of cooking may be employed
and paid the wages contained in subclause (3) hereof.
(2) Apprentices may be taken in the ratio of one Apprentice
for every 2 or fraction of 2 (the fraction being not less than
one) Journeymen and shall not be taken in excess of that ratio
unless—
(a) The union so agrees, or;
(b) The Commission determines otherwise.
(3) Wages (per fortnight) expressed as a percentage of the
“Tradesman’s Rate”—
(a) Four Year Term
%
First year
42
Second year
55
Third year
75
Fourth year
88
(b) Three and a Half Year Term
First 6 months
42
Next year
55
Next following year
75
Final year
88
(c) Three Year Term
First year
55
Second year
75
Third year
88
(d) For the purposes of this subclause the term “Tradesman’s Rate” means the total rate payable to a
“Qualified Cook”, as prescribed in Clause 21.—
Wages, of this Agreement.
24.—BAR WORK
(1) Any employee, other than a Bar Attendant who, in addition to his or her normal duties is required to dispense liquor
from a bar, shall be paid a flat rate of 77 cents per day in
addition to the rate prescribed for such normal duties.
(2) Any employee employed as a Bar Attendant who, in addition to the ordinary work of such classification, is required
to be responsible for and/or the purchasing of stock, shall be
paid an amount of $12.70 per fortnight in addition to the rate
prescribed for a Bar Attendant.
(3) Any employee employed as a Bar Attendant who, in addition to the ordinary work of such classification, is required
to operate a computer terminal for the receipt and payments of
bets, shall be paid an amount of $12.70 per fortnight in addition to the rate prescribed for a Bar Attendant.
25.—HIGHER DUTIES
(1) Any employee, other than a night porter, performing work
for 2 or more hours in any one day on duties carrying a higher
prescribed rate of wage than that in which he is engaged, shall
be paid the higher wage for such day. If work is performed for
less than 2 hours in any day, he shall be paid the higher wage
for the time so worked.
(2) Any employee who is required to perform duties carrying a lower prescribed rate of wage, shall do so without any
loss of pay.
26.—UNIFORMS AND LAUNDERING
(1) Where the employer requires any special uniform to be
worn such special uniform shall be provided by the employer
and shall remain the property of the employer. A special uniform shall consist of such articles or clothing such as
monogrammed or coloured jackets, dresses, blouses, overalls,
aprons, caps, collars, cuffs or other special apparel which the
employer may require an employee to wear whilst on duty;
provided that the ordinary apparel usually worn by Waiters
and Stewards shall not be deemed to be special uniforms within
the meaning of this clause.
(2) Subject to subclause (3) hereof, an employer requiring
any of the articles of clothing to be worn as described in
subclause (1) of this clause, shall cause such clothing to be
laundered at his/her own expense or otherwise shall pay to the
employee concerned $5.10 per fortnight worked as a laundry
allowance. The allowance provided herein shall be halved for
employees who work less than 38 ordinary hours each fortnight.
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(3) Where a cook wears the ordinary apparel usually worn
by cooks such as black and white check or white trousers,
white coats, white shirt, white apron and cap, such garments
shall be laundered at the employer’s expense or otherwise the
employee shall be paid $7.70 per fortnight worked as a laundry allowance. The allowance provided herein shall be halved
for employees who work less than 38 ordinary hours each fortnight.
27.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
(1) Employees who are required to wash dishes, clean toilets or otherwise handle detergents, acids, soaps or any injurious
substances, shall be supplied with rubber gloves free of charge
by the employer, or be paid, in lieu, an allowance of $2.40 per
fortnight worked. The allowance provided herein shall be
halved for employees who work less than 38 ordinary hours
each fortnight.
(2) Where an employee is required to work in the rain, or
where the conditions of work are such that employees are unable to avoid their clothing becoming wet or dirty, they shall
be supplied with suitable protective clothing free of charge by
the employer.
(3) Where the conditions of work are such that employees
are unable to avoid their feet becoming wet, they shall be supplied by the employer free of charge with suitable protective
footwear.
(4) All articles supplied shall remain the property of the employer and shall be returned when required, in good order and
condition, fair wear and tear expected.
28.—EMPLOYEE EQUIPMENT
All knives, choppers, tools, brushes, towels, and other utensils, implements and material which may be required to be
used by the employee for the purpose of carrying out his/her
duties, shall be supplied by the employer free of charge. Provided that where an employee is required by the employer to
use his/her own knives he/she shall be paid an allowance of
$10.30 per fortnight worked. The allowance provided herein
shall be halved for employees who work less than 38 ordinary
hours each fortnight.
29.—BOARD AND/OR LODGING
(1) No employee shall be compelled to board and/or lodge
on the employer’s premises and it shall not be a condition of
employment that any employee shall board and/or lodge on
the employer’s premises, but where by mutual consent board
and/or lodging is provided, the employer shall be entitled to
deduct in respect of such employee, the following maximum
amounts per fortnight.
(a) Full board and lodging of 42 meals per fortnight—
(i) single accommodation—$121.10 per fortnight
(ii) shared accommodation—$90.90 per fortnight
(b) Individual meals—$2.25 each.
(c) Junior employees who are in receipt of less than the
full adult rates, shall not have deducted an amount in
excess of 70 per cent of the rates prescribed in paragraph (a) hereof.
(d) The rates prescribed in paragraph (a) hereof, shall
be reduced pro rata for any period less than a fortnight.
(2) Mutual consent for the purpose of this clause means a
document which the employee has signed agreeing to the
amount of board and/or lodging offered by the employer. Such
agreement may be cancelled by either party giving 14 days’
notice in writing to the other party.
(3) Employees sleeping in shall be provided with a common
sitting room apart from their bedrooms and shall have access
to a properly equipped bathroom and also have access to a
laundry at such times as are mutually agreed upon between
the employee and the employer. Provided where an employee
is required to use a coin operated washing machine and/or
dryer in a laundry, the board and/or lodging charges for that
employee shall be reduced by an amount of $2.60 per fortnight.
30.—TRAVELLING FACILITIES
(1) Where an employee is detained at work until it is too late
to travel by the last ordinary bus, train or other regular public
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conveyance to his usual place of residence the employer shall
provide conveyance free of charge.
(2) If an employee is required to start work before the first
ordinary means of conveyance (hereinbefore described) is
available to convey him from his usual place of residence to
the place of employment, the employer shall provide a conveyance free of charge.
(3) Where an employee is engaged by an employer to proceed to work at a place above the 26th parallel of South latitude,
the fares of such employee shall be paid by the employer who
may deduct the amount thereof from the employee’s first and
subsequent fortnightly wages. Provided that such amount deducted shall not exceed fifty per cent of the employee’s
fortnightly wage. Provided further that the amount so deducted
shall be refunded to the employee if he works for the employer for at least 6 months, or if the employee’s services are
terminated by the employer before that time, for any reason
other than misconduct.
(4) If an employee referred to in subclause (3) hereof continues to work for the employer for 6 months or longer, he
shall upon the termination of his services, other than for misconduct, be supplied with a return ticket to the place of
engagement if he is so returning to that place, or alternatively
be paid an amount equivalent to such return ticket.
(5) The provisions of subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause do
not apply to an employee who usually has his or her own means
of conveyance.
(6) The provisions of this clause may be varied by agreement in writing between the Union and the employer concerned.
31.—RECORD
(1) Each employer bound by this Agreement shall maintain
a record at each establishment containing the following information relating to each employee—
(a) The name and address given by the employee;
(b) The age of the employee if paid as a junior employee;
(c) The classification of the employee and whether the
employee is full-time, part-time or casual;
(d) The commencing and finishing times of each period
of work each day;
(e) The number of ordinary hours and the number of
overtime hours worked each day and the totals for
each pay period; and
(f) The wages and any allowances paid to the employee
each pay period and any deductions made therefrom.
(2) (a) At the time of payment of wages the employee may
be given a pay slip showing that part of the record
specified in paragraphs (e) and (f) of sub-clause (1)
with respect to the pay period for which payment is
being made.
(b) If a pay slip is not given to the employee as prescribed in paragraph (a) hereof the employee shall
be required to inspect the record and to sign it, if
correct, at the time of payment. The employer shall
not unreasonably withhold the record from inspection by the employee.
(3) (a) The record may be maintained in one or more parts
depending on the system of recording used by the
employer provided that if the record is maintained in
more than one part, those parts shall be kept in such
a manner as will enable the inspection referred to in
sub-clauses (2) and (4) to be conducted at the one
establishment.
(b) The employer may, if it is part of normal business
practice, periodically send the record or any part of
the record to another person, provided that the provision of this paragraph shall not relieve the employer
from the obligations with respect to provisions contained elsewhere in this clause.
(4) A representative of the Union may enter the premises of
an employer who is the employer or former employer of a
member of the Union, for the purpose of inspecting the records
subject to the following provisions—
(a) the employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if—
(i) the employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative of the Union

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
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would infringe the privacy of persons who are
not members of the Union; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative;
the power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of the Union authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules of the Union;
before exercising the power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to the employer; and
the inspection shall be available only from Monday
to Friday inclusive, between the hours of 9.00am and
5.00pm (excepting the period between 1.00pm and
2.00pm), provided that any establishment that is only
open for business after 5.00pm or on Saturday or
Sunday, the record shall be open for inspection during all business hours of that establishment.
the representative shall be permitted reasonable time
to inspect the record and, if required by the representative, to take an extract or copy of the information
contained in the record.

32.—ROSTER
(1) A roster of the ordinary working hours shall be exhibited
in each establishment in such place as it may be conveniently
and readily seen by each employee concerned.
(2) Such roster shall show—
(a) the name of each employee; and
(b) the hours to be worked by each employee each day.
(3) The roster shall be open for inspection to a duly accredited representative of the union at such times as the “Record”
is so open for inspection.
(4) The roster shall be drawn up in such a manner as to show
the ordinary working hours of each employee (other than a
casual employee) for at least a week in advance of the date of
the roster, and may only be altered on account of the sickness
of any employee, or by mutual consent between the employee
and the employer, or by the employer giving at least 3 day’s
notice of such alteration to the employee.
33.—CHANGE AND REST ROOMS
Each employer shall provide a Change and Rest Room in
cases where employees do not reside on the premises, which
shall be adequately lighted and ventilated and be sufficiently
roomy to accommodate all employees likely to use it at the
one time. Such Rest Rooms shall be provided with a lounge,
couch or bed, steel or vermin proof lockers, suitable floor coverings, and a table or tables with adequate seating
accommodation where employees may partake of meals. These
employees shall have access to a bathroom with hot and cold
water facilities.
34.—FIRST AID KIT
In each establishment the employer shall provide and continuously maintain at a place easily accessible to all employees
an efficient First Aid Kit.
35.—POSTING OF AGREEMENT & UNION NOTICES
(1) A copy of this Agreement shall be exhibited by each employer in such a place where it may be conveniently and readily
seen by each employee employed.
(2) The Secretary of the Union, or any other duly accredited
representative of the Union, shall be permitted to post notices
relating to Union business in such a place where it may be
conveniently and readily seen by each employee employed.
36.—SUPERANNUATION
(1) Definitions
In this clause;
(a) “Approved Occupational Superannuation Fund”
means a complying superannuation fund or scheme
within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992.
(b) “Fund” means;
(i) the Host West Superannuation Fund; or
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(ii) any complying superannuation fund or scheme
within the meaning of section 49C of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
(c) “Ordinary Time Earnings” means the base classification rate, including supplementary payments
where appropriate, in charge rates, shift penalties and
any over Agreement payments, together with any
other all purpose allowance or penalty payment for
work in ordinary time and shall include in respect to
casual employees the appropriate casual loadings
prescribed by this Agreement, but shall exclude any
payment for overtime worked.
(d) “Eligible Employee” means an employee whose
employment is regulated by this Agreement and
who;
(i) in the case of a full time or part time employee,
has completed at least one month’s continuous service with the employer; or
(ii) in the case of a casual employee, has completed at least 3 months continuous service
with the employer.
(e) “Trustee” means the trustee of the relevant fund.
(2) Contributions
(a) An employer shall, subject to the provisions of this
clause, contribute to a fund referred to in subclause
(1) (b) in respect of each eligible employee an amount
equal to 3% of that employee’s ordinary time earnings each pay period with effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after the
date the employee becomes an eligible employee.
(b) Employer contributions together with any employee
deductions shall be paid monthly for pay periods
completed in each month. Provided that payment may
be made at such other time and in such other manner
as may be agreed in writing between the Trustee of
the fund and the employer from time to time.
(c) No contributions shall be made for—
(i) periods of unpaid leave or unauthorised absences
(ii) any payout of accrued entitlements upon termination of employment; or
(iii) any monthly, or other agreed, contribution
period in which the employee has worked less
than an average of forty-eight hours per month.
(3) Employer to Continue Participation
An employer shall not cease to participate in a fund
whilst employing any eligible employee.
(4) Cessation of Contributions
The obligation of the employer to contribute to a fund
in respect of an eligible employee shall cease on the last
day of that eligible employee’s employment with the
employer.
(5) Employee’s Additional Voluntary Contributions—
Where the rules of the fund allow an eligible employee
to make additional contributions to the fund, the employer
shall, where an election is made, upon the direction of the
employee deduct contributions from the employee’s wages
and pay them to the fund in accordance with the direction
of the employee and the rules of the fund.
(6) (a) The employer shall notify each employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying
superannuation fund or scheme, together with any
written material explaining the fund in accordance
with Section 49C of the Industrial Relations Act
1979.
(b) If an employee does not elect a superannuation fund
or scheme in accordance with this clause, the employer shall make contributions to a complying
superannuation fund or scheme until such time as
the employee nominates a complying superannuation fund or scheme.
(c) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying fund or
scheme to which contributions are to be made.
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(d) An employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying fund or scheme requested
by an employee.
(7) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this clause, it
shall be the employee’s responsibility to make an election,
within the rules of the fund, whether or not a portion of the
contribution made on his/her behalf should be allocated against
the cost of a death or disablement benefit as provided by the
fund.
37.—UNION DELEGATES & MEETINGS
(1) In an establishment a Union delegate may be elected by
the employees. Such a delegate shall be recognised by the
employer, and shall be allowed all necessary time during working hours to submit to the employer matters affecting the
employees whom the delegate represents and further shall be
allowed reasonable time during working hours to attend to
any dispute or matter that may arise affecting the employees
in that establishment. Prior to the intended dismissal of a Union delegate, the employer shall notify the Union accordingly
of the reason for such dismissal.
(2) The Union shall be allowed to convene one “Union meeting” each year, during ordinary working hours, in accordance
with the following conditions—
(a) Such meetings shall be held on any day of the week
other than a Thursday, Friday or Saturday;
(b) The duration of the meeting shall not exceed 3 hours;
(c) The time, date and venue for such a meeting shall be
determined by agreement between the employer and
the Union;
(d) Each employee attending the meeting during ordinary rostered working hours, shall be paid for such
hours, provided that the employee produces satisfactory evidence of having been in attendance at the
meeting to the employer.
38.—DISTRICT ALLOWANCES
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Clause, in addition to
the wages prescribed in Clause 21.—Wages of this Agreement,
a married employee shall be paid the following allowances
each fortnight when employed in the towns described hereunder.
TOWN
Agnew
Balladonia
Barradale
Boulder
Bremer Bay
Broad Arrow
Broome
Bulla Bulling
Bullfinch
Carnarvon
Carrabin
Cockatoo Island
Cocklebiddy
Coolgardie
Cue
Dampier
Day Dawn
Denham
Derby
Esperance
Eucla
Exmouth
Fitzroy Crossing
Fimiston
Gascoyne Junction
Gibson
Goldsworthy
Grass Patch
Halls Creek
Hopetoun
Kalbarri
Kalgoorlie
Kambalda
Karratha
Kookynie

$
50.40
48.00
67.80
20.00
27.00
20.00
79.20
20.00
24.00
40.40
24.00
87.20
50.80
20.00
50.80
68.40
50.80
40.40
82.40
15.60
55.60
70.40
99.20
20.00
40.40
15.60
47.60
15.60
112.00
27.00
16.40
20.00
20.00
80.40
27.00
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TOWN
$
Koolan Island
87.20
Koolyanobbing
24.00
Kumarina
47.60
Kununurra
128.00
Lake Argyle
126.40
Laverton
50.40
Learmonth
70.40
Leinster
50.40
Leonora
50.40
Madura
52.00
Marble Bar
120.80
Marvel Loch
24.00
Meekatharra
43.60
Menzies
50.40
Moorine Rock
24.00
Mount Magnet
53.60
Mundrabilla
54.00
Newman
48.00
Norseman
41.20
Nullagine
120.40
Onslow
83.20
Pannawonica
64.40
Paraburdoo
63.60
Paynes Find
53.60
Port Hedland
68.00
Ravensthorpe
26.80
Roebourne
92.40
Salmon Gums
15.60
Sandstone
50.40
Shark Bay
40.40
Shay Gap
47.20
Southern Cross
24.00
South Hedland
68.00
Telfer
113.20
Teutonic Bore
50.40
Tom Price
63.60
Wannoo
40.40
Westonia
24.00
Whim Creek
80.00
Wickham
78.40
Widgiemooltha
20.00
Wiluna
51.20
Windarra
50.40
Wittenoom
107.20
Wurarga
53.60
Wyndham
121.60
Yalgoo
53.60
(2) A single employee shall be paid 60 per cent of the fortnightly allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
(3) An employee, whose spouse is employed by the same
employer and who is entitled to an allowance of a similar kind
to that prescribed by this clause shall be paid fifty per cent of
the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
(4) Junior employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices receiving less than the adult rate, and
employees employed for less than a fortnight, shall receive
that proportion of the District Allowance as equates with the
proportion that their wage for ordinary hours for that fortnight
is to the adult rate for the work performed.
(5) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives payment in lieu of annual leave he shall be paid for the period of
such leave the District Allowance to which he would ordinarily be entitled.
(6) Where an employee is on long service leave, or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave), he shall
only be paid the District Allowance for the period of such leave
he remains in the district in which he is employed.
(7) For the purpose of this clause a married employee includes a person who is a sole parent with dependant children.
39.—BREAKDOWNS
The employer shall be entitled to deduct payment for any
day or portion of any day upon which the employee cannot be
usefully employed because of any strike by the Union or Unions affiliated with it or by any other Association or Union or
through the breakdown of the employer’s machinery or any
stoppage of work by any cause which the employer cannot
reasonably prevent.
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40.—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) Parental leave shall include maternity leave, paternity
leave and adoption leave.
(1A) Eligibility for—
(a) Maternity Leave—
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her employer of a certificate from a duly certified
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of her confinement, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she
has had not less than 12 months’ continuous service with
that employer immediately preceding the date upon which
she proceeds upon such leave.
(b) Paternity Leave
A male employee shall, upon production to the employer of a certificate from a duly certified medical
practitioner stating the presumed date of confinement
of the employee’s spouse or defacto spouse, be entitled to paternity leave provided that the employee
has had not less than 12 months’ continuous service
with that employer immediately preceding the date
upon which the employee proceeds upon such leave.
(c) Adoption Leave
An employee with whom a child has been placed
with a view to adoption of the child by the employee
shall be entitled to adoption leave provided that the
employee has had not less than 12 months’ continuous service with that employer immediately
preceding the date upon which the employee proceeds upon such leave and provided that the child –
(i) is not the natural child or step-child of the
employee or the employee’s spouse or defacto
spouse; and
(ii) is less than 5 years of age; and
(iii) has not lived continuously with the employee
for 6 months or longer.
For the purposes of this clause—
(a) An employee shall include a part-time employee but
shall not include an employee engaged upon casual
or seasonal work.
(b) Maternity leave, paternity leave and adoption leave
shall mean unpaid maternity leave, paternity leave
and adoption leave.
(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave—
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the period
of parental leave shall be for an unbroken period of
up to 52 weeks and shall, in the case of maternity
leave, include a period of 6 weeks’ compulsory leave
to be taken immediately before the presumed date of
confinement and a period of 6 weeks’ compulsory
leave to be taken immediately following confinement
unless in the case of the period before the presumed
date of confinement, a medical practitioner has certified the employee is fit to work..
(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior to
the intended date of commencement of parental leave,
give notice in writing to the employer stating the
employee’s intention to take such leave.
(c) An employee shall give not less than 4 weeks’ notice in writing to the employer of the date upon which
the employee proposes to commence parental leave,
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this clause as
a consequence of failure to give the stipulated period of notice in accordance with paragraph (c) hereof
if such failure is occasioned by the employee’s or
the employee’s spouse or defacto spouse’s confinement occurring earlier than the presumed date.
(e) An employee who has given notice of his or her intention to take parental leave or who is actually taking
parental leave is to notify the employer of particulars of any period of parental leave taken or to be
taken by the employee’s spouse or defacto spouse in
relation to the same child. Such notice is to be supported by a statutory declaration by the employee as
to the truth of the particulars notified.
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(f) An employee is not entitled to take parental leave at
the same time as the employee’s spouse or defacto
spouse except in respect of 1 weeks parental leave—
(i) taken by the male parent immediately after the
birth of the child; or
(ii) taken by the employee and the employee’s
spouse or defacto spouse immediately after a
child has been placed with them with a view
to their adoption of the child.
(g) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any
period of parental leave taken by the employee’s
spouse or defacto spouse in relation to the same child
except for the period of 1 weeks leave referred to in
subparagraph (f).
(3) Transfer to a Safe Job in the case of Maternity Leave—
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her
present work, the employee shall, if the employer deems
it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and
on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee may, or the employer may require the employee
to, take leave for such period as is certified necessary by
a duly qualified medical practitioner. Such leave shall be
treated as maternity leave for the purposes of subclauses
(7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof.
(4) Variation of Period of Parental Leave—
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the parental
leave beyond 52 weeks, the period may be lengthened once only, save with the agreement of the
employer, by the employee giving not less than 14
days’ notice in writing stating the period by which
the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the employer, be shortened by the employee giving not less
than 14 days’ notice in writing stating the period by
which the leave is to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of Parental Leave—
(a) Parental leave, applied for but not commenced, shall
be cancelled when the pregnancy of an employee terminates other than by the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on maternity leave, or that of an employee’s spouse or defacto
spouse terminates other than by the birth of a living
child, it shall be the right of the employee to resume
work at a time nominated by the employer which
shall not exceed 4 weeks from the date of notice in
writing by the employee to the employer that the
employee desires to resume work.
(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave—
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other than
by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave)
as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences
of confinement she shall be entitled, either in
lieu of or in addition to special maternity leave,
to such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and which a duly qualified medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her
return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may take
such paid sick leave as to which she is then entitled
and such further unpaid leave (to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly qualified medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her return
to work, provided that the aggregate of paid sick
leave, special maternity leave and maternity leave
shall not exceed 52 weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) hereof,
maternity leave shall include special maternity leave.
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(d) An employee returning to work after the completion
of a period of leave taken pursuant to this subclause
shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before proceeding on such leave or, in the
case of an employee who was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to subclause (3), to the position she held
immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available, for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable of
performing, she shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and wage to that of her
former position.
(7) Parental Leave and Other Leave Entitlements—
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed
52 weeks.
(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
parental leave, take any annual leave or long service
leave or any part thereof to which the employee is
then entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised absences (excluding annual leave or long service leave), shall not
be available to an employee during the employee’s
absence on parental leave.
(8) Effect of Parental Leave on Employment—
Notwithstanding any other provision to the contrary,
absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity
of service of an employee but shall not be taken into account in calculating the period of service for any purpose
of this agreement.
(9) Termination of Employment—
(a) An employee on parental leave may terminate his or
her employment at any time during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with this agreement.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or on
the ground of the employee’s absence on parental
leave, but otherwise the rights of an employer in relation to termination of employment are not hereby
affected.
(10) Return to Work after Parental Leave—
(a) An employee shall confirm his or her intention of
returning to work by notice in writing to the employer giving not less than 4 weeks prior to the
expiration of the employee’s period of parental leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled to
the position which the employee held immediately
before proceeding on parental leave or, in the case of
an employee who was transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3), to the position which the
employee held immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which the employee is
capable of performing, the employee shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in status and
wage to that of the employee’s former position.
(11) Replacement Employees—
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on
parental leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee
under this subclause, the employer shall inform that
person of the temporary nature of the employment
and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace an
employee temporarily promoted or transferred in order to replace an employee exercising his or her rights
under this clause, the employer shall inform that person of the temporary nature of the promotion or
transfer and of the rights of the employee who is
being replaced.
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(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a
replacement employee.
(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to any
of the rights conferred by this clause except where
his or her employment continues beyond the 12
months qualifying period.
41.—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
Questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this Agreement shall be resolved between the employee(s) and the
employer in accordance with the following procedure—
Step 1—Should a question, dispute or difficulty arise, the
employee first refers the grievance to the supervisor
Step 2—If the matter is not resolved satisfactorily, the parties shall arrange for further discussion between the employer
and the employee and his or her nominated representative, if
any, and more senior levels of management.
Step 3—If the matter is still not resolved a discussion shall
be held between the employer’s representatives and the employee’s representatives or Union.
Step 4—If the matter cannot be resolved it may be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
Step 5—While the parties attempt to resolve the matter work
will continue as normal unless an employee has a reasonable
concern about an imminent risk to his or her health and safety.
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 24th day of November 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
Common Seal
The seal of the—
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries
Employees’ Union of Australia, Western
Australian Branch, Union of Workers was
affixed in the presence of
LYNNETTE ANN SHAW (President)
and EUGENE LESLIE FRY (Secretary)
and the—
The Western Australian Hotels
and Hospitality Association Incorporated
(Union of Employers) was
affixed in the presence of
………………
and … … … … … …

) (Signed L.A. Shaw)
) President
)
)
) (Signed E.L. Fry)
) Secretary
)
) (Signed)
)
)
) (Signed)
)

Common Seal
Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 24 day of September 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: AMBASSADOR
GOLF AND HOTEL MANAGEMENT SERVICES PTY LTD
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
…………………………………
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 009 055 494
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed Richard Sin)…
Director

(Signed)…
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this … … day of … … … 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
THE OWNERS OF THE
ATRIUM STRATA PLAN
11104 MANDURAH
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Common Seal
(Signed I W Brandon)
Chairman Atrium Body
Corporate

……………………………
Director/Company Secretary
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Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this … … day of … … … 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
Broadwater Hospitality
Pty Ltd
ACN 009 470 688
…………………………………..
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 25 day of September 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
…………………………………
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN
…………………………………..

) BURSWOOD HOTEL PTY LTD
)
Common Seal
)
ACN 078 805 017
(Signed)
)
)
Director
)
Ralph Edward Posey
)
)
)
(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary
Yew Seng Kwa

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 19 day of November 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: HYDE PARK
MANAGEMENT PTY LTD
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
…………………………………
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this … … day of … … … 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
…………………………………
JARRAH PARK PTY LTD
…………………………………..
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 064 887 574
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 8TH day of October 1998.
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SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
THE KIMBERLEY
CONNECTION PTY LTD
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN
061 181 637
…………………………………..

Common Seal
)
)
)
)
(Signed)
)
Director
)
)
)
(Signed – John Hutton)
)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 7 day of October 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
CAMELLIA HOLDINGS
PTY LTD was hereto
affixed by authority
of the Board of
Directors in the presence of .
…………………………………..
ACN 009 462 962
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director
M.G. BLAKISTON

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary
S.E. ROSE

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 24TH day of SEPTEMBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: FASCINE DEVELOPMENTS PTY LTD TRADING AS FASCINE LODGE
CARNARVON
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
…………………………………
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 009 114 461
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

(Signed – R W Roberts)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 25TH day of SEPTEMBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: GATEWAY
MOTEL
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
………………………………….
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed – R W Roberts)
Director PARTNER

…………………….
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this ……….day of …………………… 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
………………………………….
Common Seal

)
)
)

…………………………………..
H.I. PERTH PTY LIMITED
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 081 089 616
…………………………………..
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 6TH day of OCTOBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
Common Seal
The seal of the—
HR Operations Pty Ltd
…………………………………
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 073 552 164
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed – G Cameron)
Director

(Signed – A. Manridis)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this
day of
1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
GRAND CENTRAL
INTERNATIONAL
MANAGEMENT (S)
PTE LTD
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed – Taweng Yeong)
Director

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 23RD day of SEPTEMBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: INDIAN OCEAN
HOTEL
(Signed — Andrew Grove) — Owner
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
…………………………………
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 7 day of 10 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
TOTAL DESIGNS &
DEVELOPMENT PTY LTD
ACN 073 281 259
T/AS INTERCITY MOTEL
was affixed hereto in

)
)
)
)
)
)
the presence of the Directors whose )
signature appears opposite
)
ACN 073 281 259
)

Common Seal

(Signed)
Director
(Signed – L Suberman)
Director/Company Secretary
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Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 6 day of October 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
Joondalup Hotel Investments
Pte Ltd
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ARBN: 061 026 944
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary
Authorised Signatory

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 24TH day of SEPTEMBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: THE LORD
FORREST HOTEL
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
…………………………………
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 009 424 846
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Director

(Signed – W. Jamin)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 29TH day of SEPTEMBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: LIGHTHOUSE
MOTEL PTY LTD
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
…………………………………
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 008 758 030
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed – R. Kozyrski)
Director

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 25TH day of SEPTEMBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
Hilton Hotels of
Australia Pty Limited
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 008 419 485
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 2nd day of October 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: RAFFLES PERTH
PTY LIMITED (ACN 062 878 755)

The Common Seal of RAFFLES
PERTH PTY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed by authority
of the Board of Directors and in
the presence of:
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Common Seal
(Signed)
Director
(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 7TH day of OCTOBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
RENAISSANCE AUSTRALIA
PTY LTD
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 075 329 234
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 6TH day of OCTOBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF:
Common Seal
The seal of the—
SUCCESS VENTURE PTY LIMITED)
ACN 060 569 539 was affixed
)
in the presence of
)
…………………………………..
)
)
…………………………………..
)
…………………………………..
)
…………………………………..
)

(Signed)
Director
(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 25TH day of SEPTEMBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: WALTER DEVELOPMENTS PTY LTD TRADING AS TROPICANA INN
BROOME
The seal of the—
…………………………………..
…………………………………
Common Seal
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN 008 703 044
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

(Signed – R W Roberts)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 12TH day of OCTOBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF—
The seal of the—
WESTERN PLAZA HOTEL
CORPORATION PTY LTD
ACN 008 869 234
Common Seal …………
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
ACN
…………………………………..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Signed)
Director

Director/Company Secretary
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Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 2ND day of OCTOBER 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: QPM (WA) PTY
LIMITED (ACN 009 130 161)
The Common Seal of
QPM (WA) PTY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed by authority
of the Board of Directors and in
the presence of:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Common Seal
(Signed)
Director
(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 2nd day of October 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: TAHL HOLDINGS
PTY LIMITED (ACN 073 034 689)
The Common Seal of TAHL
HOLDINGS PTY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed by authority
of the Board of Directors and in
the presence of:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Common Seal
(Signed)
Director
(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 2nd day of October 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: AAPC PROPERTIES PTY LIMITED (ACN 065 560 885)
The Common Seal of AAPC
PROPERTIES PTY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed by authority
of the Board of Directors and in
the presence of:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Common Seal
(Signed)
Director
(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 2nd day of October 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: PERTH PRINCES
PTE LIMITED (ARBN 067 095 587)
The Common Seal of PERTH
PRINCES PTE LIMITED
was hereunto affixed by authority
of the Board of Directors and in
the presence of:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Common Seal
(Signed)
Director
(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary

Schedule.
EMPLOYER PARTY TO AGREEMENT
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 2nd day of October 1998.
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF: QP MANAGEMENT PTY LIMITED (ACN 001 092 842)
The Common Seal of QP
MANAGEMENT PTY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed by authority
of the Board of Directors and in
the presence of:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Common Seal
(Signed)
Director
(Signed)
Director/Company Secretary
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HUGH & CO CONTRACTING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 251 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Hugh & Co Contracting Pty Ltd.
AG 251 of 1998.
Hugh & Co Contracting Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Hugh & Co Contracting Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission on 17 November 1998
be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Hugh & Co Contracting Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Hugh & Co Contracting Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in
the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
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be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”) on the current
John Hollands Construction sites at the Domestic Airport
Qantas Terminal Redevelopment project and the Heytesbury
Project site, East Perth. There are approximately four (4) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $45 per week per employee
into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund and then will increase this to $50 per week per employee
on 1 August 1998.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
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3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
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(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract and
intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform that work,
that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:

BLPPU

........................................
Date:
/ /
........................................
WITNESS

CMETU

........................................
Date:
/ /
........................................
WITNESS

The Company:
Company
Seal

........................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /
........................................
PRINT NAME
........................................
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
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APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES—continued
Date of 1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
17.80
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
17.93
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
17.75
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
20.38
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
17.93
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
17.62
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
18.46
Special Class T
17.95
18.45
18.69
APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
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c)
d)

e)
f)
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least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.85
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
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4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.l3m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over $59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
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include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
— Disputes Procedures
— Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
— Demarcation Procedure
— First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
rd
3 year
75%
4th year
88%
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MURPHY PLANT HIRE
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 93 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Mannor Holdings Pty Ltd trading as Murphy Plant Hire.
No. AG 93 of 1998.
Murphy Plant Hire Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
24 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the Respondent, and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Murphy Plant Hire Industrial Agreement in
the terms of the following schedule be registered on the
th
6 day of October 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

DEMOLITION AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement will be known as the Murphy Plant Hire
Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Aims and Objectives of this Agreement
Term and Renewal of Agreement
Wages and Allowances
Clothing
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Safety Dispute Resolution
First on Last Off
Overtime
Company Based Incentive Scheme
Industry Standards
Training allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Signatories to the Agreement
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters, & Plasterers Union of Workers
(hereinafter referred to as the “Union”) and Mannor Holdings
Pty Ltd trading as Murphy Plant Hire (hereinafter referred to
as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
1. This Agreement shall be binding on the Company, the
Union, and its officers and employees eligible to be members
of the Union employed by the Company, on demolition work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the relevant Award). There are
approximately 6 employees covered under this agreement.
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2. The additional over award payments shall only apply on
projects in excess of $75,000 or where the contractor is engaged to carry out work for a Building Contractor who has
signed an EBA with the BLPPU.
3. The provisions of this Agreement are in addition to entitlements specified in the relevant Award and where there is an
inconsistency the Agreement shall prevail.
5.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
The Objectives of this Agreement are to—
1. Increase the efficiency of the Company by the effective use of the skills and commitment of the
employees of the Company.
2. Improve the living standards, job satisfaction and
continuity of employment of the Company’s employees.
3. Develop best practice standards that are based upon
a culture of opportunity, continuous learning and improvement through training.
4. Ensure that increases in efficiency on the job are implemented in such a way as to ensure that health and
safety standards in the industry are maintained.
5. Provide a mechanism by which disputes can be resolved quickly and in a manner which shall avoid
lost time.
6.—TERM AND RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement shall come into operation from the date
of signing and shall remain in force until 31 October 1999.
2. The parties agree to commence discussions on the terms
and conditions of any future Agreement three calendar months
prior to the expiration of this Agreement
7.—WAGES AND ALLOWANCES
1. Wage increases in this Agreement will be granted in accordance with an agreed skills enhancement programme. Any
agreed programmes will provide training in NBCITC accredited general common and task specific skills.
2. The parties shall monitor the introduction of any skills
enhancement programme.
3. Employees will be classified into the following categories, although employees will not be precluded from moving
to a higher category, where they have been employed for the
specified periods, for the lack of appropriate training—
a) Entry Level Demolition Worker
This category will apply to a new employee with
little or no demolition experience who will undergo
assessment, for a period not exceeding 10 weeks, of
suitability for continued employment, after which
time employees will be offered training in a basic
demolition course agreed to by the Company and the
Union.
Employees in this category will be expected to demonstrate a safety conscious work attitude, an aptitude
for demolition work, good housekeeping practices
and productive and diligent work ethics.
In addition to other allowances prescribed by the
Award and this Agreement, employees in this category will be paid as a Builders’ Labourer Group 3
as outlined in Appendix A – Wage Rates.
The Company shall not employ more than 25% Entry Level employees in any demolition team.
b) Basic Demolition Worker
This category will apply to an employee who has
completed the requirements of an Entry Level Worker
and who is gaining knowledge and experience onsite in general demolition skills, including sound
knowledge of the Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare Act 1984, as amended.
In addition to the requirements of the Entry Level
Demolition Worker employees will be expected to
demonstrate safety conscious work practices and an
understanding of demolition work.
An employee in this category will be, after a period
not exceeding 13 weeks, classified as a Skilled Demolition Worker and will be offered further training in
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a demolition course agreed to by the Company and
the Union.
In addition to the other allowances prescribed by the
Award and this Agreement, employees in this category will be paid as a Builders’ Labourer Group 2
as outlined in Appendix A – Wage Rates.
c) Skilled Demolition Worker
This category will apply to an employee who has completed the requirements of a Basic Demolition Worker
and who is a broad knowledge of demolition work.
In addition to the requirements of the Basic Demolition Worker employees will be expected to assist with
the on-the-job training and guidance in public and
workplace safety; general demolition skill; and the
plant, equipment and methods utilised, of Entry Level
and Basic Demolition Workers.
In addition to the other allowances prescribed by the
Award and this Agreement, employees in this category will be paid as a Builders’ Labourer Group 1
as outlined in Appendix A – Wage Rates
4. Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the Company and the Union, employees will be paid an allowance of
$4.50 per hour worked to compensate for the additional disabilities associated with demolition work.
5. This rate is in lieu of Clause 9 of the Award or allowances
contained in particular site agreements.
8.—CLOTHING
The following clothing will be supplied to all employees
and will be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis—
a) 1 pair safety boots
b) 2 T-shirts
c) 1 bluey jacket.
9.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
The dispute settlement procedure that shall apply to this
Agreement shall be the same as that outlined in the award.
10.—SAFETY DISPUTE RESOLUTION
1. It is agreed the Company and their employees have a responsibility to ensure that workplaces are safe and that
employees are not exposed to hazards.
2. In the event of any disagreements on the necessity to carry
out any safety measure or modify, reinforce or reinstate any
safety device whatsoever, the procedures set out in this clause
will be adopted.
3. No person shall dismiss a safety complaint. Any complaint should be referred to the Company’s safety officer or
workers’ safety representative to be dealt within accordance
with the following procedures—
a) Where any employee becomes aware of an unsafe
situation, that employee will immediately notify the
Company’s safety officer or the workers’ safety representative.
b) The Company’s safety officer and the workers’ safety
representative will take immediate action to have the
unsafe situation rectified.
c) Should the Company’s safety officer consider that
no safety precautions are necessary, he/she will notify the worker’s safety representative accordingly
as soon as possible.
d) While there is disagreement on the ruling of the Company’s safety officer, the Company’s safety officer
will arrange for the immediate transfer of all employees from the disputed area.
e) Should the Company’s safety officer be of the opinion that no action is necessary and the employees’
safety representative disagrees, an appropriate inspector from Worksafe will be requested to undertake an
inspection of the disputed area for the purpose of
resolving any such matter.
f) If disagreement still exists the chief inspector, construction branch of Worksafe or his/her nominee
will be called in to assist in the resolution of the
dispute.
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g) If no agreement can be reached between the parties
the matter may be referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission to be determined
in accordance with Section 26 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, as amended.
4. Whilst the above procedure is being followed there will
be no stoppage of work in respect of the matter being considered, except in the area alleged to be unsafe.
5. It is accepted that safety considerations override normal
work practices and depending on the degree of potential risk
to persons on the job, or the general public, can override normal demarcation practices.
11.—FIRST ON LAST OFF
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
9.—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
12.—OVERTIME
1. The allocation of overtime will be at the employer’s prerogative provided that the employer will not discriminate
against any employee.
2. The practice of “one in all in” will not occur.
13.—COMPANY BASED INCENTIVE SCHEME
The Company may negotiate incentive schemes which will
not affect the terms of this Agreement. These schemes must
ensure that the Award provides the base safety net and that all
workers on-site have the opportunity to share in the proposed
scheme.
14.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $45 per week per employee
into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund and then will increase this to $50 per week per employee
on 1 August 1998.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its payment to $60
per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their Right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer will not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
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15.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow as per (2) above for such purposes including
but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
16.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
17.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
18.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
19.—INCOME PROTECTION
The company agrees to insure the employees for injury and
sickness cover. The scheme is to be negotiated through the
ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN. 069 795 875).
20.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
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members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.

21.—SIGNATORIES TO THE AGREEMENT
Signed
Signed on behalf of
the Company

Common Seal
Company Stamp

Signed on behalf of:

Signed
Common Seal
The Western Australian Builders’
Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union
of Workers

Dated this 28th day of May 1998.
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Pursuant to Clause 7 of the Agreement, the following rates
of pay for a 38 hour week will apply to employees covered by
the Agreement in addition to the $4.50 per hour worked demolition allowance.

Labourer Group 1
Labourer Group 2
Labourer Group 3

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
16.01
15.47
15.05

1 August
1998
Hourly
Rate
$
16.47
15.90
15.48

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
16.92
16.34
15.90

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner.
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
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PORT-VILLA DEMOLITION INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 231 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Portvilla Pty Ltd.
AG 231 of 1998.
Port-Villa Demolition Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Port-Villa Demolition Industrial Agreement
as filed in the Commission on 21 October 1998 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

DEMOLITION AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Port-Villa Demolition
Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Aims and Objectives of this Agreement
Term and Renewal of Agreement
Wages and Allowances
Clothing
Hours of Work
Sick Leave
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Safety Dispute Resolution
First on Last Off
Overtime
Company Based Incentive Scheme
Industry Standards
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Signatories to the Agreement
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers)
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(hereinafter referred to as the “Union”) and Portvilla Pty Ltd
(hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of
Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
1. This Agreement shall be binding on the Company, the
Union and its’ officers and employees eligible to be members
of the Union employed by the Company, on demolition work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the relevant Award). There are
approximately five (5) employees covered under this agreement.
2. The additional over award payments outlined in clause 7
shall only apply on projects in excess of $75,000 or where the
contractor is engaged to carry out work for a Building Contractor who has signed an EBA with the BLPPU.
3. The provisions of this Agreement are in addition to entitlements specified in the relevant Award and where there is an
inconsistency the Agreement shall prevail.
5.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
The Objectives of this Agreement are to—
1. Increase the efficiency of the Company by the effective use of the skills and commitment of the
employees of the Company.
2. Improve the living standards, job satisfaction and
continuity of employment of the Company’s employees.
3. Develop best practice standards that are based upon
a culture of opportunity, continuous learning and improvement through training.
4. Ensure that increases in efficiency on the job are implemented in such a way as to ensure that health and
safety standards in the industry are maintained.
5. Provide a mechanism by which disputes can be resolved quickly and in a manner which shall avoid
lost time.
6.—TERM AND RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement shall come into operation from the date
of signing and shall remain in force until 31 October 1999.
2. The parties agree to commence discussions on the terms
and conditions of any future Agreement three calendar months
prior to the expiration of this Agreement.
7.—WAGES AND ALLOWANCES
1. Wage increases in this Agreement will be granted in accordance with an agreed skills enhancement programme. Any
agreed programmes will provide training in NBCITC accredited general common and task specific skills.
2. The parties shall monitor the introduction of any skills
enhancement programme.
3. Employees will be classified into the following categories, although employees will not be precluded from moving
to a higher category, where they have been employed for the
specified periods, for the lack of appropriate training—
a) Entry Level Demolition Worker
This category will apply to a new employee with
little or no demolition experience who will undergo
assessment, for a period not exceeding 10 weeks, of
suitability for continued employment, after which
time employees will be offered training in a basic
demolition course agreed to by the Company and the
Union.
Employees in this category will be expected to demonstrate a safety conscious work attitude, an aptitude
for demolition work, good housekeeping practices
and productive and diligent work ethics.
In addition to other allowances prescribed by the
Award and this Agreement, employees in this category will be paid as a Builders’ Labourer Group 3
as outlined in Appendix A—Wage Rates.
The Company shall not employ more than 25% Entry Level employees in any demolition team.
b) Basic Demolition Worker
This category will apply to an employee who has
completed the requirements of an Entry Level Worker
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and who is gaining knowledge and experience onsite in general demolition skills, including sound
knowledge of the Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare Act 1984, as amended.
In addition to the requirements of the Entry Level
Demolition Worker employees will be expected to
demonstrate safety conscious work practices and an
understanding of demolition work.
An employee in this category will be, after a period
not exceeding 13 weeks, classified as a Skilled Demolition Worker and will be offered further training in
a demolition course agreed to by the Company and
the Union.
In addition to the other allowances prescribed by the
Award and this Agreement, employees in this category will be paid as a Builders’ Labourer Group 2
as outlined in Appendix A—Wage Rates.
c) Skilled Demolition Worker
This category will apply to an employee who has
completed the requirements of a Basic Demolition
Worker who has a broad knowledge of demolition
work.
In addition to the requirements of the Basic Demolition Worker employees will be expected to assist with
the on-the-job training and guidance in public and
workplace safety; general demolition skill; and the
plant, equipment and methods utilised, of Entry Level
and Basic Demolition Workers.
In addition to other allowances prescribed by the
Award and this Agreement, employees in this category will be paid as Builders’ Labourer Group 1 as
outlined in Appendix A—Wage Rates.
4. Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the Company and the Union, employees will be paid an allowance of
$4.50 per hour worked to compensate for the additional disabilities associated with demolition work—
5. This rate is in lieu of Clause 9 of the Award or allowances
contained in particular site agreements.
8.—CLOTHING
The following clothing will be supplied to all employees
and will be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis—
a) 1 pair safety boots
b) 2 T-shirts
c) 1 bluey jacket.
9.—HOURS OF WORK
Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the Company
and the Union, and in addition to the provisions of clause 13
of the Award, a further productivity incentive of one paid day
off every four week period will be given to each employee.
For all other purposes of the Award and this Agreement, the
productivity day off shall be treated as if it had been worked.
10.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
11.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
The dispute settlement procedure that shall apply to this
Agreement shall be the same as that outlined in the Award.
12.—SAFETY DISPUTE RESOLUTION
1. It is agreed the Company and their employees have a responsibility to ensure that workplaces are safe and that
employees are not exposed to hazards.
2. In the event of any disagreements on the necessity to carry
out any safety measure or modify, reinforce or reinstate any
safety device whatsoever, the procedures set out in this clause
will be adopted.
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3. No person shall dismiss a safety complaint. Any complaint should be referred to the Company’s safety officer or
worker’s safety representative to be dealt with in accordance
with the following procedures—
a) Where any employee becomes aware of an unsafe
situation, that employee will immediately notify the
Company’s safety officer or the worker’s safety representative.
b) The Company’s safety officer and the worker’s safety
representative will take immediate action to have the
unsafe situation rectified.
c) Should the Company’s safety officer consider that
no safety precautions are necessary, he/she will notify the worker’s safety representative accordingly
as soon as possible.
d) While there is disagreement on the ruling of the Company’s safety officer, the Company’s safety officer
will arrange for the immediate transfer of all employees from the disputed area.
e) Should the Company’s safety officer be of the opinion that no action is necessary and the employees’
safety representative disagrees, an appropriate inspector from Worksafe will be requested to undertake an
inspection of the disputed area for the purpose of
resolving any such matter.
f) If disagreement still exists the chief inspector, construction branch of Worksafe or his/her nominee will
be called in to assist in the resolution of the dispute.
g) If no agreement can be reached between the parties
the matter may be referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission to be determined
in accordance with Section 26 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, as amended.
4. Whilst the above procedure is being followed there will
be no stoppage of work in respect of the matter being considered, except in the area alleged to be unsafe.
5. It is accepted that safety considerations override normal
work practices and depending on the degree of potential risk
to persons on the job, or the general public, can override normal demarcation practices.
13.—FIRST ON LAST OFF
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
10—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
14.—OVERTIME
1. The allocation of overtime will be at the employer’s prerogative provided that the employer will not discriminate
against any employee.
2. The practice of “one in all in” will not occur.
15.—COMPANY BASED INCENTIVE SCHEME
The Company may negotiate incentive schemes which will
not affect the terms of this Agreement. These schemes must
ensure that the Award provides the base safety net and that all
workers on-site have the opportunity to share in the proposed
scheme.
16.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee
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into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a superannuation
fund of their choice. The Company is bound by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will then be made
to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
17.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of
the employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year
pro-rata to attend courses conducted or approved by the
NBCITC. The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
18.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
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5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
19.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
20.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlines in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
21.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure the employees for injury and
sickness cover. The scheme is to be negotiated through the
ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN. 069 795 875).
22.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims over conditions set
out in this Agreement for the life of the Agreement
23.—SIGNATORIES TO THE AGREEMENT
_____________________________
Signed on behalf of the Company
_____________________________
Company Stamp
Signed on behalf of :
_____________________________
The Western Australian Builders’
Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
Union of Workers
Dated this
day of
1998.
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Pursuant to Clause 7 of the Agreement, the following rates
of pay for a 36 hour week will apply to employees covered by
the Agreement in addition to the $4.50 per hour worked demolition allowance.
Date of 1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
16.12
APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol
will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner.
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d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a written
warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be transferred/
dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall be
effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.

ROCKWOOD MASONRY INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 237 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Christopher Michael Clay t/a Rockwood Masonry.
AG 237 of 1998.
Rockwood Masonry Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Rockwood Masonry Industrial Agreement
as filed in the Commission on 23 October 1998 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Rockwood Masonry
Industrial Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Area and Parties Bound
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Christopher
Michael Clay trading as Rockwood Masonry (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately three (3) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
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11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $45 per week per employee
into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund and then will increase this to $50 per week per employee
on 1 August 1998.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
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For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
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20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:

BLPPU

............................................
Date:
/ /
............................................
WITNESS

CMETU

............................................
Date:
/
/
............................................
WITNESS

The Company:
Company
Seal

............................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /
............................................
PRINT NAME
............................................
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES

Labourer Group 1
Labourer Group 2
Labourer Group 3
Plaster, Fixer
Painter, Glazier
Signwriter
Carpenter/Roofer
Bricklayer
Refractory Bricklayer
Stonemason
Rooftiler
Marker/Setter Out
Special Class T

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
15.56
15.03
14.63
16.17
15.81
16.15
16.27
16.11
18.50
16.27
15.99
16.75
16.96

1 February 1 August 1 February 1 August
1998
1998
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
$
16.01
16.47
16.92
17.15
15.47
15.90
16.34
16.56
15.05
15.48
15.90
16.12
16.64
17.11
17.58
17.82
16.27
16.73
17.19
17.42
16.62
17.09
17.56
17.80
16.75
17.22
17.70
17.93
16.58
17.05
17.52
17.75
19.04
19.58
20.12
20.38
16.75
17.22
17.70
17.93
16.45
16.92
17.38
17.62
17.24
17.72
18.21
18.46
17.46
17.95
18.45
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February 1 August 1 February 1 August
1998
1998
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
$

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

6.79
8.90
12.13
14.23

6.99
9.16
12.49
14.65

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)

6.64
8.70
11.86
13.92

6.84
8.95
12.20
14.32

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)

6.79
8.88
12.11
14.21

6.99
9.14
12.47
14.63

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

6.84
8.95
12.21
14.32

7.04
9.21
12.56
14.73

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

6.77
8.86
12.08
14.17

6.96
9.12
12.43
14.59

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

6.84
8.95
12.21
14.32

7.04
9.21
12.56
14.73

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

9.12
10.02
11.71
13.74

9.38
10.31
12.05
14.14

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14
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APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
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4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.80
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$2.15
Over
$4.4m
$2.75
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.50
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.70
Over
$4.4m
$1.95
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.1m
$1.20
Above $2.lm to 5.8m
$1.50
Above $5.8m to $11.6m
$1.75
Above $11.6m to $23.6m
$1.95
Above $23.6m to $58.6m
$2.25
Over
$58.6m
$2.45
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
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5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or after 1 October, 1995.

ROYAL FLYING DOCTOR SERVICES OF
AUSTRALIA, RFDS WESTERN OPERATION,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 177 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Branch of the Australian Medical
Association Incorporated
and
Royal Flying doctor Service of Australia, RFDS Western
Operations.
No. AG 177 of 1998.
Royal Flying Doctor Services of Australia, RFDS Western
Operation, Medical Practitioners Industrial Agreement 1998.
8 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr P.L. Jennings as agent for the Applicant
and Mr M.S. Yakovina as agent for Respondent, and by
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consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties in the
terms of the following schedule and lodged in the Commission on the 7th day of September, 1998 entitled Royal
Flying Doctor Services of Australia, RFDS Western Operation, Medical Practitioners Industrial Agreement 1998
be registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

PART 1—PRELIMINARIES
1—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Royal Flying Doctor
Services of Australia, RFDS Western Operation, Medical Practitioners Industrial Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

2—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Application and Parties Bound
Term of Agreement
Definitions
Appointment of Medical Practitioner/Contract of
Service
Salaries and Salary Ranges
Private Practice
Relieving Medical Officers
Hours, On Call and Call Back
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Long Service Leave
Family Leave
Bereavement Leave
Parental Leave
Conference and Study Leave
Special Leave
Higher Duties
Location Allowance
Gratuity Payment
Housing, Telephone and Motor Vehicle
Relocation Expenses
Superannuation
Salary Sacrifice/Packaging
Redundancy
Professional Indemnity
Company Life/Disability Insurance
Ethics
Health and Safety
Introduction of Change
Dispute Settling Procedures
Agreement Flexibility
No Reduction
Renegotiation of Agreement

3—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall bind Royal Flying Doctor Services
operating throughout Western Australia and the Western Australian Branch of the Australian Medical Association
Incorporated (“the parties”) operate throughout the State of
Western Australia and apply to all medical practitioners employed in or by the relevant Royal Flying Doctor Service .
It is estimated that the number of employees who will be
bound by this agreement will be 17.
4—TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall operate as from 1 July 1998 and shall
remain in force until 30 June 2003.
5—DEFINITIONS
“Association” means the Western Australian Branch of the
Australian Medical Association Incorporated.
“Employer” means Royal Flying Doctor Service of Australia,
RFDS Western Operations.
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“General Practitioner (non vocationally registered)” means
a registered medical practitioner, other than a medical practitioner or specialist, engaged in the provision of primary,
continuing whole patient care to individuals, families and their
community.
“Hospital” means a public hospital constituted under the State
Hospitals and Health Services Act.
“Medical Advisory Committee” means the Committee established by the Employer to advise on all clinical matters
affecting patient care and on any other matters referred to it
for advice.
“Medical Practitioner” means a registered medical practitioner as defined under the Medical Act 1894 as amended from
time to time.
“Private patient” means in relation to a public hospital, an
inpatient of the hospital who is not a patient for whom the
hospital has accepted responsibility to provide medical services. A private patient elects to accept responsibility to pay for
medical care and the provision of hospital services. Patients
who are covered under Workers Compensation or the Motor
Vehicle Insurance Trust legislation/policies are deemed to be
private patients for the purposes of this agreement.
“Relieving Medical Officer” means a medical practitioner
employed to provide relief for other medical practitioners
employed by the service throughout Western Australia.
“Senior Medical Officer” means the medical practitioner who
is appointed as such at each RFDS base.
“Specialist” means a medical practitioner who holds the
appropriate higher qualification of a University or College
recognized under the Federal Health Insurance Act.
“Vocationally Registered General Practitioner” means a
medical practitioner who has been granted Vocationally Registered status under the Health Insurance Act (Cth) or is
assessed by the employer as having equivalent qualifications,
skills or experience.
“Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS) means “RFDS Western Operations or it successor/s.
6 —APPOINTMENT OF MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS /
CONTRACT OF SERVICE
1. The contract of service shall be between the medical practitioner and the employer and may be terminated by not less
than 3 month’s notice on either side given in writing on any
day or by the payment or forfeiture as the case may be of 3
month’s salary. A lesser period of notice may be given by agreement between the medical practitioner and the employer.
Provided that the employer must not terminate the employment unless there is a valid reason, or valid reasons, connected
with the medical practitioner’s capacity or conduct or based
on the operational requirements of the hospital.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) a medical practitioner shall be appointed subject to a probationary
period of six months. In the case of a full time medical practitioner the employer may extend the period of probation for a
further period of up to six months. During the period of probation either party may terminate the employment contract by
giving 4 weeks notice or such lesser period as is agreed between the medical practitioner and the employer.
3. All appointments of medical practitioners shall be subject
to credentialing by the Medical Director.
4. A medical practitioner shall be appointed to work in accordance with his/her duty statement and the Employer’s
policies/procedures.
5. Notwithstanding the provisions of subclauses (1) and (2),
the employer may at any time, without prior notice, dismiss
the medical practitioner for refusal or neglect to obey lawful
orders or for serious misconduct.
7 —SALARIES AND SALARY RANGES
1. Full time medical practitioners shall be paid in accordance with Schedule A. Modified (.8) Full Time medical
practitioners shall be paid in accordance with Schedule B.
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2. Provided that the salary/payment levels apply as follows—
Levels
(a) General practitioner or
13-15 inclusive
medical practitioner (non
vocationally registered) less
than 5 years post graduate
experience
(b) General practitioner or
16-18 inclusive
medical practitioner (non
vocationally registered) more
than 5 years post graduate
experience
(c) Vocationally registered general
16-20 inclusive
practitioner or medical practitioner
(d) Specialist
17-23 inclusive
After 12 months at level 23 a specialist appointed as a senior medical officer shall be paid an allowance at the maximum
level prescribed in subclause 5 hereunder.
Provided that all medical practitioners are placed within the
relevant range according to years of relevant experience.
Provided that where a medical practitioner has reached the
maximum level applicable above the employer may subject to
the skills and experience of the medical practitioner advance
the medical practitioner further up the scale or provide additional benefits as agreed between the medical practitioner and
the employer.
3. Subject to good conduct, satisfactory annual performance
appraisal, diligence and efficiency the medical practitioner shall
proceed from the point of entry in a salary range to the maximum of the salary range by annual increments according to
the increments of such salary range.
4. The salary rate for a medical practitioner who is required
to perform administrative duties as a Senior Medical Officer
of a base shall be increased by $5,200 per annum.
5. The medical practitioner shall be paid on a monthly basis.
6. Salary rates shall be reviewed annually in January each
year commencing 1 January 1999. Any increases shall unless
otherwise agreed take effect from the first pay period in each
financial year.
8—PRIVATE PRACTICE—FULL TIME
1. A medical practitioner employed by a service on a full
time basis shall give to the employer written authority to render
accounts in the medical practitioner’s name after the medical
practitioner has assessed the fee for this service. All such income shall be retained by the service.
2. Medical services provided by a medical practitioner in a
private capacity to patients not attended in the course of duty
prior to and during or following transit or at clinics conducted
by the service to patients in remote locations shall be considered to be the private affair of the medical practitioner. Such
private practice shall include services the practitioner renders
outside of duty to private patients as part of the medical practitioner’s maintaining professional standards to meet the
requirements for maintaining vocational registration etc and
patients seen for and on behalf of the State Government in
State Government Non Teaching Hospitals Agreement pursuant to the Terms of Agreement concerning the provision of
medical services by Visiting Medical Practitioners in State
Government Non Teaching Hospitals of Western Australia.
Private practice income obtained by the practitioner outside
of duties with the relevant service is the private income of the
medical practitioner.
Provided that the exercise of private practice by a medical
practitioner shall not in any way conflict with the medical practitioner’s duties with the service and is approved by the
employer.
9—RELIEVING MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS
1. Relieving medical practitioners employed on a permanent basis shall be paid commensurate with their employment
as either a full time or modified (0.8) full time relieving medical practitioner in accordance with Schedule A or B.
2. Relieving medical practitioners employed on a casual basis
(for periods of four weeks or less) shall in addition to the rates
prescribed by Clause 7 receive an additional loading of 25%
in lieu of leave entitlements.
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3. Provided that in lieu of this subclause where the employer
and casual (locum) relieving medical practitioner agree other
arrangements may be agreed in lieu of the remuneration and
conditions prescribed by this agreement.
10—HOURS, ON CALL AND CALL BACK
1. Hours of work for full time medical practitioners are to
be consistent with professional practice and determined by
consultation between the medical practitioner and the employer.
2. A full time medical practitioner or modified full time
medical practitioner shall not, unless for the convenience of
the service and with the agreement of the medical practitioner
and the employer be rostered for duty excluding on call outside of the hours of 7.00am and 6.00pm Monday to Friday and
effective from 1 September 1998 be on more than a 1 in 3 on
call roster for periods outside of those times.
3. (a) Notwithstanding the above a full time medical practitioner or modified full time practitioner who is regularly
required to participate in an on call roster shall receive an allowance of 25% of the relevant full time annual base salary
prescribed in Schedule A of this agreement.
(b) A relieving medical practitioner who is regularly required
to participate in an on-call roster shall receive an allowance
calculated at the rate of 25% of that medical practitioner’s
annual base salary or the salary if employed on a short term
basis that would apply to the medical practitioner had the practitioner been employed on an annual basis.
(c) A medical practitioner who is required to use the medical
practitioner’s motor vehicle when recalled to work shall be
reimbursed all expenses incurred in accordance with the provisions of Schedule F of the Public Service Award 1992.
(d) Where the Employer determines that there is a need for a
medical practitioner to be on call or to provide a consultative
service and the means of contact is to be by telephone, the
Employer shall where the telephone is not already installed
bear the cost of such installation. Where as a usual feature of
the work a medical practitioner is regularly required to be on
call or to provide a consultative service the Employer shall
pay the full amount of the telephone rental.
(e) The parties agree to review the incidence and longevity
of on call and call backs and rostering practices within twelve
months of commencement of this agreement and may agree in
writing to amend those arrangements.
4. Where due to temporary staff shortages occasioned by
resignation, illness or excessive demands on the services provided by the employer a medical practitioner is rostered for
duty or on call in excess of that provided for under sub clause
2 above for a period of ten (10) working days or more that
medical practitioner shall in addition to his/her normal entitlements be paid additional remuneration equivalent to that which
would be paid had a relieving medical practitioner at the same
level been available to meet the temporary staff shortage.
5. Notwithstanding the above provisions of this clause, where
an employer and the Association agree, other arrangements
may be made for compensation of on call and call back.
11—ANNUAL LEAVE AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
1. (a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), medical practitioners employed on a full-time basis shall be entitled to six
weeks’ leave (two weeks of which are in lieu of public holidays) on full pay at the completion of 52 weeks’ continuous
service.
(b) Full time medical practitioners based outside of the Perth
metropolitan region—
(i) will be reimbursed one air fare up to the cash equivalent of a return economy air fare to Perth, after each
12 months of service. Provided that part time employees are entitled to a pro rata cash equivalent.
(ii) alternatively, if a full time employee uses their own
motor vehicle, upon production of appropriate receipts, an employee will be entitled to a motor vehicle
allowance up to the value of the cash equivalent of a
return economy air fare to Perth.
(c) The entitlements prescribed in sub-paragraphs (i) and
(ii) of this subclause can be claimed only once in each year of
service.
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2. A medical practitioner may take leave during the period
in which it accrues, but the time during which the leave may
be taken is subject to the approval of the employer. All leave
taken shall be at the rate of salary applicable at the time of
taking such leave.
3. When the convenience of the employer is served the employer may approve the deferment of the commencing date
for taking leave, but such approval shall only remain in force
for one year.
The employer may renew the approval referred to immediately above for a further period of a year but so that a medical
practitioner does not at any time accumulate more than two
years’ entitlement.
Where the convenience of the employer is served the employer may approve the deferment of the commencement date
for taking leave so that a medical practitioner accumulates more
than two years’ entitlement, subject to any condition which
the employer may determine.
When a medical practitioner who has received approval to
defer the commencement date for taking leave under this
subclause next proceeds on leave, the leave first accrued shall
be the first leave taken.
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, the employer may direct a medical practitioner to take accrued leave
and may determine the date on which such leave shall commence.
5. Medical practitioners upon request shall receive their ordinary pay and any allowances due to them for the period of
their leave prior to going on such leave.
6. (a) If after four weeks’ continuous service in any qualifying 52 week period, a medical practitioner lawfully terminates
service, or employment is terminated by the employer through
no fault of the medical practitioner, the medical practitioner
shall be paid one-fifty-second of the entitlement to leave in
respect of each completed week of continuous service in that
qualifying period.
(b) A medical practitioner who has been permitted to proceed on leave and who ceases duty before completing the
required continuous service to accrue such leave must refund
the value for the unearned pro rata portion, but no refund is
required in the event of the death of a medical practitioner.
(c) In addition to any payment to which a medical practitioner may be entitled under this clause, where a medical
practitioner’s employment is terminated after the completion
of 52 weeks’ continuous service and the medical practitioner
has not been allowed the leave prescribed under this Agreement, the medical practitioner shall be given payment in lieu
of that leave.
7. Annual leave loading has been annualised into the base
salary.
8. Payment in lieu of annual leave shall be made on the death,
resignation or retirement of an medical practitioner or as otherwise agreed by written agreement between the medical
practitioner and the employer.
12—SICK LEAVE
A medical practitioner who is incapacitated for duty in consequence of illness or injury shall, as soon as possible, notify
the employer of the fact and shall also advise the likely date of
resuming duty.
1. No sick leave with pay exceeding two consecutive working days shall be granted without an adequate medical
certificate or other evidence satisfactory to the Employer. Provided that the number of days sick leave which may be granted
without the production of a medical certificate shall not exceed, in the aggregate, five working days in any one calendar
year.
2. A medical practitioner who is unable to resume duty on
the expiration of the period shown in the first certificate, shall
produce a further certificate and shall continue to do so upon
the expiration of the period respectively covered by such certificates.
3. Where a medical practitioner is ill during a period of annual leave and produces at the time, or as soon as practicable
thereafter, medical evidence to the satisfaction of the Employer
that the medical practitioner is or was as a result of the illness
confined to the medical practitioner’s place of residence or a
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hospital for a period of at least seven consecutive calendar
days, the Employer may grant the medical practitioner sick
leave for the period during which the medical practitioner was
so confined and reinstate the medical practitioner annual leave
equivalent to the period of confinement.
4. Where a medical practitioner is ill during the period of
long service leave and produces at the time or as soon as practicable thereafter medical evidence to the satisfaction of the
Employer that the medical practitioner is or was confined to
the medical practitioner’s place of residence or a hospital for a
period of at least fourteen consecutive calendar days, the Employer may grant sick leave for the period during which the
medical practitioner was so confined and reinstate the medical practitioner long service leave equivalent to the period of
confinement.
5. The basis for determining the leave of absence on the
grounds of illness that may be granted shall be ascertained by
crediting the medical practitioner concerned with the following periods, but the leave shall be cumulative—
Working days
on full pay
(a) On day of employment of the
medical practitioner
5
(b) On completion by the medical
practitioner of six months service
5
(c) On completion by the medical
practitioner of twelve months service
and on completion of each additional
twelve months service by the
medical practitioner
10
No leave on account of illness or injury shall be granted
with pay if the illness or injury has been caused by misconduct of the medical practitioner or in any case of absence from
duty without sufficient cause.
6. Where a medical practitioner suffers a disability within
the meaning of Section 5 of the Workers’ Compensation and
Rehabilitation Act 1981, which necessitates that medical practitioner being absent from duty, sick leave with pay shall be
granted to the extent of sick leave credits. In accordance with
Section 80(2) of the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 where the claim for workers’ compensation is
decided in favour of the medical practitioner, sick leave credit
is to be reinstated and the period of absence shall be granted as
sick leave without pay.
7. A pregnant medical practitioner shall not be refused sick
leave by reason only that the “illness or injury” encountered
by the medical practitioner is associated with the pregnancy.
13—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The long service leave provisions published in Volume 67
of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 133—
134, are incorporated in and deemed to be part of and effective
from the date of this Agreement.
14—FAMILY LEAVE
1. A medical practitioner is entitled to paid family leave of
up to [2] days in a calendar year to care for an ill family member provided the days used are sick leave entitlements accrued
from the previous years of service and are not the medical
practitioner’s entitlements for the current year.
2. In this subclause “family member” means the medical
practitioner’s spouse, de facto spouse, child, stepchild, parent,
step parent or another person who lives with the medical practitioner as a member of the medical practitioner’s family.
3. Family leave is not cumulative from year to year.
4. An absence on family leave must, if required by the Employer, be supported by a certificate, dated at the time of the
absence, from a registered medical practitioner, stating that
the family member was ill.
15—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
1. A medical practitioner is entitled to paid bereavement leave
for up to [2] days on the death of a spouse, de factor spouse,
child, stepchild, parent, step parent or another person who,
immediately before that person’s death, lived with the medical practitioner as a member of the medical practitioner’s
family.
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2. Bereavement leave must be supported by evidence that
would satisfy a reasonable person as to—
(a) the death that is the subject of the leave sought; and
(b) the relationship of the medical practitioner to the
deceased person if the employer requires this.
16—PARENTAL LEAVE
A medical practitioner shall be entitled to Parental Leave in
accordance with Division 6 – Parental Leave of the Minimum
Conditions of Employment Act 1993.
17 —CONFERENCE/ STUDY/PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT LEAVE
1. Conference Leave
Leave of up to two weeks, on full pay, shall be allowed to
each medical practitioner during each year of continuous service, where it is agreed that a conference or course of study is
relevant or beneficial to the service or necessary for the medical practitioner to maintain their vocational or specialist
registration or other medical qualification, provided that where
in any year of continuous service, the whole or any part of
such leave is not taken by the medical practitioner nor granted
by the employer, any leave not so taken shall be granted during the following year; provided further that the maximum
amount of such leave that may be allowed to any medical practitioner shall not exceed four (4) weeks in any year of
continuous service.
2. Study Leave
In addition a period of 13 weeks paid overseas study, training and educational leave will be provided to medical
practitioners after each period of 5 years continuous service.
In taking such leave there is an expectation that the medical
practitioner will remain employed by the service for twelve
months from the date of accruing an entitlement. Where leave
is provided in advance of accruing an entitlement the cost of
leave may be refundable before accruing the entitlement.
3. Reasonable conference, travel and accommodation expenses for conference and study leave shall be paid by the
employer on production of the appropriate receipts.
4. Medical practitioners must give reasonable notice when
requesting overseas study leave, which is to be taken at a mutually convenient time and such leave must be used for
professional development and reflect hospital/health services
needs. The employer may stipulate certain reasonable outcomes
such as reports, information sharing etc which may be required
from the medical practitioner upon return from such leave.
18—SPECIAL LEAVE
Special leave for conferences and other purposes including
study leave may be granted at the discretion of the Employer.
19—HIGHER DUTIES
An medical practitioner who is directed by the Employer or
a duly authorised senior officer to act in an office which is
classified higher than the medical officer and who performs
the full duties and accepts the full responsibility of the higher
office for more than ten consecutive working days, shall subject to the provisions of this Agreement be paid an allowance
equal to the difference between the medical practitioner’s own
salary and the salary the medical practitioner would receive if
permanently appointed to the office in which the medical practitioner is so directed to act.
20—LOCATION ALLOWANCE
Where having regard for the medical practitioner’s location
and its characteristics, where the employer and the employee
agree an additional annual payment may be made to the medical practitioner.
21—GRATUITY PAYMENT
Medical practitioners when employed outside of the Perth
metropolitan area in addition to the entitlements specified in
this Agreement, shall accrue an entitlement to four weeks’ salary for each completed year of continuous service, subject to a
minimum term of three years’ continuous service. The payment may be drawn in whole or in part at any time after
completion of the qualifying period or will be paid upon
retirement or resignation. The quantum of the payment is determined on the basis of the substantive base salary applicable
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at the time of payment being made. Provided that by agreement between the employer and the medical practitioner the
gratuity may be taken in the form of equivalent leave.
22— HOUSING, TELEPHONE AND MOTOR VEHICLE
In recognition of the nature of the services and conditions of
employment medical practitioners based outside of the Perth
Metropolitan Region shall be provided without additional cost
with a fully maintained house (including electricity and telephone expenses excluding STD and ISD personal calls) and
motor vehicle (including the cost of petrol and maintenance
etc) appropriate to a medical practitioner for their private use.
Provided that when a medical practitioner proceeds on a period of leave away from their normal location or leave without
pay in excess of two weeks the employer shall not be bound
by this provision.
23—RELOCATION EXPENSES
Where a medical practitioner is recruited from within Western Australia he/she shall be entitled to air travel for him/herself
and immediate family members and the cost of freight of personal effects from the point of recruitment to the location of
appointment, at the expense of the Employer.
Where a medical practitioner is recruited from interstate or
overseas, the costs of air travel and freight on personal effects
will unless otherwise agreed only be met by the Employer
where the appointee remains for a fixed period, of at least two
years, in the case of interstate recruitment and three years in
the case of overseas recruitment.
The cost of air travel to Perth, Western Australia for the
employee and immediate family members will be met by the
Employer on cessation of the contract of service. Financial
assistance with transportation of personal effects may be provided on a discretionary basis.
24—SUPERANNUATION
1. The employer will make superannuation contributions it
is required to make by virtue of the Superannuation Guarantee
Charge Act and the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 of the Commonwealth (“the SGA Act”).
2. For the purposes of this clause “complying fund or scheme”
means—
a. A fund or scheme that is a complying fund or scheme
within the meaning of the SGC Act; and
b. Under the governing rules of which, contributions
may be made by or in respect of the employee.
3. On and from 1 July 1998—
a. The employer shall make the superannuation contributions referred to in sub-clause (1) to a complying
superannuation fund or scheme;
b. Medical practitioners shall be entitled to nominate
the complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made by or in respect of
the medical practitioner.
c. The employer shall notify medical practitioners of
their entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
d. A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the medical practitioner to whom such is
directed;
e. The employer and the medical practitioner shall be
bound by the nomination of the medical practitioner
unless the employee and the employer agree to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions are to be made;
f. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a medical practitioner provided
that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee
thereafter nominates a complying superannuation
fund or scheme, the RFDS shall make the required
contributions to the RFDS National Superannuation
Fund, being a complying fund.
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4. Where the medical practitioner is employed for more than
three (3) months and chooses to be a contributing member to
the RFDS National Superannuation Fund the employer shall,
subject to subclause 1, contribute an amount equivalent to
double the medical practitioners contribution subject to a maximum aggregate employer contribution including
superannuation guarantee obligations equivalent to 10% of the
medical practitioners earnings. The level of contribution shall
be unaffected by the operation of Clause 25.
5. For the purpose of calculating superannuation contributions the medical practitioner’s earnings base shall include the
base rate prescribed in Schedule A or B, as the case may be
and where applicable the allowance prescribed under clause
10(3)(a).
25—SALARY SACRIFICE/PACKAGING
1. Medical practitioners may sacrifice up to 30% of the medical practitioner’s salary (in the case of full time medical
practitioners this shall include the loading prescribed in Clause
10 for an agreed benefit or package of benefits to be provided
by the employer). The amount sacrificed and remaining benefits must together equate to the gross value of the benefits
payable to the medical practitioner before tax such that the
gross benefits payable to the medical practitioner as a consequence of the sacrifice is not in any way reduced.
2. The list of benefits, from which the medical practitioner
may choose, shall be in accordance with the employers salary
packaging policy.
a. The parties to this Agreement accept that Remuneration Packaging is contingent on the provision that it
will operate at NO cost to the employer. As such it is
based on the concept of the Total Employment Cost
to the employer. This is, the cost of Remuneration
Packaging will be no more than the cost of employing the employee. In the event of any increase in tax
(other than Payroll Tax) payable by the employer,
including PAYE, Fringe Benefits Tax or any state
tax equivalent, the employer will pass such costs to
the employee through their Remuneration package.
Should this occur, the employee can exercise the
option to adjust or cancel any Remuneration Packaging arrangement.
b. The employer may in accordance with the employer’s policy and guidelines cancel any salary
packaging arrangements subject to the giving of 4
weeks’ notice.
The employer will not exercise the right to cancel
salary packaging except—
(i) if there is a change to the Fringe Benefit Tax
laws (or interpretation of such laws) or the
imposition of any other state or federal tax or
charge which make salary packaging no longer
cost neutral to the employer; or
(ii) as a sanction against any employee who has,
in the opinion of the Manager, failed to fully
meet the obligations or perform the duties prescribed for the employee.
26—REDUNDANCY
In addition to the notice requirements contained in Clause 6
a medical practitioner whose employment is terminated on the
grounds of redundancy shall be entitled to the following amount
of severance pay in respect of a continuous period of service—
Period of Continuous Service
Severance Pay
Less than 1 year
Nil
1 year but less than 2 years
1 week
2 years but less than 3 years
3 weeks
3 years but less than 4 years
5 weeks
4 years but less than 5 years
7 weeks
5 years but less than 6 years
9 weeks
Thereafter
1 weeks additional pay for
each additional year of
service
A week’s pay means the ordinary weekly rate of wage for
the medical practitioner concerned.
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27—PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY
The employer shall indemnify and keep indemnified the
medical practitioner from and in respect of all claims, demands,
actions, proceedings, judgements, damages, losses, costs and
expenses which may be brought against the medical practitioner or which the medical practitioner may suffer or incur or
to which the medical practitioner may be put as the consequence of any act done or omitted to be done by the medical
practitioner in the course of the engagement of the medical
practitioner by the employer pursuant to and in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement PROVIDED THAT
neither the employer nor the medical practitioner shall make
any statement in respect of any act done or omitted to be done
by the medical practitioner which is or could be construed to
be an admission of liability or negligence in the care or treatment of any patient without the consent in writing of both the
other of them and that other’s insurer. The medical practitioner
shall also maintain appropriate professional indemnity with a
Medical Defence organisation at the relevant employer indemnified category.
28—COMPANY LIFE/DISABILITY INSURANCE
The employer shall provide—
1. Term life insurance (death cover) for an amount equivalent to at least twice the medical practitioners annual gross
earnings.
2. A disability benefit as part of the medical practitioners
superannuation entitlements to members of the RFDS National
Superannuation Fund.
29—ETHICS
The AMA Code of Ethics shall govern the professional conduct of the employer and medical practitioners covered by this
Agreement.
30—HEALTH AND SAFETY
The employer shall provide medical practitioners with such
protection from injury and equivalent compensation or other
cover with such amenities as are required to be provided by
any statute or regulation thereunder or industrial award for the
protection and comfort of workers employed or engaged in
the same or any similar class or work in West Australia.
31—INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE
1. (a) Where an employer has made a definite decision to
introduce major changes in production, programme, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to have significant
effects on medical practitioners, the employer shall notify the
medical practitioners who may be affected by the proposed
changes and the Association.
(b) “Significant effects” include termination of employment,
major changes in the composition, operation or size of the
employer’s workforce or in the skills required; the elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities
or job tenure; the alteration of hours of work; the need for
retraining or transfer of medical practitioners to other work or
locations and restructuring of jobs.
Provided that where the Agreement makes provisions for
alteration of any of the matters referred to herein an alteration
shall be deemed not to have significant effect.
2. (a) The employer shall discuss with the medical practitioner affected and the Association, inter alia, the introduction
of the changes referred to in subclause (1) hereof, the effects
the changes are likely to have on medical practitioners, measures to avert or mitigate the adverse effects of such changes
on medical practitioners and shall give prompt consideration
to matters raised by the medical practitioners and/or the Association in relation to the changes.
(b) The discussion shall commence as early as practicable
after a firm decision has been made by the employer to make
the changes referred to in subclause (1) hereof.
(c) For the purposes of such discussion, the employer shall
provide to the medical practitioners concerned and the Association, all relevant information about the changes including
the nature of the changes proposed; the expected effects of the
changes on medical practitioners and any other matters likely
to affect medical practitioners provided that the employer shall
not be required to disclose confidential information the disclosure of which would be inimical to his/her interests.
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32—DISPUTE SETTLING PROCEDURES
1. Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 and Clause 31—Introduction of Change any questions,
disputes or difficulties arising under this Agreement shall be
settled in accordance with the following procedures.
The parties agree that no bans, stoppages or limitations will
be imposed prior to or during the time this procedure is being
followed. This clause in no way limits the rights of employers, medical practitioners and the Association under the
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act, 1984 or other
related legislation.
2. Where the question, dispute or difficulty is raised by a
medical practitioner, or a group of medical practitioners, the
following steps shall be observed—
a. The employee(s) concerned shall discuss the matter
with the Senior Medical Officer of the base. If the
matter cannot be resolved at this level the Senior
Medical Officer shall, within three working days,
refer the matter to the Medical Director and the medical practitioner(s) shall be advised accordingly.
b. The Medical Director shall, if able, answer the matter raised within one week of it being referred and, if
the Medical Director is not able, refer the matter to
the Executive for its attention, and the medical
practitioner(s) shall be advised accordingly.
c. If the matter has been referred in accordance with
paragraph (b) above the medical practitioner(s) or
the appropriate AMA medical practitioner representative shall notify the Association, so that it may discuss
the matter with the employer.
d. The employer shall, as soon as practicable after considering the matter before it, advise the medical
practitioner(s) or, where necessary, the Association
of its decision. Provided that such advice shall be
given within one month of the matter being referred
to the employer.
e. Where the parties agree that a matter is non-industrial, it may by agreement be referred to other
appropriate bodies (eg relevant Royal Colleges) for
advice and/or assistance.
f. Nothing in this procedure shall prevent the parties
agreeing to shorten or extend the periods prescribed.
3. Should a question, dispute or difficulty remain in dispute
after the above processes have been exhausted, the matter
may—
a. Be referred by either party to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission (WAIRC), (provided that it is required that persons involved in the
question, dispute or difficulty shall confer among
themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve
questions, disputes or difficulties before taking these
matters to the Commission), or
b. Where the parties agree, to another independent arbitrator chosen by the parties or as a last resort
nominated by the Chief Industrial Commissioner of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission. In such a case—
(i) either party may be represented in the arbitration by an agent or legal practitioner and shall
bear the costs of that representation;
(ii) the employer will meet the costs of the arbitration. Provided that where the arbitrator
determines a claim is frivolous or vexatious
the arbitrator may assign the costs of the arbitration (but not the costs of representation)
against the claimant or apportion them in any
manner between the parties. The parties undertake to accept the arbitrated decision as final
and binding.
4. Industry wide issues will be dealt with by discussions
between the appropriate Association official(s) and employer
representative(s). Should a matter remain in dispute after discussions have been exhausted it may be dealt with in
accordance with subclause 46.3.
5. While the above procedures are being followed no party
shall take action, of any kind, which may frustrate a
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settlement in accordance with the above procedures. The status quo (ie the condition applying prior to the issue arising)
will remain until the issue is resolved in accordance with the
above procedures.
6. Where the employer seeks to discipline a medical practitioner, or terminate a medical practitioner the following steps
shall be observed—
a. Where a medical practitioner commits a misdemeanour, the medical practitioner’s immediate supervisor
or any authorised medical practitioner may reprimand
the employee so that the employee understands the
nature and implications of his/her conduct. The employee has a right to be represented when being
reprimanded.
b. The first two reprimands shall take the form of warnings and, if given verbally, shall be confirmed in
writing as soon as practicable after the giving of the
reprimand.
c. Should it be necessary, for any reason, to reprimand
an employee three times, the contract of service may,
upon the giving of that third reprimand, be terminable in accordance with the provisions of this
Agreement.
d. This procedure shall not limit the right of the employer to summarily dismiss a medical practitioner
for misconduct. Nor shall it limit the right of an employee to refer a claim for alleged wrongful or
unlawful termination to the WAIRC.
33—AGREEMENT FLEXIBILITY
In recognition of the need for maximum flexibility within
this Agreement—
1. Where the Association and the employer agree, mutually
acceptable alternative terms and conditions may be implemented in substitution of those specified in this Agreement;
and/or
2. A medical practitioner may by agreement in writing with
the employer receive an all in salary in full satisfaction of the
monetary entitlements prescribed by this Agreement. Provided
that the rate shall not when viewed objectively, and having
regard to the whole of the medical practitioner’s terms and
conditions of employment, be less favourable to the medical
practitioner than the entitlements otherwise available under
this Agreement.
34—NO REDUCTION
No medical practitioner shall suffer a reduction in (pre-tax)
income as a result of the implementation of this Agreement.
35—RENEGOTIATION OF AGREEMENT
Negotiations for a new agreement will commence at least
six months prior to the date of expiration of this Agreement.
If at the date of expiration no new agreement has been reached
then this Agreement shall continue until such time as a new
agreement is entered into.
33—SIGNING OF AGREEMENT/COMMON SEAL
Dated this day ______________________1998
(indecipherable) Director
______________________
Signature
(indecipherable) Company Secretary
______________________
Signed by
______________________
RFDS
(Western Operations)
The Common Seal of RFDS Western Operations was ACN
067 077 696
Hereto affixed in the presence of—
Name _________________
Common Seal
Signature ______________
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The Common Seal of the Western Australian Branch of the
Australian Medical Association was hereunto affixed in the
presence of—
Name
DR R. CAPOLINUCIA-HOST
(signed)
Signature ______________
Common Seal
in the presence of—
Name
DR VINCENT CARUSO
(signed)
Signature ______________
SCHEDULE A—FULL TIME
Medical practitioners engaged on a full time basis shall be
paid in accordance with the following scale—
Classification
Level Base Annual
Salary at
1 July 1998
Medical Practitioner (Yr 1),
GP (Yr 1)
13
88240
Medical Practitioner (Yr 2),
GP (Yr 2)
14
92695
Medical Practitioner (Yr 3, 4 and 5),
GP (Yr 3, 4 and 5)
15
97123
Medical Practitioner (Yr 6),
GP (Yr 6), VRGP/MP (Yr 1)
16
101574
Medical Practitioner (Yr 7),
GP (Yr 7), VRGP/MP (Yr 2),
Specialist (Yr 1)
17
107205
Medical Practitioner (Year 8 and
above), GP (Yr 8) VRGP/MP (Yr 3)
Specialist (Yr 2)
18
110243
VRGP/MP (Yr 4), Specialist (Yr 3)
19
111487
VRGP/MP (Yr 5), Specialist (Yr 4)
20
113298
Specialist (Yr 5)
21
117346
Specialist (Yr 6)
22
119878
Specialist
23
125348
SCHEDULE B—MODIFIED (.8) FULL TIME
Classification
Level Base Annual
Salary at
1 July 1998
Medical Practitioner (Yr 1),
GP (Yr 1)
13
70592
Medical Practitioner (Yr 2),
GP (Yr 2)
14
74156
Medical Practitioner (Yr 3, 4 and 5),
GP (Yr 3, 4 and 5)
15
77699
Medical Practitioner (Yr 6),
GP (Yr 6), VRGP/MP (Yr 1)
16
81259
Medical Practitioner (Yr 7),
GP (Yr 7), VRGP/MP (Yr 2),
Specialist (Yr 1)
17
85764
Medical Practitioner (Year 8 and
above), GP (Yr 8) VRGP/MP (Yr 3)
Specialist (Yr 2)
18
88195
VRGP/MP (Yr 4), Specialist (Yr 3)
19
89190
VRGP/MP (Yr 5), Specialist (Yr 4)
20
90639
Specialist (Yr 5)
21
93877
Specialist (Yr 6)
22
95903
Specialist
23
100278
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ST MARY’S ANGLICAN GIRLS’ SCHOOL (INC)
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 258 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School (Inc).
No. AG 258 of 1998.
St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School (Inc) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
29 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms T I Howe on behalf of the Independent
Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers and there being no appearance on
behalf of St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School (Inc), and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School (Inc) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999 in the terms of the
following schedule be registered on the 15th day of December 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement will be known as the St Mary’s Anglican
Girls’ School (Inc) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999 and
shall replace the St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School (Inc) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties to the Agreement
Scope of Agreement
Date and Duration of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Objectives
Salary Rates
Agreed Efficiency Improvements
Dispute Resolution Procedure
No Further Claims
No Precedent
Signatories

3.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This agreement is made between St Mary’s Anglican Girls’
School (Inc) (the School) and the Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers (the ISSOA), a registered organisation of
employees.
4.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall apply to teachers who are employed
within the scope of the award.
(2) The number of teachers covered by this agreement is 99.
5.—DATE AND DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement shall come into effect commencing the first
pay period on and from the 1 January 1999 and shall expire on
the 31st day of December 1999. The parties have agreed to
meet no later than 6 months prior to the expiration of this agreement to review this agreement.
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6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1976 (the
Award).
Where there is any inconsistency between this agreement
and the award, this agreement will prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
7.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
The bodies party to this agreement have formed a single
bargaining unit.
The single bargaining unit has conducted negotiations with
the School and reached full agreement with the School represented by this agreement.
8.—OBJECTIVES
The nature and purposes of this agreement are to—
(1) Consolidate and develop further, initiatives arising
out of the award restructuring process.
(2) Accept a mutual responsibility to maintain a working environment which will ensure that the School
and its staff become genuine participants and contributors to the School’s aims, objectives and
philosophy.
(3) Safeguard and improve the quality of teaching and
learning by emphasising the upgrading of professional skills and knowledge. The School and the
teaching staff acknowledge that this upgrading of
skills and experience can best occur when both the
School and staff share responsibility for professional
development by undertaking both in-service and external courses and training partly during School time
and partly during the teachers’ time.
9.—SALARY RATES
(1) The minimum annual rate of salary payable to teachers
engaged in the classifications prescribed in Clause 11.—Salaries of the award shall be—
(a) For teachers employed at the School for less than
one year—
Step
From 1 Jan 1999
1
29,518
2
31,185
3
32,851
4
34,775
5
36,569
6
38,107
7
39,882
8
41,803
9
43,919
10
45,649
11
47,187
12
49,110
13
51,033
(b) For teachers employed at the School for a duration
of one year or more—
Step
From 1 Jan 1999
1
29,862
2
31,549
3
33,236
4
35,184
5
37,000
6
38,557
7
40,352
8
42,298
9
44,438
10
46,190
11
47,747
12
49,695
13
51,641
(2) The minimum annual rate allowance for Senior Teacher
1 and 2 shall be—
Senior Teacher Level 1 1,400
Senior Teacher Level 2 3,500
(3) As from the 1st day of January 1999 no Senior Teacher
Level 1 or 2 will be paid both Senior Teacher allowance and
another monetary allowance. The condition of the award will
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apply which is that they will be paid whichever allowance is
the greater.
10.—AGREED EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
(1) Payment for Relief Teachers
Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (5) of Clause
11.—Salaries of the award, relief teachers, employed for five
days or less, may be engaged by the day or half-day and paid
a daily rate or a pro-rata rate on the basis of the periods worked
in relation to the number of periods in the particular school
day.
(2) First Teaching Appointment
A teacher appointed to his/her teaching position, who, at the
end of the initial twelve months is deemed by the School not
to have developed adequate teaching skills, may be appointed
as a temporary teacher and subject to subclause (2) of Clause
2.—Induction of Appendix 1 of the award.
(3) Long Service Leave
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) of
Clause 10.—Long Service Leave, of the award, from
the 1st day of January 1995, a teacher who has completed eight years’ continuous service with the School
shall be entitled to take ten weeks’ long service leave
on full pay, corresponding with a completed term.
(b) As from the 1st day of January 1995, a teacher’s entitlement to paid long service leave for each year of
service will accrue at the rate of 1.25 weeks.
(c) For any service prior to the 1st day of January 1995,
the accrued entitlement for long service leave shall
be that which is prescribed under the terms of the
award.
(d) Long service leave may only be taken after a staff
member has accrued ten weeks leave and may be
taken as one block or a maximum of two parts.
(e) Upon resignation and after seven years of service
the staff member will receive a pro-rata payment in
lieu of long service leave.
(4) Carers’ Leave
(a) A teacher may take in one year of service up to five
days of paid leave from the accrued sick leave to
care for a family* member in need of care provided
that the teacher—
(i) informs the Principal (or a person designated
by the Principal) of the need for Carers’ Leave
and the estimated period of absence at the first
opportunity; and
(ii) except for the first day’s absence in the sequence of consecutive days and if requested
by the School provide a medical certificate
setting out particulars of the illness or injury
or other adequate evidence of the need for
leave.
(b) Such leave shall not accrue from year to year.
(c) A maximum of three days of such leave shall be debited to the teacher’s accrued sick leave.
(d) Such leave shall not prejudice a teacher’s right to
special leave in accordance with the provisions of
the award.
* In this clause the word family shall include: parents,
grandparents, siblings, parents in-law, step parents,
spouse, defacto spouse, children, step children, grandchildren and at the discretion of the Principal, other
persons for whom the teacher has responsibility.
(5) Lunchtime Supervision
Where a teacher is required to undertake lunchtime supervision such duty shall be rostered so as to allow for a fair and
reasonable meal break.
(6) Salary Packaging
(a) Salary packaging shall be available for those teachers who are interested in the School’s proposal as
from January 1998.
(b) The School will decide on the salary packaging provider, either Remunerator or McMillian Shakespear.
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(c) Salary packaging will apply to superannuation, leasing of motor vehicles, mortgage repayments and
school fees.
(d) Terms and conditions will be as agreed between the
School, the packaging provider and the teacher.
(7) Parental Leave
The School has agreed to parental leave provision as per the
terms and conditions of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993.
(8) Salary Deferment
The School is in principle in agreement with salary deferment on the basis of the deferred salary scheme applicable to
the Education Department. The scheme would require four
years of service on a salary reduced by 20%.
(9) Compulsory Superannuation
(a) The School will provide a choice of recognised and
acceptable funds, excluding private funds, to be available to the teaching staff as from the 1st day of July
1998.
(b) The School agrees to salary sacrifice superannuation deductions, other than SGC requirements,
providing the superannuation deductions are applicable to a complying superannuation fund under
Commonwealth Government Superannuation Legislation. Deduction arrangements to be implemented
on the 1st of January or 1st of July of each year.
(10) Allowances
(a) Responsibility Scale
It is agreed not to list a responsibility scale in total in
this agreement. However, these scales will be published within the School each year for teachers to
view.
(b) It is agreed that when teachers in the Junior School
have DOTT time, when needed and if possible, it
can be organised on an informal basis with the Head
of the Junior School that they need not be at School
during that time.
(c) The proposal that year teachers in the Senior School’s
positions be moved to a new level on the responsibility scale was agreed to in principle.
Changes will be dependent upon clarification of year
teachers positions as part of the Pastoral Care review.
(11) Time Off
It is agreed that where possible time off will be formalised
as part of the St Mary’s Anglican Senior School timetable in
return for teachers doing Boarders’ prep.
11.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
A dispute is defined as any question, dispute or difficulty
arising out of this agreement:
The following procedure shall apply to the resolution of any
dispute—
(1) The parties to the dispute shall make reasonable attempts to resolve the matter by mutual discussion
and determination.
(2) If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute, the
matter, at the request of either party, shall be referred
to a meeting between the parties to the agreement
together with any additional representative as may
be agreed by the parties.
(3) If the matter is not then resolved it shall be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
12.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek any further claims, with respect to salaries or conditions
unless they are consistent with the State Wage Case Principles
or there are changes in salary within comparable organisations which are significantly beyond those anticipated by this
agreement.
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13.—NO PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as a precedent for other
enterprise agreements, whether they involve the School or not.
14.—SIGNATORIES
Common Seal
Signed
(Signature)
L THOMSON
(Name of signatory in
block letters
St Mary’s Anglican Girl’s
School (Inc)

Common Seal
Signed
(Signature)
T I HOWE
(Name of signatory in
block letters)
Independent Schools Salaried
Officers’ Association of Western
Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers

THE SMITH’S SNACKFOOD COMPANY LIMITED
(WESTERN AUSTRALIA) ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 259 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Food Preservers’ Union of Western Australia, Union of
Workers
and
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
Smith’s Snackfood Company Ltd.
No. AG 259 of 1998.
The Smith’s Snackfood Company Limited (Western
Australia) Enterprise Agreement 1998.
24 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr T Pope on behalf of The Food Preservers’
Union of Western Australia, Union of Workers and the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred
Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch, and
Ms N Gadsby on behalf of the respondent, now therefore I the
undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
1. THAT the agreement to be known as “The Smith’s
Snackfood Company Limited (Western Australia)
Enterprise Agreement 1998” reflected in the schedule to this order shall be and is registered with effect
on the 10th day of December 1998.
2. THAT The Smith’s Snackfood Company Limited
(Western Australia) Enterprise Agreement 1998 shall
replace The Smith’s Snackfood Company Limited
(Western Australia) Enterprise Agreement 1996 with
effect on the 10th day of December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be referred to as “The Smith’s
Snackfood Company Limited (Western Australia) Enterprise
Agreement 1998” and replaces The Smith’s Snackfood Company Limited (Western Australia) Enterprise Agreement 1996.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
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2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties
Objectives
Term and Operation of Agreement
Leave Reserved
Union Business
Resolution of Disputes
Consultation and Team member Involvement
Contract of Employment
Redundancy
Payment of Wages
Time and Wages Record
Wages
Career Structures and Training
Superannuation
Hours of Work
Rostered Days Off
Meal and Tea Breaks
Work on Public Holidays
Overtime
Shift Work
Sick Leave
Annual Leave
Jury Service/Bereavement Leave
Parental Leave and Adoption Leave
Special Leave
Long Service Leave
Protective Clothing and Equipment
Schedule A—Engineering Pay Rates And Definitions
Appendix A—Charter of the Consultative Committee
Appendix B—Skills Matrix
Appendix C—Wage Rates

3.—SCOPE
(1) The area and scope of this Agreement shall be the same
as that prescribed in the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing
or Processing) Award (No. A 20 of 1990) as at the date of
registration as this Award applied to the team members of The
Smith’s Snackfood Company Limited.
(2) This Agreement shall apply to approximately 120 people employed by The Smith’s Snackfood Company Limited at
the worksite located at Bannister Road, Canning Vale in the
State of Western Australia in the classifications listed in Appendix C—Wages of this Agreement, who are eligible to be
members of The Food Preservers Union of Western Australia,
Union of Workers, or The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australia Branch.
(3) Unless otherwise expressly provided for in this Agreement or specified in any subsequent agreement, no team
member shall be reduced in status or position or have his/her
rate of remuneration reduced or any of his/her conditions of
employment adversely affected as a consequence of making
of this Agreement.
(4) In respect of the award referred to in subclause (1) of
this clause—
(a) this Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
award;
(b) where the terms of this agreement are inconsistent
with the award, the terms of this Agreement shall
prevail;
(c) where this Agreement is silent on any matter, the
award provisions shall apply.
(5) Except where agreed by the parties to this Agreement,
the parties will oppose any applications by any other party to
be joined to this Agreement.
4.—PARTIES
The parties to this Agreement are—
(1) The Smith’s Snackfood Company Limited (hereinafter “the Company”);
(2) The Food Preservers’ Union of Western Australia,
Union of Workers (hereinafter “the FPU”);
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(3) The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western
Australia Branch (hereinafter “the AFMEPKIU”).

5.—OBJECTIVES
(1) The parties acknowledge that the objective of this Agreement is to enhance business improvements and productivity
through teamwork and empowerment, while also increasing
team member remuneration over the term of the Agreement
leading to enhanced financial security.
(2) The parties agree that the provisions of the Agreement
are intended to support Canning Vales’ Vision and stated values through—
(a) the enhancement and utilisation of team member
skills and abilities;
(b) team development and empowerment activities;
(c) training in team based responsibilities;
(d) efficiency and flexibility of team structures and conditions;
(e) provision of a healthy and safe working environment.
(3) The Company, the Union and all team members accept
their joint responsibility to ensure this Agreement is effective
and in the event of any ambiguity or dispute over interpretation the spirit and intention of this clause will be referred to
for the proper interpretation of the provision the subject of the
dispute or question.
6.—TERM AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) Term
(a) This Agreement shall come into operation on 25 November 1998 and shall remain in force until 10 May 1999 and will
not continue in force after 10 May 1999 unless renewed by all
the parties.
(b) All parties to this Agreement make a commitment to renegotiate this Agreement and apply for its cancellation or
replacement before 10 May 1999.
(2) Operation
(a) It is the intention of the parties to maintain this Agreement in its present form for its full term except when changes
become necessary so as to ensure the Agreement’s effective
and practical operation and such changes are consistent with
prevailing wage fixing principles.
(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a) above, during the term of
this Agreement, the parties will undertake to implement and
participate in Continuous Improvement Activities.
7.—LEAVE RESERVED
The parties agree to discuss a proposal for annualised salaries for all team members subject to acceptance by 80% of
team members within the identified area (warehouse, raw
stores, packing, processing).
8.—UNION BUSINESS
(1) Right of Entry
Consistent with the terms of the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act a representative of the Union shall not exercise
the rights under this clause with respect to entering any part of
the premises of the employer unless the employer is the employer, or former employer of a member of the Union.
(a) Accredited officials of the Union shall be permitted to
interview team members on the business premises of the Company during non-working times or meal breaks.
(b) In the case of a dispute between the Union and the Company which is likely to lead to a cessation of work or to an
application to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission and which involves the inspection of team members
or of machines in the process of production on which such
team members are engaged, such Union representatives shall
have the right of inspection at any time during which the team
members operating the machines concerned are working but
this permission shall not be exercised, without the consent of
the Company, more than once in any one week.
(c) Provided that the duly accredited official shall notify the
Company prior to the official’s intention to exercise their rights
under this clause and the Union official exercising such rights
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shall not interfere with or inconvenience the work duties of
the team member.
(2) Posting of Agreement
The Company shall ensure a copy of this Agreement is posted
in a place easily accessible to all team members.
(3) Meetings of Team members
A Union may, from time to time wish to convene meetings
of team members (being team members who are members or
are eligible to become members of the Union) on site and during ordinary shift hours. This may be done after discussion
between an official of the Union and an authorised Company
representative. It is agreed by the parties that every effort will
be made to conduct such meetings in such a way as to minimise disruption to the Company operations.
(4) Union Education
The Company will pay a Union representative’s ordinary
weekly wage, as prescribed by Appendix C—Wages of this
Agreement whilst the representative is attending a trade union
training course.
(a) Each representative will first obtain permission from the
Company. Such permission will not be unreasonably withheld
having in mind the operational needs in the representative’s
work area.
(b) Each request for permission to attend such course must
be endorsed by the State Secretary of the Union.
(c) Each representative will be entitled to a maximum of
five days paid leave in any one calendar year.
(d) Such leave will be granted subject to the Company being
given at least two weeks’ notice of the date upon which leave
is to be taken together with advice as to the nature of the course
and the subject matter included therein.
9.—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
(1) The following procedure shall be observed to deal with
questions, disputes or difficulties arising under the agreement—
(a) discussions between the team member/s concerned
(and Union representative if requested) and the immediate co-ordinator/s for the purpose of resolving
the question, dispute or difficulty.
(b) discussions involving the team member/s concerned,
the Union representative and the Company representative;
(c) discussions involving representatives from the Union concerned and Company representatives;
(d) discussions involving senior Union officials (State
Secretary) and senior Company representatives.
(e) There shall be an opportunity for any party to raise
the issue to a higher stage.
(2) Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the completion
of the various stages of the discussions.
(3) In order to allow for the peaceful resolution of grievances the parties shall be committed to avoiding stoppages of
work, lockouts or any other bans or limitations on the performance of work, while the procedures of negotiation and
conciliation are being followed.
(4) The Company shall ensure that all the practices applied
during the operation of the procedure are in accordance with
safe working practices and consistent with established custom
and practice at the workplace.
(5) Notwithstanding the procedure contained in sub-clause
1 hereof, there shall be -commitment by the parties that in the
event of a dispute, team members will not withdraw labour
until all part processed materials have been processed throughout the production line to a complete stage without wastage
and all equipment has been cleaned. This procedure shall be
repeated each day of a dispute.
(6) Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement.
However, if the negotiation process is exhausted without the
dispute being resolved, the parties may jointly or individually
refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for assistance in resolving the dispute.
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10.—CONSULTATION AND TEAM MEMBER
INVOLVEMENT
(1) Consultation
(a) It is recognised by the parties that the key to productive
and harmonious working relationships lies in establishing effective consultative mechanisms at the workplace. Effective
consultation mechanisms will—
(i) ensure that the views of the team members are known
and taken into account by the Company;
(ii) provide management with an informed basis upon
which to make decisions.
(b) To this end, it is agreed that a Consultative Committee is
maintained by charter as provided for in Appendix A to this
Agreement.
(c) The Committee shall consist of a minimum of six and a
maximum to be determined by the Consultative Committee. A
meeting quorum shall be a minimum of five committee members representing both team members and management.
(d) Team member representatives on the Committee shall
be allowed reasonable time without loss of pay to research or
prepare for such committee meetings with full access to all
relevant information as necessary.
(e) Team member representatives on the Committee are required to keep their constituents advised on matters arising at
the meeting.
(f) The Company will consult with team member representatives on the Committee and give prompt consideration to
matters raised by team members—
(i) in order to encourage the involvement of all team
members in the ongoing search for measures to improve productivity and efficiency;
(ii) to facilitate the on-going implementation of the Structural Efficiency Principle;
(iii) and to otherwise foster a fully committed and informed workforce.
(2) Introduction of Change
(a) Where the Company has made a definite decision to introduce major changes in production, programme, organisation,
structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on team members, the Company shall notify the team
members who may be affected by the proposed changes and
their Union.
(b) “Significant effects”: include termination of employment,
major changes in the composition, operational size of the Company workforce or in the skills required; the elimination or
diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or
job tenure; the alteration of hours of work; the need for retraining or transfer of team members to other work or locations
and the restructuring of jobs. Provided that where the Agreement makes provisions for alteration of any of these matters
referred to herein an alteration shall be deemed not to have
“significant effects”.
(c) The Company’s Duty to Discuss Change. The Company
shall discuss with the team members affected and the Union,
the introduction of the changes referred to in paragraph (a)
above and among other things, the effects the changes are likely
to have on team members, measures to avoid or minimise the
adverse effects of such changes on team members and should
give prompt consideration to matters raised by the team members and/or their Union in relation to the changes.
(d) The discussion shall commence as soon as is practicable
after a definite decision has been made by the Company to
make the changes referred to in paragraph (a) above.
(e) For the purposes of such discussion, the Company shall
provide in writing to the team members concerned and their
Union, all relevant information about the changes including
the nature of the changes proposed; the expected effects of the
change on team members and any other matters likely to affect team members provided that the Company is not required
to disclose confidential information the disclosure of which
would be inimical to the Company interests.
11.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) A team member may be engaged as—
(a) A full time team member engaged to work 38 hours
per week (excluding overtime).
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(b) Part Time Team member
Means a team member engaged to regularly work
for only part of any day or week as may be agreed
between the Company and the team member concerned, provided such work is more than 8 hours and
less than 38 hours per week.
(c) Casual Team member
Means a team member who is engaged by the hour
and whose employment may be terminated by either
party giving one hour’s notice. The Company shall,
wherever practicable, notify a casual team member
that their services are not required the next working
day. A casual team member is not entitled to the benefits of Clause 24.—Sick Leave, Clause 25.—Annual
Leave, Clause 26.—Jury Service/Bereavement
Leave, Clause 27.—Parental Leave and Adoption
Leave, Clause 28.—Special Leave, or otherwise prescribed by this Agreement.
(d) Fixed Term Team member
Means a team member engaged to work for a fixed
term determined in advance on a full time or part
time engagement basis.
(2) Termination of Employment
(a) Notice of Termination by the Company
In order to terminate the employment of a team member,
other than a casual team member, the Company shall give the
following notice—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Less than 1 year
1 week
1 year and less than 3 years
2 weeks
3 years and less than 5 years
3 weeks
5 years and over
4 weeks
(b) In addition to the notice in paragraph (a) above, team
members over forty-five years of age at the time of the giving
of notice with not less than two years’ continuous service shall
be entitled to additional notice of one week.
(c) Payment in lieu of the notice prescribed in paragraphs
(a) and (b) above shall be made if the appropriate notice period is not given.
(d) The basis for calculation for any payment in lieu of notice shall be the wages a team member would have received in
respect of the ordinary time he or she would have worked during the period of notice had his or her employment not be
terminated.
(e) The period of notice in this clause shall not apply in the
case of dismissal for conduct that at common law justifies
instant dismissal or in the case of casual team members where
termination of employment may occur by either party giving
one hour’s notice.
(f) Notice of Termination by Team member
In order to terminate employment a team member shall give
the Company the following notice—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Less than one year
1 week
One year and over
2 weeks
Failure by a team member to give the required notice will
entitle the Company to withhold monies due on termination to
the value of the number of days for which notice has not been
worked.
(3) Time Off During Notice Period
(a) During the period of notice of termination given by the
Company a team member shall be allowed up to eight ordinary hours time off without loss of pay during each week of
notice for the purpose of seeking of other employment.
(b) The time off shall be taken at times which are convenient to the team member after consultation with the Company.
(c) If the team member has been allowed paid leave for more
than one day for each week of the notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment, the team member shall, at
the request of the Company, be required to produce proof of
attendance at an interview otherwise forfeit payment for the
time absent. For this purpose a statutory declaration will be
sufficient.
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(4) Statement of Employment
Upon ceasing employment, the Company shall, upon request,
provide to the team member a written statement specifying
the period of his or her employment and the classification of
or the type of work performed by the team member.
(5) Performance of Work
Each team member bound by this Agreement—
(a) shall perform such work as the Company may, from
time to time reasonably require;
(b) may be directed by the Company to carry out such
duties and use such tools and equipment as may be
required, provided that such work is within the limits of the team member’s skill, competence and
training;
(c) may be required to work reasonable overtime;
(d) shall comply with all safety regulations determined
by the Company or as prescribed by Government
regulation;
(e) shall use as directed by the Company all protective
clothing and equipment provided;
(f) shall observe all the Company regulations, policies
and procedures in order to maintain an orderly and
safe workplace;
(g) shall at all times comply with the provision of Clause
9.—Resolution of Disputes of this Agreement.
(6) Standing Down of Team Members
The Company may deduct payment for any day or part of a
day on which a team member cannot be usefully employed
arising out of any cessation of operations, either whole or partially, due to industrial disputes including any strikes, bans or
limitations or any cause for which the Company is not reasonably responsible.
(7) Disciplinary Procedure
The company may take one or any combination of the following kinds of disciplinary action depending on the
seriousness of the offence or situation—
(a) Verbal warning
A verbal warning is an informal warning which will
not be recorded on the team member’s personal file.
(b) Written warning
A written warning may be given either when a verbal warning has failed or where the offence is so
serious that a verbal warning would not be adequate.
A written warning shall stand for a reasonable period of time and will be placed in the team member’s
personal file.
(c) Final written warning
A final written warning may be given either where a
written warning is considered inadequate because of
the seriousness of the offence or when the same or
similar offence is committed within the time frame
as specified in section (b) above, of receiving the
written warning. Failure to heed a final warning may
result in dismissal.
(d) Suspension
In special circumstances where serious misconduct
is or appears to be involved, a team member may be
suspended with pay for a period specified in writing,
pending an investigation of the alleged offence. This
suspension is without prejudice to the team member
whose conduct is subject to an inquiry or to future
employment of the team member concerned.
(e) Dismissal
In the case of serious and wilful misconduct or in the
case of a team member who, after having received a
final written warning, commits an offence similar to
that which incurred the final written warning or unreasonably fails to implement agreed changes to his
or her work performance following a final written
warning, the Company shall convene a hearing. No
team member shall be dismissed or suspended without a hearing for disciplinary offences.
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The following persons shall be present at a dismissal
hearing—
The team member concerned, a shop steward
or union official of his/her own choice and any
witness required.
When all facts and surrounding circumstances have
been heard, management shall inform the team member and persons present at the hearing of its decision
and the disciplinary action intended to be taken, if
any.
(f) A team member is entitled to elect to have either
another team member or a Union Representative
present during any discussions with the Company’s
Representative/s concerning the team member’s performance which may lead to the disciplinary
procedure being used.
(8) Employment of Full Time Team members
The Company reserves the right to select the best person
with consultation with team members for any given full time
employment vacancy. In doing so however, where all things
being equal, the Company will give preference to part time
and casual team members already employed by the Company.
(9) The Union acknowledge the right of the Company to
engage a balanced workforce by utilising the various types of
hire available through the Agreement. In particular, the right
to engage part time, fixed term and casual labour as necessary
to top up the existing workforce during periods of peak production requirement.
12.—REDUNDANCY
(1) “Redundancy” in this clause means the loss of employment due to the Company no longer requiring the job the team
member has been doing to be performed.
(2) Discussions Before Terminations
The Company will notify the Union and affected Team members as soon as is practicable after a firm decision involving
redundancy is made so as to allow reasonable consultation
prior to redundancies taking place. The subject of such consultation will include but not be restricted to the reasons for
redundancy, methods of mitigating job losses, selection process for redundant Team Members, outplacement support and
the number and timing of redundancies.
(3) Notification to Commonwealth Employment Services
Where a decision has been made to terminate the employment of team members, on account of redundancy, the
Company shall notify the Commonwealth Employment Service thereof as soon as possible, giving relevant information
including a written statement of the reason(s) for the
termination(s), the number and the categories of the team
members likely to be affected, and the period over which the
termination(s) are intended to be carried out.
(4) Severance Pay
A minimum of four week’s notice will be given to redundant Team Members prior to termination, or payment in lieu
thereof. An additional week’s notice will be given to Team
Members aged 45 or over with not less than two years’ continuous service.
Team Members will receive 4 weeks pay for each year of
service up to and including a maximum of 78 weeks’ pay. A
pro rata payment will be made for an incomplete year of service.
A “week’s pay” is defined as the base rate for ordinary work
for the particular Team member and is exclusive of any allowances.
The severance payment shall not exceed the amount which
the team member would have earned if employment with the
Company had proceeded to the team member’s 65th birth date.
(5) Continuity of Service
For the purpose of this clause continuity of service shall not
be broken on account of—
(a) any interruption or termination of the employment
by the Company if such interruption or termination
has been made merely with the intention of avoiding
obligations under this agreement;
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(b) any absence on account of personal sickness or accident for which a team member is entitled to claim
sick pay as prescribed by this agreement or on account of leave lawfully granted by the Company; or
(c) any absence with reasonable cause, proof whereof
shall be upon the team member.
Provided that in the calculation of continuous service under
this paragraph any time in respect of which a team member is
absent from work except time for which a team member is
entitled to claim annual leave, sick pay, long service leave and
public holidays as prescribed by this Agreement shall not count
as time worked.
(6) Team Member Leaving During Notice
A team member whose employment is terminated on account of redundancy may terminate his or her employment
during the period of notice and, if so, shall be entitled to benefits and payments under this clause up to the date that the
person leaves the Company.
(7) Written Notice
In the case of redundancy the Company shall, as soon as
practicable, but prior to the termination of the team member’s
employment, give to the team member a written notice containing, among other things, the following—
(a) the date and time of the proposed termination of the
team member’s employment;
(b) details of the monetary entitlements of the team member upon the termination of his/her employment
including the manner and method by which those
entitlements have been calculated;
(c) advice as to the entitlement of the team member to
assistance from the Company, including time off
without loss of pay in seeking other employment, or
arranging training or retraining for future employment; and
(d) advice as to the entitlements of the team member
should he/she terminate his/her employment during
the period of notice.
(9) Transfer to Other Duties
A team member whose job has become redundant may be
offered alternative work in a different department or on a different shift or at a lower level job and if the rate of pay is less
than the rate of pay for the former position, the team member
shall be entitled to the same period of notice of the date of
commencement of work in the new position as if his/her employment has been terminated, and the Company may at its
option, make payment in lieu thereof of any amount equal to
the difference between the former rate of pay and the new
lower rate for the number of weeks of notice still owing.
(10) Team Members with Less Than One Year of Service
This clause shall not apply to team members with less than
1 year’s continuous service and the general obligation of the
Company should be no more than to give relevant team members an indication of the impending redundancy at the first
reasonable opportunity, and to take such steps as may be reasonable to facilitate the obtaining by the team members of
suitable alternative employment.
(11) Long Service Leave
Full time team members with 10 years or more continuous
service will receive a pro rata payment calculated according
to the Long Service Leave provisions of the Western Australian Long Service Leave Act 1958.
(12) Team Members Exempted
This clause shall not apply where employment is terminated
as a consequence of conduct that justifies dismissal or in the
case of casual team members.
13.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) Payment of wages for all team members shall be by electronic funds transfer (EFT) directly into a bank, building
society, credit union or other recognised financial institution
account on a day not later than Tuesday of each week as notified in writing to the Company.
(2) Where the Company and the majority of team members
within a department or section agree, wages may be paid fortnightly or four weekly.
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(3) The Company may deduct from wages due to a team
member such amounts as authorised in writing by such team
member on a Company approved authority form.
14.—TIME AND WAGES RECORD
The provisions of this clause are subject to the following
requirements—
(1) The employer may refuse the representative access to
the records if:
(a) the employer is of the opinion that access to the
records by the representative of the organisation
would infringe the privacy of persons who are not
members of the organisation; and
(b) the employer undertakes to produce the records to
an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified of the requirement to inspect by the
representative.
The power of inspection may only be exercised by a representative of an organisation of employees authorised for the
purpose in accordance with the rules of the organisation.
(2) The Company shall keep, or cause to be kept, a record or
records containing the following particulars—
(a) Full name and last known residential address.
(b) The classification under which he/she is remunerated.
(c) The starting and finishing times and the hours worked
each day and each week.
(d) The number of ordinary hours and the number of
overtime hours worked each week.
(e) The wages and overtime (if any) paid each week,
and any deductions made therefrom.
Any automatic recording by machines shall be deemed to
comply with this provision to the extent of the information
recorded.
(3) Subject to this clause the time and wages record shall be
open for inspection by a duly accredited official of the Union
during the usual office hours at the Company’s office or other
convenient place and the official may be allowed to take extracts therefrom.
(4) Before an inspection takes place a Union Official shall
give reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours to the Company.
15.—WAGES
(1) Wages Payable
(a) Progression to higher levels of the Skills Matrix Wage
Rates prescribed in Appendix C—Wage Rates shall be subject
to successful assessment of competency in accordance with
Clause 16.—Career Structures and Training of this Agreement.
(b) From any date after signing this Agreement, any team
which can demonstrate satisfactory achievement of the first
band of Team Skills (Appendix B—Skills Matrix, of this Agreement) can bring forward the first 2% increment as due on the
27th May 1997 under Agreement No. 341 of 1996.
(c) These payments are made in recognition of the right of
the Company to pursue the implementation of efficiencies
under this Agreement so as to achieve targeted improvements
in the areas of costs of manufacture. Furthermore, in recognition of team members taking on responsibility in the team skills
area and participation in Continuous Improvement Activities.
(2) Gainshare Bonus Payable
An annual gainshare bonus scheme will be introduced and
savings will be shared on a 50/50 basis with team members
and the Company.
16.—CAREER STRUCTURES AND TRAINING
(1) General Conditions
(a) The Company recognises and accepts its responsibility
in the area of training and development and is committed to
the design, provision and implementation of training programs
to extend the knowledge and skills of its team members. The
overriding objective is to enable each team member to gain
the competence to perform, consistent with operational needs,
all of the tasks and activities associated with a particular job to
established performance criteria.
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(b) Each team member is responsible for his/her own learning, and will be given the opportunity to acquire knowledge
and skills to advance through the levels and gain additional
remuneration, subject to demonstrated competence in the application of the skills acquired. The Company is committed to
providing a minimum of six forklift courses throughout the
life of this Agreement and is further committed to provide such
additional courses as deemed needed by the Consultative Committee.
(2) Skills Matrix and Training
(a) The Skills Matrix (see Appendix B—Skills Matrix, of
this Agreement) sets out the various skill levels in the
mainstreams of Processing, Packing, Raw Materials Stores,
Warehouse.
(b) Levels in each mainstream of the Skills Matrix are defined in Appendix B—Skills Matrix, of this Agreement. The
definition of each level will be supported by Competency
Standards documents which will set out Units of Competency,
Elements of Competency, Performance Criteria and Competency Assessment Criteria.
(c) To enable progression through the Skills Matrix, each
level will be further supported by Training modules. It is the
Workplace Trainer’s responsibility to keep these training modules up to date and ensure that there are training modules for
all tasks.
(3) Progression And Selection For Training
(a) Progression through the skills matrix will aim to give
team members the opportunity to advance to the limits of their
individual interests and capacities. It is recognised that progression may be constrained by production requirements,
training resources, the availability of equipment and safety
factors.
(b) Training programs will be designed and made available
by the Company according to its current and future operational needs. Places on these programs will be made available
having regard to the skills profile of the workforce and recognising that preference will be given to permanent team members
before casual team members.
(c) Team members will be selected by each team for a training programme/position according to the following guideline
criteria—
• Team needs;
• Team member’s stated preference;
• Team member’s work performance and attitude;
• Experience of team members if operational needs so
dictate;
• Previous training undertaken;
• The achievement of an acceptable level of proficiency
from previous training;
• Demonstrated aptitude for the skills which are to be
acquired;
• Company needs as required.
(d) Where a dispute arises out of this clause, refer to the
resolution of disputes clause (Clause 9.—Resolution Of Disputes, of this Agreement)
(4) Competency Assessment
(a) Specific and objective knowledge and skill assessment
will be carried out to assess levels of competence. All skills
acquired will be required to be demonstrated. Specific Modules will not be regarded as complete until competency testing
requirements, including both theoretical and practical tests
where appropriate have been satisfied. No increase in levels
can be granted without having completed the appropriate modules in each level.
(b) All competency assessment will be conducted by either
of the following methods: (can be chosen by the trainee or
assessor)
(i) a workplace assessor who has been assessed as competent in the task and is an expert in the task; OR
(ii) a workplace assessor who has been assessed as competent in the task who is NOT an expert in the task
must have an acknowledged expert in that skill to
assist in assessing.
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In the event of a disagreement the results will be reviewed
by the appropriate coordinator. If agreement is still not reached,
the matter will be referred to the Consultative Committee for
recommendation.
(5) Record of Training and Experience
Team members will each be issued with a team member Information and Training Document which will be the team
member’s endorsed record of skills attained and other relevant
work experiences whilst employed by the Company. This statement will be updated on the completion of further training.
(6) Utilisation and Upkeep of Skills
(a) All team members will be required to put acquired skills
into practice and participate in a job rotation process. This is
necessary for the retention of skill levels.
(b) The allocation of work to team members will be subject
to the operational needs of the business and will have regard
to the following criteria—
• Team members will be required to perform all duties
up to and including their current skill level. For the
purpose of maintaining all their skills, a team member will be required to rotate into other positions
which involve other level skills for at least 25% of
their working time within a period;
• Team requirements will be the major directives;
• The most effective utilisation of available skilled resources;
• Effective utilisation of each team member on any of
the activities in which the team member is competent;
• Equitable allocation of work between team members
of similar skill attainment;
• Planning to allow acquisition of additional skills by
training;
• The need to ensure exposure to work activity related
to all of the skills held by a team member for the
specific purpose of skill retention.
(7) Payment For Training
(a) It is agreed that additional training in accordance with
this clause may be undertaken either on or off the job.
(b) Where training is undertaken during ordinary working
hours the team member concerned shall not suffer any loss of
pay. Where on-site job specific training is undertaken outside
ordinary working hours payment for such time shall be according to Clause 22.—Overtime of this Agreement.
(c) Any costs incurred in connection with the undertaking of
such training shall be reimbursed by the Company upon production of evidence of such expenditure and report of
satisfactory progress. Text books paid for by the Company
shall be retained as Company property.
(8) Travel Costs
Travel costs incurred by a team member undertaking training in accordance with this clause which exceed those normally
incurred travelling to and from work shall be reimbursed by
the Company. Evidence of such costs incurred by a team member will be required by the Company.
17.—SUPERANNUATION
The superannuation provisions contained herein operate subject to the requirements of the hereinafter prescribed provision
titled—Compliance, Nomination and Transition.
(1) Contributions
(a) The Company shall contribute to the Fund a prescribed
percentage of the team member’s wage in accordance with the
provision of the Superannuation Guarantee Act 1992.
(b) The Company shall make such contributions monthly
for pay periods completed in such months, or at such other
time and in such manner as may be agreed in writing between
the Trustees of a fund and the parties to this Agreement from
time to time.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, the Company is not obliged to contribute to more than one Fund in
respect of a team member unless ordered to do so by an Order
from any Industrial Tribunal or by legislation.
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(d) If at any time the Company becomes bound by an order
of any industrial tribunal or by legislation to contribute to another superannuation fund in respect of a team member then
the Company’s liability to make contributions in respect of
that team member pursuant to this clause will be reduced by
the amount of the contribution the Company is required by
any order made by any Industrial tribunal or by legislation to
make from the date the Company becomes bound to make
such contributions.
(2) Definitions
For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Fund” means the Australian Retirement Fund or The
Smith’s Snackfood Company Superannuation Plan
which complies with the Australian Government’s
Operational Standards for Occupational Superannuation funds.
(b) “Wage” means the ordinary periodic wage of an
amount equal to or greater than $450 per month paid
by the Company to a team member and includes other
remuneration to be taken into account as “wages”
under the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992.
(3) Compliance, Nomination and Transition
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere herein which
requires that contribution be made to a superannuation fund or
scheme in respect of an employee, on and from 30 June 1998—
(a) Any such fund or scheme shall no longer be a complying superannuation fund or scheme for the
purposes of this clause unless—
(i) the fund or scheme is a complying fund or
scheme within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
of the Commonwealth; and
(ii) under the governing rules of the fund or
scheme, contributions may be made by or in
respect of the employee permitted to nominate a fund or scheme;
(b) The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the
employee;
(c) The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation
fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
(d) A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the employee to whom such is directed;
(e) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are
to be made;
(f) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a employee;
Provided that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee thereafter nominates a complying superannuation fund
or scheme—
(g) if one or more complying superannuation funds or
schemes to which contributions may be made be
specified herein, the employer is required to make
contributions to that fund or scheme, or one of those
funds or schemes nominated by the employer;
or
(h) if no complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made be specified herein,
the employer is required to make contributions to a
complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer.
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18.—HOURS OF WORK
(1) Ordinary Hours
The ordinary hours of work shall be an average of 38 hours
per week over any five days of the week worked over any one
of the following cycles.
(a) 38 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 5 consecutive days.
(b) 152 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 28 consecutive days provided that this work cycle is subject
to agreement as provided by subclause (2) Clause
19. -Rostered Days Off, of this Agreement.
(2) Day Work
The ordinary hours of work for day workers shall be worked
continuously except for meal breaks between 6.00am and
6.00pm Monday to Friday, subject to subclauses (1) of Clause
21.—Work on Public Holidays of this Agreement.
(3) Shift Work
The ordinary hours of shift work are provided for in subclause
(2) of Clause 23.—Shift Work.
(4) Changes to shifts
The time commencing and finishing shifts may be varied by
the Company by the giving of seven days notice to the team
member/s concerned or a shorter period of notice by agreement.
(5) Implementation of 38 Hour Week
The ordinary hours shall be an average of 38 per week to be
worked on the following basis—
(a) By team members working less than eight ordinary
hours each day; or
(b) By fixing one weekday on which all team members
will be off during a particular work cycle; or
(c) By rostering team members off on various days of
the week during a particular work cycle so that each
team member subject to agreement as provided by
subclause (2) Clause 19.—Rostered Days Off, of this
Agreement has one week day off during that cycle.
(d) By team members working up to a maximum of 40
hours in any week provided that over a period of six
months the average weekly hours shall not exceed
38 hours.
(e) By team members working ordinary hours in excess
of eight but not exceeding ten on any one day over a
four day working week.
19.—ROSTERED DAYS OFF
(1) Where the ordinary hours of work for a team member
are to be worked in accordance with paragraph (d) of subclause
(5) of Clause 18.—Hours of Work of this Agreement such
team member will accrue a credit of two (2) hours each week
which shall accumulate. Such accumulation may be taken as a
rostered day off duty at a time that is agreed between the Company and the team member, or where appropriate, the Company
and the majority of team members in the enterprise, section or
sections concerned.
(2) Six (6) RDO’s may be accrued by agreement between
the Company and the team member.
20.—MEAL AND TEA BREAKS
(1) The time of taking scheduled meal and tea breaks once
having been determined may be altered by the Company if it
is necessary to do so in order to meet the requirements for
continuity of production. The duration of the meal break shall
be 30 minutes and tea break 15 minutes.
(2) No team member shall be required to work more than
six hours without a meal break. No team member shall be
required to work more than four hours without a paid tea break.
21.—HOURS WORKED ON PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) Public Holidays
(a) All team members (other than casuals) shall be entitled
to those public holidays as prescribed by the Award; provided
that another day may be taken as a holiday by agreement between the Company and team member in lieu of any of the
public holidays.
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(b) Where a Public Holiday falls on a Saturday or a Sunday
or on a day on which a team member is not rostered to work
ordinary hours, the public holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding working day or on such other day as may be
agreed by the Company and the team member.
(c) All work performed by team members on any of the public holidays listed above shall be paid for at the rate of double
time and a half.
(d) Where a team member (other than a casual) is required
for work on a public holiday the team member shall be paid
for a minimum of four hours at the rate of double time and one
half.
(e) With respect to shift workers this clause shall not apply
to ordinary hours worked on a shift of which the minor portion falls on a Public Holiday,
22.—OVERTIME
(1) Payment For Overtime
(a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, all work performed outside a team member’s ordinary working hours as
defined in Clause 18.—Hours of Work, of this Agreement or
Clause 23.—Shift Work, of this Agreement shall be paid for at
the rate of time and one half for the first two hours and double
time thereafter, double time will apply for hours worked on
Sunday and for hours worked after 12.00 noon Saturday.
(b) In computing overtime each day shall stand alone but
when a team member works overtime which continues beyond midnight on any day, the time worked after midnight
shall be deemed to be part of the previous days work for the
purposes of the subclause.
(2) Call Out
Where a team member (except casuals) is recalled to work
without prior notice after leaving the Company premises they
shall be paid for a minimum of four hours’ work at the appropriate overtime rate.
(3) On Call
A team member shall be paid at ordinary rates for all time
required by the Company to hold in readiness to work outside
ordinary working hours until release.
(4) Meal Allowance
A team member who works overtime in excess of two hours
shall be entitled to a paid meal break of not less than 20 minutes to be taken at a time agreed to between the team member
and the Company. In addition, a team member shall also be
paid a meal allowance of $8.50 where a day’s prior notice of
the requirement to work such overtime has not been given.
(5) Rest Period After Overtime
(a) Where overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that team members have
at least ten consecutive hours off duty between the work of
successive days.
(b) A team member who works so much overtime between
the termination of work on one day and the commencement of
ordinary hours on the next day, that the team member has not
had at least 10 consecutive hours off duty between those times,
shall, subject to this subclause be released after completion of
such overtime until the team member has had 10 consecutive
hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time
occurring during such absence.
(c) If, on the instructions of the Company, a team member
resumes or continues work without having had 10 consecutive hours off duty, the team member shall be paid at double
rates until the team member is released from duty for the rest
period and shall be entitled to be absent until having had 10
consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay.
(6) Travel Home After Overtime
Where a team member, except for a shift team member, is
detained at work until it is too late to travel by the last ordinary bus, train or other regular public conveyance to his/her
usual place of residence, the Company shall provide transport
to the team members usual place of residence, free of charge.
This clause shall not apply to any team member who has their
own means of transport.
(7) Overtime Restrictions
The Union or any team member/s covered by this agreement shall not in any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a
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party to or concerned in any ban, limitation or restriction upon
the working of reasonable overtime in accordance with the
requirements of this clause.
23.—SHIFT WORK
(1) Definitions
For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Afternoon Shift” means any shift finishing after
6.00pm Monday to Friday inclusive and at or before
12.30am Tuesday to Saturday inclusive.
(b) “Night Shift” means any shift finishing at or before
8.30am Monday to Friday inclusive.
(c) “Early Morning Shift” means any shift starting between 4.00am and 6.00am Monday to Friday
inclusive.
(d) “Rostered Shift” means a shift for which the team
member concerned has had at least two working days
notice.
(e) “Permanent Night Shift” means a night shift which
does not rotate or alternate with another shift so as
to give a team member at least 1/3rd of their working time off night shift in each shift cycle.
(2) Ordinary Hours of Shift Work
(a) The ordinary hours for a shift worker shall not be worked
in accordance with subclause (5) of Clause 18.—Hours of
Work, of this Agreement.
(b) Subject to the following conditions, a shift worker shall
work shifts at such times as the Company may require—
(i) A team member shall not be required to work more
than one shift in each 24 hours.
(ii) Shift rosters will specify the commencing and finishing times of ordinary work hours of the respective
shifts.
(iii) The method of working shifts may in any case be
varied as to all or a section of the team members by
agreement between the Company and the majority
of team members concerned and the Union. The
agreement by the Union will not be unreasonably
withheld.
(iv) The time of commencing and finishing shifts once
having been determined may be varied by the Company by the giving of seven days notice to the team
member/s concerned of a shorter period of notice by
agreement.
(c) Where a team member works a shift which continues
beyond midnight or commences before midnight on any day
the team member shall be deemed to have worked on the day
on which the majority of hours were worked
(3) Shift Work Allowances
A shift worker shall be paid the following percentage allowances in addition to his/her ordinary rate for the duration of
work on a rostered shift—
(a) on early morning shift
10%
(b) on afternoon shift
17.5%
(c) on night shift
17.5%
(d) on permanent night shift
30%
24.—SICK LEAVE
(1) Sick Leave
(a) Subject to the other provisions of this clause a team member, other than a casual, unable to attend or remain at work
because of personal illness or injury is entitled to be absent
from work without loss of ordinary pay (“sick leave”).
(b) Sick leave accrues at the rate of 1.46 hours per week for
full time team members, and on a pro rata basis for part time
and fixed term team members.
(c) Sick leave entitlements not taken shall accrue from year
to year.
(2) Entitlement Conditions
(a) A team member shall before or at the usual time of commencement (and in any event not later than 24 hours after the
commencement of absence unless extraordinary circumstances
apply) inform the Company of the nature of the injury or illness and the estimated duration of the absence.
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(b) A team member shall prove to the satisfaction of the
Company their inability to attend for duty on the day or days
for which sick leave is claimed. Provided that a team member
will be allowed two single days absence each year without the
need for evidence to be provided.
(3) Supplementary Sick Leave
(a) It is recognised that team members may experience serious and long term illnesses resulting in disablement/disability.
Supplementary sick leave can be used to claim payment for
illness and non compensable injury except—
(i) absences of less than two (2) weeks duration after
ordinary sick leave has expired;
(ii) any deliberate self inflicted injury or illness;
(iii) alcohol or drug related illness/accident;
(iv) injury and illness arising from professional and paid
activity.
(b) Payment for supplementary sick leave requires medical
certification for the whole period off work, specifying the condition suffered by the team member. Back dated certificates
will not be accepted, and, in some cases the Company, at its
expense, may require a second opinion from a nominated
Medical Practitioner.
(c) Each supplementary sick leave claim will stand alone.
(d) A team member is entitled to claim supplementary sick
leave up to twelve (12) weeks in any continuous twelve (12)
month period.
(e) Supplementary sick leave entitlement will only apply
when a team member exhausts ordinary sick leave entitlements.
(f) Should the team member qualify for future ordinary sick
leave entitlements during a period of supplementary sick leave,
supplementary sick leave will be suspended until ordinary sick
leave entitlements have again expired.
(g) Payment will be made at the ordinary time rate immediately following the expiry of ordinary sick leave.
(h) Payment for the first two weeks of supplementary sick
leave will be made retrospectively.
(i) Supplementary sick leave does not accumulate.
(j) Supplementary sick leave shall not affect continuity of
service.
25.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Entitlement/Period of Leave
At the end of each 12 months’ employment with the Company, all team members will be entitled to four (4) weeks annual
leave, exclusive of Public Holidays and may be taken in any
manner agreed between the Company and the team member.
No team member will accrue more than four (4) weeks without written approval from management.
(2) Payment
The following payments shall be made to each team member, immediately before proceeding on annual leave—
(a) Day Workers—ordinary pay plus a loading of 17.5%;
or,
(b) Shift workers—ordinary pay as defined plus “Shift
Allowance” as provided for in subclause (3) Clause
23.—Shift Work, of this Agreement or 17.5% whichever is the greater.
(3) Taken In Advance
(a) If the Company and the team member so agree, annual
leave may be taken wholly or partly in advance before the
team member has become entitled to annual leave.
(b) Unless a team member has taken all annual leave in advance for the current year, the team member becomes entitled
at the end of a year of employment, to that part of the annual
leave not already taken.
(4) Termination of Employment
A team member whose employment is terminated shall be
entitled to—
(a) Payment for their accrued annual leave entitlements
including 17.5% leave loading and in accordance with
subclause (1) of this clause; and
(b) In respect of their current year of employment, all
accumulated pro rata annual leave.
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26.—JURY SERVICE/BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) A team member who is required to attend jury service
during ordinary working hours will be reimbursed by the Company an amount equal to the difference between the amount
paid in respect of the attendance for such jury service and the
amount of ordinary wages that would have been earned had
the team member not been on jury service.
(2) In the event of death of the team member’s spouse, defacto
spouse, child or step child, parent or step parent, brother, sister and grandparents, paid bereavement leave of up to 2 days
will be granted. Where requested, the team member is to supply evidence of the death and the relationship to the deceased.
27.—PARENTAL LEAVE AND ADOPTION LEAVE
Parental leave shall be granted in accordance with Schedule
14 of the Industrial Relations Act 1988 (Cth).
28.—SPECIAL LEAVE
(1) A team member may be granted paid leave for emergency or compassionate reasons of up to three days in a calendar
year.
Examples of circumstances where leave may be granted include—
(a) Family illness;
(b) Moving house;
(c) Emergency domestic situations (eg. fire, theft, burst
plumbing);
(d) Natural disasters (e.g. bush fires, floods).
(2) Each case will be considered on its merits. Management
may grant such leave as it considers necessary in the circumstance, and shall not necessarily grant the full three days in
each case.
(3) The Company may, in its sole discretion, grant special
replacement leave where a team member has, for reasons of
sickness or accident, been prevented from enjoying the benefits of annual leave. In exercising this discretion, the Company
will have regard to the duration of the illness/incapacity relative to the period of leave.
29.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
A team member shall be entitled to long service leave in
accordance with the Long Service Leave General Order as
printed in Volume 78 of the West Australian Industrial Gazette at page one.
30.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
(1) Personal Clothing
(a) Subject to the terms and conditions of this clause the
Company will issue uniforms to team members.
(b) An original issue of new clothing will be made to each
team member on commencement and individual garments will
be replaced by the Company on a reasonable wear and tear
basis as determined between the team member and the team
member’s coordinator.
(2) Protective Clothing/Equipment
(a) Suitable gloves, goggles, masks and other protective clothing and equipment will be provided by the Company for such
work that reasonably requires their use.
(b) A team member who is supplied with any of the clothing
or equipment specified will wear or use, as the case may be,
this clothing and equipment.
(c) The Company requires, as a condition of employment of
all team members, that they wear safety shoes. The Company
will provide team members with one pair of shoes free of charge
on commencing and replace these shoes on a reasonable wear
and tear basis.
(d) Team members supplied with clothing and protective
clothing/equipment in accordance with this clause will replace
or pay for any such clothing so supplied if lost or damaged
through the team member’s negligence.
(e) All clothing issued to a team member will be returned to
the Company on the termination of employment in good condition, fair wear and tear excepted, or paid for at replacement
cost by the team member.
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(3) First Aid Equipment
The Company shall provide and maintain first aid kits in all
sections of the enterprise.
SCHEDULE A—ENGINEERING PAY RATES AND
DEFINITIONS
Current
25/11/98
Level 6
728.28
742.85
Level 5
676.26
689.78
Level 4
624.24
636.72
Engineering—Level 6
Person with Electronic/PLC qualifications and completion
of all Engineering Modules, and participates in most team
skills.
Level 5
Entry Level Electronics/PLC; or
A person who works above and beyond a Tradesperson Level
4. The following tasks are indicative of what an employee at
this level may perform—
1. Modifies, commissions, fault finds on complex machinery and equipment within the production
complex at the Company by demonstrating competency in all Engineering Training Modules; and
2. Able to demonstrate multi skilling across trade
boundaries ie: fitters are able to weld thin gauge stainless steel used on the complex (TIG & MIG) and
perform any turning task assigned to him/her. Electricians are able to carry out limited turning tasks on
a lathe; and
3. Works on complex or intricate circuitry which involves examining, diagnosing and modifying systems
comprising interconnected units; or
4. Competently operates production equipment and has
completed all relevant modules for Level 1—3 in
the Production stream as outlined in the matrix;
and
participates in most team skills.
Level 4
Entry Level Mechanical Fitter who has a Restricted Electrical license (NERL): or
Entry level Electrician who has a minimum “A” class electrical licence
and
Carry out safe installation, property maintenance and routine checking of all equipment; and
Install, repair, maintain and test machinery and equipment
within the production complex; and
Able to perform some multi skilling across trade boundaries
ie: electricians will be able to arc weld, fitters will possess a
national Restricted Electrical Licence.
APPENDIX A—CHARTER OF THE CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEE
Members of this committee are committed to achieving improvements in productivity at the same time providing more
secure and rewarding employment through cooperation.
(1) The Consultative Committee has the authority to make
decisions within the scope as defined by this charter.
(2) The Consultative Committee members will be responsible for—
(a) Attending all meetings and discussing all matters
raised except any matter which are likely to give rise
to an industrial dispute or grievance or which is of a
personal nature.
(b) Consulting with other team members in order to encourage their involvement in the ongoing search for
measures to improve productivity and efficiency and
to foster a fully committed and informed work place.
(c) Reporting back regularly and representing team
members.
(d) Ensuring effective implementation of change through
proper planning and consultation.
(e) Promoting to management and team members the
importance and benefits of systematic training, job
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satisfaction and personal development of all team
members.
(f) Assisting with the design, conduct and administration of the training syllabus.
(g) Making recommendations to management as required
regarding any objections or protests lodged by a team
member arising out of matters concerning training
or assessment (non industrial disputes).
(3) The Committee shall have the right to present information and or seek advice from the Union and or relevant bodies.
APPENDIX B—SKILLS MATRIX
OLD
MATRIX

LEVEL

PACKING STREAM

3C

LEVEL
4

Multi skilled
Machine operator
capable of operating 4
machines

3B

LEVEL
3

Machine operator
Hayssen
Forklift course &
duties
OR
Monobag &
overwrapper & Noreg
Quality tests
Forklift course &
duties

2B

1

LEVEL
2

LEVEL
1

Carton sealer

Basic Machine
Operator
Stacking and
recording
Cleaning packing
machines
Basic Packing

Basic
Cleaning/Hygiene
Induction (1 week)
OHS

TEAM SKILLS

PROCESSING
STREAM
Multi skilled
Fryer Operator
capable of operating 4
machines
Quality tests
Flavour attendance
Operator - MPC 1000
Forklift course &
duties
OR
Operator - Extrusions
& Skips
Flavour attendance
Quality tests
Forklift course &
duties
Chips Basic flavour tasks
Sieve/fill
Cleaning
OR
Skips/Extrusions
Slurry mix
Cleaning
Sieve/fill

Raw end - Chips
Raw end Skips/Extrusions
AND
Basic
Cleaning/Hygiene
Induction (1 week)
OHS

WAREHOUSE

RAW STORES

Journeyman Stock
Processing
Stock
reconciliation
Snak Forecasting
Confirming orders
Administration
Computer work

Data collection
Purchase cartons

Forklift course &
duties

Cool room
maintenance
Forklift course &
duties

Wrapping orders

Repair potato bins

Stocktakes

Stock control

Consignment notes
Stock control

Clean Potato Stores
Stock control

Picking orders

Basic stores

Basic
Cleaning/Hygiene
Induction (1 week)
OHS

Computer work
Administration
Quality tests

Cleaning/Hygiene
Induction (1 week)
OHS

SUPPORTING TRAINING

External customer contact
Product modification
Facility design
Setting compensation levels
Preparing and monitoring budgets
Handling individual performance problems

Teams at Work - self managed teams
Situational Leadership

Production scheduling and control
Managing suppliers
Team Member Performance appraisal
Quality and performance measures

Teams at Work - people skills

Selecting work methods
Hiring team members
Stopping the process for quality breaches
Measuring customer service
Setting team goals
Measuring quality

Teams at Work - decision making skills
Recruitment Course

Holiday/RDO scheduling
Casual call in
OHS and housekeeping
Assigning daily tasks
Determining & authorising training
Time keeping/overtime

Teams at Work - Taking Responsibility
Team Development/Team Meeting Skills

APPENDIX C—RATES OF PAY AND SKILL LEVEL
DEFINITIONS
Skills Matrix Wage Rates
25 NOV 98
Level 4
539.05
Level 3
514.55
Level 2
453.30
Level 1
428.80
Payment for the following levels will be made when a team
member has been assessed as competent in all the modules
required for that level.
Team Members on wage rates equivalent to Induction, Level
2A and 3A (in the previous enterprise agreement) will remain
on those rates until such time as they have completed all the
modules required to receive the full level 2 or level 3 rates of
pay.
Skills Level Definitions
Level 4
• the number of people required at this level will be
determined by management.
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• has highly developed knowledge, skill and capacity
for self direction within streams and in doing so
• is multi skilled in at least 4 machines of any combination, for example: three packing machines and one
fryer, or three fryers and packing machine, or two
packing machines and two fryers etc.
• participates in most team skills
• has completed all Level 3
• is responsible for workplace housekeeping and hygiene
Level 3
Has demonstrated capacity for self-directed operating and
in so doing—
• exercises decision making
• participates in most team skills
• has completed Level 2
• is responsible for workplace housekeeping and hygiene
Level 2
Performs proceduralised tasks within streams and in so doing—
• is able to recognise faults and take corrective action
• is able to interpret and record data
• participates in some team skills
• has completed Level 1
• is responsible for workplace housekeeping and hygiene
Level 1
Has completed Company Induction (one week duration
spending time in each department including general induction, occupational health and safety, hygiene and quality,
company policies and procedures, a day in packing, processing, raw stores and warehouse). This may be fast tracked at
management’s discretion in recognition of prior learning, however all new team members will be required to complete this
stage within their first two months of employment.
• works with a buddy
• exercises minimal decision making
• is able to carry out simple instructions
• is responsible for workplace housekeeping and hygiene

STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS’ UNION OF W.A.
CLERICAL STAFF AGREEMENT OF 1997.
No. AG 69 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative
Branch
and
The State School Teachers Union of WA (Incorporated).
No. AG 69 of 1998.
State School Teachers’ Union of W.A. Clerical Staff
Agreement of 1997.
16 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R. Dhue on behalf of the applicant and Mr
P. Quinn on behalf of the respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the State School Teachers’ Union of W.A. Clerical Staff Agreement of 1997 as filed in the Commission
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on the 5th day of November 1998 and as amended on the
11th day of December 1998 is registered on and from the
11th day of December 1998.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the State School Teachers’ Union of W.A. Clerical Staff Agreement of 1997.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Definitions
Area
Scope
Term
Parties Bound
Termination of Service
General
Redeployment and Redundancy
Casual, Part-time and Temporary Employees
Rates of Pay
Variations of Rates of Pay
Payment of Wages
Time and Wages Record
Hours
Meal Allowance
Morning Tea Break
Overtime
Higher Duties
Holidays
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Long Service Leave
Urgent Short Leave
Family Leave
Conference, Training and Study Leave
Bereavement Leave
Cultural Leave
Right of Entry
Visual Display Units (V.D.U.’s)
Employee Participation
Uniform
Amenities
Travelling Time & Expenses
Transport
Jury Service
Banking
Employee Representatives
Attendance at Union Meetings
Training
Trade Union Training Leave
Blood Donation
Grievance and Disciplinary Procedure
Leave Without Pay
Renewal of Agreement
Relationship to Existing Agreements
Signatories to Agreement
Schedule A—Classifications and Rates of Pay
Schedule B—Rostered Days Off

3.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Union” shall mean the Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union of Employees, WA Clerical
and Administrative Branch.
(2) “Employer” shall mean The State School Teachers Union of WA (Incorporated).
(3) “Employee” shall mean a person engaged on work of a
clerical nature, but shall not include any person employed as
an Industrial Staff member, President, Senior Vice President,
General Secretary, Advocates, Organisers, Women’s Adviser,
OHS Officer, Librarian.
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4.—AREA
This Agreement shall have effect over the area comprised
within the State of Western Australia.
5.—SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to the employer as defined in
Clause 3.—Definitions hereof in respect of their employees.
6.—TERM
The term of this Agreement shall be for a period of two (2)
years commencing on the 9th August 1997.
7.—PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding upon—
The Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and
Services Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative Branch and The State School Teachers Union of
WA (Incorporated).
This Agreement shall cover approximately twenty employees.
8.—TERMINATION OF SERVICE
(1) The employment contract shall not be terminated unless
the relevant notice in accordance with the following provision
is given—
(a) Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Not more than 1 year
2 weeks
More than 1 year
4 weeks
(b) By arrangement between the employee and the employer, an employee will be entitled to up to eight
hours’ time off during the notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment.
(c) Notice of termination of employment may also be
effected by the payment or forfeiture of wages for
the relevant notice period, providing that employment may be terminated by part of the period of notice
specified and part payment or forfeiture of wages in
lieu of that notice.
(d) Payment or forfeiture of wages in lieu of notice will
be calculated on the basis of the wages the employee
would have received for the ordinary time the employee would have worked during the period of notice
had the employee’s employment not been terminated.
(e) The employer may dismiss an employee without
notice for misconduct which justified summary dismissal and in such cases, wages will be paid up to
the time of dismissal only.
(f) Nothing in this clause prevents the employer and the
employee agreeing to a lesser period of notice than
that otherwise required by this clause. Permission to
do so will not unreasonably be withheld.
(g) The employee must notify the employer at least two
weeks prior to termination of service.
9.—GENERAL
(1) A record of service and duties performed shall be given
to each employee on termination.
(2) No employee shall, as a result of the operation of this
Agreement, suffer any loss of salary, privileges or entitlements
enjoyed prior to the date of the Agreement.
(3) (a) In the event of the death of an employee, the cash
equivalent to all leave due at the time of death shall be paid to
the employee’s dependants or as otherwise nominated.
(b) Provided that in the case of a deceased employee having
no dependants, the benefits accrued under this Agreement, shall
be paid to the deceased employee’s next of kin, unless otherwise stated in the will of the deceased.
(c) Provided further that where an employee has no dependants or next of kin, payment of all benefits due shall be paid to
the estate of the deceased.
10.—REDEPLOYMENT AND REDUNDANCY
(1) In the case where the employer has an employee who is
to be declared redundant, the employer shall notify the Trades
& Labor Council of W.A. and the Union, of the impending
redundancy and the Trades & Labor Council of W.A. will be
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requested by the union and the employer to notify all its affiliates with a request that any affiliate with a vacant position to
inform the Trades & Labor Council of W.A. This information
shall then be provided by the employer to the employee being
declared redundant.
(2) Any employee being declared redundant by the employer
and who obtains a position in another Trade Union within three
months of ceasing their employment with the employer declaring them redundant, shall be entitled to have their sick
leave credits transferred from the employer to the prospective
Trade Union employer. The prospective Trade Union employer
must agree to the transfer of the employee’s sick leave credits
and the details of how this is done will be the subject of negotiations between the employer, prospective employer, employee
and Union on a case by case basis.
(3) Any employee being made redundant under this Agreement shall be entitled to—
(a) Leave to seek alternative employment—
The employer shall facilitate redeployment by granting redundant employees reasonable leave to attend
job interviews without loss of pay.
(b) Notice—
An employee made redundant shall be given four
weeks’ notice or the notice period prescribed by the
Western Australian Government Employees’ Redeployment, Retraining and Redundancy General Order
No. 1329 of 1988, as varied from time to time, which
ever is the greater, of any impending redundancy.
(c) Severance pay—
Four (4) weeks for every year of service or part
thereof
Payment of all annual leave accruements
Payment of any pro-rata annual leave entitlements
Payment of all Long Service Leave accruements
Payment of any pro-rata Long Service Leave entitlements
Payment of leave loading on accrued and pro-rata
annual leave.
(d) Should the employer amalgamate with any other
Trade Union, the employer reserves its right to consult with the Union on the issue of redundancy.
11.—CASUAL, PART-TIME AND TEMPORARY
EMPLOYEES
(1) Part-time Employee—
(a) A part-time employee is one who is engaged as such
and is employed Monday to Friday inclusive for less
than twenty five (25) hours per week and is entitled
to all other benefits of the Agreement on a pro-rata
basis.
(b) A part-time employee shall receive payment for
wages as provided for in this Agreement for annual
leave, holidays, sick leave and long service leave on
a pro-rata basis in the same proportion as the number
of hours regularly worked each week bears to thirty
five (35) hours.
(2) Casual Employee—
(a) A casual employee is one who is engaged as such
and is employed on a casual basis for less than 25
hours per week. Such employee shall be entitled to
receive a minimum payment of three hours in any
one day, but shall not be entitled to annual leave,
holidays, sick leave, and long service leave.
(b) The casual rates of pay shall be that provided for in
this Agreement, plus 20%.
(3) Temporary Employee—
A temporary employee is one who is engaged as such and is
employed on a full-time basis for a period not exceeding five
weeks. Such employee shall receive the relevant rate of pay
provided for in this Agreement, plus 15%. The engagement of
a temporary employee may be extended by written agreement
between the employer, the employee and the Union.
12.—RATES OF PAY
(1) The minimum rates of pay per year payable to employees covered by this Agreement shall be in accordance with
Schedule A—Classifications and Rates of Pay.
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(2) The employer and the Union shall review employees’
job descriptions and the classification structure within 12
months of the operative date of this Agreement.
(3) The outcome of any review by the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission of a National Wage Case
Decision shall be implemented.
(4) The rate of pay contained in Schedule A—Classifications and Rates of Pay shall be effective from 9 August 1997.
13.—VARIATIONS OF RATES OF PAY
The rates of pay prescribed by this Agreement shall only be
varied in accordance with Clause 12 – Rates of Pay sub-clause
3.
14.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(a) Employees shall be classified and paid in accordance
with this Agreement, provided that nothing contained in this
Agreement shall prevent the employer from paying rates above
those specified in Schedule A—Classifications and Rates of
Pay.
(b) (i) Payment of salaries shall be made at least fortnightly.
(ii) For the purpose of the calculation and payment of salaries, the fortnightly salary shall be calculated as 1/26th of an
annual salary.
(iii) Salaries shall be paid by cheque or directly into a bank
account(s), or other account(s), nominated by the employee
and capable of receiving credits by way of electronic funds
transfer. Nothing in this paragraph shall prevent the employer
and an employee from adopting an agreed alternative method
of paying salaries.
(c) Where agreed between the employer and an employee,
the employer may introduce remuneration packaging in respect of salary (including any negotiated salary allowable) and
the terms and conditions of such a package shall not, when
viewed objectively, be less favourable than the entitlements
otherwise available under this Agreement and shall be subject
to the following provisions—
(i) The employer shall ensure the structure of any agreed
package complies with taxation and other relevant
laws.
(ii) The employer shall confirm in writing to the employee the classification level and current salary
payable as applicable to that employee as provided
for in this Agreement.
15.—TIME AND WAGES RECORD
(1) The employer shall keep or cause to be kept a time and
wages record containing the following particulars—
(a) the name and address of the employee;
(b) the classification of work performed;
(c) the hours worked each day;
(d) the wages and overtime paid;
(e) the date of commencement of service with the employer;
(f) the name of the superannuation fund and the amount
of contributions being paid on behalf of each employee;
(g) the amount of leave for any reason;
(h) leave entitlements to be made available on a regular
basis.
(2) Any system of automatic recording of the above information by means of machine shall be deemed to comply with
this clause to the extent of the information recorded.
(3) A duly authorised representative of the Union shall be
entitled to inspect the employer’s time and wages records provided that—
(a) the employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if—
(i) the employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative of the Union
would infringe the privacy of persons who are
not members of the Union; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
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being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the Union representative;
(b) the power of inspection may only be exercised by a
Union representative of the Union authorised for the
purpose in accordance with the rules of the Union;
and
(c) before exercising a power of inspection, the Union
representative shall give reasonable notice of not less
than 24 hours to the employer.
16.—HOURS
(1) The ordinary weekly hours of work shall not exceed thirty
five to be worked in five days, Monday to Friday, between
7.30am and 5.15pm.
(2) The daily hours shall be worked in seven consecutive
hours, excluding a meal break not less than 30 minutes and no
more than one hour between 12 noon and 2pm.
(3) Commencing and finishing times within the daily spread
of hours may not be altered unless by agreement between the
parties or by the employer giving not less than one month notice in writing to the employee.
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclauses (1), (2)
and (3), a system of flexible working hours and/or a reduction
of the number of working days in each four weekly or fortnightly period may be introduced by agreement between the
employees, the Union and the employer (see Schedule B).
(5) The ordinary hours to be worked arising from any such
agreement reached pursuant to subclause (4) shall not exceed
eight in any one day.
(6) In the event of agreement not being reached between the
parties, the matter shall be dealt with in accordance with Clause
44.—Grievance and Disciplinary Procedure.
17.—MEAL ALLOWANCE
An employee required to work overtime after 6pm on any
day or after 12 noon on a Saturday, Sunday or Public Holiday
shall be paid, in addition to any overtime payment as required
by Clause 19.—Overtime, the following meal allowance—
Breakfast
$5.70
Lunch
$7.05
Dinner
$8.45
If requested by the employee the meal allowance shall be
paid on the day the overtime is worked.
The allowance shall be varied automatically to conform with
any variation which may be made from time to time to the
Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989 No. PSA A3 of 1989.
18.—MORNING TEA BREAK
A rest pause of ten minutes in the forenoon shall be allowed
as a tea break.
19.—OVERTIME
(1) (a) Overtime must be authorised by the employer prior
to being worked.
(b) All time worked before or after the usual starting or finishing time, Monday to Friday inclusive, shall be paid for at
the rate of time and one-half for the first two hours and at the
rate of double time thereafter.
(c) Payment shall be made at the rate of time and one-half
for the first two hours, and double time thereafter for all time
worked prior to noon on Saturday and at double time for all
time worked after noon on a Saturday and for all time worked
on a Sunday.
(d) Payment shall be made at the rate of double time and
one-half for all time worked on a public holiday.
(2) (a) An employee required to work overtime on a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday shall be entitled to payment at
the rate in accordance with subclause (1) of this clause for a
minimum of three hours.
(b) An employee required to work overtime before or after
the prescribed hours of duty Monday to Friday shall receive
payment in accordance with subclause (1) of this clause for a
minium period of one and one-half hours.
(3) When an employee is directed to work overtime at a
place other than usual headquarters, and provided that place
where the overtime is to be worked is situated in the area
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headquarters, and the time spent in travelling to and from that
place is in excess of the time which an employee would ordinarily spend in travelling to and from usual headquarters, and
provided such travel is undertaken on the same day as the overtime is worked, then such excess time shall be deemed to form
part of the overtime worked.
(4) When an employee is directed to work overtime at a
place other than usual headquarters, and provided that place
where the overtime is to be worked is situated outside the area
within a radius of fifty (50) kilometres from usual headquarters and the time spent in travelling to and from that place is in
excess of the time which an employee would ordinarily spend
in travelling to and from usual headquarters, then the employee
shall be granted time off in lieu of such excess time spent in
actual travel.
(5) The employer may require any employee to work reasonable overtime and such employee shall work overtime in
accordance with such requirement.
20.—HIGHER DUTIES
An employee relieving another employee engaged on a higher
class of work carrying a higher rate of pay for a period of three
consecutive days or more shall be paid the higher rate of pay
that the employee being relieved receives.
21.—HOLIDAYS
(1) New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Labor Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s
Birthday, Christmas Day, Boxing Day and any other gazetted
public holidays shall be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay.
Provided that the employer may substitute another day or
days for any of the gazetted public service holidays not named
in this subclause for another day or days to be taken at a time
mutually acceptable to the employer and the employee.
(2) Where Christmas Day or New Year’s Day fall on a Saturday or a Sunday such holiday shall be observed on the next
succeeding Monday and where Boxing Day falls on a Saturday such holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding
Monday and where Boxing Day falls on a Sunday such holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Tuesday; in each
case the substituted day shall be deemed a holiday without
deduction of pay in lieu of the day for which it is substituted.
(3) An employee required to work on a public holiday shall
be paid one and one-half days’ pay in addition to the ordinary
weeks’ pay.
22.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) A period of four consecutive weeks’ annual leave with
pay shall be granted to an employee after each period of twelve
months continuous service. For the purpose of this clause the
first period of continuous service commences from the date of
engagement and subsequent periods commence from the anniversary of the date of engagement.
(2) In addition to this annual leave entitlement employees
shall receive full pay for any period of closure over the Christmas/New Year period.
(3) Should any of the holidays in this Agreement occur during the period of the employees’ annual leave and is observed
on a day which would have been an ordinary working day, a
day in lieu thereof shall be added to the period of annual leave.
(4) Annual leave shall be taken at a mutually convenient
time to the employee and the employer.
(5) An employee who ceases employment for any reason
whatsoever during any twelve monthly qualifying period shall
be paid an amount equal to one thirteenth of the employee’s
ordinary week’s pay for each completed week of service during such qualifying period.
(6) An employee with accrued sick leave entitlements who
falls sick while on annual leave and produces a satisfactory
medical certificate confirming that—
(a) the employee is confined indoors at time of obtaining the medical certificate; and
(b) the illness is of at least one weeks’ duration shall be
granted sick leave as provided for in this Agreement;
shall be entitled to a further period of annual leave, equivalent
to the period of sick leave taken under this subclause, which
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shall be taken at a time mutually convenient to the employer
and the employee.
(7) (a) A loading of 17½% in addition to the employee’s
ordinary weekly wage shall be paid for each week the employee is absent for the purpose of annual leave.
(b) An employee who is entitled to pro-rata payment for
annual leave on termination shall be paid a loading of 17½%
on such pro-rata payment.
(c) The loading shall be paid in the last pay prior to the Christmas Break or if an employee terminates their employment or
their employment is terminated by the employer the loading
shall be paid on termination.
23.—SICK LEAVE
(1) Any employee who is incapacitated through sickness or
injury, other than injury arising out of or in the course of employment, shall be granted sick leave with pay for a period not
exceeding in the aggregate 12½ days per year on full pay.
No employee shall be entitled to the benefits of this clause
unless proof of illness satisfactory to the employer is produced,
but the employee shall not be required to produce a medical
certificate unless the absence is for three days or more.
(2) In the event of the full period of sick leave as provided
hereof not being taken in any year, the balance of such sick
leave shall be allowed to accumulate, and such accumulation
may be applied against periods of absence on account of sickness that occur during the next or any succeeding years.
Nothing in this clause shall entitle an employer to reduce
the sick leave of any employee who at the date of this Agreement coming into effect was entitled to a higher amount of
sick leave than the minimum prescribed herein.
24.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(a) An employee shall be entitled or deemed to be entitled to
long service leave as provided for in this clause.
(i) (a) On completion of seven (7) years’ continuous
service thirteen (13) weeks’ long service leave.
In respect to each subsequent seven years continuous service an employee shall be entitled
to a further thirteen (13) weeks’ long service
leave. An employee shall be entitled pro-rata
long service leave after the completion of four
years continuous service.
(b) By agreement with the employer this leave
may be taken as twenty-six (26) weeks’ at half
pay or 6½ weeks taken on double pay.
(c) Any authorised period of leave without pay
will not break continuity of service, but will
not be treated as continuous service for the
purpose of calculating long service leave entitlements.
(d) Public holidays falling due during periods of
long service leave shall not be added to the
period of long service leave.
(ii) In these long service leave provisions, employees
shall mean all persons in full or part-time employment of the employer.
(iii) Part-time employees shall be entitled to long service
leave on a pro-rata basis in accordance with the above
provisions, but paid at their part-time service, their
hours will be averaged over the period during which
the entitlement accrued, and payment will be made
at that rate.
(iv) The employer shall grant to any employee entitled
to long service leave, the monetary equivalent of such
leave in lieu of such leave in any case where, owing
to circumstances beyond their control, such employee
has not taken their long service leave prior to the
employment being terminated other than for reasons
of misconduct.
(v) Upon the death of an employee who at the date of
their death was eligible for long service leave, or upon
the employer, after consideration of all the circumstances directing that the death of an employee so
eligible be presumed, the personal representative of
the employee, or, at the discretion of the employer,
the dependants of the employee shall be entitled to
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receive a sum equivalent to the remuneration with
respect to long serve leave which would have been
granted to the employee had they retired immediately prior to the date of their death, or in any case
where the employer has directed that the death of an
employee be presumed, a date determined by the
employer.
(b) Portability of Long Service Credits
(i) An employee who prior to termination of employment arranges a new engagement with another Trade
Union which is also a respondent to the Clerks’ (Trade
and Industrial Unions Clerical Staff) Agreement may,
at his or her discretion, claim portability of service
for long service leave purposes, provided that—
(1) Portability will not apply where long service
leave has already been taken or payment in
lieu of long service leave has been made to
the employee by the current employer as part
of a termination payment.
(2) Service between the current employer and the
new employer is continuous as defined in the
Clerks’ (Trade and Industrial Unions Clerical Staff) Agreement.
(ii) For the purposes of this sub-clause, portability of
service means that the period of service with the first
employer shall, for long service leave purposes only,
count as service with the new employer.
(iii) An employee who intends to claim portability of service shall notify his/her current employer of the claim
prior to terminating his/her services with that employer.
(iv) On receipt of such a portability claim, the current
employer shall pay to the new employer an amount
equal to payment in lieu of long service leave proportionate to the length of service of the employee
concerned.
(v) A payment as prescribed in sub-clause (b)(iv) above
shall be payable notwithstanding that the employee
may not have completed four years’ continuous service as required under sub-clause (a)(i)(a) above, and
shall be in lieu of any amount otherwise payable to
the employee under that sub-clause.
(vi) The provisions of this clause shall apply in like manner to any subsequent terminations and engagements
of employees, providing that both employers involved are respondents to the Clerks’ (Trade and
Industrial Unions Clerical Staff) Agreement.
25.—URGENT SHORT LEAVE
(1) On sufficient cause being shown, an employee shall, on
request be granted leave of absence for a period or periods not
exceeding in the aggregate three days in any one calendar year,
without deduction of pay.
(2) An employee who commences employment during any
one year shall be entitled to such leave on a pro-rata basis.
(3) Such leave shall include leave for urgent personal business.
(4) If a part-time employee commences employment during
any one year he or she shall be entitled to pro-rata urgent short
leave.
26.—FAMILY LEAVE
To be negotiated pending the outcome of the negotiations
on the conditions of employment for officers of the employer
who are not covered by this Agreement.
27.—CONFERENCE, TRAINING AND STUDY LEAVE
To be negotiated pending the outcome of the negotiations of
the conditions of employment for officers of the employer who
are not covered by this Agreement.
28.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) An employee shall upon the death of a person where a
close relationship can be demonstrated, be entitled to five days
paid leave, including the day of the funeral of such person.
Further paid leave for other funerals may be negotiated between the employee and employer.
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(2) The right to such paid leave shall be dependent on compliance with the following conditions—
(a) The employee shall give the employer notice of the
intention to take such leave as soon as reasonably
practicable after the death of such relation, and in
respect of a death overseas of evidence of attending
the funeral.
(b) Satisfactory evidence of such death shall be furnished
by the employee to the employer.
(c) The employee shall not be entitled to leave under
this clause in respect of any period which coincides
with any other period of leave entitlement under this
Agreement or otherwise.
29.—CULTURAL LEAVE
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island employees shall be entitled to full pay to observe Aboriginal custom and/or traditional
law, and National Aborigines and Islanders Day.
30.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
A duly accredited representative of the Union shall be permitted to interview any employee on legitimate Union business
during the ordinary hours of duty; provided that the right of
entry is not exercised more than once in any week without the
consent of the employer.
31.—VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS (V.D.U.’S)
(1) Prior to engagement on such work, employees required
to use V.D.U.’s of any significant period of their daily working hours shall be given the opportunity of having an eyesight
examination by a qualified opthamologist or optometrist nominated by the employer. Should any defect be found, a follow
up test by an opthamologist shall be arranged by the employer.
Employees covered by a health fund shall utilise such fund
where practicable. The employer shall, however, meet the costs
of examinations for those employees not covered by health
funds. In addition, the employer shall meet the reasonable cost
of frames and lenses upon prior application should the examination determine that it is necessary for the employee to wear
spectacles in order to work V.D.U.’s.
Provided that no cost shall accrue to the employer for any
declining vision not substantially related to the operation of
the V.D.U.
(2) Follow-up tests shall be arranged for employees at the
expiration of 12 months following their engagement on
V.D.U.’s.
(3) The employer shall ensure that the appropriate standards
are met with respect to lighting and radiation in areas where
V.D.U.’s are used.
(4) An employee operating V.D.U. equipment shall be afforded a break without loss of pay in the employer’s time of
10 minutes after each period of fifty minutes continuous operation. Alternative work may be provided by the employer
provided that such work is not of a repetitive and manipulative nature.
(5) If an employee who is pregnant requests a transfer to
duties other than V.D.U. operation, such employee shall be
allowed preference by the employer to transfer to any other
available position the duties of which the employee is competent to perform.
32.—EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION
The employer shall consult with the employees and the Union prior to any decision involving the change or introduction
of office systems or equipment.
33.—UNIFORM
(a) Employees required to wear the corporate uniform will
have it supplied and replaced by the employer once every 2
years. Employees will be required to serve a 3 months probationary period before being eligible for a uniform.
(b) A clothing allowance of $3.50 per week shall be paid to
each employee unless the employer provides a corporate uniform.
(c) The employer shall supply and launder suitable protective clothing for the operators of any machine requiring the
use of liquids or any other materials likely to damage clothing.
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34.—AMENITIES
(1) Where practicable the employer shall provide a suitable
lunch room and dining facilities for employees. The lunch room
must not adjoin any toilet.
(2) Where practicable, the employer shall provide suitable
toilets in the ratio of one to every four persons for the exclusive use of employees.
35.—TRAVELLING TIME & EXPENSES
(1) When an employee is required to proceed by public transport to any place other than the usual place of duty any excess
fare over that normally incurred shall be paid by the employer.
(2) All travelling time, other than time spent travelling from
the employee’s usual place of abode to the usual place of employment and return for the purpose of working overtime, shall
be paid for at the ordinary rates up to a maximum of twelve
hours in any twenty four hour period from the time starting
the journey.
36.—TRANSPORT
(1) An employee shall not be required to use his/her own
vehicle on the employer’s business.
(2) Where an employee agrees to use his/her own vehicle
the employer shall pay an allowance in accordance with the
Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989 as amended and replaced from time to time.
37.—JURY SERVICE
An employee called to jury service during working hours
shall be paid the difference between payments received from
the State and the employee’s usual wage.
38.—BANKING
The employer shall provide transport, where necessary, other
than public transport, for an employee carrying cash to and
from a bank.
39.—EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES
Where there are three or more employees employed, one
shall be entitled to represent the staff on matters relating to
working conditions and staff welfare.
40.—ATTENDANCE AT UNION MEETINGS
Employees shall be entitled to attend meetings called in their
interest by the Union without deduction of pay. Provided that
such meetings shall not be held prior to 3.00pm and shall not
be held more than four times each calendar year, unless otherwise agreed between the employer and the Union.
41.—TRAINING
Employees shall be eligible to a minimum of 5 days appropriate training per year in consultation with the employer.
Approval of such training shall take into account the administrative needs and requirements of the employer. All costs
incurred by the employee in attending such training shall be
reimbursed by the employer.
42.—TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
Subject to the employer’s approval as to the nature of the
training course, an employee shall be entitled to leave with
pay to a maximum of five days each year to attend a course or
courses of trade union training. Additional leave shall be at
the discretion of the employer.
43.—BLOOD DONATION
Employees who are blood donors shall be entitled to donate
blood at any hospital or recognised blood receiving centre
during work hours without loss of pay.
44.—GRIEVANCE AND DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
(1) Grievance Procedure
Subject to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 as amended,
any dispute or grievance arising out of the operation of this
Agreement, other than a dispute or grievance arising directly
from an employer’s concern about an employee’s work performance or conduct, shall be dealt with in the following
manner—
(i) In the first instance, the matter shall be first discussed
by the two aggrieved parties in an attempt to resolve
the grievance.
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(ii) If the matter remains unresolved, the employee shall
attempt to resolve the grievance with his/her immediate supervisor and shall be entitled to have a Union
representative present if the employee so desires.
(iii) If the matter remains unresolved, or where the dispute or claim is of such a nature that a direct
discussion between the employee and his/her immediate supervisor or employer would be inappropriate
the employee may notify a duly authorised representative of the Union, who, if he/she considers that
there is some substance in the dispute or claim, may
forthwith take the matter up with the employer, and
a meeting shall be arranged.
(iv) The arrangement of a meeting under step (iii) shall
take place within seven working days of notification
to the employer of a dispute or grievance.
(v) Whilst the above conciliatory procedure is being followed, work shall continue normally where it is
agreed there is an existing custom, but, in other cases,
work shall continue on the instruction of the employer. No party shall be prejudiced as to the final
settlement by the continuation of work in accordance with this clause.
(2) Employee Counselling and Disciplinary Procedures
The employer shall establish and notify to all employees as
early as possible, a procedure for counselling and disciplining
employees where the employer has serious concerns about their
work performance or conduct. Such procedures shall incorporate the following steps and be consistent with other relevant
provisions of this Agreement.
(i) Where the employer has serious concerns about the
work performance or conduct of an employee, the
employer shall initiate counselling of the employee.
The General Secretary or Office Administrator shall
notify the employee in advance of any proposed counselling session. Subject to paragraph (ii) below, the
General Secretary or Office Administrator shall then
conduct a counselling session with the employee, on
a one-to-one basis.
(ii) In the event of a dispute concerning the procedure
outlined in paragraph (i), or where the procedure
would not be appropriate, an equal number of employer and Union representatives shall meet instead
to attempt to resolve the matter, provided this is formally requested by the Union.
(iii) Where, after following adoption of the procedure in
paragraphs (i) and (ii) above, the employer believes
work performance or conduct justifies dismissal, the
employer shall give the employee a written warning
outlining the employer’s reasons for coming to that
conclusion and giving the employee a reasonable
opportunity to improve his/her performance or conduct. A copy of this clause of the Agreement shall be
provided with the written warning.
(iv) Where such a written warning has been provided to
an employee, the employer shall give the Union reasonable opportunity to meet with the employer to
discuss any concerns the Union may have relating to
the warning before dismissal action is taken, provided employer decision-making on dismissal is not
unduly delayed. Such meeting shall normally comprise an equal number of employer and Union
representatives. At that meeting the parties shall make
a genuine attempt to resolve the issue other than by
dismissal.
Nothing in this procedure shall restrict the employer’s right to summarily dismiss an employee where
this is justified.
45.—LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
(1) The General Secretary of the employer, in consultation
with the employee, may grant leave of absence without pay
for any period provided that—
(a) the work of the employer is not inconvenienced; and
(b) all other leave credits of the employee are exhausted.
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(2) Any period of leave of absence without pay shall not for
any purpose be regarded as part of the period of service of that
employee.
(3) The General Secretary of the employer, may grant an
employee leave without pay to undertake full-time study, subject to a yearly review of satisfactory performance. Unless the
employer otherwise determines any leave granted under this
sub-clause shall not count as qualifying service for leave purposes.
(4) Subject to the provisions of sub-clause (1) of this clause,
the General Secretary may grant an employee who has been
awarded a sporting scholarship, leave without pay. Leave without pay for this purpose, shall count as qualifying service for
all purposes except annual leave.
46.—RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
The parties to this Agreement shall commence negotiations
of a new agreement three months prior to the expiration of this
Agreement. The parties agree that this Agreement will continue in force until a further agreement has been registered.
47.—RELATIONSHIP TO EXISTING AGREEMENTS
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Clerks’ (Trades and Industrial Union Clerical
Staff) Agreement provided that where there is any inconsistency the terms of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
any such inconsistency.
48.—SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of the Australian
Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and
Administrative Branch
RYAN DHUE
C. MURPHY
WITNESS
DATE 15/9/98
DATE 15/9/98
Signed for and behalf of The State School
Teachers Union of WA (Incorporated)
PETER QUINN
BEVERLEY MARR
WITNESS
DATE 13/10/98
DATE 13/10/98
SCHEDULE A—CLASSIFICATIONS AND RATES OF
PAY
JOB TITLE

LEVELS

Receptionist
Library Aide
Mail Registry Clerk

2.0
2.1
2.2

Secretary – General
Membership Clerk
Secretary – General
(Higher Duties)
Secretary – Advocates
Accounts Clerk
Secretary – Senior Officers
Payroll Clerk
Membership Officer

2.3
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3

MINIMUM REQUIREMENT
GENERIC + TECHNICAL
1 Generic at Level 2
+ 1 Technical Skill at Level 2
2 Generics at Level 2
+ 2 Technical Skills at Level 2
2 Generics at Level 2
+ 3 Technical Skills at Level 2
2 Generics at Level 2
+ 2 Technical Skills at Level 3
2 Generics at Level 3
+ 2 Technical Skills at Level 3
3 Generics at Level 3
+ 3 Technical Skills at Level 3
3 Generics at Level 3
+ 3 Technical Skills at Level 3
+ Extra duties / Higher duties (adhoc)

3.4
3 Generics at Level 4
+ 1 Technical Skill at Level 4
3 Generics at Level 4
Office Administrator
4.0
+ 3 Technical Skills at Level 4
* These classifications shall apply to existing employees.
Services Co-ordinator

3.5
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lll. 8.00 am – 4.45 pm
lV. 8.15 am – 5.00 pm
V. 8.30 am – 5.15 pm
(d) Employees are required to inform the employer of the
work pattern they prefer, acknowledging that the office needs
to be staffed by a number of staff until 5.00 pm each day.

WA UNIVERSAL RIGGING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 72 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers and The Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of
Australia—Western Australian Branch
and
Elderberry Pty Ltd trading as WA Universal Rigging Co.
No. AG 72 of 1998.
WA Universal Rigging Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
24 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicants and
there being no appearance on behalf of the Respondent, and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the WA Universal Rigging Industrial Agreement
in the terms of the following schedule be registered on
the 6th day of October 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

SALARY
GRADE
26,000.00
26,867.36
27,387.36
27,947.00
28,947.36
30,507.36

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the WA Universal Rigging Industrial Agreement.

33,224.88
35,724.88

37,024.00
40,000.00
44,066.00

SCHEDULE B—ROSTERED DAYS OFF
(a) One (1) rostered day off (RDO) every fortnight shall be
arranged on an annual roster.
(b) As the Rostered Day off arrangement is on an honour
basis, employees are required to meet the time they have agreed
to work on the 9 – day fortnight. Rostered days off are determined by the annual roster and should be adhered to. Any
alteration to RDO’s must be applied for in advance. RDO’s
cannot be accumulated and taken consecutively.
(c) The daily patterns of attendance required are as follows
and subject to a one hour lunch break for each working day—
l. 7.30 am – 4.15 pm
ll. 7.45 am – 4.30 pm

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
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Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters, & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Elderberry Pty
Ltd trading as WA Universal Rigging Co. (hereinafter referred
to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately 15 employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, dispute or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Awards the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix
A—Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $45 per week per employee
into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund and then will increase this to $50 per week per employee
on 1 August 1998.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its payment to $60
per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their Right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
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Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer will not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than six
tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
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of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination.
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of:
The Unions:

BLPPU

Signed
Common Seal
Date: 28/4/98
Signed
WITNESS

CMETU

Signed
Common Seal
Date: 28/4/98
Signed
WITNESS

The Company:
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Common Seal

Signed
SIGNATURE
Date: 22/4/98
R. HOLDING
PRINT NAME
Signed
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
Labourer Group 1
16.01
Labourer Group 2
15.47
Labourer Group 3
15.05
Plaster, Fixer
16.64
Painter, Glazier
16.27
Signwriter
16.62
Carpenter
16.75
Bricklayer
16.58
Refractory Bricklayer 19.04
Stonemason
16.75
Rooftiler
16.45
Marker/Setter Out
17.24
Special Class T
17.46

1 August
1998
Hourly
Rate
$
16.47
15.90
15.48
17.11
16.73
17.09
17.22
17.05
19.58
17.22
16.92
17.72
17.95

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
16.92
16.34
15.90
17.58
17.19
17.56
17.70
17.52
20.12
17.70
17.38
18.21
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES

Plasterer, Fixer
Yr 1
Yr 2 (1/3)
Yr 3 (2/3)
Yr 4 (3/3)
Painter, Glazier
Yr 1 (.5/3/5)
Yr 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Yr 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Yr 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Yr 1 (.5/3/5)
Yr 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Yr 3 (2/3, 2.5/3.5)
Yr 4 (3/3, 3.5/3.5)
Carpenter
Yr 1
Yr 2 (1/3)
Yr 3 (2/3)
Yr 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Yr 1
Yr 2 (1/3)
Yr 3 (2/3)
Yr 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Yr 1
Yr 2 (1/3)
Yr 3 (2/3)
Yr 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Yr 2
Yr 3

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1998
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

6.99
9.16
12.49
14.65

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

6.84
8.95
12.20
14.32

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

6.99
9.14
12.47
14.63

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.04
9.21
12.56
14.73

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

6.96
9.12
12.43
14.59

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.04
9.21
12.56
14.73

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.38
10.31
12.05
14.14

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
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3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner.
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.80
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$2.15
Over
$4.4m
$2.75
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Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.50
Above $ 2.1m to $4.4m
$1.70
Over
$4.4m
$1.95
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work, then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.1m
$1.20
Above $2.1m to $5.8m
$1.50
Above $5.8m to $11.6m
$1.75
Above $11.6m to $23.6m
$1.95
Above $23.6m to $58.6m
$2.25
Over
$58.6m
$2.45
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastern side of Havelock
Street will be in the “CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
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applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
— Disputes Procedures
— Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
— Demarcation Procedures
— First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or after 1 October, 1995.

WESTERN REO INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 248 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Sween Pty Ltd t/a Western Reo.
AG 248 of 1998.
Western Reo Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Western Reo Industrial Agreement as filed
in the Commission on 3 November 1998 be and is hereby
registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Western Reo Industrial Agreement.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Sween Pty Ltd
trading as Western Reo (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately three (3) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
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10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
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For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
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20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
...........................................................
Date: 3/11/98
...........................................................
WITNESS
CMETU
...........................................................
Date: 3/11/98
...........................................................
WITNESS
The Company:
...........................................................
SIGNATURE
Date: 2/11/98
Company Seal
...........................................................
PRINT NAME
...........................................................
WITNESS
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
Special Class T
17.95
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3
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Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol
will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a written
warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be transferred/
dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall be
effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay while
attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
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APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m $1.85
Above
$2.13m to $4.47m $2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above
$2.13m to $4.47m $1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above
$2.13m to $4.47m $1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m $1.55
Above
$2.13m to $4.47m $1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.13m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over $59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the
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Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street
through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park
Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the
parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will be
deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary
road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For example,
the eastem side of Havelock Street will be in the ‘CBD” and
the western side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of
the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
—Disputes Procedures
—Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
—Demarcation Procedure
—First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
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15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
42%
1st year
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
th
4 year
88%

Schedule.
1. Schedule F—Clause 30.—Camping Allowance: Delete
this Schedule and insert in lieu the following—
SCHEDULE F
CLAUSE 30.—CAMPING ALLOWANCE
South of 26o South Latitude
ITEM

GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES,
ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1989.
No. PSA A3 of 1989.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Albany Port Authority and Others
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated.
No. P40 of 1998.
Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989 No. PSA A3 of 1989.
16 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms N. Aitken and with her Mr B. Kirwan on
behalf of the applicants and Mr M. Sims on behalf of the respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule with effect on and from the first
day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

RATE
PER DAY

1.

Permanent Camp

2.

Permanent Camp

3.

Other Camping

4.

Other Camping

Cook provided by the
Department
No cook provided by the
Department
Cook provided by the
Department
No cook provided

23.30
31.05
38.85
46.60

North of 26o South Latitude
ITEM

RATE
PER DAY

1.

Permanent Camp

2.

Permanent Camp

3.

Other Camping

4.

Other Camping

Cook provided by the
Department
No cook provided by the
Department
Cook provided by the
Department
No cook provided

28.25
36.05
43.80
51.60

2. Schedule J—Travelling, Transfer and Relieving Allowance: Delete this Schedule and insert in lieu the following—
SCHEDULE J
TRAVELLING, TRANSFER AND RELIEVING
ALLOWANCE
Item

PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Awards/Agreements—
Variation of—
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Particulars

COLUMN A
Daily Rate

COLUMN B
COLUMN C
Daily Rate
Daily Rate
Officers With Officers Without
Dependents
Dependents
Relieving
Relieving
Allowance
Allowance for
for Period
Period in
in Excess
Excess of
of 42 Days
42 Days
(Clause 39
(Clause 39 (1)
(1)(b) (ii))
(b) (ii))
Transfer
Allowance
for Period
in Excess
of Prescribed
Period
(Clause 42(2))

ALLOWANCE TO MEET INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
$
$
(1) WA—South of 26o
South Latitude
8.15
(2) WA—North of 26o
South Latitude
10.50
(3) Interstate
10.50

$

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTEL
OR MOTEL
$
$
$
(4) WA—Metropolitan
Hotel or Motel
154.60
77.30
51.50
(5) Locality South of 26o
South Latitude
116.70
58.35
38.85
(6) Locality North of 26o
South Latitude
Broome
201.55
100.80
67.10
Carnarvon
149.20
74.60
49.70
Dampier
158.70
79.35
52.85
Derby
148.75
74.35
49.55
Exmouth
153.50
76.75
51.10
Fitzroy Crossing
156.45
78.20
52.10
Gascoyne Junction
103.00
51.50
34.30
Halls Creek
179.20
89.60
59.65
Karratha
232.25
116.10
77.35
Kununurra
161.00
80.50
53.60
Marble Bar
127.00
63.50
42.30
Newman
204.00
102.00
68.00
Nullagine
108.20
54.10
36.00
Onslow
102.00
51.00
34.00
Pannawonica
157.20
78.60
52.35
Paraburdoo
192.50
96.25
64.10
Port Hedland
202.20
101.10
67.35
Roebourne
119.70
59.85
39.85
Sandfire
103.50
51.75
34.45
Shark Bay
134.50
67.25
44.80
Tom Price
170.50
85.25
56.75
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(7)

(8)
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$
Turkey Creek
109.70
Wickham
124.40
Wyndham
107.00
Interstate—Capital City
Sydney
195.35
Melbourne
190.70
Other Capitals
158.90
Interstate—Other
than Capital City
116.70

$
54.85
62.20
53.50

$
36.50
41.45
35.60

97.70
95.35
79.45

65.05
63.50
52.90

58.35

38.85

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT OTHER
THAN A HOTEL OR MOTEL
(9) WA—South of 26o
South Latitude
54.00
(10) WA—North of 26o
South Latitude
63.95
(11) Interstate
63.95
TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY OR TRAVEL INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY WHERE ACCOMODATION ONLY IS
PROVIDED
(12) WA—South of 26o South Latitude:
Breakfast
10.20
Lunch
10.20
Dinner
25.45
(13) WA—North of 26o South Latitude
Breakfast
12.50
Lunch
16.70
Dinner
24.25
(14) Interstate
Breakfast
12.50
Lunch
16.70
Dinner
24.25
DEDUCTION FOR NORMAL LIVING EXPENSES
(15) Each Adult
18.35
(16) Each Child
3.15
MIDDAY MEAL
(17) Rate per meal
(18) Maximum
reimbursement per
pay period.

4.45
22.25

PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD 1992.
No. PSA A4 of 1989.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Commissioner, Aboriginal Affairs and Others
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated.
No. P39 of 1998.
Public Service Award 1992
No. PSA A4 of 1989.
16 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms N. Aitken and with her Mr B. Kirwan on
behalf of the applicants and Mr M. Sims on behalf of the respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the Public Service Award 1992 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule with effect on and
from the 1st day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.
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Schedule.
1. Schedule C—Camping Allowance: Delete this Schedule
and insert in lieu the following—
SCHEDULE C—CAMPING ALLOWANCE
South of 26o South Latitude
ITEM

RATE
PER DAY

1.

Permanent Camp

2.

Permanent Camp

3.

Other Camping

4.

Other Camping

Cook provided by the
Department
No cook provided by the
Department
Cook provided by the
Department
No cook provided

23.30
31.05
38.85
46.60

North of 26o South Latitude
ITEM

RATE
PER DAY

1.

Permanent Camp

2.

Permanent Camp

3.

Other Camping

4.

Other Camping

Cook provided by the
Department
No cook provided by the
Department
Cook provided by the
Department
No cook provided

28.25
36.05
43.80
51.60

2. Schedule I—Travelling, Transfer and Relieving Allowance: Delete this Schedule and insert in lieu the following—
SCHEDULE I
TRAVELLING, TRANSFER AND RELIEVING
ALLOWANCE
Item

Particulars

COLUMN A
Daily Rate

COLUMN B
COLUMN C
Daily Rate
Daily Rate
Officers With Officers Without
Dependents
Dependents
Relieving
Relieving
Allowance
Allowance for
for Period
Period in
in Excess
Excess of
of 42 Days
42 Days
(Clause 38
(Clause 38
(2)(b)
(2)(b))
Transfer
Allowance
for Period
in Excess
of Prescribed
Period
(Clause 41(3))

ALLOWANCE TO MEET INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
$
$
(1) WA—South of 26o
South Latitude
8.15
(2) WA—North of 26o
South Latitude
10.50
(3) Interstate
10.50

$

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTEL
OR MOTEL
$
$
$
(4) WA—Metropolitan
Hotel or Motel
154.60
77.30
51.50
(5) Locality South of 26o
South Latitude
116.70
58.35
38.85
(6) Locality North of 26o
South Latitude
Broome
201.55
100.80
67.10
Carnarvon
149.20
74.60
49.70
Dampier
158.70
79.35
52.85
Derby
148.75
74.35
49.55
Exmouth
153.50
76.75
51.10
Fitzroy Crossing
156.45
78.20
52.10
Gascoyne Junction
103.00
51.50
34.30
Halls Creek
179.20
89.60
59.65
Karratha
232.25
116.10
77.35
Kununurra
161.00
80.50
53.60
Marble Bar
127.00
63.50
42.30
Newman
204.00
102.00
68.00
Nullagine
108.20
54.10
36.00
Onslow
102.00
51.00
34.00
Pannawonica
157.20
78.60
52.35
Paraburdoo
192.50
96.25
64.10
Port Hedland
202.20
101.10
67.35
Roebourne
119.70
59.85
39.85
Sandfire
103.50
51.75
34.45
Shark Bay
134.50
67.25
44.80
Tom Price
170.50
85.25
56.75
Turkey Creek
109.70
54.85
36.50
Wickham
124.40
62.20
41.45
Wyndham
107.00
53.50
35.60
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(7)

(8)

$
Interstate—Capital City
Sydney
195.35
Melbourne
190.70
Other Capitals
158.90
Interstate—Other
than Capital City
116.70
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$

$

97.70
95.35
79.45

65.05
63.50
52.90

58.35

38.85

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT OTHER
THAN A HOTEL OR MOTEL
(9) WA—South of 26o
South Latitude
54.00
(10) WA—North of 26o
South Latitude
63.95
(11) Interstate
63.95
TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY OR TRAVEL
INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY WHERE ACCOMODATION ONLY
IS PROVIDED
(12) WA—South of 26o South Latitude:
Breakfast
10.20
Lunch
10.20
Dinner
25.45
(13) WA—North of 26o South Latitude
Breakfast
12.50
Lunch
16.70
Dinner
24.25
(14) Interstate
Breakfast
12.50
Lunch
16.70
Dinner
24.25
DEDUCTION FOR NORMAL LIVING EXPENSES (CLAUSE 41 (5)(a))
(15) Each Adult
18.35
(16) Each Child
3.15
MIDDAY MEAL (CLAUSE 42(11)
(17) Rate per meal
4.45
(18) Maximum
reimbursement per
pay period
22.25

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR
PATHOLOGY AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
(PATHCENTRE) ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT—1996.
PSA AG 165 of 1996.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical
Research (PathCentre).
No. P 48 of 1998.
Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical
Research (PathCentre) Enterprise Agreement—1996.
PSA AG 165 of 1996.
15 December 1998.
Reasons For Decision (extempore)
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: This application has been
brought allegedly under subsection 43(1) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979. The Applicant seeks an order from the
Commission to amend the Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (PathCentre) Enterprise
Agreement – 1996 by inserting into that Agreement provisions
for salary packaging which currently do not exist.
The Applicant and the Respondent both agree that the Agreement should be amended. However, in my opinion subsection
43(1) of the Act does not allow the Commission to amend the
Agreement, as the parties now seek. Subsection 43(1) of the
Act provides for an existing agreement to be amended by “a
subsequent agreement made by and between” the parties
thereto. Essentially, that requires the registration of a new or
amending agreement between the parties. It requires more than
the parties to consent to an application by one of the parties to
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the Agreement that the Commission, by order, amend the
Agreement.
The power in the Commission to amend an industrial agreement, by order, on the application of one party as is now being
sought, is severely proscribed by subsection 43(2). The Commission is only authorised to make an order varying an
agreement in relation to the power of an employer to stand
down an employee.
In or about 1993 Parliament amended section 43, by repealing subsection (2), to take away the Commission’s general
right to amend an industrial agreement by way of an order to
that effect. Prior to that time, subsection 43(2) enabled the
Commission to do what the Applicant now seeks to do, that is,
it provided for a party to an industrial agreement to apply to
the Commission for an order to amend the agreement. However, in establishing a new regime for the registration of
industrial agreements, evidenced primarily by section 41A,
which was designed to “allow parties to come to an agreement
without the intervention of the commission” (Western Australian Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly (1993)
Vol. 4, page 1461), Parliament repealed the provisions of subsection 43(2) and thus took away the power of the Commission
to alter industrial agreements by way of application to the
Commission. The existing provisions of subsection 43(2),
which give the Commission a limited power to amend industrial agreements, were enacted in 1995 and in no way reflect
the original provisions.
Having regard to the provisions of subsections 43(1) and
43(2) and having regard to the history of the legislation, there
is, in my opinion, no power in the Commission to make the
order now being sought. In my view this application is misconceived. On this basis the application should be dismissed.
The parties should file a new application seeking to register
an amending agreement
Appearances: Ms K.F. Franz on behalf of the Applicant
Mr T.J. Neill on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical
Research (PathCentre).
No. P 48 of 1998.
Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical
Research (PathCentre) Enterprise Agreement—1996.
PSA AG 165 of 1996.
15 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms K. F. Franz as agent for the Applicant and
Mr T.J. Neill on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Variation of—
ARTWORKERS AWARD.
No. A 30 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Town of Narrogin and Another.
No. 864 of 1998.
Artworkers Award.
No. A 30 of 1987.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the Respondents, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Artworkers Award be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 10th day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 22.—Time and Wages Record: Delete this clause and
insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each pay week;
(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each pay week;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
(g) a certificate or other documentation from the
Construction Industry Long Service Leave
Payments Board which will confirm the employer’s registration, the date of the last
payment, and the period for which that payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Construction & Building Union Superannuation number
or other occupational superannuation number
and the contribution returns by the employer
to the Construction & Building Union Superannuation
or
other
occupational
superannuation schemes on behalf of the employee, where such benefit applies; and
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(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) The employer shall provide evidence of the employer’s current Workers Compensation Policy or other
satisfactory proof of insurance such as a renewal
certificate.
(4) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1), (2)
and (3), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules
of an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. This is subject to
reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the
intention to inspect the records being given to the
employer by the union or duly accredited union official.
(5) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, upon request
the employer shall within 48 hours make copies available for the union of the record maintained under
subclause (1) of this clause if the Secretary of the
Union reasonably suspects that a breach of the Award
has been committed. If agreed between the parties,
copies of the records shall be sent to the union office. Otherwise, the union shall arrange for copies of
the records to be collected.
(6) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.

BUILDING TRADES AWARD 1968.
No. 31 of 1966.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers and Others
and
Brownes Dairy Ltd and Others.
No. 861 of 1998.
Building Trades Award 1968.
No. 31 of 1966.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicants and
Mr K Dwyer on behalf of various Respondents and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Building Trades Award 1968 be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after the 10th day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “Appendix—S.49B—
Inspection Of Records Requirements” from this clause—
2. Clause 28.—Records: Delete this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each pay week;
(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each pay week;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
(g) where an employer is required to make payments to the Construction Industry Long
Service Leave Board, a certificate or other
documentation from the Board which will confirm the employer’s registration, the date of
the last payment, and the period for which that
payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Occupational Superannuation Scheme number and the
contribution returns by the employer to the
Scheme on behalf of the employee, where such
benefit applies; and
(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) The employer shall provide evidence of the employer’s current Workers Compensation Policy or other
satisfactory proof if insurance such as renewal certificate.
(4) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1), (2)
and (3), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules
of an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. This is subject to
reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the
intention to inspect the records being given to the
employer by the union or duly accredited union official.
(5) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, upon request
the employer shall within 7 days make copies available for the union of the record maintained under
subclause (1) of this clause if the Secretary of the
Union reasonably suspects that a breach of the Award
has been committed. If agreed between the parties,
copies of the records shall be sent to the union office. Otherwise, the union shall arrange for copies of
the records to be collected.
(6) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
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(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.
3. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements:
Delete this Appendix.

BUILDING TRADES (GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1968.
No. 31 A of 1966.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers and Others
and
Contract and Management Services and Others.
No. 860 of 1998.
Building Trades (Government) Award 1968.
No. 31 A of 1966.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicants and
Ms N Aitken and with her Mr B Kirwan on behalf of Government Respondents, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Building Trades (Government) Award 1968
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after the 10th
day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “Appendix—S.49B—
Inspection Of Records Requirements” from this clause—
2. Clause 34.—Records: Delete this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each pay period;
(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each pay period;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
(g) a certificate or other documentation from the
Construction Industry Long Service Leave
Payments Board which will confirm the
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employer’s registration, the date of the last
payment, and the period for which that payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Construction & Building Union Superannuation number
or other occupational superannuation number
and the contribution returns by the employer
to the Construction & Building Union Superannuation
or
other
occupational
superannuation schemes on behalf of the employee, where such benefit applies; and
(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) Subject to subclause (5) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1) and
(2), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules of
an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. This is subject to
reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the
intention to inspect the records being given to the
employer by the union or duly accredited union official.
(4) Subject to subclause (5) of this clause, upon request
the employer shall within 48 hours make copies available for the union of the record maintained under
subclause (1) of this clause if the Secretary of the
Union reasonably suspects that a breach of the Award
has been committed. If agreed between the parties,
copies of the records shall be sent to the union office. Otherwise, the union shall arrange for copies of
the records to be collected.
(5) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.
3. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements:
Delete this Appendix.

EARTH MOVING AND CONSTRUCTION AWARD.
No. 10 of 1963.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch
and
Goldfields Contractors Pty Ltd and Others
(No. 858 of 1998)
Earth Moving and Construction Award.
No. 10 of 1963.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Dwyer on behalf of various Respondents and by
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consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Earth Moving and Construction Award be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 10th day of
November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “Appendix—S.49B—
Inspection Of Records Requirements” from this clause—
2. Clause 14.—Record: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each week;
(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each week;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
(g) where an employer is required to make payments to the Construction Industry Long
Service Leave Board, a certificate or other
documentation from the Board which will confirm the employer’s registration, the date of
the last payment, and the period for which that
payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Occupational Superannuation Scheme number and the
contribution returns by the employer to the
Scheme on behalf of the employee, where such
benefit applies; and
(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) The employer shall provide evidence of the employer’s current Workers Compensation Policy or other
satisfactory proof of insurance such as a renewal
certificate.
(4) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1), (2)
and (3), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules
of an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. If desired, the official
may take extracts from the records and documentation.
Before exercising the power of inspection, reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the intention
to inspect the records must be given to the employer
by the union or duly accredited union official.
(5) If the secretary of the union reasonably suspects that
a breach of the award has occurred, copies of the
appropriate records may, by agreement, be provided
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to the official for retention, or sent to the union office within seven days of notification of the suspected
breach.
(6) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.
3. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements:
Delete this Appendix.

ENGINE DRIVERS’ (BUILDING AND STEEL
CONSTRUCTION) AWARD.
No. 20 of 1973.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch
and
Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia (Union of
Employers) and Others.
No. 855 of 1998.
Engine Drivers’ (Building and Steel Construction) Award.
No. 20 of 1973.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Richardson on behalf of the Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia (Union of Employers) and Mr K
Dwyer on behalf of various Respondents and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Engine Drivers’ (Building and Steel Construction) Award No. 20 of 1973 be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 10th day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “Appendix—S.49B—
Inspection Of Records Requirements” from this clause—
2. Clause 14.—Record: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
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each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each week;
(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each week;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
(g) where an employer is required to make payments to the Construction Industry Long
Service Leave Board, a certificate or other
documentation from the Board which will confirm the employer’s registration, the date of
the last payment, and the period for which that
payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Occupational Superannuation Scheme number and the
contribution returns by the employer to the
Scheme on behalf of the employee, where such
benefit applies; and
(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) The employer shall provide evidence of the employer’s current Workers Compensation Policy or other
satisfactory proof of insurance such as a renewal
certificate.
(4) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1), (2),
and (3), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules
of an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. If desired, the official
may take extracts from the records and documentation.
Before exercising the power of inspection, reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the intention
to inspect the records must be given to the employer
by the union or duly accredited union official.
(5) If the secretary of the union reasonably suspects that
a breach of the award has occurred, copies of the
appropriate records may, by agreement, be provided
to the official for retention, or sent to the union office within seven days of notification of the suspected
breach.
(6) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.
3. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements:
Delete this Appendix.
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ENGINE DRIVERS’ (GENERAL) AWARD.
No. R 21 A of 1977.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch
and
Coca Cola Bottlers Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 856 of 1998.
Engine Drivers’ (General) Award.
No. R 21 A of 1977.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Dwyer on behalf of various Respondents and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT Engine Drivers’ (General) Award be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after the 10th day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “Appendix—S.49B—
Inspection Of Records Requirements” from this clause—
2. Clause 17.—Time and Wages Record: Delete this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each week;
(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each week;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
(g) where an employer is required to make payments to the Construction Industry Long
Service Leave Board, a certificate or other
documentation from the Board which will confirm the employer’s registration, the date of
the last payment, and the period for which that
payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Occupational Superannuation Scheme number and the
contribution returns by the employer to the
Scheme on behalf of the employee, where such
benefit applies; and
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(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) The employer shall provide evidence of the employer’s current Workers Compensation Policy or other
satisfactory proof of insurance such as a renewal
certificate.
(4) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1), (2)
and (3), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules
of an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. If desired, the official
may take extracts from the records and documentation.
Before exercising the power of inspection, reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the intention
to inspect the records must be given to the employer
by the union or duly accredited union official.
(5) If the secretary of the union reasonably suspects that
a breach of the award has occurred, copies of the
appropriate records may, by agreement, be provided
to the official for retention, or sent to the union office within seven days of notification of the suspected
breach.
(6) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.
3. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements:
Delete this Appendix.

ENGINE DRIVERS (GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1983.
No. A 5 of 1983.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch
and
Fremantle Hospital and Others.
No. 857 of 1998.
Engine Drivers (Government) Award 1983.
No. A 5 of 1983.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicants and
Ms N Aitken and with her Mr B Kirwan on behalf of Government Respondents, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Engine Drivers (Government) Award 1983
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after the 10th
day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “Appendix—S.49B—
Inspection Of Records Requirements” from this clause—
2. Clause 22.—Time and Wages Record: Delete this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each pay period;
(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each pay period;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
(g) a certificate or other documentation from the
Construction Industry Long Service Leave
Payments Board which will confirm the employer’s registration, the date of the last
payment, and the period for which that payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Construction & Building Union Superannuation number
or other occupational superannuation number
and the contribution returns by the employer
to the Construction & Building Union Superannuation
or
other
occupational
superannuation schemes on behalf of the employee, where such benefit applies; and
(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) Subject to subclause (5) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1) and
(2), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules of
an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. This is subject to
reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the
intention to inspect the records being given to the
employer by the union or duly accredited union official.
(4) Subject to subclause (5) of this clause, upon request
the employer shall within 48 hours make copies available for the union of the record maintained under
subclause (1) of this clause if the Secretary of the
Union reasonably suspects that a breach of the Award
has been committed. If agreed between the parties,
copies of the records shall be sent to the union office. Otherwise, the union shall arrange for copies of
the records to be collected.
(5) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
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(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.
3. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements:
Delete this Appendix.

FOREMEN (BUILDING TRADES) AWARD 1991.
No. A 5 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers and The Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of
Australia—Western Australian Branch
and
Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia (Union of
Employers) and Others.
No. 859 of 1998.
Foremen (Building Trades) Award 1991
No. A 5 of 1987.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicants and
Mr K Richardson on behalf of the Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia (Union of Employers), and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Foremen (Building Trades) Award 1991 be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 10th day of
November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “Appendix—S.49B—
Inspection Of Records Requirements” from this clause—
2. Clause 17.—Time and Wages Records: Delete this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each pay week;
(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each pay week;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
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(g) a certificate or other documentation from the
Construction Industry Long Service Leave
Payments Board which will confirm the employer’s registration, the date of the last
payment, and the period for which that payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Construction & Building Union Superannuation number
or other occupational superannuation number
and the contribution returns by the employer
to the Construction & Building Union Superannuation
or
other
occupational
superannuation schemes on behalf of the employee, where such benefit applies; and
(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) The employer shall provide evidence of the employer’s current Workers Compensation Policy or other
satisfactory proof of insurance such as a renewal
certificate.
(4) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1), (2)
and (3), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules
of an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. This is subject to
reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the
intention to inspect the records being given to the
employer by the union or duly accredited union official.
(5) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, upon request
the employer shall within 48 hours make copies available for the union of the record maintained under
subclause (1) of this clause if the Secretary of the
Union reasonably suspects that a breach of the Award
has been committed. If agreed between the parties,
copies of the records shall be sent to the union office. Otherwise, the union shall arrange for copies of
the records to be collected.
(6) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.
3. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements:
Delete this Appendix.

GAOL OFFICERS’ AWARD 1998.
No. 12 of 1968.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers
and
Hon. Attorney General.
No. 1330 of 1998.
Gaol Officers’ Award 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
11 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Stingemore on behalf of the applicant
and Mr F Furey on behalf of the respondent, and by consent,
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the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Gaol Officers’ Award 1998, be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect on and from 8 December 1998.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Schedule A—Rates of Pay: Delete Senior Hospital Officer and the rates of pay in subclause 2, and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
Senior Hospital Officer
52793
1012

INDUSTRIAL SPRAYPAINTING AND
SANDBLASTING AWARD 1991.
No. A 33 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Abrasive Blasting Services Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 863 of 1998.
Industrial Spraypainting and Sandblasting Award 1991.
No. A 33 of 1987.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Dwyer on behalf of various Respondents and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Industrial Spraypainting and Sandblasting
Award 1991 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 10th day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “Appendix—S.49B—
Inspection Of Records Requirements” from this clause—
2. Clause 26.—Time Records: Delete this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each pay week;
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(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each pay week;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
(g) a certificate or other documentation from the
Construction Industry Long Service Leave
Payments Board which will confirm the employer’s registration, the date of the last
payment, and the period for which that payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Construction & Building Union Superannuation number
or other occupational superannuation number
and the contribution returns by the employer
to the Construction & Building Union Superannuation
or
other
occupational
superannuation schemes on behalf of the employee, where such benefit applies; and
(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) The employer shall provide evidence of the employer’s current Workers Compensation Policy or other
satisfactory proof of insurance such as a renewal
certificate.
(4) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1), (2)
and (3), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules
of an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. This is subject to
reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the
intention to inspect the records being given to the
employer by the union or duly accredited union official.
(5) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, upon request
the employer shall within 48 hours make copies available for the union of the record maintained under
subclause (1) of this clause if the Secretary of the
Union reasonably suspects that a breach of the Award
has been committed. If agreed between the parties,
copies of the records shall be sent to the union office. Otherwise, the union shall be arrange for copies
of the records to be collected.
(6) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.
3. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements:
Delete this Appendix.
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METAL TRADES (GENERAL) AWARD 1966.
No. 13 of 1965.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
Anodisors WA and Others.
No. 2226 of 1998.
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966.
No. 13 of 1965.
5 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision (extempore).
THE SENIOR COMMISSIONER: On 1 December 1998 the
Commission in Court Session ordered that the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 be amended to reflect its decision that
apprentices aged 21 years and over be paid the minimum adult
award wage irrespective of the state of their apprenticeship.
Prior to making the Order which followed arbitration by the
Commission, the Commission circulated Minutes of a proposed Order reflecting its decision. Those who represented
the parties who appeared before the Commission acknowledged that it truly reflected the Commission’s decision in the
matter. Accordingly the Order was issued in those terms.
Upon further examination it appears that the Order issued at
that time is in terms which might give rise to some cause for
conflict. That is because the new subparagraph (6)(f)(iii), which
was inserted into the Award by the Order on 1 December 1998,
is inconsistent with the existing subparagraph (6)(f)(i) which
says that the minimum adult award wage “shall not apply to
apprentices” amongst others. Clearly the new subparagraph
(f)(iii) and the existing subparagraph (f)(i) cannot co-exit, at
least in their present terms. The simple solution to the matter
is as now proposed by the parties that the existing subparagraph
(f)(i) should be expressed to be subject to the new subparagraph
(f)(iii). Indeed, essentially that is what the case is about and,
as the agent for the Motor Trades Association of Western Australia Incorporated has so rightly said, that is what was really
envisaged by the Order of the Commission.
In essence, this application seeks to do no more than correct
what in hindsight seems to me to have been an obvious oversight in the drafting of the original Order. In no way does the
amendment proposed on this occasion change the decision
made by the Commission. Indeed, in my view it better reflects
the decision of the Commission made on 1 December 1998
and does so in a way which avoids unnecessary conflict in the
future.
Both the procedural Order to regularise the fact that the matter
has been dealt with expeditiously, as indeed it should have
been, and the Order to amend the Award will take effect from
5 January 1998.
Appearances: Mr G.C. Sturman as agent for The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred
Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch
Mr M.C. Borlase as agent for various Respondent members
of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia
Mr L.H. Pilgrim as agent for those Respondent members of
the Motor Trades Association of Western Australia Incorporated
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
Anodisors WA and Others.
No. 2226 of 1998.
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966.
No. 13 of 1965.
5 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G.C. Sturman as agent for The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred
Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch; Mr
M.C. Borlase as agent for various Respondent members of the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia; and
Mr L.H. Pilgrim as agent for those Respondent members of
the Motor Trades Association of Western Australia Incorporated, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
1. THAT in lieu of serving the Notice of Application
on the named parties to the Award as Regulation 12
requires, the Notice of Application be served on the
agents representing the parties who appeared before
the Commission in Application 885 of 1997; the requirement on the Respondents under Regulation 12
to serve an answering statement be waived; and otherwise that so much of the Industrial Relations
Commission Regulations as would prevent this Application being dealt with on this occasion be waived,
and by consent;
2. THAT the Metals Trades (General) Award 1966 be
varied as follows—
Clause 31.—Wages and Supplementary Payment:
Insert the words “Subject to subparagraph (f)(iii)”
immediately before the words “The Minimum Adult
Award Wage” in subparagraph (6)(f)(i).
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

PLASTER, PLASTERGLASS AND CEMENT
WORKERS’ AWARD.
No. A 29 of 1989.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Anderson Industries Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 862 of 1998.
Plaster, Plasterglass and Cement Workers’ Award.
No. A 29 of 1989.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Dwyer on behalf of various Respondents and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Plaster, Plasterglass and Cement Workers’
Award No. A 29 of 1989 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have
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effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 10th day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete “Appendix—S.49B—
Inspection Of Records Requirements” from this clause—
2. Clause 19.—Records: Delete this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(1) In addition to the requirements of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, each employer
shall keep a record, on a separate page for each employee, from which can be readily ascertained the
following—
(a) the name of each employee and his/her classification;
(b) each day worked, the hours worked each day,
including time of starting and finishing work
each day, overtime hours worked and meal
breaks taken;
(c) the gross amount of ordinary wages, overtime
wages, special rates and specific allowances
paid each week;
(d) the amount of each deduction and the nature
thereof;
(e) the net amount of wages and allowances paid
each week;
(f) any relevant records which detail taxation deductions and remittances to the Australian
Taxation Office, including those payments
made as PAYE tax whether under a Group
Employer’s Scheme or not;
(g) where an employer is required to make payments to the Construction Industry Long
Service Leave Board, a certificate or other
documentation from the Board which will confirm the employer’s registration, the date of
the last payment, and the period for which that
payment applies;
(h) the employer’s and the employee’s Occupational Superannuation Scheme number and the
contribution returns by the employer to the
Scheme on behalf of the employee, where such
benefit applies; and
(2) In addition, the employer shall record the location of
the job if it is outside the Perth Metropolitan area.
(3) The employer shall provide evidence of the employer’s current Workers Compensation Policy or other
satisfactory proof of insurance such as a renewal
certificate.
(4) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause, all records
and documentation referred to in subclauses (1), (2)
and (3), or copies thereof, shall be available for inspection by a duly accredited official under the rules
of an organisation of employees bound by this Award
during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place. If desired, the official
may take extracts from the records and documentation.
Before exercising the power of inspection, reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours of the intention
to inspect the records must be given to the employer
by the union or duly accredited union official.
(5) If the secretary of the union reasonably suspects that
a breach of the award has occurred, copies of the
appropriate records may, by agreement, be provided
to the official for retention, or sent to the union office within seven days of notification of the suspected
breach.
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(6) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if the employer—
(a) is of the opinion that access to the records by
a duly accredited official of the organisation
of employees would infringe the privacy of
persons who are not members of the union;
(b) undertakes to produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified
of the requirements to inspect by the Union
official; and
(c) complies with the undertaking to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector.
3. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements:
Delete this Appendix.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE SERVICE
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT FOR PUBLIC
SERVICE OFFICERS 1998.
No. PSA AG 99 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
(Incorporated)
and
Commissioner of Police, Western Australian Police Service.
No. PSA AG 99 of 1998.
Western Australian Police Service Enterprise Agreement for
Public Service Officers 1998.

TRANSPORT WORKERS’ (BURSWOOD ISLAND
RESORT) AWARD, 1987.
No. A2 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch
and
Burswood Resort Management Limited.
No 1264 of 1998.
Transport Workers’ (Burswood Island Resort) Award, 1987.
No. A2 of 1987.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
7 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G. Ferguson on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr G. Blyth on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT as a consequence of the State Wage Decision in
Matter No. 757 of 1998 (78 WAIG 2579) the record of
the Transport Workers’ (Burswood Island Resort) Award,
1987 is to reflect that an calculation error occurred in effecting the adjustment under the General Order. The
fortnightly rate of pay only accommodated a $10.00 increase in the safety net adjustment rather an increase of
$20.00 per fortnight rate. This Order hereby rectifies that
error.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
11 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J van den Herik on behalf of the applicant
and Mr D Eacott on behalf of the respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Western Australian Police Service Enterprise
Agreement for Public Service Officers 1998, be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect on and from 8 December 1998.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 3.—Arrangement. Immediately following “Clause
11. Enterprise Flexibility”, insert the following—
11A. Salary Packaging
2. Clause 11.—Enterprise Flexibility. Immediately following this clause, insert the following new clause—
11A.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer,
enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with the WA Police Service Flexible
Remuneration Packaging Agreement or any similar
packaging arrangements offered by the employer.
(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward
the Total Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced by and substituted with
another, or other benefits.
(3) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment
Cost (TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other
benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the
cost of Compulsory Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is
calculated by adding—
(a) The base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading, commuted shift allowances, commuted
overtime allowance;
(c) Non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor
vehicles etc;
(d) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently
paid; and
(e) Any variable components, eg performance
based incentives (where they exist).
(4) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging
arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written agreement with the employer that sets
out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(5) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral in relation to the total cost to the employer.
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(6) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be
liable for additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may become payable by the employee.
(7) In the event of any increase or additional payments
of tax or penalties associated with the employment
of the employee under the salary packaging agreement or the provision of employer benefits under the
salary packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and
any other costs shall be borne by the employee.
(8) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit Tax liability or administrative costs relating to
arrangements under this clause or any other reason
as agreed between the employee and the employer,
the employee may vary or cancel a salary packaging
arrangement.
(9) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel
or otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(10) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an
employee.
(11) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from the operations of this clause. Where such a
dispute is not resolved the matter may be referred by
either party to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for variation of—
No variation resulting—
INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS’ TEACHERS’
AWARD 1976.
No. R27 of 1976.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Association of Independent Schools of Western
Australia (Inc) and Others
and
The Independent Schools’ Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers.
No. 1711 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
10 December 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application for a variation to the
Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1976; and
WHEREAS on the 9th day of December 1998 the Applicants
filed a Notice of Discontinuance in respect of the application;
and
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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NOTICES—
Award/Agreement matters—
Application No. AG 286 of 1998
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT TITLED “AUSTRALIAN
RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICE, WESTERN
AUSTRALIA, AMA MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1998”
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the
Commission by the Western Australian Branch of The Australian Medical Association Incorporated under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 for registration of the above Agreement.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Agreement which relate
to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.
3—PARTIES AND SCOPE
1. The parties to this Agreement are the Western Australian
Branch of the Australian Medical Association Incorporated
(the Association) and the Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia (ARCBS-WA).
2. This Agreement shall extend to and bind all medical practitioners employed by the ARCBS-WA.
3. The estimated number of medical practitioners bound by
this Agreement upon registration is 6.
A copy of the Agreement may be inspected at my office at
National Mutual Centre, 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
29 December 1998.

Application No. AG 279 of 1998.
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT TITLED “DJOORAMINDA
DIRECT CARE WORKERS’ INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT 1998”.
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the
Commission by Djooraminda under the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 for registration of the above Agreement.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Agreement which relate
to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.
3—PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding on the Employer and
direct care workers employed at Djooraminda, an Agency
of the Catholic Archdiocise of Perth which provides residential care to Aboriginal children and support to their
families and the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union.
A copy of the Agreement may be inspected at my office at
National Mutual Centre, 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth.
J.A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
22 December 1998
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PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Matters Dealt With—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Media, Entertainment & Arts Alliance of Western
Australia (Union of Employees)
and
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of WA
and
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, WA Branch
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
Director General
Ministry for Culture and the Arts.
No. PSA CR 85 of 1998.
2 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: The issue for determination here arises from enterprise bargaining between unions and
the respondent employer (the Director General Ministry for
Culture and the Arts). The issue was identified in an application filed by The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated (“the CSA”) for a conciliation conference. The
dispute was not resolved in those proceedings and was referred
for hearing and, given the nature of the dispute, to the Chief
Commissioner for “special case” consideration for the purposes of the Statement of Principles issued by the Commission
in Court Session in June 1998 [(1998) 78 WAIG 2579].
When the matter came on for hearing five other unions (The
Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers
Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian
Branch; The Media, Entertainment & Arts Alliance of Western Australia (Union of Employees); The Shop, Distributive
and Allied Employees’ Association of WA; Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, WA
Branch; and The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western
Australian Branch) applied to be joined to the application on
the basis that they had coverage too of employees of the respondent employer and thereby had an interest in the enterprise
bargaining which had occurred and in fact, in common with
the applicant union, were in dispute with the respondent employer. No objection was taken to these unions being joined to
the matter and in view of their undoubted interest those applications were successful.
The submission by the CSA in this matter was adopted by
the other unions and, for convenience, any further reference to
the CSA or the applicant union should be read as including the
other unions.
There is an agreed statement of facts before the Commission and a number of documents [Exhibits A1-11] entered into
the record by consent. A further document, Government Wages
Policy and Workplace Bargaining Guidelines, published by
the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations in July
1997 was produced by the respondent employer and forms
part of the record [Exhibit 1].
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The background to this matter can be summarised as follows.
The applicant union and respondent employer commenced
discussions in June 1997 for the purposes of a single enterprise agreement to replace a number of separate registered
enterprise agreements which were all due to expire by December 1997. This situation arise from the fact of the creation
of the Ministry for Culture and the Arts (“the Ministry”) in
June 1997 and its ambit covering the Library and Information
Services of WA, the Western Australian Museum, Perth Theatre Trust, the Art Gallery of Western Australia and Arts WA.
Another agency, Screen West, was brought under the Ministry’s auspices for the purposes of the enterprise bargaining
negotiations but no separate registered enterprise agreement
for it was involved.
In the period July—September 1997 some preliminary work
was undertaken by the CSA and on behalf of the employer and
in or about this time, the CSA served a log of claims on the
employer. At some stage a single bargaining unit was set up
for the purposes of negotiations. In October 1997 the Executive Team (consisting of senior executives of the various entities
brought under the umbrella of the Ministry and the Executive
Director of the Ministry) established a Reference Group headed
by the manager of human resources. Its purposes was to
progress work on productivity initiatives within each agency
as a means to develop each “enterprise”.
In October the single bargaining unit was advised that the
employer sought to establish a single enterprise agreement but
rejected the concept of a common salary structure with productivity outcomes spread across the whole. Eventually,
through negotiations, consensus on these points was reached
within the single bargaining unit.
But overall progress on negotiations was slow. Undoubtedly the principal, if not only significant reason for this were
complexities arising from the bringing together of a number
of disparate entities with different structures and conditions
under the auspices of the Ministry. It was not until March 1998,
some nine months after negotiations commenced and three
months after the first document was produced to the single
bargaining unit for consideration, that human resources, finances, administration and other functions applying to the
whole Ministry were centralised (in what is called the Business Support Group). Given the breadth of the amalgamation
required, it is reasonable to assume that though a coordinated
approach to the negotiations was to be expected out of this
development, it was unlikely to have instantaneous results.
Whatever the effect, the fact of slow progress in reaching agreement is obvious from the length of time involved before the
applicant union was able to take a proposal for consideration
to its members. This occurred in October 1998, approximately
16 months after discussions commenced.
Two observations are timely. First there is no reason of which
the Commission is aware why criticism of the length of time
involved in the negotiations should be blamed on a lack of
good will on the part of any party or negotiator involved. It
seems to me that the major causes were the practical complexities facing the employer as a consequence of the decision
to bring a number of entities under the umbrella of the Ministry and the conclusion by the employer that it should pursue a
single enterprise agreement. A corollary must have been a major
workload for those of the employer’s staff charged with developing coherent conditions and terms to put to the applicant
union and/or coherent responses.
Second, the inherent danger for good industrial relations from
delays in negotiating process became a factor of concern to
the parties here. Not surprisingly in the circumstances of the
process, with its inherent delays, appears to have resulted in a
sense of frustration and disaffection amongst employees represented by the applicant union. It sought to assuage this by
proposing on 25 September 1998 that the operative date for
the first pay increase to apply under any agreement reached
should be retrospective to 1 September 1998. The respondent
rejected this proposition and a subsequent reiteration of that
proposal by the applicant union but that issue between them
persisted between them. Until, with all other terms and conditions for an enterprise agreement now a matter of consensus,
the employer considered its position and eventually suggested
that, subject to the CSA’s members endorsing those terms and
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conditions by ballot, the date of notification of that fact to the
employer could be endorsed as the operative date for the first
pay increase.
The applicant union clearly proceeded to ballot members on
that basis. That occurred between 26 October 1998—2 November 1998. On 4 November 1998 the employer was notified
that the proposed agreement had been endorsed. True to its
commitments the employer confirmed the following day that
the date of notification of that outcome was endorsed for the
purposes of the operative date of the first agreed pay increase.
Notwithstanding all this, arbitration now is required to determine whether or not the operative date for the first pay
increase should be 4 November 1998 or another and prospective date from the date of this hearing (which was 30 November
1998) based on whenever the parties’ agreement is registered
by the Commission.
The question for arbitration arose out of the following arrangements applying in the public sector. Once an employer
in the public sector has a document agreed to by the relevant
unions and endorsed by that employer, that document is submitted to the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations
and, through it it seems, the document or some aspects of it
are forwarded to the Treasury. It seems these are checking
processes for the purpose of ascertaining whether policy standards and financial costs standards are met. If the document
survives this process it is referred to a Cabinet sub-committee
for consideration. There is no representation by or on behalf
of the employer in this process but the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations attends to presumably provides
advice to members of the Cabinet subcommittee. The decision of the Cabinet subcommittee on the document is then
referred to the Cabinet. The outcome of that review then is
communicated to the Department of Productivity and Labour
Relations which informs the employer of the Cabinet decision
on the document. It was said at the hearing that all this could
be expected to take about two weeks in usual circumstances.
In this case the time between the employer’s referral of the
agreed document to the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations and the formal advice of the Cabinet decision
to the employer being received can not be said to be inordinate in this context.
The decision of the Cabinet in this instance was to endorse
the decision of the Cabinet subcommittee. While there is no
specific reference to the matter of operative date for the first
pay increase in the advice received by the employer, it refers
to operation of agreement from the date of any registration of
it by the Commission. No reasons are given for any disapproval of an operative date of 4 November 1998 but the
Commission’s attention was drawn to the publication “Government Wages Policy and Workplace Bargaining Guidelines”
and, in particular, to item 39 which is as follows ¾
39. No retrospectivity will be allowed in agreements.
Wage increases under an individual workplace agreement are to apply from the date it is signed by bot
parties or from any later date provided for in the
agreement. Wage increases in all other agreements
are to apply from the first pay period commencing
on or after the date of registration or from any later
date provided for in the agreement.
In the absence of any other reasons, it is open to conclude
then that it is this policy on which the decision to reject the
date of 4 November 1998 was made.
Before turning to the question to be determined it is appropriate to refer to considerations arising pursuant to the June
1998 Statement of Principles issued by the Commission in
Court Session [supra]. First, before arbitrating any issue arising from enterprise bargaining between an employer and unions
the Commission must be satisfied that that is no other course
to which resort can be had. In this instance it is quite clear that
recourse to arbitration is the only and last resort to settle the
issue. Second, there are considerations required of the Commission in relation to a special case claim. These include
matters of public interest, flow on and implementation of structural efficiency measure. These are dealt with subsequently.
The question for determination in this case is a matter for
discretionary judgement of merit in all the circumstances pursuant to section 26 of the Act and having regard for the June
1998 Statement of Principles.
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First, it is noted it was put in submissions that the instrument of communication of the employer’s position as to
operative date (being only an officer of the Ministry) could
not bind the employer and accordingly, the communication
should not be given any weight. But I do not accept this. There
is no doubt the officer concerned was charged with representing the employer’s interests throughout the negotiations. There
is no warrant for suggesting he did anything other than that.
Certainly there is not the faintest hint that he went off on a
frolic of his own or misrepresented the employer’s position.
It must be a principle of good faith bargaining that the person charged with representing the interests of a negotiating
party is accepted by the other party in that role unless it is
established otherwise. How that representation is carried out
is a matter between the representative and his or her principal.
It may include some or no discretionary decision making role.
But if an officer nominated to be a representative of the employer is not to be taken at face value in that role because he or
she is “only” an officer then the scene would be set for negotiations on behalf of the employer to only be capable of being
conducted by the employer. And in the public sector that usually means the chief executive officer. But, leaving this outcome
aside, I see no reason here to devalue the position of the employer endorsing the date of 4 November 1998 as appropriate
for the operative date of the first agreed pay increase on the
basis that it was only conveyed by an “officer”.
Then there is the consideration of the issue in the context of
the negotiations.
There is no doubt that operative date can be a very effective
tool in the negotiating armoury. So far as the employer’s action in this instance as to the operative date it seems to me that
this was sensible and prudent in all the circumstances. The
risk of further frustration of employees’ hopes and the possible costs in good will and commitment was obviously weighed
up carefully. This was not a case of a reckless promotion of an
operative date early or even in the middle of negotiations with
the possibility of an untenable cost outcome at the end. This
was effective and good management of the one remaining issue with the potential to damage and frustrate industrial
relations at the very point when successful negotiations were
coming to complete fruition. In its absence I have no doubt
that the achievements in getting to consensus, and these were
considerable, were at risk and the effect on relations not only
between the employer and the unions but, significantly, between the employer and effected employees was likely to
deteriorate badly.
Further, it seems to me that the difficulties associated with
the negotiating process as a result of the development of the
Ministry warrant special consideration in the context of the
Government policy. That is, while a Government policy must
be seriously and significantly regarded that is not to say it will
amount to law and must be applied notwithstanding any unfairness which may arise. In this case it seems to me that there
were peculiar and specific circumstances and constraints on
the parties which, if the policy was applied simply because it
is policy without regard to these, and an unfairness resulted,
then the Commission is obliged to act to remedy that.
So far as the policy is concerned I note that it allows for an
operative date for wage increases under a workplace agreement to be from the date of the parties signing an agreement
and not subject to registration. This is not very different at all
from the situation between the parties here whose agreement
was reflected in a document which it was intended to register
and 4 November 1998 was the date the agreement was settled.
Further it is noted that there appears to have been exceptions
to the application of the policy. That is not to say that the fact
would warrant an exception in this case. That is not the case.
The applicant union’s claim must be dealt with on its own
merits and not rely on a precedent. But the fact of exceptions
does not support a contention of universal and immutable policy
application.
The circumstances of the state of enterprise bargaining between the parties in October amounted, in my view, to specific
and special circumstances. The parties attempted to deal with
those and did so in a reasonable fashion. The outcome was
fair. In consideration of those circumstances now there is reason to conclude that an imposition of another outcome by the
Commission would not only not be unfair but would appear to
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demean the experiences of the parties in those special circumstances and undermine their negotiating relationship.
Submissions were put that the Commission was prohibited
by the Act from deciding an operative date earlier than the
CSA’s application for arbitration; that being made on 16 November 1998. But it would be very curious outcome if the
Commission, having precluded access to arbitration during
enterprise bargaining other than as a last resort. was then to be
prohibited from dealing with the actual issue because an application for that arbitration was not made earlier than when
the dispute arose. I do not accept that the Act should be construed in this way. And in any event the order to be made will
have effect from a prospective date.
Finally in the light of the conclusion as to special circumstances and the negotiating vehicle being an agreement
restricted to the parties involved I am satisfied that there is no
impediment under the Statement of Principles to a making of
such an order.
In all I am satisfied that the claim that the Commission should
endorse the date of 4 November 1998 for the purpose of the
agreed pay increase has been made out and the order which
issues will reflect this.
Minutes now issue.
Appearances: Ms D Whitaker appeared on behalf of the The
Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated,
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian
Branch, The Media, Entertainment & Arts Alliance of Western Australia (Union of Employees) and The Shop, Distributive
and Allied Employees’ Association of WA
Mr E. Rea appeared on behalf of the Transport Workers’
Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, WA Branch
Mr K. Maher appeared on behalf of The Australian Liquor,
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian Branch
Ms V Zupanovich, and with her Mr J Phillips, appeared on
behalf of the Director General Ministry for Culture and the
Arts.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Media, Entertainment & Arts Alliance of Western
Australia (Union of Employees)
and
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of WA
and
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, WA Branch
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
Director General Ministry for Culture and the Arts.
No. PSA CR 85 of 1998.
8 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms D Whitaker on behalf the The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated, The
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Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred
Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian Branch, The
Media, Entertainment & Arts Alliance of Western Australia
(Union of Employees) and The Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees’ Association of WA, Mr E Rea on behalf of the
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, WA Branch, Mr K Maher on behalf of The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union,
Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian Branch,
and Ms V Zupanovich and with her Mr J Phillips on behalf of
the Director General Ministry for Culture and the Arts, now
therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT on registration of the enterprise agreement between the parties as expressed at 30 November 1998, the
operative date for the purposes of calculating the first pay
increases due employees shall be deemed to be the date
of the commencement of the first pay period on or after
the 4th day of November 1998.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated
and
Chief Executive, Western Australian Department of
Training.
No. PSA CR 86 of 1998.
18 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated (“the CSA”) and the
Chief Executive, Western Australian Department of Training
(“the employer”) are in dispute over whether or not employees covered by the Western Australian Department of Training
Public Service and Government Officers’ Enterprise Agreement 1998 (“the 1998 Agreement”) are entitled under their
contracts of employment to two days of paid leave each year
as a result of a circular from the Premier to Ministers of the
Crown in 1994 regarding Public Service Holidays (“Circular
1/94”).
The background to this dispute is as follows. Prior to 1994
Regulation 7—Public Service Holidays made pursuant to the
Public Service Act 1978 provided that the Tuesday following
Easter Monday and 2 January were paid holidays for certain
public sector employees. In January 1994 Regulation 7 was
repealed. However, by way of Circular 1/94, affected employees were entitled to take two days paid leave in lieu provided
they were taken within the year they would have arisen and
were taken at a time convenient to the employer. Circular 1/94
expressly provided that it was open to include this entitlement
in any enterprise bargaining negotiations which could occur
in public sector employment.
In September 1996 the parties to this dispute applied for and
obtained registration of an enterprise agreement known as the
Western Australian Department of Training Pubic Sector and
Government Officers Enterprise Agreement 1996. (“the 1996
Agreement”). It is not in dispute that in negotiating its terms
the parties agreed that the entitlement to two days in lieu of
the Public Service Holidays would cease. That is, the entitlement was “traded” by agreement. There is no reference to the
trading of the entitlement in the terms of the 1996 Agreement
but it was specified in the submissions of the CSA to the Commission during the registration proceedings that it formed part
of the package agreed upon. The CSA says now that it is unaware of any money value ascribed to the entitlement in the
trade but the employer says that the trade was worth 0.9%
of the total pay increase of 9% resulting from the 1996
Agreement. I accept this evidence.
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The 1996 agreement was replaced by the 1998 Agreement
in January this year. There is no reference within its terms to
any entitlement to paid leave in lieu of the Public Service
Holidays. Pay increases provided for in the agreement, however, are expressly said within its terms to be in addition to the
rates of pay resulting from the 1996 agreement. The CSA now
claims the entitlement arising from Circular 1/94 applies to
employees whose contracts of employment are bound by the
1998 Agreement.
The CSA’s argument can be shortly stated. It says that while
this entitlement was traded away for the purposes of the 1996
Agreement, that trade was limited to the life of the Agreement. Thus, it says, with the cessation of the 1996 Agreement
on registration of the 1998 Agreement, and in the absence of
another agreement to trade, an entitlement pursuant to Circular 1/94 exists for employees covered by the 1998 Agreement.
However, the employer says that during the negotiations for
the purposes of the 1998 Agreement the parties discussed this
matter (among others) and, while not expressing it within the
terms of the document registered, agreed that there would be
no entitlement pursuant to Circular 1/94 for employees to be
covered by the 1998 Agreement.
Mr Peter Wishart, gave evidence for the employer in support of this contention and a number of documents were
produced into evidence in relation to it. Wishart has been in
the position of acting Manager of Employee Relations for the
employer since July 1996. As such he was involved in the
negotiations with the CSA for the purposes of reaching an
agreement to replace the 1996 Agreement and in relation to
other agreements applying to tertiary education institutions. It
is his evidence that the employer proposed to the CSA, among
other things, that an express exclusion of the two days paid
leave in lieu of the Public Service Holidays be included in any
agreement notwithstanding that it was not necessary in the
sense that there was no award provision to be overridden. The
reason, he says, was based simply on a desire to avoid the
confusion apparent in the work place during the life of the
1996 Agreement about whether or not there was such an entitlement. Thus the respondent not only proposed a package of
terms including salary increases based on the 1996 Agreement
outcomes, it sought to make clear in the terms of any agreement that there would be no entitlement to the paid days in
lieu of the two Public Service Holidays.
Wishart testified that the proposal was contained in a negotiating agreement which was produced in evidence [Exhibit
1]. The exclusion provision is contained in Clause 18(10)(c)
of that document. Wishart says that when this came up for
discussion with the CSA at a meeting on 30 December 1997,
the employer was asked to consider deleting it from the document on the basis that if the exclusion was expressly stated it
may rekindle some concerns of employees in relation to earlier and unsuccessful prosecutions of the employer by the CSA
over another issue involving public holidays. He says it was
also put by the CSA that expressing the exclusion in any agreement was unnecessary.
A copy of minutes of that meeting forwarded by the CSA to
the employer the following day through the CSA’s relevant
organiser was produced [Exhibit 2]. The organiser is identified in the minutes as attending the meeting. The minutes refer
to a CSA proposal that Clause 18(10)(c) be either amended to
detail the Public Service Holidays to be excluded as an entitlement or deleted. Wishart says the minutes do not accurately
reflect the CSA’s position as put at the meeting in that the
employer was prepared then to express the holidays excluded
but was asked to consider deleting the provision. But, in any
event, it can not be said that the CSA minutes rejected the
notion of an exclusion of any entitlement. What they state is a
counter proposal.
Wishart says that the employer considered the CSA’s proposal to delete the reference to the exclusion of any Public
Service Holidays entitlement from the document on the basis
of what was raised by the CSA at the meeting and responded
the same day on each of the matters raised by the CSA [Exhibit 3]. In relation to Clause 18(10)(c) it was clearly stated in
that response that there was a preparedness to delete that provision from the document “on the understanding that there is
no entitlement to Public Service Holidays or days in lieu
thereof”.
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By way of letter dated 6 January 1998 the CSA replied [Exhibit 4]. The preamble within it prior to dealing responding in
terms includes the following—
Outlined below is the [CSA’s] position on the proposed
Agreement for [the Western Australian Department of
Training]. Our responses take into account the original
draft document forwarded to us, as well as, your response
in your letter dated 31 December, 1997 to concerns put
by the [CSA] at our meeting. As discussed previously,
the position as outlined, is subject to the outcome of the
ballot of members, the results of which would be known
by 19 January, 1998.
So far as Clause 18(10) is concerned the CSA expressly states
it agrees with the employer’s position on paragraph (c). That
is, the employer’s preparedness to delete the express exclusion of any entitlement to the Public Service Holidays or to
any paid leave in lieu subject to the CSA accepting that no
such entitlement was to exist for the purposes of any agreement to replace the 1996 Agreement was endorsed by the CSA
subject to a ballot of members. Given that there is no suggestion that no ballot occurred or that the in principle agreement
(including on the Public Service Holidays provision) was not
endorsed by a ballot or that anything happened between the 6
January 1998 and 21 January 1998 (which is the date of the
order for registration of the 1998 Agreement) to change this
situation, then the position expressed on the 6 January 1998
became the final position in relation to the Public Service
Holidays issue.
Wishart’s evidence is not controverted and having regard
for this and the documents there is no doubt that the registration of the 1998 Agreement involved a contingent agreement
between the CSA and the employer that there would be no
entitlement by employees covered by the registered document
to the two days paid leave in lieu of the Public Service Holidays allowed for in Circular 1/94.
There is nothing untoward in the contingent agreement. It
was open to the parties to proceed the way they did. It is of no
particular moment that the contingent agreement was not reflected in the registered enterprise agreement other than the
practical concern raised by Wishart. What happened in early
1998 effectively mirrored the parties’ agreement on this condition for the purposes of the 1996 Agreement. They did a
“deal” and on registration of the enterprise agreement, each
was just as bound by the contingent agreement as by the terms
of the registered document.
The only question really arising out of these arbitral proceedings is why on earth the CSA pursued this claim. The
record is clear. Wishart says he discussed the matter many
times over seven or eight months with a CSA organiser but
there was no reconciliation of views. He says documents produced to the Commission in these proceedings were produced
to the CSA during this period but to no avail. The matter was
the subject of conciliation proceedings initiated by the CSA
but these were to no avail. The CSA’s position remained that
Circular 1/94 had force as a result of the replacement of the
1996 Agreement by the 1998 Agreement Circular. And, on the
7 December 1998, notwithstanding that this position demonstrably flew in the face of its own agreement with the employer
reached in January 1998, the CSA sought arbitration of its
claim.
But there should never even have been a dispute let alone
any arbitration. In making that statement I note that I have no
doubt that Mr Rea and with him Mr Newman, who were
charged with presenting the case for the CSA in this matter,
were unaware of much of the record produced by and through
Mr Wishart. That is not to cast aspersions on their diligence
but to highlight that it is clear the problem in all this is within
the CSA. There is no point taking the matter further. I am
confident the CSA will take steps to ensure that it is not placed
in such an embarrassing position again in raising a claim which,
whether intended or not, effectively amounts to a repudiation
of its own agreement.
A declaration that as a result of an agreement between the
parties in January 1998 there is no entitlement to the two days
in lieu of the Public Service Holidays allowed for in Circular
1/94 for employees whose contracts of employment are bound
by the 1998 Agreement will now issue.
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Appearances: Mr E. Rea and with him Mr D. Newman on
appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr P. Wishart and with him Mr M. Taylor appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated
and
Chief Executive, Western Australian Department of
Training.
No. PSA CR 86 of 1998.
18 December 1998.
Declaration.
HAVING heard Mr E Rea and with him Ms S Newman on
behalf of the applicant and Mr P Wishart and with him Mr M
Taylor on behalf of the respondent, now therefore I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 do hereby declare —
THAT for the purposes of the Western Australian Department of Training Public Service and Government
Offices’ Enterprise Agreement 1998 the Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated agreed and
the Chief Executive, Western Australian Department of
Training in January 1998 that the two days paid leave in
lieu of the Public Service Holidays provided in Circular
to Minister 1/94 would not be an entitlement for employees whose employment is bound by that agreement.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

UNFAIR DISMISSAL/
CONTRACTUAL
ENTITLEMENTS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mr Clay Adams
and
GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd.
No. 2250 of 1997.
15 December 1998.
Reasons for decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This application is brought
pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 (“the Act”). By it Mr Clay Adams (“the applicant”) claims
he has been unfairly dismissed by GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd
(“the respondent”). In the claim as filed the applicant sought
an order that he be reinstated in employment by the respondent. Subsequently, however, the remedy sought was amended
to an order for compensation amounting to six months wages
calculated at $550.00 per week (albeit the weekly wage in the
claim as filed is said to have been $380.00). The respondent
does not admit the applicant was in fact an employee and, in
any event, denies that the applicant was dismissed at all and
seeks an order that the claim be dismissed.
The respondent is engaged in the business of producing fibreglass products such as spas, shower cubicles and other items.
The business is owned by Mr Graham Stubbs who manages
its operations. Mr Garry Kelly is the respondent’s factory
manager. As well as overseeing the production output, Kelly
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is responsible for administration of staff matters such as the
payment of wages and generally managing in the absence of
Stubbs for any reason. Both gave evidence in this matter.
It is uncontentious that in September 1995 the applicant commenced employment with the respondent as a general hand
and, in time, moved up to the position of chopper gun operator. It is also uncontentious that the applicant sought and got
some pay rises during the period from September 1995 to September 1997 when an arrangement for piece work payments
was entered into between him and Stubbs.
It is Stubbs’s evidence that this came about after an approach
by the applicant to become a contractor. Stubbs says he declined this proposal on the basis that the applicant was still
relatively inexperienced. He says the applicant and he then
agreed that the applicant would be paid weekly on a piece
work basis with the respondent guaranteeing to make up to
$341.51 any shortfall from the piece work arrangement in any
week subject to the applicant being at work in the relevant
period.
The applicant acknowledges that an arrangement for piece
work payments was entered into in September 1997 and suggests in his evidence that he had no option but to accept it. But
there is no tenable evidence that this was the case. Indeed the
evidence is otherwise.
Both Stubbs and Kelly say the applicant was a fast learner
and an excellent worker. It is noted the respondent paid for
him to attend a four day course relevant to his work. This, at
least, suggests satisfaction with his aptitude and attitude. His
output was said by Kelly to be good. And it is the case that
from the commencement of the piece work arrangement until
6 November 1997 the weekly return to the applicant was
greater, sometimes significantly so, than was the case prior to
that time. The applicant acknowledges that he sought and obtained pay increases prior to September 1997. All this evidence,
which I accept, suggests that the respondent recognised the
applicant’s work and/or potential and when approached by the
applicant in or about August 1997 with concerns about his pay
rates, the piece work arrangement was entered into as a means
of satisfying these and at the instigation of the applicant. This
is borne out by a notation made by Kelly in the wages book at
the time. The applicant admits his signature appears alongside
this notation but says he has no memory of it. But the most
probable explanation for the signature is that it amounted to
an endorsement of the notation.
It was obliquely put by the respondent that as a consequence
of the changes to the payment arrangements, the applicant
ceased to be an employee. Whether or not the relationship remained that of employee and employer is not a matter of labels.
It is a matter for weighing up the functioning of the relationship. There are a number of indicia. The most significant of
these involve what may be called “the control test”. It goes to
the degree of independence involved.
The evidence is that the following applied after the piece
work arrangement was entered into. The respondent continued to deduct taxation on a pay as you earn basis from the
applicant’s pay. Superannuation was deducted. No tools were
provided by the applicant. He continued to work full time and
regular hours. While the respondent suggested his work was
no longer subject to supervision, this is not borne out by the
evidence. It appears the applicant still reported to Kelly for all
purposes. It was part of the agreed arrangement that all annual
leave accrued to then would be paid out and there would be no
further accrual rights. All annual leave benefits accrued to then
was, by agreement, paid out over time. Workers’ compensation obligations of the respondent remained unchanged. The
respondent supplied all safety equipment. The applicant put in
invoices for the purposes of weekly payment. A person employed by the respondent was directed to assist the applicant.
There is evidence that Kelly objected to that person doing chopper gun work. It appears then that the applicant had no ability
to delegate chopper gun work to that person and, presumably,
not to anyone else.
Having regard for all this and the evidence of the relationship in practice I am satisfied that notwithstanding the invoices,
the method of payment and the agreed cessation of annual
leave rights, the applicant was subject substantively to ongoing control by the respondent in the work relationship from
September 1997 and it remained that of employee-employer.
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That being so, there is no bar to the Commission’s jurisdiction
on the ground that the applicant was not an employee.
Another and fundamental issue between the parties as to
fact also goes to jurisdiction. It is whether the applicant was
dismissed at all. The applicant says he was dismissed on 27
November 1997 (albeit the claim as filed says the date of dismissal was 25 November 1997). The respondent says that the
applicant was not dismissed at all but was “stood down” on 27
November 1997 because the respondent held reasonable concerns that the applicant was not fully fit to continue in the
respondent’s work environment following a work accident on
6 November 1997.
The applicant says that on that date the catalyst used to harden
resin sprayed out of the top of a release valve of a pressurised
tank up and into his face as he leant over the tank. He was not
wearing safety glasses or any breathing apparatus or mask at
the time. Stubbs drove the applicant to a medical practice that
day and, after being seen by a doctor, he was told to return the
following day for another examination to review the situation.
He did. This resulted in a medical certificate dated 7 November 1997 to the effect that the applicant was unfit for normal
duties until Monday 10 November 1997. This is the first of a
number of medical certificates involving the applicant produced to the respondent after the accident. All are before the
Commission.
The applicant says that notwithstanding his return to work
on Monday 10 November 1997 he experienced difficulties with
his eyes and had headaches. Kelly was either told or became
aware of these complaints. Kelly says he urged the applicant
to get further medical attention. On 13 November 1997 Stubbs
called the applicant into his office and, in the presence of Kelly,
questioned him about the ongoing problems he said he had.
Stubbs then arranged for an appointment for the applicant to
be made with a medical practitioner that day and urged him to
seek a referral to a specialist.
The applicant left work to attend that appointment. The
medical certificate resulting from that appointment states the
applicant was fit for work but required more treatment regarding lubricity of his eyes and it noted a referral of the applicant
to an ophthalmologist for specialist attention. An appointment
with the ophthalmologist was set for 5:00pm Monday 17 November 1997. It appears the applicant did not attend work in
the meantime. The specialist’s certificate from that appointment stated the applicant was fit for eight hours work per day
until 23 November 1997 when he was to attend for a review.
The applicant returned to work on Tuesday 18 November 1997
and worked the following day too. It appears he was absent
the following two days. He was at work on 24 November 1997
and the same day saw the specialist again. The medical certificate issued by the specialist on that date declared the applicant
fit for work and noted that there was with no need for further
review.
However, according to Kelly, the applicant had continued to
complain of headaches throughout. Kelly and Stubbs also say
the applicant generally looked unwell and did not function as
effectively as he had previously in the job. The applicant acknowledges he continued to experience headaches and
problems but does not acknowledge he looked unwell. He does
acknowledge, however, that he was getting his assistant to carry
out the chopper gun work and that Kelly was unhappy about
this. Kelly says he discussed his concerns with Stubbs. On 25
November 1997 the applicant was called into the office. The
upshot of this meeting was that the applicant was told by Stubbs
to go and get his medical situation sorted out. The applicant
left and did not attend for work the next day. Kelly says he
rang the applicant’s home and was told by his mother that he
was seeing a doctor. The applicant attended for work the following day but according to Kelly he looked unwell and, while
the applicant produced a medical certificate to cover his absence for the previous day it did not specify any illness let
alone any cause. Kelly says that in the context of the respondent’s concerns, he regarded the certificate as “useless”. He says
he then told the applicant to go home and to come back to
work only when he was 100% fit.
The applicant says that Kelly only told him to go because
the respondent didn’t want him there unless his performance
was 100%. The applicant says that, accordingly, he was dismissed. Further, he says he had reason to believe that the
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respondent intended to get rid of him in that the piece work
arrangement had been ended by the respondent on 24 November 1997 when he was returned to “wages” and he had been
told by another employee that a person had been engaged to
replace him. The respondent denies it ended the piece rate arrangement at all.
On Friday 28 November 1998 the applicant came to the
workplace and requested a separation certificate be filled in
by the respondent. He says it was a pre-requisite to claiming
sickness benefits. The request was made to Kelly and Stubbs
and the reason for the request was stated to them. A form was
filled out but the respondent says this was only done as a result of the request in the context of the applicant’s desire to
apply for sickness benefits. It says that in fact the applicant
was told by Stubbs and Kelly several times at that meeting
that his employment was not terminated. And that is in their
evidence. Kelly says that for these reasons the respondent did
not acknowledge any dismissal at all on the form and included
the following statement on it ¾
Due to complications from a work related accident we have
stood Clay Adams down until he has sorted out his problems
with his doctors.
It is Kelly’s evidence that he filled out the form and Stubbs
signed it on behalf of the respondent. Stubbs confirms this.
The following week this claim of unfair dismissal was filed.
Having had the advantage of seeing each of the witnesses
over some time, I can say that while Stubbs evidence is clear
and Kelly, though imprecise as to dates of absences of the
applicant, came across as forthright, the applicant was not only
imprecise as to crucial dates but he could not remember whether
or not significant conversations occurred. For instance it is his
evidence that he could not remember approaching Stubbs to
become a contractor; seeing the statement in the wages book
re piece work; being told to wear safety glasses when mixing
chemicals; being told on 25 November 1997 by Stubbs to get
his medical condition sorted out; being told he looked ill and
so on. This vagueness contrasts with his unequivocal answers
in some other respects.
Having regard for what is before me I have concluded as
follows. First the evidence as to the respondent’s motive for a
dismissal as alleged by the applicant. No benefit to the employer from ending the applicant’s employment is apparent in
all the circumstances. There are medical certificates to the effect that the applicant was fit for work. It was not established
any workers’ compensation liability was affected. The applicant says no sick leave entitlement existed at the time of the
accident. The applicant’s absences would not have meant a
cost to the employer and any suggestion of a dismissal to avoid
sick leave payments or workers’ compensation payments is
not sustained. Nor is there evidence to support the contention
that the applicant was “put on wages” other than the evidence
of Stubbs that it was contingent on the piecework payment
arrangement that the applicant was guaranteed a base wage
when working. And while the applicant says he was told by
another employee that the respondent had already or was going to replace him, that was as far as it was taken. Indeed, not
only is the applicant’s claim as to motive not made out, the
evidence suggests a dismissal would be disadvantageous to
the respondent in ending the employment of a competent chopper gun operator in whom the employer had already invested
to some degree through training.
I turn now to the evidence, particularly, of developments
from 6 November 1998. First, there is no question the applicant is a good chopper gun operator. He had secured wage
increases as a result of good performance and, following one
approach by him to Stubbs, entered into a piece work payment
arrangement. This was a consensual arrangement. On 6 November 1997 the applicant was involved in an accident at work.
He sought and got medical attention for this. Notwithstanding
various medical reports of fitness for work subject to review
and/or hours limitation and then, on 24 November 1997, unconditional fitness for work, the applicant complained in the
period after the accident of ongoing problems which he believed were associated with it and/or fumes in the workplace.
Kelly became aware of these complaints through observation
and from being told by the applicant. He informed Stubbs.
The respondent’s resulting concern is evidenced by Stubbs’
action on 13 November requiring the applicant to seek further
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medical advice and urging him to get specialist attention. The
applicant continued to consult medical practitioners and take
intermittent time off.
In the circumstances where the applicant has been medically declared fit for work but has ongoing complaints which
he ascribes to the accident and/or the workplace, the respondent’s concerns as to his fitness for work were reasonable,
particularly in such a workplace as was involved here. In my
view there was reasonable cause in the circumstances for the
respondent to want the applicant to get a medical clearance
specific to his complaints and related to the work place. Clearly,
the medical certificate produced subsequently did not do this.
It was, as Kelly said, “useless” in the circumstances. In my
view Kelly’s then statement that the applicant was not to return to work until he was 100% fit (and I accept this version)
amounted to a reiteration of the requirement that he obtain a
medical clearance in relation to his complaints of headaches
and/or ongoing eye problems having regard for the workplace
environment. That did not amount to a termination of the employment. It clearly contemplated the applicant continuing in
employment.
Nor was a dismissal effected by the respondent the following day when the separation certificate was filled out. I accept
that the document came about as a result of the applicant’s
request but not that it reflected the fact of a dismissal. Indeed
the document is consistent with the respondent’s claim that
there was no dismissal. It could even be argued that the certificate supports a view that the applicant voluntarily severed
the employment with a view to applying for sickness benefits
in that the respondent’s statement as to “stand down” appears
on the document as a response to a question as to why the
employee has voluntarily severed the employment.
Whether or not the respondent had a right to “stand down”
the applicant is not determinative of anything here. The question is whether or not it dismissed the applicant (or even, though
it was not argued, whether there was a constructive dismissal
through refusal to allow the applicant work). Having reviewed
the evidence I have concluded that it falls short of establishing
that there was in fact a dismissal. That being so there is no
jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness.
An order reflecting that conclusion now issues.
Appearances: Mr G Sturman appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr J Davies (of counsel) appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mr Clay Adams
and
GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd.
No. 2250 of 1997.
15 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J Davies (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent now
therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brian William Altaras
and
Martin Wiedermann
t/a Guardian Industries.
No. 156 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
17 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: On 28 January 1998, Brian
William Altaras (the applicant) applied to the Commission for
orders pursuant to s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
(the Act), on the grounds that he had been unfairly dismissed
from employment with Martin Wiedermann t/a Guardian
Industries (the respondent). The Applicant commenced work
in October 1995, and was continually employed until 12
January 1998, when he was dismissed.
The applicant says that the dismissal occurred when Mr
Martin Wiedermann (MW), a principal of the respondent
accused him of having an affair with another employee of the
respondent, which the applicant denied. He says that MW
refused to listen to his denial and said that either the other
employee or the applicant would have to be dismissed. Three
days later MW told the applicant that he had been informed by
a client that the applicant had recommended the client buy
pool fencing from a retailer other than the respondent’s
nominated supplier and refused to listen to his protestations
that he had done so. Neither did MW provide any specific
allegation when the event occurred. Soon after, the applicant’s
services were terminated.
The position of the respondent in a nutshell is that MW in
jest mentioned an affair with a lady, but he made no serious
allegation of an affair. MW agrees that he met with the applicant
on 12 January 1998. That meeting was prompted by the
respondent receiving a telephone call from a client who asked
for a business card of an opposition fencing company. The
customer told the respondent that the applicant had
recommended that she get her pool fencing from a competitor.
This was in direct contravention of specific instructions from
the respondent. It was contrary to the respondent’s interest
that fencing from another company, other than the nominated
supplier, be recommended. The applicant had been warned on
two previous occasions not to recommend fencing produced
by an opposition fencing company. Additionally, the applicant
had become lazy in his work but ultimately his dismissal was
for misconduct due to a breach of fidelity in recommending
the products of a fencing company other than the nominated
supplier to the respondent’s customers.
The respondent operates a business in Cessnock Way in
Rockingham. Its head office is in Great Eastern Highway,
Redcliffe. The Redcliffe business has been running for 38 years.
Successful operations in Redcliffe led to purchase of land in
Rockingham and the opening of a business there in order to
have two geographically separated branches of the business,
both of them involved in the manufacturing, retailing and
installing of swimming pools and retailing of pool accessories.
For 28 years the respondent has had a long-standing
arrangement with ARC Fencing. The business also retails
swimming pool accessories such as heating, filters, pumps,
salt-water chlorination and other types of accessories including
outdoor furniture.
Part of the duty of a salesman selling pools, is to ensure that
fencing is installed with the pool. This is a legal requirement.
It to the respondent to make commercial arrangements with
one supplier, ARC Fencing. A salesman such as the applicant
is required to sell ARC Fencing products and not others. The
pool industry is competitive and according to MW, the
respondent, tried to have as many lines as possible because it
is essential to general income to help meet overheads.
According to MW the respondent regularly advertises in the
newspaper and from time to time that included references to
ARC Fencing. But at other times it may concentrate on
advertising furniture to go with pools. This can be interposed
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by advertising automatic cleaners but the sale of pools is always
the main object of the advertisement. Fencing is not only sold
by advertising. The fence is automatically part of the pool.
Clients prefer to buy the whole lot together, that is they buy
the pool, the fence and the accessories on the same contract.
This means that the fence does not necessarily need advertising
regularly. Importantly for the respondent, clients will
automatically buy the fence unless they are advised by someone
to buy elsewhere. The applicant in this case was instructed
many times to promote ARC Fencing.
According to the respondent, on a number of times other
matters concerning the applicant’s behaviour was raised with
him. For instance, in December, he was seen sitting with his
feet on the desk with his back towards the show rooms. When
a customer indicated that the applicant had bad manners, the
applicant called them a liar. The respondent’s position was
that in the last three weeks of employment, the applicant’s
attitude had been extremely bad. He had arguments with other
employees and there were regular complaints from the
Redcliffe branch regarding the quality of contracts that were
written by the applicant. These were raised with him and efforts
were made to get him to correct his approach. There were
continual complaints about site plans and the general write up
of the paper work.
An incident on 9 January 1998, brought matters to a head
for the respondent after advice from a customer that she
received a card from the applicant recommending a fence
alternate to ARC Fencing. This caused MW to discuss the
matter with David Wiedermann (DW), another principal of
the respondent. It was decided by DW that the applicant should
be dismissed. Before that occurred he was invited into the office
of MW and the allegations were put to him. MW said words
to the effect, “Why don’t you sell our fencing”. He said he
could not, in a loud voice and it was then that MW told him
that the respondent could no longer afford to keep him
employed and he was dismissed.
Ultimately, MW told the Commission that the applicant was
dismissed because of his shocking behaviour during his last
three weeks of employment and because the company could
not afford to lose a margin on the fencing which is needed to
cover overheads. Additionally, there were the mistakes in plans
which had been brought to his attention over the past 12 months.
MW found it galling that the applicant had been employed by
his company, used its premises, its display set up, its office
and its telephone and advertising, ultimately to promote the
goods of the opposition.
The case for the applicant was put by Mr Sammut of Counsel.
He told the Commission that the applicant had worked for the
respondent for three years and during that time it hardly sold
any ARC Fencing at all. The respondent had sold diminishing
quantities of ARC Fencing product. In the final year, when the
dispute came to its culmination, it had sold less than $14,000.00
worth of fencing out of a turnover of $3 million per annum.
There was ample evidence, according to Mr Sammut that the
applicant had told MW that he had difficulty in the financial
climate in the region in selling ARC Fencing products because
of its high cost. He was not told at that time that he would be
dismissed. He was not told anything at all. The reality was
that the ARC Fencing products were being underpriced by other
suppliers and that is the reason why the turnover dropped from
over $100,000.00 in 1995 to just under $14,000.00 in 1997/
98. The applicant was not dismissed when this occurred because
he was good at selling swimming pools.
The respondent’s complaints about the applicant’s alleged
wrong preparation of diagrams were never documented until
after the dismissal. There is no mention of them even in the
Notice of Answer or Counter Proposal. There was never any
written warning of any nature given to the respondent. There
is no creditable evidence of any oral warning about his
misconduct. There is evidence of the applicant telling the sales
manager that he could not sell the product and being told that
he had to. According to Mr Sammut, if there was a diminution
in the sales of fencing it was a general problem.
The questions which were directed to the applicant should
have been asked of other people who were selling the products.
No ARC Fencing of any significance was sold during the last
12 months of employment. There was no evidence of the
allegation that the applicant was receiving secret commissions
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from the competitive supplier. He was merely trying to help
the clients when they asked about fencing. His experience was
that the company to whom he referred people, produced fencing
at the cheapest price. The issue of dismissal came up after the
Christmas party in 1997. At the function the applicant sat next
to MW’s secretary. MW became agitated and he jumped to the
wrong conclusion about their relationship. There was no
relationship but it was suspected and MW came to the
conclusion that the applicant had to go. After that, it was a
matter of justifying the unjustifiable. The evidence of bad
workmanship only arises at the dismissal. The evidence of
selling other products only arises after the death knock of his
dismissal.
The evidence shows that prior to 1995, there was spasmodic
advertising of ARC Fencing products in Guardian Industries
advertisements. The only real advertising were the small signs
installed by ARC Fencing on sample fencing at the respondent’s
premises. It was Mr Summut’s submission that the applicant
was dismissed by MW because of a false perception by him
after the Christmas party concerning relationships in the office.
In the fit of anger the applicant was dismissed. If they were
the true circumstances, the dismissal must be harsh and
oppressive.
Ms Baruffi, of Counsel, submits on behalf of the respondent,
that on 9 January 1998, MW did make a comment concerning
a relationship between the applicant and a female employee.
But he did so in jest. This was to endeavour to draw the
applicant out because he had been acting strangely. MW never
said that the applicant would be dismissed, nor was MW upset
or emotional. The fact of the matter was that the applicant
became the subject of intensive inquiry by the respondent
prompted by the receipt of a telephone call from a client who
asked for a business card from an opposition fencing company.
This customer told the respondent that the applicant
recommended that she purchase pool fencing from a competitor
to the respondent’s nominated fencing supplier. This led to a
discussion between the respondent and the applicant. He had
been warned on two previous occasions not to recommend
any pool fencing supplied by an opposition company. Two
other employees had told him the same thing on previous
occasions. The applicant had been trained in the way the
respondent operated. He was instructed in relation to his duties
and in particular, how to draw up contracts, site inspection
sheets and conduct site visits. He was instructed as part of his
duties to provide ARC Fencing of which the respondent was
an agent. He was not to recommend fencing products of
competitors.
During the course of his employment, a number of
performance issues arose which caused the applicant to be
warned by either MW, DW, Malcolm Lane or Robert
McNamara about his performance. DW had warned the
applicant that his performance had to improve if he wished to
continue to working for Guardian Industries. These warnings
had been repeated. Of crucial importance was the applicant’s
conduct with the competitors fencing. He refused to follow an
instruction about that matter. He kept leaflets of a competitor
in his desk draw. He telephoned the company concerned,
Machine Men Fencing, on at least 50 occasions. It is clear on
the applicant’s own evidence that he recommended competitive
fencing and in doing so, he disobeyed a lawful direction of the
respondent. On his own admission he did not try too hard to
sell ARC Fencing because of the socioeconomic area in which
the respondent traded. There is no doubt that the applicant
recommended the competitors fencing by his own admission
and from his evidence. A customer, Mr Hitchcock said that he
was told by the applicant to ring Machine Men Fencing and
mention the applicant’s name and not to bother with ARC
Fencing because it was too expensive. Similar evidence came
from Mr Marshall, another customer. By doing these things
the applicant failed in his duty of fidelity to the respondent.
This failure is manifest by his active recommendation to
customers to contact Machine Men Fencing. This conduct went
to the heart of his contract of employment with the respondent
and it was so serious as to warrant summary dismissal.
These arguments are given substance, according to Ms
Baruffi, by the evidence of DW. DW is a professional architect
experienced with contract administration and contract law. DW
had dealings with the applicant taking him through the
contractual procedures and showing him how the respondent
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wanted the documents completed, making sure that he knew
how to do proper site inspections and to check for things like
access for bobcats and cranage. DW also explained the
contractual requirements of the sale of pools and their ancillary
equipment.
The respondent’s procedures required the applicant to draw
up a plan which is then submitted to the local Council. When
approval is received, the contract would be signed and sent to
the Redcliffe office where the pool is manufactured. The
contract would be administered and the work supervised. From
Redcliffe it was essential that the documentation be completed
accurately, in particular, the site inspection sheet. This is crucial
information for sub-contractors. It contained information such
as the soil types and the levels. If the information is wrong,
the respondent would have to renegotiate parts of the contract
and this could lead to contractual disputes and potential court
action. Ms Baruffi showed DW a number of site plans [Exhibit
13]. By reference to the exhibit, DW described the problems
which were caused on those particular contracts by the failure
of the applicant to accurately perform his job. DW said that he
repeatedly raised documentation problems with the applicant.
He had told him his approach could not continue. DW was
sure that the matter was brought to the applicant’s attention
and he was well aware of the deficiencies.
Insofar as fencing was concerned, DW inspected installations
and examined fences. The applicant said that he could not sell
the fencing and he gave price as a reason. It was the applicant’s
responsibility to try and sell the ARC Fencing and it was within
his duty or power not to recommend competitors fencing
products. No direction to the contrary was ever issued. DW
had cause to check telephone records of the Rockingham office
and see if any phone calls were made from the office to Machine
Men Fencing. A number of calls were made [Exhibit A]. This
led to an investigation into the applicant’s dealings with
customers Hitchcock and Marshall. The investigation
convinced DW that the applicant had not acted properly in the
deals with those customers as they relate to fencing. There are
a number of other issues which were a concern about the
applicant. The most important was his reluctance to listen to
what was told to him. He continued to do things that he was
told not to do. It was becoming difficult to work with him.
This is what led DW and MW to conclude that because of all
the problems that they have had with the applicant, he should
be dismissed. It was clear that the applicant had been referring
customers to Machine Men Fencing and was not selling ARC
Fencing which the respondent regarded as its own fencing.
In cross-examination, DW conceded that the applicant was
not entirely responsible for the downturn in fencing sales of
the respondent but he undoubtedly contributed to it. There had
been a drop in any case because of modifications to the
perimeter fencing regulations. Because the applicant was acting
the way he was selling fencing, this raised questions in the
employer’s mind about what he was doing with other company
products. Mr Sammut asked DW why the applicant was not
sacked in the first few months when he seemed to be disobeying
express instructions. DW responded that it was not his approach
to sack someone immediately. An employee had the right to
be retrained. There was no doubt that he was actually selling
pools so encouragement was justified to train him and direct
him and hopefully he would move to selling the whole of the
package.
DW repeatedly emphasised that the applicant had been told
on a number of occasions that he had to do things in a correct
way. He was told how to do them and that he would have to
perform. The respondent could have employed and retrained
someone else but that was a costly exercise. Although DW
never told the applicant directly that he would be dismissed
but he definitely told him that the current situation could not
continue and he had to change the way that he worked. He had
to do things correctly because the respondent could no longer
put up with his conduct. The fact that the applicant was having
trouble selling the fencing was not the reason for his dismissal.
DW denied that the issue of the fencing was picked up after
the dismissal. Prior to this, DW had seen business cards and
leaflets of Machine Men Fencing on the applicants desk. He
had been told to throw them in the bin and not to sell Machine
Men Fencing. It was made clear he must sell ARC Fencing.
DW’s decision to dismiss the applicant was based more upon
the problem with contracts, plan drawing and all the other
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factors more heavily than on fencing. The evidence of DW
put the refusal of the applicant to sell the respondent’s
nominated fencing as the final straw in a series of poor
performance events concerning contract writing; having
problems with customers on site; problems with plans and the
spill on effects; dealings with the Water Board; plans with no
dimension and contractual implications arising from that and
selling of a product specifically contrary to instructions.
The Commission heard evidence on behalf of the respondents
from Mr M F Jury, who is a sales manager of ARC Fencing,
who gave evidence about the sales of ARC Fencing. Evidence
was also received on behalf of the respondent from Mr M S
Lane, the sales manager of the Redcliffe branch of Guardian
Industries. The basic thrust of his evidence is that he told the
applicant that he should seek permission from either MW or
DW to get there approval to sell other than ARC Fencing.
It is for the applicant to establish that the dismissal was in
all the circumstances unfair. The test for ascertaining whether
a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unfair is that outlined by
the Industrial Appeal Court in Undercliff Nursing Home v.
Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia (1985)
65 WAIG 385. The question to be answered is whether the
right of the employer to terminate the employment has been
exercised so harshly or oppressively or unfairly against the
applicant as to amount to an abuse of the right. A dismissal for
a valid reason within the meaning of the Act may still be unfair
if, for example, it is effected in a manner which is unfair but if
the employment has been terminated in a manner which is
procedurally irregular that will not of itself necessarily mean
the dismissal is unfair (see Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz (1991)
71 WAIG 891 and also Byrne v. Australian Airlines (1995) 65
IR 32). In Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz, Kennedy J also
observed that whether an employer in bringing about a
dismissal adopted procedures which were fair to the employee,
is but an element in determining whether the dismissal was
harsh or unjust.
I need also to discuss the question of onus. I do so by
reference to the decision of the Full Bench in The Breweries
and Bottleyards Employees Industrial Union of Workers of
Western Australia v. Bond Brewing WA Ltd (1989) 69 WAIG
3228. In his judgment the President of the Commission
observed ...... (that) the onus is upon the applicant to
demonstrate that the dismissal was unfair on the balance of
probabilities. There is however an evidentiary onus within that
context upon the employer to prove that it is justified as a
summary dismissal if it has been contended that such has
occurred. Proof of misconduct and the existence of the
employers lawful right to dismiss the employee does not
conclude the matter if the exercise of that right was
unconscionable (see RRIA v. AMWSU (1988) 68 WAIG 2661).
The Commission heard from a number of witnesses. The
applicant continually denied, in cross-examination, any of the
allegations which were put to him. He made allegations
concerning the propensity of MW to lose his temper quickly.
He claimed that MW had thrown customers out the door and
on one occasion he had head butted a customer. He would
throw people out quite regularly. Twice the applicant stood
between MW and a customer to stop them fighting. There was
no evidence at all called to corroborate these extraordinary
allegations. They were vigorously denied by MW. I mention
them as it could well be that the applicant exaggerated the
conduct of MW. He could not remember putting his feet up on
his desk or sitting with his back to customers. This was contrary
to the evidence of Mr Stiller who was called to give testimony
in his support. He said he never failed to follow lawful
directions but given his cross-examination, it is more likely
than not, that he made his own decisions about what he would
do and not do. I have some doubts about the quality of the
evidence given by the applicant in this matter insofar as its
probity is concerned. The Commission heard evidence from
Hans Stiller on behalf of the applicant. I have no reason to
disbelieve Mr Stiller.
The Commission also heard extensive evidence from MW
and I have some doubts about the quality of his evidence. He
was excitable and his demeanour was at times aggressive. He
seemed he may well be somewhat intolerant of views contrary
to his own. The Commission heard evidence from DW and
while he did not personally terminate the services of the
applicant, on the evidence it is clear he made the decision to
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do so based upon his experiences dealing with the applicant. I
found DW to be a sound witness, somewhat calmer than his
father MW. He was analytical about his approach to the way
he dealt with problems thrown up by the applicant. I have no
reason to doubt the quality of the evidence given by him or its
truthfulness.
The Commission heard evidence from Winsome Maxwell.
Her evidence related to a Local Court Action against the
applicant and contributed little to the knowledge the
Commission requires to make a decision on the issues before
it. Evidence was taken from Craig Andrew Marshall, a
customer of Guardian Industries. I accept his evidence was
truthful as I do the evidence of Robert McNamara, who gave
evidence about the quality of work emanating from the
Rockingham office. There is nothing controversial in his
evidence which would lead me to conclude that he did not
truthfully relate his knowledge of the relevant events. The
Commission also heard evidence from Neil Jury and Malcolm
Lane. I similarly have no doubts about the quality of their
evidence.
In Summary, I have doubts about the quality of the evidence
from the applicant. I have similar doubts about the evidence
given by MW. If there was no corroborating evidence, I would
find it difficult to decide the truth of the matter however, I am
assisted in this matter by DW who ultimately in my opinion,
had more dealings with the day to day activities of the applicant
than did MW, even though DW was not located in the same
office.
Because I have weighed the witness evidence the way I have,
it is my conclusion that the applicant in this matter had a poor
record in dealing with the contractual side of the business of
the respondent. He had been instructed in the respondent’s
requirements by DW. For a considerable period that DW
continued to have problems with the contractual and
administrative work done by the applicant. These problems
had the potential to cost the respondent quite an amount of
money by exposing it to legal actions by clients. I am satisfied
that DW had bought these matters to the attention of the
applicant in such a way that he knew that he had to improve
his work performance.
There is some substance in Mr Summut’s suggestion that
some of the evidence which was presented contains a flavour
of being constructed to justify termination and the evidence
led concerning fencing sales is in this category. I think the
best version of events and the one that I will accept is that DW
found out sometime before the dismissal that the applicant
had been recommending Machine Men Fencing sales. He made
some inquiries, although not detailed inquiries about the matter
and he instructed the applicant to get rid of the brochures and
business cards that he had. It was only when the customer
rang on 12 July 1998, and told MW about the conduct of the
applicant in offering Machine Men fencing that MW raised
the matter with DW. Given the history of dealings DW had
with the applicant and given that he had known about the
applicant’s reluctance to sell ARC Fencing, that complaint
focussed the matter and became what was, the last straw. Of
itself, at the time of dismissal, the conduct may not have
warranted the ultimate sanction but on top of all the other things
that had occurred, it became an additional factor which was
put under test and in focus the applicant’s fidelity to the
employer. The employer was entitled to reach the conclusion
that this conduct was inimical to the respondent’s best interest.
It was contrary to specific instructions given to the applicant
and coupled with his other behaviour, justified his dismissal.
It is clear that the relationship between the applicant and
MW had been on rocky ground for some time. However, it is
safe to accept the evidence from MW that the applicant had
presented himself in a poor way to customers because it is
corroborated by Hans Stiller. Hans Stiller said the applicant
did sit with his feet on the table with his back to customers
reading books. This is not a way that a salesman should behave.
I reject that there is any substance at all to the allegation that
MW, in effect, arranged the dismissal of the applicant because
of jealousy. That is the inference that I am asked to draw from
the allegations that MW had alleged there was an affair between
the applicant and MW’s secretary. The evidence of Hans Stiller,
supports the contention that the comment was a humorous side
and even if it was not a humorous comment, the key to the
agitation of MW some fortnight after the Christmas party was
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the complaint by the customer about the fencing sales, a matter
dear to his heart. That is what generated his phone call to his
son, DW, and as I have found, it was DW who made the
decision to dismiss the applicant. It was MW who passed the
decision to the applicant, maybe not as accurately as DW would
have liked. The respondent was nevertheless acting upon a
decision made about the termination of services. That decision
taking into account all of the events, with the fencing complaint
being the straw that broke the camel’s back.
The applicant has not discharged the onus of proof that he
was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed and the
application will be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr S Summut, of Counsel, appeared on behalf
of the applicant.
Ms D Baruffi, of Counsel, appeared on behalf of the
respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brian William Altaras
and
Martin Wiedermann
t/a Guardian Industries.
No. 156 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr S Summut, of Counsel, on behalf of the
applicant and Ms D Baruffi, of Counsel, on behalf of the
respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in
it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be is and hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Dennis Bates
and
BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd t/a BGC Transport.
No. 961 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: Dennis Bates (“the applicant”) was
at all material times employed as the Transport Controller for
BGC Transport (“the respondent”) based at its Hazelmere operations. On 8 May 1998 the applicant’s employment with the
respondent came to an end. The circumstances giving rise to
the termination of the applicant’s employment are in dispute.
The applicant has brought this claim pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(i)
of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”) alleging that
the respondent dismissed him harshly, oppressively or unfairly
and seeks relief from the Commission by way of an order pursuant to s 23A of the Act.
Background
The background to the events leading to the termination of
the applicant’s employment from his position as Transport
Controller at Hazelmere are not essentially in dispute and are
as follows. The applicant commenced employment with the
respondent in or about December 1994 as a truck driver. Later
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in September 1996, the applicant received training for the
Transport Controller’s position and subsequently in October
1996, was appointed in a relieving capacity in that position at
the respondent’s Hazelmere operations for a period of approximately 4 weeks. The applicant performed well in that role.
Following, in or about November 1996, the applicant was appointed to the position of depot supervisor at the respondent’s
Bunbury operation, following a vacancy arising for that position. The applicant remained in that position until late February
1998. As a result of concerns by the respondent as to the ongoing suitability of the applicant to remain in that position, the
applicant was transferred back to the respondent’s Hazelmere
depot in the position of Transport Controller on a permanent
basis. I should emphasise that the applicant has not challenged
his transfer from the Bunbury depot to the Hazelmere depot.
The applicant recommenced work at Hazelmere on 3 March
1998. It is common ground that there was at least some disappointment expressed by the applicant, as to his relocation back
to Hazelmere. Subsequently, between the applicant resuming
duties at Hazelmere and early May 1998, a number of events
occurred which ultimately led on 8 May 1998, to the applicant
leaving the respondent’s premises and not returning. The circumstances surrounding those events and whether the applicant
was dismissed by the respondent or resigned, are in dispute.
Contentious
The agent for the applicant argued that the applicant somewhat reluctantly accepted the respondent’s decision to transfer
him back to Hazelmere from the Bunbury depot. Following a
short period during which the applicant was discontented with
the move, the applicant argued that thereafter, he applied himself to the duties and responsibilities of the position with the
intention of doing so for as long as he remained in that role. It
was argued that the applicant performed adequately in the
Transport Controller position and the respondent’s decision to
move the applicant out of that position into an alternative proposed position as a truck driver on 8 May 1998, constituted a
dismissal for the purposes of the Act. Moreover, the agent for
the applicant argued that the applicant’s dismissal was harsh,
oppressive and unfair because the respondent had no substantive basis to dismiss the applicant nor was the applicant afforded
procedural fairness.
Counsel for the respondent on the other hand, submitted that
the applicant’s performance on his return to the Transport
Controller’s position at Hazelmere, was deficient in a number
of respects. It was argued that the Transport Controller’s position was a key position, which I add was not in dispute between
the parties. The respondent said that following a number of
incidents involving the respondent’s clients the applicant received counselling as to his performance inadequacies. It was
submitted by counsel that in essence, the applicant was so
unhappy and dissatisfied with the move back to Hazelmere,
that his performance on the job suffered substantially and the
respondent had no option but to remove the applicant from
that position. The respondent argued that nothing had changed
in terms of the duties and responsibilities of the role of Transport Controller between the time when the applicant occupied
that position on a relief basis in October 1996 and when he
returned to it in March 1998. The respondent submitted that
the only reason for the applicant’s demise in that role was his
poor attitude to the job.
Counsel argued that as to the events of 8 May 1998, whilst
the conduct of the respondent may have been characterised as
a demotion by the respondent, the applicant had in effect accepted that proposition but elected to not accept the various
alternatives proposed by the respondent and left the employment of his own free will. Alternatively, it is said by the
respondent that if indeed the applicant was dismissed by the
respondent, that by reason of the applicant’s performance deficiencies and the respondent’s counselling of the applicant,
the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair.
The Evidence
I turn to consider the evidence adduced in this matter in relation to issues that are controversial between the parties. The
applicant gave evidence on his own behalf. He testified as to
the circumstances surrounding his relocation from Bunbury
to Hazelmere. He said that as a result of discussions with Mr
Mellor, the respondent’s operations manager, he was advised
that he would be relocated from Bunbury to the Hazelmere
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depot to occupy the Transport Controller’s position. He said
that he told Mr Mellor that he was not happy with the move to
that position, but ultimately he accepted the proposal and duly
commenced work on 3 March 1998 in that capacity. The applicant said that shortly after resuming at Hazelmere, he meet
with Mr Farrow, the respondent’s General Manager, to express his concerns about the move and to enquire as to how
long he may remain in that position. The applicant said Mr
Farrow advised him that he had done nothing wrong whilst in
the Depot Supervisor’s position in Bunbury, however, the respondent was looking for someone to develop the Bunbury
business and the respondent did not consider that the applicant suited that aspect of the position. The applicant received
a salary increase when he was transferred to compensate for
the loss of a motor vehicle he had the use of whilst at the
Bunbury depot. He also said that Mr Farrow told him that he
was not sure as to how long he would be required to remain in
that position and it could range anywhere from six weeks to
18 months. The applicant’s evidence was that he was quite
happy with this and after the first couple of weeks, was prepared to “knuckle down” and get on with the job. The applicant
said that on returning to Hazelmere, he had to re-acquaint himself with the respondent’s clients which he said he did do in
the first two weeks or thereabouts, in that role.
As to his performance, the applicant gave evidence to the
effect that he had difficulties in his working relationship with
Mr Korin, the respondent’s Assistant Manager at Hazelmere.
The applicant said that he had a number of “blow-ups” with
Mr Korin and that he felt that Mr Korin interfered excessively
in the performance of the applicant’s duties. He also said that
both he and Mr Korin had differences of opinion as to how the
Transport Controller’s duties should be performed. The applicant also gave evidence that he had differences of opinion with
others in the office as well. The applicant said that he was
concerned about the availability of trucks for allocation to jobs
and complained that he was often short of vehicles and had to
reallocate trucks to meet client demands.
The applicant testified that Mr Mellor did not complain to
him about his job performance. He said that he fulfilled the
responsibilities of the Transport Controller’s position satisfactorily. The applicant gave evidence about the events which
occurred on 8 May 1998. He said that at about 9.30 am he was
called into a meeting with Mr Mellor. He had no prior notice
of the meeting and didn’t know what it was about. He said Mr
Mellor advised him that he had received a lot of complaints
about the applicant’s performance as Transport Controller. The
applicant said that he was aware of complaints from clients as
to truck availability, but told the clients that they should pursue the matter with the next level of management. This included
Mr Mellor.
The applicant said that Mr Mellor offered him a position as
a truck driver in Rockingham and recommended that he should
take it. There was some discussion about alternative positions,
with the applicant saying that Mr Mellor indicated to him that
if he did not accept the alternative position then he would be
dismissed. The applicant asked for some time to consider the
respondent’s offer but Mr Mellor indicated that he wanted to
resolve the matter there and then. Mr Farrow then joined the
meeting. The applicant asked him whether he could “go back
on the trucks” at Hazelmere, to which Mr Farrow responded
that he did not think that appropriate given that in the Transport Controller’s position he had been in effect, supervising
truck drivers operating out of the Hazelmere depot, and there
had been some conflicts. The applicant testified that Mr Mellor
then indicated that he would talk to BGC as to whether there
may be a driving position available “in the bush” but no specific vacancy was discussed. Following this, the applicant
testified that he got up and left the room. He said that he knew
he had been terminated and that he did not accept the respondent’s offer of an alternative position. He testified that he gave
no indication to either Mr Mellor or Mr Farrow that he had
resigned.
The applicant said that whilst in the Transport Controller’s
position, he never received any formal warning of any description, either written or oral. In cross-examination however,
the applicant did concede that he was aware of a number of
customer complaints involving various clients. These involved
cancellation of jobs for Readymix in late April and early May
1998, and a shortage of trucks being ordered for WA Gravel
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and Paving again in early May 1998. Whilst the applicant denied that he was aware of the respondent’s non-conformance
reports relating to these incidents (exhibits R7-R9), he did
concede he was aware of these complaints and that they had
been raised with him by Mr Korin and Mr Mellor previously.
Additionally, there were other performance issues with the
applicant including incorrectly completing truck driver rosters and not dating the work book. The applicant also admitted
that he had not previously disclosed to the respondent, a dermatitis condition that may have prevented the applicant coming
into contact with wet concrete, which he raised with Mr Mellor.
The applicant also conceded in cross-examination, that the
Transport Controller’s role was a key position in the respondent’s Hazelmere operation. He admitted that there was some
breakdown in the job and that the dispatch operation was not
working efficiently. He denied however, that he was the cause
of this problem and that he had lost interest in the position.
On behalf of the respondent three witnesses were called.
They included Mr Korin, the respondent’s Assistant Manager
at Hazelmere, Mr Mellor the Operations Manager and Mr
Farrow, the respondent’s General Manager.
Mr Korin said that he initially recommended that the applicant go to the respondent’s Bunbury depot, as he was a good
performer when he was relieving in the Transport Controller’s
position in Hazelmere. However, Mr Korin’s evidence was
that when the applicant returned back to the Hazelmere depot
he was very unhappy. Mr Korin said the applicant told him
that he may not last any more than a couple of weeks in the
position. Mr Korin’s view was that the applicant just did not
have the interest in the job and made a number of mistakes. To
this effect, Mr Korin gave evidence about a number of jobs
where the applicant had made significant errors, which had
upset customers. These related to the Triad job (exhibit R1);
the WAGP job (exhibit R2) in which the applicant failed to
allocate the appropriate number of trucks for the job, the failure of the applicant to stop using initials for customers in the
truck driver rosters, not reading back jobs (exhibit R3) and
other similar errors, which I have referred to above. Mr Korin
said he spoke to the applicant about these matters. Additionally, Mr Korin gave evidence about complaints he had from
the respondent’s quarry in that the applicant had removed trucks
from quarry operations without notifying them. Additionally,
Mr Korin said that when he returned to Hazelmere from the
Bunbury depot, the applicant’s attitude to the job was very
poor.
Mr Mellor has been employed by the respondent in the position of Operations Manager for the last seven years. He
described the circumstances surrounding the applicant’s promotion to the Bunbury supervisor position in late 1996. He
said that when the applicant was performing the Transport
Controller’s role in a relief capacity prior to moving to Bunbury,
he did very well. His evidence was that there no change at all
to the position from the time the applicant occupied it in late
1996, to when he returned in March 1998. He said that when
the applicant returned to the Hazelmere depot, the applicant
told him that he did not think that he would last very long in
that position.
Mr Mellor testified that a few weeks after the applicant recommenced at Hazelmere, he had cause to speak with the
applicant about his performance in the position. These issues
included incorrect rostering arrangements and sub-contractors
not being allocated properly to jobs. Mr Mellor’s view was
that the applicant was sullen and made mistakes on the job.
He also said that the applicant had a poor relationship with the
quarry and the quarry’s needs were not being met. Mr Mellor
said that on 4 May 1998 he had a meeting with the applicant.
Mr Korin attended also. He said that he discussed these problems with the applicant regarding allocation of trucks to jobs
and cancellation of jobs without advice to the customer.
In this regard, reference was made to exhibits R7-R9, which
are the respondent’s non-conformance/corrective action reports
in respect of the customers’ complaints. Mr Mellor said the
content of these reports were discussed with the applicant. Mr
Mellor’s evidence was that the mistakes made by the applicant in relation to these jobs upset customers and in some cases,
led to significant losses for the customer. Mr Mellor testified
that he counselled the applicant in relation to these matters
and noted this on exhibit R8, in relation to the WA Gravel and
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Paving job. I pause to observe that all of the non-conformance
reports are signed by both Mr Korin and Mr Mellor and exhibit R8 is endorsed with the note “transport controller
counselled”. The applicant complained in this meeting that
Mr Korin was constantly looking over his shoulder. Mr Mellor
said the applicant told him he did not want to continue in the
Transport Controller’s position.
Mr Mellor said he advised Mr Farrow about the applicant’s
performance and poor attitude . He also told Mr Farrow that
the applicant did not want to do the job. He said that as the
Transport Controller’s position was a very important position
in the organisation, that a decision was taken to find another
position for the applicant in Rockingham with BGC Concrete.
Mr Mellor’s evidence was this decision was taken with good
intentions as it would mean less travel for the applicant from
his home to work each day. Mr Mellor was emphatic that at no
stage did he ever mention the applicant’s employment was to
be terminated and indeed, said that he never expressly warned
the applicant that his employment was in jeopardy because it
was never his intention to dismiss the applicant. He testified
that had he intended to ultimately dismiss the applicant by
reason of poor performance, he would have used the respondent’s formal warning system to this effect.
Mr Mellor testified about the events which occurred on the
applicant’s final day, that being 8 May 1998. He said that he
met with the applicant and told him that he was not satisfied
with the applicant’s attitude and that he would have to remove
him from the Transport Controller’s position. He said to the
applicant that he had a job for him as truck driver at
Rockingham. The applicant responded that he did not want
that position as he was allergic to cement. I pause to observe
that as noted above, this had not previously been disclosed to
the respondent. During the course of that meeting, Mr Mellor
then said the applicant admitted that he had performed poorly
as Transport Controller and offered no excuses for his poor
performance. Mr Mellor then said that the applicant asked to
see Mr Farrow. Mr Farrow joined them in the meeting. Mr
Farrow also indicated to the applicant that he could not continue in the Transport Controller’s position because of his poor
performance. When the alternative of a truck driving position
at Rockingham was again raised, Mr Mellor testified that the
applicant said he would prefer to work for BGC Contracting
to which Mr Farrow replied that may be possible but the applicant may have to travel. The applicant then told both he and
Mr Farrow that he did not want a truck driving job. At that
stage in the meeting, Mr Farrow left, requesting the matter to
be resolved.
Mr Mellor gave evidence that at that stage, he said he would
go and see BGC Contracting to establish what might be available. At that point, Mr Mellor said that the applicant advised
him “I don’t think that’s worth it, I’ll go and get my gear and
I’ll leave”. With that, Mr Mellor said the applicant left his
office. In cross-examination, Mr Mellor testified that he never
got the opportunity to canvass other options with the applicant
as to his ongoing employment, nor even consider conditions
of employment, as the applicant left his office before he had
the opportunity. Mr Mellor expressed the view that it was not
the respondent’s intention to terminate the applicant’s employment nor for the applicant to suffer any loss. His evidence was
the discussion simply did not get that far, by reason of the
applicant walking out.
Mr Farrow gave evidence about the applicant’s initial return
to the Hazelmere depot in March 1998. He said that when he
met with the applicant, it was clear to him that the applicant
did not really wish to be in the Transport Controller’s position. Mr Farrow testified that the applicant did not perform
well in that job, compared to his previous good performance
some 16 months earlier. He said that clients started to complain about the job being done by the applicant. Mr Farrow
testified about the meeting which took place on 8 May 1998,
involving the applicant and Mr Mellor. He described the events
largely as outlined by Mr Mellor. He confirmed in his evidence that there was never any mention during that discussion
of termination of the applicant’s employment. He testified that
the respondent did not intend to dismiss the applicant at any
stage and was endeavouring to place the applicant in another
position, to accommodate his circumstances.
As to the applicant’s conduct, Mr Farrow testified that in
leaving the respondent as he did on 8 May 1998, given the
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critical nature of the job, he left the respondent in a very difficult position. Mr Farrow’s evidence was to the effect that he
was hopeful that both the applicant and the company could
have reached an agreement and resolved the matter amicably.
He said the company would have looked for another position
for the applicant in view of him not wanting to take a truck
driving position but the discussion never got that far.
There is considerable common ground in this matter. However, to the extent that there is conflict in the evidence between
that given by the applicant and by the respondent, in particular, Mr Mellor and Mr Farrow, I prefer the evidence of the
latter. In particular, I found Mr Mellor an impressive witness.
His evidence was given in a very forthright manner and I have
no doubt as to the genuineness with which Mr Mellor approached the applicant’s circumstances. Likewise, I have no
reason to doubt the evidence of Mr Farrow, to the extent to
which it bears on the matters relevant to these proceedings.
Similarly, although his evidence was somewhat vague in parts,
I accept the evidence of Mr Korin as to the central events which
occurred whilst the applicant was in the Transport Controller’s position at Hazelmere. Particularly, I note that the evidence
of the respondent’s witnesses was consistent as to the respondent’s intention not to terminate the employment relationship
between the applicant and the respondent. This stands in contrast to the applicant’s evidence when he said that he was
effectively given an ultimatum by Mr Mellor to accept the
truck driving position at Rockingham or be dismissed. I do
not accept that evidence. I prefer the version of the events as
described by Mr Mellor in his evidence and I so find.
I have no doubt on the evidence that the applicant, on his
return to the Hazelmere depot, was not happy with the move
and this very substantially affected his attitude and performance on the job. I do not accept the applicant’s evidence that
after the first week or two he “knuckled down” and got on
with the job. I find that indeed, the applicant’s poor attitude
towards his relocation manifested itself in his poor performance, identified by a series of customer complaints and
generally, a lack of interest in the role as Transport Controller.
This is entirely consistent with the evidence of the respondent’s witnesses, that the applicant said he may not last long in
the job. I find accordingly. I am also satisfied on the evidence
and I find that whilst the applicant was never expressly warned
by the respondent that his employment was in jeopardy, he
was made well aware of the respondent’s concerns regarding
his attitude and performance on the job, in the meetings to
which I have referred on the evidence. I also find that based
on what he told Mr Mellor on 8 May 1998, he knew himself
that he was falling down on the job. Furthermore, I accept on
the evidence and I find that it was never the respondent’s intention to dismiss the applicant. This in large part in my view,
explains the absence of a clear warning process that may otherwise have led to the applicant’s dismissal.
Was the Applicant Dismissed?
The threshold issue essential for the exercise by the Commission of jurisdiction in this matter, is that the applicant was
dismissed for the purposes of s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act. How
then does one characterise the events which occurred on 8
May 1998?
It is clear that the position that the applicant was engaged in
on his return to Hazelmere was the substantive position of
Transport Controller for the respondent. It is also clear on the
evidence that the respondent had formed a view that by reason
of the applicant’s poor performance and attitude in what was
common cause to be a critical position, the respondent could
not maintain the applicant in that position. What was proposed
by the respondent, at least initially, was a unilateral transfer of
the applicant by the respondent to a position as a truck driver
at the respondent’s Rockingham depot.
There is ample authority for the proposition that any attempt
by an employer to unilaterally vary the terms of an employee’s contract of employment which is profound, for example
by way of a demotion, may constitute in law a dismissal; Russian v Woolworths (SA) Pty Ltd (1995) 64 IR 169; Brackenridge
v Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited (1996) 67 IR
162; Kenny v Elmerside Pty Ltd (1997) 77 WAIG 2172;
Robowash Pty Ltd v Hart (1998) 78 WAIG 2325. This involves the application of contractual principles and is not based
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on any notion of a forced resignation, in the sense of the “resign or be fired” type of case.
Furthermore, in the appropriate circumstances, it may also
be the case that by the employer’s conduct, there has been a
breach of an implied term of the contract of employment, requiring the employer to treat the employee fairly and not to
conduct itself in a manner designed to seriously damage or
destroy the necessary relationship of confidence and trust between employee and employer: Woods v WM Car Services
(Peterborough) (1982) ICR 693; Auckland Shop Employers’
Union v Woolworths (NZ) Ltd (1985) 2 NZLR 372; Russian
(supra). In these cases in my view, there needs to be some
evidence that there is an intention either express or inferred,
that there was deliberate conduct designed to damage that confidence and trust relationship.
In Russian the Industrial Relations Court of South Australia
(Jennings SJ, Cawthorne and Parsons JJ) on a referral of a
question of law to the Full Court, considered the effect of a
demotion of an employee for the purposes of s 105 of the Industrial and Employee Relations Act 1994 (SA). In that case,
the Full Court referred to a line of authority including Western
Excavating (ECC) Ltd v Sharp (1978) ICR 221, Woods (supra), Woolworths (supra) and a number of other decisions and
observed as follows at 171—
“The general principles of contract law apply to contracts of employment. If one party purports to terminate
the contract otherwise than in accordance with the terms
of the contract, that amounts to a repudiation of the contract by that party. This is so because the repudiation
evinces an intention of that party to be no longer bound
by the contract. The other party then has the option of
accepting the repudiation thereby regarding the contract
as at an end and in the case of a contract of employment
seeking a remedy for the wrongful termination of the contract or electing to treat the contract as a continuing one
seeking a declaration that it continues in restraining the
other party from acting as if the contract was at an end.
(see Hepple and O’Higgin, Employment Law (3rd Ed).”
Their Honours went on to conclude that on the facts of the
case before them, the changes proposed by the employer were
not only so fundamental as going to the root of the contact of
employment but also, the conduct of the employer in that case
amounted to conduct likely to destroy or seriously damage the
relationship of trust between the employer and employee. Their
Honours concluded that 174—
“In either case the applicant would be entitled to treat
himself as discharged from any further performance of
the contract. If he did so then he would terminate the
contact by reason of the employer’s contract (sic) and
thus would be constructively dismissed.”
Counsel for the respondent conceded, and in my opinion
properly so, that in the circumstances of this cause, the events
which occurred on 8 May 1998 could only be properly characterised as a demotion by the respondent. Whatever was
ultimately going to occur, there was clearly a fundamental
change to the applicant’s contract of employment. In my opinion, that demotion was not supported on the evidence, by any
express or implied term of the applicant’s contract of employment as Transport Controller at Hazelmere. For all of these
reasons in my view, the events which occurred on 8 May 1998,
culminating in the applicant leaving the employer’s premises,
constituted a dismissal for the purposes of the Act. Alternatively and in any event in my opinion, the events as they
occurred also lead to the conclusion that the respondent by its
conduct, was the effective cause of the termination of the applicant’s employment so as to constitute a dismissal for the
purposes of jurisdiction: Attorney- General v Western Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers (1995) 75 WAIG
3166 in which case I observe that the majority (Rowland and
Anderson JJ) adopted the view of the Court of Appeal of New
Zealand in Woolworths (supra).
Was the Dismissal Harsh, Oppressive or Unfair?
Having considered that the applicant was dismissed for the
purposes of s 29 of the Act, the issue that now falls for consideration is whether that dismissal was harsh, oppressive and
unfair. For the reasons which follow I do not think so. In this
case there is no evidence that the respondent adopted a course
with the deliberate and dominant purpose of coercing the
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applicant to leave its employment, so as to constitute a breach
of the implied term of the employer not to destroy the necessary relationship of trust and confidence between employer
and employee. Indeed, on the evidence, the indications are all
the other way. As I have found on the evidence, it was never
the respondent’s intention to sever the employment relationship. The respondent wanted to maintain the applicant in its
employment, albeit in a different capacity. Moreover, whilst
the applicant was not expressly warned that his employment
was in jeopardy (this being for the reason that the respondent
did not intend to dismiss him) he was clearly in my view, counselled as to his poor performance and attitude which I have
found to exist on the evidence. It is well settled in this jurisdiction, that procedural fairness and the manner of a dismissal
are relevant and indeed, may be a most important circumstance
in objectively assessing the fairness of a dismissal: Shire of
Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891. It is also the case
that when considering matters such as these, the relevant statutory provisions should be applied in a common sense way:
Gibson v Bosmac (1995) 60 IR 1; Salvachandran v Peteron
Plastics (1995) 62 IR 371. This involves consideration of a
dismissal not only from the view point of the employee but
also the employer: Sangwin v Imogin (1996) 40 AILR 3-388.
Whilst generally before an employee is dismissed he or she
should receive due warning that his or her employment is in
jeopardy, procedural unfairness alone will not necessary lead
to a dismissal as being characterised as harsh, oppressive or
unfair: Mouritz (supra). All of the circumstances of the case
must be considered and the equity, good conscience and substantial merits of the case determined.
In this case, I have no doubt that the applicant was well
aware of his short comings and the respondent’s concerns regarding his conduct and performance, particularly in the key
position that the applicant occupied. Also, on the evidence,
there is no doubt that the applicant himself did not regard his
tenure in the position as being long. Furthermore, it is not the
case that the respondent intended to end the employment relationship between it and the applicant, indeed the position is
the opposite. In my view, in all the circumstances of this case,
the equity and good conscience of the matter is such that there
has not been harshness, oppressiveness or unfairness established on the balance of probabilities by the applicant such
that I should interfere by way of an order for relief. The application is therefore dismissed.
APPEARANCES: Mr D Higham as agent appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A Randles as counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Dennis Bates
and
BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd t/a BGC Transport.
No. 961 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
17 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D Higham as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Randles of counsel on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT the notice of application be and is hereby
amended by deleting “BGC Transport” and inserting in lieu thereof “BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd t/a BGC
Transport”.
(2) THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory Mark Berger
and
Albany Milk Distributors.
No. 1218 of 1998.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
29 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The applicant was employed as a
dairy products delivery driver for the respondent company from
14 October 1996 until his services were summarily terminated
on 19 June 1998.
When Mr Berger commenced employment with Albany Milk
Distributors he undertook the “long delivery run”. This involved picking up a loaded refrigerated truck from the
respondent’s depot at 1.30am each morning and delivering
dairy products and fruit juice to shops, delicatessens, cafes
and supermarkets. The applicant was entrusted with the keys
to many of the premises to which he made deliveries. The
round would be completed by approximately 9.30am each day.
Except for a period of four weeks in March-April 1997 Mr
Berger operated the “long delivery run” until September 1997.
On or about 14 September 1997 he injured his knee while
working. Mr Berger underwent surgery and was off work until February 1998. He returned to work on 23 February 1998
under a rehabilitation program. Initially he worked for 3 hours
a day, 5 days a week. Generally he was engaged on cleaning
duties at the depot. After three weeks this was increased to 5
hours a day and under this program Mr Berger returned to
delivery duties. This time he undertook the “short delivery
run”. Mr Berger would commence deliveries at 5.00am and
return to the depot at approximately 9.00am in the morning.
This was longer than the run would normally take and the
respondent attributed this to the applicant’s incapacity arising
from his injured knee.
It was from the position of driver on the “short delivery run”
under the workers compensation rehabilitation program, from
which he was summarily dismissed on 19 June 1998.
The respondent claims that it was alerted to problems when
reports were made to the proprietor, Mr Bowman, that one of
the company’s trucks was sighted at Lower King a location
outside the area in which milk was delivered. At first these
reports were dismissed by Mr Bowman on the basis that there
must have been some confusion with another supplier’s vehicle. However, it also came to Mr Bowman’s notice that the
applicant always returned to the depot at 9.00am – give or
take a minute or so – every day. This was the case irrespective
of the number of deliveries.
On or about 14 September 1998 Mr Bowman accompanied
the applicant on the run. In the course of making deliveries,
Mr Bowman over-heard Mr Berger speaking on the applicant’s
mobile phone to a person the respondent believes to have been
the applicant’s girlfriend. Mr Berger informed the person that
he would not be visiting for breakfast that morning. On that
day the round finished at 8.15am.
About 2 or 3 weeks before the applicant’s services were terminated Mr Bowman was contacted by the manager of a
supermarket to be told that the applicant had been seen swapping milk for bread with a bakery delivery driver. Mr Bowman
testified that he witnessed the applicant engage in an exchange.
Mr Bowman stated that after agonising over the matter and
not knowing what to do, he resolved to have Mr Berger followed while he undertook the “short delivery run”. Surveillance
was undertaken on eight occasions over a 2-3 week period in
May-June. It was carried out by Mr D’Aurizio who is Mr
Bowman’s father-in-law. Mr Bowman accompanied him on a
number of occasions. On 28 May photographs were taken of
the applicant carrying a crate containing “product” from the
respondent’s truck to a house in Elizabeth Street (Exhibit 6).
It is alleged that this occurred each day the applicant was followed. The evidence presented by the respondent was that Mr
Berger would arrive at the house at approximately 7.30am each
morning. He would take “product” into the house and leave at
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some time between 8.30am and 8.35am on each occasion. The
house is the residence of Mrs Rudnyckyj and her children.
Mrs Rudnyckyj described her relationship with Mr Berger as
“boyfriend-girlfriend cross over between defacto.”
On 19 June Mr Bowman requested that the applicant attend
his home. Mr Bowman, his wife the co-director of the respondent company and Mr Grill an employee of Masters Dairy were
in attendance. In their evidence Mr and Mrs Bowman described
the applicant’s demeanour at the meeting as being arrogant.
He sat at a table leaning back in the chair with his arms folded
across his chest. He did not remove the sun glasses he was
wearing when he entered the house.
Mr Bowman stated that he confronted the applicant with
what he had seen with respect to swapping milk for bread and
driving the vehicle to a private residence to take time off when
he was on the delivery round. Mr Bowman claimed that he
invited the applicant to respond but that Mr Berger said very
little other than to state that he had gone home to have Dencorub
applied to his knee and to have breakfast. On the matter of
swapping product his retort had been that it was a ‘perk of the
job’ and that “other people do it”. Mr Berger’s services were
terminated there and then.
The evidential onus is on the respondent to establish the facts
upon which a summary dismissal might be said to be justified
(FMWU –v- Cat Welfare Society Inc [71 WAIC 2014] ).
For the respondent’s part Mr Bowman had witnessed the
applicant exchanging bread for milk; he had either seen or had
been informed that some of the product from the truck had
been delivered to a private residence. Over a period of several
weeks he had verified that Mr Berger had absented himself
from duty without permission and in doing so had used the
respondent’s motor vehicle without authority.
The response he received when he confronted the applicant
was unsatisfactory. He had concluded that the applicant was
dishonest and could not be trusted to perform his duties in a
manner consistent with the respondent’s best interests. In this
respect he was concerned that where deliveries had to be made
to unattended premises to which the delivery driver has been
given keys, that Mr Berger could not be trusted. It is the respondent’s position that in acting as he did in swapping milk
for bread and in absenting himself from duty the applicant had
in effect “repudiated his contract.” It was submitted that on
these facts summary dismissal was justified.
The fact that milk was swapped for bread, that Mr Berger
delivered the respondent’s product to his girlfriend and to her
children and that he attended her home each morning is not
disputed. However it is argued that the summary dismissal is
harsh, unfair or oppressive when viewed in all of the circumstances of case.
It was argued that the termination of employment came about
because the respondent was looking for an excuse to rid himself of Mr Berger’s services because of the burden of him being
on workers compensation for a protracted period. Indeed the
applicant cited an advertisement in the local newspaper for a
delivery driver with a job description identical to those of his
position. He had concluded that with arrangements for the
delivery milk and other products in Albany it must have been
the respondent who was seeking to employ someone else.
Applications for the positions closed on 18 June and Mr
Berger’s services were terminated on 19 June. He claims to
have been told by “some-one in the dairy industry” that it was
his job that had been advertised. This knowledge had conditioned his attitude at the meeting with Mr Bowman when his
services were terminated. Mr Berger acknowledged that he
was given an opportunity to put his position regarding swapping products but believed there was little point in trying to
proffer an explanation. Indeed for some time he had felt that
his position was under threat because of his circumstances on
workers compensation.
Mr Berger claims that on several occasions Mr Bowman
had indicated the inconvenience he had caused by being on
workers compensation.
It was argued that it was a condition of the applicant’s employment that he could take “product” from the delivery truck
for consumption by his family. Indeed Mr Berger claimed to
have been particular in exercising this right before he commenced work. On attending the depot he would place his
requirements in his crate in the truck. If he swapped product
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during the run it would only come from his crate and would
never be replaced from his employer’s stock. Once he had
used the allotment he had taken it was gone. If his girlfriend
needed additional milk she would have to purchase it from a
shop.
The right to the product had been established when Mr Berger
was employed. He claims that he had been told that he could
take product from the truck for his personal use and for the
family. Once he identified the product that he was going to
take it was his to do as he wished. He, or the family could
consume it; they could share it with visitors to the house or he
could swap it for other goods. It was his property and ownership vested in him once he exercised his right to the entitlement.
The product was kept quite separate from his employer’s stock
on the truck. Indeed Mr Berger claims that the crate on the
truck he identified for himself became the receptacle of his
property. He claims that he only exercised his right to access
the respondent’s stock two or three times a week.
Mr Berger volunteered information about product swapping
during the period on which he was engaged on the “long” delivery run. He would swap two litres of orange juice for a
cheese and bacon roll when he attended a bakery early in the
morning. It was not always the case that the rolls would be out
of the oven at the time he called and he estimated that the
frequency of exchanges would have been once a week for the
period from March or April 1997 until his injury in September
that year. He stated that the product used for the swap came
from his crate and was never replaced from the employer’s
stock on the truck.
During the period on which he had been off work on workers compensation and before he commenced the rehabilitation
programme Mr Berger contacted Mr Bowman to ask if he could
have some of the “product”. He claims to have requested milk
and orange juice. However he admits that when he attended
the depot he took more than he had asked for. In addition to
milk and orange juice he had taken chocolate milk, cream and
yoghurt. This was explained on the basis that Mr Berger had
availed himself of the product he usually took without thinking.
Mr Bowman rang Mr Berger that night. He was upset. Another employee had advised him that Mr Berger had taken a
good part of a crate of product from the truck. Mr Berger claims
that Mr Bowman told him that he was not to take any more
product as that entitlement only extended to drivers.
When Mr Berger resumed work under the rehabilitation programme and commenced delivery on the “short run” he
re-instituted his right to take the product. He did not consult
with Mr Bowman on the matter.
On Mr Berger’s evidence the product swapping with the
bread carter only occurred five or six times. According to Mr
Berger it involved exchanging two litres of milk for two loaves
of yesterday’s bread. It occurred on a random basis when the
two drivers happened to meet at a common delivery point.
Again the milk only came from the allotment the applicant
had placed in his crate and not from his employer’s stock. The
exchange resulted in only two litres of milk being taken to his
girlfriend’s residence.
Mr Berger’s explanation for absenting himself from work to
visit his girlfriend each morning was that it was necessary for
the management of the recovery of his injured knee. By the
end of the delivery run it was necessary to apply Dencorub to
gain relief from the pain. Mr Berger applied the ointment in
the privacy of his girlfriend’s home and availed himself of the
opportunity to have breakfast while he rested his knee. In his
view the detour from the delivery route was relatively insignificant, only 5.9 kilometres.
The time spent recuperating was said to be in the interest of
both parties. Mr Berger’s knee would recover quicker and the
respondent would be able to have him back on full time duties
sooner. It had not occurred to him to apply the Dencorub while
he was on the delivery run or to use it at the depot. Anyway
modesty imposed some limitation.
While the pain experienced on a daily basis necessitated rest
and medication, it was not at a level that, in Mr Berger’s view,
warranted reporting under the rehabilitation programme. Although he suffered discomfort from time to time, he did not
draw attention to it. Mr Berger claims that he did not want to
be heard complaining.
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In the applicant’s view the summary dismissal should be
considered in the light of a presumption that his absence from
full time duties under workers compensation was placing a
burden on the respondent. There was the advertisement for
the position of delivery truck driver that contributed to Mr
Berger’s anxiety about his future. With respect to the facts of
taking product from the truck and swapping milk or other product for consumables, those matters should be viewed within
the context of his contractual entitlement established at the
time he was employed.
Once the product became his property Mr Berger was free
to dispose of it as he saw fit. It was submitted that the only
matters with which issue could be taken was the use of the
vehicle in visiting his girlfriend during working hours. Even
then Mr Berger was motivated by the need to rest his knee and
thereby assist in the recovery of his injury. It is acknowledged
that the applicant’s management of his injury may have been
imprudent.
It was submitted that nothing that Mr Berger did struck at
the heart of his contract of employment. In the circumstances
summary dismissal was harsh and offensive and it was submitted all that was warranted was a warning.
Mr and Mrs Bowman presented evidence for the respondent. Both directors had interviewed Mr Berger when he applied
for the job in 1996. Mr Bowman had led the discussion. It was
stated that Mr Berger presented himself as a single person. No
mention was made of a family and at no time was the respondent advised of any change in his status or of his relationship
with Mrs Rudnyckyj. The applicant’s home address changed
over the period of his employment but that was merely from
one unit to another at the same location. After trying to contact Mr Berger on the telephone at his given address the
respondent was advised by the applicant to ring another number
to leave a message if he could not be contacted on his home
number. The other telephone turned out to be at Mrs
Rudnyckyj’s home.
Mr Bowman claimed that all employees are given the same
information with respect to the policy on the availability of
product. It was to be for their personal consumption. They
were not to supply it to any other people including family
members – mothers, fathers or brothers. It was specifically for
people living under the roof of the employee’s home. Mr Bowman stated that he used the same format in all interviews and
that this policy is set out on a pro forma referred to at interviews. He recalls the interview with Mr Berger and specifically
the limitation he imposed on the availability of product.
Mr Bowman recalled the telephone conversation with Mr
Berger about the request for product while the applicant was
on workers compensation. He was emphatic that the request
had been made for only milk. Permission to take product was
given on the basis of that specific request and for that occasion only.
Mr Bowman admits to being annoyed when he heard that
Mr Berger had taken a good part of a crate of product. Mr
Bowman had a list of what had been taken. He rang Mr Berger
and in his view made it clear that Mr Berger was not to take
any more product while he was on workers compensation. He
refutes that in that telephone conversation he had linked eligibility to take product to the performance of truck driving duties.
Mr Bowman was not aware that Mr Berger had recommenced
taking product when he was under the workers compensation
rehabilitation programme until he had initiated surveillance in
May 1998.
Mrs Bowman had been in attendance when her husband telephoned Mr Berger. She attested to Mr Bowman’s direction to
him that the applicant was not to take product while he was on
workers compensation.
After being alerted to an incident of product swapping between Mr Berger and a bread carter, Mr Bowman had witnessed
an exchange. The claim that product was only taken from the
applicant’s crate was a fiction that the respondent does not
accept. As far as Mr Bowman is concerned his product was
taken from the truck by Mr Berger and given to the bread
carter. That was contrary to the specific direction that product
was only available to the applicant for his own use.
On each of the six or seven days that Mr Bowman followed
the applicant prior to terminating the employment, it was his
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evidence that Mr Berger took a quantity of product into Mrs
Rudnyckyj’s residence. As far as the respondent was concerned
that was not Mr Berger’s home and there had not been any
advice that the applicant resided there in a family relationship.
It was submitted that in taking product while on workers compensation, Mr Berger had acted contrary to Mr Bowman’s
specific instructions. The period of alleged respite taken to
relieve the injured knee had been initiated by Mr Berger without authority for time-off and without notification under the
rehabilitation program approved for the purpose of his workers compensation claim. It amounted to an unauthorised
absence from duty.
The applicant presented evidence from Ms Jody Smith an
occupational therapist, involved in the assessment of his injury and the management of the return to work program
coordinated through the employer, the insurer and the applicant’s doctor. Mrs Rudnyckyj attested to the time, frequency
and duration of Mr Berger’s morning visits and the nature of
her relationship with Mr Berger. It is not permanent and she
had considered the financial implications of that arrangement
with Mr Berger. Mrs Rudnyckyj stated that the morning visits
began when Mr Berger commenced the 5.00am delivery run.
She recalled his phone call one morning to tell her that he
would not be calling in but could not remember the date. Mr
Berger had mentioned his knee from time to time but in her
opinion was not the “complaining type”. It was Mrs
Rudnyckyj’s recollection that Mr Berger did not bring product to the house each morning but rather twice a week. Her
family were not “big drinkers of milk”. She would not always
know what Mr Berger was bringing to the house but if she ran
out of milk she would buy it from the shop.
Mr Brown the driver employed to replace Mr Berger on the
“long delivery run” when he was injured was called by the
applicant to give evidence. There was no expectation on Mr
Brown’s part that he would be a permanent replacement for
the applicant. Indeed his resignation took effect on the same
day the applicant’s services were terminated. On that day or a
day or two before, Mr Brown had a conversation with Mr
Bowman about swapping product with a bread carter. He admitted that he had done that on one occasion. He acknowledged
that he knew he should not have done it and that when he had
been employed by Mr Bowman it had been stipulated that he
could take product only for his own use.
Mr Jacobson (Storeman) and Mr McKinnel (factory worker)
were called to give evidence by the Respondent.
Neither had a close working relationship with the applicant
but respectively recalled specific incidents about allegedly stolen doughnuts and a discussion about taking chesse from the
depot. Mr D’Aurizio presented evidence on the surveillance
in the period in May-June prior to the termination of the applicant’s employment.
The applicant and the respondent were subjected to rigorous
cross-examination. This afforded the opportunity to assess the
trustfulness and character of each person. Indeed it was recognised by the respective counsels that this assessment is
fundamental to determining the claim.
There is no substance in the applicant’s submission that the
termination of his employment was brought about as a result
of the respondent’s annoyance and frustration arising from his
protracted period on workers compensation. The “feelings”
that Mr Berger claims to have had that Mr Bowman thought
he was malingering and the alleged discussions about the inconvenience and turmoil being caused to the respondent are
embellishments to support the submission that he had been
told by “someone in the industry” that it was his job that had
been advertised. I accept Mr Bowman’s evidence that he never
discussed the effect that Mr Berger’s absence on workers compensation had had on the business. Indeed under cross
examination Mr Berger conceded nothing had ever been said
or done by the Mr Bowman to suggest that he would not be
returning to the position he held prior to his injury. Immediately prior to the termination there was an expectation that Mr
Berger would be cleared to resume full duties. Mr Brown the
relief driver was employed on that basis and he understood it
to be the case.
I accept that the advertisement lodged by the respondent for
a delivery driver had nothing to do with Mr Berger’s position
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and was solely related to the Bowman’s purchase of another
milk distributorship in Albany. Mr Berger’s assertion that he
was told by “some one in the industry” that it was his position
that was advertised is rejected. The circumstances of that possibility are at odds with situation discussed by Mr Bowman
and the applicant that with the expectation of a workers compensation clearance Mr Berger was to return to his original
duties. It was always open to the applicant to raise the matter
with Mr Bowman. He did not and there can be no unfairness
visited upon the employer even if the applicant had jumped to
the wrong conclusion.
When faced with Mr Berger’s attitude and answers at the
interview on 19th June, there was little room to conclude that
the respondent did not have reasonable grounds to effect summary dismissal. The allegations of dishonesty went unanswered
save but for a reference to the treatment of the injured knee. I
accept that Mr Berger stated words to the effect that Mr Bowman “could do as he liked”. That is consistent with the
demeanour he adopted. The onus that rested with the respondent was discharged.
Much of the evidence presented by Mr Berger about his practice in accessing the employer’s product was self-servicing.
To accept that ownership vested in him by virtue of the act of
placing the product in a crate designated by him as his own is
a nonsense. The product was there to be delivered. The delivery truck was stocked to fulfil orders, not to ensure that Mr
Berger could first and foremost have access to milk, yoghurt,
cream, choc-milk and orange juice to drive around with it in
his possession. If orders exceeded the stock he would have to
return to the depot or dairy. It could not be the case that the
respondent’s customers orders should be filled as second in
priority. All of the stock on the truck was available to complete the employer’s enterprise. The benefit extended to the
applicant must be contingent upon that outcome.
The argument that the product was Mr Berger’s property
was an attempt to legitimise the acts of swapping his employer’s product for bread and for delivering milk to his girlfriend’s
home during working hours. I do not accept that Mr Berger
operated this scheme of calling the product his own to do with
as he chose fit under an arrangement of self imposed discipline. He claimed that he only took sufficient product to satisfy
the family needs. This he claimed occurred only twice or three
times a week. Mrs Rudnyckyj stated it was only twice a week.
When observed by Mr D’ Aurizio and Mr Bowman he took
product every day. When Mr Berger contacted Mr Bowman
during the period he was off work I accept that he only asked
for milk. However he took enough product to raise concern.
This lapse was explained on the basis that he availed himself
of what he usually took without thinking. In this regard I think
that was the case. I consider that the volume of product taken
was excessive and frequent.
The benefit that was extended to the applicant was to access
the product for his own consumption. In Mr Berger’s case I
consider that it was as narrow as that. He presented for employment as a single person. There was no notification to the
employer that he had entered into a relationship yet Mr Berger
insists that family responsibilities entitled him to the benefit.
This was claimed without advice to the respondent and without entering into a permanent relationship.
Considerable argument was mounted about the precise words
used by the respondent when employment relationships were
being established by Mr Bowman and in particular when Mr
Berger was appointed as a delivery driver in October 1996. I
accept the evidence at the hearing as to the limitation imposed
on the availability of product with consumption being available to the employee and those living under his roof. It was
not to be supplied to family members residing elsewhere. To
the extent that the Answer and Counter Proposal purports to
identify the availability of product on the basis of family responsibilities I accept that that was qualified to the extent stated
by Mr Bowman. Other staff were aware of the spirit and intent
of the policy.
Furthermore, I accept Mr Bowman’s evidence that as a result of the incident when Mr Berger took an excessive amount
of product while he was on workers compensation that the
benefit was withdrawn. I reject the submission that access was
made conditional upon the performance of delivery duties.
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The management of Mr Berger’s recuperation after surgery
on his injured knee resulted in a work program of 5 hours per
day being set in place. However this was unilaterally varied
by Mr Berger to about 4 hours by taking time off to apply
Dencorub while he visited his girlfriend’s home for breakfast.
It appears that this routine was established as soon as he
commenced the “short delivery run”. Except for the occasion
when Mr Bowman accompanied Mr Berger on deliveries the
applicant absented himself from work every day. He did not
mention any increase in symptoms, the necessity to rest the
knee or the need to obtain relief from the application of the
ointment. Ms Smith the occupation therapists coordinating the
rehabilitation program expected to be informed about this. She
was not.
It was submitted that the applicant’s management of his recuperation had been imprudent. However, when viewed in the
context of the period of time over which he absented himself
from work and the routine he established for himself it is difficult not to conclude that the injured knee became a convenient
excuse to take time off and to have breakfast.
Mr Berger failed to reciprocate the trust invested in him to
ensure his recovery under the program designed for him. Instead he determined his own course in a clandestine manner.
When the incidents of product swapping and the daily absenting from work are viewed in the context of all of the
circumstances of employment the only conclusion that can be
reached is that there was a fundamental breach of the applicant’s duty to act honestly towards his employer. Instead he
placed his own interests above those of his employer. He used
the employer’s products in a manner inconsistent with the
position of trust he occupied. The applicant controlled a truckload of stock to fulfil orders at various locations. Swapping
that product for his own needs was anathema to his responsibilities. It struck at the heart of the relationship. Similarly by
absenting himself from work under the guise of the need to
recuperate was dishonest. It is insufficient to argue that there
was some uncertainty about the availability of the benefit extended to the applicant to access product for his own use. There
was ample opportunity for him to explain what he claims to be
his understanding when he was confronted on 19th June. He
chose not to. He cannot now be heard to complain that the
respondent acted harshly or oppressively when all that was
before them was evidence of dishonesty and defiance. In my
view the applicant was treated with respect and concern by
Mr and Mrs Bowman over the period of the employment relationship. They did not act harshly or unfairly in terminating
the employment of the applicant. Mr Berger acted dishonestly.
It was not an isolated event but a course of behaviour over a
period of time both with respect to swapping product and absenting himself from work. It is not an answer to say the
respondent failed to act when the matters which precipitated
the termination first came to their attention. I accept that at
first Mr and Mrs Bowman did not know what to do. They did
not know the extent of product swapping nor the frequency
with which the applicant detoured from his delivery run. This
is a small business conducted at a time of day to provide a
service for the convenience of the customers. It was necessary for Mr and Mrs Bowman to attempt to ascertain the extent
of the applicant’s behaviour before taking action. This was
done in the only way they saw open to them. They confronted
the applicant when they were satisfied they had some understanding of his actions. No satisfactory response was
forthcoming. In their view his actions struck at the heart of the
employment relationship. I would not interfere with the course
determined. The application is dismissed.
Appearances: Mr Clifton (of Counsel) on behalf of the Applicant.
Mr N Graham (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent.
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Balfour Hamilton Kerr Brown
and
Ocean View Pty Ltd t/a BP Dog Swamp.
No. 1371 of 1998.

COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
16 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to s
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act’) by
which Mr Balfour Brown (“the applicant”) alleges he was
unfairly dismissed by Ocean View Pty Ltd t/a BP Dog Swamp
(“the respondent”).
Background
At all material times the respondent employed the applicant
as a customer service officer. The employment commenced
on 29 December 1997 and terminated on 4 July 1998. The
applicant was employed by the respondent on a casual basis
however, the applicant says he was engaged as a “permanent
casual” pursuant to the terms of the Motor Vehicle (Service
Stations, Sales Establishments, Rust Prevention and Paint Protection) Industry Award No. 29 of 1980 (“the Award”). The
applicant was engaged on duties involving cash control, cashier duties and other general duties as directed by the respondent.
It is common ground that the applicant, although engaged as a
casual employee, regularly worked approximately 30 hours
per week on the basis of five shifts of six hours each shift.
Such shifts were worked generally on a rotating basis, mornings and afternoons week about. The applicant was paid a
loading of 20% on his wages.
In or about early June 1998, it came to the attention of the
applicant and another employee that they and other casual
employees employed by the respondent, had not been paid the
rates which they considered were the appropriate rates under
the Award. The respondent subsequently resolved that matter.
The employees concerned received their respective wage adjustments. Later in June 1998, the respondent advised all
employees that due to the poor trading position of the company, the continued employment of all casual employees could
not be guaranteed, that the business would be restructured and
that casual employees should commence seeking alternative
employment.
On or about 3 July 1998 a meeting took place between the
applicant, a Mr Hogan, another employee of the respondent,
and Mr Budd, the respondent’s principal. Mr Budd advised
both the applicant and Mr Hogan that they would not be required for work on the next roster for the week ending 12 July
1998 but their employment was not being terminated. The next
day, on 4 July 1998, following a confrontation between the
applicant and Mr Budd regarding the return of the applicant’s
security keys for the respondent’s premises, the applicant’s
employment with the respondent was terminated. The circumstances surrounding that termination are in contest.
The Evidence
The applicant appeared in person in these proceedings and
adduced evidence on his own behalf. He said that he commenced employment with the respondent in late December
1997. The terms of his employment being set out in a letter
dated 7 January 1998 tendered as exhibit A2 in these proceedings. The applicant is described in exhibit A2 as a casual
employee working “six hour rotating shifts, as agreed”. The
applicant said he usually worked five days a week, six hours
per day or thereabouts. The days off per week were variable,
being either Saturday or Sunday and Monday. The applicant
testified that he regularly worked these hours up to the date of
the termination of his employment.
The applicant gave evidence generally in relation to the circumstances surrounding the under payment of wages of the
respondent’s casual employees and steps that he and another
casual employee, Mr Hogan, took to remedy the situation. It
appears on the evidence, that both the applicant and Mr Hogan
were instrumental in raising and pursuing this issue on behalf
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of the other employees. The circumstances surrounding the
resolution of this issue are set out in a memorandum from Mr
Budd to all casual employees of the respondent including the
applicant, dated 19 June 1998 and tendered as exhibit A1.
The applicant further testified that on or about 24 June 1998
he, along with the respondent’s other casual employees, received a memorandum from Mr Budd regarding the state of
the respondent’s business. That memorandum was tendered
as exhibit A3. That memorandum advised the casual employees that the respondent was no longer in a position, due to the
trading conditions of the business, to guarantee further employment nor the existing working hours for any casual
employee. A range of reasons for this were set out in the memorandum, relating generally to increasing competitive pressures
on the respondent’s business, decreases in turnover and margins on sales.
The respondent advised the employees in this memorandum
that these circumstances necessitated a restructure of the respondent’s operations over the ensuing one to two weeks,
foreshadowing a reduction in hours and the cessation of some
working shifts. Furthermore and importantly, the memorandum advised employees that in the circumstances, they should
consider seeking alternative employment.
The applicant said that on or about 3 July 1998 he had a
meeting with Mr Budd. He said that Mr Budd gave him a
cheque in relation to his back payment for wages and advised
him that he was not needed for work for the following roster
for the week ending 12 July 1998. The applicant said that Mr
Budd asked him to return the respondent’s security keys by
the end of the following shift, that being 4 July 1998. The
applicant responded that he would give the security keys back
to Mr Budd if Mr Budd supplied him with a separation certificate. The applicant initially testified that Mr Budd refused and
said that if the keys were not returned he would need to call
the police to obtain them. However, in cross-examination, the
meeting between the applicant and Mr Budd was explored in
more detail. The applicant conceded that Mr Budd discussed
the content of exhibit A3 with him and advised that the respondent’s business was in trouble. Mr Budd said changes
needed to be made and that the applicant would not be needed
for the next seven days or thereabouts. The applicant admitted
that he was very upset with this decision by the respondent.
When he asked Mr Budd whether he was being dismissed, Mr
Budd told him that he was not being dismissed. When pressed
in cross-examination as to whether he was very upset, angry
and indeed intimidated Mr Budd at this time, I pause to observe that the applicant was somewhat hesitant in answering
these questions.
The following day on 4 July 1998, the applicant testified
that he was at work and at about 11.30 am two police officers
arrived at the respondent’s site. The police spoke with Mr Budd
and then came over to the applicant and asked the applicant to
return the respondent’s security keys for the premises. The
applicant said he indicated that he would if the respondent
provided him with a separation certificate. The applicant’s
evidence was that Mr Budd said that he would not provide a
separation certificate. The applicant maintained that he was
always intending to return the security keys to Mr Budd. The
applicant then said that following this exchange, Mr Budd
advised him that he was dismissed. The applicant then returned
the security keys to Mr Budd and left the respondent’s employ.
The applicant gave evidence generally as to his state at that
time, to the effect that he had been receiving medical attention
for depression. A letter dated 30 November 1998 from Dr Rhys
Nguyen to this effect was tendered as exhibit A7. Neither Dr
Nguyen nor any other person was called to give evidence about
this matter.
Mr Hogan was called on behalf of the applicant. He gave
evidence generally about the basis of his employment as a
casual employee working similar hours to that of the applicant. He described the events surrounding the under payment
of wages and his role in that matter. He also testified to the
effect that he was spoken to by Mr Budd at about the same
time as the applicant, regarding not being required for work
for a period of seven days or thereabouts. His evidence was
that the respondent did not dismiss him. Otherwise, I did not
find Mr Hogan’s testimony particularly relevant to these
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proceedings and it has not assisted me greatly in resolving this
matter.
Constable Darren Gates was called to give evidence on behalf of the applicant in response to a summons to witness filed
on 30 November 1998. He said that he attended the respondent’s premises on 4 July 1998 at approximately 10.55 am.
Constable Gates referred to an incident report he made at or
about that time. He generally described the events as they occurred that morning. He said that he spoke with Mr Budd on
arrival and was aware of a difficulty in relation to the applicant returning security keys in his possession and there being
some problem with the applicant “about papers for the dole”.
Constable Gates said he spoke with both the applicant and Mr
Budd during the course of his attendance at the premises. He
testified that he recalled asking Mr Budd if the applicant had
been dismissed as the applicant was unsure about this. He said
that he did not hear Mr Budd say that the applicant was not
dismissed. He testified that the applicant did finally return the
security keys to Mr Budd after Mr Budd had said to him, words
to the effect, that he was “dismissed, fired or sacked”. Constable Gates was not sure what actual words were used in these
conversations. Constable Gates confirmed in his evidence
however, that the applicant was very upset.
On behalf of the respondent, three witnesses were called to
give evidence. They included Mr Howes, the respondent’s site
manager, Mr Veran, the operator of a recruitment agency and
Mr Budd, the principal of the respondent.
Mr Howes testified that he had been the site manager at the
respondent’s premises since April 1998. He said that on Saturday 4 July 1998 he was at work in the morning to attend to the
respondent’s books. He said that at about 10.00 am he observed a conversation between Mr Budd and police officers
who had arrived at the premises. Mr Howes was close by at
the time, behind the console in the office. He testified that he
heard Mr Budd say to the applicant that the applicant was not
dismissed. He said he saw Mr Budd call the police over to
deal with the situation. The police officer asked the applicant
to return the security keys but the applicant refused. Mr Howes
testified that eventually the applicant did hand back the security keys to Mr Budd. Apart from this evidence, Mr Howes
was unable to be more specific as to what occurred that morning, as he was serving customers behind the console and was
busy.
The respondent called Mr Veran. Mr Veran is the owner
operator of a personnel agency specialising in automotive industry recruitment. He gave evidence that his first contact with
the applicant was in or about November 1997, when the applicant was pursuing employment in the industry. Thereafter, he
received telephone contact in or about July 1998 in relation to
an available position at another service station. Mr Veran indicated that as far as he was aware, the applicant was unsuccessful
insofar as that application was concerned. Mr Veran also said
that about the same time in July 1998, the applicant left a copy
of his resume with Mr Veran’s agency for future employment
purposes. The details of the applicant’s contact with Mr Veran’s
agency are set out in the agency contact card tendered as exhibit R3.
According to Mr Veran, experienced console operators in
the service station sector of the automotive industry are in
demand. In his view, someone who was prepared to work the
necessary hours should be able to obtain employment in about
a month or so, but this was variable.
Mr Budd was the final witness called on behalf of the respondent. Mr Budd was the franchise operator at the
respondent’s business for the previous two and a half years.
Mr Budd testified that the business had been, as of October
1998, re-purchased by BP. Mr Budd testified generally about
the financial state of the business prior to its re-purchase by
BP. He said that by about mid April 1998, he realised that the
business was in trouble. He referred to a number of profit and
loss by month reports for the financial years 1996/97 and 1997/
98. Those financial reports were tendered as exhibits R4-R6
respectively. Those financial reports showed a significant deterioration in the trading position of the business, leading to a
net loss according to Mr Budd, of approximately $11,000 for
the 1997/98 financial year.
Mr Budd said that when he became aware of the extent of
the financial position of the business, he started taking steps
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to reduce costs to try and improve the position. He did not
replace a permanent mechanic who resigned, but did much of
the work himself. He trained his wife in console operations
and reduced the opening hours of the business. He testified
that he stopped paying himself any income from the business
from in or about June 1998.
In relation to the applicant’s employment, Mr Budd said that
the applicant was one of a number of casual employees engaged by the respondent. He confirmed that the applicant did
work approximately 30 hours per week on average. He further
confirmed the content of exhibit A2, that being the applicant’s
letter of appointment dated 7 January 1998. In relation to the
working hours of the applicant and the other casual employees, Mr Budd said that he never guaranteed the number of
shifts to be worked and mentioned the “as agreed” reference
to the rotating shifts in the applicant’s letter of appointment.
In his view, those shift arrangements could change, consistent
with the casual nature of the employment.
Mr Budd gave evidence generally about the underpayment
of wages issue and said that he was not aware that there had
been an increase in wages payable under the Award. When the
matter was raised with him, he investigated it and made the
necessary adjustments for all the relevant employees. This included the applicant and Mr Hogan. Mr Budd referred in his
evidence, to his memorandum of 19 June 1998 setting out what
had occurred in relation to the wage rates issue and that back
payment would be made.
Mr Budd testified that the continued poor state of the business led him to issue to all casual employees his memorandum
of 24 June 1998 (exhibit A3). He said that he did this in order
to comply with what he referred to as “s 40 Employment Act
1993 amended”. He said he understood that he had a legal
obligation to advise employees at the earliest opportunity of
possible changes that may take place in the business by reason
of its financial circumstances. He testified that his plan was to
reduce hours across the board, do more work himself, have
his wife work in the business and reduce costs where otherwise possible.
On or about Thursday 2 July 1998, he met with the applicant who had asked to see him. He said that the applicant
discussed staff levels and told Mr Budd that he, the applicant,
had decided that other staff should go. Mr Budd responded
that this was not the way to deal with the matter and that all
employees would have to lose hours across the board. He said
that it would be his decision as to what changes would be
made not the applicant’s. By the next day, 3 July 1998, Mr
Budd said that he needed time to assess the business and to
determine what would be the best course for the future. He
said that as the applicant and Mr Hogan were the highest paid
casual employees engaged by the respondent, and because of
the pressure that they had put him under in relation to the wages
issue, he told them that they would not be required for duty for
the next seven days.
Mr Budd’s evidence was the applicant was extremely upset
with this. Mr Budd said the applicant was aggressive and very
angry. Mr Budd said he was concerned as to what the applicant might do. He asked the applicant for a contact number in
order that he may confirm with the applicant his roster to commence following the end of the seven-day period. Mr Budd
said that because of the general demeanour and aggression
exhibited by the applicant, he was very concerned that the
applicant not retain the security keys for the respondent’s
premises until he returned after the seven-day period. He said
that the security keys are very important because they activated effectively the whole site, including the petrol pumps,
access to the premises and the till. He said in evidence that
“they were a dangerous set of keys in the wrong hands”.
Mr Budd testified that when he said to the applicant that he
wanted him to return the security keys at the end of his shift
the next day, that being Friday 4 July 1998, the applicant refused and said that he would not do so. Mr Budd then told the
applicant that if he did not return the security keys he would
have to call the police to get them back. He said that the applicant then abused him further and left the premises with a stream
of abuse directed at Mr Budd.
The next day, Friday 4 July 1998, Mr Budd said the applicant commenced work at about 7.00 am in the morning. He
testified that the applicant was totally “non compliant” and
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very unco-operative that morning and effectively ignored him.
He said that he asked the applicant for the security keys to be
returned, to which the applicant responded that “he would not
get them and nor would anyone else”. In view of this, Mr
Budd then rang the police and said he had a possible security
risk on site and could they attend the premises. Subsequently,
both Constables Gates and Harrison arrived at the site. Mr
Budd told the police officers what the problem was and considered he had a difficulty in that he had made a lawful request
for the return of the respondent’s property and was concerned
about the applicant’s demeanour and general response to that
request.
He testified that Constable Gates walked into the shop and
told Mr Budd to ask the applicant, in front of the police officer, for the return of the security keys. Mr Budd did so and
the applicant refused to return the keys. This conversation took
place in the console area of the respondent’s premises. He said
that when Constable Gates asked the applicant for the keys
the applicant asked Mr Budd whether he was being terminated
to which Mr Budd replied that he was not. The applicant said
that he would not return the security keys. Mr Budd’s evidence was that the applicant said that if he was not dismissed
then he would not return the security keys, as he wanted a
separation certificate, specifically filled out as to how he wanted
it to read. Mr Budd then said that under these circumstances,
the applicant was then dismissed.
In relation to the dismissal, Mr Budd’s evidence was that he
was placed in the position by the applicant such that the only
basis upon which he was going to have the security keys returned was to comply with what he saw as the applicant’s
effective request for the applicant to be dismissed. Mr Budd
said that but for these events, the applicant would have continued in employment as he had originally intended, and moreover,
would more than likely have been re-employed by the new
operator of the respondent’s business. Mr Budd said he secured agreement with the new operator for all employees to
be re-employed. Mr Budd in cross-examination, referred to
the employment of a Mr Les Warwick on or about 20 June
1998. He said that Mr Warwick was employed to replace a Mr
Cook who had resigned some time earlier, in or about May
1998, and who had been engaged mainly on relief work for
weekends and other times. The delay in engaging a replacement was due to the fact that both the applicant and Mr Hogan
had been absorbing the work previously performed by Mr Cook
but in Mr Budd’s view, those hours were becoming excessive
and there was a need for some additional relief.
There is some conflict in the evidence between the witnesses
called on behalf of the applicant and the respondent, particularly in relation to the events that occurred on 4 July 1998.
The resolution of that conflict involves my assessment of the
credibility of the witnesses giving their evidence. From my
observations of the witnesses, I prefer the evidence of Mr Budd
and Mr Howes to that of the applicant in relation to those events.
I found both Mr Budd and Mr Howes to be forthright witnesses and I have no reason to doubt their evidence as to the
events as they unfolded. As to the applicant’s evidence in relation to what occurred on 3 and 4 July 1998, the applicant was
hesitant in answering questions in cross-examination and was
unable to recall a number of matters. Moreover, the applicant’s
evidence that he never refused to hand back the security keys
to Mr Budd, is entirely inconsistent with the version of the
events outlined by Mr Budd and corroborated by Mr Howes.
Furthermore, whilst Constable Gates’ evidence was somewhat
limited, in that he did not recall the words used during a number
of the conversations when he attended the respondent’s
premises, he did confirm in his evidence that the applicant did
not want to return the respondent’s security keys to Mr Budd,
despite the lawful request to do so. Mr Howes’ evidence in
relation to the applicant’s demand for a separation certificate,
is also consistent with the evidence given by Mr Budd on this
issue and Constable Gate’s evidence that there was a dispute
“about papers for the dole.”
Having regard for these matters, and the matters not in dispute, I am satisfied on the evidence and find that the applicant
was engaged as a casual employee pursuant to the terms of the
Award. Furthermore, I find that the applicant in the main, regularly worked approximately 30 hours per week on a rotating
morning and afternoon shift basis. I am also satisfied and find
that the business of the respondent encountered severe finan-
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cial difficulties, culminating in notice from the respondent to
the casual employees that they should commence seeking alternative employment options. Moreover, I am satisfied that
the respondent made it clear to those employees that their
working hours may well be reduced and indeed, some shifts
may be abolished altogether. In my view, that notice was generally in accordance with the respondent’s statutory obligations
pursuant to Part 5 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993.
I am also satisfied on the evidence and find that as a result of
the changes required by the respondent, as explained in exhibit A3, Mr Budd spoke to the casual employees concerned,
including the applicant, and advised of the need for changes.
In this respect, I accept that as a result of a discussion between
the applicant and Mr Budd on or about 3 July 1998, the applicant was not going to be rostered for work for a period of
approximately seven days but would in all likelihood be
rostered to work in the week ending following that period. I
also find that but for the events which occurred the following
day on 4 July 1998, the applicant would have in all likelihood,
remained employed by the respondent until it ceased to operate the business in or about October 1998 and may well have
continued beyond that time in any event, with the new operator.
I also have no doubt that on being advised by Mr Budd of
the situation on 3 July 1998, the applicant was most upset
with the respondent’s decision. I accept Mr Budd’s evidence
that the applicant was not merely upset but was also aggressive and abusive. I accept also Mr Budd’s evidence that in
view of that conduct, the respondent considered it appropriate
to request the applicant to return the respondent’s security keys
at the end of his shift the following day, given their importance and the applicant’s general state. The respondent, as the
employer, clearly had the lawful right to do so. I find the applicant refused to accede to this request.
Insofar as the events on 4 July 1998 are concerned, I have
no doubt that what occurred is as outlined in the evidence of
Mr Budd and Mr Howes. I am satisfied on the evidence that
despite repeated requests, and indeed the calling of the police
to the respondent’s premises, the applicant continued to wilfully refuse to return the respondent’s security keys, unless
and until the applicant was provided with a separation certificate by the respondent, on his terms. I find on the evidence
before me that in effect, the applicant issued an ultimatum to
the respondent in this regard. I conclude on the evidence that
the applicant was dismissed by the respondent, in response to
the events that unfolded on that particular morning.
As to events after the dismissal, I am satisfied on the evidence that the applicant, save for one telephone contact with
Mr Veran in relation to alternative employment, took no other
positive steps to mitigate his loss. However, I do acknowledge
that the applicant was undergoing some medical treatment at
or about this time, in relation to depression. I accept the applicant’s evidence that this affected his search for work. However,
based upon the evidence before me, I am not able to make any
positive finding to the effect that the applicant’s condition directly arose out of the applicant’s employment or its termination
by the respondent.
Additionally, there is no evidence before me upon which I
can make any findings as to whether or not any other employee should either have had his or her hours reduced,
alternatively, his or her employment terminated, in preference
to the applicant, in view of the state of the respondent’s business.
Conclusion
Casual Employee
The first issue to resolve in this matter is whether the Commission has jurisdiction to entertain the applicant’s claim, given
that the applicant was engaged on a casual basis. As I have
already observed, it is not in contest that the applicant was
engaged as a casual employee pursuant to the terms of the
Award, and was paid a loading of 20% on his wages. It is also
the case that the applicant continuously worked a regular
number of hours on a rotating roster basis, as did a number of
other casual employees employed by the respondent. A number
of the rosters for the applicant and other casual employees
were tendered in evidence as exhibits A4-A6 respectively.
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There is no evidence before the Commission that the
applicant worked on an intermittent or irregular basis.
Clause 6(3) of the Award provides as follows—
“(3) Casual: means an employee who is engaged and advised as such at the time of employment. Casual
employment shall include circumstances where the expected duration of employment is for a short term or is
irregular”.
It is immediately apparent that the definition of casual employee for the purposes of the Award, may well contemplate
employment of a more on-going basis rather than merely intermittent or irregular engagements. This construction is open
from the plain language of subclause (3), as it includes the
circumstance where duration of employment is for a short term
or is irregular, which would otherwise correspond to the common law meaning of a casual employee. In my opinion, this
strongly suggests that an employee may still be properly characterised as a casual employee for the purposes of the Award,
even if the employment is more of an on-going and regular
nature.
Casual employment at common law, is generally characterised by a series of distinct and separate engagements entered
into for a defined period and not an on-going indefinite employment: Swan Yacht Club v Bramwell (1998) 78 WAIG 579
at 583; Serco (Australia) Pty Limited v Moreno (1996) 76
WAIG 937 at 938-939.
In my opinion, it could not be said that the applicant was a
casual employee for the purposes of the common law definition. However, the applicant was in my view, a casual employee
for the purposes of the terms of the Award.
The characterisation of the applicant’s employment as being casual does not preclude in my opinion, the Commission’s
jurisdiction in this matter. In my view, a casual employee in
the circumstances of the present case, may still be unfairly
dismissed and indeed, reinstated: Ryde-Eastwood Leagues Club
Ltd v Taylor (1994) 56 IR 385.
Having considered the basis of the applicant’s employment,
I now turn to consider the effect of the events of 3 and 4 July
1998 in terms of the applicant’s claim that he was unfairly
dismissed.
Was the Applicant Harshly, Oppressively or Unfairly Dismissed?
In my view, the applicant’s claim that his employment in
fact was terminated by the respondent on 3 July 1998 when he
was told by Mr Budd that he would not be receiving any work
for the ensuing seven day period, is misconceived. That claim
is contrary to the direct evidence from Mr Budd and indeed
Mr Howes, which I have accepted, that the respondent did not
terminate the applicant’s employment. When read with the
definition of casual employee for the purposes of clause 6 –
Definitions of the Award, which in my opinion contemplates
an on-going employment relationship, albiet on a “casual”
basis, that conclusion is strengthened. In my opinion, the applicant was not dismissed by that event, and indeed, was not
entitled to and had no right to the issuance of a separation
certificate from that time. In my view, the dismissal of the
applicant took place the following day on 4 July 1998, following the confrontation at the respondent’s premises. I now turn
to consider that issue.
In my opinion, the conduct of the applicant, based upon the
findings I have made, was inconsistent with the maintenance
of an on-going employment relationship between the applicant and the respondent. As I have found, there is no doubt in
my mind that the applicant’s conduct was as described by Mr
Budd and its effect on Mr Budd was clearly evidenced by his
decision to call the police. That the respondent was forced to
take this step is significant in itself. I have no doubt that the
applicant was threatening, abusive and intimidated Mr Budd
and effectively held the respondent to ransom in order to
achieve what he regarded as his entitlement, that being a separation certificate, although for the reasons which I have
explained, that expectation was ill conceived.
In this case, the respondent made a lawful and reasonable
request to the applicant to return the respondent’s property.
Given the circumstances that confronted Mr Budd on 3 July
1998, it is not for the Commission to stand in the shoes of the
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employer and determine whether it would have taken the same
steps as the respondent in fact did. The issue in this case, is
whether in exercising its right to terminate the applicant’s
employment, the respondent has abused that right: Miles v
Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG
385. In my opinion, the applicant’s conduct was deliberate
and wilful, which amounted to misconduct in the relevant sense.
Having conducted himself in the manner as I have found, the
applicant cannot now complain that he has been harshly dealt
with.
Furthermore, whilst counsel for the respondent invited me
to conclude that there was in effect an “implicit resignation”
in this case, with respect, a somewhat novel concept, it is open
to conclude and I do conclude, that in effect, the applicant
invited the respondent to dismiss him in order to have returned
to it its own property.
Even if the events of 3 July 1998 could possibly have been
characterised as a dismissal of the applicant on notice by reason of the respondent’s parlous financial state, the applicant
has not discharged the onus upon him of establishing that other
employees should have been made redundant in preference to
the applicant: Amalgamated Metal Workers’ and Shipwrights
Union of Western Australia and Or v Australian Shipbuilding
Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (1987) 67 WAIG 733. I am also far
from convinced that the applicant was in any way “unfairly
targeted” as a reason for his dismissal, as he alleged in his
application. In all the circumstances of this case, I am far from
persuaded that the applicant’s dismissal was harsh, oppressive
or unfair.
The application is therefore dismissed.
Appearances: The applicant appeared in person.
Mr M Thornhill of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Balfour Hamilton Kerr Brown
and
Ocean View Pty Ltd t/a BP Dog Swamp.
No. 1371 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
16 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr B Brown on his own behalf and Mr M
Thornhill of counsel on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
William Francis Coad
and
Dalstar Pty Ltd (ACN 067 483 514) Trading As The
Skippers Club
No. 2311 of 1997
Scott David Coad
and
Dalstar Pty Ltd (ACN 067 483 514) Trading As The
Skippers Club.
No. 2312 of 1997.
22 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: These applications were
heard concurrently by consent. Both were filed pursuant to
section 29(1)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the
Act”). By them Mr William Coad and his son Mr Scott Coad
(“the applicants”) respectively claim they were unfairly dismissed by Dalstar Pty Ltd (“the respondent”) and have been
denied contractual benefits due under those contracts of employment. The respondent filed answers denying these claims
and, with respect to the claims of unfair dismissal, it says neither applicant in fact was dismissed.
Conciliation was not successful and the claims proceeded to
hearing. In the course of the hearing the respondent indicated
that it preferred to save further costs with respect to the claims
of denied contractual benefits and, on this basis only, was prepared to pay the applicants the respective sums claimed.
Subsequently there were some exchanges between counsel over
this but, in any event, on the basis of an amount claimed being
satisfied there is good reason, in my view, for the Commission
to exercise the powers conferred by section 27(1)(a)(iv) to refrain from further dealing with such matter.
The hearing which proceeded was limited then to the respective claims of unfair dismissal. These further reasons are
limited to those claims. The primary question in each case is
whether or not the applicant in fact was dismissed. If the answer to that question is in the negative then the claim must fail
for want of jurisdiction in that only a dismissed employee has
a right pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act to file such a
claim. The question turns on whether or not the employment
of the applicants was of a permanent part time nature as claimed
or whether, as asserted by the respondent, the employment
was casual and the respondent simply ceased to offer work to
the applicants.
It is noted that no party sought to establish that an industrial
award governed any employment between them or that the
question of whether or not the employment was casual was
caught by any legislative standard or other regulation. It follows that any engagement is matter for the common law of
employment. “Casual” within this context is generally taken
to mean an employee who works under a distinct contract of
employment entered into between the parties for a fixed or
certain period of time or a series of such separate and distinct
contracts. As was observed by Olson P in Stewart v Port
Noalunga Hotel Ltd (1980) 47 SAIR 406 at 420 “the essential
feature of casual employment at common law is the entry by
the parties into a series of specific engagements on particular
occasions, at the conclusion of which neither party has any
further legal employment commitments to the other”. Thus,
casual employment is generally distinguished from permanent
work, whether full time or part time, by the characteristic of
impermanency.
But the distinction is not always clear cut. As was noted by
Fielding C (as he then was) in the case of Phillip Thomas Squirrel and Bibra Lakes Adventure World Pty Limited trading as
Adventureworld (1984) 64 WAIG 1834 at 1835.
There are many borderline situations and, as has often
been said, the distinction between part time and casual
employment … can be very blurred …
This may be particularly so when there is a pattern of employment over time. The applicants here rely upon such a
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concept. The Commission was referred to the report of the
case Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union v Auscript (1998) 43 AILR 443 in support. It was
said that statements by the Full Bench of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission in that matter could be considered
apt in this case and, in particular, the observation that the label
of “casual” cannot be seen as true where the employee has an
ongoing relationship with the employer which “was both regular and systematic, with a reasonable expectation of continuing
employment”. The applicants say that the employment relationships between them and the respondent can be so
categorised. Accordingly, they say, the proper designation to
be applied to their employment is not casual employment but
permanent employment which was part time.
While noting that this case involved a federal industrial award
and federal law and thereby is to be distinguished from the
situation here, it can be said that with the development of
employment practices in a modern industrial society the concept of “casual” employment said to involve serial offers and
acceptances of contract well may not stand up to scrutiny of
what exists under that label. What is necessary to ascertain for
the determination of the true nature of an employment relationship said to be casual is whether, in fact, it has the qualities
of informality, uncertainty and irregularity.
The respondent’s managing director is Mr Peter Jackson.
He gave evidence for the respondent as did Mr Mark Reeve
and Ms Elaine Parker. Both the applicants gave evidence. And
a number of documents were produced into evidence by both
parties.
The evidence as to the business and the conditions which
applied largely is uncontentious. The respondent operates a
business known as “The Skippers Club”. It involves providing a chauffeur service within the metropolitan area for persons
(or companies or organisations) who have paid a fee to join.
Each member is given a number which is used in making any
booking for the service. The service is available twenty four
hours a day seven days a week.
The fee charged for the service is based on the kilometres
travelled from the point of pick up of the member to the member’s final destination. Any member who, having booked as
service, is not available then for collection is liable to be
charged a call out fee. A waiting fee is charged by the respondent if the member, having booked the service, is not available
for collection shortly after the time nominated by the member.
The evidence as to the length of time from the nominated time
to when the liability for a waiting time commenced is not consistent. But nothing turns on that as to the issue of whether the
employment was casual or not. The waiting fee is calculated
at the rate of $10.00 for each fifteen minutes from the point of
calculation.
The provision of the chauffer service usually occurs as follows. A member (or person authorised by a member company
or organisation) contacts the respondent’s operations office
(“the base”) with a request to be driven from a nominated place
at a specified time to another destination. The base operator
taking that request will dispatch a team made up of a “skipper” and a “driver” to perform the service. The team must
have available to it a motor vehicle. The respondent does not
supply any motor vehicle. The driver is responsible for delivering the skipper to the meeting point with the member. The
skipper then chauffeurs the member in his or her own vehicle
to the required destination. The driver follows in the vehicle
being used by the team and picks up the skipper after delivery
of the member and the member’s vehicle as required. He and
the skipper then return to base or proceed on another job.
A docket or invoice stating the details of the trip is produced
to the member by the skipper at the conclusion of the trip with
a request for confirmation. The fee arising for the trip is charged
to the member. Payment may be made to the skipper at the
conclusion of the trip. The skipper is then to record that fact
and deliver the payment along with a copy of the docket to the
base operator on return to the base or as soon as practicable.
Alternatively, the charge for the service may be raised by the
respondent in a monthly account forwarded to the member
with the charge based on a copy of the docket provided to the
base by the skipper.
On week days the base is open from 8.00am to approximately 2.00am—3.00am. On weekend days it is open from
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8.00am to approximately 4.00am. In the event of a request
from a member being raised out of those hours a pager service
directs the call to a member of a team nominated beforehand
as being available to take such calls or the base telephone is
diverted to the team member. That team is then responsible
for providing the chauffeuring service required. A different
payment system applies when a team responds to a job through
the pager service than as a result of an allocation of a job
through the base.
The respondent has available to it at any time a “pool” of
persons who may carry out the work of a skipper or driver.
Each pool member is allocated a reference number by the respondent. The allocation of work is done as follows. Every
fortnight, on either Friday or Saturday evening, a roster is
placed on a whiteboard. It is for the following fortnight and
contains one or two fixed start times to cover a low demand
time but otherwise does not prescribe start times. No names
are on the roster when it is put up. Any person from the pool
may nominate days and time of availability for work in the
next fortnight by entering his or her name on the roster. Alternatively, availability may be communicated to a base operator
by telephone for entry onto the roster. The nomination of availability is registered on a “first in” basis. There is no limit to
the number of days or times a person from the pool may nominate for save the available spaces on the roster. Any person
nominating availability after the vacancies on the roster have
been filled by others from the pool is registered as being on
stand by and may be contacted by the respondent if for any
reason a person on roster does not present as nominated when
a job arises.
There is no requirement for a person in the pool to be available at any particular time or on any particular day. Availability
for work at any time is a matter for the person in the pool.
Under the arrangement, the nomination of availability does
not establish a requirement for the person to be available then
or to remain available as nominated. Nor is such a person required to give notice of any unavailability at any time, including
after that person’s name has been placed on the roster.
When a member requests a service, the base operator allocates the work per the roster subject to the person confirming
availability then and being ready for work. Readiness for work
is determined by a skipper and driver actually getting together.
The respondent advertises from time to time for persons interested in becoming part of the pool. Those who respond may
attend a presentation on the respondent’s business and work
organisation. This is carried out usually by Jackson with Reeve,
who is the senior base operator, taking some part. The respondent says that it is invariably stated at that presentation to the
prospective pool members that any work arising is of a casual
nature and there is neither a guarantee of particular hours or
days of work of any work at all. The evidence of Jackson and
Reeve supports this and is accepted. Attendees are informed
of other work arrangements such as pay and prerequisites at
the presentation and, if still interested, fill out application forms
and are interviewed one on one by either Jackson or Reeve
where details of the work and conditions is said by them to be
canvassed at that time.
There are some prerequisites set by the respondent before
any consideration of employment. Any prospective member
of the pool must have a motor vehicle driver’s licence and is
required to present a police clearance to the respondent before
he or she will be considered for employment.
Other conditions may be summarised as follows. There is
no retainer or guaranteed minimum payment. Payment is by
commission for work done and is paid weekly. There is no
payment by reference to the roster. Payment for any work carried out by a team is based on the charge to the member. When
a job is allocated through a base operator, a commission of
65% of the fee per kilometre charged by the respondent will
be due to the team on completion. The skipper and driver share
this equally. In the case of a job referred through the pager
service or diverted telephone, the team is entitled to 100% of
the fee charged the member. Again this is split equally between the skipper and the driver. Commissions are calculated
on the basis of the copies of dockets or invoices for each job
as endorsed by the member at the time which are presented
back at the base, usually by the skipper on behalf of the team.
There is no provision for any other payment such as for sick
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leave or annual leave or any pro rata entitlement. The respondent requires team members to refrain from consuming any
alcohol for 12 hours prior to any nominated time for availability to work and to refrain from smoking in any member’s car.
There is a uniform which consists of a blue shirt with the
respondent’s logo on it, a tie with the logo, black trousers and
black shoes. It is not clear from the evidence whether it is a
requirement of the respondent that the uniform be worn when
providing the chauffeuring service. Coad senior refers in his
evidence to a point some time after commencement with the
respondent when he was provided with a shirt and tie
emblazoned with the respondent’s logo and directed to wear
them while working. He says that he believed this signified a
transmission from a casual period of employment to permanent part time work. However he acknowledges some members
of teams did not wear the uniform and the issue of any uniform requirement was not really pursued with the respondent’s
witnesses. Nor is it clear from the evidence whether or not the
respondent provided any part of the uniform to members of
teams other, it seems, than the shirt and tie. But I am satisfied
the respondent stipulated a standard of dress.
As already noted, a team has to have available to it a motor
vehicle for use in providing the chauffeuring service and it
appears the costs involved with this provision and running costs
involved in providing the actual chauffeuring service are a
matter for the team. Apparently the respondent has insurance
cover for the member’s motor vehicle while the chauffeuring
service is being provided. But that is the extent of it.
In all I am satisfied that the general arrangements applying
to the chauffeuring service and the conditions described in the
foregoing applied to each of the applicants with respect to any
work they did for the respondent. There is other evidence specific to them.
Before dealing with this I note there is evidence of a high
turn over of drivers and skippers. Jackson says this is just a
feature of a business based on casual employment. No notice
is required he says and it is not uncommon for people who no
longer wish to take up any chauffeuring work which may be
offered them to simply cease putting their names on the roster.
Jackson also referred in his evidence to “regular” employees
and gave as an example an employee who made himself available for one night per week and had been doing so for three
years. The applicants submit that in fact they were “regular”
employees and say this supports their contention that they were
engaged in permanent part time work by the respondent and
not casual work.
The evidence is that Coad senior commenced working for
the respondent in May 1997 Coad junior joined him shortly
after. Usually they worked as a team though on occasions Coad
senior worked with a person other than his son. Both signed
documents relating to the employment for the purposes of taxation and superannuation which included statements to the effect
that they were “casual” employees. Their evidence as to why
they did so was somewhat ambivalent. Coad senior variously
says he nominated the employment as casual because he
thought this was to the advantage of the employer, he was
afraid he would not get the job if he didn’t, he was instructed
to do so and he considered that this designation signified a
probationary period. Coad junior says he nominated the employment as “casual” because he was advised to do so by his
father.
Over the next few months until the respondent through
Reeves, told Coad senior that no more work would be provided to him and he should cease entering his name on the
roster, the Coads made themselves available for work on four
or five nights each week, usually from a time commencing
between 4.00pm and 6.00pm. They also made themselves available to respond to out of base hours calls. As a result they
earned income every week from that work across the months.
It is this regularity on which the applicants largely rely for
the claim that, in fact, the employment should be categorised
as permanent part time work. That is, while it is clear that
quantity of work and thereby the income derived from it varied from week to week, the applicants seek to emphasise the
fact of actual work each week. As their counsel put it, having
met the prerequisites and there being an established pattern of
“regular” work the applicants had a reasonably based expectation of ongoing employment.
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But the evidence overall does not, in my view, support this
contention.
While I consider it probable that the respondent always presented the work to the applicants as being of a casual nature
and that the applicants accepted this, the question is not determined by these factors. It is the work arrangements in practice
which must be of account. In particular, the fact that there was
no obligation for the applicants to be available at any time or
at all or even to present as nominated or to continue availability for work as nominated, which must carry significant weight.
Fundamentally, from the point of the respondent having accepted the applicants into the pool any work was a matter of
choice and initiative by them on each day and demand for the
respondent’s services. There was no certainty that work would
result for the applicants on any day on which they presented
as available and, when it did, the outcome was irregular. And
while the applicants’ availability may be said to be consistent
or regular over time, that was a matter of personal choice and
thereby, in my view, not open to a construction here that the
respondent was obliged to provide work.
Having considered the evidence carefully I have concluded
that the action of nominating themselves per the roster
amounted to the applicants offering to work for the respondent and the action of the respondent in referring a request for
service to the team amounted to an acceptance of that offer.
With that availability for work having to be confirmed each
time before any work was referred to be done, it seems to me
that the applicants and the respondent engaged in a series of
casual contracts of employment from some time in May through
to mid November when Coad senior was effectively told that
any further offers of availability of the team with his son would
not result in work. That is, the respondent would not enter into
any more contracts of employment with either Coad senior or
Coad junior. Whether fair or not, it is not open to conclude
that by this action the respondent dismissed either applicant.
There being no dismissals in law there is no jurisdiction for
the Commission to deal with the claims of unfairness.
Orders reflecting this conclusion and the conclusion as to
the contractual benefits claim will now issue.
Appearances: Mr A Auguste (of counsel) appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Ms S O’Brien (of counsel) appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
William Francis Coad
and
Dalstar Pty Ltd (ACN 067 483 514) Trading As The
Skippers Club.
No. 2311 of 1997.
22 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A Auguste (of counsel) on behalf of the
applicant and Ms S O’Brien (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent, now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
1. THAT the claim for denied contractual benefits be
discontinued.
2. THAT the claim of unfair dismissal is hereby dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Scott David Coad
and
Dalstar Pty Ltd (ACN 067 483 514) Trading As The
Skippers Club.
No. 2312 of 1997.
22 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A Auguste (of counsel) on behalf of the
applicant and Ms S O’Brien (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent, now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
1. THAT the claim for denied contractual benefits be
discontinued.
2. THAT the claim of unfair dismissal is hereby dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Suzanne Margaret Ford
and
Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 710 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
30 November 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
Extempore
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application by Suzanne
Margaret Ford that she has been unfairly dismissed from her
employment with the Respondent. Her evidence was that she
was employed by the Respondent from February 1996 until
April 1998, primarily as a bottleshop attendant but also undertaking some bar work.
She was termed a casual, although it is quite clear from her
evidence that for the last 12 months the Applicant was working the same shifts week in, week out, with some additional
call-out work, and the rosters (Exhibit 1) show a regularity of
her work which supports that evidence. In the weeks prior to
her termination of employment, it is clear, too, that there was
some reduction in her hours of work.
In March 1998, the business was managed by Mrs Iris
Wagstaff. It is clear from the evidence that on quite unacceptable verbal abuse by a fellow employee, John Fox, directed
towards the Applicant, the Applicant reported this to Mrs
Wagstaff. As a responsible manager, Mrs Wagstaff took the
matter up with Fox and instructed him that he was to cease
that behaviour and, apparently, he accepted that instruction.
Unfortunately for the Applicant, Mrs Wagstaff left at very
short notice. Furthermore, unfortunately for the Respondent,
the Respondent was left, as he says, the meat in the sandwich
and having to find replacement management at very short notice. One of the existing members of staff was placed in the
position of acting manager.
When the Applicant reported to this acting manager that Fox
was continuing with his conduct towards her, this acting manager attempted to raise the matter with Fox but he ignored that
direction. It appears that Fox had some role in drawing up the
Applicant’s roster and her hours of work were reduced.
The Applicant went to see the Respondent in an effort to
resolve the matter but was unable to speak to Mr Kilner, one
of its directors, but spoke with another person who indicated
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to her that the problems she was concerned with would be
rectified and that new management was being installed.
On this new management being installed, the Applicant discovered that her working hours were cut to nil. On Saturday,
11 April 1998, she went in to pick up her roster, found there
was no roster for her and on making inquiries, was told there
was no work for her. She spoke to the new manager, Brian
Jones, who told her there was no work and, while saying that
he would give her a call about future work, said that it was
unlikely that there would be further work for her. On 13 April
1998, the Applicant was to come in for her wages which she
did. She was presented with an Employment Separation Certificate, (Exhibit 2) dated 13 April 1998 indicating that her
last day of work was 8 April 1998, that the reason for termination was a shortage of work, and that she did not cease work
voluntarily.
Since then, the Applicant has, when she was able, sought
alternative employment. However, on 28 April, she had a serious accident and was not able to return to pursuing work until
the third week of May 1998. She has given evidence of the
attempts she made to find work. She was successful in finding
work from 28 July 1998. She has been unemployed for a period of 3½ months, of which approximately 3 to 4 weeks was
a time when she was unable to actively seek work. It is noted
that at the time the Applicant was employed by the Respondent she had some additional part time work, which has
continued, which does not affect this matter.
I accept the evidence of Mr Kilner that he has been caught
in a difficult situation between an employee being treated in
what has clearly been an unfair manner by a fellow employee
and himself not being able to directly manage the business.
He has had to rely on management which appears not to have
resolved this matter and also seems to have left the Applicant
without any hours of work.
In a claim of unfair dismissal, the onus is on the Applicant
to prove, on the balance of probabilities, that she has been the
subject of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal. There are tests
to be applied by the Commission, in considering such cases,
and they are whether the employer has abused its lawful right
to terminate, such as to warrant the intervention of the Commission, and whether there has been a fair go all round.
Undercliffe Nursing Home v FMWU (1985) 65 WAIG 385.
There is another issue to be considered and that is whether
the Applicant, as a casual employee, could have had an expectation of continuing in employment. There are employees
whose work is termed as casual, and there are decisions of this
Commission which say that there are employed who are called
casual when in fact they are not. They can, because of the
length of time they have been employed, the regularity of their
work and the ongoing nature of it, have a realistic and reasonable expectation that they will continue in employment. Moreno
v Serco (Australia) Pty Limited (1996) 76 WAIG 2855. Based
on the evidence given by the Applicant, I find that while she
may have been termed a casual, after 2 years of employment
which included the same days of work week in, week out, plus
additional hours, she had and was entitled to have a reasonable expectation that her work would continue. Therefore, her
“casual” status does not diminish her entitlement to make this
claim.
The Applicant has been placed in a situation where her employment terminated following two situations. One was the
abuse by a fellow employee and the second was new management. I have heard no evidence as to the exact reason why the
employer chose not to give the Applicant the hours that she
had previously worked, or even to reduce those hours but to
continue her in employment.
Ultimately, an employer bears the responsibility to ensure
that staff are not treated unfairly by fellow employees and the
previous manager, Iris Wagstaff, dealt with the problem that
arose and did so as a manager should do, but on her departure,
an acting manager was unable to control this other employee.
The Respondent accepts that Fox was out of order in his conduct.
The Respondent has been placed in an invidious position
because of the turnover in management but unfortunately that
does not absolve the Respondent of the ultimate responsibility
of the Applicant having had her employment completely terminated, not simply having her hours reduced.
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The Applicant has been given no particular reason for her
employment terminating, although it may be that there needed
to be a cut in her hours, but that is not clear. I cannot find that
her employment terminated because of the dispute with Fox,
but certainly she has had some unfair treatment in that regard.
There is no particular reason given for the dismissal, although
one might draw some conclusions about that being related to
the new management coming in and the need to cut hours, but
there is no indication about why the Applicant was chosen to
have her hours completely removed which resulted in her termination. There is no indication that there was any other cause
for her termination of employment and she had a reasonable
expectation to continue in that employment. In all of these
circumstances, I find she has been unfairly dismissed.
Accordingly, she is entitled to some remedy. The Industrial
Relations Act 1979, says that first remedy is reinstatement. It
would appear that reinstatement is not appropriate and in any
event the Applicant has alternative employment. I am not satisfied that reinstatement would be practicable and accordingly
some compensation ought to be available to the Applicant.
The Commission is to take into account all of the circumstances in deciding how it shall compensate the Applicant for
the loss that she has suffered. The loss which she has suffered
is the loss of the hours which she regularly worked over the
last 12 months, being Monday 10am to 4pm, Tuesday 10am to
4pm, Wednesday 4pm to 10pm, and also Thursday 10am to
4pm.
I take account of the Applicant’s length of service, which
was 2 years and perhaps 1 to 2 months, her expectation to
continue and the lack of explanation as to the reason for her
dismissal. I also take account of her efforts to mitigate the loss
she has suffered. I conclude that 4 week’s pay, at the rate which
she normally received of $12.75 per hour for those four shifts
per week is appropriate. This totals $1,224.00.
Order Accordingly.
Appearances: The Applicant on her own behalf.
Mr F S Kilner on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Suzanne Margaret Ford
and
Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 710 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
8 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant on her own behalf and Mr F S
Kilner on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Respondent shall pay to the Applicant the
amount of $1224.00, such payment to be made no later
than 21 days from the date hereof.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Terrence Glasson
and
Bayswater Powder Coaters.
No. 2166 of 1997.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
22 October 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The applicant was employed as
manager of the respondent’s powdercoating and zinc plating
business. His employment commenced on 1st August and
ended on 18th November 1997. It is the applicant’s case that
he was summarily dismissed when he sought to reaffirm the
conditions of his contract of employment and obtain payment
for what he argues were the terms under which he was employed. The respondent rejected the request and saw it as a
demand outside the terms of the employment relationship.
Through its directors, the respondent submits that the initiative to terminate the relationship came from the applicant. As
far as the respondent is concerned the applicant’s job was still
there for some time after he had walked out. Indeed it is submitted a letter was sent to him informing him of this. That
letter was sent by registered mail but was subsequently returned unclaimed. I do not infer that the applicant refused to
collect the letter rather that there was a mix up over notification from the post office over the collection of other registered
mail.
It is common ground that the fundamental question to be
answered by the Commission is whether or not there was a
dismissal. Without that threshold issue being established in
the applicant’s favour there is no jurisdiction for the Commission to consider the question of whether the termination was
harsh or unfair.
In attempting to establish this the applicant has argued that
his employment with the Company was on the basis of a package which provided for a gross weekly wage of $780.00, the
provision of a motor vehicle and a share of one third of the
profit of the Company determined by reference to an amount
over and above a minimum monthly gross income to cover
costs. It is submitted that this was clearly understood and accepted by both parties to the employment contract. That contract
was not committed to writing and appears to have been varied
by mutual agreement. When the applicant commenced work
the vehicle turned out to be a utility in a state of disrepair. It
appears that there was agreement that he would purchase a
vehicle and receive an allowance of $65.00 per week from the
Company. The applicant also argued that he was given a fuel
card as part of the package. Just before the employment ended
that card was taken from him.
The applicant was recruited to the Company by one of the
directors, Mr Glen Augustine. He came from another firm in
the industry. It was not the case that he was “poached” from a
competitor but appears to have been recruited with the knowledge and blessing of his previous employer. The applicant was
to do for his new employers what he had done for his previous
employer. He saw the respondent’s potential to be gross income of $70,000 per month. The applicant knew that the
respondent’s financial position was not strong but he had been
informed by Mr Glen Augustine that the Company was endeavouring to refinance its debts.
It is central to the applicant’s argument that the profit sharing arrangement he was promised was based on the
performance of the Company from the time he took over as
manager. He submits that it was not dependent on restoring
the Company to profitability before he could share in the profits. The applicant claims that the arrangement was based on
performance above a monthly level of turnover. Monthly goals
were set and he was to share in the profit only when these
goals were attained. In September and October the goals were
exceeded.
In November the business attracted an investor, Mr Ben
Coccaro. He joined the Company as a director. The applicant
admits to having been apprehensive about his future when Mr
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Coccaro requested information which indicated an interest in
becoming involved in the day to day management of the business. The applicant was asked about costing and the basis upon
which quotes were given. His concerns heightened when Mr
Coccaro directed him to return the fuel card.
The applicant sought a meeting with Mr Glen Augustine.
The other directors Mr Pat Augustine and Mr Coccaro attended.
The applicant states that he requested payment of the bonus in
accordance with his contract. This he stated to the Commission would be a “show of honesty” on the employers part. At
that time he felt his position was under threat. This was because of the appearance of the new director with an interest in
the day to day affairs of the Company. The fuel card had been
taken from him. That, he felt, was downgrading his position
as manager and was a unilateral variation to his contract.
The applicant claims that the directors requested that he write
down what he was seeking. This was done (see Exhibit 1).
The directors undertook to get back to him.
Next morning Mr Coccaro directed the applicant to balance
the petty cash. In the afternoon the applicant contacted Mr
Glen Augustine. He was informed that the directors had rejected his claim for payment of the bonus. The applicant
submits that his services were then terminated even though he
made it clear he was not resigning.
The applicant asserts that the profit sharing arrangement was
based on an understanding that he would be working on “a
level playing field”. In other words that he was not responsible for the debts previously incurred by the business and that
his share of the profits was to be calculated on the basis of his
performance from when he took over as manager. He claims
to have discussed the payment with Mr Glen Augustine before November but that his claim for payment in November
had been prompted by Mr Coccaro’s appearance in the business. The applicant stated that he wanted to “reaffirm” his
position with the Company. He felt that in taking the fuel card
from him the respondent had already changed his conditions
of employment.
It is argued that the circumstances of the termination of
employment were unfair. The applicant claims to have merely
been asserting his right to the entitlement under the contract
of employment. Arising from this the applicant claims—
(i) compensation to the limit of six months pay comprising salary ($780 per week) and car allowance
($65 per week) ie $21,970
(ii) profit sharing for six months based on projected gross
income of $30,000 per month and costs of $22,000
per month ie $15,000 and
(iii) compensation for loss of reputation and for stress;
$20,000.
In support of his claim the applicant called evidence from
Ms Dwyer who was employed by the Company during the
period in which the applicant was manager and who continues
to work there. She attested to the Company’s parlous financial
position in August 1997, how it operated at a small profit in
September and the significant growth in sales in October. She
explained the difficulties experienced in balancing the petty
cash and her understanding that the directors had wanted to
retain the services of the applicant.
Ms Dwyer recalled that the applicant had indicated to her
that he would leave the Company if he didn’t get the lump
sum payments he was claiming and that subsequent to his discussion with the Directors had said “I’m out of here”.
Evidence was also called from Mr Devlin an employee of
the Company and the person the applicant replaced as manager. There is some antagonism on Mr Devlin’s part towards
the applicant. He believes the applicant to be too aggressive.
He explained that when he was manager he was on a profit
sharing/bonus arrangement. This was based on the business
generating specified levels of turnover. He indicated that the
business was continually loosing money during the period of
his managership.
Mr Pat Augustine, a director of the Company called by the
applicant to give evidence claimed that the fuel card was not a
term of the contract of employment but was a “bonus” given
to the applicant subsequent to the commencement of his employment. He claimed that the profit sharing arrangement was
based on the Company’s ability to return a profit not on a
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monthly performance isolated from its existing overall financial position. However he was not aware of any discussion
between the applicant and Mr Glen Augustine, his brother,
about how the contract was to operate. Mr Pat Augustine claims
that the applicant was not sacked but had stated in the meeting
with directors 17th November that he could not work with
Ben Coccaro and that “this is not my style”. Mr Pat Augustine
was present when the applicant handed the directors the claim
for payment under the profit sharing arrangement on 17th
November.
Mr Ben Coccaro was called to give evidence by the applicant. He outlined his expectations concerning income from
the Company, the reasons for investing in the business and his
interest in attending the office to see how it operated. He claims
to have known about the applicant’s terms of employment and
that there was no bonus arrangement but a commitment to a
share in the profits once the Company was “in the black”. He
was emphatic that the fuel card was not part of the applicant’s
contract. He did not check with Mr Glen Augustine before
requesting the applicant to hand it over. It was Mr Coccaro
evidence that there was no explanation from the applicant when
the hand written claim for payment of the bonus was presented
to the directors on 17th November. Mr Coccaro admits that
he, rather than the other directors, made the “main decision”
to reject the claim from the applicant. It was not put to him
that the claim for payment had been written out at the directors request.
Mr Coccaro claims that he had no interest in displacing the
applicant from employment as manager and indeed was persuaded to invest in the business on the basis that, in the
applicant, the operation had an experienced manager who had
a strategy to turn the Company around. However he was concerned about the bookwork and office administration. He
thought that management procedures could be improved.
The respondent’s answer to the alleged dismissal is that there
was an amicable separation between the parties once it had
been made clear by the directors that they were not going to
pay the bonus being sought. The initiative for the termination
had come from the applicant. The refusal to meet the claim
was based on the respondent’s reaffirmation of the terms of
the contract. It is submitted through the evidence of Mr Glen
Augustine that the contractual entitlement to a share in the
profit was conditional upon the applicant getting the Company out of debt. Mr Glen Augustine asserts that the claim for
payment of the bonus was an additional demand accompanied
by the threat that “if you want me to stay these are my conditions”.
It was submitted to the Commission that the applicant’s demand was an opportunistic grab for money when he knew that
the new investor Mr Ben Coccaro had injected funds into the
Company and that the business was coming into the busy time
of the year. Furthermore he resented Mr Coccaro’s involvement in the operation and his attendance in the office as threat
to his own flexibility in running the business and managing
the office. Needless to say the applicant rejects this scenario.
The evidence of Mr Pat Augustine was of little value. He
knows nothing of the day to day business of the Company and
leaves that to his brother Glen. His evidence was little more
than a reiteration of the Answers filed in response to the claim.
As I have already noted Mr Devlin was antagonistic to the
applicant. The only matters raised in his testimony which were
relevant to these proceedings were his experience in being
deposed as manager and the profit sharing arrangement that
he had as manager. That appears to have been structured along
the lines that the applicant is now claiming as a contractual
entitlement. Mr Devlin had been summarily dismissed from
the position of manager when the applicant was appointed.
I found Ms Dwyer vague and non committal. Her statement
that the applicant had indicated to her that he could not get
what he wanted from the Company and that he was “getting
out” was ambiguous in the absence of the full context in which
it was uttered.
Crucial to the determination of this matter is the evidence of
Mr Glasson, Mr Coccaro and Mr Glen Augustine. In the absence of examination in chief and cross examination that
focused on issues directly relevant to the claims before the
Commission, greater reliance has to be placed on the demeanour of witnesses and the extent to which their evidence,
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whatever it is, conflicts. On reflection there are a number of
matters that were either left up in the air or which were not
pursued with vigour. The onus rests with the applicant in proving the elements of his claim.
It appears to me that in recruiting the applicant as manager
the respondent had to meet the terms that he specified. This
included a profit sharing arrangement. It was not expressed in
terms of a “bonus”. Furthermore having completed a review
of the respondents operations the object was to turn the Company around just as the applicant had been able to do with his
previous employer. There he had doubled the turnover in nine
months. In the context of these considerations it may appear
unlikely that the respondent would have agreed to an arrangement to disregard its existing financial position and commit
itself to profit sharing on a monthly basis based on meeting a
specified level of turnover to cover expenses. However against
this I hold the view that Mr Glen Augustine is really not clear
on just what he agrees to. There is the profit sharing commitment to the previous manager, which may still stand, the return
to Mr Coccaro, the applicant’s incentive plan for profit sharing and the interests of the original directors. I do not believe
that there was a clear understanding of how these commitments were to function.
However I am unable to conclude with any certainty the
basis upon which the applicant claims to have a right to payment on a monthly basis. The identification of an amount of
$22,000 per month of gross income as the base from which
profit is claimed to be calculated was not established as a term
of the contract by the applicant. Documents submitted by the
respondent claiming to demonstrate the businesses’ financial
position month by month are confusing and unreliable (Exhibits E and F). The debtors invoices for August, September
and October 1997 do not provide a proper basis from which
profit can be calculated.
Mr Devlin the previous manager, who is still employed with
the respondent, gave evidence of the profit sharing arrangement he had with the Company. There was a sliding scale based
on certain levels of turnover. He cited the amount of $22,000
per month as the base necessary to cover costs.
On balance I am satisfied that the applicant did have a profit
sharing arrangement based on monthly turnover. I have reached
this conclusion on assessment of the evidence of Mr Devlin,
the applicant and Mr Glen Augustine. The terms of the applicants contract are consistent with what the respondent had
promised the previous manager. The director Mr Glen Augustine had indicated that the business was being refinanced. There
was to be a “level playing field” upon which the applicant
could turn the business around. The expectation was that he
would bring in new business and that was the way in which
viability was to be achieved. Nothing put forward by Mr Pat
Augustine and Mr Ben Coccaro assists in the determination of
this issue.
The next step in the argument to see if Mr Glasson was dismissed or whether he initiated the termination of his
employment. On this issue the terms of Exhibit 1 and the discussion that surrounded its preparation and the subsequent
discussion between Mr Glasson and Mr Augustine are important. Exhibit 1 states—
“Condition of Employment contract to December 24th
1997.
Bonus payable now $5000 current wage structure remains
in place. If target of $70,000 turnover for November, December reached further $3500 bonus payable.
New contract to be discussed on or about December 24th
1997.”
This was presented to the directors by the applicant for their
consideration. He claims to have explained how it is consistent with the terms under which he was employed. I do not
accept that the applicant proferred that explanation. I accept
the evidence of Mr Coccaro in this respect. I believe this proposal to have been a demand. It contains two elements; a claim
for payment under the original contract which purports to be
in terms entered into when the applicant’s employment commenced and second, restructured terms to apply for November
and December. Furthermore there is a proposal for a new contract to be discussed. The only element of the proposal
consistent with what I have found to be the terms of his contract are the words “bonus payable now”. However I am not
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satisfied that the amount of $5000 claimed is based on the
original terms. The proposal for a “further $3500 bonus” if the
target of $70,000 for November and December was reached is
different from the profit sharing arrangement based on a turnover above and beyond expenses. Clearly the demand for a
discussion on a new contract is indicative of the prospects of a
further change in the terms of employment. I accept that the
position the applicant took at the meeting reflects the demands
that he subsequently set out in Exhibit 1. He did more than
reiterate his existing entitlement; he demanded a bonus of
$5000 a commitment to a subsequent payment and the right to
negotiate a new contract. I do not accept that the fuel card was
a term of the conditions of employment. Its use arose out of
the circumstances the employers found themselves in when
the applicant was using petty cash to purchase petrol. In this
respect it was a bonus but not one which attached to the contract of employment.
I accept the evidence of Mr Coccaro and Mr Glen Augustine
with respect of the discussion surrounding Exhibit 1. They
were faced with a new demand. I do not believe that the applicant was explaining his existing terms of employment and reject
that Exhibit 1 is a reaffirmation of the existing contract. I believe that Exhibit 1 was conveyed to them in the terms of an
ultimatum and that the subsequent discussion with Mr Glen
Augustine on 18th November when that demand was rejected
resulted in the applicant terminating his employment.
On the basis of these findings there is no dismissal from
employment upon which to found the claims for compensation for loss or injury.
As to the claims for outstanding contractual entitlements I
am prepared to recognise an entitlement to a payment for outstanding prorata annual leave. There was nothing submitted
on the terms of the contract which gives rise to payment for
the remaining days of the week in which the applicant terminated his employment nor for a period of notice which was
not given by him.
Finally there is the matter of the outstanding entitlement to a
share of the profits for the period of the applicant’s employment. This has not been the subject of a separate claim but is
included in the amount sought by the applicant under compensation. While the claim for compensation cannot be
considered in the absence of a finding of unfair dismissal, I
consider that to finalise this matter it is necessary for the respondent to address the question of an outstanding entitlement
for the months of September and October. I do not believe that
any payment needs to be considered for November given that
I have found that the terms of the contract referred to a monthly
turnover. There has been no reference to a prorata entitlement
for part of the month.
To dispose of this matter that Commission will order payment of outstanding contractual entitlements to cover—
(i) an adjustment to the pro-rata payment of the holiday
pay; and
(ii) one third of the “profit” for the months of September and October 1997 based on that “profit” being
calculated as the difference between the value of work
undertaken for each month and the costs incurred in
raising those charges.
The Registrar will be directed to ascertain these amounts
from the respondent so that an order may issue.
Appearances—
Mr T. Glasson appeared on his own behalf.
Mr J. Beedham appeared on behalf of the Respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Terrence Glasson
and
Bayswater Powder Coaters.
No. 2166 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
23 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr T. Glasson on his own behalf and Mr J.
Beedham on behalf of the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I, the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
1. THAT within 14 days of the date of the order the
respondent pay to the employee the pro rata annual
leave of $175 plus the amount of $1 259.34 being
one third of the profit for the month of September
1997.
2. THAT the application pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i)
of the Act be dismissed.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Alan R Hall
and
Moran Healthcare Group (WA) Pty Ltd.
No 496 of 1998.
20 November 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This application is made
pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979. By it Alan R. Hall (“the applicant”) claims he is due
$18,721.30 gross from Moran Healthcare Group (WA) Pty Ltd
(“the respondent”) under a contract of employment which
existed between the parties.
The respondent is involved in the aged care industry, operating some eight nursing homes and three retirement villages.
Previously it was known as Westland Healthcare Ltd. The
change came about after Westland Healthcare Ltd was acquired
by a Sydney based company and occurred in or about January
1998.
The applicant was employed in the position of company secretary/manager with responsibility for financial management
and accounting as well as staffing and other administrative
functions. His employment with the respondent was continuous with earlier employment by Walker Corporate Services
Pty Ltd which, after its management services contract with
Westland Healthcare Ltd ceased on 30 June1996, agreed with
Westland Healthcare Ltd that staff, including the applicant, be
transferred to the latter. Thus the applicant’s service with
Walker Corporate Services Pty Ltd, some 10 years, was to be
recognised by Westland Healthcare Ltd (later Moran Healthcare
Group (WA) Pty Ltd).
It is agreed between the parties that the applicant’s contract
of employment with the respondent was for a fixed term which
was to expire on 30 June 1998. However the employment ended
in February of that year when the respondent transferred responsibility for financial and management functions to Sydney.
The applicant says notice of termination of the employment
“came through” about a month later but also says his service
was terminated on 13 February 1998 with his last day of service being four days later. Nothing was made of all this and,
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given the uncontested evidence of no service beyond 17 February 1998, I take that to be the effective date for termination
of the employment by the respondent.
The claim for $18,721.30 has a number of components. The
sums of $4,019.09 and $2,775.81 are claimed in relation respectively to annual leave and long service leave. The sum of
$5,016.00 is claimed in relation to an entitlement as a result of
the severing of the fixed term contract. The sum of $164.00 is
claimed as reimbursement of expenses paid under a “salary
sacrifice” arrangement with the respondent. The applicant also
claims that the respondent has failed to pay the sum of
$1,537.10 into the applicant’s superannuation fund and has
thereby breached the terms of the employment contract. And
finally, a sum is claimed in relation to the purchase by the
applicant of a vehicle from the respondent at the time of termination. The applicant says that under the terms of the contract
of employment the cost of the vehicle was set and on termination amounted to $14,592.70 whereas the respondent deducted
$19,802.00 for the vehicle from other entitlements due to applicant. The sum claimed due as a result is $5,209.30.
The relevant terms and conditions applying under the contract of employment between the parties largely are not
contentious. The applicant was engaged on a salary of
$66,000.00 gross per annum. In July 1996 he entered into a
salary packaging arrangement with the respondent. Under this
the applicant was to be remunerated by way of salary amounting to $56,380.00 per annum with the employer to meet certain
expenses associated with a vehicle to be used by the applicant.
These expenses were identified at the time as hire purchase
charges, fringe benefits taxation, registration costs, depreciation and insurance. The total of the costs to be met by the
employer was stated as $9,620.00 per annum.
Another arrangement was agreed between the parties at this
time in relation to the vehicle (a Nissan 200 SX Coupe). In the
event of either the end of a hire purchase agreement in June
1999 or prior termination of the applicant’s employment, the
applicant was to be entitled to purchase the vehicle from the
respondent at the “Written Down Value” applying in the respondent’s books at that time. In a document dated 4 July 1996
proposing this arrangement to the then executive chairman,
the applicant identifies the Written Down Value as $21,883.00
as at 1 July 1996.
There are two main arguments between the parties. One involves the effect of the salary sacrifice arrangement on the
size of the pay out to the applicant in relation to annual leave
and long service leave and the respondent’s obligations with
respect to superannuation payments. The other involves the
“Written Down Value”. It seems there is also an issue between
them as to whether the respondent was entitled to require the
applicant, among others, to take annual leave between Christmas Day and 5 January 1998.
This last can be shortly dealt with. The contract of employment between the parties provided for an entitlement to four
weeks’ leave per annum to be fully taken up each year at a
“mutually agreeable” time. There is no ambiguity. A facsimile
message from Sydney dated 22 December 1998 received at
the respondent’s Perth office the same day stated that “as previously directed”, it was to be closed from 5.00pm on 24
December 1997 to 5 January 1998. It is the uncontroverted
evidence of the applicant however that no prior direction to
this effect had been given by the respondent with the only
reference to the period by a person in management being an
aside some time earlier that the custom of allowing staff to
take paid leave exclusive of annual leave over the Christmas/
New year period would not be allowed to continue. The applicant responded to the facsimile the same day and declined to
take annual leave over the period.
Clearly then there was no agreement between the parties as
required under the contract as to the time for the applicant to
take annual leave. Nor, given the proximity of the respondent’s direction to the relevant period, is it open to conclude
that any implied term to the effect that agreement could not be
unreasonably withheld has been breached. In the circumstances,
if the respondent’s Perth office was closed down over the period, then it amounted to a “lock out” and the applicant would
be entitled to be paid without loss of annual leave or any other
accrued benefit for any such days.
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So far as the argument over the effect of the salary sacrifice
arrangement is concerned, the applicant says that on termination the rate to be applied for the purposes of calculating the
pay out of annual leave and long service leave entitlements
and the superannuation contribution is the total remuneration
rate of $66,000.00. The respondent says that such calculations
must be based on the salary component of the package, that
being $56,380.00.
It is convenient to note here that the respondent appears to
have applied the rate of $66,000.00 in calculating the payout
to the applicant in relation to the balance of the fixed term
contract but it asserts that this was an error resulting in an
overpayment to the applicant. It was also submitted by the
respondent that the fact that the vehicle the subject of the packaging arrangements was transferred to the applicant by the
respondent on termination of the contract was a relevant consideration justifying the application of the $56,380.00 rate to
entitlements due then.
But it is clear on an ordinary reading of the agreement between the parties expressed in the document dated 3 July 1996
that it was a term of the contract that the right to acquire the
vehicle arose in the case of either the expiry of the hire purchase agreement in June 1999 or the prior ending of the
applicant’s employment. No corollary consequences affecting
the applicants other benefits are expressed or can be implied.
The answer to the issue of rate is in the terms of the contract
of employment between the parties. It is agreed that the contract provided for a salary of $66,000.00 per annum and that
subsequently there was an agreement to enter into the salary
packaging arrangement which yielded a salary component of
$56,380.00 per annum to the applicant. Significantly it is express in the 11 July 1996 response of the then executive
chairman of the employer that the salary packaging arrangement proposed by the applicant was agreed to on the basis that
it was not to result in either a decrease or increase on the
$66,000.00 figure. Reasonably this can be taken to mean there
was to be no disadvantage to either party. That is, the total of
benefits arising for the applicant as a result of the arrangement
was not to cost the employer more than $66,000.00 per annum
and the effective return to the applicant from the respondent
was to be no less than $66,000.00 per annum.
It follows that the respondent’s submission that the rate to
be applied to the calculation of any long service leave or annual leave benefit on termination is $56,380.00 per annum is
contrary to the terms agreed. Indeed, if applied the result would
be quite incongruous. The incongruity is obvious. Applying
the respondent’s formula would mean that in the event of the
applicant taking such leave during his employment he would
be entitled to the whole package arrangement calculated at the
accepted worth $66,000.00 per annum but, in the event of an
entitlement to such leave existing at the point of termination
of the contract, only part of that package or worth would be
due.
The transfer of the vehicle at that point does not alter anything. The respondent’s submission on this point overlooks
the fact that at the point of termination and transfer the respondent’s obligations with respect to the costs identified in
the packaging arrangement ended. For entitlements arising as
a consequence of service prior to that termination to be paid
out at less that the agreed total value of $66,000.00 per annum
would give rise to a windfall for the respondent triggered by
its termination of the contract.
There is no basis in my view for a conclusion that it was a
term of the contact that any accrued benefits on termination
were to be paid out at the rate of $56,380.00 per annum endorsed by the salary packaging arrangement. The sum to be
applied is $66,000.00 per annum.
The applicant claims the same sum is the rate to be applied
with respect to superannuation contributions by the employer
on his behalf. This may be so but, unlike with the concessions
made the respondent as to the fact of accrued long service
leave and annual leave benefits existing under the contract of
employment at the time it ended, it is not at all clear whether
there was any entitlement to superannuation contributions arising under that contract or whether, in fact, the applicant relies
on an obligation on the employer arising under Federal legislation. If the latter is the case then any breach is a matter for
enforcement pursuant to that legislation. While it may be that
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the conclusion here as to the rate to apply for calculation of
accrued benefits is relevant to the dispute over superannuation it is the case that in the absence of evidence that it was a
condition of the contract between the parties that such a benefit existed, there is no sufficient basis here on which to deal
with the claim.
Similarly the claim for reimbursement of expenses is not
made out. The applicant has not established any such expenses
were incurred even if the alleged entitlement to reimbursement existed under the contract.
It remains to deal with the claim that the respondent is in
breach in relation to the cost of the vehicle applied on transfer
to the applicant. The crux of the argument is the validity of the
figure of $21,883.00 which the applicant says is the “Written
Down Value” expressed in the books of Westland Healthcare
Ltd at the time the parties reached an agreement in July 1996
that the applicant would purchase the vehicle either when the
hire purchase agreement lapsed in June 1999 or, in the event
of a prior termination of the applicant’s employment, at that
time.
As already noted the figure of $21,883.00 was raised by the
applicant in a proposal including these prospects for transferring ownership of the vehicle raised in a letter to the then
executive chairman of Westland Healthcare Ltd in July 1996.
The proposal was agreed to though it appears that subsequently
the applicant paid an “adjustment”directly to Walker Corporate Services Pty Ltd in relation to the vehicle. Certainly there
is in evidence a letter in 1997 from Walker Corporate Advisors Pty Ltd acknowledging a sum “in compensation” and letter
of apology from the applicant in relation to the vehicle and the
hire purchase arrangements.
The applicant says that in effect the cost of the vehicle to the
respondent was $21,883.00 when it acquired it and applying
the terms of the contact of employment this is the starting point
for calculating the cost to be paid by him for the vehicle. The
respondent says that there is no justification in the records for
that figure and further, that the starting point for calculating
the figure to be paid by the applicant must be the cost to
Westland Healthcare Ltd in 1996 when it acquired the vehicle
and reached agreement with the applicant as to any transfer. It
says that that figure is $29,167.00 based on the hire purchase
agreement in place.
The respondent called Mr Lindsay Stagoll, a chartered accountant, who was engaged by a Sydney affiliate to check
records from the respondent’s Perth office in relation to this
matter. It is his unequivocal evidence that no justification for
the figure of $21,883.00 has been found and that $29,167.00
represents the costs to the respondent at the relevant time with
the proper practice to make allowance for depreciation from
that point to establish the cost of the vehicle to the applicant
on termination. Further Stagoll effectively rebutted the applicant’s claim put to him that the respondent, having acquired a
vehicle for $21,883.00 had no right or reason for looking beyond that in relation to the transfer of ownership. Taxation
implications for the respondent certainly are reason.
In essence the applicant says the employer, having accepted
the figure of $21,883.00 then, is bound by it now. But I accept
Mr Stagoll’s evidence that no justification or basis for the figure can be established in the respondent’s financial records
(which at the relevant time were managed by the applicant)
and that the figure proffered by the respondent is credible. In
all, I think it probable that the figure of $21,883.00 as the
Written Down Value in 1996 of a vehicle purchased just over
12 months previously for (as the applicant seems to acknowledges) approximately $40,000.00 is not valid or reasonably
founded. And notwithstanding the specification of that figure
in the agreement reached in 1996 I consider the details of section 26(1) warrant a conclusion here that the respondent should
not be bound by it. The figure to be applied for the calculation
of the cost of the vehicle to the applicant should be that identified by Mr Stagoll as being capable of justification on the
record; $29,167.00.
Stagoll also gave evidence of other records involving the
application of fringe benefits taxation in relation to running
expenses for the vehicle said to have been met by the applicant. However those were not pursued or put to the applicant
in cross examination and are taken no further here.
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There is insufficient detail of such items as the amount of
accrued leave for the Commission to take the matter further at
this point. The parties are directed to confer on for the purpose
of producing minutes reflecting these conclusions to the Commission for consideration within seven days of 20 November
1998. Minutes will issue shortly thereafter with any speaking
to those minutes to be as required.
These reasons now issue.
9 December 1998
In the reasons issued on 20 November 1998 the parties were
directed to confer with a view to them agreeing on the calculation of any benefit found by the Commission for the purposes
of a draft order. The reason for this lay in the lack of precision
in the respective cases as to the basis for accrued benefits. It
appears no such conferring took place for reasons known only
to the parties. In the light of this failure, which is deplored, the
relationship between the parties has been considered and as a
result I doubt that any action on the direction by the Commission would result in remedy.
But the residual matters remain to be decided. In order to
finalise these recourse must be had to what was before the
Commission as a result of the arbitral proceedings. In addition
I am prepared to consider the submissions of each party provided in lieu of any result from the intended conferring between
them, but only insofar as these go to any relevant position as
to calculation and not to any argument.
The matters for consideration for orders include the following: annual leave (including any deduction from that accrued
entitlement for days in the Christmas/New Year period); long
service leave; and any reimbursement in relation to the purchase of the motor vehicle.
First the accrued annual leave. The respondent says the total
hours due (including the restored hours previously deducted
for days between Christmas Day and New Years Day) amounts
to 185.5. The applicant’s claim (inclusive of those days) is
based on 35 days leave subject to leave already taken but not
counted for the purposes of his total. In view of the uncertainty of the latter position I am prepared to accept the
respondent’s accrued annual leave entitlement of 185.5 hours.
The question then arises as to the hourly rate to apply on the
basis of a $66,000.00 per annum salary. The applicant says in
his claim that his weekly hours of work were 42.5. An hourly
rate on this basis would be $29.8642 (though the applicant
says his daily rate was $253.84). The hourly rate said by the
respondent to apply however is $36.2637 which, calculated
on the basis of a $66,00.00 per annum salary, results in a 35
hour week. Having regard for all this I am prepared to apply
the respondent’s hourly rate.
The total benefit annual leave due then amounts to $6,726.92.
The applicant acknowledges he has received $4,865.31 of this.
The remainder amounts to $1,861.61.
Next the long service leave benefit. The applicant says his
service for the purposes of an entitlement was from 31 July
1986 to 30 June 1998 for an entitlement totalling $13,200.00
based on the salary rate of $66,000. The applicant has calculated the long service leave entitlement on a pro rata basis of
12 years service allowing for a 13 week benefit which would
have arisen on 15 years service.
The respondent does not disagree with the claim that an entitlement for an accrued long service leave benefit arose under
the contract and it seems to be common to the parties that
there was a pro rata entitlement not subject to completed years
of service. However the respondent disagrees with the applicant’s calculations. It says the benefit arising under the contract
amounted to 352.46 hours (which it says is two hours more
than the hours claimed by the applicant) for a total sum, on the
basis of a $66,000.00 salary per annum, of $12,781.14.
But, it seems to me, that if the length of service (or contract)
from 31 July 1986 to 30 June 1998 is accurate (and it appears
that there is no dispute over this or the fact of a pro rata entitlement having regard for a full benefit of 13 weeks on 15
years service), the figures of both the applicant and the respondent are wrong. The applicant’s claim appears to have
overstated the period of service/contract by one month and the
respondent’s hours figure appears to be an understatement.
Having regard for a 13 week entitlement on 15 years (or 180
months) service and the fact of a total of 143 month service /
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contract in the case of the applicant it seems to me that the pro
rata entitlement arising would amount to 13.32 weeks (and
not the 13.07 weeks which would result from converting the
respondent’s accrued hours figure to a weekly figure and not
the 13.40 weeks resulting from the applicant’s approach).
Applying the weekly salary rate (with the parties actually agreeing is the result of $66,000.00 divided by 52) of $1,269.23,
then the total accrued benefit for long service leave was
$13,098.46. The sum of $10,424.19 is acknowledged by the
applicant as having been received. The remainder is $2,674.27.
That leaves the cost of the motor vehicle to the applicant on
termination.
The applicant sought to revisit and argue this on this point
but that course is rejected. And it is convenient to note here
that the respondent seeks to revisit the contract of employment on the basis of deleterious effects on its position it says
arose because of the applicant’s management of the motor
vehicle arrangements in his own interests. And taxation matters are raised by it. No findings with respect to any of these
matters is made. Taxation obligations are matters for the parties. The claim before the Commission is limited to the
applicant’s claim of denied benefits. It is not for the Commission to go beyond this by issuing orders with respect to damages
or loss the respondent may say resulted from any action by the
applicant. It may pursue other avenues for any relief it says is
warranted. But that is not to say that section 26 has no application in claims of denied contractual benefits. It most assuredly
governs the Commission’s decision making in such cases. And
it may be that in a particular case the Commission will not
order a denied contractual benefit be paid because to do so
would not be fair in all the circumstances.
It was found that the applicant had an entitlement on termination to purchase the motor vehicle. Having accepted the start
point as $29,167.00 for calculation of the cost to apply on
termination of the contract, I now accept the respondent’s figure of $19,802.00 after allowance for depreciation as
reasonable.
Thus the sum of the applicant’s entitlements to annual leave
and long service leave amounted on termination to $4,535.88
but the right to purchase the motor vehicle resulted in an obligation some $5,016.00 more than he was prepared to meet
when he purchased the vehicle on termination of the employment. But the applicant has the vehicle and the respondent
retained the cost balance from other entitlements due the applicant at the time.
Thus no order for payment to the applicant will issue out of
this matter notwithstanding the conclusions as to the annual
leave and long service leave entitlements as a result of the
conclusion as to the motor vehicle terms and conditions on
termination. In making this decision I have not had account of
the respondent’s concerns as to conduct. Having made the conclusion as to the contractual terms, there is simply no point
(and given the conduct of the hearing, no scope anyway let
alone jurisdiction) to have regard for any of this. Any redress
for the respondent on other issues is a matter for it to pursue
elsewhere.
The order which issues will reflect these conclusions and
discontinue the matter pursuant to section 27(1)(a)(iv). That
being so there will be no minutes and the order for discontinuance will issue in its final form now.
Appearances: The applicant appeared on his own behalf.
Mr J Beedham appeared for the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Alan R Hall
and
Moran Healthcare Group (WA) Pty Ltd.
No. 496 of 1998.
9 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Mr J
Beedham on behalf of the respondent, now therefore, I the
undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and specifically section
27(1)(a)(iv), do hereby order—
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Teri Patricia Harwood
and
Pearlside Investments Pty Ltd t/a Midland Monumental.
No. 1162 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
5 November 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application by Teri Patricia
Harwood (the applicant), who applied to the Commission on
the 23 of July 1998, for an order pursuant to s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, (the Act) on the grounds that she had
been unfairly dismissed from employment with Pearlside Investments Pty Ltd trading as Midland Monumental (the
respondent).
It is common ground that the applicant was employed between the period 27 October 1997, until he 19 June 1998. The
respondent is in a business which manufactures monumental
masonry for use in cemeteries and other places, and apparently also has interests in other uses of granite.
The applicant was first employed to do accounts and clerical work. If from time to time, a customer walked in to the
Karrakatta office of the respondent she would do sales work.
The respondent has two offices. The main office is in South
Guildford and there is a small office opposite the Karrakatta
Cemetery. When the applicant started her employment, that
was how the respondent operated. Later ownership passed into
overseas hands and Mr John Curtin was appointed as a general manager or managing director. In his evidence, he
described himself as a Managing Director; certainly his evidence was that he was a member of the board of the respondent.
The new owners decided to invest in upgrading their premises
in Karrakatta and they built showrooms, which were described
in the proceedings as unique in Western Australia in this industry. To introduce this new method of business to the
consuming public, there was a function to celebrate the opening of the new office.
This function took place on or about the 19 June 1998. There
were various dignitaries invited to the function. These included
people from the funeral industry, who I understand would be
the major clients or major introductory agencies for the products of the respondent. There were also representatives from
the Cemetery Board. The office was to be opened by the Premier.
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This was to be an important commercial event in the life of
the company, and according to the evidence of Mr Curtin he
was very determined to ensure its success. As is often the case
in small companies. when such events occur, everyone was
expected to help, and the applicant was not exempt from that
commitment. On her undisputed evidence, she worked quite
diligently on the 19 June 1998, to assist in preparations for the
function which was to take place that evening. There was still
building work going on and the hire company supplying the
equipment for the function also had people working. During
the day the applicant vacuumed the carpet often to take up
dust being dropped by various workmen. She shampooed the
carpets, swept up the pavement and put out teacups and saucers. The function was to start at 4.30pm and finish around
7.30pm.
Along with other members of the staff, the applicant started
getting ready at 4.15pm. The respondent had bought what the
applicant described as expensive uniforms for the staff to wear.
She had also been given business cards to hand out. The respondent had printed a couple of thousand of these cards for
her. The applicant described them as expensive and with her
background as a managing partner of a printing group [Exhibit W3] she is in a position to know the value. While the
applicant was working, so was Mr Curtin, and probably just
as hard. He had started at the premises at 6.00am doing a variety of jobs all day long.
At around about 4.30pm, the guests were starting to arrive,
and Mr Curtin indicated to the applicant that he did not want
her to continue to smoke where she was smoking at the time.
Mr Curtin nominated an area where those who wished to smoke
during the night could go and do so. Mr Curtin says in his
evidence that at the time he was surprised by the response
from the applicant when she said words to the effect, “Oh, no
one tells me what to do after 4.30pm”. However, he did nothing because the success of function was the focus of his
concerns.
Later in the evening, the applicant had been walking around
talking to people. She had bought a new pair of shoes, and her
feet were sore. She had been standing up all day and decided
that she needed to sit down for a while to rest her feet, so she
decided to leave the function. She walked out of the entrance
telling the security officer that she would be back in a while.
Prior to this, she had arranged for the handbags of a number of
the ladies who were working at the function and the handbags
belonging to Mr Curtin’s wife and a friend of Mrs Curtin’s
wife, to be placed in a filing cabinet for safe keeping. The
cabinet was locked and she placed the keys in her pocket. When
she went off to have a rest, she had the keys with her. On
leaving the function she went to the train station and had a
couple of cigarettes. Then she walked across the road to the
cemetery and lounged around in a seat there and had some
more cigarettes.
This all took around about 40 or 45 minutes. She then went
back to the function. As she arrived, she saw a sales representative and a security officer from Chubb. One of them said
to her, “They have been looking for you”; and she responded,
“I have been at the pub”. They said, “Which pub?”; and she
said, “The Subi”.
Very soon after she joined the function, she says that she
was met by Mr Curtin in the middle of the room. He appeared
to her to be affected by alcohol. He asked her where she had
been. She said, “Well, I have been for a break”. He cut her off
in the middle of the sentence, and said, “Well, you did not tell
anyone”. “We have been looking for you. We have had to break
open that beautiful filing cabinet, and we did not know where
you were”.
The applicant says she said to Mr Curtin, “ I have only been
gone half an hour”. She could see Mr Curtin was upset, and
she said to him, “Would you like to talk about this tomorrow?” The applicant then says Mr Curtin said, “If you walk
away from this party, you can keep on walking away from the
job”. She then asked, “Are you sacking me?” and he said, “If
you want it in writing, I will send you a letter. I can make up
your pay tomorrow?” The applicant then took that to mean
she was dismissed. Her evidence was that she was upset by
this time and was crying. She went and rang her mother.
She retrieved her keys from her desk, went to the office, and
she said she flicked them across the counter to Theresa. Theresa
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Venter gave evidence. She says that when the applicant did
that she said, “Here’s your fucking keys. I’ve been sacked”,
and left the office.
The fundamental information which arises from Mr Curtin
is he became aware the applicant was missing when the ladies
tried to retrieve their handbags. He had organised a search to
find the applicant and that was unsuccessful. He authorised
the filing cabinet to be broken into so people who wanted to
leave the function could do so. He had been working all day
since 6.00am in the morning. By the time these events occurred he had consumed up to five glasses of wine. He had not
had much to eat; he had a sandwich at lunchtime and a bit of
finger food later on. Guests at the party told him of comments
made by the applicant which gave rise to concern in his mind
about how the applicant had conducted herself during the night.
Eventually though, in terms of what happened between him
and the applicant, he agreed with Ms Williams of Counsel,
who appeared for the applicant, that he did not discuss the
events with her; he dismissed her, but he did not tell her why,
and he did not warn her about the possible repercussions of
her behaviour. He said that he was surprised that she did not
call the next day, because he would have reviewed the events.
There is also evidence from Theresa Venter. I have related
part of what she said. The rest of her evidence related to the
work that Mrs Venter was asked to do during the night. The
work the applicant did was not dissimilar. Ms Venter related
that around about 7.40pm to 8.00pm, some ladies were looking for their handbags. That is some half an hour after Mr
Curtin says the incidents with the handbags occurred. Apart
from that, she had little to add to the information before the
Commission. There was also evidence from Rhonda Hayward.
It was put to the applicant in examination in-chief that Ms
Hayward would say she was drunk, or at least under the influence of alcohol, but that was not put to Ms Hayward, and she
gave no evidence to that effect. There was nothing much more
that Ms Hayward could add to the events, except to say that
she recalled Mr Curtin raising smoking with the applicant
around 4.30pm but she could not recall her response.
The test for determining whether a dismissal is unfair or not
is well settled; the question is whether the respondent acted
harshly, unfairly or oppressively in its dismissal of the applicant. It is for the applicant to establish that the dismissal was
in all the circumstances unfair. The test for ascertaining that is
set out in the Undercliff Nursing Home v. Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia (1995) 65 WAIG 385 case.
The question to be answered is whether the right of the employer to terminate the employment has been exercised so
harshly, oppressively or unfairly against the applicant so as to
amount to an abuse of the right. A dismissal within the meaning of the Act may still be unfair if, for example, it is effected
in a manner which is unfair. But if the employment has been
terminated in a manner which is procedurally irregular, that
will not of itself mean the dismissal is unfair. (Shire of
Esperance v. Mouritz [1991] 71 WAIG 891).
The Commission has to look at the matter broadly from the
point of view of both the employer and the employee in determining whether there has been unfairness, recognising that
these events occur in a practical, commercial background.
I heard evidence from the applicant. I have listened to that
evidence carefully, and I observed her under cross-examination from Mr Randles. I have no reason to draw any other
conclusion that she related the events from the best of her
knowledge, and I accept that she told me her version of events
in a truthful way. I also heard evidence from Mr John Curtin.
I must say, Mr Curtin’s evidence gives me considerable cause
for concern. There are a number of contradictions in his evidence, both within examination in chief and within
cross-examination, and between the both. I have doubts about
his evidence, particularly insofar as it touched upon his motivation to take the actions that he took when he took them, not
so much about the timing of the events and what he said to the
applicant.
I am concerned, though, about the allegations he makes about
other things which he says came into his knowledge through
clients and others. For instance he ‘surmised’ that the applicant had a racial intolerance to some of the guests, yet there
was not a scintilla of evidence to support the allegation. I see
no reason not to accept the evidence of the other two
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witnesses for the respondent. Their evidence does not add much
to the information needed to resolve the issues that require to
be decided in this case in any event.
I summarise my approach to the witness credibility as follows. I find that the evidence presented on behalf of the
applicant should be preferred over the evidence presented by
the respondent. I apply the evidence to the law as follows.
The respondent in this case conducted an opening of an extension to its Karrakatta premises. This was an extremely
important event. A large sum of money had been spent on the
premises, and on the function. It was an important event therefore for Mr Curtin, as the Managing Director of the company,
to get it right, particularly bearing in mind that he had been
employed for the purpose of building up the operation. According to his evidence, he usually works as a consultant, but
he was brought into the company to improve its performance.
The event was an ambitious one for the company, and Mr
Curtin threw himself into the organisation of it with a great
deal of energy. He had been on the premises since 6.00am in
the morning. The premises were still being worked on at that
time by builders, and he assisted with that work. He was, in all
senses on that day, a hands-on manager, dedicated to getting
the premises ready for the opening.
Mr Curtin was able to fit in a quick lunch, and he had no
dinner that evening. He said there was finger food available;
he did not say if he ate any. The function was a usual commercial function, it had food and alcohol, and it appears as though
there was alcohol in sufficient quantities that people could drink
what they felt like. Over the evening Mr Curtin had, by the
time the events which led to the dismissal of the applicant,
consumed up to five glasses of wine. It must be remembered
that this was alcohol taken when Mr Curtin had been working
for over 14 hours with very little food. The applicant also admitted to drinking maybe a similar quantity of alcohol to Mr
Curtin, but she had not been drinking for at least an hour or so
prior to the incident between them.
Mr Curtin was confronted with a situation where guests
wanted to go home. They could not because they had their
handbags locked up. There was a search made for the applicant; she could not be found. It was known she had the keys in
her pocket, and the frustration level for Mr Curtin, one could
appreciate, would rise considerably in those circumstances.
He ordered the new cabinet to be broken open, and by the time
the applicant re-appeared Mr Curtin, it is open to find on the
balance of probabilities, was very likely upset. What happened
then is indicative of a person being in that state of mind.
He admitted under cross-examination that the exchange between him and the applicant developed; he did not discuss the
matter with her at all. He was confused about exactly what
occurred but on the balance of probabilities I find that it was
he who said to the applicant words to the effect, “If you are
going to go, you should continue to walk”. It was he who said
to her, “I’ll put this in writing if you need it in writing”. All are
indicators of an angry person, escalating the heat of the discussion between the two of them. In these circumstances, the
applicant had no chance to reason with him. She had asked
him to discuss the matter the next day, but if what I have found
is correct, and I think it is, one can see why he did not take up
that option. He was in no state of mind to delay the discussion
until the next day.
He was concerned that this big function, in which he had
invested a lot of personal time and a considerable stake, was
being potentially damaged by the actions, or what he saw to
be the actions of the applicant. So, when he dismissed her, and
I find that he did, he did not think about the good things that
she had done in the time she had worked for the respondent;
that is, he forgot about her record.
He made no attempt to ask for her point of view; that is, he
did not consult with her. He gave her no chance to explain
what had happened in any depth at all, and he did so when he
was in a tired and upset state. This is not a state, in which an
employer should make a decision to ultimately bring to an end
a contract of employment and it is a situation where prudence
would have been to delay the conversation until the next day.
It was the only event in the relationship which occurred, that
would have brought the applicant in conflict with the respondent, and he did all of this in front of other people.
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As for the applicant going to the hotel, I do not know why
she said she did. There has not been a satisfactory explanation
for that comment but I can not see how she could have travelled to the Subiaco Hotel from Karrakatta and back within
40-45 minutes. She had no money, she said she had no transport, and I believe her. There has been nothing put to suggest
that someone gave her a lift and bought her back, so I can only
conclude that she made the comment in some flippant way.
Mr Randles says to me there are two fundamental reasons
why the credibility of the applicant should be diminished and
the primary one of those is that she said in her evidence in
chief that she wanted to stay working with the respondent until she retired. She is quite a young person, comparatively
speaking, and Mr Randles suggested that it was a strange thing
for her to say. But her reason was that she had worked in her
own printing business as a partner for three years. She said
she worked 7 days a week, up to 14 hours a day, and after
working like that for a number of years, it was good to work 9
to 5, get paid sick leave and get paid annual leave. That it is
not an unusual reaction given the context. I do not think that
comment is sinister in any way so that one should devalue her
evidence for having said it. The other criticism about her evidence was that she thought that Mr Curtin was the owner of
the company, and it later turned out that he was the manager.
In my opinion, that could easily happen; it depends upon how
subject comports himself, what he says and what he does. It
may have been a genuine misunderstanding, but in any event
it does not go to the question of diminution of credibility of
the applicant.
I can consolidate my findings as follows; the applicant was
dismissed at a function organised by the respondent. There
has been no sufficient reason put to me as to why a summary
dismissal was justified in the circumstances. Whether or not
she took as many drinks around as the other people is not germane in her case. That she may not have done that does not
detract from the severity of the treatment that she received,
which in effect arises from the fact that she forgot to give the
keys of a filing cabinet to somebody when she went out for a
break. If she had given the keys to someone, I suspect the
events following would never have occurred. In the circumstances, she has received less than a fair go all round, and she
has been harshly and unfairly dismissed.
At the conclusion of the proceedings I indicated to the parties that I would issue orders for reinstatement of the applicant
including orders that the applicant be paid form the time that
she was dismissed until the time that she recommenced at the
respondents premises. When I did so, Mr Randles sought leave
to make some submissions about the intended orders. He said
that his client would agree to pay compensation instead of
reinstating or re-employing the applicant. At the time I indicated that reinstatement orders would issue. However, since
that period I have given the matter further thought.
Some relevant comments were made by His Honour the
President in Jacob Gilmore –v- Cecil Bros, FDR Pty Ltd and
Cecil Bros Pty Ltd (1996). His Honour analysed s.23A of the
Act as it was then. He also drew some conclusion about the
proper meaning of the word “impracticable”. That is, in deciding whether it was impracticable to order an employer to
reinstate a dismissed employee, the Commission should take
into account all the circumstances of the case and evaluate the
practicality in a common sense way having regard to s.26 of
the Act.
As the Act was then, it was the President’s conclusion that
the Commission must remember that reinstatement is required
if it can be done. However, the Act was changed and s.23(A)
was amended by Act No. 3 of 1997. As it stands now, I understand s.23(A) to provide that in addition to being empowered
to order the payment to the claimant of any amount to which
the claimant is entitled, there may be an order issued against
the employer to reinstate or re-employer claimant who has
been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed, and subject
to sub-section 1(a) of s.23(A) and sub-section 4, order the
employer to pay compensation for loss or injury caused by the
dismissal. By s.23A(1a)(a) the Commission is not to make
those orders unless it is satisfied that reinstatement or re-employment of the claimant is impracticable. The tests for
impracticality are those set out by His Honour in Gilmore’s
Case (ibid), or the employer has agreed to pay the compensation instead of reinstating or re-employing the claimant. As I
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understand it, the submissions by Mr Randles amounted to an
agreement that the employer would pay compensation to be
fixed under s.23A(1a)(b) instead or reinstating or re-employing the claimant.
As I understand the sub-section, once that agreement is given
then the Commission has no option but to fix compensation.
Some support is given to this interpretation when one looks at
sub-clause 3 of s.23(A) which provides if an employer fails to
comply with an order made under sub-section 1(b), upon further application the Commission can revoke that order and
subject to the cap provided in sub-section 4 make an order for
compensation for loss or injury caused by the dismissal. Clearly
the new sub-section (1a)(b) is designed to circumvent the necessity for such further litigation if at the time of the hearing
in the first instance, the employer agrees to pay compensation.
Although I have not reached a concluded view it may be I
am bound to make orders for compensation in this matter. The
matter will be re-listed to allow the parties to make submissions on the question of remedy.
Appearance: Ms K Williams of counsel appeared on behalf
of the applicant
Mr A Randles appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Teri Patricia Harwood
and
Pearlside Investments Pty Ltd t/a Midland Monumental.
No. 1162 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
10 December 1998.
Supplementary Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: On 5 November 1998, Reasons for
Decision were issued in this application. Pages 11, 12 and 13,
I made the following observations.
At the conclusion of the proceedings I indicated to the
parties that I would issue orders for reinstatement of the
applicant including orders that the applicant be paid form
the time that she was dismissed until the time that she
recommenced at the respondents premises. When I did
so, Mr Randles sought leave to make some submissions
about the intended orders. He said that his client would
agree to pay compensation instead of reinstating or reemploying the applicant. At the time I indicated that
reinstatement orders would issue. However, since that
period I have given the matter further thought.
Some relevant comments were made by His Honour the
President in Jacob Gilmore v. Cecil Bros, FDR Pty Ltd
and Cecil Bros Pty Ltd (1996). His Honour analysed s.23A
of the Act as it was then. He also drew some conclusion
about the proper meaning of the word “impracticable”.
That is, in deciding whether it was impracticable to order
an employer to reinstate a dismissed employee, the Commission should take into account all the circumstances of
the case and evaluate the practicality in a common sense
way having regard to s.26 of the Act.
As the Act was then, it was the President’s conclusion
that the Commission must remember that reinstatement
is required if it can be done. However, the Act was changed
and s.23(A) was amended by Act No. 3 of 1997. As it
stands now, I understand s.23(A) to provide that in addition to being empowered to order the payment to the
claimant of any amount to which the claimant is entitled,
there may be an order issued against the employer to reinstate or re-employer claimant who has been harshly,
oppressively or unfairly dismissed, and subject to subsection 1(a) of s.23(A) and sub-section 4, order the
employer to pay compensation for loss or injury caused
by the dismissal. By s.23A(1a)(a) the Commission is not
to make those orders unless it is satisfied that reinstate-
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ment or re-employment of the claimant is impracticable.
The tests for impracticality are those set out by His Honour in Gilmore’s Case (ibid), or the employer has agreed
to pay the compensation instead of reinstating or re-employing the claimant. As I understand it, the submissions
by Mr Randles amounted to an agreement that the employer would pay compensation to be fixed under
s.23A(1a)(b) instead or reinstating or re-employing the
claimant.
As I understand the sub-section, once that agreement is
given then the Commission has no option but to fix compensation. Some support is given to this interpretation
when one looks at sub-clause 3 of s.23(A) which provides if an employer fails to comply with an order made
under sub-section 1(b), upon further application the Commission can revoke that order and subject to the cap
provided in sub-section 4 make an order for compensation for loss or injury caused by the dismissal. Clearly the
new sub-section (1a)(b) is designed to circumvent the
necessity for such further litigation if at the time of the
hearing in the first instance, the employer agrees to pay
compensation.
Although I have not reached a concluded view it may be
I am bound to make orders for compensation in this matter. The matter will be re-listed to allow the parties to
make submissions on the question of remedy.
As foreshadowed, the matter was listed for hearing on 24
November 1998, and after hearing from the parties, the Commission issued the following reasons extempore. The reasons
which follow being extracted from the original transcript and
have been edited.
The sequence of events is set out in the transcript. On page
78 of the transcript it indicates that when I delivered a judgment, I said to the parties—
Thank you. I can give my reasons for decision now. Have
you anything to say, Mr Randles?
Mr Randles said—
I was just going to say one matter arising is the issue of
reinstatement. If the Commission was minded to deem
the dismissal unfair, then the respondent would seek the
opportunity to address on the question of converting a
reinstatement order if that was in mind to one of compensation.
I have in front of me the original transcript of the Reasons
for Decision. The following was not repeated in my decision.
The last page, which records what I said at the time, is relevant. The last two paragraphs say this—
I will issue, Mr Randles, orders for reinstatement, and
that would mean she would be paid from the time she
was dismissed until the time she commences. That is what
I have in my mind to order, and I will hear from you on
that if you wish to say anything.
That ends the reasons for decision.
In my view, that statement of intention does not constitute
an order, and in any event, reasons for decision does not constitute an order; that is clear. They are not dispositive of the
matter. There was no order ever drafted, and on consideration
of the matter later, I then looked closely at section 23A because of that trigger in my mind about what Mr Randles might
want to do.
I then analysed section 23A. I have not anything to add to
what I said then. I think the writing on pages 11-13 of my
Reasons is a proper interpretation of the law as it stands. Miss
Williams says it throws up some strange effects. I agree and
this caused me to look at Hansard when that amendment was
introduced. It seems to me that the precise intention of the
Parliament from the Hansard is if an employer does say they
agree to pay compensation in the face of a finding of unfairness, that the Commission cannot go to the question of
reinstatement, it has to fix compensation (see Western Australian Parliamentary Debates Thirty Fifth Parliament, First
Session 1997 page 725 at 729).
It may be that a superior body in this Commission would
find otherwise but I must construe the Act, applying the proper
rules of interpretation, which I have done. I needed to be assured myself that the Act was as I thought it read. There was
some doubt in my mind, and the use of an extrinsic aid in that
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case was justifiable and in any event one is entitled to look at
Hansard (see Northwest Beef Industrial Ltd v. WA Branch,
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union)[ (1984) 64
WAIG 2124].
I have no doubt that the law is as I have set it out in my
reasons for decision.
I have not at any stage during the proceeding been functus
officio, and as I understand the law that the commission is
entitled or obliged to correct matters up until the time an order
is perfected. There was not even minutes of a proposed order
in this case produced as required by s.35 of the Act. Nor was
any decision sealed and deposited as required by s.36.
If there was a straight dismissal of the application, of course,
there would be no minutes (see s.35(1)), but this was not a
dismissal at all, and it needed an order to bring into effect
what would be the decision of the commission.
As for compensation, I am obliged to apply the writing of
His Honour the President in Gilmore v. Cecil Bros (1996) 76
WAIG 4434. I referred to that decision and gave some treatment in my original reasons for decision. I take into account
Smith v. CDM Australia Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 307. I also
need to consider Burswood Management Limited v. Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees’ Union of
Australia, Western Australian Branch (1987)—67 WAIG 1529.
I have to, in applying Cecil Bros (ibid), take into account all
of the potential factors which go towards the assessment of
the compensation. This employee was involved in an industry
where she had a clerical position and included some sales work.
It was of an ongoing position. Part of the attack upon her credibility as a witness launched by Mr Randles is that she made a
comment that she had been wanting to stay in the job until she
retired. He said it can not be so because she based it upon the
premise that she worked in her own business for 4 years, and
had worked very long hours.
I found in my reasons for decision that that was a fair enough
comment for her to make. It is also useful in assessing compensation. The applicant had been employed in the position
between the 27th of October 1997 through until the 19th of
June 1998. The position had all of the hallmarks of being ongoing. The employer had spent money on uniforms for her
and in addition had printed a couple of thousand business cards.
The nature of the employment had the character of being one
of a reasonable tenure. I accept what the applicant says that
she was there for the long haul. She was happy in the job, and
wanted to stay there.
She had been in employed for 8 months. That 8 months had
gone through without any difficulties with her work. She could
have reasonably expected the employment to continue into
the future as long as she continued to do what she had done in
the past; that is, give good service.
The applicant never had the opportunity to have her service
taken into account when she was dismissed. She was dismissed
in the circumstances I have described in my reasons as “in the
heat of the minute”, in circumstances where prudence would
have said that a discussion about the issue should have taken
place at another time. However, there was no review of her
record. She was entitled to that review. If it had have been
made, one would have concluded that she could reasonably
expect to continue in her work for some time.
The applicant has been unable to obtain work since she was
dismissed, on the 19 June through until now. It is clear that
she has not been able to generate work in her field in that time.
One can form the view as a matter of fact that the length of
time which elapsed and for which she was deprived of salary
is the time between 19 June and now. There is no reason why
that period ought to be decreased by any events which have
taken place in the meantime. I am unable to assess whether
the applicant may have losses in the future in terms of her
earning capacity, because the nature of any future employment is unknown. So I can not assess differences in rates of
pay.
I need to make some other comments about matters which
go into the assessment of compensation. The president in
Gilmore’s case wrote that the phrase “loss or injury” means—
“Loss occasioned by the employee by the unfair dismissal;
ie, actual loss of salary, benefits or amounts she—- that
he or she would otherwise earn, or which he or she would
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have been entitled had she not been dismissed, including
continuity for the purposes of long service leave and other
entitlements.
“As to ‘injury’, that is a general word which embraces
not the loss but the actual harm done to the employee by
the unfair dismissal. The word ‘injuries’ is a generally
larger word and comprehends in itself all matters of
wrongs. Accordingly, ‘injury’ includes humiliation, injury to feelings and being treated with callousness, for
example.”
By this employee being unable to continue with her employment, she has been denied maturing entitlements to annual
leave. Long service leave is perhaps too early in the employment contract to include as loss. She was certainly humiliated
by the way she was treated; dismissed in front of a room full
of people. It certainly was, callous of her employer to treat her
that way. The dismissal should have been effected in more
private circumstances, not in the heat of the moment.
I take all these matters into account in assessing the compensation, as I do the earning loss which the applicant has
suffered between her date of termination and now. I take into
account that she would have had an anticipated employment
into the future. One can not say how long that would be but
the company is expanding vigorously with injections of capital and was trying to increase its market share. Here is an
employee who, on the very actions of the employer itself, was
going to be involved in expansion, hence all of the business
cards, enough business cards for an ordinary person for at least
a year. And I add that it would be reasonable that there would
be employment for at least a six month period together with
the amount of earnings already lost, which would take the earnings past 26 weeks cap which is set out in section 23(A)(iv).
It is my intention, therefore, to award 26 weeks compensation and taking the figure that has been put to me by Ms
Williams, that will be $11,499.80 and for the purposes of the
order that will be shown as $11,500.00.
Appearances: Ms K Williams, of Counsel, appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr D Jones appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Teri Patricia Harwood
and
Pearlside Investments Pty Ltd t/a Midland Monumental.
No. 1162 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
14 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms K Williams, of Counsel, on behalf of the
applicant and Mr A Randles, and later Mr D Jones on behalf
of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
vested in it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
(1) THAT the applicant was unfairly dismissed by the
respondent; and
(2) THAT the applicant be paid compensation by the respondent in the sum of $11,500.00.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
22 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings as edited by the Commission.)
ON the facts as I find them Mr Hayward’s conduct in driving
the vehicle and causing damage to it constituted misconduct
which justified the dismissal which occurred.
I agree that not all misconduct justifies dismissal but, in my
view, what is important here is this: the respondent has a rule
that its vehicles are not to be driven without permission. I believe Mr Hayward knew of that rule. Mr Colbung gave evidence
that he did tell the rules to the participants and his evidence is
supported by his diary extract. I accept Mr Colbung’s evidence
in this regard and note that even Mr Hayward acknowledged
that he may have been told of the rule, it is just that he had
forgotten. He did drive the vehicle and he caused damage to it
which effectively wrote it off. I do accept broadly that, in an
emergency, allowances may be able to be made but I do not
find this to have been an emergency. I accept that the workers
out in the paddock were thirsty but I do not find that it was
some kind of a life threatening or sudden or urgent occasion.
Further, there were two other supervisors in the paddock at
the time. I do not accept that they were too far away to get to
them or that people’s boots were too big to walk over to them.
On the evidence of both Mr Bolton and Mr Eades they were
no more than 300 metres away. Those supervisors are equal in
authority and they not only could have, but they should have
been, contacted about the lack of water. They were not contacted and I cannot accept the reasons given as to why they
were not contacted are good reasons. Further, I find that Mr
Hayward drove at a speed which was too fast for the situation
when he was unfamiliar with the road. If he was unfamiliar
with the road that is as much a reason for caution as it is for,
perhaps, overconfidence. Certainly I find he should have driven
slower in that circumstance especially given that he had passengers, including young boys, with him in the vehicle. I think
that is an added responsibility on him as an adult even though
it was not a factor in Mr Hayden’s thinking I have found that
to be important.
I mentioned the rule about driving without permission. I think
it is a sensible rule. It is an important rule and, indeed, on the
evidence, it is a rule that came from the participants originally
earlier on. The breach of it by Mr Hayward cannot be said to
be trivial given the irreparable damage, at least economically
irreparable damage, to the employer’s vehicle as well as causing at least some injury to at least one of the young boys. The
evidence, I suggest, is not entirely clear regarding the extent
of the injuries or the extent to which the others in the vehicle
were injured.
I do find it relevant, but I attach less weight to the fact, that
Mr Hayward did not have a motor vehicle driver’s licence.
The issue of whether or not one legally requires a licence for
driving on a farm might be an issue but, it seems to me that the
lack of a driver’s licence is as much an indication about a lack
of ability to drive properly and safely as the question of legality and I think that has been demonstrated in this particular
example.
I accept that Mr Hayward offered to pay for the damage
and, indeed, said he was sorry afterwards but I do not believe
that is sufficient to hold that what he did did not, therefore,
equal misconduct which justified dismissal. The respondent
has other vehicles. I assume that the work situation that has
been described to the Commission this morning will occur in
other situations and I think the rule is an important rule in
addition to that reason.
I do accept, contrary to the submission from Mr Dwyer, that
the employer should have spoken to Mr Hayward to hear his
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side of the incident before deciding whether or not to dismiss
him (Connor v City of Elizabeth (1988) 30 AILR ¶478; FMWU
v Coca Cola Bottlers, Perth (1991) 71 WAIG 3144 at 3147;
S.D.A. v Foodland Associated Limited (1994) 74 WAIG 1984).
The manner the employer goes about the dismissal may be an
important factor, indeed in some cases the manner that the
dismissal was handled may be so poor it would render a dismissal unfair, even if it otherwise was justified (Shire of
Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891). What has to be
demonstrated is that, if the employer had followed the correct
procedure, the outcome could have been different (Stead v
SGIO (161 CLR at 141); Rankin v Reid Constructions Services (1997) 77 WAIG 2188). Here I am not persuaded that
there could have been a different outcome. I found nothing
significant in Mr Hayward’s evidence of which the employer
was unaware when it decided to dismiss. It had the facts of
what occurred, the reason for wanting to use the vehicle to get
water and the accident that happened, and as a result I do not
find that the failure to speak to Mr Hayward renders the dismissal unfair.
Finally, I do say that I have some sympathy for Mr Hayward, in part because he offered to pay and because he
expressed sorrow immediately afterwards and in part because
he has been unemployed since then and has difficulty finding
alternative employment. It might be said that, at the age of 31,
he should have known better; as he said he took a risk, but it
did not work. But in the Commission’s consideration of this
matter the interests of the employer are also to be taken into
account. It needs to be able to trust its employees not to drive
its vehicles without permission, even if the keys have been
left in the vehicle and to avoid potential damage to its property.
I certainly hope that Mr Hayward gets another chance to
work in a CDEP programme in future but, on the evidence
before the Commission on this occasion, I am unable to find
that his dismissal was unfair. Accordingly his application is
dismissed.
Appearances: Mr G. Patrick (of counsel) on behalf of the
applicant.
Mr M. Dwyer (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
William Edgar Hayward
and
Southern Aboriginal Corporation.
No. 1118 of 1998.
24 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING HEARD Mr G. Patrick (of counsel) on behalf of the
applicant and Mr M. Dwyer (of counsel) on behalf of the
repondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Dean Christopher Howarth
and
The Mattress Renovators Perth Pty Ltd.
No. 918 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
27 November 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant claims that he was
unfairly dismissed from his employment with the Respondent. He seeks compensation for that unfair dismissal.
The Commission has heard evidence from the Applicant,
from Karina Contarino, Jamie Michael Howarth, the Applicant’s brother, and from Daniel Lutman, a director of the
Respondent. The Respondent’s business is the renovation of
mattresses.
The Applicant says that he commenced employment in January 1998, as a factory hand. He had been working for
approximately one month in the business when Lutman became involved with that business. He says that Lutman offered
him a job as a delivery driver/off sider which he happily accepted. This work involved the Applicant in collecting
mattresses from customers, taking them to the factory, then
returning them to the customers. The Applicant’s position as a
driver/off sider was confirmed by a letter of appointment dated
7 April 1998. At that time, his rate of pay increased to $362.90.
The Applicant’s brother, Jamie Michael Howarth, had also been
employed by the Respondent and they worked together on this
pick up and delivery work. The vehicle which they used for
this collection and delivery work was a utility which required
the driver to have only an A class driver’s licence.
The Applicant says that, at some stage close to the time his
employment terminated, he became concerned about his future with the company and said that he felt that perhaps it was
not secure, although he does not know why he had this feeling. In any event, the Applicant was about to sign a lease and
obtain a loan to purchase a vehicle. Accordingly, he and
Contarino, his girlfriend, approached Lutman and asked him
if his job was safe. They both gave evidence that Lutman indicated that the Applicant had no cause for concern.
By letter dated 4 May 1998, the Applicant was told that he
was to be made redundant from 8 May 1998. He was also
advised that the company was going to use a truck for the pick
up and delivery work and this required a driver with a B class
licence, which he did not have.
The Applicant says that he has been unfairly dismissed because he believes that part of the reason for his being selected
for redundancy was that his Job Start subsidy had expired on
14 April 1998. He says, too, that his brother, Jamie, had less
experience in the work and should have been selected for redundancy in preference to himself. Further, it was unfair that
he should be reassured about his job security, enter into commitments as a result of that assurance, and days later, be given
a couple of days notice.
The Applicant says that the reason given for his redundancy,
that he did not have a B class driver’s licence, was not a genuine reason. He says that whenever he drove past the business,
the truck would be parked but he would see the utility being
used more frequently. He says, too, that from his information,
the person who obtained the job who had a B class driver’s
licence, spends more time in the office than on the road.
The Applicant says that the loss which he has suffered is
that he was unemployed from 8 May 1998 until approximately
2 weeks prior to the hearing of this matter on 11 November
1998 when he obtained casual work, working 40 hours per
week at $24.00 per hour. He says that he has applied for 30-40
jobs without success.
In cross examination, the Applicant acknowledged that although he says that he was very punctual, approximately twice
a month he was late for work by a matter of minutes. He says
that sometimes this lateness was occasioned by his brother
running late.
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The evidence of Contarino was that at some point she became concerned that the Applicant’s job may not be secure
and she approached Lutman. He told her that he was unable to
tell her what the situation was, that he would need to tell the
Applicant. She said that later, she and the Applicant asked
Lutman about the Applicant’s job security and that Lutman
said that there was nothing to worry about.
Jamie Howarth gave evidence that the Applicant was more
experienced in delivery and factory work than himself and
was, in his view, more appropriate to be retained in employment than himself. He says that he indicated this to Lutman
when Lutman advised him, on a confidential basis, that the
business was being reorganised and someone may loose his or
her job. He says that he told Lutman that if either of the two
them had to go then it should be himself. Lutman loaned him
the money to get his learner’s permit for a B class driver’s
licence. However, for other reasons, he was not able to afford
to purchase the necessary driving lessons. His own employment with the Respondent ended in late June or early July
1998 for reasons not relevant to this matter.
The evidence of Daniel Lutman is that he commenced his
involvement with the business, officially, on 30 March 1998
albeit that he had been at the factory from 26 March 1998. He
says that on purchasing the business, he noted that it was
loosing substantial amounts of money and that it was necessary for it to be reorganised and restructured. On 30 March
1998, when a position of driver/off sider on the utility became
available, he offered this position to the Applicant as the Applicant wanted a change from factory work. On 7 April 1998,
the Applicant signed the job description provided to him. On
15 April, he notified both the Applicant and Jamie Howarth of
his intention to purchase the truck and this occurred on 30
April 1998. The truck required a driver with a B class driver’s
licence and he thought it appropriate to have two such persons
employed so as to enable coverage in case of leave or absence
by one of them. He employed a person with a B class driver’s
licence. He made an assessment of the situation regarding the
use of the utility and considered that both positions involved
with the utility, being those held by the Applicant and by his
brother, were to be made redundant. One of the two of them
could be retained with a view to that person obtaining a B
class drivers licence, and Lutman would provide some assistance to that person in obtaining a licence albeit that the business
could not afford to pay for the training.
Lutman says that in considering the Applicant’s future, there
were no alternative duties as factory hand available. In assessing the Applicant and his brother as to which of the two should
be retained and which made redundant, he considered a range
of criteria being—
1. Attitude to work;
2. Punctuality;
3. Standard of performance; and
4. Ability to do the work as driver/off sider, including
consideration of the person’s communication skills
and approach with customers.
In considering these criteria, Lutman concluded that Jamie
Howarth ought continue in employment. Jamie also indicated
an interest in obtaining a B class driver’s licence and, accordingly, Lutman loaned him the cost of the learner’s permit which
was later repaid to him.
At the time of issuing the Applicant with the letter of 4 May
1998, in which the Applicant was advised of his redundancy,
Lutman informed the Applicant of the situation and of the need
for there to be a driver with a B class driver’s licence. He had
given thought to the Applicant going back into the factory but
the factory was overstaffed at that time and he could not have
offered him alternative work.
Lutman says that he continues to review the business and
the number of staff has continued to reduce based on the needs
of the business.
As to the use of the truck in the period following the Applicant’s termination of employment, Lutman produced the log
book for the truck (Exhibit 4) which had previously been filled
out by the truck’s driver. He says that he (Lutman) was the
person who completed the entry on the day before the hearing
to bring it up to date.
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Lutman does not recall in any detail, if at all, the conversation with Contarino or with Contarino and the Applicant
together.
Lutman says that the reorganisation of the business was legitimate and that it is appropriate for there to be responsible
financial management to ensure as many of the employees as
possible could remain in employment.
I have observed each of these witnesses as they gave their
evidence and while I find that the Applicant was open and
honest in his evidence, a number of the matters to which he
referred where not matters within his direct knowledge and
constituted hearsay. In that regard they are not entirely reliable. As to Contarino’s evidence, I found her evidence to be
credible. Where there is conflict between the evidence of
Contarino and Lutman as to the conversations she had with
him, both on her own and in the presence of the Applicant, as
to the Applicant’s job security, I am satisfied that her evidence
is to be preferred. Her evidence confirms the Applicant’s evidence as to the assurance received by him.
Lutman’s evidence as to the basis of the decision to choose
the Applicant as the person to be made redundant, and the
need for such redundancy, is also accepted.
In considering an application of unfair dismissal, the Commission is required to apply the test set out in Undercliffe
Nursing Home and FMWU 1985 (65 WAIG 386) which is that
the employer has the right to terminate employment but it must
not abuse that right by doing so in an unfair manner. The test
has been described as being “a fair go all round”.
In the case of a genuine redundancy, which I am satisfied
this matter constitutes, it is for the Applicant to demonstrate
that the Respondent has not applied a fair process in the selection of the Applicant, or has used wrong criteria, or that another
person ought to have been selected.
I am not satisfied that the Applicant has discharged the onus
which falls to him in this regard. On this basis, I am satisfied
that the termination of the employment was genuinely one of
redundancy and that the Respondent has not abused that right
in its selection of the Applicant as that person to be made redundant. The matter does not end there. I find that there was
unfairness to the Applicant in that a few days prior to the termination of his employment the Applicant sought advice from
his employer as to his job security. He did so for good reason
and he received from his employer, in the presence of
Contarino, an assurance that he had nothing to worry about.
This mislead the Applicant unfairly. Lutman had known for
some time that reorganisation including staff reduction was
imminent, yet he reassured the Applicant that his employment
was secure. A matter of days later, he gave the Applicant four
days notice that his employment was to terminate. The Respondent has indicated that upon taking over the business
Lutman was aware there was a need for restructuring and it
was quite clear that he intended to reorganise the workforce
and was actively going about doing that. It is clear, too, that
Lutman spoke to the Applicant’s brother, confidentially advising him that someone may loose his or her job. This may
well have been the catalyst for Contarino making the enquiry
of Lutman.
It would appear, too, that he simply provided to the Applicant a letter notifying him that his employment was to terminate
and the reason for that. The notice given was 4 days although
the Respondent appears to have been contemplating and dealing with the restructure, including the purchase of the truck,
for sometime.
In all of those circumstances, I am satisfied that there is an
aspect of the dismissal which was harsh, oppressive or unfair.
The next question to be determined is how this is to be remedied. It is clear from the Respondent’s evidence that no
position would be available to the Applicant and in any event
with the continuing review of the staff complement there is no
prospect that the Applicant could be secure in that employment. Furthermore, having observed the parties give their
evidence, I am not satisfied that the employment relationship
could practicably be restored. Accordingly, compensation is
an appropriate remedy. I note the reasons for decision of the
Full Bench, in particular, in Simons and Ismail Holdings 1998
(78 WAIG 2332) and of the majority of the Full Bench in Smith
and CDM Australia Pty Ltd 1998 (78 WAIG 307). In those
matters, it is clear that the Commission is to take account of
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all of the circumstances involved in fixing an amount of compensation. It is noted that s.23A of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 provides that the Commission is to order compensation which is not to exceed 6 months remuneration of the
claimant.
It is not the function of the Commission to award damages
in the same way as do civil courts in claims for breach of
contract. The references in s.23A (1)(ba) of the Act to loss or
injury caused by the dismissal does not mean that in ordering
compensation the Commission must only have regard to the
circumstances of the Applicant from the date of dismissal, but
is to weigh all of the circumstances. Those circumstances include that there was genuine redundancy, an objective selection
process and the Applicant has selected for redundancy. His
period of employment was relatively short. However, the aspect of unfairness for which there ought be consideration is
the misleading of the Applicant as to the security of his employment, and the lack of proper discussion about the
redundancy itself. The Applicant has been unemployed for the
bulk of the period since the termination and has only recently
gained employment. I am satisfied that he has attempted to
mitigate his loss. In all of those circumstances, compensation
in the amount of two week’s pay at the Applicant’s normal
rate of pay of $336.00 per week is appropriate. Order accordingly.
Appearances: The Applicant appeared on his own behalf
Mr D Lutman appeared on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Dean Christopher Howarth
and
The Mattress Renovators Perth Pty Ltd.
No. 918 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
8 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant on his own behalf and Mr D
Lutman on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Applicant be paid by the Respondent the
amount of $672.00, such payment to be made no later
than 21 days from the date of this Order.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Erin Therese Klatt
and
George O’Neil Pty Ltd.
No. 780 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
22 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant claims that she has
been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from her
employment with the Respondent. There was a great deal of
evidence before the Commission about matters associated with
the Applicant’s employment and about the Respondent’s operations which I do not intend to summarise or deal with at all,
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as many of those things, in light of the central issues, are either unimportant or irrelevant.
The background to this matter includes that until mid 1997,
the Respondent, through Dr George O’Neil, operated an obstetrics and gynaecological practice in Perth and that in the
operation of that practice Dr O’Neil had come across a number
of patients and their partners suffering heroin addiction and
the difficulties which arose from that. In mid 1997, Dr O’Neil
attended a conference in China where he became aware of the
successful treatment of heroin addicts with a drug called
naltrexone. This drug was a prohibited drug in Australia. When
he returned to Australia, Dr O’Neil was very enthusiastic about
the prospect of treating a number of patients with the drug and
sought approval to do so. He gained the necessary approval,
and commenced a trial of naltrexone with a limited number of
patients. Within a matter of months this programme became
the subject of widespread public comment and he was inundated with hundreds of heroin addicts seeking to participate in
the programme. One such addict was the Applicant. She was
referred to Dr O’Neil by a friend of her family, Mrs Norma
Pryor. Mrs Pryor had only recently experienced the loss of her
daughter from heroin. Mrs Pryor was also a director of the
Australian Medical Procedures Research Foundation
(“AMPRF”) about which there will be further comment later
in these reasons.
Dr O’Neil agreed to meet with the Applicant and her sister
to discuss the prospects for the Applicant’s participation in the
programme. He gave evidence that he was unable to spend
any time with the Applicant in preparation for her commencing on the programme because on the day she visited him
Saturday, 6 September 1997, she was under the influence of
drugs. However, he agreed to provide the treatment to the
Applicant.
Dr O’Neil was due to go overseas on the following Tuesday
morning, 9 September 1997. However, he came into the clinic
very early that morning to commence the Applicant’s treatment. After the first day, this treatment comprised taking a
naltrexone tablet each day. Dr O’Neil was overseas for approximately two weeks during which time the Applicant was
continuing her treatment.
The Commission heard evidence that there are varying rates
of success for addicts undertaking this programme but that the
probability of success increases substantially when certain
measures are put in place. Those measures include: the patient
having a member of the family or carer who can provide support to ensure that the patient takes the medication each day;
taking the medication crushed rather than as a whole tablet, to
ensure that the tablet is actually taken rather than hidden under the tongue or in some other way not actually absorbed into
the body; and the patient having regular urine tests to ensure
that there is no drug in the body. When the Applicant commenced her treatment she had her mother as her carer, and
took her tablets whole. There is considerable dispute about
the question of urine tests and this will be dealt with later in
these reasons. The Applicant says she was never asked to take
crushed tablets.
When Dr O’Neil returned from being away for a couple of
weeks, he was advised that the Applicant had commenced doing
voluntary work within the clinic and that she was putting in a
significant number of hours each week. There was considerable evidence before the Commission of the value both to the
patients undergoing treatment in them being occupied and
participating in useful work, and in other patients seeing, about
the clinic during their treatment, recovered and recovering
addicts to whom they could look as role models.
In his first meeting with the Applicant following his return,
Dr O’Neil had already been made aware of her significant
voluntary work. This first meeting was intended by Dr O’Neil
to be a doctor/patient consultation. However, according to Dr
O’Neil, the Applicant soon focused her attention on her contribution to the clinic and her desire to be given paid
employment. Dr O’Neil says that he talked to her about the
risks to her, as a recently treated addict, and to the clinic, in
her undertaking the work. He agreed to employ her on a salary
of $25,000 per annum even though she had informed him that
in her previous employment she had been paid significantly
more. Dr O’Neil says that it was a condition of her employment that the Applicant be subject to regular urine tests as part
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of establishing that she was continuing to progress in her treatment. The Applicant denies that urine tests were ever a
condition of her employment.
The Applicant’s work included liaising with patients and their
carers, administration work, and representation to persons of
influence about the programme. The Applicant says that for
some time she had been asking for a job description or definition and that towards the end of January 1998, Dr O’Neil
prepared a document (Exhibit 3) which he discussed with her.
She says that this was discussed on Dr O’Neil’s porch, that he
told her that it was a draft and that if there was anything in it
that she wanted to change, then she could do so. This document is two pages long, in hand writing, with the bottom of
the second page torn off. A heading “Special Conditions” and
the words “As initially agree” are still visible at the bottom of
the second page, just above the torn section. The Applicant
says that Dr O’Neil wanted her to undertake urine tests and
that this was contained on the bottom of this document. She
did not agree to it and it had never previously been a condition
of her employment. She did not think it reasonable and so
removed that from the bottom of the document in accordance
with her belief that Dr O’Neil had told her she could change
anything if she wished to. Dr O’Neil gave evidence of the
terms contained as “special conditions”. He says he drafted
the document and discussed it with the Applicant at her desk.
He says that her reception of it was cold, but that she said “at
least it’s written down”, and that she was to type it up. He also
says that if there was anything she objected to, she was going
to get back to him, but she did not. The document appears
never to have been typed up or formalised.
There was a considerable amount of evidence about the relationship between the Respondent and AMPRF. The
Applicant, although she has cited the Respondent as being her
employer in the filing of the application, says that AMPRF
was her employer. The Respondent claims that it was intended
that AMPRF would take over the management of the naltrexone
programme, research associated with it, bear the costs and
employ the staff necessary to undertake that work. However,
during the early stages of the naltrexone programme, as there
were no Medicare provider numbers arranged and not sufficient funds within AMPRF for it to operate properly, the
transfer of the programme to AMPRF did not occur for some
months. In the mean time, the Respondent paid the costs associated with the programme, employed all of the staff (with the
exception of one person) and for the most part, received the
income from patients who paid for their treatment. The Respondent says that at all times it was the Applicant’s employer.
The minutes of a meeting of the Board of Directors of Medical Procedures Pty Ltd t/f Australian Medical Procedures
Research Foundation of Thursday 4 December 1997 (Exhibit
1) state, under the heading of General Business, that—
“(f) Staff Salary—Administrator
Erin Klatt was requested to leave the room. It was
agreed that her salary be increased from $25,000 to
$30,000 effective immediately, then $35,000 from 1
March 1998.”
These minutes also contain a record under the heading of
“Mr James Newman, (c) Staff Placements—Meditemp” that—
“Discussion was held regarding the termination of employment of Phillipa Sears and recent contact with
Meditemp … Dr O’Neil stated that when Erin Klatt was
employed, she was used to a $35,000 pa salary and her
attitude and behaviour was consistent with what she said
about herself. On the other hand, Phillipa’s attitude and
behaviour was not consistent with what she had said.”
The Applicant’s salary was increased, but not in accordance
with the minutes, and there is conflict in the evidence as to the
circumstances and reasons for the increase. There is evidence
from Mrs Pryor, a director of AMPRF, referred to previously,
that she had understood the Applicant to be an employee of
AMPRF. There was a good deal of other evidence that the
Applicant was an employee of the Respondent.
The Commission heard a considerable amount of evidence
about the arrangements for the recording of receipts for payments of treatment in the clinic. If certain evidence is accepted,
those arrangements were fairly chaotic because of the snowballing of the number of patients and that there had not been
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sufficient time to put proper financial management arrangements in place. After some months of involvement with
AMPRF, Mrs Pryor sought not to participate in AMPRF in
any official capacity because of her concern regarding the financial management of the programme.
There was evidence of a philosophical disagreement about
financial matters including bulk billing and the fees to be
changed to clients between Dr O’Neil and Mr Malcolm John
Edwards, who became involved with the programme as a volunteer. Mr Edwards said he saw himself assisting AMPRF,
such as in setting up a computer system. Edwards’ and the
Applicant’s work involved them having quite a bit of contact.
Edwards and the Applicant had similar views in this “philosophical disagreement” with Dr O’Neil.
It is clear from the evidence that the Applicant was very
conscientious and put in a great deal of time and effort to her
employment. There was evidence of her empathy with the
patients of the clinic and of her dedication to them including
her being available on call to attend to patients in difficulty or
to assist them or their carers at any time, 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. There is also evidence that a number of people
including Dr O’Neil, Mrs O’Neil, Ms Patsy Graieg, a chartered accountant involved with the Respondent and associated
companies for some years, Mr Edwards, Mrs Pryor and others, were very concerned that the Applicant was spending so
much time at work, and that she was not taking sufficient care
of her health. There is also evidence of the Applicant’s expertise and experience in representing the naltrexone programme
to persons of influence who might have been able to assist
with funding. In this liaison and lobbying role, the Applicant
had some useful contacts.
In contrast, there is evidence that the amount of time which
she spent in the office including many late nights, was not
always productive work. There is evidence from Dr O’Neil,
Dr Charles Slack, Mr George Smith and Ms Johnston of the
Applicant being involved in conflict within the office with
other members of staff and volunteers. There is evidence that
the Applicant had a break down in her relationship with her
mother over the Christmas period. Dr O’Neil, Dr Slack and
Mr Smith noted the Applicant “flitting” from task to task and
there is evidence of her suffering significant weight loss, agitation, depression, and other behaviour which Dr O’Neil, Dr
Slack and Mr Smith believed may have been symptomatic of
the Applicant being involved in other drug abuse. Witnesses
called for the Applicant deny seeing such indicators in the
Applicant’s behaviour, except where they were justified by
workload, work related stress, and family difficulties.
Dr O’Neil and others gave evidence that until 16 January
1998, the Applicant had indicated a preparedness to take urine
tests but on each occasion when she was asked to do so, she
would not protest but simply say that she was too busy at that
particular time or would find other reasons to put it off. The
Applicant acknowledges that on 20 October, 1997, she undertook a urine test. She says that the circumstances were that she
was asked by her employer to take this test, not for her own
sake, but to make another employee who was being required
to take a test feel more comfortable about it. Exhibit 20 indicates that benzodiazepines, amphetamines and cocaine
metabolite were detected. Ecstasy, if I understand Mr
Cochrane’s evidence, contains “another version” of amphetamine, called MDMA, which was also detected in this test.
Ms Graieg says that on 16 January 1998, she approached
the Applicant and advised her that she was going to take an
employee of a company associated with the Respondent, who
was also undertaking treatment, for a urine test and said to the
Applicant that she would also take the Applicant to undertake
a urine test at the same time. Ms Graieg said that she waited
for the Applicant for some time, having been told by the Applicant that she was very busy. Ms Graieg eventually went to
the Applicant and said that she should go with her. She asked
the Applicant out into the street to discuss the matter with her.
It is said by a number of witnesses that the Applicant became
very distressed and was shouting and creating a disturbance
up and down the street in protest at having been asked to undertake this test. It is said that she was hysterical. The Applicant
denies that she conducted herself this way. Both Dr O’Neil
and Ms Graieg attempted to contact Mrs Pryor and Mr Edwards
in an endeavour to have them talk her into undertaking the test
or to assist her to calm down. The Applicant appears to have
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walked away, so Ms Graieg urged Dr O’Neil to go after her
and bring her back. According to the Applicant, Dr O’Neil
and Mrs Graieg, Dr O’Neil then took the Applicant to a nearby
coffee shop for a coffee and a chat. He says that he urged her
to take a urine test and that if it were positive to drugs then it
would not be the end of her employment, but would mean that
they would have an opportunity to work with her to resolve
that difficulty. He says that at that point, the Applicant acknowledged that she had taken speed and was concerned that
if she had taken a urine test that it would have disclosed this
drug. Dr O’Neil says he told her that that would not be a problem and that she should leave taking that test for some days to
enable that drug to be out of her system by the time she took
the test. He says that she agreed to take the test in a few days.
Soon after this exchange, while Dr O’Neil and the Applicant were in the coffee shop, Ms Graieg returned from taking
the other employee for her urine test and asked if she could
join Dr O’Neil and the Applicant. She says that while she was
ordering her drink, Dr O’Neil approached her and told her that
the Applicant had acknowledged to him that she had been taking speed. Ms Graieg says that she urged Dr O’Neil to reassure
the Applicant that they would work with her. In any event, Dr
O’Neil asked the Applicant to acknowledge to Ms Graieg that
she had been taking this drug. Ms Graieg said that the Applicant acknowledged to her that she had been taking speed.
The Applicant denies ever having acknowledged to her employer that she was taking speed or any other drug.
It seems that the Applicant subsequently declined to take a
urine test. In mid March, 1998 there was a meeting between
the Applicant, Dr O’Neil and Mrs O’Neil, when Dr O’Neil
insisted on the Applicant undertaking a urine test and for the
Applicant to follow through on things that she had promised
to do such as at least some preparation for a submission to the
Lotteries Commission. He told her that she could not be transferred to AMPRF until the urine tests were clear. He says he
finally put an ultimatum to the Applicant that she had to have
a urine test by the following Saturday, which was 21 March
1998, otherwise she would not be working. He made it clear
that there was a requirement for her to take that test. He said
that he was concerned for the Applicant as his patient.
By letter dated 19 March 1998, Dr O’Neil noted that he and
Mrs O’Neil had met with the Applicant and discussed a false
allegation made by them against her, and noted their error in
that allegation. The letter then went on to deal with the issue
of urine tests, and says—
“Thank you for listening to us with regard to our concerns that you were not dealing with issues quickly and
efficiently. In particular, we pointed out that you had not
followed through previous commitments made by you to
have urine screening. These commitments have been made
over many months. We accepted the risk that a program
encouraging patients to give up drug addiction should have
staff who fully supported abstinence from drugs and that
we would be at risk if we employed staff who continued
to use drugs. This was explained to you regularly since
you were first employed and you indicated that you understood our position on this. We have in the past and
today, pointed out that we have no intention to dismiss
you even if the urine screens were positive. We would,
however, expect you, as representing a drug rehabilitation program, to work towards eliminating any problems
that were defined.
In view of your previous promises, the main issue is therefore broken promises and personal integrity and that you
are not dealing with issues efficiently, or following through
promises made by you.
We made it clear, that we would expect you to resign or
we would ask you to leave, if you do not have your first
urine screen by Saturday 21st March 1998. This is months
after the first request and commitment on this issue. You
are free to take Fridays off and this should allow you time
to organise this.
Thank you for following through on this so that you do
not push us into continuing conflict. In the work situation, your method of dealing with conflict, is the main
issue and I am sure that this will improve as we learn to
resolve issues more quickly”
(Exhibit 8)
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Both Dr O’Neil and Mrs O’Neil say that on 21 March 1998,
they spent a considerable amount of time trying to encourage
the Applicant to take a urine test, saying that it would help
dispel suggestions that her conduct indicated she was taking
drugs. Ms Graieg had checked on pathology centres which
would be open, it being a Saturday, and had informed the Applicant of a particular place she could attend. The Applicant
refused to take the test saying they could not require her to do
so. After some lengthy discussion, she was instructed to hand
in her keys and leave the premises. The Respondent says that
at this point, the Applicant’s employment was not terminated,
she was suspended on full pay. If she had undertaken the urine
test and presented evidence of a willingness to be open about
the problem then they would have been able to negotiate terms
for a return to work. It is said that in being asked to leave the
premises, the Applicant was being given time to think about
going to do a test, and given time to do so.
On the other hand, the Applicant says the Respondent had
no right to require her to have the test. She says that the reason
she was being asked for urine tests was in response to her
querying the financial management of the programme. She
cited some unusual circumstances of cash handling which she
says caused her concern.
It seems that within 24 hours of her being suspended, on 23
March 1998 the Applicant undertook a urine test. This test
detected benzodiazepines and amphetamines including ecstasy.
The Respondent was not aware until well after the employment ended of the Applicant having undertaken that test. The
name of the doctor referring her for this test as contained within
Exhibit 20 is Dr J Fellows-Smith, a psychiatrist to whom she
was referred by Dr O’Neil following the difficulty which is
said to have arisen in January. The Applicant’s account of why
she was referred to Dr Fellows-Smith is somewhat different
from Dr O’Neil’s.
Following the Applicant’s departure from the premises on
21 March 1998, a number of letters passed between the Applicant and the Respondent and between their respective solicitors.
This correspondence included allegations and responses to
those allegations, by both parties. The correspondence by the
Applicant also sought to clarify her employment status. By
letter dated 23 March 1998, the Respondent said that consideration was being given to terminating her employment. By
this time it is clear that the working relationship between the
parties had completely broken down. There was a meeting
between the parties with their solicitors on 26 March 1998.
By letter dated 9 April 1998, the Respondent’s solicitors
amongst other things, advised that the Applicant’s employment was to terminate that day, and that she would be paid
two weeks pay in lieu of notice, and other entitlements.
The first matter to be dealt with is the identity of the Applicant’s employer. Notwithstanding the record in the minutes of
the AMPRF Board Meeting of 4 December, 1997, I am satisfied that the Applicant was not, at that time, employed by
AMPRF. There was some blurring of the lines between
AMPRF and the Respondent, however, the Applicant was always employed by the Respondent and it was always intended
that her employment would be transferred to AMPRF subject
to certain matters being resolved. These matters were not resolved during the period of her employment and therefore she
was never transferred to AMPRF. It is likely that at least part
of the reason why the Board of AMPRF was involved in discussion about her salary was because of this ultimate intention
and not because it was actually her employer at that time. In
this regard, I accept the evidence called for the Respondent.
The second matter of significance is whether there was a
requirement on the Applicant, as part of her contract of employment, to undergo urine tests. One of the most important
aspects of this case is that this was not a normal employment
relationship. It was an employment relationship founded upon
the Applicant’s heroin addiction and her being a patient of Dr
O’Neil. All else follows from that. It is highly improbable,
although not impossible, that in taking the Applicant on as an
employee, Dr O’Neil would not have required her to demonstrate to him that the risks, which he had discussed with her at
the outset, were minimised and that would include her taking
regular urine tests or at least taking them when requested, to
assist her as part of what Dr O’Neil described as being ways
of improving her prospects of maintaining her recovery from
heroin addiction. Even if this was not actually a condition of
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employment, then it would have been a reasonable requirement in the circumstances of that employment, particularly if
the employer had reasonable grounds to suspect that the Applicant was engaging in drug taking. Her refusal in such
circumstances would have been unreasonable.
I have considered all of the evidence in this matter. Where
there is conflict between the evidence of the Applicant and Dr
O’Neil in particular, I have no hesitation in accepting Dr
O’Neil’s evidence. I note that Dr O’Neil’s evidence was not
entirely consistent and one might, upon reading his evidence
without observing him, believe him to have been evasive and
unhelpful in that evidence. That is not the conclusion I reach
about his evidence having observed him give that evidence.
Dr O’Neil was at pains to provide what might under normal
circumstances be considered to be unnecessary background
and context in respect of questions he was asked. This might
otherwise indicate a desire to be evasive. However, I was very
impressed by Dr O’Neil as one who was concerned for the
Applicant as a patient first and as an employee second. He
acknowledged when things were put to him that there were
matters about which he was mistaken including the allegation
by his wife that the Applicant had offered her speed when in
fact the Applicant had suggested she take “No Doze” which I
understand to be caffeine. Much was made of the failure by
the Respondent to promptly provide a written apology regarding the allegation (which itself was put in writing) as soon as
it was made clear that it was not speed that was offered to Mrs
O’Neil. However, it is clear from the evidence that a verbal
apology was made by both Dr O’Neil and Mrs O’Neil to the
Applicant immediately upon them realising their error. A written apology was provided to the Applicant fairly soon after
she requested that written apology. I also accept that an allegation about her taking home a computer which she was not
authorised to do by Dr O’Neil, was not a matter of substance
which could be used against the Applicant, as the Applicant
had thought that she had approval from Mr Edwards, who had
provided the computer to the clinic.
The question arises as to whether the Applicant was involved
in drug taking towards the end of her employment. The Applicant’s evidence regarding her drug usage while employed by
the Respondent is far from clear. She said that—
• it is important that the ex-addict who is a role model
to the patients should not use drugs (transcript page
59);
• she had not used speed for seven years prior to going
to Dr O’Neil (transcript page 59);
• she had used Ecstasy while employed by Dr O’Neil
just on weekends on a casual basis;
• during the early stages of her employment, up to
December 1997, she took Ecstasy a few times. She
used speed about five times during that period;
• after December 1997, she stopped taking drugs—
speed and ecstasy, and did not take it after that date
(transcript pages 58-60);
• after the end of December 1997, she took drugs ,
either ecstasy or speed on odd occasions (transcript
page 61);
• she took speed when she went to a night club with a
particular patient she went out with (transcript pages
59 & 62). This patient was also her carer, appointed
by Dr O’Neil, who introduced her to ecstasy and
speed (transcript page 60);
• her behaviour in taking drugs would have had a big
impact on her position with the clinic (transcript page
62);
• although she was not taking drugs during working
hours, or at work, she could have been called out at
anytime while she was taking those drugs (transcript
page 62);
• she had patients or recovering addicts sleeping at her
house on lots of occasions (transcript page 62).
I conclude that the Applicant was involved in taking drugs
during the latter part of her employment. Whether that constitutes addiction is not relevant.
There is little doubt that the evidence of the Applicant’s behaviour given by Dr O’Neil, Dr Slack, Mrs O’Neil and Mr
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Smith was indicative of her taking drugs. Dr Slack and Mr
Smith are well qualified to comment in that regard. Their observations caused them considerable concern for the
Applicant’s well being. I accept the evidence, in particular of
Mr Smith and Dr Slack, of the conflict in which the Applicant
was engaged. Dr Slack’s evidence was that he believed, quite
independently of any discussions with Dr O’Neil, that the
Applicant had been engaged in drug use during the latter part
of her employment. I note too, Dr Slack’s evidence of the psychological signs of amphetamine use, including mild delusions
of grandeur and delusions of persecutions. He said that a heroin
addict, if clean for less than 6 months, is usually fairly humble
and not likely to have the degree of confidence displayed by
the Applicant. Dr Slack gave evidence that the Applicant would
bring problems to him but it seemed that she was grossly exaggerating the problems which she faced, and that she would
confide in him that she was the only person responsible for
keeping the clinic in the black. He also observed high levels
of nervousness. Dr Slack raised the subject with Dr O’Neil
and he says that Dr O’Neil was intent upon “saving her”. I am
satisfied, too, that Dr O’Neil, perhaps in an error of judgement, put the Applicant’s recovery ahead of the interests of
other patients by continuing to have her work at the clinic
beyond a time which might have been helpful to those patients. Bearing in mind the Applicant’s history of drug use, Dr
O’Neil as her employer, had good reason to be concerned,
based upon his and others’ observations of the Applicant, that
she was involved in amphetamine use. She would not undertake the necessary urine tests to satisfy him that she was not
involved in drug taking.
The Applicant’s own evidence indicates that she was involved
in taking speed and ecstasy during her employment with the
Respondent, including the period from January to March 1998,
that she was likely to be called out at any time, day or night,
whether she was formally on duty or not. Her drug taking was
likely to be detrimental to other patients with whom she came
into contact and the evidence suggests it was becoming known
to other patients that she was taking other drugs. This diminished her usefulness as a role model to other patients and, in
fact, provided a negative influence.
In all of the circumstances, whether Dr O’Neil required as a
condition of employment that the Applicant submit to regular
urine tests or not, such a request was not unreasonable in light
of the circumstances. Her refusal in all of those circumstances
was unreasonable.
It is true that the Respondent has not conducted itself in a
manner which is entirely without criticism in this matter and
that there are matters which have been raised which do not
with stand scrutiny. However, there is sufficient to satisfy the
Commission that on the basis of the circumstances confronting the Respondent, being its employment of a person who
was a patient with a long standing heroin addiction and a history of drug use, and having observed conduct indicative of
continuing drug usage, that the Respondent should ask for a
demonstration by the Applicant that drug use was not occurring. The Applicant refused to do this, although I accept that
on a number of occasions she had lead her employer to believe that she would do so.
There is no evidence before the Commission of any relationship between the Applicant commenting on or raising
concerns regarding the financial management of the programme
and her being asked for urine tests.
The test to be applied by the Commission is whether the
Respondent has so abused its right to dismiss as to constitute
harsh, oppressive or unfair conduct on the part of the employer
warranting the Commission’s intervention.
I am satisfied that the Respondent had good cause to pursue
urine tests from the Applicant in all of the circumstances and
that her refusal was sufficient to raise real concerns justifying
the Respondent in requiring her to leave the premises in the
hope that she would undergo a urine test. Ultimately, the relationship broke down completely. The breakdown may have
been reinforced by the contents of the correspondence flowing between the parties, however, the main cause of the
breakdown was the Applicant’s unreasonable refusal to a reasonable request in the circumstances of her being a patient as
well as an employee, displaying symptoms reflective of drug
use. The Applicant was certainly given the industrial fair go,
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particularly given the underlying relationship between the
Applicant and Dr O’Neil as doctor and patient. Accordingly,
this application ought be dismissed.
Order accordingly.
Appearances: Mr J Sicard (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant
Mr D Kilpatrick (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent
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Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Erin Therese Klatt
and
George O’Neil Pty Ltd.
No. 780 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
22 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Sicard (of Counsel) on behalf of the Applicant and Mr D Kilpatrick (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
K Markham
and
Hannan Containerised Furniture Removals.
No. 1455 of 1996.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
31 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The applicant was employed as a
receptionist – packer by the respondent company, a furniture
removalist. In all the period of employment lasted approximately 8 weeks. During that period the respondent terminated
the contract of employment on the premise that the applicant
could not adequately perform packing duties. However the
relationship was re-established when the applicant prevailed
on the manager to keep her on with her commitment to perform those duties.
The employment relationship came to an end soon after this
undertaking was given when it is claimed the applicant took
issue with the manager on the way he treated and spoke to her.
This prompted a discussion in which the threat of an action
before the Equal Opportunity Commission was raised by the
applicant. The next day the manager terminated the applicant’s
employment with payment of one weeks pay in lieu of notice.
It is the applicant’s claim that the termination was unfair
and that during the course of her employment she had been
subjected to verbal abuse and sexual harassment. The termination of employment was, in the applicant’s view, precipitated
by the action she took in raising issues with the manager.
The manager refutes the allegation of sexual harassment although he admits to the possibility, on one occasion, of making
a comment which carried sexual innuendo. However he claims
that this was made in jest. For its part the respondent through
the manager claims that the relationship came to an end in
circumstances where the employee was threatening him in
response to his warning that unless her performance improved
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her services would be terminated. The threat of action before
the Equal Opportunity Commission or the Industrial Commission had prompted him to immediately ring a director of the
respondent company for advice. The decision to terminate the
applicant’s services had been made on the premise of her performance but within the context of the threat of some form of
action by the applicant.
The evidence establishes that the applicant had not been
punctual in her attendance at the office. Her attendance was
interrupted with absences occasioned by illness and dealing
with personal matters. I accept that the manager put the applicant on notice that unless she ‘lifted her game’ she would be
terminated.
There is also evidence that the manager, angry that the applicant had failed to return to the office from the post office
after one and a half hours, had spoken to her sternly. The applicant claims he swore and was abusive. It is denied that
expletives were uttered but it is admitted that in remonstrating
with the applicant strong words were used. The respondent
called several witnesses to support the testimony presented by
the manager. Their contribution was negligible as they were
all out of the office for significant periods of each day. Apart
from being able to speak about the frequency of the applicant’s absences when they were in attendance at the depot or
when they phoned in, they were not privy to the working relationship between the parties.
The onus rests with the applicant to show that the termination of employment was harsh or oppressive. In the course of
trying to establish this allegations are raised about the behaviour of the manager. The balance of probabilities is the standard
against which the evidence must be assessed for conclusions
to be reached. The seriousness of the allegations do not change
that standard.
The applicant alleges a course of behaviour on the part of
the manager that included ogling at her, standing over her, and
on one occasion swearing at her. Some of these assertions were
not put to the manager; those that were refuted. There is however the acknowledgment that a comment may have been made
in jest which had sexual connotations. It was conceded that
the applicant was spoken to in disparaging tones after getting
lost when she went to the post office a kilometre down the
road and when she failed to get a receipt.
Against this is the claim that these allegations were only
raised when the applicant was warned that her employment
would be terminated if her performance did not improve. This
was after the applicant sought and was given consideration for
another opportunity to undertake packing duties associated with
the position she had been appointed but had not been able to
adequately perform up until that time. At that time no complaint was raised.
Most importantly I had the opportunity to assess the witnesses. The applicant a young person represented herself. The
manager represented the respondent. Both provided testimony
under oath. I have concluded on what was before me including my assessment of the witness that I do no consider that the
applicant has discharged the evidentiary onus. I accept that
the manager made an inappropriate comment to a young person under his direction. However I do not accept that it was
part of a course of behaviour that characterised the employment relationship. I accept his evidence that he did not swear
at the applicant following the incident of her absence at the
post office nor that he engaged in an argument at the time of
the termination to belittle or intimidated the applicant.
There is sufficient evidence to conclude that the applicant’s
performance was below that required of the position. The comment made by the manager does not in the circumstances of
the case negate this. However if the applicant’s performance
had not been as I have found and the termination was effected
when concerns were raised about the way an employee is being treated then on the face of it the dismissal would be harsh
or oppressive. That was not the case in this instance and the
application is dismissed.
Appearances: Applicant appeared in person
Mr D Southam appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Adrian Harry Masters
and
Emporess Pty Ltd.
No. 823 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
10 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
ON 14 May 1998, Adrian Harry Masters (the applicant) applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to s.29 of the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, (the Act) on the grounds that
he had been unfairly dismissed from employment with
Emporess Pty Ltd (the respondent). The applicant did not seek
reinstatement. Paragraph 22 of his application indicates that
he believed that the rapport that existed between the parties
had vanished, as had the trust between them. Therefore he
sought compensation.
The respondent in this matter is a group of business names
that operate within the party hire industry. The corporate structure provides for a catering manager, a canvas manager, a
marketing and hire manager and an administration manager.
Each of these functions does work which, according to the
respondent, had the potential of being a 24 hour day 7 day a
week operation designed to service all function type events
and any canvas or banner jobs particularly anything within
those 3 spheres of work.
It is common ground between the parties that the applicant
was known to the principal of the respondent, Mr David Hamilton, for a number of years. A mutual contact had spoken to
Mr Hamilton about the applicant and the fact that his employment with Barrett Manufacturing Company was coming to
end. The mutual acquaintance suggested if there was a position of some sort available within the Emporess Group, that
the applicant might be a suitable person. The respondent did
not take up the suggestion at the time but later it became involved with an operation known as Sea Eagle International
(Sea Eagle). There were some discussions whether the applicant could fit into the marketing structure of that body. A
tentative offer was made to the applicant and he commenced
an association with Sea Eagle but he received no payment for
his involvement. Sea Eagle eventually became inoperative in
August 1997 and the respondent offered the applicant what it
described as a speculative position associated with marketing
within its group of companies.
Both parties told the Commission that the relationship was
to be remunerated on a performance basis. The applicant was
to receive a wage of $20,000.00 plus an incentive to increase
group turnover by up to 1.5 million dollars. If he was able to
achieve that milestone he had a potential earning figure of
$40,000.00 to $45,000.00 per year. The remuneration package was struck to provide an incentive for the business to
progress. The applicant’s role in the business was predominately marketing but there were ongoing discussions about
the job role and whilst it remained primarily marketing there
were other duties required of the applicant. When the applicant commenced employment with the respondent, Mr
Hamilton’s perception of his abilities was based on the opinion of mutual contacts. Mr Hamilton gained the impression
from them that the applicant was a competent marketer. In
addition, the applicant represented to Mr Hamilton that he had
turned a business around to profitability. The respondent’s
perception of the applicant changed over a period of time.
According to Mr Hamilton, the applicant was quite competent
in answering telephones but he was lacking in terms of developing a marketing strategy.
Mr Hamilton says that the respondent appreciated the shortcomings in applicant’s ability. As an aide some marketing
objectives were constructed for him to meet (Exhibit S5). To
go with these objectives, the applicant was given a list of clients to approach. There were targets set based on the original
$1.5 million turnover. Around about this time there were a
series of informal discussions between Mr Hamilton and the
applicant. The applicant does not recall those discussions.
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The applicant said in his evidence that he was surprised that
there were allegations about lack of performance. He had every
expectation that he would work with the respondent until he
retired or chose to go elsewhere. The respondent never advised him that he may lose his employment due to any faults
or misdeeds so that he could have the opportunity to address
the problem. His performance was never addressed with him
on a personal basis. There were various discussions about how
the divisions of the respondent were performing but he did not
relate those discussions, which he admitted took place, to a
need to uplift his work standards. The respondent, through Mr
Hamilton, always spoke to him in generalities about how the
businesses were going. The applicant said he was aware that
like most small businesses there was a problem with the bottom line and a careful watch is needed to be kept on costs. In
his view, marketing has to be aggressive but because of a lack
of funds he was never able to distribute enough material or
fliers out to potential customers. It was the applicant’s opinion
that during the course of his employment that the performance
of the respondent’s business had improved.
The applicant said that the first time he knew something
was wrong and that his services were no longer required was
when Mr Hamilton told him the respondent could not afford
to keep him any longer. When he asked when he should leave,
he was told immediately and this shocked him. In his evidence he said that he had no idea that his dismissal was a
potential. He knew that there had been a cut back on staff but
he thought that was not abnormal.
The applicant’s impressions about the respondents business
and how it was operating were disputed by Mr Hamilton. Mr
Hamilton said that the businesses were not going well and the
applicant was fully aware of it. It was specifically brought to
his attention that the reason for his employment was to market
the business, to help turn the company around and improve its
financial performance. At various meetings, he was kept aware
of the developing financial circumstances. Mr Hamilton had
helped the applicant because it was evident to Mr Hamilton
that the applicant did not have the skills to market the respondents business properly. Mr Hamilton regarded the applicant as
inclined to procrastinate, be long-winded and slow to get things
done. These deficiencies were brought to the applicant’s attention and although Mr Hamilton did not couch the
conversations in the form of a formal warning, the applicant
was nevertheless counselled regularly over an eight (8) month
period about the need to improve his performance.
Things came to a head in mid April 1998, when Mr Hamilton had dealings with the Australian Taxation Office. This
focussed his mind on the fact that the respondent was not doing well. Mr Hamilton reviewed the potential income of the
respondent for the next few months and the outlook was bleak.
He decided that something had to be done to reduce expenses.
On a number of occasions, the applicant was told that he was
not pulling his weight. There had not been any notable improvement so Mr Hamilton decided that he would bring the
relationship to an end. There were no other positions that the
applicant could perform that were available in the respondents business. Heavy manual work was not suitable because
he had bad back and a hip replacement. Because there was no
alternative work, dismissal became the only option. The applicant was not told in anticipation that he would be dismissed
because Mr Hamilton was absent from the workplace. As a
matter of commercial prudence, Mr Hamilton did not wish to
advise the applicant until he returned to the office.
Mr Hamilton told the Commission that at the start of the
1997/98 financial year, the respondent was barely solvent.
Turnover had decreased from the previous year. It had bank
loans which it was required to refinance. It was in this context
that attempts were made to get the applicant to approach the
total marketing function in a professional manner. The applicant sat in on meetings with the respondent’s bankers and he
must have been aware that there were attempts made to refinance the respondent’s business and there were funding
problems. The outcome of the meeting with the bank was explained. It was basically that the respondent had to examine
its operations and devise how it could operate more efficiently.
Mr Hamilton said that he endeavored to change the way he
managed the business and budgets and there were weekly
management meetings. By December, the situation was so bad
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that the respondent had to take radical action in order to survive.
In order to focus the minds of the employees upon the need
for economy in their effort, the respondent produced a Hit List
Summary (Exhibit S4). The point of which was to explain to
the staff that costs needed to be reduced as a way to improve
the finances generally.
The preceding recitation is a sufficient scan of the evidence
to give the flavor of the issues for determination before the
Commission.
It is for the applicant to establish that the dismissal was in
all the circumstances unfair. The test for ascertaining whether
a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unfair is that outlined by
the Industrial Appeal Court in Undercliff Nursing Home v.
Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia (1985)
65 WAIG 385. The question to be answered is whether the
right of the employer to terminate the employment has been
exercised so harshly or oppressively or unfairly against the
applicant as to amount to an abuse of the right. A dismissal for
a valid reason within the meaning of the Act may still be unfair if, for example, it is effected in a manner which is unfair
but if the employment has been terminated in a manner which
is procedurally irregular that will not of itself necessarily mean
the dismissal is unfair (see Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz (1991)
71 WAIG 891 and also Byrne v. Australian Airlines (1995) 65
IR 32). In Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz, Kennedy J also observed that whether an employer in bringing about a dismissal
adopted procedures which were fair to the employee, is but an
element in determining whether the dismissal was harsh or
unjust.
The Commission heard evidence from the applicant. I have
no reason to believe that he did not give what he considered to
be a truthful recitation of the facts as he recalls them. I say the
same about the only witness for the respondent, Mr Hamilton.
What is at issue here is the interpretation of the same set of
facts. Clearly, the applicant did not see the same urgency in
the respondent’s financial situation as Mr Hamilton did. I discuss the competing points of view in the analysis that follows.
On the balance of probabilities I find that the relationship
between the parties evolved from one where the respondent,
through Mr Hamilton, had heard about the applicant through a
mutual acquaintance. Mr Hamilton saw some of his work when
he worked with Sea Eagle, a separate organisation from that
of the respondent. When Sea Eagle ceased trading the applicant was given a job by the respondent in the hope that he had
marketing expertise which could be used to generate an increase in turnover in the respondent’s business.
However, that never came to pass. The financial situation
became worse and worse. The applicant ought to have known
about the financial situation. It was clear from the evidence
that had been presented to the Commission (See Exhibits S2,
S3, S4 and S5), that the respondent took reasonable action to
draw to the applicant’s attention its requirements and the seriousness of the situation confronting it. This is not a situation
where the applicant had been so remiss in his performance
that the respondent would have been justified in giving him
what is normally regarded in an industrial context as a formal
warning. What he was doing was working away to the best of
his ability but those best efforts were not producing the result
that the respondent desired or as it developed, desperately required. It was this that was drawn to his attention on a number
of occasions during management meetings. It is not a defence
for the applicant to say that he did not realise the complaints
were addressed to him, after all, he was the only employee in
the position to influence increases in turnover. That was what
he was employed for. If the respondent was referring to the
need to increase turnover and possible dire consequences if
that did not happen, it must have been referring to the applicant. The applicant is an experienced and mature person and
should have known, and I find that he did, that the complaints
of the respondent were addressed to him
Even if I am wrong about that finding, I accept from the
evidence of the respondent that by the time the Australian Taxation Office became involved because of the respondent’s failure
to deduct group tax, there was a serious, if not terminal financial problem in the respondents operations which necessitated
the respondent taking stringent action to rescue the company.
That action, amongst other things, included the termination of
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the services of the applicant. This was done for bona fide operational reasons. The respondent was entitled to try and secure
the ongoing financial health of its business. I accept the evidence of Mr Hamilton that the respondent was unable to
continue to pay the applicant, given the general financial situation and given the respondents lack of acceptance that the
applicant was making a contribution to keeping the company
operating or was capable of making a contribution which would
allow it to trade out of its severe financial position.
In such circumstances, termination of applicant’s contract
of service was not contrary to the rules established in the
Undercliffe Case (ibid). Taking all the surrounding matters
into account, the employer was entitled to reach the conclusion that it was essential for the ongoing health of the business
that the applicant’s position be terminated. To do so in the way
it did was not inconsistent with the obligations upon an employer as they are set out in the Shire of Esperence v. Moritz
(ibid).
Based on the above analysis, I find that there has been no
unfair dismissal and the application will be dismissed.
The application by the respondent indicated a claim for contractual benefits. The issues were discussed during the
proceedings and as far as I can glean, there are no outstanding
benefits to be paid. Any benefits payable at the time of termination were apparently made good following intervention by
a third party sometime after the termination. Therefore, that
part of the application of contractual benefits will also be dismissed.
Appearances: Ms G Sharp appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Ms M Saraceni, of Counsel, appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Adrian Harry Masters
and
Emporess Pty Ltd.
No. 823 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
10 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms G Sharp on behalf of the applicant and
Ms M Saraceni, of Counsel, on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission hereby orders—
(1) THAT there has been no unfair dismissal and the
application be and is hereby dismissed; and
(2) THAT the application for contractual benefits be and
is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kevin Lance Noack
and
BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd.
No. 2031 of 1997.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
27 November 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
Preliminary Point
THE issue before the Commission arises in this way. The applicant was employed by the respondent until 24 October 1997
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when he was dismissed following an altercation between him
and a fellow employee the previous day. He has lodged a claim
in the Commission alleging that his dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair and seeking either re-instatement or
compensation. For reasons which are unnecessary to detail at
this stage, this application has had a tortuous path through the
Commission such that it is now scheduled for hearing and
determination on 14 December 1998.
The applicant has raised a preliminary point that the finding
of a Review Officer from Workcover on 19 August 1998 to
the effect that the applicant’s conduct was not serious and wilful misconduct for the purposes of s.22 of the Workers’
Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981, acts as an estoppel
against the respondent defending the claim in these proceedings by alleging that the applicant committed serious and wilful
misconduct.
Although the respondent’s Notice of Answer and Counterproposal on 10 November 1997 does not provide particulars
of the respondent’s defence to the claim, the respondent’s defence is contained in a letter from it to the applicant’s agent of
14 January 1998. The matters set out in that letter are the particulars foreshadowed by the respondent and are taken now to
be its formal position. The five grounds of the defence are as
follows—
1. Mr Noack’s employment was terminated for gross
misconduct, namely fighting, causing injury to another employee and causing damage to his
employer’s property.
2. It is BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd’s company policy that
the following, inter alia, constitute reasons for dismissal—
(a) Offensive behaviour which adversely affects
the interests or reputation of the company or
its employees;
(b) Any act of violence, fighting or any other disorderly or undesirable conduct on company
time or property;
(c) Conduct endangering the life, safety or health
of others;
(d) Theft of, or wilful damage to, the property of
the company or those engaged in company
operations.
3. On 23 October and 24 October 1997 Mr Phil Hobbs
and Mr Andrew Teo of BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd investigated the fighting incident between Mr Noack
and Mr Hudston and formed the view that Mr
Noack’s conduct constituted gross misconduct.
4. Mr Noack’s employment was not terminated. BGC
(Australia) Pty Ltd offered Mr Noack employment
as an employee truck driver, which he refused.
5. Mr Noack’s behaviour on 23 October 1997 was unacceptable and inappropriate, particularly as his
employment duties included managing other employees.
The terms of the application and the Answer form the four
corners of the issues which will be argued by the applicant
and BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd in supporting their respective
positions.
The Decision of the Review Officer
On 7 January 1998 Mr Noack lodged an application pursuant to the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981
alleging that he had suffered injury as a result of being assaulted at work. On 19 August 1998 the Review Officer
published his decision. The matter had proceeded on the basis
that the parties (the same parties as are now before the Commission) could not agree on the facts of the assault, that the
employer claimed that Mr Noack was the aggressor and on
that basis his employment was terminated (at p.2). In dealing
with the application before him the Review Officer was obliged
by s.22 of the workers compensation legislation to consider
whether there was serious and wilful misconduct which would
prevent Mr Noack from receiving workers’ compensation. The
Review Officer relevantly decided—
The remaining issue then is whether there was serious
and wilful misconduct which would prevent the worker
from receiving an award of compensation. I do not
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believe that the employer can in any way rely on this defence. Firstly, I do not believe it is proved that there was
misconduct on the part of the worker, and even if were, it
is then to be considered whether such misconduct
amounted to serious and wilful misconduct. (at p.12)
In no way can it be said that Mr Noack, on the evidence
taken at the review, engaged in a deliberate act. His evidence is that while perhaps not attempting to avoid
inflaming a particular situation, certainly did not invite
an assault. I therefore find that the worker’s behaviour
cannot and should not fall under the heading of “serious
and wilful misconduct”. (at p.14)
The claim of issue estoppel
I have been considerably assisted in my consideration of the
preliminary point by the recent decision of the Supreme Court
in McNair v Press Offshore Limited and Another (1996) 17
WAR 191. In that matter the Supreme Court dismissed an appeal against a decision of a District Court judge amending an
employee’s statement of claim by striking out a pleading of a
matter which had been decided by a Review Officer. That is,
the matter decided by the Review Officer in workers’ compensation proceedings could not be re-argued by the same
parties in subsequent related proceedings in the District Court.
The Supreme Court held that a judicial determination directly
involving an issue of fact or law disposes of the issue once
and for all, and issue estoppel prevents the same issue being
raised again between the parties or their privies. The decision
of the Review Officer was a judicial determination. The
estoppel only covers those matters legally essential for the judicial determination.
I have little difficulty in applying that principle to proceedings before this Commission. It is hardly in the public interest
to permit the same issues to be litigated twice between the
same parties but in different jurisdictions. The principle has
been recognised as applying to industrial tribunals, certainly
in England (see Barber v Staffordshire County Council [1996]
2 All ER 748). Here, in order to defend itself against the claim
of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal, the respondent intends to argue that Mr Noack’s conduct constituted gross
misconduct. That may not constitute its entire defence given
the matters set out in points 2 and 5 of its defence, but it is a
significant, perhaps the significant, part of its defence to this
application. The issues involved in deciding whether Mr
Noack’s involvement in the altercation with Mr Hudston constituted “gross misconduct” as alleged in these proceedings
and the decision of the Review Officer in the workers’ compensation proceedings that his involvement in the altercation
with Mr Hudston did not constitute misconduct, let alone serious and wilful misconduct, seem indistinguishable. I do not
immediately see any practical distinction between misconduct
that is “gross” and misconduct which is “serious and wilful”
for the purposes of the application before the Commission.
Even if there is a practical distinction, in the course of deciding whether Mr Noack’s conduct was “serious and wilful
misconduct” the Review Officer concluded that there was no
misconduct at all on the part of Mr Noack.
That conclusion is important because BGC (Australia) Pty
Ltd dismissed Mr Noack for gross misconduct. The onus of
proving in this application that Mr Noack’s conduct constituted misconduct lies upon BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd: Shire of
Esperance v. Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 894 (IAC); Winkless v.
Bell (1986) 66 WAIG 847 at 848; Federated Brick Tile and
Pottery Union v. Bristile Limited (1982) 62 WAIG 2926 at
2928; Pastrycooks Employees, Biscuit Makers Employees &
Flour & Sugar Goods Workers Union (NSW) v. Gartrell White
(1990) 35 IR 70 at 83. If that onus is discharged, the onus then
shifts to Mr Noack to show why the dismissal was nevertheless harsh, oppressive or unfair. The decision of the Review
Officer is therefore relevant to these proceedings. On the authority of McNair the decision of the Review Officer creates
an estoppel preventing BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd from asserting in these proceedings that Mr Noack’s conduct constituted
serious and wilful misconduct. Indeed it prevents an assertion
that his conduct constituted misconduct at all.
Therefore, in the proceedings before the Commission, BGC
(Australia) Pty Ltd is estopped from arguing that Mr Noack’s
conduct constituted misconduct, or serious and wilful misconduct.
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The decision of the Review Officer is able to be appealed
pursuant to the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act
1981. The Commission has been informed that an appeal by
BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd has been lodged against the decision
of the Review Officer and is proceeding. The decision of the
Commission in this matter is therefore valid unless the Review Officer’s decision is overruled on appeal.
The claim of res judicata
Mr Noack also claims that res judicata applies following the
decision of the Review Officer. It is not clear what precisely is
being submitted by the applicant’s agent. The distinction between res judicata and issue estoppel was referred to by Dixon
J in Blair v Curran (1939) 62 CLR 464 at 532 where he said—
The distinction between res judicata and issue estoppel is
that in the first the very right or cause of action claimed
or put in suit has in the former proceedings passed into
judgment, so that it is merged and has no longer an independent existence, while in the second, for the purpose of
some other claim or cause of action, a state of fact or law
is alleged or denied the existence of which is a matter
necessarily decided by the prior judgment, decree or order.
Mr Noack’s cause of action before the Commission is a claim
of unfair dismissal. That cause of action is not the same as his
cause of action under the Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act and I do not see how res judicata can be relevant
to these proceedings.
Conclusion
BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd is estopped from alleging misconduct on the part of Mr Noack. Given that the Commission is
not a court of pleadings it may not be necessary for Mr Noack
to apply to strike out the parts of the respondent’s Notice of
Answer and Counterproposal which rely upon an allegation
of misconduct on his part.
Appearances: (by way of written submissions)
Mr R.W. Clohessy on behalf of the applicant
Ms C. Patterson (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Carl Rego
and
ERG Group of Companies.
No. 1950 of 1997.
6 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS: Before the Commission is
an application made pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) wherein Mr Rego
claims that he was unfairly dismissed from his employment
with the respondent on 16 October 1997 and asks that he be
reinstated in employment with the respondent. The dismissal
is said to be unfair because that decision by management was
based on incorrect reports to management regarding his behaviour. The unjustified view that he did not obey directions
given him by his immediate supervisor and that comments he
made to that supervisor and the next superior supervisor were
intimidatory or that they contained any other element so serious as to warrant his dismissal.
Mr Rego had been employed in a section of the respondent’s business which manufactures electronic equipment used
in mobile telephone communications systems. Mr Rego had,
at the date of his dismissal, been employed by the respondent
some 2 years and 10 months, the majority of which was as a
technician and in which capacity he had for the latter part been
principally conducting final tests on manufactured equipment,
described as a third generation cabinet and located within what
has been described as the TRX line. Communications equipment described as second generation cabinets were dealt with
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on a separate line identified as the AFE line. Both these lines
were operated over two shifts 6.30am to 2.36pm (the morning
shift) and 3.00pm to 11.06pm (the afternoon shift) each day
Monday to Friday both inclusive. Each shift fell under the
control of a principal supervisor, on one shift Mr RJ Alliex,
and on the other shift, Ms J House, both of whom occupied
positions titled Shift Team Leader. On each shift the two TRX
and AFE lines each fell under the immediate control and supervision of employees appointed to the positions of Line Team
Leader of which there were two, Ms HJ Zhang and Mr J
Martinez.
The shifts worked by Mr Rego were such that he was usually subject to the immediate supervision of Mr Martinez which
regularly coincided with when Mr Alliex was on duty as the
Shift Team Leader. On 22 September 1997 an incident occurred which involved Mr Rego and Ms Zhang who had
become his Line Team Leader through the final test functions,
which included his position, being placed under her control
and supervision some weeks prior.
The incident between Mr Rego and Ms Zhang led to him
being censured by Mr Alliex. Ms Zhang spoke with Ms LM
Costa, the then Human Resources Co-ordinator for the respondent, and mentioned what had occurred between the applicant
and herself and that discussion led Ms Zhang to submit a written report regarding Mr Rego. It subsequently followed that
Mr Alliex also submitted a written report in response to a request from Ms Costa. These reports constitute what has been
described as a verbal correction report and were to form a
record on file regarding Mr Rego and, on 24 September 1997,
he was provided with a copy thereof. On this day the applicant
had words with Mr Alliex and Ms Zhang and challenged the
veracity of their written reports. That in turn led to Mr Alliex
and Ms Zhang producing further written reports and Mr Rego
being informed that Mr A Durack, a consultant acting for the
respondent, would speak with him the following day regarding the reports and the complaints made against him.
On 25 September 1997, Mr Durack met with Mr Rego and
two other employees Messrs K Ryan and MA Wright, in the
presence of management personnel Ms L Costa and Mr PH
Malpass, regarding the unexpected arrival of Mr W Game, a
union official, at the premises of the respondent. Mention was
there made of the earlier matters relating to Ms Zhang, and
that, associated with those matters there was the potential for
the termination of his employment. At some time on that day
Mr Durack also sought to meet with Mr Rego to discuss with
him the complaints contained in the written reports, however,
Mr Rego declined to meet that day and no meeting occurred.
A letter dated 26 September 1997, addressed to Mr Rego
and signed by Mr Durack, identified what management viewed
as important issues regarding the reported attitude and conduct of Mr Rego which required address and it was stated that
such would occur in the near future. The letter also warned Mr
Rego to be extremely cautious and to avoid any repetition of
the attitude or conduct mentioned otherwise further action may
be taken by the respondent. Mr Rego responded to Mr Durack
by a letter dated the same date wherein he disagreed with the
contents of the verbal correction report referred to, he is critical of Mr Alliex, and expressed the view he was being
victimised. It was thereafter arranged that a meeting would be
conducted one week thereafter at which Mr Rego would, at
his request, be represented by an officer of the union of which
he was a member and there the incidents with Ms Zhang and
Mr Alliex would be discussed and considered by management.
A meeting was held on 9 October 1997, attended by Mr
Durack and other management personnel representing the respondent, and Mr Rego and his union representative Mr W
Game. A further report by Mr Alliex regarding another alleged
incident involving Mr Rego and himself on 8 October 1997
was raised at this meeting together with the earlier reports by
Ms Zhang and Mr Alliex. At the request of the applicant, management undertook to interview certain employees whom Mr
Rego named ought to be able to provide information that would
support his contentions and aid in his defence of the allegations made against him. The respondent suspended both Mr
Alliex and Mr Rego from duty without loss of pay for a period
of one week whilst management undertook investigations.
On 16 October 1997 management convened another meeting to further address the allegations made in relation to Mr
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Rego. On this occasion the applicant attended in company with
Mr J Murie, an officer of the union and his representative.
Management concluded that the complaints made against Mr
Rego had been substantiated and therefore he was not suitable
to be retained in employment and his services were thereupon
terminated.
The respondent acted to terminate the services of the applicant because management was satisfied that on 22 September
1997 Mr Rego had failed to obey a reasonable and lawful direction given by Ms Zhang. That following her report of this
to Mr Alliex, Mr Rego reacted, was insubordinate to her and
used inappropriate and unacceptable language involving racial comments. And, when after Ms Zhang had made a written
report Mr Rego made inappropriate threatening, and intimidating remarks to Ms Zhang. Furthermore, after being informed
by Mr Durack that these matters required address and his being warned to avoid any repetition of this conduct he, on 8
October 1997, was insubordinate to Mr Alliex using inappropriate language and made threatening and intimidating remarks.
On 22 September 1997 Mr Rego was located in his test area
but was not engaged in testing work when approached by Ms
Zhang who requested that he undertake the testing of MCEX
modules which are usually tested on the AFE line. Several
hours later Ms Zhang noticed that Mr Rego had not complied
with her request to test MCEX modules and reported that to
Mr Alliex who in turn spoke with Mr Rego about the matter.
It is evident that Mr Rego did not test MCEX modules prior
to the complaint of Ms Zhang because he had been informed
by a fellow technician, Mr K Ryan, that he had overcome his
immediate need for such modules because he had tested an
adequate number to complete his work in relation to the one
second generation cabinet requiring his attention and that he,
Mr Ryan, had made this known to Ms Zhang. What was unknown to Mr Rego was that Mr Alliex had instructed Ms Zhang
to have Mr Rego do the test work she had requested of him
and that the requirement to test MCEX modules had not been
limited to the immediate needs of either Mr Ryan or that shift.
When Mr Alliex spoke with Mr Rego following the complaint of Ms Zhang the applicant indicated his dislike for Ms
Zhang and her supervision of him. I think it probable that it
was at this time Mr Alliex offered to transfer Mr Rego to a
position supervised by Mr Martinez but that was declined by
the applicant because to his mind it was a manoeuvre by Mr
Alliex to place him on work of a lesser calibre than that in
which he was engaged.
Mr Rego also conveyed to Mr Alliex that were he required
to remain under the supervision of Ms Zhang then Mr Alliex
would be to blame for any future problems between him and
Ms Zhang because he, Mr Alliex, knew of his objection to
being supervised by her.
The same afternoon Ms Zhang visited the workstation of
Mr Z Mitic located close nearby to that of Mr Rego and it
followed that words were exchanged between Mr Rego and
Ms Zhang. It is plain that Ms Zhang had a valid reason to be
visiting the workstation of Mr Mitic. However according to
Mr Rego she looked smugly in his direction on several occasions and that prompted him to direct to her a comment to the
effect that she had “cried to her daddy”. Ms Zhang, whose
first language is not English, indicated she did not understand
and asked that Mr Rego explain and probably suggested that
Mr Rego “speak English”. His retort was to the effect that she
ought to learn to speak English. Mr Rego also told Ms Zhang
to “piss off”. Ms Zhang reported the incident to Mr Alliex
who then again met with Mr Rego to deal with the matter.
As the result of Ms L Costa becoming aware of what had
occurred between Mr Rego and Ms Zhang, she requested that
Ms Zhang and Mr Alliex produce a written report of the incident. That report, referred to as a verbal correction report, was
signed by Ms Zhang and Mr Alliex on 23 September 1997 and
a copy made available to Mr Rego when he requested it on the
following day.
On 24 September 1997 Ms Zhang again visited the test area
where Mr Mitic and Mr Rego were located. At the time Mr
Rego had to hand the verbal correction report and says that
Ms Zhang directed glances toward him which provoked him
to ask her whether “her daddy” had assisted her with her part
of the report. Ms Zhang denied that she had been assisted with
her report and questioned Mr Rego whether he was “starting
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again” to which he responded to the effect that if she was to
continue as she had been he would continue to act as he had
done. Ms Zhang reported the incident to Mr Alliex.
On 25 September 1997, Mr Durack spoke with Mr Rego
about meeting to deal with the matters raised in the verbal
correction report. The concerns of management were expressed
in the letter to Mr Rego on 26 September 1997 wherein it was
confirmed that they needed addressing. It then followed that a
meeting was organised for 9 October 1997 to address the matters raised by the verbal correction report.
On 8 October 1997 Mr Alliex noticed that Mr Rego had
spent some time absent from his workstation talking to other
employees. That caused him to speak with Mr Rego which he
did in such a way so as to indicate that the applicant ought
have attended to testing work at his workstation and requested
Mr Rego return and do that work. According to Mr Rego he
explained to Mr Alliex that there had been justifiable reasons
for his limited absence from his workstation but that it was to
no avail. It followed that Mr Alliex declared his intention to
record the matter and Mr Rego reacted to that. According to
Mr Rego’s version of what followed he stated “well I’m not
going to put up with this crap. I’ll deal with it tomorrow” to
which Mr Alliex responded that such was abusive language
and he would also note that in his report. The applicant says
that he replied to the effect “I’ll tell you where you can shove
your report. I’ll deal with it tomorrow”. Mr Rego denies that
he stated to Mr Alliex that which Mr Alliex testified was said.
According to Mr Alliex Mr Rego said “Fuck your written
warning” and that he also said “you watch your little tricks
that you do or you see what happens to you outside”. Mr Alliex
says that Mr Rego’s voice was not raised but, given that Mr
Rego used rude language that he had not previously used toward him, and given the content of what he said, he viewed
the applicant as angry and threatening.
It is plain from the testimony of the applicant that he disliked Ms Zhang, he resented that she had been appointed a
Line Team Leader, and he resented that not long prior to his
conflict with her on 22 September 1997 the area of work in
which he was engaged had been placed under her control and
supervision. In the view of Mr Rego, Mr Alliex had allocated
him to the supervision and control of Ms Zhang as a retaliatory measure to “spite” him. Furthermore, it is apparent that
the applicant distrusted the way in which Mr Alliex dealt with
him and harboured the belief that Mr Alliex contrived to act
against his best interests.
There is no evidence before the Commission which causes
it to conclude, or even suspect, that Mr Alliex engaged in any
conduct or practice in the allocation of supervision to Mr Rego,
or in any other manner or form, intended to irk or adversely
affect Mr Rego. It is plain from either version of what was
said in the incidents between Mr Rego and Ms Zhang, and
then finally Mr Rego and Mr Alliex, that Mr Rego was insubordinate and showed his preparedness to aggravate his superiors
and directly challenge their authority in an unsatisfactory way.
The conduct of Mr Rego towards Ms Zhang was unwarranted,
discriminatory, and wrong. In light of the warning issued to
Mr Rego in the letter 26 September 1997 he ought have taken
care to avoid the conflict which occurred with Mr Alliex on 8
October 1997. It was known to him there was to be a meeting
the next day. There he was to be assisted by a union representative and any grievance he had with supervisors could be
aired and rectified if warranted, but notwithstanding he took a
confrontationist approach with Mr Alliex. That I believe he
did because of his disdain toward Mr Alliex.
The Commission, like the respondent at first instance, is faced
with two different versions of what occurred between Mr Rego
and Mr Alliex on 8 October 1997 and there is no other evidence to corroborate either version. On Mr Rego’s version he
was insubordinate, whereas on that of Mr Alliex he used
stronger language and was both insubordinate and threatening. Given the attitude that Mr Rego displayed towards Ms
Zhang and Mr Alliex, and the overall conduct that represents
towards his immediate supervisors, I am more inclined to believe what Mr Alliex said occurred. On the evidence that was
available to the respondent it was reasonably open for the respondent to prefer the report of Mr Alliex and conclude that,
in light of the earlier conduct of Mr Rego in relation to Ms
Zhang, Mr Rego was no longer suitable to be retained in employment. The applicant has in my view failed to establish
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that the termination of his employment was unfair and accordingly his application will be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr A. Hockton, of Counsel on behalf of the
applicant
Mr T. Power, of Counsel on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Carl Rego
and
ERG Group of Companies.
No. 1950 of 1997.
6 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A. Hockton, of Counsel on behalf of the
applicant and Mr T. Power, of Counsel on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the power conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Giselle Satie
and
STW Channel Nine Perth.
No. 727 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
30 October 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application made pursuant to s.29 (1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979, (“the Act”). The matter before the Commission at this
point is whether the application has been filed within time. In
accordance with s.29(2) of the Act the referral of a claim of
harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal by an employee cannot
be made more than 28 days after the day on which the employee’s employment terminated.
The parties have provided their submissions in writing. The
submission made for the Applicant indicates at 2.11 that “Ms
Satie did not resign. She was terminated on 27 March 1998 by
the Respondent”. This submission also sets out some of the
circumstances of her termination and of the filing of the application, in the following terms—
“…
2.5 On Friday, 27 March 1998, when Ms Satie telephoned
a work colleague to confirm a shift, she was told that
she had been replaced. Ms Satie immediately telephoned Ms Marks to protest that she had not
resigned and had no intention of resigning. Ms Satie
was told by Ms Marks that it was “too late”.
…
2.7 Even after the conversation with Ms Marks on 27
March 1998, Ms Satie did not accept her termination. She went to work on Sunday 29 March 1998 as
arranged with a colleague to cover that colleague’s
shift (for this reason Ms Satie stated in her application that her last day of work was 29 March 1998).
She did not work that Sunday because the Respondent had apparently arranged for someone else to cover
the shift.”
…
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3.2 Due to computer software problems in our office on
24 April 1998, there was delay in finalising the Application before 4.00 pm. This necessitated that our
office phone the WAIRC Registry (at around 4.00
pm) and seek permission to file the Application by
facsimile (see regulations 3(2) and 3(7) of the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations).”
3.3 Permission was given by the Registry to file the Application by facsimile. We are instructed that there is
a note on the WAIRC file to that effect.
3.4 Ms Satie’s Application was filed by facsimile on 24
April 1998, the 28th day after termination.
3.5 The filing fee was paid on the WAIRC’s next business day, namely 28 April 1998.”
According to the Applicant’s submission her employment
terminated on 27 March 1998. Twenty eight days after that
date is Friday, 24 April 1998. It would appear that the parties
are agreed that if the application was lodged on 24 April 1998,
then it is within time. If it was filed after that, it is not within
time.
The Commission’s records of this matter are contained on
the file. This file contains documents in chronological order.
The first document is a facsimile transmission sheet, which is
attached to a Form 1 and schedule (“the first application”).
The facsimile transmission sheet is from the Applicant’s solicitor, to the Registrar, dated Friday, 24 April 1998, which
reads—
“Dear Registrar
Because we anticipate that there may be a dispute between the parties as to the last day being 27 or 29 March,
we request that you please accept this application as filed
today.
The original will be filed on Tuesday next week.
Thanking you in anticipation.
Yours sincerely
J A Long and Co”.
The facsimile transmission sheet contains the following handwritten note—
“Ranjit
Please process as at 24/4/98 and hold for original & filing
fee
AW CTC”
The Form 1 – Notice of Application attached to the facsimile transmission sheet contains, at the bottom of the form,
a hand written note which says “Approval to file by FAX given
A Wilson CTC 24/4/98”. It is noted that this first application
does not bear the stamp of the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission nor does it contain an application
number.
The last page of the first application contains a signature of
Applicant’s solicitor and bears the date “24/3/98” (my underlining).
The file also contains a Form 1 – Notice of Application numbered 727 of 1998 (which I shall call “the second application”)
and bears the stamp of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission dated 28 April 1998. It also bears a
handwritten note which says “5153 $5.00 3.40pm” and an initial. The two Notices of Application are slightly different in
that the Form 1 in the first application, in addition to a street
address, contains a handwritten post office box address,
whereas the second application contains no post office box
address, and the signature for the Applicant’s solicitor on both
the Form 1 and the last page of the schedule is different, between the two applications. The last page to the second
application’s schedule contains the date 28 April 1998.
There is no definition within the Act or the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985 (WA) (“the Regulations”)
to deal with the question of what constitutes the “referral”, the
“filing” or the “lodgement” of applications, although Regulation 8(1) provides that proceedings shall be commenced by a
Notice of Application in accordance with Form 1. Nonetheless, it is clear that the referral of a claim of harsh, oppressive
or unfair dismissal, which can only be made in accordance
with the Act and its Regulations, must be made no later than
28 days after the day on which the employment terminated.
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The Regulations prescribe how matters are to be processed.
Regulations 3(1) and (7), 4(1) and (2), 8(1) and 111(1) are
relevant, and are set out below—
“Lodging documents
3.(1)All documents required to be filed or lodged under
the Act or these regulations shall be filed or lodged as the
case may be in office of the Registrar.
…
(7)Subject to the provisions of regulation 111 and with
the prior consent of the Registrar, documents to be lodged
in the office of the Registrar may be lodged by means of
electronic data transmission.
…
Procedure by Registrar
4.(1)The Registrar shall issue all processes out of the Commission and each document presented to the Registrar at
his office for filing or issue under the Act or these regulations shall be stamped with the stamp of the Commission
endorsed with the date and time of filing.
…
(2)The Registrar shall mark each originating process with
a distinguishing number and all documents subsequently
taken in the Commission and any award, order, declaration or direction made by the Commission in relation to
the matter shall be distinguished by the same number.
…
Applications to the Commission
8.(1)Proceedings before the Commission however constituted, shall, except where it is otherwise provided by
the Act or by these regulations, be commenced by Notice
of Application in accordance with Form 1 to which shall
be attached such statements, statutory or other declarations or other documents as are required by these
regulations or as are directed by the Commission or by an
officer authorized by the Commission, to be attached
thereto.
…
111.(1)The following fees shall be paid to the Registrar
on the filing of documents under the Act or these regulations and all other regulations made under the Act and for
the supply of documents, authentications or other specified service, namely —
(a) All applications (including appeals to
constituent authorities ..................................$5.00”
Of these Regulations, the two most significant and apposite
are Regulations 3(7) and 111(1).
It is noted that there is no indication that the first application
lodged by facsimile transmission on 24 April 1998 was accompanied by the $5.00 filing fee. The Applicant says that the
Respondent’s view of the filing being not effective until the
fee is paid would “offend the overarching principle in s.26”,
which requires the Commission to act according to equity, good
conscience and substantial merits of the case without the regard to technicalities or legal forms.
I have concluded that the application was not lodged until
Tuesday 28 April 1998 for the following reasons—
1. Section 26 does not provide for the Commission to
ignore the terms of the Act in the name of equity,
good conscience and substantial merit. It prescribes
the way in which the Commission shall act, and reference to the Commission having regard to certain
matters without regard to technicalities or legal forms
does to mean that the Commission is entitled ignore
or override the provisions of the Act.
2. Regulation 3(7) which provides for lodgment by
means of electronic data transmission with the prior
consent of the Registrar is subject to the provisions
of Regulation of 111, which is the regulation requiring the payment of the fee. The document sent to the
Registrar’s office on Friday, 24 April 1998 appears
to have the approval of the Clerk to the Commission
for it to be transmitted by electronic means. However, this must be subject to meeting the other
requirements of the Act and Regulations. In this case,
it did not meet those requirements in that the fee for
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filing prescribed by Regulation 111, was not paid at
that time. On this basis, without the payment of the
fee, there can be no lodgement of the document.
There was no dispute between the parties that the Commission does not have the power to extend the time limit set for
the filing of applications made pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i).
Accordingly, I find that the application, insofar as it relates
to a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal made in
accordance with s.29(1)(b)(i), has been referred to the Commission more than 28 days after the date on which the
employee’s employment terminated. An application which is
made out of time is a nullity and must be dismissed for want
of jurisdiction.
The application also makes a claim for denied contractual
entitlements in accordance with s.29(1)(b)(ii). There is no time
limit on the lodgement of such applications and, accordingly,
this matter can proceed.
Appearances: J A Long & Co for the Applicant
Freehill, Hollingdale and Page for the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Giselle Satie
and
STW Channel Nine.
No. 727 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
14 December 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the
Act”); and
WHEREAS on the 21st day of September 1998 the Commission convened a conference for the purpose of conciliating
between the parties; and
WHEREAS there was a question to be determined as to
whether or not the application in so far as it related to a claim
of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal, was filed within time
and the parties made written submissions to the Commission
in this regard; and
WHEREAS on the 30th day of October 1998 the Commission issued Reasons for Decision in relation to that matter,
which concluded that the application in so far as it related to a
claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal had not been
filed within the time specified in section 29(2) of the Act; and
WHEREAS on the 26th day of November 1998 the Commission convened a further conference regarding the
application, in so far as it related to alleged denied contractual
entitlements, for the purpose of conciliating between the parties; and
WHEREAS at that conference the Applicant’s representative agreed to advise the Commission of the Applicant’s
intentions regarding the application no later than 4.00pm on
the 11th day of December 1998 and further agreed that if he
failed to contact the Commission by that date it could be assumed that the Applicant did not wish to pursue the application,
in so far as it related to alleged denied contractual entitlements,
an order would issue for its dismissal; and
WHEREAS by 4.00pm on the 11th day of December 1998,
the Applicant’s representative had not contacted the Commission;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the whole of the application be, and is hereby
dismissed.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Thomas Henry Scriven
and
Email Limited.
No. 752 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
18 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: On 1 May 1998, Thomas
Scriven (the applicant) applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, on
the grounds that he had not been allowed by his employer a
benefit, not being a benefit under an award or order to which
he was entitled under a contract of employment, at the time
that contract of employment came to an end.
The facts in this matter are not controversial. The applicant
was employed by Kelvinator (Aust) Pty Ltd from 23 July 1979.
On 28 September 1983, that company was taken over by Email
Limited (the respondent). It is the events which occurred around
that time upon which the applicant relies to establish his claim
in this matter. To complete the history of his employment, he
eventually finished work on 27 February 1998, when he received a gross payment of $19,624.86, subject to tax [Exhibit
S3]. There were notations of interest to the determination of
this application. On the employee’s advice under the leave
details, there is a notation “Sick leave 199.38 hours.” The parties each explained to the Commission the import impression
of that notation. The Commission also has before it the employee history of the applicant [Exhibit B1], which shows that
he commenced work with Kelvinator (Aust) Pty Ltd on 22
July 1979.
Relevant for the proceedings here is that on 23 September
1993, the record shows us that he had an accrual of 199.4
hours sick leave. The Commission also has before it, a record
of sick leave [Exhibit B2]. That is relevant if I find that the
applicant is entitled, as he claims he is, to the payments set out
in his claim, which is essentially that in 1983 there was an
agreement between the applicant and his then employer,
Kelvinator (Aust) Pty Ltd, concerning the pay-out of accumulated sick leave.
If the applicant is correct and can convince the Commission
that he has a contractual entitlement, the sick leave record will
help calculate that [Exhibit B2]. On other hand, if he is unable
to establish that he has the contractual entitlement, the sick
leave record [Exhibit B2] will disclose that he has no entitlement.
The applicant says that he was told that Kelvinator (Aust)
Pty Ltd, who had been his employer up until 1983, would be
taken over by Email Limited. He did not have the detail of
what that meant for his accruing entitlements until after the
event. Soon after he was told that entitlements to annual leave,
long service leave and sick leave would be continuous, in other
words, they would be transmitted from Kelvinator (Aust) Pty
Ltd to Email Limited.
The applicant has a clear memory of that told by Mr Kenner,
that those entitlements would be ongoing. He says that there
was another conversation about the same time or a little later,
where Mr Kenner said that all accrued sick leave would be
paid out.
The applicant gave evidence about events which occurred
15 years ago. To the best of his memory, he thought that an
arrangement had been made wherein he would be paid accrued sick leave. He says he is fortified in that view by recalling
that around about the time of the takeover there were difficulties with some of the payments. To sweeten the takeover, if I
can put it that way, that Mr Kenner made this offer to compensate for some diminution in pay, and there was another
sweetener, as it were, in that employees who were previously
employed by Kelvinator (Aust) Pty Ltd became entitled to
travel time.
The applicant’s case is erected upon the premise that
the contract of employment, which I understand is mostly
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embedded in an award, had a collateral agreement for the payout, or the payment of accrued sick leave, upon the basis that
the applicant says that is his accrued sick leave commenced in
1979 and continued through until he retired. That is where the
difference between the parties lays.
The respondent argued that the applicant did not make the
agreement that he says he made in 1983. Mr Smith, the present
manager of Email Limited, has been involved in the company
for a longer period than the applicant and worked as an administrator in the pay office at the time of the take-over.
The Commission was told that Email Limited decided in
1985, that there would be payment for sick leave accruals on
retirement or death. The policy is set out in two documents,
one dated the 1 September 1997 [Exhibit S1] and the other
which details the policy, which was issued later in the same
month. What these two documents do is set out the policy
relating to the payment of sick leave accruals on retirement or
death of employees. The policy for employees of Simpson
Limited, was effective from the 1 July 1997, and the policy
for Kelvinator (Aust) Pty Ltd of which the applicant was an
employee, operated from 1 January 1987.
In 1987, when these documents were issued, there was a
need to clarify some confusion because the document says
that the Kelvinator (Aust) Pty Ltd policy has been re-issued to
eliminate any confusion that may have existed with the previous policy statements. Both policy statements are the same
except for the operative date. I will not incorporate the policy
in these Reasons but I note that there was an emphasis in the
covering memo that the calculation of an employee entitlement to payment of accrued sick leave on retirement or death
is completely separate from an employee’s entitlement to sick
leave used for personal illness or an account of accident or
injury. This was the distinction which needed clarification.
The policy [Exhibit S2] provides that there is an entitlement
to accrued sick leave on retirement or death. It is calculated by
a pro rata reference to eight days sick leave per year in the
same proportion as the period from 1 July 1987 to the employee’s anniversary date relates to the full year.
The reference to the eight days was explained by Mr Smith
in that the policy had its genesis in New South Wales, which
has a different annual entitlement to sick leave than in awards
in this State. The policy was imported into Western Australia
after Email Limited had taken over Kelvinator (Aust) Pty Ltd
and the conditions were standardised.
The respondent says that it has a policy for payment of sick
leave accruals on retirement or death. The policy is described
in the policy statement which is before the Commission [Exhibit S2]. That policy relates to employment with Kelvinator
(Aust) Pty Ltd from 1 January 1985 and for employees whose
original employment was with Simpson from 1 July 1987.
Mr Smith’s clear evidence is that the policy was not immediately applied when Email Limited took over in 1983. It took
a meeting some time in 1984, of the Email Limited Board for
it to decide it would apply the policy to employees in Western
Australia. That policy was applied and it was applied post to
the date of the board meeting so that it operated from 1 January 1985 for employees who were ex-employees of Kelvinator
(Aust) Pty Ltd. The respondent here says it happily applied
the policy but within its terms. It says the contract was modified only from 1 January 1985. It was not modified by any
verbal arrangement between the parties by Mr Kenner or anyone else prior to that time.
Before I record my findings on the credibility of witnesses,
I need to examine the law to be applied here. I did not ask the
advocates to address me on this. I know this law is well known
to them but I need to incorporate it in my reasons.
The Commission is empowered to deal with claims of this
nature under s. 29(b)(ii) of the Act. In Reginald Simons v. Business Computers International Pty Ltd (1985) 65 WAIG 2039,
the learned Acting President observed that the jurisdiction
which is founded by proceedings bought under s.29(b)(ii) of
the Act, is judicial. It is not arbitral or legislative and to that
extent it is different from the jurisdiction which is usually exercised by this tribunal. The Act limits the jurisdiction to
ascertaining existing rights by determination of whether or not
an employee has been denied a benefit which is not a benefit
under an award or order to which the employee is entitled
under a contract of service.
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The learned Acting President observed in his reasons that in
a situation where there are contracts which are not made under an award or order of the Commission, in most cases
negotiations are not exhaustive of remedies which are to apply for resolution of every conceivable incident. Although the
Commission’s jurisdiction in proceedings is judicial, there is
always room to grant relief which has, at its roots, the ascertainment of rights and obligations which can be fairly implied
as terms of contract, and that’s why during the examination
in-chief and in cross-examination of the two witnesses I asked
them the questions I did.
It is not necessary for an employee to rely upon the express
term, either oral or written, when the law otherwise recognises that there could be room for implication of the term relied
upon by the incident.
The concepts of whether one can imply terms have been
discussed by the High Court in Byrne and Frew v. Australian
Airlines 131 ALR 422. I have no need to comment on those
cases, other than to say that the most important case for the
application of that principle here is BP Refinery (Westernport)
Pty Ltd v. Hastings Shire Council (1978) 52ALJR 20 (BP
Westernport Case). Byrne and Frew refined the principles rather
than changed them. I will come to the application of the law
soon.
I am required to make findings on the credibility of witnesses. I have no doubt that both of the witnesses who appeared
before the Commission told me the events from the best of
their memory and they have tried to be honest with the Commission.
The applicant, Mr Scriven, obviously had formed the belief
in his mind that he was entitled to this payment. The significant things for his evidence are that he was very clear in his
mind about what was to happen to his entitlements to annual
leave, sick leave and long service leave. He remembered,
clearly, a conversation between Mr Kenner, himself and maybe
some others about those issues and when a company agrees to
transmission of those entitlements, it is not surprising that they
would tell the employees, “Yes, we’re going to honour these
obligations.” This happens on many times when transmission
takes place.
On the other hand, companies can buy out those debts and
workers might be paid the amount and offered a new contract
of employment. That is not the case here. It seems that there is
common ground that there was a clear acceptance that there
was a continuation of the entitlement and a continuation of the
liability from Kelvinator (Aust) Pty Ltd to Email Limited.
That, though, does not create the type of attachment to a
contract of employment that the applicant says occurred in
this case, so there must have been something else happen if he
was to be entitled to the arrangements that he says he was
entitled to for payment of sick leave. He said that came about
in a later conversation with Mr Kenner. He is not sure about
exactly when that occurred. He said it was about the time of
the first conversation. He was not able to give me any detail of
the conversation at all, other than his memory told him that a
conversation occurred and that is what he thought he was entitled to at the end of it. The applicant does not produce any
written confirmation and there is no contemporaneous evidence
to support his position.
I also heard from Mr Smith. I had mentioned earlier some of
Mr Smith’s background, that he was with Kelvinator (Aust)
Pty Ltd even pre-dating the time of the applicant. Mr Smith
started in 1982. He has moved up through the company and
has worked in a number of administrative positions and now
he is in an executive position with Email. Of relevance to these
proceedings though, he has an ongoing and long knowledge
of the way the administration of the company works. He told
the Commission that the policy [Exhibit S2], to which I have
referred to earlier, came into operation on the dates that are set
out in the memorandum which was made in 1987, and that
policy is embedded in the policy statements which are before
the Commission [Exhibit S1 and S2].
The Commission has the task of resolving these disputes
between people on the balance of probabilities and part of its
task is to analyse the evidence and bring to bear judgment
upon the matter based upon what is likely to have happened
on that balance. The applicant produces no more evidence than
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his memory of the matter. None of the parties which were
present at the time were able to be called.
Mr Smith, on the other hand, comes to the Commission with
experience in the administration, a detailed knowledge of the
policies supported by contemporaneous documentation of the
events, which are before the Commission [Exhibit S1 and S2].
Therefore, if one has to choose between the evidence, clearly,
the evidence which is the best evidence is likely to be given by
Mr Smith, supported as it is by the contemporaneous material,
so where there is any difference between the opinions expressed
by the applicant and the respondent, I accept those from the
respondent.
The Commission, in making a judgment in these matters, is
to act judicially. Its task is to discover the terms of the agreement, see whether those terms have been given effect to and,
if they have not, give effect to those terms. It is also to bear in
mind that this judicial act is conducted against a background
of industrial negotiation where agreements made between parties might not have the preciseness of agreements made by
lawyers and others skilled in areas of making contracts.
The applicant in this case does not rely on any implied term
of contract but, even if he did, it is clear that the tests set up by
the BP Refinery (Westernport) case would not be met. For instance, most significant is that the terms of the contract must
have been so obvious at the time it was made as to go without
saying, that the contract needs the provision to give it business
efficacy and that the contract could not exist without the term.
There are three of the indicia, and the type of contract that the
applicant says he has got here is obviously not one of those
which would fit any of those three indicators, so he does not
say that it is an implied term and even if he did, I would find
that there was no implied term so, therefore, the term must be
a term orally made on the applicant’s viewpoint because he
has no documentation to support it.
The respondent, however, says that one does not have to
rely on oral terms to establish who is right and who is wrong
here because there is documentation [Exhibit S1 and S2], which
clearly set out the terms of the agreement between the parties.
In a situation when the applicant has not been able to establish
to me that there is a likelihood on the balance of probabilities
that there was another arrangement, I have to find that the
contract of employment between the parties in this matter was
modified, but it was modified in the terms set out [Exhibits S1
and S2], and in respect of the contract of the applicant, it was
modified only from 1 January 1985.
That being the case, he was entitled to the benefits of that
policy from 1985 until his employment with the company ended
in February this year. If that is the case, if one looks at the
employment history [Exhibit B1] and the record of sick leave
[Exhibit B2], one can see that applying the terms of that policy,
that the applicant has taken more leave than he would have
accrued if one deletes the Kelvinator (Aust) Pty Ltd service.
The parties have agreed that if the applicant could not establish that his contract was extant from 1983 as he says, well,
then he would have no entitlement.
If I consolidate my findings, the applicant had a contract of
employment which was modified by policy statements, which
were embedded in documents issued in 1987. From 1 January
1985, he had an entitlement to payment of sick leave accruals
on retirement or death in accordance with those policies. He
did not have any entitlement prior to that date which would
give rise to payment of additional sums now.
In view of my findings on the form of the contract, I am
obliged to bring the application to a close by an order for dismissal.
Appearances: Mr G Sturman appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr R Bath appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Thomas Henry Scriven
and
Email Limited.
No. 752 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
18 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman on behalf of the applicant and
Mr R Bath on behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is and hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Glenn Sproule
and
Boyanup Capel Dardanup Football Club Inc
(Boyanup Tavern).
No. 1646 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
22 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: On 31 August 1998, Glenn
Sproule (the applicant) applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the
Act), on the grounds that he alleged to be in a relationship of
an employee and employer with Boyanup Capel Dardanup
Football Club Inc (Boyanup Tavern) (the respondent), and that
relationship was terminated in a manner which is harsh or
unfair. The applicant also sought contractual benefits.
The Commission conducted a conference on this matter in
Bunbury on 8 October 1998. At that conference the question
of the standing of the applicant to make an application under
s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, was raised. It was
suggested by the respondent that the applicant never enjoyed
a relationship of employer/employee with the respondent and
therefore he was unable to enliven the jurisdiction set out in
s.29 of the Act.
This lead to the Commission listing the matter to be heard
on 12 November 1998, to determine the question of jurisdiction. Fundamentally, the respondent conceded that the applicant
was engaged as a Tavern Manager but he was never in any
real sense described as an employee or a contractor for that
matter. There was never any firm discussion or clarity reached
as to his status and that can only be gleaned from examination
of the relationship as it proceeded during the 2 years that it
existed.
What the respondent says is that the applicant for all intents
and purposes was an independent contractor. He had to get
approval from the respondent for major capital expenditures
but in relation to normal operational matters, the applicant had
complete discretion on how to deal with those. He was never
required to report to anyone on a regular basis about the operations of the tavern. The reports were restricted to members
of the committee or the tavern Director whenever there was
something that arose that needed to be discussed or approved
at that higher level.
The applicant and his wife were engaged by the respondent
to manage the tavern as an effective team. They did so, but
how was a matter for them. In relation to starting hours there
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was never any direction given to them as to when they should
start or finish. If they worked longer or shorter hours, they
would still receive the same payment per week. They simply
received $1,260.00 per week. That payment was never adjusted
according to the hours they worked. They were obliged to pay
out of that $1,260.00, the wages of employees that they engaged to work in the bar or in the kitchen, which was leased to
them and over which the respondent had no control. The
cheques for the weekly payment were all made out to G & C
Sproule, which is the applicant and his wife. In essence, the
respondent engaged a partnership, be it legally recognisable
in that sense or not and not individual persons. The applicant
and his wife both worked and resided at the tavern premises
and the applicant never questioned the way the payments were
made. There was no deduction of tax from that payment nor
was there any workers’ compensation insurance paid, because
the respondent’s insurer reached a conclusion that the applicant was a contractor not an employee.
It was the respondent’s obligation to pay the group tax of
employees that he engaged. These people were engaged by
the applicant’s own name and paid out of the $1,260.00 payment a week. The applicant and his wife leased the kitchen
area from the respondent. They owned all of the food and a
proportion of the equipment. They also employed a chef and
operated the kitchen as a business in its own right. There was
no controller in the sense, set out in the authorities because the
applicant and his wife conducted the business however they
sought fit, subject to the overriding requirement that they managed the tavern properly. It was argued that the Commission
cannot conclude that either of the two persons were employees because control over the day to day activities simply did
not exist. They were only required to run the tavern properly
and how they did that was entirely there own prerogative.
In addition, Mr Scurria (Counsel for the respondent), says
in his written submissions that the parties did not at any stage
describe the nature of their relationship. There was no provision for overtime. There was no superannuation paid. The
applicant carried on another business during the course of his
engagement at the tavern. The applicant and his own bank
were unsure as to his status. The applicant and his wife did not
account for their income as employees, they appeared to be
unsure of their status.
Mr Scurria says that the applicant is obliged to show that he
is an employee. When deciding whether a person is in the status of an employee, the Commission must look at all the facts
and circumstances and apply those facts to the various tests
that have been established over the years in order to determine
the true relationship. The most prominent test is the right to
control. The importance lies not so much in its actual existence as to the right to exercise it. There is a clear difference
between control of administrative nature and control as to how
the work is to be performed. In this context, the most significant factors regarding control are as follows—
1. That the applicant and his wife had been engaged to
act as Tavern Managers in partnership with each
other.
2. The partnership reported to the bookkeeper, only to
receive pay, which was made out to them jointly and
to report on financial matters.
3. The Tavern Director said, “the club relied on the skills
and expertise of the applicant and his wife to run the
tavern”.
4. There was no regular control or supervision exercised by the Board or the Tavern Director.
5. When the President sought to exercise control, the
applicant resisted these efforts.
6. The applicant and his wife had an independent discretion regarding employment of staff and ordering
of stock.
7. There was no fixed hours.
8. The applicant and his wife ran a business in the
kitchen and the conduct of the business was entirely
up to their discretion.
In response, the applicant through its Counsel, Mr Devlin
says, that the applicant and his wife were never jointly engaged to run the position of Manager. The applicant was
employed not his wife. There is no dispute of salary and wages
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which were made to G & C Sproule, but it is contested that the
applicant and his wife were ever employed as a partnership.
The running of the kitchen does not and cannot be cast into the
category of a separate business. It was part of the contractual
relations made in respect of the lease and the use of the kitchen
at the premises of the tavern was part of those arrangements.
They are all part of the where the liqueur licence applies.
Mr Devlin argues that there are a number of reasons which
should cause the Commission to find that there was a relationship of employer and employee. There is no dispute that a
gross payment was made to Mr Sproule on a regular basis.
That payment was made to husband and wife cannot be said to
be a partnership. There was no prescribed payment system for
taxation in place. There was just simply a gross payment made
and the applicant would look after his own taxation. There
was a provision for 3 months notice of termination of employment on both sides. Although there was no workers’
compensation taken out, there was accident cover for which
for all intents and purposes was designed to cover issues which
might arise which were compensatable. There was no discussion about that point at the time that the contracts were made.
The applicant was not told to go and take out his own policy to
cover himself. There is no right to delegate or appoint another
approved Manager by the applicant under the Liquor Licensing Act. Provision was made for payment of holiday pay. The
applicant, even though he ran another business, was tied to the
Football Club as approved Manager. There were significant
levels of control and the applicant was answerable to a Board
and that occurred on regular occasions. The applicant received
a bonus for his work in 1996. Finally, the engagement has
been a long term one.
Mr Devlin, in his written submission, advises the Commission, that in the view of the applicant there are more factors
pointing towards him being an employee, than there are which
would suggest that he was an independent contractor. He was
paid regular periodic payments which is more indicative of a
contract or service than a contract of services. He worked hours
fixed in accordance with requirements with the Liquor Licensing Act. He was tied to the respondent as an employee. This is
an indication more consistent with a contract of employment.
He was unable to delegate performance of his contractual duties which is consistent with the existence of an employment
contract. That he was paid holiday pay and bonus is a clear
indication of the intention to create an employment relationship.
It is clear from the definition of employer and employee in
s.7 of the Act, that for the Commission to have any power, it
must deal with issues that affect employers and employees. It
cannot deal with relationships of independent contractor, that
is, deal with a contract for services. The Commission has a
duty to establish its jurisdiction to deal with an application
before it and by s.29 of the Act, an applicant can only enliven
the jurisdiction in that section if he or she fits within the definition of employee as it is set out in s.7 of the Act. There have
been various tests devised to determine the true natures of
employment relationships. An essential element in whichever
way it is expressed is that, there is a degree of control by the
employer. Not only in the directing of the work but in the
manner which work is to be done. This has been called a control test. In modern case law, strict application of this test is
not considered appropriate. When many decisions about how
to carry out tasks are best left to skilled workers and highly
qualified employees themselves. These matters were examined by the High Court in Stephens v. Brodribb Sawmilling Co
Pty Ltd (1986) 160 CLR 16 at 24). The ratio of which, is the
existence of control is significant it is not the sole criterion on
which to determine the true nature of the relationship. A broader
view of the control aspect has been taken and one needs to
examine the surrounding elements of a contract itself.
The Commission is obliged to undertake a fact finding exercise not only in the exact way in which the work was carried
out and supervised but into other matters including the power
to dismiss, the manner in which payments are made, deduction of income tax, freedom to work for another person and
other terms expressed or implied on the contract. None of these
are exclusive in themselves but they may serve as pointers
one way or the other as to the true nature of the relationship.
The need for a wide range of inquiries into these types of relationships has lead to the Courts devising other tests such as
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the consistency test. This basically requires an inquiry into
whether the facts are consistent with a contract of service.
Another test is essentially an evaluation of whether the employee is part and parcel of an organisation or whether on the
contrary the work is an integral part of the organisation and
not merely an ancillary. This test is sometimes known as the
integration or organisational test. Although these tests exist,
in Australian industrial jurisprudence, places more emphasis
on the control test.
There are many authorities which address these issues. The
decision of the Industrial Appeals Court in Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, WA Branch v. Ready Mix Group WA
(1981) 61 WAIG 1705, sometimes known as the Owner/drivers case is an example. It lists many of these authorities. Since
that case the Full Bench in Construction Mining Energy Workers Union of Australian v. Williamson (1988) 68 WAIG 1015,
contains another survey of the authorities.
I have had to opportunity to listen to the evidence in this
case from Mr Sproule and Mr Preston Henry Cain. I have
been also favoured with evidence from Mr Pelusey on behalf
of the respondent and Mr D W Potter. There is no need to
recite that evidence. I am able to make findings concerning
the relationship between the parties. I find that the relationship was not documented in writing. The applicant and his
wife were engaged to act as Managers of the Tavern. On the
evidence, it appears that they are in a partnership, although
that partnership may not have any formal shape under relevant
Corporation Law. The partnership between Mr Sproule and
his wife was paid a gross sum per week from which taxation
was not deducted but from which they were to pay employees
of theirs to work in the tavern. There may have been an obligation upon them to make appropriate deductions for income
tax from the earnings of those employees because those employees were never employees of the respondent in this matter.
They were more likely than not employees of the applicant
and his wife. For most of the time there was no regular control
or supervision exercised by the Board or the Tavern Director.
There is a difference between the supervision of a contract
for services as opposed to a contract of service. In the former,
the principal with whom the contract is made is entitled to
ensure that the contract is being carried out in accordance with
its terms and to apply any penalties for breach contained in the
contract, however, that does not give the principal the right to
direct employees of the contractor, that is, exercise control
over the party of the contract in the same way as an employer
would under a contract of service. In this case, the respondent
had no ability to exercise control in a way that an employer
might over an employee. Even though the applicant and his
wife had independent discretion whom they employed in the
kitchen and the stock that they bought for the kitchen. They
were under no obligation to provide any specific accounting
about those activities to the respondent. The applicant was
able to take leave or receive bonuses is not indicative of itself
of a contract of service. Such benefits could well arise under a
contract for services.
In my view, the indicia that the arrangement between the
applicant and respondent was one of a contract for service is
overwhelming. There is no doubt in my mind that a contract
of that a nature existed and there is no room to reach a conclusion that there was a contract of service. That being the case,
the Commission has no jurisdiction. The application will be
dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
Appearance Mr M Devlin, of Counsel, appeared on behalf
of the applicant.
Mr Scurria, of Counsel, appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Glenn Sproule
and
Boyanup Capel Dardanup Football Club Inc
(Boyanup Tavern)
No. 1646 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
22 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard the Mr M Devlin, of Counsel, on behalf of the
applicant and Mr J Scurria, of Counsel, on behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it
by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Russell Stokes
and
Wingstar Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 611 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
22 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: On 7 April 1998, Russell
Stokes (the applicant) applied to the Commission for an order
pursuant to s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act),
on the grounds that there are outstanding benefits due him
under a contract of service that existed between 24 July 1997
and 24 October 1997, with Wingstar Holdings Pty Ltd (the
respondent).
The applicant has told the Commission that he had been paid
the agreed sum, which was based on a salary package of
$30,000 per year, commission, plus the supply of a motor vehicle, for all but the last 3 weeks of his employment.
He says the respondent is indebted to him in the sum of
$1,422.44.
The applicant told the Commission he is entitled to the payment under the provisions of a contract of employment (Exhibit
S2). Paragraph 2, “Remuneration” of the contract, provides
that the applicant is to be paid a salary package for a probationary period of $30,000 or 10 per cent of the sales generated,
whichever is the greater, including the superannuation guarantee and of a car allowance, as is set out in paragraph 18 of
the contract of employment. Paragraph 18 provides that if the
respondent requires the applicant to use his vehicle for business purposes, he will be paid $600 per month.
The applicant said there is evidence from two sources that
he has not been paid the money owed to him. The first is a
letter over the signature of Frank P. Johnson, Managing Director of the respondent. The letter advises—
“This is to certify that Russell Stokes has been employed
by our company from the 24th of July 1997 to the 24th of
October 1997. His employment has been terminated
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because our company could not fulfil its obligations regarding his remuneration. We deeply regret putting him
into this situation.
Should you need any further information, please contact
me on”
(From papers filed with application on 7 April).
The second document said to support the proposition that
the money is owed is an employment separation certificate
[Exhibit S1], which the applicant has told the Commission he
obtained from Centrelink. The employment separation certificate includes a notation that there is $1422.44 unpaid. The
applicant says that he prepared the document, however it was
signed in his presence by Mr Johnson for Wingstar Holdings
Pty Ltd.
I need to recite some of the history of this application.
It was filed in the Commission on 7 April 1998. The applicant submitted a declaration of service on 21 April 1998. That
declaration attests that the application was served by certified
mail on Wingstar Software/Frank Johnson, at Level 1, 7
Havelock Street, West Perth, on 21 April 1998. The next relevant matter in the history is a request from the Acting Deputy
Registrar to the applicant to advise whether he intended to
proceed with his application. The applicant responded to that
letter by asking that the matter proceed. The Registry notified
the Chief Commissioner by memorandum on 16 June 1998—
“The applicant’s declaration of service was not witnessed,
and it was noted that there was no answer and counter
proposal filed.”
On the file there is a notation that a Registry officer telephoned Mr Frank Johnson and advised him the application
was likely served upon him in late April. Mr Johnson was
forwarded a copy of the application, a notice of answer, a declaration of service, and notes for respondents. Those documents
were sent to PO Box 93, Northlands, Western Australia, 6021.
Mr Johnson advised the Registry officer that the company
had ceased operations in December 1997. The matter was then
allocated to the Commission as constituted on 19 June 1998.
It was listed for conference on 21 July 1998.
On 20 July 1998, the respondent phoned the Commission
seeking an adjournment on compassionate grounds of the conference which was listed for the following day. The
adjournment was granted, and the matter was re-listed for the
28 July 1998. There was no appearance on behalf of the respondent. The respondent, at the direction of the Commission,
was sent a letter on 4 August 1998. The letter, formal parts
omitted, advised the respondent—
On 28 July 1998 a conference was listed concerning this
application. Prior to the conference the Commission was
advised that an emergency had arisen in the respondent’s
business and it was unable to attend. An adjournment of
the proceeding was granted.
The applicant appeared at the time scheduled for the conference and produced to the Commission an Employment
Separation Certificate (copy attached). It can be seen from
that certificate that the sum of $1,422.44 is admitted to
be the applicant’s final net payment. This is the sum that
applicant claims in the application before the Commission.
It would appear there is an admission that this sum is
owing and if this be the case, it would not be in the public
interest to conduct a hearing for the purpose for obtaining orders from the Commission that the amount be paid.
If the respondent does concede that the amount is payable, would you please advise the Commission according
and consent orders for its payment will be issued. This
will avoid parties the expense of [a hearing of] the matter.
Would you please respond in writing to this letter within
14 days. In the event that you do not respond the matter
will be listed for hearing.
There was no response from the respondent and the matter
was set down for hearing on 27 November 1998.
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The law to be applied in matters such as this is clear. By s.29
of the Act, an employee is enabled to bring a claim to the
Commission that he or she has been denied entitlement under
a contract of service, not being an order or award of the Commission. Simons v. Business Computers International Pty Ltd
(1985) 65 WAIG 2039, in the writing of the Acting President,
describes the duty of the Commission;
“The Commission’s functions in dealing with such matters are judicial. It is required to discover the terms of
contract and give effect to the terms of that contract as
long as that contract is not part of an award or order of
the Commission.”
It is clear on the evidence before the Commission that the
amount of money claimed by the applicant is owed to him.
The respondent has not filed a Notice of Answer and Counter
Proposal. It did not attend a conference on 21 July 1998 and
after the respondent asked for an adjournment, the matter was
listed one week later, on 28 July 1998. There was no attendance by the respondent on 28 July 1998.
The respondent was advised in writing of what might face
him in the letter from my Associate on 4 August 1998. It cannot be said that the respondent in this matter was unaware of
the proceedings and unaware of the import of attendance at
the proceedings. One can conclude, on the basis of the conduct of the respondent through the whole of this matter, that
failure to attend the proceedings today is a continuation of
similar behaviour which indicates that the respondent had no
interest in defending this claim. I am satisfied the applicant
has a contractual entitlement to money claimed. It is my intention to grant an order to the applicant that the respondent pay
him the sum of $1,444.44, being satisfied that that is the correct sum of money to which he is entitled under the contract of
employment.
Appearances: Mr R Stokes appeared on his own behalf.
No appearance by respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Russell Stokes
and
Wingstar Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 611 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
22 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard the applicant in person and there being no
appearance by the respondent, the Commission pursuant to
the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the respondent pay to the applicant contractual
entitlements in the sum of $1,444.44.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Denver Wilcox
and
Antonio D’Angelo.
No. 1366 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
3 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings, taken from the transcript as edited by the
Commission)
THE COMMISSIONER: The Commission has before it
application 1366 of 1998 by Denver Wilcox (“the applicant”)
against Antonio D’Angelo “(the respondent”) pursuant to s 29
of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”) in relation to
a claim for unfair dismissal and recovery of outstanding
contractual benefits.
The Commission has raised with the parties a preliminary
issue as to the proper identity of the respondent as to whether
the respondent as named was the proper employer of the
applicant for the purposes of jurisdiction. The matter of
jurisdiction is fundamental as in applications such as these,
there needs to be an existing or a former employment
relationship between the parties in order that the Commission
may deal with the matter.
The notice of application in matter 1366 of 1998 was filed
with the registry of the Commission on 22 July 1998. The
named respondent in the notice of application is Antonio
D’Angelo of Lot 2, Barrett Street, Herne Hill, Western
Australia.
A declaration of service was filed in the Commission on 22
July 1998, in respect of the application. That declaration of
service established service of the notice of application by
registered post at 113-115 Oxford Street, Leederville, Western
Australia. I pause to observe that this is a different address to
that on the notice of application, that being Lot 2, Barrett Street,
Herne Hill, Western Australia.
Further, a second declaration of service dated 18 August 1998
was filed in the registry of the Commission, which purported
to prove service of an amended notice of application upon
Delsano Holdings Pty Ltd, by registered post at 28 Farrall
Road, Midvale. It appears however from the record of the
Commission, that no amended notice of application was filed
in the Commission and the respondent denies he was served
with any amended notice of application.
On 25 August 1998, the respondent as named in the
application, filed a notice of answer and counter proposal in
the name of “Tony D’Angelo care of Villa De La Luna care of
113-115 Oxford Street, Leederville”. Attached to that notice
of answer was a statement as to the respondent’s position on
the merits in relation to the applicant’s claim.
The record of the Commission discloses that on 25 September
1998, a meeting took place between the applicant and the
respondent before a Deputy Registrar of the Commission, under
a direction from the Commission as presently constituted, to
inquire into the matter. It appears from the record that the proper
identity of the respondent was raised at that meeting by the
respondent. The respondent has also put in issue this morning,
whether he is the proper employer for the purposes of being
named in the notice of application.
On the basis of what is before the Commission, I do not
consider that there is any acquiescence or submission to
jurisdiction by the respondent nor is there any evidence before
me that the employer has deliberately concealed or otherwise
been obsure as to the proper identity of the applicant’s former
employer.
Mr Walker, as agent on behalf of the applicant, has made an
application to the Commission for an order in the exercise of
the Commission’s discretion pursuant to section 27(l) of the
Act, that the notice of application be amended to reflect as the
proper respondent, Delsano Holdings Pty Ltd, as trustee for
the D’Angelo Family Trust trading as Villa De La Luna.
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The Commission has before it by way of exhibit Al, a
business names extract from the Ministry of Fair Trading.
Exhibit Al discloses that Villa De La Luna is a business name
with registration number 022650R. That business name was
registered on 20 January 1998. The nature of the business being
a café, with the principal place of business being 89 Oxford
Street, Leederville, Western Australia. The business names
extract also indicates that the corporation carrying on that
business is a corporation by the name of Delsano Holdings
Pty Ltd, ACN 054726117. It is an Australian proprietary
company limited by shares, with the address of that corporation
being 28 Farrall Road, Midvale, Western Australia.
The Commission also has before it by way of exhibit A2, an
Australian Securities and Investments Commission company
extract for Delsano Holdings Pty Ltd. That company extract
discloses that the company, Delsano Holdings Pty Ltd,
commenced on 10 of January 1992. I note however, that the
principal place of business of that company is lot 2, Barrett
Street, Herne Hill, Western Australia. The director and secretary
of the company is Antonio D’Angelo, who is the respondent.
The principles in relation to an application to amend a notice
of application or other process, to correct the naming of a party
are well established. There is no question that the Commission
has the power to amend an application to correct either a
misdescription or a mistake in the name of a respondent in a
notice of application or otherwise to correct a misnomer. In
that regard, I refer to a number of authorities.
First, I refer to the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in
the Owners of Johnson Court Strata Plan Number 5493 v Anna
Demansic (1990) 70 WAIG 1285, and to the judgment of
Kennedy J at 1286 and 1287. I also refer to a decision of the
High Court in Bridge Shipping Pty Ltd v Grand Shipping SA
and Anor (1991) 173 CLR 231, in which Dawson J made a
number of observations in relation to the matter there under
consideration, being Rule 36.01 of the Rules of the Supreme
Court of Victoria, regarding amendment of proceedings. His
Honour observed 241—
“But the amendment of the parties for which Rule 36 provides is restricted to an amendment to correct a mistake
in the name of a party. True it is that the correction of the
mistake may result in the substitution of another person
as a party, but this is permissible only if it is the result of
the correction of an error in the naming of the true party”,
His Honour also observed at 245 as follows—
“It may sometimes be difficult to determine whether there
is a mistake in name or a mistake in identity. When that is
so and an amendment is sought under Rule 36.01, the
question can only be resolved by asking whether in all
the circumstances it can reasonably be said that the party
whose name is sought to be amended would remain the
same in all but name or description if the amendment
were allowed. If so, then there is a misnomer or misdescription and the Rule applies notwithstanding that as a
matter of formality, the amendment results in the substitution of another entity. If not, and the effect of the
amendment would be not to correct the name of the party,
but to alter the identity of the party, then that Rule does
not apply”.
Furthermore, I also refer to a decision of the Federal Court
in SmithKline v the Minster for Family Services and Anor
(1993) 118 ALR 617, in particular, the observations of Beazley
J at 627and 628, when dealing with a similar issue.
The agent for the applicant has referred to a decision of Scott
C in Sally Bonn v Brieforth Pty Ltd, trading as Collie Freight
Lines (unreported 30 July 1998) in support of his application.
However, I observe in relation to that matter, the question there
under consideration was materially different from the matter
before me. In that matter, the employer had been misdescribed
in the notice of application in the sense that the application
referred to a trading name, not the corporate entity behind the
trading name. The trading name in that case being Collie
Freightlines.
I also refer to a further decision of Cawley C in the matter of
Shirley Redgrave v Raynor Joseph Kelly trading as Kelly’s
Retreat (1998) 78 WAIG 2464. Again, I observe in relation to
that matter, the circumstances before Cawley C were very
similar to those before Scott C in Sally Bonn in that the issue
was the naming of the trading name or the business name in
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the notice of application, as opposed to the corporate entity
which was the employer.
In my view, those two decisions are clearly and readily
distinguishable from the situation in this application. What is
sought by this application to amend is not merely to correct a
mistake in the name of the respondent, but to substitute an
entirely different entity for the respondent. Presently, the
application is in the name of a natural person, Mr Antonio
D’Angelo. The applicant proposes to substitute a corporation,
which is a trustee corporation, for the D’Angelo Family Trust,
trading as the cafè in question. In my opinion, this case does
not fall within the class of cases in which the exercise of the
Commission’s discretion is appropriate. Whilst the named
respondent, that is Mr Antonio D’Angelo, is a director of
Delsano Holdings Pty Ltd he is also a natural person and stands
entirely separate from the legal entity that is said to be the
applicant’s employer.
Whilst it is somewhat regrettable that this situation has arisen,
as there is not before me a matter which in my opinion is within
my jurisdiction, the matter should be determined by an order
that the application be dismissed. I so order.
APPEARANCES: Mr B Walker as agent appeared on behalf
of the applicant.
The respondent appeared in person.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Denver Wilcox
and
Antonio D’Angelo.
No. 1366 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
3 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr B Walker as agent on behalf of the applicant
and Mr A D’Angelo on his own behalf the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

SECTION 29(1)(b)—Notation of—
APPLICANT

RESPONDENT

NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

Adams G
Aitken IJA
Allmark C
Armstrong AG
Baldock CAJ
Barwise L
Bishop J
Boening CJ
Bridle DA
Bryce C
Byron M
Cadelli EE
Cece MA
Chiri K
Clayton RB
Coales M
Crocker LJ
Dean SE
Derrick-Fraser L
Dyet S
Dyson J
Elliott S
Errington BJ
Fazey R

JW Rogers Pty Ltd
Enerka Apex Belting Pty Ltd
Susan Kilby trading as Sophisticated Lady
Pro-Ma Systems (Australia) Pty Ltd
V & V Walsh
Western Quality International
Olea Nurseries—Bazzani Holdings
Premier Glass
Deltana Pty Ltd t/a Omega Kitchens
Mrs Rhonda Turny
Gilbarco Australia Ltd ACN 000 020 799
Goldfields Contractors WA
Dunsborough Resort Motel
Dames and Moore Pty Ltd
Mango Hill Pty Ltd T/A Arrix Services
AME Medical Services Pty Ltd
Syd Stuart and John Smith Central Hotel
Basic Needs
Benbow & Co
Electric City Retravision
Vincorp Wineries Ltd
RMAX
Australasia Property Link Pty Ltd
Lumone Pty Ltd t/a C M & J T Lewis
Transport Services
WA Road Projects Pty Ltd
Bayswater Powder Coaters
Lone Star Steakhouse and Saloon
Rowena Nominees Pty Ltd t/a Jane Brook Stud
ANI Corporation Ltd
Borrello Group Pty Ltd t/a Hensons Joinery
Countrywide Home Loans Ltd t/a
Countrywide Credit
Countrywide Home Loans Ltd t/a
Countrywide Credit
Ceecom Pty Ltd t/a Crossecom
Perth Port Centre Pty Ltd
Kelstar Pty Ltd t/a Lakers Tavern

1921/1998
602/1998
1828/1998
795/1998
1951/1998
1683/1998
1876/1998
1804/1998
1684/1998
1757/1998
1653/1998
720/1998
177/1998
648/1998
1297/1998
1329/1998
1945/1998
1643/1998
1700/1998
973/1998
1879/1998
1561/1998
2083/1997
1664/1998

Scott C.
Beech C.
Cawley C.
Scott C.
Gregor C.
Gregor C.
Gregor C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Parks C.
Cawley C.
Beech C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Parks C.
Scott C.
Gregor C.
Scott C.
Gregor C.
Kenner C.
Cawley C.
Beech C.

Withdrawn
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Withdrawn
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued

1168/1998
2166/1997
967/1998
956/1998
1628/1998
1619/1998
1557/1998

Beech C.
Coleman C.C.
Beech C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Beech C.

Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discotinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued

1558/1998

Beech C.

Discontinued

1699/1998
1729/1998
1881/1998

Gregor C.
Scott C.
Beech C.

Withdrawn
Dismissed
Discontinued

Ferguson JJ
Glasson T
Graham KL
Grant M
Griffiths RG
Hall Q
Jasper GR
Jasper AJ
John JS
Kearney DD
Kelly L
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APPLICANT

RESPONDENT

NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

Kinnane BT
Kyabalo JI
Lambert JD
Lang M
Latham S
Lewis S
Lindsay DAWS
Lowe B
Lucas SPS
Luong D
Macqueen DL
Martin ES
Mason R
Matson GW
Melhuish GD
Moran DJ
Muir S
Nicholaidis KM
Noor AJ
Northern CC
Oats RC
Oliver JM
Oliver JM
Petherick DM
Powell P
Rao D
Rapley M
Reader SL
Reading J
Riley AL
Rochester S
Rose VJ
Seal R
Shore WJ

CSR Emoleum Road Services
AMF Bowling Centres (Aust) Int Inc
Nagano Sushi
Ezy Plus Kardinya
Compass Ford
Vic Park Chiropractic Clinic
L & D Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Wanneroo Mitsubishi
J A and F K Nichols T/A Comestibles
Microfusion Pty Ltd
Anand Krishnan
Desert Inn Hotel
Mr J Krone Tynedale Farm
Jonor Construction
Duckett Pty Ltd
M Duggan t/a Joint Venture
Expressway Transport
Foodland Associated Limited
Dunsborough Resort Hotel
Safeman Aust (WA) Pty Ltd
Torrence Holdings Pty Ltd
Oriel Café and Brasserie
Kenyon Court Pty Ltd T/A Verbatim Reporters
Kenyon Court Pty Ltd T/A Verbatim Reporters
MacMahon Contractors (WA) Pty Ltd
Peedac Pty Ltd
Dr Fred McKenzie, Huntingdale Veterinary Centre
Bunbury Chamber of Commerce
Porter Western Ltd
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd
Adam & Elizabeth Green
Kalgoorlie Country Club Incorporated
West Coast Dental (WA) Pty Ltd
Shire of Kojonup
Mr Karl Hofmann (Equipment Technology
Services)
Vin Cronin—Ma’s Kitchen
K E Collins Pty Ltd
Irabina Pty Ltd T/a Servcorp
The Australian Municipal, Administrative,
Clerical & Services Union of Employees,
Western Australian Clerical Administrative Branch
Coffex Coffee Pty Ltd
Firefoil Pty Ltd
Bizadmin Pty Ltd t/a Phoenix Fast Photos
Burley Sekem Sports & Leisure Pty Ltd
Flexaguard Security Dalefield Holding Pty Ltd
Venkin Pty Ltd t/a Chas Greenwell Small Repairs
Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines
ACN 009 377 619
Bunbury Cleaning Services
Lakesun Pty Ltd trading as Celsian
Callas Holdings Pty Ltd t/a McDonalds Beldon
Murdoch University Guild of Students
Great Central Mines Limited
Stanley Mining Services Pty Ltd
Falcon Management Pty Ltd T/A Birdworld
Falcon Management Pty Ltd T/A Birdworld

2032/1998
2019/1998
2048/1998
1755/1998
1776/1998
1805/1998
845/1998
1708/1998
1834/1998
2009/1998
1838/1998
1935/1998
1659/1998
1749/1998
1934/1998
1610/1998
1521/1998
178/1998
126/1998
1382/1998
1810/1998
1257/1998
1955/1998
1501/1998
1850/1998
1645/1998
1827/1998
1577/1998
1180/1998
1893/1998
1693/1998
1534/1998
516/1998
1485/1998

Scott C.
Fielding SC
Scott C.
Beech C.
Gregor C.
Fielding SC
Kenner C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Kenner C.
Gregor C.
Beech C.
Parks C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Beech C.
Cawley C.
Scott C.
Cawley C.
Scott C.
Scott C.
Scott C.
Cawley C.
Gregor C.
Gregor C.
Beech C.
Beech C.
Cawley C.
Beech C.
Parks C.
Gregor C.
Scott C.

Withdrawn
Discontinued
Withdrawn
Discontinued
Consent Order
Discontinued
Discontinued
Struck Out
Withdrawn
Discontinued
Struck Out
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Consent Order
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed

1880/1998
1566/1998
1741/1998
1589/1998

Gregor C.
Beech C.
Gregor C.
Parks C.

Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued

1988/1998
1794/1998
838/1998
1624/1998
2036/1998
1698/1998
1999/1998

Cawley C.
Cawley C.
Beech C.
Gregor C.
Fielding C.
Fielding SC
Cawley C.

Withdrawn
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Consent Order
Discontinued
Withdrawn

1869/1998
1802/1998
1580/1998
1984/1998
1841/1998
1865/1998
1407/1996
178/1997

Gregor C.
Parks C.
Beech C.
Cawley C.
Scott C.
Scott C.
Scott C.
Scott C.

Consent Order
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Withdrawn
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed

Sparrow I
Steed GB
Stirrup D
Stokes B
Strudwick KJ
Suleyman W
Suvaljko J
Terpsis P
Thompson N
Voltemar S
Warburton JR
Wheat R
Whiteside KR
Whittemore MA
Williamson CJ
Winfield N
Woltering DJ
Zlaman P
Zlaman P
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CONFERENCES—
Matters arising out of—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd.
No. CR 148 of 1998.
21 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G.C. Sturman on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr A.J. Randles on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent, hereby orders—
THAT by leave the Application be and is hereby wholly
discontinued.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—
Matters referred—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers AND The Construction,
Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers
Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch The
Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Andreco Hurll,
Total Corrosion Control Pty Limited and Novacoat—Omega
Challenge.
No. CR13 of 1998.
CHIEF COMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
9 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: This application involves claims
for additional payment in substitution of the existing allowance under subclause 4.2.2 – Confined Space of Clause 4 –
Agreement Wages and Allowances of the State registered Hot
Briquetted Iron Project Agreement (77 WAIG 910) and the
mirror federal Certified Agreement (C NO 60110 of 1997).
The application is made on behalf of refractory workers and
industrial spray painters and blasters employed on the project.
The Commission, differently constituted, determined a similar claim with respect to construction employees performing
grinding, bolting, setting up (boilermakers), rigging and tacking within the sixteen reducing gas reactors and four gas coolers
being erected as part of the project. For these employees working within those vessels an allowance of $1.25 per hour was
paid in substitution of the 45c per hour prescribed under the
confined space provision in the industrial agreement. Welding
performed inside the reactors and coolers attracted a special
payment of $2.20 per hour in lieu of that specified in the Agreement (77 WAIG 3028).
Inspections of the work site and work situations were undertaken by the Commission with respect to this claim.
Comprehensive notes were tendered by the parties on each of
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the locations inspected. (Refer to Exhibit 1 and Exhibit A respectively).
In summary the inspection noted the following—
• Level 64, Reaction 323
• Refractory work performed inside reactor –
spraying concrete on to anchors. Preparation,
form work anchoring out, brick laying and
cleaning excess material also undertaken.
2 Employees usually work in the confined area
with a maximum of 3 at any one time.
• The same work was carried out in reactions
311-314, 321-22, 324, 331-334, and 341-344
• Level 48 Reactions 313 and 333 were inspected.
• Level 27 P.PO3
• Refractory work – lining and concreting large
pipes. Inside clearance 850mm. When pipes
are joined a gap in the lining of 300mm is created.
• Level 33 Reaction 332 was inspected.
• Level 20, Gas Cooler 341, Module 2
• Refractory work performed.
• Confined space and heat. 400mm clearance.
• Level 39, Scaffolding
• Paint over structural damage and welds with
reduced head room clearance. The need to lie
down to access work areas was identified.
• Confined space allowance paid.
• Level 53, Oxide Storage bin, Module 1.
• Preparation and painting over grinding welds
and structural damage.
• The need to lie down to access work area was
identified.
• Sealed Gas Pits, Module 1
• Sandblasting and spray painting in a 5 metre
shaft approximately 2 metres wide.
• Confined space allowance paid. Employees
work 2-3 hours per time inside Module.
• Vessel in Gas Plant.
• Sandblasting and spray painting inside the
chamber
• Confined space allowance paid.
• Pipe Racks, Pipe Bridge 7 and 11.
• Painting and some sandblasting
• Working between pipes
• Confined space allowance paid
It was central to the argument put forward by the applicant
Union that the circumstances under which work is performed
are extreme. This is brought about not only by the general
environment but also by the extent to which duties have to be
performed in confined spaces. This involves employees working in those situations for protracted periods. It is claimed that
the inspections showed that the disabilities are outside the
standard contemplated in the normal course of employment
and the level assumed when the rate for confined space was
agreed to.
The issue of the appropriateness of the allowance was alive
at the time the Commission considered the circumstances of
metal tradespersons and other employees. It was submitted
that the same consideration should now be accorded these
employees. The applicant Union drew heavily on evidence and
submissions to the Commission when the first claim was considered with respect to both the extent of disabilities and the
date from which they were experienced. [(Exhibit 2 – transcript of proceedings in matter CR 287 of 1997 (77 WAIG
3028)].
The Respondents made it clear that they vigorously opposed
the claims.
First with respect to refractory workers it was argued that
these employees do not receive payment under subclause 4.2.2
of the Hot Briquetted Iron Project Certified Agreement as their
employment attracts payment under the Andreco-Hurll Refractory Services Enterprise Bargaining Agreement (Exhibit C).
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This comes about through the application of the Certified
Agreement registered under section 170LJ of the Workplace
Relations Act 1996 and the National Building Trades Construction Award 1990. (Exhibit B at page 16). A “refractory
payment” of $4.50 per hour (all purpose) comprehends all aspects of duties performed on this project (Exhibit C Appendix
A at page 11). Therefore it was submitted the present application in fact amounts to an application for a new allowance
under a separate head of “confined space”. It was argued that
this could only be countenanced after a comprehensive industry review to vary the Refractory Bricklayers Special
Allowance under Clause 5 of Appendix O to the National
Building Trades Construction Award. (Exhibit B at Page 40.)
In the meantime the operation of the Andreco-Hurll Refractory Services Enterprise Bargaining Agreement which
particularises the payment to these employees under the provision for a refractory payment continues to displace the
availability of a payment under the confined space allowance
set out in the agreement. Furthermore, it was submitted, the
incidence of refractory work on this project are similar to those
encountered on other projects where duties are performed inside pipes and vessels. (Refer to Exhibit B pages 63-74).
Agreements regulating those projects do not make provision
for a confined space allowance separate from the refractory
payment.
With respect to the claim for an increase in the allowance to
be paid to sand blasters and spray painters on the project the
respondents submitted that the extent to which the duties of
these employees attracts payment under subclause 4.2.2 of the
Hot Briquetted Iron Project Agreement (State) had already been
accepted by the Unions. Statutory Declarations submitted by
the employers attested to the incidence of payments under the
confined space allowance. In the case of Novacoat Omega
Painting Joint Venture less than 2% of man hours attracted the
payment (Exhibit B at page 113). For Total Corrosion Control
it was less than 5% of the work performed. In each case it was
claimed that the project was no different in character from
other projects upon which this type of work was performed
without attracting any special consideration.
It is indisputably the case that refractory work in pipes and
vessels is performed in confined space and under exhausting
conditions. Specific recognition is given to refractory work
generally in the National Building Trades Construction Award.
Furthermore particular provisions apply to these employees
performing this work on the HBI project. In the absence of
evidence to show that in the first instance payment should be
made under subclause 4.2.2 of the Agreement Certified by the
Commission, it is difficult to conclude that the payments are
not an inappropriate level. As it stands refractory payments
under the Andreco-Hurll Refractory Services Enterprises Bargaining Agreement displace the confined space allowance. This
was not refuted. Indeed it would seem that the interface between the Agreement certified under section 170LJ of the
Workplace Relations Act 1996, the National Building Trades
Construction Award and the Andreco-Hurll Refractory Services Enterprise Bargaining Agreement was not fully appreciated
by the applicant. In short it would be necessary to show that
the Special Allowance of $1.18 per hour paid for all purposes
of the National Building Trades Construction Award and which
translates to the refractory payment of $4.50 per hour (all purpose) under the unregistered Andreco-Hurll Refractory
Services Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, does not comprehend confined space allowance. Then the inadequacy of the
45c per hour (which is not paid as an all purpose allowance)
should be tested in light of all of the circumstances of this
project. That necessarily attracts consideration of industry practices and the extent to which Appendix O of the National
Building Trades Construction Award comprehends confined
space in the performance of refractory work. This was not
done and this aspect of the claim must fail.
As already noted the claim with respect to an increase in the
confined space allowance drew heavily on evidence and submissions presented for metal tradespersons and others working
within the sixteen reducing gas reactors and four gas coolers.
The claim with respect to sand blasters and spray painters in
the main seeks to extend that level of payment to work performed outside the confines of those vessels. The areas which
attract consideration for payment of the confined space allowances for these employees has already been identified. The
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thrust of the argument is that work has to be performed in
confined spaced for extended periods. That it is claimed
changed the basis upon which the agreement was entered into.
However evidence presented by the respondents shows the
limited extent to which confined space provisions apply over
the scope of the job being undertaken by the respective employers of sand blasters and spray painters (Refer to Exhibit B
Page 117-120). The duration of work undertaken in confined
space cannot be isolated from the general scope of duties performed by these employees on the project. Indeed that is the
argument submitted by the applicant.
While work is undertaken in confined spaces the evidence
and inspections do not indicate performance for protracted
periods. There is insufficient to conclude that the character of
the work is significantly different from that contemplated when
the agreement was entered into.
The extent to which an additional disability has already been
recognised is limited to metal tradespersons and other working within the sixteen reducing gas reactors and four gas
coolers. Other than that, those employees attract payment of
the allowance under clause 4.2.2 of the Agreement. At the rate
determined when the agreement was registered the extent of
disabilities associated with working in confined spaces generally has not attracted an increase in that rate. The employees
for whom this claim is made are in the same position.
The claim is dismissed.
Appearances: Mr G Giffard appeared on behalf of the applicant
Mr C Mitsopoulos appeared on behalf of the respondents

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries
Industrial Union of Workers, WA
and
Bunnings Forest Products.
No. CR 196 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
15 December 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This matter was referred for hearing and determination in the following terms—
“The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries
Industrial Union of Workers, WA (“the Union”) on behalf of its member, John Conopo, says that he has been
unfairly dismissed from his employment with Bunnings
Forest Products, (“the Respondent”).
The Union seeks the reinstatement of John Conopo with
no loss of earnings or entitlements; alternatively, if reinstatement is found to be impracticable, compensation as
prescribed by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979.
The Respondent says good reason existed for termination of John Conopo’s employment, and rejects the
Union’s claim.”
Conopo was employed by the Respondent for a total of 13
years, the first period being for three years followed by a three
month break and then a period of ten years concluding on 9
June 1998. He was employed as a truck driver/log haulier for
that time.
The Applicant’s case focused on an incident which took place
on 16 March 1998 where the trailer attached to the prime mover
being driven by Conopo was damaged. There is dispute between the parties as to the cause of that incident and Conopo’s
responsibility in that occurring. The Applicant also says that
the process of investigation and the delays associated with
Conopo’s dismissal were unfair. It also contends that Conopo
was victimised by the Respondent and the Respondent had for
a long time intended to rid itself of Conopo.
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The Respondent says that the incident on 16 March 1998
was merely the culmination of a history of problems associated with Conopo’s performance and attitude, that it undertook
an internal investigation followed by an independent external
investigation of that incident, that it followed reasonable and
fair procedures before terminating Conopo’s employment.
The evidence before the Commission goes back to February
1989. Exhibit 1, page 3, contains a Driver Assessment Report
dated 1 February 1989 compiled by Alan Raymond Hartland
to assess the need for driver training following his travelling
with Conopo. This report makes comments regarding various
aspects of Conopo’s driving, as observed by Hartland. These
comments include—
“…
ATTITUDE: John has a casual attitude at times, his effort to do a good day’s work is not consistent. He
has a questionable attitude towards other road users
in regard to his loads slipping and continuing to the
mill, as well as failing to comply with general road
rules.
LOADING/UNLOADING PROCEDURE: Most times,
John will keep a good eye on loading, but can be
distracted easily. Unloading procedure is carried out
correctly.
…
MAINTENANCE;REGULAR/PREVENTIVE: Vehicle
maintenance is up-to-date but his visits to the workshop tend to be a little too regular for maintenance
checks.
SAFETY AWARENESS: John is aware of our safety
rules, but he is obviously flaunting some of them.
An area of his work that needs improvement.”
Stephen Paul Martyn, who currently manages the Respondent’s forest harvesting and treatment around Manjimup, gave
evidence that he made the note at the foot at this report which
says—
“signed 2-2-89 John has been spoken to regarding his
attitude towards road users rules and
general attitude to his job on 18 Jan”
On 1 May 1990, Hartland undertook an industry based assessment of Conopo. The only comment in this report which
might be considered to be critical of Conopo is—
“…
7. GENERAL DRIVING: Obeyed speed limits and road
rules, effected gear changes
well, drives confidently, but
could watch speed on rough
sections of road, otherwise a
capable driver.”
(Exhibit 1, page 4)
Hartland gave evidence of the circumstances surrounding
those reports being made. However, he could not recall the
exact details of trips with Conopo which resulted in the reports, due to the period of time which has elapsed. Conopo,
not surprisingly, could not remember those trips either.
Martyn gave evidence that on 4 February 1991, he spoke to
Conopo regarding the latter’s overloading, speed and load distribution. This arose because of broken springs on Conopo’s
trailer. Martyn said that broken springs are a problem for drivers generally, particularly on the types of road these trucks
travel, but was a particular problem where Conopo was concerned. Rex Brown, for sometime in charge of the Respondent’s
trucking operations but now retired, gave evidence that Conopo
was going through more springs than anyone else due to overloading. Following this difficulty, Conopo was taken off the
particular configuration of truck and put into another, and was
told that if he broke another spring he would be dismissed. On
27 June 1991, Martyn made a note that—
“27-6-91
5PM
R Brown
John has continued to brake (sic) springs on truck and
trailer since he was last spoken to.
His attitude is poor towards his job based on info from
his conversation with mechanics.
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Therefore John has been transferred to another truck (a
leader) & told if he brakes (sic) another spring he will be
dismissed.
signed”
(Exhibit 1, page 6)
Conopo does not remember being told that if he broke another spring he would be dismissed but he remembers being
“demoted and warned”.
Martyn’s diary confirms his evidence about other discussions with Conopo, in March 1992, in the following terms—
“9-3-92 John Conopo reported by D Simms for speeding
along Palings Rd. D Simms on 2 ocations (sic) he had
met John on the chip road lately that he has driving at
excesive (sic) speeds. When I spoke to John after speeking
(sic) to Dave, John addmitted (sic) that he was traveling
(sic) to fast as only had light trip. John was given a
war(ning) (initialled).
? 28-6-91 Final warning”
(Exhibit 1 page 9)
In his evidence, Conopo said that in a follow up discussion,
Martyn had told him to go back to his previous speeds, a matter denied by Martyn. Brown says that on 6 March 1992, he
spoke to Conopo about a report made to him by Dave Simms,
a bush foreman, of Conopo’s speeding on the chip road. This
appears to be the same incident referred to earlier by Martyn.
Martyn gave evidence that on 24 March 1992, he spoke to
Conopo because he had received reports that Conopo was
wasting time, going across to the workshop while his truck
was parked in line waiting to go to the chip mill. His diary
note regarding that matter says—
“24-3-92 John Conopo. Today I spoke to John regarding
wasting time parking his truck in chip mill and walking
to workshop. He was told to stay with truck in chip mill
when there is hold up – 2 wash down of truck once per
wk is sufficient not to be used to make up hrs. John was
reminded he had a final warning 28-6-91 & if he did not
co operate he would be dismissed. signed”
(Exhibit 1 page 9)
Conopo denies that this wasted time. He says that he was
not being productive while waiting in line so he spent his time
dealing with the workshop personnel over maintenance matters and undertaking other things.
Martyn’s diary notation included that Conopo was washing
down his truck unnecessarily as a way of making up hours.
Conopo denies unnecessary washing of the truck.
On 19 March 1993, the truck driven by Conopo rolled over.
Brown received a call reporting the roll over. Brown says that
he had instructed the drivers generally, as part of normal directions posted on the noticeboard, not to go up Palings Road,
the road on which Conopo’s truck had rolled over, with their
trailers full but to come back down that road, empty, because
the road was very slippery. Conopo had taken his fully laden
truck up that way contrary to that instruction. Conopo accepts
that directions were provided to drivers on the notice board
and said that he checked the notice board on a regular basis,
however, he denies being told not to use that road.
On 21 April 1994, at the corner of Beard Road, Conopo’s
truck again rolled over. He says that he was familiar with the
road. At the time he had been travelling at about 20 kilometres
per hour. Conopo says that the cause of the roll over was that
the trailer had been loaded in such a way that the weight was
not properly distributed. Conopo had intended to use the camber of the road to counterbalance the weight arrangement of
the load, however, Conopo denies that he was going too fast.
He says also that the turntable between the prime mover and
the trailer was grabbing on the corner and would not allow
maximum cornering.
Conopo’s claim not to have been going too fast is contrary
to the external report provided to the Respondent by A H
Priestley and Son which says “John did say he was going too
fast” (Exhibit 1 page 14). Conopo’s own statement in this report says that he was happy with the load, that the speedometer
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in the truck was not working, that he had used that road before
and—
“looking back everything was against me but I did not
realise it at the time … if I had been going a bit slower the
accident would not have happened.”
(Exhibit 1 page 16)
Conopo received some minor injuries but soon returned to
work.
Brown’s evidence was that when he arrived at the scene
Conopo said to him “I think I might have been going a little
bit too quick”.
The Respondent says that this incident was Conopo’s fault
because—
1. He was going too fast;
2. Greasing of the turntable to prevent it grabbing is
the driver’s responsibility; and
3. The driver is responsible for ensuring that his trailer
is loaded correctly, any problem with the loading is
the driver’s responsibility.
Further, it is acknowledged by all those who gave evidence
who had experience as truck drivers that one drives according
to the conditions, not according to a particular speed. In any
event, Brown gave evidence that he drove the truck back once
it had been righted and the speedometer was working. Brown’s
evidence was that Conopo was called into Martyn’s office and
counselled, although he cannot specifically recall that discussion.
On 12 May 1995, Conopo was abusive and threw his hard
hat at a loader driver when a small log accidentally slipped,
falling to the ground and splashing Conopo. Martyn counselled
Conopo that his behaviour would not be tolerated. Conopo
accepts that his language and conduct were not appropriate
but he described what he saw as circumstances which might
explain his conduct.
On 2 February 1996, Conopo received a written reprimand.
According to the evidence, Conopo had been driving a vehicle
with a damaged windscreen. He was asked to continue driving it until a replacement windscreen arrived, when it would
be fitted. The windscreen duly arrived and Conopo was moved
to another truck. Conopo says that another driver, who lacked
confidence, was asked to drive the truck with the damaged
windscreen even though the replacement windscreen had arrived. Conopo felt that it was unfair for this driver to be
expected to drive the vehicle with the windscreen in that condition and, as he thought that the other driver would not protest
at this request, Conopo pushed the damaged windscreen in so
as to force its replacement.
The Respondent says that every driver has the right to refuse
to use equipment which he reasonably believes is unsafe. The
driver being asked to drive that truck had not refused to drive
it, and Conopo was not being asked to drive it either. The Respondent says that if Conopo had concerns with this situation,
he should have taken the matter up in a proper manner, not
taken matters in to this own hands.
The written reprimand given to Conopo says—
“WRITTEN REPRIMAND
NAME: John Conopo
ALLEGED MISDEMEANOUR (in detail)—
Damage to company property.
John put direct pressure on the windscreen of truck 386
to force the cracks in the windscreen to spread all over
the windscreen so it would have to be replaced.
TIME AND DATE: 2/2/96
PLACE:
Truck 386/Diamond Depot
WITNESSES:
Signed
ACTION TAKEN BY SUPERVISOR (in detail)—
(A) John was informed that any action in the future of
this nature will result in his dismissal.
(B) John was also told of the correct procedure for reporting safety issues.”
(Exhibit 1 page 22)
Conopo signed the document acknowledging his receipt of
the reprimand. In evidence though, it is clear that Conopo
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maintains a view that his action was justified and does not
accept the validity of this reprimand.
Liberato Palermo, at one time relieving haulage supervisor,
gave evidence that on 18 June 1996, he spoke to Conopo, in
Martyn’s presence, about Conopo’s speeding. He told Conopo
that he had to talk to him about three instances of speeding,
two of which involved himself, and one involving Martyn.
Conopo walked out of that meeting after about a minute. On 2
July 1996, Palermo again sought to discuss the issues of speeding with Conopo. Palermo’s diary note says—
“* Spoke to John Conopo regarding speeding advised him
that he would get a final written warning. Asked him for
his input re speeding he admitted to one instance (with
BP truck) however said Id already made my mind up and
walked out of my office.
Witness S. Martyn
signed”
(Exhibit 1 page 24)
Palermo denies that he had already made up his mind about
issuing the written reprimand. He says he was trying to get all
the facts from Conopo, and to discuss the issue with him.
On 30 July 1996, Palermo again sought to discuss these
matters with Conopo, and had prepared, in anticipation of the
meeting, a final written reprimand which said—
“ACTION TAKEN BY SUPERVISOR (in detail)
You have been spoken too (sic) on other occasions, (all
of which have been recorded), on other misdemeanours
including speeding.
In view of your record in the past, in which you have
shown a very poor attitude towards speeding and a poor
attitude towards your work, you will be given your final
written warning.”
(Exhibit 1 page 26)
Palermo says he gave this to Conopo to read and then comment on. However, Conopo said he wanted union
representation, and walked out, a matter with which Palermo
had no difficulty.
The three incidents referred to in this matter were—
1. Martyn, Tony Forrest, currently the Respondent’s
haulage supervisor, and George Gedling, a Worksafe
inspector, were travelling south on South West Highway and Conopo passed them going the other way.
Martyn and the others were not aware of Conopo’s
actual speed but were all surprised how fast he appeared to be travelling in the prevailing conditions.
The timing of this incident is uncertain. Forrest’s
evidence was that he was startled and thought he said
something to the effect that Conopo was going fast.
Martyn’s evidence was that all of them in the vehicle looked at each other and commented about
Conopo’s speed, that the speed at which the truck
came around the corner had an impact on everyone
in the vehicle. Martyn does not remember the date
of this incident but he said that it may have been
some months prior to Conopo being spoken to about
all three speeding incidents. He conceded that it
would not be unusual for someone to get concerned
when asked to explain his/her actions of six months
ago. However, he said that the incident was appropriate to be raised with Conopo, and that the issue
arose in his mind when Palermo raised with him the
other speeding issues.
2. On coming up behind a BP tanker on the Sough West
Highway going towards the bottom of a hill outside
Manjimup, Conopo had locked his brakes creating
noise and smoke. He said in evidence that the BP
truck had not accelerated to allow it to commence
the ascent at the other side of the decline as Conopo
had expected. Accordingly, Conopo had found himself coming up fast behind this truck and braked
heavily.
3. Palermo’s windscreen was broken when Conopo’s
truck passed him on Palings Road, throwing up a
stone. Palermo said that he was not aware of what
speed was being done by Conopo but thought it fast.
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Palermo says these three incidents all occurred in a short
period of time prior to the reprimand being given to Conopo.
On 14 October 1996, Conopo with his Union representative, Mr Oats, met with Martyn in Bunbury. The reprimand
was discussed, and the Union sought to have it removed from
Conopo’s file. The Respondent decided that it would remain
on file, and, if Conopo “kept his nose clean” there would be
no further problems. Martyn’s note contained on the final written reprimand says—
“14/10/98 N. Oaks, J Conopo, S Martyn
Concern was expressed at the content of this final written
reprimand is subjective. John claims that the trailer brakes
will always lock up when empty if brakes are applied and
maintained on and on the occasion he anticipated the truck
in front would pick up speed at the bottom of the hill but
did not do so therefore had to take action to avoid the
truck. The incident on South West Highway I cannot give
an accurate speed other than he appeared to be going too
fast for the road conditions.”
In response to this final written reprimand, the Union wrote
to Martyn indicating that the warning was not supported by
the facts and is a most severe reprimand which is not warranted in the circumstances. The Union requested that the
warning be removed from Conopo’s file. Martyn responded
to this letter on 5 December 1996, saying that the final written
reprimand would remain on the file, that the combination of
the three incidents was of real concern, and that the objective
of “the written reprimand was to bring about a change in driver
behaviour, so the roads are safe for all road users.” The final
written reprimand remained in place.
Conopo acknowledges that in February 1998, he received
an internal memorandum from Forrest regarding his use of
Bevan Road which he had been instructed not to use. He said
that he did so because it was a cold morning, the air was very
dense, and visibility was very poor because he was getting the
dust from the two preceding trucks. He said that at that time of
the morning the dust stays in the air for a long time and it
could be twenty minutes until it cleared. He thought it a safe
option at 5.30am to get clear air going through Bevan Road
which was the section of road he was directed not to use.
The final and critical incident in Conopo’s employment occurred on 16 March 1998. The circumstances are set out in the
report (Exhibit 1 pages 48-60) of Martin Eric Simms, a chartered consulting engineer engaged by the Respondent to
investigate and report to the Respondent about that incident. It
is noted that this report contains an error in the identification
of the particular axle and tyres concerned, however this has
minimal if any, effect upon the report’s conclusions, a matter
confirmed by Mr Simms in his evidence.
In summary, this incident involved the trailer of the truck
being driven by Conopo colliding with a large log which was
off the road. This collision was with some force and damaged
the trailer. There is considerable dispute between the parties
as to exactly what caused the collision and Conopo’s responsibility in that.
Following Conopo’s reporting of the incident, an investigation was conducted by the Respondent through its own
management, and is contained at Exhibit 1 pages 32-37.
On 25 March 1998, Conopo was advised by Martyn that the
Respondent’s investigation was continuing. His note of that date
indicates that Conopo was advised that the findings to date cast
doubt on his explanation. The Respondent advised Conopo that
it was seeking expert advice and that, depending on the outcome,
further action may be taken. (Exhibit 1 page 40)
Mr Simms was then engaged. He undertook an investigation which included meeting with and taking a statement from
Conopo and visiting the incident site. His report was provided
to the Respondent on about 16 April 1998, a month after the
incident. His conclusions are—
“4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the available evidence, it is not possible to rule
out conclusively that the accident happened as described
by Mr Conopo. It is however possible to say that the scenario described by Mr Conopo is improbable.
The break in the skid marks before impact and the absence
of skid marks after the impact both indicate that the spring
brakes had probably not applied as claimed by Mr Conopo.
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The magnitude of the impact and the apparent absence of
damage to the tyres either side of the tri-axle centre axle
indicates that the trailer struck the log sideways. It is difficult to accept that Mr Conopo would have been
completely unaware of a trailer whose brakes were locked
and which was travelling at a significant angle to the path
of the prime mover.
I also have some difficulty in understanding why Mr
Conopo drove a complete circuit to inspect the accident
site when he had already come to rest just beyond it and
why he was prepared to pick up a light load and return to
Manjimup if he had experienced an unexplained disconnection of his trailer brakes. I would expect that most
drivers in this situation would have travelled to the nearest place where the vehicle could be secured and to report
the accident to allow the brake system to be inspected by
a mechanic.
I did not find Mr Conopo to be evasive during questioning but he did not appear to have any recollection of events
leading up to the impact and this concerns me as I would
expect that he should have felt the trailer skidding for 50
metres.
I have examined the possibility of establishing vehicle
speed from the energy required to move the log but was
unable to do this because there is insufficient information
regarding post impact events.
In summary, it is my opinion that on the balance of probability the accident did not occur as claimed by Mr Conopo
and that he was probably exceeding the road speed limit
of 60 km/h.”
(Exhibit 1 pages 54-55)
The Commission visited the site of the incident, but it is
noted that it had been some months since the incident, and the
road had been graded and the surrounding environment
changed, although there is dispute as to the degree and effect
of that change.
The Commission heard evidence from Dennis Sawer, the
Manager of the Respondent’s Forest Harvesting and Treatment Division, that at least part of the reason the independent
investigation was arranged was because of the meeting with
the Union at the end of 1996 where the Union sought the withdrawal of the final written reprimand given to Conopo. As
noted earlier, the Respondent had decided not to withdraw the
final written reprimand. The Union raised a concern about victimisation of Conopo and the Respondent said that there would
be none. On this basis, Sawer said, he preferred to rely on an
external report if any action needed to be taken.
Mr Sawer received Simms’ report in mid April 1998. He read
the report, considered it, spoke with the Respondent’ human
resources manager, and on 8 May 1998 he provided a copy to
the Union secretary, Mr Daly. He gave evidence that if Daly
had come back and said that the company was being unfair
then he might have reconsidered the report. He and Palermo
met with Daly on 5 June 1998 and advised him that the Respondent was intending to meet with Conopo and that the likely
outcome was that Conopo would be dismissed. There was no
feedback from the Union such as to cause him to re-examine
the matter. Daly simply stated that if the company was going
to dismiss Conopo then it ought to be done properly.
On 9 June 1998, Sawer and Martyn met with Conopo. Sawer
said that he went into that meeting with no predetermined outcome. It should be noted that although the Respondent had
provided a copy of Simms’ report to the Union in early May, it
did not provide Conopo with a copy until it met with him that
day. The evidence indicates that Conopo was provided with a
copy of the report and given an opportunity to read it. He was
invited to comment. His response to the report was to comment on areas of detail in the report such as which tyres were
damaged and there is evidence that the Respondent’s representatives thought that he did not dispute the speeding aspect
of the conclusions of the report There is dispute as to whether
Sawer cut Conopo off in his comments. In any event, Sawer
advised Conopo that his employment would be terminated.
Conopo stood up, shook Sawer’s hand and left the room. This
meeting took approximately 15 minutes, including the time
allowed for Conopo to read the report.
In evidence, Sawer said that if Conopo had acknowledged
that speeding was a problem, the meeting may have gone longer
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than it did and efforts may have been made to resolve that
problem. However, Conopo did not acknowledge the problem
which the Respondent believed existed and instead focused
on what the Respondent saw as minor details. On this basis,
the Respondent was not prepared to continue the discussion
where there was no acknowledgment by Conopo of the real
problem.
The Applicant says that there are a number of elements of
unfairness in the dismissal including that the incident on 16
March 1998 was not caused by any fault on Conopo’s part;
that the Respondent took an inordinately and unfairly long
time to deal with the matter before terminating Conopo’s employment and that, due to the delay and the lack of feedback
during that time, Conopo was entitled to believe that the issue
had been resolved and dropped.
I have considered all of the evidence put to the Commission
in this matter. The Commission has heard evidence relating to
the circumstances of particular incidents during Mr Conopo’s
employment, and Conopo’s explanation of what occurred with
those incidents, in particular in respect of the incident on 16
March 1998. It has also heard evidence of a whole range of
matters associated with the operation of braking systems on
the truck, and the disconnection of brake hoses. I also note
Simms’ report in that regard, as well as his evidence.
As to the evidence of the history of Conopo’s employment,
where there is conflict in that evidence, I prefer the evidence
called by the Respondent. I was particularly impressed by
Brown’s evidence. He was not a particularly articulate witness but I found him to be genuine in his expression of his
experience of Conopo.
In respect of the incident of 19 March, 1993, I accept Brown’s
evidence that drivers were directed not to go up the road with
their trailers full. Conopo’s truck rolling over was a consequence of his disregard of instructions given to him. As to the
roll over on 21 April 1994, Conopo acknowledged to Brown,
and in his own statement, that he was travelling too fast for
the conditions, yet he does not acknowledge that now.
Conopo has acknowledged his inappropriate behaviour on
12 May 1995.
As to the issue involving the windscreen, Conopo’s action
in taking matters into his own hands rather than dealing with
his concerns properly, through the right channels, again indicates his attitude, a matter he does not appear to understand.
As to the three speeding incidents the subject of the 1996 final
written reprimand, it seems that they did not all occur within a
relatively short time before Conopo was spoken to. In meeting
with an employee to discuss issues of dissatisfaction with his
performance, and in providing him with an opportunity to comment, an employer does not demonstrate a genuine desire to
consider the employee’s responses if it starts such a meeting by
handing the employee a pre-prepared written warning and asking him to read it. It is hardly surprising, then, that faced with
this situation, Conopo believed that his employer’s decision was
already made, and that he should feel aggrieved.
However, in the discussion which followed, in which the
Union was involved, and before that, in one of the meetings
with Palermo and Martyn, Conopo acknowledged one of the
incidents and gave his explanation.
Having heard the evidence, I am satisfied that the three incidents of speeding occurred, and the Respondent was entitled
to raise them with Conopo, although the handling of the situation was not satisfactory. In light of Conopo’s history, I am
unable to find that a final written warning was not justified.
Conopo then “kept his nose clean” for a year or so, until February 1998, when he used a particular road contrary to instruction,
instructions given for good reasons associated with safety.
As to the incident on 16 March, 1998, I conclude, as did
Simms, that this was most likely to have been caused by
Conopo travelling faster than was safe in the circumstances. I
have taken account of the need for him to travel close to the
edge of the road due to the rock on the other side of the road,
and the need to avoid possible oncoming traffic which might
otherwise come wide around the rock. However, Conopo
swung too wide at too great a speed. As was said a number of
times during the evidence, the trailer was so far off the road
that, if not for the log, which the trailer hit, causing the trailer
to shift back on to the road, there was a high probability that it
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would have continued off the road. As there was a fairly steep
drop from the side of the road, there was a real prospect that
the whole truck and trailer would have gone down this drop,
with significant damage to the truck and trailer, and to the
driver. The log prevented this from happening. I am not satisfied that the incident occurred at all in the way described by
Conopo. The probability of the brakes releasing and reapplying after they had become locked, is very slim. Conopo’s
explanation of two sets of skid marks in a straight line being
caused by the truck and trailer going over the same ground
twice is so improbable as to be implausible. It is true that only
Conopo knows exactly what happened, but his explanation
does not stand up to scrutiny.
In considering all those matters, I note the test to be applied
in a claim of unfair dismissal is that the employer has a lawful
right to terminate employment but in exercising that lawful
right it should not do so in a manner which is harsh, oppressive or unfair. The Commission is entitled to intervene should
the dismissal be unfair in all of the circumstances.
The history of Conopo’s employment demonstrates that as
far back as 1989, Conopo had “a casual attitude”, “a questionable attitude to other road users” and “fail(ed) to comply with
general road rules”. He was “aware of (the employer’s) safety
rules but he (was) obviously flaunting some of them”.
In 1990, it was noted that he “could watch speed on rough
sections of road”.
On 28 June 1991, he was given a final warning, or as he put
it, “demoted and warned” over the number of springs breaking on his truck, due to overloading.
On 9 March 1992, he was given a warning for speeding.
On 24 March 1992, he was warned to co-operate or be dismissed over wasting time and excessively washing his truck.
On 19 March 1993, he rolled his truck due to his failure to
obey instructions.
On 21 April 1994, he rolled his truck due to speed and poor
load distribution.
On 12 May 1995, he was counselled about his behaviour in
his abuse of another person at whom he also threw his hardhat.
On 2 February 1996, he pushed in the windscreen of a truck,
and received a reprimand which included a warning.
In July 1996, he received a warning about three speeding
incidents, one of which was acknowledged by him.
In February 1998, he used Bevan Road contrary to instruction.
On 16 March 1998, his trailer collided with a log off the
side of the road, caused by speeding.
I have concluded, after consideration of all of the evidence
that Conopo’s employment history demonstrates a number of
problems in his attitude to—
1. Speed;
2. Other road users;
3. Directions given by his employer; and
4. Proper procedures for dealing with problems.
His employment history indicates that he took risks and on a
number of occasions he was involved in difficulties because
he took those risks. That history indicates that his conduct,
either in the actual performance of his duty or in his relationships with others, his disregard of instructions and proper
procedures would justify a conclusion that by March 1998,
with a number of warnings, and a final written reprimand,
Conopo’s future with the Respondent was in jeopardy. As I
have found, the incident on 16 March 1998, was caused, at
least in part, by his speeding.
When Simms’ report into that incident was raised with him,
albeit many weeks later, his response was not to address the
problem, but to focus on minor and unimportant inaccuracy. I
accept Sawer’s and Martyn’s evidence as to what occurred
during the final interview. I accept that Sawer was prepared to
consider Conopo’s responses. However, those responses were
aimed at dealing with issues of detail within the report and not
recognising that there was a problem. The employment was
brought to an end. In all of those circumstances, I am satisfied
that the Respondent had cause to terminate Conopo’s employment.
However, the matter does not end there. The Applicant says
that the Respondent, by not dealing with the matter promptly,
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was unfair in its dealings with Conopo. The evidence shows
that Simms’ report was made available to the Respondent
around 16 April 1998. Over the next seven weeks the Respondent considered and discussed the report, provided a copy to
the Union, and met with the Union to discuss the situation.
The Respondent was prepared to reconsider the situation had
the Union’s secretary raised any particular objection, and was
prepared to consider any possible explanation or recognition
by Conopo of a problem with speeding. Sawer and Martyn
met with Conopo within a couple of working days of having
met with the Union secretary however, it was not until that
meeting that the report was provided to Conopo. One might
have thought that the period of time which had lapsed between
the receipt of Simms’ report and 9 June 1998 was excessive,
even allowing time in which to examine and consider the report. However, the question arises as to whether the delay in
dealing with the matter resulted in unfairness to Conopo.
Conopo had been advised that an external report was being
prepared. He was told his explanation was under question.
Although he was not kept up to date with the process, he was
given no indication that the matter was resolved.
In all of the circumstances of this case, I am not satisfied
that this delay constituted an unfairness to Conopo. However,
if I am wrong in this aspect, I note that had the delay in the
process not occurred, Conopo’s employment would have ended
sooner. In that regard, he has gained rather than lost by virtue
of the delay.
Accordingly, there is no unfairness in Conopo’s dismissal
which warrants the Commission’s intervention.
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Appearances: Mr M Lourey on behalf of the Applicant
Mr J Uphill on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries
Industrial Union of Workers, WA
and
Bunnings Forest Products.
No. CR 196 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
15 December 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Lourey on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr J Uphill on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—Notation of—
Parties
Australian Workers
Union
Australian Workers
Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and
Plasterers Union
Civil Service
Association
Civil Service
Association
Communications,
Electrical,
Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Independent Schools
Salaried Officers’
Association of
Western Australia
Industrial Union
Independent Schools
Salaried Officers’
Association of
Western Australia
Industrial Union
Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers Union
Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers Union

Number
Commissioner

Date

Matter

Result

BHP Iron Ore Pty
Ltd
Cockburn Cement
Limited
Argyle Diamond
Mines

Fielding SC
C323 of 1998
Kenner C
C333 of 1998
Fielding SC
C377 of 1998

—

Discontinued

—

Withdrawal
Section
Alleged Unfair
Dismissal
Dismissal

Discontinued

United Construction
Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C328 of 1998

—

Right of Entry

Discontinued

Department of
Education Services
Western Australian
Fire Brigades Board
RCR Foundry
(A Division of RCR
Tomlinson Ltd)

Scott C
PSAC91 of 1998
Beech C
PSAC71 of 1998
Kenner C
C270 of 1998

9/12/98
10/12/98
2/11/98

Enterprise
Agreement
Higher Duties
Allowance
Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Concluded

The Chairperson &
Headmaster,
Guildford Grammar
School

Scott C
C283 of 1998

22/10/98
2/11/98

Restructuring

Concluded

The Roman Catholic
Bishop of Bunbury
and Another

Scott C.
C320 of 1998

4/11/98

Suspension
Without Pay

Concluded

Iplex Pipelines
Australia Pty Ltd

Beech C
C319 of 1998

10/12/98

Weekly
Allowances

Concluded

Burswood Nominees
Pty Ltd T/A Burswood
International Resort
Casino (Environmental
Services)

Beech C
C353 of 1998

10/11/98

Change of Hours

Concluded

10/12/98

9/10/98

Referred

Concluded
Discontinued
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PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS
AND ORDERS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Simone Denise Williams
and
Design Media (WA) Pty Limited.
No. 246 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
18 December 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant in this matter has applied for production of documents in relation to the claim; and
WHEREAS on 20 October 1998, the Commission heard
from the parties on the matter and told them on view of the
events at that hearing it would not at that time issue orders but
liberty was reserved for the applicant to apply for orders; and
WHEREAS by letter dated 12 November 1998, the agent
for the applicant advised the Commission that information
requested had not been supplied; and
WHEREAS the Commission has decided that an order for
production of documents will now issue;
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in by
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission hereby
orders—
THAT the respondent supply to the applicant the following information—
1. A summary of payments to the applicant to 30
June 1996.
2. Copies of all written material and replacement
orders for those contracts which the respondent claims were cancelled.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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(3) A statement which—
(a) identifies the superannuation fund by
name to which contributions have been
remitted in the name of the applicant;
(b) the monetary value of each contribution remitted to the said superannuation
fund; and
(c) the formula applied to calculate the
monetary value of each contribution;
(4) Invoices for each sign erection and removal
relating to each of the four properties cited in
the claims filed on 24 June 1998;
(5) A statement of vendor advertising charges levied, which were recovered and where credit
was given relating to each of the four properties cited in the claims filed on 24 June 1998;
(6) In respect to the Did Not Sell Levy—
(a) any written authority which entitles the
respondent to return the levies accumulated in relation to the applicant; and
(b) details of the $2,373.05 accumulated
levy which appears in the May 1998
monthly statement relating to the applicant;
THAT John Franklyn Pty Ltd produce to the Commission for subsequent inspection in Chambers by the
applicant any record of each appointment made for the
purpose of selling the four properties cited in the claims
filed on 24 June 1998, and each offer, and each acceptance, received by the respondent in relation to the said
properties; and
THAT John Franklyn Pty Ltd comply with the foregoing orders no later than 24 December 1998.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Donna Michele Gordin
and
John Franklyn Pty Ltd.
No. 1169 of 1998.
16 December 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS an application has been made for the production
of documents relating to claims filed in the Commission on 24
June 1998; and
WHEREAS on 11 December 1998 the Commission heard
Mr RW Clohessy on behalf of the applicant and Ms S Laferla
on behalf of the respondent;
AND WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the
application for production of documents be granted in part;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT John Franklyn Pty Ltd produce to the applicant—
(1) Details of any payments made to the applicant on 5 December 1997 and 3 March 1998
which exceed the payments of $3,459.05 and
$2,726.37 made respectively on the cited dates;
(2) Each monthly statement of earning and charges
applicable to the applicant from 1 October
1996 onwards;

The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers & Another
and
Crystal Softdrinks & Others.
No. 2011 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
8 December 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS on 11 November 1998 the applicant filed in the
Commission an application to vary the Building Trades Award
No. 31 of 1966 pursuant to s 40 of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979;
AND WHEREAS on 1 December 1998 the applicant applied to the Commission for an order abridging the time for
the filing of a notice of answer and counter proposal in respect
of the herein application pursuant to regulation 78 of the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations, 1985;
AND WHEREAS the Commission issued an order for substituted service of the herein application on 4 December 1998;
AND WHEREAS the Commission has considered the application for an abridgement of time for filing a notice of answer
and counter proposal ex parte;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the respondents required to be served with the
herein application pursuant to the Commission’s order
for substituted service of 4 December 1998 do file a
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notice of answer and counter proposal in answer to the
herein application no later than 7 days from the date of
service.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Machinery Hire Companies

The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers & Another
and
Crystal Softdrinks & Others.
No. 2011 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
4 December 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS on 11 November 1998 the applicant filed in the
Commission an application to vary the Building Trades Award
No. 31 of 1966 pursuant to s 40 of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979;
AND WHEREAS on 12 November 1998 the applicant filed
an application for substituted service pursuant to regulation
90 of the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations, 1985;
AND WHEREAS the Commission has considered the application ex parte;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
(1) THAT a copy of application No. 2011 of 1998 be
served on all respondents named in Schedule B –
Common Rule of the Building Trades Award No. 31
of 1966;
(2) THAT a copy of application No. 2011 of 1998 be
served on those respondents set out in Schedule C –
Named Employers Only—No Common Rule of the
Building Trades Award No. 31 of 1966 as named in
the attached schedule;
(3) THAT a copy of this order be served upon the respondents referred to in paragraphs (1) and (2) above.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

SCHEDULE A—Substituted Service List
Glass Cutting & Fitting
Cooling Bros Glass Co Pty Ltd
170 Oxford Street
LEEDERVILLE WA 6007
Pilkington Victor Glass
79 McCoy Street
MYAREE WA 6154

Hall & Myer Signs
5 Camden Street
BELMONT WA 6104
Signwrite
196 Carrington Road
HILTON WA 6168
Stonemasonry

Walsh’s Glass
200 Bannister Road
CANNING VALE WA 6155

Limestone City
Lot 66 Parkland Road
OSBORNE PARK WA 6017

Glass Doctor
882 Albany Highway
EAST VICTORIA PARK WA 6101

Formstone Australia Pty Ltd
7 Winchester Road
SPEARWOOD WA 6163

Don Mok Glass & Aluminium
Windows
7/16 Vale Street
MALAGA WA 6062

Exclusive Marble & Granite
Pty Ltd
Unit 2, 9 Sundercombe Street
OSBORNE PARK WA 6017

Fremantle Glass Pty Ltd
149 South Terrace
FREMANTLE WA 6160

WA Marble & Granite
419 Scarborough Beach Road
OSBORNE PARK WA 6017

Ceramic Floor & Wall Tiling

Bayswater Builders Hire Pty Ltd
239 Gnangara Road
WANGARA WA 6065

Federation Tile Factory
1 Thorley Street
OSBORNE PARK WA 6017

Wreckair Hire
140 Welshpool Road
WELSHPOOL WA 6106

Interceramics
357 Oxford Street
LEEDERVILLE WA 6007

Signwriting

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
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Total Sign Co
Units 2 & 3, 194 Balcatta Road
BALCATTA WA 6021
Express Signs
38A Sundercombe Street
OSBORNE PARK WA 6017

Imported Ceramics
59 Fitzgerald Street
NORTH PERTH WA 6006
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of WA
190 Hay Street
EAST PERTH WA 6004
Master Builders’ Association
of WA (Union of Employers)
PO Box 167
WEST PERTH WA 6005

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Consolidation by Registrar—
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION
INDUSTRY (CONSTRUCTION AND SERVICING)
AWARD No. 10 OF 1979.
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 15th day of December, 1998.
(Sgd.) J. SPURLING,
[L.S.]
Registrar.
“Air Conditioning And Refrigeration Industry (Construction
And Servicing) Award No. 10 of 1979”
1.—TITLE
This award shall be known as the “Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration Industry (Construction and Servicing) Award No.
10 of 1979” and replaces the several awards, industrial agreements and orders with respect to construction work and
servicing as set out in the first schedule.
1A.—STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES—JUNE, 1998
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that any
variation to its terms on or from the 12th day of June, 1998
including the $14, $12 and $10 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustments, the increase in the adult minimum wage to
$373.40 per week and previous arbitrated safety net adjustments, shall not be made except in compliance with the
Statement of Principles—June, 1998 set down by the Commission in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
1.
1A.
2.
2A.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Statement of Principles—June, 1998
Arrangement
State Wage Case Principles—June 1991
Area and Scope
Term
Definitions
Superannuation
Contract of Service
Higher Duties
Apprentices
Cadets
Hours
Overtime
Shift Work
Payment of Wages
Time and Wages Record
Special Rates and Provisions
Car Allowance
Allowance for Travelling and Employment in Construction Work
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
29A.
29B.
29C.
30.
31.
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Distant Work
Location Allowances
Holidays and Annual Leave
Absence Through Sickness
Long Service Leave
Representative Interviewing Employees
Posting of Award and Union Notices
Board of Reference
Bereavement Leave
Grievances and Disputes
Wages
Minimum Wage
Structural Efficiency
Award Modernisation
Part Time Employment
Termination/Redundancy.
Appendix—Resolution of Disputes Requirements
First Schedule—Awards, Industrial Agreements and
Orders Replaced.
Second Schedule—Schedule of Respondents
Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements

2A.—STATE WAGE CASE PRINCIPLES—JUNE 1991
It is a term of this award, arising from the decision of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in the
State Wage Case on 17 June 1991, that the union will not pursue, prior to 14 November 1991, any extra claims, award or
overaward, except where consistent with the Principles determined by the decision.
3.—AREA AND SCOPE
This award applies throughout the State of Western Australia to employees employed by the respondents in any calling
mentioned in clause 29.—Wages of this award.
(1) On work as carried out by employees in those callings at
the date of this award on site in or in connection with—
(a) the construction of a large industrial undertaking or
any large civil engineering project;
(b) the construction or erection of any multi-storey building; or
(c) the construction, erection or alteration of any other
building, structure, or civil engineering project,
in the installation of industrial and commercial air conditioning and refrigeration systems but not packaged units; or
(2) To service and repair those systems other than on the
business premises, factory or workshop of the employer.
4.—TERM
The term of this award shall be for a period of six months
from the beginning of the first pay period to commence on or
after the 25th day of July, 1979 but, subject to the provisions
of clause 29.—Wages, the rates therein prescribed and the allowances in clause 18.—Allowance for Travelling and
Employment in Construction Work, shall apply with respect
to “ordinary time” as from the beginning of the first pay period to commence on or after the 15th day of June, 1979.
5.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Cadet” means—
(a) An employee who is appointed by an employer bound
by this award solely for the purpose of being trained
for an administrative or supervisory position (not
being a supervisory position to which this award
applies) in the employer’s business; and
(b) an employee who is a full time student at a university, school of mines or technical college and who is
employed during vacations by an employer bound
by this award solely for the purpose of giving the
student practical experience necessary for the completion of his/her course of study.
(2) “Casual worker” means an employee engaged and paid
as such.
(3) “Construction work” means work on site in or in connection with—
(a) the construction of a large industrial undertaking or
any large civil engineering project;
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(b) the construction or erection of any multi-storey building; and
(c) the construction, erection or alteration of any other
building, structure, or civil engineering project which
the employer and the union or unions concerned agree
or, in the event of disagreement, which the Board of
Reference declares to be construction work for the
purposes of this award.
(4) “Tradesman” means an employee who in the course of
his/her employment works from drawings or prints, or makes
precision measurements or applies general trade experience,
but does not include an apprentice.
(5) “Lagger” means an employee engaged in mixing or fixing lagging on the job including the application of any thermal
insulating material by any means and the fixing of protective
coverings of canvas, sheet metals, fabrics, plastics, bituminous fibre glass and asbestos felt or other similar materials to
such insulation.
(6) “Welder—Special Class” means—
(a) a welder who is a coded pressure welder to the satisfaction of the Chief Inspector of Machinery.
(b) a welder who does work which is subject to other
special tests, but does not include a welder who is
required to pass a normal trade test on engagement.
(7) “Welder” means a tradesman using electric and/or oxy
acetylene blowpipe and/or coal gas cutting plant or flame hardening, who is required to apply general trade experience as a
welder or flame hardener respectively.
(8) “Union” means the Amalgamated Metal Workers and
Shipwrights Union of Western Australia.
(9) “Scientific Instrument Maker” means a tradesman engaged on the work of manufacturing, repairing, adjusting and/
or testing, or installation of optical and scientific instruments,
but does not include an employee working exclusively as a
tradesman.
(10) “Sheetmetal Worker—First Class” means a tradesman
engaged on the fabrication or installation of duct work and air
handling systems and who can fabricate or install such items
as reducing pieces, lobster backs and other items the fabrication or installation of which requires general trade skill and
knowledge and the ability to work from drawings or prints but
the expression “drawings or prints” does not include drawings, sketches or measurements supplied to the individual
workman to understand the nature of and to carry out the work
required of him.
(11) “Sheetmetal worker—second class” means an employee, other than a sheetmetal worker—first class, engaged
on the fabrication or installation of duct work and air handling
systems.
6.—SUPERANNUATION
The superannuation provisions contained herein operate subject to the requirements of the hereinafter prescribed provision
titled—Compliance, Nomination and Transition.
(1) Definitions—
For the purpose of this clause—
(a) “Eligible employee” means an employee who is, or
becomes, a member of the superannuation fund selected in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause
and who is—
(i) a weekly employee with not less than four
weeks of continuous service with the employer; or
(ii) a casual employee who has—
(aa) had a start with the employer on 30 days
in a period not greater than one year,
provided that such period does not
commence earlier than a date preceding one year from the operation of this
clause; and
(bb) achieved an average, in the case of a
junior employee, of at least 12 hours
per week and, in the case of adult employees, employment of at least six
hours per week with the employer during the month immediately preceding
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any day the employer would, but for
this definition, be required to make
superannuation contributions prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause.
(b) “Ordinary time earnings” means an employee’s
award classification rate (including supplementary
payment), any regular overaward payment, tool allowance, leading hand allowance and shift loading,
including week-end and public holiday rates where
the shift worked is part of the employee’s ordinary
hours of work.
All other allowances and payments are excluded.
(c) “Act” means the Occupational Superannuation
Standards Act, 1987.
(d) “Regulations” means the Occupational Superannuation Standards Regulations.
(2) Contributions—
(a) In accordance with this clause and subject to the Trust
Deed of the Fund, on behalf of each eligible employee an employer shall contribute to a
superannuation fund which complies with the Act
and Regulations, a superannuation contribution
equivalent to 3% of such eligible employee’s ordinary time earnings.
(b) Provided that upon completion of the qualifying period specified in subclause (1) of this clause,
contributions on behalf of each eligible employee
shall apply from the date of commencement of employment of such employee.
(c) Provided further that the contributions offered by an
existing Fund of which the eligible employee is a
member may be improved to the extent that they are
equivalent to those prescribed by paragraph (a) of
this subclause and are in accordance with the Act
and Regulations.
(d) The contributions required herein shall be made to
the relevant Fund in the manner and at the times specified by the terms of the Fund or any agreement
between the employer and Trustees of the Fund.
(3) Superannuation Fund—
(a) The employer shall make superannuation contributions, or improvements pursuant to this clause, to an
appropriate Fund, selected from the following—
(i) the Westscheme Superannuation Scheme; or
(ii) any Fund agreed between the employer and
eligible employees and their union, or unions
where applicable; or
(iii) any Fund which has application to employees
in the principal business of the employer,
where eligible employees covered by this
award are a minority of award-covered employees; or
(iv) any other approved occupational superannuation fund to which an employer or eligible
employee who is a member of the religious
fellowship known as Brethren elects to contribute.
(b) Provided that an employer shall not be compelled to
contribute to more than one Fund in respect of eligible employees employed under this award.
(c) Subject to the terms of this clause, where there is a
dispute over the choice of Fund to be utilised by an
employer, the matter shall be referred to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(4) Fund Membership—
(a) The employer shall make an eligible employee aware
of his/her entitlements under this clause and offer
such eligible employee the opportunity to become a
member of the appropriate Fund. An eligible employee shall be required to properly complete the
necessary application forms to become a member of
the appropriate Fund in order to be entitled to the
contributions prescribed in subclause (2) of this
clause.
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(b) In a case where an eligible employee refuses to become a member of a relevant Fund the employer
shall notify the Trustees, in writing, of such circumstances.
(c) In the event that an eligible employee elects not to
join the Fund the employer shall advise the employee,
in writing, of his/her entitlements within a period of
a further six months. Should such employee subsequently complete the necessary forms and become a
member of the Fund, the contributions prescribed in
subclause (2) of this clause shall start from the commencement of the first pay period beginning on or
after the completion of such forms.
(5) Exemption—
(a) This clause shall be deemed to be satisfied by any
employer who, as at 1 November 1989 or at the date
of becoming respondent to this award, is already satisfying and continues to satisfy the requirements of
subclause (2) of this clause by providing new or improved superannuation benefits or contributions
equivalent to 3% or ordinary time earnings and in
accordance with the Act and Regulations.
(b) Leave is reserved to any employer to apply for exemption from this clause on the grounds of the
standard of existing superannuation arrangements
provided by the employer, or the employer’s financial capacity to pay.
(6) Absence From Work—
Subject to the Trust Deed relating to the Fund of which
an employee is a member, the following provisions shall
apply.
(a) Paid Leave—
Contributions shall continue whilst a member of a
Fund is absent on paid annual leave, sick leave, long
service leave, public holidays, jury service and bereavement leave.
(b) Unpaid Leave—
Contributions shall not be required in respect of any
absence from work without pay.
(c) Sickness and Work Related Injury—
In the event of an eligible employee’s absence from
work due to sickness or a work-related injury, contributions shall continue for the period of the absence
provided that—
(i) the member of the Fund is receiving regular
payments directly from the employer in accordance with statutory requirements or the
provisions of this award;
(ii) the duration of the absence does not exceed
52 weeks in total for each injury or sickness;
and
(iii) the person remains an employee of the employer.
(7) No Reduction—
Nothing contained herein shall serve to reduce any superannuation entitlement which an employee was
receiving at the time provisions contained in this clause
became effective.
Compliance, Nomination and Transition
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere herein
which requires that contribution be made to a superannuation fund or scheme in respect of an employee, on and
from 30 June 1998—
(a) Any such fund or scheme shall no longer be a complying superannuation fund or scheme for the
purposes of this clause unless—
(i) the fund or scheme is a complying fund or
scheme within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
of the Commonwealth; and
(ii) under the governing rules of the fund or
scheme, contributions may be made by or in
respect of the employee permitted to nominate a fund or scheme;
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(b) The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the
employee;
(c) The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation
fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
(d) A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the employee to whom such is directed;
(e) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are
to be made;
(f) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a employee;
Provided that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee thereafter nominates a complying superannuation fund
or scheme—
(g) if one or more complying superannuation funds or
schemes to which contributions may be made be
specified herein, the employer is required to make
contributions to that fund or scheme, or one of those
funds or schemes nominated by the employer;
or
(h) if no complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made be specified herein,
the employer is required to make contributions to a
complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer.
7.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE
(1) A contract of service to which this award applies may be
terminated in accordance with the provisions of this clause
and not otherwise, but this subclause does not operate so as to
prevent any party to a contract from giving a greater period of
notice than is hereinafter prescribed, nor to affect an employer’s right to dismiss an employee without notice for misconduct
and an employee so dismissed shall be paid wages for the time
worked up to the time of dismissal only.
(2) Subject to the provisions of this clause, a party to a contract of service may, on any day give to the other party the
appropriate period of notice of termination of the contract prescribed in subclause (5) of this clause and the contract
terminates when that period expires.
(3) In lieu of giving the notice referred to in subclause (2) of
this clause, an employer may pay the worker concerned his/
her ordinary wages for the period of notice to which he/she
would otherwise be entitled.
(4) (a) Where an employee leaves his/her employment—
(i) without giving the notice referred to in subclause (2)
of this clause; or
(ii) having given such notice, before the notice expires,
he forfeits his/her entitlement to any moneys owing to
him/her under this Award except to the extent that those
moneys exceed his/her ordinary wages for the period of
notice which should have been given.
(b) In a case to which paragraph (a) of this subclause applies—
(i) the contract of service shall, for the purposes of this
award, be deemed to have terminated at the time of
which the worker was last ready, willing and available for work during ordinary working hours under
the contract; and
(ii) the provisions of subclause (2) of this clause shall be
deemed to have been complied with if the worker
pays to the employer, whether by forfeiture or otherwise, an amount
equivalent to the worker’s ordinary wages for the period
of notice which should have been given.
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(5) Subject to subclause (6) of this clause the period of notice referred to in subclause (2) of this clause is—
(a) in the case of a casual worker, one hour;
(b) in any other case—
(i) during the first month of employment under
the contract, one day; and
(ii) after the first month of such employment, one
week.
(6) In lieu of giving the notice referred to in subclause (2) of
this clause an employer shall, in the case of an employee (other
than a casual worker) who, has been engaged solely for construction work and who has completed one month’s service
with that employer, give notice to the worker on the day on
which the contract of service is to end and pay the worker one
week’s ordinary wages: Provided that where an employee,
having been offered and refused further employment at another site with the same employer, subsequently, within a
fortnight of such refusal, applies to that employer for employment and is engaged to work at that other site, the one week’s
wages paid to him/her under this subclause shall be credited
towards payment of any moneys due in his/her new employment.
(7) (a) On the first day of engagement an employee shall be
notified by his/her employer or by the employer’s representative whether the duration of his/her employment is expected
to exceed one month and, if he/she is hired as a casual worker,
he/she shall be advised accordingly.
(b) An employee shall, for the purposes of this award, be
deemed to be a casual worker—
(i) if the expected duration of the employment is less
than one month; or
(ii) if the notification referred to in paragraph (a) of this
subclause is not given and the worker is dismissed
through no fault of his/her own within one month of
commencing employment.
(8) The employer is under no obligation to pay for any day
not worked, upon which the worker is required to present himself/herself for duty, except when such absence from work is
due to illnes and comes within the provisions of Clause 22.—
Absence Through Sickness or such absence is on account of
holidays to which the worker is entitled under the provisions
of this award.
(9) (a) (i) The employer is entitled to deduct payment for any
day or part of a day upon which an employee (including an apprentice) cannot be usefully employed because of a strike by the
union party to this award, or by any other association or union.
(ii) If an employee is required to attend for work on any day
but because of failure or shortage of electric power, work is
not provided, such employee shall be entitled to two hours’
pay and further, where any employee commences work he/she
shall be provided with four hours’ employment or be paid for
four hours’ work.
(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause also
apply where the worker cannot be usefully employed through
any cause which the employer could not reasonably have prevented but only if, and to the extent that, the employer and the
union so agrees or, in the event of disagreement, the Board of
Reference so determines.
(c) Where the stoppage of work has resulted from a breakdown of the employer’s machinery the Board of Reference in
determining a dispute under paragraph (b) of this subclause,
shall have regard for the duration of the stoppage and the endeavours made by the employer to repair the breakdown.
8.—HIGHER DUTIES
An employee engaged on duties carrying a higher rate than
his/her ordinary classification shall be paid the higher rate for
the time he/she is so engaged but if he/she is so engaged for
more than two hours of one day or shift he/she shall be paid
the higher rate for the whole day or shift.
9.—APPRENTICES
Apprentices may be taken in the ratio of one apprentice for
every two or fraction of two (the fraction being not less than
one) journeymen and shall not be taken in excess of that ratio
unless—
(1) the union so agrees; or
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(2) the Commission so determines after receiving a report from the appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory
Board; or
(3) the Commission so determines pursuant to regulation 39(2) of the Apprenticeship Regulations.
10.—CADETS
(1) An employer, who, after the commencement of this award,
engages a cadet shall, within fourteen days of the engagement,
notify the Industrial Registrar accordingly and shall advise the
Registrar in writing of the terms and conditions of the employment.
(2) Upon receipt of the notification referred to in subclause
(1) of this clause, the Registrar shall notify the union and shall
afford it the opportunity of examining the terms and conditions of employment referred to in that subclause.
(3) Within fourteen days of being notified by the Registrar
the union may object to the employment of the cadet and the
Commission may, on hearing the objection—
(a) allow or refuse permission for the employment of
the cadet; and
(b) make such order as it deems fit with regard to the
terms and conditions of employment.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not affect any cadet employed at the date of this award.
11.—HOURS
(1) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply to all employees other than those engaged on continuous shift
work.
(b) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (3) and (4) of
this clause the ordinary hours of work shall be an
average of 38 per week to be worked on one of the
following bases.
(i) 38 hours within a work cycle not exceeding
seven consecutive days; or
(ii) 76 hours within a work cycle not exceeding
fourteen consecutive days; or
(iii) 114 hours within a work cycle not exceeding
twenty-one consecutive days; or
(iv) 152 hours within a work cycle not exceeding
twenty-eight consecutive days.
(v) For the purposes of paragraph (g) of subclause
(3) any other work cycle during which a
weekly average of 38 ordinary hours are
worked as may be agreed in accordance with
paragraph (g) of subclause (3).
(c) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any
or all days of the week, Monday to Friday inclusive,
and except in the case of shift employees, shall be
worked between the hours of 6.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m.
Provided that the spread of hours may be altered by
agreement between the employer and the majority
of employees in the plant or section or sections concerned.
(d) Where the first night shift in any week commences
on Monday night, the night shift commencing on Friday and finishing not later than 8.00 a.m. on Saturday
of that week, shall be deemed to have been worked
in ordinary working hours.
(e) The ordinary hours of work prescribed herein shall
not exceed 10 on any day. Provided that—
(i) in any arrangement of ordinary working hours
on any day, the arrangement of hours shall be
subject to the agreement between the employer
and the majority of employees in the plant,
section or sections concerned; and
(ii) by arrangement between the employer and the
majority of employees in the plant, section or
sections concerned, ordinary hours, not exceeding 12 on any day, may be worked subject
to—
(aa) the employer and the employees being
guided by the Occupational Health and
Safety Provisions of the ACTU Code
of Conduct on 12-hour shifts (as
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exhibited in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission on 11
April 1990);
(bb) proper health monitoring procedures
being introduced;
(cc) suitable roster arrangements being
made; and
(dd) proper supervision being provided.
(iii) Subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (i)
and (ii) hereof, 12 hour shifts may be worked
provided the employer has given the relevant
union or unions concerned notice in writing
that such shifts are to be worked.
(f) The ordinary hours of work shall be consecutive except for a meal interval which shall not exceed one
hour, and
(i) an employee shall not be compelled to work
for more than five hours without a meal interval except where an alternative arrangement
is entered into as a result of discussions as provided for in subclause (4) of this clause;
(ii) by agreement between an employer and the
majority of employees in the plant, section or
sections concerned, an employee or employees may be required to work in excess of five
hours, but not more than six, at ordinary rates
of pay without a meal break;
(iii) the time of taking a scheduled meal break or
rest break by one or more employees may be
altered by the employer if it is necessary to do
so in order to meet a requirement for continuity of operations;
(iv) an employer may stagger the time of taking a
meal or rest break to meet operational requirements;
(v) when an employee is required for duty during
the employee’s usual meal interval and the
meal interval is thereby postponed for more
than half an hour, the employee shall be paid
at overtime rates until the employee gets the
meal interval.
(g)
(i) Subject to the provisions of this paragraph, a
rest period of seven minutes from the time of
ceasing to the time of resumption of work shall
be allowed each morning.
(ii) The rest period shall be counted as time off
duty without deduction of pay and shall be
arranged at a time and in a manner to suit the
convenience of the employer.
(iii) Refreshments may be taken by employees
during the rest period but the period of seven
minutes shall not be exceeded under any circumstances.
(iv) An employer who satisfies the Commission that
any employee has breached any condition expressed or implied in this paragraph may be
exempted from liability to allow the rest period.
(v) In an establishment in which the majority of
employees are not subject to this award, the
provisions of this paragraph do not apply but
any employee to whom this award applies shall
be entitled to the rest period, if any, which may
be allowed to the aforesaid majority.
(vi) On construction work on which the majority
of employees are employed under this award,
in addition to the rest period referred to in this
paragraph but subject to the same conditions,
a rest period of seven minutes shall be allowed
as soon as possible after the end of the second
hours’ work following the meal interval unless the employees concerned prefer to do
without such rest period, but the provisions of
this subclause only apply to an employee on
any day on which he/she is required for overtime for half an hour or more immediately
following his/her ordinary finishing time.
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(i) In an establishment in which the majority of
employees are not subject to this award, the
ordinary working hours of an employee who
is employed on maintenance work may be
worked from Monday to Saturday noon, inclusive, but only if—
(aa) the employee is paid at the rate of time
and one quarter for ordinary hours
worked on Saturdays up to 12.00 noon;
(bb) the ordinary hours of the aforesaid
majority may include work on Saturdays; and
(cc) the business of that establishment is
carried on on Saturdays.
(ii) Notwithstanding the provisions of this award
contained elsewhere than in this paragraph,
when New Year’s Day, Anzac Day, Christmas
Day or Boxing Day falls on a Saturday an
employee who does not work on that Saturday is nevertheless entitled to be paid for each
of the two weeks preceding that Saturday the
ordinary weekly wage and the starting and/or
finishing time on any day or days in those two
weeks may be varied by the employer so that
the ordinary hours usually worked by an employee between Monday and Friday (both
inclusive) may be increased in each of those
weeks by the ordinary hours usually worked
by that employee on Saturday.
This paragraph does not apply to a casual employee.
(i) In the week commencing on the Monday immediately preceding Good Friday, the ordinary
working hours of any employee employed by
an employer who is bound by an Award applying to Shop Assistants in the area in which
the business is carried on, shall be increased
on each of the days Monday to Thursday inclusive by 1/5th of the ordinary hours usually
worked by that employee on the Saturday following Good Friday.
(2) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply only to employees engaged on continuous shift work.
(b) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (3) and (4) of
this clause the ordinary hours of continuous shift employees shall average 38 per week (inclusive of crib
time) and shall not exceed 152 hours in twenty-eight
consecutive days.
Provided that, where the employer and the majority
of employees concerned agree, a roster system may
operate on the basis that the weekly average of 38
ordinary hours is achieved over a period which exceeds 28 consecutive days.
(c) The ordinary hours of work prescribed herein shall
not exceed 10 hours on any day. Provided that in any
arrangement of ordinary working hours where the
ordinary working hours are to exceed eight hours on
any day, the arrangement of hours shall be subject to
the agreement of the employer and the majority of
employees in the plant or section or sections
thereof—
(i) by agreement between the employer, union or
unions concerned and the majority of employees in the plant, section or sections concerned,
ordinary hours, not exceeding 12 on any day,
may be worked subject to—
(aa) the employer and the employees being
guided by the Occupational Health and
Safety Provisions of the ACTU Code
of Conduct on 12-hour shifts (as exhibited in the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission on 11
April 1990);
(bb) proper health monitoring procedures
being introduced;
(cc) suitable roster arrangements being
made; and

(3) (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)
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(dd) proper supervision being provided.
(ii) Subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (i)
and (ii) hereof, 12 hour shifts may be worked
provided the employer has given the relevant
union or unions concerned notice in writing
that such shifts are to be worked.
Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this subclause
the method of implementation of the 38 hour week
may be any one of the following—
(i) by employees working less than 8 ordinary
hours each day; or
(ii) by employees working less than 8 ordinary
hours on one or more days each week; or
(iii) by fixing one day of ordinary working hours
on which all employees will be off duty during a particular work cycle; or
(iv) by rostering employees off duty on various
days of the week during a particular work cycle so that each employee has one day of
ordinary working hours off duty during that
cycle.
(v) Except in the case of continuous shift employees where the ordinary hours of work are
worked within an arrangement as provided in
placitum (iii) or (iv) of this paragraph, any day
off duty shall be arranged so that it does not
coincide with a holiday prescribed in subclause
(1) of Clause 21.—Holidays and Annual Leave
of this Award.
In each plant, an assessment should be made as to
which method of implementation best suits the business and the proposal shall be discussed with the
employees concerned, the objective being to reach
agreement on the method of implementation prior to
May 17 1982.
In the absence of an agreement at plant level, the
procedure for resolving special, anomalous or extraordinary problems shall be as follows—
(i) Consultation shall take place within the particular establishment concerned.
(ii) If it is unable to be resolved at establishment
level, the matter shall be referred to the State
Secretary of the union concerned or deputy, at
which level a conference of the parties shall
be convened without delay.
(iii) In the absence of agreement either party may
refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
Different methods of implementation of a 38 hour
week may apply to various groups or sections of employees in the plant or establishment concerned.
Notice of Days Off
Except as provided in paragraphs (f) and (g) of this
subclause in cases where, by virture of the arrangement of ordinary hours an employee, in accordance
with placitum (iii) and (iv) of paragraph (a) of this
subclause, is entitled to a day off duty during the
work cycle, then such employee shall be advised by
the employer at least four weeks in advance of the
day to be taken off duty provided that a lesser period
of notice may be agreed by the employer and the
majority of employees in the plant or section or sections concerned.
(i) An employer, with the agreement of the majority of employees concerned, may substitute
the day an employee is to take off in accordance with placita (iii) and (iv) of subclause (3)
hereof, for another day in the case of a breakdown in machinery or a failure or shortage of
electric power or to meet the requirements of
the business in the event of rush orders or some
other emergency situation.
(ii) An employer and employee may by agreement
substitute the day the employee is to take off
for another day.
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(g) Flexibility in relation to rostered days off.
Notwithstanding any other provision in this clause,
where the hours of work of an establishment, plant
or section are organised in accordance with placitum (iii) and (iv) of paragraph (a) of this subclause
an employer, the union or unions concerned and the
majority of employees in the establishment, plant,
section or sections concerned may agree to accrue
up to a maximum of five (5) rostered days off in
special circumstances such as where there are regular and substantial fluctuations in production
requirements in any year.
Where such agreement has been reached the accrued
rostered days off must be taken within 12 months
from the date of agreement and each 12 months thereafter.
It is understood between the parties that the involvement of the union or unions concerned would be
necessary in cases where it or they have members in
the plants concerned and not non-union establishments.
(4) (a) Procedures shall be established for in-plant discussions, the objective being to agree on the method of
implementing a 38-hour week in accordance with
this Clause and shall entail an objective review of
current practices to establish where improvements
can be made and implemented.
(b) The procedures should allow for in-plant discussions
to continue even though all matters may not be resolved by May 17 1982.
(c) The procedures should make suggestions as to the
recording of understandings reached and methods of
communicating agreements and understandings to all
employees, including the overcoming of language
difficulties.
(d) The procedures should allow for the monitoring of
agreements and understandings reached in-plant.
(e) In cases where agreement cannot be reached in-plant
in the first instance or where problems arise after
initial agreements or understandings have been
achieved in-plant, a formal monitoring procedure
shall apply. The basic steps in this procedure shall
be as applies with respect to special, anomalous or
extraordinary problems as prescribed in paragraph
(c) of subclause (3) of this clause.
12.—OVERTIME
(1) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply to all employees other than those engaged on continuous shift work.
(b) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, all work
done beyond the ordinary working hours on any day,
Monday to Friday, inclusive, shall be paid for at the
rate of time and one half for the first two hours and
double time thereafter.
For the purposes of this subclause, ordinary hours
shall mean the hours of work fixed in an establishment in accordance with Clause 11.—Hours.
(c)
(i) Work done on Saturdays after 12.00 noon or
on Sundays shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(ii) Work done on any day prescribed as a holiday
under this award shall be paid for at the rate of
double time and a half.
(d) Work done on Saturdays prior to 12.00 noon shall be
paid for at the rate of time and one half for the first
two hours and double time thereafter but this paragraph does not apply in a case to which paragraph
(d) or (h) of subclause (1) of Clause 11.—Hours applies.
(e) In computing overtime each day shall stand alone
but when an employee works overtime which continues beyond midnight on any day, the time worked
after midnight shall be deemed to be part of the previous day’s work for the purpose of this subclause.
(2) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply only to employees engaged on continuous shift work.
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(b) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) of this
subclause all time worked in excess of or outside the
ordinary working hours, or on a shift other than a
rostered shift, shall be paid for at the rate of double
time, except where an employee is called upon to
work a sixth shift in not more than one week in any
four weeks, when the employee shall be paid for such
shift at time and a half for the first four hours and
double time thereafter.
For the purposes of this subclause, ordinary hours
shall mean the hours of work fixed in an establishment in accordance with subclauses (3) and (4) of
Clause 11.—Hours.
(c) Time worked in excess of the ordinary working hours
shall be paid for at ordinary rates—
(i) if it is due to private arrangements between
the employees themselves; or
(ii) if it does not exceed two hours and is due to a
relieving employee not coming on duty at the
proper time; or
(iii) if it is for the purpose of effecting the customary rotation of shifts.
(3) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply to all employees.
(b) Except in the case of shifts to which Clause 13.—
Shift Work of this award applies overtime on shift
work shall be based on the rate payable for shift
work.
(c)
(i) When overtime work is necessary it shall,
wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that an employee has at least ten
consecutive hours off duty between the work
of successive days.
(ii) An employee (other than a casual employee)
who works so much overtime between the termination of the employee’s ordinary work on
one day and the commencement of the employee’s ordinary work on the next day that
the employee has not had at least ten consecutive hours off duty between those times shall,
subject to this paragraph, be released after
completion of such overtime until the employee has had ten consecutive hours off duty
without loss of pay for ordinary working time
occurring during such absence.
(iii) If, on the instructions of the employer, such
an employee resumes or continues work without having had such ten consecutive hours off
duty, the employee shall be paid at double rates
until released from duty and shall then be entitled to be absent for such period of ten
consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay
for ordinary working time occurring during
such absence.
(iv) Where an employee (other than a casual employee or an employee engaged on continuous
shift work) is called into work on a Sunday or
holiday prescribed under this award preceding an ordinary working day, the employee
shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be
given ten consecutive hours off duty before
the employee’s usual starting time on the next
day. If this is not practicable, then the provisions of placita (ii) and (iii) of this paragraph
shall apply mutatis mutandis.
(v) The provisions of this paragraph shall apply
in the case of shift employees who rotate from
one shift to another, as if eight hours were substituted for ten hours when overtime is
worked—
(aa) for the purpose of changing shift rosters; or
(bb) where a shift employee does not report
for duty; or
(cc) where a shift is worked by arrangement
between the employees themselves.
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(vi) Overtime worked as a result of a recall shall
not be regarded as overtime for the purpose of
this paragraph when the actual time worked is
less than three hours on such recall or on each
of such recalls.
(d) When an employee is recalled to work after leaving
the job—
(i) the employee shall be paid for at least three
hours at overtime rates;
(ii) time reasonably spent in getting to and from
work shall be counted as time worked.
(e) When an employee is instructed by the employer to
hold in readiness at the employee’s place of residence
or other agreed place of residence for a call to work
after ordinary hours, the employee shall be paid at
ordinary rates for the time the employee so holds in
readiness.
(f) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (g) of this
subclause, an employee required to work overtime
for more than two hours shall be supplied with a meal
by the employer or be paid $6.50 for a meal and if,
owing to the amount of overtime worked, a second
or subsequent meal is required, the employee shall
be supplied with each such meal by the employer or
be paid $4.40 for each meal so required.
(g) The provisions of paragraph (f) of this subclause do
not apply—
(i) in respect of any period of overtime for which
the employee has been notified of the requirement on the previous day or earlier.
(ii) to any employee who lives in the locality in
which the place of work is situated in respect
of any meal for which the employee can reasonably go home.
(h) If an employee to whom placita (i) of paragraph (g)
of this subclause applies has, as a consequence of
the notification referred to in that paragraph, provided a meal or meals and is not required to work
overtime or is required to work less overtime than
the period notified, the employee shall be paid, for
each meal provided and not required, the appropriate amount prescribed in paragraph (f) of this
subclause.
(i)
(i) An employer may require any employee to
work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and
such employee shall work overtime in accordance with such requirement.
The assignment of overtime by an employer
to an employee shall be based on specific work
requirements and the practice of “one in, all
in” overtime shall not apply.
(ii) No union or association party to this award,
or employee or employees covered by this
award, shall in any way, whether directly or
indirectly, be a party to or concerned in any
ban, limitation, or restriction upon the working of overtime in accordance with the
requirements of this subclause.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not operate so as to require
payment of more than double time rates, or double time and a
half on a holiday prescribed under this award, for any work except and to the extent that the provisions of Clause 16.—Special
Rates and Provisions of this award apply to that work.
13.—SHIFT WORK
(1) The provisions of this clause apply to shift work whether
continuous or otherwise.
(2) (a) Shifts may be worked on construction work provided
the employer has given the union notice of the intention to work shifts and the intended starting and
finishing times of ordinary hours of the respective
shifts.
(b) An employee may work the establishment on shifts
on other than construction work but before doing so
shall give notice of the intention to the union or unions concerned and of the intended starting and
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finishing times of ordinary working hours of the respective shifts.
(3) (a) Where any particular process is carried out on shifts
other than day shift, and less than five consecutive
afternoon or five consecutive night shifts are worked
on that process, then employees employed on such
afternoon or night shifts shall be paid at overtime
rates.
Provided that where the ordinary hours of work normally worked in an establishment are worked on less
than five days then the provisions of paragraph (a)
shall be as if four consecutive shifts were substituted
for five consecutive shifts.
(b) The sequence of work shall not be deemed to be broken under the preceding paragraph by reason of the
fact that work on the process is not carried out on a
Saturday or Sunday or any other day that the employer observes a shut down for the purpose of
allowing a 38 hour week or on any holiday.
(4) Where a shift commences at or after 11.00 p.m. on any
day, the whole of that shift shall be deemed, for the purposes
of this award, to have been worked on the following day.
(5) Where shift work is worked on construction work or by
the contractor on commissioning tests for new plant—
(a) the first night shift in ordinary hours in any week
shall not commence before Monday night; and
(b) the ordinary hours on each shift shall include crib
time not exceeding twenty minutes which shall be
taken in relays so as not to cause a stoppage of operations and at times convenient to the employer.
(6) (a) A shift worker engaged on construction work or on
commissioning tests for new plant shall, in addition
to his/her ordinary rate, be paid per shift of eight
hours, a loading of twenty-five per cent for night shift.
(b) In any other case a shift worker when on afternoon
or night shift shall be paid, for such shift fifteen per
cent more than his/her ordinary rate prescribed by
this award.
(c) All work performed on a rostered shift, when the
major portion of such shift falls on a Saturday, Sunday or a holiday, shall be paid for as follows—
Saturday— at the rate of time and one half
Sunday — at the rate of time and three quarters
Holidays— at the rate of double time.
(d) These rates shall be paid in lieu of the shift allowances prescribed in this subclause.
(7) Where shifts are worked on construction work or on commissioning tests for new plant the day and night shifts may
change weekly where there is agreement between the parties.
(8) A continuous shift employee who is not required to work
on a holiday which falls on the employee’s rostered day off
shall be allowed a day’s leave with pay to be added to annual
leave or taken at some other time if the employee so agrees.
14.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) Each employee shall be paid the appropriate rate shown
in Clause 29.—Wages of this award. Subject to subclause (2)
of this clause payment shall be pro rata where less than the
full week is worked.
(2) From the date that a 38-hour week system is implemented
by an employer wages shall be paid as follows—
(a) Actual 38 ordinary hours
In the case of an employee whose ordinary hours of
work are arranged in accordance with placitum (i) or
(ii) of paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of Clause 11.—
Hours of this award so that the employee works 38
ordinary hours each week, wages shall be paid weekly
or fortnightly according to the actual ordinary hours
worked each week or fortnight.
(b) Average of 38 ordinary hours
Subject to subclauses (3) and (4) hereof, in the case
of an employee whose ordinary hours of work are
arranged in accordance with placitum (iii) or (iv) of
paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of Clause 11.—Hours
of this award, so that the employee works an
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average of 38 ordinary hours each week during a particular work cycle, wages shall be paid weekly or
fortnightly according to a weekly average of ordinary hours worked even though more or less than 38
ordinary hours may be worked in any particular week
of the work cycle.
SPECIAL NOTE—Explanation of Averaging System
As provided in paragraph (b) of this subclause an employee whose ordinary hours may be more or less than 38
in any particular week of a work cycle, is to be paid the
wage on the basis of an average of 38 ordinary hours so
as to avoid fluctuating wage payments each week. An
explanation of the averaging system of paying wages is
set out below—
(i) Clause 11.—Hours in subclause (3) paragraph
(a) placitum (iii) and (iv) provides that in implementing a 38-hour week the ordinary hours
of an employee may be arranged so that the
employee is entitled to a day off, on a fixed
day or rostered day basis, during each work
cycle. It is in these circumstances that the averaging system would apply.
(ii) If the 38 hour week is to be implemented so as
to give an employee a day off in each work
cycle this would be achieved if, during a work
cycle of 28 consecutive days (that is, over four
consecutive weeks) the employee’s ordinary
hours were arranged on the basis that for three
of the four weeks the employee worked 40
ordinary hours each week and in the fourth
week worked 32 ordinary hours. That is, the
employee would work for 8 ordinary hours
each day, Monday to Friday inclusive for three
weeks and 8 ordinary hours on four days only
in the fourth week—a total of 19 days during
the work cycle.
(iii) In such a case the averaging system applies
and the weekly wage rates for ordinary hours
of work applicable to the employee shall be
the average weekly wage rates set out for the
employee’s classification in Clause 29.—
Wages of this award, and shall be paid each
week even though more or less than 38 ordinary hours are worked that week.
In effect, under the averaging system,the employee accrues a “credit” each day the
employee works actual ordinary hours in excess of the daily average which would
otherwise be 7 hours 36 minutes. This “credit”
is carried forward so that in the week of the
cycle that the employee works on only four
days, the actual pay would be for an average
of 38 ordinary hours even though, that week,
the employee works a total of 32 ordinary
hours.
Consequently, for each day an employee works
8 ordinary hours the employee accrues a
“credit” of 24 minutes (0.4) hours. The maximum “credit” the employee may accrue under
this system is 0.4 hours on 19 days; that is, a
total of 7 hours 36 minutes.
(iv) As provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee will not accrue a “credit” for each
day the employee is absent from duty other
than on annual leave, long service leave, holidays prescribed under this award, paid sick
leave, workers’ compensation or bereavement
leave.
(3) Absences from Duty
(a) An employee whose ordinary hours are arranged in
accordance with placitum (iii) or (iv) of paragraph
(a) of subclause (3) of Clause 11.—Hours of this
award and who is paid wages in accordance with
paragraph (a) of subclause (2) hereof and is absent
from duty (other than on annual leave, long service
leave, holidays prescribed under this award, paid sick
leave, workers’ compensation or bereavement leave)
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shall, for each day the employee is so absent, lose
average pay for that day calculated by dividing the
employee’s average weekly wage rate by 5.
An employee who is so absent from duty for part of
a day shall lose average pay for each hour the employee is absent by dividing the employee’s average
daily pay rate by 8.
(b) Provided when such an employee is absent from duty
for a whole day the employee will not accrue a
“credit” because the employee would not have
worked ordinary hours that day in excess of 7 hours
36 minutes for which the employee would otherwise
have been paid. Consequently, during the week of
the work cycle the employee is to work less than 38
ordinary hours the employee will not be entitled to
average pay for that week. In that week, the average
pay will be reduced by the amount of the “credit”
the employee does not accrue for each whole day
during the work cycle the employee is absent.
The amount by which an employee’s average weekly
pay will be reduced when the employee is absent
from duty (other than on annual leave, long service
leave, holidays prescribed under this award, paid sick
leave, workers’ compensation or bereavement leave)
is to be calculated as follows—
Total of “credits” not accrued during cycle x average weekly pay

38
Examples
(An employee’s ordinary hours are arranged so that
the employee works 8 ordinary hours on five days of
each week for 3 weeks and 8 ordinary hours on four
days of the fourth week)
1. Employee takes one day off without authorisation in
first week of cycle.
Week of Cycle
Payment
1st week
=
average weekly pay
less one day’s pay
(i.e. 1/5th)
2nd and 3rd =
average weekly pay
weeks
each week
4th week
=
average pay
less credit not accrued on day of absence
=
average pay less 0.4 hours x
average weekly pay
38
2. Employee takes each of the 4 days off without authorisation in the 4th week.
Week of Cycle
Payment
1st, 2nd and =
average pay each
3rd week
week
4th week
=
average pay less 4/5ths of
average pay for the four days
absent less total of credits not
accrued that week
=
1/5th average pay less 4 x 0.4 hours x
average weekly pay
38
=
1/5th average pay less 1.6 hours x
average weekly pay
38
(4) Alternative Method of Payment
An alternative method of paying wages to that prescribed
by subclause (2) and (3) of this clause may be agreed between
the employer and the majority of the employees concerned.
(5) Day Off Coinciding with Pay Day
In the event that an employee, by virtue of the arrangement
of the employee’s ordinary working hours, is to take a day off
duty on a day which coincides with pay day, such employee
shall be paid no later than the working day immediately following pay day. Provided that, where the employer is able to
make suitable arrangements, wages may be paid on the working day preceding pay day.
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(6) Payment by cheque or electronic fund transfer.
Where an employee and the employer agree, the employee’s
wages may be paid by cheque or direct transfer into the employee’s bank (or other recognised financial institution)
account. Notwithstanding this provision, if the employer and
the majority of employees agree, all employees may be paid
their wages by cheque or direct transfer into an employee’s
bank (or other recognised financial institution) account.
(7) Termination of Employment
An employee who lawfully leaves the employment or is dismissed for reasons other than misconduct shall be paid all
monies due at the termination of service with the employer.
Provided that in the case of an employee whose ordinary
hours are arranged in accordance with placitum (iii) or (iv) of
paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of Clause 11.—Hours of this
award and who is paid average pay and who has not taken the
day off due to the employee during the work cycle in which
the employment is terminated, the wages due to that employee
shall include a total of credits accrued during the work cycle
as detailed in the Special Note following paragraph (b) of
subclause (2) of this clause.
Provided further, where the employee has taken a day off
during the work cycle in which the employment is terminated,
the wages due to that employee shall be reduced by the total of
credits which have not accrued during the work cycle.
(8) Details of Payments to be Given
Where an employee requests the employer to state in writing with respect to each week’s wages the amount of wages to
which the employee is entitled, the amount of deductions made
therefrom, the net amount being paid, and the number of hours
worked, the employer shall do so not less than two hours before the employee is paid.
(9) Calculation of Hourly Rate
Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause the ordinary rate per hour shall be calculated by dividing the
appropriate weekly rate by 38.
15.—TIME AND WAGES RECORD
(1) Each employer shall keep a time and wages book showing the name of each worker, the nature of his/her work, the
hours worked each day, and the wages and allowances paid
each week. Any system of automatic recording by means of
machines shall be deemed to comply with this provision to the
extent of the information recorded.
(2) The time and wages record shall be open for inspection
by a duly accredited official of the union during the usual office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient place,
and the official shall be allowed to take extracts therefrom.
The employer’s works shall be deemed to be a convenient
place for the purpose of this subclause but if for any reason the record is not available at the works when the official
calls to inspect it, it shall be made available for inspection
within 24 hours either at the employer’s office or at the works.
(3) Before exercising a power of inspection the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours to
the employer.
16.—SPECIAL RATES AND PROVISIONS
(1) (a) Where obnoxious or unusually dirty or extreme confined space conditions are encountered on
construction work attributable to sources other than
normal construction work disabilites, the Board of
Reference may be convened to investigate the specific complaint.
(b) The Board of Reference shall determine the remedial measures required and/or award a disability
allowance if deemed necessary in the circumstances.
(2) (a) The employer shall, where practicable, provide a
waterproof and secure place on each job for the safe
keeping of an employee’s tools when not in use and
the employees working clothes and where an employee is absent from work because of illness or
accident and has advised the employer to that effect
in accordance with the provisions of clause 22.—
Absence Through Sickness of this award the
employer shall ensure that the employee’s tools and
working clothes are securely stored during his/her
absence.
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(b) Subject to paragraph (c) hereof where the employee’s working clothes are lost by fire or breaking and
entering whilst securely stored in the place provided
by the employer under paragraph (a) hereof the employer shall reimburse the worker for that loss but
only up to a maximum of $86.70.
(c) The provisions of paragraph (b) hereof shall only
apply with respect to working clothes used by an
employee in the course of his/her employment at least
twenty four hours before being lost by fire or theft
and if the worker has set out details of such loss in a
list furnished to the employer and has reported any
theft to the police.
(3) Protective Equipment—
(a) An employer shall have available a sufficient supply
of protective equipment (as, for example, goggles—
including anti-flash goggles, glasses, gloves, mitts,
aprons, sleeves, leggings, gum boots, ear protectors,
helmets, or other efficient substitutes thereof) for use
by his/her employees when engaged on work for which
some protective equipment is reasonably necessary.
(b) An employee shall sign an acknowledgement when
he/she receives any article of protective equipment
and shall return that article to the employer when he/
she has finished using it or on leaving his/her employment.
(c) An employee to whom an article or protective equipment has been issued shall not lend that article to
another worker and if he/she does both he/she and
the other worker shall be deemed guilty of wilful
misconduct.
(d) An article of protective equipment which has been
used by an employee shall not be issued by the employer to another employee until it has been
effectively sterilised but this paragraph only applies
where sterilisation of the article is practicable and is
reasonably necessary.
(e) Adequate safety gear (including insulating gloves,
mats and/or shields where necessary) shall be provided by employers for employees required to work
on live electrical equipment.
17.—CAR ALLOWANCE
(1) Where an employee is required and authorised to use
his/her own motor vehicle in the course of his/her duties, he/
she shall be paid an allowance not less than that provided for
in the table set out hereunder. Notwithstanding anything contained in this subclause, the employer and the employee may
make any other arrangement as to car allowance, not less favourable to the worker.
(2) Where an employee in the course of a journey travels
through two or more of the separate areas, payment at the rates
prescribed herein shall be made at the appropriate rate applicable to each of the separate areas traversed.
(3) A year for the purpose of this clause shall commence on
the 1st day of July and end on the 30th day of June next following.
RATES OF HIRE FOR USE OF EMPLOYEE’S
OWN VEHICLE ON EMPLOYER’S BUSINESS
MOTOR CAR
Engine Displacement
(in Cubic Centimetres)
Rate (cents) per kilometre
Area and Details
Distance Travelled Each
Year on Employer’s Business
Metropolitan Area
South West Land Division
North of 23.5° South Latitude
Rest of the State
Motor Cycle (in all areas)

Over
2600cc
51.6
52.8
58.0
54.6

1600cc
-2600cc

46.2
47.4
52.2
48.9
17.8c per kilometre

Over
1600cc
& Under
40.2
41.2
45.4
42.5

(4) “Metropolitan Area” means that area within a radius of
50 kilometres from the Perth Railway Station.
“South West Land Division” means the South West Land
Division as defined by Section 28 of the Land Act 1933-1971,
excluding the area contained within the Metropolitan Area.
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18.—ALLOWANCE FOR TRAVELLING AND
EMPLOYMENT IN CONSTRUCTION WORK
(1) (a) An employee, who, on any day, or from day to day is
required to work at a job away from his/her accustomed workshop or depot shall, at the direction of
his/her employer, present himself/herself for work
at such job at the usual starting time.
(b) An employee to whom paragraph (a) of this subclause
applies shall be paid at ordinary rates for time spent in
travelling between the home and the job and shall be
reimbursed for any fares incurred in such travelling,
but only to the extent that the time so spent and the
fares so incurred exceed the time normally spent and
the fares normally incurred in travellling between his/
her home and his/her accustomed workshop or depot.
(c) An employee who with the approval of his/her employer uses his/her own means of transport for
travelling to or from outside jobs shall be paid the
amount of excess fares and travelling time which he/
she would have incurred in using public transport
unless he/she has an arrangement with his/her employer for a regular allowance.
(2) An employee to whom subclause (1) of this clause does
not apply and who is engaged on construction work and who,
on any day, is required by the employer to report directly to
the job shall be paid an allowance in accordance with the provisions of this subclause to compensate for travel patterns and
costs peculiar to the industry, which includes mobility requirements of employees and the nature of employment in the
construction work covered by this award.
(a) On places within a radius of 50 kilometres from the
General Post Office, Perth—$11.00 per day.
(b) For each additional kilometre to a radius of 60 kilometres from the General Post Office, Perth—58 cents
per kilometre.
(c) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (d) hereof,
work performed at places beyond a 60 kilometre radius from the General Post Office, Perth shall be
deemed to be distant work unless the employer and
the employees, with the consent of the Union, agree
in any particular case that the travelling allowance
for such work shall be paid under this clause, in which
case an additional allowance of 58 cents per kilometre shall be paid for each kilometre in excess of the
60 kilometre radius.
(d) In respect to work carried out from an employer’s
depot situated outside a radius of 60 kilometres from
the General Post Office, Perth, the main Post Office
in the town in which such depot is situated shall be
the centre for the purpose of calculating the allowance to be paid.
(e) Where transport to and from the job is supplied by the
employer from and to his/her depot or such other place
more convenient to the employee as is mutually agreed
upon between the employer and the employee, half
the above rates shall be paid; provided that the conveyance used for such transport is equipped with
suitable seating and weather proof covering.
(3) For travelling during working hours from and to the employer’s place of business or from one job to another, an
employee shall be paid by the employer at ordinary rates. The
employer shall pay all fares and reasonable expenses in connection with such travelling.
(4) Where Clause 19.—Distant Work of this award applies
to the majority of the employees employed under this award
on any construction site the provisions of this clause do not
apply but the provisions of subclause (7) of the said clause 19
shall be applied to each worker as if he/she were supplied with
board and lodging.
19.—DISTANT WORK
(1) Where an employee is engaged or selected or advised by
an employer to proceed to construction work at such a distance that he/she cannot return to his/her home each night and
the worker does so, the employer shall provide the worker
with suitable board and lodging or shall pay the expenses reasonably incurred by the worker for board and lodging.
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(2) The provisions of subclause (1) of this clause do not
apply with respect to any period during which the worker is
absent from work without reasonable excuse and in such a
case, where the board and lodging is supplied by the employer,
he/she may deduct from moneys owing or which may become
owing to the worker an amount equivalent to the value of that
board and lodging for the period of the absence.
(3) Subject to the provisions of subclause (5) of this clause—
(a) the employer shall pay all reasonable expenses including fares, transport of tools, meals and if
necessary, suitable overnight accommodation incurred by an employee or person engaged who is
directed by his/her employer to proceed to the locality of the site and who complies with such direction.
(b) the worker shall be paid at ordinary rate of payment
for the time up to a maximum of eight hours in any
one day incurred in travelling pursuant to the employer’s direction.
(4) Where an employee who, after one month of employment with an employer, leaves his/her employment, or whose
employment is terminated by his/her employer “except for
incompetency, within one working week of his/her commencing work on the job or for misconduct” and in either instance
subject to the provisions of clause 7.—Contract of Service of
this award returns to the place from whence he/she first proceeded to the locality, or to a place less distant than or
equidistant to the place whence he/she first proceeded, the
employer shall pay all expenses—including fares, transport of
tools, meals and, if necessary, suitable overnight accommodation—incurred by the worker in so returning. Provided that
the employer shall in no case be liable to pay a greater amount
under this subclause than he/she would have paid if the worker
had returned to the locality from which he/she first proceeded
to the job.
(5) On work north of the 26th parallel of South Latitude the
following provisions apply—
(a) The employer may deduct the amount of the forward
fare from the worker’s first or later wages but the
amount so deducted shall be refunded to the worker
if he/she continues to work for three months, or, if
the work ceases sooner, for so long as the work continues.
(b) If the worker continues to work for the employer for
at least six months or if the work ceases sooner, for
so long as the work continues, the employer shall,
on termination of the worker’s engagement, pay the
fare of the worker back from the place of work to the
place of engagement if the worker so desires.
(6) An employee, to whom the provisions of subclause (1)
of this clause apply, shall be paid an allowance of $22.40 for
any week-end the employee returns home from the job, but
only if—
(a) the employee advises the employer or the employer’s agent of such intention not later than the Tuesday
immediately preceding the week-end in which the
employee so returns;
(b) the employee is not required for work during that
week-end;
(c) the employee returns to the job on the first working
day following the week-end; and
(d) the employer does not provide, or offer to provide,
suitable transport.
(7) Where an employee, supplied with board and lodging by
the employer, is required to live more than 800 metres from
the job, the employee shall be provided with suitable transport
to and from that job or be paid an allowance of $9.90 per day,
provided that where the time actually spent in travelling either
to or from the job exceeds 20 minutes, that excess time shall
be paid for at ordinary rates, whether or not suitable transport
is supplied by the employer.
(8) Notwithstanding any other provisions contained in this
clause and in lieu of any such provisions the following conditions shall apply to an employee who is engaged or selected or
advised by an employer to proceed to construction work at
such distance that he/she cannot return to his/her home each
night and where such construction work is located north of the
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26th parallel of south latitude or in any other area to which air
transport is the only practicable means of travel—
(a) An employee may return to his/her home or to Perth
or to any other place at a weekend to be mutually agreed
upon between the worker and his/her employer—
(i) After four continuous months service with his/
her employer; and in addition to the weekend
the worker shall be entitled to two days leave
on ordinary pay subject to the provisions of
paragraph (b)hereof, and
(ii) After each further period of four months continuous service with his/her employer; and in
addition to the weekend, the worker shall be
entitled to two days leave, one of which days
shall be on ordinary pay subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) hereof.
(b) Where an employee returns home or to Perth or any
other place in accordance with the provisions of this
subclause and returns to the job and commences work
at the time arranged with his/her employer, on the
first working day for that worker immediately following the period of leave referred to in paragraph
(a) hereof, that worker shall be paid at the completion of the first pay period commencing on or after
the day upon which the worker returns to work from
the leave taken pursuant to paragraph (a) hereof the
ordinary pay for that period of leave and the actual
cost of air fares incurred in travelling home or to
Perth or to any other place and to the job which in no
case shall exceed the cost of an economy air fare
from the job to Perth and return.
(c) The entitlement to leave and travelling accruing to an
employee pursuant to subclause (a) hereof may be
availed of as soon as reasonably practicable after it
becomes due and if it is not availed of within one month
after it so becomes due the entitlement shall lapse.
(9) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work except time for which he/she is entitled to claim payment pursuant to clause 22.—Absence Through Sickness of
this award or time spent on holidays pursuant to subclause (1)
of clause 21.—Holidays and Annual Leave of this award shall
not count for determining his/her rights to travel and leave
under the provisions of subclause (8) of this clause.
(10) The provisions of subclause (1), (2), (3), (6) and (7) of
this clause shall be deemed to apply to an employee who is in
the regular employment of an employer and who is sent by
his/her employer to distant work (whether construction work
or not) but the provisions of subclause (4) of this clause do not
apply to such an employee .
20.—LOCATION ALLOWANCES
Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to the
rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an employee
shall be paid the following weekly allowances when employed
in the towns prescribed hereunder. Provided that where the
wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly allowances.
TOWN
PER WEEK
$
Agnew
15.20
Argyle
39.50
Balladonia
15.00
Barrow Island
25.70
Boulder
6.20
Broome
24.20
Bullfinch
7.20
Carnarvon
12.30
Cockatoo Island
26.60
Coolgardie
6.20
Cue
15.50
Dampier
20.90
Denham
12.30
Derby
25.10
Esperance
4.60
Eucla
16.90
Exmouth
21.70
Fitzroy Crossing
30.30
Goldsworthy
13.80

TOWN
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PER WEEK
$
Halls Creek
34.60
Kalbarri
5.10
Kalgoorlie
6.20
Kambalda
6.20
Karratha
24.80
Koolan Island
26.60
Koolyanobbing
7.20
Kununurra
39.50
Laverton
15.40
Learmonth
21.70
Leinster
15.20
Leonora
15.40
Madura
16.00
Marble Bar
37.70
Meekatharra
13.30
Mt Magnet
16.50
Mundrabilla
16.50
Newman
14.50
Norseman
12.90
Nullagine
37.60
Onslow
25.70
Pannawonica
19.60
Paraburdoo
19.40
Port Hedland
20.80
Ravensthorpe
8.10
Roeboume
28.50
Sandstone
15.20
Shark Bay
12.30
Shay Gap
13.80
Southern Cross
7.20
Telfer
35.00
Teutonic Bore
15.20
Tom Price
19.40
Whim Creek
24.60
Wickham
24.00
Wiluna
15.50
Wittenoom
33.40
Wyndham
37.30
(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has—
(a) a dependent shall be paid double the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(b) a partial dependent shall be paid the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependent is receiving by way of a district or
location allowance.
(3) Where an employee—
(a) is provided with board and lodging by his/her employer, free of charge;
or
(b) is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and
lodging by virtue of the award or an Order or Agreement made pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid 662/3 per cent of the allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of paragraph (b) of this subclause shall have
effect on and from the 24th day of July, 1990.
(4) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior employees,
casual employees, part time employees, apprentices receiving
less than adult rate and employees employed for less than a full
week shall receive that proportion of the location allowance as
equates with the proportion that their wage for ordinary hours
that week is to the adult rate for the work performed.
(5) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the period
of such leave the location allowance to which he/she would
ordinarily be entitled.
(6) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she shall
only be paid location allowance for the period of such leave
he/she remains in the location in which he/she is employed.
(7) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Dependant” shall mean—
(i) a spouse or defacto spouse; or
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(ii) a child where there is no spouse or defacto
spouse;

(8) Where an employee is employed in a town or location
not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount as
may be agreed between Australian Mines and Metals Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western
Australia and the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be determined by the
Commission.
(9) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant to
s.50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the first pay
period commencing on or after the 1st day in July of each year
in accordance with the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing), for Perth measured to
the end of the immediately preceding March quarter, the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten cents.

who does not receive a location allowance or
who, if in receipt of a salary or wage package,
receives no consideration for which the location
allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions
of this clause.
(b) “Partial Dependant” shall mean a “dependent” as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause who
receives a location allowance which is less than the
location allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this
clause or who, if in receipt of a salary or wage package, receives less than a full consideration for which
the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this clause.

Maximum Allowance
Location
Agnew
Argyle
Balladonia
Barrow Island
Boulder
Broome
Bullfinch
Carnarvon
Cockatoo Island
Coolgardie
Cue
Dampier
Denham
Derby
Esperance
Eucla
Exmouth
Fitzroy Crossing
Goldsworthy
Halls Creek
Kalbarri
Kalgoorlie
Kambalda
Karratha
Koolan Island
Koolyanobbing
Kununurra
Laverton
Learmonth
Leinster
Leonora
Madura
Marble Bar
Meekatharra
Mount Magnet
Mundrabilla
Newman
Norseman
Nullagine
Onslow
Pannawonica
Paraburdoo
Port Hedland
Ravensthorpe
Roebourne
Sandstone
Shark Bay
Shay Gap
Southern Cross
Telfer
Teutonic Bore
Tom Price
Whim Creek
Wickham
Wiluna
Wittenoom
Wyndham
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LOCATION ALLOWANCES—July 1998
PRICES
ISOLATION
CLIMATE
Index No.
Prices
Index No. Isolation Index No. Climate
100
$64.8
100
$10.00
100
$5.00
35
100
40
65
16
58
16
30
63
16
37
51
30
60
9
40
55
74
26
88
14
16
16
63
63
16
100
37
55
35
37
40
100
32
41
40
34
34
100
65
47
47
51
18
73
35
30
26
16
90
35
47
62
59
35
88
92

$ 22.7
$ 64.8
$ 25.9
$ 42.1
$ 10.4
$ 37.6
$ 10.4
$ 19.4
$ 40.8
$ 10.4
$ 24.0
$ 33.0
$ 19.4
$ 38.9
$ 5.8
$ 25.9
$ 35.7
$ 47.9
$ 16.8
$ 57.0
$ 9.1
$ 10.4
$ 10.4
$ 40.8
$ 40.8
$ 10.4
$ 64.8
$ 24.0
$ 35.7
$ 22.7
$ 24.0
$ 25.9
$ 64.8
$ 20.7
$ 26.6
$ 25.9
$ 22.10
$ 22.10
$ 64.8
$ 42.1
$ 30.4
$ 30.4
$ 33.0
$ 11.7
$ 47.3
$ 22.7
$ 19.4
$ 16.8
$ 10.4
$ 58.3
$ 22.7
$ 30.4
$ 40.2
$ 38.2
$ 22.7
$ 57.0
$ 59.6

68
93
40
62
15
71
33
43
80
15
55
58
43
71
34
79
53
87
66
91
12
15
15
58
80
33
93
58
53
68
58
60
70
44
48
70
49
34
75
62
60
60
50
45
59
68
43
66
33
81
68
60
54
59
68
71
100

$6.80
$9.30
$4.00
$6.20
$1.50
$7.10
$3.30
$4.30
$8.00
$1.50
$5.50
$5.80
$4.30
$7.10
$3.40
$7.90
$5.30
$8.70
$6.60
$9.10
$1.20
$1.50
$1.50
$5.80
$8.00
$3.30
$9.30
$5.80
$5.30
$6.80
$5.80
$6.00
$7.00
$4.40
$4.80
$7.00
$4.90
$3.40
$7.50
$6.20
$6.00
$6.00
$5.00
$4.50
$5.90
$6.80
$4.30
$6.60
$3.30
$8.10
$6.80
$6.00
$5.40
$5.90
$6.80
$7.10
$10.00

19
99
0
62
12
73
15
18
86
12
29
61
18
86
0
0
49
80
83
61
0
12
12
61
86
15
99
19
49
19
19
0
73
29
33
0
42
7
58
62
55
48
71
0
77
19
18
83
15
73
19
48
74
77
29
53
100

$ 0.95
$ 4.95
$$ 3.10
$ 0.60
$ 3.65
$ 0.75
$ 0.90
$ 4.30
$ 0.60
$ 1.45
$ 3.05
$ 0.90
$ 4.30
$$$ 2.45
$ 4.00
$ 4.15
$ 3.05
$$ 0.60
$ 0.60
$ 3.05
$ 4.30
$ 0.75
$ 4.95
$ 0.95
$ 2.45
$ 0.95
$ 0.95
$$ 3.65
$ 1.45
$ 1.65
$$ 2.10
$ 0.35
$ 2.90
$ 3.10
$ 2.75
$ 2.40
$ 3.55
$$ 3.85
$ 0.95
$ 0.90
$ 4.15
$ 0.75
$ 3.65
$ 0.95
$ 2.40
$ 3.70
$ 3.85
$ 1.45
$ 2.65
$ 5.00

TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$78.78
$39.9
$30.4
$79.0
$29.9
$51.4
$12.5
$48.3
$14.4
$24.6
$53.1
$12.5
$30.9
$41.9
$24.6
$50.3
$ 9.2
$33.8
$43.4
$60.6
$27.6
$69.2
$10.3
$12.5
$12.5
$49.7
$53.1
$14.4
$79.0
$30.7
$43.4
$30.4
$30.7
$31.9
$75.4
$26.6
$33.0
$32.9
$29.0
$25.8
$75.2
$51.4
$39.2
$38.8
$41.6
$16.2
$57.0
$30.4
$24.6
$27.6
$14.4
$70.0
$30.4
$38.8
$49.3
$48.0
$30.9
$66.8
$74.6

$15.2
$39.5
$15.0
$25.7
$ 6.2
$24.2
$ 7.2
$12.3
$26.6
$ 6.2
$15.5
$20.9
$12.3
$25.1
$ 4.6
$16.9
$21.7
$30.3
$13.8
$34.6
$ 5.1
$ 6.2
$ 6.2
$24.8
$26.6
$ 7.2
$39.5
$15.4
$21.7
$15.2
$15.4
$16.0
$37.7
$13.3
$16.5
$16.5
$14.5
$12.9
$37.6
$25.7
$19.6
$19.4
$20.8
$ 8.1
$28.5
$15.2
$12.3
$13.8
$ 7.2
$35.0
$15.2
$19.4
$24.6
$24.0
$15.5
$33.4
$37.3
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21.—HOLIDAYS AND ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed in lieu shall,
subject to this subclause and to paragraph (b) of subclause (1)
of Clause 12.—Overtime of this award, be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, namely—
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the days named
in this subclause.
Provided further that for an employee employed north of
the 26th parallel of south latitude, or within the area previously covered by Award No. 26 of 1950, Australia Day, Easter
Monday, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday and Boxing
Day shall not be holidays but in lieu thereof there shall be
added one week to the annual leave to which he/she is entitled
under this clause.
(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) hereof
falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be observed
on the next succeeding Monday and when Boxing Day falls
on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding Tuesday. In each case the substituted day shall
be a holiday without deduction of pay and the day for which it
is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(2) On any public holiday not prescribed as a holiday under
this award, the employer’s establishment or place of business
may be closed, in which case an employee need not present
himself/herself for duty and payment may be deducted but if
work be done, ordinary rates of pay shall apply.
(3) (a) Except as hereinafter provided a period of four consecutive weeks’ leave with payment as prescribed in
paragraph (b)hereof shall be allowed annually to an
employee by his/her employer after a period of twelve
months’ continuous service with that employer.
(b)
(i) An employee before going on leave shall be
paid the wages he/she would have received in
respect of the ordinary time he/she would have
worked had he/she not been on leave during
the relevant period.
(ii) Subject to paragraph (c) hereof, an employee
shall, where applicable, have the amount of
wages to be received for annual leave calculated
by including the following where applicable—
(aa) The rate applicable to him/her as prescribed in Clause 29.—Wages of this
award and the rates prescribed by
Clause 20.—Location Allowances of
this award and;
(bb) Subject to paragraph (c)(ii) hereof the
rate prescribed for work in ordinary
time by Clause 13.—Shift Work, of the
award according to the worker’s roster
or projected roster;
(cc) The rate payable pursuant to Clause
8.—Higher Duties calculated on a daily
basis, which the worker would have
received for ordinary time during the
relevant period whether on a shift roster or otherwise;
(dd) Any other rate to which the worker is
entitled in accordance with his/her contract of employment for ordinary hours
of work; provided that this provision
shall not operate so as to include any
payment which is of a similar nature to
or is paid for the same reasons as or is
paid in lieu of those payments prescribed by Clause 12.—Overtime
Clause 16.—Special Rates and Provisions, Clause 17.—Car Allowance,
Clause 18.—Allowance For Travelling
and Employment in Construction Work
or Clause 19.—Distant Work, of this
award, nor any payment which might
have become payable to the worker as
reimbursement for expenses incurred.
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(c) During the period of annual leave an employee shall
receive a loading calculated on the rate of wage prescribed by paragraph (b) hereof. The loading shall
be as follows—
(i) Day Employees— An employee who would
have worked on day work had he/she not been
on leave—a loading of 17 1/2 per cent.
(ii) Shift Employees— An employee who would
have worked on shift work had he/she not been
on leave—a loading of 17 1/2 per cent.
Provided that where the worker would have received
shift loadings prescribed by Clause 13.—Shift Work,
had he/she not been on leave during the relevant period and such loadings would have entitled him/her
to a greater amount than the loading of 17 1/2 per
cent, then the shift loadings shall be added to the
rate of wage prescribed by paragraph (b)(ii)(aa)
hereof in lieu of the 17 1/2 per cent loading.
Provided further, that if the shift loadings would have
entitled him/her to a lesser amount than the loading
of 17 1/2 per cent then such loading of 17 1/2 per
cent shall be added to the rate of wage prescribed by
paragraph (b) but not including paragraph (b)(ii)(bb)
hereof in lieu of shift loadings.
The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not apply to
proportionate leave on termination except in the case of an
employee engaged on construction work whose employment
is terminated by his/her employer for any cause other than
misconduct.
(4) If any award holiday falls within an employee ‘s period
of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case of
that worker would have been an ordinary working day there
shall be added to that period one day being an ordinary working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid.
(5) (a) An employee whose employment terminates after
he/she has completed a twelve monthly qualifying
period and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed under this clause in respect of that qualifying
period shall be given payment in lieu of that leave
or, in a case to which subclauses (8), (9) or (10) of
this clause applies, in lieu of so much of that leave as
has not been allowed unless—
(i) he has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct; and
(ii) the misconduct for which he/she has been dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that
qualifying period.
(b) If, after one month’s continuous service in any qualifying twelve monthly period an employee lawfully
leaves the employment or the employment is terminated by the employer through no fault of the
employee, the employee shall be paid 2.923 hours’
pay at the rate of wage prescribed by paragraph (b)
of subclause (3) of this clause, divided by thirty-eight,
in respect of each completed week of continuous
service.
(6) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work except time for which he/she is entitled to claim sick pay
or time spent on holidays or annual leave as prescribed by this
award shall not count for the purpose of determining his/her
right to annual leave.
(7) In the event of an employee being employed by an employer for portion only of a year, he/she shall only be entitled
subject to subclause (5) of this clause, to such leave on full
pay as is proportionate to his/her length of service during that
period with such employer, and if such leave is not equal to
the leave given to the other employees he/she shall not be entitled to work or pay whilst the other employees of such
employer are on leave on full pay.
(8) Annual leave shall be given and taken in one or two continuous periods. If the annual leave is given in two continuous
periods then one of those two periods must be at least three
consecutive weeks. Provided that if the employer and an employee so agree, then the employee’s annual leave entitlement
may be given and taken in two separate periods, neither of
which is of at least three consecutive weeks, or in three separate periods.
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Provided further that an employee may, with the consent of
his/her employer, take short-term annual leave not exceeding
five days in any calendar year, at a time or times separate from
any of the periods.
(9) Where an employer closes down his/her business, or a
section or sections thereof, for the purpose of allowing annual
leave to all or the bulk of the employees in the business, or
section or sections concerned, the following provisions shall
apply—
(a) he may by giving not less than one month’s notice of
his/her intention so to do, stand off for the duration
of the close down all employees in the business or
section or sections concerned.
(b) an employer may close down his/her business for
one or two separate periods for the purpose of granting annual leave in accordance with this subclause.
If the employer closes down his/her business in two
separate periods one of those periods shall be for a
period of at least three consecutive weeks. Provided
that where the majority of the employees in the business or section or sections concerned agree, the
employer may close down his/her business in accordance with this subclause in two separate periods
neither of which is of at least three consecutive weeks,
or in three separate periods. In such cases the employer shall advise the employees concerned of the
proposed date of each close-down before asking them
for their agreement.
(10) (a) An employer may close down his/her business or a
section or sections thereof for a period of at least
three consecutive weeks and grant the balance of the
annual leave due to an employee in one continuous
period in accordance with a roster.
(b) An employer may close down his/her business, or a
section or sections thereof for a period of less than three
consecutive weeks and allow the balance of the annual leave due to an employee in one or two continuous
periods, either of which may be in accordance with a
roster. In such a case the granting and taking of annual
leave shall be subject to the agreement of the employer
and the majority of the employees in the business, or a
section or sections thereof respectively and before asking the employees concerned for their agreement, the
employer shall advise them of the proposed date of
the close-down or close-downs and the details of the
annual leave roster.
(11) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
22.—ABSENCE THROUGH SICKNESS
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain at
the place of employment during the ordinary hours
of work by reason of personal ill health or injury
shall be entitled to payment during such absence in
accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(i) Employee who actually works 38 ordinary
hours each week
An employee whose ordinary hours of work
are arranged in accordance with placitum (i)
and (ii) of paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of
Clause 11.—Hours so that the employee actually works 38 ordinary hours each week shall
be entitled to payment during such absences
for the actual ordinary hours absent.
(ii) Employee who works an average of 38 ordinary hours each week
An employee whose ordinary hours of work
are arranged in accordance with placitum (iii)
or (iv) of paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of
Clause 11.—Hours so that the employee works
an average of 38 ordinary hours each week
during a particular work cycle shall be entitled to pay during such absence calculated as
follows—
duration of absence x appropriate weekly rate
ordinary hours normally
5
worked that day
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An employee shall not be entitled to claim
payment for personal ill health or injury nor
will the employee’s sick leave entitlement be
reduced if such ill health or injury occurs on
the week day the employee is to take off duty
in accordance with placitum (iii) or (iv) of
paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of Clause 11.—
Hours of this award.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of
this subclause an employer may adopt an alternative
method of payment of sick leave entitlements where
the employer and the majority of the employees so
agree.
(c) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the rate of
one sixth of a week for each completed month of
service with the employer.
(d) If in the first or successive years of service with the
employer an employee is absent on the ground of
personal ill health or injury for a period longer than
the employee’s entitlement to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of that year of
service, or at the time the employee’s services terminate, if before the end of that year of service, to the
extent that the employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave
in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence
by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period
for which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time
of the absence. Provided that an employee shall not be entitled
to claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any
one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this clause
the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise
the employer of his/her inability to attend for work, the nature
of his/her illness or injury and the estimated duration of the
absence. Provided that such advice, other than in extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer within 24
hours of the commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the employer
may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not
be required to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
with respect to absences of two days of less unless after two
such absences in any year of service the employer requests in
writing that the next and subsequent absences in that year if
any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to an employee who
suffers personal ill health or injury during the time
when the employee is absent on annual leave and an
employee may apply for and the employer shall grant
paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within
seven days of resuming work and then only if the
employee was confined to the place of residence or
a hospital as a result of the employee’s personal ill
health or injury for a period of seven consecutive
days or more and the employee produces a certificate from a registered medical practitioner that the
employee was so confined. Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee
of the obligation to advise the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause if the employee
is unable to attend for work on the working day next
following the employee’s annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave
shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which
the employee was entitled at the time the employee
proceeded on annual leave and shall not be made
with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)
of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave
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equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced
by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave
may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by
the employer and the employee or, failing agreement,
shall be added to the employee’s next period of annual leave or, if termination occurs before then, be
paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause
21.—Holidays and Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the
rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken provided that the annual leave
loading prescribed in Clause 21.—Holidays and
Annual Leave shall be deemed to have been paid
with respect to the replaced annual leave.
(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee’s service has been deemed
continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of Clause 2 of
the Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 66 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-4, the paid
sick leave standing to the credit of the employee at the date of
transmission from service with the transmittor shall stand to
the credit of the employee at the commencement of service
with the transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with
the provisions of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation Act nor to employees whose injury
or illness is the result of the employee’s own misconduct.
(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual employees.
23.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave Provisions set out in Volume 58 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 6 both
inclusive, are hereby incorporated in and form part of this
award.
24.—REPRESENTATIVE INTERVIEWING
EMPLOYEES
Consistent with the terms of the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act a representative of the Union shall not exercise
the right under this clause with respect to entering any part of
the premises of an employer unless the employer is the employer, or former employer of a member of the Union.
On notifying the employer or his/her representative, the Secretary or any authorised officer of a Union party to this award
shall have the right to visit any job at any time when work is
being carried on, whether during or outside the ordinary working hours and to interview the employees covered by this award
provided that he/she does not unduly interfere with the work
in progress.
25.—POSTING OF AWARD AND UNION NOTICES
The employer shall keep a copy of this award in a convenient place in the workshop and he/she shall also provide a notice
board for the posting of union notices.
26.—BOARD OF REFERENCE
(1) The Commission hereby appoints for the purposes of
this award, a Board of Reference consisting of a Chairman
and two other members who shall be appointed pursuant to
section 48 of the Industrial Arbitration Act, 1979.
(2) The Board of Reference is hereby assigned the function
of allowing, approving, fixing, determining or dealing with
any matter which, under this award, may be allowed, approved,
fixed, determined or dealt with by a Board of Reference.
27.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) an employee , other than a casual employee, shall on the
death within Australia of a wife, husband, father, mother,
brother, sister, child or stepchild, be entitled on notice to leave
up to and including the day of the funeral of such relation and
such leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not
exceeding the number of hours worked by the employee in
two ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of his/her employer.
(2) Payment in respect of compassionate leave is to be made
only where the employee otherwise would have been on duty
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and shall not be granted in any case where the employee concerned would have been off duty in accordance with any shift
roster or on long service leave, annual leave, sick leave, worker’s compensation, leave without pay or on a public holiday.
(3) For the purposes of this clause the pay of an employee
employed on shift work shall be deemed to include any usual
shift allowance.
28.—GRIEVANCES AND DISPUTES
(1) To facilitate the remedying of any grievance or the settlement of any dispute on construction work the following
procedure shall apply, namely—
(a) The job steward on the site may discuss with the
foreman any grievance affecting the employees he/
she represents and, if the matter is not satisfactorily
resolved, he/she may discuss the matter with the industrial officer or other officer nominated by the
employer to deal with such matters on the site.
(b) If the matter is not resolved by the foregoing discussions the job steward shall notify the secretary of
his/her union and shall thenceforth leave the conduct of negotiations in the hands of the union.
(c) Where a matter has been referred to the union by the
job steward the union shall promptly take all steps
necessary under its rules and under the Industrial
Arbitration Act for the resolution of the matter.
(d) In order to allow for the peaceful resolution of grievances the parties shall be committed to avoid
stoppages of work, lockouts or any other bans or limitation on the performance of work while the
procedures of negotiation and conciliation are being
followed.
(e) The employer shall ensure that all practices applied
during the operation of the procedure are in accordance with safe working practice and consistent with
established custom and practices at the workplace.
(2) A job steward shall not leave his/her place of work to
investigate any matter or to discuss any matter with the employer’s representative unless on each occasion he/she first
obtains permission to do so from his/her foreman or supervisor or unless, in the absence of both foreman and supervisor
he/she first notifies the leading hand.
(3) A job steward shall not during working hours call or
hold any meeting of the employees concerned with any grievance or dispute relating to construction work.
29.—WAGES
(1) (a) Subject to Clause 16.—Special Rates and Provisions
of this award, the ordinary weekly rate of wage shall
be as set out hereunder and shall be inclusive of all
special rates and allowances and be paid as an “all
purpose” rate.
(b) The ordinary weekly wage of an employee (other
than an apprentice) shall consist of the base rate and
the special payment as set out in subclause (2) of
this clause.
(c) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increases payable since 1
November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements
or consent awards or award variations to give effect
to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has not previously been used to
offset an arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases
made under previous State Wage Case Principles or
under the current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not
to be used to offset arbitrated safety adjustments.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997
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This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior
to November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this
arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(2) (a)

Classification
Instrument Fitter
Welder—Special
Class
Welder
Tradesperson
Refrigeration Fitter
Boilermaker—
Structural Steel
Tradesperson
Sheetmetal Employee—
First Class
Second Class—1st
six months in
industry
Thereafter
Certificated Rigger or
Scaffolder
Rigger or Scaffolder—
Other
Tool and Material
Storeperson
Tradesperson’s
Assistant
Tradesperson’s
Assistant who from
time to time uses
a grinding machine
Lagger—
1st six months’
experience
2nd & 3rd six months’
experience
4th & 5th six months’
experience
Thereafter

Base
Rate
$
380.10

1st, 2nd & 3rd
Arbitrated
Total
Special
Safety Net
Rate
Payment Adjustments Per Week
$
$
$
80.00
34.00
494.10

371.40
362.80
362.80
362.80

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

34.00
34.00
34.00
34.00

485.40
476.80
476.80
476.80

362.80

80.00

34.00

476.80

362.80

80.00

34.00

476.80

310.20
327.20

64.30
66.80

34.00
34.00

408.50
428.00

345.70

68.90

34.00

448.60

334.70

67.60

34.00

436.30

322.90

65.80

34.00

422.70

310.20

64.30

34.00

408.50

311.70

65.80

34.00

411.50

310.20

63.40

34.00

407.60

311.70

65.40

34.00

411.10

315.90
317.40

65.60
66.60

34.00
34.00

415.50
418.00

(b) A Certified Rigger, other than a Leading Hand, who
in compliance with the provisions of the regulations
made pursuant to the Construction Safety Act 1972,
is responsible for the supervision of other employees shall be deemed to be a Leading Hand and be
paid the additional rate prescribed for a leading hand
placed in charge of not less than three and not more
than 10 other employees.
(3) Apprentices—
(a) Wages per week expressed as a percentage of the
“Tradesman’s “ rate—
Five Year Term—
%
First Year
40
Second Year
48
Third Year
55
Fourth Year
75
Fifth Year
88
Four Year Term—
%
First Year
42
Second Year
55
Third Year
75
Fourth Year
88
Three and a Half Year Term—
%
First six months
42
Next Year
55
Following Year
75
Final Year
88
Three Year Term—
%
First Year
55
Second Year
75
Third Year
88
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(b) For the purpose of paragraph (a) of this subclause,
“Tradesman’s rate” means the base rate and the special payment prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause
for the classification “Tradesman”.
(4) (a) In addition to the appropriate rates of pay prescribed
in this clause, an employee shall be paid—
(i) $29.40 per week if engaged on the construction of a large industrial undertaking or any
large civil engineering project.
(ii) $26.50 per week if engaged on a multi-storey
building, but only until the exterior walls have
been erected and the windows completed and
a lift made available to carry the employee
between the ground floor and the floor upon
which he/she is required to work. A
multi-storey building is a building which, when
completed, will consist of at least five storeys.
(iii) $15.60 per week if engaged otherwise on construction work falling within the definition of
construction work in Clause 5.—Definitions
of this award.
(b) Any dispute as to which of the aforesaid allowances
apply to particular work shall be determined by the
Board of Reference.
(5) Leading Hands—
In addition to the appropriate total wage prescribed in
this clause a leading hand shall be paid—
$
(a) If placed in charge of not
less than three and not more
than 10 other employees
16.60
(b) If placed in charge of more
than 10 and not more than 20
other employees
25.40
(c) If placed in charge of more
than 20 other employees
32.80
(6) Casual Employees—
A casual employee shall be paid 20 per cent of the ordinary rate in addition to the ordinary wage for the calling
in which the employee is employed.
(7) The classification “Sheetmetal Worker—Second Class—
First Six Months’ Experience in Industry” shall only be applied
to an employee who commences employment in the industry
after July 25, 1979.
(8) (a) Where an employer does not provide a tradesperson,
second-class sheetmetal employee or an apprentice
with the tools ordinarily required by that tradesperson
second-class sheetmetal employee or an apprentice
in the performance of work as a tradesperson,
second-class sheetmetal employee or as an apprentice, the employer shall pay a tool allowance of—
(i) $9.20 per week to such tradesperson or
second-class sheetmetal employee; or
(ii) in the case of an apprentice a percentage of
$9.20 being the percentage which appears
against the year of apprenticeship in subclause
(3) hereof,
for the purpose of such tradesperson, second-class
sheetmetal employee or apprentice supplying and
maintaining tools ordinarily required in the performance of work as a tradesperson, second-class
sheetmetal employee or as an apprentice.
(b) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (a)
of this subclause shall be included in, and form part
of, the ordinary weekly wage prescribed in this
subclause.
(c) An employer shall provide for the use of tradesman,
second-class sheetmetal employees and apprentice
all necessary power tools, special purpose tools and
precision measuring instruments.
(d) A tradesman, second-class sheetmetal worker or an
apprentice shall replace or pay for any tools supplied
by the employer, if lost through the employee’s negligence.
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29A.—MINIMUM WAGE
Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or subclause) no
adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult
Award Wage unless otherwise provided in this clause.
(i) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $359.40 per week payable from the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th
November 1997.
(ii) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $359.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to November 1997, including the $10.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustment from Matter No. 940
of 1997.
(iii) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause adults
employed as casual or part time employees shall not
be paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(iv) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $359.40 per week.
(v) (aa) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships, or Jobskills traineeships or to
other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(bb) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to employees excluded under (aa) above and any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(vi) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall—
(aa) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(bb) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during
sick leave, long service leave and annual leave
and for all other purposes of this award.
(vii) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult
apprentice in force on 13th November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award
by the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific mention as at 13th November 1997.)
29B.—STRUCTURAL EFFICIENCY
(1) Arising out of the decision on 8 September 1989 in the
State Wage Case and in consideration of the wage increases
resulting from the first structural adjustment in Application
No. 1658 of 1989(R), employees are to perform a wider range
of duties, including work which is incidental and peripheral to
their main tasks or functions.
(2) The parties to this Award are committed to co-operating
positively to increase the efficiency, productivity and international competitiveness of the metals, engineering and
construction industry and to enhance career opportunities and
job security of employees in the industry.
(3) The parties shall establish working groups for the testing
or trial of various skill levels and to enable proper consultation with both employees and employers in the industry on
matters consistent with the objectives in subclause (1) hereof.
The parties shall process any such matters through that working group.
(4) Measures raised for consideration consistent with
subclause (2) hereof shall be related to implementation of a
new classification structure, any facilitative provisions contained in this Award and matters concerning training.
(5) Without limiting the rights of either an employer or a
Union to arbitration, any other measure designed to increase
flexibility on a site or within an enterprise sought by any party
shall be notified to the relevant working group and by agreement of the parties involved shall be implemented, subject to
the following requirements.
(a) The changes sought shall not affect provisions reflecting national standards.
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(b) The working party will consider the implications of
the proposed measures for existing on-site arrangements.
(c) The majority of employees affected by the change at
the site or enterprise must genuinely agree to the
change.
(d) No employee shall lose income as a result of the
change.
(e) The relevant Union or Unions must be a party to the
agreement.
(f) Any agreement shall be subject, where appropriate,
to approval by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission and, if approved, shall operate
as a Schedule to this Award and take precedence over
any provision of this Award to the extent of any inconsistency.
(6) Award restructuring should be given its wider meaning
and not be confined only to the restructuring of classifications
but may extend to the review of other restrictive provisions
which currently operate. To that end, such restrictive provisions will be reviewed on an on-going basis.
(7) The parties to this Award recognise that in order to increase efficiency, productivity and international competitiveness of industry, a greater commitment to training and
skill development is required. Accordingly, the parties commit themselves to—
(a) developing a more highly skilled workforce;
(b) providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire additional
skills; and
(c) removing barriers to the utilisation of skills acquired.
(8) Any disputes which may arise in relation to the implementation of this clause shall be subject to the provisions of
Clause 28.—Grievances and Disputes of this Award.
29C.—AWARD MODERNISATION
(1) The parties are committed to modernising the terms of
the Award so that it provides more flexible working arrangements, improves the quality of working life, enhances skills
and job satisfaction and assists positively in the restructuring
process.
(2) The parties commit themselves to the following principles as part of the structural efficiency process and have agreed
to participate in a testing process in accordance with the provisions of this clause—
(a) Acceptance in principle that the new Award skill level
definitions will be more suitable for the needs of the
industry, sometimes more broadly based, in other
matters more truly reflective of the different skill
levels of the tasks now performed, but which shall
incorporate the ability for an employee to perform a
wider range of duties where appropriate.
(b) The parties will create a genuine career path for
employees which allows advancement based on industry accreditation and access to training.
(c) Co-operation in the transition from the old structure
to the new structure in an orderly manner without
creating false expectations or disputation.
30.—PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
(1) A part time employee may be engaged to work for a
constant number of hours each week which having regard to
the various ways of arranging ordinary hours shall average
less than 38 hours per week.
(2) An employee so engaged shall be paid per hour one
thirty-eighth of the weekly wage prescribed for the classification in which the employee is engaged.
(3) An employee engaged on a part time basis shall be entitled in respect of annual leave, holidays, sick leave and
bereavement leave arising under this award payment on a proportionate basis calculated as follows—
(a) Annual Leave
Where a part time employee is entitled to a payment,
either on termination or for purposes of annual leave
or at a close down, for continuous service in any
qualifying twelve monthly period then the payment
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of 2.923 hours’ pay prescribed by paragraph (b) of
subclause (5) of Clause 21.—Holidays and Annual
Leave shall be in respect of each cumulative period
of 38 ordinary hours worked during the qualifying
period.
Holidays
A part time employee shall be allowed the holidays
prescribed by Clause 21.—Holidays and Annual
Leave without deduction of pay in respect of each
holiday which is observed on a day ordinarily worked
by the part time employee.
Absence Through Sickness
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of
subclause (1) of Clause 22.—Absence Through Sickness the accrual of one-sixth of a week for each
completed month of service shall be calculated on
the average number of ordinary hours worked each
week for every completed month of service.
Bereavement Leave
Where a part time employee would normally work
on either or both of the two working days following
the death of a close relative which would entitle an
employee on weekly hiring to bereavement leave in
accordance with Clause 27.—Bereavement Leave of
this award the employee shall be entitled to be absent on bereavement leave on either or both of those
two working days without loss of pay for the day or
days concerned.
Overtime
A part time employee who works in excess of the
hours fixed under the contract of employment shall
be paid overtime in accordance with Clause 12.—
Overtime of this award.

31.—TERMINATION/REDUNDANCY
(1) This clause shall apply where an employee ceases, for
any reason, to be employed by an employer respondent to this
Award, other than for reasons of misconduct.
(2) Severance Pay—
(a) An employee, leaving his/her employer on account
of a decision in accordance with subclause (1) hereof,
shall be entitled to the following amount of severance pay in respect of continuous periods of service—
Period of Continuous
Service
Less than one year

One year but less than
two years

Two years but less than
three years

Severance Pay
$20.00 for each completed
week service, to a maximum
of two weeks pay.
Two weeks’ pay plus $20.00
for each completed week of
service, to a maximum of four
weeks’ pay.
Four weeks’ pay plus $20.00
for each completed week of
service, to a maximum of six
weeks’ pay.
Seven weeks’ pay.

Three years but less than
four years
After four years of service Eight weeks’ pay.

(b) In lieu of the $20.00 specified in paragraph (a) hereof,
after 31 October 1991, the rate of accrual shall be
$25.00 for each completed week of service, with a
maximum accrual as specified.
(c) “Week’s pay” shall mean the ordinary weekly rate
of wage for the employee concerned, as set out in
Clause 29.—Wages hereof, but shall not include site,
disability or travel allowances.
(d) For the purposes of this clause, “service” shall mean
employment on construction work as defined by
Clause 3 of this Award but shall not include service
as an apprentice under the terms of this Award.
(e) For the purpose of implementing this clause, employees who have been continuously employed with
an employer since 22nd March 1989 shall have service with the employer for that time counted in
calculation of their length of service.
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For all other employees who were not in the employ
of their current employer on 22nd March, 1989,
length of service shall be calculated on the time of
continuous service with their current employer.
(f) For the purpose of this clause, continuity of service
shall not be broken on account of—
(i) any interruption or termination of employment
by the employer if made merely with the intention of avoiding obligations hereunder in
respect of leave of absence; or
(ii) any absence from work on account of personal
sickness or accident for which an employee is
entitled to claim sick pay as prescribed by this
Award, or on account of leave lawfully granted
by the employer; or
(iii) any absence, with reasonable cause, proof
whereof shall be provided by the employee;
and
Provided that in the calculation of continuous service under this subclause, any time in respect of which
an employee is absent from work, except to claim
annual leave, sick pay, long service leave and public
holidays as prescribed by this Award, shall not count
as service for the purposes of this clause.
(g) Where an employee remains in his/her employment
with the employer and is transferred between sites,
or work under this Award, the periods of service on
construction work shall be preserved for the purposes
of calculating continuous service under the terms of
this clause.
(h) Service by the employee with a business which has
been transmitted from one employer to another and
the employee’s service has been deemed continuous
in accordance with subclause (3) in Clause 2 of the
Long Service Leave Provisions published in Volume
66 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at
pages 1-4, shall also constitute continuous service
for the purpose of this clause.
(i) An employee who terminates his/her employment
before the completion of four weeks’ continuous service with the employer shall not be entitled to the
provisions of this clause.
(3) Employee Leaving During Notice—
An employee whose employment is to be terminated in
accordance with this clause may terminate his/her employment during the period of notice and if this occurs,
shall be entitled to the provisions of this clause as if the
employee remains with the employer until expiry of such
notice. Provided that in such circumstances the employee
shall not be entitled to payment in lieu of notice.
(4) Incapacity to Pay—
An employer in a particular severance/redundancy case
may make application to the Commission to have the general severance pay prescription varied on the basis of the
employer’s incapacity to pay.
(5) Alternative Employment—
An employer, in a particular severance/redundancy case,
may make application to the Commission to have the general severance pay prescription varied if the employer
obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee which shall include, but not limited to, transfer
from one site to another and/or transfer to a workshop.
(6) Dispute Settling Procedures—
Any dispute under these provisions shall be processed
according to procedures established in Clause 11 of the
Metal Trades (General) Award No. 13 of 1965 and if not
resolved by those procedures, the matter shall be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(7) Termination/Redundancy Fund—
Employers may, at their discretion, utilise a fund to
meet their liabilities to their employees accrued pursuant to the term of this clause, provided that such fund
shall provide a level of benefits equal to those prescribed
by this clause.
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APPENDIX—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
REQUIREMENTS
(1) This Appendix is inserted into the award/industrial agreement as a result of legislation which came into effect on 16
January 1996 (Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment and
Repeal Act 1995) and further varied by legislation which came
into effect on 23 May 1997 (Labour Relations Legislation
Amendment Act 1997).
(2) Any dispute or grievance procedure in this award/industrial agreement shall also apply to any questions, disputes or
difficulties which may arise under it.
(3) With effect from 22 November 1997 the dispute or grievance procedures in this award/industrial agreement is hereby
varied to include the requirement that persons involved in the
question, dispute or difficulty will confer among themselves
and make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes
or difficulties before taking those matters to the Commission.
FIRST SCHEDULE.
Awards, Industrial Agreements and
Orders Replaced
(1) Awards—
Number
Description
Extent Replaced
13/1965
Metal Trades Wholly, insofar
(General)
as this Award
applies
10/1973
Sheet Metal
Wholly, insofar
Workers’
as this Award
applies
(2) Industrial Agreements—
Number
Description
Extent Replaced
22/1978
Air Conditioning Wholly
Medical Centre
(McNeice Bros Pty
Ltd) Interim
Wages Agreement
10/1978
Air Conditioning Wholly
Medical Centre
(Modernair Pty Ltd)
Interim Wages
Agreement 1977
13/1979
Air Conditioning Wholly
Fremantle Hospital
(S.W. Hart & Co
Pty Ltd)
14/1979
Air Conditioning Wholly
medical Centre
(Sandovers
O’Connor Pty Ltd)
Interim Wages
Agreement 1978
(3) Orders—
Number
Description
Extent Replaced
CR149/1977 Metal Trades
Wholly
(K.E.M.H. and
Bentley Hospital
Projects)
Number
Description
Extent Replaced
CR225, 233 Metal Trades
Wholly
and 234/1977 (Wellington Street
Telephone Exchange)
A reference to any award, industrial agreement or order in
this schedule includes a reference to all amendments or variations of any such award, industrial agreement or order.
SECOND SCHEDULE.
List of Respondents
Construction (as defined)
Air Conditioning—
Direct Engineering Services Pty Limited
Edwards Sheet Metal Manufacturers
Kelvin Industries Pty Limited
McNiece Bros. Pty Limited
Sandovers O’Connor Pty Limited
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Refrigeration—
Direct Engineering Services Pty Limited
Kelvin Industries Pty Limited
McNiece Bros. Pty Limited
Sandovers O’Connor Pty Limited
Servicing
Air Conditioning—
Direct Engineering Services Pty Limited
Honeywell Pty Limited
Kelvin Industries Pty Limited
Modernair Pty Limited
McNiece Bros. Pty Limited
Sandovers O’Connor Pty Limited
Refrigeration—
Direct Engineering Services Pty Limited
Honeywell Pty Limited
Kelvin Industries Pty Limited
McNiece Bros. Pty Limited
Sandovers O’Connor Pty Limited
APPENDIX—S.49B—INSPECTION OF RECORDS
REQUIREMENTS
(1) Where this award, order or industrial agreement empowers a representative of an organisation of employees party to
this award, order or industrial agreement to inspect the time
and wages records of an employee or former employee, that
power shall be exercised subject to the Industrial Relations
(General) Regulations 1997 (as may be amended from time to
time) and the following—
(a) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if:—
(i) the employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative of the organisation would infringe the privacy of persons
who are not members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative.
(b) The power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of an organisation of employees authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules
of the organisation.
(c) Before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to an employer.
Consistent with the terms of the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act a representative of the Union shall not exercise
the rights under this clause with respect to entering any part of
the premises of the employer unless the employer is the employer, or former employer of a member of the Union.
DATED at Perth this 25th day of July, 1979.

ANIMAL WELFARE INDUSTRY AWARD.
No. 8 of 1968.
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 17th day of December, 1998.
J. SPURLING,
Registrar.

ANIMAL WELFARE INDUSTRY AWARD.
1.—TITLE
This award shall be known as the Animal Welfare Industry
Award.
1A.—STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES—JUNE, 1998
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that any
variation to its terms on or from the 12th day of June, 1998
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including the $14, $12 and $10 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustments, the increase in the adult minimum wage to
$373.40 per week and previous arbitrated safety net adjustments, shall not be made except in compliance with the
Statement of Principles—June, 1998 set down by the Commission in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
1.
1A.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
19A.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Statement of Principles—June, 1998
Arrangement
Scope
Term
Contract of Service
Casual Employees
Hours
Overtime
Meal Money
Public Holidays
Annual Leave
Absence Through Sickness
Long Service Leave
Right of Entry
Board of Reference
Under Rate Employees
Travelling Time and Expenses
Time and Wages Record
Rates of Pay
Minimum Wage—Adult Males and Females
Protective Clothing and Uniforms
Call Back
Part Time Employees
Work on Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays
Night Work
Bereavement Leave
Maternity Leave
Payment of Wages
Definitions
Superannuation
Award Modernisation and Enterprise Consultation
Appendix—Resolution of Disputes Requirement
Schedule A—Parties to the Award
Schedule B—Respondents
Appendix—S.49B—Inspection Of Records Requirements

3.—SCOPE
This award shall apply to all employees employed in any
calling in the industries of animal welfare, animal care, animal breeding or animal homes and to all employers employing
such employees who are covered by the provisions of this
award.
4.—TERM
The term of this award shall be for a period of one year from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing after the
date hereof.
5.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE
(1) Except as provided for in subclause (4) of this clause
and except in the case of casual employees, who shall be engaged on an hourly contract of service, the contract of
employment of every employee shall be a weekly contract terminable by one week’s notice on either side.
(2) In the event of an employer or an employee failing to
give the required notice one week’s wages shall be paid or
forfeited. In the case of casual employees one hour’s pay shall
be paid or forfeited as the case may be.
(3) Provided this shall not affect the right of an employer to
dismiss an employee without notice for misconduct; in which
case wages shall be paid up to the point of dismissal.
(4) The employer may engage an employee on a probationary period for not longer than three months during which time
it will be possible for either the employee or employer to end
the contract with one days notice.
(5) The employer may direct an employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skill, competence and training.
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6.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
(1) A casual employee means an employee engaged and paid
as such.
(2) Casual employees shall be paid twenty per cent of the
ordinary rate in addition to the ordinary rate for the calling in
which he is employed.
7.—HOURS
(1) (a) Thirty-eight hours shall constitute a week’s work and
shall be worked on not more than five consecutive days of the
week.
(b) The ordinary hours shall be worked between the hours
of 7.00 a.m. and 7.00 p.m. unless otherwise agreed between
the employer, employee and the Union.
(c) Except where provided elsewhere in this clause, the ordinary hours shall be worked within a 20-day four-week cycle
with 0.4 of an hour of each day worked accruing as an entitlement to take the 20th day in each cycle as an Accrued Day
Off.
(2) By agreement between an employer and his employees
covered by this award, the ordinary hours of an employee in
lieu of the provisions of subclause (1) of this clause, may be
worked—
(a) with two hours of each week’s ordinary hours of work
accruing as an entitlement to a maximum of 12 Accrued Day(s) Off in each 12-month period. The
Accrued Day(s) Off shall be taken at a time mutually acceptable to the employer and the employee.
(b) Within a 10-day, two-week cycle, with an adjustment
to hours worked to enable 76 hours to be worked
over nine days of the two-week cycle and an entitlement to take the 10th day in each cycle as an Accrued
Day Off.
(c) Within a five-day, one-week cycle, of 38 hours.
(d) Nothing in this clause shall be construed to prevent
the employer and the majority of employees affected
in a workplace or part thereof reaching an agreement
to operate any method of working a 38 hour week
provided that agreement is reached in accordance
with the following procedure.
(i) the Union will be notified in writing of the
proposed variations prior to any change taking place;
(ii) the proposed variations for each workplace or
part thereof shall be explained to the employees concerned and written notification of
proposals will be placed on the notice board
at the worksite;
(iii) the parties will then consult with each other
on the changes with a view to reaching agreement;
(iv) where the majority of Union members do not
support the agreement then the issues will be
referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission for conciliation and, if
necessary, arbitration.
(3) An employer and employee may by agreement substitute the Accrued Day Off the employee is to take off for another
day; in which case the Accrued Day Off shall become an ordinary working day.
(4) The employer shall give at least one week’s notice from
the first day of a cycle of the standard ordinary hours at which
he requires the employee to commence and cease work. Work
performed outside the hours notified shall be paid for at overtime rates except in cases of emergency or staff illness or
accident which prevent such notification.
(5) Where a rostered day off falls on a public holiday prescribed in Clause 10.—Public Holidays of this award, the next
working day shall be taken as the rostered day off, provided
that by mutual agreement between the employer and the employee another working day may be substituted.
(6) (a) A meal break of not less than half an hour nor more
than one hour shall be allowed between the fourth and fifth
hour of work unless otherwise agreed by the employer and the
employee in times of emergency or staff accident or illness.
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(b) Employees called upon to work during the ordinary meal
break shall be paid overtime rates for all such work, provided
that in the case of emergency, where it is necessary to work up
to 15 minutes into a meal break, this provision shall not apply.
(7) Any dispute between an employer and the Union over
the operation of this clause may be referred to a Board of Reference as provided for in Clause 15.—Board of Reference of
this award.
(8) Where RDO’s are allowed to accumulate, the employer
may require that they be taken within 12 months of the employee becoming entitled to an RDO.
8.—OVERTIME
(1) For all work done outside the ordinary hours of duty
fixed in an establishment in accordance with Clause 7.—Hours
of this award and subject to subclause (4) of that clause, payment shall be at the rate of time and one-half for the first two
hours and double time thereafter.
(2) (a) Work done after 12.00 noon on Saturdays or on Sundays shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(b) Work done on any day prescribed as a holiday under this
award shall be paid for at the rate of double time and one half.
(3) In the calculation of overtime each day’s work shall stand
alone.
(4) (a) By agreement between the employee and employer
time off in lieu of payment for overtime may be granted proportionate to the payment to which the employee is entitled.
Such time to be taken in unbroken periods according to each
period of overtime worked unless otherwise agreed between
the employee and employer concerned.
(b) The actual period of time off may be accrued and taken at
a time agreed between the employer and employee concerned.
9.—MEAL MONEY
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of this clause
an employee, required to work overtime for more than two
hours, shall be supplied with a meal by the employer or be
paid $5.60 for a meal and, if owing to the amount of overtime
worked, a second or subsequent meal is required the employee
shall be supplied with such meal by the employer or paid $3.80
for each meal so required.
(2) The provisions of subclause (1) of this subclause do not
apply—
(a) in respect of any period of overtime for which the
employee has been notified on the previous day or
earlier that he/she will be required; or
(b) to any employee who lives in the locality in which
the place of work is situated in respect of any meal
for which he/she can reasonably go home.
(3) If an employee to whom paragraph (a) of subclause (2)
of this clause applies has, as a consequence of the notification
referred to in that paragraph, provided himself with a meal or
meals and is not required to work overtime or is required to
work less overtime than the period notified, he/she shall be
paid, for each meal provided and not required, the appropriate
amount prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
10.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) The following days, or the days observed in lieu, shall
subject to Clause 8.—Overtime of this award, be allowed as
holidays without deduction of pay, namely—New Year’s Day,
Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, State Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday,
Christmas Day and Boxing Day. Provided that another day
may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties
in lieu of any of the days named in the subclause.
(2) When any of the days mentioned in subclause (1) hereof
falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be observed
on the next succeeding Monday, and when Boxing Day falls
on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding Tuesday. In each case the substituted day shall
be a holiday without deduction of pay and the day for which it
is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(3) Where—
(a) a day is proclaimed as a whole holiday or as a halfholiday under Section 7 of the Public and Bank
Holidays Act, 1972; and
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(b) that proclamation does not apply throughout the State
or to the metropolitan area of the State,
that day shall be a whole holiday or, as the case may be, a half
holiday for the purposes of this award within the district or
locality specified in the proclamation
(4) When any of the days observed as a holiday prescribed
in this clause fall on a day when an employee is on an Accrued
Day Off the employee shall be allowed to take a day’s holiday
in lieu of the holiday on a day immediately following the employee’s annual leave or at a time mutually acceptable to the
employer and the employee.
(5) An employee whilst on a public holiday prescribed by
this clause shall continue to accrue an entitlement to an Accrued Day Off as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause
7.—Hours of this award.
(6) Where an employee has additional leave granted pursuant to subclause (4) of this clause, the employer may require
such leave to be taken within twelve months of falling due.
11.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four consecutive weeks’ leave with payment of ordinary wages as
prescribed shall be allowed annually to an employee by his
employer after a period of twelve months’ continuous service
with that employer.
(2) (a) Before going on leave an employee shall be paid the
ordinary wages as prescribed in Clause 19.—Rates of Pay of
this award he would have received in respect of the ordinary
time he would have worked had he not been on leave during
the relevant period.
(b) During a period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 percent calculated on his ordinary rate
of wage. Provided that where the employee would have received any additional rates for the work performed in ordinary
hours as prescribed by this award, had he not been on leave
during the relevant period and such additional rates would have
entitled him to a greater amount than the loading of 17.5 percent, then such additional rates shall be added to his ordinary
rate of wage in lieu of the 17.5 percent loading.
Provided further, that if the additional rates would have entitled him to a lesser amount than the loading of 17.5 percent,
then such loading of 17.5 percent shall be added to her ordinary rate of wage in lieu of the additional rates.
(c) The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not apply
to proportionate leave on termination.
(3) If any award holiday falls within an employee’s period
of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case of
that employee would have been an ordinary working day there
shall be added to that period one day being an ordinary working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid.
(4) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work except time for which he is entitled to claim sick pay or
time spent on holidays, annual leave or long service leave as
prescribed by this award shall not count for the purpose of
determining his right to annual leave.
(5) In special circumstances and by mutual consent of the
employer, the employee and the union concerned, annual leave
may be taken in not more than two periods.
(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause an employer
who observes a Christmas closedown for the purpose of granting annual leave may require an employee to take his annual
leave in not more than two periods, but neither of such periods
shall be less than one week.
(7) In the event of an employee being employed by an employer for portion only of a year, he shall only be entitled,
subject to subclause (8) of this clause, to such leave on full
pay as is proportionate to his length of service during that period with such employer, and if such leave is not equal to the
leave given to the other employees he shall not be entitled to
work or pay whilst the other employees of such employer are
on leave on full pay.
(8) If after one month’s continuous service in any qualifying
12 monthly period an employee lawfully leaves his employment or his employment is terminated by his employer through
no fault of the employee the employee shall be paid 2.923
hours’ pay at his ordinary rate of wage in respect of each week
of continuous service.
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(9) In addition to any payment to which he may be entitled
under subclause (8) of this clause, an employee whose employment terminates after he has completed a twelve monthly
qualifying period and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed under this award in respect of that qualifying period
shall be given payment in lieu of that leave or, in a case to
which subclauses (5) or (6) of this clause applies, in lieu of so
much of that leave as has not been allowed, unless—
(a) he has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct; and
(b) the misconduct for which he has been dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that qualifying
period.
(10) When an employee proceeds on the four weeks’ annual
leave prescribed by subclause (1) of this clause there will be
no accrual towards an Accrued Day Off as prescribed in
subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of this award.
(11) Any annual leave entitlement as at 7 October, 1985 shall
be adusted in hours in the ratio of 38 to 40.
(12) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
employees.
(13) An employer may require an employee to take annual
leave within twelve months of such leave falling due.
(14) An employer may specify a reasonable period during
which annual leave may not be taken to meet production requirements at the workplace concerned.
12.—ABSENCE THROUGH SICKNESS
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain at his
place of employment during the ordinary hours of work by
reason of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to payment during such absence in accordance with the following
provisions.
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the rate of one
sixth of a week for each completed month of service with the
employer.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the employer an employee is absent on the ground of personal ill
health or injury for a period longer than his entitlement to paid
sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of that year of
service, or at the time the employee’s services terminate, if
before the end of that year of service, to the extent that the
employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave
in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence
by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period
for which entitlement has accured during the year at the time
of the absence. Provided that an employee shall not be entitled
to claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any
one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this clause
the worker shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise the
employer of his/her inability to attend for work, the nature of
his/her illness or injury and the estimated duration of the absence. Provided that such advice, other than in extraordinary
circumstances shall be given to the employer within 24 hours
of the commencement of the absence.
Where practicable notification of absence due to sickness is
to be given no later than two hours after the normal start time.
In the case of shift workers, where practicable, the notification is to be given prior to the start of normal shift hours.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the employer
may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not
be required to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
with respect to absences of two days or less unless after two
such absences in any year of service the employer requests in
writing that the next and subsequent absences in that year if
any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to an employee who suffers personal
ill health or injury during the time when he is absent on annual
leave and an employee may apply for and the employer shall
grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
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(b) Application for replacement shall be made within seven
days of resuming work and then only if the employee was
confined to his place of residence or a hospital as a result of
his personal ill health or injury for a period of seven consecutive days or more and he produces a certificate from a registered
medical practitioner that he was so confined. Provided that
the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee
of the obligation to advise the employer in accordance with
subclause (3) of this clause if he is unable to attend for work
on the working day next following his annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave shall
not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the employee
was entitled at the time he proceeded on annual leave and shall
not be made with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer
in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this subclause,
that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick
leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time mutually
agreed to by the employer and the employee, or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee’s next period of annual
leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause 11.—Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of
wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken
provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in Clause
11.—Annual Leave shall be deemed to have been paid with
respect to the replaced annual leave.
(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee’s service has been deemed
continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of Clause 2 of
the Long Service Leave provisions published in volume 65 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-4, the paid
sick leave standing to the credit of the employee at the date of
transmission from service with the transmittor shall stand to
the credit of the employee at the commencement of service
with the transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with
the provisions of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation and Assistance Act, 1981 nor to employees whose injury or illness is the result of the employee’s
own misconduct.
(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual employees.
(9) (a) An employee who works 40 ordinary hours each week
during a particular work cycle shall be paid the wages he would
have received had he not proceeded on sick leave and shall
have the accrued entitlement to paid sick leave reduced by the
time the employee is absent from work on account of paid
sick leave.
(b) An employee who works 38 ordinary hours each week
during a particular work cycle shall be paid in respect of any
absence the normal pay the employee would have received
had such employee been at work during the absence.
(c) An employee shall not be entitled to claim payment for
non-attendance on the ground of personal ill-health or injury
nor will the employee’s sick leave entitlements be reduced if
such personal ill-health or injury occurs on a day when an
employee is absent on an Accrued Day Off in accordance with
the provisions of subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—Hours
of this award unless such illness is for a period of seven consecutive days or more and in all other respects complies with
the requirements of subclause (5) hereof.
(10) An employee whilst on paid sick leave shall continue to
accrue an entitlement to an Accrued Day Off as prescribed in
subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of this award.
(11) Any sick leave entitlement accumulated as at 7 October, 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio of 38 to 40.
13.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 65
of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-4, both
inclusive, are hereby incorporated in and shall be deemed to
be part of this award except that the date of 1st April, 1968, in
paragraph (2) of subclause 2 is to be amended to read 24th
December, 1958.
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14.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
Consistent with the terms of the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act a representative of the Union shall not exercise
the right under this clause with respect to entering any part of
the premises of an employer unless the employer is the employer, or former employer of a member of the Union.
Accredited representatives of the union shall be permitted
to interview the employees on the business premises of the
employer during non-working times or meal breaks.
In the case of a dispute between the union and an employer
which is likely to lead to a cessation of work or to an application to the Commission and which involves the inspection of
employees or of machines in the process of production, such
union representatives shall have right of entry into the factory
at any time during which the employees or machines concerned
are working.
15.—BOARD OF REFERENCE
The Board of Reference referred to in this Award is that
Board of Reference established by Section 48 of the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979.
16.—UNDER RATE EMPLOYEES
(1) Any employee who by reason of old age or infirmity is
unable to earn the minimum wage may be paid such lesser
wage as may from time to time be agreed upon in writing
between the union and the employer.
(2) In the event of no agreement being arrived at, the matter may be referred to the Board of Reference for
determination.
(3) After application has been made to the Board, and pending the Board’s decision, the employee shall be entitled to work
for and be employed at the proposed lesser rate.
17.—TRAVELLING TIME AND EXPENSES
(1) Where an employee is sent to work from an employer’s
recognised place of business the employer shall pay all travelling time from such place of business to the job and if the
employee is required to return the same day to the employer’s
place of business, the employer shall pay travelling to the place
of business. An employee sent for duty to a place other than
his regular place of duty or required to attend a court or any
enquiry in connection with his employment shall be paid travelling expenses.
(2) (a) Where an employee is required and authorised to use
his/her own motor vehicle in the course of his/her duties he/
she shall be paid an allowance not less than that provided for
in the schedules set out hereunder. Notwithstanding anything
contained in this subclause, the employer and the employee
may make any other arrangements as to car allowance no less
favourable to the employee.
(b) Where an employee in the course of a journey travels
through two or more of the separate areas, payment at the rates
prescribed herein shall be made at the appropriate rate applicable to each of the separate areas traversed.
(c) A year for the purpose of this clause shall commence on
the 1st day of July and end on the 30th day of June next following.
Rates of hire for use of employee’s own vehicle on employer’s business
Schedule 1—Motor Vehicle Allowances
Engine Displacement

Metropolitan Area
South West Land Division
North of 23.5° South Latitude
Rest of the State

Area and Details
(in cubic centimetres)
Over
Over
l600 cc
2600cc
1600cc & Under
-2600cc
Rate per Kilometre (Cents)
63.3
54.9
48.7
65.1
56.5
50.2
71.4
62.3
55.5
67.3
58.4
51.8

Schedule 2—Motor Cycle Allowances
Distance Travelled During a
Year on Official Business
All Areas of State

Rate per Kilometre
(Cents)
21.9
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Motor vehicles with rotary engines are to be included in the
1600-2600cc category.
18.—TIME AND WAGES RECORD
(1) The employer shall keep, or cause to be kept, a record in
which shall be entered weekly—
(a) the name of each employee to whom this award applies;
(b) the nature of the work performed;
(c) the hours worked each day;
(d) the amount of wages and overtime (if any) received
by the employee each week.
(2) The said record shall be signed by the employee if correct.
(3) Such record shall be open for inspection at the employer’s business premises by a duly accredited representative of
the Union during working hours. Before exercising a power
of inspection the representative shall give reasonable notice
of not less than 24 hours to the employer.
Provided further that nothing in this subclause shall empower
a duly accredited official of the Union to enter any part of the
premises of the employer, pursuant to this subclause, unless
the employer is the employer or former employer of a member of the union.
19.—RATES OF PAY
The minimum weekly rate of wage per week payable to an
employee covered by this award shall include the base rate
plus the arbitrated safety net adjustments expressed hereunder—
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

(1) Veterinary Nurse
(as defined)
On completion of
training and on
registration
294.10
After one year of
service and thereafter 359.40

48.00

342.10

48.00

407.40

(2) Trainee Veterinary Nurse (as defined)
(a) In the first year of approved course—for work
other than the prescribed minimum number of
hours of supervised practical experience as set
down in the approved course.
$
$
$
Adult Trainee
Veterinary Nurse
318.50
48.00
366.50
Junior Trainee Veterinary Nurses shall receive the
prescribed percentage of the Animal Attendants’ rate
per week.
Under 17 years of age
50%
17 to 18 years of age
60%
18 to 19 years of age
70%
19 to 20 years of age
80%
20 to 21 years of age
90%
(b) In the second year of approved course Trainee
Veterinary Nurses shall receive 65% of the rate
prescribed for Veterinary Nurses after three
years of service.
Provided that a Trainee Veterinary Nurse in
the 2nd year of an approved course shall receive wages not less than he/she would have
received in paragraph (a) of subclause (2) of
this clause.
Base
Rate
$

Arbitrated Minimum
Safety Net
Rate
Adjustments
$
$

(3) Inspector
359.30
48.00
407.30
(4) Animal Attendant 318.50
48.00
366.50
(5) All other directly employed in the care of animals
and including Kennel Hand and Food Preparer
311.60
48.00
359.60
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(6) Junior Employees
Junior employees shall receive the prescribed percentage of the “All others” minimum rate prescribed
in subclause (5) of this clause per week.
Under 17 years of age
50%
17 to 18 years of age
60%
18 to 19 years of age
70%
19 to 20 years of age
80%
20 to 21 years of age
90%
(7) An employee placed in charge of three or more other
employees shall be paid an amount of $18.50 per
week in addition to his/her ordinary rate of pay.
(8) Where an employee is required to carry out the ordinary hours of duty per day in more than one shift an
allowance of $1.70 per day shall be paid.
(9) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect
to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has not previously been used to
offset an arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases
made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
(10) Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
payable from the beginning of the first pay period
on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to November 1997, except those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
this arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per
week.
(11) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment payable under the June 1998
State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated
by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
19A.—MINIMUM WAGE—ADULT MALES AND
FEMALES
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week.
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(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week
is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from
State Wage Case decisions to June, 1998, including the increase in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed
as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than
pro rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the
hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined
by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to
apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskills
placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special
categories of employees not included here or otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage
shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other
penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick
leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all
other purposes of this award.
(8) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult apprentice in force on 13th November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by
the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific
mention as at 13th November 1997.)
(9) Minimum Adult Award Wage
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion of
the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages and
conditions of employment are regulated by this award which are
above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
20.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND UNIFORMS
(1) Employees shall be supplied at the employer’s expense
with overalls or other suitable protective clothing and where
necessary rubber boots and gloves. Where the employee is
required to wear a uniform the term uniform shall be taken to
mean protective clothing but a uniform shall not be deemed a
substitute for adequate protective clothing.
(2) Where an employee is required to work in inclement
weather he shall when necessary be supplied with suitable wet
weather clothing.
(3) The term ‘uniform’ shall include all items of clothing
and footwear which are specified by the employer according
to type or colour or according to the exclusion of ordinary
clothing or footwear, to be worn.
(4) (a) Where the employer requires a uniform to be worn, a
supply of three such uniforms shall be provided by the employer at the employer’s expense to the employee each year,
or less on a fair wear and tear basis.
(b) Uniforms supplied by the employer shall remain the property of the employer.
(c) Should any dispute arise under this subclause, the matter
may be determined by a Board of Reference.
(5) In lieu of the provision of uniforms the employer may
pay an allowance of $3.35 per week.
(6) Each employee shall be entitled to all reasonable laundry work at the expense of the employer but where the employer
elects not to launder the uniforms, the employee shall be paid
an allowance of $0.90 per week.
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21.—CALL BACK
When an employee is recalled to work after leaving the job—
(1) He shall be paid for at least three hours at overtime
rates.
(2) Time reasonably spent in getting to and from work
shall be counted as time worked.
22.—PART TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in this award employees may be regularly employed to work less hours per
week than are prescribed in clause 7.—Hours hereof, and such
employees shall be remunerated at a weekly rate pro rata to
the rate prescribed for the class of work on which they are
engaged in the proportion which their hours of work bear to
the hours fixed by clause 7.—Hours hereof for their class of
work.
(2) When an employee is employed under the provisions of
this clause, he shall receive payment for wages, for annual
leave, for holidays and for sick leave on a pro rata basis in the
same proportion as the number of hours regularly worked each
week bears to thirty-eight hours.
(3) The Secretary of the union shall be advised within twentyeight days of the date of this award of all employees employed
in a part time capacity.
(4) The Secretary of the union shall be advised within 21
days of any part time position created after the date of this
award.
(5) Any dispute as to whether a part time position is necessary shall be referred to the Board of Reference.
23.—WORK ON SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS AND
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) All ordinary hours of work on Saturdays shall be paid at
the rate of ordinary time plus 25%.
(2) All ordinary hours of work on Sundays shall be paid at
the rate of ordinary time plus 50%.
(3) The foregoing penalties shall be in substitution for night
work penalties where the latter would otherwise have application.
24.—NIGHT WORK
(1) Employees employed where the ordinary hours of duty
extend beyond 7.00 p.m. shall be paid an extra five percent for
each shift so worked.
(2) Employees employed where the ordinary hours of duty
extend beyond midnight shall be paid an extra ten per cent for
each shift so worked.
25.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) An employee shall, on the death within Australia of a wife,
husband, de-facto wife or de-facto husband, father, mother,
brother, sister, child or step-child be entitled on notice, of leave
up to and including the day of the funeral of such relation and
such leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not
exceeding the number of hours worked by the employee in two
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be furnished
by the employee to the satisfaction of his employer.
(2) Provided that payment in respect to bereavement leave
is to be made only where the employee otherwise would have
been on duty and shall not be granted in any case where the
employee concerned would have been off duty in accordance
with his roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick
leave, workers’ compensation, leave without pay or on a public holiday.
(3) An employee shall not be entitled to claim payment for
bereavement leave on a day when that employee is absent on
an Accrued Day Off in accordance with the provisions of
subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of this award.
(4) An employee, whilst on bereavement leave prescribed
by this clause shall continue to accrue an entitlement to an
Accrued Day Off as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of
Clause 7.—Hours of this award.
26.—MATERNITY LEAVE
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production
to her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified medical
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practitioner stating the presumed date of her confinement, be
entitled to maternity leave provided that she has had not less
than 12 months’ continuous service with that employer immediately preceding the date upon which she proceeds upon such
leave.
For the purposes of this clause —
(a) An employee shall include a part-time employee but
shall not include an employee engaged upon casual
or seasonal work
(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity leave.
(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave.
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the period
of maternity leave shall be for an unbroken period of
from twelve to 52 weeks and shall include a period
of six weeks’ compulsory leave to be taken immediately before the presumed date of confinement and a
period of six weeks’ compulsory leave to be taken
immediately following confinement.
(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior to
the presumed date of confinement, give notice in writing to her employer stating the presumed date of
confinement.
(c) An employee shall give not less than four weeks’
notice in writing to her employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave,
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this order as a
consequence of failure to give the stipulated period
of notice in accordance with paragraph (c) hereof if
such failure is occasioned by the confinement occurring earlier than the presumed date.
(3) Transfer to a Safe Job.
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner,
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present work,
the employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be
transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee
may, or the employer may require the employee to, take leave
for such period as is certified necessary by a duly qualified
medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as maternity
leave for the purposes of subclauses (7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof.
(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave.
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity
leave beyond 52 weeks, the period may be lengthened once only, save with the agreement of the
employer, by the employee giving not less than 14
days’ notice in writing stating the period by which
the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the employee giving not
less than 14 days’ notice in writing stating the period
by which the leave is to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave.
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced, shall
be cancelled when the pregnancy of an employee
terminates other than by the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on maternity leave terminates other than by the birth of a living
child, it shall be the right of the employee to resume
work at a time nominated by the employer which
shall not exceed four weeks from the date of notice
in writing by the employee to the employer that she
desires to resume work.
(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave.
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other than
by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave)
as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work,
or
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(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences
of confinement she shall be entitled, either in
lieu of or in addition to special maternity leave,
to such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and which a duly qualified medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her
return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may take
such paid sick leave as to which she is then entitled
and such further unpaid leave (to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly qualified medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her return
to work, provided that the aggregate of paid sick
leave, special maternity leave and maternity leave
shall not exceed 52 weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) hereof,
maternity leave shall include special maternity leave.
(d) An employee returning to work after the completion
of a period of leave taken pursuant to this subclause
shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before proceeding on such leave or, in the
case of an employee who was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to subclause (3), to the position she held
immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available, for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable of
performing, she shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and salary or wage to
that of her former position.
(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements.
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed 52
weeks—
(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
maternity leave, take any annual leave or long service leave or any part thereof to which she is then
entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award absences (excluding annual leave or long service leave),
shall not be available to an employee during her absence on maternity leave.
(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment.
Notwithstanding any award or other provision to the contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the continuity
of service of an employee but shall not be taken into account
in calculating the period of service for any purpose of the
award.
(9) Termination of Employment.
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate her
employment at any time during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with this award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or of
her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise the
rights of an employer in relation to termination of
employment are not hereby affected.
(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave.
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of returning to her work by notice in writing to the employer
given not less than four weeks prior to the expiration
of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled to
the position which she held immediately before proceeding on maternity leave or, in the case of an
employee who was transferred to a safe job pursuant
to subclause (3), to the position which she held immediately before such transfer. Where such position
no longer exists but there are other positions available for which the employee is qualified and the
duties of which she is capable of performing, she
shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable
in status and salary or wage to that of her former
position.
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(11) Replacement employees.
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on
maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee
under this subclause, the employer shall inform that
person of the temporary nature of the employment
and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace an
employee temporarily promoted or transferred in order to replace an employee exercising her rights under
this clause, the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer
and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a
replacement employee.
(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to any
of the rights conferred by this clause except where
her employment continues beyond the twelve months
qualifying period.
(12) Effect of Maternity Leave on Accrued Day Off
(a) When an employee proceeds on maternity leave there
will be no accrual toward an Accrued Day Off as
prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—
Hours of this award.
(b) When an employee proceeds on maternity leave the
employer may pay an employee the amount of hours
accrued towards an Accrued Day Off as prescribed
in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of this
award.
27.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) Wages shall be paid in cash, providing that this shall not
apply where an employee has agreed to be paid wages by
cheque or a direct funds transfer, or where at the date of this
Order (7th October, 1985), an employee is paid other than by
cash.
(2) (a) Where the employer requires the employee to establish an account for the purposes of receiving his wages, the
employer shall pay the costs associated with such account establishment or maintenance.
(b) In respect of transfer fees associated with the transfer of
funds from the employer’s bank to any other bank or financial
institution, such fees shall be paid by the employer.
(c) All other fees, charges or duties shall be paid by the employer.
(d) The employer in agreement with the employees and Union
may specify a limited number of sources into which the funds
may be transferred.
(3) In the case of payment by cheque the employer shall
arrange cashment facilities at a branch of the bank in close
proximity to the place of work. Where it is impractical for the
employee to cash the cheque on pay day, during working time,
reasonable access to the facility shall be allowed by the employer.
(4) If, for reasons within the control of the employer, wages
are not available at the nominated time and the employee is
kept waiting for a period exceeding 30 minutes, overtime rates
shall apply, provided that in the case of an employee rostered
for duty on that day, the 30 minute period shall commence
from the employee’s finishing time.
(5) No deduction shall be made from an employee’s wages
unless the employee has agreed to such deduction in writing,
or the deduction is authorised by the award.
(6) Each employee shall be provided with a pay advice slip
on each day that wages are paid. The pay advice slip shall
detail—
(a) the rate of wage
(b) the ordinary hours worked
(c) the overtime hours worked
(d) the gross wage
(e) the net wage
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(f) any allowances paid
(g) any deductions made
(h) the composition of any annual leave payment
(i) the composition of any termination payment.
(7) The wages shall be paid weekly, provided that by agreement between the employer and the Union, wages may be paid
at other intervals.
(8) Subject to subclause (9) hereof, upon termination of
employment, the employer shall pay to the employee all monies earned by or payable to the employee before the employee
leaves the premises or the same shall be forwarded to the employee by post on the next working day following the
termination.
(9) Where the employee terminates his or her employment
without notice as required in subclause (2) of Clause 5.—Contract of Service of this Award, the employer shall forward as
soon as reasonably possible all monies earned by or payable
to such employee to that employee by post.
(10) If an employee fails to collect his wages on the appointed day, such wages shall thereafter be available for
collection (at previously notified times) during office hours.
28.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Veterinary Nurse”—means an employee registered as
such pursuant to the Veterinary Surgeons’ Act 1960-1977.
(2) “Trainee Veterinary Nurse”—means an employee enrolled in an approved course leading to registration as a
Veterinary Nurse.
(3) “Accrued Day(s) Off”—means the paid day(s) off accruing to an employee resulting from an entitlement to the 38
hour week as prescribed in Clause 7.—Hours of this award.
(4) “Emergency” for the purposes of this award shall constitute a life threatening situation for an animal.
29.—SUPERANNUATION
The superannuation provisions contained herein operate subject to the requirements of the hereinafter prescribed provision
titled—Compliance, Nomination and Transition.
(1) Employer Contributions—
(a) An employer shall contribute 3% of ordinary time
earnings per eligible employee into one of the following Approved Superannuation Funds—
(i) Westscheme; or
(ii) An exempted Fund allowed by subclause (4)
of this clause.
(b) Except where the Trust Deed provides otherwise
employer contributions shall be paid on a monthly
basis for each week of service that the eligible employee completes with the employer.
(c) No contributions shall be made for periods of unpaid leave, or unauthorised absences in excess of 38
ordinary hours or for periods of workers’ compensation in excess of 52 weeks. No contributions shall be
made in respect of annual leave paid out on termination or any other payments on terminations.
(2) Fund Membership—
(a) Contributions in accordance with subclause (1)—
Employer Contributions of this clause, shall be
calculated by the employer on behalf of each employee from the date one month after the employee
comences employment, unless the employee fails to
return a completed application to join the Fund and
the employer has complied with the following—
(i) The employer shall provide the employee with
an application to join the Fund and documentation explaining the Fund within one week of
employment commencing.
(ii) If the employee fails to return to the employer
a completed application to join the Fund
within two weeks of receipt, the employer
shall send to the employee by certified mail,
a letter setting out relevant superannuation information, the letter of denial set out in
subclause (6) of this clause and an application to join the Fund.
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(iii) Where the employee completes and returns the
letter of denial, no contribution need be made
on that employee’s behalf.
(iv) Where the employee completes and returns
neither the application to join the Fund nor
the letter of denial within one week of postage, the employer shall advise either the Union
or the Fund Administrator in writing of the
employee’s failure to return the completed
form.
(v) From two weeks following the employer’s
advice pursuant to paragraph (iv) should the
employee not have returned the completed
form the employer shall be under no obligation to make superannuation payments on
behalf of that employee.
Provided that if at any time an employee returns a
signed application form, notwithstanding a previous
failure to return such form or the return of a letter of
denial, the employer shall make contributions on
behalf of that employee from the date of return of
the signed application form.
(b) Part-time employees shall not be entitled to receive
the employer contributions mentioned in subclause
(1)—Employer Contributions of this clause, unless
they work a minimum of 12 hours per week.
(c) Casual employees who are employed for 32 consecutive working days or less shall not be entitled to the
benefits of this clause.
(3) Definitions—
“Approved Fund” shall mean any Fund which complies with
the Australian Government’s Operational Standards for Occupational Superannuation.
“Ordinary time earnings” shall mean the salary, wage or other
remuneration regularly received by the employee in respect of
the time worked in ordinary hours and shall include shift work
penalties, payments which are made for the purpose of District of Location Allowances or any other rate paid for all
purposes of the award to which the employee is entitled for
ordinary hours of work PROVIDED THAT “ordinary time
earnings” shall not include any payment which is for vehicle
allowances, fares or travelling time allowances (including payments made for travelling related to distant work), commission
or bonus.
(4) Exemptions—
Exemption from the requirements of this clause shall apply
to an employer who at the date of this Order—
(a) was contributing to a Superannuation Fund, in accordance with an Order of an industrial tribunal;
OR
(b) was contributing to a Superannuation Fund, in accordance with an Order or Award of an industrial
tribunal, for a majority of employees and makes payment for employees covered by this award in
accordance with that Order or Award; OR
(c) Subject to notification to the Union, was contributing to a Superannuation Fund for employees covered
by this award where such payments are not made
pursuant to an Order of an industrial tribunal; OR
(d) was not contributing to a Superannuation Fund for
employees covered by this award; AND
(i) written notice of the proposed alternative Superannuation fund is given to the Union; and
(ii) contributions and benefits of the proposed alternative Superannuation Fund are no less than
those provided by this clause; and
(iii) within one month of the notice prescribed in
paragraph (i) being given, the Union has not
challenged the suitability of the proposed Fund
by notifying the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission of a dispute.
(5) Operative Date—
This clause shall operate from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after the 6th day of September
1990.
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(6) Letter of Denial—
The letter of denial shall be in the following form—
“To (employer)
I have received an application for membership of the noncontributory Superannuation Fund and understand—
(1) that should I sign such form you will make
contributions on my behalf; and
(2) that I am not required to make contributions
of my own; and
(3) that no deductions will be made from my
wages without my consent.
However, I do not wish to be a member of the Fund or
have contributions made on my behalf.
.....................
(Signature)
.....................
(Name)
.....................
(Address)
.....................
(Classification)
.....................
(Date) ”
Compliance, Nomination and Transition
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere herein which
requires that contribution be made to a superannuation fund or
scheme in respect of an employee, on and from 30 June 1998—
(a) Any such fund or scheme shall no longer be a complying superannuation fund or scheme for the
purposes of this clause unless—
(i) the fund or scheme is a complying fund or
scheme within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
of the Commonwealth; and
(ii) under the governing rules of the fund or
scheme, contributions may be made by or in
respect of the employee permitted to nominate a fund or scheme;
(b) The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the
employee;
(c) The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation
fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
(d) A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the employee to whom such is directed;
(e) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are
to be made;
(f) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a employee;
Provided that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee thereafter nominates a complying superannuation fund
or scheme—
(g) if one or more complying superannuation funds or
schemes to which contributions may be made be
specified herein, the employer is required to make
contributions to that fund or scheme, or one of those
funds or schemes nominated by the employer;
or
(h) if no complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made be specified herein,
the employer is required to make contributions to a
complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer.
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30.—AWARD MODERNISATION AND ENTERPRISE
CONSULTATION
(1) The parties to this award are committed to co-operating
positively to increase the efficiency and productivity of the
industry to enhance the career opportunities and job security
of employees in the industry.
(2) At each plant or enterprise a consultative mechanism
may be established by the employer, or shall be established
upon request by the employees or their Union. The consultative mechanism and procedure shall be appropriate to the size,
structure and needs of that plant or enterprise.
(3) Where a consultative committee is established, it will be
free to address any matter which is consistent with the objectives of subclause (1) of this clause.
(4) Discussions that take place will have regard to the following requirements—
(a) the changes sought shall not affect provisions reflecting State standards;
(b) the majority of employees affected by the change at
the plant or enterprise must genuinely agree to the
change;
(c) any agreement shall not, in the context of a total package, provide for a set of conditions of a lesser standard
than that provided by the award and no employee
shall have a lesser income as a result of the conditions provided for in such agreement;
(d) the Union must be a party to any agreement which
affects the wages and/or conditions of employment
of employees;
(e) the Union shall not unreasonably oppose any agreement;
(f) any agreement relating to award matters shall be subject to approval by the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission and, if approved, shall operate as a schedule to this award and take precedence
over any provision of this award to the extent of any
inconsistency;
(g) if agreement cannot be reached on a particular issue,
then the matter may be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
determination.
APPENDIX—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
REQUIREMENT
(1) This Appendix is inserted into the award/industrial agreement as a result of legislation which came into effect on 16
January 1996 (Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment and
Repeal Act 1995) and further varied by legislation which came
into effect on 23 May 1997 (Labour Relations Legislation
Amendment Act 1997).
(2) Subject to this appendix, and in addition to any current
arrangements the following procedures shall apply in connection with questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this
award/industrial agreement.
(a) The persons directly involved, or representatives of
person/s directly involved, shall discuss the question, dispute or difficulty as soon as is practicable.
(b)
(i) If these discussions do not result in a settlement, the question, dispute or difficulty shall
be referred to senior management for further
discussion.
(ii) Discussions at this level will take place as soon
as practicable.
(3) The terms of any agreed settlement should be jointly
recorded.
(4) Any settlement reached which is contrary to the terms of
this award/industrial agreement shall not have effect unless
and until that conflict is resolved to allow for it.
(5) Nothing in this appendix shall be read so as to exclude
an organisation party to or bound by the award/industrial agreement from representing its members.
(6) Any question, dispute or difficulty not settled may be
referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission provided that with effect from 22 November 1997 it
is required that persons involved in the question, dispute or
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difficulty shall confer among themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes or difficulties before
taking those matters to the Commission..
SCHEDULE A—PARTIES TO THE AWARD
The following organisation is a party to this award—
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, W.A. Branch.
SCHEDULE B—RESPONDENTS
Mr. P.S. Adams
P.O. Box 255
CANNINGTON WA 6107
Ascot Veterinary Hospital
63 Epsom Avenue
BELMONT WA 6104
St. Francis Veterinary Hospital
7 Main Street,
OSBORNE PARK WA 6017
Mr. P.M.A. Harwood
(no longer in business)
Mr. A.R. Hugh
(no longer in business)
Mr. K.J. Kent
(no longer in business)
Mr. R.K. Kent
(no longer in business)
Melville Animal Hospital
34a Rome Road,
MELVILLE WA 6156
Swanbourne Veterinary Hospital
(formerly Messrs I.J. Miller and M.J. Grandison)
2 Devon Road,
SWANBOURNE WA 6010
Mr. C.P. Owens
(no longer in business)
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
99 Albany Highway
VICTORIA PARK WA 6100
Mr. A.F. Smits
(no longer in business)
Mr. L.W. Spiers
3 Riverview Road,
EAST VICTORIA PARK WA 6101
Mr. B. Stein
52 Salvado Road,
WEMBLEY WA 6014
APPENDIX—S.49B—INSPECTION OF RECORDS
REQUIREMENTS
(1) Where this award, order or industrial agreement empowers a representative of an organisation of employees party to
this award, order or industrial agreement to inspect the time
and wages records of an employee or former employee, that
power shall be exercised subject to the Industrial Relations
(General) Regulations 1997 (as may be amended from time to
time) and the following—
(a) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if:—
(i) the employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative of the organisation would infringe the privacy of persons
who are not members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative.
(b) The power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of an organisation of employees authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules
of the organisation.
(c) Before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to an employer.
DATED at Perth this 19th day of November, 1968.
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COAL INDUSTRY TRIBUNAL—
Awards/Agreements—
Application for—
THE WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT—MAINTENANCE—1998-2001.
No. 4 of 1998.
COAL INDUSTRY TRIBUNAL OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA ACT 1992.
(Section 12)
Wesfarmers Coal Limited
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch.
No. 4 of 1998.
Memorandum of Agreement.
WHEREAS conferences between the Wesfarmers Coal Limited and The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
And Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch were convened by me pursuant to section 12(l) of
the Coal Industry Tribunal of Western Australia Act 1992 on
24 June 1998, 17 August 1998, 28 August 1998 and 21 December 1998 for the purpose of resolving differences between
the parties regarding the terms and conditions of employment
to apply to employees whose employment is covered by the
Coal Mining Industry (Engineers) Award 1990;
AND WHEREAS agreement was reached between the parties at the conference held on 21 December 1998, annexed
hereto and signed by me in accordance with section 12(3) of
the Act is a memorandum of the matters upon which agreement has been reached and the terms and conditions agreed
upon. The provisions of Schedule B shall take precedence over
the provisions of Schedule A where they conflict.
DATED at Perth this 21st day of December, 1998.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Chairman,
Coal Industry Tribunal of Western Australia.

SCHEDULE A
THE WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT—MAINTENANCE—1998-2001
This Agreement shall be known as the Wesfarmers Coal Limited Enterprise Agreement—Maintenance—1998-2001 and
shall operate from the pay period commencing on 13 September 1998. This Agreement between Wesfarmers Coal Limited
and The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing And
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch shall be registered in the Coal Industry Tribunal of
Western Australia.
The parties to this Agreement accept the terms of this Agreement for a period of two years and four months. The Agreement
shall apply to employees of Wesfarmers Coal Limited who
are covered by the Coal Mining Industry (Engineers) Award
1990.
This Agreement does not replace the existing award or the
1992 Enterprise Agreement, or the Trades persons Career Path
document 1994, any inconsistency shall be read and interpreted
in conjunction with the three documents mentioned above provided that where necessary this Agreement shall take
precedence.
The intention of this Agreement is to further the implementation of more effective coal production measures by enabling
maintenance services to cover 362 days of continuous operation in each year through changed work arrangements and
rosters and reduction of the overall cost per tonne, thereby
strengthening the security of employees and Wesfarmers Coal’s
future.
It is recognised that there are other documents in existence
which both parties have previously agreed.
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Both parties have the right to review any of these previous
agreements.
1. —START AND FINISH ON THE JOB
Start is interpreted as—
Personnel to be physically at their normal work station on
the job at the start of the shift.
Finish is interpreted as—
Not to leave normal work station until completion of the
shift.
The normal work station is defined as the place of storing
tools or the place at which daily instructions are received. These
could be at different sites where advised previously or at training sessions.
2.—CRIB BREAK
One crib break will be taken at the appropriate time given
due consideration to the work continuity and will be taken
within an hour either side of the crib time.
Informal smoko’s or breaks can be taken on the job as needed,
to suit the continuity of work, ie a cup of coffee/tea occasionally rather than a one off formal type of break.
Informal breaks may be taken before and/or after the crib
break. The closest most convenient facility (coffee machine)
at hand or thermos where more convenient for example in the
field.
Tradesmen working in the field will have smoko in the field
and WCL will provide a thermos. Coffee machines will be
installed in the workshop.
3.—TERM OF AGREEMENT IS TO BE TWO YEARS
AND FOUR MONTHS.
4.—SHIFT ROSTERS
Implementation date is to be Sunday 13 September 1998 for
7 Day/6 Day rosters.
Payment for agreed changes are not applicable until rosters
are implemented.
Proposed shift arrangements that are to be implemented will
be: (see Attachments “B1 & B2”).
7 day roster x 12 hour shifts, 4 panel.
6 day roster x 10 hour shifts as per roster with 8 hour make
up shift every 4 weeks. The make up shift on that weekend
may vary by mutual agreement.
Shift rosters average is 42 hours per week as shown on the
attached Non Continuous 6 day and 7 day continuous shift
rosters, Attachments B1 and B2.
The rostered hours will be adhered to and overtime will only
be worked in exceptional circumstances.
Initial labour requirements on 7 day roster per panel will
be—
3 x fitters
1 x electrician
1 x welder
These personnel will be drawn from teams A, B, C, D each
team will attempt to organise that the 7 day roster is manned.
For temporary cover of 7 day roster personnel will be drawn
from the team (by rotation) and 48 hours notice is to be given.
Where an employee is required for the rostered shifts without
being given 48 hours notice they will be paid overtime rates
during the 48 hour period.
It is planned that a minimum of two tradesmen per shift will
start at Premier to maintain the equipment in operation in that
area and will work the trades roster. (These are not permanent
positions.)
Where there is a need to re-balance the skills between crews
it will be by agreement between the employees concerned and
the Manager or in the absence of agreement by the most junior
in classification. Transfer will be on 48 hours notice.
• Start times for these rostered shifts will be as follows—
Day shift hours 0700 = 7.00am for 10 and 12 hour
shifts.
Afternoon shift hours 1700 = 5.00pm—10 hour shift.
Night shift hours 1900 = 7.00pm 12 hour shift.
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• Finish times—
Day shift hours

•
•
•
•
•

1700 = 5.00pm 10 hour shift
1900 = 7.00pm 12 hour shift.
Afternoon shift hours 0300 = 3.00am 10 hour shift.
Night shift hours 0700 = 7.00am 12 hour shifts.
Saturday make up shift start time 0700 = 7.00am to
3.00pm = 1500 hours.
Showers in own time after the shift is finished.
Buses will depart from designated departure point
10 minutes after the shift has finished.
Proposed rosters (Attachment “B1” and “B2”) should
be continued for at least one full rotation. Such that
employees experience the full roster.
A review of the roster system will be conducted after six months operation or one complete rotation.
During the two years and four months of this agreement any alternative to the base roster system may
only occur by agreement of both parties.

5.—LEAVE
In order to maintain the continuous operation throughout
the whole year annual leave will be approved subject to a reasonable balance of skills being retained in each team.
Department Annual Leave will be approved to be taken in a
period commencing the Monday two weeks before Christmas.
Up to the following percentages each week—
Week
1 2 3* 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
% leave
20 20 40 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
* Christmas
Leave will be approved up to 30% the first week commencing Monday of the September-October school holidays and
20% week commencing Easter Monday.
During the remainder of the year up to 15 % of employees’
leave may be approved each week.
The amount of annual, sick, long service or any other leave
remains the same as is currently agreed to in the award. Payment for this leave remains unchanged and is based on 35
ordinary hours per week.
For the purposes of annual leave accumulation when on the
7 day roster it will be accumulated on a proportioned basis, ie
per week.
When taking leave accumulated entitlements will be reduced
by the quantum payable under the award based on 35 ordinary
hours, ie—
A leave day for the purposes of calculating each shift entitlement and payments is as follows. For each shift taken as
leave the equivalent leave hours per day are then calculated on
the basis of 35/42 multiplied by the rostered shift length.
eg 35 x 12 hours equivalent leave = 10 hours
42
Example—
An employee taking four weeks annual leave and working a
seven day continuous twelve (12) hour shift roster would take
4 weeks = 14 shifts each of 12 hours taken off the roster.
14 x 12 x 35 = 140 hours (paid at 140 hours + 35% loading + Bonus)
42

or four weeks at 35 hours per week = 140 hours. Paid at
140 hours + 35% loading and production bonus.
for each rostered shift of 12 hours x 35/42—10 hours
leave
for each rostered shift of 10 hours x 35/42—8.33 hours
leave
for each rostered shift of 8 hours x 35/42—6.7 hours leave
6.—LSL
Long service leave remains unchanged. Employees will receive the equivalent payment under the award and 13 weeks
each 8 years of service. A week is defined as seven calendar
days.
7.—PAYMENT
The payment for rostered weeks averaging approximately
42 hours per week are as follows.
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Payment based on 35 ordinary hours. There will be no allowances paid on penalty rates.
For rostered eight hour shifts Monday to Friday payment is
based on seven hour ordinary time plus overtime.
Ten hour shift rosters are paid at seven hours ordinary plus
overtime.
Twelve hour shift rosters are paid at the basis of thirty five
ordinary hours per week and then penalty rates shall apply.
Calculations for each roster have been agreed in discussions
between Wesfarmers Coal Limited and the union.
Afternoon shift allowance is 15% of ordinary time.
Night shift allowance is 25% of ordinary time.
8.—REDUCTION OF EMPLOYEES
During the two years and four months of this agreement the
closure of mines and a major reduction of equipment will take
place and associated reduction of personnel will also be required.
Maintenance personnel who are interested in volunteering
for redundancy at anytime should contact the Human Relations Department for details.
A voluntary only redundancy package as shown in Attachment “A” will be in place up until June 1997 at which time the
voluntary package (Attachment “A”) offered in this Agreement will cease to exist. Employees who have been accepted
for Voluntary Redundancy before June 1997 may take the redundancy on an agreed date up to the expiry of this Agreement.
Personnel volunteering for the redundancy package will be
accepted subject to a balance of skills being retained in the
maintenance department work force.
9.—OVERTIME
The intention of the agreement is to conduct the business on
the basis of rostered time only.
Overtime will only be required to be worked when the integrity of operations is threatened or exceptional circumstances
apply and payment will accrue the normal award penalty rates.
10.—TRAVEL INSURANCE
Paid annually for each person to the equivalent standard of
existing policy. (The policy now contains up to $1000/wk for
a maximum of 2 years payment of lost wages, plus $100,000
death and disability).
11.—SPECIFIC COMMITMENTS TO EFFICIENCY
During the life of this agreement the trades will commit to
developing an agreed procedure for maximising in pit maintenance, including training operators for minor maintenance work.
Any decommissioned plant/equipment or infrastructure leaving site will not require union coverage other than shop steward
role.
Shared work Implementation of the work changes listed as
Attachment C must commence within three months of the acceptance of the agreement. There is a commitment by the trades
to agree sharing of this work.
12.—SALARY SACRIFICE
12.1 An employee may elect to take a mixture of cash and
non-cash benefits where the value of benefits will equate to
the total gross earnings (including overtime, any applicable
allowances) for the position occupied (“salary sacrifice”).
12.2 Where an employee elects to salary sacrifice, the employee must sacrifice gross earnings to cover the value of the
non-cash benefit, any applicable fringe benefits tax and any
applicable superannuation contribution tax or levy and/or any
other tax imposed by the Australian Taxation Office from time
to time.
12.3 The period of salary sacrifice must be for a minimum
of 12 months and the nominated amount of non-cash benefits
must be nominated by the employee at a specified time once
per year.
12.4 An employee who elects to salary sacrifice may choose
to take up to 40% of their ordinary time earnings for their
classification as—
(a) superannuation contributions, and/or
(b) additional death and disability insurance cover contributions
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The maximum allowable salary sacrifice is subject
to the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (C’th).
12.5 The salary sacrifice will continue to operate during
periods of paid leave.
12.6 This clause prevails over all other clauses of this Agreement and any other relevant Agreement or Award which
governs terms and conditions of employment of the employee.
13.—WAGES SCHEDULE.
On implementation of the Agreement a 5% increase will be
applied to the Base Rate and allowances and at the completion
of 12 months after roster implementation a further increase of
3% will be applied.
TRADES RATES & ALLOWANCES
Description
Maintenance Employee
Level 1
Maintenance Employee
Level 2
Base Trades person
Trades person Level 1
Trades person Level 2
Trades person Level 3
Trades person Level 4

Percentage
of Base Trades

Rate
Rate
(Per Week) (Per Week)
13/9/98
12/9/99

95.00%

$659.10

$678.90

97.50%
100.00%
107.50%
110.00%
115.00%
120.00%

$676.50
$693.80
$745.80
$763.20
$797.90
$832.60

$696.70
$714.60
$768.20
$786.10
$821.80
$857.50

13/9/98
$48.50
$17.83
$0.15
$0.24
$1.91
$6.68
$5.51
$0.51
$8.54
$11.52
$1.55
$1.72

12/9/99
$50.00
$18.36
$0.15
$0.25
$1.97
$6.88
$5.68
$0.53
$8.80
$11.87
$1.60
$1.77

ALLOWANCES
Bonus
Experience Allowance
Trade Disability
Dust Money
Artificial Light (AS)
Artificial Light (NS)
Meal Allowance
Conveyor Belt
First Aid Medallion
First Aid 3rd Year Certificate
Excessively Wet
Wet Work

Week
Week
Hour
Hour
Shift
Shift
Shift
Week
Week
Shift
Shift

Wesfarmers Coal agree to review further increases during
the life of the Agreement given that there are agreed improvements for the second year.
14.—DISPUTES PROCEDURE
14.1 Consultation
The parties to this Agreement are committed to the avoidance of lost time and lost production due to industrial disputes.
Throughout this process, the parties will endeavour to ensure normal work continues, provided such continuation shall
not prejudice the outcome or any proceedings before the Tribunal. Normal work is the work that was taking place prior to
the dispute being raised.
To ensure that all disputes are dealt with fairly, the following steps must be followed—
Step 1
The dispute will be dealt with at crew level between the
relevant employee(s) and the supervisor. This process will
be without written record. It should be concluded within
two shifts or a time period agreed between the employee(s)
and the supervisor.
Step 2
If the dispute is not resolved at Step 1, the relevant job
delegate will join with the employee(s) and supervisor,
and together they will attempt to settle the issue within an
agreed time period.
If there is no settlement, the supervisor will in co-operation with the employee(s) and delegate, compile an agreed
written record of the dispute for referral to Step 3.
Step 3
If the dispute is not resolved at Step 2, the written record
of dispute will be referred to the relevant Manager and
Senior Delegate for resolution. They shall agree a time
period for resolution and/or referral to Step 4.
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Step 4
If the dispute is not resolved at Step 3, the written record
of dispute including detail from Step 3, will be referred
to the Senior Manager and relevant Regional or District
Organiser for resolution. They shall agree a time period
for resolution and/or referral to Step 5.
Step 5
If the dispute is not resolved at Step 4, both parties have
the right to submit the issue to the Tribunal.
ATTACHMENT “A”
THE REDUNDANCY PACKAGE
To replace the package in July 1992 Enterprise Agreement
up until 1 June 1997.
a. Actual notice to be not less than Award entitlement.
b. A maximum 65 weeks pay (excluding accrual annual leave termination award entitlements).
c. Four weeks pay in lieu of notice.
d. One weeks pay per year of service.
e. One weeks pay gratuity per year of service (including loading, no bonus).
f. One weeks pay per year above 20 years of service.
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g. Three weeks pay per year above 50 years of age.
h. Long Service Leave—accrued entitlement (ie after
6 years pro rata and loading).
i. Sick Leave—accrued entitlement (no loading).
j. Annual Leave—accrued entitlement (including loading).
k. Superannuation—per Award plus seminars.
l. Coal Industry Super Fund—per fund regulations.
m. Job Search—paid time up to 16 hours during notice
period to attend confirmed job interviews.
n. Classification rate including Leading Hand experience allowance and production bonus.
o. Redundancy pay (excluding accrued leave entitlements) not to exceed the total pay the employee
would have received if he had worked to normal retirement age.
p. All accepted volunteers will receive an additional
$500.
q. Up to $1,000 retraining on presentation of receipts
within 6 months of the termination date.
r. $15,000 ex gratia payment.
ATTACHMENT B1

INITIAL COMBINATION OF 12 & 10 HOUR ROSTERS
TYPICAL 8 WEEK ROTATION
CONTINUOUS 12 HOUR SHIFTS X 7 DAYS
NON CONTINUOUS 10 HOUR SHIFTS X 6 DAYS
(Commencement Times)
WEEK
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
WEEK
M
T
W
T
F
S
1
N
N
D
D
D
1
A
A
A
A
2
N
N
2
D
D
D
D
D8
3
D
D
N
N
N
3
A
A
A
A
4
D
D
4
D
D
D
D
5
N
N
D
D
D
5
A
A
A
A
6
N
N
6
D
D
D
D
D8
7
D
D
N
N
7
A
A
A
A
8
D
D
8
D
D
D
D
• ROSTERS 12 HOUR X 7 DAYS ROSTER
• COMBINED WITH 10 HOUR X 6 DAYS ROSTER

S
-

Definition of a Shift
A shift has the date and day the majority of hours of the shift are worked and is paid accordingly.
ATTACHMENT B2
INITIAL PROPOSED SHIFTS—MILLWRIGHTS
NON CONTINUOUS—10 HOUR SHIFTS 8 WEEK
ROTATION TYPICAL
CREW
WEEK 1
WEEK 2
WEEK 3
WEEK 4

A
B
B
A
A
B
B
A

M
D10
D10
D10
D10
-

T
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10

W
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10

T
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10
D10

F
D10
D10
D10
D10

S
D8 Half crew
D8 Half crew
D8 Half crew
D8 Half crew

S
-

ATTACHMENT ‘C’
LIST OF SHARED WORK—
Forklifts
Trucks
All lifting devices
Spare wheels
Batteries
Lubrication/services
Filters
Minor maintenance.
Examples of shared work but not limited to—
Forklifts—
1. Positioning of components.
2. Pick up and carry of parts.
3. Removing waste/rubbish from around jobs ie broken/worn parts to rubbish bins.

Trucks
1. Pick up of parts.
2. Delivery of tooling/parts to jobs.
3. Set up of service requirements on shutdown/major
jobs.
4. General testing of machinery.
Lifting devices
1. Operation of cherry picker—man box.
2. Operation of HIAB truck mounted cranes.
Tyre Handler
1. Miners/tyre fitters to operate to complete whole of
job.
Changing light vehicles wheels
1. All trades/miners/staff to change own wheels on light
vehicles.
Batteries/air starts
1. Ability for both trades/miners to jump start or refill
air receivers for starting machines.
Lubrication
1. Ability for both trades/miners to refill/top up lubricants.
Filters
1. Ability for both trades/miners to change/replace filters.
Minor maintenance
1. Pipe couplings (dewatering).
2. Changing light globes.
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3. Changing out worn ground engaging tools, ie ripper
boots, pin on teeth.
4. Changing mirrors.
5. Miners to complete full services.
Signed on behalf of—
THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS,
ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH
(registered as AFMEPKIU)
Common Seal

WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED

J. Sharp-Collett (signed)
________________________________
State Secretary

T.J. Kuzman (signed)
___________________________
Managing Director

18/09/98
Date ________________

14/9/98
Date________________

M.P. Murray (signed)
________________________________
WCL Convenor
14.9.98
Date ________________

SCHEDULE B
WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED ENTERPRISE
SUPPLEMENTARY AGREEMENT—MAINTENANCE—
1998
Arising from the CIT Conference in Perth on Friday 28
August 1998, the following position was agreed and is to be
recommended by the Union Representatives to the tradesmen.
We understand the meeting held at 5.00pm on 1 September
1998 agreed in principle to the recommendation. As a result of
the delegates report back and clarification of this letter and
Enterprise Agreement, some word changes have been made in
item number 5. Rosters.
1. The existing Enterprise Agreement (1996) document is to
continue in its present form for a period of 28 months.
This revised term has been incorporated in the attached document proposed to reflect the outcome of the Conference. This
proposed document entitled Wesfarmers Coal Limited Enterprise Agreement—Maintenance September 1998—January
2001 and is unchanged from the 1996 Agreement except where
referred to in this letter*.
2. Pay Increases
• There will be a 5% increase to the base rates plus
bonus and allowances to commence on Sunday 13
September 1998.
• There will be a 3% increase to the base rates plus
bonus and allowances to commence on Sunday 12
September 1999.
• The Agreement will expire on Saturday 13 January
2001.
• These increases, rates and dates have been incorporated in the proposed new Agreement *.
3. Dispute Procedure
A dispute procedure is to be added to the Agreement.
This has been incorporated in the proposed new Agreement*.
4. Public Holidays
The treatment of Public Holidays is to continue for the life
of this new Agreement (13 September 1998 – 13 January 2001)
unchanged from the method experienced under the 1996 Agreement as follows—
4.1 When in the work roster—
• If rostered to and works the Public Holiday, is
paid double time plus a day in lieu added to
Annual Leave.
• If rostered on any of the 3 Mine Holidays then
paid as a Public Holiday.
• If rostered off for any of the 10 Public Holidays, a day in lieu is added to Annual Leave.
4.2 When on Annual Leave—
• If would ordinarily have been rostered to work,
will be paid as a Public Holiday in lieu of being paid and debited a day of Annual Leave
entitlement.
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• If would ordinarily have been rostered off
work, will have a day in lieu added to Annual
Leave entitlement.
4.3 When on Long Service Leave—
• Whether would ordinarily have been rostered
to work or rostered off, have a day in lieu added
to Annual Leave entitlement, with Long Service Leave payment and the leave continuing
uninterrupted.
5. Rosters
The Maintenance workforce will be organised into 8 balanced crews. 4 crews to work the 12 hour shift continuous
roster (currently the Simcoa Roster) and 4 crews to work the
10 hour non continuous shift roster. Separate discussions are
to be held between the Company and the Union regarding a 2
crew day shift roster (shown in the Agreement as the
Millwrights roster).
The Union has agreed to withdraw its appeal against the
CIT decision of 13 July 1998 and accept the ruling that the
Company is entitled to allocate personnel to the rosters (giving due notice) as it sees fit from time to time to suit the needs
of its operations.
Bearing in mind the above position, we believe it is in the
spirit of our 28 August 1998 agreement with you to leave the
clause 4—Shift Rosters unchanged (although reference to initial labour requirements and to minimum manning at Premier
are now superseded) rather than attempt a wholesale rewrite
of the Agreement.
6. Redundancies
The Voluntary Redundancy package is to remain unchanged
and open for 2 tradesmen for the life of the Agreement.
An additional $25,000 is to be available for these two redundancies, making an ex gratia total of $40,000.
Should the Company identify the need for further redundancies, it will be done by negotiating a new Agreement on
Redundancies.
7. Sick Leave
The Company will increase the sick leave entitlement from
105 hours per annum to 120 hours per annum for the life of
this Agreement.
8. Award Changes
The Company and the Union will jointly make application
for a consent variation to the Award to apply to WCL only, to
increase the weekly wage rates by the legally awarded increases.
Signed on behalf of.
THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS,
ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS –
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH
(registered as AFMEPKIU)
Common Seal

WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED

J. Sharp-Collett (signed)
________________________________
State Secretary

T.J. Kuzman (signed)
___________________________
Managing Director

18/09/98
Date ________________

14/9/98
Date________________

M.P. Murray (signed)
________________________________
WCL Convenor
14.9.98
Date ________________
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THE WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT—OPERATIONS 1998.
Nos. 2 and 5 of 1998.
COAL INDUSTRY TRIBUNAL OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA ACT 1992.
(Section 12)
Wesfarmers Coal Limited
and
The Coal Miners’ Industrial Union of Workers of Western
Australia, Collie.
Nos 2 and 5 of 1998.
Memorandum of Agreement.
WHEREAS conferences between the Wesfarmers Coal Limited and The Coal Miners’ Industrial Union of Workers of
Western Australia, Collie were convened by me pursuant to
section 12(l) of the Coal Industry Tribunal of Western Australia Act 1992 on 26 February 1997, 2 June 1998, 25 August
1998 and 21 December 1998 for the purpose of resolving differences between the parties regarding the terms of an
enterprise agreement to replace the Wesfarmers Coal Limited
Enterprise Agreement—Operations 1996;
AND WHEREAS agreement was subsequently reached between the parties annexed hereto and signed by me in
accordance with section 12(3) of the Act is a memorandum of
the matters upon which agreement has been reached and the
terms and conditions agreed upon.
DATED at Perth this 21st day of December, 1998.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Chairman,
Coal Industry Tribunal of Western Australia.

Schedule.
THE WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT—OPERATIONS 1998
1.—COMMENCEMENT DATE AND PERIOD OF
OPERATION
This Agreement shall be known as the Wesfarmers Coal Limited Enterprise Agreement—Operations 1998 and shall have
effect from the pay period commencing on or after 13 September 1998. The parties to this Agreement are Wesfarmers
Coal Limited and the Coal Miners’ Industrial Union of Workers of Western Australia. This Agreement shall be registered
in the Coal Industry Tribunal of Western Australia.
The parties to this Agreement accept the terms of this Agreement for a period of three years. The Agreement shall apply to
employees of Wesfarmers Coal who are covered by the Coal
Mining Industry (Miners) Award 1990.
The parties shall apply to the Western Australian Coal Industry Tribunal to cancel the Agreement in September 2001,
unless it is agreed to extend or replace the Agreement.
2.—RELATIONSHIPS TO OTHER AWARDS/
AGREEMENTS
This Agreement does not replace the existing award or the
1992 Enterprise Agreement or the Open Cut Career Path document 1994 and shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the three documents mentioned above provided that where
necessary this Agreement shall take precedence.
It is recognised that there are other written agreements on
other matters, eg. contractors and operation of coal loading
which exist and will continue to be honoured in intent by the
parties to this agreement although they may be altered during
the life of this Agreement.
3.—COMMITMENTS BY PARTIES TO AGREEMENT
At the expiration of thirty months, all parties shall reassess
the content and effectiveness of the Agreement with a view to
continuing the Agreement with any appropriate adjustments,
or replacing the Agreement. The intent of the reassessment is
to reach agreement prior to the termination of this Agreement.
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The intention of this Agreement is to further the implementation of more effective coal production measures by enabling
operations and maintenance services to cover three hundred
and sixty two (362) days of continuous operation in each year
through changed work arrangements and rosters and reduction of the overall cost per tonne, thereby strengthening the
security of employees and Wesfarmers Coal future.
The list of shared work in attachment E will be implemented
within the first three months where there is agreement by
Wesfarmers Coal and the Union.
4.—HOURS
4.1 General
This clause wholly overrides clause 7—Hours of the Coal
Mining Industry (Miners) Award 1990.
4.1.1 The ordinary hours of work for employees will be an
average of thirty five (35) per week.
4.1.2 All hours worked in excess of thirty five (35) hours
per week Monday to Friday will be paid at overtime rates.
4.1.3 All employees may be required to work shiftwork of
forty two (42) rostered hours per week.
4.1.4 Crib breaks shall form part of the ordinary rostered
hours and will be staggered so as to allow for the most efficient work arrangements including continuous operation and
will not exceed thirty (30) minutes taken within one and a half
(1.5) hours either side of the mid point of the shift. Informal
breaks or cups of coffee can be taken in the field by the operator, (rather than a one off formal break) considering the needs
of the operation and the employee.
4.1.5 The recognised start/finish of shifts is at the normal
work place or as previously advised by the supervisor.
i.e. Shifts start at the field vehicle, or control room, or
muster area, or training room. (Changeover on the
machines will be the subject of future negotiations.)
4.2 Day Work—Monday to Friday
The ordinary hours of work for employees engaged on a day
work roster will be thirty five (35) hours per week to be performed Monday to Friday and the spread of hours will be
between 6.00am and 6.00pm but may be varied by agreement
between the employee and the employer.
4.3 Shift Work
There shall be no spread of hours for employees engaged on
shift work. Employees shall be rostered to work an average of
forty two (42) hours per week on any day of the week.
4.3.1 Day Shift
The hours of work for employees engaged on a day shift
roster shall be performed on any seven days of the week.
4.3.2 Continuous Shift
a) The hours of work for employees engaged on continuous shift rosters shall be performed on any day
of the week.
b) The nominal roster for continuous shift employees
will be either twenty one (21) shifts of eight (8) hours
or fourteen (14) shifts of twelve (12) hours worked
in each twenty eight day period.
4.3.3 Six Day Shift
a) The hours of work for employees engaged on a six
day continuous shift shall be performed Monday to
Saturday to cover one hundred and twenty eight (128)
hours continuous operation.
b) The nominal roster for six day shift workers will be
either twenty one (21) shifts of eight (8) hours or
fourteen (14) shifts of twelve (12) hours worked in
each twenty eight day period.
4.3.4 Non Continuous Shift
a) The hours of work for employees engaged on a non
continuous shift shall be performed on any day of
the week. Monday to Saturday to cover eighty eight
(88) hours operation and by agreement rostered Sunday shifts as an alternative.
b) The nominal roster for non continuous shift employees will be twenty one (21) days of eight (8) hours in
each twenty eight (28) day period.
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5.—SHIFT WORK
This clause wholly overrides clause 9—Shiftwork, of the
Coal Mining Industry (Miners) Award 1990.
5.1 Shift work may be required on every day of the year
except Christmas Day, Anzac Day and Good Friday which
may only be worked by mutual agreement by the respondents
to this Agreement.
Shift work will be arranged such that shifts are generally
eight (8) hours per shift but employees may be required to
work up to twelve (12) hours per shift. Shift lengths may be
varied by agreement between the employee and employer. The
employee may request the delegate to be involved as his representative.
5.2 Shifts which commence on a day will be deemed to have
been worked on that date and day and payment made accordingly.
5.3 Wesfarmers Coal may alter any employees shift roster
to suit its operational requirements, provided no less than forty
eight (48) hours notice of a change of shift roster is given to
the employees concerned. Any change to the base operational
rosters will be by negotiation between the parties to this Agreement.
5.4 An employee may be required to change shifts or transfer from day work to shift work or vice versa provided no less
than forty eight (48) hours notice of the change is given.
5.5 When roster change is required by giving 48 hours notice a maximum of one month will be provided on shift unless
agreed otherwise by the individuals concerned.
5.6 Where an employee who is usually a day worker is required to work afternoon or night shift for three (3) consecutive
shifts or less, the employee will be paid an additional 25% of
ordinary time above the normal payment for the shifts so
worked.
5.7 Where an employee commences a new roster he shall be
allowed at least one shift break before he is required to start
the new roster.
5.8 Employees engaged on shift work shall be paid at the
rate of time and one half for the first three hours and double
time thereafter for rostered hours worked on a Saturday and
double time for rostered hours worked on a Sunday.
5.9 An employee not notified at least twenty four (24) hours
prior to being required to work in excess of ten (10) continuous hours (inclusive of crib) shall be allowed a paid meal break
of twenty (20) minutes.
5.10 When a roster change is required the employee and
supervisor will agree on the rostered shifts which average one
hundred and sixty eight (168) hours in four weeks at the time
of the change.
5.11 Employees will be paid an allowance of 15% for rostered
ordinary hours (Monday to Friday) for working afternoon shift
and 25% for rostered ordinary hours (Monday to Friday) for
working night shift. Where twelve (12) hour continuous rosters are worked one shift each day will attract the 25% night
shift allowance.
5.11.1 Day shift means a shift commencing between 0500
hours and 1300 hours.
5.11.2 Afternoon shift means a shift commencing between
1300 hours and 1859 hours on any day of the week.
5.11.3 Night shift means any shift commencing between 1900
hours and 0500 hours.
5.12 The base operations rosters are as shown in Attachments A, B, C and D. A review of the operations rosters will
be conducted after six months duration to access the effectiveness of the rosters and negotiate any alternative base operation
roster.
6.—LEAVE
6.1 Annual Leave
This subclause wholly overrides clause 11—Annual Leave,
of the Coal Mining Industry (Miners) Award 1990.
6.1.1 Employees shall be entitled to one hundred and seventy five (175) ordinary hours leave at the ordinary rate of pay
in respect of each completed period of twelve (12) months
continuous employment.
6.1.2 Seven day shift employees rostered to work on a rotational basis for continuous shifts on seven days of the week
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for fifty two (52) weeks of the year shall be entitled to an
additional thirty five (35) ordinary hours leave. Employees
working a seven day continuous shift for part of the year shall
be entitled to pro-rata of the thirty five (35) hours leave calculated on the basis of completed weeks as a proportion of fifty
two (52).
6.1.3 a) Subject to 3(b) leave shall be taken following application of the employee, subject to the convenience of the
employer and unless by approval of the employer no later than
in the twelve (12) months following the date the leave accrues. Leave may be taken by agreement between the employee
and the employer in periods other than one hundred and seventy five (175) or two hundred and ten (210) continuous
ordinary hours.
b) Subject to a reasonable balance of skills being retained
leave will be spread evenly over the year to recognise employees’ preference for leave, approximately fifteen (15%) percent
at any one time. Up to twenty (20%) percent of employees in
each department will be approved to take leave within the periods of state school holidays.
6.1.4 The rate of pay payable during a period of annual leave
shall be at the ordinary rate applicable in the week before the
leave commences.
6.1.5 In addition to the ordinary rate payable during a period
of annual leave, the employee shall receive a loading of thirty
five (35%) percent calculated on the employee’s ordinary rate
of pay.
6.1.6 On resignation or termination the employee shall be
entitled to any untaken accrued annual leave and except where
the termination is for misconduct or unauthorised absence, prorata leave calculated on the basis of completed weeks of
employment as a proportion of 52.
6.1.7 It is recognised that employees may have urgent business on any particular day. The supervisor will assist arranging
the time off by swaps, change of roster, or approved Annual
leave up to three single days per year. These arrangements
will be planned in advance.
6.2 Sick Leave
This subclause wholly overrides clause 12—Sick Leave
subclause 2 a) and 2 b). An employee will accrue paid sick
leave of one hundred and twenty (120) hours on 1 July. Leave
will accrue on a pro rata basis in respect of any employee who
commences employment after 1 July.
6.3 Long Service Leave
Long Service leave entitlements remain unchanged. Long
Service leave entitlements will be accrued and paid as per the
Award. Long Service Leave will be taken as numbers of weeks
of leave the minimum period of leave being of two weeks
duration. For each week of long service leave a full calendar
week seven days will be taken and paid at the employees ordinary weekly rate plus loading of 17.5%.
6.4 Holidays
This subclause wholly overrides clause 10—Holidays, of
the Coal Mining Industry (Miners) Award 1990.
6.4.1 The following days or the days observed in lieu shall
be observed as paid holidays namely New Year’s Day, Australia Day (February), Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Anzac Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day and
Boxing Day, gazetted from time to time as public holidays
which are observed generally by the public in Western Australia. In addition, a day to be known as Picnic Day shall be
observed on Foundation Day unless the parties agree to some
alternative date.
6.4.2 At Wesfarmers Coal the operations will not be manned
on Christmas day, Good Friday and Anzac day and these days
will be observed as paid holidays. Where a Seven (7) Day or
Six (6) Day shift worker is not rostered to work on any other
holiday prescribed by this clause the employee will have a
days leave added to his annual leave entitlement.
6.4.3 Employees engaged in continuous shift work, shall
work on any of the days set out as required by the roster except as provided by subclause 6.4.2.
6.4.4 Any employee required for work which cannot reasonably be postponed, on Christmas day, Good Friday, or Anzac
day, may only work by agreement between the parties to this
Agreement.
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6.4.5 Payment for a holiday prescribed by this clause shall
be as per the leave entitlement, plus an additional amount equal
to 35% of the ordinary rate of pay.
6.4.6 If a recognised holiday falls within an employee’s period of annual leave and is observed on a day which ordinarily
would have been a working day, there shall be one day, being
an ordinary leave day, added to the employee’s annual leave
entitlement for each such recognised holiday.
6.4.7 Where an employee is required to work on a holiday
prescribed by this clause, the hours so worked shall be paid at
the rate of treble time, or by application from the employee
paid at double time plus a leave day added to the employee’s
annual leave entitlement.
An employee shall be paid for a minimum of four (4) hours
work on a holiday so worked.
6.5 Calculation of Leave Accrual and Payments
All leave entitlements including but not limited to annual
leave, long service leave, sick leave and public holidays remain unchanged and are based on thirty five (35) ordinary
hours per week. Shift work is based on a rostered forty two
(42) hours per week.
The ordinary rate of pay for leave purposes is deemed to be
the employee’s ordinary weekly rate. Payment for leave is made
on the basis of the ordinary rate plus the appropriate loading
plus the Wesfarmers Coal Allowance.
A leave day for the purposes of calculating each shift entitlement and payments is as follows. For each shift taken as
leave the equivalent leave hours per day are then calculated on
the basis of 35/42 multiplied by the rostered shift length.
eg 35 x 12 hours equivalent leave = 10 hours
42
Example—
An employee taking four weeks annual leave and working a seven day continuous twelve (12) hour shift roster
would take 4 weeks = 14 shifts each of 12 hours taken off
the roster
∴ 14 x 12 x 35 = 140 hours
42
or 4 weeks at 35 hours per week = 140 hours. Paid at 140
hours + 35 % loading and Wesfarmers Coal Allowance.
In any pay period an employee should be paid a minimum of 70 ordinary hours pay excluding any shifts of
leave without pay.
7.—SPECIAL PROVISIONS
This clause wholly overrides clause 23—Special Rates and
Provisions, of the Coal Mining Industry (Miners) Award 1990.
7.1 Industrial Clothing
Each employee under this award will be entitled to receive
two sets of industrial outer clothing per year and two pairs of
safety boots each year.
7.2 Buses
A bus service will be provided by the Company on a regular
route for transport of employees between the town of Collie
and the mine site at the beginning and end of each shift on the
same basis as the award.
7.3 Travel
Where an employee is required to work outside of the usual
hours of duty and has to provide the employees own conveyance the company shall pay the employee an allowance of
fifty five (55) cents per kilometre for all kilometres from the
local post office to the place of work and return provided that
where several employees travel in the same conveyance only
one allowance will be paid.
An employee living in the South East of the town of Collie
being off the established bus route and using the employees
own conveyance to travel from place of residence to the mine
site shall be entitled to payment of two full travelling allowances per week.
7.4 Travel Insurance
Travel insurance will be paid annually for each employee
under this agreement to the extent of cover in the current policy
of 1996.
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8.—REDUCTION OF EMPLOYEES
The parties in negotiations have agreed to make significant
changes to the work place and continuing improvement to the
efficiency of the overall operation.
8.1 A Voluntary Redundancy package for up to 10 miners
will be available for the duration of the Agreement.
Acceptance of the offer will be at the sole discretion of the
Company.
The Company will endeavour to let employees go at their
preferred timing, consistent with planning the reductions, given
sensible notice.
8.2 The Redundancy Process
Any employee interested in voluntary redundancy in the
future should contact the Personnel Officer for information or
to lodge an Application for Redundancy. The Company will
publish the reductions that are required at the time.
After assessment of the numbers, classifications and competency of volunteers the Company reserves the right to select
and determine the timing of redundancy to suit the needs of
the business.
While the voluntary redundancy package is in place, the
unions agree to waive the Seniority and Reduction of Hands
provisions of the Coal Mining Industry (Miners) Award 1990.
As a consequence people taking up redundancy would have
no re-employment rights. When the company is in a position
to commence recruitment, preference will be given to previous experience in the coal industry, all other things being equal.
Should there be a further need to reduce the workforce in
the future, Wesfarmers Coal will consult with the Union regarding the redundancy program.
8.3 The Redundancy Package
This package will cease to exist once 10 miners have taken
redundancy.
If an offer to take Voluntary Redundancy is agreed by the
Company the following benefits will be paid—
a) Actual notice to be not less than Award entitlement.
b) A maximum sixty five (65) weeks pay (excluding
accrual annual leave termination award entitlements)
c) Four weeks’ pay in lieu of notice.
d) One week’s pay per year of service.
e) One week’s gratuity per year of service (plus 17.5%
loading, no bonus).
f) One week’s pay per year above twenty (20) years
service.
g) Three weeks’ pay per year above fifty (50) years of
age.
h) Long Service Leave—accrued entitlement (ie after
six years pro rata and loading).
i) Sick Leave—accrued entitlement (no loading).
j) Annual Leave accrued entitlement (including loading).
k) Superannuation—per Award.
l) Coal Industry Super Fund—per fund regulations.
m) Job Search—paid time up to sixteen (16) hours during notice period to attend confirmed job interviews.
n) Career Path rate including L/H experience allowance
and Production Bonus.
o) Redundancy pay (excluding accrued leave entitlements) not to exceed the total pay the employee
would have received if he had worked to normal retirement age.
p) All accepted volunteers will receive an additional
$500.
q) Up to $1,000 retraining on presentation of receipts
within six months of termination.
r) $40,000 ex gratia payment.
9.—SALARY SACRIFICE
9.1 An employee may elect to take a mixture of cash and
non-cash benefits where the value of benefits will equate to
the total gross earnings (including overtime, any applicable
allowances) for the position occupied (“salary sacrifice”).
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9.2 Where an employee elects to salary sacrifice, the employee must sacrifice gross earnings to cover the value of the
non-cash benefit, any applicable fringe benefits tax and any
applicable superannuation contribution tax or levy and/or any
other tax imposed by the Australian Taxation Office from time
to time.
9.3 The period of salary sacrifice must be for a minimum of
12 months and the nominated amount of non-cash benefits
must be nominated by the employee at a specified time once
per year.
9.4 An employee who elects to salary sacrifice may choose
to take up to 40% of their ordinary time earnings for their
classification as—
(a) superannuation contributions, and/or
(b) additional death and disability insurance cover contributions
The maximum allowable salary sacrifice is subject to the
Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (C’th).
9.5 The salary sacrifice will continue to operate during periods of paid leave.
9.6 This clause prevails over all other clauses of this Agreement and any other relevant Agreement or Award which
governs terms and conditions of employment of the employee.
10.—WAGES SCHEDULE.
10.1 Classifications
This clause wholly overrides Schedule 1—Wesfarmers Coal
Limited, clause 28—Wage Schedules, of the Coal Mining Industry (Miners) Award 1990.
Classification
Level
L1 Mine Operator (91%)
L2 Mine Operator (95%)
L3 Mine Operator (100%)
L4 Mine Operator (105%)
L5 Mine Operator (110%)
L6 Mine Operator (115%)
L7 Mine Operator (120%)

RATE PER WEEK
Column Column Column
A
B
C
3.0%
3.0%
$
$
$
618.10
636.60
655.70
645.20
664.60
684.60
679.20
699.60
720.60
713.20
734.60
756.60
747.10
769.60
792.70
781.10
804.50
828.70
815.00
839.50
864.70

10.2 Operative Date
Column A is to be paid the first pay period on or after the
date of signing of this Agreement.
Column B is to be paid the first pay period on or after 12
September 1999.
Column C is to be paid the first pay period on or after 10
September 2000.
10.3 Wesfarmers Coal Allowance
A flat allowance of $69.30 per week shall be paid from 13
September 1998.
A flat allowance of $71.40 per week shall be paid from 12
September 1999.
A flat allowance of $73.50 per week shall be paid from 10
September 2000.
ATTACHMENT ‘A’
WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED
OPERATIONS
7 DAY CONTINUOUS—4 CREWS—12 HOUR SHIFRS
WEEK
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
1
D
D
N
N
2
D
D
N
N
3
D
D
N
4
N
D
D
5
N
N
D
6
D
N
N
7
D
D
N
N
8
D
D
N
N
The normal start and finish times are—
Day shift start 0700 hours and finish 1900 hours.
Night shift start 1900 hours on the day indicated and finish 0700 hours the following day (ie night shift Monday
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commences at 1900 hours on the Monday and finishes
0700 hours on the Tuesday).
ATTACHMENT ‘B’
WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED
OPERATIONS
6 DAY CONTINUOUS—3 CREWS—12 HOUR SHIFTS
WEEK
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
1
D
D
N
N
2
D
D
D
D8
3
N
N
N
The normal start and finish times are—
Day shift start 0700 hours and finish 1900 hours.
Night shift start 1900 hours on the day indicated and finish 0700 hours the following day (ie night shift Monday
commences at 1900 hours on the Monday and finishes
0700 hours on the Tuesday).
ATTACHMENT ‘C’
WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED
OPERATIONS
NON CONTINUOUS—2 CREWS—8 HOUR SHIFTS
WEEK
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
1
D
D
D
D
D
2
A
A
A
A
A
D
3
D
D
D
D
D
4
A
A
A
A
A
D
Each operator will be rostered off one shift in the four week
cycle.
The normal times for these 8 hour shifts are—
Day shift 0700 to 1500 hours
Afternoon shift 1500 to 2300 hours.
ATTACHMENT ‘D1’
WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED
OPERATIONS
DAY SHIFT—2 CREWS—8 HOUR SHIFTS
2 Crews—’A’ Crew and ‘B’ Crew
WEEK
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
1
A+B A+B A+B A+B A+B
A
2
A+B A+B A+B A+B A+B
3
A+B A+B A+B A+B A+B
B
4
A+B A+B A+B A+B A+B
The normal start and finish times for 8 hour shifts are—
Day shift start 0700 hours
finish 1500 hours.
Afternoon shift start 1500 hours
finish 2300 hours.
ATTACHMENT ‘D2’
DAY SHIFT—2 CREWS—12 HOUR SHIFTS
2 Crews—’A’ Crew and ‘B’ Crew
WEEK
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
1
D
D
D
D
2
D
D
D
D
3
D
D
D
D
4
D
D
D
D
5
D
D
D
6
D
D
D
7
D
D
D
8
D
D
D
Crew ‘B’ roster is 4 weeks in advance of Crew ‘A’ (ie if
Crew ‘A’ is on week 2 of the cycle then Crew ‘B’ is on week
6).
The normal times for 12 hour day shifts are—
Day shift start 0700 hours and finish 1900 hours.
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ATTACHMENT ‘E’
LIST OF SHARED WORK—
Forklifts
Trucks
All lifting devices
Spare wheels
Batteries
Lubrication/services
Filters
Minor maintenance.
Examples of shared work but not limited to—
Forklifts—
9. Positioning of components.
10. Pick up and carry of parts.
11. Removing waste/rubbish from around jobs ie broken/worn parts to rubbish bins.
Trucks
1. Pick up of parts.
2. Delivery of tooling/parts to jobs.
3. Set up of service requirements on shutdown/major
jobs.
4. General testing of machinery.
Lifting devices
1. Operation of cherry picker—man box.
2. Operation of HIAB truck mounted cranes.
Tyre Handler
1. Miners/tyre fitters to operate to complete whole of
job.
Changing light vehicles wheels
1. All trades/miners/staff to change own wheels on light
vehicles.
Batteries/air starts
1. Ability for both trades/miners to jump start or refill
air receivers for starting machines.
Lubrication
1. Ability for both trades/miners to refill/top up lubricants.
Filters
1. Ability for both trades/miners to change/replace filters.
Minor maintenance
1. Pipe couplings (dewatering).
2. Changing light globes.
3. Changing out worn ground engaging tools, ie ripper
boots, pin on teeth.
4. Changing mirrors.
5. Miners to complete full services.
Signed on behalf of.
COAL MINERS INDUSTRIAL
UNION OF WORKERS OF WA
G. Wood (signed)
17/9/98
…………………..Date……..…..
General Secretary

WESFARMERS COAL LIMITED
T.J. Kuzman (signed)
17/9/98
………………...…..Date……….
Managing Director

NOTICES—
Union matters—
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION PURSUANT TO
SECTION 72A.
Application Number 2211 of 1998 has been lodged pursuant
to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 by The
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia – Western Australian Branch
and is published hereunder.
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The application has been listed before the Full Bench at
10.30am on the 12th April 1999 to 16th April 1999 inclusive.
Any person who wishes to be heard shall file a notice of
application to be heard in accordance with Form 1, setting out
the grounds upon which the person claims sufficient interest
to be heard in relation to the application and serve it on the
applicant at least 7 days before the above date of hearing in
accordance with Regulation 101A of the Industrial Relations
Commission Regulations 1985.
(Sgd.) J.A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
4 January 1999.

Form 1
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
APPL No. 2211 of 1998
NOTICE OF APPLICATION
TO: NOT APPLICABLE
(name and address of respondent/s—attach
schedule if space insufficient)
TAKE NOTICE THAT The Construction, Mining, Energy,
Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch, C/- Parry Street
Chambers 104 Parry St PERTH
(name and address of applicant/s—attach
schedule if necessary)
has this day applied to the Commission (if to a constituent
authority, state which FULL BENCH)
FOR ORDERS PURSUANT TO SECTION 72A
(state object of application—for example,
conference, award, amendment or interpretation
of a specified award or as the case may be)
The grounds on which the application is made are—ATTACHED
(give details attach schedule if necessary)
(sgd.) D. H. Schapper
...............................................
Applicant’s signature
DEREK SCHAPPER
SOLICITOR
P.O. BOX 8074 STIRLING STREET
PERTH W.A. 6849
TEL 92271575 FAX 92271583
(Affix Stamp of Commission)
THE APPROPRIATE FEE IS TO BE PAID UPON LODGEMENT OF THIS APPLICATION
This notice must be completed by the applicant, signed
and, where necessary, sealed by him, and a written statement of claim or other adequate description of the subject
matter of the application must be attached.
For endorsements see back hereof
ORDER SOUGHT
1. The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western
Australian Branch (“the CMETU”) shall have the exclusive
right to represent the industrial interests of all employees employed by BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd (“BHP”) and who are
employed at or from Nelson Point or Finucane Island in the
following classifications set out in the Iron Ore Production
and Processing (Mt Newman Mining Company Pty Limited)
Award (“the Award”) and the BHP Iron Ore Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 (“the Agreement”)
AWU Levels 1–4 inclusive
2. The Australian Workers’ Union, Western Australian
Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (“the AWU”) shall not
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have the right to represent the industrial interests of the employees referred to in paragraph 1 hereof.
3. The CMETU shall have the right to represent the industrial interests of all employees employed by BHP and who are
employed at or from Newman in the following classifications
set out in the Award and the Agreement
AWU Levels 1–4 inclusive
TWU Levels S1–S3 inclusive
TWU Level LVS1
4. The AWU shall not have the right to represent the industrial interests of the employees referred to in paragraph 3 hereof.
GROUNDS ON WHICH APPLICATION IS MADE
The applicant seeks exclusive coverage of certain classifications of employees employed by BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd
(“BHP”) at Nelson Point and Finucane Island.
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The applicant seeks non-exclusive coverage of certain classifications of employees employed by BHP at Newman but to
the exclusion of the AWU.
The employees in question have overwhelmingly expressed
a preference for the applicant and/or its federal counterpart
body to be their representative body. This follows many years
of representation by the AWU.
By granting the orders sought the Commission will—
1. give effect to the wishes of the employees and thus
give effect to the intention of Parliament as expressed
in section 6 and Part VIA of the Industrial Relations
Act; and
2. facilitate efficiency in the workplace by reducing the
number of unions with coverage in the workplace
thus giving effect to the intention of the Wage Fixing Principles
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INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT—
Appeals against decision of
Commission in Court Session

FULL BENCH—
Appeals against decision of
Commission—

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL APPEAL
COURT
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Appeal No. IAC 10—48 of 1998
IN THE MATTER OF an appeal against the decision of The
Commission in Court Session of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in Matters Numbered 1023,
1026, 1028, 1034-1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1060, 1063, 1065-1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085-1089,
1091-1097, 1100-1102 of 1998.
BETWEEN
Western Australian Mint and Others
Appellants
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
Respondent.
BEFORE:
JUSTICE KENNEDY
1 February 1999.
Interim Order.
HAVING heard Mr S E Edwards (of Counsel) for the Appellants, and Ms S Jackson for the Respondent, THE COURT
HEREBY ORDERS THAT—
1. The decision on paragraph 1 of the stay application
in IAC Appeal No 10 of 1998 is reserved.
2. A stay of orders is granted until the delivery of the
judgement on paragraph 1 of the stay application in
IAC Appeal No 10 of 1998.
3. An order in terms of paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 6 of the stay
application in IAC Appeal No 10 of 1998 is granted.
4. An order in terms of paragraph 5, as amended in accordance with Schedule A, in stay application IAC
Appeal No 10 of 1998 is granted.
5. Liberty is reserved for any party to apply.
JOHN SPURLING,
Clerk of the Court.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd
(Applicant)
and
Fouad Antoun Khoury
(Respondent)
No. 2096 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
25 January 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing of an application for
an extension of time within which to make an application to
extend time and an application to extend time to lodge appeal
No 2096 of 1998 before the Full Bench on the 25th day of
January 1999, and having heard Mr G Chitty (of Counsel), by
leave, on behalf of the applicant and Mr D K Schapper (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, it is this day,
the 25th day of January 1999, ordered and declared as follows—
THAT the applications herein to extend time to file appeal No 2096 of 1998 out of time and for an extension of
time within which to make an application to extend time
be and are hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench,
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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FULL BENCH—
Unions—Application for Orders
under Section 72A—

FULL BENCH—
Unions—Application for
Registration—

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
Applicant.
No 1996 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING.
8 February 1999.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 8th day of February 1999, and having heard Mr A Herbert
QC, (of Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr B Kilmartin (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the applicant and Mr A D
Lucev (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of BHP Iron Ore Pty
Ltd (hereinafter referred to as “BHP”) and Mr D H Schapper,
(of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union
of Australia—Western Australian Branch (hereinafter referred
to as the “CMETSWU”) and Mr J A Long (of Counsel), by
leave, on behalf of the Transport Workers’ Union, Industrial
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (hereinafter
referred to as the “TWU”) and Mr G Sturman on behalf of
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch (hereinafter referred to as the “AFMEPKIU”) and Mr
R Gifford on behalf of the Australian Mines and Metals Association (Inc), and the Full Bench having reserved its decision
on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered at a
future date, it is this day, the 8th day of February 1999, ordered and directed as follows—
(1) THAT there be a declaration made as to who has
sufficient interest to be heard.
(2) IT IS DECLARED that, in the opinion of the Full
Bench, BHP, TWU and AFMEPKIU have sufficient
interest to be heard by the Full Bench pursuant to
s.72A(5) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”).
(3) IT IS DECLARED that Australian Mines and Metals Association (Inc) has sufficient interest to be heard
pursuant to s.72A(5) of the Act.
(4) IT IS DECLARED that the CMETSWU has a sufficient interest to be heard, but that the application by
the said CMETSWU for leave to intervene in and/or
to be joined as a party to the said application be and
is hereby dismissed.
(5) THAT the persons or bodies referred to in paragraphs
(2), (3) and (4) hereof be and are hereby given an
opportunity to be heard upon the hearing and determination of this application.
(6) THAT the proceedings be adjourned sine die.
(7) THAT the applicant and the abovementioned persons
or bodies declared to have a right to be heard have
liberty to apply in writing on 48 hours’ notice to the
Commission and to the applicant and other parties
for the matter to be relisted.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers.
Applicants.
No 2117 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
3 February 1999.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 3rd day of February 1999, and having heard Mr R Wells
on behalf of the Australian Railways Union of Workers (WA
Branch) and Mr D K Hathaway on behalf of The West
Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s and
Cleaners’ Union of Workers, and the Full Bench having
reserved its decision on the matter, it is this day, the 3rd day of
February 1999, ordered and directed that leave be and is hereby
granted to the applicant organisations herein to make
submissions in writing within 48 hours to consider whether
the name of the proposed organisation is in compliance with
s.59(2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) and
if it is necessary to amend the name of the proposed
organisation, how that may be done.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

PRESIDENT—
Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Director General of the Ministry for Culture and the Arts
(Applicant)
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
(Respondent)
No. 96 of 1999.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
2 February 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the 2nd
day of February 1999, and having heard Mr M Lundberg (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the applicant and Ms D
Whitaker, as agent, on behalf of the respondent, and the respondent having applied for an order that the hearing and
determination of application No 96 of 1999 herein be adjourned, it is this day, the 2nd day of February 1999, ordered
by consent that the hearing and determination of application
No 96 of 1999 be and is hereby adjourned until Tuesday, the
9th day of February 1999.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd
(Applicant)
and
Fouad Antoun Khoury
(Respondent).
No. 2213 of 1998.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
19 January 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the
19th day of January 1999, and having heard Mr G Chitty (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the applicant and Mr D
Schapper (of Counsel),by leave, on behalf of the respondent,
and my reasons for decision having been delivered, it is this
day, the 19th day of January 1999, ordered that application 2213
of 1998 be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd
(Applicant)
and
Fouad Antoun Khoury
(Respondent).
No. 2213 of 1998.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
19 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(GIVEN EXTEMPORANEOUSLY AND EDITED BY
THE PRESIDENT)
THE PRESIDENT: This is an application by th\e applicant
under s.49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”) which provides that,
at any time after an appeal to the Full Bench has been instituted under this section, a person who has a sufficient interest
may apply to the Commission for an order that the operation
of the decision appealed against, be stayed wholly or in part,
pending the hearing and determination of the appeal.
The appeal is one, which it is common ground, is out of
time, having been filed outside the 21 day period prescribed
under s.49(3) of the Act and the question is whether an appeal has been instituted within 21 days of the date of the
decision.
These matters have been considered by me in Tip Top Bakeries v TWU 73 WAIG 1788 and in Robowash Pty Ltd v Hart
77 WAIG 1664. The question of the right to adjourn proceedings in circumstances similar to these was considered in
Robowash Pty Ltd v Hart (op cit), to which I have just referred. The law in this Commission, based on those cases and
on the High Court judgment in Whitehouse Hotels Proprietary
Limited v Lido Savoy Proprietary Limited [1974] 131 CLR
333 (HC) is that, and the Act of course says it in its plain
words, one cannot make an application under s.49(11) until
after an appeal has been instituted.
The Whitehouse Hotels case, on which those two authorities of this Commission to which I refer are based, says that an
appeal is not instituted unless a notice of appeal is filed within
time and in the proper manner. It is only after that has been
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done, according to s.49(11) of the Act, that an application may
validly be made under s.49(11).
In this case, there has not been an application to extend time
for the filing of the appeal heard and determined. If that application were successful, then the appeal might then be said to
have been properly instituted, but until then, of course, there
cannot be a valid application made under s.49(11) of the Act.
The application in this matter was filed when no notice of
appeal has been filed within the 21 day period and there is, as
Mr Schapper submitted to me, no jurisdiction for me to hear
and determine this application which is, at this time and will
remain, indeed, a nullity.
For those reasons, I would dismiss the application and an
order will issue in those terms.
Order accordingly
Appearances: Mr G Chitty (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf
of the applicant
Mr D K Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the
respondent.

PRESIDENT—
Unions—Matters dealt with
under Section 66—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
William Barbour
Applicant
and
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
Respondent
and
The Honourable Minister for Labour Relations
Intervener.
Nos 1144 and 1145 of 1998.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
8 February 1999.
Order.
This matter having come on for mention before me on the 8th
day of February 1999, and having heard Mr A Lovell, as agent,
on behalf of the applicant and Mr C Young on behalf of the
respondent organisation, and Mr R Mitchell (of Counsel), by
leave, on behalf of the intervener, it is this day, the 8th day of
February 1999, ordered as follows—
(1) THAT application Nos 1144 and 1145 of 1998 be
adjourned sine die.
(2) THAT any party or intervener have the right to apply in writing on 48 hours’ notice to the Commission
and to the other party and intervener as the case may
be for the matter to be relisted.
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for—
ABB ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION PTY LTD
WESTERN AUSTRALIA (KWINANA FACTORY)
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
AG 252 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
ABB Engineering Construction Pty Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
AG 252 of 1998.
ABB Engineering Construction Pty Ltd
Western Australia (Kwinana Factory)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
2 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Mr D Sproule on behalf of the applicant and
Mr G Sturman on behalf of the respondent and by consent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT the ABB Engineering Construction Pty Ltd,
Western Australia (Kwinana Factory) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement as filed in the Commission on
18 November 1998 be and is hereby registered as an
industrial agreement.
(2) THAT the ABB EPT Construction Pty Ltd Western
Region (Kwinana) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
No. AG 187 of 1996 be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

ABB ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION PTY LTD
Western Australia
KWINANA FACTORY
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT
1998
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the ABB Engineering
Construction Pty Ltd, Western Australia (Kwinana Factory)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement and replaces the ABB EPT
Construction Pty Ltd Western Region (Kwinana) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement No. AG187 of 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Application Of Agreement
Parties Bound
Period of Operation
Renewal of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award/Order
Consultative Process
Aims of the Agreement
Improvement Measures
No Further Claims
Probationary Period
Resolution of Disputes
Protective Clothing
Rates of Pay
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16. Critical Activities
17. Implementation of Competency Standards
18. Income Protection
Signatories to Agreement
3.—APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to the Kwinana Factory of ABB
Engineering Construction Pty Ltd, Western Region at Lot 441
Beach Street, Kwinana, Western Australia, with respect to all,
estimated 110 employees engaged in any occupation specified
in Part I of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1996 No. 13 of
1965 and the Metal Trades (EPT Pty Ltd) Order No. 1684 of
1993.
4.—PARTIES BOUND
The parties to this Agreement are—
• The Employer—ABB Engineering Construction Pty
Ltd, Kwinana Factory and Equipment Pool;
• All employees specified in Clause 3 hereof;
• The Union—The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch (AFMEPKIU).
5.—PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from the commencement of
the first pay period beginning on or after the 1st March, 1998,
and remain in force until the 4th July, 1999.
6.—RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
6.1 Three (3) months prior to its cessation the parties shall
review the Agreement at which time achievements in productivity and efficiency will be assessed.
6.2 The parties acknowledge that renewal of this Agreement
will be based on achievements gained and may not necessarily lead to additional wage increases.
6.3 Following the process of review, this Agreement shall
be renewed, replaced or cancelled as appropriate. In any event,
on expiry of this Agreement, if renewal does not occur, clauses
7 to 16 inclusive shall cease to have effect.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD/ORDER
7.1 The provisions of this Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with Part I of the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1996 No. 13 of 1965 and the Metal Trades
(EPT Pty Ltd) Order No. 1684 of 1993.
7.2 Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Metal Trades (General) Award, this Agreement
shall prevail to the extent of such inconsistency.
8.—CONSULTATIVE PROCESS
8.1 A Shop Consultative Committee will be formed comprising three representatives of Management and three shop
floor members.
8.2 Meetings shall be held once a month on a set date and
will not be of more than two hours duration.
8.3 A quorum will consist of three Consultative members,
with at least one Management member in attendance.
9.—AIMS OF THE AGREEMENT
9.1 CUSTOMER FOCUS
(a) ABB Engineering Construction has embarked on a
national initiative directed at the improvement of customer relationships and the ongoing improvement
of operational performance.
(b) The initiative is called Customer Focus through
which new methods and approaches to work and
work organisation will continue to be developed to
reduce waste and to improve quality, timeliness, customer service and satisfaction.
9.2 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
(a) This is based on the introduction of Total Quality
Management and Time-based Management practices
at all ABB Engineering Construction ventures with
the objective of continuous improvement in the way
things are to be achieved.
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(b) The Factory Consultative Committee is responsible
for the co-ordination and implementation of the initiatives arising from this Agreement.
10.—IMPROVEMENT MEASURES
In order to achieve the main aims of improved productivity,
efficiency and flexibility, the following measures are being
implemented.
10.1 INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING PLANNING
AND CONTROL
An in-house manufacturing system will be developed
to significantly improve production planning and reporting procedures.
10.2 STOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A stock management system whereby material is purchased from a supplier on a “just in time” basis will
be implemented.
10.3 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
Improved safety procedures and the monitoring of
methods has reduced durations of time lost through
injury. With the co-operation of all concerned and a
determined commitment from top management, further gains will be made in this area.
10.4 QUALITY, REDUCTION IN NCR’S AND REWORKS
Through appropriate training and application of
standard operating procedures and commitment from
employees to be responsible for the quality of work
within their control, there will be on-going improvement in these areas.
10.5 SKILLS TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
A Skills Audit and Training Programme is being implemented to achieve skills necessary for the
enterprise. The parties are committed to continuation of the existing co-operative approach to flexible
work practices and multi-skilling.
10.6 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND BENCH
MARKING
Appropriate bench marks to identify critical features
of work undertaken will be established through
counsultative processes.
10.7 REDUCTIONS IN SICK LEAVE & ABSENTEEISM
(a) The parties aim to reduce the number of absent and sick leave days taken. This will be
achieved through monitoring, as well as management making counselling available to
employees in an effort to improve performance in this area.
(b) The aim of this agreement is to reduce absenteeism/sick leave to 50% of the award
entitlements.
10.8 ELECTRONIC BANKING
(a) Electronic Funds Transfer of wages is for all
Factory employees.
(b) Employees may nominate a maximum of two
bank accounts in which wages can be deposited.
(c) Money will be available for withdrawal from
8.00am on the day following lodgement of
wages.
(d) Where a pay day falls in the week where a
public holiday occurs, then the pay day shall
be deferred by one day.
10.9 MULTI-SKILLING
Subject to Clause 35 of the Metal Trades (General)
Award, when so directed employees will carry out
all such duties that are within the limits of their skill,
competence and training.
10.10 STAFF ASSISTANCE TO WAGES EMPLOYEES
Where practicable engineering, commissioning and
supervisory staff, under agreed circumstances, may

10.11

10.12

10.13

10.14

10.15
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use tools when carrying out inspections, equipment
testing or instructing employees, provided this does
not in any way replace the jobs of employees covered by this Agreement.
UNION MEETINGS ON LOCAL ISSUES
(a) Meetings to report on in-house matters may
be held at times convenient to the company
and employees, with the aim of maintaining a
continuous non-disruptive work pattern. Meal
breaks have been agreed by the parties as the
most convenient time.
(b) Discussion with Management will take plac if
either party wishes to change the time for a
meeting.
OVERTIME
(a) No person will engage in “one-in, all-in” overtime practices or bans and overtime will be
made available, as required by the company,
to an individual or group, regardless of the
standard hours being worked in the shop at
that time.
(b) Overtime rosters will operate on weekends to
ensure that, where possible, based on skills and
productivity requirements, all persons will receive an equitable share of overtime.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs
(a) and (b) hereof, a review of the standard
week currently in place at this enterprise may
occur. The purpose of such review is to achieve
a more flexible standard working week (workload commitments permitting) and greater
productivity for the enterprise while allowing
increased leisure time for the workforce.
SUPPLEMENTARY LABOUR HIRE
(a) While it is the company’s normal practice to
employ labour directly, due to peaks and
troughs in the nature of the work the company
requires that its Factory be allowed flexibility
in the employment of labour.
(b) It is agreed that Labour Hire personnel may
be employed as required to meet the cyclic
nature of work being performed, or when particular skills are in short supply and time
constraints or delivery schedules do not allow
for the practical and economical training of
existing employees.
(c) For the purposes of this Agreement, Labour
Hire personnel is defined as employees of a
company who provides supplementary labour
to ABB Engineering Construction for the purpose of complementing the permanent
workforce during periods of peak requirements, or carrying out a specific task for ABB
Engineering Construction on a “labour supply” basis only.
ANNUAL LEAVE
Where possible, annual leave will be granted as requested by an employee. However, in times of
reduced work employees may be required to take
annual leave in order to rotate work with fellow
employees. This rotation shall not reduce an employees annual leave to less than three (3) weeks of annual
leave entitlements without the prior consent of the
employee.
TOOL ALLOWANCE
(a) All tradespersons being paid a tool allowance
are to provide the tools of trade for their trade.
Tradepersons are required at all times to maintain the quality of their tools – e.g. rules,
squares, measuring tapes and, if so directed
by the Quality Supervisor or nominee, shall
replace such tools when they are not acceptable, such as out of calibration or illegible.
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(b) No tools will be provided free of charge by
ABB Engineering Construction when such
tools are part of a tradesperson’s basic tool
box.. Tradespersons will be able to purchase
these tools through ABB store at the current
list prices published at the store. Any employee
who purchases such tools will have these costs
deducted from any monies due.
The tool allowance quantum prescribed in the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13
of 1965 shall not be payable where tools are
provided by ABB.

10.16 CONSUMABLES
A concerted effort will be made by all employees to
reduce the amount of consumable items used, such
as gloves, glasses, welding rods, etc.
11.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
11.1 The parties agree to undertake a commitment that there
shall not be any extra claims made during the life of this
Agreement
11.2 The parties to this Agreement shall be bound by the
terms of the Agreement for the duration.
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13.8 ABB Engineering Construction will ensure that all practices applied during the operation of the procedure are in
accordance with safe working principles and consistent with
established custom and practices at the Factory.
14.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
14.1 One (1) month after engagement and every twelve (12)
months thereafter, employees shall be entitled to receive the
following—
(a) 1 x pair of boots;
(b) 2 x shirts and 2 x pairs of trousers; or
(c) 2 x pairs overalls.
14.2 The items specified in subclause (1) hereof shall all be
replaced on a wear and tear basis.
14.3 Protective clothing so issued shall be worn at all times
during employment with ABB Engineering Construction and
will not be wilfully damaged or abused.
14.4 Upon request the company shall supply and have fitted
prescription lenses to safety glasses for those employees whose
eyesight requires them.

11.3 The parties to this Agreement shall oppose any application by others to be joined to it.

14.5 New or casual employees will be provided with protective clothing on an as needed basis to provide a safe working
environment until they become eligible for the entitlements in
paragraph 12 (1) above.

11.4 The terms of this Agreement will not be used to progress
or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other enterprise.

14.6 Any person engaged as supplementary labour, as defined in Clause 10.9 above, will not be entitled to a protective
clothing issue as prescribed by this clause.

11.5 The terms of this Agreement shall not be used as a
precedent elsewhere.
12.—PROBATIONARY PERIOD
Any new employee will be employed on permanent rates
from commencement of employment, however there will be a
three (3) month probationary period during which the suitability of the employee to the enterprise will be evaluated.
Should the new employee be retained in the employment of
the company less than the period stipulated in Clause 6 (7):
“Casual Employees” of the Metal Trades (General) Award,
then the provisions of that clause shall apply.
13.—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
13.1 Where a grievance, question, dispute or difficulty arises
the employee concerned shall initially discuss the matter with
his/her immediate Supervisor and, if the employee so desires,
his/her union delegate.
13.2 If the grievance, question, dispute or difficulty is still
unresolved by the discussion referred to in subclause (1) hereof,
the union delegate shall discuss and attempt to resolve the
matter with the Factory Manager.
13.3 Where the foregoing discussions fail to resolve the matter of concern, it shall be referred to a Senior Management
representative and the appropriate full-time union official, at
which stage the parties shall then initiate steps to resolve the
matter as soon as possible.
13.4 While the steps in subclauses (1), (2) and (3) hereof are
being followed, industrial action shall not be taken. A minimum of seven (7) days shall be allowed for all stages of the
discussions to be finalised.
13.5 After seven (7) days, if the matter remains unresolved,
either party may refer the matter to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission; provided that any party reserves the right to refer an issue to the Commission at any
time.
13.6 The parties will give each other the earliest possible
advice of any problem which may give rise to a grievance or
dispute. All relevant facts shall be clearly identified and recorded throughout.
13.7 Bans or limitations will not be placed on the performance of work while the dispute procedure is being followed.

15.—RATES OF PAY
15.1 In accordance with the successful operation of this Enterprise Agreement and a continued commitment from all
parties, a total wage increase of 8% shall be payable on the
current total wage prescribed in the ABB EPT Construction
Pty Ltd, Western Region (Kwinana) Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1994. The increase to be applied in four amounts
beginning the first pay on or after each of 1 March 1998, 30
August 1998, 20 December 1998 and 28 February 1999. These
amounts being 2%, 2%, 2% and 2% respectively.
15.2 The payments specified herein shall be payable as the
total hourly rate of pay (including all special rates and provisions) for all purposes of the ABB Engineering Construction
Pty Ltd, Western Region (Kwinana) Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement. Attendance Bonus as applicable at the date of this
Agreement is unchanged.
The tool allowance quantum prescribed in the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1966 No. 13 of 1965 shall be
not payable where tools are provided by ABB.
15.3 The wage rates definitions will change from old Classifications set out in the Metal Trades (EPT Pty Ltd) Order
No. to those based on Part 1 of the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and the units and Competency
Standards of the NMETB. This change will use a bench mark
of new Classification Level C10 being equivalent to:
“Boilermaker”.
Other new Classifications wage rates compared to C10 will
be—
C6
C6B
C7
C7B
C8
C8B
C9
C9B
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

125%
120%
115%
112.5%
110%
107.5%
105%
102.5%
100%
94%
90%
86.1%
78%
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Commencing 1 March 1998 (2%)
Classification
Weekly Rate
$
C6
764.49
C6B
733.91
C7
703.33
C7B
688.03
C8
672.75
C8B
657.45
C9
642.17
C9B
626.87
C10
611.59
C11
574.87
C12
550.43
C13
526.58
C14
477.03
Commencing 30 August 1998 (2%)
Classification
Weekly Rate
$
C6
779.48
C6B
748.30
C7
717.12
C7B
701.52
C8
685.94
C8B
670.34
C9
654.76
C9B
639.16
C10
623.58
C11
586.14
C12
561.22
C13
536.90
C14
486.38

Hourly Rate
$
20.1182
19.3134
18.5087
18.1061
17.7039
17.3013
16.8992
16.4966
16.0945
15.1281
14.485
13.8514
12.5534
Hourly Rate
$
20.5126
19.6921
18.8716
18.4611
18.0511
17.6405
17.2305
16.8200
16.4100
15.4247
14.7689
14.1289
12.7995

Commencing 20 December 1998 (2%)
Classification
Weekly Rate
Hourly Rate
$
$
C6
794.47
20.9071
C6B
762.69
20.0708
C7
730.91
19.2345
C7B
715.01
18.8161
C8
699.13
18.3982
C8B
683.23
17.9797
C9
667.35
17.5618
C9B
651.45
17.1434
C10
635.57
16.7255
C11
597.41
15.7213
C12
572.02
15.0532
C13
547.22
14.4005
C14
495.73
13.0455
Commencing 28 February 1999 (2%)
Classification
Weekly Rate
Hourly Rate
$
$
C6
809.46
21.3016
C6B
777.08
20.4495
C7
744.70
19.5974
C7B
728.50
19.1711
C8
712.32
18.7453
C8B
696.12
18.3189
C9
679.95
17.8934
C9B
663.75
17.4671
C10
647.57
17.0413
C11
608.69
16.0182
C12
582.81
15.3371
C13
557.56
14.6726
C14
505.09
13.2918
15.4 In recognition of a once off situation where current
Factory employees receive over award payments their initial
classification only, will not be by assessment.
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15.5 All employees will be paid according to the levels based
on the classifications contained herein as they apply to the
Kwinana Factory. To be eligible for a particular level, an employee must have achieved all the competencies in the
classification and is required to exercise them in the course of
their employment. When there is no longer any work for trades
people at a level above C10 and work is available only at C10
classification, the pay rate for the previous level will be maintained for only two pay periods.
15.6 It is agreed between the parties that implementation of
competency standards will stand on its own merits and not be
used as a means of increasing the relative wages of existing
categories of employees, will not be distorted to maintain historical wage relativities and will replace any additional
payments in specific recognition of additional skills (eg. Special Welder, CNC Operator).
15.7 The wages and classification structure have been designed to apply only to the Kwinana Factory and shall not be
raised as a precedent to any other activity of ABB Engineering Construction Pty Ltd.
16.—CRITICAL ACTIVITIES
To meet customer focus objectives and to protect the credibility of the company and the job security of employees, the
parties agree that from time to time certain work will be declared “Critical”.
Activities that can be declared critical are loading out of
finished product, or international or interstate clients and meeting client shutdown requirements. Work on these critical
activities will not be disrupted in any way whilst the dispute
resolution process takes place as per Clause 11 of this Agreement.
Prior to an issue becoming a dispute the parties agree that
the grievance will be managed entirely within the process of
Clause 11—Resolution of Disputes Procedure and the parties
agree all avenues will be used to avoid any effect on such
critical work including the intervention of the State Secretary
of the Union and Senior ABB Management and reference to
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
17.—IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPETENCY
STANDARDS
17.1 THE INTENTION
It is the intention of the parties to this Agreement that the
National Metal and Engineering Competency Standards be
introduced over a period of time through the steps of—
STEP ONE:
Consultation and information so that those
involved fully understand the purpose and
processes of implementation.
STEP TWO:
Job Analysis/Redesign so that the
application to the Kwinana Factory is
defined.
STEP THREE: Identify skill requirements and how they
combine to match the classifications.
STEP FOUR:
Skills audit.
STEP FIVE:
Implementation for individuals.
The work associated with these steps and monitoring of
progress will be by the “Workplace Competency Implementation Steering Committee”.
17.2 INTERIM ARRANGEMENT
Until implementation is complete, assessment of individual
cases for classification will be carried out by a three man board
consisting of the Factory Superintendent, a Shop Floor representative and the persons Supervisor (either staff or Leading
Hand as relevant), using the guidelines provided by NMETB
Competency Standards.
17.3 PURPOSE
It is understood between the parties to this Agreement that
the purpose of implementation of Competency Standards is—
(a) To provide a more flexible system of determining
wage rates;
(b) To provide clarity as to what is understood by Multiskilling;
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(c) To provide career paths for employees that can be
achieved by training and development.
17.4 HALF LEVELS
To assist in implementation and to make future classification based wage rises more easily obtainable, the parties agree
to include Classification Levels 9B, 8B, 7B and 6B being half
a level below Levels 9, 8, 7 and 6 respectively.
18.—INCOME PROTECTION
The company shall have an insurance policy in place that
provides all permanent employees covered under this agreement with twenty-four hour income protection insurance
effective from the date of ratification of the EBA by the State
Industrial Commission.
This income protection insurance will include—
• Weekly Sickness—100% of persons average income
of $1,500, whichever is the lesser for 104 weeks.
Excess Period—7 days.
• Weekly Injury—100% of persons average income
or $1,500 whichever is the lesser for 104 weeks. Excess Period—7 days.
• Personal liability—Limit of Liability = $5,000,000
• Top Up Workers Compensation—Not Applicable
Scope of Income Protection Cover
• Casuals cover limited—cover does not extend to include casuals during the first four weeks of their
employment on site (ie casuals of > 4 weeks site service will be covered.
• Extended cover for 30 days for people who transfer
in employment to a site where an income protection
policy is not in place.
• General insurance code of practise applicable and
claims review panel run by Insurance Enquiries &
Complaints Ltd (IEC).
• Additional benefit No. 1 Rehabilitation Assistance
is unlimited up to 104 weeks overall limit.
• This income protection insurance cover is subject to
the terms, conditions and exclusion as defined by
the insurance policy.
SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of
ABB Engineering Construction Pty Ltd
..........................
Signed for and on behalf of
the Employees at
ABB Engineering Construction Pty Ltd
Factory Kwinana
..........................
Signed for and on behalf of
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union
..........................
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ANI ENGINEERING BASSENDEAN (WA) WAY
FORWARD ENTERPRISE AWARD 1998.
No. A 2 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
ANI Engineering
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing &
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch.
A 2 of 1998.
ANI Engineering Bassendean (WA) Way Forward
Enterprise Award 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C Gibson as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Hicks as agent on behalf of the respondent and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
(1) MAKES an award to be known as the ANI Engineering Bassendean (WA) Way Forward Enterprise
Award 1998 in the terms of the attached schedule
with effect on and from 30 November 1998.
(2) ORDERS that the ANI Hoskins (A Division of ANI
Engineering) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement No.
AG 67 of 1997 be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

ANI ENGINEERING BASSENDEAN (WA)
WAY FORWARD ENTERPRISE AWARD 1998
1.—TITLE
This Award shall be known as the ANI Engineering
Bassendean (WA) Way Forward Enterprise Award 1998.
Clause No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Appendix 5
Appendix 6
Appendix 7

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Title
Arrangement
Partners to this Award
Application
Term
Purpose and Intent
Performance Enhancement
Contract of Employment
Hours of Work
Wages and Allowances
Personal Leave
Long Service Leave
Jury Service
Parental Leave
Income Protection Insurance
Personal Protective Equipment
Security
Introduction of Change
Redundancy/Retrenchment
Rights of Entry
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3.—PARTNERS TO THIS AWARD
The following are parties to the partnership entered into for
the execution of the work performed under this Award for the
term of this Award—
• ANI Engineering (a Division of ANI Corporation
Limited) Bassendean (WA), its officers and employees (hereafter referred to as “ANI” or “the
Company”);
• Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers (Western Australia Branch), its officers, employees and members
(hereafter referred to as “the AMWU” or “the union”); and
• Employees of the Company engaged to work in the
classifications set out in subclause 10(1) of this
Award.
The parties set out above shall hereafter be referred to collectively as “the Partners” to this Award.
4.—APPLICATION
(1) This Award shall apply to all employees of the Company,
employed in the classifications in subclause 10(1), who are
engaged to work at the Company’s Bassendean facility or whose
employment base is the Bassendean facility, except for—
• managerial, administrative, commercial and technical personnel employed by the Company under staff
contracts of employment; and
• any site which is covered by any other form of industrial agreement (State or Federal) to which the
Company is respondent, whether or not such site
agreement was made before or after the making of
this Award.
(1) Except as specifically provided in subclause 4 (1) and
the provisions of the ANI Limited (Superannuation) Award
1987, the terms of this Award shall cover exhaustively the subject matter concerned to the exclusion of any other Awards,
Agreements and Orders.
(2) The Partners agree that, where employees of the Company whose employment is covered by this Award, are required
to work away from the Bassendean facility on a short-term
assignment, in accordance with the requirements of subclause
8(1)(vi), inclusive of work outside of the State of Western
Australia, then, except as provided in this clause and subclause
10(2), this Award shall continue to apply.
5.—TERM
(1) This Award shall operate on and from 30 November 1998
and shall remain in force for a period of three (3) years.
(2) The Partners agree to commence negotiations for the replacement of this Award from 1 June 2001.
6.—PURPOSE AND INTENT
The Partners to this Award regard the maintenance of positive relationships to be fundamental to the achievement of a
harmonious working environment. The Partners have declared
that they will not do anything or take any actions designed to
harm each other and, in this respect, agree to resolve their
issues through the Issue Resolution Procedure. Collectively,
the Partners are committed to the target of no disruption during the term of this Award. The Partners further undertake to
meet and discuss the means by which the impact of any National or State issue, likely to affect the Company’s activities,
can be minimised.
The Partners to this Award have jointly developed and are
committed to the following components which, collectively,
accurately express the purpose of this Award—
• to provide to the Company’s employees fair and equitable wages and conditions of employment and
which maintain the Company in a competitive position within both the industry and the labour market;
• to have a system of self-direction in the workplace;
• to maximise productivity and efficiency thereby enhancing the Company’s competitive position in the
industry;
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• to optimise the relationship and understanding between the Company and its employees;
• to maximise the influence that the Company’s employees have over their work environment and the
decision-making affecting that environment;
• establishment of levels of responsibility and accountability for the Company and its employees;
• enhance the future of the Company and the employees’ employment security;
• the basis of the relationship between the Company
and its employees is one of mutual respect, honesty
and trust; and
• ensure that the Award content remains practical and
pragmatic at all times.
If at any time, throughout the term of this Award, disagreements arise over the interpretation of this Award then, in dealing
with that disagreement under the Issues Resolution Procedure,
the Partners shall refer to this clause as appropriate.
7.—PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT
The Partners to this Award have had detailed discussions
regarding the financial performance of the Company and recognise that their respective futures, prosperity and security are
inextricably linked. As a result, agreement has been reached
on a range of matters which represent opportunities to enhance
the Company’s performance in the areas of: safety and health;
Company and employee relationships; training; quality; productivity; efficiency; flexibility and cost effectiveness.
(1) Code of Ethics
ANI is committed to strengthening and growing its business
through its people. We will strive to achieve a work environment built on integrity, respect and trust.
At ANI we will work towards—
• maintaining the ANI values based on excellence,
value to customers (internal and external), respect,
integrity and success;
• developing a safe work environment without compromising safety for productivity or profit;
• being ethical, honest and truthful in our dealings and
communications;
• eliminating all forms of discrimination and harassment;
• avoiding business dealings that conflict with the interests of our organisation;
• operating free from any conflict(s) of interest;
• working for the good of our organisation, client(s),
customers and the community; and
• respecting employee, customer and client confidentiality.
(1) Employee Involvement Process
The Partners have agreed to support a team structure to overview the self direction process and to encourage employees,
at various levels within ANI, to have input into, and an influence upon, the Company’s decision-making processes. This
consultative and involvement process (including planning) is
broadly structured as follows (see Appendix 4)—
(i) Business Team
This team is chaired by the General Manager and
consists of senior management personnel and one of
two elected employees (one of the two employee
representatives shall attend each meeting on a rotational basis). It meets monthly. The key purpose of
this team is to determine the Company’s strategic
and business direction, monitor progress and make
recommendations.
The employee representatives will be briefed on the
meeting protocol and the handling of confidential
information. As a matter of course, employee representatives will be exposed to confidential information
which, if disclosed, may be detrimental to the Company’s interests and accordingly must sign a
confidentiality undertaking.
(ii) Steering Team
This team comprises a Facilitator, the Business Unit
Manager, Area Coordinators and two elected employees (at least one of whom is also an elected member
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of the Business Team). It meets on an as required
basis. The key purpose of this team is to oversee the
change process and to act to remove obstacles to
change and improvement.
(iii) Cross Functional Team
This team comprises Area Coordinators and Team
Leaders. It meets monthly. The key purpose of this
team is to focus on operational issues, such as scheduling, planning and co-ordination, and to ensure that
decision-making on operational issues always produces the best outcomes for the Company and its
customers.
(3) Self Directed Work Teams
The Partners support the introduction, development and
maintenance of a system of self direction in the workplace
which includes the Company’s commitment to allocate sufficient resources and management time to ensure its success.
(i) A Self Directed Work Team is a group of employees
who—
• share the responsibility for a particular unit of
production;
• are responsible for a whole work process or
segment that delivers a product or service to
an internal or external customer; and
• work together to improve their operations,
handle day-to-day issues, and plan and control their work, managing many of the tasks
and activities supervision or management used
to do.
(i) The following benefits will be achieved through the
Self Directed Work Teams—
• improved workflow and overall performance
of the Company;
• development of a broader range of tasks and
skills;
• provision of greater flexibility and adaptability;
• require less supervision;
• be more accountable;
• act as a catalyst for the introduction of and
acceptance of cultural change; and
• reduction of overheads, operating costs and
waste.
Generic job descriptions for a Team Leader and a
Team Member are attached to this Award as Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 respectively.
(4) Workplace Key Performance Indicators
Integral with the Self Directed Work Teams is the establishment of Workplace Key Performance Indicators.
(i) The Partners agree that Workplace Key Performance
Indicators (WKPI’s) for teams will be identified,
monitored and evaluated by those teams with the
main focus being on improving performance through
measurement and learning.
(ii) The Business Team will oversee the establishment
and implementation of WKPI’s within areas covered
by this Award.
(iii) Appropriate training and support will be provided to
Teams and Facilitators.
(iv) It is agreed that all employees will actively participate in the measurement and recording of WKPI data.
(v) WKPI’s will not be used to measure individual performance.
(5) Continuous Improvement
The Partners to this Award are committed to the philosophy,
and on-going process of continuous improvement. Management, Team Leaders and Team Members will be trained in the
identification and implementation of work process improvement opportunities and organisation of the work.
(6) Safety and Health
The need to create and maintain a safe working environment is acknowledged and supported by the Partners to this
Award.
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Accordingly, the Partners have implemented an agreed
Health, Safety and Environment Management Plan (HSEP)
which will be monitored by the Company’s Safety Coordinator. The HSEP includes, but is not limited to—
• health and safety policy;
• measurement of HSEP effectiveness;
• responsibility statements;
• induction procedure and content;
• emergency response manual;
• injury management and rehabilitation;
• accident/incident investigation and reporting;
• health and safety skills requirements;
• safety training plan (including Job Hazard Analyses
(JHAs), duty of care and first aid) and budget;
• safety concerns resolution procedure;
• safety representatives;
• safety committee;
• alcohol and drug programme;
• Company operating standards (including tagging out,
personal protective equipment and hazardous materials).
The HSEP is a live and fluid document which will be subject to continuous improvement. The HSEP includes detailed
consultative processes which ensures the buy-in and commitment of employees to future change and improvement.
Similarly, the HSEP includes a procedure for the resolution of
safety concerns. The HSEP shall provide the basis for the development of client required site specific plans.
It is a condition of employment that all employees must comply with the obligations and responsibilities contained within
the HSEP.
(7) Communications
The Partners have agreed that a consistent and coordinated
communications process is fundamental to the establishment
and maintenance of the type of Company culture which is the
objective of these performance enhancement initiatives.
As a result, the Business Team will, as a matter of priority,
develop and implement a Communications Plan which addresses, but is not limited to, the following aspects—
• Company communications philosophy;
• responsibility statements;
• budget(s);
• employee involvement process;
• teams communications (including daily start meeting and toolbox meetings);
• feedback mechanisms (including performance evaluations, surveys, suggestion schemes and good ideas
forums);
• Company briefings to employees (including Company performance, prospects, successes and
progress);
• forms of communication (including noticeboards,
newsletters, meetings, briefings and letters); and
• linkage to other initiatives.
(8) Training
The Partners have agreed that employee training and personal development underpins the ongoing technical and
commercial relevance of the Company in the industries within
which it competes. Equally the Company values the importance to employees of receiving accredited training which is
recognised by the relevant industry.
The responsibility for training, including the management
of the training budgets, is vested in the Steering Team. The
Steering Team must develop a Training Plan which addresses,
but is not limited to, the following aspects—
• Company training policy/philosophy;
• budget(s);
• skills audit(s);
• needs analysis;
• identification of requirements;
• application and approval process;
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• accreditation requirements;
• induction training;
• skills based technical training;
• statutory compliance training;
• quality related training;
• communication and leadership training; and
• special training projects.
As a basic principle, training which is organised and funded
by the Company will be paid working time (at ordinary wage
rates only). In addition, in accordance with ANI Corporate
policy, employees may be reimbursed for the cost of books
and associated fees upon successful completion of an approved
course in their own time which is of demonstrated benefit to
the Company.
(9) Issue Resolution Procedure
The Partners to this Award are committed to harmonious
employee relations based on mutual trust, open communication and proactive consultation processes. Best endeavours will
be used to resolve issues (which includes problems, questions,
disputes, difficulties or concerns) at all times and at the lowest
possible level in the Company.
Any issue requiring resolution shall be dealt with in the following manner—
(i) Where an employee(s) has an issue which has not
been resolved in the normal course of business, they
shall raise it with their Team Leader and both shall
use their best endeavours to resolve it as quickly as
possible.
(ii) Where an issue is directly relevant to a work area, it
shall be fully discussed and every endeavour made
to resolve it within the appropriate Team.
(iii) Should the issue not be resolved as above within a
sensible, mutually agreed time frame, it shall be referred to and discussed with the appropriate
Coordinator.
(iv) Should the issue not be resolved as above within a
sensible, mutually agreed time frame, it shall be referred to and discussed with the appropriate Area
Coordinator.
(v) If not resolved, any of the Partners may raise the
issue with the Business Unit Manager for resolution.
(vi) If still unresolved, the matter may be referred to the
union which will discuss the matter with the Company.
(vii) Before the issue proceeds to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission, the Company will
ensure that its General Manager and the union will
ensure that its State Secretary have been involved in
the process.
(viii) If still not resolved, the matter may be referred to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
for conciliation and/or arbitration in accordance with
due process.
At levels (i) to (vi) inclusive of the above, the employee(s)
may choose to have an employee representative or another
employee in attendance.
While the above process is being pursued, work shall continue as normal (without bans or limitations).
The Partners to this Award may raise an issue to a higher
level in the process at any time.
Levels (i) to (vi) shall be completed within seven working
days.
Refer to Appendix 5 for a flowchart of the Issue Resolution
Procedure.
(10) Fair Treatment System
The Fair Treatment System is an interactive process to deal
with any concern in respect of an employee’s performance,
conduct or behaviour. It shall operate as follows—
(i) In the first instance, the Team Leader, Coordinator
and the employee will discuss the concern in an informal manner which will include discussion of the
standard(s) required, the standard(s) being achieved
and the actions to achieve improvement.
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(ii) If the concern continues, the employee shall receive
formal counselling from the Area Coordinator in accordance with Company procedures. This counselling
will further identify the standard(s) required, the
standard(s) being achieved, the actions to achieve
improvement and the potential consequences.
(iii) If the concern continues the employee shall be further counselled by the Area Coordinator and issued
with a formal written warning in accordance with
Company procedures. The written warning will describe the history of the concern, the standard(s)
required, the standard(s) being achieved, the actions
to achieve improvement and the potential consequences.
(iv) If the concern continues, the employee shall be further counselled and issued with a final written
warning, in a format as for (iii) above in accordance
with Company procedures.
(v) If the concern continues, employment may be terminated in accordance with Company procedures.
At levels (i) to (v) inclusive of the above, the employee(s)
may choose to have an employee representative or another
employee in attendance.
In certain circumstances involving neglect of duty or serious misconduct, immediate termination of employment may
be appropriate. However, subject to the circumstances involved,
and the seriousness with which the Company regards those
circumstances, the Company reserves its rights to bypass any
of the steps of the Fair Treatment System and to enter it or the
Company’s disciplinary procedures at the level which it believes to be the most appropriate. It is also available to the
Company, in dealing with any concern under the Fair Treatment System to consider other forms of disciplinary measures
in preference to termination if the circumstances involved can
support those other measures.
Any dispute in respect of this system shall be dealt with in
accordance with the Issues Resolution Procedure.
Refer to Appendix 6 for a flowchart of the Fair Treatment
System.
(11) Employee Work Performance
Consistent with achieving the objectives of improving safety,
efficiency, productivity and quality of work, the Company will
implement a system of evaluating the work performance of
each employee so that the Company’s and employee’s goals
are achieved and both will benefit by participating in a system
which provides regular and written recognition and feedback.
The evaluation system, which incorporates the carrying out of
reviews at six-monthly intervals, will address issues related to
work performance, which include—
• Safety and health performance;
• Safe working practices;
• Identification with Company goals;
• Positive work approach;
• Quality of work;
• Productivity;
• Co-operation with others;
• Teamwork;
• Attendance and timekeeping; and
• Compliance with issue resolution arrangements.
A record of each evaluation will be maintained by the Company in the employees’ individual personnel files.
The Partners have agreed to implement the evaluation system on a trial basis and to formally consider the result of the
trial after the completion of the second six-monthly review.
Refer to Appendix 7 for the Employee Work Performance
Form and Procedure.
(12) Leadership Responsibility
The Partners to this Award consider leadership crucial to the
achievement of the aims set out in clause 6—Purpose. A leadership training module will be developed and delivered to all
employees engaged in a leadership role. In addition to Coordinators, certain other classifications of employees may have
leadership roles incorporated into their ordinary duties, as do
employees who are acting as a Team Leader.
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The responsibilities of all leaders are to strive to—
• Establish and maintain a safe and healthy work area
and to ensure safe and healthy work practices are
used at all times by all team members.
• As a matter of fundamental priority, focus on and
manage ‘people’ issues within the team.
• Deal with each team member with fairness, equity
and respect.
• Recognise the skills and capabilities of all members
of the team and to encourage excellence.
• Address any issues raised by team members in a
timely manner obtaining advice and assistance from
Company support services as necessary.
• Ensure an environment is created where all team
members can work to the full extent of their capability subject only to applicable regulatory requirements.
• Provide timely, open and frequent information on
work status and progress to all team members.
• Engage in meaningful communication processes.
• Identify opportunities for improved performance and
counsel team members within the Fair Treatment
System.
• Establish and maintain a drive for performance excellence within the team.
• Personally comply, and ensure team compliance, with
Company policies and procedures.
• Understand and apply the intent and provisions of
this Award and seek appropriate advice on provisions
not fully understood.
• Provide leadership to the team in respect of the application of this Award.
(13) Employee Responsibility
The responsibilities of all employees are to strive to—
• Establish and maintain a safe and healthy work area,
ensure safe and healthy work practices are used at
all times and take responsibility for personal safety
and that of team members.
• Deal with team members with fairness, equity and
respect.
• Work towards Company and team goals to the full
extent of personal capability subject only to meeting
any applicable regulatory requirement.
• Demonstrate a genuine concern for the needs of the
Company’s customers, suppliers and clients.
• Provide an efficient and effective service to the Company’s customers.
• Raise any personal issues of concern directly with
the Team Leader.
• Pursue formal resolution of all issues in accordance
with the Issue Resolution Procedure.
• Engage in meaningful communication processes.
• Positively accept support offered in respect of opportunities to improve performance.
• Positively participate in the Fair Treatment System.
• Establish and maintain a drive for excellence within
the team.
• Comply with Company policies and procedures.
• Seek and develop an understanding of the intent and
provisions of this Award.
• Raise inappropriate leadership behaviour with more
senior leaders.
(14) Tools
The Company pays, to all employees entitled to receive it, a
tool allowance which is described in subclause 10 (8). The
tool allowance is paid to tradespersons on the basis that they
provide a full and complete set of tools, relative to their particular trade, and that they maintain, sharpen, repair and replace
those tools as required. The Steering Team is responsible for
the development of a set of standards applicable to the relevant trades, for tools and toolboxes including an
implementation process. These standards will also address the
mechanisms, if any, for the loan of Company tools, including
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addressing the issue of Company liability in such circumstances. Until these standards are developed, the loan of
Company tools is suspended.
(15) Implementation Plan
To give effect to all of the commitments identified in this
clause and elsewhere in this Award, an implementation plan
and schedule is attached to this Award as Appendix 1. The
implementation plan provides an activities listing with milestones and target dates which are designed to provide a logical
and sequential development of the processes and support structures which underpin these commitments and the Purpose and
Intent of this Award.
8.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Except for casual employees, or otherwise specified in
this clause, the terms of employment shall be by the week.
Employees shall perform work as the Company requires from
time to time on the days and during the hours usually worked
by employees according to the following conditions—
(i) By arrangement, employees shall work the ordinary
working hours according to the work roster as the
business needs may require from time to time.
(ii) Employees are expected to work reasonable overtime as required by the Company in addition to the
rostered ordinary working hours. Such overtime
hours will be on the basis of offer and acceptance on
each occasion except where working hours are
rostered so as to include periods of schedule overtime.
(iii) Employees must use such protective clothing and
equipment provided by the Company for specific circumstances as described by Company operating
standards.
(iv) Employees must comply with safety requirements
of the Company and those prescribed by Government Authorities, in particular Acts of Parliament,
regulations and Australian Standards.
(v) Employees must observe Company operating standards to provide an orderly and safe workplace,
including maintaining the workplace, machinery and
equipment in a clean and safe condition.
(vi) The Company may require employees to work at sites
anywhere within Western Australia or out of the State,
including offshore locations.
(vii) In the absence of the appropriate authority having
been given, an employee must not divulge (orally,
written or electronically) any information relating to
the affairs of the Company, including proprietary
knowledge and technical or intellectual property of
the Company, its customers, suppliers or clients, to
any other business or Company, representative of the
press/media, or third party. This requirement shall
survive for up to five (5) years following an employee’s termination.
(2) (i) Except as otherwise specified in this clause, employees may be terminated or may resign from their employment
by providing the period of notice prescribed by Section 170CM
of the Workplace Relations Act 1996. However, if the prescribed period of notice is not given, then an amount equivalent
to the notice period will be paid to the employee or forfeited
by the employee whichever is applicable. The notice prescribed
is—
Service:
Notice:
During Probationary Period
1 day
Up to one year
1 week
More than 1 year and up to 3 years
2 weeks
More than 3 years and up to 5 years
3 weeks
More than 5 years
4 weeks
Provided that an employee who is 45 years of age or over and
who has a minimum of two years of continuous service shall be
given an additional one week’s notice by the Company.
(ii) The Company will initially engage all employees, except casual employees, for a probationary period of three
months. During the probationary period the Company may
terminate an employee’s employment or an employee may
resign from their employment with 1 day notice without giving reasons for such termination or resignation. At or before
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the expiry of the probationary period the Company shall confirm that employees have satisfactorily completed their
probationary period.
(iii) For casual employees, employment may be terminated
at any time with one hour notice or by payment or forfeiture
of an amount equivalent to the notice.
(iv) Nothing in this Award diminishes the Company’s rights
to dismiss any employee without notice for neglect of duty or
serious misconduct, and in such cases wages shall be paid up
to the time of dismissal only.
(3) Employees shall be notified in writing at the time of
engagement, as to whether the engagement is full-time, temporary, part-time or casual.
(4) Except for approved absences in accordance with this
Award, employees not attending for duty shall not be paid for
the actual time of such absence. An employee who is absent
from work for three consecutive days or shifts without prior or
subsequent approval of the Company shall be deemed to have
abandoned their employment and their contract of employment
shall be deemed to have been terminated for neglect of duty
from the date of commencement of the absence from work.
(5) Employees shall have no right to be paid for any time
that they are not ready, willing and available to follow all lawful directions of the Company or to carry out duties that they
are competent to perform provided that such direction is consistent with the Company’s responsibility to provide a safe
and healthy working environment.
(6) The Company may direct an employee and the employee
shall carry out those duties and use the tools and equipment as
may be required provided that the employee is competent to
use them and that the direction is consistent with the Company’s responsibility to provide a safe and healthy working
environment.
(7) The Company may deduct payment for any day or shift
or part of any day or shift that an employee cannot be usefully
employed arising out of any cessation of operations, either
wholly or partially, arising out of any cause for which the
Company is not reasonably responsible.
9.—HOURS OF WORK
(1) Ordinary Hours of Work
(i) Ordinary working hours for employees shall average 38 hours per week over a defined work cycle
and except for shift employees are to be worked between 0600 hours and 1900 hours as required by the
Company.
(ii) Provided that they meet the Company’s operational
requirements and the team’s key performance criteria, each work team will be required to determine its
own rostering and work cycle.
(iii) Where there is the need to vary the pattern of working the ordinary working hours, the Company and
the work team shall consult on the variation. The
Partners accept the need to jointly work through any
issues and difficulties which may arise through this
process with the intention of ensuring that the business needs are complied with. By mutual agreement
the work team and/or the individual employee(s) will
implement the necessary variation to ordinary working hours.
(iv) The ordinary working hours shall be consecutive except for day work an unpaid meal break which shall
not exceed thirty (30) minutes in duration and for
shift work a paid meal break which shall not exceed
twenty (20) minutes in duration. In addition, employees shall be entitled to one paid rest period of ten
(10) minutes during their working day. This work
arrangement then provides a three period working
day. Employees and work teams shall apply maximum flexibility to the timing of the taking of these
breaks according to the needs of the work schedule.
In the application of flexibility, employees are encouraged to not work for more than six (6) hours
without a break.
(2) Day Work
(i) For day workers, the agreed pattern for working the
38 ordinary working hours per week is for eight (8)
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hours on Monday to Thursday inclusive and six (6)
hours on Fridays.
(ii) However where it is necessary for employees and/or
work teams to vary the pattern of working the ordinary working hours, which will be as in the
arrangements detailed in subclause 9(1), employees
may be rostered to work weekends and/or Public
Holidays, and where this occurs, those hours will be
ordinary working hours for the purposes of this
clause.
(iii) An employee who is rostered to work ordinary working hours on a Saturday, Sunday or gazetted Public
Holiday shall receive, in addition to the wages paid
under subclause 10 (1), a penalty at the relevant level
as detailed in subclause 10 (4).
(3) Shift Work
(i) In order that the Company can meet the requirements
of its clients, employees will often be required to
work shifts. Where the business needs require the
working of shifts, then employees must work the
shifts as rostered. Shift work will be worked and paid
for in accordance with this subclause.
(ii) Prior to the commencement of shift work, the Company shall seek the agreement of the employees
involved. (Note: Where a particular employee is able
to demonstrate special and/or extenuating circumstances then another suitably competent person may
be substituted on the shift work provided that the
Company must not suffer any financial penalty from
such substitution.) Failing agreement, the Company
will provide to the employees concerned forty-eight
hours notice of the commencement of shift work and
the starting and finishing times of the ordinary working hours of the shifts.
(iii) Various types and forms of shift work may be required to be worked in order to meet the operational
requirements of the Company. These arrangements
may include the provision of coverage by working
extended and/or unusual hours. Shift work is deemed
to be any arrangement of working hours where any
portion of the ordinary working hours to be worked
by employees fall outside of the spread of hours specified in subclause 9 (1) (i). Provided that where the
shift work required is to be carried out with consecutive shifts of employees throughout the 24 hours
of each day, then each of the shifts involved in the
24 hour period shall be deemed to be shift work.
(iv) Where the ordinary working hours of a shift commences at or after 11.00pm on any day, the whole of
that shift shall be deemed to have been worked on
the following day.
(v) Where less than five consecutive shifts are worked
then employees shall be paid for the time worked on
shift at overtime rates in lieu of their ordinary form
of payment. The consecutive nature of shifts will not
be deemed to be broken if work is not rostered to be
carried out on a Saturday, Sunday or on any gazetted
Public Holiday.
(vi) In addition to the wages paid under subclause 10 (1),
a shift employee shall receive a penalty at the relevant level as detailed in subclause 10 (4).
(vii) When working shift work, an employee may be
rostered to work ordinary working hours on a Saturday, Sunday or gazetted Public Holiday. Where this
occurs, an employee shall receive, in addition to the
wages paid under subclause 10 (1), a penalty at the
relevant level as detailed in subclause 10 (4).
(4) Overtime
(i) All work performed outside of ordinary working
hours on any day shall be deemed to be overtime
and paid in accordance with this subclause.
(ii) For day work and non-continuous shift work, all work
performed outside of ordinary working hours Monday to Friday inclusive, and prior to 12 midday on
Saturday, shall be paid for at the rate of time and one
half for the first two hours and double time thereafter.
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(iii) For day work and non-continuous shift work, where
work is performed in addition to ordinary working
hours on a Saturday after 12 midday or Sunday then
that work shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(iv) For day work and non-continuous shift work, where
work is performed in addition to ordinary working
hours on a gazetted Public Holiday then that work
shall be paid at the rate of double time and a half.
(v) Other than in those circumstances in subclauses 9
(4) (ii), 9 (4) (iii) and 9 (4) (iv), for day work and
non-continuous shift work, overtime worked shall
be paid as follows—
(a) Work performed on Monday to Friday inclusive, and prior to 12 midday on Saturdays shall
be paid for at the rate of time and one half for
the first two hours and double time thereafter.
(b) Work performed on Saturday after 12.00 noon
or on Sundays shall be paid for at the rate of
double time.
(c) Work performed on any day gazetted as a Public Holiday shall be paid for at the rate of
double time and a half.
(d) For working an overtime day or shift on a Saturday, Sunday or gazetted Public Holiday an
employee shall be paid a minimum of three
hours at the appropriate overtime rate.
(vi) Provided that in the case of employees who work a
continuous shift, all work performed in addition to
ordinary working hours shall be paid for at the rate
of double time and for gazetted Public Holidays at
the rate of double time and a half.
(vii) In computing overtime each day shall stand alone
but when an employee works overtime which continues beyond midnight on any day, the time worked
after midnight shall be deemed to be part of the previous day’s work for the purpose of this subclause.
(viii) Employees who work so much overtime such that
they are at work for a consecutive 12 hour period or
more (eg: 7.00am to 7.00pm) shall have the unpaid
meal break for that day included in their total hours
paid (at the ordinary wage rate) for that day.
(ix) The provisions of this subclause do not operate so as
to require payment of more than double time, or double time and a half for any work on a gazetted Public
Holiday.
(5) Ten Hour Break
(i) When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever
reasonable practicable, be arranged so that an employee has at least 10 consecutive hours off duty
between the work of successive days or shifts.
(ii) An employee (other than a casual employee) who
works so much overtime between the completion of
the ordinary working hours worked on one day and
the commencement of the ordinary working hours
on the next day that they have not had at least 10
consecutive hours off duty between those times shall,
subject to this subclause, be released after completion of such overtime and not be required to
recommence work until they have had 10 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary
working hours rostered during such absence.
(iii) If, on the specific instructions of the Company, an
employee resumes or continues work without having had 10 consecutive hours off duty, that employee
shall be paid at double time until they have been released from duty for such period and shall then be
entitled to be absent until they have had 10 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary
working hours rostered during such absence.
(iv) Where an employee (other than a casual employee)
is called into work on a Sunday or gazetted Public
Holiday preceding a rostered working day, the employee shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be
given 10 consecutive hours off duty before the usual
starting time on the next day. If this is not practicable, then the provisions of subclauses 9 (5) (ii) and 9
(5) (iii) shall apply.
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(v) Overtime worked as a result of a recall shall not be
regarded as overtime for the purpose of this subclause
when the actual time worked is less than four hours
on such recall or on subsequent recalls.
(6) Recalls
(i) When an employee is recalled to work after leaving
the workplace
(a) for each recall the employee shall be paid for
at least three hours at overtime rates provided
that the employee shall not be entitled to payment more than once for any period of time.
(b) time reasonably spent in getting to and from
the workplace shall be counted as time worked.
(ii) The Company may require the recalled employee to
carry out additional duties beyond the initial reason
for the recall.
(iii) If a recall, or subsequent recalls, does not exceed
four hours in total duration then the rest period prescribed in subclause 9 (5) shall not apply.
(iv) If a recall finishes two hours or less before the commencement of the employee’s rostered ordinary
working hours, the employee will continue to work
into their ordinary working hours. (This means that
the ordinary working hours will commence at the
completion of the recall).
(7) Crib Breaks
(i) When an employee is required to work overtime after the usual rostered ceasing time for the day or shift
for two hours or more, they shall be allowed to take
a rest period of 20 minutes in duration, which shall
be paid at the ordinary wage rate, immediately after
such ceasing time. Thereafter, after each four hours
of continuous work, they shall be allowed to take a
rest period of 20 minutes in duration which shall be
paid at the ordinary wage rate.
(ii) The Company and employees may agree to any variation of the provisions of this subclause to meet the
circumstances of the work in hand provided that the
Company will not be required to make payment in
excess of the time prescribed for crib breaks in this
subclause.
10.—WAGES AND ALLOWANCES
(1) Ordinary Wage Rates
Employees covered by this Award shall be classified at a
level as specified by this clause and paid the ordinary wage
rate (for all purposes), expressed as a weekly amount, applicable to their classification according to the schedule below,
cross-referenced to subclause 10 (16) for the detail of wage
increases and applicable dates—
Team
Member
Classifications
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13

Relativity
to
C 10
109.843%
104.923%
100.000%
92.691%
86.043%
83.223%

1 December
1998
$681.26
$650.74
$620.21
$574.88
$533.65
$516.16

Ordinary Weekly Wage Rate
8 March
13 December
4 September
1999
1999
2000
$708.51
$726.23
$744.38
$676.77
$693.70
$711.04
$645.02
$661.15
$677.68
$597.88
$612.83
$628.15
$554.99
$568.87
$583.10
$536.80
$550.23
$563.99

11 June
2001
$762.99
$728.82
$694.62
$643.85
$597.67
$578.08

Note: For continuity and industry consistency, the classification structured used is consistent with that contained in the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966—Part 1 with some local
modifications.
The rates of pay in this Award include the minimum weekly
wage for adult employees payable under the June 1998 State
Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion of
the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages and
conditions of employment are regulated by this Award which
are above the wage rates prescribed in the Award. Such above
award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise
agreements, consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset the adult minimum wage.
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(2) Site Allowance
Employees who are required to work at a site, in accordance
with subclause 8 (1) (vi), shall be paid a site allowance of
$1.40 flat for each hour worked in consideration and in lieu of
all disabilities associated with working at the site including
dirt, heat, noise, height, confined space or other circumstances
which might have otherwise attracted award special rates and
provisions. On sites where an existing site allowance agreement applies, and the rate exceeds this site allowance, the higher
site allowance rate will be paid.
The quantum of this site allowance shall be adjusted annually, on the anniversary of the Award, by the application of the
annual movement in the most recent Consumer Price Index
(Series 6401.0), All Groups for Perth.
(3) Site Overnight Allowance
(i) From time to time employees may be required to
work at sites anywhere within Western Australia or
out of the State, including offshore locations. Where
it is not possible for employees to return home at
night from the site, then the Company will provide
board and lodging.
(ii) When an employee on site work is required to stay
overnight at site for one or more nights, then an allowance of $30.00 per night will be paid for each
night that the employee is at site. The allowance will
apply to each night that the employee is required to
be away from home even though the employee may
not actually work every day. The allowance shall be
paid through the Company payroll and is subject to
normal PAYE tax treatment.
(iii) This allowance is intended to cover all out-of-pocket
expenses, costs incurred through being away from
home and eligibility for district allowance.
(iv) The quantum of this site overnight allowance shall
be adjusted annually, on the anniversary of the Award,
by the application of the annual movement in the
most recent Consumer Price Index (Series 6401.0),
All Groups for Perth.
(4) Shift Allowances
All employees working on shift work shall be entitled to
receive a penalty in the form of a flat shift allowance, for each
ordinary working hour worked on shift, as follows—
(i) Day Shift
$0.25
per hour
(ii) Afternoon Shift
$3.10
per hour
(iii) Night Shift
$3.65
per hour
(iv) Saturday Shift
$11.00 per hour
(v) Sunday Shift
$16.50 per hour
(vi) Public Holiday Shift
$22.10 per hour
Employees shall be entitled to only one of these allowances
which are not cumulative.
When an employee is transferred from day work to shift
work and vice versa, they shall be notified of such transfer. In
any event, shift allowances must only be paid in respect of
actual ordinary working hours worked on shift, except for the
circumstances described in subclause 9 (3) (v) where overtime rates are paid in lieu of the otherwise applicable ordinary
wage rate and shift allowance.
(5) Team Leader Allowance
A Team Leader will be selected for each work team. The job
description for a Team Leader has been determined and is attached as Appendix 2 to this Award. In recognition of the added
responsibilities, which a Team Leader is required to accept (as
a condition of accepting the role), Team Leaders will be paid a
flat Team Leader Allowance of $85.00 per week. However,
this allowance shall only be paid for such time that an employee is working in the role of Team Leader.
(6) Responsibility Payment
From time to time, especially at client’s sites, employees
may be requested to undertake a role which involves supervisory responsibilities and representation of the Company. Where
this occurs and the employee(s) concerned accepts the role
then they shall be paid a flat allowance of $15.00 per day or
shift. Such payment is strictly limited to the time that the employee is actually carrying out that role.
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(7) First Aid Allowance
An employee who holds a first aid certificate to the standard
of “Workplace First Aid”, who is ready, willing and available
to administer first aid, who wears an identifying first aid logo
on their Company supplied clothing and who has been appointed by the Company to provide first aid treatment to other
employees, shall be paid a flat first aid allowance of $8.00 per
week.
(8) Tool Allowance
A tool allowance of $10.00 per week (all purpose) shall be
paid to all tradespersons. This tool allowance is paid on the
basis that the tradesperson provides a full and complete set of
tools, relative to their particular trade inclusive of their obligation to maintain, sharpen, repair and replace those tools as
required.
The ordinary wage rates in subclause 10 (1) incorporate and
include this tool allowance.
(9) Meal Allowance
Where an employee works overtime and qualifies for a crib
break, in accordance with subclause 9 (7), then, if the employee was not notified the previous day or shift of the need to
work the overtime, a meal allowance of $6.80 shall be paid for
each crib break.
(10) Annual Payment
In lieu of annual leave loading, a flat weekly accrual of $10.00
per 38 ordinary working hours (including Personal Leave) shall
apply to all weekly hired employees, accrued weekly and paid
out annually in the fortnight’s pay which is immediately prior
to 25 December each year. This weekly accrual and annual
payment is consistent with the operation of the Personal Leave
system as detailed in clause 11. The only circumstances in
which payment will be made other than as specified above
shall be at the time of an employee’s termination.
(11) Car Allowance
In the event that an employee is specifically requested by
the Company to use their own personal motor vehicle on Company business, then the employee shall be paid a car allowance
of $0.56 cents per kilometre.
(12) Disability Allowances
The disability allowances set out in this subclause, when
paid to employees, are in full compensation for any disabilities incurred by the employees in carrying out the work which
attracts the disability allowance.
Employees shall be entitled to only one of these allowances
which are not cumulative. Further, these allowances shall only
be paid for such working hours that the employee, in carrying
out the specified work, incurs the disability.
(i) Height Money—
An employee shall be paid an allowance of $1.57 for
each day or part of a day on which the employee
works at a height of 15.5 metres or more above the
nearest horizontal plane provided that this provision
does not apply to riggers working on ships and buildings.
(ii) Dirt Money—
An employee shall be paid an allowance of 33 cents
per hour when engaged on work of an unusually dirty
nature where clothes are necessarily unduly soiled
or damaged or boots are unduly damaged by the nature of the work done.
(iii) Confined Space—
An employee shall be paid an allowance of 39 cents
per hour when, because of the dimensions of the compartment or space in which the employee is working,
the employee is required to work in a stooped or otherwise cramped position, or without proper
ventilation.
(iv) Hot Work—
An employee shall be paid an allowance of 33 cents
per hour when the employee works in the shade in
any place where the temperature is raised by artificial means to between 46.1° and 54.4° Celsius. Where
the temperature is raised by artificial means beyond
54.4° Celsius then the Partners shall confer to agree
an appropriate level of disability allowance.
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(v) Percussion Tools—
An employee shall be paid an allowance of 19 cents
per hour when working a pneumatic rivetter tools of
the percussion type.
(vi) Grit Blasting—
An employee shall be paid an allowance of 40 cents
per hour when performing grit blasting work.
(13) Casual Employees
A casual employee, as defined, shall be paid 20 per cent of
the ordinary wage rate in subclause (1) for the relevant classification. This loading is paid in lieu of the benefits contained
in clauses 10 (10),11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 19.
(14) Apprentices
The Company is committed to the training of apprentices,
which may either be sourced from a group training scheme or
be Company employed.
Apprentices which are sourced from a group training scheme,
will be bound by the wages and employment conditions as set
down by that group training scheme.
Where the Company directly employs an apprentice then,
except for clause 19, the apprentice shall be entitled to the
same benefits as a full-time employee under this Award other
than for remuneration which must be a specific percentage of
the wage rate for the relevant classification. The specific percentages to apply are—
First Year Apprentice
- 42%
Second Year Apprentice - 55%
Third Year Apprentice
- 75%
Fourth Year Apprentice - 88%
Where the Company employs an “adult” (that is a person of
21 years of age or older) apprentice then that employee shall
be remunerated at the C12 wage rate for the full period of
their apprenticeship whilst an adult.
(15) Payment of Wages
The Partners have identified that some additional administrative activities will be required as a result of the processes
detailed in this Award. In an effort to limit the growth of administration, the pay cycle for employees will be changed from
weekly to fortnightly (thereby saving administration and
processing time and costs). Wages will be paid as follows—
(i) Wages shall be paid fortnightly by electronic funds
transfer into a bank (or other recognised financial
institution) account of the employee’s choice.
(ii) The pay fortnight covers a two (2) week period, Monday to Sunday inclusive, with funds ordinarily being
available in the employees’ account on the Wednesday following the close of the pay fortnight.
(iii) For timekeeping purposes the following shall be applied—
(a) up to 2 minutes late there will be no deduction;
(b) 3 minutes late or more and the starting time is
deemed to be at the next quarter hour interval
(eg 7.15—7.30 etc).
(iv) To facilitate the efficient processing of the payroll
each employee is responsible for completing their
timecard and getting it to the Team Leader so that
the Team Leader can lodge all timecards at the pay
office by 10am on the day after the pay fortnight
closes. Teams shall develop their own procedures to
ensure compliance. Timecards and/or alterations
which are lodged later risk not being included in the
payroll processing and therefore delayed until the
next fortnightly pay.
(v) The Partners have agreed on a transition arrangement to assist employees in the change from weekly
to fortnightly pays. The change in pay periods will
occur with the last weekly pay being paid on 13 January 1999 and the first fortnightly pay being paid on
27 January 1999. To assist employees, they may
choose one of the following options for implementation on 20 January 1999—
(a) The Company will advance to an employee
the amount of $390.00 which the employee
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must agree to repay at the rate of $30.00 per
week; or
(b) The employee has previously arranged for the
once-off payment detailed in subclause
11(6)(ii) to be paid at this time; or
(c) The employee has decided that no assistance
is required.
(16) Wages Increases
The Partners have agreed on the following increases to apply to: the ordinary wage rates in subclause 10(1) as depicted
in the schedule in that subclause; and the shift allowances in
subclause 10(4).
(i) On and from Monday 8 March 1999 an increase of
4%, subject to—
(a) The successful transition from a weekly to a
fortnightly payroll as detailed in subclause
10(15); and
(b) All actions, deliverables and progress scheduled in the implementation plan up to and
including 28 February 1999 are complete.
(ii) On and from Monday 13 December 1999 an increase
of 2.5%, subject to—
(a) All work teams have developed and implemented their WKPI’s as detailed in subclause
7 (4); and
(b) The first review under the Employee Work Performance Procedure, as detailed in subclause
7 (11), has been successfully completed for
all employees; and
(c) All actions, deliverables and progress scheduled in the implementation plan up to and
including 30 November 1999 are complete.
(iii) On and from Monday 4 September 2000 an increase
of 2.5%, subject to—
(a) All work teams have continued and are continuing the collection of data for and recording
of their WKPI’s; and
(b) The second review under the Employee Work
Performance Procedure, as detailed in
subclause 7 (11), has been successfully completed for all employees’ and
(c) The review of the Employee Work Performance Plan and Procedure, as detailed in
subclause 7 (11), has been completed and the
review results implemented; and
(d) All actions, deliverables and progress scheduled in the implementation plan up to and
including 31 August 2000 are complete.
(iv) On and from Monday 11 June 2001 an increase of
2.5%, subject to—
(a) All work teams have continued and are continuing the collection of data for and recording
of their WKPI’s; and
(b) All actions, deliverables and progress scheduled in the implementation plan up to and
including 31 May 2001 are complete.
In all cases in subclause 10(1), the percentage increase shall
be applied to the C 10 classification and subsequently the ordinary weekly wage rate for each of the other Team Member
Classifications shall be increased according to the relativity of
each to the C 1O Team Member Classification.
11.—PERSONAL LEAVE
Personal Leave is a system of paid time off which embraces
and supplants annual leave, sick leave, Public Holidays, bereavement leave and family leave. It does not affect long service
leave, parental leave or approved leave for jury service.
Loadings are not paid on Personal Leave. In place of any
loadings, the Company pays an Annual Payment as detailed in
subclause 10 (10).
(1) Concept
This system is based upon the accrual and reduction of Personal Leave based on ordinary working hours and payment
for Personal Leave is made at the ordinary wage rate applicable to the Personal Leave hours of approved absence.
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The system involves calculating an annual entitlement to
paid absence based on industry standards, ie—
Annual Leave:
152 hours per annum
Sick Leave:
76 hours per annum
Public Holidays: 76 hours per annum
Bereavement:
2 days per occurrence
Family Leave:
Access to sick leave and annual leave.
The Personal Leave entitlement is accrued for the ordinary
working hours (ie 38 hours per week) that the employee was
at work, including for those that the employee was absent on
Personal Leave. This entitlement is accrued per fortnightly
pay period which forms the employee Personal Leave account.
Each time the employee takes leave, the Personal Leave account is reduced by the number of ordinary working hours
taken as leave and the employee is paid at the ordinary wage
rate applicable to the Personal Leave hours of approved absence.
(2) Accrual of Personal Leave
Personal Leave shall accrue at the rate of 11 hours per fortnight (equates to 286 hours per 52 weeks).
This accrual is in consideration of annual leave, sick leave,
Public Holidays, bereavement leave and family leave.
(3) Utilisation of Personal Leave
Generally, Personal Leave shall be taken only as agreed between the Company and each employee. On each occasion
that Personal Leave is utilised, an employee must make a written application for Personal Leave, except for gazetted Public
Holidays in which case the time off will be taken and deducted
unless the employee is otherwise rostered to work. Approval
shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Accrued Personal Leave shall be utilised for any period of
paid absence. On each occasion of taking leave where Personal Leave is to be used, the employee’s Personal Leave
account shall be reduced by the period of absence in ordinary
working hours and no deduction is made from the employee’s
ordinary wages.
Should an employee be unable to attend at the workplace
during the ordinary working hours by reason of personal ill
health or injury, family crisis or some other emergency, they
shall advise the Company as soon as reasonably practicable
(but not more than two hours after the absence commenced)
of the reason for the absence and the estimated duration of the
absence. The employee may be required to produce satisfactory evidence to support their absence. Failure to adhere to
these requirements may result in the absence being unapproved
and subject the employee to the Fair Treatment System.
(4) Unpaid Leave
In exceptional or extenuating circumstances, the Company
may approve an employee’s application for unpaid leave. However, where this occurs, or if for any other reason an employee
is absent without pay (which includes any period whilst an
employee is in receipt of a benefit from the income protection
insurance), Personal Leave shall not accrue to the employee’s
Personal Leave account for that period of the unpaid absence
calculated on a prorata basis.
(5) Administration of Personal Leave
Employees will be permitted to accrue up to 228 hours of
Personal Leave at which time an employee will be advised
that the Company expects the employee to lodge an application for a period of Personal Leave to reduce the balance. When
this occurs, the employee must—
(i) Reach agreement with the Company on any further
accrual growth; or
(ii) Make an application to take a period of Personal
Leave which will reduce the employee’s accrual to a
manageable level; or
(iii) Apply for a cash buyout of a period of Personal Leave
provided that: the cash buyout is paid through the
payroll; the accrual balance remaining is not less than
76 hours; it must not be assumed that the Company
will automatically approve a cash buyout; the Company shall determine each cash buyout application
on its merits; approval of a cash buyout must comply with the Company policy.
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(6) Transition Arrangements
At the commencement of this Award all employees’—
(i) annual leave entitlements and prorated accruals shall
be converted into Personal Leave on the basis of one
(1) Personal Leave hour for each annual leave hour.
(ii) shall be paid a once-off payment of 17½% of the
annual leave hours in (i) above at the ordinary wage
rate applicable the day prior to the commencement
of this Award.
(iii) sick leave accruals shall be noted and frozen, unavailable to be utilised, for such period as both the
Personal Leave and Income Protection Insurance are
in operation.
(7) Annual Close Down
Should it be necessary to close down part or all of the Company’s operations (eg: at Christmas/New Year or Easter) then
the Company shall discuss the business needs with employees
through the consultative processes detailed in this Award. Failing agreement, the Company will provide to the employees
concerned four (4) weeks notice of the close down details including duration. Employees will take Personal Leave for the
duration of the close down or in the event of insufficient Personal Leave being available, then unpaid leave will be
approved.
(8) Unused Personal Leave
When employment is terminated, the unused accrued Personal Leave shall be paid to the employee as a termination
payment at the ordinary wage rate applicable at the time of
termination.
Where employment is terminated and the employee’s Personal Leave account balance is negative, the Company may
recover the equivalent amount from the employee’s final wages.
12.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The provisions of the Long Service Leave Act 1958, as
amended, are hereby incorporated in and shall be deemed to
be part of this Award, except that the leave provision shall be
thirteen (13) weeks after ten (10) years service with prorated
payments applicable after seven (7) years.
13.—JURY SERVICE
An employee required to attend for jury service during ordinary working hours shall be reimbursed by the Company an
amount equal to the difference between the amount paid in
respect of their attendance for such jury service and the amount
paid in respect of ordinary working hours the employee would
have worked had the employee not been on jury service.
14.—PARENTAL LEAVE
The Company shall provide Parental Leave, whether adoption, maternity or paternity, in accordance with the provisions
of Schedule 14 of the Workplace Relations Act 1996.
Without increasing the Company’s liability under the above
referenced Schedule 14, Parental Leave is described as an entitlement, for an employee who gives birth to a child and that
employee’s spouse (or an employee whose spouse gives birth
to a child), to unpaid Parental Leave totalling 52 weeks, to
care for the newborn child. The leave in question can be granted
to the mother or the father during the 52 weeks but not to both
at the same time (except for one week at the time of birth). To
qualify an employee must have 12 months continuous service.
The Company is obligated to have a position for the employee
to return to at the completion of leave.
15.—INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE
The Company shall source, obtain and maintain an income
protection insurance cover for all weekly hired employees.
The income protection insurance cover shall include—
• twenty-four (24) hours per day, every day coverage
of employees for the term of this Award;
• seven (7) calendar days waiting period before benefits can be claimed;
• benefits applicable to sickness and injury (not workers compensation);
• insurance of the employees’ week’s pay for up to
104 weeks (or more); and
• other benefits as specified by the policy.
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At all times the Company’s liability is limited to the terms,
conditions and exclusions of the policy. Employees will be
provided with a summary of the policy content and, at any
time, may request a complete copy of the policy document.
16.—PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
(1) The Company shall provide to employees such protective equipment and safety consumables, as is necessary for
the work to be undertaken, to ensure that employees can complete their work safely. All protective equipment and safety
consumables remain the property of ANI.
(2) All weekly hired employees shall be provided each six
months with the following issues of ANI work clothing—
• two (2) pairs of overalls; or
• two (2) shirts and two (2) pairs of trousers
If required, replacement on a fair wear and tear basis can
occur provided that the unserviceable items are returned to the
storeperson.
(4) Each weekly hired employee will be issued with one (1)
winter jacket which will subsequently be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis provided that the old jacket is returned to
the storeperson.
(5) All weekly hired employees shall be provided with a
pair of safety footwear (up to a value of $75.00). Replacement
shall be on a fair wear and tear basis provided that the old
boots are returned to the storeperson.
(6) In the event that prescription safety spectacles are required, the Company will cover the cost of prescription lenses
which will be installed in Company supplied safety frames
which meet the appropriate Australian Standard. This standard specifies safety frames with permanently attached side
shields. Complying prescription safety spectacles will be provided by Company nominated optometrists. Alternatively, an
employee will be reimbursed up to one hundred dollars
($100.00) in accordance with Company procedures.
(7) Employees issued with safety consumables, protective
equipment, clothing and safety footwear must wear and use
the supplied items whilst performing their work in accordance
with the Company’s operating procedures.
(8) Should an employee’s employment terminate before the
completion of their probationary period, then the employee
must reimburse the Company, for the cost of the items of clothing, footwear and prescription safety spectacles issued to them,
which may be deducted from final wages.
17.—SECURITY
The Business Unit Manager will determine and publish a
system of entry to and exit from the Bassendean facility. Clients of the Company, at their respective premises, require
compliance by contractors and their employees with their security arrangements.
It is a condition of employment that all employees must comply with the security arrangements applicable at the Bassendean
facility and, as applicable, client premises.
18.—INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE
In the event that the Company reaches a decision to introduce major changes at Bassendean, then the Company shall
notify the Partners to this Award and consult with the employees who may be affected by the proposed changes. Utilising
the consultative processes detailed in this Award the Company shall discuss with the affected employees the introduction
of the changes and the effects the changes are likely to have
on the employees and will investigate with the employees
measures to avert or mitigate any adverse affects. To assist
this process, the Company shall share with the employees all
relevant information (excluding confidential information which
may be detrimental to the Company’s interests if disclosed)
about the proposed changes.
This process can be used for any changes, but it shall be
mandatory where the proposed changes are likely to have a
significant effect on employees. In this context, significant
means: termination of employment; large variations to the size,
composition or operation of the Company’s workforce or in
the skills required; the elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or job tenure; alteration to
the hours of work; restructuring of jobs and the need for retraining or transfer of employees to other work or locations.
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19.—REDUNDANCY/RETRENCHMENT
The Partners to this Award share the view that redundancies
are unlikely to be required during the term of this Award but,
if the need for redundancy arises, then these arrangements provide a means of implementing a redundancy/retrenchment
programme in an orderly fashion.
(1) Notification
When it becomes evident that there is a downturn in work
and a need for redundancy the Company will notify employees and the union, directly and through the consultative
processes detailed in this Award, , and consult on methods of
minimising the effect of any possible redundancies that might
occur.
(2) Procedure and Selection
Following discussions, if redundancies are unavoidable, the
Company will set a timetable to develop a final list of employees to be made redundant.
Employees can be asked to indicate their interest in volunteering to accept a redundancy package and this may be taken
into consideration by the Company, subject to operational and
business needs, in selecting employees for retrenchment.
The selection of employees to be made redundant will be
based on the following criteria, which is not exhaustive—
• performance evaluation results;
• skills required to be retained by the Company;
• skill level of the employee
• application of skills to the task presently done by the
employee;
• receptiveness of the employee to training or retraining;
• disciplinary record.
In finally selecting the employees to be retrenched, consideration shall be given to years of service provided that no
discrimination will be made that conflicts with the provisions
of State or Federal Equal Opportunity Legislation.
A Company representative(s) and an employee
representative(s) will review the selection criteria of all employees who are likely to be considered for redundancy. They
will ensure the accuracy of the list prior to any final decision
being made by the Company.
(3) Transfers
The Company will use every endeavour to transfer employees to other positions where their skills can be effectively
utilised.
Where an employee is moved to a position of different classification and/or trade not previously occupied by that
employee, a trial period of one month will provide an opportunity for the Company and the employee to assess their long
term suitability for the new position.
Where there is doubt about an employee’s suitability for a
position, a review will be conducted regularly.
In every event, where an employee and/or their
representative(s) believes that the process is being used in a
way other than in accordance with the intent of this Award,
then they may take the matter up with the Company.
If the determination is that the employee is to leave the Company during the trial period or at the completion of the trial
period then the redundancy package will be available to the
employee at their original wage rate.
If moved to a new position, the employee will be paid at the
wage rate applicable to that new position immediately where
the wage is more than their existing wage rate. Where the new
wage rate is less, the employee’s wage rate will be frozen so
that they will not receive wage increases until such time as the
applicable wage rate catches up to the frozen wage rate.
(4) Schedule of Redundancy Payments
Years of Service
Redundancy
Long Service
Payment
Leave
Under 1
0
Nil
1-2
3
Nil
2-3
6
Nil
3-4
9
Nil
4-5
12
Nil
5-6
15
Pro-rata
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Years of Service

Redundancy
Long Service
Payment
Leave
6-7
18
Pro-rata
7-8
21
Pro-rata
8-9
24
Pro-rata
9-10
27
Pro-rata
10-11
30
Pro-rata
11-12
32
Pro-rata
12-13
34
Pro-rata
13-14
36
Pro-rata
14-15
38
Pro-rata
15-16
40
Pro-rata
16-17
42
Pro-rata
17-18
44
Pro-rata
18-19
46
Pro-rata
19-20
48
Pro-rata
20-21
50
Pro-rata
Thereafter
52
Pro-rata
Employees who are 45 years and over in age will get one
extra week’s payment in addition to the above schedule.
(5) Payments
(i) All payments referred to are based on a week’s pay.
(ii) An itemised statement of entitlements will be given
to each employee when they receive formal notification of redundancy from the Company.
(6) Payment of Accrued Leaves
(i) On termination, the Personal Leave balance will be
paid to retrenched employees as detailed in subclause
11 (8).
(ii) On termination, pro-rata long service leave entitlements, as detailed in clause 12, will be paid to
retrenched employees with 5 years service or more.
(7) Certificate of Service
The Company will provide a certificate of service where
requested.
(8) Superannuation
Any superannuation benefits defined by the trust deed and
rules will be paid in addition to redundancy pay.
(9) Death of an Employee
If an employee has been given notice of retrenchment and
dies before the date that they were to actually leave the employment of the Company, all benefits, which would have been
payable under this Award to that employee, shall be paid directly to their estate unless the employee has otherwise directed
the Company in writing prior to their death.
(10) Employees at Retirement Age
An employee is not entitled to severance pay beyond the
amount of wages they would have received had they remained
in employment until the age of retirement. The age of retirement is determined as the point at which the Company and
employee contribution to the superannuation fund ceases or
where the employee has nominated a date of retirement.
(11) Counselling/Assistance Programme
The Company has an employee assistance programme ( ie:
outplacement service; registered financial counsellors; placement of superannuation; etc.) in place. In the event of
redundancy the Company will let it be known, to those employees who are to be made redundant, details of the employee
assistance program. The Company agrees to make enquiries
with other engineering firms regarding possible work for retrenched employees.
20.—RIGHTS OF ENTRY
A duly accredited representative of the union shall have the
right to enter the Company’s premises for the purposes of interviewing employees of the Company and to generally carry
out legitimate union business.
21.—INSPECTION OF RECORDS
The Company must keep a time and wages record for each
employee which shows: the name of the employee; the nature
of the employee’s work; the hours worked each day; and the
wages and allowances paid each fortnight.
Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and Appendix 9 of this Award, with a minimum of 24 hours
notice, a duly accredited representative of the union may
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inspect the Company’s time and wages records for employees
or former employees of the Company who are members of the
union.
22.—FINAL SETTLEMENT
The Partners to this Award commit to the following—
• During the operation of this Award there will be no
extra claims made or considered which impact the
scope of this Award;
• The Company has declared its preference to direct
hire weekly hired employees to meet the business
needs. However, the Partners acknowledge that business needs will often cause the Company to hire
casual employees and/or labour hire subcontract personnel to meet short term labour requirements and
skills shortages which are impacting the Company’s
ability to meet its customers’ requirements.
• As a result of a request by the union and employees,
the Company provides its commitment that, during
the term of this Award, it will not seek to engage
employees covered by this Award on individual
workplace agreements.
• The Partners have discussed the option of introducing an hours bank with the intent of more effectively
spreading the ordinary hours of work over a working year. In the making of this Award this option has
been shelved. However, in the event that circumstances change there is nothing to prevent any of the
Partners from re-opening discussions and reaching
agreement on this option.
• The terms of this Award will not be used to progress
or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other
enterprise.
23.—DEFINITIONS
(1) Employment Classifications
(i) “Casual employee” shall mean an employee engaged
by the hour and who may leave the Company’s service or be discharged at any time with one hour notice.
Casual employees shall be paid in accordance with
clause 10—Wages and Allowances.
(ii) “Full-time employee” shall mean a weekly hired employee engaged for an average of 38 ordinary working
hours per week over a defined work cycle.
(iii) “Part-time employee” shall mean a weekly hired employee engaged for less than an average of 38
ordinary working hours per week over a defined work
cycle. A part-time employee shall receive on a prorated basis the terms and conditions of full-time
employees as set out in this Award.
(iv) “Temporary employee” shall mean a weekly hired
employee engaged for a limited and specific period
of employment. Temporary employees shall be subject to the same conditions and receive the same
benefits as a full-time or part-time employee during
the term of their employment.
(2) “Redundancy”
(i) is a situation where there are more employees available than are needed to undertake the amount of work
which needs to be done;
(ii) may be caused by (but not limited to) the following—
(a) technological change eliminating the need for
some jobs to be done by anyone;
(b) changes in market demands creating a situation where less employees are required.
(3) “Retrenchment” is the action taken to reduce the number
of employees to the level required by the Company.
(4) “Week’s Pay” means the wage rate for 38 ordinary working hours, for the relevant classification, as detailed in clause 10.
(5) Work Categories
(i) “Day Work” means a pattern of ordinary working
hours over a defined work cycle, which usually involves five days worked (eg: Monday to Friday
inclusive), where all of the ordinary working hours
fall within the span of hours in subclause 9 (1) (i).
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(ii) “Dayshift” means any shift starting at or after 6.00am
and finishing at or before 7.00pm.
(iii) “Afternoon Shift” means any shift starting at or
after 12 midday and finishing at or before 12 midnight.
(iv) “Nightshift” means any shift starting at or after
5.00pm and finishing at or before 7.00am on the following day.
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(v) “Continuous shift work” means work carried out with
consecutive shifts of employees throughout the 24
hours of each day, 7 days per week without interruption, except during breakdowns or meal breaks or
due to unavoidable causes beyond the control of the
Company.
(vi) “Non-continuous shift work” means any shift work
which does not fit within the definition of continuous shift work.

APPENDIX 1
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
3

ANI ENGINEERING BASSENDEAN (WA)
WAY FORWARD ENTERPRISE AWARD 1998
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
This implementation Plan shall be overviewed and managed by the Steering Team under
the direction of the Business Unit Manager. Responsibility for each of the separately
identified activities shall be assigned by the Steering Team.

AWARD
REFERENCE

ACTIVITIES

5(2)

1. Renegotiation of the Award

7(1)

2. CODE OF ETHICS
- publishing of Code

7(2)(i)

7(2)(ii)

7(2)(iii)

7(3)

O

1998
N D

J

F

M

A

M

1999
J J

A

S

m
l
q
n

In progress - Scheduled
In progress - Completed
Completion - Scheduled
Completion - Completed

O

N

30/11/01

2000
2001
D Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
m q

m q

31/01/99

3. BUSINESS TEAM

n

- form Business Team

31/10/98

- set meeting dates

30/11/98

- elect employee representatives

31/10/98

n

- briefing of employee

31/10/98

n

- employee representatives sign
confidentiality agreement
4. STEERING TEAM

31/12/98

m q

- form Steering Team

30/11/98

- Select employee representatives

30/11/98

n
n

- set meeting dates

30/11/98

n

- form Cross Functional Team

30/11/98

- set meeting dates

31/12/98

n
m q
n

n

5. CROSS FUNCTIONAL TEAM

6. SELF-DIRECTED WORK TEAMS
- form the initial teams

30/11/98

- Select Team Leaders

30/11/98

- agree Team Leader job description

30/11/98

- Reviews

ongoing

AWARD
REFERENCE
7(4)

COMPLETION
DATE

Legend:

ACTIVITIES

COMPLETION
DATE

n
n
n
n

O

q

1998
N D

J

F

M

q

A

M

q

1999
J J

A

S

q

O

N

q

q

q

q

2000
2001
D Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

7. WORKPLACE KEY
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

7(5)

7(6)

- develop training

31/12/98

- deliver training to Work Teams

31/12/98

- develop Facilitator training

31/12/98

- deliver Facilitator trainng

31/12/98

- each Work Team develops its WKPI’s

30/11/98

- monthly reporting of WKPI’s

Ongoing

- half-annual summaries

Periodic

8. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
- develop continuous improvement plan
including an implementation

30/09/99

- implement continuous improvement plan

31/03/00

- develop awareness training

30/11/99

- deliver awareness training

31/12/99

- identify potential coaches

31/12/99

- develop coaches training

28/02/00

- deliver coaches training

31/03/00

7(10)

m m m q
m q
q
q
q
q

30/11/98

l

n

10. COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
- develop Communications Plan including
an implementation plan
- implement Communications Plan

30/09/99

- develop awareness training

30/11/99

- deliver awareness training
7(8)

m m q

9. HEALTH AND SAFETY
- implementation of HSEP

7(7)

l q
m q
m q
q
n
q q q q q q q q q q q q q q q q q q q q
q
q
q
q
q

m m q
m m q
m q
q

31/12/99
30/12/99

11. TRAINING
- develop Training Plan including an
implementation plan

31/07/99

- implement Training Plan

31/08/99

- develop awareness training

30/09/99

- deliver awareness training

30/09/99

m q
q
m q
q

12. FAIR TREATMENT SYSTEM
- develop Procedure

31/12/98

- implement Procedure

31/12/98

- briefing of all employees on Procedure

31/01/99

q
q
q

q
q
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ACTIVITIES
- develop training module for leaders

7(11)

COMPLETION
DATE

O

31/01/99
31/01/99

1998
N D J
m q
q

- deliver awareness training to all
employees
- develop training module for leaders

31/03/99
31/03/99 &
31/08/99
31/03/99
31/03/99 &

- deliver training module to leaders

7(13)

8(1)(vii)

AWARD
REFERENCE
8(2)(ii)

9(1)(ii)

30/09/99

- complete 2nd 6-monthly review

31/03/00

- Partners review the success of the trial

31/05/00

9(3)

10(15)

10(16)

M

1999
J J

A

S

O

N

2000
2001
D Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

m q
q

q

m q
q

q
q
q
q

14. LEADERSHIP
- develop training course for leaders

31/01/99

- deliver training course to leaders

31/03/99

m q
m q

15. EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY

m q

31/01/99

16. TOOLS

m q

- develop toolbox standards including an
implementation plan
- implement toolbox standards

31/12/98

- briefing of employees on toolbox
standards
- design procedure to support the loaning of
Company tools
- implement loan of Company tools
procedure
- briefing of employees on loan of Company
Tools procedures
17. ENTERPRISE AWARD

31/01/99

- develop education tool on Award contents

31/12/98

m q

- develop policy and authorities

31/12/98

- communication of policy to employees

31/12/98

q
q

q
q

31/01/99

m q

31/12/98
31/01/99

q

31/01/99

q

18. CONFIDENTIALITY

ACTIVITIES

COMPLETION
DATE

O

1998
N D

J

F

M

A

M

1999
J J

A

S

O

N

2000
2001
D Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

19. PROBATIONARY PERIOD
- develop procedure on probationary period

31/12/98

q

- implement procedure

31/12/98

- communicate to employees affected by
the procedure

31/12/98

q
q

31/01/99

m q

31/01/99

q

31/01/99

q

- develop a working hours variation

31/01/99

- briefing of employees on the procedure

31/01/99

- implement procedure

31/01/99

m q
q
q

- develop a procedure for the working of
shift work
- briefing of employees on the procedure

31/01/99

m q

31/01/99

- implement procedure

31/01/99

q
q

20. WORKING HOURS DETERMINATION
- develop criteria to be satisfied and a
procedure for rostering
- briefing of employees on procedure and
criteria
- implement procedure

9(1)(iii)

A

31/08/99

- complete 1st 6-monthly review

- design induction training
7(14)

M

13. EMPLOYEE WORK PERFORMANCE
- develop awareness training

7(12)

F
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21. WORKING HOURS VARIATION

22. SHIFT WORK

23. FORTNIGHTLY PAYS
- employees nominate if payment under
11(6)(ii) is to be deferred to 20/1/1999
- employees to nominate if $390 advance is
required
- payroll operational requirements finalised

30/11/98

q

31/12/98

q

31/12/98

m q

- communication process with employees
on change over
- first fortnight pay

31/12/98

q

- Work Teams develop timecards
procedure
24. WAGE INCREASE

31/12/98

q

27/01/99

- implement 1st increase

8/03/98

- implement 2nd increase

13/12/99

- implement 3rd increase

04/09/00

- implement 4th increase

11/06/01

m q
q
q
q
q
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AWARD
REFERENCE
11

15

16

17

ACTIVITIES

COMPLETION
DATE

O

1998
N D

J

F

M

A

M

1999
J J

A

S

O
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N

2000
2001
D Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

25. PERSONAL LEAVE
- develop personal leave procedure and
forms
- briefing of employees on procedure and
forms
- implement procedures and forms

30/11/98

q

30/11/98

q

30/11/98

- establish process, criteria and authority
for cash buyout
- conversion of annual leave balance to
personal leave
- produce a report on the frozen sick leave
and its location for any future reference
26. INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE

30/11/98

q
q

31/12/98

q

31/12/98

q

- develop quotation document

30/11/98

- send out requests for quotation

30/11/98

- receive quotations

30/11/98

- assess quotations received

30/11/98

- select insurer

30/11/98

- obtain policy

30/11/98

- develop policy summary

31/12/98

- briefing of employees on policy and
provide summary
27. PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT

31/12/98

- review PPE procedure

31/08/99

- briefing of employees on PPE procedure

31/08/99

- implement PPE procedure

31/08/99

n
n
n
n
n
n
q
q

m m m q
q
q

28. SECURITY
- develop security procedure

31/01/99

- briefing of employees on security
procedure
- implement security procedure

31/01/99

m q
q

31/01/99

q

APPENDIX 2
TEAM LEADER JOB DESCRIPTION
Position: TEAM LEADER LOCATION: BASSENDEAN
Reporting to: COORDINATOR Revision: Date: 1998
Span of Control
All ANI Engineering Pty Ltd operational maintenance activities in relation to the Bassendean site.
Authority for Expenditure
Able to raise requisitions and forwarded to Controller for
approval.
General Overview of Position
The Team Leader will be responsible for providing support
and advice to work team members (i.e. mechanical/Fabrication) and ensure work is completed in a safe, quality controlled
and efficient manner meeting ANI requirements
• have ability and skills in safety management, planning, coordination of resources including,
subcontractors, materials plant and equipment
• have ability to effectively liaise with team members
and personnel and other internal and external groups
• have effective oral communication skills and sound
written skills
• be prepared to support and participate in organisational change programs
• be familiar with currant industrial Arrangements, exercise and promote good employee relations
practices, safety and QA/QC on the site
• have ability to perform necessary administrative duties and ensure data entry
Duties and Responsibilities
Safety
Safety is a priority in this working environment. Clear objectives and compliance in safe working behaviour must be
demonstrated with team members in the course of completing
operations on site.
• Place safety above all other priorities
• Participate actively in safety improvement initiatives
• Help other Team Members to avoid themselves at
risk of injury
• Report all injuries and incidents immediately

• Seek immediate treatment for injury
• Assuming personal responsibility for safety by continually asking myself “What could happen if this
goes wrong?”
• Attends safety related meetings and seeks advice on
safety issues
• Ensures the daily 5 minute safety talks are attended
and remain relevant in developing safety awareness
• be accountable for personnel under ones control or
direction who fail to work safely
• Assists teams in implementing safe work practices
• Continually challenge myself by asking, “Have I
done enough to ensure the safety of my people?”
Also, in conjunction with the Coordinator
• Coordinates safety topics and involvement of team members in the 5 minute safety talks
• carries out safety checks, audits and observation/inspection tours as delegated by the Safety Advisor
• Provides leadership for the maintenance and improvement of safety activities in the team
• Communicate clearly the expectations for safety performance
• Ensure that personnel are adequately trained for their
work
• Ensures team members comply with Duty of Care legislation and all relevant ANI rules, procedures and Safety
regulations
• Ensure team members are competent to carry out work
activities safely
• Ensure new starters are mentored with a team member
• Assists with the processing and management of workers
compensation cases, and identifies suitable duties for employees being rehabilitated and integrated back into the
work force
Environmental Activities
• Ensure responsible action is taken to prevent contamination to the environment. Use correct equipment and
facilities when cleaning etc
• Report all environmental incidents, and where possible,
encourage waste reduction and recycling methods
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• Ensure an environmental openness, trust and mutual respect by—
- maintaining and enhancing people’s self esteem
- listening and responding with empathy
- asking for help and encouraging involvement
Management Activities
• Provides support to work team members undertaking
maintenance activities
• Liaises with appropriate coordinator on planning and
scheduling issues
• Provides information and advice to team members on
planning issues ensuring adequate resources are available to effectively complete the works
• Supports team members in the area or workplace continuous improvement by providing the necessary
information and resources
APPENDIX 3
TEAM MEMBER JOB DESCRIPTION
Position: TEAM MEMBER LOCATION: BASSENDEAN
Reporting to: TEAM/TEAM LEADER
Revision: Date: 1998
Span of Control
ANI Engineering Pty Ltd operational maintenance activities in relation to the Bassendean site.
Authority for Expenditure
Able to raise requisitions through the Team Leader and to
be forwarded to Controller for approval.
General Overview of Position
• Provide support and advice to other team members for
work to be carried out and completed in an efficient manner without compromising quality
• All Team Members to cooperate and work together to
ensure desired outcomes and objectives are achieved
• Pass on any knowledge and experience that may assist
Team Members and the company
Duties and Responsibilities
Safety
Safety is a priority in this working environment. Clear objectives and compliance in safe working behaviour must be
demonstrated with team members in the course of completing
activities/work.
A Team Member will also—
• Place safety above all priorities
• Participate actively in safety improvement initiatives
• Help other Team Members to avoid themselves at
risk of injury
• Report all injuries and incidents immediately
• Seek immediate treatment for injury
• Assuming personal responsibility for safety by continually asking oneself “What could happen if this
goes wrong?”
• Maintain a clean, tidy and orderly work area
• Comply with Duty of Care legislation
Environmental Activities
• Ensure responsible action is taken to prevent contamination to the environment. Use correct facilities when
cleaning etc.
• Report all environmental incidents, and where possible,
encourage waste reduction and recycling methods
• Ensure an environmental openness, trust and mutual respect by—
- maintaining and enhancing people’s self esteem
- listening and responding with empathy
- asking for help and encouraging involvement
Work Organisation Activities
• Participate in planning, work scheduling and estimating
as required
• Participate in change programs and other continuous improvement initiatives
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• Fill out correct daily KPI information sheets
• Assist in the identification of areas of waste, duplication
and non performance
• Assist in the interview of new employees
• Develop and implement improved ways of carrying out
work and reducing costs and time delays
• Participate in cross skilling and multi skilling with the
objective of carrying out a whole of job approach
• Assist other areas to maximise resources efficiently
• Participate in the development and implementation of
the over-time roster
• Work in accordance with the ethical standards and behaviours of ANI
• Participate in training and learning programs
Prime Contacts are—
a) Team Members
b) Team Leader

c) Coordinator
d) Support Staff

Administration
• Completes KPI data sheets
• Assist in the development of workplace scopes
• Completes daily timesheets
• Provides reports to the Team as requested
• Takes minutes of Team meetings
• Keeps daily record of activities in summary format
• Provides input in generating activity and team reports
• Compiles stores requisition invoices
Quality Assurance and Quality Control
• Compiles with QA/QC procedures and work instructions
relating to the carrying out of operation and maintenance
work
• Liaises with QA/QC nominee/s
• Liaises with inspectors
• Assists in the collection, compilation and analysis of KPI
data
Qualifications, Skills and Training Requirements
• Continues to develop personal skills and undertakes necessary training as required
• Participates in ongoing training ie safety, quality, continuous improvement and behavioural training to develop
leadership skills
• Completes necessary health and fitness tests to satisfy
regulations and corporate requirements
• Attends site OS&H courses as recommended/required
• Possesses a metal trade certificate/s or equivalent
Experience
• Has worked a minimum of 2 years in the manufacturing
or fabrication or maintenance of heavy industrial machinery plant and equipment
Role
• Supports and participates in team activities
• Works in self direction manner without the need for supervision
• Provides recommendations and suggestions that will improve the work environment and the performance of the
company
• Promote the company during interaction with customers, clients and suppliers
• Bring to the attention of the company areas of possible
risk
Performance Review
• Will participate in annual performance review with the
Team Leader and Coordinator
• Will work towards up-skilling in areas where gaps and
improvement opportunities are identified
• Will set personal goals to ensure focus is maintained and
complacency is eliminated
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Business Team
Business Team

Comprises:
Comprises:
• General Manager (Chair)
• General Manager (Chair)
• Business Unit Manager
• Business Unit Manager
• Management Team
• Management Team
• 2 Employee Reps
• 2 Employee Reps

Meets Monthly
Business Focus
(Strategic)

Safety Team
Safety Team

Machine
Machine
Team
1
Team 1

Teams Comprise:

Steering
SteeringTeam
Team

Meets
Fortnightly

Special Teams
for Projects

Cross Functional Team
Cross Functional Team
Comprises:
• Comprises:
Team (Team Leaders)
Team (Team Leaders)
• •Co-ordinators
• Co-ordinators

“Improvement
“Improvement
Teams”
Teams”

Comprises:
Comprises:
• Business Unit Manager
• Business Unit Manager
• Co-Ordinator
• Co-Ordinator
• Area Co-Ordinator
• Area Co-Ordinator
• 3 Employee Reps
• 3 Employee Reps
•

Meets Monthly or as
Required

•

Oversees Implementation
of Change Program (inc
Co-Ordination)

• Team Safety
Rep

Fitters
Fitters
Team
1
Team 1

Teams Meet:
• Daily (5 minute
start up)
Fabrication
Fabrication
Team 1
Team 1
Fabrication
Fabrication
Team 2
Team 2

• Monthly Review
Meeting

Fabrication
Fabrication
Team 3
Team 3
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• Team KPI Rep

APPENDIX 4

Meets
Monthly

Machine
Machine
Team
2
Team 2

ANI TEAM STRUCTURE

• Team Leader
KPI Team
KPI Team
Comprises:
• Comprises:
Financial Controller
Controller
• •5 Financial
Team Reps
• 5 Team Reps
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Comprises:
Comprises:
• Safety Co-Ordinator
• Safety Co-Ordinator
• Business Unit Manager
• Business Unit Manager
• 5 Safety Team Reps
• 5 Safety Team Reps
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APPENDIX 5
ISSUE RESOLUTION
PROCEDURE FLOWCHART

ISSUE RESOLUTION
Employee identifies
an issue

Employee raises issue
with Team Leader

Does the issue
involve the
Work Team?

YES

Team Leader discusses
the issue with the Work Team

NO
YES
Document

Is the
issue resolved?

NO
Document

YES

Employee and Team Leader
discuss the issue with
the Coordinator

Is the
issue resolved?

NO
Employee raises issue
with the union

YES
Document

Is the
issue resolved?
Company and union meet
to discuss the issue
NO

Employee, Team Leader and
Coordinator discuss the issue with
the Area Coordinator

Document

YES

Is the
issue resolved?

NO
YES
Document

Company’s General Manager and
union’s State Secretary meet to discuss
the issue

Is the
issue resolved?

NO

Issue to be discussed with
Business Unit Manager

Document

YES

Is the
issue resolved?

NO

Either the Company or the
union may notify the WAIRC

WAIRC process
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APPENDIX 6
FAIR TREATMENT
SYSTEM FLOWCHART

FAIR TREATMENT
Team Leader and/or
Coordinator identifies
a concern

Coordinator prepares
for discussion

NO

Team Leader and Coordinator
meet with the employee to discuss
the concern and develop remedial plan

Has a
remedial plan
been agreed?

YES

YES

Has the concern
been resolved?

No action

NO
Area Coordinator prepares for
counselling session
NO
Has a
remedial plan
been agreed?

Area Coordinator counsels
the employee

No action

YES

YES

Has the concern
been resolved?
NO
Area Coordinator prepares for
counselling session

NO

Area Coordinator counsels the
employee and issues a written warning

No action

YES

Has a
remedial plan
been agreed?

YES

Has the concern
been resolved?
NO
Area Coordinator prepares for
counselling session

NO
Area Coordinator counsels the employee
and issues a final written warning

No action

YES

YES

Has the concern
been resolved?
NO

Employee
Terminated

Union
consulted

Area Coordinator prepares a case
for and recommends dismissal

Termination letter
prepared

YES

Is the employee
to be dismissed?

Has a
remedial plan
been agreed?

NO
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APPENDIX 7
EMPLOYEE WORK PERFORMANCE
FORM AND PROCEDURE

EMPLOYEE WORK PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FORM
IMPORTANT - BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM, YOU MUST READ THE GUIDELINES ON THE BACK

NAME:
CLASSIFICATION:
COMMENCEMENT DATE:
EVALUATION DATE:

TICK BOXES BELOW AS APPROPRIATE

Performance Factors

Does Not Meet
Job
Requirements

Generally Meets
Job
Requirements

Meets Job
Requirements

Exceeds Job
Requirements

Safety and Health
Performance
Safe Working Practices
Identification with Company
Goals
Positive Work Approach
Productivity
Quality of Work
Co-operation With Others
House Keeping
Teamwork
Attendance and Time
Keeping

Employee

Complies

Does Not Comply

with Issue Resolution Procedures

Employee

Complies

Does Not Comply

with Safety Concerns Resolution Procedures

COMMENTS/TRAINING REQUIREMENTS:

Employee

DATE

Team Leader

DATE

Co-ordinator

DATE

Area Co-ordinator

DATE

Far Exceeds Job
Requirements
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GUIDELINES
This Evaluation Process is a requirement under the Way Forward Award and is intended to provide employees, in a
constructive way, with an evaluation of their job performance
in a number of key areas.
Employees should understand the purpose of this evaluation before commencement.
The following are the steps to be followed—
1. Co-ordinator/Team Leader and employee complete
forms separately, before they meet.
2. Co-ordinator/Team Leader confirms employee’s understanding of the process.
3. Co-ordinator, Team Leader and employee meet, ideally in an office, without any interruptions or other
people present. They then compare forms and discuss each performance factor evaluation with a view
to reaching agreement. Any differences in evaluations are recorded.
4. Should there be no agreement on a particular point
(or points) of evaluation, both the Co-ordinator/Team
Leader evaluation and the employee’s evaluation are
to be recorded.
5. A final evaluation form recording both agreed and
not agreed evaluations is completed and signed by
the Co-ordinator, Team Leader and the employee.
A copy of the final form will be provided to the employee on request.
6. The Co-ordinator and/or Team Leader and/or employee may record comments on the form.
7. Should an employee have concerns over their evaluation they may take their concerns to the Area
Co-ordinator or their employee representative.
NOTES
Evaluations should be on balance. Focus should be on positive performance. However, specific instances of negative as
well as positive performance should be discussed.
Employees are encouraged to state their views and these
should be discussed.
The employer will keep the outcome of the evaluations confidential. The employee, their Team Leader, their Co-ordinator
and any other Company representatives who have access to
the completed evaluation forms must keep their knowledge of
evaluation outcomes confidential.
Any issues arising from the evaluation process or results
must be dealt with in accordance with the issue resolution procedure.
APPENDIX 8
REPRESENTATIVE INTERVIEWING EMPLOYEES
Consistent with the terms of the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 a representative of the union shall not exercise the rights under clause 20 of this Award with respect to
entering any part of the premises of the Company unless ANI
is the employer, or former employer of a member of the union.
(1) For the purpose of interviewing employees on legitimate union business, a duly accredited union
representative shall have the right to enter the Company’s premises during the midday meal break on
the following conditions—
(i) that he/she produces his/her authority to the
gatekeeper or such other person as may be
appointed by the Company;
(ii) that he/she interviews employees at places
where they are taking their meal or at such
other place as is mutually agreed; and
(iii) that if the Company alleges that a representative is unduly interfering with the work or is
creating dissatisfaction amongst the Company’s employees or is offensive in his/her
methods or is committing a breach of any of
the previous conditions, the Company may
refuse the right of entry but the representative
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shall have the right to bring such refusal before a member of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
Provided that where certain employees are working
under a system of shift work which precludes a representative from interviewing them during the
midday meal break the representative shall have the
right to enter the Company’s premises for the purpose of interviewing such employees at such time
and under such conditions as to notice as may be
mutually arranged by the representative and the Company, or failing agreement at such times and under
such conditions as a member of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission may decide.
(2) In the case of a disagreement existing or anticipated
concerning any of the provisions of this Award, an
accredited representative of the union, on notifying
the Company or the Company’s representative, shall
be permitted to enter the business premises of the
Company to view the work the subject of any such
disagreement but shall not interfere in any way with
the carrying out of such work.
APPENDIX 9
INSPECTION OF RECORDS REQUIREMENTS
Where this Award empowers a representative of the union
to inspect the time and wages records of an employee or former
employee, that power shall be exercised subject to the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997 (as may be amended
from time to time) and the following—
(1) The Company may refuse the representative access
to the records if—
(i) the Company is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative of the union
would infringe the privacy of persons who are
not members of the union; and
(ii) the Company undertakes to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector within 48
hours of being notified of the requirement to
inspect by the representative of the union.
(2) The power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of the union authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules of the union.
(3) Before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to the Company.

ASSOCIATION FOR CHRISTIAN EDUCATION INC.
(ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 265 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
Association for Christian Education Inc.
No. AG 265 of 1998.
Association for Christian Education Inc. (Enterprise
Bargaining) Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms T I Howe on behalf of The Independent
Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, and Dr I E Fraser on behalf of
Association for Christian Education Inc. and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Association for Christian Education Inc. (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998 in the terms of the
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following schedule be registered on the 23rd day of December 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the Association for Christian Education Inc. (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Preamble
Parties to the Agreement
Scope of Agreement
Date and Duration of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Objectives
Salary Rates
Agreed Efficiency Improvements
Long Service Leave
Dispute Resolution Procedures
Other Matters
No Further Claims
No Precedent
Signatories

3.—PREAMBLE
This Enterprise Bargaining Agreement is to assist the Board
and staff of the Association for Christian Eduction Inc. to
achieve a harmonious and satisfying working environment such
that both parties are able to address the mission of the Association, being the nurturing of the children of members to
maturity in Christ for life service to God in his kingdom by
governing the provision of quality Christian education from a
reformational perspective, with a particular emphasis on training to think with the mind of Christ.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This agreement is made between the Association for Christian Education Inc. (the Board) and the Independent Schools
Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers (the ISSOA) a registered organisation of
employees.
5.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall apply to all teachers employed by
the Association for Christian Education Inc., which administers Rehoboth Christian School, who are covered by the
provisions of the Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1976
(the award).
(2) The number of teachers covered by this agreement is
44.
6.—DATE AND DURATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall come into effect on the 1st of January 1998 and shall apply until 31st of December 1998.
(2) The parties will continue to meet during the period of the
agreement to further develop the Enterprise Bargaining procedures and concept.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the award.
Where there is any inconsistency between this agreement
and the award, this agreement will prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
8.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
Parties to this agreement have formed a single bargaining
unit.
The single bargaining unit has conducted negotiations with
employer and teacher representatives and has reached full
agreement.
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9.—OBJECTIVES
The nature and purpose of this agreement is to—
(1) Develop a mechanism which reflects the expectations the Board has of is teaching staff aimed at
ensuring the standards associated with the objectives
and philosophy of the Association are being fully
met. In addition the agreement should provide teachers with a secure understanding of their expectations
of the Board in line with the Association’s principles.
(2) Facilitate the mutual acceptance by both the Board
and its teachers of the responsibility associated with
achieving the Association’s aims, objectives and philosophy as outline in the vision and mission
statements of the Association. The work environment
should therefore reflect an honesty and openness,
which will assist in the attainment of these goals.
(3) Recognise the unique nature of Reboboth Christian
School and provide for these characteristics to be
preserved and enhanced, with due attention to both
the special needs of the school and the fair and equitable treatment of teaching staff. Cooperative
investigation of problems which arise in the operation of the school, and the development of appropriate
solutions, will be undertaken.
10.—SALARY RATES
(1) The minimum annual rate of salary payable to teachers
engaged in the classifications prescribed in Clause 11.—Salaries of the award shall be—
Step
From 1 January 1998
$
1
25,739
2
27,303
3
28,866
4
30,671
5
32,355
6
33,797
7
35,241
8
37,045
9
39,029
10
40,653
11
42,097
12
43,901
13
45,704
11.—AGREED EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
(1) Professional Development
The aim of Professional Development is understood to be—
• an awareness of current general educational trends
and issues and their implications for Christian education;
• ongoing development of teaching methods and class
management procedures;
• skill development as desired by the teacher and/or as
required by the Principal;
• keeping up to date with developments in the teacher’s specific area of teaching responsibility.
(a) Professional development of teaching staff shall be
undertaken partly in school time and partly in teacher’s own time, where practical, in similar proportions.
A minimum of 30 hours professional development
shall be undertaken during each school year.
(b) There will be consultation between the Principal and
teacher in the planning of professional development
to ensure that it is consistent with the educational
goals of the school and represents an effective use of
time and resources.
(c) There will be ongoing monitoring of the Professional
Development activities by the Principal to ensure that
satisfactory outcomes and effective sharing of knowledge occur.
(d) The Professional Development cost sharing arrangements are to be decided on an annual basis at the
beginning of the school year by the Board in consultation with the Principal.
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(e) The Board will provide appropriate induction for new
teachers.
(2) Teaching Appointments
(a) The Board will provide a statement of requirements,
including methods of appraisal, for newly appointed
teachers.
(b) A teacher who, at the end of a probationary period of
up to two years, is deemed by the Board not to have
developed adequate teaching skills, may be appointed
as a temporary teacher, and subject to the provisions
contained in Appendix 1 Teacher Appraisal of the
award.
(c) The normal length of probation for teachers in their
first teaching appointment will be two years. The normal length of probation for an experienced teacher
will be one year. An experienced teacher is any
teacher sho has completed two or more years of fulltime teaching experience.
(2) Payment of Relief Teachers
Relief teachers employed for 5 days or less may be engaged
by the day and paid a daily rate or part thereof and paid on a
pro-rata rate on the basis of the periods worked in relation to
the number of periods in the particular school day.
12.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, a teacher who has
completed eight years continuous service with the employer
shall be entitled to ten weeks’ long service leave on full pay.
For each subsequent period of eight years service a teacher
shall be entitled to an additional ten weeks long service leave
on full pay.
(2) The expression “continuous service” includes any period which the teacher is absent on full pay from his/her duties,
but does not include—
(a) Any period exceeding two weeks during which the
teacher is absent on leave without pay. In the case of
leave without pay which exceeds eight weeks in a
continuous period, the entire period of that leave is
exercised in full;
(b) Any service of a teacher who resigns or is dismissed,
other than service prior to such resignation or prior
to the date of any offence in respect of which he/she
is dismissed by the employer, when that prior service has actually entitled the person to long service
leave under this clause.
(3) Subject to subclause (5) of this clause, term and Christmas holidays observed by the school shall be recognised as
extra leave and not included in the long service leave.
(4) Any public holiday which occurs during the period a
teacher is on long service leave shall be treated as part of the
long service leave and extra days in lieu thereof shall not be
granted.
(5) Where a teacher has become entitled to a period of long
service leave in accordance with this clause, the teacher shall
commence such leave as soon as possible after the accrual
date in a manner mutually agreed between the employer and
the teacher as a complete term.
(6) Payment for long service leave shall be made in full before the teacher goes on leave, or by agreement between the
teacher and the employer, at the same time as the teacher’s
salary would have been paid if the teacher had remained at
work in which case the payment shall be made by arrangement between the teacher and the employer.
(7) Where a teacher has completed at least 7 years service
but less than 8 years service and employment is terminated –
(a) by the teachers’ death; or
(b) in any circumstances, otherwise than serious misconduct;
the amount of leave shall be such proportion of 10 weeks leave
as the number of completed years of such service bears to 8
years.
(8) In the case to which subclause (7) of this clause applies
and in any case in which the employment of the teacher who
has become entitled to leave hereunder is terminated before
such leave is taken or fully taken the employer shall, upon
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termination of employment otherwise than by death, pay to
the teacher and upon termination of employment by death,
pay to a personal representative of the teacher upon request by
the personal representative, a sum equivalent to the amount
which would have been payable in respect of the period of
leave to which he/she is entitled or deemed to have been entitled and which would have been taken but for such termination.
Such payment shall be deemed to have satisfied the obligation
of the employer in respect of leave hereunder.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURES
(1) The objective of these procedures is the avoidance and
resolution of any question, dispute or difficulty by measures
based on consultation, co-operation and negotiation.
(2) As a Christian organisation, we mutually agree to be
guided by the biblical principles of Matthew 18: 15-16 in conflict resolution.
(a) The persons directly involved shall make reasonable
attempts to resolve the matter in dispute as soon as
is practicable.
(b) If this discussion does not result in a resolution, the
matter, at the request of either party, shall be referred
to a meeting between the aggrieved person(s) and
delegates of the Board, together with any additional
representatives as may be agreed to by the parties.
(c)
(i) If these discussions do not result in a resolution, the matter in dispute shall be referred to
a meeting between the aggrieved person(s) and
the full Board for further discussion.
(ii) Discussions at this level will take place as soon
as practicable provided that, unless it is agreed
otherwise, it shall be no later than 72 hours
from the conclusion of the discussion held in
accordance with sub paragraph (b).
(d) Any question, dispute or difficulty not settled at this
level may be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(e) While this procedure is being followed, work shall
continue as normal.
(3) The terms of any agreed settlement should be jointly
recorded.
(4) Any settlement reached which is contrary to the terms of
this Enterprise Bargaining Agreement or is in conflict with
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 shall not have effect.
14.—OTHER MATTERS
When reviewing this agreement, or at an earlier mutually
agreeable time, the parties agree to discuss such matters that
are of relevance to either the Board or the teachers at that time.
15.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek any further claims with respect to salaries or conditions.
16.—NO PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as a precedent for future enterprise agreements, whether they involve the Board or
not.
17.—SIGNATORIES
Signed
(Signature)

Signed
(Signature)

JURRIEN IAN SWARTS
(Name of signatory in block
letters)
Association for Christian
Education Inc.

IVAN JOSEPH SANDS
(Name of signatory in block
letters)
Independent Schools Salaried
Officers’ Association of Western
Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers
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AUSTRALIAN FINE CHINA ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 281 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Fine China Pty Ltd (ACN: 079 339 950) trading
as Australian Fine China
and
The Federated Brick, Tile and Pottery Industrial Union of
Australia (Union of Workers) Western Australian Branch.
No. AG 281 of 1998.
Australian Fine China Enterprise Agreement 1998.
29 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms L.A. Avon-Smith as agent for Applicant
and Mr J.R. Bainbridge on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 23rd day of December, 1998
entitled Australian Fine China Enterprise Agreement 1998
in the terms of the following Schedule be registered as an
industrial agreement on and from the 1st of February 1999.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Australian Fine China
Enterprise Agreement 1998.
2.—CONTENTS
This agreement is arranged as follows—
Subject Matter
Clause Number
Title
1
Contents
2
Scope
3
Relationship to Parent Award
4
Date and Period of Operation
5
Dispute Settlement Procedure
6
Wage Rates
7
Hours of Work and Rosters
8
Overtime
9
Annual Leave
10
No Further Claims
11
No Industrial Action
12
Signatories
13
3.—SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon Aust
Fine China Pty Ltd (ACN 079 339 950) trading as Australian
Fine China (“the Company”), the Federated Brick, Tile and
Pottery Industrial Union of Australia (Union of Workers)
Western Australian Branch (“the Union”) and all persons
employed by the Company who are members of or who are
eligible to be members of the Union and who are employed as
Kiln Personnel and whose employment is covered by the terms
and conditions of the Porcelain Workers Award No. 1 of 1970
(“the Award”).
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
The terms and conditions of employment contained in this
Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Porcelain
Workers Award No 1 of 1970.
Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Award this Agreement shall take precedence.
There are approximately 4 employees covered by this
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
5.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from the date of ratification
and shall remain in force for a period of three years.
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No later than three months prior to the expiration of this
Agreement the parties will confer to assess the progress made
and the renewal or otherwise of the document.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
Any dispute, grievance or problem shall be dealt with in
accordance with the Award provisions (ie. Clause 33 – Dispute
Settlement Procedures and the Appendix – Resolution of
Disputes Requirements).
7.—WAGE RATES
7.1 Employees shall be paid a weekly wage of $625.43 for
ordinary hours of work prescribed by this Agreement.
7.2 The weekly wage shall be increased by the same dollar
amount that is payable as an increase to Kiln Personnel under
the Award as a result of an increase pursuant to future State
Wage Cases. The increase shall be payable from the same date
as the Award increase.
8.—HOURS OF WORK AND ROSTERS
8.1 For the purposes of this Agreement the ordinary hours
of work shall be an average of 42 ordinary hours on a rotational
12 hour shift roster
8.2 The 12 hour rotational shift shall be arranged by rostering
two day shifts followed by two night shifts, then four days off.
8.3 The roster has an eight-week cycle, of 336 ordinary hours.
8.4 The roster shall be arranged to provide each employee
with three weekends off per eight week cycle.
8.5 Day shift shall commence at 7am and finish at 7pm.
Night shift shall commence at 7pm and finish at 7am.
9.—OVERTIME
9.1 Overtime may be required to be worked for reasons
including an employee being absent or late for duty.
9.2 In the event that an employee is absent or late, another
employee will be required to fill in for a shift and an emergency
roster will be drawn up.
9.3 The overtime worked in such circumstances shall be paid
at the rate of $15.8636 in addition to the weekly wage or
arranged as time off in lieu of overtime at a time mutually
convenient to the employee and the Company.
10.—ANNUAL LEAVE
10.1 Each employee shall be allowed a period of five weeks
annual leave after a period of 12 months continuous service.
10.2 Annual leave shall be accrued and taken in accordance
with the award.
10.3 The wage prescribed in this agreement includes a
component of leave loading such that no annual leave loading
shall be payable when an employee proceeds on leave.
11.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
There shall be no further claims for the life of the Agreement.
12.—NO INDUSTRIAL ACTION
In order to maintain continuity of services to customers and
to ensure the competitiveness of the business, employees and
the Union agree not to participate in any stop-work meeting
not authorised by the employer, or other industrial action.
Provided that this sub-clause shall not prevent employees
and the Union from raising problems or grievances and having
them dealt with pursuant to Clause 6—Disputes Settlement
Procedure, and while this occurs, work will continue normally.
13.—SIGNATORIES
....(signed Simon Carrel)....
(23/12/98)
Signed on behalf of
Date
Aust Fine China Pty Ltd (ACN 079 339 950)
T/A Australian Fine China
S. T. Carrel
Managing Director
....(signed John Bainbridge).... (21/12/98)
Signed on behalf of
Date
Federated Brick, Tile and Pottery Industrial
Union of Australia (Union of Workers)
Western Australian Branch
John Bainbridge
State Secretary
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BEEHIVE MONTESSORI SCHOOL (ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 263 of 1998.

gotiations with representatives of teachers and employers of
the School and the ISSOA and full agreement has been reached
as represented by this Agreement.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
Beehive Montessori School Inc.
No. AG 263 of 1998.
Beehive Montessori School (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1998.

5.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall apply to all teachers employed by
the School who are employed within the scope of the Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1976 (the Award) except
any part-time teacher who works at the school for less than 5
hours per week.
(2) The number of employees covered by this Agreement is
9.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms T I Howe on behalf of The Independent
Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, and Dr I E Fraser on behalf of
the Beehive Montessori School Inc. and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Beehive Montessori School (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998 in the terms of the following
schedule be registered on the 23rd day of December
1998.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Beehive Montessori
School (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998 and replaces
the Beehive Montessori School (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties to the Agreement
Single Bargaining Unit
Scope of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Date and Duration of Agreement
Expiration of Agreement
Objectives
Salary Rates
Agreed Efficiency Improvements
Other Agreed Items
Dispute Resolution Procedure
No Further Claims
No Reduction
No Precedent
Signatories
Appendix I—Salary Rates
Appendix II—Funding Policy for Academic Assistance

3.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Beehive Montessori
School Inc.(the School) and the Independent Schools Salaried
Officers’ Association of Western Australia, Industrial Union
of Workers (the ISSOA), a registered organisation of employees.
4.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
The bodies party to this Agreement have formed a single
bargaining unit. The single bargaining unit has conducted ne-

6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1976.
Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Award, this Agreement will prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
7.—DATE AND DURATION OF AWARD
This Agreement shall come into effect on and from the
23rd December 1998 and shall apply until the 31st December 1999.
The parties agree to meet no later than 6 months prior to the
expiration of this Agreement to review this Agreement.
8.—EXPIRATION OF AGREEMENT
On the expiration of this Agreement and in the absence of
the registration of a subsequent Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement shall apply until such
time as a new Agreement is registered and takes effect.
9.—OBJECTIVES
In reaching this Agreement the parties have recognised:
(1) the need to maintain a fair and just working environment in which education can be provided in harmony
with the aims, objectives and philosophy of
Montessori education
(2) the need to safeguard and enhance the quality of
teaching and learning within the School.
10.—SALARY RATES
Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 11, subclauses (1)
& (2) of the Award—
(1) The salary rates in the Award are to be varied in accordance with Appendix I of this Agreement, on the
dates prescribed therein.
(2) By this Agreement, and in accordance with Appendix I there will be a two tiered salary scale. On
appointment, a teacher will be placed by the School
on the appropriate scale according to the criteria contained in Appendix I.
(3) In the event of any safety net adjustment being applied to the Award, such adjustment shall be absorbed
into the salary rates prescribed in this Agreement.
11.—AGREED EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
(1) Relief Teachers
(a) A roster of relief teachers will be gathered and made
available, including Special Education relief. Relief teachers
will be called when a teacher is absent for more than one
day.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (5) of Clause
11 of the Award, relief teachers employed for five days or less
may be engaged by the day or half day and paid accordingly
on a pro-rata rate. A half day shall be considered to be 3.5
hours or less in a particular school day.
(2) Short term absences
Should the Principal so require, teachers will help cover the
absences of teachers on leave for up to one day or on DOTT
time, by moving from their classroom to teach in another classroom in the School.
(3) Meetings with Principal
In order to allow the Principal to cover DOTT time, teachers agree to meet with the Principal outside of normal school
teaching hours should the Principal so require.
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12.—OTHER AGREED ITEMS
(1) DOTT Time
All full time teachers are entitled to two hours of DOTT
time per week.
(2) Employment of Teachers
(a) Any teacher can apply for any available position within
the School and be judged according to merit and by what is
deemed in the best interests of the School.
(b) Any permanent member of the teaching staff without
Montessori training will agree at the time of contract to undertake Montessori training within three years unless otherwise
negotiated in writing.
(3) Family Carer’s Leave
(a) a teacher may take in one year of service up to five days
of paid leave from sick leave to provide care for a family member.
(b) A “ family member” shall mean a person who is related
by blood, marriage, affinity, or adoption and includes a person
who is wholly or mainly dependent on, or is a member of the
household of the first mentioned person.
(c) Such leave shall not accrue from year to year.
(d) The teacher shall, wherever practicable, give the Principal notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave,
the reasons for taking such leave and the estimated length of
absence. If such prior notice is impracticable, notification
should be given by telephone.
(e) The teacher shall, if required, establish by production of
a medical certificate or statutory declaration, the nature of the
illness of the person concerned.
(f) Such leave shall not prejudice a teachers right to apply
for special leave or unpaid leave.
(g) A teacher may also elect, with the School’s consent, to
take long service leave for the purpose of providing care for a
family member who is ill, in single day periods not exceeding
five days in any calendar year at a time or times agreed between them.
(4) Study Leave
(a) A teacher may be granted examination leave with pay on
the day of attendance at an examination, so long as the examination is for a course considered relevant to the School.
(b) Any additional time for attendance at examinations (other
than pursuant to paragraph (a) hereof) or for study purposes
must be without pay and subject to authorisation.
(5) Short Leave
(a) The School may grant a teacher leave with pay not exceeding a total of three days in any year to conduct personal
business which cannot reasonably be transacted outside hours
of duty.
(b) The days shall be non-consecutive.
(c) Such leave shall not accrue from year to year.
(d) Short leave shall not be granted in respect of any day
immediately preceding or immediately following a school
vacation or the Easter holiday period; or immediately preceding leave granted to attend examinations.
(6) Long Service Leave
Notwithstanding the provisions of subclauses (1) & (8) of
Clause 10 of the Award:
(a) a teacher who has completed eight years’ continuous
service with the School shall be entitled to take ten
weeks’ long service leave on full pay. For each subsequent period of eight years service a teacher shall
be entitled to an additional ten weeks’ long service
leave on full pay.
(b) Where a teacher has completed at least six years’
service but less than eight years’ service and employment is terminated
(i) by the teacher’s death; or
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(ii) in any circumstances, otherwise than serious
misconduct; the amount of leave shall be such
proportion of ten weeks’ leave as the number
of completed years of such service bears to
eight years
(7) Class size and /or Special Needs Students
For classes containing special needs students consideration
should be given to reduced class sizes and/or additional teacher
support.
(8) Additional Insurance Cover
In addition to the general insurance, the School agrees to
take out Professional Indemnity Insurance to cover teaching
staff.
(9) Professional Development
Professional development should have as its priority the
upgrading of professional skills and knowledge. The School
and the staff should share responsibility for ongoing professional development within the School which should take into
consideration the needs of the individual. Attendance at courses
required by the School should be done in school time; however, activities of mutual benefit to the staff and the School
should be accommodated on a shared-time basis.
(10) Academic Assistance
The parties agree to the policy statement Funding Policy for
Academic Assistance as set out in Appendix II to this Agreement
13.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek any further claims with respect to salaries or conditions
unless they are consistent with the State Wage Case Principles
or within the review period specified in Clause 7 herein.
14.—NO REDUCTION
Nothing contained herein shall allow the School to reduce
the salaries and conditions of a teacher which prevailed prior
to entering this Agreement, except where provided by this
Agreement.
15.—NO PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as a precedent for other
agreements, whether they involve the School or not.
16.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
A dispute is defined as any question, dispute or difficulty
arising out of this Agreement.
The following procedure shall apply to the resolution of any
dispute—
(1) The parties to the dispute shall make reasonable attempts to resolve the matter by mutual discussion
and determination.
(2) If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute, the
matter, at the request of either party, shall be referred
to a meeting between the parties to the Agreement
together with any additional representatives as may
be agreed by the parties.
(3) If the matter is not then resolved it shall be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
17.—SIGNATORIES
Signed
Common Seal
(Signature)
SUSAN LUSHEY
m
(Name of signatory in block letters)
Beehive Montessori School Inc.
(Signed)
TERESA ANDERSON
Signed
Common Seal
(Signature)
T. I. HOWE
m
(Name of signatory in block letters)
Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
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APPENDIX I : Salary Rates
Rate under 1996 EBA

STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4
STEP 5
STEP 6
STEP 7
STEP 8
STEP 9
STEP 10
STEP 11
STEP 12
STEP 13

SCALE 1
23,938
25,394
26,847
28,525
30,092
31,434
32,778
34,454
36,301
37,811
38,842
40,832
42,144

SCALE 2
26,669
28,124
29,578
31,257
32,824
34,165
35,507
37,186
39,426
40,541
41,884
43,562
45,493

From 1 July 1998 (2%)
SCALE 1
24,417
25,902
27,384
29,096
30,694
32,063
33,434
35,143
37,027
38,567
39,619
41,649
42,987

SCALE 2
27,202
28,686
30,170
31,882
33,480
34,848
36,217
37,930
40,215
41,352
42,722
44,433
46,403

From 1 January 1999 (2%From 1 July 1999 (2% )
STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4
STEP 5
STEP 6
STEP 7
STEP 8
STEP 9
STEP 10
STEP 11
STEP 12
STEP 13

SCALE 1
24,905
26,420
27,932
29,677
31,308
32,704
34,102
35,846
37,768
39,339
40,411
42,482
43,847

SCALE 2
27,746
29,260
30,773
32,520
34,150
35,545
36,941
38,688
41,019
42,179
43,576
45,322
47,331

SCALE 1
25,403
26,948
28,490
30,271
31,934
33,358
34,784
36,563
38,523
40,125
41,219
43,331
44,724

SCALE 2
28,301
29,845
31,388
33,170
34,833
36,256
37,680
39,462
41,839
43,022
44,448
46,228
48,278

Conditions Applicable to Salary Rates
(1) Scale 1 shall apply to any teacher who
(a) does not have a Montessori qualification which is recognised by the School.
or
(b) does not have in the opinion of the School adequate teaching experience in a Montessori school.
(2) Once a teacher has obtained such a suitable qualification
and/or undertaken adequate teaching experience in a
Montessori school, the teacher will move across to Scale 2 at
the same step already attained on Scale 1.
(3) Scale 2 shall apply to any teacher who has a Montessori
qualification which is recognised by the School and has, in the
opinion of the School, adequate experience teaching in a
Montessori school.
(4) (a) The provisions of Clause 11 subclauses (1) & (2) of
the Award shall apply in so far as placement on a salary step
and movement from and between those steps is concerned,
but shall not apply to the placement of a teacher on a scale.
(b) Notwithstanding Clause 4 (a) above, the provisions of
Clause 11 subclause 2(f) and (2)(h) of the Award will not apply where the additional qualification or second or higher
degree is used to move a teacher from Scale 1 to Scale 2.
(5) In assessing Montessori qualifications and the adequacy
of teaching experience, the School shall be guided by the advice of the Principal.
APPENDIX II
FUNDING POLICY FOR ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE
(1) Guidelines
(a) Upon review and approval by the Staffing and Conditions Committee and the school Council, Beehive Montessori
School may provide financial assistance or a staff member
wishing to undertake an educational programme not normally
funded by the school’s annual budget for ongoing professional
development.
(b) Such a programme must be deemed by the Staffing and
Conditions Committee and the school’s Council to be of significant value to the school’s current and projected educational
needs.
(c) Financial assistance may take the form of a grant or a
loan or a combination of both.
(d) Prior to submitting a formal application, applicants will
be required to discuss their proposal with the Principal in
order to ensure the appropriateness of their request. Each ap-
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plicant must then submit to the Staffing and Conditions Committee a properly documented application, which will
include—
(i) the name, content and duration of the proposed programme, and the name of the relevant institution or
organisation;
(ii) a statement of the relevance and importance of the
proposed programme to the school’s current and projected educational needs;
(iii) an itemised account of the cost of the programme
(fees, books etc.);
(iv) a statement of the amount being requested, and
the specific purpose for which that amount is intended;
(v) a statement detailing the reason why funding is being requested;
(vi) The application of this policy is contingent on the
financial ability of the school to provide this benefit.
(2) Determination of the type and amount of funding
(a) In determining the amount to be funded, whether in the
form of a grant, a loan, or a combination thereof, the chief
criterion will be the relevance and the importance of the proposal to the school’s current and projected educational needs.
In practice and as a general rule this will mean that recognised
Montessori courses or those with a substantial Montessori
component will be funded more than non Montessori courses
or those which are not accredited by the school.
(b) A grant may be made available only to staff members
who have taught at the Beehive Montessori School for a minimum of two years full time, or, in the case of a part time teacher,
for the equivalent of two years’ full time service. Grants will
be given unconditionally.
(c) The Beehive Montessori School may provide a grant of
up to $1000 for each year of full time teaching service to the
school, to a maximum of $10 000. In the case of a part time
teacher the number of years of service will be calculated on a
full time equivalent basis. For the calculation of any grant,
time of service can only be counted once.
(d) A loan may be made available in any one or more of the
following circumstances—
(i) when the applicant is ineligible for the grant because
he/she has taught at the school for less than two years’
full time, or, in the case of a part time teacher, for the
equivalent of two years’ full time service;
(ii) as a supplement to a grant, when the amount requested by the applicant is in excess of any amount
which may be available to him/her by way of a
grant;
(iii) in exceptional circumstances of financial need on the
part of the applicant.
(e) The recipient of a loan, either on its own or as a supplement to a grant, will be required to sign a contract specifying
the conditions of re-payment, to be negotiated between the
applicant and the Staffing and Conditions Committee, and
approved by the School Council. Conditions may vary according to financial circumstances of the applicant. Such
conditions may include specification of the time allowed for
re-payment , re-payment in terms of teaching service rather
than money, re-payment by salary or deductions or (if relevant) by the withholding of the Montessori allowance.
Failure to comply with any of the agreed conditions will entail the immediate repayment of any outstanding balance of
the loan.
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BLACKADDER SCAFFOLDING SERVICES
AUSTRALIA INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 232 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Blackadder Scaffolding Services (Aust) Pty Ltd.
AG 232 1998.
Blackadder Scaffolding Services Australia Industrial
Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Blackadder Scaffolding Services Australia
Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission on 21
October 1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial
agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

SCAFFOLDING AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Blackadder Scaffolding Services Australia Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Aims and Objectives of this Agreement
Term and Renewal of Agreement
Wages and Allowances
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Safety Dispute Resolution
First on Last Off
Overtime
Company Based Incentive Scheme
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Pyramid Sub-contracting
Sick Leave
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Signatories to the Agreement
Appendix A—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix B—Labour Levels for Scaffolding

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers)
(hereinafter referred to as the “Union”) and Blackadder Scaffolding Services (Aust) Pty Ltd(hereinafter referred to as the
“Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
1. This Agreement shall be binding on the Company, the
Union and its’ officers and employees eligible to be members
of the Union employed by the Company, on scaffolding work
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covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the relevant Award). There are
approximately 7 (seven) employees covered by this Agreement.
2. The provisions of this Agreement are in addition to entitlements specified in the relevant Award and where there is an
inconsistency the Agreement shall prevail.
5.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
The Objectives of this Agreement are to—
1. Increase the efficiency of the Company by the effective use of the skills and commitment of the
employees of the Company.
2. Improve the living standards, job satisfaction and
continuity of employment of the Company’s employees.
3. Develop best practice standards that are based upon
a culture of opportunity, continuous learning and improvement through training.
4. Ensure that increases in efficiency on the job are implemented in such a way as to ensure that health and
safety standards in the industry are maintained.
5. Provide a mechanism by which disputes can be resolved quickly and in a manner which shall avoid
lost time.
6.—TERM AND RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement shall come into operation from the date
of signing and shall remain in force until 31 October 1999.
2. The parties agree to commence discussions on the terms
and conditions of any future Agreement three calendar months
prior to the expiration of this Agreement.
7.—WAGES AND ALLOWANCES
1. The following rate shall apply to all employees covered
by this Agreement.
From date of signing, hourly rate $15.90
From 1 February 1999, hourly rate $16.34
From 1 August 1999, hourly rate $16.56
2. In addition, the following allowance will be paid for work
carried out—
a) A rate of $5.25 per hour will be paid to all employees. This allowance is “all purpose” and shall be
included as part of the ordinary rate.
8.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
9.—SAFETY DISPUTE RESOLUTION
1. It is agreed the Company and their employees have a responsibility to ensure that workplaces are safe and that
employees are not exposed to hazards.
2. In the event of any disagreements on the necessity to carry
out any safety measure or modify, reinforce or reinstate any
safety device whatsoever, the procedures set out in this clause
will be adopted.
3. No person shall dismiss a safety complaint. Any complaint should be referred to the Company’s safety officer or
worker’s safety representative to be dealt with in accordance
with the following procedures—
a) Where any employee becomes aware of an unsafe
situation, that employee will immediately notify the
Company’s safety officer or the worker’s safety representative.
b) The Company’s safety officer and the worker’s safety
representative will take immediate action to have the
unsafe situation rectified.
c) Should the Company’s safety officer consider that
no safety precautions are necessary, he/she will notify the worker’s safety representative accordingly
as soon as possible.
d) While there is disagreement on the ruling of the Company’s safety officer, the Company’s safety officer
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will arrange for the immediate transfer of all employees from the disputed area.
e) Should the Company’s safety officer be of the opinion that no action is necessary and the employees’
safety representative disagrees, an appropriate inspector from Worksafe will be requested to undertake an
inspection of the disputed area for the purpose of
resolving any such matter.
f) If disagreement still exists the chief inspector, construction branch of Worksafe or his/her nominee will
be called in to assist in the resolution of the dispute.
4. Whilst the above procedure is being followed there will
be no stoppage of work in respect of the matter being considered, except in the area alleged to be unsafe.
5. It is accepted that safety considerations override normal
work practices and depending on the degree of potential risk
to persons on the job, or the general public, can override normal demarcation practices.
10.—FIRST ON LAST OFF
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
8—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
11.—OVERTIME
1. The allocation of overtime will be at the employer’s prerogative provided that the employer will not discriminate
against any employee.
2. The practice of “one in all in” will not occur.
3. An overtime roster may be introduced after agreement is
reached between the employees, the Company and the Union.
12.—COMPANY BASED INCENTIVE SCHEME
1. The Company may negotiate incentive schemes which
will not affect the terms of this Agreement. These schemes
must ensure that the Award provides the base safety net and
that all workers on-site have the opportunity to share in the
proposed scheme.
2. Once negotiated incentive schemes will be submitted to
the Union prior to its implementation for confirmation that
the relevant Award requirements have been satisfied.
13.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee
into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
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In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
14.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items or other suitable clothing as agreed
between the company and the Union will be supplied to each
employee by the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
15.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. The parties recognise the need to adopt a “total trade”
concept for training and skills acquisition to meet the current
and future requirements of the industry. To this end the parties
reaffirm their commitment to training and agree that training
and retraining of both the workforce and supervision will occur on an ongoing basis.
2. It is agreed that safety training will be an important component in the structured training programme.
3. All scaffolding work will be carried out using labour suitably trained and qualified to a standard approved by the
Company and the Union.
4. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
5. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
6. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
16.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
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that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
17.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing of this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination.
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlines in Appendix A—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
22.—SIGNATORIES
The Unions:

BLPPU

The Company:
Company
Seal

(Signed)
Date: 14/10/98
(Signed)
WITNESS
(Signed)
SIGNATURE
Date: 14/10/98
GRAEME HEARN
PRINT NAME
(Signed)
WITNESS

APPENDIX A
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
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3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner.
d) If this happens three times the worker shall be given
a written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses
help he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next
time he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company
personnel, eg: Safety delegate/officer, safety committee members, union delegate, consultative
committee members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug
and Safety in the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX B
Labour Levels for Scaffolding
This appendix sets out parameters for labour levels on scaffolding work, however it has been an understanding between
the parties that a common sense approach in keeping with practical and safe working conditions forms the basis of this
Agreement.
1. Steel Scaffolding
Scaffolding work of a substantial nature erected over 4 metres high in accordance with Division 7 of the Occupational
Safety and Health Regulations and Australian Standard 1576
shall where that scaffolding is to be erected at one time be the
work of at least 3 workers.
Scaffolding that will ultimately be erected over 4 metres
high, however is built in stages can be erected up to 4 metres
by a two person team one of which shall be a licensed
scaffolder.
Notwithstanding the abovementioned agreements and due
to the variation of circumstances applicable in scaffolding work
such as towers, scaffolding over uneven sites, etc, there will
be consultation between the Licensed Scaffolder and the Employer on labour levels in line with practical and safe working
conditions is an understanding between the parties to this agreement.
2. Aluminium Mobiles
There shall not be a requirement for 3 person gangs up to a
height of 9.2 metres on Aluminium Mobiles unless deemed
necessary by the employer.
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BORAL TRANSPORT MECHANICS ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 262 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Boral Transport Pty Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
AG 262 of 1998.
Boral Transport Mechanics Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms L Avon-Smith on behalf of the applicant
and Mr G Sturman on behalf of the respondent and by consent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Boral Transport Mechanics Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission on 3
December 1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

BORAL TRANSPORT MECHANICS ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Boral Transport
Mechanics Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Term
General Terms of Employment
Work Practices and Conditions of Employment
Wage Rates
EBA Committee
Avoidance of Industrial Dispute
Signatories of the Parties

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch, Boral Transport (WA)
Pty Ltd and to employees employed under the terms of the
Metal Trades (General) Award of which there are five.
4.—TERM
(1) The term of this Agreement will be from the 27 August
1998 to 27 February 2001.
(2) The parties agree to commence renewal negotiations three
(3) months prior to the expiry of the Agreement.
5.—GENERAL TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT
Except where this Agreement specifically overrides the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966, No 13 of 1965, as at 21 October 1998, it shall be read and applied in conjunction with the
Award. Where there is any inconsistency with the Award, this
Agreement shall prevail to the extent of any inconsistency. No
subsequent Award amendments shall apply.
6.—WORK PRACTICES AND CONDITIONS OF
EMPLOYMENT
(1) Day Shift Start Times
Day shift start times will be between 0600 and 0700 hours
and will be flexible. Employees will be notified of their actual
start time by the end of the shift on the previous working day.
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(2) Change of Shift – Notice Period
It is agreed that in emergencies, employees will change shifts
at short notice.
(3) Call Outs
The minimum payment for all call outs shall be three hours
paid at overtime rates.
(4) Training
It is agreed that where training is required and the time falls
on Saturdays, the payment is at ordinary rates, a maximum of
2 mornings per annum only will apply.
(5) Tyre Pressure Checks
When vehicles are inspected by employees, tyre pressure
checks will be conducted at Boral’s discretion.
(6) Mechanics’ Duties
Duties of a mechanic will include, but not be limited to—
(a) Minor electrical jobs;
(b) Welding;
(c) Servicing;
(d) Minor refurbishment of equipment, including painting.
(7) Electricans’ Duties
Duties of an electrician will include, but not be limited to—
(a) Welding;
(b) Mechanical repairs;
(c) Minor refurbishment of equipment, including painting.
7.—WAGE RATES
(1) Employees shall be paid an hourly all purpose wage rate
of $14.57. Overtime shall continue to be paid in accordance
with the Award.
(2) In addition to the wage rate a leading hand will be paid
70 cents per hour for ordinary hours worked, $1.05 per hour
for the first 2 hours of overtime worked and $1.40 per hour of
overtime after the first two hours of overtime have been
worked.
(3) The rates prescribed in 7(2) are inclusive of the following allowances:—
(i) First Aid Allowance;
(ii) Crane Allowance;
(iii) Productivity Allowance;
(iv) Service Allowance.
(4) The parties agree that for the term of this Agreement
there shall be no further wage increases or claims for any further wage increases.
8.—EBA COMMITTEE
(1) During the term of this Agreement, an Enterprise Bargaining Agreement Committee will be established comprising
representatives of mechanical and electrical staff (as nominated by Mechanics and Electricians) and management.
(2) The Committee shall meet periodically, as required, initially to review and comprehend the measurement of repair
and maintenance costs. Thereafter, the Committee shall meet
as required to set unit cost reduction objectives and to measure actual achievement against the objectives set. The EBA
Committee will be responsible for the preparation of the next
EBA.
(3) The Committee will discuss the introduction of an Income Protection Scheme.
9.—AVOIDANCE OF INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE
(1) The objective of the procedure shall be to promote the
resolution of disputes by measures based on consultation, cooperation and discussion; to reduce the level of industrial
confrontation; and to avoid interruption to the performance of
work and the consequential loss of production and wages.
(a) This subclause is inserted into the Agreement as a
result of legislation which came into effect on 16
January 1996 (Industrial Relations Legislation
Amendment and Repeal Act 1995) and further varied by legislation which came into effect on 23 May
1997 (Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act
1997).
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(b) Any question, dispute or difficulty arising under this
Agreement shall be subject to dispute settlement procedures established under the Award.
(c) Any settlement reached which is contrary to the terms
of this Agreement shall not have effect unless or until
that conflict is resolved.
(d) Any matter not settled may be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission at
any time provided that with effect from 22 November 1997 it is required that persons involved in
question, dispute or difficulty shall confer among
themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve
questions, disputes or difficulties before taking those
matters to the Commission.
(2) In other cases, the following principles shall apply—
(a) Depending on the issues involved, the size and function of the plant or enterprise and the union
membership of the employees concerned, a procedure involving up to four stages of discussion shall
apply. These are—
(i) discussions between the employee/s concerned
(and shop steward if requested) and the immediate supervisors;
(ii) discussions involving the employee/s concerned, the shop steward and the employer
representative;
(iii) discussions involving representatives from the
state branch of the Australian Manufacturing
Workers Union and the employer representatives;
(iv) discussion involving senior union officials
(state secretary) and the senior management
representative(s);
(v) There shall be an opportunity for any party to
raise the issue to a higher stage.
(b) There shall be a commitment by the parties to achieve
adherence to this procedure. This should be facilitated by the earliest possible advice by one party to
the other of any issue or problem, which may give
rise to a grievance or dispute.
(c) Throughout all stages of the procedure all relevant
facts shall be clearly identified and recorded.
(d) Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the completion of the various stages of the discussions. At
least seven days should be allowed for all stages of
the discussions to be finalised.
(e) Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement.
However, if the negotiation process is exhausted
without the dispute being resolved, the parties shall
jointly or individually refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
assistance in resolving the question, dispute or difficulty provided that with effect from 22 November
1997 it is required that persons involved in the question, dispute or difficulty shall confer among
themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve
questions, disputes or difficulties before taking those
matters to the Commission.
(f) In order to allow for the peaceful resolution of grievances the parties shall be committed to avoid
stoppages of work, lockouts or any other bans or limitation on the performance of work while the
procedures of negotiation and conciliation are being
followed.
(g) The employer shall ensure that all practices applied during the operation of the procedure are in
accordance with safe working practices and consistent with established custom and practices at
the workplace.
SIGNATORIES OF THE PARTIES
(Signed)
27/11/98
Signed on behalf of
Date
Boral Transport Pty Ltd
Nial Stock
……………………………..

(Signed)
Signed on behalf of
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers, Western Australian Branch
………………………..
State Secretary
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BUNNINGS FOREST PRODUCTS PTY LTD
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 285 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd
and
Forest Products, Furnishings and Allied Industries Industrial
Union Of Workers, W.A.
No. AG 285 of 1998.
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd Enterprise
Agreement 1998.
15 January 1999.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
HAVING heard Ms J Wesley on behalf of the applicant and
Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the respondent; and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT Bunnings Ltd (Enterprise Bargaining) Consent
Agreement 1992, No Ag 11 of 1992 and Bunnings Ltd
(Enterprise Bargaining-Amendment) Agreement No. AG
53 of 1994 are cancelled and hereby replaced by the
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement
1998 in the terms of the following schedule be registered
on the 14th day of January, 1999.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
———
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be referred to as the
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement 1998.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope and Parties to this Agreement
Relationship to Parent Awards
Definitions
Aims and Objectives of the Agreement
Wages
Agreed Productivity Improvements
8.1 Flexibility of Working Arrangements
8.2 Flexibility of Hours
8.3 Non Smoking
8.4 Grievance and Disputes Settlement Procedure
8.5 Skills Development Training
8.6 Bereavement Leave
8.7 Counselling Procedure
8.8 Shift Work Arrangements
8.9 Shift Penalty
8.10 Annual Leave
8.11 Specialised Work
8.12 Coupe Clearance
8.13 Miscellaneous Allowances
8.13.1 Bush
8.13.2 Sawmills
8.13.3 Tools and Equipment
8.13.4 First Aid
8.13.5 Leading Hands (per week)
9. Uniforms
10. Safety Clothing and Equipment
11. Jury Leave
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Long Service Leave
Productivity Bonus
Future Matters
Redundancy
Paternity Leave
Adoption Leave
Rents for Houses
Terms of Agreement
No Extra Claims Commitment
Not to be Used as a Precedent
Drug and Alcohol Policy
Public Holiday Falling on a Friday or RDO.
Signatories to the Agreement

3.—SCOPE AND PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding on Bunnings
Forest Products Pty Ltd (the “Company”) and its employees
engaged in or in connection with the Company’s Operations
and who are parties to the Timber Industry Award No. 36 of
1950, of which there are approximately 550 employees.
This Agreement shall also be binding upon the Forest
Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries Industrial Union
of Workers, WA.
This Agreement shall not apply to employees of Bunnings
Forest Products Port operations at Bunbury, Bunnings
Engineering Works at Manjimup or its employees at these
locations.
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be used and interpreted wholly in
connection with the Timber Workers Award No. 36 of 1950.
Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
any inconsistency.
5.—DEFINITIONS
• Articulated Vehicle
“Articulated Vehicle” means a vehicle with three or
more axles, comprising a power unit (called tractor,
prime-mover etc) and semi-trailer which is superimposed on the power unit and coupled together by
means of a kingpin revolving on a turn-table and is
an articulated vehicle whether automatically detachable or permanently coupled.
• Doubled Articulated Vehicle
“Doubled Articulate Vehicle” means an articulated
vehicle towing one or more trailers.
• Kiln Controller
“Kiln Controller” means an employee who has had
three years experience in kiln drying and who has
successfully completed an appropriately recognised
course of kiln drying of timber and who supervises
and carries out the whole of the work involved in the
kiln seasoning of timber including the preparation
of dry schedules and re-calculation or moisture content.
• Kiln Attendant
“Kiln Attendant” means an employee who attends
and fires boilers and reads and records temperatures
in the process of the kiln operation.
• Kiln Operator
“Kiln Operator” means an employee who operates a
drying kiln and is responsible for the temperature
readings and records thereof.
• Stacker
“Stacker” shall mean an adult employee who pulls
timber from a conveyor for block stacking: who
blocks stacks of timber after removal from a conveyor: stacks timber for seasoning by stripping or
other means: who handles timber with a cross section over 25,000 square mm with or without
mechanical assistance.
• Responsible Person at Main Docker
“Responsible Person at Main Docker” means either
the person in charge of the main docking saw or the
person who keeps check of or tallies and grades timber cut at the saw.
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• Saw Doctor
“Saw Doctor” means a tradesperson employed in
hammering, grinding, re-tooling and tensioning of
saws.
• Specialist Saw Doctor
“Specialist Saw Doctor” means an employee who
may be required to manufacture from blank ribbon
steel band saws of varying widths and who punches
teeth, grinds teeth, swages and sets, hard tips teeth,
tensions and levels circular saws, grinds, sharpens
and sets circular saws, maintains chains saw chains,
hand saws and who when required, is responsible
for the training of other employees.
• Saw Filer
“Saw Filer” means an employee engaged in the
gulleting, sharpening and setting of circular saws and
handsaws and the swage shaping and sharpening of
band saws.
• Tallyperson
“Tallyperson” is a worker, who by grading and/or
measuring and/or calculating quantities, keeps an
account of timber, and does not include one who
merely measures lengths of timber or merely counts
timber by pieces.
• Timber Grader
“Timber Grader” shall mean an adult employee who
grades timber according to quality as per applicable
grading rules.
• Setting Up Machine
“Setting Up Machine” means the fitting of machine
heads or cutter blades to any machine engaged in the
process of changing the profile or size of timber, resetting and adjusting the machine heads and checking
the accuracy of the finished product by using gauges
and measuring devices.
• Main Docker
“Main Docker” means the docker at which most timber is docked in a mill where there are two or more
dockers. It shall also include the docker in a mill
where one docker only is used. In a sawmill where
the breaking down bench feeds two dockers with approximately equal quantities of timber, the two
dockers shall be rated as main dockers.
6.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
6.1 The Company and the Union recognise the need to
develop a viable, productive and enduring enterprise offering
secure employment and worthwhile career opportunity for
employees.
6.2 The purpose of entering into this Enterprise Agreement is
to increase the productivity, efficiency and flexibility of the
company’s’ South West Operations to ensure Bunnings Forest
Products Pty Ltd remains competitive within the timber industry.
6.3 This agreement is further intended to enhance the quality
of working life of employees through continued progress on
workplace reform and consultation.
6.4 Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd remains committed to
the continual training of all personnel so that their skills base
can be enhanced, and to provide an environment in which these
new skills can be utilised and recognised to the satisfaction of
individual employees.
6.5 Furthermore, the Company recognises the need to
continuously improve occupational safety and health for all
employees and is therefore committed to the development and
implementation of safety and health initiatives including a Drug
and Alcohol Policy. This Agreement provides for the
participation of all employees in these initiatives in order that
the South West Operations will become a safer working
environment.
7.—WAGES
Wages will be increased effective from the first pay period
after the date of signing this agreement as per the following
schedule of rates. A further increase as per the schedule will
apply from the first pay period commencing on or after July 1,
1999.
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Employees moving to lower grade work after the date of
signing this agreement shall be entitled to seven days’ notice
of transfer to a grade of work carrying a lower minimum rate
of wage than that at which he/she is usually employed, and
shall be paid at the higher rate during the seven days comprising
such notice.
Schedule of Rates
Level
Current
From Signing
Proposed
of Agreement
1/7/99
7
528.33
543.65
559.96
6
506.40
521.09
536.72
5
484.42
498.47
513.43
4
462.44
475.85
490.13
3
440.52
453.29
466.89
2
418.54
430.68
443.60
1
396.63
408.13
420.38
7.1 Watchpersons
7.1.1 All ordinary hours of work performed by Watchpersons
on Saturday shall be paid at time and one quarter and all such
hours on Sunday shall be paid at time and one half.
7.1.2 An employee other than a Watchperson who carried
out Watching duties out of hours shall be paid at the rate of
twenty-five percent (25%) in addition to the ordinary rate of
pay for a Watchperson.
7.2 General
7.2.1 An employee who has undertaken the appropriate
training and who is accredited as competent to perform the
tasks of a higher level than the employee’s current grade will
be paid an additional allowance of $10.80 flat per week. This
allowance will be paid during paid leave but will not be subject
to overtime payment or to penalty additions.
An employee who claims to be competent, contrary to the
view of his employer, shall have the matter determined in
accordance with Clause 8.4 of this Agreement.
7.2.2 An employee who is required to perform the work of a
higher level on a temporary basis, will be paid at that higher
level for the time so engaged provided it is in excess of one
complete shift.
7.2.3 An employee undertaking on the job training at a level
higher than the employee’s present grade will not be entitled
to any adjustment in their rate of pay until such time as the
employee is deemed competent and is carrying out that new
task on a permanent basis.
An employee who claims to be competent, contrary to the
view of his employer, shall have the matter determined in
accordance with Clause 8.4 of this Agreement.
SAWDOCTORS
Saw Doctors who are level 5 or above will receive, from the
date of signing this Agreement a special skill allowance of
$25 per week.
8—AGREED PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
8.1 Flexibility of Working Arrangements
Rest Periods (during normal shifts)
Where appropriate to do so the parties agree that there will
be no formal ceasing of work for the second or subsequent
rest periods so as not to disrupt work flow.
Demarcation Issues
The union and employees party to this Agreement accept
that all forms of demarcation must be eliminated from the
company’s operations.
8.2 Flexibility of Hours
The parties agree that a mutually acceptable agreement with
shared benefits in respect to flexible hours be explored during
the life of this Agreement. The BUC’s may develop and
negotiate flexible working hours at any location which suits
the business needs.
This agreement can also include changes to hours of work
and penalty rates for a particular shift or business unit, however,
must be with the agreement of the majority of affected
Employees, Company and Union. The Union will not
unreasonably withhold consent if both the majority of affected
employees and the Company agree.
Details of local agreements to be documented and registered
with the Commission and appended to this Agreement.
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The spread of ordinary hours shall unless agreed to the
contrary through the Consultative Committee be the same for
full-time, part-time, or casual employees at the workplace or
section thereof.
8.3 Non Smoking
The Company’s South West Operations is a “Non Smoking”
area apart from agreed designated areas and breaks.
By mutual consent any employee covered by this Agreement
will be entitled to attend a course designed to assist them in
stopping smoking. It will be Management’s responsibility to
organise support courses upon request and as appropriate.
8.4 Grievance and Dispute Settlement Procedure
8.4.1 The principle of conciliation and direct negotiation shall
be adopted for the purpose of prevention and settlement of all
industrial disputes.
8.4.2 The parties shall take an early and active part in
discussions and negotiations aimed at preventing or settling
disputes in accordance with the agreed procedure set out
hereunder.
8.4.3 All disputes shall be resolved in the following
sequence—
8.4.3.1 Discussions between the employee/s concerned (and/or their representative if
requested) and the immediate supervisors.
8.4.3.2 Discussions involving the employee/s concerned, the employee representative and the
employer representatives’.
8.4.3.3 Discussions involving union representatives
and senior management representatives.
8.4.3.4 If the matter is still not settled it may be referred to the relevant Industrial Relations
Commission for resolution.
8.4.4 Until the matter is resolved in accordance with the
above procedure, work shall continue normally. While the
above procedure is being followed no party shall be prejudiced
as to the final outcome by the continuation of work in
accordance with this clause.
8.4.5 All parties to this Agreement, the employers, their
officials, the union and its members, will take all possible action
to settle any dispute within reasonable time. At least 3 days
should be allowed for all stages of discussions to be finalised.
8.4.6 If the matter is still not settled it may be referred to the
Industrial Relations Commission for assistance provided that
persons involved in the question, dispute or difficulty will
confer among themselves and make reasonable attempts to
resolve questions, disputes before taking those matters to the
Commission.
8.5 Skills Development and Training
8.5.1 The parties to this Agreement are committed to the
development of a skilled workforce through improved job
design or the introduction of new technology. The aim of which
is to enhance the working environment to develop more
rewarding and satisfying employment for all employees.
8.5.2 The parties agree that the outcome of training
programmes will need to satisfy as a minimum the appropriate
National Competency Standards.
8.5.3 Where possible all training undertaken as a result of
this sub-clause will be during ordinary working hours. By
consent between the parties and the Business Unit Committee,
training may be conducted outside ordinary working hours.
Such time will be paid Single Time or the equivalent Time Off
in Lieu at an agreed time between the parties.
8.5.4 Any direct costs incurred by the employee as a result
of undertaking training, will be met by the company.
8.5.5 It is accepted that training of a general nature will be
carried out between employees on an ongoing basis. It is recognised that specialised task training may be required on
occasions. To this end the Business Unit Committees will list
such specialised training needs. Specialised training needs
should then be conducted by persons with appropriate experience who have successfully undertaken training to the level of
a Train the Trainer course. Employees who are appointed
“nominated trainers” meeting the above criteria will be recognised as such and paid an additional $10.80 flat per week
whether or not they conduct training. This payment is not subject to penalty additions.
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8.5.6 BUC’s to have an input into those employees recommended as Assessors.
8.6 Bereavement Leave
An employee shall be entitled to bereavement leave for a
death in the employee’s immediate family or immediate household. “Immediate family/household” includes: wife, husband,
defacto spouse or partner (including same sex partners), father, mother, sister, brother, father-in-law, mother-in-law, child,
step-children, step-brother, step-sister, step-father, step-mother,
grand parents, brother, sister, grand children.
Such leave will be without deduction of pay for a period of
up to a maximum of two shifts off work. Any extension to this
will be at Management’s discretion. Proof of such circumstances will be required to the satisfaction of the employer.
8.7 Counselling Procedure
The purpose of this procedure is to provide a process, aimed
through a counselling approach, to influence individuals to
conduct themselves in a different way, resulting in confirmation of performance acceptable to the general work population
in which the individual finds themselves.
This procedure should be viewed, primarily, as a tool to encourage change in individual’s habits and not a punishment.
Stage (i) Verbal Counselling
• Advise the individual their specific conduct is of
concern.
• Provide opportunity for the individual to give reasons for their action/s. Should reasons for actions
remain unacceptable then the senior location representative or their designate will—
• Confirm continuing actions will be unacceptable.
• Provide and or develop a plan in conjunction
with the individual; attempting to address the
individuals shortcomings. This will include a
review period.
• Foreperson/supervisor/team leader to make
notes of actions in appropriate records, eg diary, logbook, etc.
This notation will remain active for a period
of 12 months.
Note: Each individual has the option to have
with them another person of their choice during this process.
Stage (ii) First Written Warning
• Advise the individual that their conduct remain unacceptable referring to the original verbal counselling
outcome.
• Provide opportunity for the individual to provide
reasons for their actions.
Should reasons for actions remain unacceptable, then
the senior location representative or their designate
will—
• Confirm continuing actions will be unacceptable, indicating the consequences of
continuation of their conduct could lead to dismissal if their behaviour is not modified.
• Again provide advice and or develop a plan in
conjunction with the individual attempting to
address the individuals shortcomings. This will
include a review period.
• Advise the individual that they will be provided with a copy of the written warning,
clearly indicating the misdemeanour will be
placed on their personnel file with a copy being provided to the individual within 72 hours.
This notification will remain active for a period of 12 months.
Note: Each individual has the option of having another person of their choice with them
during this process.
Stage (iii) Final Written Warning
• Advise the individual that their ongoing conduct is
unacceptable referring to stage (i) and (ii) of the process.
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• Provide a further opportunity for the individual to
give reasons for their actions.
Should reason for the individuals actions be unacceptable
then the senior location representative will—
• Advise this is the final opportunity for the individual
to change their ways and that a continuation of their
action will result in dismissal.
• Provide advice and develop a plan in conjunction
with the individual, attempting to address the individuals shortcomings. This will include a review
period.
• Advise the individual that they will be provided
with a copy of the final written warning within 72
hours, clearly indicating the misdemeanour, together with a copy being placed on their personnel
file. This notation will remain active for a period
of 12 months.
• Copy of the notation which goes to the individual’s
file will be provided to the local Union representative. Where there is no local Union representative at
that location a copy will be forwarded to the Union
office.
Note: Each individual has the option of having another person of their choice with them during this process.
Stage (iv) Termination
Prior to taking the final step of termination the senior location representative will—
• Ensure all previous stages have been compiled with.
• Satisfy themselves that all circumstances have been
investigated and considered.
• Provide the last opportunity for the individual to provide reasons for their actions.
Should the reasons for the individual’s actions remain unacceptable then—
• Termination of the employees employment will occur ensuring appropriate award, enterprise agreement
or legislative requirements have been followed. This
includes correspondence to the individual, clearly
indicating the reasons for termination be provided to
the individual, either at the time of termination or as
early as possible after the termination date.
Summary Dismissal
In some instances the above process may not apply, e.g. instances of theft, fighting at work, alcohol consumption at work
during work hours or the use of other prohibited substances at
work.
In the situation of summary dismissal the senior location
representative will—
• Ensure a full investigation of all the known facts has
been undertaken.
• Explain the circumstances to the individual ensuring understanding of the facts by the individual.
• Provide the opportunity for reply by the individual
to the allegations.
• Carefully consider all information, prior to making
any decision including termination.
Should the individual’s reasons remain unacceptable then
the senior location representative will—
• Terminate the individual’s employment contract ensuring appropriate award, enterprise agreement or
legislative requirements have been complied with.
This includes correspondence to the individual,
clearly indicating the reasons for termination be provided to the individual either at the time of
termination or as early as possible after the termination date.
Note: In general misdemeanours will only have a life of 12
months, however, depending on the type of misdemeanour the
matter may be of such a serious nature that the misdemeanour
will remain active a longer period than 12 months as noted in
steps (I), (ii) and (iii).
8.8 Shiftwork Arrangements
For shifts starting on a normal day and finishing on a public
holiday or vice versa the following is agreed.
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Where the majority of time of the shift falls on either the
normal or the public holiday then the full shift will be paid at
the rate applicable to the majority of the time worked. For a
split shift, ie 4 hours normal and 4 hours overtime, the rate of
pay will be at full penalty rates.
8.9 Shift Penalty
Where plants are operated on a non-continuous shift basis,
an employee working afternoon or night shift will be paid an
additional $1.85 per hour for the normal hours of work on the
Monday to Friday shifts.
8.10 Annual Leave
On a voluntary basis with work being offered to those interested, that those employees be paid up to two weeks of their
annual leave, work that time and be paid additionally for that
time worked.
8.11 Specialised Work
It was agreed that appropriate rates could be set for specialised one off type work, eg de-stripping, plating, etc following
discussions and agreement between the relevant parties and
the Union.
8.12 Coupe Clearance
It is accepted that normally bush bosses would be responsible for checking coupes. It is acknowledged this may not occur
on every occasion. With this in mind it is agreed that holders
of coupe certification qualifications other than salaried staff
will have the payment mentioned in Clause 8.2.1 applied to
them.
8.13 Miscellaneous Allowances
8.13.1 Bush
Persons employed in bush or logging operations, including
Log Truck Drivers, shall receive an allowance of 38 cents per
hour for each hour worked.
8.13.2 Sawmills
Persons employed in or in the immediate vicinity of sawmills, including Log Truck Drivers, should receive an
allowance of 26 cents per hour for each hour worked.
8.13.3 Tools and Equipment
The Company shall provide employees with such special
tools and equipment as is necessary for the performance of all
duties. Where a tradesperson or apprentice is not provided with
the tools ordinarily required by that employee to carry out the
duties of his/her trade, the tradesperson shall be paid a tool
allowance of $9.65 per week and the apprentice a percentage
of $9.95 in accordance with the percentage of the tradesperson’s
rate the apprentice is paid. The allowance shall be all purpose
and added to the ordinary weekly rate of pay.
8.13.4 First Aid
An employee holding a recognised First Aid Certificate and
appointed by the workplace manager as a First Aid Attendant
shall be paid a flat allowance of $7.10 per week. This allowance shall be paid during paid absences but shall not be subject
to premiums or penalty additions.
8.13.5 Leading Hands (per week)
In charge of 3-10 other employees—an extra $17.00
In charge of 11-20 other employees—an extra $25.60
In charge of over 20 other employees—an extra $33.20
9.—UNIFORMS
9.1 Joining Option
Not compulsory, however, employees are encouraged to join.
9.2 Initial Issue
This will consist of an issue of four (4) sets of clothing plus
1 jacket/jumper for which the employee will pay for one (1)
set of clothing and a quarter of the cost of the jacket/jumper.
9.2.1 Eligibility—Existing Employees
Will be eligible for this “one off” offer at the time this scheme
is introduced at their location.
9.2.2 Eligibility—New Employees
Will be eligible for this “one off” offer after a 3 month qualifying period with the company.
Employees in this category can purchase a “subsequent issue” within the qualifying period should they so request.
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Note: In both cases above the “one off” offer will only be
made once. Should an employee refuse the offer at that time
then their eligibility for this type of offer will lapse.
9.3 Subsequent Issues—Subsidy
A 50% subsidy for each “subsequent” issue to a maximum
of two sets per financial year. Additional jackets/jumpers will
only be issued on a two (2) yearly basis on a subsidy of 50%.
9.4 Employee Transfers
Options are—
(i) Continue to wear the clothing issued from their previous location until such time as they would normally
be eligible for a new issue.
(ii) Immediately purchase a clothing set relevant to the
new location style at a 50% subsidy rate.
9.5 Colour and Style
Choice will be up to the locations, however, final decision
should result in one colour/style suiting the location.
9.6 Laundering
Laundering of uniforms will be at the cost of the employee.
Laundering of protective clothing issued in accordance with
existing award requirements or agreements will be to the cost
of the Company.
10.—SAFETY CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
The Company shall provide and maintain all appropriate
protective clothing and safety equipment.
Overalls shall be supplied to persons classified as
millwrights, saw doctors, cleaners and greasers and any other
such persons as may be agreed between.
All such clothing and equipment issued remains the property of the Company and must be returned by the employee on
termination or when exchanged for a new issue.
The Company shall have the right to deduct from the pay of
an employee the cost of replacing items of protective clothing
and safety equipment which has been damaged through misuse and/or negligence.
Safety Boots
The arrangement for issuing safety boots will be a choice
between the following two options—
• the issue of two pairs of boots per annum up to a
value of $80.00 per pair;
OR
• the issue of one pair of boots per annum up to a value
of $160.00.
This arrangement is subject to suitable boots being selected
for the area of work and will be monitored by the respective
Team leaders to ensure it is not being abused. The purchase of
all safety boots is to be approved by the respective Team Leader.
The intent of this choice is to allow the purchase of a more
expensive pair of longer lasting boots where preferred.
Nothing in this clause reduces the company’s obligations
under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1995.
11.—JURY LEAVE
An employee will be granted paid leave for Jury Service.
Payment for this leave will be the difference between the employee’s ordinary wages of the period of leave and monies
received for Jury Service.
12.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Long Service Leave shall be as per the provision of the
Western Australian Government Gazette Volume 71 page 1
(71 WAIG) and will apply to all employees covered by the
Agreement.
Employees will be eligible to take pro-rata accumulated Long
Service Leave after seven (7) years continuous full time service with the exception of those employees who have their
employment terminated by the Company for instances of summary dismissal.
13.—PRODUCTIVITY BONUS
The current Productivity Bonus system will continue, but
within the first twelve months of this agreement a new mutually acceptable scheme to replace the existing scheme will be
researched. The objective will be to improve company productivity and enhance employee earnings potential.
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This Agreement allows negotiation with local BUC’s regarding the introduction of a revised Productivity scheme based
on productivity measures.
Any scheme will be subject to the agreement of both parties
and be registered with the Commission and appended to this
EBA.
Appropriate bonus schemes will be maintained at the South
West Operations and will be dependent upon the company’s
ability to pay.
It is agreed by the Company to give two months written
notice to the Union should this bonus scheme be scrapped.
14.—FUTURE MATTERS
It is agreed between the parties to review the merits or otherwise of the introduction of annualised salaries and the
necessity for completion of time cards. If considered appropriate steps to introduce an improved system will be initiated.
Additionally it is agreed to conduct a similar exercise into
the Company providing travel insurance for its employees and
some form of sick leave payout system.
Breaks between double shifts will be subject to ongoing discussions.
15.—REDUNDANCY
15.1 Redundancy Pay
In addition to the period of notice prescribed for ordinary
termination an employee who is terminated because the employer has made a definite decision that the employer no longer
wishes the job the employee has been doing done by anyone
and this is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of
labour and that decision will lead to the termination of employment, the employer shall pay the following amount of
redundancy pay in respect of a continuous period of service
(to a maximum of 25 weeks’ pay) to each full-time or permanent part-time employee so terminated.
15.1.1 Completed Years of Service
0—12 months
Nil
1 year—7 years
1.5 weeks per completed year of
service
7 years and onwards 2 weeks per completed year of
service up to a maximum of 25
weeks.
15.1.2 An additional payment of one week’s pay to each
retrenched employee under this award irrespective of notice
given.
“Week’s pay” means the ordinary time rate of pay for the
employee concerned. Provided that the redundancy payments
shall not exceed the amount which the employee would have
earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to the
employee’s normal retirement date.
15.1.3 Permanent employees who, at the time of termination have been employed for less than 12 months shall be paid
17.5% loading or pro-rata annual leave.
15.2 Employee Leaving During Notice
Employees who leave prior to their termination date will
receive appropriate redundancy benefits.
15.3 Time Off During Notice Period
During the period of notice of termination given by the employer an employee shall be allowed reasonable and appropriate
time off without loss of pay for the purpose of seeking other
employment.
15.4 Transmission of Business
15.4.1 Where a business is before or after the date of this
award, transmitted from an employer (in this sub-clause called
“the transmitter”) to another employer (in this sub-clause called
“the transmittee”) and an employee who at the time of such
transmission was an employee of the transmitter in that business becomes an employee of the transmittee—
(i) the continuity of the employment of the employee
shall be deemed not to have been broken by reason
of such transmission; and
(ii) the period of employment which the employee has
had with the transmitter or any prior transmitter shall
be deemed to be service of the employee with the
transmittee.
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15.4.2 In this sub-clause “business” includes trade, process,
business or occupation and includes part of any such business
and “transmission” includes transfer, conveyance, assignment
or succession whether by agreement or by operation of law
and “transmitted” has a corresponding meaning.
16.—PATERNITY LEAVE
16.1 Nature of Paternity Leave
Paternity leave is unpaid leave.
16.2 Definitions
For the purposes of Paternity Leave—
16.2.1 “Employee” includes a permanent part time
employee but does not include an employee
engaged upon casual or seasonal work.
16.2.2 “Child” means a child of the employee or the
employee’s spouse under the age of one year.
16.2.3 “Spouse” includes a defacto or a former
spouse.
16.2.4 “Primary care-giver” means a person who assumes the principal role of providing care and
attention to a child.
16.2.5 “Continuous service” means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of leave taken in accordance
with this clause.
(ii) any period of part time employment
worked in accordance with this clause,
or
(iii) any period of leave or absence authorised by the employer or by this
Agreement.
16.3 Eligibility of Paternity Leave
A male employee, upon production to his employer of the
certificate required by sub-clause 16.4, shall be entitled to one
or two periods of paternity leave, the total of which shall not
exceed 52 weeks, in the following circumstances—
16.3.1 An unbroken period of up to one week at the time of
confinement of his spouse.
16.3.2 A further unbroken period of up to 51 weeks in order
to be the primary care-giver of a child provided that such leave
shall not extend beyond the child’s first birthday. This entitlement shall be reduced by any period of maternity leave taken
by the employee’s spouse and shall not be taken concurrently
with that maternity leave.
The employee must have had at least 12 months continuous
service with that employer immediately preceding the date upon
which he proceeds upon either period of leave.
16.4 Certification
At the time specified in sub-clause 16.3 the employee must
produce to his employer—
16.4.1 A certificate from a registered medical practitioner
which names his spouse, states that she is pregnant and the
expected date of confinement or states the date on which the
birth took place.
16.4.2 In relation to any period to be taken under paragraph
16.3.2 hereof, a statutory declaration stating—
(i) he will take that period of paternity leave to become
the primary case-giver of a child;
(ii) particulars of any period of maternity leave sough or
taken by his spouse; and
(iii) for the period of paternity leave he will not engage
in any conduct inconsistent with his contract of employment.
16.5 Notice Requirements
16.5.1 The employee shall, not less than ten weeks prior to
each proposed period of leave, give the employer notice in
writing stating the dates on which he proposes to start and
finish the period or periods of leave and produce a certificate
and statutory declaration required in sub-clause 16.4 hereof.
16.5.2 The employee shall not be in breach of this clause as
a consequence of failure to give the notice required in paragraph 16.5.1 hereof if such failure is due to—
(i) the birth occurring earlier than the expected date; or
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(ii) the death of the mother of the child, or
(iii) other compelling circumstances.
16.5.3 The employee shall immediately notify his employer
of any change in the information provided pursuant to subclause 16.4 hereof.
16.6 Variation of Period of Paternity Leave
16.6.1 Provided the maximum period of paternity leave does
not exceed the period to which the employee is entitled under
sub-clause 16.3 hereof—
(i) the period of paternity leave provided by paragraph
16.3.2 may be lengthened once only by the employee
giving not less than 14 days notice in writing stating
the period by which the leave is to be lengthened.
(ii) the period may be further lengthened by agreement
between the employer and the employee.
16.6.2 The period of paternity leave taken under paragraph
16.3.2 hereof may, with the consent of the employer, be shortened by the employee giving not less than 14 days notice in
writing stating the period by which the leave is to be shortened.
16.7 Cancellation of Paternity Leave
Paternity leave, applied for under paragraph 16.3.2 hereof
but not commenced, shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of
the employee’s spouse terminates other than by the birth of a
living child.
16.8 Paternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
16.8.1 Provided the aggregate of any leave, including leave
taken under—Paternity Leave of this clause, does not exceed
the period to which the employee is entitled under sub-clause
16.3 hereof, an employee may in lieu of or in conjunction with
paternity leave, take any annual leave or long service leave or
any part thereof to which he is entitled.
16.8.2 Paid sick leave or other paid authorised Agreement
absences (excluding annual leave or long service leave), shall
not be available to an employee during his absence on paternity leave.
16.9 Effect of Paternity Leave on Employment
Subject to—Paternity Leave of this clause, notwithstanding
any Agreement or other provision to the contrary, absence on
paternity leave shall not break the continuity of service of an
employee but shall not be taken into account in calculating the
period of service for any purpose of any relevant award or
agreement.
16.10 Termination of Employment
16.10.1 An employee on paternity leave may terminate his
employment at any time during the period of leave by notice
given in accordance with this Agreement.
16.10.2 An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the ground of his absence on paternity leave,
but otherwise the rights of an employer in relation to termination of employment are not hereby affected.
16.11 Return to Work After Paternity Leave
16.11.1 An employee shall confirm his intention of returning to work by notice in writing to the employer given not less
than four (4) weeks prior to the expiration of the period of
paternity leave provided by paragraph 16.3.2 hereof.
16.11.2 An employee, upon returning to work after paternity leave or the expiration of the notice required by paragraph
16.11.1 hereof, shall be entitled to the position which he held
immediately before proceeding on paternity leave, or in relation to an employee who has worked part time under this clause
to the position he held immediately before commencing such
part time work.
Where such positions no longer exists but there are other
positions available which the employee is qualified for and is
capable of performing, he shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and pay to that of his former position.
16.12 Replacement Employees
16.12.1 A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on paternity
leave.
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16.12.2 Before an employer engages a replacement employee
the employer shall inform that person of the temporary nature
of the employment and the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
16.12.3 Before an employer engages a person to replace an
employee temporarily promoted or transferred in order to replace an employee exercising his rights under the paternity
leave conditions the employer shall inform that person of the
temporary nature of the promotion or transfer and of the rights
of that employee who is being replaced.
16.12.4 Nothing in the paternity leave conditions shall be
construed as requiring an employer to engage a replacement
employee.
17.—ADOPTION LEAVE
17.1 Nature of Leave
Adoption leave is unpaid leave.
17.2 Definitions
For the purposes of Adoption Leave—
17.2.1 “Employee” includes a part time employee but
does not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.
17.2.2 “Child” means a person under the age of five
years who is placed with the employee for the
purposes of adoption, other than a child or stepchild of the employee or of the spouse of the
employee or a child who has previously lived
continuously with the employee for a period
of six months or more.
17.2.3 “Relative adoption” occurs where a child, as
defined, is adopted by a grandparent, brother,
sister, aunt or uncle (whether of the whole
blood or half blood or by marriage).
17.2.4 “Primary care-giver” means a person who assumes the principal role of providing care and
attention to a child.
17.2.5 “Spouse” includes a defacto spouse.
17.2.6 “Continuous service” means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of leave taken in accordance
with this clause,
(ii) any period of part time employed
worked in accordance with this clause,
or
(iii) any period of leave or absence authorised by the employer or by the
Agreement.
17.3 Eligibility
An employee, upon production to the employer of the
documentation required by sub-clause 17.4, hereof shall be
entitled to one or two periods of adoption leave, the total of
which shall not exceed 52 weeks, in the following circumstances—
17.3.1 An unbroken period of up to three (3) weeks
at the time of the placement of the child.
17.3.2 An unbroken period of up to 52 weeks from
the time of its placement in order to be the
primary care-giver of the child. This leave shall
not extend beyond one year after the placement of the child and shall not be taken
concurrently with adoption leave taken by the
employee’s spouse in relation to the same
child. This entitlement of up to 52 weeks shall
be reduced by—
(i) any period of leave taken pursuant to
paragraph 17.3.1 hereof; and
(ii) the aggregate of any periods of adoption leave taken or to be taken by the
employee’s spouse.
The employee must have had at least twelve
(12) months continuous service with that employer immediately preceding the date upon
which he or she proceeds upon such leave in
either case.
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17.4 Certification
Before taking adoption leave the employee must produce to
the employer—
17.4.1 (i) a statement from an adoption agency
or other appropriate body of the presumed date of placement of the child
with the employee for adoption purposes; or
(ii) a statement from the appropriate government authority confirming that the
employee is to have custody of the child
pending application for an adoption order.
17.4.2 In relation to any period to be taken under paragraph 17.3.2 hereof, a statutory declaration
stating—
(i) the employee is seeking adoption leave
to become the primary care-giver of the
child;
(ii) particulars of any period of adoption
leave sought or taken by the employee’s spouse; and
(iii) for the period of adoption leave the
employee will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with his or her
contract of employment.
17.5 Notice Requirements
17.5.1 Upon receiving notice of approval for adoption purposes, an employee shall notify the employer of such approval
and within two months of such approval shall further notify
the employer of the period or periods of adoption leave the
employee proposes to take. In the case of a relative adoption
the employee shall notify as aforesaid upon deciding to take a
child into custody pending an application for an adoption order.
17.5.2 An employee who commences employment with an
employer after the date of approval for adoption purposes shall
notify the employer thereof upon commencing employment
and of the period or periods of adoption leave which the employee proposes to take. Provided that such employee shall
not be entitled to adoption leave unless the employee has not
less than twelve (12) months continuous service with that
employer immediately preceding the date upon which he or
she proceeds upon such leave.
17.5.3 An employee shall, as soon as the employee is aware
of the presumed date of placement of a child for adoption purposes but not later than 14 days before such placement, give
notice in writing to the employer of such date, and of the date
of the commencement of any period of leave to be taken under
paragraph 17.3.1 hereof.
17.5.4 An employee shall, ten weeks before the proposed
date of commencing any leave to be taken under paragraph
17.3.2 hereof give notice in writing to the date of commencing leave and the period of leave to be taken.
17.5.5 An employee shall not be in breach of this clause, as
a consequence of failure to give the stipulated period of notice
if in accordance with paragraphs 17.5.3 and 17.5.4 hereof if
such failure is occasioned by the requirement of an adoption
agency to accept earlier or later placement of a child, the death
of the spouse or other compelling circumstances.
17.6 Variation of Period of Adoption Leave
17.6.1 Provided the maximum period of adoption leave does
not exceed the period to which the employee is entitled under
sub-clause 17.3 hereof—
(i) the period of leave taken under paragraph 17.3.2
hereof may be lengthened once only by the employee
giving not less than 14 days notice in writing stating
the period by which the leave is to be lengthened;
(ii) the period may be further lengthened by agreement
between the employer and employee.
17.6.2 The period of adoption leave taken under paragraph
17.3.2 hereof may, with the consent of the employer, be shortened by the employee giving not less than 14 days notice in
writing stating the period by which the leave is to be shortened.
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17.7 Cancellation of Adoption Leave
17.7.1 Adoption leave, applied for but not commenced, shall
be cancelled should the placement of the child not proceed.
17.7.2 Where the placement of a child for adoption purposes
with an employee then on adoption leave does not proceed or
continue, the employee shall notify the employer forthwith
and the employer shall nominate a time not exceeding four
weeks from receipt of notification for the employee’s resumption of work.
17.8 Special Leave
The employer shall grant to any employee who is seeking to
adopt a child, such unpaid leave not exceeding two days, as is
required by the employee to attend any compulsory interviews
or examinations as are necessary as part of the adoption procedure. Where paid leave is available to the employee the
employer may require the employee to take such leave in lieu
of special leave.
17.9 Adoption Leave and Other Entitlements
17.9.1 Provided the aggregate of any leave, including leave
taken under—the Adoption Leave conditions, does not exceed
the period to which the employee is entitled under sub-clause
17.3 hereof, an employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction
with adoption leave, take any annual leave or long service leave
or any part thereof to which he or she is entitled.
17.9.2 Paid sick leave or other paid authorised Agreement
absence (excluding annual leave or long service leave) shall
not be available to an employee during the employee’s absence on adoption leave.
17.10 Effect of Adoption Leave on Employment
Subject to the Adoption Leave conditions, notwithstanding
any Agreement or other provision to the contrary, absence on
adoption leave shall not break the continuity of service of any
employee but shall not be taken into account in calculating the
period of service for any purpose of any relevant award or
agreement.
17.11 Termination of Employment
17.11.1 An employee on adoption leave may terminate the
employment at any time during the period of leave by notice
given in accordance with this Agreement.
17.11.2 An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the ground of the employee’s application to
adopt a child or absence on adoption leave, but otherwise the
rights of an employer in relation to termination of employment are not hereby affected.
17.12 Return to Work After Adoption Leave
17.12.1 An employee shall confirm the intention of returning to work by notice in writing to the employer given not less
than four (4) weeks prior to the expiration of the period of
adoption leave provided by paragraph 17.3.2 hereof.
17.12.2 An employee, upon returning to work after adoption leave shall be entitled to the position held immediately
before proceeding on such leave or in relation to an employee
who has worked part time under this clause the position held
immediately before commencing such part time work.
Where such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available which the employee is qualified for and is
capable of performing, the employee shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in status and pay to that of the
employee’s former position.
17.13 Replace Employees
17.13.1 A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on adoption leave.
17.13.2 Before an employer engages a replacement employee
the employer shall inform that person of the temporary nature
of the employment and of the rights of the employee who is
being replaced.
17.13.3 Before an employer engages a person to replace an
employee temporarily promoted or transferred in order to replace and employee exercising rights under the Adoption Leave
conditions, the employer shall inform that person of the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.
17.13.4 Nothing in the Adoption Leave conditions shall be
construed as requiring an employer to engage a replacement
employee.
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18.—RENTS FOR HOUSES
• Management of Company housing shall be in accordance with the Residential Tenancies Act 1987.
• Housing committees at locations will provide their
assistance through input into the running of the Company’s rental housing on a financial break even basis.
This will result in the upkeep of the Company asset
at the same time providing a reasonable housing
standard for the employees applicable to the rental
value.
• Running of Company housing will be separated from
the day to day milling operations. Any matters causing concern shall be referred back to the appropriate
avenue, eg Award condition, relevant governing Act,
Housing Committee.
19.—TERMS OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall take effect from the first pay period
commencing on or after the date of signing of this Agreement
and shall remain in force up until July 30, 2000.
The parties agree to undertake a review of, and commence,
discussions on the Agreement no later than three (3) months
before the expiry date of this Agreement.
Until changed through consultation and agreement the status quo shall remain in respect of the working of ordinary hours,
overtime, payment for travel and payment for time spent travelling for bush operations in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement or relevant Award.
20.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS COMMITMENT
• Other general wage movements advised by the Industrial Relations Commission will only apply to
employees covered under the terms of this Agreement if their Award rate, as a result of that advice,
was higher than the relevant rate under this Agreement.
• It is a term of the agreement that the Union and the
employees undertake that for the duration of this
agreement they will not pursue any extra claims.
21.—NOT TO BE USED AS A PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as an example or precedent for other Enterprise Agreements whether they involve
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd or not.
22.—DRUG & ALCOHOL POLICY
It is agreed that a BFP Drug and Alcohol Policy will be
developed in consultation with employees and their representative and implemented within the workplace, with the assistance
of the BUC within the term of this agreement.
23.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS FALLING ON A FRIDAY
OR A ROSTERED DAY OFF
From the date of signing this agreement the following shall
apply—
Where a public holiday falls upon a Friday that coincides
with a Rostered Day Off (RDO), and that Friday is situated within an employee’s period of approved Annual
Leave, then that day will be added to the employee’s
Annual Leave balance.
Where a public holiday falls upon a Friday that coincides
with a Rostered Day Off (RDO), but is not situated within
an employee’s period of approved Annual Leave, then
that day will not be added to the employee’s Annual Leave.
24.—SIGNATORIES TO THE AGREEMENT
1) ..............................................................
On behalf of Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd
2) On behalf of the Enterprise Committee—
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
3) On behalf of the Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries Industrial Union of Workers, WA
Branch.
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ATTACHMENT “A”
AGREEMENT—ENTERPRISE CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEE (ECC)
1. The following sets out the conditions under which the
ECC is to operate and includes—
• objective
• function
• matters within ECC jurisdiction
• matters outside ECC jurisdiction
• role
• structure
• administration
• representation
• office bearers
• proxies
• sub committees
• meetings
• quorum
• minutes
• access to information
• facilitation of metal worker employee representative in their role
• observers to ECC
• training of ECC members
• dispute settlement procedure
• evaluation.
2. OBJECTIVE
2.1 Commitment by all parties to continuously strive to improve the operations in line with the company’s continuous
improvement process including the very important issue of
customer service.
2.2 To raise and consider all relevant matters associated with
the maintenance/expansion of the business including issues
that effect the workplace, leading to job security for all employees.
2.3 To raise and discuss matters enhancing the working environment generally thus improving the quality of working
life for all employees.
2.4 To provide input and therefore influence the method of
improving the skills of the workforce through enhanced job
design or through the introduction of new technology, resulting in access to more rewarding and personally satisfying jobs.
3.—FUNCTION
3.1 To accept information from all participants on a range of
subjects in line with the objectives.
• To overview the effectiveness of this Agreement
through planned six monthly meetings involving
appropriate Executive Managers.
• To be informed of resolutions of the BUC’s.
• When necessary, to provide input into the process of
the BUC’s.
• To be involved in the ongoing review and renewal of
Enterprise Agreements.
3.2 To reach agreement following consideration of information provided and where necessary to make recommendation
to senior management before final decision and implementation occurs on issues likely to effect the workplace.
3.3 Where necessary provide/advice feedback to the Business Unit Committees for confirmation of items when and if
they fall outside the Enterprise Agreement boundaries.
3.4 Commitment to and implementation of the agreement.
3.5 To ensure that members of this committee have received
the training to equip them for their role.
3.6 To ensure communication of the outcome of ECC meetings is provided to all employees in the most effective way.
4. MATTERS WITHIN THE ECC JURISDICTION
• introduction of new equipment/technology
• general policy operation and changes eg Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action
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• other issues as agreed by the ECC members
• management practice
5. MATTERS OUTSIDE THE ECC JURISDICTION
• occupational safety and health matters
• industrial relations issues
• day to day operational problems.
6. ROLE OF MEMBERS
6.1 Management
To provide to the meeting all relevant information about
matters likely to effect employees in line with the objectives.
It is intended that such information to be discussed, under normal circumstances, prior to implementation.
To provide feedback regarding the meeting outcome to relevant managers.
Depending on the issue to provide feedback to all employees on a joint basis with other members of the ECC.
6.2 Employee Representation
To consult with other employees then provide employee input into the decision making process on matters within the
jurisdiction of the committee.
To provide feedback to the employees regarding the meeting outcomes.
Depending on the issue to provide feedback to all employees on a joint basis with other members of the ECC.
7. STRUCTURE
The ECC consist of appropriate Employee Representation
from all affected locations up to 24 members consisting of—
13 Employee/Union representatives
11 Management representatives.
The size of the ECC may be varied by agreement, however,
representation by management representatives must be no
greater than the number of employee representatives.
8. ADMINISTRATION
8.1 Management Representation
Management will select its representatives, however, will
include appropriate Executive Management representation.
Consideration, however, will be given to managers with responsibility for areas where they have the decision making
authority.
8.2 Employees Representation
Nominations to be provided similarly as with management.
(Consideration would be given to ensuring the widest possible employee representative exposure thus providing benefit
to the employees across the workplace).
Should employee representatives not be performing satisfactorily, then they can be replaced following a ballot of the
relevant union membership.
Should an employee ECC representative take up a staff position they would resign from their role as employee
representative on the ECC from the date of their staff appointment.
8.3 Proxies
Committee members where possible will nominate a proxy
who will attend meetings on their behalf when they are unavailable. All rights and responsibilities applying to ECC
members will apply to their proxies.
8.4 Meetings
Will be held six (6) monthly or as determined by the members of the ECC.
Meetings will be run in accordance with good meeting procedure and will be chaired by Management initially, however
in a consultative manner with all participants.
8.5 Quorum
Shall be a majority of equal representation from management and employee representatives.
8.6 Minutes
Actual word by word minutes will not be kept, however
Action Planners (refer Attachment “C”) will be kept and completed then credited appropriately for each meeting.
The Action Planner will be completed by any one of the meeting participants to be decided at the outset of each meeting.
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Action Planners (refer Attachment “C”) are to be distributed within five (5) days of the meeting to all ECC participants,
notice boards or other suitable means eg group discussion,
management as determined by management.
8.7 Access to Information
All parties have rights to access to all information related to
issues being considered by the ECC.
For commercial-in-confidence business information, reasons
to be provided as to the non release of relevant documentation.
8.8 Facilitation of Employee Representative in their Role
In the spirit of this agreement management will provide assistance to enable the employee representatives to fulfil their
responsibility as members of the ECC, this could include such
things as: access to office equipment, photocopier, telephone,
fax etc; meeting room facility, time to consult to consult with
other employees in company time, time to prepare for meetings and time to attend to other business as agreed by the ECC.
8.9 Observers to the ECC
Any party may have the right to bring along an observer to
provide input into the meeting where required on a specific
topic as the circumstances dictate.
The observer will have speaking rights only and will leave
the meeting once their subject is discussed.
Accredited Branch Office Union Officials and Senior Management Representatives have a right to attend ECC or Sub
Committee Meetings, but will have no voting rights.
8.10 Training of ECC Members
All members should be provided with training to equip members with the skills to undertake their role in a positive manner
by an approved bilateral provider. This training will be carried
out at the company’s expense.
8.11 Dispute Settlement Procedure
Should issues arise from ECC meetings which cannot be
resolved then such matters should be raised in line with the
grievance procedure.
ATTACHMENT “B”
AGREEMENT—BUSINESS UNIT COMMITTEE (BUC)
1. The following sets out the conditions under which the
BUC is to operate and includes—
• objective
• function
• role
• structure
• general
2. BUC OBJECTIVE
To support the ECC outcomes of the Enterprise Agreement
principles and intent. To reach agreement and make recommendations to Management which will endeavour to take into
account (as far as possible) the views of the employees and
the Consultative Committees deliberations prior to making
decisions.
3. BUC FUNCTION
• To view ways of improving the development of skills
of the workforce through enhanced job design via in
the introduction of new technology. This will result
in the enhancement of the working environment generally, leading to a more rewarding and satisfying
work life with shared rewards due to increased profitability for all employees.
• For all parties to accept/gather information perceived
to improve the business of the company in accordance with the objectives.
• To provide input into discussions continuously seeking to improve the business in accordance with the
objectives.
• To disseminate outcomes of discussions in an agreed
manner to facilitate communications for all concerned.
• To discuss matters as they arise and accept and agree
upon implementation actions for suitable resolutions
followed up by confirmation of the ECC in time.
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4. BUC ROLE
Management—To ensure appropriate information is provided
to encourage constructive input into matters raised, eg literary/numeracy problems, skills development training matrices,
etc.
Employee Representative—Accept input from workmates
then provide comment as appropriate to meeting to resolve
matters, ie make suggestions as to a plan as to how the matter
may be solved.
5. BUC STRUCTURE
Such committees will be established within the Business
Units and be made up of duly elected Employee Representatives together with appropriate Management representation of
which that Management representation will not be greater than
the number of employee representatives.

BUNNINGS
Forest Products
MEETING TYPE:

6. GENERAL
Meetings—Will be monthly or as determined by the relevant
BUC . Will be chaired by Management initially, however in a
consultative manner with all participants.
Visitors/Proxies—Will be agreed upon by BUC meeting
members.
Quorum—Shall be a majority of equal representation from
all parties.
Minutes—An Action Planner (Attachment “C”) will be kept
for each meeting. Such planners are to be distributed within
five (5) days of the meeting to all participants, notice boards
or other suitable means, eg group discussion, Management as
determined by Management.
Elections—Elections of employee representatives should be
carried out by vote on a yearly basis with the aims, objectives
and function of the BUC being explained fully to any new
BUC member.

STANDARD PAL
ACTION PLANNER
DATE/TIME:

WHERE:
PRESENT
cc
No.
INITIATOR
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ACTION

PURPOSE
AGENDA
•
•
•
•
•
LOGISTICS: See Below
TO ACTION

ACTION DATE

DATE
COMPLETED

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
NEXT MEETING DATE:…………………..……….…………TIME: …………….……………………PLACE: ……………………………………….
DISTRIBUTION OF THIS PLAN TO: …………….…………………….. OWNER: …………….………………………………..

BUNNINGS FOREST PRODUCTS PTY LTD
STOREPERSONS ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 277 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Limited
and
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia.
No. AG 277 of 1998.
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd Storepersons Enterprise
Agreement 1998.
13 January 1999.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
HAVING heard Ms A. Young on behalf of the applicant and
Ms P. Anderson on behalf of the respondent; and by consent,

the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd
Storepersons Enterprise Agreement 1998 in the terms of
the following schedule be registered on the 7th day of January, 1999.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be referred to as the
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd Storepersons Enterprise
Agreement 1998.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope and Parties to this Agreement
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Relationship to Parent Awards
Single Bargaining Unit
Aims and Objectives of the Agreement
Wages
Agreed Productivity Improvements
Uniforms
Long Service Leave
Literacy and Numeracy Training
Productivity Bonus
Future Matters
Redundancy
Terms of Agreement
No Extra Claims Commitment
Not To Be Used As A Precedent
Drug and Alcohol Policy
Payment of Excess Sick Leave Rules
Signatories to Agreement

3.—SCOPE AND PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
The parties to this agreement are Bunnings Forest Products
Pty Ltd (the Company) and the Shop , Distributive and Allied
Employees Association of WA ( the Union).
This Agreement shall also be binding upon the the Shop ,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association of WA.
Approximately 15 employees will be bound by this Agreement upon acceptance and registration.
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This Agreement shall be used and interpreted wholly in connection with the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail
Establishments) State Award 1977 (No. R32 of 1976).
Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
any inconsistency.
5.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
5.1 In accordance with the National Wage Decision in September 21, 1994 the employees and the Company have formed
a Single Bargaining Unit in respect to the Company’s metropolitan work location at Welshpool.
5.2 The Enterprise Consultative Committee (refer Attachment “A”) will ensure that the framework of the Enterprise
Agreement is adhered to by conferring with management
through the meeting of appropriate Business Unit Committees (BUC).
5.3 Where major change is required the BUC will be advised.
6.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
6.1 The purpose of entering into this Enterprise Agreement
is to increase the productivity, efficiency and flexibility of the
Company’s Metropolitan Operations to ensure Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd remains competitive within the timber
industry.
6.2 This agreement is further intended to enhance the quality of working life of employees through continued progress
on workplace reform and consultation.
6.3 Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd remains committed to
the continual training of all personnel so that their skills base
can be enhanced, and to provide an environment in which these
new skills can be utilised and recognised to the satisfaction of
individual employees.
6.4 Furthermore, the Company recognises the need to
continuously improve occupational safety and health for
all employees and is therefore committed to the development and implementation of safety and health and Drug
and Alcohol initiatives. This Agreement provides for the
participation of all employees in these initiatives in order
that the Metropolitan Operations will become a safer working environment.
6.5 The Company will apply this Agreement in conjunction
with the relevant Award conditions and will not reduce these
terms and conditions, for the term of this Agreement.
7.—WAGES
Wages will be increased, effective from the first pay period
after the date of signing this agreement, to the rates listed in
this clause.
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Back Pay for a period of 8 weeks shall be made from the
date that this agreement is accepted.
• — Wage Rates
Level
Rate from date of signing agreement
For yard
453.50
For transport
463.50
Leading Hand less than 3 persons plus 3.4%
Leading Hand more than 3 persons plus 6.2%
See Attachment E for example of wages and profitability
scheme earnings.
8.—AGREED PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
Flexibility of Hours
The parties agree that working hours need to be arranged
and worked in a manner which provides the greatest flexibility in meeting the continuously changing business environment
of the Company.
The parties agree that a mutually acceptable arrangement in
respect to flexible hours be explored during the life of this
agreement via the BUC’s. Increased flexibility will provide
an opportunity for increased productivity and will be linked to
a productivity bonus scheme as outlined in this agreement.
Consideration will be given to employees ability to access
public transport and personal circumstances.
Employees bound by this Agreement will be required to work
consecutive ordinary hours at any times between 6.00 am and
6.00 pm , Monday to Friday unless otherwise agreed between
the parties following discussions of the Business Unit Committee.
8.2 Non Smoking
The Company’s Metropolitan Operations is “Non Smoking”
apart from agreed designated areas and breaks.
By mutual consent any employee covered by this Agreement will be entitled to attend a course designed to assist them
in stopping smoking. It will be Management’s responsibility
to organise support courses upon request and as appropriate.
8.3 Flexibility of Working Arrangements
8.3.1 Rest Periods
Where appropriate to do so the parties agree that there will
be no formal ceasing of work for the second or subsequent
rest periods so as not to disrupt work flow.
8.3.2 Demarcation Issues
The union and employees party to this Agreement accept
that all forms of demarcation must be eliminated from the
Company’s operations.
8.4 Grievance and Dispute Settlement Procedure
8.4.1 The principle of conciliation and direct negotiation shall
be adopted for the purpose of prevention and settlement of all
industrial disputes, grievances and difficulties.
8.4.2 The parties shall take an early and active part in discussions and negotiations aimed at preventing or settling
disputes in accordance with the agreed procedure set out hereunder.
8.4.3 All disputes, grievances and difficulties shall be resolved in the following sequence—
8.4.3.1 Discussions between the employee/s concerned (and/or their representative if required
on behalf of the employee) and the immediate
supervisors.
8.4.3.2 Discussions involving the employee/s concerned, the employee representative and the
employer representatives’.
8.4.3.3 Discussions involving union representatives
and senior management representatives.
8.4.4 Until the matter is resolved in accordance with the
above procedure, work shall continue normally. While the
above procedure is being followed no party shall be prejudiced as to the final outcome by the continuation of work in
accordance with this clause.
8.4.5 All parties to this Agreement, the employers, their officials, the union and its members, will take all possible action
to settle any dispute within reasonable time. At least 3 days
should be allowed for all stages of discussions to be finalised.
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8.4.6 If the matter is still not settled it may be referred to the
relevant Industrial Relations Commission for assistance. Provided that persons involved in questions, disputes or difficulties
shall have conferred among themselves in accordance with
this procedure and made reasonable attempts to resolve the
matter before taking it to the Commission.
8.5 Skills Development and Training
8.5.1 The parties to this Agreement are committed to the
development of the skills and the workforce through improved job design or the introduction of new technology.
The aim of which is to enhance the working environment
to develop more rewarding and satisfying employment for
all employees.
8.5.2 The parties agree that the outcome of training programmes will need to satisfy as a minimum the appropriate
National Competency Standards.
8.5.3 Where possible all training undertaken as a result of
this sub-clause will be during normal working hours. By consent between the parties and the BUC’s, training may be
conducted outside normal working hours, when the employee
will be paid Single Time or equivalent Time Off in Lieu at an
agreed time between the parties.
8.5.4 Any direct costs incurred by the employee as a result
of undertaking training, will be met by the Company.
8.5.5 It is accepted that training of a general nature will
be carried out between employees on an ongoing basis. It
is recognised that specialised task training may be required
on occasions. To this end the Business Unit Committees
will list such specialised training needs. Specialised training needs should then be conducted by persons with
appropriate experience who have successfully undertaken
training to the level of a Train the Trainer course. Those
employees who become nominated trainers meeting the
criteria above will be recognised for their abilities through
the payment of a $10 / week (flat) whether they conduct
training or not.
8.6 Union Committee of Management
Management accepts that up to two employees may attend
such meetings on an annual basis for up to two days each individual per year, one in each half of the year. The absence will
be paid special leave for union business and will require one
months notice prior to appropriate dates to enable alternative
working arrangements to be organised.
8.7 Bereavement Leave
An employee shall be entitled to bereavement leave for a
death in the employee’s immediate family or immediate household within Australia. “Immediate family/household” includes:
wife, husband, defacto spouse or partner (including same sex
partners), father, mother, brother, sister, father-in-law, motherin-law, child, step-children, step-brother, step-sister, step-father,
step-mother, grand parents. In cases where an employee has
to travel overseas to attend a family funeral bereavement leave
shall be at the managers discretion.
Such leave will be without deduction of pay for a period of
up to a maximum of two shifts off work. Any extension to this
will be at Management’s discretion. Proof of such circumstances is required to the satisfaction of the employer.
8.8 Payroll
The principle of pay weeks being altered to coincide with
the majority of the Company to cover a Monday to Friday
week subsequently being paid the following Thursday is
accepted. To facilitate this a team consisting of appropriate representatives including members of the Enterprise
Consultative Committee will be established to address this
matter.
9.—UNIFORMS
9.1 Joining Option
Not compulsory, however, employees are encouraged to join.
9.2 Initial Issue
This will consist of an issue of four (4) sets of clothing plus
1 jacket/jumper for which the employee will pay for one (1)
set of clothing and a quarter of the cost of the jacket/jumper.
9.2.1 Eligibility—New Employees
Will be eligible for this “one off” offer after a 3 month qualifying period with the Company.
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Employees in this category can purchase a “subsequent issue” within the qualifying period should they so request.
Note—
In both cases above the “one off” offer will only be made
once. Should an employee refuse the offer at that time then
their eligibility for this type of offer will lapse.
9.3 Subsequent Issues—Subsidy
A 50% subsidy for each “subsequent” issue to a maximum of two sets per financial year. Additional jackets/
jumpers will only be issued on a two (2) yearly basis on a
subsidy of 50%.
9.4 Employee Transfers
Options are—
i) Continue to wear the clothing issued from their previous location until such time as they would normally
be eligible for a new issue.
ii) Immediately purchase a clothing set relevant to the
new location style at a 50% subsidy rate.
9.5 Colour and Style
Choice will be up to the locations, however, final decision
should result in one colour/style suiting the location.
9.6 Laundering
Laundering of uniforms will be at the cost of the employee.
Laundering of protective clothing issued in accordance with
existing award requirements or agreements will be to the cost
of the Company.
10.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Long Service Leave shall be as per the provision of the
Western Australian Government Gazette Volume 71 page 1
(71 WAIG) and will apply to all employees covered by the
Agreement.
Employees will be eligible to take pro-rata accumulated
Long Service Leave after seven (7) years continuous service with the exception of those employees who have their
employment terminated by the Company for unsatisfactory service.
11.—LITERACY AND NUMERACY TRAINING
It is agreed by the parties that literacy and numeracy skills
of certain employees may need to improve.
The BUC will be responsible for identifying employees who
may benefit from training designed to improve their literacy
and numeracy skills.
12.—PRODUCTIVITY BONUS
The current Productivity Bonus system will continue Refer
Appendix D, but within the first twelve months of this agreement a new mutually acceptable scheme to replace the existing
scheme will be researched. The objective will be to improve
company productivity and enhance employee earnings potential.
13.—FUTURE MATTERS
It is agreed between the parties to review the merits or
otherwise of the introduction of annualised salaries and
the necessity for completion of time cards / work sheets.
If considered appropriate steps to introduce an improved
system will be initiated. Additionally, during the life of
this Agreement it is agreed to review coverage of employees regarding insurance protection whilst travelling to and
from work.
14.—REDUNDANCY
14.1 Redundancy Pay
In addition to the period of notice prescribed for ordinary termination an employee who is terminated because
the employer has made a definite decision that the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has been
doing done by anyone and this is not due to the ordinary
and customary turnover of labour and that decision will
lead to the termination of employment, the employer shall
pay the following amount of redundancy pay in respect of
a continuous period of service (to a maximum of 25 weeks’
pay) to each full-time or permanent part-time employee
so terminated.
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14.1.1 Broad Criteria
Prior to action re redundancy, Management look at alternative opportunities within the total Company.
Determination be based on the ability to ensure the Company to continue to run its operations in the most effective
way. This will include consideration to attendance, skills and
performance.
Determination will initially be from specifically affected
areas, however may be widened if circumstances dictate.
Opportunity for volunteers be given initially, however
with Management Right of Veto keeping in mind point 2
above.
14.1.2 Completed Years of Service
0—12 months
Nil
1 year—7 years
1.5 weeks per completed year of service
7 years and onwards 2 weeks per completed year of service up to a maximum of 25 weeks.
14.1.3 An additional payment of one week’s pay to each
retrenched employee under this Award irrespective of notice
given.
“Week’s pay” means the ordinary time rate of pay for the
employee concerned. Provided that the redundancy payments
shall not exceed the amount which the employee would have
earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to the
employee’s normal retirement date.
14.1.4 Permanent employees who, at the time of termination have been employed for less than 12 months shall be paid
17.5% loading or pro-rata annual leave.
14.2 Employee Leaving During Notice
Employees who leave prior to their termination date will
receive appropriate redundancy benefits as prescribed by this
clause.
14.3 Time Off During Notice Period
During the period of notice of termination given by the employer an employee shall be allowed reasonable and appropriate
time off without loss of pay for the purpose of seeking other
employment.
15.—TERMS OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall take effect from the first pay period
commencing on or after the first pay period after the date of
signing this agreement and shall remain in force up until June
30, 2000.
The parties agree to undertake a review of, and commence,
discussions on the Agreement no later than three (3) months
before the expiry date of this Agreement.
16.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS COMMITMENT
It is a term of the agreement that the Union and the employees undertake that for the duration of this agreement they will
not pursue any extra claims.
17.—NOT TO BE USED AS A PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as an example or precedent for other Enterprise Agreements whether they involve
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd or not.
18.—DRUG & ALCOHOL POLICY
It is agreed that a BFP Drug and Alcohol Policy will be
implemented within the workplace, following discussion and
agreement at the BUC or other consultative group within the
first twelve months of this agreement.
19.—PAYMENT OF EXCESS SICK LEAVE RULES
It is agreed between the parties that the following rules should
be read in addition to the Sick Leave Clause 27 of the Shop
and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State
Award 1977 (No. R32 of 1976).
• Sick Leave accrued prior to 20/11/95 be held in a bank
for future genuine illness and will not be utilised for the
calculation of payment.
• Sick Leave accrued from the 20/11/95 onwards be accrued at 76 hours per year for existing and new
employees.
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• Accrual of Sick Leave to continue as per the current
arrangement (one sixth of a week per completed month
of service).
• Calculation of Excess Sick Leave hours to be carried
out on the employees anniversary date based on the last
completed month immediately before February 20th or
before August 20th. Should this arrangement prove to
be administratively difficult or unworkable the parties
agree to meet and explore alternatives.
• Time of payment will be once per year, in the last
pay period in either February and August, dependent on anniversary date. Any Sick Leave taken
between the calculation date and the payment date,
in February or August, is taken from the remainder
of the sick leave balance. Employees with a commencement date of between 21 st February to 20 th
August are to be paid in August and those with a
commencement date of between 21 st August to 20th
February are to be paid in February.
• Each employee is to receive a notice from the pay office at the time of payment advising of the number of
hours in excess on their anniversary date.
• Payment is to be based on the following—
Where an employee, on that employees anniversary date
has more than 152 hours of accumulated untaken sick
leave, the employer will pay the employee the excess
hours up to a maximum of 76 hours.
Payment for sick leave will attract the ordinary rate of
pay applicable to the employee at the time of payment.
Any other sick leave that has accumulated in excess of
76 hours will be available to the employee and able to
be utilised in the case of genuine illness.
• Claims for payment of Sick Leave will be made from
any leave accrued after 20th November 1995 followed
by leave held in a “bank” of leave accrued prior to 20th
November 1995.
• Where an employee resigns or is terminated for any reason, except serious misconduct, the employer shall pay,
on termination, any outstanding sick leave in excess of
152 hours as calculated in accordance with this agreement.
• Individual employees, on application, may elect to not
receive a payout of excess hours and build a “bank” of
deferred payments/hours.
• All Sick Leave claims will require Proof of Sickness as
per current practice and as per the requirements of the
Award.
20.—SIGNATORIES TO THE AGREEMENT
1) (sgd) ____________
On behalf of Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd
(Seal Affixed)
2) _________________
(sgd) On behalf of the the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees Association of WA (SDA).
Appendices
• A Agreement—Enterprise Consultative Committee
(ECC)
• B Agreement—Business Unit Committee (BUC)
• C Action Planner
• D Guidance Notes on the Bunnings/SDA Enterprise
Agreement Incentive Scheme
• E Example Wages Schedule & Profitability Scheme—
Potential Earnings
ATTACHMENT “A”
AGREEMENT—ENTERPRISE CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEE (ECC)
1. The following sets out the conditions under which the
ECC is to operate and includes—
l objective
l function
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matters within ECC jurisdiction
matters outside ECC jurisdiction
role
structure
administration
• representation
• office bearers
• proxies
• sub committees
• meetings
• quorum
• minutes
• access to information
• facilitation of metal worker employee representative in their role
• observers to ECC
• training of ECC members
• dispute settlement procedure
• evaluation.
2. OBJECTIVE
2.1 Commitment by all parties to continuously strive to improve the operations in line with the Company’s continuous
improvement process including the very important issue of
customer service.
2.2 To raise and consider all relevant matters associated with
the maintenance/expansion of the business including issues
that effect the workplace, leading to job security for all employees.
2.3 To raise and discuss matters enhancing the working environment generally thus improving the quality of working
life for all employees.
2.4 To provide input and therefore influence the method of
improving the skills of the workforce through enhanced job
design or through the introduction of new technology, resulting in access to more rewarding and personally satisfying jobs.
3. FUNCTION
3.1 To accept information from all participants on a range of
subjects in line with the objectives.
• To overview the effectiveness of this Agreement through
planned four monthly meetings involving appropriate
Executive Managers.
• To be informed of resolutions of the BUC’s.
• When necessary, to provide input into the process of the
BUC’s.
• To be involved in the ongoing review and renewal of
Enterprise Agreements.
• From management there may be information regarding
future plans, market predictions, major organisational
change, new technology, training plans, company policy,
general industry information.
• From employee representatives there may be comment/
suggestion on job design, employee feedback, training
recommendations, improvement to work conditions and
other ideas for overall improvement as raised by other
employees.
3.2 To reach agreement following consideration of information provided and where necessary to make recommendation
to senior management before final decision and implementation occurs on issues likely to effect the workplace.
3.3 Where necessary provide/advice feedback to the Business Unit Committees for confirmation of items when and if
they fall outside the Enterprise Agreement boundaries.
3.4 Commitment to and implementation of the agreement.
3.5 To ensure that members of this committee have received
the training to equip them for their role.
3.6 To ensure communication of the outcome of ECC meetings is provided to all employees in the most effective way.
4. MATTERS WITHIN THE ECC JURISDICTION
• introduction of new equipment/technology
• general policy operation and changes eg Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action
• other issues as agreed by the ECC members
• management practice
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5. MATTERS OUTSIDE THE ECC JURISDICTION
• occupational safety and health matters
• industrial relations issues
• day to day operational problems.
6. ROLE OF MEMBERS
6.1 Management
To provide to the meeting all relevant information about
matters likely to effect employees in line with the objectives.
It is intended that such information to be discussed, under normal circumstances, prior to implementation.
To provide feedback regarding the meeting outcome to relevant managers.
Depending on the issue to provide feedback to all employees on a joint basis with other members of the ECC.
6.2 Employee Representation
To consult with other employees then provide employee input into the decision making process on matters within the
jurisdiction of the committee.
To provide feedback to the employees regarding the meeting outcomes.
Depending on the issue to provide feedback to all employees on a joint basis with other members of the ECC.
7. STRUCTURE
The ECC will have up to .6. members consisting of—
..3... employee representatives
..3.. management representatives.
The size of the ECC may be varied by agreement, however,
representation by management may be equal to that of the
number of employee representatives.
8. ADMINISTRATION
8.1 Management Representation
Management will select its representatives, however, will
include appropriate Executive Management representation.
Consideration, however, will be given to managers with responsibility for areas where they have the decision making
authority.
8.2 Employees Representation
Nominations to be provided similarly as with management.
(Consideration would be given to ensuring the widest possible employee representative exposure thus providing benefit
to the employees across the workplace).
Should employee representatives not be performing satisfactorily, then they can be replaced following a ballot of the
relevant union membership.
Should an employee ECC representative take up a staff position they would resign from their role as employee
representative on the ECC from the date of their staff appointment.
8.3 Proxies
Committee members where possible will nominate a proxy
who will attend meetings on their behalf when they are unavailable. All rights and responsibilities applying to ECC
members will apply to their proxies.
8.4 Meetings
Will be held four (4) monthly or as determined by the members of the ECC.
Meetings will be run in accordance with good meeting procedure and will be chaired by Management initially, however
in a consultative manner with all participants.
8.5 Quorum
Shall be a majority of equal representation from management and employee representatives.
8.6 Minutes
Actual word by word minutes will not be kept, however
Action Planners (refer Attachment “C”) will be kept and completed then credited appropriately for each meeting.
The Action Planner will be completed by any one of the
meeting participants to be decided at the outset of each meeting.
Action Planners (refer Attachment “C”) are to be distributed within five (5) days of the meeting to all ECC participants,
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notice boards or other suitable means eg group discussion,
management as determined by management.
8.7 Access to Information
All parties have rights to access to all information related to
issues being considered by the ECC.
For commercial-in-confidence business information, reasons
to be provided as to the non release of relevant documentation.
8.8 Facilitation of Employee Representative in their Role
In the spirit of this agreement management will provide assistance to enable the employee representatives to fulfil their
responsibility as members of the ECC, this could include such
things as: access to office equipment, photocopier, telephone,
fax etc; meeting room facility, time to consult with other employees in company time, time to prepare for meetings and
time to attend to other business as agreed by the ECC.
8.9 Observers to the ECC
Any party may have the right to bring along an observer to
provide input into the meeting where required on a specific
topic as the circumstances dictate.
The observer will have speaking rights only and will leave
the meeting once their subject is discussed.
Accredited Branch Office Union Officials and Senior Management Representatives have a right to attend ECC or Sub
Committee Meetings, but will have no voting rights.
8.10 Training of ECC Members
All members should be provided with training to equip members with the skills to undertake their role in a positive manner
by an approved bilateral provider. This training will be carried
out at the company’s expense.
8.11 Dispute Settlement Procedure
Should issues arise from ECC meetings which cannot be
resolved then such matters should be raised in line with the
relevant provisions of the grievance procedure.

4. BUC ROLE
Local Management—To ensure appropriate information is
provided to encourage constructive input into matters raised,
eg literary/numeracy problems, skills development training
matrices, etc.
Employee Representative—Accept input from workmates
then provide comment as appropriate to meeting to resolve
matters, ie make suggestions as to a plan as to how the matter
may be solved.
Union Officials/Senior Management—To provide input and
guidance regarding the working of this Agreement building
upon the Continuous Improvement approach and existing relationships established to date.

ATTACHMENT “B”
AGREEMENT—BUSINESS UNIT COMMITTEE (BUC)
1. The following sets out the conditions under which the
BUC is to operate and includes—
• objective
• function
• role
• structure
• general

ATTACHMENT “C”
BUNNINGS/METRO SDA ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
INCENTIVE SCHEME
(EXAMPLE—page 2)
TIMBER AND PANEL TARGETS
A.
SALES
BUDGET PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT TARGET
Sales
$68M 100 100% 101% 102% 103%
Payout
½%
1% 1½% 2%
The timber and panel target for sales is based on the budget
of $68M and a range of payments will be made on achieving
the budget (½% payout) to 103% of the budget (the maximum
2% payout).

2. BUC OBJECTIVE
To support the ECC outcomes of the Enterprise Agreement
principles and intent.
3. BUC FUNCTION
• To view ways of improving the development of skills
of the workforce through enhanced job design via the
introduction of new technology. This will result in the
enhancement of the working environment generally,
leading to a more rewarding and satisfying work life
with shared rewards due to increased profitability for
all employees.
• For all parties to accept/gather information perceived to
improve the business of the company in accordance with
the objectives.
• To provide input into discussions continuously seeking
to improve the business in accordance with the objectives.
• To disseminate outcomes of discussions in an agreed
manner to facilitate communications for all concerned.
• To discuss matters as they arise and accept and agree
upon implementation actions for suitable resolutions
followed up by confirmation by the ECC in time.
• Should matters being discussed at these meetings happen to fall outside of the Enterprise Agreement
boundaries then such matters can, if acceptable to both
parties, be implemented immediately for confirmation
by the ECC in the future or can be held over for consideration by the ECC prior to any action being initiated.

5. BUC STRUCTURE
Such committees will be established within the Business
Units and be made up of duly elected Employee Representatives together with appropriate Local Management and if
required, Union officials and/or Senior Management as the
circumstances warrant.
6. GENERAL
Meetings—Will be monthly or as determined by the relevant
BUC . Will be chaired by Management initially, however in a
consultative manner with all participants.
Other Attendees—To be by request and as determined by
any BUC member as circumstances may dictate.
Quorum—Shall be a majority of equal representation from
all parties.
Minutes—An Action Planner (Attachment “C”) will be kept
for each meeting. Such planners are to be distributed within
five (5) days of the meeting to all participants, notice boards
or other suitable means, eg group discussion, Management as
determined by Management.

B.

SALES TO COSTS
BUDGET PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT TARGET
Ratio
1.06
1.06
1.07
Payout
1%
2%
This target is based on the ratio of sales in relation to the
cost of running the business. The budget ratio is 1.06. Incentive payouts will occur at the budget ratio of 1.06 (1% payout)
or higher if the achievement is 1.07 (the maximum payout of
2% will be made).
C.

ATTENDANCE
BASE
PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT TARGET
% Attendance 96.7%
96.5%
97.5%
Payout
½
1%
The attendance incentive is based on the attendance of
metro wage workers only and the target is above the historical rate of 96.7% which was up to the end of June 1996.
Attendance at work is calculated from a base of 38 hours
multiplied by the number of employees. full attendance
would equal 100%. The target takes into account the absence due to illness, injury and other reasons. The ½%
attendance incentive will be paid at 96.5% and the maximum of 1% will be paid out at 97.5%.
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Forest Products
MEETING TYPE:
WHERE—
PRESENT
cc

No.
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STANDARD PAL
ACTION PLANNER
DATE/TIME—

INITIATOR

•
•
•
•
•

PURPOSE
AGENDA

LOGISTICS: See Below
TO ACTION

ACTION

ACTION DATE

DATE
COMPLETED

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
NEXT MEETING DATE:
DISTRIBUTION OF THIS PLAN TO:

TIME:

PLACE:
OWNER:

ATTACHMENT “D”
GUIDANCE NOTES ON THE BUNNINGS/METRO SDA
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
INCENTIVE SCHEME
(EXAMPLE—page 1)
INCENTIVE TARGETS
1. Targets have been linked directly to profitability for the
timber and panel group and these are as follows—
a. Target 1—this is based on sales performance measured in dollars. The target at which incentives are
paid is based on an improvement against the six
months budget.
b. Target 2—this is based on the relationship of sales
to costs and again incentives are paid on an improvement above budget.
c. Target 3—this is based on good attendance for all
metro wage employees and an incentive is paid on
the achievement of 96.5% or better attendance.

.
.

The targets are shown on the next page and as you will see,
the targets for each of the incentives are stepped. The maximum total incentive for all three targets combined is 5%.
An example has been shown to calculate the payment that
would be made if targets were partially or fully met.
OTHER POINTS
2. After this initial six month period and with consultation,
the scheme may be changed to emphasise individual or group
performance.
3. Employees will be kept informed of progress in meeting
our targets as these will be posted periodically on the notice
board (most likely monthly).
4. Incentive payments are based on percentage of weekly
base rate of pay for the six month period. Tax will be deducted
at the applicable rate.
5. To qualify, employees must be in service at the date that
the incentive is paid. Employees who join the company after
the start of an incentive period will not be able to participate in
that six monthly scheme. They will of course be able to join
the next six months scheme.

APPENDIX E
EXAMPLE WAGES SCHEDULE & PROFITABILITY SCHEME
Example Wages Schedule
Profitability Scheme—Potential Earnings
6 Monthly Payment Table
SDA Employees Weekly Rate 6 Monthly Rate
$
Yard
453.50
Transport
463.50
L/H (3.4% on trans)479.26
L/H (6.2% on yard) 481.62

$
11,791.00
12,051.00
12,460.76
12,522.12

Incentive
0.5% 1.0%
$
$
58.96 117.91
60.26 120.51
62.30 124.61
62.61 125.22

1.5%
$
176.87
180.77
186.91
187.83

2.0%
$
235.82
241.02
249.22
250.44

2.5%
$
294.78
301.28
311.52
313.05

3.0%
$
353.73
361.53
373.82
375.66

3.5%
$
412.69
421.79
436.13
438.27

4.0%
$
471.64
482.04
498.43
500.50

4.5%
$
530.60
542.30
560.73
563.50

5.0%
$
589.55
602.55
623.04
626.11
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CLOUGH WA (KEWDALE) ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT.
No. AG 282 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Clough WA—A Division of Clough Engineering Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch.
No. AG 282 of 1998.
Clough WA (Kewdale) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
15 January 1999.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
HAVING heard Ms J Wesley on behalf of the applicant and
Mr G Sturman on behalf of the respondent; and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Clough WA (Kewdale) Enterprise Agreement,
No. AG 111 of 1997 is hereby cancelled and replaced by
Clough WA (Kewdale) Enterprise Agreement No. AG 282
of 1998, in the terms of the following schedule be registered on the 12th day of January, 1999.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Clough WA (Kewdale)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement No. AG 282 of 1998.
1A.—STATE WAGE PRINCIPLES
(1) In accordance with the terms of the State Wage Case of
June 1998 (No. 757/98) decision, there shall not be any further wage increases for the duration of this agreement.
(2) The parties to this agreement shall be bound by its terms
for the duration of the agreement.
(3) The parties to this agreement shall oppose any application by other parties to be joined to it.
(4) The terms of this agreement shall not be used to progress
or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other enterprise.
(5) The provisions of this agreement shall not operate to
cause any employee a reduction in ordinary time earnings,
or to cause a departure from the standards of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission in regard to
hours of work, annual leave with pay or long service leave
with pay.
1.
1A.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
State Wage Principles
Arrangement
Application of Agreement
Parties Bound
Period of Operation
Renewal of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Improvement Measures
Overtime
Resolution of Disputes
Rates of Pay
Income Protection Insurance
Safety
Hygiene
Equal Employment Opportunity
Transfers
Signatories to Agreement
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3.—APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement shall apply to the Clough WA Facilities at
462 Belmont Avenue, Kewdale, Western Australia, with respect to the Twenty (20) employees currently employed at the
Kewdale facility and all future employees engaged, prior to
the expiration of this EBA, in any occupation specified in Part
1 of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965.
4.—PARTIES BOUND
The parties to this agreement are—
(1) The Employer
Clough WA—A division of Clough Engineering Limited
(2) The Union
Automative, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch
5.—PERIOD OF OPERATION
This agreement shall operate from the 1 January 1999 and
remain in force until the 31 December 2000.
6.—RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
(1) Three (3) months prior to its cessation the parties shall
review the agreement at which time achievements in productivity and efficiency will be assessed.
(2) The parties acknowledge that renewal of this agreement
will be based on achievements gained and may not necessarily lead to additional wage increases.
(3) Following the process of review, this agreement shall be
renewed, replaced or cancelled as appropriate. In any event,
on expiry of the specified term of this agreement, if renewal
does not occur, clauses 7 to 10 inclusive shall cease to have
effect.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
(1) The provisions of this agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with Part 1 of the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this agreement and Part 1 of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966
No. 13 of 1965 this agreement shall prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
(3) All employees of the Clough WA working at the Kewdale
Facility will be covered by the provisions of this agreement
and the provisions of Part (1) of the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966 No 13 of 1965. This award being applicable to
the majority of the employees at the Kewdale Facility.
8.—IMPROVEMENT MEASURES
In order to achieve the main aims of improved productivity,
efficiency and flexibility, the following measures will be implemented—
(1) Occupational Health and Safety—
Improved safety procedures and the monitoring of
methods has reduced durations of time lost through
injury. With the co-operation of all concerned and a
determined commitment from management and employees, further gains will be made in this area.
(2) Quality and Reduction of Re-work—
Through appropriate training and application of
standard operating procedures and commitment from
employees to be responsible for the quality of work
within their control, there will be on-going improvement in these areas.
(3) Skills, Training and Development—
The Skills Enhancement Training Programme Committee ,which consists of an equal number of
employer and employee representatives, has been
formed to develop a training programme from workshop requirements, skills assessment, quality
assurance requirements and from consultation with
management and employees.
The employer will provide training opportunities to
enable employees to extend their existing skills and
acquire new skills with the express purpose of ensuring that the criterion of “competence” is met.
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
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The key objectives of the skills enhancement strategy will be to—
• Improve the quality of work, as well as the
efficiency and productivity of workers through
continual skills improvement and through the
gaining of new skills and knowledge.
• Develop and implement training relevant to
the Kewdale Facility.
• Identify current skills held and review skills
by competency-based assessment.
• Obtain where appropriate, certification of skills
by accredited organisations.
Through the implementation of the Skills Enhancement Training Programme employees at the
Kewdale Facility will gain the opportunity to acquire new competencies within their
Classification. This will provide employees with
an enhanced career path by access to training consistent with national standards.
The training strategy will be developed in accordance with this clause recognising that payment and
progression in classification will be based on skills
used not skills acquired.
Performance Indicators and Bench Marking—
Appropriate bench marks to identify critical features
of work undertaken will be established through consultation with the workforce.
Reductions in Sick Leave and Absenteeism—
Clough WA and its employees concerned will seek
to reduce the number of absent and sick leave days
taken. This will be achieved through monitoring, as
well as management making counselling available
to employees in an effort to improve performance in
this area.
Electronic Fund Transfer/Payment of Wages—
(a) Electronic Funds Transfer of wages for all
employees is to continue in its existing
mode.
(b) Wages shall continue to be paid on a fortnightly
basis.
Flexibility of Working Arrangements—
Employees will be required to work up to their skill
and competence, subject to being able to carry out
the work safely and being trained to do so.
Employees will have the option to accrue the penalty hours for overtime worked and utilise these
accrued hours as flexible time off during their ordinary hours of work.
Staff Assistance to Wages Employees—
Engineering, commissioning and supervisory staff,
under agreed circumstances, may use tools when carrying out inspections, equipment testing or instructing
employees, provided this does not in any way replace the jobs of employees covered by this
agreement.
Hours of Work—
The thirty-eight (38) hour week shall continue to be
worked on the basis of eight (8) ordinary hours Monday to Thursday inclusive and six (6) ordinary hours
on Fridays.
Ordinary Hours—
The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any
or all days of the week Monday to Friday inclusive
and, except in the case of shift workers, shall be
worked between the hours of 6.00am and 6.00pm
Monday to Friday inclusive.
Any time worked between this spread shall be regarded as ordinary hours, subject to there not being
more than eight (8) hours in any one day Monday to
Thursday and six (6) hours on Friday.
All time worked prior to 6.00am and after 6.00pm,
or, in excess of eight (8) hours on any day Monday
to Thursday inclusive or six (6) hours on a Friday
shall be overtime.
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(11) Overtime—
(a) No person will engage in “one-in, all-in” overtime practices or bans and overtime will be
made available, as required by the company,
to an individual or group, regardless of the
‘standard’ hours being worked at that time.
(b) Overtime rosters will not operate, but a record
of overtime shall be kept and used to ensure
that, where possible, based on skills and productivity requirements, all persons will receive
an equitable share of overtime.
(12) Supplementary Labour Hire—
(a) While it is the company’s normal practice to
employ labour directly, due to peaks and
troughs in the nature of the work, the company requires that there is flexibility in the
employment of labour.
(b) It is agreed that skilled and non skilled Labour Hire personnel may be employed as
required to meet the cyclic nature of work being performed, or when particular skills are in
short supply and time constraints or delivery
schedules do not allow for the practical and
economical training of existing employees.
(13) Tradespersons are required at all times to maintain
the quality of tools as issued, eg. rules, squares, measuring tapes.
9.—OVERTIME
(1) Employees have the option to have the payment of overtime worked each pay period made by either one of the
following methods—
(a) As outlined in Clause 14 “OVERTIME” of the Metal
Trades (General) Award—Part 1.
(b) Penalty rate earnings to be accrued and utilised as
paid leave in accordance with sub clause 2.
(2) Payment Options
At ordinary single time rate, with the penalty time accruing
to be used as flexible time off during ordinary hours of work.
Employees will be required to request, in writing to the
employer, their preferred option for the payment of overtime
worked.
This request will stand until either the request is changed, in
writing, by the employee or the maximum accrual as defined
in Subclause (3) has been reached.
If written notification is not received the employer will pay
all overtime worked as outlined in subclause (1)(a).
(3) Maximum Accrual
The maximum accrual of hours standing to the credit of any
employee will be Thirty Eight (38) hours.
(4) Utilising Accrued Hours
All employees wanting to utilise their accrued time as paid
leave shall be required to—
(a) take a minimum of Two (2) hours on any one (1)
occasion.
(b) give a minimum of Two (2) days notice, in writing.
(c) take such time off at a time that is mutually acceptable to both the Employer and the Employee.
The approval of such leave will not be unreasonably withheld.
(5) Payout of Accrued time
An employee can request, in writing, that a portion or all of
the accrued time standing to their credit be paid out in the next
pay period following the receipt of the written request.
All accrued hours will be paid out to the employee in the
first full pay period in December of each year.
10.—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
(1) Where a question, difficulty or grievance arises the employee concerned shall initially discuss the matter with their
immediate Supervisor.
(2) If the question, difficulty or grievance is still unresolved
by the discussion referred to in subclause (1) hereof, the employee and Supervisor shall discuss and attempt to resolve the
dispute with the Kewdale Manager.
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(3) Where the foregoing discussions fail to resolve the matter of concern, it shall be referred to a Senior Management
representative and an appropriate Union representative, at
which stage the parties shall then initiate steps to resolve the
grievance as soon as possible.
(4) While the steps in subclauses (1), (2), and (3) hereof are
being followed, industrial action shall not be taken. A minimum of seven (7) days shall be allowed for all stages of the
discussions to be finalised.
(5) After seven (7) days, if the grievance remains unresolved,
either party may refer the matter to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission, provided that any party reserves the right to refer an issue to the Commission at any
time. Provided that persons involved in the question, dispute
or difficulty will confer among themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes or difficulties before
taking those matters to the Commission.
(6) The parties will give each other the earliest possible advice of any problem which may give rise to a grievance or
dispute.
(7) No bans or limitations will be placed on the performance
of work while the dispute procedure is being followed.
(8) Clough WA will ensure that all practices applied during
the operation of the procedure are in accordance with safe
working principles and consistent with established custom and
practices at the Kewdale Facility.
(9) At all stages of this process, the emphasis shall be on a
negotiated settlement at the workplace level.
11.—RATES OF PAY
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING INCREASES
CLASSIFICATION

Welder—Special Class
Mechanic—Special Class
Boilermaker Marking Off
Electrical Fitter/Installer
Tradesperson (includes
Welder/Boilermaker/Fitter/
Machinist First Class/
Mechanic/Pipefitter
Crane Operator
Certified Rigger/Scaffolder
Unlicensed Rigger/Scaffolder
Tool & Material Storeperson
T/A Grinder

Current
647.66
647.66
642.05
636.61

1st Jan
1999
2.0%
660.61
660.61
654.89
649.34

1st Jul
1999
2.0%
673.83
673.83
667.99
662.33

1st Jan
2000
2.0%
687.30
687.30
681.35
675.58

1st Jul
2000
2.0%
701.05
701.05
694.98
689.09

636.61
587.71
587.71
571.85
554.04
539.48

649.34
599.46
599.46
583.29
565.12
550.27

662.33
611.45
611.45
594.95
576.42
561.27

675.58
623.68
623.68
606.85
587.95
572.50

689.09
636.16
636.16
618.99
599.71
583.95

(1) The rates specified by this Clause apply in lieu of the
wage rate prescribed by the Metal Trades (General) Award
and shall take effect at the first full pay period on or after the
date specified.
(2) Transfer of Employee
Should personnel be transferred to, or re-employed on, a
construction site, then prevailing site rates of pay will apply.
(3) Tool Allowance
The wage rates specified by this Clause include tool allowance as applicable. This shall be in lieu of any tool allowance
prescribed by the Metal Trades (General) Award No. 13 of
1965.
(4) Attendance Allowance
An allowance of $14.40 per day shall be paid for days worked
between Monday to Friday at the Kewdale Facility.
12.—INCOME PROTECTION
All permanent employees covered under this agreement will
be provided with twenty four (24) hour income protection insurance.
The income protection insurance will include—
• Weekly Sickness—100% of employees average
weekly income or $1500 per week whichever is the
lesser for 104 weeks. Payable after excess period of
7 days.
• Weekly Injury—100% of persons average weekly
income or $1500 per week whichever is the lesser
for 104 weeks. Payable after excess period of 7 days.
• Personal Liability up to $5,000,000
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Casual employees are eligible for cover after the first 4 weeks
of their employment on site. Employees who transfer to another site where no income protection policy is in place will
be eligible for extended cover up to 30 days.
13.—SAFETY
(1) All safety rules prescribed from time to time and applicable to the Kewdale Facility shall be adhered to at all times
by all employees.
Where safety footwear, glasses and/or helmets are required,
they will be provided by the Company and must be worn on
the job at all times in areas nominated by the Company. Failure to wear safety equipment or footwear may lead to
disciplinary action.
14.—HYGIENE
Crib rooms and toilets are supplied for the employees use
and are to be used for the appropriate purpose.
The displaying of posters, photographs, cartoons etc which
may cause offence to other workers or visitors to the workplace
including the defacing of facilities is prohibited.
Satisfactory standards of hygiene are required at all times.
15.—EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Company has developed an equal employment opportunity program which seeks to identify and eliminate
discrimination, victimisation and sexual harassment practices
that may exist in the workplace.
In line with this programme the Company will not condone
any form of harassment, discrimination or victimisation or any
such conduct that has the purpose or effect of interfering with
an individual’s work performance or creating an intimidating
hostile or offensive work environment due to intimidation,
innuendo or a display in the workplace of sexually suggestive
pictures, sexually explicit or offensive jokes/graffiti or physical assault.
Any harassment, discrimination or victimisation will be considered to be a serious violation of Company policy and will
be dealt with accordingly by corrective counselling and may
result in termination of employment.
Any employee who feels that they are a victim of harassment, discrimination or victimisation by any supervision,
management official, other employee, or any other person in
connection with their employment should bring the matter to
the immediate attention of their supervisor or a senior Company officer.
16.—TRANSFERS
The employment conditions and rates of pay contained herein
shall be suspended when employees are transferred to other
Clough WA workplaces. Casual rates of pay shall not apply to
employees transferred to other Clough WA workplaces.
17.—SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
...........................................................................................
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF
CLOUGH WA—A Division of CLOUGH ENGINEERING
LIMITED
...........................................................................................
DATED
...........................................................................................
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF
THE AUTOMATIVE FOOD, METALS ENGINEERING,
PRINTING & KINDRED INDUSTRIES UNION OF
WORKERS—WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH
...........................................................................................
DATED
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SERVICES
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSAAG 104 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Department of Education Services
No. PSAAG 104 of 1998
Department of Education Services Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998.
5 February 1999 .
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D Newman on behalf of the applicant and
Mr D McEvoy and with him Mr S Narula on behalf of the
respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the Department of Education Services Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission
on the 24th day of December 1998 and as amended, is
registered in accordance with the attached schedule on
and from the 24th day of December 1998.
[L.S.]

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
Public Service Arbitrator.

1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Department of Education Services Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope of the Agreement
Parties to the Agreement
Number of Employees Covered
Definitions
Date and Operation of Agreement
No Further Claims
Single Bargaining Unit
Relationship to Parent Award
Availability of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Objectives and Principles
Salary Packaging
Salary Increases
Higher Duties Allowance
Hours of Work
Bankable Hours
Surrender of Short Leave
Bereavement Leave
Surrender of Public Service Holidays
Access to Long Service Leave in Lots of One
Week
Payout of Leave
Sick Leave
Parental Leave
Signatures of Parties to the Agreement
Schedule A: Improving Future Productivity
Schedule B: Salaries

3.—SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT
This Enterprise Bargaining Agreement shall apply to all the
Department of Education Services Employees including Senior Executive Service Employees working in the Department
of Education Services who are members of or eligible to be
members of the Union party to this Agreement.
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4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Chief Executive Officer, the Department of Education Services and the Civil
Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the approximate number of
Employees covered by this Agreement will be twenty six (26).
6.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings.
“Agreement” means the Department of Education Services
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998
“Department” means the Department of Education Services
(DES)
“Employee” means for the purposes of this Agreement, someone who is referred to at Clause 3.—Scope
“Employer” means the Department of Education Services
“Government” means the State Government of Western Australia
“Minister” means the Minister or the Ministers of the Crown
responsible for the administration of the Department
“PSA” means Public Service Award 1992 as amended
“Union” means Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated
“WAIRC” means the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration in the WAIRC and shall remain in force for a period of
two years. This Agreement may be amended, varied, cancelled,
renewed or replaced during its term by consent of the parties
bound.
2. During the life of this Agreement the parties will continue
to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed at
increasing productivity. The parties agree that these issues may
form the basis of future negotiations.
3. The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
Agreement, except where the award rate is higher in which
case the award shall apply.
4. This Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
this Agreement by notification in writing to the other party
and to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent Agreement.
5. The parties agree to commence negotiations on a new
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement at least six months prior to
the expiration of this Agreement, and aim to complete negotiations two months prior to the expiration of the current
Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of this Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms of this Agreement or in National or State Wage Case
Decisions.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU). The SBU comprised of the Union party
to this Agreement and the Employer.
10.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Public
Service Award 1992. In the case of any inconsistencies, this
Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of any inconsistencies.
11.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every Employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. This Agreement will be kept in an easily accessible place
in each department of the agency, and this place will be communicated to all Employees.
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12.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
This dispute settlement procedure will apply to any questions, dispute or difficulties that arise under this Agreement—
1. The Union representative and /or the Employee/s concerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An Employee may
be accompanied by a Union representative.
2. If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
following the discussion in accordance with paragraph
(1) the matter shall be referred by the Union representative or Employee to the Employer for resolution.
3. If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
of the Union representative’s or Employee’s notification of the dispute to the Employer, it may be
referred by the Union or the Employer to the WAIRC.
4. Nothing in this Clause shall be read as to restrict the
rights of any party to refer a matter to the WAIRC at
any stage of the process.
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8. In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit Tax
liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements under this Clause, the Employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
9. The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
10. An Employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement
to salary packaging on request from an Employee.
11. The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this Clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the
WAIRC.

13.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
1. This new Enterprise Bargaining Agreement continues the
objectives of the previous Agreement. It will benefit Employees and the Department of Education Services by—
• improving productivity within the Department;
• rewarding Employees for improved productivity
achieved within the Department;
• improving the quality of working life for Employees
at all levels by involving them more in the corporate
planning for each office and in contributing to ongoing improvements for the DES as a whole; and
• developing the skills of Employees through provision of appropriate training in line with performance
management decisions.
2. The parties to this Agreement are committed to the continuation and enhancement of productivity initiatives designed
to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the Department
in accordance with the Department’s Productivity Improvement Plan at Schedule A.

15.—SALARY INCREASES
1. The rates in Column A of Schedule B reflect current salary rates at the time of registration of this Agreement.
2. On registration of this Agreement, Employees will be entitled to a 3.5% salary increase as detailed in Column B of
Schedule B for achievement of current/on-going productivity.
3. From the first pay period coinciding with a date 12 months
from registration of this Agreement, Employees will be entitled to a further 3.5% salary increase subject to the achievement
of the productivity targets as set out within the Productivity
Improvement Plan of Schedule A. The maximum salary increases are detailed in Column C of Schedule B.
4. An Employee shall be entitled to seek reclassification of
his/her salary level when—
• the work value and skills requirements for the position are significantly and permanently increased, or
• the position’s duties and skills requirements are comparable with other public sector positions which have
been classified at a higher level.
5. The new salary level shall be at the level of the first year
of the new classification in the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement salary level, except that all acting experience at the new
level or at a higher level will contribute towards an increment
at the new salary level.

14.—SALARY PACKAGING
1. An Employee may, by agreement with the Employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement.
2. Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the
Total Employment Cost (as defined) of an Employee, can
be reduced by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
3. For the purpose of this Clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
(a) The base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading;
(c) Non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
(d) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable component, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
4. Where an Employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the Employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
5. The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral in
relation to the total cost to the Employer.
6. The salary packaging arrangement must comply with relevant taxation laws and the Employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the Employee.
7. In the event of any increase or additional payments of tax
or penalties associated with the employment of the Employee
or the provision of Employer benefits under the salary packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs shall
be borne by the Employee.

16.—HIGHER DUTIES ALLOWANCE
1. An allowance is applicable where an Employee is directed
to perform some or all of the duties of a higher classified position provided that the Employee acts at the higher level for a
continuous period of more than ten (10) consecutive working
days.
2. If the Employee undertakes continuous periods of acting
up to 10 days these will be recorded in personnel records and
recognised as experience but no higher duties allowance will
be paid, and these periods will not be counted for incremental
purposes.
3. Proportionate higher duties allowance is to be used unless
it can be demonstrated that all duties and responsibilities of
the position are to be carried out by the Employee.
4. All higher duties allowance payments will be made at the
minimum point of the determined classification unless
Subclause 5 of this Clause applies.
5. An Employee will be entitled to receive annual increments
applicable to a higher duties allowance position provided that
the Employee has acted in the position for the annual qualifying periods and that the Employee’s performance management
report is satisfactory.
6. Higher duties allowance will apply to sick leave and public holidays provided the leave is not the first or last day of the
acting period.
7. Where an Employee who is in receipt of an allowance
granted under this Clause and has been so for a continuous
period of twelve (12) months or more, proceeds on a period of
normal annual leave or a period of any other approved leave
of absence of not more than four weeks, the Employee shall
continue to receive the allowance for the period of leave.
8. Subclause 7 of this Clause shall also apply to an Employee who has been in receipt of an allowance for less than
twelve months if during the Employee’s absence no other
Employee acts in the office in which the Employee was acting
immediately prior to proceeding on leave and the Employee
resumes in the office immediately on return from leave.
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9. In circumstances where an Employee is required to take
on additional workload not associated with higher duties, a
Temporary Special Allowance will be payable to that Employee
for the period in which the additional workload is undertaken.
17.—HOURS OF WORK
Normal Hours
1. The Employee’s normal hours of work will be an average
of 40 hours from Monday to Friday per week. Each full-time
Employee must work 160 hours over a four-week period.
Hours are to be worked in accordance with the Department of
Education Services’ operational requirements and at the times
set out below.
2. Employees Level 6 and above are required to work whatever hours are necessary to meet the requirements of the job.
For hours worked in excess of 40 in any one week , time off in
lieu at normal rates (time for time) may be available with the
approval of the Chief Executive Officer.
3. The office will be manned between the hours of 7.30am
to 5.30pm and a roster will be developed for this purpose.
4. Employees must work in the following core periods, unless agreed otherwise by the Chief Executive Officer, for
example, if they have urgent private business to attend to—
• 9.30am to 12.00 noon
• 2.00pm to 3.30pm
5. In addition to the core period, Employees may be required
by the Chief Executive Officer or Manager to be present at the
workplace at a particular time.
2. Employees may select their own starting and finishing
times within the following periods—
• starting from 7.30am to 9.30am
• finishing from 3.30pm to 7.00pm
3. Lunch may be taken between noon to 2.00pm and must
be a minimum of half an hour and with the approval of the
Employee’s supervisor, may be a maximum of 2 hours.
4. Employees who need to work outside the period 7.30am
to 7.00pm must have approval from the Chief Executive Officer to ensure that the work is conducted within the parameters
of the Employees’ work plan.
5. The Employer may authorise the operation of alternative
working arrangements in the DES, such as permanent parttime employment and job sharing, or teleworking or working
at home, or such other arrangement as is approved by the
Employer.
6. The continuing operation of any alternative working arrangements, so approved, will depend on the Employer being
satisfied that the efficient functioning of the Department is
being enhanced by its operation.
Recording Attendance
1. An effective monitoring system will be maintained for
hours worked and work output which can be used for the purposes of confirming hours of attendance and productivity for
payment and audit purposes. This will be the responsibility of
the Directors of each office within the DES.
Overtime
1(a) Approved overtime will only apply to Employees below Level 6 for overtime worked in excess of 10 hours in any
one day (Monday to Friday) or 45 hours in any one week and
on weekends and public holidays where it is undertaken at the
express request of the Employer outside the agreed hours of
duty as set out above.
1(b) For Employees below Level 6, where it has been approved by the relevant Director for officers to work between 8
and 10 hours (Monday to Friday), the following will apply—
Time can be accumulated as time in lieu, on a time for
time basis, to a maximum of 8 hours per week and a maximum credit of 40 hours at any one time. Such time in lieu
is not available during a defined period of bankable hours
(ie pre-specified peal periods of activity).
2. Time off in lieu or paid overtime will be calculated at the
following rates—
• On Monday to Friday it will be calculated at the rate
of time and one half for the first three hours and double thereafter except on public holidays.
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• On Saturdays before 12.00 noon it will be calculated at the rate of time and one half. After the
first three hours or after 12.00 noon, whichever
is the earlier, it will be calculated at the rate of
double time.
• On Sundays it will be paid at the rate of double time
and for work on a Public Holiday, it will be calculated at the rate of time and one half, and double
time and one half outside normal hours.
3. Arrangements for meal allowances and taxi fares should
be fair and reasonable but be subject to negotiation between
the Employer and Employee.
18.—BANKABLE HOURS
1. This Clause applies only to Employees working in the
Finance Section of the Office of Non-Government Education,
Department of Education Services.
2. The opportunity to accumulate a credit of bankable hours
is subject to verification of the Employee’s need to work in
excess of the standard hours at certain pre-specified periods of
peak work activity.
3. With the prior approval of the Chief Executive Officer,
up to a maximum of 8 hours in excess of 40 hours worked in
any week that coincides with a pre-specified period of peak
activity may be banked for clearing during a period of low
activity.
4. Application for credit hours submitted to the Chief Executive Officer for approval for banking in accordance with
Subclause 3 of this Clause must be on prior recommendation
of the Director of the Office of Non-Government Education
and must specify the peak work activity that necessitates the
working of excess hours.
5. No more than 40 bankable credit hours accumulated in
accordance with Subclause 3 of this Clause can be held for
clearance during a period of low activity and all hours in excess of this shall be forfeited.
6. Bankable credit hours accumulated during a calender year
must be cleared by 1 May of the following year and shall be
forfeited if not cleared. Clearance of credit hours in either half
or full day lots will be subject to the approval of the Chief
Executive Officer on the recommendation of the Director of
the Office of Non-Government Education.
19.—SURRENDER OF SHORT LEAVE
Short Leave as provided for in Clause 26.—Short Leave of
the Public Service Award 1992 shall not be available to Employees under this Agreement.
20.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
1. A maximum of three days may be approved by the
Employer for Bereavement Leave. The maximum will only
be granted under special circumstances: for example, where
the responsibility for funeral arrangements falls on the Employee.
2. The entitlement to bereavement leave will be on the death
of—
• the spouse or de facto spouse of an Employee;
• the child or step-child of an Employee;
• the parent or step-parent of an Employee or of the
Employee’s spouse; or
• any other person who, immediately before that person’s death, lived with the Employee as a member
of the Employee’s family.
3. Bereavement leave is not to be taken during any other
kind of leave.
4. An Employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave
under this Clause is to provide to the Employer, if so requested by the Employer, evidence that would satisfy a
reasonable person as to the death that is the subject of the
leave sought and the relationship of the Employee to the
deceased person.
21.—SURRENDER OF PUBLIC SERVICE HOLIDAYS
The two Public Service holidays that fall on Easter Tuesday
and the day after New Year’s Day will no longer apply.
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22.—ACCESS TO LONG SERVICE LEAVE IN LOTS OF
ONE WEEK
Employees may take a minimum of five days in any one
period of long service leave. Periods of long service leave must
be taken in multiples of five days. Employees, where possible, agree to cover each other’s workload for periods of four
weeks or less.
23.—PAYOUT OF LEAVE
1. An Employee may, with the approval of the Chief Executive Officer, exercise an option to receive payments rather than
taking periods of annual leave or long service leave accrued
prior to 30 June 1998, such applications being subject to the
following conditions—
(a) Availability of funds.
(b) The applicant must have taken 20 days annual leave
in the calendar year for an application for payment
in lieu of annual leave to be approved.
(c) Payment in lieu of leave will not exceed the
equivalent of four weeks annual leave and 13
weeks long service leave in any one calendar year.
However, applications to have greater amounts
of leave paid out will be considered when special
circumstances exist.
(d) The payment will be at the salary rate which would
have applied had the applicant taken the leave rather
than payment in lieu.
(e) Applications are processed in order of receipt.
24.—SICK LEAVE
1. All sick leave accrued prior to this Agreement will be
recognised and available during the life of this Agreement.
Any accumulated leave entitlements paid during the term of
this Agreement shall be paid at the rate applicable under this
Agreement.
2. The Chief Executive Officer shall credit each permanent
Employee with the following sick leave credits, which shall
be cumulative—
Sick Leave Sick Leave
on full pay on half pay
On the day of initial appointment
On completion of 6 months
continuous service
On the completion of 12 months
continuous service
On the completion of each
further period of 12 months
continuous service

40 hours

16 hours

40 hours

24 hours

80 hours

40 hours

80 hours

40 hours

3. A part-time Employee shall be entitled to the same sick
leave credits, on a pro rata basis according to the number of
hours worked each fortnight. Payment for sick leave shall only
be made for those hours that would normally have been worked
had the Employee not been on sick leave.
4. An application for sick leave exceeding two consecutive
working days shall be supported by the certificate of a registered medical practitioner or, when the nature of the illness
consists of a dental condition and the period of absence does
not exceed five consecutive working days, by the certificate
of a registered dentist.
5. The amount of sick leave granted without the production
of a medical certificate shall not exceed, in the aggregate, 5
working days in any one credit year.
6. The Chief Executive Officer may direct an Employee to
attend a medical practitioner for an examination or assessment,
where there is doubt as to the nature or extent of illness, or
where there is reason to believe that an Employee is in such a
state of health as to render a danger to fellow officers or public. The fee for such an examination shall be paid by the DES.
7. Where an Employee is ill during the period of Annual
Leave or Long Service Leave and produces at the time, or as
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soon as practicable thereafter, medical evidence to the satisfaction of the Chief Executive Officer that as a result of the
illness the Employee was confined to his/her place of residence or a hospital for a period of at least
• Annual Leave
seven consecutive calendar days
• Long Service Leave fourteen consecutive calendar days
the Chief Executive Officer may grant sick leave for the period during which the Employee was so confined and reinstate
Annual Leave or Long Service Leave equivalent to the period
of confinement.
8. If an Employee’s sick leave is exhausted, sick leave without pay may be approved on provision of a medical certificate.
9. An Employee who is absent on leave without pay is not
eligible for sick leave during the currency of that leave without pay.
10. No sick leave shall be granted with pay if the illness has
been caused by the misconduct of the Employee or in any case
of absence from duty without sufficient cause.
11. If sick leave has been accrued by the end of the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, each eight hours of accrued leave
is converted to one day of sick leave entitlement.
12. Where an Employee who has been retired on medical
grounds resumes duty in the Public Service, sick leave credits
at the date of retirement shall be reinstated. This provision
does not apply to an Employee who has resigned and is subsequently reappointed to the Public Service.
13. An Employee (at any Level) can use up to 5 days a year
of unused sick leave from his/her previous entitlement to look
after an immediate family member who is ill.
25.—PARENTAL LEAVE
1. An Employee is entitled to take up to 52 consecutive weeks
of unpaid leave for the birth of a child to the Employee or the
Employee’s spouse; or the placement of a child with the Employee for adoption.
2. To be entitled to parental leave, an Employee must have
completed at least 12 months’ continuous service before the
expected date of birth or placement; and give the DES at least
ten weeks’ written notice of his or her intention to take the
leave.
3. Absence on parental leave does not break continuity of
service of an Employee; and is not to be taken into account
when calculating the period of service for the purpose of this
Agreement.
4. Other provisions relating to parental leave are as provided
by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act (1993).
26.—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE
AGREEMENT
The Commission prefers that this Clause is on a separate
page on its own.
Signatories
Signed for and on behalf of the
Department of Education Services
…………………………… DATE: ………………….
PETER BROWNE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Signed for and on behalf of
THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION
OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED
…………………………
DATE: ………………….
DAVE ROBINSON
GENERAL SECRETARY
SCHEDULE A: IMPROVING FUTURE
PRODUCTIVITY
1. The parties to this Agreement are committed to the
continuation and enhancement of productivity initiatives
designed to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
the DES in accordance with the DES Productivity Improvement Plan—1998.
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2. The previous Enterprise Bargaining Agreement (registered
in December 1997) contained a Preliminary Productivity Plan,
which stated that a Productivity Improvement Plan would be
developed. If approved by Government, this Plan was to form
the basis for a 1% salary increase in August 1997 subject also
to achievement of the targets specified in the Preliminary Productivity Plan. A further unspecified salary increase was
flagged for payment in August 1998 subject to achievement of
productivities to be incorporated within the Productivity Improvement Plan. Through no fault of the Employees of DES,
the dates specified for these productivity targets were deferred, and therefore no salary increases to Employees have
been paid.
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pliance reporting, etc) and increase the proportion of the
workload associated with core functions. Given that compliance requirements of small agencies are similar to those
of larger ones, without a concerted and focused effort,
corporate activities can consume extraordinary amounts
of the DES resources. A Task Analysis Information System has been established to enable measurement of the
various proportions of workload. As information for several of the DES Key Performance Indicators will also be
produced from the Task Analysis Information System, the
System will be fully audited by the Office of the AuditorGeneral.
6. The Productivity Improvement Plan will comprise the
above key initiative as well as a number of more specific initiatives to ensure continuous improvement and maintenance
of quality. Staff performance review will continue to be undertaken and will incorporate identification of specific budget
savings for each Office.

3. Given that no salary increases were paid, and in recognition of the productivity savings in excess of
expectations set out in the Preliminary Productivity Plan,
and completion of the new Productivity Improvement Plan,
an immediate 3.5% salary increase is to be paid to the
Employees on registration of this Agreement. Actual
productivity savings of $98,323 equivalent to 7.84% of
the 1997/98 salary budget, were been identified. Similar
savings will be achieved from within the current 1998/99
budget and are expected to be on-going.

7. This Agreement provides Employees with the opportunity to receive a further 3.5% salary increase 12 months
from registration of the Agreement, subject to the achievement of all productivity targets and budget savings identified
in relation to the new Productivity Improvement Plan.

4. During the life of the previous Agreement, the DES
has completed a major review of its operations. This review was necessary because of the way in which the DES
was established on 1 July 1996 through the amalgamation
of several existing agencies and branches of agencies. In
order to achieve productivity benefits from the amalgamation, the DES needed to develop a more integrated
operation while ensuring that each area complied with all
Government requirements. As a result of the review, the
DES corporate mission, outcomes, outputs and performance information were revised, effective from 1 July 1998
(as published in the Government’s 1998/99 Budget Papers).

8. The effectiveness productivity targets are realistic and
should be achievable within the 12-month time frame indicated. In each year of the Agreement, the efficiency
productivity targets in the Plan will generate at least the
following—
• 7.84% of the salary budget in actual productivity savings (estimated at $100,260 in 1998/99 and $102,077
in 1999/2000), and
• 5% in notional productivity savings (estimated at
$64,000 in 1998/99 and $65,100 in 1999/2000) for
reduction of time spent on corporate activities.

5. During the course of the review, it was decided that a
key initiative to improve productivity should be to reduce
the proportion of the workload associated with corporate
activities (eg corporate services, corporate support, com-

9. The following Productivity Improvement Plan has been
agreed to by all parties to this Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SERVICES
PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN 1998
for
THE ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT—1998
Key Initiative

Measure

Benchmark

Success Indicator

Target 31/10/1999

Survey Minister and
Councils (eg AETC,
ECEC, and WAHEC).

Benchmark established from
outcome of survey completed in
August 1997:
HS/S
U
Minister 100.0%
0.0%
AETC
67.9% 24.7%
ECEC
95.0%
1.2%
WAHEC 86.7%
13.3%

Maintain or increase the % of
Highly Satisfied and Satisfied
responses in relation to the
benchmark.

Complete 2nd survey by August
1999 and maintain or increase the
% of Highly Satisfied and Satisfied
responses.

Maintain or increase the % of
Highly Satisfied and Satisfied
responses in relation to the
benchmark.

Complete 2nd survey by August
1999 and maintain or increase the
% of Highly Satisfied and Satisfied
responses.

EFFECTIVENESS
1.

Improvement in the quality of policy
advice and policy support provided to
the Minister and to the relevant
Ministerial Councils in terms of
appropriateness, responsiveness and
timeliness.

(HS: Highly satisfied, S: Satisfied, U:
Undecided)

2.

Revision and full implementation of
the Customer Service Charter by
improving the effectiveness of
support and services to customers of
the Department (excluding the
Minister) in terms of appropriateness,
responsiveness and timeliness.

Revise Charter and
undertake a survey of
customers based on a
more comprehensive
questionnaire.

Benchmark established from
outcome of 1st survey completed in
August 1998:
Highly Satisfied
Satisfied
Undecided
Dissatisfied
Highly Dissatisfied
No Response

46.3%
39.5%
6.9%
0.5%
0.2%
6.3%
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Measure

Benchmark

Success Indicator

Target 31/10/1999

Employee hours spent
on corporate activities
expressed as a % of
total employee hours.

36.8% of total employee hours
spent on corporate activities
(1997/98 benchmark as calculated
from the Department’s OAGaudited Task Analysis Information
System).

Demonstrable reduction in % of
total employee hours spent on
corporate activities.

Achieve and maintain a reduction
of 5% in total employee hours spent
on corporate activities within the
first 12 months which, averaging
across all employees, will result in
on-going notional budget savings of
approximately $64,000 equivalent
to 5% of the 1998/99 salary budget.

Dollars saved
expressed as a % of the
salary budget.

4.7% (1997/98 benchmark).

On-going savings of at least 4.7%
per annum in each of the 1998/99
and 1999/2000 salary budgets.

Maintain on-going budget savings
of $60,160 equivalent to 4.7% of
the 1998/99 salary budget.

EFFICIENCY
1. Reduction in notional labour costs
across all Offices of the Department by
reducing the proportion of time spent
undertaking corporate activities (eg
provision of corporate services,
corporate support, compliance
reporting, etc):


This applies in particular to senior
employees (Level 6 and above) whose
time allocated for performance of
core activities is reduced by the extent
that they perform corporate activities.



Employees will contribute directly to
the reduction in time spent on
corporate activities through improved
efficiencies in work practices
including adoption of technology.

2. Reduction in labour costs across all
Offices of the Department through
reduction in use of relief staff.
Specific initiatives contributing to this
reduction will include:


Maintaining current policy to provide
Higher Duties Allowances only for
periods of employee absence of more
than 10 consecutive working days.



Minimising use of contract relief staff
for receptionist absences by rostering
current employees when required.

Key Initiative

Measure

Benchmark

Success Indicator

Target 31/10/1999

1.

Dollars saved
expressed as a % of the
salary budget.

2.3% (1997/98 benchmark)

On-going savings of at least 2.3%
per annum in each of the 1998/99
and 1999/2000 salary budgets.

Maintain on-going budget savings
of $29,400 equivalent to 2.3% of
the 1998/99 salary budget.

0.84% (1997/98 benchmark).

On-going savings of at least 0.84%
per annum in each of the 1998/99
and 1999/2000 salary budgets.

Maintain on-going budget savings
of $10,700 equivalent to 0.84% of
the 1998/99 salary budget.

Reduction in labour costs across all
Offices of the Department through
reduction in employee overtime.
Specific initiatives contributing to this
reduction will include:

2. Increased use of technology to
provide customers with on-line
access to loan accounts thereby
reducing the time employees
spend answering routine
enquiries.
3. Absorption of extra workload
arising from increase in the
number of policy advices
prepared for the Minister for
Education and increase in the
size and complexity of the
loans portfolio administered.
Dollars saved
1) Reduction in labour costs for
routine information technology expressed as a % of the
salary budget.
support across all Offices of the
Department through utilisation
of in-house expertise among
core employees.

SCHEDULE B: DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SERVICES
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998—SCHEDULE OF SALARIES
Level

Level 1

Current salary prior
to registration of
this Agreement

U/17 yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs

$
12362
14447
16852
19507
21906

Salary on first pay
period following
registration of this
Agreement
(3.5% increase for
achievement of targets
within 1997/1998
Preliminary Productivity
Plan)
$
12795
14953
17442
20190
22673

Salary on first pay
period 12 months
from registration
of this Agreement
(3.5% increase
subject to
achievement of
targets in
Productivity
Improvement Plan)
$
13243
15476
18052
20897
23467
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SCHEDULE B: DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SERVICES—continued
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998—SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—continued
Level

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4
Level 5

Level 6

Level 7
Level 8
Level 9
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

21 yrs or 1st Adult
22 yrs or 2nd Adult
23 yrs or 3rd Adult
24 yrs or 4th Adult
25 yrs or 5th Adult
26 yrs or 6th Adult
27 yrs or 7th Adult
28 yrs or 8th Adult
29 yrs or 9th Adult
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

Current salary prior
to registration of
this Agreement

Salary on first pay
period following
registration of this
Agreement
(3.5% increase for
achievement of targets
within 1997/1998
Preliminary Productivity
Plan)

$
24064
24791
25517
26238
26964
27690
28525
29103
29957
30979
31763
32587
33458
34369
35621
36597
37602
38635
40051
41160
42302
44501
45987
47531
49134
51710
53462
55275
57211
60179
62233
64467
68099
70700
73926
77954
80676
83780
88474
93168
97860
102554

$
24906
25659
26410
27156
27908
28659
29523
30122
31005
32063
32875
33728
34629
35572
36868
37878
38918
39987
41453
42601
43783
46059
47597
49195
50854
53520
55333
57210
59213
62285
64411
66723
70482
73175
76513
80682
83500
86712
91571
96429
101285
106143

Salary on first pay
period 12 months
from registration
of this Agreement
(3.5% increase
subject to
achievement of
targets in
Productivity
Improvement Plan)
$
25778
26557
27334
28106
28885
29662
30556
31176
32090
33185
34026
34908
35841
36817
38158
39204
40280
41387
42904
44092
45315
47671
49263
50917
52634
55393
57270
59212
61285
64465
66665
69058
72949
75736
79191
83506
86423
89747
94776
99804
104830
109858
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DIAMOND CUT INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 249 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Ace Services Pty Ltd t/a Diamond Cut Concrete Sawing
AG 249 of 1998.
Diamond Cut Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Diamond Cut Industrial Agreement as filed
in the Commission on 5 November 1998 be and is hereby
registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CONCRETE CUTTING AND DRILLING AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Diamond Cut Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between the Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers
(hereinafter referred to as the “Union”) and Ace Services Pty
Ltd trading as Diamond Cut Concrete Sawing (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Union, its officers and members, and any person eligible to be
members of the Union employed by the Company on work
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covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately 6 (six) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Awards the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Union and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
Employees covered by this Agreement will be paid as Group
1 Builders Labourers. This Agreement provides for increases
in the hourly rate resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix
A—Wage Rates.
In addition to the rates prescribed in Appendix A—Wage
Rates, employees will be paid an all-purpose allowance of
$1.00 per hour, in lieu of Structural Frame Allowance.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for a site allowance of $2.35 or
higher as provided under Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will pay $50
per week per employee into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy Fund. When employees are working
on sites where the Union’s Commercial Construction Agreement does not apply payment of $40 per week per employee
shall be paid into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy Fund.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
When employees are working on sites where the Union’s
Commercial Construction Agreement does not apply 7% superannuation will be paid per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
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In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
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16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination.
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee. When the employer provides
transport to and from work, then fares and travel payments do
not apply.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Union:

The Company:

BLPPU

(Signed)
Date: 4/11/98
(Signed)
WITNESS
(Signed)
Date: 27/10/98
(Signed)
(Print name)

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of
1 February
signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
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APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner.
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to
be paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project
and in lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of
rates relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down
brickwork and the use of explosive powered tools which
will be payable to an employee when he/she encounters
that particular disability.
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4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.3 m
$1.85
Above $2.13 m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13 m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.55
Above $ 2.13 m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work, then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1 m
NIL
Above $1 m to $2.13 m
$1.25
Above $2.13m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the
area bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River
East to Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill
Street to Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street,
Lord Street to Newcastle Street, along Newcastle
Street to the Freeway, the Freeway South to the PerthFremantle railway line, along the Perth-Fremantle
railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road,
Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue
projected through to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastern side of Havelock
Street will be in the “CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
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5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contractor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedures
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the ,application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honored by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid to employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in values and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agree that a qualified nurse shall be engages where
the forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed
100 (one hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100
not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that
level. The nurse shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and shall terminate when levels reduce to
50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall
be waived if the project is adjacent to a hospital with a
public emergency department.
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17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%

GREGORY’S PLUMBING & PIPELINE SERVICES
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
AG 269 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Odin Central Services Pty Ltd
t/a Gregory’s Plumbing & Pipeline Services
AG 269 of 1998.
Gregory’s Plumbing & Pipeline Services
Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
2 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance from the respondent and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Gregory’s Plumbing & Pipeline Services Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission on 14
December 1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Gregory’s Plumbing
& Pipeline Services Industrial Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Productivity Improvements
Redundancy & Superannuation Contributions
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
16. Seniority
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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17. Pyramid Subcontracting
18. Income Protection
19. No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Odin Central
Services Pty Ltd trading as Gregory’s Plumbing & Pipeline
Services (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State
of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on major commercial or industrial building projects covered by the
terms of the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, No.
14 of 1978 and the Earthmoving & Construction Award (hereinafter referred to as “the Awards”). There are approximately
twenty (20) employees covered by this agreement.
For the purposes of this Agreement, a major commercial or
industrial building project is a building project undertaken by
a Head Contractor which has adopted the general terms of this
Industrial Agreement and which provides the wage rates and
conditions of this Agreement on the projects in which it is
involved.
The provisions of this Agreement shall not apply to building
works not classified as major commercial or industrial building projects or to works classified as civil construction works
which shall be subject in all respects to the Awards or such
other Agreements as may be entered into between the Company, its employees and the Unions.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing by both parties and shall continue in effect until 31 October 1999. The parties agree to
commence discussion on the terms and conditions of any future agreement not more than three calendar months prior to
the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement, the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be the procedure in Award No.
14 of 1978.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Awards. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay
and other matters pertaining to the employment relationship,
the provisions of the Awards shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates of pay, conditions, allowances and other
matters in this Agreement and the Awards, then the higher rate
shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agree on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement,
this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix A—Wage Rates in
respect of employees covered by this Agreement.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
The Company agrees to pay site allowances in accordance
with Appendix B—Site Allowance.
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12.—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
In consideration of the improved wage rates to be paid as a
consequence of this Agreement, the following work practices
shall apply—
12.1 Plant operations in inclement weather conditions
12.1.1 Plant Operators shall be permitted to continue
working during inclement weather until the
particular site is closed provided that the machines the Operators are working in are fitted
with air-conditioned cabs.
12.2 Flexibility of Rostered Days Off (RDO’s)
12.2.1 The industry nominated RDO’s shall be observed unless the particular site on which
employees are working is open for work pursuant to arrangements instituted by the Head
Contractor acting, within the provisions of a
Registered or Certified Industrial Agreement.
12.2.2 The Company shall abide by the terms of the
Head Contractor’s Registered or Certified Industrial Agreement in relation to employees’
RDO entitlements including any provisions for
taking alternate days in lieu.
13.—REDUNDANCY & SUPERANNUATION
CONTRIBUTIONS
13.1 Redundancy
The Company shall contribute $50.00 per week to the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy Fund in
respect of employees covered by this Agreement.
13.2 Superannuation
The Company shall contribute the greater of $60.00 per week
or 7% of Ordinary Time Earnings in respect of employees
covered by this Agreement.
The Company has advised all employees subject to this
Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying superannuation fund or scheme of their choice. The
Company shall be bound by the employee’s election and thenceforth shall make the aforementioned payment to the
employee-nominated fund.
Until an employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”). In the
event that an employee chooses some other complying superannuation fund, the Company will not unreasonably refuse to
agree to the change.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
14.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
The Company will supply to each employee, upon the completion of five working days, one pair of safety boots to be
replaced on a fair wear and tear basis.
Clothing issues to employees will be as follows—
(a) 2 T-shirts or work shirts, at the option of the employee, supplied once a year in December.
(b) Bluey jacket for each employee employed during the
period 1 April to 31 October (one issued per year)
or, at the request of the employee, the issue of Tshirts, work shirts or pullover to a comparable value
in lieu.
Where the working environment requires it, the Company
will also provide sun screen for use by employees and sun
brims to fit over safety helmets.
15.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. The Company will pay a training allowance at the rate of
$12.00 per week per employee to the Union Education and
Training Fund in respect of employees (other than casuals)
covered by this Agreement.
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2. By agreement with the Company, an employee shall be
granted leave with pay to attend courses conducted or approved
by the NBCITC for the purpose of acquiring skills or competencies required by the Company.
Application for training leave may be made by an employee
not less than four weeks in advance of the commencement
date of the course.
The Company shall not be liable for any expenses associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other than—
• course fees
• course books and materials
• payment of ordinary time earnings for attendance at
the course
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall
count as service for all purposes of this Agreement and
the Awards.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees wishing to seek formal recognition of their skills (recognition of
prior learning), and will approve leave as per sub-clause 2
above for this purpose where the skills are required by the
Company in undertaking its work.
16.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable subject to the availability of work and to reasonable
performance and conduct by the employee.
2. If retrenchments become necessary, the Company will
determine the order of retrenchment based on the capabilities
and past service of all employees covered by this Agreement
relative to the skills requirements of the Company at that time.
3. Where employees are of equal capability, preference shall
be given to the more senior employee.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. The Company undertakes not to engage in Pyramid Subcontracting.
2. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract has been awarded, subletting that sub-contract or part thereof to another
sub-contractor.
3. Where the Company does not have the technical capacity
to handle a specialist section of the subcontract , it may sublet
that section of the work to a specialist subcontractor. For the
purposes of this clause, drainage work is considered to be specialised work and established drainage sub-contractors may
be engaged by the Company to carry out such work.
4. Where the Company is awarded a sub-contract for labour
and material, it may award a labour-only sub-contract to another sub-contractor but it is unacceptable, as a principle, for
further labour-only sub-contracts to be let beyond this level.
5. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour however a machine owner-operator shall be deemed to
be a bona-fide sub-contractor.
6. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the dispute resolution procedures prescribed in the Awards. In
any event of disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated between the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken, no industrial action shall occur.
7. Any industrial action that may arise shall be confined to
the employer in breach of this clause.
18.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement to provide income protection in the event of injury
or sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through ACTU
Insurance Broking Pty Ltd (ACN. 069 795 875).
19.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
in respect of wages or conditions for the life of this Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
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Union of Workers—
Signature:………………………………………………..
Date:……………………….
Witness:………………………………………………..
Signed for and on behalf of the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—
Signature:………………………………………………..
Date:……………………….
Witness:………………………………………………..
Signed for and on behalf of the Company—
Signature:………………………………………………..
Date:……………………….
ROBERT S. MASTERS
Print Name
Witness:………………………………………………..
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES

Labourer Group 1
Labourer Group 2
Labourer Group 3
Plant Operator

Current
Hourly
Rate
$
15.11
14.59
14.20
15.75

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
15.56
15.03
14.63
16.22

1 February
1998
Hourly
Rate
$
16.01
15.47
15.05
16.70

1 August 1 February 1 August
1998
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
16.47
16.92
17.15
15.90
16.34
16.56
15.48
15.90
16.12
17.17
17.64
17.88

APPENDIX B—SITE ALLOWANCE
Note: THE RATES PRESCRIBED IN THIS AGREEMENT APPLY TO PROJECTS COMMENCED ON OR
AFTER 1 NOVEMBER 1997 AND WILL NOT BE FURTHER REVIEWED UNTIL 1 NOVEMBER 1997.
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement and shall apply to construction work undertaken by
principal contractors who are engaged in the commercial/
industrial sector of the building industry in the state of
Western Australia within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to
be paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project
and in lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of
rates relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down
brickwork and the use of explosive powered tools which
will be payable to an employee when he/she encounters
that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.80
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$2.15
Over
$4.4m
$2.75
Renovations, Restorations and/or Refurbishment
Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
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4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
Renovations, Restorations and/or Refurbishment
Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.50
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.70
Over
$4.4m
$1.95
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of
new and renovation work shall be governed by the majority of
work involved. For example, where the majority of work is
new work, then the site allowance appropriate to new work
shall be paid for all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.1m
$1.20
Above $2.1m to 5.8m
$1.50
Above $5.8m to $11.6m
$1.75
Above $11.6m to $23.6m
$1.95
Above $23.6m to $58.6m
$2.25
Over
$58.6m
$2.45
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the
area bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East
to Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street
to Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street
to Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway
line, along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within
the boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park
Road, Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in which site allowances are to be paid as per this
agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a
boundary road will be deemed to fall in one region and
the other side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall
in the other region. For example, the eastern side of
Havelock Street will be in the “CBD” and the western
side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to
mean the value of all tendered work which falls under the
scope of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents but the adjusted site allowance rates shall only apply to projects commencing after the date of the adjustment.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
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commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedures
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or after 1 October 1995.

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (ATTADALE
HOSPITAL) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1997
No. AG 4 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australian
(Union of Workers)
and
Attadale Hospital.
No. AG 4 of 1999.
Hospital Salaried Officers (Attadale Hospital) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1997.
27 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.L.L. Thomas as agent for Applicant and
Mr B.P. Walker as agent for the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 6th day of January, 1999 entitled Hospital Salaried Officers (Attadale Hospital)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 and subsequently
amended by direction of the Commission in the terms of
the following Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE
Schedule.

1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Hospital Salaried
Officers (Attadale Hospital) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1997 (“the Agreement”).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties
Area and Scope
Term of Agreement
Replacement
Relationship to Award
Hours
Family Leave
Parental Leave
Introduction of Change/Redundancy
Consultative Committee
Classification Review Process
Review of Contracted Hours
Signatories to Agreement
Schedule A—Salaries
Schedule B—Parental Leave
Schedule C—Redundancy Matrix
Schedule D—Classification Review Process

3.—PARTIES
The parties to this Agreement shall be Attadale Hospital (“the
employer”) and the Hospital Salaried Officer’s Association of
Western Australia (Union of Workers) (“the union”).
4.—AREA AND SCOPE
1. This Agreement shall apply to all employees eligible for
membership of the union and employed by Attadale Hospital,
whose conditions of employment are covered by the Hospital
Salaried Officers (Private Hospitals) Award 1980.
2. It is estimated that there will be 7 employees who will be
bound by this Agreement upon registration.
5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration
until July 1st, 2000.
6.—REPLACEMENT
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 5—Term of
Agreement, this Agreement shall continue to operate until it is
replaced by a new Agreement.
2. The parties agree to commence negotiations three months
prior to the expiration of this Agreement with the objective of
having a further Agreement finalised by the expiration of the
term of this Agreement.
3. If a new Agreement has not been negotiated within three
months after the expiry of the term of this Agreement, and
unless all parties agree to extend the negotiating period, the
parties agree to have any outstanding issues arbitrated by the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission or another agreed third party.
4. Provided that:
(a) the parties may at any time agree to vary or cancel
the Agreement in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979;
(b) the parties shall review the Agreement should the
total wage prescribed by this Agreement for any classification fall below the relevant wage rate stipulated
in the award safety net;
In determining the relativity of the rates of pay payable under the terms of this Agreement with those
stipulated in the Award, benefits available to staff
through this Agreement will also be taken into account.
Any such review shall be conducted in accordance
with State Wage Fixing Principles in operation at
that time.
Subject to paragraph 4(b) no other wage increases shall be
applicable to staff during the term of this Agreement.
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7.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
1. This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction with the Hospital Salaried Officers (Private Hospitals)
Award 1980 (“the Award”).
Where there is inconsistency between this Agreement and
the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of any
inconsistency.
8.—HOURS
1. Ordinary hours to be an average of 38 hours per week and
will not exceed 10 hours in any day or 160 hours in a 4 week
settlement period provided that an employee cannot be directed
by the employer to work more than an average of 38 hours per
week.
2. (a) Where a rostered shift is extended (by agreement) or
an additional shift is worked (above contracted hours) the employee may choose to—
(i) bank the additional hours (meaning that the worker
will be in credit)
OR
(ii) be paid the additional hours at the ordinary rate. The
payment for these additional hours can be paid for at
the time of earning them or at the end of the 4 week
settlement period.
(b) The banked hours system will operate as follows:
(i) banked hours can accrue up to 3 months at the option of the employee
(ii) banked hours not utilised at the end of the 3 month
accrual period will be paid at the ordinary rate, at the
request of the employee
(iii) banked hours can, with the agreement of management, be added to a period of annual leave
3. If the employee chooses to bank the hours, these hours
may be used for time off in lieu OR may be used where a
rostered shift is shortened or cancelled in accordance with
sub-clause (4). A worker shall be no more than 8 hours in
credit or debit for any settlement period, unless mutually
agreed.
4. The employer may request that a rostered shift be shortened or cancelled but can only do so where there is mutual
agreement between the employer and the employee.
5. Where a rostered shift is shortened or cancelled (by agreement between the parties) the shift will be paid for as rostered
and the hours not worked will be debited.
6. Time off in lieu shall be taken by mutual agreement.
9.—FAMILY LEAVE
1. The employer endorses the principle of enabling their staff
to access a reasonable amount of annual sick leave to provide
care to a spouse, partner or other family or household members.
2. An employee is able to use up to 5 days of his/her annual
sick leave accrual (non-cumulative) for the purposes of caring
for a sick family or household member/partner
3. Additional leave (paid or unpaid) in excess of these 5
days can be applied for, through the relevant manager, on a
case by case basis.
4. Staff will only be asked to supply evidence for taking
of sick leave or family sick leave where there has been
excessive amounts of leave taken or numerous single day
absences.
10.—PARENTAL LEAVE
1. This clause replaces Clause 18—Maternity Leave of the
Award.
2. Employees shall be entitled to parental and adoption leave
in accordance with the provisions of Schedule B of this Agreement.
11.—INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE/REDUNDANCY
1. Where the Hospital has made a definite decision to introduce major changes in production programme, organisation,
structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on staff members, the Hospital shall notify the staff
members who may be affected by the proposed changes and
the Union.
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2. “Significant effects” include termination of employment,
major changes in the composition, operation or size of the
Hospital’s workforce or in the skills required; elimination or
diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or
job tenure, the alteration of hours of work, the need for retraining or transfer of staff members to other work or locations
and restructuring of jobs.
3. The Hospital shall discuss with the staff members affected
and the Union, inter alia, the introduction of the changes referred to in subclause 2, the effects the changes are likely to
have on staff members, measures to avert or mitigate the adverse effects of such changes on staff members and shall give
prompt consideration to matter raised by the staff members
and/or the Union relating to the changes.
4. The discussions shall commence as early as practicable
after a firm decision has been made by the Hospital to make
the changes referred to in sub-clause 2.
5. For the purposes of such discussion, the Hospital shall
provide to the staff members concerned and the Union, all
relevant information about the changes including the nature
of the changes proposed; the expected effects of the changes
on staff members and any other matter likely to affect staff
members provided the Hospital shall not be required to disclose confidential information of which, would be detrimental
to her/his interests.
6. The Hospital has no desire to lose the services of loyal
members of staff. As a priority, it has been and will be the
Hospital’s preferred option to seek redeployment opportunities within other HCOA Hospitals for staff should the occasion
arise.
7. However, in the event of the closure of a ward, unit, department or hospital, or the elimination of a position the
following shall apply—
(a) the Hospital will consult with the Hospital Salaried
Officer’s Association throughout the process
(b) the Hospital will actively explore all internal redeployment opportunities for staff surplus to
requirements.
(c) a staff member seeking redeployment may be retrained for an available position on condition that
the staff member can demonstrate the necessary competency and experience for that position.
(d) where applicable, the employer will provide and pay
for the required training.
(e) all reasonable attempts will be made to ensure that a
staff member’s area of choice hours of work, previous employment classification and previous roster
patterns are met consistent with customer requirements.
(f) where a position is offered and accepted and average gross salary are less than staff member previously
received in their original position, income maintenance will be paid for 13 weeks.
(g) where redeployment opportunities have not been
identified the separation package to be paid to redundant position holders will be as follows—
(i) payment as per Schedule C—Redundancy
Matrix
(ii) provision of reasonable financial counselling
(iii) provision of reasonable paid time off to attend
interviews for alternative employment.
12.—CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
1. The “Consultative Committee” shall mean the Management and employee representatives appointed, nominated or
elected on a 12 monthly basis, as a group, to negotiate the
terms of this Agreement, according to the terms of reference
determined from time to time. Members of the Committee shall
be eligible for re-election for a subsequent 12 month period.
Representatives of the union party to this Agreement shall
attend as required.
2. The Consultative Committee shall meet once every 3
months during its term for the purpose of monitoring and resolving problems arising from its application. This provision
may be waived by a general consensus of Committee members.
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3. Other meetings may be called by any member of the Committee providing a minimum of 7 days notice is given. This
notice may be dispensed with by agreement.
4. In resolving problems arising from the application or interpretation of the Agreement the Committee shall endeavour
to reach a consensus.
13.—CLASSIFICATION REVIEW PROCESS
Employees who wish to have their classification level reviewed should follow the procedure outlined in Classification
Review Process as attached at Schedule D of this Agreement.
14.—REVIEW OF CONTRACTED HOURS
1. The employer has agreed to annually review the contracted
hours of work worked by employees.
2. This clause relates particularly to part-time employees
who have over the preceding 12 months been working above
their contracted hours.
3. The employer, based on an averaging over the previous
12 months, may vary the hours of the employees contract.
4. The employer shall conduct a review of the hours worked
by employees for the 12 months preceding the date of registration of this Agreement and shall vary the contracts of
employment of the employees who have been, on average,
working above their contracted hours.
15.—SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of
ATTADALE HOSPITAL
Michael Preece (signed)
___________________
Michael Preece
In the presence of—
(indecipherable)
___________________
Signed for and on behalf of
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS)—
Dan Hill (signed)
_________________________
Dan Hill, Secretary.
In the presence of—
Clare Thomas (signed)
_________________________
Mike Hartland (signed)
_________________________
Mike Hartland, President.
In the presence of—
Clare Thomas (signed)
__________________________
SCHEDULE A—SALARIES
1. The minimum rates of salary to be paid to employees
covered by this Agreement shall be as set out hereunder.
Column A: Award rate including the 3 x $8.00 Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment and the$10.00
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment of 14.11.97.
Column B: 5% salary increase effective from 1st December 1997.
Column C: 5% salary increase effective from the 1st July,
1999.
LEVEL
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

1st year of service
2nd year of service
3rd year of service
1st year of service
2nd year of service
3rd year of service
4th year of service

COLUMN A
21005
21395
21794
22116
22770
23420
24068
24719
25370
26119
26637
27402
28306
29009

COLUMN B
22055
22465
22884
23222
23909
24591
25271
25955
26639
27425
27969
28772
29721
30459

COLUMN C
23158
23588
24028
24383
25104
25821
26535
27253
27970
28796
29367
30211
31207
31982
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LEVEL
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
Level 9
Level 10
Level 11
Level 13
Level 14
Level 15
A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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COLUMN A
29748
30927
31544
32469
33420
34771
35475
36442
37437
38461
40433
41897
45090
46500
47961
50096
51846
54026
56201
58353
60529
64188
66838
69493
72492
75674

COLUMN B
31235
32473
33121
34092
35091
36510
37249
38264
39309
40384
42455
43992
47345
48825
50359
52601
54438
56727
59011
61271
63555
67397
70180
72968
76117
79458

COLUMN C
32797
34097
34777
35797
36846
38335
39111
40177
41274
42403
44577
46191
49712
51266
52877
55231
57160
59564
61962
64334
66733
70767
73689
76616
79922
83431

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level
1, may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not on age.
(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months.
(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the W.A. Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(d) Employees who are appointed to Level 1, Level 2,
or Level 3, and are under 21 years of age, salaries
shall be calculated using the following percentages
of the first year of service rate for the Level the employee is appointed to—
Under 17 years of age
54%
17 years of age
64%
18 years of age
74%
19 years of age
86%
20 years of age
97%
Notwithstanding this provision, the employer can appoint
an employee to the first year of service rate or higher.
(3) Salaries—Specified Callings and Other Professionals
(a) Employees who are employed in the calling of Medical Scientist, Scientific Officer, Dietitian,
Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist, Social
Worker, Speech Pathologist, or any other professional
calling as agreed between the Union and employer,
shall be entitled to Annual Salaries as follows—
LEVEL
Level 5/10 28306

LEVEL
Level 11/12
Level 13/14
Level 15
A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

COLUMN A
29721
29748
31544
33420

COLUMN B
31207
31235
33121
35091

COLUMN C

COLUMN A
36442
38461
40433
41897
43977
45090
46500
47961
50096
51846
54026
56201
58353
60529
64188
66838
69493
72492
75674

COLUMN B
38264
40384
42455
43992
46176
47345
48825
50359
52601
54438
56727
59011
61271
63555
67397
70180
72968
76117
79458

COLUMN C
40177
42403
44577
46191
48485
49712
51266
52877
55231
57160
59564
61962
64334
66733
70767
73689
76616
79922
83431

32797
34777
36846

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 5/10 under this clause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment.
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment.
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(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD Degree, relevant to their calling, shall commence on the third year
increment.
Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary
level qualification after appointment shall not be entitled to any advanced progression through the range.
(c) The employer and union shall be responsible for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for
appointment for the callings covered by this clause
and shall maintain a manual setting out such qualifications.
(d) The employer, in allocating levels pursuant to paragraph (b) of this sub-clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 5/10 for a particular calling/s.
(e) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months.
(f) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the W.A. Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
Schedule B—Parental Leave
(1) Interpretation
For the purpose of this clause
(a) “Adoption”, in relation to a child, is reference to a
child who—
(i) is not the natural child or the step-child of the
employee or the employees spouse;
(ii) is less than five years of age; and
(iii) has not lived continuously with the employee
for six months or longer.
(b) “continuous service”, means service under an unbroken contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of parental leave; and
(ii) any period of authorised leave of absence.
(c) “expected date of birth”, means the day certified by
a medical practitioner to be the day on which the
medical practitioner expects the employee or the
employee’s spouse, as the case may be, to give birth
to a child;
(d) “parental leave”, means leave provided for by
subclause (1) of this clause;
(e) “spouse”, includes a defacto spouse.
(2) Entitlement to parental leave
(a) Subject to this subclause and to subclauses (3) and
(4) hereof, an Employee, other than a casual employee, is entitled to take up to 52 consecutive weeks
of unpaid leave in respect of—
(i) the birth of a child to the Employee or the
Employee’s spouse; or
(ii) the placement of a child with the Employee
with a view toward the adoption of the child
by the Employee.
(b) An Employee is not entitled to take parental leave
unless he or she—
(i) has, before the expected date of birth or placement, completed at least 12 months continuous
service with the employer; and
(ii) has given the employer at least 10 weeks written notice of his or her intention to take the
leave; and
(iii) has notified the employer of the dates on which
he or she wishes to start and finish the leave.
(c) An Employee is not entitled to take parental leave at
the same time as the Employee’s spouse but this subsection does not apply to one weeks parental leave—
(i) taken by the male parent immediately after the
birth of the child; or
(ii) taken by the Employee and the Employee’s
spouse immediately after a child has been
placed with them with a view toward their
adoption of the child.
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(d) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any
period of parental leave taken by the Employee’s
spouse in relation to the same child, except the period of one weeks leave referred to in paragraph (c).
(3) Medical certificate
An Employee who has given notice of his or her intention to
take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to provide to
the employer a certificate from a medical practitioner stating
that the Employee or the Employee’s spouse, as the case may
be, is pregnant and the expected date of birth.
(4) Notice of spouse’s parental leave
(a) An Employee who has given notice of his or her intention to take parental leave or who is actually taking
parental leave is to notify the employer of particulars of any period of parental leave taken or to be
taken by the Employee’s spouse in relation to the
same child.
(b) Any notice given under paragraph (a) is to supported
by a statutory declaration by the Employee as to the
truth of the particulars notified.
(5) Transfer to a safe job
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner,
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the Employee make it
inadvisable for the Employee to continue at her present work,
the Employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be
transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the Employee
may, or the employer may require the Employee to, take leave
for such period as is certified necessary by a duly qualified medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as maternity leave
for the purposes of subclauses (10), (11), (12) and (13) hereof.
(6) Maternity leave to start 6 weeks before birth
A female Employee who has given notice of her intention to
take parental leave, other than for an adoption, is to start the
leave 6 weeks before the expected date of birth unless in respect of any period closer to the expected date of birth a medical
practitioner has certified that the Employee is fit to work.
(7) Variation of period of parental leave
(a) Provided the aggregate of any leave (including leave
taken pursuant to subclauses (5) and (9)) does not
exceed the period to which the Employee is entitled
under subclause (2) hereof—
(i) the period of parental leave may be lengthened once only by the Employee giving not
less than 14 days notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be lengthened;
(ii) the period may be further lengthened by agreement between the Employee and the employer.
(b) The period of parental leave may, with the consent
of the employer, be shortened by the Employee giving not less than 14 days notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be shortened.
(8) Cancellation of parental leave
(a) Parental leave, other than adoption leave, applied for
but not commenced, shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of the Employee or the Employee’s spouse
terminates other than by the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an Employee on maternity
leave terminates other than by the birth of a living
child, it shall be the right of the Employee to resume
work at a time nominated by the employer which
shall not exceed four weeks from the date of notice
in writing by the Employee to the employer that she
desires to resume work.
(9) Special maternity leave and sick leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an Employee not then on
parental leave terminates after 28 weeks other than
by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave)
as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, or
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(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences
of confinement she shall be entitled, either in
lieu of or in addition to special maternity leave,
to such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and which a duly qualified medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her
return to work.
(b) Where an Employee not then on parental leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may take
such paid leave as to which she is then entitled and
such further unpaid leave (to be known as special
maternity leave) as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work,
provided that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special maternity leave and parental leave shall not
exceed the period to which the Employee is entitled
under subclause (2) hereof.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (10), (12) and (13)
hereof, parental leave shall include special maternity leave.
(d) An Employee returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this
subclause shall be entitled to the position which
she held immediately before proceeding on such
leave or, in the case of an Employee who was
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3),
to the position she held immediately before such
transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available, for which the Employee is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable of
performing, she shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and salary or wage to
that of her former position.
(10) Parental leave and other leave entitlements
Provided the aggregate of any leave (including leave
taken pursuant to subclauses (5) and (9)) does not exceed
the period to which the Employee is entitled under
subclause (2) hereof—
(a) an Employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
parental leave, take any annual leave or long service
leave or any part thereof to which he or she is then
entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised absences (excluding annual leave or long service leave), shall not
be available to an Employee during his or her absence on parental leave.
(11) Return to work after parental leave
(a) An employee shall confirm his or her intention of
returning to work by notice in writing to the employer given not less than four weeks prior to the
expiration of the period of parental leave.
(b) On finishing parental leave, an Employee is entitled
to the position he or she held immediately before
starting parental leave.
(c) If the position referred to in paragraph (b) is not available, the Employee is entitled to an available
position—
(i) for which the Employee is qualified; and
(ii) that the Employee is capable of performing,
most comparable in status and pay to that of
his or her former position.
(d) Where, immediately before starting parental leave,
an Employee was acting in, or performing on a temporary basis the duties of, the position referred to in
paragraph (b), that subsection applies only in respect
of the position held by the Employee immediately
before taking the acting or temporary position.
(12) Effect of parental leave on employment
Absence on parental leave—
(a) does not break the continuity of service of an Employee; and
(b) is not to be taken into account when calculating the
period of service for the purpose of this award.
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(13) Termination of employment
(a) An Employee on parental leave may terminate his or
her employment at anytime during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with this Award.
(b) The employer shall not terminate the employment
of an Employee on the grounds of pregnancy or absence on parental leave, but otherwise the rights of
the employer in relation to termination of employment are not hereby affected.
(14) Replacements—
(a) A replacement person specifically engaged as a result of an Employee proceeding on parental leave.
(b) The employer shall, before engaging a replacement
under this subclause, inform that person of the temporary nature of the employment and the rights of
the Employee who is being replaced.
(c) The employer shall, before engaging a person to replace an Employee temporarily promoted or
transferred in order to replace an Employee exercising his or her rights under this clause, inform that
person of the temporary nature of the transfer and of
the rights of the Employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring the employer to engage a
replacement.
Schedule C—Redundancy Matrix
AGED LESS THAN 45 YEARS
Years’
Notice RedundTotal
Service
Period
ancy
(Wks)
1
2
4
6
2
2
5
7
3
2
6
8
4
2
8
10
5+
2
1 week
11+
for every
year of
service

AGED MORE THAN 45 YEARS
Years’
Notice
RedundTotal
Service
Period
ancy
(Wks)
1
3
5
8
2
3
6
9
3
3
7
10
4
3
8
11
5+
3
1 week
12+
for every
year of
service

* Pro-rata for less than any completed year of service
Pay means the ordinary time rate of pay.
Schedule D—Classification Review Process
1. The employer should allocate a salary classification level
in accordance with the value of the position taking account of
internal and external relativity’s relevant to the position, and
in accordance with relevant Wage Principles of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission. In arriving at an
appropriate salary level, the employer shall also have due regard for any qualifications which may be a prerequisite for
carrying out the position.
2. An employee may request a review of the classification
allocated in accordance with sub-clause (1) of this schedule,
at any time, where a significant change in duties and responsibilities has occurred, such a request shall be make in accordance
with sub-clause (6) and (7) of this Appendix.
No more than one application for a classification review can
be made by an employee in any twelve month period unless a
position is restructured.
3. If the employee or Union disagrees with the result of the
review, the Union may enter into negotiations with the employer with a view to settling the disagreement in accordance
with the Dispute Settlement Clause of this agreement.
4. If the parties cannot reach agreement as to the classification level of any employee, the matter may be referred to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
5. The effective date for any change in classification level
shall be the date upon which the letter of request is served
upon the employer.
6. The employee is required to work in accordance with his/
her job description and the employer’s policies and procedures.
The Employer may direct an employee to carry out such duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skills and training
provided that such duties are not designed to promote
deskilling.
The salary classification of a particular position will be established having regard to the work value of the position, and
appropriate relativities.
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If a job description of a particular position varies then the
employer will consider whether the changes are of such a substantial nature that he classification of the position needs to be
reviewed. The employer will discuss the situation with the
employee.
In general, reclassification requests will only be considered
where a significant increase in work value is demonstrated.
While comparisons with other similar positions will be considered in evaluating the request for reclassification,
comparisons should be relied on to justify a reclassification.
7. Work value for the purpose of reclassification of positions is defined according to the Wage Principles of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission as defined in the
following extract—
Changes in work value may arise from changes in the
nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or
the conditions under which work is performed. Changes
in work by themselves may not lead to a change in wage
rates. The strict test for an alteration in wage rates in
that the change in the nature of the work should constitute such a significant net addition to the work
requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification of upgrading to a higher classification.
In addition to meeting this test a party making a work
value application will need to justify any change to wage
relativities that might result not only within the relevant
award classifications structure but also against external
classifications to which that structure is related. There
must be no likelihood of wage “leapfrogging” arising out
of changes in relative position.

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (GLENGARRY
HOSPITAL) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1997.
No. AG 3 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australian
(Union of Workers)
and
Glengarry Hospital.
No. AG 3 of 1999.
Hospital Salaried Officers (Glengarry Hospital) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1997.
27 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.L.L. Thomas as agent for Applicant and
Mr B.P. Walker as agent for the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 6th day of January, 1999 entitled Hospital Salaried Officers (Glengarry Hospital)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 and as subsequently amended by direction of the Commission in the
terms of the following Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Hospital Salaried
Officers (Glengarry Hospital) Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1997 (“the Agreement”).
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2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties
Area and Scope
Term of Agreement
Replacement
Relationship to Award
Hours
Family Leave
Parental Leave
Introduction of Change/Redundancy
Consultative Committee
Classification Review Process
Review of Contracted Hours
Signatories to Agreement
Schedule A—Salaries
Schedule B—Parental Leave
Schedule C—Redundancy Matrix
Schedule D—Classification Review Process

3.—PARTIES
The parties to this Agreement shall be Glengarry Hospital (“the
employer”) and the Hospital Salaried Officer’s Association of
Western Australia (Union of Workers) (“the union”).
4.—AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to—
1. all employees eligible for membership of the union
and employed by Glengarry Hospital, whose conditions of employment are covered by the Hospital
Salaried Officers (Private Hospitals) Award 1980.
2. It is estimated that there will be 20 employees who
will be bound by this Agreement upon registration.
5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration
until July 1st, 2000.
6.—REPLACEMENT
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 5—Term of
Agreement, this Agreement shall continue to operate until it is
replaced by a new Agreement.
2. The parties agree to commence negotiations three months
prior to the expiration of this
3. Agreement with the objective of having a further Agreement finalised by the expiration of the term of this Agreement.
4. If a new Agreement has not been negotiated within three
months after the expiry of the term of this Agreement, and
unless all parties agree to extend the negotiating period, the
parties agree to have any outstanding issues arbitrated by the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission or another agreed third party.
5. Provided that—
(a) the parties may at any time agree to vary or cancel
the Agreement in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979;
(b) the parties shall review the Agreement should the
total wage prescribed by this Agreement for any classification fall below the relevant wage rate stipulated
in the award safety net;
In determining the relativity of the rates of pay payable under the terms of this Agreement with those stipulated in the
Award, benefits available to staff through his Agreement will
also be taken into account.
Any such review shall be conducted in accordance with State
Wage Fixing Principles in operation at that time.
Subject to paragraph 4(b) no other wage increases shall be
applicable to staff during the term of this Agreement.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
1. This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction with the Hospital Salaried Officers (Private Hospitals)
Award 1980 (“the Award”).
Where there is inconsistency between this Agreement and
the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of any
inconsistency.
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8.—HOURS
1. Ordinary hours to be an average of 38 hours per week and
will not exceed 10 hours in any day or 160 hours in a 4 week
settlement period provided that an employee cannot be directed
by the employer to work more than an average of 38 hours per
week.
2. (a) Where a rostered shift is extended (by agreement) or
an additional shift is worked (above contracted hours) the
employee may choose to—
(i) bank the additional hours (meaning that the worker
will be in credit)
OR
(ii) be paid the additional hours at the ordinary rate. The
payment for these additional hours can be paid for at
the time of earning them or at the end of the 4 week
settlement period.
(b) The banked hours system will operate as follows—
(i) banked hours can accrue up to 3 months at the option of the employee
(ii) banked hours not utilised at the end of the 3 month
accrual period will be paid at the ordinary rate, at the
request of the employee
(iii) banked hours can, with the agreement of management, be added to a period of annual leave
3. If the employee chooses to bank the hours, these hours
may be used for time off in lieu OR may be used where a
rostered shift is shortened or cancelled in accordance with subclause (4). A worker shall be no more than 8 hours in credit or
debit for any settlement period, unless mutually agreed.
4. The employer may request that a rostered shift be shortened or cancelled but can only do so where there is mutual
agreement between the employer and the employee.
5. Where a rostered shift is shortened or cancelled (by agreement between the parties) the shift will be paid for as rostered
and the hours not worked will be debited.
6. Time off in lieu shall be taken by mutual agreement.
9.—FAMILY LEAVE
1. The employer endorses the principle of enabling their staff
to access a reasonable amount of annual sick leave to provide
care to a spouse, partner or other family or household members.
2. An employee is able to use up to 5 days of his/her annual
sick leave accrual (non-cumulative) for the purposes of caring
for a sick family or household member/partner
3. Additional leave (paid or unpaid) in excess of these 5
days can be applied for, through the relevant manager, on a
case by case basis.
4. Staff will only be asked to supply evidence for taking of
sick leave or family sick leave where there has been excessive
amounts of leave taken or numerous single day absences.
10.—PARENTAL LEAVE
1. This clause replaces Clause 18—Maternity Leave of the
Award.
2. Employees shall be entitled to parental and adoption leave
in accordance with the provisions of Schedule B of this Agreement.
11.—INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE/REDUNDANCY
1. Where the Hospital has made a definite decision to introduce major changes in production programme, organisation,
structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on staff members, the Hospital shall notify the staff
members who may be affected by the proposed changes and
the Union.
2. “Significant effects” include termination of employment,
major changes in the composition, operation or size of the
Hospital’s workforce or in the skills required; elimination or
diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or
job tenure, the alteration of hours of work, the need for retraining or transfer of staff members to other work or locations
and restructuring of jobs.
3. The Hospital shall discuss with the staff members affected
and the Union, inter alia, the introduction of the changes referred to in subclause 2, the effects the changes are likely to
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have on staff members, measures to avert or mitigate the adverse effects of such changes on staff members and shall give
prompt consideration to matter raised by the staff members
and/or the Union relating to the changes.
4. The discussions shall commence as early as practicable
after a firm decision has been made by the Hospital to make
the changes referred to in sub-clause 2.
5. For the purposes of such discussion, the Hospital shall
provide to the staff members concerned and the Union, all
relevant information about the changes including the nature
of the changes proposed; the expected effects of the changes
on staff members and any other matter likely to affect staff
members provided the Hospital shall not be required to disclose confidential information of which, would be detrimental
to her/his interests.
6. The Hospital has no desire to lose the services of loyal
members of staff. As a priority, it has been and will be the
Hospital’s preferred option to seek redeployment opportunities within other HCoA Hospitals for staff should the occasion
arise.
7. However, in the event of the closure of a ward, unit, department or hospital, or the elimination of a position the
following shall apply—
(a) the Hospital will consult with the Hospital Salaried
Officer’s Association throughout the process
(b) the Hospital will actively explore all internal redeployment opportunities for staff surplus to
requirements.
(c) a staff member seeking redeployment may be retrained for an available position on condition that
the staff member can demonstrate the necessary competency and experience for that position.
(d) where applicable, the employer will provide and pay
for the required training.
(e) all reasonable attempts will be made to ensure that a
staff member’s area of choice hours of work, previous employment classification and previous roster
patterns are met consistent with customer requirements.
(f) where a position is offered and accepted and average gross salary are less than staff member previously
received in their original position, income maintenance will be paid for 13 weeks.
(g) where redeployment opportunities have not been
identified the separation package to be paid to redundant position holders will be as follows—
(i) payment as per Schedule C—Redundancy
Matrix
(ii) provision of reasonable financial counselling
(iii) provision of reasonable paid time off to attend
interviews for alternative employment.
12.—CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
1. The “Consultative Committee” shall mean the Management and employee representatives appointed, nominated or
elected on a 12 monthly basis, as a group, to negotiate the
terms of this Agreement, according to the terms of reference
determined from time to time. Members of the Committee shall
be eligible for re-election for a subsequent 12 month period.
Representatives of the union party to this Agreement shall
attend as required.
2. The Consultative Committee shall meet once every 3 months
during its term for the purpose of monitoring and resolving problems arising from its application. This provision may be waived
by a general consensus of Committee members.
3. Other meetings may be called by any member of the Committee providing a minimum of 7 days notice is given. This
notice may be dispensed with by agreement.
4. In resolving problems arising from the application or interpretation of the Agreement the Committee shall endeavour
to reach a consensus.
13.—CLASSIFICATION REVIEW PROCESS
Employees who wish to have their classification level reviewed should follow the procedure outlined in Classification
Review Process as attached at Schedule D of this Agreement.
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14.—REVIEW OF CONTRACTED HOURS
1. The employer has agreed to annually review the contracted
hours of work worked by employees.
2. This clause relates particularly to part-time employees
who have over the preceding 12 months been working above
their contracted hours.
3. The employer, based on an averaging over the previous
12 months, may vary the hours of the employees contract.
4. The employer shall conduct a review of the hours worked
by employees for the 12 months preceding the date of registration of this Agreement and shall vary the contracts of
employment of the employees who have been, on average,
working above their contracted hours.
15.—SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of
GLENGARRY HOSPITAL
Diane Jones (signed)
Diane Jones
In the presence of—
C M Gibson (signed)
Signed for and on behalf of
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS)—
Dan Hill (signed)
Dan Hill, Secretary.
In the presence of—
Clare Thomas (signed)
Mike Hartland (signed)
Mike Hartland, President.
In the presence of—
Clare Thomas (signed)
SCHEDULE A—SALARIES
1. The minimum rates of salary to be paid to employees
covered by this Agreement shall be as set out hereunder.
Column A: Award rate including the 3 x $8.00 Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment and the $10.00 Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustment of 14.11.97.
Column B: 5% salary increase effective from 1st December
1997.
Column C: 5% salary increase effective from the 1st July, 1999.
Level
Level 1
Level 2

Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
Level 9
Level 10
Level 11
Level 13
Level 14
Level 15

1st year of service
2nd year of service
3rd year of service
1st year of service
2nd year of service
3rd year of service
4th year of service

Column
A
21005
21395
21794
22116
22770
23420
24068
24719
25370
26119
26637
27402
28306
29009
29748
30927
31544
32469
33420
34771
35475
36442
37437
38461
40433
41897
45090
46500
47961
50096
51846

Column
B
22055
22465
22884
23222
23909
24591
25271
25955
26639
27425
27969
28772
29721
30459
31235
32473
33121
34092
35091
36510
37249
38264
39309
40384
42455
43992
47345
48825
50359
52601
54438

Column
C
23158
23588
24028
24383
25104
25821
26535
27253
27970
28796
29367
30211
31207
31982
32797
34097
34777
35797
36846
38335
39111
40177
41274
42403
44577
46191
49712
51266
52877
55231
57160
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Level
A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Column
A
54026
56201
58353
60529
64188
66838
69493
72492
75674

Column
B
56727
59011
61271
63555
67397
70180
72968
76117
79458

Column
C
59564
61962
64334
66733
70767
73689
76616
79922
83431

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level
1, may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not on age.

(c)

(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months.

(d)

(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the W.A. Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(d) Employees who are appointed to Level 1, Level 2,
or Level 3, and are under 21 years of age, salaries
shall be calculated using the following percentages
of the first year of service rate for the Level the employee is appointed to—
Under 17 years of age
54%
17 years of age
64%
18 years of age
74%
19 years of age
86%
20 years of age
97%
Notwithstanding this provision, the employer can appoint
an employee to the first year of service rate or higher.
(3) Salaries—Specified Callings and Other Professionals
(a) Employees who are employed in the calling of Medical
Scientist, Scientific Officer, Dietitian, Occupational Therapist,
Physiotherapist, Social Worker, Speech Pathologist, or any
other professional calling as agreed between the Union and
employer, shall be entitled to Annual Salaries as follows—
Level
Level 5/10

Level 11/12
Level 13/14
Level 15
A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Column
A
28306
29748
31544
33420
36442
38461
40433
41897
43977
45090
46500
47961
50096
51846
54026
56201
58353
60529
64188
66838
69493
72492
75674

Column
B
29721
31235
33121
35091
38264
40384
42455
43992
46176
47345
48825
50359
52601
54438
56727
59011
61271
63555
67397
70180
72968
76117
79458

Column
C
31207
32797
34777
36846
40177
42403
44577
46191
48485
49712
51266
52877
55231
57160
59564
61962
64334
66733
70767
73689
76616
79922
83431

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 5/10 under this
clause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment.

(e)
(f)
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(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment.
(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD Degree, relevant to their calling, shall commence on the third year
increment.
Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary
level qualification after appointment shall not be
entitled to any advanced progression through the
range.
The employer and union shall be responsible for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for
appointment for the callings covered by this clause
and shall maintain a manual setting out such qualifications.
The employer, in allocating levels pursuant to paragraph (b) of this sub-clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 5/10 for a particular calling/s.
Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months.
Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the W.A. Industrial Relations Commission for determination.

Schedule B—Parental Leave
(1) Interpretation
For the purpose of this clause
(a) “Adoption”, in relation to a child, is reference to a child
who—
(i) is not the natural child or the step-child of the employee or the employees spouse;
(ii) is less than five years of age; and
(iii) has not lived continuously with the employee for six
months or longer.
(b) “continuous service”, means service under an unbroken
contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of parental leave; and
(ii) any period of authorised leave of absence.
(c) “expected date of birth”, means the day certified by a
medical practitioner to be the day on which the medical practitioner expects the employee or the employee’s spouse, as the
case may be, to give birth to a child;
(d) “parental leave”, means leave provided for by subclause
(1) of this clause;
(e) “spouse”, includes a defacto spouse.
(2) Entitlement to parental leave
(a) Subject to this subclause and to subclauses (3) and (4)
hereof, an Employee, other than a casual employee, is entitled
to take up to 52 consecutive weeks of unpaid leave in respect
of—
(i) the birth of a child to the Employee or the Employee’s spouse; or
(ii) the placement of a child with the Employee with a
view toward the adoption of the child by the Employee.
(b) An Employee is not entitled to take parental leave unless
he or she—
(i) has, before the expected date of birth or placement,
completed at least 12 months continuous service with
the employer; and
(ii) has given the employer at least 10 weeks written notice of his or her intention to take the leave; and
(iii) has notified the employer of the dates on which he
or she wishes to start and finish the leave.
(c) An Employee is not entitled to take parental leave at the
same time as the Employee’s spouse but this subsection does
not apply to one weeks parental leave—
(i) taken by the male parent immediately after the birth
of the child; or
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(ii) taken by the Employee and the Employee’s spouse
immediately after a child has been placed with them
with a view toward their adoption of the child.
(d) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any period of parental leave taken by the Employee’s spouse in
relation to the same child, except the period of one weeks leave
referred to in paragraph (c).
(3) Medical certificate
An Employee who has given notice of his or her intention to
take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to provide to
the employer a certificate from a medical practitioner stating
that the Employee or the Employee’s spouse, as the case may
be, is pregnant and the expected date of birth.
(4) Notice of spouse’s parental leave
(a) An Employee who has given notice of his or her intention to take parental leave or who is actually taking parental
leave is to notify the employer of particulars of any period of
parental leave taken or to be taken by the Employee’s spouse
in relation to the same child.
(b) Any notice given under paragraph (a) is to supported by
a statutory declaration by the Employee as to the truth of the
particulars notified.
(5) Transfer to a safe job
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner,
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the Employee make it
inadvisable for the Employee to continue at her present work,
the Employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be
transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the Employee
may, or the employer may require the Employee to, take leave
for such period as is certified necessary by a duly qualified
medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as maternity
leave for the purposes of subclauses (10), (11), (12) and (13)
hereof.
(6) Maternity leave to start 6 weeks before birth
A female Employee who has given notice of her intention to
take parental leave,
other than for an adoption, is to start
the leave 6 weeks before the expected date of birth unless in
respect of any period closer to the expected date of birth a
medical practitioner has certified that the Employee is fit to
work.
(7) Variation of period of parental leave
(a) Provided the aggregate of any leave (including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (5) and (9)) does not exceed the period
to which the Employee is entitled under subclause (2) hereof—
(i) the period of parental leave may be lengthened once
only by the Employee giving not less than 14 days
notice in writing stating the period by which the leave
is to be lengthened;
(ii) the period may be further lengthened by agreement
between the Employee and the employer.
(b) The period of parental leave may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the Employee giving not less than
14 days notice in writing stating the period by which the leave
is to be shortened.
(8) Cancellation of parental leave
(a) Parental leave, other than adoption leave, applied for but
not commenced, shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of the
Employee or the Employee’s spouse terminates other than by
the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an Employee on maternity leave
terminates other than by the birth of a living child, it shall be
the right of the Employee to resume work at a time nominated
by the employer which shall not exceed four weeks from the
date of notice in writing by the Employee to the employer that
she desires to resume work.
(9) Special maternity leave and sick leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an Employee not then on parental leave terminates after 28 weeks other than by the birth of a
living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid leave
(to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly
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qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary
before her return to work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences of confinement she shall be entitled, either in lieu of or in
addition to special maternity leave, to such paid sick
leave as to which she is then entitled and which a
duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work.
(b) Where an Employee not then on parental leave suffers
illness related to her pregnancy, she may take such paid leave
as to which she is then entitled and such further unpaid leave
(to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly qualified
medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to
work, provided that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special
maternity leave and parental leave shall not exceed the period
to which the Employee is entitled under subclause (2) hereof.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (10), (12) and (13) hereof,
parental leave shall include special maternity leave.
(d) An Employee returning to work after the completion of a
period of leave taken pursuant to this subclause shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before
proceeding on such leave or, in the case of an Employee who
was transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3), to the
position she held immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available, for which the Employee is qualified and
the duties of which she is capable of performing, she shall be
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in status and salary
or wage to that of her former position.
(10) Parental leave and other leave entitlements
Provided the aggregate of any leave (including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (5) and (9)) does not exceed the period
to which the Employee is entitled under subclause (2) hereof—
(a) an Employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
parental leave, take any annual leave or long service
leave or any part thereof to which he or she is then
entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised absences (excluding annual leave or long service leave), shall not
be available to an Employee during his or her absence on parental leave.
(11) Return to work after parental leave
(a) An employee shall confirm his or her intention of returning to work by notice in writing to the employer given not less
than four weeks prior to the expiration of the period of parental leave.
(b) On finishing parental leave, an Employee is entitled to
the position he or she held immediately before starting parental leave.
(c) If the position referred to in paragraph (b) is not available, the Employee is entitled to an available position—
(i) for which the Employee is qualified; and
(ii) that the Employee is capable of performing, most
comparable in status and pay to that of his or her
former position.
(d) Where, immediately before starting parental leave, an
Employee was acting in, or performing on a temporary basis the
duties of, the position referred to in paragraph (b), that subsection applies only in respect of the position held by the Employee
immediately before taking the acting or temporary position.
(12) Effect of parental leave on employment
Absence on parental leave—
(a) does not break the continuity of service of an Employee; and
(b) is not to be taken into account when calculating the
period of service for the purpose of this award.
(13) Termination of employment
(a) An Employee on parental leave may terminate his or her
employment at anytime during the period of leave by notice
given in accordance with this Award.
(b) The employer shall not terminate the employment of an
Employee on the grounds of pregnancy or absence on parental
leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in relation to
termination of employment are not hereby affected.
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(14) Replacements—
(a) A replacement person specifically engaged as a result of an Employee proceeding on parental leave.
(b) The employer shall, before engaging a replacement
under this subclause, inform that person of the temporary nature of the employment and the rights of
the Employee who is being replaced.
(c) The employer shall, before engaging a person to replace an Employee temporarily promoted or
transferred in order to replace an Employee exercising his or her rights under this clause, inform that
person of the temporary nature of the transfer and of
the rights of the Employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring the employer to engage a
replacement.
Schedule C—Redundancy Matrix
AGED LESS THAN 45 YEARS AGED MORE THAN 45 YEARS
Years Notice Redund- Total Years’ Notice Redund- Total
Service Period ancy (Wks) Service Period
ancy (Wks)
1
2
4
6
1
3
5
8
2
2
5
7
2
3
6
9
3
2
6
8
3
3
7
10
4
2
8
10
4
3
8
11
5+
2
1 week 11+
5+
3
1 week 12+
for every
for every
year of
year of
service
service
* Pro-rata for less than any completed year of service
Pay means the ordinary time rate of pay.

Schedule D—Classification Review Process
1. The employer should allocate a salary classification level
in accordance with the value of the position taking account of
internal and external relativity’s relevant to the position, and
in accordance with relevant Wage Principles of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission. In arriving at an
appropriate salary level, the employer shall also have due regard for any qualifications which may be a prerequisite for
carrying out the position.
2. An employee may request a review of the classification
allocated in accordance with sub-clause (1) of this schedule,
at any time, where a significant change in duties and responsibilities has occurred, such a request shall be make in accordance
with sub-clause (6) and (7) of this Appendix.
No more than one application for a classification review can
be made by an employee in any twelve month period unless a
position is restructured.
3. If the employee or Union disagrees with the result of the
review, the Union may enter into negotiations with the employer with a view to settling the disagreement in accordance
with the Dispute Settlement Clause of this agreement.
4. If the parties cannot reach agreement as to the classification level of any employee, the matter may be referred to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
5 The effective date for any change in classification level
shall be the date upon which the letter of request is served
upon the employer.
6 The employee is required to work in accordance with his/
her job description and the employer’s policies and procedures.
The Employer may direct an employee to carry out such duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skills and
training"provided that such duties are not designed to promote
deskilling.
The salary classification of a particular position will be established having regard to the work value of the position, and
appropriate relativities.
If a job description of a particular position varies then the
employer will consider whether the changes are of such a substantial nature that he classification of the position needs to be
reviewed. The employer will discuss the situation with the
employee.
In general, reclassification requests will only be considered
where a significant increase in work value is demonstrated.
While comparisons with other similar positions will be considered in evaluating the request for reclassification,
comparisons should be relied on to justify a reclassification.
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7. Work value for the purpose of reclassification of positions is defined according to the Wage Principles of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission as defined in the
following extract—
Changes in work value may arise from changes in the
nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or
the conditions under which work is performed. Changes
in work by themselves may not lead to a change in wage
rates. The strict test for an alteration in wage rates in
that the change in the nature of the work should constitute such a significant net addition to the work
requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification of upgrading to a higher classification.
In addition to meeting this test a party making a work
value application will need to justify any change to wage
relativities that might result not only within the relevant
award classifications structure but also against external
classifications to which that structure is related. There
must be no likelihood of wage “leapfrogging” arising out
of changes in relative position.

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS
METROPOLITAN HEALTH SERVICE BOARD
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSAAG 3 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)
and
Metropolitan Health Service Board.
No. PSAAG 3 of 1999.
Hospital Salaried Officers Metropolitan Health Service
Board Enterprise Agreement 1999.
19 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C. D. Panizza as agent for the Applicant
and Mr S. Barton on behalf of Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
1. THAT the agreement made between the parties as
lodged in the Commission on the 13th day of January, 1999 entitled Hospital Salaried Officers
Metropolitan Health Service Board Enterprise Agreement 1999 and as subsequently amended by direction
of the Commission in the terms of the following
Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement in
replacement of the following industrial agreements
which are hereby cancelled—
Hospital Salaried Officers Royal Perth Hospital Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997
(PSA AG 11 of 1997), Hospital Salaried Officers Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1997 (PSA AG 12 of
1997), Hospital Salaried Officers Bentley
Health Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 (PSA AG 14 of 1997), Hospital
Salaried Officers King Edward Memorial and
Princess Margaret Hospitals Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 (PSA AG 22 of
1997), Hospital Salaried Officers Swan Health
Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1997 (PSA AG 24 of 1997), Hospital Salaried
Officers Kalamunda Health Service Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1997 (PSA AG 25 of
1997), Hospital Salaried Officers Armadale
Health Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 (PSA AG 29 of 1997), Hospital
Salaried Officers Armadale Health Service
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997
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(PSA AG 14 of 1998), Hospital Salaried Officers North Metropolitan Health Service
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998 (PSA
AG 15 of 1998) and Hospital Salaried Officers Rockingham-Kwinana Health Service
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 (PSA
AG 16 of 1998).
2. THAT the PMH/KEMH Patient Information Management Services Part Time Workers Order of 1998
(No. P 33 of 1998) be and is hereby repealed.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be titled the Hospital Salaried Officers
Metropolitan Health Service Board Enterprise Agreement
1999.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Purpose of Agreement
Application and Parties Bound
Term of Agreement
No Extra Claims
Objectives, Principles and Commitments
Framework and Principles for Identifying Productivity Improvements and Bargaining
Awards, Agreements and Workplace Agreements
Rates of Pay and their Adjustment
Resources for Ongoing Productivity Improvement
and Further Enterprise Bargaining Negotiations
Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures
Hours
Part-Time Employees
Medical Imaging Technologists
Public Holidays
Long Service Leave
Sick Leave
Taking of Annual Leave
Family, Bereavement and Personal Leave
Parental Leave
Award Consolidation
Higher Duties
Allowances
Overpayments
Contract of Service—Probation
Travelling Allowance
Mobility
Skills Acquisition, Training and Employee Development
Salary Packaging
Salaries
Review of Corporate & Support Services
Establishment of Competencies for Levels 1 & 2
Review of Sick Leave Management
Ratification
ATTACHMENT 1—Model for Identifying Productivity Increases
ATTACHMENT 2—Award Amendments

3.—PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement aims to achieve improvements in
productivity and efficiency and the enhanced performance of
the Metropolitan Health Service Board along with allowing
the benefits from those improvements to be shared by
employees, the Metropolitan Health Service Board and the
Government on behalf of the Community.
(2) This Agreement places priority on the parties at
Metropolitan Health Service Board taking responsibility for
their own human resource and labour relations affairs and
reaching agreement on issues appropriate to the Metropolitan
Health Service Board.
4.—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
(1) This agreement applies to the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) (HSOA),
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the Employees covered by the Hospital Salaried Officer’s
Award No. 39 of 1968 and employed by the Metropolitan
Health Service Board, and the Metropolitan Health Service
Board (MHSB).
(2) The estimated number of employees bound by this
Agreement at the time of registration is 5000.
(3) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 (hereafter
sometimes referred to as “the Award”) and shall replace the
provisions of that Award where expressly stated herein.
Wherever there is an inconsistency between the Agreement
and the Award, the Agreement shall take precedence.
(4) This Agreement cancels and replaces the following
agreements; PSA AG11/1997, PSA AG12/1997, PSA AG14/
1997, PSA AG22/1997, PSA AG24/1997, PSA AG25/1997,
PSA AG29/1997, PSA AG14/1998, PSA AG15/1998 and PSA
AG16/1998.
5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of
Registration until its expiry 30 months after the date of
registration.
(2) The parties to this Agreement agree to re-open
negotiations at least no later than six months prior to the expiry
of this Agreement.
6.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
Subject to the terms of this agreement, for life of the
agreement, the HSOA shall make no further claims on the
MHSB.
7.—OBJECTIVES, PRINCIPLES AND COMMITMENTS
(1) The parties agree that the objectives of this Agreement
are to—
(a) improve the productivity and efficiency of the
MHSB;
(b) facilitate greater flexibility in the management of
conditions and work arrangements across the MHSB;
(c) ensure high quality patient services in a safe, healthy
and equitable work environment;
(d) ensure high quality of employment and jobs; and
(e) provide a pathway to providing a wage increase to
employees based upon the achievement of improved
productivity and efficiency.
(2) By—
(a) ensuring that gains achieved through agreed improved productivity and changes in workplace culture
are shared by employees, MHSB and its clients and
the Government on behalf of the community;
(b) ensuring that the MHSB operates in a manner consistent with the principles outlined in Section 7 of
the Public Sector Management Act;
(c) developing and pursuing changes on a co-operative
basis; and
(d) ensuring that the MHSB operates as effectively, efficiently and competitively as possible.
(3) The Hospital Salaried Officers Association and the
MHSB, Management and Employees bound by this Agreement
are committed to—
(a) Support and actively contribute to health service continuous quality improvement, including best practice,
where best practice—
(i) is simply the best way of doing things;
(ii) is a continuous improvement process which
involves constantly changing, adapting and
integrating related approaches to health service issues;
(iii) practices are not fixed and not restricted to an
examination of costs, but also include quality
and delivery issues;
(iv) is outcome rather than simply activity based;
(v) provides the processes, structures, rights and
obligations that are essential to ensure that the
full capacity for innovation of employees is
fully and effectively used;
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(vi) depends on effective training, empowerment
and participation of both management and
employees to acquire and utilise the skills
which are necessary to effectively develop,
implement and evaluate the change process;
and
(vii) are to be based on the following principles—
• customer/patient focus
• management commitment
• employee participation
• leadership
• information analysis
• policies and plans
• appropriate standards
• hospital/health service performance
• cost effectiveness
• working smarter
(b) Support the clinical, teaching, research and organisational goals of the health service and contribute to
the achievement of those goals as active members of
the health service community.
(c) Support and actively contribute to the achievement
and/or maintenance of ACHS Accreditation.
(d) Actively contribute to the achievement of health service budgets.
(e) Assist with achieving Health Department defined
waiting list priorities and day surgery targets.
(f) Co-operate with the development and implementation of strategies to achieve length of stay targets.
(g) Participate in a Multi-disciplinary approach to patient care.
(h) The principles of public sector administration; in
particular to the principles contained in Sections 7, 8
and 9 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.
(4) In addition, the MHSB is committed to facilitating and
encouraging the participation and commitment of employees.
8.—FRAMEWORK AND PRINCIPLES FOR
IDENTIFYING PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
AND BARGAINING
(1) (a) Following the receipt of a request from the HSOA to
negotiate a new Agreement, in accordance with Clause 5. Term of Agreement, a representative from the MHSB will meet
with a representative from the HSOA to discuss the request as
soon as practicable but in any event within five working days
of the receipt of the request.
These discussions should include process issues such as what
sort of bargaining mechanism will be established, what
consultative process can be used or needs to be put in place,
possible initiatives to be considered and the time frame.
Negotiations will be conducted in a manner and time frame
agreed by the parties to this Agreement.
(b) The negotiations should occur on the basis of a broad
agenda of initiatives designed to improve efficiency,
effectiveness, productivity, patient care and flexibility within
the MHSB.
(c) The agenda should include but not be limited to—
(i) changes in work organisation, job design and working patterns and arrangements;
(ii) examination of terms and conditions of employment
to ensure they are suited to the MHSB’s operational
requirements;
(iii) identification and implementation of best practice
across all areas of service delivery;
(iv) (i), (ii) and (iii) can be achieved by means including
but not limited to—
(aa) new training and skills development programs
as and where required;
(bb) the optimum use of human and capital resources including new technology;
(cc) quality assurance and continuous improvement
programs;
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(dd) having due regard to operational requirements,
allowing sufficient flexibility to enable employees to meet their family responsibilities;
and
(ee) active occupational health and safety risk reduction, training and rehabilitation programs.
(2) In negotiating further salary increases in return for
productivity improvements, the parties should ensure that the
following issues have been addressed and/or applied—
(a) Productivity Improvements
Productivity improvements are changes which increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the MHSB
in meeting its agreed and contracted service programs
and outcomes. Productivity improvements may be
related to work practices or arrangements. They may
be things which go to minimise the cost of what is
done, to the way things are done, to when they are
done, to the quality of what is done or to improve the
ability of the provider to meet patient and customer
needs. They may or may not require changes from
Award conditions.
Without limiting any of the above, in practice, the
primary focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the
workplace is likely to be on best practice, efficiency,
effectiveness, competitiveness, cost savings, and
quality of employment.
(b) Sharing Gains from Productivity Improvement
The parties accept that there is no precise formula
for the sharing of gains from productivity improvements, but in any agreement, in addition to employee
benefits, there must be a clear and specific return to
the MHSB and/or the Government. Productivity
improvements may be related to work practices or
arrangements, subject to acceptance that where capital expenditure requires changes in work methods
and/or the number of employees and the changes are
of a nature that enhances the investment, it shall
qualify as a productivity improvement, provided that
there is a net quantifiable benefit to the MHSB.
Any agreement reached should not rely primarily on
improvements which are merely the result of new
technology or financial reforms or other such initiatives. For example; in the case of capital investment
(technology), changes arising from capital expenditure for which the MHSB takes the risk and which
require a reasonable return on the funds invested, do
not necessarily count as a productivity improvement.
The treatment of improved efficiency arising from
major capital expenditure is to be agreed by the
MHSB and the HSOA and shall take into account
factors such as the cost of capital.
Where employees repackage or exchange employment conditions, all or most of the saving or
productivity improvement made by the MHSB can
be returned to the employees.
(c) Identifying Productivity Increases
To assist in identifying and negotiating productivity
improvements during the life of this agreement and
in negotiating the next agreement a model for identifying productivity increases is contained in
Attachment 1.
9.—AWARDS, AGREEMENTS AND WORKPLACE
AGREEMENTS
(1) Relationship Between Agreements and Awards
Consistent with the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the
State Wage Principles, this Agreement shall provide the whole
of the employees’ wage increases for the life of the Agreement.
(2) Choice between this Agreement and Workplace
Agreements
(a) The parties accept that Employees will be given an informed and free choice between this Agreement and Workplace
Agreements;
(b) To facilitate the making of an informed and free choice—
(i) Employees who are to be offered a choice between
this Agreement and a workplace agreement may only
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be required to indicate their choice after the employee
has been offered the position.
(ii) Where an employee has been offered a choice the
employee shall have a minimum of seven days in
which to decide which alternative to take, provided
that where it is necessary to fill a position within a
period of less than seven days or where an employer
agrees to an employee commencing within a period
of less than seven days, the employee shall have up
to the date of formal acceptance.
(iii) The employee shall be provided with—
(aa) a copy of an agreed summary of this Agreement; and
(bb) a copy of a summary of the Workplace Agreement.
(iv) At the request of an employee, the employee shall
be provided with;
(aa) access to a copy of this Agreement and the
Workplace Agreement;
(bb) any other relevant documentation, such as information on salary packaging; and
(cc) information on where they can obtain further
advice and on how to contact the Union.
For its part, the HSOA undertakes to advise all employees
on the matter of choice whether or not they are members of
the HSOA.
(c) If agreement on any aspect of this clause is not able to be
reached the dispute settlement procedure set out in Clause 12
of this Agreement is to be followed.
(3) By agreement between the employer and the employee,
an employee who has signed a Workplace Agreement prior to
the registration of this S.41 Industrial Agreement can revisit
the Workplace Agreement in light of this Agreement.
(4) All staff transferred or redeployed to the MHSB from
within the Public Sector or within the Government Health Industry may be offered the choice of a Workplace Agreement
or this Agreement subject to the discretion of the MHSB.
(5) All promotional positions and new staff recruited by the
MHSB from outside the Public Sector may be provided with
the choice of a Workplace Agreement or this Agreement, subject to the discretion of the MHSB.
(6) In the exercising of the discretion to only offer a
Workplace Agreement under subclauses (4) and (5) of this
clause, the MHSB shall ensure that the decision to only offer
a Workplace Agreement is made for legitimate operational
reasons. In exercising their discretion to only offer a Workplace
Agreement, the MHSB is to liaise with the HSOA to ensure it
is not done to circumvent the option of choice.
10.—RATES OF PAY AND THEIR ADJUSTMENT
This Agreement provides for the following salary increases—
(a) 3.0% from 1 January 1999;
(b) 2.5% 12 months after the date of registration
(c) 2.0% 24 months after the date of registration. The
final payment of 2% may be supplemented by an
additional productivity dividend. Negotiations of any
productivity dividend are to commence no later than
1 July, 2000. Any dividend paid under this arrangement is subject to real cash savings being identified,
in excess of those savings required to fund the above
payments, and will be limited by Government wages
policy.
The effective rates are shown in Clause 31—Salaries of this
Agreement.
11.—RESOURCES FOR ONGOING PRODUCTIVITY
IMPROVEMENT AND FURTHER ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING NEGOTIATIONS
(1) It is recognised that enterprise bargaining places considerable obligations upon the parties at the MHSB.
(2) (a) To assist in meeting these obligations, the MHSB
will assist by providing appropriate resources having regard
to the operational requirements of the MHSB and resource
requirements associated with developing productivity improvements under this Agreement and with negotiating a new
agreement;
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(b) It is accepted that employees of the MHSB who are involved in the productivity improvement and the enterprise
bargaining processes will be allowed reasonable paid time to
fulfil their responsibilities in this process;
(c) Access to resources shall be negotiated with the MHSB
and shall not unreasonably affect the operation of the MHSB;
(d) Any paid time or resources shall be provided in a manner
suitable to both parties and to enable negotiations to occur and
to assist in the achievement of improvements and of agreement.
(e) The parties accept that the process of bargaining in good
faith includes disclosing relevant information, as appropriate
for the purposes of the negotiations and confidentiality and
privacy in the negotiation process will be respected at all times.
(f) The parties accept that on occasions the nature of certain
information may prejudice a party’s position or not assist in
the resolution of the matter. Subject to the rights of the parties
to invoke Clause 12.—Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures of this Agreement, a decision on whether or not to
exchange or divulge information will be a matter for the relevant party to decide, provided that information shall not be
unreasonably withheld;
(g) Where information of a commercial or sensitive nature
is exchanged, the parties agree not to use or divulge that information outside of the negotiating forums.
(3) No officer or employee will be discriminated against as
a result of activities conducted in accordance with this clause.
12.—DISPUTE AVOIDANCE AND SETTLEMENT
PROCEDURES
(1) This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 27
of the Award. The objective of this Clause is to provide a set
of procedures for dealing with any question, dispute or difficulty arising under this Agreement and for dealing with any
question, dispute or difficulty between the parties during negotiations for amendments to this Agreement.
(2) Subject to the Public Sector Management Act 1994, in
the event of any question, dispute or difficulty arising under
this Agreement, the following procedures shall apply, provided
that nothing in these procedures shall prevent the Secretary of
the HSOA (or his/her nominee) from intervening to assist in
the process—
(a) The matter is to be discussed between the HSOA
employee representative and the employer representative and an attempt made to resolve the matter;
(b) If the matter is unable to be resolved through discussions between the HSOA employee representative
and the employer representative, the matter is to be
discussed between the employee representative and
a representative nominated by the Chairman of the
MHSB (or his/her nominee), as soon as practicable
but within five working days. Notification of any
question, dispute or difficulty may be made verbally
and/or in writing;
(c) The parties may individually or collectively seek
advice from any appropriate organisation or person
in an attempt to resolve the matter;
(d) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the date of notification in (b) hereof, either party
may notify the Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her
nominee), or a representative nominated by the Chairman of the MHSB (or his/her nominee) of the
existence of a dispute or disagreement;
(e) The Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her nominee) a
representative nominated by the Chairman of the
MHSB (or his/her nominee) shall confer on the matters notified by the parties within five working days
and—
(i) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be advised within two
working days;
(ii) where there is disagreement on any matter it
may be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relation Commission.
(3) Where any matter is referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and the matter is not resolved
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by conciliation, then the matter remaining in dispute may be
resolved by arbitration in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the State Wage Principles.
13. —HOURS
This clause replaces Clause 13.—Hours of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) (a) The ordinary hours of work shall be an average of
thirty eight per week and shall be worked by one of the following arrangements—
(i) Ordinary hours of work of thirty eight per week;
(ii) Flexitime roster covering a settlement period of four
weeks;
(iii) Actual hours of seventy six over nine days with the
tenth day to be taken as a paid rostered day off;
(iv) Such other arrangements as are agreed between the
employer and employee. Provided that proposed
hours of duty where set outside the terms of this
Agreement shall be subject to ratification of the WA
Industrial Relations Commission.
(v) In addition to the above arrangements, where the
employees concerned, the employer and the HSOA
agree in writing, shifts of up to but not more than 12
hours may be worked.
(vi) Subject to meal breaks, prescribed hours are to
be worked in one continuous period provided that
where a hospital or health service and employee
have entered into an alternative arrangement involving discontinuous shifts prior to 1 December
1998, that arrangement may continue under this
Agreement.
(b) Subject to the following, where the employer and an
employee or group of employees agree in writing, shifts of up
to 12 hours may be worked provided the average normal hours
worked in a shift cycle or settlement period does not exceed
76 per fortnight.
(i) While recognising that in the course of an averaging
process there may be some individual variances, the
terms and conditions of the shift agreement shall on
balance be no less favourable than those prescribed
by this Agreement;
(ii) The period of the shift cycle or settlement period
over which the arrangement may extend shall be
clearly defined;
(iii) The arrangement shall allow for a minimum of one
clear day off in each 7 days;
(iv) The arrangement may allow for additional time off
in lieu of penalty rates;
(v) The arrangement may allow for salary averaging of
regular penalties and allowances including penalties
for working on a public holiday;
(c) Where the employer has made a definite decision to introduce changes to shift rosters or employees’ ordinary hours,
the employer shall notify the employees who may be affected
by the proposed changes and the HSOA as soon as the decision has been made and before the changes are to be introduced.
Discussion with the employees and union shall occur consistent with the Introduction of Change clause of the Hospital
Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(d) The operation of working arrangements prescribed in
paragraph (a) above shall be consistent with the working arrangements prescribed in this clause.
(e) Any arrangement of hours of work which fall outside the
parameters set out in this clause shall be subject to ratification
by the WA Industrial Relations Commission.
(2) Ordinary Hours
Subject to the Award clauses other than those expressly replaced by this Agreement, the spread of ordinary hours will be
from 6.00am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday inclusive with a
meal break of not less than 30 minutes nor more than 60 minutes to be taken between 12.00noon and 2.00pm, provided that
an employee may with prior approval of their supervisor be
allowed to extend the meal break beyond 60 minutes to a maximum of 90 minutes.
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(3) Other Working Arrangements
(a) The ordinary hours of duty observed may be varied in
accordance with subclause (1)(a)(iv) so as to make provisions
for—
(i) the attendance of employees for duty on a Saturday,
Sunday, or Public Holidays.
(ii) the performance of shift work including work on
Saturdays, Sundays or Public Holidays; and
(iii) the nature of the duties of an employee or class of
employees in fulfilling the responsibilities of their
office.
provided that where the hours of duty are so varied an employee shall not be required to work more than five hours
continuously without a break unless agreed in writing between
the employee and the employer.
(b) Notwithstanding the above, where it is considered necessary to provide a more economic operation, the employer
may authorise the operation of alternative working arrangements in the hospital/health service, or any branch or section
thereof.
The continuing operation of any alternative working arrangements, so approved, will depend on the employer being satisfied
that the efficient functioning of the hospital/health service is
being enhanced by its operation.
Such alternative working arrangements shall be in accordance with subclause (1)(a) and (d).
(4) Flexitime Arrangements
(a) Flexitime Roster
(i) The authorisation of a flexitime roster shall be the
responsibility of the employer. The roster will indicate the minimum staffing and any other requirements
in respect to starting and finishing times, lunch break
coverage and flexileave.
(ii) The roster shall cover a settlement period of four
weeks and shall be made available to all affected
employees no later than three days prior to the settlement period commencing.
(iii) The roster shall be prepared in consultation with the
affected employees, subject to the employer retaining the right to determine arrangements to suit the
operational needs of the department.
(iv) Subject to four weeks notice being given to affected
employees, the employer may withdraw authorisation of a flexitime roster.
(b) Hours of Duty
(i) The ordinary hours of duty may be an average of 7
hours 36 minutes per day which may be worked with
flexible commencement and finishing times in accordance with the provisions of this subclause,
provided that the required hours of duty for each four
week settlement period shall be 152 hours.
(ii) For the purpose of leave and Public Holidays, a day
shall be credited as 7 hours 36 minutes.
(c) Flexitime Periods
Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to
the concurrence of the supervisor, employees may select their
own starting and finishing times within the following periods—
6.00 am to 9.30 am
11.00 am to 2.30 pm (Minimum half an hour break)
3.30 pm to 6.00 pm
(d) Core Periods
Core periods may be set by agreement between the employer
and the employee.
(e) Lunch Break
(i) An employee shall be allowed to extend the meal
break between 11 am and 2.30 pm of not less than 30
minutes but not exceeding 60 minutes except as provided below.
(ii) An employee may be allowed to extend the meal
break beyond 60 minutes to a maximum of 90 minutes. Such an extension is subject to prior approval
of the employee’s supervisor.
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(f) Flexileave
(i) Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to the prior approval of the supervisor, an
employee may be allowed a maximum of two full
days or any combination of half days and full days
that does not in total exceed two days in any one
settlement period.
(ii) Approval to take flexileave is subject to the employee
having accrued sufficient credit hours to cover the
absence prior to taking the leave. In exceptional circumstances and with the approval of the employer,
flexileave may be taken before accrual subject to such
conditions as the employer may impose.
(g) Settlement Period
(i) For recording time worked, there shall be a settlement period which shall consist of four weeks.
(ii) The settlement period shall commence at the beginning of a pay period.
(iii) The required hours of duty for a settlement period
shall be 152 hours.
(h) Credit Hours
(i) Credit hours in excess of the required 152 hours to a
maximum of 7 hours 36 minutes 8 hours are permitted at the end of each settlement period. Such credit
hours shall be carried forward to the next settlement
period.
(ii) Credit hours in excess of 7 hours 36 minutes 8 hours
at the end of a settlement period shall be lost.
(iii) Credit hours at any point within the settlement period shall not exceed 20 hours.
(i) Debit Hours
(i) Debit hours below the required 152 hours to a maximum of 4 hours are permitted at the end of each
settlement period. Such debit hours shall be carried
forward to the next settlement period.
(ii) Where an employee’s debit hours exceed 4 hours,
the employer may treat the time as if the employee
had taken leave without pay for the period necessary
to reduce debit hours to four hours.
(iii) Employees having excessive debit hours may be required to work standard working hours in addition
to not being paid for the number of hours in excess
of the debit hours permitted at the end of each settlement period.
(j) Maximum Daily Working Hours
Subject to subclause (1)(b), a maximum of 10 hours may be
worked in any one day.
(k) Study Leave
Where study leave has been approved by the employer, credits will be given for education commitments falling within the
ordinary hours of duty and for which “time off” is necessary
to allow for attendance at formal classes.
(l) Overtime
(i) Employees receiving at least one day’s prior notice
of overtime shall be required to work the ordinary
hours of duty determined by the employer under
subclause (1) of this clause.
(ii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at
the conclusion of a day with less than one day’s notice, and
(aa) where the employee has at the commencement of that day 2 hours or more flexitime
credits, the employee shall be paid overtime after 5 hours work on that day, or for
time worked after 3.30 pm, whichever is
the later, or
(bb) where that employee has commenced duty
prior to 8.30 am and has, at the commencement of that day, less than 2 hours flexitime
credits, the employee shall be paid overtime,
for time worked after the completion of ordinary hours of duty or after working 7 hours 36
minutes on that day, whichever is the earlier,
or
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(cc) where that employee has commenced work after 8.30 am and has, at the commencement of
that day, less than 2 hours flexitime credits, the
employee shall be paid overtime for time worked
after 5.30 pm or after working 7 hours 36 minutes, on that day whichever is the earlier.
(iii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at
the beginning of a day with less than one day’s notice, that employee shall be paid overtime for any
time worked prior to the commencing time for ordinary hours of duty determined by the employer under
subclause (1) of this clause.
(5) Nine Day Fortnight
(a) Hours of Duty
(i) The employer may authorise the operation of a nine
day fortnight where the ordinary hours of duty of 76
hours a fortnight are worked over nine days of the
fortnight, exclusive of work performed on Saturday,
Sunday and the special rostered day off, with each
day consisting of 8 hours and 27 minutes.
(ii) The employer shall determine employees’ commencing and finishing times between the spread of 6.00
am and 6.00 pm, in order to ensure that departmental requirements are met on each day.
(b) Lunch Break
A meal break shall be allowed and taken in accordance with
the standard provisions of this clause.
(c) Special Rostered Day Off
Each employee shall be allowed one special rostered day off
each fortnight in accordance with a roster prepared by management showing days and hours of duty and special rostered
days off for each employee.
(d) Leave and Public Holidays.
For the purposes of leave and Public Holidays, a day shall be
credited as 8 hours 27 minutes notwithstanding the following—
(i) When a Public Holiday falls on an employee’s special rostered day off the employee shall be granted a
day in lieu of the holiday prior to the conclusion of
the current fortnight.
(ii) For a Public Holiday occurring during a period of
annual leave, an additional day will be added to the
period of leave irrespective of whether it falls on a
rostered work day or special rostered day off.
(iii) A four week annual leave entitlement is equivalent
to 152 hours, the equivalent to eighteen rostered
working days of 8 hours 27 minutes, and two special
rostered days off.
(iv) An employee who is sick on a special rostered day
off will not be granted sick leave for that day, and
will not be credited with an additional day off in lieu.
(e) Overtime
The provisions of the relevant overtime clause, shall apply
for work performed prior to an employee’s nominated starting
time and after an employee’s nominated ceasing time in accordance with subparagraph (a)(ii) and on an employee’s
special rostered day off.
(f) Study Leave
Credits for Study Leave will be given for educational commitments falling due between and employee’s nominated
starting and finishing times.
14.—PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
To be read in conjunction with Clause 34.—Part-time Employees of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Part-time employees shall be paid at a rate pro-rata to
the rate prescribed for the class of work for which they are
engaged in the proportion to which their fortnightly hours bear
to 76 hours per fortnight.
(2) When a part-time employee classified above the 20 years
of age rate as defined by the Hospital Salaried Officers Award
No. 39 of 1968, commences employment on or after the 1 July
1996, he/she shall accrue service towards progression onto
subsequent salary increments within a salary level, on a prorata basis of the number of hours worked to full time hours.
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(3) Provided that relevant prior service and experience shall
be taken into account when determining at what increment
within a specified salary level a part-time employee is appointed.
(4) Part-Time Flexibility for Relief
This provision replaces Order No. P.33 of 1998, known as
the PMH/KEMH Patient Information Services Part Time
Workers Order of 1998
(a) (i) The purpose of this provision is to provide those part
time employees who wish to access it with the opportunity to
work additional hours by covering short-term relief requirements of the employer.
(ii) While relief for vacancies will normally be provided from
full time relief staff, where that is not possible, opportunities
for relieving vacancies will be offered on an equitable basis to
available, suitably qualified part time staff.
(iii) Where the numbers of suitably qualified and available
part time staff warrant it, they shall form a relief pool for the
purposes of this subclause.
(b) The purpose of the relief pool is to identify a pool of
available and appropriately trained employees to provide
staffing relief for absences of other workers while reducing the need for employers to resort to the use of casuals
to provide adequate relief cover. It is envisaged relief under this subclause will be required for absences occasioned
by matter such as—
• Brief periods of unplanned absence;
• Sick leave;
• Time in lieu;
• Annual leave;
• Long service leave.
(c) This provision applies to part time workers only
(d) For the purposes of this subclause, as applicable, a pool
or pools of staff qualified for the work to be relieved, will be
formed.
(e) Relief will be provided for absences of both part time
and full time employees.
(f) The pool will consist of only those employees who indicate their willingness to participate in the pool and to accept
the modified terms and conditions applying to its operation
those terms being set out in paragraph (g) below.
(g) (i) Not withstanding the provision of subclause (1)(b) of
Clause 34 Part-time Employees, of the Award, and subject to
subclauses (b), (c), (d) of this clause where a part-time employee has previously indicated in writing a willingness to work
extra hours and or extra shifts such employee may work up to
76 hours per fortnight at ordinary rates of pay without receiving prior notice.
(ii) The indication given by an employee of their willingness to work extra hours may be withdrawn at any time.
(iii) An indication by an employee of his/her willingness to
work additional hours does not oblige the employee to work
additional hours if they are offered by the employer, accordingly, the employee may refuse to work any additional hours
offered to them and may not be required to give any reasons
for so refusing. Any such refusal is without prejudice to the
employee.
(iv) The employer may not make it a Condition of Employment that an employee agree to make themselves available to
work additional hours.
(v) Consistent with the operation of this Agreement there
will be no rostered split shifts.
15.—MEDICAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGISTS
This provision replaces Clause 12. of the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this Agreement or in the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968, Medical Imaging Technologists who were prior to this
Agreement employed on a thirty-five hour and four week annual leave basis shall as a result of the registration of this
Agreement, be employed on a thirty-five and a half (35.5) hour
week and four week annual leave basis.
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16.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
This provision replaces subclause 16(1)(a) of the Hospital
Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
The following days or the days observed in lieu thereof shall
subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, namely New Year’s Day, Australia Day,
Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing
Day. Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by
arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the days
named in this subclause.
17.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 19. Long Service Leave of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) An employee shall be entitled to thirteen weeks paid long
service leave on the completion of ten years of continuous
service and an additional thirteen weeks paid long service leave
for each subsequent period of seven years of continuous service completed by the employee.
(2) Notwithstanding subclause (1)—
(a) An employee in employment with an employer respondent to the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No.
39 of 1968 at the 1st of April 1996, shall retain the
proportion of long service leave accrued at the rate
provided by the Award at that time and during the
period from 1 April 1996 up until 1 January 1999,
accrue long service leave at the ten year rate.
(b) An employee, in employment with the MHSB and
covered by the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No.
39 of 1968 at 1 January 1999 shall retain the proportion of long service leave accrued up to that time and
shall accrue the balance in accordance with subclause
(1) of this clause.
(c) An employee who at 1 January 1999 transfers or is
redeployed from employment with an employer covered by the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39
of 1968 to employment with the MHSB shall retain
the proportion of long service leave accrued up to
that time and shall accrue the balance in accordance
with subclause (1) of this clause.
(3) Upon application by an employee, the employer may
(subject to subclause (4) of this Agreement), approve of the
taking by the employee—
(a) of double the period of long service leave on half
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(b) of half the period of long service leave on double
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(c) of any portion of his/her long service leave entitlement on full pay or double such period on half pay;
or half such period on double pay
(d) a full time employee who, during a qualifying period towards an entitlement of long service leave was
employed continuously on both a full time and part
time basis may elect to take a lesser period of long
service leave calculated by converting the part time
service to equivalent full time service.
(4) Long service leave may be taken in weekly multiples on
full, half or compacted pay provided that where an employees
remaining portion of accrued untaken leave entitlement is less
than a week such portion may be taken.
(5) Any holiday occurring during the period in which an employee is on long service leave will be treated as part of the long
service leave, and extra days in lieu thereof shall not be granted.
(6) Long service leave shall be taken as it falls due at the
convenience of the employer but within three years next after
becoming entitled thereto: Provided that the employer may
approve the accumulation of long service leave not exceeding
twenty six weeks.
(7) An employee who resigns or who is dismissed, shall not
be entitled to long service leave or payment for long service
leave other than leave that had accrued to the employee prior
to the date of resignation or the date of the offence for which
the employee is dismissed.
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(8) A lump sum payment for long service leave accrued in
accordance with this clause and for pro-rata long service leave
shall be made in the following cases—
(a) To an employee who retires at or over the age of
fifty-five years or who has retired on the grounds of
ill health, provided that no payment shall be made
for pro-rata long service leave unless the employee
has completed not less than twelve months’ continuous service.
(b) To an employee who has retired for any other cause:
Provided that no payment shall be made for pro-rata
long service leave unless the employee had completed
not less than three years’ continuous service before
the date of his/her retirement.
(c) To the widow or widower of an employee or such
other person as may be approved by the employer in
the event of the death of an employee: Provided that
no payment shall be made for pro-rata long service
leave unless the employee had completed not less
than twelve months’ continuous service prior to the
date of his/her death.
(9) A calculation of the amount due for long service leave
accrued and for pro-rata long service leave shall be made at
the rate of salary of an employee at the date of retirement,
resignation or death, whichever applies and no such payment
shall exceed the equivalent of twelve months’ salary.
(10) Long service leave accrued prior to the issue of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 shall remain
to the credit of each employee.
(11) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (6), (7), (8) and
(12) of this clause, the service of an employee shall not be
deemed to have been broken—
(a) by resignation, where he/she resigned from the employment of an employer a party to the Award and
commenced with another employer a party to the
Award within one working week of the expiration of
any period for which payment in lieu of annual leave
or holidays has been made by an employer party to
the Award from whom he/she resigned or, if no such
payment has been made, within one working week
of the day on which his/her resignation became effective;
(b) if his/her employment was ended by his/her employer
who is party to the Award, for any reason other than
misconduct or unsatisfactory service but only if—
(i) the employee resumed employment with an
employer party to the Award not later than six
months from the day on which his/her employment ended; and
(ii) payment pursuant to subclause (8) of this
clause has not been made; or
(c) by any absence approved by the employer as leave
whether with or without pay.
(12) The expression “continuous service” in this clause includes any period during which an employee is absent on full
pay or part pay, from his/her duties with any employer party
to the Award, but does not include—
(a) any cumulative period exceeding two weeks in any
one anniversary year during which the employee is
absent on leave without pay;
(b) Any service of the employee who resigns or is dismissed, other than service prior to such resignation
or to the date of any offence in respect of which the
employee is dismissed when such prior service has
actually entitled the employee to long service leave,
including pro-rata long service leave, under this
clause.
(13) Portability
(a) Where an employee was, immediately prior to being
employed by the MHSB employed in the service of—
• The Commonwealth of Australia
• Any other State Government of Australia, or
• Any Western Australian state public sector or state
government employer including an employer covered
by the Hospital Salaried Officers Award no 39 of 1968,
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and the period between the date when the employee ceased
previous employment and the date of commencing employment by the MHSB does not exceed one week, that employee
shall be entitled to long service leave determined in the following manner—
(i) the pro rata portion of long service leave to which
the employee would have been entitled up to the date
of appointment under the Public Sector Management
Act, shall be calculated in accordance with the provisions that applied to the previous employment
referred to, but in calculating that period of pro rata
long service leave, any long service leave taken or
any benefit granted in lieu of any such long service
leave during that employment shall be deducted from
any long service leave to which the employee may
become entitled under this clause; and
(ii) the balance of the long service leave entitlement of
the employee shall be calculated upon appointment
by a respondent to this Agreement in accordance with
the provisions of this clause.
(b) Nothing in this clause confers or shall be deemed to confer on any employee previously employed by the
Commonwealth or by any other State of Australia any entitlement to a complete period of long service leave that accrued
in the employee’s favour prior to the date on which the employee commenced with the MHSB.
(14) At the request of the employee and with the agreement
of the employer, an employee may be paid in lieu of taking a
portion of long service leave.
18.—SICK LEAVE
(1) This provision replaces subclause (7) of Clause 18.—Sick
Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
The basis for the cumulative accrual of sick leave shall be—
Leave On Full Pay
Working Days

(a) On date of employment of the employee ............ 5
(b) On completion by the employee of six
months’ service ................................................... 5
(c) On completion by the employee of twelve
months’ service ................................................. 10
(d) On completion of each additional twelve
months’ service by the employee ...................... 10
Provided that where an employee has accrued sick leave on
half days pay prior to the date upon which this Agreement
comes into effect those accrued half days shall be converted to
the equivalent of full days sick leave and shall remain to the
employee’s credit until such time as they may be taken.
19.—TAKING OF ANNUAL LEAVE
This clause shall be read as if it were subclause (4A) of
Clause 16.—Holidays and Annual Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(a) (i) An employee is expected to take annual leave in the
year immediately following the anniversary date upon which
the leave became due.
(ii) The scheduling of annual leave should be as a result of
consultation between the employer and the employee.
(iii) If the employee refuses to enter into discussions in
relation to the taking of annual leave the employer may roster
the employee off for a period of annual leave.
(b) An employee, who has accumulated in excess of two
years’ annual leave entitlement and who has been advised accordingly by the employer, may be required to take sufficient
leave prior to the next entitlement becoming due to ensure that
their entitlement does not exceed two years entitlement.
(c) An employee who fails to take the leave as specified in
paragraph (b) of this subclause may have any entitlements in
excess of two years paid out at the current rate of pay provided
that the employee shall be required to take at least two weeks
leave in any anniversary year of employment.
(d) At the request of an employee and with the written agreement of the employer, an employee may be allowed to
accumulate in excess of two years annual leave entitlement
upon demonstrating an extraordinary or special reason to the
Employer.
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(e) Any employee who has accrued an excessive amount
of leave (ie. in excess of two years entitlement) may be
required to clear any excessive accrued leave by taking
double their entitlement of accrued leave in any one year
until such time as their entitlement is less than two years
entitlement.
(f) Where the employer and employee agree, an employee
who has an entitlement in excess of two years may be paid out
their annual leave at their current rate of pay, rather than proceeding on annual leave, provided that the employee has
proceeded on two weeks leave in that anniversary year of
employment.
20.—FAMILY, BEREAVEMENT AND PERSONAL
LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 17.—Short Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Family Leave
(a) In this subclause “family member” means the employee’s spouse, defacto spouse, child, stepchild, parent,
step-parent. This entitlement will also apply to another person
who lives with the employee as a member of the employee’s
family.
(b) The employee is entitled to use up to 38 hours of his/
her personal accrued sick leave to care for an ill family
member each year, providing the employee must maintain
a minimum of 10 days of sick leave available for personal
use in each year. Subject to subclause (e), all family leave
taken is deducted from the employee’s sick leave entitlement.
(c) Family leave is not cumulative from year to year.
(d) Medical certificate requirements are as per those for Sick
Leave under the Award.
(e) Where an employee has insufficient accrued sick leave,
by mutual agreement, up to five days of annual leave may be
used for the purpose of family leave.
(2) Bereavement Leave
(a) An employee shall on the death of—
(i) the spouse of the employee;
(ii) the child or step-child of the employee;
(iii) the parent or step-parent of the employee;
(iv) the brother, sister, step brother or step sister; or
(v) any other person, who immediately before that person’s death, lived with the employee as a member of
the employee’s family,
be eligible for up to two (2) days bereavement leave, provided
that at the request of an employee the employer may exercise
a discretion to grant bereavement leave to an employee in respect of some other person with whom the employee has a
special relationship.
(b) The 2 days need not be consecutive.
(c) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during any other
period of leave.
(d) An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave
under paragraph (a) of this subclause is to provide to the employer, if so requested, evidence that would satisfy a reasonable
person as to—
(i) the death that is the subject of the leave sought;
and
(ii) the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
(e) An employee requiring more than two days bereavement
leave in order to travel overseas in the event of the death overseas of a member of the employees immediate family may,
upon providing adequate proof, in addition to any bereavement leave to which the employee is eligible, have immediate
access to annual leave and/or accrued long service leave in
weekly multiples and/or leave without pay provided all accrued leave is exhausted.
(3) Special Personal Leave
(a) Without Pay
The employer may upon the request of an employee, grant
that employee special leave without pay for any special or
personal reason.
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(b) Use of Annual Leave
The employer may, upon the request of an employee and
with sufficient cause being shown, which may in the circumstances be with little notice, grant that employee single days
of annual leave for pressing personal emergencies.
21.—PARENTAL LEAVE
This clause replaces the Clause 18A.—Maternity Leave of
the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968. Subject
to the terms of this clause employees are entitled to parental
leave and / or to work part-time in connection with the birth or
adoption of a child.
(1) Definitions
For the purpose of this clause—
(a) “Child” means a child of the employee under the age
of one year except for adoption of a child where
“child” means a person under the age of five years
of age who is placed with the employee for the purpose of adoption, other than a child or step-child of
the employee or of the spouse of the employee or
child who has previously lived continuously with the
employee for a period of six months or more.
(b) “Parental leave” means maternity, paternity or adoption leave taken in accordance with this clause.
(2) Basic entitlement
(a) Employees whose contract of service is by the month are
entitled to 52 weeks unpaid parental leave in relation to the
birth or adoption of their child. For females maternity leave
may be taken and for males paternity leave may be taken.
Adoption leave may be taken in the case of adoption.
(b) Parental leave is to be available to only one parent at a
time, except that both parents may simultaneously access the
leave in the following circumstances—
(i) for maternity leave and paternity leave, an unbroken
period of one week at the time of the birth of the child—
(ii) for adoption leave, an unbroken period of up to three
weeks at the time of placement of the child.
(c) In order to demonstrate to the employer that, subject to
paragraph (b), only one parent will be off on Parental leave at
a time an employee shall, when applying for parental leave,
provide the employer with a statutory declaration stating particulars of any period of parental leave sought or taken by his
or her spouse.
(3) Maternity leave
(a) An employee will provide to the employer at least ten
weeks in advance of the expected date of confinement—
(i) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
stating that she is pregnant and the expected date of
confinement; and
(ii) written notification of the date on which she proposes to commence maternity leave, and the period
of leave to be taken.
(b) Subject to subclause (c) and unless agreed otherwise
between employer and employee, an employee may commence
parental leave at any time within six weeks immediately prior
to the expected date of the birth.
(c) Where an employee continues to work within the six
week period immediately prior to the expected date of birth,
or where the employee elects to return to work within six weeks
after the birth of the child, an employer may require the employee to provide a medical certificate stating that she is fit to
work on her normal duties.
(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates after 27
weeks and the employee has not commenced maternity leave,
the employee may take unpaid leave (to be known as special
maternity leave) for such period as a registered medical practitioner certifies as necessary, except that where an employee
is suffering from an illness not related to the direct consequences of the delivery, an employee shall be entitled to access
paid sick leave to which she is entitled, in lieu of, or in addition to, special maternity leave.
(e) Where leave is granted under subclause (3)(d), during
the period of leave an employee may return to work at any
time, as agreed between the employer and the employee provided that time does not exceed four weeks from the
recommencement date desired by the employee.
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(f) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on maternity
leave terminates other than by the birth of a living child, it
shall be the right of the employee to resume work at a time
nominated by the employer which shall not exceed four weeks
from the date of notice in writing by the employee to the employer that she desires to resume work.
(g) Where an employee then on maternity leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may take such paid sick
leave as to which she is then entitled and such further unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave) as a registered
medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to
work provided that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special
maternity leave and maternity leave shall not exceed twelve
months.
(4) Paternity leave
An employee will provide to the employer, at least ten weeks
prior to each proposed period of paternity leave—
(a) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
which names his spouse, states that she is pregnant
and the expected date of confinement, or states the
date on which the birth took place; and
(b) written notification of the date on which he proposes
to start and finish the period of paternity leave.
(5) Adoption leave
(a) The employee will notify the employer at least ten weeks
in advance of the date of commencement of adoption leave
and the period of leave to be taken. An employee may commence adoption leave prior to providing such notice where
through circumstances beyond the control of the employee,
the adoption of a child takes place earlier.
(b) The employer may require an employee to provide confirmation from the appropriate government authority of the
placement.
(c) The employer shall grant an employee who is seeking to
adopt a child such unpaid leave as is required by the employee
to attend any compulsory interviews or examinations as are
necessary as part of the adoption procedure. Where paid leave
is available to the employee, the employer may require the
employee to take such leave in lieu of unpaid leave.
(d) Where the placement of child for adoption with an employee does not proceed or continue, the employee will notify
the employer immediately and the employer will nominate a
time not exceeding four weeks from the date of notification
for the employee’s return to work.
(6) Variation of notice period
Notwithstanding the requirement to give at least 10 weeks
notice of the date of commencement of parental leave, such
notice may be for a greater or lesser period, where it is necessary to vary the date of commencement of parental leave due
to a variation in the actual date of arrival of the child. Such
variation does not count as a variation for the purposes of
subclause (7) of this clause.
(7) Variation of period of parental leave
Unless agreed otherwise between the employer and employee, an employee may apply to their employer to change
the period of parental leave on one occasion. Any such change
shall be notified at least four weeks prior to the commencement of the changed arrangements.
(8) Parental leave and other entitlements
An employee may in lieu of or in conjunction with parental
leave, access other paid leave entitlements which the employee
has accrued, such as annual leave and long service leave, subject to the total amount of leave not exceeding 52 weeks.
(9) Transfer to a safe job
(a) Where an employee is pregnant and, in the opinion of a
registered medical practitioner, illness or risks arising out of
the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to
the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present work, the employee will, if the employer
deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and
on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee may elect, or the employer may require the employee,
to commence parental leave.
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(10) Entitlement to Part-Time employment
(a) Where an employee is pregnant, and has a doctors certificate advising that it would be preferable for the employee
to work part-time, or where an employee is eligible for parental leave, and the employer agrees, the employee may work
part-time, the terms of which are to be agreed in writing, in
one or more periods at any time until the child’s second birthday or until the second anniversary of the placement of the
child.
(b) The work to be performed part-time need not be the work
performed by the employee in his or her former position.
(11) Returning to work after a period of parental leave or
part time work.
(a) An employee will notify of their intention to return to
work after a period of parental leave or part-time work entered into in accordance with this clause at least four weeks
prior to the expiration of the leave or part-time work.
(b) An employee will be entitled to the position that they
held immediately before proceeding on parental leave. In the
case of an employee transferred to a safe job pursuant to
subclause (8), the employee will be entitled to return to the
position they held immediately before such transfer. An employee who entered into part-time work in accordance with
subclause (10) will be entitled to return to his or her former
position.
(c) When such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available, which the employee is qualified for and is
capable of performing, the employee will be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in status and pay to that of their
former position.
(12) Replacement employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged or temporarily promoted or transferred, as a result of an
employee proceeding on parental leave.
(b) A replacement employee will be informed of the temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of the employee
who is being replaced.
(13) Not withstanding any award, agreement or other provision to the contrary—
(a) absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for
any purpose of the Award or this Agreement.
(b) commencement of part-time employment in accordance with this clause, and return from part time to
full time work under this clause, shall not break the
continuity of service or employment.
22.—AWARD CONSOLIDATION
(1) The parties agree to consolidate the Award during the
life of this agreement.
(2) The amendments to the Award are outlined in Attachment 2 – Award Amendments.
23.—HIGHER DUTIES
(1) This clause replaces Clause 11 of the Award for all employees except those employees classified at Level 1 or 2.
(2) Employees who undertake acting in positions which are
classified higher than their substantive positions will be paid a
higher duties allowance in accordance with this clause.
(3) An employee becomes eligible to be paid higher duties
allowance upon having worked ten (10) days (cumulative) in
blocks of 5 consecutive working days or more acting in any
position classified higher than their substantive position in their
current anniversary year of employment.
(4) Subject to subclause (3) higher duties allowance is payable for periods of acting in a higher position for a period of 5
consecutive working days or more, provided that where additional days of higher duties are worked continuously with the
qualifying period, the higher duties allowance will be paid for
all such additional days so worked.
(5) The higher duties allowance payable—
(a) to employees performing the full duties of the higher
position is equal to the difference between the employees salary for their substantive position and the
position being acted in , provided that, where the
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cumulative period of acting in a position or positions of a particular level or higher exceeds 12 months
in any 18 month period, the employee’s allowance
will include the relevant service increments for the
position in which he/she is acting;
(b) to employees performing only a proportion of the
higher duties is calculated by taking the allowance
payable in accordance with paragraph (a) paid in the
same proportion as the proportion of higher duties
paid by the employee;
provided that no allowance is payable for the qualifying 10
days of acting in each anniversary year.
(6) Each period of five (5) consecutive days acting on higher
duties, whether paid or not, will be recorded in personal records
and recognised as experience.
(7) An employee, who is receiving a higher duties allowance at the time of registration of this agreement, will continue
to receive that allowance. However, when the acting period
ceases, if the employee has not completed ten days of higher
duties in their current anniversary year, the employee will be
required to complete the ten days without being paid the allowance for the additional days required to make up the
qualifying period.
(8) An employee who qualifies for the period of ten (10)
working days in consecutive days which extend over the commencement of a new twelve (12) month period for the
application of this clause, will—
(a) continue to be paid the allowance until such time as
the acting period ceases;
(b) upon completion of the acting period, commence to
serve the ten (10) day qualifying period before a
higher duties allowance can be paid.
(9) An employee who has been paid a higher duties allowance for a continuous period of twelve (12) months or more,
will be entitled to be paid at that rate for up to four (4) weeks
of annual recreational leave or up to four (4) weeks of any
other approved leave of absence.
24.—ALLOWANCES
Where an employee subject to this Agreement is paid an
allowance as provided under the Hospital Salaried Officers
Award No. 39 of 1968, which is calculated as a percentage of
a salary rate prescribed by that Award, the allowance shall for
the life of this Agreement, now be calculated using the salary
rates as prescribed at Clause 31.—Salaries of this Agreement.
25.—OVERPAYMENTS
(1) Where an employee is paid for work not subsequently
performed or is overpaid in any other manner, the employer is
entitled to make adjustment to the subsequent wages or salaries of the employee.
(2) One-off Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), one-off overpayments may
be recovered by the employer in the pay period immediately
following the pay period in which the overpayment was made,
or in the period immediately following the pay period in which
it was discovered that overpayment has occurred.
(3) Cumulative Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), cumulative overpayments
may be recovered by the employer at a rate agreed between
the employer and the employee, provided that the rate at which
the overpayment is recovered is not at a lesser rate than the
rate at which it was overpaid or $50 per week, depending on
which is the lesser amount per pay period.
(4) In exceptional circumstances, other arrangements for the
recovery of overpayments may be agreed between the employer and the employee.
(5) The employer is required to notify the employee of their
intention to recoup overpayment and to consult with the employee as to the appropriate recovery rate.
26.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE—PROBATION
This Clause replaces subclauses (1) of Clause 8.- Contract
of Service, of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968.
(1) (a) Every new employee appointed to the employ of the
MHSB shall be on probation for a period of three (3) months.
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(b) At any time during the period of probation the MHSB
may annul the appointment and terminate the service of the
employee by the giving of two weeks notice.
(c) At any time during the period of probation the employee
may resign by giving two (2) weeks notice.
(d) A lesser period of notice may be agreed, in writing between the MHSB and the employee.
(e) On the completion of three months employment the period of probation may be extended for a further and final period
of three months at the discretion of the MHSB. The provisions of subclause (b), (c) and (d) of this clause still apply
during the period of probation.
(f) Where an employee’s period of probation has been extended for a further period of three months, the MHSB shall
notify the employee in writing of the extension and provide
justification for the extension of probation.
(g) An employee shall not be deemed to be employed by the month
until he/she has completed his/her probationary period or extended
probationary period of employment as the case may be.
27.—TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE
(1) At the option of the employer, which option shall be notified in writing to the employee before it is exercised and
before the employee has made the travel arrangements for
which the allowance is to be claimed, this clause may replace
Clause 21.—Travelling to the Hospital Salaried Officers Award
No. 39 of 1968
(2) Subject to clauses (3), an employee who is required to
travel on official business outside of the metropolitan area will
be reimbursed for reasonable accommodation, meals and incidental expenses based on actual reasonable costs incurred as
demonstrated by the production of receipts, provided that reasonable payment will be made for incidental expenses for which
receipts are not available and that the maximum amount payable will not be greater than the amounts allowed for incidental
expenses and/or meal allowances, as the case may be, in the
relevant area plus the amounts in Column A, Items 1 to 8 of
Clause 24A of the Award.
(3) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an employee who is relieving or who has been temporarily transferred
to a position for a period exceeding five (5) working days.
28.—MOBILITY
(1) This clause will apply to all current and prospective
employees of the MHSB.
(2) The parties agree that with the establishment of the MHSB
all employees are employed by the Board and as such it is no
longer appropriate that staff be appointed exclusively to individual Hospital & Health Service sites of the MHSB.
(3) The parties also agree that in order for the MHSB to
provide appropriate levels of healthcare to consumers it is necessary to have a workforce which is mobile and that, managed
properly, mobility has the potential to improve the employment security, career opportunity and development, and work
life of employees.
(4) The parties agree that in giving effect to the mobility
provisions of this clause, both the organisation’s and the employee’s needs are to be considered including—
(a) ensuring that the careers of employees are not disadvantaged
(b) consideration of family & carer responsibilities
(c) availability of transport
(d) matching skill level and professional suitability of
any temporary job opportunity or permanent new
position
(e) availability of training and support to assist the employee with any skills deficit in respect to the
requirement of the temporary job opportunity or permanent new position.
(f) The classification level and relevant opportunity costs
to the employee.
The parties acknowledge that the above considerations can
only be properly assessed through consultation. Subject to the
particular circumstances of individual employees, a greater
degree of mobility may be expected in regard to higher classified employees.
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(5) The parties agree that they will assist in the introduction
of this initiative on the following basis—
(a) Temporary Transfer
Subject to agreement between the employer and employee, an employee may be transferred to another
position within the MHSB on a temporary basis, provided that—
(i) the employer and employee mutually agree the
decision to transfer
(ii) the period of time is defined
(iii) the transfer is at a comparable or higher classification level
(iv) the employee is formally notified of the agreed
duties and these are commensurate with the
substantive classification of the employee or
at a higher level and within the competency of
the employee.
(b) Permanent Transfer
Subject to agreement between the parties, an employee may be transferred to another position within
the MHSB on a permanent basis, provided that—
(i) the employer and employee mutually agree the
decision to transfer
(ii) the transfer is at a comparable classification
level
(iii) the employee is formally notified of the agreed
duties and these are commensurate with the
substantive classification of the employee.
29.—SKILLS ACQUISITION, TRAINING AND
EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT
(1) This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 28.—
Mobility.
(2) The purpose of these clauses is to—
(a) recognise that change is a constant factor within the
work environment, that the workplace of tomorrow
will not be the same workplace today, and that employees can be expected to work in several different
types of job during their working life;
(b) recognise that both employees and employers share
obligations to ensure that the organisation and the
employees are able to adapt to continuous change;
(c) facilitate the creation of a mobile, skilled, efficient,
effective and adaptable workforce;
(d) facilitate the training and development of staff so
that they are best able to meet the present and future
needs of the Government Health Industry;
(e) assist in ensuring that employers are able to attract,
develop and retain the best possible staff;
(f) facilitate the deployment of employees within the
operations of the employer to best effect; while at
the same time respecting the individual needs, security, expectations and reasonable requirements of
employees, and not imposing, either directly or indirectly, unnecessary or unreasonable costs on them.
(3) The parties agree that the provision of appropriate levels
of health care is better able to be facilitated where the workforce
is appropriately trained and skilled both for present needs and
for reasonably expected future requirements including career
development and opportunities within the Government Health
Industry.
(4) It is agreed that skills acquisition, training and employee
development—
(a) not impose unreasonable difficulties, out of pocket
expenses, or otherwise impact adversely on employees;
(b) subject to the provisions of this clause, be as far as
practicable, voluntary;
(5) Skills acquisition, training and employee development,
administered in accordance with the standards and principles
contained in this clause, within the MHSB health service region will benefit employees through providing—
(a) access to a greater variety of employment opportunities;
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(b) the opportunity to develop and acquire a wide range
of skills, competencies and work experience;
(c) expanded opportunity in terms of career development; and
(d) improved employment security.
(6) Employees agree to be prepared to give reasonable consideration to any proposal in regard to their skills acquisition,
training and development which meets the principles and requirements of this clause.
(7) The parties agree that in giving effect to the provisions
of this clause, both the organisation’s and employee’s needs
and reasonable expectations are to be considered including—
(a) ensuring that the careers of employees are enhanced
and that they are not disadvantaged;
(b) consideration of the possible impact of any course
study requirements, training, training schedule, employee development and or succession plan on family
and carer responsibilities;
(c) reimbursement of the employee for any reasonable
costs incurred by the employee as a result of attendance at or participation in any training, course of
study or development activities at the direction of
the employer;
(d) the skill level, aptitude, aspirations and suitability of
the employee for the proposed skills acquisition,
training or development program;
(e) the relevance of any proposed skills acquisition, training or development program to the needs of the
employer, and
(f) that attendance by the employee does not unduly
affect or inconvenience the operations of the employer.
The parties acknowledge the above and any other reasonable considerations can only be properly assessed through
consultation between the employer, employee and, where appropriate, the union.
(8) For the purposes of this clause, an “approved course” or
“approved training” is an accredited or industry recognised
course of study, conference or workshop undertaken by the
employee which in the employer’s view—
(a) is relevant to the business outcomes to be achieved
by the employee
(b) is relevant to the current and emerging business needs
of the employer; and/or
(c) enhances the career development of the employee.
(9) The parties agree that they will assist in the introduction
of this initiative on the following basis—
(10) Training and Short Courses
(a) An employee may be required to attend a training course
or short course directly related to their work during ordinary
working hours.
(b) Attendance at such courses shall be at no expense to the
employee.
(c) An employee shall not unreasonably refuse to participate
in any course of study where the subject matter is relevant to
the current or emerging business needs of the employer, provided the course of study is conducted in ordinary working
hours and is paid in accordance with the terms of the Agreement.
(d) The employer may grant leave with pay to participate in
an approved short course or training course. The amount of
leave may be up to 38 hours within a 12 month period.
(e) Where attendance is paid for by the employer—
(i) The employee may be required to provide evidence
to the employer of attendance and satisfactory
progress with studies.
(ii) The employee may be required to report to other employees on the course or training or to impart the
knowledge gained to other employees.
(f) The employer may, where the short course or training is
not an approved course or training, grant an employee leave to
attend the short course or training during the employee’s hours
of duty and may require the employee to make up the hours or
the employer may grant unpaid leave for such purpose.
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(11) Multiskilling
(a) Employees agree that they will assist in the introduction
of this policy on the following basis—
(i) Job Rotation
(aa) Employer and Employee mutually negotiate
the decisions.
(bb) The period of time for any job rotation cycle
is defined.
(cc) Prior to commencement of a job rotation arrangement, agreement is reached regarding the
employee’s continuity of service, tenure of
employment in their substantive position or
placement, at the completion of the rotation.
(ii) Job Enlargement and Enrichment
(aa) Decisions are mutually agreed by employee
and supervisor.
(bb) The purpose, progression and outcomes from the
enlargement/enrichment process are clearly defined.
(cc) The period of time is defined, where possible.
(dd) The employee is formally notified of the
agreed duties and these are commensurate with
the substantive classification of the employee.
(ee) The employee is provided with adequate support and mentoring to ensure they have an
adequate opportunity to learn and become expert in the new duties and responsibilities.
(b) Any job specific training required will be provided by
the MHSB. A training programme will be developed to allow
employees to gain a high level of understanding of the new
position and will take into account the continuity of customer
service and the career development of the employee.
(c) While as far as practicable, participation in multi-skilling
will be voluntary, where, subject to the considerations set out
in this clause, the employee unreasonably refuses a multiskilling opportunity, the employer may direct the employee to
undertake the placement.
For the purposes of this paragraph, “unreasonably” is defined as an employee who can be seen to be damaging their
own employment by refusing to multi-skill, and/or the employer can demonstrate significant operational need for the
employee to be multi-skilled.
(12) Staff Development Program
(a) MHSB will develop at an organisational level staff development programs.
(b) The staff development program will be directed to meeting the current and future staffing needs of the MHSB and
will be based on the identified staffing needs and succession
plans of the hospitals, health services, and health units, which
make up the MHSB area.

LEVELS

LEVEL 1
under 17 years of age
17 years of age
18 years of age
19 years of age
20 years of age
1st year of full-time
equivalent adult service
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(c) The staff development program(s)—
(i) may be focused at the health service or MHSB level
as appropriate.
(ii) will involve staff who either nominate or are nominated to participate in the scheme, but whose
participation shall be voluntary.
(iii) where, due to the number of nominations a quota is
necessary selection for participation will be on merit.
(iv) will be focused on meeting the current and future
staffing needs of the Health Service and Government
Health Industry; and
(v) may be based either or both on the job training and
formal training.
(d) All reasonable expenses incurred by an employee arising out of participation in a staff development program will,
subject to the presentation of adequate proof, be reimbursed
by the employer.
(13) Formal Part-time or Full-time Post Secondary Study
The provisions of this clause shall not diminish the rights of
employees who undertake formal post secondary study in an
approved course.
(14) Notwithstanding, any provisions contained above in this
clause, the employer can limit access to training and development courses based upon financial grounds.
(15) The MHSB will review the application of skills acquisition, training and employee development programs during
the life of this agreement. The parties agree to review the application of this clause as a result of that review.
30.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with
the Government Health Industry Salary Packaging Arrangements currently being finalised with the Health Department of
WA on behalf of all Government Health Industry Employers
covered by the Award.
(2) Once the said arrangements have been agreed and registered they will either be incorporated into this agreement or
registered separately and treated as if they are part of this agreement.
31.—SALARIES
This clause replaces Schedule A—Minimum Salaries of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Subject to the provision of Clause 9.—Salaries of the
Award and to the provisions of this clause the minimum annual salaries for employees bound by this Agreement are set
in this clause and shall apply from 1 January 1999 until the
expiry of this Agreement.
(2) Minimum salaries for all callings other than those specified in subclause (3) are as follows—

1997
EBA RATES

1999
EBA RATES
3% Increase with
effect from
1 January 1999

2000
EBA RATES
2.5% Increase
effective 12 months
after date of
registration

SALARY/ANNUM

SALARY/ANNUM

SALARY/ANNUM

2001
EBA RATES
2% Increase effective 24
months after date of
registration
(May be supplemented by
an additional productivity
dividend if agreed by the
parties. Refer to Clause 10
Rates of Pay and their
Adjustment)
SALARY /ANNUM

12237
14289
16680
19306
21681

12604
14718
17180
19885
22331

12919
15086
17610
20382
22890

13178
15387
17962
20790
23348

23816

24530

25144

25647
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1997
EBA RATES

1999
EBA RATES
3% Increase with
effect from
1 January 1999

2000
EBA RATES
2.5% Increase
effective 12 months
after date of
registration

LEVELS

SALARY/ANNUM

SALARY/ANNUM

SALARY/ANNUM

2001
EBA RATES
2% Increase effective 24
months after date of
registration
(May be supplemented by
an additional productivity
dividend if agreed by the
parties. Refer to Clause 10
Rates of Pay and their
Adjustment)
SALARY /ANNUM

2nd year of full-time
equivalent adult service

24551

25288

25920

26438

3rd year of full-time
equivalent adult service

25282

26040

26691

27225

4th year of full-time
equivalent adult service

26011

26791

27461

28010

LEVEL 2

26742
27475
28317
28900
29760

27544
28299
29167
29767
30653

28233
29007
29896
30511
31419

28798
29587
30494
31121
32048

LEVEL 3

30777
31567
32399
33724

31700
32514
33371
34736

32493
33327
34205
35604

33143
33993
34889
36316

LEVEL 4

34418
35459
36527
38047

35451
36523
37623
39188

36337
37436
38563
40168

37064
38185
39335
40971

LEVEL 5

38838
39926
41045
42196

40003
41124
42276
43462

41003
42152
43333
44548

41823
42995
44200
45439

LEVEL 6

44414
46060
48400

45746
47442
49852

46890
48628
51098

47828
49600
52120

LEVEL 7

49651
51237
52880

51141
52774
54466

52419
54093
55828

53467
55175
56945

LEVEL 8

55280
57248

56938
58965

58362
60440

59529
61648

LEVEL 9

60226
62298

62033
64167

63584
65771

64855
67087

LEVEL 10

64566
68214

66503
70260

68166
72017

69529
73457

LEVEL 11

71128
74091

73262
76314

75093
78222

76595
79786

LEVEL 12

78154
80899
84029

80499
83326
86550

82511
85409
88714

84161
87117
90488

CLASS 1

88764

91427

93713

95587

CLASS 2

93498

96303

98711

100685

CLASS 3

98231

101178

103707

105782

CLASS 4

102965

106054

108705

110879
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(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level 1,
may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not on age.
(b) A Medical Typist or Medical Secretary shall be paid
a medical terminology allowance of $1000 per annum.
For the purposes of this subclause ‘Medical Typist’ and ‘Medical Secretary’ shall mean those
workers classified on a classification equivalent
to Level 1,2, or 3 who spend at least 50% of their
time typing from tapes, shorthand, and/or Doctor’s notes of case histories, summaries, reports
or similar material involving a broad range of
medical terminology.

LEVELS

LEVEL 3/5

LEVEL 6
LEVEL 7
LEVEL 8
LEVEL 9
LEVEL 10
LEVEL 11
LEVEL 12
CLASS 1
CLASS 2
CLASS 3
CLASS 4

(3) Minimum salaries for Specified Callings and Other Professionals are detailed as follows—
(a) Employees, who possess a relevant tertiary level
qualification, or equivalent as agreed between the
union and the employers, and who are employed in
the callings of Architect, Audiologist, Bio Engineer,
Chemist, Dietitian, Engineer, Medical Scientist, Librarian, Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist,
Physicist, Pharmacist, Clinical Psychologist, Psychologist, Research Officer, Scientific Officer, Social
Worker, Speech Pathologist, Podiatrist, Medical
Imaging Technologist, Nuclear Medicine Technologist, Radiation Therapist, Orthotist, Certified Clinical
Perfusionist, or any other professional calling as
agreed between the Union and employers, shall be
entitled to Annual Salaries as follows—

1997
EBA RATES

1999
EBA RATES
3% Increase with
effect from
1 January 1999

2000
EBA RATES
2.5% Increase
effective 12 months
after date of
registration

SALARY/ANNUM

SALARY/ANNUM

SALARY/ANNUM

30777
32399
34418
36527
39926
42196
44414
46060
48400
49651
51237
52880
55280
57248
60226
62298
64566
68214
71128
74091
78154
80899
84029
88764
93498
98231
102965

31700
33371
35451
37623
41124
43462
45746
47442
49852
51141
52774
54466
56938
58965
62033
64167
66503
70260
73262
76314
80499
83326
86550
91427
96303
101178
106054

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this sub clause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 3/5 under this
sub clause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three-year academic tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment;
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four-year academic tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment;
(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD Degree relevant to their calling shall commence on the third year
increment;
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32493
34205
36337
38563
42152
44548
46890
48628
51098
52419
54093
55828
58362
60440
63584
65771
68166
72017
75093
78222
82511
85409
88714
93713
98711
103707
108705

2001
EBA RATES
2% Increase effective 24
months after date of
registration
(May be supplemented by
an additional productivity
dividend if agreed by the
parties. Refer to Clause 10
Rates of Pay and their
Adjustment)
SALARY /ANNUM

33143
34889
37064
39335
42995
45439
47828
49600
52120
53467
55175
56945
59529
61648
64855
67087
69529
73457
76595
79786
84161
87117
90488
95587
100685
105782
110879

Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary
level qualification after appointment shall not be
entitled to any advanced progression through the
range.
(c) The employer and HSOA shall be responsible for
determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for
appointment for the callings covered by this sub
clause and shall maintain a manual setting out such
qualifications.
(d) The employer in allocating levels pursuant to paragraph (b) of this sub clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 3/5 for a particular
calling/s.
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(4) The following conditions shall apply to employees in the
callings detailed below—
Engineers—
Employees employed in the calling of Engineer and
who are classified Level 3/5 under this Agreement
shall be paid a minimum salary at the rate prescribed
for the maximum of Level 3/5 where the employee
is an “experienced engineer” as defined.
For the purposes of this paragraph “experienced engineer”
shall mean—
(a) An engineer appointed to perform professional engineering duties and who is a Corporate Member of
The Institution of Engineers, Australia, or who attains that status during service.
(b) An engineer appointed to perform professional duties who is not a Corporate Member of the Institution
of Engineers, Australia but who possesses a degree
or diploma from a University, College, or Institution
acceptable to the employer on the recommendation
of the Institution of Engineers, Australia, and who—
(i) having graduated in a four or five academic
year course at a University or Institution recognised by the employer, has had four years
experience on professional engineering duties
acceptable to the employer since becoming a
qualified engineer, or
(ii) not having a University degree but possessing
a diploma recognised by the employer, has had
five year’s experience on professional engineering duties, recognised by the employer
since becoming a qualified engineer.
32.—REVIEW OF CORPORATE AND SUPPORT
SERVICES
The HSOA acknowledges that during the life of this agreement the MHSB will review the corporate and support services
currently provided by individual hospital and health service
sites. The review process will result in changes to services
through a combination of rationalisation, centralisation and
outsourcing of certain functions.
The HSOA agrees to work constructively with the MHSB
during the course of the review process and the implementation of change resulting from the review process.
This clause does not override Clause 40.—Introduction Of
Change contained in the Award.
33.—ESTABLISHMENT OF COMPETENCIES FOR
LEVELS 1 & 2
(1) The MHSB agrees to investigate the potential for the
progressive introduction and implementation of competency
based job descriptions for Levels 1 and 2 employees.
(2) As a first step, the parties agree that the MHSB will establish a working party to examine and report upon the
establishment of competency-based progression for Level 1
and 2 positions. The working party will report back to the
MHSB and HSOA by no later than 31 December 1999. Terms
of reference for the working party will be established jointly
by the MHSB and the HSOA.
(3) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the following schedule is agreed for the implementation of subclause
(2)—
(a) MHSB and HSOA to commence establishment of
terms of reference by 28 February 1999;
(b) Terms of Reference to be established by 31 March
1999;
(c) Working party established by no later than 30 April
1999;
(d) A progress report of working party by no later than
31 July 1999;
(e) Final report of working party by no later than 31
December 1999.
34.—REVIEW OF SICK LEAVE MANAGEMENT
The parties agree to review and report on alternative approaches to the management of sick leave. In conducting the
review, the parties will identify the options for the
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introduction of sick leave management system/s which provide improved sick leave payment protection for employees
who are genuinely ill whilst also targeting instances of sick
leave abuse. Any alternative system introduced must be cost
neutral to the employer, and must not diminish the overall sick
leave entitlement.
35.—RATIFICATION
The signatories that follow testify to the fact that this Agreement shall come into effect as of the date of registration.
Michael Hartland
M. Hartland (signed)
12-01-1999
(Signature)
(Date)
President, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
Daniel P Hill
D. Hill (signed)
12-01-1999
(Signature)
(Date)
Secretary, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried
Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers)
The Common Seal of the
Metropolitan Health Service
Board
Common Seal
is affixed hereto pursuant to a resolution of the Board
I.W.P. McCall (signed)
Signature of Board Member
IAN WILLIAM PAYNE McCALL 12.1.1999
Printed Name of Signatory
(Date)
Michele Kosky (signed)
Signature of Board Member
Michele Kosky
12/1/1999
Printed Name of Signatory
(Date)
ATTACHMENT 1—MODEL FOR IDENTIFYING
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES
The following model is to be used as a guide only and it is
expected that it will be modified to meet the needs of MHSB
as required.
A Model for Identifying Productivity Increases
The primary focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the workplace
will be on best practice, efficiency, effectiveness, competitiveness and cost saving.
Employees to focus on the following areas—
• Productivity improvements which can be made: Identification of all possibilities for improving
productivity through looking at possible changes in
what work is done, who does the work, who could
better do the work, when the work is done, whether
the work should be done (ie. whether a particular
task can be performed less often and still achieve a
satisfactory output 0 possibilities for multi- skilling
and opportunities to reduce costs (including financial costs) and reduce waste.
• Barriers to Productivity Improvements: Identification of any significant barriers to improving
productivity, such as, need for training, need for
equipment, problems with computer programs, demarcation problems and arguments about who should
do what, award constraints, information or guidelines problems, problems in regard to supervision,
whether too much or not enough, or of poor quality,
opportunities and barriers to self management, physical barriers such as the location of various functions
which interact with each other and barriers to communication.
Employers, in consultation with their Employees, to focus
on all of the above plus macro issues impacting on productivity—
• Structural Matters: Management may need to look
at the structures within which the work is done and
how they can be improved upon.
• Management Style: Management style and its appropriateness may need to be examined at both an
organisational and departmental level.
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• Best Practice, Benchmarking, Continuous Improvement and New Opportunities: Initiatives in these
areas will in general need to be initiated by management. This is an important area given that one of its
outcomes should be improved competitiveness.
Where barriers to competitiveness beyond the control of the employer/health service are identified,
these should be drawn to the attention of the Health
Department so that they can be addressed on an industry basis.
• Culture and Environment: Management culture and
organisational culture may need to be examined in
light of the overall direction of health management
and where appropriate programs and training be introduced to address any identified problems.
Quality of Employment—Issues to be Examined by Both
Employees and Employers—
This area does not necessarily impact on productivity, as
such, but may have a positive impact financially and/or an
improvement in the non-wage rewards of employment and is
therefore a very valuable, win-win, area for both employees
and employers. Matters to be examined under this heading
include, but are not confined to—
• Occupational Health and Safety
• Unplanned Absences
• Health and Welfare of the Workforce
• Family needs and other demands on workers:
better ways to accommodate and acknowledge
that these without losing focus on the main objectives in regard to responsibility for service to
the employer.
• Use of Leave
• Equal Opportunity
• Career paths, including access to special project
work, providing opportunities for development and
recognition
• Employee Recognition, through feedback, support,
acknowledgment, enablement, empowerment, consultation and non-financial rewards
• Training and Development
• Equity Issues
ATTACHMENT 2—AWARD AMENDMENTS
1. Consolidation of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award
No. 39 of 1968 to be completed during the life of this agreement.
(1) The consolidation is to consolidate into the award a
number of conditions and arrangements currently
being provided in accordance with Administrative
Instructions and / or Operational Instructions of the
Health Department;
(2) The conditions and arrangements it is agreed to introduce are to be introduced on a no-win/no-loss
basis.
(3) The consolidation includes the removal of gender biased and inconsistent language, the removal
of inconsistencies, the updating of provisions to
reflect current practice and usage, the removal of
redundant provisions, updating of allowances as
expressed in the Award and the modernisation of
provisions.
(4) The clarification of provisions to improve administration and interpretation of the Award and to bring
it into line with the new health service structures provided that the area of coverage and scope of the Award
will not be amended by the consolidation.
2. In addition to and/or in association with the consolidation a number of amendments including the following
are to be made to the Hospital Salaried Officers Award
No. 39 of 1968—
(1) Definitions to be updated.
(2) Hours clause to be updated and clarified so that it
adopts the Enterprise Bargaining clause and includes
a provision to permit shifts of up to 12 hours to be
worked.
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(3) Holidays and Annual Leave clause to be amended
to—
(a) permit leave to be taken in single days; and
(b) include simplified formulas for accrual of annual leave and calculation of leave on
termination and pro rata leave.
(4) Parental Leave to be included.
(5) Long service leave clause to be amended to include
calculation of entitlement on the basis of 13 weeks
rather than 3 months, and to be taken in multiples of
a week, the clause to be similar to that to be included
in the S41 Agreements but to retain the right to 13
weeks leave after 7 years of service but with no pro
rata leave except as currently specified in the Award
clause.
(6) There will be additional changes as the details of the
consolidation are finalised.
3. The agreement for Consolidation and Amendment of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 is a package
agreement.

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (MOUNT
HOSPITAL) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1997.
No. AG 2 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australian
(Union of Workers)
and
Mount Hospital.
No. AG 2 of 1999.
Hospital Salaried Officers (Mount Hospital) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1997.
27 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.L.L. Thomas as agent for Applicant and
Mr B.P. Walker as agent for the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 6th day of January, 1999 entitled Hospital Salaried Officers (Mount Hospital)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 and as subsequently amended by direction of the Commission in the
terms of the following Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Hospital Salaried
Officers (Mount Hospital) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1997 (“the Agreement”).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties
Area and Scope
Term of Agreement
Replacement
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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Relationship to Award
Hours
Family Leave
Parental Leave
Introduction of Change/Redundancy
Consultative Committee
Classification Review Process
Review of Contracted Hours
Signatories to Agreement
Schedule A—Salaries
Schedule B—Parental Leave
Schedule C—Redundancy Matrix
Schedule D—Classification Review Process

3.—PARTIES
The parties to this Agreement shall be the Mount Hospital
(“the employer”) and the Hospital Salaried Officer’s Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) (“the union”).
4.—AREA AND SCOPE
1. This Agreement shall apply to all employees eligible for
membership of the union and employed by the Mount Hospital, whose conditions of employment are covered by the
Hospital Salaried Officers (Private Hospitals) Award 1980.
2. It is estimated that there will be 30 employees who will
be bound by this Agreement upon registration.
5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration
until July 1st, 2000.
6.—REPLACEMENT
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 5—Term of
Agreement, this Agreement shall continue to operate until it is
replaced by a new Agreement.
2. The parties agree to commence negotiations three months
prior to the expiration of this Agreement with the objective of
having a further Agreement finalised by the expiration of the
term of this Agreement.
3. If a new Agreement has not been negotiated within three
months after the expiry of the term of this Agreement, and
unless all parties agree to extend the negotiating period, the
parties agree to have any outstanding issues arbitrated by the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission or another agreed third party.
4. Provided that:
(a) the parties may at any time agree to vary or cancel
the Agreement in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979;
(b) the parties shall review the Agreement should the
total wage prescribed by this Agreement for any classification fall below the relevant wage rate stipulated
in the award safety net;
(c) In determining the relativity of the rates of pay payable under the terms of this Agreement with those
stipulated in the Award, benefits available to staff
through this Agreement will also be taken into account.
(d) Any such review shall be conducted in accordance
with State Wage Fixing Principles in operation at
that time.
Subject to paragraph 4(b) no other wage increases shall be
applicable to staff during the term of this Agreement.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
1. This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction with the Hospital Salaried Officers (Private Hospitals)
Award 1980 (“the Award”).
Where there is inconsistency between this Agreement and
the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of any
inconsistency.
8.—HOURS
1. Ordinary hours to be an average of 38 hours per week and
will not exceed 10 hours in any day or 160 hours in a 4 week
settlement period provided that an employee cannot be directed
by the employer to work more than an average of 38 hours per
week.
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2. (a) Where a rostered shift is extended (by agreement) or
an additional shift is worked (above contracted hours) the
employee may choose to—
(i) bank the additional hours (meaning that the worker
will be in credit)
OR
(ii) be paid the additional hours at the ordinary rate. The
payment for these additional hours can be paid for at
the time of earning them or at the end of the 4 week
settlement period.
(b) The banked hours system will operate as follows—
(i) banked hours can accrue up to 3 months at the option of the employee
(ii) banked hours not utilised at the end of the 3 month
accrual period will be paid at the ordinary rate, at the
request of the employee
(iii) banked hours can, with the agreement of management, be added to a period of annual leave
3. If the employee chooses to bank the hours, these hours
may be used for time off in lieu OR may be used where a
rostered shift is shortened or cancelled in accordance with subclause (4). A worker shall be no more than 8 hours in credit or
debit for any settlement period, unless mutually agreed.
4. The employer may request that a rostered shift be shortened or cancelled but can only do so where there is mutual
agreement between the employer and the employee.
5. Where a rostered shift is shortened or cancelled (by agreement between the parties) the shift will be paid for as rostered
and the hours not worked will be debited.
6. Time off in lieu shall be taken by mutual agreement.
9.—FAMILY LEAVE
1. The employer endorses the principle of enabling their staff
to access a reasonable amount of annual sick leave to provide
care to a spouse, partner or other family or household members.
2. An employee is able to use up to 5 days of his/her annual
sick leave accrual (non-cumulative) for the purposes of caring
for a sick family or household member/partner
3. Additional leave (paid or unpaid) in excess of these 5
days can be applied for, through the relevant manager, on a
case by case basis.
4. Staff will only be asked to supply evidence for taking of
sick leave or family sick leave where there has been excessive
amounts of leave taken or numerous single day absences.
10.—PARENTAL LEAVE
1. This clause replaces Clause 18—Maternity Leave of the
Award.
2. Employees shall be entitled to parental and adoption leave
in accordance with the provisions of Schedule B of this Agreement.
11.—INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE/REDUNDANCY
1. Where the Hospital has made a definite decision to introduce major changes in production programme, organisation,
structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on staff members, the Hospital shall notify the staff
members who may be affected by the proposed changes and
the Union.
2. “Significant effects” include termination of employment,
major changes in the composition, operation or size of the
Hospital’s workforce or in the skills required; elimination or
diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or
job tenure, the alteration of hours of work, the need for retraining or transfer of staff members to other work or locations
and restructuring of jobs.
3. The Hospital shall discuss with the staff members affected
and the Union, inter alia, the introduction of the changes referred to in subclause 2, the effects the changes are likely to
have on staff members, measures to avert or mitigate the adverse effects of such changes on staff members and shall give
prompt consideration to matter raised by the staff members
and/or the Union relating to the changes.
4. The discussions shall commence as early as practicable
after a firm decision has been made by the Hospital to make
the changes referred to in sub-clause 2.
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5. For the purposes of such discussion, the Hospital shall
provide to the staff members concerned and the Union, all
relevant information about the changes including the nature
of the changes proposed; the expected effects of the changes
on staff members and any other matter likely to affect staff
members provided the Hospital shall not be required to disclose confidential information of which, would be detrimental
to her/his interests.
6. The Hospital has no desire to lose the services of loyal
members of staff. As a priority, it has been and will be the
Hospital’s preferred option to seek redeployment opportunities within other HCOA Hospitals for staff should the occasion
arise.
7. However, in the event of the closure of a ward, unit, department or hospital, or the elimination of a position the
following shall apply—
(a) the Hospital will consult with the Hospital Salaried
Officer’s Association throughout the process.
(b) the Hospital will actively explore all internal redeployment opportunities for staff surplus to
requirements.
(c) a staff member seeking redeployment may be retrained for an available position on condition that
the staff member can demonstrate the necessary competency and experience for that position.
(d) where applicable, the employer will provide and pay
for the required training.
(e) all reasonable attempts will be made to ensure that a
staff member’s area of choice hours of work, previous employment classification and previous roster
patterns are met consistent with customer requirements.
(f) where a position is offered and accepted and average gross salary are less than staff member previously
received in their original position, income maintenance will be paid for 13 weeks.
(g) where redeployment opportunities have not been
identified the separation package to be paid to redundant position holders will be as follows—
(i) payment as per Schedule C—Redundancy
Matrix
(ii) provision of reasonable financial counselling
(iii) provision of reasonable paid time off to attend
interviews for alternative employment.
12.—CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
1. The “Consultative Committee” shall mean the Management and employee representatives appointed, nominated or
elected on a 12 monthly basis, as a group, to negotiate the
terms of this Agreement, according to the terms of reference
determined from time to time. Members of the Committee shall
be eligible for re-election for a subsequent 12 month period.
Representatives of the union party to this Agreement shall
attend as required.
2. The Consultative Committee shall meet once every 3 months
during its term for the purpose of monitoring and resolving problems arising from its application. This provision may be waived
by a general consensus of Committee members.
3. Other meetings may be called by any member of the Committee providing a minimum of 7 days notice is given. This
notice may be dispensed with by agreement.
4. In resolving problems arising from the application or interpretation of the Agreement the Committee shall endeavour
to reach a consensus.
13.—CLASSIFICATION REVIEW PROCESS
Employees who wish to have their classification level reviewed should follow the procedure outlined in Classification
Review Process as attached at Schedule D of this Agreement.
14.—REVIEW OF CONTRACTED HOURS
1. The employer has agreed to annually review the contracted
hours of work worked by employees.
2. This clause relates particularly to part-time employees
who have over the preceding 12 months been working above
their contracted hours.
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3. The employer, based on an averaging over the previous
12 months, may vary the hours of the employees contract.
4. The employer shall conduct a review of the hours worked
by employees for the 12 months preceding the date of registration of this Agreement and shall vary the contracts of
employment of the employees who have been, on average,
working above their contracted hours.
15.—SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of MOUNT HOSPITAL
Robert Wise (signed)
___________________
Robert Wise
In the presence of—
K. Duthrie (signed)
___________________
Signed for and on behalf of HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
(UNION OF WORKERS)—
Dan Hill (signed)
_________________________
Dan Hill, Secretary.
In the presence of—
Clare Thomas (signed)
_________________________
Mike Hartland (signed)
_________________________
Mike Hartland, President.
In the presence of—
Clare Thomas (signed)
__________________________
SCHEDULE A—SALARIES
The minimum rates of salary to be paid to employees covered by this Agreement shall be as set out hereunder.
Column A: Award rate including the 3 x $8.00 Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment and the $10.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment of 14.11.97.
Column B: 5% salary increase effective from 1st December 1997.
Column C: 5% salary increase effective from the 1st July,
1999.
Level
Column Column Column
A
B
C
Level 1 1st year of service
21005
22055
23158
2nd year of service 21395
22465
23588
3rd year of service 21794
22884
24028
Level 2 1st year of service
22116
23222
24383
2nd year of service 22770
23909
25104
3rd year of service 23420
24591
25821
4th year of service 24068
25271
26535
Level 3
24719
25955
27253
25370
26639
27970
26119
27425
28796
Level 4
26637
27969
29367
27402
28772
30211
Level 5
28306
29721
31207
29009
30459
31982
Level 6
29748
31235
32797
30927
32473
34097
Level 7
31544
33121
34777
32469
34092
35797
Level 8
33420
35091
36846
34771
36510
38335
Level 9
35475
37249
39111
36442
38264
40177
Level 10
37437
39309
41274
38461
40384
42403
Level 11
40433
42455
44577
41897
43992
46191
Level 13
45090
47345
49712
46500
48825
51266
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Level 15
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Column Column Column
A
B
C
47961
50359
52877
50096
52601
55231
51846
54438
57160

A

1
54026
56727
59564
2
56201
59011
61962
3
58353
61271
64334
4
60529
63555
66733
5
64188
67397
70767
6
66838
70180
73689
7
69493
72968
76616
8
72492
76117
79922
9
75674
79458
83431
(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on appointment to a classification equivalent to Level 1, may be appointed
to the minimum rate of pay based on years of service, not on
age.
(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s
satisfactory performance over the preceding twelve months.
(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual increment shall be referred to the W.A. Industrial Relations
Commission for determination.
(d) Employees who are appointed to Level 1, Level 2, or
Level 3, and are under 21 years of age, salaries shall be calculated using the following percentages of the first year of service
rate for the Level the employee is appointed to—
Under 17 years of age
54%
17 years of age
64%
18 years of age
74%
19 years of age
86%
20 years of age
97%
Notwithstanding this provision, the employer can appoint
an employee to the first year of service rate or higher.
(3) Salaries—Specified Callings and Other Professionals
(a) Employees who are employed in the calling of Medical
Scientist, Scientific Officer, Dietitian, Occupational Therapist,
Physiotherapist, Social Worker, Speech Pathologist, or any
other professional calling as agreed between the Union and
employer, shall be entitled to Annual Salaries as follows—
Level
Column Column Column
A
B
C
Level 5/10
28306
29721
31207
29748
31235
32797
31544
33121
34777
33420
35091
36846
36442
38264
40177
38461
40384
42403
Level 11/12
40433
42455
44577
41897
43992
46191
43977
46176
48485
Level 13/14
45090
47345
49712
46500
48825
51266
47961
50359
52877
Level 15
50096
52601
55231
51846
54438
57160
A
1
54026
56727
59564
2
56201
59011
61962
3
58353
61271
64334
4
60529
63555
66733
5
64188
67397
70767
6
66838
70180
73689
7
69493
72968
76616
8
72492
76117
79922
9
75674
79458
83431
(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 5/10 under this clause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved three
academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their
calling, shall commence at the first year increment.
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved four
academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their
calling, shall commence at the second year increment.
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(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved Masters or PhD Degree, relevant to their calling, shall
commence on the third year increment.
Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary level
qualification after appointment shall not be entitled to any
advanced progression through the range.
(c) The employer and union shall be responsible for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for appointment
for the callings covered by this clause and shall maintain a
manual setting out such qualifications.
(d) The employer, in allocating levels pursuant to paragraph
(b) of this sub-clause may determine a commencing salary
above Level 5/10 for a particular calling/s.
(e) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding twelve
months.
(f) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual increment shall be referred to the W.A. Industrial Relations
Commission for determination.
Schedule B—Parental Leave
(3) Interpretation
For the purpose of this clause
(a) “Adoption”, in relation to a child, is reference to a child
who—
(i) is not the natural child or the step-child of the employee or the employees spouse;
(ii) is less than five years of age; and
(iii) has not lived continuously with the employee for six
months or longer.
(b) “continuous service”, means service under an unbroken
contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of parental leave; and
(ii) any period of authorised leave of absence.
(c) “expected date of birth”, means the day certified by a
medical practitioner to be the day on which the medical practitioner expects the employee or the employee’s spouse, as the
case may be, to give birth to a child;
(d) “parental leave”, means leave provided for by subclause
(1) of this clause;
(e) “spouse”, includes a defacto spouse.
(2) Entitlement to parental leave
(a) Subject to this subclause and to subclauses (3) and (4)
hereof, an Employee, other than a casual employee, is entitled
to take up to 52 consecutive weeks of unpaid leave in respect
of—
(i) the birth of a child to the Employee or the Employee’s spouse; or
(ii) the placement of a child with the Employee with a
view toward the adoption of the child by the Employee.
(b) An Employee is not entitled to take parental leave unless
he or she—
(i) has, before the expected date of birth or placement,
completed at least 12 months continuous service with
the employer; and
(ii) has given the employer at least 10 weeks written notice of his or her intention to take the leave; and
(iii) has notified the employer of the dates on which he
or she wishes to start and finish the leave.
(c) An Employee is not entitled to take parental leave at the
same time as the Employee’s spouse but this subsection does
not apply to one weeks parental leave—
(i) taken by the male parent immediately after the birth
of the child; or
(ii) taken by the Employee and the Employee’s spouse
immediately after a child has been placed with
them with a view toward their adoption of the
child.
(d) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any period of parental leave taken by the Employee’s spouse in
relation to the same child, except the period of one weeks leave
referred to in paragraph (c).
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(3) Medical certificate
An Employee who has given notice of his or her intention to
take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to provide to
the employer a certificate from a medical practitioner stating
that the Employee or the Employee’s spouse, as the case may
be, is pregnant and the expected date of birth.
(4) Notice of spouse’s parental leave
(a) An Employee who has given notice of his or her intention to take parental leave or who is actually taking parental
leave is to notify the employer of particulars of any period of
parental leave taken or to be taken by the Employee’s spouse
in relation to the same child.
(b) Any notice given under paragraph (a) is to supported by
a statutory declaration by the Employee as to the truth of the
particulars notified.
(5) Transfer to a safe job
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner,
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the Employee make it
inadvisable for the Employee to continue at her present work,
the Employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be
transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the Employee
may, or the employer may require the Employee to, take leave
for such period as is certified necessary by a duly qualified
medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as maternity
leave for the purposes of subclauses (10), (11), (12) and (13)
hereof.
(6) Maternity leave to start 6 weeks before birth
A female Employee who has given notice of her intention to
take parental leave, other than for an adoption, is to start the
leave 6 weeks before the expected date of birth unless in respect of any period closer to the expected date of birth a medical
practitioner has certified that the Employee is fit to work.
(7) Variation of period of parental leave
(a) Provided the aggregate of any leave (including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (5) and (9)) does not exceed the period
to which the Employee is entitled under subclause (2) hereof—
(i) the period of parental leave may be lengthened once
only by the Employee giving not less than 14 days
notice in writing stating the period by which the leave
is to be lengthened;
(ii) the period may be further lengthened by agreement
between the Employee and the employer.
(b) The period of parental leave may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the Employee giving not less than
14 days notice in writing stating the period by which the leave
is to be shortened.
(8) Cancellation of parental leave
(a) Parental leave, other than adoption leave, applied for but
not commenced, shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of the
Employee or the Employee’s spouse terminates other than by
the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an Employee on maternity leave
terminates other than by the birth of a living child, it shall be
the right of the Employee to resume work at a time nominated
by the employer which shall not exceed four weeks from the
date of notice in writing by the Employee to the employer that
she desires to resume work.
(9) Special maternity leave and sick leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an Employee not then on parental leave terminates after 28 weeks other than by the birth of a
living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid leave
(to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary
before her return to work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences of confinement she shall be entitled, either in lieu of or in
addition to special maternity leave, to such paid sick
leave as to which she is then entitled and which a
duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work.
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(b) Where an Employee not then on parental leave suffers
illness related to her pregnancy, she may take such paid leave
as to which she is then entitled and such further unpaid leave
(to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly qualified
medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to
work, provided that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special
maternity leave and parental leave shall not exceed the period
to which the Employee is entitled under subclause (2) hereof.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (10), (12) and (13) hereof,
parental leave shall include special maternity leave.
(d) An Employee returning to work after the completion of a
period of leave taken pursuant to this subclause shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before
proceeding on such leave or, in the case of an Employee who
was transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3), to the
position she held immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available, for which the Employee is qualified and
the duties of which she is capable of performing, she shall be
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in status and salary
or wage to that of her former position.
(10) Parental leave and other leave entitlements
Provided the aggregate of any leave (including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (5) and (9)) does not exceed the period
to which the Employee is entitled under subclause (2) hereof—
(a) an Employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
parental leave, take any annual leave or long service
leave or any part thereof to which he or she is then
entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised absences (excluding annual leave or long service leave), shall not
be available to an Employee during his or her absence on parental leave.
Return to work after parental leave
(a) An employee shall confirm his or her intention of returning to work by notice in writing to the employer given not less
than four weeks prior to the expiration of the period of parental leave.
(b) On finishing parental leave, an Employee is entitled to
the position he or she held immediately before starting parental leave.
(c) If the position referred to in paragraph (b) is not available, the Employee is entitled to an available position—
(i) for which the Employee is qualified; and
(ii) that the Employee is capable of performing, most
comparable in status and pay to that of his or her
former position.
(d) Where, immediately before starting parental leave, an
Employee was acting in, or performing on a temporary basis
the duties of, the position referred to in paragraph (b), that
subsection applies only in respect of the position held by the
Employee immediately before taking the acting or temporary
position.
(11) Effect of parental leave on employment
Absence on parental leave—
(a) does not break the continuity of service of an Employee; and
(b) is not to be taken into account when calculating the
period of service for the purpose of this award.
(12) Termination of employment
(a) An Employee on parental leave may terminate his or her
employment at anytime during the period of leave by notice
given in accordance with this Award.
(b) The employer shall not terminate the employment of an
Employee on the grounds of pregnancy or absence on parental
leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in relation to
termination of employment are not hereby affected.
(13) Replacements
(a) A replacement person specifically engaged as a result of
an Employee proceeding on parental leave.
(b) The employer shall, before engaging a replacement under this subclause, inform that person of the temporary nature
of the employment and the rights of the Employee who is being replaced.
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(c) The employer shall, before engaging a person to replace
an Employee temporarily promoted or transferred in order to
replace an Employee exercising his or her rights under this
clause, inform that person of the temporary nature of the transfer and of the rights of the Employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed
as requiring the employer to engage a replacement.
Schedule C—Redundancy Matrix
AGED LESS THAN 45 YEARS

AGED MORE THAN 45 YEARS

Years’
Service

Notice
Period

Redundancy

Total
(Wks)

Years’
Service

Notice
Period

Redundancy

Total
(Wks)

1

2

4

6

1

3

5

8

2

2

5

7

2

3

6

9

3

2

6

8

3

3

7

10

4

2

10

4

3

2

11+

5+

3

8
1 week
for every
year of
service

11

5+

8
1 week
for every
year of
service
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Australian Industrial Relations Commission as defined in the
following extract—
Changes in work value may arise from changes in the
nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or
the conditions under which work is performed. Changes
in work by themselves may not lead to a change in wage
rates. The strict test for an alteration in wage rates in
that the change in the nature of the work should constitute such a significant net addition to the work
requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification of upgrading to a higher classification.
In addition to meeting this test a party making a work
value application will need to justify any change to wage
relativities that might result not only within the relevant
award classifications structure but also against external
classifications to which that structure is related. There
must be no likelihood of wage “leapfrogging” arising out
of changes in relative position.

12+

* Pro-rata for less than any completed year of service
Pay means the ordinary time rate of pay.
Schedule D—Classification Review Process
1. The employer should allocate a salary classification level
in accordance with the value of the position taking account of
internal and external relativity’s relevant to the position, and
in accordance with relevant Wage Principles of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission. In arriving at an
appropriate salary level, the employer shall also have due regard for any qualifications which may be a prerequisite for
carrying out the position.
2. An employee may request a review of the classification
allocated in accordance with sub-clause (1) of this schedule,
at any time, where a significant change in duties and responsibilities has occurred, such a request shall be make in accordance
with sub-clause (6) and (7) of this Appendix.
No more than one application for a classification review can
be made by an employee in any twelve month period unless a
position is restructured.
3. If the employee or Union disagrees with the result of the
review, the Union may enter into negotiations with the employer with a view to settling the disagreement in accordance
with the Dispute Settlement Clause of this agreement.
4. If the parties cannot reach agreement as to the classification level of any employee, the matter may be referred to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
5. The effective date for any change in classification level
shall be the date upon which the letter of request is served
upon the employer.
6. The employee is required to work in accordance with his/
her job description and the employer’s policies and procedures.
The Employer may direct an employee to carry out such duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skills and training
provided that such duties are not designed to promote
deskilling.
The salary classification of a particular position will be established having regard to the work value of the position, and
appropriate relativities.
If a job description of a particular position varies then the
employer will consider whether the changes are of such a substantial nature that he classification of the position needs to be
reviewed. The employer will discuss the situation with the
employee.
In general, reclassification requests will only be considered
where a significant increase in work value is demonstrated.
While comparisons with other similar positions will be considered in evaluating the request for reclassification,
comparisons should be relied on to justify a reclassification.
7. Work value for the purpose of reclassification of positions is defined according to the Wage Principles of the Western

INGHAMS ENTERPRISES PTY LIMITED
TELESALES ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 9 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia
and
Inghams Enterprises Pty Ltd.
No. AG 9 of 1999.
28 January 1999.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 9 OF 1999
HAVING heard Ms P. Anderson on behalf of the first named
party and Ms DG McLean on behalf of the second named party;
and
WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the
Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the
aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Inghams Enterprises Pty
Limited Telesales Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998,
filed in the Commission on 14 January 1999 and as subsequently amended by the parties, signed by me for
identification, be and is hereby registered as an Industrial
Agreement.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
INGHAMS ENTERPRISES PTY LIMITED
TELESALES ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1998
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Inghams Enterprises
Pty Limited Telesales Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998
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and replaces the Inghams Enterprise Pty Limited Telesales
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

2.— ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Parties Bound
Term of Agreement
Relationship to Award
Agreement not a Precedent
Wages
Classifications
Meal Money
Shift Work
Hours
No Further Claims
Productivity Measures
Replacement Employees
Long Service Leave
Grievance Procedure
Signatories

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
The Area and Scope of this Agreement shall be that prescribed
in the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail
Establishments) State Award 1977 (No R32 of 1976), (“the
Award”), as amended from time to time, insofar as it applies
to employees of Inghams Enterprises Pty Limited, employed
in the telesales room at Osborne Park, Western Australia.
4.—PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding on Inghams
Enterprises Pty Limited (“the Company”) and The Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western
Australia (“the Union”) and shall apply to all employees
employed at the Company’s telesales operation in Osborne
Park, who are members or are eligible to be members of the
Union and who are covered by the Award or any successor
thereto.
There are approximately 6 telesales employees whose
conditions of employment will be regulated by the terms of
this Agreement.
5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration
and shall expire on 31st December 2000.
(2) The parties to this Agreement shall begin negotiations for
a new Agreement at least 3 months prior to the expiration of this
Agreement.
(3) Following its expiry, the Agreement shall continue to
operate until varied by the parties or replaced by another
Agreement.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the Award, as varied from time to time, as
identified in Clause 3.—Area and Scope, of this Agreement.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
that inconsistency. Where this Agreement is silent, Award
provisions shall apply.
7.—AGREEMENT NOT A PRECEDENT
This Agreement shall not be used as a precedent in any other
negotiations.
8.—WAGES
(1) Full Time Employees
(a) The following wage rates are for 38 ordinary hours per
week, and represent a 8% wage increase.
(b) The wage increase shall come into effect on the first full
pay period on or after the dates listed below.
Classification

Current
$/per
week

19/10/98
$/per
week

19/4/99
$/per
week

18/10/99 19/4/2000
$ per
$ per
week
week

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

505.54
532.15
587.28

515.65
542.79
599.03

525.96
553.65
611.01

536.48
564.72
623.23

547.20
576.01
635.69
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(2) Part Time Employees
Part time employees shall receive payment for ordinary hours
of work at an hourly rate of one thirty eighth of the appropriate
rate prescribed by subclause (1) hereof.
(3) Casual Employees
A casual employee shall be paid one thirty eighth of the
appropriate rate prescribed in subclause (1) hereof, and in
addition a loading in accordance with the following scale—
(a) Where the casual engagement on any day is for a
full day’s work, a loading of 20%;
(b) Where the casual engagement on any day is for less
than a full day’s work, a loading of 25%.
(4) In the event that the award is varied to include any “Safety
Net Adjustments” awarded by the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission during the term of this agreement then
such increases shall be offset against the increases in this
Agreement.
9.—CLASSIFICATIONS
(1) Level 3
A Level 3 employee shall be an employee appointed to the
position of second in charge of the telesales staff.
Level 2
A Level 2 employee shall be an employee who is multiskilled in the telesales operations and performs a range of duties
including ordering, invoicing and reports and has single
responsibilities and extended DP skills.
Level 1
All other employees shall be graded as Level 1 employees.
Level 1 employees are primarily involved in ordering.
(2) Higher Duties Allowance
Where an employee is required to work for a day or more in
a position which is paid at a higher rate of pay, that employee
shall be entitled to payment at the higher rate whilst so
employed.
10.—MEAL MONEY
When an employee is required to continue working after the
usual finishing time for more than two hours, he/she shall be
paid $6.50 for the purchase of any meal required.
11.—SHIFT WORK
In addition to the provisions of Clause 34.—Shift Work of
the Award, where an employee is required to work an early
morning shift on any day, Monday to Friday, the employee
shall be paid a loading of 25% on all ordinary hours worked
for that day.
An early morning shift is defined as a shift which commences
prior to the spread of ordinary hours as prescribed by Clause
12.—Hours of this Agreement but no earlier than 5.00am.
An afternoon shift is defined as a shift which finishes after
6.00pm and at or before 1.00am. The loading on all ordinary
hours worked on the afternoon shift shall be 15%.
When an employee who works shift work in accordance with
this Clause takes annual leave he or she shall receive a loading
of the equivalent of their shift or 17.5% whichever is the greater.
12.—HOURS
The spread of ordinary hours shall be between 6.00am to
6.00pm Monday to Saturday.
13.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is agreed that the Union will undertake that no further
claims will be made upon the Company for
the term of this Agreement.
14.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES
In recognition of the wage increases payable in accordance
with this Agreement, the following productivity and efficiency
measures shall be introduced—
(a) Notwithstanding the past practice of rostering full
time employees to work 37 hours and 15 minutes
per week, such employees shall, under the terms of
this Agreement, be rostered to work 38 hours per
week.
(b) Part time employees are to become more multiskilled.
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15.—REPLACEMENT EMPLOYEES
Where any team member is absent for any reason for more
than two days, the company shall make
every effort to find a suitable replacement subject to
availability.
16.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) The long service leave provisions published in Volume
79 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 6,
both inclusive, shall be incorporated in and deemed part of
this Agreement.
(2) An employee shall be entitled to access his or her pro-rata
long service leave entitlement once he or she has completed ten
year’s service with the Company. The leave shall be taken at a
time mutually agreed between the employee and the company.
17.—GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(1) Any question, dispute or difficulty arising from this
Agreement shall be dealt with in accordance with the following
procedure—
(a) The matter shall first be discussed between the employee affected and the appropriate supervisor. The
employee may choose to be represented by the Union delegate.
(b) If not settled the matter shall be discussed between
the employee, an accredited representative of the
Union and the appropriate representative of the Company.
(c) If not settled the matter shall be discussed between
an official of the Union and an appropriate representative of the Company.
(d) It will be open to either party at any time to seek the
assistance of the Western Australian Industrial Commission in resolving any dispute.
(2) A reasonable time frame shall apply to each step of the
procedure as prescribed in subclause (1) hereof.
(3) While the matter in dispute is being discussed in accordance
with the procedure, as prescribed in subclause (1) hereof, work
shall continue and the status quo as applying before the dispute
shall be maintained. No party shall be prejudiced in relation to
the final settlement by the continuance of work in accordance
with this clause.
18.—SIGNATORIES
Common Seal
(Signed Mark Bishop)
Signature
For and on behalf of the
Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees’ Association of Western
Australia
…………………………………
MARK BISHOP—PRESIDENT
16.12.98
Date
Common Seal
(Signed Joseph Bullock)
Signature
For and on behalf of the
Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees’ Association of Western
Australia
……………………………………………….
JOE BULLOCK—GENERAL SECRETARY
5.1.99
Date
(Signed PJ Manning)
Signature
For and on behalf of
Inghams Enterprises Pty Limited
P.J. Manning – General Manager
Name of Signatory—Position of Signatory
14.1.99
Date
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INGHAMS POULTRY PROCESSING ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 1 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Food Preservers’ Union of Western Australia, Union of
Workers
and
Inghams Enterprises Ltd.
No. AG 1 of 1999.
Inghams Poultry Processing Enterprise Agreement 1998.
3 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms P Anderson on behalf of The Food
Preservers’ Union of Western Australia, Union of Workers, and Mr M Burgwyn on behalf Inghams Enterprises
Ltd, now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “Inghams
Poultry Processing Enterprise Agreement 1998” reflected in the schedule to this order shall be and is
hereby registered with effect on the 20th day of January 1999.
2. THAT the Inghams Poultry Processing Enterprise
Agreement 1998 shall replace the Inghams Poultry
Processing Enterprise Agreement 1996 with effect
on the 20th day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Inghams Poultry
Processing Enterprise Agreement 1998” and replaces the
“Inghams Poultry Processing Enterprise Agreement
1996”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Incidence and Parties Bound
Terms of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Awards
Overtime
Terms of Wage Increase
Productivity Arrangements
Grievance Procedure
Wages

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
The Area and Scope of this Agreement shall be that prescribed in the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or
Processing) Award No. A20 of 1990, (“the Award”) as amended
from time to time, insofar as it applies to employees of Inghams
Enterprises Pty Limited employed at the processing plant at
Osborne Park, Western Australia.
It is estimated that approximately 240 employees will be
bound by this Agreement upon its registration.
4.—INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding on Inghams
Enterprises Pty Limited (“the Company”), The Food Preservers’ Union of Western Australia, Union of Workers (“FPU”)
and all employees employed at the Company operation in
Osborne Park, who are members or are eligible to be members of the Union cited and who are covered by the Award or
any successor thereto.
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5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration and shall expire on 18 March 1999.
(2) The parties to this Agreement shall begin negotiations
for a new Agreement at least three months prior to the expiration of this Agreement.
(3) Following its expiry, the Agreement shall continue to
operate until varied by the parties or replaced by another Agreement.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly
in conjunction with the Award identified in Clause 3. –
Area and Scope, of this Agreement as varied from time to
time.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent
of that inconsistency. Where this Agreement is silent, the provision of the Award shall apply.
7.—OVERTIME
Employees understand that the nature of the business is such
that they may be required to work overtime when the need
arises. This may include overtime on the early finishing day
(Friday). Additional overtime may be necessary during a normal working week. As such, employees give a commitment
to make themselves available to work such overtime as far as
it is reasonable and practicable.
Employees may be required to work overtime on Public
Holidays on the following basis—
(1) Employees will not be required to work on Good
Friday or Christmas Day.
(2) Award penalty rates will apply to work performed
on Public Holidays.
(3) Employees will be given 14 days notice of any
requirement to work overtime on a Public Holiday.
8.—TERMS OF WAGE INCREASE
(1) In return for the commitment by the employees as per
Clause 9.—Productivity Arrangements, the Company agrees
to a wage increase of 3% effective from 6 April 1998.
(2) The Union and employees of the company undertake
that no further claims will be made upon the Company in respect of any industrial matter that will increase employment
costs, for the term of this Agreement.
(3) In the event that the Award is varied to include any
future “Safety Net Adjustments” awarded by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission then such increases shall be off-set against the increases in this
Agreement.
9.—PRODUCTIVITY ARRANGEMENTS
The parties agree that the following productivity arrangements shall apply.
(1) Where an employee is required to work more than 30
minutes overtime, an unpaid 10 minute rest break shall be
granted, to be taken at the end of normal hours and before
commencing overtime.
(2) Where an employee is required to work overtime it
is the Company’s responsibility to advise that employee,
prior to the commencement of that overtime, of the estimated length of the overtime to be worked. Provided that
an employee is only entitled to be paid for actual overtime worked.
(3) Where a “Plant Breakdown” occurs employees may be
required to work up to one (1) hour of unplanned overtime on
short notice.
10.—GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(1) Any question, dispute or difficulty arising from this
Agreement shall be dealt with in accordance with the following procedure.
(a) The matter shall first be discussed between the employee affected and the appropriate supervisor. The
employee may choose to be represented by the union delegate.
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(b) If not settled, the matter shall be discussed between
the employee, an accredited representative of the
union and the appropriate representative of the Company.
(c) If not settled, the matter shall be discussed between
an official of the union and an appropriate representative of the Company.
(2) A reasonable time frame shall apply to each step of the
procedure as prescribed in subclause (1) hereof.
(3) While the matter in dispute is being discussed in accordance with the procedure, as prescribed in subclause (1) hereof,
work shall continue and the status quo as applying before the
dispute shall be maintained. No party shall be prejudiced in
relation to the final settlement by the continuance of work in
accordance with this clause.
(4) It will be open to either party at any time to seek the
assistance of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in resolving any disputes.
11.—WAGES
(1) Full Time Employees
A Supplementary Industry Allowance based on days or hours
worked will be paid in addition to and separate from the base
rate upon the completion of a 3 month probationary period.
This Supplementary Industry Allowance will be included for
the purpose of annual leave, sick leave, public holidays, workers compensation, etc.
The following wage rates are for 38 ordinary hours per week
and shall come into effect on the first full pay period on or
after the dates listed below—
(a) As at 6 April 1998—
Level 2

Base Rate

Hanging
Evisceration
Packing
Level 3

$471.54
$447.57
$447.57
Base Rate

Filleting
Cutting

$474.53
$490.08

Supplementary
Industry Allowance
$19.88
$14.76
$ 9.66
Supplementary
Industry Allowance
—
—

Total
$491.42
$462.55
$457.23
Total
$474.53
$490.08

(2) Part Time Employees
A part time employee shall receive payment for ordinary
hours of work at an hourly rate of one thirty eighth of the
appropriate base rate prescribed by subclause (1) hereof. The
Supplementary Industry Allowance for the appropriate level
will be paid separately.
(3) Casual Employees
A casual employee employed by Inghams Enterprises Pty
Limited under the terms and conditions of the Food Industry
(Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award No. A20 of 1990,
shall be paid one thirty eighth of the appropriate base rate prescribed in subclause (1) hereof and in addition a loading of
20% on said base rate for all ordinary hours of work. If applicable, the separate Supplementary Industry Allowance will be
made payable (without 20% loading).
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MARBLE & CEMENT WORK (ON-SITE)
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
AG 266 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Marble & Cement Work (WA) Pty Ltd.
AG 266 of 1998.
Marble & Cement Work (On-Site)
Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S.J. KENNER.
2 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance from the respondent and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Marble & Cement Work (On-Site) Industrial
Agreement as filed in the Commission on 10 December
1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Marble & Cement
Work (On-Site) Industrial Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Marble & Cement Work (WA) Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the
“Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
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4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
where the principal contractor has a current registered or certified industrial agreement, covered by the terms of the Building
Trades (Construction) Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the
“Award”). There are approximately two (2) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Awards the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix
A—Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per
Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund or scheme of their choice. The Company
is bound by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The Company shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
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3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with
Clause 6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination
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(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The employer shall continue this cover for on-site employees when those employees
return to the yard. The scheme is to be negotiated through the
ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN. 069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU

............................................................
Date: 8/12/98
...........................................................
WITNESS

CMETU

...........................................................
Date: 8/12/98
...........................................................
WITNESS

The Company: ............................................................
SIGNATURE
Date: 13/11/98
Company
Seal
P. DALLE NOGARE
PRINT NAME
...........................................................
WITNESS
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APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
Carpenter
17.22
17.70
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
Special Class T
17.95
18.45
APPRENTICE RATES

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
(a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
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(b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
(c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner.
(d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/
counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously affected.
(e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
(f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.3m
$1.85
Above $2.13 m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
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4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work, then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.13m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the
area bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East
to Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street
to Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street
to Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway
line, along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within
the boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park
Road, Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in which site allowances are to be paid as per this
agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a
boundary road will be deemed to fall in one region and
the other side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall
in the other region. For example, the eastern side of
Havelock Street will be in the “CBD” and the western
side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to
mean the value of all tendered work which falls under the
scope of the principal contractor’s contract.

5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
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8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
— Disputes Procedures
— Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
— Demarcation Procedures
— First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year 55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%
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MINISTRY FOR CULTURE & THE ARTS
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSG AG 12 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ministry for Culture and the Arts
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Media, Entertainment & Arts Alliance of Western
Australia (Union of Employees)
and
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of WA
and
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, WA Branch
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian
Branch.
No. PSG AG 12 of 1998.
Ministry for Culture & the Arts Enterprise Agreement 1998.
12 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J Phillips and with him Ms A Manly on
behalf of the Ministry for Culture and the Arts, and Ms D
Whitaker on behalf of the respondent unions, now therefore I
the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT the agreement to be known as “Ministry for
Culture & the Arts Enterprise Agreement 1998” reflected
in the schedule to this order shall be and is registered
with effect on the 10th day of December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Ministry for Culture
& the Arts Enterprise Agreement 1998”.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Structure And Purpose Of The Ministry For Culture
& The Arts
4. Definitions
5. Parties to the Agreement
6. Scope of the Agreement
7. Number of Employees Covered
8. Single Bargaining Unit
9. Relationship to Parent Awards
10. Date and Period of Operation
11. Salary Increases
12. Availability of Agreement
13. Audit of existing Agency Enterprise Agreements
14. No further Claims
15. Salary Packaging
16. Parental Leave
17. Special Personal Leave
18. Bereavement Leave

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
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Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
Emergency Service Leave
Blood/Plasma Donors Leave
Long Service Leave
Employee Funded Extra Leave
Sick Leave
Flexi Leave
Child Care Arrangements
Home Based Work
Consultation
Union Facilities and Access
Schedule 1—Business Support Groups
Schedule 2—LISWA
Schedule 3—WA Museum
Schedule 4—Art Gallery Of WA
Schedule 5—ARTSWA
Schedule 6—Screenwest
Schedule 7—Perth Theatre Trust
Appendix 1—Relevant Awards

3.—STRUCTURE AND PURPOSE OF THE MINISTRY
FOR CULTURE & THE ARTS
(1) Background
The Ministry for Culture & the Arts was created as a Department under the Public Sector Management Act 1994 on
20 May 1997. It was formed by bringing together the Department for the Arts and the following statutory authorities, which
had comprised the Arts Portfolio, as service agencies.
(a) The Library & Information Service of WA;
(b) The WA Museum;
(c) The Art Gallery of WA;
(d) The Perth Theatre Trust;
(e) ArtsWA (formerly the Department for the Arts);
(f) ScreenWest.
It is intended that legislative change will be introduced in
1998/99 to give full effect to the above.
In addition to these service agencies, the Office of the Director General assumed responsibility for Ministry wide
strategic policy and planning functions as well as the co-ordination of Ministerials. Human Resources and Financial &
Administration support services were established in a centralised Business Support Group.
The service agencies maintain their own identities within
the Ministry. Agency Chief Executives are accountable for
delivery of their own outputs, within the scope of the Ministry’s output based management structure.
(2) Ministry Outputs
The Ministry has as its objective the outcome that the West
Australian Community is informed and has access to a diverse
range of innovative ideas, knowledge and cultural experiences.
The Ministry is committed to achieving the following objectives—
(a) The creation of, and the provision of access to, a
diverse range of knowledge, information, arts and
cultural experiences;
(b) The development and management of the State’s
natural, cultural and documentary collections;
and;
(c) To support and develop Western Australia’s arts,
screen and cultural industries.
(3) Objectives of the Agreement
This agreement is part of a strategy to gain both employee
and management commitment to efficiently deliver all of the
Ministry’s services.
Further, the objectives of this agreement are to—
(a) Ensure that the needs of all of the Ministry’s clients
are met through the delivery of efficient, reliable,
professional and competitive services;
(b) Build on the achievements of individual service agencies and their employees accrued during the life of
previous Enterprise Agreements;
(c) Provide greater flexibility and mobility within the
Ministry workforce, particularly as it relates to inter
agency mobility;
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(d) Promote increased job satisfaction and broaden career opportunities for employees;
(e) Allow for the ongoing development of efficient and
effective ways of delivering the services for which
the Ministry is responsible;
(f) Provide encouragement and stimulation for employees to contribute to the success of the Ministry and
its agencies;
(g) Encourage and foster the continued development of
consultative methods which allow for employee generated ideas to be promulgated;
(h) Share the benefits of increased workforce and decision making flexibility across all of the Ministry’s
agencies;
(4) Ministry Enterprise Philosophy
This Agreement establishes that the Ministry is committed to a set of principles which are fundamental to creating
an environment which allows for the development of the
organisation as a client focussed and as a ‘learning’ entity.
This Agreement also acknowledges that the Ministry can
build on the positive outcomes derived from previous Enterprise Agreements which were specific to the Library &
Information Service of WA, the WA Museum, the Art Gallery of WA, ArtsWA (formerly the Department for the Arts)
and the Perth Theatre Trust.
The principles which underpin this Agreement are—
(a) The Value of Customers
The parties understand that Customers are essential to the existence of the Ministry and that
organisational success can only be achieved by
satisfying internal and external client requirements.
(b) Workplace Flexibility
Flexibility in the way work is undertaken is essential to ensure the consistent delivery of high quality
services to the public. Work practices will be monitored and reviewed to ensure that initiatives which
exceed customer needs and enhance business efficiency are continuously developed.
The employer may direct an employee to carry out
such duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skill, competence and training, including work
which is incidental or peripheral to the employee’s
main task or functions. For the purposes of the application of this provision, it is not intended that any
such direction be exercised in an arbitrary or capricious manner.
(c) Teams
Team based structures are the most efficient and effective way of utilising the talents of employees. The
continuing development of teams will be encouraged
in the Ministry with support and training being made
available to maximise their efficiency.
The people who work within the Ministry are our
most valuable asset. Their expertise and competence
contribute substantially to the success of the Ministry.
(d) Quality Principles
Increased productivity will be achieved through the
introduction of quality management practices. Where
appropriate, this may include working towards relevant formal accreditation.
(e) Continuous Improvement
Opportunities will always exist to improve the level
of service provided by the Ministry to its customers.
Organisational support will be developed and implemented to encourage employees to contribute to
the continuous improvement of the work methods
and practices in their work areas. (Refer also to
Clause 10(3)).
This will be supported by management by fostering a learning environment and by developing a
framework to enable employees to submit ideas,
obtain decisions and receive feedback on their
ideas.
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(f) Business Success
Management and employees in each of the Ministry’s agencies are committed to the success of the
organisation at both Ministry and agency level.
(g) Service Delivery Agreements
Ministry agencies, Support Groups and Work Teams
are committed to the development and implementation of service delivery agreements, ensuring high
quality services are negotiated and delivered to our
clients. Performance indicators for service delivery
will be established, implemented and monitored.
(h) Safety & Wellness
The Ministry is committed to promoting a workplace
where both management and employees take responsibility for safety and health in work practices and
processes. Occupational Health & Safety Committees will monitor issues associated with duty of care
and will promote staff awareness of safety and health
issues.
(i) Equity in Employment
The Ministry is committed to providing equity in employment opportunities for its diverse workforce.
Fundamental to this is the recruitment and selection
of people on the basis of merit without discrimination and equal access to opportunities for promotion
and development.
(j) HR Policies, Guidelines and Standards
The Ministry is committed to the development, maintenance and promulgation of HR policies which
support the operation of Standards, Guidelines and
Codes and relate to the employment conditions of
staff. Copies of Ministry HR standards, guidelines,
codes etc will be forwarded to the union parties, prior
to issue, as part of the consultation process.
(5) Commitment and facilitation
The parties enter into this agreement in good faith. The parties are committed to work together to achieve the planned
productivity improvements and to provide for further benefits
to clients, employees and the Government on behalf of the
community.
(6) Team Based Operations
(a) Introduction
The parties acknowledge that this Agreement affords the
Ministry for Culture & the Arts the opportunity to fully achieve
the benefits available by utilising a team based structure within
each of the agencies.
The parties further recognise that, owing to the nature of
previous Enterprise Agreements, there has not been a consistent implementation of Team Based Operations and that the
parties are committed to achieving the maximum benefit of
this concept across the Ministry during the life of this Agreement.
Strategies to either implement or enhance Team Based structures are contained in the attached Schedules.
(b) Objectives of Team Based Structures
(i) Team Based Structures are implemented for the
purpose of focussing on high quality client service and the achievement of program and
organisational objectives. This will be achieved
by the involvement of Ministry employees in the
implementation of their agency’s operational
plans, by the development of effective communication between team leaders/coordinators and
team members as well as by employee acceptance of personal responsibility by them for their
own and the team’s performance. This will be
underpinned by support from Ministry management.
(ii) Team based structures allow for a clear focus on outcomes, which will be achieved by adopting flexible
work practices. Working in teams allows for increased flexibility and job satisfaction through
multiskilling and multifunctionality, supported by an
appropriate level of training and professional development.
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(c) Behaviour of Team Members
Members of Teams will treat each other with courtesy, consideration and respect, and will strive to practise the following
work behaviours—
(i) Act with honesty and integrity;
(ii) Make consultative decisions;
(iii) Strive to be the best through continuous improvement;
(iv) Encourage innovation and creativity;
(v) Exhibit team pride;
(vi) Deal with official information responsibly and appropriately;
(vii) Take personal responsibility for skills development
and maintenance;
(viii) Cooperate with other teams within their own agency
as well as those in other agencies.
(d) Work Team Plans
The parties acknowledge that some agencies have introduced
Work Team Plans during the life of their previous agreements.
The parties agree that, where this has occurred, the use of Work
Team Plans will be further developed and consolidated and
will be properly reflected in the agencies’ Schedules which
form a part of this Agreement.
The parties further agree that, in agencies where this has not
occurred, the use of Work Team Plans will be implemented
with the appropriate level of training for employees.
Principles which will apply to the use of Work Team Plans
throughout the Ministry are—
(i) Each team shall be organised to achieve clear objectives and outcomes which contribute to the
achievement of the agency’s program objectives and
client service goals.
(ii) Work teams shall prepare written plans, the major elements of which shall be the work teams’ agreed service
outputs. Work team plans shall also document—
(aa) The Performance indicators to be used in measuring work team outputs and achievements;
(bb) The responsibility and accountability required
to manage the team resources and monitor and
deliver client services;
(cc) Identified changes to work practices;
(dd) Skill development required by team members;
(ee) Methods for ensuring effective communication both within the work team and with other
work teams, and with internal and external
clients; and,
(ff) The resources required to achieve agreed outcomes.
(iii) Team plans will be submitted to and approved by the
relevant agency Chief Executive to ensure consistent standards in performance evaluation and
outcomes.
(iv) Work team plans will be formally reviewed and outcomes reported to the appropriate reporting level or
structure in each agency.
(7) Managing Significant Workplace Change
Where the Ministry contemplates the introduction of major
changes in program, organisation, structure or technology that
are likely to have a significant effect on an employee or a group
of employees, or is likely to entail terminations by way of a
redundancy, the Ministry shall consult the employees and the
relevant union as soon as possible on—
(a) The proposed changes;
(b) The expected effects of the changes on employees
and the measures for averting or mitigating the adverse effects of such changes on employees; and
(c) Any other matters likely to affect employees.
“Significant effect” includes, but is not limited to—
(d) Termination of employment;
(e) Major changes to either the composition of the
workforce or the operations carried out within the
workplace;
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(f) Significant changes in the skills required of the employer’s workforce;
(g) The elimination or diminution of job opportunities
and/or promotion opportunities;
(h) The need for retraining or transfer of employees to
other work or locations;
(i) Restructuring of jobs.
(8) Dispute Resolution Procedures
If any questions, disputes or difficulties arise under this Industrial Agreement or in the event of any proposed change in
work practices, working conditions or the employment prospects of employees they will be dealt with in accordance with
the following procedures—
(a) The parties agree that all disputes shall be resolved
as expeditiously as possible.
(b) Procedure for Settlement of Disputes
(i) The employee/s will be entitled to have a representative present at meeting/s;
(ii) the employee/s and the employee/s Team
Leader or nominee shall confer where appropriate to clearly identify the facts and, where
possible, resolve the issue within 5 working
days;
(iii) if the matter is not resolved, then the parties
shall confer with the person occupying the
position at the next appropriate level of management or leadership;
(iv) if the matter remains unresolved then it shall
be referred to the Agency Chief Executive for
resolution. The Chief Executive shall be entitled to utilise other resources to assist in the
resolution of the matter including, but not limited to, the Ministry’s HR Manager or an
independent reviewer;
(c) Until the matter is resolved in accordance with the
above procedures, work arrangements in existence
at the time of notification of the dispute to the employer shall continue. The parties shall be committed
to avoid stoppages of work, or any other bans or limitations on the their performance while the procedures
for negotiation and conciliation are being followed.
(d) Where the dispute involves proposed changes to
this agreement or any other award applicable to
the Ministry for Culture & the Arts, negotiations
shall take place directly between the union/s and
the employer.
(e) This clause shall be read in conjunction with clause
3(4)(j), particularly where that clause refers to a
Ministry Employee Grievance Policy, as part of the
Human Resources Policies and Guidelines.
4.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement the following expressions shall have the
meanings as described—
(1) “Agreement” shall mean The Ministry for Culture
& the Arts Enterprise Agreement of 1998.
(2) “Agency” shall mean a service agency forming a part
of the Ministry for Culture & the Arts, namely—
(a) ArtsWA (“ArtsWA”);
(b) The Art Gallery of Western Australia (“the
Gallery”);
(c) The Library and Information Service of Western Australia (“LISWA”);
(d) ScreenWest (“ScreenWest”);
(e) The Western Australian Museum (“the Museum”);
(f) The Perth Theatre Trust (“the Trust”).
(3) “Business Support Group” shall mean the support
function areas of Finance, Administration and Human Resources.
(4) “Chief Executive” shall mean the Chief Executive
of an agency of the Ministry, or the person acting as
Chief Executive, or person having the delegated authority of a Chief Executive.
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(5) “Director General” shall mean The Chief Executive
Officer of the Ministry for Culture & the Arts or the
person acting as Director General, or person having
the delegated authority of the Director General.
(6) “Employee” shall mean for the purposes of this Agreement means someone who is referred to at Clause
6.—Scope of the Agreement, of this Agreement.
(7) “Employer” shall mean The Director General of the
Ministry for Culture & the Arts.
(8) “Minister” shall mean The Minister or Ministers of the
Crown responsible for the administration of the Arts.
(9) “Ministry” shall mean The Ministry for Culture &
the Arts.
(10) “Office of the Director General” shall mean the group
comprising the Director General, the Director General’s office support staff and the Planning & Policy
Group.
(11) “PSA” shall mean the Public Service Award of 1992.
(12) “Unions” shall mean the unions and associations
listed as parties to this Agreement in Clause 5.—
Parties to the Agreement, of this Agreement.
(13) “WAIRC” shall mean the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
5.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is binding upon those parties who are signatories to this Agreement as follows—
(1) Director General of the Ministry for Culture & the
Arts;
(2) Civil Service Association of Western Australia Inc;
(3) Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union;
(4) Shop Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia;
(5) Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch;
(6) Automotive, Food, Metals, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch;
(7) The Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance.
The parties bound by this Agreement will oppose any subsequent application by any body or organisation to be joined
to this agreement.
6.—SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT
This Enterprise Agreement shall apply to all employees of
the Ministry for Culture & the Arts, including Senior Executive Service employees at Level 9, who are members of or
eligible to be members of the Associations/Unions party to
this Agreement.
7.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at 1 July 1998 the number of employees subject to this
Agreement and associated Schedules was approximately 800.
8.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single
Bargaining Unit.
(2) The Single Bargaining Unit parties have established an
Enterprise Bargaining Negotiating Committee responsible for
negotiating and monitoring the implementation of an Enterprise Agreement for the Ministry for Culture & the Arts.
(3) This Agreement has been presented to employees of the
Ministry for Culture & the Arts who have endorsed it.
9.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the relevant Awards listed in Appendix 1 of this
Agreement, which apply to the parties bound by this Agreement. In the case of any inconsistencies, this Agreement shall
have precedence to the extent of the inconsistencies.
10.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date on which it
is registered in the WAIRC and shall remain in operation for a
term of 24 months from the date of registration.
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(2) The parties will review this Agreement and commence
negotiations for a new Agreement no later than six months
prior to its expiration.
(3) The parties will assess achievements in performance,
productivity and efficiency within each of the Ministry’s agencies during the term of this Agreement. This assessment will
include the evaluation of initiatives which have arisen during
the life of the Agreement, particularly those which will eventuate from a commitment to the principle of Continuous
Improvement and which are capable of being included as productivity initiatives in this agreement (where substitution might
occur) or in future agreements.
(4) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
agreement, except where the Award rate is higher, in which
case the Award shall apply.
(5) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
its term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other parties
and making application to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent Agreement.
11.—SALARY INCREASES
(1) Funding.
Salary increases contained in the Agreement are funded by
the Ministry and by Treasury and do not exceed an amount of
7% over the two year life of the Agreement.
(2) Implementation.
The salary increases detailed in this Agreement are payable
only on the basis of implementation of all initiatives contained
herein and the achievement of the agreed levels of increased
productivity of its employees.
(3) Pro Rata.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the relevant parties may consider
the pro rata level of productivity achieved in determining the
quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
(4) Substitution.
In the event that an initiative is determined by a service
agency to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening
variables, the parties will make their best endeavours to substitute another productivity initiative which can be achieved
in the same timeframe.
(5) Schedules.
The Productivity Improvement Plans and associated salary
rates for each of the Ministry’s agencies and the Business Support and Policy & Planning groups are contained in the
Schedules 1 to 7, attached to this Agreement.
12.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement
upon request. In addition, a copy or copies of this agreement
will be kept in an easily accessible place in each department
of the agency, including electronic media, and the location of
these copies will be communicated to all employees.
13.—AUDIT OF EXISTING AGENCY ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENTS
An audit of initiatives from each of the agencies former agreements has been undertaken and all parties confirm that none
of the previous initiatives are claimed as new items in this
Agreement.
14.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms of this Agreement or in National or State Wage Case
Decisions.
15.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter
into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with the
Ministry’s arrangements with the McMillan Shakespeare group,
or any other salary packaging arrangement subsequently offered
by the employer, and associated Policies and Procedures.
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(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this agreement, that contribute towards the Total
Employment Cost of an employee, can be reduced by and substituted with another or other benefits.
(3) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
(a) The base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading, regular commuted overtime or shift penalties/loadings;
(c) Non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
(d) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
(4) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(5) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(6) The salary packaging arrangement must also comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(7) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employer benefits under the salary
packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
(8) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
(9) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(10) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an employee.
(11) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
16.—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) Definitions
(a) “Employee” includes full time, part time, permanent and
fixed term contract employees;
(b) “Replacement Employee” is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(2) Eligibility for unpaid Parental Leave
(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
parental leave in respect of the birth of a child to the employee
or the employee’s spouse/partner.
(b) Where the employee applying for the leave is the partner
of a pregnant spouse or an employee adopting a child, one
week’s leave may be taken at the birth or adoption of the child
concurrently with parental leave taken by that partner.
(c) An employee adopting a child under the age of five years
shall be entitled to three weeks parental leave at the placement
of the child and a further period of parental leave up to a maximum of 52 weeks from the date of adoption.
(d) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to
two days unpaid leave for the employee to attend interviews
or examinations required for the adoption procedure. Employees working or residing outside the Perth metropolitan area
are entitled to an additional day’s leave. The employee may
take any paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.
(e) Subject to paragraph (b) of this clause where both partners are employed by the Ministry the leave shall not be taken
concurrently except under special circumstances and with the
approval of the employer.
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(3) Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect to
utilise any accrued annual leave or accrued long service leave
for the whole or part of the period of parental leave or extend
the period of parental leave with such leave.
(b) An employee may extend the maximum period of parental leave with a period of leave without pay subject to the
employer’s approval.
(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid sick
leave and other paid award absences.
(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates other
than by the birth of a living child then the employee shall be
entitled to such period of paid sick leave or unpaid leave for a
period certified as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave suffers
illness related to the employee’s pregnancy or is required to
undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure the employee
may take any paid sick leave to which the employee is entitled
or such further unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary
by a registered medical practitioner.
(f) Accrual of all leave entitlements shall be suspended during periods of Parental Leave.
(4) Notice and Variation
(a) The employee shall give not less than four weeks notice
in writing to the Ministry of the date the employee proposes to
commence parental leave stating the period of leave to be taken.
(b) An employee proceeding on parental leave may, subject
to Ministry approval, elect to take a shorter period of leave
and may at any time during that period of leave make application to reduce or extend the period stated in the original
application provided four weeks written notice is provided.
(5) Transfer to Safe Job
(a) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee make
it inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present duties, the duties shall be modified or the employee may be
transferred to a safe position of the same classification until
the commencement of parental leave.
(b) Where the employer is unable to provide a safe job with
the organisation, or modify work to the extent required to provide safe employment, with the consent of the employee, and
where practicable, the employee may be transferred to another
agency until the commencement of parental leave.
(c) Where an external transfer is arranged, the work undertaken by the employee shall be at the same classification and
within the employee’s competence.
(d) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable, the
employee may take leave for such period as is certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(6) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the Ministry shall
inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment
and the entitlements relating to return to work of the employee
on parental leave.
(7) Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to work
by notice in writing to the Ministry not less than four weeks
prior to the expiration of the period of parental leave;
(b) An employee may return on a part-time basis to the
same position occupied prior to the commencement of
leave or to a different position at the same classification
level on a part-time basis in accordance with the Part-Time
provisions of the relevant award and subject to the employer’s approval.
(c) Upon return to work employees will be entitled to
the same position or a position equivalent in pay, conditions and status and commensurate with the employee’s
skills and abilities as the one held immediately prior to
commencement of leave. Actual placement will be contingent upon operational requirements existing at the time of
the employee’s return to work. The employer shall notify
the employee of an impending decision to transfer another
employee into a position where the substantive occupant
is on a period of parental leave.
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(8) Effect of Leave on Employment Contract
(a) Fixed Term Contract
An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall have
the same entitlement to parental leave, however the period of
leave granted shall not extend beyond the term of that contract.
(b) Continuous Service
Absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity of
service of an employee but shall not be taken into account in
calculating the period of service for leave accrual purposes
under the relevant award or this Agreement.
(c) Termination of Employment
An employee on parental leave may terminate employment
at any time during the period of leave by written notice in
accordance with the relevant award.
17.—SPECIAL PERSONAL LEAVE
(1) An employee, other than a casual employee, may use up
to five (5) days per annum of accumulated sick leave for such
reasons as—
(a) Caring for a sick family member or friend;
(b) Urgent personal business which requires an absence
from work;
(c) Personal emergencies; and
(d) As a supplement to Short Leave.
(2) Only sick leave accumulated prior to the current year’s
entitlement may be used for the purposes of this Special Personal Leave.
(3) In making application for Special Personal Leave the
employee shall, wherever practicable, give the employer notice of their absence, the reasons for taking such leave and the
estimated length of absence.
(4) Special Personal Leave is not available to an employee
during periods of other leave.
(5) An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer,
to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a
family member who is ill.
(6) Leave taken under this provision is deemed to be sick
leave.
(7) The operation of this clause does not prevent an employee
from accessing any existing annual or long service leave credits,
in accordance with the usual application/approval process.
18.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) An employee is entitled to two days bereavement leave
under the conditions of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, or, in other circumstances, at the discretion of the
Director General.
(2) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during a period of
any other kind of leave.
(3) An employee who makes application for bereavement
leave is to provide the Director General, if so requested, with
evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person as to the death
that is the subject of the leave sought, and, the relationship of
the employee to the deceased person.
(4) Payment in respect of bereavement leave is to be made
only where the employee otherwise would have been on duty.
19.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(1) Subject to organisational requirements, an employee
covered by this Agreement is entitled to apply for leave for
tribal/ceremonial/ cultural purposes.
(2) Such leave shall include leave to meet the employee’s
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial/cultural activities.
(3) Each day or part thereof, taken in accordance with
subclause (1) of this clause may be deducted from short leave,
annual leave or flexi-leave entitlements.
(4) Time off without pay may be granted by Agreement between the employer and the employee for tribal/ceremonial/
cultural purposes.
20.—EMERGENCY SERVICE LEAVE
Paid leave of absence shall be granted by the employer to an
officer who is an active volunteer member of either the
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Western Australian State Emergency Service, Western Australian Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade or St John Ambulance
Brigade, in order to allow for attendances at emergencies as
declared by the recognised authority.
(1) The employer shall be advised as soon as possible by the
employee, the emergency service, or such other person as to
the absence and, where possible, the expected duration of the
absence.
(2) The employee must complete a leave of absence form
immediately upon return to work.
(3) The application form must be accompanied by a certificate from the emergency organisation certifying that the officer
was required for the specified period.
(4) An employee, who during the course of an emergency,
volunteers their services to an emergency organisation, shall
comply with subclauses 1, 2 and 3 of this clause.
21.—BLOOD/PLASMA DONORS LEAVE
(1) General conditions
Employees shall be entitled to absent themselves from the
workplace in order to donate blood or plasma in accordance
the following general conditions—
(a) prior arrangement with the Supervisor has been made
and at least two (2) days’ notice has been provided; or,
(b) the employee is called upon by the Blood Centre.
(c) The notification period shall be waived or reduced
where the Supervisor is satisfied that operations
would not be unduly affected by the employee’s absence.
(d) The employee shall be required to provide proof of
attendance at the Blood Centre upon return to work.
(2) Blood Donation
Employees shall be entitled to 2 hours per quarter year of
paid leave for the purpose of donating blood to the Red Cross
Blood Centre.
(3) Plasma Donation
Employees who are plasma donors shall be entitled to two
(2) hours per month of paid leave for the purpose of donating
blood product.
(4) Other Tissue Donation
The employer may grant an employee access to sick leave
credits for the purpose of donating other tissue, such as bone
marrow or a kidney. Each application for leave of this type shall
be dealt with compassionately and in the strictest confidence.
22.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
An employee covered by this Agreement is entitled to apply
for long service leave in periods of not less than one week,
providing that a minimum of four consecutive weeks is preserved and taken during the clearance of this leave.
23.—EMPLOYEE FUNDED EXTRA LEAVE
Subject to the employer’s approval, which will be contingent upon operational requirements, this clause allows an
employee to claim an additional 4 weeks leave per annum, in
the following terms—
(1) Upon application, an employee may be entitled to
receive 48 weeks salary spread over the full 52 weeks
of the year. The employee may then take four (4)
weeks extra leave in addition to their normal leave
entitlements.
(2) The additional four (4) weeks per year will not be
able to be accrued. In the event that the employee
cannot take the leave, his/her salary will be adjusted
at the next scheduled pay period to take account of
the time worked during the year that was not included
in salary.
(3) The additional four (4) weeks per year will not attract leave loading.
(4) The employer will ensure that the employee is advised that superannuation arrangements and taxation
deductions may be affected and that appropriate financial advice should be sought. The employer will
put in place the payroll arrangements necessary to
give effect to this leave provision.
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(5) A change in employment status will lead to a review
of any pre-existing approval for 48/52 leave
24.—SICK LEAVE
(1) The employer shall credit each permanent officer with
the following Sick Leave credits on full pay, which shall be
cumulative —
On appointment
6 days
On completion of six months continuous service 6.5 days
On the completion of twelve months continuous
service
12.5 days
On the completion of each further period of
12 months Continuous service
12.5 days
For the purposes of this clause a day constitutes the normal
daily hours worked by the employee.
(2) An officer employed on a fixed term contract for a period greater than 12 months, shall be credited with the same
entitlement as a permanent officer. An officer employed on a
fixed term contract for a period less than 12 months, shall be
credited with the same entitlement on a pro rata basis for the
period of the contract.
(3) A part-time officer shall be entitled to the same Sick
Leave credits, on a pro rata basis according to the number of
hours worked each fortnight. Payment for Sick Leave shall
only be made for those hours that would normally have been
worked had the officer not been on Sick Leave.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual officers.
(5) An application for Sick Leave in excess of two consecutive days, or where the five days without certificate has been
utilised, shall be supported by a certificate from a registered
Medical Practitioner, Physiotherapist, Chiropractor or Dentist.
(6) This clause is to be read in conjunction with the relevant
award.
25.—FLEXI LEAVE
(1) Ministry for Culture & the Arts employees may be entitled to Flexi-time by arrangement with the employer.
(2) Subject to the needs of clients and other employees,
Managers and Team Leaders shall have the discretion to allow
employees to use credited flexitime hours to be absent from
work during the core hours defined in Clause 16 (3)(d) —
Hours of the Public Service Award 1992.
(3) Credit Hours in excess of the required 150 hours to a
maximum of 10 hours are permitted at the end of each settlement period. Such credit hours shall be carried forward to the
next settlement period.
(4) Credit hours in excess of 10 hours at the end of the settlement period shall be lost.
(5) Employees may commence duty at 7.00am by arrangement with the employer.
26.—CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS
(1) The employer recognises the needs of employees with
family responsibilities and the right to address those responsibilities without conflict between work and home.
(2) The parties are committed to the introduction of conditions of work that assist employees with family responsibilities
effectively discharge both responsibilities.
(3) In consultation with the unions, an analysis of the
childcare needs for Ministry employees will be undertaken
during the term of this Agreement. Recommendations on a
Ministry Child Care Policy, and any associated arrangements,
will be made by the review team to the parties.
27.—HOME BASED WORK
In consultation with the Union, an analysis of the application of Home Based Work within the Ministry for Culture &
the Arts will be undertaken during the term of this Agreement.
Recommendations on a single Ministry Home Based Work
Policy, and any associated arrangements, will be made by the
review team to the parties.
28.—CONSULTATION
The parties are committed to working together to improve
the business performance and working environment in the
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Ministry for Culture and the Arts. Whilst it is acknowledged
by the parties that decisions will continue to be made by the
Ministry for Culture and the Arts, which is responsible and
accountable to Government by statute for the effective and
efficient operation of its business, the parties are committed to
effective communication in respect of work practices, working conditions or the employment prospects of employees and
agree, in particular, that—
(1) Where the Ministry for Culture and the Arts proposes to make significant changes likely to affect
existing practices, working conditions or employment
prospects of employees, the relevant Union and the
staff affected shall be notified by the Ministry for
Culture and the Arts as early as possible.
(2) Consultation with employees and the union parties
to the agreement on significant changes to work organisation should occur prior to final decisions being
made.
(3) Whilst employees will have a genuine opportunity
to influence changes in the workplace, management
will be accountable for the outcome of properly made
decisions.
(4) In the context of this clause consultation shall
mean information sharing and discussion on matters relevant to the decision making processes
which shall be conducted in such a way as to enable employees to contribute to the decision
making process.
29.—UNION FACILITIES AND ACCESS
The Ministry recognises the rights of unions to organise and
represent their members.
(1) Role and Responsibilities of Workplace Delegates
As representatives of the union, Workplace Delegates have
a legitimate role and function in assisting the union in the tasks
of recruiting members, communicating with those members
and providing them with relevant union information and services.
Workplace Delegates will be aware that the primary role of
an employee is to fulfil the contract of employment and that
union activities undertaken will not unreasonably conflict with
work duties.
(2) Workplace Delegates—Role in respect of other Authorised Employee Representatives
Where there are agreed procedures designed to deal with
specific issues, such as Equal Employment Opportunity and
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare, for which legitimate
authorised and trained representatives have been appointed, a
Workplace Delegate may refer any such issues arising to the
appropriate representatives.
(3) The Agency’s Role and Responsibilities
The Ministry recognises appointed/elected Workplace Delegates and will allow them to carry out their role and functions
effectively. These functions should relate only to the rights
and interests of the employees in the workplace.
(4) The parties agree to adopt the definition of a workplace,
as defined in the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act
1984, as “a place, whether or not in an aircraft, ship, vehicle,
building or other structure, where employees work, or are likely
to be in the course of their work”.
(5) Following the election or appointment of a Workplace
Delegate, the union will advise the Ministry in writing of such
election or appointment. The Workplace Delegate will be issued with written credentials by the union authorising them to
act as a Workplace Delegate in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(6) The Ministry shall also recognise the authorisation of
each person so elected/appointed to act in accordance with the
duties of a Workplace Delegate as they relate to the rights and
interests of the employees in the workplace. Such a role includes both rights and responsibilities.
(7) The Ministry and Workplace Delegates are committed
to effective consultation in the workplace.
(8) Facilities
(a) Workplace Delegates shall be granted reasonable access
to facilities required for the purpose of carrying out their
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duties. Facilities may include, but not be limited to, access to
the reasonable use of photocopiers, filing cabinets, use of meeting rooms, telephones, word processing facilities and Email.
(b) Workplace Delegates shall have the right to display union material at the workplace on a notice board provided by
Agencies.
(c) Any dispute concerning the interpretation of this clause
should be resolved within the specific Agency where possible, however, this does not preclude either party from seeking
advice in order to resolve the dispute at any stage in the process.
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SCHEDULE 1—BUSINESS SUPPORT GROUPS
Coverage—
The parties agree that this salary schedule relates to those
employees of the Ministry for Culture & the Arts who are
employed in the following areas—
• Finance & Administration (including Records Management);
• Human Resources;
• Planning & Policy;
• The Director General’s office support team.

Description

Cost
Centre

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date
$21,667 pa
1/7/1999

Review of Payroll, Accounts Processing and HR Services.
HR
A review of the full effect of the Micropay HR/Payroll System will allow for the
F&A
identification of further savings in FTE across the Payroll, Accounts Processing
and HR Services. This review will commence on January 1999 and be completed
in mid March 1999. Savings resulting from changes to work practices and
decreases in staff numbers will operate from July 1999.
Multiskilling of staff working on processing duties in Finance and HR.
HR $21,667 pa
eg: Accounts processing,
F&A
Payroll processing,
Purchasing duties,
Leave processing,
HR Reporting.
In tandem with accruing the full benefits of the Micropay HR/Payroll System,
it is planned to review all other duties of a processing nature which are undertaken
across the Support groups.
The objective of the review will be to identify functions which require
competencies which are similar and that which, with the appropriate level of
formal and on the job training, allow employees at the specified level to participate
in a ‘job rotation’ program.

1/7/1999

Quality management and continuous improvement.
HR $21,666 pa
The Ministry has a commitment, through its team-based structures, to moving
F&A
towards semi-autonomous working groups.
This approach provides the staff in the “teams” with greater authority and
control over their work practices, leading to an more effective delivery of service
to their and the Ministry’s customers.
Continuous review of this approach is made by the Ministry, and involvement by
affected parties is part of the review process.
In order to obtain and preserve the economies of scale potential arising from the
centralisation of support functions in the Ministry, each area manager will establish
a process by which tasks and responsibilities are documented, measured and
changed where appropriate. Documentation on practices and procedures will be
retained and made available to staff as both development and quality
management tools.
Full accrual of the benefits of centralisation of HR, Finance, Administration
and Strategic Support functions will occur, for example—
• standardised work practices;
• accessibility of functional advice;
• single focus of administrative support;
• consistent advice to client agencies;
• one contact point for other Government agencies (Treasury, Doplar etc).
Casual Reception Staffing
The Ministry Reception is staffed by contract between the hours of 8.30am
and 5.00pm
Relief on a daily basis is provided for this position, in order to maintain a level
of service which meets the requirements of the Ministry.
Relief is provided for two hours a day by a Level 1 officer from the Ministry.
The effectiveness of other services is maintained during the periods of relief.
Administration of Sick Leave by Payroll Staff
Sick leave entitlement provided by the award at 75 hours full pay plus
37.5 hours at half pay, is translated into 12.5 days at full pay, for a 12-month
period for full-time staff.
Efficiencies expected to be achieved by this change of clause include the
following—
• Reduced administration costs of the sick leave module in the MicrOpay
payroll system;

HR
F&A
SSU

HR/Payroll

1/7/1999

$7,000 pa 23/3/1998

$2,000 pa

1/1/1999
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Description

Cost
Centre
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Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date

• At the commencement of a new full-time employee, only one credit would
be needed on set up, with the system automatically providing the credits on
completion of each years service; this would reduce by one third, the data
entry and checking process currently required for this purpose during the
first year of service
• No loss of award benefit to Officers, whose entitlement to sick leave at
half pay remains intact;
• More efficient administration of sick leave entitlements
Expansion of service by the Finance Bureau
Increased efficiencies due to the standardisation and amalgamation of the
Accounts Processing and Financial Reporting processes are anticipated
following the passing of the Ministry Legislation through Parliament.
The efficiencies will enable the Finance Bureau to expand its services to other
customers outside the Ministry, and increase its revenue base with the use of
existing staff.
There will be an advantage to Government through savings on payments
processing by other Government agencies.
Proposed absorption of 1 FTE for additional customer(s)

$30,000 pa

Efficiencies generated from process improvements—
• Increased use of Government Credit Cards
The use of Government Credit Cards creates efficiencies in the processing
of payments through a reduction in processing time due to the reduction in
the number of cheque payments processed by the Finance Bureau.
Only one cheque per month is produced for each card provider for all the
card payments relating to each month.
There is also a reduction in payment processing time by the holders of the
cards in the purchasing process, particularly for small amounts.
Ongoing efficiencies are expected from a greater number of Government Credit
Cards in use by the Ministry.
• Computerised costing process for time recording and charging—Finance
Services Bureau
As a link to the charging process for the services provided by the Finance
Services Bureau, a time recording system is in place.
All Finance Bureau staff (approx 12) currently account for their time on a
weekly basis using a manual system of recording—time is recorded for every
client on separate recording sheets, and are then entered by another staff
member into a spreadsheet.
A proposed recording system, which eliminates the use of formal paper
recording sheets, is to be introduced.
The system is computer-based and requires the data to be entered directly
by each Bureau staff member.
The consequences of this change are: that entries are made directly into
system; there is reduced paperwork; there is a reduction in the cost of paper;
and there is more effective reporting for monitoring and charging purposes

HR
F&A

Savings due to non-filling of vacant positions
Establishment levels for the Ministry were set prior to the formal appointment
of the officers to the positions.
After appointments were made in December 1997 there was a number of
positions which were yet to be filled.
These positions were located principally with the Business Support Groups.
During the time of the vacancies, the duties of the positions were absorbed
by the existing staff, and the level of service was maintained through efficiencies
and absorption of the duties.
There was also a savings of staffing expense which was available for the
provision of other Government services.
The non-filling of vacant positions has been treated as an efficiency measure,
and valued at 50% of the basic cost of filling the positions for the time that
they were vacant
F&A—Finance Officer Budgeting, L4, Jan to June 1998
Strategic Support Unit—Policy Officer, L5—Jan to April 1998
Strategic Support Unit—Senior Policy Officer, L6—Jan to June 1998
Strategic Support Unit—Research Officer, L3—Jan to July 1998
Contracts and Assets Management—Purchasing Officer, L2—Jan to July 1998

F&A
SSU
C&AM

Upgrade of Records Management System
The Records Management System (RMS) for the Ministry Central Office
has been upgraded by the installation of the Trim System.

C&AM

1/1/1999

$5,400 pa 1/10/1998

$1,000 pa 1/10/1998

$9,900
$7,600
$12,800
$10,200
$9,100

1/7/1998
1/7/1998
1/7/1998
1/7/1998
1/7/1998

$2,500

1/7/1998
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Description

Cost
Centre

Associated Bar Coding of all the files is in progress and will be completed
as part of the upgrade.
The result of the upgraded RMS is more effective control over the Ministry’s
records/correspondence etc and efficiency in their management. There is
reduced time spent on file audits
The Records Management team is responsible for the records of the four
Ministry agencies located on floors 7 and 8 of the Law Chambers in Perth.
This is a more efficient use of staff through economies of scale compared
with the situation prior to the change in location in March 1998.
There are 3 Records Management staff to service the 4 agencies, where
previously there were 2 staff for one agency
The saving due to the efficiency of this arrangement is an expected
appointment of one half of a Level 1 Officer.

79 W.A.I.G.

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date
1/1/1999

$15,000

TOTAL

$95,000

23/3/1998

$70,000

Business Support Groups—Salary Schedule
BASE

L1
Under 17 yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year
L2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
L3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

At Date of First Date of First
Payment
Payment + 6
(Base + 1.6%) Mths.
(Base + 3.2%)

Date of First
Payment + 12
Mths.
(Base + 6.6%)

$12,551
$14,670
$17,109
$19,805
$22,240
$24,432
$25,130
$25,827
$26,519
$27,215
$27,912
$28,713
$29,268
$30,087

$12,752
$14,904
$17,383
$20,122
$22,596
$24,823
$25,532
$26,240
$26,943
$27,651
$28,359
$29,173
$29,736
$30,569

$12,953
$15,139
$17,657
$20,438
$22,952
$25,214
$25,934
$26,653
$27,367
$28,086
$28,805
$29,632
$30,204
$31,050

$13,379
$15,638
$18,239
$21,112
$23,708
$26,045
$26,789
$27,531
$28,269
$29,012
$29,754
$30,609
$31,199
$32,073

$31,069
$31,709
$32,500
$33,336
$34,210

$31,566
$32,217
$33,020
$33,869
$34,757

$32,063
$32,724
$33,540
$34,403
$35,305

$33,119
$33,802
$34,645
$35,536
$36,468

$35,412
$36,348
$37,313
$38,303

$35,978
$36,929
$37,910
$38,917

$36,545
$37,511
$38,507
$39,530

$37,749
$38,747
$39,776
$40,832

$39,663
$40,616
$41,712

$40,297
$41,266
$42,379

$40,932
$41,916
$43,047

$42,281
$43,297
$44,465

$43,822
$45,248
$46,730
$48,268

$44,523
$45,972
$47,478
$49,040

$45,224
$46,696
$48,225
$49,812

$46,714
$48,235
$49,814
$51,453

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as
contained in this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the
prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the
pro rata level of productivity achieved in determining the
quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer to be inappropriate or unachievable due to
intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity initiative which can be achieved
in the same timeframe.

Base

L6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

At Date of First Date of First
Payment + 6
Payment
(Base + 1.6%) Mths.
(Base + 3.2%)

Date of First
Payment + 12
Mths.
(Base + 6.6%)

$50,740
$52,421
$54,161
$56,019

$51,552
$53,260
$55,028
$56,915

$52,364
$54,099
$55,894
$57,811

$54,089
$55,881
$57,736
$59,716

$58,867
$60,838
$62,982

$59,809
$61,811
$63,990

$60,751
$62,785
$64,998

$62,752
$64,853
$67,139

$66,467
$68,964
$72,059

$67,531
$70,067
$73,212

$68,594
$71,170
$74,365

$70,854
$73,515
$76,815

$75,925
$78,537
$81,516

$77,140
$79,794
$82,820

$78,355
$81,050
$84,124

$80,936
$83,720
$86,896

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum
of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
SCHEDULE 2—LISWA
(1) LISWA’s MISSION STATEMENT
To provide and promote equitable access to information resources and services which support the intellectual, economic,
cultural, social and recreational needs of the people of Western
Australia.
Information and Beyond outlines the strategic directions for
LISWA for the period 1997—2001, specifically the key strategic issues and major objectives and strategies to address those
issues. A major objective is to build a better organisation—
defining the kind of organisation we want to be, our values
and strategies for organisation development. Encouraging staff
to develop competencies and skills and adopting best practice
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in our activities will lead the way to providing the people of
Western Australia with cost effective and efficient information services and resources.
(2) LISWA’s OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this Agreement for LISWA, in addition to
the Ministry objectives, are—
(a) To gain employee and management endorsement and
commitment for the implementation of measures that
will improve efficiency and effectiveness within
LISWA.
(b) To ensure that gains made are shared equitably between the Ministry for Culture & the Arts, Library
and Information Service of Western Australia
(LISWA), its employees and the Government on
behalf of the Western Australian community.
(c) To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations.
(d) To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and
broaden career opportunities for employees.
(3) WORKPLACE PHILOSOPHY
The following statements represent the beliefs which establish the parameters and principles for LISWA’s contribution
to the Ministry for Culture & the Arts Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement.
(a) Team based structures represent the most efficient
and effective way of working within LISWA. Teams
focus attention on outputs and outcomes. Team development will be encouraged and rewarded.
(b) Flexibility in the way work is organised and undertaken is paramount to achieving high quality service
delivery. Work practices will be continually reassessed in the light of customer needs, operational
requirements and business efficiency.
(c) Creative, innovative, skilled and flexible employees
are the most important means of serving our clients
well. Job training needs, skill development and quality of work life will be continuously addressed.
(4) THE OPENING HOURS OF THE LIBRARY
One of the major initiatives of the 1996 Enterprise Bargaining Agreements (EBA) was increasing the service to the
community by way of extended opening hours. This initiative
has gained wide acceptance and support from the clients of
LISWA and will continue to operate into the future.
(5) CONSULTATION FRAMEWORK
The Communications and Decision Making Framework was
first published in May 1997 and has been revised with effect
from 1 January 1998. These enhancements will improve the
communication process within LISWA and will facilitate communication with the Ministry for Culture & the Arts.
There is a commitment by the parties to this Agreement to
work within the framework established to facilitate effective
and efficient communication within LISWA and the Ministry
for Culture & the Arts. This will complement consultation
clauses contained elsewhere in this Agreement.
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(6) LEARNING ORGANISATION
LISWA is committed to developing the right staff—staff who
are appropriately skilled, committed to delivering a high quality service, are well managed and have a determination to excel.
To achieve these outcomes a Strategic Skills Development Plan
will be developed which identifies competencies for LISWA
staff in information technology, customer service/quality, information access, and team management practices. Staff
commitment to a learning organisation and continuous professional development are important components of this
Agreement. The introduction of quality management principles will be investigated.
(7) PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN (19982000)
The outcomes detailed in the Productivity Improvement Plan
will be achieved through cooperative team work and constructive work relations. A commitment by all employees to
continuous improvement is a necessary component for the
achievement of the Productivity Improvement Plan.
The Productivity Improvement Plan will be achieved within
the budget allocated to LISWA and the Ministry for Culture &
the Arts for the period of the Agreement. The savings,
efficiencies and effectiveness achieved through the implementation of the Agreement through the implementation of the
productivity plan will ensure a return to staff, LISWA, the
Ministry for Culture & the Arts and the Western Australian
community.
(8) CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
LISWA staff have demonstrated support and commitment
to continuous improvement during the two years prior to
this Agreement through the achievement of the outcomes
in Operational Plans and the Productivity Improvement
Plan (1996).
During 1997 three reviews of work processes were commenced—
(a) Project BibDoc
(b) Public Library Resources Review
(c) Discard Process Review
Further information relating to the reviews is provided in
the Productivity Improvement Plan. Implementation of the
recommendations from the reviews will commence in 1998
and be progressed for the duration of the Agreement.
Further reviews are planned during the term of this Agreement, including WA Documentary Heritage collection
management policies and processes, Online Services to clients, the Online Organisation, and Web Services. The relocation
of the Public Records Office and WA Documentary Heritage
and the establishment of the Genealogy Centre have further
potential to generate productivity benefits.
Staff are committed to participate in and contribute to the
above mentioned reviews, relocations and restructures. Management will report to the Chief Executive of LISWA on the
progress of reviews in quarterly progress reports against Operational Plans.

Description
Electronic Systems (Internal)—
Develop and implement a new automated booking system for public use of the
Internet, CD-ROM workstations and other facilities. This will streamline
the current manual system and coordinate all booking functions in SRL resulting
in a more accurate and timely service for clients.
In the first instance staff will use the Lotus Notes template for bookings.
However, to obtain full potential from this system an investment of no more
than $5000 will be required to engage a consultant to make the template more
appropriate to LISWA needs. Alternatively, this amount could be used to
purchase another package.
This initiative has productivity potential for both SRL and WADH, and once
implemented can be applied to other client services such as bookings for tours,
the computer centre and the piano room.
IS Branch will provide advice and assistance as required and will maintain the
system on the Notes server.

Cost
Centre

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date

SRL

$8,030

1.5.99
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Cost
Centre

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date

SRL
DDS
IS

$28,300

1.4.99

SRL

$8,000

1.1.99

Savings made relate to the total hours of Level 2/4 staff using computerised
systems rather than manual bookings. These savings will be directed towards
providing Client Education Services and Customised Services in SRL.
Loans Processing for Public Libraries—
Decrease time spent for processing loans for Public Libraries. This will need
the development of a policy document which will require consultation with
Local Government. By more imaginative use of computer systems we expect
to increase level of service to clients. The amount of time spent processing
requests for items which are not available or not for loan will be minimised.
A reduction in workload and double handling for SRL and Document Delivery
will result and the saving will be applied to the retrospective conversion of card
catalogues and indexes including those in Retrospective Conversion.
In addition, codes applied to the status of items which are not available for
loan will be added to the automated catalogue making it easier for public
libraries to identify them.
Consultation with Local Government will take place. IS Branch will assist with
advice on constructing the status codes.
The FTE savings of $28,300 relate to the salary savings of equivalent to one
Level 1.
Direct Communication with Clients, including Public Libraries—
External e-mail facilities will enable clients, including public libraries, to contact
SRL librarians direct with any reference related enquiries. A more timely service
will be provided and paper work reduced. This service will be promoted via our
Internet pages, brochures, and LISWA magazine Knowit. The savings are
equivalent to 0.2 FTE of Level 2/4 Librarians and will be directed towards
providing Client Education Services and Customised Services.
Client Education Services—
FTE savings made as a result of Electronic Systems, Public Library Services
and Information Services Improvements will be applied to the creation of a
Client Services Officer. This position will assist in the design and implementation
of new training programs to assist client access to information. A fee will be
charged for these customised courses and programs.
Book Selection—
The processes involved with the selection of items for stock will be streamlined
and made consistent across SRL. More use will be made of online publishing
information. This will result in FTE savings equivalent to 0.2 of Level 2/4
Librarian time.
State Film and Video Library—
Changes will be made to the ways in which services are offered from the State
Film and Video Library. A new service will be introduced where clients are
encouraged to phone, fax or e-mail their requests. This will release staff time to
be applied to assisting with clerical duties including those associated with the
Research Collection of Children’s Literature. In addition, clients will be given
the opportunity to seek reference assistance with video selection from the five
service points in SRL. The savings associated with this initiative are estimated
at 0.2 of Level 1 staff time.
SRL Evening Services—
Changes will be made to the way in which services are offered to clients of an
evening to enable it to be delivered by less staff. Changes to shift rosters will
result in savings equivalent to 0.5 FTE of Level 2/4 staff time. The savings
from this initiative will be applied to Client Education Services and Customised
Services, and may also be applied to desk shifts during the day when clients
services are in greater demand.
“Stack” Retrievals—
70% of the SRL collections are stored in areas not accessible by the public.
This is referred to as the “Stack” in library terminology. Clients request an
average of 2,750 retrievals per month (1996/7) and staff retrieve these on
demand. This process will be streamlined and automated. Checking and double
handling of retrievals by staff will be eliminated, there enabling Librarians to
attend to more client reference enquiries, etc.
The savings are estimated at 0.2 FTE of Level 1 staff time and 0.3 FTE of
Level 2/4 Librarians. This will be directed towards increased client services.
Please note: this involves the assistance of IS and will only be possible if the
project is on the LISWA technology schedule. IS are supportive of the initiative.

SRL

$10,000

1.1.2000

SRL

$8,030

1.4.99

SRL

$5,660

1.1.99

SRL

$20,000

1.1.99

SRL
IS

$17,660

1.6.99
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Description
Online preselection—
The process of selecting and ordering new items is currently manual. However,
it is possible to use the new computer system to automate preselection of library
books and resources. This initiative can be implemented using the library
computer system with advice and assistance from the IS branch. The staff
savings for SRL have been estimated as equivalent to 0.2 Level 2/4 and this will
be applied to Client Education Services and Customised Services. Savings will
also occur in Bibliographical Services and this initiative is therefore also shown
in that section. IS will provide support and assistance during development and
implementation of computer systems.
Customised Services: Guided Tours
Specialised guided tours of the ALB will be offered to LISWA clients and staff
will be trained specifically to do this. A fee would be charged for this
customised service. The FTE savings from previously mentioned initiatives
in SRL will be applied to this service.
Customised Services: Piano Room
Staff in the Music and Performing Arts section will market and promote the
use of the Piano Room to musicians. This will involve setting up a booking
and monitoring system which will be done within existing resources. A fee
will be charged for this service. The FTE savings from previously mentioned
initiatives in SRL will be applied to this service.

Cost
Centre

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date

SRL
BibServ
IS

$8,030

WA Information Services—
Staff will develop indexing and cataloguing online instead of creating index and
catalogue cards. The staff savings are estimated as 0.2 FTE for a Level 2/4
Librarian and this will be applied to retrospective conversion of card catalogues.
Infolink Database—
Through the continuing development and marketing of Internet access to the
Infolink database, it will be possible to replace the Community Information
Reference File Service and the print version of the State Government Directory.
This will result in an estimated saving of 0.5 FTE of a Level 2/4 Librarian which
will be applied to retrospective conversion of card catalogues.
Microfilming newspapers—
This project will involve microfilming of the Sunday Times and community
newspapers, which will result in client self help and improved access. The
estimated saving is 0.1 FTE of Level 1, which will be directed to retrospective
conversion of card catalogues.
Reading Room—
Reading room operations have been reviewed resulting in timed retrievals and
changes to desk shift operations. This has provided savings without impacting
adversely on client services. The estimated savings are 1 FTE of Level 1. This
has been applied to retrospective conversion of card catalogues.
Retrospective Conversion—
Retrospective conversion of remaining card catalogues relating to serials, maps
and pictorials will result in improved client access and service from the year
2000. This project will require the dedication of 3,700 hours at Level 4 over two
years (1998/9 and 1999/2000) at an estimated cost of $82,584. Productivity
gains from this initiative will be directed towards the development of customised
client services based on online databases.
Photographic Order Service
As a result of an extensive review, a major revamp of the service is planned for
1998 (pilot finishes 28.8.98). Customised services will cease but a more
streamlined service will be introduced. Fees will reflect effort expended.
Productivity gains from this initiative will be applied to retrospective conversion
of card catalogues.

1.6.99

SRL

$2,000

1.5.99

SRL

$2,400

1.5.99

$5,000

1.7.99

Customised Services: Consultancies
Staff will be involved in the development of consultancies and information
SRL
packages to assist public and private sector agencies with their specific
information requirements. A fee will be charged for this service. The FTE
savings from previously mentioned initiatives in SRL will be applied to this service.
Retrospective Conversion—
This involves the conversion of card catalogues to the computer catalogue and
will focus on the conversion of serial holdings, thereby improving client access
to LISWA collections. While this is a long term and ongoing project involving
SRL and BibServices, its implementation will have immediate benefits. The
productivity benefit has been estimated as 0.1 FTE of Level 1 staff, but it is
anticipated that this will increase each year during implementation. The benefits
from Processing Loans for Public Libraries will be applied to this initiative and
any other FTE savings at a clerical level will also be applied to this initiative.
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SRL
BibServ

$2,830

1.5.99

WADH

$8,035

1.7.98

WADH

$26,310

1.4.98

WADH

$2,830

1.4.98

WADH

$28,310

1.4.98

WADH

$10,040

1.7.2000

$16,270

1.1.99

WADH

$13,000
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Description

Electoral Rolls—
Change in work practices will be effected to film, jacket, and colour code
electoral rolls. This will result in improvements in efficiency and client
service.
WADH Desk Attendance—
By reducing the number of librarians on desk during the period 9.00 to 5.30 pm,
there has been a productivity saving equating to 0.3 FTE of Level 2/4.
This saving has been redirected to work on WADH retrospective conversion and
WA Information Services, which in an improvement in client services.
Remote client access—
Improved access to LISWA information systems for remote clients will be
implemented as a result of new delivery methods available to these clients
through the Internet. Changes to the existing remote client access methods will
allow cash savings of $2,600 to be generated. IS staff will be required to rationalise
dial-in modem access to Innopac by public libraries to achieve these savings.
Desktop support services
Desktop computing equipment within the Information Systems Branch is currently
supported under the corporate desktop support contract. Team members within the
Information Systems Branch will provide their own desktop support services
without impacting upon agreed service delivery outcomes. Team members already
possess the skills to provide these services within the team. In some cases team
members are already providing this service since their desktop equipment is
currently operating in non-standard configurations. This productivity initiative
will yield a cash saving of $10,000 per annum commencing in mid-1998.
Redesign of computing room environment
Disposal of the Sequel computer and redundant system printers in the IS
Computer Room will realise revenue from their sale and allow for the redesign
of the Computing Room environment. This redesign will result in increased
productivity. Freeing space in the computer room will allow for the creation of a
standard workspace for each of the systems in use at LISWA. This will ensure ease
of access and appropriate work areas for staff when administering the systems.
The current lack of space in the computer room hampers staff productivity in
the maintenance of these systems.
Corporate Information—
Staff in the Corporate Information section of IS will make changes to work
processes relating to mail opening and distribution. This will result in a more
efficient mail processing service. FTE savings are estimated at $2,300. This FTE
time will be applied to improving record keeping systems and electronic document
management systems.
Inter Library Loan Requests—
This initiative involves switching from a text based system to a graphic user
interface, which will enable LISWA to submit requests on behalf of public
libraries. The savings relate to costs associated with a dial up connection. Staff
have changed their work processes to use the Internet.
ABN processing—
Australian Bibliographic Network (ABN) is a command driven national
database of item catalogue records and location details. Up until 30.6.98 each
time a command was used to search the database a charge was incurred. More
efficient and skilled searching of ABN for interlibrary loan requests from public
libraries resulted in a reduction in staff time and costs. Changes since 1.7.98 to
the charging system means that there will be no further cash savings but
productivity savings will continue.
Return address labels—
The current process involves attached a label per book sent to WA public
libraries. The new process will mean that there will be one address label per
bundle of books and this will involve a change in work processes to bundle and
prepare books for transit. Although the cost savings in labels is not large, the
savings in FTE time are considerable.
The productivity savings for all three initiatives in DDS will be allocated to to
reduce backlogs of public library requests. This will increase the turn around time
for requests and result in more efficient client services.
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Centre

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date

WADH
Pres
Serv

$1,500

1.4.98

WADH

$12,050

1.4.98

IS

$2,600

1.4.98

IS

$5,000
$5,000

1.7.99
1.12.99

IS

$2,000

IS

DDS

$2,130

DDS

$8,560

DDS

$1,000

1.7.98

$2,300

1.7.98

1.4.98

$2,070

1.4.98

$1,860

1.4.98
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Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date

Online preselection for SRL stock—
The process of selecting and ordering new items for SRL is currently manual.
BibServ
However, it is possible to use the new computer system to automate preselection
SRL
of library books and resources. This initiative can be implemented using the
IS
library computer system with advice and assistance from the IS branch. The
staff savings for BibServ have been estimated as equivalent to 0.2 FTE of
Level 1 time, commencing by July 1998. Savings will also occur in SRL and this
initiative is therefore also shown in that section. IS will provide support and
assistance during development and implementation of computer systems.
Reorganisation of work stations—
Computer workstations are relocated closer to cataloguers desks, on a
one-to-one-basis. Travelling time is saved, and work batching no longer
required, making the cataloguing process more efficient. Savings have been
estimated to be 50 hours per annum of Level 2/4 time. The savings from this
initiative will be applied to cataloguing of collections in SRL and WADH.
Online ordering, invoicing and accessioning for serials—
Implement existing functions of LISWA’s computerised systems for the
electronic placement of orders for serials, and for the electronic transfer of
information onto LISWA’s computer system relating to serial invoices and
receipts, to replace existing manual operations. Savings have been estimated
to be 100 hours pa of Level 1 time, to commence by July 1998. The savings
will be applied to cataloguing collections in SRL and WADH.

$2,535

1.1.99

BibServ

$500
$550

1.7.98
1.1.99

BibServ

$650

30.9.99

$1,265

1.7.98

$260

1.7.98

BibServ

$675

1.7.98

PRO

$3,000

1.7.98

Computerised records—
New computerised methods have been developed to obtain cataloguing
BibServ
performance information and to work more efficiently with online information,
replacing paper records and filing. Savings are estimated to be 0.1 FTE of Level 1
staff. The savings will be applied to cataloguing collections in SRL and WADH.
Catalogue printouts—
Printouts are no longer produced for copy cataloguing tasks, Catalogueres check
and edit information online. Savings are made in stationary usage (10 boxes pa)
and in handling and matching printouts (40 hours pa of Level 1 time). g,
invoicing and serial accessioning.
The savings from this initiative will be applied to cataloguing collections in
SRL and WADH.
Accessing Library Suppliers via the Internet—
Staff communicate with library suppliers world-wide via the Internet, from
individual work stations, instead of using a shared single fax machine. Savings
result from using a faster, more efficient communication and are estimated to be
100 hours pa of Level 1 time. The savings from this initiative will be applied to
cataloguing of collections in SRL and WADH.
Self-processing of records by agencies—
At present, consignments of records from agencies are checked and processed
by LISWA staff. This procedure will be re-engineered so that large agencies will
be more involved in the preparation of consignments, i.e. Arranging and stamping
files, checking the contents of boxes, and labelling them before despatching to
LISWA. LISWA staff will prepare procedural guidelines for agencies and provide
training to enable agencies to carry out these procedures under the terms of the
Library Board Act and relevant legislation.
Government Records Retrieval Services—
Unlike some other states in Australia, no charges have been levied upon agencies
for servicing records in our archival storage. To recoup the expenses associated
with this service, it is now appropriate to charge agencies for storing, retrieving
and reshelving records borrowed by them. We estimate potential income of
$75,000, and suggest $55,000 be applied to this Agreement.
Systems will need to be devised and mechanisms introduced to enable agency
usage to be calculated and invoiced, and this will be within existing FTE and
budget allocation.
Training Courses—
Deliver a wider range of training courses with a differential fee for non
Government organisations. Currently staff provide training courses to
Government agencies, These courses will reflect developments in best practice
records management, will increase in number and be customised to meet the
requirements of the Government and private sectors.
Publications—
Market and promote PRO publications to organisations outside the
WA Government, including interstate and internationally, with a differential fee
to cover this activity. Staff will be actively involved in promotion activities at
courses, professional journals, professional groups and the internet.

BibServ

$480

PRO

$55,000

1.1.99

PRO

$6,400

1.7.99

PRO

$1,000

1.1.99
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Consultancies—
Introduce and promote in-depth consultations for Government agencies to
enable them to improve their records management practices. Currently we offer
a certain level of consultancy to Government agencies. The new service will
include a project scope that will assist agencies to move directly to the
implementation phase of the recommendations provided by PRO staff.
Microfilm testing—
Reduce the number of residual thiosulphate reels that are tested. Currently
every reel is tested. In future, for 35mm 3 reels in 10 will be tested, and for
16mm 3 reels in 20 will be tested. The saving in staff time is estimated at $3,340.
Microfilm Processing—
Process microfilm within 24 hours. Previously carried out once per week
which resulted in potential for several reels of film needing refilming. By
processing within 24 hours only one reel of film will be wasted if problems occur.
Cost savings in film of approximately $200 per annum and in staff time of
approximately $1,750 per annum.
Public Orders—
Turnaround for public orders reduced to 10 days and urgent orders carried out
within 24 hours. Previously turnaround time was 20 days. This initiative is a
significant improvement in client service.
The FTE saving in microfilm processing and testing will be used to ensure this
improved client service. There are approximately 200 public orders per
annum.
Microfilming Large Volumes (1000mm x 750mm)—
Introduce specially designed sliding book platen. Microfilming large volumes
requires lifting and movement by hand. This has the potential of causing back,
wrist and neck injuries to staff and considerably slows down the time it takes to
carry out filming. Not only are there OSH considerations and potential savings
in risk management, there are efficiencies in staff times with the use of this
equipment. Equipment has been purchased from Capital expenditure. The FTE
savings will be used for microfilm archival records maintenance.
Microfilm archival records maintenance—
Currently microfilm records are recorded by hand in ledgers. Changing to
computer records will increase client service because PRO and WADH will be
able to answer client enquiries immediately rather than carrying out a physical
search of the archives. This work will be carried out over a long period with
staff time generated by Microfilming Large Volumes and other initiatives.
Preservation Services Initiatives—
A range of initiatives to improve efficiency—reusing boxes for microfilm,
newspaper filming, improved handling of used microfilm reels, labelling
microfilm boxes, less water used for chemical baths, computer generated
microfilm targets, wash tank for print processing. Change work practices from
photographic negatives of the pictorial collection to digital technology. Cash
savings will be achieved through using less water and using less microfilm boxes.
The productivity gains will be used for preservation work on the photographic
collection in WADH.
Conservation—Book and binding—
Previously 2 positions of Bookbinder (Level 2) and Book Conservator (Level 3)
carried out these functions. The initiative was to combine the two positions into
one full time position. Client demands are being met in that clients were
requesting more paper conservation than book conservation and this provides
greater flexibility in work processes.
Preservation Courses—
Courses will be designed and delivered to the general public, archival and library
professionals, in preserving photographic collections and family records. There
will also be specialised courses designed in Disaster Recovery. It is proposed that
six of these courses be conducted with an estimated income of $5,200 and an
expenditure of $1,500. Expenditure relates to handout material, promotion,
administration. This will be undertaken within current FTE and budget allocation.

Cost
Centre

PRO
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Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date
$2,000

Pres
Serv

1.7.99

$3,340

1.4.98

$1,750

1.4.98

Pres
Serv

In above

1.4.98

Pres
Serv

$1,730

1.4.98

Pres
Serv
WADH
PRO
SRL

$3,300

1.1.99

$3,440

1.4.98

Pres
Serv

$200

Pres
Serv

$620

Pres
Serv

$1,170

1.4.98

Pres
Serv

$1,500

1.1.99

$2,200

1.1.2000

Public Photographic Orders—
Currently LISWA offers a large range of sizes of photographs for the public. The
Pres
number of sizes offered will be reduced and order forms automated. Staff time
Serv
saved from this initiative will be used to undertake more photographic preservation
work which will mean greater access to the LISWA pictorial collection by the
public.

$2,640

1.7.98
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Digitisation Project—
Restructuring has occurred whereby the New Media unit was abolished and the
duties transferred to the Manager: Preservation Services. A level 6 Manager
position was abolished and staff were transferred to Preservation Services. The
saving is $49,200 of which 40% is claimed because it is the project design,
management and implementation of the digitisation projects that has been
transferred to Preservation Services.
Senior Conservator Duties—
The Senior Conservator resigned from LISWA in September 1997. Because of the
rarity of skills and qualifications in Australia, it has taken six months to advertise
internationally and find a replacement. A new Senior Conservator will commence
in March 1998. During this six months 50% of the Senior Conservator duties have
been absorbed by other preservation services staff. This has not impacted on client
services, but a number of special projects have been put on hold. The salary for
the Senior Conservator is $46,700 and 50% is claimed as productivity.
Adopt-a-Book—
This project was previously managed by the Westralian Library Foundation
(voluntary organisation) which no longer exists. Preservation Services took over
the management of this project within existing resources. Over the next two years
it is estimated that the project will involve 44 days of Level 6 time, 15 days of
Level 4 time, and 6 days of Level 3/4. This totals $12,350 productivity.
ALB Venue hire—
Develop policy and practice for venue hire of ALB theatre, meeting rooms and
4th floor function area. Currently many of our facilities are used by professional
associations and Government departments free of charge. We wish to change this
focus to generate income. The development of policies and practices will take
some considerable effort and consultation.
Install automated booking system.
Promotion of venue, hire of projectionist and equipment officer.
In order to generate this income it will be necessary to allocate both human
and financial resources to the value of $76,000. If successful, we estimate a
potential income of $260,000 per annum, of which we are suggesting that
$180,000 be applied to this Agreement.
It should be noted that the figure of $260,000 is based on achieving only 50%
of total available chargeable hours.
Supply Function—
It is proposed that CCMs delegate authority to the Supply Officer to incur
payments, rather than send documentation to CCMs to incur payments.
Guidelines for delegation would need to be developed. This would result in
reduced processing time by Finance staff, reduction in enquiries from suppliers
and CCM, and reduction in CCM time in checking payments. The value of
$5,000 relates to the difference between the salary of a Level 3 supply officer
and Level 8 Directors and Level 7 Managers. The $5,000 saving would occur
across all cost centres.
Stationery for Public Libraries—
Contract out the supply of public libraries stationery for new stock will result
in savings in issuing, processing and paying orders and invoices. It is estimated
that 0.5 FTE will be released as the public library stationery accounts for
approximately half the store work load. This 0.5 FTE will be applied to new
initiatives.
Non Automated Libraries—
Staff will introduce more efficient processes in public library services such as
computer printouts instead of catalogue cards. This will apply to 128 public
libraries with less than 4,000 items. Savings relate to catalogue card purchases
and other stationery.
Replacements for lost and damaged stock—
Staff will improve processes for adjusting stock allocations for items lost or
damaged in public libraries. This will result in FTE savings which will be applied
to reducing backlogs in PLS program.
Fast tracking readers requests—
Currently individual readers requests are supplied to public libraries as individual
items. This initiative will distribute requested items with normal public library
exchanges, thereby reducing handling costs. The reduction in handlings costs
amounts to an estimated FTE saving of $3,000 per annum which will be applied
to reducing backlogs in PLS program.
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Centre

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date

Pres
Serv

$19,680

1.4.98

Pres
Serv

$23,350

1.4.98

Pres
Serv

$6,175
$6,175

1.1.99
1.1.2000

SD&R
F&BS

$40,000
$40,000
$100,000

1.1.99
1.7.99
1.1.00

F&BS

$5,000

1.7.98

F&BS

$15,000

1.7.98

PLS

$2,125
$2,125
$4,250

1.7.98
1.1.99
1.7.99

PLS

$3,000

1.7.98

PLS

$3,000

1.1.99
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Cost
Centre

Computer Centre—
Establish a new service which will allow clients to use computers for the Internet, SD&R
printing, word processing, evaluating CD-Roms, and receiving training in
information technology. This centre is being sponsored by a computer company
and using some capital works funding as seeding money. Considerable effort will
be required by staff to establish this service before income is generated. We
estimate this to be a value of $30,000 productivity. Income generated from these
services will be used in the first instance to repay capital works seeding money.
It is anticipated that income generated will exceed seeding money and $7,000
excess funds will be applied to this Agreement.
TOTAL

Review of LISWA Cost Centre Activities
1. PROJECT BIBDOC
Review Commenced
1 July 1997
Recommendations Submitted
30 November 1997
Implementation of Market Testing 1 January 1998
Project BibDoc was a review of the Bibliographical Services and Document Delivery areas of LISWA conducted in
the second half of 1997. Implementation plans for some of the
recommendations arising from this review are currently being developed. Significant productivity savings and additional
revenue are expected.
It will not be possible to quantify the benefits until the implementation projects have commenced. In some cases the
savings will depend on the response from the market place to
our calling for expressions of interest to supply stock or services using new methods which will facilitate the streamlining
of work at LISWA.
Some of the revenue generation initiatives can only be quantified by testing the market.
2. PUBLIC LIBRARY RESOURCES REVIEW
Review Commenced
11 July 1997
Recommendations Submitted
21 May 1998
Implementation of Efficiency
Gains/Market Testing
1 July 1998
Review objective
The objective of the review is to make recommendations
for effective and efficient public library resource management
within LISWA to ensure high quality resources are available
to the public.
Special emphasis should be given to—
• equity between geographic areas, social groups and
different information needs;
• flexibility in meeting client needs and interacting
with various operating environments within public
libraries;
• clarity of decision-making processes and accountability; and
• realising the benefits of computer and communications technology in improving cost effectiveness and
service quality.
Recommendations should be made within the broad parameters of the existing public library system in Western Australia,
namely a partnership between the State government and local
government in which the State owns and provides stock to
public libraries and manages an exchange process which circulates stock between public libraries.
Benefits
The primary benefits of a broad review such as this is to be
able to address all public library resource issues at the same
time. The current system is complex, and previous attempts
to improve specific aspects have been constrained by the limitations of other parts of the system.
The review provides a forum for those involved in public
libraries to talk broadly about major issues. A lot of analysis
of the system has been done by LISWA and public library
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Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date
$7,000

$30,000

$323,760

$356,130

1.7.99

staff over recent years and the review is able to draw upon all
this work.
It is anticipated that the review should be able to present a
new approach to stock management which will be better tailored to the needs of different types of public library. In turn
public libraries should be able to better address the specific
needs of their communities.
A range of efficiency and effectiveness measures should be
identified which will allow LISWA’s resources to be better
targeted towards high priority needs.
3. DISCARD PROCESS REVIEW
Review Commenced
15 October 1997
Recommendations Submitted
31 April 1998
Implementation of Efficiency
Gains/Market Testing
1 July 1998
Review Scope
The review has as its scope, to investigate and review current public library discard material processes and disposal
strategies. The focus is —
• To develop recommendations for improved efficiency
in discard material selection, processing, packaging
and disposal;
• Identify and measure the impact of changes to existing discard practices on the management of public
library stock including new and used selection, exchanges and the maintenance of the state-wide
collection;
• Identify and make recommendations on new options
for discard selection and retention policies and practices that maximise the asset value and public
readable life of items contained in the state-wide
public library collection.
Benefit
The benefits resulting from this review are the identification and recommendation of strategies to—
• Ensure appropriate material is discarded from the
public library system;
• Increase the efficiency of weeding and processing
discard material;
• Maximise the original purchase value of discarded
material as an asset of the State by prolonging its
retention and circulation throughout the community;
• Where appropriate, prolong the readable life within
the community of discarded library material prior to
its natural physical deterioration.
LISWA Agreement For Duty Officers 1998
(1) This Agreement is between the Ministry for Culture &
the Arts (“the employer”) and Duty Officers performing duties at the Library and Information Service of Western Australia
(LISWA).
(2) This Agreement is intended to apply to the conditions of
employment of all officers who are employed as Duty Officers, pursuant to the terms of the Cultural Centre Award 1987.
The terms of this Agreement override the Award, to the extent
of any inconsistencies.
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(3) In the interests of promoting productivity and efficiency,
and promoting the job satisfaction and income received by
Duty Officers, the parties have agreed on the following initiatives—
(a) Duty Officers agree and commit to organising and
managing their work through team ways of working. This will mean that responsibility will be
devolved from management to Duty Officers for the
day to day management of the security function at
LISWA.
(b) Duty Officers will determine and control their
own rosters of work. The rosters will take into
account the needs and interests of the LISWA and
its clients. The following provisions will apply
to rosters—
The base shifts of 8.00 am to 4.00 pm and 4.00 pm
to midnight must be covered;
All other shifts must comply to standard agreed times
to maximise coverage during opening hours of the
Alexander Library Building or parts thereof. Standard agreed times are as follows—
Shift X = 0900 to 1700 hours
Shift XD = 1000 to 1800 hours
Shift XA = 1500 to 2300 hours
Rosters must be submitted to the Coordinator: Building Operations at LISWA for approval no later than
14 days prior to the commencement of a roster period.
Rosters will include meal breaks during which time
the Duty Officer will remain on site.
Rosters will cover all absences, with the exception
of those absences of four (4) days or more which
result in only three Duty Officers being available. In
these circumstances an officer may be required to
work extra hours to cover the absences. In that case
those hours shall accrue as time in lieu which can
then be taken at a mutually convenient time. Alternatively, a contract officer may be engaged.
(c) Duty Officers will carry out other duties while patrolling the Alexander Library Building, provided that
such other duties do not detract from the fundamental duty of providing security. Such other duties will
include, but will not be limited to, the collection and
re-stacking or storage of newspapers. The Duty Officers will perform other duties to satisfy the
requirement that the role of a Duty Officer contains
a reasonable and full time work load. To achieve this
end, actual duties will be agreed to between the Duty
Officers and the Manager, Finance and Building
Services.
(d) All Duty Officers will agree to be available to attend
meetings with management between the time of (00
pm and 4.00 pm from time to time, unless a Duty
Officer is on leave or on a day they are not rostered
to work. Meetings will be held not more than once
per month, unless an emergency arises necessitating
the presence of all Duty Officers.
(4) In order to maintain stability of income, Duty Officers
will receive a salary, paid fortnightly, for the term of operation
of this Agreement. The salary is based on the average earnings
of security officers under the terms of the Cultural Centre
Award, according to rosters worked for the period 1992/93 to
1994/95.
(5) The annual salary of Duty Officers shall be in accordance with the LISWA salary schedule and is based on the
following conditions—
No additional payments will be made for travelling allowance;
No additional payment will be made for meal allowance
for overtime work;
Salary is inclusive of all shift and overtime payments;
Annual leave will attract no additional payment for leave
loading.
One weeks additional annual leave entitlement (total of 5
weeks annual leave entitlement).
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(6) Both parties reserve the right to raise and negotiate any
other issues other than those dealt with in this Agreement at
any time. If any industrial agreement is entered into which
provides for pay increases to LISWA staff, such pay increases
will be payable to Duty Officers in addition to the salary agreed
to in this Agreement unless the salary agreed in this Agreement exceeds wages payable under any other agreement.
(7) This Agreement will operate from the date of registration of this Agreement for a period of two years. The parties
agree to meet and to review the operation of this Agreement
no later than two months prior to its expiry, with the intention
of reaching agreement on a new proposed agreement to operate at the expiry of this Agreement.
(8) The terms of this Agreement shall continue to prevail
after its expiry, until and unless either party expressly notifies
their intention to withdraw from the Agreement, by the provision of two (2) months written notice to the other party.
LISWA—Salary Schedule
BASE
L1
Under 17 yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year
L2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
L2/4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
L3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

At Date of First Date of First Payment
Payment
+ 6 Mths.
(Base+1%)
(Base+3%)

Date of First Payment
+12 Mths.
(Base+5%)

Date of First Payment
+18 Mths.
(Base+7%)

$11,641
$13,604
$15,868
$18,368
$20,627
$22,659
$23,357
$24,054
$24,747
$25,444
$26,141
$26,943
$27,497
$28,317

$11,757
$13,740
$16,027
$18,552
$20,834
$22,886
$23,591
$24,295
$24,994
$25,698
$26,402
$27,212
$27,772
$28,601

$11,990
$14,012
$16,344
$18,919
$21,246
$23,339
$24,058
$24,776
$25,489
$26,207
$26,925
$27,751
$28,322
$29,167

$12,223
$14,284
$16,662
$19,287
$21,659
$23,792
$24,525
$25,257
$25,984
$26,716
$27,448
$28,290
$28,872
$29,733

$12,455
$14,556
$16,979
$19,654
$22,071
$24,245
$24,992
$25,738
$26,479
$27,225
$27,971
$28,829
$29,422
$30,300

$29,299
$30,052
$30,843
$31,679
$32,554

$29,592
$30,352
$31,151
$31,996
$32,879

$30,178
$30,953
$31,768
$32,629
$33,530

$30,764
$31,554
$32,385
$33,263
$34,181

$31,350
$32,155
$33,002
$33,897
$34,832

$29,299
$30,843
$32,554
$34,693
$38,010
$40,171

$29,592
$31,151
$32,880
$35,040
$38,390
$40,573

$30,178
$31,768
$33,531
$35,734
$39,150
$41,376

$30,764
$32,385
$34,182
$36,428
$39,911
$42,180

$31,350
$33,002
$34,833
$37,122
$40,671
$42,983

$33,756
$34,693
$35,658
$36,650

$34,094
$35,040
$36,015
$37,016

$34,769
$35,734
$36,728
$37,749

$35,444
$36,427
$37,441
$38,482

$36,119
$37,121
$38,155
$39,215

$38,010
$39,075
$40,171

$38,390
$39,466
$40,573

$39,150
$40,247
$41,376

$39,910
$41,028
$42,180

$40,670
$41,810
$42,983

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
BASE
L5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

At Date of First Date of First Payment
+ 6 Mths.
Payment
(Base+3%)
(Base+1%)

Date of First Payment
+12 Mths.
(Base+5%)

Date of First Payment
+18 Mths.
(Base+7%)

$42,282
$43,709
$45,192
$46,731

$42,705
$44,146
$45,644
$47,198

$43,551
$45,029
$46,557
$48,142

$44,396
$45,930
$47,488
$49,105

$45,242
$46,849
$48,438
$50,087

$49,205
$50,887
$52,627
$54,486

$49,697
$51,396
$53,154
$55,031

$50,681
$52,413
$54,206
$56,121

$51,665
$53,431
$55,259
$57,210

$52,649
$54,449
$56,311
$58,300

$57,336
$59,308
$61,454

$57,909
$59,901
$62,068

$59,056
$61,087
$63,297

$60,203
$62,273
$64,526

$61,350
$63,460
$65,755

$64,940
$67,438
$70,535

$65,590
$68,113
$71,241

$66,889
$69,461
$72,651

$68,187
$70,810
$74,062

$69,486
$72,159
$75,473

$74,403
$77,017
$79,997

$75,148
$77,787
$80,797

$76,636
$79,327
$82,397

$78,124
$80,868
$83,997

$79,612
$82,408
$85,597
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Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
BASE

At Date of
First Payment
(Base+1%)

Date of First Date of First Date of First
Payment + 6 Payment +12 Payment +18
Mths.
Mths.
Mths.
(Base+3%) (Base+5%)
(Base+7%)

Duty Officer
1

$35,794

$36,152

$36,875

$37,612

$38,365

Transport Worker
1
2
3
Storeperson L1
1
2
3
Storeperson L2
1
2
3
Storeperson L3
1
2
3
Storeperson L4
1
2
3

per week
$443.12
$447.08
$450.94
per week
$428.24
$433.59
$438.95
per week
$439.48
$445.90
$452.65
per week
$452.86
$459.29
$465.71
per week
$473.09
$483.19
$493.29

per week
$447.55
$451.55
$455.45
per week
$432.52
$437.93
$443.34
per week
$443.87
$450.36
$457.18
per week
$457.39
$463.88
$470.37
per week
$477.82
$488.02
$498.22

per week
$456.41
$460.49
$464.47
per week
$441.09
$446.60
$452.12
per week
$452.66
$459.28
$466.23
per week
$466.45
$473.07
$479.68
per week
$487.28
$497.69
$508.09

per week
$465.28
$469.43
$473.49
per week
$449.65
$455.27
$460.90
per week
$461.45
$468.20
$475.28
per week
$475.50
$482.25
$489.00
per week
$496.74
$507.35
$517.95

per week
$474.14
$478.38
$482.51
per week
$458.22
$463.94
$469.68
per week
$470.24
$477.11
$484.34
per week
$484.56
$491.44
$498.31
per week
$506.21
$517.01
$527.82

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the
pro rata level of productivity achieved in determining the
quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer to be inappropriate or unachievable due to
intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity initiative which can be achieved
in the same timeframe.
SCHEDULE 3—WA MUSEUM
WA MUSEUM MISSION AND OBJECTIVES
The Western Australian Museum is one of Australia’s premier museums attracting nearly 900,000 visitors each year. Its
responsibilities extend to providing all Western Australians
with information, knowledge and access to the natural and
cultural heritage of the State.
(1) MUSEUM VISION AND MISSION
The Western Australian Museum seeks to develop with the
people of Western Australia a museum which enhances appreciation, promotes understanding and influences public debate of
our natural environment and cultural heritage. As a state organisation dealing with many communities and having a large staff
servicing vast distances, the organisation is responsible for much
of the cultural and natural heritage of Western Australia.
(2) OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The Western Australian Museum recognises that we achieve
our goals not only through operational programs but also

through values and opportunities which guide our work. The
values which guide our work include—
Partnering
Joint ventures and partnerships with community, businesses
and other Government organisations are fundamental to the
success of our activities.
Creativity, Innovation and Excellence
We value creativity, innovation and excellence in our research, communication and management. Acknowledgment of
new ways of doing things and of providing insights into familiar social, scientific and community issues are critical to
our success.
Community Involvement
The Museum respects and responds to community knowledge, experience and exhibitions.
Diversity
We place great emphasis upon the maintenance of diversity
by respecting and responding to cultural diversity and diversity of information.
Integrity and Intellectual Independence
The need to provide accurate information and to do so according to established research and public protocols guides all
aspects of the Museum’s work.
Equity
Equity represents the basis of our dealings with staff, colleagues and clients.
Continuous Improvement
We will continue to evaluate our own performance in all
areas of activity and through dialogue and discussion will implement change and improvement.
The work of the Museum is set in a broader operational context which may be summarised by a series of opportunities
which also guide our work. These include—
Custodianship
The Museum recognises its role as a custodian of state collections of scientific and cultural heritage held on behalf of
current and future generations of Western Australians and the
need to provide effective access to this material.
Natural and Cultural Environment
Western Australia hosts an important and unique natural and
cultural environment and the Museum acknowledges its role
in further understanding such environments and in sharing this
understanding with others.
People
Whether as visitors, as friends, as staff or as volunteers, people are central to the Museum’s activities and programmes.
People represent both a source of great support for the Museum as well as the audience for its programmes, exhibitions
and other activities.
Regional activities and distance based programmes
The Museum emphasises its commitment to deliver services in ways that conquer distance and provide access to
Western Australians throughout the State.
Economic Benefit
The Museum recognises the importance of the economic
benefits to Western Australia which flow from Museum activities and programmes.
(4) STRATEGIES AND INITIATIVES
Through the attached productivity plan, the parties are committed to the development and implementation of a broad
agenda of initiatives designed to increase efficiency and effectiveness of program and service delivery of the Museum.

The parties agree to develop and implement productivity improvements by way of—
Description
Cost
Centre
Contract appropriation—
Increases productivity by broadening the scope of consultancy
services provided and increasing commercial benefits. Proportion
to go to departments
(30%).Balance towards salaries increases.

79 W.A.I.G.

NS
CONS
S&CH
MM
P.P

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date
$ 43,400

1/9/98
1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00
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Description
Staff participation in the Museum’s strategic planning process.
Achievement of the Museum’s strategic plan through strategic planning
workshops and associated future directions of the strategic plans objectives.
Ongoing transfer of knowledge to all staff.

Cost
Centre
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Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date
$ 20,000
1/9/98
1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00

Centre of Excellence
MM
$20,000 $38,000
The Maritime Museum has received the status of Centre Of Excellence by
the Federal Department of Communication and the Arts Centre of Excellence
committee. The Grant is in the order of $600,00 spanning 3 years.
Staff will be committed to a level of productive effort which maintains supports
the Museum’s place as a market leader in the area of maritime history and
archaeology, both nationally and internationally, in order to gain maximum
value from the grant.
Increased effort will be in the areas of—
• quality of research;
• education processes;
• conservation of material.
Research Grants
On an average the Museum receives $ 800 000 pa in research grants.
NS
$38,400 $20,000
Interest earned has not been accrued to the departments receiving the grants.
CONS
By dedicating increased interest earned to pay for salary increases an incentive
S&CH
will be given to staff to obtain external research grants.
MM
The Museum foundation has obtained a partnership agreement with Woodside
worth $630,000 over four years. Staff are committed to increasing efforts to
support activities in the Dampier Archipeligo, including surveys, documentation
of the bio-diversity of the area and preparation of public education resources.
Recoup cost of specific Services
NS
$4,560
Through increased databasing of collections, and interpretation of the
information, this initiative will add value to the services available to clients.
Charges for the search of collections, databases and frozen tissues will be levied.
Introduction of 0055 number
NS
$4,000
Staff will develop a specialised telephone information service for the
S&C
public at large. The service will consist of a dedicated scientific/history call
information service.
Hire of Venues
MM
$26,000
Staff have undertaken to develop, promote and coordinate the use of all
PM
Museum venues. This involves in the establishment of a booking and
monitoring system and will undertaken within existing resources. A fee
will be charged for this service and will thus be self funding and profit orientated.
Photography & Conservation
MS
$29,500
As a result of a major review of the workpractices in photography and
(Cons)
conservation will result in a change of use of existing labs and darkrooms.
With the establishment of the Ministry of Culture and Arts, staff will maximise
the existing expertise within the various agencies and minimise the use of
CS
external consultants.
Profits from Commercial Enterprises
Perth $58,000 $38,000
Staff commit to the development of additional Publications and merchandise
MM
for sale.
S&CH
The commercial outlets operated by the museum in the metropolitan and
Alb
regional centres will benefit by improved services and revenue gained by
Ger
this additional product.
Kal
Eco-Tourism: Museum staff will initiate partnerships with commercial
enterprises, as well as conducting Museum-only ventures, in developing
tourism opportunities with an ecological, historical and cultural focus. For
example, developments are underway in the Pemberton, Fremantle,
Shark Bay and Abrolhos regions.
Establishment of a Discovery Centre (Perth)
NS
$60,000
Curatorial staff currently answer over 30,000 public enquiries per annum,
S&CH
many of which are routine and do not require expert attention. Channelling
these enquiries through the discovery centre where they can be answered by
lower level officers will free senior staff and increase their productivity.
Contract Cleaning
PP
$150,000
Currently the Perth complex is being cleaned by the attendant staff. This
function will be contracted out.
Perth attendant staff duties to be redirected to provide a client service function
with hours worked to complement these new initiatives, acknowledging that
the parties will discuss actual staffing levels and hours during the life of
this Agreement.
TOTAL
$223,860 $326,000

1/9/98
1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00

1/9/98
1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00

1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00
1/7/99
1/1/00
1/9/98
1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00
1/1/98
1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00
1/9/98
1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00

1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00
1/9/98
1/1/99
1/7/99
1/1/00
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WA Museum—Salary Schedule
Base

L1
Under 17 yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year
L2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
L3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L2/4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year

Date of First
Payment + 6
Mths.
(Base+3.38%)

$11,641
$13,604
$15,869
$18,368
$20,627
$22,659
$23,357
$24,054
$24,747
$25,444
$26,141
$26,943
$27,497
$28,317

$11,832
$13,827
$16,129
$18,669
$20,965
$23,031
$23,740
$24,448
$25,153
$25,861
$26,570
$27,385
$27,948
$28,781

$12,034
$14,064
$16,405
$18,989
$21,324
$23,425
$24,146
$24,867
$25,583
$26,304
$27,025
$27,854
$28,426
$29,274

$12,245
$14,310
$16,693
$19,321
$21,698
$23,835
$24,569
$25,302
$26,031
$26,765
$27,498
$28,341
$28,924
$29,787

$12,456
$14,556
$16,980
$19,654
$22,071
$24,245
$24,992
$25,738
$26,479
$27,225
$27,971
$28,829
$29,422
$30,299

$29,299
$30,052
$30,843
$31,679
$32,554

$29,780
$30,545
$31,349
$32,199
$33,088

$30,289
$31,068
$31,885
$32,750
$33,654

$30,820
$31,612
$32,444
$33,323
$34,244

$31,350
$32,156
$33,002
$33,897
$34,833

$33,756
$34,693
$35,659
$36,650

$34,310
$35,262
$36,244
$37,251

$34,897
$35,866
$36,864
$37,889

$35,508
$36,494
$37,510
$38,552

$36,119
$37,122
$38,155
$39,216

$38,010
$39,075
$40,171

$38,633
$39,716
$40,830

$39,295
$40,396
$41,529

$39,983
$41,103
$42,256

$40,671
$41,810
$42,983

$29,299
$30,843
$32,554
$34,693
$38,010
$40,171

$29,780
$31,349
$33,088
$35,262
$38,633
$40,830

$30,289
$31,885
$33,654
$35,866
$39,295
$41,529

$30,820
$32,444
$34,244
$36,494
$39,983
$42,256

$31,350
$33,002
$34,833
$37,122
$40,671
$42,983

Date of First
Date of First
Payment + 12 Mths. Payment + 18
(Base+5.19%)
Mths.
(Base+7.0%)

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
Base

L5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

Date of First
Payment + 6
Mths.
(Base+3.38%)

$23,291
$23,767
$24,244

$23,690
$24,174
$24,659

$24,104
$24,598
$25,091

$24,519
$25,021
$25,523

$25,021
$25,479
$25,937

$25,431
$25,897
$26,362

$25,867
$26,340
$26,814

$26,320
$26,801
$27,283

$26,772
$27,263
$27,753

$27,489
$28,344

$27,940
$28,809

$28,418
$29,302

$28,916
$29,815

$29,413
$30,328

$21,564
$21,787
$22,022

$21,918
$22,144
$22,383

$22,293
$22,523
$22,766

$22,683
$22,918
$23,165

$23,073
$23,312
$23,564

$22,232
$23,717
$25,029
$26,279

$22,597
$24,106
$25,439
$26,710

$22,984
$24,519
$25,875
$27,167

$23,386
$24,948
$26,328
$27,643

$23,788
$25,377
$26,781
$28,118

$27,060
$28,394
$29,706
$31,074

$27,504
$28,860
$30,193
$31,583

$27,975
$29,354
$30,710
$32,124

$28,465
$29,868
$31,248
$32,686

$28,955
$30,382
$31,786
$33,249

$32,385
$33,697
$35,009
$36,376

$32,917
$34,250
$35,583
$36,973

$33,480
$34,836
$36,192
$37,606

$34,066
$35,446
$36,826
$38,264

$34,652
$36,056
$37,459
$38,923

Date of First
Date of First
Payment + 12 Mths. Payment + 18
(Base+5.19%)
Mths.
(Base+7.0%)

At Date of First
Payment
(Base+1.64%)

Date of First
Payment + 6
Mths.
(Base+3.38%)

$42,282
$43,709
$45,192
$46,730

$42,975
$44,426
$45,933
$47,496

$43,711
$45,186
$46,719
$48,309

$44,476
$45,977
$47,537
$49,155

$45,242
$46,769
$48,355
$50,001

$49,205
$50,887
$52,627
$54,486

$50,012
$51,722
$53,490
$55,380

$50,868
$52,607
$54,406
$56,328

$51,759
$53,528
$55,358
$57,314

$52,649
$54,449
$56,311
$58,300

$57,336
$59,308
$61,454

$58,276
$60,281
$62,462

$59,274
$61,313
$63,531

$60,312
$62,386
$64,643

$61,350
$63,460
$65,756

$64,941
$67,438
$70,535

$66,006
$68,544
$71,692

$67,136
$69,717
$72,919

$68,311
$70,938
$74,196

$69,487
$72,159
$75,472

$74,403
$77,017
$79,997

$75,623
$78,280
$81,309

$76,918
$79,620
$82,701

$78,265
$81,014
$84,149

$79,611
$82,408
$85,597

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the
pro rata level of productivity achieved in determining the
quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.

R/A
1st year
$22,915
2nd year
$23,384
3rd year
$23,853
ASSIST SUPER
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
SUPER

CLEANER
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
PRINTING
WORKER
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3A
Level 3B
PRINTING
TRADES
PERSON
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
PRINTING
OFFICER
Level 8
Level 9
Level 10
Level 11

Date of First
Date of First
Payment + 12 Mths. Payment + 18
Mths.
(Base+5.19%)
(Base+7.0%)

At Date of First
Payment
(Base+1.64%)

Base

At Date of First
Payment
(Base+1.64%)
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Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the
pro rata level of productivity achieved in determining the
quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
SCHEDULE 4—ART GALLERY OF WA
ART GALLERY MISSION AND OBJECTIVES
(1) GALLERY MISSION
The mission of the Gallery is to develop and present the best
public art collection in the State and the pre-eminent collection of Western Australian art, and to increase the knowledge
and appreciation of the art of the world for the enjoyment and
cultural enrichment of the people of Western Australia.
(2) GALLERY VISION
Collection
• develop and present the best public art collection in
the State.
• acquire, preserve, display and promote the visual arts
from the past and present.
• emphasise the heritage of Western Australian art and
Aboriginal art.
• through the Masterplanning process, develop opportunities to increase Collection storage and display
facilities.
Exhibitions
• broaden the knowledge of Western Australians by
providing opportunities to the public to view works
which would otherwise not be available.
• provide a program of significant exhibitions and initiate and manage exhibitions of national and
international stature.
• achieve national and international recognition for the
Gallery’s exhibitions and public programs.
• present an exhibition program, alternating major exhibitions with projects which contextualises and
builds on the strengths of the Collection.

79 W.A.I.G.
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Access
• maximise community access to the visual arts.
• stimulate local visual arts practice and increase public interest in the visual arts through information,
education and public programs.
• play an active part in multi arts events such as the
Festival of Perth.
• provide an active interface with the tourism and meetings industry of Western Australia and the corporate
community.
Outreach
• provide opportunities for the people throughout the
State to participate in art-related activities.
• place an emphasis on the Indian Ocean Rim Region
through exhibitions and public programs.
• develop partnerships with other institutions in Perth
and centres throughout the region.
Resources
• achieve the means to deliver the Gallery’s program
through effective planning, management and development of internal resources.
• empower staff to have both ownership and responsibilities with the Gallery.
• develop the existing building in order to enhance displays of the State Art Collection and to take advantage
of commercial opportunities.
• support the Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation to resource and achieve Gallery objectives.
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(3) OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the parties to this enterprise bargaining agreement are—
• To achieve the Gallery’s mission and increase productivity and efficiency through continuous
improvement.
• To satisfy the requirements of clients and customers
through the provision of reliable, efficient and competitive services.
• To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations.
• To facilitate greater flexibility in the decision making and allocation of human and other resources.
• To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure employment opportunities.
• To develop and pursue changes on a cooperative continuing basis by using participative practices.
• To promote health, safety, welfare and equal opportunity for all employees.
(4) STRATEGIES AND INITIATIVES
Through the attached productivity plan, the parties are committed to the development and implementation of a broad
agenda of initiatives designed to increase efficiency and effectiveness of program and service delivery of the Gallery.
The parties agree to develop and implement productivity
improvements by way of—
• Improvements to Customer Service
• Pursuit of Quality Improvement and Continuous Improvement
• Establishment of Policies; High Levels of Service;
Work Teams

Description

Teams

Full staff participation in Gallery’s strategic planning process.
Effective achievement of Gallery’s Strategic Plan and revenue objectives.
Staff to generate strategic initiatives and take, through the teams processes,
direct responsibility for implementation. This enhances the role of team
members above that undertaken as a result of the preceding EBA.
All staff will contribute to the increased level of service to the public and
increasing revenue.

Gallery

Progress Teams development beyond project and program oriented Teams
as per EBA Mk I to full self-management.
Frees up significant time of previous manager functions in order to provide
more effective customer servicing with a view to saving on consultant costs.
Ongoing transfer of knowledge and skills to all staff. As Teams mature, the
mentoring role will diminish and Team members will increasingly take over
day-to-day operational decisions as well as medium term planning issues, thus
freeing up time of those people previously described as sectional managers.

Gallery

E & CP

Abolish Director Exhibitions & Development position
Exhibition collection and planning consolidated in Curatorial area, and
commitment to self-managed teams.
Duties reallocated to Director/Director Curatorial Programs & Teams
Commitment to leadership performance agreement
Broadening the focus of staff who were previously designated as sectional
managers to a whole of Gallery perspective in order to better position Gallery
in the wider community.
Enhancement of Gallery’s position in the community. These staff will take
on the additional role of communicating Art Gallery objectives to external
audiences.

By
(Date)

5,000

1.7.98

10,000
10,000

3,000
3,000
3,000

1.7.98
1.1.99
1.7.99

20,000

20,000

1.7.98

5,000

1.1.99

MR & A
Gallery

Effective utilisation of staff resources through leave planning and work
Gallery
scheduling
Team environment enables enhanced HR planning to accommodate annual
and long service leave so that variations in programs and exhibitions are
accommodated within existing resources. This will ensure the achievement of
Gallery operational goals by ensuring the right staff are available at the right time.
Identification of major processes and the conducting of full process
analyses
Effective solutions to productivity impediments developed. Staff will
undertake systematic flowcharting reviews of significant recurrent functions.
Examples of such functions include; loans, rights and reproductions,
acquisitions, and marketing and public program planning.

Productivity

Cash

5,000

Gallery

1.7.99

5,000
5,000
3,000

1.1.99
1.7.99
1.1.00
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Productivity

By
(Date)

10,000

1.7.98
1.1.99

Gallery

5,000
10,000
10,000

1.7.98
1.7.99
1.1.00

E & CP
E & CS

10,000
20,000

1.7.98
1.7.99

Reproduction of artworks
Delivery of new streamlined application forms with greater availability and
wider access—eg: web site. Increased photographic sales revenue, with a
view to enhanced customer services re rights and reproductions.

E & CS

2,000

1.7.99

Registration data base
Upgrade Registration data base and make accessible on the internal network.
Streamline production of support material, eg, exhibition and collection labels,
rights and reproduction requests in order to minimise the steps in the process.
Investigate the advantages of bar coding of the majority of the collection with
aview to reducing the resources required to produce support materials.

E & CS

10,000

1.7.99

E & CP

2,000

1.7.98

Description

Teams

Cash

Central records and data base
Maximising use and opportunities of enhanced communication and information
storage through newly established central records and improved access to
Registration files by existing staff on a self-servicing basis.

Gallery

2,000

Gallery Masterplan The Gallery is undertaking a major masterplanning project
for its buildings and environs. Staff will work with the Gallery Director to
re-align programs to meet outcomes which are (planned for 2000 and beyond)
of the current masterplanning study.
Increased display of State Art Collection
Integrated display of Collection becomes a major component of annual program.
10% of Collection displayed annually.
Will provide improved access to Collection within existing resources.

Condition checking of artworks
Extends current EBA initiative to provide in situ condition checking using
standard template/ terminology to avoid double handling and movement of
artworks, freeing up more qualified staff for higher level work such as
conservation of the state art collection.
Staff commit to resourcing development of additional Gallery Publications
and Merchandise
Produce publications and merchandise for sale. Production achieved without
increase in FTEs or use of consultants.

Gallery

5,000

Marketing Cultural Tourism
MR&A Team resources collaboration with Tourism Commission and tour
operators to provide greater exposure/publicity/revenue, broadening the scope
of Public Program staff to service a growing demand in this area.

MR & A

Development and promotion of function hire
Coordination of function hire to be self-funding and
profit-generating. Staff will coordinate across teams to achieve
profit targets.

MR & A

5,000
6,000
10,000

E & CS
F & MS

2,000

Research Centre
Restructure of staff hours leading to avoidance of public holiday penalty
payments via more effective roster arrangements.

MR & A

1,000

Public Program Staffing
Transfer of teaching of primary art classes from contract staff to Education
Officer within existing resource base.

MR & A

2,000

Marketing data base
Staff will be trained to use the Network accessible data base .
Self servicing across the Gallery frees up the Marketing Assistant to support
MR&A Team initiatives.

Gallery

Review of Purchasing Practices
Teams will undertake a major review of purchasing practices to maximise
savings through annual tendering for recurrent use of consumables.

E&CS

Administration Support Reorganisation
Reorganisation of administrative support in the areas of exhibitions and
curatorial, allowing the reallocation of resources to gallery programs.

E&CS

Supplies/Stationery
Implement centrally coordinated bulk purchasing of conservation, installation
consumables and stationery.

Research Grants
On an average AGWA receives $25,000/annum in research grants. Interest
earned has not been accrued to the teams receiving the grants. By dedicating
the increased interest earned to pay for salary increases an incentive will be
given to staff to obtain external research grants. Staff will actively pursue
research grants to fund program, exhibition and collection initiatives.
TOTAL

E&CP

1.7.99

2,000
5,000

1.7.99
1.1.00

1.1.99
1.7.99
1.1.00

2,000

1.7.98
1.1.99
1.7.98

1,500

1.7.98

2,000

1.7.99

10,000

1.7.99

5,000

1.7.98

1,000

3,000

1.7.99

$92,000

$158,500

10,000
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Art Gallery of WA—Salary Schedule

L1
Under 17 yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year
L2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
L3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

Base

At Date of First
Payment
(Base+4.00%)

Date of First
Payment + 12 Mths.
(Base+7.00%)

$11,751
$13,718
$15,986
$18,490
$20,753
$22,789
$23,491
$24,192
$24,889
$25,589
$26,291
$27,096
$27,654
$28,479

$12,221
$14,267
$16,625
$19,230
$21,583
$23,701
$24,431
$25,160
$25,885
$26,613
$27,343
$28,180
$28,760
$29,618

$12,574
$14,678
$17,105
$19,784
$22,206
$24,384
$25,135
$25,885
$26,631
$27,380
$28,131
$28,993
$29,590
$30,473

$29,466
$30,224
$31,018
$31,860
$32,739

$30,645
$31,433
$32,259
$33,134
$34,049

$31,529
$32,340
$33,189
$34,090
$35,031

$33,949
$34,891
$35,862
$36,859

$35,307
$36,287
$37,296
$38,333

$36,325
$37,333
$38,372
$39,439

$38,226
$39,298
$40,400

$39,755
$40,870
$42,016

$40,902
$42,049
$43,228

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the
pro rata level of productivity achieved in determining the
quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
Art Gallery of WA—Salary Schedule (Continued)

L5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

Base

At Date of First
Payment
(Base+4.00%)

Date of First
Payment + 12 Mths.
(Base+7.00%)

$42,523
$43,959
$45,450
$46,998

$44,224
$45,717
$47,268
$48,878

$45,500
$47,036
$48,632
$50,288

$49,485
$51,177
$52,927
$54,798

$51,464
$53,224
$55,044
$56,990

$52,949
$54,759
$56,632
$58,634

$57,663
$59,646
$61,804

$59,970
$62,032
$64,276

$61,699
$63,821
$66,130

$65,311
$67,823
$70,937

$67,923
$70,536
$73,774

$69,883
$72,571
$75,903

$74,829
$77,457
$80,454

$77,822
$80,555
$83,672

$80,067
$82,879
$86,086

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
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In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
SCHEDULE 5—ARTSWA
ARTSWA MISSION AND OBJECTIVES
ArtsWA is the arts industry development service agency
within the Ministry for Culture & the Arts.
This productivity plan has been developed through consultation with, and with the agreement of ArtsWA staff. The
following organisational commitments and strategies underpin ArtsWA’s Productivity Plan—
(1) Vision & Mission
ArtsWA’s vision is for a society in which the arts are flourishing and are recognised as integral to the social, economic
and cultural vitality of the Western Australian community.
ArtsWA’s mission is to facilitate, for the diverse Western
Australian community, a vibrant and viable environment for
the arts and cultural industries, through advocacy, investment,
industry development initiatives and policy development.
ArtsWA services its Mission, and work towards the aspirations of its Vision, through—
• Increasing the community’s awareness of the arts and
culture;
• Developing partnerships with the private sector to
gain new resources for the arts community;
• Developing strategies to better manage and market
the State’s arts and cultural resources;
• Promoting new commercial opportunities; and
• Investing in the arts.
Over the next three years, ArtsWA will work with WA’s Arts
Agencies, artists and other organisations to establish WA as a
major cultural centre within the Indian Ocean Region. Central
to the development and financial support of new strategies is
the need to complete and evaluate a range of initiatives introduced over the past three years. These evaluations will be used
to inform new strategies which can be introduced as funds
become available.
(2) Objectives & Strategies
In implementing its strategic plan, ArtsWA is committed to
improving its own service delivery through greater value for
money, better accountability, more imagination and greater cooperation in the management of funds. ArtsWA will—
• Implement the organisational and operational actions
identified in its Enterprise Bargaining Agreement;
• Maintain and develop continuous improvement strategies;
• Remain committed to a client/partner focus in its ongoing work; and
• Provide opportunities that encourage respect and motivation for all ArtsWA staff.
Within this context, ArtsWA’s opportunities for generating
revenue from its activities are limited, as its key role is the
service of a subsidised industry sector. However, on the basis
of the implementation of a teams-based work environment,
and the restructure of ArtsWA on establishment of the Ministry for Culture & the Arts, opportunities for increased
efficiencies in service delivery will be realised.
ArtsWA’s Grants Administration, Project and Senior
Project Officers will benefit from a work environment that
maximises their ability to work more collaboratively, resulting in both professional development and efficiency
improvements. Grants Administration and Project Officers will benefit from the ability to undertake more strategic
tasks and roles with the assistance and support of Senior
Project Officers. As a result, Senior Project Officers will
be able to devote greater resource to investigating opportunities for pursuing increased efficiencies for ArtsWA,
including cost savings and revenue generation.
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Description

Cost
Centre

Asset Management 1
Introduction of corporate card
Reduced administration:
Payment automatic;
Only pay one person;
1 cheque for multiple suppliers.
Saving 5% one level 4 FTE
Asset Management 2
Shared management of cost centres.
Freeing up of Director’s time for examination of revenue generating
options/implementation of savings initiatives.
Saving 0.05 level 9 FTE.
Communications Initiatives
Streamlining all communications processes to maximise effectiveness of
communications technology whilst maintaining ArtsWA’s customer focus.
1. Implement policy of communicating with clients, arts industry &
strategic partners by email rather than by phone.
Time saving.
Dollar saving.
Increased efficiency in recording messages.
Estimate saving of 2.5% of one level 4 FTE
2. Introduction of on-line fax
Direct access to facsimiles via PC’s rather than fax machines.
Saving 0.05 x 1 Level position
Management of Consultants
Development & implementation of strategies for reducing use of external
consultancies to ArtsWA
1. Develop Consultants Management Plan and general ArtsWA contract
management Plan, including outcomes and kpis.

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date
$2,000
1/12/98

2. Maximise use of Grants Administration IT skills including the ongoing
development of the Arts Investment data base plus the development and
management of the ArtsWA Web page including the internal Home Page.
3. Fully access use of internal professional skills in ongoing teams implementation,
strategic planning, contract management, and training including marketing, media
and Grants Administration.
Initiatives for Revenue Generation
Investigate and exploit opportunities in providing training and consultancies to the
private sector Arts Industry, such as cultural planning consultants, media training,
business development for the arts and the packaging of information requested for
commercial purposes, and providing services to interstate and overseas counterparts.
Staff Placements
Savings associated with interstate and overseas staff placements by negotiation
on accommodation expenses and administrative support.
TOTAL
ArtsWA—Salary Schedule
(Includes annualised Leave Loading)
Inc Loading
Base

L1
Under 17 yrs
$14,065
$14,254
17 yrs
$15,963
$16,177
18 yrs
$18,153
$18,397
19 yrs
$20,571
$20,847
20 yrs
$22,755
$23,060
1st year
$24,720
$25,052
2nd year
$25,395
$25,736
3rd year
$26,069
$26,419
4th year
$26,739
$27,098
5th year
$27,413
$27,781
6th year
$28,087
$28,464
7th year
$28,863
$29,250
8th year
$29,399
$29,794
9th year
$30,192
$30,597
L2
1st year
$31,142
$31,560
2nd year
$31,869
$32,297
3rd year
$32,635
$33,073
4th year
$33,443
$33,892
5th year
$34,289
$34,749
L3
1st year
$35,452
$35,928
2nd year
$36,358
$36,846
3rd year
$37,292
$37,792
4th year
$38,250
$38,763
L4
1st year
$39,565
$40,096
2nd year
$40,595
$41,140
3rd year
$41,656
$42,215
L 4 (including commuted O/T)
1st year
$47,478
$48,009
2nd year
$48,714
$49,259
3rd year
$49,987
$50,546

At Date of First Inc
Payment
Loading
(Base + 1.69%)

Date of First
Payment + 6
Mths.
(Base +
2.82%)

Inc
Loading

Date of First Inc Loading
Payment + 12
Mths.
(Base +
4.48%)

$14,303
$16,233
$18,460
$20,919
$23,140
$25,138
$25,824
$26,510
$27,191
$27,876
$28,562
$29,351
$29,896
$30,702

$14,495
$16,451
$18,708
$21,199
$23,450
$25,475
$26,171
$26,865
$27,556
$28,250
$28,945
$29,745
$30,297
$31,114

$14,462
$16,413
$18,665
$21,151
$23,397
$25,417
$26,111
$26,804
$27,493
$28,186
$28,879
$29,677
$30,228
$31,043

$14,656
$16,633
$18,915
$21,435
$23,711
$25,758
$26,462
$27,164
$27,862
$28,564
$29,267
$30,075
$30,634
$31,460

$14,695
$16,678
$18,966
$21,493
$23,774
$25,827
$26,533
$27,237
$27,937
$28,641
$29,345
$30,156
$30,716
$31,545

$14,892
$16,902
$19,221
$21,781
$24,093
$26,174
$26,889
$27,602
$28,312
$29,025
$29,739
$30,561
$31,128
$31,968

$31,668
$32,408
$33,187
$34,008
$34,868

$32,093
$32,842
$33,632
$34,465
$35,336

$32,020
$32,768
$33,555
$34,386
$35,256

$32,450
$33,761
$34,573
$35,429
$36,325

$32,537
$33,297
$34,097
$34,941
$35,825

$32,974
$35,261
$36,109
$37,003
$37,939

$36,051
$36,972
$37,922
$38,896

$36,535
$37,469
$38,431
$39,418

$36,452
$37,383
$38,344
$39,329

$36,941
$38,517
$39,506
$40,521

$37,040
$37,987
$38,963
$39,964

$37,537
$40,228
$41,261
$42,321

$40,234
$41,281
$42,360

$40,774
$41,835
$42,928

$40,681
$41,740
$42,831

$41,227
$42,300
$43,405

$41,338
$42,414
$43,522

$41,892
$42,983
$44,106

$48,280
$49,537
$50,832

$48,820
$50,091
$51,400

$48,817
$50,088
$51,397

$49,363
$50,648
$51,972

$49,605
$50,896
$52,227

$50,160
$51,466
$52,811

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
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$2,000
$2,000

30/6/99
1/12/99

$1,000
$1,000

1/12/98
1/12/99

$700

1/7/99

$2 000
$2 000
$2 500
$2 000
$2 000
$2 500

1/12/98
1/7/99
1/12/99
1/12/98
1/7/99
1/12/99

$2 000
$2 000
$3 633
$1,000
$1,000

1/12/98
1/7/99
1/12/99
1/12/98
1/12/99

$3,000
$22,633

1/12/98

$11,700

In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another
productivity initiative which can be achieved in the same
timeframe.
ArtsWA—Salary Schedule (Continued)
(Includes annualised Leave Loading)
Inc Loading
Base

L5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

At Date of First Inc
Loading
Payment
(Base + 1.69%)

Date of First
Payment + 6
Mths.
(Base +
2.82%)

Inc
Loading

Date of First Inc Loading
Payment + 12
Mths.
(Base +
4.48%)

$43,697
$45,077
$46,511
$47,999

$44,283
$45,682
$47,135
$48,643

$44,435
$45,839
$47,297
$48,810

$45,032
$46,454
$47,932
$49,465

$44,929
$46,348
$47,823
$49,353

$45,532
$46,970
$48,464
$50,015

$45,655
$47,096
$48,595
$50,149

$46,267
$47,728
$49,247
$50,822

$50,392
$52,018
$53,702
$55,499

$51,068
$52,716
$54,410
$56,207

$51,244
$52,897
$54,610
$56,437

$51,931
$53,605
$55,317
$57,145

$51,813
$53,485
$55,216
$57,064

$52,508
$54,193
$55,924
$57,772

$52,650
$54,348
$56,108
$57,985

$53,356
$55,056
$56,815
$58,693

$58,255
$60,163
$62,237

$58,963
$60,871
$62,945

$59,240
$61,180
$63,289

$59,947
$61,887
$63,996

$59,898
$61,860
$63,992

$60,605
$62,567
$64,700

$60,865
$62,858
$65,025

$61,572
$63,566
$65,733

$65,609
$68,025
$71,020

$66,317
$68,733
$71,728

$66,718
$69,175
$72,220

$67,425
$69,882
$72,928

$67,459
$69,943
$73,023

$68,167
$70,651
$73,730

$68,548
$71,073
$74,202

$69,256
$71,780
$74,909

$74,761
$77,288
$80,171

$75,469
$77,996
$80,879

$76,024
$78,594
$81,526

$76,732
$79,302
$82,233

$76,869
$79,468
$82,432

$77,577
$80,175
$83,139

$78,110
$80,751
$83,763

$78,818
$81,458
$84,470

Note: Maximum Leave Bonus @ registration = $707.60
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Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.

SCHEDULE 6—SCREENWEST
SCREENWEST MISSION AND OBJECTIVES
ScreenWest’s Vision and Mission
ScreenWest’s vision is for the screen industry to be a vital
and visible contributor to Western Australia’s social, cultural
and economic development, and to enjoy the widespread support, interest and pride of Western Australians in its growing
achievements.
ScreenWest’s mission to provide leadership, support and
services to advance Western Australia as a creative, competitive and culturally distinctive centre for screen production.

Description

1. Organisational Review
ScreenWest has conducted a review of its organisational structure, the
outcomes of which have resulted in significant changes to the way in which
services are provided, with commensurate savings in expenditure. The services
will be provided through two distinct Programs, the Direct Funding Program
and the Industry Services Program.
Increased productivity is demonstrated in the following areas—
• A change in the employee/consultant mix to reduce the number of
consultants. The change in emphasis from using external consultants to
in-house services will result in a saving equivalent to 1.0 FTE @ Level 5.
• Increased efficiency resulting from the change in the employee/consultant
mix will lead to 20% more funding reaching ScreenWest clients as well as
improved reporting of the results of the funding arrangements.
This revised structure was implemented in September 1998. Savings resulting
from changes to work practices and staff numbers will be reflected over the
term of the Agreement and beyond.
2. Outsourcing the ‘Small Screen BIG PICTURE TV Conference’
The ‘Small Screen BIG PICTURE TV’ Conference has been conducted within
existing ScreenWest resources and has become an important annual national
and international film and television industry event.
Outsourcing the management of the event will increase the opportunity for
sponsorship of the Conference by 25% and will avoid the reduction of
sponsorship that would ordinarily result from Screenwest’s status as a
government body.
Outsourcing will free up resources equivalent to 1.0 FTE at Level 5 to increase
the productivity of Screenwest activities in the Funding and Industry Services
Programs, particularly the key initiatives planned for 1998/99
Outcomes which will be delivered within ScreenWest’s resources of 7 FTE
include the following new initiatives—
• A new production financing, co-production and distribution service with
international participants.
• A strategic plan to gain government commitment for infrastructure development.
• A policy and operating framework established for government purchasing of
and support for screen production.
• ScreenWest policy regarding screen culture, multimedia and indigenous
film-making will be articulated on behalf of government.
• More pro-active support for projects and activities of strategic importance.
TOTAL

503

Cost
Centre

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date

$6,000
$27,729

$33,729

$10,993

1/7/98
1/7/99

$5,000
$2,000

1/4/99
1/7/99

$14,363
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ScreenWest—Salary Schedule

Base

L1
Under 17 yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year

$11,743
$13,724
$16,008
$18,530
$20,808
$22,858
$23,562
$24,265
$24,964
$25,667
$26,370
$27,179
$27,739
$28,566

Base

At Date of
Date of First
First Payment Payment + 12
(Base+3%)
Mths.
(Base+7%)
$12,095
$14,136
$16,488
$19,086
$21,432
$23,544
$24,269
$24,993
$25,713
$26,437
$27,161
$27,994
$28,571
$29,423

$12,565
$14,685
$17,129
$19,827
$22,265
$24,458
$25,211
$25,964
$26,711
$27,464
$28,216
$29,082
$29,681
$30,566

L2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

$29,556
$30,316
$31,114
$31,957
$32,840

$30,443
$31,225
$32,047
$32,916
$33,825

$31,625
$32,438
$33,292
$34,194
$35,139

L3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

$34,052
$34,997
$35,972
$36,972

$35,074
$36,047
$37,051
$38,081

$36,436
$37,447
$38,490
$39,560

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
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At Date of First
Payment
(Base+3%)

Date of First
Payment + 12
Mths.
(Base+7%)

L4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

$38,343
$39,418
$40,524

$39,493
$40,601
$41,740

$41,027
$42,177
$43,361

L5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

$42,654
$44,093
$45,589
$47,141

$43,934
$45,416
$46,957
$48,555

$45,640
$47,180
$48,780
$50,441

L6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

$49,637
$51,333
$53,090
$54,964

$51,126
$52,873
$54,683
$56,613

$53,112
$54,926
$56,806
$58,811

L7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

$57,839
$59,829
$61,993

$59,574
$61,624
$63,853

$61,888
$64,017
$66,333

L8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

$65,511
$68,030
$71,155

$67,476
$70,071
$73,290

$70,097
$72,792
$76,136

L9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

$75,057
$77,693
$80,700

$77,309
$80,024
$83,121

$80,311
$83,132
$86,349

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
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SCHEDULE 7—PERTH THEATRE TRUST PLAN & PAY
RATES
The following productivity plan is prepared on the basis that
the agency is, at the time of drafting the plan, undergoing the
final stages of a Competitive Tendering & Contracting (CTC)
process. The plan reflects genuine productivity accrued in the
period July 1997 to November 1998 and ongoing until
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November 1999 and has been prepared on the basis that an
outcome of CTC may be the outsourcing of Trust Venue Management and Ticketing functions.
In the event that these functions remain within the Ministry
for Culture & the Arts, it is the parties are at liberty to re-open
discussions regarding enhancement of the productivity plan to
cater for the balance of the life of this Agreement.

Description

HO

Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date
17,027
On-going

Changes in rostering
Casual rostering practices amended to provide for—
• assignment of casuals across outlets to cover breaks/ back-up
• utilising projected activity analysis as a basis for determining staffing
requirements
• outlets allocated responsibility for tasks/functions rather than individuals
• key-client relationships developed with nominated staff members
• increasing shift hours from minimum 3.5 hour call to 5 hours to save on
relief shifts
Shifts for casual booking clerks—
8 shifts/week @ $52.12
21 754
12 shifts/week x 2 hours @ 14.89
18 647
1 x FTE reduced to 0.5
12 302

BOCS

52,700

On-going

Decommissioning of PTT activities

PROG

2,600

Aug “99
Aug ‘00

81,200

On-going

12,875

Jul ‘99

Streamlining of PTT Operations
Staffing movements involving Head Office personnel has enabled the Trust to
streamline its management structure incorporating a strategic redistribution of
tasks and functions.
Positions dispensed with—
1 x CE (Class 1) @ 10%
$8,327
1 x EO (Level 4) @ 25%
$8,700

Cost
Centre

7,800

Annual report requirements to extend only to provision of content—production
requirements to be undertaken centrally by MCA
Consultancy Services
Preparation and editing of report
3 600
100 hours @ $42.00/hour
4 200
Staff time savings
75 hours x Level 5 @ $28.62
2 146
30 hours x Level 1 @ $15 33
460
Implementation of CTC initiative
The market-testing of nominated PTT services has necessitated the
engagement of a range of consultancy services over the previous two financial
years at an average annual cost of $125 000.
No additional funds have been provided to the Trust to pay for these services
resulting in operational budgets being reduced to meet consultancy services
costs. No outputs or services were reduced or unduly affected through this
process and the productivity gains will be converted on an on-going basis.
Savings areas—
• Admin support (JT, SO @ 75%)
38 200
• Casual systems support
27 200
• Casual programming support
15 800
• In-house co-ord of capital works
44 500

ALL

Team-based structures
Building on progress made in PTT EBA to provide for more streamlined
operations with delegated responsibility and decision-making.
Savings associated with more effective information dissemination strategies and
reporting and decreased management input into day to day operational activities.
Initiatives implemented—
• delegation of financial responsibility for operational decision making
• implementation of second-stage communications strategies (project team
reporting/briefings, electronic project management systems, designated client
liaison systems)
• consolidation of team-based structure with defined managerial input
requirements specified by teams
90 hours/year x 5 @ (av.) Level 5
12 879

ALL

44,500
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Description

Cost
Centre

Usage of in-house expertise
Minor works and maintenance are programmed as funds and time-tables will
allow. Labour costs form a large component of the costs associated with minor
works and maintenance items and the skills, experience or expertise is required
is often available within the casual labour pools of the venue.
On defined projects, direct purchasing of materials and utilising in-house labour
will substantially reduce the cost of such projects thereby enabling more minor
works projects to be completed within the same budget allocation.
Rates for contract labour
$30.00/hr
Av. Casual charge-out rates (+25%)
$17.81/hr
_______
Est 200 hours @
12.19/hr
$2,438

HMT

TOTALS
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Cash FTE Value/ AchieveSavings/ Savings
ment
Generated
Date
2,435

71,762

On-going

149,375

Perth Theatre Trust—Salary Schedule
Base
L1
Under 17 yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year
L2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
L3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

At Date of First
Payment
(Base + 3.5%)

Date of First
Payment + 12 Mths.
(Base + 4.18%)

$11,649
$13,614
$15,880
$18,382
$20,643
$22,677
$23,375
$24,072
$24,766
$25,463
$26,161
$26,963
$27,517
$28,339

$12,057
$14,090
$16,436
$19,025
$21,366
$23,471
$24,193
$24,915
$25,633
$26,354
$27,077
$27,907
$28,480
$29,331

$12,136
$14,183
$16,544
$19,150
$21,506
$23,625
$24,352
$25,078
$25,801
$26,527
$27,255
$28,090
$28,667
$29,524

$29,321
$30,075
$30,866
$31,703
$32,578

$30,347
$31,128
$31,946
$32,813
$33,718

$30,547
$31,332
$32,156
$33,028
$33,940

$33,781
$34,719
$35,685
$36,677

$34,963
$35,934
$36,934
$37,961

$35,193
$36,170
$37,177
$38,210

$38,038
$39,104
$40,201

$39,369
$40,473
$41,608

$39,628
$40,739
$41,881

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another
productivity initiative which can be achieved in the same
timeframe.

Base
L5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
L7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
L9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

At Date of First
Payment
(Base + 3.5%)

Date of First Payment
+ 12 Mths.
(Base + 4.18%)

$42,314
$43,742
$45,226
$46,766

$43,795
$45,273
$46,809
$48,403

$44,083
$45,570
$47,116
$48,721

$49,242
$50,925
$52,666
$54,528

$50,965
$52,707
$54,509
$56,436

$51,300
$53,054
$54,867
$56,807

$57,379
$59,353
$61,500

$59,387
$61,430
$63,653

$59,777
$61,834
$64,071

$64,989
$67,489
$70,588

$67,264
$69,851
$73,059

$67,706
$70,310
$73,539

$74,460
$77,075
$80,058

$77,066
$79,773
$82,860

$77,572
$80,297
$83,404

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in
this Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated
value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro
rata level of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer
to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the parties may consider substituting another productivity
initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
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Theatrical Employees (Perth Theatre Trust) Award: proposed pay rates
3.5% - At Date of First Payment
Hourly
Payrate
1. Stage Management Section
Technical Stage Manager
Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager

Weekly Annual
Pay rate Pay rate
544.70
514.70
426.40

Hourly
Payrate

28415.18
26850.18
22243.87

2. Mechanical Department
Workshop
Head carpenter
501.80 26177.23
Carpenter
443.90 23156.78
Carpenters Assistant
391.60 20428.47
Stage
Head mechanist/Hd rd mgr
501.80 26177.23
Mechanist/hd flyman/ Rd mgr
443.90 23156.78
Stage hand/flyman
391.60 20428.47
Loading for stage hands in charge of side/revolve truck: 8 %

Weekly
Pay Rate

Annual
Pay rate
29267.64
27655.69
22911.18

567.47
536.21
444.22

29560.32
27932.25
23140.29

519.36
459.44
405.31

26962.55
23851.49
21041.32

522.78
462.46
407.97

27232.18
24090.00
21251.73

519.36
459.44
405.31

26962.55
23851.49
21041.32

522.78
462.46
407.97

27232.18
24090.00
21251.73

522.78
462.46
407.97

27232.18
24090.00
21251.73

522.78
462.46
407.97

27232.18
24090.00
21251.73

Theatrical Employees (Perth Theatre Trust) Award: proposed pay rates
Sep-98
3.5% - At Date of First Payment

5. Wardrobe Section
Workshop
Head of wardrobe
Cutter/tailor/wigmaker/milliner
Seamstress/maintenance hand
buyer/costume jeweller
Stage
Head of department
Wardrobe hand/dresser/valet
6. Property Department
Workshop
Property master/mistress
Property maker
Property hand
Stage
Property master/mistress
Property hand
7. Art Department
Scenic artist
Assistant scenic artist
Artist’s labourer

Weekly Annual
Pay rate Pay rate

Hourly
Payrate

0.68% - Date of First Payment
+ 12 Months
Hourly
Weekly Annual
Pay rate
Payrate
Pay rate

563.76
532.71
441.32

3. Electrical/Lighting Department
Head electrician
501.80 26177.23
519.36 26962.55
Electrician/main switchboard operator
443.90 23156.78
459.44 23851.49
Electrical hand
391.60 20428.47
405.31 21041.32
Loading for electrical hand who is required to operate spots/auxiliary switchboard/visual effects: 8%
4. Audio Department
Head audio technician
501.80 26177.23
519.36 26962.55
Audio operator
443.90 23156.78
459.44 23851.49
Audio hand
391.60 20428.47
405.31 21041.32
NB. Where there is no separate audio department the audio operator/hand shall be classified under (3)
Electrical Lighting Department.

Hourly
Payrate
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Weekly
Pay Rate

Annual
Pay rate

0.68% - Date of First Payment
+ 12 Months
Hourly
Weekly Annual
Pay rate
Payrate
Pay rate

501.80
443.90

26177.23
23156.78

519.36
459.44

26962.55
23851.49

522.78
462.46

27232.18
24090.00

391.60

20428.47

405.31

21041.32

407.97

21251.73

501.80
443.90

26177.23
23156.78

519.36
459.44

26962.55
23851.49

522.78
462.46

27232.18
24090.00

501.80
443.90
391.60

26093.60
23082.80
20363.20

519.36
459.44
405.31

26876.41
23775.28
20974.10

522.78
462.46
407.97

27145.17
24013.04
21183.84

501.80
391.60

26093.60
20363.20

519.36
405.31

26876.41
20974.10

522.78
407.97

27145.17
21183.84

501.80
443.90
391.60

26093.60
23082.80
20363.20

519.36
459.44
405.31

26876.41
23775.28
20974.10

522.78
462.46
407.97

27145.17
24013.04
21183.84
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Theatrical Employees (Perth Theatre Trust) Award: proposed pay rates
Sep-98
3.5% - At Date of First Payment
Hourly
Payrate
8. Services
Receptionist/telephonist (enquiry clerk)
Firefighter
Utility person
Stage Door Keeper

Weekly Annual
Pay rate Pay rate
381.80
375.10
382.90
375.10

Hourly
Payrate

Weekly
Pay Rate

19853.60
19505.20
19910.80
19505.20

395.16
388.23
396.30
388.23

9.Cleaners
Head cleaner
406.60 21143.20
420.83
Cleaner
398.60 20727.20
412.55
Cleaners Engaged by the hour (with a minimum payment as of three and a half hours).
8 am. To 6 pm.
11.96
12.38
6 pm. To midnight
17.94
18.57
Midnight to 8 am.
23.91
24.75

Annual
Pay rate

79 W.A.I.G.

0.68% - Date of First Payment
+ 12 Months
Hourly
Weekly Annual
Pay rate
Payrate
Pay rate

20449.21
20090.36
20508.12
20090.36

397.76
390.78
398.91
390.78

20653.70
20291.26
20713.21
20291.26

21777.50
21349.02

423.60
415.26

21995.27
21562.51

12.38
18.57
24.75

10. Skilled labour
not classified elsewhere

501.80

26093.60

519.36

26876.41

522.78

27145.17

11. Unskilled labour
not classified elsewhere

375.10

19505.20

388.23

20090.36

390.78

20291.26

12. Additional Rates
Persons employed as casuals in the following classifications shall be paid the specified hourly amounts
in addition to the wage provided elsewhere:
Main switchboard operator
1.49
1.54
Head flyman
1.29
1.34
Person in charge of side
0.41
0.42

Theatrical Employees (Perth Theatre Trust) Award: proposed pay rates
Sep-98
3.5% - At Date of First Payment
Hourly
Payrate
13. Front of House
Senior Booking Office Supervisor
Head booking Clerk (ie one who
supervises the staff)
Booking clerk (including party
bookings)
Ticket seller
Programme/concession sellers/
ushers/ticket takers/ cloak room
attendant

Weekly Annual
Pay rate Pay rate

Hourly
Payrate

Weekly
Pay Rate

Annual
Pay rate

1.54
1.34
0.42

0.68% - Date of First Payment
+ 12 Months
Hourly
Weekly Annual
Pay rate
Payrate
Pay rate

543.00
508.90

28236.00
26462.80

562.01
526.71

29083.08
27256.68

565.70
530.17

29373.91
27529.25

478.80

24897.60

495.56

25644.53

498.81

25900.97

420.40

21860.80

435.11

22516.62

437.97

22741.79

381.80

19853.60

395.16

20449.21

397.76

20653.70

14. Casual employees not engaged to work a performance
shall be paid at the following hourly rates which include loading for casual work,
with a minimum payment for three and one half hours.
8 am. To 6 pm.
12.67
13.11
6 pm. To midnight
19.11
19.78
Midnight to 8 am.
25.47
26.36

13.20
19.91
26.53

15. Casual back stage employees engaged for a performance
when required for bumping out work between the conclusion of the performance on a Saturday night
and 8.00 am Sunday shall be paid the following per hour rate with a minimum payment of 3 1/2 hours
31.85
32.96

33.18

Employees will be paid the ordinary rate of pay in accordance with their substantive classification level as contained in this
Schedule. Salary payments are contingent upon achievement of milestones reached at the prescribed dates.
In the event that an initiative is undertaken and the stated value is not fully achieved, the parties may consider the pro rata level
of productivity achieved in determining the quantum of any salary increase directly related to that initiative.
In the event that an initiative is determined by the employer to be inappropriate or unachievable due to intervening variables, the
parties may consider substituting another productivity initiative which can be achieved in the same timeframe.
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ATTACHMENT 1—RELEVANT AWARDS
(1) Public Service Award 1992. Union respondent is the Civil
Service Association of Western Australia Inc. (CSA).
(2) Cultural Centre Award 1987. Union respondent is the
Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers’
Union (ALHMWU).
(3) Miscellaneous Government Conditions and Allowances
Award 1992. This Award is to be read in conjunction with the
Cultural Centre Award.
(4) Western Australian Government/Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union Redeployment,
Retraining and Redundancy (Interim) Award, 1994. Union
respondent is the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers’ Union (ALHMWU).
(5) Perth Theatre Trust Award. Union respondent is the
Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance (MEAA).
(6) Transport Workers’ (Government) Award 1952. Union
respondent is Transport Workers’ Union (TWU).
(7) Storemen (Government) Consolidated Award 1979. Union respondent is Shop Distributive and Allied Employees
Association (SDA).
(8) Printing (Government) Award 1990. Union Respondent
is the Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union, WA Branch.

MINISTRY OF FAIR TRADING AND CSA
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSAAG 105 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Executive Director, Ministry of Fair Trading.
No. PSAAG 105 of 1998.
Ministry of Fair Trading and CSA Enterprise
Agreement 1998.
5 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms D. Whitaker on behalf of the applicant
and Ms C. Writer on behalf of the respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Ministry of Fair Trading and CSA Enterprise Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission on the
14th day of January 1999 and as amended, is registered
in accordance with the attached schedule on and from
the 14th day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.
PART 1—AGREEMENT APPLICATION
1.—TITLE
1.1 This agreement is known as the Ministry of Fair Trading
and CSA Enterprise Agreement 1998.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
Part 1—Agreement Application
1
2
3
4
5
6
6A
7
8
9

Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties
Definitions
Commencement, Operation & Renegotiation
Previous Entitlements & Portability
No Further Claims
Relationship to Other Awards & Agreements
Single Bargaining Unit
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10 Objectives
11 Mission
12 Values
Part 2—Employment Arrangements
13 Part Time Employment
14 Casual Employment
15 Hours of Work
16 Annualised Hours
17 Overtime
18 Home Based Work
19 Staff Development
20 Flexible Work Arrangements
Part 3—Leave
21 Parental Leave
22 Family Carers Leave
23 Sick Leave
24 Annual Leave
25 Annual Leave Loading
26 Long Service Leave
27 Emergency Services Leave
28 Defence Force Reserves Leave
29 Blood Donors Leave
30 Study Leave
31 Compassionate Leave
32 Leave For Significant Events
33 Short Leave
34 Public & Public Service Holidays
Part 4—Pay Rates, Reimbursements & Allowances
35 Salaries—Specified Callings
36 Annual Increments
37 Level One Compaction
38 Payment of Salaries
39 Productivity Improvement & Measurement
40 Productivity Linked Pay Increases
41 Supported Wage System
42 Travel & Relieving Allowances
43 Eye-Wear Reimbursement
Part 5—Communication, Consultation & Dispute Settlement
44 Consultation
45 Union Facilities & Access
46 Grievance Procedure
47 Dispute Settlement Procedure
Part 6—Signatures & Schedules
Signatures of Parties
Schedule 1—Pay Rates
3.—SCOPE
3.1 This agreement applies to all employees employed by
the CEO of the Ministry of Fair Trading, who are members, or
eligible to become members of the CSA.
3.2 This agreement does not apply to employees whose
salaries and conditions are subject to the Salaries and
Allowances Act 1975.
3.3 The approximate number of employees covered is 232.
4.—PARTIES
4.1 The parties are the CEO of the Ministry of Fair Trading,
and the CSA.
5.—DEFINITIONS
To be read in conjunction with clause 6—Definitions—of
the Public Service Award 1992.
Term:
Definition:
“Accredited assessor”
means a person accredited
by the Management Unit
established by the
Commonwealth under the
Supported Wage System,
to assess an individual’s
productive capacity.
“Assessment instrument”
means the form provided
under the Supported Wage
System which records the
assessment
of
the
productive capacity of the
Supported wage employee.
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Term:
“Agreement”

“CEO”
“CSA”

“Corpex”
“Disability Support Pension”

“Employee”

“Employer”
“Government”
“Immediate family”

“JCC”

“Minister”

“Ministry”
“Officer”

“Parties”

“Part Time Employment”

“Public body”

“Supported Wage System”
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Definition:
means the Ministry of Fair
Trading
and
CSA
Enterprise Agreement
1998.
means the Chief Executive
Officer of the Ministry of
Fair Trading.
means the union party to
this agreement, the Civil
Service Association of WA
Inc.
means the Corporate
Executive of the Ministry
of Fair Trading.
means the Commonwealth
pension scheme which
provides income security
for persons with a
disability.
includes any person
employed by the CEO of
the Ministry of Fair
Trading, who is, or is
eligible to be a member of
the CSA.
means the CEO, Ministry
of Fair Trading
means
the
State
Government of Western
Australia.
includes a spouse, de facto
spouse, former spouse,
parent,
grandparent,
grandchild, sibling, close
friend, child, adult child,
adopted child, step child,
ex nuptial child or any
person who lives with the
officer.
means
the
Joint
Consultative Committee of
the Ministry of Fair
Trading.
means the Minister or
Ministers of the Crown
responsible for the
administration of the
Ministry of Fair Trading.
means the Ministry of Fair
Trading
means a duly appointed
person employed by the
CEO of the Ministry, for
and on behalf of the
Crown.
means the CEO of the
Ministry of Fair Trading
and the Civil Service
Association.
means employment for less
than 37.5 hours per week,
with
a
minimum
engagement period of three
hours on any one day,
which is also regular and
continuing.
means any WA State or
Commonwealth
Government
body,
corporate
or
unincorporated.
means the Commonwealth
Government system to
promote employment for
people who cannot work at

Term:

“WAIRC”
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Definition:
full wages because of a
disability, as detailed in the
“Supported Wage System:
Guidelines
and
Assessment Process,
Handbook” published by
the
Commonwealth
department of Human
Services and Health.
means the Western
Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.

6.—COMMENCEMENT, OPERATION &
RENEGOTIATION
Commencement
6.1 This agreement commences at the beginning of the first
pay period on or after the date of registration.
Operation
6.2 The term of this agreement is 24 months from the date of
commencement.
6.3 This agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the agreement term, unless it is cancelled or replaced.
6.4 Pay rates gained in this agreement shall remain and form
the new base pay rates for future agreements, or continue to
apply in the absence of future agreements, except in the case
of the award rates being higher, then the award rates will apply.
Renegotiation
6.5 The parties shall review this agreement and commence
negotiations for a replacement agreement at least 6 months
prior to the expiry of this agreement.
6.6 During the life of this Agreement the parties will continue to address a rangeof issues and reforms specifically
aimed at increasing productivity. The parties agree that
these issues will form the basis of future negotiations.
6A.—PREVIOUS ENTITLEMENTS & PORTABILITY
6A.1 All accrued and pro rata entitlements owing to an employee whilst employed by another public body are recognised
and carried over to employment with the Ministry of Fair Trading.
6A.2 However, the following criteria must be met—
• the entitlements must not have been paid out to the
officer by the previous employer;
• the entitlements must not have been taken by the officer;
• the entitlement must be available in this employment
relationship, and
• there is no more than a break of seven calendar days
between the termination of previous employment and
the commencement of employment with the Ministry of Fair Trading.
7.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
7.1 For the duration of the agreement there shall be no further pay increases sought or granted, except for those provided
in this agreement, or in a National or State Wage Case Decision, where the pay increase will be absorbed.
7.2 This agreement shall not cause an employee to suffer a
reduction in ordinary time earnings.
8.—RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER AWARDS &
AGREEMENTS
8.1 This agreement is to be read in conjunction with the
Public Service Award 1992.
8.2 In the case of any inconsistencies between the Award
and this Agreement, this Agreement prevails.
8.3 This agreement wholly replaces the Ministry of Fair Trading, Community and Public Sector Union/Civil Service
Association of WA Inc, Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996,
PSA AG 126 OF 1996.
9.— SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
9.1 This agreement has been negotiated through a Single
Bargaining Unit [SBU].
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9.2 The SBU comprised of employer representatives , CSA
representatives and employee representatives.
10.—OBJECTIVES
10.1 The shared objectives of this agreement are to—
• facilitate achievement of the organisation’s strategic
plan, including our mission, vision and values;
• develop an innovative and “lifestyle friendly” work
environment;
• enhance health, safety, welfare and equal opportunity for all employees;
• achieve continuous improvement through greater
flexibility, efficiency and effectiveness; and
• give support where possible to the community.
11.—MISSION
11.1 The mission of the Ministry of Fair Trading is to promote a commercial environment, which maximises competitive
opportunity and safeguards public interest.
12.—VALUES
12.1 We value—
• Fairness—a balanced approach to customers & staff;
• Accountability—take responsibility for standards;
• Innovation—perform to achieve best outcomes, and
• Responsiveness—to staff & customer needs.
PART 2—EMPLOYMENT ARRANGEMENTS
13—PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
To be read in conjunction with clause 9—Part-time Employment—of the Public Service Award 1992
Training
13.1 Part time employees will have the same access to training, promotion and staff development opportunities as full time
employees.
Communication and Consultation
13.2 Communication and consultation mechanisms will be
examined to ensure that part time employees are fully informed
and involved in decision making and the general operation of
the section and the department.
14.—CASUAL EMPLOYMENT
To be read in conjunction with clause 9A—Casual Employment—of the Public Service Award 1992
Conditions
14.1 The only paid leave which casual officers are entitled
to is bereavement leave, as per the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act 1993 (WA).
14.2 Casual officers are not entitled to any allowances. However, should a casual officer incur any reasonable expenses
connected with discharging his/her duties, the officer may upon
production of satisfactory proof of expenditure, be reimbursed
by the employer.
15.— HOURS OF WORK
To be read in conjunction with clause 16—Hours—of the
Public Service Award 1992
15.1 Flexi time is available to officers [level 5 and below],
subject to organisational requirements, as determined by the
officer’s supervisor.
15.2 In special circumstances flexi-time is available to level
6 officers and above, when work loads vary due to special
projects and the like. However this is subject to organisational
requirements as determined by the CEO.
15.3 For recording time worked, there shall be a settlement
period which shall consist of four weeks. The settlement period shall commence at the beginning of a pay period and the
required hours of duty for a settlement period shall be 150
hours.
15.4 The spread of hours for flexi time is 7 am to 6 pm
Monday to Friday.
15.5 There shall be no core periods of work under this Agreement.
15.6 The maximum number of credit hours which can be
carried over to another settlement period is 15.
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15.7 The maximum number of banked hours at any point
within a settlement period is 37.5.
15.8 Flexi leave arrangements may be altered by agreement
between an employee and his/her supervisor, in consultation
with Human Resources. Any agreement to alter flexi leave
arrangements shall be detailed in writing.
15.9 Any such alternative arrangement must—
• be in writing;
• agreed to by the employee and his/her supervisor;
• signed & dated by the employee & supervisor;
• specify effectiveness date [not to be retrospective];
• be convenient for the agency;
• clearly detail the arrangement including—spread of
hours/days, settlement period length, maximum accrual hours and maximum credit hours, and
• include a copy of the arrangement on the employee’s personal file.
15.10 Overtime provisions do not apply to officers on flexitime arrangements during the hours of 7 am to 6 pm Monday
to Friday.
16.—ANNUALISED HOURS
16.1 An officer and his/her supervisor, may agree in writing
to enter into an annualised hours arrangement.
16.2 Under such an arrangement the weekly hours worked
by an officer may vary but the pay does not, provided that
over a 12 month period the required total amount of at least
1800 hours (37.5 hours x 52 weeks—4 weeks annual leave)
plus 150 hours annual leave, have been worked.
16.3 For example (including but not limited to) an officer
may work less hours for part of the year, and more hours in
another part of the year.
16.4 Overtime provisions do not apply to officers working
under annualised hours arrangements, unless they have worked
1800 hours and they are directed to work in excess of those
hours.
16.5 Officers will inform their supervisors of the amount of
credit or debit hours accrued on a four weekly basis, in line
with flexi-time settlement periods.
16.6 Such an arrangement must—
• be in writing;
• agreed to by the employee and his/her supervisor;
• signed & dated by the employee & supervisor;
• specify effectiveness date [not to be retrospective];
• be convenient for the agency;
• clearly detail the arrangement, and
• include a copy of the arrangement on the employee’s personal file.
17.—OVERTIME
To be read in conjunction with clause 18—Overtime Allowance—of the Public Service Award 1992
Overtime Not Applicable
17.1 Overtime is not payable for work performed within the
spread of hours provided for in the Hours of Work clause ie,
7am to 6pm Monday to Friday. However, this provision shall
not apply to officers on a nine day fortnight working arrangement or standard hours, who shall be entitled to claim overtime
for overtime worked within the spread of hours.
Out of Hours Contact
17.2 The costs associated with the use of communicative
devices for such purposes, such as a mobile telephone or pager,
shall be met by the employer.
Overtime Allowance
17.3 Subject to agreement between the parties to this Agreement, an officer or group of officers may be paid an overtime
allowance instead of overtime rates, if the officer or group of
officers is frequently required to work outside or in excess of
ordinary hours.
Such an arrangement shall—
• be detailed in writing;
• be signed and dated by the parties;
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• not be retrospective; and
• be placed on the officer’s personal file.

18.—HOME BASED WORK
18.1 The parties agree that during the life of this Agreement,
a policy facilitating Home Based Working in the Ministry of
Fair Trading will be developed. The policy will be developed
in accordance with the Consultation clause of this Agreement.
19.—STAFF DEVELOPMENT
19.1 Each officer is entitled to a minimum of five days paid
staff development leave per year, for the purposes of professional development. Staff development leave should meet
organisational needs, as agreed between the officer and his/
her supervisor through the performance management system.
19.2 This may include formal on or off the job training, customised development programmes or in-house training.
20.—FLEXIBLE WORK ARRANGEMENTS
Entitlement
20.1 The Ministry is committed to flexible work arrangements. Therefore the following flexible work arrangements
are available to employees, subject to organisational requirements, as determined by the employee’s supervisor.
20.2 Any such arrangement shall be in writing and signed
by both the employee and his/her supervisor. The written arrangement must contain the employee’s authorisation to adjust
pay and entitlements accordingly.
20.3 The written arrangement is to be sent to Human Resources so the necessary adjustments may be made, and a copy
is to placed on the employee’s personal file.
Term Working
20.4 The amount of paid annual leave is increased to 12
weeks per year to coordinate with school vacation times or
any other times as agreed between the employee and his/her
supervisor.
20.5 An employee sacrifices 8 weeks of pay per year, so
annual leave may be increased from 4 weeks to 12 weeks.
20.6 Forty-four weeks pay are spread over 52 weeks.
20.7 Leave accrued must be taken or paid out in the year it
falls due.
20.8 This arrangement is to be entered into for a minimum
period of 12 months.
PART 3—LEAVE
21.—PARENTAL LEAVE
Entitlement
21.1 Officers are entitled to up to 52 weeks of parental leave
in connection with the birth or adoption of a child by the officer or the officer’s spouse, for the purpose of being the
primary care giver of the child.
21.2 In the case of adoption of a child, the child must be less
than five years of age at the time of adoption.
21.3 An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age of
five years shall be entitled to three weeks parental leave at the
placement of the child and a further period of parental leave
up to a maximum of 52 weeks in total. Where both partners
are employed by the Ministry, the three weeks may be taken
concurrently.
21.4 Parental leave is distinct from leave without pay, as
described in the Leave Without Pay clause of the Public Service Award 1992.
21.5 Six weeks of the parental leave shall be paid parental
leave for the primary care giver. Where the employee’s number
of ordinary hours of work per fortnight have varied over the
employee’s period of continuous service, the employee shall
be entitled to payment of the average number of ordinary hours
worked per week. Where the employee’s total length of continuous service exceeds seven years, the calculation is to be
based on the employee’s previous seven years’ of continuous
service, immediately preceding the period of parental leave.
Paid parental leave shall also apply to an officer who adopts a
child under the age of five years.
21.6 Upon the birth or adoption of a child, a spouse who is
not the primary care giver, is entitled to one week of parental
leave, which may be taken concurrently with his/her spouse’s
parental leave.
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21.7 Annual leave, long service leave or time in lieu may be
taken in addition to parental leave.
21.8 In exceptional circumstances, the CEO may approve
an extended period of parental leave beyond 52 weeks.
21.9 Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates other
than by the birth of a living child, the employee is entitled to
utilise current sick leave entitlements for a period as deemed
necessary by a certified medical practitioner.
Transfer to a Safe Job
21.10 Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards connected with the officer’s work make it inadvisable for
the employee to continue her duties, the duties are to be modified, or the employee is to be temporarily transferred to another
position of the same classification.
Notice and Variation
21.11 If practicable, an officer is to give his/her supervisor 4
week’s written notice of his/her intention to take parental leave.
21.12 The written notice must specify the approximate commencement date and intended duration of such leave.
Replacement Employee
21.13 Prior to engaging a replacement employee the Ministry shall inform the person of the temporary nature of the
employment, due to replacing an officer on parental leave.
Return to Work
21.14 An officer proceeding on parental leave may elect to
take a shorter period of parental leave and may at any time
during that period of leave elect to reduce or extend the period
stated in the original application, provided four weeks’ written notice is provided to the employer.
21.15 An officer on return from parental leave is entitled to
the same position the officer occupied immediately prior to
proceeding on parental leave. Where the officer was transferred to a safe job, the officer is entitled to return to the position
she held immediately before the safe job transfer.
21.16 Where the position occupied by the officer prior to
proceeding on parental leave no longer exists when the officer
returns to work, the officer is entitled to be transferred to a
position of the same classification level, taking into account
the employee’s competencies and skills.
21.17 An officer who has been on parental leave for more
than one week and returns to work, may apply to work on a
part time basis. If it is not possible for the officer to work on a
part time basis in his/her position, the officer may be transferred to a position at the same classification level where part
time work is possible.
Parental Leave and Employment Contract
21.18 Absence on parental leave will not affect continuity
of employment.
21.19 Entitlements will continue to accrue during periods of
paid parental leave.
21.20 Entitlements will continue to accrue during periods of
annual or long service leave taken in addition to parental leave.
21.21 Entitlements will not accrue during periods of unpaid
parental leave, in excess of 14 consecutive calendar days. Only
the period in excess of the fourteen consecutive calendar days
is excised from continuous service.
21.22 An officer on parental leave may terminate his/her
employment at any time by giving the appropriate period of
notice.
21.23 An officer employed for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave as permanent employees, however, the period of leave granted shall not extend
beyond the term of their contract.
22.—FAMILY CARERS LEAVE
22.1 Employees may use 5 days of accrued sick leave from
previous entitlement years in any calender year to provide care
for another person, who is a member of the employee’s immediate family.
22.2 Wherever practicable the employee will give the employer prior notice of such absence, and the relevant details
including—
• estimated duration;
• relationship to person requiring care, and
• the reasons for taking such leave.
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22.3 Where it is not possible for the employee to give prior
notice, the employee is to contact the employer as soon as
practicable and provide the above details.
22.4 Evidence of the person’s care needs, which would satisfy a reasonable person, is required to be provided to the
employer.
22.5 Subject to organisational requirements, an employee
may elect to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing
care to a person in their immediate family.
23.—SICK LEAVE
To be read in conjunction with clause 22—Sick Leave—of
the Public Service Award 1992
Entitlement
23.1 Officers are entitled to 12.5 days of paid sick leave, for
illness or injury, for each completed year of continuous service.
23.2 Employees must notify their supervisor when taking
sick leave, as soon as is practicable.
23.3 Reasonable proof of the illness or injury suffered by
the employee, which would satisfy a reasonable person, may
be required by the employer.
23.4 Sick leave entitlements for the whole calender year are
credited on 1 January each year, and are calculated on a weekly
basis. This will commence from 1 January 1999.
23.5 Officers whose employment terminates before accruing amounts of taken sick leave, shall refund the value of the
taken but unaccrued sick leave to the employer. An amount
equivalent to the overpayment may be deducted by the employer from the officer’s pay.
23.6 Sick leave shall accrue on a cumulative basis.
23.7 Where a pregnant employee, not on parental leave, suffers illness related to the pregnancy or is required to undergo a
pregnancy related medical procedure, the employee may take
any paid sick leave to which the employee is entitled or unpaid leave for a period as certified necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
24.—ANNUAL LEAVE
To be read in conjunction with clause 19—Annual Leave—
of the Public Service Award 1992
Entitlement
24.1 Each officer is entitled to 4 weeks of paid annual leave
for each completed
year of continuous service.
24.2 Annual leave accrues on a weekly basis.
24.3 The year’s entitlement to annual leave is credited in
advance to officers on 1 January each year.
24.4 Annual leave not taken in the year it falls due, may be
accumulated and cleared at a later date.
Taking of Annual Leave
24.5 Where possible, annual leave is to be taken at a mutually convenient time to both the employee and employer, taking
into account the officer’s personal and family commitments
and operational requirements of the agency.
24.6 The officer’s supervisor must give his/her written approval before the officer proceeds on annual leave.
24.7 Despite the above, the CEO may direct an officer to
proceed on leave at any time.
24.8 Despite the above, officers are to proceed on at least
one week’s annual leave each calendar year or twelve month
period.
24.9 On written application to the employer, an officer may
be paid his/her salary in advance when proceeding on annual
leave. Whilst on leave, if an officer is incapacitated due to
illness or injury for 7 calendar days or more, then upon return
from leave, if the officer produces as soon as is practicable to
his/her supervisor, reasonable proof of such incapacitation, the
amount of leave shall be reinstated.
Variable Annual Leave Options
24.10 Subject to agreement between the employer and employee, and to the relevant organisational policy, annual leave
may be—
• paid out instead of taken (however, the employee
must retain at least 4 weeks of leave);
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• taken in half the normal time on double pay; or
• taken in double the normal amount of time on half
pay.
Annual Leave & Termination of Employment
24.11 Should the employment relationship cease, all untaken
accrued and/or pro rata annual leave shall be paid out to the
employee, except in the case of dismissal due to misconduct.
The leave is to be paid out at the officer’s substantive pay rate.
24.12 Officers whose employment is to terminate before
completing the required period of employment to accrue leave
taken, must refund the value of overpaid leave to the employer.
25.— ANNUAL LEAVE LOADING
25.1 From 1 January 1999, annual leave loading shall be
included in the basic rate of salary of an employee to a maximum of $746.40 and paid on a fortnightly basis.
25.2 Accrued annual leave loading at an employee’s substantive rate of salary up to and including 31 December 1998,
shall be paid in the first pay in December 1998.
26.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
To be read in conjunction with clause 21—Long Service
Leave—of the Public Service Award 1992
Entitlement
26.1 Employees are entitled to 13 weeks of paid long service leave after 7 years of continuous service.
26.2 The long service leave entitlement therefore accrues at
the rate of 1.857 weeks for each year of completed continuous
service.
26.3 An officer who worked both full time and part time
will receive payment for long service leave in accordance with
the average amount of hours worked per fortnight during the 7
year accrual period.
26.4 Long service leave continues to accrue during periods
of leave without pay not exceeding fourteen consecutive calendar days.
Taking of Leave
26.5 Where possible, long service leave is to be taken at a
mutually convenient time to both the employee and employer,
taking into account the officer’s personal and family commitments and operational requirements of the agency.
26.6 The officer’s supervisor is to give his/her written permission before the officer proceeds on long service leave.
26.7 The CEO may direct officers to proceed on accrued
long service leave at any time.
26.8 Officers who currently have more than one long service leave entitlement accrued are to make arrangements to clear
at least one long service entitlement [13 weeks] by 31 December 1998. However, in exceptional circumstances, the CEO
may waive the requirement for the leave to be cleared.
26.9 Long service leave entitlements are to be cleared within
3 years of falling due, except in exceptional circumstances
where formal alternative arrangements are made with the CEO.
26.10 Long Service Leave is paid at the officer’s substantive rate of pay.
26.11 On written application to the employer, an officer may
be paid his/her salary in advance when proceeding on long
service leave. Whilst an officer is on leave, if the officer is
incapacitated for a period of 14 consecutive calendar days or
more, then upon return from such leave, if the officer provides
reasonable proof of such incapacitation to his/her supervisor,
that amount of leave shall be reinstated.
Variable Long Service Leave Options
26.12 Subject to agreement between the employer and employee, and the relevant organisational policy, long service
leave may be:
• paid out instead of taken;
• taken in half the normal time on double pay;
• taken in double the normal amount of time on half
pay;
• taken in periods of one week or more; and
• taken in lesser periods, however the total amount of
such periods must not exceed five days per calender
year.
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Access to Pro Rata Long Service Leave
26.13 Where an officer has accrued an entitlement to long
service leave, the CEO may agree to allow the officer to take
pro rata long service leave of a subsequent long service leave
entitlement. Provided that the officer shall reimburse the employer for any such leave taken if the officer permanently leaves
the CEO’s employ prior to the full entitlement accruing. The
amount payable to the officer shall be his/her substantive rate
of pay applicable at the time the officer proceeds on leave.
26.14 Should such an arrangement be entered into, and the
officer leaves the CEO’s employ permanently prior to the full
entitlement accruing, the amount of money paid to the officer
as pro rata long service leave may be deducted from the officer’s pay by the employer. In the event that officer’s pay is
insufficient to cover the amount owing, the officer shall repay
the money to the employer within a time frame specified by
the employer.
26.15 Officers who retire and/or retire on the grounds of ill
health, receive redundancy or die, are entitled to have pro rata
long service leave paid out.
Termination of Employment & Long Service Leave
26.16 Should the employment relationship cease, any untaken
accrued long service leave entitlements shall be paid out to the
employee.
27.—EMERGENCY SERVICES LEAVE
Entitlement
27.1 Employees who are active volunteer members of the
WA State Emergency Service, WA Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade, St John Ambulance Brigade, a sea and rescue association
or other such similar body, may be granted pre and post emergency incident paid leave, in addition to paid leave for
attendance at the emergency incident.
27.2 The employee must—
• inform his/her supervisor as soon as is practicable of
the intended absence and its expected duration;
• complete a leave of absence form upon return to
work;
• supply written proof from the volunteer organisation of the employee’s participation and submit this
with the leave form, and
• if possible, supply the employer with a copy of the
volunteer organisation’s roster which indicated the
employee’s commitments.
28.—DEFENCE FORCE RESERVES LEAVE
To be read in conjunction with clause 29—Leave For Training With Defence Force Reserves—of the Public Service Award
1992
28.1 The CEO may grant paid leave to an officer, of up to 4
weeks per calendar year to attend Defence Force Reserves or
Cadet Force commitments, subject to—
• agency requirements;
• production of evidence which shows the need to attend, and
• the production of evidence after attendance that the
officer attended the event.
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• the course is conducted by a recognised academic
institution; and
• the course is relevant to the officer’s career and is of
value to the State.
30.2 Study leave includes travelling time, which is in excess
of normal travelling time to and from work.
30.3 Part time officers are entitled to the same amount of
study leave as full time officers.
30.4 Officers are entitled to study leave to travel to and sit
for examinations in the approved course of study, which may
exceed five hours in one week.
30.5 Where officers in remote areas undertake study by correspondence, and are required to travel to other locations to sit
examinations or to attend classes, they are entitled to study
leave, including travelling time, up to the maximum amount
allowed per annum.
30.6 The CEO may approve variations to paid study leave.
Payment of Fees
30.7 The employer will pay the costs of higher education
administrative charges for cadets and trainees who, as a condition of their employment, are required to undertake studies
at a University or College of Advanced Education. This does
not include the cost of text books or Guild or Society fees.
30.8 Officers who undertake higher education of their own
volition are responsible for the payment of fees.
30.9 However, subject to agreement between the employer
and employee, the portion of the training budget allocated to
an employee, may be directed to meet some of the costs of
education undertaken by the employee of his/her own volition, which is career relevant.
Full Time Paid Study Leave
30.10 The CEO may grant paid full time study leave to an
officer to undertake studies and/or study tours within Australia
or overseas.
30.11 In considering an application, the CEO shall have regard to the study being—
• a highly specialised course with direct relevance to
the officer’s profession;
• highly relevant to the organisation’s objectives and
organisational requirements; and
• of value to the State.
30.12 Full time paid study leave may be approved for 12
months, subject to a yearly review of satisfactory performance.
30.13 Full time paid study leave is only available to fixed
term contract officers for the duration of their contract.
30.14 Full time paid study leave does not break continuity
of service, and entitlements continue to accrue during such
leave.

29.—BLOOD DONORS LEAVE
29.1 Employees are entitled to paid leave to donate blood or
blood products to the Red Cross Blood Centre.
29.2 Such leave is subject to operational requirements and
the giving of prior notice to the supervisor.

31.—COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
31.1 Where leave for compassionate reasons is required, and
an employee has exhausted all available leave entitlements,
other than sick leave, the CEO may grant additional leave which
will be debited from the employee’s sick leave entitlements.
31.2 In special circumstances paid leave may be granted by
the CEO for compassionate reasons, and not debited from any
other leave entitlements.
31.3 Each case will be considered sympathetically, on an
individual basis, according to its merits.

30.—STUDY LEAVE
To be read in conjunction with clause 25—Study Leave—of
the Public Service Award 1992
Entitlement
30.1 An officer may be granted paid time off of up to five
hours per week, for study purposes, to attend lectures, tutorials or seminars subject to—
• agency requirements;
• the officer undertaking an acceptable amount of formal study in their own time;
• the officer making satisfactory progress in their studies;

32.—LEAVE FOR SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
32.1 The CEO may grant special leave to an officer, who is
chosen to represent Western Australia or Australia as a competitor, official or referee at an event, which is recognised as a
significant national or international competition or event.
32.2 Should the officer receive payment for such attendance
other than from his/her employer, which is equal to or greater
than the officer’s normal salary, the leave shall be unpaid, but
accrual of entitlements will continue.
32.3 If the officer receives payment for such attendance which
is less than the officer’s normal rate of pay, the employee shall
be paid the difference by the employer, and entitlements will
continue to accrue.
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32.4 If the officer receives no payment for attendance at
such an event, the leave shall be paid at the officer’s normal
salary rate, and entitlements shall continue to accrue.
32.5 No expenses shall be reimbursed to officers for costs
associated with attendance at such events.
33.—SHORT LEAVE
33.1 Short leave is no longer available as an entitlement for
officers, as it has been repackaged.
33.2 Therefore an employee’s base pay rate will increase by
0.45% to reflect this.
34.—PUBLIC & PUBLIC SERVICE HOLIDAYS
To be read in conjunction with clause 20—Public Holidays—
of the Public Service Award 1992
Public Holidays
34.1 The following days are paid public holidays—
34.2 New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good
Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day, Boxing Day.
34.3 When any of the days in subclause 34.2 falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday shall be observed on the next
following Monday.
34.4 When Boxing day falls on a Sunday or Monday the
holiday shall be observed on the next following Tuesday.
34.5 In each case the substituted day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay and the day for which it is substituted
shall not be a holiday.
Public Service Holidays
34.6 The entitlement to two Public Service Holidays per
calender year is no longer available to officers as the condition has been repackaged.
34.7 Therefore an employee’s base pay rate will increase by
of 0.9% to reflect this.
34.8 Public Service Holidays accrued in 1998 will lapse if
not taken by 31 December 1998.
PART 4—PAY RATES, REIMBURSEMENTS &
ALLOWANCES
35. SALARIES—SPECIFIED CALLINGS
To be read in conjunction with clause 11—Salaries Specified Callings—of the Public Service Award 1992
35.1 Subject to the Traineeships clause, the annual salaries
payable to officers are those detailed in the salaries schedule.
35.2 An officer is to commence at the increment appropriate
to his/her level of previous relevant knowledge and experience as determined by the CEO..
36.—ANNUAL INCREMENTS
To be read in conjunction with clause 12—Annual Increments—of the Public Service Award 1992
Increment Progression
36.1 An officer shall proceed to the maximum of the officer’s salary range by annual increments, subject to the following
provisions—
• no later than 12 months since the officer’s last salary
increment, a report is to be completed by the supervisor and employee, in respect to the officer’s
performance, efficiency and conduct;
• the report is to be signed by the employee, and
• if the employer is satisfied with the report the increment is to be paid.
36.2 Should the required report, due to no fault of the officer, not be completed within six months of the increment
becoming due, the officer will proceed to the next increment.
Adverse Increment Report
36.3 If the report is adverse to the employee the following
applies—
• the report is to be provided to the officer;
• the officer may, if he or she desires, explain any reasons for the adverse report or give reasons for
disagreeing with its content in writing;
• the CEO is to consider the report and officer’s comments, and may approve the increment or withhold
it for a specified period not exceeding 12 months;
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• where the increment is withheld, a further report is
to be prepared at the end of the specified period; and
• the non-payment of an increment will not affect the
anniversary date of any further increments.
37.—LEVEL ONE COMPACTION
37.1 The number of increments for level one officers is reduced from nine to seven increments, as detailed in the salary
schedule.
37.2 No officer shall have their rate of salary decreased as a
result of the compaction of increments.
37.3 Where an officer’s salary increases as a result of
compaction, the registration date of this Agreement shall be
deemed the officer’s new increment date. Where no salary increase occurred, the officer’s increment date remains
unchanged.
37.4 Employees classified at level one at the date of registration of this Agreement shall be allocated a salary point of—
Prior to Date of Registration
Date of Registration
Level 1, 1st year
Level 1, 1st year
Level 1, 2nd year
Level 1, 1st year
Level 1, 3rd year
Level 1, 2nd year
Level 1, 4th year
Level 1, 2nd year
Level 1, 5th year
Level 1, 3rd year
Level 1, 6th year
Level 1, 4th year
Level 1, 7th year
Level 1, 5th year
Level 1, 8th year
Level 1, 6th year
Level 1, 9th year
Level 1, 7th year
38.—PAYMENT OF SALARIES
To be read in conjunction with clause 13—Payment of Salaries—of the Public Service Award 1992
38.1 Salaries are paid fortnightly by direct funds transfer to
an account nominated by the officer.
38.2 Where such payment is impracticable, or in exceptional
circumstances payment by cheque may be made.
38.3 Where the usual pay day falls on a public holiday payment is to be made on the previous working day.
38.4 A fortnight’s salary is to be computed by dividing the
annual salary by 313, and multiplying the result by 12, or by
dividing the amount by 26.0833.
38.5 The hourly rate of pay is calculated by dividing the
fortnightly rate by 75.
38.6 The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the
WAIRC.
39.—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT &
MEASUREMENT
39.1 Productivity improvements which produced pay increases under previous agreements, have not been counted
again for the purpose of this agreement.
39.2 By no later than 30 March, 1999 the parties will develop and submit to cabinet an agreed Productivity Plan to
identify the initiatives to be achieved for the purposes of the
productivity linked pay increases detailed in clause 40—Productivity Linked Pay Increases.
39.3 The Productivity Plan will be developed in consultation with the union and employees through such mechanisms
as the Joint Consultative Committee.
40.—PRODUCTIVITY LINKED PAY INCREASES
40.1 In recognition of productivity improvements, the following pay increases will occur in accordance with the
following requirements—
• 3.65% pay increase on registration for current & ongoing productivity and the repackaging of
employment conditions;
• 1.35% productivity linked pay increase payable on 1
September 1999;
• 3% productivity linked pay increase on 1 July 2000.
40.2 If productivity initiatives are not achieved by the aforementioned target dates, the relevant pay increase may be
delayed until such time as the initiatives are achieved.
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40.3 It is recognised that productivity targets must be fluid,
in line with the dynamic internal and external environments in
which they operate. Accordingly productivity initiatives may
be altered, where the parties decides that due to unforeseen
circumstances a productivity initiative has become obsolete
or unachievable, an equivalent initiative may be substituted.
41.—SUPPORTED WAGE SYSTEM
Application
41.1 Applies to people who due to a disability, are eligible
to be employed under the Supported Wage System.
41.2 This clause shall be applied in accordance with the
Supported Wage System.
41.3 Such employees are those unable to perform the range
of duties to the competence level required within the class of
work under which the employee is engaged, because of the
effects of the employee’s disability on their productivity and
who meet the impairment criteria for receipt of a Disability
Support Pension.
41.4 This clause does not apply to an employee who has a
worker’s compensation claim against the employer, subject to
the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 (WA).
Supported Wage Rates
41.5 Supported wage employees shall be paid the percentage pay rate proportionate to their assessed capacity, based on
their class of work [i.e. 30% assessed capacity = 30% pay
rate].
41.6 However, the amount payable shall not be less than
$45 per week.
41.7 If the employee’s assessed capacity is 10% or less, the
employee must receive a high degree of assistance and support in the performance of their work.
Capacity Assessment
41.8 The percentage pay rate to be paid shall be determined
by an assessment instrument.
41.9 The assessment instrument is to be agreed to by the
parties and is to be confidential.
41.10 The capacity of an employee shall be assessed at least
annually, or more frequently if reasonably requested by either
party.
Terms & Conditions of Employment
41.11 In all respects, other than as detailed in this clause, a
supported wage employee is entitled to all applicable employment terms and conditions, including annual salary increments.
Trial Period
41.12 A person may be employed under the provisions of
this clause for a trial period of up to 16 weeks, during which
time a capacity assessment may be undertaken.
41.13 The minimum amount payable to an employee during
a trial period is $45 per week.
42.—TRAVEL & RELIEVING ALLOWANCES
To be read in conjunction with clause 42—Travelling Allowance—and clause 38—Relieving Allowance—of the Public
Service Award 1992
Entitlement
42.1 The employer may authorise the employee to use a
Corporate Credit Card. Any use of a Corporate Credit Card
will be in accordance with Government policy.
43.—EYE-WEAR REIMBURSEMENT
43.1 Officers are entitled to reimbursement of up to 50% or
$110.00 of the total cost, [whichever is the lesser] for the purchase and/or repair of prescription eye wear used in connection
with their duties.
43.2 Original receipts must be provided in order to obtain
reimbursement.
43.3 The total amount reimbursed by the employer and any
other rebates received by the officer shall not exceed the total
amount paid by the officer.
43.4 Each officer is entitled to one such reimbursement per
calendar year. However in exceptional circumstances, at the
discretion of the CEO, an officer may receive more than one
entitlement per calendar year.
43.5 This clause shall be read in conjunction with the relevant organisational policy.
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PART 5—COMMUNICATION, CONSULTATION &
DISPUTE SETTLEMENT
44.—CONSULTATION
Preamble
44.1 The Ministry is committed to open, honest and genuine
consultation. Consultation is integral to the organisation, its
decision making processes, and to the quality of products and
services delivered to the community.
Joint Consultative Committee [JCC]
44.2 The JCC is central to consultation in the Ministry.
44.3 The JCC will comprise of both union and non union
employee representatives.
44.4 The parties must adhere to the Constitution of the JCC.
44.5 All members of the JCC will be given adequate time
and resources to fulfil their obligations.
44.6 All members of the JCC are to be given reasonable
access to other officers, in order to properly serve their constituents.
44.7 Senior management must formally respond to recommendations of the JCC within a reasonable period of time.
44.8 No employee representative is to be injured in their
employment, discriminated against or otherwise treated unfairly because of their involvement in the JCC.
44.9 Management will make available as much information
as possible for the effective consideration of issues, and for
the genuine participation of employees in decision making.
However, highly confidential documents are exempt.
44.10 All members of the JCC are entitled to relevant training to ensure they are able to represent their constituents and
fully participate in the consultative process.
44.11 Consultative mechanisms shall be reviewed annually.
45.—UNION FACILITIES & ACCESS
Role & Responsibilities of Workplace Delegates
45.1 The Ministry respects the right of officers to organise
and bargain collectively, with or without union representation.
Workplace delegates are central to harmonious workplace relations.
Workplace delegates at all times must be aware that the primary role of officers is to fulfil their contracts of employment
with their employer. As such, union activities are not to unreasonably interfere with the discharge of these duties.
Workplace delegates may refer matters for which there are
trained officers to those officers, such as equal employment
opportunity and occupational health and safety.
Ministry’s Role & Responsibilities
45.2 The Ministry supports and encourages effective consultation in the workplace.
45.3 Workplace delegates shall be provided with reasonable
time and resources to carry out their function. This includes
but is not limited to; photocopiers, computers, printers, telephones and meeting rooms.
45.4 Workplace delegates have the right to display union
material in appropriate places within the workplace.
45.5 Workplace delegates will not be harmed, threatened or
injured in anyway because they are workplace delegates.
46.—GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Scope
46.1 An officer or party to this agreement may have any
grievance, difficulty or question arising under this agreement
dealt with through this dispute settlement procedure.
46.2 Any grievance, difficulty or question must progress
through this grievance settlement procedure before external
action is taken, except where an alternative mechanism exists
such as in the case of a Reclassification Appeal.
Mediator
46.3 The JCC will select a mediator, and any replacement
mediator/s that may be required.
Mediation Costs
46.4 The mediation costs involved in dealing with a grievance through this procedure shall be wholly [100%] met by
the employer.
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Process
46.5 The grievance settlement process is as follows—
• The aggrieved officer is to firstly discuss the matter
with the appropriate person or group. Should the
matter not be resolved within seven days the matter
is to progress to the next stage.
• The aggrieved officer is to put the matter in writing
to the Grievance Settlement Committee.
• The Grievance Settlement Committee is to consist
of one employee representative from the JCC, one
management group representative, one Corpex representative and a representative nominated by the
aggrieved employee.
• The grievance is to be dealt with in a round table
manner, with the aggrieved officer being accorded
natural justice at all times.
• The Grievance Settlement Committee is to give a
recommendation on how the grievance may be settled.
• Should the grievance not be settled within 14 calendar days of being forwarded to the Grievance
Settlement Committee, the matter may be progressed
to stage 3. Should the aggrieved officer not proceed
to the next stage, the recommendation of the Grievance Settlement Committee will be adhered to.
1. The external mediator is to mediate the matter. Any
settlement reached is binding on the parties and must
be documented.
2. Should no agreed settlement with the assistance of
the mediator be struck, the mediator will provide a
settlement recommendation to the CEO for his or
her consideration.
The recommendation is to be documented and the
CEO shall announce to the parties his or her decision regarding the matter no later than 14 calendar
days from receipt of the recommendation. While
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these grievance settling procedures are taking place,
existing working arrangements shall continue.
46.6 Should the grievance not be resolved to the satisfaction
of either party by the processes detailed in this clause, the
matter may be referred by either party to the WAIRC.
47.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
47.1 Where any dispute arises as to the application and/or
the meaning of this Agreement and the dispute cannot be settled at the local level it should be referred to a meeting of
representatives of the Union and the employer for discussion
and attempted resolution.
47.2 Should the dispute not be resolved by the meeting referred to in subclause (1) the matter may be referred by either
party to the WAIRC. Alternatively, the Union and the employer may establish their own agreed process of conciliation
or mediation.
47.3 While these dispute settling procedures are taking place
existing working arrangements shall continue unless the matter concerns a safety issue whereby employee(s) safety may
be at risk.
PART 6—SIGNATURES & SCHEDULES
SIGNATURES OF PARTIES
SIGNATORIES
Signed for and on behalf of the
MINISTRY OF FAIR TRADING
PATRICK WALKER
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Date: / /1998
Signed for and on behalf of the
CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION Inc
Mr Dave Robinson
BRANCH SECRETARY
Date: / /1998

SCHEDULE 1— PAY RATES
The pay increases specified below will be paid in accordance with clause 40—Productivity Linked Pay Increases.
LEVEL
Pre 1998 Agreement
First Pay Increase 3.65%
Second Pay Increase
Third Pay Increase
on Commencement of
1.35% on 1 September
3% on 1 July 2000
Agreement
1999
Annual
Fortnight
Annual
Fortnight
Annual
Fortnight
Annual
Fortnight
u 17 yrs
11,765.91
451.09
12,195.37
467.55
12,360.00
473.87
12,730.80
488.08
17 yrs
13,750.53
527.18
14,252.42
546.42
14,444.83
553.80
14,878.18
570.41
18 yrs
16,039.21
614.92
16,624.64
637.37
16,849.07
645.97
17,354.55
665.35
19 yrs
18,565.97
711.79
19,243.63
737.77
19,503.42
747.73
20,088.52
770.17
20 yrs
20,849.24
799.33
21,610.24
828.51
21,901.98
839.69
22,559.03
864.88
1.1
22,903.11
878.07
24585.67
942.58
24,917.58
955.31
25,665.10
983.97
1.2
23,608.65
905.12
25432.41
975.04
25,775.75
988.21
26,549.02
1,017.85
1.3
24,313.11
932.13
26279.16
1007.51
26,633.93
1,021.11
27,432.95
1,051.74
1.4
25,013.25
958.97
27125.91
1039.97
27,492.11
1,054.01
28,316.87
1,085.63
1.5
25,717.71
985.98
27972.66
1072.43
28,350.29
1,086.91
29,200.80
1,119.52
1.6
26,422.18
1,012.99
28819.41
1104.90
29,208.47
1,119.81
30,084.73
1,153.41
1.7
27,232.68
1,044.06
29666.15
1137.36
30,066.64
1,152.71
30,968.64
1,187.30
1.8
27,793.23
1,065.56
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1.9
28,622.13
1,097.33
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2.1
29,614.43
1,135.38
30,695.36
1,176.82
31,109.74
1,192.71
32,043.04
1,228.49
2.2
30,375.17
1,164.54
31,483.86
1,207.05
31,908.90
1,223.34
32,866.16
1,260.04
2.3
31,174.86
1,195.20
32,312.74
1,238.83
32,748.96
1,255.55
33,731.43
1,293.22
2.4
32,019.99
1,227.60
33,188.72
1,272.41
33,636.77
1,289.59
34,645.87
1,328.28
2.5
32,904.09
1,261.50
34,105.09
1,307.54
34,565.51
1,325.20
35,602.47
1,364.95
3.1
34,119.30
1,308.09
35,364.65
1,355.83
35,842.08
1,374.14
36,917.34
1,415.36
3.2
35,066.16
1,344.39
36,346.07
1,393.46
36,836.75
1,412.27
37,941.85
1,454.64
3.3
36,042.24
1,381.81
37,357.78
1,432.25
37,862.11
1,451.58
38,997.98
1,495.13
3.4
37,044.29
1,420.23
38,396.41
1,472.07
38,914.76
1,491.94
40,082.20
1,536.70
4.1
38,418.58
1,472.92
39,820.86
1,526.68
40,358.44
1,547.29
41,569.19
1,593.71
4.2
39,495.29
1,514.20
40,936.87
1,569.46
41,489.52
1,590.65
42,734.20
1,638.37
4.3
40,603.38
1,556.68
42,085.40
1,613.50
42,653.56
1,635.28
43,933.16
1,684.34
5.1
42,737.33
1,638.49
44,297.24
1,698.30
44,895.26
1,721.22
46,242.11
1,772.86
5.2
44,179.79
1,693.79
45,792.35
1,755.62
46,410.55
1,779.32
47,802.87
1,832.70
5.3
45,678.53
1,751.25
47,345.80
1,815.17
47,984.96
1,839.68
49,424.51
1,894.87
5.4
47,233.55
1,810.87
48,957.57
1,876.97
49,618.50
1,902.31
51,107.06
1,959.38
6.1
49,734.33
1,906.75
51,549.63
1,976.34
52,245.55
2,003.02
53,812.92
2,063.12
6.2
51,434.34
1,971.92
53,311.69
2,043.90
54,031.40
2,071.49
55,652.34
2,133.64
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Pre 1998 Agreement

First Pay Increase 3.65%
Second Pay Increase
Third Pay Increase
on Commencement of
1.35% on 1 September
3% on 1 July 2000
Agreement
1999
Annual
Fortnight
Annual
Fortnight
Annual
Fortnight
Annual
Fortnight
6.3
53,193.88
2,039.38
55,135.46
2,113.82
55,879.79
2,142.36
57,556.18
2,206.63
6.4
55,072.43
2,111.40
57,082.57
2,188.47
57,853.19
2,218.01
59,588.78
2,284.55
7.1
57,953.04
2,221.84
60,061.34
2,302.67
60,872.16
2,333.76
62,698.33
2,403.77
7.2
59,946.32
2,298.26
62,101.46
2,380.89
62,939.83
2,413.03
64,828.02
2,485.42
7.3
62,114.89
2,381.40
64,320.99
2,465.98
65,189.32
2,499.27
67,145.00
2,574.25
8.1
65,639.36
2,516.53
67,928.28
2,604.28
68,845.32
2,639.44
70,910.68
2,718.62
8.2
68,163.95
2,613.31
70,512.20
2,703.34
71,464.12
2,739.84
73,608.04
2,822.03
8.3
71,294.54
2,733.34
73,716.36
2,826.19
74,711.53
2,864.34
76,952.88
2,950.27
9.1
75,204.24
2,883.23
77,717.94
2,979.60
78,767.13
3,019.83
81,130.15
3,110.42
9.2
77,845.70
2,984.50
80,421.47
3,083.25
81,507.16
3,124.88
83,952.38
3,218.62
9.3
80,858.33
3,100.00
83,504.90
3,201.47
84,632.22
3,244.69
87,171.18
3,342.03
Class 1
85,414.06
3,274.66
88,167.69
3,380.23
89,357.95
3,425.86
92,038.69
3,528.64
Class 2
89,969.79
3,449.32
92,830.48
3,559.00
94,083.69
3,607.04
96,906.20
3,715.25
Class 3
94,523.36
3,623.90
97,491.06
3,737.68
98,807.19
3,788.14 101,771.40
3,901.78
Class 4
99,079.10
3,798.56 102,153.86
3,916.44 103,532.94
3,969.31 106,638.92
4,088.39
Specified Callings—officers possess & required to possess tertiary qualifications [such as a Librarian], the rates below apply:
2/4.1
29,614.43
1,135.38
30,695.36
1,176.82
31,109.74
1,192.71
32,043.04
1,228.49
2/4.2
31,174.86
1,195.20
32,312.74
1,238.83
32,748.96
1,255.55
33,731.43
1,293.22
2/4.3
32,904.09
1,261.50
34,105.09
1,307.54
34,565.51
1,325.20
35,602.47
1,364.95
2/4.4
35,066.16
1,344.39
36,346.07
1,393.46
36,836.75
1,412.27
37,941.85
1,454.64
2/4.5
38,418.58
1,472.92
39,820.86
1,526.68
40,358.44
1,547.29
41,569.19
1,593.71
2/4.6
40,603.38
1,556.68
42,085.40
1,613.50
42,653.56
1,635.28
43,933.16
1,684.34
Legal Officers
2/4.1
31,174.86
1,195.20
32,312.74
1,238.83
32,748.96
1,255.55
33,731.43
1,293.22
2/4.2
32,904.09
1,261.50
34,105.09
1,307.54
34,565.51
1,325.20
35,602.47
1,364.95
2/4.3
35,066.16
1,344.39
36,346.07
1,393.46
36,836.75
1,412.27
37,941.85
1,454.64
2/4.4
38,418.58
1,472.92
39,820.86
1,526.68
40,358.44
1,547.29
41,569.19
1,593.71
2/4.5
40,603.38
1,556.68
42,085.40
1,613.50
42,653.56
1,635.28
43,933.16
1,684.34
4/5.1
38,418.58
1,472.92
39,820.86
1,526.68
40,358.44
1,547.29
41,569.19
1,593.71
4/5.2
40,603.38
1,556.68
42,085.40
1,613.50
42,653.56
1,635.28
43,933.16
1,684.34
4/5.3
42,737.33
1,638.49
44,297.24
1,698.30
44,895.26
1,721.22
46,242.11
1,772.86
4/5.4
44,179.79
1,693.79
45,792.35
1,755.62
46,410.55
1,779.32
47,802.87
1,832.70
4/5.5
45,678.53
1,751.25
47,345.80
1,815.17
47,984.96
1,839.68
49,424.51
1,894.87
4/5.6
47,233.55
1,810.87
48,957.57
1,876.97
49,618.50
1,902.31
51,107.06
1,959.38
6/7.1
51,434.34
1,971.92
53,311.69
2,043.90
54,031.40
2,071.49
55,652.34
2,133.64
6/7.2
55,072.43
2,111.40
57,082.57
2,188.47
57,853.19
2,218.01
59,588.78
2,284.55
6/7.3
57,953.04
2,221.84
60,061.34
2,302.67
60,872.16
2,333.76
62,698.33
2,403.77
6/7.4
62,114.89
2,381.40
64,320.99
2,465.98
65,189.32
2,499.27
67,145.00
2,574.25
7/8.1
62,114.89
2,381.40
64,320.99
2,465.98
65,189.32
2,499.27
67,145.00
2,574.25
7/8.2
65,639.36
2,516.53
67,928.28
2,604.28
68,845.32
2,639.44
70,910.68
2,718.62
7/8.3
68,163.95
2,613.31
70,512.20
2,703.34
71,464.12
2,739.84
73,608.04
2,822.03
7/8.4
71,294.54
2,733.34
73,716.36
2,826.19
74,711.53
2,864.34
76,952.88
2,950.27

MULTIGLASS & ALUMINIUM FABRICATORS
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
AG 261 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Multi Glass & Aluminium Fabricators Pty Ltd.
AG 261 of 1998.
Multiglass & Aluminium Fabricators
Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
2 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the
applicant and there being no appearance from the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the Multiglass & Aluminium Fabricators Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission on 2 December

1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Multiglass & Aluminium Fabricators Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
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14. Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
15. Seniority
16. Sick Leave
17. Pyramid Sub-Contracting
18. Fares and Travelling
19. Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
20. Income Protection
21. No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance
3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Multiglass and
Aluminium Fabricators Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the
“Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately two (2) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Awards the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix
A—Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
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The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund or scheme of their choice. The Company
is bound by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The Company shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days—
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
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2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
......................................
Date:
/ /
......................................
WITNESS
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CMETU

......................................
Date:
/ /
......................................
WITNESS
......................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /

The Company:

Company Seal
......................................
PRINT NAME
......................................
WITNESS
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES

Labourer Group 1
Labourer Group 2
Labourer Group 3
Plaster, Fixer
Painter, Glazier
Signwriter
Carpenter
Bricklayer
Refractory Bricklayer
Stonemason
Rooftiler
Marker/Setter Out
Special Class T

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

16.47
15.90
15.48
17.11
16.73
17.09
17.22
17.05
19.58
17.22
16.92
17.72
17.95

16.92
16.34
15.90
17.58
17.19
17.56
17.70
17.52
20.12
17.70
17.38
18.21
18.45

17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14
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APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
(a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
(b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
(c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner.
(d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be
transferred/dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously
affected.
(e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
(f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection of this
program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
(a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
(b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
(c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement and shall apply to construction work undertaken by
principal contractors who are engaged in the commercial/
industrial sector of the building industry in the state of
Western Australia within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in
lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of rates
relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the use of explosive powered tools which will be
payable to an employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
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4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.3 m
$1.85
Above
$2.13 m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above
$2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above
$2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m
$1.55
Above
$ 2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of
new and renovation work shall be governed by the majority of
work involved. For example, where the majority of work is
new work, then the site allowance appropriate to new work
shall be paid for all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above
$1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above
$2.13m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above
$5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above
$11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above
$24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the PerthFremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road, Kings
Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through
to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the
parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will be
deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary
road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For example,
the eastern side of Havelock Street will be in the “CBD” and
the western side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean the
value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of the
principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the
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preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the
site allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the
nearest five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedures
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
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in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being—
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%

PIONEER CONCRETE AGITATOR TRUCK
DRIVERS’ AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 273 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd
and
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch.
No. AG 273 of 1998.
Pioneer Concrete Agitator Truck Drivers’ Agreement 1998.
27 January 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J. Uphill on behalf of the applicant and
Mr G. Ferguson on behalf of the respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Pioneer Concrete Agitator Truck Drivers’
Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission on the 15th
day of December 1998 and as amended is registered on
and from the 20th day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the “Pioneer Concrete
Agitator Truck Drivers’ Agreement 1998” and shall replace
the “Pioneer Concrete Agitator Truck Drivers Agreement
1996”.
2.—SCOPE AND STATUS
2.1 This Agreement applies to Concrete Agitator Truck Drivers, employees of Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd employed
pursuant to the provisions of the Transport Workers’ (General) Award No. 10 of 1961 of which there are (65) persons
employed at 11th December 1998.
2.2 Where the provisions of this Agreement and the Award
are inconsistent then the provisions of this Agreement shall
prevail.
3.—EXISTING FLEXIBLE WORK PRACTICES
The parties agree that the existing flexible work place practices of which the Company has the benefit shall continue.
Those practices are as follows—
3.1 Employees are to exercise due diligence in regard to
washing out the mixer to keep the inside of the agitator clean. From time to time when build up of
concrete in the mixer bowl occurs then the employee
is to perform a de-dagging function on the agitator
as required.
3.2 Employees to perform cleaning of the yard and
amenities as requested.
3.3 Employees to drive existing vehicles on the basis
that the Company’s intention is to continue its fleet
replacement program with a view to all vehicles being air-conditioned by December 1999.
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4.—ROSTERED DAYS OFF
4.1 The existing working day of 8.0 hours shall be continued with full flexibility in the taking of RDO’s. That is,
Rostered Days Off will coincide where possible with maintenance down time or other building industry Rostered Days
Off.
4.2 All employees will only be allowed to accrue a maximum of three (3) rostered days off. Once this limit has been
reached then the employer may direct the employee to take
any excess days off by giving the employee notice prior to the
close of the shift of the requirement to take a Rostered Day
Off the following day.
4.3 Employees may from time to time take part RDO’s when
suitable to both parties.
5.—ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
The performance of routine non-expert truck maintenance
which shall include but is not limited to cleaning the vehicle
and checking the fluids and other matters contained in the driver’s day sheet. Agitator rollers are to be greased once per week
and, where facilities are available and training has been provided then truck tail shafts are also to be greased.
6.—HEALTH & SAFETY
The parties acknowledge and accept the intention of the
Company to continue to improve its health and safety performance. To assist with this improvement the employees agree
to commit to continuously improve their own health and safety
performance in the workplace and at each Health and Safety
meeting discuss in detail all Lost Time Injuries, Medical
Treated Injuries and Minor Injuries.
All safety equipment is to be supplied by the Company and
worn by employees as necessary.
7.—NON-CONFORMANCE REPORTS
The employees agree to reduce out of slump responses on
concrete tests so that the Company can reduce its number of
Non-Conformance Reports. This will be monitored during the
life of the Agreement
8.—TRAINING
The Company remains committed to the continual training
of all personnel so that their skills base can be enhanced, and
to provide an environment in which these new skills can be
utilised and recognised to the satisfaction of individual employees.
9.—INDUCTION
All new employees are to participate in the Company employee induction process.
10.—PROBATION PERIOD
The rates of pay listed in this Agreement apply only to employees who have been fully trained in the operation of an
agitator truck. The nominated period for this process is a period of (3) three months. During the training period rates as
stated in the Transport Workers’ (General) Award No. 10 of
1961 shall apply.
11.—FLEXIBLE START TIMES
The parties agree that the following work practice shall apply to normal weekday starting times.
11.1 This practice is that employees shall be required to start
work at any time between the hours of 4.30am and 7.00am.
This flexibility in starting times will apply to weekdays only
and will be implemented on a daily basis having regard for the
needs of delivery schedules and the time of the year.
11.2 Starting times earlier than 4.30am will attract normal
overtime payments.
12.—IMMEDIATE START
Employees will ensure that each morning all pre-start checking of their vehicle, as stated in the Pioneer Concrete “Guide
for all Truck Operators” and noted on each drivers’ Daily Work
Sheet, is completed and that they are ready to commence their
normal duties at their daily designated start time.
13.—MULTI SKILLING
All employees are expected to commit to learn to use all
other Company assets and equipment as requested in order to
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improve the overall versatility of employees. This may from
time to time include the batching of concrete and the use of
Front End Loaders.
14.—SATURDAY OVERTIME PAYMENT
All employees asked to work on a Saturday will receive a
minimum payment of 4 hours per Saturday.
15.—C.O.D COLLECTION PAYMENT
This payment will no longer be applicable.
16.—MINIMUM BREAK
When overtime is worked it shall, wherever practical, be
arranged for employees to have at least eight (8) consecutive
hours’ break between the work of successive days. When this
is not possible then employees will be paid at the rate of double time until an eight (8) hour break can be taken. The above
paragraph will be superseded with the requirements of the
Department of Transport “Fatigue Management Code of Practice” when applicable.
17.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
A procedure for the avoidance and settlement of industrial
disputes shall apply to all operations covered by this Agreement.
Any question or dispute or difficulty shall be dealt with in
accordance with the following procedure.
The objectives of the procedures are to prevent disputes and
to promote the resolution of disputes by measures based on
consultation, co-operation and discussion; to reduce the level
of industrial confrontation; and to avoid interruption to the
performance of work and the consequential loss of production
and wages.
The following principles shall apply—
17.1 A procedure involving the following three sequential stages of discussion/negotiation shall apply. These
are—
17.1.1 discussions between the employee/s
concerned and at his/her request the
union shop steward, delegates, and the
immediate supervisors; and, in the
event of the issue not being resolved
17.1.2 discussions involving the employee(s),
the shop steward(s) and more senior
management; and, in the event of the
issue not being resolved
17.1.3 involving representatives from the
State Branch of the union(s) concerned
and the nominated employer representatives.
There shall be an opportunity for any party to raise
the issue to a higher stage and status quo remains
until all avenues are exhausted.
17.2 There shall be a commitment by the parties to achieve
adherence to this procedure. This should be facilitated by the earliest possible advice by one party to
the other of any issue or problem which may give
rise to a grievance or dispute.
17.3 Throughout all stages of the procedure all relevant
facts shall be clearly identified and recorded.
17.4 Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the completion of the various stages of the discussions. At
least seven days should be allowed for all stages of
the discussions to be finalised.
17.5 Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement.
However, if the negotiation process is exhausted
without the dispute being resolved, the parties shall
jointly or individually refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
assistance in resolving the dispute.
17.6 In order to allow for the peaceful resolution of grievances the parties shall be committed to avoid
stoppages of work, lock-outs or any other bans or
limitations on the performance of work while the
procedures of negotiation and conciliation are being
followed and status quo shall apply.
17.7 The Company shall ensure that all practices applied
during the operation of the procedure are in
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accordance with safe working practices and consistent with established custom and practice at the
workplace.

18.—LUNCH BREAK
A flexible lunch break arrangement will apply, i.e. employees will take their half hour lunch break when appropriate so
as not to cause interruptions to delivery schedules. Under this
clause employees will go onto overtime rates after they have
completed 8.0 hours.
However if because of the workload a driver is unable to
take a lunch break in the first 6 hours, then a half hour will
be paid at overtime rates if the time card is endorsed “No
Lunch”.
19.—AFTERNOON MEAL BREAK
In lieu of being paid a meal allowance of $4.90 and taking a
break when a meal allowance is due as a result of working
overtime the Company will increase the meal allowance to
$12.00 in favour of the employee working through this period.
20.—BAG HANDLING ALLOWANCE
The parties agree that in compensation for the handling of
bagged products used in the concrete batching process an additional payment will be made.
For bagged products of weight greater than 5 kg. a $1.50 per
hour allowance will be paid from the commencement of the
handling of the products. This is subject to a minimum of a 4
hour $6.00 payment on any day bagged products are handled.
21.—TRAVELLING BETWEEN PLANTS
21.1 When it is necessary for employees to travel temporarily on a daily basis from one plant to another then that employee
will be paid the difference between their normal travel distance to work and the extra travel distance to another plant at
the rate of $0.51 per kilometre each way.
21.2 This payment does not apply to Metropolitan Area
employees when required to travel from plant to plant in the
Metropolitan Area on Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays.
21.3 Having regard for the location of work in the Metro
Area drivers will, from time to time, need to be permanently
transferred from one plant to another as work conditions
change. Permanent transfers between plants in the Metropolitan Area will be as per the Award and subject to seven (7)
days’ written notice. In these instances paragraph 21.1 of this
clause does not apply.
22.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
There shall be no further claims during the life of this Agreement except for—
22.1 Site allowances and site conditions which apply for
on-site batch plants.
22.2 Productivity increases and/or site allowances which
are recoverable from the Principal and which are
applicable across the concrete industry (ie those
which are accepted and payable by all the major companies such as Boral, Readymix and Pioneer).
23.—WAGE INCREASES
23.1 Wages shall be increased by 4% effective from 20th
December 1998 to $551.88 per 38 hours.
23.2 Wages shall be increased by a further 4% effective from
20th December 1999 to $573.95 per 38 hours.
24.—NOT TO BE USED AS PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as an example or precedent for other Enterprise Agreements whether they involve
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd or not.
25.—TERM
This Agreement has a term of two (2) years.
26.—SIGNATORIES
Signed for and on behalf of
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd
Teo Prka
In the presence of:
J. Smyth

Signed for and on behalf of the
Transport Workers’ Union of
Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian
Branch
In the presence of:
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J. McGiveron
J. A. Maseyk

PIONEER CONCRETE TIP TRUCK DRIVERS
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 272 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd
and
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch.
No. AG 272 of 1998.
Pioneer Concrete Tip Truck Drivers Agreement 1999.
27 January 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J. Uphill on behalf of the applicant and
Mr G. Ferguson on behalf of the respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Pioneer Concrete Tip Truck Drivers Agreement 1999 as filed in the Commission on the 15th day of
December 1998 and as amended is registered on and from
the 20th day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Pioneer Concrete
Tip Truck Drivers Agreement 1999” and shall replace the “Pioneer Concrete Tip Truck Drivers Agreement 1995”.
2.—SCOPE AND STATUS
2.1 This Agreement applies to Concrete Tip Truck Drivers,
employees of Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd employed pursuant to the provisions of the Transport Workers’ (General)
Award No. 10 of 1961 of which there are twenty (20) persons
employed at 11th December 1998.
2.2 Where the provisions of this Agreement and the Award
are inconsistent then the provisions of this Agreement shall
prevail.
3.—FLEXIBLE START TIMES
The parties agree that the existing flexible work practice of
which the Company has the benefit shall continue.
This practice is that employees will be required to start work
at any time between the hours of 4.00am and 7.00am. This
flexibility in starting times will apply to weekdays only and
will be implemented on a daily basis having regard for the
needs of delivery schedules and the time of the year.
Starting times earlier than 4.00am will attract normal overtime payments.
4.—ROSTERED DAYS OFF
4.1 The existing short working day of 7.6 hours shall be
discontinued in full compensation for the alternative 8.0 hour
day which will include an R.D.O. system.
4.2 All employees will only be allowed to accrue a maximum of three (3) rostered days off. Once this limit has been
reached then the employer may direct the employee to take
any excess days off by giving the employee notice prior to the
close of the shift of the requirement to take a Rostered Day
Off the following day.
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4.3 Employees may from time to time take part RDO’s when
suitable to both parties.
5.—ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
The performance of routine non-expert truck maintenance
which shall include but is not limited to cleaning and greasing
the vehicle and checking the fluids and other matters contained
in the driver’s day sheet.
6.—PRODUCTIVITY LEVEL
The employees agree to commit to maintain to the best of
their ability the existing levels of productivity.
These levels are to be continuously monitored and discussed
at each Consultative Committee Meeting.
7.—HEALTH & SAFETY
The parties acknowledge and accept the intention of the
Company to improve its health and safety performance for the
benefit of employees. To assist with this improvement the
employees agree to commit to continuously improve their own
health and safety performance in the workplace.
All safety equipment is to be supplied by the Company and
worn correctly by employees as necessary.
8.—TRAINING
The Company remains committed to the continual training
of all personnel so that their skills base can be enhanced, and
to provide an environment in which these new skills can be
utilised and recognised to the satisfaction of individual employees.
9.—INDUCTION
All new employees are to participate in the Company employee induction process.
10.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
A procedure for the avoidance and settlement of industrial
disputes shall apply to all operations covered by this Agreement.
Any question or dispute or difficulty shall be dealt with in
accordance with the following procedure.
The objectives of the procedure are to prevent disputes and
to promote the resolution of disputes by measures based on
consultation, co-operation and discussion; to reduce the level
of industrial confrontation; and to avoid interruption to the
performance of work and the consequential loss of production
and wages.
The following principles shall apply—
10.1 A procedure involving the following three sequential stages of discussion/negotiation shall apply. These
are—
10.1.1 discussions between the employee/s
concerned and at his/her request the
union shop steward, delegates, and the
immediate supervisors; and, in the
event of the issue not being resolved
10.1.2 discussions involving the employee/s,
the shop steward/s and more senior
management; and, in the event of the
issue not being resolved
10.1.3 involving representatives from the
State Branch of the union/s concerned
and the nominated employer representatives.
There shall be an opportunity for any party to raise
the issue to a higher stage and status quo remains
until all avenues are exhausted.
10.2 There shall be a commitment by the parties to achieve
adherence to this procedure. This should be facilitated by the earliest possible advice by one party to
the other of any issue or problem which may give
rise to a grievance or dispute.
10.3 Throughout all stages of the procedure all relevant
facts shall be clearly identified and recorded.
10.4 Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the completion of the various stages of the discussions. At
least seven days should be allowed for all stages of
the discussions to be finalised.
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10.5 Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement.
However, if the negotiation process is exhausted
without the dispute being resolved, the parties shall
jointly or individually refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
assistance in resolving the dispute.
10.6 In order to allow for the peaceful resolution of grievances the parties shall be committed to avoid
stoppages of work, lock-outs or any other bans or
limitations on the performance of work while the
procedures of negotiation and conciliation are being
followed and status quo shall apply.
10.7 The Company shall ensure that all practices applied
during the operation of the procedure are in accordance with safe working practices and consistent with
established custom and practice at the workplace.
11.—LUNCH BREAK
A flexible lunch break arrangement will apply, i.e. employees will take their half hour lunch break when appropriate so
as not to cause interruptions to delivery schedules. Under this
clause employees will go onto overtime rates after they have
completed 8.0 hours.
However if because of the workload a driver is unable to
take a lunch break, then at the end of the 8.00 hour shift a half
hour will be paid at overtime rates if the time card is endorsed
“no lunch”.
12.—SICK LEAVE BONUS
As an incentive to a reduction in sick leave, all employees
who over the previous 12 months period from the 1st January
to the 31st December each year have taken no more than 3
sick days will be awarded a bonus 3 days paid leave which
will generally be taken over the Christmas/New Year period.
In the event that such leave cannot be taken over this period
then a mutually acceptable alternative time will be arranged.
13.—COD COLLECTION PAYMENT
This payment will no longer be applicable.
14.—MULTI SKILLING
All employees are expected to learn to use other Company
trucks and equipment in order to improve the overall versatility in the use of Company assets.
15.—IMMEDIATE START
Employees will ensure that all pre-start checking of their
vehicle, as stated in the Pioneer Concrete “Guide for all Truck
Operators” and noted on each drivers’ Daily Work Sheet, is
completed and that they are ready to commence their normal
duties at their daily designated start time.
16.—MINIMUM BREAK
When overtime is worked it shall, wherever practical, be
arranged for employees to have at least eight (8) consecutive
hours’ break between the work of successive days. When this
is not possible then employees will be paid at the rate of double time until an eight (8) hour break can be taken. The above
paragraph will be superseded with the requirements of the
Department of Transport “Fatigue Management Code of Practice” when applicable.
17.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
There shall be no further claims during the life of this Agreement except for—
17.1 Increases awarded by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission which are expressed to
apply to Enterprise Agreements.
17.2 Site allowances, site conditions and productivity increases which are recoverable from the Principal or
Contractor and which are applicable across the transport industry.
18.—WAGE INCREASES
18.1 Wages shall be increased by 4.0% effective from 18th
January 1999 to the following levels—
Driver Grade 6—$560.37 per 38 hours.
Driver Grade 8—$596.26 per 38 hours.
Driver Grade 9—$611.71 per 38 hours.
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18.2 Wages shall be increased by a further 4.0% effective
from 18th January 2000 to the following levels—
Driver Grade 6—$582.78 per 38 hours.
Driver Grade 8—$620.11 per 38 hours.
Driver Grade 9—$636.18 per 38 hours.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

19.—NOT TO BE USED AS PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as an example or precedent for other Enterprise Agreements whether they involve
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd or not.

Part B—Flexible Work Arrangements
12. Relationship Of Part B Of This Agreement To The
Award
13. Classifications And Duties
14. Hours Of Work
15. Shift Work
16. Overtime
17. Public Holidays
18. Annual Leave—Flexibility Provisions
19. Sick Leave Including Carer’s Leave

20.—TERM
This Agreement has a term of two (2) years.
21.—SIGNATORIES
Signed for and on behalf of
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd
Teo Prka
In the presence of:
J. Smyth
Signed for and on behalf of the
Transport Workers’ Union of
Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian
Branch
In the presence of:

J. McGiveron
J. A. Maseyk

RCR TOMLINSON LTD (PERTH FOUNDRY)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
AG 253 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
RCR Tomlinson Ltd
and
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch.
AG 253 of 1998.
RCR Tomlinson Ltd (Perth Foundry)
Enterprise Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 January 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms L Avon-Smith on behalf of the
applicant and Mr C Young on behalf of the
respondent and by consent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT the RCR Tomlinson Ltd (Perth Foundry) Enterprise Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission
on 19 November 1998 be and is hereby registered as
an industrial agreement.
(2) THAT the RCR Engineering Pty Ltd Enterprise Bargaining Agreement No. AG 206 of 1996 be and is
hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

RCR TOMLINSON LTD (PERTH FOUNDRY)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998
PART A— FORMALITIES AND DEFINITIONS
1. Title
2. Objectives of Agreement
3. Style of Agreement
4. Parties Bound By This Agreement
5. Application of This Agreement

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Date And Period Of Operation
Relationship To Award
No Extra Claims
Copy Of Agreement
Future Negotiations
Definitions

Part C—Productivity And Pay
Minimum Rates Of Pay
Productivity And Performance Payments
Other Allowances
Payment Of Wages
Part D—Other Provisions
Clothing And Boots
Consultative Arrangements
Problem Solving And Avoiding Disputes
Income Protection Insurance Scheme Deductions
Employee Training
Superannuation
Long-service Leave
Signatures Of The Parties

PART A—FORMALITIES AND DEFINITIONS
1.—TITLE
1.1 This Agreement shall be known as the RCR Tomlinson
Ltd (Perth Foundry) Enterprise Agreement 1998 (the
“Agreement”).
1.2 This agreement shall replace the RCR Engineering Pty
Ltd Enterprise Bargaining agreement No. AG 206/96
2.—OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
The objectives of this Agreement are to assist RCR and its
employees in their commitment to—
2.1 Introducing flexible work arrangements that are
suited to both the needs of the business and the employee’s personal needs;
2.2 Fostering a culture that encourages a spirit of cooperation and trust;
2.3 Developing a reputation for providing excellent customer service;
2.4 Fully utilising our plant to ensure maximum return
on our investment in capital and therefore our continued viability;
2.5 Simplifying administration of rostering and payroll
procedures to ensure greater efficiency and enable
us to be more responsive to customer needs;
2.6 Reducing the amount of rejected work which will
reduce costs and ensure prompt delivery to customers;
2.7 Participating in training and development to improve
employees’ skills and experience which will assist
in the achievement of these objectives, reaching performance and productivity targets and enhancing
employees work and responsibilities.
Achieving the above objectives will enable RCR to prosper
and grow and therefore provide greater job security and rewards
to its employees.
3.—STYLE OF AGREEMENT
3.1 How This Agreement Was Made
This Agreement was made through consultation with the
Works and Safety Committee, RCR Managers and the Union.
Before applying for this Agreement to be registered, the
majority of employees in RCR Tomlinson’s Perth Foundry
operations voted in favour of this Agreement and RCR
Managers agreed to apply for its registration.
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3.2 Plain English
RCR believes that it is important for its employees to fully
understand this Agreement. For that reason, where ever possible
this Agreement has been written in plain English, the
“employee” has been referred to as “you”/”your” etc and the
employer is referred to as “RCR” and the CEPU is referred to
as the “Union”.
4.—PARTIES BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be binding upon—
4.1 RCR Tomlinson Ltd; and
4.2 The Communications, Electrical, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia Engineering and Electrical Division Western Australian Branch (“C.E.P.U.”).
5.—APPLICATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
5.1 This Agreement shall apply to all employees at RCR
who work in RCR Tomlinson’s Foundry operations in Perth
and who would, but for this Agreement be bound by the terms
of the Award.
5.2 The parties to this Agreement and the employees referred
to in 5.1 above agree that they shall apply and abide by the
terms of this Agreement.
5.3 The number of employees that this agreement shall apply
to upon registration of this agreement is approximately 35.
6.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall take effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the date of signing of
this Agreement by the parties and shall remain in force for a
period of two years.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
Except where this Agreement specifically overrides the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1965 no 13 of 1966, it shall be read
and applied in conjunction with the Award, as it applied at the
date of signing. Where there is any inconsistency with the
Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
8.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement and employees covered by
this Agreement agree that there shall be no extra claims outside
this Agreement before the expiry of this Agreement.
9.—COPY OF AGREEMENT
A Copy of this Agreement shall be made available to each
employee before it is registered by the Commission. A copy
of the final Agreement shall also be provided to each employee
after it is registered. The registered Agreement shall also be
available for inspection at the work place.
10.—FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS
RCR foundry employees and the Union agree to commence
negotiations approximately 3 months before this Agreement
ends, with a view to agreeing on a replacement Agreement.
11.—DEFINITIONS
11.1 “Agreement” shall mean the RCR Tomlinson Ltd – Perth
Foundry Operations Enterprise Agreement 1998.
11.2 “Award” shall mean the Metal Trades (General) Award
1965 no 13 of 1966.
11.3 “Commission” shall mean the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
11.4 “Ordinary Hours” shall mean the hours of work specified
in Sub-clause 14. HOURS OF WORK of this Agreement.
11.5 “Ordinary rate of pay” shall mean the rate of pay
provided in this Agreement for ordinary hours worked.
11.6 “RCR ” shall mean RCR Tomlinson Ltd.
11.7 “Union” and “C.E.P.U.” shall mean the
Communications, Electrical, Energy, Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering
and Electrical Division Western Australian Branch.
11.8 “You” or “your” or the like, shall at all times refer to
the employee.
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PART B—FLEXIBLE WORK ARRANGEMENTS
12.—RELATIONSHIP OF PART B OF THIS
AGREEMENT TO THE AWARD
The clauses in Part B of this Agreement shall completely
replace the following clauses in the Award—
* Clause 13.—HOURS;
* Clause 14.—OVERTIME; and
* Clause 15.—SHIFT WORK.
13.—CLASSIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
13.1 This Agreement covers all of the classifications of work
that are covered by the Award.
13.2 In addition to the specific duties under your
classification, you shall be required to carry out any duties
that are incidental or peripheral to your main tasks or functions
and are within the limits of your skills, competence and training.
14.—HOURS OF WORK
14.1 Ordinary Hours of Work—General Flexibility
Provisions
The ordinary hours of work shall be worked in accordance
with the following—
14.1.1 38 hours per week which may be worked as
38 hours per week or may be averaged over a
cycle longer or shorter than one week;
14.1.2 Ordinary hours shall be worked on any days
of the week from Monday to Friday inclusive,
except when working shift work in which case,
ordinary hours may be worked on a Saturday
or Sunday for the purpose of starting or finishing shifts;
14.1.3 Ordinary hours for all employees, except when
working shift work, shall be worked between
the spread of 5.00am to 6.00pm or some other
spread of hours as agreed between you and
RCR;
14.1.4 Ordinary hours shall not exceed 10 hours on
any day;
14.1.5 Ordinary hours shall be consecutive except for
a meal break;
14.1.6 Preparation for work (eg. changing into work
clothing) and washing up at the end of your
shift shall be carried out in your own time;
14.1.7 Your rostered hours of work shall be arranged
and changed from time to time by RCR in accordance with 14.4 Arrangement of Ordinary
Hours of Work.
14.2 Ordinary Hours of Work at the Commencement of This
Agreement
14.2.1 To meet the operational needs of the RCR foundry at
the commencement of this Agreement, ordinary hours shall be
8 hours per day on Monday to Thursday inclusive, and 6 hours
on Friday. This arrangement of ordinary hours may be changed
in accordance with 14.3 Ordinary Hours of Work During the
Life of This Agreement.
14.3 Ordinary Hours of Work During the Life of This
Agreement
14.3.1 To help achieve the objectives of this Agreement,
during the life of this Agreement different ways of working
ordinary hours of work may be examined and introduced by
RCR and the Works and Safety Committee. Such ways may
include but are not limited to—
(a) 19 day month with a flexiday arrangement; or
(b) 9 day fortnight with a flexiday arrangement; or
(c) Some other arrangement developed during the life
of this Agreement.
14.3.2 Any new arrangement/s of ordinary hours that are
introduced during the life of this Agreement—
(a) Must be developed with consideration given to the
issues specified in Sub-clause 14.4 Arrangement of
Ordinary Hours of Work below;
(b) Must still operate within the terms of Sub-clause 14.1
above; and
Must be agreed between RCR and the majority of
employees in the foundry.
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14.4 Arrangement of Ordinary Hours of Work
When arranging your starting and finishing times, the number
of hours, and the days on which you will be required to work,
RCR shall discuss any changes with you and the Works and
Safety Committee, where agreement shall be reached after
taking the following issues into consideration—
14.4.1 forecasted and actual customer demand;
14.4.2 the most productive and efficient way to operate;
14.4.3 maximum utilisation of the plant at the
workplace;
14.4.4 your personal and family needs;
14.4.5 applying the flexible work arrangements fairly
to all employees in your section;
14.4.6 giving you reasonable notice of a change in
your hours.
14.5 Meal and Rest Breaks
14.5.1 You shall not be required to work for more than 6
hours without an unpaid meal break of 30 minutes, except
where an alternative arrangement is agreed between you and
RCR.
14.5.2 Each morning you shall be entitled to a paid rest break
of 15 minutes, including wash up time, to be taken at a time
and in a manner determined by your Supervisor or Manager to
ensure minimal disruption to the work in your area.
14.5.3 To ensure the continuity of foundry operations (such
as casting), you may be required to stagger or postpone your
morning rest break or your meal break to allow tasks to be
completed. Such postponement shall be without penalty to
RCR.
15.—SHIFT WORK
15.1 Introducing Shifts
15.1.1 Work in any section of the foundry may be carried
out on afternoon and/or night shifts.
15.1.2 Any change to shift work shall where practicable be
introduced in accordance with 14.4 Arrangement Of Ordinary
Hours Of Work.
15.1.3 Regardless of 15.1.2 above, where the work load has
increased significantly or there is an urgent need to meet customer demand, you shall be required to be available to carry
out shift work at short notice, in which case you shall be paid
in accordance with 15.2 below.
15.1.4 Shift work may be worked between any spread of
ordinary hours, which may commence and finish outside the
spread of hours in 14.1.3.
15.2 Payment For Shift Work
15.2.1 Shift work on Monday to Friday shall be paid at 15%
more than your ordinary rate of pay.
15.2.2 Where a shift starts at or after 11.00 p.m. on any day,
the whole of that shift shall be deemed to have been worked
on the following day.
15.2.3 Where the first afternoon or night shift in any week
starts on Monday night, the night shift starting on Friday and
ending no later that 8.00 am on Saturday shall be deemed to
be ordinary hours and shall be paid at the shift work rate.
15.2.4 By agreement between the Works and Safety Committee and RCR, the first afternoon or night shift in any week may
start on Sunday to enable you to have Friday night off work. In
such case, any time worked on Sunday shall be deemed to be
ordinary hours and shall be paid at the shift work rate (ie. 15%).
15.3 Shifts Must Be Consecutive
15.3.1 Shifts shall be for five consecutive afternoons or five
consecutive nights, unless the ordinary hours in the Foundry
are worked over less than five days in one week, in which case
the number of consecutive shifts shall equal the number of
ordinary days worked in the Foundry.
15.3.2 Where you are required to work on less than the
number of consecutive shifts in accordance with 15.3.1 above,
hours worked on such shifts shall be part of your ordinary
hours of work but such hours shall be paid at overtime rates.
15.3.3 Shifts shall be deemed to be consecutive where they
are broken due to work not being carried out on a Saturday,
Sunday, public holiday, day of paid leave, or a flexiday.
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16.—OVERTIME
16.1 You may be required to work reasonable overtime and
shall not unreasonably refuse.
16.2 Overtime shall mean all work performed outside your
ordinary hours of work in accordance with Clause 14. HOURS
OF WORK.
16.3 Overtime Payments
16.3.1 Overtime worked on Monday to Friday inclusive shall
be paid as follows—
First 2 hours per day—time and one half based on your
ordinary rate plus shift work penalty (if you are working
shifts);
After 2 hours per day—double time based on your ordinary rate.
16.3.2 Work done up to 12.00 noon on Saturday shall be
paid as follows—
First 2 hours per day—time and one half based on your
ordinary rate;
After 2 hours per day—double time based on your ordinary rate.
16.3.3 Work done after 12.00 noon on Saturday or on Sunday shall be paid as follows—
All hours—double time based on your ordinary rate.
16.3.4 Work done on a public holiday—
All hours—double time and one half based on your ordinary rate.
16.3.5 In calculating overtime, each day shall stand alone
but if you work overtime that continues beyond midnight on
any day, the time worked after midnight shall be deemed to be
part of the previous day’s work for the purpose of this clause.
16.3.6 Overtime performed on shift work shall be based on
the rate payable for shift work. However, no provision of this
Sub-clause (16.3) shall operate so as to require payment of
more than double time rates, or double time and a half for a
public holiday prescribed under this Agreement, for any work
except and to the extent that the provisions of Clause 18.—
Special Rates and Provisions of the Award apply to that work.
16.3.7 Any overtime hours outstanding at the time of termination of your contract of employment shall be paid out to you
at the rates specified in this Sub-clause (16.3).
16.3.8 Notwithstanding any other provision in Clause 16, if
at your request and with the agreement of your supervisor,
you reduce your working hours on one day to attend to personal matters and then make up those hours on another day,
you will not be entitled to overtime in respect of those hours
if, had you worked those hours as originally intended, you
would not have been paid overtime for those hours.
16.4 10 Consecutive Hours Off Duty
16.4.1 When you are required to work overtime, where ever
it is reasonably practicable, RCR shall arrange for you to have
at least 10 consecutive hours off duty between finishing work
on one day and the start of work on the next day.
16.4.2 Where you work so much overtime that there would
be less than 10 consecutive hours off duty, you shall not be
required to start work until you have had 10 consecutive hours
off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occurring during such absence.
16.4.3 If RCR instructs you to start work or continue work
without having had 10 consecutive hours off duty, you shall
be paid at double your ordinary rate of pay until you are released from duty and shall then be entitled to 10 consecutive
hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time
occurring during such absence.
16.4.4 Where you are called into work overtime on a Sunday or Public Holiday preceding an ordinary working day, you
shall wherever reasonably practicable, be given 10 consecutive hours off duty before your usual starting time on the next
day. If this is not reasonably practicable, then the provisions
of 16.4.1 and 16.4.2 above shall apply. This paragraph (16.4.4)
does not apply if you are a casual employee.
16.4.5 Overtime worked as a result of a recall shall not be
regarded as overtime for the purpose of this Sub-clause (16.4)
when the actual time worked is less than 3 hours on such recall or on each of such recalls.
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16.5 Recall To Work
When you are recalled to work after leaving the job you
shall be paid for at least 3 hours at overtime rates and the time
reasonably spent in getting to and from work shall be counted
as time worked.
16.6 On call
When you are instructed by RCR to remain available at your
home in readiness for a call to work after ordinary hours, you
shall be paid at ordinary rates for the time you are required to
remain in readiness at your home.
17.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
17.1 You are entitled to the following public holidays or the
days observed in lieu, without loss of pay (subject to 16.3.4 of
this Agreement)—
New Year’s Day; Good Friday; Easter Monday; Christmas Day; Boxing Day; Australia Day; Anzac Day; Labour
Day; Foundation Day; and Sovereign’s Birthday.
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by
Agreement between you and RCR in lieu of any of the above
days. In such case the substituted day shall be a holiday without loss of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not
be a holiday.
17.2 When any of the days in 17.1 above falls on a Saturday
or Sunday the holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Monday and Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday
the holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Tuesday.
In each case the substituted day shall be a holiday without loss
of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a
holiday.
18.—ANNUAL LEAVE—FLEXIBILITY PROVISIONS
18.1 Taking Annual Leave
18.1.1 This Sub-clause shall completely replace Sub-clause
(9) of Clause 23.—HOLIDAYS AND ANNUAL LEAVE in
the Award.
18.1.2 You must give RCR as much notice as possible and at
least one month’s notice of your request to take annual leave,
unless a lesser period of notice is agreed between you and
RCR.
18.1.3 RCR shall endeavour to grant your requests for annual leave at the time of your choice, however, depending on
the needs of the business, sometimes you may be required to
take annual leave as specified by RCR in which case you shall
receive at least 1 month’s notice, unless a lesser period of notice is agreed between you and RCR.
18.1.4 In the interests of your rest and recreation, in most
circumstances RCR will require you to take your accrued annual leave in periods of one week or more. However, provided
you have reached Agreement with RCR, you may take up to 5
single days of paid annual leave each year.
18.1.5 The purpose of annual leave is to take time off work
at regular intervals for rest and recreation. However, some
employees have not been taking annual leave regularly and
have accrued large amounts of annual leave. To correct this
situation, after the commencement of this Agreement—
(a) No employee shall be allowed to accrue more than 6
weeks annual leave. Once you have accrued 5 weeks,
RCR shall advise you so that you can plan your next
period of annual leave to ensure your accrual does
not exceed 6 weeks. However, in exceptional circumstances, such as a long overseas holiday, you may
request to accrue more than 6 weeks annual leave. If
granted, RCR shall provide you with written approval.
(b) If you already have a large annual leave accrual upon
commencement of this Agreement, you must make
genuine attempts in consultation with RCR to reduce
your accrual to 6 weeks or less.
18.2 Payment for Annual Leave
18.2.1 This Sub-clause shall completely replace Paragraph
(3)(b) of Clause 23.—HOLIDAYS AND ANNUAL LEAVE
in the Award.
18.2.2 Before going on annual leave you shall be paid the
wages you would have received for the ordinary hours you
would have worked had you not gone on annual leave. This
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amount shall include any applicable leading hand allowance
but shall not include any payment for overtime nor any other
allowances.
18.2.3 You shall continue to receive any applicable shift
penalty when you take a period of annual leave provided that—
(a) You have been working rostered night or afternoon
shifts for at least 6 weeks immediately before taking
that period of annual leave; and
(b) You have worked such shifts for 50% or more of the
past 12 months.
18.3 Annual Leave Loading
Annual leave loading is not payable because it is already
included in your base wage rate.
19.—SICK LEAVE INCLUDING CARER’S LEAVE
19.1 You are entitled to up to 10 days paid leave due to personal ill health or injury for each year of completed service.
Unused sick leave will accumulate from year to year but will
not be paid out upon termination of employment.
19.2 Upon request in writing by RCR, following 2 absences
of 2 days or less without a doctor’s certificate, you must provide a medical certificate immediately upon your return to work
if you take sick leave.
19.3 If you have responsibilities in relation to either members of your immediate family or members of your household
who need your care and support shall on your request be entitled to use, in accordance with this Sub-clause, any sick leave
entitlements up to 3 days per year for absences to provide care
and support for such persons.
19.3.1 You shall establish by production of a medical certificate or Statutory declaration, the need for care of the person/
s concerned.
19.3.2 The entitlement to use sick leave in accordance with
this Sub-clause is subject to—
Being responsible for the care of the person/s concerned;
and
the person/s concerned being either;
A member of the your immediate family, or
A member of your household.
19.3.3 The term “immediate family” includes —
Your spouse, a de facto spouse.
Your child (including an adopted child, step child or ex
nuptial child), parent or sibling.
19.3.4 You shall, wherever practicable, give the Company
notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave, the
name of the person/s requiring care and their relationship to
you and the estimated length of the absence. If it is not practicable for you to give prior notice of the absence at the first
opportunity you must do so (preferably before 8.00 a.m.) on
the day of the absence.
PART C—PRODUCTIVITY AND PAY
20.—MINIMUM RATES OF PAY
20.1 Minimum Adult Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum adult rates of
pay applicable under this Agreement. The rate at C10 below
includes tool allowance as all C10 trades persons in the RCR
Foundry are required to provide their own tools. Adult apprentices will receive a minimum of the C13 rate of pay.
Classification
Minimum Agreement rate per week
C14
422.18
C13
441.56
C12
467.40
C11
493.62
C10
580.64
C9
605.72
C8
630.42
C7
651.70
C6
699.58
C5
722.00
20.2 Minimum Apprentice Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum apprentice rates
of pay applicable under this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall below the Award.
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Apprentices shall not be required by RCR to provide any tools
and therefore shall not receive a tool allowance.
4 Year
3 1/2 Year
3 Year Term Minimum
Term
Term
Term
Agreement
Rate per
Week
1st year
first 6 months
212.42
2nd year
next year
1st year
277.78
3rd year
next year
2nd year
378.86
4th year
final year
3rd year
444.22
20.3 Minimum Junior Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum junior rates of
pay applicable under this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall below the Award.
Age
Minimum agreement rate per week
Under 16 years of age
148.58
16 years of age
188.86
17 years of age
230.66
18 years of age
272.84
19 years of age
329.46
20 years of age
389.50
20.4 Above Award Rates
Where you receive a higher weekly rate of pay for ordinary
hours of work, at the time this Agreement commenced, nothing in this Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall below
that rate.
21.—PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE
PAYMENTS
21.1 Productivity and Performance Targets
Pay increases shall be available under this Agreement in recognition of reaching productivity and performance targets. Key
performance indicators and targets set for the Foundry for the
improvement of—
• Production efficiency estimated hours compared to
actual hours worked (monthly).
• Rejected rate (monthly).
• Absenteeism (monthly).
• Reduction of lost time due to workers’ compensation claims (monthly).
• The participation by all Foundry employees in maintaining QA certification of AS/NZS ISO 9002.
Within 1 month after the signing of this Agreement, these
targets shall be set by RCR management but with direct consultation with the Works and Safety Committee. Once agreed
and set, all employees under this Agreement shall be advised
of the targets and given regular feedback on progress towards
the targets. The parties will meet to review progress and identify measures to be required to meet the identified targets.
21.2 Productivity Pay Increases
21.2.1 The 3% increase at Increase number 1 in the table
below is an amount determined in recognition of your commitment to the objectives of this Agreement.
21.2.2 Increases 2, 3 and 4 shall be paid as follows—
(a) The first part of each increase (column A) is guaranteed and has been determined in recognition of your
continued commitment to the objectives of this
Agreement.
(b) The second part of each increase (column B) is payable in addition to the first part of each increase,
provided the foundry reaches the targets set in accordance with 21.1 above.
Increase

1
2

Date applicable

A
Enterprise
Agreement
Increase
First pay period
3%
commencing on or
on you wage
after 1st October 1998.
rate
First pay period
1%
commencing on or after—
on your
6 months after the
wage rate
signing of this agreement. after
increase 1

B
Productivity
Increase
Not
applicable
1%
on your
wage rate
after
increase 1

Increase
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Date applicable

A
B
Enterprise
Productivity
Agreement
Increase
Increase
3
First pay period
1%
1%
commencing on or after—
on your
on your
12 months after the
wage rate
wage rate
signing of this agreement. after
after
increase 2
increase 2
4
First pay period
1%
1%
commencing on or after—
on your
on your
18 Months after the
wage rate
wage rate
signing of this agreement
after
after
increase 3
increase 3
21.2.3 “Wage rate” referred to in the table above shall mean your—

(a) Minimum applicable rate of pay in Sub-clause 20.1,
20.2 or 20.3 above; plus
(b) Any applicable Above Award rate in Sub-clause 20.4
above; plus
(c) Applicable productivity pay increases in Sub-clause
21.2 above.
Allowances (except tool allowance), penalties, overtime payments and any other similar payments are
not included in your “wage rate” for the purpose of
determining your increases under this Agreement.
22.—OTHER ALLOWANCES
22.1 Leading Hand
Depending on the number of employees a Leading Hand is
responsible for, Leading Hands shall receive the following
weekly amounts in addition to their wage rate.
Number of employees
Rate per week
3—10
$18.00
11—20
$27.60
21 and above
$35.70
22.2 First Aid
A first aid allowance of $6.85 per week is payable to employees who hold a current Senior First Aid Certificate and
have been nominated as a first aid representative. This is a
separate allowance which is not added to the employee’s wage
rate for all purposes of this Agreement or the Award.
22.3 Tool Allowance
A tool allowance of $10.00 per week shall be payable to all
trades persons who are required to provide their own tools.
The tool allowance is part of and included in the ordinary wage
rate in Sub-clause 20.1 above for all purposes of this agreement.
22.4 Foundry Allowance
A foundry allowance of $0.23 shall be paid for each hour
worked to all employees covered by this agreement.
23.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
Wages shall be paid fortnightly in arrears by electronic funds
transfer.
PART D—OTHER PROVISIONS
24.—CLOTHING AND BOOTS
24.1 RCR shall provide you with 3 sets of work clothing in
the first year of employment and 1 extra set in the second year
(a maximum issue of 4 sets) which shall be either overalls or
shirts and pants at your option. Disposable overalls will be
made available for use by employee’s on specific jobs only at
the manager’s discretion. RCR shall replace work clothing on
a fair wear and tear basis. You shall be responsible for cleaning and maintaining your work clothing.
24.2 RCR shall provide you with 1 pair of work boots, which
shall be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis.
24.3 Your issue of clothing and boots in 24.1 and 24.2 above
shall be carried out in accordance with company policy and,
once issued, clothes and boots must be worn at work. In order
to obtain fair wear and tear replacement clothing or boots, you
must return the old set to RCR whose decision on whether
they should be replaced will be final.
25.—CONSULTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
25.1 This Clause shall completely replace “Sub-clause (9)
Structural Efficiency” of Clause 31 of the Award.
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25.2 The Works and Safety Committee shall continue to meet
regularly and shall be responsible for discussing the following
issues with the aim of identifying and implementing continuous improvements that benefit the Company and employees—
25.2.1 Matters affecting efficiency or productivity; or
25.2.2 Changes to the organisation or performance of work;
or
25.2.3 Reviewing the operation of this Agreement; or
25.2.4 Issues related to the objectives of this agreement, or
25.2.5 The use of contract or casual labour to meet short
term customer requirements.
25.3 The size, structure and operation of the Works and Safety
Committee shall be appropriate to the number of employees
and operational arrangements in the foundry and the matters
requiring discussion.

27.2 At your request RCR will make deductions from your
net wages and pay these deductions over to your nominated
Income protection Insurance Scheme on a monthly basis.

26.—PROBLEM SOLVING AND AVOIDING DISPUTES
26.1 This Clause shall completely replace clause 34.—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes in the Award.
26.2 The aim of the procedure in this clause is to resolve
problems quickly and avoid disputes through consultation and
co-operation.
26.3 Procedure to be Followed
In the event of a problem, grievance, question or difficulty
arising out of this Agreement that affects one or more employees, or from your work or contract of employment at RCR, the
following procedures shall be used—
26.3.1 In the first instance the matter shall be discussed
without delay between you and your Supervisor;
26.3.2 If not resolved, the matter shall be discussed between
you, your nominated representative (if you wish to
have a representative) and your Manager;
26.3.3 If not resolved, the matter shall be discussed between
you, your nominated representative (if you wish to
have a representative) and the General Manager;
26.3.4 If the matter is still not settled, it may be referred to
a mediator to assist in resolving the matter. The mediator shall be chosen by Agreement between you
and RCR. If the matter concerns all employees in
the engineering operations, the mediator shall be
chosen by Agreement between the Works and Safety
Committee and RCR.
26.4 Team Approach and Representation
If there is a matter that your co-workers are also concerned
about, nothing in this clause prevents you from—
26.4.1 Dealing with that matter at the same time as your
co-workers in a team approach; and
26.4.2 Choosing someone to represent you who may be representing other employees as well, such as a union
official or co-worker.
26.5 Code of Conduct While Solving Problems or Resolving Disputes
So that matters can be resolved quickly and peacefully, you,
RCR and the Union (if they are involved in the matter) agree
to—
26.5.1 Genuinely carry out all of the processes in this clause
quickly, taking no longer than three days unless there
are exceptional circumstances where it is not possible to resolve the matter in three days;
26.5.2 Only by-pass earlier stages where you and your Supervisor or Manager agree that it is appropriate to
refer the matter straight to the General Manager;
26.5.3 Continue working without involvement in any form
of action such as bans, limitations, stoppages or lockouts, whilst the above procedures are being followed.
26.6 Nothing in this clause will override the rights of the
parties regarding access to conciliation and arbitration in accordance with the Industrial Relations Act 1979. However,
prior to exercising these rights the parties must make reasonable attempts to resolve the problem or dispute.

29.—SUPERANNUATION
29.1 Superannuation contributions on your behalf shall be
paid into a superannuation fund or scheme, in accordance with
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth)
and Section 49C of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
29.2 RCR shall notify you in writing that you may nominate
in writing a complying superannuation fund or scheme. If you
do not nominate a fund or scheme, or until you do nominate a
fund or scheme, superannuation contributions shall be paid
into a fund or scheme nominated by RCR. The requirements
to notify and nominate in writing in this subclause is subject
to the requirements of regulations made under the Industrial
Relations Legislation Amendment and Repeal Act 1995 (WA).
29.3 If you nominate a fund or scheme RCR and you are
bound by your choice of fund or scheme unless there is agreement between you and RCR to change the fund or scheme.
29.4 RCR shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a change
or fund or scheme.

27.—INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE SCHEME
DEDUCTIONS
27.1 You may elect to take out personal income protection
insurance at your own cost.

28.—EMPLOYEE TRAINING
28.1 You will from time to time be required to attend training covering matters such as safety, quality, skills improvement
and operations. RCR will pay for the full cost of these courses.
28.2 You agree that if the training is in relation to safety or
quality and is being provided for a group of employees of 10
or more, the time required to attend such training outside ordinary hours will be borne 50:50 by you and RCR, ie. RCR will
pay for 50% of the time spent in training at your ordinary time
rate.
28.3 Training other than that covered by Clause 28.2 will be
in the Company’s time.

30.—LONG-SERVICE LEAVE
30.1 Long-Service Leave will be paid at the rate of 13 weeks
pay only after a period of 10 years of continuous service, or on
a pro-rata basis after a period of 7 years continuous service.
SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
This Agreement has been agreed to by the parties whose
signatures appear below—
RCR ’s signature—
Signed for and on behalf of RCR Tomlinson Ltd. (ACN 008
898 486)—
.....................
.............................
................
Signature
Full Name (Print)
Date
Union’s signature—
Signed for and on behalf of the Communications, Electrical, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division Western Australian Branch—
............................... .............................
................
Secretary’s Signature Full Name (Print)
Date
.....................
.............................
................
Organiser’s
Full Name (Print)
Date
Signature
The Common Seal of the Communications, Electrical, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers
Union of Australia ,Engineering and Electrical Division
Western Australian Branch.
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RIC PAINTING SERVICES INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
AG 270 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
R.I.C. Painting Pty Ltd.
t/a RIC Painting Services.
AG 270 of 1998.
RIC Painting Services Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
2 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the
applicant and there being no appearance from the
respondent and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, hereby orders
THAT the RIC Painting Services Industrial Agreement
as filed in the Commission on 14 December 1998 be and
is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the RIC Painting Services Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and R.I.C. Painting
Pty Ltd trading as RIC Painting Services (hereinafter referred
to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
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be members of the Unions employed by the Company on covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction) Award
1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). When the company is
engaged on work on which less than 5 dwellings are being
constructed or on projects which have a contracted value of
not more than $284,000 then wage rates and conditions at
Appendix A shall apply. There are approximately three (3)
employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a
single enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Awards the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix
A—Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund or scheme of their choice. The Company
is bound by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes of
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992) will
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operate to provide a notional earnings base) shall mean the
actual ordinary rate of pay the employee receives for ordinary
hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance,
trade allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification allowances (eg. first aid, laser safety officer), multi-storey
allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication allowances,
leading hand allowances, in charge of plant allowance and
supervisory allowances where applicable. The term includes
any regular over-award pay as well as casual rates received
and any additional rates and allowances paid for work undertaken during ordinary hours of work, excluding fares and travel
and other reimbursement allowances.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during the
period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall be
paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning),
and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
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16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
......................................
Date:
/ /
......................................
WITNESS
CMETU
......................................
Date:
/ /
......................................
WITNESS
The Company:
......................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /
Company Seal
......................................
PRINT NAME
......................................
WITNESS
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APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES

Labourer Group 1
Labourer Group 2
Labourer Group 3
Plaster, Fixer
Painter, Glazier
Signwriter
Carpenter
Bricklayer
Refractory Bricklayer
Stonemason
Rooftiler
Marker/Setter Out
Special Class T

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

16.47
15.90
15.48
17.11
16.73
17.09
17.22
17.05
19.58
17.22
16.92
17.72
17.95

16.92
16.34
15.90
17.58
17.19
17.56
17.70
17.52
20.12
17.70
17.38
18.21
18.45

17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
(a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
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(b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
(c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner.
(d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be
transferred/dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously
affected.
(e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
(f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
(a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
(b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
(c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.3 m
$1.85
Above
$2.13 m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above
$2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
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4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above
$2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above
$510,000 to $2.13m
$1.55
Above
$ 2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of
new and renovation work shall be governed by the majority of
work involved. For example, where the majority of work is
new work, then the site allowance appropriate to new work
shall be paid for all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above
$1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above
$2.13m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above
$5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above
$11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above
$24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the PerthFremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road, Kings
Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through
to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the
parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will be
deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary
road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For example,
the eastern side of Havelock Street will be in the “CBD” and
the western side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean the
value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of the
principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
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the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedures
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being—
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%
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STORK ICM AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
(ROCKINGHAM WORKSHOP AND OPERATIONS)
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 5 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Stork ICM Australia Pty Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch.
No. AG 5 of 1999.
Stork ICM Australia Pty Ltd (Rockingham Workshop and
Operations) Agreement.
1 February 1999.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
HAVING heard Ms J Wesley on behalf of the applicant and
Mr G Sturman on behalf of the respondent; and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the World Services and Construction Pty Ltd
(Rockingham) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement No. AG
80 of 1995 is cancelled and hereby replaced by Stork ICM
Australia Pty Ltd (Rockingham Workshop and Operations) Agreement, in the terms of the following schedule
be registered on the 14th day of January, 1999.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
———
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Stork ICM Australia
Pty Ltd (Rockingham Workshop and Operations) Agreement
No AG 5 of 1999.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Application of Agreement
Period of Operation
Parties Bound
Objectives of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Enterprise Bargaining Commitments
Site Industrial Relations
Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity, Efficiency And Flexibility
10.1 Meal Breaks
10.2 Flexibility of RDO’s
10.3 Wider Range of Duties
10.4 Labour Supplement
10.5 Maintenance and Housekeeping
10.6 Quality Assurance
10.7 Training
10.8 Notification of Absence
10.9 Wet Weather
10.10 Consumables
10.11 Tools and Equipment Care
10.12 Sick Leave
10.13 Safety Glasses
10.14 Performance Indicators
10.15 Continuous Improvement
10.16 New Technology
10.17 Functional Flexibility
11. Safety
12. Avoidance of Disputes Procedure
13. Counselling and Warning Procedure
14. Sick and Accident Insurance
15. Long Service Leave
16. Rates of Pay
17. Employment/Terminations
18. Signatories to Agreement
Attachment A—Avoidance of Disputes Procedure

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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3.—APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to the Rockingham Workshop
and Operations of Stork ICM Australia Pty Ltd with respect to
approximately 20 employees engaged in any occupation specified in Part 1 of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No
13 of 1965 and the Metal Trades (World Services and Construction Pty Ltd—Kwinana) order.
4.—PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from the date of signing provided however, that unless otherwise provided in the terms of
this Agreement, the provisions shall be operative on and from
1 January 1998. This Agreement shall remain in force until 1
July 1999.
The parties agree to commence negotiations for a new agreement at least three (3) months prior to this agreement expiring
and are committed to finalising a revised document before 1
July 1999.
5.—PARTIES BOUND
The Parties to this Agreement are—
Stork ICM Australia Pty Ltd (“Stork”)
Rockingham Workshop and Operations
14 Morgan Street
ROCKINGHAM WA 6168
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian
Branch (“the Union”)
1111 Hay Street
WEST PERTH WA 6005
6.—OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
The objectives of this Agreement are to—
• Enable Stork to tender for, and perform work in the
area covered by the Agreement in a productive, efficient and orderly way.
• Provide appropriate remuneration and conditions of
employment for employees working under the terms
of this Agreement.
• Encourage employees to work in a productive, efficient, flexible and safe way in accordance with their
full skill and competence to meet the requirements
of the contractor and their Client.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the Metal Trades (General) Award and the Metal Trades
Award (World Services and Construction Pty Ltd—Kwinana)
Order No 1678 or 1993, provided that where there is an inconsistency between this Agreement and the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1996 and/or Metal Trades (World Services and Construction Pty Ltd—Kwinana) Order No 1678 of 1993, this
Agreement shall prevail to the extent of this inconsistency.
8.—ENTERPRISE BARGAINING COMMITMENTS
The parties commit themselves to and/or recognise the following conditions—
8.1 NO EXTRA CLAIMS
8.1.1 There shall not be any extra claims for the
duration of this Agreement.
8.1.2 Terms of the Agreement will be binding for
its duration.
8.1.3 Any application by other parties to be joined
to the Agreement shall be opposed.
8.1.4 The Terms of this Agreement shall not be used
to progress or obtain similar arrangements or
benefits in any other enterprise.
8.1.5 The provisions of this Agreement shall not
operate to cause any employee a reduction in
ordinary time earnings, or to cause a departure from the standards of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission in
regards to hours of work annual leave with
pay or long service leave with pay.
8.2 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT and EFFICIENCY INITIATIVES
The process of continuous improvement will feature
in all aspects of Stork’s operations and all efficiency
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arrangements and measures designed to achieve real
and demonstrable gains in productivity, efficiency
and flexibility in the Stork ICM Rockingham Workshop and Operations will be implemented in full.
• Establishment and implementation of performance indicators;
• Work structure reform and associated training
requirements including job re-design;
• Adherence to company QA/QC programmes
and procedures;
• Adherence to company safety programmes and
policies.
9.—SITE INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
The parties acknowledge that structured, collective industrial relations will continue as a fundamental principle of the
business. This principle recognises the important role that
employees’ membership of the union has in maintaining a stable, safe and efficient working environment. An open,
structured and accountable approach to Industrial Relations
has traditionally been implemented by employees being members of the union party to this Agreement. The parties agree to
promote this approach to union membership into the future.
10.—MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GAINS IN
PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY AND FLEXIBILITY
The following measures are designed to achieve real and
demonstrable gains in productivity, efficiency and flexibility
consistent with objects and commitments within this Agreement.
10.1—MEAL BREAKS
The time of taking scheduled meal breaks by one or more
employees may be altered by Stork if it is necessary to do so
in order to meet the requirement for continuity of operations.
In addition, Stork may stagger the time of taking a meal and
rest break to meet operational requirements.
This flexibility is subject to an employee not being required
to work for more than five hours without a break for a meal.
Provided that by agreement between Stork and the employee(s)
an employee or employee(s) may be required to work in excess of five hours but nor more than six hours at ordinary rates
of pay without a meal break.
It is agreed that a crib break shall not be taken where the
anticipated period of overtime exceeds 1.5 hours. Where crib
times are payable in such circumstances, they shall be regarded
as being subsequent to the completion of such overtime and
shall be paid at ordinary time rates.
Employees agree to exercise flexibility in the time of taking
meal breaks in circumstances where it will assist the efficiency
of the work in hand, such as loading, unloading of equipment
or other operations requirements. This shall be performed without penalty rates until a meal break is taken which shall be not
later than the duration of a meal break when a replacement
will be made available.
Stork will allow the employees a morning tea break at approximately 9.30am. The total interruption of work on account
of the tea break shall not exceed ten (10) minutes in all including walking time from the employee’s place of work to the
point where teak is taken and return.
An afternoon break of ten (10) minutes will be taken in accordance with the following arrangement so as to facilitate
three work periods for the ordinary working day.
This flexible arrangement which results in a three work period day will not disadvantage employees financially.
Employees agree to observe the following arrangement of
hours of work—
• Work through from lunch break to finish normal time
ten (10) minutes earlier than current and be paid to
the current finish time.
• Any other option which achieves the same objective
that is agreed between the parties.
The ten (10) minute break may be taken at the completion of
ordinary hours where overtime of 1-1.5 hours or longer is to
be worked. However, where the ten (10) minute break is taken
before working overtime, the employer may also require that
the crib break be taken at the completion of ordinary time.
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10.2—FLEXIBILITY OF RDO’s
To meet the fluctuating demands on labour, it will be necessary from time to time for employees to transfer, accumulate
or work RDOs.
In the event of Stork requiring work on an RDO in order to
meet fluctuations of the work programme, employees will have
the ability to bank their RDOs to a maximum of five (5) days
and to take them at a mutually acceptable time. Every endeavour will be made to provide employees with at least 24 hours
notice of such a requirement.
In circumstances where RDOs are transferred or accumulated, this will be done without additional penalty in accordance
with the provision of Clause 13 of the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966.
10.3—WIDER RANGE OF DUTIES
Stork may direct an employee to carry out such duties as are
within the limits of the employee’s skill, competence and training consistent with Clause 35 of the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966 and the classification structure of the Metal Trades
(General) Award Part I and II 1996 provided that such duties
are not designed to promote deskilling.
Stork may direct an employee to carry out such duties and
use such tools and equipment as may be required provided
that the employee has been property trained in the use of such
tools and equipment.
Any direction issued by Stork shall be consistent with Stork’s
responsibilities to provide a safe and healthy working environment.
Employees will be assigned to perform work without the
imposition of artificial restriction or limitation.
Work will be performed without regard to any existing site
practice. Practices of any other organisation’s employees will
not be used by Stork’s employees to limit their flexibility.
Examples of the skills to be undertaken by employees are to
be found within the classification structure of the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 between classifications C8 and C12.
Reclassification of employees applying a broad range of skills
in accordance with the award definition will be undertaken.
These duties shall include, but not be limited to the following—
METAL TRADESPERSON
• Structural marking, cutting and welding;
• Pipework fitting, welding and bolting;
• Welding to DOL certified standard;
• Cladding and sheetmetal workers;
• Operation of equipment incidental to the work; eg:
overhead pendant cranes and forklifts;
• Mechanical fitting work;
• Installation of pneumatic instruments and associated
pipework;
• Installation of airlines, pipework and tubing for control valves;
• Incidental general work normally carried out by the
other persons not requiring certificates in order to
facilitate completion of the whole task. Such work
would not require additional formal technical training;
• Cleaning, sweeping and general housekeeping in the
trades person’s immediate work area.
OTHER METAL TRADES EMPLOYEES
• Assembly, modify crane boom;
• Dogging of crane;
• All rigging work associated with mechanical work;
• When not required to work to their certificates to
assist as Trades Assistants;
• Oxy blowing of bolt holes—Under direction of
Tradesmen;
• Oxy cut to destruction—Under direction of Tradesmen;
• Scaffolding (mechanical contractors);
• Undercoat protective paintwork;
• Peggy duties;
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• Forklift/truck driving on site for mechanical contractors only (other than bulk delivery of materials).
Crane chasing/winch driving;
• Grinding—basic non trades maintenance;
• Cleaning—sweeping and general housekeeping;
• Stores in inventory control;
• Lagging.
10.4—LABOUR SUPPLEMENT
In consultation with its employees, Stork may find it necessary from time to time to supplement existing weekly hire
employees with others having specific skills not available.
Pay rates for labour obtained from other sources shall be in
accordance with Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 and the
Metal Trades (World Services and Construction Pty Ltd—
Kwinana) Order and this agreement.
This clause will not be used to disadvantage weekly hire
employees.
10.5—MAINTENANCE and HOUSEKEEPING
Employees agree to be responsible for the housekeeping and
general cleanliness of their immediate work and/or recreation
areas, and to carry out general maintenance activities, which
are within their skill and capabilities, as directed.
10.6—QUALITY ASSURANCE
Stork has made a commitment to implement systems and
procedures to improve and control the quality of the products
and services offered to its Clients.
Employees agree to support the commitment and actively
participate in ongoing improvements in Stork’s Quality Management Systems.
10.7—TRAINING
Stork will provide formal training and on the job training
where appropriate, in accordance with its training program
and Clause 35 of the Metal Trades (General) Award.
Subject to Clause 35 of the Metal Trades (General) Award
1966 and requirements for training recognition issued by the
relevant statutory authority, it is further agreed that employees
will assist in the training of others in specific skills related
areas consistent with the classification structure of the Aware
provided that such duties are not designed to promote deskilling.
10.8—NOTIFICATION OF ABSENCE
All employees shall, if unable to attend work for any reason,
contact the office as early as practicable, stating the reason for
and duration of absence, and agree that where the office is not
notified within two (2) hours of the employee’s normal start
time, a staff member may telephone an absent employee to
ascertain the reason for the absence, thus enable revised work
crews to be established for the day.
10.9—WET WEATHER
Employees agree to the following procedure in the event of
wet weather.
Work in the open will continue until the particular work in
hand can no longer be done safely and efficiently and in line
with the requirements of the Occupation Health and Safety
Act 1984, and the points listed below—
Whilst it is raining, employees will be required to—
• continue to work under cover and/or relocate to alternative work under cover;
• obtain materials and services for men working undercover where there is only minimum exposure to
inclement weather;
• offload and onload materials and equipment other
than for lengthy periods in heavy rain provided it is
safe to do so;
• perform emergency, safety and pollution work. In
addition, will work on unexpected breakdowns which
can be corrected in a limited time duration;
• no electrical equipment and leads will be used where
it is exposed to moisture;
• no person to work at heights;
• no employee shall be required to undertake work
which he/she considers to be unsafe.
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This procedure will no affect the rights and responsibilities
of Occupations Health and Safety employee representatives.
Stork shall provide wet weather clothing as necessary. Such
clothing will remain the property of Stork and it is the employee’s responsibility to take reasonable care of the gear and return
it (refer Section 19—Occupational Health and Safety Act).
9.10—CONSUMABLES
It is agreed all employees shall comply with established procedure for the handling of welding consumables.
Employees shall also exercise due care with other
consumables to minimise cost and maximise usage eg. Gloves,
safety glasses etc.
9.11—TOOLS and EQUIPMENT CARE
All tools and equipment shall be supplied by Stork and each
employee supplied with tools will apply due diligence in looking after same. The employee will, forthwith, report on a Lost
and Damaged Tool Report form any tools lost and damaged
and periodical checks will be made by stores personnel of Stork
of the contents of tool boxes issued. An employee may be
required upon request by Stork to replace or pay for any tools
and equipment so supplied if lost or damaged through his/her
wilful and/or deliberate action.
9.12—SICK LEAVE
Clause 24, sub-clause 4 of the Metal Trades (General) Award
will for the purpose of this agreement be varied as follows—
“The provisions of this clause do not apply to an employee
who fails to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner,
dated at the time of the absence, or who fails to supply such
other proof of the illness or injury as the employer may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not be required
to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner with respect to the first two instances of absence of two days or less
in any year of service”.
10.13—SAFETY GLASSES
Stork will provide appropriate safety glasses with side shields
(including prescription lenses) for all employees to satisfactorily perform the work functions associated with their
classification.
No claims will be entertained for replacement or repair of
prescription glasses from employees who have not availed
themselves of this provision, ie, only Company supplied glasses
qualify for consideration for replacement due to damage or
fair wear and tear.
10.14—PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The parties to this agreement recognise that in order to
achieve the objectives of this agreement there is a requirement
to develop productivity and efficiency indicators to measure,
monitor and to identify ways of continually improving in performance.
The parties shall continue to develop and implement specific performance measurement indicators.
The performance indicators to be developed may include
but are not limited to—
(1) Labour turnover, lost time, absenteeism;
(2) Industrial Relations measures such as disputes, bans
and limitations;
(3) Occupational Health and Safety—
• Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate;
• severity rate;
• incident rate;
• rehabilitation progress;
• OH&S decisions implemented.
(3) Waste—
• amount of rework;
• volume
• number of defects;
• waiting time;
(5) Quality—
• number of non conformances.
(6) Reduction in the quantity of resource inputs to
achieve each unit of output, such as—
• reduction in the number of handling operations;
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•
•
•
•

reduction in quantity of scrap metals;
reduction in consumables utilisation;
maximise use of welding rotators;
maximise use of automatic and semi automatic
welding processes.
It is understood and agreed that the performance indicators
will be developed and implemented during the life of this agreement.
10.15—CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The parties to this agreement undertake to participate in development and implementation of initiatives designed to
provide continuous improvement to the processes of work
undertaken within the Stork ICM Australia Rockingham Workshop facilities.
Representation nominated by the workforce and Stork shall
jointly develop a continuous improvement plan which shall
focus on work processes such as—
• communication;
• planning;
• systems of work;
• quality management;
• safety management;
• progress measurement;
• recording of information;
• equipment utilisation;
• materials allocation;
• labour resource development;
• work team make-up.
Subject to the requirement of Clause 14 of this Agreement,
implementation of continuous improvement plans shall not be
impeded by restrictive practices or adherence to previous work
systems and shall require a flexible approach to work teams
and allocation of individual work duties.
10.16—NEW TECHNOLOGY
Subject to Clause 32 of the Metal Trades (General) Award,
no restriction shall be placed by employees on the introduction and development of new technology designed to achieve—
• safety improvement;
• quality improvement;
• reduced maintenance;
• improved serviceability;
• improved productivity.
10.17—FUNCTIONAL FLEXIBILITY
It is agreed that in the interest of improved flexibility and
improved performance, greater use will be made of leading
hands being employed and paid as temporary supervisors and
alternatively reverting back to operational leading hands where
fluctuations of work requirements so dictate.
11.—SAFETY
Stork recognises that it has a responsibility for the safety
and welfare of all its personnel in all workplaces and is therefore aware of the need for a continuing commitment to and an
active participation in a declared Safety programme.
Stork’s staff are required to give safety issues a priority, and
are held accountable for working conditions under their direct
control. They are given the responsibility to ensure that Company Policy and Procedures are made clear to all employees
and that they are observed at all times.
Notwithstanding the obligations of Stork relative to Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare, all Stork employees have
a responsibility and a duty of care to ensure their own health
and safety and the health and safety of others and are correspondingly obliged to participate in all facets of Stork’s Health
and Safety programmes in line with the Occupational Health,
Safety and Welfare Act 1984.
All employees are required to agree to—
• Take reasonable care of their own health and safety
and for that of other persons who may be affected by
their acts or omissions;
• Co-operate in the fulfilment of the obligations placed
upon their employer;
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• Comply with instructions given for their own health
and safety and those of others and with health and
safety procedures;
• Use safety devices and protective equipment correctly
for the purpose for which they were designed.
• Report any incident or injury which arises in the
course of or in connection with their work;
• Attend mutually agreed designed Safety Meetings
and Training Courses recognising the legislation
rights of elected Health and Safety Representatives.
12.—AVOIDANCE OF DISPUTES PROCEDURE
As per procedure in Attachment ‘A’.
13.—COUNSELLING AND WARNING PROCEDURE
An in house counselling procedure exists to provide an acceptable formal system to be followed.
Following initial counselling, the formal procedure is—
• A verbal warning by the Foreman;
• A written warning by the Superintendent in the presence of the Foreman; and
• Termination of employment by the Senior Site Supervisor.
Every employee being given a written warning or counselling retains the right to request the presence of his/her respective
union shop steward as a witness or representative. The written
warning shall have a life of six months and a copy will be
available for the shop steward.
Unions party to the Agreement reserve their rights to take
up any issue in this procedure under the terms of the Avoidance of Disputes Act.
Nothing in this procedure shall limit the rights of the employer to apply the summary dismissal provisions of the Metal
Trades (General) award 1966.
14.—SICK AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Stork will contribute up to 1.02% of an employees gross
earnings to the ACTU Insurance Plan, subject to the following conditions.
• The payment, for people engaged for specific projects
or for fixed terms, will be made only for the duration
of the project or term.
• Payment will commence after an absence of 7 days
as provided for in the ACTU insurance plan.
• People accessing the insurance plan will agree to participate in the Stork rehabilitation programme, which
includes assessment by a Stork nominated medical
services provider.
• Employees will advise Stork of an intended absence
at least 30 minutes prior to the commencement of
work. A person who, without good reason, does not
provide this advice will be counselled.
• All absences will be reviewed after one months absence and thereafter on a monthly basis. A person
who is unable to provide a doctor certificate, after
one month, indicating a possible return date may be
terminated on the understanding that, when fit to return to work, the person will be considered for any
vacancy.
15.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
In relation to the qualification period for long service leave
entitlement being revised Stork is willing to hold further negotiations on this matter.
16.—RATES OF PAY

Welder Special Class
Welder First Class
Boilermaker
Fitter
Advanced Rigger
Rigger—Other
Tradesman’s Assistant

Prior to
1 January 1998
Total
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
614.84
16.18
604.58
15.91
604.58
15.91
604.58
15.91
567.34
14.93
551.76
14.52
520.22
13.69

Post
1 January 1998
Total
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
627.57
16.51
616.46
16.22
616.46
16.22
616.46
16.22
579.50
15.25
563 42
14.82
531.07
13.97
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ADDITIONAL INCREASES—
Further non-compounding increases of 2% in addition to
the above rates shall occur in the first pay periods commencing on or after 1 May 1998, 1 September 1998, and
1 March 1999.
The parties are committed to negotiating a further wage increase to be operative from the first period after 1 July 1999.
WORKSHOP—
The rates of pay above only apply to the Rockingham
Workshop. Should any personnel be transferred to or reemployed on a construction or any other site, the prevailing
site rates will apply.
Stork acknowledges and accepts its obligations under the
Metal Trades (General) Award in relation to the
reclassifications and the establishment of a career path
structure.
17.—EMPLOYMENT / TERMINATIONS
Having regard for Clause 32A of the Metal Trades (General) Award Part 1, it is agreed that employment and termination
shall be on the basis of skills and competence required. All
things being equal, length of services shall be given due consideration.
18.—SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
STORK ICM AUSTRALIA
PTY LTD
__________________
CONSULTATIVE
(Signature)
COMMITTEE
__________________
(Name)
__________________
(Signature)
__________________
(Name)
Dated this
day of
19
AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD,
METALS, ENGINEERING,
PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION
OF WORKERS WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
Dated this

day of

__________________
(Signature)
__________________
(Name)
__________________
(Title)
19

STORK ICM AUSTRALIA
PTY LTD,

Dated this

day of

__________________
(Signature)
__________________
(Name)
__________________
(Title)
19

ATTACHMENT A
AVOIDANCE OF DISPUTES PROCEDURE
A procedure for the avoidance of industrial disputes shall
apply in establishments covered by this Agreement. The procedure will be used where a question dispute or difficulty arises
under this Agreement.
The objective of the procedure shall be to promote the resolution of disputes by measures based on consultation,
co-operation and discussion; to reduce the level of industrial
confrontation; and to avoid interruption to the performance of
work and consequential loss of production and wages.
It is acknowledged that in some companies or sectors of this
industry, disputes avoidance/settlement procedures are now in
place or in the process of being negotiated and it may be the
desire of the immediate parties concerned to pursue those
mutually agreed procedures. In other cases, the following principles shall apply—
• Depending on the issues involved, the size and function of the plant or enterprise and the union
membership of the employees concerned, a procedure involving up to four stages of discussion shall
apply. These are—
• discussions between the employee/s concerned
his/her union shop steward/delegate, and the
immediate supervisor;
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• discussions involving the employee/s, the shop
steward/s and more senior management;
• discussions involving representatives from the
state branch of the union/s concerned and the
employer organisation branch representatives;
• discussions involving senior union officials
(state secretary or national officer) and the
employer organisation (national officer).
• There shall be a commitment by the parties to achieve
adherence to this procedure. This should be facilitated by the earliest possible advice by one party or
the other of any issue or problem which may give
rise to a grievance or dispute.
• Throughout all stages or the procedure all relevant
facts shall be clearly identified and recorded.
• Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the completion of the various stages or the discussion. At
least seven (7) days should be allowed for all stages
of the discussions to be finalised.
• Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement.
However, if the negotiation process is exhausted
without the dispute being resolved, the parties shall
jointly or individually refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
assistance in resolving the dispute and arbitration if
no agreement is reached. Provide that persons involved in the question, dispute or difficulty will
confer among themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes before taking
those matters to the Commission.
• In order to allow for the peaceful resolution of grievances the parties shall be committed to avoid
stoppages or work, lockouts or any other bans or limitation on the performance of work while the
procedures of negotiation and conciliation are being
followed.
• The employer shall ensure that all practices applied
during the operation of the procedure are in accordance with safe working practices and consistent with
established custom and practice at the workplace.
This avoidance of industrial disputes will not affect the procedure set out in Clause 34 of the Metal Trades (General)
Award Part 1.

TK SCAFFOLDING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
AG 234 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Picasso Corporation Pty Ltd t/a TK Scaffolding.
AG 234 of 1998.
TK Scaffolding Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 January 1999.
Order.
Having heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the
applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of
the respondent and by consent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders
THAT the TK Scaffolding Industrial Agreement as filed
in the Commission on 21 October 1998 be and is hereby
registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
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SCAFFOLDING AGREEMENT
Schedule.

1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the TK Scaffolding Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Aims and Objectives of this Agreement
Term and Renewal of Agreement
Wages and Allowances
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Safety Dispute Resolution
First on Last Off
Overtime
Company Based Incentive Scheme
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Pyramid Sub-contracting
Sick Leave
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Signatories to the Agreement
Appendix A—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix B—Labour Levels for Scaffolding

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers)
(hereinafter referred to as the “Union”) and Picasso Corporation Pty Ltd t/a TK Scaffolding (hereinafter referred to as the
“Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
1. This Agreement shall be binding on the Company, the
Union and its’ officers and employees eligible to be members
of the Union employed by the Company, on scaffolding work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the relevant Award). There are
approximately 8 (eight) employees covered by this Agreement.
2. The provisions of this Agreement are in addition to entitlements specified in the relevant Award and where there is an
inconsistency the Agreement shall prevail.
5.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
The Objectives of this Agreement are to—
1. Increase the efficiency of the Company by the effective use of the skills and commitment of the
employees of the Company.
2. Improve the living standards, job satisfaction and
continuity of employment of the Company’s employees.
3. Develop best practice standards that are based upon
a culture of opportunity, continuous learning and
improvement through training.
4. Ensure that increases in efficiency on the job are
implemented in such a way as to ensure that health
and safety standards in the industry are maintained.
5. Provide a mechanism by which disputes can be resolved quickly and in a manner which shall avoid
lost time.
6.—TERM AND RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement shall come into operation from the date
of signing and shall remain in force until 31 October 1999.
2. The parties agree to commence discussions on the terms
and conditions of any future Agreement three calendar months
prior to the expiration of this Agreement.
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7.—WAGES AND ALLOWANCES
1. The following rate shall apply to all employees covered
by this Agreement.
From date of signing, hourly rate $15.90
From 1 February 1999, hourly rate $16.34
From 1 August 1999, hourly rate $16.56
2. In addition, the following allowance will be paid for work
carried out—
(a) A rate of $5.25 per hour will be paid to all employees. This allowance is “all purpose” and shall be
included as part of the ordinary rate.
8.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
9.—SAFETY DISPUTE RESOLUTION
1. It is agreed the Company and their employees have a responsibility to ensure that workplaces are safe and that
employees are not exposed to hazards.
2. In the event of any disagreements on the necessity to carry
out any safety measure or modify, reinforce or reinstate any
safety device whatsoever, the procedures set out in this clause
will be adopted.
3. No person shall dismiss a safety complaint. Any complaint should be referred to the Company’s safety officer or
worker’s safety representative to be dealt with in accordance
with the following procedures—
(a) Where any employee becomes aware of an unsafe
situation, that employee will immediately notify the
Company’s safety officer or the worker’s safety representative.
(b) The Company’s safety officer and the worker’s safety
representative will take immediate action to have the
unsafe situation rectified.
(c) Should the Company’s safety officer consider that
no safety precautions are necessary, he/she will notify the worker’s safety representative accordingly
as soon as possible.
(d) While there is disagreement on the ruling of the Company’s safety officer, the Company’s safety officer
will arrange for the immediate transfer of all employees from the disputed area.
(e) Should the Company’s safety officer be of the opinion that no action is necessary and the employees’
safety representative disagrees, an appropriate inspector from Worksafe will be requested to undertake an
inspection of the disputed area for the purpose of
resolving any such matter.
(f) If disagreement still exists the chief inspector, construction branch of Worksafe or his/her nominee will
be called in to assist in the resolution of the dispute.
4. Whilst the above procedure is being followed there will
be no stoppage of work in respect of the matter being considered, except in the area alleged to be unsafe.
5. It is accepted that safety considerations override normal
work practices and depending on the degree of potential risk
to persons on the job, or the general public, can override normal demarcation practices.
10.—FIRST ON LAST OFF
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
8—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
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re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
11.—OVERTIME
1. The allocation of overtime will be at the employer’s prerogative provided that the employer will not discriminate
against any employee.
2. The practice of “one in all in” will not occur.
3. An overtime roster may be introduced after agreement is
reached between the employees, the Company and the Union.
12.—COMPANY BASED INCENTIVE SCHEME
1. The Company may negotiate incentive schemes which
will not affect the terms of this Agreement. These schemes
must ensure that the Award provides the base safety net and
that all workers on-site have the opportunity to share in the
proposed scheme.
2. Once negotiated incentive schemes will be submitted to
the Union prior to its implementation for confirmation that
the relevant Award requirements have been satisfied.
13.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee
into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
14.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items or other suitable clothing as agreed
between the company and the Union will be supplied to each
employee by the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
15.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. The parties recognise the need to adopt a “total trade”
concept for training and skills acquisition to meet the current
and future requirements of the industry. To this end the parties
reaffirm their commitment to training and agree that training
and retraining of both the workforce and supervision will occur on an ongoing basis.
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2. It is agreed that safety training will be an important component in the structured training programme.
3. All scaffolding work will be carried out using labour suitably trained and qualified to a standard approved by the
Company and the Union.
4. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
5. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
6. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
16.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
17.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing of this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination.
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
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19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlines in Appendix—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
The Unions:

The Company:

22.—SIGNATORIES
BLPPU
......................................
Date:
/ /
......................................
WITNESS
CMETU
......................................
Date:
/ /
......................................
WITNESS
......................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /
Company Seal
......................................
PRINT NAME
......................................
WITNESS

APPENDIX A
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
(a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
(b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
(c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner.
(d) If this happens three times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be
transferred/dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously affected.
(e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
(f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
(a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
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(b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
(c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company
personnel, eg: Safety delegate/officer, safety committee members, union delegate, consultative
committee members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug
and Safety in the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX B
Labour Levels for Scaffolding
This appendix sets out parameters for labour levels on scaffolding work, however it has been an understanding between
the parties that a common sense approach in keeping with practical and safe working conditions forms the basis of this
Agreement.
1. Steel Scaffolding
Scaffolding work of a substantial nature erected over 4 metres high in accordance with Division 7 of the Occupational
Safety and Health Regulations and Australian Standard 1576
shall where that scaffolding is to be erected at one time be the
work of at least 3 workers.
Scaffolding that will ultimately be erected over 4 metres
high, however is built in stages can be erected up to 4 metres
by a two person team one of which shall be a licensed
scaffolder.
Notwithstanding the abovementioned agreements and due
to the variation of circumstances applicable in scaffolding work
such as towers, scaffolding over uneven sites, etc, there will
be consultation between the Licensed Scaffolder and the Employer on labour levels in line with practical and safe working
conditions is an understanding between the parties to this agreement.
2. Aluminium Mobiles
There shall not be a requirement for 3 person gangs up to a
height of 9.2 metres on Aluminium Mobiles unless deemed
necessary by the employer.

VAN LEER AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED—PERTH
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 278 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Van Leer Australia Pty Limited
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch.
No. AG 278 of 1998.
Van Leer Australia Pty Limited—Perth Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1998.
4 February 1999
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
HAVING heard Ms J Wesley on behalf of the applicant and
Mr G Sturman on behalf of the respondent; and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Van Leer Australia Pty Limited – Perth Enterprise Agreement 1998 and hereby replaces AG 68 of
1992 and AG 163 of 1997, in the terms of the following
schedule be registered on the 12th day of January, 1999.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
———
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1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be known as the Van Leer
Australia Pty Limited—Perth Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Date and Period of Operation
Scope and Parties to the Agreement
Relationship to Parent Awards
Consultative Process
Methods to Achieve Business Objectives
Wages
Journey Cover
Redundancy Agreement
Right of Entry
Trade Union Training
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Signatures of the Parties

3.—DATE AND OPERATION OF OPERATION
This agreement shall operate from 14 November 1998 and
shall expire on 14 May 2000. Parties to the agreement shall
commence negotiation three months prior to expiry of this
agreement.
4.—SCOPE AND PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall apply to and be binding on Van
Leer Australia Pty Limited (“the company”) and all the employees engaged under the terms of the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1965 in or in connection with the company’s industrial
packaging division, Perth operations at 8 Rawlinson Street,
O’Connor. Upon registration the terms of this Agreement shall
be binding upon an estimated 20 employees.
(2) This Agreement shall also be binding upon the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (“the union”).
5.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1965.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent
of any inconsistency.
6.—CONSULTATIVE PROCESS
The Consultative Works Committee (CWC), representing
employees across the range of vocational disciplines and departments shall monitor this Agreement through its duration.
The CWC is to be maintained as the principal forum for
discussions affecting employees within the business, other than
Industrial Relations matters which are to be dealt with through
the Disputes Procedure.
The CWC shall participate in the development and implementation of improvement plans and measures to increase
flexibility and efficiency, and to participate actively in the drive
for cost reduction through attainment of plant performance
targets.
7.—METHODS TO ACHIEVE BUSINESS OBJECTIVES
The principal objective of this business is to increase competitiveness in a market which has become more difficult in
recent years due to the effects of globalization, stiffer local
competition and rising costs.
In order to achieve this objective the following terms and
conditions have been agreed.
1. Achieve a sustained effective output of 800 drums
per hour on the Small Drum Line given further investment of a leak tester.
2. Flexibility across entire site, without demarcation,
provided the employees have been trained to appropriate levels of skill and competency.
3. The Classification and pay structure derived from
the implementation of the National Competency
standards under the 1997 agreement to be finalised
with an independent assessor.
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4. Continuance of the Early Start process as per the 1997
agreement.
5. Other improvements to work practices and conditions as identified and agreed by the Consultative
Work Committee.
8.—WAGES
(1) Wages will be increased as follows—
(i) 4.5% increase to be continued from the 1992 Enterprise Agreement;
(ii) 6.0% increase to be continued from the 1993 Enterprise Agreement;
(iii) 9% increase to be continued from the 1995 Enterprise Agreement;
(iv) 7% increase to be continued from the 1997 Enterprise Agreement;
(v) An increase of 3% payable from the beginning of
the first pay period to commence on or after 14 November 1998.
An additional 3% increase payable from the beginning of the first full pay period to commence on or
after 14 November 1999.
9.—JOURNEY COVER
Journey, accident insurance will be as follows—
Coverage: Personal Accident insurance while the employee is travelling to or from places of
employment and suffers an injury or death as
a result of an accident in circumstances where
the relevant Worker’s Compensation Act does
not provide benefits.
Benefits: Accidental death
$100,000.00
Accidental weekly
100% of wage up to
a maximum of
$1,000.00 per week.
10.—REDUNDANCY AGREEMENT
1. Notice of Termination
As per the Metal Trades (General) Award 1965, as follows:—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Less than 1 year
1 week
1 year and less than 3 years
2 weeks
3 years and less than 5 years
3 weeks
5 years and over
4 weeks
Employees over 45 years of age at the time of the notice,
with not less than two years continuous service, shall be entitled to an additional week’s notice.
2. Severance Pay
(i) Three weeks pay per year of completed service up to a
maximum of 52 weeks. Employees who have completed more
than 20 years continuous service will also receive one weeks
pay per completed year of service in excess of 20 years, in
addition to the 52 week maximum amount.
(ii) An ex-gratia payment of $2,000 for an employee with
continuous service of 17 years and four months or more.
(iii) Accrued annual leave, plus loading of 17.5%.
(iv) Pro-rata long service leave after 5 years service.
(v) Accumulated sick leave to be paid out.
(3) Redundancy Selection
The overriding factor in determining candidates for redundancy shall be the retention of the skills and expertise required
to operate the business effectively.
In the first instance, volunteers for redundancy will be called
for in those departments and classifications as determined by
the company.
Should there be insufficient volunteers, the company may
select other employees for redundancy. Given the changing
needs of the market, and the necessity to retain skills, the company may elect to apply selection criteria to be agreed to at the
time. In such a case, the parties will consult.
This redundancy provision will operate for the life of this
Enterprise Agreement, and is not to be used as a precedent.
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11.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
Official representatives of the employees’ union are allowed
entry to the Perth operations to consult with members and delegates under the following conditions—
• Reasonable prior notification of intention to come
on site is to be given to the Factory Manager or authorised representative.
• As it is a regulation for all visitors, officials must
first report to reception, sign the visitors log and
obtain a visitor’s badge before proceeding.
• Officials must at all times be accompanied by an employee of Van Leer whilst on site.
12.—TRADE UNION TRAINING
It is agreed that a maximum of 10 days per annum paid training leave will be allowed for a delegate to be trained by the
union in industrial relations matters. This is to be by prior
arrangement with site management. The same notice period is
required as for annual leave.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
The following procedure is to be followed by the parties in
connection with questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this Agreement:—
(1) The matter shall first be discussed by the employee
or Shop Steward with his/her Foreman or Supervisor.
(2) If not settled, the matter shall be discussed between
the accredited union representative and nominated
officer of the employer.
(3) If not settled, the dispute shall be documented and
discussed further between the appropriate union official and employer representative.
(4) If the matter is still not settled it shall be submitted
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission. Provided that persons involved in the
question, dispute or difficulty will confer among
themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve
questions, disputes or difficulties before taking those
matters to the Commission.
(5) Throughout any dispute resolution procedures, work
shall continue normally, on the understanding that
there is to be no other action, including strikes, work
bans or any other variations to work practices.
(6) Reasonable time shall be given to each of stages (1)
to (4) to be finalised.
14.—SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
FOR and on behalf of
Van Leer Australia Pty Limited
(indecipherable)
_______________
Signature

(Factory Manager)
________________
Title (print)

(indecipherable)
_______________
Signature

(State Sales Manager)
________________ Date:19/11/1998
Title (print)

Date: 3/11/1998

THE COMMON SEAL of Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch was hereunto affixed in
the presence of:
(signed John Sharp- (State Secretary)
Collett)
_______________ ________________ Date: 3/12/1998
Signature
Title (print)
(indecipherable)
_______________
Signature

(Organiser)
________________
Title (print)
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WESFI MANUFACTURING PTY LTD MDF
DIVISION ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT (CFMEU VERSION) 1998-2000.
No. AG 283 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Wesfi Manufacturing Pty Ltd
and
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union,
Forest and Forest Products Division of WA.
AG 283 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 January 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to the Industrial
Relations Act 1979, filed on the 23rd day of December 1998;
and
WHEREAS by a facsimile dated the 11th day of January
1999 the Applicant’s representative sought to withdraw the
application;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby withdrawn by
leave.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
AG 256 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
G&M Construction Pty Ltd
t/a Western Construction
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch.
AG 256 of 1998.
Western Construction Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 January 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J Wesley on behalf of the applicant
and Mr G Sturman on behalf of the respondent and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, hereby orders
THAT the Western Construction Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission on 25 November 1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial
agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Date: 19/11/1998
Western Construction Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1998
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Western Construction Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998 No. AG 256 of
1998.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Incidence and Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation and Review
Relationship to Parent Award / Order
Re-classification
Aims and Objectives
Strategy for Achievement of Aims of Agreement
Productivity Improvement Agenda
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Settlement of Safety Grievances
No Extra Claims Commitment
Wage Increases
Journey Cover Insurance
Income Protection Insurance
Signatories

3.—INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND.
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon the employer G&M Construction Pty Ltd trading as Westem
Construction and its some fifty (50) employees working at the
Company’s Kwinana complex who are, or eligible to be, members of the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
and Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch.
4.—DATED AND PERIOD OF OPERATION AND
REVIEW
This Agreement shall operate on and from 23 March 1998
and continue until 23 September 1999.
2. The parties shall review the Agreement three months prior
to its cessation.
3. The parties will assess achievements in productivity and
efficiency during the term of this Agreement.
4. Subject to the outcome of the review process required
under this clause, the parties may apply to cancel this Agreement or make application for another to be registered in its
place.
5.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD/ORDERS
1. The provisions of this Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and the Metal Trades
(Western Construction Unit Trust) Order No. 1679 of 1993
as amended.
2. Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement,
the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and
the Metal Trades (Western Construction Unit Trust) Order No.
1679 of 1993, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of any
inconsistency.
6.—RE-CLASSIFICATION
1. The parties agree to introduce the Metal Trades Award
classification structure into this Agreement during its period
of operation.
2. Employees will be aligned to the appropriate classification based on their skills recognised through the National Metal
and Engineering Competency Standards.
7.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
1. The aim of the parties to this Enterprise Bargaining Agreement is to achieve higher productivity by increasing efficiency
and flexibility in all aspects of the workshop through a more
competitive workforce.
2. Specific Aims and Objectives—
a. To reduce the cost of the final product by eliminating inefficiencies.
b. To provide a more flexible workshop to attract new
clients.
c. To increase the safety profile of Western Construction by further reduction of time lost through
accidents.
d. To increase the quality of fabricated items to attain
quality accreditation to STD AS 3902.
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8.—STRATEGY FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF AIMS OF
THE AGREEMENT
1. In order to achieve the aims and objectives set out in Clause
7.—Aims and Objectives of this Agreement, the following
strategy has been agreed upon—
a. In order to achieve the aims and objectives set out in
Clause 7—Aims and Objectives of this Agreement,
the following strategy has been agreed upon.
b. The Consultative Committee shall be comprised of
an equal number of employee and employer representatives.
2. a. On-going discussions regarding productivity, work
practices, management/employee relations and general proposals for improvement of any aspect of
operations will take place on a regular basis.
b. The parties will continue to address issues designed
to increase productivity and flexibility at the Western Construction complex in Kwinana.
9.—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT AGENDA
The following agenda items have been established, with
agreed targets, to form base in determining entitlements to
wage increases prescribed by Clause 13—Wage Increase of
this Agreement.
(1) SICK LEAVE/ABSENTEEISM
(i) Wherever possible, all employees will aim to reduce
the number of absent and sick days taken. A benchmark on sick days / absences will be established by
the Committee.
(ii) The Consultative Committee will monitor the amount
of sick leave taken and investigate ways to reduce
them to an acceptable level.
(iii) All employees will attempt to reduce sick and absent days by 25%.
(2) ROSTERED DAYS OFF
(i) Employees will be allowed to take a rostered day
off-, accrued at the rate of one every 28 days.
(ii) The RDO’s shall be taken at a time mutually agreed
between the employee and his/her supervisor. Should
the RDO requested not be suitable to the supervisor,
an alternative day and date will be agreed to within
seven days.
(iii) RDO’s may be accrued to a maximum of six days
and a maximum of two consecutive days may be
taken at any time.
(iv) RDO’s shall not be paid out in lieu of time off.
(v) Time accrued towards an RDO will be shown in hours
on the employee’s pay slip, as soon as practicable.
(vi) Employees transferred to another site will take RDO’s
in accordance with site conditions, provided that any
days accrued in accordance with this sub-clause may
be taken in addition.
(3) MULTI-SKILLING
Subject to sub-clause (4) hereof, an employee will carry out
all duties within the limits of such employee’s skill, competence and training.
(4) TRAINING
(i) The parties agree that a greater commitment to training and skills development is required, as per Clause
35—Training of the Metal Trades (General) Award
No. 13 of 1965 to—
(a) meet the current and future skill needs of the
employer;
(b) increase efficiency, productivity and competitiveness; and
(c) provide employees with improved career opportunities.
(ii) All training undertaken by employees will comply with
a training program based on the above principles.
(5) CONSUMABLES
(i) Employees will reduce the level of consumables used.
These will include, but not be limited to, welding
rods and wire, all grinding discs and safety equipment.
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(ii) Target
It is intended that the level of consumables used will
be reduced by 10%.
(6) POWER COST REDUCTION
(i) Employees will turn off welding machines during
smokos, lunch breaks and other extended periods
when machines are not being used.
(ii) A light sensor will be installed to automatically extinguish lights.
(7) MINOR MAINTENANCE BY INDIVIDUAL
TRADESPERSONS
(i) Tradespeople will keep their machines free of dust,
clean out liners and keep hand pieces and leads in
good condition.
(ii) Employees will check oxyacetylene equipment for
leaks or damage before and after use.
(iii) Welders are to supply their own tools, as per the tool
allowance.
(8) UTILISATION OF SCRAP MATERIAL
(i) Employees will undertake to use re-usable material
wherever possible—eg: strong backs and bracing
instead of new material.
(ii) All employees undertake to return equipment to its
correct location after use.
10.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
(1) Where a question dispute or difficulty arises the matter
shall initially be discussed between the employee concerned
and, if that employee so desires, his/her union delegate, and
the employee’s immediate supervisor.
(2) If the above issues are not resolved by the discussions
referred to in sub-clause (1) hereof, the union delegate shall
discuss and attempt to resolve the dispute with the workshop
manager.
(3) Where the aforementioned discussions fail to resolve the
matter of concern it shall be referred to a senior management representative and the appropriate full-time union official. The parties
shall then initiate steps to resolve the issue/s as soon as possible.
(4) While the steps in sub-clauses (1), (2) and (3) hereof are
being followed industrial action shall be not taken. A minimum of seven days is allowed for the steps prescribed in (1),
(2)and (3) to solve any dispute.
(5) If after seven days the issues in (1) above are still unresolved, either party may refer the matter to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission, provided that any
party reserves the right of referral of an issue at any time.
(6) Either party will advise the other, as early as possible, of
any issue or problem which may give rise to a dispute. All
relevant facts shall be clearly identified and recorded throughout. At least seven days shall be allowed for all stages of the
discussions to be finalised.
(7) No bans or limitations will be placed on the performance
of work while the dispute procedure is being followed.
11.—SETTLEMENT OF SAFETY GRIEVANCES
(1) An employee shall raise problems of a safety nature with
the Foreman or Supervisor, in the first instance, where an
employee encounters what he / she believes to be a safety hazard or is allocated work he / she believes to be unsafe. He / she
shall immediately advise his / her Foreman or Supervisor and
the work process in question shall not be carried out, except
under such conditions as are agreed between the Foreman and
employees until the matter has been finally determined.
(2) The Foreman or Supervisor shall immediately discuss
the matter with the employee with a view to resolving the problem without delay.
(3) Should the safety grievance remain unresolved, the Supervisor concerned and the Health and Safety Representative
shall meet and inspect the work area to ascertain a resolution.
(4) Should the safety grievance remain unresolved, Senior
Management and the Health and Safety Representative shall
meet and inspect the work area to ascertain a resolution to the
safety grievance.
(5) If the grievance remains unresolved, the appropriate statutory authority shall be advised by the employer.
(6) Employees who have refused to work in, or been removed from, the immediate area where a safety hazard exists
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shall be allocated, and shall accept, alternative work in another area.
12.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS COMMITMENT
(1) Pursuant to the terms of the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision there shall be not be any further claims for the duration of this Agreement, except where consistent with a State
Wage Case Decision.
(2) The parties to this Agreement shall be bound by the terms
of the Agreement for its duration.
(3) The parties to this Agreement shall oppose any application by other parties to be joined to it.
(4) The terms of this Agreement will not be used to progress or
obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other enterprise.
13.—WAGE INCREASES
In accordance with the successful operation of this Enterprise Agreement and a continued commitment from all parties,
a wage increase of 8% shall be payable on the rates prescribed
in the Western Construction Enterprise Agreement of 1996.
The wage increase shall be payable in four instalments, on the
first pay period commencing on or after the following dates—
2% on 23 March 1998
2% on 23 September 1998
2% on 23 January 1999
2% on 23 May 1999

Welder-Special Class
Welder—First Class
Boilermaker
Fitter
Certified Rigger
Rigger—Other
Tradesperson’s
Assistant/Grinder

Existing
Rate
$
611.00
600.10
600.10
600.10
564.10
548.20
516.70

EBA
EBA
Increase Increase
23/3/98 23/3998
623.22
635.44
612.10
624.10
612.10
624.10
612.10
624.10
575.38
586.66
559.16
570.13
527.03

537.37

EBA
Increase
23/1/99
647.66
636.11
636.11
636.11
597.95
581.09

EBA
Increase
23/5/99
659.88
648.11
648.11
648.11
609.23
592.06

547.70

558.04

14.—JOURNEY COVER INSURANCE
Western Construction shall pay Journey Cover Insurance for
all employees. The conditions for coverage shall be not less
than the existing AMWU—TLC Journey Cover Scheme.
15.—INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE
Western Construction will pay Income Protection Insurance for
all employees covered by this Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
Insurance cover will commence from 23 July 1998. The
existing Joumey Cover insurance may be included in the Income Protection Insurance policy.
16.—SIGNATORIES
This Agreement has been agreed to by the parties whose
signatures appear below—
Signed for and on behalf of
G & M CONSTRUCTION PTY
LTD T/A WESTERN CONSTRUCTION
......................................
Signature
......................................
Full Name (Print)
Date: 20/11/98
Address 1 Butcher Street, Kwinana
Telephone 9419 4022
Signed for and on behalf of AUTOMOTIVE,
FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING and
KINDRED INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH—
JOHN SHARP-COLLETT
State Secretary
......................................
Signature
......................................
Full Name (Print)
Date: 18/11/98
Address 1111 Hay Street, West Perth 6005
Telephone 9481 1511
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Variation of—
BUILDING TRADES AWARD 1968.
No. 31 of 1966.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Brownes Dairy Ltd and Others.
No. 2004A of 1997.
Building Trades Award 1968.
No. 31 of 1966.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant Mr
K Dwyer on behalf of the respondent members of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent,
hereby orders—
THAT the Building Trades Award 1968 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation
shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 23rd day of December 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
Schedule.
1. Clause 38.—Superannuation: Delete paragraph (d),
subclause (2) of this Clause and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
(d) “Ordinary time earnings” (which for the purposes of
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act
1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings base)
shall mean the ordinary rate of pay the employee receives for ordinary hours of work including tool
allowance, construction allowance, shift loading,
special rates, location allowance and leading hand
allowances where applicable. The term includes any
regular over-award pay as well as casual rates received, and additional rates and allowances paid for
work undertaken during ordinary hours of work excluding fares and travel and other reimbursement
allowances.

CHILDREN’S SERVICES (PRIVATE) AWARD.
No. A 10 of 1990.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Bassendean Day Care Centre and Others.
No. 1946 of 1998.
Children’s Services (Private) Award.
No. A 10 of 1990.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
22 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms D MacTiernan on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr P Robertson on behalf of the Respondents and by
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consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Children’s Services (Private) Award be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 21st day of
January 1999.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Immediately after 27.—Redundancy and before Appendix—Resolution of Disputes
Requirement insert new number and title as follows—
28. Relationship to the National Training Wage Award
1994
2. Clause 27.—Redundancy: Immediately after Clause 27.—
Redundancy and before Appendix—Resolution of Disputes
Requirement insert new clause as follows—
28.—RELATIONSHIP TO THE NATIONAL
TRAINING WAGE AWARD 1994
Parties and respondents to this award shall comply with
the terms of the National Training Wage Award 1994 [Print
N4816 [N0277CR]] and as varied from time to time as
though it was a party bound by Clause 3.—Parties bound
of that Award.

EARTH MOVING AND CONSTRUCTION AWARD.
No. 10 of 1963.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch
and
Carratti S and M and Others.
No. 2008A of 1997.
Earth Moving and Construction Award.
No. 10 of 1963.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Dwyer on behalf of the respondent members of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent,
hereby orders—
THAT the Earth Moving and Construction Award be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 23rd day of
December 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 32.—Superannuation: Delete paragraph (c)
subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
(c) “Ordinary time earnings” (which for the purposes of
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act
1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings base)
shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the em-
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ployee receives for ordinary hours of work including industry allowance, shift loading, special rates,
site allowances, location allowance and in charge of
plant allowance where applicable. The term includes
any regular over-award pay as well as casual rates
received, and additional rates and allowances paid
for work undertaken during ordinary hours of work
excluding fares and travel and other reimbursement
allowances.

ENGINE DRIVERS’ (BUILDING AND STEEL
CONSTRUCTION) AWARD.
No. 20 of 1973.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch
and
Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia (Union of
Employers) and Others.
No. 2007A of 1997.
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GAOL OFFICERS’ AWARD 1998.
No. 12 of 1968.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hon. Attorney General
and
Western Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers.
No. 1942 of 1998.
Gaol Officers’ Award 1998.
No. 12 of 1968.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
14 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms M In De Braekt on behalf of the Applicant and Mr R Stingemore on behalf of the Respondent, and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Gaol Officers’ Award 1998 No. 12 of 1968
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect on and from the 6th
day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Engine Drivers’ (Building And Steel Construction) Award.
No. 20 of 1973.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Richardson on behalf of the Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia and Mr K Dwyer on behalf of the
respondent members of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, and by consent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Engine Drivers’ (Building And Steel Construction) Award No. 20 of 1973 be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 23rd day of December 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 35.—Superannuation: Delete paragraph (c)
subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
(c) “Ordinary time earnings” (which for the purposes of
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act
1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings base)
shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the employee receives for ordinary hours of work including
industry allowance, shift loading, special rates, site
allowances and location allowances where applicable. The term includes any regular over-award pay
as well as casual rates received, and additional rates
and allowances paid for work undertaken during ordinary hours of work excluding fares and travel and
other reimbursement allowances.

Schedule.
Clause 6.—Definitions: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
CLAUSE 6.—DEFINITIONS
(1) The definitions referred to hereunder shall apply only
for the purpose of this award and shall not be taken
to conflict in any manner whatsoever with the general orders and regulations dealing with the control
and management of the Prison Service of Western
Australia.
(2) “Officers” shall mean all workers classified in Schedule A hereof and shall include contract, probationary
and temporary workers.
(3) “Probationary Prison Officer (Training)” shall mean
an employee not permanently appointed but undergoing instruction prior to posting to a prison.
(4) “Probationary Officer” shall mean a worker not permanently appointed but undergoing instruction and
proving his suitability for permanent employment.
(5) “Permanent Officer” shall mean an officer appointed
to the permanent staff as provided by the Prison Act
and Regulations
(6) “Practicable” shall mean practicable in the fair and
reasonable opinion of the Director provided that if
any dispute arises as to whether in any case such
opinion is fair and reasonable that matter may be
referred to the Board of Reference.
(7) “Temporary worker” shall mean a worker appointed
for an emergency and whose service does not exceed a period of three months at any one time.
(8) “Accrued Days Off” shall mean the paid days off
which accrued to an Officer pursuant to the provisions of the 38 hour week arrangement prior to 1
July 1994 and remain a residual entitlement until
cleared.
(9) “Contract Officer” shall mean an officer appointed
on a fixed term basis for a term not exceeding 5 years
as specified in the instrument of his or her appointment.
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HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (RED CROSS
BLOOD TRANSFUSION SERVICE) AWARD 1978.
No. R 17 of 1974.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Red Cross Blood Service –
Western Australia
and
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia.
(Union of Workers)
No. 2191 of 1998.
Hospital Salaried Officers (Red Cross Blood Transfusion
Service) Award 1978.
No. R 17 of 1974.
22 December 1998.
Reasons For Decision (Extempore)
THE SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Applicant, with the
consent of the Respondent, seeks to amend the Hospital Salaried Officers (Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service) Award
1978. The Applicant seeks to change the name of the Award to
reflect the new name of its enterprise which is now known as
the Australian Red Cross Blood Service – Western Australia,
rather than the Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service.
The Applicant also seeks to make a number of significant
changes to the conditions of employment of those covered by
the Award and also to otherwise modernise the Award. It is
proposed to replace the existing care provision which takes
into account maternity, paternity and adoption leave. The shift
work provisions are to be changed to reflect the existing arrangements in the workplace. Finally, the Applicant seeks to
amend or delete a number of redundant features of the Award.
For example, as a result of the industrial agreement which has
been made recently between the parties, the enterprise bargaining provisions in the Award are to be repealed. Also, a
number of gender oriented amendments are to be made. In
addition, a number of minor editorial changes are also proposed to be made to the Award.
The parties propose that the Award not only be amended,
but that it also be consolidated to efficiently reflect all the
changes. I agree with the proposal.
I am prepared to an make order reflecting the changes previously agreed between the parties and the further amendments
as proposed in the course of the hearing. By consent these
amendments will come into effect on and from this date as
there is nothing controversial in the proposed changes.
Appearances: Mr M.J. West as agent on behalf of the Applicant.
Mr D.P. Hill as agent on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Red Cross Blood Service—Western Australia
and
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia.
(Union of Workers)
No. 2191 of 1998.
Hospital Salaried Officers (Red Cross Blood Transfusion
Service) Award 1978.
No. R 17 of 1974.
14 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M.J. West on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr D.P. Hill as agent for the Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers (Red Cross Blood
Transfusion Service) Award 1978 be varied and
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consolidated in accordance with the following schedule
and that such variations shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the
date hereof.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1. – Title: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof
the following—
1.—TITLE
This Award shall be known as the Hospital Salaried
Officers (Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western
Australia) Award, 1978.
2. Clause 2.—Arrangement—
A. Delete the numbers and titles—
1A. Statement of Principles—June, 1998
1B. Minimum Adult Award Wage
2A. Wage Fixing Principles
25. Preference
29. Enterprise Agreements
29A. Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
B. Renumber the following clauses as follows –
2A. Statement of Principles – June, 1998
2B. Minimum Adult Award Wage
25. Liberty to Apply
26. Parental Leave
27. Casual Employees
28. Jobskills Trainees
29. Dispute Settling Procedure
C. Rearrange and renumber the existing Appendices to
appear immediately after Schedule C—Classification and Grading of Employees as follows—
Appendix 1—Resolution of Disputes Requirement
Appendix 2—S.49B—Inspection of Records
Requirements
3. Clause 1A.—Statement of Principles—June, 1988: Renumber the title and rearrange this clause in numerical order
as follows—
2A.—STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES—JUNE, 1998
4. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Renumber
the title and rearrange this clause in numerical order as follows—
2B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
5. Clause 2A.—Wage Fixing Principles: Delete this clause.
6. Clause 3.—Scope: Delete this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
3.—SCOPE
This Award shall apply to all Technical and Professional
workers employed by the respondent in its Blood Service and
to the employer employing those workers.
7. Clause 4.—Area: Delete this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
4.—AREA
This Award shall operate throughout the State of Western Australia in the areas occupied and controlled by the
respondent in its Blood Service.
8. The whole Award—
A. Wherever the word “he” without the words “or she”
following it appears throughout the whole Award
except in Clause 26.—Parental Leave replace it with
“he or she”.
B. Wherever the words “he/she” appear throughout the
whole Award except in Clause 26.—Parental Leave
replace them with “he or she”.
C. Wherever the word “his” without the words “or her”
following it appears throughout the whole Award except in Clause 26.—Parental Leave replace it with
“his or her”.
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D. Wherever the word “his/her” appear throughout the
whole Award except in Clause 26.—Parental Leave
replace them with “his or her”.
E. Wherever the word “himself” appears throughout the
whole Award except in Clause 26.—Parental Leave
replace it with “himself or herself”.
9. Clause 6.—Right of Entry: Delete this clause and insert
in lieu thereof the following—
6.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
(1) A duly accredited representative of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union
of Workers) shall be permitted to interview any
worker covered by this Award on legitimate Union
business on the premises of the employer during the
recognised meal interval of the worker, provided this
permission shall not be exercised more than once in
any week without the consent of the employer, and
provided further that the duly accredited representative shall notify the employer beforehand of this
intention to exercise his or her rights under this clause.
(2) Consistent with the terms of the Labour Relations
Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and s.23(3)(c)(iii)
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 a representative
of the Union shall not exercise the rights under this
clause with respect to entering any part of the
premises of the employer unless the employer is the
employer, or former employer of a member of the
Union.
10. Clause 12.—Overtime—
A. In paragraph (4)(b) delete the words “in Clause
24(2)(a)” and replace them with the words “of Schedule B”.
B. In paragraph (5)(b) delete the words “car allowance”
and replace them with the words “motor vehicle allowances”.
11. Clause 14.—Holidays and Annual Leave: In subclause
(9) delete the words “the clause” and replace them with the
words “this clause”.
12. Clause 16A.—Family Leave: In subclause (1) delete the
words “the Award” and replace them with the words “this
Award”.
13. Clause 23.—Shift Work: Delete this clause and insert in
lieu thereof the following—
23.—SHIFT WORK
(1) The provisions of this clause shall apply to workers
engaged on shift work and shall nullify any other
general provision of the Award to the extent that the
general provision is expressly contrary to this clause,
provided that employees if asked to participate in
shift work arrangements may refuse to do so, unless
they have been engaged on the basis that they may
be required to participate in shift work, as specified
in their contract of employment.
(2) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on
rostered shifts which provide an average of not more
than 37.5 hours per week, nor 7.5 hours per day, between Monday and Friday. Outside such hours the
provisions of the overtime clause of this Award shall
apply.
(3) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Day Shift” shall mean a shift which commences at or after 7.00 a.m. and before 12.00
midday, usually finishing at or before 6.00 p.m.
(b) “Afternoon Shift” shall mean a shift which
commences at or after 12.00 midday and before 7.00 p.m., usually finishing at or before
10.30 p.m.
(4) (a) A shift worker shall be paid the following
loadings—
(i) For hours worked after 6.00 p.m. during ordinary hours of a day shift, a 50%
loading shall be payable on ordinary
hours worked after 6.00 p.m.
(ii) 12.5% of their daily rate for each afternoon shift worked in ordinary hours up
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to 10.30 p.m. and 50% for ordinary
hours worked between 10.30 p.m. and
12.00 midnight.
If people are required to work past
12.00 midnight an appropriate rate of
pay will be negotiated prior to the shift
commencing.
(iii) 150% of their daily rate for a shift
worked on a public holiday in ordinary
hours.
Provided that if the employer agrees he
or she may be paid a loading of 50% of
his or her daily rate of salary and in
addition be allowed to observe the holiday on a day mutually acceptable to the
employer and the worker.
(b) The loadings prescribed in subclause (a) hereof
shall be in addition to the shift worker’s ordinary salary as prescribed and the worker shall
be paid the loading applicable to the majority
of the shift.
(5) All time worked by a shift worker outside his or her
ordinary hours shall be paid for as overtime in accordance with Clause 12.—Overtime.
(6) If it becomes necessary for a shift worker to work
two consecutive shifts occasioned by the absence of
another worker, the worker will not be required to
attend for duty within ten hours of ceasing duty on
the second shift.
(7) When any of the days observed as a holiday as prescribed in this Award fall on a day when a shift worker
is rostered off duty and the worker has not been required to work on that day the worker shall be paid
as if the day was an ordinary working day or if the
employer agrees be allowed to take a day’s holiday
in lieu of the holiday at a time mutually acceptable
to the employer and the worker.
(8) (a) Each shift worker shall be supplied by the employer with a copy of their shift roster upon
commencement on shift work and one copy shall
be posted in a conspicuous place in the particular work area concerned. As far as practicable,
rosters should be provided at least one month in
advance, provided that a minimum of two
weeks’ notice of any roster shall be given.
(b) The shift roster shall not be altered except in
accordance with the provisions of subclause
(2) of this clause and no worker shall be required to alter their ordinary rostered hours,
except with their consent.
(9) (a) Shift workers who are rostered to work their
ordinary hours on public holidays during a
qualifying period of employment shall be entitled to have one additional day’s annual leave
for each seven ordinary shifts so worked.
(b) After one month’s continuous service in any
qualifying twelve monthly period, a shift
worker referred to in paragraph (a) hereof,
whose employment terminates, shall be paid
five-twelfths of a week’s pay at his or her ordinary rate of salary in respect of each
completed month of continuous service if his
or her employment terminates in circumstances other than those referred to in subclause
(5)(b) of Clause 14.—Holidays and Annual
Leave.
(10) (a) When a shift worker, other than a shift worker
referred to in subclause (9) hereof, proceeds on
annual leave he or she shall be paid a loading of
either 17.5% of his or her ordinary salary for
four weeks or an amount equivalent to the shift
and weekend penalties the worker would have
received if he or she had not proceeded on annual leave, whichever amount is the greater.
(b) When a shift worker, referred to in subclause
(9) hereof, proceeds on annual leave he or she
shall be paid a loading of either 20% of his or
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her ordinary salary for five weeks or an amount
equal to the shift and weekend penalties the
worker would have received if he or she had
not proceeded on annual leave, whichever
amount is the greater.
(c) The loadings referred to in this subclause shall
be paid at the time the worker takes his or her
leave and where the worker takes annual leave
in two or more periods he or she shall be paid
one-twentieth of the loading (or one-twentyfifth of the loading in the case of a shift worker
referred to in subclause (9) hereof) for each
day of leave taken.
(11) A shift worker shall be entitled to pro rata payment
of the annual leave loading in the same circumstances
as other workers covered by this Award.
14. Clause 24.—Salaries: Delete this clause and insert in
lieu thereof the following—
24.—SALARIES
The minimum rates of salaries to be paid to employees
covered by this Award shall be those set out in Schedule
B attached to this Award. Nothing contained in this Award
shall preclude the payment by way of an allowance an
amount in addition to that prescribed for the classification of a position set out in Schedule C of this Award.
15. Clause 25.—Preference: Delete this clause.
16. Clauses 26.—Liberty to Apply: Renumber this clause as
follows—
25.—LIBERTY TO APPLY
17. Clause 25.—Liberty to Apply: Delete the words and
number “Clause 18. – Car Allowance” and replace them with
the words and number “Clause 18.—Motor Vehicle Allowances”.
18. Clause 27.—Parental Leave: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
26.—PARENTAL LEAVE
Subject to the terms of this clause employees are entitled
to maternity, paternity and adoption leave and to work parttime in connection with the birth or adoption of a child.
(1) Definitions
For the purpose of this clause “child” means a child
of the employee under the age of one year except for
adoption of a child where “child” means a person
under the age of five years of age who is placed with
the employee for the purpose of adoption, other than
a child or step-child of the employee or of the spouse
of the employee or child who has previously lived
continuously with the employee for a period of six
months or more.
(2) Basic entitlement
(a) After twelve months continuous service, parents are entitled to a combined total of 52
weeks unpaid parental leave on a shared basis
in relation to the birth or adoption of their child.
For females maternity leave may be taken and
for males paternity leave may be taken. Adoption leave may be taken in the case of adoption.
(b) Parental leave is to be available to only one
parent at a time, except that both parents may
simultaneously access the leave in the following circumstances—
(i) for maternity leave and paternity leave,
an unbroken period of one week at the
time of the birth of the child.
(ii) for adoption leave, an unbroken period
of up to three weeks at the time of
placement of the child.
(3) Maternity leave
(a) An employee will provide to the employer at
least ten weeks in advance of the expected date
of confinement of parental leave—
(i) a certificate from a registered medical
practitioner stating that she is pregnant
and the expected date of confinement;
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(ii) written notification of the date on which
she proposes to commence maternity
leave, and the period of leave to be
taken; and
(iii) a statutory declaration stating particulars of any period of paternity leave
sought or taken by her spouse and that
for the period of maternity leave she
will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with her contract of
employment.
(b) Subject to subclause (2)(a) and unless agreed
otherwise between employer and employee,
an employee may commence parental leave at
any time within six weeks immediately prior
to the expected date of the birth.
(c) Where an employee continues to work within the
six week period immediately prior to the expected
date of birth, or where the employee elects to
return to work within six weeks after the birth of
the child, an employer may require the employee
to provide a medical certificate stating that she is
fit to work on her normal duties.
(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates
after 27 weeks and the employee has not commenced maternity leave, the employee may take
unpaid special maternity leave of such period
as a registered medical practitioner certifies as
necessary, except that where an employee is suffering from an illness not related to the direct
consequences of the birth, an employee may be
entitled to paid sick leave in lieu of, or in addition to, special maternity leave.
(e) Where leave is granted under subclause (3)(d),
during the period of leave an employee may
return to work at any time, as agreed between
the employer and the employee provided that
time does not exceed four weeks from the recommencement date desired by the employee.
(4) Paternity leave
An employee will provide the employer at least ten
weeks prior to each proposed period of paternity leave
with—
(a) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner which names his spouse, states that she
is pregnant and the expected date of confinement, or states the date on which the birth took
place; and
(b) written notification of the date on which he
proposes to start and finish the period of paternity leave; and
(c) a statutory declaration stating—
(i) he will take that period of paternity
leave to become the primary care-giver
of the child;
(ii) particulars of any period of maternity
leave sought or taken by his spouse; and
(iii) that for the period of paternity leave he
will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with his contract of
employment.
(5) Adoption leave
(a) The employee will notify the employer at least
ten weeks in advance of the date of commencement of adoption leave and the period of leave
to be taken. An employee may commence
adoption leave prior to providing such notice
where through circumstances beyond the control of the employee, the adoption of a child
takes place earlier.
(b) Before commencing adoption leave, an employee will provide the employer with a
statutory declaration stating—
(i) the employee is seeking adoption leave
to become the primary caregiver of the
child;
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(ii) particulars of any period of adoption
leave sought to be taken by the employee’s spouse; and
(iii) that for the period of adoption leave
the employee will not engage in any
conduct inconsistent with their contract
of employment.
(c) An employer may require an employee to provide confirmation from the appropriate
government authority of the placement.
(d) Where the placement of child for adoption with
an employee does not proceed or continue, the
employee will notify the employer immediately and the employer will nominate a time
not exceeding four weeks for the employee’s
return to work.
(6) Variation of period of parental leave
Unless agreed otherwise between the employer and
employee, an employee may apply to their employer
to change the period of parental leave on one occasion. Any such change to be notified at least four
weeks prior to the commencement of the changed
arrangements.
(7) Parental leave and other entitlements
An employee may in lieu of or in conjunction with
parental leave, access other paid leave entitlements
which they have accrued, such as annual leave and
long service leave, subject to the total amount of leave
not exceeding 52 weeks.
(8) Transfer to a safe job
(a) Where an employee is pregnant and, in the
opinion of a registered medical practitioner,
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to
the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present work, the
employee will, if the employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate
and on the conditions attaching to that job until
the commencement of maternity leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable,
the employee may elect, or the employer may
require the employee, to commence parental
leave.
(9) Returning to work after a period of parental leave.
(a) An employee will notify of their intention to
return to work after a period of parental leave
at least four weeks prior to the expiration of
the leave.
(b) An employee will be entitled to the position
which they held immediately before proceeding on parental leave. In the case of an
employee transferred to a safe job pursuant to
subclause (8), the employee will be entitled to
return to the position they held immediately
before such transfer.
(c) When such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the employee is qualified for and is capable of
performing, the employee will be entitled to a
position as nearly comparable in status and pay
to that of their former position.
(10) Replacement employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged or temporally promoted or
transferred, as a result of an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(b) A replacement employee will be informed of
the temporary nature of the employment and
of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
19. Clause 28.—Casual Employees: Renumber this clause
as follows—
27.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
20. Clause 29.—Enterprise Agreement and Clause 29A.—
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement: Delete these clauses.
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21. Clause 30.—Jobskills Trainees and Clause 31.—Dispute
Settling Procedures: Renumber these clauses as follows—
28.—JOBSKILLS TRAINEES
29.—DISPUTE SETTLING PROCEDURE
22. Schedule B—Minimum Salaries: Delete this schedule
and insert in lieu thereof the following—
SCHEDULE B—MINIMUM SALARIES
(1) The minimum rates of salaries to be paid to employees covered by this award other than those specified
in subclause (2) shall be—
LEVELS

LEVEL 1 UNDER 17 YEARS
OF AGE
17 YEARS OF AGE
18 YEARS OF AGE
19 YEARS OF AGE
20 YEARS OF AGE
21 YEARS OF AGE 1ST
YEAR OF SERVICE
22 YEARS OF AGE 2ND
YEAR OF SERVICE
23 YEARS OF AGE 3RD
YEAR OF SERVICE
24 YEARS OF AGE 4TH
YEAR OF SERVICE
LEVEL 2

CURRENT

Jun-98
ASNA

NEW

11,363
13,270
15,490
17,929
20,135

375
438
511
592
665

11,738
13,708
16,001
18,521
20,800

22,117

730 22,847

22,771

730 23,501

23,421

730 24,151

24,069 730 24,799
24,720 730 25,450
25,371 730 26,101
26,120 730 26,850
26,638 730 27,368
27,403 730 28,133
LEVEL 3
28,307 730 29,037
29,010 626 29,636
29,749 626 30,375
30,928 626 31,554
LEVEL 4
31,545 626 32,171
32,470 626 33,096
33,421 626 34,047
34,772 626 35,398
LEVEL 5
35,476 626 36,102
36,443 626 37,069
37,438 522 37,960
38,462 522 38,984
LEVEL 6
40,434 522 40,956
41,898 522 42,420
43,978 522 44,500
LEVEL 7
45,091 522 45,613
46,501 522 47,023
47,962 522 48,484
LEVEL 8
50,097 522 50,619
51,847 522 52,369
A1
54,027 522 54,549
A2
56,202 522 56,724
A3
58,354 522 58,876
A4
60,530 522 61,052
A5
64,189 522 64,711
A6
66,839 522 67,361
A7
69,494 522 70,016
A8
72,493 522 73,015
A9
75,675 522 76,197
(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older
on appointment to a classification equivalent
to Level 1, may be appointed to the minimum
rate of pay based on years of service, not on
age.
(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.
(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for determination.
(2) Salaries—Specified Callings and Other Professionals
(a) Employees who are employed in the calling
of Medical Scientist, Scientific Officer, or any
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other professional calling as agreed between
the Union and employers, shall be entitled to
Annual Salaries as follows—

LEVELS

CURRENT

Jun-98

NEW

ASNA

LEVEL 3/5

28,307 730 29,037
29,749 626 30,375
31,545 626 32,171
33,421 626 34,047
36,443 626 37,069
38,462 522 38,984
LEVEL 6
40,434 522 40,956
41,898 522 42,420
43,978 522 44,500
LEVEL 7
45,091 522 45,613
46,501 522 47,023
47,962 522 48,484
LEVEL 8
50,097 522 50,619
51,847 522 52,369
A1
54,027 522 54,549
A2
56,202 522 56,724
A3
58,354 522 58,876
A4
60,530 522 61,052
A5
64,189 522 64,711
A6
66,839 522 67,361
A7
69,494 522 70,016
A8
72,493 522 73,015
A9
75,675 522 76,197
(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause, on
appointment or promotion to the Level 3/5
under this subclause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an
approved three academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the first year increment;
(ii) Employees, who have completed an
approved four academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the second year increment;
(iii) Employees, who have completed an
approved Masters or PhD Degree relevant to their calling shall commence
on the third year increment;
Provided that employees who attain a higher
tertiary level qualification after appointment
shall not be entitled to any advanced progression through the range.
(c) The employer and Union shall be responsible
for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for appointment for the callings
covered by this subclause and shall maintain
a manual setting out such qualifications.
(d) The employer in allocating levels pursuant to
subclause (2) of this schedule may determine
a commencing salary above Level 3/5 for a
particular calling/s.
(e) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.
(f) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for determination.
(3) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week and the $10.00 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustment payable from the beginning of the first
pay period on or after the 14th day of November 1997.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the arbitrated safety net adjustments of the following amounts—
(a) $14.00 per week increase in award rates up to
and including $550.00 per week
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(b) $12.00 per week increase in award rates above
$550.00 per week and up to and including
$700.00 per week; and
(c) $10.00 per week increase in award rates above
$700.00 per week.
These arbitrated safety net adjustments shall be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees since 1 November 1991
whose wages and conditions are regulated by this
award and which are above the wage rates prescribed
in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement
in which absorption is not contrary to the terms of
the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to June 1998, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this
arbitrated safety net adjustment of $14.00, $12.00 or
$10.00 per week as the case may be.
23. Schedule C—Classification and Grading of Employees:
Delete this schedule and insert in lieu thereof the following—
SCHEDULE C
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADING OF
EMPLOYEES
Level 1/2
Laboratory Assistant
Level 3
Maintenance Officer
Level 3/4
Technical Officer
SPECIFIED CALLINGS
Level 3/5
Medical Scientist
Level 6
Senior Medical Scientist
Level 7
Senior Medical Scientist (Virology,
Blood Group Reference and Quality
Control)
Level 8
2IC Laboratories
Level A1
Manager Laboratory Services
24. Appendix—Resolution of Disputes Requirements: Rearrange and renumber this appendix after Schedule C –
Classification and Grading of Employees as follows—
APPENDIX 1—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
REQUIREMENTS
25. Appendix—S.49B—Inspection of Records Requirements: Renumber this appendix as follows—
APPENDIX 2—S49B—INSPECTION OF RECORDS
REQUIREMENTS

INDUSTRIAL SPRAYPAINTING AND
SANDBLASTING AWARD 1991.
No. A33 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Blastworks Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 2002A of 1997.
Industrial Spraypainting and Sandblasting Award 1991.
No. A33 of 1987.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Dwyer on behalf of the respondent members of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Industrial Spraypainting and Sandblasting
Award 1991 be varied in accordance with the following
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Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 23rd day of December 1998.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
Schedule.
1. Schedule B—Superannuation: Delete subclause (e) of this
Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(e) “Ordinary time earnings” (which for the purposes of
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act
1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings base)
shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the employee receives for ordinary hours of work including
shift loading, special rates, location allowance and
leading hand allowance where applicable. The term
includes any regular over-award pay as well as casual
rates received, and additional rates and allowances
paid for work undertaken during ordinary hours of
work excluding fares and travel and other reimbursement allowances.

PLASTER, PLASTERGLASS AND CEMENT
WORKERS’ AWARD.
No. A 29 of 1989.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Anderson Industries and Others.
No. 2005A of 1997.
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THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN SURVEYING
(PRIVATE PRACTICE) INDUSTRY AWARD, 1989.
No. A 2 of 1988.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
and
Surveying and Mapping Group
Pty Ltd & Others.
No. 1165 of 1998.
The Western Australian Surveying
(Private Practice) Industry Award, 1989.
No. A 2 of 1988.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
2 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Mr G Sturman as agent on behalf of the applicant
and Mr M Kane as agent on behalf of the Association of
Professional Engineers, Scientists and Managers of Australia
and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Western Australian Surveying (Private Practice) Industry Award, 1989 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 17 December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———

Plaster, Plasterglass and Cement Workers’ Award.
No. A 29 of 1989.

Schedule.
Delete Clause 8.—Salaries and insert in lieu thereof the
following—

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison on behalf of the Applicant Mr
K Dwyer on behalf of the respondent members of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent,
hereby orders—
THAT the Plaster, Plasterglass and Cement Workers’
Award No. A 29 of 1989 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 23rd day of December 1998.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

8.—SALARIES
The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include
wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is
contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

Schedule.
1. Clause 28.—Superannuation: Delete paragraph (d)
subclause (2) of this clause and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
(e) “Ordinary time earnings” (which for the purposes of
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act
1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings base)
shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the employee receives for ordinary hours of work leading
hand where applicable. The term includes any regular over-award pay as well as casual rates received,
and additional rates and allowances paid for work
undertaken during ordinary hours of work excluding
fares and travel and other reimbursement allowances.

Rate
1st & 2nd
Per Annum Arbitrated
Safety Net
Adjustments
$
$

(1) Surveyors
(a) Specialist Professional
(Corporate Membership)
or Post Graduate
Qualification—
First Year
27,694
Second Year
29,808
Third Year
31,976
Fourth Year
34,315
Fifth Year
36,815
(b) Professional—
Qualification—Post
Graduate Diploma
First Year
27,545
Second Year
29,285

Total
Annual
Salary
$

2504
2400
2400
2400
2295

30,198
32,208
34,376
36,715
39,110

2504
2400

30,049
31,685
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Rate
1st & 2nd
Per Annum Arbitrated
Safety Net
Adjustments
$
$

Qualification—Degree
First Year
24,528
Second Year
25,956
Third Year
27,545
Fourth Year
29,285
Fifth Year
31,131
Qualification—Degree,
Articled Surveyor
First Year
23,353
Second Year
24,764
(c) Professional Support—
Qualification—Diploma
First Year
23,348
Second Year
24,690
Third Year
26,256
Fourth Year
27,864
Fifth Year
29,627
Qualification—Certificate
First Year
22,192
Second Year
23,348
(d) Technical Assistant—
First Year (*) 18,710
Second Year
19,788
Third Year
20,917
(2) Clerical Personnel—
(a) Clerical Administrator—
First Year
27,183
Second Year
27,724
Third Year
28,273
(b) Senior Clerical Officer—
First Year
25,584
Second year
26,117
Third Year
26,650
(c) Clerical Officer—
First Year
23,985
Second Year
24,518
Third Year
25,051
(d) General Clerk—
First Year
22,120
Second Year
22,652
Third Year
23,186
(e) Filing Clerk—
First Year
20,787
Second Year
21,453
Third Year
21,986

Total
Annual
Salary
$

2504
2504
2504
2400
2400

27,032
28,460
30,049
31,685
33,531

2504
2504

25,857
27,268

2504
2504
2504
2504
2400

25,852
27,194
28,760
30,368
32,027

2504
2504

24,696
25,852

2504
2504
2504

21,214
22,292
23,421

2504
2504
2400

29,687
30,228
30,673

2504
2504
2504

28,088
28,621
29,154

2504
2504
2504

26,489
27,022
27,555

2504
2504
2504

24,624
25,156
25,690

2504
2504
2504

23,291
23,957
24,490

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for variation of—
No variation resulting—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers (WA Branch)
and
The West Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. 1071 of 1997.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
8 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 filed on the 6th day of June 1997 for a
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variation to the Railway Employees’ Award No 18 of 1969;
and
WHEREAS on the 24th day of July, the 4th , 18th and 29th
days of August and the 30th day of September 1997 the Commission convened conferences for the purpose of conciliating
between the parties; and
WHEREAS by a facsimile dated the 4th day of February
1999 the Applicant advised that it did not wish to proceed
with the matter;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Interpretation of—
MASTERS, MATES AND ENGINEERS PASSENGER
FERRIES AWARD.
No. A 9 of 1996.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian
Branch, Union of Workers and Another
and
Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd and Others.
No. A 9 of 1996.
Masters, Mates and Engineers Passenger Ferries Award.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
21 January 1999.
Further Reasons for Decision.
Following the reasons for decision of this matter which issued
on 15 September 1998 and which decided that the award will
prescribe annualised salaries, the applicant unions requested
that the Commission determine what the standard hours of
work should be for the employees to be covered by the award.
The Commission received written submissions from the applicant union on 2 November 1998. Submissions from the
respondent employers were received on 25 November 1998.
The unions maintain that the standard hours of work should
be 40 per week. The unions rely principally on the Minimum
Conditions of Employment Act where, in its submission, s.11
of that Act prescribes that the Minimum Wage prescribed under that Act is paid for 40 hours. Given that that Act prescribes
minimum conditions which extend to and bind all employers
and employees, then these provisions should be imported into
the Award.
The respondent rejects the submission. It submits that the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act does not prescribe
or otherwise deal with minimum conditions in relation to hours
of work. The provision in s.11, and indeed in s.13 of that Act,
is necessary, in order to prescribe a divisor to set a minimum
hourly rate of pay for employees engaged otherwise than on a
full time basis. The employers further draw the attention of
the Commission to the First Award Principle which, as noted
by the Commission in the earlier Reasons for Decision, prescribes as the main consideration the award meeting the needs
of a particular industry while ensuring that employees’ interests are also properly taken into account. Structural efficiency
considerations shall also apply in the making of a first award.
They point to the evidence from both employers and employees before the Commission that the current hours of work,
which have been set by direct negotiation between them, indicates current industry practices of the hours being between 45
and sometimes 55 hours per week. To prescribe a 40 hour week
would not only be contrary to the first award principle, it would
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be detrimental to the operation at the industry because employees would have their rostered hours of work reduced down
to 40 per week thus reducing their weekly income by 20 per
cent. Alternatively, it would impose an immediate overtime
rate of 10 hours per full time employee which would be a cost
inevitably passed on to customers rather than absorbed within
the industry.
The Minimum Conditions of Employment Act does not prescribe a 40 hour week as a minimum condition of employment.
Rather, it recognises that 40 hours is the minimum number of
hours for which the Minimum Wage is to be paid and is to be
the divisor for a part-time employee who is receiving the Minimum Wage. There is nothing in that Act which applies in this
case although that Act implicitly recognises a 40 hour week as
standard. Although the unions’ claim is based on the 40 hour
week because of that Act, there can be little doubt that the
Commission recognises a 38 hour week as the standard working week throughout the State (re Watchmakers and Jewellers
Award (1988) 68 WAIG 1416). The reduction of hours from
40 to 38 hour per week occurred incrementally as awards were
variously amended over a period of time in the early part of
the 1980’s. Previously, standard hours were prescribed following formal enquiries specifically for that purpose. The last
of those was in 1947 when the standard hours of work in this
State were reduced from 44 to 40 per week (1947) 27 WAIG
265. That reduction followed the corresponding reduction
throughout Australia following a Commonwealth standard
hours inquiry in 1947 (see (1947) 59 CAR 581).
The issue to be decided however is not as straightforward as
merely prescribing the State standard in the award to issue.
The Commission is obliged to apply the State Wage Principles. The requirement on the Commission is to prescribe a
standard for hours of work which meets both the needs of the
industry whilst ensuring the employees’ interests are properly
taken into account. The evidence before the Commission, including that from the witness called by the union, is that hours
of work currently worked within the industry range between
45 to 55 hours per week. To some extent, the hours worked
depend upon the season. The evidence of Mr Baker is that
Captain Cook Cruises recognises an average of 45 hours per
week over a 12 month period. During the peak season the hours
would be perhaps 55 hours per week but in the off-season, the
company would struggle to find 45 hours per week for its staff
(transcript p.35). That evidence is supported by Mr Oswald’s
evidence and the evidence of Mr Brown (transcript p.72). The
evidence of Mr Rossi puts the minimum hours in the peak
season at 45 while the maximum hours are as high as 80 per
week (transcript p.60).
I have little doubt that to prescribe that the annualised salaries in this award should be based upon a standard of 40 hours
per week will impose an immediate significant cost burden
which will need to be passed on to consumers or may act to
reduce the rostered hours for employees overall. There is certainly evidence to that effect before the Commission. However,
the Commission is obliged to consider also the interests of the
employees and those interests are not measured merely by establishing the current hours which are worked.
While it is certainly the case that the hours currently worked
in the industry are hours which have been set by direct negotiations, that is likely to be the case in an industry which has
not had its employment conditions regulated. While I accept
the hours currently worked in the industry as a fact, that is not
to conclude that for that reason alone they are fair and reasonable hours to be awarded by the Commission in a first award.
While previously the State Wage Principles referred to existing conditions of employment being, prima facie, the conditions
to be prescribed, this is no longer the case since the change to
the First Award Principle in December 1994 (75 WAIG 23).
Rather, the hours to be awarded as standard hours are the hours
which will meet the needs of the industry while ensuring that
employees’ interest are also properly taken into account. I have
little difficulty in concluding that prescribing a standard working week of 50 hours is not in the employees’ interest given
that a 40 hour week has been the standard in Western Australia, since 1947 and a 38 hour week since, perhaps, 1988.
However, I also have little doubt that to introduce a 40 hour
divisor into the Award in these circumstances will not be in
the best interests of the industry overall, because of the significant difference between a standard 40 hour week and the
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maximum 50 to 55 hours per week currently being worked. It
is therefore not appropriate to recognise the standard hours in
one step and some phasing in will be required, as perhaps is to
be anticipated in a first award. Accordingly, the Commission
decides that the annualised salary arrangement in the award
should be based upon standard hours of 45 per week. This
represents the minimum yearly average of the hours which are
worked in the industry according to the evidence before the
Commission. It is to be regarded as an interim provision. Once
the award has issued then further amendments to the standard
hours will fall under a different Principle and raise different
considerations. Phasing in will also allow the parties to evaluate themselves the effect this Award will have had in fact in
the industry, given that it is not clear how many employees
will be employed under it. It will also allow an opportunity for
further discussions between the parties in accordance with the
structural efficiency principle. In this way, the State Wage Principles have been applied in this case.
The matter is decided accordingly.
Appearances: (By way of written submission).
Mr T. Boronovskis on behalf of the Merchant Service Guild,
Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers and on behalf
of the Australian Institute of Marine and Power Engineers,
Western Australian Union of Workers.
Mr L. Joyce on behalf of the respondents.

RANGERS (NATIONAL PARKS) CONSOLIDATED
AWARD 1987.
No. A17 of 1981.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Department of Conservation and Land Management.
No. 1694 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
The union party to the Rangers (National Parks) Consolidated
Award, 1987 No. A17 of 1981 has applied for an interpretation of the award. The issues between the parties concern
rangers with no fixed hours of work. Their rate of wage is
increased by 25% as prescribed in Clause 17(1).—Wages and
they are entitled to an average over a year of two full days off
duty per week to be fixed by arrangement between the employer and the employee concerned. By subclause (4) of clause
9.—Overtime of the Award—
“Rangers in receipt of the allowance for no fixed hours of
duty prescribed in subclause (1) of Clause 17.—Wages
shall be exempt from the provisions of subclauses (1) and
(2) of this clause. Provided that if an employee so specified is required to work on a rostered day off duty he
shall be paid at the rate of double time for any time so
worked.”
The issues which have arisen are—
(1) When a ranger with no fixed hours of work is requested to work on a day designated as that ranger’s
rostered day off, and the ranger works on that day, is
he to be paid at the rate of double time in accordance
with subclause 9(4)?
(2) If the answer to question (1) is “yes”, is the rate of
double time calculated upon the rate of wage prescribed in clause 17 including the 25%?
The first question
On the information before the Commission, the days off duty
are not necessarily fixed in accordance with a roster as that
word is defined in the award. Indeed, the practice apparently
varies throughout the State. In the case of the Albany district
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the District Park Manager draws up a document twice yearly
which sets the rostered days off over the district. The final
form of the document takes into account feedback received
from the rangers of a draft sent to them for comment. The
latest of those documents is dated 19 October 1998 and is
headed “Ranger Standdowns for Summer Period 1998/99”. It
sets the rostered days off for 12 employees for the district,
including 9 rangers with no fixed hours of work, and states:
“Please note, there are to be no changes to the disposition without my approval. All accrued days off can be planned to
coincide with standdown days but let me know in advance.”
The format of that document is not significantly different from
earlier documents although earlier documents are variously
headed “Rostered Days Off” and state “it must be understood
that changes to this roster may be made occasionally due to
workloads and emergencies”.
The evidence of Mr Lloyd, the District Parks Manager of
the Albany district, is that the document he prepares provides
full coverage of the national parks across the districts while
providing also for the rangers to have time that they would
like to have off. It provides a very flexible arrangement which
suits both the Department and the rangers’ needs. In the event
that a ranger wishes to change the rostered day off, usually a
week’s notice is required, but occasionally the day rostered
off can be changed with less notice, including the evening
before the rostered day off. It is easier to accommodate the
requested change in the winter months than it is in the summer
months because of the danger of wild fires. The Department
also varies rostered days off if the circumstances warrant it.
This occurs also particularly in the summer season if the
weather warning for the next day is going to be “very high” or
“extreme”. The practice outlined by Mr Lloyd has operated in
the Albany district for the last 22 years.
This practice seems to work entirely satisfactorily and is quite
consistent with the understanding of the manner in which these
rangers perform their work. As noted previously in a decision
of the Commission which refused a claim by the union that the
hours of rangers is set according to a five-day forty-hour week
(1982) 62 WAIG 2732. The Commission noted the evidence,
which was confirmed by the inspections undertaken by the
Commission at that time, that it would hardly be possible to
perform the role of a ranger, not only in a way the employer
expects, but in the way the rangers themselves see their role,
on the basis of fixed hours of duty. The job requires these rangers to work as and when duty calls. Although rangers can largely
determine when it is that duty calls, some of their tasks are
dependant on the unpredictable exigencies of nature. The evidence before the Commission on this occasion confirms that
rangers without fixed hours of work see such flexibility as a
hallmark of their job. There is no suggestion that there be any
less flexibility. It is recognised that the requirements of the job
are unpredictable and that rangers will be required, and will
make themselves available, to work as and when required.
That practice will not change as a result of anything decided in
this matter because the issue before the Commission is not
whether a ranger will work on his or her rostered day off. On the
evidence, the ranger will work on his or her rostered day off.
The issue is whether a rostered day off ceases to be a rostered
day off when a ranger is requested to work on it. Two reasons
suggest themselves why it does not. First, if a rostered day off
ceases to be a rostered day off when a ranger is requested to
work on it then clause 9(4) would never come into operation
because it would be impossible to ever work overtime on a
rostered day off. A day could only be a rostered day off if it has
been designated as such and the ranger is not required to work
on it. As a matter of logic that interpretation would render clause
9(4) redundant. The second reason is that if a clause such as
clause 9(4) exists in the award it must be there for a purpose. As
a general principle, courts are not at liberty to consider any word
or sentence as superfluous or insignificant. I cannot agree that
clause 9(4) only becomes significant in the unlikely event that
there are insufficient days remaining in a calendar year to allow
a day designated as a rostered day off to be changed and taken in
one of the remaining days of the year.
Therefore, a rostered day off is a day which has been fixed
by arrangement between the employer and the ranger concerned
(see clause 7(2)) and, in this case, designated as such in the
document finally issued by the Department. If that day is not
changed by a further arrangement between the employer and
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the ranger concerned then, when that day occurs, it is the
rostered day off. If, on that day, the ranger is required to work
then he or she works on that rostered day off. It cannot logically be said that the rostered day off which was designated in
the document and which was not changed prior to its occurring ceases to be the rostered day off if the ranger is required
to work on it. When that occurs, the award prescribes that
double time is payable. Question (1) is accordingly decided in
the affirmative.
The second question
As noted, subclause 9(4) refers to the payment “at the rate
of double time”. Double time is not defined in the award. Logically, “double time” is double ordinary time. Ordinary time is,
likewise, not defined in the award. What is “ordinary time”?
Clause 17.—Wages prescribes the following in subclause
(1)(b)—
“Provided that the rate of pay referred to in this clause
shall increase by 25% for any Ranger whose ordinary
rostered hours of work are worked over five days of the
week subject to subclause (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of this
award.”
“Ordinary time” is a concept readily understood in industrial relations. It refers to the rate of wage paid during ordinary
hours of work. The calculation of that rate will differ from
circumstance to circumstance. In the case of an employee covered by an award, as in this case, that rate is calculated by
reference to the award. The award specifies a wage rate for a
ranger. That rate is then the rate used for ordinary time. Although the clause describes that the rate specified will be
increased by 25% for rangers without set hours of work, that
has not, as a matter of practice, meant that ordinary time has
been the rate in the award plus 25%. Thus, payment for long
service leave is paid for at the rate without 25%. The rate for
sick leave and annual leave would be paid for at that rate except for the specific provisions agreed to by the parties and
inserted in the award by consent, which specify that, for annual leave and sick leave purposes, the rate will be time plus
the 25%. The effect of those amendments is that the ranger
without fixed hours of duty who is unable to attend work because of illness is paid at the rate the ranger would have received
for that day. A ranger who proceeds on annual leave does not
lose money compared to the rate the ranger would receive for
the other 48 weeks of the year. But the exceptions provided
for in the case of annual leave and sick leave do not mean that
the rate of ordinary time for a ranger without fixed hours of
duties is thereby the award rate plus 25%. If it were so, then
there would have been no need for the provisions regarding
payment for sick leave and annual leave which were inserted
in 1985.
Furthermore, the concept of payment for overtime does not
carry with it the same considerations that merit the exceptions
granted to payment for sick leave and annual leave. An employee working overtime is not losing financially by being
paid less than he or she would otherwise have received for
performing ordinary work on a particular day. Rather, double
time is prescribed as a disincentive for the working of overtime from the point of view of the employer.
The rate at which overtime is paid is, therefore, the rate prescribed in the award not including the 25%.
Conclusion
The Commission declares that the true interpretation of the
award is—
1. When a ranger with no fixed hours of duty is requested to work on a day designated as that ranger’s
rostered day off duty, and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she is to be paid at
the rate of double time in accordance with subclause
(4) of clause 9.—Overtime of the award.
2. The rate at which overtime is paid is the rate prescribed in subclause (1) of Clause 17.—Wages of
the award not including the 25%.
Appearances
Ms. S.M. Jackson on behalf of the applicant union.
Mr Hesselwood on behalf of the respondent.
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PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Matters Dealt With—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE
No. PSACR 34 of 1998.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
18 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
The application brought by the union against the respondent
concerns its member Ms Ishmael who is employed as a Computer Systems Officer, Level 2. She is appointed to a position
located at the Rockingham Campus of the respondent. On the
6 April 1998, Ms Ishmael was notified that she was to be transferred to another position and relocated to the Fremantle
Campus of the respondent. The union’s claim as amended on
22 September 1998 is that Ms Ishmael be returned to her substantive position at the Rockingham Campus and any or all
decision by the employer in regard to Ms Ishmael be declared
void. When the matter came on for hearing, the respondent
raised two preliminary points. Firstly, the union’s application
had originally sought the issuing of a Declaration and the respondent argued that this was beyond power. The second point
raised by the respondent is that Section 80E(7) of the Act means
that the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to deal
with the application. The Commission, with the consent of the
parties, adjourned the application and received the written submissions of the parties on these points.
Section 80E(7) is as follows—
Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (6), an Arbitrator
does not have jurisdiction to inquire into or deal with, or
refer to the Commission in Court Session or the Full
Bench, any matter in respect of which a procedure referred to in section 97 (1) (a) of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 is, or may be, prescribed under
that Act.
Section 97(1) (a) of the PSMA states—
The functions of the Commissioner under this Part are—
(a) to make recommendations to the Minister on
the making, amendment or repeal of regulations prescribing procedures, whether by way
of appeal, review, conciliation, arbitration,
mediation or otherwise, for employees and
other persons to obtain relief in respect of the
breaching of public sector standards;
A public sector standard is one established under Section
21(1) of the PSMA. Section 21(1) empowers the Commissioner to establish public sector standards setting out minimum
standards of merit, equity and probity to be complied with in
the public sector in a number of matters including the … transfer … of employees. On 1 January 1996 the Office of the Public
Sector Standards Commissioner published a Public Sector
Standard in relation to transfers. That standard is as follows—
OUTCOME
Transfer decisions are equitable and take into account
the organisation’s requirements and employee needs.
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
2.1 Movement is at a comparable classification level.
2.2 Movement does not result in a loss of continuity of
service.
2.3 Movement does not change tenure of employment.
2.4 The organisation’s employee’s needs are taken into
account in the transfer decision.
2.5 The employee is notified of the transfer decision and
arrangements.
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2.6 Policies are documented, equitable, applied consistently and accessible to all employees in the
organisation.
2.7 Decisions and processes embody the principles of
natural justice.
2.8 Decisions are capable of review.
2.9 Appropriate confidentiality is observed.
The combined effect of Section 80E(7) of the Act, together
with the above quoted sections of the PSMA, are to remove
the jurisdiction of the Commission to deal with any matter in
respect of which a procedure referred to in Section 97(1)(a) of
the PSMA is, or may be, prescribed under that Act. Such a
procedure may include procedures whether by way of appeal,
arbitration, or otherwise for employees or other persons to
obtain relief in respect to the breaching of public sector standards. There is a procedure for an employee who is aggrieved
by a decision made or action taken by a department or organisation, or the employing authority of a department or
organisation, that the employee considers to be a breach of a
public sector standard to apply to the employing authority of
the department or organisation to have the decision or action
reviewed by a reviewer: see R8 of the Public Sector Management (Review Procedures) Regulations 1995 (Government
Gazette 24/11/95 p.5475-88). The effect of s.80E(7) of the
Act in this case therefore is to remove the jurisdiction of the
Commission to inquire into or deal with any matter to do with
the breach of the public sector standard regarding a transfer.
However, s.80E(7) would not remove the jurisdiction of the
Commission to inquire into or deal with a matter to do with a
transfer which did not involve the alleged breach of a public
sector standard regarding transfers because the procedure referred to in s.97(1)(a) of the PSMA is restricted to a procedure
to obtain relief in respect of the breaching of public sector
standards. That is, if there has been a failure to comply with
the standards, the “outcome” is not achieved and the transfer
decision will be inequitable. However, that is not the only basis upon which a decision to transfer may be unfair. If, in the
exercise of its jurisdiction, the Commission determined that
the transfer was unfair for a reason other than a matter covered by the public sector standards the Commission may make
an order requiring the transfer to be revoked. There is much to
be said for the comment made by Fielding C in his 1996 Review of the Public Sector Management Act, to which the
respondent referred, when he stated at page 183 that the review procedure under that Act is intended to focus on breaches
of procedures rather than on the merits of the competing claimants”.
In the exercise of this jurisdiction under the Act the Commission shall act according to equity, good conscience, and
the substantial merits of the case. Its discretion is quite wide
and will permit considerations other than whether there has or
has not been a breach of public sector standards. Indeed
s.80E(7) removes the Commission’s jurisdiction to consider
whether or not that has occurred. Rather, the provisions of the
Act mean that the issue which is brought before the Commission is whether the employer’s right has been exercised so
harshly or oppressively towards the employee that it amounts
to an abuse of that right (re Undercliffe Nursing Home (1985)
65 WAIG 385). Thus the issue to be determined is whether the
transfer of Ms Ishmael is so harsh or oppressive towards her
that the right to transfer her has been abused (State School
Teachers Union of WA (Inc) v Hon Minister for Education
(1995) 75 WAIG 2882 and see also Transport Workers’ Union
v Mt Newman Mining Co Pty Ltd (1989) 60 WAIG 1036 at
1040, 1047).
Certainly, the issues which are raised in the matter referred
for hearing and determination contain allegations that may well
form part of an allegation that the public sector standard has
been breached. The allegation that the respondent “failed to
adequately consult with Ms Ishmael” appears to be covered
within requirement 2.7. In contrast, the allegations that the
respondent “failed to notify the union as to the Introduction of
Change as required by clause 49 of the Government Officers
Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award” or that the respondent “has attempted by vexatious means to introduce a
process of work rejected by Ms Ishmael and other employees
at an earlier time” do not appear to be covered by the standards. Given that the Commission has not yet heard the
application, it is not appropriate to reach a conclusion at this
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stage. It is sufficient that a finding be made that the preliminary point is not made out. Therefore the Commission does
have the jurisdiction to deal with this matter to the extent that
it does not go to matters within the relevant public sector standard.
It follows in my view that the Commission also has the jurisdiction to issue an order in the terms sought by the union in
its letter of 22 September 1998 and the second preliminary
point raised by the respondent regarding the form of the Order
that is currently sought is not made out.
The application will therefore proceed.
Appearances: Mr D Newman on behalf of the applicant.
Ms J Stone on behalf of the respondent.

BOARDS OF REFERENCE—
Decisions of—
Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave
Act 1985
BOARD OF REFERENCE
No. 11 of 1998
Healy Airconditioning Pty Ltd
and
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board.
J. SPURLING (CHAIR)
J. UPHILL (MEMBER)
L. BEECH (MEMBER)
Perth, 21 January 1999.
Decision.
Introduction
This decision relates to an appeal by Healy Airconditioning
Pty Ltd as trustee for the Healy Airconditioning Unit Trust trading as Healy Airconditioning (the Appellant) against a decision
that it be required to register as an employer under the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act 1985
(the Act) and make payments to the Construction Industry Long
Service Leave Payments Board (the Respondent).
About the Act
The Act has been established to enable people who work in
the construction industry to achieve an entitlement to long service leave, notwithstanding they are not able to work long
enough in any one job or with any one employer, to qualify for
long service leave. Given the nature of the industry, employees lose their job upon completion of the “construction”. The
Act establishes a scheme whereby employers in the construction industry contribute to the Respondent on behalf of
employees on any one project so as to enable an employee
who works for the qualifying period while remaining within
the industry as opposed to remaining with any one employer,
to achieve the qualifying period and receive long service leave
payment. The respondent makes the payment from the contributions received.
A short summary of the purpose of the Act is given in an
unreported decision of the WA Supreme Court (Library No
920130) in which Owen J said;
“The Act embodies the concept of providing long service
leave based on service to an industry rather than service
to a single employer. Instead of being eligible for long
service leave after fifteen years of service to one employer,
employees in the construction industry become eligible
after fifteen years service in the industry.
The legislation provides for a portable long service leave
scheme for employees who may move from one employer
to another or others but who remain within the construction industry.”
Section 30 of the Act requires that an employer, “that is an
employer in the construction industry” register as an employer
and, via section 34, make financial contributions to the Respondent. Section 50 of the Act allows a claim arising out of
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a requirement to register, to be heard and determined by this
Board, a Board of Reference constituted under the Industrial
Relations Act.
Statement of Agreed Facts
The facts in this case are largely agreed and contained in the
“Statement Of Agreed Facts (Amended)” filed by the respondent and confirmed by the Appellant.
“STATEMENT OF AGREED FACTS (AMENDED)
1. Healy Airconditioning P/L is in the business of distributing, installing, maintaining and repairing
packaged airconditioning systems.
2. The Company operates from premises at 31 Clune
Street, Bayswater (“the Premises”).
3. The Company operates predominantly in the domestic and light industrial markets.
4. Currently, it employs 62 full-time employees.
5. The Company has 3 departments—
(i) sales;
(ii) service;
(iii) installation.
Service Division
6. Currently, the service division comprises 9 full-time
employees.
7. At peak periods, the Company also engages subcontractors in the service division.
8. Of those employees, 4 are service technicians who
hold an electrical mechanic licence and are authorised to carry out electrical installation work.
9. Of the 9 employees, 1 is a supervisor who holds a
trade qualification.
10. The service technicians undertake maintenance and
repairs to evaporative airconditioning and security
systems (where the system is incorporated with the
airconditioning system predominantly at residential
properties or occasionally at light industrial workshop).
11. The supervisor supervises the work of the service
technicians, inspects the work of the subcontractors
and liaises with management.
12. For the 1997/98 financial year, the turnover attributed to the service division of the Company accounted
for 9.5% of the Company’s annual turnover.
Installation Division
13. Currently, the installation division comprises 36 fulltime employees.
14. At peak periods, the Company also engages subcontractors in its installation division.
15. Of those employees—
(i) 7 are qualified plumbers;
(ii) 3 are qualified electricians holding an electrical mechanic licence;
(iii) 4 are apprentice electricians;
(iv) 11 are labourers assisting either or both the
plumbers and electricians;
(v) 1 refrigeration mechanic; and
(vi) 1 is an apprentice service refrigeration mechanic.
16. These employees either install and commission or
assist in the installation and commissioning of packaged or evaporative airconditioning units
predominantly at residential premises and occasionally at light industrial workshops of the Company’s
clients.
17. The service refrigeration mechanic holds a restricted
electrical licence entitling him to perform some electrical work (including testing) as part of his trade or
calling (subject to restrictions on his licence).
18. The service refrigeration mechanic undertakes maintenance and repairs to refrigerated airconditioning
appliances predominantly at residential properties
and occasionally at light industrial workshop.
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19. Of those employees, 3 are supervisors who hold a
trade qualification. They supervise the work of the
installation employees, inspect the work of the subcontractors and liaise with management.
20. For the 1997/98 financial year, the turnover attributed
to the installation division of the Company accounted
for 11.4 % of the Company’s annual turnover.
Site Work
21. Of the total number of full time Company employees, 56.5% undertake work at places other than the
Premises.
Regulation of terms and conditions of employment
22. Currently, the terms and conditions of employment
of all the Company’s employees are regulated by
workplace agreements.
23. The Airconditioning and Refrigeration Industry (Construction and Servicing) Award is a prescribed award
and the classification of tradesman is a prescribed
classification for the purposes of the Construction
Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act (“the
Act”).
24. The Metal Trades (General) Award is a prescribed
award and the classifications of tradesman, tradesman’s assistant, labourer or electrical installer are
prescribed classifications for the purposes of the Act.
25. The Foreman (Building Trades) Award 1991 is a prescribed award and the classification of foreman is a
prescribed classification for the purposes of the Act.
26. The Plumbing Industry (Qld and WA) Award 1979
is a prescribed award and the classification of
plumber and plumber’s assistant are prescribed classifications for the purposes of the Act.”
The Appellant maintains that it is not within, notwithstanding that some of its work may fall within, the construction
industry, because it says that if it does any work that meets the
definition as being within the construction industry, it is simply because that work is an adjunct to its real business being,
“the distribution of packaged airconditioning systems manufactured by Air Group Australia trading as Cool Breeze.”
The Appellant maintains that if any of its work is in the
construction industry, then the exclusion in paragraph (f) of
section 3(1)(a) of the Act removes it from the industry. This
point is discussed later in the decision.
The Work of Some Employees
Of the Appellant’s employees, 56% are involved in installing, repairing or maintaining packaged airconditioning units,
mostly in private residences, occasionally in light commercial
premises and rarely, on building sites. This work is within the
classifications of work designated by prescribed awards and
therefore the Board concludes it is work which falls within the
definition of construction industry. The employees concerned
spend almost all of their time doing that work and the Board
therefore finds that the employer employs employees within
the construction industry.
However in determining the requirement to register under
the Act, case law (set out below) suggests it is necessary to
meet two requirements;
• the employer must employ employees within the construction industry; and
• the employer must be an employer within the construction industry
“As I have pointed out an employer, as defined, means,
subject to the exclusion of a Minister, authority or council prescribed, a person who “engages persons as
employees in the construction industry”. On the other
hand, an employer who is required to register under s30(1)
must not only be a person who so “engages persons as
employees in the construction industry” (by virtue of the
definition of “employer” itself) but must, also, by reason
of the requirements of s30(1), be an employer in the construction industry. The only difference, under the Act,
between employers, simpliciter, and employers who are
required to be registered, is the additional element of being “in the construction industry” that is applicable, by
s30(1), to the latter.”
Ipp J at 62 IR 412 at 418
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Therefore the requirement to register under the Act depends
not only on whether the employer employs employees within
the construction industry but in addition, whether or not the
employer itself is in the construction industry.
“The requirement to register is, by s30(1), imposed on an
employer “in the construction industry (whether or not
he or it carries on any other business)”. I have italicised
the word “in” as it seems to me to have a narrower meaning than the words “relating to” which are contained in
the definition of “employee”. The difference in wording
is, in my view, significant. The former phrase is of wider
import than the latter. This is an important guide to the
construction of the Act on this question. It indicates that
the legislature intended that the obligation to register
would be imposed on a more limited class of persons than
those whose business merely relates to the construction
industry. It seems to me that the requirement to register is
imposed only on employers, as defined, whose business
can be classified as falling within the construction industry itself. Those persons whose business merely relates to
the construction industry are not obliged to register as
employers, even though they may engage persons as employees in the construction industry.”
Ipp J at 62 IR 412 at 420
Major And Substantial Part of The Work
An indication of the industry in which the employer operates is to be found by having regard for the common object
or joint purpose intended to be achieved by the combined
effort of the employer and its workforce. (Parker’s Case, 29
WAR 90)
The respondent says if a major and substantial part of the
work of the Appellant is within the construction industry, then
the Appellant is within the construction industry.
When considering what is the major and substantial part of
the work in terms of the number of employees engaged in the
various parts of the appellant’s business, the Appellant says
that even though more than half its employees may be engaged on work that may fall within the definition of
‘construction industry”, one must have regard to the practical
nature of the work of installing and servicing packaged
airconditioning units, and appreciate that it is labour intensive
and will therefore involve more employees. Therefore, the
Appellant says, the work of the majority of its employees is
not a determining factor.
When considering what is the major and substantial part of
the work in terms of the finances of the Appellant, the respondent applies the reverse argument. From Exhibit C, the
financial statements of the appellant, around 79% of the Appellant’s business turnover is related to “sales”, that is, work
other than that which might be said to fall within the definition of construction industry. However the respondent says
the finances will show that, because the unit cost of the packaged air conditioning units is quite high. Therefore, the
Respondent says, the majority of the financial turnover is not
a determining factor.
Which industry
The Appellant says, having regard to its reason for existence, it is not in the construction industry. It produced its
financial statements to demonstrate that for 1997 and 1998 the
installation section of its business, employing the majority of
its employees (43% of all of its employees) who might be said
to be within the construction industry, made an operating loss
each year. It goes further and says that the installation and
service areas of its operation generate only around 21% of its
annual turnover and therefore that indicates that that part of its
business is an adjunct to, rather than is, it’s main business,
The Appellant says it exists to sell packaged airconditioning
units and has only since 1996 introduced installation as an
adjunct to improve its marketing for the sale of packaged
airconditioning units.
The Appellant’s emphasis on “packaged” airconditioning
units is said to support its case that it does not deal in major
airconditioning plants, more likely to be found in the construction industry, but that it only deals in the smaller and “self
contained domestic” units.
The Appellant made reference to the exclusion in the definition in the Act of “construction industry” at section
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3(1)paragraph (f), to substantiate its argument that it is not in
the construction industry. That paragraph provides that
“construction industry” means the industry………
but does not include
(f) the carrying out of maintenance or repairs of a routine or minor nature by employees for an employer
who is not substantially engaged in the industry described in this interpretation;
In the Board’s view, that clause clarifies that the definition
of “construction industry” is not intended to apply to employers who are not substantially in the industry but whose
employees perform routine and minor service and repair work
in the industry. The Board takes the view that this clause is not
a determining factor in deciding if the employer is or is not in
the industry as the deciding factor has to be whether or not the
employer is substantially engaged in the construction industry. The Board takes the view that this exclusion clause means
that if an employer is partially in the construction industry
because it performs routine maintenance and repair work, then
this exclusion ensures they are not defined, for that reason
alone, to be within the industry.
Turning to the industry in which the Appellant is involved
and having regard for the financial statements produced and
the common object of the Appellant and its workforce, the
Board concluded the Appellant is not within the construction
industry. The common object seems to be to sell and distribute packaged airconditioning units and that part of its workforce
which does work within the construction industry, does so
merely to enhance its sales and distribution by offering customers the incentive of a “one stop shop” to not only supply
but to also install and service the units.
Itinerant Work
Part of the reason for concluding the Appellant is not in the
construction industry, is that the work of the Appellant and its
employees does not seem to come within the intent of the Act
as described by Owen J (WA Supreme Court Library No
920130) at pages 3 and 9 where he spoke of the itinerant nature of the work.
The Board takes the reference to “itinerant work”, to relate
to the nature of an industry where the work is always of a
finite time period which, when it comes to an end, usually
before an employee can earn an entitlement to long service
leave, requires the employee to seek employment on another
project within the industry, often with another employer.
That concept does not seem to apply to the Appellant.
The Respondent pointed to the evidence from the director of
the Appellant which shows that since 1 July 1997, its employee
turnover is around 60%, which the respondent points out, means
those employees have been denied a contribution towards their
long service leave entitlement. The Appellant however points
out these employees left for reasons not associated with lack
of work as might be the case in the construction industry. The
Appellant says it was the personal decision of the employees
who left to not continue, notwithstanding that work was and is
available on an ongoing basis.
Workplace Agreements
Part of the Appellant’s argument is that it should be not be
required to make long service leave payments to the respondent because its employees are employed under registered
individual workplace agreements which provide a long service leave entitlement.
Sections of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 determine that
that Act has no authority in relation to workplace agreements,
or the parties to them, but no argument was raised to suggest
this Board, established by the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
had no authority to hear the matter in dispute. This Board considers it has authority to hear the matter because the authority
is derived from section 50 of the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act 1985 which allows that all
claims arising out of the requirement that an employer register
under that Act “may be made to the Board of Reference constituted under the Industrial Relations Act 1979”. Although the
point may not be beyond doubt, a purpositive approach (78
WAIG 2591) would assist in concluding the Board has the
necessary jurisdiction.
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Consideration was also given by the Board to the concept
that employees, in section 3(1)(a) of the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act 1985 are defined in
relation to “a classification of work referred to in a prescribed
award relating to the construction industry”. The respondent
demonstrated various prescribed awards which have classifications applicable to the work of some of the employees of the
Appellant. However if the Appellant is either not respondent
to those awards or is excluded from those awards by the effect
of the Workplace Agreements Act, it may be inferred that the
Appellant has no employees as defined by the Construction
Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act 1985 and therefore is not in the construction industry.
However the function of “prescribed awards”’ is not to determine if an employer is within the construction industry. The
prescription is simply to describe the scope of work which an
employee may do within the construction industry. Therefore
respondency or not on the part of the Appellant, plays no role
in determining whether or not the Appellant is in the construction industry.
That point is described in an earlier decision of the Commission in Court Session which said;
“It is not relevant in my view whether such an employee
is employed by an employer who is bound by that award
or that the employee is bound by that award as the definition only uses reference to the award to identify a
classification of work related to the construction industry.” (70 WAIG 3064)
Conclusions
In summary the Board concludes that;
© the Appellant does have some employees who work
in classifications of work referred to in a prescribed
award relating to the construction industry, therefore
the Appellant does employ persons who do work
within the construction industry.
© the major and substantial work of 56% of the Appellant’s employees is within the construction industry
© 79% of the Appellant’s business in the 1997/98 year
was not generated as part of the construction industry
© the Appellant is not within the construction industry
because the prime reason it is in business is not a
purpose which easily falls within the definition of
construction industry and therefore the Appellant is
not required to register under section 30 of the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave
Act 1985
J A SPURLING,
Chair.
Filed in the Office of the Registrar.
21 January 1999
J A SPURLING,
Registrar.
21 January 1999.
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UNFAIR DISMISSAL/
CONTRACTUAL
ENTITLEMENTS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Carolyn Michelle Atkins
and
Ronald Nuttall.
No. 1872 of 1998.
29 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This application is brought
pursuant to section 29(1)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 (“the Act”). By it Carolyn Michelle Atkins (“the applicant”) claims she has been unfairly dismissed by the respondent
trading as “Ron’s Upholstery” and has been denied benefits
due under the contract. No answers in objection to the claim
were filed within the time allowed or at all.
The claim was listed for a conciliation conference on 26
November 1998 but this was cancelled following receipt of a
communication from a Mr Ronald Nuttall, who identified himself as the respondent for the purposes of this application,
stating that he was too ill to attend. Subsequently the Commission received by facsimile a medical certificate bearing
the respondent’s name and stating, without any indication of
reason, that he was not fit to attend an “industrial relations
meeting”. The conciliation conference was relisted as a result
and proceeded on 7 December 1998. The applicant attended
as did Mr Ronald Nuttall. The parties reached a “without prejudice” resolution of the dispute at the conference with respect
to both the claim of unfair dismissal and the claim of denied
contractual benefits. The resolution involved the respondent
paying the applicant a sum of money to be received by her by
mail no later than 23 December 1998. It was a condition of the
agreement that on receipt of the monies the application was to
be discontinued.
Shortly after 23 December 1998 the applicant informed the
Commission that the terms of the agreed resolution had not
been met. Enquiries directed to the respondent went unanswered and notice was given to the parties that, in the absence
of any confirmation that the agreed resolution had been put
into effect, the claim as filed would be listed for hearing. That
hearing proceeded on 24 January 1999. The applicant appeared
on her own behalf and presented her case. There was no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent.
At the outset of the hearing the applicant sought to discontinue the claim of unfair dismissal. The reason, she said, was
while she considered she had been treated “very unfairly” she
was pregnant with her fourth child and as she would have been
unable to continue working, she considered she should not
proceed on this claim. There being no alternative position put,
the application was amended by leave to reflect the applicant’s
position.
As to the remaining claim of denied contractual benefits
the applicant gave evidence of the contract entered into and
the work she carried out and in relation to the filed claim. It
is her evidence that an employment agency, “Employment
National”, contacted her on 23 August 1998 with a prospect
for employment by Nuttall in the business he operated. The
applicant was interviewed by Nuttall and subsequently was
offered and accepted employment which commenced on 28
August 1998.
The applicant says that it was a term of her employment that
the respondent would train her to carry out more skilled work
associated with the business but by the time the contract ended
there had been none of this. According to the applicant, the
work she did between commencement on 28 August 1998 to
her last day of work on 23 September 1998 largely was stripping furniture in preparation for other work with only about
10% of her overall work involving sewing. She says her hours
of work per week totalled 33.5 at a rate of $11.20 per hour,
which was paid weekly.
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The applicant’s claim for denied contractual benefits has two
components. She says that she was dismissed without notice
and thereby is entitled to one week’s pay in lieu of that and she
says she is entitled to payment for 2.5 hours actually worked
on 23 September 1998 prior to that dismissal. The total claimed
amounts to $403.20.
The applicant says that the termination of employment occurred as follows. On 23 September 1998, prior to her attending
at work, one of her children became ill and she was unable to
organise any child minding arrangement. Because she had only
been employed by the respondent for about four weeks by this
time and was concerned at the prospect of having to take a day
off, she decided to attend early at the worksite and request
permission from Nuttall for the child to be on the premises so
that the applicant could attend to her if necessary. The applicant arrived at work at about 7.30am, half an hour earlier than
required, and raised her request with Nuttall. She says he agreed
to it. During the day, however, the child became restless. The
applicant concluded it would be best if she took the child home
where, by now, there was an alternative to her care; with the
applicant to return to work that day as soon as possible after.
Travel to and from work involved recourse to train services.
The applicant sought permission from Nuttall to take her child
home and then return to work and says this was given, albeit
grudgingly. The applicant, having by then completed 2.5 hours
of work that day, proceeded to take the child home. When she
returned to work that day, however, Nuttall told her she no
longer had a job as she had “abandoned” it.
Having had the opportunity to observe the applicant give
evidence, I accept that evidence as to the ending of the employment and now make the following findings.
The applicant was engaged by Nuttall to work 33.5 hours
per week at the rate of $11.20 per hour. The duties were not
clearly defined. The applicant commenced work on 28 August
1998 and wages were paid weekly. The employment ended on
23 September 1998 when the respondent dismissed the applicant without notice. On the day of her dismissal the applicant
worked 2.5 hours. She was not paid for these hours.
Though no question of jurisdiction was raised, either in answer to the claim or at all (notwithstanding the attention of the
parties having been drawn to the limits of section 29(1)(b)(ii)
of the Act by the Commission during the conciliation conference) the Commission’s responsibility at large in matters of
jurisdiction is clear. It is noted that the applicant does not rely
upon any award provision for the entitlements claimed but
upon the agreed conditions and the fact of a weekly wage for
the purposes of notice. It is also noted that the work required
under the contract was not clearly stated, the range of the respondent’s operations can not be ascertained and the hourly
rate set between the parties appears to be different from the
rates prescribed by the common rule award applying in this
jurisdiction. Having regard for all this, I have concluded that
the claim is to be dealt with.
It is clear from the facts of this matter as found that the
applicant is due payment in lieu of a week’s notice of termination at the rate of $11.20 per hour for a 33.5 hour week and for
the 2.5 hours worked on the 23 September 1998. An order
reflecting that conclusion will issue in the form of minutes in
the first instance.
One other matter remains. Having regard for the identification of Nuttall as the person operating the business known as
“Ron’s Upholstery” (this position having been conceded in
the course of conciliation proceedings by Nuttall and there
being no confirmation of any registered trading name) the claim
will be amended to reflect the respondency of Ronald Nuttall
as the true employer.
Appearances: Ms C M Atkins appeared on her own behalf.
No appearance on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Carolyn Michelle Atkins
and
Ronald Nuttall.
No. 1872 of 1998.

29 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the applicant on her own behalf and there being no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent, now
therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT Ronald Nuttall pay Carolyn Michelle Atkins the
sum of $403.20 within 14 days of the 29th day of January
1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Michael Atkins
and
Extol Pty Ltd.
No. 1650 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
9 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: On 31 August 1998,
Michael Atkins (the applicant) applied to the Commission for
an order pursuant to s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The applicant had been employed by Extol Pty Ltd (the respondent) from early December 1996 until, on or around, 11
August 1998 when the relationship between the parties came
to an end in circumstances which are now controversial and
which led to the applicant filing an application seeking orders
from the Commission on the grounds that he had been unfairly dismissed.
The Commission was told by Mr Sturman, who appeared
for the applicant, that the applicant had been employed as a
boilermaker welder at Beenyup Mineral Sands Property run
by BHP, but in the employ of the respondent.
It is relevant to note that a Director of the respondent, Mr
Shepherdson, has told the Commission that the respondent
regarded the applicant as an extremely valuable member of its
workforce because of the specialist nature of work he performed at the Beenyup project. The respondent had no wish
other than to continue the relationship. However, the applicant told the Commission that on or around the 4 August 1998,
he was asked to go to a meeting where Ms Buchanan, who
appeared for the respondent, and Mr Adrian Spelt were present.
The applicant, along with his workmates, was told that the
respondent had financial difficulties and the executive management had decided that the financial drain had to be reduced.
This meant that a number of employees were to be retrenched,
and those who were not retrenched were to receive a pay cut.
Apparently the applicant asked some questions at the meeting about the financial position of the respondent. He received
only general answers, but Mr Spelt requested Ms Buchanan to
arrange for him to deal with the employees individually. Later,
Mr Spelt had a discussion with the applicant, as he did with a
number of employees, whom he told of their fate: either retrenchment or a pay cut. The applicant was to receive a pay
cut.
Mr Spelt, in his evidence, told the Commission that he had
said to the applicant words to the effect of, “Well, you might
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not like this”, or “This is bad news, but I have to tell you have
to take a $2 an hour pay cut”. The applicant was concerned
about this. This meant that if he was working on site at
Beenyup, his rate would be reduced from $20 hour to $18 per
hour plus penalties. That is his rate, for the purpose of assessment of his wage for working on the project, would be $18
instead of $20. At the workshop that meant his rate would be
reduced from $16 to $14 per hour.
The applicant made a comment to the effect he could not
afford that. He thought he had a secure job. There was then a
conversation between the applicant and Mr Spelt concerning
whether he would remain employed with the respondent or
leave. There is a suggestion from the respondent that in effect
this conversation was some kind of resignation. The applicant
says there was no resignation, but he found himself in a position where, effectively, he had been constructively dismissed.
His argument is that the arrangement came to an end because
the conduct of the employer left him in a position where he
was dismissed. The Commission has had a number of documents submitted to it. None of them seem to support that
proposition. Exhibit S1 is an Employment Separation Certificate which indicates that the employment was terminated due
to shortage of work.
There is a different story from the respondent, which I relate
now. In his cross-examination, the applicant told Ms Buchanan
that he did not receive any letter of termination while he was
employed by the respondent. He also told her that during the
conversation with Mr Spelt, he had been told that due to financial difficulties a number of staff needed to be retrenched,
but he was not chosen to be one of those employees.
The applicant was amongst a group of employees who were
to be retained because of their importance to the respondent
and its activities at Beenyup, but, like other employees being
retained, he would have to take a decrease in pay to $14 per
hour. The applicant was asked to accept the new rate, and he
declined. According to Mr Spelt, the applicant said he would
look elsewhere for work. Ms Buchanan told the Commission
because they thought the applicant was going to leave, the
respondent rescinded one of its retrenchment notices to another employee.
Mr Spelt said that he attended the meeting with Ms Buchanan
where the employees were given the news about the respondent’s financial difficulties. He then had a separate conversation
with the applicant. In the opinion of Ms Spelt, he did not think
that the applicant resigned, at least in that conversation with
him, and said he did not want him to go in any event. He was
surprised when eventually he did go.
The Commission has been given other information about
these events. First, the respondent had cause to have distributed a letter to its employees dated 4 August 1998 which advises
employees of the following—
“Due to circumstances within the business and lack of
continuity of work orders, regretfully we are now unable
to offer you permanent employment. As per the negotiated terms of your contract, we now give you the required
10 days notice.” (Exhibit B1)
I interpose there to observe that I think this letter was designed to cover a situation where a number of people were on
workplace agreements, and it seems to have been designed to
address that contractual requirement. The rest of the letter is
not germane to the matter I need to decide.
What is important as far as this proceeding is concerned is
that I am told by Ms Buchanan and Mr Shepherdson that this
letter was not given to the applicant. It was only given to those
people who were retrenched.
In support of its proposition, the applicant actually left the
respondent’s employment of his own volition. The Commission was presented documentation written by one Kelly Darcy,
who was the office manager at Margaret River Steel at the
time of the applicant’s resignation. Ms Darcy no longer works
for the respondent, having left to pursue other business interests. She says in her statement that, of her knowledge the
applicant resigned of his own volition by stating to Adrian
Spelt that he could not work for $14 per hour and would therefore look for work elsewhere. Not that he would not work, but
he could not work. This is consistent with what both the applicant and Mr Spelt have said about their conversation.
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It is also noted that the applicant did not get a letter of termination of employment, and that is obviously correct, because
he admits it. I mention those two things because Ms Darcy
was not present to be cross-examined. An adjudicator would
normally de-weight such a document unless its authenticity
can otherwise be confirmed. The two relevant parts have been;
therefore, one can draw the conclusion that some of the other
parts are likely to be correct as well. And importantly for the
determination of this case, Ms Darcy says in her document
that—
“Inadvertently, when completing the termination statements for all of the employees leaving the respondent, I
completed Michael Atkins’ in the same format, which
would state he had been made redundant.”
That is an explanation for the writing on the Employment
Separation Certificate [Exhibit S1], received by the applicant
which says he has been dismissed for a shortage of work.
Finally, the Employment Separation Certificate relates that
the applicant was given two (2) weeks wages on leaving. That
is true because that is admitted. What the respondent says is
that when the time came for those who were being made redundant to be paid, Ms Darcy made up two (2) weeks pay on
termination if I can call it that, for those employees. Mr
Shepherdson, having the view that the applicant was going to
leave, thought it would be fair in the circumstances if he received the same payment, and that is why on the basis of equity
he was given the 80 hours payment when he left.
What Mr Sturman submits is that this is a case where an
applicant, if he is not dismissed bona fide, has been dismissed
constructively, and in the circumstances that must be unfair
because the respondent instituted changes to his contract of
employment which are fundamental and significant. Mr
Sturman argues that one ought to treat this as a constructive
dismissal as it is the conduct of the employer which goes to
the heart of the contract of employment.
I need to address the law to be applied here. There is no
debate between the parties that there was an employment relationship, so I do not have to discuss the concept of the
employment relationship. There has been much written about
those concepts, as there has been written about the concept of
dismissal from employment.
As Mr Sturman says, essentially the concept involves termination of employment at the initiative of the employer, either
by directly telling a person they are dismissed or by conducting himself in such a way that the employee had no other option
than to conclude that they were dismissed.
Not every termination of employment gives rise to a course
of action under this Act. It must be termination by way of
dismissal. It cannot be a cause of action, at least by an individual employee, for example, when the employment ends by
effluxion of time or otherwise by an agreement. If it is agreed
that the arrangement comes to an end, there is no termination
for the purposes of the Act.
Most times the termination of employment is overtly at the
instigation of the employer, and the fact that there was a dismissal is not an issue. To constitute a dismissal in these
circumstances there must be a clear and unequivocal indication by the employer that the employer intends the employment
to come to an end.
I thought there was indication of that earlier, but Mr Sturman
has clarified the position for me in his opening. In practice,
the difficulties are likely to arise in those instances where the
employee resigns as a consequence of mistreatment by the
employer, and the circumstances which give rise to those types
of dismissals are commonly known as a constructive dismissal.
The concept is a common law one associated with the concept
of the fundamental breach of contract. That is, the employer,
by his or her conduct, must evince an intention no longer to be
bound by the contract.
The object of the Act is not to provide employees with a
remedy for breach of conduct but to provide relief when the
employee receives less than a fair go all round. (Loty and
Halloway v AWU (1971) NSW AR 95).
In cases of this nature it is not particularly helpful to introduce the notion of constructive dismissal. The only inquiry
should be directed at determining who really terminated the
employment. That is the ratio of the decision that Mr Sturman
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referred me to in the Attorney General v. Western Australian
Prison Officers’ Union of Workers, (1995) 75 WAIG 3166. A
dismissal for the purposes we are discussing here may well
result from conduct of an employer which falls short of a fundamental breach of contract in common law terms.
There is much to be said for the view that all that is required
is conduct of a kind which in accordance with good industrial
relations practice no employee could reasonably be expected
to accept.
In cases of forced resignation, it is simply not sufficient to
focus on the conduct of the employer. For the resignation to
be treated as a dismissal, an employee must establish that the
resignation was effected as a direct result of the employer’s
conduct. The employee therefore is obliged to make it plain
that he is resigning because of that conduct.
That is important for this case.
For example, where an employer’s conduct was merely the
catalyst for the resignation, without it being the genuine reason for the resignation, the resignation would probably not
amount to a dismissal. Furthermore, if the employee is aggrieved by the employer’s conduct, he or she must resign
promptly for it to constitute a dismissal, otherwise the employee’s motives would be open to question, or alternatively
the employee runs the risk of being taken to have waived the
right to rely upon the conduct of the employer.
Under examination here is an action by an employer which
is serious and which requires a speedy reaction from the employee if the employee is to take advantage of this law, which
says that the conduct of an employer can be taken to evince a
dismissal of a kind which is constructive.
What happened in this case was a meeting was held on or
around the 5 August 1998 where employees were told some
people had to go. There is another meeting between Mr Spelt
and the applicant, where the applicant says, “I do not want a
pay cut”. On the evidence it is clear that he made it known to
Mr Spelt that he would have to look for something else. It is
not so clear that he said he was going to walk out and do that.
But the fact of the matter is the relationship did come to an
end, some 10 days later, when the applicant was paid out a
sum of money and left, on or about the time the other employees who were retrenched left. That is consistent with the
employer’s story that the applicant said he was going to leave;
they said, “Well, we only want six to go, so we will draw back
on the retrenchment of one of the six, because the applicant is
going to go”; and it is consistent with an interpretation of the
facts which says that the employer then prepared the same
pay-out for the applicant as it did for all the others who were
going to leave that day.
On the evidence one can conclude, and I so find, that the
employer had formed the view, on justifiable grounds, that the
applicant had decided that he would not take a pay cut and he
would leave. Now, the applicant says that constitutes a constructive dismissal.
On the ratio of the Attorney General v. Western Australian
Prison Officers’ Union of Workers (ibid) that cannot be right
as a matter of law, because the question to be asked is a simple
one. It is “Who really terminated the employment?” and on
the balance of probability, if one looks at the facts in this matter, it is more likely than not that by his own conduct the
applicant terminated the employment.
However, if I am wrong about that as a matter of law, I need
to look at the suggestion from Mr Sturman that there is some
sense given to what the employee did, if one applies what is
set out in Russian v. Woolworths (SA) Pty Ltd 64 IR 169. He
referred me to some passages out of that decision and I need to
look at them. The decision says, amongst other things—
“In the instant matter, the employer sought to change the
terms pursuant to which the applicant worked.”
That is what happened here.
“The changes proposed by the employer were no small
matter of detail but were fundamental, and went to the
very heart of the parties relationship, involving as they
did a fundamental change to the position held by the applicant, and a significant reduction in the rate of
remuneration.”
Those two propositions, that is, the fundamental change and
significant reduction—are written in a conjunctive sense, so
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both of them need to occur. The facts of the matter here are
this: the employer did not ask the applicant to make a fundamental change to the relationship at all. They wanted him to
continue to do the same job; they were happy with him doing
the same job; he was a key man.
They were not asking for a fundamental change to the position held by the applicant, as occurred in Savic’s case,
(Transport Workers Union of WA v. Mt Newman Mining Co
Pty Ltd (1989) 69 WAIG 1036), where Savic was a truck driver
and he was transferred to a non driving position, which was
held to be a fundamental change to his employment.
Savic did not accept the change and the Full Bench eventually found that the type of treatment Savic received amounted
to a fundamental change, and therefore he was entitled to say
he had been dismissed, even though he had been offered a job
within the operations of the respondent. That is the sort of
change that is fundamental. The decision goes on to say, and
Mr Sturman cited the quote from Lord Denning in Western
Excavating, which I do not need to re-state, the decision says
after that—
“In addition, if that be the test”;
and that is the test I have just read out—
“the changes proposed by the employer also satisfy the
wider test embraced by the employment appeal tribunal
as constituting conduct likely to destroy or seriously damage the relationship of trust between the employer and
employee. In either case, the applicant would be entitled
to treat himself as discharged from any further performance of the contract. If he did so, then he would terminate
the contract by reason of the employer’s conduct and thus
would be constructively dismissed.”
It is relevant to note that ruling concerned the test which is
set out in United Kingdom legislation and not in the legislation that we deal with here. We still get to the question of
significant change or significant reduction in the rate of remuneration.
Relatively speaking, there is not a significant reduction in
the rate of remuneration in this case. The applicant might have
thought that for his own financial purposes the reduction is
significant, but significant means variation to a large degree,
and that is not what has happened in this case. If I am wrong,
concerning there being no constructive dismissal, on the rationale of the argument put by Mr Sturman I cannot see that, if
one applies the facts to that rationale, that there is comfort for
the applicant in applying those tests. It does not meet those
tests, even if I am wrong on the first ground. That being the
case, I do not need to examine any other issues of law which
may arise.
In my view, the disposition of the case is as follows. For
there to be jurisdiction to deal with this matter, s. 29 of the
Act, in subsection (b), requires this—
“An industrial matter may be referred to the Commission
in the case of a claim by an employee that he has been
harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from his employment.”
It is clear the allegation of dismissal is an industrial matter.
I have no need to canvas the law on that, it is clear that it is;
but there must be a dismissal for the section of the Act to be
enlivened and for the Commission to have cognisance of the
matter to deal with it. The application fails in that fundamental area. On the findings I have made, there has been no
dismissal, and therefore I am obliged to dismiss the applicant
for want of jurisdiction.
I add, even if I am wrong concerning the issue of jurisdiction, on the facts of the matter I would not be persuaded, given
my duties under s. 26 of the Act which requires me to determine matters in accordance with equity, good conscience and
the substantial merits of the case, to make a finding of unfairness. I do not think there has been unfairness in the terms that
are required to be established, and therefore, even if there is
jurisdiction I would still dismiss the matter. I will issue orders
dismissing the application for want of jurisdiction.
Appearances: Mr G Sturman appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Ms M Buchanan appeared on behalf of the applicant.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Michael Atkins
and
Extol Pty Ltd.
No. 1650 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
9 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman on behalf of the applicant and
Ms M Buchanan on behalf of the respondent, the Commission
pursuant to the powers vested in it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mr John Bergamaschi
and
Akudjura Restaurant.
No. 1827 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
6 January, 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The application lodged pursuant
to section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act was the subject of conciliation
proceedings. When the matter was not settled the Commission, after consulting with the parties set down the program to
have the matter arbitrated. This was to involve setting in
Kalgoorlie in the first instance to hear witnesses from both
sides and then concluding the matter in Perth. On the day of
the hearing in Kalgoorlie advice was received from the applicant that he was unable to attend. This communication followed
numerous attempts by the Commission to confirm the applicant’s attendance nothing had been forthcoming until the day
of the hearing. Even then the advice had been erroneously sent
to the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia.
In proceedings the respondent’s agent moved that the matter
be dismissed under section 27(1)(a) of the Act. Further an application was made for costs against the applicant to met
expenses incurred by the respondent in having its agent attend
Kalgoorlie to represent it in proceedings. The matter was adjourned to Perth to afford the applicant the opportunity to
present before the Commission to respond to the claims moved
by the respondent.
Ten days notification of the listing was given to the applicant. Late on the afternoon on the day before the hearing the
applicant telephoned to advise that the hearing next morning
was inconvenient for him and an afternoon hearing was preferred. The Respondent wished to proceed with the matter as
listed. The file details the chronology of events and the record
of attempts to communicate with the applicant.
The respondent’s application to have the matter dismissed
was founded on the claim that it was not necessary or desirable in the public interest to proceed given the applicant’s
failure to attend the Commission. In the alternative the matter
should be dismissed for want of prosecution.
It is clearly the case that the applicant has been given every
opportunity to pursue this claim. The fact that it may have
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been inconvenient does not establish some right to call off
proceedings at short notice. Indeed his attitude is reflected in
correspondence forwarded to the Commission that he “was
under the impression (that) the Industrial Commission was
here to help me not the employer”. That is not the case. The
Act enables an aggrieved employee the opportunity to pursue
a claim. It does not establish a privilege to invoke the jurisdiction at will.
In the circumstances of this matter, where ample notice of
hearings was forwarded to the applicant and reasonable opportunities were given to him to present, it is not in the public
interest that there be further proceedings. The application under section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act will be dismissed on this
ground.
The claim for expenses incurred in having the respondent’s
agent attend proceedings in Kalgoorlie amounts to $226.80.
This covers half the cost of an air fare to Kalgoorlie. The other
half being defrayed against the costs of other business attended
to while the agent was in town.
As with the notice to have the application under section
29(1)(b)(i) of the Act struck out, every opportunity was offered the applicant to respond to this claim. He chose not to.
The jurisdiction of the Commission to award costs is set out
in section 27(1)(c) of the Act. However this has only been
evoked in extreme cases (Full Bench in Brailey –v- Mendex
Pty Ltd trading as Mair & Co Maylands 73 WAIG 26 at 27).
The respondent submits that in this matter costs should be
awarded against the applicant on the ground that “the applicant knowingly did not attend the hearing or his claim, albeit
being aware the respondent would have to go to some expense
to attend and defend the claim”. Furthermore it is submitted
that in not seeking to stop proceedings until the morning of
the hearing the appropriate actions were vexatious. Although
he was not attending proceedings, he did not indicate an intention to discontinue the matter. It must be concluded that the
applicant was aware that respondent would incur expense in
defending itself against the claim initiated by him but which
he elected not to prosecute.
The circumstances of this case attract the exercise of discretion pursuant to section 27(1)(c) and section 26 of the Act in
favour of the respondent. The issue in the first instant involved
the determination of whether or not there had been a termination of employment. To this end the evidence of events and
statements made in the workplace at the relevant time were
fundamental to the determination of the matter. This was appreciated by the parties and in particular to the applicant whose
interests, along with those of the respondent, were served by
having the matter listed in Kalgoorlie. Ample opportunity was
given to the applicant by way notice and advice on the appropriate course for him to take it he was unable to attend. He
failed to adequately respond.
The issue is whether or not the expenses sought can be properly claimed under section 27(1)(c) of the Act ie payment of
“costs and expenses” may be ordered but “no costs shall be
allowed for the services of a legal practitioner or agent”. Are
travel expenses incurred by the respondent in having an agent
(or legal practitioner) attend in relation to a matter before the
Commission caught by the limitation expressed in section
27(1)(c) with respect to costs for the services of agents and
legal practitioners?
The test is whether an expense was incurred by a party as
distinct from the cost of the professional service rendered by a
legal practitioner or agent. On this basis the respondent is entitled to recoup the percentage of the air force expended in
having its agent attend the hearing. The distinction32 between
professional fees ie costs and expenses incurred by a party is
accommodated in literal interpretation of section 27(1)(c) and
in the circumstances of this matter accords with the purpose
and intent of section 26 of the Act.
Payment of $226.80 is to be made within 28 days of the date
of the Order that issues. Minutes now issue.
Appearances: No appearance for the applicant.
Mr C Keys appeared for the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mr John Bergamaschi
and
Akudjura Restaurant.
No. 1827 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
13 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard from Mr C Keys on behalf of the respondent
and there being no appearance on behalf the applicant;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
Payment of $226.80 is to be made within 28 days of the
date of the Order.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Dameyon William Bonson
and
Ivory Investments Pty Ltd T/A
“Dome” Mandurah.
No. 670 of 1998.
19 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This application is brought
pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 (“the Act”). By it Dameyon William Bonson (“the applicant”) claims that he was unfairly dismissed by Ivory
Investments Pty Ltd T/A “Dome” Mandurah (“the respondent”) and seeks an order for compensation. The respondent
denies the applicant was dismissed at all, let alone unfairly,
and it opposes any order for compensation.
Section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act confers a right for an employee
who has been dismissed to apply to have a claim that the dismissal was unfair heard and determined by the Commission.
It follows that for the jurisdiction to arise there must have
been a dismissal of the employee in fact. This question of fact
is the first issue for determination here. If the answer to that
question is that there was no dismissal, the claim must be determined accordingly and the allegation of unfairness can not
arise.
Some of the background to this matter is uncontentious. The
respondent is engaged in the catering industry, specifically in
the provision of coffee and light refreshments to the public
through two establishments. One is in Trinity Arcade in the
Perth Central Business District. The other is in the tourist and
resort centre of Mandurah on the coast south of Perth. The
Trinity Arcade premises was opened to the public in November 1997. The Mandurah premises was not ready to open until
on or about the commencement of the Easter public holidays
in 1998. The respondent operates these establishments as a
result of franchise arrangements allowing for trading as a Dôme
establishment. Principals of the respondent business are Mr
Michael Brown and his son Mr Craig Brown. It appears Mr
Michael Brown is involved largely in administrative matters
whereas Mr Craig Brown (“Brown”) assumes responsibility
for the day to day operations of the Trinity Arcade establishment and has an overseeing role for the Mandurah
establishment. The respondent has been engaged in food and
beverage catering for some years and the applicant worked for
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it for a period prior to the establishments it now operates being opened. That previous employment ended in 1995 when
the respondent sold the particular business.
Brown and the applicant gave evidence in this matter. Having had the advantage of observing the witnesses for some
time giving evidence, I can say that neither presented as very
clear on either the contractual obligations between the parties
or relevant events and, to some extent each resorted to long
winded “explanations” which were often contradictory and
more self serving than helpful in trying to establish what occurred.
Documents produced in the course of hearing include a reference provided by the respondent to the applicant in relation
to the work which ceased in 1995, copies of three payroll advice slips for the applicant in April 1998, an employment
agreement dated 2 April 1998 and a rental agreement entered
into by the applicant on 21 March 1998 for a property in
Mandurah.
According to the applicant the relevant employment came
about as follows. In or about February 1997 he telephoned
Brown after hearing Brown had been enquiring about the applicant’s whereabouts. He says he was told by Brown that the
respondent was opening a Dôme outlet in Mandurah in “a couple of weeks” and Brown asked him if he was interested in
employment there as a coffee maker. The applicant stated he
was and from that point kept in contact with Brown as to when
the Mandurah premises was to open. At some point the opening was expected “around May 1997” and some four or five
weeks earlier the applicant shifted his residence to Mandurah
in anticipation. However the shop did not open then or for
some time. In all, the projected opening was subject to some
18 months delay for reasons which are not relevant here. The
applicant says that in October 1997, Brown told him the Trinity Arcade premises was opening up shortly and the applicant
could either work there or in Mandurah when it opened.
The applicant says he then asked Brown how many hours of
work would be available to him and Brown’s response was
words to the effect that the applicant could work as many hours
as he wanted. It is the applicant’s evidence that as he believed
40 hours per week was “enough” he took Brown’s comment
as a commitment to that number of hours. The applicant says
he still wanted to work at the Mandurah premises but, due to
construction problems further delaying the opening, he began
working as a coffee maker at the Trinity Arcade shop when it
opened in November 1997.
It is noted Brown denies he gave any commitment to the
applicant in October 1997 in the terms asserted or at all with
respect to availability of hours. It is his evidence that he told
the applicant that while the respondent would give the applicant as many hours as it could, there could be no guarantees
because there was no certainty as to how the Mandurah business would go given likely seasonal fluctuations in custom.
There is no significant dispute between the parties as to the
work carried out by the applicant at the Trinity Arcade premises.
He worked as a coffee maker. Both parties designated it as
“casual”. The applicant was paid an hourly rate. The hours
actually worked each week varied. The applicant says the variation was between 35 and 50 hours. Brown says that the
applicant worked up to 55 hours per week. The days on which
the applicant worked also varied and at some stage he went
from one day to two days per week without work. The applicant and Brown put forward different reasons for this occurring
but there is no question the change was accepted by both parties.
It was put to Brown that the applicant was transferred to
Mandurah to work in a supervisory position under the manager, a Mr Robert Channing. But the evidence does not support
this. The applicant himself says that he chose to go to the
Mandurah premises and it appears that, while he got an increase in his hourly rate from $13.00 to $13.50, the position
he went to was that of coffee maker without any formal supervisory responsibilities.
The applicant says he started at the Mandurah premises, with
others, on or about 30 March 1998. He says that the first four
days there involved training after which the premises were
open to the public. Exclusive of the training days he says he
worked for the respondent another eleven days for a total of
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nearly 140 hours. Brown says there was no training as such
because it was a condition of the franchise that training was
carried out at a central location by the franchisor. He says the
first four days of the applicant being on the Mandurah premises
involved start up or preparation work and familiarisation with
the premises for all staff. That is all.
Of the eleven consecutive days following the initial four
days, the applicant says he worked 55 hours over the Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, followed by 70 hours over the next seven
days (although he only worked three hours on one of those
days). He says he then worked one more day for a total of
eleven hours. It is noted this last day of work thereby would
have been Monday 13 April 1998 whereas the applicant says
his last day of work was actually 16 April 1998. The pay slip
records produced by the applicant suggest the applicant worked
another eleven hours after this date but it may be that the dates
on these are for accounting periods and do not reflect actual
dates of work. In any event the respondent takes no issue with
the applicant’s statement that he worked a lot of hours over
the period and does not disagree with the total of nearly 140
hours nominated by the applicant; which figure, it is noted, is
not inconsistent with the cumulative total from the pay slips.
The detail of hours on those slips is relied upon subsequently.
According to Brown the opening hours of the Mandurah
premises were 7.00am to approximately 11.00pm seven days
per week with initially some 23-24 people available to be
rostered to cover these hours on an as needs basis. Rosters
were to be posted each Friday or Saturday and the manager
was told to spread the hours across the available work force.
Brown also says that the respondent consistently emphasised to persons engaged to work in its Mandurah premises
that the longer term viability of the venture was not certain
given the essential holiday or resort centre focus of the area.
Two staff meetings were held before the opening, he says, and
the likely volatility of business was specifically discussed then
and staff were warned that the hours of opening and staff requirements would be subject to the volume of business and
that, after the imminent school vacations ended, there was likely
to be a downturn in business. The question was, he says, to
what extent.
Before turning to the evidence of the work and the circumstances which the applicant says gave rise to his dismissal, it
is noted that the applicant and Brown signed a document which
set out various terms and conditions of employment. The document is dated 2 April 1998; that is, after the applicant
commenced at Mandurah.
According to the applicant the end of employment by the
respondent came about as follows. He had become stressed as
a result of the extended hours of work and, after an incident at
work on 13 April 1998, the manager Channing spoke to him
outside the premises. The applicant says he was told by the
manager then that as a result of the applicant’s state of tiredness and shortness of temper, other staff “were walking around
on eggshells”, he was to take the rest of the week off. The
applicant says it was reiterated to him by the manager that he
was to be away from work until Sunday 19 April 1998.
The applicant says he was subsequently telephoned by Brown
who enquired what was going on. The applicant says he informed Brown what had happened and Brown told him to
telephone the manager. The applicant says he did that and the
manager told him that he would get back to him. The applicant says that when the manager got back to him on 15 April
1998 he informed the applicant he would not be rostered for
any more hours of work until further notice. The applicant
says he telephoned the manager the following morning to ask
when he would be rostered on and was told “in a few weeks”.
He says he questioned what this meant and was told by the
manager that it was one or two weeks. He says he then asked
the manager whether he should look for work elsewhere and
was told that, yes, he should.
The applicant says he took this to mean that he was dismissed and, in submissions, his counsel argued that the action
by the manager amounted to a constructive dismissal in that
the commitment by Brown to the applicant in or about October 1997 that he could have as many hours of work as he wanted
was breached.
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The respondent says the applicant was not dismissed at all
and in fact was rostered to work in the two weeks following
the alleged dismissal on 16 April 1998. And, it says, the applicant did not turn up for work despite a letter dated 22 April
1998 to him confirming that he had been rostered to work.
The respondent also says that after receiving notice of the application it arranged a meeting with the applicant for the
purpose of trying to clarify the situation or sort out work arrangements for the applicant but the applicant did not attend.
The applicant acknowledges receipt of the letter but says he
did not respond as he had already filed the claim and was advised to stay away from the respondent until it was decided
and in any event the number of rostered hours for him was
insufficient for him to pay his bills. He also acknowledges
that the respondent contacted him for the purpose of discussing the situation but says he was unable to attend on the
nominated date due to an onset of illness.
Counsel for the applicant submitted that the respondent’s
action in writing to the applicant and seeking a meeting were
nothing more than self serving attempts to cover its tracks as a
result of the application claiming unfair dismissal filed and
served on 17 April 1998. This submission is dealt with subsequently.
The concept of a constructive dismissal for the purposes of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 has been considered a
number of times by the Industrial Appeal Court. [In particular,
Cargill Australia Limited, Leslie Salt Division v The Federated Clerks’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers,
WA Branch (1992) 72 WAIG 1495 (“the Leslie Salt case”) and
The Attorney General v Western Australian Prison Officers’
Union of Workers (1995) 75 WAIG 3166 (“the Prison Officers
case”)].
In the Prison Officers case (at 3167) Kennedy J expresses
the view that in the absence of any express provision in the
legislation here for constructive dismissal, the consideration
in that case was best summarised in the judgement of
Stephenson LJ in Sothern v Franks Charlesly & Co [1981]
IRLR 278 at 280—
Did he trip of was he pushed? Was it murder or was it
suicide? I know that such a simple consideration of starkly
contrasted alternatives is too often outlawed by authority
in deciding the issue of dismissal vel non. Even if the
question, “was the employee dismissed?” cannot always
be answered by answering the question “Who really terminated the contract?” the real answer to the second
question gives the right answer to the first question in
this case.
While in the Leslie Salt case the Court (at 3169) recognised
the concept of constructive dismissal is capable of including
cases where an employer gives an employee an option of resigning or being dismissed or where an employer has followed
a course of conduct with the deliberate and dominant purpose
of coercing an employee to resign, it relevantly stated (at 3168)
for the purposes of this matter that to be a constructive dismissal—
the employer had to be “guilty of conduct which is a significant breach going to the root of the contract” which
entitles the employee to accept the breach and leave”.
Or, to put it another way, if the employee is left only with
the option of walking away from the employment as a result
of the actions of the employer striking at the heart of the contract, then the end of the employment has in fact been initiated
by the employer.
The onus of establishing the fact of the conduct of the employer said to have given rise to a dismissal lies with the
applicant.
Having regard for the evidence of Brown and the applicant,
and not without some difficulty considering the different, various and contradictory evidence as to the actual work and
arrangements, I have come to the following conclusions.
The applicant commenced working as a coffee maker in the
respondent’s Mandurah premises on 30 March 1998. As with
the employment at the Trinity Arcade premises, the applicant’s
employment was described as casual with payment to be on
an hourly basis. The hourly rate was set at $13.50. The total
hours were not fixed either on a daily or weekly basis. This
rate resulted from verbal discussions between on or about the
time the applicant confirmed he was to work at the Mandurah
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premises. The verbal agreement between the applicant and
Brown as to hourly rate to be applied for his work in the
Mandurah premises was confirmed in writing on 2 April 1998
when the applicant and Brown committed their signatures to
an agreement as to terms and conditions to apply. The manager of the work carried out in the premises was a Mr Robert
Channing. He was responsible for rostering hours of work.
Rosters were posted on a Friday or Saturday evening. Channing
usually reported to Brown. The applicant’s work on 30 March
1998 and over the next three days was taken up with the organisation and preparation of the premises for its opening for
business. From Friday 3 April 1998 to Monday 13 April 1998
inclusive the applicant worked 139.75 hours. On Monday 13
April 1998 there was an incident which resulted in Channing
telling the applicant that because of his state of exhaustion he
would not be required to work again for the rest of the week to
Sunday 19 April 1998. In effect Channing cancelled the roster
so far as it applied to the applicant up to the end of the current
roster week. The applicant accepted that direction.
Just four days later, on 17 April 1998, the applicant filed and
served this claim that he had been dismissed the previous day
as a result of being denied work hours in accordance with the
alleged agreement as to weekly hours reached between him
and Brown in or about October 1997. This denial, it is said,
resulted in a “constructive” dismissal.
First the hours. There is no complaint by the applicant about
the actual hours worked at the Trinity Arcade premises. The
alleged lack of hours can only be in relation to the Mandurah
premises. The total number of days involved in relation to the
Mandurah premises up to the time of the last conversation the
applicant said he had had with Channing on the morning of
the Monday 16 April 1998, the date of the alleged constructive dismissal, is seventeen. But by then the applicant had
worked a total of 139.75 hours since commencing at Mandurah
on 30 March 1998 for an average of just over eight hours of
work per day; a situation hardly at odds with the terms of the
alleged agreement re hours.
It follows that the applicant’s actual experience of work hours
to 16 April 1998 does not support the claim of “constructive”
dismissal. And, given his own evidence of the acceptance of
Channing’s direction on 13 April 1998 not to turn up for work
for a few days because of his level of exhaustion and his evidence of his conversation with Brown on 15 April 1998 which
in no way goes to a dismissal, it can only be that the applicant
relies on the conversations he says he had with Channing on
15 and 16 April 1998 for his claim of a “constructive” dismissal. That is, he effectively asserts that his apprehension
from these of a prospective breach of the contract in the provision of weekly hours of work resulted in an entitlement for
him to walk away from the employment.
In my view the evidence falls short of establishing such an
entitlement existed on 16 April 1998. On his own evidence the
earliest possible cause for the applicant’s apprehension of an
(impending) breach of what he says was the agreement between him and Channing as to hours was the conversation he
says he had with Channing on 15 April 1998. Again on his
own evidence (and there is no other evidence) Channing said
words to the effect that he would not be offered more work
“until further notice”. That is all. The following morning, according to the applicant (evidence which again is not
corroborated), Channing told him that this meant no offer of
hours of work for one or two weeks and, in response to a question from the applicant expresses the view that the applicant
should look for other employment. This is the extent of the
applicant’s case as to the actions by the respondent amounting
to a “repudiation” such as to give rise to constructive dismissal.
But, in any event, the presumption of breach by the respondent depends on whether or not it was a term of a contract
between the parties that the applicant would be rostered to
work 40 hours per week (or thereabouts allowing for the discrepancies in his evidence on this point). Having regard for
the evidence I have concluded that the applicant’s claim as to
breach of contract is not made out for the following reasons.
The whole thrust of the applicant’s case as to guaranteed
hours relies on a conversation he says he had in or about October 1997 with Brown. I accept that a conversation between
them about hours did occur in or about this time but, on the
applicant’s evidence alone, no entitlement to a fixed (or mini-
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mum) number of hours of work each week was expressly
agreed between the applicant and Brown. Effectively the applicant relies upon a statement, he says Brown made, to the
effect that the applicant could have all the hours of work he
wanted, to imply into a prospective contract of employment
an entitlement for him to a fixed (or minimum or average)
number of hours of work per week.
The principles to apply in determining whether a term can
be applied into a contract are well established [High Court,
Byrne and Frew v Australian Airlines Ltd (1995) 69 ALJ 797]
Having regard for the limited evidence here it is quite clear
that it falls well short of meeting those tests and, in particular,
the tests of reasonableness and efficacy in the context of a
contract which is to be of a casual nature and for work in a
premises which has not even opened and in an industry, known
to the applicant, which is subject to fluctuating consumer demand. In all, I think that it is more likely than not that any
statement by Brown about hours was in the context of the respondent’s needs for a coffee maker at the time; that is,
“available” hours. And this construction is borne out by the
fact that the applicant accepted the delays at Mandurah and
irregular hours at Trinity Arcade. But, and in any event again,
there is the matter of the subsequent agreement of 2 April 1998.
Neither party addressed the question of an industrial award
applying to any employment contract between the applicant
and the respondent and no question of a breach of this nature
was raised. But it is not the case that an agreement as to terms
and conditions which is not registered is irrelevant. It amounts
to an expression of the parties’ intentions.
Counsel for the applicant submitted that the only part of the
document the applicant was interested in at the time was the
wage rate. Such a singular view would not only fly in the face
of the usual rules of interpretation but, by the applicant’s citing in his evidence of other parts of the document in support
of other alleged rights, is undercut.
Clearly the document, which the applicant acknowledges he
signed and which Brown signed on behalf of the respondent,
must be read as reflecting the intentions of the parties as at the
date affixed on the document, 2 April 1998. As well as provisions stipulating the basis of employment to be a series of
casual daily engagements and for termination, the document
includes a number of provisions regarding hours of work being subject to the respondent’s operational requirements
(Clause 4.1(a); Clause 4.2 and 4.4). More significantly in the
context of the argument here, it is express in Clause 6.3 that
the respondent “gives no guarantee of employment or of any
minimum periods of employment and that Dôme shall not be
obliged to give available employment or any preference to
(sic) available employment to the Employee”.
If there was an agreement in October 1997, then this was
superseded by the written expression of terms and conditions
in the document of 2 April 1998.
Given that, while the Easter public holidays had ended but
the school vacation period had not as at 16 April 1998, I think
it likely that the operational needs of the Mandurah business
were not much less than that applied prior to that date, it is
probable that there were hours of work for coffee makers involved. There is no evidence of actual “available” hours of
work for the applicant at or about this time though there is
evidence, including from the applicant, that he was included
on the roster subsequently. The hours rostered is in dispute
but, (and leaving aside the significant question of “casual”
employment and the written contract which was not really argued) that is beside the fundamental point which, to paraphrase
the observations of Kennedy J in the Prison Officers case, is
whether the applicant was “pushed” or “jumped” on 16 April
1998.
In my view, even if there was a fundamental breach of contract, and I say there was not for reasons already expressed, it
is not open on the evidence to conclude that the applicant had
no other option but to accept that repudiation. It is clear that
the applicant had ready access to Brown who had the authority to direct Channing. That recourse may well have remedied
the situation and was reasonably open to the applicant. He did
not avail himself of it.
But, in any event, while I accept that Brown’s letter of 22
April 1998 to the applicant was probably self serving so far as
it sought to “confirm” an alleged oral warning, it seems to me
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that in a jurisdiction where the primary remedy for unfair dismissal prescribed by the Act is reinstatement and a dismissed
employee claiming unfair dismissal has an onus re mitigation,
the failure of the applicant to respond to either the letter of 22
April 1998 or to follow through on the meeting sought by the
respondent, if not on that day then subsequently, would be a
bar to the claim for compensation.
As it is, I have concluded that the applicant has not discharged the onus of establishing that in fact the respondent
constructively dismissed him. Accordingly the claim must be
dismissed. An order to that effect now issues.
Appearances: Mr G Patrick (of counsel) and with him Ms L
Yeremich (of counsel) appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr M Brown appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Dameyon William Bonson
and
Ivory Investments Pty Ltd T/A
“Dome” Mandurah.
No. 670 of 1998.
19 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Patrick (of counsel) and with him Ms L
Yeremich (of counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Mr M
Brown on behalf of the respondent, now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Colin Vincent Corten
and
The Owners of Burswood Gardens, Strata Plan 33257
No. 1310 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
28 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
The applicant in this matter was employed as a caretaker
with the respondent between 1 November 1997 and his dismissal of 14 June 1998. The duties which he lists in his
application were cleaning, repairing, pool maintenance, garden maintenance, and liaising, at the Burswood Gardens
apartment complex. It is apparent that the sole issue which
underpinned the respondent’s decision to dismiss Mr Corten
arose from an upsurge in vandalism which occurred in approximately May 1998. It involved vandalism of parked cars
in the covered parking area. There was also a theft from one of
the units and an issue relating to drug use and abuse among at
least one tenant at the units. As a result of the pressure this
placed upon the respondents, they considered that the caretaker role, which up till then had involved a minimal security
function, should have as its predominant role a security related function. Mr Corten was made aware, albeit by informal
means, of the respondent’s desire to have a greater security
function, however, he was never formally advised that his job
would be in jeopardy unless he assumed that greater security
function. In the event, the respondent took the decision that
Mr Corten would be given the two weeks’ notice specified in
his contract of employment, together with the need for him to
vacate the unit supplied to him as part of his conditions of
employment.
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Mr Corten complains that his dismissal was unfair because,
essentially, he performed his job to the very best of his ability.
He believed that the security issues about which he showed
any initiative required the support of his employer. That support was not forthcoming. I quote, by way of an example, his
suggestion of installing certain car park security lighting. However, the point made by mr Sudell (who represented the interests
of the respondent at the time) is that even though Mr Corten’s
suggestion was considered, it was not seen as a significant
suggestion in the context of the kinds of problems that were
occurring. Indeed, it is the respondent’s view that Mr Corten
should have adopted a more prominent security role to address the problem.
I find that the dismissal essentially arose because of the consequences of the upsurge in vandalism, and of the use and
abuse of illicit drugs at Burswood Gardens. I accept that there
was a need for the employer to do something further as a result of that upsurge in order to increase security with the benefits
that would provide for Burswood Gardens. Certainly, the caretaker function included a security role. But that was not seen
as a significant role when a caretaker’s position was first created. At that time, the primary function of the caretaker was in
the minor repair and maintenance which would be necessary
in a newly developed block of units. Mr Corten was seen as
quite suitable for that function and the evidence suggests, that
that conclusion was correct at the time. I find that Mr Corten
was a competent caretaker and in doing so I accept the written
evidence in support of that finding which he tendered and which
constitutes Exhibit 3. My observation of Mr Corten during the
course of proceedings allows me to conclude that had it not
been for the issue which arose and which led to the pressure
for increased security, Mr Corten’s employment was in no way
in jeopardy.
However, although I find that it was legitimate for there to
be an increased security role for the caretaker, I have little
hesitation in concluding that Mr Corten did not operate the
caretaker role with that emphasis. Furthermore, Mr Corten
would not be able to operate the caretaker role with that emphasis. This is in no way a criticism of Mr Corten. He has no
training in any security related function. He did not strike me
as the kind of individual who would handle a security related
function with the competence with which he handled the other
caretaker’s roles he performed. In part this is demonstrated by
his description of his duties in his Notice of Application and
which I referred to earlier in these Reasons for Decision. He
did not refer to any security related function whatsoever. Indeed, as I suspect Mr Corten himself concedes, if, at the time
he was being considered for the caretaker’s role, that role had
a prominent security function, he would not have been offered
the position. Furthermore, he would not have been interested
in the position. Rather, I have the impression that Mr Corten
himself would have required some assistance in order to discharge the necessary security function.
This conclusion does not of itself completely answer Mr
Corten’s claim that he was unfairly dismissed. The manner of
his dismissal is also a relevant consideration. In this regard
the respondent concedes that no formal warning was given to
Mr Corten that his employment was going to be considered or
indeed would be in jeopardy, as a result of him not performing
security related duties. The failure to give a warning regarding an employee’s poor performance will ordinarily lead to a
conclusion that the dismissal was unfair . Indeed, in some cases
the failure to follow a fair procedure will be a most important
consideration. However, it is equally clear that even if Mr
Corten had been formally warned of the employer’s need for
him to perform a greater security function, it would have made
little, if any difference to the outcome. As I have already observed, Mr Corten was not able to perform the security role
which had then become necessary. This was not a situation of
Mr Corten undertaking a security related role and not doing it
properly. If it were the situation, then the failure to warn would
have been fatal to the respondent’s position. However, here
Mr Corten was working to the best of his ability and discharging a function for which he had been employed. He has not
able to be validly criticised for this. However, for reasons beyond his control, reasons which, perhaps, have relevance to
changes in society in general, the role for which the caretaker’s position had been created had itself changed. On that basis
I do not see the failure to give a warning as determinative of
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the claim as it otherwise might be. I have not been persuaded
therefore that it the circumstances of this matter, the dismissal
was unfair. I take into account that the notice period given to
Mr Corten was that required under his contract of employment which he had agreed to some seven months earlier. The
respondent was not generous towards him in both the manner
in which it set about terminating his employment and in its
adherence to the minimum period of notice. However, it takes
more than a lack of generosity to allow a finding of unfair
dismissal. Accordingly, Mr Corten’s claim that he was unfairly
dismissed is not made out.
Mr Corten also claimed that he had been denied benefits
under his contract of employment on three occasions. In the
first of those occasions, Mr Corten maintains that the pool
maintenance he did was not a part of his ordinary wage. He
admits that there was never an agreement between him and
his employer on the appropriate remuneration for doing pool
maintenance. His own investigation suggests that a rate of
$40.00 per hour is appropriate remuneration. However, the
Commission is only able to award Mr Corten a benefit to which
he is entitled under his contract of employment. It is not able
to rewrite that contract in terms advantageous to him if those
terms were not agreed at the time. Mr Corten’s own evidence
is that there was no rate agreed. Furthermore, Mr Corten has
been paid for the work he performed at the rate of $20.00 per
hour. This was paid to him by the respondent because it saw
the pool maintenance work as being part of the arrangement
whereby Mr Corten would be paid $20.00 per hour for certain
additional maintenance work. In the circumstances, the Commission is unable to deal with Mr Corten’s claim. It was not a
benefit under his contract of employment that he would be
paid at the rate of $40.00 per hour for pool maintenance and
that is the end of the matter.
Mr Corten claims that he had not been paid pro rata annual
leave or leave loading. However, this claim was not pursued
by him in any respect and accordingly is not made out.
The final issue is his claim that his final termination payment in fact did not cover the last eight days of his employment.
This aspect of his claim was dealt with primarily by the production of documents subsequent to the conclusion of the
hearing in this matter. By those documents, the respondent
concedes the claim. Accordingly, an order will issue which
requires the payment of $228.60 to Mr Corten. His application in all other respects is dismissed.
Appearances: Applicant on his own behalf .
Ms S Laferla on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Colin Vincent Corten
and
The Owners of Burswood Gardens, Strata Plan 33257.
No. 1310 of 1998.
4 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Ms S.
Laferla on behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby:
A. DECLARES that Colin Vincent Corten has been denied a benefit under his contract of service; and
B. ORDERS
1. THAT the Owners of Burswood Gardens,
Strata Plan 33257 forthwith pay Colin Vincent Corten the sum of $228.60 by way of a
benefit to which he is entitled under his contract of service;
2. THAT the application be otherwise dismissed.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Steve Coulcher
and
Architectural Ceiling Systems Pty Ltd.
No. 944 of 1998.

COMMISSIONER P. E. SCOTT.
15 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to
section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 in which the
Applicant claims that he was unfairly dismissed by the
Respondent.
A preliminary hearing was convened to deal with the question
of the Commission’s jurisdiction. The Applicant says that he
was an employee of the Respondent, whereas the Respondent
says that the relationship between it and the Applicant was
that of subcontractor and principal.
The Commission has heard evidence from: the Applicant;
Roderick Keith Jones, the Respondent’s accountant; Neil Scott
Head, the Respondent’s managing director; and David John
Stone, the Respondent’s supervisor/co-ordinator.
The Applicant’s evidence was that prior to his employment
with the Respondent, he had been a subcontractor for a number
of years, and had registered a business in the name of “SE
Coulcher Ceiling Contractors” on 26 October 1994. A copy of
a Business Extract for this registration was tendered. (Exhibit
6). There is no evidence that until the Applicant filed this
application there was any dispute between the parties as to his
status.
In around November 1997, a friend approached the Applicant
asking if he was interested in some work. He was and so he
spoke with Stone and says that he was taken on by the
Respondent on the basis of a week’s trial. He says that because
he had been a subcontractor up until this point, it was agreed
and understood that he would be spending some time finalising
previous jobs prior to taking up full-time employment with
the Respondent.
The Applicant says that his hours of work were set at 7.00
a.m. to 3.00 p.m. every day, Monday to Friday. He asked for
quite a bit of time off as he had other things that he had to do.
If he was late, which was on a couple of occasions, Stone did
not like it. He said Stone came to all of the jobs every day.
The Applicant’s evidence regarding his rate of pay is
somewhat conflicting. Initially, he said that it was $25.00 per
hour as an all in rate, but later said that at one stage it was
$28.00 or $27.50, although he was not clear as to when this
was. He would put in a pay claim every Tuesday based on
$25.00 per hour for each hour worked and was paid every
Friday. The Applicant says that Stone instructed him to
complete the pay claim to get paid. The pay claim was
completed on a document headed “Invoice/Statement” from a
book the Applicant owned. The invoices before the
Commission are all made out to “ACS” from “SE Coulcher
Ceiling Contractors”. The description is “Draw from job”, with
various jobs listed, eg: Fremantle Hospital; Wesley College;
Thornlie College; Joondalup TAFE; Ellen Brook; and
Cannington. Where more than one job is listed on an Invoice/
Statement, separate amounts are identified for each job.
The Applicant says that at one stage he approached the
Respondent about doing a fixed priced job but that the
Respondent had knocked him back on that. He denies that he
was part of any fixed or regular team of workers.
According to the Applicant, the Respondent paid him by
cheque made out to “SE Coulcher; Steve Coulcher”. (Transcript
page 11).
The Applicant says that for a number of years, as a
subcontractor, he traded under the name of S.E. Coulcher
Ceiling Contractors. When he commenced with the Respondent
he completed a Prescribed Payment System Payee Declaration
with “S.E. Coulcher Ceiling Contractors” listed as the Payee,
but he cannot explain why he completed it that way, other than
perhaps out of habit. Taxation was deducted from his earnings
on the basis of the Prescribed Payments System.
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Ongoing work was provided to him at a number of different
sites. The Applicant was directed as to when, where and how
to do his work, including being shown how to do certain tasks
by Stone. He provided only his labour and tools. On a couple
of occasions, he did not have the necessary tools for the job
and they were provided by the Respondent.
The Respondent paid into long service leave, redundancy
and superannuation funds on his behalf and provided workers’
compensation cover for him.
Upon termination the Applicant received an Employment
Separation Certificate completed by the Respondent which he
used to gain access to his redundancy fund contributions.
Roderick Keith Jones gave evidence about the processing of
invoices within the Respondent’s business. He submitted into
evidence cheque butts of payments made to the Applicant.
These cheque butts merely record that the Payee was “S.E.
Coulcher”. Jones presumes that the cheque to which each
cheque butt relates was written in the same way.
Jones’ evidence was that the company paid superannuation,
construction industry portable long service leave payments and
contributions to the WA Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund as an administrative arrangement for all of its
subcontractors by deducting $3.00 per hour where the rate was
$28.00 per hour. The company does so because of union
demands. He says that if contractors are to work on any union
sites these contributions need to be made, and there has been a
problem getting the subcontractors to make the payments
themselves, so the company does it on their behalf.
The evidence of Neil Scott Head was that the subcontractors
supervise themselves. Stone is a quality supervisor and coordinator. Head’s evidence was that the Respondent pays the
long service leave and redundancy contributions on behalf of
its subcontractors because of difficulties which the Respondent
has had with unions in getting on to worksites if they do not
make the payments. He says the Respondent provides
Employment Separation Certificates to subcontractors who
request them to help them claim welfare and redundancy pay.
The evidence of David John Stone was that when he engaged
the Applicant he was aware that the Applicant had his own
business. Stone says that he checks invoices when they are
submitted to see that the price for the job coincides with that
claimed on the invoice, or on the odd occasion when it is an
hourly rate, that that coincides with the arrangement made.
He says that his supervision of the subcontractors and their
work was to check that the builder was happy with the progress.
He did not directly supervise the subcontractors in the work
performance. He did not tell them how to do their work or the
hours which they were to work. He would tell them of the
work programme required by the builder. He says that the
Applicant supplied his own tools and vehicle.
Stone’s evidence was that, generally, everything was done
on a price for a specific task and, occasionally, on an hourly
rate where a rate for the job could not be determined. The rate
determined would include contributions to the contractor’s
superannuation fund, redundancy fund and long service leave
fund. The company makes the contribution on behalf of the
subcontractor because it cannot rely on the subcontractor to
make the payments themselves.
Stone says that the subcontractors can work for others if
they please and can hire their own employees if they choose, a
situation which does occur although the Applicant did not
employ anyone. He denies that there was any trial period
arranged for Coulcher.
According to Stone, the negotiated price at each project is
determined on its own merits and if there are circumstances
where that rate does not work out, then it can be renegotiated.
He says that he made clear to the Applicant that the arrangement
was a subcontract one.
As to his visits to site, Stone says that these occurred two to
three times per week when he would check with subcontractors
about the materials needed, he would liaise with the builder
and occasionally would supply specialised tools if they were
needed. He denies directing the performance of work other
than to convey programming needs as per the builder’s
requirements.
He says that Coulcher did not work for the Respondent every
day of every week and he was free to start and finish whenever
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he chose. The hours of 7.00 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. were the hours
that building sites are generally open. He does not recall the
Applicant seeking permission from him to run private errands.
He acknowledges showing Coulcher how to do a particular
task which Coulcher did not know how to do.
There are a number of documents before the Commission
not already referred to. They include what were described as
pay slips (Exhibit 2). These are proforma documents with
provision for a name, “Subcontractor Draw”, “Deductions”
and “Net Cheque”. The details completed by hand are in the
name of “SE Coulcher”, with certain amounts written next to
the other headings listed above. There is also a—
• “WA Construction Industry Redundancy Fund Employee Advice” which shows the “Members Name”
as “Coulcher, Steven Edward” (Exhibit 5); and
• “1998 Group Certificate” which lists the “Name of
Employer” as the “WA Construction Industry Redundancy Fund” and the “Employee” as “Steven
Edward Coulcher” (Exhibit 4).
The tests to be applied in determining whether a relationship
is one of employer and employee or of independent contractor
and principal has been dealt with in a number of decisions, in
particular in the High Court in Stevens v. Brodribb Sawmilling
Co Pty Ltd (1985-86) 160 CLR 16 at 29 where Mason J said:
“it is the totality of the relationship between the parties” which
is used to distinguish between a contract of service and a
contract for services. The issue of whether the employer has
the ultimate authority over the person in the performance of
his work so that he is subject to the employer’s right to exercise
control is a significant indicia. The decision in Zuijs v. Wirth
Bros Pty Ltd (1995) 93 CLR 571 notes that the control test
refers to the right to control, so far as there is scope for it, even
if that is “only in incidental or collateral matters”. It is also
noted, however, that in Queensland Stations Pty Ltd v. Federal
Commissioner of Taxation (1945) 70 CLR 539 at 522 Dixon J
said that the reservation of the right to control or superintend
the performance of a task cannot transform into a contract of
service what is in essence an independent contract. Other
relevant matters for consideration which were noted by Mason
J in Stevens v. Brodribb Sawmilling Co Pty Ltd (supra) include:
“the mode of remuneration, the provision and maintenance of
equipment, the obligation to work, the hours of work and
provision for holidays, the deduction of income tax and the
delegation of work by the putative employee” (page 24). The
Full Bench in Western Australia Builder’s Labourers, Painters
and Plasters Union of Workers v. RB Exclusive Pools Pty Ltd
t/a Florida Exclusive Pools (1997) 77 WAIG 4 noted those
indicia.
In the matter before the Commission there is a conflict in
the evidence in the number of aspects. Where there is conflict
between the evidence of the Applicant and the evidence called
for the Respondent, I have no hesitation in accepting the
evidence of the Respondent, particularly that given by Mr
Stone. On that basis, I conclude that it was the Respondent’s
intention when the Applicant was engaged that he would be a
subcontractor. Whether this is a true reflection of the
relationship between the parties or not depends upon the actual
performance of the contract. I am not satisfied that the Applicant
was required to work any particular hours of work. Rather, he
was required to perform the work necessary to meet the
builder’s programme. He was not told what hours or days to
work and the hours he chose to work were those which fitted
in with the normal site opening hours. I am satisfied that he
was free to undertake other work. He gave evidence that he
took quite a bit of time off to do other things. I infer that those
other things were work associated with his conducting his
subcontracting business and that this was not limited to the
first couple of weeks of the arrangement between the parties.
The invoices which resulted in his payments do not provide
any indication of regularity of hours being worked each week.
They indicate a variety of different hours being worked
particularly if pay was based on an hourly rate. There was no
regular amount paid to the Applicant. Either there were no
regular hours worked or no regular rate per hour. It is true that
in the first couple of weeks, in accordance with the Applicant’s
evidence, he may have spent time finishing up previous
contractual obligations and the cheque butts for 3 December
and 9 December 1997 indicate payments of $367.00 and
$346.00 respectively. He was paid $1,242.50 on 7 January 1998
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and $320.00 in the last week. The payment of 7 January 1998
was the first payment the Applicant received since 9 December
1997, so this may account for it being significantly more than
the two previous cheques, and the amount of $320.00 paid on
7 May 1998 was only two days later than the previous pay
cheque. However, leaving those four amounts aside, the other
amounts received by the Applicant vary from $640.00 to
$1,145.00.
If the weekly amounts paid to the Applicant are divided by
either 28 (being the hourly rate which the Respondent’s
accountant says may have been an hourly rate from which
$3.00 was deducted to account for certain contributions to be
made by the Respondent on behalf of the Applicant) or 25
(being the rate which the Applicant says may have been hourly
rate), there is no regular number of hours worked each week
which corresponds to the weekly amounts paid. Having said
that, though, I accept Stone’s evidence that the hourly rate
was not the norm. The normal arrangement was a price for the
job.
I do not accept that the Applicant had to be instructed by
Stone to submit an invoice each week. It was clear from the
Applicant’s evidence that this was what he had done previously
as a subcontractor. The claims for payment which were made
by him were made on a document headed “Invoice/Statement”
and come from his own Invoice/Statement Book. He drew them
up as being to ACS from “S.E. Coulcher Ceiling Contractors”.
Each invoice contains that name.
As to the deductions made from the Applicant’s pay, the
Applicant signed a Prescribed Payment System of Payee
Declaration which was completed by him as to the Payee
details. Although he says that he was told to complete this by
Stone, he completed it in a manner in keeping with his being
an independent contractor. ie, the Payee’s name is written as
“S.E. Coulcher Ceiling Contractor”. It is noted too, that the
Invoice/Statements and the Prescribed Payment System Payee
Declaration indicate the name “S.E. Coulcher Ceiling
Contractors” as the business name under which the Applicant
operated.
Accordingly I find, on the balance of probabilities, that—
1. the Respondent did not reserve to itself the right to
control the Applicant in the performance of his contract. It did not control his hours of work or the way
in which the work was performed. The Applicant was
free to, and did, take time off when he chose, and he
performed other work as part of his subcontract business. The only specification made by the Respondent
was that the work be completed according to the
builder’s timetable;
2. the mode of remuneration was, generally, by a rate
set for the task, or if this was not practical, then an
hourly rate was set. The payment was made by the
Respondent on receipt of an invoice from the Applicant;
3. taxation deductions were according to the systems
appropriate to subcontractors, not to employees.
4. the Applicant had the ability to engage labour to perform the work;
5. the Respondent provided some specialised tools and
the materials, but the normal tools and vehicle were
supplied by the Applicant.
6. the Applicant was in business for himself, and continued to undertake other work, at times to suit
himself.
These factors all indicate that there was no employer/
employee relationship between the parties. In contrast, there
are other factors which may be indicative of an employer/
employee relationship. I note that the Applicant was shown by
Stone how to do a particular task which was not familiar to
him. Despite this, I do not conclude that this colours what
otherwise appears to be a contract for services. If the other
aspects of the relationship indicated that the Applicant was an
employee, then this may be significant.
Another factor indicative of a contract of service is the
payment by the Respondent of contributions for redundancy,
superannuation and long service leave. Based on my
observations of the Respondent’s witnesses, and my own
experience of the building industry, I accept the explanation
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given by the Respondent’s witnesses as to the reasons why
those contributions were made by the Respondent on behalf
of the Applicant, although I note that the arrangement is
contrary to a proper contract for services arrangement.
As to the Respondent providing an Employment Separation
Certificate to the Applicant, I conclude that it was provided at
the Applicant’s request to enable him to have easier access to
benefits which were available to him, and does not alter the
fundamental nature of the relationship which was between
“S.E. Coulcher Ceiling Contractors” and the Respondent.
As to the cheques, cheque butts and pay slips being made
out in the name of “S.E. Coulcher”, I find that this is not helpful
in deciding the matter. On one hand, “S.E Coulcher” is the
Applicant’s initials and surname. On the other hand, it forms
the first part of the business name under which he traded,
although I note that the application before the Commission
was filed in the name of Steve Coulcher.
In weighing the totality of the relationship between the
parties, I am not satisfied that the Applicant was an employee
of the Respondent. Accordingly, there is not industrial matter
before the Commission, and the application ought to be
dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
Appearances—
Ms A Drew-Forster (of counsel) for the Applicant.
Ms S Laferla for the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Steve Coulcher
and
Architectural Ceiling Systems Pty Ltd.
No. 944 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
15 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms A Drew-Forster, of Counsel, on behalf of
the Applicant and Ms S Laferla on behalf of the Respondent,
the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it by the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed for
want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Clare Down
and
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd.
No. 1725 of 1998.
20 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Applicant was employed
by the Respondent from 5 February 1995 until 4 September
1998. At all material times she was employed as the Injury
Management Co-ordinator with responsibility for workers’
compensation matters.
It is common ground that the Applicant’s employment was
terminated summarily. She was dismissed from her employment for alleged dishonesty. The Respondent says she
dishonestly claimed reimbursement for expenses not incurred
by her or, alternatively, retained money paid as reimbursement
for expenses to which she was not entitled. The Applicant
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denies any such dishonest conduct. Furthermore, she says that
her dismissal was effected without “procedural fairness” and
was inconsistent with similar situations which had arisen in
respect of other employees of the Respondent. Accordingly,
the Applicant asserts that she was either harshly, oppressively
or unfairly dismissed from her employment and seeks compensation by way of relief.
Remarkably, there is little conflict in the evidence adduced
in these proceedings. Essentially the parties differ regarding
the inferences to be drawn from the facts. The circumstances
giving rise to the Applicant’s dismissal can be stated shortly
as follows. Early in February last year the Applicant, with the
knowledge and consent of the Respondent, attended a rehabilitation co-ordinators course run by WorkCover Western
Australia. The cost of attending that course was $100.00. For
reasons which are not material to these proceedings, the Applicant initially paid that fee herself. She was given an invoice/
receipt for the sum of $100.00 by WorkCover Western Australia . That document recorded in words and in figures that
the sum of $100.00 had been paid. Approximately six weeks
later, early in April, the Applicant lodged a written claim to
recoup the costs of the course from the Respondent. In so doing she made a claim for $400.00 and not for $100.00. As
required, she supported her claim with a copy of the invoice/
receipt which showed in words that the cost of the course was
$100.00 but in figures showed “$400.00”. The Applicant says
that in making the claim she simply looked at the figures on
the invoice/receipt and transposed them to her claim. She says
that she did not pay any particular attention to the inconsistencies in the invoice/receipt and overlooked the fact that she had
paid only $100.00 and not $400.00. It is common ground that
she was later paid, accepted the payment, and used for her
own purposes the $400.00 which she had claimed.
Some time later, in August, in the course of an internal audit, the auditors discovered the discrepancy on the invoice/
receipt attached to the Applicant’s claim. The auditors made
inquiries of WorkCover Western Australia and discovered that
the duplicate and triplicate of the invoice/receipt did not contain any such discrepancy. The reference to $100.00 was in
figures as well as in words. As a consequence, the Applicant
was called upon by her departmental manager, Mr Salt, to
explain the discrepancy. She acknowledged to him, as she did
during the course of these proceedings, that when the original
of the invoice/receipt was given to her by a representative of
WorkCover Western Australia, it was not in an inconsistent
form and accepted that the figures on it had been changed
subsequently from “$100.00” to “$400.00”. She also acknowledged that so far as she was aware it remained in her possession
or control at least until shortly before she made the claim. She
could not offer any explanation as to how it came to be altered
but denied having done so herself. She says she had no reason
to alter the document.
Following two separate meetings with her regarding the
matter over a period of three days, Mr Salt advised her that he
intended to dismiss her without notice for serious misconduct.
The misconduct was that she had “seriously breached [her]
accountability for behaving in a responsible and trustworthy
manner by dishonestly claiming moneys not due to [her], or at
the very least retaining moneys paid to [her] that [she] was not
entitled to retain”. Mr Salt took the view that as the Applicant
admitted the document was altered after it came into her possession and, in the absence of an explanation from her as to
how this could have happened, the Respondent was entitled to
conclude that in all probability she was responsible for it. In
any event, if she was, as she said, unaware at the time of lodging the claim that it was not correct, she should have become
aware when the amount was paid to her and returned the excess to the Respondent.
The Applicant was given the weekend in effect to show cause
why she should not be dismissed. She responded by accepting
full responsibility “for what amounts to a careless act”, but
maintained her denial that she had fraudulently or knowingly
received a payment to which she was not entitled. In addition,
she drew attention to fact that the claim had been authorised
by her superior and apparently “checked and paid by accounts”
who likewise could be accused of carelessness. Furthermore,
she asserted that there have been “numerous other employees
who have overclaimed on travel and business expense claims”
which resulted in counselling rather than dismissal.
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At the same time, the Applicant asked to invoke the Respondent’s Fair Treatment Policy. As a consequence,
approximately two days later she put her case to the Respondent’s General Manager Operations, Mr Hammond, to whom
Mr Salt was responsible. Mr Hammond testified that he told
her that there needed to be an adequate explanation as to how
the claim came to be made in the terms in which it was and
why she accepted the payment for what she admitted was an
incorrect claim. He says she admitted to making a mistake and
indicated that as it did not involve a lot of money, the punishment did not fit the crime. After considering the matter, he
confirmed that her employment was to be terminated effective immediately for the reasons he had previously indicated.
In so doing, he indicated that her previous record of employment was not in question. He considered that the matter had
been investigated in a fair and thorough manner. That she had
accepted responsibility for submitting the claim, she had not
returned the amount paid and was unable “to offer any explanation in the matter”. In his view, “the matter is about the
principle of honest behaviour and your accountability for behaving in a responsible and trustworthy manner particularly
in the context of Argyle’s business”, not about the quantum of
the amount of money in issue.
The Applicant challenges that decision on a number of
grounds. First and foremost she denies that she acted dishonestly. She asserts that the Respondent has simply assumed that
she was guilty because she was unable to offer an explanation
for the alteration to the invoice/receipt. On her behalf, counsel
contends that that is a harsh judgement because it, in essence,
calls upon the Applicant to disprove the alleged misconduct
when the onus rests on the Respondent to establish, at least on
reasonable grounds, that the alleged misconduct had occurred.
It is submitted, relying on Sangwin v. Imogen Pty Ltd t/a
Carleton Custom Upholstery (1996) 40 AILR 3-388, that the
Respondent has a duty to carry out a “full and thorough investigation” before terminating an employee for misconduct. That
was said not to have been done on this occasion and accordingly there were insufficient grounds for the Respondent to
form a reasonable belief that the Applicant committed the misconduct alleged. Furthermore, counsel for the Applicant argues
that the process which led to her dismissal was fatally flawed
in that the Respondent did not follow its own disciplinary procedures, most notably the Fair Treatment Policy, and did not
fully disclose to the Applicant its case against her. Furthermore, in deciding to terminate her employment the Respondent,
again allegedly in breach of the principle in Sangwin v. Imogen
Pty Ltd t/a Carleton Custom Upholstery (supra), did not take
into account her good conduct. In addition, as previously mentioned, it is argued that the Respondent treated the Applicant
differently from others said to have been disciplined for dishonest conduct.
Where, as here, an employee is dismissed summarily for
alleged misconduct, it is not necessary that the Respondent
establish that the Applicant was guilty of the alleged misconduct, but simply that it honestly and genuinely believed, and
had reasonable grounds to believe, that the Applicant was guilty
of the alleged misconduct (see: Sangwin v. Imogen Pty Ltd t/a
Carleton Custom Upholstery (supra); and see too: Hooper v.
Bi-Lo Pty Ltd (1992) 53 IR 224). However, in order to establish that there are reasonable grounds for the suspicion, the
decided modern cases require that the employer investigate
the complaint as fully as the circumstances permit and that the
employee under suspicion be informed precisely of the allegation and be given a fair and full opportunity to defend herself
against the allegation (see: Sangwin v. Imogen Pty Ltd t/a
Carleton Custom Upholstery (supra); and see too: Western
Mining Corporation Limited v. The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers
(1997) 77 WAIG 1079; Hooper v. Bi-Lo Pty Ltd (supra); and
Nichols v Midalia Steel Pty Ltd (1997) 77 WAIG 2019).
In the present case I have no doubt that the Respondent’s
decision makers, principally Messrs Salt and Hammond, honestly and genuinely believed that the Applicant was guilty of
the dishonest conduct complained of. Indeed, that was not really questioned during the course of the proceedings. In any
event, I accept the evidence of Messrs Salt and Hammond. It
is abundantly clear from their evidence that they honestly and
genuinely believed that the Applicant was guilty of the misconduct alleged by them.
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Equally, I am satisfied and find that they had reasonable
grounds to believe that the Applicant was indeed guilty of the
alleged misconduct. The Applicant admitted that the invoice/
receipt she attached to her claim for expenses was altered some
time after it came into her possession. In those circumstances
I do not consider it unreasonable or improper for the Respondent to call upon her to offer an explanation as to how the
document came to be altered. The Applicant was in the best
position to offer an explanation. It is not a matter of the Respondent putting an undue onus on her to prove her innocence.
Rather, the information gathered by the Respondent called for
an explanation from the Applicant if she was not to be implicated. She acknowledged that the invoice/receipt had been
altered after it came into her possession and prima facie she
was the only one liable to benefit from the alteration. Initially
her response was to indicate that the “receipt sat in the wallet
from the time I received it to the time I attached it to the claim”.
At the subsequent interview she changed that somewhat and
indicated that she could not “really say where the receipt was
between when I received it and put it in my wallet till when it
surfaced and I finally put the claim in”. She offered much the
same explanation regarding her control over the invoice/receipt during the course of these proceedings and I can only
say she sounded most unconvincing. She said it could have
been in her desk drawer at work or on a table at home or in her
wallet. Although her evidence was somewhat conflicting on
the matter, she in effect acknowledged that in the intervening
period the document was in her possession or control for most,
if not all, of the time. In those circumstances, it is not unreasonable for the Respondent to conclude, in the absence of some
clearer indication as to how the invoice/receipt might have
come into the possession of others, that she was responsible
for the alteration. Similarly, there is much to be said for the
Respondent’s conclusion with respect to her claiming and retaining the $400.00. She was the one who paid the $100.00
and if through inattention or oversight she did not recollect
that fact when she made the claim, it is odd that she did not
recall it when she received the money, but was able to do so
when some time later the disciplinary proceedings were commenced. The claim form calls upon her to declare that her
expenses were, in fact, incurred by her. Whilst it is conceivable to make an error of the kind claimed by the Applicant
excepting as I do, the evidence of Messrs Salt and Hammond,
in my view they had good reason to believe that the Applicant
might not be as innocent as she claimed.
Whilst I cannot be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that
the Applicant acted dishonestly, there was, in my assessment,
ample material for the Respondent to believe that the Applicant was guilty of the misconduct in question. That assessment
is supported by information which has since come to hand in
the form of an expert analysis of the document. That analysis,
the veracity of which I accept, suggests that a different pen
was used to convert the numerals “$100.00” to “$400.00” than
was used to originally complete the invoice/receipt; that the
black ballpoint pen used to complete the expense claim form
was used to convert the numerals “$100.00” to “$400.00” on
the original invoice/receipt; and that the alteration to the original invoice/receipt was made with the invoice/receipt resting
on the expense claim form. The Applicant acknowledges that
it was she who filled out the claim form. It might be, as counsel for the Applicant suggested that different pens with the
same ink were used to amend the invoice/receipt and it might
be that the amendment was done by someone other than the
Applicant, but in the absence of credible explanation as to
how that might have occurred, it is perfectly open to the Respondent to conclude, on the basis of the information known
to it, that in all probability the amendment had been effected
by the Applicant.
In my view, there is no sound reason why the Respondent
should not be allowed to rely on this additional information to
resist the claim now before the Commission. It does not involve a different allegation of misconduct against the Applicant,
but simply seeks to reinforce the reason given for the dismissal.
The preponderance of modern authority suggests that in such
circumstances the employer ought to be able to rely on additional information (see: Lane & Ors v. Arrowcrest Group Pty
Limited trading as ROH Alloy Wheels (1990) 43 IR 210; Byrne
and Anor v. Australian Airlines Limited (1992) 45 IR 178; The
Hospital Employees’ Federation of Australia v. Western
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Hospital [1991] AILR 249; but cf: Hooper v. Bi-Lo Pty Ltd
(supra)). It seems to me to defy common sense to hold that a
dismissal for a given reason is unfair by reason of lack of proof
at the time it was effected if adequate proof justifying the reason is later advanced. In any event, for the reasons stated, I am
of the opinion that the Respondent had sufficient information,
apart from that now advanced by the expert analyst, Mr
Gregory, on which reasonably to form the view it did regarding the Applicant’s conduct.
Furthermore, contrary to the claims of counsel for the Applicant, the Respondent, before acting against the Applicant,
carried out as full an inquiry as could reasonably be expected
of it. It is not the case, as counsel for the Applicant suggests,
that it was incumbent upon the Respondent to conduct a “full
and thorough investigation” but, rather, as indicated in Sangwin
v. Imogen Pty Ltd t/a Carleton Custom Upholstery (supra), to
carry out a full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct, as was
reasonable in the circumstances. In my assessment, the Respondent met that requirement. The Respondent made inquiries
of WorkCover Western Australia to verify the veracity of the
amended invoice/receipt and made inquiries of the person who
accepted the expense form. Moreover, Mr Salt invited the
Applicant on two separate occasions to advise him of anyone
else she thought he should speak to in order to ascertain how
the receipt was altered.
In my view, the Respondent’s managers cannot be criticised
for not calling in a handwriting expert. The decided authorities make it clear that the unfair dismissal laws should be
applied “in a practical way in a commercial and industrial environment” so that in matters of this kind “employers are not
required to have the skills of police investigators or lawyers”
(see: Schaale v. Hoechst Australia Limited (1993) 47 IR 249,
252; and see too: C.S. Heard v. Monash Medical Centre (1996)
39 AILR 3-203 referred to in Nichols v Midalia Steel Pty Ltd.
(supra)). What is in issue is the application of employment
law not the criminal law and to expect managers in the
workplace to engage handwriting experts in these circumstances disregards the industrial and commercial realities in
the workplace.
Similarly, I consider the Applicant’s complaint that she was
denied procedural fairness to be without merit. It is clear from
the records of interview conducted before Mr Salt that the
Applicant was informed precisely of the allegations against
her and given every opportunity to defend herself. As part of
this process she was provided with a copy of the audit report
that led to the questioning of her by Mr Salt. I know of no
authority, and none was cited, which requires that an employee
accused in these circumstances be given access to written statements made by others against the accused employee. Rather,
the authorities require, as previously stated, that the accused
employee be informed precisely of the allegation and be given
a fair and full opportunity to defend herself. The record of the
interviews conducted by Mr Salt clearly reveal that the allegations against the Applicant were fully put to her. Indeed, in
light of what she said after the first meeting, Mr Salt undertook to investigate the matter further; and after the second
meeting with him, when notifying her of the intention to dismiss her, she was again invited and given time to show cause
why that should not occur. Similarly, before Mr Hammond,
the evidence indicates that she was given every opportunity to
explain her conduct and generally defend herself. The position in this case is very much different from that seemingly
considered in Sangwin v. Imogen Pty Ltd t/a Carleton Custom
Upholstery (supra). In that case, the interview was said to be
“confrontational and moved rapidly from an accusation to the
announcement that the Applicant would be dismissed” and the
“Applicant was given no time to reflect on the allegation, to
seek advice, or to organise for his sons to offer their version”.
The contrast between the circumstances revealed in that case
and in this could hardly be more stark.
It might be that the Fair Treatment Policy was not followed
to the letter in that the process of review did not begin with her
manager, but with his superior. If indeed the Respondent failed
to follow precisely its Fair Treatment Policy, it was, as I find,
more of a technical failure than anything else. The Applicant
had already put her case to the manager on two separate occasions. In many respects the last of those occasions was a review
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of the discussions at the first meeting. Furthermore, even after
the second meeting the Applicant was again invited by her
manager to offer reasons why she should not be dismissed. In
those circumstances, to follow those parts of the Fair Treatment Policy, which required the decision to yet again be
reviewed by the manager, could be said to have little purpose.
The fact is, as Mr Hammond testified, that the Applicant was
complaining about the decision of her manager, Mr Salt, to
dismiss her. The real need was for the Applicant to have Mr
Salt’s decision reviewed by someone who was capable of effectively reviewing it. That person was Mr Hammond.
In any event, the decided authorities make it abundantly clear
that the process leading to termination of employment is but
one element in determining whether the termination was harsh,
unreasonable or unfair (see for example: Shire of Esperance v.
Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891; and see too: Frew v. Australian
Airlines Ltd (1995) 61 IR 32, 73; Dickinson v. Woolworths
Safeway Pty Ltd [1995] 37 AILR 7-012; and Gibson v. Bosmac
Pty Limited (1995) 60 IR 1). As I find the process of termination in this case included a thorough examination of the
Applicant’s case by Mr Salt and an effective review by Mr
Hammond of Mr Salt’s decision to dismiss the Applicant. On
this occasion I am quite satisfied and find, having regard to
the process adopted by the Respondent and having regard to
the nature of the complaint against the Applicant, that the procedures adopted were not such as to render the dismissal unfair,
even if somewhat defective.
Likewise, the Applicant’s complaint that the Respondent did
not consider her prior work performance is open to question.
Mr Salt testified that in considering his decision to terminate
her employment, he did not take into account her prior good
record. However, the instrument terminating the Applicant’s
employment, which was written by Mr Hammond, clearly indicates that he took that into account before confirming the
decision. In any event, what emerged from the evidence of Mr
Salt and of Mr Hammond is that they both thought her conduct to be of such a nature that no matter how good her record
was, there was little or no alternative but dismissal. Having
regard to the fact that the allegation involved one of dishonesty, I cannot think that that conclusion was either harsh,
unreasonable or unfair.
Finally, in my assessment, there is no substance to the Applicant’s complaint that the Respondent treated her differently
from others to such an extent as to render the dismissal unfair.
In my view, there is little or no evidence to support the Applicant’s contention in this regard. In none of the cases to which
the Applicant refers were the allegations against the affected
employee anything like those now in question. In any event,
each case must be looked at on its own facts. In the case of Mr
Hammond’s secretary, upon which the Applicant placed much
reliance, the material before the Commission indicates that
that employee honestly believed, on good grounds, that what
she was doing was, at that time, right and proper. Furthermore, the evidence suggests that what she was doing was then
consistent with the custom and practice in the Respondent’s
workplace. Another case was said to have involved excessive
claims for expenditure on alcohol. Assuming that to be the
case, as to which there is little credible evidence, it is, as counsel
for the Respondent suggests, not a case like this one of claiming more than was in fact expended. Equally, to suggest that
the person who recommended the payment of the Applicant’s
claim committed the same error as did the Applicant borders
on the fanciful. There is nothing to suggest that the recommendation was more than a clerical or administrative error or
oversight. Certainly there is no evidence to suggest that that
person was in any way involved in amending the invoice/receipt or receiving a benefit to which the person was not entitled.
For the foregoing reasons the Applicant has not made out
her case that her termination of her employment was either
harsh, oppressive or unfair. The application should therefore
be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr A.J. Maughan of counsel for the
Applicant.
Mr A.D. Lucev of counsel for the Respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Clare Down
and
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd.
No. 1725 of 1998.
20 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A.J. Maughan of counsel on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr A.D. Lucev of counsel on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Darrel Jame Duke
and
Byrnecut Mining Pty Ltd.
No. 1360 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
3 February 1999.
Further Reasons for Decision.
The relevant facts have been stated by the Commission in
the Reasons for Decision which issued regarding the preliminary point. Following the issuing of that decision, both parties
made further submissions in writing to the Commission.
Whether Mr Duke’s dismissal was unfair will depend upon
a consideration of all of the circumstances. Those circumstances
include—
1. That Mr Duke was not going to be able to return to
his place of work because he would not be able to
gain a site clearance.
2. That his discussions with Mr Upton revealed that he
was aware he would not be able to be employed by
the respondent elsewhere in the Goldfields for that
same reason.
3. For the reasons set out in paragraph 2, he moved his
residence to Perth to await the outcome of Mr Upton’s
endeavour to find him alternative employment.
4. And that he understood, as a result of his discussion
with Mr Upton, that he would remain an employee
while he waited for the outcome of Mr Upton’s endeavours.
It is agreed that Mr Upton’s endeavours were not successful
in finding Mr Duke any alternative employment. While the
Commission accepts that, by virtue of the award which was,
in reality, in force between the parties and which governed
some of the conditions of employment, Mr Duke is able to
remain employed with the respondent although not working
and not being paid, there is no obligation on the respondent to
continue that employment if there is no reasonable likelihood
of Mr Duke being found work. That is the case here. It is not
suggested, even by the applicant, that if his employment had
not been terminated he would have been found work at all. On
the basis that he would not have been found any work at all, it
is not unfair for the respondent to bring the employment to an
end. The situation which had arisen was not of the respondent’s making. Rather, circumstances arose which meant that,
in the absence of a site clearance, and in the absence of a vacancy in the Pillara site in the Northern Territory which did
not require employees to have a site clearance, the respondent
had little, if any, choice but to terminate Mr Duke’s employment. Even if the respondent’s decision had been taken in the
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full knowledge of the conversation which had occurred between Mr Duke and Mr Upton, it cannot reasonably be said
that Mr Duke’s status as an employee would continue indefinitely. On that analysis therefore, Mr Duke’s dismissal was
not unfair.
I add that, even if the Commission was to find that the dismissal was unfair, there is no relief open to the Commission
which it could order the respondent to give to Mr Duke. The
primary remedy in the case of an unfair dismissal is reinstatement. For the reasons which have already been referred to, the
reinstatement of Mr Duke into his employment is impracticable. He does not have a site clearance. Furthermore, there is
no position at another site, even on the applicant’s own evidence, to which he could be re-employed. Reinstatement or
re-employment is therefore impracticable.
In the alternative, the Commission is empowered to award
Mr Duke compensation for the loss or injury caused to him by
his dismissal. However, in the circumstances of this case, Mr
Duke’s dismissal did not cause him any loss or injury. If the
dismissal had not occurred, he would not have earned any more
wages than he has been paid. Further, it cannot be said that he
was injured in his employment, and indeed, it is not submitted
otherwise. Thus, even if the dismissal was unfair, there is nothing in the powers given to the Commission which would allow
any effective remedy.
Accordingly, an order will issue which dismisses the application.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Darrel Jame Duke
and
Byrnecut Mining Pty Ltd.
No. 1360 of 1998.
3 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Johnston (of Counsel) on behalf of the
applicant and Mr A. Cameron on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
James Andrew England
and
Rodney Houghton.
No. 2067 of 1998.
22 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision. (extempore)
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Applicant seeks to recover
what he claims to be denied contractual benefits under his
contract of employment with the Respondent. Those denied
contractual benefits are in effect in the form of wages or remuneration for some ten days work whilst as a deck hand on
the boat ‘Tawarri 3’. The Applicant also claims the sum of
$200.00 for clothing or equipment in which he says the Respondent has wrongly retained.
On the information before me the Application has been duly
served as has the Notice of Hearing. The Respondent has had,
at no time thus far, filed a Notice of Answer or Counter
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Proposal nor has the Respondent appeared to answer the call
today for this hearing. The only person who has given evidence has been the Applicant. I accept without reservation the
evidence of the Applicant as being both truthful and reliable. I
am satisfied and find that at all material times he was, in fact,
employed by the Respondent as a deck hand. I am satisfied
and find on the evidence before the Commission that the Applicant was employed on the basis that he was to be paid two
and a half percent of the value of the ship’s catch. I accept
again, on the basis of the evidence, that the value of the catch
was $45,687.60. Accordingly, on the information before me,
the Applicant would be entitled to a sum of $1,231.00 or thereabouts.
The Applicant claims only $1,000.00 because he said that
he was not on the boat for the full period of its work or journey. He said that he left the boat at the request of the skipper
because, as I understand it, there was insufficient catch to justify his continued employment. The Applicant said that the
great majority of the catch was taken whilst he was on board
the ‘Tawarri 3’ and hence claims a substantial portion of the
$1,231.00 to which he would normally be entitled. It might be
just and equitable that the Applicant claim any part of that
sum but on the evidence, he would simply be entitled to the
full amount. The Applicant has asked that $100.00 be deducted
from the $1,000.00 claimed to account for supplies which he
said were provided by the Respondent. Thus the Applicant
seeks, by way of remuneration, the nett sum of $900.00. I am
satisfied for the reasons given that the Applicant has made out
his claim.
Insofar that the Applicant claims $200.00 for clothing or
equipment unlawfully obtained by the Respondent, that it is
not a benefit arising under his contract of employment. In these
circumstances it is not a matter over which the Commission
has jurisdiction. Accordingly, that aspect of his claim must
fail. I am satisfied and find that the Applicant has made out his
claim to the extent of $900.00, which sum he is entitled to
recover from the Respondent.
Appearances: The Applicant appeared in person.
No appearance on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
James Andrew England
and
Rodney Houghton
No. 2067 of 1998.
22 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant in person and there being no
appearance on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Respondent pay to the Applicant the sum of
$900.00 as payment of a benefit denied to the Applicant
under his contract of employment with the Respondent.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Daniel Lesley Gray
and
BGC (Concrete) Group of Companies.
No. 955 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
8 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: On 5 June 1998, Daniel
Lesley Gray (the applicant) applied to the Commission for an
order pursuant to s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
(the Act), on the grounds that he had been unfairly dismissed
from his employment with BGC (Concrete) Group of Companies (the respondent). Until his dismissal on 22 May 1998 the
applicant had been continually employed by the respondent
for approximately five years.
The respondent confirmed the termination of the employment of the applicant in a letter dated 8 June 1998. That letter
(formal parts omitted) encapsulates the respondent’s reasons
for the termination and is incorporated here under—
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
I refer to our meeting on 22 May 1998, which was the last
of several meeting between you and a representative of
BGC. I confirm that BGC terminated your employment
effective from 22 May 1998 on the following grounds—
1. You were involved in the batching of concrete
on Tuesday, 12 May 1998 and again on Saturday, 16 May 1998 without ensuring that the
loads were being recorded on the production
report.
2. You were, at all times, aware of the critical
importance of ensuring, as the batcher of concrete, that all concrete taken from the plant
must be properly documented before the concrete leaves the site. You were responsible for
doing so to ensure that concrete could not be
stolen or otherwise misappropriated.
3. Your involvement, together with other persons,
in causing or permitting concrete to be taken
from the batch plant without proper documentation was inexcusable and was to the
detriment of this company.
4. Your responses to our enquiries were both evasive and unsatisfactory.
In the circumstances, we consider you have breached the
fundamental term of your employment with the company,
and confirm that your employment was terminated forthwith (Exhibit F1).
The applicant says that the dismissal occurred as a result of
accusations made against him by the respondent that he conspired with two other employees of the respondent on two
separate occasions to steal cement products from the respondent’s Canning Vale premises. The applicant denies that he was
involved in such a conspiracy and claims that at the time of
the second alleged incident he was merely acting on the instructions of his supervisor to batch cement products and to
not concern himself with the issuing of the proper documentation. The supervisor claims that he told the applicant that he,
the supervisor, would complete the relevant paperwork the
following Monday.
The respondent says that information had reached the technical manager of suspicious practices in batching and
despatching concrete. The technical manager had, in turn,
passed this information on to the respondent’s management
which included Mr Andrew Teo, Company Secretary, and Mr
Philip Hobbs, General Manager. Those employees who had
allegedly been involved or had been present at the plant on the
days in question had been called in to an interview with Mr
Teo and Mr Hobbs to answer questions relating to these practices. The respondent claims that four of the five people called
were interviewed twice, with the fifth person only being
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interviewed on one occasion and that all those interviewed
were made aware of the reason for the interview.
As a result of these interviews, Mr Teo and Mr Hobbs reached
the conclusion that there had been an incident on 12 May 1998
and again on 16 May 1998 when loads were batched without
the required recordings being made on the production report.
The respondent says that the employees involved, of which
the applicant was one, were aware of the critical importance
of ensuring the proper documentation of all concrete taken
from the plant and in the applicant’s case, he was aware of his
responsibility to ensure that the proper records were made to
prevent the product being stolen or otherwise misappropriated. He had not done so, and as there was evidence that he
was involved with other persons in causing or permitting concrete to be taken from the plant without proper documentation,
his conduct was inexcusable. It was so because there was no
other way the company could ensure that it received proper
payment for its product. When the applicant had been given
the opportunity in a series of interviews to state his position
his answers had not been satisfactory on the contrary he had
been evasive. This was considered by the respondent to constitute a fundamental breach of the applicant’s duty to the
respondent and it led to the respondent reaching the conclusion that the applicant ought to be dismissed.
The applicant, through his evidence and his advocate, Mr
Ferguson told the Commission that he had been employed by
the respondent for 5 years. The majority of his work was as a
truck driver, delivering concrete, but on occasions he acted as
a relief batcher or dispatcher when required. The first incident
that led to the applicant’s dismissal took place on Tuesday 12
May 1998 when driver, Shane Murray, by his own admission,
took concrete from the plant without the correct documentation or payment.
The applicant acknowledged that he had been acting as
batcher for a period of time during that day, but denies being
in that job when the concrete had been loaded into Mr Murray’s
truck without proper documentation. The applicant claimed
that at some time between 12:30pm and 12:45pm he had received a telephone call from one of his sons advising him that
his other son was in hospital and was seriously ill. At that time
he left the batcher’s hut to take a walk and think about this
news. He says he then washed his truck before leaving the
plant at approximately 4pm to visit his son in hospital. Mr
Murray claims that the person who batched his load was not
the applicant but another employee, a Mr Ray Farrow, and
that at no time that day did he see the applicant. The applicant
claims that the only other person working on site that day capable of doing the batcher’s job was Ray Farrow.
The applicant’s son who made the telephone call, Daniel
Strawbridge, gave evidence that he telephoned his father on
12 May 1998 between 12:30pm and 12:45pm. He said he remembered the time because his job involved taking orders for
car spare parts over the telephone, and he logged the date and
time of each call. There is controversy about the time the call
was made. The respondent claims that initially the applicant
told them he received the telephone call around 3.15pm. He
later recanted and claimed that the call was received earlier.
When asked, Mr Strawbridge denied having spoken to his father about the timing of the telephone call on any occasion
after 18 May 1998. In cross examination, however, when asked
how he knew what time he received the telephone call from
his son, the applicant said that his son had told him the time.
The second incident occurred on the following Saturday, 16
May 1998. The applicant agrees that he was batching for the
entire day and had Mr Terry Gedge acting as his supervisor
and as the relief dispatcher. Mr Gray says that as he was leaving the batch hut on his way home that afternoon he was
approached by Mr Kevin Murray who asked for a load of concrete. As the work day was finished, the computer into which
load details are in-putted and receipt dockets issued had been
closed down.
Standard practice is for an order to be placed with the dispatcher, this is entered into the computer, receipt documentation
is issued and this ensures that the appropriate person is charged
for that load of concrete. A driver is not to leave the plant
premises without this documentation although witnesses have
agreed that this has happened on a number of previous occasions and the documents had been collected later or brought to
the delivery place by another driver.
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In this instance the applicant claims that Mr Gedge, as his
supervisor, instructed him to meet Kevin Murray’s load request. Mr Gedge said he intended to fix up the paperwork on
Monday but forgot to do so. Mr Gedge also admitted that he
would have relied on the honesty of those people involved to
ensure proper records of how much concrete was taken by
Kevin Murray.
The respondent’s representatives say they became aware of
the incidents described above when the company’s technical
manager, Mr Gabriel Valentini advised them that unnamed
sources had told him. The respondent then undertook to conduct interviews with those people who either were allegedly
involved or who had been at the plant on either of those two
days. The respondent says that before the start of all the interviews, each employee was advised why they were being
interviewed. In addition the respondent had one of the company’s secretaries, Ms Rosalie Ernshaw, take notes to ensure that
proper records of the proceedings were kept.
The respondent asserts that Mr Gray was interviewed on
three separate occasions, with each interview concentrating
on one of the two alleged incidents of theft. During these interviews the applicant was shown written records from Tuesday
12 May 1998 which detailed each batch order and the time it
was taken. The respondent asked the applicant whether he recognised certain orders as being in his own handwriting. These
orders were written down at 12:30pm, the period in which the
applicant had denied working as the batcher as he claimed he
was walking around the plant contemplating about the telephone call about his critically ill son.
The respondent says that during these interviews the applicant was given every opportunity to categorically deny that
the handwriting on the batch records after 12:30pm was his.
The respondent says that had the applicant at any time given a
definite and straightforward reply to the questions asked, and
in so doing had denied that the records contained his handwriting, no further action would have been taken. In the event
the applicant chose not to take the opportunity to refute the
allegations made to him. Because of this, together with other
information discovered during the investigation the respondent decided to dismiss him. Another employee, Mr Ray Farrow
was given the opportunity to resign after his interview rather
than be dismissed by the company and did so. Terry Gedge,
who admitted his complicity to some extent in the incident of
Saturday 16 May 1998 and to directly giving the applicant
direction to load concrete without proper documentation, was
not dismissed.
The applicant’s representative submitted that in failing to
call the police in to investigate what it believed was a conspiracy by the applicant and others to defraud it by the organised
theft of concrete from its Canning Vale plant, the respondent
had failed to provide the applicant with the protection such
official procedures would offer. The respondent therefore had
denied the applicant procedural fairness.
Before I deal with my findings as to the credibility of witnesses and analyse the evidence, I need to discuss the law to
be applied. The test for determining whether a dismissal is
unfair or not is now well settled. The question is whether the
respondent has nevertheless acted harshly, unfairly or oppressively in its dismissal of the applicant. It is for the applicant to
establish that the dismissal was in all these circumstances unfair. The test for ascertaining whether a dismissal is harsh,
oppressive or unfair is that outlined by the Industrial Appeal
Court in Undercliff Nursing Home v. Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia (1985) 65 WAIG 385. The
question to be answered is whether the right of the employer
to terminate the employment has been exercised so harshly or
oppressively or unfairly against the applicant as to amount to
an abuse of the right. A dismissal for a valid reason within the
meaning of the Act may still be unfair if, for example, it is
effected in a manner which is unfair but if the employment
has been terminated in a manner which is procedurally irregular that will not of itself necessarily mean the dismissal is unfair
(see Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891 and
also Byrne v. Australian Airlines (1995) 65 IR 32). In Shire of
Esperance v. Mouritz, Kennedy J also observed that whether
an employer, in bringing about a dismissal, adopted procedures which were unfair to the employee is but an element in
determining whether the dismissal was harsh or unjust.
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Although the respondent has not accused the applicant of
theft, the grounds upon which it relies to dismiss him as described in the letter of termination (Exhibit F1) highlight the
applicant’s responsibility to ensure records were kept so that
concrete could not be stolen or otherwise misappropriated.
Because of his unsatisfactory answers during his interviews
and on the basis on other information that it collected, it was
concluded that the applicant’s involvement with other persons
led to or caused, or permitted concrete to be taken from the
batch plant without proper documentation, was inexcusable.
Upon this premise, the respondent concluded that there had
been a fundamental breach of a term of employment. Although
the applicant is not accused of theft in specific terms, the allegations made against him are tantamount to that and therefore
I need to examine the law relating to situations of alleged theft
in the workplace. There are two decisions directly on point.
The first is British Home Stores Limited (BHS) v. Burchell
(1978) IRLR 379. This is a decision of the English Employment Appeal Tribunal.
In BHS v. Burchell Arnold J held at 380 that—
“what the Tribunal have to decide every time is, broadly
expressed, whether the employer who has charged the
employee on the ground of the misconduct in question
(usually, though not necessarily dishonest conduct) entertained reasonable suspicion amounting to a belief in
the guilt of the employee of the misconduct at that time.
That is really stating shortly and compendiously what is
in fact more than one element. First of all, there must be
established by the employer the fact of that belief; that
the employer did believe it. Secondly, that the employer
had in his mind reasonable grounds upon which to sustain that belief. And thirdly, we think, that the employer
at the stage at which he formed that belief on those
grounds, at any rate at the final state at which he formed
that belief, had carried out as much investigation into the
matter as was reasonable in all the circumstances of the
case. It is the employer who manages to discharge the
onus of demonstrating these three matters, we think, who
must not be examined further”
[emphasis in original].
The principles in the decision of BHS v. Burchell have been
followed in this jurisdiction in TWU v. Tip Top Bakeries (1993)
73 WAIG 1632.
In the Tip Top Bakeries case at p 1632, the Commission
cites a lengthy extract from Fielding C in the Full Bench case
of “C” v Quality Pacific Management Pty Ltd (which adopts
the BHS principles) and goes on to say at p 1633 “… the Commission, presently constituted, respectfully accepts and adopts,
for the reasons given by Fielding C. (op cit), that a reasonable
belief of theft by an employer after a proper consideration of
all the circumstances by the employer, constitutes sufficient
grounds for dismissal of the employee”
[emphasis added].
In my decision in FMU v. Board of Management, Fremantle
Hospital (1993) 72 WAIG 1418. I proposed four heads of test.
These are set out on p 1420. They are—
(a) was the termination lawful under the Award?
(b) was the employer given a proper opportunity to be
heard and to put his/her own case prior to termination?
(c) has the employer at senior level considered all the
relevant factors including consideration of lesser
options, and also balancing the employment history
of the worker concerned with the behaviours complained of in the instance leading to the termination?
(d) was the termination made in accordance with a wellknown policy?
It is well settled in decisions of the Commission that its task
is to assess whether the dismissal was industrially fair in the
accepted sense, irrespective of whether there is a breach of
contract or not. That assessment is to be made not according
to technical rules but according to equity and good conscience
and the substantial merits of the case as is recited in Section
26 of the Act. The employer is not required to act as a police
officer or lawyer would, but as a reasonable employer in the
same circumstances.
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Matters such as this are not to be determined as if the applicant was on trial for stealing, rather the issue is whether in
dismissing him, the respondent acted fairly in the accepted
industrial sense. The Commission is not to answer that question by reference to what it would have done in the
circumstances, but by reference to an objective standard of
whether the respondent acted as a reasonable employer in the
circumstances disclosed in these proceedings would have acted.
I have mentioned previously the Undercliffe case of which
the preceding is the ratio. I suggest too that the comments
made by Denning MR in British Leyland UK Ltd v. Swift (1981)
IRLR 91 at page 93 are relevant, even though they were made
in relation to United Kingdom legislation. In discussing how a
reasonable employer would have acted, Denning MR said ‘it
must be remembered that in all circumstances, there is a band
of reasonableness within which one employer might reasonably take one view and another quite reasonably take a different
view’.
Above I refer to my decision in FMU v. Board of Management, Fremantle Hospital (ibid) in which I proposed that there
were four tests to be applied in these circumstances. The first
was “Was the termination lawful under the Award”. I mention
that because Mr Ferguson who appeared for the applicant made
submissions relating to clause 32 of the Transport Worker’s
General Award 10 of 1961. I do not intend to canvass that
argument because I am unsure on the evidence before the Commission whether in fact the Award is binding. In any event I
am unsure as to the weight that Mr Ferguson says the Commission should give to this submission. As I understood from
his argument, he says the respondent should have applied words
in the clause. According to Mr Ferguson the respondent should
have called the police to investigate its concerns. Those concerns appear to suggest that the applicant was involved with
other persons to defraud the respondent by allowing concrete
to be stolen or misappropriated. Because the respondent did
not do so, the applicant was denied the ‘protection of the procedures’; which I take it to mean the procedures set out by the
clause, and therefore was denied procedural fairness. In this
context, Mr Ferguson also made references to suspension. I
do not need to canvass these issues as there is no matter before
me in relation to enforcement of Award rights. What I must do
is focus on whether there has been unfairness to such an extent that the Commission should interfere with the employer’s
right to run its business and in doing so, I am required to apply
the concept set out in the Undercliff Case of a fair go all round.
This means a fair go to both the employer and the employee.
The concept does not deprive the employer of the right to ensure its employees perform their duties honestly and in the
economic interests of the employer. This is particularly so in
case such as this where the only way the employer can ensure
proper payment is received for its product is if the accounting
documentation that is designed to be used is in fact used properly at all times.
The Commission heard a total of 13 witnesses, 8 called on
behalf of the applicant and 4 on behalf of the respondent. I do
not intend to make individual findings about their evidence, I
will deal with that in detail in the analysis which follows. As a
general comment I observe that the writing which follows will
indicate a concern with the quality of the evidence which was
led by the applicant on his behalf and in fact the evidence of
the applicant himself. The respondent complained that one of
the reasons which led it to reach the conclusion to terminate
the services of the applicant was his evasiveness and failure to
answer questions during a number of interviews held with him
prior to making its decision to dismiss. The applicant continued the same behaviour in his evidence before the Commission.
I have doubts about the quality of the evidence that he bought
to the Commission. It seems that his memory on a number of
occasions is self-serving. I say that for these reasons.
It is clear that the respondent dismissed the applicant for
two reasons. First for permitting Shane Murray and Kevin
Murray to take concrete without documentation recording the
taking of that concrete and secondly, as I have noted before,
when he was interviewed in relation to those matters he gave
the impression of evasiveness which led the respondent to
conclude that he was most likely being dishonest in the matter. This was probably sufficient for a termination to take place,
but the respondent examined the matter in much more detail.
It has to be accepted that in the context of the business
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operated by the applicant that the taking of concrete without
documentation is very serious. It is tantamount to theft, as
there is no other way the product can be traced. The product is
created through the batching operation and therefore comes
into existence at the hands of the batcher and that is the place
where records are required to be initiated about its existence
and later sale.
The Commission was told in relation to the events of 12
May 1998 that Shane Murray took concrete, he claimed on
one occasion but the evidence of Mr Defanti who was called
by the respondent indicates that he remembers Murray taking
concrete at a time earlier than the time Murray admits. I find
that it more likely than not Murray did take concrete on two
occasions on 12 May 1998 but even if he did not, there is still
the question of the proper records of the concrete he admits to
taking. The applicant simply denies that he batched concrete
for Mr Murray. He could not say in his evidence who did batch
the concrete and no one was called by the respondent to provide the Commission with evidence as to who did. The next
flaw in the applicant’s evidence arises in relation to when the
applicant says that he received information about his son’s
illness. His story is that he was told this about 12.30pm whereas
in his interviews with the respondent he said he was told it
was about 3.15pm and he left the plant soon after. Mr
Strawbridge, his son, is unequivocal when he says that he made
the phone call at 12.30pm. In the period soon after midday, the
batch records indicate hand writing which the applicant does
not verify as his own, however, he was equivocal about whether
the hand writing was his or not. I find it more likely than not it
was his hand writing out to the mouth of the applicant himself
who when asked if the hand writing was his, he said “I don’t
know, it doesn’t look the same, it might be, it might not be”.
The applicant continued the equivocation he exhibited during
the interviews with the respondent during his evidence. This
behaviour assists me to reach the findings I have.
There are some doubts in my mind about the question of the
creditability of the applicant when he talks about the amount
of time he spent in the yard before he went to see his son in
hospital. While the applicant did not advise the Commission
of the precise nature of the illness suffered by his son, the
implication is that his son’s behaviour had been of a concern
to the family for some time and that behaviour may have led
to the situation that the son found himself in so far as his health
is concerned. One can appreciate that a father would be distressed when receiving such information and may not behave
in a rational way when being confronted with it and this may
explain why for up to 3 hours he appeared to hang around the
yard on his own evidence, doing nothing. However, the other
view is that it might well be that when he said in his interview
with the respondent on 25 May 1998 that his son had rung at
3.15pm, he knocked off, went home and then went straight to
the hospital, that he was telling the truth. That being so, and I
am inclined to think it is, his evidence about his presence on
the site during the 3 ½ hours takes on a doubtful quality and
raises questions in an adjudicator’s mind why such obfuscation should be attempted.
If the applicant had remained on the site for 3 hours, it is
clear that batching had continued. He had no explanation who
did the batching after he had stopped. It would seem that a
simple way to support his contention would be to call that
person to corroborate his evidence. A likely person is Mr Farrow, who is a dispatcher, who could do both jobs, but this
would involve him forging the applicant’s signature for the
whole time, even for legitimate loads, and this does not seem
to be an eventuality that is worth serious consideration.
For the reasons that I have set out above, it can be concluded
that the applicant was involved with batching on the afternoon
of the 12 May 1998 and on the balance of probability that he
was therefore involved with the batching of concrete for Shane
Murray.
Another concern that I have about the applicant’s evidence
is the amount of concrete that was taken by Mr Murray which
was an unreasonable amount to use to allegedly dry out a load.
The end result was Murray was given concrete which could
not be described as waste and that amount of concrete was
anywhere between .8 cubic metre to 1.4 cubic metres. All of
the events led the Commission to conclude that the events of
that day can not be put down to sloppy documentation. The
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explanations of Mr Murray, although I do not need to make
findings about whether they are truthful or not, raise extreme
doubts in the mind of the Commission. It is passing strange
that the loads upon which there have been doubts about the
applicant’s involvement, the one on the Tuesday with Shane
Murray and one on the Saturday with Mr Murray’s brother,
are both the subject of unsatisfactory explanations.
Finally there is ample evidence to justify the conclusion that
there was concrete taken from the respondent’s premises without proper documentation. It was documentation for which
the applicant was responsible. He was given every opportunity by the respondent to deal with these allegations. The
respondent, in my view, conducted the investigation in a proper
manner by arranging to have an interview with all of the people who may be involved. It advised them at the commencement
of the interview the purpose of the interviews. There would be
no doubt in the applicant’s mind if he could not give an adequate explanation that his job was a risk with such senior
members of the company conducting an investigation. The
respondent insured that there were records made of the interviews and although those records are not of the standard of a
statement of evidence, they do not have to be, as an employer
is not to be regarded as a policemen or a lawyer in conducting
such interviews and maintaining records.
The questions is, did the employer act within a band of reasonableness in dealing with the applicant. In my view, and I so
find, it did so. He was given every opportunity to make whatever statement he wished. He did not take the opportunity to
do so. At the time the respondent made the decision to dismiss
it was in possession of information which would allow a reasonable person to make a decision of the nature that it did. It
decided the applicant was more likely than not in fundamental
breach of his contract of employment. I find that conclusion
was open to it at the time. The applicant’s conduct in the hearing before the Commission does not give rise to any new
information which would cause me to reach a conclusion that
the respondent was incorrect when it dealt with the applicant
in the first place. The applicant has not been unfairly treated
and the application will be dismissed.
Appearances—
Mr G Ferguson appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr M Hotchkin, of Counsel, appear on behalf of the respondent.
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BGC (Concrete) Group of Companies.
No. 955 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
8 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Furguson on behalf of the applicant and
Mr M Hotchkin, of Counsel, on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kenneth Green
and
The Kununurra Region Economic Aboriginal Corporation.
No. 1574 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
21 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to s
29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) whereby
Kenneth Green (“the applicant”) alleges that he was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Kununurra Region
Economic Aboriginal Corporation (“the respondent”) on or
about the 19 August 1998. The applicant seeks reinstatement
alternatively compensation.
The respondent contests the claim and denies that the applicant was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed and
moreover, says that there was no dismissal to found jurisdiction in the Commission to entertain the claim in any event.
Background
The respondent is an organisation established to administer
community development projects (“CDP”) on behalf of nine
different Kununurra region Aboriginal groups. The respondent is fully funded by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission (“ATSIC”). The relevant Kununurra region Aboriginal group for the purposes of these proceedings, is the
Waringarri Aboriginal Corporation (“Waringarri”).
The respondent is required to submit a budget to ATSIC and
disperse monies granted in accordance with the budget and
with ATSIC’s grant conditions. The CDP program requires a
person to apply through one of the various Kununurra region
groups, to become a CDP participant. A formal process involving the respondent is also required. The CDP program is
an alternative to receiving unemployment benefits, whereby
participants are paid an amount, generally at $10.00 an hour,
for a standard working week of 20 hours per week. Those
hours can be increased provided the grantee organisation is
able to support an increase in the weekly wages amount.
The applicant commenced work as a CDP participant through
Waringarri, on or about 19 March 1998. He was engaged on a
road crew performing various duties including slashing, tractor driving and driving a truck. The work involved jobs in and
around the Kununurra region. The applicant’s working hours
each week varied, but during the material times the applicant
worked from about 7.30am in the morning until around 4.30pm
in the afternoon. Hours worked in excess of 20 hours per week
were paid for as I have outlined above.
The applicant was in a road crew totalling four persons including himself and the supervisor, Mr Wayne Copley. Mr
Copley was also a CDP employee of the respondent, who was
designated as the Waringarri CDP co-ordinator. Mr Copley
was responsible for supervising all of the CDP participants for
the area.
A number of incidents took place involving the applicant
and Mr Copley in particular, culminating in the employment
relationship coming to an end in or about August 1998. The
precise date upon which the relationship terminated is somewhat unclear, a matter to which I will return below.
The Contentions
The applicant argued that by reason of the conduct of Mr
Copley as the CDP co-ordinator, he was forced to leave the
employment of the respondent and was thereby constructively
dismissed. Furthermore, the applicant argued that he was effectively forced out of the respondent’s employment without
justification and therefore the dismissal was harsh, oppressive
and unfair.
Counsel for the respondent submitted that the applicant was
never dismissed by the respondent but simply chose to no
longer remain in the respondent’s employ. It was argued that
because of the changes which took place in the nature of the
work to be offered by the respondent to the applicant which
the applicant was not content with, the applicant elected to no
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longer remain on the job. Counsel therefore submitted that as
the applicant was not dismissed by the respondent for the purposes of s 29 of the Act, the claim should fail for want of
jurisdiction as the applicant effectively abandoned his employment. As an alternative submission, it was put by counsel for
the respondent that should I find that the applicant was dismissed, then by reason of the applicant’s conduct, that dismissal
was not harsh, oppressive or unfair.
The Witnesses
On behalf of the applicant, evidence was adduced from the
applicant himself and Mr Kevin Diamond, formally a CDP
co-ordinator for Waringarri. The respondent called three witnesses, they being Mr Ian Padgham, the manager of the
respondent, Mr David McCoombe, a former chairperson of
the respondent, Mr Wayne Copley, the respondent’s CDP coordinator and Mr Ian Bergman, the co-ordinator of Waringarri.
Mr Green gave evidence generally as to how he came to be
employed by the respondent and the positions that he formerly
held on the Waringarri executive. The applicant gave evidence
about a number of incidents, which he said led to him no longer
being able to work for the respondent. The first incident involved a Mr Doug Mummery, the assistant co-ordinator for
CDP projects, in which Mr Mummery complained to the applicant about his use of the slasher, which was attached to the
tractor the applicant drove. The applicant complained that Mr
Mummery was less than friendly in his approach to him. The
applicant testified this happened about three or four weeks
after he started employment with the respondent.
A second incident occurred involving Mr Copley, regarding
the use of the road crew’s twin cab four wheel drive vehicle.
The applicant said that he told Mr Copley that as he was working out of town on his own, he should have the vehicle with
him. Mr Copley strongly disagreed and the applicant’s evidence was that Mr Copley swore at him during the course of
their discussion about this matter. I should observe however,
that in cross-examination, the applicant conceded that it was
Mr Copley’s job as the supervisor, to allocate vehicles amongst
all of the CDP works being undertaken by the respondent
throughout the region.
The applicant said that a further incident took place regarding the processing of a time sheet for the applicant’s niece,
who was a CDP participant at Dillon Springs, an out station in
the region. I pause to note that the applicant was the chairperson of the Dillon Springs community. He said that an argument
took place between him and Mr Copley in the presence of Mr
Padgham, in Mr Padgham’s office. The applicant had brought
the time sheet in for approval, but it was late. The applicant
said Mr Copley started talking down to him and alleged that
he, the applicant, had an attitude problem. The applicant then
said as a result of that discussion, Mr Copley wanted to fight
him and said words to the effect to “come outside, I’ll show
you what I’ll do to you” (transcript p10). The applicant alleged that the argument continued outside the respondent’s
office building. The applicant denied that he was provocative
or aggressive in this incident. After the incident, he spoke to
Mr Padgham and asked him what he was going to do about it.
Mr Padgham responded to the effect that he would probably
do nothing, as in his view the applicant started the incident.
On the applicant’s evidence, this occurred approximately six
weeks after he was employed.
The fourth incident regarded a job that the applicant and
another CDP employee were to do at Cockle Springs. The
applicant said that both he and the other CDP employee loaded
a backhoe onto a truck and took the truck out to the job. On
returning from the job that afternoon, the applicant said there
was a further confrontation with Mr Copley, about the use of
the truck, with Mr Copley swearing at them.
A final incident took place involving the applicant and Mr
Copley whilst the applicant was out slashing on the Great
Northern Highway near Dillon Springs. The applicant said that
when he was picked up by Mr Copley and two other employees in the respondent’s vehicle, he formed the view that Mr
Copley and the others had been consuming alcohol. He said
that he saw green cans in the back of the vehicle and at least
one of the employees, not being Mr Copley, was actually drinking alcohol. The applicant said he was concerned about this
from a safety point of view. He said that after this incident, he
made a formal complaint through the respondent’s complaint
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procedures but received no reply. The applicant also said that
previously he had complained about Mr Copley’s behaviour,
but the matter was not resolved.
I should observe at this point however, that the applicant’s
evidence in relation to these various incidents was somewhat
lacking in detail and I have found it difficult to determine in
some cases, the cause of the confrontations between the applicant and Mr Copley in particular.
The applicant then had to attend his brother’s funeral for
which he requested and was granted, two weeks paid leave.
The leave approved was from on or about 24 June to 8 July
1998.
The applicant gave evidence that he came back to work on
or about 13 July 1998, and was told by Mr Copley that there
was no further work to do on the road crew as the work had
fallen off and the road crew was full for the amount of work to
be done. The applicant testified that Mr Copley then complained to the applicant that the applicant had reported Mr
Copley for drinking on the job, which incident Mr Copley
denied. The applicant also gave evidence that during this discussion, Mr Copley called the applicant an idiot, that he was
no good and he was not going to take a good employee off the
road crew and put the applicant on it. The applicant’s said that
he was of the opinion that he was put off the road crew because he had reported Mr Copley for drinking on the job.
Thereafter, the applicant said that funding was not forthcoming from the respondent for the Dillon Springs community,
because of the requirement of the respondent for Mr Copley
to inspect proposed work sites, which are a required part of
the process in order to obtain CDP funding. The applicant in
essence said that what the respondent was doing was forcing
him to work with a person whom he could no longer work
with. A proposal by Waringarri that he be part of a CDP team
as supervisor for Dillon Springs, was said by the applicant to
be merely a way of forcing him to leave the employment of
the respondent. A letter dated 30 July 1998 to the applicant
from Mr Bergman (exhibit R2) set out this proposal. The applicant said he took particular objection to the requirement in
exhibit R2 that Mr Copley inspect and identify appropriate
work projects at Dillon Springs, in order to attract CDP funding. He also said that he did not want to take the supervisor’s
position at Dillon Springs as he was happy on the road crew
and he considered he would loose money by taking the other
position. The applicant testified that in effect he was being
told by the respondent to take the Dillon Springs position and
was not being offered it. The applicant it appears, did not
resume work for the respondent and subsequently requested a
separation certificate from the respondent to which I refer below.
The applicant received a letter dated 10 August 1998 from
Mr Padgham regarding a “second warning” (exhibit A1). The
letter referred to a verbal warning given to the applicant earlier on 22 June 1998. Formal parts omitted that letter provides
as follows—
“Second Warning
On Monday 22 June 1998, you were given a verbal warning, during a lengthy discussion about your employment
with KREAC, that verbal abuse and/or threats against
staff or CDEP participants would not be tolerated. You
were also warned that you must comply with the Rules,
Policies and Procedures of KREAC.
This written warning is now given due to recent incidents,
and will be the last warning given. Any further transgression will result in your immediate dismissal. Should such
incident involve threatened or actual violence, misuse of
CDEP funds, or dishonest, Police will be notified, and
charges laid.
One incident involved verbal threats and profane abuse
against KREAC and Waringarri staff. These threats were
communicated to myself on Friday, 7 August 1998. The
second incident involved the presentation of false time
sheets for payment of wages-particularly for yourself and
James Gore. These were presented for the pay fortnight
ending Wednesday, 5 August 1998. The time sheet for Mark
Green is still under consideration.
Both the above incidents may in fact be grounds for dismissal from KREAC, and this will be decided by the
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Committee on Wednesday, 12 August 1998. In the meantime, you are directed to comply with directions already
given by Waringarri to attend to work required at Dillon
Springs community as CDEP supervisor. Your first work
duty is to meet on site with Waringarri co-ordinator(s) in
order to establish CDEP work activities.”
Ian R Padgham, Manager
cc. David Saylor, Aboriginal Legal Service”
When asked about this letter in cross-examination, the applicant said he could not recall the verbal warning referred to
on 22 June 1998. However, the applicant did recall being told
by Mr Padgham that he needed to take directions from his
supervisor. The applicant denied threatening KREAC and
Waringarri Staff, but said he may have sworn at some
Waringarri staff members.
On 12 August 1998 a meeting of the Waringarri committee
was convened. The applicant attended that meeting, but he
said he did so of his own volition and was not invited by the
committee. He said that he went along to the committee meeting to put his complaints to the committee about his treatment
in the workplace, in particular the conduct of Mr Copley. Mr
Padgham, who was also in attendance, left the meeting while
the applicant’s complaints were being discussed.
Following the committee meeting, the applicant received a
letter dated 12 August 1998 from Mr McCoombe, the committee chairperson. The letter referred to matters being raised
by the applicant and by his legal representative and those matters being discussed. The letter further referred to a written
warning that the applicant abide by CDP rules and KREAC
procedures and policies, including that no bad language or
threats be used against any staff. The letter further proposed
that a group of persons, including Mr Copley, proceed to Dillon
Springs to assist in establishing work plans, to be put in writing. Other matters are referred to in the letter, including access
to the Dillon Springs community, and that no further wages
would be paid to the applicant from 25 August 1998, but the
applicant could seek emergency relief from Waringarri.
During the applicant’s employment the respondent offered
and the applicant accepted a proposal that he attend a counselling session. That session took place in Mr Padgham’s office
with an independent counsellor. The applicant testified that
whilst in the session, Mr Copley barged into the office and
started an argument with him in front of Mr Padgham and the
counsellor. The applicant said that Mr Padgham quickly took
Mr Copley out of the office.
Finally, the applicant said that as he was no longer being
paid by KREAC, he was forced into the position of having to
get a separation certificate from the respondent, in order to
obtain Centrelink benefits. This took place on or about 18
August 1998 and appears to be the most likely date that the
applicant’s employment came to an end, in effect by his resignation. The applicant also said that the respondent, in insisting
Mr Copley undertake the inspections of work projects for
Dillon Springs, forced the applicant to leave the respondent’s
employment. It appears from the respondents’ payroll records
that the applicant last worked on about 24 June 1998, prior to
taking leave to attend his brother’s funeral.
Mr Diamond was formerly a field officer for Waringarri. He
described an incident involving himself, Mr Ben Ward another
CDP participant, and Mr Copley. The incident related to a request by Mr Ward for the use of a chainsaw. That request was
apparently refused by Mr Copley. Mr Diamond then told Mr
Ward that as Waringarri had recently purchased a new chainsaw
he could use that one if he wanted to. A few minutes later, Mr
Diamond said Mr Copley returned and said to him “What did
you say to him, I’ll break your leg, you bastard” (transcript
p47). Mr Diamond testified that he said nothing to Mr Copley
to provoke this response. He said Mr Copley accused him of
getting involved in his business. Mr Diamond said that he complained about this to the Waringarri committee. The committee
spoke to Mr Copley, but Mr Diamond understood that Mr
Copley denied the incident. Mr Diamond said he subsequently
left Waringarri because he was concerned about further threats
from Mr Copley.
Mr Padgham, the manager of the respondent, was the first
witness called on behalf of the respondent. He gave evidence
generally as to how the applicant became to be employed and
the nature of the work performed by him. Mr Padgham
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observed that the applicant was not employed in any specific
position under CDP. Mr Padgham referred to counselling sessions that he arranged for the applicant, as he said there were
complaints from other staff of the applicant’s threatening and
abusive manner in the workplace. In relation to the incident
involving the counsellor about which the applicant gave evidence, Mr Padgham’s version of the events was quite different.
He said he had a clear recall of the incident and there was no
argument between the applicant and Mr Copley.
In relation to the terms of the letter of warning given to the
applicant (exhibit A1) Mr Padgham said that on 22 June 1998,
he met with the applicant outside of the respondent’s office
building and talked to him about his intimidating and threatening behaviour towards other staff. Mr Padgham said there
were many discussions between he and the applicant between
22 June 1998 and 12 August 1998. He said that he had personal experience of the applicant’s threats.
As to the respondent’s executive committee meeting that
the applicant attended, Mr Padgham said he was in attendance
at that meeting but was excused when matters relating to the
applicant were raised and discussed by the committee. In response to questions in cross-examination, Mr Padgham said
that whilst there was no formal letter of response to the applicant’s complaints, particularly about Mr Copley, there were
many discussions between he and the applicant about it. To
that extent, Mr Padgham’s said those complaints were responded to but not in a formal sense. As to the complaints
about Mr Copley’s conduct, Mr Padgham gave evidence that
he spoke with Mr Copley following the matters being raised
with him by the applicant. He said Mr Copley denied the allegations made against him. Mr Padgham observed that in his
view, Mr Copley as the Waringarri co-ordinator, was doing a
good job and he did not personally see any evidence of the
problems that were being raised by the applicant. Mr Padgham
did say however, that he was aware that a letter of complaint
to the Waringarri committee had been written by the applicant.
As to the position of the road crew in which the applicant
was working until his period of leave to attend his brother’s
funeral, Mr Padgham said that there was a fall off on work on
the road crew. Mr Padgham also commented however, that
staff members were finding the applicant difficult to work with.
In view of these matters, Mr Padgham said that the respondent offered the applicant the Dillon Springs position as a
supervisor however, the applicant told him that he wanted to
remain on the road crew.
In relation to the general working relationship between the
applicant and Mr Copley, Mr Padgham’s said he was aware
there were some disagreements between the applicant and Mr
Copley and that they did not get on. However, as they were
both employees of the respondent, Mr Padgham’s view was
they had an obligation to work together and to get the job
done. Mr Padgham observed that in relation to the complaints
against Mr Copley, he had no independent evidence to support
them. It was noted by Mr Padgham that in his view, the applicant had an aggressive manner in the way in which he pursued
these matters.
Moreover, in relation to the incident referred to by the applicant in Mr Padgham’s office when discussing CDP matters
with Mr Copley, Mr Padgham’s recollection of those events
were quite different to the applicant’s. He said that the applicant was the aggressor in that incident as he recalled it, not Mr
Copley. He said all of those involved ended up outside the
office, where both the applicant and his brother were swearing, as ultimately was Mr Copley. He said as a result of this
incident, he counselled all concerned but it was his view that
the provocation was from the applicant not from Mr Copley.
Mr McCoombe was called in relation to the respondent’s
committee meeting on 12 August 1998. Mr McCoombe said
that he signed the letter dated 12 August 1998 (exhibit R3),
which was prepared by the committee. Mr McCoombe was
aware of the complaints by the applicant regarding Mr Copley’s
conduct and that he spoke with Mr Copley about the complaints. He could not recall however, the details of the
complaints or Mr Copley’s response.
As to the various incidents outlined by the applicant, Mr
Copley denied the conduct complained of. In relation to the
incident involving the request for the late authorisation of a
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time sheet, Mr Copley said it was his job to check time sheets
and he was seeking confirmation from the applicant as to where
the employee was working and what job was being performed
at the relevant time. Mr Copley denied he threatened the applicant and said it was the applicant who threatened him. He
said the applicant used profane language towards him and
threatened to fight him but he walked away from it. Mr Copley
denied that he had ever threatened the applicant or anyone
else employed by the respondent. He also denied that he or
others in the road crew had been drinking on the occasion in
question as alleged by the applicant.
In relation to the road crew, Mr Copley said there were now
two on the road crew instead of four when the applicant was
first employed. Those two employees are part-time and the
road crew does not operate all the time. He said that the work
now comprises smaller jobs or general maintenance and repair work. He gave evidence that by the time the applicant has
returned from leave on 13 July 1998 there was insufficient
work for the road crew to keep the applicant in that position.
Mr Copley denied that the reason for not putting the applicant
back on the road crew was because he had complained about
the alleged drinking incident.
Mr Bergman, the co-ordinator of Waringarri, was called to
give evidence. He outlined the basis of the proposal for the
applicant to go to Dillon Springs as the supervisor for a works
program at that location. He generally described the discussions that he had with the applicant about this proposal to the
effect that the committee of Waringarri recommended that it
apply for CDP positions at Dillon Springs with the applicant
being the supervisor for the projects. Mr Bergman said that in
discussing this proposal with the applicant, Mr Bergman saw
it as a way for the applicant to be in charge of a project at his
own community. When questioned about the proposal to have
the applicant work at Dillon Springs, Mr Bergman’s evidence
was that the proposal would, in Waringarri’s view, be a good
way of resolving what appeared to be a “developing problem
with the applicant” in relation to the safety concerns of other
employees of the respondent in the workplace.
The issues raised by Mr Diamond were put to Mr Bergman.
He said that he was aware of Mr Diamond’s complaint about
Mr Copley and the committee spoke to both of them about the
incident. Both were counselled about the matter. Mr Bergman
said that Mr Copley had told him that he had made these threats
against Mr Diamond because he was interfering in Mr Copley’s
business as the CDP co-ordinator. This corroborated Mr Diamond’s evidence as to a threat being made by Mr Copley, but
not its terms. As to the allegation of the applicant that Mr
Copley and others were drinking on the job, Mr Bergman’s
evidence was that that matter was raised at the committee
meeting, but was not finally resolved as there was no independent confirmation of the allegations.
Conclusions
In this matter there is a substantial conflict in the evidence
in particular between the applicant and Mr Copley, as to various incidents alleged to have occurred in the workplace. To an
extent, some of the allegations of the applicant as to Mr
Copley’s conduct are supported by the evidence of Mr Diamond and Mr Bergman. Likewise, the evidence of Mr Copley
in relation to some of these matters is corroborated by evidence called by the respondent. I have had some considerable
difficulty in resolving these conflicts, not the least of which
for the reason that as I have already noted, many of the allegations of the applicant were somewhat vague and lacking in
detail. However, what was clear to me on the evidence adduced on these proceedings, is that there was a conflict between
the applicant and Mr Copley in their working relationship on
the job. They could not get on towards the end of the applicant’s employment. I have no doubt that as was said by Mr
Copley and Mr Padgham, the applicant was a difficult person
to work with. I also have no doubt that the applicant forcefully
aired his grievances where he thought those grievances were
justified and also, as he himself admitted, he may have been
abusive to staff members of the respondent.
I found Mr Copley’s bare denials of all of the incidents quite
unconvincing. In particular I refer to the evidence of Mr Diamond as to the allegation that Mr Copley had threatened to
cause him physical injury. I accept Mr Diamond’s evidence
on this issue. This evidence was supported by the evidence of
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Mr Bergman, at least to the extent that Mr Bergman confirmed
that Mr Copley had admitted that he threatened Mr Diamond
because he considered Mr Diamond was interfering on the
job.
On the other hand, Mr Copley’s evidence as to the incidents
in Mr Padgham’s office regarding the discussions with the
applicant regarding the CDP works and the counselling session, is supported by the evidence of Mr Padgham. I have no
reason to doubt the veracity of Mr Padgham’s evidence. This
is not a case in which I am able to make a clear determination
as to the preference of the entire evidence of one witness over
another. In my view on all of the evidence, both Mr Copley
and the applicant to an extent, were at fault in relation to the
conflict they had in the workplace. They both clearly had difficulties in their working relationship, as I have already
observed.
As to the allegation that members of the road crew had been
drinking when the applicant was collected in the respondent’s
vehicle, I am prepared to accept that this may have been the
case, as outlined by the applicant. It is also the case, which I
accept, that the applicant complained to the committee about
this incident. There was no allegation however, that Mr Copley
himself was consuming alcohol in the respondent’s vehicle.
The applicant alleged that by the way Mr Copley was talking,
he formed the opinion he was under the influence. Even if this
was as outlined by the applicant, I am not however satisfied
that the reason for the applicant no longer remaining on the
road crew was because of his complaint as to this incident.
I am satisfied on the evidence and I find that the applicant
was counselled both orally and in writing, as to his conduct
and behaviour in the workplace. In that regard, I refer to the
evidence of Mr Padgham and to the terms of exhibit A1. I
accept Mr Padgham’s evidence that he did discuss the applicant’s attitude and conduct on or about 22 June 1998, despite
the applicant’s evidence that he could not recall this. As I have
already said, I have no doubt that because of the way he felt
about many matters, the applicant was in all probability, difficult to handle in the workplace. Despite his sense of grievance
however, as an employee of the respondent, the applicant had
duties and responsibilities to conduct himself in a proper manner. This applied equally to Mr Copley, about which I say
something further below.
I have also no doubt that the applicant genuinely raised his
concerns about Mr Copley’s conduct, through the proper grievance procedures with the Waringarri committee. Whilst there
is no evidence that the committee formally replied to the applicant, I am satisfied that there were informal responses to
the issues raised. A difficulty that has clearly arisen in relation
to these matters, was the existence of a direct conflict in the
version of the events advanced by the applicant, with the version of the events advanced by Mr Copley. In the absence of
independent evidence supporting all of the allegations it was
no doubt difficult for the committee to come to a concluded
view on these matters. Also, it must be appreciated that these
matters have arisen in the context of the practical realities of a
workplace. Despite this however, in my view, the committee
should have formally reported to the applicant as to the matters raised in his complaints. The fact that they did not, only
served to further aggravate the applicant and add to his sense
of injustice as to his treatment in the workplace. In relation to
that, I have considerable sympathy for the applicant’s
position.
As to the events as they unfolded following the applicant’s
return from leave on or about 13 July 1998, I am satisfied on
the evidence that there was a decline in the amount of work
being performed by the road crew compared to that done previously. In this regard I accept the evidence of Mr Copley and
Mr Bergman that there was a reduction in the road crew from
four people to two people, and the work was more intermittent. I have also no doubt on the evidence that on the day of
the applicant’s return from leave, there was further antagonism between the applicant and Mr Copley although I am not
satisfied that it was only Mr Copley who contributed to the
conflict on that day. I have no doubt that both participated. It
is important to observe in relation to this issue, that Mr
Padgham’s evidence was, which I accept, that the applicant
was not engaged by the respondent solely to work on the road
crew. On the evidence, it is open to conclude that the applicant
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could be engaged on work generally in accordance with the
CDP guidelines and I so find.
In relation to the Dillon Springs proposal, I am satisfied on
the evidence that the respondent, as an alternative to what was
a developing problem in the working relationship between the
applicant and Mr Copley, in conjunction with the fall off in
work of the road crew, advanced the proposal for the applicant
to become the CDP supervisor in Dillon Springs. In my opinion, this was a common sense solution in all the circumstances.
However, in view of the obvious tension between the applicant and Mr Copley, and notwithstanding Mr Pagdham’s
evidence that they both had to work together, that aspect of
the Dillon Spring’s proposal could have in my opinion, been
handled better by the respondent. In that regard, I refer to the
evidence of Mr Bergman in relation to the alternative inspection proposal for projects, not including Mr Copley. With the
benefit of hindsight, that would have been a preferable way of
dealing with the matter, and indeed may have avoided the situation developing as in fact it did. I so find.
In that regard, on the basis of the evidence lead in the proceedings, Mr Copley’s conduct as the co-ordinator in some
respects, left a lot to be desired. There is no place in the
workplace for threats or abuse of co-employees by a supervisor. A supervisor is a person who must lead by example. In my
opinion, Mr Copley should be counselled as to his conduct in
these matters.
Was there a dismissal for the purposes of Section 29 of
the Act?
It is trite to observe that an employee must be dismissed
before it can be considered as to whether the act of dismissal
is harsh, oppressive or unfair: Metropolitan (Perth) Transport
Trust v Gersdorf (1991) 61 WAIG 611 at 616. Once it is established that there has been a dismissal as a matter of law, the
well established principles in determining whether the dismissal
is harsh, oppressive or unfair have application: Miles v Federated Miscellaneous Worker’s Union of Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (1985) 65 WAIG
385.
Counsel for the applicant alleged that the applicant was constructively dismissed by reason of the conduct of Mr Copley,
forcing the applicant out of the workplace. It was not argued
by counsel for the applicant, that there had been any unilateral
variation of the applicant’s contract of employment, such as to
characterise the dismissal as one arising from a repudiatory
breach of the contract of employment by the employer: Western Excavating (EEC) Ltd v Sharp (1978) 1 QB 761 at 770 per
Lord Denning MR. The position adopted by the applicant essentially requires a determination as to whether the conduct of
the employer, taken in it’s context, results in a conclusion that
it has behaved in a such a way as to destroy or seriously damage the relationship of confidence and trust between the
employer and the employee, to leave the employee with no
option but to leave the employment: Woods v WMC Car Services (Peterburrough) (1982) ICR 693; Auckland Shop
Employers Union v Woolworths (NZ) Ltd (1985) 2 NZLR 372;
A-G v Western Australian Prison Officers Union of Workers’
(1995) 80 IR 225. Rather than explore the common law principle of constructive dismissal, the question may be asked in
this case as to whether the applicant has been dismissed simpliciter, for the purposes of s 29 of the Act.
Based upon all of the evidence in this matter, I am not able
to conclude that the conduct of the respondent was calculated
with the intention of forcing the applicant to leave the respondent’s employment or that the respondent behaved in such a
way so as to destroy or seriously damage the relationship of
trust and confidence between the parties. Indeed, the evidence
points in the other direction. In that regard, I refer to the evidence of the respondent that it arranged for counselling for the
applicant in terms of his responses to matters in the workplace.
Moreover, the proposal put forward by the respondent that the
applicant work as a supervisor at Dillon Springs, is inconsistent with any imputed intention of the respondent to simply
force the applicant to leave. Whilst as I have observed above,
the respondent’s decision to include Mr Copley in the inspection team for the Dillon Springs project was perhaps, in
hindsight, a less than desirable situation, I do not infer from
that a deliberate intention by the respondent to force the applicant to leave the respondent’s employment. This case must be
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considered from the view point of the practical realities of the
workplace in which a relatively small workforce is responsible for conducting works over a very large geographical area.
I accept that the respondent, given its funding requirements,
had to use its resources in the best way possible. To that extent, it was obviously the respondent’s decision at that time,
that both the applicant and Mr Copley simply had to work
together and get on and resolve their differences.
Whilst as I have already observed the conduct and behaviour of Mr Copley was in some respects less than the standard
expected of a supervisor, this case falls far short of one where
the workplace is made so intolerable by the action of the employer, that the employee has no option but to leave the
employment. As has been said previously, the behaviour of
those in the workplace is to be assessed against the conduct of
men and not angels: Jupiter General Insurance v Shroff (1937)
3 All ER per Lord Maugham at 73-74; Smith v CDM Australia
Pty Ltd (1997) 78 WAIG 307.
Accordingly, having regard to all of the circumstances of
this case I am not satisfied that the applicant has established
on the balance of probabilities, that there was a dismissal for
the purposes of the Commission’s jurisdiction.
A Possible Way Forward
However, notwithstanding my conclusion in relation to jurisdiction, I observe that on the evidence before the
Commission, there may be a way forward in trying to re-establish a relationship between the applicant and the respondent,
if that is the desired course. In evidence, the applicant indicated that he was still interested in the position at Dillon
Springs. If it were possible for the respondent to arrange for
an inspection team not including Mr Copley, recognising the
conflict between he and the applicant, then that well may be a
basis upon which CDP works are able to proceed in accordance with the established work plan procedure, as outlined in
the evidence. That would obviously be of benefit to the Dillon
Springs community. This would obviously require a degree of
goodwill between both the applicant and the respondent to reestablish a working relationship, and putting past events behind
them. However, this is a matter entirely for the parties and
about which I say no more.
In all of the circumstances, the application is dismissed.
APPEARANCES: Mr D Saylor of counsel appeared on
behalf of the applicant.
Mr S Philips of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kenneth Green
and
The Kununurra Region Economic Aboriginal Corporation.
No. 1574 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S. J. KENNER.
21 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D Saylor of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr S Philips of counsel on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT the notice of application be and is hereby
amended by deleting the Waringarri Aboriginal Corporation as a respondent.
(2) THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ronald Harrington-Smith
and
Eastern Goldfields Aboriginal Corporation
Resource Agency.
No. 1279 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
20 November 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
The application before the Commission is the claim by Mr
Harrington-Smith that he had a fixed term contract of 12
months with the respondent and that he was terminated after
six months’ employment. He seeks an order that he be paid for
the remaining six months of his fixed term contract. The facts
of the matter are as follows.
Mr Harrington-Smith’s employment was the subject of a
letter from the respondent (EGACRA) of 14 November 1997,
signed by its then Administrator, Shirley McPherson. Although
the whole of the letter is relevant, it runs to 5 pages and is not
set out fully here. Rather, some of the essential parts of that
letter (as amended jointly by Ms McPherson and the applicant) are now set out—
“Dear Ron
CDEP, EGACRA EMPLOYMENT
We are pleased to offer you employment with CDEP, as
the Manager of CDEP EGACRA on the following terms
and conditions—
1. The award which governs your employment is the
Aboriginal Communities and Organisations (Western Australia) Award 1996 (“the award”).
…
4. Fixed term contract commencing December 23 ’97
expiring on December 23 ’98.
…
6. Your duty statement is as follows—
Objective
To promote and administer EGACRA’s CDEP
projects and encourage unemployed Aboriginals both
to participate in CDEP and to consider long-term
enterprise and employment opportunities.
…
General
1. Reporting in writing to the Chief Executive
Officer at the end of every calendar month or
as otherwise directed on all activities undertaken during that month in connection with the
above duties.
2. Carry out such other duties in connection with
CDEP as the Chief Executive Officer requires.
3. Maintain confidentiality at all times.”
It is common ground between the parties that CDEP funding is granted by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission (ATSIC). It is also agreed that, as from 1 July
1998, the CDEP funding was removed from EGACRA. Indeed, EGACRA also effectively ceased operations from that
date. Its affairs were completely wound up some three months
later, but its CDEP activities ceased as of 30 June 1998. Mr
Harrington-Smith’s employment also ceased at that time. He
was paid the redundancy payment prescribed in the award. It
is in this context that he states that the fixed term nature of his
contract of employment means that he should have been paid
to 23 December 1998 being the end of the fixed term.
The positions of the parties are relatively simple. Mr
Harrington-Smith argues that it is a term of his contract that
he would be employed for the duration of his fixed term. It
was a benefit under his contract. As his employment was terminated prior to the completion of that fixed term, he should
now be paid that benefit. EGACRA argues, however, that Mr
Harrington-Smith’s contract of employment was subject to
there being a CDEP project. That is, he would be employed
for that fixed period as long as EGACRA had a CDEP project.
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I make the following findings. Mr Harrington-Smith’s employer was EGACRA. He was employed by EGACRA to be
the manager of the CDEP project being run by EGACRA. The
terms of his employment must be viewed as a whole. Relevantly, they include an express provision that he be employed
for a fixed term and according to the provisions of the award.
There is no conflict between the award and the fixed term of
employment. The award does not apply as of right, rather, it
applies because the parties incorporated its terms into their
contract. In any event, the award permits the employment of a
person on a fixed term basis in Clause 15 – Employment Categories. The award provides for the termination of employment
in writing by the employer but that provision does not apply to
employees engaged on a fixed term. Mr Harrington-Smith’s
contract of employment therefore did not contain a provision
allowing for termination of his contract unless it was for serious and wilful misconduct (clause 16.5). His employment was
terminated in writing by letter dated 4 June 1998 to take effect
on 30 June 1998 (exhibit G). The reason for the termination
stated in the letter was that Wongatha Regional Council had
decided to separate CDEP from EGACRA from 30 June 1998,
no more funds would flow to EGACRA for CDEP and all
staff positions would be terminated 30 June 1998. His employment did, in fact, end on 30 June 1998. I find, therefore,
that his termination was in breach of his contract.
A fixed term contract is a contract with a defined beginning
and a defined end. Mr Harrington-Smith’s employment was
not due to end until December 23 1998. That gives Mr
Harrington-Smith a claim against EGACRA for the unexpired
portion of the term of the contract. In the civil jurisdiction
there may be right to damages, as observed by Beach J in relation to the dismissal of a headmaster prior to the expiry of his
fixed term contract, when he stated—
An employee may not force his employer to continue to
operate a business that is no longer economically viable
simply because the employee has a fixed term contract
and closure will be in breach of that contract. In such a
case, an employee may have a right to damages for breach
of contract, but not to actively campaign against closure.
(Lane v Fasciale, S Ct of Victoria,
10/6/93, (1993) 35 AILR ¶339)
It has been made quite clear that a claim to be paid for the
unexpired portion of a minimum term of employment is a benefit for the purposes of the Act. In Waroona Contracting v
Usher (1984) 64 WAIG 1500 the Full Bench considered, on
appeal, the contract between those parties where Usher had
accepted the position offered upon the assurance of employment for a minimum period of nine months. The Full Bench
held that a term in a contract of employment undertaking to
employ an employee for a minimum term is as much a benefit
in the relevant sense as one giving him an opportunity of actually doing the work (and see Welsh v Hills (1982) 62 WAIG
2708). In Watts v Perth Finishing College [(1989) 69 WAIG
709] the Commission ordered the applicant to be paid for the
unexpired portion of a 3-year fixed term contract. An appeal
against that decision was dismissed: (1989) 69 WAIG 2037.
The fixed term in Mr Harrington-Smith’s contract of employment was, as he stated in his evidence, so that it would “see
me through the 12 months period that I’m signing the contract”. His evidence, which I accept, that he specifically asked
for, and was given, a fixed term of employment on that basis
is amply supported by the fact that the letter from EGACRA
containing the first offer of employment did not contain that
term. The second offer, which in fact became the contract,
does contain that term. That term is as much binding on
EGACRA as it is upon Mr Harrington-Smith.
However, EGACRA seems to have ignored the term. The
letter from EGACRA terminating his employment makes no
reference to the fixed term of his contract of employment. It
merely states that “all staff positions” will be terminated 30
June 1998, and annual leave payments will be paid then, together with “redundancy payments in accordance with clause
17 of the award”. As Mr Dungey, who appeared for Mr
Harrington-Smith, pointed out, clause 17 did not apply to Mr
Harrington-Smith because it does not apply to employees engaged for a specific period of time. Mr Harrington-Smith was
engaged for a specific period of time. It is simply not open to
EGACRA to ignore the specific term of its contract with Mr
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Harrington-Smith. Although at the time the terms of the contract were negotiated EGACRA’s affairs were run by an
administrator appointed by the Registrar of Aboriginal Corporations, that administrator apparently had the authority to
agree to that contract. It is as binding on EGACRA as if the
Committee itself had agreed to it.
EGACRA argues that there is an implied term in the contract which made the fixed term subject to EGACRA having
CDEP funding, and that in the absence of funding, the employment would cease. Certainly, there is no express term in
the contract to that effect. Mr Harrington-Smith’s evidence is
that this issue was never discussed at the time of the contract
negotiations. I accept that evidence and reject the evidence
brought by EGACRA that suggests that Mr Harrington-Smith
knew of the proposed de-funding before he accepted the contract. The respondent argued that Mr Harrington-Smith was
aware of the de-funding because it was raised at a meeting
held on the occasion of a field visit by Ms McGrath, an ATSIC
project officer on27 August 1997 at which Mr HarringtonSmith was present. The evidence of Ms McGrath was not put
to Mr Harrington-Smith. Further, evidence is that she has no
independent recollection of the meeting of 27 August 1997,
and the minutes she took of that meeting (exhibit I) do not
state that any de-funding was to occur in 1998. Further again,
the fact of that meeting was not put to the EGACRA accountant when he gave evidence even though he was present at it.
Rather, I accept the evidence of Mr Harrington-Smith that he
first became aware of the de-funding of EGACRA in February 1998, 3 to 4 months after he had commenced his
employment with it.
The implication of a term in a contract of employment received the recent attention of the High Court in Byrne and
Frew v Australian Airlines (1995) 185 CLR 410; 69 ALJR
797. Where a contract of employment is a formal contract,
complete on its face, the criteria laid down in BP Refinery
(Westernport) Pty Ltd v Shire of Hastings [(1977) 180 CLR
226] are appropriate to determine whether a particular term
can be implied into the contract. A contract is not in complete
written form if it is oral or partly oral or it appears that the
parties themselves did not reduce their agreement to a complete written form. Caution is required against the automatic
or rigid application of the criteria where a contract of employment is not in complete written form. Mr Harrington-Smith’s
contract was in writing and, by the incorporation of the award,
it was complete on its face. However, it was an express term
of that contract that it continue until 23 December 1998 and it
is quite clear from the 5th of those criteria laid down in BP
Refinery (Westernport) Pty Ltd v Shire of Hastings that a term
cannot be implied which will contradict any express term of
the contract (ALJR at 801). Accordingly, there cannot be an
implied term in Mr Harrington-Smith’s contract of employment that his continued employment was subject to the funding
for the CDEP project because it would contradict the express
term of his contract of employment.
Two matters remain for consideration. The first is that, having reached the above finding, the Commission is to decide
according to equity, good conscience and substantial merit
whether an order should issue requiring payment of the denied benefit. It is clear that Mr Harrington-Smith is expected
to attempt to mitigate his loss: Perth Finishing College v Watts.
His evidence is that following his termination, he was under
some strain and sought medical help. He could have applied
for an upgraded position of administrator with Nooda Ngulegoo
CDEP, the new organisation which replaced EGACRA CDEP,
but he did not do so because he thought his credibility had
been devastated by the report which had lead to the de-funding of EGACRA CDEP. He could also have applied for the
position of senior projects officer for that organisation, but
did not do so for the same reason. He has applied for other
positions but has received only $80 per hour for some work
teaching aboriginal language at the local senior high school. It
is not clear from the evidence how many hours’ teaching has
been involved.
Having regard to the evidence, I find that Mr HarringtonSmith cannot be criticised for not having applied for the Nooda
Ngulegoo CDEP positions. The evidence is that the administrator position was senior to the position he held and that
selection for both was subject to the approval of a panel including those who had been critical of his work at EGACRA.
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I have particular regard for the transcript at pages 44 – 48 and
50 in this regard. I have no reason not to accept that evidence.
It leads me to the conclusion that the selection panel involved
persons with whom Mr Harrington-Smith was having a “bit
of a run-in”. He is quite clear that the review which, apparently, lead to the change in CDEP funding, was unfavourable
towards him and would affect his employment chances with
Nooda Ngulegoo CDEP. I find that his not having applied for
the Nooda Ngulegoo positions does not amount to a failure to
mitigate. In fact, I find that Mr Harrington-Smith did attempt
to mitigate his loss in his applying for positions other than
Nooda Ngulegoo CDEP.
The second issue is that EGACRA has now ceased to operate and exists in name only. On the evidence of the current
chairperson of EGACRA, Ms Thomas, it does not have the
financial capacity to fund the ongoing employment of Mr
Harrington-Smith, nor to pay him for the benefit of that employment now lost to him. The Commission also heard
evidence from EGACRA’s accountant, Mr Alexander.
EGACRA receives, or received, funding only from ATSIC and
the CDEP funding was dedicated to that project. Although it
still has some limited funds, it is not allowed to spend them
without ATSIC authority. EGACRA has current funds of about
$30,000 and debts of $230,000. Although its assets overall
exceed its debts, its assets are, apparently, not in EGACRA’s
direct control. The issue that arises is the capacity of EGACRA
to pay the benefit due to Mr Harrington-Smith. He calculates
that benefit as $24,968. That is an amount within the cash
assets of EGACRA. I am not prepared to accept that EGACRA
has an incapacity to pay the claim in part because there is
simply no evidence that it has even considered what options
are open to it to do so.
This brings me to the final issue. Does equity, good conscience and substantial merit warrant an order in Mr
Harrington-Smith’s favour given that EGACRA, for reasons
beyond its control apparently, has not only had its funding for
CDEP removed but it has now closed down in all but name
only? Although there was no implied term that Mr HarringtonSmith’s employment was dependant upon funding the facts
make it clear that, in the absence of CDEP funding, EGACRA
would not have a position for a manager of CDEP. That conclusion is supported by the objective of his employment to
promote and administer EGACRA’s projects and to carry out
such other duties in connection with CDEP as required. The
CDEP project was only one of a number of services provided
by EGACRA. The funds for the operation of the CDEP project
came out of a separate CDEP account. Indeed when the letter
of appointment is read as a whole it is apparent that Mr
Harrington-Smith’s employment was wholly for the purposes
of EGACRA’s CDEP project. It follows, in my view, that if, in
the ordinary course of events, there was no CDEP funding,
and therefore no CDEP project, that there would be no employment for a CDEP manager with EGACRA.
The evidence is, however, that EGACRA has not, and still
does not acknowledge its liability under its contract of employment with Mr Harrington-Smith. It may be that its lack of
acknowledgment is due to the advice received by it contained
in the letter from ATSIC dated 6 May 1998 (exhibit H) which
states in paragraph 2 that the contract “does not specify a period of employment”. That advice is plainly wrong. EGACRA
did not even try to reach an agreement with Mr HarringtonSmith to lessen its obligation to him given its circumstances.
If it had tried genuinely to reach an agreement with him then
the Commission may have been more sympathetic to its liability under the contract.
However, in my view Mr Harrington-Smith is entitled to an
order in his favour, less the money paid to him by way of
redundancy. A declaration now issues to that effect and the
parties are directed to advise the Commission of the terms of
the order to issue to give effect to that conclusion.
ATSIC
Mr Harrington-Smith also cited the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Commission as a respondent together with
EGACRA in this application. Mr Harrington-Smith is only
able to bring an application against his employer in this Commission. ATSIC was not his employer and this was recognised
by Mr Harrington-Smith who withdrew that part of his application. An order will issue to that effect.
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Appearances: Mr A. Dungey (of counsel) on behalf of the
applicant.
Ms C. McKenzie (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ronald Harrington-Smith
and
Eastern Goldfields Aboriginal Corporation
Resource Agency.
No. 1279 of 1998.
20 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A. Dungey (of counsel) on behalf of the
applicant and Ms B. McKenzie (of counsel) on behalf of the
respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
1. DECLARES that Ronald Harrington-Smith has been
denied a benefit under his contract of service by the
Eastern Goldfields Aboriginal Corporation Resource
Agency.
2. ORDERS that Eastern Goldfields Aboriginal Corporation Resource Agency forthwith pay Ronald
Harrington-Smith the sum of $20,970.00 by way of
a benefit under his contract of service.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Vaughn Robert Holloway
and
Nurul Deen Trading Co. Pty Ltd trading as Jamsan
Security Patrols.
No. 1726 of 1998.
15 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision (extempore).
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Applicant seeks relief for
what he alleges to be either a harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal. It is common ground that the Applicant was employed
by the Respondent from 3 November 1997 until the early hours
of the morning of 3 September 1998 when he completed his
shift. He was employed by the Respondent as a mobile patrol
officer. Needless to say the Respondent’s business is, as its
name suggests, the provision of security services, apparently
in the form of mobile security services.
For all intents and purposes the Applicant’s employment
history was uneventful until his shift began at about 6.30 p.m.
on the evening of 2 September 1998. On that occasion one of
the Respondent’s directors, Mrs Pert, says that after handing
to the Applicant some safety boots, they proceeded to discuss
work-related matters, whereupon, she says, the Applicant became annoyed and somewhat aggressive. She says that in the
course of this there was an argument, or heated discussion, as
to who was his employer; whether it was the Respondent or
Chubb, for whom, as I understand it, the Respondent does
work as a contractor. At all events, Mrs Pert says that the Applicant then began to bang vigorously on the door of the patrol
car where the name of the Respondent is written and, as I
understand it, also the name of the firm Chubb is written. Mrs
Pert says that she then began to fear for her safety and moved
away from the Applicant putting her body up against the door
of the car. She says that the Applicant then somewhat angrily
shouldered her away so that she almost fell and had to regain
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her balance by pushing herself against her car, which was
parked in the adjoining carparking bay. In doing so, she said
that she came back against the driver’s door of the patrol car,
whereupon she says the Applicant forcibly opened it, again
throwing her off balance and almost causing her to fall. In
opening the door Mrs Pert says that the Applicant said words
to the effect that “you are not going to stop me from answering the phone”. Apparently at that time, then unknown to Mrs
Pert, so she says, the Applicant’s telephone was ringing inside
the patrol car.
Mrs Pert says that after this incident she walked around to
the driver’s side of her car because she felt unsafe and asked
the Applicant if he was going to work. He replied in terms
which suggested he was at or going to work. Then Mrs Pert
proceeded to drive home. She says that she was “shattered” by
the experience and rang her husband in a distressed state. She
says her husband asked her to pull over to the side of the road
and calm down. She apparently did that. A short time later she
arrived home and discussed the matter with her husband. She
then reported the incident to the Police, came back and discussed the matter further with her husband. They collectively
decided that the Applicant should be dismissed from his employment. At the end of shift Mr Pert, the Respondent’s other
director, informed the Applicant that he was to be dismissed
for misconduct. Mr Pert says that the Applicant replied with
the words “fine I’ll take the matter further”. I should perhaps
say that in the interim Mr Pert made contact with the Applicant to discuss some work related matters and in particular, to
arrange for completion of the tasks assigned to the Applicant
since the Applicant had indicated that he would be unable to
finish the work in normal time.
The Applicant’s version is materially different. He says that
after he had been given the safety boots to which I have referred, he was standing by the vehicle talking to Mrs Pert about
a number of work-related matters which concerned him. He
says, as I understand it, that there was nothing untoward about
their discussions. Certainly he would have me believe that he
was not at any time angry or aggressive, as Mrs Pert would
have me believe. He says that there was some discussion about
writing messages in the communication book, which apparently the Respondent maintains. He says that Mrs Pert accused
him of showing the contents of that book to his wife, which he
denied. Shortly after that, he says, his mobile telephone rang
inside the patrol car, and as he went to open the door, Mrs Pert
attempted to shut it. He says that as he went to get his telephone Mrs Pert, to use his words, “spun around on her own
accord towards her vehicle” and shouted out to her children
within the car words to the effect “did you see that violence”.
After that the Applicant says that there was a discussion between the two in which he says Mrs Pert told him that she was
his boss and commanded him to go to work. The Applicant
says that he was concerned about being wrongly accused of
violently dealing with Mrs Pert and accordingly radioed Chubb
to report the matter.
The matter really stands and falls on its facts. Having had
the advantage of listening to, and in this case more importantly observing the witnesses during most of the day, I am
left in no doubt that the most credible of the witnesses is Mrs
Pert. I do not think anybody could have been other than impressed, and certainly I was impressed, with the detail that she
was able to give regarding the incident and, more importantly,
the spontaneity with which she answered the questions put to
her. In contrast, the Applicant appeared at times to be uneasy
and uncertain in giving his evidence about the incidents that
led to his dismissal and what was said when he was dismissed.
Likewise, the Applicant’s mother did not impress me as being
highly reliable. At best she appeared somewhat vague about
the essential details of the matter.
Furthermore, what Mrs Pert has said is in material part corroborated by the witness, Miss Fordyree. Although to some
extent towards the end she led me to believe that she was unduly supporting the cause of Mrs Pert and perhaps not as
independent as she might have been. I am, nonetheless, satisfied that what she had to say was substantially correct and that
she was a reliable witness, despite my reservations about her
towards the end. She testified that while working in the nearby
dance hall she heard a noisy argument and, in particular, a
male voice. I do not consider her to have concocted that evidence. Rather, I accept that happening to be the fact.
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Furthermore, she testified that the Applicant “forcibly” opened
the door, essentially in the manner in which Mrs Pert described
and that Mrs Pert did not of her volition go forward, but was
knocked forward by the door.
Furthermore, I accept the evidence of Mr Pert. Again I do
not think anybody, having had the benefit of observing him
give his evidence, could have been other than impressed with
him as a witness. He testified that his wife sounded very agitated when she rang him, he thought, on her way home.
All of this evidence, coupled with the fact that Mrs Pert was
concerned enough to report the matter to the Police leads me
to believe that the version she has advanced was the most accurate and reliable and I find that to be a fact.
On that finding, it is clear that the Applicant assaulted a person in the position of his employer, at least once, if not twice.
For that reason he must clearly be held to be guilty of misconduct, at least on the balance of probabilities. In my view, such
conduct amply justifies the summary dismissal which was inflicted on him shortly afterwards at the end of his shift.
It has not been suggested during the course of these proceedings that the Respondent in any way condoned the
Applicant’s conduct. On the evidence it is clear that it did not
do that. The delay in dismissing him seems to have been because, as Mrs Pert said, she was not familiar with employing
people – apparently the business is only a year or so old. She
did not know what the law was and wanted to discuss the matter
with her husband. They decided not to dismiss the Applicant
immediately apparently because it was necessary for contractual reasons to have the Applicant complete the shift. There
was only a matter of hours before that was to happen. Furthermore, the unchallenged evidence is that the Applicant had at
approximately 3.30 a.m. asked for a witness to come to witness the termination. It is clear, on the facts as I find them, that
there was no condemnation on the part of the Respondent.
Likewise, I am not convinced, and indeed, quite sensibly it
has not been argued, that there was any procedural irregularity
in the matter. Perhaps a more skilled employer might have
questioned the Applicant more than Mr Pert did at the time he
effected the dismissal of the Applicant, but having regard to
the nature of the complaint against him in this case, that was
hardly necessary. In any event, on the basis of the modern
authorities, particularly the Industrial Appeal Court case of
the Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891 and
recently the High Court Case of Byrne and Anor v. Australian
Airlines Limited (1992) 45 IR 178 the procedure is but one
aspect to be considered. Having regard to the incident in question the procedure was as to render the dismissal unfair.
For all these reasons, in my view the Applicant has simply
not made out his case. In the circumstances the application
must be dismissed and I so order.
Appearances: Mr H. Kremer of counsel on behalf of the
Applicant
Mr M.E. Jensen as agent for the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Vaughn Robert Holloway
and
Nurul Deen Trading Co. Pty Ltd trading as Jamsan
Security Patrols.
No. 1726 of 1998.
15 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr H. Kremer of counsel on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr M.E. Jensen as agent for the Respondent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Shlomo Karta
v.
Rosendorff Diamond Jewellers Pty Ltd.
No. 1317 of 1998.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
29 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: This is a claim by Shlomo
Karta pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 that he has been unfairly dismissed from his employment with the Respondent. The Commission has heard evidence
from the Applicant; Steven Walter Mitchell, who was employed
by the Respondent in April 1998; Anthony Charles Walton, a
management consultant involved in advising the Respondent
regarding restructuring and marketing; Craig Richard
Rosendorff the Respondent’s Managing Director and Bruce
Edward Dangerfield, the Respondent’s administrator. There
are a number of facts which are not in dispute. They are—
1. The Applicant commenced employment with the Respondent on 30 March 1998 as a sales consultant on
a salary of $35,000, paid fortnightly. He was engaged
mainly for the purpose of selling watches and in particular selling superseded models and old stock. This
employment was subject to a probationary period of
two months.
2. The Respondent engaged Walton for the purpose of
examining the internal procedures and structures of
the business for more effective management.
3. A new management structure was devised.
4. By letter dated 17 April 1998 the Applicant, amongst
other members of staff, was invited to apply for any
of the manager or assistant manager positions which
were then being considered as part of a “company
expansion, staff training and a restructure process”
(Exhibit 2). The positions to be applied for included
that of sales manager.
5. By letter dated 23 April 1998 (Exhibit 3) the Applicant applied for the position of sales manager.
6. By letter dated 4 May 1998 (Exhibit 4), a standard
letter sent out to all of the successful applicants for
the management positions, the Applicant was advised
that he had been successful in his application. The
letter also stated—
All of the above positions will be based on a
three month trial basis with monthly reviews
and constant training to assist you with the new
skills and systems you will need to ensure the
success of your position.
When Bruce returns we will hold individual
meetings with you to ensure you know exactly
what is expected from you and what you will
receive in return.
7. A general memorandum dated 8 May 1998 (Exhibit
5) was sent to all staff advising them of the appointments.
The Applicant says that the paragraph in Exhibit 4 referring
to the positions being on a three month trial basis was the first
time that he was aware of that condition applying. It had not
been mentioned before. There was no evidence of his objecting to or questioning the condition. The Applicant says that no
promises were made about remuneration although Rosendorff
kept saying to him “wait to see the very attractive package
that would be offered” to him.
Mitchell’s evidence was that he did not apply for a position
because he had only recently been employed, but a position
was created for him as part of the restructure. He says
Dangerfield told him that he was on a three month trial. This
trial period was to make sure that people appointed to the new
management structure were appropriate for those positions.
He was told by Walton that there was to be renegotiation at the
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end of the 3 months, and positions were to be ratified by
Dangerfield. He says that he recalls a meeting at which the
Applicant was present, where all appointments were discussed
with them and he remembers it was made clear that the remuneration package had to be fixed by 1 July 1998 but he did not
know the significance of that date. He understood that the probationary period would end and he would be permanent once
his salary package was resolved.
The Applicant says that he was never advised that if he did
not successfully complete the negotiation of his package by 1
July 1998 there would be no position for him. The first time
he had heard of that was in the Notice of Answer and Counter
Proposal filed by the Respondent in response to his application.
On Thursday, 25 June 1998, the Respondent, through
Rosendorff and Dangerfield, had meetings with the management staff, one at a time, with a view to resolving their salaries
and responsibilities as had been foreshadowed in Rosendorff’s
letter to the Applicant of 4 May 1998 (Exhibit 4). The Respondent says that it was made clear that negotiations for
salaries had to be resolved by 1 July 1998. Rosendorff and
Dangerfield met with all of the other members of staff prior to
meeting with the Applicant. They offered the Applicant a salary of $45,000 per annum. The evidence of the participants in
that meeting conflicts as to what occurred. However, it is clear
that at one point, the negotiation regarding remuneration commenced. The Applicant was asked what he thought he was
worth. Dangerfield and Rosendorff are both adamant that the
Applicant said that $75,000 per annum was appropriate whereas
the Applicant says that he said that $65,000 per annum was
the figure. The Respondent’s representatives said that this was
considerably more than they were prepared to offer, that they
were prepared to offer $45,000 per annum plus a $5,000 bonus which would be subject to sales and performance. The
Applicant indicated that this was not suitable. The Respondent raised its offer to $50,000 salary plus $5,000 bonus which
would be subject to certain sales and performance criteria. The
Applicant says that there was a travel allowance included in
this offer. When the Applicant asked how the bonus would be
judged the Respondent said that the criteria would be established and the Applicant questioned whether those criteria
would be objective and reasonable. The Applicant said that
the offer was not sufficient. The Respondent’s representative
said that they would not be able to make any better offer.
Dangerfield was adamant in his evidence that it was made
clear to the Applicant that that was the company’s final offer
and that if he did not accept it it would be withdrawn. The
Applicant denies being told this. The Applicant said that he
would like time to consider the offer and discuss it with his
wife. It was agreed that he should do this and he was to get
back to Dangerfield with his response the next day.
Dangerfield’s evidence and that of the Applicant conflict as
to what occurred next. The evidence of Dangerfield is that the
next day, the Applicant said that he could not work for $50,000
plus $5,000 bonus. The Applicant said that he asked
Dangerfield to clarify the package and Dangerfield is said to
have said that “there is no package”. Dangerfield says, however, that once again he indicated to the Applicant that the
Respondent had made its best offer to him and that he either
accepted that offer or the offer would be withdrawn.
Dangerfield says that the Applicant said that he would not accept less than $55,000 plus $5,000 bonus. On this basis,
Dangerfield told the Applicant that the offer was withdrawn
and that he would take time to think about the Applicant’s
future with the company.
The Applicant gave evidence that he was told that the offer
was withdrawn but he had the impression from a comment
made by Dangerfield that Dangerfield wanted to think further
about the offer and discuss it with Rosendorff. Dangerfield
says, within half an hour, he spoke with Rosendorff advising
him that the Applicant would not accept the offer made and
that he had withdrawn the offer. On this basis, there was no
offer available for the Applicant to continue with the sales
manager position, which position was within the three month
trial period and subject to the resolution of terms and conditions with Dangerfield whose responsibility it was to undertake
the hiring and firing and management of staff.
Dangerfield says he withdrew the offer because the Applicant would not accept it; the Applicant had said he would not
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work for that kind of money ie: less than $55,000 salary plus
$5,000 allowances whereas the Respondent thought its final
offer was generous; the Applicant was very unhappy with the
offer and Dangerfield did not want someone in a position if
they are not happy; the Applicant had turned the offer down
twice in two days, following lengthy discussions; and the Applicant’s attitude prompted the withdrawal.
There is some conflict in Dangerfield’s evidence as to what
he understood the Applicant’s relationship with the Respondent to then be, ie whether he was to go back to his former
position or whether that former position had been superseded
by the probationary sales manager position.
The Applicant returned to work and continued until the end
of that day. He then went into the office seeking to speak to
Dangerfield, however, Dangerfield had left for the day. The
Applicant saw Rosendorff who was in the office, and said that
he would like to speak to him. The Applicant says that during
this meeting he and Rosendorff agreed that he would accept
the $50,000 plus $5,000 bonus and that they shook hands to
seal their agreement. The Applicant says that Rosendorff told
him that he should mention that situation to Dangerfield the
next week because Rosendorff was about to go overseas, that
Rosendorff said “go mention to Bruce about what we talked
about—everything is fine by me”. The Applicant says that he
and Rosendorff went and had a drink together at a pub nearby.
He says that Mitchell was there also.
Rosendorff’s evidence of this situation is quite different. He
says that when the Applicant asked to speak with him about
the matter in the absence of Dangerfield, the Applicant said,
“I have decided that I want to take the offer?” to which
Rosendorff asked, “what offer?” The Applicant denies that
Rosendorff made this comment. Rosendorff says that when
the Applicant indicated that he wished to accept the offer put
to him previously, Rosendorff said that the Applicant had rejected the offer and it had been withdrawn. The Applicant said
that he wanted to stay. Rosendorff says that he told the Applicant that he probably would never have employed the Applicant
himself but that Dangerfield had employed him, and that he
was not unhappy with him, there was probably a future for
him within the company. He was happy if the Applicant wanted
to stay with the company but there were a lot of areas of work
and skill he needed to develop and learn. Rosendorff said that
the Applicant was to talk to Dangerfield about his future employment arrangements and said that he, Rosendorff, would
tell Dangerfield that he had no problem with the Applicant
staying in employment with the Respondent but that it was
Dangerfield who did the hiring and firing and therefore, it was
necessary for the Applicant to resolve that matter with
Dangerfield. Rosendorff also denies that he and the Applicant
then went for drinks. He says that the Applicant left work and
swiped his card, which records staff movements, to indicate
his departure and that the staff records indicate that the Applicant left at around 5.30pm.
Rosendorff says that evening, he rang Dangerfield at home
and told him that the Applicant had approached saying him he
that wanted to stay with the company. He told Dangerfield
that he did not have a problem with the Applicant being employed but that he had told the Applicant that he was to deal
with Dangerfield over that matter. That was the last occasion
on which Rosendorff was engaged in any discussion or conduct associated with the Applicant’s employment with the
Respondent, as he was going overseas.
There is a dispute between the parties about whether the
Applicant had previously arranged to have Monday, 29 and
Tuesday, 30 June, as days off. Mitchell’s evidence supports
that of the Applicant that the days off had previously been
arranged, and that Dangerfield was present during that discussion. Dangerfield says that although the days off were not
previously arranged, he did not tackle the Applicant about his
absence on Monday because there were more important things
to be discussed. In any event, the Applicant did not attend for
work on those days.
According to Dangerfield, on Monday 29 June 1998, the
Applicant called him and said that he wanted to talk to him
about his employment at Rosendorff’s and the two of them
arranged to meet over coffee, a thing they had done many times
before. His evidence and that of the Applicant conflicts as to
what exactly occurred. The Applicant says that Dangerfield
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said that because they did not reach agreement he did not have
a job; but said that there was a job as a salesperson. The Applicant says that he told Dangerfield that he could not just demote
him, that he had been promoted but Dangerfield said “that is
my decision, go and think about it”. The Applicant says that
later that afternoon he was at home and he rang Dangerfield to
find out why they had withdrawn from the agreement he had
reached with Rosendorff. He says that he and Dangerfield met
to discuss the matters, and that Dangerfield said that “this is
the deal, take it”. “I said that I would return the keys” because
they were related to the manager’s job. The Applicant says
that this comment did not mean he was resigning.
Dangerfield says that when they met that Monday morning
for coffee, he told the Applicant that since the offer had been
withdrawn on Friday, he would have to think about the Applicant’s future with Rosendorff’s. He could not see the Applicant
having an opportunity to be sales manager in the near future,
but that there was a position as salesperson. He says that the
Applicant said “you want me to take a demotion”. Dangerfield
says that he responded that the position as sales manager was
only on probation, that the Applicant had not been permanently
appointed to it and, as such, it was not a demotion. Dangerfield
says that the Applicant reiterated that he saw the situation as
being demotion. He says that the Applicant said “No way, man.
I will bring in the keys”. By this comment Dangerfield says
that the Applicant resigned.
Mitchell that says on Monday 29 June 1998, Dangerfield
told him that the Applicant had decided not to accept the package offered to him by the company. Mitchell says Dangerfield
seemed disappointed. He cannot remember Dangerfield’s exact words but they were to the effect that the Applicant had
decided not to accept the company’s offer and would not be
returning. Mitchell was asked to explain this to the staff meeting the next morning, which he did. Later, during that day,
Tuesday, 30 June 1998, Dangerfield said to him that it might
be possible for the Applicant to come back as a salesperson
and asked him to speak to the Applicant. Mitchell says that he
was asked to see if he could talk the Applicant into staying. He
believed Dangerfield was genuine in stating that they needed
a watch salesperson. Mitchell says that at a meeting over coffee at about 2.30pm that day, he encouraged the Applicant to
come back as a watch salesperson, on the basis that it is easier
for someone to find a job while employed. He says the Applicant accepted this. He went back and reported to Dangerfield
that the Applicant had “accepted the offer”. Mitchell says that
it was not his job to negotiate the Applicant’s contract – he
was just to see if he could talk the Applicant into coming back
as a salesperson. The Applicant says that Mitchell’s approach
to him gave him the impression that he was being made an
offer to return as salesperson.
Dangerfield says that he had asked Mitchell to make enquires about whether the Applicant was prepared to consider
returning to work as a salesperson. He did not instruct Mitchell
to offer him a job, but simply to sound out the Applicant about
returning to work. Mitchell had reported that this was possible.
According to the Applicant’s evidence, he rang the Respondent’s office on Tuesday and was greeted by an employee, Tania,
saying that she had been told he was no longer working for the
Respondent, that he had left. He says he went straight to the
office to see Dangerfield and asked why he had announced
that the Applicant had left. He told Dangerfield that he had not
resigned, that he was on two days off, and that they could not
do that to him. The discussion between them became quite
heated and Dangerfield made mention of the Applicant’s previous employment terminating. The Applicant says he told
Dangerfield that he was returning to work the next day, being
Wednesday. He says that Dangerfield told him he did not want
him to return and that if he did, he would be removed by the
police. He says that Dangerfield started to calm down ad encouraged him to accept the salesperson’s position, and to
discuss it with Mitchell.
Dangerfield says that on Wednesday 1 July 1998, the Applicant contacted him and said that he had taken legal advice that
“you cannot do this to me, I am coming back to work as sales
manager”. Dangerfield says that he told the Applicant that he
did not want him to go back into the Hay Street store but denies saying that he would call the police and have him removed,
an allegation made by the Applicant in his evidence.
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Dangerfield arranged to meet the Applicant for coffee at
Karrinyup. By this time, Dangerfield says he had decided
against any offer to the Applicant which would have seen the
Applicant employed by the Respondent because Dangerfield
was concerned about the Applicant’s attitude, and because of
some information which came to him in the interim.
In any event, that Wednesday morning, the Applicant and
Dangerfield met for coffee at Karrinyup. Dangerfield says that
he told the Applicant that there was no employment for him at
Rosendorff’s. He says that the meeting lasted for about 15
minutes. The Applicant’s evidence about his discussion is conflicting, and displays a lack of comprehension about what was
said. He says that Dangerfield used words like, “There is no
job for you anymore”, or “We terminate your contract”, and
he says that “termination” and “no job” are exactly the same
to him. When asked what it was that Dangerfield said to him,
he says—
“He say there is no longer position for me, that’s it. No
termination…no job, no termination, everything” (P 47
Transcript).
It is clear that by this point, the parties considered the employment relationship had ended.
I have considered all of the evidence in this matter and note
that there is a good deal of conflict in that evidence. Having
observed the witnesses as they gave their evidence and having
considered that evidence I note that during his evidence, the
Applicant did not listen to what was put to him. His recollection of conversations and their sequence was not reliable. His
understanding of conversations and his conclusions reached
from those conversations were not consistent or clear. In his
retelling of conversations and of sequences he would leap from
one matter to another. This left me unclear, from the Applicant’s evidence, as to the sequence of various meetings and
telephone discussions and unclear as to what was said and
when, however, I have attempted to piece together the sequence
recited above.
The Applicant appears on one hand to have understood the
nature of his position as a sales manager as being for a trial or
probationary period and subject to final negotiations yet
claimed to have been demoted when negotiations to finalise
the position, which he held subject to a number of important
conditions broke down. He understood that he was to consider
the offer made to him by the respondent’s representatives overnight and discuss that offer with his wife. He had already
rejected it but undertook to consider it overnight. I am satisfied from the evidence of the other witnesses that he was told
that the offer would be withdrawn if he did not accept it and it
was the best offer that the Respondent could put, yet overnight, from his own evidence, he appears to have decided to
seek to negotiate further, for a salary over and above the amount
already offered to him as the Respondent’s best offer.
As I am unable to rely upon the Applicant’s evidence in many
of these matters, and as the other witnesses were more clear in
their evidence I draw my conclusion as to the sequence of
events based on the other evidence.
The Applicant’s employment commenced as a salesperson
on a probationary basis. Before that probationary period expired, he was appointed, on a trial basis, to the position of
sales manager, and that position was subject to a review and
negotiations as to terms and conditions, and was subject to his
suitability for the position. An offer was put to him which did
not meet his expectations. Following discussions between the
Respondent’s representatives and the Applicant, the Applicant
was offered a further $5,000. He rejected that offer. He was
given time to think about the offer and he took that opportunity. In responding to the Respondent’s representative,
Dangerfield, the next day, the Applicant made it clear that he
would not accept the offer put to him and would not work for
less then $55,000 plus $5,000 bonus. I find that before the
offer was withdrawn, Dangerfield made it clear to the Applicant that that was the best offer the Respondent could make
and if he did not accept the offer it would be withdrawn. Notwithstanding this advice, the Applicant said that he would not
accept the offer. At this point, the offer was withdrawn. The
Applicant’s status at this point was that his contract of employment with the Respondent as a sales manager on a
probationary basis concluded. It came to an end because the
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parties were not able to negotiate terms under which that
appointment could be made permanent.
I find that this does not constitute a dismissal, either by the
Respondent specifically bring the employment to an end by
terminating the Applicant’s employment, or by any action on
the part of the Respondent. I find that the Respondent acted in
good faith in that it put to the Applicant its best offer in respect
of the position, as part of a reasonable negotiation for a management position within its business. The Applicant was told
at the time that if he rejected the offer that the offer would be
withdrawn. The offer was withdrawn for the reasons set out
earlier in the recitation of Dangerfield’s evidence and I am
unable to find that the offer was unreasonably withdrawn. The
Applicant had refused the offer twice and refused it knowing
that it would be withdrawn. At that point there was no contract
of employment between the parties. I say this on the basis that
the contract of employment required agreement regarding the
consideration which was to apply. That agreement was not
reached and the offer which included the consideration was
withdrawn. As noted in Brackenridge v. Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited 142 ALR 99, even though the
particular contract of employment may have come to end the
employment relationship does not necessarily terminate. There
is no evidence that the employer acted to bring about a termination of employment when the offer was withdrawn. The
Applicant returned to work and continued working for the remainder of that day. The parties took no action to bring about
a severing of the employment relationship including that the
Applicant kept hold of the keys to the premises which he had
been previously been given. He did not attend for work on the
subsequent days, according to his and Mitchell’s evidence,
because days off had been arranged earlier. During this period, the Respondent attempted to encourage the Applicant to
accept the position of salesperson, a position held by the Applicant, on a probationary basis, prior to him taking up, on a
trial basis, the sales manager position. Unfortunately, the efforts of the parties to resolve the future relationship was
thwarted by the Applicant’s refusal to accept what he saw as a
“demotion” notwithstanding that the position that he had as
sales manager was on a trial basis and subject to negotiation
as to its conditions. It appears that at one stage he agreed with
Mitchell that he would return as a salesperson but then appears to have changed his mind. I cannot be sure, but this may
have been in response to his telephoning the company and an
employee who answered the telephone telling to him that it
had been announced that he was no longer working with the
company and he had left. He then, in discussions with
Dangerfield challenged Dangerfield’s “demotion” of him in
such a way as to cause further breakdown in the relationship
between the parties and insisted that he was going to return to
work as sales manager. It then became clear that the Applicant
could not continue in employment with the Respondent as a
salesperson. I note, as noted previously, that the Applicant’s
employment with the Respondent had continued beyond the
point where he rejected the offer and the offer was withdrawn,
and I am not satisfied that in saying that he would return the
keys to Dangerfield the Applicant was resigning. This is because both the Applicant’s evidence and the evidence of
Dangerfield (P 146 of Transcript) was that the Applicant was
in possession of the keys because he was sales manager. The
return of the keys related to his no longer being sales manager.
At the point of the Applicant saying that he would hand the
keys back to Dangerfield, the employment relationship was
intact although extremely strained. It is clear, however, that in
the Respondent indicating to the Applicant that there was no
position for him and in Dangerfield changing his mind about
the Applicant returning to work as a salesperson and not offering any alternative position, that the Respondent brought about
the termination of the employment.
The question arises as to whether or not the Respondent has
so abused its lawful right to terminate as to constitute an unfairness warranting interference by the Commission in that
decision (Undercliffe Nursing Home –v- FMWU 65 WAIG
385). The termination of employment came about because of
the Applicant’s unreasonable reaction to the Respondent’s
withdrawal of an offer made to him following his rejection of
that offer. The relationship between the parties continued to
breakdown to the extent that it was not able to continue. I am
satisfied that the termination was not unreasonable, in
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circumstances of a breakdown in the relationship, a breakdown primarily brought about by the Applicant’s attitude
towards the withdrawal of the offer after he had rejected it, his
viewing his return as a salesperson as a demotion, and his
stating an intention to return to work as a sales manager. Accordingly, I am satisfied that the Respondent has not so abused
its right to dismiss as to warrant the Commission’s intervention, and I find that the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or
unfair.
If I am wrong in this, and there was unfairness to the Applicant, the issue of remedy would arise. Having heard and
observed the witnesses, I am satisfied that there would not be
sufficient goodwill between the parties to reasonably to attempt to re-establish the employment relationship. Accordingly,
reinstatement would be impracticable and compensation would
need consideration. I note the decisions of the Full Bench which
deal with that matter, the assessment of loss and the criteria to
be taken into account. There are two particular matters associated with the Applicant’s case in this regard that are of note.
The Applicant was unemployed for a period of 5 months when
the matter was heard. His total term of employment with the
Respondent had been 3 months. His employment as salesperson, the original contract of employment, was of a probationary
nature. His contract of employment as sales manager was on a
trial basis and subject to negotiations as to conditions. I note
the reasons for decision of Fielding C, as he then was, in
Westheafer v. Marriage Guidance Council of WA (1985) 65
WAIG 2311 in regard to probation and trail periods. The Applicant could have had no reasonable expectation of his
employment going beyond the end of the probationary or trial
period and the latest date for the conclusion of the trial period
a sales manager was 3 months from his appointment to that
position ie; the latest date was 4th August 1998, which was a
period of 1 month after the termination of his employment.
The Applicant’s attempt to mitigate his loss is also a matter
for consideration. Exhibit 8 sets out a list of positions sought
by the Applicant in the period following termination until the
hearing of the matter. In a total of 21 weeks, the Applicant
applied for 9 positions. These positions were not limited to the
area of jewellery or watch sales but would appear to go into
areas beyond the Applicant’s stated expertise. Of the 9 positions applied for, the first 2 were within a week of termination
on 1 July 1998. He applied for 2 further positions in July, 1 in
August, none in September, 1 in October and the last 3 were
within 12 days of the hearing, 2 being on 18 November and 1
on 19 November. The rest of the time, the Applicant worked
in a business which he described as his wife’s business, but
when asked if he received unemployment benefits, he said
that, “I cannot because I have a business” and later “my wife
has got a business”. I do not consider the Applicant’s evidence
of his attempts to mitigate his loss to be genuine. Accordingly,
taking account of all of the factors in this case, if the termination had been harsh, oppressive or unfair, compensation, if
any, would be minimal.
Appearances—
Mr S Edwards of counsel on behalf of the Applicant.
Mr D Jones on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Christopher Martin Melkus
v.
P & O Catering and Services Pty Ltd.
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COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
22 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: The Applicant alleges that
he has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from
his employment as maintenance electrician with the Respondent.
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The Respondent provides catering and other services including room cleaning and maintenance to Western Mining
Corporation at the accommodation village associated with the
Mount Keith mine some four and a half hours north of
Kalgoorlie. The employees reside in this accommodation village and undertake work for Western Mining Corporation and
its contractors including the Respondent.
The employees of the Respondent and it would appear others, work a roster system of four weeks on and one week off.
They fly out to enjoy their rest and recreation leave of one
week off, in addition to any other leave.
The Respondent has a management structure on that site
whereby the Resident Manager is in charge of the employees
and of the operation of the village while on the site and is the
most senior of the Respondent’s management people. There is
an Administration Manager, in this case Sharon Rolfe (now
Stevenson). The Administration Manager also acts as Resident Manager in the absence from the site of the Resident
Manager. There are other managers including a Relief Manager, in this case Katherine Mary Horsburgh, whose job is to
relieve the various department heads and who, in the absence
of the Resident Manager, when the Administration Manager
steps into the role of Resident Manager, undertakes the duties
of Administration Manager.
The members of the Respondent’s cleaning and maintenance
staff all have master keys which give them access to all of the
accommodation rooms in the village. This enables them to
enter those rooms to undertake their work. There was evidence
before the Commission that the procedure for undertaking
maintenance work is that a request form is provided to the
office, by either the cleaning staff or the resident, for maintenance work to be undertaken in a particular room. However,
there was evidence from the Applicant; his then fiance now
wife, Nina Campbell, who was employed by the Respondent
as a cleaner; and Emma Leweczka, also a cleaner employed
by the Respondent, that it was not unusual if a member of the
cleaning staff happened to notice a need for maintenance work
and happened to see a member of the maintenance staff close
by, to ask that person to do the work there and then without
filling in a proper form. This informal approach also applies
in dealing with any difficulties associated with locks to the
rooms not working, where it was said to be not unusual for a
maintenance person to change a lock or to seek out, or seek
assistance from, a passing member of staff who might also
have a master key which might provide access to that room.
However, the evidence of Kevin Nesbitt who at the time of the
Applicant’s dismissal was the Respondent’s Operations Manager WA, was that this is not in accordance with the proper
procedure.
The Applicant commenced employment with the Respondent on 22 October 1996, as an electrician/handyman, as part
of the maintenance staff. His duties at Mount Keith included
checking all rooms upon vacation by the occupant and returning the rooms to their original condition, including checking
air conditioning, taps and the like. If a fitting had been approved to be installed and had been installed, the job of the
maintenance person, on instruction, was to return the room to
its original condition by the removal of any such non-standard
fittings or fixtures. In addition to this, the Applicant was involved in airport baggage handling at Mount Keith and he
attended the arrival and departure of aircraft to undertake that
work.
The history to this matter includes that in early 1997 a resident of the village, Jeff Quinn, who resided in room E2, wanted
a ceiling fan installed in that room, as he preferred this to air
conditioning. The Applicant gave evidence that Quinn approached him and asked him if he could install the ceiling fan
and the Applicant said that he would have to get approval. On
this approval being given, the Applicant removed the light and
installed the fan. Under normal circumstances, when the room
was vacated, such a ceiling fan would be removed and the
light fitting replaced.
In late February 1998, the Applicant and Campbell were told
that Quinn was leaving permanently. The Applicant says that
he asked Quinn what he wanted to do with the ceiling fan
because if Quinn wanted to take it with him, the Applicant
would have to replace the light. The Applicant says that Quinn
said that he was going to leave the fan and the Applicant then
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asked him if he could have it. Quinn is said to have responded
that that was ok. The Applicant says that he thought he would
wait until Quinn had left before he actually removed the fan.
There was also evidence from Campbell that she was working on the day Quinn departed the site, Sunday 1 March 1998,
at about 4.00pm. However, she wanted to say good bye to
Quinn so she rode her bike to the airport to see him. She says
that she heard the Applicant ask Quinn again “what about the
fan” to which Quinn said, as he was about to board the plane,
“I don’t care, you can have the fan, I’m out of here”.
The Applicant’s evidence was that he was at the airport handling the baggage at that time and that he asked Quinn again
about the fan and that Quinn said “Well, I don’t care. I’m out
of here” (Page 18 Transcript) and “Look, I don’t care, I’m
going” (Page 34 Transcript).
There is evidence from Leweczka that the day before Quinn
departed, he spoke with her and told her that he was leaving.
He told her that he had some belongings and that they were to
be dealt with as follows: his bed was to go to Rolfe; the ceiling fan was to go to the Applicant and Campbell; and there
was a pizza oven which was to be given away to whom ever
wanted it. The next day, 1 March 1998, Leweczka went to
Quinn’s room to say goodbye and to clean the room. Quinn
told her that Rolfe was coming to get the bed and that the
Applicant and Campbell were coming to get the fan, and that
a person named Ood, a kitchen hand and a friend of Quinn,
was moving into the room. Leweczka said that Quinn did not
say anything to her about leaving anything for Ood.
There was evidence from Rolfe that on Sunday, 1 March
1998 at approximately 12.30pm, Quinn came into the retail
shop which also forms part of the office. He told her that he
had come to warn her that the Applicant was going to take the
fan from his room. Rolfe says that Quinn told her that if Ood
was going to be allocated his room, ie room E2, then the fan
was to remain there for Ood. However, if Ood was not being
allocated the room then Quinn did not care what happened to
the fan. Rolfe had already allocated the room to Ood. She does
not recall if she mentioned this to Quinn.
Rolfe says that soon after Quinn left the office, another member of the maintenance staff, Trevor Tartoosie, came to the
office. She instructed Tartoosie to change the lock on room
E2. Tartoosie told Rolfe that he had a non-master lock which
he would install in room E2. In this way, the Applicant would
be denied access to the room even with his master key. Half an
hour or so later, Tartoosie returned having changed the lock
and gave her the keys. She gave one of those keys to Ood and
kept the other key herself. In the meantime, the original key to
that room remained on the key board in the office.
The working hours of Rolfe and of Horsburgh were arranged
so that they were not both absent in the middle of the afternoon. Rolfe would work from 6.00am until 3.00pm and then
take a break until approximately 6.00pm when she would come
back for about an hour or so. Horsburgh would work from the
early morning through until noon and have her break until
3.00pm, and would then work till 7.00pm. Horsburgh’s evidence was that at approximately 11.00am on Sunday 1 March
1998, before she took her break at noon, the Applicant came
into the office where she was working. She described the Applicant’s manner as being fairly rough, determined and
threatening. He told her that Quinn had told him that he could
have the fan, he did not care what anyone thought, and he was
going to take it. Her evidence was that she was surprised that
Quinn would say that the Applicant could have the fan. She
says that the Applicant came back at about 4.00pm and he had
a power drill with him. He said that his key did not fit room
E2 and he wanted the key to that room. She gave him the key,
knowing that it did not fit the lock because she had overheard
a conversation involving Rolfe and knew that the lock had
been changed. She said that she did not tell the Applicant that
the lock had been changed because he was determined to have
the fan, she did not want to be involved in any conflict with
the Applicant and said that if she gave him the key it would
just make him go away and leave her alone. She said that she
probably felt a bit threatened by him – his manner and tone
were threatening. She said that they had had a previous run-in
associated with her position as a Relief Manager. She gave an
example of a situation involving the Applicant allegedly taking a newspaper. She challenged him over this, and it appears
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that she also had some altercation with Campbell over the
matter later.
When Rolfe returned at 3.00pm, Rolfe told Horsburgh that
the lock had been changed so she was aware of that when the
Applicant came in at around 4.00pm demanding the key.
The Applicant gave evidence that after he had finished loading duties at the airport, just after 4.00pm, he went to the office.
He told Horsburgh that Quinn had said that he could have the
fan and that he was going to get it. He says that he told her that
he did not care what anybody thought. He said that he made
this comment because there had previously been a difficulty
associated with a bed, the ownership of which had been in
some question. The Commission heard evidence from a
number of witnesses about this incident.
The Applicant went to room E2 not long after 4.00pm. He
tried his master key but it did not open the door which he did
not think unusual because of previous problems with poor
locks, in which case he would usually try another key. Campbell
was passing by and she came over to him. Being a cleaner, she
also had a master key, although she was not normally cleaning
that section of rooms. She tried her key, but it did not work
either. Campbell said that she would get Leweczka who cleaned
that section of rooms and see if her key worked. Leweczka
says that when Campbell approached her, she said that they
could not get into Quinn’s room, that they were going in to get
the fan. Leweczka’s key also did not work. Leweczka indicated that Ood had been given the room and she would go and
see if he had a key. Leweczka and Campbell then went to a
room which they believed may have been Ood’s then existing
room although they were not sure. There was no answer at
that room. They did no go to the kitchen were Ood was soon
to commence work. They then went by the office to see if
Rolfe was there to seek her assistance, although they merely
looked into the office and, not seeing her there, did not pursue
the matter. When they returned to the room, they found that
the Applicant was already inside and had almost finished removing the fan.
The Applicant’s evidence is that when the two women departed to look for Ood, he had noticed that a window was not
properly latched although it was not open. He slid the window
open and reached his arm and the top part of his body into the
room to enable him to reach the door handle. He unlocked the
door and let himself in. He then proceeded to remove the fan
and replace the light which was in the room but was disconnected.
The Applicant says that by the time he had almost finished
removing the fan the two women returned. He says that he
then undertook his normal quick maintenance check of the
refrigerator, air conditioning, lights, fire alarms, taps and toilet to ensure that there were no maintenance problems. This is
supported by Campbell’s evidence but not by Leweczka’s.
Leweczka cannot remember the Applicant doing any other
maintenance checking at the end of the process of removing
the fan and replacing the light. All three then left the room.
The Applicant had the fan with him. Some gardeners were
walking back to their rooms which the Applicant says indicates that the time would have been about 5.00pm as those
workers would have just completed their normal shift.
Leweczka’s evidence was that Ood had not taken up residence in the room at the time that they entered the room. She
had seen him that day and as it was her duty to clean the room
she had asked him not to move into the room until the next
day because she would not be able to clean it until then. He
actually moved into the room on Monday 2 March 1998.
Leweczka’s evidence conflicts with that of Rolfe in that Rolfe
says that some time early in the evening she had been in the
dining room and overheard a heated discussion between
Leweczka and Ood where Leweczka had been upset that Ood
had had the lock changed. Leweczka said to her that Quinn
had told the Applicant that he could have the fan. Rolfe said
that she told Leweczka that it was she who had ordered the
lock to be changed and that it was not so that Quinn had told
the Applicant that he could have the fan. Leweczka does not
recall this discussion.
The evidence of those two witnesses conflicts again in that
Leweczka says that the next day, being Monday 2 March, she
was in room E2 with Ood, when she was cleaning the room.
Rolfe is said to have arrived and noticed that the fan was
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missing and commented on it. Rolfe denies this and says that
she knew that the fan was missing because Ood had reported
it to her on the previous evening. She concluded that the Applicant had taken it. Rolfe said that her intention was to leave
the matter until the Resident Manager returned from R & R in
a couple of days.
Rolfe’s evidence is that neither she nor Horsburgh were prepared to confront the Applicant when he indicated the intention
to take the fan. She described the environment in which they
worked as male dominated and that the female staff “get a bit
of stick” from the males. She said that most of the females just
put up with it to save confrontation. She said that if she had
seen the Applicant at around the time concerned she would
have instructed him not to take the fan but she did not see him
and did not seek him out to give him that instruction.
Before the Resident Manager returned, the matter was raised
with Rolfe on Monday by the client, Western Mining. That
Monday was a public holiday and the head office in Perth
where her next superior officer, Nesbitt, was located, was
closed for the public holiday. Rolfe made contact with him
first thing on Tuesday morning and he instructed her to undertake some further investigation and to contact Quinn and clarify
the matter with him. She did not know at that point whether
the fan was in the possession of the Applicant. There is some
dispute about the terms of a facsimile transmission she sent to
Nesbitt which says “cannot confirm(ed) if it is his possession”
(Exhibit 7). She says that she meant that she could not confirm whether or not the fan was in the Applicant’s possession
although she knew that he did not own it. The message in full
says—
“Cannot confirm(ed) if it is in his possession, as yet—
Nina and Chris are flying out on R & R this evening, so
John Earley (Security) is going to check their room this
evening”
Rolfe says that on Tuesday, 3 March 1998 in mid morning,
according to Nesbitt’s instruction, she telephoned Quinn and
asked him if he had given the Applicant permission to take the
fan. He said that he had not and that if Ood moved into the
room then Ood was to have the fan but otherwise he did not
care what happened. Quinn also confirmed for Rolfe that he
had not told the Applicant that he could have the fan prior to
his departure at the airport. Rolfe was adamant in this evidence that Quinn told her that he did not want the Applicant to
have the fan. She also gave evidence that she found it hard to
believe that the Applicant was told by Quinn that he could
have the fan.
Nesbitt gave evidence that he undertook some investigation
of his own and had discussions with representatives of the
client. After receiving advice from Rolfe, he instructed that
the Applicant was to be called in for a meeting which he would
conduct over the speakerphone. Rolfe and another departmental
manager were there to act as witnesses. Rolfe also took notes.
There is very little dispute about what occurred during that
meeting and Rolfe’s notes (Exhibit 8) are said to be an accurate record of the meeting. The Applicant was asked if he took
the fan. He said he had, as he was under the impression that
Quinn had told him he could have it. Nesbitt denied this, telling the Applicant that they had spoken to Quinn who had not
given the Applicant permission to take the fan. The Applicant
was asked how he got into the room. He responded that he
“just did”. On being pressed by Nesbitt, he hesitated and then
said that he got in through a window with his hand and unlocked the door. The Applicant said that he believed the fan
was his and that Quinn had told him he could have it. At some
stage he said that this was done after working hours. Nesbitt
asked if the Applicant was aware of the site hand book and the
code of conduct, a copy of which was shown to him and areas
of alleged breach pointed out. The Applicant said that he realised that he might have gone about it in the wrong fashion but
he believed that the fan had been given to him by Quinn. Nesbitt
commented that the matter was serious. The Applicant indicated that as he was coming to Perth for his R & R the following
day he would like to meet with Nesbitt and discuss the matter,
and this was agreed.
Nesbitt’s evidence was that ownership of the fan was critical. He was asked—
“Now at that point in time how important was the issue
of ownership of the fan to the situation?—I think it was
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fairly critical in relation to if the fan had been given to
Chris then it would have been a matter then of just saying
“Well, Chris,” you know, “follow procedures next time
before you go and take a fan that’s yours,” if you like. He
is the maintenance guy on site and his job is to do any
electrical work that’s there.”
(Transcript page 189)
The procedure referred to would include reporting to the
Manager and making out the appropriate records. The Respondent says that no record was made out by the Applicant for his
work on that day and none is found within its records, although
it has a record for Tartoosie’s work for that day. The Applicant
says that he did fill out a work record and cannot explain its
absence. Nesbitt’s evidence was that if any person wants to
put any non-standard item into a room such as a double bed or
change any of the fixtures and fittings, then approval has to be
gained. Any damage or repairs are charged to the company
and therefore it is essential that there be approval given for
any changes.
The Applicant’s evidence was that following the discussion
over the speaker phone and prior to meeting Nesbitt on 6 March
1998, he believed that his employment was going to terminate. When he arrived in Perth to commence his R & R, he
made application for a number of jobs.
The Applicant, Campbell and Nesbitt met on Friday 6 March
1998. There is very little dispute about what occurred during
that meeting. Nesbitt thanked them for coming in to see him.
He asked them if they wanted a lawyer or union representation to which the Applicant replied that he was happy to have
just Campbell present. There is some uncertainty about whether
Campbell said that they had already been to see a lawyer.
Campbell said that the removal of the fan had occurred during
normal working hours. Nesbitt asked her how she knew that
and she said that she had been there with the Applicant when
he had taken down the fan, something which surprised Nesbitt.
He said that he would deal with her later but at that moment
they were dealing with the Applicant, and that the Applicant
had already told him that the fan had been removed outside of
normal working hours. There was no further comment during
that meeting which would indicate that the Applicant or
Campbell then disputed that the fan’s removal had been undertaken outside of normal working hours. Campbell then went
on to explain how the removal of the fan by the Applicant had
related to his duties. Nesbitt had run through the Respondent’s
responsibilities to its client and the employee’s responsibility
to the company. He also highlighted the seriousness of the
situation. Campbell asked who had reported the matter to the
company and Nesbitt said that it was not appropriate for him
to discuss that with them, it was a matter now that the company was looking into and had to deal with. Campbell indicated
that there were people at the site who were out to get them.
The Applicant then asked what would happen to which Nesbitt
replied that he would have to let the Applicant go. The Applicant told Nesbitt that he had been expecting to get the sack
and that he had got another job anyway.
Nesbitt said that he was sorry that it had come to that and
asked the Applicant to fill in the necessary termination paper
work which was provided to him. The Applicant commenced
filling in the document and when it came to ticking the box
indicating the basis of termination he asked Nesbitt which box
he should tick and Nesbitt responded that it was up to the Applicant. The Applicant ticked the box saying that he had
resigned. It would appear that the Applicant was summarily
dismissed although no particular issue was raised before the
Commission as to that aspect of the dismissal. During this
meeting Campbell did most of the talking. Nesbitt gave evidence that he had received information from Rolfe to the effect
that there was fear amongst the staff at the site involved in this
situation of a reprisal and gave evidence that the Applicant’s
previous performance appraisal had included a comment to
the effect that he was intimidating. However, this performance appraisal was not provided to the Commission.
Nesbitt gave evidence that he chose to accept the information he received from Rolfe to the effect that she had discussions
with Quinn to say that the fan was not to be given to the Applicant in preference to the Applicant’s claim that Quinn had told
him he could have the fan. Nesbitt says that at the point that
the fan was removed there was no authorisation for the
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Applicant for its removal. Even if he had owned the fan, the
Applicant needed approval to remove it. Whether or not Ood
had moved into the room by the time the Applicant had entered the room, Ood had been given a key and once the key
was handed over, the room became the responsibility of the
person with the key. In effect, by taking possession of the key,
Ood took possession of the room and at the time the Applicant
entered the room it was not a vacant room. He says that if the
fan had belonged to the Applicant he would have told the Resident Manager and that the Applicant had not fulfilled his
obligation by simply telling Horsburgh that he was going to
take the fan regardless of what anybody thought. This did not
constitute a proper reporting of the matter.
The tests to be applied in a matter of this nature are whether
the employer has so abused its lawful right to terminate employment as to constitute a harsh, oppressive or unfair
dismissal, warranting the Commission’s intervention. The
question is whether there has been a “fair go all round”.
(Undercliffe Nursing Home v. FMWU [1985 (65 WAIG 385]).
In a case involving a summary dismissal for misconduct, the
employer bears an onus of demonstrating that before it dismissed the employee, it conducted a full and extensive
investigation, as far as was reasonable, that it gave the employee reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to answer
the allegations, and had honestly and genuinely believed the
employee was guilty of the misconduct. It is also to take account of any mitigating factors. (Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz
(71 WAIG 891) and Western Mining Corporation Limited and
AWU (77 WAIG 1985). In Schaele v. Hoescht Australia Limited (1993) 47 IR 249, 252 and Heard v. Monash Medical
Centre (1996) 39 AILR 3-203 it was noted that the law does
not impose on employers investigating misconduct the same
standards as might be expected by the police in an investigation. It is not a requirement that the employer prove, on the
balance of probabilities, that he employee was guilty of the
misconduct, but that it had reasonable grounds for suspicion,
and that it gave the employee a reasonable opportunity to defend himself or herself against the allegation.
I have considered all of the evidence in this matter, including matters which I have chosen not to set out in detail in the
above recitation of the background to the matters. There are a
number of areas where there is conflict in the evidence before
the Commission. Having observed the witnesses as they gave
evidence, I conclude that where there is a conflict in the evidence as between Rolfe and any other witness, I prefer the
evidence given by Rolfe. I was most impressed by the way
she responded to matters put to her, and found her to be reliable and forthright. The Applicant’s credibility was not
enhanced by his comment in evidence that he removed from
his resume any reference to his employment with the Respondent and that he tells prospective employers that he went
overseas for a few months.
I find that the circumstances which brought about the dismissal are these. The Respondent’s most senior person on site
at the time, Rolfe, had been advised that the Applicant had
intended to take the ceiling fan belonging to Quinn, and that
Quinn did not intend him to have it. Rolfe then arranged to
change the lock to deny the Applicant access to the room. The
Applicant failed to follow the correct procedure of seeking
proper authorisation to remove the fan and take possession of
it. He told Horsburgh, in a somewhat intimidatory tone, that
he intended to take the fan and he did not care what anyone
thought.
The Applicant says that Respondent’s representatives on site
ought to have instructed him not to take the fan and ought not
have given him a key, even though the key did not open the
lock. It is true that an employer has a responsibility to its employees, to manage them properly, efficiently, and to instruct
them appropriately. In a perfect world, Horsburgh ought to
have either told him that she knew that he was not to gain
access to the room, or she ought to have alerted Rolfe. She
chose not to confront the Applicant nor did she seek out Rolfe.
Rolfe chose to wait for the return of the Resident Manager
from his leave in 2 days time before dealing with the matter
but was forced to act upon a complaint. I am satisfied, having
observed the witnesses and having heard of the circumstances
of contact between them over time, that it was not unreasonable for the two management personnel, living and working
on the remote site, faced with an employee intent upon his
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own purpose, and who I find acted in an intimidatory manner,
to avoid confrontation with the Applicant by making reasonable endeavours to prevent his gaining access to the room, and
for them to await the return of the Resident Manager in two
days.
An employee has an obligation to behave reasonably towards
his fellow employees and managers. In this case, I find that
the Applicant, in his conduct towards Horsburgh behaved unreasonably. It is not acceptable that the Applicant should now
say that someone ought to have stopped him when he, in an
intimadotory manner, indicated his intention to do something
which he later acknowledged as not being according to proper
processes, and said that he was going to do this thing and he
did not care what anyone thought.
Rolfe took action to prevent the Applicant achieving his
purpose without confronting him. It is reasonable to assume
that with the lock changed, the only way the Applicant could
have gained access was by an unauthorised means.
Let us not mistake the Applicant’s intention. Although he
says that he undertook normal maintenance checks after he
had removed the fan, he has acknowledged, as have Campbell
and Leweczka, that his purpose in gaining access to the room
was to take possession of the fan. The removal of the fan was
not done by him as part of his duty in making the room good
but it was removed by him so that he could take possession of
it. He did not provide the necessary work report for that day.
The Applicant, Campbell and Leweczka knew that the room
had already been allocated to Ood when they entered the room.
Campbell’s and Leweczka’s efforts to find Ood and to speak
to Rolfe were cursory.
The Respondent had good reason to believe that the fan did
not and was not to belong to the Applicant. Rolfe’s evidence is
clear and unshaken on that matter. It is that Quinn told her
both on the Sunday, the day of the incident, and on the following Tuesday in her telephone conversation with him that he
had not given the fan to the Applicant. If the room was to be
allocated to Ood then the fan was to remain in the room. If the
room was not allocated to Ood then he did not care what happened to it. In any event, as noted earlier, by the time the
Applicant sought to gain access to the room, the room had
actually been allocated to Ood. Rolfe’s evidences contrasts
with that of Applicant and Campbell who gave evidence about
Quinn telling the Applicant he could have the fan. It is noted
that although the Commission has heard evidence from
Leweczka as to what she was told by Quinn about who was to
have various parts of his property on his departure, there is no
indication at anytime during the discussions between the Applicant and Nesbitt or the Applicant, Campbell and Nesbitt,
that Nesbitt was told that Leweczka knew anything about the
fan being given to the Applicant by Quinn.
When the matter was reported to him, Nesbitt undertook an
investigation. He instructed Rolfe to make certain enquires. I
find that Rolfe’s facsimile transmission to Nesbitt was intended
to say that she did not know if the fan was in the Applicant’s
possession. The entire message makes that clear. The remainder of the message refers to checking whether it is in the
Applicant’s and Campbell’s room which is consistent with
Rolfe’s claim that she knew the fan did not belong to the Applicant. Nesbitt had Rolfe contact Quinn to confirm his advice
previously given to her. Quinn confirmed the advice. Nesbitt
was told of the Applicant’s attitude expressed to Horsburgh in
an intimidatory manner that the Applicant said he had been
told by Quinn that he could have the fan, he intended to take
it, and he did not care what anyone thought. Nesbitt then put
the matter to the Applicant and allowed him an opportunity to
respond. The Applicant’s initial response when asked how he
got into the room was to be evasive. Only when pressed did he
say how he gained access through a window. He was given an
opportunity to explain his position to Nesbitt and he took that
opportunity, claiming that Quinn had told him that he could
have the fan. He acknowledged that he had gone about it the
wrong way. I note here that if he had followed proper procedures the Applicant would not have placed himself in this
situation, and any question about the ownership of the fan
would have been resolved before he entered the room to take
it. He had decided to take the fan without going through the
proper channels. At his request, the Applicant was given a
further opportunity, a couple of days later, with Campbell
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present, to further discuss the situation. In this meeting with
Nesbitt, the Applicant was offered the opportunity to have other
representation but he chose not to do so. During this meeting,
Nesbitt noted conflicting information from the Applicant and
Campbell as to the timing of the incident and when he mentioned this conflict, neither the Applicant or Campbell took
the opportunity to clarify or correct that matter.
It is hardly surprising then, that Nesbitt chose to accept advice from Rolfe about the ownership of the fan in preference
to Applicant’s and to Campbell’s words on the matter.
Quinn may have told the Applicant that he could have the
fan, and that Quinn confirmed this with Leweczka. However,
it is also clear that Quinn told the Respondent that the Applicant was not to have the fan, and confirmed this after the fan
was taken, when Quinn had left the site.
In a claim such as this, it is not for the Commission to determine who owned the fan and whether the Respondent should
have believed the Applicant. Rather it is whether the Respondent undertook a reasonable process in attempting to ascertain
the truth of the situation and whether the Respondent had good
reason for the belief which justified the decision finally made.
Nesbitt was entitled to chose to believe Rolfe, to come to the
conclusion he did about the ownership of the fan, and about
the Applicant’s breach of procedures. I can find nothing in the
process undertaken by Nesbitt which could be said to have
been harsh, oppressive or unfair in his decision to terminate
the Applicant’s employment.
In all of these circumstances, I am not satisfied that it has
been demonstrated that the Respondent has so abused its lawful right to terminate the Applicant’s employment as to
constitute a harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal warranting
the Commission’s intervention.
Appearances—
Mr F Sammut of Counsel on behalf of the Applicant.
Ms E Mackey of Counsel on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Christopher Martin Melkus
v.
P & O Catering and Services Pty Ltd.
No. 534 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
22 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr F Sammut of counsel on behalf of the
Applicant and Ms E Mackey of counsel on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Lautaro A. Peredo
and
Metland Products.
No. 1311 of 1998.
13 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Respondent carries on business as a sheet metal fabricator. It is essentially a family
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business run by the Buggins family. At all material times it
employed four production personnel, one of whom was the
Applicant. The other production employees were sons of the
manager and co-proprietor of the Respondent, Mr Dennis
Buggins. With the exception of the Applicant, all of the production employees were members of the religious order known
as the Exclusive Brethren.
The Applicant was employed by the Respondent from 31
January 1994 until 3 July 1998. He was employed in the position of a sheet metal worker’s assistant. The history of his
employment appears to have been uneventful, at least for the
purposes of these proceedings, until on or about 11 June 1998.
On that day he and another employee, Mr Andrew Buggins,
the son of the co-proprietor of the Respondent had a difference of opinion about the activities of the Brethren. It appears
that this difference arose out of discussions prompted by newspaper articles which appeared at or about that time regarding
the activities of the Brethren. At all events, the Applicant asserts that on that day Mr Andrew Buggins told him that he
would soon be “removed from the face of the earth”. The Applicant took that as a threat on his life and reported the matter
to Mr Dennis Buggins, who was the manager and a co-proprietor of the business. Mr Dennis Buggins indicated that he would
be surprised if his son had made such a threat. He took the
matter up with his son in the presence of the Applicant. Mr
Andrew Buggins, whilst not disputing that he had said what
he was alleged to have said, denied that he intended it as a
death threat or to otherwise harm the Applicant. Rather, he
intended it as a statement of biblical fact. This did not satisfy
the Applicant, who left the workplace, reported the matter to
the police and obtained an interim violence restraining order
against Mr Andrew Buggins. The Applicant returned to work
the next day. Thereafter it seems to be common ground Mr
Andrew Buggins and the Applicant had little to do with each
other. However, the Applicant asserts from that time he was
“under constant harassment, intimidation, provocation and
offensive behaviour by two other sons of the manager-owner :
N. Buggins and J. Buggins”. In short, he says that they taunted
and mocked him almost daily by giving him a single finger
sign or poking their tongue out at him when eye contact was
made. On at least one occasion one of them passed wind in an
offensive manner in his presence. On another occasion he was
forcibly pushed aside by one of them. In addition, he asserts
that after that time Mr Dennis Buggins on two occasions and
another of his sons, Mr Nelson Buggins, accused him of being
“the mythical Antichrist”. On 1 July 1998 he complained to
Mr Dennis Buggins about this harassment and at the same
time indicated to him that he would be taking the following
day off work to report the actions of Mr Nelson Buggins to the
police.
On 3 July 1998 the Applicant tendered his resignation, principally on the grounds of the “death threats” made against him
by Mr Andrew Buggins on 11 June 1998; “the intent of physical attack on the same date and by the same person”; the
“climate of harassment and provocation created by” Nelson
and Geoffrey Buggins following 11 June 1998; and the belief
of Mr Dennis Buggins and his sons that the Applicant was
“the mythical Antichrist”. The Applicant indicated that he had
“extreme concern” for his personal safety because of the strong
religious beliefs held by the Buggins family and “the cases of
mental illness affecting” Messrs Dennis and Nelson Buggins
which the Applicant said he witnessed some months before
his resignation.
The Applicant asserts that he was constructively dismissed.
He asserts that he was forced to resign on “the grounds of
extreme stress” brought about by the conduct of the Respondent and its employees towards him. Moreover, he asserts that
the dismissal was either harsh, unjust or unfair and seeks compensation equivalent to six months’ pay.
The Respondent denies that the Applicant was dismissed
from his employment, either constructively or otherwise. It
asserts that the resignation was tendered without encouragement from the Respondent and that the instrument of
resignation “contained untrue and unfounded accusations towards all other personnel, including the manager, of an extreme
discriminatory nature”.
In order to succeed, it is essential that the Applicant first
establish, on balance, that he was dismissed from his employ-
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ment. It is trite to say that for these purposes an employee may
be taken to have been dismissed from his employment, although the actual termination of employment was effected by
a resignation on the part of the former employee. For a resignation to be taken as a dismissal, it is necessary, for these
purposes, for the Applicant to establish that the real and effective initiator of the termination of employment was the conduct
of the employer (see: Allison v. Bega Valley Council (1995) 63
IR 68). Whether or not that position obtains in a given case is
largely a question of fact involving an analysis of facts and
circumstances which led to the termination of the employment.
The critical question in matters of this nature is simply whether
on the facts the former employee can be said in reality to have
been dismissed from his employment by his former employer.
The answer to that question does not depend upon the concept
of “constructive dismissal”, which is essentially a statutory
concept created in some other jurisdictions based on breach of
contract (see: The Attorney General v. Western Australian
Prison Officers’ Union of Workers (1995) 75 WAIG 3166; and
see too: Allison v. Bega Valley Council (supra)).
On this occasion there is a marked conflict in the evidence
adduced by and on behalf of the respective parties. Of all the
witnesses, I consider Mr Dennis Buggins to have been the
most credible. The more I heard from him, the more convinced
I became that he had the most accurate and reliable recollection of the events. At least from and after 11 June 1998 he kept
notes of what occurred and apart from that impressed me by
his demeanour as being a reliable witness. Where his evidence
conflicts with that of the Applicant, I accept his evidence in
preference to that of the Applicant. Whilst I have no doubt
that the Applicant honestly believed what he said to be true,
he left me with the distinct impression that for one reason or
another he had a propensity to exaggerate and too readily to
convert assumptions to fact or otherwise embellish the facts.
In short, he left me with the impression that his evidence was
not always reliable. In general I accept the evidence of Mr
Nelson Buggins in preference to that of the Applicant. He
impressed me as being a frank and reliable witness. On the
other hand, Messrs Geoffrey and Andrew Buggins impressed
me as being more interested in protecting their position than
reciting the facts as they happened. Where their evidence conflicts with that of the Applicant, except where it is supported
by Messrs Dennis or Nelson Buggins, I prefer the evidence of
the Applicant.
The decided authorities make it abundantly clear that for a
resignation to constitute a dismissal for the purposes of proceedings of the kind now in question, the resigning employee
must have no real alternative but to resign so that in effect the
act of resignation is really the act of the employer (see: The
Attorney General v. Western Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers (supra)). The conduct of the employer must be
such that no reasonable employee could be expected to put up
with it any longer.
It is common ground that the Applicant knew from the commencement of his employment, or soon afterwards, that he
was the only employee of the Respondent who was not a member of the Brethren. With one exception, the religious beliefs
of the Buggins family do not appear to have led to any difficulties between the Applicant and the Respondent until the
existence of the newspaper article concerning the Brethren early
in June. The exception concerned him being prevented from
eating his lunch with members of the Buggins family, apparently on religious grounds. I do not accept that the Applicant’s
inability to eat with the Buggins family was as significant a
problem as he claimed. Rather, I accept the evidence of Mr
Dennis Buggins that from and after his first day at work when
he was told that he could not eat with them he appeared happy
to eat in his car parked on the premises, as did other employees in the same situation. Furthermore, I accept the evidence
of Mr Dennis Buggins that this arrangement continued thereafter without complaint from the Applicant until shortly before
his resignation. That is, it existed for over four years without
complaint. Equally, I do not accept that Mr Andrew Buggins
threatened the well-being of the Applicant on 11 June 1998 as
claimed. Even if Mr Buggins’ remarks were capable of the
interpretation initially placed on them by the Applicant, I am
satisfied and find that soon afterwards that the Applicant was
assured, not only by Mr Dennis Buggins but also by Mr Andrew
Buggins, that the latter did not intend his remarks to constitute
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a death threat or to otherwise harm him. Likewise, I remain
unconvinced, in the face of Mr Dennis Buggins’ evidence, that
Mr Andrew Buggins attempted to strike him, as distinct from
attempting to knock the tape recorder the Applicant was then
holding from his grasp. In any event, as the Applicant acknowledges, from and after the issue of the interim violence
restraining order, there was little or no communication of any
sort between him and Mr Andrew Buggins. Indeed, the Applicant in effect said that because of the interim restraining order
he felt secure from any interference by Mr Andrew Buggins.
So far as the allegations of mocking and taunting thereafter
are concerned, whilst I have little or no doubt that from time
to time Messrs Geoffrey and Nelson Buggins either pulled
faces or made finger signs to him, I remain unconvinced that
this occurred as frequently as the Applicant complained or was
as severe as he complains. Also, it seems clear that at least on
one occasion the Applicant engaged in such conduct. In any
event, on the first and only occasion the Applicant took this
matter up with Mr Dennis Buggins, Mr Buggins took positive
steps to stop such conduct. He issued the Applicant and his
sons with a written directive that no religious or personal matters were to be discussed at the workplace and they were to
co-operate with each other. The Applicant resigned before that
edict was tested.
Insofar as the Applicant complains that he was accused of
being “the mythical Antichrist”, the Applicant was not told
that directly by Mr Dennis Buggins. Instead, it appears that
the Applicant inferred that Mr Buggins held such a belief from
the fact that he was given a pamphlet explaining the beliefs of
the Brethren and from the fact that on another occasion, in
answer to a complaint by the Applicant that Mr Nelson Buggins
held that belief, was told by Mr Dennis Buggins only to make
sure that he was not “the mythical Antichrist”. I accept the
evidence of Mr Dennis Buggins that he did not say or hold the
belief that the Applicant was “the mythical Antichrist”. Likewise, I accept the evidence of Mr Nelson Buggins that he raised
the matter only in answer to a question from the Applicant as
to whether he believed the Applicant was the mythical Antichrist and responded to the effect “that he probably was”. I
accept the evidence of Mr Nelson Buggins that he indicated
this to be the case in an equivocal fashion and I find it difficult
to accept that the Applicant regarded the answer as being as
significant as he now contends. The Applicant acknowledged
that Mr Nelson Buggins was the youngest of the brothers and,
moreover, contends that he had a mental illness. Furthermore,
the Applicant, on his own admission, clearly did not believe
himself to be the mythical Antichrist.
The Applicant also complained that from time to time he
was given unsavoury tasks to perform or otherwise asked to
perform tasks at short notice. However, having regard to the
evidence of Mr Dennis Buggins and the other employees, I
am far from convinced that these were not routine requests or
otherwise untoward.
On the facts as I find them to be, I am not satisfied, even on
balance, that the situation was as bad as the Applicant suggests, such that he had no real alternative but to resign. In
short, I am far from convinced on the credible evidence that
the Respondent was the effective cause of the termination of
the Applicant’s employment. Rather, my impression is that
the Applicant was himself largely the architect of the termination. In the circumstances the application should be dismissed.
Appearances: The Applicant in person
Mr K.C. Brown as agent for the Respondent
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Lautara A. Peredo
and
Metland Products.
No. 1311 of 1998.
23 October 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant in person and Mr K.C. Brown
as agent for the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be adjourned to a date to be fixed,
but in any event no earlier than 28 days from this date.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ramona Sackett
and
Hiform Concrete Pty Ltd.
No. 360 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A. R. BEECH.
13 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE applicant was employed by the respondent as an Accounts
Administrator and Secretary commencing on 27 October 1997.
Her employment ended on 2 February 1998. Although the
Notice of Answer and Counterproposal suggests that the applicant resigned her position, Mr Zannino, a director and
shareholder of the respondent company, conceded in crossexamination that she was, in fact, dismissed. In my view, that
was a correct concession. The evidence is quite clear that, on
that day, the applicant was informed that, unless she increased
her hours of work, there would be no position for her. Even if
the applicant then resigned, and I do not find that she did, I
would have little hesitation in concluding that it was really the
respondent company which terminated the contract of employment.
The circumstances leading to the claim of the applicant that
the dismissal was unfair are as follows. It is conceded that the
written contract of employment which she signed contained
the following provision—
Hours: 9.00am-5.00pm Monday-Friday (Flexible).
However, the applicant’s evidence is that, after reading this
provision in the document, she queried it with Mr Zannino.
The applicant has school age children and would need to finish work by approximately 2.30pm in order to collect them
from school. Her evidence is that Mr Zannino agreed that, in
recognition of the young age of the applicant’s children and
her need to be home for them, she would be able to finish
work at approximately 2.30pm. The difference between the
evidence of the applicant and the evidence of Mr Zannino is
that Mr Zannino indicates that the understanding was that the
applicant would nevertheless work a 40 hour week by either
starting early in the mornings or, occasionally, finishing late.
With hindsight (of course) the applicant should have ensured
that the wording which she saw in the contract given to her
and which caused her concern was, in fact, altered, at least by
some notation reflecting the verbal agreement reached. However, the fact that the applicant did not do so needs to be
understood in its context. That context is the previous knowledge the respondent had of the applicant and, indeed, the
friendship between the applicant and Mrs Zannino. Initially,
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at least, the applicant and Mr Zannino were on cordial terms.
He had known the applicant via her bookkeeping company
which had performed work for the respondent over the previous three years. Indeed, I consider it was the fact that Mr
Zannino knew the applicant, and approved of her work, that
was the direct reason why the respondent offered employment
to the applicant. I include in this consideration, the friendship
and trust which existed between the applicant and Mrs Zannino.
Mrs Zannino is a working director of the company. Part of the
reason for employing the applicant was to help relieve Mrs
Zannino in some of her workload.
However, this relationship did not last. On the applicant’s
own evidence, by mid-November, a period of perhaps some
two to three weeks, Mrs Zannino had commented to the applicant that her husband was dissatisfied with the applicant’s hours
of work. This prompted the applicant to speak to Mr Zannino.
According to Mr Zannino, the meeting which occurred, in fact
occurred towards the end of December.
There may be little need to resolve the difference in the evidence regarding the date of the meeting because in the result,
it became quite apparent that Mr Zannino believed that, whilst
the applicant’s work was perfectly satisfactory, she ought be
available for more hours than she was currently working in
order that more work could be given to her. This is the reason,
ultimately, for the dismissal of the applicant on 2 February
1998. The issue which does need resolving is the applicant’s
claim that she was working in accordance with the understanding reached with Mr Zannino when they both agreed that she
would be able to work hours which allowed her to collect her
children from school. According to Mr Zannino, however, that
agreement involved her working 40 hours per week even
though she would be collecting her children from school.
After carefully reviewing the evidence I have not been persuaded that the agreement between Mr Zannino and the
applicant is as the applicant would have it. The salary contained in the contract was for the hours set out. Those hours
constitute a 40 hour week. That was what the respondent had
offered. I do not accept that Mr Zannino then agreed that the
applicant would retain that salary for a week’s work of approximately 27½ hours. It is far more likely that there was an
understanding that the hours would average 40 over time. I
find that on the applicant’s evidence she worked the hours of
9.00 or 9.30am to 2.30pm from the time of her commencing
employment until approximately the end of December 1997.
She only occasionally started earlier or worked later. She did
not work an average 40 hour week during that period of time
and within two to three weeks of her commencement, a comment had been made to her by Mrs Zannino that the hours
being worked by the applicant were not enough. I find that
this comment did not have the status of a formal advice from
the respondent to her as its employee. Rather, it was an informal comment, but, in the context of the friendship then current
between the applicant and Mrs Zannino, I find the comment
significant.
Furthermore, if the applicant’s version of the agreement was
correct, she would have worked a 40 hour week during school
vacation time. However, even the applicant’s own evidence is
that she did not regularly work the longer hours, although I
acknowledge that the opportunity to do so was limited because the respondent observed the Christmas close down until
12 January. For medical reasons relating to her son, the applicant did not actually re-commence work until 19 January. Her
evidence is that she did work until 4.30 or 5.00pm at those
times. However, I do not understand her evidence to be that
she worked until that time on every day that she worked in
January. She would occasionally leave work early. Mrs Zannino
is categorical in her evidence that the applicant still finished
work at 2.30pm even in non-school term times. Furthermore,
I accept the evidence of Mrs Zannino given in answer to a
question in cross-examination, that on one occasion during
non-school term time when the applicant had left work at
2.30pm, she rang her at home to ask why she had not continued working. I have therefore not been persuaded that the hours
worked by the applicant overall were pursuant to a verbal understanding reached with Mr Zannino.
In reaching this conclusion, I have not relied upon the evidence of Mr Zannino. I found his evidence vague when pressed
for some details and he was clearly wrong in one part of his
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evidence when he stated that one consequence of his having
spoken to the applicant about the need for more hours was that
her hours reduced even further. I have also given less weight
to the letter of reference from the respondent and signed by
Mrs Zannino than the applicant urged. The letter of reference
states that the applicant was employed on the basis of school
hours and that the requirements of the respondent now required
longer hours. Although Mrs Zannino signed the reference, and
by doing so is vouching for the truth of its contents, the explanation she gave for doing so was sufficiently credible that it is
not sufficient by itself to compel a conclusion different from
the one I have reached.
However, the issue regarding the hours of work came to a
head at the time Mr Zannino delegated much of the running of
the office to Mr Pisano whilst Mr Zannino opened and ran the
office in Bunbury for two days per week. Mr Pisano had a
different approach to Mr Zannino. Whilst Mr Zannino, on my
observation, was less direct in his handling of this issue during conversations he had with the applicant, Mr Pisano was
far more direct and brought the matter to a head. He made it
perfectly plain to the applicant that she was expected to do
more hours. He required her to make a decision on the matter
and brought the issue to a head at a meeting on 2 February
1998. That meeting initially involved the applicant and Mr
Pisano, but later, and at the instigation of the applicant, Mr
and Mrs Zannino also participated in the meeting. It is quite
clear on the evidence that Mr Zannino, despite being a director of the company and being present at the meeting, took the
view that it was Mr Pisano’s discretion to run the office and
that what Mr Pisano required would have to be accommodated by the applicant.
For the applicant, although she may have been prepared to
compromise by starting at 7.00am on one or two mornings per
week, she would be unable to contribute more hours because
of her domestic circumstances. However, it became clear that
this was unacceptable to the respondent and it was at that point
that the applicant was dismissed.
I accept the evidence that, at no stage, had the applicant been
warned that her employment would be terminated unless she
did work more hours. An employee is usually entitled to be
warned if the employer considers the employee’s work performance as such that unless there is an improvement, dismissal
may be contemplated. However, it is the case that the informal
relationship between the parties may have resulted in more
informality in the employer/employee relationship than normally occurs. Furthermore, during this entire period, the
applicant was on probation.
In the written contract of employment, the parties agreed to
a three month probationary period which was from 27 October until 27 January. It was something about which there had
been no disagreement, as there had been regarding the hours
of work. The precise nature of a probationary period will depend upon the terms agreed between the parties. In this case,
although the wording is not complete, the parties agreed that
there would be an assessment at the end of the probationary
period, based on the applicant’s performance and the overall
viability of the role. I accept that the submission that neither
Mr Zannino nor Mrs Zannino made reference to the probationary period in all of these events. Neither their evidence
nor that of the applicant is that she was told she was being
dismissed because the probationary period had come to its end.
Mr Pisano’s evidence refers obliquely to “a review” at this
time, but his evidence suggested that others were being reviewed at the same time, and not just the applicant, and the
timing of Mr Pisano’s review seemed to have more to do with
Mr Zannino going to Bunbury two days per week and leaving
Mr Pisano in charge than with a review following the completion of the three month probationary period. There is, therefore,
some force in the argument that in fact the dismissal was unrelated to the expiry of the probationary period.
Nevertheless, the parties did agree to a probationary period
and the fact of it cannot be ignored. It was a term between
them freely entered into. If the applicant is correct in the argument that the probationary period should be ignored as a reason
justifying the dismissal because the dismissal did not occur
for that reason, its existence would nevertheless act to limit
the compensation for loss of income which could be fairly
awarded. If the applicant is incorrect in its argument then the
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task of showing that it was unfair to dismiss her at the conclusion of the probationary period becomes formidable. As noted
by Scott C in Hutchinson v Cable Sands (1998) 78 WAIG
4427 at 4429—
The Applicant’s permanent or ongoing employment was
subject to a probationary period. The Applicant agreed to
that ongoing employment being subject to a 3 month probationary period. The clear inference is that if the probation
is not completed to the employer’ s or the employee’s
satisfaction, then no ongoing employment, beyond the
probationary period, will ensue. The Applicant’s probationary period was not completed to the satisfaction of
the Respondent and, according to the agreement entered
into by the parties on commencement, there was no employment beyond the probationary period.
Therefore, the fact that the parties had agreed to the probationary period is quite relevant. That is not to say that a person
on probation cannot be unfairly dismissed simply because of
the probationary period. What has to be considered is whether
the employer’s right to terminate the employment has been
exercised so harshly, oppressively, or unfairly against the applicant as to amount to an abuse of the right. The existence of
the probationary period is one factor in that consideration.
Here, the evidence is that the respondent was dissatisfied
with the applicant’s restricted hours of work from at least two
to three weeks after the commencement of employment. The
applicant was unable, for the most valid of reasons, to work
the additional hours sought. The reasons why the respondent
decided to dismiss the applicant are entirely consistent with
an assessment of the applicant’s performance and the overall
viability of the role which the parties had agreed would occur
at the end of the probationary period. Although the applicant’s
performance was entirely satisfactory while she was at work,
the role she was to perform for the future required full-time
hours of work. There was a discussion of alternative ways of
possibly increasing the applicant’s hours of work at the meeting which resulted in the dismissal. If that could have been
achieved, on the evidence of Mrs Zannino, which I accept, the
dismissal would not have occurred. I accept that both the applicant and Mrs Zannino became distressed at that meeting
but it is quite likely that there was no capacity to agree on the
applicant working additional hours even if the parties had met
subsequently to continue the discussions without becoming
distressed.
I conclude therefore that the respondent was justified in its
decision to dismiss the applicant and, in the context of the
probationary period, the dismissal was not unfair. I am not
indifferent to the evidence of the applicant that she was depressed following the dismissal and that she sought and
received medical assistance for that and for stress. Certainly,
the handling of issue by someone other than Mr Zannino, with
whom the original understanding had been reached, or Mrs
Zannino with whom there had been some friendship, was inappropriate in these circumstances. The applicant was not
allowed to work out her notice, but rather was required to leave
immediately. It is not clear that the contract of employment
actually permitted that to occur. From the applicant’s point of
view, all this happened within a short space of time. However,
there were at least two distressing issues private to the parties
which occurred also during this time and I am not able to conclude that the manner of the dismissal was itself enough to
render the dismissal unfair.
I add that even if the dismissal had been unfair, it is not clear
that any significant compensation could possibly be awarded.
It is clear that the applicant has lost the income she would
otherwise have received had the dismissal not occurred. However, that was the risk she took in deciding to become an
employee pursuant to a contract of employment that not only
did not contain any fixed term, it contained a probationary
period which, according to its terms, may have meant that her
employment might not last longer than three months. In my
view the respondent is correct in its argument that an assessment of compensation must take into account a probability of
whether or not the applicant’s employment would have continued past the probationary period in any event. In that context
there is considerable force in the submission that the respondent had been unhappy with the hours worked by the applicant
over the three months of her employment, whether it was justified or not in respect of that unhappiness, and I suspect that it
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would have been unlikely that the respondent would have confirmed the applicant in permanent employment. It is therefore
difficult to quantify any loss which the applicant incurred by
virtue of the loss of her employment.
For those reasons, the application will be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr S. Vickridge (of Counsel) on behalf of the
applicant.
Mr P. Arns (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ramona Sackett
and
Hiform Concrete Pty Ltd.
No. 360 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A. R. BEECH.
13 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr S. Vickridge (of Counsel) on behalf of the
applicant and Mr P. Arns (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Frank Scott
and
Consolidated Paper Industries (WA) Pty Ltd.
No. 637 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
19 January 1999.
Supplementary Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: On 2 December 1998 I issued my
reasons for decision in the above matter, to the effect that the
applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by
the respondent. As agreed by the parties, the question of relief
in view of that finding, was the subject of further submissions.
I now give my reasons in relation to that matter.
Principles
Pursuant to s 23A of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the
Act), the primary relief in this jurisdiction following a finding
by the Commission that an employee has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed, is reinstatement or
re-employment. In the event that reinstatement or re-employment is found by the Commission to be impracticable, the
Commission is then empowered to make an order of compensation in favour of the applicant, for loss or injury caused by
the unfair dismissal: s 23(1)(ba) Act.
In the context of s 23A of the Act, “impracticable”, does
not mean impossible, but requires a consideration by the Commission in all of the circumstances of the case, of the
practicability of a reinstatement order having regard to common sense. As was said by Wilcox C J in Nicolson v Heaven
and Earth Gallery Pty Ltd (1994) 126 ALR 233 at 244—
“The word “impracticable” requires and permits the court
to take into account all of the circumstances of the case,
relating to both the employer and employee, and to evaluate the practicability of a reinstatement order in a common
sense way. If a reinstatement order is likely to impose
unacceptable problems or embarrassments, or seriously
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affect productivity, or harmony within the employer’s
business, it may be “impracticable” to order reinstatement, notwithstanding that the job remains available.”
(See also Gilmore v Cecil Bros FDR Pty Ltd (1996) 76 WAIG
4434).
As I observed in my reasons for decision of 2 December
1998, the applicant does not seek reinstatement but recognises
the Commission’s discretion under s 23A of the Act in this
regard.
Reinstatement or Re-employment
Mr Heathcote, as agent for the respondent, submitted that
reinstatement of the applicant was impracticable. He said that
this was so because the applicant does not wish reinstatement;
that the respondent opposes reinstatement; that the applicant’s
former position has now been filled by another employee; and
that by reason of the applicant’s poor sales performance, there
is such a loss of confidence in the applicant by the respondent,
that the relationship would be unworkable. The respondent
submitted however, that re-employment in this case was an
option, as the respondent had left open a machine operating
position, in the event that the Commission was of the mind to
issue an order of re-employment. I observe however, that the
position left open by the respondent carries a remuneration
package approximately half of that enjoyed by the applicant
prior to his dismissal.
In my opinion, having regard to all of the circumstances of
this case, in particular the fact that the applicant does not wish
to return to the respondent’s employment, that re-instatement
would be impracticable. I should observe however, that as to
the respondent’s submission that the applicant’s former position has now been filled by another employee, that is not
necessarily a bar to reinstatement: Chenery v Klemzig Nursing Home (1988) SAIR 544. If that were to be the case, the
reinstatement power in s 23A(1)(b) of the Act would be rendered almost nugatory, simply by an employer engaging a new
employee, following the former employees’ dismissal.
Largely for the same reasons, I conclude that it would be
impracticable to order the re-employment of the applicant, in
all the circumstances of this case.
Compensation
I turn now to the issue of compensation. Pursuant to s
23A(1)(ba), the Commission is empowered to order an employer to pay compensation to a claimant for loss or injury
caused by a dismissal. The power to order compensation is
subject to the legislative cap in s 23A(4), to the extent that an
order of compensation cannot exceed six months remuneration of the claimant. It is to be noted that “remuneration” has
been interpreted widely, to include more than just wages or
salary: May v Lileyvale Hotel Pty Ltd (1995) 68 IR 112 at 116117; Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd (1998) 78
WAIG 299 at 301. Furthermore, the onus is on the applicant to
establish his or her loss and/or injury, on the balance of probabilities. That loss and/or injury, must also be causally
connected to the unfair dismissal. It is also the case that the
assessment of compensation is not an exact science.
As I observed in the decision of the Full Bench in Bogunovich
v Bayside Pty Ltd (unreported Full Bench 24 December 1998),
an unfairly dismissed employee has no automatic entitlement
to compensation for the loss of wages or salary from the date
of dismissal to the date of hearing of the application, although
this may be the ultimate outcome, depending upon findings
by the Commission as to a loss and/or injury, and the assessment of fair compensation. It may well be the case that a finding
is open that an unfairly dismissed employee could have been
dismissed fairly by the employer, some time after the date on
which the employee was in fact dismissed. Thus prospects of
an ongoing employment relationship is a relevant consideration in the ultimate assessment of compensation pursuant to s
23(1)(ba) of the Act.
Loss
In the present matter, I have already found that the manner
and process leading to the applicant’s dismissal, given the applicant’s circumstances, was a most important factor leading
to a finding of unfairness. I have also observed that given the
applicant’s performance against his sales budget over the last
18 months of his employment, there was arguably a case for
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the respondent to revisit the level of the applicant’s budget,
given that as I have found, those sales budgets were set without any direct input from the applicant nor were the applicant’s
concerns regarding the level of his budget, relative to local
market conditions, taken into account by the respondent. However, as I observed in my reasons for decision of 2 December
1998, it is not for the Commission to occupy the managerial
chair and to make those sorts of decisions on the employer’s
behalf. Ultimately, the employer is in the best position to assess the required degree of performance of the employee,
having regard to all the relevant circumstances.
In that respect, it was not in dispute that the applicant had
fallen far short of the budgeted sales performance set by the
respondent. Even allowing for the opportunity to review that
level of performance and the level of the budget in view of
factors identified by the applicant and referred to in my reasons for decision of 2 December 1998 and a corresponding
reduction in the level of the budget, I consider it unlikely that
the ultimate result would have been much different in any event.
I find accordingly. There is no doubt however, that the applicant was denied the proper opportunity to deal with these issues
and moreover, as I have already found, was given no express
warning that his employment was in jeopardy by reason of his
failure to achieve budgeted sales performance.
Allowing for some reasonable period of review which could
have taken place as to the level of the budget, and the applicant’s performance against it, and allowing further for the
applicant to have been clearly advised as at March 1998, that
his employment was in jeopardy, I do not consider it likely
that the applicant’s employment would have continued indefinitely beyond that which it did. In my opinion, I consider a
reasonable period for both the review and secondly, for the
applicant to have been properly counselled and warned as to
the consequences of his non performance, and to remedy the
situation, to be three months. I consider that the applicant’s
dismissal after such a period would not have been unfair in all
the circumstances of this case. I find accordingly.
On the basis of the agreed remuneration package of the applicant at $47,560 (including the private use of a motor vehicle),
the loss in terms of remuneration is approximately $10,950.
The applicant mitigated his loss as he was bound to. I have
already found that the applicant commenced some casual work
on or about 3 April 1998, and had earned a total of $14,471.36
between that date and 26 September 1998. There was no evidence before me as to whether that amount represented a regular
weekly amount in that period, however, for the purposes of
assessing compensation, I consider it reasonable to take an
average rate over that period, leading to a weekly amount of
approximately $580. Taking into account what the applicant
would have earned over the three month period in which I
consider the applicant could have been fairly dismissed in any
event, less the average weekly amount earnt over that same
period since the applicant’s dismissal, that leads to a loss of
remuneration of approximately $4,000.
Having regard in particular to the applicant’s age and in accordance with the equity and good conscience and substantial
merits of the matter, I consider that an award of compensation
for loss should in this case, recompense the applicant as far as
possible, for the loss the applicant has suffered.
Injury
Section 23A(1)(ba) contemplates that an assessment of compensation for an unfair dismissal may include a component
for injury sustained by an unfairly dismissed employee. However, caution must be exercised in this regard as it is the case
that there is a degree of distress in every dismissal: Burazin v
Blacktown City Guardian Pty Ltd (1996) 142 ALR 144 at 156.
It was clear and I have already found in my reasons of 2 December 1998, that the dismissal was very distressing for the
applicant. He was clearly very upset by it, in particular the
manner in which it was effected. His evidence was that this
had never occurred to him before. He was 62 years of age
when dismissed. He said he felt humiliated and depressed,
and as I have observed in my earlier reasons, I do not doubt
that he did.
I have already referred to the circumstances of the applicant’s age and his length of experience in the industry in this
regard, in my earlier reasons. Furthermore, I have also earlier
found that the respondent was aware of the fact that the
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dismissal of the applicant would be problematic for the applicant, no doubt in view of these same circumstances. This is
perhaps borne out by the fact that the applicant after his dismissal, was back performing work for another employer, of
the same nature as that done by him as a junior employee many
years ago. This no doubt added to the applicant’s humiliation.
Against this, I must balance the fact that at the dismissal
interview, the respondent did give the applicant the opportunity of retiring or resigning as an alternative to dismissal, for
the purposes of effectively “saving face” in the industry. However, I do not place great weight on this in the circumstances
as in any event, the respondent had made it’s mind up that the
applicant would leave the premises that day with a month’s
salary in lieu of notice. I consider the manner in which the
applicant’s dismissal was effected was quite callous. I consider that the applicant’s dismissal was not merely a minor set
back to him, in all the circumstances. An appropriate amount
of compensation for injury, having regard to these circumstances, would be an amount of $1,000.
Conclusion
In all the circumstances of this case I consider an appropriate and fair award of compensation to be the sum of $5,000
and I so order.
APPEARANCES: Mr M Keogh as agent appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr S Heathcote as agent appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Frank Scott
and
Consolidated Paper Industries (WA) Pty Ltd.
No. 637 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
19 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Keogh as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr S Heathcote as agent on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby —
1. DECLARES that the applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment
by the respondent on or about 27 March 1998;
2. DECLARES that reinstatement or re-employment of
the applicant is impracticable;
3. ORDERS the respondent to pay to the applicant
within 21 days of the date of this order the sum of
$5,000.00 less any amount payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax
Assessment Act 1936 and actually paid.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner .
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Daryl Robert Richardson
and
Legion Pty Ltd & Jones Partners
t/a Alu Glass.
No. 1695 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
21 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings, taken from the transcript as edited by the
Commission)
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to s
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act’) by
which Daryl Robert Richardson (“the applicant”) alleges that
he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by Legion Pty Ltd and Jones Partners trading as Alu Glass (“the
respondent”) on or about 17 August 1998. The respondent was
represented by counsel, Mr MacKenzie. There was no appearance by the applicant.
There being no appearance by the applicant, and being satisfied that the applicant had due notice of these proceedings,
pursuant to section 27(1) of the Industrial Relations Act, I exercised my discretion to proceed to hear and determine the
matter in the absence of the applicant.
Counsel for the respondent made an application to the Commission that the application be dismissed for want of
prosecution. In relation to the application to dismiss, as noted
above, I am satisfied from the record of the Commission that
the applicant, who resides at 8 Great Eastern Highway,
Kalgoorlie, was duly notified of these proceedings.
I am also satisfied that the applicant has not advised the
Commission that he is not prepared to proceed today or for
other good reason this application should not be heard.
On the basis that the applicant has failed to appear in these
proceedings, I consider it appropriate that the application be
and is hereby dismissed for want of prosecution, and I so order.
APPEARANCES: No appearance for the applicant.
Mr B MacKenzie of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Daryl Robert Richardson
and
Legion Pty Ltd & Jones Partners
t/a Alu Glass.
No. 1695 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
21 January 1999.
Order.
THERE being no appearance on behalf of the applicant and
having heard Mr B MacKenzie of counsel on behalf of the
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of prosecution.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Elizabeth Anne Ward
and
Microfusion Pty Ltd.
No. 1535 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
1 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS by a letter dated the 1st day of September 1998,
the Applicant sought to amend the application by deleting the
claim of unfair dismissal on the basis that such claim was filed
out of time, and sought to delete claims for 17 ½ % leave
loading and 2 rostered days off; and
WHEREAS on the 2nd day of November 1998 and the 18th
day of January 1999 the Commission convened conferences
for the purpose of conciliating between the parties, however,
agreement was not reached; and
WHEREAS the application was set down for hearing and
determination on the 27th day of January 1999; and
WHEREAS on the 22nd day of January 1999 the parties advised the Commission that they had reached agreement that
the following order issue in respect of the application; and
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
and by consent, hereby orders that—
1. The Respondent shall pay the Applicant the sum of
$3,531.11 less taxation, if any, on the 1st day of February 1999;
2. The Respondent shall pay the Applicant the sum of
$1,765.67 less taxation, if any, on the 31st day of
March 1999;
3. The parties have liberty to apply to the Commission
in relation to the application; and
4. The application be adjourned sine die.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Angela Wilkinson
and
Beechies Tavern.
No. 1010 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
6 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: Ms Wilkinson was employed as
a bar person at the respondent’s tavern. It was her understanding that the position was “permanent, part-time” and that she
would work at least 10 hours per week. However, after working only three shifts behind the bar the applicant was told that
she was not needed for a subsequent rostered shift. When she
telephoned the next week Ms Wilkinson was told that things
were quiet and that she had been dropped back to a casual
position. No further offers of work were forthcoming. When
Ms Wilkinson contacted the licensee she was told that that
there were plenty of other staff and that she would not be offered any more work at the tavern.
Ms Wilkinson’s claims that she was unfairly dismissed from
the position from which she understood she was to work for a
minimum of 10 hours per week.
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In the short time of her employment the applicant submits
she was well presented, punctual and hard working. No short
comings had been brought to her attention. It was the applicant’s belief that given the circumstances of her dismissal
re-employment would be impracticable.
The respondent does not dispute Ms Wilkinson’s application to the position of bar person. It is acknowledged that to
her credit she attended the tavern in her own time before taking up the position to learn the bar routine and the TAB
operation. However it was considered by the respondent that
Ms Wilkinson’s work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable. For these reasons her services were terminated.
The respondent expects bar staff to smile and contribute to a
relaxed ambience by projecting a pleasant disposition. In the
licensee’s view Ms Wilkinson did not measure up in this regard.
It is noted that the applicant was not appointed to the position for a probationary period. She admits that she was still
learning the bar routine, but given a short time, her speed would
have improved. Ms Wilkinson was never told that her demeanour was unacceptable. If she did not project a relaxed
disposition at the time it was probably because she was concentrating on learning the job and ensuring that customers were
served without delay.
The removal from the permanent part time work and placement as a casual employee amounted to a termination of
employment. It was done without discussing the perceived
shortcomings with the applicant. Indeed the reason proferred
to her when she was not given any work was that business was
quiet. This was an excuse and was not the reason for terminating her services. No one took the trouble to mention to her that
she needed to relax a bit and exchange pleasantries with the
customers. I have no doubt that the applicant was trying to
please and that she saw her priority as ensuring that customer
were served quickly. Given a little more time and a few words
of encouragement and guidance her disposition may have been
more to the licensee’s liking. In the circumstances of the dismissal it could hardly be said that the applicant was given a
fair go. The prospect of re-establishing the employment relationship was explored. However I am satisfied that that would
be impracticable.
The applicant’s loss was quantified by reference to an opportunity for other employment foregone when Ms Wilkinson
took the position as bar person at the respondent’s tavern. Furthermore it was two weeks before she was told that she would
not be getting any more work. During that time she held the
expectation of being called in. The fact that she would not be
employed by the respondent again only came to her attention
when she telephoned the licensee. In all I access the loss as
being equivalent to three weeks income. This accommodates
the period during which the applicant was unaware that her
employment had been terminated and an additional week for
the loss of what would have been a reasonable period of notice in the circumstances. On the basis of this and having regard
to the level of income of $163.00 per week the applicant could
have expected from employment as a part time bar person under
the terms of the contract of employment the amount of compensation is determined at $490.00. The Minutes of an Order
giving effect to this now issues.
Appearances: Applicant appeared in person.
Mr I Jones on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Angela Wilkinson
and
Beechies Tavern.
No. 1010 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
13 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms Angela Wilkinson on her own behalf and
Mr I Jones on behalf of the respondent;
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NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
That having determined that the dismissal was unfair
and that re-employment is impracticable, that the respondent pay to the applicant the sum of $490 as compensation.
This amount is to be paid within 28 days of the date of the
order.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Terry Williamson
and
Kresta Blinds Limited.
No. 1524 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P. E. SCOTT.
19 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Extempore
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to
section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 in which the
Applicant claims that he was unfairly dismissed from his employment with the Respondent and he claims payment for
certain non-award contractual entitlements. On the other hand
the Respondent says that the Applicant was not an employee
at the time the relationship came to an end and that because
there was no relationship of employer and employee the Commission lacks jurisdiction to deal with this matter.
It is not in dispute that the Applicant was an employee of the
Respondent until Friday the 12th September 1997 and he worked
as a fitter in the Respondent’s commercial division. On Friday
the 12th September 1997, he was made redundant and he was
paid out all his entitlements. At that time the Respondent offered him what the Respondent says was a contractual
arrangement as a sub-contractor.
The Applicant says that he had no option but to accept the
offer made to him to become a sub-contractor, although he
says that from mid-September 1997 the change was in the label applied to him, not in the substance of the relationship
between him and the Respondent.
The Commission has heard evidence from the Applicant as
to the circumstances of his employment and the particular arrangements between himself and the Respondent until
mid-September 1997 and those which occurred after that time.
He says that there was no change in the way he was allocated
work or the control that the Respondent exercised over him
and that, apart from some particular aspects of the relationship, there was not a change in the substance of the relationship.
He also draws a distinction between himself in the commercial division in the terms of the way in which work was
allocated to him and arrangements made for him to attend clients to undertake his work, and the arrangements which were
made by those persons who were said to be sub-contractors
employed in what is called the “domestic” division of the Respondent’s business.
On the other hand, the Commission has heard evidence form
Hillary Board, the Respondent’s branch administration manager, as to what she says occurred within in the Respondent’s
business and the change in the Applicant’s status. The Commission has also heard evidence from Anthony John Albert
Hinkley who is said to also be a sub-contractor for the Respondent.
I note that the Applicant has said that he had no option but to
accept the offer made to him to become what is said to be a
sub-contractor, but he says, in reality, he did not become a
sub-contractor.
I note the authorities and the tests to be applied to the status
of a person said to be an employee versus a sub-contractor, in
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particular the decisions, in Stevens v. Brodribb Sawmilling Co
Pty Ltd (1985-86) 160 CLR 16 and The Western Australian
Builders Labourers Painters and Plasters Union of Workers
v. R B Exclusive Pools Pty Ltd t/a Florida Exclusive Pools
(1997) 77 WAIG 7, and I am aware of the other decisions referred to in particular by the Respondent.
There are a number of tests to be applied. I note that the
circumstances of persons said to be sub-contractors are not
always the same, and that some of those tests apply in some
cases to a greater or lesser degree than they might in others.
The control test is certainly an important test but, it is not the
overriding or the only test. As to the control test, I am satisfied
that although the Applicant chose to continue to turn up to
work at a given time he was not required to so turn up. He may
have believed that he was but there was no indication that he
as required to turn up at that time. He was not directed as to
the order of work he was to perform each day. He says in his
evidence that the clerk involved allocated work to him and
times that he was to attend. Exhibit 4 indicates that there were
general directions given as to when clients expected jobs to be
performed and in some cases specific times were required. I
note, for example, that on the Fitters’ Daily Invoice from the
29th of April 1998, the first job is specified at 8.30am but no
other jobs are specified as to their time to be performed. On
the next form being for the 30th of April 1998, there is one
direction as to after 10, which I take to be after 10.00am. On
that same form, regarding St Catherine’s College, room 27,
the note simply says that it is to be “PM” and to talk to a
particular person before fitting. Another is for “delivery only”
and to call the supervisor to arrange delivery. The form for the
1st of May 1998 contains no particular times and in one case,
being Mammoth Invest, there is a notation that a certain person would call him to arrange a time. There is no other time
specified for that sheet. The matters which I have noted for
the first 3 forms are typical of the remainder, although there
are some general indications of times specified such as after a
particular time or in the morning or in the afternoon. Accordingly, I conclude that it was up to the applicant to determine
his own schedule.
I accept that the way in which he actually performed his
work was probably no different after the 12th of September
1997 than it had been before but one would expect that a person, once skilled in this work, would not require direct
supervision. The questions is whether the employer had, or
reserved, the right to direct him as to how he would perform
work, and there was no evidence of the Respondent reserving
such a right.
There was a clear difference between the way in which Mr
Hinkley expressed himself and the way in which the Applicant expressed himself as to their respective understandings
of the positions they held. I take that to be because Mr Hinkley
had been a sub-contractor for many years, he knew and understood and made the most of his rights and obligations as a
sub-contractor whereas the Applicant, who was not used to
being the sub-contractor, did not make the most of the freedom and privileges that he might have exercised.
I am not satisfied that the Applicant was precluded from
taking on other employees should he have so chosen. On the
contrary, it would appear that this was a matter which was
open to him.
As to whether or not he could work for anyone else, it would
appear that his belief that he could not undertake other work
came from a reporting to him, and perhaps a misunderstanding by him, of a conversation between Mr Hinkley and the
Respondent’s representative where Mr Hinkley was advised
of a conflict of interest in his performing work for a particular
business and is not to be seen to be a blanket discouragement
for sub-contractors to perform work for any other business.
The Applicant’s belief that he could not perform work for anyone else did not come from any instruction from the Respondent
but appears to have come from his misunderstanding of the
situation between Mr Hinkley and the Respondent regarding a
particular business.
There were a number of clear changes in the arrangement
between the parties after the 12th of September 1997. The Applicant purchased a vehicle which he used and which he was
then responsible for maintaining and providing with fuel. The
Applicant supplied his own tools. He entered into the
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Prescribed Payments Scheme for taxation which, while it is
from my own knowledge, a system which can from time to
time be abused by persons who wish to claim the benefit but
not be genuinely involved in the appropriate arrangements, is
a system appropriate to persons engaged as sub-contractors,
not as employees.
I am satisfied that in entering into the Prescribed Payments
Scheme for taxation the Applicant did so knowing that he was
incurring the expenses of conducting his own business and
because of the lower taxation rate which goes with the arrangement.
The Applicant was conducting a business for himself. He
bore the costs of his vehicle, fuel, and tools; he was responsible for making good any faulty work on his part at his own
expense; and his method of payment changed from being a
wages employee to one who was paid a percentage of the cost
of the job. On its own, the method of payment or the payment
arrangements may not necessarily be indicative of the relationship between the parties. It is true that there are persons
who are employees who are paid on a piece rate basis. However, this linked with other matters associated with the change
in the Applicant’s relationship with the Respondent, satisfies
me that the change in the payment method was a genuine indicator of a subcontract arrangement. The method of payment
together with the incurring of costs by him and his responsibility for making good any faulty work on his part at his own
expense, albeit that this was a potential rather than a reality,
that the Applicant stood to make either a profit or a loss from
operating the business in which he was engaged.
It is true, too that the Applicant was provided with sufficient
work to enable him to devote his working time, from Monday
to Friday, to performing work for the Respondent, but as a
sub-contractor, he was not obliged to continue with such and
arrangement, and, as with Hinkley, he was free to take on other
work.
In all of these circumstances, I am satisfied that it has been
demonstrated that the Applicant was not an employee of the
Respondent from Friday the 12th of September 1997 and that
the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/
employee. Accordingly, the Commission is without jurisdiction to deal with his claim and there will be an order of
dismissal.
Appearances—
Ms A Drew-Forster (of counsel) for the Applicant.
Ms R Bath for the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Terry Williamson
and
Kresta Blinds Limited.
No. 1524 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
19 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms A Drew-Forster, of Counsel, on behalf of
the Applicant and Mr R Bath on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed for
want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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SECTION 29 (b)—Notation of—
APPLICANT

RESPONDENT

NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

Ayles SL
Bailey S
Baker GJ
Barrett GL

5 Star Meat Supply Co
FAL Security
Instant Windscreens West Australia
Windsor Bartholomew Insurance
Brokers
Eagle Mining Corporation NL
Kwinana Golf Club
M & J Metals
Commissioner of Police
King Kong Sales
Kevron Aerial Surveys Pty Ltd
Metroof Bunbury
Travel Best Inc (Aust) Pty Ltd
Davies Transport
Shenton Enterprises Pty Ltd
Cossack Pearls Proprietary Limited
Cameraland Camera House
Boral Shotcrete
Westphalia Pty Ltd
Crevet Pipelines Pty Ltd
Hampton Transport Services Pty Ltd
M & J Metals
Peter Angeleski c/- TBS
Man & Woman
Evans Deakin Engineering Pty Ltd
Del Sud Australia Pty Ltd
Palmerville Pty Ltd (Queens
Motor Hotel)
Palmerville Pty Ltd (Queens
Motor Hotel)
Astrik Pty Ltd
Hospitality Inns Pty Ltd
Plantation Furniture
Communication, Electrical,
Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing & Allied Workers
Union
BGC Contracting Pty Ltd T/A
BGC Transport
David Denver of In Touch Enterprises
Acme Group Pty Ltd
Ivoclar Pty Ltd
David Reynolds-Freo Car Wash
Milib Pty Ltd T/A Spectrum
Tint-A-Car Morley
Anne Leonie Dyer & Others
Stirling Stainless Steel Pty Ltd
Universal Press Pty Ltd
Tradebart Pty Ltd
Columbia Press Pty Ltd T/A
X Press Magazine
Alu Glass
BR Parker and SB Parker I+F
Parker Family Trust t/a Car Spot
Sea Chrome Marine Pty Ltd
Shire of Gnowangerup
Gary Raymond Johnson
Boral Shotcrete Boral Resources
Qld Pty Ltd
Rosendorff Diamond Jewellers
Pty Ltd

1926/1998
2059/1998
1489/1998

Scott C.
Scott C.
Scott C.

Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed

1716/1998
2077/1997
1689/1998
1901/1998
2368/1997
1745/1998
849/1998
1936/1998
507/1998
2104/1998
1861/1998
2063/1998
1981/1998
629/1998
2085/1998
2/1999
898/1998
1887/1998

Beech C.
Scott C.
Coleman CC
Beech C.
Gregor C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Gregor C.
Beech C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Kenner C.
Kenner C.
Cawley C.
Fielding SC
Scott C.
Beech C.
Beech C.

Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued

1772/1998
1803/1998
1859/1998

Kenner C.
Beech C.
Scott C.

Dismissed
Discontinued
Withdrawn

1325/1998

Parks C.

Dismissed

1326/1998
1547/1998
2080/1998
848/1998

Parks C.
Parks C.
Parks C.
Beech C.

Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued

1189/1998

Kenner C.

Discontinued

1807/1998
1342/1998
1541/1998
2030/1998
2007/1998

Scott C.
Parks C.
Beech C.
Beech C.
Scott C.

Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed

1916/1998
548/1998
2110/1998
1137/1998
2139/1998

Kenner C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Kenner C.

Discontinued
Discontinued
Withdrawn
Discontinued
Discontinued

900/1998
1586/1998

Beech C.
Kenner C.

Discontinued
Dismissed

1811/1998
465/1998
1242/1998
1990/1998

Gregor C.
Scott C.
Parks C.
Parks C.

Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed

663/1998

Parks C.

Discontinued

1317/1998

Scott C.

Dismissed

Bass CB
Bell CL
Benfield M
Benning EL
Black K
Blakers BE
Blatchford S
Brazil JL
Burton L
Butler DM
Case KA
Chan PCL
Cleeland J
Clowser T
Cook CE
Coombs JR
Cornish S
Crews CR
Dalton RJ
Davies A
Davies JA
Davies LM
Dawson GK
Deliu JR
Dore J
Drake M

Dugmore CD
Edwards E
Enever HA
Findlay TP
Floyd G
Giles J
Grimshaw CJ
Herbert RK
Heyden F
Hodgkins T
Howlett SA
Ilfoud DT
Italiano J
Jenkins R
Johnson NC
Johnson NW
Jonsson J
Karta S
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APPLICANT

RESPONDENT

NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

King P
Leech G
Macaskill E
Maiden AW

Normandy Mining Services Pty Ltd
Resource Information Unit Pty Ltd
Benara Nurseries
Anne Leonie Dyer & Others

1774/1998
1564/1998
1743/1998
547/1998

Beech C.
Beech C.
Kenner C.
Beech C.

Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued

Mariotto P
McFarland TL

Dorigo Pty Ltd
Bromar Nominees Pty Ltd ATF the
Altona Unit Trust T/A Altona
Plumbing
Ebor Investments Pty Ltd
Fibre Concrete Industries
Children’s Garden Child Care
The Vineyard People
Mawarnkarra Health Service
Aboriginal Corporation
Zenith Music Pty Ltd
(ZMS Pty Ltd) 009 088 519
Countrywide Home Loans
Limited Trading as Countrywide
Credit A Subsidiary of McLernon
Group Limited
Barrett Commercial Flooring Pty Ltd
Roofmart WA Pty Ltd
JR and EJ Giles Stud Breeders
Dene Sorbello t/a Koala’s View
Restaurant
Yilgarn Star Pty Ltd (Sons
of Gwalia Pty Ltd)
Power West
Dr Anthony A Pole
Burgtec Australasia Pty Ltd
Denise Perrin
Eagle Mining Corporation NL
Skyte Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Top Job
Window Cleaning
Dalefield Holdings T/A Flexguard
Security
G T Glass Pty Ltd
Action Industrial Catering
Rember Pty Ltd T/A Trax Music
Mechatronics Pty Ltd
Waratah Child Care Centre
The Board of Management,
Royal Perth Hospital
Mark Douglas C/- Cash
Converters Midland
Coles Supermarkets Australia Pty Ltd
Chicken Treat
Drillcorp Western Deephole
Protector Safety Pty Ltd & Other
Clinton Wheatley Balladong
Eneabba 5th
Hunter Holdings Pty Ltd
EPT Sales—James & Geraldine
Anderson
Hungry Jacks
Spinwest Holdings Pty Ltd t/a
G A Zimbulis & Sons
Drilling and Grouting Services
Pty Ltd

2217/1998

Scott C.

Withdrawn

1742/1998
1744/1998
1809/1998
83/1998
1380/1998

Scott C.
Kenner C.
Scott C.
Kenner C.
Beech C.

Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued

950/1998

Coleman CC

Dismissed

2028/1998

Kenner C.

Discontinued

1752/1998
1937/1998
1222/1998
1977/1998

Scott C.
Kenner C.
Beech C.
Beech C.

Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued

1202/1998

Beech C.

Dismissed

886/1998
1837/1998
1913/1998
1829/1998
1833/1998
2076/1997

Cawley C.
Kenner C.
Cawley C.
Gregor C.
Scott C.
Scott C.

Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed

1703/1998

Kenner C.

Discontinued

1972/1998
642/1998
2093/1998
1323/1998
1687/1998
2073/1998

Kenner C.
Cawley C.
Beech C.
Beech C.
Gregor C.
Beech C.

Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued

554/1998

Scott C.

Dismissed

1873/1998
1909/1998
2031/1998
1205/1998
942/1998

Scott C.
Parks C.
Parks C.
Kenner C.
Gregor C.

Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued

1781/1998
1878/1998

Scott C.
Kenner C.

Dismissed
Discontinued

1591/1998
2041/1998

Scott C.
Scott C.

Withdrawn
Dismissed

1737/1998

Gregor C.

Discontinued

873/1998

Scott C.

Dismissed

McGregor AN
Minchin M
Mora A
Morrison D
Mossop J
Mowbray SC
Murphy MA

Neville NK
Nijp HA
Nita JA
Noonan ME
O’Loughlin SE
Pallis C
Petricevic NM
Phan BC
Pinkard SC
Poli A
Rayner B
Robson WA
Ross JL
Shynn WJ
Smethurst M
Smith WG
Sulman DE
Taylor N
Velzen PAV
Vinci PM
Visser K
Vloedmans GR
Warner M
Welch C.
White RL
Williams A
Wilks R
Womersley JB
Wordsworth SB
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CONFERENCES—
Matters referred—
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WHEREAS the matter was set down for hearing and determination on the 17th day of December 1998; and

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality And Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Quirk Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd.
No. CR 260 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
25 January 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 44 of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 referred to hearing a determination on 18th day of November 1998; and

WHEREAS during the course of the hearing the parties
reached agreement, in principle, in respect of the matter;
WHEREAS by a facsimile dated the 20th day of January
1999 to the Commission, the Applicant’s representative advised that the matter had been resolved and sought to
discontinue the application;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
Commissioner.

[L.S.]

CONFERENCES—Notation of—
PARTIES
Australian Workers
Union
Australian Workers
Union
Australian Workers
Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union

Argyle Diamond
Mines Pty Ltd
Beltreco Limited
BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd
Dynamic Turbocharger
Services (WA) Pty Ltd

NUMBER
COMMISSIONER
Fielding SC
C376 of 1998
Fielding SC
C287 of 1998
Fielding SC
C374 of 1998
Kenner C
C302 of 1998

DATE
22/1/99

MATTER

RESULT

29/1/99

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal
Alleged Unfair
Dismissal
Horticultural Section

Discontinued

29/10/98

Redundancy Dispute

Discontinued

Terminations

Discontinued

4/12/98

Gearhart United Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C211 of 1998

10/7/98

Henry Walker
Contracting Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C316 of 1998

—

Hine Motors Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C344 of 1998

18/12/98

Kewdale Engineering
& Construction

Kenner C
C307 of 1998

16/11/98

Machining Assembly
Sheetmetal Services

Kenner C
C308 of 1998

—

Skilled Engineering
Limited

Kenner C
C256 of 1998

8/10/98

Otto’s Smash Repairs

Beech C C8 of 1999

Parkside Towbars

Kenner C
C339 of 1998

20/11/98

Technical Coatings WA

Kenner C
C327 of 1998

—

—

Referred
Discontinued

Alleged Unfair Dismissal Discontinued

Alleged underpayment
in accordance with the
Metal Trades (General)
Award
Redundancy Payment

Discontinued

Discontinued

Alleged Contractual
Entitlements

Discontinued

Outstanding Wages

Discontinued

Removal of Contractual
Entitlements

Concluded

Industrial Dispute

Discontinued

Award Pay Rates

Discontinued
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Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Civil Service Association
Inc
Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union
Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union
Municipal,
Administrative,
Clerical and Services
Union
Nursing Federation,
Industrial Union

DATE
COMMISSIONER

MATTER

The Wrought Iron
Factory

Kenner C
C289 of 1998

24/11/98

United Construction

Kenner C
C26 of 1999

2/2/99

Arrow Park Homes

Kenner C
C266 of 1998

25/9/98

Fini Group of Companies Kenner C
C268 of 1998

—

609

RESULT
Wage Dispute

Discontinued

Industrial Action at
BP Kwinana

Discontinued

Lack of Progress
with EBA

Discontinued

Time and Wage Records

Discontinued

Back Pay

Discontinued

Labour Ready Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C225 of 1998

27/7/98

Lincoln Construction
Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C265 of 1998

—

Proper Site Amenities

Discontinued

Phoenix Corrosion
Control

Kenner C
C288 of 1998

—

Non Adherence to
Site Agreements

Discontinued

Premier Glass and
Mirrors

Kenner C
C326 of 1998

4/12/98

Demotion

Discontinued

Walshs Glass &
Glazing Services

Kenner C
C305 of 1998

30/10/98

Lack of Training
for Apprentices

Discontinued

Fire and Emergency
Services Authority of
WA
Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd

Beech C
PSAC95/98

Enterprise Agreement

Concluded

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Discontinued

Sin-Aus-Vale Pty Ltd
t/a Red Castle Motel

Parks C.
C17 of 1999

3/2/99

Access to Leave

Concluded

The West Australian
Locomotive Engine
Drivers’ , Firemen’s and
Cleaners’ Union of
Workers
Argyle Diamond Mines
Pty Ltd

Beech C
C274 of 1998

22/9/98

—

Concluded

Fielding SC
C363 of 1998

18/12/98

Termination

Discontinued

19/1/99

Fielding SC
C369 of 1998

CORRECTIONS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Anderson Industries and Others
No. 2005A of 1997.
Plaster, Plasterglass and Cement Workers’ Award No. A 29
of 1989.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
27 January 1999.
Correcting Order.
WHEREAS on the 12th day of January 1999 an order in this
matter was deposited in the office of the Registrar; and

—

WHEREAS the schedule attached to the said order contained
an error;
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission hereby
orders—
THAT the schedule to the said order be corrected to so
that the letter “(e)” be replaced by “(d)” —
[L.S.]

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
John Richard Deliu
and
Hospitality Inns Pty Ltd.
No. 2080 of 1998.
18 January 1999.
Corrected Order.
WHEREAS on 23 November 1998 the application cited herein
was filed in the Commission pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) alleging unfair dismissal
and outstanding contractual benefits; and
WHEREAS on 7 January 1999 a conference was held pursuant to section 32 of the Act;
AND WHEREAS at the aforementioned conference the parties settled the dispute between them on terms agreed to be in
full and final settlement of matters arising out of, or likely to
arise out of, the employment relationship which had applied
to the parties throughout the period from 3 August 1998 until
31 October 1998, both dates inclusive;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the power
conferred on it under the Act, and by consent hereby orders—
THAT Hospitality Inns Pty Ltd shall pay to John Richard Deliu the sum of $2,596.00, less the appropriate
deduction on account of income taxation within seven
days from the date of this order;
THAT upon compliance with the foregoing order by
Hospitality Inns Pty Ltd, application No. 2080 of 1998
be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mark Tasman Young
and
Gas Drive Systems Pty Ltd (Enerflex).
No. 419 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
4 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS a conference was set down for 3 February 1999
to determine an application for production of documents made
by the applicant; and
WHEREAS on 2 February 1999 the parties advised the Commission that they had reached agreement that the following
order issue in respect of the application; and
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
and by consent, hereby orders that—
1. The Respondent is to provide a list of discoverable
documents and each of the particulars sought by the
Applicant in the schedule attached to the Notice of
Application lodged in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission on 18 December 1998
by 5:00 pm on Friday 5 February 1999.
2. The Respondent is to provide inspection of documents to the Applicant and his representative by 5:00
pm on Friday 12 February 1999.
3. The Applicant and his representative agree that the
information and documents provided will only be
utilised for the purposes of preparation for the hearing which is scheduled for Friday 19 February 1999.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS
AND ORDERS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Italsteel & Others.
No. 365 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
2 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant applied to the Commission for a
conference pursuant to s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 in relation to a claim for a site allowance;
WHEREAS the Commission convened a conference between
the parties to the application on 1 February 1999 at which it
was agreed between the applicant and the representative of
the respondent Italsteel, that Italsteel is not an employer of
labour for the purposes of the proceedings and accordingly
should be struck out from the proceedings;
NOW THEREFORE by consent the Commission pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT Italsteel be and is hereby struck out as a party to
the herein application.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
John Alan Davies
and
Palmerville Pty Ltd (Queens Motor Hotel)
No. 1325 of 1998.
25 January 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 15 July 1998 the application cited herein was
filed in the Commission pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) alleging unfair dismissal
and outstanding contractual benefits; and
WHEREAS on 22 January 1999 a conference related to the
aforecited application was held in conjunction with a conference related to application 1326 of 1998, both pursuant to
section 32 of the Act;
AND WHEREAS at the aforementioned conferences the
parties agreed that applications 1325 of 1998 and 1326 of 1998
be joined;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the power
conferred on it under the Act, and by consent hereby orders—
THAT application 1325 of 1998 be joined with application 1326 of 1998.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Linda M Davies
and
Palmerville Pty Ltd (Queens Motor Hotel)
No. 1326 of 1998.
25 January 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 15 July 1998 the application cited herein was
filed in the Commission pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) alleging unfair dismissal
and outstanding contractual benefits; and
WHEREAS on 22 January 1999 related to the aforecited
application was held in conjunction with a conference related
to application 1325 of 1998, both pursuant to section 32 of the
Act;
AND WHEREAS at the aforementioned conferences the
parties agreed that applications 1325 of 1998 and 1326 of 1998
be joined;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the power
conferred on it under the Act, and by consent hereby orders—
THAT application 1325 of 1998 be joined with application 1326 of 1998.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
Anodisers WA and Others.
No. 1361 of 1998.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
3 February 1999.
Order.
THIS matter was called on the Commission’s Own Motion
for Mention on 3 February 1999 pursuant to Regulation 76,
sub-regulation (3) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
AND WHEREAS notification of these proceedings were sent
to the parties in accordance with the Regulations of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
AND WHEREAS this matter was listed for 9.30am and the
Commission sat until 10.00am, at the time of the hearing there
was no appearance by either party;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT this matter is dismissed pursuant to Section
27(1)(a) of the Act for want of prosecution.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Robert Allan Knowles
and
Dale Alcock Homes Pty Ltd.
No. 1959 of 1998.
5 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 2 November 1998 the application cited herein
was filed in the Commission pursuant to section 29 of the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) alleging unfair
dismissal and outstanding contractual benefits; and
WHEREAS on 28 January 1999 a conference was held
pursuant to section 32 of the Act;
AND WHEREAS at the aforementioned conference the
Commission having heard Mr G. Wells, of Counsel on behalf
of the applicant and Mr I. Mossenson, of Counsel on behalf of
the respondent the Commission granted leave to amend the
application and made other oral interlocutory orders;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the power
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and
by consent hereby orders—
THAT the claim for contractual benefits be and is hereby
discontinued; and
THAT the respondent lodge in the Commission and
provide to the applicant within 14 days of the date of this
Order an Answer to the applicant’s Particulars of Claim
lodged in the Commission on 23 December 1998; and
THAT the applicant file and serve upon the respondent
a list of all discoverable documents relevant to the issues
herein in their custody, power or possession; and
THAT the respondent file and serve upon the applicant
a list of all discoverable documents relevant to the issues
herein in their custody, power or possession; and
THAT there be mutual inspection of all documents so
discovered within 42 days of the date of this Order; and
THAT the applicant provide to the respondent by Affidavit the evidence of each and every witness for the
applicant no later than 14 days prior to the date of the
hearing; and
THAT the respondent provide to the applicant by Affidavit the evidence of each and every witness for the
respondent no later than 7 days prior to the date of the
hearing; and
THAT the parties do give notice in writing to each other,
no later than 48 hours prior to the date and time of the
hearing of the matter advising the names of any deponents
of any such Affidavit filed herein whom the applicant or
respondent wish to cross-examine.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Bradley James Holland
and
Theiss Contractors Pty Ltd.
No. 2147 of 1998.
13 January 1999.
Interim Order.
WHEREAS it appears that the subject matter of these proceedings is also the subject of proceedings before the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission;
AND WHEREAS it appears that the work of the applicant
was governed by a certified agreement of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission;
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NOW THEREFORE having heard Ms A.J. Drew-Forster
on behalf of the Applicant and Mr C. Mitsopoulos on behalf
of the Respondent in conference, pursuant to section 32, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent, hereby orders—
THAT these proceedings be stayed until the proceedings between the same parties before the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission numbered U60284 of
1998 are resolved or withdrawn.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

NOTICES—
Appointments—
APPOINTMENT
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, acting pursuant to
the provisions of section 80D(1) of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby appoint, subject to the provisions of that
Act, Commissioner J.F. Gregor to be the Public Service Arbitrator for a period of two years from 29th January, 1999.
Dated the 29th day of January, 1999.
W. S. COLEMAN,
Chief Commissioner.
APPOINTMENT
ADDITIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, acting pursuant to
the provisions of section 80D of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, hereby appoint, subject to the provisions of that Act,
Commissioner P. E. Scott to be an additional Public Service
Arbitrator for a period of one year from the 29th day of January, 1999.
Dated the 29th day of January 1999.
W. S. COLEMAN,
Chief Commissioner.

NOTICES—
Cancellation of Awards/
Agreements/Respondents—
Under Section 47—
NOTICE
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
COMMISSION
TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, intends by order,
to cancel out the following award, namely the
Crothall Hospital Services (W.A.) Pty Ltd Award No. A3
of 1987
on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed
under the provisions of that award.
Any person who has sufficient interest in the matter may,
within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice
object to the Commission making such order.
Please quote File No. 686 of 1977, Part 166 on all correspondence.
Dated 9 February 1999.
J. SPURLING,
Registrar.
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NOTICE
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
COMMISSION
TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, intends by order,
to cancel out the following award, namely the
Tea Attendants and Canteen Workers’ (S.E.C.) Award,
1975 No. 27 of 1974
on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed
under the provisions of that award.
Any person who has sufficient interest in the matter may,
within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice
object to the Commission making such order.
Please quote File No. 686 of 1977, Part 131 on all correspondence.
Dated 9 February 1999.
J. SPURLING,
Registrar.

RECLASSIFICATION
APPEALS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Linda Jane Brambilla
and
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital.
No. PSA 31 of 1994.
25 January 1999.
Order.
THERE being no appearance on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr R.E. Gabelish on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of prosecution.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner/
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Helen Birds
and
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital.
No. PSA 32 of 1994.
25 January 1999.
Order.
THERE being no appearance on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr R.E. Gabelish on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of prosecution.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner/
Public Service Arbitrator.
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RAILWAYS CLASSIFICATION
BOARD—
Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
West Australian Railway Officers’ Union
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. RCBCR1 of 1998.
RAILWAYS CLASSIFICATION BOARD
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH
MR P. BOTHWELL
MR R. EASTHOPE.
22 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
This is the unanimous decision of the Board. The matter
referred for hearing and determination before the Railways
Classification Board (the Board) is as follows—
The West Australian Railways Officers’ Union (“the Union”) says that the Western Australian Government
Railways Commission (“Westrail”) has unilaterally withdrawn existing interstate travel arrangements for
employees, members of the Union. The Union says that
such withdrawal represents a diminution of the existing
rights, remuneration, entitlements or privileges of the
employees and is contrary to the Wage Fixation Principles.
The Union seeks an order that Westrail continue to provide interstate travel pass entitlements.
The Respondent says that the application before the Commission was not validly made on the basis of the Union’s
decision making body not being properly constituted. In
addition Westrail says that it had good reason for withdrawing the interstate travel arrangements for employees
concerned and has made an offer to provide financial compensation as part of an enterprise agreement with the
Union, but this offer has been rejected. Westrail says that
no order, as sought, ought be made.
Preliminary point
The respondent argued a preliminary point before the Board
that the application is not validly made because the union’s
decision making body is not properly constituted. The Board
heard the submission and the response of the union and unanimously held that the preliminary point was not made out. What
follows are the reasons for decision in that matter.
The original application to the Board was made on 5 June
1998. It is in proper form. It carries the signature of Norman
Pearson and carries the seal of the union. On the information
before the Board, Norman Pearson was elected as General
President of the union in elections which concluded on 16
September 1996. By Rule 22 of the Registered Rules of the
union the General President is the recognised head of the union and shall sign documents requiring signature as head of
the union and be empowered generally to ensure the well-being and objects of the union.
By virtue of Rule 31, all industrial disputes in which the
union or any of its members may be concerned shall, unless
settled by mutual consent, be referred for settlement pursuant
to the Railways Classification Board Act. For present purposes,
reference to the Railways Classification Board Act is taken as
a reference to the present Industrial Relations Act, 1979 under
which the application was made and these proceedings have
been brought. There is, therefore, nothing on the face of the
record to indicate that the application made to the Board is not
validly made.
Westrail argues that, by examining the financial returns
lodged by the union with the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission, the union does not have any income,
assets or liabilities. Westrail reasons therefore, that the union
does not have any financial members, it therefore does not
have members who can vote, and therefore the office bearers
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have not been validly elected. Evidence was called by Westrail
from the Manager, Consultancy and Audit Services employed
by Westrail who had conducted a review of the union’s returns. His opinion is that the union, being without assets and
income, is not a corporate entity and does not have the ability
to enter into any legal or fiduciary arrangements.
For the union, Mr Rogers points to the report of the Registrar to the Board, a copy of which was distributed to Westrail
and the union. That report indicated that the union had filed a
return on 18 June 1998 advising that there were 249 union
members. It believes that the application has been properly
brought.
In the view of the Board, the Board is constituted to deal
with the industrial matters referred to it. It has before it an
application which, on its face, is validly and properly made.
The union is an organisation registered under the Industrial
Relations Act. Its registration is current. While the Board does
not dismiss the matters raised by Westrail, they are matters
which properly go to the registration of the union. If the matters raised by Westrail in the preliminary point are matters of
serious concern to it, then Westrail is free to pursue its argument in a forum which is designed to examine and address
those issues. However, the report of the Registrar is at least an
indication to the Board that it is not necessary for the Board to
consider the issue further and the preliminary point is, therefore, not made out.
The merit of the application
The issue before the Board is the withdrawal by Westrail of
the interstate travel pass arrangements whereby employees,
retired employees, spouses of retired and/or deceased employees were entitled to certain concessions for travelling interstate
on the rail system.
The same issue has been before the Commission in an application brought by the Australian Railways Union of Workers,
West Australian Branch under the general jurisdiction of the
Commission ((1997) 77 WAIG 2801). The Commission noted
that these travel pass arrangements have been in place for nearly
fifty years. Travel pass arrangements and the conditions attached to them were common knowledge amongst employees,
some being advised of their availability at the time they were
considering applying for employment, others soon after engagement. Over the years arrangements have changed with
certain improvements coming into force. The Commission
noted that, after 1993, the system of travel pass arrangements
changed such that Westrail was now paying full fares for the
employees who availed themselves of its use. Where Westrail
could previously provide interstate travel passes to its own
employees, through reciprocal arrangements with other States’
rail services at no direct cost to it, it now costs Westrail not
simply the full fare but also fringe benefits tax. Changes in the
way in which rail systems in Australia currently operate and
are to operate in the future caused the decision to remove the
benefit. There is now a cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars and if Westrail’s assumptions about the future of National
Rail are correct, increased fares will eventuate and thus the
cost to Westrail will escalate. The Commission found that
Westrail’s decision to withdraw the travel pass arrangements
was therefore justifiable. However, the Commission noted that
the decision had been made unilaterally, the travel pass arrangements constituted an entitlement or a right which was
part of the remuneration package of Westrail’s employees and
it was simply not open to Westrail to remove the entitlement
by announcing that it would do so. Further, it did so without
any consultation and it did not seek to discuss the matter with
the union then involved. In the circumstances, the Commission issued an Order requiring Westrail to revoke its direction
for the cessation of the travel pass arrangements. The Order
was to provide the parties with an opportunity to negotiate the
issue and placed a limit on the value of the cost to Westrail of
the operation of the travel pass arrangements.
In the view of the union in this application, the application
previously decided by the Commission should be held by the
Board to be binding on it such that it should refuse to hear
Westrail to the extent that Westrail sought to argue a position
different from the findings and conclusions of the Commission. The Board rejected that view without hesitation. The
Board is differently constituted from that Commission.
Furthermore, the Board is obliged to give the parties that
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appear before it an opportunity to be heard. To deny Westrail
that right, as the union urged upon the Board, would be to
deny Westrail natural justice. The decision of the Commission
will obviously be a relevant, if not a very relevant, consideration in the deliberations of the Board. But that decision does
not permit the Board not to properly exercise its function.
The union in these proceedings put forward a number of
arguments which were similar to those dealt with by the Commission. There had been no consultation with the union.
Westrail merely acted unilaterally and ceased the arrangements.
The first the union knew of the withdrawal was contact from
its members. The union similarly established the basis of the
travel pass arrangements and the status of those arrangements
as a condition of employment. It called evidence from the
Assistant Project Manager, Mr Nielsen, who has been employed by Westrail for over nine years, and from Bevan
McInerney who has now retired from Westrail after approximately 45 years’ service with it. Their evidence confirmed the
entitlement to interstate travel pass arrangements, the manner
in which it operated and the use by it of these two persons and
their families.
Westrail concedes that the application before the Commission in CR127 of 1997 dealt essentially with the same matter.
However, Westrail points to the difference in timing between
that application and this application. The matter that came
before the Commission came from an application which had
been lodged before the union had been officially informed of
the decision and the Order effectively maintained the entitlement recently removed. Here, the application before the Board
was not made until more than one year later. Although an application had been made initially by the union on 3 October
1997, that was withdrawn on 9 February 1998.
Westrail concedes, in hindsight, that it did not handle the
removal of the interstate travel pass arrangements in the best
way. It should have consulted with the union. It did not do so
in the belief that the consultation may have proved fruitless.
However, notwithstanding its belief that the removal of travel
passes is justifiable on merit, Westrail concedes that there ought
to have been consultation.
In relation to merit, the submissions of Westrail effectively
confirmed the facts as understood by the Commission in CR127
of 1997. The costs to Westrail which now occur following the
changes to the operation of Australia’s National Rail system,
mean that Westrail pays a substantial cost, and since 1996,
fringe benefits tax which has effectively doubled that cost.
With the prospect of private ownership of Australia’s rail network, in principle, Westrail should not pay a private operator
for interstate travel on behalf of employees when previously
that benefit was a cost merely to be absorbed by Westrail as
the owner and operator of the rail system, at least as far as this
State is concerned. If there is no longer an element of ownership by Westrail, it is not appropriate for the interstate travel
pass arrangements to continue.
Conclusion as to merit
There can be little doubt that the manner in which Westrail
unilaterally removed the interstate travel pass arrangements
was inappropriate. The arrangements had been a part of the
contracts of employment of Westrail employees generally for
approximately fifty years. As the Commission found in CR127
of 1997, the interstate travel pass arrangements had become a
condition of employment. It is not open to Westrail as the
employer to unilaterally vary employees’ contracts of employment. The fact that it did so, and that it did so without
consultation or notice is to be regretted.
However, and consistent with the findings in CR127 of 1997,
Westrail has a justifiable reason for seeking the change. To a
large extent, these reasons are outside the control of Westrail.
It is one thing for Westrail to extend interstate travel pass arrangements to its employees when it does not bear a direct
cost in doing so. The changes which have now occurred have
dramatically altered that situation such that the benefit offered
is no longer economically justifiable or sustainable.
There is little, if any, significant difference between the evidence before the Board brought by the union regarding the
manner of the operation of the interstate travel pass arrangements and the persons affected by it from the circumstances
before the Commission in the earlier matter. Accordingly, the
merit lies with the union in this application and the
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application should be granted, at least in principle. The ultimate purpose of the order, as with the order in CR 127 of
1997, is to allow negotiations between Westrail and the union
to continue for the removal of the interstate travel passes.
The Board recognises that Westrail has initiated an offer to
the union for some compensation for the removal of the interstate travel passes. It is to the parties’ credit that negotiations
are occurring. However, pending an agreement between the
parties for its removal, or a formal decision of the Board to the
effect, fairness requires that the interstate travel passes remain
available. To hold otherwise would put railway officers at a
disadvantage compared to the employees who are covered by
the order in CR 127 of 1997 and who are able to access interstate travel passes in this interim period. As with the order in
CR 127 of 1997, the issue should be brought to the Board for
determination if agreement between the parties is not possible.
However, it must be recognised that a significant period of
time has passed since the removal of the interstate travel passes.
It is, therefore, impracticable for an order to issue with effect
from the same date as the Order in CR127of 1997 as the union
properly conceded. Interstate travel pass arrangements are not
able to be granted retrospectively. Accordingly, the order to
issue will operate from the date of the hearing of this matter,
13 November 1998. Any application for reimbursement of
travel costs expended by railway officers or retired railway
officers from that date will need to be made within 21 days of
the order issuing. While the Board has had regard for the submissions of Westrail that an order in the terms proposed would
mean that Westrail would be placed in breach of its policies
on procurement and the policies of the State Supply Commission, that cannot be a reason not to make an order in the terms
sought. This is not a situation where the Board is requiring the
introduction of a new system of interstate travel passes in breach
of one of Westrail’s policies. Rather, it is to be seen as an order
which merely returns Westrail and this union to the status quo
regarding interstate travel passes, pending negotiation for their
removal.
Scope of the order
Westrail submits that, in the event the Board issues an order
re-instating the travel pass arrangements, then it should contain the financial limit on Westrail’s expenditure as recognised
in application CR127 of 1997. That is a sound submission. It
was a principle recognised by the Commission in CR127 of
1997 and takes into account Westrail’s concerns that the cost
of the rail journey would increase with the change of ownership. In that context, the limit placed upon Westrail by the
terms of any order to issue in these proceedings should be that
expenditure calculated by reference to the scope of this order.
It should, so far as is possible, not duplicate the expenditure
which Westrail necessarily incurs in its observation of the order in CR127 of 1997. The material before the Commission
does not permit the Board to calculate that sum of money.
Accordingly, that is a matter which should be discussed between the parties and the Board should be notified of the figure
agreed upon by the parties to be inserted in any order to issue.
The form of order that the union seeks is an order in the
same terms as that issued in CR127 of 1997. Westrail, however, points to the different jurisdiction exercised by the Board.
It argues that the jurisdiction of the Board is narrower than the
eligibility rule of the union and that it would, therefore, be
beyond the scope of the Board to make an order in the terms
of the union’s eligibility rule. The determining factor in this
particular issue can only be the jurisdiction of the Board. The
Board is not able to exceed the jurisdiction given to it by the
legislation. Accordingly, the terms of any order to issue are
limited to s.80R of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979. However, that is the extent of the consideration which needs to be
given to the issues raised by Westrail in this regard. There
may well be different interpretations of the coverage of Federal awards applicable to persons employed by Westrail. There
are even, of necessity, employees excluded from the Board’s
jurisdiction because they have signed a workplace agreement
with Westrail. However, those are issues which do not affect
the Board’s jurisdiction as such. Indeed, whether an individual
employee fits within the scope of the order to issue from this
matter is better decided by reference to the individual concerned at the time, rather than by the Board attempting to make
general ruling on the limited information currently before it.
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interstate travel pass arrangements as a whole
and is not exclusively for the benefit of employees and former employees as defined in
this order.

However, within the limits set by the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, the Board is able to issue an order which will cover
railway officers, together with retired railway officers. A retired railway officer is a person with a current entitlement to
the interstate travel pass arrangements which derives from his
or her employment as a railway officer. The issue raised by
the union goes to the entitlement of the retired employee which
he or she had at the time he or she was an employee and which
continues to be exercisable on retirement. An industrial matter includes conditions of employment which are to take effect
after the termination of employment. In that context, the union, as a party principal, acts not just for persons who are
employees. Rather, it acts on behalf of a class of persons who
may not necessarily be members of the union, but may become employees, or in this case, were employees at the time
that they were awarded the entitlement by Westrail which has
now been removed. It is also entirely consistent with the merit
in this matter that retired railway officers be included in the
scope of the order.
The Minute of a Proposed Order now issues. If a Speaking
to the Minute is requested, it will be arranged as soon as
practicably possible.
Appearances: Mr D. Rogers on behalf of the West Australian Railway Officers’ Union.
Mr D.F. Johnston on behalf of the Western Australian Government Railways Commission.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
West Australian Railway Officers’ Union
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. RCBCR1 of 1998.
RAILWAYS CLASSIFICATION BOARD
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH
MR P. BOTHWELL
MR R. EASTHOPE.
4 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Rogers on behalf of the West Australian Railways Officers’ Union and Mr D.F. Johnston on behalf
of the Western Australian Government Railways Commission
trading as Westrail, the Railways Classification Board, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
1. In this Order—
(a) “employee” means an employee of the Western Australian Government Railways
Commission trading as Westrail (“Westrail”)
who is a railway officer as that is defined in
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and
(b) “former employee” means a person who at the
time of the termination of his or her employment with Westrail—
(i) was a railway officer as that is defined
in the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
and
(ii) had an entitlement to travel pass arrangements as part of his or her
conditions of employment which were
to continue after the termination of employment.
2. That Westrail revoke its direction that employee
travel pass arrangements were to cease effective from
the 1st day of July 1997. Travel pass arrangements
as they applied until that date, are to apply from the
13th day of November 1998 as if they were not removed, subject to the following provisions—
(a) The amount specified in paragraph 2(b) is the
total amount that Westrail shall allocate to
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(b) Westrail shall provide an amount of $17,000.00
per month from and including the 13th day of
November 1998, for the payment of interstate
travel passes. Such amount may vary from
month to month, but shall average $17,000.00
per month over each period of twelve months.
(c) Applications for interstate travel passes may
be made by employees and by former employees of Westrail.
(d) Where the granting of applications for travel
passes made in accordance with paragraph (c)
hereof, or for reimbursement in accordance
with paragraph (e) hereof, would cost significantly greater than $17,000.00 in any month,
Westrail may conduct a ballot of all applications to select those applications to be granted.
(e) Applications for reimbursement, in part or in
full, of interstate rail travel costs expended by
employees or former employees since the 13th
day of November 1998, due to the cessation
of the travel pass arrangements by Westrail,
may be made and are to be given reasonable
consideration. Such applications are to be
made to Westrail no later than 4.00pm on the
26th day of February 1999. Where there is a
dispute as to the granting or refusal of any such
applications, the matter is to be referred to the
Railways Classification Board.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
Railways Classification Board.

[L.S.]

NOTICES—
Union matters—
ERRATUM
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ACT 1979
PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION PURSUANT TO
SECTION 72A
Application Number 2211 of 1998 has been lodged pursuant to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 by The
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills And
Woodworkers Union Of Australia—Western Australian Branch
and is published hereunder.
The application has been listed before the Full Bench at
10.30am on 12th April 1999 to 16 April 1999 inclusive.
Any person who wishes to be heard shall file a notice of
application to be heard in accordance with Form 1, setting out
the grounds upon which the person claims sufficient interest
to be heard in relation to the application and serve it on the
applicant at least 7 days before the above date of hearing in
accordance with Regulation 101A of the Industrial Relations
Commission Regulations 1985.
J.A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
4 January 1999.
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ORDER SOUGHT
1. The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western
Australian Branch (‘the CMETU”) shall have the exclusive
right to represent the industrial interests of all employees employed by BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd (“BHP”) and who are
employed at or from Nelson Point or Finucane Island in the
following classifications set out in the Iron Ore Production
and Processing (Mt Newman Mining Company Pty Limited)
Award (“the Award”) and the BHP Iron Ore Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 (“the Agreement”)
AWU Levels 1—4 inclusive
2. The Australian Workers’ Union, Western Australian
Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (“the AWU”) shall not
have the right to represent the industrial interests of the employees referred to in paragraph 1 hereof.
3. The CMETU shall have the right to represent the industrial interests of all employees employed by BHP and who are
employed at or from Newman in the following classifications
set out in the Award and the Agreement
AWU Levels 1—4 inclusive
TWU Levels S1—S3 inclusive
TWU Level LVS1
4. The AWU shall not have the right to represent the industrial interests of the employees referred to in paragraph 3 hereof.
GROUNDS ON WHICH APPLICATION IS MADE
The applicant seeks exclusive coverage of certain classifications of employees employed by BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd
(“BHP”) at Nelson Point and Finucane Island.
The applicant seeks non-exclusive coverage of certain classifications of employees employed by BHP at Newman but to
the exclusion of the AW.U
The employees in question have overwhelmingly expressed
a preference for the applicant and/or its federal counterpart
body to be their representative body. This follows many years
of representation by the AWU.
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By granting the orders sought the Commission will—
1. give effect to the wishes of the employees and thus
give effect to the intention of Parliament as expressed
in section 6 and Part VIA of the Industrial Relations
Act, and
2. facilitate efficiency in the workplace by reducing the
number of unions with coverage in the workplace
thus giving effect to the intention of the Wage Fixing Principles

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION PURSUANT TO
SECTION 72A
Application Number 68 of 1999 has been lodged pursuant
to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 by the
Transport Workers’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch and is published hereunder.
The application has been listed before the Full Bench at
10.30am on the 12TH April 1999 to 16th of April 1999
inclusive.
Any person who wishes to be heard shall file a notice of
application to be heard in accordance with Form 1, setting out
the grounds upon which the person claims sufficient interest
to be heard in relation to the application and serve it on the
applicant at least 7 days before the above date of hearing in
accordance with Regulation 101A of the Industrial Relations
Commission Regulations 1985.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
8 February 1999.
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SCHEDULE A
The Applicant seeks orders in the following terms—
1. The Transport Workers’ Union, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch (“TWU”) shall
have the right to represent under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”), the industrial interests of employees employed by BHP Iron Ore
Limited in the particular classes or groups listed in
Part 1 of Schedule B to this Application employed at
or from Newman.
2. The TWU shall have the exclusive right to represent
under the Act, the industrial interests of employees
employed by BHP Iron Ore Limited in the particular
classes or groups listed in Part 2 of Schedule B to
this Application employed at or from Newman.
3. The Australian Workers’ Union, Western Australian
Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (“the AWU”)
shall not have the right to represent the industrial
interests of the employees referred to in paragraphs
1 and 2 herein.
SCHEDULE B
Part 1
Iron Ore Production and Processing (Mt Newman Mining
Company Pty Ltd) Award No. A29 of 1984—
AWU Level 1—4 inclusive
Part 2
Iron Ore Production and Processing (Mt Newman Mining
Company Pty Ltd) Award No. A29 of 1984—
TWU Levels S1—S3 inclusive
TWU Level LVS1
SCHEDULE C
The grounds on which the Application is made are as
follows—
1. The Full Bench has jurisdiction pursuant to section
72A of the Act to grant the orders sought.
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2. The Applicant is best placed to represent the industrial interests of the employees employed in the
classifications referred to in schedule B because—
(a) the Applicant is able to provide greater resources and industry experience to protect the
industrial interests of the employees concerned.
(b) the Applicant will be better placed to promote
and facilitate successful enterprise bargaining
in relation to the employees concerned.
3. The orders sought will better facilitate the industrial
representation of the employees concerned and the
industrial management of those employees.
4. The orders sought will allow for greater efficiency
in the workplace by reducing the number of Unions
with coverage of the employees concerned.
5. A substantial majority of the employees concerned
prefer to be covered by the Applicant.
6. The Applicant is better equipped to provide existing
and prospective members the industrial and other
services with they require.
7. The TWU has superior human, financial and technological resources than the AWU.
8. The TWU has traditionally occupied a pre-eminent
position in relation to award entitlement and agreements applicable to the employer’s operations.
9. In the circumstances the TWU will be a more effective and efficient representative of the industrial and
other interests of the employees concerned.
10. The orders sought are consistent with, and will further, the objects of the Act and the State Wage Fixing
Principles.
11. Any other grounds that may be put to the Full Bench
at the hearing of this matter.
12. Any other grounds that the Full Bench deems just.
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KENNEDY J—
The appellants seek to have stayed, pending the outcome of
their appeals, the orders of the Commission in Court Session,
dated 17 December 1998, to the extent to which they purport
to vary the awards specified in them from the first pay period
on or after 17 July 1998 to the first pay period on or after 17
December 1998.
A member of this Court is given wide and undefined powers
under s87(3) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) to make
orders as to any interlocutory proceeding taken before the hearing of an appeal, and the respondent raised no issue with respect
to my jurisdiction to grant a partial stay of the orders. The
power which the appellants seek to have me exercise is one
which the Commission itself may exercise on an appeal to the
Full Bench under s49(11) of the Act. There can be no doubt
that an order for a stay should only be made in exceptional
circumstances, and that the power should be used sparingly,
and with caution—see Re Australian Nursing Federation; ex
parte State of Victoria (1993) 112 ALR 177 and Burswood
Resort (Management) Ltd v The Australian Liquor Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneious Workers
Division, Western Australian Branch (1996) 76 WAIG 1655,
at 1656.
On 29 April 1998, the Australian Industrial Relations Commission handed down its judgment in the Safety Net
Review-Wage Decision by which it determined a safety net
adjustment and an increase in the Adult Minimum Wage. The
adjustment was intended only to be available for the benefit of
employees who were dependent on the award system for increases in wages and, accordingly, it was not to be generally
available when award rates had been increased other than for
safety net adjustments available since 1 November 1991. The
implementation of the determination was made subject to a
number of conditions, including “[t]he commencement of
award variation to give effect to this decision will be no earlier than the date on which the award is varied, with phasing-in
of increases permissible when circumstances justify it”.
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Pursuant to s51 of the Act, the Commission in Court Session, of its own motion, considered the National Wage
Decision, and on 12 June 1998 it ordered that the following
clause be inserted into each award and each industrial agreement of the Commission (save for those excluded by s51(2a))
with effect on and from 12 June 1998—
“1A—Statement of Principles—June, 1998
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any variation to its terms on or from the 12th day of June
1998 including the $14, $12 and $10 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments, the increase in the adult minimum
wage to $373.40 per week and previous arbitrated safety
net adjustments, shall not be made except in compliance
with the Statement of Principles—June 1998 set down
by the Commission ....”
No General Order was made by the State Commission, the
wage increases being subject to award by award application
for decision by the Commission constituted in each instance.
Within a short time after the decision, the respondent applied
to vary approximately 80 awards in order to provide for the
safety net adjustment. All the applications were listed for hearing by the Commission constituted by the Chief Commissioner
on either 17 or 20 July 1998. The respondent produced to the
Commission schedules of variations to each award prior to
the relevant dates of hearing, but they were not then agreed or
otherwise determined. The Chief Commissioner, however,
determined to vary the awards with effect from the first pay
period on or after the respective dates of hearing, and the parties were informed of his decision at the conclusion of each of
the July hearings. They were requested to confer expeditiously
on schedules of variations for the purpose of finalising the
necessary orders. Orders reflecting the Commission’s decision were issued in more than 40 awards shortly thereafter.
Late in August or early September 1998, the respondent was
advised by the second appellant in the present appeals, Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia Inc, that,
under the statement of principles, the operative date for any
safety net wage increase could only be the date on which the
order for variation of each award issued by the Commission
was deposited in the Registry. It was claimed that any operative date earlier than such a date would be a breach of subpara
(a) of s8 of the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments under the
Statement of Principles issued in June 1998 and therefore unlawful.
On 9 October 1998, the parties appeared once more before
the Chief Commissioner, who referred the matter to the Commission in Court Session without himself having first made a
determination. Following a hearing on 18 November 1998,
the Commission in Court Session delivered its reasons on 3
December 1998, in which it held that the effect of subpara (a)
of s8 of the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments under the Statement of Principles was that the Commission, pursuant to its
duty under the current wage fixing system, would not make
any operative date for any arbitrated safety net adjustments to
apply to awards earlier than the date of the decision to vary
those awards. That, it said, was the “variation” referred to.
Thereafter, orders were made varying the awards in question
in accordance with schedules to the orders, with effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
either 17 July or 20 July 1998. The present appeals are brought
against what is claimed to be the retrospectivity of these orders.
It is apparent that what was contemplated in the Principles
was a variation of each award, with the commencement of
each award variation to give effect to the National Wage Decision not being earlier than “the date on which the award is
varied”.
The argument put forward for the appellants is that all that
had occurred on 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of decisions that the individual awards should be varied, but that they
were not in fact varied until the details had been agreed and
orders made. The short but important point is when, in terms
of the Statement of Principles, the various awards were “varied”.
Section 40 of the Act provides that the Commission may, by
order at any time, vary an award. By subs(4) of that section,
s39 applies, with such modifications as are necessary, to and
in relation to an order made under s40. By s39, an award comes
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into operation on the day on which it is delivered, or on such
later date as the Commission determines and declares when
delivering the award. There is power to give retrospective effect to an award, and also, it sufficiently appears, to a variation
of an award, but to do so in this case would be inconsistent
with the Principles.
Without having had the benefit of the final argument by the
parties which is yet to come, and therefore without having
formulated a final opinion, it does appear to me that the argument on behalf of the appellants is one of considerable
substance. It is, indeed, a strong case. In the absence of a stay,
the employers are nevertheless required to make the allegedly
retrospective payments ordered by the Commission in Court
Session. Although there is a certain vagueness in the appellants’ claims as to inconvenience, there can be little doubt that,
if the appeals succeed in the end, having been put to the expense of making the payments, it can be anticipated that there
will be difficulties in the appellants recovering them, particularly if the employees have ceased their employment with the
employers concerned. In the absence of agreement, there is no
right to deduct the payments from future wages, which would
in any event be likely to create some hardship in these employees, who are at the bottom end of the wages scale. I would
not attach a great deal of weight to the claim that industrial
relations will be damaged in a situation where the employers
are seeking not to comply with an order made by the Commission in Court Session in favour of the employees. The major
factors which have led me to conclude that the orders should
be stayed are the apparent strength of the case and the fact that
the court was able to offer an early hearing date, with the prospect of an early decision being handed down. It is the last
mentioned factor which persuaded me that the condition sought
to be imposed by the respondent on any stay, that the payment
of the moneys otherwise due under the orders of the Commission be made into interest bearing bank accounts, should not
be imposed, any interest being likely in the circumstances to
be very small.
Some subsidiary matters were also raised, which may be
put on one side for the present, although they may well be the
subject of further argument at the final hearing. The first matter concerned the standing of the second appellant in each
appeal, Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia Inc, and, in particular, as to whether it was merely heard
by the Commission in Court Session as an amicus curiae or
whether it was heard as an intervener, the latter being the basis
upon which it had sought leave to appear and as to which no
issue had been raised in the Commission. The second matter
concerned the right of the second appellant to represent various parties. In view of the fact that Mr Edwards appeared as
counsel for all the named appellants, it is not necessary for the
present purposes to resolve these matters.
I would extend the stay until 5.00 pm on 2 March 1999, on
the basis that the Industrial Appeal Court may then extend the
stay further, until the delivery of judgment.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Appeal Nos. IAC 10—48 of 1998
IN THE MATTER OF an appeal against the decision of The
Commission in Court Session of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission in Matters Numbered
1023, 1026, 1028, 1034 – 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052,
1055, 1057, 1060, 1063, 1065 – 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082,
1083, 1085 – 1089, 1091 – 1097, 1100 – 1102 of 1998.
BETWEEN
Western Australian Mint and Others
Appellants
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
Respondent.
BEFORE—
JUSTICE KENNEDY.
25 February 1999.
Interim Order.
HAVING heard Mr S E Edwards (of Counsel) for the Appellants, and Ms S Jackson for the Respondent, THE COURT
HEREBY ORDERS THAT—
The stay of Orders granted in IAC Appeal Nos. 10 – 48
of 1998 dated 1 February 1999 is extended until 5.00 pm
on 2 March 1999
(Sgd.) JOHN SPURLING,
[L.S.]
Clerk of the Court.

FULL BENCH—
Appeals against decision of
Commission—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd
(Applicant).
and
Fouad Antoun Khoury
(Respondent).
No 2096 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
11 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: These are two applications which relate
to an appeal by the abovenamed applicant against the decision
of the Commission given on 7 October 1998 in matter No 405
of 1998. The decision was perfected when it was deposited in
the office of the Registrar on 7 October 1998.
The Notice of Appeal herein was filed on 24 November 1998,
and subsequently served. The Appeal Book was filed on 8
December 1998.
An appeal is required to be filed by virtue of s.49(3) of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called
“the Act”) within 21 days of the date of the decision to be
appealed against. This appeal was filed 27 days out of time.
The applications to extend time within which to file the
Notice of Appeal and to extend time in which to make the
application to extend time were filed on 24 November 1998.
At first instance, Counsel represented the applicant (the respondent upon the appeal and to this application), and a Director
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of the applicant company, Mr Naji Matta Jabbour, represented
the applicant company as the respondent at first instance.
GROUNDS OF THE APPLICATION
The grounds supporting the application were as follows—
1. That Mr Jabbour, who represented the applicant, is a
lay person, untrained and unskilled in the law who
did not have legal advice in relation to the proceedings at first instance except as to the drafting of the
Answer and counter proposal filed to the application. He was legally untrained and inexperienced and
was unaware of the relevant time limits.
2. After receiving advice, which he sought on or about
13 November 1998, when he was advised that the
applicant had 21 days from the date of the decision
within which to institute an appeal, Mr Jabbour acted
quickly because he sought advice from the Registry
and then, on 16 November 1998, instructed his solicitor to assume conduct of matters. The solicitor
then dealt with the matter as quickly as he could,
making the appropriate investigations and conducting research, which resulted in the drawing and
engrossing of the Notices of Appeal and the Notices
of Application, the subject of these proceedings.
(These facts were asserted from the bar table.)
3. The respondent will not suffer any prejudice if the
application is successful.
4. The applicant will suffer prejudice if the application
is dismissed, because it will absolutely and irrevocably lose the opportunity and right to appeal, thereby
incurring a substantial financial burden by virtue of
the order made at first instance.
PRINCIPLES
The principles which apply to the deciding of applications
to extend time are well settled, in this jurisdiction and in other
jurisdictions, and appear most authoritatively, for the purposes
of this jurisdiction, in Ryan v Hazelby and Lester trading as
Carnarvon Waste Disposals 73 WAIG 1752 at 1752-53 (IAC)
per Kennedy J, with whom Roland and Nicholson JJ agreed,
and in Tip Top Bakeries v TWU 74 WAIG 1189 (IAC) per
Nicholson J, with whom Franklyn and Rowland JJ agreed.
The principles, which are mainly derivable from Gallo v
Dawson [1990] 64 ALJR 458 at 459 (HC) per McHugh J, are
as follows—
1. The grant of an extension of time is not automatic.
2. The object of a rule or power to extend time is to ensure that legislative provisions or rules which fix times
for doing acts do not become incidents of injustice.
3. The discretion to extend time is given for the sole
purposes of enabling the Commission to do justice
between the parties.
4. This means that the discretion can only be exercised
in favour of an applicant upon proof that strict compliance with the rules will work an injustice upon
the applicant.
5. In order to determine whether the rules will work an
injustice, it is necessary to have regard to the history
of the proceedings, the conduct of the parties, the
nature of the litigation and the consequence for the
parties of the grant or refusal of the application for
extension of time.
6. When the application is for an extension of time in which
to file an appeal, it is always necessary to consider the
prospects of the applicant succeeding in the appeal.
7. It is also necessary to bear in mind in such application that, upon the expiry of the time for appealing,
the respondent has “a vested right to retain the judgment”, unless the application is granted.
8. It follows that, before the applicant can succeed upon
such an application, there must be material upon
which the Commission can be satisfied that to refuse
the application would constitute an injustice.
9. The initial step in determining whether there would
otherwise be an injustice to the appellant may often
be to decide whether the prospect of the appellant
succeeding in the substantive appeal if an extension
of time were to be granted is a real one.
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In Esther Investments Pty Ltd v Markalinga Pty Ltd (1989)
2 WAR 196, the Full Court of the Supreme Court held that
there were usually four major factors to be considered in exercising the court’s discretion to extend time, these being—
(a) The length of the delay.
(b) The reason for the delay.
(c) Whether there was an arguable case.
(d) The extent of any prejudice which might be suffered
by the respondent.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
It was submitted, on behalf of the applicant, that the appeal
had reasonable prospects of success—
(a) The first reason advanced was Clause 10 of a deed
executed on 11 February 1998 by the respondent and
Mr Jabbour (hereinafter called “the deed”). The deed
was executed by way of settlement of an action in
the Supreme Court of this State. I should add that
the respondent was, with Mr Jabbour, a director of
and shareholder in the applicant.
Clause 10 reads as follows—
“This settlement shall be in full and final settlement of all matters, whatsoever and
howsoever arising of the Action, and will, subject to the terms of this Deed, operate to release
the parties from all demands, debts, liabilities
or claims whatsoever or howsoever in any way
arising out of or connected with or incidental
to the commercial relationship which existed
between them or any of them and the Action
or otherwise.”
The submission, on behalf of the applicant, was that
any claim for unfair dismissal by the respondent
hereto was extinguished and/or was the subject of a
release by the deed. In particular, it was the submission that the words “commercial relationship” in
Clause 10 (supra) included the employment relationship between the abovenamed applicant and
respondent. We were referred by Mr Chitty to authority as to the meaning of that phrase.
However, the deed concerned relates to matters having solely to do with the applicant company and the
relationship of the respondent and Mr Jabbour with
it and each other as shareholders and directors of the
applicant. That is borne out by the reference in Clause
10 to “the commercial relationship which existed
between them or any of them”. There is no mention
of the employment relationship which existed between the applicant and respondent and, indeed,
existed after the date of the deed, as Mr Schapper
submitted.
In any event, as the words I have quoted clearly and
plainly say, read in the context of the deed as a whole,
“the commercial relationship” means the relationship of the three parties to the deed as company,
shareholders, directors, and debtors and creditors.
In my opinion, it could not be correctly held that the
respondent’s claim was extinguished or barred by
the terms of the deed. For the same reasons, it could
not be correctly found that Clause 10 lawfully terminated the relationship of employer and employee.
No proper or correct interpretation to that effect can
be derived from the deed or otherwise.
It, of course, follows that the finding as to the period
of employment of the respondent could be held to be
not in error, on the submissions made upon these
applications.
(b) It was also submitted that, in the alternative, there
was a reasonable prospect for the success of the appeal because the Commission had not awarded an
amount of compensation assessed by deducting from
the amount of wages lost the amount received by the
respondent by way of unemployment benefits.
In my opinion, as I have already expressed it in Swan
Yacht Club (Inc) v Bramwell 78 WAIG 579 at 584585 (FB), such an argument has no foundation,
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particularly since it was not in issue, at least in submissions in this matter, that the respondent would be
required to refund to the Commonwealth, received
from any amount of compensation awarded, the
amount of such benefits.
In any event, as I have observed in Swan Yacht Club
(Inc) v Bramwell (op cit), such benefits are collateral benefits and should not be taken into account in
assessing compensation (see the same approach taken
by Ashley J in Haley v Public Transport Corporation
of Victoria (unreported) (Supreme Court of Victoria) (LBC Ref No 51522)).
For those reasons alone, there was no duty in the
Commission to ask any questions as to the quantum
of such benefits, such questions being entirely irrelevant.
(c) Further, no submissions were made which would persuade me that there was a reasonable prospect of
success for the appeal, based on the proposition that
the dismissal was voluntary or not unfair, as is alleged in the grounds of appeal.
Accordingly, I am not persuaded that there was any
real prospect of success.
The applications to extend time failed, in my opinion, for
those reasons.
In any event, I am not persuaded that the applicant had valid
reason for the 27 day delay in filing a notice of appeal and
could have avoided the delay by ascertaining what the time
limit was for an appeal from the solicitors who were already
and contemporaneously acting for the applicant in a District
Court action involving the respondent, the applicant and Mr
Jabbour (Khoury v Jabbour and Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd
CIV 840 of 1998).
Accordingly, there was fault in the part of the applicant contributing to the delay, and the delay involved in the particular
circumstances of this case was inordinate.
The question of prejudice is resolvable in favour of the respondent to these applications because the respondent would
be prejudiced by being required to defend the order in his favour on an appeal with no or no serious or real prospects of
success (see Ryan v Hazelby and Lester trading as Carnarvon
Waste Disposals (op cit) at pages 1752-1753 (and the cases
cited therein)).
There is no or no sufficient material upon which the Commission can exercise its discretion in the applicant’s favour.
I have considered all of the submissions and all of the relevant material. For those reasons, I agreed to dismiss the
applications herein.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING: I have had
the advantage of reading the draft reasons for decision prepared by the President and by Commissioner Scott. I agree
that the applications should be dismissed.
The nature of the Commission’s jurisdiction is such that an
application involving the exercise of the jurisdiction, particularly that in respect of relief for unfair dismissal, should be
brought to an end promptly. The legislation governing the jurisdiction of the Commission in matters of this kind imposes a
short and strict time limit for instituting applications with respect to relief for unfair dismissal. Although the time limit for
instituting appeals is not so strict, the delay in seeking to institute the appeal, in this instance, is such that the Applicant is
seeking an extension which more than doubles the time limit
prescribed by the Act. In the context of the jurisdiction of the
Commission, the delay is inordinate.
Apart from the length of delay, the reasons for the delay are
hardly very satisfactory. If, as seems to be the case, ignorance
of the procedural requirements to instigate an appeal was the
reason for the delay, of itself that is not good reason for the
Commission to extend the time. In this case that is all the more
so because, as counsel for the Respondent observed, the Applicant’s director had the means to ascertain the procedural
requirements in time. He was engaged in litigation in the District Court with the Respondent to these proceedings regarding
a related matter at the time the decision of the Commission,
about which he now complains, was handed down. The fact
that he did not make enquiries as to the Applicant’s rights of
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appeal until well after the decision was handed down is, in the
circumstances, not a good reason for extending the time to
appeal. The decision of the Commission in Minerals Consolidated Limited and Others v. Association Of Draughting,
Supervisory and Technical Employees Western Australian
Branch (1983) 63 WAIG 1879 on which the Applicant places
much reliance, is of little assistance. That was not a case of a
person seeking to challenge a decision already made by the
Commission, but seeking an extension of time within which
to lodge objection in proceedings which were then only part
heard.
In any event, I consider that the prospects of the Applicant
succeeding on any of its grounds of appeal to be remote. In
particular, I agree with the President and with Commissioner
Scott that the grounds based on the Deed of Release have no
merit. In the circumstances, there is little point in extending
the time to enable the appeal to be heard. Indeed to be so waived
in these circumstances unduly prejudice the Respondent.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: The reasons for decision
of His Honour the President set out the background and grounds
for the application to extend time. The principles to be applied
are set out in Gallo v Dawson (1990) 64 ALJR 458 at 459
(McHugh J) and in Ryan v Hazelby and Leicester trading as
Carnarvon Waste Disposals (1993) 73 WAIG 1752 at 1752-3.
The Industrial Appeal Court in Tip Top Bakeries v TWU (74
WAIG 1189) referred to the decision of the Full Court of the
Supreme Court in Esther Investments Pty Ltd v Markalinga
Pty Ltd (1989) 2 WAR 196 which set out the major factors to
be applied to such matters. They are—
1. The length of delay.
2. The reason for the delay.
3. Whether there was an arguable case.
4. The extent to which the Respondent may be prejudiced by the application being granted.
The appeal was filed 27 days out of time. Considering that
the time allowed for the filing of appeals is 21 days, this is a
significant delay.
There are said to be two reasons for delay, the first being the
Applicant’s ignorance of any time limits. It appears though,
that the Applicant made no enquiries as to filing an appeal
until well after the time it was required to pay to the Respondent the amount ordered by the Commission at first instance.
The second reason for delay involves the Applicant’s solicitor preparing and filing the appeal and this application,
following the Applicant becoming aware of the time limit for
such appeals. This delay is said to have involved the solicitor
in the normal activities associated with the preparation for filing such documents and this took approximately 10 days. Part
of the reason for this period of time being taken was that the
solicitor was moving office.
Although the period of time taken by the solicitor in preparing and filing the documents was not extensive, those matters
are normally comprehended in the 21 day period allowed for
the filing of appeals. The Applicant’s failure to take any action
or make any enquiries for a period well beyond the time for
filing appeals is the root cause of the delay. I am not satisfied
that the reasons advanced by the Applicant for the delay constitute good reasons.
As to whether there is an arguable case, I agree with His
Honour the President that the Deed between the parties related to matters which did not include the Respondent being
an employee of the Applicant and that it did not extinguish or
bar the Respondent’s claim before the Commission. Accordingly, I am not satisfied that there is an arguable case that the
Commission erred in its interpretation of the term “commercial relationship” in that deed. Further, it appears that the
Applicant concedes that the Deed did not terminate the relationship of employer and employee in that it says that the period
of employment which could be the subject of a claim was between 12 February 1998 and 23 February 1998, ie. for a period
after the Deed brought about the end of the “commercial relationship”. Accordingly, grounds 1 to 4 of the appeal do not
present an arguable case.
As to the complaint that the Commission failed to ask certain questions which would have assisted the Applicant in the
conduct of its case, the Commission has no obligation to direct particular questions to witnesses, and is required to do no
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more than provide the parties with a reasonable opportunity to
put their respective cases. (Bread Manufacturers (Perth and
Suburbs) Industrial Union of Employers v West Australian
Bakers, Pastrycooks and Confectioners Union (1990) (70
WAIG 3565 at 3566)).
As to the question of the inclusion of unemployment benefits as a consideration in the calculation of compensation, I
refer to my reasons for decision in Swan Yacht Club (Inc) v
Bramwell (78 WAIG 579 at 585) which was, in essence, that
the issue of Social Security payments and their place in the
consideration of compensation was a matter for the exercise
of discretion. There is no authority which would bind the Commission in its consideration of that matter.
I agree with His Honour that the issue of prejudice would be
in the Respondent’s favour.
Accordingly, the applications to extend time ought be dismissed.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the applications are
dismissed.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr G Chitty (of Counsel), by leave, on
behalf of the applicant
Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the
respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd
(Applicant)
and
Fouad Antoun Khoury
(Respondent).
No 2096 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
25 January 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing of an application for
an extension of time within which to make an application to
extend time and an application to extend time to lodge appeal
No 2096 of 1998 before the Full Bench on the 25th day of
January 1999, and having heard Mr G Chitty (of Counsel), by
leave, on behalf of the applicant and Mr D K Schapper (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, it is this day,
the 25th day of January 1999, ordered and declared as follows—
THAT the applications herein to extend time to file appeal No 2096 of 1998 out of time and for an extension of
time within which to make an application to extend time
be and are hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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COMMISSION IN COURT
SESSION—
Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Honourable Minister for Education
(No. CR 49 of 1997)
Education Department of Western Australia (Education
Assistants—ALHMWU)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Honourable Minister for Education.
No. 1532 of 1990.
Teachers’ Aides’ Award, 1979, No. R4 of 1979.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
9 September 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION: On 15th April 1998
the Commission in Court Session issued a decision on applications CR49 of 1997 and 1532 of 1990 to establish a skill
related classification structure and to undertake a minimum
rates adjustement (MRA) for Education Assistants employed
by the Education Department of Western Australia (EDWA).
Further proceedings were conducted in May and June 1998
and these reasons for decision now dispose of the matters.
The course agreed to by the parties under their Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement (77 WAIG 529) for establishing a classification structure and for finalising the MRA was not
completed. It appears that because of Government Wages
Policy understandings and agreements reached with the Union in 1997 were subsequently repudiated by officers of EDWA.
Since the Commission’s decision was handed down in April
1998 substantial agreement has been reached on job descriptions. However there is no agreement on wage rates. This has
meant that there has been no discussion on the implementation of a new classification structure for Education Assistants
that encompasses the MRA.
The requirements imposed on the parties by the Commission to address the compilation of duty statements, assess
competency standards and develop a classification structure
has resulted in the following documents being submitted—
• Role Statements and indicative duties for Education
Assistants Level 1-3
(Common Document 1)
• ALHMWU Proposal—Education Assistant Classification Structure.
(Applicant Union’s letter
dated 8th May, Attachment B)
• Total Annual Cost of ALHMWU Claim.
(Applicant Union’s letter
dated 8th May, Attachment C)
• Draft Order—Teachers Aides Award 1979 No. 4 of
1979.
(Minister’s Exhibit BB)
• Education Assistants Level 1-4 Aboriginal Islander
Education Workers Ethnic Education Workers. “Draft
Only”.
(Minister’s Exhibit DD.)
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The “Role Statements and Indicative Duties for Education
Assistants Levels 1-3” (Common Document1) reflect the
agreed application of competency standards developed by the
Community Services Health and Education Industry Training
Council (Refer to Exhibits 7&8). EDWA acknowledges that
under the common document, the parties have agreed on the
establishment of a generic job description for Level 1 Teacher
Aides and Home Economics Assistants which will allow the
employees to undertake a greater range of tasks.
“This provides the employer with a more flexible and
diverse workforce. Some of the duties include, but are
not limited to—
• Requiring Home Economics Assistants to undertake
minor administrative support; or
• Assist teachers in the delivery of planned education
outcomes.”
(EDWA Response to Direction of 8 May 1998)
EDWA also advises that the position taken in the “Tutt Report” (Proposed Classification Structure and Job Description
for Education Assistants – Exhibit 9) has, with minor modifications, been “fundamentally adopted” to take into account
the generic job descriptors.
While the parties have not been able to agree upon wage
rates appropriate to various classifications of Education Assistants, each accepts that a three level structure accommodates
the role and duties of Education Assistants as they progress
from inexperience (working under direct supervision) to a level
of competency requiring only general supervision then to performing duties requiring only limited supervision. However
within this general framework of the three level structure there
are differences in the specification of duties, the format of the
document and whether or not all or only some of the information should be included in the award.
The Commission considers that an identification of core
competencies accepted by the parties assists in resolving these
differences and in determining the classification structure
within the context of work value considerations. The summary of competency standards set down by the Community
Services, Health and Education Intensive Training Centre provides in respect of Education Assistants—
“Core competencies for all Teacher Assistants Units 1-5
1. ASSIST TEACHER(S) IN IMPLEMENTING
PLANNED EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1.1 Assist the teachers in the delivery of the daily
program
1.2 Prepare and maintain equipment and supplies
1.3 Work with individual students or small groups
1.4 Assist the teacher in the assessment of students
1.5 Supervise students under extenuating circumstances
1.6 Contribute to the provision of a consistent and
stable learning environment
1.7 Assist with the organisation and coordination
of functions, excursions, assemblies, sporting
events, art, drama and book clubs, etc
2. ASSIST STUDENTS IN THEIR PHYSICAL, INTELLECTUAL, SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Assist students’ physical, emotional, social and
intellectual development
2.2 Assist the processes of communication
2.3 Encourage self-esteem and confidence of students
2.4 Assist with the integration of all students into
the classroom and community
2.5 Encourage and support appropriate behaviours
for individual students
3. CONTRIBUTE TO THE ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT OF THE CLASSROOM(S) OR
CENTRE
3.1 Practise effective administrative processes
3.2 Assist with the processing and maintenance
of records
3.3 Monitor supplies for the classroom
3.4 Assist students to operate computers for classroom activities
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4. CONTRIBUTE TO THE MAINTENANCE OF
THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
4.1 Assist with the maintenance of a clean, hygienic, safe and interesting environment
4.2 Assist the teacher to respond to accidents, illness, emergencies or threats
4.3 Assist the teacher to ensure the safety of transport and travel arrangements
5. FOSTER PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS
5.1 Participate effectively and contribute to the
work team
5.2 Exercise responsibility for own work area
5.3 Liaise effectively with staff, Principal and parents
5.4 Adhere to the policies, guidelines and procedures of the school/centre
5.5 Seek to further professional development.”
Specialist Competencies in education of Student(s) with
a Disability(ies) and/or with special needs in the social,
emotional and psychological areas
6. SUPPORT
STUDENT(S)
WITH
A
DISABILITY(IES) TO ACCESS THE EDUCATION PROGRAM MOST EFFECTIVELY
6.1 Attend to student’s physical care under the
direction and supervision of the teacher
6.2 Assist the teacher in the implementation of
health care and emergency procedures
6.3 Assist the teacher to attend to student’s nutritional requirements
6.4 Under the direction of the teacher, use specialised equipment provided to benefit
students’ learning
6.5 Assist with the student’s therapy programs,
under the direction of the therapist or teacher
6.6 Under the direction and supervision of the
teacher, support students’ individual education
programs
7. ASSIST THE TEACHER TO MANAGE THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE REFERRED STUDENT
7.1 Observe the student’s social skills and behaviour, as directed by the teacher
7.2 Provide information and advice on students’
skills and behaviour when requested
7.3 Assist in the implementation of behaviour
management plans
7.4 Assist with training of referred students in selfmanagement of emotions
7.5 Assist with the physical restraint of referred
students
7.6 Assist with camps and excursions for students
with disabilities or special needs
7.7 Attend to student’s physical care under the
direction and supervision of the teacher
Specialist Competencies in education of Students referred
to a SPER Centre
8. ASSIST THE TEACHER TO MANAGE THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE REFERRED STUDENT
Socio-Psycho-Educational Resource (SPER) Centres, as
part of the school psychology service, provide a specialist support to government primary schools for the
management of K-7 students exhibiting moderate to severe social, emotional and behavioural problems, which
are inhibiting their progress or that of other students.
Teacher assistants work with the Centre psychologists and
teachers, and with mainstream teachers, under the supervision of the Officer in Charge.
8.1 Advise the classroom teacher on implementing the behaviour management plan
8.2 Design social training plans in collaboration
with SPER Centre staff, school, parents and
others
8.3 Contribute to professional development of staff
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8.4 Liaise, as directed, with other agencies and
schools
8.5 Support the referred student, as directed
8.6 Liaise with parents or guardians on schools
issues and management programs, as directed”
(Competency Standards Teacher Assistants”
Community Services, Health and Education
Industry Training Council. Exhibit 7.)
The following Role Statements and job descriptors are determined by the Commission as the basis upon which other
issues relevant to the determination of a classification structure (and MRA) are made.
EDUCATION ASSISTANT—LEVEL 1
Role Statement
Employees at this level work under direct supervision performing routine tasks which require a basic competency. Such
competencies will be used within established routines, methods and procedures that are predictable. Employees may
develop some autonomy relating to their level of competence,
experience and knowledge.
Duties Include
• Assists teacher in the delivery of planned educational
programs including the operation of computers.
• Provides minor administrative support e.g. photocopying, collating, stapling and distribution of lesson
materials.
• Assists with the preparation and maintenance of the
learning environment by:
• Undertaking cleaning activities;
• Maintaining equipment, materials and resources for use in classes, displays and
demonstrations;
• Assisting the teacher with clean and safe storage of items after classes and activities.
• Under teacher direction, implements individual student or small group programs or demonstrations.
• Assists the teacher with the care and supervision of
students in out-of-class activities and on school excursions.
• Assists the teacher with the general care and well
being of students, including attending to sick students
or students in needs of minor first aid.
• Collects monies under the supervision of the teacher
where appropriate.
• Assists the teacher in the preparation and distribution of food for students.
• Assists with arrival and departure of children travelling on buses.
• Assists children undressing, bathing, dressing,
toileting etc including cleaning up after accidents.
• Assists with the management of resources by:
• Maintaining and updating inventory list;
• Monitoring stock levels and requirements.
Education Assistants working with children requiring disability support to—
• Assist with the arrival and departure of children including vehicular access and egress.
• Assist students with food preparation, eating and
where necessary feeding of students.
• Assist the teacher by moving students, and when required, by changing student from one piece of
equipment to another.
• Carry out toileting and, where necessary, cleaning
of soiled clothing and areas.
• Undertake bathing or showering of students.
Education Assistants employed as Aboriginal Indigenous
Education Workers and Ethnic Assistants may be required
to—
• Assist the teacher to identify and represent educational needs of students.
• Interpret and translates when there is a communication difficulty between the teacher, student or parent.
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• Consult with parents on issues affecting the education of the student.
• Provide a point of contact within the school for the
local Aboriginal or Ethnic community.
• Provide information to parents on the education system and relevant school policies.
EDUCATION ASSISTANT—LEVEL 2
Role Statement
Employees at this level work under general supervision and
guidance performing tasks which require limited discretion
and judgement in achieving clearly defined outcomes determined by the teacher. Employees will be able to apply
techniques, skills and knowledge of relevant principles and
practices acquired through previous experience, on the job
learning or relevant qualification.
Duties Include
• Any of the duties outlined in Level One however, these
shall be performed at the higher competency level
denoted by this classification.
• Assists teacher in classroom and other activities under general guidance.
• Collects resources and administrative documents.
• Manages the resource or store room.
• Ensure safe and hygienic storage and handling of
foodstuffs and food preparation utensils.
Education Assistants working with children requiring disability support to—
• Specialised duties as outlined in Level One.
• Interprets for the teacher or therapist when there is
communication difficulty between them and a student.
• Under the direction, assists in the implementation of
occupational and physiotherapy programs.
• When required, provides feed back on education and
therapy programs and participates in the evaluation
process relating to the achievement of goals in special education.
Education Assistants employed as Aboriginal Indigenous
Education Workers and Ethnic Assistants may be required
to—
• Specialised duties as outlined in Level One.
• Provide advice on the cultural needs of students.
• Conduct interview or home liaison visits to discuss
the academic progress and social development of students.
• Provide orientation to staff in relation to the Aboriginal or Ethnic community.
• Identifies opportunities and provides advice on program content relating to Aboriginal or Ethnic culture.
• In consultation with teacher, provides instruction on
Aboriginal or Ethnic culture to students.
• Counsels students on matters affecting their education.
• Facilitates community contribution to the formulation of school policies with regard to Aboriginal or
Ethnic culture.
• Liaises with Agencies to further the educational welfare of Aboriginal and minority group students.
EDUCATION ASSISTANT—LEVEL 3
Employees at this level work under limited supervision and
may be expected to participate within a team situation offering advice and expertise relating to their relevant area.
Education outcomes are determined by the teacher, or other
professional, with the employee performing tasks which
require discretion in problem solving, decision making and
choosing methods and processes to achieve outcomes.
Employees will be able to apply techniques, skills and knowledge of relevant principles and practices acquired through
previous experience, on the job learning or relevant qualification.
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Indicative duties for advanced skill employees may include—
• Provides support and advice to schools and teachers on the management program under supervision
of the Psychologist in Charge or relevant professional.
• Design and implement behaviour management plans
in consultation with teachers, parents and the Psychologist in Charge or relevant professional.
• Maintains records regarding implementation of behaviour management plans.
• Works with individual and small groups of students
under the direction of the Psychologist in Charge or
relevant professional.
• Assists with training students in self-management.
• Assists the teacher to implement behaviour management plans.
• Consults with parents independently or teacher,
though under supervision of Psychologist in Charge
or relevant professional.
• Provides appropriate physical restraint and removal
where appropriate.
• Participates in residential programs as required.
The issues which emerge from the adoption of the above
role statements and job descriptors in the determination of a
classification structure include the following—
(a) Whether or not a Level 3 classification should be
available to main stream Education Assistants as part
of the career structure.
(b) The potential for further disputation over the availability of the Level 3 classification for main stream
Education Assistants over claims that they already
perform at that level in discharging their duties according to the requirements of the school. The
classification structure proposed by EDWA limits
main stream Education Assistants to career development to Level 2. It is implied there are no
requirements beyond this level by EDWA.
(c ) Under EDWA’s proposal, career development for
main stream Education Assistants is through promotion to SPER, Ethnic Education Assistant positions
or Disability Support appointments. The attainment
of qualifications provides the possibility of further
recognition.
(d) The Enterprise Bargaining Agreement provides that
the new classification structures be included in the
award(s). The applicant Union submits that the role
statements and job descriptions should form part of
the award provision in giving effect to the terms of
the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement. EDWA argues
that any award provisions should be limited to role
statements for Education Assistants.
(e) The new structure accommodates the integration of
Home Economics Assistants into the Education Assistants classification.
EDWA proposes the option of “either reducing their
hours and transferring across to the education assistant’s role or, for those that do not wish to transfer,
they could stay where they are and through natural
attrition, when home economics positions become
vacant, they would be replaced with the teacher aide
role with lesser hours, or we could bring them across
as teacher aides and have them on salary maintenance.” (Transcript p 449).
The applicant Union disagrees with the transitional
options as they affect the hours of work.
Needless to say, no discussions have taken place between the parties on the implication of a generic
classification.
(f) EDWA has put forward draft role statements and job
descriptions for Aboriginal Islander Education Workers and Ethnic Education Workers. While it is
recognised that the position of the Aboriginal Islander
Education Worker is under separate consideration by
the Department (and that there will be discussion with
the Union), the position of the Ethnic Education
Assistant has not, up until now, been the subject of
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separate consideration or detailed submission. It was
understood that Ethnic Education Assistants came
within the generic group whose competencies and
duties were being considered with “main stream”
Education Assistants. The status of the proposal for
a four level structure which is still in draft form gives
rise to uncertainty.
As we understand the Union’s position these groups
should continue to be regarded within the general
framework of Education Assistants. If subsequently
a revised structure is proposed, that can be assessed
having regard to the outcome of the present matters.
Notwithstanding the issues identified so far, the circumstances under which the determination of the classification
structure is to be made have changed significantly since arbitration commenced. No longer is there opposition to the
Education Assistants being treated generically. The applicant
Union’s skill descriptors which fundamentally reflect competency standards and duties identified in the Tutt Report for the
various levels of Education Assistants are accepted as the basis upon which Role Statements and Job descriptors (and JDF’s)
have been developed.
However despite this consensus, irreconcilable differences
remain between the proposals from each party for the wage
rates to apply under the respective classification structures.
The applicant Union’s structure reflects an increase in work
value of Education Assistants. This subsumes the Minimum
Rates Adjustment (MRA) and puts in place a career structure,
which if successful would align Education Assistants with
School Assistants under the Government Officers Salaries,
Allowance and Conditions Award, 1989.
EDWA’s proposal is that the MRA and the classification
structure reflects a negative outcome for the worth of Education Assistants when compared with their existing pay rates.
This outcome is accommodated under supplementary payments
pursuant to the MRA Principle so that income levels are maintained.
The basis of the applicant Union’s claim, the changes in work
value are said to arise from—
• an increase in responsibility in teaching/supervising
small groups of students without direct supervision
of a teacher.
• an increase in participation in all aspects of the education program.
• the introduction (and experience) of new technology, particularly computerisation.
• an increase in professionalism, accredited training
and professional development.
Against this is EDWA’s assessment that—
• at all times Education Assistants work under the supervision of teachers and while they may provide
comment and advice for consideration on outcomes,
the teaching programs remain the teacher’s responsibility.
• as teaching methods change with the use of more
technology ie. computers, the Education Assistant’s
time and skills are being used more efficiently. There
is not an inherent change in their role, responsibility
or expertise.
• consultation with teachers on teaching programs and
participation in “in service” training has not resulted
in a change in the level of work value of Education
Assistants.
To take EDWA’s position further, it follows that not only
has the worth of teachers increased, and this is reflected in
their benchmark rate, but that it must be concluded that under
the proposed MRA the work value of Education Assistants
has diminished. This must be due either to changes in duties
or responsibilities which diminish their role or as a reflection
of Education Assistants’ general worth in the environment in
which they function.
Additionally, according to EDWA the current enterprise bargaining agreement settles all past productivity claims since
1991. EDWA submits that in the absence of any new initiatives since then, there can be no work value changes which
have not already been taken into account in the 10% (plus
$200) payment under the EBA.
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Unless there are duties and responsibilities identified in the
EBA which have been part of the role and responsibilities of
Education Assistants since 1991 but which are no longer required to be undertaken by them when the EBA terminates,
then this makes a nonsense out of EDWA’s argument to have a
classification structure which discounts the work value of
Education Assistants under its proposed MRA. Either the 10%
(plus $200) payment under the EBA accommodates a recognition of changes in the role and responsibilities of Education
Assistants or it is particular to some arrangements limited to
the operation of the EBA. There is no evidence that the latter
is the case.
The Department’s MRA proposal was devised in 1995. The
exercise was overtaken by the enterprise bargaining process.
As noted a number of times already, the outcome of that in
1996 carries with it the commitment to undertake a comprehensive review of duty statements to ensure that they reflect
current and future requirements of the positions and competencies based on standards developed by the Community
Services, Health and Education Industry Training Council. It
is not unreasonable to assume that the classification structure
which was to come out of that comprehensive exercise would
accommodate past productivity initiatives and those which
were recognised under the E.B.A. Indeed on 17th September
1996 the Minister for Education was advised—
“The restructuring issue was the major factor in persuading the Union to accept the offer.
There was already a commitment to the agreement to undertake a restructure but we have now reached an
understanding on process and timeframes.
The restructure of the classifications will provide an opportunity for some staff to achieve additional increases.
Where this occurs it will be based on work value and
undertaking additional duties as required by the department. This will take about 6 months to finalise. Not all
Staff will benefit from this process.
The figure being quoted by the Union of additional increases for all staff of between 2% and 8% are not
acceptable as correct. Any additional increases will depend on translation into the new structure and will offset
by staffing to formula. Until that occurs it is not appropriate to suggest particular percentage outcomes.”
(Appendix 4—Statement of Evidence of Executive
Director (Human Resources) EDWA).
Notwithstanding the above assessment conveyed to the Minister for Education and the revised Duty Statements and
competency standards, EDWA’s M.R.A. proposal maintains
its 1995 proposal and to the implementation of a classification
which is cost neutral. That principle was not mentioned in the
September 1996 advice to the Minister nor does it appear to
have been the basis upon which the terms of the enterprise
bargaining agreement were negotiated.
It appears to us that EDWA’s position on the MRA is predicated on a policy which ignores the basis upon which duty
statements, role statements and competencies have now been
accepted.
The MRA secures within the award system the work value
of classifications relative to each other and to other vocations.
Once established the award provides the safety net above which
enterprise bargaining can develop. However, under Government Wages Policy—
“Awards are increasingly less relevant than agreements
in determining actual wage rates and employment conditions. Agencies should develop stand alone agreements
that do not rely on or refer to awards”.
(Government Labour Relations
Policy Statements: Role of Awards)
EDWA’s position would see the award rate for Education
Assistants reduced albeit that supplementary payments would
maintain wage levels over time. The prospect of an enterprise
bargain to achieve an outcome in line with other staff with
whom Education Assistants work in schools would be attractive. Indeed, this was the course attempted by EDWA in July
1997 when it sought to promote an enterprise bargaining agreement as the “best opportunity [to achieve] for agreement on a
properly constructed career structure which recognises the work
value of Teachers Aides relative to teachers and [to] secure
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wage increases for the ensuing two years …” (Exhibit 15—
Letter from Director, Employee Relations, 11 July, 1997).
This approach is at odds with the applicant Union’s attempt
to secure an outcome under the initiatives set out in the 1996
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement. Prima facie the recognition
already given to past productivity achievements should be built
into the award under the MRA or work value assessment.
It is clear to us that the work value of Education Assistants
has not reduced with the effluxion of time through any changes
in duties which have resulted in having responsibilities taken
from them. Quite the contrary, evidence provided by the applicant Union and the Respondent’s own witnesses identify an
increase in the level of responsibility placed on Education
Assistants by parents and teachers. This translates into requirements for professional development and in service training. It
is not just more of the same. The Education Assistants’ contribute to the teaching program with feedback on individual
students. Their contribution to making the learning environment more stimulating go further than just giving themselves
job satisfaction. It is an important function; without enthusiasm and motivation an Education Assistant could have a
negative influence in the classroom. This participation and
contribution to the student’s outcome is a vital part of the Education Assistant’s role. Clearly, the involvement is dependent
on the initiative of the teacher and that person’s ability maximises all of the resources at his or her disposal. Failure to
effectively use an Education Assistant’s skills reflects on the
teacher. To some it may seem that the role of the Education
Assistant has not changed much. Maybe those teachers have
been effectively exploiting the potential of Education Assistants for some time. However, for others, and this includes many
teachers we visited at schools under the program of inspections, things have changed dramatically. Gone are the days
when the “Teacher’s Aide” would sit outside the classroom
and fulfil fetch and carry tasks. Teachers attest to the role their
Education Assistants undertake in effectively running tutorial
groups at their direction. At the extreme there are situations
where Education Assistants take control of the classroom when
the teacher has to deal with a crisis. While the instances of this
may be exceptional nevertheless the professional development
of experienced Education Assistants equips them to handle
such situations. Many teachers identified the role of the Education Assistant as a partnership with them.
In the environment catering for children with special needs
where disability support is necessary, the Education Assistants’ role is closely linked to that of the teacher. Behaviour
management and attending to the physical and emotional needs
of these children makes the team approach a fundamental facet
of the work. It detracts from a proper assessment of the role of
the Education Assistant to focus on the teacher’s duty of care.
The responsibility that devolves on the teacher has never been
disputed. However, the position of the Education Assistant at
law in circumstances when they are working remote from the
teacher in ablution facilities or when the student is away from
the school on a community placement under the care of the
Education Assistant has not been recognised. The change in
student needs with an increased incidence of more profound
intellectual disabilities at Special Education Schools has placed
an increased burden on Education Assistants in tending to the
physical and emotional comfort of the students some of who
are young adults. However, we consider that the commitment
to an educational program has not diminished. If that were the
case teachers would likewise have experienced a change which
would reduce the requirement for them to exercise their professional skills and involve themselves more in duties directly
associated with the physical needs of toileting, washing and
feeding. In our view, both vocations, teachers and Education
Assistants, work in an environment which places demands on
their professional skills and physical and emotional commitment. Without their dedication and that of the rest of the team
the community would be a lot poorer. An educational outcome
for each student whether it focuses on developing intellectual
and or social aspects of behaviour remains the goal. The degree of disability makes this task more difficult; it does not
discount the worth of the Education Assistant (or teacher) because of time devoted to attending to the student’s physical
and emotional needs.
In the high school environment the Commission was informed of how changes to curriculum have impacted on the
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work of Education Assistants including those engaged in home
economics class rooms. Special events and commercial ventures extend the planning and technical skills of Education
Assistants (Home Economics). The range of courses now available to students requires the Education Assistants to become
involved in more effective management programs. For Education Assistants engaged with students requiring education
support there is a need to fully understand the objectives of
the teacher’s work program whether that involves a computer
exercise or working on a language skill program. The one-toone relationship between the education assistant teacher and
student demands knowledge and teaching skill which extends
beyond interpreting especially where the student has a physical disability. The range of tertiary subjects being taken by the
student and the ability to identify particular problems in each
area demands that the Education Assistant’s professional development meets student and teacher needs.
The Commission was able to visit a number of schools and
speak with principals, teachers and Education Assistants. We
were given information on how various initiatives such as the
Priority School Program, Cluster Classroom arrangements and
the Multi-Age Grouping Programs impact on the learning environment. In all cases the importance of the Education
Assistant as part of the team was emphasised. Each new program does not increase the work value of the Education
Assistant. However, their ability to respond to the demands of
a changing learning environment reflects on the professionalism and skill that is expected of them. Importantly, the
Education Assistant is required to participate in teamwork planning, to assist with an assessment of a student’s needs and to
provide observations and comments for specialist and visiting
teachers. The need to work with teachers in encouraging self
esteem and confidence of students is a role that was repeated
to us whether the Education Assistant was working in a school
serving socio-economically disadvantaged families, providing for the special education needs of individual students or
teaching children of various ethnic backgrounds. This involvement in the full scope of the education process is not a role
that was determined should happen from the “beginning of
the first pay period” or after a certain date; it has evolved over
time and can be contrasted with the duties of the Teacher Aide
whose functions were limited to such matters as setting up
teaching equipment and attending to minor administrative
duties in the classroom. In our view there has been a qualitative change in the role of the Education Assistant that has come
about as a result of the demands placed on schools and teachers. It is unrealistic to think that teachers could meet the
pressures that society often imposes on them in the classroom
without assistance from time to time. It is demeaning to characterise the role and commitment of the Education Assistant
as a 9.00am to 3.00pm job that they leave behind when they
walk out the door. People, and it appears to be mainly women,
just do not work that way. Of course, there will be exceptions,
just as there are with teachers. While the hours of duty may be
limited to school room attendance, it is clear to us that these
employees are highly dedicated and motivated. The work value
of Education Assistants must be kept in a perspective that relates to the environment in which they function along with
those of other employees directly and indirectly supporting
the learning process.
Before concluding the review of the role of Education Assistant, are comment specifically on engaged in
Socio-Psycho-Educational Resource Centres (SPER) requires
comment. The Commission has already noted that Education
Assistants in SPER centres are qualitatively different from those
occupying positions in pre-primary, primary and secondary
schools and that they should be the subject of separate consideration. From the respective structures proposed by the parties
it appears to be common ground that the Education Assistants
(SPER) will occupy classifications at the top of the wage scale.
Nothing was put to us to indicate that a reduction in the
level of responsibility for these officers arises from changes in
duties. In fact the Commission was informed that the SPERs
integration with the School Psychology Service has broadened the scope of services delivered by these Education
Assistants. From information tendered the expertise and resources made available to schools through SPER include—
“(a) providing consultation to principals and members of
the student services team,
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(b) providing direct support for teachers of referred children in the classroom/playground,
(c) providing counselling and training in relevant management procedures to teachers and parents of
referred children,
(d) providing crisis management and intensive intervention at a withdrawal facility such as Challis where
efficient and appropriate,
(e) providing social training programs through camps
and special activities at the Centre on Fridays”.
(Duties of Teacher Aides Challis SPER
Centre—Background
(Notes provide to Commission and parties on inspection)
The Commission is satisfied that along with the general increase in work value experienced by Education Assistants,
those engaged in SPER Centres and providing services under
Out-Reach and Withdrawal programs have also experienced a
significant change in work value. This is reflected in the additional professional development and training necessary to
effectively service the needs identified by teachers for their
students.
In assessing the functions, responsibilities and worth of Education Assistants, we think that it is instructive to consider
some of the changes that have occurred in the education system under various initiatives over a number of years. For
instance, the “Better Schools in Western Australia – A Programme for Improvement” sets down the steps for ‘self
determining schools’ between 1988 and 1992. This was based
on the belief “that good schools make a good system”.
“Accordingly, the efficiency and effectiveness of the system can be improved only if schools have sufficient control
over the quality of education they provide. It is only at
the level of the school—
• that the professionalism of teachers can be exercised;
• that meaningful decisions about the educational needs
of each student can be made; and
• that programmes can be devised that reflect the
wishes and circumstances of local schools communities”
(Better Schools in Western Australia—a Programme for
Improvement, page 5)
The program goes on to identify the school development
plan—
“One way in which schools should exercise greater self
determination and greater responsibility is by preparing a
school development plan each year. This would involve
documentation of the schools—
• educational goals and priorities, consistent with Government policies and community concerns;
• educational programmes to achieve these goals;
• proposed use of facilities and resources (both financial and staffing);
• evaluation strategies to measures desired educational
goals and standards; and
• controls and reporting systems established to unable
monitoring and auditing of resource usage.
The school development plan would aid curriculum planning and financial and resource management, as well as
constitute a focus for co-operative decision-making by school,
staff, community members and central administrators. It is also
proposed as a means whereby schools are accountable to the
Ministry of Education for performance against centrally established standards and goals.”
(Op cit, page 11)
The “Better Schools in Western Australia – a Programme
for Improvement” was the genesis for establishing a framework for the employment and career advancement of
Government Officers employed in the Department’s primary
and secondary school and in district offices in an administrative, clerical or general capacity. The amendment to the
Ministerial Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award
proceeded “in essence by consent” (71 WAIG 3183).
Documentation supporting the application for the career
structure for these School Assistants identified strategies to
address problems of—
• work load

•
•
•
•
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role ambiguity
lack of recognition of work value changes
the absence of career paths
lack of access to training to develop new skills require to cope with the demands of devolution
• lack of job security for school assistants
(Application P44 of 1990—Exhibit Book II August 1991)
Within the same environment of the devolved system, a
benchmark salary of $38,000 and an advanced skills teacher’s
classification structure was established (January 1992 Government School Teacher Tribunal matter Nos. T3 and T7 of
1991 and No. TA 1 of 1986 (72 WAIG 924)).
While the program for change has moved on from the model
for devolution, the focus has remained on the classroom. School
Development Planning and accountability within a framework
of improvement have continued to recognise—
• the school as a key decision making within education;
• the participation of a wider group in school decision
making;
• the broader role for staff in schools; and
• an acknowledgment that staff accept responsibility
and accountability for their decisions.
Consistent with this development is the requirement set out
in the Education Assistants Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1996 for performance management. Initiative 7 provides that—
“(1) The parties agree to a performance management process which will involve all employees and which will
confirm expectations between employees and their
supervisors about professional responsibilities. Performance Management Agreement will be linked to
worksite outcomes and the Department’s Strategic
Plan. The Performance Management Agreement will
be in accordance with the provisions of the Department’s Performance Management Policy. The details
of the performance management process will be developed with the union.
(2) The objective of the Performance Management
Agreement is to—
• enhance the professional development of employees;
• assist all employees to understand the role,
accountabilities and performance standards
that are expected of them;
• provide all employees with feedback and constructive support to improve performance and
enhance an atmosphere of mutual trust, loyalty and support, and
• provide employees with appropriate training
and development to assist in the achievement
of corporate business objectives.
The parties agree that any training which is required to be
taken by the employees under the Performance Management Agreement will be fully funded and resourced by
the Department.”
(77 WAIG 529 at 533)
To assert, as EDWA does, that changes that teachers and
school assistants have experienced and which have been recognised in their revised classification structures and wage rates
has not only not affected Education Assistants but have resulted in a diminution of their worth cannot be accepted. Rather
these changes and the wage rates that reflect the level of responsibility that devolves on teachers and school assistants
justify the decision to determine rates for Education Assistants within frameworks which were established on the basis
of the evolution of the process which stemmed from making
schools more responsible and accountable for the education
of their students. Competency standards for Education Assistants, role statements and duties and evidence presented to the
Commission confirm this course.
The following tables set out current wage rates, the initial
claim, the subsequent amended claim and proposed career
structure for Education Assistants submitted by the applicant
Union. The Key Minimum Classification (KMC) rate is the
Education Assistant Level 2 (4th year). This has an alignment
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of 76 per cent of the teacher’s benchmark salary and on what
has been determined by the Commission is identified by the
following role statement—
“Employees at this level work under general supervision
and guidance performing tasks which require limited dis-
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cretion and judgement in achieving clearly defined outcomes determined by the teacher. Employees will be able
to apply techniques, skills and knowledge of relevant principles and practices acquired through previous experience,
on the job learning or relevant qualification.”
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The applicant’s proposed classification structure incorporates the outcomes of the MRA. While the KMC identifies an
alignment with the teacher’s benchmark salary rate, the wage
rates are drawn from the Ministerial Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award that apply to school assistants.
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The details of EDWA’s proposal are set out in the following
tables. These compare the existing wage structure with rates
proposed under the MRA with an outcome based on a KMC
of 58.9% of the teachers’ benchmark rate at Level 4. The outcome is cost neutral.
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In the decision in this matter issued on 15 April 1998 the
Commission noted the wide disparity in costing extrapolated
from the applicant’s claim. Submissions presented subsequent
to that date went some way in clarifying the matter. However,
because of protracted arguments about the extent to which
existing staff would progress under a proposed structure, the
issue of discounting or double discounting of wage rates of
Education Assistants working 32.5 hours per week and being
paid over a 52 week year for 48.5 weeks of service, and whether
school officers working comparable hours were being treated
differently, the Commission appointed Mr R.R. Hazell, a retired senior Treasury Department Officer, to examine and report
on the following—
“1. To establish the cost of the Union’s proposal for an
award increase based on the most recent submissions;
2. To establish the cost (if any) of the Department’s
proposal from documentation submitted under the
Minister’s Exhibit BB; and
3. To advise on the basis for comparing award rates of
pay for Education Assistants, School Officers and
Teachers so that relativities can be assessed (refer to
Minister’s Exhibit CC and Applicant’s Exhibit 24)”.
The report was entered on the record and forwarded to the
parties for comment. Comments were received in response
have been noted. Mr Hazell states—
“One the basis of my examination of the relevant factors,
incorporating updated information supplied by the Department of Education (EDWA), the Union’s proposal is
estimated to result in an overall increase of $3.041 million or 5.3 per cent in year one, when compared with the
annual projection of EDWA’s current pay arrangements.

TEACHER AIDES
(73 WAIG 191)

Step 1

38hrs/wk
19 866

32.5/hr
15 852

Step 2
Step 3

20 269
20 694

16 174
16 513

Step 4

21 204

16 920
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Those findings are based on a full time equivalent (FTEs)
staffing complement of about 2680.”
(Paragraph 1.2—Findings)
On the medium to long term financial implications the report identifies the impact of progression for Special Education
Assistants and Aboriginal Workers to the top of the range.
However, as the Union points out the Level 4 classification
point in the initial claim is no longer pursued and the rate at
that level is restricted to a salary maintenance classification
for qualified child care givers who continue to be employed in
EDWA. These officers are not the subject of consideration in
this determination. EDWA believes that the estimated recurrent cost of $1.5M as Education Assistants progress from Level
1 to the maximum of Level 2 is low as there is a “very small
attrition rate” amongst Education Assistants.
Mr Hazell confirmed the cost neutrality of EDWA’s proposal and that the methodology in discounting annual rates
applied to Education Assistants and School Officers is consistent. The report also confirms that rates claimed by the Union
have been aligned with those set out in Schedule B in the Education Department of WA, Civil Service Association Enterprise
Agreement 1997 and are taken from the Education Department Ministerial Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions
Award rates (EDMOSAC).
The Commission appreciates the work done by Mr Hazell
particularly as a strict time limit was imposed on him.
The following table is an extract from the comparison of
wage rates submitted by EDWA as Exhibit CC. The rates shown
do not include safety net adjustments.

ANNUAL WAGES RATES COMPARISON
(RATES PAID PRIOR TO THE SAFETY NET
ADJUSTMENTS)
PUBLIC SERVICE
TEACHERS
(EDMOSAC)
(72 WAIG 191)
Level 1 (Unqualified
37.5hrs/wk (32.5/hr)
Teacher)
21 317
Level 1

CLEANERS
(73 WIAG 1542)

1st yr – 20 331 ( 16 434)
2nd yr – 20 983 (16 961)

Yr 1 – 19 245
Level 2

3rd yr – 21 634 (17 487)

Yr 1 – 19 453

22 446
23 764
Qualified Teachers

th

38 hrs/wk
Level 1

Step 5
Step 6
Step 7

21 757
22 606
23 665

17 412
18 039
18 158

24 807 – 3 yr trained
26 439 – 4 yr trained
28 020 – 5 yr trained

4 yr - 22 281 (18 010)
5th yr - 22 932 (18 537)
6th yr – 23 583 (19 063)

Yr 2 – 19 625
Yr 3 – 19 791
Level 3

Step 8
Step 9
Step 10
Step 11

22 755
23 414
24 072
24 710

19 565
18 683
19 209
19 718

30 085
31 460
33 700

7th yr - 24 332 (19 668)
8th yr – 24 850 (20 087)
9th yr – 25 616 (20 706)
Level 2

Yr 1 – 19 812
Yr 2 - 20 020
Yr 3 – 20 238
Level 4

Step 12
Step 13

25 113
25 411

20 040
20 277

34 748
36 204
38 950

1st yr – 26 533 (21 448)
2nd yr – 27 236 (22 016)
3rd yr – 27 975 (22 613)
4th yr - 28 756 (23 244)

Yr 1 – 20 355
Yr 2 – 20 543
Yr 3 – 20 762
Level 5

5th yr – 29 573 (23 905)
Level 3

Yr 1 – 20 981
Yr 2 – 21 179

1st yr – 30 696
2nd yr – 31 571

Yr 3 – 21 383
Level 6

3rd yr – 32 473
4th yr – 33 399
Level 4

Yr 1 – 22 604
Yr 2 - 22 880
Yr 3 – 23 104

Level 2

1st yr 34 669
2nd yr 35 664
3rd yr 36 688
Teachers’ Aides are 65 hours/fortnight
Full time fortnightly rate ie $11.55 x 26.0833 x 65 = $19 582
School Officers are 65 hours/fortnight
Assistants
Library Officers are PSA and EDMOSAC Level 1
Laboratory Assistants are PSA/EDMOSAC Level 1
Registrars at Primary Schools are EDMOSAC Level 2
Registrars at District High Schools are EDMOSAC Level 3
Registrars at Senior High Schools are EDMOSAC Level 4

Annualised Rate Formula Hourly Rates x 26.0833 x
Level 3 Cleaners = Cleaners in Charge & Home Ec.
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The alignment of Education Assistants’ rates with those of
School Officers under the EDMOSAC scale as claimed by the
applicant Union can be justified on the basis of evidence submitted to the Commission. This includes an assessment of
changes in work value experienced by Education Assistants
and past productivity improvements which have been acknowledged by EDWA and which were taken into account in the
current enterprise bargaining agreement. The work requirements, responsibility and accountability now reflected in the
role and duty statements agreed to by the parties are a permanent feature of the Education Assistants’ appointment. So too
is the requirement to meet performance management outcomes.
The program for improving education which commenced with
the process of devolution now imposes on staff an accountability in the implementation of the Department’s Strategic
Plan. This is linked to outcomes in the classroom and school.
It is not something from which Education Assistants can withdraw.
While the KMC rate at Level 2, 4th year has a relativity of
76% of the teachers’ benchmark rate it is not inconsistent with
the environment in which wage rates have been determined in
schools to align the new classification structure with those set
down for School Officers under the EDMOSAC Award. Concerns that at some levels wage rates for Education Assistants
will penetrate salary scales for unqualified and qualified teachers must be viewed in light of current recruiting policies with
respect to unqualified teachers and the experience, responsibility and performance of Education Assistants at the end of
the career scale available to them. That concern has not inhibited the employment nor career structure available to
Laboratory Assistants in schools nor the appointment of Library Officers and Registrars at primary schools. We reject
the notion that administrative, clerical and general functions
merit a premium on pay above those directly engaged in education and that somehow rates of pay for Library Officers,
Laboratory Assistants and School Officers generally can be
isolated from those with whom the work in achieving worksite
outcomes under the Department’s Strategic Plan.
Rates of pay determined in accordance with the EDMOSAC
structure accommodate the provision of a single non professional wage structure along-side the professional salary stream
for Teachers in schools. The wage rates under this structure
also accommodate Specialist Education Assistant appointments
ie AIEW’s, Ethnic and SPER Education Assistants. Given the
focus on the school as a key decision making unit within education and the accountability of staff under a performance
management outcome, the identification of support staff at the
school level within one non-professional wage scale will assist in overcoming the fragmentation of enterprise bargaining
which has been so evident from these proceedings.
It is noted that under the terms of the Education Department
of Western Australia (Education Assistants—ALHMWU) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996 that—
“The Department will publish the staffing formula provisions for positions covered by this agreement. Schools
will employ staff in accordance with the formula allocation.” (Initiative 2—School Staffing Profiles para 2(2))
The provision is to be read in conjunction with Initiative 3.
That addresses issues associated with temporary employment,
a relocation/transfer system for Education Assistants and arrangements to manage compliance with the staffing formula
(77 WAIG 529 at 532).
In determining that the three level salary structure to apply
to Education Assistants should align wage rates for these employees with those of School Officers in terms claimed by the
applicant Union, the Commission notes—
• The Union submitted that effect should be given to
the outcome of the claim under an order pursuant to
section 44 of the Act. The terms of the Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement which provides for the new
classification structure specifies that “the structure
will be included in the award” (Initiative 10.2 2.2).
However, clause 13 of the EBA commits the parties
to establishing one award. It appears that has not yet
happened.
One course available to the parties is a composite
order which establishes the new wage rates to sit
above those prescribed in the Enterprise Agreement
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pending finalisation of the commitment under Clause
13 of the EBA.
Alternatively, the various awards could be amended
prior to the consolidation of awards being undertaken.
This matter needs to be addressed by the parties.
• Clause 4 of Initiative 10 of the EBA requires phasing-in of the new classification structure.
• While the structure determined under this application accommodates career opportunities for AIEW’s
and Ethnic Education Assistants, the possibility of
further developments at the Department’s initiative
may necessitate another review of the classification
structure. This could impact on the classification of
SPER Officers whose duties and responsibilities have
been recognised by the Commission to be qualitatively different from main stream Education
Assistants.
• Role statements and job descriptors have been determined by the Commission. It may be inappropriate
for the full text of these documents to be included in
the award(s). However, it strikes the Commission
that it would be prudent to have role statements for
each classification formally identified in the working document.
• With Home Economic Assistants being integrated
into the Education Assistants’ structure there is an
urgent need for the parties to address transitional work
arrangements.
In giving effect to the alignment of the new classification structure for Education Assistants with salary
points under the EDMOSAC award, the Commission determines that “main stream” Education
Assistants are limited to progressing to the maximum
salary point under Level 2. Access to Level 3 is available to Education Assistants (Special Education),
Ethnic Education Assistants, Aboriginal and Islander
Education Workers and SPER Education Assistants.
The recognition given to the worth of Education
Assistants under changes in work value and commitments under past productivity initiatives, means
that features of employment that tie these employees to a process of performance management and
realising the objectives of the Department’s Strategic Plan will be a continuing feature of their role in
the school. The commitment to realising objectives
and principles identified in the 1996 EBA does not
terminate with the expiry or cancellation of that
agreement. Their partnership with teachers means
that within the scope of their duties and responsibilities they will continue to be accountable for
outcomes.
It is expected that the parties will confer on the form of the
order by which effect can be given to the determination of the
matter referred to the Commission.
The Commission will contact the parties after five working
days from the date of the decision.
Appearances: Ms S. Jackson and with her Ms D. MacTiernan
on behalf of the Applicant Union.
Ms J. Smith (of counsel) and with her Mr G. Edwards and
later Mr A. Hastie on behalf of the Hon. Minister of Education
Mr G. Bull on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia
Ms V. Zupanovich on behalf of the Hon. Minister for Labour Relations
Mr P. Andrews on behalf of the Catholic Education Centre.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Honourable Minister for Education
(No. CR 49 of 1997)
Education Department of Western Australia (Education
Assistants—ALHMWU)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Honourable Minister for Education.
No. 1532 of 1990.
Teachers’ Aides’ Award, 1979, No. R4 of 1979.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
15 April 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION: In December 1996
the Commission registered the Education Department of Western Australia (Education Assistants—ALHMWU) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement, 1996 (77 WAIG 529). Under Clause
14.—Reform Initiatives, the Agreement records Initiative 10—
Classification Structure. That provides—
“1. The parties agree to the establishment of a new skill
related classification structure for Education Assistants. The new classification structure will be
developed by a Joint Committee. The parties agree
that relief will be provided to allow representatives
to attend the meetings of the Joint Committee and
any working parties established by the Committee.
2. The Terms of Reference of the Committee will be—
2.1 The new structure will be based on skill/competency and required duties of employees.
2.2 The structure will be included in the award.
2.3 There will be at least three levels in the new
structure (not including increments) eg: Entry
level, Autonomous Education Assistant and
Advanced Skill Education Assistants.
2.4 The structure will address all matters relating
to work value and finalise the MRA application No 1532 of 1990, consistent with the terms
of this Agreement and the Wage Fixing Principles.
2.5 Whilst the parties accept that there will be no
uniform quantum of wage adjustments on the
introduction of the new classification structure there will be at least one advanced skill
level included in the agreement.
2.6 The Committee will take into account the competency and skills based report considered and
endorsed by the Skills Standards Accreditation Board for Education Assistants and the
report prepared on the skills and competencies for Aboriginal Education Workers.
2.7 The Committee will review and finalise JDFs
for all employees covered by the terms of the
EBA. This will reflect the competencies and
skills of all classifications.
3. The parties agree that the Joint Committee will report on the Terms of Reference within a three month
time frame. Either party may request the assistance
of an agreed independent facilitator to progress this
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review should it be necessary. Any matters not resolved at the conclusion of a six month period will
be referred for conciliation and if necessary, arbitration.
4. Payment of any wage increases arising from the introduction of the new classification structure will be
phased in during the term of the Enterprise Agreement.”
Matters now before the Commission in Court Session arise
out of the provisions in subclause 3 of Initiative 10. For the
purposes of these proceedings the Applicant Union’s claim is
formulated in the following terms—
“The Union seeks to establish a skill related classification structure for all Education Assistants employed by
the Education Department of Western Australia. The classification structure claimed will provide—
• A career path based on skills acquisition; and
• Proper recognition of the work value (i.e. skill,
responsibility and knowledge) of the work
performed; and
• (Will) Create appropriate relativities between
different categories of employees within the
award and at an enterprise level,”
The categories of employees coming within the generic description of Education Assistants are—
• Aboriginal Education Workers
• Aides—Education Support (including secondary)
• Aides Primary
• Child Care Workers
• Aides English as a Second Language
• Home Economics Assistants
Apart from the Enterprise Agreement, the Education Assistants’ terms and conditions of employment are regulated for
the various groups under—
• Cleaners and Caretakers (Government) Award, No.
32 of 1975
• Teachers Aides Award No. 4 of 1979
• Child Care Workers (Education Department) Award
No. 20 of 1984
• Miscellaneous Government Conditions and Allowances Award No. A4 of 1992
• Western Australian Government/Australian Liquor,
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union
(ALHMWU) Redeployment, Retraining and Redundancy (Interim) Award, 1994
The Applicant Union submits that the Commission should
give effect to a new skill related classification structure under
an Order made pursuant to Section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act. The revised classification structure is said to subsume
the Minimum Rates Adjustment as identified under Initiative
10 (subclause 2.3).
The basis of the claim is set out in the explanatory notes
submitted by the Applicant Union. These state—
“1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Applicant Union (the “Union”) seek the
issuance of an Order pursuant to Section 44 of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 as amended
(the “Act”) to implement a new skills based
classification structure with appropriate rates
for all Education Assistants employed by the
Education Department of W.A. Prima facie the
claim seeks wage adjustments for the employees beyond what is contemplated by the current
Statement of Principles (the “Principles”, State
Wage Decision—August, 1996, 76 WAIG
3368).
1.2 The Union says that this is a special case claim
as envisaged by the principles and that there
are good reasons consistent with Act and the
principles to grant the claim.
1.3 The classification structure and rates set out
in the Union’s proposed order (the “proposed
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structure”) are as largely agreed between the
parties at 4 April 1997. That agreement arose
out of negotiations established for that purpose
as part of the Enterprise Agreement concluded
between the parties in 1996.
1.4 The Union claim that the proposed structure
is consistent with the objectives of the principles, the Union seeks to establish an award
classification structure which provides—
(a) career progression based on skill acquisition; and
(b) proper recognition of the value (i.e.
skill, responsibility and knowledge) of
the work performed by education Assistants; and
(c) appropriate relativities within the
award and at the enterprise level.
1.5 The claim for wage increases are based on the
value of the work performed having regard for
direct comparisons of like work and indirect
comparison with similar work.
1.6 The Union says that the granting of the claim
will resolve the industrial dispute between the
parties.
2. THE PROPOSED STRUCTURE
2.1 The Rates
The rates claimed are those agreed on 4 April,
1997 between the parties (and are inclusive of
enterprise bargaining increases).
2.2 External Relativities
The rates claimed are those currently applying to School Assistants employed pursuant
to the Government Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award PSA (the
“GOSAC award”), inclusive of enterprise bargaining increases.
2.3 Internal Relativities
The key classification in the new structure is
Education Assistants Level Two, Year 1. The
hourly rate (on 32.5 hours) is $13.33.
The internal relativities are—
Entry Level
86.6%
Level One (Yr 1)
89.3%
Level Two (Yr 1)
100%
Level Three (Yr 1)
112%
Level Four (Yr 1)
124.4%
2.4 Definition and Skill Description
The definitions and skill descriptions contained
in the (proposed) order were substantially
agreed between the parties during the development of the new classification structure.
The definitions and skill descriptors reflect
new duty statements agreed between the parties which incorporate work value changes.
2.5 Work Value Changes
The three major areas of work value changes
affecting Education Assistants are—
1. Increased responsibility in teaching/supervising small groups of students
without direct supervision of teacher.
2. Increased participation in all aspects of
the education program.
3. Introduction (and expansion) of new
technology, particularly computerisation.
4. Increased professionalism, accredited
training and professional development.
The Union claim that the work of Education Assistants has not previously been assessed by the
Commission.
Further, comparisons with other workers (both direct and indirect) demonstrate that the work of
Education Assistants is undervalued.
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The Commission should assess the worth of work
done now, and in so doing have regard for work value
changes which pre-date the Structural Efficiency
Principle.”
The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia
The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia’s (the “Chamber”) interest focussed on how, in
progressing this application, the integrity of the Wage Fixing
Principles could be maintained. Whether or not this is a Special Case, the particular requirements of the Changes in Work
Value Principle and the determination of key minimum classifications within the Minimum Rates Adjustment process have
to be met. As a Special Case these requirements are not displaced.
The Chamber noted that although the Enterprise Agreement
which regulated the terms and conditions of employment of
Education Assistants includes a “no further claims” commitment, the provision for the determination of the new
classification structure is an exclusion which enables this matter
to proceed. The Chamber also noted that—
• the Enterprise Agreement settles all past productivity claims since 1991 (Refer to Clause 7(3)).
• in the absence of anything else the application could
not be considered as a Special Case until the Agreement expires.
• with the inclusion of past productivity outcomes in
the 10% wage increase under the Enterprise Agreement, the Commission will have to identify the
particular initiatives included in that payment which
are not otherwise attributable to past productivity
initiatives.
• beside identifying a significant net addition to work
requirements that translate into changes to work
value, the Applicant Union will need to justify any
change in wage relativities not only within the internal award classifications to which that structure is
related. This will prevent “wage leap-frogging”.
• the process of establishing a new classification structure is complicated by the necessity to complete the
Minimum Rates Adjustment and thereby identify an
increase appropriate to this Principle for these low
paid employees if they fall within this class. The new
classification structure cannot ignore the Minimum
Rates Adjustment as key minimum classifications
must be established to benchmark internal and external relativities.
• as a Special Case there are tests to be met which are
additional to those under the Work Value and Minimum Rates Adjustment Principles.
• the difficulty in determining a claim of this nature
has been identified in similar matters in other jurisdictions (AIRC “Nurses Case” Print N7214
December 1996 and IRCSA Public Sector Awards
Matter I 148 of 1995 August, 1995). However, it is
acknowledged in those instances the parties had failed
to negotiate an enterprise agreement. In the “Nurses
Case” the Applicant Union has sought to progress a
wage claim not relying on a single factor but by reference to various circumstances including structural
efficiency, the nature and character of the industry,
the history of award negotiations and “work value
matters”. The argument was progressed under the
rubric of a Special Case. That application failed.
• the Chamber reiterates that the various elements of
the Principles necessary to identify changes in work
value and the key minimum classification points in a
proposed new structure cannot be displaced by calling the matter a Special Case.
The Chamber made it clear that the views expressed
were particular to the operation of the Wage Fixing
Principles as they relate to the claim. Issues of merit
were not considered. On the issue of the availability
of the Applicant Union to argue the applicability of
past productivity increases that pre-date November
1991, the Chamber noted that the Work Value
Changes Principle (76 WAIG 911 at 924) provides
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that initiatives from September 1989 may be considered, but matters prior to that attract Special Case
consideration. When referred to the Respondent’s
counter-claim, which would establish a new classification structure with rates of pay lower than those
which presently apply under the Enterprise Agreement, the Chamber, again without making assessment
of the merits of the response, pointed out that a revised structure with reduced rates is not anathema to
the Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle. Supplementary payments would maintain existing wage
levels.
The Hon. Minister for Labour Relations
The Hon. Minister for Labour Relations endorses observations on the Wage Fixing Principles submitted by the Chamber
and adds the following comments—
• there are child care workers covered the Children’s
Services Government Award that have already been
considered under a Minimum Rates Adjustment. The
employees included in this claim includes other child
care workers. Under the Union’s claim, these employees are being treated differently.
• if successful, this claim would result in increases of
between 20% and 30% for 2600 employees at a cost
of $10M.
• the claim has serious implications of the operation
Government Salaries and Allowances and Conditions
Award. It seeks to import that award to another area
of public sector employment. Employees covered by
the GOSAC Award come within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Public Service Arbitrator.
Classifications within that Award are determined by
reference to established bench marks. While the classifications claimed in this matter are drawn from the
GOSAC Award, progression from one level to another cuts across the GOSAC Award. Therefore, the
claim has flow-on implications for a significant area
of public sector employment.
• changes in work practices alone are insufficient to
justify changes in work value. The claim assumes
changes across an entire workforce. How is change
to be measured? What is the datum point? What previous changes have already been accommodated in
the existing classification structure? All positions
need to be assessed. There can be “no double-counting”. The Commission must guard against contrived
classifications. If the GOSAC classification levels
are appropriate so too must the “Guidelines for Assessment and Determination of Classifications”.
There is no evidence that this has been adopted.
The Catholic Education Office
The Catholic Education Office intervened to express its concern about any flow-on potential to the private school sector.
It did not have any particular position on the merit or otherwise of the claim before the Commission.
The Applicant Union
The Applicant Union submits that it is appropriate to consider this matter as a Special Case—
• prima facie the increases being sought are outside
those available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.
• a fair assessment of the value of the work of Education Assistants must take into account the changes
that have happened to that work since the various
wage structures for each group were determined.
• it appears that the Respondent’s proposal seeks to
introduce a classification which will reduce wages
below the safety net.
• the Commission has a discretion in the resolution of
the dispute between the parties. The resolution of
this matter under the Special Case Principle is consistent with the Commission’s duty in the public
interest.
Background and History
The broader issues of public interest are identified under
Section 6 and Section 26 of the Industrial Relations Act. In
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promoting goodwill in industry and indeed enterprise bargaining the Commission must provide relief when there is a
breakdown in the relationship. This, the Union submits, is the
role of the Special Case which is consistent with the requirements of the Act.
In addressing the issue of work value it is, in the Applicant
Union’s opinion, relevant to have regard to those employees
with whom education assistants work i.e. teachers and school
assistants. Both of these groups have been able to secure work
value increases and new classification structures (for school
assistants) within the operation of the Wage Fixing Principles.
Indeed, significant progress had been made in the development of the skills based structure of education assistants under
Structural Efficiency commitments. The reduction in the
number of Awards to cover education assistants and placement of these employees within a fair and equitable
classification relationship is consistent with initiatives promoted under the present Enterprise Agreement.
It is the uniqueness of that Agreement and in particular Initiative 10 that gives rise to this claim. The parties
accommodated the possibility of not being able to resolve the
issue of a new classification structure. Consistent with this
provision by the parties, it is a recognition that the Special
Case Principle is an appropriate avenue through which the dispute can be resolved. From the Union’s viewpoint, the
Enterprise Agreement reflects the parties’ acceptance of the
generic classification of Education Assistant. These employees work in the school environment. The classification structure
determined for school assistants is a relevant consideration
when compiling the new classification structure for Education Assistants. School Assistants were “bench marked” under
the GOSAC Award. Reference to that structure is therefore
relevant.
The Applicant Union submits that Education Assistants are
low paid employees. The majority are women and their value
in the workplace has not been recognised. This application
will redress this inequity.
It is submitted that there is limited likelihood of flow-on
given that Education Assistants are low paid employees and
that by putting them on the same rates as School Assistants
nothing could flow to that group of employees. Indeed, with
properly established relativities within schools between Teachers, School Assistants and Education Assistants there can be
no wage/salary “leap frogging”. As far as the Catholic Education Office is concerned, the Applicant Union argues that the
determination of this issue is to be covered by an Order to
which the Catholic Education Office is not a party. Furthermore, the Applicant Union “does not seek a final configuration
of the rates to be included in a new award ... that’s an issue
that will need to be further dealt with by the Commission in
Court Session” (Transcript p 64).
The history of award wage rates of the various groups and
structural efficiency initiatives were reviewed by the Applicant Union (Transcript pp 65-84a and Exhibit 6). This was
undertaken to show that—
• the employment of Teachers’ Aides and assistants
arises out of employment in Kindergartens. The wage
rate of assistants was set at 85% in 1974.
• the wage rates of Home Economic Assistants continues to be covered under the Cleaners and
Caretakers (Government) Award. The rate was originally determined by reference to the Female Cleaners
rates for employment in Domestic Services Centres.
• in 1979 Teachers’ Aides’ rates were adjusted with
reference to the wage of Aides in New South Wales
albeit that the rate in Western Australia was determined by reference to payment for 48 weeks paid
over a 52 week period.
• Aboriginal Education Workers’ rates were incorporated into the Teachers’ Aides’ Award in 1984.
• the Memorandum of Agreement entered into pursuant to the award restructuring commitment in 1989
required the parties to pursue award amalgamation
when a skills profile and audit are finalised. The final structure was subject to the Applicant Union’s
right to have aspects of work value considered and
dealt with.
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• in 1990 the Applicant Union agreed with the Department’s proposal to phase-out the Child Care
Workers (Education Department) Award and by natural attrition replace qualified Child Care Workers with
Teachers’ Aides. Broadbanding of Teachers’ Aides
classification was commenced.
Time lines were established for amalgamation of
Awards. The Union’s work value claim for Teachers’ Aides was noted. The position taken by the Union
was that Teachers’ Aides should be no lower than
school assistants. The Department disagreed. However, both parties agreed to examine the claim
following the finalisation of the school assistants’
salary level then under review.
• the Union’s objective of realising common conditions for public sector wages and salaries employees
was progressed with the issuing of the Miscellaneous Government Conditions and Allowances Award
in February, 1993.
• awards relevant to this claim were determined as
Minimum Rates awards in 1994 and subsequently
were adjusted for the arbitrated safety net increase
pursuant to the December 1994 State Wage Decision.
• the School Assistants were covered by an Enterprise
Agreement between the Department and the Civil
Service Association registered in May, 1996.
• the Teachers’ Enterprise Agreement was registered
in 1996.
• in 1991 School Assistants participated in the creation of a new framework for the employment and
career advancement of Government Officers as part
of the review of employees engaged in primary and
secondary schools and in district offices in an administrative, clerical or general capacity. The new
salary classification structure recognised work value
and provided career paths for individual employees
(71 WAIG 3183).
• in December 1990 Independent School Teachers were
awarded salary increases to reflect work value rates
(71 WAIG 334).
The Union’s claim
In summary, the Applicant Union sought to demonstrate that
the Wage Fixing Principles have not inhibited the Education
Department nor the Commission in re-assessing work value,
identifying changes in work value and establishing career paths
for other employees directly involved in education (ie teachers) and those providing support (i.e. school assistants).
Furthermore, that the wage rates of groups coming within this
claim do not have wage rates established by reference to some
relativity within the education service within which they are
employed. Finally, it is inferred that the existing wage rates
for classifications coming within the generic title of Education Assistants reflect the depressed rates paid to women. These
have not been reviewed so that equitable base can be determined.
Ms Devereaux, Children’s Services Organiser for the Applicant Union presented evidence on her negotiations with the
Education Department for the establishment of the Education
Assistants enterprise bargaining agreement and new classification structure. Ms Devereaux has 25 years experience in the
children’s services industry. She is a Pre-School Teacher and
lecturer in Teacher Assistant and Child Care Courses at Edith
Cowan University. Her witness statement (Exhibit 5) details
the chronology of events that culminated in the agreement to
pursue Initiative 10 under the Enterprise Agreement and the
subsequent undertakings conveyed to the Union by Officers
of the Education Department that a classification structure tied
into salary points in the “EDMOSAC” Award was agreed to
in April, 1997.
From the Union’s point of view reflected through evidence
presented by Ms Devereaux, it is important to appreciate that—
• the Education Department had terminated negotiations on the Minimum Rates Adjustment for the
Teachers’ Aides’ Award in 1995.
• a new career classification structure was an integral
part of negotiations on the Enterprise Agreement for
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Education Assistants but that discussions were inhibited in 1993-1994 when negotiations broke down
with the Union on an agreement for cleaners and
gardeners.
• in June, 1995 the Director General advised the Applicant Union that—
“The Department is yet to finalise its proposals with
respect to the early childhood teaching area. As you
would no doubt appreciate the Department proposals for this group will closely resemble those of the
general teaching service, with appropriate modifications as necessary.”
(Exhibit 5—Attachment 6)
• pursuant to the Director General’s assurance the Applicant Union submitted proposals based on
arrangements being negotiated with the Department
by the State School Teachers Union (for Teachers)
and the Civil Service Association (for School Assistants).
• in May, 1996 consistent with the resolution of the
Teachers’ dispute and the outcome of their enterprise
bargaining negotiations with the Department, the
Applicant Union sought a wage increase of 15%
under the terms of an enterprise agreement for Education Assistants.
• in September 1996 agreement was reached. The wage
outcome was less than the 15% being claimed by the
Applicant Union in negotiations but importantly from
its point of view included terms to ensure the transfer of Education Assistants to a new career structure
to be developed.
The Department confirmed—
“1. EDWA agree in principle that the range of rates
for each level of the new classification structure will be drawn from the Government
Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions
Award (GOSAC) inclusive of the 1st, 2nd and
3rd Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments as follows (etc. as proposed by the Union).
2. The parties agree that the range of rates are
accepted (including the increments) but the
transfer of existing classifications in the new
levels will be based on skill/competence, work
value and duties required by EDWA for each
job.
....
5. The parties agree to ensure that there is no
double counting of increases arising from the
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement and adoption of the proposed new structure”
(Exhibit 5—Attachment 10)
(The alignment of the new career classification structure
with the “GOSAC” Award was agreed to be—
Level One GOSAC Level 1
Years 3-4
Level Two GOSAC Level 1
Years 5-9
Level Three GOSAC Level 2
Years 1-5
Level Four GOSAC Level 3
Years 1-4
Level Four is the second Advanced Skill level which
was not agreed to by EDWA)
• in November, 1996 consistent with the terms of Initiative 10 in the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
the Department undertook the development of the
new career structure by 31 March 1997 (Exhibit 5—
Attachment 11).
• a “Proposed Classification Structure and Job Description Forms for Education Assistants” dated 10 March
1997 was prepared by an independent consultant,
Sharn Tutt (Exhibit 9).
• from the Union’s understanding the duty statements
(with some minor amendments) were finalised and
agreed to in April, 1997. Discussions then centred
on salary rates for each level under the proposed structure—
“... the only remaining point needing agreement was
whether people moved into the structure on a
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point-to-point transfer or simply to the nearest, highest salary point”
(Ms Devereaux’s Statement, Exhibit 5—paragraph 92.1)
• on 26 March 1997 the Department tendered a transitional work sheet for realigning classification points
of Education Assistants under the new career structure determined by the independent consultant
(Exhibit 5—Attachment 12 and Exhibit 14).
• at this time (April, 1997) Ms Devereaux understood
that the only remaining task for the Education Department was to cost the process of implementing
the new classification structure so that discussions
could take place on transferring Education Assistants to it. (Transcript p 107).
• however, staffing changes took place within the industrial relations unit in the Education Department
and the only information received by the Union reflected concern from the Department about the level
of increase that some “integration” assistants (i.e.
Education Assistants working with children with
special educational needs on a one-to-one basis)
would receive as a result of their inclusion as Special Education Assistants under the new structure.
This had been calculated as a 21% increase.
The Union cited other examples to the Department
of wage adjustments in the order of 2% and 3% for
Education Assistants. Child Care Workers would not
receive any increase but would stay on their existing
rate under “salary maintenance”.
• nothing in the letter from the Education Department
dated 27 March 1997 contradicted the Union’s understanding that implementation of the classification
structure was imminent. Indeed, the discussion with
Departmental officers on 26 March was consistent
with the final paragraph—
“As soon as we have an agreed classification structure I will be pleased to meet with you to develop a
programme for implementation of the new structure.”
(Exhibit 15—Letter from Director
Employee Relations, 27 March 1997)
• on 15 May 1997 the Department advised the Union
that—
“.... The Education Assistants Classification Structure has been the subject of on-going discussions
between Departmental Officers and Officials of your
Union. I understand that only the item regarding job
descriptions for Special Education Assistants is outstanding. I look forward to a speedy resolution of
this remaining issue.”
When this matter is concluded a procedure for transition to the new structure will need to be agreed.
The concluding of this issue is considered a high priority, however, a guarantee cannot be given
concerning an operative date .....”
(Exhibit 15—Letter from Director
Employee Relations, 15 May, 1997)
• however, from that point the Department’s position
changed, as noted by the Commission following conference proceedings on 24 June 1997—
“The Department’s perception of what the wages outcomes of the classification structure are to be has
changed over the past three weeks. It is now different from the understanding between the parties which
was reached at the time the Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement was agreed and upon which negotiations
have proceeded since then.”
(Exhibit 15 Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission letter dated 25 June 1997)
• again on 25th June, 1997 the Education Department
advised the Union that the commitment to the development of a career structure for “Teachers’ Aides”
remained and although most of the work in developing the new structure has been completed for several
weeks, the issue of salary rates to apply to the
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structure remained unresolved. The advice to the
Union went on to state—
“...In order to resolve the issue concerning salaries
for the structure the Department is prepared to develop salary rates by establishing appropriate
minimum rates for the structure which would be reflected in the Teachers’ Aides’ Award. This would
allow the salaries for Teachers’ Aides to be established by reference to a benchmark rate. Much of
this work was done as a result of the decision Chief
Commissioner Coleman of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission in his Childcare
Workers’ MRA Decision. This approach provides the
best opportunity for establishing proper rates of pay
in the context of a skill based career structure and
for recognising the value of the work of Teachers’
Aides relative to teachers.
Should your members be prepared to discuss such a
proposal an outline could be provided by 3 July 1997.
This would enable the structure to be finalised during the impending term break.
The Department is also prepared to commence negotiations for a new enterprise agreement for
Teachers’ Aides which could apply from 1 January
1998. Salary increases negotiated under such an
agreement could apply from this date and from other
dates during the term of the agreement....”
(Exhibit 15—Letter from Director
Employee Relations, 25 June 1997)
• the Union’s response to the Department’s letter of
25 June 1997 reflected the members’ extreme criticism of the Department “for reneging on the original
career structure...”(Exhibit 15—Letter from Union
Secretary to Minister for Education, 27 June 1997)
• following further proceedings in the Commission the
Department on 11 July 1997, advised the Union—
“I also confirm that the Department remains committed to resolving the current impasse concerning
pay rates for the career structure for Teachers’ Aides
through the setting of appropriate minimum rates
which recognise their work value relative to teachers.
As outlined at last night’s conference the Department
is prepared to address salary issues separately by way
of an Enterprise Bargaining Agreement. We would
envisage such an agreement operating from 1 January 1998 for a two year term. Such an agreement
could be negotiated quickly provided it was consistent with Government Wages Policy.
I believe this process provides the best opportunity
for agreement on a properly constructed career structure which recognises the work value of Teachers’
Aides relative to teachers and secure wage increases
for the ensuing two years through the bargaining process....”
(Exhibit 15—Letter from Director
Employee Relations, 11 July 1997)
• again on 14 July the Department’s position was conveyed to the Union—
“..The Department remains committed to implementing a career structure with pay rates which properly
recognise the worth of Teachers’ Aides relative to
teachers and remains prepared to discuss the terms
of a further enterprise agreement. However, further
action which disrupted Special Education Schools
and Centres is considered unacceptable and would
require the Department to take action to ensure that
educational services to these children were maintained.
Unless you are in a position put a proposal which
conforms with the Commission’s Statement of Principles and Government Wages Policy, the
Commission hearing of MRA Application No. 1532
of 1990 provides the only remaining viable means
for resolving this issue.
(Exhibit 15—Letter from Director
Employee Relations, 14 July 1997)
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During these proceedings the Eduction Department presented
an offer to the Union seeking endorsement for the development of a new career structure for Aboriginal and Islander
Education Workers (AIEW’s) (refer to Exhibit F).
The “AIEW Career Structure Plan” notes—
“The working and employment conditions for AIEW’s
are fraught with problems related to confusion about their
role, under-recognition of their range of skills which includes teaching skills that schools expect and demand of
them, low salaries, poor access to permanent employment
and related entitlements, and limited training/further education opportunities.
The Department of Employment, Education, Training and
Youth Affairs (DEETYA) has released the Ara
Kuwaritkajutu: Towards A New Way Stage 3 report which
is the third of three reports investigating the working conditions of AIEWs. This report suggests that all education
providers consider and implement the recommendations
of all three reports which discusses many aspects of the
industrial conditions, training opportunities, career structure and needs of AIEWs....”
(Exhibit F)
Ms Devereaux expressed the view that the above observation concerning the plight of AIEW’s (referred to previously
as Aboriginal Education Workers (AEW’s)) was relevant to
all Education Assistants. The role of an AEW encompassed
the work of teachers assistants and extends into community
liaison work. This is recognised to some extent in the existing
classification structure and has been further accommodated in
the new classification structure with career development
through to Level 4. While the Department’s proposal for
AIEW’s includes provision for a “community based Aboriginal teacher” that has not been the subject of any consultation
with the Union. However, Ms Devereaux notes that a classification similar to this has been included in the Independent
Schools Teacher Assistants Enterprise Agreement.
Witness statements and oral evidence was presented through
the Union from—
• Cynthia Stabler: Teachers Assistant, Malibu Education Support School, Safety Bay.
• Patricia Smith: Teachers Assistant/School Assistant,
Highgate Primary School, Highgate.
• Mureen Richardson: Teachers Assistant (Pre-Primary), Osborne Park Primary School, Osborne Parks
• Patricia Gray: Home Economic Assistant, Armadale
Senior High School, Armadale.
• Graham Green: Management and Training Consultant in Education, Health and Human Services (17
years as Teacher and School Administrator).
• Hugh Thompson: Graduate Careers Director, Edith
Cowan University.
Without in any way discounting the value of the evidence presented, the following summary picks up
some of the matters addressed by these witnesses.
• For those involved as Teachers’ Aides whether in the
pre-primary area, and Education Support School or
a primary school with special programmes for English as a Second Language, the positions demand
dedication, motivation and initiative.
• The physical demands of providing care to children
in an Education Support School have increased significantly with the change in students’ physical and
intellectual disabilities.
• Just as parents and community expectations have
placed greater demands on teachers, so too have the
Teachers’ Aides been affected.
• Experienced Teachers’ Aides work with minimal supervision; they provide feed-back to teachers on the
effectiveness of programmes and the progress of individual students. They assist in taking some of the
administrative burden associated with class activities, for example, excursions, from teachers.
• Teachers’ Aides attest to the incidence of more challenging (and rewarding) roles in the classroom under
the direction of teachers. They invariably undertake
“in-service” training and are usually included in the
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professional development programmes established
for school staff.
• While acknowledging and accepting that teachers
carry the “duty of care” they point out their responsibilities associated with the supervision of students
placed in their care often in situations remote from
the control of the teacher, for example, during
toileting etc. in Education Support Centres, in reading groups in primary schools and in play time
supervision in the pre-primary environment.
• The tenuous nature of appointments was cited. Staffing formula dictates whether annual appointments
will be renewed and the time which will be allocated
to teaching aides.
NOTE: The hours upon which wages are calculated
are as follows—
“Education Assistant Hours
Teachers Assistant Full time hours
32.5
Pre-Primary Assistant Full time hours
29.25
Those Education Assistants who are Teacher Assistants and Bus Assistants may work a maximum of 38
hours without attracting overtime.
Pre-Primary Assistants—Maximum hours29.25
Some (employed prior to 1995) work a further 0.1 in
Primary School to take hours to 32.5. Most Pre-Primary Assistants work 29.25 hours. Their working
hours are allocated according to Pre-Primary children numbers.
Child Care Workers (Education Department)
Award. Maximum Hours
32.5
Their hours are allocated as above.
Primary Teachers Assistants. Maximum hours 32.5
Very few work full time, mostly part time, many have
hours made up of hours from general funding supplemented by hours funded by special projects PSP
(Priority School Projects) or PEAC. The total Teacher
Assistant hours are allocated to the District office
which then allocates to schools according to numbers of children in years 1 and 2.
Special Education Assistants. Maximum hours
32.5—Schools and Centres
Most full time teachers assistants work in Special
Education. Schools and Centres often have a core of
full time Assistants with part time Assistants employed in accordance with children’s needs.
Units
Mix of full time and part time Teacher Assistants.
Assistants assist into the Unit, then support children
in mainstream classes for part of the day.
One to One
With integrated children with special needs. Hours
relate directly to amount of support provided for the
child; may be as little as 0.1 per week (3.25 hours).
Aboriginal Indigenous Education Workers, Maximum hours are 32.5 hours
May AIEW’s are employed part time. Allotment to
schools are currently based on submissions by the
Principal of individual schools. Working Party (Joint
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement) recommended
adoption of a formula based on student needs and
numbers.
Rural Integration Program Assistants. Maximum
hours 29.25 (as per Pre Primary)
Hours are dependant on numbers of 5 year olds in
the school each year.
Sper Assistants—maximum hours 32.5
All Teachers Assistants are employed full time. The
allocation is based on one Teacher Assistant to eight
children.
Home Economic Assistants—maximum hours 38
hours
Hours vary greatly between schools. The formula was
changed some years ago to 17 hours per full time
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Home Economics Teacher. Some schools have a prorata allotment for part time teachers, others do not.
Many schools are said to be overstaffed according to
this formula, as the previous formula additionally
took into account cooking class hours.
The Joint Enterprise Bargaining Agreement working party recommended a return to a formula which
recognised the need for additional hours for cooking
classes and Vocational Educational classes.
The Enterprise Bargaining Agreement addressed the
issue of hours in the following initiatives. Initiative
4—Reduction in Fraction and Minimum Hours, Initiatives 2.—School Staffing Profiles and Initiative
3.—School Formula Requirements and Variation of
Employment.”
Exhibit 16
• In Home Economics changes in curriculum have
placed additional demands on Assistants in preparation, new equipment, budget control and ordering.
These changes make the positions more challenging.
• The Competency Standards for Teachers Assistants
and Home Economic Assistants developed by the respective Steering Committees have been endorsed
by relevant accrediting bodies in Western Australia.
Competency standards do not identify the duties that
have been done; they define the competency, that is,
the skills, knowledge and attitudes that people in the
workplace ordinarily demonstrate. It is not a matter
of taking duty statements and extrapolating a competency standard from that.
The competencies established through the IETC reflect the demands of the education system. Those
demands have changed particularly with the integration of handicapped students.
The ASF levels ascribed to the Competency Standards seem appropriate to the Project Officer charged
with responsibility to complete the standards.
However, Education Assistants at SPER Centres operate at a higher level and are atypical. They have
specialised skills and are called upon to give advice
to teachers.
• As far as formal qualifications are concerned the
Teachers Assistant Certificate is tied in with the IETC
Competency standards and the needs of all sectors
of education in which Teachers Assistants are employed. The courses is reviewed and developed in
consultation with stakeholders.
The Respondent’s submissions
Although Initiative 10 under the Enterprise Agreement provides for the resolution of a new classification structure through
arbitration, that, according to the Respondent is not a straight
forward matter. The course proposed by the Applicant Union
for an Order pursuant to Section 44 of the Act raises technical
and legal difficulties. The Respondent submits that Section 44
(6)(ba) does not provide an avenue through which the matter
may progress. It is submitted that this is an application for an
“award classification” and must be considered under Section
40 of the Act. Indeed, there are two matters before the Commission. The Minimum Rates Adjustment (Application No.
1532 of 1990) and the claim for a new classification structure
(Matter No. CR 49 of 1997). Whichever way these matters are
dealt with the Respondent submits that the Commission must
consider—
“(a) on a proper construction of the (Wage Fixing) Principles whether the Union’s applications should be
dealt with a Special Case or a Work Value Case.
(b) Whether a Work Value or a Special Case can be made
out.”
To add to the complexity it is argued that other than Section
44(6)(ba) orders, a final order made pursuant to Section 44 is
unable to prevail over awards or an industrial agreement. The
Respondent submits—
“This interpretation is implicit in Section 37(4) which provides that any provision of an award remains in force until
cancelled, suspended or replaced. In relation to Industrial
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Agreements Section 43(1) requires that such agreements
may only be varied by a subsequent agreement. Consequently, an Industrial Agreement cannot be varied in part
by an Order of the Commission.”
Notwithstanding that the Union’s proposal for an Order under Section 44 of the Act cannot, in the Respondent’s view, be
acceded to and that the Minimum Rates Adjustment, which
the Respondent sees as being necessary for the disposition of
this matter being given effect to by award amendment, it is
argued that the terms of paragraph 2.4 of Initiative 10 of the
Enterprise Agreement are ultra vires to the Act “in so far as
the implementation of a structure requires award amendments”
(Written submissions received 13 Oct. 1997). In other words
because the Minimum Rates Adjustment is included in the
new classification structure Section 37(4) of the Act operates
to prevent the award being varied. Presumably, this had not
occurred to the Respondent, nor to the Union or the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations when the Enterprise
Agreement was negotiated, approved and registered. What this
submission means for the status of the Enterprise Agreement
is uncertain. Records show that the dispute between the parties was resolved and the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
finalised would be addressed in the terms set down by the
parties in their Industrial Agreement. Furthermore, to ensure
against the possibility that matters presently before the Commission may be considered to fall within the terms of Section
2—Enterprise Bargaining, Paragraph 2—Consent Award or
Award Variation to Give Effect to an Enterprise Agreement
under the Statement of Principles—August, 1996 (76 WAIG
3368 at 3369), it is submitted that commitments under Initiatives 8 and 10 of the Enterprise Agreement do not amount to
matters now before the Commission being considered as consent applications or consent award variations. The Respondent
states that—
“In any event, the negotiations and purported agreement
do not satisfy the requirements of Principle 2 Section 2
Enterprise Bargaining. The Union in this case is unable
to meet the onus required under that principle. In particular, that provision requires the consent of the parties.
Leaving that issue aside, a consideration of the nature of
the enterprise, the range of matters covered by the order
and the likelihood of flow-on and internal and external
relativities make it clear that the Union’s application
should not be granted. Further, even if the onus could be
met, the Commission could not be satisfied that—
(a) Teachers’ Aides (education assistants) are a
discrete or separate part of the enterprise. To
the contrary the draft order would disturb
Structural Efficiency Principle (SEP) considerations and Enterprise Bargaining in other
parts of the enterprise;
(b) The proposed variation is not consistent with
the continued implementation at enterprise
level of SEP considerations;
(c) The proposed wage rates are not based on the
actual implementation of efficiency measures
designed to effect real gains in productivity.”
(Answer, Counter proposal and Contentions
submitted on 22 September, 1997)
In the development of these submissions the Respondent
asserts the following—
• Under the Enterprise Agreement (Initiative 8) the parties are committed to reviewing Teachers’ Aides,
Home Economic Assistants and Child Care Workers
statements of duties and to develop job descriptions
which reflect the current and future requirements of
the positions. The skill descriptions submitted by the
Union in its order do not reflect the requirements of
the positions.
• The Union’s claim for Home Economic Assistants
(38 hours) will result in them being paid more than 3
year trained teachers. Further, at Level 3, (32.5 hours)
the Teachers’ aide will be paid more than the 3 year
trained teacher. The Level 4 Teachers’ aide (38 hours)
will be paid more than the Level 3 Registrar of a
School.
• The existing relativities should not be disturbed.
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As far as the Respondent is concerned, the Union cannot
rely on the Heads of Agreement to secure wage increases under a proposed new classification structure.
• The purported agreement reflected in correspondence
dated 16 September 1996 (Refer to Attachments 1
and 2 to witness statement—Executive Director (Human Resources) EDWA) has not received Cabinet
approval and could not be endorsed until the skill/
competence, work value and duties required by the
Education Department of Western Australia were
justified.
• The Department’s officers were directed to negotiate the new structure within the parameters of cost
suitability. No costings had been undertaken on the
structure being discussed with the Union in March
1997. There was no authority for commitments to be
given to wage/salary structures without costings and
cabinet approval. As embarrassing as it is to the Department, the officer(s) concerned were acting
without authority.
• At no material time did the Department formally advise the Union that the structure and Job Description
Forms in the Tutt Report (“Proposed classification
Structure and Job Description Forms for Education
Assistants” March 1997) had been accepted in its
entirety.
• Initiatives 8 and 10 make it clear that undertakings
are required on the performance of additional duties
as required by the Department. This has not occurred;
the Department does not require additional duties to
be carried out. Until such time as new duties are required to be performed there is no basis upon which
a new classification structure can be established.
In the Respondent’s view, the claim for a new classification
structure is a “Work Value Case” not a Special Case. It cannot
be both. As the Respondent sees it, the Union’s claim relies on
measurement of work value from 1979 in the case of Teachers’ Aides, from when the classification of Home Economic
Assistant was first created and from 1982 in the case of Child
Care Workers. The initiative imposed by the Structural Efficiency Principle under the September 1989 State Wage
Decision cannot, in the Respondent’s view, be displaced by
calling the application a Special Case. Furthermore, there have
been increases under the Structural Efficiency Principle (including the “Second Tier” Wage Adjustment) which, if not
taken into account will amount to “double counting”.
The Respondent observes that—
• The Enterprise Agreement settles all past productivity claims since 1991. In the absence of any new
initiatives since 1991 there can be no work value
changes which have not already been taken into account in the 10% (plus $200) payment under the
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
• It is insufficient to cite job requirements as having
become more complex in the past five years or an
increase in the number of Teachers’ Aides to satisfy
the work value requirement. There must be a “significant net addition to work”.
In October 1989 in proceedings under the Teachers’
Aides’ Award 1979 the Union acknowledged that
changes in work value had been addressed in salaries determined under a broadbanded range. (69
WAIG 1363 Matter No. R4 of 1979 transcript p 29).
• Failure to identify any changes to the work requirements of Teachers’ Aides which have occurred as a
result of the implementation of the Enterprise Agreement leads to the conclusion that the 10% enterprise
bargaining increase is essentially for past work. In
any event no proper means of measurement of quantum has been put forward.
With respect to particular claims raised in the course of proceedings, the Respondent submits that matters must be kept in
a proper perspective.
• Supervision and increased participation—
At all times Teachers’ Aides work under the supervision of a teacher. This is accepted by Teachers’ Aides.
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Since the establishment of the positions, Teachers’
Aides who are less experienced have required closer
supervision than those with more experience in the
role. Current levels of supervision are reflected in
existing duty statements. Teachers’ Aides are not required to work autonomously and are supervised by
teachers.
Teachers’ Aides may provide guidance or advice.
They have no responsibility or accountability for the
supervision of other staff or volunteers.
The “duty of care” only reflects the common law
position. In the pre-primary environment, the teacher’s responsibility cannot be delegated to Teachers’
Aides.
“Teachers’ Aides have all care but no responsibility,
they walk out at the end of the day and that is it.
Teachers on the other hand have no fixed hours of
duty and they have the responsibility for the education programme and they are accountable for the
education of each child they teach.”
(Written Submissions received 13 October, 1997)
• Introduction (and expansion) of new technology, particularly computerisation—
The introduction of computers into schools is part of
the normal evolutionary process of work. It applies
to the workforce as a whole. Those providing direct
or indirect service to students should strive for the
best possible service. Computers are a facet of this.
The move from manual to automated or computerised systems is not indicative of an increase in work
value. It is simply a more efficient manner of service
delivery.
• Increased professionalism, accredited training and
professional development—
Training provided through “in-service” courses do
not justify a wage increase. If Teachers’ Aides were
required to do new tasks without training then perhaps it would be different.
Qualifications are not required by the Department,
therefore cannot be subject to work value.
Teachers’ Aides are not a generic group.
“They are not multi-skilled in that for example an
(home) Economic aide cannot be transferred to a
special education school, although there is some capacity for some Aboriginal Education Workers to
transfer. That means the Commission must assess
work value in each category of Aides separately. The
value of SPER work is very different work to Special Education which has over time become a carer’s
role (rather) then assisting in the delivery of teaching programmes. Just because the Respondent
concedes that Aboriginal Educational Worker should
be treated differently because of their special role
and input into the teaching process, their work value
cannot be translated into any other category of Teachers’ Aides. In relation to pre-primary and early
childhood Aides the duties of Teachers aides is similar to that of private child care givers. They form
60% of the total number of employees covered by
these applications. (Exhibit 13)
(Written Submissions received 13 October 1997)
• Whether skill related career paths address discrimination—
The Union claims the proposed order establishes a
career path. That is not the case. The only career path
is through studies to become a teacher. The job of a
Teachers’’ aide is not broad based nor multi-skilled
because it is not open to Teachers’ Aides to transfer
from one position to another.
The Respondent’s counter claim establishes skill related progression and address discrimination. It does
not seek to change the level of skill as the duties of
Teachers’ Aides have not changed. It recognises that
Teachers’ Aides become more valuable employees
as a result of job training and experience.
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• Relativities and Flow-on—
In the Respondent’s view, the Union has been unable to establish an appropriate relativity between
EDMOSAC classifications and those of Teachers’
Aides.
The application of Public Service Award rates will
destroy relativities between aides and teachers thus
leading to an inevitable flow-on to Ministerial Officers and teachers. All positions in the EDMOSAC
Award above Level 1 are promotional positions and
must be filled on merit. The Union’s proposal will
see Western Australian Teachers’ Aides move from
Level 1 to 2 and 3 without merit selection.
The proper starting point is that teachers’ pay rates
are the appropriate bench mark. In setting a proper
Key Minimum Classification for Teachers’ Aides
there should be recognition of the fact that their skills,
responsibilities, training and work value and conditions are less than qualified child care givers (The
67.1% relativity with the Teacher in the Child Care
Industry reflects a higher work value for those qualified employees).
• Public Interest and Flow-on—
A consequence of the Union’s claim will be reduced
employment opportunities for Teachers’ Aides. This
was foreshadowed by the Director—General in advice to the Minister. (Appendix 4 to Executive
Director’s (HR) witness Statement). The options in
the light of the success of the claim are—
* a reduction in the number of Teachers’ Aides
(300 FTE).
* increase in class sizes to reduce teacher numbers (as a result of a flow-on in salary increases
to teachers).
* closure of some schools
* reduction in the funding provided to schools
under school grants.
There are likely to be similar implications for
Catholic and Independent Schools.
Extensive written and oral evidence was presented
by the Respondent in support of opposition to the
Union’s claim for a new classification structure and
for the proposed Minimum Rates Adjustment. The
following witnesses presented on behalf of the Respondent.
* Stephen Home: Executive Director (Human
Resources) Education Department (took up
position in January 1997).
* Kenneth Wyatt: Acting Director, Aboriginal
Education. Education Department.
* Eve Lucas: Principal, Hampton Park Primary
School, Morley. (Previously Manager of the
Disabilities and Learning Difficulties Branch
Education Department).
* Mary Lamprecht: Registrar. Level 2
Koongamia Primary School.
* Enid Wiseman: Senior Personnel Officer, Primary Staffing Branch, Education Department.
* Annette Rogers: Registrar, Level 4 Lesmurdie
Senior High School.
* Tony Henry: Principal Industrial Officer, Level
6 Education Department.
* Janette Ballantine: Registrar Level 3,
Lakeland, Senior High School.
* Lyn Christie: Consultant for Programs for Four
and Five Year Old Children. Early Childhood
Directorate, Education Department.
* Sharn Tutt: Consultant, Sector Vision Consulting. Providing classification services to Public
Sector clients.
* Andrew Hastie:Project Industrial Officer, Facilities and Services Reform Programme.
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Again, without in any way intending to discount the value
of evidence presented, the following summarises some of the
points raised on behalf of the Respondent—
• The process for approval of industrial agreements,
including a new classification Structure, involves the
endorsement of the Executive Director (Human Resources) and Executive of the Department, approval
from the Director General, submission to DOPLR
and finally approval by the Cabinet Sub Committee
for Labour Relations.
• The “Proposed Classification Structure and Job Description Forms for Education Assistants’ prepared
by S. Tutt has not been endorsed by the Department.
The Department does not accept the statement in the
Tutt report that approval had been given for three
salary levels for Teachers’ Aides to be aligned to the
EDMOSAC Award.
• The wage alignment under the Heads of Agreement
(dated 16th September 1996) was never approved
by the Department or the Cabinet Sub Committee
on Labour Relations.
• Cost neutrality was imposed on the outcome of negotiations for a new classification structure. That was
the limitation imposed on Departmental officers. Any
indications or undertakings contrary to that were
without authority. The Department entered into the
Teachers’ Aides Enterprise Agreement in the knowledge that Initiative 10 would have to be funded from
its own resources. Even then Cabinet Sub Committee approval was required.
• Officers comprising the Department’s reference
group for the development of the new classification
structure went “off on a bit of a frolic”. The exercise
was conducted without the knowledge and authority
of the “most senior people in the organisation”.
• The Department accepts that—
“The working and employment conditions of AIEW
are fraught with problems related to confusion about
their role, under recognition of their range of skills
which includes teaching skills that schools expect
and demand of them, low salaries, poor access to
permanent employment and related entitlements and
limited training/ further education opportunities.”
(Exhibit F)
The Department does not agree that as part of the existing Teachers’Assistants structure, the same applies to other
categories of employees in the group.
• There are core duties and responsibilities the AIEW’s
undertake that are consistent with Teachers’ Aides
generally (and some which may even be particular
to Ethnic Aides) but the particular cultural reference
required of AIEW’s distinguishes them from other
Teachers’ Aides.
• In the course of developing career paths generally it
is necessary to establish competency standards, accredited training and curriculum.
• At present there is tension between the career path
that exists for AEW’s (as Teachers’ Aides) and initiatives being developed to access Aboriginal Teacher
training.
• Registrars Level 3 in District High Schools are employed on the basis of 40 week year and 6½ hours
per day. The level of remuneration under the GOSAC
award recognises the devolution of responsibility to
schools for accounting and administrative functions.
Further devolution is planned ie: salaries and human
resources management. Computerisation and staff
responsibilities are a feature of the positions.
• Registrars Level 2 in Primary Schools carry the responsibilities inherent in devolution. Reclassification
will be sought with additional functions.
• A feature of work undertaken by Teachers’ Aides in
Education Support Centres in recent times is that they
do “more of the same”.
While changing community expectations affect
teachers and Teachers’ Aides, there has been no
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change in the level of accountability for Teachers’
Aides. They have not been affected by changes to
the syllabus and curriculum. Being consulted as part
of the “team” does not reflect a change in their status. It is an efficient way for discussing and planning
teaching requirements.
While the extent to which a Teachers’ aide is involved
in the early childhood setting depends significantly
on the relationship with the teacher, often it is not a
requirement of the Department. It is something that
gives the teacher’s aide satisfaction. There has not
been a significant change in the teacher’s role over
the last 10 or 15 years. Teachers are required to do
the best for individual children based on individual
needs. That has always been the case. Similarly the
teacher aide’s role has not changed over that period.
In the Department’s assessment, “indicative duties”
identified by Union in the proposed Order (and which
are taken from the “Tutt Report” Exhibit 9) are expected to be discharged by Teachers’ Aides on entry.
(Refer to Exhibit E). The Department’s assessment
was conducted by officers with experience in working with Teachers’ Aides. No weight can be attributed
to the Department’s assessment which led to discussions on an alignment of wage rates with the
classification structure devised in the “Tutt Report”
and which was used in discussions with the Union
on 26 March 1997. (Exhibit 14).
Ms Tutt did not have any role in setting a salary alignment following her recommendation of a “Proposed
Classification Structure and Job Description Forms
for Education Assistants” (Exhibit 9).
The review undertaken by Ms Tutt involved—
* a review of competency standards;
* an identification of “inequities” within the
structure; and
* taking a “generic approach” to Teachers’Aides
to overcome variables attributable to the conditions under which the work is performed and
the level of teacher involvement.
The proposed structure did not necessarily reflect different skills at each level but accommodated the
degree of teacher supervision and the Teacher Aide’s
input into the educational programme.
Within the time constraints imposed on her, Ms Tutt
considered that the duty statements provided by her
reflect the duties and responsibilities of Teachers’
Aides. Further improvements could be made.
The job description forms or duty statements were
compiled after—
* reviewing existing role statements;
* consulting with relevant parties to see what
was required and what duties were being undertaken by Teachers’ Aides;
* researching competencies;
* looking at interstate comparisons; and
* undertaking a work value analysis of duties
and responsibilities.
The only costings done by the Department prior to
arbitration were those based not on the Union’s proposed classification structure but upon the Heads of
Agreement alignment of wages with levels under the
GOSAC Award (or its equivalent).
In September 1996 the Director General advised the
Minister that “...figures being quoted by the Union
of additional increases (ie: in addition to the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement) are not accepted as
correct. Any additional increases will depend on
translation to the new structure and will be offset by
staffing to formula. Until that occurs it is not appropriate to suggest particular percentage outcomes”
(memo dated 17th September 1996, Executive Director (Human Resources) Witness Statement
Appendix 4).
In June 1997 the Principal Industrial Officer advised
the Executive Director (Human Resources) that the
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“relative wage increase for Teachers Assistants in
the “in principle” agreement would create a minimum 25% wage increase. The potential recurrent cost
is in the order of $12.5M per annum”. (Memo dated
3rd June 1997, Executive Director (HR) Witness
Statement Appendix 8).
In Exhibit I submitted to the Commission and prepared in the course of proceedings the Department
identifies current wage costs for Teachers’ Aides as
$49.3M per annum. Applying the Heads of Agreement levels under the GOSAC Award the Department
estimates that the wages bill would grow to $61.9M.
Subsequent information received from the Respondent claims that wage rates under the Union’s proposed
Order will result in an increase of 20.58% above the
wage bill under the Enterprise Agreement. (Refer to
Attachment 3 to the Respondent’s advice to the Commission and to the Union dated 29 December 1997).
• The Minimum Rates Adjustment proposal put forward by the Department was compiled in May 1995
and was the subject of negotiations prior to the conclusions of the Enterprise Agreement registered in
November 1996.
The proposal seeks to establish a link for the top of
the Teacher Aide classification at 58.9% of the teacher’s salary (ie. Top award rate for a qualified teacher
in the Teachers’ (Public Sector Primary and Secondary Education) Award). The rationale for this
alignment is that the approach adopted by the Commission in establishing the rate for a Qualified Child
Care Giver at 67.1% of the Teacher’s rate in the Independent Schools Award.
In the Department’s view there are two significant
matters which justify minimum rates to be paid to
Teachers’ Aides being less than that paid to qualified
Child Care Givers. First, Teachers’ Aides do not require qualifications and second they do not carry the
same duty of care.
The differential of approximately 2% between the
levels under the proposed Minimum Rates Scale represents service not work value differences.
Existing duty statements adequately reflect the Department’s requirements of these employees.
In the course of hearing this matter five hundred pages of
transcript were taken. Seventeen witnesses statements were
presented. Over forty exhibits were included ranging from
comprehensive analysis of competency standards and classification structures to memoranda and calculations.
Inspections were undertaken at the following schools—
• Highgate Primary School
• Gladys Newton Special Education School
• Belmont Senior High School
• Tranby Primary School
• Challis Early Childhood Education (ECE) Centre
• Challis Socio-psycho—Education Resource (SPER)
Centre
• Gwynne Park Primary School and Education Support Centre
• Dinki Di Child Care Centre, Innaloo
Conclusion—
The hearing commenced on 30 July, 1997 and concluded on
13 October, 1997. To facilitate the availability of witnesses
due to leave arrangements and representatives as well as to
accommodate the availability of members of the Commission,
hearing times were set at the expense of continuity in the development of submissions. Final documentation on closing
submissions was not received until 9 January 1998.
There has been an abundance of evidence concerning the
expectations of Teachers’ Aides and indeed their attempts for
many years to secure what they see as appropriate recognition
under a revised classification structure. This has been matched
by the evidence of the Department to vindicate the position
that has been undertaken through the Minimum Rates Adjustment exercise which reduces the minimum rates of Teachers’
Aides but maintains their wage level under supplementary
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payments. In the course of this the Department has endeavoured to extricate itself from what has been acknowledged to
have been the embarrassment of it having agreed to a new
classification structure and entered into a Heads of Agreement
that held out the promise of wage increases which is now
claimed to have been done without authority and without the
knowledge of senior officers, none of whom appeared in these
proceedings. To add insult to injury, after being informed in
June, 1995 that the Department’s proposals with respect to
“early childhood educators” would closely resemble those of
the general teaching service with appropriate modification as
necessary and after entering into an Enterprise Agreement
which secured commitments to develop Job Descriptions which
reflect the current and future requirements of the positions as
well as the mechanism for achieving the new classification
the Department then said that there were technical and legal
complexities which cannot be overcome. Indeed, the Department considers that existing job descriptions adequately
represent the duties required of them. There are no future requirements. The work Teachers’ Aides are doing is just “more
of the same” and the title Education Assistants coined for the
purpose of recognition under the Enterprise Agreement should
be displaced in favour of retraining the more traditional title
of Teachers Aide. Presumably, this move properly reflects the
relationship the Department expects. We can well understand
the indignation and frustration this has caused. However, indignation and frustration are not a substitute for merit and it is
that which must be established.
It is insufficient to merely cite the availability of arbitration
either under the terms of paragraph 3 of Initiative 10 or under
the provisions of the Act. The Enterprise Agreement now regulates the relationship between the parties. Its registration was
not fettered or subject to the Wage Fixing Principles. The Act
now recognises the rights of parties to enter into binding relationships without interference from the Commission save but
for the limited role of giving clear expression to the intent of
the parties in the instrument which regulates their relationship. Undertakings or procedures entered into carry a heavy
responsibility. The terms of the Enterprise Agreement cannot
be put aside nor the Principles deferred to without regard to
the undertakings, understandings and procedures agreed upon
between the parties themselves. In this respect the Minimum
Rates Adjustment and the new classification structure have
been inextricably linked. When the parties have addressed the
requirements set down herein and thereby established the conditions upon which the Commission can proceed to arbitrate
during the operation of their Enterprise Agreement the matters will be concluded. It is one thing to say that there has been
a failure to reach an agreement which makes arbitration necessary. It is another to have failed to properly even address
undertakings required under the terms of the Enterprise Agreement and hand the mess to the Commission.
If the conditions precedent to arbitration which are provided
for under the Enterprise Agreement have been fulfilled, that
is, the relevant obligations under Initiatives 8 and 10 and any
other Initiatives have been discharged then the question arises
as to whether or not the Wage Fixing Principles have any relevance at all. As a general proposition, if the parties enter into
an Enterprise Agreement which itself is not subject to the Principles and make provision for arbitration under terms
acceptable to them, why should matters which they have recognised may be arbitrated be caught by Principles that
otherwise have no application? In the circumstances of matters presently before the Commission this is answered by
reference to Initiative 10. The requirement to progress the
Minimum Rates Adjustment along with the new structure conditions adherence to the Wage Fixing Principles. Here it is
sufficient to address the Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle without reference to the “mystical” incantations involved
in deciding whether a Special Case displaces the Change in
Work Value Principle or whether it imposes another layer of
tests that need to be addressed.
In light of this approach it is incumbent on the Commission
to establish the following—
(a) Whether the parties have reviewed the current Teachers’ Aides (including Aboriginal Education Workers),
Home Economic Assistants and Child Care Workers
Statements of Duties and developed Job Descriptions
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which reflect the current and future requirements of
the positions. (Refer to Initiatives 8—Job Description (1)).
(b) Ascertain whether the Job Descriptions also reflect
the Competency Standards which have been developed in Government and Non-Government schools
in Western Australia by the Community Services,
Health and Education Industry Training Council.
(Refer to Initiatives 8—Job Description (2)).
(c) To the extent that is necessary ascertain whether the
Working Party established by the parties has completed its review of any changes to the duties arising
from award consolidation and the performance of a
wider range of tasks which may have arisen through
the parties’ commitment to allowing employees to
be deployed in a way that will best address the needs
of the work site. (Refer to Initiative 8—Job Description (3)).
(d) Ascertain the how far the Joint Committee established
by the parties has progressed in developing the new
classification structure. In so doing, determine the
extent to which the new structure has been based on
skill/competency of the duties required of employees. See that the new structure has at least three levels.
(Refer to Initiative 10—Classification Structure—
(1) and (2)).
(e) Establish to what extent account has been taken of
the competency and skills based report considered
and endorsed by the Skills Standards Accreditation
Board for Education Assistants and the report prepared on the skills and competencies for Aboriginal
Education Workers (Refer to Initiative 10—Classification Structure (2.5)).
(f) Ascertain whether Job Description Forms have been
reviewed and finalised for all employees covered by
the terms of the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
This will reflect the competencies and skills of all
classifications (Refer to Initiative 10—Classification
Structure—(2.7)).
In assessing these matters it is not a case of the Commission
seeking to enforce the Enterprise Agreement. It is a matter of
fulfilling the requirements upon which arbitration in terms of
that Agreement can proceed.
With respect to the foregoing, the Commission notes the
following—
• “The Proposed Classification Structure and Job Description Forms for Education Assistants” compiled
by Sharn Tutt March 1997 (Exhibit 9).
• the advice to the Union dated 4 June, 1997 from the
Executive Director (Human Resources) that—
“The Department accepts the broad parameters of
the proposed classification structure and Job Descriptions as outlined in the document prepared by Sharn
Tutt dated 10 March , 1997.
There are a number of factors related to the implementation of this classification structure that require
further discussion to ensure the transition is fair, equitable and manageable.”
(Refer to Executive Director’s (Human Resources)
Witness Statement, Appendix 9)
• the generic title of Education Assistant has been used
by the Union in place of the traditional nomenclature of Teacher Aide. The Department seeks to retain
the latter. We favour the former. It is more in keeping with contemporary identification and overcomes
connotations of subservience and the image of prosthesis.
• the question arises as to whether or not Education
Assistants can be dealt with as a homogenous group.
Putting aside Home Economics Assistants, there is a
range of callings following within the scope of the
title.
Already the positions of Aboriginal and Island Education Workers are the subject of separate
consideration.
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We concur with observations that Education Assistants (SPER) are qualitatively different from
Education Assistants that occupy positions in preprimary, primary and secondary schools. This group
also should be a separate consideration.
It appears to be common ground that the new classification structure should overcome the identification
of Education Assistants on a site specific basis. The
terms of Initiative 10 (2.3) support that approach. It
will be necessary for the Commission to satisfy itself that the new classification structure
accommodates the objectives of identifying the duties of a generic Education Assistant and placement
of those with Advanced Skills. The Education Assistants (SPER) would come within the latter
category.
• initiatives to change the role of AIEW’s in order to
access training and to recognise teaching duties that
appear to be undertaken at present adds another dimension to the task of establishing them within a
new classification structure. This development has
not been accommodated in either the separate proposals for a Minimum Rates Adjustment or the
proposed new structure. It has not been considered
by the Joint Working party established pursuant to
the Enterprise Agreement. Consistent with the terms
under which arbitration may proceed this matter will
first have to be considered by the parties constituted
as they must be for the purpose of the Enterprise
Agreement. It may well be that given that initiatives
have progressed further in Western Australia than
elsewhere under the national strategy for AIEW’s
then the classification structure may not have to accommodate this development at this time. If that is
so we will have to be told that that is the case.
• it is critical to the establishment of a new classification structure and consistent with the Minimum Rates
Adjustment required under Initiative 10, that the
Commission be appraised of all relevant wage/salary and classification relativities. This has not been
done by the Working Party constituted as it must be
under the terms of the Enterprise Agreement. So far
all that has been presented is, on the one hand, a
reliance on the terms of a Heads of Agreement without regard to ramifications for relativities in the
school environment. That approach seeks to import
an extended scale for progression through various
levels into a merit selection structure. On the other
hand there is a scale developed under the Minimum
Rates Adjustment exercise attempted in 1995 and
which is justified on the basis that Education Assistants do not require qualifications and do not in the
Department’s view carry the same duty of care as a
qualified Child Care Giver. Neither approach is satisfactory. Comparisons based on external relativities
are nearly impossible. There has been a failure of
the parties to effectively identify the proper basis
upon which wage rates can be calculated given that
Education Assistants’ 52 week payment is calculated
on a 32.5 hour week applicable to the academic year
only. All this work should have been done by the
Joint Committee.
It is clear to us that regard must be given to the internal
relativities within the school environment this includes school
assistants, technical staff, Registrars and teachers. The most
appropriate relativity would appear to be that with the Teacher.
This should not be established via the qualified Child Care
Giver. That alignment already attempted by the Department
fails to take into account the conditions under which work is
performed. The Commission is not bound by the Heads of
Agreement entered into by the parties in September 1996 albeit that the Department contends that was unauthorised.
Given the statutory requirements of Section 26 of the Act
costings are an important aspect of the new classification structure. It has taken several months after the completion of the
hearing for a credible assessment of the Union’s proposal to
be done. This should have been done by the parties in the context of their Joint Committee pursuant to Initiative 10.
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In addressing the claim and counter-claim the Commission
needs to establish the relevance, if any, of the Wage Fixing
Principles and the course that needs to be chartered for the
passage of these two matters within one or more of those Principles if it is necessary. As far as the Minimum Rates
Adjustment is concerned that is clear. As Initiative 10 stipulates that must be undertaken in a manner consistent with the
Principles. That has to be the Minimum Rates Adjustment under
Section 3 Role of Arbitration and the Award System (paragraph 3—Previous State Wage Increases). However, that is
only part of it. Consistency in finalising the Minimum Rates
Adjustment must also be achieved within the terms of the
Agreement. That requires the Minimum Rates Adjustment to
be finalised within the context of a structure that “addresses
all matters relating to work value”. Under the terms of the
Enterprise Agreement that structure will have at least three
levels, for example, entry level, autonomous education assistant and advanced skill education assistant (Refer to Initiative
10, sub-paragraph 2.3).
As presently minded, on receipt of documentation that discharges the responsibilities of the parties to progress matters
sufficiently under Initiatives 8 and 10, the Commission will
establish Key Minimum Classification points consistent with
the levels necessary to comply with Initiative 10.
The parties should also address an implementation programme.
If the Joint Committee Working Party fails to reach consensus, the respective positions are to be submitted. The
Commission will require the members of the Committee to be
available to present explanations of the outcomes they have
proposed. Full details of costings, completed Job Description
Forms, the assessment of competency standards etc will be
required. It is noted that pursuant to the terms of the Enterprise Agreement the outcome will be given effect by Award
amendment. The issues involved in establishing a new career
structure and completing the Minimum Rates Adjustment are
too important and the implication for the individuals involved
too serious not to do this exercise properly. A Direction to
facilitate the disposition of this matter will issue. The parties
will be required to address these issues according to a strict
timetable imposed by the Commission. The Commission in
Court Session will hand down its Reasons for Decision on 8
June 1998.
Appearances: Ms S. Jackson and with her Ms D. MacTiernan
appeared for the Applicant Union.
Ms J. Smith (of Counsel) and with her Mr G. Edwards appeared for the Minister of Education.
Mr G. Bull appeared on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia
Ms V. Zupanovich appeared on behalf of the Minister for
Labour Relations
Mr P. Andrews appeared on behalf of the Catholic Education Centre.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Honourable Minister for Education
(No. CR 49 of 1997)
Education Department of Western Australia (Education
Assistants—ALHMWU)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Honourable Minister for Education.
No. 1532 of 1990.
Teachers’ Aides’ Award, 1979, No. R4 of 1979.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
15 April 1998.
Direction.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson and with her Ms D. MacTiernan
appearing for the Applicant Union, Ms J. Smith (of Counsel)
and with her Mr G. Edwards appearing for the Hon. Minister
of Education, Mr G. Bull appearing on behalf of the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, Ms V.
Zupanovich appearing on behalf of the Hon. Minister for Labour Relations, and Mr P. Andrews appeared on behalf of the
Catholic Education Centre;
THE Commission in Court Session notes the requirements
that the parties have imposed upon themselves pursuant to the
Education Department of Western Australia (Education Assistants—ALHMWU) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, 1996
(the “Enterprise Bargaining Agreement”) and in particular the
dictates of Initiative 8—Job Description and Initiative 10—
Classification Structure pursuant to Clause 14.—Reform
Initiative.
AND HAVING so far identified matters which it considers
encumbent upon it to establish before a determination of applications before it can be concluded;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission in Court Session directs that —
(1) to facilitate the proper disposition of these matters
consistent with the terms of the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement and in particular the requirements
imposed on the Working Party/Joint Committee referred to in Initiative 8 and Initiative 10 respectively,
the parties are to lodge in the Commission the documentation pursuant to the completion of those
requirements by 4.00pm, on Friday, 8 May, 1998;
(2) and whereas, if the Working Party/Joint Committee
fails to reach consensus, documentation identified
as the respective positions of the parties separately,
but in form and detail as if it were completed by the
Working Party/Joint Committee but for their failure
to reach agreement, is to be lodged in the Commission by 4.00pm, on Friday, 8 May, 1998.
(3) And whereas, in support of all documentation lodged
under paragraph (1) or (2) above the parties are to
provide tables of proposed relativities and classification structures using the same base including a
common method of calculating wage rates to enable
proper comparisons to be made. These proposals are
to be supported by detailed costings to each proposal
including the implementation of the transfer from
one scale to another proposed structure.
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(4) And whereas the Commission in Court Session may
seek further details or explanation from Officers involved on the Working Party/Joint Committee or the
parties may wish to make submissions in support of
the documentation lodged in the Commission, then
such proceedings as necessary will be set down so
that the Commission in Court Session will hand down
its decision on 8 June, 1998.
By the Commission in Court Session,
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

PRESIDENT—
Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Director General of the Ministry for Culture and the Arts
(Applicant)
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated and Others
(Respondents).
No 96 of 1999.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
17 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This is an application by the abovenamed
applicant pursuant to s.49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”) for
the operation of the whole of a decision by a single Commissioner, said to have been made on 8 December 1998 in matter
No PSA CR85 of 1998, to be stayed, pending the hearing and
determination of the Full Bench of an appeal lodged by the
applicant, as appellant, in the Commission on 29 December
1998.
The Reasons for Decision were delivered on 2 December
1998. The Commission’s order was deposited in the office of
the Registrar on 4 January 1999. The application for a stay
was lodged on or about 25 January 1999.
I am satisfied that the applicant, as a party to the proceedings at first instance, has sufficient interest to enable him to
properly make the application.
The question is whether this application has been “made at
any time after an appeal has been instituted under...” s.49 of
the Act. S.49(2) provides—
“Subject to this section, an appeal lies to the Full Bench
in the manner prescribed from any decision of the Commission.”
A “decision” of the Commission is defined in s.7 of the Act
to include an “award, order or finding”. The decision at first
instance was not a “finding”, as defined, but that does not matter
for the purposes of these reasons.
S.34(1) of the Act requires that the decision of the Commission shall be in the form of an award, order or declaration and
shall in every case be signed and delivered by the Commissioner who heard the matter. There is no dispute that that
occurred in this case and that the decision was, as required,
signed by the Commissioner constituting the Commission.
As required by s.36 of the Act, the decision of the Commission was deposited in the office of the Registrar, having been
sealed with the seal of the Commission on 4 January 1999.
The question is what constitutes a decision, for the purposes
of s.49(2) of the Act.
I have considered all of the relevant authorities, namely
McCorry v Como Investments Pty Ltd 69 WAIG 1000
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(IAC),CMEWU v UFTU 70 WAIG 3913 (IAC), Registrar v
MEWU and Others 74 WAIG 1487 (IAC) and Fisher Catering
Services Pty Ltd v ALHMWU 77 WAIG 611 (IAC).
The view of all of the judges, whose reasons for decision go
to make up the ratio decidendi and do not constitute obiter
dicta in the abovementioned cases, is that a decision, for the
purposes of s.49(2) of the Act, is not a decision unless it complies with s.34 of the Act.
The decision at first instance was a decision in the form of
an order. It was an order which was signed by the Commissioner making the decision. It was required to be sealed and it
was. It was also required to be delivered (see s.36 of the Act).
However, delivery, on the authorities, is not completed until a
decision is deposited in the office of the Registrar.
In other words, a decision for the purposes of s.49(2) of the
Act is an award, order or declaration signed, sealed and delivered, as prescribed by s.34 and s.36 of the Act (see also s.35).
It is perfected only when delivery is complete by depositing
the order in the office of the Registrar. Upon the latter event
happening, the decision of the Commission has been pronounced. It is the date when that occurs that is the
commencement date for the effluxion of time within which an
appeal may be brought, for the purposes of s.90 of the Act (see
McCorry v Como Investments Pty Ltd (op cit) at pages 10011002 per Brinsden J, Registrar v MEWU and Others (op cit)
at pages 1488-1489 per Kennedy J and at pages 1489-1490
per Rowland J in particular). It is that date which denotes when
the award, order or declaration is a decision for the purposes
of s.49(2) of the Act.
The signing and sealing of an order could not amount to a
delivery under s.34 and s.36 of the Act and on the
abovementioned authorities. Accordingly, at the time when the
Notice of Appeal was filed, there was no decision to appeal
against in terms of s.49(2) of the Act, because delivery had not
been completed under s.36 (see McCorry v Como Investments
Pty Ltd (op cit)). That is because the decision had not been
deposited in the office of the Registrar, and had not, therefore,
been delivered.
Accordingly, the application for a stay was not made after
an appeal was instituted, because the appeal was a nullity, there
being no decision in existence against which an appeal could
be instituted. Accordingly, no appeal was or could be instituted.
The application, for those reasons, is incompetent, and I will
dismiss it.
I should make some observations about the merits of the
application, although it is now unnecessary to do so, for the
determination of this application. However, some comments
may assist the parties.
The respondents are all organisations of employees, and the
applicant is an employer of members of those organisations.
The decision which was said to have been appealed against
was an order by the Commission—
“THAT on registration of the enterprise agreement between the parties as expressed at 30 November 1998, the
operative date for the purposes of calculating the first pay
increases due employees shall be deemed to be the date
of the commencement of the first pay period on or after
the 4th day of November 1998.”
The application for a stay alleged that there were two pay
periods between 4 November 1998 and 10 November 1998.
Further, the application was based on evidence that the Ministry would be put to significant administrative inconvenience
if it were required to calculate, process and pay salary arrears
adjustments required by the order, and that there would be
significant difficulties in attempting to recover those amounts
from employees, many of whom were employed on a casual
basis, if the appeal were successful.
The amounts have not, of course, been paid. There was evidence that there are 1,012 employees employed within various
statutory authorities and agencies which are said to constitute
the Ministry itself, of whom 250 are employed on a casual
basis. However, it would seem from Ms Hillary Bell’s evidence that only 650 employees, including 250 casual
employees, in all are involved.
I accept that some extra work would be involved in calculating and making the back payments to these employees.
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However, the maximum time spent would be two days, and
involve two officers, on the evidence. Further, I accept the
evidence that extra work is involved in negotiating and effecting the repayment of “overpaid” amounts. Sometimes
negotiations can take up to two months to be completed. There
is, too, some difficulty involved in locating some casual employees, although how many would be the cause of that
difficulty was not in evidence. Further, this exercise had not
yet commenced.
As against that, I am satisfied, as a matter of fact, that the
employees have been deprived of the fruits of the Commission’s order since 4 December 1998, which is now over two
months ago.
Also, there is the question of the seriousness of any issue to
be tried. Mr Harris of Counsel for the respondent conceded
that there was such an issue, and I accept that there is.
There was some argument as to the principles to be applied
with Mr Harris submitting that the test in WALEDFCU v
Hathaway 75 WAIG 1785 (IAC) per Murray J was what was
applicable.
Mr Lundberg of Counsel, who appeared for the applicant,
however urged upon the Commission the application of those
principles laid down in Gawooleng Dawang Inc v Lupton and
Others 72 WAIG 1310 (President) and a number of cases, more
recently, S & M Bennett Pty Ltd trading as Rockingham
Sheetmetal Works v Scott 77 WAIG 2869 at 2870. Those principles are that—
(a) A decision at first instance should only be stayed if
the applicant establishes that the decision should be
stayed.
(b) There is a principle that the successful party is entitled to the fruits of his/her/its order, award or
declaration.
(c) For the applicant to succeed, it must be established—
(i) That there is a serious issued to be tried;
(ii) That the balance of convenience favours the
applicant; and
(iii) That, if the same exist, other factors consistent with the application of s.26(1)(a),
s.26(1)(c) and, perhaps, s.26(1)(d) of the Act
require that the application be granted.
I respectfully do not apply the test prescribed by Murray J
of “exceptional circumstances”, because I apprehend that s.26
of the Act, which I am bound to apply, requires some difference in the sort of test to be applied and because Re Moore;
Ex parte Pillar [1991] 65 ALJR 683 (HC) (Pillar’s case) is
authority for the proposition that there should be no more uncertainty than necessary concerning the positions of the parties,
pending the determination of appeals from industrial tribunals.
In Powerflex Services Pty Ltd v Data Access Corporation
(1996) 137 ALR 498, the Full Court of the Federal Court
(Burchett, Heerey and Whitlam JJ) took a not dissimilar approach to the approach which this Commission takes when
considering the discretion of the Federal Court of Australia to
grant a stay or not.
Whilst I regard His Honour Murray J’s reasons as strongly
persuasive, I do not regard them as binding, even if they were
expressed as applying to the Commission’s jurisdiction, which
they are not.
I am not persuaded in this case that the balance of convenience falls on the side of the applicant. I say that because, on
the one hand, the respondents’ members have been deprived
for two months of the fruits of the order obtained by the respondents, but, on the other hand, the respondents would suffer
the inconvenience of calculating, paying and recovering the
monies which would take two months at most, on the evidence. This is so, as I understand the evidence, even if there
were untraceable casual employees who might, in numbers be
as few as one or as many as 250. There is simply no concrete
evidence on this point.
Presumably, too, however, casual employees, if they wished
to remain as casual employees, or indeed as employees, would
leave their present addresses with the applicant, otherwise they
could not be contacted when required to work.
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Accordingly, I am satisfied, for those reasons, that, whilst
there is a serious issue to be tried, that the balance of convenience does not lie with the applicant.
Further, I have considered the interests of the parties and the
respondents’ members and am of the opinion that, having regard to s.26(1)(a) and 1(c) of the Act, the equity, good
conscience and the substantial merits of the case lie with the
respondents and their members. The fruits of the proceedings
at first instance should remain with the respondents and their
members.
Even on the application of the exceptional circumstances
test, no exceptional circumstances have been established, for
the reasons which I have expressed above, which would warrant my making the orders sought, even if the application were
competent, which it is not.
I have considered all of the submissions, all of the evidence
and all of the authorities. Insofar as it may be necessary, I
dismiss the application for those reasons.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr M Lundberg (of Counsel), by leave,
on behalf of the applicant
Mr P Harris (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Director General of the Ministry for Culture and the Arts
(Applicant)
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated and Others
(Respondents).
No 96 of 1999.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
17 February 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the 9th
day of February 1999, and having heard Mr M Lundberg (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the applicant and Mr P Harris
(of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and having reserved my decision on the matter, and reasons for decision
being delivered on the 17th day of February 1999 wherein I
found that the application should be dismissed and gave reasons therefore, it is this day, the 17th day of February 1999,
ordered that application No 96 of 1999 be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for—
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSA AG 1 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer Aboriginal Affairs Department.
No. PSA AG 1 of 1999.
Aboriginal Affairs Department Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998.
12 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Carlton on behalf of The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated, and Mrs N
Boult on behalf of the Chief Executive Officer Aboriginal
Affairs Department now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 do hereby order—
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “Aboriginal Affairs Department Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998” reflected in the schedule to this
order shall be and is registered with effect on the
21st day of January 1999.
2. THAT the Aboriginal Affairs Department Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1998 shall replace the Aboriginal Affairs Department Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1996 with effect on the 21st day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Aboriginal Affairs
Department Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998” and replaces the “Aboriginal Affairs Department Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1996.”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Purpose of Agreement
Scope
Parties to Agreement
Definitions
Productivity Increase Payments
Duration and Renewal of Agreement
Relationship to the Parent Award
Objective and Values
Organisational Learning and Continuous Improvement
Measuring Productivity
Customer Service
Salary
Salary Packaging
Repayment of Overpayments
Conditions of Employment
Telecommuting
Option of 48 weeks pay over 52 weeks
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Consultative Mechanism
No Further Claims
Re-open Negotiations
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24. Signatories
Schedule A—Schedule Of Salaries—37.5 Hour
Week
Schedule B—Schedule Of Salaries—40 Hour Week
Schedule C—Performance Measurement System
3.—PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement will contribute to achieving, measuring and
distributing ongoing, beneficial productivity improvement to
the parties.
The Agreement will also provide a framework for gaining
the benefits available from the new strategic direction of the
organisation and recent restructure, which involves significant
expansion of the regional offices. These changes will require
the re-engineering of business processes and change management, which will be facilitated by the Agreement.
4.—SCOPE
The Agreement shall apply to all officers in the Aboriginal
Affairs Department employed pursuant to the Public Sector
Management Act 1994. As at date of registration approximately
125 employees could be covered by this Agreement.
5.—PARTIES TO AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be binding according to its terms
upon—
(1) The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
(Inc);
and
(2) Aboriginal Affairs Department.
6.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement the following expressions shall have the
following meanings—
(1) “Agreement” means Aboriginal Affairs Department
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998.
(2) “Casual Employee” means an Employee who is employed on the basis that—
(a) the employment is casual; and
(b) there is no entitlement to paid leave, and who
is informed of those conditions of employment
before he or she is engaged.
(3) “CSA” means the Civil Service Association of Western Australia (Inc).
(4) “Department” or “AAD” means the Aboriginal Affairs Department.
(5) “Employer” means the Employer of Aboriginal Affairs Department, or the person acting as the
Employer or person having the delegated authority
of the Employer.
(6) “Employee” means someone employed under the
Public Sector Management Act 1994.
(7) “Minister” means the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.
(8) “Parties” means the Employer and CSA when referred to jointly in these terms and conditions.
(9) “Part time Employee” means an Employee in regular and continuing employment for less than 37.5
hours per week a minimum of 15 hours per week
and a maximum of 32 hours per week.
7.—PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE PAYMENTS
The Agreement allows for a salary increase of up to 8.2%
for all staff. A 1.2% increase will be paid from the date of
registration of the Agreement, reflecting the considerable productivity improvement associated with the staffing restructure
to accommodate the expansion of the number of regional offices. An increase of up to 3.5% will be payable from the first
pay period on or after twelve months from the date of registration of the Agreement, subject to meeting various targets as
outlined in the Performance Measurement System at Schedule C of this Agreement. A further increase of up to 3.5% will
be payable from the first pay period on or after twenty four
months from the date of registration of the Agreement, subject
to meeting various targets as outlined in the Performance
Measurement System at Schedule C of this Agreement.
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8.—DURATION AND RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
and shall remain in operation for a period of 30 months, provided discussion between the parties shall commence not later
than six (6) months before the expiry date of this Agreement.
This Agreement will continue in force after the expiry date
until such time as it is replaced by another Agreement or either party notifies in writing that they do no want his Agreement
to continue.
(2) This Agreement shall not be cancelled or varied during
it’s term, unless by agreement of the parties.
9.—RELATIONSHIP TO THE PARENT AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the Public Service Award 1992.
(2) Where there is an inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
any inconsistency. The award shall apply where the Agreement is silent.
10.—OBJECTIVE AND VALUES
(1) The objective of the parties to this Agreement is to attain
the mission of AAD “to achieve improved social, cultural and
economic outcomes for Aboriginal people”.
(2) To support this end the parties agree to apply the organisation’s values and principles—
(a) We are committed to working towards a society
which respects and values land, Aboriginal culture
and heritage, recognises the diversity of Aboriginal
people, and provides reconciliation, justice and equity for all.
(b) We are committed to the empowerment of aboriginal individuals, families and communities to choose
how to live their own lives.
(c) We provide the best possible service to our customers by being responsive and focussing on efficient,
practical, equitable and achievable outcomes.
(d) We treat each other and those with whom we deal
openly, fairly, honestly and with respect.
(e) We are committed to the highest ethical standards
with open, accountable and consistent decision-making.
(f) We are a learning organisation that can adapt quickly
to changing priorities and circumstances and can learn
from what we and others do.
11.—ORGANISATIONAL LEARNING AND
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
(1) The Department has adopted the concept of a “learning
organisation” which is based on the need for organisations to
“work smarter” in order to keep pace with change and to survive in the future.
(2) As the Department becomes more knowledge-based it is
important that it formally captures learning that occurs at the
individual, team and organisational level.
(3) Within a learning organisation, training is integral to actual work, resulting as a by-product rather than something done
in isolation.
(4) All organisations can learn and the Department will have
its own style and way of learning. What is essential in adopting this approach, is that all staff have opportunities to have
ownership and reflect on their learning experiences provided
by or on behalf of the Department.
(5) Characteristics of a learning organisation include (but
are not limited to)—
(a) encouraging staff to find better ways to solve problems;
(b) encouraging staff to implement solutions and reflect
on experiences;
(c) sharing and learning with and from others;
(d) using experienced staff to conduct training;
(e) providing a workplace that encourages, rewards and
develops individual and team learning;
(f) a view that surprises, mistakes and failures are learning opportunities;
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(g) a desire for continuous improvement; and
(h) opportunities for open communication.
(6) Organisational learning encourages managers and employees to search for a better way, identify and implement
solutions, reflect on experiences, review outcomes, make adjustments and share information and ideas with others.
(7) An important element of organisational learning and continuous improvement is training. All new employees will be
required to undertake induction training.
(8) To ensure that continuous improvement is integrated as
an integral part of the learning approach, careful monitoring
and review will be carried out through the Performance Management System (see the next section on Measuring
Productivity) and through formal evaluation processes.
(9) The Department has also developed a new Employee
Performance Plan that can be clearly linked with organisational outputs. This is process for planning, monitoring,
reviewing, rewarding and developing employee performance
through systematically linking the needs of individuals and
the objectives of the organisation. All employees and managers will be required to participate in the Employee Performance
Planning and Review process.
(10) This framework provides an opportunity for employees and their supervisors to engage in positive, productive and
constructive discussion on job roles, workload priorities, performance expectations and development needs.
12.—MEASURING PRODUCTIVITY
(1) The parties intend to pursue future productivity through
the implementation and ongoing refinement of the Performance Measurement System. Schedule C of this Agreement
provides more detail on this specific approach to measuring
productivity.
(2) The measures and targets contained in the Performance
Measurement System will be reviewed annually and if required,
new targets and measures will be inserted into the Performance Measurement System to reflect the relevant key budget
outputs as presented to Treasury.
(3) The introduction of the Performance Measurement System represents a fundamental shift in the way the performance
of the Department will be measured in order to determine salary increases payable through workplace and enterprise
bargaining agreements. Instead of just paying for implementing strategies, the System measures the impact of the
Department’s strategies on the outcome and the outputs (or
output groups) of the organisation.
(4) The outcome and the outputs are similar to those contained in the Department’s Budget Statements and in this way
the System links with the financial performance of the organisation.
(5) Measures reflecting quantity, quality, timeliness and cost
have been developed for each key output. In this way the measures comprehensively cover the main areas of the Department.
(6) In addition, the Performance Measurement System measures both external and internal performance. The external
measures are of primary interest to stakeholders external to
the Department such as the Minister, Aboriginal communities, forums and other Government agencies. Internal measures
assist managers to assess the performance of the internal processes of the organisation.
(7) Individual performance is closely linked with the performance of the organisation as a whole. Therefore, all
employees and managers are committed to the Performance
Planning and Review process. This is a process for planning,
monitoring, reviewing, rewarding and developing employee
performance through systematically linking the needs of individuals and the objectives of the organisation.
13.—CUSTOMER SERVICE
The parties agree to develop and apply a set of customer
service standards. These standards will include but not be limited to—
(1) access arrangements that ensure services are available at times which best suit customers;
(2) arrangements to ensure continuous contact of staff
at all times;
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(3) setting and reviewing time-lines for responding to
written enquiries;
(4) setting and reviewing standards for handling verbal
(face to face or by phone contact);
(5) making sure customers are treated with courtesy and
consideration and by friendly and interested staff;
and
(6) making sure staff are sensitive to, and skilled to, serve
people of different cultural backgrounds.
14.—SALARY
The Employee will be paid from the Salary Scale of Schedule A or B according to the classification of the position and
the choice of either a 37.5 or 40 hour week.
15.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with
the “Aboriginal Affairs Department, Western Australia—Flexible Remuneration Packaging Policy” amended as required,
currently in place at the Aboriginal Affairs Department or any
similar packaging arrangements offered by the employer.
(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
(3) For the purposes of this clause, Total Employment Cost
is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated
to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
(4) The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated by adding—
(a) the base salary;
(b) other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading,
(c) non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
(d) any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
(5) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(6) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(7) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(8) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employer benefits under the salary
packaging agreement, such tax. penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
(9) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
(10) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(11) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an employee.
(12) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
16.—REPAYMENT OF OVERPAYMENTS
(1) Any legally recoverable salary overpayments will be repaid to the Employer within a reasonable period of time as
agreed between the Employer and the Employee.
(2) If agreement cannot be reached with regard to a repayment schedule, the Employer may deduct the amount of
overpayment over the same length of time that the
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overpayments occurred, or up to three months, whichever period is the lesser.
(3) The employer may not deduct or require an Employee to
repay an amount exceeding 20% of the Employee’s nett pay in
any one period.
(4) Where it is agreed that an overpayment is through no
fault of the Employee or due to mitigating circumstances, the
Chief Executive Officer or delegate may allow an extended
period for the payment or overpayments.
17.—CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Annual Increments
The Department will apply the conditions contained in Clause
12.—Annual Increments of the Public Service Award 1992
with changes as follows—
(a) An Employee who is on the maximum step of their
salary range or due an annual increment will participate in a performance review. This will occur during
the period 1 August to 31 August of each calendar
year.
(b) The relevant manager or Supervisor shall, between
the period 1 August to 31 August of each calendar
year arrange for a review, for the purposes of providing feedback and assessing the Employee’s
performance. Where agreed outcomes have been
achieved to a satisfactory standard, the Employer
shall approve an increase in salary effective from 1
October and paid from the first pay period in October.
(c) Employees who are eligible for a Higher Duties Allowance according to Sub Clause 16.9 of this
Agreement are also subject to a performance review
between 1 August and 31 August each year. Where
an employee has been undertaking higher duties for
a continuous period of at least six months, continues
to be on higher duties and agreed outcomes have been
achieved to a satisfactory standard, the Employer
shall approve an increase in salary effective from 1
October and paid from the first pay period in October.
(d) An Employee who commences with the Department
between 1 April and 30 September each year shall
not be entitled to receive payment of an increment
until October of the following year.
(e) An Employee who has a period of unpaid leave
greater than six months in the twelve months preceding the increment date of 1 October will not be
entitled to the incremental increase.
(f) The Employer may accelerate progress through a salary range where an employee’s contribution towards
agreed outcomes is outstanding. However, employees whose performance is assessed as unsatisfactory
may be regressed down the increment scale.
(2) Annual Leave
The Department will apply the conditions contained in Clause
19.—Annual Leave of the Public Service Award 1992 which
relates to annual leave with changes to—
(a) Pay Out of Leave
If the Employee applies to receive payments rather
than taking periods of accrued annual leave such application may be approved, subject to the following—
(i) 10 days accrued leave must be taken in a calendar year for any application to be approved;
and
(ii) payment in lieu of leave will not exceed the
equivalent of 4 weeks leave in any one calendar year.
(b) Travel Concession
(i) Employees who have served for a year north
of 26o south latitude shall receive a travel concession to a maximum of the equivalent of the
cost of a return economy airfare to Perth for
themselves and dependants. The concession
can be used to travel to any destination.
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(ii) The entitlement is for one travel concession
each year to be taken in conjunction with annual leave. The full cost of the concession must
also be reimbursed if the trip is cancelled.
(iii) This entitlement is not accumulative or transferable. Travel concessions not utilised within
twelve months of becoming due will lapse.
However, within twelve months of the entitlement to a travel concession becoming due
an employee may apply to have the concession paid out in cash. The payment will be at
the 21 Day Advance Purchase rate for a return
airfare to Perth applicable at the time the payment is made and will not exceed payment for
two adults and two children. The payment of
the concession in cash is subject to the approval
of the employer who will take into account
factors such as the financial position of the
Department.
(iv) Part time officers are entitled to travel concessions on a pro rata basis according to the
usual number of hours worked per week and
travelling time on a pro rata basis according
to the number of hours worked.
(v) All other entitlements and conditions in respect
of the Travel Concession are as outlined in the
Department’s Human Resource Policy on
Travel Concessions which is available on
Intranet.
(c) Leave Loading
(i) Leave loading will be paid in a lump sum payment in the first pay period in December each
calendar year in accordance with Schedule A
or B. Part time employees will receive a pro
rata amount based on the number of hours
worked in proportion to full-time hours.
(ii) A loading equivalent to 17.5% of annual salary is payable, to employees, on annual leave
accrued during that calendar year.
(iii) Maximum payment shall not exceed the “Average Weekly Total Earnings of all Males in
Western Australia’, as published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, for the September
quarter of the year immediately preceding that
in which the leave commences.
(iv) At the time of loading payment, if an employee
has been undertaking higher duties for a continuous period of at least six months and
continues to be on higher duties, the lump sum
will be paid at the rate corresponding to the
classification level at which the employee is
acting at the time of payment for the full 12
months entitlement.
(v) Employees who resign prior to December 31
of any calendar year shall not be entitled to a
pro rata payment for leave loading.
(3) Part Time Employment
The Department will apply the conditions in Clause 9.—
Part Time Employment of the Public Service Award 1992
which relates to part time employment except for subclause
(1)(a) and (b) where the following will apply—
Permanent part time employment is defined as regular
and continuing employment for less than 37.5 hours per
week.
(4) Bereavement Leave
(a) An Employee shall be entitled to be paid bereavement leave for up to two days per calendar year on
the death of the Employee’s spouse, child, stepchild,
parent, brother, sister, grandparent, parent in law, step
parent or any other of the Employee’s identified significant extended family.
(b) Clause 26.—Short Leave of the Public Service Award
is replaced by this clause and is no longer applicable.
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(5) Cultural/Ceremonial Leave
(a) An Employee who is required to absent themselves
from work for cultural/ceremonial purposes shall be
entitled to take a total of five (5) days annual leave
together with a maximum of five (5) days unpaid
leave in any calendar year.
(b) Cultural/ceremonial leave will include leave to meet
the Employee’s customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial activities.
(c) Cultural/ceremonial leave shall be available, but not
limited to, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.
(6) Sick Leave
The Department will apply the conditions in Clause 22.—
Sick Leave of the Public Service Award 1992 which relates to
sick leave, except for subclause (1)(a) where the following
will apply—
(a) The Employer shall credit each Employee with the
following sick leave credits, which shall be cumulative—
Year 1 • on the day of the initial appointment
employees on 40 hr wk: 48 hrs
employees on 37.5 hr wk: 45 hrs
• on the completion of 6 months continuous service
employees on 40 hr wk: 52 hrs
employees on 37.5 hr wk: 48.75 hrs
Year 2 • on the completion of 12 months continuous service
employees on 40 hr wk: 100 hrs
employees on 37.5 hr wk: 93.75 hrs
• on the completion of each further period
of 12 months continuous service
employees on 40 hr wk: 100 hrs
employees on 37.5 hr wk: 93.75 hrs
(b) Employees transferring to the Department from another Western Australian Government department or
public authority and who transfer existing sick leave
credits will retain their original anniversary date for
crediting sick leave. Employees transferring from
another State or Commonwealth Government department or public authority may transfer existing sick
leave credits although their anniversary date for crediting sick leave will become the date of
commencement with the Department.
(7) Carer’s Leave
Allow an Employee to utilise up to 5 days of their accumulated sick leave entitlement per year to care for a sick member
of their family. In such cases, an application for sick leave
exceeding two consecutive working days shall be supported
by the certificate of a registered medical practitioner or, if appropriate, a registered dentist.
(8) Parental Leave
In addition to the provisions of Clause 23.—Maternity Leave
of the Public Service Award 1992 which deals with maternity
leave, an Employee is entitled to unpaid parental leave in accordance with the following—
(a) a maximum of 52 consecutive weeks parental leave
is available to all employees who will give birth to a
child or whose spouse is due to give birth, or in respect of the adoption of a child;
(b) Employees are to provide a minimum of 10 weeks
written notice of their intention to take parental leave,
where possible;
(c) applications for parental leave, other than for adoption are to be supported by a medical certificate
indicating the expected date of birth of the child; and
(d) a fixed term contract staff member will not be granted
parental leave for any period beyond their period of
engagement.
(9) Long Service Leave
The Department will apply the conditions contained in Clause
21 of the Public Service Award 1992 with changes to—
(a) Each employee who has completed seven years continuous service shall be entitled to—
13 weeks of long service leave on full pay.
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(b) An employee may apply to take this entitlement as—
(i) 26 weeks long service leave on half pay; or
(ii) 6.5 weeks of long service leave on double pay,
subject to the approval of the Employer.
(c) An employee shall take periods of long service leave
in multiples of five (5) days, subject to minimum of
ten (10) days for each application.
(d) An employee may receive payment for accrued long
service leave entitlements instead of taking the leave.
However, payment is subject to the approval of the
employer who will take into consideration factors
such as the capacity of the Department to pay. The
amount of payment will be the dollar value of the
leave had it been taken at the time the payment is
received. The salary rates to be applied are as per
Schedule A—Schedule of Salaries—37.5 Hour Week
and Schedule B—Schedule of Salaries—40 Hour
Week of this Agreement.
(10) Higher Duties Allowance
The Department will apply the conditions contained in Clause
14.—Higher Duties Allowance of the Public Service Award
1992 which relates to higher duties allowance, however, the
following will override the provisions contained in that
clause—
(a) higher duties allowance will only be paid where an
Employee is required to perform the duties of a higher
office for a continuous period of 10 days or more;
(b) on registration of this agreement an Employee who
acts in a position for the first time will not be entitled to the incremental range of salaries, however,
on promotion recognition will be given to acting at
the higher level; and
(c) Employees who act in a position on second or subsequent occasions for a continuous period of at least
six months are eligible for increments to be paid from
the first pay period in October subject to a performance review as per Sub Clause 16.1—Annual
Increments of this Agreement.
(11) Hours of Duty
The Department will apply the conditions contained in Clause
16.—Hours of the Public Service Award 1992 which relates
to hours with changes to—
(a) Public Contact
The Department will be open to the public between
the hours of 8.00am and 5.00pm, Monday to Friday.
The Employer reserves the right to negotiate the
amendment of the operational hours for specific
employees to suit business requirements and customer needs.
(b) Prescribed Hours of Duty
(i) Employees will have a choice in the prescribed
hours of duty. An Employee may select to work
either a 37.5 or 40 hour week in accordance
with the amended Flexi Time periods.
(ii) At the commencement of this Agreement, and
for a thirty day period after that date, employees may elect to work either a 37.5 or a 40
hour week.
(iii) After the completion of the thirty day period,
employees may not vary their hours of duty
(other than through the Flexi Time arrangements operating in this Agreement) unless by
agreement.
(c) Flexi Time Periods
(i) Subject to the agreement of the Manager, an
Employee may select their own starting and
finishing time, between the hours of 6:00am
to 10:00pm, 7 days a week. A minimum half
an hour meal break must apply. A maximum
of 12 hours may be worked in any day unless
otherwise approved by the Chief Executive
Officer.
(ii) All employees will be required to record their
hours worked in accordance with departmental policy.
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(iii) All employees have access to flexi leave subject to operational requirements. Those
employees who wish to work under the flexi
leave arrangements will be required to record
their hours worked, including Level 6 and
above.
(d) Credit Hours
(i) Credit hours in excess of the required 160 or
150 hours to a maximum of 16 hours (40 hour
week) or 15 hours (37.5 hour week) are permitted at the end of each settlement period.
Such credit hours shall be carried forward to
the next settlement period;
(ii) Credit hours in excess of the above at the end
of a settlement period shall be lost and credit
hours at any point within the settlement period shall not exceed 20 hours.
(12) Overtime
The Department will apply the conditions contained in Clause
18.—Overtime Allowance of the Public Service Award 1992
which relates to overtime with the following changes—
(a) only employees classified between Levels 1 to 5 shall
be entitled to overtime;
(b) by agreement, where an employee is directed to work
outside of the prescribed hours of duty (40 hours or
37.5 hours) as specified in “Hours of Duty” a standard overtime rate of 1.5 times will apply; and
(c) where the employee agrees time off in lieu of overtime can be taken instead of payment at the overtime
rate of 1.5 ie 1.5 hours of time off for each hour of
overtime.
(13) Public Holidays
The provisions of Clause 20—Public Holidays of the Public
Service Award 1992 will apply with the exception of Clause
20(1)(b) which relates to the Public Service holidays at New
Year and Easter. The Public Service holidays and any days
substituted for them, will not be allowed as holidays for the
employee under the Agreement.
(14) Travel and Relieving Allowance
The provisions of Clause 42.—Travelling Allowance of the
Public Service Award 1992 which relates to travel and relieving allowance have been changed to—
(a) An Employee will be reimbursed for actual expenses
incurred while carrying out official business. Actual
expenses which will be reimbursed are: cost of using their own motor vehicle for use on official
business, staying overnight at a destination other than
their normal residence and relieving or being transferred to a regional office (or visa versa) at the
direction of the Department. In these situations actual costs incurred will be reimbursed on the
production of receipts.
(b) Employees will also be paid $5 for each full day away
to meet incidental expenses. Receipts will not be required. No part-day costs will be met. For the
purposes of this clause, a full day is defined as 24
hours for employees away from their headquarters.
Claims in excess of this amount will not be paid without production of receipts.
(c) The actual cost of meals will be reimbursed on the
production of receipts. However, reimbursement will
not exceed the rates contained in Schedule I of the
Public Service Award, 1992, as amended.
(d) The reimbursement of costs will not be paid if the
costs incurred are unreasonable and not related to
official duties. Unreasonable costs could include costs
which are excessively high in comparison with alternative prices available.
(e) Subject to the approval of the Director or Assistant
Director, an Employee will be entitled to an advance
of up to 80% on total estimated travel costs.
(f) As soon as practicable after returning from a business trip, an Employee must produce receipts of
expenditure and provide a detailed written report for
his/her manager on the outcomes of the meetings,
seminars, conferences etc attended.
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(15) Removal Allowance
The Department will apply the conditions contained in Clause
39.—Removal Allowance of the Public Service Award 1992
which relates to removal allowance with the following
changes—
(a) Where an Employee is required to move his/her
household items and/or family outside of the metropolitan area or its surrounds, to take up employment
with the Department or as a result of transfer within
the Department, all reasonable expenses as provided
for in this clause, after considering three quotes, will
be paid by the Department. However, where such an
Employee resigns from the Department within 12
months after commencing in the position which required the relocation, the Employee is liable to repay
a portion determined by completed months of service, i.e. number of months not worked divided by
twelve months x total cost of removal.
(b) All reasonable expenses includes, but at the employer’s discretion is not limited to—
(i) the actual reasonable cost of conveyance of
the Officer and dependants;
(ii) the actual cost, including insurance, of the conveyance of up to 35 cubic metres of household
furniture and appliances;
(iii) an allowance of $501 for depreciation;
(iv) transportation and kennelling of domestic pet/
s up to a maximum of $134; and
(v) the actual reasonable freight cost of conveying the employee’s motor vehicle.
(16) Camping Allowance
The following clause will replace clause 30 of the Award—
Where an Employee is required to stay overnight in a camp
Employees will be reimbursed for actual, reasonable expenses
plus an additional $25 per night.
18.—TELECOMMUTING
(1) Upon approval from the Employer, employees may work
a portion of their prescribed hours of duty from home. The
following factors are to be assessed in considering any such
requests—
(a) impact for other staff;
(b) impact for the client(s);
(c) proposed arrangements to monitor work; and
(d) proposed availability and contact arrangements.
(2) Where the Employer is satisfied that telecommuting will
not have an unfavourable effect, the request may be approved
subject to the employee—
(a) providing and demonstrating an appropriate work environment (home office);
(b) providing their own personal computer compatible
with a standard Departmental configuration;
(c) using their own telephone system for official calls at
personal expense (excluding STD charges for work
related calls);
(d) maintaining and insuring home office equipment; and
(e) commuting to the office when needed during own
time and at personal expense.
(3) The Employer will be responsible for—
(a) undertaking a site assessment;
(b) worker’s compensation cover for the area defined as
home office;
(c) installation and upgrade of approved computer software;
(d) providing a modem; and
(e) installation of additional telephone line for network
connection and payment of rental fees.
19.—OPTION OF 48 WEEK’S PAY OVER 52 WEEKS
By agreement, an employee may opt to receive 48 weeks of
pay spread over the full 52 weeks of the year, whereby the
Employee will take eight (8) weeks leave per year instead of 4
weeks.
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The additional four (4) weeks will not be able to be accrued.
In the event that the Employee is unable to take such leave,
his/her salary will be adjusted at the completion of the 12 month
period to take account of the fact that time worked during the
year was not included in the salary.
In deciding on whether to approve the 48 weeks pay over 52
weeks arrangement for a particular Employee, the Employer
will take into account factors such as the operational requirements of the Department and the accrued leave entitlements
of the Employee.
20.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
In the event of any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the following procedures shall apply—
(1) The Union representative and/or the Employee/s concerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An Employee may
be accompanied by a Union representative.
(2) If the matter is not resolved within five (5) working
days following the discussion in accordance with
subclause 1 of this clause, the matter shall be referred
by the Union representative to the Chief Executive
Officer or his/her nominee for resolution.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within five (5) working
days of the Union representative’s notification of the
dispute to Aboriginal Affairs Department it may be
referred by either party to the Western Australian

LEVEL

U/17yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
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Industrial Relations Commission. Provided that it is
required that persons involved in the question, dispute or difficulty shall confer among themselves and
make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes or difficulties before taking those matters to
the Industrial Relations Commission.
21.—CONSULTATIVE MECHANISM
(1) The Department and the CSA agree to consult on matters that have a significant impact on organisational
arrangements.
(2) Significant effects includes but is not limited to redundancy, significant changes in the composition, operation or
size of the Employer’s workforce.
(3) The Department and the CSA Delegates shall agree to
establish the Staff Delegates Committee which will meet on a
regular basis to discuss organisational matters.
22.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary increases
sought or granted except for those provided under the terms of
the Agreement.
23.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
The parties undertake to re-open negotiations at least six (6)
months prior to the expiry of the period of this Agreement
with a view to negotiating and settling any replacement Agreement.

SCHEDULE A—SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—37.5 HOUR WEEK—ANNUAL SCALES
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
BASE
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
1999
2000
SALARY
WITH 1.2%
WITH 3.5%
WITH 3.5%
LUMP SUM LUMP SUM
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
From date of From 12 mths From 24 mths
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
signing
after regis (a) after regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
11,994
12,138
12,563
13,002
162.87
168.57
14,017
14,185
14,682
15,196
190.34
197.01
16,351
16,547
17,126
17,726
222.04
229.81
18,926
19,153
19,823
20,517
257.01
266.00
21,254
21,509
22,262
23,041
288.62
298.72
23,348
23,628
24,455
25,311
317.06
328.15
24,067
24,356
25,208
26,091
326.82
338.26
24,785
25,082
25,960
26,869
336.57
348.35
25,499
25,805
26,708
27,643
346.27
358.38
26,217
26,532
27,460
28,421
356.02
368.48
26,935
27,258
28,212
29,200
365.77
378.57
27,761
28,094
29,077
30,095
376.98
390.18
28,333
28,673
29,677
30,715
384.75
398.22
29,178
29,528
30,562
31,631
396.22
410.09

COLUMN 6
2001
LUMP SUM
PAYMENT
LL-Dec
$
174.47
203.90
237.85
275.31
309.18
339.64
350.10
360.54
370.93
381.37
391.82
403.83
412.15
424.45

LEVEL 2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

30,189
30,965
31,780
32,642
33,543

30,551
31,337
32,161
33,034
33,946

31,621
32,433
33,287
34,190
35,134

32,727
33,569
34,452
35,387
36,363

409.95
420.49
431.56
443.26
455.50

424.30
435.21
446.66
458.78
471.44

439.15
450.44
462.30
474.84
487.94

LEVEL 3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

34,782
35,747
36,742
37,763

35,199
36,176
37,183
38,216

36,431
37,442
38,484
39,554

37,706
38,753
39,831
40,938

472.32
485.43
498.94
512.80

488.86
502.42
516.40
530.75

505.97
520.00
534.48
549.33

LEVEL 4
4.1
4.2
4.3

39,164
40,262
41,392

39,634
40,745
41,889

41,021
42,171
43,355

42,457
43,647
44,872

531.83
546.74
562.08

550.44
565.88
581.76

569.71
585.68
602.12

LEVEL 5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

43,567
45,037
46,565
48,151

44,090
45,577
47,124
48,729

45,633
47,173
48,773
50,434

47,230
48,824
50,480
52,200

591.62
611.58
632.33
653.87

612.33
632.99
654.46
676.75

633.76
655.14
677.37
700.44
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SCHEDULE A—SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—37.5 HOUR WEEK—ANNUAL SCALES—continued
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
COLUMN 6
BASE
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
1999
2000
2001
SALARY
WITH 1.2%
WITH 3.5%
WITH 3.5%
LUMP SUM LUMP SUM LUMP SUM
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
From date of From 12 mths From 24 mths
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
signing
after regis (a) after regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

LEVEL 6
6.1
50,700
51,308
53,104
54,963
688.48
712.58
737.52
6.2
52,433
53,062
54,919
56,842
712.02
736.94
746.40
6.3
54,227
54,878
56,798
58,786
736.38
746.40
746.40
6.4
56,142
56,816
58,804
60,862
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 7
7.1
59,078
59,787
61,879
64,045
746.40
746.40
746.40
7.2
61,110
61,843
64,008
66,248
746.40
746.40
746.40
7.3
63,321
64,081
66,324
68,645
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 8
8.1
66,914
67,717
70,087
72,540
746.40
746.40
746.40
8.2
69,487
70,321
72,782
75,329
746.40
746.40
746.40
8.3
72,679
73,551
76,125
78,790
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 9
9.1
76,664
77,584
80,299
83,110
746.40
746.40
746.40
9.2
79,357
80,309
83,120
86,029
746.40
746.40
746.40
9.3
82,428
83,417
86,337
89,359
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 1
87,072
88,117
91,201
94,393
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 2
91,716
92,817
96,065
99,427
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 3
96,358
97,514
100,927
104,460
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 4
101,003
102,215
105,793
109,495
746.40
746.40
746.40
(a) Up to 3.5% will be paid from the first pay period on or after the specified dates, subject to meeting various targets as
outlined in the Performance Measurement System at Schedule C—Performance Measurement System of this Agreement.

LEVEL

U/17yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
LEVEL 2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
LEVEL 3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
LEVEL 4
4.1
4.2
4.3
LEVEL 5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

SCHEDULE B—SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—40 HOUR WEEK—ANNUAL SCALES
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
BASE
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
1999
2000
SALARY
WITH 1.2%
WITH 3.5%
WITH 3.5%
LUMP SUM LUMP SUM
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
From date
From 12
From 24
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
of signing
mths after
mths after
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
12,543
12,694
13,138
13,598
170.33
176.29
14,658
14,834
15,353
15,890
199.05
206.02
17,098
17,303
17,909
18,536
232.18
240.31
19,792
20,030
20,731
21,456
268.77
278.17
22,226
22,493
23,280
24,095
301.82
312.38
24,415
24,708
25,573
26,468
331.54
343.15
25,167
25,469
26,360
27,283
341.76
353.72
25,918
26,229
27,147
28,097
351.95
364.27
26,665
26,985
27,929
28,907
362.10
374.77
27,415
27,744
28,715
29,720
372.28
385.31
28,166
28,504
29,502
30,534
382.48
395.87
29,030
29,378
30,407
31,471
394.21
408.01
29,628
29,984
31,033
32,119
402.33
416.42
30,512
30,878
31,959
33,077
414.34
428.84

COLUMN 6
2001
LUMP SUM
PAYMENT
LL-Dec
$
182.46
213.23
248.72
287.91
323.32
355.16
366.10
377.02
387.89
398.80
409.72
422.29
430.99
443.85

31,569
32,380
33,233
34,134
35,076

31,948
32,769
33,632
34,544
35,497

33,066
33,915
34,809
35,753
36,739

34,223
35,103
36,027
37,004
38,025

428.69
439.71
451.29
463.52
476.32

443.70
455.10
467.08
479.75
492.99

459.23
471.02
483.43
496.54
510.24

36,372
37,381
38,422
39,490

36,808
37,830
38,883
39,964

38,097
39,154
40,244
41,363

39,430
40,524
41,653
42,810

493.92
507.62
521.75
536.26

511.20
525.38
540.01
555.03

529.09
543.77
558.92
574.45

40,955
42,103
43,284

41,446
42,608
43,803

42,897
44,100
45,337

44,398
45,643
46,923

556.15
571.74
587.78

575.62
591.75
608.35

595.76
612.46
629.64

45,559
47,096
48,694
50,352

46,106
47,661
49,278
50,956

47,719
49,329
51,003
52,740

49,390
51,056
52,788
54,586

618.67
639.54
661.24
683.76

640.32
661.93
684.39
707.69

662.74
685.09
708.34
732.46
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SCHEDULE B—SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—40 HOUR WEEK—ANNUAL SCALES—continued
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
COLUMN 6
BASE
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
1999
2000
2001
SALARY
WITH 1.2%
WITH 3.5%
WITH 3.5%
LUMP SUM LUMP SUM LUMP SUM
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
From date
From 12
From 24
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
of signing
mths after
mths after
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

LEVEL 6
6.1
53,018
53,654
55,532
57,476
719.96
745.16
746.40
6.2
54,830
55,488
57,430
59,440
744.57
746.40
746.40
6.3
56,705
57,385
59,394
61,473
746.40
746.40
746.40
6.4
58,708
59,412
61,492
63,644
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 7
7.1
61,779
62,520
64,709
66,973
746.40
746.40
746.40
7.2
63,904
64,671
66,934
69,277
746.40
746.40
746.40
7.3
66,215
67,010
69,355
71,782
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 8
8.1
69,973
70,813
73,291
75,856
746.40
746.40
746.40
8.2
72,664
73,536
76,110
78,774
746.40
746.40
746.40
8.3
76,001
76,913
79,605
82,391
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 9
9.1
80,169
81,131
83,971
86,910
746.40
746.40
746.40
9.2
82,985
83,981
86,920
89,962
746.40
746.40
746.40
9.3
86,196
87,230
90,283
93,443
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 1
91,053
92,146
95,371
98,709
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 2
95,909
97,060
100,457
103,973
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 3
100,763
101,972
105,541
109,235
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 4
105,620
106,887
110,629
114,500
746.40
746.40
746.40
(a) Up to 3.5% will be paid from the first pay period on or after the specified dates, subject to meeting various targets as
outlined in the Performance Measurement System at Schedule C of this Agreement.
SCHEDULE A(I)—SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—37.5 HOUR WEEK—SPECIFIED CALLINGS—ANNUAL SCALES
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
COLUMN 6
LEVEL
BASE
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
1999
2000
2001
SALARY
WITH 1.2%
WITH 3.5%
WITH 3.5%
LUMP SUM LUMP SUM LUMP SUM
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
From date
From 12
From 24
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
of signing
mths after
mths after
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
LEVEL 2/4
1st
30,189
30,551
31,621
32,727
409.95
424.30
439.15
2nd
31,780
32,161
33,287
34,452
431.56
446.66
462.30
3rd
33,543
33,946
35,134
36,363
455.50
471.44
487.94
4th
35,747
36,176
37,442
38,753
485.43
502.42
520.00
5th
39,164
39,634
41,021
42,457
531.83
550.44
569.71
6th
41,392
41,889
43,355
44,872
562.08
581.76
602.12
LEVEL 5
5.1
43,567
44,090
45,633
47,230
591.62
612.33
633.76
5.2
45,037
45,577
47,173
48,824
611.58
632.99
655.14
5.3
46,565
47,124
48,773
50,480
632.33
654.46
677.37
5.4
48,151
48,729
50,434
52,200
653.87
676.75
700.44
LEVEL 6
6.1
50,700
51,308
53,104
54,963
688.48
712.58
737.52
6.2
52,433
53,062
54,919
56,842
712.02
736.94
746.40
6.3
54,227
54,878
56,798
58,786
736.38
746.40
746.40
6.4
56,142
56,816
58,804
60,862
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 7
7.1
59,078
59,787
61,879
64,045
746.40
746.40
746.40
7.2
61,110
61,843
64,008
66,248
746.40
746.40
746.40
7.3
63,321
64,081
66,324
68,645
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 8
8.1
66,914
67,717
70,087
72,540
746.40
746.40
746.40
8.2
69,487
70,321
72,782
75,329
746.40
746.40
746.40
8.3
72,679
73,551
76,125
78,790
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 9
9.1
76,664
77,584
80,299
83,110
746.40
746.40
746.40
9.2
79,357
80,309
83,120
86,029
746.40
746.40
746.40
9.3
82,428
83,417
86,337
89,359
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 1
87,072
88,117
91,201
94,393
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 2
91,716
92,817
96,065
99,427
746.40
746.40
746.40
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SCHEDULE A(I)—SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—37.5 HOUR WEEK—SPECIFIED CALLINGS—ANNUAL
SCALES—continued
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
COLUMN 6
LEVEL
BASE
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
1999
2000
2001
SALARY
WITH 1.2%
WITH 3.5%
WITH 3.5%
LUMP SUM LUMP SUM LUMP SUM
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
From date
From 12
From 24
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
of signing
mths after
mths after
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
CLASS 3
96,358
97,514
100,927
104,460
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 4
101,003
102,215
105,793
109,495
746.40
746.40
746.40
(a) Up to 3.5% will be paid from the first pay period on or after the specified dates, subject to meeting various targets as
outlined in the Performance Measurement System at Schedule C of this Agreement.
SCHEDULE B(I)—SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—40 HOUR WEEK—SPECIFIED CALLINGS—ANNUAL SCALES
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
COLUMN 6
LEVEL
BASE
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
ANNUAL
1999
2000
2001
SALARY
WITH 1.2%
WITH 3.5%
WITH 3.5%
LUMP SUM LUMP SUM LUMP SUM
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
From date
From 12
From 24
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
LL-Dec
of signing
mths after
mths after
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
LEVEL 2/4
1st
31,569
31,948
33,066
34,223
428.69
443.70
459.23
2nd
33,233
33,632
34,809
36,027
451.29
467.08
483.43
3rd
35,076
35,497
36,739
38,025
476.32
492.99
510.24
4th
37,381
37,830
39,154
40,524
507.62
525.38
543.77
5th
40,955
41,446
42,897
44,398
556.15
575.62
595.76
6th
43,284
43,803
45,337
46,923
587.78
608.35
629.64
LEVEL 5
5.1
45,559
46,106
47,719
49,390
618.67
640.32
662.74
5.2
47,096
47,661
49,329
51,056
639.54
661.93
685.09
5.3
48,694
49,278
51,003
52,788
661.24
684.39
708.34
5.4
50,352
50,956
52,740
54,586
683.76
707.69
732.46
LEVEL 6
6.1
53,018
53,654
55,532
57,476
719.96
745.16
746.40
6.2
54,830
55,488
57,430
59,440
744.57
746.40
746.40
6.3
56,705
57,385
59,394
61,473
746.40
746.40
746.40
6.4
58,708
59,412
61,492
63,644
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 7
7.1
61,779
62,520
64,709
66,973
746.40
746.40
746.40
7.2
63,904
64,671
66,934
69,277
746.40
746.40
746.40
7.3
66,215
67,010
69,355
71,782
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 8
8.1
69,973
70,813
73,291
75,856
746.40
746.40
746.40
8.2
72,664
73,536
76,110
78,774
746.40
746.40
746.40
8.3
76,001
76,913
79,605
82,391
746.40
746.40
746.40
LEVEL 9
9.1
80,169
81,131
83,971
86,910
746.40
746.40
746.40
9.2
82,985
83,981
86,920
89,962
746.40
746.40
746.40
9.3
86,196
87,230
90,283
93,443
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 1
91,053
92,146
95,371
98,709
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 2
95,909
97,060
100,457
103,973
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 3
100,763
101,972
105,541
109,235
746.40
746.40
746.40
CLASS 4
105,620
106,887
110,629
114,500
746.40
746.40
746.40
(a) Up to 3.5% will be paid from the first pay period on or after the specified dates, subject to meeting various targets as
outlined in the Performance Measurement System at Schedule C of this Agreement.

LEVEL

U/17yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1.1

SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—37.5 HOUR WEEK—FORTNIGHTLY SCALES
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
1999 LUMP
BASE
BASE
WITH 1.2%
WITH 1.2%
SUM
SALARY
SALARY
PAYMENT
From date of
From date of
LL-Dec
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
11,994
459.83
12,138
465.35
162.87
14,017
537.39
14,185
543.84
190.34
16,351
626.88
16,547
634.40
222.04
18,926
725.60
19,153
734.30
257.01
21,254
814.85
21,509
824.63
288.62
23,348
895.13
23,628
905.87
317.06

COLUMN 6
TOTAL
ANNUAL

$
12,301
14,376
16,769
19,410
21,798
23,945
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LEVEL

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE
SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—37.5 HOUR WEEK—FORTNIGHTLY SCALES—continued
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
1999 LUMP
BASE
BASE
WITH 1.2%
WITH 1.2%
SUM
SALARY
SALARY
PAYMENT
From date of
From date of
LL-Dec
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
24,067
922.70
24,356
933.77
326.82
24,785
950.22
25,082
961.63
336.57
25,499
977.60
25,805
989.33
346.27
26,217
1,005.12
26,532
1,017.19
356.02
26,935
1,032.65
27,258
1,045.04
365.77
27,761
1,064.32
28,094
1,077.09
376.98
28,333
1,086.25
28,673
1,099.28
384.75
29,178
1,118.65
29,528
1,132.07
396.22

79 W.A.I.G.
COLUMN 6
TOTAL
ANNUAL

$
1.2
24,683
1.3
25,419
1.4
26,151
1.5
26,888
1.6
27,624
1.7
28,471
1.8
29,058
1.9
29,924
LEVEL 2
2.1
30,189
1,157.41
30,551
1,171.29
409.95
30,961
2.2
30,965
1,187.16
31,337
1,201.40
420.49
31,757
2.3
31,780
1,218.40
32,161
1,233.02
431.56
32,593
2.4
32,642
1,251.45
33,034
1,266.47
443.26
33,477
2.5
33,543
1,285.99
33,946
1,301.43
455.50
34,401
LEVEL 3
3.1
34,782
1,333.50
35,199
1,349.50
472.32
35,672
3.2
35,747
1,370.49
36,176
1,386.94
485.43
36,661
3.3
36,742
1,408.64
37,183
1,425.54
498.94
37,682
3.4
37,763
1,447.78
38,216
1,465.16
512.80
38,729
LEVEL 4
4.1
39,164
1,501.50
39,634
1,519.51
531.83
40,166
4.2
40,262
1,543.59
40,745
1,562.11
546.74
41,292
4.3
41,392
1,586.91
41,889
1,605.96
562.08
42,451
LEVEL 5
5.1
43,567
1,670.30
44,090
1,690.34
591.62
44,681
5.2
45,037
1,726.66
45,577
1,747.38
611.58
46,189
5.3
46,565
1,785.24
47,124
1,806.66
632.33
47,756
5.4
48,151
1,846.04
48,729
1,868.20
653.87
49,383
LEVEL 6
6.1
50,700
1,943.77
51,308
1,967.10
688.48
51,997
6.2
52,433
2,010.21
53,062
2,034.33
712.02
53,774
6.3
54,227
2,078.99
54,878
2,103.94
736.38
55,614
6.4
56,142
2,152.41
56,816
2,178.24
746.40
57,562
LEVEL 7
7.1
59,078
2,264.97
59,787
2,292.15
746.40
60,533
7.2
61,110
2,342.88
61,843
2,370.99
746.40
62,590
7.3
63,321
2,427.64
64,081
2,456.77
746.40
64,827
LEVEL 8
8.1
66,914
2,565.39
67,717
2,596.18
746.40
68,463
8.2
69,487
2,664.04
70,321
2,696.01
746.40
71,067
8.3
72,679
2,786.42
73,551
2,819.85
746.40
74,298
LEVEL 9
9.1
76,664
2,939.19
77,584
2,974.47
746.40
78,330
9.2
79,357
3,042.44
80,309
3,078.95
746.40
81,056
9.3
82,428
3,160.18
83,417
3,198.10
746.40
84,164
CLASS 1
87,072
3,338.22
88,117
3,378.28
746.40
88,863
CLASS 2
91,716
3,516.27
92,817
3,558.46
746.40
93,563
CLASS 3
96,358
3,694.24
97,514
3,738.57
746.40
98,261
CLASS 4
101,003
3,872.32
102,215
3,918.79
746.40
102,961
(a) Up to 3.5% will be paid from the first pay period on or after the specified dates, subject to meeting various targets as
outlined in the Performance Measurement System at Schedule C of this Agreement.

LEVEL

U/17yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs

SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—40 HOUR WEEK—FORTNIGHTLY SCALES
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
1999
BASE
BASE
WITH 1.2%
WITH 1.2%
LUMP SUM
SALARY
SALARY
PAYMENT
From date of
From date of
LL-Dec
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
12,543
480.88
12,694
486.65
170.33
14,658
561.97
14,834
568.71
199.05
17,098
655.51
17,303
663.38
232.18
19,792
758.80
20,030
767.90
268.77
22,226
852.12
22,493
862.34
301.82

COLUMN 6
TOTAL
ANNUAL

$
12,864
15,033
17,535
20,298
22,795
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LEVEL

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE
SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—40 HOUR WEEK—FORTNIGHTLY SCALES—continued
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
1999
BASE
BASE
WITH 1.2%
WITH 1.2%
LUMP SUM
SALARY
SALARY
PAYMENT
From date of
From date of
LL-Dec
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
24,415
936.04
24,708
947.27
331.54
25,167
964.87
25,469
976.45
341.76
25,918
993.66
26,229
1,005.59
351.95
26,665
1,022.30
26,985
1,034.57
362.10
27,415
1,051.05
27,744
1,063.67
372.28
28,166
1,079.85
28,504
1,092.80
382.48
29,030
1,112.97
29,378
1,126.33
394.21
29,628
1,135.90
29,984
1,149.53
402.33
30,512
1,169.79
30,878
1,183.83
414.34

683
COLUMN 6
TOTAL
ANNUAL

$
1.1
25,040
1.2
25,811
1.3
26,581
1.4
27,347
1.5
28,116
1.6
28,886
1.7
29,773
1.8
30,386
1.9
31,292
LEVEL 2
2.1
31,569
1,210.31
31,948
1,224.84
428.69
32,377
2.2
32,380
1,241.41
32,769
1,256.30
439.71
33,208
2.3
33,233
1,274.11
33,632
1,289.40
451.29
34,083
2.4
34,134
1,308.65
34,544
1,324.36
463.52
35,007
2.5
35,076
1,344.77
35,497
1,360.90
476.32
35,973
LEVEL 3
3.1
36,372
1,394.45
36,808
1,411.19
493.92
37,302
3.2
37,381
1,433.14
37,830
1,450.34
507.62
38,337
3.3
38,422
1,473.05
38,883
1,490.72
521.75
39,405
3.4
39,490
1,513.99
39,964
1,532.16
536.26
40,500
LEVEL 4
4.1
40,955
1,570.16
41,446
1,589.00
556.15
42,003
4.2
42,103
1,614.17
42,608
1,633.54
571.74
43,180
4.3
43,284
1,659.45
43,803
1,679.36
587.78
44,391
LEVEL 5
5.1
45,559
1,746.67
46,106
1,767.63
618.67
46,724
5.2
47,096
1,805.60
47,661
1,827.26
639.54
48,301
5.3
48,694
1,866.86
49,278
1,889.26
661.24
49,940
5.4
50,352
1,930.43
50,956
1,953.59
683.76
51,640
LEVEL 6
6.1
53,018
2,032.64
53,654
2,057.03
719.96
54,374
6.2
54,830
2,102.11
55,488
2,127.33
744.57
56,233
6.3
56,705
2,173.99
57,385
2,200.08
746.40
58,132
6.4
58,708
2,250.79
59,412
2,277.80
746.40
60,159
LEVEL 7
7.1
61,779
2,368.52
62,520
2,396.95
746.40
63,267
7.2
63,904
2,449.99
64,671
2,479.39
746.40
65,417
7.3
66,215
2,538.59
67,010
2,569.06
746.40
67,756
LEVEL 8
8.1
69,973
2,682.67
70,813
2,714.86
746.40
71,559
8.2
72,664
2,785.84
73,536
2,819.27
746.40
74,282
8.3
76,001
2,913.78
76,913
2,948.74
746.40
77,659
LEVEL 9
9.1
80,169
3,073.57
81,131
3,110.45
746.40
81,877
9.2
82,985
3,181.53
83,981
3,219.71
746.40
84,727
9.3
86,196
3,304.64
87,230
3,344.29
746.40
87,977
CLASS 1
91,053
3,490.85
92,146
3,532.74
746.40
92,892
CLASS 2
95,909
3,677.02
97,060
3,721.15
746.40
97,806
CLASS 3
100,763
3,863.12
101,972
3,909.48
746.40
102,719
CLASS 4
105,620
4,049.33
106,887
4,097.92
746.40
107,634
(a) Up to 3.5% will be paid from the first pay period on or after the specified dates, subject to meeting various targets as
outlined in the Performance Measurement System at Schedule C of this Agreement.
SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—37.5 HOUR WEEK—SPECIFIED CALLINGS—FORTNIGHTLY SCALES
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
COLUMN 6
LEVEL
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
1999
TOTAL
BASE
BASE
WITH 1.2%
WITH 1.2%
LUMP SUM
ANNUAL
SALARY
SALARY
PAYMENT
From date of
From date of
LL-Dec
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
LEVEL 2/4
1st
30,189
1,157.41
30,551
1,171.29
409.95
30,961
2nd
31,780
1,218.40
32,161
1,233.02
431.56
32,593
3rd
33,543
1,285.99
33,946
1,301.43
455.50
34,401
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SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—37.5 HOUR WEEK—SPECIFIED CALLINGS—FORTNIGHTLY SCALES—continued
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
COLUMN 6
LEVEL
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
1999
TOTAL
BASE
BASE
WITH 1.2%
WITH 1.2%
LUMP SUM
ANNUAL
SALARY
SALARY
PAYMENT
From date of
From date of
LL-Dec
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
4th
35,747
1,370.49
36,176
1,386.94
485.43
36,661
5th
39,164
1,501.50
39,634
1,519.51
531.83
40,166
6th
41,392
1,586.91
41,889
1,605.96
562.08
42,451
LEVEL 5
5.1
43,567
1,670.30
44,090
1,690.34
591.62
44,681
5.2
45,037
1,726.66
45,577
1,747.38
611.58
46,189
5.3
46,565
1,785.24
47,124
1,806.66
632.33
47,756
5.4
48,151
1,846.04
48,729
1,868.20
653.87
49,383
LEVEL 6
6.1
50,700
1,943.77
51,308
1,967.10
688.48
51,997
6.2
52,433
2,010.21
53,062
2,034.33
712.02
53,774
6.3
54,227
2,078.99
54,878
2,103.94
736.38
55,614
6.4
56,142
2,152.41
56,816
2,178.24
746.40
57,562
LEVEL 7
7.1
59,078
2,264.97
59,787
2,292.15
746.40
60,533
7.2
61,110
2,342.88
61,843
2,370.99
746.40
62,590
7.3
63,321
2,427.64
64,081
2,456.77
746.40
64,827
LEVEL 8
8.1
66,914
2,565.39
67,717
2,596.18
746.40
68,463
8.2
69,487
2,664.04
70,321
2,696.01
746.40
71,067
8.3
72,679
2,786.42
73,551
2,819.85
746.40
74,298
LEVEL 9
9.1
76,664
2,939.19
77,584
2,974.47
746.40
78,330
9.2
79,357
3,042.44
80,309
3,078.95
746.40
81,056
9.3
82,428
3,160.18
83,417
3,198.10
746.40
84,164
CLASS 1
87,072
3,338.22
88,117
3,378.28
746.40
88,863
CLASS 2
91,716
3,516.27
92,817
3,558.46
746.40
93,563
CLASS 3
96,358
3,694.24
97,514
3,738.57
746.40
98,261
CLASS 4
101,003
3,872.32
102,215
3,918.79
746.40
102,961
(a) Up to 3.5% will be paid from the first pay period on or after the specified dates, subject to meeting various targets as
outlined in the Performance Measurement System at Schedule C of this Agreement.
SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—40 HOUR WEEK—SPECIFIED CALLINGS—FORTNIGHTLY SCALES
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
COLUMN 6
LEVEL
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
1999
TOTAL
BASE
BASE
WITH 1.2%
WITH 1.2%
LUMP SUM
ANNUAL
SALARY
SALARY
PAYMENT
From date of
From date of
LL-Dec
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
LEVEL 2/4
1st
31,569
1,210.31
31,948
1,224.84
428.69
32,377
2nd
33,233
1,274.11
33,632
1,289.40
451.29
34,083
3rd
35,076
1,344.77
35,497
1,360.90
476.32
35,973
4th
37,381
1,433.14
37,830
1,450.34
507.62
38,337
5th
40,955
1,570.16
41,446
1,589.00
556.15
42,003
6th
43,284
1,659.45
43,803
1,679.36
587.78
44,391
LEVEL 5
5.1
45,559
1,746.67
46,106
1,767.63
618.67
46,724
5.2
47,096
1,805.60
47,661
1,827.26
639.54
48,301
5.3
48,694
1,866.86
49,278
1,889.26
661.24
49,940
5.4
50,352
1,930.43
50,956
1,953.59
683.76
51,640
LEVEL 6
6.1
53,018
2,032.64
53,654
2,057.03
719.96
54,374
6.2
54,830
2,102.11
55,488
2,127.33
744.57
56,233
6.3
56,705
2,173.99
57,385
2,200.08
746.40
58,132
6.4
58,708
2,250.79
59,412
2,277.80
746.40
60,159
LEVEL 7
7.1
61,779
2,368.52
62,520
2,396.95
746.40
63,267
7.2
63,904
2,449.99
64,671
2,479.39
746.40
65,417
7.3
66,215
2,538.59
67,010
2,569.06
746.40
67,756
LEVEL 8
8.1
69,973
2,682.67
70,813
2,714.86
746.40
71,559
8.2
72,664
2,785.84
73,536
2,819.27
746.40
74,282
8.3
76,001
2,913.78
76,913
2,948.74
746.40
77,659
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SCHEDULE OF SALARIES—40 HOUR WEEK—SPECIFIED CALLINGS—FORTNIGHTLY SCALES—continued
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5
COLUMN 6
LEVEL
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
ANNUAL
FORTNIGHT
1999
TOTAL
BASE
BASE
WITH 1.2%
WITH 1.2%
LUMP SUM
ANNUAL
SALARY
SALARY
PAYMENT
From date of
From date of
LL-Dec
regis (a)
regis (a)
$
$
$
$
$
$
LEVEL 9
9.1
80,169
3,073.57
81,131
3,110.45
746.40
81,877
9.2
82,985
3,181.53
83,981
3,219.71
746.40
84,727
9.3
86,196
3,304.64
87,230
3,344.29
746.40
87,977
CLASS 1
91,053
3,490.85
92,146
3,532.74
746.40
92,892
CLASS 2
95,909
3,677.02
97,060
3,721.15
746.40
97,806
CLASS 3
100,763
3,863.12
101,972
3,909.48
746.40
102,719
CLASS 4
105,620
4,049.33
106,887
4,097.92
746.40
107,634
(a) Up to 3.5% will be paid from the first pay period on or after the specified dates, subject to meeting various targets as
outlined in the Performance Measurement System at Schedule C of this Agreement.
SCHEDULE C—PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
OVERVIEW
(1) Introduction to the Performance Measurement System
The Performance Measurement System is based largely on
the current Output Based Management structure of the Department outlined in the 1998-99 Budget Statements and
measures both external and internal performance. Following
the development of a new strategic work plan for the agency
further refinement of the Key Budget Outputs will be required
in 1998-99 to ensure consistency with the Department’s strategic goals. Any modification of the Key Budget Outputs and
performance indicators and therefore time-line and target performance measures have to be agreed with Treasury and the
Auditor General.
The Performance Measurement System is to be used in the
new workplace agreement and any new enterprise bargaining
agreement. This will ensure that all employees are working
towards the achievement of the same organisational goals.
Individual staff performance agreements will also be linked to
the achievement of clear deliverables linked to both the key
budget outputs and the strategic work plan.
(2) Performance Measurement System Framework
The Performance Measurement System measures the performance of the agency. It is made up of two parts. The first
part measures agency productivity in accordance with outputs
(or output groups) identified in the Budget Statements.
The second element of the system measures internal performance based on a range of indicators to test improvements
in internal organisational efficiency. In this way the system
links with the administrative efficiency of the organisation.
The System can also provide the basis for any evaluation of
organisational programs, projects and processes. It includes a
number of measures not currently reflected in the Budget Statements. These are intended to broaden the scope of performance
measurement for the organisation.
The Performance Measurement System links performance
at all levels of the organisation. The System can incorporate
organisational (strategic), operational, (branch, section, team)
and individual performance. Attachment A illustrates how the
System is built around the key outputs and therefore the Department’s mission, goals and outcome and how all levels of
the organisation contribute to the achievement of Department’s
key outputs. The Budget Statements identify a single outcome
for the Department to which all of the key outputs relate.
While not shown is this documentation, strategies are in place
to ensure the achievement of each of the key outputs. Key
strategies for the Department are contained in the Department’s
Project Plan which links the strategies with the key outputs
and outcome for the Department.
(3) Operational and Individual Performance
The System has been also designed to measure team and
individual based performance. While there is no intention at
this stage to introduce performance based pay at the individual
or team level, the System enables individuals and teams to see

how their roles contribute to the rest of the organisation. The
performance measures for teams and individuals can be linked
with the outputs for the organisation.
While the focus at the team and individual levels tends to be
more on strategies and lower level outputs, performance at
these levels can be clearly linked with organisational outputs.
(4) Organisational Performance
Attachment B shows the key outputs and performance measures applicable at the organisational level. It is at this level
that the Performance Measurement System will operate and
form the basis for measuring whole of agency productivity.
Measures reflecting quantity, quality, timeliness and cost have
been developed for each key output consistent with the basis
by which funds are appropriated to AAD. In this way the measures comprehensively cover all areas of the Department.
As noted above, the Performance Measurement System
measures both external and internal performance. The external measures are of primary interest to stakeholders external
to the Department such as the Minister, Aboriginal communities, forums and other Government agencies. Internal measures
assist managers to assess the performance and efficiency of
the internal processes of the organisation.
Organisations do not remain the same over time and are subject to change. The Performance Measurement System has been
designed to adapt to any change in outcome, key budget outputs or performance indicators.
(5) Performance Measurement Matrix
The performance measures are combined into a matrix to
provide the basis for the calculation of an overall “productivity order” for the agency. The Performance Measurement
Matrix is shown at Attachment D.
The matrix allows for ‘weighting’ of particular performance
measures to accurately reflect the relative importance of particular outputs in the achievement of the Department’s overall goals.
As explained earlier, it is appropriate to allow for revisions
to the Matrix to be made during its operation in view of the
developments which are still occurring in the Department (including the development of a longer term five year Business
Plan). and in the event of unforseen circumstances arising,
resulting in any of the measures or targets no longer being
appropriate or relevant. Any revisions to the Matrix would
need to be approved by Government and employees.
(6) Productivity Index
It is intended that the Matrix generate salary increases of up to
3.5% per year over the life of the agreement. Achievement of a
Productivity Index of 3 at the end of a twelve month measurement period would produce a 3.5% salary increase. A Productivity
Index of 0 would not attract a salary increase, while an Index
between 0 and 3 would result in a pro rata increase.
Qualitative improvements as well as some dollar savings
are expected to result from the implementation of the workplace
and enterprise bargaining agreements.
A glossary and explanatory notes to accompany the Performance Measurement Matrix are at Attachments C and E
respectively and provide further explanation of how the Matrix operates.
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ATTACHMENT A

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
FRAMEWORK

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE REPORTING
AREA OF
PERFORMANCE
BEING
MEASURED

ORGANISATIONAL
(Strategic)

Strategies

Performance
Measures

OPERATIONAL
(Branch, Section, Team)

Strategies

INDIVIDUAL

Performance Measures

Strategies

Performance Measures

A. Measures of External Performance
Output 1
Output 2
Output 3
Output 4
B. Measures of Internal Performance

ATTACHMENT B
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES

PERFORMANCE MEASURE (a)

BASELINE

1998/99 TARGET

COMMENTS

PROGRAM
RESPONSIBILITY

Outcome: Better social, cultural and economic outcomes for Aboriginal communities
A. MEASURES OF EXTERNAL PERFORMANCE
Output 1: Provision of information and advice to support community planning and local service agreements
Community Planning and Local Service Agreements

Quantity
13

19

The proposed target for 1998/99 reflects
the Departments’ aim to provide greater
planning focus at the community level.
In 1997/98 13 communities were
assisted in the following areas: regional
planning, town planning, community
planning, local service provision
agreements & local government models
for Aboriginal communities.

Director, Operations

Percent of targeted service providers
responding positively to needs identified in
community planning

50%

70%

Director, Operations

Percent of Aboriginal communities assisted who
report satisfactory service delivery by AAD

50%

70%

This is intended to measure the
effectiveness of the Aboriginal Affairs
Co-ordinating Committee in achieving
key elements of AAD’s Strategic Work
Plan. Will be assessed by sample
questionnaire / survey.

No. of communities assisted with community
planning and / or service agreements

Quality

Will
be
assessed
questionnaire / survey.

by

Director, Operations

sample

Timeliness
Extent to which time-lines have been met.

70%

90%

Records to be maintained by regional
offices.

Director, Operations

$203,000

$135,000

1997/98 cost was $203,000.
The
reduction reflects allocating existing
resources over a greater number of
communities.

Director, Operations

Cost
Average cost per community assisted with
community planning and / or service
agreements
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Output 2: Management support and service delivery to Aboriginal communities
Essential Services
Quantity
48

50

Reflects the total no of communities
included in contracts with regional
service providers.
New contract
management arrangements will enable
expansion to additional communities.

Assistant
Director,
Demonstration Projects

80%

100%

Department has put in place new contract
arrangements to ensure more effective
and efficient service delivery for
contracted services. The definition “fully
operational” is where there has been a
loss of power for 12 hours or more and /
or a loss of water and sewerage services
for 24 hours or more from notification.
Interruptions to supply resulting from
natural occurrences such as flooding or
storm damage; operator error or other
circumstances beyond the control of the
AAD shall not be defined as not fully
operational.

Assistant
Director,
Demonstration Projects

Scheduled maintenance undertaken on time

90%

100%

90%

100%

The new arrangements will ensure more
effective
scheduled
and
planned
maintenance leading to longer term
reduction in breakdowns.
Service
providers are required to schedule an
agreed course of action in response to a
breakdown within 2 hours of notification.
The response time depends upon the
relative urgency of the breakdown; the
nature of the problem and the remoteness
of the location. In emergency situations
a 24 hour response time is expected
barring natural events which may restrict
access.

Assistant
Director,
Demonstration Projects

Breakdown service response time met to ensure
full operation is maintained

Average cost of service contract per community

$158,200

$144,300

Baseline data based on previous
arrangements with Western Power and
Water Corporation for last 3 years.

Assistant
Director,
Demonstration Projects

Percentage of costs attributed to breakdown
related to poor maintenance

35%

40%

Communities assisted with essential services

Quality
Percent of days/year that essential services were
fully operational

Timeliness

Cost

Planned maintenance is a fixed cost.
Unplanned maintenance or breakdowns
costs are paid on a set rate basis. New
contractual arrangements may lead to a
short term increase in unplanned or catch
up maintenance. Improved maintenance
practices and community support
processes are expected to lead to a
reduction in breakdown cost over time.
Community Management (Town Reserves & Demonstration Projects)
Quantity
Communities
assisted
with
community
management support (grants & management
assistance)

20

25

50%

100%

50%

70%

20 communities assisted in 1997/98.

Director, Operations

1998/99 based on response to survey /
questionnaire.

Director, Operations

Quality
Percent of targeted communities assisted with
community management processes
Percent of targeted communities satisfied with
the AAD management support and service
delivery

Director, Operations
1998/99 based on response to survey /
questionnaire.

Cost
Cost per community for providing community
management support

$365,900

$329,600

Director, Operations
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Community Patrols
Quantity
Communities assisted with community patrols

15

16

15 communities assisted in 1997/98.
Dependant upon available funding.

Director, Operations

30%

100%

Director, Operations

$49,200

$38,900

Director, Operations

Quality
Percent of communities with funded community
patrols who receive formative management or
operational assistance
Cost
Average cost per patrol

Community Wardens
Quantity
Number of communities with by-laws assisted
with operational warden schemes.

4

9

4 funded communities required support
and assistance in 1997/98.

Director, Operations

40%

100%

Director, Operations

$146,900

$116,100

Director, Operations

Quality
Percent of communities with funded warden
schemes who receive formative management or
operational assistance
Cost
AAD cost per warden scheme

Output 3: Information and advice on program development and resource allocation
Information and advice to agencies
Quantity
Agencies provided with information and advice

19

20

19 agencies provided with information
and advice in 1997/98. Includes non
State Government agencies providing
and / or developing programs for
Aboriginal people.

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

70%

80%

Information and advice will be based on
strategic initiatives undertaken during
the year.

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

75%

85%

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

$88,200

$85,700

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

Quality
Percent of agencies responding positively to
information and/or advice

Timeliness
Extent to which time-lines have been met in
providing information and advice

Cost
Cost per agency in providing information and
advice

Output 4: Policy advice to Government and Aboriginal forums
Forums
Quantity
Aboriginal forums supported

19

20

Forums supported include: COE, AJC,
ACMC, RAJC

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

70%

80%

1998/99 based on responses to survey /
questionnaire.

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

70%

80%

1998/99 based on responses to survey /
questionnaire.

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

$111, 000

$103,000

Quality
Satisfaction of forums with quality of support
and policy advice provided
Timeliness
Satisfaction of forums with timeliness of
support and policy advice provided
Cost
Average cost
supported

of each Aboriginal

forum

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs
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Government
Quality
Satisfaction of Minister with quality of policy
advice provided

80%

100%

1998/99 based on responses to survey /
questionnaire.

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

Extent to which the Minister responds
positively to the policy advice provided

70%

85%

1998/99 based on responses to survey /
questionnaire. Policy advice to be based
on strategic initiatives undertaken during
the year.

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

80%

100%

1998/99 based on responses to survey /
questionnaire.

Director, Policy, Planning &
Programs

Timeliness
Satisfaction of Minister responds positively to
the policy advice provided

B. MEASURES OF INTERNAL PERFORMANCE
Quantity
Average number of days sick leave taken

61.42 hrs

50 hrs

Number of adverse comments made by the
Auditor General

3

0

No. of qualifications given by the Auditor
General for AAD

2

0

61.42 hrs per employee for 1997/98.

Manager, Human Resources

Baseline data from 1996/97. Audit of
financial statements.

Manager,
Finance
Administration

&

Manager,
Finance
Administration

&

Quality

Baseline data from 1996/97. Audit of
financial statements.

Timeliness
Percent of Ministerials completed by set date
Average number of days an overdue Ministerial
is late

58% in 1997/98 (in accordance with
ministerial correspondence policy).

Manager, Office of the Chief
Executive Officer

0

7 days in 1997/98.

Manager, Office of the Chief
Executive Officer

45 days for non personal
30 days for personal

60 days in 1997/98.

58%

75%

7

60 days for all
requests

Turnaround time to respond to FOI requests

Percent of staff performance reviews conducted
between 1 August to 31 August

Manager, Office of the Chief
Executive Officer

100%
30%

30% Period previously 1 Sept to 15
September
1998.
Significant
improvement required / envisaged.

Percent of staff performance planning prepared
between 1 August to 31 August

Manager, Human Resources

100%
Percent of new staff completed induction and
orientation program
Percent of new staff completed targeted
performance development training

30% Period previously 1 Sept to 15
September
1998.
Significant
improvement required / envisaged.

30%

Manager, Human Resources

Manager, Human Resources

100%
70%

50% for 1997/98.
improvement envisaged.

Significant

10% for 1997/98.
improvement envisaged.

Significant

Manager, Human Resources

70%
10%
Cost
No of administrative staff as a percentage of
total staff

23%

18%

This includes HR, Finance &
Information Management support staff
(excludes sites & Family History) 24.5 /
106 FTE 1997/98 versus 22 / 122 FTE
1998/99.

Manager, Human Resources

(a)

Performance measures in normal print are those currently included in the 1998/99 Budget Statements. Those in italics are proposed additional or replacement
measures.

(b)

The average costs represents current budget allocation including overhead costs. As noted in the Cost Allocation Worksheet, (refer Justification Paper
Submission attachment A.3) the Department has noted increased outputs for Output 2 programs for Essential Services (48 to 50) and Patrols (15 to 16).
These planned increases in productivity will result in reduced average costs for these outputs as shown.

(c)

Data on pro-rata allocation of indirect costs based on 1997/98 and 1998/99 Budget allocations respectively.

(d)

As at 1 July 1998 the Department will operate with a new staffing structure; consequently reallocation of indirect costs will need to be recalibrated & hence
the average cost measures will require recalculation.

ATTACHMENT C
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT MATRIX
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
1. “Baseline” means an ordinary level of performance. If
the overall level of performance is, on average, at the baseline
level or lower, then no salary increase is payable.
2. “Target” means the level of performance that is to be
achieved to receive all of the 3.5% salary increase available
for the year. The levels of performance set at the Target are
considered to reflect an improvement in performance, taking
into account all relevant factors.

3. “Productivity Measure” measures a particular aspect of
the Department’s performance for the year. Measures of external and internal performance are used.
4. “Result” means the level of performance achieved for that
productivity measure during the year. For example, 16 communities with planning and or service agreements or 90% of
targeted service providers respond positively to needs identified in community planning.
5. “Weight” reflects the impact a particular productivity
measure will have in calculating the overall performance of
the Department. A higher weight means that the particular productivity measure has a relatively greater impact on overall
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8. “Weighting Total” is the sum of all of the weights.
9. “Weighted Ratings Total” is the sum of all of the Weighted
Ratings.
10. “Productivity Index” is calculated by dividing the
Weighted Ratings Total by the Weighting Total. Alternative
figures for the Index can be interpreted as follows—
• If the Productivity Index is 0 or less, this means that
the overall level of performance of the Department
over the year is ordinary or worse. Therefore, in this
case no salary increase is payable.
• If the Index is 3 or more, the Department has at least
achieved its Target level of performance. The full
3.5% salary increase would then be payable.
• If the Index is between 0 and 3 then a pro rata salary
increase will be paid. For example, if the Index is 2,
then the salary increase will be 2.3%. If the Index is
1.5, then the salary increase will be 1.75%.

performance. By way of example, a higher weight may be
given to a productivity measure because it involves a large
amount of expenditure or relates to an issue currently of strategic importance. One reason why a lower weight may be given
to a measure is if employees have less control over the level of
performance achieved in that area.
6. “Rating” means the score assigned to the Result (or level
of performance) for the productivity measure for the year. For
each measure alternative levels of performance are given ratings from -2 to 5. For example, if the Target number of
communities with planning and service agreements is 19, and
the Result for the year is 19, then the Rating will be 3. Ratings
will be proportionate where the Result falls between two Ratings. The use of ratings allows a number of different measures
to be combined to measure overall performance of the Department.
7. “Weighted Rating” is the Result multiplied by the Weight.
This figure reflects both the level of performance in that area
and the relative impact assigned to the productivity measure.

ATTACHMENT D
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT MATRIX
Ratings
Productivity Measure (a)

-2

-1

0
Baseline

1

2

3
Target

4

5

Result

Weight

Rating

Outcome: Better social, cultural and economic outcomes for Aboriginal communities
A. MEASURES OF EXTERNAL PERFORMANCE

Output 1. Provision of information and advice to support community planning and local service agreements

Community Planning and Local Service Agreements
Quantity
No. of communities with community planning
and / or service agreements
Quality
Percent of targeted service providers
responding positively to needs identified in
community planning
Percent of Aboriginal communities assisted
who report satisfactory service delivery by AAD
Timeliness
Extent to which AAD time-lines have been met
Cost
Average cost per communities assisted with
community planning and / or service
agreements

11

12

13

15

17

19

21

23

4

30

40

50

55

65

70

85

100

2

35

40

50

55

65

70

85

100

1

50

60

70

80

85

90

95

100

2

235

220

203

180

160

135

120

105

1

sub
weighting
total

sub
productivity
index total

sub
weighted
ratings
total

Weighted
Rating
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Output 2: Management support and service delivery to Aboriginal communities

Essential Services
Quantity
Communities assisted with essential services
Quality
Percent of days/year that essential services were
fully operational
Timeliness
Scheduled maintenance undertaken on time
Breakdown service response time met to ensure
full operation is maintained
Cost
Average cost of essential service contract per
community $000
Percentage of costs attributed to breakdown
related to poor maintenance

44

46

48

-

49

50

58

60

2

74

77

80

85

90

100

93

96

2

80

85

90

94

97

100

-

-

2

80

85

90

94

97

100

-

-

2

169

163

158

154

149

144

139

133

0

45

40

35

-

-

40

30

25

2

sub
weighting
total

sub
weighted
ratings
total

sub
productivity
index total

Community Management (Town Reserves & Demonstration Projects)
Quantity
Communities
assisted
with
community
management support (grants & management
assistance)
Quality
Percent of targeted communities assisted with
community management processes

Percent of targeted communities satisfied with
the AAD management support and service
delivery
Cost
Cost per community for providing management
support $000

17

18

20

22

23

25

27

29

2

20

30

50

70

90

100

-

-

3

38

44

50

57

64

70

76

82

3

395

380

365

350

335

329

315

300

0

sub weighting
total

sub
weighted
ratings
total

sub
productivity
index total

Community Patrols
Quantity
Communities assisted with community patrols
Quality
Percent of communities with funded warden
schemes who receive formative management or
operational assistance
Cost
Average cost per patrol $000

13

14

15

-

-

16

17

18

2

-

15

30

60

80

100

-

-

4

55

52

49

46

43

39

36

33

4
sub weighting
total

total sub
productivity
index

Weighted
Ratings
Total
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Community Wardens
Quantity
Number of communities with by-laws assisted
with operational warden schemes
Quality
Percent of communities with funded warden
schemes who receive formative management or
operational assistance

Cost
Average cost per warden scheme

0

2

4

6

7

9

10

11

2

0

20

40

60

80

100

-

-

4

165

155

147

137

127

116

105

95

4
sub weighting
total

sub
weighted
ratings
total

sub
productivity
index total

Output 3: Information and advice on program development and resource allocation

Information and advice to agencies
Quantity
Agencies provided with information and advice

17

18

19

-

-

20

21

22

3

Quality
Percent of agencies responding positively to
information and / or advice

64

67

70

73

76

80

83

86

3

Timeliness
Extent to which time-lines have been met in
providing information and advice

69

72

75

78

81

85

88

91

3

Cost
Cost per agency in providing information and
advice $000

90

89

88

87

86

85

84

83

1

sub weighting
total

sub
weighted
ratings
total

sub
productivity
index total

Output 4: Policy advice to Government and Aboriginal forums
Forums
Quantity
Aboriginal forums supported

17

18

19

-

-

20

21

22

2.5

Quality
Satisfaction of forums with quality of support
and policy advice provided

64

67

70

73

76

80

83

86

2.5

Timeliness
Satisfaction of forums with timeliness of
support and policy advice provided

64

67

70

73

76

80

83

86

2.5

Cost
Average cost of each Aboriginal forum
supported

115

113

111

109

106

103

100

97

2.5

sub weighting
total

sub
productivity
index total

sub
weighted
ratings
total
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Government
Quality
Satisfaction of Minister with quality of policy
advice provided
Extent to which the Minister responds
positively to the policy advice provided
Timeliness
Satisfaction of Minister responds positively
with timeliness of policy advice provided

70

75

80

85

90

100

-

-

4

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

3

70

75

80

85

90

100

-

-

3

sub weighting
total

sub
weighted
ratings
total

sub
productivity
index total

B. MEASURES OF INTERNAL PERFORMANCE
Quantity
Average number of days sick leave taken
Quality
Number of adverse comments made by the
Auditor General
No. of qualifications given by the Auditor
General
Timeliness
Percent of Ministerials completed by set date
Average number of days an overdue Ministerial
is late
Turnaround time to respond to FOI requests
non personal
personal
Percent of performance reviews conducted
between 1 August to 31 August
Percentage of staff performance planning
prepared between 1 August to 31 August

68

64

62

58

54

50

48

46

2

5

4

3

2

1

0

-

-

3

4

3

2

-

1

0

-

-

3

50

55

58

64

70

75

80

85

1

11

9

7

5

3

0

-

-

1

70
80
0

65
70
10

60
60
30

55
50
50

50
40
70

45
30
100

40
20
-

35
10
-

0.5
0.5
1

0

10

30

50

70

100

-

-

1

50

60

70

80

90

100

-

-

2

-

-

10

50

60

70

-

-

2

26

25

23

21

19

18

16

15

3

Percentage of new staff completed Induction
and Orientation
Percent
of
staff
completed
performance development training

targeted

Cost
No of administration staff as a percentage of
total staff

sub weighting
total

sub
weighted
ratings
total

sub
productivity
index total

(a)
(b)
(c)

Performance measures in normal print are those currently included in the 1998/99 Budget Statements. Those in italics are proposed additional or replacement measures.
Productivity Index = Weighted Ratings Total divided by Weighting Total
Weighting scale =
External Measures Output 1 = 10%
Output 2 = 40%
Output 3 = 10%
Output 4 = 20%
Internal Measures
= 20%
Total
=100%

Weighting
Total

Productivity Index (b)

sub
weighted
ratings
total
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ATTACHMENT E
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT MATRIX
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Objective
The Performance Measurement System has been designed
as a basis for the payment of pay increases available under the
Department’s new workplace agreement and any new enterprise bargaining agreement. The size of the increases payable
through the Matrix will be dependent upon the achievement
of the targets.
General Comments
Some general comments regarding the Matrix are as follows—
The Matrix will assess the contribution of employees to
the key outputs of the Department for each 12 month period;
The Matrix focuses on the Department as a whole, and
not the individual or team level;
The performance measures contain targets that are both
challenging and realistic within the established
timeframes;
Achievement of the targets will provide benefits to customers, employees, the Department and the community;
and
Subject to Government approval, the Matrix may be revised by the Department while in operation in the event
of unforseen circumstances arising resulting in any of the
measures or targets no longer being appropriate or relevant. Changes to the Department’s strategic plan may
also necessitate some amendments to the Matrix.
Performance Measures
The performance measures are linked with key outputs for
the Department. The measures represent the priority areas
across the organisation and are largely based on the performance measures for the Department’s key outputs contained in
the Budget Statements.
Performance Matrix
The performance measures are combined into a Matrix shown
as Attachment D. A glossary is at Attachment C.
The “Baseline” (with a rating of 0) is considered to reflect
ordinary performance and should not attract a salary increase.
The “Target” level of 3 reflects an improvement in performance achievable over the measurement period. A rating of 5 is
considered to be exceptional performance.
Ratings may be proportionate. For example, if the “percent
of targeted service providers responding positively to needs
identified in community planning” (the second performance
measure for Output 1) is 60, then the rating would be 1.5.
The measurement period is 12 months. If the performance
index for the measurement period is 3 or more then the full
3.5% salary increase will be paid. If the performance index is
0 or less then none of the salary increase available through the
Matrix will be paid. A performance index between 0 and 3
will provide a pro rata salary increase. For example, if the
performance index is 2, then the salary increase will be 2.3%.
If the performance index is less than 0 then there will not be a
salary reduction.
The weights have been determined on the basis of factors
such as expenditure on the relevant area, strategic importance
of the area to the Government or Department and degree of
control employees have over the achievement of the target.
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ADA/CSA ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSAAG 7 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated.
No. PSAAG 7 of 1999.
ADA/CSA Enterprise Agreement 1998.
23 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R P De Blank for the Applicant and Mr E
P Rea as agent on behalf of Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 11th day of February, 1999
entitled ADA/CSA Enterprise Agreement 1998 in the
terms of the following Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement in replacement of the ADA/CSA
Enterprise Agreement 1996 (PSAAG 3 of 1996) which is
hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the ADA/CSA Enterprise
Agreement 1998 and replaces ADA/CSA Enterprise Agreement
1996.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.—TITLE
2.—ARRANGEMENT
3.—SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
5.—DEFINITIONS
6.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION OF THE
AGREEMENT
7.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
8.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS AND
AGREEMENTS
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
10.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
11.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
12.—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
13.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
14.—SHIFT WORK
15.—SALARY INCREASES
16.—PARENTAL LEAVE
17.—FAMILY CARERS LEAVE
18.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
19.—ANNUAL LEAVE LOADING
20.—WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND CAREER
MOBILITY
21.—PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
22.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
23.—DEFERRED SALARY SCHEME
24.—HOURS OF DUTY
25.—WORKFORCE FLEXIBILITY
26.—HIGHER DUTIES ALLOWANCE
27.—SHORT LEAVE
28.—SALARY PACKAGING
29.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
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30.—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
SCHEDULE A—SALARY SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE B—SALARY SCHEDULE—SPECIFIED
CALLINGS
3.—SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT
This Enterprise Agreement shall apply to all Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority employees including Senior
Executive Service employees working in the Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority who are members or eligible
to be members of the Union.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
The parties to this Agreement are—
• “Employer”
Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority
• “Union”
Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
The number of employees covered by this Agreement as at
the date of registration is 84.
5.—DEFINITIONS
“Agreement”: the ADA/CSA Enterprise Agreement 1998.
“Authority”: the Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority.
“Award”: the Government Officers, Salaries, Allowances and
Conditions Award 1989.
“Employee”: for the purpose of this Agreement, a person
referred to in Clause 3—Scope of the Agreement.
“Employer”: the Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority.
“Government”: the State Government of Western Australia.
“Minister”: the Minister or Ministers of the Crown responsible for the administration of the Authority.
“Union”: the Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated.
“WAIRC”: the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
6.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION OF THE
AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the date on which this
Agreement is registered in the WAIRC and shall remain in
operation for a period of twenty four months from registration.
(2) The parties will review this Agreement six months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement to commence negotiation
of a new agreement.
(3) The parties will assess achievements in performance, productivity and efficiency during the term of this Agreement.
(4) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
agreement, except where the award rate is higher in which
case the award shall apply.
(5) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
its term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the Agreement in writing to the other party and to the WAIRC
or this Agreement is replaced by another agreement.
7.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms of this Agreement.
(2) This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
8.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS AND
AGREEMENTS
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Government Officers, Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award
1989 which applies to the parties bound to this Agreement. In
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the case of any inconsistencies, this Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of the inconsistencies. Where the
Agreement is silent the Award prevails.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single
Bargaining Unit (SBU).
(2) The SBU comprises representatives from the employer
and the union.
10.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. In addition, a copy of this Agreement will be kept in
easily accessible places within the Authority and the location
of the copies will be communicated to all employees.
11.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The aim of this Agreement is to recognise the productivity
improvements that have occurred through the restructuring of
the Authority and to build on these achievements to enable
further productivity improvement, to better meet the needs of
customers and to ensure that the Authority’s outcomes are
achieved. In this regard, the Agreement will assist in the
achievement of the milestones listed in Clause 12—Productivity Improvement.
In particular, the parties are committed to achieve the Authority’s mission which is—
“To be recognised for and provide clinical leadership and
expertise in treatment, education and research to reduce
drug-related harm in the community.”
This Agreement will also provide employees with further
options in balancing their work and family life.
To secure the best health outcomes for the community the
Authority is committed to being a learning organisation, delivering continuous improvement in service delivery, working
in strategic partnerships and ensuring value for money. The
parties are committed to adopting the following principles—
• evidence-based practice;
• customer focus;
• working in partnership;
• value for money;
• continuity of care;
• innovation in service delivery; and
• empowering the health workforce.
12.—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
The parties are also committed to further improvement of
the efficiency and effectiveness of the Authority. This is to
occur through adoption of the principles outlined in Clause
11—Objectives and Principles of this Agreement. In particular, the parties agree to implement the following milestones—
• develop an improved client management system;
• undertake an evaluation of the Community Based
Methadone Program;
• participate in the National Methadone Funding Trial;
• develop training programs and resource materials to
support general practitioner skills in alcohol and other
drug treatment;
• the Authority to become a registered training organisation;
• a contract through CAMS being implemented for a
panel of suppliers for education and training; and
• develop an operational policy for education and training.
13.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
(1) The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring
of productivity improvements is important because it provides
critical feedback on the performance of the Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority to management, employees
and other relevant stakeholders.
(2) It is agreed that employees’ understanding of productivity measurement concepts is vital for performance monitoring
arrangements to be successful on an ongoing basis.
(3) Consistent with the above, it is agreed that the parties
will decide if a productivity measurement model is required
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as part of an overall aim of assessing the extent to which the
objectives of the Authority are achieved and of improving productivity in the Authority. If agreed by the parties, then a model
will be jointly developed between management, employees
and union.
(4) The productivity measurement model will assess organisational productivity at the conclusion of the 1998/99 financial
year and each subsequent financial year if appropriate. The
productivity measurement model will measure the overall
improvement in labour productivity at the Authority, rather
than improvements at a divisional level only.
(5) The methodology for measurement and/or calculations
for assessment of productivity must be agreed by the parties
and be available for examination by the union at any time during the life of the Agreement.
(6) Agreed productivity measures should contain targets that
are both realistic and achievable within agreed time frames.
(7) The parties agree that relevant productivity measures assist in the attainment of the corporate goals of the Authority in
the interests of clients, employees, the Authority and the Government on behalf of the community.
(8) Any proposed changes to the productivity measurement
model will be as agreed between the parties.
14.—SHIFT WORK
(1) In this Clause the following expressions shall have the
following meaning—
“Day shift” shall mean a shift commencing after 5.45am
and before 12.00 noon.
“Afternoon shift” shall mean a shift commencing at or
after 12.00 noon and before 6.00pm.
“Night shift” shall mean a shift commencing at or after
6.00pm and before 5.46am.
“Public holiday” shall mean a holiday provided in Clause
20—Public Holidays of the Award.
(2) (a) An employee required to work an afternoon or night
shift of seven hours 36 minutes shall, in addition to the ordinary rate of salary, be paid an allowance for each afternoon or
night shift worked in accordance with Schedule K of the Award.
(b) Work performed during ordinary rostered hours on Saturdays or Sundays shall be paid for at the rate of time and one
half and on public holidays at double time and one half. These
rates shall be paid in lieu of the allowance prescribed in paragraph (a) of the this subclause.
Provided that in lieu of the foregoing provisions of this paragraph and subject to agreement between employer and
employee, work performed during ordinary rostered hours on
a public holiday shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half
and the employee may, in addition, be allowed a day’s leave
with pay to be added to annual leave or to be taken at some
other mutually convenient time within a period of one year.
(c) An employee rostered off duty on a public holiday shall
be paid at ordinary rates for such day or, subject to agreement
between the employer and the employee, be allowed a day’s
leave with pay in lieu of the holiday to be added to the employee’s next annual leave entitlement or to be taken at a
mutually convenient time within a period of one year.
(d) An employee engaged on shift work who is rostered to
work regularly on Sundays and/or public holidays shall be allowed one week’s leave in addition to the employee’s normal
entitlement to annual leave of absence for recreation.
(e) Additional leave provided by paragraphs (b) and (c) of
this subclause shall not be subject to the normal annual leave
loading prescribed by subclause (14) of Clause 19.—Annual
Leave of the Award.
(f) Work performed by an employee in excess of the ordinary hours for the employee’s shift or on a rostered day off
shall be paid for in accordance with Clause 18.—Overtime of
the Award.
(g) (i) When an employee begins or ceases a shift between
the hours of 11.00pm and 7.00am and no public transport is
available, reimbursement at the appropriate rate of hire prescribed by subclause (4) of Clause 36—Motor Vehicle
Allowances of the Award, shall be made if the employee’s
private motor vehicle or motor cycle is used for the journey
between the employee’s residence and headquarters, and the
return journey.
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Provided, however, that any employee who, on or after the
30th October, 1987, elects to be permanently retained on a
fixed or non-rotating shift that begins or ceases between the
hours of 11.00pm and 7.00am shall not be eligible to claim
this reimbursement.
(ii) The provisions of this subclause shall only apply to employees living and working within a radius of 50 km of the
Perth City Railway Station.
(3) (a) An employee engaged on shift work shall work a 76
hour fortnight, exclusive of meal intervals, on the basis of not
more than ten shifts of seven hours 36 minutes duration. Provided that where agreement is reached between the employer
and the employee the length and/or number of shifts worked
per fortnight may be altered.
Provided also that, when the agreed length of a shift is extended past seven hours 36 minutes, overtime shall be payable
only for time worked in excess of the rostered shift.
Provided also that whenever an agreed alteration to the
number of hours per shift has occurred then the allowance per
shift shall be varied on a pro rata basis to reflect any variation
to other than seven hours and 36 minutes.
(b) Meal breaks shall be for a period of at least 30 minutes,
but not greater than one hour for each meal.
(c) Employees may be rostered to work on any of the seven
days of the week provided that no employee shall be rostered
for more than six consecutive days.
Provided that where agreement is reached between employer
and employee, shift workers may be exempted from this provision.
(d) The roster period shall commence at the beginning of a
pay period and continue for 28 consecutive days. Rosters shall
be available to employees at least five clear working days prior
to the commencement of the roster.
(e) A roster may only be altered on account of contingencies
which the employer could not have been reasonably expected
to foresee. When a roster is altered, the employee concerned
shall be notified of the changed shift 24 hours before the
changed shift commences.
Provided that where such notice is not given, the employee
shall be paid overtime in accordance with Clause 18—Overtime of the Award for the duration of the changed shift. This
provision shall not apply to an employee who was absent from
duty on the employee’s last rostered shift.
(f) An employee shall not be rostered for duty until at least
ten (10) hours have elapsed from the time the employee’s previous rostered shift ended. Provided that where agreement is
reached between employer and employee the ten (10) hour
break may be reduced to accommodate special shift arrangements, except that under no circumstances shall such an
arrangement provide for a break of less than eight (8) hours.
(g) An employee shall not be retained permanently on one
shift unless the employee so elects in writing.
(h) An employee shall be allowed to exchange shifts or days
off with another employees provided the approval of the employer has been obtained and provided further that any excess
hours worked shall not involve the payment of overtime.
The following salary increases are payable on the basis of
implementation and continued co-operation in respect of those
improvements in productivity and/or work practice changes
outlined in Clause 12—Productivity Improvements.
(2) The following increases will be payable during the life
of this Agreement—
(a) an increase of 3.5% from the beginning of the first
pay period on or after the date of registration of the
Agreement, and
(b) a further increase of 3.5% from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after twelve months from the
date of registration.
16.—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) Definition
(a) “Employee” includes full-time, part-time, permanent
and fixed-term contract employees; and
(b) “Replacement Employee” is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
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(2) Eligibility for Parental Leave
(a) An employee who is the primary care giver is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks unpaid parental
leave in respect of the birth or placement by adoption of a child to the employee or the employee’s
spouse/partner. Before the expected birth or placement, the employee must have completed at least 12
months’ continuous service. Parental leave cannot
be taken after 12 months of the birth or adoption of
the child.
(b) Where the employee applying for leave is the partner of a pregnant spouse, one week’s unpaid leave
may be taken at the birth of the child concurrently
with parental leave taken by the pregnant employee.
(c) Subject to paragraph (b) of this subclause, where both
partners are employed by the Authority the leave shall
not be taken concurrently except under special circumstances.
(d) An employee adopting a child under the age of five
years shall be entitled to three weeks unpaid parental leave at the placement of the child and a further
period of parental leave up to a maximum of 52
weeks.
(e) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to
attend interviews or examinations required for the
adoption procedure. Employees working or residing
outside the Perth metropolitan area are entitled to an
additional day’s leave. The employee may take any
accrued paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.
(3) Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to utilise any accrued annual leave or accrued long
service leave for the whole or part of the period of
parental leave or extend the period of parental leave
with such leave.
(b) An employee may extend the maximum period of
parental leave with a period of leave without pay
subject to the Executive Director’s approval.
(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave and other paid award absences except
where otherwise provided for in this clause.
(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates other
than by the birth of a living child then the employee
shall be entitled to such period of paid sick leave or
unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary by a
registered medical practitioner.
(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the employee’s pregnancy
or is required to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure the employee may take any paid sick
leave to which the employee is entitled or such further unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary
by a registered medical practitioner.
(4) Notice and Variation
(a) The employee shall give not less than four weeks’
notice in writing to the employer of the date the employee proposes to commence parental leave stating
the period of leave to be taken.
(b) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of paragraph (a) of subclause (4) as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated period of
notice, if such failure is due to the requirement of
the adoption agency to accept earlier or later placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances.
(c) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of parental leave and may at
any time during that period of leave elect to reduce
or extend the period stated in the original application subject to the employer’s approval and provided
four weeks written notice is provided.
(5) Transfer to Safe Job
(a) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the
employee make it inadvisable for the employee to
continue in her present duties, the duties shall be
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modified or the employee may be transferred to a
safe position of the same classification until the commencement of parental leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable,
the employee may take leave for such period as is
certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(6) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the employer shall
inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment
and the entitlements relating to return to work of the employee
on parental leave.
(7) Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to the employer not less
than four weeks prior to the expiration of the period
of parental leave.
(b) An employee on return from parental leave shall be
entitled to the position which the employee occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental
leave. Where an employee was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to subclause (5) hereof the employee is
entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to the transfer.
(c) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a position of the same classification level with duties
similar to that of the abolished position.
(d) Subject to the employer’s approval, an employee may
return on a part-time basis to the same position occupied prior to the commencement of leave or to a
different position at the same classification level on
a part-time basis in accordance with the part-time
provisions of the Award.
(e) An employee who has returned on a part-time basis
may revert to full-time employment at the same classification level within two years of the
recommencement of work.
(8) Effect of Leave on Employment Contract
(a) Fixed-Term Contract
An employee employed for a fixed-term contract
shall have the same entitlement to parental leave,
however the period of leave granted shall not extend
beyond the term of that contract.
(b) Continuous Service
Absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for
any purpose under the Award or this Agreement.
(c) Termination of Employment
An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by
written notice in accordance with the Award.
An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the grounds of the employee’s application for parental leave, or absence on parental
leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in
relation to termination of employment are not affected.
17.—FAMILY CARERS LEAVE
(1) An employee may use a total of 38 hours of his/her personal accrued sick leave each year to supervise the
convalescence of a family member, provided the employee
retains at least ten days of sick leave for personal use each
calendar year.
(2) In this clause ‘family member’ means the employee’s
spouse, de facto spouse, child, step-child, parent, step-parent,
sibling or another person who lives with the employee as a
member of the employee’s family.
(3) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the employer notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave,
the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to
the employee (where applicable), the reasons for taking such
leave and the estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable for the employee to give prior notice of absence, the
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employee shall notify the employer by telephone of such absence at the first opportunity on the day of absence.
(4) The employee shall, if required by the employer, establish by production of a medical certificate or statutory
declaration, the illness of the person concerned and that the
illness is such as to require care by another.
(5) Family Carers Leave may be taken on an hourly basis.
18.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) On the death of—
(a) the spouse or de facto spouse of an employee;
(b) the child or step-child of an employee;
(c) the parent or step-parent of an employee;
(d) the brother or sister, or step-brother or step-sister of
an employee;
(e) the grandparent of an employee; or
(f) any other person who immediately before that person’s death, lived with the employee as a member of
the employee’s family.
the employee is entitled to paid bereavement leave of up to 2
days.
(2) The 2 days need not be consecutive.
(3) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during a period of
any other kind of leave.
(4) An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave
under this Clause is to provide to the employer, if so requested
by the employer, evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person as to—
(a) the death that is the subject of the leave sought; and
(b) the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
19.—ANNUAL LEAVE LOADING
(1) Annual leave loading is not payable for annual leave accrued while this Agreement is in operation. The loading has
been incorporated into the salaries as per Schedule A—Schedule of Salaries of this Agreement.
(2) For new employees, any accrued leave loading entitlements will be calculated based on the employee’s substantive
level. This amount will then be paid in a lump sum at a time
agreed to between the employer and employee.
20.—WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND CAREER
MOBILITY
The parties agree to develop policies, practices and procedures to ensure compliance with Public Sector Standards in
Human Resource Management. In line with the objectives and
principles of this Agreement the parties agree that recruitment,
development and retention of a highly skilled and stable
workforce is essential to ongoing development of an efficient,
productive and flexible organisation which is responsive to
change. Keys to this aim are the provision of training, an equitable appointment system and career path opportunities for all
employees. The parties commit to developing agreed policies,
practices and procedures to meet these principles.
21.—PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
(1) Definitions
Permanent part-time employment is defined as regular and
continuing employment up to designated full-time hours.
(2) Part-Time Agreement
(a) Each permanent part-time arrangement shall be confirmed in writing and shall include the agreed period
of the arrangement, and the agreed hours of duty in
accordance with subclause (3) of this clause.
(b) The conversion of a full-time employee to part-time
employment can only be implemented with the written consent or by written request of that employee.
No employee may be converted to part-time employment without his/her prior agreement. Employer
approval is required where an employee wishes to
change from full-time to part-time employment.
(3) Hours of Duty
(a) The parameters for the working of permanent parttime employment shall be the “ordinary hours” of
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the Authority as defined in Clause 16 subclause(1)
of the Award.
(b) The employer shall specify in writing before a parttime employee commences duty, the prescribed
weekly and daily hours of duty for the employee including starting and finishing times each day
(“ordinary hours”).
(c) The employer shall give an employee two (2) weeks
notice of any proposed variation to that employee’s
starting and finishing times and/or particular days
worked, provided that the employer shall not vary
the employee’s total weekly hours of duty without
the employee’s prior written consent, or by mutual
agreement between employer and employee.
(d) There may be exceptional reasons for temporary variations to an employee’s working hours. Since the
usual reasons for seeking part-time employment are
because of other commitments, any variations must
be by mutual written agreement between employer
and employee.
If agreement is reached to vary an employee’s ordinary working hours pursuant to this subclause—
(i) Time worked to 7 hours and 36 minutes on
any day is not to be regarded as overtime but
an extension of the contract hours for that day
and should be paid at the normal rate of pay;
and
(ii) Overtime shall not be payable unless the total
time worked on any day exceeds 8 hours.
(e) Additional days worked, up to a total of five days
per week, will also be regarded as an extension of
the contract and will be paid at the normal rate.
(4) Salary and Annual Increments
(a) An employee who is employed on a part-time basis
shall be paid a proportion of the appropriate fulltime salary dependent upon time worked. The salary
shall be calculated in the following manner—
Hours worked per fortnight x full-time fortnightly salary
76
(b) A part-time employee shall be entitled to annual increments in accordance with the Award (Clause
12—Annual Increments) and subject to meeting the
usual performance criteria.
(5) Leave
(a) A part-time employee shall be entitled to the same
leave and conditions prescribed in this Agreement
for full-time employees on a proportional basis.
(b) Payment to an employee proceeding on accrued annual leave and long service leave shall be calculated
on a pro rata basis having regard for any variations
to the employee’s ordinary working hours during the
accrual period.
(c) Sick leave and any other paid leave shall be paid at
the current salary, but only for those hours or days
that would normally have been worked had the employee not been on such leave.
(6) Holidays
A part-time employee shall be allowed the prescribed public
holidays without deduction of pay in respect of each holiday
which is observed on a day ordinarily worked by the part-time
employee.
(7) Right of Reversion
(a) Where a full-time employee is permitted, at his or
her initiative, to work part-time for a period no greater
than 12 months in the position he or she occupied on
a full-time basis before becoming part-time, that
employee has a right (upon written application) to
revert to full-time hours in that position or a position
of equal classification as soon as is deemed practicable by the employer, but no later than the expiry of
the agreed period.
(b) A full-time employee who is permitted at his or her
initiative to work part-time for a period greater than
12 months in the position he or she occupied on a
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full-time basis before becoming part-time, may apply to revert to full-time hours in that position but
only as soon as is deemed practicable by the employer.
(c) A part-time employee who was previously a full-time
employee within the Authority, who occupies a parttime office which was the initiative of management
and who desires to revert to full-time employment
will be required to seek promotion or transfer to a
full-time position by—
(i) application for advertised vacancies; and/or
(ii) by notification in writing to the employer of
his or her desire to revert to full-time employment
(d) Nothing in paragraph (c) of this subclause shall prevent the employer, with the written consent of the
employee, transferring that employee to a full-time
position at a level less than the employee’s substantive level.
Prior to effecting the transfer of an employee under
paragraph (c) of this subclause the employer shall—
(i) notify the employee of the specific position to
which the employer proposes to transfer the
employee; and
(ii) obtain the written consent of the employee to
his or transfer to that position.
22.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(1) Employees are entitled to up to ten days leave per year
for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
(2) Such leave shall include leave to meet the employee’s
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities.
(3) Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or part
days. Each day, or part thereof, shall be deducted from annual
leave and/or long service leave entitlements.
(4) The employer may request reasonable evidence of the
legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off. Prior
notice must be given of the intention to take the leave, the
reasons for taking the leave and the estimated length of absence.
(5) Time off without pay may be granted by agreement between employer and employee.
23.—DEFERRED SALARY SCHEME
(1) By written agreement between employer and employee,
an employee may be paid 80% of his/her normal salary under
this Agreement, and any other relevant agreement upon the
expiry of this Agreement, over a five year period. The fifth
year would then be taken as leave with pay at 80% of the
normal salary and would be treated as continuous service. The
leave may not be accrued unless the employer agrees to accrual.
(2) In deciding whether to support a particular request for
this arrangement, the employer will take into account factors
such as the operational requirements of the Authority. To satisfy operational requirements, the number of employees
allowed to work under this arrangement may be restricted at
any one time and/or the timing of the arrangements may need
to be staggered.
(3) An employee may withdraw from this arrangement in
writing. He/she would then receive a lump sum equal to the
accrued credit, paid at a time agreed between employer and
employee.
(4) Any paid leave taken during the first four years of the
arrangement shall be paid at 80% of the employee’s normal
salary.
(5) It is the responsibility of the employee to investigate the
impact of the arrangement on his/her superannuation and taxation.
24.—HOURS OF DUTY
(1) The employee’s normal hours of work will be an average of 38 hours per week. Employees classified at Level 6 and
above will work the number of hours required by the employer
to meet the needs of the customers and the operational requirements of the employer.
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(2) All allowances and leave entitlements available under
the Award are to be based on a 38 hour week.
25.—WORKFORCE FLEXIBILITY
The employer may require an employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skill, competence and training and may require an employee to be based at
any Authority workplace. It is the employer’s responsibility
to provide a safe and healthy work environment. The employer
shall provide any training which may be necessary to enable
the employee to carry out his/her duties.
26.—HIGHER DUTIES ALLOWANCE
A Higher Duties Allowance will be payable after ten consecutive days of acting, in which case the Allowance will be
payable only for the higher duties performed after the ten day
period. Periods of acting for ten consecutive days or less will
be recorded in personal records.
27.—SHORT LEAVE
Short leave will not be available to employees covered by
this Agreement.
28.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may enter into a salary packaging arrangement with his/her employer.
(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
(3) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
(a) The base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances eg annual leave loading,
(c) Non cash benefits eg superannuation, motor vehicles, etc;
(d) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
(4) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement he/she will be required to enter into a separate
written agreement with the employer that sets out the terms
and conditions of the arrangement.
(5) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(6) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(7) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employer benefits under the salary
packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
(8) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
(9) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(10) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an employee.
(11) The Dispute Settlement Procedure contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
29.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In the event of any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
as to the interpretation and implementation of this Agreement
the following procedures shall apply—
(1) The Union representative and/or the employee/s concerned shall discuss the matter with the immediate
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supervisor in the first instance. An employee may be
accompanied by a Union representative.
(2) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
following the discussion in accordance with
subclause (1) hereof the matter shall be referred by
the union representative to the Western Australian
Alcohol and Drug Authority Executive Director or
his/her nominee for resolution.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
of the Union representative’s notification of the dispute to the employer it may be referred to by either
party to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission. However, it is required that persons
involved in the question, dispute or difficulty shall
confer among themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve the issues before taking those
matters to the WAIRC.

30.—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
Signatories
Signed for and on behalf of the
CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED by:
D Robinson
signed
Date 8/2/99
Signed for and on behalf of the
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN ALCOHOL AND
DRUG AUTHORITY by:
C Calogero
signed
Date 10/2/99
SCHEDULE A
SALARY SCHEDULE.
Level
Base
From
12 Months
Salary
Date of
After the
Registration
Date of
Registration
(a)
(a)
[3.5%]
[3.5%]
$
$
$
U/17yrs
11874
12290
12720
17 yrs
13876
14362
14864
18 yrs
16186
16753
17339
19 yrs
18736
19392
20070
20 yrs
21039
21775
22538
1.1
23112
23921
24758
1.2
23824
24658
25521
1.3
24535
25394
26283
1.4
25242
26125
27040
1.5
25952
26860
27800
1.6
26664
27597
28563
1.7
27481
28443
29438
1.8
28047
29029
30045
1.9
28884
29895
30941
LEVEL 2
2.1
29884
30930
32012
2.2
30653
31726
32836
2.3
31459
32560
33700
2.4
32313
33444
34614
2.5
33204
34366
35569
LEVEL 3
3.1
34431
35636
36883
3.2
35386
36625
37906
3.3
36371
37644
38962
3.4
37383
38691
40046
LEVEL 4
4.1
38769
40126
41530
4.2
39856
41251
42695
4.3
40974
42408
43892
LEVEL 5
5.1
43128
44637
46200
5.2
44583
46143
47758
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5.3
5.4

SCHEDULE A—continued
SALARY SCHEDULE.
Base
From
12 Months
Salary
Date of
After the
Registration
Date of
Registration
(a)
(a)
[3.5%]
[3.5%]
$
$
$
46096
47709
49379
47664
49332
51059

LEVEL 6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

50188
51904
53680
55576

51945
53721
55559
57521

53763
55601
57503
59534

LEVEL 7
7.1
7.2
7.3

58482
60494
62682

60529
62611
64876

62647
64803
67147

LEVEL 8
8.1
8.2
8.3

66239
68787
71945

68557
71195
74463

70957
73686
77069

Level

LEVEL 9
9.1
75891
78547
81296
9.2
78556
81305
84151
9.3
81596
84452
87408
CLASS 1
86194
89211
92333
CLASS 2
90791
93969
97258
CLASS 3
95387
98726
102181
CLASS 4
99984
103483
107105
(a) Payments to be effective from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after the relevant date.

Level

LEVEL 2/4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
LEVEL 5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
LEVEL 6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
LEVEL 7
7.1
7.2
7.3
LEVEL 8
8.1
8.2
8.3

SCHEDULE B
SALARY SCHEDULE.
SPECIFIED CALLINGS
Base
From
12 Months
Salary
Date of
After the
Registration
Date of
Registration
(a)
(a)
[3.5%]
[3.5%]
$
$
$
29884
31459
33204
35386
38769
40974

30930
32560
34366
36625
40126
42408

32012
33700
35569
37906
41530
43892

43128
44583
46096
47664

44637
46143
47709
49332

46200
47758
49379
51059

50188
51904
53680
55576

51945
53721
55559
57521

53763
55601
57503
59534

58482
60494
62682

60529
62611
64876

62647
64803
67147

66239
68787
71945

68557
71195
74463

70957
73686
77069
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SCHEDULE B—continued
SALARY SCHEDULE.
SPECIFIED CALLINGS
Base
From
12 Months
Salary
Date of
After the
Registration
Date of
Registration
(a)
(a)
[3.5%]
[3.5%]
$
$
$

Level

LEVEL 9
9.1
75891
78547
81296
9.2
78556
81305
84151
9.3
81596
84452
87408
CLASS 1
86194
89211
92333
CLASS 2
90791
93969
97258
CLASS 3
95387
98726
102181
CLASS 4
99984
103483
107105
(a) Payments to be effective from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after the relevant date.

AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICE,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA, AMA MEDICAL
PRACTITIONERS INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 286 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Branch of the Australian Medical
Association Incorporated
and
Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia.
No. AG 286 of 1998.
Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia,
AMA Medical Practitioners Industrial Agreement 1998.
11 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr P. L. Jennings as agent for Applicant and
Mr M. J. West on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 24th day of December, 1998
entitled Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western
Australia, AMA Medical Practitioners Industrial Agreement 1998 in the terms of the following Schedule be
registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICE,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA AMA MEDICAL
PRACTITIONERS INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1998
PART 1—PRELIMINARIES
TITLE
PARTIES AND SCOPE
PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
NO FURTHER CLAIMS
TERM, EXPIRY AND RENEGOTIATION OF
AGREEMENT
6. AGREEMENT FLEXIBILITY
7. TRANSITION / RETENTION OF RIGHTS
8. DEFINITIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

CONTRACT OF SERVICE & HOURS
SESSIONAL MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS
SALARIES AND SALARY RANGES
SUPERANNUATION
ON CALL AND CALL BACK
PRIVATE PRACTICE
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND STUDY
LEAVE
16. CONFIDENTIALITY
17. ANNUAL LEAVE
18. PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
19. SICK LEAVE
20. LONG SERVICE LEAVE
21. FAMILY LEAVE
22. COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
23. PARENTAL LEAVE
24. SPECIAL LEAVE
25. HIGHER DUTIES
26. TRAVEL ALLOWANCE
27. CLAIMS FOR PAYMENT OF ENTITLEMENTS
28. RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENTS
29. SALARY PACKAGING
30. ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE
31. REDUNDANCY
32. INTENT TO CREATE ARCBS AGREEMENT
33. DISPUTE SETTLING PROCEDURES
SCHEDULE A: SESSIONAL RATES PER
SESSION
SCHEDULE B: SALARY PACKAGING
PART 2—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
SIGNING OF AGREEMENT, COMMON SEAL
PART 1—PRELIMINARIES
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Australian Red Cross
Blood Service, Western Australia, AMA Medical Practitioners Industrial Agreement 1998.
2.—PARTIES AND SCOPE
1. The parties to this Agreement are the Western Australian
Branch of the Australian Medical Association Incorporated
(the Association) and the Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia (ARCBS-WA).
2. This Agreement shall extend to and bind all medical practitioners employed by the ARCBS-WA.
3. The estimated number of medical practitioners bound by
this Agreement upon registration is 6.
3.—PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
1. The purpose of this Agreement is to enable the parties to
develop and implement on a cooperative basis working arrangements that increase flexibility in the organisation and
further improve productivity and efficiency at the enterprise
through enhanced access to services by employees and the
ARCBS, ensuring an attractive and competitive work environment
2. The parties are at all times committed to the achievement
of the vision and mission in accordance with the ARCBS values.
3. The parties to this Agreement are committed to ensuring
that the organisation and staff are best placed to meet present
and future operational demands in a safe, healthy and equitable work environment in which employees are treated fairly,
consistently and with respect, and are encouraged and supported in achieving their full potential.
4.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties undertake that for the period of this Agreement
they will not other than as provided in this agreement pursue
any extra claims with respect to salaries and conditions to apply within the period of this Agreement to employees who are
bound by it.
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5.—TERM, EXPIRY AND RENEGOTIATION OF
AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement shall have effect from the first pay period
commencing on or after the date of registration and shall expire on 31 December 1999, or 31 December 2000, subject to
agreement being made for this extension prior to 31 December 1999.
2. Negotiations for a new agreement will commence at least
six months prior to the expiry date of this Agreement.
3. If a new agreement is not registered prior to the expiry of
this agreement, this Agreement shall continue in force until a
new Agreement is made.
6.—AGREEMENT FLEXIBILITY
In recognition of the need for maximum flexibility within
this Agreement, where the ARCBS-WA, the Association and
a valid majority of employee(s) concerned who vote agree,
mutually acceptable alternative terms and conditions may be
implemented in substitution of those specified in this Agreement.
Valid majority refers to the majority of eligible people who
cast a valid vote.
7.—TRANSITION / RETENTION OF RIGHTS
Any pre-existing entitlements including leave balances are
not affected by this Agreement.
8.—DEFINITIONS
“ARCBS” means the Australian Red Cross Blood Service.
“Association” means the Western Australian Branch of the
Australian Medical Association Incorporated.
“Board of Reference” means a panel consisting of a person
nominated by the employer, a person nominated by the
employee’s representative and an independent Chairperson appointed by the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
“Employer” means the Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia.
“Medical Practitioner” means a medical practitioner as
defined under the Medical Act 1894 as amended from
time to time.
“Senior Medical Practitioner” means a registered medical
practitioner who does not have a specialist qualification
but—
– practices without clinical supervision exclusively in
a NSQAC recognised specialist area or such other
area recognised by the ARCBS as being a specialist
area and/or;
– has significant administrative duties (50% as a guide)
and/or;
– clinically supervises other medical practitioners and/
or;
– provides professional direction on a state-wide basis.
“Specialist” means a registered medical practitioner who
holds the appropriate higher qualification of a University or College in a specialty approved by the Employer.
This shall mean a specialist qualification endorsed by
the National Specialist Qualifications Advisory Committee (NSQAC), or such other specialist qualification
recognised by the Commissioner of Health for the purposes of remunerating a medical practitioner as a
specialist. (This shall normally only apply in exceptional
circumstances and to satisfy areas of unmet need.) To be
remunerated as a specialist such medical practitioners
shall be practicing in the specialty for which they are
qualified.
“Vocationally Registered GP” means a medical practitioner
who has been granted Vocationally Registered status
under the Health Insurance Act, or equivalent recognised
by the employer.
9.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE AND HOURS
1. The contract of service shall be between the medical practitioner and the employer on either a full time or a sessional
basis and may be terminated by not less than 3 months’ notice
on either side given in writing on any day or by the payment
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or forfeiture as the case may be of 3 months’ salary. A lesser
period of notice may be given by agreement between the medical practitioner and the employer.
Provided that the employer must not terminate the employment unless there is a valid reason, or valid reasons, connected
with the medical practitioner’s capacity or conduct or based
on the operational requirements of the employer.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) a medical practitioner shall be appointed subject to a probationary
period of six months. In the case of a full time medical practitioner the employer may extend the period of probation for a
further period of up to six months. During the period of probation either party may terminate the employment contract by
giving 4 weeks notice (or payment in lieu of notice if the
ARCBS initiates the termination) or such lesser period as is
agreed between the medical practitioner and the employer. A
medical practitioner who satisfactorily completes the probationary period shall be a permanent employee.
Notwithstanding the above, in exceptional circumstances an
employer may by agreement with the medical practitioner appoint him/her on a fixed term contract.
3. A medical practitioner shall subject to clinical independence be appointed to work in accordance with his/her duty
statement and ARCBS-WA policies/procedures as varied from
time to time. A full time medical practitioner’s ordinary hours
of duty shall be thirty eight hours per week (35 if employed on
a sessional basis) to be worked between the standard hours of
the employer.
4. Notwithstanding any other term of the Agreement, the
Employer shall at all times indemnify the Employee against
all action, suits, claims, demands, compensation, damages (including consequential loss) costs, fees and expenses which
may be brought, made or claimed at any time or times by any
person or body because of any Act or omission by the Employee arising directly or indirectly out of or in relation to his
or her employment
5. The ARCBS-WA may at any time, without prior notice,
dismiss a medical practitioner for gross misconduct.
10.—SESSIONAL MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS
1. Medical practitioners employed on a sessional basis shall
be employed for less than ten sessions on a regular basis as
specified in their contract of employment.
2. Where a medical practitioner has demonstrated the
incurrence of private practice costs outside the ARCBS, a further loading shall be paid at the rate of 14% of the part time
payment, exclusive of superannuation contributions specified
by the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992,
for each session allocated up to and including 5 sessions. The
medical practitioner must demonstrate the incurrence of private practice costs annually.
Provided that where a sessional medical practitioner by agreement with the Employer works in excess of 5 sessions per
week, the private practice loading on the 6th session shall be
reduced to 10% and for the 7th session shall be 5%.
No private practice loading is payable for sessions worked
in excess of 7 per week.
3 a. A session is a notional period of approximately three
and a half hours spent by the medical practitioner in
providing services to the employer between the standard hours of the employer. A session can be a
continuous working period or be made up of any
combinations of part periods. Provided that the spread
of hours may be varied by agreement between the
employer and the medical practitioner.
A medical practitioner may elect, with the consent
of their employer, to work “make up time” under
which the medical practitioner takes time off during
their ordinary hours and works those hours at another time.
A medical practitioner may, subject to the written
agreement with the employer, perform some of their
duties outside of their place of employment.
Where a medical practitioner is required to work
outside of normal hours, the call back rates prescribed
under Clause 12B—On Call/Call Back shall apply.
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b. Where a medical practitioner is rostered on call for a
specified period outside the agreed hours, payment
shall be made in accordance with Clause 12B—On
Call/Call Back
4. Sessional services shall count as qualifying service for
annual leave and sick leave on the following basis—
a. Annual Leave
Normal entitlement as prescribed by Clause 16. A
medical practitioner’s salary during the period of such
leave shall be calculated in accordance with the
number of sessions per week for which the medical
practitioner is employed, or where this varies from
week to week, the average number of sessions worked
per week in the previous 12 months.
b. Sick Leave
Normal credits prescribed by Clause 18 shall accrue
to a medical practitioner. Payment made for sick leave
shall be at the medical practitioners salary rate applicable at the time of taking leave.
5. A sessional medical practitioner shall be given the benefit
of public holidays without variation to the medical practitioner’s rate of payment provided the public holidays occur on a
day on which the medical practitioners normally works.
6. Sessional medical practitioners shall accrue long service
leave according to the number of sessions per week for which
the medical practitioner is employed. The rate of accrual shall
be as prescribed by Clause 20. Payment made for long service
leave granted to a medical practitioner shall be subject to the
following—
a. If a medical practitioner was consistently employed
for a regular number of sessions during the whole of
qualifying service, the medical practitioner shall continue to be paid the salary determined on that basis
during the long service leave.
b. If a medical practitioner has been employed for a
varying number of sessions during qualifying service, the payment for long service leave granted shall
be calculated at the salary rate applicable to the medical practitioner at the time of taking the long service
leave with the number of sessions for which payment is to be made being calculated by averaging
the number of sessions for which the medical practitioner is employed over the qualifying period.
Example—
Payment for long service leave granted for 10 years’
service consisting of 4 years working 4 sessions a
week and 6 years working 2 sessions a week shall be
calculated as follows—
(i) 4/10 of leave paid at the rate applicable for 4
sessions; and
(ii) 6/10 of leave paid at the rate applicable for 2
sessions.
This provision also applies in respect of that portion
of service of a full time medical practitioner who
has been employed on a sessional basis for part of
the period of qualifying service.
11.—SALARIES AND SALARY RANGES
1. Full time medical practitioners shall be paid pursuant to
Schedule A of this Agreement based on ten sessions per week.
2. Sessional medical practitioners shall be paid in for the
number of sessions for which they are employed at the sessional rate prescribed pursuant to Schedule B of this
Agreement.
3. Provided that the salary/payment levels apply as follows—
Levels
a. Medical Practitioner
13—17 inclusive
b. Senior Medical Practitioner
17—20 inclusive
c. Specialist
15—23 inclusive
and provided that all medical practitioners are placed within
the relevant range according to years of experience.
4. Subject to satisfactory performance, a medical practitioner
shall proceed from the point of entry in the salary range to the
maximum of the salary range by annual increments according
to the increments of such salary range.
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12.—ON CALL AND CALL BACK
1. A medical practitioner placed on call shall be paid an allowance of $7.81 with effect from 1/1/98, $8.08 with effect
from 1/1/99 and $8.37 with effect from 1/1/2000 for each hour
on call. Provided that the allowance shall not be paid with
respect to any period for which payment is made in accordance with subclause (3) when the medical practitioner is
recalled to work. This allowance shall be adjusted in accordance with general percentage increases applying to the salary
rates under this Agreement.
2. The following provisions shall apply to a medical practitioner recalled to work—
a. The medical practitioner shall be paid a minimum of
two hours as follows—
(i) all hours worked on any day outside midnight
and 6am shall be paid at the rate of time and a
half of the hourly rate derived by dividing the
relevant rate prescribed in Schedule A by 3.5
to get an hourly rate.
(ii) all hours worked on any day between midnight
and 6am shall be paid at the rate of double
time of the hourly rate derived by dividing the
relevant rate prescribed in Schedule A by 3.5
to get an hourly rate.
b. The medical practitioner shall not be obliged to work
for two hours if the work for which the medical practitioner was recalled is completed in less time,
provided that if the medical practitioner is called out
within two hours of starting work on a previous recall the medical practitioner shall not be entitled to
any further payment for the time worked within that
period of two hours.
c. If the call back exceeds two hours, the employee shall
be paid at the rate prescribed in 12.2(a)(i) for the
first additional hour and thereafter at the rate prescribed in 12.2(a)(ii).
d. Payment for the call back shall commence from—
(i) In the case of a medical practitioner who is on
call, the time the medical practitioner starts
work;
(ii) In the case of a medical practitioner who is
not on call, the time the medical practitioner
embarks on the journey to attend the call. Provided that where a medical practitioner is
recalled within 2 hours prior to commencing
normal duty, any time spent in travelling shall
not be included in actual duty performed for
the purpose of determining payment under this
paragraph.
3. A medical practitioner who is required to use his/her motor vehicle when recalled to work shall be reimbursed all
expenses incurred in accordance with the provisions of Clause
26 of this agreement.
4. Where the Employer determines that there is a need for a
medical practitioner to be on call or to provide a consultative
service and the means of contact is to be by telephone, the
Employer shall where the telephone is not already installed
bear the cost of such installation. Where as a usual feature of
the work a medical practitioner is required to be on call or to
provide a consultative service, the Employer shall pay the full
amount of the telephone rental.
5. The provisions of this clause may be varied by agreement
between the Association and the Authority.
13.—SUPERANNUATION
1. The employer will make superannuation contributions it
is required to make by virtue of the Superannuation Guarantee
Charge Act and the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 of the Commonwealth (“the SGA Act”).
2. For the purposes of this clause “complying fund or scheme”
means—
a. A fund or scheme that is a complying fund or scheme
within the meaning of the SGC Act; and
b. Under the governing rules of which, contributions
may be made by or in respect of the employee.
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3. From the date of registration—
a. The employer shall make the superannuation contributions referred to in sub-clause (1) to a complying
superannuation fund or scheme;
b. Medical practitioners shall be entitled to nominate
the complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made by or in respect of
the medical practitioner.
c. The employer shall notify medical practitioners of
their entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
d. A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the medical practitioner to whom such is
directed;
e. The employer and the medical practitioner shall be
bound by the nomination of the medical practitioner
unless the employee and the employer agree to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions are to be made;
f. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a medical practitioner provided
that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee
thereafter nominates a complying superannuation
fund or scheme, the Red Cross Blood Service shall
make the required contributions to the Australian Red
Cross Blood Society (WA) Divisional Superannuation fund, being a complying fund.
14.—PRIVATE PRACTICE
Services provided by a medical practitioner outside of the
ARCBS are the private affair of the medical practitioner. Such
services shall include services the practitioner renders to eligible patients as part of the medical practitioner maintaining
professional standards to meet the requirements for maintaining vocational registration etc and to patients in State
Government hospitals. Income obtained by the practitioner
outside of duties with the ARCBS is the private income of the
medical practitioner.
Provided that the exercise of private practice by a medical
practitioner shall not in any way conflict with the medical practitioner’s duties with the employer.
15.—PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND STUDY
LEAVE
Medical practitioners shall have access to Professional Development and Study Leave to maintain registration, satisfy
maintenance of professional standards set down by the relevant professional bodies and facilitate improvement in skills
and efficiency.
16.—CONFIDENTIALITY
A medical practitioner shall not be bound, without the consent of the donor, to divulge any information which the medical
practitioner has learned in attending a donor, other than in accordance with the AMA’s Code of Ethics.
17.—ANNUAL LEAVE
1. A period of 20 days leave, or any part thereof, with payment at the employees ordinary pay shall be allowed annually
to an employee.
2. Annual leave loading has been annualised into the base
salary. All entitlements to annual leave including pro rata leave
will be paid upon termination.
3. Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, except time for which he or she is entitled to claim paid
sick leave, annual leave, long service leave, compassionate
leave, family leave and the first four weeks of absence relating to workers compensation shall not count for the purpose
of determining his/her right to annual leave.
4. Employees are required to give at least two weeks’ prior
notice of their intent to take leave.
5. The employer shall, as far as practicable, arrange to grant
annual leave to suit the convenience of the employee. It is
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accepted by all parties that due to operational requirements,
this cannot always be achieved.
6. Where there is agreement between the ARCBS and the
employee, leave for sessional medical practitioners may be
compacted.
18.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
1. The following days, or days observed in lieu thereof, shall
be allowed as holidays without deduction from pay, namely
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday,
Anzac Day, Labour Day, State Foundation Day, Queen’s Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
2. Where Christmas day or New Years day falls on a Saturday or Sunday, such holidays shall be observed on the following
Monday and where Boxing day falls on a Sunday or Monday,
the holiday shall be taken on the following Tuesday. In such
cases, the substituted day shall be deemed to be a holiday without deduction of pay in lieu of the day for which it is substituted.
3. On any public holiday named in this clause or day observed in lieu thereof the employee (who does not work on
that public holiday) shall be paid at the ordinary rate of pay
(exclusive of penalties) the employee would normally receive
for hours usually worked on that day. Where the employee is
rostered to work on a public holiday the employee shall be
paid at the rate of double time and a half of the rate prescribed
by this agreement or time and a half of the prescribed rate and
a day in lieu.
4. When one or more public holidays fall during a period of
annual leave the holiday or holidays shall be observed on the
next succeeding work day or days as the case may be after
completion of that annual leave.
5. An employee who is required to be on call in accordance
with the provisions of Clause 13—On Call and Call Back of
this agreement on a day observed as a public holiday during
what would normally have been the employee’s ordinary hours
shall be allowed to observe that holiday on a day mutually
acceptable to the employer and the employee.
19.—SICK LEAVE
1. An employee who is unable to attend work on the grounds
of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to payment at
the rate of one day for each calender month, which accumulates from year to year.
2. The employee shall notify the employer as soon as possible of the employee’s intention to access sick leave and how
many days they are likely to be absent.
3. If an employee is absent due to ill health or injury for a
period longer than the entitlement, payment may be adjusted
when entitlement has become due, provided that payment will
be made for a maximum of three days at the time that such
sick leave is taken. However if the employee leaves the organisation before these three days are accrued, ARCBS will
deduct this money from the termination payment.
4. A medical certificate shall be supplied for absences of
greater than two days.
5. An employee who suffers personal ill health or injury
whilst on annual leave may be paid sick leave in lieu of annual
leave.
6. Where there is agreement between the ARCBS and the
employee, leave for part time staff may be compacted.
7. The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation Act.
20.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
1. ARCBS-WA employees shall be entitled to 13 weeks Long
Service Leave after ten years continuous service, and each ten
years of continuous service thereafter.
2. Pro rata shall be payable on resignation/termination after
7 completed years of continuous service.
3. Long service leave entitlements will be adjusted to reflect
the new conditions, on a pro rata basis.
4. All other conditions remain in accordance with the Long
Service Leave provisions published in volume 65 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-4 inclusive.
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5. In accordance with subsection (3) above, adjusted long
service leave entitlements will reflect the following. The formula used = 10/15 x actual years + days of continuous service
Actual Years of
Years of service for the Purpose
Service
of calculating long service leave.
15
10
14
91/3
13
82/3
12
8
11
71/3
10
7
9
6
8
51/3
7
42/3
6
4
5
31/3
4
22/3
3
2
2
11/3
2
1
/3
21.—FAMILY LEAVE
1. This clause operates in conjunction with the sick leave
clause in this agreement.
2. Use of Sick Leave
An employee with responsibilities in relation to either members of their immediate family or members of their household
who need their care and support shall be entitled to use, any
sick leave entitlement for absences to provide care and support for such persons when they are ill.
3. Unpaid Leave for Family Purpose
An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer,
to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a
family member who is ill.
4. Annual Leave
Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an employee
may elect, with the consent of the employer, to access their
annual leave entitlement for this purpose.
5. Make-up Time
An employee may elect, with the consent of their employer,
to work “make-up time” under which the employee takes time
off during ordinary hours, and works those hours at a later
time, during the spread of ordinary hours provided in the Award.
22.—COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
1. An employee shall, upon the death of a spouse or de facto
spouse, child or stepchild, parent or parent-in-law, including
step-parents, brother, sister, grandparent or any other person
who immediately before that person’s death lived with the
employee as a member of the employee’s immediate family
be entitled to compassionate leave of up to two days for each
occasion required. In addition, such leave may be approved
upon request in relation to the death of a category of person
not listed in this clause.
2. Employees may access annual leave and accrued long
service leave for the purpose of compassionate leave in addition to the entitlement under subclause (1) above.
3. Proof of such death shall be provided by the employee to
the satisfaction of the employer if he/she so requests.
4. Provided that this clause shall not have operation while
the period of entitlement to leave under it coincides with any
other period of leave.
23.—PARENTAL LEAVE
Subject to the terms of this clause employees are entitled to
maternity, paternity and adoption leave and to work part-time
in connection with the birth or adoption of a child.
1. Definitions
a. For the purpose of this clause “Child” means a child
of the employee under the age of one year except for
adoption of a child where “child” means a person
under the age of five years of age who is placed with
the employee for the purpose of adoption, other than
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a child or step-child of the employee or of the spouse
of the employee or child who has previously lived
continuously with the employee fora period of six
months or more.
2. Basic entitlement
a. After twelve months continuous service, parents are
entitled to a combined total of 52 weeks unpaid parental leave on a shared basis in relation to the birth
or adoption of their child. For females maternity leave
may be taken and for males paternity leave may be
taken. Adoption leave may be taken in the case of
adoption.
b. Parental leave is to be available to only one parent at
a time, except that both parents may simultaneously
access the leave in the following circumstances—
(i) for maternity leave and paternity leave, an
unbroken period of one week at the time of
the birth of the child;
(ii) for adoption leave, an unbroken period of up
to three weeks at the time of placement of the
child.
3. Maternity leave
a. An employee will provide to the employer at least
ten weeks in advance of the expected date of confinement of parental leave—
(i) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner stating that she is pregnant and the
expected date of the confinement;
(ii) written notification of the date on which she
proposes to commence maternity leave, and
the period of leave to be taken; and
(iii) a statutory declaration stating particulars of any
period of paternity leave sought or taken by
her spouse and that for the period of maternity
leave she will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with her contract of employment.
b. Subject to subclause 2(a) and unless agreed otherwise between employer and employee, an employee
may commence parental leave at any time within six
weeks immediately prior to the expected date of the
birth.
c. Where an employee continues to work within the
six week period immediately prior to the expected
date of birth, or where the employee elects to return
to work within six weeks after the birth of the child,
an employer may require the employee to provide a
medical certificate stating that she is fit to work on
her normal duties.
d. Where pregnancy of an employee terminates after
27 weeks and the employee has not commenced
maternity leave, the employee may take unpaid special maternity leave of such period as a registered
medical practitioner certifies as necessary, except that
where an employee is suffering from an illness not
related to the direct consequences of the birth, an
employee may be entitled to paid sick leave in lieu
of, or in addition to, special maternity leave.
e. Where leave is granted under subclause 3(d), during
the period of leave an employee may return to work
at any time, as agreed between the employer and the
employee provided that time does not exceed four
weeks form the recommencement date desired by
the employee.
4. Paternity leave
An employee will provide the employer at least ten weeks
prior to each proposed period of paternity leave with—
a. A certificate from a registered medical practitioner
which names his spouse, states that she is pregnant
and the expected date of confinement, or states the
date on which the birth took place; and
b. Written notification of the date on which he proposes
to start and finish the period of paternity leave; and
c. A statutory declaration stating—
(i) he will take that period of paternity leave to
become the primary care-giver of the child;
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(ii) particulars of any period of maternity leave
sought or taken by his spouse; and
(iii) that for the period of paternity leave he will
not engage in any conduct inconsistent with
his contract of employment.
5. Adoption leave
a. The employee will notify the employer at least ten
weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
adoption leave and the period of leave to be taken.
An employee may commence adoption leave prior
to providing such notice where through circumstances
beyond the control of the employee, the adoption of
a child takes place earlier.
b. Before commencing adoption leave, an employee will
provide the employer with a statutory declaration stating—
(i) the employee is seeking adoption leave to become the primary care-giver of the child;
(ii) particulars of any period of adoption leave
sought to be taken by the employee’s spouse;
and
(iii) that for the period of adoption leave the employee will not engage in any conduct
inconsistent with their contract of employment.
c. An employer may require an employee to provide
confirmation from the appropriate government authority of the placement.
d. Where the placement of child for adoption with an
employee does not proceed or continue, the employee
will notify the employer immediately and the employer will nominate a time not exceeding four weeks
for the employee’s return to work.
6. Variation of period of parental leave
Unless agreed otherwise between the employer and employee, an employee may apply to their employer to change
the period of parental leave on one occasion. Any such change
to be notified at least four weeks prior to the commencement
of the changed arrangements.
7. Parental leave and other entitlements
An employee may in lieu or in conjunction with parental
leave, access other paid leave entitlements which they have
accrued, such as annual leave and long service leave, subject
to the total amount of leave not exceeding 52 weeks.
8. Transfer to a safe job
a. Where an employee is pregnant and, in the opinion
of a registered medical practitioner, illness or risks
arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected
with the work assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present
work, the employee will, if the employer deems it
practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate
and on the conditions attaching to that job until the
commencement of maternity leave.
b. If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the
employee may elect, or the employer may require
the employee, to commence parental leave.
9. Returning to work after a period of parental leave
a. An employee will notify of their intention to return
to work after a period of parental leave at least four
weeks prior to the expiration of the leave.
b. An employee will be entitled to the position which
they held immediately before proceeding on parental leave. In the case of an employee transferred to a
safe job pursuant to subclause 8, the employee will
be entitled to return to the position they held immediately before such transfer.
c. When such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available which the employee is qualified for and is capable of performing, the employee
will be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in
status and pay to that of their former position.
10. Replacement employees
a. A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged or temporally promoted or transferred, as a
result of an employee proceeding on parental leave.
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b. A replacement employee will be informed of the temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.
24.—SPECIAL LEAVE
Special leave with or without pay may be granted at the
discretion of the employer.
25.—HIGHER DUTIES
1. A Higher Duties Allowance will be available to an employee who is required to act in a position of a higher
classification for a period of five or more consecutive days.
2. Where an employee is required to act in a position of a
higher classification on a regular basis for periods of less than
five consecutive days, a claim for higher duties will be considered by the Program Manager or Director.
3. Where the employee performs all of the duties of a position which is classified at a higher level, the higher rate shall
be paid whilst so engaged.
4. Where an employee performs some, but not all of the
duties in that higher classification, a rate of pay less than that
prescribed in that higher classification can be paid on agreement between the employee and the organisation.
5. An employee who is aggrieved by a decision of their Program Manager or Director in regard to higher duties, may
follow the grievance procedure outlined in this agreement.
26.—TRAVEL ALLOWANCE
1. Where an employee is required during his/her normal
working hours by the ARCBS to work outside his/her usual
place of employment the employer shall pay the employee
any reasonable travelling expenses incurred except where an
allowance is paid in accordance with subclause (2) of this
clause.
2. Where an employee is required and authorised to use his/
her own motor vehicle in the course of his/her duties he/she
shall be paid an allowance not less than that provided in
subclause (3) set out hereunder. Notwithstanding anything
contained in this subclause the employer and the employee
may make any other arrangements as to car allowance not less
favourable to the employee.
3. Motor car allowance is as follows.
Engine size
Cents per kilometre
Up to 1600cc
47.0 cents
Over 1600cc
53.1 cents
27.—CLAIMS FOR PAYMENT OF ENTITLEMENTS
Employees shall submit claims for payment of overtime, call
backs or other entitlements for which they have not been formally rostered in the pay period within which the entitlement
arose or in the following period.
28.—RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENTS
1. Where an employee is paid for work not subsequently
performed or is otherwise overpaid, the employer will, after
consultation with the employee, make adjustments to the employee’s subsequent fortnightly salary payments.
2. A one-off overpayment will be recovered in the pay period immediately following the pay period in which it was
made, or in the period immediately following the pay period
in which it was discovered that overpayment had occurred.
3. Cumulative overpayments will be recovered at a rate
agreed between the employer and the employee, provided that
the rate is not less than the rate at which it was overpaid or
$50.00 per week, whichever is the lesser amount per pay period.
29.—SALARY PACKAGING
1. The employees covered by this award will have access to
salary packaging arrangements.
2. As to whether or not an employee accesses those arrangements will be solely at the choice of the employee.
3. The agreed maximum portion of the non salary component of the salary package and the conditions of packaging are
set out in the attached schedule.
4. This arrangement is available subject to the ARCBS incurring no additional costs and maintaining its current rate of
Fringe Benefit Tax exemption.
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The conditions associated with salary packaging within
ARCBS-WA can be seen at Schedule B.
30.—ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE
The organisation commits to complying with its Guidelines
Management of Organisation Change attached as Schedule C.
31.—REDUNDANCY
1. Discussions before terminations
a.(i) Where the ARCBS has made a definite decision in
accordance with organisational guidelines, that it no
longer wishes the job the employee (who is not a
casual employee) has been doing to be done by anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and customary
turnover of labour and that decision may lead to termination of employment, the employer shall hold
discussions with the employees directly affected and
with the appropriate union.
(ii) The discussion shall take place as soon as is practicable after the ARCBS has made a definite decision
which will invoke the provisions of paragraph (i)
hereof and shall cover among other things, any reasons for the proposed terminations, measures to avoid
or minimise the terminations and measures to minimise any adverse affect of any terminations on the
employees concerned.
2. Notice
In the event of redundancy the ARCBS will give the employee the following notice or payment in lieu thereof.
Employee Period of
Period of Notice
Continuous Service
Not more than 1 year
At least 1 week
More than 1 but not more than
At least 2 weeks
3 years
More than 3 but not more than
At least 3 weeks
5 years
More than 5 years
At least 4 weeks
The amount of notice will increase by 1 week if the employee is over 45 years of age and has completed at least 2
years of continuous service.
3. Severance pay
(i) In addition to the period of notice prescribed in
subclause (b) for ordinary termination, an employee
whose employment is terminated for reasons set out
in paragraph (a)(i) hereof shall be entitled to the
amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous
period of service, in accordance with subclause (c)(ii).
(ii) Two weeks ordinary pay for each completed year of
service, provided that the severance pay shall not
exceed 30 weeks. Where a voluntary redundancy is
accepted within two weeks of being offered, an additional payment in accordance with the following
schedule (above and beyond the severance pay and
payment in lieu of notice entitlement) will be payable.
2 weeks pay if less than 1 year of service
4 weeks pay if greater than 1 year but less than
2 years service
6 weeks pay if greater than 2 years but less
than 3 years service
8 weeks pay if over 3 years of service.
“Week’s Pay” means the ordinary weekly rate of
wage for the employee concerned.
“Year of Service” refers to completed years and is
pro rata.
Provided that in the calculation of continuous service under
this subclause, any period of leave without pay (including
maternity leave, unpaid sick leave etc) that exceeds two weeks
shall not be counted in calculating continuous service.
4. Alternative employment
The severance pay prescribed may be varied if the ARCBS
obtains mutually acceptable alternative employment for the
employee. The ARCBS will select an outsourcing agency to
assist the employee in obtaining alternative employment.
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5. Financial Advice
ARCBS will arrange for the employee to receive financial
advice with an organisation nominated by the employee and
agreed by ARCBS.
6. Time off during notice period
During the period of notice of termination for reasons set
out in paragraph (a)(i) hereof the employee shall for the purpose of seeking other employment be entitled to be absent
from work for a reasonable period of time without deduction
of pay.
7. Dispute settling procedures
Any dispute under these provisions shall be dealt with in
accordance with the dispute settlement clause of this agreement.
32.—INTENT TO CREATE NATIONAL AGREEMENT
The parties acknowledge the intent of ARCBS to work with
other relevant unions to create a national agreement covering
core conditions of employment.
33.—DISPUTE SETTLING PROCEDURES
1. Subject to Clause 4—No Further Claims and the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 any questions,
disputes or difficulties arising under this Agreement shall be
settled in accordance with the following procedures.
2. Where the question, dispute or difficulty is raised by an
employee, or a group of employees, the following steps shall
be observed—
a. The employee(s) concerned shall discuss the matter
with the Senior Medical Practitioner. If the matter
cannot be resolved at this level the Senior Medical
Practitioner shall, within three working days, refer
the matter to the Medical Director and the
employee(s) shall be advised accordingly.
b. The Medical Director shall, if able, answer the matter raised within one week of it being referred and, if
the Medical Director is not able, refer the matter to
the Executive for its attention, and the employee(s)
shall be advised accordingly.
c. If the matter has been referred in accordance with
paragraph (b) above the employee(s) or the appropriate AMA medical practitioner representative shall
notify the Association, so that it may discuss the
matter with the employer.
3. The employer shall, as soon as practicable after considering the matter before it, advise the employee(s) or, where
necessary, the Association of its decision. Provided that such
advice shall be given within one month of the matter being
referred to the employer.
4. Where the parties agree that a matter is non-industrial, it
may by agreement be referred to other appropriate bodies, (eg
relevant Royal Colleges) for advice and/or assistance.
5. Nothing in this procedure shall prevent the parties agreeing to shorten or extend the periods prescribed.
6. Subject to Clause 4—No Further Claims should a question, dispute or difficulty remain in dispute after the above
processes have been exhausted, the matter may —
a. be referred by either party to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission (WAIRC), (provided that it is required that persons involved in the
question, dispute or difficulty shall confer among
themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve
questions, disputes or difficulties before taking these
matters to the Commission), or
b. where the parties agree, to another independent arbitrator chosen by the parties. In such a case
(i) either party may be represented in the arbitration by an agent or legal practitioner and shall
bear the costs of that representation;
(ii) the employer will meet the costs of the arbitration. Provided that where the arbitrator
determines a claim is frivolous or vexatious
the arbitrator may assign the costs of the arbitration (but not the costs of representation)
against the claimant or apportion them in any
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manner between the parties. The parties undertake to accept the arbitrated decision as final
and binding.
7. Industry wide issues will be dealt with by discussions
between the appropriate Association official(s) and employer
representative(s). Should a matter remain in dispute after discussions have been exhausted it may be dealt with in
accordance with subclause 33.6.
8. While the above procedures are being followed no party
shall take action, of any kind, which may frustrate a settlement in accordance with the above procedures. The status quo
(ie the condition applying prior to the issue arising) will remain until the issue is resolved in accordance with the above
procedures.
9. Where the employer seeks to discipline an employee, or
terminate an employee the ARCBS guidelines for the management of unsatisfactory performance shall be followed.
SCHEDULE A
BASE RATES PER SESSION
CLASSIFICATION
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER (YEAR 1)
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER (YEAR 2)
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER (YEAR 3)
SPECIALIST (YEAR 1)
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER (YEAR 4)
SPECIALIST (YEAR 2)
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER (YEAR 5)
SENIOR MEDICAL PRACTITIONER
(YEAR 1)
SPECIALIST (YEAR 3)
SENIOR MEDICAL PRACTITIONER
(YEAR 2)
SPECIALIST (YEAR 4)
SENIOR MEDICAL PRACTITIONER
(YEAR 3)
SPECIALIST (YEAR 5)
SENIOR MEDICAL PRACTITIONER
(YEAR 4)
SPECIALIST (YEAR 6)
DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL SERVICES
(YEAR 1)
SPECIALIST (YEAR 7)
DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL SERVICES
(YEAR 2)
SPECIALIST (YEAR 8 TO 13)
DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL SERVICES
(YEAR 3)
SPECIALIST (YEAR 14)

LEVEL

1 Jan
1998

1 Jan
1999

1 Jan
2000

13
14

188.32
196.86

194.91
203.75

201.73
210.88

15
16

205.35
213.87

212.54
221.36

219.98
229.1

17

224.67

232.53

240.67

18

230.5

238.57

246.92

19

232.89

241.04

249.48

20

236.36

244.63

253.19

21

244.12

252.66

261.51

22

248.97

257.68

266.7

23

259.46

268.54

277.94

SCHEDULE B – SALARY PACKAGING
1. Salary packaging under this award/agreement allows
employees to receive up to 30% of their gross base salary in a
form other than take home pay. Employees will be offered the
opportunity to choose from a list of benefits that will be paid
for by the employer instead of receiving gross salary. Gross
salary is reduced by the amount of the benefits paid by the
employer. The net gross pay is then subject to PAYE tax.
2. All existing entitlements (ie workers compensation, superannuation, leave loading, penalties, overtime) will be based
on pre-package salary.
3. All employees covered under this agreement/award have
access to salary packaging arrangements subject to the following provisions—
a. Entry into salary packaging arrangements is a voluntary decision to be made by individual employees.
b. All salary packaging arrangements will be in accordance with the items available, and funds through
packaging, will be used only as stated by the employee and approved by the employer.
c. Employees will be required to pay any administrative costs for the packaging to an Administrative
Agent appointed by the employer (as required). If
the salary packaging manager notifies the organisation of the intention to increase fees, the organisation
will inform and consult with the staff who are at the
time salary packaging, to decide whether or not to
investigate the costs and benefits of contracting with
another provider.
d. All employees can decide to terminate their salary
packaging arrangement by the giving of at least two
weeks written notice.
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e. The Administrative Agent will provide employees
with a salary packaging manual.
f. Employees entering into a salary packaging arrangement understand and accept that,
(i) In the event that Fringe Benefit tax (FBT) becomes payable on the benefit items which are
selected, the salary packaging arrangement
shall lapse and a new arrangement may be put
in place whereby the total cost of salary packaging to the employer does not increase. If the
employee elects to continue with packaging,
the cost of the payment of the FBT will be
passed back to the individual, or benefit items
can be converted back to salary to be taxed at
the relevant PAYE tax rate.
(ii) Upon resignation or termination, the ARCBS
shall, by deduction from final payment or upon
demand, be reimbursed for any amounts of
over expenditure.
(iii) All unexpended amounts will be paid back to
the employee in the case of resignation or termination from the arrangement, and will be
subject to normal income tax.
(iv) Prior to the final pay period of the package
year, an annual reconciliation will take place.
Any amount of benefit items unused may be
converted and added to salary payment on
which PAYE will be deducted, or directed as
a lump sum payment to a predetermined (i.e
existing) packaged item.
(v) The employee is responsible for advising the
administration bureau of any change to their
benefits packaged, employment status or salary payments that would affect their salary
packaging arrangement.
(vi) The cost of any financial advice sought shall
be borne by the employee.
g. It is a term of this Agreement that Clause 33. – Dispute Settling Procedure shall have no application in
relation to withdrawal of salary packaging as provided for in clause 3(d) of this Schedule.
h. Benefits available to be packaged include—
Vehicle and associated expenses,
Personal and Family Education,
Childcare,
Superannuation,
Health Benefits,
Membership of an Association.
Rent
Mortgage
The above “menu of options” may expand subject to
ARCBS Board approval.
SCHEDULE C—GUIDELINES
MANAGEMENT OF ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE
Change is an ongoing process which will have a different
emphasis and effect across Australia. These guidelines provide consistency in the way significant organisational change
in the ARCBS will be addressed.
1. Objectives
1.1 To achieve efficient and effective organisational change
towards continuous improvement within the ARCBS, through
consultation, participation and communication in planning,
development and implementation of changes.
1.2 To provide all employees affected by proposed change
with the opportunity to review proposals and to be involved in
the development of implementation plans.
1.3 To ensure consultation involves those directly affected
by proposed changes and the reasons for the proposals are
effectively communicated.
1.4 To ensure the management of change operates in accordance with the ARCBS Values and the outcomes are
consistent with the Values.
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1.5 To integrate learning from change management processes into organisational systems to ensure on-going
organisational growth.
2. Scope
2.1 This process applies throughout the ARCBS with regard
to organisational change which is likely to impact on the organisation or on staff, where operational arrangements or
requirements involve the restructuring of the way work is done;
or,
where two or more positions will be affected.
2.2 Consultation Committee(s) will set criteria in accordance with these guidelines for the type of changes to which
this process applies.
3. Process
3.1 A statement should be circulated by the initiator of the
change explaining the reasons for the proposal, background,
likely impact (eg work areas/teams affected, direct and indirect position impacts) and include an outline of the process,
including consultation, communication and timelines.
3.2 Each State and Territory will establish a Consultation
Committee(s) to consider change proposals arising from State
and National initiatives.
3.3 The Consultation Committee(s) at all times will be guided
by the Vision, Mission, Values and Strategic Plan.
3.4 The main role of the Consultation Committee(s) in relation to organisational change is to
(i) facilitate consultation and communication
(ii) to consider and make recommendations to Executive on issues arising out of proposed changes to—
• working patterns, conditions and arrangements
• resources and staffing levels
• other issues of significant impact
4. Consultation Committee(s)
4.1 A Consultation Committee may be a committee already
established for the purpose of consulting with stakeholders
for a range of activities or a committee specifically established
for an identified activity.
4.2 The Consultation Committee(s) will include staff and
union representatives where appropriate with at least one member representing Executive.
4.3 The individual or group responsible for initiating the
change in consultation with the Human Resources Manager
will develop a process for selecting or electing representatives
to participate on the Committee(s).
4.4 The Consultation Committee(s) will develop Terms of
Reference for the change process which will include—
• Review of the proposal.
• An optimum timeframe for implementation.
• Optimum benefits to be identified, communicated
and understood.
• Cost analysis.
• Opportunities for those affected by the change to
maximise opportunities provided by the change.
• Reporting of recommendations to senior management.
4.5 Meetings will—
• elect a facilitator or chairperson
• be held regularly as determined by the Committee(s)
• have as an objective reaching decision by consensus
5. Review
At the conclusion of the “Change Process” the Consultation
Committee will—
• Review and forward to Executive the key learnings
gained in respect to the management of the change
process and recommendations for improvement.
• Review the changes six months after implementation to evaluate the real effectiveness and benefits of
the change.
PART 2—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
The following are parties to the Agreement—
The Western Australian Branch of the Australian Medical Association, 14 Stirling Highway, NEDLANDS WA
6009
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The Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western
Australia, 290 Wellington Street, PERTH WA 6000
SIGNING OF AGREEMENT, COMMON SEAL
Signed by: (indecipherable)
(HUMAN RESOURCE COORDINATOR)
of AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICE,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
290 WELLINGTON STREET, PERTH WA 6000
Date: (18/12/98)
The Common Seal of the Western Australian Branch of the
Australian Medical Association was hereunto affixed in the
presence of—
(Vincent Caruso)
Name
Signature
in the presence of—
(Peter Jennings)
Name
Signature

AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICE—
WESTERN AUSTRALIA (ASU) ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 268 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative
Branch
and
Australian Red Cross Blood Service—Western Australia.
No. AG 268 of 1998.
Australian Red Cross Blood Service—Western Australia
(ASU) Enterprise Agreement 1998.
9 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: This is an application to register as an industrial agreement under section 41 of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 an enterprise bargaining agreement entitled “Australian Red Cross Blood Service—Western Australia
(ASU) Enterprise Agreement 1998”. The Agreement purports
to regulate the terms and conditions of the clerical and administrative staff employed by Australian Red Cross Blood
Service—Western Australia. There are approximately 65 employees covered by the Agreement. It is to remain in force
until 31 December 1999, with provision to extend the Agreement 31 December 2000.
The application has given rise to a number of issues of significance in this jurisdiction.
In the form in which it was presented for registration, the
Agreement contained the following provision—
“30.—No Non-Union Agreements.
The ARCBS-WA will not offer Australian Workplace
Agreements, Workplace Agreements or any form of nonUnion agreement as provided for in industrial legislation
during the operation of this Agreement.”
Subsequently, the parties have proposed that in lieu of that
provision, the following provision be inserted—
“30.—Other Agreements.
It is the intention and understanding of the parties that the
ARCBS-WA will not offer Australian Workplace Agreements or Workplace Agreements as provided for in
industrial legislation during the operation of this Agreement.”
That change was, in part, brought about by questions as to
the validity of the initial provision. The Minister for Labour
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Relations submits that the Commission should, before registering the Agreement, exercise the power under section 41(3)
of the Act to direct the parties to delete the clause whether in
its original or amended form. On the Minister’s behalf, it is
argued that the clause is not a provision in respect of an industrial matter; that it could give rise to the commission of an
offence under the Workplace Agreements Act 1993; that in the
event of a dispute arising under the clause the dispute settling
procedure in the Agreement would be ineffective by reason of
section 26A(a) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and that
the clause invalidly purports to override the Commonwealth
Workplace Relations Act 1996.
The Minister initially sought leave, pursuant to section 30
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 to intervene in the public
interest to argue that the Agreement should be amended by
deleting the provision in question. In my opinion such leave is
unnecessary. Under section 29A of the Act a Notice of Application to register an industrial agreement, together with the
agreement itself, is required to be served on the Trades and
Labour Council of Western Australia, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia (Inc), The Australian
Mines and Metals Association (Incorporated) and on the Minister. That requirement has been complied with on this occasion.
By reason of section 29B(b) of the Act, not only are the parties
to the Agreement parties to the proceedings, as one might expect, but “the other persons, bodies, organizations or
associations upon whom or which a copy of the claim or application is served are also parties”. Thus, the Minister is by
force of the Act, a party to the proceedings. Hence it is not
necessary for the Minister to seek leave to intervene on this
occasion.
Provisions of the kind now in question are not entirely unique
in industrial agreements registered by the Commission. There
are however, very few instances of industrial agreements with
provisions of this kind. The Australian Red Cross Blood Service Western Australia Enterprise Agreement 1998 (No. AG
267 of 1998, cl.29), to which the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) is a party,
contains an identical provision to that originally in the Agreement now in question. The St. John of God Health Care Subiaco
Maintenance Agreement 1998 (No. AG 228 of 1998, cl.43);
The St. John of God Hospital Murdoch (HSOA) Caregivers
Agreement 1997 (No. AG 377 of 1997, cl.6); and The St. John
of God Hospital Subiaco (HSOA) Caregivers Agreement 1997
(No. AG 381 of 1997, cl.6) contain somewhat similar provisions but without reference to Federal workplace agreements.
A similar clause is contained in the Air Drill Enterprise Agreement 1998 (No. AG 22 of 1998, cl.14). Of course the lack of
precedent or, indeed, the existence of precedent carries little
weight in matters of this nature.
The jurisdiction of the Commission to register industrial
agreements of the kind now in question is governed by section
41, and in particular subsection 41(2), of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. That subsection provides—
“Subject to subsection (3) and section 41A, where the
parties to an agreement referred to in subsection (1) apply to the Commission for registration of the agreement
as an industrial agreement the Commission shall register
the agreement as an industrial agreement.”
The effect of section 41 is that the Commission has a very
limited discretion as to whether to register a single enterprise
agreement presented to it for registration. Subsection 41(2)
plainly stipulates that the Commission “shall register” industrial agreements presented to it, subject only to the constraints
imposed by sections 41(3) and 41A of the Act. Subsection
41(3) empowers the Commission to require parties to “effect
such variation as the Commission considers necessary or desirable for the purpose of giving clear expression to the true
intention of the parties”. Section 41A prohibits the Commission from registering an agreement as an industrial agreement
under section 41, if the agreement applies to more than a single enterprise and is contrary to the Act or any General Order
made under the Act establishing the State Wage Fixing Principles. Further, section 41A prohibits registration unless the
agreement includes an estimate of the number of employees
who will be bound by the agreement upon registration. Apart
from those constraints, the Commission appears to have no
discretion in the matter and is obliged to register such agreements. Specifically, the Commission is not entitled to refuse
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to register the agreement because it contains provisions that
the Commission or others consider to be unwise or otherwise
inappropriate.
Not only is this interpretation consistent with the plain and
ordinary meaning of language used in the Act, it is consistent
with an interpretation which promotes the purpose or object
of the legislation. When, in 1993, the existing provisions of
sections 41 and 41A were enacted, the Parliament was informed
that the purpose or object of the provisions was to “allow parties to come to an agreement without the intervention of the
Commission” (see:Western Australian Parliamentary Debates,
Legislative Assembly (1993) Vol.4 p.1457;8 July,1993). Moreover, such an interpretation is consistent with the objects of the
Act as expressed in section 6 of the Act. Amongst those objects is the objective to encourage and provide a means for the
parties to resolve their industrial disputes by agreement. Furthermore, the previous provisions of section 41 and in particular
subsection 41(2), have been held to require the Commission
to register an industrial agreement if the agreement was not
contrary to the particular matters referred to in that subsection
(see: Australian Bank Employees Union and Others v. Federated Clerks’ Union of Australia Industrial Union of Workers,
WA Branch (1990) 70 WAIG 2086 at 2087). Those previous
provisions were not materially different, so far as is relevant,
from the current provisions of section 41.
Interestingly, neither section 41 nor any other provision of
the Act purports to limit the capacity in the Commission to
register an agreement on the grounds that the Agreement contains provisions in breach of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act 1993. Nor does the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act 1993 impose any such restriction. Of course,
a provision of that kind in a registered industrial agreement
would not, by virtue of section 5(2) of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993, have any force or effect.
It is not the case, as the agent for the Minister argues, that if
an agreement contains a provision dealing with a matter which
does not fall within the definition of an “industrial matter”
that the agreement cannot be registered containing that provision. To qualify for registration the agreement must, as
subsection 41(1) provides, be an agreement “with respect to
any industrial matter” or an agreement “for the prevention or
resolution under [the] Act of disputes, disagreements on questions relating thereto”. As the Industrial Appeal Court held in
Australian Bank Employees Union v. Federated Clerks’ Union of Australia Industrial Union of Workers, WA Branch
(supra, at 2090) an agreement may still be an agreement “with
respect to” an industrial matter even though “there be one thing
within the agreement that is not an industrial matter”. The
Agreement now under review when considered at a whole is
so obviously an agreement with respect to an industrial matter
that this issue does not bear further discussion. It primarily
deals with the conditions of employment for employees of the
Australian Red Cross Blood Service. The provisions regarding workplace agreements are only incidental to the main object
of the Agreement. In the circumstances, I do not find it necessary to determine whether, as the agent for the Minister argues,
the provision in question is or is not an “industrial matter”.
Furthermore, I do not accept that the provisions of subsection 41(3) empower the Commission to direct the parties to an
agreement to delete or amend a provision in the agreement
simply because that provision deals with a matter other than
an industrial matter or because it might be contrary to law. In
my view, the subsection is directed solely towards is ensuring
that the document presented for registration truly records what
the parties intended it to record. Subsection 41(3) merely empowers the Commission to require the parties to effect a
variation “for the purpose of giving clear expression to the
true intention of the parties.” In this context it ought not be
overlooked that industrial agreements are often prepared by
persons unskilled in drafting and frequently contain drafting
errors. If the intention of the parties is clearly expressed in the
agreement, whether or not contrary to other statutory provisions, it is difficult to see how this power can be utilised. The
purpose of the power is simply to ensure that the intention of
the parties is clearly expressed in the written agreement. Its
purpose is not to require to parties to change their intention
but to require them to express their intention clearly. If their
intention is already clearly expressed, there is nothing for them
to clarify.
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The agent for the Minister argues that the parties cannot be
taken to intend “truly” to break the law. As I understand the
argument, such an intention is in reality not an intention at all.
However, as a matter of fact, it might not always be the case
that the parties are so law abiding. They may well intend, albeit misguidedly, to enter into an arrangement which by force
of law is unenforceable or even illegal. What the parties intend in any particular case is a matter of fact. The existence or
otherwise of fact cannot be altered by statute. In any event, for
reasons which I set out below, I do not regard the provisions
now in question to be in breach of the law.
The Workplace Agreements Act 1993 provides an “alternative system” of regulating employment relationships to the
exclusion of the system of awards made or industrial agreements registered under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
(see:Western Australian Parliamentary Debates, Legislative
Assembly:(1993) Vol 4. p.1451 and see too: p.1455; 8 July
1993). It does not require that an employer offer workplace
agreements to an employee or potential employee, nor give an
employee or potential employee a right to be employed on
such a basis. It merely provides employers with an option which
they may or may not choose to exercise. Thus, if an employer
freely agrees with a union, or for that matter anyone else, to
refrain from exercising that option for a given period, I cannot
see how it can be said that it is acting contrary to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 or, indeed, with any
other relevant Act. Indeed, to hold otherwise might be said to
undermine the scheme of optional alternatives provided by
the coexistence of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the
Workplace Agreements Act 1993.
The agent for the Minister argues that the provisions of clause
30 of the Agreement have the potential to cause the Red Cross
Blood Service or its officials to commit an offence by breaching the provisions of section 68 of the Workplace Agreements
Act 1993. That section makes it an offence “by threats or intimidation persuade or attempt to persuade another person to
enter into, or not enter into” a workplace agreement. On behalf of the Minister it is argued that such an offence would be
committed if the Union or anyone else sought “by threats of
prosecution or enforcement” to persuade the Red Cross Blood
Service not to enter into a workplace agreement.
It is conceivable that such a threat could be made, but not if
the Red Cross Blood Service abides by its part of the Agreement. Of itself the Agreement does not contain such a threat
nor can it be said to be intimidatory. There is no suggestion
that the Red Cross Blood Service did not willingly enter into
the particular provision of the Agreement now in question.
Indeed, the agent for the Red Cross Blood Service made it
abundantly clear that the Service knew what it was doing when
it entered into the Agreement with the Union, and did so quite
freely and deliberately. As I understand it the Service considers the provisions of clause 30 of the Agreement as being an
important and vital part of the Agreement.
In my view, the Commission can only take the Agreement at
face value. The Commission is entitled, if not obliged, to assume that the parties to an industrial agreement will for the
life of the agreement, abide by its terms. It is by no means
necessary or otherwise inevitable that one or other of the parties by adhering to their agreement will act in a manner which
is unlawful. If indeed such conduct did occur, it would give
rise to a separate and distinct matter to be dealt with when it
arises. In this respect, I respectfully endorse the following remarks of Munro J made in a somewhat similar, but not identical,
context regarding the registration of an agreement under the
Commonwealth Workplace Relations Act 1996—
“The possibility that a false inference may be drawn from
the wording of an agreement, or that some prohibited
conduct might occur independently of the operation of a
clause, is not sufficient reason to attribute objectionable
features to the plain words of a clause. Nor should the
plain words be treated as mere contrivance simply because of a suspicion that springs to the mind of a reader.
To revert to the idiom, it is not enough that it might look
like a duck, or that you detect much quacking from the
hides or from the bystanders. It must be a duck. I shall
respond to any further inquiries from duck-watchers accordingly.” (Clough Engineering Pty Ltd v. The
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
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Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch (1998) 44 AILR 3-909)
Like considerations apply with respect to the argument advanced on behalf of the Minister, that the clause has potential
to require one or other of the parties to the Agreement or the
Commission to act in conflict with the provisions of section
26A of the Act. Subsection (a) of this section prohibits the
Commission from receiving in evidence or informing itself
“of any workplace agreement or any provision of a workplace
agreement.” Of particular concern to the Minister in this regard is the operation of clause 31—Dispute Settlement
Procedure of the Agreement which includes as part of the dispute settling process, conciliation, and ultimately arbitration,
before the Commission. It is difficult to envisage a dispute
arising under clause 30 of the Agreement giving rise to the
invocation of the provisions of section 26A which did not involve enforcement of the provisions of clause 30 of the
Agreement. In that event, the Commission would not have
jurisdiction. In any event, if by reason of section 26A the parties to a dispute before the Commission were not able to make
mention of the existence of any workplace agreement, the parties and the Commission would have to react accordingly. There
have already been a number of disputes before the Commission where the same issue has arisen and the Commission has
had to do the best it can in the circumstances.
Apart from section 26A the only other provisions of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 which the Agreement might
conceivably be said to offend are the provisions of Part VIA
dealing with freedom of association. Essentially, the provisions of that Part outlaw discriminatory conduct in connection
with employment by reason of the membership or non-membership by an employee, or potential employee, of a registered
union. In particular, the provisions of section 96B prohibit an
industrial agreement from requiring a person to become, or
remain, a member of a union, to cease to be a member of a
union, not to become a member of a union, or from conferring
a right to preferential entitlement or preference in any aspect
of employment by reason of membership or non-membership
of a union. The provisions of section 96C likewise prohibit a
person being treated less favourably or more favourably in an
employment relationship according to union membership or
lack of membership.
In my view, there is nothing in the provisions of those sections, or in any other provision of Part VIA of the Act, which
expressly prohibits employers from agreeing with a registered
union not to offer employment to its existing or potential employees on the basis of a workplace agreement under the
Workplace Agreements Act 1993 or, indeed, under the Commonwealth Workplace Relations Act 1996. In fairness, the
agent for the Minister did not suggest anything to the contrary.
The provisions of clause 30 of the Agreement, do not require the Red Cross Blood Service to insist that an employee
or potential employee be a member of the Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union, or from
treating those who are not members of the Union less favourably than those who are members. It is not a prerequisite of
receiving the over award benefits provided by the Agreement
that an employee be a member of the Union. The Agreement,
by its terms, expressly applies to all employees, whether they
are members of the Union or not. In any event, by reason of
subsection 41(4) of the Act, all employees are bound by the
Agreement whether members of the Union or not.
It was not suggested that the provisions of clause 30 of the
Agreement are contrary to the Act on the grounds that only
members of the Union had input into settling the terms of the
Agreement. The provisions of Part VIA of the Act do not outlaw that practice. On the contrary, the Act, at least by inference,
allows for such an eventuality. Otherwise the whole of the
Agreement would be defective and except in those cases where
all the employees were members of a union there could never
be a valid industrial agreement. Ultimately the Agreement is
not one between the employees who are members of the Union, but between the Union itself and the employer. In this
context, the Union and its members are separate and distinct.
The employees are for the purposes of negotiating the agreement agents of the Union. So long as those who are not
members of the Union are given the benefits of the Agreement
in the same way as those who are members of the Union, there
can be no valid objections on those grounds.
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Similar considerations apply with respect to the prohibition
from offering Australian Workplace Agreements during the
life of the agreement. In this Agreement that attempt might be
questioned on constitutional grounds but as presently advised
I do not understand the provisions of the Workplace Relations
Act 1996 as prohibiting such a provision in either a State or
Federal agreement. Again, the Workplace Relations Act 1996
does not impose an obligation on an employer to offer its employees a workplace agreement nor to agree to employ an
employee under any such agreement. In any event, for the
purposes of this application, the only basis on which the Commission is empowered to refuse registration is that the
Agreement offends the provisions of the State legislation.
For the reasons indicated, I am satisfied that the Agreement
does not offend any of the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979. Furthermore, I am satisfied that in other
respects the Agreement complies with the Act. On the basis of
the material before me I am not satisfied that there is otherwise any valid reason why the Agreement should not be
registered in the form in which it now stands.
The amended provisions of clause 30 of the Agreement in
question clearly express the true intention of the parties. The
extent to which the provisions of the clause are enforceable
might be open to some doubt because they are simply expressed
in terms of an “intention”. The original clause had more to
commend it in this respect. However, having regard to the
nature of the provisions and the wishes of the parties I do not
consider it either necessary or desirable that the provisions be
further clarified. In its favour is the fact that the heading of the
amended clause removes the somewhat misleading title of “No
Non-Union Agreements” previously ascribed to the clause. At
least for the purposes of the Workplace Agreements Act 1993,
a union may be a party to a workplace agreement. Hence the
previous title of the clause was not entirely accurate.
Accordingly, I am prepared to order that the Agreement be
registered in its amended form.
Appearances: Mr R.J. Dhue as agent for the Applicant
Mr M.J. West as agent for the Respondent
Mr S.C. Barklamb as agent for the Minister for Labour Relations.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, W.A. Clerical and Administrative
Branch
and
Australian Red Cross Blood Service—Western Australia.
No. AG 268 of 1998.
Australian Red Cross Blood Service—Western Australia
(ASU) Enterprise Agreement 1998.
9 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R.J. Dhue as agent for the Applicant, Mr
I. Oakley as agent on behalf of the Respondent, and Mr S.C.
Barklamb on behalf of the Minister for Labour Relations, with
the consent of the Applicant and the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties in the
terms of the following schedule and lodged in the Commission on the 11th day of December, 1998 entitled
Australian Red Cross Blood Service—Western Australia
(ASU) Enterprise Agreement 1998 and as subsequently
amended by direction of the Commission in the terms of
the following Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1.—TITLE
1. This Agreement shall be known as Australia Red Cross
Blood Service—Western Australia (ASU) Enterprise Agreement 1998.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope and Parties Bound by the Agreement
4. Date and Term
5. Relationship to Parent Award
6. Purpose of Agreement
7. Public Holidays
8. Study Leave and Training
9. Sick Leave
10. Annual Leave
11. Parental Leave
12. Compassionate Leave
13. Family Leave
14. Leave Without Pay
15. Long Service Leave
16. Accrued Leave
17. Hours
18. On Call
19. Meal Allowance
20. Refreshment/Meal Breaks
21. Mobile Locations
22. Higher Duties
23. Turnover of Employees
24. Motor Vehicle Allowance
25. Redundancy
26. Classification Review
27. Salary
28. Salary Packaging
29. Intent to Create ARCBS Agreement
30. Other Agreements
31. Dispute Settlement Procedure
32. Signatures to Agreement
Schedule 1 Salary Packaging
Schedule 2 Classification Review
Schedule 3 Minimum Salaries
3.—SCOPE AND PARTIES BOUND BY THE
AGREEMENT
1. This is an agreement between the Australia Red Cross
Blood Service—Western Australia (ARCBS-WA) and the Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union,
West Australian Clerical and Administrative Branch (ASU) in
relation to all employees within the organisation who are eligible to be members of the above mentioned Union.
2. This Agreement shall apply to approximately 65 employees.
4.—DATE AND TERM
1. This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration and remain in force until 31 December 1999, or 31
December 2000, subject to agreement being made by the parties for this to occur prior to 31 December 1999.
2. The parties undertake to commence negotiations to renew
the terms of the Agreement at least three months prior to the
expiration of the Agreement.
3. The agreement will however continue to operate until it is
terminated by mutual agreement or replaced by a new agreement.
5.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
1. This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction with the Clerks (Commercial, Social, and Professional
Services) Award No. 14 of 1972 provided that where there is
an inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award, this
Agreement shall take precedence to the extent of any inconsistency.
2. This Agreement cancels and replaces the Australian Red
Cross Blood Transfusion Service, Western Australia Enterprise
Agreement 1996.
6.—PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
1. The purpose of this Agreement is to enable the parties to
develop and implement on a cooperative basis working
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arrangements that increase flexibility in the organisation and
further improve productivity and efficiency at the enterprise
through enhanced access to services and facilities by donors.
The benefits from these improvements will be shared by employees and the ARCBS-WA-WA, ensuring an attractive and
competitive work environment.
2. The parties are at all times committed to the achievement
of the vision and mission of the organisation in accordance
with the ARCBS-WA values.
3. To ensure consistency of core entitlements in ARCBSWA.
4. The parties to this Agreement are committed to ensuring
that the organisation and employees are best placed to meet
present and future operational demands in a safe, healthy and
equitable work environment in which employees are treated
fairly, consistently and with respect, and are encouraged and
supported in achieving their full potential.
7.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
1. This clause replaces Clause 10—Holidays of the Award.
2. The following days, or days observed in lieu thereof, shall
be allowed as holidays without deduction from pay, namely
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday,
Anzac Day, Labour Day, State Foundation Day, Sovereign’s
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
3. Where Christmas day or New Years day falls on a Saturday or Sunday, such holidays shall be observed on the following
Monday and where Boxing day falls on a Sunday or Monday,
the holiday shall be taken on the following Tuesday. In such
cases, the substituted day shall be deemed to be a holiday without deduction of pay in lieu of the day for which it is substituted.
4. On any public holiday named in this clause or day observed in lieu thereof the employee, who observes the public
holiday, shall be paid at the ordinary rate of pay, exclusive of
penalties) the employee would normally receive for hours usually worked on that day.
5. An employee, except a member of the Staff Executive
team, who is required to work ordinary hours on a public holiday shall be paid a rate of double time and one half.
Alternatively, an employee, except a member of the Staff Executive team, who works on a public holiday and is permitted
to observe a holiday on another day which is convenient to the
employer and the employee shall be paid at a rate of time and
one half.
6. The leave provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
8.—STUDY LEAVE AND TRAINING
1. Consistent with the ARCBS-WA being a learning organisation, employees are encouraged to further their education,
in areas that will assist them and the ARCBS-WA.
2. An employee who attends employer initiated training will
be paid as though they had worked a typical roster that day.
3. The organisation, where possible, will allow for paid study
leave where the study is of benefit to the individual and the
organisation. This may include Trade Union training. Prior
application must be made to the relevant supervisor.
4. Applications for paid study leave will be dealt with on a
case by case basis by the relevant supervisor.
5. If an employee feels that an application to access paid
study leave has been denied unfairly, the dispute settlement
procedure outlined in this Agreement may be followed.
9.—SICK LEAVE
1. This clause replaces Clause 13 – Sick Leave of the Award.
2. An employee who is unable to attend work on the grounds
of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to payment at
the rate of one day for each calender month, which accumulates from year to year.
3. To be entitled to payment in accordance with this clause
the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise
the ARCBS-WA of his/her inability to attend for work and
how many days they are likely to be absent on sick leave.
A medical certificate shall be supplied for absences of greater
than two consecutive days.
4. If an employee is absent due to ill health or injury for a
period longer than the entitlement, payment may be adjusted
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when entitlement has become due, provided that payment will
be made for a maximum of three days at the time that such
sick leave is taken. However if the employee leaves the organisation before these three days are accrued, ARCBS-WA
will deduct this money from the termination payment.
5. An employee who commences work and is taken ill will
be paid for all rostered hours including penalties on that day.
6. An employee who suffers personal ill health or injury
whilst on annual leave shall be paid sick leave in lieu of annual leave where a medical certificate is supplied.
7. Where there is agreement between the ARCBS-WA and
the employee, leave for part time employees may be compacted.
8. The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981.
9. The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual employees.
10.—ANNUAL LEAVE
1. This clause operates in conjunction with Clause 12—
Annual Leave of the Award.
2. A period of 20 days leave with payment at the employee’s
ordinary pay shall be allowed annually to an employee.
3. An amount equal to 17.5 per cent of the total amount shall
be paid at the time the employee proceeds on leave, regardless
of whether the leave taken is accrued or pro rata leave.
4. All entitlements to annual leave including pro rata leave
will be paid upon termination. Leave loading will be paid on
termination subject to the completion of 12 months continuous service.
5. Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, except time for which he or she is entitled to claim paid
sick leave, annual leave, long service leave, compassionate
leave, family leave and the first 12 weeks of absence relating
to workers compensation shall not count for the purpose of
determining his/her right to annual leave.
6. Employees, where possible, are required to give at least
two weeks’ prior notice of their intention to take leave.
7. The employer shall, as far as practicable, arrange to grant
annual leave to suit the convenience of the employee. It is
accepted by all parties that due to operational requirements,
this cannot always be achieved.
8. Where there is agreement between the ARCBS-WA and
the employee, leave for part time employees may be compacted.
9. The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
11.—PARENTAL LEAVE
Subject to the terms of this clause employees are entitled to
maternity, paternity and adoption leave and to work part-time
in connection with the birth or adoption of a child.
(1) Definitions
(a) for the purpose of this clause “Child” means a child
of the employee under the age of one year except for
adoption of a child where “child” means a person
under the age of five years of age who is placed with
the employee for the purpose of adoption, other than
a child or step-child of the employee or of the spouse
of the employee or child who has previously lived
continuously with the employee for a period of six
months or more.
(2) Basic entitlement
(a) After twelve months continuous service, parents are
entitled to a combined total of 52 weeks unpaid parental leave on a shared basis in relation to the birth
or adoption of their child. For females maternity leave
may be taken and for males paternity leave may be
taken. Adoption leave may be taken in the case of
adoption.
(b) Parental leave is to be available to only one parent at
a time, except that both parents may simultaneously
access the leave in the following circumstances—
(i) for maternity leave and paternity leave, an
unbroken period of one week at the time of
the birth of the child
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(ii) for adoption leave, an unbroken period of up
to three weeks at the time of placement of the
child.
(3) Maternity leave
(a) An employee will provide to the employer at least
ten weeks in advance of the expected date of confinement of parental leave—
(i) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner stating that she is pregnant and the
expected date of confinement;
(ii) written notification of the date on which she
proposes to commence maternity leave, and
the period of leave to be taken; and
(iii) a statutory declaration stating particulars of any
period of paternity leave sought or taken by
her spouse and that for the period of maternity
leave she will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with her contract of employment.
(b) Subject to subclause (2)(a) and unless agreed otherwise between employer and employee, an employee
may commence parental leave at any time within six
weeks immediately prior to the expected date of the
birth.
(c) Where an employee continues to work within the
six week period immediately prior to the expected
date of birth, or where the employee elects to return
to work within six weeks after the birth of the child,
an employer may require the employee to provide a
medical certificate stating that she is fit to work on
her normal duties.
(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates after 27 weeks and the employee has not commenced
maternity leave, the employee may take unpaid special maternity leave of such period as a registered
medical practitioner certifies as necessary, except that
where an employee is suffering from an illness not
related to the direct consequences of the birth, an
employee may be entitled to paid sick leave in lieu
of, or in addition to, special maternity leave.
(e) Where leave is granted under subclause (3)(d), during the period of leave an employee may return to
work at any time, as agreed between the employer
and the employee provided that time does not exceed four weeks from the recommencement date
desired by the employee.
(4) Paternity leave
An employee will provide the employer at least ten weeks
prior to each proposed period of paternity leave with—
(a) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
which names his spouse, states that she is pregnant
and the expected date of confinement, or states the
date on which the birth took place; and
(b) written notification of the date on which he proposes
to start and finish the period of paternity leave; and
(c) a statutory declaration stating—
(i) he will take that period of paternity leave to
become the primary care-giver of the child;
(ii) particulars of any period of maternity leave
sought or taken by his spouse; and
(iii) that for the period of paternity leave he will
not engage in any conduct inconsistent with
his contract of employment.
(5) Adoption leave
(a) The employee will notify the employer at least ten
weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
adoption leave and the period of leave to be taken.
An employee may commence adoption leave prior
to providing such notice where through circumstances
beyond the control of the employee, the adoption of
a child takes place earlier.
(b) Before commencing adoption leave, an employee will
provide the employer with a statutory declaration
stating—
(i) the employee is seeking adoption leave to become the primary care-giver of the child;
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(ii) particulars of any period of adoption leave
sought to be taken by the employee’s spouse;
and
(iii) that for the period of adoption leave the employee will not engage in any conduct
inconsistent with their contract of employment.
(c) An employer may require an employee to provide
confirmation from the appropriate government authority of the placement.
(d) Where the placement of child for adoption with an
employee does not proceed or continue, the employee
will notify the employer immediately and the employer will nominate a time not exceeding four weeks
for the employee’s return to work.
(6) Variation of period of parental leave
Unless agreed otherwise between the employer and employee, an employee may apply to their employer to change
the period of parental leave on one occasion. Any such change
to be notified at least four weeks prior to the commencement
of the changed arrangements.
(7) Parental leave and other entitlements
An employee may in lieu of or in conjunction with parental
leave, access other paid leave entitlements which they have
accrued, such as annual leave and long service leave, subject
to the total amount of leave not exceeding 52 weeks.
(8) Transfer to a safe job
(a) Where an employee is pregnant and, in the opinion
of a registered medical practitioner, illness or risks
arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected
with the work assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present
work, the employee will, if the employer deems it
practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate
and on the conditions attaching to that job until the
commencement of maternity leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the
employee may elect, or the employer may require
the employee, to commence parental leave.
(9) Returning to work after a period of parental leave.
(a) An employee will notify of their intention to return
to work after a period of parental leave at least four
weeks prior to the expiration of the leave.
(b) An employee will be entitled to the position which
they held immediately before proceeding on parental leave. In the case of an employee transferred to a
safe job pursuant to subclause (8), the employee will
be entitled to return to the position they held immediately before such transfer.
(c) When such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available which the employee is qualified for and is capable of performing, the employee
will be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in
status and pay to that of their former position.
(10) Replacement employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged or temporally promoted or transferred, as a
result of an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(b) A replacement employee will be informed of the temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.
12.—COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
1. This clause replaces Clause 31—Compassionate Leave
of the Award.
2. An employee shall, upon the death of a spouse or de facto
spouse, child or stepchild, parent or parent-in-law, including
step-parents, brother, sister, grandparent or any other person
who immediately before that person’s death lived with the
employee as a member of the employee’s immediate family
be entitled to compassionate leave of up to two days for each
occasion required. In addition, such leave may be approved
upon request in relation to the death of a category of person
not listed in this clause.
3. Employees may access annual leave and accrued long
service leave for the purpose of compassionate leave in addition to the entitlement under subclause (2) above.
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4. Proof of such death shall be provided by the employee to
the satisfaction of the employer if he/she so requests.
5. Provided that this clause shall not have operation while
the period of entitlement to leave under it coincides with any
other period of leave.
13.—FAMILY LEAVE
1. This clause operates in conjunction with Clause 9—Sick
Leave of this Agreement.
2. Use of Sick Leave
(a) An employee with responsibilities in relation to either members of their immediate family or members
of their household who need their care and support
shall be entitled to use, any sick leave entitlement
for absences to provide care and support for such
persons when they are ill.
3. Unpaid Leave for Family Purpose
(a) An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer, to take unpaid leave for the purpose of
providing care to a family member who is ill.
4. Annual Leave
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an
employee may elect, with the consent of the employer, to access their annual leave entitlement for
this purpose.
5. Make-up Time
(a) An employee may elect, with the consent of their
employer, to work “make-up time” under which the
employee takes time off during ordinary hours, and
works those hours at a later time, during the spread
of ordinary hours provided in the Award.
14.—LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
1. Leave without pay may be granted by the employer.
15.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
1. ARCBS-WA employees shall be entitled to 13 weeks Long
Service Leave after ten years continuous service, and each ten
years of continuous service thereafter.
2. Pro rata long service leave shall be payable on resignation/termination after completed years of continuous service.
3. Long service leave entitlements will be adjusted to reflect
the new conditions, on a pro rata basis.
4. All other conditions remain in accordance with the Long
Service Leave provisions published in Volume 65 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-4 inclusive.
5. In accordance with subclause (3) above, adjusted long
service leave entitlements will reflect the following. The formula used = 10/15 x actual years + days of continuous service—
Actual Years of Service
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Years of service for the purpose
of calculating long service leave.
10
9 1/3
8 2/3
8
7 1/3
7
6
5 1/3
4 2/3
4
3 1/3
2 2/3
2
1 1/3
2/3

16.—ACCRUED LEAVE
1. In order to ensure that employees enjoy the benefits of
taking annual leave, and the organisation reduces leave liability to an acceptable level, all employees who accrue annual
leave are encouraged to take the leave within 6 months of it
falling due.
2. The organisation acknowledges that some individuals accumulate leave for special purposes.
17.—HOURS
1. The ordinary working hours for employees, exclusive of
meal breaks, shall not exceed thirty eight in any week.
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2. Ordinary hours shall be worked on Monday to Friday inclusive between the hours of 7.00am to 7.00pm.
18.—ON CALL
1. This clause shall not apply to members of the Staff Executive team.
2. An employee is on call when he or she is directed by the
ARCBS-WA to remain at such a place as will enable the employer to readily contact him/her during the hours when he or
she is not otherwise on duty. In so determining the place at
which the worker shall remain, the ARCBS-WA may require
that place to be within a specified radius from a static centre.
3. An employee shall be paid an hourly allowance at a rate
agreed to by the employer and the employee.
4. Where an employee is required to use their home telephone
for on call purposes, the ARCBS-WA shall, if the telephone is
not already installed, pay for the installation.
5. Where an employee is required to use his/her home phone,
the ARCBS-WA shall pay the employee 1/52 of the annual
rental paid by the employee for every seven days the employee
is required to be on call, provided that where as a usual feature
of the work, the employee is regularly required to be on call
the ARCBS-WA shall pay the full amount of the telephone
rental.
6. An employee who is called out to work when on call shall
be paid at time and one half for the first two hours and double
time thereafter, provided that an employee who is on call on a
day of a public holiday and is required to return to work shall
be paid a rate of double time and one half. Such time may be
taken as time off during ordinary hours by agreement between
the employee and the employer.
7. An employee who is on call and is required to return to
work shall be paid a minimum of two hours provided that if an
employee is called out within two hours of starting work on a
previous call, he or she shall not be entitled to any further
payment for the time worked within that period of two hours.
8. If an employee is required to return to work, all transport
costs to and from the workplace shall be paid by the organisation. Where the employee uses their own vehicle, the allowance
prescribed in Clause 24—Motor Vehicle Allowance of this
Agreement shall apply.
19.—MEAL ALLOWANCE
1. A meal allowance of $7.50 will be paid when two or more
overtime hours are worked on any day.
20.—REFRESHMENT/MEAL BREAKS
1. Refreshment breaks, unlike meal breaks are paid breaks.
2. The entitlement to refreshment and meal breaks are as
follows—
Length of shift
Length of break
0- 4.00 hours
0 break
4.01-5.00 hours
1 x ten minute break
5.01-6.00 hours
1 x ½ hour break
6.01-7.00 hours
1 x ½ hour break, 1 x ten minute
break
7.01-10.00hours
1 x ½-1 hour break, 2 x ten minute
break,
>10.01 hours
1 x 1 hour break, 2 x ten minute
break
3. The duration of breaks, where a range is indicated above,
shall be at the discretion of the employer.
4. Where there is agreement between the employee and the
ARCBS-WA, breaks indicated above may be consolidated.
Breaks of one hour may be taken as two ½ hour breaks where
there is prior agreement between the employee and the ARCBSWA. On day shifts, meals breaks, where possible shall be taken
between 11am and 3pm.
5. The employer shall determine when the breaks are to be
taken where agreement cannot be reached.
21.—MOBILE LOCATIONS
1. Mobile Caravan locations will, where possible, be located
within a reasonable distance of suitable food, beverage and
ablution facilities.
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22.—HIGHER DUTIES
1. A higher duties allowance will be available to an employee
who is required to act in a position of a higher classification
for a period of five or more consecutive days.
2. Where an employee is required to act in a position of a
higher classification on a regular basis for periods of less than
five consecutive days, a claim for higher duties will be considered by the relevant Program Manager.
3. Where the employee performs all of the duties of a position which is classified at a higher level, the higher rate shall
be paid whilst so engaged.
4. Where an employee performs some, but not all of the
duties in that higher classification, a rate of pay less than that
prescribed in that higher classification can be paid on agreement between the employee and the organisation.
5. An employee who is aggrieved by a decision of their Program Manager in regard to higher duties, may follow the
procedure outlined in Clause 32—Dispute Settlement Procedure of this Agreement.
23.—TURNOVER OF EMPLOYEES
1. The parties to this Agreement are committed to working
together to create, implement and evaluate strategies designed
to reduce employees turnover.
24.—MOTOR VEHICLE ALLOWANCE
1. Where an employee is required during his/her normal
working hours by the ARCBS-WA to work outside his/her usual
place of employment the employer shall pay the employee
any reasonable travelling expenses incurred except where an
allowance is paid in accordance with subclause (2) of this
clause.
2. Where an employee is required and authorised to use his/
her own motor vehicle in the course of his/her duties he/she
shall be paid an allowance not less than that provided in
subclause (4) set out hereunder. Notwithstanding anything
contained in this subclause the employer and the employee
may make any other arrangements as to car allowance not less
favourable to the employee.
3. When the mobile location is at Mandurah, Pinjarra,
Armadale, Mundaring, Kwinana, Quinns Rock, Pearce or
Garden Island, the organisation will provide transport from
290 Wellington Street Perth. On such occasions only, the shift
will be deemed to commence from the departure time of the
transport, and will conclude when the transport arrives back
to 290 Wellington Street Perth. An employee who decides
to use their own vehicle will not be entitled to travel
allowance and their travel time will not form part of their
shift.
4. Motor car allowance is as follows—
Engine size
Cents per kilometre
Up to 1600cc
47.0 cents
Over 1600cc
53.1 cents
25.—REDUNDANCY
(a) Discussions before terminations
(i) Where the ARCBS-WA has made a definite decision in accordance with organisational guidelines,
that it no longer wishes the job the employee, other
than a casual employee, has been doing to be done
by anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and
customary turnover of labour and that decision may
lead to termination of employment, the employer
shall hold discussions with the employees directly
affected and with the Union.
(ii) The discussion shall take place as soon as is practicable after the ARCBS-WA has made a definite
decision which will invoke the provisions of
subclause (a)(i) hereof and shall cover among other
things, any reasons for the proposed terminations,
measures to avoid or minimise the terminations and
measures to minimise any adverse affect of any terminations on the employees concerned.
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(b) Notice
In the event of redundancy the ARCBS-WA will give the
employee the following notice or payment in lieu thereof—
Employee Period of
Period of Notice
Continuous Service
Not more than 1 year
At least 1 week
More than 1 but not more
than 3 years
At least 2 weeks
More than 3 but not more
than 5 years
At least 3 weeks
More than 5 years
At least 4 weeks
The amount of notice will increase by 1 week if the employee is over 45 years of age and has completed at least 2
years of continuous service.
(c) Severance pay
(i) In addition to the period of notice prescribed in
subclause (b) for ordinary termination, an employee
whose employment is terminated for reasons set out
in paragraph (a)(i) hereof shall be entitled to the
amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous
period of service, in accordance with subclause (c)(ii).
(ii) Two weeks ordinary pay for each completed year of
service, provided that the severance pay shall not exceed 30 weeks. Where a voluntary redundancy is
accepted within two weeks of being offered, an additional payment in accordance with the following
schedule, above and beyond the severance pay and
payment in lieu of notice entitlement, will be payable—
2 weeks pay if less than 1 year of service
4 weeks pay if greater than 1 year but less than 2
years service
6 weeks pay if greater than 2 years but less than 3
years service
8 weeks pay if over 3 years of service.
“Week’s Pay” means the ordinary weekly rate of
wage for the employee concerned.
“Year of Service” refers to completed years and is
pro rata.
Provided that in the calculation of continuous service under this subclause, any period of leave without
pay, including maternity leave, unpaid sick leave etc,
that exceeds two weeks shall not be counted in calculating continuous service.
(d) Alternative employment
The severance pay prescribed may be varied if the ARCBSWA obtains mutually acceptable alternative employment for
the employee. The ARCBS-WA will select an outsourcing
agency to assist the employee in obtaining alternative employment.
(e) Financial Advice
ARCBS-WA will arrange for the employee to receive financial advice with an organisation nominated by the employee
and agreed by ARCBS-WA.
(e) Time off during notice period
During the period of notice of termination for reasons set
out in subclause (a)(i) hereof the employee shall for the purpose of seeking other employment be entitled to be absent
from work for a reasonable period of time without deduction
of pay.
(f) Dispute settling procedures
Any dispute under these provisions shall be dealt with in
accordance with Clause 32—Dispute Settlement Procedure of
this Agreement.
26.—CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
1. This clause shall not apply to members of the Staff Executive team.
2. An employee may request a review of the classification
of the position they occupy within the organisation, where he/
she believes the knowledge, skill and abilities required to perform the duties, and/or the responsibilities associated with the
position have significantly changed.
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3. The employee may also make such an application on the
basis that the position was in its present form, incorrectly classified.
4. The process for the classification review is detailed in
Schedule 2—Classification Review of this Agreement.
5. If the employee and/or Union disagrees with the result of
the review, the procedure outlined in Clause 32 – Dispute Settlement Procedure of this Agreement shall be followed.
6. The effective date for any change to the classification level
shall be the date upon which the letter of request is submitted
to the Human Resource department.
7. Application may need to be made to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission to vary this Agreement
accordingly.
27.—SALARY
1. This clause does not apply to members of the Staff Executive team.
2. Schedule 3—Minimum Salaries prescribes the minimum
salaries to employees covered by this Agreement.
3. A 2% increase shall be effective from 1 January 1998, and
paid in May 1998, in recognition of the increased workload
and significant challenges that have been a feature of employment since the establishment of ARCBS-WA.
4. A further 3% increase shall be paid effective from 1 January, 1998.
5. A further 2% increase shall be paid effective from 1 January 1999.
6. The possibility of a further increase to extend this Agreement to 31 December 2000 will be subject to negotiations
between the parties.
7. If State Wage Case decisions result in Award rates of pay
exceeding the rates of pay prescribed herein, the higher rate
shall prevail.
28.—SALARY PACKAGING
1. The employees covered by this Agreement will have access to salary packaging arrangements.
2. As to whether or not an employee accesses those arrangements will be solely at the choice of the employee.
3. The agreed maximum portion of the non salary component of the salary package and the conditions of packaging as
contained in Schedule 1—Salary Packaging of this Agreement.
4. This arrangement is available subject to the ARCBS-WA
incurring no additional costs and maintaining its current rate
of Fringe Benefit Tax exemption.
5. The conditions associated with salary packaging within
ARCBS-WA are contained in Schedule 1—Salary Packaging
of this Agreement.
29.—INTENT TO CREATE NEW AGREEMENT
1. The parties acknowledge the intent of ARCBS-WA to work
with the relevant Unions to create a national agreement covering core conditions of employment.
30.—OTHER AGREEMENTS
1. It is the intention and understanding of the parties that the
ARCBS-WA will not offer Australian Workplace Agreements
or Workplace Agreements as provided for in industrial legislation during the operation of this Agreement.
31.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
1. Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 any dispute, question or difficulty that arises shall be
dealt with as follows—
(a) Step 1
As soon as practicable after the issue or claim has
arisen, it shall be considered jointly by the appropriate supervisor, the employee or employees concerned
and where the employee(s) so request(s), the appropriate Union workplace representative.
(b) Step 2
If the dispute is not resolved the issue or claim shall
be considered jointly by the appropriate senior representative of the employer, the employee or
employees concerned and where the employee(s) so
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request(s), the Union workplace representative who
shall attempt to settle the dispute.
(c) Step 3
If the dispute is not resolved the issue or claim shall
be considered jointly by the employer, the employee
or employees concerned and where the employee(s)
so request(s), an official of the Union who shall attempt to settle the dispute.
(d) Step 4
If the dispute is not resolved it may then be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for assistance in resolving the dispute.
32.—SIGNATURES TO AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of the Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union, West Australian
Clerical and Administrative Branch
(indecipherable)
Common Seal
………………………………………………………
3/12/98
Date…………………..….
Signed for and on behalf of the Australian Red Cross Blood
Service—Western Australia
(indecipherable)
……………………………………………………….
08 12 98
Date………..……………..
SCHEDULE 1—SALARY PACKAGING
1. Salary packaging under this agreement allows employees
to receive up to 30% of their gross base salary in a form other
than take home pay. Employees will be offered the opportunity to choose from a list of benefits that will be paid for by
the employer instead of receiving gross salary. Gross salary is
reduced by the amount of the benefits paid by the employer.
The net gross pay is then subject to PAYE tax.
2. All existing entitlements (i.e. workers compensation, superannuation, leave loading, penalties, overtime) will be based
on pre-package salary.
3. All employees covered under this agreement/award have
access to salary packaging arrangements subject to the following provisions—
a) Entry into salary packaging arrangements is a voluntary decision to be made by individual employees.
b) All salary packaging arrangements will be in accordance with the items available, and funds through
packaging, will be used only as stated by the employee and approved by the employer.
c) Employees will be required to pay any administrative costs for the packaging to an Administrative
Agent appointed by the employer (as required). If
the salary packaging manager notifies the organisation of the intention to increase fees, the organisation
will inform and consult with the staff who are at the
time salary packaging, to decide whether or not to
investigate the costs and benefits of contracting with
another provider.
d) All employees can decide to terminate their salary
packaging arrangement by the giving of at least two
weeks written notice.
e) The Administrative Agent will provide employees
with a salary packaging manual.
f) Employees entering into a salary packaging arrangement understand and accept that,
(i) In the event that Fringe Benefit tax (FBT) becomes payable on the benefit items which are
selected, the salary packaging arrangement
shall lapse and a new arrangement may be put
in place whereby the total cost of salary packaging to the employer does not increase. If the
employee elects to continue with packaging,
the cost of the payment of the FBT will be
passed back to the individual, or benefit items
can be converted back to salary to be taxed at
the relevant PAYE tax rate.
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(ii) Upon resignation or termination, the ARCBSWA shall, by deduction from final payment or
upon demand, be reimbursed for any amounts
of over expenditure.
(iii) All unexpended amounts will be paid back to
the employee in the case of resignation or termination from the arrangement, and will be
subject to normal income tax.
(iv) Prior to the final pay period of the package
year, an annual reconciliation will take place.
Any amount of benefit items unused may be
converted and added to salary payment on
which PAYE will be deducted, or directed as
a lump sum payment to a predetermined (i.e.
existing) packaged item.
(v) The employee is responsible for advising the
administration bureau of any change to their
benefits packaged, employment status or salary payments that would affect their salary
packaging arrangement.
(vi) The cost of any financial advice sought shall
be borne by the employee.
g) It is a term of this Agreement that Clause—32 Dispute Settlement Procedure shall have no application
in relation to withdrawal of salary packaging as provided for in clause 3(d) of this Schedule.
h) Benefits available to be packaged include—
Vehicle and associated expenses,
Personal and Family Education,
Childcare,
Superannuation,
Health Benefits,
Membership of an Association.
Rent
Mortgage
The above “menu of options” may expand subject to
ARCBS-WA Board approval.

SCHEDULE 2—CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
All employees may be required to perform duties which fall
within the limits of their skill, competence or training, provided that such duties are not designed to promote deskilling.
The salary classification of a particular position will be established having regard to the work value of the position, award
classification provisions and appropriate relativities.
A classification review will take place where a significant
increase in work value is demonstrated or where the employee
is of the opinion that the position has been incorrectly classified.
Work value for the purpose of classification reviews is defined as follows.
Changes in work value may arise from changes in the nature
of work, skill and responsibility required or conditions under
which the work is performed. Changes in work by themselves
may not lead to a change in wage rates. The strict test for an
alteration in wage rates is that the change in the nature of work
should constitute such a significant net addition to the work
requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification
or upgrading to a higher classification.
In addition to meeting this test a party making a work value
application will need to justify any change to wage relativities
that might result not only within the relevant internal award
classifications structure but also against external classifications to which that structure is related. There must be no
likelihood of wage “leapfrogging” arising out of changes in
relative position.
To apply for a classification review the employee shall submit to their Program Manager;
• A copy of the current role description,
• An updated role description,
• The classification level or title they deem to be appropriate for the position,
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In completing the request for review, the employee should
ensure that—
• The increase in knowledge, skill and ability requirements to perform the duties associated with the
position are highlighted,
• Role descriptions used as a comparison should be
attached to the submission, and referred to in the justification (similarities and differences),
• All information supporting the request is attached.
Employees are encouraged to gain assistance from their Program Manager or Human Resource Department in preparing
the submission. The Program Manager is to forward the document to the Human Resource department who will forward a
recommendation (made by a team of management, union and
staff representatives) to the Director.
SCHEDULE 3—MINIMUM SALARIES
Weekly Salary Weekly Salary Weekly Salary
2% 1/1/98
3% 1/1/98
2% 1/1/99
Level 1

Level 2
Archival Clerk
Clerical Officer
Donor Records
Clerical Officer
Laboratory

Level 1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
Level 2
2.1

430.57
434.17
437.78
441.38

443.48
447.20
450.91
454.62

452.35
456.15
459.93
463.71

450.39

463.90

473.18

2.2

455.20

468.86

478.23

2.3
2.4
Level 3

460.01
464.82

473.81
478.77

483.29
488.34

470.21
477.11

484.32
491.42

494.00
501.25

Level 3
Donor Records
Liaison Officer
3.1
Donor Liaison Officer 3.2
Public Relations
Telemarketer
3.3
Receptionist
Telephonist
3.4
Clerical Officer
Apherisis
Storeperson
Donor Receptionist
Archival Clerk
Appointments Clerk
Level 4
Level 4
Patient Services
Assistant
4.1
Public Relations
Assistant
4.2
Correspondence
Archival Clerk
4.3
Clerical Officer
Mobiles
4.4
Clerical Officer
Regional
Level 5
Level 5
Administrative
Clerical Officer
5.1
Clerical Officer
Document Control
5.2
Accounts Pay/Rec
Coordinator
5.3
Training Officer
Donor Records
5.4
Clerical Officer
Stores
Document Control
Officer
Archival Assistant
Senior Clerical
Officer Blood Bank
Level 6
Level 6
Public Relations
Officer
6.1
Personal Assistant
Director
6.2
Donor Services
Secretary
6.3
Personal Assistant
Laboratory Manager 6.4
Human Resource
Assistant
Donor Records
Coordinator
Level 7
Level 7
Payroll Coordinator
7.1
Administrative
Officer Corporate
Support
7.2
Mobiles Organiser
7.3
Administrative
Officer Support
Services
7.4
Stores Officer

484.01

498.53

508.50

490.93

505.66

515.77

503.45

518.55

528.93

513.11

528.51

539.08

522.77

538.46

549.23

532.43

548.41

559.38

536.75

552.85

563.91

551.18

567.72

579.07

565.62

582.59

594.24

580.05

597.45

609.40

596.61

614.51

626.80

614.56

632.99

645.65

632.50

651.48

664.50

650.44

669.96

683.36

669.08

689.15

702.93

686.88
704.69

707.49
725.83

721.64
740.35

722.50

744.18

759.06
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SCHEDULE 3—MINIMUM SALARIES—continued
Weekly Salary Weekly Salary Weekly Salary
2% 1/1/98
3% 1/1/98
2% 1/1/99
Level 8
Level 8
Quality Officer
8.1
Safety Coordinator
8.2
8.3
8.4
Level 9
Level 9
Records Coordinator 9.1
Public Relations
Coordinator
9.2
9.3
9.4

731.91
750.51
769.10
787.70

753.87
773.02
792.18
811.33

768.95
788.48
808.02
827.55

800.77

824.79

841.29

822.66
844.55
866.46

847.34
869.89
892.46

864.29
887.29
910.31

BERRI LTD (BALCATTA PLANT) ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 19 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers
Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian
Branch
and
Berri Ltd.
No. AG 19 of 1999.
26 February 1999
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 19 of 1999.
HAVING heard Ms D. MacTiernan on behalf of the first named
party and Mr J. Uphill on behalf of the second named party;
and
WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial Relations Act,
1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Berri Ltd (Balcatta Plant)
Enterprise Agreement 1999, filed in the Commission on
9 February 1999, signed by me for identification, be and
is hereby registered as an Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. —TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the ‘Berri Ltd (Balcatta
Plant) Enterprise Agreement 1999’.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2. —ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Application
Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation
Relationship to Parent Award
Aims and Objectives
Key Performance Indicators
Quality Improvement Programmes
Occupational Health and Safety
Enterprise Consultative Committee
Training

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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Classification
Pay in Lieu of Taking Rostered Days Off
Public Holiday Pay Day
Working Hours
Labour Flexibility
Annualised Salaries
Shift Changes
Shift Allowance
Shift Handover
Wearing of Company Clothing
Counselling & Discipline
Disputes Resolution
Fortnightly Pays
Sick Leave
Work by Management/Supervision
Rates of Pay
No Extra Claims
Appendix 1—Consultaive Committee Guidelines
Appendix 2—Counselling & Discipline Procedure
Schedule A—Skill Level Descriptions
Schedule B—Signatories

3.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall apply to approximately 65 employees
of Berri Ltd (“the employer”) at 7 Ledgar Road, Balcatta,
Western Australia engaged in classifications contained in
Clause 13. – Classification.
4.—PARTIES BOUND
The parties to this Agreement are—
4.1 Berri Ltd, 7 Ledgar Road, Balcatta, Western Australia, 6021.
4.2 The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers’ Union, Miscellaneous Workers
Division, WA Branch, 61 Thomas Street, Subiaco,
Western Australia, 6008 and employees who are
members of, or are eligible to be members of, this
union and are covered by the classifications contained
in the agreement.
5.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after1st February 1999 and shall
remain in force until 1st August 2000.
The parties to the agreement agree to commence negotiations on the next Enterprise Agreement by 1st February 2000.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Aerated Water and Cordial Manufacturing Industry Award, 1975
provided that where there is inconsistency this Agreement shall
prevail.
7.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of this Agreement is to improve the competitiveness of the Company’s Western Australian operations by
improving customer service and satisfaction, product quality,
productivity, OHS and reducing costs. The parties to this Agreement are committed to working together so that the productivity
and efficiency of the production, maintenance and associated
warehouse and laboratory operations are substantially improved.
This aim will be reached through establishing and maintaining a continuous improvement culture in the Western Australian
operations of Berri Limited. This culture will be achieved
through the introduction and maintenance of a number of measures involving employees covered by this Agreement.
The parties are committed to the implementation of the following measures during the life of the Agreement which
include:
• Key Performance Indicators
• Quality Systems Implementation
• Team Based Organisation
• Competency Based Classification Structures
• Competency Based Training
• OHS Programme
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The parties agree that the aim of this Agreement will be
achieved through continued focus on the following principles—
7.1 Understanding and conforming to the requirements
of our internal and external customers and deliver
defect free services and products at all times;
7.2 Flexible work practices by all to achieve more efficient use of time, materials and equipment;
7.3 Flexible work hours as the parties agree that the Company has to be responsive to the needs of its external
suppliers and customers;
7.4 The establishment of a viable, productive and enduring organisation offering secure employment and
worthwhile careers for employees.
7.5 Upgrading the skills of all employees to enable a
devolution of responsibilities and greater involvement of personnel in the day-to-day organisation,
based on the development of a team based organisation structure.
7.6 Structured training and education so as to provide a
continuum of learning, thus providing the basis for
constant adaptation and improvement;
7.7 Constantly seeking improvements in safety, quality
and the work environment so that continuous improvement becomes an integral part of the Company’s
culture;
7.8 The establishment of clearly defined Key Performance Indicators, for the Balcatta operation site and
team level, which are to be used as a tool to assist in
the tracking, monitoring, analysing and focussing of
performance in key result areas;
8.—KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
8.1 To improve the competitiveness of the Balcatta operation the parties agree to identify and agree on a range of
performance indicators and targets which will be used to monitor, track, analyse and focus performance in key result areas.
8.2 The indicators will be reviewed by the Enterprise Consultative Committee on a regular basis and will also be
discussed and used by the work groups in order for the work
groups to ensure their performance meets the required targets
8.3 The indicators and targets will be finalised by 30th June
1999.
9.—QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMES
9.1 Employees will actively participate in the introduction
of the following programmes – Hazard Analysis & Critical
Control Points (HACCP), Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP), Housekeeping Audits and other quality improvement
programmes.
9.2 Employees will comply with the requirements of applicable QA policies and procedures, practices etc so as to ensure
the policy compliance and product quality.
9.3 Employees will through their active participation in these
programmes contribute to the identification and resolution of
quality related issues.
10.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
10.1 Employees will actively participate in the introduction of the OHS Programme which will address the
identification, assessment and control of workplace hazards.
10.2 Employees will comply with the requirements of applicable OHS policies and procedures, practices etc so as to
ensure both policy and legal compliance and improved safety
performance.
10.3 Employees will through their active participation in
these programmes contribute to the identification and resolution of OHS related issues.
11.—ENTERPRISE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
The parties are committed to establishing and operating an
effective consultative process in accordance with the guidelines in Appendix 1 of this agreement which may be varied
form time to time as agreed by the parties.
12.—TRAINING
12.1 The parties will progressively implement a competency
based approach to training with alignment to appropriate National Certificates.
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12.2 The parties will develop and implement a competency
based classification structure which will be aligned with a
nationally recognised and applicable qualification(s) for our
industry. The structure will be designed to facilitate the acquisition of the required competencies and to recognise and reward
employee’s who achieve the requirements of the various classification levels. Once developed the new classification
structure will be used to classify and reward all employees,
both existing and new.
12.3 Where possible, training will be undertaken during normal working hours. However, in order to ensure the smooth,
efficient and continued operation of the plant, it may be necessary to schedule training outside normal hours. Where this
is required consultation with employees will occur. Training
undertaken in such circumstances (ie outside normal hours)
will be paid at ordinary rates of pay (ie single time).
13. – CLASSIFICATION
13.1 Both parties to the agreement are committed, via the
Enterprise Consultative Committee, to the development and
implementation of a competency based classification structure during the life of this agreement.
13.2 The existing four (4) level classification structure, as
outlined in Schedule A, will remain in place until replaced by
the competency based classification structure developed by
the Enterprise Consultative Committee.
13.2 Employees may be used in all parts of the operation,
including those duties of a lower level classification, subject
to them having the required skills and competence and having
regard to OHS considerations.
13.3 Employees shall be given every available option to
progress through the career structure, subject to the following
conditions—
(a) The rate of pay for a particular employee while performing higher duties as part of training equates to
his/her lower substantive classification.
(b) Higher duties shall be paid where an employee relieves a higher classification.
14.—PAY IN LIEU OF TAKING ROSTERED
DAYS OFF
14.1 By mutual agreement, employees may be asked to take
their RDO’s or receive payment in lieu of taking RDO’s
14.2 Employees may only “bank” up to 10 rostered days.
When 10 RDO’s are reached an employee will be required to
advise the company that they wish to be paid for the RDO’s in
excess of the 10 or take an RDO, so that the balance of RDO’s
does not continue to exceed 10.
15.—PUBLIC HOLIDAY PAY DAY
Where a public holiday coincides with the day on which
pays are processed, then the pay day for that week shall be
delayed by one working day.
16.—WORKING HOURS
16.1 The scheduled start times on any given day may be
varied within the spread of hours defined below, in order to
meet operational needs. Changes to scheduled start times will
be done by consultation and notified at least 24 hours ahead of
time or shorter notice by mutual agreement between the employee and the employer.
16.2 The following spread of hours will be adopted for the
operation—
16.2.1 Day Shift—
Mixing area/Laboratory/Despatch
—0400 hrs to 1800 hrs
Production areas
—0500 hrs to 1800 hrs
16.2.2 Afternoon Shift—
Afternoon shift will be any shift where the
majority of an employee’s hours are worked
between 1400 hrs and 2400 hrs.
16.2.3 Night Shift—
Night shift will be any shift where the majority of an employee’s hours are worked between
2200 hrs and 0800 hrs.
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17.—LABOUR FLEXIBILITY
The parties agree that the company will continue to engage
contract labour to supplement the permanent Berri Ltd
workforce so as to meet customer service requirements, manage leave arrangements, absenteeism etc. The use of contract
labour will be kept to a minimum and used only for the above
reasons.
18.—ANNUALISED SALARIES
The parties will assess and evaluate the opportunities presented by changing to an annualised salary concept. This
analysis will be completed by 31 st December 1999.
Implementataion where appropriate will then be negotiated
by the parties.
19—SHIFT CHANGES
19.1 In order to change an employee from one shift to another (as per the shift details in clause 16.2), 24 hours notice is
required, unless an employee advises and discusses with the
employer any extenuating circumstances which preclude the
employee from changing with such notice.
19.2 In addition, with mutual agreement the employer and
employee may agree to less than 24 hours notice of a change
of shift.
20.—SHIFT ALLOWANCE
A 15% shift allowance will be paid to an employee for working their ordinary hours either on afternoon shift or night shift
as described above in 16.2.2 and 16.2.3.
21.—SHIFT HANDOVER
21.1 To improve communication between shifts and to ensure continuity of operations, working hours for employee’s
on shifts will allow for a 10 minute shift handover (at the appropriate rate). The objective of the shift handover is to ensure
that production lines and the operations generally continue to
run smoothly.
21.2 To enable the shift to run smoothly and effectively the
employee from the outgoing shift will remain on duty until
the handover is fully completed with the employee from the
incoming shift.
21.3 In the event that an incoming employee is late in arriving or fails to arrive, an outgoing employee will continue
working to ensure continuity of operations whilst replacement
arrangements are established. This work in excess of the ordinary hours will be paid at the appropriate overtime penalty.
22.—WEARING OF COMPANY CLOTHING
Employees will be required to conform with the company
clothing policy which may vary from time to time, with no
additional cost to employees.
23.—COUNSELLING & DISCIPLINE
The parties to this agreement agree to the Counselling &
Disciplinary Procedure contained in Appendix 2, which may
be varied from time to time as agreed by the parties.
24.—DISPUTES RESOLUTION
24.1 The following procedures shall apply in connection with
questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this award/industrial agreement.
(a) The persons directly involved, or representatives of
person/s directly involved shall discuss the question,
dispute or difficulty as soon as is practicable.
(b)
(i) If these discussions do not result in a settlement, the question dispute or difficulty shall
be referred to senior management for further
discussion.
(ii) Discussions at this level will take place as soon
as practicable.
24.2 The terms of any agreed settlement should be jointly
recorded.
24.3 Any settlement reached which is contrary to the terms
of this agreement shall not have effect unless and until that
conflict is resolved to allow for it.
24.4 Nothing in this procedure shall be read so as to exclude
the Australian Liquor, Hospitality & Miscellaneous Workers’
Union from representing its members.
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24.5 Any question, dispute or difficulty not settled may be
referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission. The parties shall confer among themselves and make
reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes or difficulties before taking those matters to the Commission.
25.—FORTNIGHTLY PAY
25.1 The parties agree to the implementation of fortnightly
pays effective within one month of this agreement being registered.
25.2 The company will work with the employees via the
consultative process to ensure as far as practicable a smooth
transition from weekly to fortnightly pays.
25.3 Fortnightly pays will continue to be made by electronic
funds transfer.
25.4 Fortnightly pays will be payments in arrears for the
time worked (both ordinary and overtime hours) in the preceding 2 week period.
26.—SICK LEAVE
26.1 An employee shall advise the employer as early as is
reasonably practicable but at least prior to the start of their
shift of his/her inability to attend work, the nature of his/her
absence or injury and the estimated duration of the absence.
26.2 Where compliance with clause 26.1 is not practicable
then the notification of absence due to sickness is to be given
no later than two hours after normal start time.
Where, as a consequence of extraordinary circumstances,
advice is not practicable within two hours of the normal start
time, then advice to the employer must occur within 24 hours
of the commencement of the absence.
26.3 Medical certification or a statutory declaration must be
provided to the employer for all absences (paid or unpaid)
with the exception of the two absences of two days or less in
any year of service where absence(s) from work do not need
to be supported by the above certification.
26.4 Reporting of absences must be undertaken in accordance with the commonly followed practices and procedures
within the Balcatta operation and which are reviewed and
modified as required in consultation with the Enterprise Consultative Committee.
27.—WORK BY MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION
27.1 In order to promote teamwork, flexibility and to assist
with the continuity of operations Supervisors may perform
direct production or warehouse duties as and when required
without notice, including providing relief during breaks, short
absences from work areas, emergencies etc.
27.2 Managers may, in a restricted manner, also undertake
direct production or warehouse duties as described in clause
27.1.
28. – RATES OF PAY
28.1 Subject to registration of this Agreement by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, employees
shall receive the following rates of pay—

Level I
Level II
Level III
Level IV

Current

1.9.98–31.1.99 1.2.99–1.8.2000
4% increase
4% increase

$433.94/wk
$11.4195/hr
$452.37/wk
$11.9045/hr
$463.29/wk
$12.1918/hr
$468.92/wk
$12.3399/hr

$451.30/wk
$11.8763/hr
$470.47/wk
$12.3807/hr
$481.82/wk
$12.6795/hr
$487.67/wk
$12.8335/hr

$469.35/wk
$12.3514/hr
$489.28/wk
$12.8759/hr
$501.09/wk
$13.1867/hr
$507.18/wk
$13.3468/hr

For the period 1st September 1998 to 31st January 1999 a one
off Commencement Payment will be paid. This payment will
be based on a 4% increase applicable for that period and paid
on all purposes of the award for the above period. The payment will be made as soon as practicable following registration.
28.2 In addition to the above rates, an employee who has
been designated by the company as a leading hand shall receive level IV plus leading hand allowance, as per the Award.
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29.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
There shall be no extra claims for the life of this agreement.
App 1 Page 1 of 2
APPENDIX 1
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE GUIDELINES
GENERAL:
These guidelines have been produced to assist in creating a
stable and co-operative environment within the Company. It
is not the objective of the parties to this Agreement that the
Committees usurp the function and responsibility of Management or Union.
ADMINISTRATION:
1. The Committees shall meet on a regular basis with
the chair alternating between Management and shop
floor representatives.
2. Committee members shall hold office for a period of
twelve months, with no limitations on the number of
terms.
3. The agenda shall be drafted and circulated to all Committee members ideally three days before the due
meeting date, which shall be established by the previous meeting. All Committee members shall have
the right to submit matters for the agenda. The agenda
shall be prepared by Management in consultation
with one nominated employee representative. The
first item on the agenda shall be to confirm the accuracy of the minutes of the previous meeting.
4. Agendas and minutes of meetings will be circulated
without delay. A nominated employee representative
from the Consultative Committee will be given a draft
copy of the meeting minutes, to proof. That employee
representative will report back to the Secretary of
the Committee any amendments/additions within
forty-eight hours of receipt of draft minutes. Minutes from the Consultative Committee meetings will
be posted on notice-boards.
FUNCTION & SCOPE:
The function and scope of the consultative process will include the following—
1. To increase understanding of the Company’s objectives and plans and to promote a more co-operative
approach to resolving operational problems of the
Balcatta operation.
2. To obtain and discuss the views and concerns of the
employees.
3. To discuss Management proposals and the effects of
proposed changes on employees.
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4. To identify problems and work co-operatively to develop solutions in all areas of the Company’s
operations.
5. To provide and discuss information and reports to
Management on particular areas of the Company’s
operations including aspects such as;
• The Berri Ltd (Balcatta Plant) Enterprise
Agreement 1999
• Progress and performance issues as per regular KPI reviews
• Review of OHS performance, matters and
concerns
• Work practices and performance
• Other matters of concern to Management or
employees.
6. To review progress and issues to do with the development of a team based organisation structure.
7. Overseeing the establishment of a team based structure through workgroups. This does not mean the
Consultative Committee will be physically involved
within each team. The Consultative Committee
will—
• Be informed of the progress of teams;
• Assist teams in meeting their objectives;
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• Ensure that problems encountered by a team
are known to other teams so as not to reproduce the same problems; and
• Ensure such teams do not become insulated
within their own areas and understand how
they relate to overall Company objectives.
8. To promote improved employee relations through
consultation and discussion.
9. Establish and oversee a Sub-Committee which will
facilitate the development and implementation of a
competency based classification during the life of
this Agreement.
10. To oversee the development and subsequent progress
with a Competency Based training programme which
is consistent with the needs of employees and the
Company.
11. To review, monitor and advise management and employees on the on-going effectiveness of the training.
12. To assess, evaluate and report on the development
of annualised salary concepts. Implementation of
such would then be negotiated between the parties.
13. To discuss the Company’s plans and objectives and
to disseminate information to employees as appropriate.
14. The parties to this Agreement accept that certain information could be considered as commercially
sensitive. Every effort will be made by the parties to
this agreement to respect such considerations of confidentiality while making available as much
information as possible.
15. Evaluate the effectiveness of these guidelines and
the operation of the consultative process, so that it
remains relevant to the requirements of the Company and employees.
App 2 page 1 of 5
APPENDIX 2
COUNSELLING & DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
Introduction
The principal objective of this procedure is to improve and
then maintain the performance standards of employees rather
than to punish them.
No formal action will be taken concerning an employee without an investigation to establish the facts. This will also apply
before making written or verbal warnings. “Formal action”
includes final written warning and dismissal with or without
notice.
An integral part of the Discipline/Dismissals Procedure is a
SYSTEM of WARNINGS. The employee will always be given
an opportunity to state their case in the course of an investigation and may, if he/she wishes, be accompanied by his/her
Union Representative or another Company Colleague on any
such occasion and at any stage in this procedure.
The employee will always be informed of the outcome of an
investigation. Any decision to take formal action will be conveyed to him/her in writing.
An appropriate management representative (or the Human
Resources Manager) must be advised of any impending counselling/disciplinary action to ensure that the correct procedure
is used and to monitor/advise on all documentation.
Counselling (Stage One)
Involves the Supervisor, or Manager, talking to an employee about their performance. This should be used to
address ordinary day-to-day incidences involving minor
infringements or unsatisfactory performance. Poor timekeeping and erratic attendance are examples of
unsatisfactory performance. The following steps or considerations are usually involved in counselling.
• Explanation of why the employee is being counselled;
• Explanation of behaviour or performance standard
expected; and
• Action/assistance identified, where appropriate.
The objective of Counselling is to ensure that the employee is given the opportunity to give reasons for their
unsatisfactory performance. If the problem is resolved,
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no further action is required. However, if the employee
does not respond to the first counselling, within an appropriate period, the procedure should be repeated or if
there is some improvement but the problem is not resolved,
further counselling may also be required. If there has been
no improvement, disciplinary action, in the form of a formal verbal warning (Stage Two), will be issued.
App 2 page 2 of 5
A brief file note of these discussions must be retained by
the Manager/Supervisor/Team Leader.
If the employee is not satisfied with the counselling procedure, he/she can raise it through the Dispute Procedure
(Clause 24).
Formal Verbal Warning (Stage Two)
The employee will again be counselled but in a more formal manner. The aim is to improve the performance of
the employee not to punish.
Previous discussions, where conducted, should be reviewed. Reasons should be sought as to why work
performance has not improved since counselling.
Depending upon the nature of the neglect of duty, or misconduct, an employee can be given a verbal warning
without counselling.
The employee is informed that such misconduct or neglect of duty could ultimately lead to dismissal. It will be
made clear to the employee that the Verbal Warning is
recorded in the employee’s Personnel File. The warning
will be given in the presence of another employee chosen
by the employee or the employee’s Shop Steward.
The appropriate “Employee Counselling Report” must be
completed by the Manager/Supervisor/Team Leader.
At the conclusion of the Formal Verbal Warning process,
specific action should be agreed, so as to bridge the gap
between the present unsatisfactory performance and the
standard required, with a review date set in the immediate future (preferably within four to six weeks).
The verbal warning will remain in the employee’s Personnel File for no more than thirteen months but will not
be used after six months of the date of the warning for the
purposes of deciding further disciplinary action until consultation and discussion has occurred between the
company and an appropriate shop steward.
Formal Written Warning (Stage Three)
The Formal Written Warning will inform the employee
of the Company’s intention to institute termination proceedings if no improvement is evident. The employee’s
Shop Steward must be in attendance at the interview and
is to be notified of the intention to proceed with the issuing of a formal written warning.
The “Employee Counselling Report” must be completed
by the Manager/Supervisor/Team Leader.
The written warning will remain in the employee’s Personnel File for thirteen months but will not be used after
six months of the date of the warning for the purposes of
deciding further disciplinary action until consultation and
discussion has occurred between the company and an
appropriate union official.
App 2 page 3 of 5
Should there be a recurrence of unsatisfactory performance, by an employee, after the expiration of the six
months probationary period, then discussions will be conducted with that employee, the employee’s Shop Steward
and Management. These discussions will be undertaken
so that the employee and union can present their views as
to why the previous counselling reports should not be used.
Management will then determine whether past counselling reports will be used as part of the counselling process.
Dismissal (Stage Four)
The termination interview must be conducted in the presence of a Senior Manager. The interview must establish
the circumstances/issues and provide the employee with
every opportunity to provide a full explanation.
The employee’s Shop Steward must be in attendance during the entire interview involving the employee.
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Subject to a careful investigation of all the facts and after
the employee has had the opportunity to offer an explanation it will be open to the company to DISMISS the
employee either with or without notice.
The reason for termination must be communicated in writing to the employee that is dismissed.
All monies, up to the time of dismissal, and outstanding
accruals are to be paid to the employee, at the time of
dismissal by cheque.
All company property, keys, tools etc) are to be collected
from the employee. Employees, who are dismissed, must
be escorted from the premises.
BERRI LTD
EMPLOYEE COUNSELLING REPORT
This form is to be used by Team Leaders/Supervisors/Managers to formally report and record counselling of an employee.
Employees are to be offered the opportunity to have a nominated representative/witness present.
COUNSELLING STAGE: SECOND / THIRD
EMPLOYEE:....................................CLOCK NO: ...........
REPRESENTATIVE/WITNESS OFFERED:
ACCEPTED/DECLINED
NAM E OF REPRESENTATIVE/WITNESS:....................
............................................................................................
TIME AND DATE OF COUNSELLING: ……………. am/
pm…….. / ………. / ……..
INTERVIEWED ATTENDED BY: ....................................
..............................................................................................
DETAILS OF ISSUE/INCIDENT: ....................................
...........................................................................................
............................................................................................
...........................................................................................
KEY MATTERS DISCUSSED DURING COUNSELLING:.....................................................................................
.............................................................................................
............................................................................................
ACTION REQUIRED: ......................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
NEXT REVIEW DATE: ........../........../..........
EMPLOYEE’S RESPONSE/COMMENTS: .....................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
.......................................
........../....../.......
Team Leader/
Date
Manager Signature
.......................................
........../....../.......
Employee’s Signature
Date
.......................................
........../....../.......
Witness’s Signature
Date
• ORIGINAL to be retained on the employee’s Personnel file
• COPY retained by Team Leader/Supervisor/Manager
• COPY to Employee
• COPY to Employee Representative
SCHEDULE A
SKILL LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS
Level I
Performing at least one of the following functions—
• Stacking cartons;
• Feed bottles;
• Cleaner
Level II
• Forklift driving;
• Order picking;
• Portion pack filler operator
• Cask filler operator
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Level III
• Filler operator;
• Labeller operator (carb line);
• Receiving staff
Level IV
• Mixers;
• Despatch clerk;
• Filler operator (carb line)
SCHEDULE B
SIGNATORIES
Signed (Simon Todd)
Date: 5.2.99 .
SIMON TODD
Manufacturing Manager
For and on behalf of:
Berri Ltd
Common seal
Signed (Helen Creed)
Date : 5.2.99 .
HELEN CREED
Secretary
Australia Liquor, Hospitality & Miscellaneous Workers’
Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, WA Branch.

BHP TRANSPORT PTY LTD KWINANA BULK
MATERIALS HANDLING ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 83 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch
and
BHP Transport Pty Ltd.
No. AG 83 of 1998.
BHP Transport Pty Ltd Kwinana Bulk Materials Handling
Enterprise Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
15 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Ferguson on behalf of the Applicant,
Mr G Sturman on behalf of The Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers
Western Australian Branch, Mr J Fiala on behalf of the
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering Electrical Division WA Branch and Mr J Uphill
on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the BHP Transport Pty Ltd Kwinana Bulk Materials Handling Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998
in the terms of the following schedule be registered on
the 6th day of October 1998.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
BHP TRANSPORT PTY LTD
KWINANA BULK MATERIALS HANDLING
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the BHP Transport Pty
Ltd Kwinana Bulk Materials Handling Enterprise Agreement
1998.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Definitions
Area, Incidence and Duration
Objectives
Occupational Health and Safety
Communication and Consultation
Quality Assurance
Commitment to Training
Classification Structure
Conditions of Employment
Rosters
Team Work
Cross Skilling/Flexibility
Redundancy
Rates of Pay
Time and Payment of Wages
Business Performance Incentive Scheme
Annualised Salaries
New Parent Award
Protective and Industrial Clothing
Sick Leave
Procedure for Resolving Claims, Issues and Disputes
No Extra Claims
Re-negotiation of Agreement

3.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement—
“Company” shall mean The Broken Hill Proprietary
Company Limited at Kwinana, operated and managed by
BHP Transport Pty Ltd.
“Union” shall mean the Transport Workers’ Union,
Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union, Communications Electrical and Plumbing Union.
“Union Official” shall mean a duly accredited representative of the Transport Workers’ Union, Australian
Manufacturing Workers’ Union, Communications Electrical and Plumbing Union.
“Employee Representative” shall mean an elected representative and notified from the Union to the Company
as being the recognised accredited representative of the
Union.
“Casual Employee” shall mean personnel on hourly hire.
This includes, but is not limited to, personnel from a labour hire firm.
4.—AREA, INCIDENCE AND DURATION
4.1. This Agreement shall apply to employees employed by
The Broken Hill Proprietary Company Ltd (the Company) at
BHP Transport Pty Ltd Kwinana, in the classifications set out
in Clause 10 and the Transport Workers’ Union, Australian
Manufacturing Workers’ Union, Communications Electrical
and Plumbing Union (the Union) whether or not such employees are members or not of the Union. Currently, Kwinana Bulk
Materials Handling employees covered by this agreement
number twenty-three (23)
4.2. This Agreement shall take effect from the beginning of
the first pay period to commence on or after the 16 February
1998 and shall remain in force for a period of 18 months.
4.3. The terms and conditions of this agreement shall be read
and interpreted in conjunction with The Iron & Steel Industry
Workers’ (BHP Steel International—Rod and Bar Division)
Award No 1 of 1968, as amended and consolidated or as replaced, provided that where there is any inconsistency, this
agreement shall take precedence to the extent of any inconsistency.
5.—OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the management and the employees at Kwinana is to provide a quality transport and bulk
materials handling service that is responsive to and satisfies
the requirements of customers and is characterised by its safety,
reliability, flexibility, quality and cost effectiveness, thereby
enhancing its ability to successfully operate in a competitive
market.
This Agreement is intended to facilitate the creation of a
work environment which will encourage and support a skilled
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and committed workforce where teamwork, cooperation, flexibility, effective work arrangements and employee development
are priorities in achieving the business objectives.
The parties recognise the importance of monitoring the effectiveness of the Agreement and will consult each other on
the operation of the Agreement. Consultation between parties
will occur prior to any change in arrangements that may apply
from time to time which are outside the scope of this agreement or the parent award.
Kwinana is operating within a context of increased competition for a limited amount of business. In order to position the
business for future growth there is a need for continual change
and improvement in the way we operate. Everyone has a contribution to make which will help build our future.
All parties are committed to building the basis for future
business growth at Kwinana. This is best achieved by working cooperatively towards joint goals. Continual improvement
and change in both management and work practices is essential to ensuring the future of the operation. This document is
intended to facilitate the ability to adapt to that change and
will not be used by either party to impede change. All parties
agree to operate within the spirit of this agreement and to build
upon the foundation of cooperation that has been set.
6.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
All parties are committed to continually improving safety
standards and will actively participate in encourage the development and maintenance of these standards.
All operations at Kwinana will be conducted in accordance
with the Occupational Health and Safety policies of the Company and the relevant statutory requirements (Occupational
Safety and Health Act, 1984, Mines Safety & Inspection Act,
1994). Development and implementation of ‘work site’ safe
working practices will be by consultation with management,
employees and appropriate technical advisers.
Occupational Health and Safety Committees will continue,
with composition being in accordance with the Occupational
Safety and Health Act, 1984 and comprising representatives
of both management and employees. Minutes of each meeting
shall be kept, agreed and where appropriate, circulated to employees. Each and every employee is encouraged to raise
through any Committee member or any staff member, any issues relating to safety.
A condition of employment shall be that all employees shall
wear the designated safety clothing and equipment when in
the workplace.
7.—COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
Effective communication and consultation is essential in
promoting a successful operation. Consultation provides employees with an opportunity to input into the decision making
process before the Company decides on action affecting its
employees. Focus groups will facilitate the involvement of
employees in decisions involving the work teams. All parties
commit to continue Focus Groups as a mechanism for consultation and communication. Focus groups are intended to
improve the way we work together and how we do our work.
8.—QUALITY ASSURANCE
Employees are encouraged participate in the implementation of quality assurance consistent with the Company’s
commitment of involving employees in developing customer
focussed quality management systems.
The Company and the employees recognise the importance
of and are committed to, ensuring the quality of services they
provide to the customers. To achieve this, it is essential that
responsibilities of individuals are structured so that all work
requirements are properly defined, communicated, carried out
and verified.
9.—COMMITMENT TO TRAINING
The Company and the employees recognise that in order to
increase the efficiency, productivity and competitiveness of
Kwinana a genuine commitment to training and skill development is required. This commitment is shared with the Company
being obliged to provide equitable training opportunities and
employees being required to participate in the training and
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apply the skills acquired on the job. Accordingly, the parties
are committed to—
(a) developing a suitably qualified skilled and flexible
workforce;
(b) providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire additional
skills; and
(c) removing barriers to allow the effective utilisation
of skills required.
All parties agree to participate in a review of the current
training program to ensure it is consistent with the current and
future needs of the operations.
10.—CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE
The current classification structure remains unchanged for
Operators Level 1 to 6 and Trades Level 1 to 4. A Team Leader
position has been added and the Position Description is attached, as Appendix I, to this document.
The parties agree to periodically review the classification
structure for relevance and currency. Any changes in the classification structure will be done in consultation between the
Company and relevant employees.
Flexibilities agreed to in this and previous agreements are
incorporated as part the classification structure.
11.—CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
11.1. A casual employee is an employee who is engaged and
paid as such. A casual employee shall not be entitled to the
following—
Public Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Sick Leave
Jury Service Pay
Parental Leave
nor shall a casual employee be entitled to any payment for a
holiday, unless the casual employee works on the holiday.
11.2. A person employed on a fixed term contract is one
engaged and paid as such. A person on a fixed term contract
will be eligible on a pro-rata basis relating to the length of
period worked to the same conditions as a permanent employee
and will, at the end of the fixed term be paid all monies owing
in relation to pro-rata annual leave entitlements.
11.3. The Company may direct any employee to carry out
such duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skill,
competence and training consistent with the provisions of this
Agreement and the parent award (where applicable).
11.4. Any employee will participate in training and where
appropriate gain accreditation in relevant work skills and
knowledge to become a flexible member of the work team. An
employee will utilise these skills where their duties require
and the only limitations on the use of their skills will be whether
or not it is safe for the employee to perform those duties.
11.5. An employee will utilise, as considered necessary and
as directed by the Company, industrial and protective clothing. The wearing of protective clothing (PPE) is necessary to
minimise risks to employee health. The Company has a duty
of care to ensure the provision of PPE, as does the employee
to wear PPE provided. Recommended standards of dress are
set by the Company and various legislative bodies and must
be adhered to.
11.6. An employee will comply with Kwinana’s safety procedures or as prescribed by Government regulation.
11.7. Any direction issued by the Company pursuant to the
provisions of this Clause will be consistent with the Company’s policies and procedures and in accordance with the
Company’s responsibility to provide a safe and healthy work
environment.
11.8. In emergency circumstances employees will safely
perform any duties required to prevent injury or to mitigate
loss/damage of plant and equipment.
11.9. An employee, for the purpose of meeting the operational requirements of Kwinana site, will work such reasonable
overtime as required by the Company.
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12.—ROSTERS
12.1. Any roster arrangement must satisfy Company operational requirements. In this context operational requirements
include day to day operations, maintenance, clean up, meetings, safety/emergency drills and any other such duties as may
be required.
12.2. Operation of roster—
12.2.1. There will be four (4), two person crews consisting of operators and electricians with casual
employees to suit operational requirements.
12.2.2. There will be three (3) fitters that work with
these crews in order to fulfil operational needs.
They will not be assigned to particular crews.
12.2.3. Ordinary hours for operators, electricians and
fitters shall be 38 per week paid at 7.6 hours
ordinary time per day, Monday to Friday. The
current roster anticipates that employees will
work 40 hours per week.
12.2.4. Operators and electricians will operate under
a five (5) day, eight (8) hour shift roster will
operate from Monday to Friday each week.
These employees will be on weekly rotations
within the roster of Day, Afternoon and Irregular shift.
12.2.5. Operators and electricians rostered on the Irregular shift will work on day shift but may
swing onto night shift with 24 hours notice,
with no additional payment. When employees
are rostered on the Irregular they will be paid
as if they were on night shift, regardless of
which shift they work.
12.2.6. Fitters will operate under a five (5) day, eight
(8) hour shift roster will operate from Monday to Friday each week. Fitters will be
rostered on weekly rotations of Day, Afternoon/Irregular and Night/Irregular shift.
12.2.7. Fitters rostered on Afternoon/Irregular and
Night/Irregular will work on day shift but may
swing onto afternoon or night shift with 24
hours notice, with no additional payment.
When employees are rostered on the Irregular
they will be paid as if they were on afternoon
or night shift, regardless of which shift they
work.
12.2.8. For operators, fitters and electricians normal
shift start times for day, afternoon and night
shift will be 6 am, 2 pm and 10 pm respectively. Night shift commencing on Sunday
night shall be designated as the Monday night
shift.
12.2.9. Employees will work in accordance with the
roster and operational requirements as determined by the Company.
12.2.10. Should an employee be required to work
through their Irregular shift, either afternoon
or night shift, they will continue to work the
shift pattern (Monday to Friday) as long as
operations require. Employees who work Afternoon or Night shift in such circumstances
will rotate the shift originally set out in the
roster as required, with a minimum of a 10
hour break, in order to meet operational requirements.
12.2.11. Not withstanding clauses 12.2.5 and 12.2.7,
in the event that the operation of the roster results in employees working less than five
consecutive afternoon or night shifts no overtime or penalty payment will apply.
12.2.12. Employees of the same skill level may elect
to swap shifts between themselves. Such arrangements will not attract any additional
payments and must not affect the operation of
the roster.
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12.2.13. Should an employee be absent for a rostered
shift, the remainder of the shift crew will continue to work. If required, the company will
arrange a relief crew member as soon as is
practicable.
12.2.14. In the event of circumstances referred to in
12.2.13 where coverage is needed for the operation, the Company may require a member
from previous crew to work back for a minimum period of two hours to allow time to find
appropriate relief personnel. Should an employee genuinely be unable to work back in
these circumstances, the Company shall not
pursue the issue further. No additional payments or penalties shall apply for the
expectation that an employee may be required
to work back.
12.2.15. Additional employees required for operational
overtime shall be secured in the most efficient
manner available, which will include use of
casual employees (as defined in Clause 3 of
this agreement). Permanent employees will be
offered the opportunity to work overtime on
an equitable basis, skills permitting, and in line
with BHPT ALS safe working hours guidelines.
12.2.16. During operational periods, where weekend
overtime is required, the following shall apply—
- During unloading, BMH fitters picked
up for weekend overtime will work as
per current operations.
- During loading, the opportunity to
work overtime will be available to one
permanent BMH employee from each
category, on a skills based assessment,
prior to utilising casuals. Fitters’ will
perform duties as required and not limited to relief work. The intent of this
arrangement is to provide equitable
opportunity for operators and trades to
work weekend overtime.
- The Company reserves the right to
choose between utilising casual employees and double shifts for BMH
employees.
- The availability of weekend overtime
will be on the basis that it will not interfere with the normal operation of the
roster or result in the payment of additional penalty rates.
12.2.17. A maximum of one (1) operator, one (1) fitter/
mechanic and one (1) electrician may be absent on annual leave or long service leave at
any one time. Where special circumstances
arise the Company will give consideration to
the granting of leave on a case by case basis.
13.—TEAMWORK
13.1. The intent of team work is to facilitate the development of a skilled and committed workforce by developing
employee skills, knowledge, responsibilities and increasing
job satisfaction.
13.2. There will be four (4) teams consisting of one (1) operator and one (1) electrician. Fitters will work with teams in
order to meet operational requirements.
13.3. Teams will ensure that work is carried out in an efficient and practical manner.
13.4. Teams will be required to operate such that, at a minimum, current productivity levels will be maintained.
13.5. Criteria of work to be done during a shift will be set by
the Production Coordinator. The Production Coordinator will
determine what is to be done, set priorities and monitor the
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quality of the work. In this context Production Coordinator
includes—
(a) any employee with authority higher than that of the
Production Coordinator.
(b) any employee acting as the Production Coordinator
deputy in the absence of the Production Coordinator.
13.6. How the set tasks are achieved will be determined by
the team. The team is required to work in a safe manner, within
Company and legislative guidelines.
13.7. Each crew shall have a designated Team Leader, the
Team Leader will ensure that the operations work effectively.
One Team Leader per shift will be paid an additional rate of,
6% of the Level 6 operator rate per shift, for this additional
responsibility. On any shift there shall be only one nominated
Team Leader, who, where possible, shall be a designated Team
Leader who would normally be working that shift. (See attached Appendix regarding position description of Team
Leaders).
13.8. The Team Leader function is key to the successful operation of this agreement. The employees and unions party to
this agreement commit to ensuring that sufficient suitable
employees are willing to perform Team Leader duties.
13.9. The Company is committed to providing appropriate
training and support to the teams in order to assist employees
make the transition to the new working arrangements. The
Parties recognise that the concept of Teams and Team Leaders
are new to the site and arrangements may need to be reviewed
and varied as required.
13.10. The Company has the discretion to determine that a
particular employee is unsuitable to act as Team Leader.
13.11. In the event of a situation, which is beyond the normal scope of the team, decisions are to be referred to the
Production Coordinator (as defined in 13.5).
14.—CROSS SKILLING/FLEXIBILITY
14.1. All employees are required to cross-skill as set out
below—
14.1.1. Total cross skilling of operators and drivers
14.1.2. Trades persons to operate control room for
relief purposes and on an overtime basis when
operators not available.
14.1.3. Trades persons to drive front end loaders and
other mobile equipment on a relief basis
14.1.4. Non trades and electricians to change idlers,
perform brush or scraper adjustments, carry
out skirt maintenance, removal/installation of
flexible chutes
14.1.5. Staff to reset trips/vibros
14.1.6. Trades person to drive crane for up to 3 hours
14.2. The Company and employees commit to undertake the
following training, and to apply the acquired skills at work—
14.2.1. Rigging tickets for non trades and electrical
trades
14.2.2. Scaffolding tickets optional for both non trades
and trades
14.2.3. R class electrical licence for mechanical trades
14.2.4. Oxy cutting and welding for non trades and
electrical trades
14.2.5. Crane drives tickets for both non trades and
trades
14.3. Parties agree that staff may perform operational duties
in emergency circumstances or where it is impractical to do
otherwise. This is not intended to replace operational jobs,
rather to support the flexibilities agreed to between the parties. Accordingly, staff will not be used to meet operational
requirements in the following circumstances—
14.3.1 During periods of industrial action
14.3.2 To provide full shift relief for a wages employee
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14.3.3 Where a wages employee is reasonably available to do such work (including, but not
restricted to, instances in which an employee
does not have to be removed from another job;
is in the vicinity of the work; is capable of
performing such work).
14.4. In order to improve operational efficiency, all authorised and appropriately trained personnel (including staff) can
perform the duty of racking in and out of electrical equipment
on modified switch gear similar but not limited to the type
currently installed on the stacker/reclaimer.
14.5. The parties to this agreement agree to TiWest or their
nominated contractors loading out Zircon tankers and Synthetic Rutile from the TiWest Sheds, in addition to operating
receivals by rail. This operation shall be in respect of TiWest
product or TiWest customers only and does not include loading out to ships.
14.6. The parties to this agreement also agree, in the event
that a customer requires to make their own arrangements to
load or unload product, that the parties will hold discussions
prior to implementing any such arrangements.
14.7. All task manning levels will be removed. Teams will
allocate labour to tasks in a practical, efficient and safe manner.
14.8. Casual employees will be used as required, and in particular for the provision of leave/training relief for employees.
In this context a casual employee is as defined in clause 3
‘Definitions’.
14.9. Vehicle maintenance personnel numbers will be reduced to three (3). Where practicable vehicle maintenance
personnel will be utilised as reliefs for mechanical trades.
15.—REDUNDANCY
The arrangements outlined in Clause 12.2.1 of this agreement anticipate reductions in labour numbers. A voluntary
redundancy program will be used in the first instance to effect
the agreed labour levels. Those employees who express an
interest to their Superintendent in taking a redundancy package will be subject to an objective assessment of their skills
and past performance prior to the Company choosing to accept or reject their application.
16.—RATES OF PAY
The parties agree to increase the current base rates of pay by
6 % (which includes tool allowance for trades). Rates are set
out in Schedule I attached.
The parties agree to increase shift allowance to 15% of the
Level 6 Operator rate.
The parties also agree that casual employees shall paid a
rate equivalent to the BHP Transport Classification that applies to the duties they perform.
Where an employee from a labour hire firm does not accrue
entitlements to annual leave, long service leave and sick leave,
then a loading of 20% shall be applied to the rate determined
above.
17.—TIME AND PAYMENT OF WAGES
Current arrangements will continue as set out in Clause 4,
Payment of Wages, of the parent award.
Payments under the Bonus Payment Incentive Scheme will
be paid directly into employees primary nominated bank account.
18.—BUSINESS PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE
SCHEME
The parties agree to jointly review the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) for Bulk Materials Handling within six
months of signing of this agreement. The parties make a commitment that a portion of the Bonus Performance Incentive
Scheme payment will be dependent upon team performance.
19.—ANNUALISED SALARIES
During the term of this agreement, the parties agree to investigate the potential for the introduction of annualised salaries
for Kwinana Bulk Materials Handling.
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The parties will seek to agree on the most appropriate method
by which this issue should be progressed.
No party is committed to accept the introduction of
annualised salaries where, following a proper investigation,
adoption of such arrangements are deemed unsuitable or inappropriate for Kwinana Bulk Materials Handling.
20.—NEW PARENT AWARD
The Parties to this agreement agree to develop a new award,
which truly reflects the identity of BHP Transport’s Kwinana
operations. The parties commit to having a working draft completed by the end of December 1998.

23.5.

23.6.

23.7.
21.—PROTECTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL CLOTHING
All parties will adhere to the minimum standard of dress for
the site. For operational employees the current Minimum standard of dress is—
21.1 Safety helmets (white)—to be worn at all times other
than in offices, vehicle cabs, control rooms and lunch
rooms.
21.2 Safety glasses—to be worn at all times other than in
offices, vehicle cabs, control rooms and lunch rooms.
21.3 Safety footwear—steel capped footwear.
22.—SICK LEAVE
22.1 Employees are entitled to 10 days leave per year on the
grounds of personal ill health.
22.2 A Medical Certificate is required for all absences in
excess of one day. Employees will be entitled to four (4) single day absences in any one year without a Medical Certificate.
Employees will be required to supply a Medical Certificate
for all absences once they have had four (4) single day absences without a Medical Certificate.
22.3 The employee will notify the Company if unable to
work prior to the commencement of the shift for which they
will be absent—
- of the reason for the absence; and
- the anticipated duration of the absence.
For this purpose, notification to the Company means to the
appropriate Supervisor, Superintendent or Manager, or in their
absence Security personnel.
22.4 If the nature or sudden onset of the sickness makes it
impracticable to give notice before the commencement of the
shift for which the employee will be absent, the notice is validly given if given as soon as practicable and not later than 24
hours after the shift for which they were absent.
23.—PROCEDURE FOR RESOLVING CLAIMS, ISSUES
AND DISPUTES
To facilitate the remedying of any grievance of the settlement of any dispute the following procedure shall apply,
namely—
23.1. The worker concerned shall first refer the grievance
to his foreman or immediate superiors.
23.2. The shop steward may discuss with the foreman any
grievance affecting the workers he represents and, if
the matter is not satisfactorily resolved, he may discuss the matter with the Industrial Officer or other
officer nominated by the employer to deal with such
matters on site.
23.3. The Industrial Officer of other officer referred to in
paragraph 1.2 of this sub-clause shall, within forty
eight hours of discussing a grievance with a shop
steward, advise him of the employer’s decision of
the matter. Provided that where, owing to the nature
of the grievance, the Industrial Officer or other officer and shop steward agree that a longer period than
forty eight hours is necessary for a decision to be
made, the employer’s decision shall be conveyed to
the shop steward within the agreed time.
23.4. If the matter is not resolved by the foregoing discussions the shop steward shall notify the appropriate

23.8.
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full time official of his union and shall thenceforth
leave the conduct of negotiations in the hands of the
union.
Where a matter has been referred to the union by the
shop steward the union shall promptly take all steps
necessary under its rules and under the relevant applicable statutes for resolution of the matter.
A shop steward shall not leave his/her place of work
to investigate any matter or discuss any matter with
the employer’s representative unless on each occasion he/she first obtains permission to do so from
his/her foreman or supervisor.
A shop steward shall not during working hours call
or hold any meeting of any workers concerned with
any grievance or dispute. Work shall be continued
normally at the instructions of the employer and there
shall be no ban or limitation imposed whilst the above
procedure is being carried out.
The procedures referred to in subclauses in this clause
shall provide for the persons involved in the question, dispute or difficulty to confer among themselves
and make reasonable attempts to resolve questions,
disputes or difficulties before taking those matters
to the Commission.

24.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
It is a term of this Agreement that no further claims will be
made by the employees or their union to vary the terms of this
Agreement during its term of operation.
25.—RE-NEGOTIATION OF AGREEMENT
The parties will commence re-negotiation of the terms of
this Agreement three (3) months prior to the end of its term (as
specified in clause 4.2).
Signed for and on behalf of the
TRANSPORT WORKERS’ UNION OF AUSTRALIA,
INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH
..................Signed..................
Common Seal
Signed for and on behalf of the
THE AUTOMOTIVE FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING,
PRINTING AND KINDRED INDUSTRIES UNION—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH
..................Signed..................
Common Seal
Signed for and on behalf of the
COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC,
ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, PLUMBING AND
ALLIED SERVICES UNION OF AUSTRALIA (WA
BRANCH)
..................Signed..................
Common Seal
on the 8th day of May 1998
Signed for and on behalf of
BHP TRANSPORT PTY LTD (KWINANA)
..................Signed..................
Common Seal
on the 15 day of May 1998
in the presence of
..................Signed..................
SCHEDULE I
KWINANA BULK MATERIALS HANDLING
WAGE RATES FOR PURPOSE OF ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING
Rates to apply from this agreement—
Operator
Award
Fixed Bonus
Total
Level 6
$516.90
$81.00
$597.90
Level 5
$489.90
$81.00
$570.90
Level 4
$469.50
$81.00
$550.50
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Operator
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Award
$442.40
$415.20
$381.40

Fixed Bonus
$81.00
$81.00
$81.00

Total
$523.40
$496.20
$462.40

Trades
Grade 4
Grade 3
Grade 2
Grade 1

Award
$580.70
$539.80
$499.10
$465.30

Fixed Bonus
$81.00
$81.00
$81.00
$81.00

Total
$661.70
$620.80
$580.10
$546.30

Allowances to apply from this agreement—
Consolidated Allowance
$0.80 Per Hour
Tool Allowance
$11.90 Per Week
Electrical Licence Allowance $14.90 Per Week
Meal Allowance (first)
$6.90
Meal Allowance (second)
$4.70
APPENDIX 1
Companies

BHP Transport
BHP Services
POSITION DESCRIPTION

Identifying Information
Position Title:
Shift Team Leader
Position Department:
Bulk Materials Handling—Operations
Position Location:
Kwinana
Reports To:
Production Coordinator
Incumbent—
Prepared by:
M. Mills
Approved by:
Date—
This document is not intended to be an exhaustive list of
tasks.
The Team Leader will be a working member of the team
who will perform duties as required by their classification.
SECTION 1—OVERALL PURPOSE/POSITION SUMMARY
The objective in this section is to explain the purpose of
your job or what the overall expected end results are.
a. What is done?
1. Carry out tasks allocated by Operations Co-ordinator.
2. Review procedures and work instructions for quality control.
3. Clean up systems as per work instructions.
4. Discuss labour requirements with Operations Coordinator and make operational decisions.
5. Arrange setting up of machinery and operations.
6. Ensure safety checks prior to operating machines and
conveyors are done—(replace all guards after cleaning, stairways are clear, chutes clear).
7. Control room duties— operate and monitor systems
used for load/unload and receival of product, keep
and maintain daily records of each operation (delays, material type, tonnages etc).
8. Encourage safety awareness and assist in accident/
incident investigation.
9. Organise the labour for general duties—lawns, road
and general housekeeping etc.
10. Cross skilling training as per E.B.A.
11. Organise labour to assist maintenance, e.g. rope
changes etc as and when required.
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12. Fill out shift reports and update database records,
risk management, AMMS, fuel recording etc.
13. Liaise with Jetty Supervisor re operational requirements.
14. Liaise with external customers on operational matters/problems.
b. Why is it done?
1. To ensure quality control of product handled to our
customers satisfaction.
2. Some defects/problems could possibly be rectified
by teams before long delays or spillage/contamination occur.
3. To ensure machines work to capacity without any
spillage in the correct place.
4. To ensure a high safety standard and housekeeping
are carried out ensuring that applicable site safety
policies are maintained, e.g. personal protective
equipment use.
5. To ensure a smooth co-ordinated operation of all systems in BMH department have a record of all
operations carried out showing material type, tonnage loaded or discharged, times and reasons for
delays.
6. To ensure same type of accident does not happen in
same way again.
7. To ensure systems are ready for next product received, loaded, discharged avoiding contamination
of customers product.
8. To ensure machines are set up[ at correct stockpile/
shed, avoiding contamination of product and to ensure optimum feed rate of product without spillage.
9. Ensure that maintenance activities are carried out in
conjunction with maintenance/ operations requirements as deemed necessary by supervisors.
SECTION 2—KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
The objective is to understand what is required to fulfil the
purpose of your job.
(Complete the attached table according to the instructions
below)
a) Why is it done?
Again you need to identify why your job exists but in this
section please provide more details.
Please list each of the key areas of responsibilities and
explain why you perform these duties or what the expected end results are—
b) What and How is it done?
To complete the description, please list for each of responsibility what you do to implement the expected end
results and how you achieve them. This section focuses
upon the “activity” of your job.
It is recommended that you list the key areas of responsibility in order of importance or priority as well as
allocating an estimate of the time you currently spend
performing these duties.
c) Measurement Indicators
To assist you and your supervisor in determining whether
these key areas of responsibilities have been achieved you
need to outline measures of accomplishment. These indicators can either be qualitative or quantitative.
d) Importance
Please indicate the importance attached to each of responsibility ie: A, B or C.
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SECTION 2—KEY RESPONSIBILITY AREAS
In the boxes below, list a series of brief statements in each box which describe what you do and how you do it (Major action);
how much time you devote to it (% of Total Job); why you do it (expected end result); and how you can tell whether you have done
it (Ways to Measure Accomplishments). In the left column, rank the statements from most (=1) to least important.
Time Spent
%

Importance

5%

B

10%

B

5%

C

10%

A

20%

B

5%

C

15%

A

Expected End Result
Why is the job done?

Major Actions
What and How do you do it?

To ensure quality control of customers product with no loss due to
contamination and system is ready for next product.
So any problems arising can be rectified by the team before long
delays or spillage/contamination occur.

Clean up procedures and WI’s use
shovels/brooms and wash if required.
Check systems and report by patrolling
system during operation and observing.
Allocating maintenance activities as
required.
To ensure machines work to capacity in/at correct shed/stock pile Operating machines by ensuring machines
with no spillage/contamination.
are set up in position for stockpile/shed and
monitoring the feed rate.
To ensure high standard of safety and housekeeping are
Safety check on machines/conveyors prior to
maintained. Assist in accident investigation when required and
starting by inspection. Replace safety guards
ensure same type of accident does not happen again in same place etc. Check as per WI’s and SOP instructions.
if possible. Review work instructions and safe operating
Participation in O.H.S. and encourage safety
procedures to reflect change.
procedures.
To ensure smooth co-ordinated running of systems in BMH area
Control room duties. Use control room
and have a record of all operation - material type, delays, tonnages computer to start - monitor - stop systems etc.
record information.
To ensure optimum feed rate to ship with no spillage or
Load silica sand/mineral sand ships from
contamination.
BC10 or BC5 hoppers by operating gates or
valves to achieve feed rate required.
Load out to trucks product received by rail, road and sea.
Customer requirements and BHP Sales.

10%

A

Load product to ship received by road and rail.

5%

A

Load product to rail received from ships.

5%

B

5%

C

General fork lift loading from road, rail and train as per
requirements.
Mobile crane. To assist in plant maintenance and off load trucks.

5%

C

Allocate labour for miscellaneous duties: weeding, spreading,
watering, cutting grass, road repairs, painting, clean up areas.
Cross skilling.

SECTION 3—AUTHORITY
What authority levels are allowed for this position. That is,
the right to enforce instructions, delegate responsibility. Please
indicate any quantitative limits that are incorporated in these
decisions, i.e. dollars levels that you can sign for, tonnes moved.
List the action you—
1. Personally authorise; discuss with your supervisor
before authorising or take action, or recommend to
your supervisor.
(1) Personally authorise
- Pass on instructions to other operators
- Check with shift supervisor re: work
to be done and then allocate labour.
- Has the authority to halt and/or correct
a situation to stop a non-conformance
occurring in areas that they have responsibility. Otherwise notify the
relevant responsible person.
(2) Discuss with Supervisor before authorising or
taking action.
- Overall Shift requirements
- Equipment maintenance requirements/
modification
- Any disciplinary action.
- Any major changes to programme
- Customer requests—any variations
from normal
- Any industrial matters
(3) Recommend to Supervisor
- Safety matters/improvements
- Training requirements/improvements
- Work improvements
- E.B.A. initiatives/improvements
- Net work practice/improvements
SECTION 4 —SKILLS
The ability to perform a task to a pre-determined level of
performance (How?)
e.g. (a) Licence/Tickets : “B” Class Licence Driving
(b) Equipment/Plant Operation : Two Way Radio
Operation

Customer requirements as directed by
Operations Co-ordinator.
Customer requirements as directed by
Operations Co-ordinator and BHP Sales.
Customer and departmental requirements.
Departmental Requirements.
General area housekeeping.

Ways to Measure Accomplishments
How you can tell you have done it
Customers satisfaction.
Completed check lists.
Less down time on systems.
Reports/corrective actions.

Spillage/contamination.
Customer survey.
Accident rate/safety record.
KPI’S and LTI’s.
Inspection sheets.

Operations run smooth.
Daily reports.
Fast turn around of ships with less delays. Tonnage
rates.
Cost KPI.
Tonnes handled. No contamination
Performed in accordance with work and safety
procedures.
Tonnes per hour loaded.
No cross contamination.
Record tonnes loaded.
No cross contamination.
Tonnes handled. Rate.
KPI’S
Plant kept in safe condition.
KPI’S and LTI’S
General plant. Less contamination/loss.
Suppress dust. Maintain plant and road surfaces.
Less accidents. KPI’S.

(c) Personal Skills—Team Management
(a) Licence/Tickets
Crane Tickets
“A” Class Licence
“B” Class Licence
Forklift (Industrial grade 2—to 16 tonnes)
Front end loader
(b) Equipment/Plant Operation
All skills (operating) in BMH department (loading/
unloading/receivals)
Control room computer (CITECH program)
Two Way Radio operation
Front End Loader
Mobile Crane
Tip Truck
Bobcat
Chainsaw
Fork lifts
(c) Personal
Interpersonal and Interactive skills
Senior First Aid
Communication Meetings
O.H. and Safety skills
Supervisory skills
Computer skills
SECTION 5—KNOWLEDGE
The understanding of a process to a pre-determined level.
Please classify knowledge which is mandatory or preferable.
e.g. Knowledge of clean up routines for conveyors.
Mandatory
- Experience in clean up of all conveyor systems, as per work instructions and procedures.
- Experience in clean up of all conveyor systems—bulk sheds, BC11 bins as per work
instructions and procedures.
- Control room computer (CITECH program)
- Knowledge of all SOP’s and WI’s.
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- Knowledge of induction.
- Knowledge of safe handling bulk materials
(MSDS sheets)
- Proven skills in man management
- Use of safety equipment
Preferable
- Interpersonal skills
- Communication skills
- Control room computer—CITECH program
- Understanding of SOP’s or WI’s
SECTION 6—OTHER
Please include any other requirements of the job.
Please classify knowledge which is mandatory or preferable.
e.g. Working Conditions
Mandatory
- Work shifts if required
Preferable
- Work overtime to cover shipping program at
weekends when necessary

BUNNINGS FOREST PRODUCTS PTY LTD
(ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1998.
AG 11 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch.
AG 11 of 1999.
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd
(Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
26 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Mr J Uphill as agent on behalf of the applicant
and Mr G Sturman as agent on behalf of the respondent and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998 as filed in the
Commission on 21 January 1999 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
BUNNINGS FOREST PRODUCTS PTY LTD
MANJIMUP ENGINEERING WORKSHOP
(ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) AGREEMENT
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be referred to as the
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope and Parties to this Agreement
Relationship to Parent Awards
Single Bargaining Unit

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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Aims and Objectives of the Agreement
Wages
Agreed Productivity Improvements
Occupational Safety and Health
Uniforms
Protective Clothing
Long Service Leave
Productivity Bonus
Volunteer Emergency Services Work
Future Matters
Counselling Procedure
Redundancy
Terms of Agreement
Further Claims
Not To Be Used As A Precedent
Signatories to Agreement

3.—SCOPE AND PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding on Bunnings
Forest Products Pty Ltd (the “Company”) and the appropriate
employees engaged in or in connection with the Company’s
Manjimup Engineering Workshop.
This Agreement shall also be binding upon the Automotive
Food Metals Engineering Printing and Kindred Industries
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch.
It is accepted that approximately 42 employees will be bound
by this Agreement upon acceptance and registration.
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This Agreement shall be used and interpreted wholly in connection with the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13
of 1965.
Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Award, this Agreement shall take precedence.
5.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
5.1 The employees and the Company have formed a Single
Bargaining Unit in respect to the Manjimup Engineering Workshop.
5.2 The Single Bargaining Unit will by regular conference
ensure that the framework of the Enterprise Agreement is adhered to through the meeting of the Consultative Committee.
6.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
6.1 The purpose of entering into this Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement is to increase the productivity, efficiency and flexibility of the company’s’ Manjimup Engineering Workshop to
ensure Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd remains competitive
within the timber industry.
6.2 This agreement is further intended to enhance the quality of working life of employees through continued progress
on workplace reform and consultation.
6.3 Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd remains committed to
the continual training of all personnel so that their skills base
can be enhanced, and to provide an environment in which these
new skills can be utilised and recognised to the satisfaction of
individual employees.
6.4 Furthermore, the Company recognises the need to improve occupational safety and health for all employees and is
therefore committed to the development and implementation
of safety and health initiatives. This Agreement provides for
the participation of all employees in these initiatives in order
that that Manjimup Engineering Workshop will become a safer
working environment.
7.—WAGES
The wage rates to apply pursuant to this Agreement are as
follows—
7.1 The base pay rate for C10 classification will maintain the same percent margin above the award as per
the October 96 Agreement.
ie. Oct 96 Award for C10 = 441.20
Over Award payment
40.00 = 9.066%
Subsequent pay rates will be 9.066% above the award.
7.2 The timing of the pay amendment will be
7.2.1 At the time of signing the agreement.
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7.2.2 Thereafter a new rate will be determined at
1st March each year and this rate will apply
from 1st pay period after the 1st July.
7.3 Allowances (tool, leading hand etc) will be determined by the Award at 1st March each year and this
rate will apply from 1st pay period after the 1st July.
7.4 The rate may be varied in future by the implementation of further productivity improvements.

8.—AGREED PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
8.1 Flexibility of Hours
The parties agree that working hours need to be arranged
and worked in a manner which provides the greatest flexibility in meeting the continuously changing business environment
of the company.
8.2 Non Smoking
Manjimup Engineering Workshop will become “Non Smoking” apart from agreed designated areas and breaks from the
implementation of this Agreement.
By mutual consent any employee covered by this Agreement will be entitled to attend a course designed to assist them
in stopping smoking. It will be Management’s responsibility
to organise support courses upon request and as appropriate.
8.3 Flexibility of Working Agreements
8.3.1.1 Rostered Days Off (RDO)
It is agreed between the parties that the following flexibility will apply to RDO’s at the
Manjimup Engineering Workshop.
2.2.2.2 Should the need arise then employees will not
unnecessarily withhold their labour on their
expected RDO and will be prepared to work
on such occasions upon reasonable management request, e.g. minimum of 24 hours notice,
employees will not be expected to work their
RDO if they have a bank of 5 days already
owing to them.
2.2.2.3 Should an employee work their RDO then that
RDO will normally be taken at a mutually
agreed future date. Due to work demand Management may decide to offer payment in lieu
of taking the RDO.
2.2.2.4 If the employee elects to be paid for the RDO
he/she will be paid at time & one half for the
8hrs then at normal week day penalty thereafter (1½ for the first 2 hrs in excess of 8hrs &
2x thereafter). This is in addition to the normal pay hours accumulated for the RDO
(6hrs).
2.2.2.5 Employees accept they will work their RDO
should that RDO fall on a day during maintenance shutdown unless otherwise agreed
through management.
8.3.2 Demarcation Issues
The union and employees party to this Agreement accept
that all forms of demarcation must be eliminated from the company’s operations.
It is a condition of this Agreement that any employee can be
required to complete any task providing such duties are within
the limitation of their skill, competence and training.
8.4 Grievance and Dispute Settlement Procedure
8.4.1 The principle of conciliation and direct negotiation shall
be adopted for the purpose of prevention and settlement of all
industrial disputes.
8.4.2 The parties shall take an early and active part in discussions and negotiations aimed at preventing or settling
disputes in accordance with the agreed procedure set out hereunder.
8.4.3 All disputes shall be resolved in the following sequence—
1.1.1.1 Discussions between the employee/s concerned (and/or their representative if required)
and the immediate supervisors.
1.1.1.2 Discussions involving the employee/s concerned, the employee representative and the
employer representatives’.
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1.1.1.3 Discussions involving union representatives
and senior management representatives.
1.1.1.4 If the matter is still not settled it may be referred to the WA Industrial Relations
Commission for resolution.
8.4.4 Until the matter is resolved in accordance with the
above procedure, work shall continue normally. While the
above procedure is being followed no party shall be prejudiced as to the final outcome by the continuation of work in
accordance with this clause unless safety is compromised.
8.4.5 All parties to this Agreement, the employers, their officials, the union and its members, will take all possible action
to settle any dispute within reasonable time. At least 3 days
should be allowed for all stages of discussions to be finalised.
8.4.6 If the matter is still not settled it may be referred to the
WA Industrial Relations Commission for assistance.
8.4.7 This clause shall not prevent any party to a dispute
from making an application to the WA Industrial Relations
Commission.
8.5 Skills Development and Training
8.5.1 The parties to this Agreement are committed to the
development of the skills and the workforce through improved
job design or the introduction of new technology. The aim of
which is to enhance the working environment to develop more
rewarding and satisfying employment for all employees.
8.5.2 All issues affecting the above matters will be considered by the Enterprise Consultative Committee (ECC).
Company representatives on the Committee will be required
to ensure relevant matrix, legend and needs identification forms
are submitted to the ECC meeting for consideration. Employee
representatives on the Committee will be required to facilitate
input from the wider workforce as to the appropriateness of
the Committees deliberations and recommendations. Refer
Additional Information on ECC’s on Attachment “A”.
8.5.3 Where applicable the parties agree that the outcome of
training programmes will need to satisfy as a minimum the
appropriate National Competency Standards.
8.5.4 Where possible all training undertaken as a result of
this sub-clause will be during normal working hours. By consent between the parties, training may be conducted outside
normal working hours, when the employee will be paid Single
Time or equivalent Time Off in Lieu at an agreed time between the parties.
8.5.5 Any direct costs incurred by the employee as a result
of undertaking training, will be met by the company.
8.5.6 The parties agree that where possible ‘in house’ training should be provided by employees with sufficient work
experience and expertise in a particular skill.
8.5.7 Refer Additional Information on Attachment “B”.
8.6 Bereavement Leave
An employee shall be entitled to bereavement leave for a
death in the employee’s immediate family or immediate household. “Immediate family/household” includes: wife, husband,
defacto spouse or partner (including same sex partners), father, mother, father-in-law, mother-in-law, child, step-children,
step-brother, step-sister, step-father, step-mother, grand parents.
Such leave will be without deduction of pay for a period of
up to a maximum of 2 shifts off work. Any extension to this
will be at Management’s discretion. Proof of such circumstances is required to the satisfaction of the employer.
8.7 PM Smoko
When working a ten (10) hour day no afternoon smoko will
occur. If working a planned day of ten (10) hours or longer
duration then a seven minute smoko will apply after ten (10)
hours.
8.8 Saturday/Sunday Work
After working weekends, employees may elect to take up to
sixteen (16) hours off without pay if agreed by their supervisor, but on a day within the same pay week.
9.—OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
9.1 It is agreed that all new employees who commence at
the company’s’ Manjimup Engineering Workshop will be required to undergo a safety induction programme. This will
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cover all aspects of occupational safety and health, which may
impact upon the employees required duties.
9.2 It is also agreed that existing employees may be required
to re-take the induction programme in order to ensure that the
working environment at the Manjimup Engineering Workshop
is as safe as possible.
10.—UNIFORMS
10.1 Joining Option
Not compulsory, however, employees are encouraged to join.
10.2 initial Issue
This will consist of an issue of 2 sets of clothing plus 1
jacket or 1 jumper for which the employee will pay for 25% of
the total cost of the package.
10.2.1 Eligibility—Existing Employees
Will be eligible for this “one off” offer at the time this scheme
is introduced at their location.
10.2.2 Eligibility—New Employees
Will be eligible for this “one off” offer after a 3 month qualifying period with the company.
Employees in this category can purchase a “subsequent issue” within the qualifying period should they so request.
Note—
In both cases above the “one off” offer will only be made
once. Should an employee refuse the offer at that time then
their eligibility for this type of offer will lapse.
10.3 Subsequent Issues—Subsidy
A 50% subsidy for each “subsequent” issue of 1 set per financial year.
Additional jacket/jumper will only be issued on a 2 yearly
basis on a 50% subsidy.
10.4 Employee Transfers
Options are—
1.1.1 Continue to wear the clothing issued from their previous location until such time as they would normally
be eligible for a new issue.
1.1.2 Immediately purchase a clothing set relevant to the
new location style at a 50% subsidy rate.
10.5 Tax Deductibility
Under current tax rulings, the employees contribution to
clothing purchases is tax deductable.
10.6 Colour and Style
Choice will be up to the locations, however, final decision
should result in one colour/style suiting the location.
10.7 Laundering
Laundering of uniforms will be at the cost of the employee.
11.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Will be in accordance with Award conditions generally but
will include the issue of three pairs of appropriate clothing to
the value of 3 sets of standard overalls which will be laundered at company expense.
12.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Employees covered by this Agreement will be entitled to
long service leave in accordance with the provision of the
Western Australian Industrial Gazette, volume 71, page 1, with
the exception that they will be entitled to a pro-rata payment
of long service leave after 7 years of continuous service.
Employees who have had their employment terminated from
the company, with the exception of redundancy, will not be
eligible for this pro-rata benefit.
13.—PRODUCTIVITY BONUS
An appropriate bonus scheme will be maintained at the
Manjimup Engineering Workshop and will be dependent upon
the company’s ability to pay.
Management will consult with ECC regarding changes to
the existing scheme.
14.—VOLUNTEER EMERGENCY SERVICES WORK
Employees, with the consent of management, may be absent from work for up to 5 days maximum per annum on paid
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leave (7.6 hours/shift). This paid leave will be substituted from
unused sick leave. Should there be no bank of sick leave to
draw from then such days will be approved but not paid for.
Such employees must have an appropriate break from the
time of ceasing their volunteer duties until recommencing their
normal work function.
Evidence of attendance for such volunteer work shall be furnished to the satisfaction of the employer.
15.—FUTURE MATTERS
1.1 Drug & Alcohol Policy
It is agreed that a BFP Drug & Alcohol Policy will be developed in consultation with employees and their representative
and implemented within the workplace, with the assistance of
the BUC within the term of this agreement.
1.2 Payment of Untaken Sick Leave
A sick leave payout scheme is being considered by BFP and
may if considered appropriate be introduced into the next enterprise agreement.
It is agreed between the parties to review the merits or otherwise of the introduction of annualised salaries and an
expanded service exchange facility. If considered appropriate
steps to introduce an improved system will be initiated.
16.—COUNSELLING PROCEDURE
The purpose of this procedure is to provide a process, aimed
through counselling approach, to influence individuals to conduct themselves in a different way, resulting in conformation
of performance acceptable to the general work population in
which the individual finds themselves.
This procedure should be viewed, primarily, as a tool to encourage change in individual’s habits and not a punishment.
16.1 Stage (I) Verbal Counselling
1.1.1 Advise the individual their specific conduct is
of concern.
1.1.2 Provide opportunity for the individual to give
reasons for their actions. Should reasons for
actions remain unacceptable then the senior
location representative will—
1.1.2.1 Confirm continuing actions will
be unacceptable.
1.1.2.2 Provide and or develop a plan
in conjunction with the individual; attempting to address
the individuals shortcomings.
This should include a review
period.
1.1.2.3 Foreman/supervisor to make
notes of actions in appropriate
records, eg diary, logbook, etc.
This notation will remain active
for a period of 12 months.
Note: Each individual has the option to have with
them another person of their choice during this
process.
16.2 Stage (2) First Written Warning
16.2.1 Advise the individual that their conduct remain unacceptable referring to the original verbal counselling outcome.
16.2.2 Provide opportunity for the individual to provide reasons for their actions.
Should reasons for actions remain unacceptable, then the
senior location representative will—
16.2.2.1 Confirm continuing actions will be unacceptable, indicating the consequences of
continuation of their conduct could lead to dismissal if their behaviour is not modified.
16.2.2.2 Again provide advice and or develop a plan in
conjunction with the individual attempting to
address the individuals shortcomings. This
should include a review period.
16.2.2.3 Advise the individual that they will be provided with a copy of the written warning,
clearly indicating the misdemeanour will be
placed on their personnel file with a copy being provided to the individual within 72 hours.
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This notification will remain active for a period of 12 months.
Note: Each individual has the option of having another person of their choice with them during this process.
16.3 Stage (3) Final Written Warning
16.3.1 Advise the individual that their ongoing conduct is
unacceptable referring to stage (1) and (2) of the process.
16.3.2 Provide a further opportunity for the individual to
give reasons for their actions.
Should reason for the individuals actions be unacceptable
then the senior location representative will—
16.3.2.1 Advise this is the final opportunity for the individual to change their ways and that a
continuation of their action will result in dismissal.
16.3.2.2 Provide advice and develop a plan in conjunction with the individual, attempting to address
the individuals shortcomings. This should include a review period.
16.3.2.3 Advise the individual that they will be provided with a copy of the final written warning,
clearly indicating the misdemeanour, together
with a copy being placed on their personnel
file. This notation will remain active for a period of 12 months.
Note: Each individual has the option of having another person of their choice with them during this process.
16.4 Stage (4) Termination
Prior to taking the final step of termination the senior location representative will—
16.4.1 Ensure all previous stages have been compiled
with.
16.4.2 Satisfy themselves that all circumstances have
been investigated and considered.
16.4.3 Provide the last opportunity for the individual
to provide reasons for their actions.
Should the reasons for the individual’s actions
remain unacceptable then—
16.4.3.1 Termination of employment
should occur ensuring appropriate award, enterprise agreement
or legislation is followed. This
includes correspondence to the
individual, clearly indicating
the reasons for termination be
provided to the individual, either at the time of termination
or as early as possible after the
termination date.
16.5 Summary Dismissal
In some cases the above process may not apply, eg theft,
fighting, alcohol and prohibited substances.
In the situation of summary dismissal the senior location
representative will—
16.5.1 Ensure a full investigation of all the known
facts has been undertaken.
16.5.2 Explain the circumstances to the individual
ensuring understanding of the facts by the individual.
16.5.3 Provide the opportunity for reply by the individual to the allegations.
16.5.4 Carefully consider all information.
Should the individual’s reasons remain unacceptable then the senior location representative
will—
16.5.4.1 Terminate the individual’s employment ensuring appropriate
award, enterprise agreement or
legislation is followed. This includes correspondence to the
individual, clearly indicating
the reasons for termination be
provided to the individual either
at the time of termination or as
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early as possible after the termination date.
Note: In general misdemeanours will only have a life
of 12 months, however, depending on the type
of misdemeanour the matter may be of such a
serious nature that the misdemeanour will remain active for a longer period than 12 months
as noted in steps (1), (2) and (3).
17.—REDUNDANCY
17.1 Redundancy Pay
In addition to the period of notice prescribed for ordinary
termination an employee who is terminated because the employer has made definite decision that the employer no longer
wishes the job the employee has been doing done by anyone
and this is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of
labour and that decision will lead to the termination of employment, the employer shall pay the following amount of
redundancy pay in respect of a continuous period of service
(to a maximum of 25 weeks’ pay) to each full-time or permanent part-time employee so terminated.
17.1.1 Completed Years of Service
0—12 months
Nil
1 year—7 years
1.5 weeks per completed year
of service
7 years and onwards 2 weeks per completed year of
service up to a maximum of
25 weeks.
17.1.2 An additional payment of one week’s pay to each
retrenched employee under this agreement irrespective of notice given.
“Week’s pay” means the ordinary time rate of pay for the
employee concerned. Provided that the redundancy payments
shall not exceed the amount which the employee would have
earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to the
employee’s normal retirement date.
17.1.3 Permanent employees, who at the time of termination have been employed for less than 12 months, shall be
paid 17.5% loading on pro rata annual leave.
17.2 Employee Leaving During Notice
Employees who leave prior to their termination date will
receive appropriate redundancy benefits.
17.3 Alternative Employment
An employer, in a particular redundancy case, may make
application to the Commission to have the general redundancy
pay prescription varied if the employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee.
17.4 Time Off During Notice Period
During the period of notice of termination given by the employer an employee shall be allowed up to one day’s time off
without loss of pay for the purpose of seeking other employment.
17.5 Transmission of Business
17.5.1 Where a business if before or after the date of this
award, transmitted from an employer (in this sub-clause called
“the transmitter”) to another employer (in this sub-clause called
“the transmittee”) and an employee who at the time of such
transmission was an employee of the transmitter in that business becomes and employee of the transmittee—
17.5.1.1 The continuity of the employment of the employee shall be deemed not to have been broken
by reason of such transmission; and
17.5.1.2 The period of employment which the employee
has had with the transmittor or any prior
transmittor shall be deemed to be service of
the employee with the transmittee.
17.5.1.3 In this sub-clause “business” includes trade,
process, business or occcupation and includes
part of any such business and “transmission”
includes transfer, conveyance, assignment or
succession whether by agreement or by operation of law and “transmitted” has a
corresponding meaning.
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18.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall take effect from the first pay period
on or after 1 January 1999 and will remain in force for a period of two years.
19.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek any further claims, with respect to wages and working
conditions, unless they are consistent with the State Wage Case
Principles.
20.—NOT TO BE USED AS A PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as an example or precedent for other Enterprise Agreements whether they involve
Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd or not.
21.—SIGNATORIES TO THE AGREEMENT
(1) ——————————————————
On behalf of Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd
(2) On behalf of the Consultative Committee—
——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
(3) ——————————————————
On behalf of the Automotive Food Metals Engineering Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch
ATTACHMENT “A”
AGREEMENT—ENTERPRISE CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEE
1. The following sets out the conditions under which the
ECC is to operate and includes—
1.1 EEC objective
1.2 EEC function
1.3 matters within ECC jurisdiction
1.4 matters outside ECC jurisdiction
1.5 role of ECC members
1.6 stucture
1.7 ECC administration
· representation
· office bearers
· proxies
· sub committees
· meetings
· quorum
· minutes
· access to information
· facilitation of metal worker employee representative in their role
· observers to ECC
· training of ECC members
· dispute settlement procedure
· evaluation.
2. ECC OBJECTIVE
2.1 Commitment by all parties to continuously strive to improve the operations in line with the company’s continuous
improvement process including the very important issue of
customer service.
2.2 To raise and consider all relevant matters associated with
the maintenance/expansion of the business including issues
that effect the workplace, leading to job security for all employees.
2.3 To raise and discuss matters enhancing the working environment generally thus improving the quality of working
life for all employees.
2.4 To provide input and therefore influence the method of
improving the skills of the workforce through enhanced job
design or through the introduction of new technology, resulting in access to more rewarding and personally satisfying jobs.
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3. ECC FUNCTION
3.1 To accept information from all participants on a range of
subjects in line with the objectives.
3.1.1 From management there may be information regarding future plans, market predictions, major organisational
change, new technology, training plans, company policy, general industry information.
3.1.2 From employee representatives there may be comment/
suggestion on job design, employee feedback, training recommendations, improvement to work conditions and other ideas
for overall improvement as raised by other employees.
3.2 To reach agreement following consideration of information provided and where necessary to make recommendation
to senior management before final decision and implementation occurs on issues likely to effect the workplace.
3.3 To establish sub committees then overview their progress
as and when required, with sub committees reporting back to
the ECC prior to any implementation unless otherwise agreed.
3.4 Commitment to and implementation of the agreement.
3.5 To ensure that members of this committee have received
the training to equip them for their role.
3.6 To ensure communication of the outcome of ECC meetings is provided to all employees in the most effective way.
4. MATTERS WITHIN THE ECC JURISDICTION
4.1 work organisation/job design
4.2 work practise changes
4.3 introduction of new equipment/technology
4.4 general policy operation and changes eg Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action
4.5 skills training/requirements
4.6 other issues as agreed by the ECC members
4.7 management practice
4.8 access to training and career path advancement.
5. MATTERS OUTSIDE THE ECC JURISDICTION
5.1 occupational safety and health matters
5.2 industrial relations issues
5.3 day to day operational problems.
6. ROLE OF ECC MEMBERS
6.1 Management
To provide to the meeting all relevant information about
matters likely to effect employees in line with the objectives.
It is intended that such information to be discussed, under normal circumstances, prior to implementation.
To provide feedback regarding the meeting outcome to relevant managers.
6.2 Employee Representation
To consult with other employees then provide employee input into the decision making process on matters within the
jurisdiction of the committee.
To provide feedback to the employees regarding the meeting outcomes.
7. STRUCTURE
7.1 The Manjimup Engineering Workshop ECC will have
up to ........ members consisting of—
.... employee representatives
.... management representatives.
7.2 The Forest Harvesting & Treatment ECC will have up to
........ members consisting of—
.... employee representatives
.... management representatives
The size of the ECC may be varied by agreement, however,
representation by management may be equal to that of the
number of employee representatives.
8. ECC ADMINISTRATION
8.1 Management Representation
Management will select its representatives. Consideration,
however, will be given to managers with responsibility for
areas where they have the decision making authority.
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8.2 Employees Representation
Nominations to be provided similarly as with management.
(Consideration would be given to ensuring the widest possible employee representative exposure thus providing benefit
to the employees across the workplace).
Should employee representatives not be performing satisfactorily, then they can be replaced following a ballot of the
relevant union membership.
8.3 Office Bearers
The ECC will elect the following positions—
Chairperson
Vice Chairperson.
8.3.1 The chairperson will manage the meetings ensuring
full participation and that the outcomes are conclusive. The
chairperson will work with the vice chairperson to prepare
draft agendas, check minutes and organise meeting times and
venues, always allowing appropriate times for full and proper
participation.
The chairperson will hold the position of chairperson for no
longer than 12 months unless otherwise decided by majority
of the ECC.
8.3.2 The vice chairperson will be a representative of the
group to which the chairperson does not directly relate to eg
management or employee representatives.
The vice chairperson will carry out the chairpersons duties
any time the chairperson is absent, and will move in to the
position of the chairperson which will be vacated after 12
months unless the situation occurs as mentioned in 8.3.1 above.
8.4 Proxies
Committee members where possible will nominate a proxy
who will attend meetings on their behalf when they are unavailable. All rights and responsibilities applying to ECC
members will apply to their proxies.
8.5 Sub Committees
The ECC may form a sub committee. The sub committee,
however, will include at least one of the ECC membership
from both management and employee representatives.
The sub committee originated by the ECC may have up to
equal management representation.
8.6 Meetings
Will be held monthly or as determined by the members of
the ECC.
8.7 Quorum
Shall be a majority of equal representation from management and employee representatives.
8.8 Minutes
A minute taker will be provided to attend ECC meetings for
the purpose of record taking only.
All minutes are to show the names of who attended.
Each action point should have the name of the nominated
person responsible for that action together with the agreed
appropriate time frame.
Minutes are to be distributed within 5 days of the meeting to
all ECC participants, notice boards or other suitable means eg
group discussion, management as determined by management.
8.9 Access to Information
All parties have rights to access to all information related to
issues being considered by the ECC.
For commercial-in-confidence business information, reasons
to be provided as to the non release of relevant documentation.
8.10 Facilitation of Employee Representative in their Role
In the spirit of this agreement management will provide assistance to enable the employee representatives to fulfil their
responsibility as members of the ECC, this could include such
things as: access to office equipment, photocopier, telephone,
fax etc; meeting room facility, time to consult to consult with
other employees in company time, time to prepare for meetings and time to attend to other business as agreed by the ECC.
8.11 Observers to the ECC
Any party may have the right to bring along an observer to
provide input into the meeting where required on a specific
topic as the circumstances dictate.
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The observer will have speaking rights only and will leave
the meeting once their subject is discussed.
Accredited Branch Office Union Officials and Senior Management Representatives have a right to attend ECC or Sub
Committee Meetings, but will have no voting rights.
8.12 Training of ECC Members
All members should be provided with training to equip members with the skills to undertake their role in a positive manner
by an approved bilateral provider. This training will be carried
out at the company’s expense.
8.13 Dispute Settlement Procedure
Should issues arise from ECC meetings which cannot be
resolved then such matters should be raised in line with the
grievance procedure.
8.14 Evaluation
The effectiveness of the ECC should be evaluated initially
after 12 months of operation then depending on its success at
a suitable time frame agreed by the ECC Members.
ATTACHMENT “B”
AGREEMENT—SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AND
TRAINING
1. In conjunction with the ECC Agreement the following
supports the ECC objectives—
1.1 ECC Objective
To view ways of improving the development of skills of the
workforce through enhanced job design or via the introduction of new technology, resulting in the enhancement of the
working environment generally, leading to a more rewarding
and satisfying work like for all employees.
1.2 Role of the ECC Members
Management—to ensure relevant matrix, legend and needs
identification forms are completed and supplied to the ECC
meeting for general input and consensus.
Employee representative—accepting input from workmates
then providing comment as to appropriateness of suggested
plan as provided by management. Making suggestions relevant
to the direction the plan is headed.
1.3 Standards
It is accepted that outcomes of training undertaken need to
compliment the appropriate competencies as agreed by the ECC
members, as a minimum, in line with the appropriate national
competencies.
1.4 ECC Administration—Conditions
Training to be undertaken as far as possible during normal
working hours. Training outside of normal working hours is
acceptable but by prior agreement. Such training will attract
Single Time penalty or equivalent time off in lieu at an appropriate time by agreement between the parties involved.
Direct costs associated with the training will be at the company’s expense.
1.5 Occupational Safety and Health
It is agreed that all employees will participate in an induction at the time of their employment, of which part of that
induction will cover the necessary aspects of employment, of
occupational safety and health likely to effect that employee.
It is also accepted that retraining for all employees will take
place periodically in order to support a safe and effective job
performance.
ATTACHMENT “C”
RATES OF PAY
APPLICABLE FROM 02.01.99
Cassification

Base

Supp
Safety
Sub
Payment Net
Total
Award Rate C10
365.20 52.00
48.00 465.20
Enterprise Agreement — 465.20 + 9.066% = 507.40
BEW Rate
C10
507.40
507.40
“ “
C11
93.41% of base
473.96
“ “
C11A 97.50%
494.72
“ “
C9
104.34%
529.42
“ “
C8
108.66%
551.34

Tool Total
Allow
10.00 475.20
10.00
*10.00
00.00
10.00
10.00

517.40
483.96
494.72
539.42
561.34
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Total
213.11
279.07
380.55

Tool Total
Allow
4.20 217.31
5.50 284.57
7.50 388.05

Yr 4 88% of base
446.51
Not less than 3 & not more than 10
More than 10 & not more than 20
*Where applicable

8.80 455.31
18.00
27.60

Apprentice

Base

Yr 1
Yr 2
Yr 3

Leading Hand

Supp
Safety
Payment Net
42% of base
55% of base
75% of base

CHICKEN TREAT EMPLOYEES, DUNSBOROUGH
SDA ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 244 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia
and
Mr D Bosnjak and Mrs G. Bosnjak T/A Chicken Treat
Dunsborough.
No. AG 244 of 1998.
16 February 1999.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 244 OF 1998.
HAVING heard Mr T. Pope on behalf of the first named party
and there being no appearance on behalf of the second named
party; and
WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial Relations Act,
1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Chicken Treat Employees, Dunsborough SDA Enterprise Agreement 1998 filed
in the Commission on 28 October 1998 and as subsequently amended by the parties, signed by me for
identification, be and is hereby registered as an Industrial
Agreement.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Chicken Treat Employees, Dunsborough SDA Enterprise Agreement 1998 and
replaces the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977 in respect to the parties to this
Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
3A.
3B.
3C.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Parties to this Agreement
Potential number of employees under Agreement
No Further Claims
Previous Awards and Agreements
Term
Definitions
Termination of Employment
Hours

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
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Overtime
Casual Employees
Part Time Employees
Meal Breaks
Meal Money
Sick Leave
Bereavement Leave
Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Payment of Wages
Wages
Junior Employees
Higher or Lower Duties
Uniforms, Laundering and Presentation Standards
Protective Clothing
Employees’ Equipment
Limitation of Work
Travelling Facilities
Record
Roster
Change and Rest Rooms
First Aid Kit
Posting of Agreement and Union Notices
Supported Wage System
Location Allowances
Parental Leave
Temporary Transfer [Deleted]
Enterprise Agreements [Deleted]
Traineeships
Technological Change and Restructuring
Redundancy
Grievance Procedure
Union Recognition and Union Membership [Deleted]
Right of Entry
Trade Union Training Leave
Superannuation
Signatories

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall be binding upon Dragoljub Bosnjak
and Gemma Bosnjak trading as Chicken Treat, location
(Dunsborough) (hereinafter referred to as “the employer”,) the
Shop Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia (hereinafter referred to as “the Union”) and the
employees of the employer who are employed in the classifications set out in Clause 6, of this Agreement. This Agreement
shall apply throughout the State of Western Australia.
3A.—PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
The employer party is Dragoljub Bosnjak and Gemma
Bosnjak trading as Chicken Treat, location Dunsborough.
The union party is the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia.
3B.—POTENTIAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
COVERED BY AGREEMENT
Approximately 12 employees will be covered by this Agreement.
3C.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties undertake that for the duration of the agreement
there will be no further wage increases sought or granted.
4.—PREVIOUS AWARDS AND AGREEMENTS
This agreement replaces in all respects the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977
No. R32 of 1976 in relation to the parties to this agreement
and the Fast Food Outlets Award 1990.
5.—TERM
(1) This Agreement shall come into force on the day of its
certification and shall continue to operate until 30th June 2000.
(2) The parties to the Agreement agree to commence negotiations for a new Agreement six months prior to the expiry of
this Agreement.
6.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Retail Food Establishment” shall mean the establishment or part thereof which is operated by the employer and
which is wholly or predominantly engaged in the receipt of
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orders for or the preparation, sale, serving or delivery of mass
marketed food from a standardised menu and shall include
any commissary, whether within such establishment or elsewhere, where such food is prepared or partially prepared.
(2) “Retail Employee Grade I” shall mean an employee engaged in a retail food establishment who is in the first six
months of employment and who is gaining the skills required
of an Employee Grade II or Grade III.
(3) “Retail Employee Grade II” shall mean an employee with
not less than six months service with the employer who is engaged to assist with the preparation, assembly, cooking or packing
of product for sale; the maintenance of the work area at a standard of cleanliness as determined by the employer; the cleaning
of cooking utensils, cutlery and glassware; and/or in the delivery of product to the customer outside the establishment.
(4) “Retail Employee Grade III” shall mean an employee
with not less than six months service with the employer who
performs customer service functions including the taking of
orders by any means, the entering of information onto a computer, the receipt of monies or other duties involving customer
contact except the delivery of product to the customer outside
the establishment.
(5) “Retail Employee Grade IV” shall mean an employee
involved in the preparation of food using trades equivalent
skills and/or required to give direction to or be in charge of
Employees Grades I-III.
(6) Any dispute as to grading shall be addressed in accordance with the terms of Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
(7) “Daily Spread of Shift” shall mean the time which elapses
from the employee’s actual starting time to the employee’s
actual finishing time for the day or shift.
7.—TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Permanent Employees
(a) Should the employer wish to terminate a permanent
employee, the following period of notice shall be provided—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Not more than 6 months
1 day
Not more than 1 year
1 week
More than 1 year but not more
than 3 years
2 weeks
More than 3 years but not more
than 5 years
3 weeks
More than 5 years
4 weeks
(b) Employees over 45 years of age with 2 or more years
continuous service at the time of termination, shall
receive an additional week’s notice.
(c) Where the relevant notice is not provided, the employee shall be entitled to payment in lieu. Provided
that employment may be terminated by part of the
period of notice and part payment in lieu.
(d) Payment in lieu of notice shall be calculated using
the employee’s ordinary time weekly wage as prescribed by this Agreement.
(e) The period of notice in this Clause shall not apply in
the case of dismissal for conduct that justifies instant dismissal, including malingering, inefficiency
or neglect of duty or, if after receiving notice of termination, such employee does not carry out his or
her duties in the same manner as he or she did prior
to such notice.
(f) Notice of termination by employee
Except in the first 6 month’s of service, 1 week’s
notice shall be necessary for an employee to terminate his or her engagement or the forfeiture of 1
week’s pay by the employee to the employer in lieu
of notice.
In the first six months’ service, an employee may
give 1 day’s notice to terminate his or her employment, or the forfeiture of 1 day’s pay by the employee
to the employer in lieu of notice.
(g) Unfair Dismissals
Termination of employment by the employer shall
not be harsh, unjust or unreasonable, whether notice
has been given or not.
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Without limiting the above, except where a distinction, exclusion or preference is based on the inherent
requirements of a particular position, terminations
on the grounds of race, colour, sex, marital status,
family responsibilities, pregnancy, religion, political opinion, national extraction and social origin shall
constitute a harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination of employment.
(2) Casual Employees
The employment of a casual employee may be terminated
by the giving or receiving of 1 hour’s notice.
(3) Grievance Procedures
In the event of a dispute arising from the operation of this
Clause, the matter should be dealt with in accordance with the
provisions of Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure hereof.
(4) In all cases, the employer is bound by the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
8.—HOURS
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be thirty eight per week,
not exceeding ten per day, to be worked over not more than
five days of the week, within a daily spread of eleven hours.
Each employee shall be entitled to two clear days off duty per
week.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) hereof,
in cases where employees are rostered over a 19 day, four week
cycle, up to forty ordinary hours may be worked in a week
provided that the total number of ordinary hours in any four
week cycle shall not exceed 152.
9.—OVERTIME
(1) All work done at times other than those which the employee is rostered to work, or outside the daily spread of eleven
hours, or beyond ten hours in any one day or beyond five days
in any one week or beyond thirty eight hours in any one week—
except in the case of an employee rostered over a 19 day, four
week cycle as provided by Clause 8 (2) in which case the limit
to weekly ordinary hours shall be forty—shall be overtime.
(2) Subject to the provisions of subclause (3) hereof, all overtime worked between Monday to Friday, both inclusive, and
prior to twelve noon on Saturday shall be paid for at the rate of
time and a half for the first two hours and double time thereafter. All overtime worked after twelve noon on a Saturday and
all day on a Sunday, shall be paid for at the rate of double
time.
(3) All work done on an employee’s rostered day off shall be
paid for at the rate of double time with a minimum payment as
for three hours’ work.
(4) Notwithstanding anything contained in this clause to the
contrary, where a part time employee is requested to work
over-time beyond his or her regular finishing time in order to
meet unforeseen operational and/or staffing requirements, the
first hour of such overtime shall be paid for at the ordinary
time rate of pay, the second hour of such overtime shall be
paid for at the rate of time and a half with double time for any
hours worked thereafter. The provisions of this subclause shall
only apply to Part Time employees rostered to work nine ordinary hours or less on the day upon which the overtime is
worked.
(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in this clause, the
employer and an employee may agree that time off with pay
may be allowed in lieu of payment for overtime. Such time off
shall be allowed subject to—
a) time off for each hour or part thereof shall be equivalent to the overtime rate that otherwise would have
been paid.
b) the time of taking time off being agreed at the time
of arranging the overtime and shall be no later than
four weeks after the overtime is worked.
10.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
(1) Casual employees shall mean employees engaged on an
hourly contract of service.
(2) Casual employees shall not be engaged for less than two
consecutive hours per time.
(3) Casual employees shall be paid at the ordinary rate of
pay of one thirty-eighth of the full time weekly rate of pay for
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the appropriate classification as set out in subclause (1) of
Clause 20.-Wages plus twenty one and one half per cent, provided that this rate shall be increased to double time for all
work performed on the holidays referred to in subclause (1) of
Clause 16 of this Agreement.
(4) The working time for a casual employee on an outside
job, shall count from the time appointed for their attendance at
the job until they are discharged. Fares to and from the place
of engagement and the job shall be paid by the employer.
(5) The wages payable to a casual employee on an outside
job shall be forwarded to the employee within seventy two
hours of completion of the pay week in which such employee
was employed.
(6) The provisions of Clauses 14, 15, 16, 17 and 35 shall not
apply to a casual employee.
11.—PART TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) A part time employee shall mean an employee engaged
on a weekly contract of service, who works regularly from
week to week for not less than three consecutive ordinary hours
per time, or more than ten ordinary hours per day, and not less
than nine or more than thirty ordinary hours each week over
not more than five days of the week.
(2) Subject to the limitations on daily and weekly hours for
part time employees as prescribed by subclause (1) of this
Clause, the number of ordinary hours to be worked on any one
day by a part time employee may be increased but not decreased by agreement between the employer and the employee.
(3) Part time employees shall be paid at the ordinary time
rate of pay of one thirty-eighth of the full time weekly rate of
pay for the appropriate classification as set out in subclause
(1) of Clause 20.-Wages, provided that this rate shall be increased to double time for all work performed on the holidays
referred to in subclause (1) of Clause 16.-Holidays of this
Agreement.
(4) All time worked by a part time employee beyond ten
ordinary hours per day, thirty ordinary hours per week or five
days per week or at times other than those which the employee
is rostered to work shall be overtime and paid for at the appropriate overtime rate prescribed in Clause 9.-Overtime of this
Agreement.
(5) A part time employee shall be eligible for pro rata annual
leave and sick leave in accordance with Clauses 14 and 17 in
addition to being eligible for bereavement leave and payment
in lieu of public holidays. In calculating the pro-rata entitlements of a part time employee pursuant to this subclause, all
ordinary hours worked by the employee, including any additional ordinary hours agreed pursuant to subclause (2) of this
Clause, shall be included in the calculation.
12.—MEAL BREAKS
(1) Every employee shall be entitled to a meal break of not
less than one half hour nor more than one hour after not more
than five hours work, provided that where an employee works
in excess of eight ordinary hours in any one day, the meal
break on that day may be taken after not more than six hours
work. Where it is not possible for the employer to grant a meal
break on any day, the said meal break shall be treated as time
worked and the employee shall be paid at the rate applicable
to the employee at the time such meal break is due, plus fifty
per cent of the ordinary hourly rate applying to such employee,
until such time as the employee is released for a meal.
(2) In addition to breaks for a meal, there may be one other
break of at least two hours during each shift. Such break of
two hours may include a meal break.
(3) In addition to breaks for a meal as provided in this Clause,
any employee who is required to work in excess of eight ordinary hours in any one day shall receive a paid tea break of ten
minutes. Such tea break shall be taken to suit the employer’s
business, but shall not be taken within one hour of the employee’s commencement or finishing time or within one hour
of the employee’s meal break.
13.—MEAL MONEY
Any employee who is required to work overtime for more
than two hours on any day, without being notified on the previous day or earlier that he or she will be required to work
such overtime, will either be supplied with a meal by the employer or be paid $6.25 meal money.
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14.—SICK LEAVE
(1) (a) An employee, including a part time employee, who is
unable to attend or remain at his or her place of employment
during ordinary hours of work by reason of personal ill health
or injury shall be entitled to payment during such absence in
accordance with the following provisions.
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the rate of one
sixth of a week for each completed month of service with the
employer.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the employer the employee is absent on the grounds of personal ill
health or injury for a period longer than his or her entitlement
to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of that
year of service, or at the time the employee’s services terminate, if before the end of that year of service, to the extent that
the employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave
during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave
in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence
by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period
for which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time
of the absence. Provided that an employee shall not be entitled
to claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any
one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this Clause
the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise
the employer of his or her inability to attend for work, the
nature of the illness or injury and the estimated duration of the
absence. Provided that such advice, other than in extra- ordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer within 24
hours of the commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this Clause do not apply to an employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the employer
may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not
be required to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
with respect to absences of two days or less unless after two
such absences in any year of service the employer requests in
writing that the next and subsequent absences in that year, if
any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this Clause apply to an employee who suffers personal
ill health or injury during the time when he or she is absent on
annual leave and an employee may apply for and the employer
shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within seven
days of resuming work and then only if the employee was
confined to his or her place of residence or an hospital as a
result of his or her personal ill health or injury for a period of
seven consecutive days or more and he or she produces a certificate from a registered medical practitioner that he or she
was so confined. Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee of the obligation to advise
the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this Clause
if he or she is unable to attend for work on the working day
next following the annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave shall
not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the employee
was entitled at the time he or she proceeded on annual leave
and shall not be made with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer
in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this subclause,
that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick
leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time mutually
agreed to by the employer and the employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee’s next period of annual
leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause 17.-Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of
wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken
provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in Clause
17.-Annual Leave, shall be deemed to have been paid with
respect to the replaced annual leave.
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(6) The provisions of this Clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act nor to employees whose injury or illness is the result of the employee’s own
misconduct.
15.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee, including a part time employee, shall, on the
death within Australia of a wife, husband, de-facto wife or
de-facto husband, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law,
grandparent, brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on
notice to bereavement leave up to and including the day of the
funeral of such relation, and such leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the number of hours
worked by the employee in two ordinary working days. Proof
of such death shall be furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of the employer if so requested. Provided that this
Clause shall have no effect while the period of entitlement to
leave coincides with any other period of leave that may be due
to the employee concerned.
16.—HOLIDAYS
(1) The following days shall be allowed as paid holidays for
full time and part time employees: New Year’s Day, Australia
Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter Saturday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, State Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday,
Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
(2) The paid holidays set out in subclause (1) hereof shall be
regarded as falling on the days upon which they are most commonly observed in the State of Western Australia unless the
State prescribes an alternate day for celebrating the holiday in
which case the alternate day shall be the day of the holiday.
(3) In addition to the paid holidays set out in subclause (1)
hereof, any day proclaimed as a public holiday or half holiday
under the Public and Bank Holidays Act, not being a day set
out in subclause (1) hereof or a day observed in lieu thereof,
shall be allowed as a paid holiday for full and part time employees.
(4) All work done on any of the holidays prescribed in this
Clause shall be paid at the rate of double time, with a minimum payment as for three hours.
(5) Where a full time employee’s rostered day off coincides
with any of the holidays prescribed in this clause, such employee shall receive one day’s additional pay at ordinary rates
from the employer on the next succeeding pay day.
(6) Where a part time employee is rostered such that the day
of the week on which a holiday as prescribed by this clause
falls forms part of the roster but the employee is not rostered
to work on the holiday then such employee shall receive additional payment for the number of hours regularly worked on
that day of the week from the employer on the next succeeding pay day.
17.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four consecutive weeks’ leave with payment as prescribed in this
Clause, shall be allowed annually to a full time or part time
employee by his/her employer after a period of twelve months’
continuous service.
(2) An employee before going on leave shall be paid the
wages the employee would have received in respect of the
ordinary time the employee would have worked had the employee not been on leave during the relevant period.
(3) During a period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 per cent calculated on the employee’s
ordinary rate of wage.
(4) If any holiday proclaimed as per Clause 16.-Holidays
falls within an employee’s period of annual leave, there shall
be added to that period one day being an ordinary working
day for each holiday observed as aforesaid.
(5) (a) After one month’s continuous service in any qualifying twelve monthly period an employee whose employment is
terminated shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of
this subclause, be paid one third of a week’s pay at his or her
ordinary rate of wage in respect of each completed month of
service in the qualifying period. The loading prescribed in
subclause (3) of this Clause shall not apply to this pro rata
payment.
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(b) Where an employee is justifiably dismissed for misconduct during any twelve monthly qualifying period, the
provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause do not apply in
respect of any completed month of service in that qualifying
period.
(6) An employee whose employment terminates after the
employee has completed a twelve monthly qualifying period
and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed in this
Clause in respect of that qualifying period, shall be given payment in lieu of that leave in accordance with the provisions of
this Clause.
(7) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, except time for which the employee is entitled to claim
sick pay, or time spent on holidays, annual leave or bereavement leave as prescribed by this Agreement shall not count for
the purpose of determining his or her right to annual leave.
(8) In special circumstances and by mutual consent of the
employee, the employer and the union, annual leave may be
taken in not more than two periods, provided that neither of
such periods shall be of less than one week.
(9) Annual leave shall be granted to and taken by the employee within a period three months from the day on which it
became due, and the employee shall be given at least two
weeks’ notice by the employer of the date that such leave will
commence.
18.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 59
of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at Pages 1-6, both
inclusive, are hereby incorporated and shall be deemed to be
part of this Agreement.
19.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) The employer may elect to pay employees in cash, by
cheque or by means of credit transfer to a bank, building society or credit union account in the name of the employee. The
day that the credit transfer is credited to the employee’s account shall be deemed to be the date of payment.
(2) Payment shall be made within three days of the last day
of the pay period. Payment by cash or cheque shall be made
during the employee’s ordinary working hours.
(3) No employer shall change its method of payment to
employees without first giving them at least four week’s notice of such change.
(4) Employees whose day off falls on pay day and who are
paid by cash or cheque, shall be paid their wages upon request
from the employee to the employer, prior to the employee taking the day off.
(5) An employee who lawfully terminates employment or is
dismissed for reasons other than misconduct, shall be paid all
wages due to the employee by the employer on the day of
termination of employment, or within twenty four hours following such termination.
(6) At the time of being paid each employee shall be issued
with a statement by the employer showing the gross wages
and allowances and all deductions made therefrom.
(7) (a) The employer may elect to pay employees weekly or
fortnightly in accordance with subclauses (1) to (6) inclusive
of this Clause.
(b) No employer shall change the frequency of payment to
employees without first giving them and the union at least
four weeks notice of such change.
(c) The method of introducing a fortnightly pay system shall
be by the payment of an additional week’s wages in the last
weekly pay before the change to fortnightly pays to be repaid
by equal fortnightly deductions made from the next and subsequent pays, provided that the period of repayment shall not
be less than 10 weeks or by some other method agreed upon
by the union and the employer.
20.—WAGES
(1) The following shall be the minimum rates of weekly
wage payable to employees covered by this Agreement.
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TOTAL WAGE PER WEEK

Classification

Grade I
Grade II
Grade III
Grade IV

From the first From the 1st From the first From the first
pay period
pay period
pay period
pay period
following the following 1st following 1st following 1st
certification January 1999 July 1999
January 2000
of this
Agreement
$/week
$/week
$/week
$/week
401.00
406.00
412.00
420.00
406.00
415.40
427.10
443.50
418.30
427.70
439.40
455.80
443.20
452.60
464.30
480.70

(2) An employee who delivers orders to customers in his or
her own vehicle shall receive a payment, in addition to all
other amounts provided in this Agreement, equal to $1.70 for
every delivery in excess of 3.4 deliveries per hour.
(3) No employee shall suffer any reduction to his or her rate
of wage as a result of the operation of this Agreement.
21.—JUNIOR EMPLOYEES
(1) Junior employees, other than those engaged in the preparation and/or serving of alcoholic beverages shall be paid the
percentage of the adult rate, as set out in subclause (2) hereof,
appropriate to their classification as determined by subclause
(1) of Clause 20.-Wages.
(2) The minimum weekly rates of wages for work in ordinary time to be paid to junior employees shall be as follows—
Under 16 years of age
Under 16 years of age
Between 16 and 17 years
Between 17 and 18 years
Between 18 and 19 years
Between 19 and 20 years
At 20 years and over

40% (for employees whose date of commencement was on or after the date of certification of this agreement)
50% (for employees who date of commencement was before the date of certification
of this agreement)
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

NOTE: No employee who commenced employment before
the date of certification of this agreement may have their wage
reduced as a result of this clause.
(3) Any junior employee who is primarily engaged in the
preparation and/or serving of alcoholic beverages shall be paid
the adult rate applicable to a Retail Employee Grade III. Any
junior employee whose duties include the preparation and/or
serving of alcoholic beverages shall be at least 18 years of
age.
(4) No junior female employee under the age of 18 shall be
employed after 8.00 p.m. on any day without permission in
writing from one of the parents or guardian of such junior
employee.
(5) No employee shall be terminated, or have their hours of
employment reduced as a result of the operation of this clause.
22.—HIGHER OR LOWER DUTIES
(1) Any employee performing work for two hours or more
in any day on duties carrying a higher prescribed rate of wage
than that in which the employee is engaged, shall be paid the
higher wage for the time so employed, provided that where an
employee is engaged for more than half of one day or shift on
duties carrying a higher rate, the employee shall be paid the
higher rate for such day or shift.
(2) Any employee who is temporarily required to perform
duties carrying a lower prescribed rate of wage, shall do so
without any loss of pay.
(3) The employer may direct any employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of an employee’s skill, competence and training.
23.—UNIFORMS, LAUNDERING AND
PRESENTATION STANDARDS
(1) Where uniforms are required by the employer to be worn
they shall be supplied, laundered and/or dry cleaned by the
employer and remain the property of the employer, provided
that in lieu of the employer laundering and/or dry cleaning
same, the employee shall be paid the following laundry allowance per week—
Employees employed on a casual basis
$1.70
Employees employed on a part time basis
$1.95
Employees employed on a full time basis
$2.25
Provided that the provisions of this Clause may be altered
by written agreement between the union and the employer.
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(2) Employees commencing before the date of certification
of the Agreement
Where uniforms are supplied to an employee and where the
value of such uniforms exceeds $30.00, a once only deposit of
$30.00 shall be paid by the employee by means of six $5.00
instalments withheld by the employer from the employee’s
wages during the first six pay periods. This deposit shall be
repaid to the employee on termination provided the uniforms
issued to them are returned to the employer in good condition,
fair wear excepted.
In lieu of such $30.00 deposit, employers may withhold
$30.00 from the termination payment to any employee engaged
prior to the date of certification of this Agreement until such
time as the employee returns any uniform in his or her possession in good condition, fair wear excepted.
(3) Employees commencing on or after the date of certification of this agreement.
Where uniforms are supplied to an employee and where the
value of such uniforms exceeds $50.00, a once only deposit of
$50.00 shall be paid by the employee by means of five $10.00
instalments withheld by the employer from the employee’s
wages during the first five pay periods. This deposit shall be
repaid to the employee on termination provided the uniforms
issued to them are returned to the employer in good condition,
fair wear excepted.
In lieu of such $50.00 deposit, the employer may withhold
$50.00 from the termination payment to any employee engaged
after the date of certification of this Agreement until such time
as the employee returns any uniform in his or her possession
in good condition, fair wear excepted.
Any employee who claims hardship as the result of the operation of sub-clauses (2) and (3) may have the repayment
rate set at 10 weekly payments of $5.00. Any dispute will be
settled in accordance with Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
(4) Grooming
Good personal presentation and hygiene are seen as essential by the employer in upholding the employer’s overall image
to our customers. When at work, employees shall be attired in
a neat, tidy and business like manner at all times.
(i) Hair is to be worn short or tied back away from the
face. The hats and hairnets provided are to be worn
at all times in line with current government health
regulations.
(ii) Minimal jewellery is permitted whilst on duty. A wedding band, engagement ring, wrist watch or
medic-alert bracelet is the maximum jewellery that
can be worn. Neck chains, ankle bracelets, costume
jewellery and dangling earrings can be hazardous to
the employee and/or customer and should not be
worn.
A stud or sleeper (one pair) will be permissible in
pierced ears only. Nose rings, eye rings or any other
form of body piercing that does not demonstrate a
professional business like manner is not allowable.
(iii) Facial hair is not encouraged however employees
with beards, moustaches should keep them neat, trim
and tidy. Shaving prior to commencing a shift is required.
(iv) Make-up should be kept to a minimum and be complimentary to the uniform. Heavy make-up should
be avoided and nail polish is not allowed.
(v) All employees must ensure that finger nails are maintained at a minimum length.
24.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
(1) Employees who are required to wash dishes, clean toilets or otherwise handle detergents, acids, soaps or any injurious
substances shall be supplied, free of charge by the employer,
with rubber gloves or be paid an allowance of $1.10 per week
in lieu.
(2) Where the conditions of work are such that employees
are unable to avoid their clothing becoming wet or dirty, they
shall be supplied with suitable protective clothing free of charge
by their employer.
(3) Where conditions of work are such that employees are
unable to avoid their feet becoming wet, they shall be
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supplied by their employer free of charge with suitable protective footwear.
(4) All articles supplied shall remain the property of the
employer and shall be returned when required, in good order
and condition, fair wear and tear excepted.
(5) Any dispute in respect to the application of this Clause
will be settled in accordance with Clause 41.-Grievance Procedure.
25.—EMPLOYEES’ EQUIPMENT
All knives, choppers, tools, brushes, towels, and other utensils, implements and material which may be required to be
used by the employee for the purpose of carrying out his or
her duties, shall be supplied by the employer free of charge.
26.—LIMITATION OF WORK
(1) No female employee may be required to climb ladders
or any substitute therefore unless appropriately attired.
(2) No female employee shall be required to clean out male
public toilets, or male toilets within the employer’s establishment unless it has been determined by a male employee that
the toilets are vacant and arrangements are made to ensure
that the toilets are not in use during the cleaning period.
(3) No female employee under the age of eighteen years
shall be required to lift or carry weights in excess of eleven
kilograms and no female employee over eighteen years of age
shall be required to lift or carry weights in excess of sixteen
kilograms.
27.—TRAVELLING FACILITIES
(1) Where an employee is detained at work until it is too late
to travel by the last ordinary bus, train or other regular public
conveyance to the employee’s usual place of residence, the
employer shall provide proper conveyance free of charge.
(2) If an employee is required to start work before the first
means of public conveyance (herebefore described) is available to convey the employee from his or her usual place of
residence to the place of employment, the employer shall provide a conveyance free of charge.
(3) The provisions of this Clause do not apply to an employee who usually has his or her own means of conveyance.
28.—RECORD
(1) The employer shall keep, or cause to be kept, on his or
her business premises, or at each of them if more than one, a
Time and Wages Record, wherein shall be entered the following information—
(a) the full name, postal address and occupation of each
employee employed and whether the employee is being employed on a full time, part time or casual
contract of service;
(b) the time each employee commences and finishes
work each day, including any breaks in shift;
(c) the number of hours worked each day by each employee and the total hours worked each pay period;
(d) the wages and (if any) overtime and allowances paid
to each employee each pay period;
(e) the age of any employee employed on junior rates of
pay.
(2) The Record shall be entered up by the employer from
day to day and shall be signed, if correct, by the employee at
the time of being paid. The employer and the employee shall
be severally responsible for the correctness of the Record.
(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) hereof, the
Record shall be open for inspection to a duly accredited representative of the union on the employer’s premises from Monday
to Sunday, both inclusive, between the hours of 9.00 a.m. to
5.00 p.m., (excepting from 12.00 noon to 2.00 p.m.). The union representative shall be permitted time to inspect the Record
and, if he or she requires, shall be allowed to take an extract or
copy of any of the information contained in the Record, which
shall be maintained by the employer on the business premises
for a period of not less than twelve months.
(b) Where the Record for any reason is not available for
inspection, an extract or copy from such Record of Information required by the Representative shall be forwarded by the
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employer to the Registered Office of the union within fourteen days of the date of the request made to inspect the Record.
(4) For the purposes of this Clause the term “Record” shall
mean a book or single document wherein shall be entered all
the information required to be kept in accordance with the
provisions of subclause (1) of this Clause.
(5) Notwithstanding subclauses (1) to (4);
Where this industrial agreement empowers a representative
of the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia to inspect the time and wages records of
an employee or former employee, that power shall be exercised subject to the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations
1997 (as may be amended from time to time) and the following—
(a) the employer may refuse a representative access to
the records if—
(i) The employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative would infringe the privacy of persons who are not
members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative;
(b) the power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of the union authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules of the organisation;
(c) before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to an employer.
29.—ROSTER
(1) A roster of the working hours of each full time and part
time employee employed shall be exhibited in the office the
employer, so as it may be conveniently and readily seen by the
employee.
(2) Such roster shall show—
(a) the name, occupation and type of employment of each
employee;
(b) the hours to be worked by each employee each day
and the breaks in shift to be taken.
(3) Subject to Clause 28.-Record, the roster in the office
shall be open for inspection to a duly accredited representative of the union at such time as the “Record” is so open for
inspection.
(4) Such rosters shall be drawn up in such a manner as to
show the working hours of each employee for at least one
week in advance of the date of the roster, and may only be
altered on account of the sickness of an employee, or by mutual consent between the employee and the employer
concerned.
30.—CHANGE AND REST ROOMS
Adequate change and rest rooms shall be provided by the
employer where such are reasonably practicable.
31.—FIRST AID
(1) In each establishment the employer shall provide and
continuously maintain at a place easily accessible to all employees an adequate First Aid Kit.
(2) A worker holding either a Red Cross or St John Senior
First Aid Certificate of at least “A” level who is appointed by
the employer to perform first aid duties shall be paid $6.00 per
week in addition to the worker’s ordinary rate.
32.—POSTING OF AGREEMENT AND UNION
NOTICES
(1) In each establishment, a copy of this Agreement, if supplied by the Union, shall be exhibited by the employer on the
business premises in such a place where it may be conveniently and readily seen by each employee employed.
(2) The Secretary of the union, or any other duly accredited
representative of the union, shall be permitted to post notices
relating to union business in a place where it may be conveniently and readily seen by each employee employed. Provided
that nothing in this subclause shall empower a duly accredited
official of the union to enter any part of the premises of the
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employer, pursuant to this subclause, unless the employer is
the employer or former employer of a member of the Union.
33.—SUPPORTED WAGE SYSTEM
(1) This Clause defines the conditions which will apply to
employees who because of the effects of a disability are eligible for a supported wage under the terms of this Agreement.
In the context of this clause, the following definitions will
apply—
(i) “Supported Wage System” means the Commonwealth Government system to promote employment
for people who cannot work at full award wages because of a disability, as documented in “[Supported
Wage System: Guidelines and Assessment Process]”.
(ii) “Accredited Assessor” means a person accredited by
the management unit established by the Commonwealth under the Supported Wage System to perform
assessments of an individual’s productive capacity
within the Supported Wage System.
(iii) “Disability Support Pension” means the Commonwealth pension scheme to provide income security
for persons with a disability as provided under the
Social Security Act 1991, as amended from time to
time, or any successor to that scheme.
(iv) “Assessment Instrument” means the form provided
for under the Supported Wage System that records
the assessment of the productive capacity of the person to be employed under the Supported Wage
System.
(2) Eligibility Criteria
Employees covered by this Clause will be those who are
unable to perform the range of duties to the competence level
required within the class of work for which the employee is
engaged under this Agreement, because of the effects of a disability on their productive capacity and who meet the
impairment criteria for receipt of a Disability Support Pension.
(The Clause does not apply to any existing employee who
has a claim against the employer which is subject to the provisions of workers’ compensation legislation or any provision
of this Agreement relating to the rehabilitation of employees
who are injured in the course of their current employment).
The Agreement does not apply to the employer in respect of
any facility, program, undertaking, service or the like which
receives funding under the Disability Services Act 1986 and
fulfils the dual role of service provider and sheltered employer
to people with disabilities who are in receipt of or are eligible
for a disability support pension, unless the employer has received recognition under Section 10 or Section 12A of the
Act, or if a part only has received recognition, that part.
(3) Supported Wage Rates
Employees to whom this clause applies shall be paid the
applicable percentage of the minimum rate of pay prescribed
by this Agreement for the class of work which the person is
performing according to the following schedule—
Assessed Capacity
% Of Prescribed
(Sub-clause (d)
Agreement Rate
10%*
10%
20%
20%
30%
30%
40%
40%
50%
50%
60%
60%
70%
70%
80%
80%
90%
90%
(Provided that the minimum amount payable shall not be
less than $45 per week).
* Where a person’s assessed capacity is 10 per cent,
they shall receive a high degree of assistance and
support.
(4) Assessment of Capacity
For the purpose of establishing the percentage of the Agreement rate to be paid to an employee under this Agreement, the
productive capacity of the employee will be assessed in
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accordance with the Supported Wage System and documented
in an assessment instrument by either—
(i) The employer and the Union, in consultation with
the employee or, if desired by any of these;
(ii) the employer and an accredited assessor from a panel
agreed by the employer and the Union.
(5) Lodgement of Assessment Instrument
(a) All assessment instruments under the conditions of
this clause, including the appropriate percentage of
the Agreement wage to be paid to the employee, shall
be lodged by the employer with the Registrar of the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(b) All assessment instruments shall be agreed and signed
by the parties to the assessment, provided that where
a union which is party to the Agreement, is not a
party to the assessment, it shall be referred by the
Registrar to the union by certified mail and shall take
effect unless an objection is notified to the Registrar
within ten working days.
(6) Review of Assessment
The assessment of the applicable percentage should be subject to annual review or earlier on the basis of a reasonable
request for such a review. The process of review shall be in
accordance with the procedures for assessing capacity under
the Supported Wage System.
(7) Other Terms and Conditions of Employment
Where an assessment has been made, the applicable percentage shall apply to the wage rate only. Employees covered
by the provisions of the clause will be entitled to the same
terms and conditions of employment as all other workers covered by this Agreement paid on a pro-rata basis.
(8) Workplace Adjustment
The employer wishing to employ a person under the provisions of this clause shall take reasonable steps to make changes
in the workplace to enhance the employee’s capacity to do the
job. Changes may involve redesign of job duties, working time
arrangements and work organisation in consultation with other
workers in the area.
(9) Trial Period
(a) In order for an adequate assessment of the employee’s capacity to be made, the employer may employ
a person under the provisions of this clause for a
trial period not exceeding 12 weeks, except that in
some cases additional work adjustment time (not
exceeding four weeks) may be needed.
(b) During the trial period the assessment of capacity
shall be undertaken and the proposed wage rate for a
continuing employment relationship shall be determined.
(c) The minimum amount payable to the employee during the trial period shall be no less than $45 per week.
(d) Work trials should include induction or training as
appropriate to the job being trialed.
(e) Where the employer and employee wish to establish
a continuing employment relationship following the
completion of the trial period, a further contract of
employment shall be entered into based on the outcome of assessment under Clause 4 of this Clause.
Employees who because of the effects of a disability are
eligible for a supported wage shall be assessed and paid in
accordance with the provisions of the model clause as provided in the Supported Wage System Test Case Decision (Print
L5723 of 1994).
34.—LOCATION ALLOWANCES
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to the
rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an employee
shall be paid the following weekly allowances when employed
in the towns described hereunder. Provided that where the
wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly allowances.
TOWN
PER WEEK
$
Agnew
15.20
Argyle (see subclause 12)
39.50
Balladonia
15.00
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PER WEEK
$
Barrow Island
25.70
Boulder
6.20
Broome
24.20
Bullfinch
7.20
Carnarvon
12.30
Cockatoo Island
26.60
Coolgardie
6.20
Cue
15.50
Dampier
20.90
Denham
12.30
Derby
25.10
Esperance
4.60
Eucla
16.90
Exmouth
21.70
Fitzroy Crossing
30.30
Goldsworthy
13.80
Halls Creek
34.60
Kalbarri
5.10
Kalgoorlie
6.20
Kambalda
6.20
Karratha
24.80
Koolan Island
26.60
Koolyanobbing
7.20
Kununurra
39.50
Laverton
15.40
Learmonth
21.70
Leinster
15.20
Leonora
15.40
Madura
16.00
Marble Bar
37.70
Meekatharra
13.30
Mount Magnet
16.50
Mundrabilla
16.50
Newman
14.50
Norseman
12.90
Nullagine
37.60
Onslow
25.70
Pannawonica
19.60
Paraburdoo
19.40
Port Hedland
20.80
Ravensthorpe
8.10
Roebourne
28.50
Sandstone
15.20
Shark Bay
12.30
Shay Gap
13.80
Southern Cross
7.20
Telfer
35.00
Teutonic Bore
15.20
Tom Price
19.40
Whim Creek
24.60
Wickham
24.00
Wiluna
15.50
Wittenoom
33.40
Wyndham
37.30
(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has—
(a) a dependant shall be paid double the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(b) a partial dependant shall be paid the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependant is receiving by way of a district or
location allowance.

Maximum Allowance
Agnew
Argle
Balladonia
Barrow Island
Boulder
Broome
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(3) Where an employee
(a) is provided with board and lodging by his/her employer, free of charge;
or
(b) is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and
lodging by virtue of the award or an Order or Agreement made pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid sixty six and two-thirds per cent
of the allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of paragraph (b) of this subclause shall have
effect on and from the 24 July 1990.
(4) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices
receiving less than adult rate and employees employed for less
than a full week shall receive that proportion of the location
allowance as equates with the proportion that their wage for
ordinary hours that week is to the adult rate for the work performed.
(5) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the period
of such leave the location allowance to which he/she would
ordinarily be entitled.
(6) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she shall
only be paid location allowance for the period of such leave
he/she remains in the location in which he/she is employed.
(7) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Dependant” shall mean—
(i) a spouse or de facto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or de facto
spouse;
who does not receive a district or location allowance, or who, if in receipt of a salary or wage package,
receives no consideration for which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this
clause.
(b) “Partial Dependant” shall mean a “dependant” as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause who
receives a district or location allowance which is less
than the location allowance prescribed in subclause
(1) of this clause or who, if in receipt of a salary or
wage package, receives less than full consideration
for which the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this clause.
(8) Where an employee is employed in a town or location
not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount as
may be agreed between Australian Mines and Metals Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western
Australia and the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be determined by the
Commission.
(9) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant to
Section 50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance
representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the first day in July of
each year in accordance with the annual percentage change in
the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing), for Perth measured to the end of the immediately preceding March quarter,
the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten cents.

LOCATION ALLOWANCES—JULY 1998
PRICES
ISOLATION
CLIMATE
Index No.
Prices
Index No. Isolation Index No. Climate
100
$64.80
100
$10.00
100
$5.00
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
100
$64.8
93
$9.30
99
$4.95
40
$25.9
40
$4.00
0
$65
$42.1
62
$6.20
62
$3.10
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
58
$37.6
71
$7.10
73
$3.65

TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$78.78
$39.90
$30.4
$15.2
$79.0
$39.5
$29.9
$15.0
$51.4
$25.7
$12.5
$6.2
$48.3
$24.2
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Bullfinch
Carnarvon
Cockatoo Island
Coolgardie
Cue
Dampier
Denham
Derby
Esperance
Eucla
Exmouth
Fitzroy Crossing
Goldsworthy
Halls Creek
Kalbarri
Kalgoorlie
Kambalda
Karratha
Koolan Island
Koolyanobbing
Kununurra
Laverton
Learmonth
Leinster
Leonora
Madura
Marble Bar
Meekatharra
Mount Magnet
Mundrabilla
Newman
Norseman
Nullagine
Onslow
Pannawonica
Paraburdoo
Port Hedland
Ravensthorpe
Roebourne
Sandstone
Shark Bay
Shay Gap
Southern Cross
Telfer
Teutonic Bore
Tom Price
Whim Creek
Wickham
Wiluna
Wittenoom
Wyndham
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LOCATION ALLOWANCES—JULY 1998—continued
PRICES
ISOLATION
CLIMATE
Index No.
Prices
Index No. Isolation Index No. Climate
16
$10.4
33
$3.30
15
$0.75
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
63
$40.8
80
$8.00
86
$4.30
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
37
$24.0
55
$5.50
29
$1.45
51
$33.0
58
$5.80
61
$3.05
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
60
$38.9
71
$7.10
86
$4.30
9
$5.8
34
$3.40
0
$40
$25.9
79
$7.90
0
$55
$35.7
53
$5.30
49
$2.45
74
$47.9
87
$8.70
80
$4.00
26
$16.8
66
$6.60
83
$4.15
88
$57.0
91
$9.10
61
$3.05
14
$9.1
12
$1.20
0
$16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
16
$10.4
15
$1.50
12
$0.60
63
$40.8
58
$5.80
61
$3.05
63
$40.8
80
$8.00
86
$4.30
16
$10.4
33
$3.30
15
$0.75
100
$64.8
93
$9.30
99
$4.95
37
$24.0
58
$5.80
19
$0.95
55
$35.7
53
$5.30
49
$2.45
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
37
$24.0
58
$5.80
19
$0.95
40
$25.9
60
$6.00
0
$100
$64.8
70
$7.00
73
$3.65
32
$20.7
44
$4.40
29
$1.45
41
$26.6
48
$4.80
33
$1.65
40
$25.9
70
$7.00
0
$34
$22.10
49
$4.90
42
$2.10
34
$22.10
34
$3.40
7
$0.35
100
$64.8
75
$7.50
58
$2.90
65
$42.1
62
$6.20
62
$3.10
47
$30.4
60
$6.00
55
$2.75
47
$30.4
60
$6.00
48
$2.40
51
$33.0
50
$5.00
71
$3.55
18
$11.7
45
$4.50
0
$73
$47.3
59
$5.90
77
$3.85
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
30
$19.4
43
$4.30
18
$0.90
26
$16.8
66
$6.60
83
$4.15
16
$10.4
33
$3.30
15
$0.75
90
$58.3
81
$8.10
73
$3.65
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
19
$0.95
47
$30.4
60
$6.00
48
$2.40
62
$40.2
54
$5.40
74
$3.70
59
$38.2
59
$5.90
77
$3.85
35
$22.7
68
$6.80
29
$1.45
88
$57.0
71
$7.10
53
$2.65
92
$59.6
100
$10.00
100
$5.00

35.—PARENTAL LEAVE
Permanent employees with at least twelve months continuous service shall be entitled to Parental Leave (unpaid
Maternity, Paternity and Adoption Leave and the right to work
Part Time with the consent of the employer) as determined by
the 1990 Parental Leave Test Case (Print J3596).
36.—TEMPORARY TRANSFER [DELETED]
37.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS [DELETED]
38.—TRAINEESHIPS
(1) The National Training Wage Award shall apply in respect of this Agreement and where it refers back to the Award,
that shall be read as referring back to this Agreement.
(2) The provision in the National Training Wage Award in
respect of overtime shall be read to mean that the hourly rate
of pay for the purposes of calculation of overtime or shift penalties is the hourly rate applicable to the relevant age as
prescribed in this Agreement.
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TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$14.4
$7.2
$24.6
$12.3
$53.1
$26.6
$12.5
$6.2
$30.9
$15.5
$41.9
$20.9
$24.6
$12.3
$50.3
$25.1
$9.2
$4.6
$33.8
$16.9
$43.4
$21.7
$60.6
$30.3
$27.6
$13.8
$69.2
$34.6
$10.3
$5.1
$12.5
$6.2
$12.5
$6.2
$49.7
$24.8
$53.1
$26.6
$14.4
$7.2
$79.0
$39.5
$30.7
$15.4
$43.4
$21.7
$30.4
$15.2
$30.7
$15.4
$31.9
$16.0
$75.4
$37.7
$26.6
$13.3
$33.0
$16.5
$32.9
$16.5
$29.0
$14.5
$25.8
$12.9
$75.2
$37.6
$51.4
$25.7
$39.2
$19.6
$38.8
$19.4
$41.6
$20.8
$16.2
$8.1
$57.0
$28.5
$30.4
$15.2
$24.6
$12.3
$27.6
$13.8
$14.4
$7.2
$70.0
$35.0
$30.4
$15.2
$38.8
$19.4
$49.3
$24.6
$48.0
$24.0
$30.9
$15.5
$66.8
$33.4
$74.6
$37.3

39.—TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND
RESTRUCTURING
(1) Employer’s Duty to Notify
(a) Where the employer has made a definite decision to
introduce major changes in production, program, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to
have significant effects on employees, the employer
shall notify the employees who may be affected by
the proposed changes and the Union.
(b) “Significant effects” include termination of employment, major changes in the composition, operation
or size of the workforce or in the skills required; the
elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or job tenure; the alteration of
hours of work; the need for retraining or transfer of
employees to other work or locations and the restructuring of jobs. Provided that where the Agreement
makes provision for alteration of any of the matters
referred to herein an alteration shall be deemed not
to have significant effect.
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(2) Employer’s Duty to Discuss Change
(a) The employer shall discuss with the employees affected and their Union inter alia, the introduction of
the changes referred to above, the effects the changes
are likely to have on employees, measures to avert
or mitigate the adverse effects of such changes on
employees and shall give prompt consideration to
matters raised by the employees and/or the union in
relation to the changes.
(b) The discussions shall commence as early as practicable after a definite decision has been made by the
employer to make the changes referred to above.
(c) For the purposes of such discussions, the employer
shall provide in writing to the employees concerned
and the union, all relevant information about the
changes including the nature of the changes proposed,
the expected effects of the changes on employees
and any other matters likely to affect employees provided that the employer shall not be required to
disclose confidential information the disclosure of
which would be detrimental to the employer’s interests.
40.—REDUNDANCY
(1) Discussions Before Terminations
(a) Where the employer has made a definite decision
that the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has been doing to be done by anyone and this
is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of
labour and that decision may lead to termination of
employment, the employer shall hold discussions
with the employees directly affected and with the
Union.
(b) The discussions shall take place as soon as is practicable and shall cover, amongst other matters the
reasons the proposed terminations are required, measures to avoid or minimise the terminations and
measures to mitigate any adverse effects of any terminations on the employees concerned.
(c) For the purposes of the discussion the employer shall,
as soon as practicable, provide in writing to the employees concerned and the Union, all relevant
information about the proposed terminations including the reasons for the proposed terminations, the
number and categories of employees likely to be affected, and the number of employees normally
employed and the period over which the terminations are likely to be carried out.
Provided that the employer shall not be required to
disclose confidential information the disclosure of
which would be detrimental to the employer’s interests.
(2) Transfer to lower paid duties
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for
reasons set out in subclause (1) hereof, the employee shall be
entitled to the same period of notice of transfer as they would
had they been terminated, and the employer may make payment in lieu thereof of an amount equal to the difference
between the former ordinary time rate of pay and the new lower
ordinary time rates for the number of weeks of notice still
owing.
(3) Severance Pay
In addition to the period of notice provided in Clause 7 of
this Agreement, a permanent employee whose employment is
terminated for reasons set out above shall be entitled to the
following amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous
period of service—
Period of continuous service
Severance Pay
less than 1 year
nil
1 year but less than 2 years
4 weeks pay
2 years but less than 3 years
6 weeks pay
3 years but less than 4 years
7 weeks pay
4 years and over
8 weeks pay
“Weeks pay” means the ordinary time rate of pay for the
employee concerned.
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Provided that the severance payments shall not exceed the
amount which the employee would have earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to the employee’s
normal retirement date.
(4) Employee Leaving During Notice
An employee whose employment is terminated for reasons
set out in subclause (1) hereof, may terminate his or her employment during the period of notice and, if so, shall be entitled
to the same benefits and payments under this Clause had he or
she remained with the employer until the expiry of such notice. Provided that in such circumstances the employee shall
not be entitled to payment in lieu of the notice period prescribed by subclause (1) of Clause 7 of this Agreement.
(5) Alternative Employment
The employer in a particular redundancy case, may make
application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied if the employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee.
(6) Time Off During Notice Period
(a) During the period of notice of termination given by
the employer an employee shall be allowed up to
one day’s time off without loss of pay during each
week of notice for the purpose of seeking other employment.
(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave for more
than one day during the notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment, the employee
shall, at the request of the employer, be required to
produce proof of attendance at an interview or they
shall not receive payment for the time absent.
For the purpose of this Clause a statutory declaration will be sufficient.
(7) Notice to Commonwealth Employment Service
Where a decision has been made to terminate employees in
the circumstances outlined in subclause (1) hereof, the employer shall notify the Commonwealth Employment Service
or its equivalent thereof as soon as possible giving relevant
information including the number and categories of the employees likely to be affected and the period over which the
terminations are intended to be carried out.
(8) Employees with Less Than One Year’s Service
This Clause shall not apply to employees with less than one
year’s continuous service and the general obligation on the
employer should be no more than to give relevant employees
an indication of the impending redundancy at the first reasonable opportunity, and to take such steps as may be reasonable
to facilitate the obtaining by the employees of suitable alternative employment.
(9) Employees Exempted
This Clause shall not apply where employment is terminated
as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant dismissal,
including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty, or in
the case of casual employees, apprentices, or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specified task or
tasks.
41.—GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(1) The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that any questions, disputes or difficulties are resolved as quickly as possible.
(a) Any dispute or grievance should, in the first instance
be discussed by the employee/s affected and the store
management.
(b) In the event that the dispute remains unresolved, the
employee and an authorised official of the union
should discuss the issue with the store manager and/
or area manager.
(c) In the event that the dispute remains unresolved, the
Secretary of the union or his/her nominee should discuss the issue with a representative of state
management of the employer.
(2) The parties are committed to the efficient resolution of
disputes and will endeavour to ensure that a time limit of two
days will apply to each of the steps outlined in subclause (1)
hereof.
(3) While the steps outlined in subclause (1) hereof are being followed, the parties undertake to continue work in
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accordance with the pre-dispute status quo. Neither party will
be prejudiced in the outcome of the dispute as a result of the
continuance of work pursuant to this Clause.
(4) Once the requirements of subclause (1) of this clause
have been complied with either party may refer an issue in
dispute to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for assistance in its resolution.
42.—UNION RECOGNITION AND UNION
MEMBERSHIP [DELETED]
43.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
Consistent with the terms of the Labor Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act a representative of the Union shall not exercise
the rights under this clause with respect to entering any part of
the premises of the employer unless the employer is the employer, or former employer of a member of the Union.
(1) A Union Official visiting the employer’s premises for
the purpose of dealing with an industrial matter involving a
member of the union, will—
a) Upon arrival at the store, notify the Store Manager,
or Duty Manager, if available, of the general intent
and estimated length of the visit, prior to any discussion with employees;
b) minimise their time and interaction with employees
in customer contact areas of the store;
c) discuss issues in detail with employees in non-service areas of the store;
d) ensure there is no disruption to the general operation
of the store;
e) prior to departure, notify the Store Manager of any
concerns or issues with the intent of seeking a satisfactory solution including utilisation of the specified
grievance procedure wherever appropriate;
provided that the employer shall provide reasonable access to
employees who are members of the Union.
(2) If the union requires group meetings with staff who are
members of the union, an official will give at least 48 hours
notice to the employer. The meeting will be arranged at a
mutually convenient time to both staff and the employer.
44.—TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
(1) Subject to the following conditions, elected Union
delegate(s) or appointed Union Representative(s) shall be
granted leave with pay to attend courses conducted or approved
by the union which are designed to promote good industrial
relations and industrial efficiency provided that—
a) No more than 2 paid shifts shall be granted in any
store in any calendar year. Any additional shifts shall
be unpaid and subject to employer approval.
b) Untaken paid leave shall not accrue from year to year
or be transferred from one store to another.
(2) Application to attend shall be in writing and shall include details of the type and content of the course to be attended
and the dates upon which the course is to be conducted. Applications shall be made not less than one calendar month before
the intended course, or such lesser period as may be agreed
between the employer, the Union and the employee concerned.
(3) Once received, applications shall be granted by the employer on the dates notified by the Union, subject to the
employer’s ability to maintain normal store operating requirements.
(4) Except in the case of a new store opening, only employees who have completed six months continuous service with
the employer shall be eligible for leave pursuant to this Clause.
(5) Leave granted pursuant to this Clause shall count as service for all purposes of this Agreement.
(6) Any employee on paid leave in accordance with this
Clause shall receive payment in accordance with the roster
they would have worked for the period of absence.
(7) The employer shall not be required to pay any other costs
associated with such leave.
(8) On completion of the course, the employer may require
the employee to provide satisfactory proof of attendance at
the course.
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45.—SUPERANNUATION
The superannuation provisions contained herein operate subject to the requirements of the hereinafter prescribes provision
titled—Compliance, Nomination and Transition.
(1) The employer shall participate in the Retail Employees
Superannuation Trust (REST).
(2) All contributions required to be made by the employer
on behalf of employees in compliance with the Superannuation Guarantee Legislation shall be made to REST.
(3) Employees who wish to make contributions to REST
shall be entitled to authorise the employer to pay into the fund
from employees wages amounts specified by the employee
and upon authorisation such payments shall be made by the
employer.
(4) Contributions provided by subclauses (3) and (4) hereof
shall be remitted by the employer to the Fund each calendar
month
Compliance, Nomination and Transition
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere herein which
requires that contribution be made to a superannuation fund or
scheme in respect of an employee, on and from 30 June 1998—
(a) Any such fund or scheme shall no longer be a complying superannuation fund or scheme for the
purposes of this clause unless—
(i) the fund or scheme is a complying fund or
scheme within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
of the Commonwealth; and
(ii) under the governing rules of the fund or
scheme, contributions may be made by or in
respect of the employee permitted to nominate a fund or scheme;
(b) The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the
employee;
(c) The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation
fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
(d) A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the employee to whom such is directed;
(e) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are
to be made;
(f) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a employee;
Provided that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee thereafter nominates a complying superannuation fund
or scheme—
(g) if one or more complying superannuation funds or
schemes to which contributions may be made be
specified herein, the employer is required to make
contributions to that fund or scheme, or one of those
funds or schemes nominated by the employer;
or
(h) if no complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made be specified herein,
the employer is required to make contributions to a
complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer.
46.—SIGNATORIES
(Signed Timothy Irvine)
Signature
23.12.98

Signed for and on behalf of
Gemma Bosnjak trading as
Chicken Treat Dunsborough
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(Signed Timothy Irvine)
Signature

Signed for and on behalf of
Dragoljub Bosnjak trading as
Chicken Treat Dunsborough

27th October 1998
Date
(Signed Joseph Bullock)
GENERAL
SECRETARY
- JOE BULLOCK

Common Seal
(Signed M. Bishop)
GENERAL
PRESIDENT
M. BISHOP

Signed for and on behalf of
The Shop, Distributive
and Allied Employees’
Association of Western
Australia.

22nd October 1998
Date

CONTRACT AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSA AG 2 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer Department of Contract and
Management Services and Others.
No. PSA AG 2 of 1999.
Contract and Management Services Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998.
12 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J van den Herik and with her Ms S Newby
on behalf of The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated, and Ms S Kannis on behalf of the Chief
Executive Officer Department of Contract and Management
Services now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
THAT the agreement to be known as the “Contract and
Management Services Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1998” reflected in the schedule to this order shall be and
is registered with effect on the 22nd day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
Commissioner,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Contract and Management Services Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope of Agreement
Parties to the Agreement
Number of Employees Covered by Agreement
Definitions
Date and Period of Operation of this Agreement
No Further Claims
Relationship to the Parent Award
Re-Open Negotiations
Part Time Employment
Casual Employment
Parental Leave
Paid Parental Leave
Family Leave
Short Leave
Bereavement Leave
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18. Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
19. Annual Leave Travel Concessions
20. Higher Duties Allowance
21. Hours
22. Overtime Allowance
23. Sick leave
24. Long Service Leave
25. Salary Increases
26. Compaction of Level 1 Salary Range
27. Dispute Settlement Procedures
28. Availability of Agreement
Schedule A—Salaries
Schedule B—Productivity Model
3.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to all employees of Contract
and Management Services including employees in the Senior
Executive Service who are members, or eligible to be
members, of the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated (“CSA”).
Employees within scope of the Department of State Services, Supply West Enterprise Bargaining Agreement No. PSA
AG 129 of 1996 or the Department of State Services, Bureau
Services Enterprise Bargaining Agreement No. 130 of 1996
are excluded from the operation of this Agreement.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
The parties to this Agreement are the Executive Director of
Contract and Management Services and the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED BY THE
AGREEMENT
At the date of registration, the Agreement will apply to approximately twenty (20) employees.
6.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Agreement” means the Contract and Management Services Enterprise Agreement 1998.
(2) “Award” means the Public Service Award 1992.
(3) “CAMS” means Contract and Management Services.
(4) “Executive” means the Executive Director of Contract
and Management Services Director.
(5) “Employee” means for the purpose of this Agreement,
someone who is referred to in Clause 3.—Scope of Agreement of this Agreement.
(6) “Employer” means the Executive Director of Contract
and Management Services.
(7) “Government” means the State Government of Western
Australia.
(8) “Parties” means the employer and the union.
(9) “Union” means the Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Incorporated.
(10) “WAIRC” means the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
7.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION OF THE
AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the first pay period
on or after the date of registration in the WAIRC and shall
remain in force for a period of 30 months.
(2) During the life of the Agreement the parties will continue to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed
at increasing productivity. The parties agree that these issues
will form the basis of future negotiations.
(3) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
Agreement.
(4) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent
Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
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increases sought or granted, except for those provided under
the terms of this Agreement or provided for in National or
State Wage Decisions.
(2) This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
9.—RELATIONSHIP TO THE PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Public
Service Award 1992. In the case of any inconsistencies, this
Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of the inconsistencies. Where this Agreement is silent the Award shall apply.
10.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
The parties agree to commence negotiations at least six (6)
months prior to the expiration of the period of this Agreement
to negotiate a replacement Agreement.
11.—PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
This clause replaces subclauses (1) (a), (3) (a) and 4 of
Clause 9.—Part Time Employment, of the Award.
(1) Permanent Part Time employment is defined as regular
and continuing employment for less than 38 hours per week.
(2) Hours of duty
Except as agreed between the Executive Director and the
Union, the parameters for the working of “ordinary hours”
shall be 7.00 am to 7.00 pm
(3) Salary and Annual Increments
(a) An employee who is employed on a Part Time basis
shall be paid a proportion of the appropriate fulltime salary dependent upon time worked. The salary
shall be calculated in the following manner—
Hours worked per fortnight x full-time fortnightly salary
76
1
(b) A Part Time employee shall be entitled to annual increments in accordance with Clause 12.—Annual
Increments of the Award, subject to meeting the usual
performance criteria.
12.—CASUAL EMPLOYMENT
(1) Definition
“Casual Employee” means an employee engaged by the
hour for a period not exceeding one calendar month in
any period of engagement, as determined by the Executive Director.
(2) Salary
A casual employee shall be paid for each hour worked
at the appropriate classification contained in Appendix
A—Salary Schedule of this Agreement in accordance with
the following formula—
Fortnightly Salary
76
with the addition of twenty percent (20%) in lieu of annual leave, sick leave, long service leave and payment for
public holidays.
(3) Conditions of Employment
(a) Conditions of employment, leave and allowances provided under the provisions of this Agreement shall
not apply to a casual employee. However, where
expenses are directly and necessarily incurred by a
casual employee in the ordinary performance of his/
her duties, he/she shall be entitled to reimbursement
in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.
(b) Nothing in this clause shall confer permanent status
within the meaning of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.
(c) The employment of a casual employee may be terminated at any time by the casual employee or the
Executive Director or casual employee failing to give
the required notice, one hour’s salary shall be paid
or forfeited.
(d) The provisions of Clause 22—Overtime Allowance
in this Agreement do not apply to casual employees
who are paid by the hour for each hour worked. Additional hours are paid at the normal casual rate.
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13.—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) For the purposes of this clause “parental leave” shall
refer to unpaid parental leave.
(2) Definitions
(a) “Adoption” shall mean the placement (including any
initial temporary placement with a view to a permanent placement) of a child who is less than five (5)
years of age, who is not the natural or step-child of
the employee or employee’s spouse/partner and who
has not lived with the employee for longer than six
(6) months.
(b) “Certification” shall mean—
(i) For the purposes of “maternity leave” means
a certificate from a registered medial practitioner stating that the employee is pregnant
and the expected date of confinement.
(ii) For the purposes of “paternity leave” means a
certificate from a registered medical practitioner which names the employee’s spouse,
states that she is pregnant, and the expected
date of confinement.
(iii) For the purpose of “adoption leave” and “special adoption leave” means—
(aa) a statement from an adoption agency or
other appropriate body of the placement
of the child for adoption purposes; or
(bb) presumed date confirming that the employee or employee’s spouse is to have
custody of the child pending application for an adoption order.
(c) “Child” means a person to whom an employee or
employee’s spouse has given birth, or a person under the age of five (5) years who is adopted by an
employee or employee’s spouse or who is placed with
an employee or employee’s spouse with a view to
permanent adoption. This does not include a child or
step-child of the employee or employee’s spouse who
has previously lived with the employee for a period
of six (6) months or more.
(d) “Parental leave” means a period of up to fifty two
(52) weeks for unpaid leave, taken by an employee
who is the primary care giver in connection with the
birth or adoption of a child.
(e) “Primary care giver” means a person who assumes
the principal role of providing care and attention to
the child.
(f) “Replacement employee” is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(3) Eligibility and Entitlement
(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
parental leave in respect of the birth of a child or the
adoption of a child.
(b) An employee must comply with the certification and
notice requirements to be entitled to parental leave,
unless the Executive Director agrees to vary these
requirements.
(c) Employees on fixed term contracts are not eligible
for parental leave beyond the expiry date of their contract.
(d) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to
attend interviews or examination required for the
adoption procedure. The employee may elect to take
annual leave in lieu of unpaid leave.
(e) A male employee may apply for one week of unpaid
parental leave immediately after the birth or adoption of a child, which may be taken concurrently with
any leave taken by his spouse.
(f) Any entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any
amount of parental leave taken by the employee’s
spouse in relation to the same child. Parental leave
is not to be taken simultaneously by both parents,
except for the one week prescribed in paragraph (e)
of this subclause.
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(4) Notice Requirements
(a) An employee is to give the Executive Director at
least ten (10) weeks written notice or the intention to
take parental leave.
(b) Every application for parental leave shall be supported by the relevant certification.
(5) Transfer to Safe Job
Where in the opinion of a registered medical practitioner
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the duties assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue her present duties,
the employee may be transferred to a safe position at the same
classification level until the commencement of parental leave.
(6) Variation and/or cancellation of Parental Leave Period
(a) The period of parental leave may be lengthened or
shortened by agreement between the Executive Director and the employee provided that the amount of
leave does not exceed a maximum of fifty two (52)
weeks.
(b) The employee must where practicable give the Executive Director four weeks written notice of any
request to vary the period of leave.
(c) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on parental leave terminates other than by the birth of a living
child, it shall be the right of the employee to resume
work at a time nominated by the Executive Director
which shall not exceed four weeks from the date of
notice in writing by the employee to the Executive
Director that she desires to resume work.
(d) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of subclause (b) by failing to give the required
period of notice if such failure is due to the requirements of the adoption agency to accept an earlier or
later placement of the child, or other compelling circumstances.
(7) Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to substitute any part of that leave with accrued annual leave or long service leave for the whole or part
of the period of parental leave.
(b) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave.
(c) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates after twenty eight (28) weeks, other than by the birth
of a living child and the employee is not on parental
leave, the employee shall be entitled to a period of
sick leave for a period as certified by a registered
medical practitioner.
(d) Where a pregnant employee, not on parental leave,
suffers illness related to the pregnancy or is required
to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure
the employee may take sick leave for a period as
certified by a medical practitioner.
(8) Effect of parental leave on leave entitlements and employment
(a) Any absence on parental leave will not break the continuity of service but shall not be taken into account
for the purpose of salary increment progression and
in calculating paid leave entitlements such as sick
leave, annual leave and long service leave.
(b) An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by
giving written notice in accordance with Clause 7—
Contract of Employment of the Award.
(c) The Executive Director shall not terminate the employment of an employee on the grounds of the
employee’s application for parental leave or absence
on parental leave but otherwise the rights of the employee in respect of the termination of employment
shall not be affected.
(9) Replacement Employees
Prior to engaging a replacement employee, the Executive
Director shall inform the person of the fixed term nature of the
employment and the rights relating to the return to work of the
employee on parental leave.
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(10) Return to work after Parental Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to the Executive Director
not less than four weeks prior to the expiration of
parental leave.
(b) An employee on return to work from parental leave
shall be entitled to the position which the employee
occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental leave. Where the employee was transferred to a
safe job the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to transfer.
(c) Where the position occupied by an employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a position at the same classification level with a similar
level of responsibility to that of the abolished position.
(d) An employee who has returned to work on a Part
Time basis may revert to full-time work at the same
classification level within one year of the recommencement of work.
14.—PAID PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) An employee who has completed twelve (12) months
continuous service before the expected date of birth or placement, who is the primary care giver and who takes parental
leave in accordance with Clause 13—Parental Leave of this
Agreement, will be entitled to six (6) weeks paid parental leave,
from the anticipated birth date. The employee will provide
evidence of primary care given status if requested by the Executive Director.
(2) Only one period of paid parental leave is available for
each birth or adoption.
(3) The six (6) weeks paid parental leave will be paid on a
fortnightly basis into a bank account nominated by the employee.
(4) Fixed term and contract employees’ paid parental leave
cannot continue beyond the expiry date of their contract.
(5) If the employee has had periods of service on a full-time
or Part Time basis in the twelve (12) months prior to the commencement of parental leave, the employee will have an
entitlement of six (6) weeks paid parental leave but the salary
to be paid will be an average of the number of ordinary hours
that the employee worked in the previous twelve (12) months.
(6) Paid parental leave taken in accordance with subclause
(1) of this clause will form part of the fifty two (52) weeks
Parental Leave entitlement prescribed by Clause 13.—Parental Leave of this Agreement. Absence on paid parental leave
will not count as service for the purpose of annual salary increments and accruing entitlements to sick leave, annual leave
or long service leave.
(7) All other conditions relating to parental leave as prescribed in Clause 13.—Parental Leave of this Agreement shall
apply.
15.—FAMILY LEAVE
(1) Where the employee has responsibilities in relation to
members of his/her family or household, the employee will be
entitled to use thirty eight (38) hours per year of his/her sick
leave entitlement to care for them when they are ill or to attend to urgent family responsibilities. The days used for this
purpose are those sick leave entitlements accrued from previous years of service with the public sector and are not the
employee’s entitlement for the current year.
(2) For the purpose of this clause, the definition of family
shall be the definition for the term ‘relative’ contained in the
Equal Opportunity Act 1984. That is, a person who is related
to the employee by blood, marriage, affinity, adoption and includes a person who is wholly or mainly dependent on, or is a
member of the employee’s household.
(3) Wherever practical, the employee will give the Executive Director prior notice of his/her intention to take Family
Leave and the estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable to give prior notice of absence the employee will notify
the Executive Director as soon as possible on the day of absence.
(4) If the employee is employed on a Part Time basis then
the employee may access Family Leave on a pro rata basis.
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(5) The employee will provide, where required by the Executive Director, evidence to establish the requirement to take
Family Leave.
(6) Family Leave may be taken as single day absences or
part of a single day.
16.—SHORT LEAVE
Short Leave as prescribed in Clause 26.—Short Leave of
the Award shall not apply to an employee under this Agreement.
17.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) Entitlement
(a) The employee shall be entitled to paid bereavement
leave of up to two (2) days duration upon the death
in Australia of a spouse, de facto spouse, child, stepchild, parent, step-parent, parent-on-law, brother,
sister or any other person who, immediately before
that person’s death, lived with the employee as a
member of the employee’s household. If requested
by the Executive Director, the employee will provide reasonable proof of the death and relationship
between the deceased and the employee.
(b) The two (2) days need not be consecutive.
(c) Bereavement Leave is not to be taken during a period of any other kind of leave.
(2) The employee is entitled to payment in respect of Bereavement Leave only where the employee would normally
have been on duty.
18.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(1) An employee is entitled to time-off work for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
(2) Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole of part
days off. Each day or part day shall be deduced from annual
leave, public service holidays or flexi leave entitlements.
(3) The Executive Director may request reasonable evidence
of the legitimate need for the employee to be allowed timeoff.
(4) Time-off without pay may be granted by agreement between the Executive Director and the employee for tribal/
ceremonial/cultural purposes.
19.—ANNUAL LEAVE TRAVEL CONCESSIONS
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 19.—
Annual Leave of the Award.
(1) Where an employee’s headquarters is situated in District Allowance Areas 3, 5, 6 or in that portion of
Area 4 located North of 30o South Latitude, an annual leave travel concession will be provided for the
employee and his/her dependents when proceeding
on annual leave.
(2) The travel concession will be to the value of a return
standard economy airfare to Perth for the employee,
dependent spouse and dependent children.
(3) An employee is required to serve twelve (12) months
in these areas before qualifying for travel concessions. However, an employee with less than twelve
(12) months continuous service in these areas and
who proceed on annual leave to suit departmental
convenience will be allowed the concessions. The
concession may also be given to an employee who
proceeds on annual leave before completing the
twelve (12) months service provided that they return
to the area to complete the twelve (12) months service at the expiration of the period of leave.
(4) Travel must be undertaken to be eligible for the concession. Travel concessions not utilised within twelve
(12) months of becoming due will lapse.
(5) A Part Time employee is entitled to travel concessions on a pro-rata basis according to the usual
number of hours worked.
20.—HIGHER DUTIES ALLOWANCE
The provision of Clause 14—Higher Duties Allowance of
the Award apply except that any reference to 71/2 hours per
day shall be amended to read 7 hours 36 minutes per day.
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21.—HOURS
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 16—
Hours of the Award.
(1) The ordinary hours of duty shall be an average of one
hundred and fifty two (152) hours per four week cycle, that is
an average of 38 hours per week, which may be worked with
flexible commencement and finishing times between the hours
of 7.00am and 7.00pm Monday to Friday.
(2) (a) Subject to the prior approval of the employee’s manager, an employee may be allowed up to a maximum of two
(2) consecutive full days of flexi-leave in any one settlement
period.
(b) Approval to take flexi-leave is subject to the employee
having accrued sufficient credit hours to cover the absence
prior to taking the leave. In exceptional circumstances and
with the approval of the Executive Director, flexi-leave may
be taken before accrual subject to such conditions as the Executive Director may impose.
(3) Settlement Period
(a) For recording time worked, the settlement period
which shall consist of four (4) weeks commencing
at the beginning of a pay period.
(b) The required hours of duty for a settlement period
shall be one hundred and fifty two (152) hours.
(4) Credit Hours
(a) Credit hours in excess of the required one hundred
and fifty two (152) hours to a maximum of fifteen
(15) hours twelve (12) minutes are permitted at the
end of each settlement period. Such credit hours shall
be carried forward to the next settlement period.
(b) Credit hours in excess of fifteen (15) hours twelve
(12) minutes at the end of a settlement period shall
be lost.
(c) Credit hours at any point within the settlement period shall not exceed twenty (20) hours.
(5) Debit Hours
(a) Debit hours below the required one hundred and fifty
two (152) hours to a maximum of four (4) hours are
permitted at the end of each settlement period. Such
debit hours shall be carried forward to the next settlement period.
(b) For debit hours in excess of four (4) hours, an employee shall be required to take leave without pay
for the period necessary to reduce debit hours to those
specified in sub-paragraph (a) of this subclause.
(6) A maximum of ten (10) hours may be worked in any one
day, with a minimum of thirty (30) minutes for lunch.
(7) For the purpose of Leave, Public Holidays and Public
Service Holidays, a day shall be credited as seven (7) hours
thirty six 36) minutes.
(8) Overtime
(a) Employees receiving at least one day’s prior notice
of overtime shall be required to work standard hours
totalling seven (7) hours thirty six (36) minutes between the hours of 8.30am and 5.00pm before being
eligible for the payment of overtime.
(b) Where an employee is required to work overtime at
the conclusion of a day with less than one day’s notice, and
(i) where the employee has at the commencement
of that day two (2) hours or more flexi-leave
credits, the employee shall be paid overtime
after five (5) hours work on that day, or for
time worked after 3.30pm, which ever is the
later, or
(ii) where that employee has commenced duty
prior to 8.30am and has, at the commencement
of that day, less than two (2) hours flexi-leave
credits, the employee shall be paid overtime
for time worked after the completion of prescribed hours of duty after working seven (7)
hours thirty six (36) minutes on that day,
whichever is the earlier, or
(iii) where that employee has commenced work
after 8.30am and has, at the commencement
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of that day, less than two (2) hours flexi-leave
credits, the employee shall be paid overtime
for time worked after 5.30pm or after working seven (7) hours thirty six (36) minutes on
that day, which ever is the earlier.
(9) Other Working Arrangements
The Executive Director may vary the prescribed hours of
duty observed in the Department or any branch or section
thereof so as to make provisions for—
(a) the attendance of employees for duty on a Saturday,
Sunday, Public Holiday or on a Public Service Holiday.
(b) the performance of shift work including working on
Saturdays, Sundays, Public Holidays or on a Public
Service Holiday; and
(c) the nature of the duties of an employee or class of
employees in fulfilling the responsibilities of their
office.
Provided that where the hours of duty are so varied an employee shall not be required to work more than five hours
continuously without a break.
(10) Employees whose maximum salary or maximum salary and allowances in the nature of salary exceeds that as
determined for Level 5 as prescribed in Schedule A—Salary
Schedule, are required to work the hours necessary in order to
meet operational requirements. The minimum number of hours
in any four week cycle that the employee is required to work
is 152 hours. The provisions of subclauses (2), (3), (4), (5)
and (8) of this clause do not apply to these employees.
22.—OVERTIME ALLOWANCE
The provisions of Clause 18—Overtime Allowance of the
Award shall apply except that any reference to—
(1) “Prescribed hours of duty” shall mean between the
hours of 7.00am to 7.00pm Monday to Friday;
(2) Seventy-five (75) hours shall be amended to read
seventy-six (76) hours; and
(3) Thirty-seven-and-one-half (371/2) hours shall be
amended to read thirty-eight (38) hours.
23.—SICK LEAVE
The provision of Clause 22—Sick Leave of the Award shall
apply except for subclause (1) which is replaced by the following—
(1) Entitlement
(a) The Executive Director shall credit each permanent employee with the following sick leave
credits, which shall be cumulative—
Sick Leave Sick Leave
on full-pay on half pay
On the day of initial
appointment
On completion of 6
months continuous
service
On the completion of
12 months continuous
service
On the completion of
each further period of
12 months continuous
service

38 hours

38 hours

38 hours

38 hours

76 hours

76 hours

76 hours

76 hours

(b) An employee employed on a fixed term contract for a period greater than twelve (12)
months, shall be credited with the same entitlement as a permanent employee. An
employee employed on a fixed term contract
for a period less than twelve (12) months, shall
be credited with the same entitlement on a pro
rata basis for the period of the contract;
(c) A Part Time employee shall be entitled to the
same sick leave credits, on a pro rata basis
according to the number of hours worked each
fortnight. Payment for sick leave shall only
be made for those hours worked each fortnight.
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Payment for sick leave shall only be made for
those hours that would normally have been
worked had the employee not been on sick
leave.
24.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The provisions of Clause 2.1—Long Service Leave of the
Award shall apply except that the employee may apply to take
his/her entitlement to long service leave on full pay or half
pay, in multiples of weekly entitlements.
25.— SALARY INCREASES
(1) A wage increase of 4.25% shall be payable from the first
pay period on or after the date of registration of the Agreement with the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
(2) A further increase of up to 3.5% will become available
12 months after the date of registration of the Agreement subject to the achievement of the productivity initiatives contained
within Schedule 2 of the Agreement.
(3) Employees will not be disadvantaged by Government
decisions or policies which impact negatively on the achievement of milestones outlined in the Agreement.
(4) Where agreed targets are not attained in full, employees
will receive pro rata payment as agreed by the parties.
26.—COMPACTION OF LEVEL 1 SALARY RANGE
(1) The parties agree that the adult Level 1 increment range
will be reduced from 9 to 7 increment points as provided in
Schedule A—Salary Schedule from the first pay period on or
after the date of registration of the Agreement.
(2) Employees currently employed within the Level 1 incremental range will be transferred to a new incremental point as
follows—
Current PSA
EBA
Classification
Level
Level 1
Level 1
1.1
1.1
è
1.2
1.2
è
1.3
1.3
è
1.3
1.4
è
1.4
1.5
è
1.5
1.6
è
1.5
1.7
è
1.6
1.8
è
1.6
1.9
è
1.7
(3) The employee’s current salary incremental due date will
remain unchanged.
(4) Normally appointments of employees at Level 1 will
commence from Level 1.2 up to Level 1.7 according to skills
and competencies. Level 1.1 will be utilised for developmental/ training purposes.
27.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
In the event of any disputes, questions, or difficulties between the parties as to the implementation and interpretation
of this Agreement, the following procedures shall apply—
(1) The CSA representative and/or the employee(s) concerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An employee may be
accompanied by a CSA representative or a person of
their choosing. The supervisor may be accompanied
by a representative nominated by the CEO.
(2) If the matter is not resolved within five (5) working
days following the discussion in accordance with
paragraph (a) hereof, the matter shall be referred by
the CSA representative to the CEO or his/her nominee for resolution.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within five (5) working
days of the CSA representative’s notification of the
dispute to the CEO or his/her nominee, it may be
referred by either party to the WAIRC.
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(4) While the parties attempt to resolve the matter, work
will continue as normal unless the employee has a
reasonable doubt about an imminent risk to his or
her health and safety.
28.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. In addition, a copy or copies of this Agreement will be
kept in an easily accessible place or places within the agency,
and the location of the copies will be communicated to all
employees.
SCHEDULE A—SALARY
Current Award
(except for points
1.1 to 1.7)

Proposed
4.25%
Increase

Level 1
Under 17 years
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

$11,730
$13,710
$15,990
$18,509
$20,785
$22,067
$23,330
$24,239
$25,249
$26,511
$27,773
$28,119

$12,229
$14,293
$16,670
$19,296
$21,668
$23,005
$24,322
$25,269
$26,322
$27,638
$28,953
$29,314

$12,657
$14,793
$17,253
$19,971
$22,427
$23,810
$25,173
$26,154
$27,243
$28,605
$29,967
$30,340

Level 2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

$29,036
$29,635
$30,374
$31,155
$31,972

$30,270
$30,894
$31,665
$32,479
$33,331

$31,329
$31,976
$32,773
$33,616
$34,497

Level 3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

$33,095
$33,970
$34,872
$35,798

$34,502
$35,414
$36,354
$37,319

$35,709
$36,653
$37,626
$38,626

Level 4
4.1
4.2
4.3

$37,068
$37,959
$38,983

$38,643
$39,572
$40,640

$39,996
$40,957
$42,062

Level 5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

$40,955
$42,288
$43,673
$45,110

$42,696
$44,085
$45,529
$47,027

$44,190
$45,628
$47,123
$48,673

Level 6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

$47,421
$48,992
$50,618
$52,354

$49,436
$51,074
$52,769
$54,579

$51,167
$52,862
$54,616
$56,489

Level 7
7.1
7.2
7.3

$55,016
$56,858
$58,862

$57,354
$59,274
$61,364

$59,362
$61,349
$63,511

Level 8
8.1
8.2
8.3

$62,119
$64,452
$67,345

$64,759
$67,191
$70,207

$67,026
$69,543
$72,664

Level 9
9.1
9.2
9.3
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

$70,958
$73,399
$76,183
$80,393
$84,603
$88,811
$93,021

$73,974
$76,518
$79,421
$83,810
$88,199
$92,585
$96,974

$76,563
$79,197
$82,201
$86,743
$91,286
$95,826
$100,368

Classification

Proposed
3.50%
Increase
12 months later
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Schedule B—Productivity Initiatives
Explanation of Performance Model
The CAMS performance model consists of eight performance measures that are all linked to the new strategic direction.
These performance indicators are—
1. savings to Government from the establishment of
auditable whole-of-government contracting arrangements;
2. efficiency in contracting;
3. management of risk in contracting;
4. Minister’s satisfaction with CAMS performance in
selected priority areas;
5. CAMS’ professional relationships with small business;
6. agency satisfaction with CAMS support in building
related goods and services contracting;
7. agency satisfaction with CAMS support in wholeof-government contracting; and
8. agency satisfaction with CAMS advice in procurement and asset planning.
The first three measures relate to CAMS’ performance as a
centre of expertise in contracting, i.e., savings to Government,
contracting efficiency and the management of risk. The fourth
measure is designed to improve the quality of our reporting to
the Minister for Works. The fifth measure is oriented towards
improving our working relationships with the small business
sector. The remaining measures focus on our client relationships.
1. Savings to Government from the establishment of auditable
whole-of-Government contracting arrangements
This performance measure is based on figures that are collected annually and are subject to auditing by the Office of the
Auditor General. The figure measures the amount of discount
that is achieved across a range of whole-of-Government contracts. The discounts are achieved by negotiating large-scale
price agreements with our suppliers. The benchmark is based
on savings to Government last year totalling $67.8 million.
The target for 1998/99 is a further savings of 3% or an additional $2 million.
2. Efficiency in contracting
This performance indicator measures CAMS efficiency in
handling contracts. The nominator measures CAMS’ input
costs in contract development and contract management. The
denominator measures dollars spent on contracts, except in
the case of goods and services where it is the value of contracts let. The benchmark of 2.7% is a pro-rata figure for the
period July 1995 to November 1997. The reasons for using
this figure are—
• auditable figures for the whole of CAMS are only
available from 1 July 1997;
• no historical figures are available for the former State
Contracts Directorate which was previously part of
the Department of State Services; and
• no relevant information can be extracted from the
former Maintenance Services Directorate time keeping system as their time keeping was aligned to work
roles which have since changed.
The reason for using figures over a period of more than two
years is that short term records do not allow for the natural
variation in the size and complexity of contracts that occur
over several State Budgets.
3. Management of risk in contracting
This measure is designed to ensure that risk management
plans are prepared for all high or significant risk category
projects. Whether a project is determined as being in a high or
significant risk category depends on the results of analysing
important aspects of the planned financing and delivery of the
project against an appropriate standard matrix. Risk management plans will be required so that the identified areas of risk
in projects falling in these categories can be managed and reduced. The estimated number of contracts falling in the high
or significant risk categories annually is 600. Currently only
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some 16% of high or significant risk category projects have
risk management plans.
4. Minister’s satisfaction with CAMS performance in selected priority areas
This measure is designed to indicate how CAMS is improving its service to the Minister. The Minister was surveyed to
identify areas in which CAMS could improve its performance
in meeting his service expectations. The area identified as requiring improvement is the quality of verbal and written
briefing relating to Strategic Asset Management that scored a
below average rating (i.e., a rating of 4 or less) in the Minister’s annual survey for 1997/98. Since all other areas scored
above average results (i.e., greater than 5) it has been decided
that the target should be not less that 5.5 in the next annual
survey.
5. CAMS professional relationships with small business
This measure is designed to indicate how much improvement CAMS is making in its business relations with its small
business suppliers. The Minister has identified this area as being
of significant importance as Government is changing the way
in which it carries out its business with greater emphasis to be
placed on small business involvement. This importance was
recognised in the new strategic direction plan with the establishment of the new strategic area of Procurement Information
and Education. The newly established Industry Liaison Branch
commissioned Patterson Market Research to carry out a survey of small business to establish where CAMS’ processes
are causing unnecessary problems. The survey highlighted the
following areas as needing improvements—
• improved clarity in specifications;
• reduce time required to develop responses to and prepare presentation of tender documents;
• make tender selection criteria more industry specific;
and
• decrease time taken to evaluate tenders.
These areas scored a below average rating (i.e., 4 or less) in
the recent survey. By improving the understanding of the tender/quotation process and the overall understanding of
contracting, WA suppliers are more likely to tender and win
contracts. CAMS is seeking a 10% improvement in performance in this area.
6. Agency satisfaction with CAMS support in building related goods and services contracting
This performance measure is designed to assess agency satisfaction with CAMS’ support in building related goods and
services contracting. This area was identified in the 1997/98
client survey as where 13% of clients considered the service
as unsatisfactory. CAMS is seeking a 10% improvement on
current performance in this area.
7. Agency satisfaction with CAMS support in whole-of-government contracting
This performance measure is designed to assess CAMS’ efficiency and effectiveness in handling the specific contracts in
the areas of fleet services, domestic air travel and building
facilities management. These areas were identified in the 1997/
98 client survey as being those that agencies are most dissatisfied in the area of whole-of-Government contracts. Some 18%
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of clients rated these services as unsatisfactory. CAMS is seeking a 10% improvement on current performance in this area.
8. Agency satisfaction with CAMS advice in procurement
and asset planning
This performance measure is designed to assess CAMS’ efficiency and effectiveness in the area of support for agencies
in the development and management of their asset maintenance and minor works program. In the 1997/98 client survey,
12% of clients rated this service as unsatisfactory. CAMS is
seeking a 10% improvement on current performance in this
area.
How the model is applied
1. Performance is rated against each of the targets in the
eight performance measures and depending upon the performance level a rating between from 0 to 4 is achieved. If the
required performance target is achieved or exceeded, the performance will receive a 4 rating, while a performance level
that is less than the target will be allocated its appropriate rating.
2. Each Performance Measure has been weighted dependent
upon whether the performance measure applies across the
whole of CAMS or target specific areas within CAMS whose
performance has been identified as requiring improvement.
The first three measures, for example, relate to CAMS success in improving its performance in contracting and are
applicable to the whole-of-CAMS since contracting is CAMS’
main business. In addition, the achievement of the targets for
performance measures numbers 1 and 2 will result in actual
dollar savings. Performance measure number 3 will reduce
CAMS’ exposure to unforeseen financial losses. Therefore,
these performance measures were given high weightings.
The remaining performance measures are subjective, as they
are dependent upon the results of the Ministerial, client and
supplier surveys. These performance measures were therefore
not weighted as high as the quantitative measures.
3. At the end of June 1999, the ratings achieved for each of
the eight performance measures are multiplied by the relevant
weightings to give a “score”. The maximum possible score is
100 and the minimum is zero.
4. The pay rise payable is determined by multiplying the
possible pay rise of 3.5% by the ratio of the actual score to 80,
except that a score of 80 or above will be regarded as equal to
80, the formula is—
actual score x 3.5% = percentage salary increase
80
1
Examples—
i) A score of 85 is achieved which is adjusted to 80. The
salary increase is—
80 x 3.5% = 3.5% salary increase payable from 1/7/99
80 1
ii) A score of 70 will result in a reduced salary increase—
70 x 3.5% = 3.06% salary increase payable from 1/7/99
80 1
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES - 1998/99

PERFORMANCE MEASURE

TARGET

0

1

RATING
2

3

4

WEIGHTING

POSSIBLE
SCORE

3% improvement on previous year’s result

<1.5%

1.5% to
<2%

2% to
<2.5%

2.5% to
<3%

3% or
greater

5

20

2.6% or less

>2.7%

2.7% to
>2.67%

2.67% to
>2.64%

2.64% to
>2.61%

2.6% or less

5

20

90%
(Current benchmark 16%)

<70%

70% to
<75%

75% to
<80%

80% to
<90%

90% to
<100%

4

16

Target 5.5 or greater (average score).

4 or less

>4 to <4.5-

4.5 to <5

5 to <5.5

5.5 or
greater -

3

12

Target 5.5 or greater (average score).

4 or less

>4 to <4.5-

4.5 to <5

5 to <5.5

5.5 or
greater -

2

8

3

4

WEIGHTING

1. Savings to Government from the establishment of
auditable whole-of-Government contracting
arrangements instead of buying at market prices.
(Market costs - Cost to Government)
Total savings for auditable contracts let

2. Efficiency in contracting.
( CAMS contract costs ) X 100%
(Total spent on contracts)

3. Management of risk in contracting.
Percentage of High and Significant Risk contracts
with risk management plans developed within the
specified time.

4. Minister’s satisfaction with CAMS performance
in selected priority areas for improvement.
Survey of Minister’s satisfaction.
Specifically in the areas of “Asset Management”,
and the “Quality of briefing notes”

5. CAMS professional relationships with Small
Business
Improve clarity in specifications, make tender
selection criteria more industry specific. Reduce
time required to develop responses and prepare
tender documents as well as time taken to evaluate
tenders

CAMS PERFORMANCE MEASURES - 1998/99
RATING
PERFORMANCE MEASURE

6. Agency satisfaction with CAMS support in
building-related activity, goods and services
contracting.

TARGET

0

1

2

POSSIBLE
SCORE

Reduce the number of dissatisfied customers with CAMS
support during the procurement process to 10% or less

>13%

13% to 12% 12% to 11% 11% to 10%

<10%

2

8

Reduce the number of dissatisfied customers with the Fleet
Services, Domestic Air Travel and Building Facilities
Management contracts to 15% or less.

>18%

18% to 17% 17% to 16% 16% to 15%

<15%

2

8

Reduce the number of dissatisfied customers with CAMS
support in the development and management of their asset
maintenance and minor works program to 9% or less.

>12%

12% to 11% 11% to 10% 10% to 9%

<9%

2

8

25

100

Survey of Agencies at CEO or Director level.

7. Agency satisfaction with CAMS support in
whole-of-Government contracting.
Survey of Agencies at CEO or Director level

8. Agency satisfaction with CAMS advice in
procurement and asset planning.
Survey of Agencies at CEO or Director level

TOTAL
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CUTTING CONCRETE INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 271 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Mark Richard Alexander & Linda Jane Munro t/a Cutting
Concrete.
No. AG 271 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S. J. KENNER.
24 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by
leave.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSGAG 5 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Department of Transport
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated & Other.
No. PSGAG 5 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
19 May 1998.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. PSGAG 5 of 1998.
HAVING heard Mr R De Blank and with him Mr S
Hollingworth on behalf of the applicant and Ms J Blake on
behalf of the respondents, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the document titled the Department of Transport
Enterprise Agreement 1998, filed in the Commission on
16 April 1998, be and is hereby registered as an Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998
1—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Department of Transport Enterprise Agreement 1998” and shall replace
“Department of Transport Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1995 No. AG 32 of 1995”.
2—ARRANGEMENT
1 Title
2 Arrangement
3 Purpose and Objectives Of The Agreement

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
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Scope
Number of Employees
Parties To Agreement
Definitions
Date And Period Of Operation Of Agreement
No Further Claims
Relationship To Parent Awards
Transport Enterprise Bargaining Group
Availability of Agreement
Values Statement
Learning Organisation
Study Leave
Training And Development
Productivity Measurement
Salary Increases
Consultation
Dispute Resolution Procedures
Part-Time Employment
Casual Employment
Contract Employment
Level 1 Commencement of Employment
Workplace Flexibility
Annual Leave Travel Concession
Family Leave
Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
Career Breaks
Family Room
Parental Leave
Union Business Leave
Signatures of Parties to the Agreement
Schedule A—Salaries
Schedule B—Variation of Award and Agreement
Conditions
Schedule C—Exchanged Letters of Agreement in
Relation to Transport Inspectors’ and Field Officers’
Commuted Overtime Allowance and Uniforms
Schedule D—Exchanged Letters of Agreement in
Relation to Marine Officers’ Entitlements to Higher
Duties and Seagoing Allowances

3—PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE
AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement reflects the continued commitment of
the parties to ongoing productivity improvement in Transport.
(2) The Agreement introduces a number of initiatives which
will assist in enhancing the flexibility of Transport. The initiatives will assist Transport to meet its objectives as well as
improve the working life of its employees.
(3) The Agreement also recognises the productivity improvements achieved by the parties from recent reforms, particularly
in the Licensing Division. In keeping with the need to reward
the achievement of the outcomes of the organisation and not
just the completion of activities, this Agreement introduces a
number of future productivity measures which are linked to
outcomes to be met for the payment of the second increase
available per Clause 18(2).
(4) The shared objectives of the parties are to—
• achieve Transport’s purpose and improve productivity and efficiency in Transport through ongoing
improvements;
• facilitate greater flexibility in decision making and
allocation of human and other resources;
• promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure
employment opportunities;
• develop and pursue changes on a co-operative continuing basis by using participative practices; and
• promote health, safety, welfare and equal opportunity for all employees.
4—SCOPE
With the exception of those employees of Transport who are
covered by the Western Australian Regional Ports Integrated
Labour Force (Department of Marine and Harbours) Agreement 1992, this Agreement shall apply to all other employees
of Transport under the terms and conditions as contained in
this Agreement and the awards and other agreements of the
associations and unions listed in Clause 6 of this Agreement.
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5—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
The number of employees covered by this agreement as at
the date of registration is 868.

(2) The relevant parent awards are the Public Service Award
1992 and the Engineering Trades (Government) Award, 1967
No. 29, 30, 31 of 1961 & 3 of 1962.

6—PARTIES TO AGREEMENT
(1) Subject to sub-clauses (3) and (4) of this clause, this
Agreement applies to the parties shown below and no other
parties shall be able to be joined to this Agreement during its
term—
• Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated;
• Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch;
• Director General of Transport.
(2) The Agreement relates to the employment, by the Director General of Transport as the employing authority of
Transport, of persons who are members or eligible to be members of the unions mentioned above.

11—TRANSPORT ENTERPRISE BARGAINING GROUP
(1) Transport together with the employees and unions has
formed the Transport Enterprise Bargaining Group covering
all employees of Transport.
(2) The Transport Enterprise Bargaining Group has ratified
this Agreement which documents the negotiations that have
taken place between the parties outlined in Clause 6 for all
employees covered by this Agreement.

7—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Agreement”: the “Department of Transport Enterprise
Agreement 1998”.
(2) “Awards”: the industrial awards and agreements under
which the employees are covered by the unions in this Agreement—
• Public Service Award 1992; and
• Engineering Trades (Government) Award, 1967 No
29,30,31 of 1961 & 3 of 1962.
(3) “Employee”: for the purpose of this Agreement, someone who is referred to at Clause 4—Scope.
(4) “Employer”: The Director General of Transport.
(5) “Government”: the State Government of Western Australia.
(6) “Transport”: Department of Transport.
(7) “Unions”: the unions and associations listed as parties to
this Agreement which are listed in clause 6 of this Agreement.
(8) “WAIRC”: the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
8—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION OF
AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the first pay period
commencing on or after the date on which this Agreement is
registered by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission , and shall remain in force for a period of twenty
four (24) months from the date of registration.
(2) The parties will commence a review of this Agreement
at least six months prior to the date of expiry.
(3) Following the process of reviewing this Agreement it
will be renewed or replaced by another Agreement or cancelled as appropriate.
(4) This Agreement shall not be cancelled or varied during
its term unless otherwise provided for.
(5) This Agreement will continue after the expiry of its term
until it is replaced by a further Agreement, or such other time
as either of the parties withdraws from the Agreement in accordance with Section 41 (7) of the Industrial Relations Act
(WA) 1979.
9—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted.
(2) However, the parties recognise that it is important to
encourage future productivity improvements beyond those currently identified in this Agreement. Where such improvements
are identified and implemented they will be considered as part
of the next enterprise agreement.
10—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
(1) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
existing awards and agreements which apply to the parties
bound to this Agreement. In the case of any inconsistencies,
this Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of the inconsistencies.

12—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. In addition, a copy or copies of this Agreement will be
kept in an easily accessible place or places within Transport,
and the location of the copies will be communicated to all
employees.
13—VALUES STATEMENT
Transport has developed a set of values to guide its people
in achieving its purpose and objectives. These values will be
reviewed from time to time to ensure that they meet the needs
of customers and other stakeholders. The parties are committed to applying these values which are contained in the Values
Statement as shown below—
VALUES STATEMENT
Put the customer first
Understand and value your customers; Find out what your
customer needs: Don’t assume you know; Develop services
in collaboration with customers; Don’t let internal problems
get in the way of meeting the customer’s needs; Support
others as they work with their customers; Seek feedback
from customers
Honest and open communication
Give people the information they need in an honest and
open manner; Be frank and constructive in your point of
view; Be open to feedback; When there’s a problem, talk
directly to the person concerned; Communication is a
shared responsibility—be prepared to seek out, listen to and
respect what others think
Passion
Pursue goals with enthusiasm and commitment; When you
see an opportunity, act on it; Appreciate the value of your
work; Embrace change and be prepared to take risks and
push the boundaries; Strive to improve the way you work
and be the best; Challenge behaviour that doesn’t fit our
values; Take responsibility for your decisions, your actions
and the consequences; Do what you say you’ll do; Contribute your ideas and expertise to the task; Take problems
seriously and work to sort them out
Working together
Be clear about the purpose of your work; If it has to be
done, just get in and do it; Work with your team and the
whole of Transport in mind; Build partnerships within
Transport, with customers and external stake holders; Make
clear agreements about what is to be done, by whom, by
when; Go about your work with integrity and fairness
Valuing our people
Set realistic expectations and give people the power and
resources to do the job; Build a fulfilling work environment;
Care for and value each other; Recognise and value each
person’s contribution; Give all staff opportunities for
development; Trust and enable people to use their skills and
experience; Cherish difference
14—LEARNING ORGANISATION
(1) Transport is committed to adopting the qualities of a learning organisation as it strives to achieve its purpose and
objectives through a changing environment. According to
Senge (1990) a learning organisation is one in which—
• “people continually expand their capacity to create
the results they truly desire;
• where new and expansive patterns of thinking are
nurtured;
• where collective aspiration is set free; and
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• where people are continually learning how to learn
together.”
(2) As a learning organisation, Transport will strive to—
• develop a shared vision for the organisation;
• accept, embrace and seek change;
• learn from its experiences rather than being bound
by past experiences;
• be open to the widest possible range of perspectives
in order to identify trends and generate choices;
• foster teamwork;
• encourage flexibility and be willing to take risks; and
• facilitate self-awareness and proactive problem solving.
15—STUDY LEAVE
For those employees who are eligible for study leave under
their relevant award, study leave may be granted by the employer for certified courses or any other courses approved by
the employer, subject to operational convenience and provided
satisfactory progress is being made by the employee. Approval
of study leave is at the discretion of the employer.
16—TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
(1) A training needs analysis will be undertaken in Transport to assist in the identification of skill requirements in a
changing environment affecting Transport.
(2) Employees will be provided with timely training and
development to enable them to obtain the skills necessary for
Transport to achieve its objectives and for employees to enhance their career opportunities. Training plans will be
developed jointly by each employee and his/her manager
through the Performance Development Program. Training and
development undertaken will be accredited by State and/or
National Training Authorities and be documented in employee
records.
(3) The parties agree that training and development of employees should reflect both the needs of Transport and those
of the employee.
17—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
(1) (i) The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring of productivity improvements is important because it
provides critical feedback on the performance of Transport to
management, the workforce and other relevant stakeholders;
(ii) It is agreed that employees’ understanding of productivity measurement concepts is vital for performance monitoring
arrangements to be successful on an ongoing basis. The productivity measures and targets will be developed and provided
to the Cabinet Standing Committee on Labour Relations by
31 March 1998 for approval;
(iii) Consistent with the above, it is agreed that a productivity measurement model be jointly developed between
management, employees and unions, as part of an overall aim
of improving productivity in Transport; and
(iv) The productivity measurement model will assess organisational productivity at the conclusion of the 1998/99 financial
year and each subsequent financial year if appropriate. The
Productivity Measurement Plan will measure and reward employees for the overall improvement in labour productivity at
Transport, rather than improvements at a divisional level.
(2) (i) The methodology for measurement and/or calculations for assessment of productivity must be agreed by the
parties and available for examination by the union at any time
during the life of the Agreement;
(ii) Agreed productivity measures should contain targets that
are both realistic and achievable within agreed time frames;
(iii) The parties agree that relevant productivity measures
assist in the attainment of corporate goals in the interests of
clients, employees, Transport and the Government on behalf
of the community; and
(iv) Any proposed changes to Transport’s Productivity Measurement Plan will be as agreed between the parties.
(3) If unforseen circumstances result in the productivity
measures no longer being appropriate or relevant, then the
parties to this Agreement agree to develop a submission to the
Cabinet Standing Committee on Labour Relations. This
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submission will provide evidence to the Standing Committee
to support a percentage wage increase not exceeding 3.5%.
18—SALARY INCREASES
(1) From the first pay period commencing on or after the
date of registration, employees covered by this Agreement shall
be paid the rate of pay as contained in Column A of the tables
in Schedule A—Salaries. This represents an increase of 3.5%
above the salary levels provided under the Department of Transport Enterprise Agreement 1995 and is in return for all realised
and continuing productivity improvements.
(2) An increase of up to 3.5% on the rates set out in Column
A of the tables in Schedule A—Salaries will be payable from
the first pay period on or after 1 July 1999, subject to the successful achievement of various productivity targets and the
satisfaction of the parties. The productivity measures and targets will be developed and provided to the Cabinet Standing
Committee on Labour Relations by 31 March 1998 for approval.
19—CONSULTATION
(1) The parties to this Agreement recognise that participative
practices are the means by which they can work together to
make the enterprise more productive and provide more satisfying and secure employment. Co-operation and trust in the
workplace, better communication, more information and more
sharing of decisions between management and employees, it
is acknowledged, are keys to achieving that outcome. The parties to this Agreement commit themselves to full, frank and
timely exchange of information relevant to the achievement
of this objective.
(2) Nevertheless, Transport will continue to make decisions
as it is accountable to Government through legislation for the
efficient and effective operation of its business. Accordingly,
the employer may choose not to notify the relevant employee/
s and union/s until it has made a definite decision to introduce
major changes in operation, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on employees.
However, the employer will consult with the relevant employee/s and/or union/s on the likely effects on the employee/
s of the action and measures that may be taken by the parties
to avoid or minimise the effect.
20—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURES
(1) In the spirit of the Agreement the parties are committed
to avoidance of industrial disputes. In the event of any questions, disputes or difficulties, the parties agree to participate
in consultation to resolve all matters (relating both to the operation of this Agreement and to matters of personal grievance)
in a timely and conciliatory manner.
(2) It is agreed that during any question, dispute or difficulty, normal work should continue as instructed by Transport,
provided that matters relating to health and safety shall be exempt from this Agreement. It is understood that no party shall
be prejudiced as to the final settlement by the continuance of
work in accordance with this subclause.
(3) It is further agreed that a personal grievance of any employee will be settled with as much privacy and confidentiality
as is practicable and the employee shall be free from any retaliation using this procedure.
(4) This dispute resolution procedure will apply to any questions, disputes or difficulties that arise under this Agreement—
(i) The Union representative and/or the employee/s concerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An employee may be
accompanied by a Union representative;
(ii) If the matter is not resolved within ten (10) working
days of the discussion in accordance with sub-clause
(i) hereof the matter shall be referred by the employee
and/or Union representative to the relevant Executive Director for resolution;
(iii) If the matter is not resolved within seven (7) working days of the discussion in accordance with
sub-clause (ii) hereof the matter shall be referred by
the employee and/or Union representative to the Director General of Transport or his/her nominee for
resolution; and
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(iv) If the matter is not resolved to the employee’s satisfaction by the Director General of Transport, it may
be referred by either party to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
21—PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
(1) Part-time employees may be employed for up to the fulltime hours prescribed in the relevant award. The number of
part-time hours is to be agreed between the employer and the
employee.
(2) A part-time employee will be paid a proportion of the
appropriate full-time salary dependent on time worked.
(3) A part-time employee shall be entitled to the same leave
and conditions prescribed in this Agreement together with the
relevant award as for full-time employees, with payments proportionate to the hours worked. Such payments in respect of
annual leave and long service leave will be averaged where
the employee’s ordinary working hours have varied during the
accrual period. Sick leave and any other paid leave shall be
paid at the current salary, but only for those hours or days that
would normally have been worked had the employee not been
on such leave.
22—CASUAL EMPLOYMENT
An employee may be employed on a casual basis for up to
three months. If the services of the casual employee are required for a period greater than three months then he/she will
be offered a fixed term contract in accordance with public sector standards.
23—CONTRACT EMPLOYMENT
To the extent that it is operationally convenient, Transport
will engage employees on fixed-term contracts for periods of
no less than three months. However, the parties recognise that
in some circumstances fixed-term contracts of less than three
months may be required by the employer and will be entered
into at the discretion of the employer.
24—LEVEL 1 COMMENCEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT
An adult employee employed pursuant to Level 1 of the
Public Service Award shall commence employment at Level
1.1 and the date of such commencement shall be the anniversary date for that employee for the purpose of annual increments
subject to satisfactory performance. At the discretion of the
Director General, the employee may be appointed to a maximum of Level 1.9 upon commencement of employment to a
Level 1 position subject to the relevant knowledge and experience of the employee.
25—WORKPLACE FLEXIBILITY
(1) The employer may temporarily deploy an employee to
perform duties that are within the limits of the employee’s
skills, provided that any such worksite is generally within 50
kilometres of the employee’s present workplace location. However, the employee may be temporarily deployed to a more
distant location if the employer and the employee agree in
writing.
(2) Employees will be provided with a minimum of two (2)
weeks’ notice, unless a lesser period is agreed between the
employer and the employee, and an up-front estimate of the
length of any temporary move. It will be expected that an
employee will return to his/her substantive position after such
temporary placement. Where an employee will not be returned
to his/her substantive position he/she will be notified immediately such a decision is made.
(3) Employees may on occasion be required to be permanently transferred to an alternative position within Transport
to meet changing business needs and work practices. The transferring of an employee will occur with employee consultation
and with regard to the employee’s family and financial responsibilities.
26—ANNUAL LEAVE TRAVEL CONCESSION
Employees who are eligible for the annual leave travel concession under a relevant award may, subject to the agreement
of the employer, travel to any destination provided the cost
does not exceed the cost of an economy return airfare to Perth.
Travel must be undertaken to be eligible for the concession.
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27—FAMILY LEAVE
(1) The term “immediate family” includes—
(i) a partner or spouse (including a former spouse, a de
facto spouse and a former de facto spouse) of the
employee; and
(ii) a child or an adult child (including an adopted child,
a step child or an ex nuptial child), parent, grandparent, grandchild or sibling of the employee or spouse
of the employee.
(2) An employee with responsibilities in relation to members of his/her household or immediate family shall be entitled
to take up to 37.5 hours Family Leave per accrual year without loss of pay to provide care and support for such persons
when they are ill.
(3) Family Leave entitlements shall be deducted from accrued sick leave entitlements from previous accrual years.
(4) The employee shall provide a medical certificate if—
(i) Family Leave exceeds two consecutive days;
(ii) a total of five days of any combination of sick leave
and Family Leave has already been taken without a
medical certificate in the accrual year; or
(iii) at any other time it is required by the employer.
28—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(1) Subject to the approval of the employer, an employee
may take time off work to meet the employee’s customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial/cultural activities.
Prior notice must be given of the intention to take the leave,
the reasons for taking the leave and the estimated length of
absence.
(2) Ceremonial/cultural leave may not exceed ten working
days in any one year and will be deducted from annual leave
or long service leave, or granted as leave without pay.
29—CAREER BREAKS
(1) The employer may approve an unpaid career break
scheme for an employee. Approval is at the discretion of the
employer.
(2) It is the responsibility of the employee to explore his/her
personal taxation and superannuation implications and make
any necessary arrangements in these areas.
30—FAMILY ROOM
(1) The employer agrees to provide a family room at the
Murray Street office and Marine House.
(2) The family room is available for employees to bring children into work when unable to arrange any alternative child
care arrangements. The room is to be used for short-term emergency use only and not on an ongoing basis. The employee
must obtain the approval of his/her manager before making
use of the room.
(3) Where the child is ill, family carer’s leave should be
utilised if possible. However, if the employee brings in an ill
child, the child must not have an infectious disease. To ensure
that the health of the other employees is not being jeopardised, a medical certificate must be provided if requested by
the employer.
31—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) For the purpose of this clause the following definitions
apply—
(i) “Adoption”, in relation to a child, is a reference to a
child who is not the natural child or step-child of the
employee or the employee’s spouse, is less than 5
years of age and has not lived with the employee for
6 months or longer;
(ii) “Employee” includes full-time, part-time, permanent
and fixed term contract employees; and
(iii) “Replacement employee” is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(2) Eligibility for Parental Leave
(i) An employee is entitled to a total period of up to 52
weeks’ unpaid parental leave in respect of the birth
of a child to the employee or the employee’s spouse/
partner, provided the employee has, before the
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expected date of birth, completed at least 12 months’
continuous service in the public sector;
(ii) Where the employee applying for the leave is the
partner of a pregnant spouse one week’s leave may
be taken at the birth of the child concurrently with
parental leave taken by the pregnant employee;
(iii) An employee is entitled to a total period of up to 52
weeks’ unpaid parental leave in respect to the adoption of a child, including three weeks parental leave
at the placement of the child, provided the employee
has, before the expected date of adoption, completed
at least 12 months continuous service in the public
sector;
(iv) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two days unpaid leave to attend interviews or
examination required for the adoption procedure.
Employees working or residing outside the Perth
metropolitan area are entitled to an additional day’s
leave. The employee may take any paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave;
(v) Subject to subclause (ii) of this clause, where both
partners are employed by Transport the leave shall
not be taken concurrently except under special circumstances and with the prior approval of the
Director General; and
(vi) If requested by the employer, the employee must provide a medical certificate or other evidence of the
pregnancy or intended adoption.
(3) Other Leave Entitlements
(i) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to utilise any accrued annual leave or accrued long
service leave for the whole or part or the period of
parental leave or extend the period of parental leave
with such leave;
(ii) An employee may extend the maximum period of
parental leave with a period of leave without pay
subject to the Director General’s approval;
(iii) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave and other paid award absences;
(iv) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates other
than by the birth of the child then the employee shall
be entitled to such period of sick leave or unpaid
leave for a period certified as necessary by a registered medical practitioner; and
(v) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the employee’s pregnancy,
or is required to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure, the employee may take any paid sick
leave to which the employee is entitled or such further unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary
by a registered medical practitioner.
(4) Notice and Variation
(i) The employee shall give not less than ten weeks’ notice in writing to the employer of the date the
employee proposes to commence parental leave, stating the estimated period of leave to be taken; and
(ii) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of maternity leave. At any
time during that period of parental leave, subject to
14 days’ written notice being given, the employee
may elect to lengthen the period once only or, subject to the approval of the employer, further lengthen
or shorten the period.
(5) Transfer to a Safe Job
(i) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the
employee make it inadvisable for the employee to
continue in her present duties, the duties shall be
modified or the employee may be transferred to a
safe position of the same classification until the commencement of maternity leave; and
(ii) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable,
the employee may take leave for such period as is
certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
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(6) Replacement Employee
(i) Prior to engaging a replacement employee Transport
shall inform the person of the temporary nature of
the employment and the entitlements relating to the
return to work of the employee on parental leave.
(7) Return to Work
(i) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to Transport not less than
four weeks prior to the expiration of the period of
parental leave;
(ii) An employee on return from parental leave shall be
entitled to the position which the employee occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental
leave. Where an employee was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to subclause (5) hereof, the employee
is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to the transfer;
(iii) An employee may return on a part-time basis to the
same position occupied prior to the commencement
of leave or to a different position at the same classification level on a part-time basis in accordance with
the part-time provisions of the relevant award; and
(iv) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to the
position of the same classification level with duties
similar to that of the abolished position.
(8) Effect of Leave on Employment Contract
(i) Fixed Term Contract—An employee employed for a
fixed term contract shall have the same entitlement
to parental leave, however the period of leave granted
shall not extend beyond the term of the contract;
(ii) Continuous Service—Absence on parental leave shall
not break the continuity of service of an employee
but shall not be taken into account in calculating the
period of service for any purpose under the relevant
award or this Agreement; and
(iii) Termination of Employment—An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at anytime
during the period of leave by written notice in accordance with the relevant award.
32—UNION BUSINESS LEAVE
(1) Transport shall grant paid leave during ordinary working
hours to an employee—
(i) who is required to give evidence before any Industrial Tribunal;
(ii) who as a Union nominated representative is required
to attend negotiations and/or conferences between
the Union and Transport;
(iii) when prior agreement between the Union and Transport has been reached for the employee to attend
official Union meetings preliminary to negotiations
or industrial hearings; or
(iv) who as an Association/Union nominated representative is required to attend joint Association /Union/
Management consultative committees or working
parties.
(2) The granting of leave pursuant to subclause (1) shall only
be approved—
(i) where an application for leave has been submitted
by an employee a reasonable time in advance;
(ii) for the minimum period necessary to enable the Union business to be conducted or for evidence to be
given;
(iii) for those employees whose attendance is essential;
and
(iv) when the operation of the organisation is not being
unduly affected and the convenience of Transport impaired.
(3) (i) Leave of absence provided under this clause will be
granted at the ordinary rate of pay;
(ii) Transport shall not be liable for any expenses associated
with an employee attending to Union business; and
(iii) Leave of absence provided under this clause shall include any necessary travelling time in normal working hours.
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33—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
Signed by the Director General of Transport
................signed................
Date 5.4.98
Signed for and on behalf of the Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated
................signed................
Date 6.4.98
(Seal Affixed)
Signed for and on behalf of the Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch
................signed................
Date 7.4.98
(Seal Affixed)
SCHEDULE A—SALARIES
Public Service Award
Classification

Column A
Column B
Annual Rate
Annual Rate ($)
Effective from As Per EBA 1995
First Pay
Period on or
After
Registration
3.5% incr.
($)

Level 1
U/17
11,693.99
17 YEARS
13,666.57
18 YEARS
15,940.86
19 YEARS
18,452.12
20 YEARS
20,720.93
1.1
22,762.63
1.2
23,477.94
1.3
24,192.15
1.4
24,901.98
1.5
25,616.19
1.6
26,330.40
1.7
27,152.13
1.8
27,720.43
1.9
28,560.80
Level 2
2.1
29,566.84
2.2
30,338.11
2.3
31,148.86
2.4
32,005.70
2.5
32,902.03
Level 2/4 (For specified callings only)
1st Year
29,566.84
2nd Year
31,148.86
3rd Year
32,902.03
4th Year
35,094.03
38,492.85
5th Year
6th year
40,707.90
Level 3
3.1
34,134.07
3.2
35,094.03
3.3
36,083.62
3.4
37,099.53
Level 4
4.1
38,492.85
4.2
39,584.46
4.3
40,707.90
Level 5
5.1
42,871.38
5.2
44,333.81
5.3
45,853.29
5.4
47,429.83
Level 6
6.1
49,965.22
6.2
51,688.77
6.3
53,472.65
6.4
55,377.22

11,298.54
13,204.42
15,401.80
17,828.14
20,020.22
21,992.88
22,684.00
23,374.06
24,059.88
24,749.94
25,440.00
26,233.94
26,783.02
27,594.98
28,567.00
29,312.18
30,095.52
30,923.38
31,789.40
28,567.00
30,095.52
31,789.40
33,907.28
37,191.16
39,331.30
32,979.78
33,907.28
34,863.40
35,844.96
37,191.16
38,245.86
39,331.30
41,451.62
42,834.60
44,302.70
45,825.92
48,275.58
49,940.84
51,664.40
53,504.56
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SCHEDULE A—SALARIES—continued
Public Service Award
Classification

Level 7
7.1
7.2
7.3
Level 8
8.1
8.2
8.3
Level 9
9.1
9.2
9.3
Class
C.1
C.2
C.3
C.4

Column A
Column B
Annual Rate
Annual Rate ($)
Effective from As Per EBA 1995
First Pay
Period on or
After
Registration
3.5% incr.
($)

58,297.70
60,318.56
62,517.15

56,326.28
58,278.80
60,403.04

66,090.40
68,649.93
71,823.85

63,855.46
66,328.44
69,395.02

75,787.67
78,465.69
81,520.02

73,224.80
75,812.26
78,763.30

86,138.81
90,757.60
95,374.19
99,992.98

83,225.90
87,688.50
92,148.98
96,611.58

Engineering Trades (Government) Award
Classification

Column A
Column B
Annual Rate
Annual Rate ($)
Effective from As Per EBA 1995
First Pay
Period on or
After
Registration
3.5% incr.
($)

C5 Level II
32,896.98
31,784.52
C6 Level I
31,649.33
30,579.06
C7 Special Class
Level II
29,154.00
28,168.12
C8 Special Class
Level I
27,906.34
26,962.65
C9 Level II
26,658.69
25,757.19
C10 Level I
Production
Systems
Employee
25,411.03
24,551.72
C11 Level IV
23,516.65
22,721.40
C12 Level III
22,268.99
21,515.93
C13 Level II
20,918.31
20,210.93
C14 Level I
19,922.48
19,248.77
OTHER RATES DEEMED TO BE PART OF
ORDINARY PAY
Industry Allowance:
$ pft
(a) After 12 months service
10.40
(b) After 24 months service and additional 10.20
20.60
Tool Allowance:
18.40
Construction Allowance:
Construction work meaning:
The construction, erection or alteration of any outer building structure or civil engineering project which the employee
and union or unions agree or, in the event of a disagreement,
which the Board of Reference declares to be construction work
for the purposes of the Award.
31.20
Leading Hand Allowance:
(a) In charge of not less than 3 and not more
than 10—33.20
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(b) In charge of not less than 10 and not more than 20—
50.80
(c) In charge of more than 20—65.40

SCHEDULE B
VARIATION OF AWARD AND AGREEMENT PROVISIONS
Without limiting the statements of intent contained within
the Agreement, the parties agree to the following specific alterations to Awards and Agreements limited to the scope
detailed within this schedule.
a) Metropolitan Taxi Branch
Those officers within the Metropolitan Taxi Branch
currently in receipt of a 10% Commuted Overtime
Allowance undertake to waive penalty rates for up
to 15 Saturdays and/or Sundays and two Public and/
or Public Service Holidays in any 12 month period
in exchange for an increase in the Commuted Overtime Allowance to 15%. Any shifts undertaken in
excess of those detailed will be paid at existing overtime and penalty rates in accordance with the
Exchange of Letters concerning commuted overtime
allowance and uniforms (Inspectors & Field Officers Department of Transport) April 1991.
b) Metropolitan Taxi Branch
Those officers within the Metropolitan Taxi Branch
currently in receipt of a 10% Commuted Overtime
Allowance undertake to increase the hours worked
per shift to 8 hours 20 minutes and reduce the number
of shifts to nine per fourteen day roster period.
SCHEDULE C
EXCHANGED LETTERS OF AGREEMENT IN
RELATION TO TRANSPORT INSPECTORS’ AND
FIELD OFFICERS’ COMMUTED OVERTIME ALLOWANCE AND UNIFORMS
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Enterprise Agreement
the following agreement which has not been certified by the
WAIRC will remain operative.
Our Ref: (BAT:BN)
Mr M Smith
General Secretary
Civil Service Association
445 Hay Street
PERTH WA 6000
Attention: Ken Ross
Transport Commission (Administrative, Clerical & General)
Conditions of Service Agreement No. 6 Of 1974
I refer to your letter dated 10 April and acknowledge your
agreement with the continuation of the “commuted allowance”
and furthermore we agree with the continuation of supply of
uniforms as set out in the above Agreement as amended.
This Department will now proceed with the formal retirement of the Agreement.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
B A Tapper
DIRECTOR
CORPORATE SERVICES
c.c. John Lang
29 April 1991
General Secretary
Civil Service Association of
Western Australia (Inc)
445 Hay Street
PERTH WA 6000
5 April 1991
Attention: Mr Ken Ross
Dear Sir
Commuted Allowance—Inspectors and Field Officers
I refer to the meeting on 21 March 1991 concerning this
Department’s proposal to retire the Transport Commission
(Administrative, Clerical and General) Conditions of Service
Agreement No 6 of 1974.
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There was agreement that, following the creation of the
Department of Transport with effect from 1 January 1986, all
employees of the former Transport Commission were appointed
to the Public Service and conditions of service are now those
prescribed by the Public Service Act, Regulations, Administrative Instructions, Awards and Agreements. In effect the
Transport Commission Agreement had become redundant.
It was agreed that the existing commuted allowance would
continue to be paid and that this was to be confirmed by an
exchange of letters.
Inspectors shall be paid a commuted allowance of 10% on
gross annual salary, which shall continue to be paid during
annual leave, long service leave, sick leave and as part of any
retiring allowance to cover—
(i) shift work conditions,
(ii) work in excess of the ordinary hours of the shift up
to a maximum of 2.5 hours a week.
Field Officers shall be paid a commuted allowance of 7.5%
on gross annual salary, which shall continue to be paid during
annual leave, long service leave, sick leave and as part of any
retiring allowance to cover—
(i) the nature of the duties involving country investigations,
(ii) work in excess of the ordinary hours of the shift up
to a maximum of 2.5 hours a week.
Your written agreement confirming the above would be appreciated.
Yours sincerely
Brian Tapper
DIRECTOR CORPORATE SERVICES
SCHEDULE D
EXCHANGED LETTERS OF AGREEMENT IN
RELATION TO MARINE OFFICERS ENTITLEMENT
TO HIGHER DUTIES AND SEAGOING ALLOWANCES
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Enterprise Agreement
the following agreement which has not been certified by the
WAIRC will remain operative.
KR:DN
7/92
Civil Service Association
445 Hay Street
Perth WA 6000
Attention: Ken Ross
Dear Sir
Marine Officer Commuted Overtime Agreement
I refer to your letter to the Department dated 5 January 1993
on the above subject and recent discussion between myself
Mr Ross and Mr Floate of the CSA.
In regard to the claim I am prepared to agree to Item 4—
payment of HDA on a daily basis to suitable qualified Marine
Officers and Item 5—Sea Going Allowances.
I feel that the other items in your claim should be incorporated into the Enterprising Bargaining process currently in place
within the Department.
Yours faithfully
Kevin Woods
Deputy Executive Director
8 June 1993
Mr S Hicks
Chief Executive Officer
Department of Transport
Stirling Highway
NEDLANDS WA 6000
January 5, 1993
Our Ref: KR:DN
Attention: Mr Richard Purkiss
Dear Sir
Marine Officers Commuted Overtime Agreement
The Marine Officers have expressed their views to the Association concerning a number anomalies surrounding their
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conditions of employment. Consequently the following claim
is presented on their behalf—
(1) Officers Engaged in Duties at Sea
Claim: That the 30% allowance of gross annual salary for days spent at sea be increased to 50%.
(2) Emergency Overtime
Claim: That the requirement to complete ten hours
duty on the day which the emergency arises before
overtime commences, be reduced to nine hours.
(3) Work on Sundays and Public Service Holidays
Claim: That officers rostered to work regularly on
Sundays and a Public Service Holiday shall be entitled to one weeks leave in addition to the officers
normal entitlement to annual leave.
(4) Higher Duties Allowance
Claim: That on those occasions requiring level 2 or
level 3 officers to perform the duties and responsibilities of the “master” then, the hourly rate of pay
applicable to the “master” will be paid to those officers replacing the “master” with payment calculated
for each day that lower paid officers carry out those
duties.
(5) Seagoing Allowance
(a) Victualling Allowance
Claim: That when officers carry out their duties above the 26th parallel and are required to
live on board a vessel, the victualling allowance on those occasions will be $31.50 per day
and $27.50 per day below the 26th parallel.
(b) Hard Lying Allowance
Claim: That the requirement to deduct a total
of 36 hours for officers engaged in trips exceeding 36 hours be deleted.
As grounds for these claims have not been spelt out in great
detail, the Association would welcome the opportunity to meet
with both representatives of management and a delegation
drawn from the ranks of the Marine Officers.
Yours faithfully
MARK SMITH
GENERAL SECRETARY
7/92
Neil Winzer
Civil Service Association
445 Hay Street
Perth WA 6000
Attention: Ken Ross
Application of Provisions of Letter of Agreement Concerning Marine Officers
In his letter to CSA 8 June 1992, Kevin Woods agreed to—
* higher duties allowance related to emergency call outs
to apply on an daily basis ie. without a 5 day minimum acting provision.
* an increase in seagoing allowances as provided for
under the Department of Marine and Harbours
Commutted Overtime and Seagoing Allowances
Agreement 1983.
- Hard Lying allowance to apply to first and
subsequent hours of a sea patrol which exceeds
36 hours ie. claims cannot be made for patrols
of a duration shorter than 36 hour.
- Victualling allowance shall be paid as prescribed in the Public Service Award 1992,
Schedule C Camping Allowance—
* South of 26° South Latitude—Item 2
...
$27.35
* North of 26° South Latitude—Item 2
...
$31.35
Where a portion of a day spent ‘camping’, the formula contained in Clause 42—Travelling Allowance
of this Award shall be used for calculating the portion of the allowance to be paid for that day.
However a difficulty in adopting the rate for camping allowance for the purpose of victualling allowance arises in the
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definition of a permanent camp. Vessels being our equivalent
of a camp may not necessarily be permanent in relation to the
26° south latitude in the course of a day.
Could you please discuss this item with the Marine Officers. My suggestion for applying the agreed provision would
be on the basis of whether the vessel is above or below the 26°
south latitude at midday.
NEIL WINZER
A/Industrial Officer
23 July 1993

DJOORAMINDA DIRECT CARE WORKERS’
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 279 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Djooraminda
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch.
No. AG 279 of 1998.
Djooraminda Direct Care Workers’ Industrial Agreement
1998.
11 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M. A. O’Connor as agent for Applicant
and Ms S. Ellery as agent for the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 21st day of December, 1998
entitled Djooraminda Direct Care Workers’ Industrial
Agreement 1998 and as subsequently amended by direction of the Commission in the terms of the following
Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be referred to as the Djooraminda Direct Care Workers’ Industrial Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties Bound
Definitions
Contract of Service
Hours
Salary Packaging
Salaries/Wages
Contribution to Costs
Annual Leave and Public Holidays
Sick Leave
Special Leave
Unpaid Leave
Parental Leave
Long Service Leave
Bereavement Leave
Notice of Termination
Superannuation
Confidentiality
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Number of Employees
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23. Signatures of Parties and Witnesses
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3.—PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding on the Employer and direct care workers employed at Djooraminda, an Agency of the
Catholic Archdiocise of Perth which provides residential care
to Aboriginal children and support to their families and the
Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers
Union.
4.—DEFINITIONS
“Direct Care Worker” (full time) means an employee responsible for the day to day care of children in the residential
cottages operated by the Agency.
“Part time Relief Direct Care Worker” means an employee
regularly employed to work less hours per fortnight than a
Direct Care Worker and responsible for the care of children in
the residential cottages when the Direct Care Worker is not at
work.
“Casual Direct Care Worker” means an employee engaged
on an intermittent basis with no guarantee of continuing or
additional employment for the purpose of providing care for
children in the residential cottages when the Direct Care Worker
is not at work.
“Employer” means the Board of Management for the time
being of Djooraminda an unincorporated association.
5.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE
(1) (a) The employee will be required to work in accordance
with her/his job description and the Agency’s policies and procedures.
(b) The Agency may vary the employee’s job description if
the variation is reasonable and the duties are within the employee’s skill, competence and training.
(2) The first three months of employment with the employer
shall be probationary during which time either party may terminate the contract by giving 1 week’s notice or payment or
forfeiture in lieu thereof.
(3) The Agency may require the employee, in the event that
the Agency expands or relocates its operations, to transfer,
either temporarily or permanently, to another place of work
within the Perth metropolitan area.
6.—HOURS
Direct Care Worker (Full Time)
(1) The employee is required to reside at the nominated cottage and be on duty or available for duty for a period of 10
consecutive days in each fortnightly period.
(2) The period in residence shall be immediately followed
by 4 days free of all duty. The employee is required to vacate
the cottage during this 4 day relief period to enable a relief
Direct Care Worker to reside in the cottage.
(3) On each day (ie 24 hour period) in residence the employee is required to be on duty for such time as is necessary
to oversee the care of the children resident in the cottage.
7.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) Subject to approval by the employer, a Direct Care Worker
may elect to forego up to 30% of his/her annual salary for an
agreed benefit or benefits provided by the employer. This
amount (“the expense benefit”) will be applied to expenses
nominated by the employee and may include amounts which
the employee wishes to contribute to their superannuation.
(2) Salary packaging shall operate in accordance with Appendix 1.
(3) Upon election by the employee, the level of salary packaging shall be committed to writing. This arrangement will be
reviewed on a 12 monthly basis at which time it may be varied
by mutual agreement.
(4) In the event that changes in state or federal legislation,
Income Tax Assessment Act determinations or rulings, particularly in respect of the employer’s fringe benefit tax exempt
status, remove the employer’s capacity to maintain the salary
packaging arrangement, the employer shall be entitled to withdraw from the salary packaging arrangements by giving notice
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to the employee with effect from the date the legislation becomes operative.
(5) The employer shall as soon as practicable after being
advised of the legislative change advise the employee and convene a meeting with a view to reaching an alternative
arrangement on salaries and salary benefits.
(6) The cancellation of salary packaging does not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement or the employees contract of employment.
8.—SALARIES/WAGES
(1) A full time Direct Care Worker shall be paid a salary of
$29,398 per annum.
(2) A Part time Direct Care Worker shall be paid at the rate
of $112.71 per 24 hour attendance.
(3) A Casual Direct Care Worker shall be paid at the rate of
$10.40 per hour up to $135.25 per 24 hour attendance. This
includes a casual loading.
(4) The rates of pay in this Agreement shall be adjusted from
time to time in accordance with the Minimum Wage under the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.
9.—CONTRIBUTION TO COSTS
(1) An employee shall contribute an amount to be deducted
from their salary or from their expense benefit according to
the number of family members residing with them in the cottage (if any)—
Amount for each family member over 12yrs:
$10.00 per 24 hr attendance
(2) This amount covers the reimbursement to the employer
of a cash advance to purchase personal food and groceries.
(3) An employee is not required to make a contribution toward costs for any attendance of less than 24 hours.
(4) The employee shall be responsible for the cost of all
private phone calls in excess of $30.00 per month.
(5) Work related calls
(a) The cost of any calls made or received by the employee
in the course of employment shall be borne by the employer.
(b) Only calls recorded in the cottage carbon book as work
related shall be paid for by the employer.
10.—ANNUAL LEAVE & PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) Entitlement
(a) The Employee shall be entitled to 4 weeks’ paid leave
with 17.5% loading plus 2 weeks paid leave in lieu of public
holidays at the completion of each 12 months’ service.
(b) The entitlement accrues pro rata on a weekly basis.
(c) “Service” shall not include any period of unpaid leave or
any period in which the Employee was in receipt of workers’
compensation or other similar benefits.
(2) Payment on Termination
If the employee’s employment terminates, the Employee shall
be paid pro rata annual leave on the basis of 6 weeks’ pay for
each 12 months of service in respect of each completed week
of service, for which annual leave has not already been taken.
Provided that leave loading is not payable on pro rata annual
leave on termination.
(3) Taking Annual Leave
(a) The annual leave may be taken at times agreed between
the employer and the employee.
(b) Where the employer and employee have not agreed when
annual leave is to be taken, the employer shall give the employee at least 2 week’s notice of the period of time when it
will be convenient for the employee to take the leave and the
employee will take the leave at that time.
(c) Annual Leave shall not accumulate to more than 6 weeks
without the agreement of the Agency Director.
(d) Annual leave may, with the approval of the employer, be
taken before the completion of 12 months’ continuous service.
(e) If the services of the employee terminate and the employee has taken any period of annual leave which exceeds
the annual leave accrued to the employee at that time, the
employer may deduct the amount paid in respect of annual
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leave taken but not accrued from any amount due to the employee at the time of termination.
(4) Part time employees shall be entitled to annual leave in
proportion which their part time hours relate to full time.
(5) Casual employees shall not be entitled to annual leave.
11.—SICK LEAVE
(1) The employee shall be entitled to 10 days paid sick leave
per annum.
(2) Sick leave shall accrue pro rata on a weekly basis.
(3) Where more than 3 consecutive days sick leave is taken
the employee must produce to the employer evidence that
would satisfy a reasonable person of the entitlement including, but not limited to a medical certificate.
(4) Untaken sick leave shall accumulate from year to year.
(5) For the purposes of this Clause, a days pay shall be 1/10
of the employee’s fortnightly remuneration.
(6) This clause does not apply to casual employees.
12.—SPECIAL LEAVE
Special paid leave is available on a short term basis for purposes including study, compassionate and cultural reasons in
accordance with the employer’s policy. The Director of the
Agency has discretion in granting certain types of special leave.
13.—UNPAID LEAVE
(1) Leave without pay may be granted at the discretion of
the Agency Director.
(2) Leave without pay will normally be granted only when
an employee has exhausted all other types of leave and the
employer will not be inconvenienced by the employee’s absence.
(3) Employees are required to give 6 weeks notice of their
application for unpaid leave.
(4) Periods of unpaid leave shall not be considered “service” for the purpose of calculating the employee’s entitlement
to annual, sick, long service and parental leave, except where
the period of unpaid leave is less than 2 weeks.
14.—PARENTAL LEAVE
The employee shall be entitled to parental leave in accordance with the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993.
In summary—
• The employee is entitled to up to 12 months’ unpaid
maternity or paternity leave provided that they have
had at least 12 months’ continuous service with the
employer;
• The 12 month period of leave maybe shared by the
employee and their spouse or defacto spouse;
• Except for one week at the time of the birth, the employee and their spouse or defacto spouse must take
parental leave at different times;
• The entitlement is subject to the employee complying with certain other requirements relating to notice
periods, information documentation, cancellation and
variation of leave;
• In most circumstances, the employee is entitled to
return to their former position.
15.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) The employee shall be entitled to 13 week’s paid long
service leave after 10 years continuous service.
(2) The employee is entitled to payment of pro rata long
service leave upon termination after 7 years continuous service.
(3) Long service leave must be taken within a period of 6
months of it becoming due unless otherwise agreed by the
Agency Director.
16.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) On the death of a person where a close family relationship can be demonstrated, an employee shall be entitled to 5
days paid leave including the day of the funeral of such relation.
(2) Further paid leave may be negotiated between the employee and employer.
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(3) In cases where the Agency closes because of the funeral
of a prominent community member, absences by employees
shall be regarded as paid leave.
17.—NOTICE OF TERMINATION
(1) The contract of employment may be terminated by either party giving to the other one month’s notice in writing
and the contract shall expire at the end of that period of notice.
(2) Payment in lieu of the required period of notice may be
made by the Agency if the required notice is not given. The
Agency may terminate the contract of service by providing
part of the required notice and payment in lieu of the balance.
(3) If the employee fails to give the required notice or leaves
during the notice period, the Agency may deduct, from any
monies due to the employee, an amount equal to the employee’s salary for the period of notice not given.
(4) The required notice may be dispensed with by agreement in writing between the Agency and employee.
(5) Nothing in this clause affects the Agency’s right to dismiss an employee without notice for serious misconduct which
justifies instant dismissal.
(6) If it is alleged that the employee has done or failed to do
anything that may constitute serious misconduct, depending
on the circumstances, the employee may be relieved of duty
on full pay while the allegation is investigated. The employee
shall be advised of the allegation under investigation.
18.—SUPERANNUATION
(1) The Agency shall contribute on behalf of the employee
in accordance with the requirements of the Superannuation
Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992.
(2) The Fund for the purposes of this clause shall be the
National Catholic Superannuation Fund.
(3) The employee’s earnings base for the purpose of this
clause shall be the amount of the salary/wage as prescribed in
clause 8 as varied from time to time.
(4) Compliance, Nomination and Transition
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere herein which
requires that contribution be made to a superannuation fund or
scheme in respect of an employee, on and from 30 June 1998—
(a) Any such find or scheme shall no longer be a complying superannuation fund or scheme for the
purposes of this clause unless—
(i) the fund or scheme is a complying fund or
scheme within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
of the Commonwealth; and
(ii) under the governing rules of the fund or
scheme, contributions may be made by or in
respect of the employee permitted to nominate a fund or scheme;
(b) The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the
employee;
(c) The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation
fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
(d) A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the employee to whom such is directed;
(e) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are
to be made;
(f) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by a employee;
Provided that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee thereafter nominates a complying superannuation fund
or scheme—
(g) if one or more complying superannuation funds or
schemes to which contributions may be made be
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specified herein, the employer is required to make
contributions to that fund or scheme, or one of those
funds or schemes nominated by the employer;
or
(h) if no complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made be specified herein,
the employer is required to make contributions to a
complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer.

Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union
(signed S M Jackson)
Assistant Secretary
Sharryn Jackson Date: 17/12/1998
(signed Helen M Creed)
Secretary
Helen Creed Date: 17/12/1998

19.—CONFIDENTIALITY
It is a condition of employment that no confidential information relating to the Agency, its clients or activities may be
released or divulged by the employee to a third party other
than in the proper performance of the employee’s obligations
under this Agreement. This obligation shall apply notwithstanding the expiration or termination of this Agreement or the
termination of the employee’s employment.

APPENDIX 1—OPERATION OF SALARY PACKAGING
(1) Administration Charge
(a) The Agency will charge an administration fee of 3% of
the amount packaged. This fee will be automatically deducted
with the employee’s contribution to costs described in Clause
9 from the packaged amount. The 3% fee will be utilised only
for the administration of the salary packaging scheme.
(2) Pay Advice Slips and Group Certificates
(a) Pay advice slips will indicate the gross salary and allowances and the amount that has been credited to the employee’s
salary packaging account. This amount will appear in the “Before Tax Additions/Deductions” space on the pay slip.
(b) “Taxable Income” will be reduced by the amount packaged and the figure appearing under the “Tax” column will be
the tax payable on the reduced “Taxable Income”.
(c) Group Certificates will indicate the total taxable income
and tax deducted for the year. The amount packaged will not
be shown on Group Certificates.
(3) Operation of the System
(a) Each fortnight the Agency will calculate the employee’s
non cash benefit in accordance with the agreed sacrifice percentage. Such amount will be credited to the employee’s salary
packaging account.
(b) To pay a bill through their salary packaging account staff
members will be required to complete a Salary Package Payment Authority and forward this to the Agency together with
the original account. In normal circumstances payment will
be made within 5 working days of receipt by the Agency.
(c) At the end of the financial year it will be necessary for
the employee to utilise any unused amount in their salary packaging account as at the 30 June, within the next 3 months, ie
by 30 September).
(d) If the employee terminates employment with the Agency
they may elect to either use their remaining salary package
balance prior to Termination or to have the balance paid out as
a salary and wages. Where the balance is paid out as salaries
and wages income tax instalment deductions will be deducted
from the salary by the Agency.
(4) Superannuation Guarantee Charge
Superannuation Guarantee payments will be based upon the
total package amount as defined under the Superannuation
Guarantee Charge Act 1992.
(5) Components of Salary Packaging
The following items will be those for which salary packaging amounts may be utilised;
Telephone Accounts—bills from telephone service providers for the personal telephone expenses of the employee
at their private residence.
Rent—personal rental expenses of the employee, such as
the rent paid for their private residence.
Loan Repayments—the amount of a regular repayment
required to be made to a financial or other institution or
agency to repay borrowings, such as personal loans, home
building mortgages.
RAC Accounts—membership and other expenses of the
employee as a result of their membership of the RAC.
Any insurance premiums incurred by the employee, such
as home and contents, motor vehicle, life and medical
benefits.
Water Authority Accounts, personal employee expenses
payable to the WA Water Authority or any similar country agency.
Rates—State or Local Government land rates and taxes
incurred by the employee.

20.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
(1) Any questions or disputes arising in the course of employment shall be dealt with in accordance with the following
procedure.
(2) As soon as practicable after a question or dispute has
arisen, it shall be considered jointly by the employee and the
Agency Director, or the representative of the Agency Director.
(3) If the question or dispute is not resolved it shall be considered jointly by the employee and a representative of the
Board of Management. The employee may be represented in
the discussions by the Union or a person of their choice.
(4) If the question or dispute is not resolved it shall be considered jointly by the employee and the Board of Management.
The employee may be represented in the discussions by a person of their choice.
(5) Sensible time limits shall be set by the parties in proceeding through the steps of dispute resolution.
(6) While the dispute settlement steps are in progress no
industrial action shall be taken and no action prejudicial to
any party shall be taken pending resolution of the matter.
(7) The provisions of (1) to (6) of this clause shall also be
applicable where relevant to disputes or grievances involve a
group of employees or all staff.
(8) By mutual agreement of the parties directly involved in
a dispute or grievance, one or more steps in this procedure
may be bypassed in the interests of a fair or expedited resolution of the dispute.
(9) Any dispute between the Union and the Employer arising out of the application or interpretation of this Agreement,
or concerning a union member’s entitlements shall be discussed
between the relevant representatives of the Union, the Employer and, where appropriate, its Employer body. In the event
of no agreement being reached, the parties may refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
for resolution.
21.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
The number of employees covered by this Agreement is ten
(10).
22.—TERM
This Agreement shall operate for a period of one year commencing on the date of Registration.
23.—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES AND WITNESSES
Employer
(signed Kathleen Callow)
Signature on behalf of Djooraminda
Kathleen Callow
Name of person
authorised to sign (print) Date: 10/12/1998
(signed D McAluster)
Signature of Witness
Don McAluster
Name of Witness (print) Date: 10/12/1998
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Educational Expenses—any expenses incurred by the
employee as part of an educational activity, undertaken
by themselves or dependent child.
Utilities (such as Western Power & Alinta Gas)—expenses
incurred by the employee for these types of utility or energy purchases.
Household Repairs and Maintenance—expenses incurred
by the employee for household repairs and maintenance
for which an invoice is produced.
Medical and Dental Accounts – doctor and dentist bills
(and bills from other medical service providers) incurred
in respect of self, spouse or dependant.
Superannuation Contributions. Employee contributions
payable to a superannuation fund.
When an account for an eligible item including electricity,
gas, telephone, household insurance and water is not in the
name of the employee but applies to their private place of residence, payment may be made through their salary packaging
account.
Under no circumstances will a payment from a packaged
amount be made directly to the employee. All payments will
be made by cheque (or direct deposit) to a third party in payment of an expense incurred by the employee.

FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES AUTHORITY
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSAAG 6 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Chief Executive Officer, Fire and Emergency Services
Authority
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated.
No. PSAAG 6 of 1999.
Fire and Emergency Services Authority Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1998.
8 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M. Forbes on behalf of the applicant and
Ms J. van den Herik on behalf of the respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Fire and Emergency Services Authority Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998 as filed in the
Commission on the 29th day of January 1999 is registered
on and from the 5th day of February 1999.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1.— TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Fire and Emergency
Services Authority Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998.
2. —ARRANGEMENT
Clause
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2. Arrangement
3. Scope of the Agreement
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5. Number of Employees Covered
6. Definitions
7. Date And Operation of Agreement
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31.
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34.
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No Further Claims
Single Bargaining Unit
Relationship to Parent Awards
Re-Open Negotiations
Availability of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Objectives and Principles
Productivity Measurement
Implementation Of EBA Initiatives
Consultation
Salary Increases
Hours of Service
Employee Funded Extra Leave—48 weeks pay over
52 weeks
Flexibility in Part-Time Work
Casual Employees
Parental Leave
Bereavement Leave
Days in lieu of Public Service Holidays
Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
Family Carers Leave
Annual Leave Travel Concessions
Annual Leave Loading
Long Service Leave
Study Leave and Reimbursement
Short Leave
Salary Packaging
Signatures of Parties to Agreement
Schedule A: Salaries
Schedule B: Annualised Working Arrangements
Schedule C: Conditions attached to Schedule B
Annualised Hours
Schedule D: Additional Conditions Applicable to
Communications Systems Officers
Schedule E: Salary and Conditions of Employment
Emergency Management Unit
Schedule F: Productivity Improvement Plan

3.—SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT
1) Subject to subclause 2, this Agreement applies to the Fire
and Emergency Services Authority employees, including the
Senior Executive Service, who are eligible to be members of
the Civil Service Association of Western Australia (Incorporated).
2) Employees of FESA who are not working within FESA,
will not be covered by this enterprise agreement unless it is
agreed between that employee and the CEO that this enterprise agreement should apply.
3) Any employee who is working on secondment to FESA
will be covered by this Agreement if it is agreed between that
employee and the CEO that this Agreement should apply.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Chief Executive Officer, Fire and Emergency Services Authority and the Civil
Service Association of Western Australia (Incorporated).
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the approximate number of
employees covered by this Agreement is approximately
200.
6.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings.
“Agreement” means The Fire and Emergency Services Authority Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1998.
“Department” means Fire and Emergency Services Authority
“Employee” means for the purposes of this Agreement, someone who is referred to at Clause 3.—Scope.
“Employer” means Chief Executive Officer, Fire and Emergency Services Authority
“Government” means the State Government of Western
Australia
“GOSAC” means Government Officers Salaries Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989
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“Minister” means the Minister or the Ministers of the Crown
responsible for the administration of the Department
“Metropolitan Area” means the area within a radius of fifty
(50) kilometres from the Perth city Railway Station.
“Union” means Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated
“WAIRC” means The Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration in WAIRC and shall remain in force for two years
2) During the life of the Agreement the parties will continue
to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed at
increasing productivity. The parties agree that these issues will
form the basis of future negotiations.
3) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
agreement, except where the award rate is higher in which
case the award shall apply.
4) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent
Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms of this Agreement or provided for in National or
State Wage Case Decisions.
This agreement shall not operate so as to cause a reduction
in ordinary time earnings.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU). The SBU comprised of the Union party
to this Agreement and the employer.
10.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
Government Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989. In the case of any inconsistencies, this Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of any
inconsistencies.
Where this agreement is silent the award shall apply.
11.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
The parties agree to commence negotiations at least six (6)
months prior to the expiration of the period of this Agreement
to negotiate a replacement Agreement.
12.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. This Agreement will be kept in an easily accessible place
in each division of the agency, and this place will be communicated to all employees.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
1) The following procedures shall apply for the purpose of
dealing with any question, dispute or difficulties between an
employee and the employer arising out of this Agreement, including any provisions implied in the Agreement in the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993. The principle of conciliation and direct negotiation shall be adopted for
the purpose of prevention and settlement of any industrial dispute that may arise.
2) The parties to the Agreement acknowledge that commitment to the dispute resolution procedure is essential for
ensuring that service delivery is not interrupted.
3) Wherever possible disputes will be resolved by the parties directly affected.
4) At any stage of the dispute resolution procedure, an employee may elect to be accompanied by another employee or a
representative from the union.
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5) Where in any case a dispute cannot be resolved by the
affected parties, it is to be processed according to the following procedure—
Stage 1
The matter is to be discussed between the employee(s)
and the relevant line manager with a view to improving
communication and achieving immediate resolution.
Stage 2
If not settled at stage 1, the matter is to be discussed between the employee(s), the line manager and the relevant
director or branch manager.
Stage 3
If not settled at stage 2, the matter is to be discussed further involving a representative from the Employee
Relations Branch.
Stage 4
If not settled at stage 3, the matter is to be referred to the
CEO or his nominee and a reply shall be provided in 7
working days.
Stage 5
If the matter is still not resolved, either party may refer
the matter to the Commission for conciliation and/or arbitration. The parties agree to abide by the decision of the
Commission.
14.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the parties are—
1) To satisfy the requirements of clients and customers
through the provision of reliable, efficient and competitive services;
2) To achieve the Fire and Emergency Services Authority mission and improve productivity and efficiency
in the Fire and Emergency Services Authority through
ongoing improvements;
3) To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations;
4) To facilitate greater flexibility in decision making
and allocation of other and human resources;
5) To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure employment opportunities;
6) To develop and pursue changes on a cooperative basis by using participate practices
7) To promote the health safety and welfare and equal
opportunities for all employees
15.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
The purpose of this agreement is to facilitate the progression of an integrated Fire and Emergency Services Authority
which will enable improved coordination and planning across
the Emergency Services portfolio. In this sense the agreement
seeks to enhance the opportunities for the organisation to
achieve the three key outcomes that have been identified by
Government—
• improvement in the delivery of service to the community and to volunteers by bringing together the
Bush Fires Service (BFS), Emergency Management
Unit (EMU), Fire and Rescue Service (FRS) and the
State Emergency Service (SES) under the umbrella
of one agency and one Chief Executive Officer;
• improvement in the effectiveness and coherence of
policy development and implementation; and
• a coordinated approach to planning and management
matters across agencies.
Significant work has already been undertaken to establish
FESA. Savings have resulted and will continue to occur through
the restructure. With the commencement of legislation to create FESA in January 1999, there is still much work and
commitment required to ensure that the outcomes expected
from the new organisation come to full fruition.
The objectives of this agreement include—
• to recognise the significant work and savings already
generated through the restructure;
• to ensure employees remain committed to achieving
the outcomes required for the new organisation;
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• to contribute to the achievement of a new, single integrated organisation; and
• the development of consistency of salaries for all employees covered by the agreement.
FESA is a new organisation. Even though the entities that
are being integrated to form FESA are established public sector agencies and have been so for some time, there is little or
no data that is of any real use in establishing performance outcomes.
To measure the productivity improvement of FESA once in
operation, efficiency and effectiveness measures will be more
appropriately used after the organisation has had the opportunity to settle down, establish its objectives and relevant baseline
data can be obtained.
The more immediate improvements, and the basis for the
salary increases in this agreement are the savings achieved
through reduced and reallocated staffing levels which are coupled with savings in contingency costs.
As mentioned earlier, one of the aims of the agreement is to
help ensure that employees are committed to the reforms necessary for the restructure to deliver the benefits required. The
agreement will therefore commit employees to the following—
• completing the strategic planning process including
the business plans;
• implementing the planned achievements for the next
twelve months as outlined in the strategic plan;
• developing performance measures for use in the next
round of agreements;
• establishing baseline data for performance measures;
• reducing in the Authority’s leave liability by at least
10% by 30 June 1999;
• willingly and constructively contributing to collocation (including shared use of land, buildings,
associated amenities and/or facilities) as opportunities arise;
• developing, implementing and adhering to all new
integrated policies, strategies and systems;
• participating in joint training;
• improving the coordination of services within the
portfolio and with related services provided by other
portfolio agencies, other levels of government and
the community;
• eliminating duplication of resources;
• embracing the concept of FESA as a values-driven
organisation so that it progresses on the basis of continuous improvement and customer focus; and
• implementation of a performance management system focused on achieving business outcomes and high
quality service provision.
• Development of a comprehensive risk management
plan for the Authority;
• Introduction of best practice diversity management
policies and procedures;
• Introduction of policies to acknowledge employee
effort, innovation and achievement.
The initiatives, including the outputs and outcomes are represented in more detail in Schedule F, Productivity
Improvement Plan.
16.—IMPLEMENTATION OF EBA INITIATIVES.
1) The parties will develop an agreed process for the implementation of the initiatives outlined in this Agreement.
2) The employer recognises the need to involve employees
in an effective consultative arrangement to ensure that initiatives produce desired outcomes.
3) The employer will ensure that adequate resources are allocated to support the implementation of the initiatives outlined
in this Agreement in order to achieve the milestones within
the life of the Agreement.
4) Employees will not be disadvantaged by Government
decisions or policies which impact directly on the achievement of milestones outlined in the Agreement.
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17.—CONSULTATION
1) The parties to this Agreement are committed to working
together to achieve improved services and provide a rewarding work environment for all employees.
2) The parties will form a Joint Forum for consultation within
3 months of registration of this agreement. Its purpose is to
actively progress the implementation of the Agreement and
monitor achievements in productivity.
3) By consultation is meant effective two way communication leading to agreement on further action.
4) The parties to the Agreement acknowledge that decisions
will continue to be made by the Fire and Emergency Service
which is accountable to Government, through legislation, for
the operation of its business.
18.—SALARY INCREASES
1) Employees will receive the salary as contained in Schedule A .—Salaries of this Agreement.
2) In recognition of the initiatives contained in this Agreement, employees will receive the following salary increase:
a) 3.5% from the date of registration in terms as contained in Schedule A—Salaries of this Agreement.
b) 3.5% one year after registration.
3) Employees will not be disadvantaged if targets are not
achieved due to factors outside of their control.
19. HOURS OF SERVICE.
Spread Of Hours
1) The ordinary hours of work and normal office hours will be
between the hours of 7.00am and 7.00pm Monday to Friday.
Hours Of Work
2) The ordinary hours of work for levels 1 to 5 will be 304
hours over an 8 week cycle i.e. an average of 38 hours per
week.
3) Employees may be required to work a minimum of 6 or
up to a maximum of 10 ordinary hours on any day. The minimum hours the employee shall be required to work in any one
day may be varied to meet the employees needs subject to
Clause 27, Family Carers Leave.
4) Employees may be required to work an annuamised hours
arrangement as set out in Schedule B of this agreement of
2080 hours per annum.
Meal Break
5) An unpaid meal break of a minimum of 30 minutes will
be taken at a time mutually agreeable between the employee
and his or her supervisor usually between the hours of 12 noon
an 2.00pm.
Consultation
6) The hours will be worked in each branch or section as determined by the employer in consultation with the employees.
Roster Technician
7) The roster technician in the Planning and Information
Branch will work a standard number of hours based on the
average of 38 hours per week while so rostered as determined
by the employer in consultation with the employees.
Credit And Debit Hours
8) Employees may carry forward a maximum of 10 credit
hours or 10 debit hours from one cycle to the next.
Employees Classified At Level 6 And Above
9) Subclause (2), (3), (4), (6) and (7) will not apply to employees classified at Level 6 and above who will work a
minimum average of 38 hours per week Monday to Friday on
an outcome basis to ensure the needs of clients are met and the
objectives of the employer are satisfied. In exceptional circumstances however, the CEO may approve overtime.
20.—EMPLOYEE FUNDED EXTRA LEAVE—48
WEEKS PAY OVER 52 WEEKS
1) Upon application by an employee covered by this Agreement, the employee may be entitled to receive 48 weeks pay
spread over the full 52 weeks of the year. The employee may
be entitled to take 4 weeks extra leave in addition to their normal leave entitlements.
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2) The additional 4 weeks per year will not be able to be
accrued. In the event that the employee cannot take the leave,
his/her salary will be adjusted at the completion of the 12 month
period to take account of the time worked during the year that
was not included in salary.
3) The additional 4 weeks per year will not attract leave
loading.
4) The employer will ensure that superannuation arrangements and taxation effects are fully explained to the employee
by the relevant Authority. Any necessary arrangements will be
put into place by the employer.
21.—FLEXIBILITY IN PART-TIME WORK
1) Part time employees are employees who are engaged to
work less than 38 hours per week.
2) A employee engaged on a part time basis will be paid a
proportion of the appropriate full time salary (including increments where applicable dependent upon time worked). The
pay will be calculated in accordance with the following formula—
hours worked per week
X full time weekly pay
full time hours per week
3) A part time employee will be entitled to the same leave
and conditions as are prescribed for full time employees on a
proportionate basis.
4) The days a part time employee works Monday to Friday
may be varied by agreement between the employer and the
employee. Where agreement cannot be reached the minimum
notice period will be 4 weeks.
5) Any employee may make application to the employer to
convert to part time work for defined periods of time after
which the employee and the position may revert back to full
time.
22.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
Casual employees are engaged on an hourly basis. They are
paid an hourly rate based on the appropriate classification,
plus an additional 20% casual loading in lieu of annual leave,
sick leave, long service leave and payment for public holidays.
23.—PARENTAL LEAVE
1) Definitions
‘employee’ includes full time, part time, permanent and fixed
term contract employees.
‘replacement employee’ is an employee specifically engaged
to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
2) Eligibility for Parental Leave
a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
parental leave in respect of the birth of a child to the
employee or the employee’s spouse/partner.
b) Where the employee applying for the leave is the
partner of a pregnant spouse one weeks leave may
be taken at the birth of the child concurrently with
parental leave taken by the pregnant employee.
c) Subject to subclause (b) of this clause where both
partners are employed by the Fire and Emergency
Services Authority the leave shall not be taken concurrently except under special circumstances and with
the approval of the employer.
d) An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age
of five years shall be entitled to three weeks parental
leave at the placement of the child and a further period of parental leave up to a maximum of 52 weeks.
Where both partners are employed by the Fire and
Emergency Services Authority, the three week period may be taken concurrently.
e) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be
entitled to two days unpaid leave for the employee
to attend interviews or examination required for
the adoption procedure. Employees working or
residing outside the Perth metropolitan area are
entitled to an additional days leave. The employee
may take any paid leave entitlement in lieu of this
leave.
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3) Other Leave Entitlements
a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to substitute any part of that leave with accrued annual leave or long service leave for the whole or part
of the period of parental leave.
b) Upon return to work employees will be entitled to
the same position or a position equivalent in pay,
conditions and status and commensurate with the
employee’s skills and abilities as the one held immediately prior to commencement of leave.
c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave.
d) Should the birth or adoption result in other than the
arrival of a child, the person concerned shall be entitled to such period of paid sick leave or unpaid leave
for a period certified as necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the pregnancy or is required
to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure
the employee may take any paid sick leave to which
the employee is entitled or unpaid leave for a period
as certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
4) Notice and Variation
a) The employee shall give not less than four week’s
notice in writing to the employer of the date the employee proposes to commence parental leave stating
the period of leave to be taken.
b) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of subclause (a) by failing to give the required
period of notice if such failure is due to the requirement of the adoption agency to accept earlier or later
placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances.
c) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of parental leave and may at
any time during that period of leave elect to reduce
or extend the period stated in the original application provided four weeks written notice is provided.
5) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards
connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present duties,
the duties shall be modified or the employee may be transferred to a safe position at the same classification level until
the commencement of parental leave.
6) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the Fire and
Emergency Services Authority shall inform the person of the
temporary nature of the employment and the entitlements relating to the return to work of the employee on parental leave.
7) Return to Work
a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to the employer not less
than four weeks prior to the expiration of parental
leave.
b) An employee on return to work from parental leave
shall be entitled to the position which the employee
occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental leave. Where the employee was transferred to a
safe job the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to transfer.
c) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a position at the same classification level.
d) An employee may return on a part time basis to the
same position occupied prior to the commencement
of leave or to a different position at the same classification level in accordance with the part time
provisions of the Agreement.
e) An employee who has returned on a part time basis
may revert to full time work at the same classification level within two years of the recommencement
of work where there exists the capacity to do so.
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8) Effect of Leave on the Employment Contract
a) An employee engaged for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave, however the period of leave granted shall not extend
beyond the term of that contract.
b) Absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for
any purpose under the relevant award or agreement.
c) An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by
written notice in accordance with the relevant award
or agreement.
d) An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the grounds of the employee’s application for parental leave or absence on leave but
otherwise the rights of the employer in respect of
termination of employment are not affected.
24.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
1) An employee is entitled to paid bereavement leave of up
to 2 days on full pay on the death of a person who is the employee’s spouse or defacto spouse, child or step child, parent
or step parent, sibling, mother or father in law.
2) The days need not be consecutive and cannot be taken
during a period of any other kind of leave.
25.—DAYS IN LIEU OF PUBLIC SERVICE HOLIDAYS.
The two days leave in lieu of former public holidays (Easter
Tuesday and day after New Years day) will not apply to employees for the term of this agreement.
26.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
1) An employee covered by this agreement is entitled to time
off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
2) Such leave shall include leave to meet the employee’s
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities.
3) Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or part
days off. Each day or part thereof, will be deducted from annual leave entitlements.
4) The employer may request reasonable evidence of the
legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
5) Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement
between the employer and employee for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
27.—FAMILY CARERS LEAVE
1) An employee with responsibilities in relation to either
members of their family or members of the household who
need their care and support, will be entitled to use, in accordance with this clause, leave on full pay, up to a maximum of 5
days per annum, to provide care and support for such persons
when they are ill.
2) Any entitlements to carers leave may be deducted from—
a) accrued sick leave entitlements;
b) annual leave entitlements; and
c) leave in lieu of overtime the employee has accrued.
3) Carers leave will be available on an hourly basis.
4) The entitlement to carers leave in accordance with this
clause is subject to—
a) the employee being responsible for the care of the
person concerned; and
b) the person concerned being a person who is related
to the employee by blood, marriage, affinity or adoption and includes a person who is wholly or mainly
dependant on, or is a member of the household of,
the employee.
5) The employee will, if required by the employer, establish
by production of a medical certificate or statutory declaration,
the illness of the person concerned and that the illness is such
as to require care by another.
6) In normal circumstances an employee will not take carers
leave under this clause where another person has taken leave
to care for the same person.
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7) The employee will, wherever possible, give the employer
notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave, the
name of the person requiring care and their relationship to the
employee (where applicable), the reasons for taking such leave
and the estimated length of absence. If it is not possible for the
employee to give prior notice of such absence, the employee
will notify the employer by telephone of such absence at the
first opportunity on the day of absence.
8) An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer,
to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a
family or household member who is ill.
9) An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer,
to work make up time, under which the employee takes time
off ordinary hours, and works those hours at a later time, during the spread of ordinary hours provided in the award.
28.—ANNUAL LEAVE TRAVEL CONCESSIONS
1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, employees whose
headquarters are located above 26 degrees south latitude are
entitled to apply for an annual leave travel concession.
2) For the purposes of this clause, economy airfare is defined as a fully refundable, transferable and re-routable ticket
3) To be entitled to the concession employees must:
a) complete twelve months service in the area although
the employer may approve the granting of a concession prior to the completion of the twelve months
qualifying period; and
b) proceed on annual leave to a location other than where
his/her headquarters is situated.
c) The cost of the concession is not to exceed a return
economy air fare to Perth.
4) Annual leave travel concessions not used within twelve
months of becoming due will lapse.
5) Provided the concession does not exceed the cost of a
return economy airfare to Perth:
a) The employee may elect to use the concession to purchase return economy airfare to any destination of
his or her choice. Should the cost of the chosen return economy airfare be less than the value of the
return economy airfare to Perth the lesser amount
shall be paid.
b) Accommodation costs of any travel package arrangement will not be paid as part of this concession.
6) Exceptions to the 12 month qualifying period are:
a) where an employee is required to proceed on annual
leave to suit departmental convenience.
b) the employer may grant the concession where the
employee returns to the area to complete the year’s
service at the expiration of the period of leave.
7) An employee who elects to take Annual Leave outside
the District Allowance Area in which their headquarters is located is entitled to the following travelling time—
Approved Mode of Travel
Travelling Time
Air
Two days
Road or Air and Road: North of 260 Four days
North of 200 Five days
8) The mode of travel to be at the discretion of the Chief
Executive Officer.
9) Part-time employees are entitled to annual leave travel
concessions and travelling time on a pro-rata basis according
to the number of hours work.
10) The employer may grant to employees, other than those
stationed in remote areas, whose headquarters are situated two
hundred and forty kilometres or more from the Perth General
Post Office and who travel to Perth for their Annual Leave
reasonable travelling time to enable them to complete the return journey.
29.—ANNUAL LEAVE LOADING.
Annual Leave Loading will be annualised and shall be paid
weekly or fortnightly
Payout of Annual Leave Loading.
Where an employee has a credit of annual leave loading this
will be paid out as soon as possible after the date of registration of this agreement.
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30.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE.
Long service leave may be taken in periods not less than 7
calendar days in duration.
31.—STUDY LEAVE AND REIMBURSEMENT.
1) An employee may be granted time off with pay for study
purposes and fees assistance subject to the discretion of the
employer.
2) Approval of time off and fees assistance will be subject
to—
a) the course being of benefit to the organisation;
b) the course being relevant to current needs;
c) the course being relevant to the employee’s future
career in the Fire and Emergency Services Authority
of Western Australia;
d) the course being relevant to the position occupied by
the employee;
e) the employee making satisfactory progress with his/
her studies; and
f) the employee demonstrating personal commitment
to learning and studying by undertaking an acceptable formal study load in his/her own time and/or
financial contribution.

11) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
34.—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE
AGREEMENT
Signatories
Signed on behalf of the
FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES AUTHORITY
R. Mitchell
Date 29/01/99
Signed for and on behalf of the
THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED
Dave Robinson
General Secretary
Date 29/01/99
SCHEDULE A.
PART 1:
NORMAL SALARIES.

32.—SHORT LEAVE.
Due to the inherent benefits Flexible Working Arrangements
provide employees covered by this agreement, Short Leave,
as prescribed by Clause 26 of GOSAC, will not be available.
33.—SALARY PACKAGING
1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement.
2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
3) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits
aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory Employer Superannuation Guarantee
contributions.
The TEC, for the purpose of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
i) The base salary;
ii) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading;
iii) Non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles, etc;
iv) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
v) Any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
4) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
5) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral in
relation to the total cost to the employer.
6) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
7) In the event of any increase or additional payments of tax
or penalties associated with the employment of the employee
under the salary packaging agreement or the provision of employer benefits under the salary packaging agreement, such
tax, penalties and any other costs shall be borne by the employee.
8) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit Tax
liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
9) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operations of this Agreement.
10) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement
to salary packaging on request from an employee.
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Level 1
Under 17
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year
Level 2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
Level 3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

GOSAC
Award
Rates

Annulised
Annual Leave
Loading

First
Increase
Payable from
Date of
Signing,
(4.7+3.5) 8.2%

Second
Increase
Payable 12
Months
after
Signing: 3.5%

11,703
13,710
15,990
18,609
20,785
22,834
23,486
24,137
24,784
25,435
26,086
26,835
27,353
28,119

156.82
183.71
214.27
249.36
278.52
305.98
314.71
323.44
332.11
340.83
349.55
359.59
366.53
376.79

12,832
15,033
17,533
20,405
22,791
25,037
25,752
26,466
27,176
27,889
28,603
29,425
29,993
30,832

13,281
15,559
18,147
21,119
23,588
25,914
26,654
27,393
28,127
28,866
29,604
30,454
31,042
31,912

29,036
29,635
30,374
31,155
31,972

389.08
397.11
407.01
417.48
428.42

31,838
32,495
33,305
34,161
35,057

32,952
33,632
34,471
35,357
36,284

33,095
33,970
34,872
35,800

443.47
455.2
467.28
479.72

36,289
37,248
38,237
39,255

37,559
38,552
39,575
40,629

37,068
37,959
38,983

496.71
508.65
522.37

40,645
41,622
42,745

42,068
43,079
44,241

40,955
42,288
43,673
45,110

548.8
566.66
585.22
604.47

44,907
46,369
47,887
49,463

46,479
47,992
49,563
51,194

47,421
48,992
50,618
52,354

635.44
656.49
678.28
701.54

51,997
53,720
55,503
57,406

53,817
55,600
57,445
59,415

55,016
56,858
58,862

737.21
746.4
746.4

60,325
62,328
64,496

62,436
64,509
66,754

62,119
64,452
67,345

746.4
746.4
746.4

68,020
70,545
73,675

70,401
73,014
76,254

70,958
73,399
76,183
80,393
84,603
88,811
93,021

746.4
746.4
746.4
746.4
746.4
746.4
746.4

77,584
80,225
83,238
87,793
92,348
96,901
101,456

80,300
83,033
86,151
90,866
95,580
100,293
105,007
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PART 2—
SALARIES APPLYING TO ANNUALISED ARRANGEMENTS.

GOSAC
Award
Rates

Annualised Hours
First
Increase:
Payable from
Date of
Signing.
Annulised Base Rate, Plus 4%
Plus 8%
Annual
(4.7+3.5)
Leave
8.2%
Loading

Annualised Hours
Second
Increase:
Payable 12
months
after signing.
Plus 12% Base Rate Plus 4%
Plus 8%
(8.2+3.5)
11.7.

Plus 12%

Level 1
Under 17
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year

11,703
13,710
15,990
18,609
20,785
22,834
23,486
24,137
24,784
25,435
26,086
26,835
27,353
28,119

156.82
183.71
214.27
249.36
278.52
305.98
314.71
323.44
332.11
340.83
349.55
359.59
366.53
376.79

13,283
15,561
18,149
21,121
23,591
25,917
26,657
27,396
28,130
28,869
29,608
30,458
31,046
31,915

13,814
16,183
18,875
21,966
24,535
26,953
27,723
28,492
29,255
30,024
30,792
31,676
32,288
33,192

14,346
16,806
19,601
22,811
25,478
27,990
28,789
29,587
30,380
31,178
31,976
32,895
33,530
34,469

14,877
17,428
20,327
23,656
26,422
29,027
29,856
30,683
31,506
32,333
33,161
34,113
34,771
35,745

13,748
16,106
18,784
21,861
24,417
26,824
27,590
28,355
29,115
29,879
30,644
31,524
32,132
33,032

14,298
16,750
19,535
22,735
25,394
27,897
28,693
29,489
30,279
31,075
31,870
32,785
33,418
34,354

14,848
17,394
20,287
23,609
26,370
28,970
29,797
30,623
31,444
32,270
33,096
34,046
34,703
35,675

15,398
18,038
21,038
24,484
27,347
30,043
30,901
31,757
32,608
33,465
34,321
35,307
35,988
36,996

Level 2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

29,036
29,635
30,374
31,155
31,972

389.08
397.11
407.01
417.48
428.42

32,956
33,636
34,475
35,361
36,288

34,274
34,981
35,854
36,776
37,740

35,593
36,327
37,233
38,190
39,192

36,911
37,672
38,612
39,605
40,643

34,110
34,813
35,681
36,599
37,559

35,474
36,206
37,109
38,063
39,061

36,838
37,598
38,536
39,527
40,563

38,203
38,991
39,963
40,991
42,066

Level 3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

33,095
33,970
34,872
35,800

443.47
455.20
467.28
479.72

37,563
38,556
39,580
40,633

39,066
40,098
41,163
42,259

40,568
41,641
42,746
43,884

42,071
43,183
44,330
45,509

38,878
39,906
40,965
42,055

40,433
41,502
42,604
43,738

41,988
43,098
44,243
45,420

43,543
44,694
45,881
47,102

Level 4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

37,068
37,959
38,983

496.71
508.65
522.37

42,072
43,084
44,246

43,755
44,807
46,016

45,438
46,530
47,786

47,121
48,254
49,556

43,545
44,592
45,795

45,287
46,375
47,626

47,029
48,159
49,458

48,770
49,943
51,290

Level 5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

40,955
42,288
43,673
45,110

548.80
566.66
585.22
604.47

46,484
47,997
49,569
51,200

48,344
49,917
51,552
53,248

50,203
51,837
53,535
55,296

52,062
53,757
55,518
57,344

48,111
49,677
51,304
52,992

50,036
51,664
53,356
55,112

51,960
53,651
55,408
57,232

53,885
55,638
57,461
59,351

Level 6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

47,421
48,992
50,618
52,354

635.44
656.49
678.28
701.54

53,823
55,606
57,452
59,422

55,707
57,553
59,463
61,502

Level 7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

55,016
56,858
58,862

737.21
746.40
746.40

62,444
64,517
66,761

64,629
66,775
69,098

Level 8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

62,119
64,452
67,345

746.40
746.40
746.40

70,409
73,022
76,262

72,874
75,578
78,932

Level 9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

70,958
73,399
76,183

746.40
746.40
746.40

80,309
83,043
86,161

83,120
85,949
89,177

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

80,393
84,603
88,811
93,021

746.40
746.40
746.40
746.40

90,876
95,591
100,304
105,019

94,057
98,937
103,815
108,695
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PART 3:
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS OFFICERS.

SCHEDULE B : ANNUALISED WORKING
ARRANGEMENTS

First Increase:
4.7+3.5
Payable from
8.2%
Date of
Signing, Plus
Loading.

Second Increase:
, 3.5%
Payable
12 Months
after signing
Plus Loading.

403.09

26,552

37,439

27,482

38,749

413.89

27,264

38,442

28,218

39,788

25,435

424.76

27,980

39,452

28,960

40,833

6th year

26,086

435.64

28,696

40,462

29,701

41,878

7th year

26,835

448.14

29,520

41,624

30,554

43,081

8th year

27,353

456.80

30,090

42,427

31,143

43,912

9th year

28,119

469.59

30,933

43,615

32,016

45,142

GOSAC
Award
Rates

Annulised
Annual
Leave
Loading

3rd year

24,137

4th year

24,784

5th year
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The hours of service in this schedule will be worked by those
employees in operational or other positions classified at level
5 or below and designated by the Chief Executive Officer following consultation with the employee.

Level 1

PART 4—
SALARIES APPLYING TO EMPLOYEES WORKING
WITHIN EMU—FESA.
LEVEL 1
Current Salaries
Under 17
13,166
17 years
15,388
18 years
17,949
19 years
20,777
20 years
23,331
1st year
25,630
2nd year
26,419
3rd year
27,208
4th year
27,992
5th year
28,779
6th year
29,568
7th year
30,475
8th year
31,102
9th year
32,030
LEVEL 2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

33,140
33,991
34,887
35,832
36,821

LEVEL 3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

38,181
39,241
40,333
41,455

LEVEL 4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

42,993
44,198
45,438

LEVEL 5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

47,825
49,440
51,117
52,856

Hours of Service
1) The ordinary hours of service will be annualised and
worked on a flexible arrangement with employees working
2080 hours per annum, (average of 40 per week).
2) The annualised hours arrangements are designed to
meet customer requirements and are subject to the following—
a) Employees will be required to manage their own time
to meet customer needs in accordance with approved
work programs.
b) Employees may be required to work up to a maximum of 300 hours per annum outside normal business
hours (eg. nights, weekends) which will form part of
the total 2080 hours per annum.
c) Employees may be required to work up to 6 weekend days and 14 nights each eight (8) week period.
3) Where applicable, 12 monthly programs will be submitted to the Regional Director/ Manager annually for approval
to demonstrate how the position’s program of activities will
be managed and will be reviewed regularly to ensure the utilisation of time is consistent with the spirit and intent of this
agreement.
4) Each position that is designated as requiring annualised
hours will be set for a minimum of one year but may be reviewed and/or varied annually.
5) Long service and annual leave will be rostered during
times when the out of hours activities are at a minimum.

Out of Hours Loading
6) The Chief Executive Officer will determine the number
of hours employees, who occupy positions subject to this schedule, will perform out of hours.
7) Employees will receive a loading of four (4) percent
on a sliding scale, on top of their ordinary rate of pay, for
each one hundred (100) hours they are required to work
out of hours.
ie. The total hours worked per year will be 2080 per annum.
Employees who work 100 hours out of normal office hours
will work 1980 hours during normal office hours and receive
a 4% loading on their base rate.
Employees working 200 hours out of normal office hours
will work 1880 hours during normal office hours and receive
an 8% loading on their base rate.
Employees working 300 hours out of normal office hours
will work 1780 hours during normal office hours and receive
an 12% loading on their base rate.

Customer Focus.
8) Offices or sections are required to be staffed between the
hours of 8.00 am and 5.00 pm Monday to Friday. Staff will
enter into arrangements at their respective offices or within
their sections to ensure that this requirement is achieved as far
as is practicable to meet customer needs and operational requirements.
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9) The hours specified in paragraph (5) of this Schedule are
minimum office hours. Nothing prevents staff in offices or
sections from agreeing to expand the period of time the office
or section may be staffed to meet customer needs and operational requirements.
Span of Hours
10) Ordinary hours may be worked on any or all days of the
week.
Credit for Leave Purposes
11) Paid leave will be credited as 8 hours for each day of
such leave.
Overtime
12) Employees will be paid overtime after having
worked—
a) in the case of an operational incident, 8 consecutive
hours exclusive of meal breaks;
b) hours in excess of those specified in agreed
monthly programs including normal and programmed hours.
i) Availability of overtime is subject to the incumbent having worked all allocated hours as
set out in agreed monthly programs.
ii) Where agreed monthly programs have not been
met due to operational requirements sub paragraph b(i) of this Schedule will not otherwise
limit the availability of overtime.
13) For the purposes of overtime, each day will stand
alone.
14) Approval must be gained prior to working overtime.
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For the purpose of after hours contact—
“On Call” will mean a written instruction to the employee rostered to remain at the employee’s residence
or to otherwise be immediately contactable by telephone or paging system outside the employee’s
normal hours of duty in case of a call out requiring an
immediate return to duty.
“Availability” shall mean a written instruction to an officer
to remain contactable, but not necessarily in immediate proximity to a telephone or paging system, outside the officer’s
normal hours of duty and be available and in a fit state at all
such times for recall to duty.
21) When the employee is rostered on call or available, he/
she will remain in a fit state at all times to be able to return to
duty.
22) An employee required to be on call or available, when
off duty who is recalled to duty, will be renumerated for time
worked, including time spent travelling to and from the place
of duty, in accordance with the overtime provisions of this
agreement.

SCHEDULE C
Conditions attached to schedule B Annualised Hours—
1) As per GOSAC unless indicated otherwise.
2) Each position attracts an annualised salary, the incumbent is responsible for ensuring the position’s
programmed activities are undertaken in the hours
allocated.

Overtime Rates
15) Overtime will be paid at the following rates—
a) In relation to operational incidents, time and one half.
b) All other overtime will be paid at the rates specified
in GOSAC.

3) Monthly programs will be submitted to the Regional
Director/Manager annually to demonstrate how the
position’s program of activities will be managed, this
will be reviewed regularly to ensure the utilisation
of the time is consistent with the spirit and intent of
this agreement.

16) Overtime payments will be calculated on the base rate.

4) A position’s program of activities will incorporate all leave requirements of the occupant. The
person acting in the position during the period of
leave will be expected to carry out the duties
scheduled over that period of leave. Staff may
decline to act if they feel they are being disadvantaged by such acting.

Payment of Overtime
17) Overtime may be worked for time off in lieu of payment
or a combination of time off and payment, if requested by the
employee and approved by the employer. Time off in lieu will
be calculated at the appropriate overtime rates, or a combination of time off in lieu and payment, calculated at the
appropriate overtime rate.
Recall to Work
18) When the employee is recalled to work at a time that he/
she would not ordinarily be on duty, regardless of whether
prior notice is received of the recall, the employee will receive
minimum payment for such overtime of 2 hours.
Hour Break
19) A break of not less than 10 hours will be taken between the completion of work on one day and the
commencement of work on the next. This break may be
varied to not less than 8 hours by agreement between the
employer and employee.
After Hours Contact
20) Employees will be required to be on call when so
rostered for the purpose of providing out of normal office hours
operational response.

5) It is expected that long service and annual leave
will be taken during times when out of normal
hours activities are at a minimum. Staff will
not be required to make up for programmed out
of hours activities falling within their leave period.
6) When the program of activities has been published for the year, any future commitment of
the employee to be scheduled on a specific date
during that period must be by mutual agreement, with the exclusion of emergency
operations
7) In the event of acting or a temporary transfer, staff
would receive the annualised salary for the position
or portion thereof depending on any modified list of
duties agreed prior to the acting/transfer commencing.
8) Operational overtime is to be worked in accordance
with FESA policy, operation instructions and standing operating procedures.
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SCHEDULE D

Additional Conditions Applicable To Communication
System’s Officers
Due to the nature of the work undertaken by the Communication Systems Officers the conditions within this schedule
have been developed which recognise the needs of both the
employees and the organisation.
The following conditions apply to the Communication Systems Officers. The conditions in the remainder of this
agreement and the award apply to the extent that they are not
inconsistent with the conditions contained within this schedule.
1) Shift Work

79 W.A.I.G.

6) Sick Leave
Communication Systems Officers will be entitled to the following sick leave credits—
Sick Leave
on full pay

Sick Leave
on half pay

On the day of initial appointment

42 hours

21 hours

On the completion of 6 months
service

42 hours

21 hours

On the completion of 12 months
service

84 hours

21 hours

On the completion of each further
period of 12 months continuous
service

84 hours

21 hours

a) The hours of attendance at work to be observed by
employees will be 42 hours on any 4 days a week,
Monday to Sunday inclusive.
SCHEDULE E—
b) The shifts worked will be worked by 4 teams known
as the “A”, “B”, “C” and “D” teams.
c) The ordinary daily hours of work will be 10 on day
shift and 14 on night shift.
d) An employee may, for the efficient working of the
service, be required to change from one team to another.
e) The Chief Executive Officer may vary the length and
or number of shifts worked per week following consultation with the employees subject to operational
requirements.
2) Commuted Allowance
a) Employees will receive a loading of 41% in addition
to their substantive salary in lieu of payment for
weekend penalties, certain overtime penalties subject to paragraph 3, shift loadings and public holiday
penalties.
b) The loading mentioned in subparagraph 2 (a) of this
schedule may be altered by the employer, following
consultation with employees, should the shift arrangements be varied in accordance with
subparagraph 1 (e) of this schedule.
3) Overtime
Overtime will be paid in accordance with GOSAC for any
hours worked in excess of an average of 42 per week.
4) Leave
(a) Each employee will be entitled to—
i) 4 weeks annual leave per year;
ii) 1 week leave for working shift work;
iii) 1 week leave in lieu for public holidays
rostered off.
5) Variation
Should the shift arrangements be varied in accordance with
subparagraph 1 (e) of this schedule, the conditions of employment for Communications Systems Officers may be altered
by the employer following consultation with affected employees.

SALARY AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT UNIT
The following conditions of employment shall apply
to those three (3) former employees of the Western
Australian Police Service who were employed in the
Emergency Management Unit (EMU). Should any of
these employees accept a position other than in the
Emergency Management Unit these employment conditions shall no longer apply. The salaries applicable
to those employees within EMU will be as shown in
Schedule A: Part 4—Salaries.
1) Hours
a) This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause
16 Hours of GOSAC and clause 19 Hours of Service of this Agreement
b) Prescribed hours of duty to be observed by employees within EMU shall be eight (8) hours
per day in lieu of seven (7) hours and thirty
(30) minutes to be worked between 7.00am and
6.00pm, Monday to Friday, as determined by
the employer with a lunch interval of a minimum of thirty (30) minutes to be taken after a
maximum of five (5) hours of duty. Subject to
the lunch interval prescribed hours are to be
worked as one (1) continuous period.
c) Throughout this agreement to accommodate an increase in prescribed hours from seventy five (75) per
fortnight to eighty (80) hours per fortnight, seven
(7) hours and thirty (30) minutes becomes eight (8)
hours and a four (4) week period shall be one hundred and sixty (160) hours in lieu of one hundred
and fifty (150) hours.
2) Higher Duties Allowance
a) Employees within EMU will be eligible for a
higher duties allowance only after working
continuously in a higher classified position for
a period of ten (10) working days or more, in
lieu of the award provision of five (5) working days. The higher duties allowance will then
be paid for the full period of higher duties undertaken by the employee.
b) All periods of acting of less than ten (10) days
in a higher position may be claimed as experience by employees applying for higher
positions.

FESA’s leave liability will be reduced by at least 10%.

Collocated service delivery whenever opportunities arise

Leave liability

Collocation

Integrated service delivery.
Shared facilities resulting in a reduced cost to the
organisation and subsequently to the community.
Shared resources.

Ongoing

30 June 1999

Date to be determined

Performance of the organisation as a whole, of
directorates and branches can be measured.
Progress of the organisation towards its targets can be
monitored.
The base line position is established.
Facilitate the development of subsequent agreements.

Performance measures are developed throughout the
organisation.
Baseline data is collected with reference to those
performance measures

Establishment of performance
measures and the collation of
baseline data

Reduction in the outstanding leave liability held by FESA
employees.
Increases the level of leave management within the
organisation.
Increased awareness of both staff and management of the
importance of managing leave.

12 Months after implementation
of the agreement.

Branch Plans

The Branch goals are established.
Each person within each Branch is aware of the outcomes
that need to be achieved.
Facilitated planning of work programmes
Facilitates integration of the three organisations into
FESA
Re-establishes performance indicators for the Branch
Assists in the collection of base line performance data.

A strategic plan is established for each Directorate which
contains the strategic objectives to be achieved by each
Directorate in accordance with the requirements of the
FESA strategic plan.

Directorate Plans

Branch plans are established for each Branch in each
Directorate which are linked to the Directorate and
Strategic plans.

A strategic plan is developed which establishes the
corporate direction and goals for FESA.

FESA Strategic Plan

12 Months after implementation
of the agreement

Date to be Achieved

Directorate objectives are established which are linked to
the strategic plan.
Facilitates the establishment of branch plans
Establishes performance indicators for the Directorate

Outcome

12 Months after implementation
of agreement.

Output
Enables unity of purpose
Facilitates the establishment of Directorate and Branch
plans
Sets corporate goals
Emphasises the integrated organisation
Establishes performance indicators for the organisation

Initiative

Productivity Improvement Plan.

SCHEDULE F:
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Integrated policies and procedures

Output
Integrated policies and procedures developed across
FESA as a whole.

Outcome
FESA complies with statutory requirements (eg. financial
reporting, public sector standards)

Date to be Achieved
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Initiative

Ongoing

Standards apply across FESA.
Facilitates integration of FESA as a whole.
Integrated training across FESA.
Emphasises the whole of FESA approach to training.
Reduction of training costs associated with shared
resources and facilities.

Ongoing

Coordination of services

Coordinated approach to service delivery to the
community, government and other portfolio agencies.

Satisfied Minister with the services provided by the
emergency services portfolio.
Satisfied community with the emergency services
preparation, preparedness, response and recovery.
Satisfied government agencies who interact with FESA on
the service, coordination and response.

Ongoing

Duplication of resources

Elimination of duplication of resources

Reduction in costs associated with service delivery

Ongoing

Embracing of the concept of FESA

Positive approach undertaken by all staff in FESA to work
towards a fully integrated organisation.

Facilitates the effective operation of FESA as a whole
entity.
Embraces the concept of FESA.
Creates corporate identity.
Facilitates the achievement of all corporate objectives.

Ongoing

Performance management

A standard performance management appraisal system
focussed on achieving business outcomes and high quality
service provision is introduced for all.

An effective and efficient performance management
system.
Focuses on the requirement to achieve business outcomes.
Emphasises the need to deliver high quality services.

Risk Management

A comprehensive risk management plan will be developed
for FESA.

Ensure corporate strategic objectives are achieved through
effective and efficient processes and well balanced risks
versus controls and costs associated with managing risks.
Improve the risk profile of FESA.
Enhance statutory compliance and reduce the costs and
risks associated with non compliance.
Enhance risk awareness and add value to management
processes.
Reduce risk likelihood and/or risk impact.
Protect employees, property, information and clients.
Increase quality of service.
Respond to increasing levels of expectation and scrutiny
from various other bodies.

The performance management
system will be trialed in Human
Services within the period 12
months after implementation of
the agreement
The plans will contain
recommendations with action
plans that will be implemented
by the end of 1999.
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FESA employees will participate in joint training
programmes across all its divisions wherever possible.
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Training
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Output

Diversity management

Best practice diversity management policies and
procedures.
Training packages relating to skills development for line
managers, employees and volunteers.

Staff Performance

Best practice procedures to acknowledge the effort,
innovation and achievement by the staff within FESA.

Outcome
A more diverse workforce actively serving a diverse
community.
Better service to the community of Western Australia.
A workforce that is representative of the community.
Improved understanding and tolerance of different
cultural groups.
Improved ability to work and liaise with different cultural
groups.
Promotion of the feeling of ownership by staff of the
achievements of FESA.
Encouragement for employees to strive to achieve.
Encouragement for employees to deliver an improved
level of service.
Reinforcement of the importance of “Living the Values”
within FESA particularly “Respecting and valuing each
other”.

Date to be Achieved
Ongoing

Ongoing.
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Initiative
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HOME BASE CEILINGS WALL AND CEILING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 230 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Christine Anne French, Trevor Stephen French & Adam
William French t/a Home Base Ceilings & Maintenance.
No. AG 230 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S. J. KENNER.
24 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard as agent on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by
leave.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

INNES TRANSPORT PTY LTD AND THE
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 24 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Innes Transport Pty Ltd
and
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch.
No. AG 24 of 1999.
Innes Transport Pty Ltd and The Transport Workers Union
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998.
3 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J. Uphill on behalf of the applicant
and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Innes Transport Pty Ltd and The Transport
Workers Union Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998
as filed in the Commission on the 15th day of February
1999 and as amended by agreement before the Commission on the 3rd day of March 1999 and as reflected in the
Schedule attached to this Order is registered on and from
the 3rd day of March 1999.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Innes Transport Pty
Ltd and The Transport Workers Union Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998.
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2.—CONTENTS
This agreement is arranged as follows—
Subject Matter
Clause Number
Title
1
Contents
2
Scope
3
Relationship to Parent Award
4
Date and Period of Operation
5
Joint Consultative Committee
6
Dispute Settlement Procedure
7
Wage Rates
8
Uniforms
9
No Further Claims
10
Income Protection
11
Definitions
12
Signatories
13
3.—SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon Innes Transport Pty Ltd (“the Company”), the Transport Workers Union of
Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, WA Branch (“the Union”)
and all persons employed by the Company who are members of,
who are eligible to be members of the Union and whose employment is covered by the terms and conditions of the Transport Workers
(General) Award No 10 of 1961 (“the Award”).
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
The terms and conditions of employment contained in this
Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Transport
Workers (General) Award No 10 of 1961.
Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Award, then this Agreement shall take precedence.
There are approximately 18 employees covered by this Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
5.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement will become operative from 11 December
1998 and shall remain in force for a period of two years.
6.—JOINT CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
The parties agree to establish a mechanism and procedures
which enables them to communicate and consult about matters arising out of the Award and this Agreement which they
agree would assist in achieving and maintaining co-operative
workplace relations and mutually beneficial work practices.
7.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
Any dispute, grievance or problem shall be dealt with in
accordance with the Award provisions (ie. Clause 32—Dispute Settlement Procedures and the Appendix—Resolution of
Disputes Requirements).
8.—WAGE RATES
Employees shall be paid on either of the following basis—
(a) Full Time Employees
(i) Full-time employees shall be paid for ordinary
hours worked at the following rates—
Grade
Weekly Wage Hourly Rate
4
$455.00
$11.97
5
$462.80
$12.18
6
$470.70
$12.39
(ii) The rates in subclause (i) above shall be increased by 5% on 11 December 1999.
(b) Casual Employees
(i) Casual employees shall be paid $15.50 (except a semitrailer driver who shall be paid
$16.00) for all hours worked regardless of
when those hours are worked or the number
of hours worked each week.
(ii) The rate in subclause (i) above shall be increased by 5% on 11 December 1999.
(c) Trip Money Employees
(i) Merredin Contract
The employee shall undertake 4 trips (at
$236.26 per trip) plus 9 hours additional work
per week (ie. 7.6 ordinary hours and 1.4 hours
at overtime rates).
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(ii) Busselton Contract
The employees shall be paid $202 per trip.
(iii) The rates in subclause (i) and (iii) above shall
be increased by 5% on 11 December 1999.
(iv) For leave and all other purposes the rate payable shall be that applicable for full time
employees as shown in subclause (a) above.
9.—UNIFORMS
The employer shall pay for the laundering of coats supplied
by the employer and required to be worn by the employee
during working hours.
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Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 16th day of February, 1999
entitled Nurses Board of Western Australia Enterprise
Agreement 1998 in the terms of the following Schedule
be registered as an industrial agreement in replacement
of the Nurses Board of Western Australia Enterprise
Agreement 1996 (PSAAG 151 of 1996) which is hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

10.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
There shall be no further claims for the life of the Agreement.
11.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to enter into and fund an Income Protection Policy to cover all employees covered by this
Agreement. The preferred policy is the Injury and Sickness
Scheme arranged by the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Ltd,
although the company may select another policy, provided it
provides employees with the same or superior benefits.
12.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires—
“WAIRC” means the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
“Award” means the Transport Workers (General)
Award No 10 of 1961 as varied from time to time
“Employer” means Innes Transport Pty Ltd
“Employee” means any employee whose work is covered by this Agreement
“TWU” means the Transport Workers’ Union of Australia
“The Company” means Innes Transport Pty Ltd
13.—SIGNATORIES
Signed on behalf of
Innes Transport Pty Ltd
Roy Innes
Managing Director
Date 15.1.99
Signed on behalf of
Transport Workers Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, Western
Australian Branch
James McGiveron
State Secretary
Date 19.1.99

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Nurses Board of
Western Australia Enterprise Agreement 1998 and shall replace the Nurses Board of Western Australia Enterprise
Agreement 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope of the Agreement
Parties to the Agreement
Definitions
Date and Period of Operation of the Agreement
No Further Claims
Relationship to Parent Awards and Agreements
Single Bargaining Unit
Objectives and Principles
Productivity Improvement
Salary Increases
Level 1 Classification
Employment Conditions
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Signatures of Parties to the Agreement
SCHEDULE A—SALARY Schedule.
SCHEDULE B—SALARY SCHEDULE—SPECIALISED CALLINGS

3.—SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT
This Enterprise Agreement shall apply to the Nurses Board
of Western Australia and to those employees of the Nurses
Board of Western Australia who are members of or eligible to
be members of the Union party to this Agreement.
The number of employees bound by this Agreement is seven
(7).
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This agreement is made between the Nurses Board of Western Australia and the Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Incorporated.

NURSES BOARD OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSAAG 8 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Nurses Board of Western Australia.
No. PSAAG 8 of 1999.
Nurses Board of Western Australia Enterprise Agreement
1998.
4 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr E P Rea for the Applicant and Mr I R
Ludlow on behalf of Respondent, and by consent, the

5.—DEFINITIONS
“Agreement” The Nurses Board of Western Australia Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998
“Board” The Nurses Board of Western Australia
“Employee” For the purpose of this Agreement, someone
who is referred to at Clause 3—Scope.
“Employer” The Nurses Board of Western Australia
“Government” The State Government of Western Australia
“Minister” The Minister or Ministers of the Crown responsible for the administration of the Nurses Board of Western
Australia
“Union” The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
“WAIRC” The Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission
6.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION OF THE
AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration for a period of twenty six months.
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(2) The parties will assess achievements in performance, productivity and efficiency during the term of this Agreement.
(3) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
Agreement, except where the award rate is higher in which
case the award shall apply.
(4) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
its term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC, or until this Agreement is replaced by a new
Agreement.
(5) The parties agree to commence negotiations at least six
months prior to the expiration of the period of the Agreement
to negotiate a replacement agreement.
7.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms of this Agreement or provided for in a National or
State Wage Case Decision.
(2) This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
8.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS AND
AGREEMENTS
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Government Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award
1989 which applies to the parties bound to this Agreement. In
the case of any inconsistencies, this Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of the inconsistencies. Where this
agreement is silent the award shall apply.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single
Bargaining Unit (SBU).
(2) The SBU comprises representatives from the Nurses
Board of Western Australia and Civil Service Association of
Western Australia (CSA).
10.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the parties are—
(1) To satisfy the requirements of clients and customers
through the provision of reliable, efficient and competitive services.
(2) To achieve the Board’s mission and improve productivity and efficiency in the Board through ongoing
improvements.
(3) To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations.
(4) To facilitate greater flexibility in decision making
and allocation of human and other resources.
(5) To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure employment opportunities.
(6) To develop and pursue changes on a co-operative
continuing basis by using participative management
practices.
(7) To promote health, safety, welfare and equal opportunity for all employees.
11.—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
The parties are committed to the continued development and
implementation of productivity improvement designed to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the Board in line
with the Board’s Strategic Objectives.
Initiatives will be developed within the first 6 months of the
Agreements setting agreed targets to be achieved within the
first twelve months of the Agreement. The second pay rise
under this Agreement (see clause 12) will be subject to the
achievement of these targets.
12.—SALARY INCREASES
(1) The following salary increases are payable under this
Agreement—
(a) an increase of 3.5% from the date of registration of
this Agreement
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(b) a further increase of 3.5% payable twelve months
from the date of registration of this Agreement
subject to the achievement of productivity initiatives to be developed in the first 6 months of the
Agreement
(2) The rates of pay shall be as set out in Schedules A and B
of this Agreement.
13.—LEVEL 1 CLASSIFICATION
(1) The parties agree that the adult level one increment range
will be reduced from 9 to 7 increment levels, as provided for
in Schedule A, from the date of in principle agreement between the parties.
(2) All employees currently employed at Level 1 will progress
to the nearest salary point in the new range that is not less than
the salary that applied immediately prior to the commencement of the agreement.
(3) Upon commencement of employment to a level 1 position, an employee may be appointed within the salary range
subject to the relevant knowledge and experience of the employee.
14.—EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS
(1) Annual Leave Loading
(a) A loading equivalent to 17.5% of normal salary on
annual leave is payable to officers, including accumulated annual leave.
(b) Annual leave loading will be paid to the Employee
in the first pay period in December for annual leave
credited to the Employee in that year.
(c) Maximum payment shall not exceed that amount as
advised from time-to-time by the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations via Circular to
Departments and Authorities or any other form of
notification.
(d) Where payment in lieu of accrued or pro rata annual
leave is made on the death, dismissal, resignation or
retirement of an officer, a loading calculated in accordance with the terms of this clause is to be paid.
Provided that no loading shall be payable in respect
of pro rata annual leave paid on resignation or where
an officer is dismissed for misconduct.
(e) Part-time officers shall be paid a pro rata loading at
the salary rate applicable.
(f) An officer who has been permitted to proceed on
annual leave and who ceases duty before completing the required continuous service to accrue the leave
must refund the value of the unearned pro rata portion. Provided that no refund shall be necessary in
the event of the death of an officer.
(2) Bereavement Leave
This subclause supersedes Clause 27 of the Government
Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award 1989 Short
Leave.
(a) On the death of—
(i) the spouse or de facto spouse of an employee;
(ii) the child or step-child of an employee;
(iii) the parent or step-parent of an employee;
(iv) the sister or brother of an employee; or
(v) any other person who immediately before that
person’s death, lived with the employee as a
member of the employee’s family the employee is entitled to paid bereavement leave
of up to 2 days.
(b) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during a period
of any other kind of leave.
(c) If so requested by the employer, an employee who
claims to be entitled to paid leave under this Clause,
is to provide to the employer, evidence that would
satisfy a reasonable person as to—
(i) the death that is the subject to the leave sought;
and
(ii) the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
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(3) Flexible Hours of Work
This subclause supersedes Clause 16 Hours of the Government Officers, Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award 1989.
(a) Objective
It is agreed that the implementation of flexible working hours will take into consideration customer needs,
business efficiency and where possible the preference of the employee subject to the provisions of
this clause.
(b) Hours of Duty
(i) The Employee’s starting and finishing times
shall be as agreed between the employer and
the employee, provided an average of 38 hours
per week are completed.
(ii) The required hours shall be worked between
7.00 am and 8.30 pm Monday to Friday, and
between 7.30 am and 2.00 pm on a Saturday
where required.
(iii) Notwithstanding paragraph (ii), work completed beyond 6.00 pm on week days, on
Saturdays and outside normal span of hours
shall be by agreement between the employer
and employee.
(iv) Except by mutual consent an employee will
not be required to work in excess of 9 hours
per day.
(v) The employee may apply for temporary variations to his/her hours of work, start and finish
times and/or span of hours to cater for the
employee’s special situation. The Employer
and the Employee agree to ensure the provision of services is not unduly compromised.
(c) Level 6s
(i) Employees Level 6 and above will be required
to work reasonable hours on an outcome basis
to ensure that the needs of clients are met as
they arise and the objectives of the Board and
the Government are satisfied.
(d) Cycle Period
For the purposes of recording and monitoring time
worked, the Employee will work a total of 1,976
hours over a 52 week cycle period. Paid leave will
be recognised for the 52 week cycle period.
The Employee will, in conjunction with the Employer, provide updates as to the amount of hours
that they have worked every 13 weeks, so that both
parties can monitor the progress towards the 1,976
hours.
(i) If at the end of the cycle period an employee
has worked an amount of hours which is
greater than 1,976, they shall have 3 months
in which to clear the excess amount, in which
time the right expires.
(ii) If at the end of the cycle period an employee
has worked an amount of hours which is less
than 1,976, they shall have 3 months to make
up the deficit, in which time the employer may
deduct from the employee the value of the
hours in deficit.
(iii) The employer shall endeavour to accommodate the employee’s circumstances as
mentioned in either (a) or (b) of this subclause.
(iv) After the cycle period the parties shall meet to
discuss the impact of the cycle period, and to,
where appropriate, vary working arrangements
for future cycle periods.
(v) If both the employer and the employee have
done everything within their control to ensure
the excess hours have been cleared and excess
hours still remain, these may be paid out at
normal time.
(e) Overtime
(i) Where a Level 1 to Level 5 employee is required to work in excess of 9 hours per day
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they will have the option of paid overtime in
accordance with Clause 18 of the Government
Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989 (for excess time).
(ii) Alternatively, they may choose time off in lieu
of overtime to form part of their excess hours
in the cycle period.
(f) Meal Breaks
(i) An unpaid meal break of not less than 30 minutes will be taken by the employee during the
Employee’s normal hours of duty. Unless otherwise agreed to, the Employee will not work
for longer than five (5) consecutive hours without taking a meal break.
(ii) The time and length beyond 30 minutes, of a
meal break, may be altered by the Employer
to meet operational requirements.
(iii) In emergency situations, the Employee may
be required, by the employer, to work for more
than five (5) hours without a break, in which
case, the Employee will take a meal break as
soon as is possible after the emergency situation.
(g) Office Slow Down
(i) The Nurses Board may be staffed by a limited
number of employees over the week following Easter or other periods as nominated by
the Chief Executive Officer. Such time has
been nominated by the Board as an appropriate time for a large number of staff to take
time off in lieu of excess hours worked at this
stage of the yearly work cycle, as prescribed
in subclause 13 3(2) – Flexible Hours of Work
of this Agreement.
(ii) Unless otherwise provided, employees will be
able to utilise office slowdown to clear excess
hours of accrued time off in lieu accumulated
during the cycle period.
(iii) Employees shall notify the employer of their
wish to take time off in lieu during this period
of time. The Chief Executive Officer shall, at
least two weeks prior to the Office Slow Down,
advise employees of the period of the office
slow down, and the staffing arrangements required in that period to maintain a level of
customer service.
(iv) Other periods of Office Slow Down may be
nominated by the employer.
(v) Office Slow Downs are not the only times in
which employees can take time off in lieu. An
employee shall notify the employer of his/her
intention to take time off in lieu, and such a
request will be granted subject to operational
requirements and existence of excess hours of
time off in lieu accumulated during the cycle
period.
(h) Recording Attendance
The employee, in conjunction with the Employer, is
required to manage start and finish times and hours
of duty each day, and to maintain adequate records.
(i) Administration
(i) Following consultation with employees, a system to administer flexible hours of work will
be developed and implemented.
(4) Parental Leave
This subclause replaces Clause 23 Maternity Leave of the
Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989.
(a) Definition
(i) “Employee” includes full time, part time, permanent and fixed term contract employees
(ii) “Replacement Employee” is an employee specifically engaged to replace an employee
proceeding on parental leave
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(b) Eligibility for Parental Leave
(i) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52
weeks parental leave in respect of the birth of
a child to the employee or the employee’s
spouse/partner.
(ii) Where the employee applying for the leave is
the partner of a pregnant spouse one week
leave may be taken at the birth of the child
concurrently with parental leave taken by the
pregnant employee.
(iii) Subject to sub-clause (ii) of this clause where
both partners are employed by the Board, the
leave shall not be taken concurrently except
under special circumstances.
(iv) An employee adopting a child under the age
of five years shall be entitled to three weeks
parental leave at the placement of the child
and a further period of parental leave up to
a maximum of 52 weeks. Where both partners are employed by the agency, the three
week leave period may be taken concurrently.
(v) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be
entitled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to attend interviews or examination
required for the adoption procedure. The employee may take any paid leave entitlement in
lieu of this leave.
(c) Other Leave Entitlements
(i) An employee proceeding on parental leave
may elect to utilise an accrued annual leave
or accrued long service leave for the whole
or part of the period of parental leave or
extend the period of parental leave with
such leave.
(ii) An employee may extend the maximum period of parental leave with a period of leave
without pay subject to the Chief Executive
Officer’s approval.
(iii) An employee on parental leave is not entitled
to paid sick leave and other paid award absences except where otherwise provided for
in this clause.
(iv) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates other than by the birth of a living child
then the employee shall be entitled to such
period of paid sick leave or unpaid leave for a
period certified as necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
(v) Where a pregnant employee not on parental
leave suffers illness related to the employee’s
pregnancy or is required to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure the employee
may take any paid sick leave to which the employee is entitled or such further unpaid leave
for a period certified as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(d) Notice and Variation
(i) The employee shall give not less than four
weeks’ notice in writing to the Board of the
date the employee proposes to commence
maternity leave stating the period of leave to
be taken.
(ii) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall
not be in breach of paragraph d(i) as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated period
of notice, if such failure is due to the requirement of the adoption agency to accept earlier
or later placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances.
(iii) An employee proceedings on parental leave
may elect to take a shorter period of maternity
leave and may at any time during that period
of leave elect to reduce or extend the period
stated in the original application provided four
weeks’ written notice is provided.
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(e) Transfer to Safe Job
(i) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy
or hazards connected with the work assigned
to the employee make it inadvisable for the
employee to continue in her present duties, the
duties shall be modified or the employee may
be transferred to a safe position of the same
classification until the commencement of maternity leave.
(ii) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable, the employee may take leave for such
period as is certified necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
(f) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the Board
shall inform the person of the temporary nature of
the employment and the entitlements relating to return to work of the employee on parental leave.
(g) Return to Work
(i) An employee shall confirm the intention to
return to work by notice in writing to Nurses
Board not less than four weeks prior to the
expiration of the period of parental leave.
(ii) An employee on return from parental leave
shall be entitled to the position which the employee occupied immediately prior to
proceeding on parental leave. Where an employee was transferred to a safe job pursuant
to paragraph (e) hereof the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied
immediately prior to the transfer.
(iii) Where the position occupied by the employee
no longer exists the employer shall be entitled
to the position of the same classification level
with duties similar to that of the abolished
position.
(iv) An employee may return on a part-time basis
to the same position occupied prior to the commencement of leave or to a different position
at the same classification level on a part-time
basis in accordance with the Part-Time provisions of the relevant award.
(v) An employee who has returned on a part-time
basis may revert to full time employment at
the same classification level within two years
of the recommencement of work.
(h) Effect of Leave on Employment Contract
(i) Fixed Term Contract
An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall have the same entitlement to parental
leave, however the period of leave granted
shall not extend beyond the term of that contract.
(ii) Continuous Service
Absence on parental leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall
not be taken into account in calculating the
period of service for any purpose under the
relevant award or this agreement.
(iii) Termination of Employment
An employee on parental leave may terminate
employment at any time during the period of
leave by written notice in accordance with the
relevant award.
An employer shall not terminate the employment of an employee on the grounds of the
employee’s application for parental leave, or
absence on parental leave, but otherwise the
rights of the employer in relation to termination of employment are not affected.
(5) Family Carers Leave
The parties recognise that employees have family responsibilities and that employment conditions must be responsive to
this.
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(a) An employee may use a total of 38 hours of his/her
personal accrued sick leave to supervise the convalescence of a family member, provided that if
requested, satisfactory documentation of the family
member’s illness is sighted by the employer.
(b) These hours are not cumulative.
(c) In this clause “family member” means the employee’s spouse, de facto spouse, child, step-child,
parent, step-parent, sibling or another person who
lives with the employee as a member of the employee’s family.
(d) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the
employer notice prior to the absence of the intention
to take leave, the name of the person requiring care
and their relationship to the employee (where applicable), the reasons for taking such leave and the
estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable
for the employee to give prior notice of absence, the
employee shall notify the employer by telephone of
such absence at the first opportunity on the day of
absence.
(e) The employee shall, if required by the employer, establish by production of a medical certificate or
statutory declaration, the illness of the person concerned and that the illness is such as to require care
by another.
(6) Public Holidays
The following days shall be allowed as holidays with
pay—
(a) New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Labour Day,
Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day,
Boxing Day.
(b) Such Public Service Holidays as are prescribed by
regulations.
When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) of this
clause falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Monday. When Boxing Day
falls on a Sunday or a Monday, the holiday shall be observed
on the next succeeding Tuesday.
In each case the substituted day shall be a holiday without
deduction of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall
not be a holiday.
The Employer can agree to an alternative arrangement with
the Employee for the taking of public holidays.
(7) Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
An employee covered by this agreement is entitled to time
off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
Ceremonial/Cultural leave may be taken as whole or part days
off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from annual
leave entitlements.
15.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
The parties to the Agreement recognise the benefits to flow
from the speedy and effective resolution of any issues that
may arise under this Agreement. Issues should be resolved as
informally and quickly as possible by the parties directly involved at the lowest level possible.
In the event of any questions, disputes or difficulties between the parties as to the interpretation and implementation
of this Agreement the following procedures shall apply—
(1) The employee/s concerned and/or the CSA representative shall discuss the matters with the immediate supervisor in
the first instance. An employee may be accompanied by a CSA
Representative.
(2) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
following the discussion in accordance with sub-clause (a)
hereof the matter shall be referred by the CSA Representative to the Chief Executive Officer or his/her nominee for
resolution.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
of the CSA Representative’s notification of the dispute to
the Nurses Board of Western Australia it may be referred
by either party to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
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16.—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE
AGREEMENT
SIGNATORIES
Signed for and on behalf of the
CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED by:
………………signed…………..
Dave Robinson—General Secretary
Date: 15/2/99
Signed for and on behalf of the
NURSES BOARD OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA by:
………………signed…………..
Rhea Hitchins – Chief Executive Officer
Date: 1/2/99
Schedule A
SALARY Schedule.
Annual salaries applicable to officers covered by this
Agreement.

Level 1
Under 17 years
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years
21 years or 1st year of
adult service
22 years or 2nd year of
adult service
23 years or 3rd year of
adult service
24 years or 4th year of
adult service
25 years or 5th year of
adult service
26 years or 6th year of
adult service
27 years or 7th year of
adult service
Level 2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
Level 3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

Column 1
Previous
salary

Column 2
Total Salary
per annum
includes
3.5%

Column 3
Total Salary
per annum
includes
3.5%

11,761
13,745
16,033
18,559
20,841

12,173
14,226
16,594
19,209
21,570

12,599
14,724
17,175
19,881
22,325

22,894

23,695

24,524

24,681

25,545

25,667

26,565

26,653

27,586

27,639

28,606

28,625

29,627

28,611

29,612

30,648

29,603
30,364
31,163
32,008
32,892

30,639
31,427
32,254
33,128
34,043

31,711
32,527
33,383
34,287
35,234

34,106
35,053
36,029
37,030

35,300
36,280
37,290
38,326

36,535
37,550
38,595
39,667

38,404
39,480
40,588

39,748
40,862
42,008

41,139
42,292
43,479

42,721
44,163
45,661
47,216

44,216
45,709
47,259
48,868

45,764
47,308
48,913
50,579

49,715
51,415
53,174
55,051

51,455
53,214
55,035
56,978

53,256
55,077
56,961
58,972

57,931
59,923
62,091

59,964
62,020
64,264

62,063
64,191
66,513
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Level 8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
CLASS 1
CLASS 2
CLASS 3
CLASS 4
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Column 1
Previous
salary

Column 2
Total Salary
per annum
includes
3.5%

Column 3
Total Salary
per annum
includes
3.5%

65,614
68,138
71,267

67,910
70,523
73,761

70,287
72,991
76,343

75,176
77,816
80,828
85,382
89,936
94,457
99,041

77,807 80,530
80,540 83,358
83,657 86,585
88,370 91,463
93,084 96,342
97,763 101,185
102,507 106,095

1. The rates of pay set out in column 2 apply from date of
commencement.
2. The rates of pay set out in column 3 apply with effect
from twelve months from the date of commencement of this
agreement subject to the development and implementation of
productivity initiatives in accordance with clauses 11 and 12.
Schedule B
SPECIFIED CALLINGS
Officers who possess a relevant tertiary level qualification, or equivalent determined by the employer, and who
are employed in the callings of Agricultural Scientist, Architect, Architectural graduate, Dental Officer, Dietitian,
Education Officer, Engineer, Geologist, Laboratory Technologist, Land Surveyor, Legal Officer, Librarian, Medical
Officer, Pharmacist, Planning Officer, Podiatrist, Psychiatrist, Clinical Psychologist, Psychologist, Quantity
surveyor, Medical Imaging Technologist, Nuclear Medicine Technologist, Radiation Therapist, Scientific Officer,
Social Worker, Therapist (Occupational, Physio or Speech),
Veterinary Scientist, or any other professional calling determined by the employer, shall be entitled to annual
salaries as follows.

Level 2/4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
Level 5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
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Column 1
Previous
salary

Column 2
Total Salary
per annum
includes
3.5%

Column 3
Total Salary
per annum
includes
3.5%

CLASS 1
85,382 88,370 91,463
CLASS 2
89,936 93,084 96,342
CLASS 3
94,457 97,763 101,185
CLASS 4
99,041 102,507 106,095
1. The rates of pay set out in column 2 apply from date of
commencement.
2. The rates of pay set out in column 3 apply with effect
from twelve months from the date of commencement of this
agreement subject to the development and implementation of
productivity initiatives in accordance with clauses 11 and 12.

PIONEER CONCRETE CEMENT TANKER
DRIVERS AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 17 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd
and
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch.
No. AG 17 of 1999.
Pioneer Concrete Cement Tanker Drivers Agreement 1999.
3 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J. Uphill on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Pioneer Concrete Cement Tanker Drivers
Agreement 1999 as filed in the Commission on the 4th
day of February 1999 and as amended by agreement before the Commission on the 3rd day of March 1999 and as
reflected in the Schedule attached to this Order is registered on and from the 3rd day of March 1999.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Column 1
Previous
salary

Column 2
Total Salary
per annum
includes
3.5%

Column 3
Total Salary
per annum
includes
3.5%

29,603
31,163
32,892
35,053
38,404
40,855

30,639
32,254
34,043
36,280
39,748
42,008

31,711
33,383
35,234
37,550
41,139
43,479

42,721
44,163
45,661
47,216

44,216
45,709
47,259
48,868

45,764
47,308
48,913
50,579

49,715
51,415
53,174
55,051

51,455
53,214
55,035
56,978

53,256
55,077
56,961
58,972

57,931
59,923
62,091

59,964
62,020
64,264

62,063
64,191
66,513

Schedule.
This Enterprise Agreement is made on the 4th day of February 1999 between—
PIONEER CONCRETE (WA) PTY LTD of 123
Burswood Road, Victoria Park, WA, (hereinafter referred
to as “the Company”) of the one part; and
THE TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, WA
BRANCH of 82 Beaufort Street, Perth, WA, (on behalf
of the employees of the Company) of the other part.
THE PARTIES HERETO HEREBY AGREE as follows—

65,614
68,138
71,267

67,910
70,523
73,761

70,287
72,991
76,343

1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Pioneer Concrete
Cement Tanker Drivers Agreement 1999 and will replace the
Pioneer Concrete Cement Tanker Drivers Agreement 1997.

75,176
77,816
80,828

77,807
80,540
83,657

80,530
83,358
86,585

2.—SCOPE AND STATUS
2.1 This Agreement applies to Cement Tanker Drivers, employees of Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd employed pursuant
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to the provisions of the Transport Workers (General) Award
Number 10 of 1961 of which there are four (4) persons employed at 4th February 1999.
2.2 Where the provisions of this Agreement and the Award
are inconsistent then the provisions of this Agreement shall
prevail.
3.—FLEXIBLE START TIMES
The parties agree that the existing flexible work practice of
which the Company has the benefit shall continue.
This practice is that employees will be required to start work
at any time between the hours of 4.00 am and 7.00 am. This
flexibility in starting times will apply to week days only and
will be implemented on a daily basis having regard for the
needs of delivery schedules and the time of the year.
Starting times earlier than 4.00 am will attract normal overtime payments.
4.—ROSTERED DAYS OFF
4.1 The existing short working day of 8.0 hours shall be
continued with full flexibility in the taking of Rostered Days
Off. That is Rostered days off will coincide where possible
with maintenance down time.
4.2 All employees will only be allowed to accrue a maximum of three (3) rostered days off. Once this limit has been
reached then the employer may direct the employee to take
any excess days off by giving the employee notice prior to the
close of the shift of the requirement to take a Rostered Day
Off the following day.
4.3 Employees may from time to time take part Rostered
Days Off when suitable to both parties.
5.—ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
The performance of routine non-expert truck maintenance
which shall include but is not limited to cleaning the vehicle
and checking the fluids and other matters contained in the drivers day sheet.
6.—PRODUCTIVITY LEVELS
The employees agree to commit to maintain to the best of
their ability the existing levels of productivity.
These levels are to be continuously monitored and discussed
at each Consultative Committee Meeting.
7.—HEALTH & SAFETY
The parties acknowledge and accept the intention of the
Company to improve its health and safety performance. To
assist with this improvement the employees agree to commit
to continuously improve their own health and safety performance in the workplace.
All safety equipment to be supplied by the Company and
worn by employees as necessary.
8.—TRAINING
The Company remains committed to the continual training
of all personnel so that their skills base can be enhanced, and
to provide an environment in which these new skills can be
utilised and recognised to the satisfaction of individual employees.
9.—INDUCTION
All new employees to participate in the Company employee
induction process.
10.—MINIMUM BREAK
When overtime is worked it shall, wherever practical, be
arranged for employees to have at least eight (8) consecutive
hours break between the work of successive days. When this
is not possible then employees will be paid at the rate of double time until an eight (8) hour break can be taken. The above
paragraph will be superseded with the requirements of the
Department of Transport “Fatigue Management Code of Practice” when applicable.
11.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
A procedure for the avoidance and settlement of industrial disputes shall apply to all operations covered by this Agreement.
Any question of dispute or difficulty shall be dealt with in
accordance with the following procedure.
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The objectives of the procedure is to prevent disputes and to
promote the resolution of disputes by measures based on consultation, co-operation and discussion; to reduce the level of
industrial confrontation; and to avoid interruption to the performance of work and the consequential loss of production
and wages.
The following principles shall apply—
11.1 A procedure involving the following three sequential stages of discussion/negotiation shall apply. These
are—
11.1.1 discussions between the employee/s concerned
and at his/her request the union shop steward,
delegates, and the immediate supervisors; and,
in the event of the issue not being resolved
11.1.2 discussions involving the employee/s, the shop
steward/s and more senior management; and,
in the event of the issue not being resolved
11.1.3 involving representatives from the union and
the nominated employer representatives.
There shall be an opportunity for any party to
raise the issue to a higher stage and status quo
remains until all avenues are exhausted.
11.2 There shall be a commitment by the parties to achieve
adherence to this procedure. This should be facilitated by the earliest possible advice by one party to
the other of any issue or problem which may give
rise to a grievance or dispute.
11.3 Throughout all stages of the procedure all relevant
facts shall be clearly identified and recorded.
11.4 Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the completion of the various stages of the discussions. At
least seven days should be allowed for all stages of
the discussions to be finalised.
11.5 Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement.
However, if the negotiation process is exhausted
without the dispute being resolved, the parties shall
jointly or individually refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
assistance in resolving the dispute.
11.6 In order to allow for the peaceful resolution of grievances the parties shall be committed to avoid
stoppages of work, lock-outs or any other bans or
limitations on the performance of work while the
procedures of negotiation and conciliation are being
followed and status quo shall apply.
11.7 The Company shall ensure that all practices applied
during the operation of the procedure are in accordance with safe working practices and consistent with
established custom and practice at the workplace.
12.—LUNCH BREAK
A flexible lunch break arrangement will apply, i.e. employees will take their half hour lunch break when appropriate so
as not to cause interruptions to delivery schedules. Under this
clause employees will go onto overtime rates after they have
completed eight (8) hours.
However if because of the workload a driver is unable to
take his lunch break, then at the end of the 8 hour shift a half
hour will be paid at overtime rates if the time card is endorsed
“No Lunch”.
13.—IMMEDIATE START
Employees will ensure that all pre-start checking of their
vehicle, as stated in the Pioneer Concrete “Guide for all Truck
Operators” and noted on each drivers’ Daily Work Sheet, is
completed and that they are ready to commence their duties at
their designated start time.
14.—SICK LEAVE BONUS
As an incentive to a reduction in sick leave, all employees who over the previous 12 months period from 1 st
January to 31 December each year have taken no more
than 3 sick days will be awarded a bonus 3 days paid leave
which will generally be taken over the Christmas/New year
period. In the event that such leave cannot be taken over
this period then a mutually acceptable alternative time will
be arranged.
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Upon compliance, this payment shall be paid to all permanent full time employees.
15.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
There shall be no further claims during the life of this Agreement except for—
15.1 increases flowing from National Wage Case decisions which are expressed to apply to Enterprise
Agreements.
15.2 site allowances, site conditions and productivity
increases which are recoverable from the Principal and which are applicable across the transport
industry.
16.—RATE OF PAY
The rate of pay listed at item 19 shall apply to all work performed which may from time to time require a second trailer
to be towed.
17.—MULTI-SKILLING
All employees are expected to learn to use other Company
trucks and equipment in order to improve the overall versatility in the use of Company assets.
Cement Tanker operators are to learn and comply with all
the regulations regarding self loading practices at cement loading facilities from which they are operating.
18.—NOT TO BE USED AS PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as an example or precedent for other Enterprise Agreements whether they involve
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd or not.
19.—WAGE INCREASES
19.1 Wages shall increase by 4% effective from the 10th February 1999 to $560.37 per 38 hours.
19.2 Wages shall be increased by a further 4% effective from
10th February 2000 to $582.78 per 38 hours.
20.—TERM
This Agreement has a term of two (2) years and expires on 3
February 2001.
21.—SIGNATORIES
SIGNED for and on behalf of PIONEER CONCRETE (WA)
PTY LTD
G. Leghissa
In the presence of
T. Prka
SIGNED for and on behalf of THE TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF
WORKERS, WA BRANCH
J. McGiveron
In the presence of
B. Owens
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PIONEER CONCRETE (WA) PTY LTD RED HILL
QUARRY AND MAINTENANCE WORKSHOP
(ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 6 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch.
No. AG 6 of 1999.
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd Red Hill Quarry and
Maintenance Workshop (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement
1998.
10 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C. Brown on behalf of Pioneer Concrete
(WA) Pty Ltd and Mr G. Ferguson on behalf of the Transport
Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch and Mr G. Sturman on behalf of
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd Red Hill
Quarry and Maintenance Workshop (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998 as stamped by the Registrar on the
10th day of February 1999 is registered on and from the
10th day of February 1999.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be referred to as the Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd Red Hill Quarry and Maintenance
Workshop (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope and Parties to this Agreement
Relationship to Parent Awards
Single Bargaining Unit
Aims and Objectives of the Agreement
Wages
Agreed Productivity Improvements
Recognition of Improvements
Meal allowance
Commitments
Term of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Consultative Committee
Meeting Procedures
No Further Claims & Leave Reserved
Not To Be Used As A Precedent
Signatories to the Agreement
Addendum 1—Maintenance Workers ( for Workshop
Employees only)

3.—SCOPE AND PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding on Pioneer
Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd (“the Company”) and all the employees engaged in or in connection with the Company’s Red Hill
Quarry operations and Maintenance Workshop personnel.
Upon registration, the terms of the Agreement shall be binding upon an estimated seventeen (17) employees.
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This Agreement shall also be binding upon the following
organisations of employees—
1. Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch
(TWU).
2. The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers—Western Australian Branch (AMWU).
In so far as this Agreement binds the AMWU and Pioneer
Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd it shall replace the Herne Hill Quarry
(Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1996 but only in so far as
that Agreement concerns the AMWU and Pioneer Concrete
(WA) Pty Ltd.
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This agreement shall be applied and interpreted wholly in
connection with the following Awards;
(1) Quarry Workers Award No 13 of 1968
(2) Transport Workers (General) Award No. 10 of 1961
(3) Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965
Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Awards, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
any inconsistency.
5.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) In accordance with the State Wage Decision in January
1992 (72 WAIG 191) the employees and the Company have
formed a Single Bargaining Unit in respect to the Red Hill
Quarry and Maintenance Workshop operations.
(2) The Single Bargaining Unit will ensure that the framework of this Enterprise Agreement is adhered to by regularly
conferring with management through the meeting of the Consultative Committee established pursuant to Clause 14 of this
Agreement.
6.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
(1) The purpose of entering into an Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement is to increase the productivity, efficiency and flexibility of the Red Hill Quarry and the Maintenance Workshop
to ensure Pioneer Concrete remains competitive within the
quarrying industry.
(2) Pioneer Concrete remains committed to the continual
training of all quarry and maintenance personnel so that their
skills base can be enhanced, and to provide an environment in
which these new skills can be utilised and recognised to the
satisfaction of individual employees.
(3) Furthermore, the Company recognises the need to improve occupational health and safety for all employees and is
therefore committed to the development and implementation
of health and safety initiatives. This Agreement provides for
the participation of all employees in these initiatives in order
that the quarry and workshop become a safer working environment.
7.—WAGES
The wage rates to apply pursuant to this Agreement are as
follows—
Quarry
Workers

Level

Current
Base
Rate

Rate @ 5.08.98

Rate 12 months after
Rate @ 4.08.99

Commencement
Level 1
Level 2
Leading Hand/
Driller

n/a
527.53
533.87
550.07

493.77
548.63
557.00
573.20

513.52
570.58
581.04
597.24

Note: Other than the meal, shift and agreed allowances specified in this Agreement, the above wage
rates are inclusive of all other industry and work related allowances and special rates and provisions
which would have otherwise been payable under the
awards relevant to work under this Agreement. This
clause is subject to the Leave Reserved identified in
clause16 of this Agreement.
Maintenance
Workers
Level 1
Level 2
Mechanic
Fitter/Turner

n/a

616.18

633.24

666.72
666.72

689.84
689.84

713.89
713.89
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Note: Other than the meal and agreed allowances
specified in this Agreement, the above wage rates
include all work related allowances, industry allowances, leading hand allowance, shift allowance, tool
allowance, electrical allowance and special rates and
provisions which would have otherwise been payable under the awards relevant to work under this
Agreement
Note: Casuals shall be paid 20% in addition to the ordinary
rate
Agreed allowances
(a) Crane—for holders of recognised Certificate of Competence—$12.30/week
(b) First Aid—for holders of recognised Senior 1st Aid
certificate—$6.35/week
A—Quarry Workers
(i) Commencement—Up to one (1) months permanent
employment
(ii) Level 1—Greater than one (1) months employment
and carry out work such as mobile plant operation,
assist quarry workers at higher levels and train quarry
workers up to Level 1.
(iii) Level 2—Level 1 plus recognition of skills attained.
Shall include at least 2 of —
Weighbridge competency (Computer Dispatch operation)
Make up and reconcile banking returns
Face loader operation competency
Sales loader operation competency
Fixed Plant competency
(Including computer/PLC control operation)
Train workers up to Level 2
(iv) Leading Hand
—Level 2 plus leading hand responsibilities and/or
—Drill Operation competency
B—Maintenance Workers
(i) Level 1—Up to 1 (one) months permanent employment
(ii) Level 2- Mechanic / Fitter Turner—Level 1 and recognised Trade Certificate
8.—AGREED PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
(1) Electronic Funds Transfer
It is agreed that all wages for all employees will be paid
weekly by the electronic funds transfer into the employee’s
nominated financial institution account.
(2) Use of Staff Personnel
(a) Staff personnel will be engaged to operate any plant
or machinery for the purpose of optimising productivity and efficiency. This will only apply in situations
of employee absenteeism, up to one (1) shift, or to
relieve employees during rest periods and meal
breaks.
(b) It is not the intention of the Company to reduce ordinary or overtime earnings for employees, however
the parties acknowledge the importance of keeping
plant and machinery working within the scope of
operating hours.
(3) Work Distribution and Contractors
The Company will offer to employees the opportunity to
perform work which is ordinarily and able to be performed by
Pioneer employees, before offering such work to contractors.
This commitment is subject to the nature of work being suitable and the hours of work being equally flexible as provided
for in Addendum 1 of this Agreement.
The Company will consult with delegates on site prior to the
use of any contractor so that employees are aware of what the
contractor is doing and what the duration is.
(4) Immediate Starts
(a) Employees will ensure that they are on their machines
or at their place of work by their designated start
times.
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(b) The Company may require up to two employees to
start work half an hour earlier to ensure the preparations of machines and plant for a prompt start.
(5) Staggered Rest Periods
Meal breaks may be staggered to ensure the continued use
of plant and machinery. No employee will be required to commence a meal break before 11.30am or after 1.30pm. (Refer
Addendum 1—Maintenance Workers)
(6) Rostered Days Off
(a) At least two working days notice will be given prior
to the taking of a rostered day off.
(b) All employees will only be allowed to accrue a maximum of five (5) rostered days off. Once this limit
has been exceeded the employer may direct the employee to take any excess accrued in accordance with
subparagraph (a).
(c) Employees shall by agreement with the employer
have the option of working ordinary hours by either—
(i) 38 hours per week or;
(ii) working 39 hours per week and accruing 1 hour
per week for rostered days off or;
(iii) working 40 hours per week and accruing 2
hours per week for rostered days off.
(7) Annual Leave
(a) All employees will reduce total accrued annual leave
entitlements to ten days or less by each anniversary
date of this Agreement.
(b) Notwithstanding this, on the occasion of a written
leave application submitted prior to 1st November
in any year the total accrual of ten days may be extended.
(8) Absence Through Sickness
(a) The Consultative Committee has agreed that Management/Employees work together to achieve a
significant reduction in absenteeism through sickness.
(b) A target of 8 days (per single/double sickness days)
has been agreed by the committee, whereby employees commit to achieving this target.
(c) Normal award provisions will apply in that any employee will be required to produce a doctors
certificate after having had 2 days off in the 12 months
period with no certificate. Genuine sickness (e.g.
broken arm) would not be included in this annual
target of 8 days.
(9) Occupational Health and Safety
(a) The parties to this Agreement recognise the need to
continue the occupational health and safety of the
workplace by targeting zero lost time injuries through
the implementation of health and safety improvement
programs.
(b) A consultative pro active approach to health and
safety initiatives shall continue to the benefit of all
whom work on the site and to assist in the development of work place best practices.
(10) Flexible Starts
(a) Parties to this Agreement recognise that starting times
need to be arranged on a flexible basis to gain optimum productivity and satisfy our customer’s
requirements. The commitment to flexible starting
times is intended to be used in periods of downturn
in sales and/or production attributable to seasonal
change (ie: winter months of June, July, August) or
maintenance or any unforeseen circumstance.
(b) Employees shall be notified before finishing a shift
on the previous day if their start time for the following day is to alter within the agreed spread of hours.
(c) The spread of hours shall be 5.30am to 6.30pm and
work outside these hours incurs normal overtime penalties.
Given this, no worker shall be asked to start work
after 7.30am Monday to Friday. (Refer Addendum
1—Maintenance Workers)
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Note however, these spread of hours may be varied
by mutual agreement on site between employees and
the employer.
(d) If an employee is asked to start a shift before 5.30am
then normal overtime penalties apply up until 5.30am.
The work day shall not be completed prior to the
normal knock off time as a result of this earlier start.
(e) If an employee is not notified prior to conclusion of
a shift of a change to start time, then 6.00am shall be
deemed to be the start time for the following day.
9.—RECOGNITION OF IMPROVEMENTS
(a) Quarry Workers
(1) For a minimum of 1% improvement on Budgeted
variable costs a payment of 1.0% of normal time
earnings for the assessed period.
(2) For a minimum of 20% improvement in NCR’s (total of quality and environmental) over the previously
assessed period, a payment of 1.0% of normal time
earnings for the assessed period.
(b) Maintenance Workers
(1) For a minimum of 1% improvement on Budgeted
variable costs a payment of 1.0% of normal time
earnings for the assessed period.
(2) For a minimum 98% compliance to Workshop and
Registers Audits, a payment of 1.0% of normal time
earnings for the assessed period.
The preceding payments shall be paid to each permanent employee (not casual), on a pro rata basis of completed weeks of
service within the assessed period, whom has qualified for the
recognition payment by achieving at least our (4) full weeks of
continuous service within the 26 week period of measurement.
Payment shall be in the first full pay period immediately
after the completion of financial accounts for the assessed period (6 monthly).
10.—MEAL ALLOWANCE
(1) All permanent employees will receive a weekly meal
allowance of $42.00 in lieu of all other meal allowances, providing a full week has been worked.
A full week is deemed to include time off on Rostered Days
Off, paid Public Holidays and certified sick leave. Upon compliance, this payment shall be paid in the following manner—
(a) $20.00 shall be added to the Base Rate for all permanent full time employees and
(b) $22.00 shall be a lump sum payment.
(2) This payment will not be made during periods of annual
leave or workers compensation
11.—COMMITMENTS
The Company recognises that employee contribution is essential to improve performance and therefore accepts those
commitments by employees to work towards agreed targets as
sincere and in the overall interest of increasing productivity
and efficiency for the collective benefit of the Company and
its workforce.
Furthermore, the Company maintains a commitment to multiskilling and training so that employees can improve their skills
base, develop a career within the mining industry and have
greater job satisfaction.
All employees agree to carry out any tasks which may or
may not involve use of tools, plant and equipment, within their
skills, competency or training as directed by the Company.
12.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall remain in force until 1 October 2000.
At least three (3) months prior to 31st July 2000, the parties
to this Agreement shall meet to negotiate a new agreement.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
The following procedure is to be followed by the parties at
Red Hill Quarry and Maintenance Workshop in connection
with questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this Agreement—
(a) The matter shall first be discussed by the employee
or shop steward with his foreman or supervisor.
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(b) If not settled, the matter shall be discussed between
the accredited union representative and the other appropriate officer of the employer.
(c) If not settled, the entire dispute shall be documented, and then further discussions between the
Union Secretary or other appropriate official of
the Union, and the appropriate representative of
the employer.
(d) The parties shall make all reasonable attempts to resolve the questions, disputes or difficulties before
referring it to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(e) Throughout the above procedures, work shall continue normally and the status quo remains, on the
understanding that there is to be no other action, including strikes, work bans, nor variations to work
practices.
(f) It is understood that reasonable time be given for
each of stages (a) to (d) to be finalised.
14.—CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
A Consultative Committee shall be established for the
purpose of reviewing the operation of this Agreement and
to assist in the implementation of measures that are designed to improve the efficiency and productivity of the
Enterprise.
The Consultative Committee shall consist of a representative from each work group covered by this Agreement and
relevant management personnel.
15.—MEETING PROCEDURES
To ensure all employees are kept informed of progress and
to maintain levels of productivity and service to our clients
during negotiations of this Agreement, replacement Agreements and matters arising from this Agreement, the parties
have agreed to adopt the following procedure for conducting
“Report Back Meetings”.
A report back meeting shall mean a meeting of all, or the
majority of available employees covered by this Agreement
including the duly elected union delegates which is authorised
by the Quarry Manager for purpose of discussing progress of
the Enterprise Agreement.
(a) Report back meetings will usually be scheduled after lunch;
(b) All report back meetings shall be authorised by the
Quarry Manager and such authorisation shall not be
unreasonably withheld;
(c) The duration of the meeting will be determined by
the Quarry Manager before the meeting is convened.
Any subsequent extension may be approved by the
Quarry Manager before the authorised time of the
initial meeting expires;
(d) An employee who fails to return to work within
15 minutes of any authorised report back meeting will not be paid beyond the authorised
duration.
16.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS & LEAVE RESERVED
(1) Subject to subclause (2) hereof, it is a condition of this
Agreement that the parties will not seek any further claims,
with respect to wages and working conditions, unless they are
consistent with the State Wage Case Principles.
(2) The parties remain in dispute over the entitlement to allowances for Quarry workers and have agreed to resolve this
matter during the life of this Agreement by arbitration. Any
decision arising from arbitration of the allowances which results in an amendment to this Agreement shall be incorporated
into this Agreement with effect from the first pay period on or
after 1 December 1998. Whilst this issue is being resolved and
for the duration of this Agreement, normal work practices will
continue.
17.—NOT TO BE USED AS A PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as an example or precedent for other Enterprise Agreements whether they involve
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd or not.
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18.—SIGNATORIES TO THE AGREEMENT
G. Leghissa
On behalf of Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd
J. McGiveron
On behalf of the Transport Workers’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch
J. Sharp-Collett 10/02/99
On behalf of The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union.
ADDENDUM 1—Maintenance Workers (for Workshop Employees only)
1. Hours of Work
Maintenance personnel (Workshop employees only) recognise the need to repair and maintain plant and machinery after
normal hours of production at Red Hill and as such shall extend normal hours of work in respect to Clause 8.,(10), (d) to
8.00pm Monday to Friday.
The parties recognise the need for a consultative approach
to the arrangement of this spread of working hours to achieve
the maximum productivity for Pioneer Quarries. Where agreement between the Company and the majority of affected
employees is reached, the hours of work may be varied and
recorded as an agreement in writing.

RCR TOMLINSON LTD (BUNBURY OPERATIONS)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 20 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
RCR Tomlinson Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch.
AG 20 of 1999.
RCR Tomlinson Ltd (Bunbury Operations) Enterprise
Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms L Avon-Smith on behalf of the applicant
and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the RCR Tomlinson Ltd (Bunbury Operations)
Enterprise Agreement 1999 as filed in the Commission
on 10 February 1999 be and is hereby registered as an
industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

RCR TOMLINSON LTD (BUNBURY OPERATIONS)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1999
CONTENTS
CLAUSE
PART A— FORMALITIES AND DEFINITIONS
1. TITLE
2. OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
3. STYLE OF AGREEMENT
4. PARTIES BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT
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APPLICATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
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RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
NO EXTRA CLAIMS
COPY OF AGREEMENT
FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS
DEFINITIONS

PART B — FLEXIBLE WORK ARRANGEMENTS
12. RELATIONSHIP OF PART B OF THIS
AGREEMENT TO THE AWARD
13. CLASSIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
14. HOURS OF WORK
15. SHIFT WORK
16. OVERTIME
17. PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
18. ANNUAL LEAVE—FLEXIBILITY
PROVISIONS
19. SICK LEAVE
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PART C —PRODUCTIVITY AND PAY
MINIMUM RATES OF PAY
PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE
PAYMENTS
OTHER ALLOWANCES
PAYMENT OF WAGES

PART D—OTHER PROVISIONS
24. CLOTHING AND BOOTS
25. EMPLOYEE TRAINING
26. INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE
SCHEME DEDUCTIONS
27. SUPERANNUATION
28. CONSULTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
29. PROBLEM SOLVING AND AVOIDING
DISPUTES
30. LONG SERVICE LEAVE
31. DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES
APPENDIX A— FLEXIDAYS
SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
PART A—FORMALITIES AND DEFINITIONS
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the RCR Tomlinson Ltd
(Bunbury Operations) Enterprise Agreement 1999.
2.—OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
The objectives of this Agreement are to assist RCR and its
employees in their commitment to—
2.1 Introducing flexible work arrangements that are
suited to both the needs of the business and the employee’s personal needs;
2.2 Fostering a culture that encourages a spirit of cooperation and trust;
2.3 Developing a reputation for providing excellent customer service;
2.4 Fully utilising our plant to ensure maximum return
on our investment in capital and therefore our continued viability;
2.5 Simplifying administration of rostering and payroll
procedures to ensure greater efficiency and enable
us to be more responsive to customer needs;
2.6 Reducing the amount of rejected work which will
reduce costs and ensure prompt delivery to customers;
2.7 Participating in training and development to improve
employees’ skills and experience which will assist
in the achievement of these objectives, reaching performance and productivity targets and enhancing
employees work and responsibilities.
Achieving the above objectives will enable RCR to prosper
and grow and therefore provide greater job security and rewards to its employees.
3.—STYLE OF AGREEMENT
3.1 How This Agreement Was Made
This Agreement was made through consultation with the
Works and Safety Committee, RCR managers, and the Union.
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Before applying for this Agreement to be registered, the majority of employees in RCR Tomlinson’s Bunbury Operation
voted in favour of this Agreement and RCR managers agreed
to apply for its registration.
3.2 Plain English
RCR believes that it is important for its employees to fully
understand this Agreement. For that reason, where ever possible this Agreement has been written in plain English, the
“employee” has been referred to as “you”/”your” etc and the
employer is referred to as “RCR”.
4.—PARTIES BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be binding upon—
4.1 RCR Tomlinson Ltd; and
4.2 The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western
Australian Branch.
5.—APPLICATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
5.1 This Agreement shall apply to all employees at RCR
who work in RCR Tomlinson’s engineering operations in
Bunbury.
5.2 The parties to this Agreement and the employees referred
to in 5.1 above agree that they shall apply and abide by the
terms of this Agreement.
5.3 The number of employees that this agreement shall apply to upon registration of this agreement is approximately
20.
6.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall take effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the date of signing of
this Agreement by the parties and shall remain in force for a
period of two years.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
Except where this Agreement specifically overrides the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966 no 13 of 1965, it shall be read
and applied in conjunction with the Award. Where there is any
inconsistency with the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to
the extent of the inconsistency.
8.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement and employees covered by
this Agreement agree that there shall be no extra claims outside this Agreement before the expiry of this Agreement .
9.—COPY OF AGREEMENT
A Copy of this Agreement shall be made available to each
employee before it is registered by the Commission. A copy
of the final Agreement shall also be provided to each employee
after it is registered. The registered Agreement shall also be
available for inspection at the work place.
10.—FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS
RCR operations, employees and the Union agree to commence negotiations approximately 3 months before this
Agreement ends, with a view to agreeing on a replacement
Agreement.
11.—DEFINITIONS
11.1 “Agreement” shall mean the RCR Tomlinson Ltd
(Bunbury Operations) Enterprise Agreement 1999.
11.2 “Award” shall mean the Metal Trades (General) Award
1966 no 13 of 1965.
11.3 “Commission” shall mean the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
11.4 “Ordinary Hours” shall mean the hours of work specified in subclause 14. HOURS OF WORK of this Agreement.
11.5 “Ordinary rate of pay” shall mean the rate of pay provided in this Agreement for ordinary hours worked.
11.6 “RCR ” shall mean RCR Tomlinson Ltd.
11.7 “Union” shall mean the Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian Branch.
11.8 “You” or “your” or the like, shall at all times refer to
the employee.
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PART B—FLEXIBLE WORK ARRANGEMENTS
12.—RELATIONSHIP OF PART B OF THIS
AGREEMENT TO THE AWARD
The clauses in Part B of this Agreement shall completely
replace the following clauses in the Award—
Clause 13.—HOURS;
Clause 14.—OVERTIME;
Clause 15.—SHIFT WORK; and
Clause 19.—SICK LEAVE.
13.—CLASSIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
13.1 This Agreement covers all of the classifications of work
that are covered by the Award.
13.2 In addition to the specific duties under your classification, you shall be required to carry out any duties that are
incidental or peripheral to your main tasks or functions and
are within the limits of your skills, competence and training.
14.—HOURS OF WORK
14.1 Ordinary Hours of Work—General Flexibility Provisions
The ordinary hours of work shall be worked in accordance
with the following—
14.1.1 Subject to the provisions of this clause, 8 hours
per day to be worked from Monday to Friday
inclusive (that is, a 40 hour week), with payment made as if 7 hours and 36 minutes (that
is, a 38 hour week) were worked;
14.1.2 2 hours per week shall accrue towards one
flexiday per 28 day cycle which shall be taken
in accordance with Appendix “A” Flexidays;
14.1.3 Ordinary hours for all employees, except when
working shift work, shall be worked between
the spread of 6.00am to 6.00pm or some other
spread of hours as agreed between RCR and
the relevant employees;
14.1.4 Ordinary hours shall not exceed 8 hours on
any day; unless otherwise agreed to accommodate special working hours;
14.1.5 Ordinary hours shall be consecutive except for
a meal break;
14.1.6 Preparation for work (eg changing into work
clothing) and washing up at the end of your
shift shall be carried out in your own time;
14.1.7 Your rostered hours of work shall be arranged
and changed from time to time by RCR in accordance with 14.3 Arrangement Of Ordinary
Hours Of Work.
14.2 Ordinary Hours of Work During the Life of This Agreement
14.2.1 To help achieve the objectives of this Agreement, during the life of this Agreement
different ways of working ordinary hours of
work may be examined and introduced by
RCR and the Works Committee.
14.2.2 Any new arrangement/s of ordinary hours that
are introduced during the life of this Agreement—
(A) Must be developed with consideration
given to the issues specified in
subclause 14.3 below;
(B) Must still operate within the terms of
subclause 14.1 above; and
Must be agreed between RCR and the majority of employees in the engineering operations.
14.2.3 Notwithstanding clause 14.2.2 RCR may implement a system of flexidays in relation to
any group of employees covered by this Agreement by giving four weeks’ notice.
Implementation of flexidays shall be in accordance with the conditions set out in Appendix
A to this Agreement.
14.3 Arrangement of Ordinary Hours of Work
When arranging your starting and finishing times, the number
of hours, and the days on which you will be required to work,
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RCR shall discuss any changes with you and the Works Committee, where agreement shall be reached after taking the
following issues into consideration—
14.3.1 forecasted and actual customer demand;
14.3.2 the most productive and efficient way to operate;
14.3.3 maximum utilisation of the plant at the
workplace;
14.3.4 your personal and family needs;
14.3.5 applying the flexible work arrangements fairly
to all employees in your section;
14.3.6 giving you reasonable notice of a change in
your hours.
14.4 Meal and Rest Breaks
14.4.1 You shall not be required to work for more
than 5 hours without an unpaid meal break of
25 minutes, except where an alternative arrangement is agreed between you and RCR.
Where the majority of employees in the engineering operations agree, you may work 6
hours instead of 5 hours before a break.
14.4.2 Each morning you shall be entitled to a paid
rest break of 15 minutes, including wash up
time, to be taken at a time and in a manner
determined by your Supervisor or Manager to
ensure minimal disruption to the work in your
area.
15.—SHIFT WORK
15.1 Introducing Shifts
15.1.1 Work in any section of the Bunbury engineering operations may be carried out on afternoon
and/or night shifts.
15.1.2 Any change to shift work shall where practicable be introduced in accordance with 14.3
Arrangement Of Ordinary Hours Of Work.
15.1.3 Regardless of 15.1.2 above, where the work
load has increased significantly or there is an
urgent need to meet customer demand, you
shall be required to be available to carry out
shift work at short notice, in which case you
will be paid in accordance with either 15.2 or
15.3 below.
15.1.4 Shift work may be worked between any spread
of ordinary hours which may commence and
finish outside the spread of hours in 14.1.3.
15.2 Payment For Shift Work
15.2.1 Shift work on Monday to Friday shall be paid
at 15% more than your ordinary rate of pay.
15.2.2 Where a shift starts at or after 11.00 pm on
any day, the whole of that shift shall be deemed
to have been worked on the following day.
15.2.3 Where the first afternoon or night shift in any
week starts on Monday night, the night shift
starting on Friday and ending no later that 8.00
am on Saturday shall be deemed to be ordinary
hours and shall be paid at the shift work rate.
15.2.4 By agreement between the Works and Safety
Committee and RCR, the first afternoon or
night shift in any week may start on Sunday
to enable you to have Friday night off work.
In such case, any time worked on Sunday shall
be deemed to be ordinary hours and shall be
paid at the shift work rate (ie. 15%).
15.3 Shifts Must Be Consecutive
15.3.1 Shifts shall be for five consecutive afternoons
or five consecutive nights, Monday to Friday,
unless the ordinary hours in your section are
worked over less than five days in one week,
in which case the number of consecutive shifts
shall equal the number of ordinary days
worked in your section.
15.3.2 Where you are required to work on less than
the number of consecutive shifts in
accordance with 15.3.1 above, hours worked
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on such shifts shall be part of your ordinary
hours of work but such hours shall be paid at
overtime rates.
15.3.3 Shifts shall be deemed to be continuous where
they are broken due to work not being carried
out on a Saturday, Sunday, public holiday, day
of paid leave, or a flexiday.

16.—OVERTIME
16.1 You may be required to work reasonable overtime and
shall not unreasonably refuse.
16.2 Overtime shall mean all work performed outside your
ordinary hours of work in accordance with Clause 14. HOURS
OF WORK.
16.3 Overtime Payments
16.3.1 Overtime worked on Monday to Friday inclusive shall be paid as follows—
First 2 hours per day - time and one half
based on your ordinary rate plus shift
work penalty (if you
are working shifts);
After 2 hours per day - double time based on
your ordinary rate.
16.3.2 Work done up to 12.00 noon on Saturday shall
be paid as follows—
First 2 hours per day - time and one halfbased on ordinary
rate plus shift work
penalty;
After 2 hours per day - double time based on
your ordinary rate.
16.3.3 Work done after 12.00 noon on Saturday or
on Sunday shall be paid as follows—
All hours
- double time based on
your ordinary rate.
16.3.4 Work done on a public holiday—
All hours
- double time and one
half based on your
ordinary rate.
16.3.5 In calculating overtime, each day shall stand
alone but if you work overtime that continues
beyond midnight on any day, the time worked
after midnight shall be deemed to be part of
the previous day’s work for the purpose of
overtime.
16.3.6 Overtime performed on shift work shall be
based on the rate payable for shift work. However, no provision of this subclause (16.3) shall
operate so as to require payment of more than
double time rates, or double time and a half
for a public holiday prescribed under this
Agreement, for any work except and to the
extent that the provisions of Clause 18.—Special Rates and Provisions of the Award apply
to that work.
16.3.7 Any overtime hours outstanding at the time of
termination of your contract of employment
shall be paid out to you at the rates specified
in this subclause (16.3).
16.3.8 Notwithstanding any other provision in clause
16, if at your request and with the agreement
of your supervisor, you reduce your working
hours on one day to attend to personal matters
and then make up those hours on another day,
you will not be entitled to overtime in respect
of those hours if, had you worked those hours
as originally intended, you would not have
been paid overtime for those hours.
16.4 10 Consecutive Hours Off Duty
16.4.1 When you are required to work overtime, where
ever it is reasonably practicable, RCR shall arrange for you to have at least 10 consecutive
hours off duty between finishing work on one
day and the start of work on the next day.
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16.4.2 Where you work so much overtime that there
would be less than 10 consecutive hours off
duty, subject to any instruction by RCR for
operational requirements, you shall not be required to start work until you have had 10
consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay
for ordinary working time occurring during
such absence.
16.4.3 If RCR instructs you to start work or continue
work without having had 10 consecutive hours
off duty, you shall be paid at double your ordinary rate of pay until you are released from
duty and shall then be entitled to 10 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for
ordinary working time occurring during such
absence.
16.4.4 Where you are called into work overtime on a
Sunday or Public Holiday preceding an ordinary working day, you shall wherever
reasonably practicable, be given 10 consecutive hours off duty before your usual starting
time on the next day. If this is not reasonably
practicable, then the provisions of 16.4.3 above
shall apply. This paragraph (16.4.4) does not
apply if you are a casual employee.
16.4.5 Overtime worked as a result of a recall shall
not be regarded as overtime for the purpose of
this subclause (16.4) when the actual time
worked is less than 3 hours on such recall or
on each of such recalls.
16.5 Recall To Work
When you are recalled to work after leaving the job you
shall be paid for at least 3 hours at overtime rates and the time
reasonably spent in getting to and from work shall be counted
as time worked.
17.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
17.1 You are entitled to the following public holidays or the
days observed in lieu, without loss of pay (subject to 16.3.4 of
this Agreement)—
New Year’s Day; Good Friday; Easter Monday; Christmas Day; Boxing Day; Australia Day; Anzac Day; Labour
Day; Foundation Day; and Sovereign’s Birthday.
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by
Agreement between you and RCR in lieu of any of the above
days. In such case the substituted day shall be a holiday without loss of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not
be a holiday.
17.2 When any of the days in 17.1 above falls on a Saturday
or Sunday the holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Monday and Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday
the holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Tuesday.
In each case the substituted day shall be a holiday without loss
of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a
holiday.
18.—ANNUAL LEAVE—FLEXIBILITY PROVISIONS
18.1 Taking Annual Leave
18.1.1 This subclause shall completely replace
subclause (9) of Clause 23.—HOLIDAYS
AND ANNUAL LEAVE in the Award.
18.1.2 You must give RCR as much notice as possible and at least one month’s notice of your
request to take annual leave, unless a lesser
period of notice is agreed between you and
RCR.
18.1.3 RCR shall endeavour to grant your requests
for annual leave at the time of your choice,
however, depending on the needs of the business, sometimes you may be required to take
annual leave as specified by RCR in which
case you shall receive at least 1 month’s notice, unless a lesser period of notice is agreed
between you and RCR.
18.1.4 In the interests of your rest and recreation, in
most circumstances RCR will require you to
take your accrued annual leave in periods of
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one week or more. However, provided you
have reached Agreement with RCR, you may
take up to 5 single days of paid annual leave
each year.
18.1.5 The purpose of annual leave is to take time off
work at regular intervals for rest and recreation. However, some employees have not been
taking annual leave regularly and have accrued
large amounts of annual leave. To correct this
situation, after the commencement of this
Agreement—
(A) No employee shall be allowed to accrue more than 6 weeks annual leave.
Once you have accrued 5 weeks, RCR
shall advise you so that you can plan
your next period of annual leave to ensure your accrual does not exceed 6
weeks. However, in exceptional circumstances, such as a long overseas
holiday, you may request to accrue
more than 6 weeks annual leave. If
granted, RCR shall provide you with
written approval.
(B) If you already have a large annual leave
accrual upon commencement of this
Agreement, you must make genuine
attempts in consultation with RCR to
reduce your accrual to 6 weeks or less.
18.2 Payment for Annual Leave
18.2.1 This subclause shall completely replace paragraphs (3)(b) and (c) of Clause
23.—HOLIDAYS AND ANNUAL LEAVE in
the Award.
18.2.2 Before going on annual leave you shall be paid
the wages you would have received for the
ordinary hours you would have worked had
you not gone on annual leave. This amount
shall include any applicable leading hand allowance but shall not include any payment for
overtime nor any other allowances.
18.2.3 You shall continue to receive any applicable
shift penalty when you take a period of annual
leave provided that—
(A) You have been working rostered night
or afternoon shifts for at least 6 weeks
immediately before taking that period
of annual leave; and
(B) You have worked such shifts for 50%
or more of the past 12 months.
18.3 Annual leave loading is not payable because it is already included in your base wage rate.
19.—SICK LEAVE INCLUDING CARER’S LEAVE
19.1 You are entitled to up to 10 days paid leave due to personal ill health or injury for each year of completed service of
which 3 days can be taken as carer’s leave. Unused sick leave
will accumulate from year to year but will not be paid out
upon termination of employment.
19.2 If you take sick leave, you must provide a medical certificate immediately upon your return to work if requested by
RCR.
PART C—PRODUCTIVITY AND PAY
20.—MINIMUM RATES OF PAY
20.1 Minimum Adult Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum adult rates of
pay applicable under this Agreement. Adult apprentices will
receive a minimum of the C13 rate of pay.
Classification
Minimum Agreement rate per week
C14
$373.40
C13
$390.10
C12
$412.60
C11
$433.50
C10
$475.20
C9
$496.10
C8
$516.90

Classification
C7
C6
C5
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Minimum Agreement rate per week
$537.80
$579.50
$600.40

20.2 Minimum Apprentice Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum apprentice
rates of pay applicable under this Agreement. Nothing in
this Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall below
the Award. Apprentices shall not be required by RCR to
provide any tools and therefore shall not receive a tool
allowance.
4 Year Term

3.5 Year Term

3 Year Term

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

first 6 months
next year
next year
final year

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

Minimum Agreement
Rate per Week
$199.58
$261.36
$356.40
$418.18

20.3 Minimum Junior Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum junior rates
of pay applicable under this Agreement. Nothing in this
Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall below the
Award.
Age
Minimum agreement
rate per week
Under 16 years of age
$136.53
16 years of age
$175.54
17 years of age
$214.56
18 years of age
$253.57
19 years of age
$306.23
20 years of age
$362.79
20.4 Above Award Rates
Where you receive a higher weekly rate of pay for ordinary
hours of work, at the time this Agreement commenced, nothing in this Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall below
that rate.
21.—PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE
PAYMENTS
21.1 Productivity and Performance Targets
Pay increases shall be available under this Agreement in recognition of reaching productivity and performance targets. Key
performance indicators and targets shall be set for the engineering operations for the improvement of—
• Reduced rework;
• Reduced sick leave;
• Reduction in lost time due to workers’ compensation claims;
• Reduced wastage;
• The participation by all engineering operations employees in achieving and maintaining QA certification
to AS/NZS ISO 9002.
Within 1 month after the signing of this Agreement, these
targets shall be set by RCR management but with direct consultation with the Works Committee. Once agreed and set, all
employees under this Agreement shall be advised of the targets and given regular feedback on progress towards the targets.
The parties will meet to review progress and identify measures to be required to meet the identified targets.
21.2 Productivity pay increases
21.2.1 The 2.25% increase at Increase number 1 in
the table below is an amount determined in
recognition of your commitment to the objectives of this Agreement.
21.2.2 Increases 2, 3 and 4 shall be paid as follows—
(A) The first part of each increase (column
A) is guaranteed and has been determined in recognition of your continued
commitment to the objectives of this
Agreement.
(B) The second part of each increase
(column B) is payable in addition to
the first part of each increase, provided the engineering operations
reaches the targets set in accordance
with 20.1 above.
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3
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Date applicable

First pay period
commencing on or after—
the date of signing of this
Agreement.
First pay period
commencing on or after—
6 months after the signing
of this agreement.
First pay period
commencing on or after—
12 months after the signing
of this agreement.
First pay period
commencing on or after—
18 Months after the signing
of this agreement

A
Enterprise
Agreement
Increase
2.25%
on your wage rate

B
Productivity
Increase
Not applicable

1%
1%
on your wage rate on your wage rate
after increase 1
after increase 1
1%
1%
on your wage rate on your wage rate
after increase 2
after increase 2
1%
1%
on your wage rate on your wage rate
after increase 3
after increase 3

21.2.3 “Wage rate” referred to in the table above shall
mean your—
(A) minimum applicable rate of pay in
subclause 20.1, 20.2 or 20.3 above; plus
(B) any applicable Above Award rate in
subclause 20.4 above; plus
(C) applicable productivity pay increases
in subclause 21.2 above.
Allowances, penalties, overtime payments
and any other similar payments are not included in your “wage rate” for the purpose
of determining your increases under this
Agreement.
22.—OTHER ALLOWANCES
22.1 Leading Hand
Depending on the number of employees a Leading Hand is
responsible for, Leading Hands shall receive the following
weekly amounts in addition to their wage rate.
Number of employees
Rate per week
3—10
$18.00
11—20
$27.60
21 and above
$35.70
22.2 First Aid
A first aid allowance of $6.85 per week is payable to employees who hold a current Senior First Aid Certificate and
have been nominated as a first aid representative. This is a
separate allowance which is not added to the employee’s wage
rate for all purposes of this Agreement or the Award.
22.3 Tool Allowance
A tool allowance of $10.00 per week shall be payable to all
trades persons who are required to provide their own tools.
The tool allowance is part of and included in the ordinary wage
rate in subclause 20.1 above for all purposes of this agreement.
23.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
Wages shall be paid fortnightly in arrears by electronic funds
transfer.
PART D—OTHER PROVISIONS
24.—CLOTHING AND BOOTS
24.1 RCR shall provide you with 2 sets of work clothing in
the each year of employment, which shall be either overalls or
shirts and pants at your option. Disposable overalls will be
made available for use by employees on specific jobs only at
the manager’s discretion. RCR shall replace work clothing on
a fair wear and tear basis up to a maximum of two sets per
year. You shall be responsible for cleaning and maintaining
your work clothing.
24.2 RCR shall provide you with 1 pair of work boots which
shall be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis up to a maximum of two pairs per year.
24.3 Your issue of clothing and boots in 24.1 and 24.2 above
shall be carried out in accordance with company policy and,
once issued, clothes and boots must be worn at work. In order
to obtain fair wear and tear replacement clothing or boots, you
must return the old set to RCR whose decision on whether
they should be replaced will be final.
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25.—EMPLOYEE TRAINING
25.1 You will from time to time be required to attend training covering matters such as safety, quality, skills improvement
and operations. RCR will pay for the full cost of these courses.
25.2 You agree that if the training is in relation to safety or
quality and is being provided for a group of employee of 10 or
more, the time required to attend such training will be borne
50:50 by you and RCR ie RCR will pay for 50% of the time
spent in training at your ordinary time rate.
25.3 Training other than that covered by clause 25.2 will be
in the Company’s time.
26.—INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE SCHEME
26.1 As part of this agreement, RCR will take out a Personal
Income Protection cover at RCR’s cost. The scheme will be
based on an injury or sickness only covered with a waiting
period of 14 days and a premium of 0.99%
26.2 Employees covered by this agreement may elect to take
out an additional top up cover on this insurance cover and at
their request RCR will make deductions from their net wages
and pay these deductions over to the Income Protection Insurance Scheme on a monthly basis.
27.—SUPERANNUATION
27.1 Superannuation contributions on your behalf shall be
paid into a superannuation fund or scheme, in accordance with
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth)
and section 49C of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 WA.
27.2 RCR shall notify you in writing that you may nominate
in writing a complying superannuation fund or scheme. If you
do not nominate a fund or scheme, or until you do nominate a
fund or scheme, superannuation contributions shall be paid
into a fund or scheme nominated by RCR.
27.3 The requirement to notify and nominate in writing in
this subclause is subject to the requirements of regulations made
under the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment and
Repeal Act 1995 (WA).
27.4 If you nominate a fund or scheme, RCR and you are
bound by your choice of fund or scheme unless there is agreement between you and RCR to change the fund or scheme.
27.5 RCR shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a change
of fund or scheme.
28.—CONSULTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
28.1 This Clause shall completely replace subclause (9)
Structural Efficiency of Clause 31 of the Award.
28.2 The Works and Safety Committee shall continue to meet
regularly and shall be responsible for discussing the following
issues with the aim of identifying and implementing continuous improvements that benefit the company and employees:
28.2.1 matters affecting efficiency or productivity; or
28.2.2 changes to the organisation or performance of
work; or
28.2.3 reviewing the operation of this Agreement; or
28.2.4 Issues related to the objectives of this Agreement.
28.3 The size, structure and operation of the Works and Safety
Committee shall be appropriate to the number of employees
and operational arrangements in the engineering operations,
and the matters requiring discussion.
29.—PROBLEM SOLVING AND AVOIDING
DISPUTES
29.1 This Clause shall completely replace clause 34.—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes in the Award.
29.2 The aim of the procedure in this clause is to resolve
problems quickly and avoid disputes through consultation and
co-operation.
29.3 Procedure to be Followed
In the event of a question, dispute or difficulty arising out of
this Agreement that affects one or more employees, or from
your work or contract of employment at RCR, the following
procedures shall be used—
29.3.1 In the first instance the matter shall be discussed without delay between you and your
Supervisor;
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29.3.2 If not resolved, the matter shall be discussed
between you, your nominated representative
(if you wish to have a representative) and your
Manager;
29.3.3 If not resolved, the matter shall be discussed
between you, your nominated representative
(if you wish to have a representative) and the
General Manager;
29.3.4 If the matter is still not settled, it may be referred to a mediator to assist in resolving the
matter. The mediator shall be chosen by Agreement between you and RCR. If the matter
concerns all employees in the engineering operations, the mediator shall be chosen by
Agreement between the Works and Safety
Committee and RCR.
29.4 Team Approach and Representation
If there is a matter that your co-workers are also concerned
about, nothing in this clause prevents you from—
29.4.1 Dealing with that matter at the same time as
your co-workers in a team approach; and
29.4.2 Choosing someone to represent you who may
be representing other employees as well, such
as a union official or co-worker.
29.5 Code of Conduct While Solving Problems or Resolving Disputes
So that matters can be resolved quickly and peacefully, you,
RCR and the Union (if they are involved in the matter) agree
to—
29.5.1 Genuinely carry out all of the processes in this
clause quickly, taking no longer than three days
unless there are exceptional circumstances
where it is not possible to resolve the matter
in three days;
29.5.2 Only by-pass earlier stages where you and your
Supervisor or Manager agree that it is appropriate to refer the matter straight to the General
Manager;
29.5.3 Continue working without involvement in any
form of action such as bans, limitations, stoppages or lockouts.
29.6 Nothing in this clause will override the rights of the
parties regarding access to conciliation and arbitration in accordance with the Industrial Relations Act 1979. However,
prior to exercising these rights the parties must make reasonable attempts to resolve the problem or dispute.
30.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
30.1 This clause shall completely replace Clause 25—LONG
SERVICE LEAVE in the award.
30.2 RCR Shall endeavour to grant your request for long
service leave at the time of your choice, depending on the needs
of the business, sometimes you may be required to take long
service leave as specified by RCR.
30.3 An employee, other than a casual employee is entitled
to long service leave as provided below—
30.3.1 In respect of ten years’ service so completed—
thirteen weeks leave.
30.3.2 In respect of each ten years’ service completed
after such ten years—thirteen weeks leave
30.3.3 On the termination of the employees employment—
(i) by his/her death: or
(ii in any circumstances otherwise than by
his/her employer for serious misconduct.
In respect to the number of the years; service
with the employer since he/she last became
entitled to an amount of long service leave a
proportionate amount on the basis of thirteen
weeks for ten years service.
30.4 Where an employee has completed at least seven years
service but less than ten years service since their commencement and their employment is terminated—
(i) by his/her death: or
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(ii) in any circumstances otherwise than by his/her employer for serious misconduct.
30.5 An employee shall be entitled to be paid for each weeks’
leave to which he/she has become entitled at the ordinary hourly
rate of pay applicable to them at the date he/she commences
such leave.
Where by agreement between the employer and the employee, the commencement of the leave to which the worker
is entitled, or any portion thereof, is postponed to meet the
convenience of the employee, the rate of pay will be the ordinary hourly rate of pay applicable to them at the date he/she
commences such leave.
30.6 Such rate of pay shall be the ordinary hourly rate applicable to him/her for the standard weekly hours which are agreed
and shall not include, special rates, disability allowance, travelling allowance or the like.
31.—DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES
Stage 1 An employee may be verbally counselled by the
employer’s representative and has the right to have
the Shop Steward present. The counselling will be
noted on the employee’s file and will be acknowledged by both the employee and the Shop Steward,
if present.
Stage 2 If a further misdemeanour occurs then the verbal
counselling will be supported by a written warning. Again with a note to the employee’s file with
acknowledgment from the employee and Shop
Steward, if present.
Stage 3 The procedure for Stage 3 will be the same as Stage 2.
Stage 4 In the event that the employee fails to comply with
the employer’s directions outlined in previous counselling sessions and the written notification, then
the employee may be dismissed. The employee has
the right to be represented by the Union if they wish.
Verbal and written warnings will not be collectively valid
after expiration of two years from date of issue.
Nothing in this clause will override the rights of the parties
as they may be under applicable unfair dismissal legislation.
The provisions of this clause shall not apply in the case of
serious misconduct or other serious breaches of behaviour. In
such cases, dismissal may occur instantly or after fewer warnings, depending on the seriousness of the circumstance.
APPENDIX A—FLEXIDAYS
1. The ordinary hours of duty shall be 8 hours per day to be
worked Monday to Friday inclusive (ie a 40 hour week) with
payment made as if 7 hours and 36 minutes (ie 38 hours) are
worked.
2. At the end of each 28 day cycle an employee will be entitled to one flexiday.
3. Flexidays must be taken at a time that is mutually convenient to both the employee and RCR and must be staggered
to ensure minimal disruption to RCR Tomlinson’s customers
and operational requirements.
4. The employee must give reasonable notice of his or her
request to take a flexiday and RCR must give the employee
reasonable notice of when the employee is required to take a
flexiday.
5. Unless there are exceptional circumstances flexidays must
be taken as whole days.
6. An employee may accrue up to 5 flexidays which may be—
(a) taken as single days or consecutive days; OR
(b) taken at the beginning or end of a period of annual
leave, provided such arrangement is mutually agreed
between the employee and RCR; OR
(c) at the employee’s request and with RCR Tomlinson’s
agreement, once the employee has accrued 5 flexidays,
up to 5 flexidays may be paid out at the employee’s
ordinary daily rate of pay, in which case such days
will be deducted from the employee’s accrual.
7. Once an employee has accrued 5 flexidays, the employee
will be required to take each subsequent flexiday before the
next flexiday has accrued.
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SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
This Agreement has been agreed to by the parties whose
signatures appear below—
RCR ’s signature—
Signed for and on behalf of RCR Tomlinson Ltd (ACN 008
898 486)—
C. Birmingham
Signature

CHARLES BIRMINGHAM
Full Name (Print)

3-2-99
Date

Union’s signature—
Signed for and on behalf of the Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian Branch—
J. Sharp-Collett
JOHN SHARP-COLLETT
Secretary’s Signature Full Name (Print)

5.2.99
Date

The Common Seal of the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers
Western Australian Branch—
Common Seal

RCR TOMLINSON LTD (PERTH FOUNDRY)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
AG 253 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
RCR Tomlinson Ltd
and
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
AG 253 of 1998.
RCR Tomlinson Ltd (Perth Foundry).
Enterprise Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
10 February 1999.
Amending Order.
HAVING heard Ms L Avon-Smith on behalf of the applicant
and Mr C Young on behalf of the respondent and by consent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT order AG 253 of 1998 dated 18 January 1999
be and is hereby cancelled.
(2) THAT the RCR Tomlinson Ltd (Perth Foundry) Enterprise Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission
on 19 November 1998 be and is hereby registered as
an industrial agreement.
(3) THAT the RCR Engineering Ltd (Perth Foundry) Enterprise Agreement 1996 No. AG 209 of 1996 be and
is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

RCR TOMLINSON LTD
(PERTH FOUNDRY)
ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998
CONTENTS
PART A—FORMALITIES AND DEFINITIONS
1. TITLE
2. OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
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3. STYLE OF AGREEMENT
4. PARTIES BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT
5. APPLICATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
6. DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
7. RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
8. NO EXTRA CLAIMS
9. COPY OF AGREEMENT
10. FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS
11. DEFINITIONS
PART B—FLEXIBLE WORK ARRANGEMENTS
12. RELATIONSHIP OF PART B OF THIS AGREEMENT TO THE AWARD
13. CLASSIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
14. HOURS OF WORK
15. SHIFT WORK
16. OVERTIME
17. PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
18. ANNUAL LEAVE—FLEXIBILITY PROVISIONS
19. SICK LEAVE INCLUDING CARER’S LEAVE
PART C—PRODUCTIVITY AND PAY
20. MINIMUM RATES OF PAY
21. PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE PAYMENTS
22. OTHER ALLOWANCES
23. PAYMENT OF WAGES
PART D—OTHER PROVISIONS
24. CLOTHING AND BOOTS
25. CONSULTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
26. PROBLEM SOLVING AND AVOIDING DISPUTES
27. INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE SCHEME
DEDUCTIONS
28. EMPLOYEE TRAINING
29. SUPERANNUATION
30. LONG-SERVICE LEAVE
SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
PART A—FORMALITIES AND DEFINITIONS
1.—TITLE
1.1 This Agreement shall be known as the RCR Tomlinson
Ltd (Perth Foundry) Enterprise Agreement 1998 (the “Agreement”).
1.2 This agreement shall replace the RCR Engineering Pty
Ltd Enterprise Bargaining
agreement No. AG 209/96
2.—OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
The objectives of this Agreement are to assist RCR and its
employees in their commitment to—
2.1 Introducing flexible work arrangements that are
suited to both the needs of the business and the employee’s personal needs;
2.2 Fostering a culture that encourages a spirit of cooperation and trust;
2.3 Developing a reputation for providing excellent customer service;
2.4 Fully utilising our plant to ensure maximum return
on our investment in capital and therefore our continued viability;
2.5 Simplifying administration of rostering and payroll
procedures to ensure greater efficiency and enable
us to be more responsive to customer needs;
2.6 Reducing the amount of rejected work which will
reduce costs and ensure prompt delivery to customers;
2.7 Participating in training and development to improve
employees’ skills and experience which will assist
in the achievement of these objectives, reaching performance and productivity targets and enhancing
employees work and responsibilities.
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Achieving the above objectives will enable RCR to prosper
and grow and therefore provide greater job security and rewards to its employees.
3.—STYLE OF AGREEMENT
3.1 How This Agreement Was Made
This Agreement was made through consultation with the
Works and Safety Committee, RCR
Managers and the
Union. Before applying for this Agreement to be registered,
the majority of employees in RCR Tomlinson’s Perth Foundry operations voted in favour of this Agreement and RCR
Managers agreed to apply for its registration.
3.2 Plain English
RCR believes that it is important for its employees to fully
understand this Agreement. For that reason, where ever possible this Agreement has been written in plain English, the
“employee” has been referred to as “you”/”your” etc and the
employer is referred to as “RCR” and the CEPU is referred to
as the “Union”.
4.—PARTIES BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be binding upon—
4.1 RCR Tomlinson Ltd; and
4.2 The Communications, Electrical, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia Engineering and Electrical Division Western Australian Branch (“C.E.P.U.”).
5.—APPLICATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
5.1 This Agreement shall apply to all employees at RCR
who work in RCR Tomlinson’s Foundry operations in Perth
and who would, but for this Agreement be bound by the terms
of the Award.
5.2 The parties to this Agreement and the employees referred
to in 5.1 above agree that they shall apply and abide by the
terms of this Agreement.
5.3 The number of employees that this agreement shall apply to upon registration of this agreement is approximately
35.
6.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall take effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the date of signing of
this Agreement by the parties and shall remain in force for a
period of two years.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
Except where this Agreement specifically overrides the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1965 no 13 of 1966, it shall be read
and applied in conjunction with the Award, as it applied at the
date of signing. Where there is any inconsistency with the
Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the inconsistency.
8.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement and employees covered by
this Agreement agree that there shall be no extra claims outside this Agreement before the expiry of this Agreement.
9.—COPY OF AGREEMENT
A Copy of this Agreement shall be made available to each
employee before it is registered by the Commission. A copy
of the final Agreement shall also be provided to each employee
after it is registered. The registered Agreement shall also be
available for inspection at the work place.
10.—FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS
RCR foundry employees and the Union agree to commence negotiations approximately 3 months before this
Agreement ends, with a view to agreeing on a replacement Agreement.
11.—DEFINITIONS
11.1 “Agreement” shall mean the RCR Tomlinson Ltd—
Perth Foundry Operations Enterprise Agreement 1998.
11.2 “Award” shall mean the Metal Trades (General) Award
1965 no 13 of 1966.
11.3 “Commission” shall mean the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
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11.4 “Ordinary Hours” shall mean the hours of work specified in Sub-clause 14. HOURS OF WORK of this Agreement.
11.5 “Ordinary rate of pay” shall mean the rate of pay
provided in this Agreement for ordinary hours worked.
11.6 “RCR ” shall mean RCR Tomlinson Ltd.
11.7 “Union” and “C.E.P.U.” shall mean the Communications, Electrical, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division Western Australian Branch.
11.8 “You” or “your” or the like, shall at all times refer to
the employee.
PART B—FLEXIBLE WORK ARRANGEMENTS
12.—RELATIONSHIP OF PART B OF THIS
AGREEMENT TO THE AWARD
The clauses in Part B of this Agreement shall completely
replace the following clauses in the Award—
* Clause 13.—HOURS;
* Clause 14.—OVERTIME; and
* Clause 15.—SHIFT WORK.
13.—CLASSIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
13.1 This Agreement covers all of the classifications of work
that are covered by the Award.
13.2 In addition to the specific duties under your classification, you shall be required to carry out any duties that are
incidental or peripheral to your main tasks or functions and
are within the limits of your skills, competence and training.
14.—HOURS OF WORK
14.1 Ordinary Hours of Work—General Flexibility Provisions
The ordinary hours of work shall be worked in accordance
with the following—
14.1.1 38 hours per week which may be worked as 38 hours
per week or may be averaged over a cycle longer or
shorter than one week;
14.1.2 Ordinary hours shall be worked on any days of the
week from Monday to Friday inclusive, except when
working shift work in which case, ordinary hours
may be worked on a Saturday or Sunday for the purpose of starting or finishing shifts;
14.1.3 Ordinary hours for all employees, except when working shift work, shall be worked between the spread
of 5.00am to 6.00pm or some other spread of hours
as agreed between you and RCR;
14.1.4 Ordinary hours shall not exceed 10 hours on any day;
14.1.5 Ordinary hours shall be consecutive except for a meal
break;
14.1.6 Preparation for work (eg. changing into work clothing) and washing up at the end of your shift shall be
carried out in your own time;
14.1.7 Your rostered hours of work shall be arranged and
changed from time to time by RCR in accordance
with 14.4 Arrangement of Ordinary Hours of
Work.
14.2 Ordinary Hours of Work at the Commencement of
This Agreement
14.2.1 To meet the operational needs of the RCR foundry
at the commencement of this Agreement, ordinary
hours shall be 8 hours per day on Monday to Thursday inclusive, and 6 hours on Friday. This
arrangement of ordinary hours may be changed in
accordance with 14.3 Ordinary Hours of Work
During the Life of This Agreement.
14.3 Ordinary Hours of Work During the Life of This
Agreement
14.3.1 To help achieve the objectives of this Agreement,
during the life of this Agreement different ways of
working ordinary hours of work may be examined
and introduced by RCR and the Works and Safety
Committee. Such ways may include but are not limited to—
(a) 19 day month with a flexiday arrangement; or
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(b) 9 day fortnight with a flexiday arrangement;
or
(c) Some other arrangement developed during the
life of this Agreement.
14.3.2 Any new arrangement/s of ordinary hours that are
introduced during the life of this Agreement—
(a) Must be developed with consideration given
to the issues specified in Sub-clause 14.4 Arrangement of Ordinary Hours of Work below;
(b) Must still operate within the terms of Subclause 14.1 above; and
Must be agreed between RCR and the majority of employees in the foundry.
14.4 Arrangement of Ordinary Hours of Work
When arranging your starting and finishing times, the number
of hours, and the days on which you will be required to work,
RCR shall discuss any changes with you and the Works and
Safety Committee, where agreement shall be reached after taking the following issues into consideration—
14.4.1 forecasted and actual customer demand;
14.4.2 the most productive and efficient way to operate;
14.4.3 maximum utilisation of the plant at the workplace;
14.4.4 your personal and family needs;
14.4.5 applying the flexible work arrangements fairly to all
employees in your section;
14.4.6 giving you reasonable notice of a change in your
hours.
14.5 Meal and Rest Breaks
14.5.1 You shall not be required to work for more than 6
hours without an unpaid meal break of 30 minutes,
except where an alternative arrangement is agreed
between you and RCR.
14.5.2 Each morning you shall be entitled to a paid rest break
of 15 minutes, including wash up time, to be taken at
a time and in a manner determined by your Supervisor or Manager to ensure minimal disruption to the
work in your area.
14.5.3 To ensure the continuity of foundry operations (such
as casting), you may be required to stagger or postpone your morning rest break or your meal break to
allow tasks to be completed. Such postponement shall
be without penalty to RCR.
15.—SHIFT WORK
15.1 Introducing Shifts
15.1.1 Work in any section of the foundry may be carried
out on afternoon and/or night shifts.
15.1.2 Any change to shift work shall where practicable be
introduced in accordance with 14.4 Arrangement
Of Ordinary Hours Of Work.
15.1.3 Regardless of 15.1.2 above, where the work load has
increased significantly or there is an urgent need to
meet customer demand, you shall be required to be
available to carry out shift work at short notice, in
which case you shall be paid in accordance with 15.2
below.
15.1.4 Shift work may be worked between any spread of
ordinary hours, which may commence and finish
outside the spread of hours in 14.1.3.
15.2 Payment For Shift Work
15.2.1 Shift work on Monday to Friday shall be paid at 15%
more than your ordinary rate of pay.
15.2.2 Where a shift starts at or after 11.00 p.m. on any day,
the whole of that shift shall be deemed to have been
worked on the following day.
15.2.3 Where the first afternoon or night shift in any week
starts on Monday night, the night shift starting on
Friday and ending no later that 8.00 am on Saturday
shall be deemed to be ordinary hours and shall be
paid at the shift work rate.
15.2.4 By agreement between the Works and Safety Committee and RCR, the first afternoon or night shift in
any week may start on Sunday to enable you to have
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Friday night off work. In such case, any time worked
on Sunday shall be deemed to be ordinary hours and
shall be paid at the shift work rate (ie. 15%).
15.3 Shifts Must Be Consecutive
15.3.1 Shifts shall be for five consecutive afternoons or five
consecutive nights, unless the ordinary hours in the
Foundry are worked over less than five days in one
week, in which case the number of consecutive shifts
shall equal the number of ordinary days worked in
the Foundry.
15.3.2 Where you are required to work on less than the
number of consecutive shifts in accordance with
15.3.1 above, hours worked on such shifts shall be
part of your ordinary hours of work but such hours
shall be paid at overtime rates.
15.3.3 Shifts shall be deemed to be consecutive where they
are broken due to work not being carried out on a
Saturday, Sunday, public holiday, day of paid leave,
or a flexiday.
16.—OVERTIME
16.1 You may be required to work reasonable overtime and
shall not unreasonably refuse.
16.2 Overtime shall mean all work performed outside your
ordinary hours of work in accordance with Clause 14. HOURS
OF WORK.
16.3 Overtime Payments
16.3.1 Overtime worked on Monday to Friday inclusive
shall be paid as follows—
First 2 hours per day—time and one half based on
your ordinary rate plus shift work penalty (if you are
working shifts);
After 2 hours per day—double time based on your
ordinary rate.
16.3.2 Work done up to 12.00 noon on Saturday shall be
paid as follows—
First 2 hours per day—time and one half based on
your ordinary rate;
After 2 hours per day—double time based on your
ordinary rate.
16.3.3 Work done after 12.00 noon on Saturday or on Sunday shall be paid as follows—
All hours—double time based on your ordinary rate.
16.3.4 Work done on a public holiday—
All hours—double time and one half based on your
ordinary rate.
16.3.5 In calculating overtime, each day shall stand alone
but if you work overtime that continues beyond midnight on any day, the time worked after midnight
shall be deemed to be part of the previous day’s work
for the purpose of this clause.
16.3.6 Overtime performed on shift work shall be based on
the rate payable for shift work. However, no provision
of this Sub-clause (16.3) shall operate so as to require
payment of more than double time rates, or double
time and a half for a public holiday prescribed under
this Agreement, for any work except and to the extent
that the provisions of Clause 18.—Special Rates and
Provisions of the Award apply to that work.
16.3.7 Any overtime hours outstanding at the time of termination of your contract of employment shall be
paid out to you at the rates specified in this Subclause (16.3).
16.3.8 Notwithstanding any other provision in Clause 16,
if at your request and with the agreement of your
supervisor, you reduce your working hours on one
day to attend to personal matters and then make up
those hours on another day, you will not be entitled
to overtime in respect of those hours if, had you
worked those hours as originally intended, you would
not have been paid overtime for those hours.
16.4 10 Consecutive Hours Off Duty
16.4.1 When you are required to work overtime, where ever
it is reasonably practicable, RCR shall arrange for
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you to have at least 10 consecutive hours off duty
between finishing work on one day and the start of
work on the next day.
16.4.2 Where you work so much overtime that there would
be less than 10 consecutive hours off duty, you shall
not be required to start work until you have had 10
consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for
ordinary working time occurring during such absence.
16.4.3 If RCR instructs you to start work or continue work
without having had 10 consecutive hours off duty,
you shall be paid at double your ordinary rate of pay
until you are released from duty and shall then be
entitled to 10 consecutive hours off duty without loss
of pay for ordinary working time occurring during
such absence.
16.4.4 Where you are called into work overtime on a Sunday or Public Holiday preceding an ordinary working
day, you shall wherever reasonably practicable, be
given 10 consecutive hours off duty before your usual
starting time on the next day. If this is not reasonably practicable, then the provisions of 16.4.1 and
16.4.2 above shall apply. This paragraph (16.4.4) does
not apply if you are a casual employee.
16.4.5 Overtime worked as a result of a recall shall not be
regarded as overtime for the purpose of this Subclause (16.4) when the actual time worked is less
than 3 hours on such recall or on each of such recalls.
16.5 Recall To Work
When you are recalled to work after leaving the job you
shall be paid for at least 3 hours at overtime rates and the time
reasonably spent in getting to and from work shall be counted
as time worked.
16.6 On call
When you are instructed by RCR to remain available at your
home in readiness for a call to work after ordinary hours, you
shall be paid at ordinary rates for the time you are required to
remain in readiness at your home.
17.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
17.1 You are entitled to the following public holidays or the
days observed in lieu, without loss of pay (subject to 16.3.4 of
this Agreement)—
New Year’s Day; Good Friday; Easter Monday; Christmas Day; Boxing Day; Australia Day; Anzac Day; Labour
Day; Foundation Day; and Sovereign’s Birthday.
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by
Agreement between you and RCR in lieu of any of the above
days. In such case the substituted day shall be a holiday without loss of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not
be a holiday.
17.2 When any of the days in 17.1 above falls on a Saturday
or Sunday the holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Monday and Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday
the holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Tuesday.
In each case the substituted day shall be a holiday without loss
of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a
holiday.
18.—ANNUAL LEAVE—FLEXIBILITY PROVISIONS
18.1 Taking Annual Leave
18.1.1 This Sub-clause shall completely replace Sub-clause
(9) of Clause 23.—HOLIDAYS AND ANNUAL
LEAVE in the Award.
18.1.2 You must give RCR as much notice as possible and
at least one month’s notice of your request to take
annual leave, unless a lesser period of notice is agreed
between you and RCR.
18.1.3 RCR shall endeavour to grant your requests for annual leave at the time of your choice, however,
depending on the needs of the business, sometimes
you may be required to take annual leave as specified by RCR in which case you shall receive at least
1 month’s notice, unless a lesser period of notice is
agreed between you and RCR.
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18.1.4 In the interests of your rest and recreation, in most
circumstances RCR will require you to take your accrued annual leave in periods of one week or more.
However, provided you have reached Agreement with
RCR, you may take up to 5 single days of paid annual leave each year.
18.1.5 The purpose of annual leave is to take time off work
at regular intervals for rest and recreation. However,
some employees have not been taking annual leave
regularly and have accrued large amounts of annual
leave. To correct this situation, after the commencement of this Agreement—
(a) No employee shall be allowed to accrue more
than 6 weeks annual leave. Once you have
accrued 5 weeks, RCR shall advise you so that
you can plan your next period of annual leave
to ensure your accrual does not exceed 6
weeks. However, in exceptional circumstances, such as a long overseas holiday, you
may request to accrue more than 6 weeks annual leave. If granted, RCR shall provide you
with written approval.
(b) If you already have a large annual leave accrual upon commencement of this Agreement,
you must make genuine attempts in consultation with RCR to reduce your accrual to 6
weeks or less.
18.2 Payment for Annual Leave
18.2.1 This Sub-clause shall completely replace Paragraph
(3)(b) of Clause 23.—HOLIDAYS AND ANNUAL
LEAVE in the Award.
18.2.2 Before going on annual leave you shall be paid
the wages you would have received for the ordinary hours you would have worked had you not
gone on annual leave. This amount shall include
any applicable leading hand allowance but shall
not include any payment for overtime nor any
other allowances.
18.2.3 You shall continue to receive any applicable shift
penalty when you take a period of annual leave provided that—
(a) You have been working rostered night or
afternoon shifts for at least 6 weeks immediately before taking that period of annual
leave; and
(b) You have worked such shifts for 50% or more
of the past 12 months.
18.3 Annual Leave Loading
Annual leave loading is not payable because it is already
included in your base wage rate.
19.—SICK LEAVE INCLUDING CARER’S LEAVE
19.1 You are entitled to up to 10 days paid leave due to personal ill health or injury for each year of completed service.
Unused sick leave will accumulate from year to year but will
not be paid out upon termination of employment.
19.2 Upon request in writing by RCR, following 2 absences
of 2 days or less without a doctor’s certificate, you must provide a medical certificate immediately upon your return to work
if you take sick leave.
19.3 If you have responsibilities in relation to either members of your immediate family or members of your household
who need your care and support shall on your request be entitled to use, in accordance with this Sub-clause, any sick leave
entitlements up to 3 days per year for absences to provide care
and support for such persons.
19.3.1 You shall establish by production of a medical certificate or Statutory declaration, the need for care of
the person/s concerned.
19.3.2 The entitlement to use sick leave in accordance with
this Sub-clause is subject to—
Being responsible for the care of the person/s concerned; and the person/s concerned being either;
A member of the your immediate family, or
A member of your household.
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19.3.3 The term “immediate family” includes—
Your spouse, a de facto spouse.
Your child (including an adopted child, step child or
ex nuptial child), parent or sibling.
19.3.4 You shall, wherever practicable, give the Company
notice prior to the absence of the intention to take
leave, the name of the person/s requiring care and
their relationship to you and the estimated length of
the absence. If it is not practicable for you to give
prior notice of the absence at the first opportunity
you must do so (preferably before 8.00 a.m.) on the
day of the absence.
PART C—PRODUCTIVITY AND PAY
20.—MINIMUM RATES OF PAY
20.1 Minimum Adult Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum adult rates of
pay applicable under this Agreement. The rate at C10 below
includes tool allowance as all C10 trades persons in the RCR
Foundry are required to provide their own tools. Adult apprentices will receive a minimum of the C13 rate of pay.
Classification
Minimum Agreement rate per week
C14
422.18
C13
441.56
C12
467.40
C11
493.62
C10
580.64
C9
605.72
C8
630.42
C7
651.70
C6
699.58
C5
722.00
20.2 Minimum Apprentice Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum apprentice rates
of pay applicable under this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall below the Award.
Apprentices shall not be required by RCR to provide any tools
and therefore shall not receive a tool allowance.
4 Year Term

3 1/2 Year Term

3 Year Term

Minimum Agreement
Rate per Week

1st year
first 6 months
212.42
2nd year
next year
1st year
277.78
3rd year
next year
2nd year
378.86
4th year
final year
3rd year
444.22
20.3 Minimum Junior Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum junior rates of
pay applicable under this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall below the Award.
Age
Minimum agreement rate per
week
Under 16 years of age
148.58
16 years of age
188.86
17 years of age
230.66
18 years of age
272.84
19 years of age
329.46
20 years of age
389.50
20.4 Above Award Rates
Where you receive a higher weekly rate of pay for ordinary
hours of work, at the time this Agreement commenced, nothing in this Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall below
that rate.
21.—PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE
PAYMENTS
21.1 Productivity and Performance Targets
Pay increases shall be available under this Agreement in recognition of reaching productivity and performance targets. Key
performance indicators and targets set for the Foundry for the
improvement of—
• Production efficiency estimated hours compared to
actual hours worked (monthly).
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• Rejected rate (monthly).
• Absenteeism (monthly).
• Reduction of lost time due to workers’ compensation claims (monthly).
• The participation by all Foundry employees in maintaining QA certification of AS/NZS ISO 9002.
Within 1 month after the signing of this Agreement, these
targets shall be set by RCR management but with direct consultation with the Works and Safety Committee. Once agreed
and set, all employees under this Agreement shall be advised
of the targets and given regular feedback on progress towards
the targets. The parties will meet to review progress and identify measures to be required to meet the identified targets.
21.2 Productivity Pay Increases
21.2.1 The 3% increase at Increase number 1 in the table
below is an amount determined in recognition of your
commitment to the objectives of this Agreement.
21.2.2 Increases 2, 3 and 4 shall be paid as follows—
(a) The first part of each increase (column A) is
guaranteed and has been determined in recognition of your continued commitment to the
objectives of this Agreement.
(b) The second part of each increase (column B)
is payable in addition to the first part of each
increase, provided the foundry reaches the targets set in accordance with 21.1 above.
Increase Date applicable

1
2

3

4

A
Enterprise
Agreement
Increase
First pay period commencing on or after
3%
1st October 1998.
on your wage rate
First pay period commencing on or after—
1%
6 months after the signing of this
on your wage
agreement.
rate after
increase 1
First pay period commencing on or after—
1%
12 months after the signing of this
on your wage
agreement.
rate after
increase 2
First pay period commencing on or after—
1%
18 Months after the signing of this
on your wage
agreement.
rate after
increase 3

B
Productivity
Increase
Not applicable
1%
on your wage
rate after
increase 1
1%
on your wage
rate after
increase 2
1%
on your wage
rate after
increase 3

21.2.3 “Wage rate” referred to in the table above shall mean
your—
(a) Minimum applicable rate of pay in Sub-clause
20.1, 20.2 or 20.3 above; plus
(b) Any applicable Above Award rate in Subclause 20.4 above; plus
(c) Applicable productivity pay increases in Subclause 21.2 above.
Allowances (except tool allowance), penalties,
overtime payments and any other similar payments are not included in your “wage rate”
for the purpose of determining your increases
under this Agreement.
22.—OTHER ALLOWANCES
22.1 Leading Hand
Depending on the number of employees a Leading Hand is
responsible for, Leading Hands shall receive the following
weekly amounts in addition to their wage rate.
Number of employees
Rate per week
3—10
$18.00
11—20
$27.60
21 and above
$35.70
22.2 First Aid
A first aid allowance of $6.85 per week is payable to employees who hold a current Senior First Aid Certificate and
have been nominated as a first aid representative. This is a
separate allowance which is not added to the employee’s wage
rate for all purposes of this Agreement or the Award.
22.3 Tool Allowance
A tool allowance of $10.00 per week shall be payable to all
trades persons who are required to provide their own tools. The
tool allowance is part of and included in the ordinary wage rate
in Sub-clause 20.1 above for all purposes of this agreement.
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22.4 Foundry Allowance
A foundry allowance of $0.23 shall be paid for each hour
worked to all employees covered by this agreement.
23.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
Wages shall be paid fortnightly in arrears by electronic funds
transfer.
PART D—OTHER PROVISIONS
24.—CLOTHING AND BOOTS
24.1 RCR shall provide you with 3 sets of work clothing in
the first year of employment and 1 extra set in the second year
(a maximum issue of 4 sets) which shall be either overalls or
shirts and pants at your option. Disposable overalls will be
made available for use by employee’s on specific jobs only at
the manager’s discretion. RCR shall replace work clothing on
a fair wear and tear basis. You shall be responsible for cleaning and maintaining your work clothing.
24.2 RCR shall provide you with 1 pair of work boots, which
shall be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis.
24.3 Your issue of clothing and boots in 24.1 and 24.2 above
shall be carried out in accordance with company policy and,
once issued, clothes and boots must be worn at work. In order
to obtain fair wear and tear replacement clothing or boots, you
must return the old set to RCR whose decision on whether
they should be replaced will be final.
25.—CONSULTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
25.1 This Clause shall completely replace “Sub-clause (9)
Structural Efficiency” of Clause 31 of the Award.
25.2 The Works and Safety Committee shall continue to meet
regularly and shall be responsible for discussing the following
issues with the aim of identifying and implementing continuous improvements that benefit the Company and employees—
25.2.1 Matters affecting efficiency or productivity; or
25.2.2 Changes to the organisation or performance of work;
or
25.2.3 Reviewing the operation of this Agreement; or
25.2.4 Issues related to the objectives of this agreement,
or
25.2.5 The use of contract or casual labour to meet short
term customer requirements.
25.3 The size, structure and operation of the Works and Safety
Committee shall be appropriate to the number of employees
and operational arrangements in the foundry and the matters
requiring discussion.
26.—PROBLEM SOLVING AND AVOIDING
DISPUTES
26.1 This Clause shall completely replace clause 34.—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes in the Award.
26.2 The aim of the procedure in this clause is to resolve
problems quickly and avoid disputes through consultation and
co-operation.
26.3 Procedure to be Followed
In the event of a problem, grievance, question or difficulty
arising out of this Agreement that affects one or more employees, or from your work or contract of employment at RCR, the
following procedures shall be used—
26.3.1 In the first instance the matter shall be discussed
without delay between you and your Supervisor;
26.3.2 If not resolved, the matter shall be discussed between
you, your nominated representative (if you wish to
have a representative) and your Manager;
26.3.3 If not resolved, the matter shall be discussed between you, your nominated representative (if you
wish to have a representative) and the General
Manager;
26.3.4 If the matter is still not settled, it may be referred to
a mediator to assist in resolving the matter. The mediator shall be chosen by Agreement between you
and RCR. If the matter concerns all employees in
the engineering operations, the mediator shall be
chosen by Agreement between the Works and Safety
Committee and RCR.
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26.4 Team Approach and Representation
If there is a matter that your co-workers are also concerned
about, nothing in this clause prevents you from—
26.4.1 Dealing with that matter at the same time as your
co-workers in a team approach; and
26.4.2 Choosing someone to represent you who may be representing other employees as well, such as a union
official or co-worker.
26.5 Code of Conduct While Solving Problems or Resolving Disputes
So that matters can be resolved quickly and peacefully, you,
RCR and the Union (if they are involved in the matter) agree
to—
26.5.1 Genuinely carry out all of the processes in this clause
quickly, taking no longer than three days unless there
are exceptional circumstances where it is not possible to resolve the matter in three days;
26.5.2 Only by-pass earlier stages where you and your Supervisor or Manager agree that it is appropriate to
refer the matter straight to the General Manager;
26.5.3 Continue working without involvement in any form
of action such as bans, limitations, stoppages or lockouts, whilst the above procedures are being followed.
26.6 Nothing in this clause will override the rights of the
parties regarding access to conciliation and arbitration in accordance with the Industrial Relations Act 1979. However,
prior to exercising these rights the parties must make reasonable attempts to resolve the problem or dispute.
27.—INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE SCHEME
DEDUCTIONS
27.1 You may elect to take out personal income protection
insurance at your own cost.
27.2 At your request RCR will make deductions from your
net wages and pay these deductions over to your nominated
Income protection Insurance Scheme on a monthly basis.
28.—EMPLOYEE TRAINING
28.1 You will from time to time be required to attend
training covering matters such as safety, quality, skills improvement and operations. RCR will pay for the full cost
of these courses.
28.2 You agree that if the training is in relation to safety or
quality and is being provided for a group of employees of 10
or more, the time required to attend such training outside ordinary hours will be borne 50:50 by you and RCR, ie. RCR will
pay for 50% of the time spent in training at your ordinary time
rate.
28.3 Training other than that covered by Clause 28.2 will be
in the Company’s time.
29.—SUPERANNUATION
29.1 Superannuation contributions on your behalf shall be
paid into a superannuation fund or scheme, in accordance with
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth)
and Section 49C of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
29.2 RCR shall notify you in writing that you may nominate
in writing a complying superannuation fund or scheme. If
you do not nominate a fund or scheme, or until you do nominate a fund or scheme, superannuation contributions shall be
paid into a fund or scheme nominated by RCR. The requirements to notify and nominate in writing in this subclause is
subject to the requirements of regulations made under the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment and Repeal Act 1995
(WA).
29.3 If you nominate a fund or scheme RCR and you are
bound by your choice of fund or scheme unless there is
agreement between you and RCR to change the fund or
scheme.
29.4 RCR shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a change
or fund or scheme.
30.—LONG-SERVICE LEAVE
30.1 Long-Service Leave will be paid at the rate of 13
weeks pay only after a period of 10 years of continuous
service, or on a pro-rata basis after a period of 7 years
continuous service.
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SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
This Agreement has been agreed to by the parties whose
signatures appear below—
RCR ’s signature—
Signed for and on behalf of RCR Tomlinson Ltd. (ACN 008
898 486)—
...........................

LEWIS JOHN DILKES

13/11/98

Signature

Full Name (Print)

Date

Union’s signature—
Signed for and on behalf of the Communications, Electrical, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers
Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division Western Australian Branch—
................................

WILLIAM ERNEST GAME 12/11/98

Secretary’s Signature

Full Name (Print)

Date

.................................

JOE DANIEL FIALA

12/11/98

Organiser’s Signature

Full Name (Print)

Date

The Common Seal of the Communications, Electrical, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union
of Australia ,Engineering and Electrical Division Western
Australian Branch:

WESFI MANUFACTURING PTY LTD DARDANUP,
(WESBOARD PARTICLEBOARD AND LPM
DIVISION) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 260 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Wesfi Manufacturing Pty Ltd
and
The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries
Industrial Union of Workers, WA Branch & Others.
AG 260 of 1998.
Wesfi Manufacturing Pty Ltd Dardanup, (Wesboard
Particleboard and LPM Division) Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
26 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms L Avon-Smith as agent on behalf of the
applicant and Mr F Salisbury, Mr G Sturman and Mr C Young
as agents on behalf of the respondents and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Wesfi Manufacturing Pty Ltd Dardanup,
(Wesboard Particleboard and LPM Division) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission
on 2 December 1998 be and is hereby registered as an
industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998
1.0—TITLE
The WESFI Manufacturing Pty Ltd Dardanup,
(WESBOARD Particleboard and LPM Division) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1998.
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2.0—ARRANGEMENT
Clause Number
Title
1
Arrangement
2
Application
3
Parties Bound
4
Dates and Period of Operation
5
Relationship to Parent Awards & Previous
Enterprise Bargaining Agreements
6
Extra Claims
7
Objectives
8
Trade Union Training Leave
9
Right of Entry
10
Contract Labour
11
Apprentice Training
12
Classification Determination
13
Family Leave
14
Dispute Resolution Procedure
15
Special Conditions
16
Workplace Agreements
17
Shift Swap
18
Consultative Mechanism
19
Days in Lieu
20
Annual Leave
21
Maintenance of Quality & Environmental
Management Systems
22
Maintenance of Continuous Improvement
Methodology
23
Employee Development
24
Hours of Work
25
Journey Insurance
26
Equal Employment Opportunity—Affirmative
Action
27
Annualised Wages
28
Remuneration
29
Signatories
30
Appendix—Employee Numbers
3.0—APPLICATION
This agreement shall apply to WESFI Manufacturing Pty
Ltd, Dardanup (WESBOARD Particleboard and LPM Division) and to all employees engaged under the terms and
conditions of the following awards—
• Particleboard Industry Award (SWLD) No 101978
• Metal Trades (General) Award No 13 of 1965
4.0—PARTIES BOUND
(a) This agreement shall be binding on —
• WESFI Manufacturing Pty Ltd, Dardanup
(WESBOARD Particleboard and LPM Division)
• The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries, Industrial Union of Workers’, WA.
• The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers’,
Western Australian Branch.
• Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers’
Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch.
• All employees who are engaged under the terms and
conditions of the Awards referred to in Clause 3—
APPLICATION.
(b) The parties will oppose any applications by other parties
to be joined to this agreement.
5.0—DATES AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
The parties agree—
• that this agreement will become effective from the
first pay period commencing on or after September
3rd 1998.
• that this agreement shall remain in operation for a
period of 24 months from September 3rd 1998.
• that negotiations for a new enterprise agreement will
commence during the month of June 2000.
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• that the increases will be processed via the Pay Office after the agreement is ratified by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
6.0—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS &
PREVIOUS ENTERPRISE BARGANING
AGREEMENTS—
6.1 This agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with those awards specified in clause 3.0—Application, provided that where there is any inconsistency, this
agreement shall take precedence.
6.2 This agreement is a compilation of the previous Enterprise Bargaining Agreements applying at the site, namely the
1993, 1995 and 1996 agreements. It is the intention of the
parties in compiling the agreements to capture—
(a) all active clauses (ie those that have not been superseded by subsequent agreements); and,
(b) the spirit and intent of the previous agreements.
6.3 The previous enterprise bargaining agreements will continue to exist for the purposes of clarifying matters within this
agreement and other terms and conditions of employment.
7.0—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
All parties agree that State or Federal Wage Case Decisions
occurring during the life of this agreement will not be made
available to employees covered by this agreement and that no
extra claim or claims will be made unless consistent with Wage
Case Decisions.
8.0—OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the agreement are to facilitate and commit
the parties to ensuring the WESBOARD plant becomes a more
productive and efficient operation and further to—
• minimise costs, facilitate innovation and improve
customer service.
• provide rewarding and fulfilling jobs.
• ensure the plant operates to best standards in safety
and quality.
• facilitate continuing investment in the productive capacity of the enterprise and other measures to increase
the security of employees’ employment.
9.0—TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
9.1 Permanent employees nominated by the relevant union shall be allowed leave without the loss of pay to attend
Trade Union Training Courses conducted and approved by
the relevant trade union subject to the following conditions—
9.1.1 An accredited union representative shall upon application in writing from the union be granted up
to 4 days leave with pay each calender year (maximum of 25 days across the three site unions per
year), non cumulative to attend Trade Union
Training Courses.
9.1.2 The application for leave shall contain the period of
time for which leave is sought and the description
and content of the course to be attended and where
the course is to be conducted by the relevant trade
union.
9.1.3 The granting of such leave shall be subject to the
union giving not less that four weeks notice in writing or such lesser period as may be agreed between
the company and the union.
9.1.4 An employee who has completed six months with
the company (or lesser period of service as may be
agreed upon between the company and the union)
shall be eligible for such leave.
9.1.5 The time of taking such leave shall be arranged so as
to minimise any adverse affect on the company’s operations.
9.1.6 The company shall not use sub-clause 9.1.5 to avoid
its obligation under this clause.
9.1.7 The company shall not be liable for any additional
expenses associated with an employee’s attendance
at a course other than the payment of ordinary time
earnings for such absence. For the purpose of this
clause ordinary time earnings shall be defined as the
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relevant award classification rate including supplementary payments and shiftwork loadings where
relevant plus over-award payment where applicable.
9.1.8 Leave rights granted in accordance with this clause
will not result in an additional payment of alternative time off to the extent that the course attended
coincides with a rostered day off or any other
concessional leave.
10.0—RIGHT OF ENTRY
On notifying the company or the company’s representative,
the Secretary or any authorised officer of a union party to this
agreement shall have the right to visit any job at any time
when work is being carried on, whether during or outside the
ordinary working hours for the purpose of discussing legitimate union business with employees covered by this agreement
provided that the Secretary or any authorised officer does not
unduly interfere with the work in progress.
The Secretary or authorised officer of a union party to this
agreement shall recognise the company’s safety standards when
visiting any job and will advise the company’s representative
on leaving the company premises.
11.0—CONTRACT LABOUR
11.1 It is agreed that contract labour may be used on site to
satisfy the short term demands of the business or to perform
work that cannot be performed by WESFI personnel. Contractors will not be used to replace or diminish permanent
employee status. Some examples of short term demand are as
follows—
• above normal increases in work output which results
in peak work loads which are beyond the capacity of
the workforce to complete with reasonable overtime;
• breakdown, repair or modification work deemed as
an emergency case;
• the requirement for skills not currently held by permanent employees or to supplement skills currently
held by permanent employees. Where skills are not
present on site, emphasis should be placed on the
provision of training and development of those skills
by permanent personnel on site where viable;
• installation work;
• site services, repairs and installation works (eg
plumber);
• capital expenditure work.
11.2 In addition to the above, the following principles shall
be observed—
11.2.1 that the use of an individual contractor will be limited to three months full-time work, although it is
recognised that a contractor that is to be appointed
to a permanent position may be engaged for greater
than 3 months whilst pre-employment administration is finalised;
11.2.2 that recruitment of all contractors will only be
undertaken with the approval of the respective
team leader for either maintenance or
particleboard;
11.2.3 that production contractors are best utilised within
the Strapping Area so as to allow training and development opportunities for other employees, provided
this does not compromise the safety of the area and
the availability of skills;
11.2.4 that during periods of extended absence from work
by permanent employees, contractors may be utilised
for periods greater than three months in accordance
with 11.2.5 and 11.3. (The parties recognise that special arrangements exist with respect to overtime and
absences in the logyard.)
11.2.5 that a monthly communication meeting will be held
to ensure all employees are kept informed of site contractor utilisation.
11.3 Where the employee representatives believe the engagement of contractors does not follow the agreed principles, the
Operations Manager will be informed at the time rather than
waiting for the monthly communication meeting so the situation can be addressed.
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12.0—APPRENTICE TRAINING
As specified in the Metal Trades (General) Award No 13 of
1965, the company will commit to all apprentices and trainees
continuing to receive paid training which meets the requirement of the Industry Training Advisory Board and results in a
consistent national qualification.
13.0—CLASSIFICATION DETERMINATION
13.1 Maintenance Employees—
The parties agree that the current exercise of reviewing the
application of Metal Trades classification determination criteria to maintenance employees will continue. Further it is
recognised that this exercise will be an ongoing matter subject
to periodic review and refinement.
13.2 Production Employees—
The parties agree that the production operators’ ‘training
matrix’ will be finalised and implemented at the earliest opportunity, subject to production operators’ giving in principle
agreement via the AWU shop steward to the training matrix
structure within 4 weeks of signing of this agreement. Further
it is recognised that the training matrix will be a ‘living’ document, subject to review and refinement on an ongoing basis
and that a set of implementation guidelines has to be developed.
14.0—FAMILY LEAVE
14.1 To assist employees with family responsibilities, the
parties agree to the following family leave provisions:
14.2 Full and part time employees shall be entitled to utilise
up to 5 days (non cumulative) of accrued annual or sick leave
per annum to provide short term assistance to ill members of
their immediate family, provided—
14.2.1 Satisfactory evidence of illness is provided.
14.2.2 The employee has responsibility for the care of the
family member concerned.
14.2.3 The family member is either—
(a) A member of the employee’s household, or
(b) A member of the employee’s family (as defined in the Sex Discrimination Act 1984).
15.0—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
Clause 34—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes in the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1965 will be used for the purposes of
resolution of matters for all employees covered by the agreement.
16.0—SPECIAL CONDITIONS
16.1 Tool Replacement Policy
16.1.1 The tool allowance is intended to allow for normal
maintenance, replacement or upgrade of a
tradesperson’s toolbox. After all due care is taken by
the tradesperson, and there is damage or loss of property, then the costs of replacement will be reimbursed.
16.1.2 Where tools are lost through normal day to day use,
then these shall be replaced through the tool allowance. Each case of damage or loss will be judged on
its merit by the Engineering Manager.
16.2 Additional Call Out Provision
16.2.1 The purpose of this clause of to deter unnecessary
disturbances to employees outside of working hours.
All calls to employees homes for technical advice
are to be made with the Senior Shift Supervisors
authority.
16.2.2 If an employee is called at home for technical advice
they will be paid—
(a) one hour at overtime rates if the call(s) are
made before 10:00pm; or
(b) two hours at overtime rates if the call(s) are
made between 10:00pm and 06:00am.
16.3 Safety Boots
16.3.1 The parties agree that the site arrangement for issuing safety boots will be a choice between the
following two options—
• the issue of two pairs of boots per annum up
to a value of $80.00 per pair;
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• the issue of one pair of boots per annum up to
a value of $160.00.
16.3.3 This arrangement is subject to suitable boots being
selected for the area of work and will be monitored
by the respective Team Leaders to ensure it is not
being abused. The purchase of all safety boots is to
be approved by the respective Team Leader.
16.3.4 The intent of this choice is to allow the purchase of a
more expensive pair of longer lasting boots where
preferred.
16.3.5 Nothing in this clause reduces the company’s obligations under the Occupational Safety and Health
Act 1995.
17.0—WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS
17.1 The company recognises employees concerns with respect to the introduction of workplace agreements and confirms
that it will not actively seek during the life of this agreement
to engage employees properly covered by the awards referred
to in clause 3.0—APPLICATION on workplace agreements.
17.2 For the purposes of clarification the company will continue with the existing programme of converting some
employees to salaried positions (not workplace agreements)
and indicates that where positions are newly created or restructured and the work is not covered by the awards referred
to in clause 3.0—APPLICATION, salaried packages may be
offered.
18.0—SHIFT SWAP
The company agrees that shifts may be “swapped” between
two employees subject to the agreement of the relevant shift
supervisor and team leaders. It is understood that shift swaps
are only possible where the employees are competent at operating the equipment they will operate on the swapped shift.
19.0—CONSULTATIVE MECHANISM
The parties agree that a properly functioning consultative
mechanism has considerable benefits. Therefore, a consultative mechanism using the site safety committee as a model
will be established. The first item for discussion will be the
development and agreement to a charter. It is accepted that the
consultative mechanism will not be used as the primary forum
to resolve industrial relations grievances and that the Grievance and Disputes Resolution Procedure is available for this
purpose. However, any item of urgent general business relating to industrial relations issues may be raised and dealt with
accordingly where it is in the interests of the business to do so.
20.0—DAYS IN LIEU
Continuous shift employees that are NOT rostered to work
on a public holiday are entitled to a day in lieu of eight (8)
hours. The taking of these days in lieu will be in accordance
with the award provisions.
21.0—ANNUAL LEAVE
21.1 Annual leave entitlements under the award are retained
with respect to the accrual of annual leave, leave loadings and
other such minimum conditions available under the award.
21.2 By agreement of both parties up to four weeks annual
leave may be accrued by employees. This accrual will be reviewed by the company before the end of February each year.
21.3 Shutdowns (for example annual shuts or annual maintenance) may vary in length and in timing to suit the market
conditions. This may result in non-production periods as considered appropriate by the company to meet market conditions.
21.4 The company will provide as much advance notice of
the non-production periods as possible and will communicate
via the consultative mechanism to seek agreement. Notwithstanding this, the company will endeavour to meet individual
employee’s needs and requirements.
22.0—MAINTENANCE OF QUALITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
WESFI is committed to the maintenance and support of the
AS9001/AS9002 quality and AS14001 environmental management systems. These systems commit the company to
following a rigid audited system of operation with respect to
procedures and policies that may affect product quality. WESFI
believes, and the parties agree, that the maintenance of the
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systems is fundamental to the capacity of the enterprise to
maintain sales of its products. The parties commit to supporting and promoting the systems that are put in place.
23.0—MAINTENANCE OF CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT METHODOLOGY
23.1 WESFI and the parties agree that the effective application of the continuous improvement methodology is an
important concept to achieve to maintain greater competitiveness and thereby ensure that the plant achieves targeted levels
of efficiency or better.
23.2 The continuous improvement process is to be further
developed and WESFI will continue to commit resources to
this area. In addition, all parties commit to achieving a continuous improvement culture that is effective and that is
providing increased satisfaction for the employees and competitive improvement for the company.
24.0—EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT
24.1 Employee Development principles at the site are—
• evaluation and assessment of employees
• interview and discussion of training and learning requirements
• agreed plans to develop employees
• reviews of the plans and progress by the supervisor
or team leader.
24.2 The parties recognise that employee development is
directed at improving the competitive advantage of the company and the skills of its employees. Training has been provided
in continuous improvement techniques as an aid to achieving
performance goals set in this and previous agreements.
24.3 The parties commit to full support of employee development.
24.4 The parties commit to and through the consultative process, continue to review and develop the training programme
for the facility.
24.5 It is also understood by the parties that training of personnel will assist in maintaining a safe work environment and
is of critical importance to the success of the operation.
24.6 Further it is agreed that the cost of delivering training
to individuals as part of their skills formation and career path
progression must be kept to a reasonable level. This is to ensure that the availability of training is sufficient to satisfy both
the company needs and individual expectations of career path
progressions.
24.7 Therefore it is agreed that the implementation and planning of structured training must be such so as not to adversely
affect the plant operation or financial performance. It is agreed
that the following be adopted—
24.7.1 Structured training of employees in current tasks. It
is agreed that any person on site may be required to
undertake structured training in this category as necessary. Payment will be at single time.
24.7.2 Structured training to increase skills and career path
advancement where this is considered necessary for
the business. Payment will be at single time.
24.7.3 Structured training to increase skills and career path
advancement where this is not considered necessary
for the business. It is agreed that this structured training is elective and will be facilitated by the company
where possible. There will be no payment in this instance by the company.
24.8 The company will make every attempt to schedule structured training during the ordinary hours of work but may require
personnel to attend structured training sessions at other times.
As above this structured training time will be paid at the single time rate.
24.9 TAFE or other external courses attended by employees
that fall into category 24.7.3 above will not be paid for by the
company.
25.0—HOURS OF WORK
25.1 The parties to this Agreement agree to the following
with respect to scheduling of hours of work—
25.1.1 Normal hours of work will be scheduled to allow
manning to maximum advantage of the business and
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to suit market conditions, whilst not compromising
the quality of life to employees.
25.1.2 The provision of meal breaks, leave and leisure time
will be managed to meet the employee’s needs and
ensure the ongoing efficient operation of the enterprise.
25.2 Normal hours of work are based on the current 12 hour
shift roster (42 hours per week) for the continuous shift, or
with an average of 7.6 hours per day (38 hours per week) for
day workers, or other such rosters agreed between the parties.
Normal minimum award conditions will apply such as an average of 38 ordinary hours per week.
26.0—JOURNEY INSURANCE
The parties agree that the current workers’ compensation
policy covering employees for journey insurance will continue
for the duration of this agreement.
27.0—EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY—
AFFIRMATION ACTION
The parties to this agreement are committed to providing
equal employment opportunities at the workplace and undertaking appropriate affirmative action policies.
28.0—ANNUALISED WAGES
A committee will be established during the first six months
of this agreement to assess the viability of implementing an
annualised wage arrangement at the site. The charter and representation of the committee will be set at the first meeting.
Annualised wages packages may be implemented subject to
agreement being reached between the company, union and the
employees in a section or sections.
29.0—REMUNERATION
29.1 This agreement provides for two fixed wage increases
during the life of the agreement conditional upon the following—
(a) the existing “Performance Based Increases” provided
for in the 1996 EBA be withdrawn by the company
and no longer paid at any time;
(b) the existing “Attendance Pay” of $5.00 per week as
provided for by an historical arrangement at the site
be withdrawn by the company and no longer paid at
any time;
(c) the claim for an increase in the safety boot allowance be dropped for the life of this agreement;
(d) the claim for ACTU accident insurance be dropped
for the life of this agreement;
(e) the claim for additional clothing allocations be
dropped for the life of this agreement except where
such additional claims are for “protective clothing”
where the matter will be raised via the Safety Committee.
29.2 “Performance Based Increases” will cease to be paid
after August 1998. “Attendance Pay” will no longer be paid
from the first pay period commencing on or after September
3, 1998.
29.3 The increases payable under this agreement are—
(a) A fixed increase of 4.3% on the ordinary hourly rate
payable from the first pay period commencing on or
after September 3, 1998; and,
(b) A fixed increase of 4.3% on the ordinary hourly rate
payable from the first pay period commencing on or
after September 3, 1999.
30.0—SIGNATORIES
___________________________________________________________
Employee Representative
(date)
___________________________________________________________
Employee Representative
(date)
___________________________________________________________
Employee Representative
(date)
__________________________________________________________
On behalf of the WESFI Manufacturing
(date)
Pty Ltd
Dardanup, WESBOARD Particleboard and LPM Division
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___________________________________________________________
On behalf of the Communications, Electrical (date)
Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing
and Allied Workers’ Union of Australia, Engineering
and Electrical Division, WA Branch
___________________________________________________________
On behalf of the Automotive, Food, Metals,
(date)
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union of Workers’—Western Australian Branch
___________________________________________________________
On behalf of the Forest Products, Furnishing (date)
and Allied Industries Industrial Union of Workers’, WA
Appendix
EMPLOYEES BOUND BY AGREEMENT
As at December 1, 1998 this agreement will apply to a total
of 190 employees as per the following—
Employees eligible to be or are members of
The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries, Industrial Union of Workers’, WA
168
Employees eligible to be or are members of
the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers’—Western Australian Branch
13
Employees eligible to be or are members of
the Communications, Electrical, Electronic,
Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers’ Union of Australia, Engineering and
Electrical Division, WA Branch
9

WESFI MANUFACTURING PTY LTD, MDF
DIVISION ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT (CEPU VERSION) 1998-2000.
No. AG 275 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Wesfi Manufacturing Pty Ltd
and
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch.
AG 275 of 1998.
Wesfi Manufacturing Pty Ltd, MDF Division Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement (CEPU Version) 1998-2000.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
26 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms L Avon-Smith as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr C Young as agent on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the Wesfi Manufacturing Pty Ltd, MDF
Division Enterprise Bargaining Agreement (CEPU
Version) 1998-2000 as filed in the Commission on 15
December 1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
1.—TITLE
This agreement will be known as the WESFI Manufacturing Pty Ltd, MDF Division Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
(CEPU version) 1998-2000.
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2.—ARRANGEMENT
Clause
Number
Title
1
Arrangement
2
Application and Parties Bound
3
Period of Operation
4
Objectives
5
Relationship to Awards and Other Agreements
6
Consultation and Participation
7
English Language Literacy and Numeracy Training
8
Redundancy Provisions
9
Right of Entry
10
Trade Union Training
11
Workers’ Compensation
12
Bereavement Leave
13
Skills Based Grade Structure
14
Shift Changes
15
Wage Rates and Bonus Payment Facilitative Clause 16
Trainees
17
Grievance and Disputes Procedure
18
No Extra Claims Commitment
19
Signatories
20
Appendix—Employees Bound by Agreement
3.—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
This agreement shall be binding on—
• WESFI Manufacturing Pty Ltd (MDF Division);
• the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers’
Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical
Division, WA Branch
• All employees who are engaged under the terms of
the Metal Trades (General) Award No 13 of 1965
(Award hereafter).
4.—PERIOD OF OPERATION
The parties agree—
• that this agreement will become effective from the
first pay period commencing on or after October 27,
1998.
• that this agreement shall remain in operation for a
period of 24 months from October 27, 1998.
• that negotiations for a new enterprise agreement will
commence during the month of June 2000.
• that the increases will be processed via the Pay Office after the agreement is ratified by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
5.—OBJECTIVES
The objective of this agreement is to promote real gains in
productivity and/or efficiency and/or flexibility at the
workplace and to provide more varied, skilled and better paid
jobs for workers by continued progress on the implementation
of workplace reform.
The parties agree that the provisions for reform set out in
this agreement, when implemented and managed professionally will result in significant productivity and efficiency benefits
at the enterprise level.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARDS AND OTHER
AGREEMENTS
WESFI Manufacturing (MDF Division) Enterprise Bargaining Agreements 1993, 1995 and 1996 (CEPU version)
shall form part of this agreement. This agreement shall be
read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Award
and previous enterprise bargaining agreements provided
that where there is any inconsistency this agreement shall
take precedence.
The company agrees for the life of this agreement not to
reduce existing pay and employment conditions and will continue to abide by the terms and provisions of the Award (as it
applied on October 27, 1998) and any other agreements applying to the parties at that time.
The parties agree that the Enterprise Consultative Committee will exist in accordance with the ECC Constitution attached
to this agreement.
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The company agrees to maintain the existing collective process of negotiation of pay and employment conditions for
employees through the CEPU.
7.—CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION
The parties agree that the Enterprise Consultative Committee will exist in accordance with the ECC Constitution attached
to this agreement.
8.—ENGLISH LANGUAGE LITERACY AND
NUMERACY TRAINING
All English language literacy and numeracy training initiatives should be progressed in the first instance via the Enterprise
Consultative Committee.
9.—REDUNDANCY PROVISIONS
The parties agree that the Redundancy Agreement attached
to this agreement will form part of and be valid for the life of
this agreement.
10.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
Union representatives holding certification from the state or
national secretary of the CEPU will be granted permission to
enter sites covered by this agreement at which a member of
the CEPU is or was employed with 5 minutes notice to the site
manager during the life of this agreement.
Union representatives will not hinder the productivity of the
workplace but can interview employees and by agreement with
the company hold paid meetings of union members to discuss
issues associated with this agreement.
11.—TRADE UNION TRAINING
For the purposes of this clause only the Forest and Building
Products, Manufacturing and Merchandising (General) Award
1996 clause 71—Trade Union Training Leave provisions shall
apply to employees covered by the provisions of this agreement.
Where the union nominates an employee for leave without
loss of pay to attend a trade union training course under the
Trade Union Training Leave provisions in the award, the union will provide the employer with two weeks notice of the
nomination of the employee.
The employee will be required to apply for the leave in the
normal manner. It is agreed that the employer will not unreasonably withhold agreement. Trade union courses are any union
training courses that are endorsed by the union.
12.—WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
Where an employee is incapacitated through injury within
the meaning of any Workers’ Compensation Act the company
shall pay the injured employee the entitlements due under the
Workers’ Compensation Act and in addition the company will
pay the Superannuation Guarantee Levy requirements for a
period of 12 months or as specified by legislation, after the
date of the injury providing the injured person remains an
employee of the company.
13.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
The parties agree that in special circumstances employees
may require bereavement leave in addition to the award/agreement entitlement. In these circumstances the employee will
put their case to the Site Manager for approval. Each case will
be considered on its individual merits.
14.—SKILLS BASED GRADE STRUCTURE
The parties agree that the outcomes of the current review of
the Metal Trades classification criteria being undertaken at
the company’s Dardanup operation will (with necessary amendments) form part of this agreement.
15.—SHIFT CHANGES
The parties agree that a process will be developed via the
ECC for implementing personnel changes to rosters. The principles for the development of this process are that—
• the company will consult with the people involved
prior to the implementation of the change;
• short term changes from time to time will be necessary that will have to be implemented
expeditiously.
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16.—WAGE RATES AND BONUS PAYMENT
FACILITATIVE CLAUSE
16.1 This agreement provides for two fixed wage increases
during the life of the agreement conditional upon the following—
(a) the existing “Performance Based Increases” provided
for in the 1996 EBA be withdrawn by the company
and no longer paid at any time;
(b) the existing “dirt money” allowances paid via an historical site arrangement be withdrawn by the
company and no longer paid at any time;
(c) recognition that components have been built into this
wage increase for increases in the “dirt allowances”
and an averaged payment for fire fighters, although
the parties agree that further discussions re fire fighting arrangements may occur during the life of this
agreement.
(d) a fair and equal two team rostering system of bar
changes being implemented within each shift subject to agreement that employees may be directed to
perform bar changes in addition to the roster due to
unforseen circumstances. Further, a commitment to
reduce unnecessary bar changes being given and
implementation of a programme to investigate
stopless pressing being undertaken.
16.2 “Performance Based Increases” will cease to be paid
after October 1998. “Dirt Money” will no longer be paid from
the first pay period commencing on or after October 27, 1998.
16.3 The increases payable under this agreement are—
(a) A fixed increase of 4.4% on the ordinary hourly rate
payable from the first pay period commencing on or
after October 27, 1998; and,
(b) A fixed increase of 4.4% on the ordinary hourly rate
payable from the first pay period commencing on or
after October 27, 1999.
16.4 An individual employee may elect to have deducted
income protection insurance from their wages where so requested in writing.
16.5 A sub-committee of the consultative committee shall
meet before February 28, 1999 and monthly thereafter to discuss a bonus payment related to company performance.
Deliberations should be completed by the close of 1999.
16.6 The goal of the sub committee is to develop a performance bonus based upon improvements in company
performance.
16.7 The consultative committee is to prepare a joint submission for consideration by the company executive on all
aspects of the bonus payment.
17.—TRAINEES
The parties agree that if the company intends to engage trainees under any government subsidised scheme the Enterprise
Consultative Committee will be consulted on the likely impact of such engagement.
18.—GRIEVANCE AND DISPUTES PROCEDURE
Clause 34—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes in the Award
will be used for the purposes of resolution of matters for all
employees covered by the agreement.
19.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS COMMITMENT
The parties agree that wage case decisions occurring during
the life of this agreement will not be made available to employees covered by this agreement and that no extra claim or
claims will be made. In the event that a wage case awards an
increase that provides for the Award rate to exceed the rates
payable by the company under this agreement, then the Award
rates will be paid
20.—SIGNATORIES
_____________________________________________________________
Employee Representative
(date)
________________________________________________________
On behalf of the WESFI
(date)
Manufacturing Pty Ltd
MDF division
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________________________________________________________
On behalf of the Communications, Electrical, (date)
Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied Workers’ Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division,
WA Branch
Appendix
EMPLOYEES BOUND BY AGREEMENT
As at December 3, 1998 this agreement will apply to a total
of 12 employees as per the following—
Employees eligible to be or are members of
the Communications, Electrical, Electronic,
Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers’ Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division,
WA Branch
12

WORSLEY EXPANSION PROJECT PARTNERSHIP
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 264 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Coastal Welding and Fabrication Services & Others
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch & Others.
AG 264 of 1998.
Worsley Expansion Project Partnership Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Wesley as agent on behalf of the applicants and Mr G Sturman and Ms J Harrison as agents on behalf
of the respondents and by consent the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Worsley Expansion Project Partnership
Agreement as filed in the Commission on 7 December
1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WORSLEY EXPANSION
PROJECT PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
PART 1: OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
PART 2: REMUNERATION AND WORK WEEK
PART 3: EMPLOYMENT CLASSIFICATIONS
PART 4: EMPLOYMENT
PART 5: ADMINISTRATION OF AGREEMENT
PART 6: PAID TIME OFF
PART 7: OTHER PROVISIONS
APPENDIX: S 49B INSPECTION OF RECORDS
REQUIREMENTS

Part Clause
1
—
2
—
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
3
—
4
—
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
5
—
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
6
—
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
7
—
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
7.10
7.11
7.12
7.13
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1.—OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
The fundamental objective of this Agreement is to create a
structure consistent with the intent of the parties to achieve
the following goals on the establishment of the Worsley
Alumina Expansion Project—
• A safe and healthy work site, where every employee
should expect to work without injury.
• Employee relations effectiveness which delivers positive benefits to all participants in the Project.
• Excellent quality.
• Positive relationships with local communities.
• Maximise productivity through motivation and effective teamwork.
• Value to the owners.
• Maximised value to employees including improvement opportunities.
2.—REMUNERATION AND WORK WEEK
2.1 REMUNERATION
The following project salaries are payable to employees in
respect of the Scheduled Week set out in Clause 2.2
Project Team Member—Group A: $1,299.50 / week
Project Team Member—Group B: $1,243.00 / week
Project Team Member—Group C: $1,186.50 / week
Project Team Member—Group D: $1,130.00/ week
Project Team Member—Group E: $1,084.80 / week
Project Team Member—Group F: $1,050.90 / week
Project Team Member—Group G: $1,017.00 / week
Project Team Member—Group H: $ 994.40 / week
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An employee specifically appointed by the employer as a
leading hand and engaged in providing leadership to a work
crew and who has completed requisite project leadership training programme shall be paid an additional $53.50 per week
which shall form part of the employee’s all purpose salary.
The following are the guiding principles reflecting the intent of this structure—
• The above salaries are an aggregate salary inclusive
of all elements included in awards and agreements.
• In developing these aggregate salaries and conditions
of employment on the Project, specific consideration has been given to, amongst other things: base
salary rates; allowances for disabilities and work
conditions; tool allowance, locality payments; license, qualification, supplementary and additional
payments; travel time (including R & R travel time);
distance allowance; time in excess of an average
thirty-eight hours per week contained in the Work
Week (set out in Clause 2.2); crib payments and meal
allowances within the Work Week.
• The project salaries set out above are payable for the
Scheduled Work Week set out in Clause 2.2. Time
worked outside of the Work Week is dealt with in
Clause 2.3.
• To establish an hourly rate for the purposes of administering the Agreement and for payroll addition
or deduction purposes, the applicable project salary
is to be divided by 50 and calculated to the nearest
cent.
• Each employee will be assigned to a Group based on
skills, qualification and experience and in consideration of the substance of the duties to be carried
out on site. This assignment will be specified in the
contract of employment between employer and employee. Group assignments are set out in Part 4 to
this Agreement.
2.2 WORK WEEK
2.2.1 SCHEDULED WORK WEEK
The Scheduled Work Week shall be a ten day fortnight, comprising of 10 hour days, as set out in the following example—
M
WEEK: 10

T
10

W
10

T
10

F
10

S
0

S
0

TOTAL
50

The following are the guiding principles reflecting the intent of this Work Week—
• The Work Week forms the basis for organising the
staffing of the Project. It represents a mutual commitment between employer and employee/s. No
reduction in the Work Week will take place for any
reason (such as inclement weather).
• The intent of the above Work Week is that it will be
the actual plan-base and scheduled hours of work on
site. Additional time may be worked with the prior
approval of Project Management. Such approval will
generally be limited by Project Management to issues such as—
– Critical path recovery or enhancement.
– Work best performed when other personnel
numbers are at a minimum in the area—’interface’ work.
– Indirect and support work to service the main
scope development work.
– Work performed for reasons of health and
safety.
The statistical incidence of actual hours v. Work Week
hours will be tabled and analysed at the Partners
Review Forum described in Clause 5.4.
The scheduled work week as set out in this Clause
may be altered by agreement between the employer
and employees, provided—
– 100 hours are scheduled and worked during
any fortnightly pay period.
– all the rescheduled hours are paid at the employees rate nominated in Clause 2.1.
– KBJV approves the rescheduled hours proposal.
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For example a Friday or Monday may be transferred
to the previous Saturday, within the same fortnightly
pay period, to create one week of six days, followed
by one week of four days.
2.2.2 DAILY WORK PATTERNS
The employer shall schedule each work day so that it is split
into three approximately equal work periods separated by two,
30 minute work breaks.
The first work break shall be in ‘paid’ time and the second
shall be in ‘unpaid’ time. The work day shall therefore be structured as follows—
On site:
10.5 hours
Paid time:
10.0 hours
Unpaid break:
0.5 hours
Paid break:
0.5 hours (included in ‘Paid time’)
The following are the guiding principles reflecting the intent of this Daily Work Pattern—
• Break durations are intended to allow a realistic period for rest; the stated durations are therefore not to
be exceeded.
• The work periods are meant to be of approximately
equal duration; they may be scheduled to suit the
specifics of the work and may vary, subject to general conformity with the above intent.
• The work breaks may be taken at different times—
– by each employer;
– for each crew within a contract;
– for individual employees within a crew;
– to suit the specifics of the work; provided that there
is general conformity with the above intent.
• No employee will be required to work in excess of
four hours without a 30 minute work break. Work
breaks in additional time shall be treated as paid time.
• Work breaks on shift work are in paid time.
2.2.3 PROJECT START AND FINISH TIMES
Except for split work-day arrangements set out in Clause
2.2.2, general project start and finish times are—
Start:
7:00am
Finish:
5:30pm (Monday through Friday)
The following are the guiding principles reflecting the intent of these times—
• Generally, employers will operate within the above
start and finish times. Where necessary to suit the
specifics of the work, the start and finish times may,
by agreement, be moved up to one hour either way
without penalty. A move of greater than one hour
either way will carry with it a 50% loading on salary
for the time falling prior to 6:00am or after 6:30pm.
• Support systems (eg. catering, bussing etc.) will operate to suit the 7:00am start and 5:30pm finish.
Where an employer intends to start and/or finish
outside those times, the employer must make its own
arrangements to provide these services or make appropriate arrangements with Project Management for
the services to be provided.
• The start time is ‘at the work face’. Completion of
actual productive work will be at the time appropriate for each employee to ensure the integrity and
safety of the work area, pack up and wash up by the
finish time.
2.3 ADDITIONAL WORK
Time worked in addition to the Scheduled Work Cycle set
out in Clause 2.2.1 shall be paid for at the employees rate
nominated in Clause 2.1 plus 100%.
All time worked on Saturdays and/or Sundays shall be paid
for at the rate nominated in Clause 2.1 plus 100% except where
altered by mutual agreement as specified in Clause 2.2.1.
If so agreed between employer and employee, the additional
time worked, or the additional time worked plus 100% (as the
case may be) may be added to the employee’s Paid Time Off
account (see Part 6) and then taken at a mutually agreed time
or paid out at completion of employment, at the appropriate
prevailing rate.
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2.4 SHIFT WORK
Where an employee’s work cycle, or part of it, is transferred
to night work (ie where at least 5 hours of the shift falls between the hours of 5.00pm and 6.00am), the employee shall
receive a 20% loading on remuneration for each day so worked.
The rate for additional work as described in Clause 2.3 shall
be cumulative on this 20% loading but it will not be compounded. Work breaks on shift work are in paid time.
To be eligible for this provision, the shift cycle must be of at
least five day’s duration and must be established with at least
48 hours notice. Absent either of these requirements, the provisions of Clause 2.3 shall apply.
2.5 PAYMENT OF REMUNERATION
Remuneration shall be paid weekly no later than Wednesday of the following week.
Payment shall be by direct deposit/electronic funds transfer
to the bank account nominated by the employee.
Facilities for employees to obtain cash or access EFTPOS
will be made available.
2.6 ESCALATION
In consideration of the nature and duration of this Project
and the Agreement, the following escalation shall apply;
Classification
Group A

01 April
1998
$1,325.49

01 October
1998
$1,352.00

01 April
1999
$1,379.05

01 October
1999
$1,406.62

Group B

$1,267.86

$1,293.22

$1,319.09

$1,345.47

Group C

$1,210.23

$1,234.43

$1,259.13

$1,284.31

Group D

$1,152.60

$1,175.65

$1,199.17

$1,223.15

Group E

$1,106.50

$1,128.62

$1,151.20

$1,174.22

Group F

$1,071.92

$1,093.35

$1,115.23

$1,137.53

Group G

$1,037.34

$1,058.09

$1,079.25

$1,100.84

Group H

$1,014.29

$1,034.57

$1,055.27

$1,076.37

3.—EMPLOYMENT CLASSIFICATIONS
Each employee will be assigned to a Group based on skills,
qualification and competency and in consideration of the substance of the duties to be carried out on site. This assignment
will be specified in the employee’s contract of employment
and will be in accordance with the following—
PROJECT TEAM MEMBER—GROUP A
An employee having the skills, qualification and competency and substantially assigned to exercise the skills of
an Advanced Tradesperson including—
• Electronic Tradesperson
• Instrument Tradesperson Complex Systems
In addition to performing any duties within Group A (subject to capability), employees in this Group will perform
any of the duties of a Project Team Member Groups B, C,
D, E, F, G and H provided that such duties are—
• within the skills, competence, qualification and training of the employee concerned; and
• consistent with occupational health and safety and
statutory requirements; and
·
• related to the contract work of the employer and incidental to the employee’s substantive role.
PROJECT TEAM MEMBER—GROUP B
An employee having the skills, qualification and competency and substantially assigned to exercise the skills of
an Advanced Tradesperson including;
• Electrician Special Class
• Instrument Tradesperson
• Instrumentation and Controls Tradesperson
In addition to performing any duties within Group B (subject to capability), employees in this Group will perform
any duties of a Project Team Member Groups C, D, E, F,
G and H, provided that such duties are—
• within the skills, competence, qualification and training of the employee concerned; and
• consistent with occupational health and safety and
statutory requirements; and
• related to the contract work of the employer and incidental to the employee’s substantive role.
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PROJECT TEAM MEMBER—GROUP C
An employee having the skills, qualification and competency and substantially assigned to exercise the skills of
an Advanced Tradesperson including
• Welder Special Class
• Mechanical Tradesperson Special Class
• Electrical Fitter
• Electrical Installer
• Licenced Plumber
Employees required to operate a tower crane or a mobile
crane 80 tonnes and over.
In addition to performing any duties within Group C (subject to capability), employees in this Group will perform
any duties of a Project Team Member Groups D, E, F, G
and H, provided that such duties are—
• within the skills, competence, qualification and training of the employee concerned; and
• consistent with occupational health and safety and
statutory requirements; and
• related to the contract work of the employer and incidental to the employee’s substantive role.
PROJECT TEAM MEMBER—GROUP D
An employee having the skills, qualification and competency and substantially assigned to exercise the skills of a
tradesperson.
Operate Mobile Crane (Lifting capacity in excess of 20
tonnes and up to 80 tonnes)
Operate the following type of mobile plant—
• Crawler loader (above 15,000kg mass up to and including 60,000kg mass);
• Crawler tractor with power operated attachments
(above 15,000kg mass up to and including 60,000kg
mass);
• Dumper, rear and bottom (above 30 cubic metres,
up to and including 120 metres struck capacity);
• Excavator (above 0.5 cubic metres, up to and including 5.5 cubic metres struck capacity—this group
includes Gradall);
• Grader (35kw up to and including 190kw nett engine power);
• Pneumatic tyred loader (over 105kw up to and including 500kw nett engine power);
• Pneumatic tyred tractor with power operated attachments (above 150kw up to and including 500kw nett
engine power);
• Scraper (above 10 cubic metres, up to an including
50 cubic metres struck capacity).
In addition to performing any duties within Group D (subject to capability), employees in this Group will perform
any of the duties of a Project Team Member Groups E, F,
G and H provided that such duties are—
• within the skills, competence, qualification and training of the employee concerned; and
• consistent with occupational health and safety and
statutory requirements; and
• related to the contract work of the employer and incidental to the employee’s substantive role.
PROJECT TEAM MEMBER—GROUP E
An employee having the skills, qualification and competency and substantially assigned to exercise the following
duties—
• Rigger or scaffolder holding an advanced or full rigger or scaffolder certification;
• Dogperson;
• Pipe laying or draining;
• Operation of mobile crane with lifting capacity up
to 20 tonnes;
• Operation of articulated on site vehicles;
• Operation of concrete pump.
Operation of the following types of mobile plant—
• Bitumen sprayer (driver);
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• Crawler loader (up to and including 15000kg mass);
• Crawler tractor with power operated attachments
(over 2,000kg up to and including 15,000kg shipping mass);
• Dumper, rear and bottom (above 2 cubic metres up
to and including 30 cubic metres struck capacity);
• Excavator (up to and including 0.5 metres struck capacity);
• Grader (below 35kw nett engine power);
• Pile Driver;
• Pneumatic tyred loader (up to and including 105kw
nett engine power);
• Pneumatic tyred tractor with power operated attachments (above 15kw up to and including 150kw nett
engine power);
• Roll er (8 tonnes and above);
• Scraper (up to and including 10 cubic metres struck
capacity).
In addition to performing any duties within Group E (subject to capability), employees in this Group will perform
any of he duties of a Project Team Member Group F, G
and H provided that such duties are—
• within the skills, competence, qualification and training of the employee concerned; and
• consistent with occupational health and safety and
statutory requirements; and
• related to the contract work of the employer and incidental to the employee’s substantive role.
PROJECT TEAM MEMBER—GROUP F
An employee having the skills, qualification and competency and substantially assigned to exercise the following
duties—
• Structural work on concrete operations, including assisting tradespersons fixing form work, fixing steel
(including tack welding steel reinforcement), placing concrete and finishing placed concrete;
• Unlicensed rigging and scaffolding (ie, a rigger or
scaffolder not holding an advanced or full rigger or
scaffolder qualification;
• Powder Monkey;
• Prepare foundation shafts;
• Civil Drilling;
• Undertaking spotters duties for mobile equipment.
Operation of the following types of equipment—
• Bitumen sprayer;
• Concrete batching plant;
• Aggregate crushing plant ;
• Concrete finisher powered;
• Crawler tractor with power operated attachments (up
to and including 2,000kg shipping mass);
• Hand sprayer, lance type;
• Pneumatic tyred tractor with power operated attachments (up to and including 15kw nett engine
power);
• Roller vibrating or non-vibrating (under 8 tonnes)—
not hand controlled;
• Trenching machine (small Ditch-Witch type);
• Drilling Machine.
In addition to performing any duties within Group F (subject to capability), employees in this Group will perform
any of the duties of a Project Team Member Groups G
and H, provided that such duties are—
• within the skills, competence, qualification and training of the employee concerned; and
• consistent with occupational health and safety and
statutory requirements; and
• related to the contract work of the employer and incidental to the employee’s substantive role.
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PROJECT TEAM MEMBER—GROUP G
An employee having the skills, qualification and competency and substantially assigned to exercise the following
duties—
• Work in a tools or materials store, including the receiving, dispatching, distributing, sorting, checking,
documenting and recording of goods, materials and
components which may involve the use of forklifts,
hand trolleys and similar lifting equipment;
• Operation of hand controlled roller;
• Application and installation of insulation.
• Assisting on a full time basis tradespersons holding
an A or B grade Electrical Licence.
In addition to performing any duties within Group G (subject to capability), employees in this Group will perform
any duties of a Project Team Member Group H provided
that such duties are—
• within the skills, competence, qualification and training of the employee concerned; and
• consistent with occupational health and safety and
statutory requirements; and
• related to the contract work of the employer and incidental to the employee’s substantive role.
PROJECT TEAM MEMBER—GROUP H
An employee having the skills, qualification and competency and substantially assigned to exercise the following
duties—
• General construction labouring and cleaning duties;
• Assisting employees at higher classification levels,
including tradespersons other than electrical;
• Uses hand held grinding machines;
• Assists surveyors/chainperson.
Employees in this group will perform any of the listed
Group H duties provided that such duties are—
• within the skills, competence, qualification and training of the employee concerned; and
• consistent with occupational health and safety and
statutory requirements; and
• related to the contract work of the employer and incidental to the employee’s substantive role.
CLASSIFICATION DEFINITIONS
The following definitions are applicable to the classification structure set out above—
WELDER—SPECIAL CLASS
A special class welder is a welder who meets the coding
requirements of their employer and the Regulations and
requirements of Australian Standards AS1200—Boiler
Code, AS1228—Boiler Water Tube, AS4041—Pressure
Piping, AS3992—Welding Certification Code and who
is engaged on work requiring such qualifications.
MECHANICAL TRADESPERSON SPECIAL CLASS
Means subject to paragraph (c) hereunder, a mechanical
tradesperson who—
(a)
(i) is engaged on work on or in connection with
fluid power circuitry, which work requires for
its performance the standard of knowledge and
skills referred to in (iii) and (iv) hereof; and
(ii) is able, where necessary and practicable, to
perform such work without supervision and
to examine, diagnose and modify systems
comprising interconnected fluid power circuits; and
(iii) has satisfactorily completed the following
TAFE units—
Course
Syllabus No.
Industrial Hydraulics 1
85007
and
Industrial Pneumatics 1
85009
and either
Industrial Hydraulics 2
85008
and
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Course
Syllabus No.
Hydraulic Component Repair
85012
or
Pneumatic System Maintenance 85010
(Industrial)
and
Pneumatic System Control
85014; or
(Industrial)
(iv) has, whether through practical experience or
otherwise, achieved a standard of knowledge
comparable to that which would be achieved
under subparagraph (iii) hereof or in the case
of a dispute has been satisfactorily assessed
and/or examined pursuant to the Fluid Power
Exemptions Course detailed in paragraph (d);
but does not include such an employee unless
the work on which the employee is engaged
requires for its performance knowledge in excess of that gained by the satisfactory
completion of the appropriate Technical College Trade course.
(b) For the purpose of this award an employee shall be
deemed to be a Mechanical Tradesperson—Special
Class only for the time during which the employee
meets the foregoing conditions unless—
(i) that time exceeds sixteen hours per week; or
(ii) in the opinion of his/her employer or, in the
event of disagreement, in the opinion of the
Board of Reference, that time is likely during
the course of employment to exceed sixteen
hours per week on average,
in which case the employee shall be classified as Mechanical Tradesperson—Special Class for as long as
the employment continues on either of those bases.
(c) For the purpose of this definition, employees who
have completed courses in any other states shall, in
the event of a dispute, submit their credentials for
assessment by TAFE or be assessed in accordance
with (a)(iv) above.
(d) Fluid Power Exemption Course
Course exemptions for Fluid Power Certificate Units
can only be granted on completion of the TAFE divisional exam. However, class attendance exemptions
may be granted for the following reasons—
(i) Attending Short Vocational Course (30 hours).
This will exempt the student from the practical component of the course. However, the
theory component can be completed by 24hour correspondence course with TAFE
External Studies.
(ii) Students claiming exemption from the practical course requirements due to their industrial
skills, could obtain an exemption through a
documented case presented by their employer.
Full course accreditation can then be obtained
by completing the 24-hour correspondence
course with TAFE External Studies.
(iii) Students without documented evidence may
obtain a practical exemption through 5 hours
skill testing. These students, if successful, may
then enter the correspondence mode to obtain
full unit accreditation.
(iv) Students who have claimed subject exemptions
in the certificate of workshop technology, can
only gain an automatic exemption from the introductory units on full completion of the
certificate.
(e) For the purpose of this definition, fluid power circuitry involves Industrial Hydraulics and/or Industrial
Pneumatics.
ELECTRICIAN SPECIAL CLASS
Electrician Special Class shall mean an electrical fitter or
electrical mechanic, who is engaged on complex and/or
intricate circuitry, the performance of which work requires
the use of “additional knowledge” as defined.
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For the purpose of this definition “additional knowledge”
means knowledge in excess of that gained by the satisfactory completion of the appropriate technical college
trade course which has been acquired by the tradesperson
by virtue of—
(a) having had not less than two years on-the-job experience as a tradesperson working mainly in such
complex and/or intricate circuitry as will enable performance of such work unsupervised where necessary
and practicable; and
(b) having, by virtue of either the satisfactory completion of a prescribed post-trade course in industrial
electronics or the achievement of a comparable standard of knowledge by other means including the
on-the-job experience referred to in provision (a)
hereof, gained a sufficient comprehension of such
complex or intricate circuitry work as will enable
the tradesperson to examine, diagnose and modify
systems comprising inter-connected circuits.
For the purpose of this definition the following
courses are deemed to be prescribed post-trade
courses in industrial electronics—
(i) Industrial Electronics (Course “C”) of the Department of Education, Queensland;
(ii) Post Trade Industrial Electronics Course of the
NSW Department of Technical Education;
(iii) The Industrial Electronics Course (Grades 1
& 2) as approved by the Education Department of Victoria;
(iv) The Industrial Electronics Course of the South
Australian School of Electrical Technology;
(v) The Industrial Electronics Course of the Technical Education Department of Tasmania;
(vi) The Certificate in Industrial Electronics of the
Technical Education Division of the Western
Australian Educational Department.
INSTRUMENT TRADESPERSON—COMPLEX
SYSTEMS
An instrument tradesperson who is mainly engaged in
installing, repairing, maintaining, servicing, testing, modifying, commissioning, calibrating and fault finding
instruments which make up a complex control system
which utilises some combination of electrical, electronic,
mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic principles, including work on complex digital and/or analogue control
systems utilising integrated circuits.
To be classified as an instrument tradesperson—complex
systems, a tradesperson will have—
(a) had a minimum of two years on the job experience
as a tradesperson working predominantly on complex and/or intricate instruments and instrument
systems, as will enable performance of such work
under minimum supervision and technical guidance;
and
(b) satisfactorily completed an appropriate post trade
course equivalent to at least two years part time study
or has achieved to the satisfaction of the employer, a
comparable standard of skill and knowledge by other
means including in-house training or on the job experience referred to in (a) above.
INSTRUMENTATION
AND
CONTROLS
TRADESPERSON
An instrument tradesperson working mainly at a level beyond that of instrument tradesperson—complex systems
and who is mainly engaged in applying skills and knowledge to installing, repairing, maintaining, servicing,
testing, modifying, commissioning, calibrating and fault
finding industrial instruments which make up a complex
control system which utilises some combination of electrical, mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic principles and
electronic circuitry containing complex analogue and/or
digital control systems utilising integrated circuitry.
The application of this skill and knowledge would require an overall understanding of the operating mode or
principles of the various types of measurement and
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control devices on which the tradesperson is required to
perform tasks. To be classified as an Instrumentation and
Controls Tradesperson, a tradesperson must have at least
three years relevant on the job experience as a
tradesperson—12 months of which must be at the level
of “Instrument Tradesperson—Complex Systems” and in
addition must have satisfactorily completed a related posttrades course equivalent to at least two years part time
study.
In addition, to be classified as an Instrumentation and Controls Tradesperson, a tradesperson must be required as
part of those duties to—
(a) Maintain and repair multi-function printed circuitry
of the type described in this definition using circuit
diagrams and test equipment;
(b) Work under minimum supervision and technical
guidance;
(c) Provide technical guidance to other tradespeople or
to management within the scope of the work described in this definition; and/or
(d) Prepare reports of a technical nature on specific tasks
or assignments as directed and within the scope of
the work described in this definition.
INSTRUMENT TRADESPERSON
A tradesperson who is mainly engaged in installing, (including the installing of inter connecting instrumentation
wiring, not prohibited by the Electricity Act 1976—1990)
or hydraulic or pneumatic instrumentation tubing, repairing, maintaining, and servicing industrial instruments and
control systems, including instruments and systems utilising integrated circuits.
An instrument tradesperson will have completed an apprenticeship, the greater part of which involved industrial
instrumentation, or alternatively can demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of industrial instrumentation and
can apply that knowledge and understanding to the tasks
assigned by the employer. The required knowledge and
understanding would have been gained by undertaking a
formal training course run by a State Education Department or Technical Education Department or its equivalent
or by at least 12 months on the job experience as a
tradesperson at instrument work.
ELECTRONICS TRADESPERSON
Electronics Tradesperson means an electrical tradesperson
working at a level beyond Electrician Special Class and
who is mainly engaged in applying knowledge and skills
to the tasks of installing, repairing, maintaining, servicing, modifying, commissioning, testing, fault finding and
diagnosing of various forms of machinery and equipment
which are electronically controlled by complex digital and/
or analogue control systems utilising integrated circuitry.
The application of this skill and knowledge would require an overall understanding of the operating principles
of the system and equipment on which the tradesperson
is required to carry out tasks.
To be classified as an electronics tradesperson a
tradesperson must have at least three years on-the-job
experience as a tradesperson in electronic systems utilising integrated circuits and in addition, must have
satisfactorily completed a post trades course in electronics equivalent to at least two years part time study.
In addition, to be classified as an electronics tradesperson
a tradesperson must be required, as part of those duties,
to—
(a) Maintain and repair multi-function printed circuitry
of the type described in this definition using circuit
diagrams and test equipment.
(b) Work under minimum supervision and technical
guidance.
(c) Provide technical guidance to other tradespersons or
to management within the scope of the work described in this definition; and/or
(d) Prepare reports of a technical nature on specific tasks
or assignments as directed and within the scope of
the work described in this definition.
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ELECTRICAL MECHANIC—A GRADE LICENCE
A tradesperson who is required to hold an Electrical Mechanics A Grade Licence issued by the Electrical Licensing
Board, or its equivalent, as a result of additional responsibilities assumed for testing and connecting work so
performed.
4.—EMPLOYMENT
4.1 CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
The contract of employment of all full-time employees shall
be by the week in accordance with the project work week set
out in Clause 2.2.
One weeks notice shall be given by employer or employee
of termination of employment or the equivalent of one weeks
remuneration paid or forfeited in lieu provided that the employer will not unreasonably require the employee to forfeit
one weeks remuneration in lieu of notice. Provided that the
employer shall at all times comply with the provisions of the
Workplace Relations Act 1996.
The employer shall have the right to terminate employment
without notice in accordance with the requirements of the Fair
Treatment System provisions of Clause 4.4.2.
Generally, the employment on the project will be on a full
time basis. It is however, recognised that there may be a requirement to employ people on other than a full time basis in
order to satisfy project requirements. The terms and conditions of such arrangements shall, subject to the approval of the
partners, be agreed between employer and employee.
In addition, it is agreed that short term (up to one month)
and service personnel may be employed on a non full-time
basis.
In each of the above cases, the contract for employment may
include a lesser period of notice than set out above.
Employees engaged on other than a full time basis in accordance with this Clause shall have their rate of remuneration
increased by 20% in lieu of the provisions of Part 6.
Should an employer wish to terminate a full time employee’s contract of service from their Company, with no further
offer of employment at another site, they will pay the employee one weeks salary in lieu of notice.
Employers will provide income protection insurance for
employees who are covered by this Agreement.
4.2 LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITY
The Partners to this Agreement consider leadership crucial
to the achievement of the goals set out in Part 1. The project
will establish a leadership training module which will be undertaken by all personnel engaged on the project in a leadership
role. The responsibilities of all leaders are to strive to—
• Establish and maintain a safe and healthy work area
and to ensure safe and healthy work practices are
used at all times by all team members.
• As a matter of fundamental priority, to focus on ‘people’ issues within the team.
• Deal with each team-member with fairness, equity
and respect.
• Recognise the talents and capabilities of all members of the team and encourage excellence.
• Address any concerns raised by team-members
promptly, obtaining advice and assistance from functional support personnel if necessary.
• Ensure an environment is created where all personnel are able to work to the full extent of their
capability subject only to regulatory requirements.
• Provide timely open and frequent information regularly on the status of the project and contract to all
team members.
• Engage in strong interactive communication processes.
• Identify opportunities for improved performance including counselling any team-members whose
behaviour is causing concern within the guidelines
established in the Fair Treatment System established
in Clause 4.4.2.
• Establish and maintain continuous improvement and
drive for excellence within the team.
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• Personally comply with and ensure team compliance
with project work rules.
• Understand and apply the intent and provisions of
this Agreement and to seek appropriate advice in respect of provisions not clearly understood. To provide
leadership to the team in respect of the application
of the Agreement.

4.3 EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY
The responsibilities of all employees are to strive to—
• Maintain a safe and healthy work area and to ensure
safe and healthy work practices are used at all times.
Take responsibility for personal safety and that of
team-mates.
• Deal with team-mates and with team-leaders with
fairness, equity and respect.
• Work towards project and team goals to the full extent of personal capability. Undertake any work task
assigned subject only to meeting any applicable regulatory requirement.
• Raise any personal concerns or grievance directly
with the team-leader. Pursue the process of resolution of grievances in accordance with the guidelines
established in the Disputes Procedure Clause 4.4.3.
• Engage in strong interactive communication processes.
• Accept counselling offered within the Fair Treatment
System (clause 4.4.2) positively.
• Respond positively to opportunities to improve personal performance.
• Actively support continuous improvement in work
methods and the drive for excellence within the team.
• Comply with project work rules and accommodation rules.
• Seek and develop a clear understanding of the intent
and provisions of this Agreement.
• Raise inappropriate leadership behaviour as set out
in the Fair Treatment System Clause 5.4.2 with more
senior leaders within the team.
4.4 EFFECTIVENESS ENHANCEMENT
4.4.1 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The Partners to the Agreement are committed to the philosophy of continuous improvement and will provide leadership
and support in respect of the establishment of a continuous
improvement culture on the project.
Leaders and employees will consult in respect of the identification and implementation of work process improvement
opportunities and the organisation of the work.
Employers will establish performance expectation criteria
with each employee and undertake a formal process to ensure
regular feedback on personal effectiveness.
Training and development opportunities will be made available to employees including opportunities to participate in
continuous improvement, personal development, skill enhancement, occupational health and safety and, for agreed employees,
trade union training.
4.4.2 FAIR TREATMENT SYSTEM
The Fair Treatment System is an interactive process to deal
with any concern in respect of an employee’s behaviour. Employee means any person directly employed on the expansion
involved in the scope of work as described in Clause 5.1. It
shall operate as follows—
1 In the first instance, the leader and employee will
discuss the issue in an informal manner.
2 If the concern continues, the employee concerned
shall receive formal counselling from the leader.
3 If the concern continues, the employee concerned
shall be counselled by a more senior manager of the
employer.
4 If the concern continues, the employee concerned
shall be formally warned of the behaviour required
and of the impact of continuing with inappropriate
behaviour. This shall be documented.
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5 If the concern continues, employment may be terminated.
At any level of the above procedure, the employee may
choose to have another employee or representative in attendance and shall be advised of this right.
In certain circumstances involving serious unacceptable behaviour, immediate termination of employment may be
appropriate. Any dispute in respect of this process shall be
dealt with in accordance with the Disputes Procedure Clause
4.4.3.
The provisions of this clause are subject to the employer
undertaking appropriate investigatory processes.
4.4.3 DISPUTES PROCEDURE
Any dispute arising on the Project shall be dealt with in the
following manner—
1 The employee concerned shall raise the matter with
the appropriate leader for resolution.
2 If not resolved, the employee will raise the matter
with the next more senior manager of the employer
for resolution.
3 If not resolved, the employer will involve Project
Management in respect of the matter.
4 If not resolved, the matter may be referred to the
appropriate Union Partner to this Agreement who will
discuss the matter with the employer.
5 If not resolved, the matter may be referred by the
Union to Project Management.
6 If still not resolved, the matter may either be referred
to the Partners Review Forum described in Clause
5.4 or referred to the Industrial Relations Commission for resolution.
At any level of the above procedure, the employee may
choose to have another employee or representative in attendance and shall be advised of this right.
While the above process is being pursued, work shall continue as normal.
Any suspected breach of this Agreement shall be reported to
the Partners Review Forum for investigation and, if necessary, corrective action.
5.—ADMINISTRATION OF AGREEMENT
5.1 APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to the on site construction work
within the scope of management of Kaiser Bechtel Joint Venture (an unincorporated joint venture) at the Worsley Alumina
Refinery Site, the Bauxite Mine facility at Boddington, the
bauxite overland conveying system and the Portsite Facilities
at Bunbury.
Provided that the Agreement shall not apply to—
• Staff Supervisory personnel (however rules of conduct as described herein do form part of staff
supervisory personnel’s ongoing employment conditions on this expansion);
• Employees of Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd;
• Mining, mine development and associated work undertaken by Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd and by
contractors to Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd;
• Deliveries of personnel and material and equipment
to and from site;
• Statutory employees other than those involved in the
scope of work managed by KBJV as described above;
• Pipelines and transmission lines and towers associated with utilities to their initial point of tie in to the
development within the known and accepted site
boundary and recognised as on site project works;
• Off site infrastructure including manufacture and fabrication associated with the development; and
• The construction and operation of any hostel or camp
that may house employees engaged on the Worsley
Alumina Expansion Project.
5.2 PARTNERS TO AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be binding upon the named respondents, the Unions, its officers and members. There are
approximately 50 employees covered by this agreement.
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The following organisations are parties to the partnership
entered into for the term of the Project represented by this
Agreement—
• Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch, its officers, employees and members
(hereafter ‘AFMEPKIU’);
• The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia,
Western Australian Branch, its officers, employees
and members (hereafter ‘CMETU’).
• Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers
Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, Western Australian Branch, its officers,
employees and members (hereafter ‘CPU’);
• Coastal Welding and Fabrication Services;
• S.J. Piavaini Welding & Fabrication;
• Thommo’s Roofing;
• West Coast Lining Systems;
• G & T Spooner Plumbing;
• G.S. & K.F. White Home Improvers;
• Obyco;
• L.A.D. Machining;
• Australind Premix;
• David Evans & Co Painting Contractors;
• Breaker Earthmoving;
• M.P. & C.S. Ferrbache Crane Hire;
• Ram Jet Concrete Pumping;
• Crest Industries;
• Pemberton Earthmoving;
• South West Splicing Services;
• KMA Maintenance Group;
• Boddington Earthmoving
• Employees of the employer engaged on the Project
covered by the classification structure set out in
Clause 3.
The parties set out above shall be referred to hereafter as the
‘Partners’ to this Agreement.
5.3 TERMS OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply exclusively to the construction
of facilities. No other Awards or Agreements shall apply.
This Agreement is stand-alone and insular in nature and has
been developed by the Partners to reflect and accommodate
the specific circumstances of the Project.
This Agreement is made in full and final settlement of all
claims with respect to this project and the parties to this Agreement shall not make any further claims with respect to this
project for the period of operation of this Agreement.
The rates and conditions as contained herein this Agreement
are recognised by the parties as covering all circumstances
and disabilities of work in constructing the alumina refinery
expansion, including working within the existing alumina refinery operations, from commencement through all phases to
practical completion.
This Agreement shall not be used as a precedent by any of
the Partners in respect of any other project.
5.4 OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall take effect as from 1 October, 1997
and shall remain in force until 1 October 2000.
The Partners shall institute a process to periodically review
the effective operation of this Agreement in terms of achieving the Objectives set out in Part 1. It is the role of the Partners,
in this review forum, to review Project status and resolve any
issues of Agreement interpretation or application.
6.—PAID TIME OFF
6.1 CONCEPT
In consideration of the specific circumstances of this Project,
the concept of Paid Time Off has been adopted in respect of
all paid absence entitlements.
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The system involves the calculation of the appropriate annual entitlement to paid absence based on industry standards,
ie—
Annual leave:
4 weeks (5 weeks shift work)
Sick Leave:
10 days
Public Holidays:
10 days
This entitlement is calculated as if the employee was at
work, ie at the rate of 10 hours per day of paid absence. This
entitlement is then accrued weekly on a pro rata basis which
forms the employee’s Paid Time Off (hereafter ‘PTO’) account.
Each time the employee takes leave, the PTO account is
reduced by the number of hours taken and the project salary is
maintained.
In addition to the PTO system described in Part 6, Parental
Leave and Jury Service shall be applicable in accordance with
the provisions of Clauses 7.12 and 7.13.
6.2 ACCRUAL OF PAID TIME OFF
PTO shall accrue at the rate of 7.7 hours per week; there is
no accrual for additional time. Accrual continues during periods of PTO or authorised unpaid time off. There is no accrual
for any period of unauthorised absence.
The 7.7 hours per week shall be increased to 8.7 hours for
any full week where an employee is engaged on shift work.
This accrual is in consideration of annual leave, sick leave,
public holidays, annual leave loading and bereavement leave.
6.3 UTILISATION OF PAID TIME OFF
Accrued PTO shall be utilised for any period of paid absence. On each occasion of leave where PTO is to be used, the
employee PTO account is reduced by the period of absence
and the employee’s project salary is maintained at the full
amount.
For full day absences, PTO is utilised at the rate of ten hours
per day and the employee’s project salary sustained at that
level. An employee other than essential services personnel,
shall not be compelled to work on a Public Holiday.
The following examples illustrate the intent of PTO utilisation—
A. PUBLIC HOLIDAY—DAY OFF TAKEN
The employee’s weekly project salary is maintained
at the normal level and the employee’s PTO account
is reduced by 10 hours.
B. PUBLIC HOLIDAY—WORKED
The employee’s weekly project salary is maintained
and the employee’s PTO account is not reduced. The
effect of this is to pay the employee 10 hours at an
aggregated rate for the work on the holiday while
already having credited the employee PTO account
(through the accrual process) by an additional 10
hours at the aggregated rate.
C. ANNUAL LEAVE—FOUR DAYS TAKEN
The employee’s weekly project salary is maintained
at the normal level and the employee’s PTO account
is reduced by 40 hours.
D. BEREAVEMENT, FAMILY LEAVE OR OTHER
PERSONAL NECESSITY
PTO can be used for bereavement leave, family leave
or, by agreement between employer and employee,
for other personal necessity including family “emergencies”. In these circumstances the employee’s
weekly project salary is maintained and the employee’s PTO account is reduced by the period of leave,
which may in some cases be part of a day. In these
circumstances the account will be drawn down by
the actual period of time absent only.
E. LEAVE IN EXCESS OF ACCRUAL
Where an employee takes leave in excess of the employee’s PTO account balance this may be taken as
leave without pay and a rateable deduction made in
the project salary in the method prescribed in Clause
2.1. Alternatively, the employer may maintain the
employee’s weekly Salary by allowing the employee’s PTO account to go negative.
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6.4 UNUSED PAID TIME OFF
When employment is terminated, the unused accrued PTO
shall be paid to the employee as a termination payment at the
rate set out in Clause 2.1 applicable at the time of termination.
Where employment is terminated and the employee’s PTO
account balance is negative, the employer may recover the
cost from the employee’s final pay.
6.5 PORTABLE LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Employees covered by this Agreement shall be entitled to
long service leave under and subject to the provisions of the
Building and Construction Industry (Portable Long Service
Leave) Act 1991.
7.—OTHER PROVISIONS
7.1 UNION REPRESENTATION
7.1.1 SCOPE OF COVERAGE
The Union Partners to this Agreement have coverage as follows—
AFMEPKIU: All mechanical tradespersons and nontradespersons engaged in engineering construction
work.
CPU: All employees of electrical contractors and all electrical, plumbing and roofing/siding tradespersons
engaged by other contractors
CMETU: All civil tradespersons and non-tradespersons
(other than those employed by electrical contractors)
engaged in civil construction work and all crane drivers.
Provided that such coverage shall not constitute any barrier
to undertaking work of each Project Team Group as set out in
Part 3.
Within the parameters established at law, the parties undertake to encourage and facilitate all employees covered by this
Agreement to become and remain financial members of the
relevant union party to this Agreement.
7.1.2 RIGHT OF ENTRY
Accredited officials of the Union Partners to this Agreement
have the right to enter the Worsley Alumina Expansion Site
during working hours. Officials will comply with access and
orientation requirements and site rules.
7.1.3 SHOP STEWARDS
A Shop Steward holding accreditation from a Union Partner
to this Agreement will be recognised by the direct employer
and will have reasonable work time when mutually convenient to undertake matters related to the Shop Steward’s Union
and the direct employer.
7.2 REDUNDANCY
7.2.1 EMPLOYER MEMBER OF INDUSTRY SCHEME
Where an employer is a member of an industry redundancy
scheme, the employer shall contribute $50 per week to the
scheme on behalf of each employee.
7.2.2 EMPLOYER NOT MEMBER OF INDUSTRY
SCHEME
Where an employer is not a member of an industry redundancy scheme, the employer shall accrue $50 per week for
each employee, which shall be paid out upon completion of
employment.
Changes in the quantum of the payment shall only be in
accordance with the Trust Deed and Deed of Adherence to the
particular scheme.
7.3 SUPERANNUATION
Contributions shall be paid into a complying superannuation fund or scheme in accordance with the Superannuation
Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992, which shall be nominated by the employee.
The employer shall notify the employee that they may nominate a complying superannuation fund or scheme. If the
employee does not nominate a fund or scheme, or until they
do nominate a fund or scheme, superannuation contributions
shall be paid into a fund nominated by the employer.
The employer and the employee are bound by the employee’s choice of fund unless there is agreement between them to
change the fund. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse
to agree to a change of fund requested by the employee.
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An earnings base for the purposes of the Superannuation
Guarantee Act, will be created by dividing the weekly project
salary by fifty and multiplying that amount by thirty eight.
7.4 TEAM BASED GAINSHARING REMUNERATION
An employer may, at its absolute discretion, establish a system to share contract incentives or other profit resulting from
the project with members of the team that achieved the outcome. KBJV review and approval of the system proposed is
required prior to implementation.
The employer will publish details of the scheme’s operation
for employees and will provide periodic status reports.
7.5 TRANSPORT
The Project shall provide employees with transport to and
from the Project work sites each day through a bussing service. The localities that will be serviced through bus transport
are—
Collie
Bunbury
Australind
Boddington
Project Accommodation Facility
A bus service shall be provided from the project Accommodation Facility to Perth each week leaving the Accommodation
Facility after work on Fridays and Saturdays and returning on
Sunday evenings or Monday mornings.
7.6 NON-LOCAL PERSONNEL
A non-local employee is an employee working at such a distance from the employee’s usual place of residence that it is
impracticable for the employee to return home each evening.
Project Management will ensure that each applicant makes
a declaration of usual place of residence upon application for
employment and that each applicant is briefed on the consequences of this declaration.
Eligibility or non-eligibility for the provisions of this clause,
based on the application declaration, shall be included in each
contract of employment between employer and employee. A
non-local employee shall be entitled to fully found accommodation on a single person status.
7.7 PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, EQUIPMENT AND
FOOTWEAR
7.7.1 PROJECT ISSUE
Upon commencement on the project, employees will be issued with the following protective clothing, equipment and
footwear—
• One pair of approved safety footwear.
• Three pairs of standard-issue long pants and three
standard-issue shirts or alternatively, three pairs of
overalls (employee choice)
• One hard hat (with substantial add-on shade ‘brim’)
designating the employee’s contractor, assigned area
organisation and name.
• One pair of approved safety glasses (either tinted or
non-tinted—employee choice). Employees with prescription glasses will be issued with monogoggles
or prescription safety glasses (employee choice).
• One pair of approved chemical monogoggles.
• One Bluey Jacket of Norwellan Bluey type of 14oz
material.
It is a condition of issue and of employment that the issued
equipment and clothing shall be worn whilst on site. Replacement of issued equipment that is lost by the employee is the
responsibility of the employee.
An employee who resigns within three months of receiving
the issue may have the pro-rata cost withheld from the final
pay.
Hard hats, safety glasses and safety foot wear must be worn
at all times other than whilst in offices and crib sheds.
Monogoggles must be worn in designated areas of the plant.
Reissue shall be on the basis of fair wear and tear provided
the worn out item is produced for replacement. An employee
who loses parts of the issue may be required to purchase necessary replacements.
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7.7.2 EMPLOYER SUPPLY
The employer shall supply, for the use of employees on the
Project, all safety equipment and protective clothing necessary for specific work tasks. Requisite safety equipment shall
be worn.
The employer shall make available sun-screen (SPF 15+)
for personnel engaged in outside work.
7.8 APPRENTICES AND TRAINEES
APPRENTICES
Apprentices may be engaged on the project. In general, it is
considered that construction project activity is more suited for
3rd and 4th year apprentices. Apprentices so engaged on the
project shall be paid the following percentages of the Project
salary for the trade to which they are indentured—
First year of apprenticeship:
42%
Second year of apprenticeship:
55%
Third year of apprenticeship:
72%
Fourth year of apprenticeship:
88%
TRAINEESHIPS
Appropriate arrangements for structured traineeships for
community-based people will be established by the Partners
to this Agreement in consultation with Worsley Alumina Pty
Ltd and regional communities.
7.9 TIME AND SALARY RECORDS
(a) The employer shall maintain and retain time and salary records in respect of each employee.
(b) Inspection of records shall be in accordance with Section 49B of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 as set
out in the appendix to this agreement.
7.10 AMENITIES
The project and/or the employer shall provide all requisite
amenities to a universally high standard.
7.11 FIRST AID
The project and/or the employer shall provide first aid facilities on the project.
7.12 PARENTAL LEAVE
An employee is entitled to unpaid maternity, paternity and
adoption leave or to work on other than a full-time basis in
connection with the birth or adoption of a child.
Provided that an employee may use accrued PTO for the
purposes of Parental Leave. Notwithstanding the provisions
of Clauses 6.2, 7.2 and 7.3, PTO, redundancy and superannuation do not accrue during Parental Leave.
7.13 JURY SERVICE
An employee required to attend for jury service shall be reimbursed by the employer the difference between the amount
paid in respect of attendance for jury service and the employee’s salary.
SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
Coastal Welding and Fabrication Services
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
20/3/98
Witness
Date
S.J. Piavaini Welding & Fabrication
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
25/3/98
Witness
Date
Thommo’s Roofing
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
23/4/98
Witness
Date
West Coast Lining Systems
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
1/4/98
Witness
Date

G & T Spooner Plumbing
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
15/5/98
Witness
Date
G.S. & K.F. White Home Improvers
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
29/4/98
Witness
Date
Obyco
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
23/4/98
Witness
Date
L.A.D. Machining
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
5/5/98
Witness
Date
Australind Premix
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
24/3/98
Witness
Date
David Evans & Co Painting Contractors
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
6/4/98
Witness
Date
Breaker Earthmoving
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
10/5/98
Witness
Date
M.P. & C.S. Ferrbache Crane Hire
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
28/4/98
Witness
Date
Ram Jet Concrete Pumping
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
7/4/98
Witness
Date
Crest Industries
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
15/4/98
Witness
Date
Pemberton Earthmoving
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
26/10/98
Witness
Date
KMA Maintenance Group
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
11/10/98
Witness
Date
South West Splicing Services
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
5/11/98
Witness
Date
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Boddington Earthmoving
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
25/11/98
Witness
Date

PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Awards/Agreements—
Variation of—

The COMMON SEAL of
)
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, )
Printing and Kindred Industries Union )
of Workers, Western Australian Branch )
was hereto affixed in the presence of
)
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
22/5/98
Witness
Date
The COMMON SEAL of
Communications, Electrical, Electronic,
Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing
and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division,
Western Australian Branch
was hereto affixed in the presence of
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
5/6/98
Witness
Date
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Common Seal

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

The COMMON SEAL of
)
The Construction, Mining, Energy,
)
Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers ) Common Seal
Union of Australia, Western Australian
)
Branch was hereto affixed in the presence )
of
)
(Sgd.)
Signature
Print Name
(Sgd.)
16/6/98
Witness
Date
APPENDIX—S.49B—INSPECTION OF RECORDS
REQUIREMENTS
(1) Where this award, order or industrial agreement empowers a representative of an organisation of employees party to
this award, order or industrial agreement to inspect the time
and wages records of an employee or former employee, that
power shall be exercised subject to the Industrial Relations
(General) Regulations 1997 (as may be amended from time to
time) and the following—
(a) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if:—
(i) the employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative of the organisation would infringe the privacy of persons
who are not members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative.
(b) The power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of an organisation of employees authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules
of the organisation.
(c) Before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to an employer.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT MINISTERIAL
OFFICERS SALARIES ALLOWANCES AND
CONDITIONS AWARD 1983 No. 5 of 1983.
No. P43 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Minister for Education.
No. P 43 of 1998.
Education Department Ministerial Officers Salaries
Allowances and Conditions Award 1983 No. 5 of 1983.
9 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: The decision in this matter was given at the conclusion of the hearing on 4 February
1999. These reasons and the minutes of order now issue.
This is an application to vary the Education Department
Ministerial Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award
1983 No. 5 of 1983 to insert a new clause to allow for a salary
packaging arrangement to be entered into between an employee
and the employer. The clause sought mirrors that inserted in
other public sector awards following a decision by the Commission in Court Session in 1998. To that extent the clause is
not controversial and the respondent does not raise any issue
as to its merits. The respondent says, however, that the Commission should have regard for the preference of the respondent
that an industrial agreement providing for salary packaging be
registered at the same time as any variation to the award. Endeavours so far to reach such an agreement with the application
union were described in the course of this submission but to
date these have not been successful.
Having considered the respective positions of the parties I
am not persuaded by the respondent that there is any sufficient
reason now why the award should not be varied as sought.
The fact that the parties have endeavoured to reach an agreement which, if registered, would have the effect of overriding
the award clause but have failed so far is a matter for them. In
the meantime there is no good reason of which I am aware
why the employees covered by this award should not have the
right to raise an application for salary packaging to be reasonably considered by the employer. The respondent suggests that
none or few of such employees will exercise such a right. But
that would be a matter for each individual. To refuse to establish a right at all on this basis would be unfair.
The claim is made out. The award is to be varied accordingly.
Appearances: Mr D Newman appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Ms M Erneste appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Minister for Education.
No. P 43 of 1998.
Education Department Ministerial Officers Salaries
Allowances and Conditions Award 1983 No. 5 of 1983.
12 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D Newman on behalf of the applicant and
Ms M Erneste on behalf of the respondent, now therefore I the
undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT the Education Department Ministerial Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award 1983 No. 5 of 1983 as
amended be further varied in accordance with the following
schedule with effect on and from the 4th day of February 1999.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Immediately following “19.
Award Modernisation” in this clause, insert—
20. Salary Packaging
2. Clause 19.—Award Modernisation: Immediately following this clause, insert a new clause as per the
following—
20.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) For the purposes of this award “salary packaging”
shall mean an arrangement whereby the wage or salary benefit arising under a contract of employment
is reduced, with another or other benefits to the value
of the replaced salary being substituted and due to
the employee.
(2) An employer and employee bound by this award may
enter into a salary packaging arrangement subject to
the following—
(a) The employer shall take all reasonable steps
to ensure that any salary package complies
with taxation and other relevant laws;
(b)
(i) The employer shall record the arrangement at the time it is entered
into and provide a copy to the employee before the arrangement
comes into effect;
(ii) The record shall include details of the
employee’s classification and salary
level applying immediately prior to the
salary packaging coming into effect and
the details of the package;
(c) The value of any agreed salary package,
viewed objectively, shall not be less than the
value of the entitlements under this award
which would otherwise apply;
(d) The value of any agreed salary package,
viewed objectively, shall not be greater than
the value of the contractual benefits which
would otherwise be due to the employee.
(3) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an
employee.
(4) In the event of a dispute involving—
(a) refusal by an employer to discuss after having
received a request for salary packaging; and/
or
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(b) a claim by an employee or the union party to
this award that an employer is unreasonably
refusing to enter into a salary packaging arrangement with its employees;
such dispute may be determined under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 as amended.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Variation of—
BUILDING TRADES (CONSTRUCTION)
AWARD 1987.
No. R14 of 1978, No. 1968 of 1998.
ARTWORKERS AWARD.
No. A30 of 1987, No. 2010 of 1998.
BUILDING TRADES AWARD 1968.
No. 31 of 1966, No. 2011 of 1998.
ENGINE DRIVERS’ (BUILDING AND STEEL
CONSTRUCTION) AWARD.
No. 20 of 1973, No. 2012 of 1998.
BUILDING TRADES (GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1968.
No. 31A of 1966, No. 2013 of 1998.
INDUSTRIAL SPRAYPAINTING & SANDBLASTING
AWARD 1991.
No. A33 of 1987, No. 2014 of 1998.
EARTHMOVING & CONSTRUCTION AWARD.
No. 10 of 1963, No. 2015 of 1998.
FOREMEN (BUILDING TRADES) AWARD 1991.
No. A5 of 1989, No. 2016 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers, WA & Another
and
Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia
(Union of Employers) & Others.
No. 1968, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 &
2016 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
28 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: These applications seek variations
to a range of building industry awards in relation to expense
related allowances.
Ms Harrison as agent for the applicant unions in all applications, submitted to the Commission that the applications to
adjust the various allowance provisions in the awards reflect
the past practice in relation to adjustments of these allowances
in the awards under consideration. She submitted that the adjustments proposed to the various awards are based upon
movements in the Consumer Price Index (“CPI”) components
relevant to the specific categories of expenses in the awards
under consideration.
Tendered in these proceedings, by way of exhibit A1, was a
schedule setting out various allowance adjustments made to
the National Building & Construction Industry Award 1990 in
1998, based upon the relevant CPI components for the various
allowances there under consideration. Ms Harrison submitted
that the CPI components set out in exhibit A1, are the appropriate adjustments to be made to the allowances under
consideration in these applications. Ms Harrison also submitted that the applications were consistent with the Commission’s
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Wage Fixing Principles specifically section 3 principle 5—
Adjustment of Allowances and Service Increments on the basis
that the allowances under consideration constitute a
reimburseable expense and accordingly, are able to be adjusted
from time to time to reflect the relevant change in the level of
such expenses.
The respondents consent to the applications to vary the
awards in respect of the expense related allowance provisions
and also submit that the applications are consistent with the
Commission’s Wage Fixing Principles in relation to the adjustment of allowances and service increments as applying to
reimbursement of expense allowances.
Based on what is before the Commission, I am satisfied that
the applications for the variation of the awards before me are
consistent with the Commission’s Wage Fixing Principles in
relation to the adjustment of allowances that are of the character of reimburseable expense allowances. Accordingly, the
applications will be granted.
The parties have reached agreement that except in respect of
application 1968 of 1998 in relation to the Building Trades
(Construction) Award 1987, an operative date from the first
pay period commencing on or after the date of these proceedings, that being 23 December 1998, is appropriate. In relation
to application 1968 of 1998, Mr Varidel and Mr Richardson
on behalf of various respondents to that application, argued
for a prospective date of operation insofar as that application
was concerned. The primary submission put in support of the
prospective date having application, related to the adjustment
to the tool allowance under the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987. It was submitted that whilst the quantum of
the adjustment to the tool allowance was small insofar as an
employee was concerned, due to the Christmas holiday period, employers would be required to in effect, calculate
retrospectively the tool allowance adjustment. It was said that
as the tool allowance under the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 is a part of the hourly rate calculation—follow
the job loading pursuant to clause 8 (4) of that award, this may
involve a considerable administrative burden in recalculating
any payments already made in respect of leave entitlements
over the holiday period.
Ms Harrison on behalf on the applicants strongly opposed
the respondent’s submissions that the operative date be prospective. She submitted that it would be totally inappropriate
to excise one group of employees from the majority covered
by these applications, and deny them the benefit of the allowance adjustments received by others. Further, Ms Harrison
submitted that there was no justification for the Commission
in this circumstance, to depart from the usual practice that
orders arising out of proceedings such as these have an effective date from the date of hearing. The applicant further
submitted that there was no evidence before the Commission
as to the extent to which employees covered by the Building
Trades (Construction) Award 1987 took annual leave at this
time of year. Moreover, given that the application to amend
the award was served on the respondents on 3 November 1998,
the applicant submitted the respondents have had due notice
that the expense allowance adjustments may take effect at about
this time.
Having considered the matter and with respect to the submissions of Mr Varidel and Mr Richardson, I am not satisfied
on this occasion, that there is sufficient justification for the
Commission to order a prospective date of operation pursuant
to s 39(1) of the Act. There is insufficient before me in this
matter to determine the extent to which there may need to be
retrospective adjustments to employees’ wages covered by the
award to justify a departure from the usual course on this occasion.
In all the circumstances, the order giving effect to the variation to the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 will
have an operative date from the same date as the other applications, that being from the first pay period commencing on
or after 23 December 1998.
Minutes of proposed order now issue.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers & Another
and
Adsigns Pty Ltd & Others.
No. 1968 of 1998.
Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987.
No. R 14 of 1978.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr K Richardson and Mr S Varidel as agents on behalf
of the respondents and by consent the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Building Trades (Construction) Award, 1987
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after 23 December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1. Clause 8—Rates of Pay: Tool Allowance: Delete subclause
(6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(6) Tool Allowance
Tool allowances shall be paid to tradesmen as prescribed hereunder—
Per Week
$
Carpenters, Joiners, Plumbers,
Stonemasons, Stoneworkers
18.90
Plasterers, Fixers
15.50
Bricklayers
13.50
Roof Tile Fixers
9.90
Signwriters, Painters, Glaziers
4.60
2. Clause 20—Meal Allowance: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
20.—MEAL ALLOWANCE
An employee required to work overtime for at least one and
a half hours after working ordinary hours inclusive of any time
worked for accrual purposes as prescribed in clauses 13(1) or
18(4) shall be paid by his/her employer an amount of $7.80 to
meet the cost of a meal.
Provided that this clause shall not apply to an employee who
is provided with reasonable board and lodging or who is receiving a distant work allowance in lieu thereof as provided
for in subclause (3) of Clause 21.—Living Away From Home—
Distant Work and is provided with a suitable meal.
3. Clause 21—Living Away From Home—Distant Work:
Delete subclauses (3) and (4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(3) Entitlement
Where an employee qualifies under subclause (1) of
this clause the employer shall either—
(a) Provide the employee with reasonable board
and lodging; or
(b) Pay an allowance of $288.80 per week of seven
days but such allowance shall not be wages.
In the case of broken parts of the week occurring at the beginning or ending of employment
on a distant job the allowance shall be $41.30
per day.
Provided that the foregoing allowances shall
be increased if the employee satisfies the
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employer that he/she reasonably incurred a
greater outlay than that prescribed. In the event
of disagreement the matter may be referred to
a Board of Reference for determination; or
(c) in circumstances prescribed in subclause (7)
of this clause, provide camp accommodation
and messing constructed and maintained in
accordance with subclause (10) of this clause.
“Reasonable board and lodging” shall mean
lodging in a well kept establishment with three
adequate meals each day, adequate furnishings,
good bedding, good floor coverings, good
lighting and heating and with hot and cold running water, in either a single room or a twin
room if a single room is not available.
(4) Travelling Expenses
An employee who is sent by his/her employer or selected or engaged by an employer or agent to go to a
job which qualifies him/her to the provision of this
clause shall not be entitled to any of the allowances
prescribed by Clause 12A.—Fares and Travelling
(Except Plumbers) covered by this Award, and Clause
12B.—Fares and Travelling Time—Plumbers Only,
of this award for the period occupied in travelling
from his/her usual place of residence to the distant
job, but in lieu thereof shall be paid—
(a) Forward Journey—
(i) For the time spent in so travelling, at
ordinary rates up to a maximum of eight
hours per day for each day of travel (to
be calculated as the time taken by rail
or the usual travelling facilities).
(ii) For the amount of a fare on the most
common method of public transport to
the job (bus, economy air, second class
rail with sleeping berths if necessary,
which may require a first class rail
fare), and any excess payment due to
transporting his/her tools if such is incurred.
(iii) For any meals incurred while travelling at $7.80 per meal.
Provided that the employer may deduct
the cost of the forward journey fare
from an employee who terminates or
discontinues his/her employment
within two weeks of commencing on
the job and who does not forthwith return to his/her place of engagement.
4. Clause 33—Compensation for Clothes and Tools: Delete
subclause (2) of this clause and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
(2) (a) An employee shall be reimbursed by his/her
employer to a maximum of $1098.00 for loss
of tools or clothes by fire or breaking and entering whilst securely stored at the employer’s
direction in a room or building on the employer’s premises, job or workshop or in a lock-up
as provided in this award or if the tools are
lost or stolen whilst being transported by the
employee at the employer’s direction, or if the
tools are accidentally lost over water or if tools
are lost or stolen during an employee’s absence
after leaving the job because of injury or illness.
Provided that an employee transporting his/
her own tools shall take all reasonable care to
protect those tools and prevent theft or loss.
(b) Where an employee is absent from work because of illness or accident and has advised
the employer in accordance with Clause 23.Sick Leave the employer shall ensure that the
employee’s tools are securely stored during his/
her absence.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Town of Narrogin & Other.
No. 2010 of 1998.
Artworkers Award.
No. A 30 of 1987.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the Artworkers Award be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 23 December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1. Clause 6—Wages: Delete subclause (3) of this clause and
insert the following in lieu thereof—
(3) Artworker Allowances—
(a) Equipment Allowance
32.20
Provided that the equipment allowance shall
not be paid where the employer supplies an
employee with all necessary equipment

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers & Another
and
Crystal Softdrinks & Others.
No. 2011 of 1998.
Building Trades Award 1968.
No. 31 of 1966.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and Ms J Wesley as agent on behalf of the respondents
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the Building Trades Award 1968 be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after 23 December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
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Schedule.
1. Clause 10—Wages: Delete subclause (4) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(4) Tool Allowance: (Per Week)
$
(a) Bricklayers and Stoneworkers
13.49
(b) Plasterers
15.47
(c) Carpenters and Joiners
18.79
(d) Joiners—Assembler A or B
9.50
(e) Plumbers
18.79
(f) Painters
4.67
(g) Signwriters
4.67
(h) Glaziers
4.67
Note 1: The tool allowance prescribed in paragraphs (a) to
(h) inclusive of this subclause, each include an amount of 5
cents for the purpose of enabling the employees to insure their
tools against loss or damage by theft or fire.
Note 2: The abovenamed allowances shall not be paid where
the employer supplied the employee with all necessary tools.
2. Clause 19—Overtime: Delete subclause (6) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(6) Any employee who is required to continue working
for more than two hours after his usual knock-off
time on any day shall be supplied by the employer
with a reasonable meal or, in lieu of such meal, shall
be paid an allowance of $7.80 for that meal.
Provided that this subclause shall not apply to a
worker who has been notified on the previous day
that he would be required to work such overtime.
3. Clause 23—Distant Work: Delete subclause (4) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(4) The employer shall pay all fares which shall be
deemed to include the cost of transporting the employee’s tools, in connection with such travelling,
and shall pay the cost of each ordinary meal actually
and reasonably required during such travelling but
the minimum allowance for such meal shall be $7.80.
Provided that the amount of the return fare shall not
be payable if the worker be dismissed for misconduct or, within one working week of his commencing
work on the job, for incompetency or if the worker
terminates or discontinues his work on the job within
one month of his commencing thereon.
Provided further that where such travelling is to or
from or within the area of the State north of latitude
26°S., the following provisions shall apply—
(a) The amount of the original fare shall be deducted from the subsequent earnings of the
worker.
(b) One-third of the amount of such fare shall be
refunded by the employer to any worker who
continues for each of the first three months of
the duration of the job, with the full fare being
refunded by the employer to a worker who
continues in his service until the completion
of any job of less than three months’ duration
or to any worker dismissed by the employer
within the first three months of the employment unless such dismissal was due to the
worker’s misconduct.
(c) Where a worker continues in the employer’s
service at a distant job for three months or six
months, he shall be paid by the employer either one half or the full amount as the case
may be, of the fares incurred in returning to
his home, with the full amount of such fares
being payable by the employer to a worker who
continues in his service until the completion
of any job of less than six months’ duration or
to any worker dismissed by the employer
within the first six months of the employment
unless such dismissal was due to the worker’s
misconduct.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia,
Western Australian Branch
and
Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia
(Union of Employers) & Others.
No. 2012 of 1998.
Engine Drivers’ (Building and Steel Construction) Award.
No. 20 of 1973.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr K Richardson and Ms J Wesley as agents on behalf
of the respondents and by consent the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Engine Drivers’ (Building and Steel Construction) Award be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after 23 December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1. Clause 11—Meal Allowance: Delete subclause (1) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) Where an employee, without being notified on
the previous day or earlier, has to continue working after the usual knock-off time for more than
two hours, he/she shall be provided with any meal
required or shall be paid $7.80 in lieu thereof,
and if owing to the overtime worked, a second or
subsequent meal is required he/she shall be supplied with each meal or be paid $4.80 for each
meal so required. Provided that this subclause
shall not apply to an employee residing in the
same locality as his/her place of employment who
can reasonably return home for a meal.
2. Clause 23—Distant Work: Delete subclause (1) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) Where an employee is engaged or selected or advised by an employer to proceed to work at such
a distance that he cannot return to his home each
night and the employee does so, the employer
shall—
(a) provide the employee with reasonable board
and lodging; or
(b) pay an allowance of $288.80 per week of seven
days but such allowance shall not be wages.
In the case of broken parts of the week occurring at the beginning or the end of the
employment on a distant job, the allowance
shall be $41.30 per day.
Provided that the foregoing allowances shall be increased if the employee satisfies the employer that
he reasonably incurred a greater outlay than that prescribed. In the event of disagreement the matter may
be referred to a Board of Reference for determination.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers and Another
and
Contract & Management Services & Others.
No. 2013 of 1998.
Building Trades (Government) Award 1968.
No. 31 A of 1966.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and Ms C Eftos as agent on behalf of the respondents and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Building Trades (Government) Award 1968
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after 23 December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Abrasive Blasting Services Pty Ltd & Others.
No. 2014 of 1998.
Industrial Spraypainting & Sandblasting Award 1991.
No. A 33 of 1987.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant
and Ms J Wesley as agent on behalf of the respondents and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Industrial Spraypainting and Sandblasting
Award 1991 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after 23 December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

———

———

Schedule.
1. Clause 9—Wages: Delete subclause (2) of this clause and
insert the following in lieu thereof—
(2) Tool Allowance
(Per Week)
$
(a) Bricklayers and Stoneworkers
13.50
(b) Plasterers
15.50
(c) Carpenters and Joiners
18.80
(d) Plumbers
18.80
(e) Painters and Sign-writers
4.60
(f) Glaziers
4.60
(g) Stonemasons: The employer shall supply all
necessary tools for the use of stonemasons,
except when engaged on building construction,
when the worker, if required to supply his/her
own tools, shall receive a tool allowance at
the rate of $1.47 per week.
NOTE 1: The tool allowance prescribed in paragraphs
(a), (b), (c) and (d) of this subclause each include an
amount of six cents for the purpose of enabling the employees to insure their tools against loss or damage by
theft or fire.
NOTE 2: The abovenamed allowances shall not be paid
where the employer supplies an employee with all necessary tools.
2. Clause 19—Overtime: Delete subclause (6) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(6) Any employee who is required to continue working
for more than two hours after his usual knock-off
time on any day shall be supplied by the employer
with a reasonable meal, or in lieu of such meal, shall
be paid an allowance of $7.80 for a meal.
Provided that this subclause shall not apply to a
worker who has been notified on the previous day
that he would be required to work such overtime.

Schedule.
1. Clause 17—Meal Allowance: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
17.—MEAL ALLOWANCE
An employee required to work overtime for at least one and
a half hours after working ordinary hours inclusive of any time
worked for accrual purposes as prescribed in Clauses 11(1) or
16(4) shall be paid by his/her employer an amount of $7.80 to
meet the cost of a meal.
Provided that this clause shall not apply to an employee who
is provided with reasonable board and lodging or who is receiving a distant work allowance in lieu thereof as provided
for in subclause (3) of Clause 18.—Living Away From Home—
Distant Work and is provided with a suitable meal.
2. Clause 18—Living Away from Home—Distance Work:
Delete subclause (3) in this clause and insert the following in
lieu thereof—
(3) Entitlement
Where an employee qualifies under subclause (1) of
this clause the employer shall either—
(a) Provide the employee with reasonable board
and lodging; or
(b) Pay an allowance of $288.80 per week of seven
days but such allowance shall not be wages.
In the case of broken parts of the week occurring at the beginning or ending of employment
on a distant job the allowance shall be $41.30
per day.
Provided that the foregoing allowances shall
be increased if the employee satisfies the employer that he/she reasonably incurred a greater
outlay than that prescribed. In the event of disagreement the matter may be referred to a Board
of Reference for determination; or
(c) In circumstances prescribed in subclause (7)
of this clause, provide camp accommodation
and messing constructed and maintained in
accordance with subclause (10) of this clause.
“Reasonable board and lodging” shall mean
lodging in a well kept establishment with three
adequate meals each day, adequate furnishings,
good bedding, good floor coverings, good
lighting and heating and with hot and cold running water, in either a single room or a twin
room if a single room is not available.
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3. Clause 18—Living Away from Home—Distance Work:
Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in
lieu thereof—
(4) Travelling Expenses
An employee who is sent by his/her employer or selected or engaged by an employer or agent to go to a
job which qualifies him/her to the provision of this
clause shall not be entitled to any of the allowances
prescribed by the apporpriate fares and travel rates
where applicable for the period occupied in travelling from his/her usual place of residence to the
distant job, but in lieu thereof shall be paid—
(a) Forward Journey—
(i) For the time spent in so travelling, at
ordinary rates up to a maximum of eight
hours per day for each day of travel (to
be calculated as the time taken by rail
or the usual travelling facilities).
(ii) For the amount of a fare on the most
common method of public transport to
the job (bus, economy air, second class
rail with sleeping berths if necessary,
which may require a first class rail
fare), and any excess payment due to
transporting his/her tools if such is incurred.
(iii) For any meals incurred while travelling at $7.80 per meal.
Provided that the employer may deduct
the cost of the forward journey fare
from an employee who terminates or
discontinues his/her employment
within two weeks of commencing on
the job and who does not forthwith return to his/her place of engagement.
(b) Return Journey: An employee shall, for the
return journey receive the same time, fare and
meal payments as provided in paragraph (a)
of this subclause together with an amount of
$14.30 to cover the cost of transporting himself/herself and his/her tools from the main
public transport terminal to his/her usual place
of residence.
Provided that the above return journey payments shall not be paid if the employee
terminates or discontinues his/her employment
within two months of commencing on the job,
or is dismissed for misconduct.
(c) Departure Point
For the purposes of this clause, travelling time
shall be calculated as the time taken for the
journey from the central or regional rail, bus
or air terminal nearest the employee’s usual
place of residence to the locality of the work.
4. Clause 31—Compensation for Clothes and Tools: Delete
subclause (2) of this clause and insert the following in lieu
thereof—
(2) (a) An employee shall be reimbursed by his/her
employer to a maximum of $1,098.00 for loss
of tools or clothes by fire or breaking and entering whilst securely stored at the employer’s
direction in a room or building on the employer’s premises, job or workshop or in a lock-up
as provided in this award or if the tools are
lost or stolen during an employee’s absence
after leaving the job because of injury or illness.
Provided that an employee transporting his/
her own tools shall take all reasonable care to
protect those tools and prevent theft or loss.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia,
Western Australian Branch
and
Goldfields Contractors Pty Ltd & Others.
No. 2015 of 1998.
Earth Moving & Construction Award.
No. 10 of 1963.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and Ms J Wesley as agent on behalf of the respondents
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the Earth Moving and Construction Award be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after 23 December
1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1. Clause 11—Meal Money: Delete this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
11.—MEAL MONEY
When an employee is required for overtime without having
been notified on the previous day, he/she shall be supplied
with a meal or be paid $7.80 in lieu thereof, and if owing to
the overtime worked, a second or subsequent meal is required
he/she shall be supplied with each meal or be paid $4.80 for
each meal so required. Provided no such meal or payment is
due unless the employee works more than two hours after the
usual knock off time. Provided that an employee who is allowed not less than one hour and a half in which to get a meal
before resuming work, and facilities for obtaining a meal are
available, shall not be entitled to meal money or a meal under
this clause.
2. Clause 17—Living Away from Home: Delete subclause
(1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) Where an employee is engaged or selected or advised by an employer to proceed to construction work
at such a distance that he cannot return to his home
each night and the employee does so, the employer
shall—
(a) provide the employee with reasonable board
and lodging; or
(b) pay an allowance of $288.80 per week of seven
days but such allowance shall not be wages.
In the case of broken parts of the week occurring at the beginning or the ending of the
employment on a distant job the allowance
shall be $41.20 per day.
Provided that the foregoing allowances shall be increased if the employee satisfies the employer that
he reasonably incurred a greater outlay than that prescribed. In the event of disagreement the matter may
be referred to a Board of Reference for determination.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters
and Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia
(Union of Employers) & Others.
No. 2016 of 1998.
Foremen (Building Trades) Award 1991.
No. A 5 of 1987
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 February 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr K Richardson, Mr S Varidel and Ms J Wesley as
agents on behalf of the respondents and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Foremen (Building Trades) Award 1991 be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after 23 December
1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

———
Schedule.
1. Clause 14—Distant Work: Delete subclause (3) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(3) Entitlement—
Where a foreman qualifies under subclause (1) of
this clause the employer shall either—
(a) Provide the foreman with reasonable board and
lodging; or
(b) Pay an allowance of $288.80 per week of seven
days but such allowance shall not be wages.
In the case of broken parts of the week occurring at the beginning or ending of employment
on a distant job the allowance shall be $41.30
per day.
Provided that the foregoing allowances shall
be increased if the foreman satisfies the employer that he/she reasonably incurred a greater
outlay than that prescribed. In the event of disagreement the matter may be referred to a Board
of Reference for determination; or
(c) In circumstances prescribed in subclause
(7) of this clause, provide camp accommodation and messing constructed and
maintained in accordance with subclause
(10) of this clause.
“Reasonable board and lodging” shall mean lodging
in a well kept establishment with three adequate meals
each day, adequate furnishings, good bedding, good
floor coverings, good lighting and heating and with
hot and cold running water, in either a single room or
a twin room if a single room is not available.
2. Clause 14—Distant Work: Delete subclause (4) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(4) Travelling Expenses—
A foreman who is sent by his/her employer or selected or engaged by an employer or agent to go to a
job which qualifies him/her to the provision of this
Clause shall not be entitled to any of the allowances
prescribed by Clause 18.—Fares and Travelling Time
of this Award for the period occupied in travelling
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from his/her usual place of residence to the distant
job, but in lieu thereof shall be paid—
(a) Forward Journey—
(i) For the time spent in so travelling, at
ordinary rates up to a maximum of eight
hours per day for each day of travel (to
be calculated as the time taken by rail
or the usual travelling facilities).
(ii) For the amount of a fare on the most
common method of public transport to
the job (bus, economy air, second class
rail with sleeping berths if necessary,
which may require a first class rail
fare), and any excess payment due to
transporting his/her tools if such is incurred.
(iii) For any meals incurred while travelling at $7.80 per meal.
Provided that the employer may deduct
the cost of the forward journey fare
from a foreman who terminates or discontinues his/her employment within
two weeks of commencing on the job
and who does not forthwith return to
his/her place of engagement.

FOODLAND ASSOCIATED LIMITED (WESTERN
AUSTRALIA) WAREHOUSE AWARD 1982.
No. 1387 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia
and
Foodland Associated Limited.
No. 1387 of 1998.
Foodland Associated Limited (Western Australia)
Warehouse Award 1982.
No. 27 of 1982.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
15 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms P. Anderson on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms N. Lilley on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT Foodland Associated Limited (Western Australia)
Warehouse Award 1982 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 3rd day of February 1999.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete the
subclauses (1) to (7) inclusively and insert in lieu thereof the
following:
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided
by this clause.
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(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week payable from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after 3rd February 1999.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to February, 1999, including the $14.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments from Matter No. 1387 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be
paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships or Jobskills placements, or to other
categories of employees who by prescription
are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payments
during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum
weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase
arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage
will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the
award. Such above award payments include wages
payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 28.—Wages: Delete paragraph (a) of subclause (3)
and insert in lieu thereof the following—
The following shall be the minimum weekly rate of wage
payable to employees covered by this award from the first
pay period commencing on or after 3rd February 1999.
ADULTS (Classification and wage per week)
Award
Rate
$
(i) Storeworker Grade 1 (as defined)
(aa) During first 3 months service
449.10
(bb) After 3 months service
452.90
(cc) After 12 months service
457.00
(ii) Grade 2 (as defined)
(aa) During first 3 months service
(bb) After 3 months service
(cc) After 12 months service

454.50
458.40
462.30

(iii) Grade 3 (as defined)
(aa) During first 3 months service
(bb) After 3 months service
(cc) After 12 months service

459.80
463.60
467.70

ADULTS (Classification and wage per week)
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Award
Rate
$

(iv) Grade 4 (as defined)
(aa) During first 3 months service
472.90
(bb) After 3 months service
476.80
(cc) After 12 months service
480.80
(v) Storeworker who is required by the employer to be
in charge of a store or warehouse or other employees, shall be paid the following all purpose amount
in addition to the rates prescribed in sub paragraph (i)
of this clause.
(aa) If placed in charge of a store or
warehouse with no other workers
or if placed in charge of less than
three other workers
$12.50
(bb) If placed in charge of three or more
other workers but less than ten other
workers
$22.80
(cc) If placed in charge of ten or more
other workers
$41.30
The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated safety
net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under the
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to either
the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994
State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety
net adjustments May be offset to the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise
agreements or consent awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or
part of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the $10.00
per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from the
beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustments shall be offset against
any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees
since 1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are regulated by this award and which are above the wage rates
prescribed in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorptions is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Decision. This
arbitrated safety net adjustment may be offset against any
equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
Award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the Award.
Such above award payments include wages payable pursuant
to enterprise agreements, consent awards, or award variations
to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an
agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
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MINERAL SANDS INDUSTRY AWARD 1991.
No. 2178 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills &
Woodworkers’ Union of Australia, WA Branch and Others
and
RGC Mineral Sands Limited and Others.
No. 2178 of 1998.
22 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS: By a notice of application
filed in the registry of the Commission on 9 December 1998
the applicant unions applied to the Commission to amend the
Mineral Sands Industry Award 1991 and insert therein a new
clause titled “Freedom of Choice”. The terms of the proposed
clause are set out in full hereunder—
“Preamble
The intention of this clause is to allow future employees
of the companies to which this clause applies to decide
whether they will be employed on a workplace agreement registered under the Workplace Agreements Act or
on a contract of employment to which this award applies.
Operative provisions
1. This clause shall apply to RGC Mineral Sands Ltd
and Westralian Sands Ltd and to each subsidiary,
whether direct or indirect, and each holding company, whether direct or indirect, of each of them and
to each of their successors, assignees or transmittees,
whether immediate or not, to or of the whole of part
of either of any of their businesses (“the employer”)
2. Whenever the employer proposes to engage any natural person to perform work which is referred to in, or
covered by, wholly or in part, a classification contained in this award the employer shall offer to engage
that person pursuant to a contract of employment the
terms and conditions of which shall be those on which
persons already employed by RGC Mineral Sands
Ltd to perform like work are employed. The offer
shall not include any requirement that there be a registered workplace agreement.
3. Nothing herein shall prevent the employer from also
offering to engage the persons referred to in 2 hereof
pursuant to a workplace agreement provided that the
offer of employment that shall be made to that person pursuant to clause 2 hereof shall be made at the
same time as any offer to engage pursuant to a
workplace agreement.
4. Where the employer offers employment on the basis
of a workplace agreement as well as on the basis set
out in clause 2 hereof the employer shall, at the same
time, provide a written statement to the person as
follows—
Important Notice to Prospective Employee
You are being offered employment with [insert name of employer] on 2 alternative bases.
You have the choice as to which basis upon
which you will be employed.
The first choice is employment under a contract of employment to which the Mineral
Sands Industry Award applies. The WA Industrial Relations Commission can make orders
affecting this type of employment.
The second choice is pursuant to a
workplace agreement to which no award
applies. The WA Industrial Relations Commission cannot make orders affecting this
type of employment.
This is an important decision for you to make.
Your decision will irrevocable affect many
matters in your employment for as long as that
employment lasts and afterwards.
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You should take expert advice as to these 2
different forms of employment before you
decide which one to take.
You can obtain advice from any of the following—
The Australian Manufacturing Workers
Union
Telephone: 9481 1511
The Australian Workers Union
Telephone: 9221 1686
The Construction Forestry Mining Energy
Union of Australia
Telephone: 0897345600
5. Where the employer offers employment pursuant to
a workplace agreement the agreement offered shall
contain a dispute settlement clause which provides
for—
5.1 representation of the employee, at the employee’s option, throughout the procedure by a
person or union of the employee’s choice; and
5.2 determination, after no more than a reasonable number of intermediate steps, of any
dispute between the employer and employee
by an arbitrator constituted by a Commissioner
of the WA Industrial Relations Commission
appointed by the Chief Commissioner”
It is plain from the terms of the claimed clause that it is
intended to have a limited scope of operation, the immediate
effect of which would be limited to RGC Mineral Sands Ltd
(hereinafter referred to as “RGC”) and Westralian Sands Ltd
(hereinafter referred to as “WSL”) and to any subsidiary or
holding company of each presently operating. Each named
company, through their same solicitors, filed a notice of Answer and Counterproposal in response to the claim, on 4
January 1999. These answers each contain seven paragraphs,
six of which are common to them both and are produced immediately hereunder—
“1. The Commission is without jurisdiction to grant the
award variation sought as it seeks to apply to offers
of employment to future potential employees as opposed to employees.
2. In enacting the Workplace Agreements Act 1993
(WA) (“the WA Act”) and the Industrial Relations
Amendment Act 1993, which varied the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 (WA), the Western Australian
Parliament established two distinct and alternate
forms of workplace regulation—
(a) the award stream; and
(b) the workplace agreement stream
3. The award variation sought seeks to merge the two
streams. Parliament never intended the Commission
to interfere with the workplace agreement stream.
4. The WA Act is a complete code in relation to the
offering, registering and operation of workplace
agreements. In particular, it sets out the requirement for provisions for dealing with any questions
or dispute that arises between the parties about
the meaning or effect of the agreement; and prior
to registration, the Commissioner of Workplace
Agreements must be satisfied that, amongst other
things, each party appears to understand his or
her rights and obligations under the agreement
and that they genuinely wish to have the agreement registered.
5. The variation sought does not comply with the current State Wage Fixation Principles.
6. To variation sought is without merit.
7. ….”
Answer 7. for RGC states—
“7. In relation to the proposed subclause 5—
(a) RGC denies the allegation that its fair treatment procedure is not an effective dispute
settlement procedure;
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(b) to the extent that the variation sought seeks to
stipulate the contents of the dispute settlement
clause in a workplace agreement, it is not
within the jurisdiction of the Commission.”
The final and different answer of WSL is in the following
terms—
“7. It is beyond the jurisdiction of the Commission to
stipulate the provisions to be inserted in workplace
agreements.”
It is plain from the answers of both respondent parties that
they did not consent to the Award being amended in the manner claimed.
Section 32 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the IR
Act”) requires that the Commission endeavour to resolve
an industrial matter by conciliation unless it be satisfied
that the resolution of the matter would not be assisted by
that process.
On 12 February 1999 the Commission conducted a conference pursuant to s32 of the IR Act, at which the applicant
unions, RGC and WSL were each represented. Thereat the
Commission was advised it was imminent that employees of
RGC will be made redundant and that WSL has notified that it
has 35 vacant employment positions to be filled. The right to
apply for these positions was said to shortly close and given
the usual practice of WSL the employment which follows will
be offered on terms which, if accepted, will render nugatory
the claimed clause before it is dealt with by the Commission
sitting in Court Session as the applicants have requested. It is
the policy of WSL to offer prospective employees engagements on the condition they enter into a Workplace Agreement
regulating their terms and conditions of employment. Hence
each person so employed will become bound by such an Agreement the effect of which will be to cause their employment
relationship to be so regulated and not be covered by the Award
and furthermore they will be removed from the usual jurisdiction of the Commission.
It is against this background that Counsel made an oral
application to the Commission in conference for what was
described as an injunction of an interim nature directing
that RGC, and WSL, be required to include in any future
offer of employment the alternative to a Workplace Agreement of the nature expressed in the claimed award variation
(the substantive application), where such an offer is made
prior to the disposition of the substantive application by
arbitration. Counsel undertook to provide, and did subsequently provide on 12 February 1999 by way of a letter
addressed to the solicitors for RGC and WSL, copied to
the Commission, a draft order specifying the several orders for interim relief sought by the applicant unions. The
orders sought are numbered 1. through 7. which, save for
draft 1. declaring the interim nature of the order, 6. addressing a dispute settlement to be included in a workplace
agreement, and 7. a liberty to apply to amend any interim
order granted, are identical to the provisions numbered 1.
through 4. in the substantive application but numbered 2.
through 5. During the course of the subsequent hearing of
the application for the interim order the applicants sought,
and were granted, leave to withdraw the claimed order 6.
directed at dispute settlement in relation to a workplace
agreement.
The substantive application is said to raise a serious matter
to be decided by the Commission and the balance of convenience according to the applicant unions, favours them, these
being the test for the grant of injunctive relief and which are
said to be satisfied.
There was argument on behalf of RGC and WSL that the
matter raised by the application for relief do not have the character of an “industrial matter” as defined by the IR Act and
therefore the Commission does not have jurisdiction to deal
with the application. The Commission, having heard the parties thereon ruled that it had the necessary jurisdiction and
declared the reasons for so holding would subsequently be
expressed by the Commission in writing. At that time the Commission was persuaded by the Judgement of the Western
Australian Industrial Appeal Court, in the matter, Totalisator
Agency Board and others v Federated Clerks’ Union of Australia Industrial Union of Workers, WA Branch and others (60
WAIG 624) (the TAB v FCU).
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The Commission is a creature of statute whose jurisdiction
is that prescribed by s23 of the IR Act to be—
“Subject to this Act the Commission has cognisance of
and authority to inquire into and deal with any industrial
matter”
An “industrial matter” is, at s7 of the IR Act, so far as is
material to the matter before the Commission, defined to
mean—
“… subject to section 7C, any matter affecting or relating
to the work, privileges, rights, or duties of employers or
employees in any industry or of any employer or employee
therein and, without limiting the generality of that meaning, includes any matter relating to—
(a) …
(b) the hours of employment, leave of absence,
sex, age, qualification, or status of employees
and the mode, terms, and conditions of employment including conditions which are to
take effect after the termination of employment;”
There is no dispute that RGC and WSL are “employers”,
and are engaged in an “industry” as are defined elsewhere in
the same section. Consideration need also be given to the term
“employee” which s7 of the IR Act prescribes, again so far as
is material—
“(a) any person employed by an employer to do work for
hire or reward including an apprentice or industrial
trainee;
(b) any person whose usual status is that of an employee;
(c) …
(d) …
(e) …
(f) …”
It is the further argument of the two respondent employers
that given the terms “industrial matter”, “employee”, and “employer” having a meaning that is subject to ss7C and 7B, that
together with the operation of s7A, of the IR Act ousts the
jurisdiction of the Commission to make an order which affects their rights to follow the separate lawful stream of
employment regulation provided by the Workplace Agreements
Act, 1993 (“the WR Act”).
Section 7A, and the material parts of ss7B and 7C of the IR
Act prescribe as follows—
“7A. Without limiting the other provisions of this Part,
this Act has effect subject to the Workplace Agreements Act 1993.”
“7B. Where any employer and any employee are parties
to a workplace agreement, they are not, in relation to
one another, within the definitions of ``employer’’
and ``employee’’ respectively in section 7 (1).”
“7C. (1) Where any employer and any employee are
parties to any workplace agreement, a matter
that is part of the relationship between that
employer and that employee—
(a) is not—
(i) an industrial matter; or
(ii) capable of being agreed to be
an industrial matter,
for the purpose of the definition of “industrial
matter” in section 7 (1);
(b) is not capable of being determined under section 24 (1) to be an industrial
matter; and
(c) ….
(2) …
(3) …”
In the Judgment delivered on 11 April 1980 in the matter
TAB v FCU (op cit), the Western Australian Industrial Appeal
Court considered the definition of “industrial matter” and held
that it had been within the jurisdiction of a Commission sitting in Court Session to grant a provision requiring Government
employers respondent to the Order, where any of them were
engaging employees, to engage employees who had become
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redundant with another Government employer. The general
words of the definition then considered were “… means all
matters affecting or relating to the work, privileges, rights and
duties of employers or workers in any industry …”and the
Court held that the order dealt with “ … a matter which affects
or relates to the rights or privileges of a worker in an industry,
that industry being the industry of the worker, namely, the
clerks industry.”
Since the Commission expressed the opinion that it has jurisdiction in the present matter I have been able to analyse
more carefully the Judgement of the Western Australian Industrial Appeal Court, in the matter of Robe River Iron
Associates v The Metal & Engineering Workers’ Union Western Australian Branch, delivered 4 August 1995, (75 WAIG
2478) to which the Commission was referred by Counsel for
RGC and WSL. Therein the Court relied upon the law as decided in Robe River Iron Associates v Association of Drafting,
Supervisory and Technical Employees of WA (68 WAIG 11),
in 1987, and a line of subsequent authority and held that the
matter of a defined type which may be dealt with ie, work,
privileges, rights, or duties, must relate to the time at which
there is the connection of an employment relationship between
an employer and an employee in an industry. This more recent
line of authority I am now satisfied shows that the Commission erred in its earlier conclusion.
Although both RGC and WSL are named within the claimed
injunctive orders, the urgent need for them is said to be necessary to overcome the nature of employment offers expected to
be made by WSL to ex-employees of RGC, or other applicant
persons. Both of these categories of persons have no present
employment with WSL and therefore neither of them has the
relationship of employee and employer with WSL. Hence there
is no “industrial matter” to found the claim that a duty be placed
upon WSL, or RGC for that matter should it engage a new
employee in the future, to allow alternatives in the terms and
conditions of employment to be offered to prospective new
employees.
The WA Act provides a stream of employment regulation
separate to that provided by the IR Act and where employer
and employee parties enter into a Workplace Agreement they
are no longer an “employer” and an “employee” and the terms
of their relationship do not fall within the definition of an “industrial matter”. That is plainly evident from the extracts of
ss7A, 7B and 7C quoted herein (supra).
Counsel for RGC and WSL submitted to the Commission
that the provisions of the WA Act which prohibit certain conduct by an employer in relation to the procurement of a
Workplace Agreement do not preclude an employer from offering a prospective employee employment conditional upon
such being regulated by a Workplace Agreement. Given that
the Act “has effect subject to the Workplace Agreements Act,
1993” and that this last mentioned statute allows an employer
to so engage a new employee the Act is to be read, and to be
applied, as having no effect in relation to a matter authorised
by the WA Act.
The WA Act relevantly prescribes—
“(1) Where a workplace agreement—
(a) has been made between—
(i) an employer and an employee under a
contract of employment; or
(ii) an employer and employees under contracts of employment
and
(b) has come into force,
no award, whether existing or future, applies to—
(c) that contract of those contracts of employment;
or
(d) the employer or any such employee as a party
to any such contract, so long as the workplace
agreement remains in force.
(2) Where a workplace agreement has been made as mentioned in subsection (1)(a), in relation to any contract
of employment, and has come into force, any award
provision that applied to that contract immediately
before that coming into force is not be to implied
into, or in any way read as being part of, the
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workplace agreement unless the agreement expressly
so requires.
(3) A workplace agreement also has the effects described
in sections 7B, 7C, 7D and 7E of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979.
(4) …
(5) …”
And an Award is defined by s3 thereof to mean—
“(a) an award under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
and includes any industrial agreement or order under that Act; and
(b) an award under the Coal Industry Tribunal Western
Australia Act 1992 …”
That the WA Act creates an alternative stream of employment regulation to that provided by the IR Act is self evident.
Embarkation upon the alternate stream commences at the time
when an employer and an employee enter into a Workplace
Agreement and when that has effect according to the WA Act.
It is not until this event occurs that the jurisdiction of the Commission is ousted and that is plainly why ss7B and 7C of the
IR Act have been drafted with reference to an employer and
an employee being a party to a Workplace Agreement which
for the purposes of the Act is defined in s7 to mean an agreement that is “in force” under the WA Act.
Counsel for the applicants contends there is an arguable case
that the WA Act does not allow WSL to require that a new
employee be subject to a Workplace Agreement. That is not an
issue for the Commission to render a concluded opinion on.
However, I observe that the view expressed would seem to
rely upon prohibitions expressed in s68 of the WA Act. If that
be the case, and if the view is a valid one, it may well be that
s65 of the statute would then place the injunctive relief sought
within the sole prerogative of the Supreme Court.
There was argument from Counsel for the respondents that
the Commission lacked the necessary power to make the order sought. Firstly on the premise that there is no express and
general power to grant injunctive relief and secondly the application for such relief arose in relation to proceedings
conducted pursuant to s32 of the IR Act wherein, if such a
power exists, it is limited in its use to the pursuit of a resolution of a matter by conciliation.
The substantive application has been made pursuant to s40
of the IR Act. This section allows an organisation, ie a union,
party to an award to apply to vary the award and empowers
the Commission to refuse or grant an order of that kind, and in
the view of the Commission, no other order may be made pursuant to that section. The oral application for injunctive relief
was made during the conduct of a conference pursuant to s32
of the IR Act.
This lastmentioned section, at subsection (3), expressly
empowers the Commission to “give such direction and make
such orders as well in the opinion of the Commission – prevent the deterioration of industrial relations in relation to the
matter until conciliation or arbitration has resolved the matter;
enable conciliation or arbitration to resolve the matter; …”.
However these limited powers may be exercised for the purposes of subsection(2), that is, “In (the Commission)
endeavouring to resolve an industrial matter by conciliation
…”. In the view of the Commission s32 of the IR Act authorises the making of mandatory and prohibitive orders of an
injunctive nature however such are restricted to assisting the
process of conciliation (see Robe Rive Iron Associates v Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of Western
Australia, and others – 66 WAIG 1553).
The very reason that the injunctive orders have been sought
is that it had become apparent that the respondents, particularly WSL was not prepared to consider any alteration to its
employment practice. The sections under which the injunctive application arises do not empower the Commission to make
the orders sought.
Appearances: Mr D. Schapper (of Counsel) on behalf of the
applicants.
Mr R. LeMiere (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondents.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills &
Woodworkers’ Union of Australia, WA Branch and Others
and
RGC Mineral Sands Limited and Others.
No. 2178 of 1998.
22 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Schapper (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicants and Mr R. LeMiere (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Respondents, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the interlocutory application for injunctive relief be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

MOTOR VEHICLE (SERVICE STATION,
SALES ESTABLISHMENTS, RUST
PREVENTION AND PAINT PROTECTION)
INDUSTRY AWARD No. 29 of 1980.
No. A 29 of 1980.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
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First &
Second
Base
Arbitrated
Total
Rate per Supplementary Safety Net Rate per
week
Payment
Adjustments week
$
$
$
$
(1) Adult Employees:
Service Station
Attendant Grade 1
reclassified to
Levels I
II
Service Station
Attendant Grade 2
reclassified to
Levels II
III
IV
Service Station
Attendant Grade 3
reclassified to
Levels III
IV

306.40
306.40

14.70
27.50

16.00
16.00

337.10
349.90

329.30
329.30
329.30

9.70
27.30
43.50

16.00
16.00
16.00

355.00
372.60
388.80

346.10
346.10

14.30
30.40

16.00
16.00

376.40
392.50

Provided that any increase in rates of pay flowing from
implementation of the Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle, may be absorbed into any existing overaward
payment, insofar as that overaward payment is not being
used for the purposes of absorption of Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments.

SUPERMARKETS AND CHAIN STORES (WESTERN
AUSTRALIA) WAREHOUSE AWARD 1982.
No. A 26 of 1982.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia
and
Coles Supermarkets Australia and Other.
No. 1388 of 1998.

The Australian Workers’ Union, Western Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
Allpike’s Honda and Peugeot and Others.
No. 1560 of 1997.
Motor Vehicle (Service Station, Sales Establishments,
Rust Prevention and Paint Protection) Industry Award
No. 29 of 1980
No. A 29 of 1980.
17 October 1997.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M. Lourey on behalf of the applicant and
Ms C. Brown and Ms J. Moss on behalf of respondents and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Motor Vehicle (Service Station, Sales Establishments, Rust Prevention and Paint Protection) Industry
Award No. 29 of 1980 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 1st day of November 1997.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
15 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms P. Anderson on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms N. Lilley on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT Supermarkets and Chain Stores (Western Australia) Warehouse Award 1982 be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 3rd day of February 1999.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 21.—Wages: Delete the preamble and subclause (1)
of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
21.—WAGES
The following shall be the minimum rate of wages payable to employees under this award from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after 1st November 1997.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1B.—Minimum Adult Award Wage: Delete the
subclauses (1) to (7) inclusively and insert in lieu thereof the
following:
1B.—MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided
by this clause.

Supermarkets and Chain Stores (Western Australia)
Warehouse Award 1982
No. A 26 of 1982.
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(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week payable from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after 3rd February 1999.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to February, 1999, including the $14.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments from Matter No. 1388 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be
paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships or Jobskills placements, or to other
categories of employees who by prescription
are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall—
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payments
during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
The rates of pay in this award include the minimum
weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase
arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage
will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates
of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the
award. Such above award payments include wages
payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.
2. Clause 29.—Wages: Delete the preamble and subclause
(1) and insert in lieu thereof the following—
An employer may direct an employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of an employee’s skill, competence and training.
The following shall be the minimum weekly rate of wage
payable to employees covered by this award from the first
pay period commencing on or after 3rd February 1999.
(1) Adults

Rate per
Rate per
week for
week for
employees employees of
of Coles
Woolworths
Supermarkets (WA) Ltd
Australia
$
$
441.20
455.00

(a) Probationary Storeworker
(b) Storeworker Grade 1
(i) During first 3 months’
service
(ii) After 3 months’ service
(iii) After 12 months’ service
(c) Storeworker Grade 2
(i) During first 3 months’
service

441.20
445.00
449.00

455.00
458.90
463.00

446.50

460.40
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Rate per
Rate per
week for
week for
employees employees of
of Coles
Woolworths
Supermarkets (WA) Ltd
Australia
$
$
(ii) After 3 months’ service
450.40
464.50
(iii) After 12 months’ service 454.20
468.40
(d) Storeworker Grade 3
(i) During first 3 months’
service
451.70
465.80
(ii) After 3 months’ service
455.50
469.80
(iii) After 12 months’ service 459.50
473.90
(e) Storeworker Grade 4
(i) During first 3 months’
service
464.60
479.20
(ii) After 3 months’ service
468.40
483.10
(iii) After 12 months’ service 472.40
487.30
(f) A storeworker who is required by the employer to be in
charge of a store or warehouse or other employees, shall
be paid the following all purpose amount in addition to the
rate prescribed in paragraphs (b), (c), (d) and (e) of this
subclause—
Rate per
Rate per
week for
week for
employees employees of
of Coles
Woolworths
Supermarkets (WA) Ltd
Australia
$
$
(i) If placed in charge of
a store or warehouse
with no other
employees or if placed
in charge of less than
three other employees
12.30
12.70
(ii) If placed in charge of
three or more other
employees but less
than ten other
employees
22.40
23.20
(iii) If placed in charge of
ten or more other
employees
40.50
41.90

The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle
pursuant to either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the
March 1996 State Wage Decision. The first, second and
third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustments May
be offset to the extent of any wage increase payable since
1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part
of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of
Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$410.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from the beginning of the first pay period on or after
14th day of November 1997.
This arbitrated safety net adjustments shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages and
conditions are regulated by this award and which are above
the wage rates prescribed in it, provided that the above
award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which absorptions is not contrary to
the terms of the enterprise agreement.
The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment may be
offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of
employment are regulated by this Award which are above
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the wage rates prescribed in the Award. Such above award
payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise
agreements, consent awards, or award variations to give
effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an
agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

CANCELLATION OF AWARDS/
AGREEMENTS/
RESPONDENTS—
A.W.U. BELLWAY MOUNT SEABROOK TALC
MINING AGREEMENT 1980.
No. 2 of 1980.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.47
Cancellation of Agreement
No. 686 of 1977, Part 69.
A.W.U. Bellway Mount Seabrook Talc Mining
Agreement 1980 No. 2 of 1980.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
1 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission, being of the opinion that there
was no employee to whom the following agreement applies,
did give notice on the 23 day of December, 1998 of an intention
to make an Order cancelling such agreement;
AND WHEREAS at the 25 day of January, 1999 there were
no objections to the making of such an Order;
NOW THEREFORE, I, the undersigned Chief
Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred by the said Act,
do hereby order that the following agreement be cancelled.
A.W.U. Bellway Mount Seabrook Talc Mining Agreement
1980 No. 2 of 1980.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

CONTRACT CLEANERS’ (MINISTRY OF
EDUCATION) AWARD 1990.
No. A5 of 1981.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.47
Deletion of Respondents
No. 76 of 1980, Part 244.
Contract Cleaners’ (Ministry of Education)
Award 1990, No. A5 of 1981.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
1 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING read and considered the documents relating to this
matter and there being no party desiring to be heard in opposition thereto;
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NOW THEREFORE, being satisfied that the requirements
of the abovementioned Act have been complied with, I, the
undersigned, Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission, acting on my own motion
in pursuance of the powers contained in Section 47 of the
abovementioned Act, do hereby order and declare—
THAT from the date of this order the following employers be struck out of the Schedule of Respondents to the
Contract Cleaners’ (Ministry of Education) Award 1990,
No. A5 of 1981
namely—
Azaores Cleaning Company, 55 Brodie Crescent,
South Hedland WA 6722
Tempo Services Pty Ltd, 21 Colray Avenue, Osborne
Park WA 6017
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

DRAUGHTSMEN’S, TRACERS’ AND PLANNERS’
(MT NEWMAN MINING COMPANY
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
S.47
Cancellation of Awards/Agreements/Orders
(No. 686 of 1977, Parts 37, 170 & 177—180)
Draughtsmen’s, Tracers’ and Planners’ (Mt Newman Mining
Company
Pty Ltd & Goldsworthy Mining Ltd) Award 1976 No. 3 of 1975;
Goldsworthy Mining Limited ADSTE Staff Award No. A33
of 1981;
Pilbara Energy Project Construction Agreement No. AG 31
of 1995;
Pilbara Energy Project (Newman Power Station) Agreement
No. AG 13 of 1996;
Yandi Construction Order No. CR 361 of 1991;
Yarrie Construction Order No. C 230 of 1993.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
1 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission, being of the opinion that there
was no employee to whom the following awards/agreements/
orders apply, did give notice on the 23 day of December, 1998
of an intention to make an Order cancelling such awards/agreements/orders;
AND WHEREAS at the 25 day of January, 1999 there were
no objections to the making of such an Order;
NOW THEREFORE, I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred by the said Act,
do hereby order that the awards/agreements/orders set out in
the Schedule attached hereto be cancelled.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
Draughtsmen’s, Tracers’ and Planners’ (Mt Newman Mining Company Pty Ltd & Goldsworthy Mining Ltd) Award 1976
No. 3 of 1975;
Goldsworthy Mining Limited ADSTE Staff Award No. A33
of 1981;
Pilbara Energy Project Construction Agreement No. AG 31
of 1995;
Pilbara Energy Project (Newman Power Station) Agreement
No. AG 13 of 1996;
Yandi Construction Order No. CR 361 of 1991;
Yarrie Construction Order No. C 230 of 1993.
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DRESSER MINERALS—A.W.U. BARITES MINING
AND PROCESS AWARD 1979.
No. R 33 of 1979.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

FERRIES MASTERS’ ENGINEERS’ AND
DECKHANDS’ (TRANSPERTH) AWARD 1964.
No. 8 of 1965.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

s.47

s.47

Cancellation of Award.
No. 686 of 1977, Part 171.

Cancellation of Award.
No. 686 of 1977, Part 175.

Dresser Minerals—A.W.U. Barites Mining and Process
Award 1979 No. R 33 of 1979.

Ferries Masters’ Engineers’ and Deckhands’ (Transperth)
Award 1964 No. 8 of 1965.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
1 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission, being of the opinion that there
was no employee to whom the following award applies, did
give notice on the 23 day of December, 1998 of an intention to
make an Order cancelling such award;
AND WHEREAS at the 25 day of January, 1999 there were
no objections to the making of such an Order;
NOW THEREFORE, I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred by the said Act,
do hereby order that the following award be cancelled.
Dresser Minerals—A.W.U. Barites Mining and Process Award 1979 No. R 33 of 1979
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
1 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission, being of the opinion that there
was no employee to whom the following award applies, did
give notice on the 23 day of December, 1998 of an intention to
make an Order cancelling such award;
AND WHEREAS at the 25 day of January, 1999 there were
no objections to the making of such an Order;
NOW THEREFORE, I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred by the said Act,
do hereby order that the following award be cancelled.
Ferries Masters’ Engineers’ and Deckhands’
(Transperth) Award 1964 No. 8 of 1965
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

ENROLLED NURSES & NURSING
ASSISTANTS (PRIVATE) AWARD.
No. 8 of 1978.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.47
Deletion of Respondents.
No. 76 of 1980, Part 242.
Enrolled Nurses & Nursing Assistants (Private) Award.
No. 8 of 1978.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
1 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING read and considered the documents relating to this
matter and there being no party desiring to be heard in opposition thereto;
NOW THEREFORE, being satisfied that the requirements
of the abovementioned Act have been complied with, I, the
undersigned, Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission, acting on my own motion
in pursuance of the powers contained in Section 47 of the
abovementioned Act, do hereby order and declare—
THAT from the date of this order the following employer be struck out of the Schedule of Respondents to
the Enrolled Nurses & Nursing Assistants (Private) Award,
No. 8 of 1978 namely—
Annesley Private Hospital, Mt Lawley
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

METAL TRADES (GENERAL) AWARD 1966.
No. 13 of 1965.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.47
Deletion of Respondents.
No. 76 of 1980, Part 198.
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966.
No. 13 of 1965.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
1 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING read and considered the documents relating to this
matter and there being no party desiring to be heard in opposition thereto;
NOW THEREFORE, being satisfied that the requirements
of the abovementioned Act have been complied with, I, the
undersigned, Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission, acting on my own motion
in pursuance of the powers contained in Section 47 of the
abovementioned Act, do hereby order and declare—
THAT from the date of this order the employers set out
in the Schedule attached hereto be struck out of the Schedule of Respondents to the Metal Trades (General) Award
1966 No. 13 of 1965.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
Adams, William & Co. Ltd, 362 South Street, O’Connor WA
6163
Avery, W. & T. (Aust.) Pty Ltd, 374 Murray Street, Perth WA
6000
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Barclay & Sharland Pty Ltd, PO Box 295, Hamilton Hill WA
6163
Bouchers Industries Ltd, 349 Scarborough Beach Road,
Osborne Park WA 6017
Bradshaws Pty Ltd, 97 Belmont Avenue, Belmont WA 6104
Bushell, Charles & Co., 18 King Edward Road, Osborne Park
WA 6017
Carse, E.W. & Co., 83 Abernethy Road, Belmont WA 6104
Cosmo Prod., 44 Morrison Road, Midland WA 6056
Crump & Cornish, Leger Street, Balcatta WA 6021
Diamond Ice & Cold Storage Coy. Pty Ltd, 278 Scarborough
Beach Road, Osborne Park WA 6017
Forrestfield Industries Pty Ltd, Hale Road, Forrestfield WA
6058
Fry, E.J., 45 Munt Street, Bayswater WA 6053
Gaunt, C.W. & Sons, 12 Clune Street, Bayswater WA 6053
Golden Gleam Fish Processing Co. Pty Ltd, Augustus Street,
Geraldton WA 6530
Hadfields (W.A.) 1934 Ltd, Railway Parade, Bassendean WA
6054
List, F. & Sons Pty Ltd, 223 Collier Road, Bayswater WA
6053
McAlister, T. Pty Ltd, 18 Denninup Way, Malaga WA 6062
Mr Whippy (Perth) Pty Ltd, 396 Scarborough Beach Road,
Osborne Park WA 6017
Sawyers Engineers Pty Ltd, 8 Palmerston Street, Bentley WA
6102
Singer Aust. Pty Ltd, 30 Coolgardie Street, West Perth WA
6005
Supa-Furn Distributors, 485 Scarborough Beach Road,
Osborne Park WA 6017
Telcon Aust. Pty Ltd, 198 Railway Parade, West Perth WA
6005
Thomas Bros., 15 Mallard Way, Canington WA 6107
Turner, E.J., 4 Ensign Street, Narrogin WA 6312
W.A. Forge Co. Ltd, Gnangara Road, Wanneroo WA 6065
West Australian Rope & Twine Co. Pty Ltd, 719 Stirling Highway, Mosman Park WA 6102
Wiltshire Bros., Fitzgerald Street, Geraldton WA 6530

PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRY AWARD 1980
No. A9 of 1980.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.47
Deletion of Respondents
No. 76 of 1980, Part 161.
Photographic Industry Award 1980 No. A9 of 1980.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
1 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING read and considered the documents relating to this
matter and there being no party desiring to be heard in opposition thereto;
NOW THEREFORE, being satisfied that the requirements
of the abovementioned Act have been complied with, I, the
undersigned, Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission, acting on my own motion
in pursuance of the powers contained in Section 47 of the
abovementioned Act, do hereby order and declare—
THAT from the date of this order the following employers be struck out of the Schedule of Respondents to
the Photographic Industry Award 1980 No. A9 of 1980
namely—
Craftsman Prints, 2 Edward Street, Fremantle WA
6160
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Photo Laboratories Ltd, 5 Belmont Avenue, Belmont
WA 6104
Viva Colour, 26 Brown Street, Claremont WA 6010
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

RETAIL FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS EMPLOYEES
AGREEMENT
No. AG 15 of 1992.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.47
Deletion of Respondents.
No. 76 of 1980, Part 138.
Retail Food Establishments Employees
Agreement No. AG 15 of 1992.
28 January 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission on its own motion pursuant to
s.47 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, gave notice of its
intention to strike out respondents to the Retail Food Establishments Employees Agreement No. AG 15 of 1992, on the
grounds that the respondents are no longer carrying on business in an industry to which the agreement applies (see [78
WAIG 4960]);
AND WHEREAS the Commission, being satisfied that subsection (3) of s.47 has been complied with, is of the opinion
that the respondents set out in the Schedule attached hereto
are no longer carrying on business in an industry to which the
agreement applies;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, Commissioner of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979, hereby order—
THAT from the date of this order the employers set out
in the Schedule attached hereto is struck out of the Schedule of Respondents to the Retail Food Establishments
Employees Agreement No. AG 15 of 1992.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
Amalgamated Food and Poultry Pty Ltd Inc in WA Trading
as Red Rooster Foods, 342 Scarbourough Beach Rd, Osborne
Park WA 6017
N.J. & A.S. Wise & Neil and Ann Wise Trading as Pizza
Hut, 77 Walter Rd, Bedford WA 6052
Russoney Pty Ltd (Russell & Yvonne Furner) Trading as
Pizza Hut, Adalia St, Kallaroo WA 6025 and 4/551 Moolandah
Boulevard,Kingsley WA 6026
Malvery Pty Ltd and James Lavender Trading as Pizza Hut,
2861-2869 Albany Hwy, Kelmscott WA 6111
Linda & Tony Cuccovia Trading as Pizza Hut, Shop 2,
Willetton, Neighbourhood Shopping Centre, Willetton WA
6155
Competitive Foods Ltd Trading as Hungry Jacks & Kentucky Fried Chicken, 77 Hay St, Subiaco WA 6008
Aleht Holdings Pty Ltd Trading as Chicken Treat, Cnr
Ferndale Crs and Meltcalf Rd, Ferndale WA 6155
Montello Holdings Pty Ltd Trading as Chicken Treat, 484
Stirling Hwy, Cottesloe WA 6011
Afra Pty Ltd Trading as Chicken Treat, Shop 8, Coolibah
Plaza, Greenwood WA 6024
Glen Hawkins Trading as Chicken Treat, 427B Carrington
St, Hamilton Hill WA 6163
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Abkam Pty Ltd Trading as Chicken Treat, Shop 22,
Kelmscott Plaza, Kelmscott WA 6111
Lynne Ellen Harris Trading as Chicken Treat, 1699 Albany
Hwy, Kenwick WA 6107
Vinod & Kirja Bhautoo Trading as Chicken Treat, Shop 3A
Langford Village, Langford WA 6155
Nigrus Holdings Pty Ltd Trading as Chicken Treat, 2 Pace
Rd, Medina WA 6167
Chiron Pty Ltd Trading as Chicken Treat, 37 Mends St, South
Perth WA 6151
Roland Sylvester Ott Trading as Chicken Treat, 98A
Wanneroo Rd, Tuart Hill WA 6060
Chickenco Pty Ltd & River Rooster Australia Pty Ltd Trading as River Rooster, c/- Papalia & Reynolds, 12 Prince St,
Busselton WA 6280
Graphic Holdings Pty Ltd and David Grylls Trading as Pizza
Hut, Shop 36A Forrestfield Forum, Strelitzia Ave, Forrestfield
WA 6058

NOTICES—
Award/Agreement matters—
Application No. PSAA 1 of 1999.
APPLICATION FOR AN AWARD ENTITLED
“THE GRAYLANDS SELBY-LEMNOS AND SPECIAL
CARE HEALTH SERVICES AWARD 1998”
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the
Commission by the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of
Western Australia (Union of Workers) under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 for the above Award.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Award which relate to
area of operation or scope are published hereunder.
3.—AREA OF OPERATION
This Award shall apply throughout the State of Western
Australia.
4.—SCOPE
This Award shall extend to and bind—
(1) all Government Officers employed at Graylands
Selby-Lemnos and Special Care Health Services
(GSL) by the Metropolitan Health Services Board;
(a) in any calling in which they are eligible for
membership of the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) (the HSOA); or,
(b) in the case of employees who as at 6 May 1998
were financial members of the Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated
(the CSA) and who continues without break
to be a member and to be permanently employed at GSL, in any calling in which they
are eligible for membership of the CSA; and
(2) the HSOA;
(3) the CSA to the extent that they have eligible members so employed; and
(4) The Metropolitan Health Service Board.
A copy of the proposed Award may be inspected at my office
at National Mutual Centre, 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth.
J. SPURLING,
Registrar.
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PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Matters Dealt With—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chairman
Government Employees Superannuation Board.
No. PSAC 1 of 1999.
2 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission has been advised by the applicant that this matter has been resolved;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued by leave.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Executive Director, Education Department
No. PSAC 74 of 1998.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
5 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The matter before the Public Service Arbitrator (“the Arbitrator”) is an application for conference
made pursuant to s.44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
(“the IR Act”). The Schedule attached to the Notice of Application is in the following terms—
“The Association seeks the assistance of the Commission
is(sic) resolving the following issues—
The Education Department has advised Ms Cabrera
that the recent notification of her recommendation
to the position of Personal Secretary Level 2,
ED3000679, Strategic Initiatives Policy and Planning Directorate is invalid and therefore withdrawn.
The Union considers the employer’s actions to be in
contravention of the Public Sector Management Act
1994, Sections 8(a) and (c), and Section 64(5)(b).
Ms Cabrera is a contract employee employed at level
1 with the Western Australian Department of Training and therefore meets the requirements of Section
64(5)(b) and eligible for appointment. The fact that
she was acting in a Higher Duties position at the time,
does not rule her ineligible, as claimed by the Department.
The Union seeks and(sic) order—
that the recommendation be declared valid and reinstated immediately.
All correspondence related to this matter is attached.
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The Union request this matter be listed for conference at
the Commissions earliest convenience to prevent further
complications by the appointment of another officer to
the position prior to this matter being determined”
The Commission convened a conference for the purpose of
dealing with the matter. At this conference the Respondent
challenged the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator to deal with the
matter on the basis that the Arbitrator does not have jurisdiction to inquire into or deal with any matter in respect of which
a procedure referred to in s.97 (1)(c) of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 (“the PSM Act”) is, or may be, prescribed under that Act. It says that, in essence, this matter relates
to enforcement of public sector standards.
The parties have each now provided written submissions in
respect of that matter.
The parties have also submitted an “agreed statement of facts”
which in points 1 to 13 inclusive, encapsulate the details of
this matter. Those are as follows—
“1. In June 1994, Ms Magdalena Cabrera accepted an
offer of a 3 month contract of employment by the
Western Australian Department of Training. The
position was for a Clerical Officer, Level 1.
2. WADOT is part of the Public Service.
3. Ms Cabrera is employed as a public service officer.
4. From commencement Ms Cabrera has had her contracts continually extended. Effective from July 1995
Ms Cabrera has been undertaking Higher Duties to a
Level 2 position.
5. In July 1998, the Education Department (“EDWA”)
advertised a Level 2, Personal Secretary position in
the Strategic Initiatives, Policy and Planning Directorate via the Intersector. Ms Cabrera applied for this
position, was shortlisted and interviewed for the position.
6. Around the same time as the advertisement of the
Level 2, Personal Secretary position, Ms Cabrera also
submitted an application for another position within
EDWA. The position was for Personal Secretary,
Level 2 in the Staffing Directorate. During the initial checks to determine each applicant’s eligibility,
the Human Resources Branch identified that Ms
Cabrera was on contract to WADOT as a Level 1,
Clerical Officer on higher duties allowance to Level
2.
7. EDWA forwarded a letter of recommendation to Ms
Cabrera, which was incorrectly dated 15 August 1998
(probably should have been 15 September 1998) (Attachment 1).
8. On 15 September, 1998 WADOT provided written
advice to EDWA that Ms Cabrera was initially employed by them as a Level 1 Contract Officer, has
had continuous service since the initial appointment
and is currently on higher duties allowance to a Level
2 position (Attachment 2). WADOT also advised that
Ms Cabrera’s employment status is consistent with
the recruitment provisions pursuant to clause 64 of
the Public Sector Management Act (WA) 1994 and
that she is eligible to apply for positions advertised
in the Public Service Notices – Intersector.
9. By correspondence dated September 17, 1998,
EDWA advised Ms Cabrera that the recent notification of her recommendation was invalid and hence
withdrawn (Attachment 3).
10. The reason for the withdrawal was in accordance with
the approved Procedures and Department Policy, in
relation to fixed term contractors, developed by the
Education Department.
11. On September 25, 1998 Ms Cabrera lodged a claim
for a Breach of the Recruitment, Selection and Appointment Standard and more specifically in respect
of Compliance Requirements 1.3 and 1.7 (Attachment 4).
12. An Independent Reviewer was appointed in accordance with Regulation 5 of the Public Sector
Management (Review Procedures) Review Regulations 1995. The Independent Reviewer found that
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Compliance Standards 1.3 and 1.7 had not been
breached.
13. On September 24, 1998, the CSA/CSPU (“the Association”) lodged application PSAC 74 of 1998. The
Association claimed that EDWA’s actions contravened the Principles enunciated in Sections 8(a) and
8(c) of the PSM Act. The Association sought the
Public Service Arbitrator’s assistance in determining eligibility pursuant to Section 64(5)(b) of the
Public Sector Management Act (WA) 1994.
…”
On 20 November 1998, the Arbitrator provided the parties
with an opportunity to speak to their written submissions, and
at this point raised with the parties the question of whether the
matter the subject of the application constituted an industrial
matter on the basis that the application does not relate to Ms
Cabrera in her relationship with her employer but relates to
her seeking employment with another employer.
The parties have now provided their written submissions on
that matter although those submissions are of limited assistance in dealing with this issue.
The first matter to be dealt with is whether there is an industrial matter before the Arbitrator, due to Ms Cabrera not being
in an employer/employee relationship with the Respondent,
listed in this application as the Executive Director, Education
Department.
The jurisdiction of the Arbitrator is set out in s.80E of the IR
Act and is specifically prescribed in subsections (1), (2), (5)
and (7).
“Jurisdiction of Arbitrator
80E. (1) Subject to Division 3 of Part II and subsections (6) and (7) of this section, an Arbitrator
has exclusive jurisdiction to enquire into and
deal with any industrial matter relating to a
Government officer, a group of Government
officers or Government officers generally.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection
(1) the jurisdiction conferred by that subsection includes jurisdiction to deal with —
(a) a claim in respect of the salary, range
of salary or title allocated to the office
occupied by a Government officer and,
where a range of salary was allocated
to the office occupied by him, in respect of the particular salary within that
range of salary allocated to him; and
(b) a claim in respect of a decision of an
employer to downgrade any office that
is vacant.
…
(5) Nothing in subsection (1) or (2) shall affect or
interfere with the exercise by an employer in
relation to any Government officer, or office
under his administration, of any power in relation to any matter within the jurisdiction of
an Arbitrator, but any act, matter or thing done
by an employer in relation to any such matter
is liable to be reviewed, nullified, modified or
varied by an Arbitrator in the course of the
exercise by him of his jurisdiction in respect
of that matter under this Division.
…
(7) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (6), an
Arbitrator does not have jurisdiction to enquire
into or deal with, or refer to the Commission
in Court Session or the Full Bench, any matter in respect of which a procedure referred to
in section 97 (1) (a) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 is, or may be, prescribed
under that Act.
Section 80G of the IR Act provides that subject to Division
2, “the provisions of Division 2 of Part II that apply to or in
relation to the exercise of the jurisdiction of the Commission
constituted by a Commissioner shall apply with such modifications as are prescribed and such other modifications as may
be necessary or appropriate”, to be exercised by an Arbitrator
of his jurisdiction under this Act.
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The jurisdiction of the Arbitrator relies on the matter before
it being an industrial matter. The definition of an industrial
matter as referred to in s.80E (1) is not contained within Part
IIA – Constituent Authorities in which s.80E falls, but relies
on the definition contained within s.7 of the IR Act. The definition of industrial matter provides—
“industrial matter” means, subject to section 7C, any
matter affecting or relating to the work, privileges,
rights, or duties of employers or employees in any
industry or of any employer or employee therein and,
without limiting the generality of that meaning, includes any matter relating to —
(a) the wages, salaries, allowances, or other remuneration of employees or the prices to be
paid in respect of their employment;
(b) the hours of employment, leave of absence,
sex, age, qualification, or status of employees
and the mode, terms, and conditions of employment including conditions which are to
take effect after the termination of employment;
(c) the employment of children or young persons,
or of any person or class of persons, in any
industry, or the dismissal of or refusal to employ any person or class of persons therein;
(d) any established custom or usage of any industry, either generally or in the particular locality
affected;
(e) the privileges, rights, or duties of any organization or association or any officer or member
thereof in or in respect of any industry;
(f) in respect of apprentices or industrial trainees—
(i) their wage rates; and
(ii) subject to the Industrial Training Act
1975 —
(I) their other conditions of employment; and
(II) the rights, duties, and liabilities
of the parties to any agreement
of apprenticeship or industrial
training agreement;
[(g) deleted]
[(h) deleted]
(i) any matter, whether falling within the preceding part of this interpretation or not, where —
(i) an organization of employees and an
employer agree that it is desirable for
the matter to be dealt with as if it were
an industrial matter; and
(ii) the Commission is of the opinion that
the objects of this Act would be furthered if the matter were dealt with as
an industrial matter;
but does not include —
(j) compulsion to join an organization of employees to obtain or hold employment;
(k) preference of employment at the time of, or
during, employment by reason of being or not
being a member of an organization of employees;
(l) non-employment by reason of being or not
being a member of an organization of employees; or
(m) any matter relating to the matters described in
paragraph (j), (k) or (l);
Section 7C deals with limitations to jurisdiction in respect
of employees parties to workplace agreements and is not relevant to this matter.
The issue before the Arbitrator is that the Applicant seeks a
declaration that the recommendation of Ms Cabrera for a particular position, such recommendation previously issued and
rescinded by an employing authority not being her employer,
be declared valid and reinstated, on the basis of alleged breaches
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of the PSM Act dealing with her eligibility to apply for the
position concerned.
To be an industrial matter, the matter in dispute must affect
or relate to the work, privileges, rights or duties of employers
or employees in any industry or of any employer or employee
therein and, without limiting the generality of that meaning,
includes any matters relating to a number of specified issues.
Those specified matters elaborate on rather than extend the
meaning of industrial matter. One such issue, which may be
considered to be related to this matter, is that set out in paragraph (c) of the definition of industrial matter as being “the
dismissal of or refusal to employ any person (in any industry)”. I say that it may be related because the refusal to employ
arises prior to the establishment of an employer/employee relationship. The matter before the Commission relates to
circumstances arising prior to or in the absence of any employment relationship between the parties.
It should be noted that s.29 sets out by whom various types
of industrial matter may be referred to the Commission. Section 29(1)(a)(ii) provides that an industrial matter (any
industrial matter subject to any other restriction specified within
the IR Act) may be referred to the Commission by an organisation in which persons to whom the industrial matter relates
are eligible to be enrolled as members, or by an employer with
sufficient interest in the matter, or by the Minister. S.80F (1)
of the IR Act is in similar terms in respect of industrial matters
referred to the Arbitrator. .
The Applicant in this matter is the organisation concerned
and is referring a matter relating to a person eligible to be
enrolled as a member. The Applicant then is entitled to refer
any matter, subject to it being “industrial”, relating to a person
eligible to be a member.
On the other hand, pursuant to s.29 of the IR Act, an employee can refer only to two types of industrial matter—
(1) a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal; and
(2) a claim for non-award contractual benefits.
The individual employee is not entitled to make claims regarding any other industrial matter, such as refusal to employ,
whereas an organisation is so entitled.
The definition of industrial matter, with particular reference
to a refusal to employ was dealt with by the Industrial Appeal
Court in Princess Margaret Hospital and the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) (1975) (55 WAIG 543) (“PMH”). This matter involved a person who had been offered employment by the
Hospital but that offer was withdrawn prior to the person commencing employment. Burt CJ, with whose reasons the other
members of the Court agreed, said—
“I agree entirely with the decision and with the reasons
in the Kwinana case and in substance with the reasons
which led the Commission in Court Session to its conclusion in the present case. In a case such as the present one
where, as I think is the case, there has been a refusal to
employ a person, that refusal is an industrial matter clearly
within paragraph (c) of the definition. If there is a dispute
about that refusal between an industrial union of workers
of which the worker concerned is or is eligible to be a
member and the employer concerned, then there is an industrial dispute and then with reference to its
determination, if an order directing the employer to employ or in the case of dismissal (the Kwinana case) an
order for reinstatement is “fair and right in relation” to
that matter “having regard to the interests of the persons
immediately concerned, and of the community as a whole”
then it too, that is to say, the employment of the worker or
the reinstatement of the worker as the case might be, becomes an industrial matter. See paragraph (h) of the
definition of industrial matters. And if the making of an
order to employ or to reinstate as the case might be, be
thought of as the exercise of a power within the jurisdiction, then it is I think within the power to “determine (the)
industrial matter”. Section 61-(1) (e).
Furthermore the same conclusion can I think be sustained on a broader ground, it being that the dismissal or
refusal to employ a worker is within the general words of
the definition of “industrial matters” as being a matter
“affecting or relating to the work, privileges, rights, and
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duties of employers or workers in any industry”. If this is
so, and, by analogy, s. 61(2)(c) would suggest that the
legislature considered it to be so, then again and for the
same reasons, if the required relationship to that matter
appears, then the employment or the reinstatement of the
worker becomes an industrial matter and if it be the subject of a dispute between an industrial union of workers
and an employer it is then an industrial dispute, and an
order to reinstate or to employ as the case may be is then
seen to be an order within power, being an order made
“determining” the industrial matter in dispute.”
(at page 545)
The decision of the Full Bench in Sir Charles Gairdner
Hospital and the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers’ Union, Miscellaneous Division, WA Branch
(1994) (74 WAIG 2319) (“HSOA”) which relates to an employee whose employment had been the subject of a series of
contracts for specified terms, recognises the matter of refusal
to employ as being an industrial matter. In that case, at the
expiration of the last contract, the employee had an expectation that the employment would continue, however, it did not.
The Union had claimed that the employee had been unfairly
dismissed. The Acting President noted that “the Commission
has authority to enquire into and deal with a claim by (the
Union) that the (employer’s) refusal to re-employ (the employee) was unfair or otherwise industrially unacceptable”
(page 2320).
On the basis of the reasons in PMH and HSOA (supra), the
refusal to employ is an industrial matter because—
(1) it is specifically referred to in the definition of industrial matter as one of the examples thereof; and
(2) it is within the generality of a matter “affecting or
relating to the work, privileges, rights, and duties of
employers or employees in any industry”.
The next question to arise is whether the rescinding of a
recommendation constitutes a refusal to employ. I find that it
does not, although, as noted earlier, it is related. However, the
issuing of the recommendation is one of a number of steps
involved in the employment process. Further, the issuing of
the recommendation and its rescinding affect or relate to the
work, privileges, rights and duties of employers or employees
in any industry or of any employer or employee therein. In
accordance with PMH and HSOA (supra), the definition of
industrial matter does not require there to be or have been a
relationship of employer and employee between the two parties concerned for the matter to fit within that definition. (See
also Orange City Bowling Club Ltd v. Federated Liquor and
Allied Industries employees Union of Australia (NSW Branch
[1979] AR (NSW) 90). Accordingly, the matter referred to the
Public Service Arbitrator would appear to be an industrial
matter.
The Respondent also says that the Arbitrator is prohibited
from dealing with this matter by the terms of s.23 (2a) of the
IR Act, which provides—
(2a) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (2), the Commission does not have jurisdiction to enquire into or
deal with any matter in respect of which a procedure
referred to in section 97 (1) (a) of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 is, or may be, prescribed under that Act.
Section 80 (E)(7) of the IR Act is in almost identical terms
in respect of the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator.
Section 97(1)(a) of the PSM Act is contained under the heading of “Functions of Commissioner concerning relief in respect
of breach of public sector standards” and provides—
97. (1) The functions of the Commissioner under this
Part are —
(a) to make recommendations to the Minister on
the making, amendment or repeal of regulations prescribing procedures, whether by way
of appeal, review, conciliation, arbitration,
mediation or otherwise, for employees and
other persons to obtain relief in respect of the
breaching of public sector standards;
The “Commissioner” referred to is the “person for the time
being holding the office of Commissioner of Public Sector
Standards created by s.16 (1)” (s3 PSM Act).
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On 1 January 1996, the Public Sector Standards in Human
Resources Management came into effect (Government Gazette
1 September 1995). These contain standards for dealing with
Recruitment, Selection and Appointment.
On 1 January 1996, Part 7 – Procedures For Seeking Relief
in Respect of Breach of Public Sector Standards came into
operation (Government Gazette 24 November 1995). This is
the Part of the PSM Act, which contain s.97. On the same
date, the Public Sector Management (Review Procedures)
Regulations 1995 came into operation. Regulation 8(1) of those
Regulations provides—
Applications for review of breach of public sector
standards
8.
(1) Subject to regulation 10 and section 96 of the
Act, a person, other than a chief executive officer or chief employee, who is aggrieved by
a decision made or action taken by—
(a) a department or organization; or
(b) the employing authority of a department or organization,
that the person considers to be a breach of a
public sector standard, may apply to the employing authority of the department or
organization to have the decision or action reviewed by a reviewer.
(2) An applicant under subregulation (1) shall be
in writing, setting out the grounds on which
the applicant considers that the public sector
standard has been breached and any other information that the claimant considers relevant
to the review.
(3) Subject to subregulation (4) and regulation 9,
an application under this regulation shall be
lodged within 15 days after the decision was
made or action was taken, as the case may be,
that the applicant considers to be a breach of a
public sector standard.
(4) An employing authority may accept an application made under this regulation after the
period of 15 days has expired if the authority
considers that, in all the circumstances, it is
just and reasonable to do so.
The question that arises is whether the matter referred to the
Arbitrator is a matter in respect of which a procedure for employees or other persons to obtain relief in respect of the
breaching of public sector standards, is or may be, prescribed
under the PSM Act. The matter before the Arbitrator, as set
out in the schedule to the application, involves Ms Cabrera’s
application, recommendation, and the rescinding of the recommendation for appointment to a particular position. At the
heart of the matter is her eligibility to apply for the position.
It is noted that Ms Cabrera applied for a review of her situation according to the Recruitment, Selection, and Appointment
Standard. One of the areas of alleged breach was that her skills,
knowledge and abilities relevant to the job had not been fairly
assessed on the basis of her being “incorrectly deem(ed) …
ineligible”. The Reviewer’s report found that there was no evidence that Ms Cabrera’s skills, knowledge and abilities relevant
to the job were not fairly assessed. “However, the issue of Ms
Cabrera’s eligibility to apply for this vacant position in the
Education Department is outside the scope of this independent
review and relates directly to issues involving contract law.”
The Department’s process in respect of the alleged breach
of the Public Sector Standard has already been reviewed. The
complaint the subject of the application before the Arbitrator
is not limited to a matter in respect of which a procedure referred to in s.97 of the PSM Act (ie a procedure for employees
to obtain relief in respect of the breaching of public sector
standards) is or may be prescribed. Her complaint centres on
an alleged breach of the PSM Act, in particular s.8 (1)(a) and
(c) and s.64 (5)(b) as they relate the Respondent’s policy which
deemed her ineligible, not on a breach of a standard. Therefore, the provisions of s.97 (1) of the PSM Act and 23(2a) or
s.80(E)(7) if the IR Act do not prohibit the Arbitrator dealing
with this industrial matter. Accordingly, I find that s.23 (2a) of
the IR Act places no impediment on the Arbitrator’s jurisdiction to deal with this matter.
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The Respondent’s submission in respect of s.29 of the PSM
Act, stating that “the recruitment and selection of employees
are a managerial prerogative subject to certain provisions” requires comment. It is noted that s.80E (5) of the IR Act provides
that—
(5) Nothing in subsection (1) or (2) shall affect or interfere with the exercise by an employer in relation to
any Government officer, or office under his administration, of any power in relation to any matter within
the jurisdiction of an Arbitrator, but any act, matter
or thing done by an employer in relation to any such
matter is liable to be reviewed, nullified, modified
or varied by an Arbitrator in the course of the exercise by him of his jurisdiction in respect of that matter
under this Division.
Accordingly, any decision of the employer, in relation to an
industrial matter within the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator, is
open to review by the Arbitrator, and may be nullified, modified or varied by the Arbitrator. The prohibition contained at
the beginning of s.80E (5) is subject to the second part of that
subsection.
In conclusion, I find that the matter the subject of the application is an industrial matter, it does not relate to a breach of
public sector standards and is therefore not a matter in respect
of which a procedure referred to in s.97 (1)(a) of the PSM Act
is or may be prescribed under that Act. It is a matter relating to
an alleged breach of the PSM Act, by Ms Cabrera being deemed
ineligible for the position to which she was recommended.
Accordingly, the preliminary matters raised as impediments
to the conference proceeding are dismissed. The parties will
be contacted in the near future with a view to the conference
being convened for the purpose of conciliation.
APPEARANCES: Mr D Newman on behalf of the Applicant.
Ms L O’Brien on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Minister for Education
and
Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated.
No. P 56 of 1998.
9 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application has been overtaken by subsequent
developments between the parties; and
WHEREAS the applicant employer does not seek to proceed further;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued by leave.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)
and
North Metropolitan Health Service.
No. PSACR 9 of 1997.
16 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR C.B. PARKS: A conference conducted pursuant to s44 of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 (“the Act”) failed to settle a matter by conciliation, which
matter is now before the Arbitrator by way of a memorandum
of matters for hearing and determination the material part of
which is set out hereunder—
“CLAIM
The applicant Union claims that—
1. Mr Griggs’ contract of service with the Board
of Management of Lower North Metropolitan
Health Service was continuing subject only to
the ongoing funding of the project for which
he was employed.
2. In all of the circumstances, Mr Michael Griggs
has been unfairly dismissed in his employment, on or about 15 January 1997, by the
Board of Management of Lower North Metropolitan Health Service.
3. Mr Griggs be re-employed by the Board of
Management of Lower North Metropolitan
Health Service and/or its successor without
loss of pay or conditions for all periods when
he was available for employment.
4. In the event that the Health Service refuses to
re-employ Mr Griggs, that he be paid compensation.
ANSWER
The respondent answers that—
(1) At no time during his three discrete contracts
of employment with the Board of Management
of the Lower North Metropolitan Health Service (LNMHS) was Mr Griggs given and
expectation of continuing employment.
(2) There was no dismissal relating to Mr Griggs’
employment with LNMHS. Mr Griggs was
employed under three two month contracts
each of which came to an end in accordance
with its own terms.
(3) There has been no unfairness in the process
by which Mr Griggs’ employment came to an
end. If contrary to the prime contentions of
the respondent, Mr Griggs has been unfairly
dismissed, neither redeployment nor reinstatement is an appropriate remedy. Either remedy
would be impracticable in all of the circumstances, in particular because there are no
positions available in the “LNMHS Respite
Accommodation Service” for which funding
has diminished and may ultimately cease.
(4) The respondent maintains that Mr Griggs is
not entitled to any remedy at all.”
During the course of hearing the matter the applicant sought
and was granted leave by the Arbitrator to amend claim 2. to
include the alternative claim that Mr Griggs was “unfairly not
re-engaged in employment” at the date specified. Since the
matter first arose by way of an application for a conference in
February 1997 there has been a change in the name of the
respondent. With the consent of the parties the name of the
respondent has been amended from that of the Lower North
Metropolitan Health Service to that now cited in the head note
to these reasons.
The respondent conducts a respite house where persons who
are mentally ill may be accommodated for a period so as to
allow respite to the persons who usually care for them at home.
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Employed by the respondent and located on duty at the respite
house are employees classified as Rehabilitation Assistants.
Mr Griggs had been one such employee for the period from
July 1996 to a date in January 1997.
A complaint by a female resident of the respite home alleging misconduct by Mr Griggs led to his suspension from duty
on 12 December 1996. Between the date of suspension and
the termination of employment in January 1997 the respondent continued to pay Mr Griggs his usual salary. A preliminary
investigation was conducted by management personnel between the date of suspension and 19 December 1996 and on
31 December 1996, Mr DW Gibbens, a security agent contracted to the Health Department of Western Australia, was
requested to investigate the complaint made against Mr Griggs.
There were delays in that investigation for reasons which do
not matter here. Although Mr Griggs was aware that his employment had ended he continued to participate in the
investigation which was finalised by the submission of Mr
Gibbens’ written report on 5 March 1997.
The establishment of the respite house and the service it
provides is a project which was commenced in early 1996, the
first employee Mr K Leach was engaged in May of 1996, and
the house opened to residents in July 1996. The respite house
project is an initiative which relies on funding made available
by the Australian Government over a three year period, the
financial years 1995/96, 96/97 and 97/98.
Mr Griggs has told the Arbitrator that he became aware that
his employment had ended when, on 29 January 1997, he made
an inquiry to his employer why funds in excess of his usual
fortnightly salary had been credited to his bank account, as
had been the practice since the commencement of his suspension. Mr Griggs said he was then informed to the effect that
his contract of employment had expired on 15 January 1997
and as a consequence all monies which had accrued during his
employment had therefore been paid to him.
It is not in dispute that when Mr Griggs commenced employment he did so on what has been described as a fixed term
contract for a period of two months from 15 July 1996. There
is evidence that Mr Griggs signed a subsequent written contract wherein it is stated that he would be employed for the
period from 14 September 1996 to 15 November 1996 and
that unless the contract was formally extended his employment would cease on the specified date without further advice
from the respondent. A document containing the same essential terms and encompassing the period from 16 November
1996 to 15 January 1997, directed to Mr Griggs and dated 11
November 1996, was tendered to the Arbitrator (exhibit T5).
This document is unsigned by either party and according to
Mr Griggs he did not receive a copy of it in November 1996,
or at all.
There is no dispute that at the time of his engagement Mr
Griggs was informed by his superior Mr MB Harris, the Rehabilitation Co-Ordinator, Psychiatry, for the respondent, that
the respite house project depended on Government funding
and the extent of employment which the respondent may be
able to provide to him in the future depended on that funding.
The dependence of employment on the availability of funds
had been mentioned to Mr Griggs on several occasions. He
recollects that Mr Harris made mention of the matter in late
1996 when he made the oral offer of a further two months of
employment to January 1997. Mr Griggs also recollects that
Mr Harris, when mentioning to him the importance of funding, had also mentioned that the respondent may have to reduce
the 24 hours service provided to the residents by employees,
the inference being such would reduce cost and ease the difficulty with inadequate funding. At the commencement of his
suspension Mr Griggs was informed by Mr Harris that funding was such that employment may not be available to him
beyond January 1997.
I am satisfied on the evidence that Mr Griggs understood
and accepted that his employment was to be continued beyond 15 November for a period of 2 months, ie ending 15
January 1997, and that such was subject to the same essential
terms regarding its cessation or possible extension as are expressed in the written contract covering the period September
to November 1996 (exhibit T4). Mr Griggs was given to understand that notwithstanding he was engaged according to a
series of contracts he could expect further employment to be
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available to him, but subject to the funding of the project. It is
plain from what Mr Harris conveyed to Mr Griggs that it was
not the availability of funding per se that was material because it was known that there would be funding each year for
a three year period, the crucial factor was the adequacy of the
funding to meet the operating costs of the service each year.
The Arbitrator has been referred to a number of authorities
on whether consecutive contracts of employment made in similar terms to that entered into by the respondent and Mr Griggs
expire with the effluxion of time, or were brought to an end by
the employer and constitute a dismissal. The Arbitrator is bound
by rulings of the Full Bench of the Commission, and in turn,
those of the Industrial Appeal Court. A decision of the Full
Bench in the matter of appeal, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital v
ALHMWU (74 WAIG 2319) is directly on point and therefore I find no need to consider decisions from other
jurisdictions. The Full Bench held—
• it is not permissible to imply into a contract of employment a term which is inconsistent with an
expressed term of the contract.
• A contract of employment which states that employment will end on a given date allows no scope to
imply that the contract will extend beyond that date.
• Where a contract of employment expires the employment terminates on that date through the effluxion
of time and by the prior agreement of the parties,
therefore there is no dismissal by the employer.
• A failure, or refusal, to re-employ a person following upon the expiration of a contract of employment
does not constitute a dismissal.
• Absent a dismissal by the employer there can be no
unfair dismissal.
Plainly Mr Griggs was not dismissed on 15 January 1997,
his contract of employment was one which expired on that
date with the effluxion of time. The claim for reinstatement of
employment or alternatively monetary compensation, on that
ground must therefore fail. I turn to consider the alternative
claim that the failure of the respondent to re-employ Mr Griggs
at the expiration of his contract of employment was unfair or
unreasonable and that the Arbitrator ought order his re-employment.
It is the uncontroverted evidence of Mr Harris that the Australian Government funding provided for each financial year
meets the operational needs of the respite house for approximately five months in each year and the maintenance of the
service level for the remainder of a year depends on obtaining
additional funds from the State Government. In August 1996
Mr Harris reached the conclusion that the funds then available
meant there would be a need to significantly reduce the level
of service in or about January 1997. In or about November
1996 he was more convinced that would be the case. Additional funding was received from the State Government,
however it did not increase the total funds available to the
level required to meet the direct employment costs associated
with the provision of a 24 hour service. The payment of salary
to Mr Griggs whilst he was on suspension exacerbated the
situation because further funds were also expended to remunerate the employees who undertook the duties he would
usually have undertaken. According to Mr Harris the expiration of Mr Griggs’ employment on 15 January 1997 relieved
the respondent of this financial burden, furthermore it was not
prudent to re-employ Mr Griggs given that he would not be
available for work until such time as the complaint made against
him had been investigated and a conclusion reached as to his
conduct. Mr Harris therefore elected to provide the service to
residents essentially through other employees performing additional hours of work. This situation continued until ultimately
the decision was taken that the respondent could no longer
afford to provide a 24 hour service. In mid March 1997 the
service provided to residents was reduced. The statement of
agreed facts shows that thereafter an employee was no longer
required to work for the period Monday to Thursday from 2200
hours each day to 0830 hours the next following day, on Friday from 2200 hours to 0900 hours on Saturday, on Saturday
from 1900 hours to 0900 hours Sunday, and on Sunday from
1900 hours to 0830 hours on Monday, ie 83 hours less service
were provided and the man hours were correspondingly reduced.
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The statement of agreed facts also reveals that had Mr Griggs
been re-employed, the hours he had previously been rostered
to work each week would have been reduced by marginally
less than 50% and the hours which Mr Leach had usually been
rostered to work would reduce by slightly more than 80%.
The applicant union does not contest that the respondent had
justifiable reason to reduce the level of service provided and
consequently the required level of manning at March 1997.
The argument as I understand it is a simple one. It is that whilst
the respite house project continued to receive funding, and
continued in operation, Mr Griggs had a reasonable expectation he would have future employment with the respondent.
Consequently, it was unfair not to provide him with that employment, particularly given that the shifts which are no longer
manned are predominantly those of Mr Leach who is a
secondee to the respite house project with ongoing tenure of
employment with the respondent. Therefore, Mr Leach ought
have been removed to another position of employment and
further employment provided to Mr Griggs.
Counsel for the respondent argues that the decision not to
re-employ Mr Griggs should be approached on the basis of
general principles of fairness and equity, the relevant test for
which is whether the action of the employer was unfair or
otherwise industrially unacceptable. The essence of his argument is that the question to be considered is whether the legal
right of the respondent not to re-employ Mr Griggs was exercised so unfairly in relation to Mr Griggs so as to amount to an
abuse of that right. Counsel contends that the measurement of
what is fair is to be judged according to an objective standard
and it is well settled that it is not a matter of whether the Arbitrator would have acted differently had it been in the
respondent’s position, but whether the action of the respondent exceeded that which was fair. With all of this I agree.
Throughout the whole period Mr Griggs had been employed
it had been made known that the future offer of employment
depended on the respondent obtaining adequate funding to meet
operational costs, Mr Harris had made it known that in his
estimate there would be inadequate funding to continue the
same level of service, and therefore manning, beyond January
1997. A change of this nature was not implemented at that
time however Mr Harris viewed it as imprudent to re-employ
Mr Griggs. That decision has not been shown to be wrong or
flawed. There is acceptance that by March 1997 the respondent had the need to reduce its labour costs and that that be
achieved by a reduction in the manning.
The Arbitrator has been told that the cessation of Mr Leach’s
secondment and the re-employment of Mr Griggs would have
been the fairer course. The logic of this proposition, as I comprehend it, is that Mr Leach being a secondee would not suffer
any loss because he would retain employment but be moved
elsewhere and in consequence Mr Griggs ought have gained
re-employment, he having been cleared of misconduct by then.
That Mr Leach had tenure of employment is not reason to
remove him from the project. He was the first employee to
commence work with the respite house project and to now
suggest that he ought have been removed to favour Mr Griggs
completely ignores what the comparable performance of the
two employees may have been and also what may have been
the personal circumstances and wishes of Mr Leach. The onus
lies with the applicant to show the respondent acted unfairly.
That has not been discharged and the claim for re-employment fails.
The application will be dismissed.
Appearances: Ms C. Thomas on behalf of the applicant.
Mr N. Monahan (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)
and
North Metropolitan Health Service.
No. PSACR 9 of 1997.
16 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C. Thomas on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr N. Monahan (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, the
Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)
and
Royal Perth Hospital and Others.
No. P 72 of 1995.
16 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR C.B. PARKS: The Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 (the Award), as
amended, by the operation of Clause 19.—Long Service Leave
prescribes the rights of employees and the obligation of employers regarding the taking of paid leave or alternatively a
pro rata payment in lieu thereof. The applicant union asks that
the Public Service Arbitrator interpret the meaning of paragraph (c), of subclause (8), of the aforementioned clause and
the question posed is in these terms—
“Is a person who terminates his/her employment following pregnancy or a spouses pregnancy for the purpose of
being the primary caregiver of a child, entitled to pro-rata
Long Service Leave in accordance with the provisions of
this sub-clause?”
It was agreed between the parties that the question posed
would better convey that which was intended if the words “his
or her” replaced the adjective “a” preceding the word “child”.
However, given the explanation of the question by the advocate for the applicant, and there being no objection on behalf
of the respondent that the question extend to include the termination of employment by a pregnant person and not only
“following pregnancy”, the full scope of the question intended
by the applicant is better reflected in the form reframed by the
Public Service Arbitrator hereunder—
“If an employee terminates their employment to undertake the role of primary care giver to a child—
(a) during their preceding pregnancy, or following upon their giving birth to the child;
(b) whom their spouse has recently given birth;
is each such class of employee entitled to payment of prorata long service leave upon termination of the
employment.”
So far as is material to interpreting the meaning of clause
19(8)(b), the clause of the award provides at subclauses (5),
(8) and (9)—
“(5) An employee who resigns or is dismissed, shall not
be entitled to long service leave or payment for long
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service leave other than leave that had accrued to the
employee prior to the date on which the employee
resigned or the date of the offence for which the
employee is dismissed.

.....
.....
(8) A lump sum payment for long service leave accrued
in accordance with this clause and for pro-rata long
service leave shall be made in the following cases—
(a) To a worker who retires at or over the age of
fifty-five years or who has retired on the
grounds of ill health, provided that no payment shall be made for pro-rata long service
leave unless the worker has completed not less
than twelve months’ continuous service.
(b) To a worker who has retired for any other
cause: Provided that no payment shall be made
for pro-rata long service leave unless the
worker had completed not less than three years’
continuous service before the date of his retirement.
(c) To the widow of a worker or such other person as may be approved by the employer in
the event of the death of a worker: Provided
that no payment shall be made for pro-rata long
service leave unless the worker had completed
not less than twelve months’ continuous service prior to the date of his death.
(9) A calculation of the amount due for long service leave
accrued and for pro-rata long service leave shall be
made at the rate of salary of a worker at the date of
retirement, resignation or death, whichever applies
and no such payment shall exceed the equivalent of
twelve months’ salary.”
The provision now contained at paragraph (b), of subclause
(8), had at an earlier time been designated paragraph (c). When
so designated the Commission interpreted and declared the
meaning of the provision in matter no. 646 of 1973 (53 WAIG
896). The Commission observed that the then current three
paragraphs (a), (b) and (c), of subclause (8), where pertaining
to pro-rata entitlement, each respectively referred to “a worker
who retires …”, “a female worker who resigns …” and “a
worker who has retired …” and held that—
“Although the words ‘resign’ and ‘retire’ can be said to
be synonymous in that each can be ascribed the meaning
of the ‘giving up of office’ a distinction is found in the
case of a person who ‘resigns’ or ‘retires’ voluntarily and
a person who ‘retires’ by force of circumstance and is
therefore obliged to retire.”
The then current subclause (5), of clause 19, was viewed by
the Commission to be a relevant consideration. That subclause,
save for the substitution of the word “employee” for that of
“worker” and the deletion of an exception to its operation regarding a female employee, remains worded the same today
and this wording the Commission found was patently inconsistent with the then paragraph (c), of subclause (8), if the
words “a worker who has retired …” were construed to mean
an employee who resigned voluntarily. In reference to the then
paragraph (c), of subclause (8), the Commission ultimately
concluded—
“The qualifying words ‘for any other cause’ in paragraph
(c) is (sic) designed, in my opinion, to expand the entitlement conferred in paragraph (a) ‘to a worker who has
retired on the grounds of ill health’. In other words a
worker who has completed ‘not less than three years continuous service before the date of this retirement’ and is
obliged to retire for reasons other than ill health has an
entitlement to payment of pro-rata long service leave.
It follows that ‘a person who resigns from employment’
is not so entitled …”
In the matter No. CR 222 of 1980 (60 WAIG 1576) the Commission considered a claim made on behalf of a female
employee who terminated her employment and in relation to
whom it was asserted that clause 19(8)(c) entitled her to be
paid pro-rata long service leave. At the time this claim was
determined the provision contained in paragraph (c) remained
the same as that considered in the matter No.646 of 1973. The
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meaning declared by the Commission in matter No. 646 of
1973 regarding the word “retired” was cited with approval.
Clause 19(8)(c) was again considered in matter No. CR 221
of 1981 (61 WAIG 2042). Here again the Commission cited
with approval the meaning of paragraph (c) declared in matter
No. 646 of 1973 and also expressed the added opinion—
“The draftsman of the clause has clearly drawn a distinction particularly in subclause (8) between a person who
has ‘retired’ and one who ‘resigns’, and it would be wrong
to regard the words as synonymous in this context. Furthermore, it is a distinction which I would have thought
was commonly understood and accepted throughout the
community.
To qualify for pro rata payment under the Award it is,
therefore, necessary for Mrs Bell to be shown to have
retired. Normally retirement connotes withdrawal from
the workforce. I am prepared to accept, although I do
uneasily that a person who, simply tenders her resignation as distinct from retiring in the normally understood
sense of the word can for the purposes of the Award nonetheless be said to have ‘retired’ Generally, that could only
be so if the resignation so called results because the person is unable to continue working in a given occupation
because of some decision or event over which he has little or no control.”
Although none of the aforementioned reasons for decision
consider subclause (9) of clause 19, a subclause then contained
in the clause and which has remained unchanged, contained
therein is reference to “retirement, resignation or death, whichever applies”. The words “whichever applies”, have, in my
view, been used in order to refer to the occurrence of any one
of the before described events, ie each is a different and separate event, so as to show their significance within the provision.
Given the inconsistency which has been held to exist in relation to subclause (5) and the then paragraph (c) (now paragraph
(b)) of subclause (8), and correctly so, subclause (9) serves to
reinforce that to “resign” and to “retire” do not have the same
meaning.
Following upon the pronouncement of the Commission in
matter No. 646 of 1973, Government commenced to treat the
resignation of a pregnant female employee as a retirement
envisaged by the then paragraph (c) of clause 19(8). It is also
apparent that following upon the Award being amended, firstly
in 1975 to permit a pregnant female employee to observe a
period of maternity leave, and secondly in 1983 to prescribe
which leave as a right, Government thereafter treated a resignation given either during pregnancy or such a period of leave
as retirement envisaged by paragraph (c).
The present matter has come before the Arbitrator because
of an operational instruction issued by the Health Department
of Western Australia that directs the recipient employers bound
by the Award to discontinue the past administrative practice
of “…payment of pro-rata long service leave to hospital salaried officers resigning on the grounds of pregnancy either
before or during maternity leave.”
In the present matter the applicant contends that the resignation of an employee, whether female or male, to undertake the
role of primary care giver to their child is to be viewed as
occasioned by necessity or force of circumstance and hence
constitutes a “retirement” within the meaning the Commission has ascribed to this term in matter No. 646 of 1973 and
subsequent determinations. Support for this contention is said
to be found in determinations which hold the resignations of
females on account of pregnancy to be resignations caused by
domestic necessity; see Wood .v. Harris Scarf and Sandovers
Ltd (45 WAIG 152). This conclusion is said to presume that
the provision of primary care to a child after birth is axiomatic
and hence is the fundamental element of the “domestic necessity”.
I agree with the advocate for the applicant union that the
condition pregnancy per se does not force a female employee
to cease employment. However at an advanced stage of the
condition, regulation requires that the performance of work be
halted. The need to cease performing work may however arise
at any stage of the condition for any one of a number of compelling reasons, the most obvious being an inability to
physically cope with the work, or ill health. Although circumstances associated with the condition may compel the female
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to cease performing work such circumstances may not also
compel the termination of employment. Given the availability
of maternity leave, and that pregnancy is a temporary condition, the circumstances which cause a cessation of work will
generally pass with the end of the pregnancy. The cessation of
work may therefore be generally accommodated through the
female undertaking a period of maternity leave in which case
there is no compulsion to terminate the employment.
Society generally presumes that pregnancy will lead to the
birth of a child. That presumption is accompanied by the expectation that the parents of a child will provide the necessary
primary care to that child and convention has been for the
female parent to cease employment and undertake that role
while the male parent continues in employment. There is now
some incidence of transposition in these parental roles and an
even greater incidence of, where both parents are employed,
they both continue in employment and arrange for another party
to provide the primary care to their child during their absence
occasioned by the employment.
Although the engagement of another party to provide the
primary care to a newborn child is an option available to parents, such does not mean there is any less compulsion upon
those parents whose approach or conviction to the rearing of
their child is to have one parent personally care for the child.
If this be the commitment of a parent, whatever be the gender
of that parent, and the consequence is that the parent who is to
undertake the role of primary care provider terminates their
employment in order to fulfil that role, such amounts to a domestic necessity which also has the degree of compulsion to
resign necessary to bring it within the meaning of “retirement”
envisaged by clause 19(8)(b). It is apposite to record that not
every other situation of domestic necessity will necessarily
provide the warrant to retire. The answer to parts (a) and (b) of
the question is therefore yes.
Appearances: Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the applicant
Mr P.G. Brunner on behalf of the respondent

UNFAIR DISMISSAL/
CONTRACTUAL
ENTITLEMENTS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Michael John A’Court
and
Barbeques Galore Pty Ltd.
No. 505 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
5 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
On 20 March 1998, Michael John A’Court (the applicant) applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to section 29 of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) on the grounds
that he had been dismissed from employment with Barbeques
Galore Pty Ltd (the respondent) in a manner which was harsh,
oppressive or unfair and that at the termination of his contract
of employment he was entitled to outstanding benefits under
the contract not being benefits payable under an award or order of the Commission. In his original application he sought
orders for reinstatement and for contractual benefits described
in the application in the following way; “Balance of contractual benefits from July 1997 to 21 February 1998 at the salary
package benefit being a fixed term balance 1 year appointment (sic)”.
The application was subject to a conference before the Commission on 19 May 1998. The matter was not resolved at the
conference. It was heard first on 9 August 1998. During the
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proceedings it was adjourned to allow the parties to have further discussions with an aim of settlement. The Commission
was advised by them that settlement could not be achieved
and a further hearing took place on 15 February 1999.
The applicant commenced duties with the respondent on 14
February 1996 as a Store Manager at the respondent’s
Cannington premises. The terms of the contract of employment were reduced to writing which the applicant signed on
1 March 1996. The letter of appointment is included
hereunder—
22 February 1996
Mr Michael A’Court
Barbeques Galore
CANNINGTON
Dear Michael
I have pleasure in offering you the position of Store
Manager at Cannington.
The Retail Support Team is looking forward to working
with you.
Details of the position are as follows—
JOB DESCRIPTION—STORE MANAGER
As detailed in the company Procedure Manual.
PACKAGE
Your salary will be Thirty Seven Thousand Dollars
($37,000) per annum, subject to performance
reviews.
VEHICLE
As discussed, you will be supplied with a company motor vehicle to allow you to carry out your duties.
STARTING DATE
You will commence duties on Wednesday 14 February
1996.
OTHER CONDITIONS
(a) Four (4) weeks annual leave.
(b) Five (5) days sick leave for the first year and eight
(8) days per year thereafter.
(c) All work is to be carried out in accordance with the
standards as set out in the Company Procedure
Manual.
(d) Complete performance reviews with your Manager
and respond in accordance to your results.
(e) You will participate in an induction programme for
Retail Staff.
May we take this opportunity to congratulate you on being successful in winning this position. We hope you will
accept the position on the basis outlined above, by signing and returning the office copy of this letter. We hope
you have a long and happy association with this Company.
Yours sincerely
PETER DAVEY
GENERAL MANAGER—STORE OPERATIONS
I, MICHAEL A’COURT accept the position and
conditions set out above.
M A’COURT
1.3.96
Signature
Date
(Exhibit C1)
The employment contract has been included in full as it is
part of the applicant’s argument that he was employed on a
yearly engagement and at the termination of his employment
he is entitled to contractual benefits on the grounds that I will
discuss later in this recitation.
In his evidence, the applicant told the Commission that he
had 2 weeks training in the Eastern States before taking up his
position in Cannington. It is relevant to note that the respondent runs an Australia wide operation. It has stores in each of
the States. In Western Australia there are 4 stores, each of them
with their own Manager, an Assistant Manager or Operations
Manager. The events which led to the applicant severing his
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connection with the respondent was not controversial and can
be summarised as follows—
The respondent had experienced relatively poor outcomes
in the market place across its Australian operations. There had
been a down turn in the industry and stores including those in
Western Australia had suffered as a result. The respondent took
decisions nationally that it would restructure its management
in order to cut down costs. This was done not only in Western
Australia but also across the Australian operations. The technique was to reorganise the top end of the management, namely
the regional management structure, which prior to the changes
had seen various persons operating as regional managers to
cover stores in each of the states in which the company traded.
In Western Australian, Mr Michael Crooymans was the Area
Manager for both this state and South Australia. It was his job
to oversee, as a senior manager, the successful trading of the
company’s stores in both states. He relied upon the support of
the Store managers in each of the 4 Western Australia stores.
A decision was taken in order to defray administrative costs
that the Area Manager position for Western Australia and South
Australia would be reduced to an Area Manager for Western
Australia and Mr Michael Crooymans would also be appointed
a Manager of a store to fully occupy his position. Because of
the trading patterns of the Morley store, that being a smaller
store in Western Australia, it was decided that Mr Crooymans
would be appointed as the Morley store Manager as a subsidiary function to his regional management job. That meant that
he would absorb the duties of the applicant as State Manager
into his function as Area Manager and Manager for the Morley
store.
The National Operations Manager for retail, Gary Heading,
visited the Morley store on 21 February 1998. He first met
with Mr Crooymans and advised him about the company restructure. He later spoke to the applicant and told him that as a
result of the restructure he would be made redundant because
Mr Crooymans would move back into the position presently
occupied by the applicant. It is common ground that the applicant was very upset about being told he had been made
redundant particularly in light of the personal circumstances
of the health with his wife. The applicant was given 2 week’s
notice. He later approached Mr Headings and raised the possibility of him being employed at the Joondalup store as Assistant
Manager. Mr Heading was not aware of the potential vacancy
himself and he discussed the possibility of the applicant being
employed in the capacity of Assistant Manager with Mr
Crooymans. It was decided that rather than have him work at
Joondalup they would offer him a position of Assistant Manager at Morley working under Mr Crooymans who had always
been his Area Manager in any event. The respondent thought
that this would be a better position for him. The offer was put
to him and according to the evidence of Mr Heading, he appeared to be relieved that he had been offered the position
rather than being made redundant.
There were penalties for the applicant in accepting the new
position. His salary was reduced from $38,000 as a Store
Manager to $32,000 as an Assistant Manager and he would
not have the use of a company vehicle which was available to
him prior to the redundancy. The applicant worked for a day
in the job as Assistant Manager at Morley but then from 24
February to 16 March 1998 he was absent sick (Exhibit D1).
He had returned to work on 17 March 1998 and advised in
writing that he wished to terminate his employment on 2 week’s
notice. The notice of termination was in the following form—
CLG Australian
17/3/98
To Whom it May Concern,
I Mike A’Court hereby wish to hand in two weeks notice.
I will cease to be employed by the Galore Group as of the
Thirty First of March 5.30pm.
Yours Faithfully
M A’Court
(Exhibit D2)
When the applicant submitted his resignation he discussed
the matter with Mr Crooymans who shared his disappointment with him. As he himself had suffered a change of position
within the company and had some empathy with the applicant. He asked the applicant to reconsider his position over
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night. He did so and later communicated the final decision
that he could not work for the respondent and his notice stood.
Mr Clohessy, who appeared for the applicant, argued that
there were a number of elements of unfairness in the way that
the respondent dealt with the applicant. Even though the respondent would have the Commission believe that there were
falling sales and some staff needed to be made redundant, it
was clear that even the Area Manager in Western Australia did
not know this to be the case. This is clear because he was only
told what would happen to him and the Western Australian
operation half an hour before Mr Heading told the applicant
of his fate. Up until that time the applicant had been a good
and faithful servant. There had been no issue about the quality
of his work; he was simply told that his job was no longer
going to be available because of the restructure. It was news
which the applicant found hard to accept. Such a termination
which would be by way of redundancy was completely and
utterly unfair, said Mr Clohessy.
Another element of unfairness is that the employment manual
(Exhibit D4) indicates that termination of employment for Store
Managers would require a minimum of 1 month against the
general premise that responsible persons would give as much
notice as possible. The applicant was given only a fortnight.
He could have legitimately expected at least a month’s payment. Another element of unfairness is that when he was asked
to take the Assistant Manager’s job, he was told that the vehicle was not going to be available to him. Provision of the vehicle
had been an important factor in the applicant’s employment
package. He had been able to use the vehicle in a private capacity and it had assisted him. Mr Clohessy also argues that it
cannot be said that the manual formed part of the contract
because the contract in page 2 (Exhibit C1) refers to the manner in which the work is carried out, it has nothing to do with
conditions of pay and remuneration or benefits. The procedure manual is to deal with conduct and not benefits. The
benefit that the applicant is entitled to is that he was appointed
by the year. He was entitled to conclude that his employment
was by annual employment. Mr Clohessy argued this did not
mean that it was a fixed term appointment. It was annual, nevertheless it may have been terminated by an implied period of
notice but that notice should, on the authorities, be of a more
substantial period then the 2 weeks given. At best it should be
a month.
The final indicator of unfairness is that the applicant suffered a drop of $6,000 per annum in salary. His contract of
employment continued for another 4 weeks after the salary
reduction and this is a loss which ought to be taken into account. Mr Clohessy argued that there was an unfair dismissal
because of the manner of its delivery, the secrecy which was
going on and the fact that it is undisputed that the applicant
was a good employee. This is attested to in the various achievement certificates he received from the respondent (Exhibits
C2, C3 and C4). He was simply confronted with advice that
the respondent was going to restructure around Australia and
he was not wanted as part of that restructure. He even had to
make suggestions himself about a job. The respondent was
merely going to terminate his services. Ultimately the applicant decided that it was not fair and reasonable for him to go
back from Store Managers job to an Assistant Manager. The
effect on him in doing so was a reactivation of stress. He made
a decision that he was entitled to make that he could not continue in employment. Mr Clohessy argued that the Commission
should find that the applicant was entitled to recognition of an
annual contract. There is consequently loss arising from superannuation and loss of use of the vehicle.
Mr Jones who appeared for the respondent argues that the
respondent was concerned about the response of the applicant
when he was told he was redundant particularly in the face of
being advised of the illness of the applicant’s wife. Attempts
were made to find him a job and he was employed as Assistant
Manager to Mr Crooymans. Mr Crooymans discussed the
matter with him, sharing his disappointment because his position was changed also. Mr Crooymans had empathy with the
applicant and asked him to consider his decision to resign.
Clearly the respondent was not looking for a resignation from
the applicant at all. It had found a position for him. In doing
so, it did not act unfairly because what it did simply was change
its structure and as a result of that structural change the applicant was demoted to Assistant Manager of Morley. He accepted
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the change in status albeit reluctantly but he accepted it nevertheless. Over a period of illness he decided to take a course of
action, he was implored by Mr Crooymans to think it over; he
gave consideration to the request but continued nevertheless
with his resignation. It is open to find that the applicant chose
to terminate his employment after due consideration of all of
the facts.
This was a termination of the employee’s choosing and therefore the Commission is without jurisdiction under s.29 of the
Act. However, in the alternative, if there was a constructive
dismissal it was fair in all of the circumstances because the
employment came to an end because of decisions that had been
made to restructure. The applicant was appraised of those; there
was no alternative course of action. He was demoted and offered an Assistant Manager’s role. The employer took all steps
it could reasonably be expected to take to preserve an employee in the company in the capacity which was appropriate
to the applicant’s talents. He took the decision in light of his
personal anguish over his wife’s state of health. He was offered employment albeit at a reduced salary, but nevertheless
it was good employment and he accepted and continued in
employment. It was his decision and his alone, some 2 weeks
later, on notice in writing, to terminate this good employment
with the respondent.
As for the contractual benefit claim, Mr Jones says that there
is no fixed term. The contract of employment clearly refers to
the importance of the company procedures manual (Exhibit
C1). While conceding the words in the letter of employment
may not be complete, Mr Jones argues that they point to the
importance of the company’s procedures manual. Any person
who is appointed by the company to positions within it ought
to know what the company’s procedures manual says. It is a
policy which operates in every store. Mr Jones suggested that
it is possible to argue that the terms and provisions of the Shop
Assistant and Warehouse Employees Award may apply and if
that were the case, the respondent would have been required
to give 2 weeks notice to the applicant. If on the other hand he
was Award free, the respondent is entitled to imply reasonable
notice into the contract based upon issues such as position of
employment, length of service, salary, how often wages or
salary were paid, but in this case Mr Jones says that it is legitimate to have reference to the personnel policies of the
respondent which required Store Managers and Assistant
Managers give the minium of 1 month’s notice of termination.
Therefore there is an express term which reserves the rights of
parties to terminate on notice and that destroys the notion of
any fixed term contract. If one examines the totality of the
understanding between the parties the contract could be clearly
terminated on notice and it is the presence of that right which
destroys the proposition advanced by the respondent that in
this case there was a contract for 12 months.
The preceding recitation is sufficient scan of the information that has been placed before the Commission. In so far as
the credibility of witnesses are concerned there is nothing that
has been put before the Commission that would allow me to
conclude that the evidence of the applicant ought be preferred
over the evidence of the respondent or vice versa on the basis
of any lack of consistency or obvious flaw in their evidence.
Each of the witnesses told the Commission of facts as they
best remember them. There is little divergence between the
facts and the Commission is left with the task of having to
analyse those facts and produce findings on the balance of
probabilities as to what occurred. I find that on the balance of
probabilities the events occurred in the following way.
Mr Heading arrived in Western Australia to see Mr
Crooymans. He did not announce the intention of his visit. Mr
Crooymans was surprised when he was told at the Morley
store that there would be a substantial restructure of the respondent’s operations in Western Australia. That restructure
affected Mr Crooyman’s position, he was still to remain as
Area Manager but he had to manage a store as well. The Morley
store was picked because it was one of a smaller volume stores
and this would allow Mr Crooymans to continue as Area Manager and at the same time comfortably manage the Morley
operations. Mr Heading had decided that to accommodate this
change the applicant would have to be dismissed and he forthwith told the applicant that his position would be terminated
on 14 days notice. This caused the applicant great distress. He
was suffering considerable pressure from his domestic
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situation caused by the serious illness of his wife and it is
reasonable to conclude that he was in a fragile state emotionally because of the events surrounding his personal life. The
notice that he was to loose his job came as a great shock and it
had a severe impact upon him. The parties almost immediately though, commenced discussions as to what could be done
to ameliorate the situation for the applicant. He sought a position as Assistant Manager at the Joondalup store, however, it
was decided eventually that he would be appointed as the Assistant Manager to Mr Crooymans at the Morley store. The
applicant accepted but with the acknowledgment that there
would be some difficulty for him that is a decrease in status in
the eyes of the customers; a reduction in his salary from $38,000
to $32,000 and the loss of the use of a motor vehicle. The
applicant attempted to commence the work but his health suffered to such an extent that he had to take leave. He eventually
decided that he would resign and he did so on 17 March 1998
when he wrote a resignation in the following terms.
CLG Australian
17/3/98
To Whom it May Concern,
I Mike A’Court hereby wish to hand in two weeks notice.
I will cease to be employed by the Galore Group as of the
Thirty First of March 5.30pm.
Yours Faithfully
M A’Court
(Exhibit D2)
Mr Crooymans tried to convince the applicant not to resign
but to no avail and the relationship came to an end on 31 March
1998 with the applicant at that time occupying the position as
Assistant Manger at Morley.
A fair analysis of what happened is that Mr Heading terminated the services of the applicant as a Manager by giving him
2 week’s notice. The contract would have continued for another 2 weeks at which time it would have come to an end.
Prior that time and reasonably contemporaneous with the termination itself, the parties agreed to continue the relationship
with the applicant then to be classified as an Assistant Manager on a salary of $32,000 without the use of a company
vehicle and employed at the Morley store. It is open to find,
and that I do, that the applicant was demoted. This was a forced
transfer in a position, but he was not dismissed. The circumstances are similar to those described in Transport Worker’s
Union of Australian Industrial Union of Workers, Western
Australian Branch v. Mt Newman Mining Company Pty Ltd
1989 69 WAIG 1036. That case concerned a truck driver which
who had been unilaterally transferred by the employer following incidents relating to his truck driving. It was found that the
transfer of the driver concerned was not effected as punishment for any misconduct but because the respondent upon
consideration of his entire driving record, had lost confidence
in him. About this Senior Commissioner observed—
“Ordinarily the unilateral transfer of an employee from
one job to another is notionally at least a dismissal and
re-employment in the new classification. (See: Midland
Junction Abattoir Board v. West Australian Branch, Australasian Meat Industry Employees’ Industrial Union of
Workers, WA (1963) 43 WAIG 1082 and see too:
O’Connor v the Argus and Australasian Ltd (1957) VR
374.) It seems proper therefore to treat the unilateral transfer on that basis. That required the Commission, relying
on the principals expounded in Miles v. Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital, Service
and Miscellaneous WA Branch (1985) 17 IR 179, to consider whether in all the circumstances the respondent had
abused its contractual right to terminate the employment
of Mr Savic”.
Although the originating facts are different, the ultimate
outcome in Savic’s case and the matter before the Commission are the same. In effect, the applicant suffered a demotion.
On the rules to be applied that is to be regarded notionally as a
dismissal and the rules that are set out in the Undercliffe case
then need to be applied. Fundamentally that is whether the
applicant was fairly treated. It is this that I now consider.
There is undoubted unfairness about the way the respondent
went about dealing with the applicant in this matter. It gave
him no notice and it would have known before Mr Heading
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came to Western Australia that it needed to make staff adjustments to its Western Australian operations. It could have given
some notice that the purpose of his visit was to do so. It did
not, instead it surprised both its Area Manager and the applicant with its intentions for them. For Mr Crooymans it was a
substantial change in his duties although the evidence does
not indicate any change to his remuneration. In so far as the
applicant was concerned the intention of the respondent was
executed brutally and without sufficient human consideration
of the position in which he was in. He was already having
problems with his domestic situation and the initial shock of
having no job at all exacerbated the situation for him personally. The applicant and respondent quickly came to terms about
a new position and it appears that the respondent, at that time,
tried to assisted the applicant but for the purposes of this case
and the fairness or otherwise of his transfer, that was too late.
The facts and circumstances of these events all point to the
transfer as being unfair. That being the case and the parties
having reached the conclusion that there could be no meeting
of the minds on reinstatement, the Commission is obliged to
consider the question of compensation.
The contemporary situation for the assessment of compensation is cited in detail by His Honour, the President and
Commissioner Kenner in the Supplementary Reasons for Decision Ramsay Bogunovich v. Bayside Western Australia Pty
Ltd No 939 of 1998 (23 December 1998 Unreported). The
Commission needs to examine the fact and law to make an
assessment of loss and injury. Both of these matters are examined in the Bogunovich case. In his Reasons for Decision of
Frank Scott and Consolidated Paper Industries WA Pty Ltd
(1999) 79 WAIG 601 Commissioner Kenner has made some
further observations to those set out in Bogunovich. He writes
as follows—
As I observed in the decision of the Full Bench in
Bogunovich v Bayside Pty Ltd (unreported Full Bench 24
December 1998), an unfairly dismissed employee has no
automatic entitlement to compensation for the loss of
wages or salary from the date of dismissal to the date of
hearing of the application, although this may be the ultimate outcome, depending upon findings by the
Commission as to a loss and/or injury, and the assessment of fair compensation. It may well be the case that a
finding is open that an unfairly dismissed employee could
have been dismissed fairly by the employer, some time
after the date on which the employee was in fact dismissed.
Thus prospects of an ongoing employment relationship is
a relevant consideration in the ultimate assessment of
compensation pursuant to s 23A(1)(ba) of the Act.
These observations are important in the assessment of loss
in this case particularly given my findings as to the events in
the matter. Clearly Commissioner Kenner is saying that there
is no automatic entitlement to compensation for loss of wages
or salary from the date of dismissal to the date of hearing. It
may well be that the employment contract would have come
to an end before that time. That is exactly what happened in
this case by the hand of the applicant himself. He only worked
in the job as Assistant Manager for a day; he was on sick leave
until the 16 March 1998 and his resignation took effect on 31
March 1998. I agree with method of calculation that Commission Kenner has described in Bogunovich case and as further
explained in High Form Concrete (ibid). During the period
from the date that Mr Heading told the applicant that he would
be dismissed until the time of his contract came to end by
resignation, he had suffered a loss equivalent to a reduction of
$6,000.00 per annum. The contract continued for circa 1 month.
For this loss he will receive compensation of $500.00. In addition the applicant lost the use of a motor vehicle. Mr Clohessy
suggested that a reasonable value of the limited use of the
vehicle that the applicant had was $30.00 per week. That sum
is not untoward in the circumstances and I will grant additional compensation for loss of the use of the motor vehicle in
the sum of $150.00.
I need to consider the question of injury. Section 23A(1)(ba)
provides that an assessment of compensation for an unfair dismissal may include recognition for a component for injury
sustained. The established authorities indicate a caution must
be exercised in this regard as there is a degree of distress in
every dismissal. However, in this case, the dismissal of the
applicant was extremely upsetting to him. His Honour the
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President wrote in his Supplementary Reasons for Decision in
Bogunovich, the word injury includes humiliation, injury to
feelings, result of callous treatment, the loss of repudiation
and nervous shock. From the evidence here there was injury
to the applicant that he was shocked, he was terribly concerned
about his family situation, it was more than a minor set back
to him, this was aggravated by the method of delivery of the
respondent’s intention to him. There was lack of consideration to him in failing to give him appropriate notice to enable
him to prepare himself. It was at the least callous if not brutal.
There needs to be a fair and proper assessment of injury. The
applicant, in addition to the factors I have described, suffered
humiliation in the store so much so that he could not continue
and had to take sick leave. I consider that in all the circumstances an appropriate amount of compensation for injury
having regard to the circumstances would be in the sum of
$3,000.00. I therefore assess the amounts of compensation for
loss and injury proven according to the principles described in
the Bogunovich case as $500.00 for loss of earning plus $150.00
for loss of use of motor vehicle plus compensation for injury
of $3,000.00 making a total sum $3,650.00.
There remains a final issue to deal with. Mr Clohessy claimed
that there was entitlement to a contractual benefit based upon
the proposition that by virtue of the contract of employment
the applicant was entitled to have his contract treated as if it
was an annual contract or a yearly appointment. Mr Clohessy
mentioned that the tests established by the Full Bench in
Antonio Carlo Tarozzi v. WA Italian Club (Inc.)(1991)(71 WAIG
2499) may be appropriate but that the amount of notice which
was given of 2 weeks was not reasonable and was contrary to
the employment manual in any event. I deal with the question
first of whether the contract was an annual one. The Full Bench
has dealt with a similar matter in Breeze v. BNZ (1992) 72
WAIG 1268. In its Reasons for Decision the Full Bench described the ingredients of the contract between the parties.
There was an emphasis that the remuneration of the applicant
in that matter was based on net profit generated and seeing
that the company traded over a year the net profit was calculated for salary purpose after a year’s trading. The letter of
appointment prescribed a base of $100,000.00 per annum salary, 30% of the first $150,000 net profit before and 50% of the
net profit of the next $150,000 before tax. It was clear that the
first year package ended on 30 June and would be replaced by
a second year package. This letter was accepted by the applicant. It clearly indicated that the contract was a yearly one. It
referred to the first year and not part of a year package. It
refers to annual remuneration calculated on an annual profit
as well as salary per annum. I have recited the letter of appointment of the applicant in this matter earlier in these Reasons
and apart from a reference to a salary of $37,000 per annum
there are none of the ingredients present of a nature described
in Breeze’s case which led the Full Bench to conclude that the
contract was of the nature that it found. In my view, the contract of the employment in this case is quite different to that
examined by the Full Bench in Breeze’s case and the conclusion reached by the Full Bench is therefore clearly
distinguishable.
The contract of employment is not worded precisely but it
does refer to other conditions. Those conditions specify that
all work has to be carried out in accordance with the standards
as set out in the company procedural manual. That procedural
manual or at least an extract from it, before the Commission
(Exhibit D4) specifically addresses termination of employment
in clause 18.1. It notes that there are minium periods of employment prescribed awards but insofar as Managers are
concerned ‘a minimum of 1 month’ would be required. When
Mr Heading terminated the service of the applicant he gave
him 2 week’s notice. On the face of it that appears to be contrary to the notice period specified in the personnel policy
however, one has to examine what actually happened between
the parties. The evidence of the applicant is that when he decided to resign he discussed the situation with Mr Crooymans.
Because he was Assistant Manager he thought he did not need
to give a month’s notice. Mr Crooymans agreed with him and
by mutual consent the contract was terminated by the applicant giving 2 week’s notice in writing. If there were any doubt
about the notice period that doubt was removed by the negotiation by the parties as to how the contract was actually bought
to conclusion. The parties made an agreement that the
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arrangement would end by 2 week’s notice. This may well
have varied the period set out in the personnel policy but was
a variation freely made by consent. This answers the question
posed by Mr Clohessy in his submissions on behalf of the
applicant. There was no annual contract. The arrangement was
terminated by mutual consent by a period of notice agreed by
mutual consent and there is no contractual entitlement. This
part of the application will be dismissed.
The Commission will order that the applicant was unfairly
dismissed and he will be awarded compensation of $3,650.00.
Appearances: Mr R W Clohessy appeared on behalf of the
applicant.
Mr D G Jones appeared for the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Michael John A’Court
and
Barbeques Galore Pty Ltd.
No. 505 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
5 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the Mr R W Clohessy on behalf of the applicant and Mr D G Jones on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
1. THAT the applicant was unfairly dismissed; and
2. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant compensation in sum of $3,650.00.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Peter Blake
and
Veritas DGC Australia Pty Ltd.
No. 1949 of 1998.
12 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Respondent carries on business as a seismic driller working principally off the coast of
North West Australia. For this purpose, the Respondent uses
the seismic survey ship “Arcadian Searcher”. The ship is
manned by personnel employed by the Respondent who, at all
material times worked on a roster of five weeks on followed
by five weeks off work. Each shift is under the immediate
control of a Party Manager.
The Applicant was employed by the Respondent from on or
about April of 1995 until on or about the 12th October 1998.
He was initially employed as a junior observer but at the time
of the termination of his employment he was employed as a
Party Manager.
On the morning of 23rd September 1998 the Applicant and
his party were discharged from the ship to commence their
five weekly period rostered off duty. At that time the ship was
moored at Darwin. After being discharged from the ship the
Applicant, in company with a number of fellow employees,
went into the Darwin town site preparatory to catching an aircraft later that day to return home to Perth. The Applicant left
the ship at approximately 11.00am. The aircraft was due to
leave at 6.00pm. Whilst in Darwin the Applicant with others
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visited two bars where he consumed a quantity of alcohol.
Later that day he and some of his colleagues from the ship
flew to Perth as arranged, via Kununurra and Broome.
Upon boarding the aircraft the cabin manager observed the
Applicant to be adversely affected by alcohol. The cabin manager made a written report to his leader regarding the conduct
of the Applicant and one of his colleagues whilst en route to
Perth. In the Cabin Crew Trip Report the cabin manager reported to his leader that, amongst other things, the Applicant
and his colleague were “visibly intoxicated upon boarding”
the aircraft in Darwin; that the Applicant “was quite calm
though staggering badly and almost falling in the door” of the
aircraft, and that “also had slurred speech and smelt very
strongly of alcohol beverage.” In addition, the cabin manager
reported that prior to arrival in Broome the Applicant had said
that he wanted to be served an alcoholic drink after the Broome
stopover. Furthermore, the cabin manager reported that the
Applicant and his colleague were spoken to by an official of
the airline at the bar at the Broome airport and were told that
they must behave or they would be offloaded. The Report also
noted that the Applicant and his colleague both “maintained
during the entire flight they were sober (with slurred speech)”.
The Report concluded by indicating that both the Applicant
and his colleague must be told “their behaviour is unacceptable on an” aircraft.
Subsequently the contents of the Report were made available to the Respondent’s marine supervisor for the ship, Mr
Ward, who was the Applicant’s immediate manager. After consulting with his immediate superior, Mr Price, who is based in
Singapore, Mr Ward raised the matter with the Applicant and
indicated that in accordance with the Respondent’s policies
his employment would have to be terminated. The Respondent has a “zero tolerance policy towards alcohol” for employees
working off-shore covering the work period commencing 12
hours before joining the company ship, until discharged from
offshore duty by ship management on completion of the work
rotation. The Respondent says this extends to travel on the
day of discharge from off-shore duty. Moreover, the Respondent has a policy that if an adverse report is made by an airline
official against one of it’s employees regarding conduct on an
aircraft travelling to or from offshore duty, the employee is
liable to dismissal.
After being informed by Mr Ward of his fate, the Applicant
spoke to Mr Price in Singapore. Mr Price is said to have said
that if the Applicant could convince the airline to retract the
Report the Applicant could remain in the Respondent’s employ. Both the Applicant and Mr Ward failed to have the airline
retract the Report. Accordingly, on the 12th October the Applicant was advised in writing that effective from the 24 th
September, 1998 his employment with the Respondent was
terminated. That action was said to have been taken in response
to a report filed by Ansett Australia concerning “your behaviour during flight AN393 from Darwin to Perth on September
23rd”. The Respondent wrote that his behaviour on that occasion was classified as “unprofessional and unacceptable”. His
actions on that day were said to be in direct contravention of
the Respondent’s “zero tolerance policy towards alcohol consumption” during work rotation and furthermore, “involved
inappropriate behaviour on an aircraft, which was observed
by members of the public and of Ansett’s flight crew.” The
Respondent also pointed out to the Applicant that as a Party
Manager he had a high level of responsibility and leadership
and his conduct on the day in question “involved poor judgement, inappropriate personal behaviour, potential prejudice of
safety and contravention of corporate policy, and has caused
the company name to be bought into disrepute.”
The Applicant claims that in terminating his employment
the Respondent acted either harshly, oppressively or unfairly.
He acknowledges that the Respondent at all material times
had a policy of zero tolerance for the consumption of alcohol
but denies that the policy applied whilst travelling after having being discharged from off-shore duty. Rather, he says,
relying on a memorandum given to the Respondent’s employees when the current shift arrangements were introduced, that
“an employee is considered to be on his own time and not
subject to the policy at the time he is discharged from the boat
by the Party Manager.” The Applicant also acknowledges that
the Respondent has a policy that if employees misbehave on
an aircraft when travelling to and from off-shore duty, the
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employees are liable to be dismissed from their employment.
However, the Applicant denies that he misbehaved as alleged
by the Respondent or at all.
The Applicant says that when he boarded the aircraft he was
not intoxicated and boarded the aircraft without difficulty. In
particular, he denies having staggered onto the aircraft or having almost fallen at the entrance to the aircraft. One of his
colleagues was so intoxicated that he was stopped by airline
officials at the boarding gate and was only allowed to board
the aircraft after undertaking not to drink alcohol or misbehave. The Applicant admits that the cabin manager approached
him shortly after taking his seat and accused him of being
intoxicated, an accusation to which the Applicant says he took
exception. He also admits that the cabin manager told him he
would not be able to have any alcoholic beverage during the
course of the flight to Perth. He admits to having inquired of
the cabin manager subsequently regarding the possibility of
being served a drink during the flight. He admits to standing
in the garden area of the airport at Broome where there was a
bar serving alcoholic drinks but denies that he consumed alcohol on that occasion. Moreover, he denies having annoyed or
otherwise caused problems for passengers during the course
of the flight from Darwin to Perth.
On the evidence adduced in these proceedings, I do not accept that the zero tolerance policy for alcohol applied once the
Applicant was discharged from the ship. The policy as specified in the Applicant’s contract of employment stipulates
relevantly that it applies “until discharged from offshore duty
on completion of the work rotation by vessel management”.
The Respondent’s argument, as I understand it, is that this provision should be interpreted so that the policy applies until
“completion of the work rotation” which, is said not to occur
until the Applicant completes his journey home. In my opinion that is a misinterpretation of the provision in question.
Such an interpretation involves rewriting the provision to read
that the policy “applies until completion of the work rotation
following discharge from off-shore duties” by ship management. That is not what the provision says. Rather, the operative
words in the provision are “until discharged from offshore
duties … by vessel management.”
This interpretation is consistent with the 1995 memorandum answering “some and the most commonly asked questions
from the field regarding the work schedule.” In answer to a
question as to when an employee’s leave period actually commences in the context of the policy, the response given by the
Respondent was that the “leave period starts at the time he is
discharged from the boat by the Party Manager”. Mr Ward’s
attitude to employees drinking after that time appears to be
consistent with that answer. Although, Mr Ward testified that
this interpretation was subsequently varied by an e-mail from
the Respondent’s managers in Singapore, in the end he acknowledged that, in fact, that might not have been the case.
Certainly, he was unable to point to any such variation or reinterpretation. Furthermore, Mr Ward appears to base his
interpretation of the policy on the fact that discharged employees were paid the offshore loading for the day of their
discharge. However, he acknowledges, and it is clear, that the
employees were in fact discharged from duty when they left
the ship to go ashore. Moreover, if the policy is to be applied
in a way in which the Respondent suggested, one is driven to
ask why the other employees who acknowledge that they had
been drinking with the Applicant in Darwin were not dismissed
for breach of the policy. Indeed, if the policy is to be interpreted as the Respondent now argues, it is odd that Mr Ward
did not dismiss the Applicant when, or soon thereafter, he saw
him in Darwin and concluded that the Applicant had been drinking rather than wait until receiving the adverse airline Report.
I simply do not accept that the Applicant was in breach of the
zero alcohol tolerance policy as alleged. The evidence clearly
indicates that the Applicant was discharged from duty, at the
very latest, when the Applicant and his colleagues left the
“Arcadian Searcher” to go to the Darwin township.
Although in terminating the Applicant’s employment the
Respondent made much of the Applicant’s breach of its zero
tolerance policy for alcohol it is clear, from the evidence of
Mr Ward, that the gravamen of the Respondent’s complaint
against the Applicant is that he misbehaved as a result of consuming too much alcohol. Mr Ward testified that a “few drinks”
after leaving the ship were “not a problem.” Rather, what he
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said worried the Respondent was the Applicant’s misconduct,
particularly on the aircraft, associated with his consumption
of alcohol. Indeed, that was the basis upon which the Respondent argued its case on this occasion.
There is some conflict in the evidence as to the nature of the
Applicant’s behaviour on the day in question. In general I accept the evidence of the Applicant as being reliable except
where it conflicts with that of Mr Tyler. Mr Tyler impressed
me as being an entirely honest witness with a good recollection of the events so far as he observed them. Equally, the
Applicant impressed me as being frank and open about the
matter. He was not reluctant to make concessions which were,
or might be taken to be, in the Respondent’s interests.
I accept the Applicant’s evidence that he did not misbehave
at any time on the aircraft or preparatory to boarding the aircraft as alleged or at all. Indeed, there is nothing in the Report
upon which the Respondent relies to suggest any misconduct
on his part, except perhaps to suggest that he staggered onto
the aircraft and almost fell in the doorway. The author of the
Report, Mr Tyler, agreed in his testimony that although the
Applicant staggered onto the aircraft he did not almost fall at
the door, but simply stumbled. If that can be said to be misconduct, which I doubt, it is not such as to warrant dismissal
from employment. In contra distinction to the position regarding the Applicant’s colleague the Report did not suggest that
the Applicant annoyed other passengers. Mr Tyler in his testimony confirmed that the Applicant was not a nuisance to other
passengers and nor was he the subject of any complaint from
other passengers. This confirms what the Applicant said of
himself. What the Applicant says in this regard is supported
by a statement, albeit, unsworn and untested, by another passenger, Mr Wells. Likewise, what the Applicant says of his
conduct on the plane is, to some extent, corroborated by the
unsworn statement of Mr Hales, a fellow employee who observed the Applicant in Darwin. Mr Hales suggests that despite
his apparent state of intoxication, the Applicant “was not causing any problems at the time he was about to the leave for the
airport”. I accept that the Applicant did not consume any alcohol thereafter, and in particular at the airport before boarding
the aircraft in Darwin. Though Mr Tyler testified that the Applicant asked for alcoholic beverages during the course of the
flight the evidence, including that of Mr Tyler, suggests that
he did not do so in an obnoxious manner nor react adversely to
the denial of his request. Furthermore, what the Applicant says
in this regard seems, to some degree, consistent with what Mr
Ward acknowledges to be the Applicant’s disposition. Mr Ward
testified that he was quite surprised by the Report since he
regarded the Applicant as not being of an aggressive disposition.
The gravamen of Mr Tyler’s complaint against the Applicant’s conduct in the aircraft was that he stared at some or all
of the flight attendants in an intimidatory fashion. That is not
a matter mentioned in the Report. Mr Tyler showed the Report
to the cabin crew before he handed it over to the team leader.
They made no comment about the fact that there was no mention of this occurrence in the Report. In the circumstances I
find it difficult to accept that this matter was one of any real
significance. Moreover, it is inconsistent with the Applicant’s
sworn testimony which I accept as being reliable.
The Respondent contends that by his conduct the Applicant
has brought the company into disrepute. There was no evidence to suggest that the company had in fact suffered in this
way. Indeed, if it had suffered or even was likely to suffer in
this way it is odd that the Respondent should have been prepared to retain the Applicant in its employment if the Report
was retracted. The retraction of the Report could not remove
the conduct said to have embarrassed the Respondent. In any
event, as I find there was little about the Applicant’s conduct
on the aircraft to bring the Respondent into disrepute. To the
extent that the Respondent relies on the mere existence of the
adverse Report against the Applicant, there is, as already indicated, little in it to suggest that his conduct, as distinct from
that of his colleague, reflected badly on the Respondent. Similarly, the evidence does not suggest that whilst in Darwin and
before boarding the aircraft he conducted himself in a manner
to bring the company into disrepute. Mr Ward, who saw the
Applicant in Darwin shortly before the Applicant left for the
airport to return to Perth, says that although the Applicant was
intoxicated, he was “kind of okay on his feet” and that he was
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not “really worried” about the Applicant’s condition. As mentioned, I accept the evidence of the Applicant that he did not
have anything to drink after leaving the Darwin township and
seeing Mr Ward. Furthermore, Mr Hales, says in his unsworn
and untested statement that although at the time the Applicant
was about to leave for the airport he was drunk, the Applicant
was not causing any problems. In so far as Mr Hales also says
that the Applicant was unsteady on his feet and difficult to
understand that is somewhat inconsistent with the sworn testimony of both the Applicant and Mr Ward. In the circumstances
I question its credibility.
The principal reason for terminating the Applicant’s employment appears to have been the fact that he was the subject of
an adverse report by the airline officials overseeing his flight
home from off-shore duty. The Respondent may well have
had a policy that provided for such an eventuality but it is not
sufficient for the Respondent to say simply that it will rely
upon any adverse Report from the airline flight attendants.
The modern unfair dismissal laws do not allow for the slavish
application of such a policy without a proper consideration of
the circumstances leading to its application in any particular
case (see: Bostik (Australia) Pty Ltd v Gorgevski (No.1) (1992)
41 IR 450). Nor is not enough that the Respondent genuinely
believes, as it appears to have done in this instance, that the
Applicant was guilty of misconduct in breach of its policies.
That belief must be a reasonable one based upon thorough
examination of the circumstances. On the basis of the evidence adduced in these proceedings it may well be questionable
whether in the circumstances the belief was a reasonable one
on this occasion. In any event, the punishment must fit the
crime. To the extent that the Applicant was guilty of any improper conduct on the day in question that misconduct was not
such that a reasonable employer possessed of the material facts
would have acted to terminate the Applicant’s employment. I
do not suggest that the Applicant’s conduct on the occasion in
question was exemplary but as I find it did not warrant dismissal even on the basis of the Respondent’s policies. At worst
he presented at the airport in a state of intoxication but was
not so intoxicated that he was a nuisance to others. In my assessment, to have dismissed the Applicant from his
employment on the basis of his conduct on the occasion in
question was harsh, if not also unfair. Accordingly in my view,
the Applicant has established, at least on balance, that he was
dismissed harshly, if not also unfairly.
The Industrial Relations Act 1979, by section 23A, makes it
clear that the prime remedy for employees who have been either harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from their
employment is reinstatement or re-employment. Only if the
Commission is satisfied that reinstatement or re-employment
of the former employee is impracticable or that the former
employer has agreed to pay compensation instead of reinstating or re-employing the former employee, is the Commission
authorised to award compensation rather that reinstatement or
re-employment. Impracticable for these purposes is not synonymous with inconvenience either for the employee or for
the employer. Nor is it synonymous with a lack of desire on
the part of the employer to reinstate the former employee. In
this instance, far from being satisfied that it is impracticable
to reinstate the Applicant, I am satisfied that it is practicable.
It is clear from what the Applicant said that a good and proper
working relationship could be re-established. Although the
Respondent objects to the Applicant being reinstated in its
employment Mr Ward did not disagree unequivocally with the
Applicant’s assessment in this respect. Instead Mr Ward appeared to suggest that he was acting on a directive from the
Respondent’s officials in Singapore. The fact that the Respondent was prepared to retain the Applicant in its employment, in
the event that the Report was retracted, supports the Applicant’s claim that reinstatement is not impracticable in the
industrially accepted sense of that term.
It follows that in my opinion the Applicant is entitled to a
declaration that he was harshly dismissed from his employment and an order that he be reinstated in his employment. He
would also be entitled as an incident of that order to an order
that he be compensated for the income lost during the period
since his termination until the present date. He is entitled to be
put into the position he would have been in, had he not been
harshly dismissed from his employment.
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The Respondent purported to terminate the Applicant’s employment retrospectively to the 24th September. As I find, and
in the end it was not disputed, his employment was not terminated until the 12th October. At the date of termination the
Applicant was entitled to a base salary of $45,600US per year,
together with a marine bonus of 40% when rostered on duty
off-shore. It is accepted that he was paid for the period he was
rostered off duty commencing from the 24th September. It is
common ground that any loss of income should therefore be
calculated from the 28th October. On the basis of the information adduced in these proceedings, taking into account that the
Applicant was rostered off for five weeks and then on for five
weeks the income lost by the Applicant until on or about the
10 February is in the order of US$16,499 which converts to
AUD $25,467. The Applicant testified that he was also entitled to a performance or production bonus but there is no
evidence to suggest that the ship in question reached the target
which gives rise to payment of that bonus. Accordingly, I have
not taken the bonus into account in assessing the Applicant’s
loss.
Appearances: Mr G. K. Paull of Counsel on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr R. H. Gifford as agent on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Peter Blake
and
Veritas DGC Australia Pty Ltd.
No. 1949 of 1998.
16 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard on Mr G. K. Paull of Counsel on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr R. H. Gifford as agent on behalf of the Respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
1. DECLARES that Peter Blake the Applicant was
harshly dismissed from his employment with the Respondent on or about 12 October 1998.
2. ORDERS that upon presenting himself for work no
later than the start of business 15 February 1999, the
Respondent shall reinstate the Applicant in its employ as if his contract of employment had not been
determined, and further that the Respondent pay to
the Applicant the sum of $25,467 as reimbursement
of the remuneration lost by reason of the termination
of his employment.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Andrew Bodger
and
Cockburn Ice Arena.
No. 1016 of 1996.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W. S. COLEMAN.
6 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The applicant has planned and
developed an ice ring in the metropolitan area. This involved
considerable investment and commitment. People with an interest in skating and other ice sports volunteered their services
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to get the project off the ground. They were rewarded with the
availability of a rink in their community and free access to the
facility for a period of time.
The applicant a young man with an interest in ice sports
worked as a volunteer in helping set up the ice rink. The arrangement was formulised when certain volunteers were “put
on roster” and became paid employees. Others would be asked
to work if the demand warranted extra hands at the time. The
applicant became a casual employee. He would work on “an
as and when required” basis subject to his availability. From
time to time he would be contracted to work or while he was
attending the rink as a patron he would be asked to fill in as a
floor supervisor or to work as an attendant. For the period
from 15 April until 30 June 1996 arrangements for his casual
employment with the respondent were covered by a registered
workplace Agreement. When that expired it was not renewed.
As far as the respondent is concerned the applicant last
worked on 2nd June and as such his employment was covered
by the operation of the workplace agreement. His employment terminated with the expiry of the Agreement.
The applicant claims that he was asked to work on 13th July,
that in fact he did work on that day and was subsequently
terminated from employment two days later. It is from the
circumstances of this alleged termination that the applicant
claims unfair dismissal under section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act.
The respondent denies that the applicant worked on 13th July
and argues that as the relationship was regulated by a workplace
agreement when the applicant was last employed, there was
no dismissal to attract jurisdiction under section 29(1)(b)(i) of
the Act when that contract of employment expired.
Central to the determination of the matter is the finding of
fact as to whether or not the applicant worked on the 13th July.
The owner of the rink gave evidence for the respondent. He
stated that from early in June the applicant had been suspended
from the rink. This suspension applied both as a patron and as
an employee. The suspension arose from complaints received
about the way the applicant interacted with some of the patrons. However the basis of those allegations are not relevant
to the issue of jurisdiction. The period of suspension was four
weeks. The applicant was told that he would not be given any
work for that time. The suspension was imposed in the first
week of June shortly after the applicant had worked on the
second day of the month. It appears that notwithstanding that
suspension the applicant attended the rink from time to time
after that date. The owner was aware of this but in the interests
of public relations elected not to confront the applicant.
On 13th July an ice show was presented. This was the culmination of months of work for those associated with the rink. It
provided the opportunity for student skaters to exhibit their
skill. Volunteers were called upon to assist at the function.
The applicant attended the ice show as a member of the public
although he was not required to pay an admittance fee. Apparently, his presence was noted by the owner. During the course
of the performance the owner operated a piece of machinery
on the ice. At the time the applicant was standing in an area
not open to the public. The owner requested the applicant to
move a ramp so that the machine could exit the rink. This was
done without discussion between them. As a result of performing this task the applicant submitted a wage claim. On 15th
July the owner called the applicant into his office and claims
to have told him that he had not been asked to work, he had
merely been requested to remove a ramp. An argument ensued
over what the owner claims was his insistence that the applicant adhered to instructions concerning his behaviour towards
some patrons. When that undertaking was not forthcoming
the owner demanded that the applicant remove himself from
the premises. In the course of that altercation the owner admits to having stated that “your terminated”. This was said to
be in the context that the applicant was not an employee at the
time and that he would not be prepared to reinstate him on the
roster. It was the owner’s intention to have the applicant leave
the premises, that he would not be allowed back as a patron
and would not be offered any more work.
The applicant claims that the suspension invoked by the
owner commenced on 12th April, a date he deducted by reference to events associated with his university commitments.
Notwithstanding the prohibition imposed on his attendance at
the rink as a patron and that work would not be offered to him
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he regularly skated and trained for ice hockey during the period from April until June. Furthermore he worked 5 hours in
April and another 5 hours on 26th May 1996. On the last occasion he accepted employment he claims to have pointed out to
the supervisor that he was still under suspension. This had
made no difference. A time sheet/wage payment carried the
notation that he was “unsuspended then suspended again”.
When the applicant attended the ice show on 13th July he
claims that the request from the owner to move the ramp from
the ice rink had been communicated in terms of an order. Although that task only took 5 minutes he claims that at the
conclusion of the show he had been directed by the owner to
remove pot plants from the ice. He completed this task and
subsequently lodged a time sheet for payment of 1 hour’s work.
At the time he had been ordered to remove the ramp he had
commented to another employee words to the effect that this
indicated that he was “back on roster”.
According to the applicant when he was confronted by the
owner on 15th July he was told that he was being dismissed
from employment. This was because of staff cutbacks. The
owner is alleged to have noted that insufficient funds were
being generated to employ all of the casual staff. The applicant claims he pleaded his case to remain employed by pointing
out his expertise in operating the re-cutting machine and his
qualifications as a sports trainer. He claims that the conversation became heated when he questioned whether the
termination was associated with the complaints raised against
him and the fact that he was taking legal action arising from
allegations associated with that matter. It is claimed that this
prompted the owner to issue the ultimatum that if the applicant took legal action he would no longer have access to the
rink as a patron. It appears that another employee was told to
escort the applicant from the premises.
Evidence called in support of the applicant’s case failed to
establish that the suspension from employment arose in April.
Indeed it is clear from a co-worker, Mr Munday that the applicant’s period of suspension dated from early in June, just after
Mr Munday commenced employment at the end of May. However it was established that the manager of the rink, Mr Blake,
considered the applicant to be an employee in July even though
he understood him to be “off roster” and suspended at the time.
Mr Blake had been told earlier in the year by the owner to
roster the applicant “down to nothing”. This had not been possible given the levels of patronage from time to time and the
availability of casual staff.
From the evidence it is clear that the task of removing the
ramp takes only a matter of minutes. However, it is not a task
that would be given to an inexperienced person. It demands
some degree of physical strength. Quite properly the task had
been designated by the owner as one to be done by a “rink area
technician”. This reflected the potential hazard of working near
machinery on a slippery surface.
The respondent is emphatic that the suspension commenced
in the first week of June. Furthermore, it was for a period of
four weeks. It must be accepted that the notation on a wage
sheet indicated that the applicant was “unsuspended then suspended again” would cause confusion. However, I accept that
this was an accounting instruction for the purpose of identifying workforce numbers and did not relate to the factual
situation.
It is important to note that the period of suspension was invoked for a specified time of four weeks. This would expire
before 13th July. The applicant having being covered by a
workplace agreement was no longer designated a volunteer.
When he attended the ice show his presence was noted, he
was not asked to leave nor was he removed from an area of
restricted access. The task he was asked to perform was part
of the job inadequately undertaken by an employee immediately prior to the direction given to him. There was evidence
of a further task undertaken at the direction of the owner that
night. The suspension imposed on the first week in June had
either expired with the effluxion of time or the inadequacy of
its enforcement, given that it also related to attendance at the
rink. This created room for uncertainty.
The arrangement that took place on 13th July was convenient to both parties. The owner needed someone with skill to
perform the task promptly. He may not have consciously designated the applicant as an employee but he certainly did not
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invoke the suspension, if indeed it still operated. As a matter
of equity and the substantive merits of the case on this issue I
accept that the applicant was employed on 13th July. The arrangement entered into was consistent with the practice of
meeting needs at the rink from time to time. Furthermore, I
accept that the discussion that ensued on 15th July resulted in
the relationship being terminated. The claim attracts jurisdiction under section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act. Nothing put to the
Commission disposes of the question as to whether the termination of employment was harsh, oppressive or unfair.
Appearances: Mr T Crossley appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Ms E Hartley (of Counsel) appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brian Calthorpe
and
Tahl Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 325 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
1 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings as edited by the Commission.)
THE application which is before the Commission is an application by Mr Calthorpe that he has been unfairly dismissed.
In my view, the dismissal which occurred was as a direct
result of the issue that Mr Halligan referred to regarding what
I might describe as the “bottle shop prices” issue. That, in Mr
Halligan’s mind, was a factor to be taken into account, together with Mr Calthorpe’s response to the questionnaire and
what Mr Halligan understood as the counselling which had
been given to Mr Calthorpe in November 1997.
In the view which I take for the dismissal to have been fair,
either Mr Calthorpe’s conduct on the day that he was dismissed
was sufficient of itself to warrant termination or, if it was not,
then if the dismissal was based on Mr Calthorpe’s alleged poor
work, was Mr Calthorpe ever issued with a warning that his
conduct could warrant dismissal?
As I think is conceded, it is clear that Mr Calthorpe was not
given any warning that his employment was in jeopardy. I do
not find whatever happened on 5 November 1997 to constitute a warning and, in any event to the extent that it may even
have been counselling, I find that as of December 1997, whatever concerns there were, had been resolved and I rely upon
the performance appraisal that had been given to, or made
about, Mr Calthorpe and the salary review to support that finding. I therefore find that, as at December 1997, there was
nothing of a disciplinary nature to count against Mr Calthorpe.
In January 1998 Mr Curly was absent on leave and Mr
Calthorpe was Acting Manager.
I then come to the two or three days after Mr Halligan’s
employment commenced on 9 February 1998. In my view there
is nothing in whatever occurred over those two or three days
that could allow the Commission to conclude that Mr Halligan’s
dismissal of Mr Calthorpe on 11 February 1998 was fair. In
my view the worst that can be said about Mr Calthorpe relates
to the bottle shop prices issue and, in my view, that is not an
issue which, of itself, would warrant dismissal. In that regard
I accept Mr Halligan’s evidence that he, himself, appreciates
that he acted somewhat hastily on that day.
To the extent that Mr Halligan relied, according to paragraph 17(g) of his statement, on “the serious counselling given
to Mr Calthorpe in November 1997” he was, with respect, in
error. The November issue had been overcome by December
and, in any event, it was not “serious counselling”.
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Furthermore, paragraph 16 of Mr Halligan’s statement indicates that he may have relied upon his questioning of Mr Curley
about the extent to which Mr Calthorp had completed the Action Plan. However, there is no evidence that he discussed Mr
Curley’s response with Mr Calthorpe prior to dismissing him.
If he took into account the issues in paragraph 15 which
arose out of his discussion with the Bar Managers, the Housekeeper and the Front Office Manager, he did not raise those
with Mr Calthorpe either.
Even the newspaper incident was, according to Mr Halligan’s
own evidence, not raised with Mr Calthorpe in a way that was
disciplinary sufficient to be relied upon as a reason for the
dismissal which occurred.
For those reasons I find that the dismissal of Mr Calthorpe
was, indeed, unfair.
The primary remedy is re-instatement. It is the common
ground of both parties that re-instatement is not sought and,
although the mere fact that it is not sought does not necessarily mean that it is impracticable but for the purpose of these
proceedings I find that re-instatement is impracticable. I am
therefore obliged to consider compensation.
For the reasons which may have become apparent in the
discussions I have had, particularly with Mr Jones but also
with Mr Maughan, that is a matter that I am not prepared to
rule on extemporaneously from the Bench. To that extent, that
part of the decision is reserved.
I merely add that, if what I have said to you so far allows
you to reach any kind of an agreement yourselves in relation
to compensation that is entirely a matter for you and that would
be a means of concluding the matter other than by the calculation of the Commission. Once again, that is a matter for the
parties. However I have taken the matter as far as I can for the
moment and the balance of the decision is accordingly reserved.
Appearances: Mr A. Maughan (of Counsel) of behalf of the
applicant.
Mr D. Jones on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brian Calthorpe
and
Tahl Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 325 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A. R. BEECH.
26 February 1999.
Further Reasons for Decision.
Mr Maughan, who appeared on behalf of Mr Calthorpe, asked
for compensation to be awarded to the limit of the Commission’s jurisdiction. This is a period of six months. In support
of his position, Mr Maughan highlighted the work history of
Mr Calthorpe. His last employment had been for some five
and one half years. He submitted that Mr Calthorpe does not
present as a person who stays in a job for only a short term.
Rather, Mr Calthorpe is more likely to have stayed with the
respondent for a considerable period of time and it was only
the dismissal which occurred which prevented that from occurring. Indeed, Mr Calthorpe may well have had a long career
with the respondent. Mr Maughan pointed to Mr Calthorpe’s
ability to be trained if Mr Halligan saw need for improvement
of Mr Calthorpe in some areas. If there was a problem between Mr Halligan and Mr Calthorpe, the problem lay in
communication rather than in Mr Calthorpe’s ability, or alleged lack of it.
In contrast, however, Mr Jones, who appeared on behalf of
the respondent, stated that it was uncertain how long the contract would have continued in any event. On that basis, the
Commission should exercise its discretion and award compensation for a period less than the limit set by the legislation.
Although both Mr Maughan and Mr Jones made submissions regarding the manner in which the Commission is able
to assess compensation, I find it necessary to state only that
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the Commission is able to award compensation for the loss or
injury which occurred. It is clear that Mr Calthorpe suffered a
loss of the income he would have earned had he not been dismissed. He has certainly attempted to mitigate his loss. He
tendered a number of letters (exhibit 8) from potential employers to whom he had written asking for employment. The
dates on those letters show an even spread from 15 April 1998
until at least 12 October 1998. His evidence is that he commenced alternative employment in August 1998. I
unhesitatingly accept his evidence that, following his dismissal,
he sought employment outside Newman and contacted approximately 30 to 35 potential employers since his dismissal.
I do not accept that he would have remained in the respondent’s employment for only a short period of time. I do not
accept the evidence of Mr Curley which may have led to a
contrary conclusion. His evidence that—
“Mr Calthorpe was reluctant to improve his skills and
had poor communication skills and had received absolutely no respect from other staff management or line staff
due to his rudeness and abrupt manner”
is effectively countered by the evidence of Ms Luckie. Although Mr Curley may not have added Mr Calthorpe to the
list of persons who would have progressed to General Manager, his evidence is in contrast to the Management
Performance Evaluation (exhibit 14) which does not contain
any reference at all which could lead to a conclusion that Mr
Calthorpe would not have had continuing and ongoing employment with the respondent. In that context it is appropriate
to refer to the letter of 11 December 1997 which gave Mr
Calthorpe his salary increase. That letter states—
“We are very please to advise you that your annual salary
has been reviewed and increased to $38,750.00 from the
first pay period commencing on or after 1 January 1997.
As you know, salary increases are performance based …
Your contribution towards our results in 1997 is very much
appreciated and we look forward to our continuing success and mutually rewarding times in 1998”
There is everything in that letter which points to a conclusion that Mr Calthorpe was viewed favourably by the
respondent and that his employment would continue in 1998.
In contrast, there is nothing in that letter which would permit
a contrary conclusion. Furthermore, the performance review
itself, upon which the salary was based (exhibit 14), leads me
to a similar conclusion. This conclusion is supported by the
Action Plan prepared by Mr Curley, for Mr Calthorpe, and
which certainly saw him as continuing for the period until April.
Furthermore, I accept that Mr Calthorpe’s previous work history indicates that he cannot be said to move regularly from
job to job.
As to Mr Halligan’s view of Mr Calthorpe, while Mr Halligan
may have had the dissatisfaction with Mr Calthorpe as he stated
in his evidence, that dissatisfaction was based on a quite inadequate period of time, three days observing Mr Calthorpe, and
his conclusion is in marked contrast to the formal approval of
Mr Calthorpe referred to in the preceding paragraph.
On the material before the Commission there is little other
conclusion open than that Mr Calthorpe would have remained
in employment during 1998. His loss, caused by the dismissal,
is for the period between the date of his termination on 11
February 1998 until his commencing new employment in
August 1998. The period of time is six months. From that
period of time would be deducted the one month’s wages which
he received as payment in lieu of notice. The deduction of the
one month’s wages in lieu of notice measures Mr Calthorpe’s
loss, caused by the dismissal, as five months’ wages at his
annual salary rate.
An Order will issue requiring that payment to him of five
months’ wages as compensation for that loss and a Minute of
that Order now issues.
Appearances: Mr A. Maughan (of Counsel) of behalf of the
applicant.
Mr D. Jones on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brian Calthorpe
and
Tahl Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 325 of 1998.
4 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A. Maughan (of Counsel) on behalf of the
applicant and Mr D. Jones on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
(1) DECLARES that Mr Calthorpe was unfairly dismissed.
(2) ORDERS that Tahl Holdings Pty Ltd pay to Mr
Calthorpe the amount of $16,145.83 as compensation for the loss caused by the dismissal.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Barry Chittleborough
and
Biologic International Limited.
No. 1882 of 1998.
Siak Ku Lee
and
Biologic International Limited.
No. 1895 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
16 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: These are applications pursuant to
s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act. The first matter is
an application filed by Chittleborough who says that at the
time of the termination of his employment, being the 25 September 1998, he was employed by the Respondent as Manager
Machinery-Acquisitions and Operations. The second application is by Siak Ku Lee, who was also known as Richard Lee.
Lee says that he was employed by the Respondent as Executive Director for Asian Operations at the time of his termination
of employment on 14 October 1998.
The Respondent says that at the time of the alleged dismissals, the Applicants were not employees of the Respondent,
and accordingly the matters do not fall within the Commission’s jurisdiction.
On 17 December 1998, the Commission convened a conference for the purpose of conciliating between the parties,
however, no agreement was reached. The Applicants wished
to expedite the resolution of the matter because they believed
that should the matters proceed in the normal course the Respondent would not have adequate financial capacity to pay
any amounts which might be ordered if their claims were successful. Accordingly, the parties agreed that the Commission
should determine the issue of jurisdiction based on the written
submissions of the parties, and that a hearing may be convened to deal with any other evidence, but this would only
occur at the request of the parties.
The Commission has received written submissions and supporting documents from the parties. There has been no request,
from any of the parties, for a hearing to be convened for the
purpose of evidence being presented. In light of some comments within the Applicants’ written submissions, the
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Commission has also confirmed with the Applicants’ representative that the submissions and documents before the
Commission form the complete matters which they wish the
Commission to take into consideration.
The essence of Chittleborough’s submission refers to documentation relating to his and the Respondent’s relationship
and can be found at 4.(i) to (vii) of the written submissions.
Lee’s submissions in respect of his relationship with the
Respondent are set out in 4.(i) to (vii) of his submissions.
The Respondent says that the Applicants are unable to demonstrate that an employer and employee relationship, in
accordance with the appropriate criteria set out in the in relevant authorities, existed between the Applicants and the
Respondent at the relevant times. The Respondent also says
that Lee was employed by a company operating in the Philippines, and not by the Respondent. In either event, the
Commission is said to have no jurisdiction in these matters.
The documents referred to in the submissions of the Applicants are—
• The Prospectus for the Respondent’s business, lodged
with the Australian Securities Commission on 10 December 1997 which describes the Applicants as
Directors of that company. Section 4—Profiles of
Directors and Management, under the heading of
Board of Directors, describes Chittleborough as
Managing Director and Lee as the Director Asian
Operations. This section provides brief profiles of
each of the members of the Board of Directors. At
the end of the section dealing with the Board of Directors there is a box arrangement which reads—
HEAD OFFICE - PERTH
Administration, Financial Control, Budgeting, Corporate Services
Barry Chittleborough, Tony Belcastro, Mervyn Ch’ng

ASIAN
PRODUCTION
-MANILLA

PLANT &
MACHINERY
PERTH

CHINA
MANAGEMENT
PERTH

AUSTRALIAN
PRODUCTION
- CANBERRA

Production
development
management, Quality
Assurance Procedures

Product research and
development,
Construction
services

New Business
development

Production
development
management, Quality
Assurance procedures

There is then a section dealing with “Management
Team” which lists various persons and their positions and profiles.
Section 9—Material Contracts, (page 48) refers to
the initial capital contribution of partners including
the Applicants, and of the Assignment of Intellectual Property by the partners in consideration of
particular allotments of ordinary shares in the Respondent. Certain share allocations are noted for the
Applicants.
Section 11—Additional Information, (page 58) includes “Directors and Directors’ Interests” which
notes the numbers of shares and options held by Directors including the Applicants. It also notes a loan
by a company associated with Chittleborough “on
commercial terms”. The final paragraph of the section dealing with Directors and Directors’ Interests
says—
“The Company has resolved in General Meeting that the total amount of Directors fees
which may be divided amongst the Directors
is set at a maximum of $200,000. The Directors have resolved that, for the year ended 30
June 1998 only Mr Kerin will receive a Directors fee. The Directors have resolved that
Mr Kerin will be paid $25,000 per annum by
way of Directors fees. Messrs Chittleborough
and Richard Lee each receives a salary of between $69,999 and $79,999 per annum.”
This Prospectus also notes that the Respondent is
related to a number of other companies, including
companies with the word “NutriGrowth” in their
names, including a company called NutriGrowth
Philippines Inc.
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• The Respondent’s Annual Report 1997/98, for the
financial year ended 30th June 1998 and dated 23rd
October 1998 is in 2 parts, one being a glossy document of 12 pages containing various reports, the other
being a document including the financial reports.
Both parts record the Applicants as members of the
Board of Directors. Under the heading “Information
on Directors” in the financial reports (page 4), there
are brief profiles of the Directors and their share and
options interests. Chittleborough is listed as the “Director/Machinery Technology, Retired Managing
Director in 1998 and a Board Member since April
1996”. Lee is listed as “Director Asian Operations,
joined the Board in April 1996 in an Executive Capacity”. These profiles of each of the Applicants are
in similar terms to the profile of each of them contained in the Prospectus referred to above. Page 6
contains a heading of “Director’s Benefits”, which
includes—
“…
(iii) Mr Barry Chittleborough, former Managing
Director and a Director of the Company, received a salary of $69,871 (1997: $70,386)
plus the use of a motor vehicle from the Company at a cost of $22,529 (1997: $24,865)
during the year.
…
(vi) Mr Richard Lee, a Director of the Company,
received a salary of $69,871 (1997: $70,386)
plus the use of a motor vehicle from the Company at a cost of $20,794 (1997: $19,690)
during the year.”
Page 28 contains “Note 28: Related Party Transactions”
which records Mr B Chittleborough’s interest and directorship of other companies.
The information provided by Chittleborough includes a Prudential Select Superannuation Plan Member Statements for
the periods 1 July 1996 to 30 June 1997 and 1 July 1997 to 31
December 1997, which lists the employer as the Respondent,
the Member category as “Senior Staff”, the “Date Joined
Employer” is “29/04/96” and “Membership Date” as
“25/06/97”.
There is also a copy of a Group Certificate for the period of
1 July 1997 to 30 June 1998 listing the employer as the Respondent and signed by an authorised person on 10 July 1998.
There is bank statement extract in the name of Mr Barry Ralph
Chittleborough and Mrs Beverley Chittleborough for the period of 16 July 1998 to 21 July 1998. There is an entry on
16/7/98 which reads “Deposit/Salary Biologic Intern Pay”.
There is a very poor copy of pages 1 and 4 of a document
headed BIOLOGIC INTERNATIONAL LTD ACN 073 653
175, Minutes of Meeting of Directors Held by Telephone Conference on Friday, 25 September 1998 that 4.10pm EST. Page
4 includes the following—
“…
The Chairman put forward this resolution to the Board
that “Mr Barry Chittleborough step down from the day to
day management as an employee of Biologic and all its
subsidiary companies” and asked each Director present
to vote in turn.
Mr Belcastro voted in favour of the resolution.
Mr Chittleborough voted against the resolution.
Mr Richard Lee voted against the resolution.
Mr Mellick voted in favour of the resolution.
Mr Tang abstained from voting.
The Chairman voted in favour of the resolution.
The Chairman declared the resolution carried and concluded in saying
That Mr Matthew Green has the authority to hire and fire
in the Company; and
That Mr Barry Chittleborough’s employment with Biologic and all its subsidiaries be terminated effective
immediately.
...”
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There is a document on paper headed “BIOLOGIC” dated 4
November 1998 addressed to the Applicant, the relevant parts
of which say—
“Dear Mr Chittleborough,
Your employment with Biologic terminated on 25 September 1998.
You were given until 5 October 1998 to return all Biologic International assets in your possession including but
not limited to the company vehicle and mobile phone to
the Biologic office at 7 Ventnor Ave Perth.
Biologic continues to incur the financing expense of the
motor vehicle and you will be on charged the $1063.63
per month fiance costs and associated FBT exposure.
Your failure to return these assets is equivalent to theft of
the assets.
If all Biologic assets in your possession are not returned
to the above address by midday Friday 6 November appropriate action will be taken.
Matthew Green
Chief Executive Officer”
As to Chittleborough’s relationship with the Respondent,
the Respondent submitted the following—
…
4. The applicant was, until 27 November 1998, a Director of the respondent company.
5. The applicant was, until 6 April 1998, an employee
of the respondent.
6. The applicant commenced his employment, with the
respondent on 17 April 1996
7. The applicant was employed as the respondent’s
Managing Director.
8. On 6 April 1998 the applicant resigned as the respondent’s Managing Director. At the same meeting
the Directors resolved to appoint a Chief Executive
Officer to replace the former Managing Director
(copy of the minutes of the meeting is attached).
9. Following his resignation as Managing Director, the
applicant remained a Director of the respondent company.
10. Following the applicant’s resignation as managing
Director, conflict arose between him and the new
Chief Executive Officer in relation to the management of the respondent’s operations.
11. Since the time of his resignation, the applicant continued his involvement, with the respondent, as a
Director. As such, he was involved in minor project
work.
12. On 31 July 1998 the applicant ceased attending at
the respondent’s offices and the respondent did not
allocate any work to him.
13. As a result of the confusion over the management of
the respondent’s organisation the matter was clarified at the meeting of Directors held on 25 September
1998. The minutes of the meeting (which are attached) indicate that a decision to terminate Mr
Chittleborough’s employment. In reality, however,
that decision was effectively a clarification of the
fact that Mr Chittleborough had resigned as Managing Director and that as the respondent had appointed
a new Chief Executive Officer, the applicant was to
have no role in day to day management of the respondent’s operations.
14. The letter from Matthew Green, the respondent’s
Chief Executive Officer to the applicant dated 4 November 1998 is no more than a confirmation of the
clarification that the applicant had resigned from his
position as Managing Director and had no day to
day role in the operational affairs of the respondent.
15. Factors referred to in paragraphs 4i), 4ii), 4iii) and
4iv) are only indicia of an employment relationship.
The (sic) do not, without more disclose that such a
relationship existed (particularly after the Applicant’s
resignation).
16. Following the applicant’s resignation, any payments
made to the applicant cannot be described as salary.
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Those payments are ex gratia payments, made by
the respondent to the applicant due to—
(a) His continuing involvement as a Director;
(b) His involvement in minor and limited project
work; and
(c) The fact that the applicant was involved in a
bitter dispute between two factions of Directors which was set to be resolved at an Annual
General Meeting which, at the time of the confirmation of resignation, was set to be held later
in the year (and was ultimately held on 27
November 1998.
17. As a result of the facts contained at paragraph 16(c),
the respondent took the view that, although the Applicant had resigned as Managing Director of the
Respondent, it was better to leave all arrangements
as they were, until the Annual General Meeting.
18. The friction between the applicant and the respondent and its CEO reached a stage where the respondent
had not (sic) option but to confirm the resignation of
the applicant, which in turn led to this application.”
There is a copy of the Minutes of a Meeting of the Directors
of the Respondent of 6 April 1998. The relevant parts of these
Minutes record discussion regarding a move to remove Mr
Chittleborough from the Board of Directors. It also notes, under the heading “Resignation of Managing Director”—
“Mr Barry Chittleborough tendered his resignation as
Managing Director.”
In addition, there is a full copy of the Minutes of the Meeting of the Directors of 25 September 1998, referred to earlier.
However, this copy also includes page 3. Under the heading
“Management Structure”, the Minutes record—
“The Chairman reported that there is a conflict between
Mr Chittleborough and Mr Green as to who is managing
the Company and this matter must be resolved. The Chairman then invited Mr Green to comment on the
management structure of the Company.
Mr Green explained that the conditions of him accepting
the appointment as CEO of the Company was subject to
the resolution of the Wuxi deal, the authority to restructure the Company and resolving the skill requirements in
the Company. He briefed the Board that he had reviewed
the structure of the Company and as presented in the 10
August 1998 CEO’s report to the Board, the position of
General Manager – Australasian Machinery Technology
is no longer required. In an effort to accommodate Mr
Chittleborough, a position of Relationship Manager –
Koch was offered to him and this was verbally accepted
by him on 11 August 1998. Mr Chittleborough however
immediate (sic) requested and Mr Green gave verbal approval for 9 weeks leave commencing 1 August 1998.
Subsequently Mr Chittleborough submitted in a facsimile
dated 23 September in which he rejected the position offered.
Mr Chittleborough asked for clarification if his position
is now redundant. He questioned why the Board has not
considered his skill in machinery as disclosed in the Company prospectus.
Mr Richard Lee commented that Mr Jim Graham was not
around during the development of this position and Mr
Chittleborough has not been given the opportunity to demonstrate his skill. Mr Lee pointed out that Mr
Chittleborough has been assisting Mr Graham through
the USA.
Mr Mellick expressed his view that Mr Chittleborough
has been given a fair go and understands what skills are
required to put deals together. He commented that the
Company appointed Mr Green to clean the mess and the
Company must give Mr Green the support to choose his
team.
Mr Belcastro supported the comments made by Mr
Mellick and Mr Green. He said that projects have been
managed with no plans and specification being documented.
Mr Tang commented that the CEO must be given a free
hand in running the Company and the team must work in
good faith of the CEO.”
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These minutes go on to record at page 4 the extract referred
to earlier including that “Mr Barry Chittleborough’s employment … be terminated effective immediately”.
The documents submitted by Lee in support of his having
been an employee of the Respondent include a Membership
Certificate for his membership of Select Superannuation Plan.
The first paragraph of this document reads—
“As an employee of Biologic International Ltd, Prudential would like to welcome you as a member of the Select
Superannuation Plan. This Plan is part of the Prudential
Master Superannuation Fund”.
“Personal Details
Member
Siak Ku Lee
Membership Number
75029
Date of Birth
09-08-1950
Employer Plan
BIOLOGIC
INTERNATIONAL LTD
Date Joined Employer
29-04-1996
Date Joined Fund
25-06-1997
Normal Retirement Date 09-08-2015
Annual Salary
$70,000
Membership Category SENIOR STAFF”
This document also refers to the contribution made to Lee’s
plan which is said to be “mandated 6.000%”.
There are also Member Statements for that Superannuation
Plan for the periods of 1 July 1996 to 30 June 1997 and 1 July
1997 to 30 June 1998. These statements contain the same personal details referred to above.
There are Australian Taxation Office Group Certificates for
the income year 1 July 1996 to 30 June 1997 and 1 July 1997
to 30 June 1998 for Lee, indicating the Name of the Employer
as Biologic International Ltd signed by an authorised person
on 11 July 1997 and 10 July 1998 respectively.
There are also extracts from bank statements in the name of
Mrs C S and Mr R S K Lee covering the period of 1 June 1998
to 11 November 1998 which includes amounts listed as BIOLOGIC INTERN-PAY, the last such amount being on 20
October 1998.
There is a very poor copy of part of a document on paper
headed “BIOLOGIC” which is a Memo from Matt Green to
Eddie Lee dated 7 October 1998, the subject is “Management
of the Philippines …erations”. The first part states—
“The Price Waterhouse Audit has identified that at the
very least Mr Richard Lee has failed to discharge his obligations as an executive of Biologic.
In addition to the findings of the above audit, there is a
body of evidence demonstrating that Mr Lee has for quite
some time been pursuing his own business agenda at the
expense of Biologic.
This situation cannot continue.
I know that at the 25 September Board meeting, the Board
reconfirmed the CEO’s power to make the staff hiring
and firing decisions but due to the severity of this situation and the director status of Mr Lee, I now seek your
approval to the following course of action—
1) Immediately dismiss Mr Richard Lee from his operational role.
Issues to manage include:
• Immediately stopping all salary and benefits
payments, including use of two company apartments in the Philippines; company car use in
the Philippines and repossession of the car used
by his wife in Australia; use of a company
credit card; use of a company mobile phone;
return of the company laptop computer and
other assets.
• Permitting one supervised return visit to the
NGPI offices to remove his personal belongings. Thence preventing his return to the
premises.
I suggest we give Mr Lee 1 week to get his affairs in
the Philippines and Australia in order. That is, give
him access to the apartments, the mobile phone and
the company cars up until 13 October.
He currently holds a Manila to Perth airline ticket
that is valid before 1 December.
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I will seek to advice of Rick Anthon to draft an appropriate letter to go to Mr Lee”.
There is also a poor copy of first page of a letter from solicitors to Mr Eddie Lee, Chairman, Biologic International Limited
dated 12 November 1998, the relevant parts of which say—
“I have been requested by you to review recent events
which have come to light in relation to the management
of NGPI and in particular the events which give rise to
the decision by the board of Biologic to firstly suspend
Mr Richard Lee from his position as Director of Asian
Operations and subsequently to terminate his position as
an executive of the company.
…
My review is limited to the issue of whether the activities
of Mr Richard Lee constitute breach of his obligations as
a director of Biologic and/or a breach of his obligations
as an employee of Biologic. I cannot and do not venture
any opinion as to whether Mr Lee’s activities may give
rise to any civil or criminal actions in the Philippines,
although I note that this matter has been dealt with by
Accra Law.”
As to Mr Lee’s relationship with the Respondent, the Respondent says that the facts are these—
“…
14. The applicant was, until 27 November 1998, a Director of the respondent company.
15. The applicant was never employed by the respondent.
16. There is no written contract evidencing an employment relationship between the applicant and the
respondent (see minutes of meeting of directors on
25 May, 11 August).
17. In his application, the applicant described himself as
the Chief Executive Officer (Chairman/President) of
a company which he referred to as “Nutrigrowth
Philippine office”.
18. To the best of the respondent’s knowledge, there is
no corporation known as “Nutrigrowth Philippine office” or of any similar name, registered in Australia.
19. There is a company called “Nutri-Growth Philippines
Inc” (“Nutri-Growth”).
20. To the best of the respondent’s knowledge, NutriGrowth is a company registered in the Philippines.
21. To the best of the respondent’s knowledge, the applicant is a Director of Nutri-Growth.
22. The respondent has invested in Nutri-Growth and
provides funding for its operations. Those funds are
applied to the following purposes—
(a) Wages for employees of Nutri-Growth;
(b) Operating expenses for Nutri-Growth.
(see fourth paragraph on page 3 of the minutes of a
meeting of directors, of the respondent, held on Monday 21 September 1998).
23. Nutri-Growth is a separate company from the respondent and is, by the applicant’s own description
an “...stand alone operation...” (see minutes of the
meeting of directors held on 11 August 1998 under
the heading “Philippines Operation”.
24. To the extent that the applicant undertook extensive
work in Western Australia, that work was not performed for the respondent.
25. The applicant has not been able to establish that any
of the relevant tests of employment have been satisfied. In particular the applicant has not
demonstrated—
(a) that there was an appointment or engagement
of him by the respondent;
(b) that the respondent required him to perform
any particulars duties or any duties at all;
(c) that there was a sufficient degree of control
by the respondent over the applicant or any
control at all;
(d) that there was any obligation on the applicant
to perform work for the respondent at all;
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(e) the hours of work which the respondent may
allegedly have required the applicant to work;
(f) that he was entitled to any annual leave and
the circumstances in which that leave would
be taken;
(g) that he was entitled to public holidays and circumstances in which the applicant may be so
entitled;
(h) that he was entitled to long service leave and
the circumstances in which the applicant may
be so entitled;
(i) the reporting relationship between the applicant and the respondent including, whether or
not the applicant was required to report on the
alleged work relationship at all;
(j) that he was required to exclusively work for
the respondent;
(k) that he worked as an integral part of the respondent’s organisation or whether his work
was merely incidental to it;
(1) that he received an employment separation certificate.
26. Factors referred to in paragraphs 4i), 4ii), 4iii) and
4iv) are only indicia of an employment relationship.
The (sic) do not, without more disclose that such a
relationship existed (particularly after the Applicant’s
resignation).
27. On balance, when weighing up the indicia disclosed
in both the applicant’s and respondent’s submissions,
the applicant has not been able to demonstrate that
there ever was, on the key indicia, an employment
relationship between himself and the respondent. The
Commission should have regard to the totality of the
indicia of the relationship or lack thereof.”
For the sake of completeness, I record here those extracts
from the Minutes referred to in points 16 and 23 above. The
Minutes of the Meeting of the Respondent’s Directors on 25
May 1998 includes under the heading “Employment Contracts”, that—
“Richard Lee enquired as to the position with regard to
individual employment contracts. Matt Green advised that
he would discuss the matter with individual staff members.”
The Minutes of the Meeting of Directors Held on 11 August
1998, under the heading “Philippines Operation” records—
“Richard Lee briefed the directors on the operations in
the Philippines.
The indications were such that this operation was a viable as a stand alone operation and and (sic) would provide
a cash resource for the Company.”
There is no direct evidence to demonstrate a number of the
sorts of indicia of an employment relationship referred to in
Stevens and Brodribb Sawmilling Company Pty Ltd (1986)
(160 CLR 16), and there is no direct evidence of the Respondent reserving the right to control the Applicants in the conduct
of their work (Zuijs v Wirth Bros Pty Ltd (1995) 93 CLR 571).
However, the parties have agreed that the Commission should
determine these matters on the basis of the material placed
before it in written submissions and supporting documentation and I intend to use those documents for the purpose of
coming to conclusions about the nature of the relationship
between the Applicants and the Respondent.
In respect of Chittleborough’s claim, the Respondent acknowledges that there was an employer/employee relationship
between the parties until 6 April 1998. The question to be asked
is whether his employment relationship with the Respondent
continued beyond his resignation as Managing Director on 6
April 1998 to 25 September 1998, the date upon which he
says that his employment was terminated by the Respondent
in a dismissal.
The documentation tends to indicate that Chittleborough did
continue in his employment. The Minutes of the meeting of
25 September 1998 refer to Chittleborough “stepping down as
an employee of Biologic”; and that his “employment with Biologic …. be terminated effective immediately”. Those minutes
also indicate that Chittleborough was offered and he verbally
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accepted a position of “Relationship Manager – Koch” on the
11 August 1998, that Chittleborough “requested” and was
“given approval” to take nine weeks leave commencing on 1
August 1998, and that he subsequently rejected the position
previously offered to him. The letter written to Chittleborough
by the Respondent’s Chief Executive Officer dated 4 November 1998 acknowledges that “your employment with Biologic
terminated on 25 September 1998”.
It may be, as submitted by the Respondent, that
Chittleborough tendered his resignation as Managing Director in April 1998, however, it seems that the employment
relationship continued.
Indicia of an employment relationship include that the employer reserves the right to direct the employee in his work,
and the employee has a obligation to work. In this regard, it is
significant that Chittleborough “requested” leave and that it
was “approved”. That leave applied from 1 August 1998 for a
period of nine weeks. So, as late as 11 August 1998,
Chittleborough was still an employee of the Respondent. He
was on leave until nine weeks after 1 August 1998, which
comprehends the period of the meeting of 25 September 1998.
I also note that the Respondent’s submission at point 12 says
that Chittleborough ceased attending the Respondent’s offices
and the Respondent did not allocate any work to him from 31
July 1998. This corresponds with his applying for and being
granted leave for that period.
The Respondent says that it continued to pay monies to
Chittleborough but that they should be seen as ex gratia payments rather than salary, however, there is nothing before the
Commission, apart from that submission, to indicate any
change in the nature of the payments, which had previously
been salary.
In all of these circumstances, I conclude that Chittleborough
was an employee of the Respondent up until 25 September
1998 when his employment was terminated at the meeting of
the Board of Directors.
As to Lee’s relationship with the Respondent, the Respondent says that Lee was never employed by it. It is true that Lee
was a Director of the Respondent and some of his involvement with the Respondent may have been in accordance with
his position as a Director but there are indicators too that he
was an employee. He appears to have been provided with a
monthly salary paid directly into his bank account. The payment each month on 16 July, 18 August and 15 September
1998 was a regular amount of $3,770.23. An amount of
$1746.00 was paid on 20 October. Payments to Lee were described as “salary” in the Respondent’s Annual Report and its
Prospectus. Further, Lee was provided with Group Certificates
in 1997 and 1998 which list the Respondent as the employer.
He was also a member of a superannuation fund which listed
his employer as the Respondent. These documents were not
completed in the name of any other company or employer.
From the context of the use of the initials NGPI in the various documents, I conclude that these initials refer to
NutriGrowth Philippines Inc. The Respondent refers to the
fourth paragraph of page 3 of the Minutes of Meeting of the
Directors of the Respondent held on Monday 21 September
1998 to demonstrate point 22 of its answer that the Respondent had invested in NutriGrowth, the company which the
Respondent says may have been Lee’s employer, and that the
funds were applied for the purpose of wages of employees of
NutriGrowth and operating expenses for NutriGrowth. The
section of the Minutes of the Meeting referred to indicates
that the Board of Directors of the Respondent considered the
question of Lee “temporarily step (ping) down from day to
day management of NGPI until an independent auditor goes
to the Philippines to investigate the matters raised in CEO’s
report and reports back to the Board”. This motion was carried. The Chairman also instructed the Chief Executive Officer
of the Respondent to take over the management of NGPI. It
would seem from these minutes that Lee, as an employee of
the Respondent, quite separately from his role as a Director of
the Respondent, or in conjunction with that role, undertook
the management of NGPI on behalf of or at the direction of
the Respondent, and that on the instruction of the Chairman of
the Respondent, the Respondent’s Chief Executive Officer,
Matt Green, took over management of NGPI.
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Accordingly, it is difficult to come to the conclusion that
NGPI or NutriGrowth Philippines Inc was a separate company which employed Lee. Lee was subject to the direction of
the Board of the Respondent as an employee of the Respondent, acting to manage NutriGrowth Philippines Inc. Further,
the note within the Minutes of the Board of Directors of 21
September 1998, referred to at point 23 of the Respondent’s
submission was not that NGPI was a separate company although it may have been. Rather, it was that the operation was
viable as a stand alone operation which would provide cash
for the Respondent. Clearly, Lee was reporting to the Respondent’s Board of Directors in respect of the Respondent’s interests
in the Philippines.
There are clear indications in the memorandum dated 7 October 1998, that the Respondent viewed Lee as an employee.
This memorandum was to Eddy Lee who, at that time, appears to have been the Chairman of the Respondent’s Board,
from Matt Green the Chief Executive Officer. This memorandum refers to dismissing Mr Richard Lee. Green says in the
fourth paragraph that even though, as the Chief Executive
Officer, he has the power to make staff hiring and firing decisions, due to the severity of the situation and due to Richard
Lee’s Director status he is seeking Eddie Lee’s approval to
immediately dismiss Richard Lee. The memorandum refers to
stopping all salary and benefit payments. It is not my understanding that a Chief Executive Officer dismisses a member
of the Board of Directors, from his position as a Director. A
Chief Executive Officer would dismiss an employee of the
company.
The letter of 12 November 1998 from solicitors Hemming
and Hart to Mr Eddie Lee the Chairman of the Respondent,
while referring to matters “in relation to the management of
NGPI” notes “the decision by the Board of Biologic to firstly
suspend Mr Richard Lee from his position as Director of Asian
Operations and subsequently terminate his position as an executive of the company”, goes on to refer to Mr Richard Lee
breaching “his obligations as a Director of Biologic and/or a
breach of his obligations as an employee of Biologic”. It further refers to providing “a short summary of the legal
obligations of a Director and employee of a company”.
The whole tenor of these documents indicates that the Respondent believed Lee was an employee and dealt with him
accordingly, quite separately from his position as a Director
of the company. It may be that he was also an employee of
another company, or that as an employee of the Respondent
he undertook certain responsibilities in respect of an associated company. However, there is sufficient evidence to satisfy
me, on the balance of probabilities, that Lee was employed by
the Respondent at the time of his termination on 14 October
1998.
I also note that one of the indicia referred to in decisions
regarding the employee/employer relationship is the manner
of dismissal or of the relationship coming to an end. In both
Chittleborough’s and Lee’s cases, the relationship appears to
have been brought to an end by the decision of the Respondent which the Respondent has termed a dismissal or the
termination of employment. Such an end to a relationship
would be indicative of an employment relationship. ABLF and
PB & KA Brajkovich Pty Ltd (FB) 71 WAIG 23 @ 25.
The documentation supporting both the Applicant’s and the
Respondent’s submissions, on the balance of probabilities,
demonstrates that the Applicants were both employees of the
Respondent at the times that their respective employment terminated.
The next matter is whether Lee was employed within the
geographical area of jurisdiction of the Commission. The Respondent’s submission in that regard is largely based on the
premise that Lee was employed by NutriGrowth Philippines
Inc. I have already found that Lee was an employee of the
Respondent which is a company registered in Western Australia and which its documentation ie. the Prospectus, shows
its registered and principal office is at 267 St George’s Terrace
Perth, although I note that the Annual Report for 1997/98 shows
the registered office as 7 Ventnor Avenue West Perth and its
principal office as 15 Murray Crescent Manuka ACT 2603.
However, that does not end the matter. I note the decision of
Coleman C, as he then was, in Van Dijken v Bunnings
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(Northern Territory) Pty Ltd (67 WAIG 957 at 958) where the
learned Commissioner said—
“The various wholly owned companies in Bunnings Group
perform specialised functions which service the corporate body headed by Bunnings Limited. The corporate
entity’s marketing division, Bunnings Building Supplies
Pty Ltd, comprises a network of some thirty branches
and trade centres throughout Western Australia and three
branches in other States, all of which draw on resources
provided by Bunnings Management Services Pty Ltd. The
facilities for servicing or supporting the “industry” in
which the corporate group are engaged, are established
and maintained in this State. The decisions affecting or
relating to the work of employees, their privileges, rights,
duties and entitlements are determined by their employer
which in its various corporate forms, is incorporated in
Western Australia. However, although the corporate entity which directs the operation of its industry, and which
as employer regulates the contractual relationships with
many of its employees, resides in Western Australia, that
in itself is insufficient to determine the matter of jurisdiction as raised by the respondent in these proceedings.
Those persons employed in Queensland for instance, in a
branch of the Company, although incorporated in Western Australia and controlled from Western Australia,
would have all the rights and entitlements set down in
statutes of that State. The fact that the Company is domiciled in Western Australia and control is exercised from
Head Office, would not displace that entitlement. However for those persons employed by the corporate body in
Western Australia and who are transferred to another State
for a specified term, or who perform duties on a temporary basis, although their notional employer may change
to a different entity within the corporate group, should
not be disadvantaged with respect to entitlements which
existed under the arrangements which prevailed when the
employment relationship was established. An application
of these considerations to the operations of the Bunnings
Group results in the following—
(a) Where employment commences with
Bunnings (Northern Territory) Pty Ltd and
rights and entitlements accrue from service
with that Company alone, a claim against unfair dismissal would, in the absence of
legislation comparable to the Western Australia
Industrial Relations Act, need to be pursued
under the Local Courts Act of the Northern
Territory. In this situation the entitlements have
accrued in the employment of the named employer and the cause of action arose out of that
employment.
(b) Where employment commences with
Bunnings Building Supplies Pty Ltd in Western Australia and rights and entitlements
accrue from service with that Company in this
State, and the employee is transferred interstate for a finite period under the notional
employment of another corporate entity, a
claim for unfair dismissal arising from service with Bunnings Building Supplies Pty Ltd
should be considered under the Industrial Relations Act 1979. In this situation the
entitlements accrued from service in Western
Australia and the cause of action arose out of
that period of employment.”
The evidence before the Commission as to the circumstances
of Lee’s employment are sparse, and those which are in evidence conflict. They are—
1. Lee’s salary was paid into the Canning Vale, WA
branch of the Commonwealth Bank.
2. The Applicant’s home address as stated in his Group
Certificates, bank account and Notice of Application, indicate that his address is in Western Australia.
3. The Memo from Green which refers to dismissing
Lee and wanting to stop salary and benefit payments
refers to Lee having use of two apartments in the
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Philippines and company car use in the Philippines,
and it also refers to repossession of the car used by
his wife in Australia.
4. In the Form 1 – Notice of Application, Lee has said
that he is the Executive Director, Asian Operations,
and at paragraph 12 of his Notice of Application under
main duties, has listed “developing waste conservation system in fertiliser for the Philippine
Co-operatives and new ventures in Asia”. He describes the location of workplace as in “Asia”
“Philippines”.
5. Page 20 of the Prospectus provides a flow chart with
the Head Office – Perth and as an offshoot reference
is made to Asian Production – Manila, where Lee
appears to have spent time.
6. The minutes of meetings/teleconferences held on 25
May, 21 September, 25 September, all refer to Lee
in Manila and the meeting of 11 August was held in
the ACT.
On the basis of this information, I am unable to ascertain
whether the Applicant’s employment was established in Perth
or in the Philippines, whether his work in the Philippines was
of a permanent nature or whether he was either temporarily or
permanently transferred to the Philippines, or the amount of
work he undertook in Perth or the Philippines. Generally, I am
unable to ascertain, based on the material before the Commission, that Lee’s employment by the Respondent was within
the jurisdiction of this Commission.
Accordingly, the issues of jurisdiction raised by the Respondent during the conciliation conference and addressed in written
submissions are dismissed in respect of Chittleborough. It is
now appropriate for the Commission to convene a conference
for the purpose of conciliation, particularly in relation to the
merits of that claim.
As I am unable to find that Lee’s claim is within jurisdiction, that application must be dismissed.
Order accordingly.
APPEARANCES: Dr P Keating on behalf of the Applicants
Mr D Howlett (of Counsel) for the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Siak Ku Lee
and
Biologic International Limited.
No. 1895 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
16 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Dr P Keating on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr D Howlett (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Priscila C Cronin
and
Mimi Wong Ferguson – Joy Tours.
No. 1367 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
4 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant claims, pursuant to
s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, that she has been
harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from her employment with the Respondent. She also claims payment of
non-award contractual benefits which she says have been denied to her, including one week’s notice and money deducted
from her pay.
The Applicant’s employment with the Respondent commenced in May 1998, after she had met Ms Wong Ferguson
and the two of them discussed terms for her employment. The
Applicant was initially interested in employment on the basis
that her then employer was likely to be ceasing to operate in
the near future and she would be without work. I accept that
she was the one who instigated the discussion about employment with the Respondent. The Respondent’s initial proposal
to her was for her to work on a commission basis, then on a
retainer to be paid against future commissions earned, but the
Applicant said that she would not be happy with that and she
sought $25,000 as salary. This was agreed to and she commenced employment.
Her employment was as a travel consultant in the Respondent’s business.
During her evidence, the Applicant agreed that she was on a
period of 3 months probation. The Respondent offered the
Applicant training to enable her to undertake her work, to deal
with any areas of lack of knowledge on her part, although it
appears from the Respondent’s evidence that the Applicant
represented herself as being a senior consultant who had experience in the industry. From the Applicant’s own evidence,
she did not have experience in ticketing.
In any event, the Applicant did not take up all of the offers
of training that were given to her or, according to the Respondent, she was late or did not pay attention to the training that
was provided to her. There were problems experienced with
her performance during the short period of her work. One of
those problems included that the Applicant was short over $500
from receipts issued by her. Her employer offered to assist by
contacting the person who was likely to have been the one
who had not paid but the Applicant declined that assistance.
There is a conflict in the evidence as to whether she declined
that help, having already attempted to make contact herself.
On the basis of her declining the help offered, the Respondent
believed it had no particular obligation to undertake that contact itself, other than to pursue the under-payment.
The Applicant says in her evidence that she volunteered to
the Respondent that she would bear that cost and the money
could be deducted from her pay.
It seems that the problem of the underpayment by the client
arose because the Applicant did not check her takings for that
day, prior to giving the money to the accountant. One would
have thought that a person handling money would, as a matter
of standard practice, check it before handing it over. Nonetheless, the Applicant did not do so.
I find that approximately two weeks prior to the termination
of the Applicant’s employment, she was advised by Ms Wong
Ferguson that her performance was not up to the standard expected, that the Applicant was advised that she had a further 2
weeks in which to improve her performance, although the
Applicant seemed to have been of the view that she was told
that she had the remainder of the 3 months in which to demonstrate adequate performance.
At the expiration of that fortnight, Ms Wong Ferguson had
decided that the Applicant’s performance was not to her
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expectation and decided to terminate the Applicant’s employment at the conclusion of that day. The Applicant said that she
was not surprised by the decision to terminate her employment. The Applicant was not paid for any period in lieu of
notice.
In dealing with the question of harsh, oppressive or unfair
dismissal, the onus is on the Applicant to demonstrate that she
has not been given what is called an industrial fair go. The
employer has a right to dismiss, but it is not an unfettered
right. The Commission is entitled to intervene where the employer has exercised that lawful right to dismiss in a manner
which is harsh, oppressive or unfair. Having observed the witnesses during the course of the hearing, where there is a conflict
in the evidence, I accept the evidence called for the Respondent.
An important aspect of the Applicant’s employment during
this period of time was that her employment was of a probationary nature. There are authorities which say that during the
period of probation the employer is entitled to treat the process as if the employee were at first interview, in deciding
whether or not to continue with employment.
In this case, it is clear that the Respondent was not satisfied
with the Applicant’s performance and, in accordance with the
principles behind probation, was entitled to bring that probationary period to an end.
I am satisfied that the Applicant, were she not subject to a
probationary period, had been given the opportunity to undertake training to ensure that she was competent to perform her
work. I find that she did not undertake the reasonable training
which was available to her in a diligent manner. There were
problems with her performance and it was made clear to her
that her job was in jeopardy. Her employer brought the employment to an end a fortnight after giving her a formal and
final warning. Accordingly, I am not satisfied that the dismissal
was unfair.
If I am wrong in the question of there being no unfairness in
the dismissal, the first remedy available is reinstatement. Alternatively, if the Commission finds that it would be
impracticable to re-establish the employment relationship, then
the Commission can award compensation for loss. From the
evidence before me, I am not satisfied that following, or as a
consequence of, the termination of the Applicant’s employment, she has actually suffered any loss. Her evidence was
that on the Monday following the termination of her employment, she took up employment with her previous employer,
Noranda Travel, and, although she earned no income while
she was there, when she left that employment and went to
Westate Travel in approximately August 1998, she took with
her the bookings which had been made while she was at
Noranda Travel and received commission for those bookings.
Secondly, the Applicant commenced employment with
Centrelink on 12 October 1998 and would now appear to be in
a more advantageous position in terms of her income than she
was with the Respondent. So, even if I were to find that the
Applicant had been unfairly dismissed, it would appear that
she has suffered no economic loss which is able to be attributed to the termination of that employment. There is no
evidence of any other loss or injury.
As to the question of contractual benefits, I shall deal firstly
with the question of the deduction from pay. The Minimum
Conditions of Employment Act provides that an employer is
not entitled to make deductions from an employee’s pay unless authorised by the employee. It is clear and uncontested by
the Applicant that she not only agreed to the deduction being
made, but she volunteered it. This is not a prosecution of the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act which actually requires that the deduction be authorised in writing. This is a
claim by the Applicant that she has not been paid all that she is
entitled to under her contract of employment. I am satisfied
that she agreed to the deduction being made and therefore I
am not satisfied that the money is now owed to her.
In terms of the claim for payment of notice, the Applicant
relies on a pamphlet which she has received regarding unfair
dismissal claims and upon some unspecified legislation. The
purpose of s. 29(1)(b)(ii) is for employees to enforce the terms
of their employment contracts, not for the enforcement of
legislation. There is nothing before me which would indicate
that pay in lieu of notice was a condition of the Applicant’s
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contract of employment that she is entitled to bring before this
Commission. There is nothing before me as to a claim for pay
in lieu of reasonable notice, rather it is a claim pursuant to
some unspecified legislation. It may be that the Applicant is
entitled to enforce the provisions of other legislation in
another jurisdiction should it be that she is entitled to a week’s
pay in lieu of notice. I make no finding in that regard because
the matter of enforcement of other legislation is not properly
before me.
Accordingly, there will be an Order for dismissal of the
application.
APPEARANCES: The Applicant on her own behalf.
Ms M Wong Ferguson on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Priscila C Cronin
and
Mimi Wong Ferguson – Joy Tours.
No. 1367 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
4 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant on her own behalf and Ms Wong
Ferguson on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Graham Thomas Evans
and
Midekeha Pty Ltd.
t/a Leederville Autocare
No. 1522 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER G F GREGOR.
25 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
ON 12 August 1998, Graham Thomas Evans applied to the
Commission for an order pursuant to s. 29 of the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) on the grounds that amongst
other things, the respondent had failed to pay him contractual
benefits. In relation to this part of the claim on 7 January 1998,
the solicitors for the applicant applied to the Commission for
an order pursuant to Regulation 80 of the Industrial Relations
Commission Regulations 1985 that the respondent produce
for inspection all records showing labour charged by the respondent and paid by customers of the respondent from 3
March 1998 to the date of the application.
The application was heard on 18 February 1999. Through
his solicitors, the applicant alleged that there was incorporated
into his contract of employment an incentive program which
entitled him to a gross payment of the equivalent of 25% of
the labour charged and actually paid by customers of the respondent which the applicant bought to the respondent or
referred to it. It is argued by Mr Baird, of Counsel, who appeared for the applicant that the contract properly interpreted
entitles the applicant to 25% of the sum of the labour charged
and actually paid by customers of the respondent, whether or
not such labour charges were paid either prior or subsequent
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to the applicant’s termination. Therefore the applicant seeks
production of documents showing the labour charges actually
paid by specific customers from 3 March 1998 until the date
of the hearing on 18 February 1999. Mr Baird told the Commission that the documents sought by the applicant are diary
sheets and job cards. In addition it wanted the accounting
records which were based on those job cards. These were all
essential to allow the applicant to properly quantify his claim
and prepare his case for hearing.
The respondent, represented by Ms Drew-Forster, of Counsel, argued that there was never any contractual arrangement
with the applicant which would result in entitlement to the
claim, on the contrary he was presented with a document in
the form of a proposal. That proposal was not a binding contract. In any event, if there were an arrangement it only lasted
for one week between 3 March 1998 and 10 March 1998 as a
trial arrangement. At the end of that week, an officer of the
respondent presented a cheque to the applicant for the sum
equal to 25% of the labour charges for that week. Ms DrewForster says that the information relating to that week has
already been discovered to the applicant and the discovery of
the diary sheets from 27 February 1998 to 9 March 1998 makes
it clear that no further records were kept.
Ms Drew-Forster objected to the applicant’s submission that
all job cards should be discovered as they contain more information than simply labour charges. For instance, information
on costs of parts supplied to customers. None of this is relevant to the matter to be decided. The applicant requests all
records showing labour charges raised by the respondent and
paid by the customers of the respondent from 3 March 1998
until the present date which encompasses information which
is wide enough to establish the financial position of the respondent and in terms of the provisions of s. 33(3) of the
Industrial Relations Act, that information is not capable of being
discovered.
In a nutshell, the position of the respondent is that there was
never any provision of the nature alleged by the respondent
incorporated in the employment contract. If there was, there
was a one week trial arrangement and at the end of that week
there were discussions about what would happen from then on
and a different arrangement was put in place. Documents relating to that week have already been discovered and there is
no basis to provide other information because that would establish the financial position of the respondent which would
be contrary to the Act.
I respond to the application in the following way. There is a
dispute between the parties about whether there was a contract of the nature claimed by the applicant. It seems that the
respondent concedes there may have been a trial arrangement
but there was not a binding contract. In order to assist the
applicant it has given discovery of information relating to that
trial week. In my opinion it is not reasonable for the applicant
to use an application of this nature as a fishing expedition to
discover information concerning the respondent’s business to
which it has no right. However, it ought to be able to quantify
its claim. It would be most unlikely if the claim could have
life after the end of the contract of service given the form that
it is alleged to have taken. The Commission will not grant
discovery of any information in the possession of the respondent subsequent to the date of termination of the relationship
that is, on 24 July 1998. The applicant says there is a key
identifier on each of the diary sheets. This identifier is the
letter “G”, which the applicant placed on the diary sheets as
part of his understanding of the arrangement. The respondent
will be required to produce any diary sheet marked with the
letter “G” for any day up until the end of the contract of employment on 24 July 1998 and the associated job cards. It will
not be required to produce financial information which is initiated by job cards but it will be required to produce a schedule
showing the charges which were raised for labour from those
job cards if any such charges were in fact made.
Minutes of a proposed order will now issue.
Appearances: Mr Baird, of Counsel, appeared on behalf of
the applicant.
Ms Drew-Forster, of Counsel, appeared on behalf of the respondent
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Graham Thomas Evans
and
Midekeha Pty Ltd.
t/a Leederville Autocare
No. 1522 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER GREGOR.
8 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Stephen Baird on behalf of the applicant
and Ms Drew-Forster on behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it by s, 33 of the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
1. THAT the respondent produce to the applicant diary
sheets from 10 March 1998 until 24 July 1998, where
those diary sheets contain the identification mark
“G”; and
2. Job cards raised in respect of the work done and identified on the diary sheets marked with the identified
mark “G” from 10 March 1998 until 24 July 1998;
and
3. A schedule setting out the total labour costs raised if
any, for job cards created in respect of any work
which is identified in the diary sheets by the letter
“G”.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kim Anthony Fitzpatrick
and
Balderstone Clough Joint Venture.
No. 2165 of 1998.
9 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: By this application the Applicant seeks relief pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i) in respect of
an alleged unfair dismissal from his employment which occurred on or about the 25th of November 1998.
The Respondent has filed a Notice of Answer opposing the
claim and asserting that the Applicant’s employment was, at
all material times, governed by a federal agreement in conjunction with a federal award. Moreover, the Respondent
asserts by its Notice of Answer that the Applicant has commenced proceedings before the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission alleging that his dismissal for employment was
unfair and seeking relief under the Commonwealth Workplace
Relations Act 1996. Those proceedings have already been the
subject of an informal conference under the auspices of the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission and have been
listed for a formal conciliation conference before a member of
the Commission. No challenge has been made that the Australian Industrial Relations Commission does not have the
jurisdiction to deal with the matter.
The Respondent submits that this application should now be
dismissed as an abuse of process. It argues that this application is essentially the same as that before the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and the Respondent should
not have to face the prospect of having to answer the claim in
this jurisdiction as well as before the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. The Applicant on the other hand, wants
to keep open the option of pursuing his claim in this jurisdiction should there be technical reasons why the application
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before the Australian Industrial Relations Commission cannot
proceed on its merits. The Applicant is however, prepared to
consent to an order staying further proceedings in this application pending the outcome of the application before the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission. The Respondent
opposes that course saying that it sends a message that the
Commission will countenance duplicate applications regarding the same matter.
I am minded to exercise the power vested in the Commission which dismiss this section 27(1)(a) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 as a non application. Quite apart from the
impact on the Respondent it is not in the public interest that
there be two virtually identical claims between the same parties in different tribunals at the same time. It is no answer for
the Applicant to say that it will refrain from prosecuting one
of the claims whilst it prosecutes the other. In the case of the
proceedings before this Commission it is patently clear from
the fact that Parliament has imposed a strict time limit on the
institution of proceedings of this nature that they should be
dealt with expeditiously and not simply at the whim of the
Applicant. Industrial tribunals as with the traditional courts
have frowned on the practice of “forum shopping” of the kind
revealed on this occasion. For example, tribunals have consistently refused to extend the time for installing proceedings
out of time in cases where the applicant has deliberately chosen to take proceedings initially another forum (see: Melbourne
v. J C Techforce Pty Ltd (1998) 44 AILR 11-102, Brunning v.
Kingmill (Australia) Pty Ltd (1988) 44 AILR 5-183; and see
too: Ciseros v. Wadepock Pty Ltd (1997) 42 AILR 5-133(6)).
It is not consistent with that approach for the Commission to
sanction institution of like applications concurrently before
both the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
and the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
It might seem prudent for the Applicant to cover all eventualities by lodging concurrent applications but, as the agent for
the Respondent points out, that arrangement imposes an undue hardship to the Respondent. The Respondent cannot be
expected to ignore the proceedings in this Commission. Accordingly it is put to added expense and trouble in having to
answer identical claims before separate tribunals. By any measure that is neither just nor equitable. The Applicant is entitled
to make a claim in respect of an alleged unfair dismissal. He is
not entitled to make two claims, so as to in effect, hedge his
bets. He should elect to make the claim in one tribunal or the
other. In this case having elected to prosecute the proceedings
before the Australian Industrial Relations Commission the
Applicant should not be allowed to proceed further with the
proceedings in the Commission.
The application should be dismissed pursuant to section
27(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; it being contrary to the public interest to allow the Applicant to seek relief
in this Commission some time as he rules identical relief in
respect of the same matter before the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
Appearances: Ms D.P. Scadden as counsel on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr C. Mitsopoulos as agent for the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kim Anthony Fitzpatrick
and
Baulderstone Clough Joint Venture.
No. 2165 of 1998.
9 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms D.P. Scadden as counsel on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr C. Mitsopoulis as agent on behalf of the
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Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brenton Hayes
and
Khabar Pty Ltd t/a Morgan Filter Cleaning Services.
No. 1899 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings, taken from the transcript as edited by the
Commission)
THE COMMISSIONER: Mr Brenton Hayes (“the applicant”)
has brought this claim to the Commission pursuant to s
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) for
orders pursuant to s 23A of the Act arising from an allegation
that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by
Morgan Filters (“the respondent”) on or about 7 October 1998.
The respondent wholly contests the applicant’s claim.
As a preliminary issue, the name of the respondent was incorrectly described in the notice of application in this matter
and leave to amend by consent was granted.
Facts
The facts in this matter are relatively straightforward and
are as follows. The applicant says that he was engaged by the
respondent, which is engaged in the business of cleaning filters for mining companies in the Kalgoorlie/Boulder region,
to perform wet and dry cleaning of filters and customer service deliveries. The applicant was engaged for the first few
weeks of his employment as a casual employee. Subsequently,
the applicant and the respondent entered into a Job Start/
Newstart Allowance agreement (“the Agreement”). The Agreement provided for a wage subsidy for the applicant
commencing on or about 26 September 1995. The terms of
the Agreement are set out in exhibit A1 in these proceedings. I
observe that the Agreement carries the signature of Mr Morgan,
who is the Director of the respondent who appeared on behalf
of the respondent.
The Agreement provides that the applicant’s employment
would be on a full time basis. It was stated to expire on or
about 25 September 1996. I also observe that pursuant to the
terms of the Agreement, the applicant was to be engaged on
the basis of working a 38 hour week with a gross wage of
$450 per week.
It was also common ground that the applicant was engaged
on the basis that he worked regularly each day, Monday to
Friday, on a weekly basis. There was also some evidence that
the applicant worked on occasional Saturdays, which evidence
I accept.
The applicant says that subsequent to the expiry of the Agreement, he remained in employment with the respondent,
substantially on the same terms and conditions as in the prior
period. The applicant said he remained employed on the basis
that he received annual leave and sick leave entitlements and
was entitled to payment for work performed on public holidays.
At a time subsequent to the Agreement coming to an end,
which date was uncertain on the evidence, the applicant said
that following discussions with the business partner of Mr
Morgan, a “workplace agreement”, so-called, was proposed
and entered into between the parties. I pause to observe that
the “workplace agreement” was, it appears, no more than an
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oral variation to the terms of the applicant’s employment contract as at that date. There is certainly nothing before the
Commission to indicate that that agreement was reduced to
writing and was registered as a workplace agreement pursuant
to the Workplace Agreements Act 1993.
The terms and conditions of employment, as a varied according to that arrangement provided, as the Commission
understands it, that the applicant would continue to be employed on the basis of working a minimum of 40 hours per
week and be in receipt of a flat rate of pay at $14 per hour. The
Commission understands from the evidence that the rate of
pay was intended to incorporate entitlements in respect of annual leave and sick leave. The statutory authority for such an
arrangement in relation to sick leave is questionable, but it is
not a matter I need concern myself with in order to dispose of
these proceedings. The agreed hours of work as at that time,
on the evidence, were 6.00am to 5.00pm each day.
Subsequently, some two to three weeks prior to the dismissal
of the applicant, the applicant said that a further agreement
was reached between himself and Mr Morgan, to the effect
that he would work no more than 40 hours per week. Apparently, that arose out of a concern the applicant had as to his
hours of work and, in particular, a concern he had regarding
working overtime which, in his view, was properly covered
by the terms of an award. I will refer to that matter subsequently. The applicant said that the respondent agreed to these
revised working arrangements and thereafter, the applicant
worked on the basis of a 40 hour week.
The applicant said that once the working hours were varied
privileges he formerly enjoyed in the workplace were no longer
available to him. In this regard, the applicant referred to the
use of a motor vehicle and the respondent’s telephone.
As to his conduct and performance, the applicant said that
generally there were no complaints from the respondent as to
his work performance or conduct. However, the applicant concedes that some two to three months prior to his dismissal, he
was told by the respondent that there were concerns as to his
attitude and he needed to “pull his socks up”. The applicant
said in his evidence that he did so and there were no further
complaints following this event.
On or about 7 October 1998, the applicant said that he was
dismissed because he questioned his rate of pay. He said he
was given two hours notice by the respondent on the basis that
he said the respondent had the view the applicant was employed as a casual employee. I pause to observe that this
allegation was disputed by the applicant who said the respondent signed declarations to the effect that the applicant was a
full time employee. In that regard, I refer to the terms of the
Agreement.
The applicant further said in evidence that there was no reason given by the respondent for his dismissal and moreover,
he was never told by his employer that he was a casual employee, save for in the two days prior to him actually being
dismissed.
On behalf of the respondent, evidence was adduced from Mr
Morgan. In essence, the respondent said that the applicant was
dismissed because he was disruptive on the job and had a poor
attitude to his work. Mr Morgan also said that the applicant’s pursuit of award entitlements was a central issue in this matter. Prior
to the matter of these entitlements arising, he said that in all other
respects the applicant was an exemplary employee.
Mr Morgan’s evidence was that in the last month of the applicant’s employment, the applicant’s attitude at work became
what he described as surly, and this affected other employees.
I pause to note that this allegation was also contested by the
applicant. Mr Morgan also testified that the attitude of the
applicant on the job affected customers and the applicant
showed some reluctance to perform his duties. Again I observe this was contested by the applicant in his evidence.
On or about 6 October 1998, Mr Morgan said that the applicant again raised the issue as to whether he was covered by an
award. He said this was done in front of other employees of
the respondent. He said the applicant said in this conversation
that he was “looking to resolve this matter out of court”. It
was not suggested by Mr Morgan that this exchange was confrontational nor were their any raised voices between the two
of them. Both met later after the working day had finished in
the respondent’s office, to discuss the matter further.
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The respondent’s bookkeeper also attended the meeting. I
pause to note that she was not called to give evidence in these
proceedings, but in any event, there was no real contest on the
evidence as to what occurred during the course of that meeting.
Mr Morgan said that he had decided that in view of what
had occurred to that time, the applicant was not going to be
kept in the workshop any longer. Mr Morgan’s evidence was
that he decided to, and in fact did in that meeting, dismiss the
applicant on two hours notice on the basis that in his view, the
applicant was a casual employee. It was common ground that
there was no reason given to the applicant for the applicant’s
dismissal. However, I should observe that importantly, and
perhaps critically, Mr Morgan told the Commission that the
reason that the applicant was dismissed was because of his
claim for wages and overtime.
My Findings
I turn now to my findings. There was much common ground
in this matter. To the extent there is any conflict in the evidence in these proceedings, I prefer the evidence of the
applicant, whom I found to have given his evidence in a forthright manner and had a good recollection of the events. I accept
that the applicant was told some two to three months prior to
his dismissal that there was a need for an improvement in his
attitude at work and I also accept that the applicant did, in
fact, demonstrate such an improvement.
I also find that save for the initial few weeks of the applicant’s employment, that the employment was of an ongoing
and permanent nature. I do not accept that the applicant in this
matter was casually employed, as that concept is well known
and well understood in employment law. I have no reason to
doubt that the applicant continued to work on the same basis
essentially as contained in the terms of exhibit A1, subject to
the variation that I have referred to and I so find.
However, I do not conclude from the variation to the applicant’s terms and conditions of employment, involving as they
did the loss of annual leave and sick leave benefits, that indicated other than a desire by the respondent, and which was
agreed to by the applicant, to offset these benefits with an increase in wages paid and commensurate change to hours of
employment.
I also find on the evidence before me that there was no discussion, let alone any agreement, that the applicant be employed
as a casual employee either at the time of this variation or at
any other time.
I am also satisfied on the evidence and I find that the applicant’s work performance was not an issue subsequent to the
applicant “pulling up his socks” and the respondent’s concern
for the applicant’s “attitude” was based more on the applicant’s pursuit of what he considered a genuine claim as to
proper award entitlements. Indeed on the applicant’s evidence,
which I accept, the pursuit of that matter was based upon advice which he received and no doubt took in good faith.
As to the real basis for the respondent’s decision to dismiss
the applicant, I have no doubt in my mind that the respondent’s decision to dismiss the applicant was motivated by the
applicant’s pursuit of his claim for wages and overtime which
he thought he was entitled to. Indeed, to his credit, Mr Morgan
conceded as much in the witness box. I am also satisfied on
the evidence and find, that as at the time of the dismissal, the
respondent gave the applicant no reason for dismissing the
applicant.
Principles
I turn now to consider some of the relevant principles in
relation to matters of this nature. It is well settled in matters
such as these that the test as to whether a dismissal is harsh,
oppressive or unfair is whether the right of the employer to
dismiss an employee has been exercised so harshly or oppressively such as to constitute an abuse of that right: Miles v
Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (1985) 65
WAIG 385.
Additionally, in assessing a claim such as the present matter, it is not the province of the Commission to assume the role
of the manager, but to consider the dismissal objectively and
in accordance with the obligations imposed on the Commission pursuant to ss 26(1)(a) and 26(1)(c) of the Act. Moreover,
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in objectively assessing the circumstances of the case, the practical realities of the workplace need to be considered and a
commonsense approach to the application of the statutory provisions should be adopted: Gibson v Bosmac (1995) 60 IR 1.
It is also the case in this jurisdiction, that the lack of any
procedural fairness in matters such as these, can be a most
important circumstance: Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991)
71 WAIG 891.
In relation to the status of the applicant’s employment, that
being permanent or casual, even if I am incorrect as to my
conclusions as to the nature of the applicant’s employment,
the fact that an employee is a casual employee is no bar to a
claim of this nature and for relief being granted: Serco v Moreno
(1996) 76 WAIG 937 at 939; Swan Yacht Club v Bramwell
(1997) 77 WAIG 579 at 583.
Conclusions
I now turn to my conclusions in this matter. Based upon the
findings of fact which I have made, and in accordance with
equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case,
which as to good conscience is my good conscience, I conclude that the applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly
dismissed by the respondent. In my view, in all of the circumstances, the applicant has not been given a fair go all round as
the authorities require. I should observe that the fact that an
employee has a claim, based upon what he or she considers a
proper legal entitlement, and puts that before an employer, or
even has to institute legal proceedings in respect of that matter, is not any proper basis for the termination of an employee’s
employment. The veracity of any such claim is for the relevant court or tribunal to resolve if indeed, the matter takes
that course.
In so concluding I should also say however, that I am not
suggesting in this case that the respondent acted out of malice
or bad faith towards the applicant. However in my view, the
respondent proceeded upon a misguided basis as to a proper
foundation for termination of an employee’s employment.
Remedy
I now turn to the issue of remedy in view of my finding that
the applicant has been unfairly dismissed. The statutory scheme
in section 23A of the Act, when read in the context of the Act
as a whole, makes it clear that the intention of the legislature
in enacting s 23A was to provide reinstatement or re-employment as the primary belief in the event of a finding by the
Commission that an employee has been dismissed harshly,
oppressively or unfairly. The question of compensation for loss
or injury caused by an unfair dismissal, pursuant to s
23A(1)(ba), only arises in the event the preconditions specified in s 23A are satisfied, those being that reinstatement is
impracticable or that the employer has agreed to pay compensation.
I should also note that “impracticable” in the context of s
23A of the Act does not mean “impossible” and requires a
consideration by the Commission of all the circumstances of
the particular matter and an evaluation of the practicability of
a reinstatement order in a way consistent with the dictates of
commonsense: Nicholson v Heaven and Earth Gallery Pty Ltd
(1994) 126 ALR 233; Liddell and Lembke (1995) 127 ALR
342; Gilmour v Cecil Bros FDR Pty Ltd (1996) 76 WAIG 4434.
In these proceedings, the applicant does not seek reinstatement. He says that he now intends to reside in South Australia.
In view of these matters, in my view, it would be impracticable to order reinstatement of the applicant in employment with
the respondent and I so conclude.
I turn then to the question of compensation. Pursuant to s
23A(1)(ba) of the Act, the Commission may order an employer
to pay compensation to an employee who has been unfairly
dismissed, for loss or injury caused by a dismissal. The power
is subject to the cap prescribed by s 23A(4) of the Act to the
extent that compensation not exceed six months remuneration
of the claimant. The discretion residing in the Commission to
make an award of compensation for loss or injury in a case of
unfair dismissal is a very wide discretion: Cecil Bros FDR Pty
Ltd v Gilmour (1998) 78 WAIG 1099 per Anderson J at 1102
(with Kennedy and Franklyn JJ agreeing).
The assessment of compensation for loss and injury was
considered by the Full Bench of this Commission in James A
Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG
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299. I apply the principles in Capewell for the purposes of
these proceedings.
I should also observe in dealing with the issue of compensation, that it is important to note that the legislative cap on
compensation in s 23(4) of the Act is not representative of a
scale of possible compensation in terms of the seriousness or
gravity of the conduct of employer in unfairly dismissing an
employee, nor does it import notions of punitive compensation. It is a statutory limit that must not be exceeded unrelated
to the circumstances of the particular case.
The question for resolution in this matter is what is the loss
that the applicant has sustained as a result of the unfair dismissal by the respondent and, secondly, what should be the
award of compensation that should be made in respect of the
loss so found. The applicant has submitted in evidence by way
of exhibit A3, a schedule representing loss of income between
7 October 1998, that being the date of dismissal, and 22 January 1999, that being the date of these proceedings. The schedule
of loss of income has included a deduction of income derived
from employment from a number of employers between that
same period, those employers being Quality Paving Contractors, A&M Cleaning and Kennedy Drilling. The applicant has
earned the sum of $2798.75 from those employers.
The amounts set out in exhibit A3 are not contested by the
respondent and I find that the applicant has suffered loss by
way of lost remuneration in that amount.
The applicant in seeking and obtaining other employment to
which I have referred, has done so in accordance with his duty
to mitigate his loss as far as possible. The Commission has
also been told that the applicant has received approximately
$2,600 by way of social security payments, but I am not minded
to take that into account in considering the applicant’s loss:
Swan Yacht Club (supra) at 585.
Furthermore on the evidence before me in these proceedings, I have no basis to conclude that but for the unfair dismissal
of the applicant, the applicant’s employment would not have
continued for the foreseeable future and I so find. There is no
evidence before me of other loss or injury.
In my opinion, having regard to all of the circumstances of
this case, I consider fair and reasonable compensation to be
the sum of $5,000. As to the claim in the applicant’s particulars of claim in the amount of $1,680, which purports to
represent three weeks notice, there is no evidence before me
as to a term of the contract of employment between the applicant and the respondent to that effect. Furthermore, and in any
event, I am not able to imply a term which would entitle the
applicant to a payment in lieu of notice in respect of that
amount: Sanders v Snell (unreported HCA 8 October 1998).
Nor do I have jurisdiction in respect of any statutory entitlement in that regard and accordingly that claim must fail.
As to the various claims for leave benefits also set out in the
particulars of claim, it is apparent to me that those matters
arise either by way of statutory or award provisions and those
matters are not able to be pursued before me in this jurisdiction.
Minutes of proposed order now issue.
APPEARANCES: The applicant appeared in person.
Mr G Morgan appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brenton Hayes
and
Khabar Pty Ltd t/a Morgan Filter Cleaning Services.
No. 1899 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
23 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr B Hayes on his own behalf and Mr G
Morgan on behalf of the respondent the Commission,
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pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
1. ORDERS that the named respondent in the notice of
application be deleted and in lieu thereof there be
inserted Khabar Pty Ltd t/as Morgan Filter Cleaning
Services;
2. DECLARES that the applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment
by the respondent on or about 7 October 1998;
3. DECLARES that reinstatement or re-employment of
the applicant is impracticable;
4. ORDERS the respondent to pay to the applicant
within 14 days of the date of this order the sum of
$5,000.00 less any amount payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax
Assessment Act 1936 and actually paid.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kevin Lance Noack
and
BGC Australia Pty Ltd.
No. 2031 of 1997.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
12 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Mr Noack commenced employment with the respondent in
September 1992. He was initially employed as a casual truck
driver. One month later he was made permanent. In June 1993
he was employed as a dispatcher. From 1 January 1994 he was
employed as Operations Manager.
On 23 October 1997 he was involved in an altercation with
a fellow employee, Mr Hudston. The respondent’s investigation of that altercation led to the decision to dismiss Mr Noack.
Upon being informed of this decision, Mr Noack asked the
company to reconsider its position. It did so, and informed
him that he would, instead, be demoted to the position of truck
driver. Mr Noack did not agree with that decision. Although
he was treated by the company as being on annual leave whilst
he considered his position he did not, in fact, accept the position of truck driver, and did not work as a truck driver. He
claims to have been dismissed and that his dismissal was harsh,
oppressive and unfair.
On the evidence of Mr Hobbs, the General Manager of the
employer’s concrete operations, his decision to dismiss Mr
Noack was because he believed Mr Noack, and Mr Hudston,
were both involved in an altercation and both should be dismissed. In Mr Hobbs’ view at the time, their conduct amounted
to misconduct. Since the determination of the preliminary point
in this matter on 27 November 1998, the Compensation Magistrate quashed the decision of the Review Officer. Accordingly
the Commission is now free to consider the merits of Mr
Noack’s application without regard to the decision of the Review Officer.
The Commission turns first to consider whether Mr Noack
was dismissed. BGC argues that he was demoted and did not
start work in his new position. It is a question of fact whether
the change of duties arising from the “demotion” was either a
variation of Mr Noack’s contract as an Operations Manager or
the termination of that contract. The decision of the Full Bench
in City of Canning v OPDU (1994) 74 WAIG 2321 at 2322,
cited by BGC, in fact recognises that a demotion may constitute a dismissal. The significance of the change in the duties
and the position is the determining issue (Kenny v Elmerside
Pty Ltd (1997) 77 WAIG 2172 at 2174; Quinn v Jack Chia
(Australia) Limited [1992] 1VR 567 at 576-579). The position and duties of an Operations Manager are set out in a
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document from BGC’s Quality Management System Manual
(exhibit C) as follows—
“The Operations Manager is directly responsible to the
General Manager for the manufacture of all products in
accordance with the prescribed specifications. The OM
shall ensure that all quality and production are met with
due regard to economy.
Responsibilities and authorities include, but are not limited to, the following—
• Supervision of plant staff and drivers ensuring that
all are suitably qualified and skilled in their particular specialism. Organising additional training where
necessary.
• Ensuring that all plant staff and drivers are aware of
and implement the procedures applicable to their
particular discipline with due regard to health and
safety requirements.
• Responsible for procuring plant staff amenity requirements.
• Assist Production Manager in plant maintenance,
maintenance and servicing of trucks and agitators
and procurement of mechanical equipment.
• Control of fuel and raw material stocks.
• Security.
• Providing support to other line managers where necessary.
• Attend the Quality Management meetings to participate in, and contribute to, all matters affecting product
quality.
• Assist the Sales Manager in attaining new clientele
and fulfil the necessary after sales service.”
The duties and responsibilities do not include truck driving.
It is not possible to imply a term into his contract that he could
be required to drive a truck as part of his duties as Operations
Manager. To remove all of those duties and responsibilities
and replace them with truck driving is manifestly a significant
change to his duties. He would not retain his salary, although
even if he had been allowed to retain his salary the change to
his duties would still be a significant change.
There was no express provision in Mr Noack’s contract of
employment as an Operations Manager that allowed him to be
demoted. It does not alter the situation that Mr Noack was
promoted through the ranks, as it were, in that he was originally a truck driver when first employed by the respondent
(Quinn v Jack Chia (Australia) Limited, above; Robowash Pty
Ltd v Michael Hart (1998) 78 WAIG 2325 (a subsequent appeal against this decision was determined on other grounds at
p.4307). He ceased to be a truck driver when he became Operations Manager. The position of Operations Manager is a
separate position not linked to that of a truck driver. Nor does
it alter the situation that the “demotion” meant that Mr Noack
would have remained in the employment of BGC for the reasons I outlined in Grace v David Evans Real Estate (1998) 78
WAIG 1410. Indeed, and despite the submission of BGC, I
see the situation here as quite similar to the situation in that
case.
As a consequence, BGC’s decision to “demote” Mr Noack
was really the termination of his contract of employment as an
Operations Manager and the immediate offer of a new contract of employment as a truck driver, an offer which he
declined. The Commission accepts that Mr Hobbs acted in
good faith in offering a demotion as an alternative to dismissal.
Indeed it is to his credit that he was prepared to consider an
alternative to dismissal. Nevertheless, in the absence of the
contract of employment giving a right to BGC to demote Mr
Noack, Mr Hobbs was really only offering a job as truck driver
to Mr Noack. Mr Noack was entitled to refuse the offer. Even
if he had accepted the offer, he was still being dismissed from
the position of Production Supervisor. Accordingly, I find that
Mr Noack was dismissed on 24 October 1997.
The incident which occurred between Mr Noack and Mr
Hudston involved a verbal and physical tussle. Whilst neither
of those two persons admitted punching the other, it is clear
that some physical manhandling took place. In the case of Mr
Noack he evidently suffered injuries which caused him to lodge
a workers’ compensation claim. In the case of Mr Hudston the
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photographs which he had taken when he got home were tendered in evidence and show that he also suffered injuries.
Although the word “fight” may cover a number of situations,
there is little difficulty in describing what occurred as a fight
even if it was all over in a short space of time. The injuries
each saw himself as having suffered are quite consistent with
a fight between them. It was sufficiently combative to displace furniture and cause the “racket” heard by Mr Tapping.
It is quite clear that fighting in the workplace is a serious
misconduct which constitutes a ground for dismissal as Mr
Noack acknowledged. Dismissal is not automatic following a
fight. Rather, the circumstances need to be investigated and
any mitigating circumstances should be taken into account.
The Commission is satisfied that Mr Hobbs had investigated
the issue by speaking to both participants. Mr Noack was allowed to tell his side of the story. Mr Hobbs decided to dismiss
both Mr Noack and Mr Hudston. He had every justification in
doing so. There had been a physical altercation between them.
Mr Hobbs was aware of the essential facts and there has not
been anything material that Mr Hobbs had not known .
For an employee to argue that dismissal for fighting was
harsh, oppressive or unfair requires the employee to establish
extenuating circumstances (AWU-FIME v Queensland Alumina
Limited (1995) 62 IR 385 at 393). For example, if one of the
participants is an innocent party dismissal may not be warranted (Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries
Union v Wesfi Pty Ltd (1992) 72 WAIG 610). However, I am
not satisfied that Mr Noack was indeed an innocent party. Although his evidence is that he did little more than defend
himself his evidence does not provide an explanation for the
injuries received by Mr Hudston. If Mr Noack’s evidence was
accurate Mr Hudston would not have suffered the injuries he
did. Further, Mr Noack set the scene for the confrontation by
abruptly questioning Mr Hudston’s right to be in the dispatch
room looking for milk. He lunged at the teaspoon Mr Hudston
was waving under his nose. For his part, Mr Hudston acted
aggressively in waving the teaspoon directly under Mr Noack’s
nose. Both of them should have known better. However, Mr
Noack’s lunge led to such pushing and shoving between them
that they both ended up brawling on the floor of the dispatch
room.
Not surprisingly, Mr Noack argues that his dismissal was
unfair because while he was dismissed, Mr Hudston received
a final warning and remained in employment. Although that
was not the outcome intended by BGC, the fact remains that
that is how it occurred. The Commission was told that, in the
case of Mr Hudston, there was no position below that of a
truck driver to which he could have been “demoted”. Hence
he was given a final warning. Mr Hudston remained in employment whilst Mr Noack lost his job.
At one level, the Commission has every sympathy for Mr
Noack’s relative position. It is hardly a fair outcome if two
equal participants in the fight receive inconsistent punishment.
However, Mr Noack was not in an equal position to Mr
Hudston. Mr Noack was an Operations Manager. He was part
of a management structure with supervisory authority. His responsibilities included the supervision of plant staff and drivers
(exhibit C). That is significantly different from the position of
truck driver held by Mr Hudston. Mr Hobbs was quite entitled
after the incident to hold the view that Mr Noack should no
longer hold a supervisory position. Therefore, giving a warning to Mr Noack was inappropriate because it would leave Mr
Noack in a supervisory position. Consistency of treatment does
not necessarily mean equality of treatment. Thus, although there
is a large gap between a final warning and a dismissal, there is
also a large gap between the relative positions, and relative
culpability, of the two employees. The Commission does not
see this case as a case of inequality of treatment of equal employees and Mr Noack’s argument is not made out.
For those reasons, the Commission finds that Mr Noack’s
dismissal was not unfair and an order will issue accordingly.
Mr Noack claimed that he had been denied a benefit under
his contract of employment of 4 weeks’ sick leave. It is my
understanding that this claim refers to a period of time after
Mr Noack had been dismissed and before he refused the offer
of a truck driver’s position. Unlike annual leave, there is not
usually a provision for the payment of untaken sick leave on
termination. Further, unlike the position in Reynolds v Swift
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and Moore (1994) 74 WAIG 861, Mr Noack was not on sick
leave when he was dismissed. The intervening period between
his dismissal and his refusal of the truck driver’s position was
not on the evidence, sick leave. Accordingly, the claim is not
made out. Further, to the extent that it was claimed, it cannot
be said to have been a term of Mr Noack’s contract that prorata annual leave paid on termination would include the notional
value of the motor vehicle and telephone costs which were
part of his employment package.
The application is dismissed.
Appearances: Mr R.W. Clohessy on behalf of the applicant.
Mr M. Hotchkin (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kevin Lance Noack
and
BGC Australia Pty Ltd.
No. 2031 of 1997.
12 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R.W. Clohessy on behalf of the applicant
and Mr M. Hotchkin (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Lautaro A. Peredo
and
Metland Products.
No. 1311 of 1998.
13 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Respondent carries on business as a sheet metal fabricator. It is essentially a family
business run by the Buggins family. At all material times it
employed four production personnel, one of whom was the
Applicant. The other production employees were sons of the
manager and co-proprietor of the Respondent, Mr Dennis
Buggins. With the exception of the Applicant, all of the production employees were members of the religious order known
as the Exclusive Brethren.
The Applicant was employed by the Respondent from 31
January 1994 until 3 July 1998. He was employed in the position of a sheet metal worker’s assistant. The history of his
employment appears to have been uneventful, at least for the
purposes of these proceedings, until on or about 11 June 1998.
On that day he and another employee, Mr Andrew Buggins,
the son of the co-proprietor of the Respondent had a difference of opinion about the activities of the Brethren. It appears
that this difference arose out of discussions prompted by newspaper articles which appeared at or about that time regarding
the activities of the Brethren. At all events, the Applicant asserts that on that day Mr Andrew Buggins told him that he
would soon be “removed from the face of the earth”. The Applicant took that as a threat on his life and reported the matter
to Mr Dennis Buggins, who was the manager and a co-proprietor of the business. Mr Dennis Buggins indicated that he would
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be surprised if his son had made such a threat. He took the
matter up with his son in the presence of the Applicant. Mr
Andrew Buggins, whilst not disputing that he had said what
he was alleged to have said, denied that he intended it as a
death threat or to otherwise harm the Applicant. Rather, he
intended it as a statement of biblical fact. This did not satisfy
the Applicant, who left the workplace, reported the matter to
the police and obtained an interim violence restraining order
against Mr Andrew Buggins. The Applicant returned to work
the next day. Thereafter it seems to be common ground Mr
Andrew Buggins and the Applicant had little to do with each
other. However, the Applicant asserts from that time he was
“under constant harassment, intimidation, provocation and
offensive behaviour by two other sons of the manager-owner :
N. Buggins and J. Buggins”. In short, he says that they taunted
and mocked him almost daily by giving him a single finger
sign or poking their tongue out at him when eye contact was
made. On at least one occasion one of them passed wind in an
offensive manner in his presence. On another occasion he was
forcibly pushed aside by one of them. In addition, he asserts
that after that time Mr Dennis Buggins on two occasions and
another of his sons, Mr Nelson Buggins, accused him of being
“the mythical Antichrist”. On 1 July 1998 he complained to
Mr Dennis Buggins about this harassment and at the same
time indicated to him that he would be taking the following
day off work to report the actions of Mr Nelson Buggins to the
police.
On 3 July 1998 the Applicant tendered his resignation, principally on the grounds of the “death threats” made against him
by Mr Andrew Buggins on 11 June 1998; “the intent of physical attack on the same date and by the same person”; the
“climate of harassment and provocation created by” Nelson
and Geoffrey Buggins following 11 June 1998; and the belief
of Mr Dennis Buggins and his sons that the Applicant was
“the mythical Antichrist”. The Applicant indicated that he had
“extreme concern” for his personal safety because of the strong
religious beliefs held by the Buggins family and “the cases of
mental illness affecting” Messrs Dennis and Nelson Buggins
which the Applicant said he witnessed some months before
his resignation.
The Applicant asserts that he was constructively dismissed.
He asserts that he was forced to resign on “the grounds of
extreme stress” brought about by the conduct of the Respondent and its employees towards him. Moreover, he asserts that
the dismissal was either harsh, unjust or unfair and seeks compensation equivalent to six months’ pay.
The Respondent denies that the Applicant was dismissed
from his employment, either constructively or otherwise. It
asserts that the resignation was tendered without encouragement from the Respondent and that the instrument of
resignation “contained untrue and unfounded accusations towards all other personnel, including the manager, of an extreme
discriminatory nature”.
In order to succeed, it is essential that the Applicant first
establish, on balance, that he was dismissed from his employment. It is trite to say that for these purposes an employee may
be taken to have been dismissed from his employment, although the actual termination of employment was effected by
a resignation on the part of the former employee. For a resignation to be taken as a dismissal, it is necessary, for these
purposes, for the Applicant to establish that the real and effective initiator of the termination of employment was the conduct
of the employer (see: Allison v. Bega Valley Council (1995) 63
IR 68). Whether or not that position obtains in a given case is
largely a question of fact involving an analysis of facts and
circumstances which led to the termination of the employment.
The critical question in matters of this nature is simply whether
on the facts the former employee can be said in reality to have
been dismissed from his employment by his former employer.
The answer to that question does not depend upon the concept
of “constructive dismissal”, which is essentially a statutory
concept created in some other jurisdictions based on breach of
contract (see: The Attorney General v. Western Australian
Prison Officers’ Union of Workers (1995) 75 WAIG 3166; and
see too: Allison v. Bega Valley Council (supra)).
On this occasion there is a marked conflict in the evidence
adduced by and on behalf of the respective parties. Of all the
witnesses, I consider Mr Dennis Buggins to have been the
most credible. The more I heard from him, the more convinced
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I became that he had the most accurate and reliable recollection of the events. At least from and after 11 June 1998 he kept
notes of what occurred and apart from that impressed me by
his demeanour as being a reliable witness. Where his evidence
conflicts with that of the Applicant, I accept his evidence in
preference to that of the Applicant. Whilst I have no doubt
that the Applicant honestly believed what he said to be true,
he left me with the distinct impression that for one reason or
another he had a propensity to exaggerate and too readily to
convert assumptions to fact or otherwise embellish the facts.
In short, he left me with the impression that his evidence was
not always reliable. In general I accept the evidence of Mr
Nelson Buggins in preference to that of the Applicant. He
impressed me as being a frank and reliable witness. On the
other hand, Messrs Geoffrey and Andrew Buggins impressed
me as being more interested in protecting their position than
reciting the facts as they happened. Where their evidence conflicts with that of the Applicant, except where it is supported
by Messrs Dennis or Nelson Buggins, I prefer the evidence of
the Applicant.
The decided authorities make it abundantly clear that for a
resignation to constitute a dismissal for the purposes of proceedings of the kind now in question, the resigning employee
must have no real alternative but to resign so that in effect the
act of resignation is really the act of the employer (see: The
Attorney General v. Western Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers (supra)). The conduct of the employer must be
such that no reasonable employee could be expected to put up
with it any longer.
It is common ground that the Applicant knew from the commencement of his employment, or soon afterwards, that he
was the only employee of the Respondent who was not a member of the Brethren. With one exception, the religious beliefs
of the Buggins family do not appear to have led to any difficulties between the Applicant and the Respondent until the
existence of the newspaper article concerning the Brethren early
in June. The exception concerned him being prevented from
eating his lunch with members of the Buggins family, apparently on religious grounds. I do not accept that the Applicant’s
inability to eat with the Buggins family was as significant a
problem as he claimed. Rather, I accept the evidence of Mr
Dennis Buggins that from and after his first day at work when
he was told that he could not eat with them he appeared happy
to eat in his car parked on the premises, as did other employees in the same situation. Furthermore, I accept the evidence
of Mr Dennis Buggins that this arrangement continued thereafter without complaint from the Applicant until shortly before
his resignation. That is, it existed for over four years without
complaint. Equally, I do not accept that Mr Andrew Buggins
threatened the well-being of the Applicant on 11 June 1998 as
claimed. Even if Mr Buggins’ remarks were capable of the
interpretation initially placed on them by the Applicant, I am
satisfied and find that soon afterwards that the Applicant was
assured, not only by Mr Dennis Buggins but also by Mr Andrew
Buggins, that the latter did not intend his remarks to constitute
a death threat or to otherwise harm him. Likewise, I remain
unconvinced, in the face of Mr Dennis Buggins’ evidence, that
Mr Andrew Buggins attempted to strike him, as distinct from
attempting to knock the tape recorder the Applicant was then
holding from his grasp. In any event, as the Applicant acknowledges, from and after the issue of the interim violence
restraining order, there was little or no communication of any
sort between him and Mr Andrew Buggins. Indeed, the Applicant in effect said that because of the interim restraining order
he felt secure from any interference by Mr Andrew Buggins.
So far as the allegations of mocking and taunting thereafter
are concerned, whilst I have little or no doubt that from time
to time Messrs Geoffrey and Nelson Buggins either pulled
faces or made finger signs to him, I remain unconvinced that
this occurred as frequently as the Applicant complained or was
as severe as he complains. Also, it seems clear that at least on
one occasion the Applicant engaged in such conduct. In any
event, on the first and only occasion the Applicant took this
matter up with Mr Dennis Buggins, Mr Buggins took positive
steps to stop such conduct. He issued the Applicant and his
sons with a written directive that no religious or personal matters were to be discussed at the workplace and they were to
co-operate with each other. The Applicant resigned before that
edict was tested.
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Insofar as the Applicant complains that he was accused of
being “the mythical Antichrist”, the Applicant was not told
that directly by Mr Dennis Buggins. Instead, it appears that
the Applicant inferred that Mr Buggins held such a belief from
the fact that he was given a pamphlet explaining the beliefs of
the Brethren and from the fact that on another occasion, in
answer to a complaint by the Applicant that Mr Nelson Buggins
held that belief, was told by Mr Dennis Buggins only to make
sure that he was not “the mythical Antichrist”. I accept the
evidence of Mr Dennis Buggins that he did not say or hold the
belief that the Applicant was “the mythical Antichrist”. Likewise, I accept the evidence of Mr Nelson Buggins that he raised
the matter only in answer to a question from the Applicant as
to whether he believed the Applicant was the mythical Antichrist and responded to the effect “that he probably was”. I
accept the evidence of Mr Nelson Buggins that he indicated
this to be the case in an equivocal fashion and I find it difficult
to accept that the Applicant regarded the answer as being as
significant as he now contends. The Applicant acknowledged
that Mr Nelson Buggins was the youngest of the brothers and,
moreover, contends that he had a mental illness. Furthermore,
the Applicant, on his own admission, clearly did not believe
himself to be the mythical Antichrist.
The Applicant also complained that from time to time he
was given unsavoury tasks to perform or otherwise asked to
perform tasks at short notice. However, having regard to the
evidence of Mr Dennis Buggins and the other employees, I
am far from convinced that these were not routine requests or
otherwise untoward.
On the facts as I find them to be, I am not satisfied, even on
balance, that the situation was as bad as the Applicant suggests, such that he had no real alternative but to resign. In
short, I am far from convinced on the credible evidence that
the Respondent was the effective cause of the termination of
the Applicant’s employment. Rather, my impression is that
the Applicant was himself largely the architect of the termination. In the circumstances the application should be dismissed.
Appearances: The Applicant in person.
Mr K.C. Brown as agent for the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Lautara A. Peredo
and
Metland Products.
No. 1311 of 1998.
13 January 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant in person and Mr K.C. Brown
as agent for the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Benjamin John Porter
and
Armadale Datsun Car Repairs and Service.
No. 1607 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
2 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant was employed by the
Respondent as a trades assistant for almost two years prior to
the termination of his employment on 17 August 1998. the
first year being as a casual employee. The Applicant claims to
have been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from
that employment. The Respondent denies that it terminated
his employment.
The Applicant’s relationship with his employer and the circumstances of his employment were quite happy until the latter
part of that employment. However, Mr Stevenson, the Respondent’s director, says that at least once in the presence of
the Applicant’s father, but twice in total, he has reprimanded
the Applicant over his attitude and language. The Applicant
recalls a meeting in the lunch room at which his father was
present but does not recall the specifics of what was put to
him except to the extent, it would appear, that Mr Stevenson
indicated to him that he could be dismissed or he could have
three written warnings. The Applicant opted to continue in
work and to go through the warning process, because he needed
the money, which Mr Stevenson appears to have accepted.
It is not contested that there is swearing in this workplace
and that it is not an unusual occurrence. It is said that the Respondent’s concern was the volume and frequency of the
Applicant’s bad language.
Following the last occasion upon which Mr Stevenson spoke
with the Applicant about his attitude and language, the Applicant sought other work. There is also evidence that the
Applicant made inquiries with some authority after he became
dissatisfied with the circumstances of his employment, and as
a result of those inquiries, was advised that he had been underpaid. He raised that underpayment with his employer who
undertook to rectify the matter. There is conflict in the evidence as to how long that rectification took.
There is conflict in the evidence as to whether the Respondent dismissed the Applicant or whether the Applicant, after he
had raised the issue of the underpayment, told the Respondent
to give him his back pay and he would leave, and that the next
day he was paid his back pay. The Respondent says that his
employment had terminated by the Applicant deciding to leave.
In any event, the Applicant turned up to work on the following Monday and Mr Stevenson asked him what he was doing
there. There was a brief discussion after which the Applicant
went home. The next day, the Applicant turned up for work
again and left after a brief discussion with Mr Stevenson.
The first question I have to decide is whether or not there
has been a dismissal. Section 29 of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 provides access to this Commission for an employee
who claims that he has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly
dismissed from his employment. In a case such as this, the
onus is on the Applicant to demonstrate his case. As I have
noted, there is a good deal of conflict in the evidence in this
matter.
I have observed the Applicant give his evidence and I must
observe there was conflict within his own evidence. It strikes
me as strange that the Applicant recalls having a meeting with
Mr Stevenson at which his father was present but initially he
did not recall what was said. When pressed, he recalled the
options of dismissal or warnings, but does not seem to recognise this as a warning that his job was in jeopardy.
It also seems strange that the Applicant should say, when
initially questioned, that the work he had performed after the
termination of his employment was “for a couple of weeks”
and yet later said was “a couple of hours for a couple of weeks”.
Following the luncheon adjournment, when he has consulted
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with his representative, he now says that he was employed for
a period of time which would have earned him approximately
$200 a week over a period of 3 weeks. This is not consistent
with a couple of hours work each week.
In his initial evidence, the Applicant also attempted to lead
me to believe that he had been looking for work but had been
unsuccessful, but that on 18 December 1998 he had an accident which prevented him from seeking or undertaking further
work and yet it appears from further advice, that that is not so
either.
I am not satisfied, having heard the Applicant give his evidence, that he has demonstrated to me that I should accept
what he says. That is not to say that I disbelieve him, but rather
there is conflicting evidence before me and the onus is on the
Applicant to weight the balance in his favour. Accordingly,
the Applicant has not discharged the onus that falls to him to
demonstrate that he has been dismissed from his employment.
It may be that he has, but I cannot be satisfied to the standard
required, based on the evidence before me that that is what
occurred.
Accordingly, the only course of action is for me to dismiss
the application.
Order accordingly.
APPEARANCES: Mr Edwards on behalf of the Applicant
Mr J Stevenson on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Benjamin John Porter
and
Armadale Datsun Car Repairs and Service.
No. 1607 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
2 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Edwards on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr J Stevenson on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Sam Salpietro
and
Anthony & Sons Pty Ltd t/a West Boat Builders.
No. 988 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
19 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Mr Salpietro claims that he has not been paid a benefit to
which he is entitled under his contract of employment. He
claims that he was employed by the respondent from the 1st of
October 1997 until the 25th of February 1998 to promote and
market the aluminium boats and ferries made by the respondent. It was agreed that Mr Salpietro was paid for the months of
October, November and December. However, payment was
not made for the period of January.
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The respondent in its formal Notice of Answer and Counterproposal denies that Mr Salpietro was ever employed as “our
consultant” for which a retainer would be paid. Rather, payments made were advances on commission for the sale of boats.
These payments were made to assist with the expenses in contacting prospective purchasers and were able to be deducted
from any sales commissions payable. No sales were made,
and the respondent regards the payments made as reclaimable
by it.
The essential, but not the only, difference between the parties is whether Mr Salpietro was an employee. His status is
not clear because in the first place the relationship between
Mr Salpietro and the respondent was not the subject of a written agreement. Such agreement as there was, was oral. Given
that there is now little, if any, agreement between Mr Salpietro
and the respondent regarding the terms of any contract between them, those terms are now only able to be assessed by
having regard to the conduct of the parties and any documents
which passed between them. It was the use, by Mr Salpietro,
of the letterhead “Volt Investments Pty Ltd’ on one critical
document (exhibit 1 p3) which caused the Commission itself
to query whether he was, indeed, an employee. The letter concerned was from Mr Salpietro to the respondent and set out
Mr Salpietro’s understanding of the terms and conditions of
the contract which had been negotiated between them. The
letterhead is Mr Salpietro’s company and its use suggests that
the document was from the company, not from Mr Salpietro
personally. That suggestion remains even though the document was jointly signed with Mr Piantadosi who has no link
with Volt Investments Pty Ltd. The significance of the suggestion is that, if the parties to the contract were Volt
Investments Pty Ltd and the respondent, then Mr Salpietro
would not be an employee for the purposes of the Act and
could not bring this claim to the Commission. The Commission drew this to Mr Salpietro’s attention prior to the hearing.
He replied to the Commission indicating that the use of the
letterhead had been an oversight. Whilst his original intention
had been for Volt Investments Pty Ltd to be the contracting
party, the offer by the respondent during the negotiations indicated that Volt Investments Pty Ltd would not be able to operate
and maintain office facilities to enable it to discharge its obligations. Accordingly, according to Mr Salpietro, he abandoned
the idea of using Volt Investments Pty Ltd and the contracting
party was himself. The respondent did not respond to Mr
Salpietro’s letter to the Commission and the Commission indicated informally to both parties via the Commission’s
Associate that Mr Salpietro would be regarded by the Commission as an employee. The application was then listed for
hearing.
When the matter was heard, the respondent still contended
that Mr Salpietro was not an employee and for that reason,
and other reasons, the application was without merit. The Commission ruled that it would hear argument regarding the
contention notwithstanding its earlier finding. Indeed, with the
benefit of hindsight, the earlier informal indication from the
Commission would have been more accurately expressed if
the parties had been advised that the Commission was prepared to accept that Volt Investments Pty Ltd was not the
contracting party and, indeed, that Mr Salpietro had merely
made an error in using that letterhead. In the view which the
Commission now holds, that is indeed the correct conclusion.
I am prepared to accept that Mr Salpietro used the Volt Investment Pty Ltd letterhead on that occasion by way of an oversight.
I find that the reasons which he gave for deciding to contract
with the respondent himself, that is, the monetary offer from
the respondent was insufficient to enable Volt Investments Pty
Ltd to adequately perform the task, is plausible. Furthermore,
the evidence is that the payments which were made in October, November and December were made to Mr Salpietro
personally, and, as I understand his written submissions, paid
into his own bank account. The payments were not made out
to Volt Investments Pty Ltd. I therefore, reject the respondent’s primary contention that the contracting party was Volt
Investments Pty Ltd.
However, that does not necessarily mean that Mr Salpietro
must therefore have been employed by the respondent. Mr
Salpietro may have been an employee. Alternatively, he may
have been providing a contract for services in his own name
rather than in the name of his company. His original intention
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was to have a contract for services between his company and
the respondent (exhibit A). All that may have changed from
his original proposal is his decision that it would no longer be
economic for his company to provide the service. It is quite
possible for that service to provided by him by way of a contract for services. Indeed, even if exhibit 1 p3 is read without
the letterhead, it proposes that both Mr Salpietro and Mr
Piantadosi together “act in the capacity of marketing consultants”. A letter in that form is hardly consistent with Mr Salpietro
being an employee of the respondent.
In order to answer the question of Mr Salpietro’s status, the
Commission takes the following into account. Firstly, there is
no direct evidence that Mr Salpietro was an employee. To be
sure, he received three payments from the respondent. But he
would have received those payments even if he had been a
contractor to it (see the section “Fees” on the 3rd page of exhibit A). I therefore find the fact that he received three payments
over three successive months to be inconclusive on this question. Significantly however, no tax was deducted from those
payments. That tends to suggest more of a relationship of principal and contractor than it does employer and employee.
Similarly, the absence of any evidence that the respondent either exercised control in Mr Salpietro’s work, or had the ability
to exercise that control, does not permit the conclusion that
Mr Salpietro was an employee. In this regard, the onus of proving that he was an employee is upon him. I agree with Mr
Moon that control is not the only test. However, it is still regarded as one of the more significant tests to be applied. There
is no evidence of the manner in which Mr Salpietro performed
his work which could lead to any positive conclusion that he
was an employee. There is no evidence regarding the regularity of his hours of work, the manner in which the work was
carried out, the use of the respondent’s facilities in the performance of his work rather than his own facilities, or that any
other benefits of employment accrued to him.
In fact, such evidence as there is suggests the contrary. The
letter which is exhibit 1 p3 describes the money to be paid as
being on the basis of a retainer “for direct out of pocket expenditure” which tends to lead to the conclusion that Mr
Salpietro used at least some of his own facilities rather than
those of the respondent. As that letter further states, although
the respondent would cover all reasonable expenditure, it was
not liable for salaries, associated loadings and vehicle expenses.
The inclusion of Mr Salpietro, together with Mr Piantadosi,
as part of the “management” of the respondent in the corporate profile (exhibit 2) does not demonstrate an employment
relationship existed between Mr Salpietro and the respondent
even if the profile had been prepared by or with the specific
approval of the respondent. A similar conclusion results from
the business cards (exhibit 3).
The Commission is therefore unable to conclude that Mr
Salpietro was an employee as that is defined in the Act. Although there was certainly a contract between Mr Salpietro
and the respondent, and exhibit 3 pages 2-10 show some of
the work performed, the contract was not a contract of employment. Mr Salpietro has, therefore, not been denied a benefit
under a contract of employment and the Commission cannot
decide his claim.
An order now issues dismissing the claim for want of jurisdiction.
Appearances: Mr O. Moon on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A. Metaxas (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Sam Salpietro
and
Anthony & Sons Pty Ltd.
No. 988 of 1998.
19 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr O. Moon on behalf of the applicant and
Mr A. Metaxas (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Victor Sydney Smith
and
G & F Beltline Services Pty Ltd.
No. 778 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
5 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
The applicant in this matter was employed by the respondent
until his dismissal on 24 April 1998. He claims that his dismissal is harsh, unfair and unjust and seeks an order to that
effect from the Commission. Conciliation failed to resolve the
matter and, after some issues relating to interlocutory matters
were dealt with by the Commission in Chambers, the matter
was eventually set down for hearing.
When the matter came on for hearing the Commission was
asked to determine a preliminary point. The respondent claims
that the applicant was employed pursuant to an award of the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission. The respondent
argues that the application of that award to the applicant’s
employment means that the Commission does not have jurisdiction in the matter because the dispute settlement procedure
of the award specifically states that a dispute over whether a
dismissal is harsh, unfair or unjust should be referred to the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
The relevant award is the Rubber, Plastic and Cable Making
Industry—General—Award 1996. One of the parties to that
award is—
“G & F Beltlines Pty Ltd, lot 541 Wellard Road, Bibra
Lake WA 6163.”
It is conceded that the correct identity of Mr Smith’s employer, the respondent in this matter, is G & F Beltline Services
Pty Ltd. Its present address is in Cutler Road, Jandakot.
Mr Smith argues that the respondent is not the party named
in the award and that, therefore, the respondent is not bound
by the award. However, I am unable to agree with that submission. I am satisfied from the evidence that the body named
in the award does not exist. The evidence of Mr Relf, who is a
Director of the respondent, is accepted by the Commission as
being proof that there is no company by the name of G & F
Beltlines Pty Ltd. His evidence is supported by exhibit B, which
is a certificate from the Australian Securities Commission saying that no company exists with that name.
The evidence is that G & F Beltlines Pty Ltd was inserted in
to the federal award by a roping-in award made by the Australian Commission in 1990 at the instigation of the National
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Union of Storeworkers, Packers, Rubber and Allied Workers
(print J2297). I am satisfied that the name in the award is a
misdescription of the respondent. On the evidence of Mr Relf,
the respondent carries on a business in the manner described
by the award. Although Mr Relf is also a director of two other
companies with the words G & F Beltline in their names, I am
satisfied from his evidence that, in 1989, it was the respondent
which operated from premises in Wellard Road, Bibra Lake.
It operated from 41 Wellard Way, which is lot 501, and, although the street number is not the same street number
mentioned in the address in the award, I am satisfied from the
evidence overall that the name in the award is a misdescription of the respondent rather than any of the other two
companies to which Mr Relf referred.
In my view that conclusion is consistent with the decision of
the High Court in Australian Commonwealth Shipping Board
v Federated Seamens’ Union of Australasia ((1925) 35 CLR
462 per Starke J at 493) and also the conclusions of Pincus J in
Nicol v Parr ((1985) 11 IR 141 at 142) where he held that “a
loose and inaccurate designation” of a respondent’s name is
not destructive of the Commission’s intention “which, in that
matter, was held to clearly be that the employer should be
bound. That conclusion is also entirely consistent with the
exercise of this Commission’s jurisdiction to determine matters without regard to technicalities or legal forms and where
there should be little scope to allow proceedings to be defeated
by the mere misdescription of parties (Sin-Aus-Bel Pty Ltd t/a
The Ascot Inn v Parfitt ((1994) 74 WAIG 2075 at 2077). Accordingly, the Commission determines that the respondent is
bound by the award in question for the purposes of this matter.
The issue of the Commission’s jurisdiction which flows from
that finding is relatively simply dealt with. Clause 22.6 of the
award provides that termination of employment by an employer
shall not be harsh, unjust or unreasonable. Clause 22.7
provides for a specific dispute settlement procedure relating
to claims of unfair dismissal. By s.22.7.3—
“If the matter is not settled it should be submitted to the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission which shall
endeavour to resolve the issue between the parties by
conciliation.”
In the view which I take, that award provision provides a
mandatory referral of a claim of unfair dismissal by an employee whose employment is governed by the award to the
Federal Commission. While s.152(1A) of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 preserves the operation of a State law which
provides protection for an employee against harsh, unjust or
unreasonable termination of employment, it only does so far
as the State law is able to operate concurrently with the award.
I cannot see how a requirement that an unfair dismissal claim
be referred to the Australian Commission can operate concurrently with the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
which allows a claim of unfair dismissal to be brought to the
State Commission. Accordingly, and for that reason alone, I
would hold that the Commission is, unfortunately, not able to
deal with Mr Smith’s claim. It does not have the jurisdiction
to do so. Although Mr Smith, through his counsel, submits
that the clause in the award is not an “allowable matter” this
Commission cannot simply ignore a federal award provision
while it exists and s.89A of the Workplace Relations Act, 1996
is not authority for it to do so.
I use the word “unfortunately” because of the considerable
time and trouble the parties have already taken in preparation
for this Commission to deal with the merit of Mr Smith’s dismissal. If Mr Smith is able to have his claim dealt with by the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission on its merits, I
frankly see little purpose to have been achieved by the taking
of this preliminary point to prevent those merits being determined in this Commission. However, the point having been
taken, and it having been found to have been a good one, an
Order will now issue dismissing Mr Smith’s claim for want of
jurisdiction.
Appearances: Mr P. MacMillan (of Counsel) and with him
Mr C.P. Mills (of Counsel) on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A. Randles on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Victor Sydney Smith
and
G & F Beltline Services Pty Ltd.
No. 778 of 1998.
5 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr P. MacMillan (of counsel) and with him
Mr C.P. Mills (of counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Mr
A. Randles on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kimberley Paul Sutton
and
Simto Australia.
No. 122 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
9 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr P Sheiner (of Counsel) on behalf of the
applicant and Ms M Saraceni (of Counsel) on behalf of the
respondent; the Commission having determined that the applicant was unfairly dismissed and that re-employment is
impracticable hereby orders, pursuant to the powers conferred
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 —
THAT within 28 days of the date of this order, the respondent pay the applicant the amount of $9,300 for
compensation for loss and injury.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gek Lian Tan
and
Paris & Chrissie Kafetzis t/a Gabriels’ Café.
No. 1842 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
12 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings, taken from the transcript as edited by the
Commission)
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to
section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the
Act”) by which Ms Gek Lian Tan (“the applicant”) claims that
she was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by
Gabriels Café (“the respondent”) on or about 21 September
1998.
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At the outset I note that the notice of application and the
notice of answer in this matter describes the respondent as
Gabriels Café which is a trading name, with the proprietors of
that business being Mr and Mrs P Kafetzis. I am satisfied that
the applicant has merely misdescribed the respondent, rather
than the application having been brought against the wrong
respondent. For that reason, the notice of application and notice of answer can and should be amended and I so order.
Facts
The background to this matter is straightforward and is essentially as follows. The applicant was employed by the
respondent as a counterhand in the period on or about 5 August 1998 to on or about 22 September 1998. The respondent
is a café/restaurant business. The applicant says that she was
employed on a full-time basis and her hours of duty on commencement were approximately 15 hours per week which about
one week thereafter, increased to about 30 hours per week.
The applicant says she was paid $11.00 per hour for each hour
worked. The applicant says that her employment was terminated not because of any reason connected with her work
performance but because of her unavailability to continue work
commencing on 21 September 1998 and continuing to 22 September 1998 by reason of illness.
The applicant says that she attended for work on Monday 21
September 1998 but shortly thereafter complained of feeling
unwell and left work at about 10.00 am that morning. I should
observe that earlier that morning, the applicant said she rang
the respondent’s business at about 7.30 am to complain that
she felt unwell, but attended work nonetheless.
The applicant then said that on the morning of Tuesday 22
September 1998 she still remained unwell. The applicant said
that at approximately 7.30 am that morning, she telephoned
the restaurant and spoke to Mrs Chrissie Kafetzis, a partner in
the respondent’s business, to tell her she would not be able to
attend work that morning. The applicant testified that she told
Mrs Kafetzis that the reason she was not attending work was
because she was still ill. I pause to observe that the applicant
tendered in evidence by way of exhibits A1 and A2, medical
documents. Exhibit A1 was a medical certificate from the Kiara
Family Practice regarding an absence by the applicant for a
“medical problem” from 21 September 1998 to 23 September
1998 inclusive. Exhibit A2 was a note from the doctor to the
same effect.
In relation to the telephone discussion which occurred on
Tuesday morning 22 September 1998, the applicant said that
Mrs Kafetzis said words to the effect that “the respondent
needed someone more responsible and that the respondent
would have to let the applicant go”. The meaning of those
words and the effect of the conversation are controversial in
this matter.
The applicant said that she took the telephone conversation
to mean that her employment with the respondent had come to
an end there and then and she had been dismissed. The applicant made no further contact with the respondent after that
telephone discussion.
The applicant also testified that during the course of her
employment she had some time off work to attend to personal
matters totalling about two days, apart from the absences for
her illness to which I have just referred.
On behalf of the respondent, Mr Kafetzis said that the applicant was employed on a casual basis, and the hours worked by
the staff were based upon client demand. The respondent said
that all employees, including the applicant, were paid a rate of
$11.00 an hour.
The respondent said that during the course of the applicant’s
employment, the applicant had a number of absences from the
workplace for personal reasons. Mr Kafetzis further testified
that on other occasions, the applicant requested that she go
home as she had felt unwell but was urged to and in fact did
remain at work as the respondent was concerned she would
not get paid if she went home.
As to the controversial events which commenced on or about
Monday 21 September 1998, Mr Kafetzis said that at no time
did he tell the applicant that her employment was terminated
as a result of the telephone call between the applicant and Mrs
Kafetzis. It was his view that after that telephone contact, the
applicant simply failed to report for duty the next day, as he
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expected the applicant to do. I should observe that Mrs Kafetzis
did not give evidence in the proceedings, as only Mr Kafetzis
attended at the hearing. To that extent, the respondent’s evidence, at least in relation to the telephone discussion on 22
September 1998, was not the best evidence.
However, I should observe that Mr Kafetzis did say in evidence that it was the decision of the respondent that in any
event, by reason of the number of absences the applicant had
in the previous weeks, that the applicant would be replaced. It
was the respondent’s evidence that this would occur once the
applicant had returned to the workplace and the applicant would
be given due notice of termination of employment. Mr Kafetzis
emphatically denied that the respondent intended, by the events
of 22 September 1998, to dismiss the applicant.
Issues and Findings
The issue which arises immediately for determination in this
matter is a jurisdictional question and that is whether, for the
purposes of s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, there has in fact and law
been a dismissal to attract the Commission’s jurisdiction.
The applicant bears the onus of establishing there was a dismissal. Having done so, it is also incumbent upon the applicant
to establish that in all the circumstances and having regard to
the relevant legal principles, which require me to consider
whether the applicant has been given a fair go all round, the
applicant has been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed.
Also, to the extent there was a conflict in the evidence between the applicant and Mr Kafetzis, I prefer the evidence of
Mr Kafetzis. At times, I found the applicant somewhat evassive
in her answers to questions and reluctant to make concessions
that may harm her case.
Having stated the issues for resolution, I now turn to my
findings in this matter and they are as follows. On the evidence that has been adduced I am satisfied and find the
respondent engaged the applicant as a counterhand, to commence on or about 5 August 1998. I also find that on the basis
of the evidence, it was agreed that the applicant would work
on a regular basis, Monday to Friday each week, with working hours being 8.00 am to 2.00 pm, that being approximately
30 hours per week. In the first week of the applicant’s employment, it was agreed that during what in effect was a trial
period, the applicant would work from 8.00 am to 12.00 noon
each day. I am also satisfied on the evidence and find that the
applicant did, during the course of approximately 6 weeks of
employment, have a number of absences from the workplace
to attend to personal matters.
As to the other terms and conditions of employment, it is
not necessary for me to find precisely what they were but it
appears to me from the evidence that the applicant’s employment would have been more likely than not, governed by the
terms of the Restaurant, Tearoom and Catering Workers Award,
R48 of 1978 (“the Award”). The Award applies to businesses
such as the respondent and contains a classification of
counterhand. Given the hours of work and the rate of pay
agreed, I also consider it more likely than not that the applicant was engaged on a casual basis, although a conclusive
finding on this issue is not necessary for the determination of
the claim.
Turning to the events that are really in contest in this matter,
I find that on Monday 21 September 1998, the applicant did
telephone the respondent and advised the respondent that the
applicant was feeling ill that morning. I find on the evidence
that subsequently, the applicant did attend for work that morning but did not really perform her duties and shortly thereafter,
at about 10.00 am, left the workplace.
I also find that the next day, that being Tuesday 22 September 1998, the applicant rang the respondent at or about 7.30
am in the morning and spoke to Mrs Kafetzis about her inability to attend for work again that morning. I accept that during
the course of that telephone discussion, that the applicant said
that she was not attending work because she was still feeling
unwell, but I also find that it was also said during that telephone conversation that the applicant said words to the effect
“this would not happen again”. The significance of this is matter
to which I return later in these reasons.
There is, as I have said, some contest on the evidence in
relation to what was said during this telephone call with the
applicant’s version of the events being that she was told that
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the respondent needed a person more responsible and in view
of that the respondent “would have to let her go”. The respondent’s version of the events, albeit, through the evidence of Mr
Kafetzis, was that the applicant was told she needed to be more
responsible and the respondent would “not be able to keep the
applicant on”. Mr Kafetzis said he was standing next to his
wife when the telephone call took place and he heard what his
wife said. For the reasons noted earlier, I prefer Mr Kafetzis’s
version of these events.
Furthermore, I also find that although the respondent expected the applicant to attend for work the next day, the
applicant did not do so and that furthermore, following the
telephone conversation which took place on the Tuesday morning, there was no further contact by the applicant with the
respondent. Based upon the evidence given by Mr Kafetzis
however, I do find that following the telephone conversation
which took place on that Tuesday morning that the respondent
had made a decision that it was going to replace the applicant
because of concerns regarding the applicant’s reliability, and
in fact did so on the evidence, about one week later. I also find
that it was the intention of the respondent that after the applicant was expected to return to work on Wednesday 23
September 1998, that the applicant would be given notice of
the respondent’s intention to terminate the applicant’s employment.
Conclusions
I turn now to my conclusions in the matter. As I have said,
the onus is on the applicant to establish the jurisdictional facts
upon which the claim relies, that the applicant was dismissed
by reason of the telephone conversation that took place on the
Tuesday morning of 22 September 1998. Having heard the
evidence and having considered this matter, acknowledging
that the respondent’s evidence was not the best evidence as to
what was said on the telephone from the respondent’s view, I
accept the respondent’s version of the events of what transpired that morning, that it was not the respondent’s intention
that the telephone call that morning, be of itself a dismissal.
Whilst it may well have been the case that the applicant was
advised of the respondent’s concerns that the applicant was
not responsible and would not be able to be kept on by the
respondent, this is a different proposition to the effect of the
telephone call itself being a dismissal. I am not satisfied on
the evidence, that as a result of that telephone call, the applicant was, in fact, dismissed. Even accepting the version of
events as outlined by the applicant, the words said to have
been used by Mrs Kafetzis are not words of actual dismissal
in my view. For there to be a dismissal or a resignation, clear
and unambiguous words are to be used and if they are not,
there may be a requirement for either party to the contract of
employment to clarify the other’s intentions.
This conclusion is also consistent with Mr Kafetzis’s evidence as to the decision taken by the respondent following the
telephone discussion. Also it is passing strange that in view of
that telephone call the applicant did not seek to clarify the
position with the respondent as to her employment status, either during the course of the telephone discussion or at any
time subsequently.
I note also on the evidence that at no stage did the applicant
attempt to contact the respondent following the events of Tuesday 22 September 1998 to provide to the respondent the medical
certificates that are exhibits A1 and A2. Nor did the applicant
return the respondent’s uniform which the applicant retained
in her possession, or follow up any entitlements she may have
had which one would have thought would follow, if the applicant had the view that the employment was at an end following
the telephone discussion.
Therefore, in my view on all of the evidence, I am not satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the applicant was
dismissed as she says she was in order to attract the Commission’s jurisdiction in this matter.
In the alternative, even if the applicant was dismissed for
the purposes of s 29 of the Act, I am far from convinced, based
upon the evidence and findings that I have made that dismissal
would have been unfair in any event. Over the short period of
the applicant’s employment, which was some six weeks, the
applicant had approximately one week of absences.
In my view, from that evidence, there clearly was an issue
both in the mind of the respondent and indeed in the mind of
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the applicant, as to her reliability to attend for and remain at
work. This is demonstrated somewhat in my view, in the evidence of the applicant’s comment to Mrs Kafetzis during the
course of the telephone call on the morning of Tuesday 22
September 1998, “that this would not occur again”. In my
opinion, an inference is open on the evidence that the applicant herself knew there was an issue regarding her reliability.
Having considered all of the circumstances, I am of the view
that the application should be dismissed and I so order.
APPEARANCES: The applicant appeared in person
Mr P Kafetzis appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gek Lian Tan
and
Paris & Chrissie Kafetzis t/a Gabriels’ Café.
No. 1842 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
26 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms G L Tan on her own behalf and Mr P
Kafetzis on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Theodore Wade
and
Kyle’s Cafe.
No. 889 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
16 October 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: At all material times Theodore R
Wade (“the applicant”) was employed by Kyle’s café (“the
respondent”). The applicant alleges he was employed as head
chef of the respondent from 14 April 1998 to 17 May 1998.
The applicant says that he was constructively dismissed by
the respondent on or about 17 May 1998, when the respondent
is alleged to have indicated that it proposed to reduce by half
the applicant’s salary and working hours. The applicant now
seeks relief by way of an application pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(i)
of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, (“Act”), alleging that he
was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the respondent. The applicant does not seek reinstatement but instead,
seeks compensation for the unfairness of the dismissal.
Background
A preliminary issue has arisen in this matter. The present
proceedings arise out of what is alleged by the applicant to be
an agreement to settle the applicant’s claim, following a conciliation conference on 8 July 1998 before the Commission,
pursuant to s 32 of the Act. The applicant says that the respondent agreed to settle the applicant’s claim in terms that in
consideration for the applicant discontinuing his claim and
executing a deed of settlement and release, the respondent
would pay to him the sum of $2000.00. The respondent denies
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that there was an agreement arising out of the conciliation
conference. It says that Ms Greatrex, the principal of the respondent, did not finally agree to the settlement but instead,
thought that she had an opportunity to receive legal advice in
relation to the terms as proposed by the applicant’s agent.
Moreover it is said that Ms Greatrex was in a state of agitation
in relation to the proceedings and did not really appreciate
what she was doing.

Murray School of Dancing (1996) 76 WAIG 4342; MacLeod
v Paulownia Trees Pty Ltd (1997) 78 WAIG 1057. However,
the circumstances in the instant case are different to those in
the cases just cited. In both Foley and MacLeod, it was common ground that there was an agreement reached between the
parties to the conciliation proceedings before the Commission.
The question in both of those cases, was whether the respondent should have been held to its bargain.

Facts
The applicant, Mr Wade, gave evidence of what he understood occurred at the conciliation conference before the
Commission. He testified that he understood that the matter
was settled and that the applicant’s agent was going to draw
up documents for the conclusion of the matter. In cross-examination, Mr Wade was however, unable to recall the words
used by Ms Greatrex to indicate her final agreement or otherwise to the settlement proposal. It appears on the whole, that
the applicant’s recollection of Ms Greatrex’s response was that
the proposal was “fair”.
Evidence was also adduced by way of correspondence between the applicant’s agent and Ms Greatrex, in relation to the
outcome of the conference proceedings. By letter dated 8 July
1998 (exhibit A1) the applicant’s agent wrote to Ms Greatrex,
setting out the terms of what he understood to be the settlement. By facsimile of 13 July 1998 (exhibit A2), Ms Greatrex
responded to the applicant’s agent raising questions as to the
terms of the draft deed enclosed with the letter of 8 July 1998.
Furthermore, Ms Greatrex questioned the legal capacity of the
applicant’s agent to draft the deed, having regard to the provisions of the Legal Practitioners Act 1893. By letter dated 20
July 1998 (exhibit A3), the applicant’s agent wrote to Ms
Greatrex, attaching a modified draft deed and responding to
her concerns regarding his legal capacity to prepare the draft
deed. There is further correspondence dated 21 and 22 July
1998 (exhibits A4 and A5), passing between the parties, dealing with the same issues.
Ms Greatrex gave evidence on behalf of the respondent. She
testified that it was her understanding that the purpose of the s
32 conference in the Commission was to discuss, in a preliminary way, the terms of the applicant’s claim. She said that she
attended that conference unrepresented, but had a friend with
her. She further testified that she was both very nervous and
anxious in relation to the conference proceedings, and did not
fully appreciate what was taking place around her. Her evidence also was to the effect that whilst she acknowledged that
the terms of the proposed settlement were discussed and were
put to her, she understood that following the conclusion of the
conference, she could seek advice in relation to what was proposed. In her evidence she said that she indicated at the
conference that she wanted the matter all settled and that she
had had enough of it. Ms Greatrex denied using the phrase
“that’s fair”, it not being a turn of phrase she used.
Ms Greatrex further testified that she did not understand or
expect that there would be any final agreement arising out of
the conference proceedings. She said that when she received
the draft deed, forwarded to her by the applicant’s agent, she
had great concerns about both the terms of the proposed deed
and secondly, the capacity of the applicant’s agent to draw up
a document of that nature. She maintained that there was no
final agreement arising out of the conference, and that the terms
of the proposed deed and the applicant’s agent’s authority to
prepare it, compounded her overall concerns in relation to the
matter.

Was There An Agreement?
In the circumstances of this case, it is in contest that there
ever was consensus ad idem on the matters the subject of the
alleged agreement. Furthermore and alternatively, the respondent’s agent argues that even if there was an agreement reached
arising from the conference, which it denies, that Ms Greatrex
was in such a state that any agreement was reached in circumstances of duress.
It is a fundamental principle of contract law, that for an agreement to be concluded, the parties must be truly ad idem as to
the terms of the bargain. Furthermore, the terms of the agreement must be sufficiently certain and complete to enable the
agreement so reached, to be enforced at law: Contract Law in
Australia Lindgren et al at para 258.
In this matter the issue is whether there was an agreement.
In the absence of clear evidence from which it can be held that
such was the case, then it is not open in my opinion, to conclude that there was the necessary consensus ad idem to bind
the respondent in this case. It is clear on the evidence, that at
least as far as the applicant was concerned, a proposal was put
and was taken by the respondent, to be fair for the purposes of
settling the applicant’s claim. However, the circumstances
surrounding Ms Greatrex’s acceptance or otherwise of the proposal, are far from certain or conclusive. Ms Greatrex’s
evidence, which I accept, was that she did not consider that at
the conclusion of the conference the terms of the proposed
settlement were in any way binding on her. Also, there is no
evidence that she unambiguously accepted the applicant’s offer. Moreover, it is also established on the evidence that one of
the essential elements of the proposed settlement, that being
the execution of a deed of settlement and release, never occurred. The terms of the proposed deed were in dispute between
the parties and that dispute was not resolved. Arguably, on
this basis alone, it could be said that in law that there was
never any final agreement reached, it being a condition of settlement that an appropriate deed be drafted and executed.

Law
In the case where parties to proceedings settle or compromise the proceedings prior to or during the hearing of the claim
or matter, the settlement is a new agreement between the parties and may be enforced like any other contract: Halsbury’s
Laws of England 4th Ed para 391.
Further, it is undoubtedly the case, that given the nature of
the Commission’s jurisdiction, where agreements are reached
in conciliation proceedings, parties should not be able to renege on the terms of their settlement. As has been observed by
the Commission, given that one of the fundamental objects of
the Act is resolution of disputes by conciliation, parties should
be held to their bargain arising out of conciliation proceedings: Foley v G&J Reely School of Dancing Pty Ltd t/a Arthur

Conclusion
For all of the above reasons in my opinion, it cannot be said
that there has been a final agreement reached in this matter
and I so find. In view of this conclusion, it is unnecessary for
me to deal with the respondent’s other argument that the agreement was reached in circumstances of duress.
APPEARANCES: Mr T Crossley appeared as agent on behalf of the applicant.
Mr P Fitzpatrick appeared as agent on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gary Walker
and
Queststyle Pty Ltd.
No. 1473 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
15 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Extempore
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant claims that he has
been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from his employment with the Respondent. The background to this matter
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includes that for approximately 8 years prior to his taking up
employment with the Respondent, the Applicant was successfully engaged in his own business of painting, decorating and
design. He also has experience in coordinating construction
jobs, mainly of a domestic renovation or extension nature, but
also including industrial and commercial work.
In early 1998, in his capacity as a subcontractor, the Applicant was undertaking work for Mr George Ongarezos who
was the Managing Director of the Respondent. The Applicant
and Mr Ongarezos discussed the Respondent’s need for competent supervision at the Respondent’s Radisson Resort
construction project at Dunsborough and Ongarezos’ view that
the two existing supervisors were not doing an adequate job.
Ongarezos was impressed by the Applicant and offered him
a job as supervisor. After some encouragement and assurances
that he could have a job for life, either if he proved himself or
if things worked out, and with Ongarezos advising the Applicant of future projects which the company was interested in at
Applecross, East Perth and Geraldton, the Applicant and
Ongarezos negotiated terms for his employment. These were
a salary of $60,000 per annum, a car, expenses and superannuation. The Applicant was also advised that there was the
prospect of a salary of $96,000 per annum based on the salary
of another such supervisor.
The Applicant says that one month’s trial from both sides
was agreed, although Ongarezos says that it was to be a three
month trial. The Applicant says that if both sides were happy
at the end of the trial period, he would continue in his employment and he would dispose of his business. He took a short
time prior to commencing employment to finalise other work
that he had, and he commenced on 2 April 1998.
The Applicant says that he arranged with Ongarezos that he
would take leave in July, as he already had a holiday booked
and he says that his holiday arrangements were known to
Ongarezos and to the office staff prior to his going on leave.
After a couple of weeks’ work, Ongarezos was very satisfied with the Applicant’s performance and he has given
evidence to that effect. The Applicant disposed of the major
plant he held for conducting his business and he referred work
for others to complete.
The Applicant has given evidence that there were problems
associated with his work due to his relationship with Pascual
Porter, the Respondent’s project construction manager for that
job. The Commission has heard evidence of a number of matters which the Applicant says were problems.
On 3 July 1998, the Applicant was due to go on his week’s
pre-arranged annual leave. He was approached by Porter who
appeared upset that the Applicant had not informed him of his
leave arrangements. The Applicant protested, saying that
Ongarezos and the office staff knew about it. Porter said that
the timing of the leave was inappropriate and asked the Applicant what he would do when he got back. Porter was due to
finish at that project on 17 July 1998 and he says that there
was no further work for the Applicant. The Applicant said that
he would go to work in the office; that Ongarezos had told
him there were numerous other jobs he could do if there was
no other work.
The Applicant returned to Perth that afternoon and on his
arrival his wife informed him that the Respondent’s office
administrator, Mrs Daisy Chan, had left a message asking him
to call. He did so, inquiring about the pay he had not received
that week. She told him that she had his holiday pay, his wages
and an Employment Separation Certificate. The Applicant
asked if he had been sacked, to which Chan is said to have
asked “Has Porter not told you?” and the Applicant said “No.”
She told him he would need to return the car and he said she’d
need to send someone to collect it and to bring his pay. Later
that evening, another employee of the company arrived, gave
him the cheque for his pay and took the car.
The Applicant has given evidence of his loss and his efforts
to find work to mitigate that loss.
The Respondent says that there had been a number of delays
and problems associated with the job at Dunsborough.
Ongarezos says that by July those problems had become critical. The client paid less than a quarter of the amount owed to
the Respondent and this left the Respondent in considerable
financial difficulty. It has negotiated settlements with the great
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bulk of its subcontractors but it appears that there is still disputation associated with that project.
Practical completion of that project was scheduled for 17
July 1998. The hand-over to the client took place on that date.
However, there was still three to four weeks of finishing and
rectification work on that site.
The Respondent says that it has no complaint with the Applicant’s performance of his work, but that his employment
terminated because the Respondent had no further work for
him; that following its financial difficulties arising from the
Dunsborough project, it has been involved only in following
up matters associated with that project and has had no work
for the Applicant in that follow-up process. The Applicant has
not demonstrated that the Respondent applied an unfair process or wrongly chose others to remain to do that follow-up
work.
The Respondent says that it has had no further work since
that project; that it has not been able to proceed with projects
it had hoped to develop, and that on 29 September 1998 the
Respondent ceased trading and is in the process of being wound
up. The Respondent also says that everyone knew that the
project at Dunsborough was coming to an end and has given
evidence of employees associated with that project either ceasing employment or being employed elsewhere.
Ongarezos says in his evidence that he played no part in the
Applicant’s termination of employment. He was away at the
time. He says it was Porter’s decision. Porter says he does not
know who made the decision to terminate the Applicant’s
employment.
I have considered all of the evidence in this matter, and I
make the following findings. The Applicant agreed to enter
into employment with the Respondent, and to cease operating
his own successful business, based on representations made
on behalf of the Respondent. Those representations led the
Applicant to reasonably believe that he had a long term future
with the Respondent, even if “employment for life” might be
an unreasonable expectation.
I am satisfied from hearing and observing the Applicant that
he would not have given up his business without a reasonable
expectation of long term employment. There is no evidence
that the Applicant was aware at any time up until the afternoon or evening of 3 July 1998, the day of his employment
terminating, that his employment was linked only to the
Dunsborough project; he had good reason to believe he would
continue beyond the completion of that job.
The construction industry is one where employees are usually engaged to work only on a particular job, and they can
reasonably expect that at the end of that job, unless the employer has another project on which to offer them work, that
their employment will end. For employees working on the tools
and undertaking the physical work, notice is usually fairly short,
on the basis of everyone’s knowledge that the job is soon to
come to an end, either because of a known end date or because
they were employed to complete a particular aspect of the work.
This was not the case with the Applicant; he had been given
good cause to believe that his employment would go beyond
this particular project. It was an expectation of long-term employment which caused him to give up his own business.
However, there is no evidence that when Ongarezos offered
the Applicant a job that Ongarezos knew that the Respondent
would be ceasing to operate within a few months. The Respondent has, due to serious financial difficulties arising from
the Dunsborough project, no further work to offer the Applicant.
I note that, whatever any other company may have done
beyond the point of the Respondent ceasing work at the
Dunsborough project, and whatever the conduct or intentions
of the persons who were involved in the Respondent’s business or who were involved with any other company and what
they may have done subsequently, the Commission can only
deal with the claim by the Applicant insofar as it relates to his
employment and dismissal by the Respondent; it cannot deal
with any other matters which may be associated with other
companies.
Based on the Respondent’s inability to provide further work
to the Applicant, perhaps beyond one week after he was due to
return from holidays, that is, until 17 July 1998, the Respondent had good cause to terminate the Applicant’s employment.
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However, I find that the Respondent has harshly and unfairly
treated the Applicant in a number of aspects. Having led the
Applicant to believe that he was entering into secure employment, the Respondent failed to give the Applicant any
forewarning that his position was not secure. It terminated his
employment in a manner that was harsh, in that he was told of
his termination over the telephone, on the evening of his going on leave, with payment for one week’s pay in lieu of notice
and without any explanation. Neither his immediate superior,
Porter, nor his ultimate employer, represented by Ongarezos,
advised him of any prospect that his employment was to terminate.
Accordingly, I find that the Applicant has been harshly and
unfairly dismissed from his employment with the Respondent. As the Respondent has ceased to trade and is being wound
up, there is no prospect of re-employment or reinstatement.
Accordingly, the Commission is to consider compensation
for loss. I note the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in
Gilmore and Cecil Brothers (78 WAIG 1099), and I note the
decisions of the Full Bench of this Commission in Capewell
and Cadbury Schweppes (78 WAIG 299), Simons and Ismail
Holdings (78 WAIG 2332), Smith and CDM Australia Pty Ltd
(78 WAIG 307), and Bugonovic and Bayside WA Pty Ltd (79
WAIG 8), and decisions of the Australian Industrial Relations
Court in Nicholson v Heaven and Earth Pty Ltd (126 ALR
233) and in May v Lilyvale Hotel (61 IR 112) as to the approach to be taken in the assessment of loss and the awarding
of compensation.
The Applicant’s loss to date might be said to be the loss of
salary and benefits, being approximately 7 month’s pay, less
the amounts he has earned. They include a total of $12,000,
(of which approximately $3000 was the cost of materials) for
a particular painting job, and also the income the Applicant
has earned from his recent employment.
However, I refer to the reasons for decision of his Honour
Wilcox CJ in Nicholson v Heaven and Earth Gallery Pty Ltd
(supra), particularly at page 246, where his Honour said, in
referring to the Workplace Relations Act—
“In assessing compensation for a breach of section
17ODC, it is appropriate to consider what would have
been likely to occur if the breach had not occurred. It
should not be assumed that the employee would have been
dismissed anyway. Such assumption ignores the rationale of procedural fairness and every day experience that
decision makers often change their minds when presented
with another side of a case. It devalues the point of section 17ODC to the point of redundancy. On the other hand,
it would be unrealistic for a court automatically to assume that if the employer had complied with the section
of the Workplace Relations Act, the employee’s employment would have continued indefinitely.”
I also refer to the reasons of Kenner C in Bugonovic and
Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (supra) at page 13, where
he says—
“As to loss and injury, it is not the case that an Applicant
who has been found by the Commission to have been
unfairly dismissed and who is to be awarded compensation is automatically entitled to an award of compensation
for loss representing the loss of wages or salary from the
date of dismissal to the date of hearing. That may be the
ultimate outcome after findings are made and an assessment by the Commission as to the quantum of
compensation, having regard to section 26 of the Act, and
factors such as the employee’s duty to mitigate his or her
loss.
All of the circumstances of the case need to be considered. For example, it well may be that despite the
Commission’s findings that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair, it was characterised as such by reason
of the manner or process leading to the dismissal rather
than the substantive reasons for the dismissal itself in the
sense in which that principle was referred to in the Shire
of Esperance v Mouritz.
In such a case, it may be open to find as a fact on the
evidence that the unfairly dismissed employee could have
been fairly dismissed by the employer shortly after the
actual dismissal in any event. In such a case as this, it
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would be open to the Commission to find that the unfairly dismissed employee’s loss is limited to that period
between the date of the employee’s actual dismissal and
when he or she could have been fairly dismissed in any
event.”
In determining compensation, the Commission is to take into
account all of the circumstances of the case. In this case, the
Respondent did not have work for the Applicant, and I have
found that the Respondent had cause to terminate the Applicant’s employment for reasons associated with the conduct of
the business. The Applicant could have been fairly dismissed
by the Respondent giving appropriate notice that the job was
soon to conclude and that the Respondent had no further work
for him. The Applicant was given only one week’s pay in lieu
of notice. I do not consider that to be adequate notice, bearing
in mind the circumstances of his employment being the expectation created by his employer of long-term employment.
Reasonable notice can be inferred from a range of factors, and
I refer to the decision of the Full Bench in Tarozzi and WA
Italian Club (71 WAIG 2499).
The factors to be considered in this case include that the
Applicant was in his position for only 3 months. He was employed in a lower management capacity in a company with a
small staff complement. He was paid a salary and benefits of
more than $60,000 per annum. His qualifications and experience in the construction industry are not questioned. His degree
of job mobility up until that point had been very limited, he
had a reasonable expectation of long-term employment, and I
gather from his evidence about the period of time he has been
engaged in the industry and when he commenced, that he is in
his mid thirties.
In all of the circumstances, I assess the reasonable notice
that the Respondent could have given in which to fairly terminate the employment of the Applicant at one month.
Accordingly, the Applicant is to be paid a further 3 weeks
pay at the rate set out in Exhibit 12, that is $1153.85 per week,
being a total of $3461.55. Payment is to be made within 21
days of today’s date.
Order Accordingly,
APPEARANCES: The Applicant on his own behalf.
Mr O Moon on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gary Walker
and
Queststyle Pty Ltd.
No. 1473 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
15 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant on his own behalf and Mr O
Moon on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Respondent shall pay the Applicant the sum
of $3,461.55 within 21 days of the 10th day of February
1999.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Judith Maria Wodcke
and
ABC 123 Home Services Pty Ltd.
No. 2189 of 1998.
19 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(extempore)
THE SENIOR COMMISSIONER: This is an application
brought pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 whereby the Applicant seeks to recover the
sum of $334.30 comprised of $294.00 as unpaid wages and
$40.30 as unpaid travel allowance.
The Applicant testified that she was employed by the Respondent, in effect, as a telemarketer, on the basis that she
would be paid wages of $12.00 per hour and be paid 10 cents
for each kilometre travelled in connection with her work. She
worked for eight days and was paid for five of those days. The
Applicant testified that she was not paid for the last three days
of her employment, those days being the 29th and 30th September and the 1st October 1998 nor was she paid for mileage she
travelled in the course of her employment. I accept her evidence in toto.
I am satisfied and find that at all material times she was
employed by the Respondent, that it was a term of her employment that she be paid at the rate of $12.00 per hour and in
addition, 10 cents for each kilometre travelled in the course of
her work. I accept that she has not been paid that entitlement
to the extent she says. Indeed, her evidence is that from time
to time she made contact with the Respondent in an attempt to
claim payment of the amount outstanding and each time was
met with the response that payment would be made. The
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Applicant has now received a cheque from the Respondent for
the amount claimed which can be taken as an admission from
the Respondent that the monies are due.
In the circumstances I find that the Applicant has been denied a benefit under her contract of employment totalling
$334.30 as she claims.
Appearances: Mrs J. M. Wodcke in person.
No appearance on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Judith Maria Wodcke
and
ABC 123 Home Services Pty Ltd.
No. 2189 of 1998.
19 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant in person and there being no
appearance on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Respondent pay to the Applicant the sum of
$334.30 as payment of a benefit denied to the Applicant
under her contract of employment with the Respondent.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

SECTION 29 (1) (b)—Notation of—
Applicant

Respondent

Number

Commissioner

Alderson S
Barker RJ
Bates Y
Bernay A
Blake TM

Mr Bernie Ornig—Execucom Technologies
Kuredale Pty Ltd
Langtree’s
Computronics Corporation
Alpha Corporation Pty Ltd ACN 074 225 915
T/A Skadada
Veritas DGC Aust Pty Ltd
Galaday Nominees Pty Ltd t/a Cino to Go
Eagle Aircraft Pty Ltd
Shire of Esperance
Microfusion Pty Ltd
Westpoint Constructions Pty Ltd
Westphalia
Messenger Post-Australia Post
Coogee Chemicals Pty Ltd
Kalgoorlie Ex-servicemen’s Memorial Club Inc.
Quick Corporate Aust Pty Ltd
Tupperware Australia Pty Ltd and Sovereign
Sales Pty Ltd
Panorama Resources NL & Another
Wesley College of Uniting Church Inc
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd
Geoff Macaulay
Topaz Promotions (Elena Moriarty)
Houghton R
Derrick Nichols Temp Team
Foodland Associated Limited & Another

76/1999
2127/1998
53/1999
2230/1998

Gregor C.
Fielding SC
Fielding SC
Gregor C.

Dismissed
Discontinued
Withdrawn
Consent Order

1978/1998
1949/1998
79/1999
283/1998
1590/1998
1465/1998
2113/1998
2085/1998
2149/1998
1163/1998
2034/1997
2209/98

Cawley C.
Fielding SC
Beech C.
Scott C.
Fielding SC
Fielding SC
Scott C.
Fielding SC
Cawley C.
Gregor C.
Beech C.
Kenner C.

Discontinued
Reinstated
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued

1961/1998
678/1998
1983/1998
1725/1998
2223/1998
63/1999
2067/1998
2151/1998
1378/1998

Scott C.
Fielding SC
Beech C.
Fielding SC
Gregor C.
Fielding SC
Fielding SC
Kenner C.
Beech C.

Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Consent Order
Discontinued
Discontinued

Blake P
Boyling AD
Burnie R
Burrows JD
Campbell-Clause T
Carter PL
Clowser T
Cox MK
Cramer LJ
Cresswell N
Cross MS
Dalton KL
Davey JM
Dickie DF
Down C
Elkin R
Ellis T
England JA
Firman AM
Fisher H

Result
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Applicant

Respondent

Number

Commissioner

Result

Fitgerald S
Fitzpatrick KA
Fontana A
Gemmill D
Gibbs LW
Gribble E
Halse CA
Harris IP
Harvey A
Hembrow S
Herbert AJ
Higgins SP
Holland BJ
Holloway VR
Hutchings DP
Ilomanoski M
Jackson J
Janotka M
Jay EW
Jemetz A
Jewell J
Kent M
Kinsella AS
Kovacs JJ
Landymore-Lim AEN
Lanza G
Leske WP
Lim MJ
Limawan W
Lowry M

BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd
Baulderstone Clough Joint Venture
Signlite Australia (Fleurice Nominees Pty Ltd)
Golden Health Studio
Looma Community Inc.
Eileen and Doug Krepp
Mining and Resource Contractors
Eurest Australia Subsidiary SHRM Pty Ltd
Tussle Pty Ltd t/a Raunchy Promotions
Tonesports t/a B.C. Body Club
TG Garage Doors
Brigan Pty Ltd T/A Gosnells Hotel
Theiss Contractors Pty Ltd
Jamsan Security Patrols
Lush Gro Nursery
Civil and Mechanical Maintenance Pty Ltd
Moora Seed Works
Ormston Holdings Pty Ltd T/A Paddicks Suit Hire
Harnischfeger of Australia Pty Ltd
Resource Recycling Technologies Pty Ltd
Safety Holdings P/L Trading as Farmer Jacks
Dow Digital
M & B Sales Pty Ltd
Cable Layers WA Pty Ltd
The Australian Medical Association
Hatakusi Pty Ltd
Bansu Pty Ltd t/a Electables (WA)
Harvey Fresh (1994) Ltd
Australian Cable and Telephony Pty Ltd
Dealand Holdings Pty Ltd T/A Ray White
Sorrento
Shack & Kerr Mtrs Pty Ltd
Nigel Farrier Pty Ltd
The Partners—Healy Edgar
Creative Wardrobe Co.
Baulderstone Clough Joint Venture
Mandurah Terrace Restaurant
E Duggan
Melrose Hair Sensation—Allan & Denise Beard
BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd T/As BGC Premix
Kamel Lebeidi t/a Sugar Gum Restaurant
Dr Ananda Krishnan—Kelmscott Medical &
Dental Centre
Water & Rivers Commission
M & J Metals
Callum Enterprises Pty Ltd
Kanga Pet Meats
Gnanagara Ampol Road House
Perth Aboriginal Medical Service
Ivorystone Pty Ltd
Hanford Pty Ltd
Datapoint Nom t/a Non Ferrous
AWL Pty Ltd T/A Perth Weekly
Carnarvon Medical Serv Aboriginal Corp
Potato Mkting t/a West Potato
Panel Craft Automotive Supplies Pty Ltd
Kresta Blinds Ltd
CB Richard Ellis (WA) Pty Ltd
Manpower Employment Agencies
Commodore Homes (WA) Pty Ltd
Morgan & Co Pty Ltd
J Clinique
Royal College of Nursing Australia

2044/1998
2165/1998
2057/1998
2281/1998
1864/1998
74/1999
80/1999
1947/1998
1732/1998
1891/1998
2105/1998
477/1998
2147/1998
1726/1998
2092/1998
1991/1998
2161/1998
1795/1998
1620/1998
1907/1998
1966/1998
1549/1998
1851/1998
1985/1998
1875/1998
1626/1998
2275/1998
1914/1998
1621/1998

Fielding SC
Fielding SC
Scott C.
Scott C.
Fielding SC
Gregor C.
Fielding SC
Scott C.
Beech C.
Gregor C.
Fielding SC
Scott C.
Fielding SC
Fielding SC
Kenner C.
Gregor C.
Kenner C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Fielding SC
Fielding SC
Cawley C.
Beech C.
Kenner C.
Beech C.
Gregor C.

Discontinued
Dismissed
Withdrawn
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Withdrawn
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Stayed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Withdrawn
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed

1771/1998
2008/1998
1571/1998
2035/1998
1141/1998
2166/1998
1724/1998
2095/1998
2181/1998
1000/1998
1778/1998

Gregor C.
Scott C.
Parks C.
Beech C.
Gregor C.
Fielding SC
Beech C.
Fielding SC
Parks C.
Scott C.
Beech C.

Consent Order
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Consent Order

2182/1998
1863/1998
1889/1998
1965/1998
2180/1998
24/1999
1822/1998
5/1999
1877/1998
1930/1998
2261/1998
1702/1998
2020/1998
1578/1998
2219/1998
51/1999
1948/1998
1886/1998
57/1999
1967/1998
1302/1998

Beech C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Parks C.
Cawley C.
Gregor C.
Parks C.
Gregor C.
Beech C.
Kenner C.
Scott C.
Fielding SC
Kenner C.
Scott C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Scott C.
Beech C.
Gregor C.
Kenner C.
Beech C.

Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Consent Order
Discontinued
Consent Order
Discontinued
Discontinued
Withdrawn
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued

Mason G
Marter JL
McCallum M
McFlinn GL
McKellar G
McKeown R
Middlemass C
Mills M
Murray RS
Napoli RA
Nguyen TD
Noetzel LA
Panetta A
Pemberton R
Plewright A
Price M
Prosser LM
Purslow PR
Richards J
Ritchie G
Rooke AJ
Sapsford I
Schneider KV
Shofield C
Smith AP
Smith M
Steel AJM
Stuurman S
Tallowin S
Tasovski N
Taylor J
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Applicant

Respondent

Number

Commissioner

Therkelsen NP
Trigwell K
Twigg S

Blue Star Products Pty Ltd
F.C. Couriers
Chestertone Holdings Pty Ltd t/a The Lord
Forrest Hotel
The Weekend Examiner
Wetback Construction Pty Ltd and Another
Kyle’s Café
Yarwan Pty Ltd
Traffic Control Services
Phoenix Holden
Innovation Trading Pty Ltd
ABC 123 Home Services Pty Ltd
Golden West Mining
Silver Security
Gas Drive Systems Pty Ltd (Enerflex)

2208/1998
62/1999

Fielding SC
Gregor C.

Discontinued
Consent Order

2177/1998
2003/1998
2115/1998
889/1998
1927/1998
2159/1998
1319/1998
1849/1998
2189/1998
14/1999
2162/1998
419/1998

Kenner C.
Fielding SC
Beech C.
Kenner C.
Gregor C.
Cawley C.
Beech C.
Gregor C.
Fielding SC
Parks C.
Cawley C.
Gregor C.

Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Consent Order
Discontinued
Discontinued
Consent Order
Consent Order
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued

Uncle AJ
Vucic N
Wade TR
Walmsley FR
Willcox N
Williams RS
Winchester C
Wodcke JM
Wragg J
Wright MA
Young MT

CONFERENCES—
Matters referred—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
and
Cape Modern Joint Venture.
No. CR 27 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 February 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Sproule as agent on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs—
(1) THAT the applicant file and serve on the respondent
particulars of the herein claim by 4 March 1999;
(2) THAT the respondent file and serve on the applicant
its particulars of answer to the herein claim within
14 days of service on it of the applicant’s particulars
of claim.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
G&G Steelworks.
No. CR 221 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
2 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is a matter referred pursuant to
s 44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”) for

Result

hearing and determination, by which the applicant claims that
its member, Mr Ray Bonanno was harshly, oppressively or
unfairly dismissed by G&G Steelworks (“the respondent”) on
or about 18 June 1998. The applicant, on behalf of Mr Bonanno,
does not seek reinstatement but rather seeks an order of compensation from the Commission.
The respondent contested the applicant’s claim and raised
as a threshold issue, whether Mr Bonanno was dismissed at
all.
Background
The respondent is a company engaged in structural steelwork fabrication primarily in the commercial building sector.
Mr Bonanno had two periods of employment with the respondent, the first period being for approximately one week in
October 1997 and the second period between on or about 6
February to 18 June 1998.
It is common ground that Mr Bonanno suffers from a medical condition known as obsessive, compulsive disorder
(“OCD”). This is accompanied by associated systems of anxiety and depression. The disorder is apparently characterised
by obsessional thoughts regarding matters at work and at home
and leads in some cases, to compulsive checking behaviour
being exhibited. Mr Bonanno is a qualified boilermaker by
trade.
A series of events took place in the workplace between 16
and 19 June 1998 involving Mr Bonanno and the respondent’s
foreman, Mr Bradshaw, a director of the respondent, Mr Iuliano
and the respondent’s general manager, Mr D’Arrigo. Those
events culminated in a letter from the respondent to Mr
Bonanno dated 18 June 1998 accepting Mr Bonanno’s “verbal
resignation”. That letter is exhibit A4.
The circumstances surrounding the departure of Mr Bonanno
from the respondent’s premises are entirely controversial.
Contentions
The applicant submitted that by reason of the respondent’s
conduct over the course of 16 to 19 June 1998, having regard
to Mr Bonanno’s medical condition, the respondent effectively
forced the termination of the employment relationship, in circumstances such as to render the termination a dismissal and
furthermore, a harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal.
Counsel for the respondent argued that Mr Bonanno’s medical condition was known to it and the respondent did have
regard to it, both in terms of the work Mr Bonanno was performing with the respondent and the work environment. It was
submitted by the respondent that by reason of commercial pressures facing the respondent’s business, all employees were
notified on or about 9 June 1998 by Mr Bradshaw, of the need
for the employees in the workshop to improve production levels to meet customer demand and to generally focus on
improvements in performance overall. The respondent argued
that subsequent correspondence confirmed these issues. Furthermore, the respondent submitted that the events which
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followed, including Mr Bonanno leaving the workplace and
making abusive telephone calls to both Mr D’Arrigo and Mr
Iuliano, evidenced Mr Bonanno’s intention to no longer remain employed by the respondent. In those circumstances,
counsel submitted that there was no dismissal to attract the
Commission’s jurisdiction. Alternatively, if there was a dismissal, by reason of Mr Bonanno’s conduct, the dismissal was
not harsh, oppressive or unfair.
It is the events of 16 to 19 June 1998 that are primarily in
issue in this matter and it is to those events that I now turn.
Events of 16 to 19 June 1998
Mr Bonanno testified that approximately two weeks prior to
his employment coming to an end, Mr Bradshaw commenced
work as the new foreman for the respondent. He said that
shortly after starting, Mr Bradshaw convened a toolbox meeting of the workshop employees. At that meeting, Mr Bradshaw
said that there would be some changes in the workshop and
the workshop production needed to improve. Other matters
were discussed including safety and the general tidiness of the
workshop operation. Mr Bonanno said that Mr Bradshaw had
told the employees that the company was loosing clients and
productivity had to improve to ensure that jobs were maintained.
Sometime later on or about 16 June 1998, Mr Bonanno said
that he had a discussion directly with Mr Bradshaw about his
work. He also said that Mr Bradshaw, earlier that morning,
checked the job that Mr Bonanno was doing that day. During
the course of that discussion on 16 June 1998, Mr Bradshaw
told Mr Bonanno that whilst the quality of his work was very
good, he needed to work at a faster pace and not spend as
much time checking the work that he had done, as this was the
responsibility of Mr Bradshaw as the foreman. Mr Bradshaw
also told Mr Bonanno that he was concerned that Mr Bonanno
had previously left the workplace without telling anyone and
that he should either let him know or someone else know if he
needed to leave work for any reason. Mr Bonanno’s evidence
was he understood what Mr Bradshaw had said to him in relation to these matters.
Shortly after this conversation, Mr Bonanno testified that he
had a conversation with another employee, a Mr Greg Wilson,
in the presence of a further employee named “Peter”. Whilst
neither Mr Wilson nor “Peter” were called to give evidence,
Mr Bonanno said that he told them in words to the effect “do
you think it would be alright for me to take some time off to go
and look for another job?” (transcript p 33). Mr Bonanno’s
evidence was that this was directly as a result of his discussion with Mr Bradshaw immediately prior.
Mr Bonanno then went home that day without telling anyone and returned to work the next day 17 June 1998, at
approximately 7.00 am. Shortly after starting work he went to
see Mr Iuliano, a director of the respondent with whom Mr
Bonanno had it seems, a close working relationship. During
the course of that conversation, which on the uncontested evidence lasted some two hours, Mr Bonanno aired his complaints
with Mr Iuliano, in particular his perception of his treatment
by the new foreman, Mr Bradshaw. In cross-examination, Mr
Bonanno conceded that Mr Iuliano raised a number of issues
with him that he needed to address including the need to improve his productivity; to leave the work problems that needed
to be resolved to Mr Bradshaw and the company as it was
their job; and that he had to make an effort to get on with Mr
Bradshaw as he was in charge of the workshop.
During the course of that conversation, Mr Bonanno said
that he told Mr Iuliano if the company was not happy with his
work that the company should dismiss him. When questioned
further about this matter in cross-examination, Mr Bonanno
conceded that he was unhappy in the workplace, but did not
want to resign because he understood that he would lose his
holiday entitlements. Mr Bonanno testified that he also told
Mr Iuliano that he did not think that he would last more than
another week or so with the respondent, because of the way he
saw things going. Mr Bonanno said that he could not recall
whether Mr Iuliano said to him that he should not make decisions on his own, but did recall that Mr Iuliano said matters
should be brought to the attention of the foreman.
At the conclusion of that meeting, Mr Bonanno testified that
it was agreed between he and Mr Iuliano that he would go
home for the rest of the day as he was feeling stressed and
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suffering from anxiety as a result of the OCD. Mr Bonanno
told Mr Iuliano that he would go home and come back in the
morning refreshed and ready to start work again. Mr Bonanno
denied that he indicated to Mr Iuliano at any time during this
discussion, that he was considering or intended to resign from
the respondent.
The next morning, on Thursday, 18 June 1998, Mr Bonanno
attended work in the morning as usual. He saw Mr Bradshaw
and apologised for what had happened previously to which
Mr Bradshaw responded to the effect that they would discuss
the matter later that day. Mr Bonanno was then given an urgent job to do, which occupied him for a couple of hours.
Later at about 11.00 am, Mr Bradshaw asked Mr Bonanno to
accompany him to the office as he had a letter for him. Mr
Bonanno did so and was given a letter dated 18 June 1998
from Mr D’Arrigo that was described as a “letter of warning”. The letter, which was exhibit A3, made reference to
previous discussions between Mr Bonanno, Mr Iuliano and
Mr Bradshaw regarding his work performance. Formal parts
omitted, that letter provided as follows—
“CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT WHICH ARE
NOT BEING MET”
“LETTER OF WARNING”
Over the past few months your performance in your employment has been considered to be substandard, to the
extent that this has had to be raised with you on several
occasions.
These discussions have taken place with John Iuliano and
more recently with Craig Bradshaw.
We require you to make a significant improvement in the
following areas—
1. Improvement of time keeping.
2. Appreciate the objectives of this firm and do not replace them with you own objectives.
3. Try to be more productive.
4. Organise yourself to enable you to be more efficient
in your work.
5. Make the commitment now to do better and to do as
much as you can in a day.
6. Do not argue decisions that are made by management. Your responsibility is to carry out the work
delegated to you in the best possible manner.
This situation will be reviewed again by the 31 July 1998.
If there has not been a significant improvement there may
be no option for us other than to terminate your contract
of employment.
We hope that your performance will improve and that we
can all work together for the benefit of the company on
this matter”.
Mr Bonanno said that when he received this letter he was
very surprised and extremely upset. Mr Bradshaw asked him
what he was going to do, to which Mr Bonanno replied he
would take the letter to the union. Mr Bonanno said he was in
a very bad temper and walked out of the workshop. He admitted he did so without telling anyone before he left.
After going home and calming down somewhat, Mr Bonanno
telephoned Mr D’Arrigo. Mr Bonanno said he was very angry
and admitted he was insulting and abusive in the call. He recalls that he told Mr D’Arrigo what he thought of the
respondent in profane terms, that he would go and see his union, get some legal advice and take the company to court. Mr
Bonanno denied however, using the word “resignation” during the course of that telephone conversation.
The next day on Friday 19 June 1998, Mr Bonanno said he
received a further letter from Mr D’Arrigo to the following
effect, formal parts omitted—
“RE: RESIGNATION
As per your telephone conversation on Thursday 18 June
1998 at 11.30 am with Mr Nunzio D’Arrigo – Manager,
we have accepted your verbal resignation.
Enclosed is your annual leave cheque owing to you, which
consists of one day only.
As you may well be aware your tools are still here, could
you please pick them up personally at the reception.”
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Mr Bonanno had not gone to work that day and had not
advised anyone of this.
A further telephone conversation took place on that day between Mr D’Arrigo and Mr Bonanno. Mr Bonanno said the
conversation included the following: Mr D’Arrigo said, “you
resign”. I said, “no. I want you to sack me. I’ll be most – what
you have done to me, I’ll be mostly happy if you give me the
sack and I want to get back on the track and look for another
job as soon as I get back on my track” (transcript p 45).
There was a further telephone discussion between Mr
Bonanno and Mr D’Arrigo on that day and Mr Bonanno went
to pick up his tools from the workshop on the following Monday, 22 June 1998.
It is notable that during the course of his evidence Mr
Bonanno stated at least on two occasions, that given what he
considered had occurred in the workplace, he had no intention
of either remaining at or returning to employment with the
respondent.
Mr Iuliano gave evidence on behalf of the respondent. He
was a director of the respondent and had known Mr Bonanno
for some time, from Mr Bonanno’s previous period of employment in 1997. He gave evidence generally about what he
understood to be Mr Bonanno’s medical condition and the steps
the respondent took to try and overcome Mr Bonanno’s difficulties in the workplace. Mr Iuliano said that in relation to Mr
Bonanno’s second period of employment, whilst initially things
went well, after a period Mr Bonanno started making too many
decisions by himself and the level of production started to fall
off. A new workshop foreman, Mr Bradshaw was appointed
and shortly after he commenced he was told of the problems
the business was having and the need for production levels to
be improved in the workshop. Mr Bradshaw was directed to
meet with the workshop employees and discuss these matters
with them and did so.
Mr Iuliano gave evidence about the incidents where Mr
Bonanno left the job without authorisation. He said that following Mr Bradshaw’s discussion with the employees and the
leaving the job incidents, Mr Bonanno came to see him. He
said that Mr Bonanno wanted to have a talk and during that
discussion said he wanted to “finish off”. Mr Iuliano took that
to mean Mr Bonanno wanted to leave the respondent’s employment. During the discussion, it became clear that Mr
Bonanno had no difficulty with the respondent, rather it was
the new foreman, Mr Bradshaw that was the concern. Mr
Iuliano said that during the course of this meeting, he raised
with Mr Bonanno some of the problems the respondent saw
with Mr Bonanno in the workplace, to which reference has
already been made in Mr Bonanno’s evidence. In relation to
the foreman, Mr Iuliano said that he told Mr Bonanno that he
had to try and work with him as he was in charge of the workshop operations. Mr Iuliano said there was no concern about
the quality of Mr Bonanno’s work, which he said, was perfect.
Mr Iuliano appeared to have persuaded Mr Bonanno to stay
with the respondent, as a result of this discussion.
Mr Iuliano said he had always told Mr Bonanno that given
his medical condition, if he felt unwell he should tell someone
and go home. Mr Iuliano gave evidence about the only other
conversation he had with Mr Bonanno, which was a telephone
discussion some four days later, where Mr Iuliano was abused
by Mr Bonanno, following the events that had occurred at the
end of the previous week. Mr Iuliano said he tried to get Mr
Bonanno to calm down and to come into the respondent’s
premises to see him and discuss the matter, but because of the
continued abuse, he hung up the telephone.
Evidence was also adduced from Mr Bradshaw to the effect
that he spoke with the workshop employees and discussed the
need to make changes, as the business needed to become more
competitive to win work. He said he understood that Mr
Bonanno had a medical condition and that he was to avoid
placing Mr Bonanno under pressure, as he could not cope with
it.
Mr Bradshaw gave evidence about his discussion with Mr
Bonanno about checking his work and the need to improve
productivity. He said he told Mr Bonanno that it was his job to
check the work and that Mr Bonanno should focus on keeping
the workflow moving. The next thing Mr Bradshaw knew was
that Mr Bonanno had left the job again that day, which was
Wednesday 16 June. The next morning, Mr Bradshaw saw Mr
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Iuliano who told him that he had a lengthy meeting with Mr
Bonanno the previous day and that Mr Bonnano had then gone
home for the rest of the day. Later that morning, Mr Bradshaw
gave Mr Bonanno the letter of warning (exhibit A3). Mr
Bradshaw said that he gave Mr Bonanno the letter and then sat
down and discussed it with him. He said he went through it
with Mr Bonanno point by point. Mr Bradshaw asked Mr
Bonanno whether he understood what was being raised with
him to whom Mr Bonanno replied that he did, but was going
to “get the matter sorted out”. Mr Bradshaw said the content
of exhibit A3 was based upon matters raised by both himself
and Mr Iuliano. Mr Bradshaw said he was later told that Mr
Bonanno had again left the workshop premises without telling
anyone. He did not speak to Mr Bonanno again following that
morning.
Mr D’Arrigo was the general manager of the respondent.
He said that on Thursday 18 June 1998, he prepared the warning letter (exhibit A3) following the earlier discussions between
Mr Iuliano, Mr Bradshaw and Mr Bonanno. He gave the letter
to Mr Bradshaw with instructions that it be given to the applicant that morning. He said that it was the respondent’s practice
to issue written warnings, following a counselling session with
an employee.
Later that morning at about 11.30 am, Mr Bonanno rang Mr
D’Arrigo and abused him on the telephone. He said that Mr
Bonanno used very profane language and said that he was going
to take the respondent to court. He also told Mr D’Arrigo that
Mr Bonanno would take the matter to the union, seek legal
advice and make a complaint to WorkSafe WA regarding alleged unsafe working conditions at the premises. In an affidavit
sworn by Mr D’Arrigo, he deposed to the effect that Mr
Bonanno told him on the telephone that “he was going to take
the respondent for everything he could get”.
As to the effect of this telephone conversation, Mr D’Arrigo
deposed to the effect that he took Mr Bonanno’s words, his
demeanour and his conduct in leaving the workplace, as a desire to no longer remain employed by the respondent. He said
that following the discussion, he wrote the letter dated 18 June
1998 (exhibit A4). Mr D’Arrigo deposed that a further telephone conversation took place later that day, in which Mr
Bonanno further abused Mr D’Arrigo and the respondent. The
following day, Friday 19 June 1998, Mr D’Arrigo deposed to
the effect that Mr Bonanno again contacted him by telephone
having received the letter dated 18 June 1998, and again abused
both he and the respondent. The effect of these conversations
was described by Mr D’Arrigo in his affidavit as “the applicant seemed to have lost his self control and to have difficulty
in controlling his emotions” (para 15 affidavit). Mr D’Arrigo
also referred to the fact that Mr Bonanno had left the workplace
without authorisation, despite being told previously not to do
so.
When cross-examined as to the content of exhibit A4, that
being the letter regarding the “resignation” of Mr Bonanno,
Mr D’Arrigo conceded that at no time did Mr Bonanno expressly say words to the effect that he resigned. However, he
took it clearly from Mr Bonanno’s words and conduct that he
did not intend to return to the respondent’s workplace.
Findings
As I have already noted earlier in these reasons, there is
considerable common ground between the parties in this matter. To the extent that there is any conflict in the evidence
between Mr Bonanno and witnesses called on behalf of the
respondent, I prefer the evidence of the respondent’s witnesses
to that of Mr Bonanno. At times, Mr Bonanno’s recall of events
was less than clear. His emotional state at the time, which he
himself conceded was highly charged, no doubt influenced
his recollection of events in my view, at least to some extent.
On all of the evidence I am satisfied and find that at the
material times, Mr Bonanno did suffer from OCD, which condition did influence his behaviour in the workplace. In this
regard, whilst not capable of being tested, a letter dated 20
September 1998 from Dr DPC Galhenage, Mr Bonanno’s treating psychiatrist, set out symptoms associated with the
condition. That letter is exhibit A5 in these proceedings. Whilst
Dr Galhenage was not called to give evidence, the thrust of
the applicant’s evidence in this regard was not seriously challenged by the respondent. I also find that the respondent was
broadly aware of Mr Bonanno’s medical condition, having
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employed him previously for a brief period in late 1997. I am
also satisfied on the evidence and find that both at that time
and at the material times relevant to these proceedings, the
respondent did take Mr Bonanno’s condition into account in
dealing with him in the workplace.
As to the events leading up to the termination of Mr
Bonanno’s employment, I am satisfied on the evidence that by
reason of the commercial pressures placed upon the respondent’s business, Mr Bradshaw as foreman, commenced upon a
process of productivity improvement in the workshop operations and in connection with this, meetings were held between
Mr Bradshaw and the workshop employees generally and individually, including Mr Bonanno. Also, I am satisfied that
there were meetings between both Mr Bradshaw, Mr Iuliano
and Mr Bonanno, at which a number of issues regarding Mr
Bonanno’s work performance were raised and discussed. Those
matters culminated in the issuance to Mr Bonanno of the letter
of warning, exhibit A3. However, I pause to observe that at no
stage in the meeting between Mr Iuliano and Mr Bonanno,
was Mr Bonanno told that the subject matter of their discussion would subsequently be recorded in a formal letter of
warning. The significance of this matter is an issue to which I
return further below.
On the evidence I also find that on at least two occasions in
the material period, Mr Bonanno left the workplace without
advising the respondent, as he knew that he was required to
do. Furthermore, on receipt of the terms of the correspondence in both exhibits A3 and A4, I am satisfied on the evidence
and find that on 18 June and 19 June 1998 respectively, the
applicant telephoned Mr D’Arrigo and verbally abused both
him and the respondent, including the use of profane language.
I also find on the evidence, that subsequent telephone contact
between Mr Bonanno and Mr Iuliano on or about Monday, 22
June 1998 was to the same general effect.
As to the intentions of Mr Bonanno arising out of the events
over 16 to 19 June 1998, it is significant to observe and I find,
that at least on two occasions on his own evidence, Mr Bonanno
indicated his desire to seek alternative employment. The evidence did not disclose any contrary intention after Mr Bonanno
left the workplace on 18 June 1998.
I now turn to consider the principles applicable to the resolution of this matter in view of my findings.
Relevant Principles
The essential preliminary issue to be resolved in this matter
is whether, as a jurisdictional fact, the respondent dismissed
Mr Bonanno. It is not in contest that whilst exhibit A3 is drawn
in terms which refer to Mr Bonanno’s “verbal resignation”,
there was in fact no such express statement made by Mr
Bonanno to Mr D’Arrigo or anyone else for that matter, in
authority at the respondent. The question for resolution is therefore what construction should be placed upon the factual
circumstances which unfolded over the days in question, ultimately leading to the applicant’s departure from the
respondent’s premises.
The law in relation to the requirements for a valid notice of
termination of employment is reasonably well settled. A number
of decisions of the English Employment Appeal Tribunal,
adopted by various Australian courts and tribunals, have set
out the position in this regard. In Sovereign House Security
Services Ltd v Savage (1989) IRLR 115 it was said by May LJ
at 116—
“In my opinion, generally speaking, where unambiguous
words of resignation are used by an employee to the employer direct or by an intermediary, and are so understood
by the employer, the proper conclusion of fact is that the
employee has in truth resigned. In my view tribunals
should not be astute to find otherwise…”
However, in some cases there may be something in the
context of the exchange between the employer and the
employee or, in the circumstances of the employee him
or himself, to entitle the tribunal a fact to conclude that
notwithstanding the appearances there was no real resignation despite what it might appear to be at first sight.”
In the instant matter, it is not so much consideration of
whether words of resignation are unambiguous or not, but rather
the characterisation of the conduct of Mr Bonanno as a whole,
arising from his actions in leaving the workplace and the
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various telephone conversations that took place, and preceding events. In this respect, in my view, whether one is
considering whether words or conduct evince an intention of
an employee to no longer remain employed by an employer,
the principles have equal application. Indeed, this was considered in Kwik-Fit (GB) Ltd v Lineham (1992) ICR 183 where
Wood J said at 191—
“If words of resignation are unambiguous then prima facie
an employer is entitled to treat them as such, but in the
field of employment personalities constitute an important consideration. Words may be spoken or actions
expressed in temper or in the heat of the moment or under
extreme pressure (“being jostled into a decision”) and
indeed the intellectual make up of an employee may be
relevant: see Barclay v City of Glascow District Council
(1983) IRLR 313. These we refer to as “special circumstances”. Where “special circumstances” arise it may be
unreasonable for an employer to assume a resignation and
to accept it forthwith. A reasonable period of time should
be allowed to lapse and if circumstances arise during that
period which put the employer on notice that further enquiry is desirable to see whether the resignation was really
intended and can properly be assumed, then such enquiry
is ignored at the employer’s risk. He runs the risk that
ultimately evidence may be forthcoming which indicates
that in the “special circumstances” the intention to resign
was not the correct interpretation when the facts are judged
objectively.”
In Barclay v City of Glascow District Council (supra) the
Employment Appeal Tribunal allowed an appeal from a majority decision of a Scottish industrial tribunal which dismissed
an unfair dismissal application on the basis that the applicant
had resigned. The applicant in that matter was acknowledged
to be mentally defective and under the care of his sister. Events
transpired were an altercation took place between the applicant and the respondent’s foreman in the workplace, following
which the applicant said “he wanted to collect his books” the
next day. On that day, the applicant, when collecting his pay,
was asked to and did sign a blank form that was subsequently
drafted as his resignation. The applicant reported to work on
the following Monday, but was sent home on the grounds that
he had resigned. On appeal, the Employment Appeal Tribunal
held that there were special circumstances to consider, by reason of the mental capacity of the applicant. Moreover, it was
held that given the circumstances, the proper approach for the
employer was to have regard not only to what was said on the
day in question, but also to what happened the following day
when the applicant reported for work. The Tribunal said the
employer should have made enquiries as to the true intentions
of the applicant.
What then is the position in the instant case, applying these
principles on the facts as found?
There is no doubt on the evidence as I have found that the
events that transpired between Mr Bonanno and the respondent, in particular on Friday, 19 June 1998 were highly
emotionally charged. Having regard to Mr Bonanno’s circumstances arising from the OCD condition, in my opinion, it
would be appropriate to regard this case as one possessing
“special circumstances” of the kind outlined in the authorities
referred to above. That is, the conduct of Mr Bonanno, and the
characterisation of that conduct, needs to be considered in light
of these circumstances.
The first issue for resolution is whether the circumstances
of the events were such that the words and/or conduct of Mr
Bonanno were ambiguous to the extent that having regard to
the special circumstances in terms of Mr Bonanno’s medical
condition, the employer was under a duty to take steps to clarify
Mr Bonanno’s intentions with respect to his employment. Taken
as a whole, I do not consider that Mr Bonanno’s words and
conduct were so ambiguous in order to give rise to this further
consideration. A number of matters lead me to this conclusion. First the uncontroverted evidence is that at least on two
occasions, following his discussion with Mr Bradshaw, Mr
Bonanno indicated that he did not want to remain employed
by the respondent and may look for other employment. It is in
my view important to observe that this intention was made
clear prior to the receipt by Mr Bonanno of exhibit A3, that
being the letter or warning.
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Secondly, whilst there is no doubt that the terms of exhibit
A3 greatly upset Mr Bonanno, and should have been in my
opinion, foreshadowed with him in Mr Bonanno’s meeting
with Mr Iuliano, given that the respondent was aware of Mr
Bonanno’s medical condition, subsequent events in my view
confirmed Mr Bonanno’s true intention to not remain employed
by the respondent. Mr Bonanno’s abusive telephone conversations with Mr D’Arrigo on Friday, 19 June 1998 were not
on the evidence, a one-off heat of the moment event. On the
evidence that I have accepted, there were a number of telephone calls that day from Mr Bonanno of the same tenor.
This should also be seen in the light of the fact that Mr Bonanno
left the workplace on Thursday 18 June 1998 after receiving
exhibit A3, with no indication to the respondent, as he was
requested to do, that he was merely returning home for that
day because he felt under pressure.
Furthermore, the incidents did not end there. On the evidence which I have accepted, there was a further telephone
conversation between Mr Bonanno and Mr Iuliano on or about
the following Monday, 22 June 1998. On the evidence, that
conversation, notwithstanding the interval of the weekend,
appeared to reflect Mr Bonanno’s on-going anger and resentment of the respondent. It is of note to observe that on the
evidence of Mr Iuliano, which I accept, there was an offer by
him to Mr Bonanno to attend the respondent’s premises to
discuss the matter further. That offer was not taken up it appears, by Mr Bonanno.
Furthermore, the circumstances of this case stand in contrast to the circumstances outlined in, for example, Barclay
(supra). The employee in that case, attended for duty after the
events in question, presuming to continue on in employment.
A similar factual situation arose in Minato v Palmer Corporation Ltd (1995) 63 IR 357, in which after a heat of the moment
altercation, the employee in that case by her conduct, in discussions with management, indicated that she did want to retain
her job.
The circumstances when taken as a whole in this matter point
in the other direction. There was on the evidence, no indication that Mr Bonanno decided to accept Mr Iuliano’s offer to
attend the respondent’s premises either to discuss the matter
further or to attend for duty after the incidents in question.
Furthermore, it is important to note that as it appeared on the
evidence, as I have already mentioned, Mr Bonanno had formed
the intention to not remain employed by the respondent prior
to the chain of events commencing on 18 June 1998.
Alternatively and in any event, even if when taken as a whole,
the circumstances of this particular case placed a duty upon
the respondent to undertake proper further enquiries as to Mr
Bonanno’s intentions, I am of the view that Mr Iuliano’s endeavours to discuss the matter further with Mr Bonanno on or
about Monday, 22 June 1998, reasonably satisfied such an
obligation. In my opinion, the respondent’s conduct was reasonable having regard to all of the circumstances and in
particular, when viewed within the practical realities of the
workplace.
Whilst I have considerable sympathy for Mr Bonanno’s circumstances arising out of the condition from which he suffers,
that is not the test which I must apply in determining this matter. I must form a view on the evidence overall, as to whether
on balance, the jurisdictional facts exist in order for the Commission’s jurisdiction to be attracted. Having regard to all of
the matters to which I have referred in this case, I am not so
satisfied and accordingly, the application must fail.
The application is therefore dismissed and an order to this
effect now issues.
APPEARANCES: Mr C Saunders as agent appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A Randles of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
G&G Steelworks.
No. CR 221 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
2 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C Saunders as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Randles of counsel on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

UNIONS—
Application for alteration of
rules—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
In the matter of an application by The Forest Products,
Furnishing Allied Industries Industrial Union of Workers,
W.A.
1902 of 1998.
ROBIN COLBERT LOVEGROVE,
DEPUTY REGISTRAR.
11 February 1999.
Decision.
HAVING read the application, there being no person desiring
to be heard in opposition thereto, after consulting with the
President, and upon being satisfied that the requirements made
thereunder have been complied with, I have this day registered an alteration to rule 24 of the registered rules of the
applicant organisation in the terms of the application as filed
on 20 October 1998.
(Sgd.) R.C. LOVEGROVE,
[L.S.]
Deputy Registrar.

Appl No.275 of 1999.
NOTICE is given of an application by the “Western Australian Police Union of Workers” to the Full Bench of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission for an alteration
to rule 3 – Membership, that relates to the eligibility for membership of the organisation.
The current rule and the proposed rule amendments are set
out below—
Existing Rule
RULE 3—MEMBERSHIP
(a) The following classes of employees shall be eligible
to be members of the Western Australian Police Union of Workers—
(i) Police Officers;
(ii) Police Cadet (Recruits); and
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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(iii) Police Cadet (Juniors);
(iv) Aboriginal Police Aides.
The Union shall be constituted of those classes of
members specified in paragraph (a) preceding and
Life Members, being persons upon whom Life Membership of the Union has been conferred in
accordance with the Rules.
Any member of the Western Australian Police Force
may apply to the Council for membership of the
Union, and the Union shall have the power to accept
or reject such applications; provided that any applicant whose application for membership is rejected
shall have the right of appeal to the next Annual
Conference of Delegates whose decision shall be final.
A register of the names of the Officers and members
of the Union shall be kept by the General Secretary
at the registered office, the same to be open at all
convenient times for inspection by any member or
by the Industrial Registrar or any person appointed
by him or her.
Any member may discontinue membership by resignation by giving to the General Secretary three
months’ written notice of the member’s intention to
do so, or by paying a sum equal to three months’
subscriptions in advance in lieu of notice. No resignation shall be accepted by the Council until all
subscriptions, fines, levies, fees or other monies then
owing by such member to the Union has been paid,
or such member has obtained a clearance from the
Council remitting the whole or part of any such monies.
(Disallowed—See Order No. 450/96 dated 17 April
1996).
(i) Subscriptions for members of the Union, excluding members who are Police Cadet
(Juniors), Aboriginal Police Aides or Life
Members, shall be equivalent to 1% of the base
salary applicable to the rank of a third year
constable. Such amount shall be paid fortnightly.
(ii) A member who is a Police Cadet (Junior) shall
pay an amount per fortnight equivalent to ten
cents (10c) per week.
(iii) A member who is an Aboriginal Police Aide
shall pay an amount per fortnight equivalent
to 1% of the base salary applicable to the rank
of a First Class Police Aide.
(iv) Life Members shall not be required to pay subscriptions, whether or not they are entitled to
membership of another classification.
(v) Members proceeding on maternity leave or
leave without pay shall not be required to pay
subscriptions during such leave and will be
still entitled to full privileges of membership.
Any member other than a member not paying subscriptions in accordance with Rule (f)(v) whose
subscriptions or other dues are in arrears for three
months, shall not be entitled to any privileges of
membership.
(i) The Council shall remove from the register
the name of any member whose subscription
or other dues is in arrears for six months.
(Other than a member not paying subscriptions
in accordance with Rule (f) (v)). (Disallowed—See Order No. 450/96 dated 17
April 1996).
(ii) No person whose name has been so removed
shall be readmitted to membership until payment of all such arrears, payment of a penalty
of twenty dollars ($20.00) and the approval of
the Council.
(iii) Any member whose name is removed in accordance with (i) immediately preceding shall
not be free of arrears due, and the General
Secretary may, after fourteen days’ notice, sue

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)
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such member in any court of ordinary jurisdiction pursuant to Section 109 of the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979.
Any member of the force voluntarily resigning from
the Union and wishing to rejoin may only be admitted on the approval of the Council and on payment
of a re-entry fee, the amount of which shall be decided upon by the Council, but not to be less that
twenty dollars ($20.00).
Any member of this Union who ceases to be a member of the WA Police Force by reason of retirement
may remain a member of the Union in so far as the
Death Levy Fund is concerned and partake of the
benefits to be derived therefrom without any further
payments to the Death Levy Fund.
The Council may, by resolution, confer Life Membership on any person, in recognition of long or
special services rendered to the Union. Any person
on whom Life Membership has been conferred shall
enjoy the full benefits of membership of the Union
without payment of any subscriptions or levy as from
the date of conferring of such Life Membership. For
the purposes of these rules, such person shall be
deemed to be a financial member of the Union.
The General Secretary, Assistant General Secretary,
Industrial Officer and Field Officer shall be honorary members of the Union.

Proposed rule incorporating and showing in distinctive characters the alterations sought
RULE 4. MEMBERSHIP
(1) The following classes of employees of the Western
Australia Police Service shall be eligible to be members of the Union—
(a) Sworn Police Officers;
(b) Police Cadet (Recruits); and
(c) Aboriginal Police Liaison Officers.
(2) The Union shall be constituted of those classes of
members specified in sub rule (1) of this Rule and
persons upon whom Life Membership of the Union
has been conferred in accordance with these Rules.
(3) Any sworn officer of the Police Service as defined
by sub rule (1) of this Rule may apply to the Board
for membership of the Union, and the Union shall
have the power to accept or reject such applications;
provided that any applicant whose application for
membership is rejected by the Board shall have the
right of appeal to the next Annual Conference of Delegates whose decision shall be final.
(4) A register of the names of the officers and members
of the Union shall be kept by the General Manager
at the Registered Office and will be open at all convenient times for inspection by any member or by
the Registrar or any person appointed by him or her.
(5) Subscriptions for members of the Union shall be:
(a) For Sworn Police Officers an amount equivalent to 1% of the base salary applicable to
the rank of a third year Constable rounded
up to the next nearest 10 cents, with such
amount to be paid fortnightly or at other
greater intervals as may be determined by the
Board.
(b) For Police Cadets (Recruit) an amount determined by the Board, with such amount to
be paid fortnightly or at other greater intervals as may be determined by the Board.
(c) For Aboriginal Police Liaison Officers an
amount equivalent to 1% of the base salary
applicable to the rank of a First Class Aboriginal Police Liaison Officer rounded up to
the next nearest 10 cents, with such amount
to be paid fortnightly or at other greater intervals as may be determined by the Board.
(d) For a member who converts to part time employment an amount determined by the
Board, with such amount to be paid
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fortnightly or at other greater intervals as
may be determined by the Board.
(e) For a member (who must inform the Union
in writing of their intention to do so) proceeding on maternity leave or, other absence
from duty without pay, normal subscriptions
shall not be required to be paid during such
leave but the member shall contribute an
amount determined by the Board and will be
still entitled to the full privileges of membership. Such amount is to be paid fortnightly
or at other greater intervals as may be determined by the Board.
(f) For Life Members, subscriptions shall not
be required to be paid, whether or not they
are entitled to membership under another
classification.
(6) A member may end membership of the Union by
giving written notice of the intention to resign. The
notice of resignation shall be delivered in person
or by certified mail to the Registered Office. The
resignation takes effect from the day on which it is
received by the Union or on such later date specified in the notice but the member will remain
responsible for any subscriptions, levies or fines
owing up to and including the date of ceasing to be
a member of the Union.
(7) Where a member’s subscription has not been paid
for a period of three months then that person shall
cease to be a member of the Union, but shall be
responsible for any subscriptions, fees, levies or
fines owing up to and including the date of termination of membership.
(8) (a) The Union shall remove from the register the
name of any person who ceases to be a member in accordance with sub rule (7).
(b) The Union shall ensure persons specified in
sub rule (7) shall have their names removed
by purging the register at least four times
each year.
(c) The Board may remove from the register the
name of any member whose levies or other
monies owing, other than subscriptions, is
in arrears for six months.
(d) Any member whose name is removed in accordance with sub rule (8) (a) or (c) shall not
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be free from arrears due, and the General
Manager may, after 14 days notice, sue such
member in any court of ordinary jurisdiction
pursuant to Section 109 of the Act.
(9) Any sworn officer of the Western Australia Police
Service eligible to be a member of the Union voluntarily resigning from the Union and wishing to
rejoin may only be admitted on the approval of the
Board.
(10) Any member of the Union who ceases to be a member of the Western Australia Police Service by reason
of retirement because of age or because of total and
permanent incapacity may remain a member of the
Union insofar as those privileges and benefits determined solely by the Board are concerned and
will be eligible to receive the benefits to be derived
therefrom without any further payments to the Union.
(11) The Board may by resolution confer Life Membership on any person, in recognition of long or special
services rendered to the Union. Any person on whom
Life Membership has been conferred shall enjoy the
full benefits of membership of the Union without
payment of any subscriptions or levy as from the
date of conferring of such Life Membership. For the
purposes of these Rules such person shall be deemed
to be a financial member of the Union.
(12) The Union shall not credit any moneys from a members subscription fees to a political fund.
The matter has been listed before the Full Bench on 27 April
1999.
A copy of the rules of the organisation and the proposed rule
amendments may be inspected at my office, 16th floor, National Mutual Centre, 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth.
Any organisation registered under the Industrial Relations
Act 1979, or any person who satisfies the Full Bench that he
has a sufficient interest or desires to object to the application
may do so by filing a notice of objection in accordance with
the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985.
5 March 1999
R. C. LOVEGROVE,
Deputy Registrar.

CONFERENCES—Notation of—
PARTIES
Australian Workers
Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals,
Engineering,
Printing and
Kindred Industries
Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals,
Engineering,
Printing and
Kindred Industries
Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals,
Engineering,
Printing and
Kindred Industries
Union

NUMBER
COMMISSIONER

DATE

MATTER

RESULT

BHP Iron Ore Pty
Ltd
Astra Metals
Products Pty Ltd

Fielding SC
C9 of 1999
Kenner C.
C11 of 1999

—

Reduction of
Position
Contractual
Entitlements

Discontinued

Advantage Air

Kenner C.
C351 of 1998

17/12/98

Termination

Discontinued

Argyle Diamonds

Fielding SC

4/3/99

Union
Notification of
Contractors

Discontinued

15/2/99

Discontinued
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NUMBER
COMMISSIONER

DATE

MATTER

RESULT

BHP Iron Ore

Fielding SC

—

Overtime Shifts

Discontinued

Intico WA Pty Ltd

Kenner C.
C12 of 1999

15/2/99

Breach of
Contract

Discontinued

Western Australian
Mint

Kenner C.
C349 of 1998

16/12/98

Employees to
transfer from
Government to
Private Sector

Discontinued

McKimmie
Jamieson &
Partners (Australia)
Pty Ltd

Kenner C.
C34 of 1999

23/2/99

Uncertainty of
Pay
Arrangements

Discontinued

RCR Engineering
Ltd

Kenner C.
C250 of 1998

30/11/98
22/10/98
6/10/98
22/9/98

Agreement—
Redundancy
Clause

Discontinued

Italsteel & Others

Kenner C.
C365 of 1998

1/2/99
12/2/99

Site Allowance

Discontinued

Main Roads
Western Australia

Scott C.
C173 of 1997

20/6/97
22/9/97
24/10/97
11/11/97
4/12/97
12/12/97
19/2/98
26/2/98

Quantification of
Commuted
Special Rates
Allowance

Concluded

Civil Service
Association Inc

Executive Director
Education
Department

Scott C.
PSAC74 of 1998

Claim that Recent
Recommendation
is Invalid

Concluded

Civil Service
Association Inc

Chief Executive
Officer, Dept of
Education Services
Managing Director,
South Metropolitan
College of TAFE
The Anglican
Schools
Commission
Incorporated t/a
St Mark’s Anglican
Community School
Trinity College

Beech C.
PSAC22 of 1998

8/10/98
20/10/98
18/11/98
19/1/99
9/4/98

Pay and
Conditions

Referred

Automotive, Food,
Metals,
Engineering,
Printing and
Kindred Industries
Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals,
Engineering,
Printing and
Kindred Industries
Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals,
Engineering,
Printing and
Kindred Industries
Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals,
Engineering,
Printing and
Kindred Industries
Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals,
Engineering,
Printing and
Kindred Industries
Union
Builders’
Labourers, Painters
and Plasterers
Union
Builders’
Labourers, Painters
and Plasterers
Union & Another

Civil Service
Association Inc
Independent
Schools Salaried
Officers’
Association of
Western Australia
Industrial Union
Independent
Schools Salaried
Officers’
Association of
Western Australia
Industrial Union
Independent
Schools Salaried
Officers’ Association
of Western Australia
Industrial Union
Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union

Scott C.
PSAC89 of 1998

20/1/99

JDF Review

Concluded

Scott C.
C354 of 1998

18/1/99

Termination

Concluded

Scott C.
C24 of 1999

—

Performance
Appraisal

Concluded

Quinns Baptist
College Inc.

Scott C.
C346 of 1998

19/1/99
8/2/99

Resolving Issues
in Employment

Concluded

Quirk Corporate
Cleaning Australian
Pty Ltd

Beech C.
C342 of 1998

9/2/99

Dispute re Unfair
Dismissal

Concluded
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Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union
Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union
Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union
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NUMBER
COMMISSIONER

DATE

MATTER

Fielding SC
C4 of 1999

25/1/99

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Referred

Parks C.
C372 of 1998

29/1/99

Unfair Dismissal

Referred

Parks C.
C15 of 1999

3/2/99

Termination

Referred

Royal Perth
Hospital
Augusta Margaret
River Districts
Football Club (Inc)
John and Nadine
Beniston Franchise
and Licensed User
Jani-King
Commercial
Cleaning Service

CORRECTIONS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills &
Woodworkers’ Union of Australia, WA Branch and Others
and
RGC Mineral Sands Limited and Others.
No. 2178 of 1998.
25 February 1999.
Correcting Order.
WHEREAS an omission occurred in the Reasons for Decision
and related Order issued on 22 February 1999 (unpublished at
the date of this Order) in relation to the abovecited matter; the
following correction is made—
The appearance for the respondents should read “Mr R.
LeMiere (of Counsel), and with him, Mr B. DiGirolami
(of Counsel)”
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
West Australian Railway Officers’ Union
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. RCBCR1 of 1998.
RAILWAYS CLASSIFICATION BOARD
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
MR P. BOTHWELL.
MR R. EASTHOPE.
26 February 1999.
Correcting Order.
PURSUANT to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, the Railways Classification Board,
hereby orders—
THAT the order issued by the Railways Classification
Board in application RCB CR1 of 1998 on the 4th day of
February 1999 is hereby corrected by adding immediately
following clause 2, clauses 3 and 4 as follows.
3. Where Westrail and the West Australian Railways Officers’ Union are unable to agree on

[L.S.]

RESULT

terms for the removal of the travel pass arrangements then the parties shall notify the
Railways Classification Board.
4. This Order shall apply until it is replaced or
revoked by further order.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
Railways Classification Board.

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS
AND ORDERS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory Oates
and
Sanders Executive Pty Ltd t/a LJ Hooker Morley.
No. 474 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
26 February 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Mr R Clohessy as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Taylor of counsel on behalf of the respondent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs—
(1) THAT further to the Commission’s reasons for decision dated 10 February 1999 in the herein matter the
issue of quantum of costs to be awarded in favour of
the respondent be dealt with by written submissions;
(2) THAT the respondent file and serve its written submissions as to quantum of costs by 4 March 1999;
(3) THAT the applicant file and serve its written submissions as to the quantum of costs by 9 March 1999.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hilton Fisher
and
Foodland Associated Limited and Another.
No. 1378 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision—Discovery of Documents.
ALTHOUGH the parties to this matter have handled any interlocutory matters which have arisen informally, two matters
have arisen which require the determination of the Commission. The first matter is the request by the respondent for the
production of the written contract of employment between the
applicant and his current employer. The second matter is a
request by the applicant for discovery of the respondent’s “financial documents”. It has been agreed that the Commission
will determine these matters on the basis of the written submissions received from the parties.
The Commission is not bound by the rules of evidence and
it is simply not appropriate to decide the issue now before the
Commission on the basis of rules and precedence of courts of
law. To that extent, while I acknowledge, with respect, the
authorities relied upon by both parties to support their respective positions, where those authorities are based upon the
process of discovery and production of documents in civil jurisdictions they are of limited value. I refer to what I said in
relation to an earlier matter where documents were requested
to be inspected prior to the hearing of a matter. In my view—
The Commission should decide this application in the
same way as it decides the matters which come before it,
that is, in accordance with the requirements of the Act
and according to equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case without regard to technicalities
or legal forms. Although s.27(1)(o) authorises the Commission to issue orders in relation to interlocutory matters,
the Commission is not an appropriate forum for the legal
determination of the finer points of civil procedure in such
matters. Rather, it should adopt “a broad approach of common sense and common fairness eschewing all legal or
other technicality” (to borrow the words of the National
Industrial Relations Court in Earl v Slater and Wheeler
(Airlyne) Ltd [1973] 1 All ER 145 at 150 as cited by Olsson
J in Trittenheim Pty Ltd v H&H Gill Nominees Pty Ltd
(1994) 63 SASR 434 at 442).
(James Anderson v Crystal Brook Dental Centre (1998)
78 WAIG 3888)
I now turn to consider the two matters before me.
The respondent’s request for production and inspection of
the applicant’s current contract of employment is resisted on
the ground that it contains a confidentiality clause. Although I
am confident that the Commission could order its production
and inspection even if it contains a confidentiality provision,
in the conclusion which I reach the Commission should only
do so if it is just in all of the circumstances for the fair hearing
of the matter. In my view it is not. The respondent requests the
document because it sees it as relevant to the issue of mitigation and loss in the event that the Commission considers that
compensation should be paid by the respondent to the applicant if the dismissal is found to be unfair. The matters which
the Commission would take into consideration when dealing
with mitigation would include date of commencement and
salary. This information has been provided by the applicant to
the respondent. Furthermore, the applicant undertakes to give
evidence under oath regarding that information. In my view
that is sufficient for the Commission’s purposes and it is not
necessary that an order issue requiring the production and inspection of the document. The respondent’s request is refused.
I should add that, if events during the hearing cause me to reconsider this conclusion, I would give consideration to its
production to the Commission only.
The request by the applicant for the respondent’s “financial
documents” is able to be approached a little more simply. While
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the applicant is correct in pointing to the respondent’s statement in its Notice of Answer and Counterproposal that the
position of Human Resources and Training Manager was created “as a result of operational requirements” there is nothing
in the Notice of Answer and Counterproposal which directly
relates that decision to any financial consideration at all. Indeed, I have been unable to detect in the grounds stated by the
applicant in his Notice of Application why he believes his dismissal was unfair, or in the grounds put forward by the
respondent for resisting that claim, any ground which raises
the financial position of the respondent at all. Accordingly, the
request of the applicant is, in turn, refused. I might add that,
even if I did not reach that conclusion, I regard the term “financial documents” as so broad a description as to be
meaningless and an order in the applicant’s favour in those
terms would be quite unlikely for that reason.
The Commission will only issue a formal order to this effect
if requested.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gary Walker
and
Queststyle Pty Ltd.
No. 1473 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT .
10 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on the 2nd day of October 1998 and the 29th day
of January 1999 the Commission convened conferences for
the purpose of conciliating between the parties, however, agreement was not reached; and
WHEREAS the application was set down for hearing and
determination on the 9th and 10th days of February 1999; and
WHEREAS at the hearing on the 9th day of February 1999
the Applicant made an application to have “Citiworld Investments Pty Ltd” joined as a respondent to the application; and
WHEREAS at that hearing, the Commission dismissed the
Application for reasons given during the course of the hearing;
HAVING heard the Applicant on his own behalf and Mr O
Moon on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application to join “Citiworld Investments
Pty Ltd” as a respondent to the application, be, and is
hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ian Barrett
and
Fins
No. 1533 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
15 February 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on the 15th day of February 1999 the Commission convened a conference to deal with applications for
discovery;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
1. That within 7 days of the date of this order the Respondent provide to the Applicant—
(a) a copy of the part/s of the Minutes of the Meeting of Fins Seafood Grill dated the 22nd day of
July 1998 which relate to the Applicant; and
(b) any notes or minutes of the meeting held on
the 24th day of July 1998 at which the Applicant, Mr Hotham, Mr Sewell and a company
employee named “Giselle” were in attendance.
2. That within 7 days of the date of this order the Applicant provide to the Respondent any documents in
his possession, custody or control which relate to
the terms of his employment with the Respondent,
including copies of diary extracts and meeting notes.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Raymond Furfaro
and
Wrigley Company Pty Ltd.
No. 1856 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
12 February 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Mr C Primerano of counsel on behalf of the
applicant and Mr S Woodbury of counsel on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs—
(1) THAT each party shall give an informal discovery
by serving its list of documents by 25 February 1999;
(2) THAT inspection of documents be completed by 4
March 1999;
(3) THAT the applicant file and serve on the respondent
any witness statements upon which it intends to rely
no later than 14 days prior to the date of hearing;
(4) THAT the respondent file and serve on the applicant
any witness statements upon which it intends to rely
no later than seven days prior to the date of hearing;
(5) THAT the applicant and respondent file an agreed
statement of facts (if any) no later than three days
prior to the date of hearing.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Damian Francis Jardine
and
IPF Finance Corporation Pty Ltd.
No. 2099 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
22 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on the 27th day of January 1999 the Applicant
filed an amended Notice of Application seeking to amend the
name of the Respondent to “Retail Management Australia Pty
Ltd”; and
WHEREAS the Commission convened a conference for the
purpose of conciliating between the parties on the 22nd day of
February 1999; and
WHEREAS at that conference the parties agreed that the
name of the Respondent be amended to “Retail Management
Australia Pty Ltd”;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, by
consent, hereby orders—
THAT the name of the Respondent in the application
be amended to “Retail Management Australia Pty Ltd”.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mimma Dagnone
and
Property Plus Real Estate ACN 009 367 613 T/A Property
Plus Real Estate.
No. 2140 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
2 March 1999.
Direction.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 29(1)(b)
(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on the 2nd day of March 1999 the Commission
convened a conference for the purpose of conciliating between
the parties; and
WHEREAS the Respondent was not able to attend that conference and has failed to file a Notice of Answer and Counter
Proposal;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby directs that—
1. The parties shall have discussions in an effort to resolve the Applicant’s claim. To this end the
Respondent is directed to contact the Applicant’s
agent within 7 days of the 2nd day of March 1999 to
discuss the claim; and
2. If discussions fail to resolve the matter then the Respondent shall, within 10 days of the 2nd day of March
1999, file a Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal
and a Warrant to Appear as Agent.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

79 W.A.I.G.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Maxwell Raymond Healy
and
The King and I Pty Ltd.
No. 2157 of 1998.
25 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 4 December 1998 the application cited herein
was filed in the Commission pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) alleging outstanding
contractual benefits; and
WHEREAS on 8 February 1999 a conference related to the
aforementioned application was held in conjunction with a
conference related to application 2243 of 1998, both pursuant
to section 32 of the Act;
AND WHEREAS at the aforementioned conferences the
parties agreed that applications 2157 of 1998 and 2243 of 1998
be joined;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the power
conferred on it under the Act, hereby orders—
THAT application 2157 of 1998 be joined with application 2243 of 1998.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Jack Anthony Hebblewhite
and
Chantry Haulage Pty Ltd.
No. 2158 of 1998.
9 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 4 December 1998 the application cited herein
was filed in the Commission pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) alleging unfair dismissal
and outstanding contractual benefits; and
WHEREAS on 1 February 1999 a conference was held pursuant to section 32 of the Act;
AND WHEREAS at the aforementioned conference, the
Commission having heard Mr G. Hocking, of Counsel on behalf of the applicant and Ms E. Mackey, on behalf of the
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the power conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the applicant file and serve upon the respondent
a list of all discoverable documents relevant to the issues
herein in their custody, power or possession; and
THAT the respondent file and serve upon the applicant
a list of all discoverable documents relevant to the issues
herein in their custody, power or possession; and
THAT there be mutual inspection of all documents so
discovered within 21 days of the date of this Order.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Maxwell Raymond Healy
and
The King and I Pty Ltd.
No. 2243 of 1998.
25 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 22 December 1998 the application cited herein
was filed in the Commission pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) alleging outstanding
contractual benefits; and
WHEREAS on 8 February 1999 a conference related to the
aforementioned application was held in conjunction with a
conference related to application 2157 of 1998, both pursuant
to section 32 of the Act;
AND WHEREAS at the aforementioned conferences the
parties agreed that applications 2243 of 1998 and 2157 of 1998
be joined;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the power
conferred on it under the Act, hereby orders—
THAT application 2243 of 1998 be joined with application 2157 of 1998.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Eric Madaffari
and
Lynford Farm.
No. 21 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
15 February 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 7 January 1999, Eric Madaffari applied to the
Commission for an order pursuant to s. 29 of the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS on 12 February 1999, the Commission conducted a conference between the parties in the Council
Chambers of the City of Bunbury; and
WHEREAS the Applicant claimed he had not received a
cash bonus of $1000.00 to which he was entitled at the conclusion of his employment with the Respondent. The
Respondent said the bonus had been withheld because its payment had been conditional upon the condition of the house in
which the Applicant had lived during his employment. The
Respondent said the Applicant had made alterations to the house
without his permission; and
WHEREAS the Respondent also demanded the return of a
wheelbarrow and 12 female chickens he claimed the Applicant’s had improperly removed from the farm when he had
completed his employment contract; and
WHEREAS the Applicant advised the Commission that only
six female chickens remained alive but that the Applicant was
willing to return those female chickens and the wheelbarrow
to the Respondent in return for payment of the $1000.00 bonus payment.
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commissioner hereby
orders, by consent—
1. THAT the Applicant shall return to the Respondent
property belonging to the Respondent, being six (6)
female chickens and a second-hand wheelbarrow.
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2. THAT upon delivery of the goods described above
the Respondent shall pay forthwith the Applicant the
sum of $1000.00 due in accordance with the terms
of the contract made between them on 29 December
1997.
3. THAT the above exchange take place within 14 days
of the date of this Order.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
and
Wirralie Gold Mines Pty Ltd.
No’s C 361 of 1998 and C 3 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
4 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S McGurk as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Cameron as agent on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders—
(1) THAT application C 361 of 1998 between the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing &
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, WA Branch
as applicant and Wirralie Gold Mines Pty Ltd as respondent be consolidated with application C 3 of
1999 between the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, WA Branch as applicant and Wirralie Gold
Mines Pty Ltd as respondent and be carried on as
one application.
(2) THAT application C 361 of 1998 be the leading application.
(3) THAT the applicant in applications C 361 of 1998
and C 3 of 1999 be the applicant and the respondent
in applications C 361 of 1998 and C 3 of 1999 be the
respondent in the consolidated application.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Transfield Pty Ltd Transfield Maintenance WA
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers, WA
Branch.
No. C 38 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
9 February 1998.
Recommendation.
WHEREAS on 8 February 1999 the applicant applied to the
Commission for an urgent conference pursuant to s 44 of the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
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AND WHEREAS on 9 February 1999 the Commission convened an urgent conference between the parties pursuant to
s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
AND WHEREAS at the conference the Commission was
informed that the applicant and the respondent are in dispute
in relation to “reinstatement” work being performed by employees of the applicant, members of the respondent at the
BHP Direct Reduced Iron Pty Ltd HBI plant at Boodarie Port
Hedland (“the Site”) pursuant to the terms of the Transfield
Maintenance HBI Agreement No AG 136 of 1997 (“the Agreement”);
AND WHEREAS the respondent regards the work in question as construction work not covered by the Agreement and
the applicant regards the work as covered by the Agreement;
AND WHEREAS in support of their demands members of
the respondent employed by the applicant withdrew their labour commencing on or about 5 February 1999 with the
Commission being advised that the members of the respondent have continued to do so;
AND WHEREAS the Commission will attend the Site for
the purposes of inspection of the work in dispute on Wednesday 10 February 1999 and will convene a further conference
of the parties to the dispute on the Site;
AND WHEREAS the parties have sought a recommendation from the Commission as to the industrial dispute;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, having regard to the
public interest and the interests of the parties concerned and to
prevent any further deterioration of industrial relations in respect of the matters in question and pursuant to the powers
vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby recommends—
(1) THAT each of the employees of the applicant members of the respondent engaged in work in connection
with “reinstatement” work on the Site who are engaged in industrial action concerning matters the
subject of these proceedings, cease such industrial
action to ensure a return to work on Thursday 11
February 1999 immediately following the employees’ usual commencement time of work being 6.30
am;
(2) THAT the respondent and each of its officials do or
cause to be done all things necessary to give effect
to the terms of paragraph (1) of this recommendation;
(3) THAT there be no further industrial action on the
Site in connection with the work the subject of the
dispute pending the resolution of the dispute by further conciliation and/or arbitration or other
proceedings in the Commission.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
A Goninan & Co Limited
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch.
C 46 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 February 1999.
Recommendation.
WHEREAS on 12 February 1999 the applicant applied to the
Commission for a conference pursuant to s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
AND WHEREAS on 18 February 1999 the Commission
convened a conference between the parties pursuant to s 44of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
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AND WHEREAS at the conference the Commission was
informed that the applicant and the respondent and its members employed by the applicant are in dispute in relation to
enterprise bargaining negotiations and in relation thereto employees members of the respondent have taken industrial action
in the form of stoppages of work and restrictions on overtime
between 5 and 8 February 1999 and 12 and 15 February 1999;
AND WHEREAS the Commission has been informed that
in light of the application to the Commission for a conference
pursuant to s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 all industrial action has ceased pending the convening of the
conference;
AND WHEREAS the parties at the conference agreed to
resume the enterprise bargaining negotiations in good faith
commencing on 24 February 1999 with the parties to report
back to the Commission as to the progress of those negotiations by 26 February 1999;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, having regard to the
interests of the parties concerned and to the public interest and
to prevent any further deterioration of industrial relations in
respect of the matters in dispute and pursuant to the powers
conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
recommends—
(1) THAT the parties to the herein application recommence enterprise bargaining negotiations in good
faith with a view to reaching an agreement as soon
practicable;
(2) THAT during the course of and to facilitate the negotiations referred to in paragraph (1) above that
employees of the applicant desist from engaging in
any further industrial action including but not limited to any stoppage of, or ban or limitation on the
performance of work.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Cockburn Cement Limited
and
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers.
C 59 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
4 March 1999.
Recommendation.
WHEREAS on 25 February 1999 the applicant applied to the
Commission for a compulsory conference pursuant to s 44 of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
AND WHEREAS on 4 March 1999 the Commission
convened a compulsory conference between the parties
pursuant to s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
AND WHEREAS at the conference the Commission was
informed that the applicant and the respondent are in dispute
in relation to a number of matters including a claim for the
reinstatement of Mr C Raffaele; alleged harassment of
employees by the applicant’s supervisors; terms and conditions
of employment at the applicant’s Malaga work site, and staffing
levels and training arrangements for the applicant’s Tosdic
control system;
AND WHEREAS at the conference the Commission was
further informed that since the herein proceedings were
commenced the parties have entered into negotiations with a
view to resolving the matters in dispute amicably by negotiation
and if necessary, through further conciliation and/or arbitration
proceedings in the Commission;
AND WHEREAS the parties are to report back to the
Commission by close of business 5 March 1999 as to the further
program of discussions between them;
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NOW THEREFORE the Commission, having regard to the
public interest and the interests of the parties concerned and to
prevent any further deterioration of industrial relations in
respect of the matters in question and pursuant to the powers
vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
recommends—
(1) THAT each of the employees of the applicant, members of the respondent desist from taking any
industrial action of any form pending the resolution
of the matters in dispute between the parties by further negotiation or further conciliation and/or
arbitration proceedings in the Commission;
(2) THAT the applicant and the respondent immediately
confer in relation to the matters in dispute with a
view to resolving all issues in dispute by agreement
wherever possible;
(3) THAT the applicant and the respondent and employees of the applicant, members of the respondent, fully
comply with their respective obligations pursuant to
clause 28 – Disputes Settlement Procedure of the
Cockburn Cement Limited Award 1991 (Amended
November 1995);
(4) THAT any issues in dispute between the applicant
and respondent that are not resolved by negotiations
between the parties be referred to the Commission
for further conciliation and/or arbitration as the case
may be.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Rock Engineering (Aust) Pty Ltd.
CR 329 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
5 March 1999.
Recommendation.
1. By this application pursuant to s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”), the applicant and respondent are
in dispute in relation to a number of conditions of employment arising under the terms of the Metal Trades (General)
Award No. 13 of 1965 (“the Award”). The parties have been
unable to resolve the matters in dispute and have agreed to
accept a recommendation of the Commission in order to determine these matters.
2. At the outset, it should be noted that whilst the matters the
subject of the dispute arise under the terms of the Award, the
respondent does not concede that it is bound by the terms of
the Award as a matter of law, but has been and is prepared to
adopt and apply its provisions and has adopted this position
for the purposes of these proceedings.
3. The issues between the parties to this matter have been
agreed as follows—
(a) The appropriate classification level, pursuant to
clauses 5 and 31 of the Award, for—
(i) permanent factory employees;
(ii) casual factory employees (“Issue One”).
(b) The meaning of the term “ordinary rate” as contained in the casual employee provision in clause
31(5) of the Award (“Issue Two”); and
(c) The appropriate amount of time, if any, an employee
ought to be made permanent from that of casual,
pursuant to clauses 6(7) and 5(1) of the Award (“Issue Three”).
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4. In determining these issues, the Commission was assisted
by inspections of the respondent’s premises at Welshpool and
by submissions and evidence from the respective parties.
5. The respondent company is engaged in the production of
cable bolts for the mining industry. Mr Minchin, the general
manager of the respondent, described the process by which
the cable bolts are produced. As the Commission understands
it, that process is as follows. The respondent obtains large coils
of steel strands in bulk. That strand is then cut to length by an
electronically operated machine. The process then involves
the strand being formed into either a bulb or a birdcage, using
a dedicated machine for that purpose. Otherwise, it may be
used in a plain strand form. The configurations of the cable
bolts are generally in either single or multiple strands. Once
the cable bolts are cut to length and either bulbed or birdcaged,
a process called “swaging” is undertaken whereby a steel ferule is fitted to the end of the strand by means of a metal crimp
and press. The cable bolts, once produced, are coiled on a coiling machine, wrapped, wire tied, banded in bundles and
transported by forklift from the factory to the yard for dispatch to the respondent’s customers.
6. A variety of general and special purpose machines are
used in this process and operated by the employees in question. These involve operators of the wire cutting machine; of
the bulb and birdcaging machines; the crimping and pressing
process; the banding of produced cable bolts and forklift operating where necessary, to transport the product to the
respondent’s yard. It was not in contest that the employees of
the respondent engaged in these processes generally acquire
the skills and experience necessary to operate the machines,
on the job. Estimates of time taken to train for the various
processes range from a matter of hours to, in some cases, several days. It was also not in contest that no prior experience is
generally required for employment in these areas.
7. The evidence also indicates that in addition to the production process that I have outlined above, on infrequent occasions,
it appears employees have been requested by the respondent’s
workshop to assist the tradesmen with tasks.
8. The issues to be resolved involve the interpretation of the
relevant provisions of the Award. It is well established that the
principles to be applied in interpreting awards are those to be
applied generally by courts and tribunals for the interpretation
of statutes and other legal instruments: Norwest Beef Industries Ltd v The West Australian Branch, Australasian Meat
Industry Employees Union (1984) 64 WAIG 2124; Robe River
Iron Associates v Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights
Union of Western Australia (1987) 67 WAIG 1097. That is,
the construction of a provision of an award is to be considered
within the context of the terms of the award when read as a
whole. Furthermore, the construction of relevant provisions
of an award should be consistent with the purpose or object of
the instrument. I now turn to consider the specific issues, in
light of these principles.
Issue One
9. The applicant contends that pursuant to clause 5 – Definitions and Classification Structure of the Award, wage group
C14 is an induction level in which an employee should be
engaged for no more than one week, thereafter moving to wage
group C13. In respect of casual employees, the applicant argued that those employees should be engaged at the C 13 level,
with the 20% casual loading payable on that rate.
10. In respect of permanent employees, the applicant argued
that depending upon the duties, the employees should be classified as either C13 or C12. Those employees who regularly
operate the forklift, should, in the applicant’s view, be classified as C12.
11. The respondent on the other hand, submitted that casual
employees be classified at the C14 level for the first month of
employment, and thereafter be classified at the C13 level. The
basis of that proposition being that new casual employees will,
in the course of that first month, acquire the full range of skills
and experience in order to undertake the required duties. In
respect of permanent employees, the respondent submitted that
the C13 wage group was the appropriate level from commencement. Mr Gifford argued that there was no justification in the
respondent’s view, having regard to the nature of the work
performed, for further classification to the higher level at wage
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group C12. The respondent submitted that the bulk of the work
performed by the employees is of a semi-skilled nature and is
consistent with the indicative tasks set out in the definition for
wage group C13 in the Award. It was submitted that by comparison, the only task performed by the respondent’s employees
that fell within wage group C12, was the operation of a forklift and very occasionally, assisting a tradesperson. Therefore,
the respondent said that such tasks were peripheral to the major and substantive duties performed by the employees, which
were appropriately classified at wage group C13.
12. Both Mr Hicks and Mr Gifford referred, in support of
their respective arguments, to the “Award Restructuring Metal
Industry Implementation Manual”(“the Manual”), as it related
to the transition from old classifications to new classifications
in the Award, originally prepared by representatives of employers and employees in the metal industry. Mr Gifford
tendered an extract of the Manual, relating to non-trades employees.
13. The following indicative classifications appear in the
Manual—
“C14: general labourer;
C13: process worker, assistant furnessman, trades assistant;
C12 machinist 2nd class, tool and material storeman,
dogman, annealing stove attendant, crane attendant,
welder 2nd class, sheet metal worker 2nd class;
C11: rigger, forklift driver.”
14. I have carefully considered the submissions put to me,
the materials to which both Mr Hicks and Mr Gifford referred,
and the detailed inspections undertaken as a part of the proceedings. In my view, having regard to the nature of the work
performed by the employees of the respondent, for permanent
employees, wage group C13 is the appropriate classification
group. This view has been reached having regard to the totality of the work performed by the respondent’s employees. The
vast majority of the tasks undertaken, appear to fall within the
scope of the indicative tasks of the C13 wage group, including
repetitive work on automatic, semi-automatic or single purpose machines or equipment and the use of selected hand tools
etc. Whilst it is noted that as a part of the employee’s duties, a
forklift is used to transport materials in and about the factory
premises, in my view, that is an incidental task to the performance of the primary work in the production of the cable bolts
themselves. Likewise, the material before me indicates that
very infrequently, the workshop employees have been called
upon to provide assistance to the respondent’s tradespersons.
Again, this does not appear to be an integral part of the duties
of the employees concerned.
15. In relation to casual employees, I consider that the submissions of Mr Hicks in this regard, have considerable merit.
On the evidence before the Commission, none of which was
seriously contested, the various process tasks undertaken by
the respondent’s employees, entail between several hours and
a few days training. Mr Minchin said also, that employees
working for the respondent in these areas required no prior
training or experience, as it was all acquired “on the job”. In
my opinion, a casual employee engaged at wage group level
C14 should be able to adequately acquire within one week,
the necessary skills required to enable progression to the wage
group C13 level. In reaching this view however, it is not the
case that I have concluded that wage group C14 is limited to a
maximum of 38 hours induction training, as that is a minimum training requirement only, and does not impose a
maximum period of engagement in that classification.
16. Also, it may be relevant to observe that in relation to the
wage group C12 level, the qualification requirement prescribes
that such an employee has completed eight modules towards
an Engineering Production Certificate or equivalent training.
There is nothing before the Commission to indicate that the
respondent’s employees are or would be moving towards such
a qualification or its equivalent.
17. I therefore recommend that casual employees of the respondent be engaged at the wage group C14 level for a period
not exceeding one week and thereafter engaged at wage group
C13. In the case of permanent employees, it is recommended
that those employees be engaged at wage group C13.
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Issue Two
18. Mr Hicks submitted that the terms of clause 31(5) required the respondent to pay a casual employee the casual
loading of 20% on the employees’ actual rate of pay, as opposed to the ordinary rate as prescribed by the relevant
classification in the Award.
19. Mr Gifford on behalf of the respondent, submitted that
the appropriate basis for calculating a casual loading is on the
employee’s ordinary rate in the Award for the classification in
which he or she is engaged. Thus, the respondent submitted
that it is not the employees’ actual rate that is used for the
basis of calculating the total casual rate, including the loading.
20. The terms of clause 31(5) of the Award relevantly provide as follows—
“(5) A casual employee shall be paid 20% of the ordinary
rate in addition to the ordinary rate for the calling in
which he/she is employed.”
The question for resolution therefore is what do these words
mean?
21. In my opinion, applying the ordinary and natural meaning to the words used in clause 31(5), a casual employee is to
be paid a loading of 20% on the appropriate classification rate
in the Award, not the actual rate received by the employee.
This in my opinion, is consistent with the language of the
subclause, which expressly refers to “the calling in which he/
she is employed”. These words qualify the earlier words in the
subclause, as to the meaning and effect of “ordinary rate”.
Had the terms of clause 31(5) not included reference to the
calling in which the employee is engaged, then my conclusion
on this matter may well have been entirely different. In my
opinion however, the intention of the draftsperson of the Award,
was to limit the basis of the casual loading calculation to the
Award classification rate.
22. A similar issue arose in Walter Silberschneider v MRSA
Earthmoving Pty Ltd (1987) 68 WAIG 33. The Full Bench of
the Commission, on appeal from a decision of an Industrial
Magistrate, considered the meaning of “ordinary rate” for the
purposes of clause 32(6) of the Award, as it then was. The Full
Bench observed as follows at 35—
“It is accepted that the Appellant was not engaged as a
casual employee. However, by virtue of clause 6(6)(b)(ii)
of the Award an employee “is deemed for the purposes of
the award” to be a “casual worker” if he is dismissed
through no fault of his own within one month of commencing employment. The Appellant was dismissed,
albeit constructively, through no fault of his own, within
that time. He is therefore deemed to be a casual employee.
In these circumstances he is clearly entitled to be paid the
20% loading mentioned in clause 32(6) of the Award.
Although in some instances, as for example in Crawford
Productions Pty Ltd v Film and Television Production
Association (1983) 5 IR 413, it has been held that loadings
are to be calculated on the basis of the pay one ordinarily
received, each entitlement depends on the language of
the particular award (cf: Re The Vehicle Industry-Repair,
Service and Retail Award 1976 (1979) 38 FLR 267).
Clause 32(6) does not speak merely of “ordinary rate” as
in the mentioned example, but of “the ordinary rate for
the calling” in which the employee is engaged. This can
only sensibly refer to the ordinary rate for that particular
calling fixed by the Award.”
23. Accordingly, my recommendation is that for the purposes of calculating a casual employee’s total rate, the 20%
casual loading be paid on the appropriate classification rate
contained in the Award, and not the actual rate of pay received
by the employee.
Issue Three
24. Mr Hicks submitted in relation to this issue, that the
combined effects of clauses 5(1) and 6(7) of the Award is such
that a casual employee cannot be employed for a period longer
than one month. Implicit in this submission, is that thereafter,
the employee must be engaged permanently. Mr Gifford submitted on behalf of the respondent, that the clauses concerned
do not have the effect contended by the applicant but rather,
there is no express limitation upon the period of time which an
employee may be engaged as a casual employee under the
Award.
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25. Clause 5(1) of the Award provides as follows—
“’Casual Employee’ means an employee engaged and paid
as such.”
26. Clauses 6(6) and (7) further provide that—
“(6) Notification on Engagement
On the first day of engagement an employee shall be
notified by his employer or by the employer’s representative whether the duration of his employment is
expected to exceed one month and, if hired as a casual
employee shall be advised accordingly.
(7) Casual Employees
(a)
(i) The period of notice of termination in
the case of a casual employee shall be
one hour.
(ii) If the required notice of termination is
not given one hour’s wages shall be
paid by the employer or forfeited by
the employee.
(b) An employee shall for the purpose of this
award be deemed to be a casual employee –
(i) if the expected duration of the employment is less than one month, or
(ii) if the notification referred to in
subclause (6) of this clause is not given
and the employee is dismissed through
no fault of the employee within one
month of commencing employment.”
27. Mr Hicks submitted that combined effect of these clauses,
as I have noted above, is to limit casual employment to one
month as a maximum. Mr Gifford submitted however, that the
terms of clause 5(1) defining “casual employee” are open ended
and is the material definition which prescribes the engagement by an employer of a casual employee. It was further
submitted that the combined effect of clauses 6(6) and (7) is to
only go to the issue of notice of termination of employment
and they do not limit the period over which an employer may
engage a casual employee.
28. Having considered the relevant terms of the Award as
outlined above, I am of the opinion, for the following reasons,
that the respondent’s interpretation of these provisions is to be
preferred.
29. At common law, it is well established that a casual employee is one who is engaged under a series of separate and
intermittent contracts of employment. However, it is also well
established, that the terms of a relevant award may alter the
common law position. In this case there is an ability under the
Award to engage a casual employee on an ongoing basis, without any express limitation on that period. Where clause 6 of
the Award refers to “casual employee”, it refers to such an
employee as defined by clause 5(1) i.e. one engaged and paid
as such. The requirement of clause 6(6) is to notify on engagement, whether an employee is engaged on a casual basis, as
defined. Clause 6(7)(a) then prescribes the period of notice to
be given to a casual employee so engaged, as defined. Furthermore, clause 6(7)(b) is a deeming provision, which only
has effect in the event that the preconditions in subparagraphs
(i) and (ii) are met. In my view, this provision should not be
read as imposing a limit upon the otherwise open-ended definition in clause 5(1) of the Award.
30. I note however, Mr Gifford’s submission that it is not
the respondent’s position to indefinitely engage casual employees rather, I understood the position to be that the
respondent required a degree of flexibility in order to meet
fluctuations in demand for its product. This is in my view, a
sensible application of the casual provisions of the Award.
31. I therefore recommend that the above interpretation of
these provisions of the Award be applied and casual employment not be limited to a period of one month.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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NOTICES—
Appointments—
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL
MAGISTRATE
His Excellency the Governor in Executive Council has been
pleased to appoint—
PAUL ALLEN NICHOLLS
To be an industrial magistrate under section 81B(2) of the
Industrial Relations Act, effective on and from 27 January 1999.
CHERYL EDWARDES,
Minister for Labour Relations.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Consolidation by Registrar—
QUARRY WORKERS’ AWARD 1969.
No. 13 of 1968.
Quarry Workers’ Award, 1969—No. 13 of 1968.
Pursuant to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
the following award has been consolidated and is published
hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 22 February 1999.
(Sgd.) J. SPURLING,
Registrar.

Quarry Workers’ Award, 1969—No. 13 of 1968.
1.—TITLE
This award shall be known as the Quarry Workers’ Award,
1969, and replaces Award No. 44 of 1948 as amended and
Award No. 43 of 1956 as amended.
1A.—STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES—JUNE, 1998
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that any
variation to its terms on or from the 12th day of June, 1998
including the $14, $12 and $10 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustments, the increase in the adult minimum wage to
$373.40 per week and previous arbitrated safety net adjustments, shall not be made except in compliance with the
Statement of Principles—June, 1998 set down by the Commission in Matter No. 757 of 1998.
1.
1A.
2.
2A.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Statement of Principles—June, 1998
Arrangement
State Wage Case Principles—June 1991
Area and Scope
Term
Contract of Service
Higher Duties
Hours (other than continuous shift workers)
Overtime (other than continuous shift workers)
Shift Work
Continuous Shift Workers
Rest Period after Overtime
Meal Allowances
Maternity Leave
Absence through Sickness
Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Bereavement Leave
Location Allowance
Travelling
Distant Work
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22. Breakdowns
23. Time and Wages Record
24. Representative Interviewing Workers
25. Posting Notices
26. Special Rates and Provisions
27. Wages
28. Payment of Wages
29. Jury Service
30. Settlement of Disputes
31. Enterprise Agreements
Appendix—Resolution of Disputes Requirements
Schedule of Respondents
Appendix—S.49B—Inspection of Records Requirements
2A.—STATE WAGE CASE PRINCIPLES—JUNE 1991
It is a term of this award, arising from the decision of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in the
Stage Wage Case on 17th June 1991, that the Unions will not
pursue, prior to 14th November 1991, any extra claims, award
or over-award, except where consistent with the principles
determined by the decision.
3.—AREA AND SCOPE
(1) Area—This award shall operate throughout the State of
Western Australia.
(2) Scope—This award shall apply to workers who are eligible for membership in the applicant union and are employed
in or in connection with the quarrying industry.
4.—TERM
The term of this award shall be from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the date hereof until
the 13th day of February, 1972.
5.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE
(1) (a) A contract of service to which this award applies may
be terminated in accordance with the provisions of this clause
and not otherwise but this subclause does not operate so as to
prevent any party to a contract from giving a greater period of
notice than is hereinafter prescribed, nor to affect an employer’s right to dismiss an employee without notice for conduct
that justifies instant dismissal, including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty, and an employee so dismissed shall
be paid for the time worked up to the time of dismissal only.
(b) Subject to the provisions of this clause, a party to a contract of service may, on any day give to the other party the
appropriate period of notice of termination of the contract prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause and the contract
terminates when that period expires.
(2) Notice of Termination by Employer—
(a) In order to terminate the employment of an employee
(other than a casual employee) the employer shall
give the employee the following notice—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
During the first three months
1 day
More than three months
but less than one year
1 week
One year but less than
three years
2 weeks
Three years but less than
five years
3 weeks
Five years and over
4 weeks
(b) An employee who at the time of being given notice
is over 45 years of age and who at the date of termination has completed two years’ continuous service
with the employer, shall be entitled to one week’s
notice in addition to the notice prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause.
(c) Payment in lieu of the notice prescribed in paragraphs
(a) and (b) of this subclause shall be made if the appropriate notice period is not given. Provided that
employment may be terminated by part of the period
of notice specified and part payment in lieu thereof.
(d) In calculating any payment in lieu of notice the employer shall pay the employee the ordinary wages
for the period of notice had the employment not been
terminated.
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(e) The period of notice in this subclause shall not apply
in the case of casual employees, apprentices or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a
specific task or tasks.
(f)
(i) For the purpose of this clause continuity of
service shall not be broken on account of—
(aa) any interruption or termination of the
employment by the employer if such
interruption or termination has been
made merely with the intention of
avoiding obligations hereunder in
respect of leave of absence;
(bb) any absence from work on account of
personal sickness or accident for which
an employee is entitled to claim sick
pay as prescribed by this award or on
account of leave lawfully granted by
the employer; or
(cc) any absence with reasonable cause,
proof whereof shall be upon the
employee;
Provided that in the calculation of continuous
service under this subclause any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work except time for which an employee is
entitled to claim annual leave, sick pay, long
service leave and public holidays as prescribed
by this award shall not count as time worked.
(ii) Service by the employee with a business which
has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee’s service has been
deemed continuous in accordance with
subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the Long Service
Leave Provisions published in Volume 66 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at
pages 1-4 shall also constitute continuous service for the purpose of this clause.
(3) Notice of Termination by Employee—
(a) The notice of termination required to be given by an
employee shall be the same as that required of an
employer, save and except that there shall be no additional notice based on the age of the employee
concerned.
(b) If an employee fails to give the required notice or
having given, or been given, such notice leaves before the notice expires, the employee forfeits the
entitlement to any monies owing to the employee
under this award except to the extent that those monies exceed the ordinary wages for the required period
of notice.
(4) Time Off During Notice Period—
Where an employer has given notice of termination to an
employee who has completed three month’s continuous
service, that employee shall, for the purpose of seeking
other employment be entitled to be absent from work up
to a maximum of eight ordinary hours without deduction
of pay. The time off shall be taken at times that are convenient to the employee after consultation with the
employer.
Provided that this subclause shall not apply to a casual
employee.
(5) Statement of Employment—
The employer shall, upon receipt of a request from an
employee whose employment has been terminated, provide to the employee a written statement specifying the
period of employment and the classification or the type
of work performed by the employee.
(6) Casual Employees—
(a)
(i) A casual employee is one who is engaged and
paid as such.
(ii) The period of notice of termination in the case
of a casual employee shall be one hour.
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(iii) If the required notice of termination is not
given one hour’s wages shall be paid by the
employer or forfeited by the employee.
(7) Absence from Duty—
The employer shall be under no obligation to pay for any
day not worked upon which the employee is required to
present for duty, except when such absence is due to illness and comes within the provisions of Clause
14.—Absence through Sickness of this award or such
absence is on account of holidays to which the employee
is entitled under the provisions of this award.
(8) Standing Down of Employees—
(a) The employer is entitled to deduct payment for any
day or part of a day upon which an employee cannot
be usefully employed because of industrial action
by the Union party to this award, or by any other
association or Union.
(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause also
apply where the employee cannot be usefully employed through any cause which the employer could
not reasonably have prevented but only if, and to the
extent that, the employer and the Union concerned
so agree or, in the event of disagreement, the Board
of Reference so determines.
(c) Where the stoppage of work has resulted from a
breakdown of the employer’s machinery the Board
of Reference, in determining a dispute under paragraph (b) of this subclause, shall have regard for the
duration of the stoppage and the endeavours made
by the employer to repair the breakdown.
(9) Part Time Employment—
(a) A part time employee may be engaged to work for a
constant number of hours each week which having
regard to the various ways of arranging ordinary
hours shall average less than 38 per week.
(b) An employee so engaged shall be paid per hour 1/
38th of the weekly wage prescribed for the classification in which the employee is engaged.
(c) An employee engaged on a part time basis shall be
entitled in respect of annual leave, holidays, sick leave
and bereavement leave arising under this award payment on a proportionate basis calculated as follows—
(i) Annual Leave
Where a part time employee is entitled to a
payment, either on termination or for the purpose of annual leave or at a close down, for
continuous service in any qualifying 12
monthly period then the payment of 2.923
hours’ pay prescribed by paragraph (b) of
subclause (5) of Clause 16.—Annual Leave
shall be in respect of each cumulative period
of 38 ordinary hours worked during the qualifying period.
(ii) Holidays
A part time employee shall be allowed the
holidays prescribed by Clause 15.—Holidays
and Clause 16—Annual Leave without deduction of pay in respect of each holiday which is
observed on a day ordinarily worked by the
part time employee.
(iii) Absence Through Sickness
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph
(a) of subclause (1) of Clause 14.—Absence
Through Sickness the accrual of 1/6th of a
week for each completed month of service
shall be calculated on the average number of
ordinary hours worked each week for every
completed month of service.
(iv) Bereavement Leave
Where a part time employee would normally
work on either or both of the two working days
following the death of a close relative which
would entitle an employee on weekly hiring
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to bereavement leave in accordance with
Clause 18.—Bereavement Leave of this award
the employee shall be entitled to be absent on
bereavement leave on either or both of those
two working days without loss of pay for the
day or days concerned.
(v) Overtime
A part time employee who works in excess of
the hours fixed under the contract of employment shall be paid overtime in accordance with
Clause 8.—Overtime (other than continuous
shift workers) of this award.
(10) Probationary Employment—
All employees engaged on a weekly basis, shall be deemed
to have been engaged on a probationary basis during the first
month of their employment.
(11) Cadets—
A cadet is an employee who is appointed by an employer
solely for the purpose of being trained for an administrative or
supervisory position in the employer’s business or for qualification as a certified quarry manager.
6.—HIGHER DUTIES
A worker engaged on duties carrying a higher rate than his
ordinary classification shall be paid the higher rate for the time
he is so engaged but if he is so engaged for more than two
hours of one day or shift he shall be paid the higher rate for the
whole day or shift.
7.—HOURS (OTHER THAN CONTINUOUS SHIFT
WORKERS)
(1) Hours of Work—
(a) Except as provided elsewhere in this award the ordinary working hours shall be thirty-eight (38) per
week.
(b) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any
or all days of the week, Monday to Sunday, inclusive, and except in the case of shift employees, shall
be worked between the hours of 5.30am and 5.00pm.
(c) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed ten hours
on any day.
Provided that in any arrangement of ordinary working hours, where such ordinary hours are to exceed
eight hours on any day, the arrangement of hours
shall be subject to agreement between the employer
and the majority of employees on the employer’s
premises or on the site concerned.
(d) All ordinary hours worked on a Saturday shall be
paid for at the rate of time and a half for the first two
hours and double time thereafter.
(e) All ordinary hours worked on a Sunday shall be paid
for at the rate of double time.
(2) Implementation of 38 Hour Week—
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (c) hereof, the
method of implementation of the 38 hour week may
be any one of the following—
(i) by employees working less than eight ordinary hours each day; or
(ii) by employees working less than eight ordinary hours on one or more days each; or
(iii) by fixing one day of ordinary working hours
on which all employees will be off duty during a particular four week cycle; or
(iv) by rostering employees off duty on various
days of the week during a particular four week
cycle so that each employee has one day of
ordinary working hours off duty during that
cycle; or
(v) on distant work by employees working eight
ordinary hours on each day and accruing one
day for each four weekly cycle. Such accrued
day or days to be taken in conjunction with
and additional to rest and recreation leave as
prescribed in subclause (8) of Clause 21.—

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)
(j)
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Distant Work, or at the end of the project, or
on termination, whichever comes first.
(vi) Where any rostered day off duty falls on a
public holiday as prescribed in Clause 15.—
Holidays, the next working day shall be taken
in lieu unless an alternate day in that four week
cycle or the next is agreed.
An assessment should be made as to which method
of implementation best suits each employer and the
proposal shall be discussed with the employees concerned.
In the absence of agreement, the method of working
the 38 hour week shall be resolved via the procedure
outlined in Clause 30.—Settlements of Disputes.
Different methods of implementation of a 38 hour
week may apply to various sites or establishments
of the one employer.
Notice of Days Off Duty—
Except as provided in paragraph (e) hereof, in cases
where, by virtue of the arrangement of his ordinary
working hours, an employee, in accordance with
subparagraphs (iii) and (iv) of paragraph (a) hereof,
is entitled to a day off duty during his four week
cycle, such employee shall be advised by the employer at least four weeks in advance of the day he is
to take off duty.
(i) An employer, with the agreement of the majority of employees concerned, may substitute
the day an employee is to take off in accordance with subparagraphs (iii) and (iv) of
paragraph (a) hereof, for another day in the
case of a breakdown in machinery or a failure
or shortage of electric power or some other
emergency situation.
(ii) An employer and employee may by agreement
substitute the day the employee is to take off
for another day.
Meal Break—
There shall be a cessation of work and of working
time for the purpose of a meal on each day of not
less than 30 minutes.
Varied Starting Times—
Provided that by agreement between the employer,
and his employees the working day may begin at
5.00am or at any other time and the working time
shall then begin to run from the time so fixed with a
consequential adjustment to the meal cessation period.
(i) Where three shifts are worked the 38 hours as
arranged and agreed in accordance with
subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7—Hours
(other than continuous shift workers) shall be
inclusive of crib time.
(ii) The crib time to be allowed shall be 20 minutes which, on a three-shift system but not
otherwise, shall be counted as time worked.
The provisions of this clause do not apply to cookhouse personnel.
There may be one smoko break of 15 minutes duration taken by the employees during the period
between the commencement of work each day and
the meal break. The taking of this smoko break may
be rostered by management so as to ensure there is
no break in production.

8.—OVERTIME (OTHER THAN CONTINUOUS
SHIFT WORKERS)
(1) For work done beyond the ordinary hours of duty on any
day Monday to Friday inclusive, payment shall be at the rate
of time and a half for the first two hours and double time thereafter.
For work done beyond rostered ordinary hours on Saturday
and Sunday, payment shall be at the rate of double the ordinary wage as prescribed.
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Nothing within this clause shall be read to provide for the
payment of greater than double the ordinary rate as prescribed
by this award, with the exception of work done on a public
holiday as prescribed by Clause 15.—Holidays which shall be
paid at the rate of double time and a half.
Nothing within this award shall be read as requiring the payment of a “penalty” on a “penalty”.
(2)(a) Work done on Saturdays prior to 12 noon shall be
paid for at the rate of time and a half for the first two
hours and double time thereafter.
(b) All work done on Saturdays after 12 noon or on Sundays shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(c) All work done on any day prescribed as a holiday
under this award shall be paid for at the rate of double time and a half.
(3) When a worker is recalled to work overtime after leaving his employer’s business premises he shall be paid for at
least three hours at overtime rates; provided that, except in the
case of unforeseen circumstances arising, a worker shall not
be required to work the full three hours if the job for which he
was recalled is completed within a shorter period but if such
worker is subsequently recalled to work within the period of
three hours for which payment has been made, an additional
payment shall not be made nor shall any extra overtime be
paid in respect of any period covered by such minimum payment.
(4) These overtime rates shall not apply to excess time
worked due to private arrangement between the workers themselves or owing to a relieving man failing to come on duty at
the proper time. The time for which any worker may be paid
at ordinary rates instead of overtime due to a relieving man
failing to come on duty at the proper time, shall not exceed
two hours, after the expiration of which overtime rates shall
apply to the whole shift.
(5) Where a day worker or a shift worker (other than a shift
worker working a shift inclusive of a paid meal break) is required for duty during his usual meal time and his meal time is
postponed for more than half an hour, he shall be paid at overtime rates until he gets a meal break of the customary period.
(6)(a) An employer may require any worker to work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such worker
shall work overtime in accordance with such requirement.
(b) No union party to this award, or worker or workers
covered by this award, shall in any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a party to or concerned in any
ban, limitation, or restriction upon the working of
overtime in accordance with the requirements of this
subclause.
(7) Overtime on shift work shall be based on the rate payable for the shift worked.
(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to cookhouse
personnel.
(9) When a worker is required to hold himself in readiness
for a call to work after ordinary hours, he shall be paid at
ordinary rates for the time he so holds himself in readiness.
9.—SHIFT WORK
(1) The provisions of this clause apply to shift work whether
continuous or otherwise.
(2) A shift employee shall, in addition to his ordinary rate,
be paid per shift at the rate of 15% of his ordinary wage when
on afternoon or night shift.
(3) Where a shift commences at or after 10.00pm the whole
shift shall be paid for at the rate which applies to the major
portion of the shift.
(4)(a) Where any particular process is carried out on shifts
other than day shift and less than five consecutive
afternoon or five consecutive night shifts are worked
on that process, then employees employed on such
afternoon or night shifts shall be paid at overtime
rates.
(b) The sequence of work shall not be deemed to be broken under the preceding paragraph by reason of the
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fact that work on the process is not carried out on a
Saturday or Sunday or on any holiday.
(5) An employee who replaces a regular shift employee on
afternoon or on night shift shall be paid the appropriate shift
allowance prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause: Provided
that where such afternoon or night shift necessitates the working of two ordinary eight hour shifts in a 24 hour period it
shall be paid for at the appropriate overtime rate, in lieu of the
shift work loading prescribed by subclause (2) hereof.
(6) All work performed during ordinary hours on Saturdays,
Sundays or holidays shall be paid for at the rate of time and a
half. This rate shall be in lieu of the allowances prescribed in
subclause (2) of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause do not apply to cookhouse
personnel.
(8) An afternoon shift is one that commences its ordinary
working hours at or after 3.00pm.
(9) A night shift is one that commences its ordinary working
hours at or after 10.00pm.
10.—CONTINUOUS SHIFT WORK
(1)(a) The ordinary hours of continuous shift employee shall
average 38 per week (inclusive of crib time) and shall
not exceed 152 hours in 28 consecutive days.
Provided that a roster system may operate on the basis
that the weekly average of 38 ordinary hours is
achieved over a period which exceeds 28 consecutive days.
(b) The ordinary hours of work prescribed herein shall
not exceed ten hours on any day. Provided that in
any arrangement of ordinary working hours where
the ordinary working hours are to exceed eight hours
on any day, the arrangement of hours shall be subject to the agreement of the employer and the majority
of employees in the quarry or on the site concerned.
(2) Except as hereinafter provided all work done beyond the
hours of duty on any day shall be paid for at the rate of double
time.
(3) A employee called upon to work a regularly rostered
overtime shift in not more than one week in any four weeks,
shall be paid for such shift at the rate of time and one half for
the first four hours and double time thereafter.
(4) These overtime rates shall not apply to excess time
worked due to private arrangement between the employees
themselves or owing to a relieving man failing to come on
duty at the appointed time or where such time is worked to
effect the periodical rotation of shifts. The time for which any
employee may be paid at ordinary rates instead of overtime
due to a relieving man failing to come on duty at the appointed
time shall not exceed two hours after the expiration of which
overtime rates shall apply to the whole of the shift.
(5) Overtime on shift work shall be based on the rate payable for the shift worked.
(6) When an employee is recalled to work overtime after
leaving his employer’s business premises he shall be paid for
at least three hours at overtime rates; provided that except in
the case of unforeseen circumstances arising, an employee shall
not be required to work the full three hours if the job for which
he was recalled is completed within a shorter period but if
such employee is subsequently recalled to work within the
period of three hours for which payment has been made, an
additional payment shall not be made nor shall any extra overtime be paid in respect of any period covered by such minimum
payment.
11.—REST PERIOD AFTER OVERTIME
(1) When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that employees have at
least ten consecutive hours off duty between the work of successive days.
(2) An employee (other than a casual employee) who works
so much overtime between the termination of his ordinary work
on one day and the commencement of his ordinary work on
the next day that he has not at least eight consecutive hours off
duty between those times shall, subject to this clause, be released after completion of such overtime until he has had ten
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consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary
working time occurring during such absence.
(3) If, on the instructions of his employer, such an employee
resumes or continues work without having had such ten consecutive hours off duty he shall be paid at double rates until he
is released from duty for such period and he shall then be entitled to be absent until he has had ten consecutive hours off
duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occurring
during such absence.
12.—MEAL ALLOWANCES
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) an employee
required to work overtime for more than two hours shall be
supplied with a meal by the employer or be paid $5.00 for a
meal.
(2) The provisions of subclause (1) do not apply in respect
of any period of overtime for which the employee has been
notified on the previous day or earlier that he will be required.
(3) An employee working overtime shall be allowed a crib
time of 20 minutes without deduction of pay after each four
hours of overtime worked if the employee continues work after each crib time.
(4) If an employee to whom subclause (2) of this clause
applies has, as a consequence of the notification referred to in
that paragraph provided himself with a meal or meals and is
not required to work overtime or is required to work less overtime than the period notified, he shall be paid for each meal
provided and no required, the appropriate amount prescribed
in subclause (1) of this clause.
(5) An employee shall not be compelled to work for more
than six hours without a break for a meal.
13.—MATERNITY LEAVE
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave—
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of her confinement, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she
has had not less than 12 months’ continuous service with
that employer immediately preceding the date upon which
she proceeds upon such leave.
For the purposes of this clause—
(a) An employee shall include a part-time employee but shall not include a employee
engaged upon casual or seasonal work.
(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity
leave.
(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave—
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the period
of maternity leave shall be for an unbroken period of
from 12 to 52 weeks and shall include a period of six
weeks’ compulsory leave to be taken immediately
before the presumed date of confinement and a period of six weeks’ compulsory leave to be taken
immediately following confinement.
(b) An employee shall, not less than ten weeks prior to
the presumed date of confinement, give notice in writing to her employer stating the presumed date of
confinement.
(c) An employee shall give not less than four weeks’
notice in writing to her employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave,
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this order as a
consequence of failure to give the stipulated period
of notice in accordance with paragraph (c) hereof if
such failure is occasioned by the confinement occurring earlier than the presumed date.
(3) Transfer to a Safe Job—
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her
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present work, the employee shall, if the employer deems
it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and
on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee may, or the employer may require the employee
to, take leave for such period as is certified necessary by
a duly qualified medical practitioner. Such leave shall be
treated as maternity leave for the purposes of subclauses
(7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof.
(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave—
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity
leave beyond 52 weeks, the period may be lengthened once only, save with the agreement of the
employer, by the employee giving not less than 14
days’ notice in writing stating the period by which
the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the employee giving not
less than 14 days’ notice in writing stating the period
by which the leave is to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave—
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced, shall
be cancelled when the pregnancy of an employee
terminates other than by the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on maternity leave terminates other than by the birth of a living
child, it shall be right of the employee to resume work
at a time nominated by the employer which shall not
exceed four weeks from the date of notice in writing
by the employee to the employer that she desires to
resume work.
(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave—
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other than
by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave)
as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences
of confinement she shall be entitled, either in
lieu of or in addition to special maternity leave,
to such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and which a duly qualified medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her
return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may take
such paid sick leave as to which she is then entitled
and such further unpaid leave (to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly qualified medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her return
to work, provided that the aggregate of paid sick
leave, special maternity leave and maternity leave
shall not exceed 52 weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) hereof,
maternity leave shall include special maternity leave.
(d) An employee returning to work after the completion
of a period of leave taken pursuant to this subclause
shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before proceeding on such leave or, in the
case of a employee who was transferred to a safe job
pursuant to subclause (3), to the position she held
immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available, for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable of
performing, she shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and salary or wage to
that of her former position.
(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements—
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed 52
weeks.
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(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
maternity leave, take any annual leave or long service leave or any part thereof to which she is then
entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award absences (excluding annual leave or long service leave),
shall not be available to a employee during her absence on maternity leave.
(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment—
Notwithstanding any award, or other provision to the contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the
continuity of service of a employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of the award.
(9) Termination of Employment—
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate her
employment at any time during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with this award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or of
her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise the
rights of an employer in relation to termination of
employment are not hereby affected.
(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave—
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of returning to her work by notice in writing to the employer
given not less than four weeks prior to the expiration
of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled to
the position which she held immediately before proceeding on maternity leave or, in the case of an
employee who was transferred to a safe job pursuant
to subclause (3), to the position which she held immediately before such transfer. Where such position
no longer exists but there are other positions available for which the employee is qualified and the
duties of which she is capable of performing, she
shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable
in status and salary or wage to that of her former
position.
(11) Replacement Employees—
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on
maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee
under this subclause, the employer shall inform that
person of the temporary nature of the employment
and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace an
employee temporarily promoted or transferred in order to replace an employee exercising her rights under
this clause, the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer
and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a
replacement employee.
(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to any
of the rights conferred by this clause except where
her employment continues beyond the 12 months’
qualifying period.
14.—ABSENCE THROUGH SICKNESS
(1)(a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain at
the place of employment during the ordinary hours
of work by reason of personal ill health or injury
shall be entitled to payment during such absence in
accordance with the provisions of this clause.
Such payment shall provide ten days paid sick leave
per year to weekly hired employees, and this entitlements shall be accrued to the employee at the rate of
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1/6th of a week for each completed month of service
with the employer.
(i) Employee who actually works 38 ordinary
hours each week—
An employee whose ordinary hours of work
are arranged in accordance with placitum
(i) or (ii) of paragraph (a) of subclause (3)
of Clause 7.—Hours (other than continuous shift workers) so that the employee
actually works 38 ordinary hours each week
shall be entitled to payment during such absence for the actual ordinary hours absent.
(ii) Employee who works an average of 38 ordinary hours each week—
An employee whose ordinary hours of work
are arranged in accordance with placitum
(iii) or (iv) of paragraph (a) of subclause
(3) of Clause 7.—Hours (other than continuous shift workers) so that the employee
works an average of 38 ordinary hours each
week during a particular work cycle shall
be entitled to pay during such absence calculated as follows—
duration of absence
x
——————————
ordinary hours normally
worked that day

appropriate weekly rate
——————————
5

An employee shall not be entitled to claim
payment for personal ill health or injury
nor will the employee’s sick leave entitlement be reduced if such ill health or injury
occurs on the week day the employee is to
take off duty in accordance with placitum
(iii) or (iv) of paragraph (a) of subclause
(3) of Clause 7.—Hours (other than continuous shift workers) of this award.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of
this subclause an employer may adopt an alternative
method of payment of sick leave entitlements where
the employer and the majority of the employees so
agree.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the
employer an employee is absent on the ground of
personal ill health or injury for a period longer than
the employee’s entitlement to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of that year of
service, or at the time the employee’s services terminate, if before the end of that year of service, to the
extent that the employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid leave in
any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject to
this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence by
reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period for
which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time of
the absence. Provided that an employee shall not be entitled to
claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any one
year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this clause
the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise
the employer of his inability to attend for work, the nature of
the illness or injury and the estimated duration of the absence.
Provided that such advice, other than in extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer within four hours of the
commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence provided that the
employee shall not be required to produce a certificate from a
medical practitioner with respect to the first two absences in
any calendar year of service the employer requests in writing
that the next and subsequent absences in that year if any, shall
be accompanied by such certificate.
(5)(a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to an employee who
suffers personal ill health or injury during the time
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when the employee is absent on annual leave and an
employee may apply for and the employer shall grant
paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within
seven days of resuming work and then only if the
employee was confined to the place of residence or
a hospital as a result of the employee’s personal ill
health or injury for a period of seven consecutive
days or more and the employee produces a certificate from a registered medical practitioner that the
employee was so confined. Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee
of the obligation to advise the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause if the employee
is unable to attend for work on the working day next
following the employee’s annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave
shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which
the employee was entitled at the time the employee
proceeded on annual leave and shall not be made
with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)
of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced
by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave
may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by
the employer and the employee or, failing agreement,
shall be added to the employee’s next period of annual leave or, if termination occurs before then, be
paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause
16.—Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the
rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken provided that the annual leave
loading prescribed in Clause 16.—Annual Leave
shall be deemed to have been paid with respect to
the replaced annual leave.
(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee’s service has been deemed
continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of Clause 2 of
the Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 66 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-4, the paid
sick leave standing to the credit of the employee at the date of
transmission from service with the transmittor shall stand to
the credit of the employee at the commencement of service
with the transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with
the provisions of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do
not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under the
Workers’ Compensation Act nor to employees whose injury
or illness is the result of the employee’s own misconduct.
(8) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
15.—HOLIDAYS
(1) The following days or the days observed in lieu shall be
allowed as holidays without loss of pay, namely, New Year’s
Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, State Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday,
Christmas Day and Boxing Day. Provided that another day
may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties
in lieu of any of the days named in this subclause.
(2) When any of the days mentioned in subclause (1) hereof
falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday shall be observed
on the next succeeding Monday and when Boxing Day falls
on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding Tuesday. In each case the substituted day shall
be a holiday without deduction of pay and the day for which it
is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(3) On any public holiday not prescribed as a holiday under
this award, the employer’s establishment or place of business
may be closed, in which case an employee need not present
himself for duty and payment may be deducted but if work be
done, ordinary rates of pay shall apply.
(4) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
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16.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four consecutive weeks leave with payment of ordinary wages as
prescribed, shall be allowed annually to an employee by his
employer after a period of 12 months’ continuous service with
such employer.
(2) Seven-day shift workers, that is shift employees who are
rostered to work regularly on Sundays and holidays, shall be
allowed one week’s leave in addition to the leave prescribed
in subclause (1) hereof. Where an employee with 12 months’
continuous service is engaged for part of a qualifying 12
monthly period as a seven day shift employee he shall be entitled to have the period of four consecutive weeks’ annual leave
prescribed in subclause (1) hereof increased by 1/12th of a
week for each month he is continuously engaged as aforesaid.
(3) If any prescribed holiday falls within an employee’s period of annual leave and is observed on a day which, in the
case of that employee, would have been an ordinary working
day there shall be added to that period one day being an ordinary working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid.
(4) After one month’s continuous service in any qualifying
12 monthly period an employee whose employment terminates
shall, subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of this clause,
be paid 1/3rd of a week’s pay at his ordinary rate of wage in
respect of each completed month of service in that qualifying
period.
(5) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work except time for which he is entitled to claim sick pay or
time spent on holidays or annual leave as prescribed by this
award shall not count for the purpose of determining his right
to annual leave.
(6)(a) An employee who is justifiably dismissed for misconduct shall not be entitled to the benefit of the
provisions of this clause.
(b) By mutual consent of the employer, and the employee
annual leave may be taken in not more than two periods.
(7) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
(8) Notwithstanding anything else herein contained an employer who observes a Christmas closedown for the purpose
of granting annual leave may require an employee to take his
annual leave in not more than two periods but neither of such
periods shall be less than one week.
(9) In the event of an employee being employed by an employer for portion only of a year, he shall only be entitled,
subject to subclause (4) of this clause, to such leave on full
pay as is proportionate to his length of service during that period with such employer, and if such leave is not equal to the
leave given to the other employees, he shall not be entitled to
work or pay whilst the other employees of such employer are
on leave on full pay.
(10) During a period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17½% calculated on the rate of pay as
prescribed in Clause 27.—Wages of this award. Provided that
his loading shall not apply to annual leave taken before the
conclusion of 12 months continuous service nor to pro rata
annual leave payments on termination.
(11) All periods of leave prescribed in this clause are inclusive of any rostered day off arranged and agreed in accordance
with the provisions of Clause 7.—Hours (other than continuous shift workers).
17.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 63
of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 6
inclusive, are hereby incorporated and shall be deemed to be
part of this award.
18.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee (other than a casual) shall on the death within
Australia of a wife, husband, father, mother, brother, sister,
mother-in-law, father-in-law, child, step-child, grandparents,
foster parent and foster child be entitled on notice to leave up
to and including the day of the funeral of such relation and
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such leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not
exceeding the number of hours worked by the employee in
two ordinary days’s work. Proof of such death shall be furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of the employer if
he so requests. Provided however that this clause shall have
no operation while the period of entitlement to leave under it
coincides with any other period of entitlement to leave. For
the purposes of this clause the words “wife” and “husband”
shall not include a wife or husband from whom the employer
is legally separated but shall include a person who lives with
the employee as a de facto wife or husband.
19.—LOCATION ALLOWANCES
Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to the
rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an employee
shall be paid the following weekly allowances when employed
in the towns prescribed hereunder. Provided that where the
wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly allowances.
TOWN
PER WEEK
$
Agnew
15.20
Argyle
39.50
Balladonia
15.00
Barrow Island
25.70
Boulder
6.20
Broome
24.20
Bullfinch
7.20
Carnarvon
12.30
Cockatoo Island
26.60
Coolgardie
6.20
Cue
15.50
Dampier
20.90
Denham
12.30
Derby
25.10
Esperance
4.60
Eucla
16.90
Exmouth
21.70
Fitzroy Crossing
30.30
Goldsworthy
13.80
Halls Creek
34.60
Kalbarri
5.10
Kalgoorlie
6.20
Kambalda
6.20
Karratha
24.80
Koolan Island
26.60
Koolyanobbing
7.20
Kununurra
39.50
Laverton
15.40
Learmonth
21.70
Leinster
15.20
Leonora
15.40
Madura
16.00
Marble Bar
37.70
Meekatharra
13.30
Mt Magnet
16.50
Mundrabilla
16.50
Newman
14.50
Norseman
12.90
Nullagine
37.60
Onslow
25.70
Pannawonica
19.60
Paraburdoo
19.40
Port Hedland
20.80
Ravensthorpe
8.10
Roeboume
28.50
Sandstone
15.20
Shark Bay
12.30
Shay Gap
13.80
Southern Cross
7.20
Telfer
35.00
Teutonic Bore
15.20
Tom Price
19.40
Whim Creek
24.60
Wickham
24.00
Wiluna
15.50
Wittenoom
33.40
Wyndham
37.30
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(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has—
(a) a dependent shall be paid double the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(b) a partial dependent shall be paid the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependent is receiving by way of a district or
location allowance.
(3) Where an employee—
(a) is provided with board and lodging by his/her employer, free of charge;
or
(b) is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and
lodging by virtue of the award or an Order or Agreement made pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid 662/3 per cent of the allowances
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of paragraph (b) of this subclause shall have
effect on and from the 24th day of July, 1990.
(4) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior employees, casual employees, part time employees, apprentices
receiving less than adult rate and employees employed for less
than a full week shall receive that proportion of the location
allowance as equates with the proportion that their wage for
ordinary hours that week is to the adult rate for the work performed.
(5) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the period
of such leave the location allowance to which he/she would
ordinarily be entitled.
(6) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she shall
only be paid location allowance for the period of such leave
he/she remains in the location in which he/she is employed.
(7) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Dependant” shall mean—
(i) a spouse or defacto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or defacto
spouse;
who does not receive a location allowance or who, if
in receipt of a salary or wage package, receives no
consideration for which the location allowance is
payable pursuant to the provisions of this clause.
(b) “Partial Dependant” shall mean a “dependent” as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause who
receives a location allowance which is less than the
location allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this
clause or who, if in receipt of a salary or wage package, receives less than a full consideration for which
the location allowance is payable pursuant to the provisions of this clause.
(8) Where an employee is employed in a town or location
not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount as
may be agreed between Australian Mines and Metals Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western
Australia and the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be determined by the
Commission.
(9) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant to
s.50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the first pay
period commencing on or after the 1st day in July of each year
in accordance with the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing), for Perth measured to
the end of the immediately preceding March quarter, the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten cents.
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Maximum Allowance
Location
Agnew
Argyle
Balladonia
Barrow Island
Boulder
Broome
Bullfinch
Carnarvon
Cockatoo Island
Coolgardie
Cue
Dampier
Denham
Derby
Esperance
Eucla
Exmouth
Fitzroy Crossing
Goldsworthy
Halls Creek
Kalbarri
Kalgoorlie
Kambalda
Karratha
Koolan Island
Koolyanobbing
Kununurra
Laverton
Learmonth
Leinster
Leonora
Madura
Marble Bar
Meekatharra
Mount Magnet
Mundrabilla
Newman
Norseman
Nullagine
Onslow
Pannawonica
Paraburdoo
Port Hedland
Ravensthorpe
Roebourne
Sandstone
Shark Bay
Shay Gap
Southern Cross
Telfer
Teutonic Bore
Tom Price
Whim Creek
Wickham
Wiluna
Wittenoom
Wyndham

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE
LOCATION ALLOWANCES—July 1998
PRICES
ISOLATION
CLIMATE
Index No.
Prices
Index No. Isolation
Index No. Climate
100
$64.8
100
$10.00
100
$5.00
35
100
40
65
16
58
16
30
63
16
37
51
30
60
9
40
55
74
26
88
14
16
16
63
63
16
100
37
55
35
37
40
100
32
41
40
34
34
100
65
47
47
51
18
73
35
30
26
16
90
35
47
62
59
35
88
92

$ 22.7
$ 64.8
$ 25.9
$ 42.1
$ 10.4
$ 37.6
$ 10.4
$ 19.4
$ 40.8
$ 10.4
$ 24.0
$ 33.0
$ 19.4
$ 38.9
$ 5.8
$ 25.9
$ 35.7
$ 47.9
$ 16.8
$ 57.0
$ 9.1
$ 10.4
$ 10.4
$ 40.8
$ 40.8
$ 10.4
$ 64.8
$ 24.0
$ 35.7
$ 22.7
$ 24.0
$ 25.9
$ 64.8
$ 20.7
$ 26.6
$ 25.9
$ 22.10
$ 22.10
$ 64.8
$ 42.1
$ 30.4
$ 30.4
$ 33.0
$ 11.7
$ 47.3
$ 22.7
$ 19.4
$ 16.8
$ 10.4
$ 58.3
$ 22.7
$ 30.4
$ 40.2
$ 38.2
$ 22.7
$ 57.0
$ 59.6

68
93
40
62
15
71
33
43
80
15
55
58
43
71
34
79
53
87
66
91
12
15
15
58
80
33
93
58
53
68
58
60
70
44
48
70
49
34
75
62
60
60
50
45
59
68
43
66
33
81
68
60
54
59
68
71
100

$6.80
$9.30
$4.00
$6.20
$1.50
$7.10
$3.30
$4.30
$8.00
$1.50
$5.50
$5.80
$4.30
$7.10
$3.40
$7.90
$5.30
$8.70
$6.60
$9.10
$1.20
$1.50
$1.50
$5.80
$8.00
$3.30
$9.30
$5.80
$5.30
$6.80
$5.80
$6.00
$7.00
$4.40
$4.80
$7.00
$4.90
$3.40
$7.50
$6.20
$6.00
$6.00
$5.00
$4.50
$5.90
$6.80
$4.30
$6.60
$3.30
$8.10
$6.80
$6.00
$5.40
$5.90
$6.80
$7.10
$10.00

19
99
0
62
12
73
15
18
86
12
29
61
18
86
0
0
49
80
83
61
0
12
12
61
86
15
99
19
49
19
19
0
73
29
33
0
42
7
58
62
55
48
71
0
77
19
18
83
15
73
19
48
74
77
29
53
100

$ 0.95
$ 4.95
$—
$ 3.10
$ 0.60
$ 3.65
$ 0.75
$ 0.90
$ 4.30
$ 0.60
$ 1.45
$ 3.05
$ 0.90
$ 4.30
$—
$—
$ 2.45
$ 4.00
$ 4.15
$ 3.05
$—
$ 0.60
$ 0.60
$ 3.05
$ 4.30
$ 0.75
$ 4.95
$ 0.95
$ 2.45
$ 0.95
$ 0.95
$—
$ 3.65
$ 1.45
$ 1.65
$—
$ 2.10
$ 0.35
$ 2.90
$ 3.10
$ 2.75
$ 2.40
$ 3.55
$—
$ 3.85
$ 0.95
$ 0.90
$ 4.15
$ 0.75
$ 3.65
$ 0.95
$ 2.40
$ 3.70
$ 3.85
$ 1.45
$ 2.65
$ 5.00
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TOTALS
Amount
50.00%
$78.78
$39.9
$30.4
$79.0
$29.9
$51.4
$12.5
$48.3
$14.4
$24.6
$53.1
$12.5
$30.9
$41.9
$24.6
$50.3
$ 9.2
$33.8
$43.4
$60.6
$27.6
$69.2
$10.3
$12.5
$12.5
$49.7
$53.1
$14.4
$79.0
$30.7
$43.4
$30.4
$30.7
$31.9
$75.4
$26.6
$33.0
$32.9
$29.0
$25.8
$75.2
$51.4
$39.2
$38.8
$41.6
$16.2
$57.0
$30.4
$24.6
$27.6
$14.4
$70.0
$30.4
$38.8
$49.3
$48.0
$30.9
$66.8
$74.6

$15.2
$39.5
$15.0
$25.7
$ 6.2
$24.2
$ 7.2
$12.3
$26.6
$ 6.2
$15.5
$20.9
$12.3
$25.1
$ 4.6
$16.9
$21.7
$30.3
$13.8
$34.6
$ 5.1
$ 6.2
$ 6.2
$24.8
$26.6
$ 7.2
$39.5
$15.4
$21.7
$15.2
$15.4
$16.0
$37.7
$13.3
$16.5
$16.5
$14.5
$12.9
$37.6
$25.7
$19.6
$19.4
$20.8
$ 8.1
$28.5
$15.2
$12.3
$13.8
$ 7.2
$35.0
$15.2
$19.4
$24.6
$24.0
$15.5
$33.4
$37.3
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20.—TRAVELLING
(1) The provisions of this clause apply only in respect of
employment north of south latitude 26°.
(2) Subject to the provisions of this clause the fare of a worker
from the place of engagement to any place of employment
shall be paid by the employer and the worker shall be paid at
ordinary rates for not more than eight hours in any day for
time spent in travelling to the place of employment including
the time occupied in waiting for transport connections, but if a
worker uses a mode of travel not approved by the employer,
travelling time in excess of eight hours shall not be allowed
unless the Board of Reference otherwise determines.
(3) The amount of the fare paid by an employer pursuant to
subclause (2) of this clause, may be deducted from the subsequent earnings of the worker concerned in such manner as is
agreed in writing between the worker and the employer.
(4) If a worker completes six months’ continuous service
with an employer or is dismissed before that time through no
fault of his own, any amount deducted by that employer from
the workers’ wages pursuant to subclause (3) of this clause,
shall be refunded to the worker.
(5) The employer shall pay the fare of the worker from the
place of employment to the place of engagement if the employment terminates and—
(a) the worker has completed twelve months; continuous service with that employer; or
(b) the worker has completed six months’ continuous
service with that employer and is dismissed through
no fault of his own.
(6) Where a worker has completed six months’ continuous
service and leaves for a reason deemed reasonable by his employer, he shall be paid one-sixth of the fare referred to in
subclause (5) of this clause for each completed month of service in excess of six months.
21.—DISTANT WORK
(1) Where an employee is sent by his/her employer or is
engaged or selected or advised by an employer to proceed to a
job or is told by an employer that a job will be available at
such distance that he/she cannot return to his/her home each
night, he/she shall, subject to this clause, be paid an allowance
of $36.10 per day or part thereof for the first six days and
$252.60 per week for seven days thereafter, except where full
board and lodging is provided by the employer.
(2) An employee to whom the provisions of subclause (1) of
this clause apply shall be paid an allowance of $18.40 for any
weekend that he/she returns to his/her home from the job but
only if—
(a) he/she advises the employer or his/her agent of his/
her intention no later than the Tuesday immediately
preceding the weekend in which he/she so returns;
(b) he/she is not required for work during that weekend;
(c) he/she returns to the job on the first working day
following the weekend; and
(d) the employer does not provide or offer to provide
suitable transport.
(3)(a) Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this clause,
where the location of a distant job is in that area of
the State of Western Australia north of latitude 26
degrees south, or in any other area of Western Australia where air transport is the only practicable means
of travel, an employee may return home after four
months’ continuous service and shall in such circumstances be entitled to two days’ leave with pay in
addition to the weekend. Thereafter the employee
may return home after each further period of four
months’ continuous service, and in each case he/she
shall be entitled to two days’ leave of which one day
shall be paid leave. Payment for leave and reimbursement for any economy air fare paid by the employee
shall be made at the completion of the first pay period commencing after the date of return to the job.
(b) The employer shall obtain and the applicant shall
provide the employer with a statement in writing of
his/her usual place of residence at the time the employee is engaged and no subsequent change of
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address shall entitle an employee to the provisions
of this clause unless the employer agrees.
(c) The employee shall inform his/her employer in writing of any subsequent change in his/her usual place
of residence.
(d) The provisions of this clause shall apply wherever
the employee is engaged.
22.—BREAKDOWNS
(1) The employer is entitled to deduct payment for any day
upon which a worker cannot be usefully employed because of
a strike by any of the unions party to this award, or by any
other association or union.
(2) The provisions of subclause (1) of this clause also apply
where the worker cannot be usefully employed through any
cause which the employer could not reasonably have prevented
but only if, and to the extent that, the employer and the union
or unions concerned so agree or, in the event of disagreement,
the Board of Reference so determines.
(3) Where the stoppage of work has resulted from a breakdown of the employer’s machinery the Board of Reference, in
determining a dispute under subclause (2) of this clause, shall
have regard for the duration of the stoppage and the endeavours made by the employer to repair the breakdown.
23.—TIME AND WAGES RECORD
(1) Each employer shall keep a time and wages record or
records showing the name of each worker, the nature of his
work, the hours worked each day and the wages and allowance paid each week. Any system of automatic recording by
means of machines shall be deemed to comply with this provision to the extent of the information recorded.
(2) The time and wages record shall be open for inspection
by a duly accredited representative of the union party to this
award during the usual office hours at the employer’s office or
other convenient place, and he shall be allowed to take extracts therefrom.
Before exercising a power of inspection the representative
shall give reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours to the
employer.
24.—REPRESENTATIVE INTERVIEWING WORKERS
Consistent with the terms of the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act 1997 and S.23(3)(c)(iii) of the Industrial
Relations Act a representative of the Union shall not exercise
the rights under this clause with respect to entering any part of
the premises of the employer unless the employer is the employer, or former employer of a member of the Union.
(1) On notifying the employer or his representative, an accredited representative of the union, shall be permitted to
interview a worker or workers during the recognised meal break
on the business premises of the employer at the place at which
the meal is taken but this permission shall not be exercised
without the consent of the employer more than once in any
one week.
(2) An accredited representative of the union, on notifying
the employer or his representative, shall be permitted to enter
the business premises to view the work but shall not interfere
in any way with the carrying out of such work.
25.—POSTING NOTICES
The employer shall keep a copy of this award in a convenient place in the plant and quarry, and he shall also provide a
notice board for the posting of union notices.
26.—SPECIAL RATES AND PROVISIONS
(1) Any employee working in wet ground shall be paid $1.03
per day extra. “Wet ground” for the purpose of this subclause
shall mean, ground, where the water is over the employee’s
ankles, or where in performing the work, the splashing of water
or mud saturates the employee’s clothing. If any dispute arises
as to whether or not a place is a “wet place” and failing agreement by the parties, the matter shall be referred to the Board
of Reference for determination.
(2) Employees working on plant shall, upon request, be supplied with respirators.
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27.—WAGES
(1)(a) The wage rate per week payable to employees under
this award shall be as follows—
Quarry Employee Level 5
Quarry Employee Level 4
Quarry Employee Level 3
Quarry Employee Level 2

$
363.70
377.70
392.90
397.80

ASNA
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

TOTAL
373.70
387.70
402.90
407.80

Quarry Employee Level 1

407.10

10.00

417.10

The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated
safety net adjustment of $10.00 per week under General Order No. 940 of 1997 in the State Wage
Decision October 1997. This arbitrated safety net
adjustment shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees since
1 November 1991 whose wages and conditions are
regulated by this Award and which are above the wage
rates prescribed in it, provided that above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise
agreement in which absorption is not contrary to the
terms of the enterprise agreement. Increases made
under State Wage Principles prior to November 1997
except those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset this arbitrated safety net
adjustment of $10.00 per week.
(b) Classification Definition
Each quarry employee shall be classified in one of
the levels outlined in subclause (1)(a) hereof, according to the skills used and the work undertaken by the
employee in performing the major and substantial
portion of their duties.
The definition of each classification is as follows—
(i) Quarry Employee Level 5
Works at “entry level” into the quarry operation, carries out general labouring duties in the
quarry, assists quarry employees at higher levels.
(ii) Quarry Employee Level 4
Carries out work such as: plant attendant, gardener, assists quarry employees at higher levels
and trains quarry employees at up to Level 4.
(iii) Quarry Employee Level 3
Carries out work such as: crusher feeder operator, train loader operator, pugmill operator,
assists quarry employees at higher levels, and
trains quarry employees at up to Level 3.
(iv) Quarry Employee Level 2
Carries out work such as: tool sharpener duties, assists quarry employees at higher levels
and trains quarry employees at up to Level 2.
(v) Quarry Employee Level 1
Carries out work such as: machine drill operator, powder monkey duties, trains quarry
employees at up to Level 1.
(c) General Duties
Quarry employees may be required by the employer,
provided that they are competent to do so, to work in
a higher level as defined in paragraph (1)(b) of this
clause, with a view to enhancing the employment
opportunities open to employees under this award.
In addition to the above, quarry employees at all levels may be required by the employer to carry out
such duties within the levels of paragraph (1)(b) of
this clause that are within the limits of the employee’s skill, competence and training.
Such duties shall also include any duties that are incidental or peripheral to their main tasks or functions
and shall also include those duties that are within the
normal custom and practice of the quarry concerned.
In the event of a dispute as to what the normal custom and practice is, it shall be dealt with under the
Dispute Settlement Procedure as provided for in
Clause 30 of this award.
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(2) Leading Hands: In addition to the appropriate margin
prescribed in this subclause, a Leading Hand shall be paid—
$
(a) If placed in charge of not less than three
and not more than ten other employees
16.20
(b) If placed in charge of not less than ten
and not more than 20 other employees
6.00
(c) If placed in charge of more
then 20 other employees
32.20
(3) A casual employee shall be paid 20 per cent in addition
to the ordinary rate.
(4) Cookhouse Personnel:
$
ASNA TOTAL
(a) Head Cook
392.10
10.00
402.10
Wage rate loading for
broken shifts
8.10
Assistant Cook
378.10
10.00
388.10
Wage rate loading for
broken shifts
6.70
(b) All time worked by employees in the mess outside
the ordinary hours as agreed and arranged in accordance with subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7—Hours
(other than continuous shift workers) and subclause
(1) of Clause 10—Continuous Shift Workers of this
award shall be deemed overtime and paid for at the
rate of time and one half. Provided that overtime in
excess of four hours in any one week shall be paid
for at the rate of double time.
(c) All time worked during ordinary hours on a Saturday or Sunday, shall be paid for at the rate of time
and one half.
(d) All time worked during ordinary hours on a holiday
as prescribed in Clause 15—Holidays of this award
shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(5) Quarry Work Allowance—
In addition to the above an allowance of $14.90 per week
shall be paid to compensate for dust, general climate conditions and all other disabilities involved in quarry work.
(6) Minimum Wage—
Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or subclause) no
adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult
Award Wage unless otherwise provided in this clause.
(i) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $359.40 per week payable from the beginning of the first pay period on or after 14th
November 1997.
(ii) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $359.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to November 1997, including the $10.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustment from Matter No. 940
of 1997.
(iii) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause adults
employed as casual or part time employees shall not
be paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(iv) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $359.40 per week.
(v) (aa) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships, or Jobskills traineeships or to
other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(bb) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to employees excluded under (aa) above and any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(vi) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall —
(aa) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(bb) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payments
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during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
(vii) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult
apprentice in force on 13th November 1997.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by
the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific
mention as at 13th November 1997.)
28.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) Each employee shall be paid the appropriate rate shown
in Clause 27.—Wages. Subject to subclause (1) of this clause
payment shall be pro rata where less than the full week is
worked.
(2) Wages shall be paid as follows—
(a) Actual 38 ordinary hours—
In the case of an employee whose ordinary hours of
work are arranged in accordance with subparagraph
(i) or (ii) of paragraph (a) of subclause (2)—Implementation of 38 Hour Week so that he works 38
ordinary hours each week, wages shall be paid weekly
according to the actual ordinary hours worked each
week.
(b) Average of 38 ordinary hours—
Subject to paragraphs (c) and (d) hereof, in the case
of an employee whose ordinary hours of work are
arranged in accordance with subparagraphs (iii) or
(iv) or paragraph (a) of subclause (2)—Implementation of 38 Hour Week so that he works an average of
38 ordinary hours each week during a particular four
week cycle, wages shall be paid weekly according
to a weekly average of ordinary hours worked even
though more or less than 38 ordinary hours may be
worked in any particular week of the four week cycle.
SPECIAL NOTE—Explanation of Averaging
System—
As provided in subparagraph (ii) of this paragraph an employee whose ordinary hours may
be more or less than 38 in any particular week
of a four week cycle, is to be paid his wages
on the basis of an average of 38 ordinary hours
so as to avoid fluctuating wage payments each
week. An explanation of the averaging system of paying wages is set out below—
(i) Subclause (2)—Implementation of 38
Hour Week in paragraph (a)
subparagraphs (iii) and (iv) provides
that in implementing a 38 hour week
the ordinary hours of an employee may
be arranged so that he is entitled to a
day off, on a fixed day or rostered day
basis, during each four week cycle. It
is in these circumstances that the averaging system would apply.
(ii) If the 38 hour week is to be implemented so as to give an employee a day
off in each four week cycle this would
be achieved if, during a work cycle of
28 consecutive days the employee’s
ordinary hours were arranged on the
basis that for three of the four weeks
he worked 40 ordinary hours each week
and in the fourth week he worked 32
ordinary hours. That is, he would work
for eight ordinary hours each day, Monday to Friday inclusive for three weeks
and eight ordinary hours on four days
only in the fourth week—a total of 19
days during the work cycle.
(iii) In such a case the averaging system
applies and the weekly wage rates paid
for ordinary hours of work applicable
to the employee shall be the average
38 hour per week wage rate set out for
the employee’s classification in Clause

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
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27.—Wages and shall be paid each
week even though more or less than 38
ordinary hours are worked that week.
In effect, under the averaging system,
the employee accrues a “credit” each
day he works actual ordinary hours in
excess of the daily average which
would otherwise be seven hours 36
minutes. This “credit” is carried forward so that in the week of the cycle
that he works on only four days, his
actual pay would be for an average of
38 ordinary hours even though, that
week, he works a total of 32 ordinary
hours.
Consequently, for each day an employee works eight ordinary hours he
accrues a “credit” of 24 minutes (0.4
hours). The maximum “credit” the
employee may accrue under this system is 0.4 hours on 19 days; that is, a
total of seven hours and 36 minutes.
(iv) As provided in paragraph (c) of this
clause, an employee will not accrue a
“credit” for each day he is absent from
duty other than on annual leave, long
service leave, holidays prescribed under this award, paid sick leave, workers’
compensation or bereavement leave.
Absences from Duty—
(i) An employee whose ordinary hours are arranged in accordance with subparagraph (iii)
or (iv) of paragraph (a) of subclause (2)—Implementation of 38 Hour Week and who is paid
wages in accordance with subparagraph (i) of
paragraph (b) hereof and is absent from duty
(other than on annual leave, long service leave,
holidays prescribed under this award, paid sick
leave, workers’ compensation or bereavement
leave) shall, for each day or part day he is so
absent, lose average pay “credit” of 0.4 hours
for that day.
(ii) Consequently, during the week of the work
cycle he is to work less than 38 ordinary hours
he will not be entitled to average pay for that
week. In that week, the average pay will be
reduced by the amount of the “credit” he does
not accrue for each whole or part day during
the work cycle he is absent.
Alternative Method of Payment—
An alternative method of paying wages to that prescribed by paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause
may be agreed between the employer and the majority of the employees concerned.
Day Off Coinciding with Pay Day—
In the event that an employee, by virtue of the arrangement of his ordinary working hours, is to take
a day off duty on a day which coincides with pay
day, such employee shall be paid no later than the
working day immediately following pay day. Provided that, where the employer is able to make
suitable arrangements, wages may be paid on the
working day preceding pay day.
Payment Methods—
Payment of wages shall be weekly or fortnightly by
electronic fund transfer or by agreement with the
majority of employees employed in an establishment
operating under this award, monthly wages may be
paid by electronic funds transfer.
Termination of Employment
An employee who lawfully leaves his employment
or is dismissed for reasons other than misconduct
shall be paid all moneys due to him at the termination of his service with the employer.
Provided that in the case of an employee whose ordinary hours are arranged in accordance with
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subparagraph (iii) or (iv) of paragraph (a) of subclause
(2)—Implementation of 38 Hour Week and who is
paid average pay and who has not taken the day off
due to him during the work cycle in which his employment is terminated, the wages due to that
employee shall include a total of credits accrued during the work cycle as detailed in the Special Note
following subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (b) of this
subclause.
Provided further, where the employee has taken a
day off during the work cycle in which his employment is terminated, the wages due to that employee
shall be reduced by the total of credits which have
not accrued during the work cycle.

29.—JURY SERVICE
An employee required to attend for jury service shall be entitled to have his pay made up by the employer to equal his
ordinary pay as for eight hours per day whilst undertaking this
service. The employee shall notify his employer as soon as
possible of the date upon which he is required to attend for
jury service. He shall give his employer proof of attendance
for jury service and the amount he has received in respect of
it.
30.—SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
as operative from time to time, any dispute or claim shall be
dealt with in the undermentioned manner—
(1) The matter shall first be discussed by the employee
with his foreman or supervisor.
(2) If not settled the matter shall then be discussed between the accredited shop steward and the other
appropriate officer of the employer.
(3) If not settled the matter shall be further discussed
between the Union Secretary or other appropriate
official of the Union and the appropriate representative of the employer.
(4) If the matter is still not settled it shall be submitted
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(5) Where the above procedures are being followed work
shall continue normally. No party shall be prejudiced
as to final settlement by the continuance of work in
accordance with this procedure.
31.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS
(1) Employers and employees at an enterprise, worksite or
section thereof may reach agreement to provide for more flexible working arrangements. Such Enterprise Agreements may
involve a departure from the Award provisions and to the extent of the inconsistency between the Award and the Enterprise
Agreement, the latter shall prevail.
(2) Such Enterprise Agreements shall not reduce the minimum rates of wages payable prescribed in Clause 27.—Wages.
(3) An Enterprise Agreement shall only be made with the
genuine consent of the employer and the majority of employees at the individual enterprise, worksite or section thereof
and shall be made in writing.
(4) The Enterprise Agreement shall be varied only with the
consent of the employer and the majority of employees at the
enterprise, worksite or section thereof.
(5) The Enterprise Agreement may be terminated by either
the employer or the majority of employees giving three months’
notice or sooner by agreement between the employer and the
majority of the employees.
(6) A copy of the Enterprise Agreement shall be sent to the
Union prior to the implementation of the agreement. In circumstances where the union disagrees with any of the subject
matter of an enterprise agreement, the union shall notify a dispute to the Commission and the matter in dispute shall be
arbitrated.
(7) Enterprise agreements may cover the following area—
• Taking of meal breaks;
• Sick leave;
• Time of taking annual leave;
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• Payment of wages;
• Periods of annual leave;
• Part-time employment;
• Notification of annual leave close;
• Hours of work;
• Ordinary hours for weekend work;
• Shift work hours;
• Productivity arrangements.
(8) No enterprise agreements which are contrary to State
Standards recognised by the Commission shall be entered into.
APPENDIX—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
REQUIREMENTS
(1) This Appendix is inserted into the award/industrial agreement as a result of legislation which came into effect on 16
January 1996 (Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment and
Repeal Act 1995) and further varied by legislation which came
into effect on 23 May 1997 (Labour Relations Legislation
Amendment Act 1997).
(2) Any dispute or grievance procedure in this award/industrial agreement shall also apply to any questions, disputes or
difficulties which may arise under it.
(3) With effect from 22 November 1997 the dispute or grievance procedures in this award/industrial agreement is hereby
varied to include the requirement that persons involved in the
question, dispute or difficulty will confer among themselves
and make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes
or difficulties before taking those matters to the Commission.
SCHEDULE OF RESPONDENTS
Bell Bros. Pty Ltd
Pioneer Quarries (W.A.) Pty Ltd
The Readymix Group (W.A.)
Swan Quarries Ltd
Timor Enterprises Pty Ltd
APPENDIX—S.49B—INSPECTION OF RECORDS
REQUIREMENTS
(1) Where this award, order or industrial agreement empowers a representative of an organisation of employees party to
this award, order or industrial agreement to inspect the time
and wages records of an employee or former employee, that
power shall be exercised subject to the Industrial Relations
(General) Regulations 1997 (as may be amended from time to
time) and the following—
(a) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if:—
(i) the employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative of the organisation would infringe the privacy of persons
who are not members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative.
(b) The power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of an organisation of employees authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules
of the organisation.
(c) Before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to an employer.
Dated at Perth this 13th day of February, 1969.
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PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL
BOARD—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979
Paul David Taylor
and
Director General, Ministry of Justice.
No. PSAB 16 of 1998.
4 March 1999.
PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR J. F. GREGOR,
CHAIRPERSON
MR N PAPANDREOU, BOARD MEMBER
MRS H WEST, BOARD MEMBER.
Reasons for Decision.
On 29 June 1998, Paul David Taylor instituted an appeal to
the Public Service Appeal Board (the Board) against a decision
to terminate his employment as a Group Worker, Banksia Hill
Detention Centre by the Director General of the Ministry of
Justice.
Prior to his termination, the applicant was an employee
engaged under the terms and conditions of the Institution
Officers Allowances and Conditions Award 1977. In March
1998, the applicant was convicted of possession of cannabis
with intent to sell and/or supply, and cultivation of cannabis
with intent to sell and/or supply. As a result, on 7 April 1998
the respondent sought a written explanation from him. The
applicant replied on 13 April 1998 and on 9 June 1998 the
respondent terminated his services. The applicant claims that
in all the circumstances the decision of the respondent is harsh,
oppressive and unfair and seeks orders from the Board that
decision be declared harsh, oppressive and unfair and that the
applicant be reinstated to his position without loss of rights or,
in the alternative, that the Board substitute the decision of the
employer to terminate with an alternative disciplinary outcome.
The matter came on for hearing on 10 February 1999. At the
beginning of the proceedings, the parties presented an agreed
Schedule of Facts (Exhibit A) which is incorporated
following—
Date

Event/Details

1. NA

The applicant was an employee of the
Attorney General

2. NA

The applicant’s employer was the
Attorney General.

3. NA

• The A/Director General of the
Ministry of Justice has delegated
authority to act for and on behalf of
the Attorney General

4.

• The applicant was employed as a
Group Worker [juvenile custodial
officer] at Banksia Hill Detention
Centre.

5. NA

• Applicant’s terms and conditions of
employment were subject to the
Institution Officers Allowances and
Conditions Award No. 3 of 1977.
• Applicant’s fortnightly rate of pay
at time of termination was
$1489.12.
• Applicant commenced fixed term
contract employment with the
Department of Community Welfare
as a Group Worker [juvenile
custodial officer].
• The applicant was employed on a
series of fixed term contracts

6. NA

7. 20 July 1992

8. 1 July 1993
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• Ministry of Justice was created.
• Applicant’s
employment
arrangements transmitted to
Ministry of Justice, with Attorney
General as the employer.
9. 1994
• Applicant became a permanent
public servant.
10. 20 March 1998 • Applicant convicted of possession
of cannabis with intent to sell &
supply, & cultivation of cannabis
with intent to sell & supply.
• Fined $1500
11. March 1998
• Ministry became aware of
applicant’s criminal convictions.
12. 7 April 1998
• A/Director General sent letter to
applicant, providing him with an
opportunity to indicate why he
should not be terminated from the
Ministry.
13. 20 April 1998 • Applicant responded to A/Director
General’s letter:
- Applicant’s wife suffered post
natal depression after the
difficult birth of their second
child in 1995;
- Applicant’s wife was prescribed
Prozac by her family doctor for
the management of this
condition;
- They suffered financial
difficulties as a result of
substituting the cannabis for the
Prozac;
- Financial difficulties continued
& therefore started to grow their
own cannabis.
- The applicant was under stress
around the time of the
convictions.
- Applicant requested that he not
be terminated.
- Applicant offered to undergo
random drug test if he was
allowed to continue employment
with the Ministry.
- Applicant’s wife at time of
termination was going to
counselling sessions in an
attempt to overcome her reliance
on cannabis.
14. 9 June 1998
• Applicant’s employment terminated
in writing by A/Director General on
behalf of Attorney General, due to
the employer believing that the
applicant was unfit to continue
employment as a Group Worker,
and it being in the public interest.
• 1 months notice paid.
• Accrued leave paid.
15. 29 June 1998
• Application lodged in Commission.
16. 10 February 1999 • Hearing before Public Service
Appeal Board.
The applicant gave evidence before the Board. He said that
in February 1998, the police had arrived at his house with a
search warrant. During the search a quantity of cannabis plants
were discovered. These were the property of his wife. Other
than knowing of their existence, he had nothing to do with the
cultivation of the plants. It seemed to the applicant that it was
the intention of the police to charge both he and his wife under
the Misuse of Drugs Act. He had a discussion with her and it
was decided that there would be less disruption for the family
if he alone was charged. He was concerned if both of them
were charged the children of the family, who were aged 3 years
and 4 years, would be left in the house by themselves.
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The applicant had a previous conviction for use of cannabis
some 6 years ago but he told the Board as an adult he had not
used drugs of any description particularly he had not taken
any drugs to work for use either by himself or others. He had
never offered to secure contraband for any clients under his
control and he ignored any approaches from them of that nature. He argued that the convictions are a result of an attempt
to protect his family and arise from the dependency of his
wife on cannabis. This arose through a medical condition that
she suffered. In helping her deal with this medical condition
he had been required to take significant days off work to help
his wife and children. This had an adverse effect upon his work
and had resulted in his Superintendent raising the issue of his
continued absences with him. He had informed the Superintendent about his family difficulties. He says now that his wife
has been rehabilitated following counselling and there is no
reason that he should not be allowed to continue with his employment as a group worker because the convictions arose
outside of the employer’s premises and outside of his hours of
duty. As they do not relate to his duty or capacity to perform
the duty the decision of the employer to terminate his employment was harsh and oppressive.
Mr Newman, who appeared for the applicant, argued that
the Board should overturn the decision of the respondent to
dismiss because that decision was harsh and unfair given the
circumstances of the applicant. He had decided to be charged
and accept the punishment which should have been directed
to his wife. He did so to protect her and his family. This was a
significant act on his behalf to protect his family and the employer should give his conduct weight in deciding his future.
Failure to do so could lead to the respondent acting in a harsh
and unfair way.
Secondly, Mr Newman argues that the workplace in which
the applicant is involved is a place where he has responsibilities to assist young offenders remedy anti-social behaviour
and that his convictions may well be an aide to him in that the
clients under his care may benefit from his life experience
arising from the conviction. This would raise his standing to
deal with them as a person who has experienced the same things
they are experiencing. In this way, the respondent in effect
gets an advantage over the events that have befallen the applicant.
On behalf of the respondent, the Board was told that the
officers in charge of juvenile justice and in particular the Director, Mr Keating, became aware from internal investigators
that the applicant had been convicted of possession of cannabis with intent to sell and/or supply and the cultivation of
cannabis with intent to sell and/or supply and that he had been
fined after pleading guilty. This caused the respondent to write
to the applicant and express its concern that the convictions
would create a fundamental conflict when working with young
people in detention and that the convictions effected the fitness of the applicant to hold the position of a group worker
within the Ministry of Justice because they strike at the heart
of the contract of employment. The applicant was given the
opportunity to submit any valid reason as to why the respondent should not terminate his employment (Exhibit E). The
applicant responded to that invitation on 13 April 1998 and
consideration was given to his response. Mr Keating discussed
the matter with Ms Shuard, who is the Superintendent of
Banksia Hill institution. Following that discussion and discussions with other officers of the respondent, it was decided
by the respondent that while being sympathetic to the personal circumstances of the applicant, his actions and subsequent
convictions are not those expected from a group worker dealing with juveniles in a detention environment. The convictions
struck at the heart of the contract of employment so that it was
untenable for the respondent to continue with the relationship.
The applicant was dismissed on notice and was paid 1 month’s
pay in lieu.
The management philosophy of the centre at which the applicant was employed has been developed around the principle
that a critical part of a young person’s development towards
adulthood is their capacity for responsible citizenship with all
its attendant, rights, responsibilities and obligations. That obligation for development of juveniles towards becoming
reasonable citizens rests primarily with their parents or extended family networks. However, when the juvenile comes
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in contact with juvenile justice, the staff are required to ensure
that the management of young persons facilitates opportunities for continuing development of responsible citizenship. The
respondent has an expectation of staff that they will involve
the juvenile’s parents in the management, rehabilitation and
reintegration of their child into the family and/or community.
In particular, that they maximise the opportunities for juveniles to make choices and exercise self-discipline and
self-responsibility within the constraints imposed by the Court
order that commits the young offender into the care of the
respondent, the juvenile’s level of maturity and the setting in
which the juvenile is located. The staff also have to ensure
that where a juvenile is not complying with the minimum standards of responsible citizenship that appropriate action is taken
and if the juvenile has difficulties, then assist them in addressing skills deficits and other issues which may impact upon the
juvenile’s offending behaviour.
The obligations and duties of group workers, of which the
applicant was one, are high. The Board finds it extremely difficult to accept the argument that a person who would be well
suited to conduct this sort of work is in fact, a person who has
been convicted of offences which may well be similar to the
offences that have led to the juveniles under that group worker’s care being placed in detention. We accept the concern
expressed by Mr Keating and Ms Shuard about efficacy of
such an approach. Although the respondent made it clear that
a person with a conviction of long standing may not be excluded from the work, it was quite a different situation when a
group worker has recent convictions particularly for offences
against the Misuse of Drugs Act.
We have considered carefully the applicant’s family situation. During the hearing, we have had the opportunity of seeing
him giving evidence, we observe that there are some conflicts
between his evidence in chief and the evidence that he gave in
cross examination which give rise for concern about the quality of that evidence. We find it hard to accept that he did not
understand the gravity of the situation that he found himself in
and ultimately the choices that he made were inimicable with
him continuing his work as a group worker. The respondent
had no option but to take the action that it did when confronted
with all of the evidence. There was a valid reason to effect a
dismissal in this case. The conduct of the applicant made the
continuation of his employment as a group worker untenable.
We are asked to consider the substitution of a lesser penalty.
We have heard of the evidence given by Mr Keating concerning the lack of availability of work in the Ministry that the
applicant could perform. In any event, it is our conclusion that
the conduct of the applicant is such that it would not be reasonable to require the respondent to provide other work for
him in areas for which he is not qualified and if there was any
work available in the areas for which he is qualified, his conduct precludes his engagement in the short/medium term at
least. For these reasons we do not intend to interfere with the
penalty that is been imposed by the applicant and the application will be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr D Newman appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Ms M In De Braekt appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979
Paul David Taylor
and
Director General, Ministry of Justice.
No. PSAB 16 of 1998.
4 March 1999.
PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR J. F. GREGOR,
CHAIRPERSON
MR N PAPANDREOU, BOARD MEMBER
MRS H WEST, BOARD MEMBER.
Reasons for Decision.
HAVING heard Mr D Newman on behalf of the first named
party and Ms M In De Braekt on behalf of the second named
party, and by consent, the Public Service Appeal Board,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator
Chairperson, Public Service Appeal Board.

RAILWAYS CLASSIFICATION
BOARD—
Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Joseph Zlaman
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. RCB 2 of 1998.
RAILWAYS CLASSIFICATION BOARD
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
MR P. BOTHWELL.
MR R. EASTHOPE.
5 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission
pursuant to section 80S of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
AND WHEREAS the applicant subsequently advised the
Commission that he wished to withdraw his application;
NOW THEREFORE, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act,1979, the Railways Classification Board, hereby orders:
THAT the application be withdrawn by leave.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Railways Classification Board.
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NOTICES—
Union matters—
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION PURSUANT TO
SECTION 72A
Application Number 151 of 1999 has been lodged pursuant
to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 by the
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch and is published hereunder.
The application has been listed before the Full Bench at
10.30am on the 5th May 1999 to 7th May 1999 inclusive.
Any person who wishes to be heard shall file a notice of
application to be heard in accordance with Form 1, setting out
the grounds upon which the person claims sufficient interest
to be heard in relation to the application and serve it on the
applicant at least 7 days before the above date of hearing in
accordance with Regulation 101A of the Industrial Relations
Commission Regulations 1985.
J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
26th February 1999.

Form 1
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
No. 151 OF 1999
NOTICE OF APPLICATION
TAKE NOTICE THAT
The Transport Workers Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch,
3rd Floor, 82 Beaufort Street
PERTH WA 6000
PH: 9328 7477 FAX: 9227 8320
has this day applied to the Full Bench of the Commission for
a declaration pursuant to section 72A of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 as outlined in schedule A.
The grounds upon which the application are made are enumerated on the attached schedule.

Sgd. J. McGiveron
...................................
Applicant’s Signature
(Affix Stamp of the Commission)
THE APPROPRIATE FEE IS TO BE PAID UPON LODGMENT OF THIS APPLICATION
This notice must be completed by the applicant, signed and,
where necessary, sealed and a written statement of claim or
other adequate description of the subject matter of the application must be attached.
For endorsements see back hereof.
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SCHEDULE A
The grounds upon which this application is made is as follows—
1. The Transport Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch
(the union ), has constitutional coverage for various
class’ of workers employed by P.B. Foods Limited.
The Union currently represents one hundred and seventy seven (177) company employees’ of PB Foods
Limited, Balcatta operations.
1a The area and scope of the workers as stated in
one (1) above is that which is stated in the
Transport Workers (General) Award No 10 of
1961.
1aa The Wages and conditions of employment are
subject to PB Foods Ltd (Balcatta Operations)
Enterprise Agreement 1997 [AG 261 of 1997]
2. In recent times the “ Transport Workers Union of
Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch” has been approached by at least
seventy five (75) company employees to which the
“Food Preservers Union of Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, (W.A. Branch ) has
constitutional coverage. Such workers’ are subject
to the area and scope of the “Food Industry (Food
Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990”, to become members of the Transport Workers Union of
Australia, Industrial union of Workers, Western Australian Branch and for the Union to represent their
Industrial interests present and future.
2a Approximately 153 Company employees are
covered by the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990, being—
21 operators
42 full time packers
78 part time packers
7 casuals
5 mix floor
2b The wage rates and classifications career structure of the workers in 2 above are attached as
follows—
Wage Rates
Wage Rates as per Peters (WA) Ltd (Balcatta
Operations) Enterprise Agreement 1993.
Level one
$ 444.77 per week
Level two
$ 467. 52
Level three
$ 489. 12
Level four
$ 526. 87
Level five
$ 570.04
Classifications and Career Structure
(1) Basis of Classification
Employees will be classified within the
relevant career structure on the basis
of the skills they are required to use in
their employment.
Skills held by an employee but not used
in the employee’s employment may be
taken into account in any application
for reclassification of the employee but
will not be recognised in the employee’s classification or rate of pay until
the employee is in a position where
those skills are required to be used.
(2) Factory Workers
(a) Level 1
Employees who are recruited
into the Company at this level
perform simple routine duties,
work under direct supervision
and receive detailed instructions. Level 1 employees
exercise minimal judgement
and responsible for the quality
of their own work within the
scope of this level.
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Typical Tasks—
Indicative of the tasks an employee at this level may perform
are the following—
(1) Undertaking induction
training.
(2) Performing a range of
general laboring and
cleaning duties.
Promotional Criteria—
Employees remain at this level
until such as they have satisfactorily completed an induction
program which enables them to
meet the competency requirements of Level 2, a position
becomes available and they are
selected to that vacancy.
An induction program covers—
(1) Basic occupational health
and safety.
(2) First Aid
(3) Conditions of Employment
(4) Company policies/objectives
(5) Plant layout and material
location
(6) Workplace training to
meet the requirements of
being able to competently
perform work within the
scope of Level 2.
(b) Level 2
Employees at this level perform
utility (general hand) functions
and in doing so, perform work
above and beyond the skills of
an employee at Level 1 and to
the level of their training—
• work under direct supervision either individually
or in a team environment;
• understand and undertakes basic quality
control/assurance procedures including the ability
to recognise basic quality
deviations and faults;
• exercise minimal decision
making;
• exercise discretion within
their levels of skills and
training.
Typical Tasks—
Indicative of the tasks which an
employee at this level may perform are the following—
(1) Undertaking training to
enable entry into Level 3.
(2) May be required to perform any of the duties of
the lower level.
(3) Stack, prepare for storage
raw and finished products
and packaging material.
(4) Maintaining simple production records.
(5) Identify machine faults
(basic).
(6) Uses hand trolleys, pallet
trucks and forklifts.
(7) Yard duties.
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(8) Ice-cream cake decorating.
Promotional Criteria—
Employees may be promoted to
Level 3 when—
(1) they can competently
carry out all tasks of a
Level 2 employee;
(2) a position becomes available and they are selected
to fill the vacancy.
(c) Level 3
Employees at this level have
completed a production certificate or equivalent training to
enable employees to perform
work within the scope of this
level. Employees at this level—
• are responsible for the
quality of their own work
subject to routine supervision;
• work under routine supervision either individually
or in a team environment;
• exercise discretion within
their level of skills and
training.
Typical Skills—
Indicative of the tasks which an
employee at this level may perform are the following—
(1) Undertaking training to
enable entry into Level 4
(2) May be required to perform any of the duties of
the lower level
(3) Receiving, despatching,
distribution, sorting,
checking, packaging
(other than repetitive
packing), order assembly,
documenting and recording of goods, materials
and components.
(4) Basic inventory control in
the content of the production process
(5) Exercising keyboard skills
at a basic level
(6) Carrying out different
measurements
(7) Undertake minor adjustments to machinery
(8) Conduct some basic testing
(9) Identify product specification problems
(10) Assisting ice-cream freezing machine operating
(11) Assisting cone and wafer
machine operating
(12) Freezer hand
(13) Assisting frozen confectionery machine operating
(14) Operating automatic,
semi-automatic or single
purpose machinery
Promotional Criteria
Employees may be prompted to
Level 4 when—
(1) they can competently
carry out all tasks of Level
3 employees;
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(2) a position becomes available and they are selected
to fill the vacancy.
(d) Level 4
Employees at this level have
completed a production certificate or equivalent training so as
to enable employees to perform
work within the scope of this
level. Employees at this level—
• work from instructions
and procedures
• assist in the provision of
on the job training
• coordinate work in a team
environment or work individually under general
supervision
• write and read reports
Typical Tasks
Indicative of the tasks which an
employee at this level may perform are the following—
(1) Undertaking training to
enable entry into Level 5
(2) May be required to perform any of the duties of
a lower level
(3) Inventory and store control including operations
or all appropriate materials handling equipment,
VDU and keyboard operation at the level higher
than that of Level 3
(4) Using tools and equipment within the scope of
basis non-trade maintenance
(5) Exercising intermediate
keyboard skills
(6) Supervising the work of
all their employees
(7) Allocate tasks to other
employees
(8) Cone and wafer machine
operating
(9) Frozen confectionery machine operating
(10) Ice-cream freezing machine operating
(11) Assists in the provision of
on the job training in conjunction with trainers and
trades persons.
Promotional Criteria
Employees may be promoted to
Level 5 when—
(1) they can competently
carry out all tasks of a
Level 5 employee;
(2) a position becomes available and they are selected
to fill that vacancy.
(e) Level 5
Employees at this level have
completed approved courses in
the development of supervisory
skills. For example, TAFE supervision certificate or
equivalent.
Employees at this level may
hold a trade certificate appropriate within the scope of their
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position and demonstrate their
ability to exercise of that trade.
Employees at this level have
completed appropriate Production Certificate or equivalent.
Employees at this level—
• understand and apply
quality control techniques;
• exercise good interpersonal communication
skills;
• exercise discretion within
the scope of the grade;
• exercise keyboard skills at
a level higher than level 4
• would be expected to organise and control the
work output of a section;
• is able to inspect products
and/or materials for conformity with established
operation standards.
Typical Tasks
Indicative of the tasks which an
employee at this level may perform are the following—
(1) May be required to perform any of the duties of
a lower level.
(2) Maintaining quality
standards including the
approval of first-off samples.
(3) Basic production scheduling and materials handling
within the scope of the
process or directly related
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functions within new materials finished/finished
goods location in conjunction with technicians.
(4) Exercising advanced keyboard skills
(5) Assists in the provision of
the on-the-job training in
conjunction with the
trainer.
(6) Adjust equipment to meet
quality assurance and
process requirements of
production program.
(3) DRIVERS AND STORE PERSONS
(a) Grade 1
Driver’s assistant
Loaders; and
Yard Person
SCHEDULE “B”
The Transport Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch seeks the following
orders—
1. The Transport Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch
has the right, and as such the constitutional coverage, to represent the Industrial interests of workers
the subject of the area and scope of the “ Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award
1990 in as much as that Award applies to employees
employed at the Employers Balcatta Operations.
And
2. That the Food Preservers’ Union of Western Australia Union of Workers does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food
Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 as it applies to the Employers Balcatta Operations.
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award is varied—Variation made when award delivered by
Commission.
Representation—
Counsel—
Appellants: Mr S R Edwards
Respondent: Mr R D Farrell
Minister for Industrial Relations—
Intervening: Ms J H Smith
Solicitors—
Appellants: Minter Ellison
Respondent: Mr D H Schapper
Minister for Industrial Relations—
Intervening: State Crown Solicitor

Case(s) referred to in judgment(s)—
Re Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission;
ex parte Confederation of Western Australian Industry (Inc) (1992) 6 WAR 555
Case(s) also cited—
The Construction, Mining & Energy Workers’ Union of
Australia, Western Australian Branch v The United
Furniture Trades Industrial Union of Workers, WA
(1990) 70 WAIG 3913
Corporate Affairs Commission v Bradley [1974] 1
NSWLR 391
Fisher Catering Services Pty Ltd v Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union,
Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian Branch (1997) 77 WAIG 611
McCorry v Como Investments Pty Ltd (1989) 69 WAIG
1000
Mt Newman Mining Co Pty Ltd v Amalgamated Metal
Workers’ and Shipwrights’ Union of Western Australia (1981) 60 WAIG 1043
Registrar v Metals and Engineering Workers’ Union of
Western Australia (1994) 74 WAIG 1487
Robe River Iron Associates v The Amagamated Metal
Workers’ and Shipwrights’ Union of Western Australia (1993) 73 WAIG 1993
Trades and Labour Council of Western Australia v Confederation of Western Australian Industry (1989) 69
WAIG 3219
KENNEDY J—
On 29 April 1998, the Australian Industrial Relations Commission handed down its judgment in the Safety Net
Review-Wage Case, in which it determined a safety net adjustment and an increase in the adult minimum wage. The
adjustment was intended only to be available for the benefit of
employees who were dependent on the award system for increases in wages and, accordingly, it was not intended generally
to be available when award rates had been increased other
than for safety net adjustments available since 1 November
1991. The implementation of the determination was made subject to a number of conditions, including the condition that
“[t]he commencement of award variations to give effect to
this decision will be no earlier than the date on which the award
is varied, with phasing-in of increases permissible where circumstances justify it”. Principle 8 of the Commission’s
Statement of Principles provided that, in accordance with the
decision, minimum rates and paid rates awards may, on
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application, be varied to include an arbitrated safety net adjustment in the decision, subject to the following—
“(a) The operative date will be no earlier than the date of
the variation to the award.
(b) ....”
Pursuant to s51 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA),
the Western Australian Commission in Court Session, of its
own motion, considered the National Wage Decision and, on
12 June 1998, it ordered that the following clause be inserted
into each award and each industrial agreement of the Commission (save for those excluded by s51(2a)), with effect on
and from 12 June 1998—
“1A. Statement of Principles—June 1998
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any variation to its terms on or from the 12th day of June
1998 including the $14, $12 and $10 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments, the increase in the adult minimum
wage to $373.40 per week and previous arbitrated safety
net adjustments, shall not be made except in compliance
with the Statement of Principles—June 1998 set down
by the Commission ....”
The Statement of Principles were derived directly from the
Australian Commission’s Statement of Principles. Paragraph
(a) of Principle 8 is in identical terms to that in the Australian
Commission’s Statement of Principles.
Within a short time after the decision, the respondent applied to vary approximately 80 awards in order to provide for
the safety net adjustment. All the applications were listed for
hearing by the Commission constituted by the Chief Commissioner on either 17 or 20 July 1998. Prior to the relevant dates
of hearing, the respondent produced to the Commission schedules of proposed variations to each award, but the variations
sought were not then agreed or otherwise ordered to be made.
Notwithstanding that the specific amendments necessary to
be effected to amend the awards had not been made, the Chief
Commissioner determined to “vary” those awards with effect
from the first pay period on or after the respective dates of the
hearings which the Chief Commissioner had conducted on 17
and 20 July 1998, and the parties were informed of his decision at the conclusion of each of the hearings. The parties were
at this time requested to confer expeditiously on schedules of
variations for the purpose of finalising the necessary orders. It
appears that the representative of a number of the private sector employers advised the Chief Commissioner that they had
no objection to the applications in principle, but that if any
significant delay occurred in the variation of the awards, they
reserved their position as to retrospectivity.
Orders reflecting the Commission’s decision were made in
more than 40 awards shortly thereafter. Late in August or early
September 1998, the respondent was advised by the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia Inc (“the
CCI”), which was named as an appellant in each of the appeals and which was, in a number of instances, the single
appellant, that under the Statement of Principles the operative
date for any safety net wage increase could only be the date on
which the order for the variation of each award issued by the
Commission was deposited in the Registry. It was claimed
that any operative date earlier than the date on which the order
for variation of each award issued by the Commission was
deposited in the Registry would be a breach of para (a) of
Principle 8 of the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments under
the Statement of Principles issued in June 1998, and that it
would therefore be unlawful. The specific amendments required to vary the individual awards to give effect to the
National Wage Decision, it was argued, had not yet been agreed,
let alone ordered to be made.
On 9 October 1998, the parties appeared once more before
the Chief Commissioner, who referred the matters to the Commission in Court Session, without himself having made any
determination. The matters were listed for hearing on 18 November 1998.
On 13 November 1998, the CCI wrote to the Registrar of
the Industrial Relations Commission in the following terms—
“Please be advised that the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia will seek leave to appear in
the above Matters which are listed for hearing on
Wednesday 18 November 1998 before a Commission-inCourt Session.
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CCI’s intervention will relate to the application of the
Commission’s Wage Fixation Principles and in particular
Principle 8—Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments and their
operative dates.”
The Trades and Labour Council of Western Australia (“the
Council”) had previously sought leave to intervene.
At the hearing of the Commission on 18 November 1998,
Ms S M Jackson appeared on behalf of the respondent and
sought leave to appear on behalf of the Council. Mr J N Uphill
appeared for the respondent employers and Mr G E Bull sought
leave to intervene on behalf of the CCI. The Chief Commissioner thanked Mr Bull for his application. Ms A Hall then
announced her appearance on behalf of the Minister for Labour Relations. The Chief Commissioner asked Ms Jackson
whether she had any objection to the interventions which were
being sought. Ms Jackson said she did not object to the interventions as such, although she did express concern as to some
of the issues intended to be raised.
The Chief Commissioner then addressed himself to Mr J
Uphill on behalf of the respondent employers. Mr Uphill indicated that he had no objection to the interventions sought by
the various parties. The Chief Commissioner thanked Ms
Jackson and Mr Uphill for their responses and said—
“We are pleased to accept interest shown by the Section
50 parties, to use the colloquialism for identification, and
note that their interest focuses on those matters of public
interest relating to the wage fixing principles.”
The Chief Commissioner gave no indication that the Commission was intending by what he then said to reject the
applications for intervention.
Section 50 of the Act is concerned with the power of the
Commission to make general orders. By subs(10), such orders
may only be made after the Commission has afforded, amongst
others, the CCI, the Council and the Minister, an opportunity
to be heard. Before the Commission at this time were a number
of applications to amend specific awards. An appearance pursuant to s50(10) is not an appearance “by invitation”. It is a
matter of entitlement.
After making the statement set out above, the Chief Commissioner continued—
“To facilitate the expedition of the matter, subject to Mr
Uphill being in a position to answer a preliminary question, it might be of good advantage to the parties to the
awards to hear from the interveners so that they know
where they’re coming from in respect of any issues that
they may not have been able to anticipate.”
Nothing more appears to have been said on the question of
the intervention of the Council and the CCI, but in its reasons
published on 3 December 1998, the Commission said—
“The Commission in Court Session heard Ms Jackson
for the applicant Union and Mr Uphill for the remaining
respondent employers on 18 November 1998. It also heard
from the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western
Australia (“the CCI”), the Trades and Labour Council of
Western Australia (“the Council”) and the Minister for
Labour Relations (“Minister”). Their submissions went
only to the application of the Statement of Principles and
were made as a result of invitation by the Commission.
The CCI, TLC and Minister therefore were heard amicus
curiae. A similar invitation was extended to the Australian Mines and Metals Association but it chose not to take
it up.”
At no time during the hearing on 18 November 1998 did the
Commission indicate that the submissions being made by the
CCI and the Minister were being made as a result of an invitation by the Commission. Nor was there any indication that
their applications for intervention had been rejected. Moreover, there is no reference anywhere in the Commission’s reasons
to the appearance of anyone as amicus curiae, an expression
which was never used in the course of the hearing.
In the circumstances, in my view, the exchange between Mr
Bull, seeking leave to intervene, and the Chief Commissioner
must be taken to have resulted in CCI being granted leave to
intervene. It follows from this that, in those matters before us
in which the CCI is the only appellant, the appeals have properly been instituted pursuant to s90(2)(b) of the Act. There is
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no suggestion that the Commission lacked the power to grant
the CCI leave to intervene.
In its reasons delivered on 3 December 1998, the Commission in Court Session held that the effect of para (a) of Principle
8 of the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments under the Statement of Principles was that the Commission, pursuant to its
duty under the current wage fixing system, would not make
any operative date for any arbitrated safety net adjustments to
apply to awards earlier than the date of the decision to vary
those awards. That, it said, was the “variation” referred to.
Thereafter, orders were made varying the awards in question
in accordance with schedules to the orders, with effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
either 17 July or 20 July 1998, depending upon the day on
which the applications to vary the individual awards came
before the Chief Commissioner. The present appeals are
brought against what was claimed to be the retrospectivity of
those orders.
It is, in my opinion, quite apparent that what was contemplated in the Principles was a variation of each award, with
the date of commencement of each award variation to give
effect to the National Wage Decision not being earlier than
“the date upon which the award is varied”.
The argument put forward for the appellants is that all that
occurred on 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of decisions
that the individual awards would be varied, but that they were
not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed
and orders made. The short point in this appeal is whether, in
terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were
“varied” on 17 and 20 July 1998.
Section 40 of the Act provides that the Commission may, by
order at any time, vary an award. By subs(4) of that section,
s39 applies, with such modifications as are necessary, to and
in relation to an order made under s40. Section 39 deals with
the making of awards. By s39(1), an award comes into operation on the day on which it is “delivered”, or on such later date
as the Commission determines and declares when delivering
the award. There is, however, a power conferred by s39(3) to
give retrospective effect to an award and, it follows, by reason
of subs(4) of s40, a power to give retrospective effect to an
amendment to an award. That power, however, may only be
exercised if and to the extent that the parties to the variation of
the award agree, which they have not, or if, in the opinion of
the Commission, there are special circumstances which make
it fair and right to do so. But to do so in this case would be
inconsistent with the Principles. It is also to be observed that
the Commission has not purported to give retrospective effect
to the amendments to the awards. Its conclusion, erroneous in
my view, was that the awards were varied when the intention
to vary them was said to have been expressed on 17 and 20
July 1998. That cannot be so.
Section 34(1) of the Act provides—
“The decision of the Commission shall be in the form of
an award, order, or declaration and shall in every case be
signed and delivered by the Commissioner constituting
the Commission that heard the matter to which the decision relates or, in the case of a decision of the Commission
in Court Session, shall be signed and delivered by the
Senior Commissioner among the Commissioners constituting the Commission in Court Session.”
Subject to s39(3) (applied by s40(4)), the date on which
a variation of an award comes into operation is the date on
which the order varying the award is delivered (ss39(1)
and 40(1) and (4)). The delivery referred to is the delivery
of an order signed by the Commissioner or Senior Commissioner (s34(1)). It is apparent that there was no such
delivery of a signed order in July 1998. On this basis, the
appeal had to be allowed.
The Commission in Court Session, in its reasons, observed
that, in the event that it was wrong concerning the application
of para (a) of Principle 8 of the Statement of Principles, it
would have to consider the applications on a “special case”
basis. It did not do so at that time, and it is not appropriate for
us to comment on whether retrospective orders could be justified on a special case basis, as the matter was not fully
considered by the Commission and there has been no argument before this Court on the matter. It was in those
circumstances that we allowed the appeal and made the
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following orders which apply to each order the subject of the
appeal—
1. Subject to paragraph 2, the order varying the award
be varied by substituting the date of the order for the
date specified in the order.
2. That the question of any retrospective effect to the
variation of the award be remitted to the Commission in Court Session for further hearing and
determination according to law.
SCOTT J—
I have had the opportunity of reading the draft reasons proposed to be published by Kennedy J. I agree with those reasons
which are the basis upon which I joined in the making of the
orders on 2 March 1999.
PARKER J—
These appeals from orders of the Commission in Court Session dated 17 December 1998 were consolidated and argued
as one appeal before this Court. Counsel representing the Hon
Minister for Labour Relations was given leave to intervene at
the hearing.
It is relevant to record aspects of the circumstances which
lead to the decisions and orders of the Commission in Court
Session from which these appeals were brought.
On 29 April 1998 the Australian Industrial Relations Commission handed down its decision following the “Safety Net
Review-Wage” decision (a National Wage Case Decision) by
which inter alia it determined a safety net adjustment and an
increase in the adult minimum wage. The safety net adjustment was intended only to be available for the benefit of
employees who were dependent on the award system for increases in wages and, accordingly, it was not to be generally
available when award rates had been increased other than for
safety net adjustments available since 1 November 1991. The
implementation of the determination was made subject to a
number of conditions, including “[t]he commencement of
award variation to give effect to this decision will be no earlier than the date on which the award is varied, with phasing-in
of increases permissible when circumstance justify it”.
Pursuant to s51 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA)
the Commission in Court Session, of its own motion, considered the decision of the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission. Inter alia the Commission in Court Session on
12 June 1998 in its reasons for decision (78 WAIG 2579 at
2583) concluded that there were “no good reasons why effect
should not be given to the National Wage Decision under section 51 of the Act”, but decided against effecting this by a
general wage movement from a common date and, instead,
determined that the safety net adjustments should “be available on application but no earlier than the date of (sic) which
the award is varied”. In this respect the Commission in Court
Session was clearly seeking to act consistently with the condition set out earlier in these reasons which the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission attached to its National Wage
Decision. In its decision the Commission in Court Session set
out a new Statement of Principles which were to operate until
superseded, varied or cancelled.
As a consequence, within a short time after 12 June 1998 the
respondent applied to vary approximately 80 awards in order to
incorporate the safety net adjustments. Some other matters appear to have been included in some of the applications. All these
applications were listed for hearing by the Commission, constituted by the Chief Commissioner, variously on 17 and 20 July
1998. The respondent produced to the Commission schedules of
the variations it proposed to each award prior to the relevant
dates of hearing, but they were not agreed or otherwise determined at the hearings. The Chief Commissioner, however,
determined to vary the awards to give effect to the safety net
adjustments with effect from the first pay period on or after the
respective dates of hearing, and the parties were informed of his
decision at the conclusion of each of the July hearings. They
were requested to confer expeditiously on schedules of variations for the purpose of finalising the necessary orders to vary
each of the awards. Matters which required particular attention
during those conferences included, at least with respect to some
of the awards, the methodology for the calculation of allowances and a proposed variation to the fares and travelling rates in
a number of awards in the field of child care.
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Shortly thereafter orders reflecting the Commission’s decision were issued with respect to more than 40 awards to which
the respondent is a party. Late in August or early September
1998 the respondent was advised by the second appellant in
the present appeals, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
of Western Australia Inc (“the Chamber”), that, under the new
Statement of Principles set out in the reasons for decision of
the Commission in Court Session on 12 June 1988 (78 WAIG
at 2584-2587) the operative date for any safety net wage increase could not be earlier than the date on which the order for
variation of each award issued by the Commission was deposited in the registry. This date, in the contention of the Chamber,
was the date on which each award was varied.
In its submissions to this Court the Chamber contended that
an operative date earlier than the date on which an award was
varied would be in breach of s8 of the Statement of Principles
which permitted variations to be made to awards to reflect
arbitrated safety net adjustments, but on the basis that—
“(a) The operative date will be no earlier than the date of
the variation to the award.
(b) …”
On 9 October 1998 the parties appeared before the Chief
Commissioner who referred the unresolved applications to the
Commission in Court Session without himself having first
made a determination. Following a hearing on 18 November
1998, the Commission in Court Session delivered its reasons
on 3 December 1998 in which it held that the effect of s8(a) of
the Statement of Principles was that the Commission, pursuant to its duty under the current wage fixing system, would
not make an operative date for any arbitrated safety net adjustment to apply to awards earlier than the date of the
“decision” to vary those awards. That, it concluded, was the
“variation” referred to in s8(a). The Commission then reasoned
that the oral pronouncements made by the Chief Commissioner
sitting as the Commission at the hearings respectively on 17
and 20 July 1998 were “decisions” of the Commission. In the
reasoning of the Commission in Court Session, the written
orders that followed amounted to the physical embodiment of
those oral decisions as required by ss34, 35 and 36 of the Act,
but the oral decisions themselves were effective to constitute
“variations” to the relevant awards.
Thereafter, orders were made on various dates in December
1998 varying the awards in question in accordance with schedules to the orders. These variations incorporated into the awards
the arbitrated safety net adjustments “with effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after” 17
July 1998, or in some cases 20 July 1998 ie reflecting the
Commission’s understanding that the oral decisions of the Chief
Commissioner in July 1998 had so varied the awards. The
present appeals are brought against what is claimed to be the
retrospectivity of these orders.
It is apparent that what was contemplated in the reasons for
decision of the Commission in Court Session of 12 June 1998
and s8(a) of the Statement of Principles was a variation of
each award, on application, with the commencement of each
award variation to give effect to arbitrated safety net adjustments not being earlier than “the date of the variation to the
award: (s8(a)) or, as is said in the reasons (at 2583) “the date
on which the award is varied”.
In essence, the argument advanced for the appellants is that
what occurred on 17 and 20 July 1998 before the Chief Commissioner involved relevantly no more than decisions that the
individual awards should be varied, but that they were not in
fact varied until the actual terms of each variation were agreed
or settled and incorporated into formal orders varying the
awards. Thus, the short but important point is when each of
the various awards was varied ie what was the date of the
variation to each of the awards..
Both the general subject matter and the notion of varying an
award indicate that s8(a) of the Statement of Principles had in
contemplation s40(1) of the Act. Section 40(1) provides that
“the Commission may by order at any time vary an award”. It
is the effect of this provision that there must be an “order” of
the Commission for there to be an effective variation of an
award. By s40(4), s39 applies with any necessary modification to and in relation to an order made under s40. Section 39
deals with the date of operation of an award. By s39(1) it is
provided that an award comes into operation on the day on
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which it is “delivered or on such later date as the Commission
determines and declares when delivering the award”.
Section 34(1) of the Act reveals what is intended in s39(1)
by the delivery of an award. By s34(1) the decision of the
Commission shall be in the form of an award, order, or
declaration and “shall in every case be signed and delivered by the Commissioner constituting the Commission
… or, in the case of a decision of the Commission in Court
Session, shall be signed and delivered by the Senior Commissioner …”.
Thus, it appears to be the effect of s39(1), modified to suit the
case of a variation of an award as required by s40(4), that an
order to vary an award comes into operation on the day on which
the order is delivered, unless some later date is then determined
and declared by the Commission. The delivery of the order in
this context involves and requires at least the signing and delivery by the Commissioner of the order. In the case of the
Commission in Court Session, the signing and delivery is to be
undertaken by the senior of the Commissioners who constitute
the Commission in Court Session on the relevant occasion.
In the present case the delivery of the orders to vary the
relevant awards occurred on various days in December 1998.
It was only then that the proposed orders were before the Commission in Court Session in written form and only then were
they signed and delivered by the Chief Commissioner, who
was the senior Commissioner among those then constituting
the Commission in Court Session. Thus, while in December
1998 the Commission in Court Session was merely giving effect to a decision by the Chief Commissioner in July that the
various awards should be varied, it was not until December
1998 that orders were made, by signing and delivering, which
were effective to actually vary the awards. The scheme of the
Act, with the express requirement in s39(1) for delivery as
understood in s34(1), precludes a mere oral decision that an
award should be amended from being effective as an order to
vary an award within the meaning of s40(1).
There is a further difficulty with the view that there was an
amendment to each of the relevant awards at the hearings on
17 and 20 July 1998. While there were before the Chief Commissioner at those hearings schedules of proposed amendments,
in some respects those schedules were subject to further consideration. Some issues about the precise form of the proposed
amendments were still to be resolved. The parties were to confer after the hearings for this purpose. Thus, it could not be
said that any precise form of amendment of any of the awards
was decided upon by the Chief Commissioner at the hearings
on 17 and 20 July. Rather, in each case, the precise form was
left to be resolved between the parties and brought before the
Chief Commissioner. In the ordinary course this would occur
by minutes which, with or without any variation determined
by the Chief Commissioner after the minutes were spoken to,
would be signed and delivered as the decision of the Commission. Until then, no actual form of words of amendment had
been settled and therefore there could not have been a variation to relevant awards the subject of an order within the
meaning of s40(1).
By force of s40(4) the power, in s39(3), of the Commission
to give retrospective effect to the whole or part of an award
also applies to an order of the Commission varying an award.
By virtue of s39(3) the Commission may only give retrospective effect where the parties to the award agree or where, in
the opinion of the Commission, there are special circumstances
which make if fair and right so to do. While that power may
have been available to the Commission in the present case, it
is clear from the transcript and record and its reasons for decision that the Commission did not purport to exercise this power.
The Commission in Court Session did not even consider the
question whether or not there were special circumstances which
made retrospectivity in some form fair and right. No doubt,
the Commission did not venture down this road, because or at
least in part because of s8(a) of the Statement of Principles by
which the Commission had determined that any variation of
this type should have an operative date no earlier than the date
of the variation to the award.
Because the Commission in Court Session in its decision on
3 December 1998 did not even consider whether retrospective
operation could or should be given to the variations to the
awards sought by the respondent, on the mistaken
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understanding that variations had been ordered orally on 17
and 20 July 1998, that issue does not presently arise for consideration on this appeal. It would be inappropriate for this
Court to venture into a consideration of the legal or factual
merits of that possibility, especially having regard to s8(a) of
the Statement of Principles, as it has not yet arisen and it may
not arise in this case. In particular, in the present circumstances
it is not necessary or desirable to revisit at this stage of these
proceedings the questions of the nature of a General Order of
the Commission pursuant to s51 of the Act and whether the
decision of the Commission in Court Session of 12 June 1998
and especially the Statement of Principles which it contained
constituted a General Order and if so to what extent and in
what circumstances it bound the Commission. In this regard
the appellant relied in particular on the decision in Re Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission; ex parte
Confederation of Western Australian Industry (Inc) (1992)
6 WAR 555, cf Rowland J at 562.
There is, however, a passage at the end of the reasons of the
Commission in Court Session which foreshadowed that should
it have to consider whether these applications might be considered as special cases under s10 of the Statement of
Principles, “it is difficult to see any other outcome but that”
these applications should be treated as special cases, thereby
enabling retrospectivity without infringing the Statement of
Principles when read as a whole. Section 10 of the Statement
of Principles provides—
“An application to make or vary a minimum or paid rates
award for wages and/or conditions above or below the
award safety net will be referred to the Chief Commissioner for consideration as a special case….”
However, as the present applications were to give effect to
the Safety Net Review—Wage decision of the Australian Industrial Relations Commissioner of 29 April 1998, there may
prove to be some need to further consider whether s10 of the
Statement of Principles may properly be read so as to apply to
these applications. Nevertheless, both because we have not
had the benefit of the full reasoning of the Commission on this
matter, and as it did not form the basis for its decision, it would
be premature to form or express any view on this aspect. It
may or may not prove material at some later time. Of course,
even if s10 of the Statement of Principles is properly applicable to these applications, and were retrospectivity justified for
the purposes of s10, it would remain necessary for the Commission also to be satisfied, pursuant to s39(3), that
retrospectivity should be ordered.
For these reasons the Commission in Court Session has erred
in law in proceeding on the basis that it could order, as it did,
that the variations to the awards which it made, should take effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on
or after 17 or 20 July 1998 (as the case required). That involved
giving retrospective effect to the variations to the relevant awards
which, for the reasons given, were ordered in December 1998.
This could not be done without due consideration of s39(3), read
with s40(4) of the Act, an issue which the Commission did not
consider in its reasons. Further, in the circumstances of these
particular cases there was also an absence of consideration in
the reasons of s8(a) of the Statement of Principles and no decision was reached by the Commission in Court Session whether
these applications might properly be treated under s10 of those
Principles as a special case.
One further issue should be mentioned. Some of the appeals
before us have been instituted by the Chamber alone. There is
no other appellant in those appeals that are affected by this
issue. The Chamber is not a party to the relevant awards. Its
right of appeal to this Court, if it exists at all, arises by virtue
of s90(2)(b) of the Act which expressly authorises the institution of appeals by those who intervened in the proceedings
before the Commission. Thus, in respect of the appeals that
are affected by this issue, the competence of the appeals turns
on whether the Chamber intervened in the proceedings below.
It is objected for the respondent that the Chamber was heard
below only as amicus curiae and not as an intervener. In support of this the respondent relies on a passage in the reasons of
the Commission in Court Session of 3 December 1998 which
is in the following terms—
“Their [the Chamber and others] submissions went only
to the application of the Statement of Principles and were
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made as a result of invitation by the Commission. The
CCI [the Chamber], TLC and Minister therefore were
heard amicus curiae.”
For the appellants, supported by the Hon Minister for Labour Relations who appeared before this Court by leave as
intervener, it is submitted in effect that the Commission’s views
in this respect were per incuriam. The transcript of the proceedings before the Commission in Court Session on 18
November 1998 records that there was an appearance on behalf of the Chamber which sought “leave to intervene” to
address submissions in respect of the wage fixing principles.
There was also an application for leave to appear expressly
described as an “intervention” on behalf of the Trades and
Labour Council to put submissions in respect of the State Wage
Fixing Principles. Similarly, there was an appearance on behalf of the Minister for Labour Relations which was to be
restricted to the application of the State Wage Fixing Principles. No objection being raised to what the Chief Commissioner
then described as “interventions”, and after some discussion
on another issue, the Chief Commissioner said—
“We are pleased to accept interest shown by the ‘section
50 parties’ to use the colloquialism for identification, and
note that their interest focuses on those matters of public
interest relating to the Wage Fixing Principles.”
The interest thus accepted by the Commission was, in the case of
the Chamber, like the Trades and Labour Council, expressly that of
intervention. There is no mention anywhere in the transcript of an
appearance as amicus curiae. No objection was raised by the parties
to appearance by the Chamber, the Trades and Labour Council and
the Hon Minister for Labour Relations as interveners. It is the case
that the three parties are three of the four parties specifically mentioned in s50 of the Act. This is a provision dealing with General
Orders and in part it is provided that the Commission may not make
a General Order until it has afforded those parties an opportunity to
be heard. As the Chief Commissioner expressly indicated, the reference by him to s50 parties was intended merely as a convenient
colloquialism. Even so, that colloquial reference contains no necessary indication that leave was granted to appear merely as amicus
curiae. The relevant passages of the transcript quoted above cannot
fairly be read as indicating that leave to appear was granted only in
the capacity of amicus curiae and not in the capacity expressly sought,
namely that of intervener. That view is further confirmed by a passage, which immediately followed that quoted above, in which the
Chief Commissioner went on to propose that it would be advantageous to the parties to the awards “to hear from the interveners …”,
which in the context was clearly a reference to the Chamber, the
Trades and Labour Council and the Hon Minister.
The circumstances of this case do not provide a basis on
which it readily appears that the Chamber, or for that matter
the Trades and Labour Council or the Hon Minister for Labour Relations, should necessarily have been viewed as
persons with no interest in the case such that they might not
have been expected to advocate a point of view, albeit with
respect to the Wage Fixing Principles, in support of one party
or another. An absence of such an interest is, of course, a
usual basis upon which appearance as amicus curiae is allowed. Neither the Chamber, nor the Council, nor the Minister,
were directly parties to the relevant awards, but there is a
measure of artificiality with the notion that the Chamber did
not represent interests aligned with the employers under the
relevant awards, and the Council interests aligned with those
of the union parties to the awards. While the Hon Minister
was in a position different from each of the others, it is not
unusual for intervention to be allowed by a Minister in proceedings in which issues of Government or public policy arise
or where the due administration of legislation is a live issue.
This usually occurs on the basis that the relevant Minister,
on behalf of the Government, has a special “governmental”
interest in such matters. While in the present cases each of
the Chamber, the Council and the Minister sought to confine
their submissions to the Wage Fixing Principles, that limitation would not deny the natural interest of the Chamber to
advocate a point of view relevant to those Principles which
might be expected to be supportive of the interests of the
employers who were parties before the Commission. Thus it
could not be said that it was necessarily the case that the only
form of appearance appropriate for the Chamber in these cases
was that of amicus curiae.
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The transcript of what occurred appears clearly to confirm that the Commission in Court Session granted leave
to the Chamber to intervene. No further attention was paid
to this issue during the hearing and the notion of an appearance as amicus curiae appears for the first time in the
passage quoted above from the reasons for decision. It
appears that in expressing these views the Commission in
Court Session lost sight of the basis on which it granted
leave to the Chamber to appear. For these reasons it must
be accepted that the Chamber intervened in the proceedings before the Commission in Court Session and therefore,
by virtue of s90(2)(b), those of the present appeals which
it alone instituted are competent.
It is unnecessary for the purposes of this decision to give
consideration to a number of other issues raised in the course
of argument before this Court.
It was for these reasons that the Court decided, when the
arguments were presented to the Court on 2 March 1999, to
order in each appeal that—
(1) subject to para 2, the order varying the award be varied by substituting the date of the order for the date
specified in the order, and
(2) the question of whether any retrospective effect
should be given to the variation of the award be remitted to the Commission in Court Session for further
hearing and determination according to law.
The Court indicated it would publish its reasons for this decision at a later date. These are my reasons for joining in that
decision.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL APPEAL
COURT
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Appeal Nos. IAC 10—48 of 1998
IN THE MATTER OF an appeal against the decision of The
Commission in Court Session of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in Matters Numbered 1023,
1026, 1028, 1034 – 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1060, 1063, 1065 – 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085 –
1089, 1091 – 1097, 1100—1102 of 1998.
BETWEEN
Western Australian Mint and Others
Appellants
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
Respondent
BEFORE—
JUSTICE KENNEDY
JUSTICE SCOTT
JUSTICE PARKER.
2 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr S E Edwards (of Counsel) for the
Appellants, and Mr R D Farrell (of Counsel) for the
Respondent, THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS
THAT—
1. Subject to paragraph 2, the Order varying the award
be varied by substituting the date of the Order for
the date specified in the Order.
2. That the question of any retrospective effect to the
variation of the award be remitted to the Commission in Court Session for further hearing and
determination according to the law.
JOHN SPURLING, Clerk of the Court.
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FULL BENCH—
Appeals against decision of
Commission—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Colin Fraser
(Appellant)
and
Sport Specific Australia Pty Ltd
(Respondent).
No. 1581 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
8 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This appeal was dismissed by consent.
Counsel for the respondent made application for an order for
costs against the appellant.
The basis for the application was that the appellant proceeded
with the appeal and did not give notice of any intention to
discontinue the appeal until the day of the hearing, 2 March
1999, albeit that the letter giving notice of intention to discontinue was dated 26 February 1999.
Counsel for the respondent submitted that preparation for
the hearing occurred and that the respondent had incurred costs,
which would not have been incurred had the notice of intention to discontinue been given earlier.
In part, in reply, counsel for the appellant submitted that
there was no evidence of some work being done because there
was no outline of submissions lodged, filed or served.
In Re an application by CMETSWU 78 WAIG 1585 (FB)
and the cases cited therein, the principles applying to the granting of orders for costs in this Commission were considered.
S.27(1)(c) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended)
(hereinafter referred to as “the Act”) confers a power on the
Commission, howsoever constituted, to—
“order any party to the matter to pay any other party
such costs and expenses including costs of witnesses
as are specified in the order, but so that no costs shall
be allowed for the services of any legal practitioner,
or agent;”
It was not submitted and it was not, in any event, clear to me
in the order sought that there were costs other than costs of a
legal practitioner. Indeed, as I understood Mr Paiker’s submissions, emphasis was laid on the costs of preparation, which
would substantially, at least, be the costs of a legal practitioner.
I was not satisfied that the order sought was, therefore, one
within power.
It is unusual to grant orders for costs in this jurisdiction, as
the authorities say.
Further, whilst the matter was the subject of very late notice
of an intention to discontinue, there was not the aggravating
factor of knowledge some time before that the case should not
have been proceeded with.
S.26 of the Act governs the exercise of the discretion (see
Brailey v Mendex Pty Ltd trading as Mair and Co Maylands
73 WAIG 26 at 27 (FB) and Carroll Realty v Chambers 76
WAIG 1656 at 1657(FB)).
The events did not constitute an extreme case meriting
the award of costs (see Re an application by CMETSWU
78 WAIG 1585 (FB)). Had it been clear to me that the
appellant knew, or ought to have known, earlier than the
date of its advice to the respondent that the matter was not
one with which it ought to proceed, then I might have taken
a different view (see WABLPPU v Clark and Another trading as Mike Clark Contracting 76 WAIG 4 (IAC)).
However, it was not clear.
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Further, nothing was said to persuade me that the policy
expressed in Re an application by CMETSWU (op cit) should
be departed from.
For those reasons, I dismissed the application for costs.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: I have read
the reasons for decision of His Honour the President. I agree
with those reasons and have nothing to add.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER: I have read the reasons
for decision of His Honour the President. I agree with those
reasons and have nothing to add.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the application is dismissed.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr P Williams (of Counsel), by leave,
on behalf of the appellant
Mr H Paiker (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Colin Fraser
(Appellant)
and
Sport Specific Australia Pty Ltd
(Respondent).
No. 1581 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
2 March 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 2nd day of March 1999, and having heard Mr P Williams
(of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant and Mr H
Paiker (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent,
and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter,
and the Full Bench having determined that its reasons for decision will issue at a future date, it is this day, the 2nd day of
March 1999, ordered and directed as follows—
(1) THAT, with the consent of both parties, appeal No
1581 of 1998 filed on the 24th day of August 1998
against the decision of the Commission in matter No
700 of 1998 made on the 10th day of August 1998 be
and is hereby dismissed.
(2) THAT, with the consent of both parties, the application herein by the appellant to extend time
to file appeal books out of time be and is hereby
dismissed.
(3) THAT the application for costs by the respondent
herein be and is hereby dismissed.

[L.S.]

By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
President.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory R Hutchinson
(Appellant)
and
Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd
(Respondent).
No. 1970 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS.
3 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: These are the joint Reasons for Decision
of Chief Commissioner W S Coleman and myself.
This is an appeal by the abovenamed appellant employee,
brought under s.49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”), against the decision
of the Commission, constituted at first instance by a single
Commissioner whereby, on 12 October 1998, the Commissioner dismissed an application by the appellant, brought
pursuant to s.29 of the Act, by which he claimed he had been
harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed and sought reinstatement. The appellant did not seek compensation.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
The appeal is brought on the following grounds—
“1. That the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application upon the Applicant’s claim
that the application was reinstatement. The application primarily sought a determination that his services
were harshly oppressively, unfairly dismissed.
2. That without cause the Commissioner erred in law
in that without sufficient evidence the probationery
(sic) was not completed to the satisfaction of the
Respondent. There was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence
that the Applicant was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim.
3. That on the evidence the Commissioner could find
only that an ongoing employment was contracted.
4. That the learned Commissioner erred in law without
evidence or admission by dismissing the applicant
as being against the public interest.
5. That the learned Commissioner was in error in dismissing the application in the public interest by
determining the sole reason for the claim was for
potential litigation.
6. That in the absence of any provisions in the Act, no
jurisdiction prohibits the Commission from determining the matter in relation to the Applicant during his
probation period.
7. For any other ground which an appeal may arise.”

BACKGROUND
It was common ground between the parties at first instance
that the respondent employed the appellant as a Mine Site
Operator on 1 December 1997, pursuant to the Workplace
Agreements Act 1993. There were arguments at first instance
concerning the effect of such agreements, particularly in matters of jurisdiction, which are not relevant to this appeal.
The appellant’s employment was also subject to a letter dated
19 November 1997 (exhibit 2) headed “CONTRACT OF
EMPLOYMENT” which was said to have been provided to
the applicant on 1 December 1997 and signed by him on that
day indicating his acceptance of the offer and conditions contained in the letter.
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The letter contained a provision headed “Probationary Period”, which says—
“You are subject to a three (3) month probationary period. During this time the period of notice is one (1) week
from either party.”
There is also a provision which says “Termination of Employment”, which says—
“You may terminate your employment by giving one
month’s notice of your intention of leave Cable Sands’
employment. Alternatively, Cable Sands will give you one
month’s notice if we plan to terminate your employment.
The company reserves the right to pay you one (1) month’s
salary in lieu of notice. If you terminate your employment without adequate notice, an equivalent in monies of
one month’s salary will be deducted from your final pay.
The contract is automatically terminated if you are dismissed without notice for serious misconduct.”
It was common ground that the appellant’s employment was
subject to those two conditions.
On Friday, 27 February 1998, being the last working day of
the three month probationary period, the respondent, through its
officer in charge of operations, Mr Steven Horner, approached
the appellant and advised him that the company had concluded
that he did not fit the company’s requirements and that he was to
finish that day. The appellant was paid one week’s pay in lieu of
notice and he did finish that day, 27 February 1998.
The Commissioner, at first instance, referred to Westheafer
v Marriage Guidance Council of WA 65 WAIG 2311 and Ex
parte Wurth and Others; re Tully and Others (1954) AR 369 as
well as SSTU v Hedland College Council 67 WAIG 1118 (IAC)
and Dehaan v Little Angels Day Care Centre 78 WAIG 740 at
742 per Gregor C and Benjamin v Gold Corporation 78 WAIG
1392 at 1393 per Cawley C.
The Commissioner held in Hutchinson v Cable Sands (WA)
Pty Ltd 78 WAIG 4427 at 4429 that the appellant’s employment terminated while the applicant was still on probation
during the last twenty minutes of his probationary period and
not one week later when he had entered into the non-probationary period of his employment. The Commissioner held,
applying Byrne and Frew v Australian Airlines Ltd 185 CLR
410 per Brennan CJ, Dawson and Toohey JJ, that, at the dismissal of an employee by an employer in breach of the terms
of the contract of employment, nonetheless brings an end to
the relationship of employer and employee.
The Commissioner also held that probation, whether as a
condition of permanent appointment or as a separate appointment in its own right, brings with it a number of factors—
1. That the employer, throughout the period of probation, retains the right to see whether he wants the
employee or not in his employment.
2. That the employer is entitled to consider the employee
as if the employee was still at first interview.
3. The employer is under no obligation to even objectively consider whether or not to continue with or
re-engage the employee at the end of the probationary period.
4. Probationary employment is but a step in the selection process and should be distinguished from
permanent employment. Later in these reasons, the
nature of probation is considered by us.
It is noted that in Airline Hostesses Association v Qantas
Airways Ltd (1974) AILR 785, Stanton C stated—
“In my view, probation is—
1. An extension of the selection process.
2. A period of training.
3. A time for criticism, assessment and adjustment to
standards of performance and conduct.”
In Carter and Another v Community Aid Abroad Trading
Pty Ltd (1991) AILR 264, the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission held that, although a probationary employee
should be able to seek reinstatement if effect is to be given to
the word “probation”, then an employer should be able to terminate the employment of a probationary employee more easily
than that of an employee whose employment is not subject to
probation.
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We would add that “more easily” would seem to us to be a
description of the process which follows from the terms of the
contract, which provide for probation. However, probation is
not a licence for harsh, oppressive, arbitrary capricious or unfair treatment of a probationer.
The Commissioner held, too, in this case, that the appointment of the appellant was a permanent appointment, subject
to the satisfactory completion of a probationary period, as evidenced by the letter of 19 November 1997 (exhibit 2), and
accordingly, for the employment to come to an end, action in a
case, namely a dismissal, was necessary. (See the discussion
of probationary employment in Re The Public Service Appeal
Board; Ex parte Tees (unreported) (Supreme Court of WA)
delivered 25 June 1981 (No 1633 of 1981).)
In this case, the appellant’s probationary period was not completed to the satisfaction of the respondent and, according to the
agreement entered into by the parties on commencement, there
was no employment beyond the probationary period. The Commission quite rightly took the view that it could hear and
determine the matter and conclude that the appellant was unfairly dismissed and that there was no prohibition on such claims
by employees who were engaged on probationary arrangements.
The question, in this case, the Commissioner commented,
was whether it was in the public interest for the matter to proceed, in the circumstances of the case. The Commissioner
observed that the remedy sought by the appellant was reinstatement and, for the Commission to make such an order, it
would need to override the agreement of the parties reached
on commencement that the appellant’s ongoing employment
was subject to probation, which meant that the respondent was
entitled to conclude, without objective consideration, as if it
was the first interview and it had no wish to continue to employ the appellant.
The Commissioner found that the appellant had not commenced his permanent employment in any unconditional
manner and that his employment was, therefore, subject to
satisfactory completion of his probation. It was, therefore, not
the view of the Commissioner that it would be appropriate to
order the reinstatement of the probation because that had been
concluded. It would not be appropriate, further, the Commissioner concluded, to reinstate the appellant to permanent
employment because that was subject to the probationary period and the employer had decided it did not want the appellant
to go beyond the probationary phase.
Further, the Commissioner found that the contract of employment provided that the permanent employment was subject
to a three month probationary period, and that, after the period
was completed, any continuation of employment was a matter
for the employer. In those circumstances, there was no loss to
the appellant as he had not completed the probationary period
and could have had no realistic expectations beyond that, given
the meaning of a probationary period and, accordingly, that
there would be no remedy of reinstatement available. Further,
there was no remedy of compensation available.
The Commissioner then observed that the matter was
academic and dismissed the application, it not being appropriate, in the Commissioner’s view, to enter into a
hearing and determination which would provide no meaningful remedy.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
The decision at first instance was a discretionary decision,
as that term is defined in Norbis v Norbis 65 ALR 12.
Accordingly, the appellant must establish that the exercise of the discretion miscarried according to the well
known prescription in House v The King [1936] 55 CLR
499 (HC) (see also Gromark Packaging v FMWU 73 WAIG
220 (IAC)) before the Full Bench can interfere with that
decision.
Did pay in lieu of notice extend the contract?
We should observe that it was common ground between the
parties that the provision for a probationary period referred to
in the letter headed “CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT” dated
19 November 1997 (see page 15 of the Appeal Book (hereinafter referred to as “AB”), was a term of the contract of
employment. We understood this to be the case notwithstanding there was exhibited, at first instance, a document called a
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Workplace Agreement, executed by the parties on 1 December 1997, prescribing its commencement on 1 November 1997
and expiring on 30 November 2001, which makes no provision for serving a probationary period.
It was not in issue that the Commissioner had found that the
appellant had been dismissed, or that that was a correct finding. What Mr Clohessy submitted was that the payment of
one week’s pay in lieu of notice meant that the contract of
service was extended beyond the period of probation of three
months into the remainder of the contract.
By the terms of the contract, as conceded, either party was
enabled to give notice terminating of one week.
First, a meaningful dismissal, if this were one, terminates
the employment relationship, notwithstanding that the contract of employment may continue until the employee accepts
the repudiation constituted by the wrongful dismissal and puts
an end to the contract.
Second, even if an employee who is wrongfully dismissed
chooses to keep the contract of employment on foot, he or
she cannot claim remuneration in respect of any period after
the wrongful dismissal because the right to receive remuneration for services is dependant upon the services having
been rendered.
The employee is also under a duty to mitigate damage. Further, a court will not, save in exceptional circumstances, order
specific performance of a contract of personal service.
Third, “the possible continuation of the contract of employment” after a wrongful dismissal will, therefore, ordinarily be
of no real significance as it will for all practical purposes, be
at an end (see, generally Byrne and Frew v Australian Airlines
Ltd (op cit) at pages 427-428).
Fourth, it is not at all clear, nor was it argued, that there was
any provision, express, implied or by custom and practice,
which authorised the payment in lieu of notice. Since no payment was permissible, or established to be permissible, then
one week’s notice was required to be given, and it was not.
In any event, were there such a term, express or implied, it
would seem that it should be inferred, there being no contrary
intention, on the evidence, that the employer intended the termination to take effect immediately (see, generally as to the
above observations, Siagan v Sanel Pty Ltd (1994) 54 IR 185
and the general discussion in Macken, McCarry and
Sappideen’s “The Law of Employment”, Fourth Edition, at
pages 179-182).
In any event, it was made clear, it seems to have been accepted, that the contract was to end there and then, payment in
lieu or no payment in lieu.
For all of those reasons, including the reasons expressed by
the Commissioner, the contract was not extended but terminated at the time notice was given. The Commissioner did not
err in her finding.
S.27(1)(a) of the Act
There was substantial argument before the Commissioner
when the respondent sought that the Commission should dismiss the application under s.27(1)(a) of the Act.
S.27(1)(a) of the Act provides as follows—
“27. (1) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the
Commission may, in relation to any matter
before it—
(a) at any stage of the proceedings dismiss
the matter or any part thereof or refrain
from further hearing or determining the
matter or part if it is satisfied—
(i) that the matter or part thereof is
trivial;
(ii) that further proceedings are not
necessary or desirable in the
public interest;
(iii) that the person who referred the
matter to the Commission does
not have a sufficient interest in
the matter; or
(iv) that for any other reason the matter or part should be dismissed
or the hearing thereof discontinued, as the case may be;”
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It is also necessary to consider s.23A of the Act. S.23A(1)(a)
prescribes the powers which a Commissioner might exercise
upon a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal.
As the Commissioner observed, no compensation was sought,
although reinstatement was sought. As the Commissioner also
correctly observed, there could be no reinstatement or no practical reinstatement for the period of twenty minutes probation
remaining after the termination. That might be correct.
However, what the Commissioner should have determined
was whether the dismissal, which she correctly found had occurred, was harsh, oppressive and unfair; next she had to
consider whether reinstatement was practicable and, if it were,
to reinstate in accordance with the contract of employment
and, specifically but not necessarily limited to the end of the
probation period.
If that were the case, then the decision would not be moot.
In our opinion, too, a declaration of unfairness on its own is
a competent remedy under s.23A of the Act.
We respectfully adopt what Kennedy J said in RRIA v AWU
67 WAIG 320 at 325 (IAC) (Acosta’s Case), where he said—
“Section 35(1) clearly envisages that industrial matters
may be resolved by declarations under section 32. The
fact that section 46 specifically empowers the Commission to declare the true interpretation of an award does
not, in my view, detract from the broader power which,
in my opinion, the Commission has, in an appropriate
case, to make a declaration.”
There are obiter to the contrary (see RRIA v AWU 67 WAIG
320 (IAC) per Brinsden and Olney JJ and Metropolitan (Perth)
Passenger Transport Trust v Gersdorf 61 WAIG 611 (IAC)
per Brinsden J, but the competence of the question of a declaration, for example, as to unfairness on its own being valid
has not been foreclosed on.
Although the dicta which we now quote referred to the power
of reinstatement, the notion which they express is apposite to
the question of declarations—
“The fact that industrial legislation in other places may
expressly confer such a power does not necessarily decry
its availability in the absence of such express mention;
on the contrary it may serve to identify such a remedy as
forming part of the recognised armoury of available remedies in the modern pursuit of harmonious industrial
relations.”
The situation with regard to declarations might be said to be
somewhat stronger because s.34 of the Act expressly provides
for a decision to be, inter alia, in the form of a declaration.
In our opinion, however, proceeding to making a mere declaration in a s.23A application, without granting a remedy
would, in some cases, be not in the public interest.
In this case, however, there was an identifiable contract of
employment for a period (it would not matter if it were for an
indefinite period), and part of that period included a period of
probation. Accordingly, as the Commissioner correctly found,
the appellant was dismissed. The appellant sought reinstatement.
If a person can be dismissed, he/she can be dismissed unfairly, even whilst on probation (see the authorities to which
we have referred above). In the case of the appellant, if he had
been found to be unfairly dismissed, then he could be reinstated, if practicable, in the circumstances, for the remainder
of the contract of employment, subject to the right to terminate the contract by either employer or employee.
For those reasons, the Commissioner erred in determining
that the question to be determined was academic. The Commissioner should have gone on to hear and determine the
application on the merits and determine whether a reinstatement was, therefore, practicable and/or whether a declaration
should be made, provided that she first found that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair. If a reinstatement were
impracticable, then in addition to a declaration as to unfairness, its remedy might otherwise be a dismissal of the appellant.
Insofar as the decision was discretionary, the decision, for those
reasons, miscarried. The decision was, in any event, in error
for those reasons too.
Whilst the grounds of appeal are very difficult to comprehend, Grounds 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 sufficiently contain a complaint
capable of leading to the view which we have expressed above.
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We would uphold the appeal, suspend the decision to dismiss
and remit the application to the Commission to hear and determine according to law and in accordance with these reasons.
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS: I have had the advantage
of reading the draft joint Reasons for Decision of the Hon
President and the Chief Commissioner and I am generally in
agreement with those reasons. I agree with the nature of order
proposed.
It is however my opinion that a declaration of unfairness as
a form of remedy, unaccompanied by an order that provides
substantive relief, is not a competent remedy to the nature of
claim that was before the Commissioner at first instance.
In the matter of MTT v Gersdorf (61 WAIG 611) Brinsden J
expressed the obiter view
“It was not argued by the respondent that the power of
the Commission though stripped of the right to order reemployment and make an order in the nature of damages
might still cover the power to make a declaration. For the
reasons enunciated by Walters and Wells JJ. In the General Motors Holden Case at pp.602-3 with whose reasons
Gibbs J. in A. B. C. v. Industrial Court of South Australia
52 A.L.J.R. 31 at p.34-35 gave qualified support, I agree
that the Commission does not have power to make a declaration unless, at the same time, it follows up that
declaration by making substantive orders. If this were
otherwise, the exercise of the power in the Commission
to make a mere declaration might promote industrial
strife.”
The Western Australian Industrial Appeal Court, Brinsden
J, with whom Olney J agreed (cf: Kennedy J), in the matter
RRIA v AWU (67 WAIG 320) held—
“In my view, therefore, there is no force in the submission that the declaration made by the Commissioner was
beyond power. That view is not inconsistent with what I
said in Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust v.
Gersdorf (1981) WAIG 611 at p.616. In that case I had in
mind the making of a declaration where no action was
contemplated as a result of the making of it. Here the
making of the declaration in the terms sought by the appellant was to be the foundation for the consequent act of
dismissal.” (p.321)
The majority Reasons for Decision of the Full Bench in the
matter AMIEU v Zielke (74 WAIG 2633) expressed the view—
“Whether the Commission can, or should, in the circumstances make a determination in respect of the unfairness
or otherwise of the dismissal as was done in the case of
the other employee was not a matter debated before us.
However, as presently advised I do not understand the
decided cases to indicate that the Commission is without
authority to make a declaration of that kind unaccompanied by an order for re-employment. Rather, the authorities
suggest, at the least, that the Commission cannot merely
grant relief in the form of a declaration, but, as pointed
out by Brinsden J in Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust v. Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611 at 616, must
do so as an adjunct to substantive relief, (but cf: Robe
River Iron Associates v. Australian Workers Union, Western Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (1987)
67 WAIG 320, 325 see also: Coles/Myer Ltd t/a K-Mart
Discount Stores v. The Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees’ Association of Western Australia (1992) 72
WAIG 1747, 1751). In this case, if Mr Kearns has any
entitlement to payment for the period of his unemployment, or part thereof, it can only be because he was unfairly
dismissed. Thus the declaration would form the basis of
the order, if any, for compensation of the kind claimed by
the Appellant on behalf of Mr Kearns.
Following upon the Judgements in MTT v Gersdorf (op cit),
and RRIA v AWU (op cit), and prior to the Reasons in AMIEU
v Zielke (op cit), in 1993, the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
(“the Act”) was amended to include s23A. This section has
since been amended however the import thereof remains the
same and is, in my view, evident in the following extracts—
“Powers of Commission on claims of unfair dismissal
23A. (1) On a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal, the Commission may —
(a) order the payment to the claimant ….;
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(b) order the employer to reinstate or reemploy a claimant ….;
(ba) subject to …. order the employer ….;
and
(c) make any ancillary or incidental order
….
(1a) ….
(2) An order under subsection (1) may require ….
(3) If an employer fails to comply with an order
….
(4) The amount ordered to be paid ….
(5) ….”
The foregoing extracts make it plain in my view that the
Act, in its current terms, now expresses the law as said to
apply in the earlier mentioned Judgements, and Reasons for
Decision. Section 34 directs the Commission to deliver its
decision in the form of “an award, order or declaration”, each
a separate and different form of providing remedy. A “declaration” is one form of decision providing remedy that is expressly
authorised by ss.32, 44 and 46 and hence may be given in
relation to proceedings of the particular nature that these sections cover. Section 23A deals solely with a claim in the nature
of an alleged “harsh oppressive or unfair dismissal” and prescribes the related remedial powers of the Commission. That
which the Commission “may” do is limited to what is described
in form and in substance. The Commission can not go beyond
that express power and determine the dismissal matter in some
different form, hence it is limited to a remedy in the form of
an order which provides substantive relief of the type mentioned in s23A.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is upheld.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr R W Clohessy, as agent, on behalf of
the appellant
Mr R Gifford, as agent, on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory R Hutchinson
(Appellant)
and
Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd
(Respondent).
No. 1970 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS.
8 March 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 5th day of February 1999, and having heard Mr R
Clohessy, as agent, on behalf of the appellant and Mr R Gifford,
as agent, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision
being delivered on the 3rd day of March 1999 wherein it was
found that the appeal should be upheld, it is this day, the 8th
day of March 1999, ordered and directed as follows—
(1) THAT appeal No 1970 of 1998 be and is hereby upheld.
(2) THAT the decision of the Commission in matter No
549 of 1998 made on the 12th day of October 1998
be and is hereby suspended and the application be
remitted to the Commission to hear and determine
according to law in accordance with the reasons for
decision.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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No. 2238 of 1998.
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HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
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COMMISSIONER A R BEECH.
23 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal against the decision of
the Commission, constituted by a single Commissioner,
brought under s.49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”) and made on
14 October 1998, whereby the Commissioner dismissed the
whole of the application in matter No 727 of 1998, pursuant to
s.29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Act.
In accordance with s.29(2) of the Act, the referral of a claim
of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal by an employee cannot be made more than twenty-eight days after the day on which
the employee’s employment terminated.
s.29(2) of the Act in fact, reads as follows—
“A referral by an employee under subsection (1)(b)(i) cannot be made more than 28 days after the day on which the
employee’s employment terminated.”
BACKGROUND
The appellant alleged that her employer, the respondent company, had dismissed her on 27 March 1998. However, she did
not accept that she had been dismissed and went to work on
Sunday, 29 March 1998. She did not work because the respondent had arranged for somebody else to cover a colleague’s
shift, that day.
The appellant consulted solicitors concerning the matter. On
24 April 1998, there was a delay in “finalising the application”. The solicitors for the appellant, therefore, rang the
registry of this Commission at about 4.00 pm on 24 April 1998,
and sought permission to file the application by facsimile,
pursuant to Regulations 3(2) and 3(7) of the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985 (as amended) (hereinafter
referred to as “the Regulations”).
The office of the Registrar gave permission to file the application by facsimile, purportedly pursuant to Regulation 111 of
the Regulations. The “first application” was “filed” by facsimile on 24 April 1998, being on the 28th day after termination.
The filing fee was paid on the 28 April 1998, which was the
next business day in the Commission, when another and slightly
different “application”, purporting to be the original of the
document lodged by facsimile on 24 April 1998, the “second
application”, was lodged. A Saturday, Sunday and a public
holiday had intervened between 24 and 28 April 1998.
The Commissioner went to the Commission’s file in the matter,
which contained documents in chronological order as follows—
1. A facsimile transmission sheet attached to a Form 1
and Schedule, being an application dated 24 April
1998 and asking that the application be accepted as
having been filed on 24 April 1998. This communication is from the solicitors, J A Long & Co.
2. A note to a clerk in the Commission on the application, “please process as at 24/4/98 and hold for
original & filing fee”, initialled “AW” by the Clerk
to the Commission, Mr Arthur Wilson. It was not in
dispute that that was the case.
3. The “first application” does not bear the stamp of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, nor does it contain an application number.
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4. The last page of the first application contains the signature of the applicant’s solicitor and bears the date
“24 March 1998”.
5. The file also contains a Form 1 Notice of Application, No 727 of 1998 which the Commissioner, in
her reasons for decision, referred to as “the second
application”, bearing the stamp of the Commission
and dated 28 April 1998. It also bore a hand-written
note which said “5153 $5.00 3.40pm” and an initial.
6. There are some differences in what appears on the
two applications and these differences are mentioned
by the Commissioner at page 32 of the Appeal Book
(hereinafter referred to as “AB”).
7. Both applications claim that the applicant (appellant)
was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed.
There is no definition within the Act or the Regulations of
what constitutes “referral” or “filing” or “lodgement” of applications.
Any “referral” quite clearly was required to be made no more
than twenty-eight days after the day on which the employment terminated.
Regulation 8(1) of the Regulations provides that proceedings shall be commenced by a Notice of Application in
accordance with Form 1.
The Commissioner held that the referral of a claim of harsh,
oppressive or unfair dismissal can only be made in accordance with the Act and its Regulations and must be made no
later than twenty-eight days after the date on which the employment terminated.
The Commissioner referred to Regulations 3, 4, 8 and 111.
There was no indication that the first application, lodged by
facsimile transmission on 24 April 1998 was accompanied by
a $5.00 filing fee.
The parties did not dispute that the Commission did not have
the power to extend the time limit set for the referral of applications made pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act.
The Commissioner held that, insofar as the claim was one
for harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal and made in accordance with s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, it had been referred to the
Commission more than twenty-eight days after the date on
which the employee’s employment terminated, as the filing
fee was not paid when the “first application” was lodged. The
Commissioner also held that an application made out of time
is a nullity and must be dismissed for want of jurisdiction. She
dismissed this application, therefore. However, this was not
the case with the claim for denied contractual benefits made
in accordance with s.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act and the time limit
on the lodgement of such application did not exist. Therefore,
that claim could proceed, the Commissioner ruled.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
Referral
An employee has a statutory right to make a referral under
s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act. However, the referral cannot be made
more than twenty-eight days after the day on which the employee’s employment terminated. If it is, it is a nullity since it
cannot be made. (It was assumed, for the purposes of the proceedings at first instance and on this appeal, that that time
limit cannot be extended by the Full Bench. However, the
matter, in my opinion, is open to argument.) However, the
first day after the day on which the employment was terminated is the first day of the twenty-eight day period (see
s.61(1)(b) of the Interpretation Act 1984 (as amended)).
There is no definition of “referral” in the Act. There is no
definition of “referral” in the Regulations. There is no relevant judicial definition of “referral” to which the Full Bench
was referred, or which I can discover. However, the word “refer” means—
“to hand over or submit for information, consideration,
decision, etc.: to refer a cause to arbitration.”
“Referral” is, of course, the noun related to that verb (see
The Macquarie Dictionary (3rd Edition)).
There are two other words which must be interpreted (and I
will refer to them in context in due course); they are “lodge”
(and its relevant derivatives) and “file” (and its relevant derivatives).
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However, a claim alleging a harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal is a referral of an “industrial matter” to the Commission.
If, therefore, the appellant handed over, submitted for information or consideration or decision a claim that she had been
harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed within the twentyeight day period, calculated as I have described above, then
the referral has been completed and the referral made within
time.
If the Act alone was relevant, a referral might be effected by
letter or telephone call, personal notification, fax or other electronic means, or personal delivery of a document. However,
the matter does not end with the Act.
In this case, the appellant, by forwarding the “first application” by facsimile communication to the registry, handed over
to or submitted for information, consideration or decision, to
the Commission a claim under s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, i.e. she
made a referral.
File and Lodge
The words “file” and “lodge” and the derivatives were considered by the Commission, and their meanings were the
subject of submissions by Counsel. (The word “presented”
also occurs in Regulation 4.) They are words which appear in
various places throughout the Regulations and, of course, their
meanings must be interpreted and construed in the context of
the Regulations as a whole and applying to them their ordinary and natural meaning, unless to do so would give rise to
ambiguity or absurdity or render the Regulations in which their
meaning is to be interpreted inconsonant with the remainder
of the Regulations or with the Act.
There is no definition of “file” or “lodge” in the Act or in the
Regulations. However, there is some authority to which I would
advert.
The words “presented” or “presentation” were used in the
Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth) in the sense of handling or delivering the petition to and acceptance by the appropriate court
officer. An application to review will be “lodged” with a registry of the court therein. The word “presented” appears also
in Regulation 4, as I have observed.
The word “filing”, which appeared in the Bankruptcy Rules
(Cth), was held to be the act or process of placing the documents in the records of courts or registries and was an act of
the court, while the act of presentation was the act of the party
(see Purden Pty Ltd v Registrar in Bankruptcy 43 ALR 511
per Bowen CJ, Fisher and Lockhart JJ) (“Purden’s Case”). As
Their Honours also observed in that case, the two acts often
merge into one. The creditor handed the petition over the registry counter, together with the requisite fee and the officer of
the registry who received it then stamped it as filed. It then
came into the possession of the registry.
As was also observed (and I paraphrase), a problem usually
only arises (as it did in this case) where the act of lodging (or
presenting) and filing are separated by too great a time lapse.
Accordingly, when an application to review is sent by facsimile transmission to a facsimile machine which is located in
the registry, the application will be in the possession of the
registry when the transmission is complete (see Hong Ye v
Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs 153 ALR
327 per Burchett, Lehane and Finkelstein JJ).
In Angus Fire Armour Australia Pty Ltd v Collector of Customs (NSW) 83 ALR 449, Sweeney, Northrop and Jenkinson
JJ applied Purden’s Case and held an application for review
did not need to be accompanied by the prescribed fee in order
to be validly lodged because the word “lodged” should be given
its ordinary meaning, “to place, deposit”, including with a court
official. The payment of any prescribed fee is not a condition
precedent to lodgement, nor is it so expressed.
The ordinary meaning of the word “lodged” and the absence
of an express statement in the Act or Regulations that the payment of the prescribed fee is a condition precedent to
lodgement, supports the view that an application is lodged when
it is received by the registry (see Fetz and Others v Qantas
Airways Limited (1997) 77 IR 443 at 449).
Lodging the application with “the Registrar” did not require
that the application must be lodged with the Registrar personally (see Ex parte Hot Holdings Pty Ltd Pty Ltd; Hot Holdings
Pty Ltd v Creasy and Others (1996) 16 WAR 428 (WA Supreme Court FC) as to “lodged”). (See also Re Roberts and
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Repatriation Commission 26 ALD 611 and Re Kiss and Repatriation Commission 38 ALD 443.)
The Commission has, as it is empowered to do, pursuant to
s.112(1)(c) of the Act, made regulations regulating the practice and procedure and providing for the effective exercise of
the Commission’s jurisdiction. Those regulations are the “Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985”. As will be
seen, the regulations prescribe the practice and procedure relating to “referrals”.
The Regulations
We were referred by Counsel to Regulation 3. I reproduce
the same hereunder in full for convenience—
3.(1) All documents required to be filed or lodged under
the Act or these regulations shall be filed or lodged
as the case may be in office of the Registrar.
(2) Documents required to be filed or lodged under the
Act or these regulations shall, unless in any particular case the Registrar or Deputy Registrar otherwise
expressly approves, be filed not earlier than 9.00am
and not later than 4.00 p.m. on any day on which the
office of the Registrar is open for business.
(3) Where a document is required to be filed or lodged
within a prescribed time and the office of the Registrar is not open for business on the last day on which
it may be filed or lodged, it shall be deemed to have
been filed or lodged within time if it is filed or lodged
on the first day thereafter upon which the office of
the Registrar is open for business.
(4) Every document required to be filed or lodged under
the Act or these regulations and copies thereof for
service shall be in the form required by these regulations clearly written or typed or reproduced on one
side only with an adequate margin.
(5) The clerk receiving documents shall not accept any
document unless it has been completed in accordance with the Act and these regulations. Provided
that appeal books lodged in relation to appeals under
section 49 and section 84 of the Act shall not be
deemed documents for the purposes of this sub-regulation.
(6) Except where otherwise provided by these regulations or otherwise directed by the Commission one
copy of every document for the use of the Commission together with at least as many documents as there
are parties shall be filed or lodged in the office of the
Registrar.
(7) Subject to the provisions of regulation 111 and with
the prior consent of the Registrar, documents to be
lodged in the office of the Registrar may be lodged
by means of electronic data transmission.”
First, I would observe that there is a mandatory direction to
the clerk receiving documents not to accept any document
unless it has been completed in accordance with the Act and
these regulations. That is a mandatory direction by the Commission to its officers (see Regulation 3(5)).
That regulation supplements Regulation 3(4), which prescribes that every document required to be filed or lodged shall
be in the form required by these regulations. Thus, there can
be no lodging or filing of a document which does not comply
with Regulations 3(4), 3(5) or 3(6). It is forbidden. It is also
fair to observe that, if a document is lodged or permitted to be
lodged contrary to Regulation 3(4) or 3(5), it is a nullity.
Regulation 111 is apposite to this application because there
was a purported filing of an application. Regulation 111 reads
as follows—
“111. (1) The following fees shall be paid to the Registrar on the filing of documents under the Act
or these regulations and all other regulations
made under the Act and for the supply of documents, authentications or other specified
service, namely...”
Regulation 4 is apposite and reads as follows—
“4. (1) The Registrar shall issue all processes out of
the Commission and each document presented
to the Registrar at his office for filing or issue
under the Act or these regulations shall be
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stamped with the stamp of the Commission
endorsed with the date and time of filing.
(2) The Registrar shall mark each originating process with a distinguishing number and all
documents subsequently taken in the Commission and any award, order, declaration or
direction made by the Commission in relation
to the matter shall be distinguished by the same
number.
(3) The Registrar shall keep a register of all proceedings in and awards, orders and
declarations made by the Commission and the
entries in the records kept with regard to each
matter shall be entered together and kept separate from the entries with respect to any other
matter.
(4) Subject to these regulations upon documents
being accepted for filing and the party lodging the documents completing the copies as
endorsed by the Registrar the Registrar shall
cause the copies to be stamped and returned
to the party.”
Regulation 6 is relevant and reads as follows—
“6. (1) There shall be a stamp which shall bear the
words “The Stamp of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission” and which
shall provide for a date and a facsimile of the
signature of the Registrar.
(2) The stamp shall be in the custody of the Registrar.
(3) In addition to any other requirement of these
regulations the stamp shall be affixed by the
Registrar or at his direction to all documents
issued in his name in relation to proceedings
before the Commission.”
Regulation 8(1) provides that proceedings before the Commission, however constituted, shall, except where it is
otherwise provided by the Act or the Regulations, be commenced by “Notice of Application” in accordance with Form 1.
There are prescriptions in Regulation 8(2) for attached statements of claim and other requirements. Of course, if the
Regulation 8(1) and 8(2) requirements are not complied with,
the application is a nullity in terms of Clause 3(4), and must
be rejected in terms of Clause 3(4).
Subject to the requirements of other relevant regulations,
the Registrar (which means other officers of the Commission
to whom duties in this Commission have been allocated by
the Commission, acting on the Registrar’s behalf) (see s.93 of
the Act) has to deal with certain matters relating to the time
for answers.
I now turn to Regulation 9. The following sub-regulations
are relevant and I reproduce them hereunder for convenience—
“9. (1) The Registrar shall, upon and after the filing
of an application in the Commission, take such
action in respect of the application as the Chief
Commissioner either generally or in the particular case may direct.
(2) The Registrar shall keep a Register wherein
he shall enter each application filed in the
Commission, the action taken by him in relation to it, and the date o which the action is
taken.”
The Regulations, in Regulation 3, refer to all documents
which are required to be filed and lodged. Regulation 4(1)
refers to the presenting of the Registrar of documents at his
office “for filing and issue” under the Act. It is obvious that
“presenting” and its derivatives has a meaning synonymous
with “lodging” and its derivatives.
In my opinion, the use of the phrase “filed or lodged” in
Regulation 3 denotes the two necessarily different activities.
To be interpreted properly under the Regulations, the meaning
of those words must be considered. First, on the authorities to
which I have referred above, the word “lodged” means placing the documents in the hands of the Registrar or his officers,
or presenting the document to him or them, as presenting is
defined in Purden’s Case (op cit).
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This is also borne out by Regulation 3(7) which enables this
lodging or presentation to be done electronically and Regulation 4(1) which uses the word “present” interchangeably with
“lodge” and, in my opinion, bears the same meaning as “lodge”
(see the Bankruptcy cases (supra)).
Lodging is an act within the power of the applicant (or respondent) or his/her/its solicitors or agents to be performed by
the applicant or the respondent or the solicitors, etc.
Regulation 3 and Regulation 4(1) make it clear that filing is
an entirely different process from lodging (as do the authorities which I have cited above). The two different words
“lodging” and “filing” are used in Regulation 3 (but see Regulation 3(2)). “Filing” is an act done by the Registrar and/or his
officers. It is a process not performed by an applicant or within
the power of an applicant (or respondent) to perform. The payment of a fee is, of course, required to enable a matter to
proceed.
In Clause 4(1), there is the identification and recognition of
different processes of presentation (lodging), filing and also
issuing. I should say that I regard the word “presented” in
Regulation 4 as synonymous with the word “lodge” and its
derivatives in the relevant regulations.
The Registrar, when a part of the process occurs, stamps the
document with the Commission stamp endorsed with the date
and time of filing. Each originating process then gets a separate number and all proceedings are recorded in a register.
(See, in particular, Hong Ye v Minister for Immigration and
Multicultural Affairs (op cit) which is authority for the proposition that, when an application, sent pursuant to Regulation
111, is sent by facsimile machine, the document will be in the
possession of the Registrar when the transmission is complete.)
That is what indisputably occurred in this case.
Thus, as a matter of interpretation and, as a matter of law, an
applicant can do no more than lodge (i.e. physically deposit,
present, hand to or forward electronically or by mail) a document in the form prescribed by Regulation 3(4) to the office of
the Registrar. If it is not in the prescribed form, the document
must not be accepted and cannot, therefore, be lodged or presented. Thus, there cannot be a lodging where the document
does not comply with Regulation 3(4), as I have observed.
Nor, obviously, can it be filed.
Filing is a process which is in the hands of the Registrar and
the Commission’s other officers, as Regulations 4 and 6 reveal (see also Regulation 9). It is not a matter for the applicant.
Only the Registrar or other officers can stamp, mark, give a
number to and collect the fee on the filing of the document.
Filing is the process identified by Regulation 4 and, to some
extent, Regulation 6. Filing is the act or process of placing the
documents in the Commission and its registry and is an act of
the Commission, acting through its officers. It requires, inter
alia, recording, numbering and stamping. (Filing is often required under the regulations to be followed by issuing.)
Accordingly, all that the appellant in this case could do was
lodge the application (i.e. deposit it) in the office of the Registrar, which she did electronically, with approval. It was then
noted as filed, but no fee was paid at that time. There is no
presumption in the plain words of the Regulations (particularly the Schedule) that a fee must be paid at the time of lodging.
Fees are only required to be paid on filing and, indeed, the
filing in this case was not completed in relation to the first
application. The matter could not, therefore, properly advance
or be listed for hearing, subject to what I say later in these
reasons about Regulations 92 and 93 and s.27(1)(m) of the
Act.
On the filing of a document, a fee is required to be paid. No
fee was paid on the electronically filed application, nor, perhaps, was its filing completed. The note that it was filed was,
in reality, an acceptance for lodging (see Regulation 4).
Proceedings in the Commission are commenced by filing an
application. This is the case in s.29 matters, which this application was. Regulation 8 applies. The application, “required
to be lodged” in terms of Regulation 8(3), was lodged.
Where, in the regulations, there is a reference to filing a
document within a certain time, the duty would seem to be
placed on the person lodging to lodge the document to enable
the filing process to be completed within the time limit prescribed. In the normal course of events, where lodging, filing
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and issuing is one transaction, that is not a problem. I would
add that, in some places in the regulations e.g. Regulation 3(2),
the word “filed” is used in lieu of the word “lodged”. However, the meaning is clear and the word “lodged” is obviously
meant.
The referral required to be made by s.29(2) of the Act is, by
a combination of s.113 and Regulations 3, 8 and 4(1), required
to be lodged in the form of a form of application. It was. The
referral was then complete. The filing and issuing was then a
matter for the Registrar. The applicant could do no more.
The document lodged on 28 April 1998 was not the “original” of the application lodged on 24 April 1998, because the
application was already lodged and, indeed, deemed to be filed.
In fact, it was not filed until the steps to be taken under Regulation 4, 6 and 8, were taken, but that did not affect the lodging
in time and the making of a referral in time. Then there is the
process of issuing, which is not relevant to this appeal.
Accordingly, a valid referral had been made, but the filing
could not be completed and there could be no issuing until the
fee was paid. However, the referral was made within twentyeight days, as required. The Commissioner erred in holding
otherwise.
The “second application” was not a “second application”. It
purported to be the “original” of the “first application”. In fact,
because the electronically transmitted “first application” was
validly lodged and, indeed, purported to be accepted as having been filed by the registry officers, then the so called “second
application” was a copy only. The electronically transmitted
application was the original.
The minor differences in the second document did not mean
that the application became a different one. The “first application” referred a claim by way of application alleging unfair
dismissal. The minor differences between the true original and
the copy were matters for correction upon application at the
hearing, if they had not been dealt with in the registry.
Even if that were wrong, what was still before the Commission, even if the filing and issuing process had not been
completed, was a validly referred claim.
Accordingly, having regard to s.26(1)(a) and s.27(1)(m) of
the Act, the minor differences between the true electronically
transmitted original and the copy could and should have been
corrected. Similarly, any defects in filing and issuing could
also have been corrected. To that end, the Commission might
have been disadvantaged by the absence of applications to those
ends.
The Act gives the right of referral to the Commission under
s.29(1)(b)(i), and the regulations prescribe the basis upon which
that right is procedurally exercised.
The fact of the matter is that, for those reasons, the referral
was made within twenty-eight days because an application in
the form prescribed was lodged.
S.27(1)(m) of the Act and Regulations 92 and 93
I would add that, in relation to any requirement of the Regulations, a party, intervener or objector or s.72A person can
seek relief from the obligations under the regulations under
s.27(1)(m) of the Act and/or Regulations 92 and/or 93.
Whether any order can or will be made is then a matter for
the Commissioner to whom the application is made.
FINALLY
I have considered all of the submissions and authorities. The
Commissioner erred in dismissing the application for those
reasons.
For those reasons, the appeal, in my opinion, is made out. I
would uphold the appeal, I would suspend the decision appealed against and remit the application to the Commission,
constituted as at first instance, to hear and determine according to law.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: I have had
the advantage of reading the draft reasons for decision of the
President. I agree that the appeal should be upheld and the
matter remitted.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: I have had the advantage
of reading in draft form the Reasons for Decision of his Honour the President. I can shortly state my reasons for agreeing
with the Order proposed.
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Permission to file the claim by fax had been given by an
officer of the Registry. In my view the claim of unfair dismissal was referred to the Commission by Ms Satie when her
claim came into the possession of the Registry when the facsimile transmission to it was complete (Hong Ye v Minister
for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs (1998) 153 ALR
327 at 330). The claim was accordingly referred within 28
days after the day on which the employee’s employment terminated as the Act stipulates. I agree with his Honour in the
conclusion that it is not necessary that the filing fee be paid
within 28 days after the day on which the employee’s employment terminated for the claim to be “referred” to the
Commission.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is upheld
and the matter remitted to the Commission.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr J A Long (of Counsel), by leave, on
behalf of the appellant.
Mr A D Lucev (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent.
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No. 2238 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH.
26 March 1999.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 25th day of February 1999, and having heard Mr J A
Long (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant and
Mr A D Lucev (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on
the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the
23rd day of March 1999 wherein it was found that the appeal
should be upheld, it is this day, the 26th day of March 1999,
ordered and directed as follows—
(1) THAT appeal No 2238 of 1998 be and is hereby upheld.
(2) THAT the decision of the Commission in matter No
727 of 1998 made on the 14th day of October 1998
be and is hereby suspended and the application be
remitted to the Commission to hear and determine
according to law in accordance with the reasons for
decision.
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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and
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BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
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16 March 1999.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 16th day of March 1999, and having heard Ms S Laferla,
as agent, on behalf of the appellant and Ms J Harrison on behalf of the respondent, and the appellant having made
application to seek leave to withdraw the appeal and the respondent having no objection, the Full Bench refrains from
hearing the appeal and it is this day, the 16th day of March
1999, ordered that leave be granted for the appellant to withdraw appeal No 16 of 1999.
By the Full Bench,
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries
Industrial Union of Workers, WA Branch
(Appellant)
and
Custom Vanities Pty Ltd.
(Respondent)
No 1868 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH.
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS
12 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Introduction.
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal brought under s.84 of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter
referred to as “the Act”) against the whole of the decision of
the learned Industrial Magistrate, who, in Complaint No CP
248 of 1997, dismissed the original complaints that the respondent company had, between 18 February 1995 and 2
February 1997, at Dianella, being a party bound by Award No
A6 of 1984, committed 42 breaches of the award and, in particular, Clause 14 of the award, by failing to pay overtime on
various dates listed therein to one Mr Anthony Edward Taylor,
an employee.
The award, it should be added, is the Furniture Trades Industry Award No 6 of 1984 (hereinafter referred to as “the
award”).
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GROUNDS OF APPEAL
The decision to dismiss is appealed against on the following
grounds, which were amended upon the hearing, by leave of
the Full Bench—
“1. The Learned Industrial Magistrate erred in that he
should have concluded, on the totality of the evidence before him, that Anthony Edward Taylor
(“Taylor”) had worked the hours described in Exhibit 2, when—
(a) there was direct evidence (from Tony Taylor)
of the circumstances of the making of Exhibit
2, and of the additional work that he had performed, and
(b) there was evidence (from the Defendant’s witnesses) acknowledging that—
(i) Taylor worked hours in excess of ordinary hours;
(ii) the Defendant disregarded Taylor’s
actual hours of work; and
(iii) the official time records kept were not
a true record of the hours Taylor
worked.
2. The Learned Industrial Magistrate erred in that he gave
too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant’s
witnesses, in that he did not take into account the Defendant’s acknowledged failure to keep records of time
worked, as required by the award.
3. The Learned Magistrate erred in law in finding that
a condition precedent for overtime to be payable was
a requirement by an employer (for overtime to be
worked) when the applicable award makes no such
provision.
4. The appellant seeks an order of the Full Bench, quashing the Learned Magistrate’s decision at first instance
and ordering that the Respondent/Defendant make
payment to Anthony Edward TAYLOR of the sum
of $5,606.44.
5. Alternatively to 4 above, the Appellant seeks an order quashing the Learned Magistrate’s decision at
first instance, and remitting the matter back to the
Learned Magistrate for further decision.”
BACKGROUND AND EVIDENCE
Mr Anthony Edward Taylor, who gave evidence in the proceedings, is, by occupation when employed, a qualified
cabinetmaker, that is, a tradesperson, having completed his
apprenticeship in that area.
He was first employed by the respondent to this appeal and
the respondent at first instance as a furniture assembler for a
period of two years and eight months at Belmont. The furniture assembler’s work is not work to trade level, but Mr Taylor
commenced his employment at a wage of $368.00 per week,
being $100.00 less than a tradesperson. This continued until
about February 1996, and his employment terminated on 15
April 1997.
In February of 1996, his work changed to work which he
described as cabinetmaker’s work, namely that of a tradesman
wood machinist, which is the same level as a cabinetmaker.
The pay changed in December 1996, a couple of months prior
to the termination of his employment.
He worked as a wood machinist for 16 months, commencing in February 1996 and ending in April 1997. His ordinary
hours of work were 7.00 am to 3.00 pm. There was a 15 minute
meal break during the day and he was paid $368.40, which
changed in February 1996 to $468.40, which was when his
duties changed.
When Mr Taylor first started as a furniture assembler, he
was paid overtime rates, an hour every night and four hours
on Saturday morning. Just before February 1996, his hours
increased two hours per day, for which he was paid during the
first month. After that, he was not paid.
Mr Taylor spoke to Mr Phil Benjamin, whom he described
as his employer, who said he could not afford to pay him overtime rates or extra superannuation. He also suggested that Mr
Taylor work one hour on and then he could have an hour off
and Mr Taylor accepted it, after some thought.
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Mr Taylor kept a record and put a stroke down for each hour
worked, but did not record the starting and finishing times. He
would make an entry on the calendar when he finished overtime, noting the total overtime hours worked. At the end of
each month, he totalled it and carried it over to the next month,
writing this on the calendar and keeping a running total of the
hours. He continued this until the last week that he left on 15
April 1997. He took none of the time in lieu that had accrued
to him over the period because he was not allowed to. The
only time he took off was when he went on holidays. There
were three calendars which he completed.
Mr Taylor did have discussions with his employer about the
time off in lieu that had accrued and for which he was not
paid, because, on occasions, Mr Benjamin would come down
to the work area and comment about the times on the calendar.
When his employment ceased, and in fact on 2 May 1997, Mr
Taylor asked Mr Benjamin over the telephone when he was
going to pay him for the time he had accumulated working
overtime for him. Mr Benjamin said that he would do so when
Mr Taylor stopped calling the police over to the factory.
Mr Taylor then wrote to Mr T P Daley, Secretary of the appellant organisation (see exhibit 3). Mr Benjamin still had the
third calendar when Mr Taylor left, but Mr Taylor took two
with him. He made a list of what was owing off the two calendars.
There were two pay-slips tendered which were actually representative of time paid for overtime on the only occasions
when Mr Taylor was paid for overtime.
In cross-examination, he said that there were no time cards,
but he was shown time cards and admitted that it looked as if
he had maintained them. The first one was for 7 November
1996 and the last one was for 1 February 1997. Mr Taylor did
not register overtime on them because he was asked not to put
it on the overtime sheets. On occasions, however, he did maintain the time cards of other employees. He did have a set of
keys to the business. He had a meeting with Mr Benjamin in
February 1996 and asked for a pay increase. He could not recall whether overtime was discussed at that meeting.
In re-examination, Mr Taylor said that he and other employees had keys to the premises, and that the time cards, put to
him in cross-examination and tendered, were full of lies. The
majority of the time cards, he said, he did on Mondays in a
matter of half an hour, as instructed by Mr Benjamin. He was
instructed, he said, to put 8 hours on each day, irrespective of
the hours worked.
No further evidence was called on behalf of the complainant
at first instance.
Mr Phillip Ian Benjamin was called to give evidence for the
defendant. Mr Benjamin is and was a director of Custom Vanities Pty Ltd, the respondent. On 30 January 1996, he met with
Mr Taylor, in the presence of his wife and the company secretary, Mrs Michelle Benjamin. She is also and was the company
bookkeeper. The purpose of the meeting was to sort out the
extra time that Mr Taylor had been putting into the business
and to tell him that they could not afford to pay overtime as
such on his rate of pay, but would increase his rate of pay to a
full cabinetmaking wage in lieu of any overtime that might be
done by Mr Taylor in the future.
The result of the meeting was that they agreed to pay Mr
Taylor at the higher rate of pay on a 40 hour week and he
would then, from that time forward, not claim any overtime, if
there was overtime which he had done. That was the agreement.
It was the responsibility of Mr Taylor to maintain the employee time card. In fact, the responsibility to maintain the
time card was Mr Taylor’s and Mr Phillip Benjamin’s. The
time cards, according to Mr Benjamin, were an accurate description of the hours worked. They were used to formulate
time and wages records and had been checked by Mr Benjamin.
Mr Benjamin was shown an extract from the wages book.
There was no mention of overtime on the time and wages
records. They accurately reflect the time and wages records of
Mr Taylor, on the agreement which the defendant had with
him.
Mr Taylor did work irregular hours whilst in employment
by the defendant, that is, outside the normal ordinary hours of
work. He would often come in on Saturdays to work. He would
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come back late afternoons and work into the night and he would
also come in on Sundays when not asked to and start at irregular times during the week. This occurred after February 1996,
but he was not asked to work these irregular hours.
As the most senior employee, Mr Taylor was given keys to
the premises.
In cross-examination, Mr Benjamin disagreed that the
January 1996 meeting was initiated by Mr Taylor and said
that it was initiated by him, because it was drawn to his
attention by Mrs Benjamin that the overtime, which had
been paid to Mr Taylor before the meeting, they could no
longer afford to pay.
From about that time, Mr Taylor did work beyond the work
usually done by an assembler and somewhat akin to the work
of a tradesman. They then said they would put his wage up to
the full tradesman’s wage because they could not afford to pay
overtime and there would be no more claims for overtime,
regardless of the hours of work which he did, and Mr Taylor
was quite happy with it.
There was no arrangement for Mr Taylor to take time off in
lieu. There was an arrangement drawn up by Mr Taylor himself for the other employees, but not for Mr Taylor. He did not
want it. He was quite happy to do any extra hours that he
might need to do without any pay and that is what he informed
them.
Mr Benjamin said in cross-examination that, had Mr Taylor
wanted to have time in lieu or be paid for overtime, his rate of
pay would have stayed at the original rate of pay because he
was employed as an assembler. What they said at the meeting
was that their appreciation of the extra work being done by Mr
Taylor and the initiative that he had taken in supervising other
staff members would be marked by putting his rate of pay up
from that time on and also saying that the agreement with him
was that they could not afford to pay him overtime.
Mr Benjamin has no record of the hours that Mr Taylor was
actually there, Mr Benjamin said. He was familiar with the
calendar and the extra hours which were recorded on it by the
other employees. However, he said that Mr Taylor did not keep
a calendar or a record of the hours that he was actually there
because there were no records to be kept.
Mr Taylor, Mr Benjamin said, did not put any of his own
hours down on any of the calendars which he sighted. He did
sight a calendar alongside Mr Taylor’s workbench, but the only
hours which were put on the calendars at any stage were any
extra hours that any of the other employees did. Mr Taylor
recorded any extra hours which the other employees worked,
so that they could have time off in lieu, because that was the
agreement. The other employees did not keep their own calendars. Mr Taylor kept the calendar and recorded the hours
worked on it. That was Mr Benjamin’s evidence.
Mrs Michelle Benjamin, a director of the defendant and its
bookkeeper, gave evidence. A meeting took place, she said,
between herself and Mr Benjamin and Mr Taylor on 30 January 1996, a Tuesday. The purpose of the meeting, she said,
was to acknowledge Mr Taylor’s hard work, his conscientiousness, and to offer him a reward for taking on the responsibility
for trying to get the workshop running smoothly. They had
been paying quite a lot of overtime and wanted to bring that
back because they could not afford it as a weekly cash flow
drain. Thus, they offered Mr Taylor extra remuneration in return for getting the workshop running smoothly so that little
or no overtime would be necessary to be worked.
Mr Taylor was quite happy with this, Ms Benjamin said,
because he was getting an extra $100 or so a week gross. Mr
Taylor had been maintaining the time cards, from Mrs
Benjamin’s memory, from November 1995 until December
1996. Mrs Benjamin was not cross-examined.
It seems to have been accepted that the calendars were lost
or otherwise mislaid. Exhibit 3, a letter written by Mr Taylor
to the respondent was based on details recorded in the calendars, according to his evidence.
It was agreed that the respondent was bound by the award
(the Furniture Trades Industry Award) and that Mr Taylor was
employed by the respondent in a calling mentioned in the
award, and, in fact, at the commencement of his employment
as a Furniture Making Employee Group 3, and, from 1 February 1996, as a Furniture Making Employee Group 5.
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It is quite clear, on the evidence, that Mr Taylor worked
overtime in accordance with Clause 14 of the award (see pages
12-13 of the transcript at first instance (hereinafter referred to
as “TFI”) – Mr Taylor’s evidence), for a large part of which
time he was not paid. Further, after 30 January 1997, Mr Taylor
worked overtime and received no payments (see page 17 (TFI)).
See, also Mr Benjamin’s evidence (see page 25 (TFI)), where,
after 30 January 1996, the agreement was—
“We agreed to pay Tony at the higher rate of pay on a 40
hour week, and that he would then from that time forward not claim any overtime if there was overtime that
he’d done..”
Mr Benjamin gave evidence that they would put up Mr
Taylor’s wage and there would be no more claims for overtime regardless of the hours of work (see page 29 (TFI)). Mr
Taylor said that he did not want to be paid for overtime, according to Mr Benjamin (see page 31 (TFI)). The agreement
was that he would be paid a weekly wage, no matter how many
hours he worked (see page 32 (TFI)). On occasions, he was
told not to come in at the weekend (see page 35 (TFI)).
FINDINGS AT FIRST INSTANCE
His Worship found—
(a) That there were significant questions of credibility
in the matter, involving questions of accuracy and
truthfulness.
(b) That an agreement was reached at a meeting at the
beginning of 1996, between Mr and Mrs Benjamin
on the one hand and Mr Taylor on the other.
(c) That the agreement divided the period of Mr Taylor’s
employment into two distinct periods. That overtime
was an issue up to that point because Mrs Benjamin
mentioned the discussions with her husband concerning the amount of overtime being paid to Mr Taylor.
(d) That one cannot contract out of the award (see s.114
of the Act).
(e) That Clause 14 of the award puts a condition precedent on overtime being payable and that is where it
is performed.
(f) That a person who works overtime must be required
to do so by his employer.
(g) That, where a person performs overtime and is paid
for it, it can then often be implied that there is a requirement to do overtime – or where there is a
practice.
(h) That the onus is on the complainant to prove his case,
and the calendar system was critical.
(i) That it was difficult to assess the truthfulness of the
complainant and his reliability and accuracy in setting out the letter (exhibit 3), in which he advised
the complement of the overtime which he worked
based on two of the calendars.
(j) That he was concerned about the evidence concerning the calendar and the way that exhibit 3 was
worked out. He wondered why overtime questions
were not raised at an earlier period, given that Mr
Taylor was paid overtime on two earlier pay-slips.
(k) That he found it improbable that there was a time off
in lieu of overtime system in operation, given that
Mr Taylor apparently took no time off.
(l) That the more likely situation was that, on Mr
Benjamin’s evidence, that Mr Taylor was to get higher
pay and work as you please with no payment for
overtime. Even though one cannot contract out, there
must still be a requirement by an employer before
overtime is paid.
(m) That he was prepared to accept the employer’s evidence that the complainant worked from time to time,
in fact, open hours, whereas in the time sheets, it is
clearly recorded that he worked religiously on set
fixed hours during the week, although in exhibit 3
he has enumerated blocks of hours without breaks,
“large blocks of hours without breaks”.
(n) That he could not find, on the balance of probabilities, that overtime was worked as set out in the
schedule and the letter (exhibit 3).
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(o) That he was not satisfied that the work, as particularised, was worked, or that it was required pursuant
to Clause 14 of the award.
(p) That, to that extent, he accepted the evidence of the
defendant’s witnesses.
CONCLUSIONS
The principle in Devries v Australian National Railways
Commission [1993] 177 CLR 472 (HC) applies. In my opinion, it was open to find that there were breaches of Clause 14
of the award, for the reasons expressed by the Industrial Magistrate.
The principle approved by the majority in that case is well
proven—
“A finding of fact by a trial judge, based on the credibility of a witness, is not to be set aside because an appellate
court thinks that the probabilities of the case are against—
even strongly against—that finding. If the finding depends
to any substantial degree on the credibility of the witness,
the finding must stand unless it can be shown that the
judge has failed to use or has palpably misused his advantage, or has acted on evidence which was inconsistent
with facts incontrovertibly established by the evidence or
which was glaringly improbable.”
In this case, it was open to find that, prior to the agreement
of February 1996, it was necessary for the appellant to work
overtime. The fact that he did was, on some of the evidence,
the reason for the agreement to increase his salary, so as to
avoid paying overtime.
There was no cogent evidence that he was paid any but two
lots of overtime, notwithstanding the fact that overtime was,
on the evidence of the respondent’s witnesses, too costly. That
was evidence, too, on which it was open to find that Mr Taylor
worked as required by the respondent employer. It was open,
therefore, to find that a breach of Clause 14 of the award had
occurred.
Similarly, the fact that it seems, on the evidence of the respondent’s witnesses, that they, at least some of the time,
tolerated Mr Taylor working at the weekend and did not pay
him.
For myself, it does not seem probable that there was an agreement that Mr Taylor would receive increased pay without being
required to work overtime, which would be absorbed by the
increase or was not the subject of some other arrangement.
However, as the learned Magistrate observed, it was for the
complainant to establish, on the balance of probabilities, all
elements of the alleged breaches. This involved dates, times
and, for the purposes of claiming an order to pay any underpayment, amounts.
The learned Magistrate, as he observed correctly, was faced
with the question of credibility involving matters of truth and
accuracy. He was faced with secondary evidence of the times
alleged to have been worked because the primary evidence,
namely the calendars, were not available. He was then thrown
back on the “oral evidence of the witnesses” and his observation of them.
He also made a number of observations—
(a) He wondered why overtime questions were not raised
earlier, a valid question.
(b) Since Mr Taylor took no time off in lieu, he found it
improbable that there was an agreement that he could
take time off in lieu of overtime worked.
(c) It was open to the learned Magistrate to find, on the
evidence, that the complainant worked from time to
time, open hours; however exhibit 3 recorded that
he worked blocks of hours without breaks. That
modus operandi does not seem to be borne out by
any of the other evidence, and he was entitled to believe the defendant’s witnesses.
(d) It was open to him to find that the evidence of the
work, as recorded by Mr Taylor in exhibit 3, was not
such as to satisfy him that it was worked, or that it
was required to be done as recorded.
The learned Magistrate, on all of the evidence as I have summarised it above, together with his observation of the witnesses,
was, for the most part as I have outlined it, entitled to find as
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he did and to prefer the evidence of the defendant’s two witnesses in relation to the allegations of the overtime alleged to
have been worked, both as to time and date. The findings made
are not against the probabilities of the case.
There was nothing said to the Full Bench on appeal, for the
reasons which I have given above, to show that His Worship
failed to use or palpably misused his advantage, or that he
acted on evidence which was inconsistent with facts incontrovertibly established by the evidence or which was glaringly
improbable.
The complainant did not establish that Mr Taylor performed
overtime on the dates and for the times on which he alleged
that he worked such overtime. The complainant did not prove
all of the elements of the complaint.
Cogently, it was not established that Mr Taylor’s record of
his hours worked was a true record. Whilst it would seem to
be correct that the defendant did not keep a time and wages
record, as it was required to do, a record was, on all of the
evidence, kept by Mr Taylor. His evidence of what it contained was not accepted.
I would also add that Clause 14(1) of the award, at least on
the submissions made to the Full Bench in this case, casts a
duty on an employee to work reasonable overtime when required by his employer. It is implicit in that, I think, that an
employee does not choose what overtime to work, but must
do so at the request of or with the consent of his/her employer.
For all of those reasons, I find no ground of appeal made out
and would dismiss the appeal.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING: I have had
the advantage of reading in draft form the reasons for decision
prepared by the President. In general I agree with the President and can shortly state my reasons.
In my view there was ample justification for the learned
Industrial Magistrate to question, as he did, the accuracy of
Mr Taylor’s testimony with respect to the hours worked. Although Mr Taylor was not cross-examined on the matter as
perhaps he should have been, the Respondent’s principal in
giving his testimony, challenged the veracity of the record tendered by Mr Taylor of the hours he worked. Mr Taylor testified
that the record had been prepared from a calendar on which he
recorded the overtime hours worked by marking a single stroke
for each such hour. Unfortunately, the calendar upon which
those markings were made was mislaid before the hearing took
place and thus was not produced as evidence. The Respondent’s principal says that although he saw Mr Taylor make entries
on a calendar for other employees, he never saw him do so for
himself. As I understand it, that was because he and Mr Taylor
had entered into an arrangement whereby in lieu of a higher
rate of pay being paid to him, he would not claim overtime. In
addition, Mr Taylor testified that when he made entries of that
nature on the calendar, the maximum period he entered for
any one day was 4½ hours. Despite that assertion, the record
tendered by the complainant, which was said to be a true reflection of the calendar, shows that on a number of occasions
Mr Taylor worked overtime for periods considerably longer
than 4½ hours. Furthermore, the Respondent’s principal says
that on some days when Mr Taylor came to work on weekends, he left the workplace for a time and then returned. That
happening is not reflected on the record tendered by the Appellant. In the circumstances, faced with conflicting evidence
about the veracity of the record, it cannot be said that the learned
Industrial Magistrate erred in not accepting that the record was
accurate and in choosing to prefer the evidence of the Respondent’s principal rather than that of Mr Taylor. The fact
that the Respondent’s principal admitted to not maintaining
accurate records or even to maintaining false records is not a
compelling reason to treat him as a discredible witness.
Once the learned Industrial Magistrate rejected the evidence
of Mr Taylor in preference to that of the Respondent’s principal, it was inevitable that the complaints had to be dismissed.
There was no other evidence to support the claim that Mr Taylor
worked the extra hours he said he worked. Although on the
basis of the evidence adduced on behalf of the Respondent, it
was open to the learned Industrial Magistrate to find that Mr
Taylor worked outside of the ordinary hours of work as prescribed by the Award, the extent to which he did so remained
unclear and thus the extent to which he was underpaid, which
was the gravamen of the complaints, remained unresolved.
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Hence, there was little or no alternative but for the learned
Industrial Magistrate to dismiss the complaints. Had the complaints alleged that the Respondent failed to maintain proper
time and wages records as required by the Award, the position
may well have been different.
Even if the learned Industrial Magistrate had found that the
record tendered by Mr Taylor was accurate, it might not follow that all or any of the complaints had been made out. There
is a considerable amount of evidence to suggest that from and
after the 1st February 1998 Mr Taylor was paid an additional
sum of $100 per week to compensate for the fact that he worked
longer hours than those prescribed as ordinary hours under the
Award. Whilst there was some suggestion, at least on the part
of Mr Taylor, that his duties had changed materially by that
date, the Respondent’s principal and his wife both testified
that the additional sum was paid as a token of appreciation for
him working long hours and on the understanding that he would
not claim overtime for the extra hours worked. Consistent with
that arrangement no formal record of the extra hours worked
by Mr Taylor was kept and the timesheets maintained by the
Respondent show only that he worked ordinary hours. If it be,
as the evidence adduced by the Respondent suggests, that the
additional payment was made to recompense Mr Taylor for
working the extra hours, then this additional payment of $100
per week should be taken into account in determining whether,
in fact, Mr Taylor was paid his full entitlement under the Award.
It is trite law that employers and employees cannot contract
out provisions of an Award other than via the medium of a
duly registered workplace agreement. However, where extra
remuneration is paid for a purpose of satisfying specific liabilities under the Award, for example overtime payments, the
extra remuneration is able to be set off against any such liability under the Award (see: TransAdelaide v. Leddy [No. 2] (1998)
82 IR 391). In this respect, it is important to assert the purpose
for which the extra remuneration is paid. In the present case,
although the increased wage reflected that payable for a Group
5 worker under the Award, at least on the basis of the evidence
accepted by the learned Industrial Magistrate as being the most
credible, namely that adduced on behalf of the Respondent,
there is reason to conclude that Mr Taylor was not reclassified
but instead the wage increase was made primarily to reflect
the fact that he worked beyond the ordinary hours prescribed
by the Award.
In the circumstances, it is not necessary to consider that
ground of appeal directed towards the finding that the overtime worked by Mr Taylor was not “required” by the
Respondent. I agree with the President that Clause 14(1)(a) of
the Award by providing that “an employer may require any
employee to work reasonable overtime and such employee shall
work overtime in accordance with such requirements”, simply imposes a requirement on an employee to work reasonable
overtime, as the agent for the Appellant contends. For work to
qualify as overtime for the purposes of the Award it must be
work done at the direction of the employer. An employee cannot select his own hours of work and so incur a liability for
paid overtime by the employer without the employer’s sanction. Essentially, the learned Industrial Magistrate found in
this case that the Respondent did not sanction the extra work
and that it was unauthorised. In my opinion on any fair reading of the evidence, especially that of the Respondent’s
principal, whose evidence the learned Industrial Magistrate
found to be the most credible, it is difficult to conclude that
the Respondent did not sanction, at least impliedly if not expressly, Mr Taylor working the extra hours. Indeed, it is clear
from the agreement which the Respondent’s principal said led
to Mr Taylor being paid an additional $100 per week that he
was entitled, if not expected, to work extra hours. Consistent
with this, there was no evidence to suggest that the Respondent had ever admonished Mr Taylor for working the extra hours,
though the evidence clearly indicates that the Respondent’s
principal knew that Mr Taylor was working overtime, particularly on Saturdays and Sundays. The Respondent’s only
complaint against Mr Taylor was that he was in breach of their
agreement by seeking payment for overtime, not that he should
not have worked the overtime without first obtaining the express consent of the Respondent.
Whilst in my view the learned Industrial Magistrate appears
to have erred in his interpretation of the Award for the reasons
outlined, on the facts as he found them he did not err in
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holding that none of the complaints had been made out. Thus
I agree that the appeal should be dismissed.
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS: I have read the reasons for
decision of His Honour the President. I agree with those reasons and have nothing to add.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly.
APPEARANCES: Mr M Lourey on behalf of the appellant
Mr F Kroon, as agent, on behalf of the Respondent
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Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 16th day of February 1999, and having heard Mr M
Lourey on behalf of the appellant and Mr F Kroon on behalf
of the respondent, and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered
on the 12th day of March 1999 wherein it was found that the
appeal should be dismissed, it is this day, the 12th day of March
1999, ordered that appeal No 1868 of 1998 be and is hereby
dismissed.
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
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Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal against the decision of
the Industrial Magistrate’s Court at Perth, made on 20 January
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1999 in complaint No 204 of 1998, whereby His Worship, the
Industrial Magistrate, sitting in the Industrial Court at Perth,
dismissed the complaint. The appeal purports to be brought
pursuant to s.84 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”).
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
The appellant now appeals against that decision on the following grounds—
“1. The Learned Magistrate erred in holding that he did
not have jurisdiction to hear and determine the complaint.
2. The Learned Magistrate should have held that the
decision of the Full Bench in TWU v Cosmelia Holdings Pty Ltd 75 WAIG 2944 was made without
jurisdiction and was wrong and he was accordingly
not bound by it.
3. The Learned Magistrate should have held that he had
jurisdiction under section 178 of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 to hear and determine the
complaint.”
There was no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent.
INTERVENTION
The Honourable Minister for Labour Relations sought leave,
through counsel, to intervene in the appeal pursuant to s.30(1)
of the Act, the State clearly having an interest in two important questions arising in this matter—
(a) Whether there was jurisdiction in the Industrial Magistrate’s Court to hear and determine the complaint
which sought enforcement of a federal award.
(b) Whether the Full Bench of this Commission has jurisdiction to hear the appeal.
An application to be heard as amicus curiae was made
through counsel by the Honourable Attorney General.
Leave to intervene was granted without objection to the
Minister, there being sufficient interest in questions arising as
to the operation of the Act in the proceedings to warrant that
leave being granted. That leave having been given, there was
no need to grant leave, and none was granted, for the Attorney
General to be heard as amicus curiae.
It was agreed by counsel that the complainant before the
Industrial Magistrate’s Court was a federally registered organisation of employees and that the complaint sought the
enforcement of a federal award made under the Workplace
Relations Act 1996 (Cth), namely the Security Officers (Western Australia) Interim Award 1996 (hereinafter referred to as
“the award”).
THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE’S COURT
The Industrial Magistrate’s Court was established in 1991
when the Act was amended by Act No 44 of 1991 (the Acts
Amendment (Industrial Courts) Act). What the Act did was
establish the Court in lieu of the office of Industrial Magistrate, under s.81 of the Act, to enable the continued enforcement
of federal industrial awards by the Industrial Magistrate, and,
as one understands it, create a court of competent jurisdiction
within the meaning of s.78 of the Act. (This occurred, it would
seem, as a result of the decision of Brown IM in ATAEA (WA
Branch) v Delarene Pty Ltd (1990) 70 WAIG 3366.) The purpose of the amendment was to enable the enforcement of federal
awards before the Industrial Magistrate, sitting as a court of
competent jurisdiction. (That was the intention made clear by
the then Minister in the Second Reading Speech (Hansard, the
Legislative Assembly, 16 May 1991 at pages 2068-2069).)
The jurisdiction of the Industrial Court was invoked by the
complainant, pursuant to s.81A and s.83 of the Act, which,
inter alia, enable the enforcement of an award.
An award is defined in s.7 of the Act to mean “an award
made by the Commission under this Act”. There is, therefore,
an express provision of jurisdiction for enforcement of the
awards of this Commission.
Further, s.83 of the Act prescribes who can enforce awards
and orders and industrial agreements of this Commission. These
persons are the Registrar or a Deputy Registrar of this Commission, an Industrial Inspector appointed under the Act and
any organisation or association (as defined in s.7 of the Act
and registered under the Act), named as a party to the award or
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employer bound by the award, industrial agreement or order;
or any person on his own behalf to whom the award, order or
industrial agreement applies.
There is no provision in Part III of the Act which would
enable a federal organisation to apply for or to obtain an order
to enforce a state award or a federal award.
His Worship held that he had no jurisdiction to hear and
determine the complaint, following the unanimous decision
of the Full Bench in TWU v Cosmelia Holdings Pty Ltd t/a
Kalgoorlie Fuel Company 75 WAIG 2944. In that appeal, the
Full Bench held that s.81A and s.83 of the Act did not confer
jurisdiction on the Industrial Magistrate’s Court to hear complaints whereby it was sought to enforce a federal award. It is
true that, in that appeal, the Full Bench did not consider, nor
was it invited to consider, s.422 of the Workplace Relations
Act 1996 (Cth) (hereinafter referred to as the “WR Act”), then
the Industrial Relations Act 1988 (Cth) (see also s.414). The
amendments made in 1991, to which I have referred above,
were not considered by the Full Bench.
FEDERAL JURISDICTION
It is not a matter in dispute, and I accept that the Parliament
of the Commonwealth of Australia has the power to invest
State courts with federal jurisdiction (see s.71 and s.77 of the
Constitution and s.178(1) of the WR Act).
S.178 of the WR Act provides, inter alia, that, where a person is bound by an award (i.e. an award as defined in s.4 of
that Act), a penalty may be imposed by “the Court (i.e. the
Federal Court) or by a court of competent jurisdiction”.
S.178(5)(b) of the WR Act provides that a penalty for the
breach of a term of any award may be sued for and recovered
by a party to the award.
S.178(6) of the WR Act empowers “the court concerned” to
also order the employer to pay to the employee the amount of
an apparent underpayment.
“The Court” is, of course, the Federal Court (see s.4(1) of
the WR Act).
A court of competent jurisdiction is relevantly defined to
mean—
(a) A court constituted by a police, stipendiary or special magistrate;
(b) A court constituted by an industrial magistrate who
is also a police, stipendiary or special magistrate (see
s.177(A) of the WR Act).
By virtue of s.81B of the Act, any person who holds office
as an industrial magistrate also holds office as a stipendiary
magistrate. Accordingly, the Industrial Court at Perth, which
is constituted by an industrial magistrate, who is also a stipendiary magistrate, is a court of competent jurisdiction, as defined.
The jurisdiction of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court is conferred by the Act, the Workplace Agreements Act 1993 (WA)
(as amended) and other Western Australian Statutes.
In my opinion, in the absence of an express provision to that
effect, the Act confers no jurisdiction on the Industrial Court
to hear and determine a complaint or application to enforce a
federal award.
If the State Parliament intended the court to have that jurisdiction and it were constitutional to so enact, then it would
have so enacted.
However, under s.77(iii) of the Constitution, as I have observed, the Commonwealth Parliament can confer federal
jurisdiction on a state court, taking it as it finds it (see Harris v
Caladine (1991) 172 CLR 84 at 92 and Leeth v The Commonwealth of Australia [1991-1992] 174 CLR 455 at 469).
The conferring is on the court as an institution and not on
the persons who compose it (see Western Newspapers Pty Limited and Another v Warren (1994) 56 IR 340 per Moore J at
pages 344-346 and the cases cited therein).
The 1991 amendment to the Act provides a mechanism for
the Industrial Magistrate to exercise jurisdiction in the enforcement of federal awards. However, it does not expressly or
implicitly confer that jurisdiction. To interpret the language
otherwise is not justified.
However, since the Industrial Court is a court of competent
jurisdiction, there is conferred on it, by s.178 of the WR Act,
jurisdiction to hear and determine a complaint or application
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to enforce a federal award and to exercise that jurisdiction
which the WR Act otherwise confers on courts of competent
jurisdiction (see also s.127A and s.179 of the WR Act).
I emphasise that the WR Act confers jurisdiction on the Industrial Magistrate’s Court to hear and determine the complaint
at first instance.
IS THE APPEAL COMPETENT?
It remains to me to consider s.414(1) of the WR Act, which
reads as follows and which is in the same terms as s.52(1) of
the Industrial Relations Act 1988 (Cth), which was considered by the High Court in Re BWIU and Others; Ex parte
Pillar [1991] 174 CLR 263 (“Pillar’s Case”)—
“Subject to this Act, the jurisdiction of the Court in relation to an act or omission for which an organisation or
member of an organisation is liable to be sued, or to be
proceeded against for a pecuniary penalty, is exclusive of
the jurisdiction of any other court created by the Parliament or any court of a State or Territory.”
The section does not prohibit a State court dealing with a
matter simply because the matter affects or concerns an “organisation”, federally registered, or a member thereof (see
McMahon v Labor Council of New South Wales (1985) 81
FLR 45 and Williams and Others v Hursey [1959] 103 CLR
30 at 51, 88-89).
Some words which appeared in s.52(1) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1988 (Cth), and which also appear in s.414(1)
of the WR Act, were considered in Pillar’s Case (op cit),
namely—
“the jurisdiction of the Court (i.e. the Federal Court) in
relation to an act or omission for which an organisation is
liable to be sued, or to be proceeded against for a pecuniary penalty”
S.414(1) of the WR Act, like s.52(1), defines a jurisdiction
exclusive to the Federal Court.
The High Court observed in Pillar’s Case at page 266—
“If any operation is to be given to those words, that operation is limited to proceedings for a pecuniary penalty
for offences under the Act. Jurisdiction in proceedings
for other kinds of pecuniary penalties is dealt with expressly by s.178 which clearly provides for the exercise
of concurrent jurisdiction by the Federal Court and other
courts of competent jurisdiction and, arguably, by s.290(2)
which relates to recovery of moneys in a court of competent jurisdiction.”
S.414(1) of the WR Act is expressed to be “subject to this
Act.” S.178 still confers the concurrent jurisdiction in relation
to the recovery of pecuniary penalties other than offences under the Act and for the granting of orders for underpayments
(see s.178(6)).
S.414(1) of the WR Act is to be read subject to s.178. Jurisdiction is, therefore, to be read as conferred by s.178 on the
Industrial Court as a court of competent jurisdiction to hear
and determine the complaint for enforcement of the federal
award made at first instance.
There is no doubt that jurisdiction to enforce federal awards
is conferred on the Industrial Magistrate’s Court by s.127A
and s.178(1) and, indeed, s.179 of the WR Act.
A question arises as to whether this appeal is competent.
That question was neither raised or considered in TWU v
Cosmelia Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Kalgoorlie Fuel Company (op
cit).
S.414(3) of the WR Act, which is clear in its meaning, reads
as follows—
“The jurisdiction of the Court under section 422 is exclusive of the jurisdiction of any court of a State or Territory
to hear and determine an appeal from a judgment from
which an appeal may be brought to the Court under that
section.”
S.422(1) of the WR Act, reads as follows—
“An appeal lies to the Court from a judgment of a court
of a State or Territory in a matter arising under this Act.”
Since it was implicitly conceded, for the purposes of the
argument, that the Full Bench was a court of a State or Territory (which, in any event, it is), then s.414(3), read with s.422,
confers sole jurisdiction to hear appeals from a judgment of a
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court of a State or Territory, in this case the Industrial Magistrate’s Court.
“Judgment” is defined in s.4 of the WR Act to mean, inter
alia, an order. Accordingly, an order of the Industrial Court at
Perth would constitute judgment, for the purposes of s.414
and s.422.
The words of the sections plainly and unequivocally confer
sole appeal jurisdiction in relation to an order, decision, etc. of
the Industrial Magistrate’s Court, when it exercises the jurisdiction conferred by s.178 upon it as a court of competent
jurisdiction, on the Federal Court and the Federal Court exclusively.
In any event, I do not think that the word “decision” in s.84
of the Act could be interpreted so as to confer jurisdiction on
the Full Bench to hear an appeal from the Industrial Court,
when it sits to exercise jurisdiction conferred on it by the Commonwealth Parliament.
This view is borne out by the fact that the Act confers jurisdiction in relation to matters under the Act and other State
legislation on the Industrial Court. Accordingly, a “decision”
could only be or read as a decision made in the exercise of that
jurisdiction.
Accordingly, whilst, in my opinion, there was jurisdiction
in the Industrial Court to hear and determine the complaint,
there is no jurisdiction in the Full Bench to hear or determine
this appeal.
I would, for those reasons, dismiss the appeal.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY AND COMMISSIONER
P E SCOTT: This is an appeal against a decision of the industrial magistrate given in Complaint No. CP 204 of 1998 in
January 1999. The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division,
Western Australian Branch (the complainant at first instance
and appellant here) filed a complaint with the industrial magistrate’s court of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the WA
Act”). The complaint alleged that Falcon Investigations and
Security Pty Ltd (the respondent at first instance and in this
appeal) breached the Security Officers (Western Australia)
Interim Award, 1996. The industrial magistrate dismissed the
complaint on the basis that there was no jurisdiction to deal
with it. The learned industrial magistrate made clear on the
record that he was bound by the decision of the Full Bench in
Transport Workers Union of Australia, W.A. Branch and
Cosmelia Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Kalgoorlie Fuel Company
(1995) 75 WAIG 2944 (“the Cosmelia case”) in reaching this
conclusion.
The Cosmelia case involved an appeal to the Full Bench by
a union against decisions of an industrial magistrate in the
case of complaints of underpayment of wages by an employer
bound by an award of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission. The Full Bench dismissed the appeal on the basis
that the jurisdiction of the industrial magistrate’s court was
limited to that conferred by the WA Act and thereby it could
not deal with a claim of breaches of a federal award made by
a federally registered union. The appellant here effectively
appeals to this Full Bench to revisit that decision. It seeks a
declaration that the industrial magistrate’s court as constituted
under the WA Act has jurisdiction to hear and determine the
complaint of a breach of a federal award and seeks an order
that the complaint be remitted back to the industrial magistrate for hearing and determination.
There was no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent
in the appeal proceedings and it is noted that the Registrar of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission received prior notice from the respondent that it had no wish to
be heard. There was, however, an appearance on behalf of the
Minister for Labour Relations and the Attorney General who
successfully sought leave to intervene and be heard on the
matter of jurisdiction. Ms J Smith (of counsel) made the submissions on behalf each intervenor.
Mr R Farrell (of counsel) submitted on behalf of the appellant that, contrary to the decision of the Full Bench in the
Cosmelia case, there is jurisdiction for the industrial magistrate’s court established under the WA Act to deal with a matter
of enforcement of an award of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission. Ms Smith’s submissions parallelled those
of Mr Farrell. Both counsel also drew attention to sections
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422 and 414 of the (Cth) Workplace Relations Act 1996 as to
the appeals from decisions on enforcement of federal awards.
Their submissions as to the jurisdiction of the industrial magistrate’s court to deal with enforcement of awards of the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission in this case and
the effect of the decision in the Cosmelia case can be summarised as follows.
Section 81 of the WA Act provides for the establishment of
an industrial magistrate’s court. The complaint at first instance
was made to it. The complaint alleged a breach of the Security
Officers’ (Western Australia) Interim Award, 1996. That is an
award of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission made
pursuant to the (Commonwealth) Workplace Relations Act
1996 (“the Federal Act”). Section 178(1) of the Federal Act,
inter alia, provides that a penalty or remedy may be imposed
by “the Court or … by a court of competent jurisdiction” when
an award has been breached. “Court” is defined in section 4 of
the Federal Act as the Federal Court of Australia. Section 177A
of the Federal Act states that, for the purposes of Division 1—
Penalties and other remedies for contravention of awards and
orders in Part VIII—Compliance, a “court of competent jurisdiction” means—
“(a) a District, County or Local Court; or
(b) a magistrate’s court.”
And section 4(1) of the Federal Act states that “magistrate’s
court” means—
“(a) a court constituted by a police, stipendiary or special
magistrate; or
(b) a court constituted by an industrial magistrate who
is also a police, stipendiary or special magistrate.”
Section 81B(1) and (2) of the WA Act provides that an industrial magistrate’s court shall be constituted by an industrial
magistrate who, in order to hold that office, must be a stipendiary magistrate. Thus, it is submitted, the Australian
Parliament which, under the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act has the power to invest State courts with federal
jurisdiction, has done so with respect to enforcement of federal awards made by the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission with the effect in Western Australia being that
the industrial magistrate’s court is “a court of competent jurisdiction” for enforcement of federal awards.
In support Ms Smith referred the Full Bench to the High
Court judgement in Re Building Workers’ Industrial Union of
Australia and Others; ex parte Pillar (1991) 174 CLR 263 at
266 where Brennan J held that concurrent jurisdiction under
section 178 of the Federal Act is vested in the Federal Court
and other courts of competent jurisdiction. The Full Bench
was also referred to the joint judgement of Brennan C J and
Toohey J. in the High Court case of Gould v Brown (1998) 72
ALJR 375 in which they observed (at 385) in relation to the
question of whether a State parliament could vest a State jurisdiction in a federal court and thereby divert that court from
the exercise of its federal jurisdiction, that it was precisely to
overcome the possibility of such an objection to the investing
of a federal jurisdiction in State courts that the Australian Constitution provides the “autochthonous” expedient of conferring
legislative power on the federal parliament to vest federal jurisdiction and federal judicial power in State courts irrespective
of the absence of any agreement of a State parliament.
Both counsel also submitted that the Full Bench should have
regard for the purpose of the amendment of the WA Act in
1991 by Act No. 44 of 1991 (Acts Amendment (Industrial
Courts) Act) which was intended to ensure that an industrial
magistrate sitting as an industrial magistrate’s court pursuant
to the WA Act could enforce federal awards. The amendment
followed a conclusion by an industrial magistrate in the case
of The Australian Theatrical and Amusement Employees Association (WA Branch) and Delarene Pty Ltd trading as Hoyts
Theatres Limited (1990) 70 WAIG 3366 (“the Delarene case”)
that he could not enforce a federal award because his appointment was to an office under the WA Act and not to a court. The
appellant and the intervenors say the 1991 amendment of the
Western Australian legislation to provide for the industrial
magistrate’s court not only overcame the problem identified
by the industrial magistrate in the Delarene case but reflected
the intention of the State legislature that a court of competent
jurisdiction for the conferring of jurisdiction under the
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Federal Act for the enforcement of awards of the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission exist pursuant to the State
legislation.
The appellant and the intervenors say that for all these reasons the decision of the Full Bench in the Cosmelia case to
quash the decision of the industrial magistrate on the basis of
a finding that there was no jurisdiction for the industrial magistrate’s court to hear or determine complaints made in relation
to a federal award because “neither section 81A nor 83 [of the
WA Act], nor any other provision, confers or conferred jurisdiction on the industrial magistrate’s court, established under
section 81(1) of the Act, to hear complaints” was erroneous.
The appellant and intervenors submit that while the industrial magistrate’s court is bound by the law as found by the
Full Bench, the Full Bench is not and this Full Bench should
revisit the issue of jurisdiction and, if it does not allow of the
appeal, it might usefully comment on whether the Cosmelia
case could have been decided on a similar basis and on whether
the industrial magistrate’s court constituted pursuant to the
WA Act should continue to consider itself bound by that decision. This latter prospect was raised in the context of whether
or not the Full Bench had any power to quash or set aside a
decision from an industrial magistrate’s court under the WA
Act in respect of a federal award having regard for sections
422(1) and 414 (3) of the Federal Act.
First the matter of any jurisdiction for the industrial magistrate’s court to deal with an enforcement of a federal award as
was applied for at first instance here. Having regard for the
clear authority of the federal parliament to vest a federal jurisdiction in a State court, provisions of the Federal Act and the
constitution of the industrial magistrate’s court we have no
doubt that it is a “court of competent jurisdiction” for the purposes of the conferring of jurisdiction to deal with breaches of
federal awards, agreements and orders. In our view the decision of the Full Bench in the Cosmelia case was wrong in law
having been decided without the benefit of argument on the
point now before the Full Bench.
As noted, the appellant seeks a declaration as to that jurisdiction of the industrial magistrate’s court and a remittance of
the complaint back to it for hearing and determination. But,
notwithstanding the conclusion above as to the jurisdiction,
the course sought by the appellant is not open because there is
no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this appeal for
the following reasons.
Section 422(1) of the Federal Act provides that an appeal
lies to the Court (which, as noted, relevantly means the Federal Court of Australia) from a judgement of a court of a State
or Territory arising under that legislation. And section 414(3)
provides that the jurisdiction under section 422 of the Federal
Act “is exclusive of the jurisdiction of any court of a State or
Territory to hear and determine an appeal from a judgement
from which an appeal may be brought to the Court under that
section”.
It follows that there is no jurisdiction for the Full Bench of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission to hear
and determine an appeal from a decision of the industrial magistrate’s court on a matter of enforcement of an award made
by the Australian Industrial Relations Commission. The Federal Court of Australia has exclusive jurisdiction with respect
to such appeals. In the absence of any jurisdiction for the Full
Bench to deal with this appeal, it must be dismissed.
But there is force in the submissions of the appellant and the
intervenors for relief, effectively, from the decision by the Full
Bench in the Cosmelia case. The finding that there was no
jurisdiction for the industrial magistrate’s court constituted
under the (WA) Industrial Relations Act, 1979 to deal with
enforcement of an award made by the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission was wrong in law and this Full Bench
should make it clear that the industrial magistrate’s court is
not to be bound by the decision in the Cosmelia case as to its
jurisdiction.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly,
APPEARANCES: Mr R Farrell (of Counsel), by leave,
on behalf of the appellant.
No appearance by or on behalf of the respondent.
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Ms J Smith (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the
intervener.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
(Appellant)
and
Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd
(Respondent)
and
The Honourable Minister for Labour Relations
(Intervener)
No. 78 of 1999.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
17 March 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 22nd day of February 1999, and having heard Mr R
Farrell (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant and
there being no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent
and Ms J Smith (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the
intervener, and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on
the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the
17th day of March 1999 wherein it was found that the appeal
should be dismissed, it is this day, the 17th day of March 1999,
ordered that appeal No 78 of 1999 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench,
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Quirk Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd
(Appellant)
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch.
(Respondent).
No. 1706 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
29 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal brought under s.84 of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter
referred to as “the Act”) against the decision of the Industrial
Magistrate, who found that the appellant had breached Clause
18(2) of the Contract Cleaners’ (Ministry of Education) Award
1990 (hereinafter referred to as “the award), and who imposed
penalties, namely a caution with no costs.
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In fact, Complaint No CP147 of 1998 alleged that, on 1 July
1998 at West Perth, the appellant, being a party bound by Award
A5 of 1981, namely the Contract Cleaners’ (Ministry of Education) Award, failed to provide time and wages contrary to
Clause 18(2).
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
Against that decision, the appellant now appeals on the following grounds—
“1. The Industrial Magistrate erred in law in finding that
the appellant had breached clause 18(2) of the Contract Cleaners (Ministry of Education) Award (“the
Award”).
Particulars
(a) Clause 18(1) of the award directs that an employer bound by the award shall keep certain
information in the form of a Time and Wages
record. That record, so kept, is The Record
for the purposes of the award.
(b) Clause 18(2) grants a power of inspection to a
union representative to inspect The Record.
The power of inspection provided by this
clause is modified to the extent provided in
Appendix – S49B – Inspection of Records Requirements.
(c) The Summons to the Defendant upon Complaint (CP 147 of 1998) alleged that the
defendant (the appellant) had failed to provide
time and wages records contrary to clause
18(2) when required to do so on 1st July 1998.
The refusal to allow access to the records then
demanded by the union was agreed at paragraph 10 of the Statement of Agreed Facts for
the reasons stated therein.
(d) The demand made by the union to inspect the
records (refer Exhibits dated 29th June 1998)
of five named employees could not amount to
a proper request to inspect The Time and
Wages Record as required to be kept in accordance with clause 18(2) of the award. The
record must be open for inspection not a part
of it. The Industrial Magistrate’s finding to the
contrary is wrong in law.
(e) The finding of the Industrial Magistrate that
the employer had failed to comply with clause
4 of the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997 is irrelevant to a determination
of the matter of complaint.
2. The Industrial Magistrate erred in law and was
influenced by his finding that ... “under the circumstances, the defendant could have printed out
records and manually deleted reference to other
employees, even if cutting and pasting was required”. An employer in producing such amended
records for inspection would be in breach of
clause 18(2) of the award which requires that “The
time and wages record” be open for inspection.
The award does not allow parts of the record to
be open for inspection.
3. The appellant seeks an order of the Commission that
the conviction of the appellant for breach of clause
18(2) of the award be quashed.”
THE AWARD
Clause 18(1) of the award reads as follows—
“Each employer shall keep a time and wages record showing the names and addresses of each employee, the nature
of the work, the location of the work, the hours worked
each day, the starting and finishing times of those hours,
and the wages and allowances paid each week. Any system of automatic recording by means of a machine shall
be deemed to comply with this provision to the extent of
the information recorded.”
Clause 18(2) of the award reads as follows—
“Before exercising a power of inspection the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours
to the employer.
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The time and wages record shall be open for inspection
by a duly accredited official of the Union during the usual
office hours, at the employer’s office or other convenient
place, and the accredited official shall be allowed to take
extracts therefrom. The employer’s works shall be deemed
to be convenient place for the purpose of this paragraph,
and if for any reason the record be not available at the
works when the official calls to inspect it, it shall be made
available for inspection within 12 hours either at the employer’s office or at the works. The inspection of the
records is to be conducted in such a manner that it does
not interfere unduly with the conduct of the employer’s
business.”
The Section 49B Appendix to the Award read, at all material
times is as follows—
“(1) Where this award, order or industrial agreement
empowers a representative of an organisation of employees party to this award, order or industrial
agreement to inspect the time and wages records of
an employee or former employee, that power shall
be exercised subject to the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997 (as may be amended from
time to time) and the following—
(a) The employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if—
(i) the employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative of the organisation would infringe the privacy of persons
who are not members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the records
to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of
being notified of the requirement to inspect
by the representative.
(b) The power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of an organisation of employees authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules
of the organisation.
(c) Before exercising a power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less than
24 hours to an employer.”
That is a provision inserted pursuant to s.49B of the Act.
BACKGROUND
There were agreed facts before His Worship at first instance
in the form of a schedule which appears now at pages 8-10 of
the Appeal Book (hereinafter referred to as “AB”).
Those facts were, at all material times, the defendant was
and had been a party to the award and was the employer of
cleaners at Hampton Senior High School at Hamersley Place,
Morley. Some, but not all, of the cleaners were members of
the respondent organisation of employees at the time when a
request for inspection of records was made.
On 23 June 1998, Tonia Kluczniak, an official of the respondent organisation, requested the appellant, by facsimile,
that the cleaners’ records be made available to her for inspection pursuant to Appendix – s.49B – Inspection of Records
Requirements of the award.
On 23 June 1998 also, one Ronnie Meade, the appellant’s
Human Resources Manager, denied the respondent organisation access to the time and wages records as requested on the
basis that the respondent organisation had failed to demonstrate which particular people were members of the
organisation, had failed to provide the appellant with the members’ written authority to make such records available and to
specify what records the respondent organisation wished to
inspect. Ms Meade apparently also indicated that she believed
that the appellant could refuse access to records if the privacy
of non-member records could be infringed.
On 23 June 1998, one Jane Oborn, representing the respondent organisation, telephoned Ms Meade and said that she
wanted to look at the records of union members only and was
advised by Ms Meade, who checked the company records,
that only two union members, paying union dues by payroll
deduction, were employed as cleaners at Hampton Senior High
School.
Ms Meade advised, in writing, that these could be inspected
the next day.
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On 24 June 1998, Ms Kluczniak and Ms Oborn attended the
appellant’s office and Ms Oborn demanded that they be permitted to inspect every cleaner’s records and refused to identify
which employees were union members.
Ms Oborn did not produce any signed authorisation granting her the right to see such records and Ms Meade informed
Ms Oborn that she would inquire of the employees to ascertain if any employee objected to the request to inspect their
records. Ms Oborn said that she would return on 26 June 1998
at 12.00 noon.
Later that day, Ms Meade wrote to the respondent organisation informing it that she was making contact with employees
to ascertain if they objected to the respondent organisation
viewing their records, etc.
On 24 June 1998, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(hereinafter referred to as “the CCI”), acting as agent for the
appellant employer, wrote to the respondent organisation saying, amongst other things, that in the event of a proper request
being made, the records would be produced for inspection by
an Industrial Inspector, pursuant to the relevant award provisions. By this letter, the appellant refused the respondent
organisation access to the records sought.
On 29 June 1998, the respondent organisation wrote again
requesting access to the company’s records.
The CCI wrote again on 29 June 1998, pointing out the effect of the award variation 78 WAIG 1471 at 1491 and
concluding that, acting on the advice, such inspection as
claimed by the respondent organisation would infringe the
privacy of persons not members of the organisation.
On 1 July 1998 at 12.00 noon, Ms Kluczniak and Ms Oborn
attended the offices of the appellant and were referred to the
CCI letter of 29 June 1998, which had given an undertaking to
produce the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours.
Ms Oborn asked whether access was now being refused, to
which Ms Meade answered that the respondent organisation
was then being denied access to the records for reasons stated
in the CCI letter.
The respondent organisation requested the Department of
Productivity and Labour Relations (hereinafter referred to as
“DOPLR”) to obtain copies of these records from the appellant. The appellant was telephoned by an Industrial Inspector,
Mr Graham Lilleyman, requesting that the time and wages
records be produced for inspection and, on 9 July 1998, he
told the appellant that he could not visit its office as arranged
and he requested that the records be delivered to his office for
the purpose of inspection. It was agreed that the requested
time and wages records would be delivered to him on 13 July
1998. In accordance with these arrangements, four cartons were
delivered on 13 July 1998. DOPLR obtained copies of the
said records from the appellant and the respondent organisation obtained the records on 29 July 1998.
REASONS FOR DECISION—FIRST INSTANCE
There were submissions made to His Worship, who then
gave reasons for decision finding the breach proven and making the orders which I have set out above.
His Worship noted that, essentially, it was conceded by the
appellant’s representative at the hearing that the principal reason for refusing access on 1 July 1998, following the formal
request on 29 June 1998, was that the appellant’s relevant
records were kept in a computer system which did not allow
the separation of individual’s records. That is, the records could
only show all the employees’ details, thus revealing non-union employees’ details as well.
It was also confirmed by the appellant’s representative, according to His Worship, that “there was no computer
programme to print out, for example, employee Xs details by
themselves. It is on this basis essentially that access was refused.” Mr Jones did confirm this at first instance (see page
23(AB)). His Worship referred to the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997 and Clause 4 in particular, which makes
it a requirement for an employer to keep time and wages records
such as that only one employee’s records appear on any one
page. This was so, whether or not the records were kept in
paper form or electronic form. Thus the appellant was not complying with the regulations made pursuant to the Act and, in
essence, was holding out this breach as a valid reason for not
complying with Clause 18 of the award.
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The second reason was that non-union employees had to be
considered and this remained valid, so His Worship held.
I would interpose that Clause 3 of the regulations reads as
follows—
“3. In this Part —
“time and wages records” means those records that
an employer is required to keep or cause to be kept
under an award, order or industrial agreement, and
which detail the performance by the parties of their
obligations under the award, order or industrial agreement.”
Clause 4 of the regulations, insofar as it is relevant, provides as follows—
“4. (1) An employer is to ensure that the time and
wages records of the employer are kept —
(a) by —
(i) making entries in the English
language in or on a separate
page of a bound or loose-leaf
book kept specifically for that
purpose; or
(ii) recording or storing the particulars required to be entered in the
time and wages records by
means of a mechanical, electronic or other device, but so
that the particulars so recorded
or stored will remain in the form
in which they were originally
recorded or stored and will be
capable of being reproduced in
written form in the English language;
(b) with only one employee’s records appearing on any one page;
(c) so that the record for each pay period
of each employee is identifiable; and
(d) in a manner that enables compliance
with the relevant award, order or industrial agreement to be readily
ascertained.
(2) A person is not to alter time and wages records
unless the alteration is annotated so as to identify—
(a) the nature of the alteration;
(b) the person making the alteration; and
(c) the date on which the alteration was
made.
Penalty: $40.”
His Worship then dealt with the wording of s.49B of the Act
and s.49B Appendix to the award. Neither overtly placed any
requirements upon or supposed fetters on the employer informing his, her or its opinion that access would infringe
privacy.
His Worship held that, while it could not be taken as intended, the formation of the opinion of the appellant was totally
subjective without an objective element to make the decision
subject to scrutiny. If such were the case, the appellant’s failure to comply with the record-keeping requirements was itself
a separate offence under the regulations which would allow it
to avoid disclosure of the documents.
His Worship said that he could infer under s.49B(1)(a) of
the Act and the Appendix, both subjective and objective elements, namely—
(a) that the employer must honestly believe that access
to the records by the respondent organisation would
infringe the privacy of persons who are not members; and
(b) that such belief is reasonable, bearing in mind the
facts and circumstances of each case.
His Worship then held that, once a prima facie breach of the
inspection provision was made out, the onus shifted to the
refusing employer to establish that the refusal was honestly
and reasonably made; this reversal of onus would not apply in
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the matter under the Court’s prosecution jurisdiction where
normal criminal standards and practices apply (see s.81CA of
the Act).
His Worship, therefore, accepted that the appellant honestly
believed that the privacy of its non-union members might be
jeopardised by showing the union representatives full details
of the records. However, taken objectively, the appellant’s
position could not be maintained. The problems of the records
existed because of the appellant’s own non-compliance with
legal requirements. Under the circumstances, the appellant
could have printed out records and manually deleted reference
to other employees, even if cutting and pasting was required,
His Worship held.
The appellant was thus in breach of Clause 18(2) of the award
and the complaint was made out, the refusal not being valid,
so His Worship found.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
The s.49B Appendix empowers a representative of an organisation of employees to inspect the time and wages record
of an employee or former employee. That power is required to
be exercised subject to the regulations. That means, inter alia,
that extracts of records can be taken under Regulation 5. However, that is the only regulation which would seem to govern
the power of inspection. Regulations 3 and 4 respectively define what records are and prescribe their form.
At the heart of this matter was whether the employer had the
right to refuse the representative of an organisation of employees. Under the Appendix, the employer is specifically
entitled to refuse the representative access to the records if
two conditions precedent are fulfilled—
(a) If the employer is of the opinion that access to the
records by the representative of the organisation
would infringe the privacy of persons who are not
members of the organisation.
(b) The employer undertakes to produce the records to
an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being notified of the requirement to inspect by the
representative.
This appeal revolved around the finding by His Worship that
the opinion referred to in Clause 1(a) of the Appendix had to
be held on reasonable grounds.
The case for the appellant was that, contrary to Clause 18(2),
the records were not open for inspection. The appellant’s case
was that His Worship erred in holding that His Worship’s opinion had to be held on reasonable grounds, and that all that was
sufficient was that the employer held an opinion that access to
the records by the representative would infringe the privacy of
persons not members of the organisation. As well, there had
been the requisite production to the Industrial Inspector.
In this case, the requisite opinion as to infringement of privacy was said in evidence to have been formed.
It was submitted that, if the words “on reasonable grounds”
or a phrase of similar meaning were to be implied, then Parliament would have inserted it. In any event, so the submission
went, and, as I understand it, the legislature requires production, at least in due course, to an Industrial Inspector.
The criticism of that approach, inter alia by Mr RosalesCastaneda who appeared for the respondent, was that
unnecessary time would elapse when promptness was the object of the exercise, both by statute, regulation and under the
award.
In the Macquarie Dictionary (3rd Edition), there are two of
the definitions there appearing, which are relevant—
“1. judgme nt of a person or thing with respect to character merit etc.”
Within those definitions, a judgment has to be made. There
cannot be a mere expression of opinion and there must be a
basis for the judgment.
The award must be construed in its context as a whole. (As
to the principles for interpreting awards, see Norwest Beef
Industries Ltd and Derby Meat Processing Co Ltd v AMIEU
64 WAIG 2124 (IAC).)
Clause 18, in mandatory terms, requires that each employer
shall keep a time and wages record. The particulars required to
be kept are also prescribed. Automatic recording is permitted.
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The award also, in mandatory terms, requires that the record
shall be open for inspection by a duly accredited official of the
union. The award also requires that an accredited official of
the respondent organisation shall be allowed to take extracts
therefrom and that, if the record is not available for inspection
when the official calls, then the employer is required to make
it available for inspection within twelve hours. Thus, there is a
clear and mandatory requirement under Clause 18, firstly, to
maintain a time and wages record and, secondly, to have it
available, at most, within twelve hours to enable a right of
inspection.
The provisions requiring the proper keeping of a time and
wages record is a very important part of industrial law. It is a
means whereby a check may be kept as to whether awards are
being observed, and it is just as much to the benefit of the
employer that he and all others comply with the award as it is
to the benefit of the employee. Otherwise, competition by
employers who seek to break awards would affect very seriously those who maintain the provisions of the law (see Tourrier
v H. Lester (1941) 44 CAR 247).
S.49B, as manifested in the Appendix to the award, requires
the giving of notice of not less than twenty-four hours before
a power of inspection is exercised. That varies the award in
that respect. As I have said, the regulations also prescribe, in a
limited way, under Regulation 5, how the power is to be exercised. The s.49B Appendix to Clause 1(b) and (c) does too.
However, the regulations and the Appendix do not dilute the
duty of the employer under the award to maintain in a particular form, and have or make available for inspection, time and
wages records.
One exception to the requirement is that contained in Clause
1(a) of the Appendix, which, as I have observed, depends for
its invocation on the fulfilment of two conditions.
It is quite clear that the employer may refuse the representative access to the records if the employer is of opinion that
access to the records would infringe the privacy of persons
who are not members of the organisation.
It was not submitted to the Full Bench what “infringement
of privacy” means, primarily for the purposes of the award.
However, the employer must reach an opinion. The employer
cannot merely state that he/she/it has that opinion.
In order to reach an opinion as to a state of fact, one has to
have information. I do not think that an opinion which is manifestly wrong or arrived at recklessly or in bad faith is sufficient
to found an opinion. Otherwise, the Act and the award would
enable avoidance of obligations which it expressly and
mandatorily confers, on a whim, on an opinion carelessly
formed, or personally arrived at. That meaning of opinion can
be learned from the context of s.49B of the Act and the award.
It would be wrong to interpret a right to lightly, subjectively
escape the obligation under the award as being conferred on
the employer when duties are so clearly imposed. In any event,
it is clear that the Appendix to Clause 1(b) exists to protect the
privacy of other persons and for no other reason. It does not
exist to absolve the employer from an obligation. It cannot
otherwise be invoked. There must be a factual basis for the
opinion. In this case, there was none.
There was nothing to prevent the separate extraction of
records relating to the two union member employees. If records
are maintained in accordance with the award, there is no reason why that cannot always be done.
There was no request to examine the records of non-union
members and no risk that their privacy would be infringed.
There was no reason, in fact, why such an opinion should have
been reached, bearing in mind that an opinion is, in its most
apposite definition, “judgment or belief resting on grounds
insufficient to produce certainty”.
However, an opinion in the context of the award has to rest
on reasonable, credible grounds and grounds sufficient to enable the employer properly to otherwise avoid its obligations
in order to protect the privacy of persons not members of the
organisation. The forming of such an opinion is not subjective.
The employer is not relieved of his/her/its obligation merely
because there is a requirement to produce documents to an
Industrial Inspector. That requirement only exists if the employer reaches the required opinion and as a safety valve.
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As I have observed, there is only one exception to the primary obligation imposed by the award and not diluted by the
Appendix.
As His Worship noted, too, Regulation 4 of the regulations
requires that only one employee’s records appear on any one
page. This was not done in its original form. His Worship was
right to conclude that the employer was the author of his own
misfortune by failing to comply with the regulations and could
not shelter behind his failure to keep the records in the prescribed form. Put shortly, however, His Worship correctly
observed that records relating to individual employees could
have been printed out, even with some manual emendation.
Since it was in the employer’s power to do that, it was not
open to the employer to arrive at the opinion that access to
records by the representative of the respondent would infringe
the privacy of persons not members of the organisation. I say
that, using the narrow and Dictionary definition of “opinion”
referred to above.
If however, His Worship were right in saying that an honest
and reasonable belief were required before a valid opinion could
exist so as to absolve the employer from the duty to permit
inspections, then no such honest and reasonable belief could
exist, given that the records were not maintained in the proper
form and were, in any event, capable of production so as not
to risk infringement of the privacy of non-members of the organisation. Further, nothing was said to His Worship to indicate
that separate records could not be produced for the two union
member employees.
As His Worship correctly observed, if the mere subjective opinion of the defendant were to stand and to further
not be subject to scrutiny, then the defendant’s failure to
comply with the record keeping requirements which, in
itself, constituted a separate offence, would allow avoidance of disclosure.
The matter can also be looked at as follows. I refer to the
dicta of Mason and Wilson JJ in Cooper Brookes (Wollongong)
Ptd Ltd v The Commissioner of Taxation of the Commonwealth of Australia [1980-1981] 147 CLR 297 at 320-321 and,
in particular, the following—
“For the reason already given in the discussion of the literal rule, departure from the ordinary grammatical sense
cannot be restricted to cases of absurdity and inconsistency.
In some cases in the past these rules of construction have
been applied too rigidly. The fundamental object of statutory construction in every case is to ascertain the legislative
intention by reference to the language of the instrument
viewed as a whole. But in performing that task the courts
look to the operation of the statute according to its terms
and to legitimate aids to construction.”
and
“But the propriety of departing from the literal interpretation is not confined to situations described by these
labels. It extends to any situation in which for good reason the operation of the statute on a literal reading does
not conform to the legislative intent as ascertained from
the provisions of the statute, including the policy which
may be discerned from those provisions.
Quite obviously questions of degree arise. If the choice is
between two strongly competing interpretations, as we
have said, the advantage may lie with that which produces the fairer and more convenient operation so long as
it conforms to the legislative intention. If, however, one
interpretation has a powerful advantage in ordinary meaning and grammatical sense, it will only be displaced if its
operation is perceived to be unintended.”
The duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages record for inspection is not abolished
or deleted by the statute. That duty remains.
However, the employer is enabled to protect the privacy of
employees who are not members of the representative organisation in terms of s.49B of the Act and the consequent appendix
to the award. The employer is not entitled to escape his or her
liability, but to act to protect non-member employees, if he/
she/it forms the requisite opinion. There is then the added safety
valve of the function of an Industrial Inspector to whom the
records are produced.
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This Commission does not suffice as a substitute for the
employer carrying out his or her duty or forming the requisite opinion to protect the infringement of non-member
employees’ “privacy”. To interpret the Act otherwise, given
the terms of the award and the preservation of the employer’s duties in the Act, would be to deny a fair and
more convenient operation thoroughly consonant with the
legislative intention.
Further, to interpret the word “opinion” as I have and as His
Worship did, recognises and promotes the clearly voiced legislative intention.
There is no ambiguity, such as to require recourse to the
Second Reading Speech. In any event, the Full Bench was not
taken to it by Mr Jones or Mr Rosales-Castaneda.
In my opinion, His Worship did not err in finding as he did.
There was a breach of the award proven, as found.
No ground of appeal was made out. For those reasons, I
would dismiss the appeal.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: I have read the reasons
for decision of His Honour the President. I agree with those
reasons and have nothing to add.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER: I have had the advantage
of reading a draft of the reasons for decision of his Honour the
President. I agree with those reasons and wish to add the following observations of my own.
The central issue in determining this appeal, is the construction to be placed upon the word “opinion” as used in s 49B of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”) and the s 49B
appendix to the Contract Cleaners (Ministry of Education)
Award 1990 (“the Award”), as it relates to clause 18 of the
Award, which requires an employer bound by the Award to
keep and make available for inspection by a duly accredited
official of the union, a time and wages record.
The competing contentions of the agent for the appellant
and counsel for the respondent have been set out by his Honour the President in detail and I need not repeat them. In short,
the agent for the appellant urged the Full Bench to conclude
that the word “opinion” as used in s 49B of the Act and the s
49B appendix to the Award, should be interpreted in an unqualified manner. Thus, a subjective view held by an employer
that access to time and wages records by a representative of an
organisation would infringe the privacy of persons who are
not members of the organisation, is sufficient to enliven the
right of the employer to refuse that representative access to
the records. Of course, that refusal is accompanied by a concomitant obligation on the employer to undertake to produce
the records to an Industrial Inspector within 48 hours of being
notified of the requirement to inspect the record by the representative of the organisation.
Counsel for the respondent on the other hand, urged the Full
Bench to conclude that when considering the meaning of “opinion” for the purposes of both the Act and the Award provisions,
an objective test of reasonableness should apply in the interpretation of these provisions.
The terms of statutes and awards are to be interpreted in
accordance with well-established principles. They being that
words used in a statute or an award are to be given their natural and ordinary meaning when read in the context of the
instrument as a whole: Metropolitan Gas Co v Federated Gas
Employees’ Industrial Union (1924) 35 CLR 449 per Isaacs
and Rich JJ at 455; K&S Lake City Freighters Pty Ltd v Gordon
& Gotch Ltd (1985) 60 ALR 509 at 514 per Mason J; Norwest
Beef Industries Ltd and Derby Meat Processing Co Ltd v
AMIEU (1984) 64 WAIG 2124.
The interpretation of the relevant provisions of the Award
and the Act, consistent with these principles, cannot be divorced from the context in which they appear in those
instruments. Clause 18 of the Award imposes a mandatory
obligation on an employer to keep a time and wages record
satisfying the requirements of clause 18(1) of the Award and,
pursuant to clause 18(2) of the Award, but subject to the s 49B
Appendix, to make the time and wages record available for
inspection by a duly accredited official of the union. The importance attached to time and wages records provisions of
awards in this and other industrial jurisdictions is well established. In this respect, in McCorry v Hoskin (1993) 73 WAIG
2335, the Full Bench, in dealing with an application pursuant
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to s 83A of the Act regarding a breach of s 102(1)(a) of the Act
observed at 2336—
“It is important to lay emphasis, to, on the fundamental
importance of time and wages records. As noted by the
learned authors of “Federal Industrial Law” (Mills and
Sorrell, 5th Edition 1975 at page 261)—
“The provision requiring the proper keeping of a time
book is a very important part of industrial law. It is
a means whereby a check may be kept as to whether
awards are being observed, and it is just as much to
the benefit of the employer that he and all others
comply with the award as it is to the benefit of the
employee; otherwise competition by employers who
seek to break awards would affect very seriously those
who maintain the provisions of the law: Tourrier v
H. Lester (1941) 44 CAR 247”
Provisions requiring employers bound by awards to keep
time and wages records are of long standing in this jurisdiction as they are in other jurisdictions. There are specific
clauses within awards regarding time and wages records
and their necessity is so well recognised that Collier C
(as he then was) in Maritime Workers’ Union of Western
Australia, Union of Workers v Coleman & Sons and Others 58 WAIG 850, was able to observe in relation to an
application to insert such a clause into an award that a
clause requiring an employer to maintain time and wages
records—
“Further …falls into that category which the Commission has presently constituted has mentioned on
numerous occasions recently, ie. matters which practitioners in industrial relations need no evidence to
prove their existence and/or need.”
Further, failure to keep time and wages records is regarded
most seriously (see Ainsworth v Neal (1981) 23 AILR at
246, Hennessy v Keetleys Tours Pty Ltd (1988) 23 IR
277, and Masters v Highway One Transport Pty Ltd (1990)
33 IR 1, and see, too, the decision of the Full Bench in
McCorry v Bolivia Nominees Pty Ltd T/A Ballajura Tavern 72 WAIG 2521). That the Industrial Relations Act in
Western Australia contains a specific provision
(s.83(5)(b)), relating to circumstances where a time and
wages record is not produced or kept, is an indication of
the importance of such records recognised by Parliament.”
The statutory scheme, within which s 49B(1)(a) of the Act
should be interpreted, also indicates the importance attached
by the legislature to the maintenance and inspection of such
records. A principal object of the Act, as contained in s 6(d), is
to provide for the observation and enforcement of agreements
and awards made for the prevention or settlement of industrial
disputes. By s 98 of the Act, Industrial Inspectors appointed
for the purposes of securing the observance of the provisions
of the Act and of awards, industrial agreements and orders in
force under it, are empowered to inspect and view, examine
and seize or retain or take extracts from or copies of, any record
which is in an industrial location. Indeed, by s 98(3)(g), if an
Industrial Inspector has reasonable cause to apprehend any
obstruction in the carrying out of his or her functions, he or
she may call a member of the Police Force for assistance. Furthermore, by the terms of ss 102(1)(a), and 102(2) of the Act,
a person shall not, being lawfully required to do so, fail to
produce or exhibit or allow to be examined, a record as defined by s 98(7), nor resist or obstruct a person in the
performance of a duty imposed or the exercise of a power
conferred by or under the Act. As referred to in McCorry (supra), s 83(5)(b) is also relevant in this regard.
Therefore, when taken in its statutory context, the meaning
to be given to the word “opinion” in s49B of the Act and the
Award, in relation to the keeping and making available for
inspection of time and wages records, should be consistent
with the importance of such obligations, as recognised by the
legislature.
Adopting this view, in my opinion, it would be inconsistent
with this legislative scheme, and the purpose and effect of the
provisions of the Award, to enable an employer to avoid its
mandatory duty to keep and make available for inspection, a
time and wages record under the Award, merely based upon a
subjective view about whether or not, making such record
available for inspection, would infringe the privacy of
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persons who are not members of the organisation. It is entirely
consistent with the purpose and object of such provisions, in
the context in which s 49B(1)(a) appears in the Act as a whole
and of the relevant provisions of the Award, to give the word
“opinion” a meaning which requires there to be an objectively
reasonable opinion to be formed.
The question then is whether the opinion formed by the appellant in this matter, was of that character. I do not consider
that it was, for the reasons expressed by his Honour the President. It was not in contest at first instance before His Worship,
that the appellant had failed to comply with the requirements
imposed on it by the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, (“the Regulations”) in relation to the requirement
for an employer to keep time and wages records such that only
one employee’s records appear on any one page. This must be
a relevant consideration as to whether the “opinion” formed
by the appellant was reasonable. Indeed, it also appears to be
established that courts and tribunals should resist strongly, an
interpretation of a statute that will permit a person to take advantage of his or her own wrongdoing: Holden v Nuttall (1945)
VLR 171.
Further, in Woodcock and Another v South Western Electricity Board (1975) 1 WLR 983, the plaintiffs, as squatters
who had unlawfully occupied two adjoining premises without
the knowledge or consent of the owners, brought an action for
a mandatory injunction to require the defendants to reconnect
electricity to the premises which had been cut off. In dismissing the summons, Dunn J upheld a submission put on behalf
of the defendant, that courts should not construe statutes so as
to give legal rights to wrongdoers, unless the words of the
statute impelled that construction, such submission being made
in reliance upon R v Hulme (1870) 5 QB 377; Adlam v Law
Society (1968) 1 WLR 6 and particularly McPhail v Persons,
Names Unknown (1973) Ch 447.
To adopt the unqualified construction placed upon the Act
and the Award provisions urged by the appellant, would be to
permit the appellant, in the circumstances of the case at first
instance, to take advantage of its breach of the Regulations,
which should be impermissible. The grounds of appeal disclose no appealable error by His Worship at first instance and
the appeal should be dismissed.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly,
APPEARANCES: Mr D M Jones, as agent, on behalf of the
appellant.
Mr J Rosales-Castaneda, (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf
of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Quirk Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd
(Appellant)
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch.
(Respondent).
No. 1706 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
29 March 1999.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 3rd day of March 1999, and having heard Mr D M
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Jones, as agent, on behalf of the appellant and Mr J RosalesCastaneda, (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent,
and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter,
and reasons for decision being delivered on the 29th day of
March 1999 wherein it was found that the appeal should be
dismissed, it is this day, the 29th day of March 1999, ordered
that appeal No 1706 of 1998 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

FULL BENCH—
Unions—Application for
Registration—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
(Applicants).
No. 2117 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
16 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This is an application by the
abovementioned two organisations, namely the Australian
Railways Union of Workers (WA Branch) (hereinafter referred
to as the “ARU”) and The West Australian Locomotive Engine
Drivers’, Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
(hereinafter referred to as the “WALEDFCU”).
The applicants are organisations, as that word is defined in
s.7 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”). The application was brought
under s.72 of the Act, whereby two or more organisations may
apply for the registration of a new organisation. The name of
the new organisation sought to be authorised to be registered
is “The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union (WA
Branch)”.
S.72 OF THE ACT
I am satisfied that, as s.72(2) mandatorily requires, the application has been made under the respective seals of the
amalgamating organisations. However, the application does
not appear to have been signed by the Secretary and Principal
Executive Officer of the WALEDFCU. That certainly appears
to be the case, however, with the ARU.
A condition precedent to registration of a new organisation,
upon the application of two or more existing organisations
under s.72 of the Act, is that the rules of the proposed new
organisation are such that the only persons eligible for membership of the new organisation will be persons who, if the
amalgamating organisations had remained in being, would have
been eligible for membership of at least one of the amalgamating organisations. That means that no person not eligible
for membership under all or any of the applicant organisations’ eligibility rules should be eligible for membership under
the eligibility rule of the new organisation (see s.72(1) of the
Act).
I am satisfied, on a reading of the rules of the proposed new
organisation and of the applicant organisations, that s.72(1) of
the Act, in the respect to which I have just referred, has been
complied with.
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S.53 OF THE ACT
The provisions of the division which apply to and in relation
to the registration of organisations under s.53(1) or s.54(1) of
the Act, Division 4 of Part II of the Act, apply with such modifications as are necessary to and in relation to the registration
of an organisation under s.72 (see s.72(3)).
That means that s.53(1) of the Act may not apply because
the applicant organisations are not unregistered organisations.
In fact, they are registered organisations.
In any event, the applicant organisations have had in excess
of 600 members for the last 6 months or more, as s.53(2) of
the Act requires, as I find. Thus, if s.53(2) were required to be
complied with, I would find that it has been.
S.55 AND S.56 OF THE ACT
I am satisfied that s.55(1) of the Act, which applies, has
been complied with, as have s.55(2) and s.55(3). S.55(4) is a
mandatory provision which requires the Full Bench to refuse
an application by an organisation under s.55, and, therefore,
under s.72, unless a number of prescribed statutory requirements are complied with.
First of all, meetings of each applicant organisation were
held, and were, on the evidence, called and conducted in accordance with the rules. There was a quorum as prescribed
present at each meeting, on the evidence. In addition, in the
case of the WALEDFCU, there was a referendum which approved the application to amalgamate, and the proposed rules
of the new organisation.
The resolutions passed and the questions answered in the
affirmative, upon the referendum, are sufficiently wide enough
to support the application in this matter. The rules which are
to be the rules of the new organisation are those which appear
and are filed with the application in this matter.
The next question is whether reasonable steps have been
taken to adequately inform the members—
(a) of the intention of the organisation to apply for registration;
(b) of the proposed rules of the organisation; and
(c) that the members or any of them may object to the
making of the application or to those rules or any of
them by forwarding a written objection to the Registrar.
The Full Bench must then be satisfied, also, that, having
regard to the structure of the organisation and any other relevant circumstance, the members have been afforded a
reasonable opportunity to make such an objection.
In this case, notice of the intention of the organisations to
apply for registration was given to all members, as evidenced
by the Statutory Declaration of Mr Robert Christison, declared
and filed in this matter. Such documents were forwarded, before this application was filed on 27 November 1998, to all
members of both applicant organisations. I am, therefore, satisfied that the above three requirements have been met.
S.55(4)(b) of the Act has, therefore, been complied with.
As to s.55(4)(c) of the Act, there was no objection by any
person so I am satisfied that less than five percent of members
have objected to the making of the application.
S.55(4)(d) of the Act does not apply.
As to s.55(4)(e), s.56(1) and s.56A of the Act, I am satisfied
that the rules provide for election by secret ballot and that they
comply otherwise with those sections of the Act, including s.56A.
By virtue of s.72(4) of the Act, s.55(5) does not apply.
OBJECTS OF THE ACT
The objects of the Act would be advanced by granting this
application because, as Mr Wells submitted to the Full Bench,
s.6(e) of the Act in particular would be advanced by the two
organisations, which have covered employees of Westrail or
the West Australian Railways Commission, being one. There
would be one less organisation. There would be one organisation to represent employees and, further, the employees of the
organisations concerned have formed a representative organisation of employees consistent with the objects of the Act.
There would be one employee organisation to whom all employees of the Western Australian Railways Commission can
belong.
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S.59 OF THE ACT
S.59 of the Act reads as follows—
“59. (1) The Full Bench shall not authorize the registration of an organization under a name
identical with that by which any other organization has been registered or which by reason
of its resemblance to the name of another organization or body or for any other reason is,
in the opinion of the Full Bench, likely to deceive or mislead any person.
(2) The registered name shall clearly indicate
whether the organization is an organization of
employers or an organization of employees.
(3) This section does not prevent the Full Bench
from authorizing an organization to which a
certificate has been issued under section 71 to
change its name so as to correspond with the
name of its Counterpart Federal Body under
that section.”
The difficulty is that the proposed new name for the new
organisation, namely “The Australian Rail, Tram & Bus Industry Union (WA Branch)”, does not clearly designate that
the proposed new organisation would be an organisation of
employers or of employees.
Whilst one of the applicants might, under a s.71 certificate
and, in fact, is, a state registered body which has a Counterpart Federal Body, the new organisation is not in same case.
Of course, under s.59(3) of the Act, the Full Bench may authorise an organisation to which a certificate has been issued
under s.71 to change its name so as to correspond with the
name of its Counterpart Federal Body under that section.
Such an application could not be entertained or granted to
the new organisation, lest it makes a s.71 application.
Whilst the applicant WALEDFCU does not have the words
“Union of Workers” or something which indicates that it is an
organisation of employees in its name, a reading of the names
of most organisations of employees or employers registered
under the Act reveals that they do have have such an indication.
Whilst the fact that the applicant, ARU, has some coverage
of light rail employees, the use of the word “tram” is not so
deceptive as to be prohibitive of registration (see s.59(1) of
the Act).
The word “clearly” means—
“1. In a clear manner 2. undoubtedly”
That means that the name must clearly identify the type of
organisation which is registered. I do not think, in light of the
fact that a number of “unions” of employers or employees are
registered under the Act, that the name proposed for the new
organisation clearly identifies the proposed new organisation
as an organisation of employees, within the mean of s.59 of
the Act. That position is not ameliorated by the fact that the
applicant WALEDFCU does not have a name containing the
words “workers” or “employees” in it. That organisation was
originally registered many years ago.
S.59(3) of the Act cannot be invoked so as to apply to the
proposed new organisation as if it were subject to an order
under s.71 of the Act, even though one of the applicant organisations might have a counterpart Federal organisation. The
proposed new organisation obviously would have no counterpart Federal organisation until an order is made by the Full
Bench under s.71. Having said that Rule 1 should be amended,
I would observe that I see no other obstacle to the registration.
I would like to be in the position where the Full Bench could
amend the name, should the applicants move to do so.
In CMEWU v OPPWF and Another 70 WAIG 281 (IAC)
(“the Wall and Ceiling Fixers’ Case”), the Industrial Appeal
Court held that the Full Bench should not authorise the registration of a constitutional rule which is substantially different
in form from the rule which had been authorised by the members, since this did not meet the Full Bench’s obligations under
the Act.
The amendment sought is not a s.58(3) amendment. Brinsden
P in the Wall and Ceiling Fixers’ Case said this at page 287—
“But what the Full Bench has ordered the Registrar to
register is not as a matter of words the proposed
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alteration the subject of the application, and as advertised
in the Industrial Gazette, nor the same proposal as was
brought to the attention of the members of the organisation so as to afford them the opportunity to object.”
Kennedy and Franklyn JJ agreed with His Honour’s view.
Certainly, a name which includes “employees” was not put
to the members to enable them to object.
Whether, too, the ratio decidendi of the Wall and Ceiling
Fixers’ Case limits the prohibition upon amendment of rules
by the Full Bench only to substantial amendments, effecting
something substantially different from what was proposed to
the members, and whether an amendment to add the words
“of employees” in the name of the proposed new organisation
constitutes something “substantially different in substance”,
was not adverted to in the supplementary written submissions
which the Full Bench invited and received. I would add that
such an amendment would also have to have been demonstrably contemplated in the authorisation of any application,
pursuant to s.55(4)(a) of the Act.
As the matter currently stands, I would find merit in and be
satisfied to grant the application, but for the defect in the proposed name and the defect in the signatures on the application
form.
In my opinion, the ratio of the Wall and Ceiling Fixers’ Case
means that, apart from s.58(3) of the Act, the Full Bench cannot permit an amendment to the rules of an organisation seeking
authority for registration or an organisation’s proposed alterations to its rules, where that is substantially different from that
proposed to the members and should therefore have been put
to them under s.55(4)(b).
The Full Bench considered s.59 questions and the power to
amend an application to alter rules in, Re Bread Manufacturers Association of Western Australia, 72 WAIG 983 (FB) and
Re West Australian Fire Brigade Employees’ Industrial Union
of Workers 72 WAIG 984.
In the first case, the Full Bench applying the Wall and Ceiling Fixers’ Case, where the name of an organisation was sought
to be authorised to be altered to a name which did not clearly
identify the organisation as one of employers, did not permit
an amendment and dismissed the application to alter the name
of the applicant organisation.
In the WA Fire Brigade Employees’ Case (op cit) the Full
Bench authorised the registration of an alteration of its name
to “United Fire Fighters Union of Western Australia”. There
some emphasis was placed on the word “union”. However,
the word “union” was also to be read with the description of
Fire Fighters which is far more clear a designation than the
name proposed here which merely refers to an “Industry Union”.
As to the interpretation of the ratio decidendi in the Wall
and Ceiling Fixers’ Case (op cit), I am of the opinion on
rereading that case, and on reflection, that the view of the
ratio taken by the Full Bench in the cases to which I refer
above, was too narrow and that the Wall and Ceiling Fixers’ Case is authority for the principle which I have
expressed above.
In this application, two organisations of employees seek to
amalgamate to form a new organisation of employees. It is
obvious that, in approving the rules and authorising the application, that the members have approved this.
Accordingly, an amendment to Rule 1 and to the name, so as
to name the proposed new organisation “The Australian Rail,
Tram and Bus Industry Employees Union (WA Branch)”, or
some other method of using the word “employees”, would not
be a substantial amendment so as to require authorisation and
notification under s.55(4)(b) of the Act. The amendment, indeed, specifically recognises what the members have clearly
expressed their intention to achieve. To permit such an amendment is within the power of the Full Bench and I would require
leave to so amend, were an application made. Such an application could be notified informally in writing to the Associate.
The second obstacle to the Full Bench authorising the registration applied for is the absence of the signature of the
Secretary of the WALEDFCU from the application therein.
The signature of Mr David Kimberley Hathaway, the President alone appears on the application.
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S.72(2) of the Act reads as follows—
“An application under this section shall be made under
the respective seals of the amalgamating organizations
and shall be signed by the secretary and principal executive officer of each of those organizations.”
It might be argued that s.72 of the Act is mandatory and that
the application not complying with the requirements of s.72(2)
of the Act is defective and should be dismissed. I would, for
myself, require to be persuaded that this was not the case and
would invite any submission on that point in writing within
fourteen days.
Such submissions might also advert to any other reason or
reasons which the applicants wish to advance as to why the
application should be granted, notwithstanding the absence of
the Secretary’s signature from the application.
I would be prepared to adjourn the matter sine die to enable
these matters to be considered by the applicants, particularly
since there is no objection.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: I have read the draft Reasons for Decision of His Honour the President. I agree that an
amendment to Rule 1 and to the proposed name of the union
to clearly state that it is an organisation of employees would
not be a substantial amendment so as to require authorisation
and notification under s.55(4)(b) of the Act. I would join with
the President in granting leave to so amend the application
along those lines if an application to do so was made.
It is the case that s.72(2) of the Act requires the application
for amalgamation be signed by the secretary and principal
executive officer of each of the applicant unions. In the case
of the LEDFCU the application form is signed only by the
president. Does it mean that an application which is not signed
by the secretary of the organisation is invalid? One of the most
intractable problems encountered in the interpretation of legislation is the meaning to be placed on words such as “shall”.
It is, in my view, arguable that, if that union does not have a
secretary in the sense that the office of secretary is vacant,
then the intended effect of the legislation would be met if the
application is, nevertheless, signed in accordance with the Rules
of the union which can be expected to be observed in the absence of a secretary. In my view, having regard to the subject
matter of the application, the requirement of s.72(2) is to provide a means of ensuring that the application that is made is
properly brought in accordance with the intention of the union
upon an appropriate decision of its membership. There were
no submissions made to the Full Bench to address that s.72(2)
and I agree the applicants should be given a further opportunity to make submissions on it, the position of secretary and
whether the application made is otherwise in accordance with
the Rules of that union.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: I have had the benefit of
reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President,
which set out the background to this matter. I respectfully agree
with those reasons except in regard to the matter of the amendment to the name of the organisation.
It is true that the name sought to be registered does not comply with s.59(2) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 in that it
does not clearly indicate whether the organisation is an organisation of employers or an organisation of employees.
The question is whether the Full Bench has the power to
authorise an amendment to the name of the organisation, such
as to provide compliance with s.59(2). I must say that if one
were to look at this matter simply on the basis of merit, such
an amendment to clearly indicate what is intended ie. that it be
an organisation of employees, would be warranted, and would
be in accordance with the objects of the Act. However, the
Full Bench would appear to be empowered to either authorise
the registration of the organisation or to not authorise it. In
CMEWU v OPPWF and Another (70 WAIG 281), referred to
by His Honour as the Wall and Ceiling Fixers’ Case, Brinsden
J. noted—
“The problem which confronts the plasterers is this. The
application which was made by the plasterers to the Full
Bench was for the registration of an alteration to the rules
of the organisation by adding to rule 3 an item “(c) Wall
and/or Ceiling Fixers”. But what the Full Bench has ordered the Registrar to register is not as a matter of words
the proposed alteration the subject of the application, and
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as advertised in the Industrial Gazette, nor the same proposal as was brought to the attention of the members of
the organisation so as to afford them the opportunity to
object. It is contended that what was proposed to the
members is substantially different in substance to what
the Full Bench has now ordered the Registrar to register.
As proposed the constitutional addition described the
vocation namely that of wall and/or ceiling fixers. As ordered the constitution defines what is meant by the
vocation and in doing so includes so it is said, others such
as carpenters who do the work described.
The point taken is a technical point but of course if it is a
good one it must succeed because the foundation for the
Registrar to register an alteration depends on the authorisation of the Full Bench, and the Full Bench does not
have the power to authorise the registration because it
could not have been satisfied that the provisions of section 55(4) have been complied with.”
(page 287)
Kennedy and Franklyn JJ. agreed with those reasons, and
Kennedy J. added, amongst other things—
“In the present case, the Full Bench has purported to
amend the alterations which were referred to it for authorisation. In my opinion, it had no power to do so. I
agree, for the reasons given by the President, that section
58(3), which is made applicable by section 62(4) in the
case of alterations of registered rules, has no application
in this case.”
(page 288)
This lack of power would appear to be the basis upon which
the Full Bench refused the alteration to Rule 1—Name and
Registered Office of the Bread Manufacturers Association of
Western Australia, (72 WAIG 983). I agree with the sentiments
expressed by the Full Bench in that matter that “the Full Bench
would be well served, and more particularly so would applicants, were the Full Bench to be given a discretion and
jurisdiction to remedy defects.” (page 984)
Reluctantly, I would refuse the application because it does
not comply with the mandatory provisions of s.59(2) and there
would appear to be no power for the Full Bench to remedy
that defect.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr R Wells on behalf of the Australian
Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch)
Mr D K Hathaway on behalf of The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of
Workers

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
(Applicants).
No. 2117 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
9 March 1999.
Supplementary Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: I have now read the further submissions
lodged herein on 2 March 1999. The submissions contain
evidentiary assertions which I accept.
As I accept it, there has been no General Secretary appointed
for some time. The General President, Mr David Kimberley
Hathaway, has acted in that capacity for some time, presumably when he signed the application herein. He was, the Full
Bench has been told (and I accept it as a fact), appointed by
the General Committee to so act. Since, he has not vacated the
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office of General President (see Rule 18(k) of The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s and Cleaners’
Union of Workers’ Rules), I think that it was still open to him
to sign in both capacities.
Further, as submitted, to use Rule 18(k) of the rules permits
the appointment of the General President as General Secretary, referred to in the submissions, while, as I understand it,
he/she remains General President.
I am, therefore, satisfied that Mr Hathaway’s signature on
the application in both capacities satisfies the requirements of
s.72(2) of the Act, along with the other seals and signatures
thereon.
I am now satisfied that all the statutory and other requirements of law have been complied with.
I would also, inferring from the further submissions that there
was an application to amend the name to be registered for the
new organisation in terms of the earlier reasons for decision
of the Full Bench herein, permit an amendment and authorise
the registration of the name “The Australian Rail, Tram and
Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch”.
I would, therefore, grant the application and issue a minute
of proposed orders to reflect that grant and the requirements
of the Act.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: I have read the reasons
for decision of His Honour the President. I agree with those
reasons and have nothing to add.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: I have had the benefit of
reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President,
and I agree that Mr Hathaway’s signature, as both General
President and as General Secretary, in the circumstances of
this case, and in light of the Rules of the West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of
Workers, fulfils the requirements of s.72(2) of the Act.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr R Wells on behalf of the Australian
Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch)
Mr D K Hathaway on behalf of The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of
Workers

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
(Applicants).
No. 2117 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
16 February 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 3rd day of February 1999, and having heard Mr R Wells
on behalf of the Australian Railways Union of Workers (WA
Branch) and Mr D K Hathaway on behalf of The West
Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s and
Cleaners’ Union of Workers, and the Full Bench having
reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision
being delivered on the 16th day of February, it is this day, the
16th day of February 1999, ordered and directed that leave be
and is hereby granted to the applicant organisations herein to
make further submissions in writing within 14 days of the date
hereof.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
(Applicants).
No. 2117 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 March 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 3rd day of February 1999, and having heard Mr R Wells
on behalf of the Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA
Branch) and Mr D K Hathaway on behalf of The West
Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s and
Cleaners’ Union of Workers, and the Full Bench having made
an order on the 3rd day of February 1999 granting the applicant
organisations leave to make written submissions to consider
whether the name of the proposed organisation is in compliance
with s.59(2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended);
and the Full Bench having given reasons for decision on the
16th day of February 1999, and an order was made on the 16th
day of February 1999 inviting further submissions from the
applicant organisations, and supplementary reasons for decision
having been given by the Full Bench on the 9th day of March
1999, it is this day, the 9th day of March 1999, ordered and
directed as follows—
(1) THAT leave be and is hereby granted to the applicant organisations to amend the applications herein
as follows—
(a) In Rule 1, add the words “of Employees” so
that it reads “The Australian Rail, Tram and
Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch”.
(2) THAT the rules of the said organisation, for the purposes of registration, be amended in terms of the said
amendment.
(3) THAT the Registrar be and is hereby authorised to
register a new organisation to be known as “The
Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of
Employees, West Australian Branch” in accordance
with the reasons for decision on the 16th day of February 1999 and the supplementary reasons for
decision of the Full Bench on the 9th day of March
1999.
(4) THAT the rules of the said organisation as amended
and filed herein are declared to be the rules of the
said organisation “The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus
Industry Union of Employees, West Australian
Branch”.
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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FULL BENCH—
Unions—Application for
Industrial Association—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.72
In the matter of an application for amalgamation by the
“Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch)” and
“ The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers”.
No. 2117 of 1998.
R.C. LOVEGROVE,
12 March 1999.
Deputy Registrar.

Decision.
HAVING been authorised by the Full Bench I have this 12th
day of March 1999 registered, as an amalgamation of the above
mentioned organisations, a new organisation to be known as
“The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch.” As a result of the
amalgamation the registrations of the applicant organisations
have been cancelled.
The registered office of the new organisation is situated at
P.T.U. House, 224 Stirling Street, Perth WA 6000.
(Sgd.) R.C. LOVEGROVE,
Deputy Registrar.

PRESIDENT—
Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE
(Applicant)
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
(Respondent).
No. 447 of 1999.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
9 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This is an application by the
abovementioned Managing Director of the South Metropolitan College of TAFE.
It is not quite clear why the Managing Director is a party to
the proceedings, but that is not a matter in issue before me.
The application is one made pursuant to s.49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred
to as “the Act”) and seeks an order staying the operation of the
decision of the Commission, constituted by Commissioner A
R Beech, given on 18 January 1999 in matter PSA CR34 of
1998, pending the hearing and determination of appeal No 158
of 1999 to the Full Bench. That appeal is brought by the Managing Director of the South Metropolitan College of TAFE by
virtue of a Notice of Appeal filed in the Commission on 5
February 1999, which is an appeal against the whole of the
decision of the Commission.
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The appeal is made against a decision that Commissioner A R
Beech, sitting as a Public Service Arbitrator, erred in finding
that he had jurisdiction under s.80E(7) of the Act to deal with
the application. The application was brought by the
abovementioned respondent organisation of employees against
the applicant in relation to one of its members, Ms Susan Ishmael.
Ms Ishmael was employed as a Computer Systems Officer
Level 2, having been appointed to a position located at the
Rockingham Campus of the applicant. On 6 April 1998, she
was notified that she was to be transferred to another position
and relocated to the Fremantle Campus of the applicant. The
respondent organisation, then the applicant, sought that Ms
Ishmael be returned to her substantive position at the
Rockingham Campus and that any decision by the employer
in regard to her be declared void.
The Commission went on to find that it had jurisdiction to
issue an order in terms sought by the union in its letter of 22
September 1998.
The Appeal Book contains reasons for decision but no decision.
The decision appealed against does not appear in the form
of an order, nor is there any evidence that it has been deposited in the Registry. There is no copy of any decision in the
Appeal Book. A question arises as to whether an appeal has
been instituted, within the meaning of s.49(11) of the Act.
I say that because—
1. “Decision” is defined to include award, order, declaration or finding (see s.7 of the Act).
2. “Finding” is defined to mean a decision, determination or ruling made in the course of proceedings but
does not finally decide, determine or dispose of the
matter to which the proceedings relate (see s.7 of the
Act).
3. Pursuant to s.35 of the Act, the decision of the Commission, which includes a finding (as I have observed
above), “shall, before it is delivered, be drawn up in
the form of minutes which shall be handed down to
the parties concerned and, unless in any particular
case the Commission otherwise determines, its reasons for decision shall be published at the same time.”
That did not occur, nor was it submitted that the rights
of the parties under s.35 had been waived.
4. Pursuant to s.34 of the Act, the decision of the Commission is required to be “in the form of an award,
order or declaration and shall in every case be signed
and delivered by the Commissioner constituting the
Commission that heard the matter to which the decision relates…”
5. Pursuant to s.36 of the Act, every decision of the
Commission is required to—
“(a) be sealed with the seal of the Commission;
(b) be deposited in the office of the Registrar; and
(c) be open to inspection without charge during
office hours by any person interested.”
6. As a matter of law, a decision of the Commission is
not perfected until the same is deposited in the office of the Registrar. (See CMEWU v The United
Furniture Trades Industrial Union of Workers, WA
70 WAIG 3913 at 3914 (IAC), Registrar v MEWU
and Others 74 WAIG 1487 (IAC) and McCorry v
Como Investments Pty Ltd 69 WAIG 1000 (IAC).
See, also Western Australian Mint and Others v
ALHMWU and Others Appeals 10 to 48 of 1998
(unreported) (IAC) delivered 2 March 1999 Lib No
990137A and Director-General of the Ministry for
Culture and the Arts v CSA (unreported) No 36 of
1999 (President).)
7. Distilling into one statement the rationes decidendi
of those cases, until an oral order or decision is put
into the form of a document and signed, there is no
order and no decision, as defined in s.7 of the Act.
8. The decision that the Arbitrator had jurisdiction was
a finding, as defined in s.7 of the Act, and, therefore,
a decision, as defined. It, therefore, had to be produced as an award, declaration or order in writing
and signed by the Commission.
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9. The decision was then required to be deposited in
the office of the Registrar, that is, it was required to
be delivered.
10. There was no decision made in accordance with the
Act, for the reason that no order, award or declaration issued in accordance with s.34 of the Act, the
decision was not made in writing and signed, nor
delivered, nor was it reduced to minutes in accordance with s.35.
Thus, no valid appeal could be instituted or was instituted
because there was no decision within the meaning of s.49(2)
of the Act against which to appeal.
Accordingly, the application for an order for a stay of the
decision was a nullity because there was no decision within
the meaning of s.49(2) of the Act against which an appeal
could be validly “instituted”, within the meaning of s.49(11)
of the Act.
Since the appeal, as “instituted”, was invalid and a nullity,
no application for a stay could therefore be validly lodged and
the Commission, constituted by the President, has no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application before it. I will
dismiss it, for those reasons.
I think that I should add the following. In my opinion, it
would lead to absurdity and chaos and be contrary to s.26(1)(a)
and s.6(c) of the Act were the word “finding”, as defined in
s.7 of the Act, to be applied to every decision, determination
or ruling made in the course of proceedings which does not
finally decide, determine or dispose of the matter to which the
proceedings relate.
Carried to its logical conclusion, it would mean that every
procedural direction and every ruling as to the admissibility of
evidence, for example, would have to be dealt with in accordance with s.34, s.35 and s.36 of the Act. Thus, every ruling in
the course of proceedings could not be said to be a finding
and, therefore, a decision, as defined in s.7 of the Act, attracting the attention of s.34, s.35 and s.36 of the Act. Indeed, most
would not. That would bring proceedings to a standstill. However, a matter such as a decision as to jurisdiction which is an
important and substantive decision, would seem to me to be
certainly required to be treated in accordance with s.34, s.35
and s.36 of the Act.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr D Mathews (of Counsel), by leave,
on behalf of the applicant
Mr D Newman, as agent, on behalf of the respondent
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application should be dismissed, it is this day, the 9th day of
April 1999, ordered that application No 447 of 1999 be and is
hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for—
ACI PLASTICS PACKAGING BENTLEY
ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 10 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
ACI Plastics Packaging.
No. AG 10 of 1999.
ACI Plastics Packaging Bentley Enterprise Agreement 1998.
9 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S Ellery on behalf of The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union,
Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian Branch
and the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch, Ms P Anderson on behalf of The Shop, Distributive
and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia, and
Mr M J Beros on behalf of ACI Plastics Packaging, now therefore I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “ACI Plastics Packaging Bentley Enterprise Agreement 1998”
reflected in the schedule to this order shall be and is
registered with effect on the 18th day of February 1999.
2. THAT the ACI Plastics Packaging Bentley Enterprise
Agreement 1998 shall replace ACI Plastics Bentley
Enterprise Agreement 1996 with effect on the 18th
day of February 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE
(Applicant)
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
(Respondent).
No. 447 of 1999.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
9 April 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the 8th
day of April 1999, and having heard Mr D Mathews (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Newman,
as agent, on behalf of the respondent, and having reserved my
decision on the matter, and my reasons for decision being delivered on the 9th day of April 1999 wherein I found that the

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the “ACI Plastics Packaging Bentley Enterprise Agreement 1998” and shall replace
the ACI Plastics Bentley Enterprise Agreement 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
State Wage Principles
Incidence and Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operations and Review
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Wage Increases
General Conditions
Occupational Health and Safety
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Appendix 1—Targets
Appendix 2—Wage Rise
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3.—STATE WAGE PRINCIPLES
(1) It is a condition of this Agreement that there shall be no
further wage increases for the life of the Agreement.
(2) The parties to the Agreement shall be bound by the terms
of the Agreement for its duration.
(3) The parties to the Agreement shall oppose any application by other parties to be joined to this Enterprise Agreement.
(4) The terms of this Agreement will not be used to progress
or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other enterprise.
(5) No provisions in this Agreement shall operate to cause
any employee a reduction in ordinary time earnings, or to
cause a departure from the standards of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in regard to hours
of work, annual leave with pay or long service leave with
pay.
4.—INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND
(1) This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon—
(a) ACI Operations Limited trading as ACI Plastics
Packaging, Bentley (“the employer”);
(b) All persons employed by ACI Plastics Packaging
Bentley in its operations located at 37 Ewing Street,
Bentley who are members or who are eligible to become members of—
(i) The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous
Workers Division, Western Australian Branch;
(ii) The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’
Association of Western Australia;
(iii) The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australia Branch.
(2) This Agreement applies to approximately 63 employees
at ACI Plastics Packaging—
5.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATIONS AND
REVIEW
(1) This Agreement shall operate for a two year period from
15 November 1998 until 12 November 2000 and shall continue in force after its expiry unless reviewed.
(2) The parties will review this Agreement one month prior
to its cessation.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall operate in conjunction with the Plastic Manufacturing Award 1977, the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966 and the Shop And Warehouse (Wholesale and
Retail Establishments) State Award 1977, provided that where
there is any inconsistency between this Agreement and the
Awards, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail to the
extent of the inconsistency.
7.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) A single bargaining unit has been formed which includes
representative employees from all sections of the enterprise
and the parties bound by the Agreement.
(2) All relevant information (subject to confidential information being withheld) to enable effective monitoring of the
implementation of the Agreement shall be provided to the single bargaining unit.
8.—WAGE INCREASES
(1) Increase in wage rates
(a) The first wage increase of 3.2% will be paid on top
of the rates listed in Appendix 2 and shall apply from
15 November 1998.
(b) A further 3.2 % wage increase shall apply from 15
November 1999.
(2) Productivity Measures
In addition to the wage increases set out in subclause (1)
above; further wage increases will be based on the following—
(a) A maximum of 1.6 %wage increase if the weighted
performance targets are met as per Appendix 1 of
this Agreement on 15 November 1999.
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(b) A maximum of 1.6% increase if the weighted performance targets are met as per Appendix 1 of this
Agreement on 1 September 2000.
9.—GENERAL CONDITIONS
(1) All permanent staff will receive a $250.00 per annum
safety allowance so that they can obtain trousers, shirts, overalls, jackets, boots, aprons and ladies uniforms. Purchases of
work clothing which exceed the $250.00 limit will be paid for
by the employees. Payment of the $250.00 will be as per the
current boot allowance, ie any amount in excess of the allowance will be deducted from the employee’s next pay.
(2) This Agreement continues the commitment in the “ACI
Plastics Bentley Agreement 1996” that those workers employed
in the Grades 2, 3 4 and 5 of the Plastic Manufacturing Award
1977 shall operate fork-lifts.
(3) Employees may use up to five (5) days per year sick
leave to assist and or care for direct family members.
(4) Accumulated long service leave may be taken after ten
(10) years service
10.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
(1) The employer and employees will comply with the requirements of the relevant Occupational Health and Safety Act.
(2) A safe working environment will impact positively on
morale and ultimately on the organisations performance. In
recognition of this the employer undertakes to—
(a) Provide and maintain workplaces, plant and systems
of work such that employees are not exposed to hazards.
(b) Inform, instruct, train and supervise employees accordingly.
(c) Provide and maintain agreed and appropriate personal
protective equipment and material where it is otherwise not possible to protect employees from hazard.
(d) Co-operate with the union nomination and election
of, and consult and co-operate with, health and safety
representatives and with other employees regarding
occupational health and safety matters.
(e) In consultation with employees and their representatives, establish an occupational health and safety
policy which enunciates the employer’s duty of care,
that of employees and contractor’s, and establishes
agreed procedures for consultation, monitoring, reporting and recording, rehabilitation, and resolution
of issues with those parties.
(f) In accordance with the requirements of the act and
company procedures, accept the right of employees
to refuse work which in their opinion will expose
them or any other person to risk of serious injury or
harm to health, and accept the right of health and
safety representatives to evaluate such risk advise
employees of their right to refuse such unsafe work.
(g) Allow occupational health and safety representatives
to attend occupational health safety and training with
no loss of pay.
11.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
(1) The parties acknowledge that consistent with the need to
encourage harmonious industrial relations, they have mutual
responsibility to formalise a Dispute Settlement Procedure
which in time, and given any necessary refinements, will make
strikes, bans and work limitations unnecessary.
(2) The provisions of this procedure shall apply to the parties to this Agreement.
(a) With the intention of this procedure to reduce disputes which are liable to cause stoppage of work and
loss of earnings, it is agreed that every endeavour
will be made to amicably settle any dispute which
may arise.
(b) The unions and their members will maintain the status quo and not take any industrial action during the
course of Dispute Settlement Procedures.
(c) The company commits itself to maintain the status
quo and not to take any action during the course of
the Dispute Settlement Procedure.
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(3) Where any question, dispute, or difficulty or grievances
arises under this Agreement, the following procedure shall
apply—
(a) The employees and / or employee delegate is entitled to and shall raise the matter with the appropriate
manager.
(b) If the matter remains unresolved the employee and /
or employee delegate shall be given permission to
discuss the matter with the company departmental
head.
(c) If the matter is not resolved the employee delegate
shall be provided with facilities to make contact with
an official of the union.
(d) If the matter is still unresolved a meeting should take
place within twenty-four (24) hours between the
union official, employee and / or employee delegate
and local management.
(e) If the matter remains unresolved then a further meeting shall take place within a period of twenty-four
(24) hours from the expiration of the time stated in
the previous paragraph between a union official,
employees and / or employee delegate and senior
management and other company representatives in
an endeavour to resolve the problem.
(f) If any of the meetings referred to above, do not take
place within the time specified for good cause, then
both parties are relieved of the obligation to comply
with the procedure.
(g) In the event of an employee being subject to disciplinary action for serious and / or wilful misconduct,
the employer will ensure the employee is notified of
the full details of the reason for that action. Should
the employee elect to take up this matter, their union
may give notification within twenty four (24) hours
to the employer if it contends that there are reasons
why the action was unjustified.
(4) This procedure shall not—
(a) Preclude either party notifying the relevant industrial tribunal.
(b) Preclude the rights of employees to cease work in
regard to matters involving health and safety as laid
out in Clause 10.—Occupational Health and Safety
of this Agreement..
(c) Apply with regard to incidents where it is necessary
for the company to “stand down” employees due to
factors beyond its control—including but not limited to such factors as disruption resulting from
interruption involving third parties, such as with other
unions, energy supplies, industrial action etc.
APPENDIX 1—TARGETS
(a) A consultative committee to be formed to meet on a
monthly basis to establish and implement actions to achieve
these targets and review the results of the target set.
(b) Pack Rates
The average pack rate of QA specification bottles for Blow
Moulding to average 90% or better during the following period I July, 1999 to I November 1999.
(Weighted target EBM 0. 5%)
(Weighted target PET 0. 5 %)
Weighted target (90%) must be achieved in one method
of manufacture and minimum of 84% to be achieved in
the other to receive 0.5%.
The average pack rate of QA specification bottles from
Blow Moulding to average 90% of standard speed or better during the following period I November 1999 to 31
August 2000.
(Weighted target EBM 0.5%)
(Weighted target PET 0.5%)
Weighted target (90%) must be achieved in one method
of manufacture and minimum of 84% to be achieved in
the other to receive 0.5%.
Actual Hours X 100
Standard Hours
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(c) Quality
Spoilage rates to average for the period—
1 July 1999 to 1 November 1999
Injection—1. 5% or lower (Weighted target 0. 2%)
PET Blow—2.0% or lower (Weighted target 0.2%)
EBM—3.0% or lower (Weighted target 0.2%)
1 November 1999 to 31 August 2000
Injection—1.5% or lower (Weighted target 0.2%)
PET—2.0% or lower (Weighted target 0.2%)
EBM—3.0% or lower (Weighted target 0.2%)
NOTES
The period of the agreement to be for two (2) years.
Pack Rates
Pack Rate is to apply to time the machine is running at standard speed or better.
Maintenance, die charges, breakdowns and 1 up running to
be recorded.
Quality
PET Blow—adjustments to be made for bad preforms from
east. 5 litre has a very high wastage rate.
EBM—allowance for cleaning heads.
Machines to be upgraded.
Operators and Shift Supervisors to be trained in the correct
operation of the machines Plastics Institute classes or in house.
Costed weights to be the same as production weights—and
if told to run over weight adjustments to be made.
Consultative Committee to be formed as soon as possible to
look at work practices and procedures.
Committee to be able to adjust targets if they prove to be
unrealistic or unachievable if mutually agreed by Management.
APPENDIX 2—WAGE RISE
The first wage rise, as set out in subclause (1) of Clause
8.—Wage Increases of this Agreement shall be paid on top of
these rates—
(1) Plastic Manufacturing Award 1977
Grade
Rate in $
1
402.40
2
412.60
3
423.20
4
450.90
5
476.70
6
516.00
(2) Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977
Storeperson
Grade
Rate in $
Grade 2
477.80
(3) Metal Trades (General) Award 1966
Grade
Rate in $
C10
516.00
C9
541.80
C8
567.50
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ANI BRADKEN—WESTERN AUSTRALIA
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 18 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
ANI Bradken—Western Australia
and
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch.
AG 18 of 1999.
ANI Bradken—Western Australia Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
9 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms L Avon-Smith as agent on behalf of the
applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
(1) THAT the ANI Bradken—Western Australia Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998 as filed in the
Commission on 8 February 1998 be and is hereby
registered as an industrial agreement.
(2) THAT the National Castings—Perth Works—Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 No AG 346 of 1997
be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be referred to as the ANI
Bradken—Western Australia Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1998 and shall replace AG 346 of 1997.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Agreement
Application of Agreement
Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation and Review
Relationship to Parent Award
Past Agreements
Wages
Measurements to Achieve Gains in Productivity, Efficiency and Flexibility
Dispute Resolution
Addendum “A”
Signature of Parties
Addendum B—Redundancy/Retrenchment

3. —APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement (which includes Addendum B) shall apply
at the establishment of ANI Bradken, Adams Drive, Welshpool,
Western Australia, 6106, in respect of all employees of ANI
Bradken, who are engaged in any of the occupations, or callings
specified in the Metal trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of
1965. The number of employees covered is approximately one
hundred and fifty (150).
4.—PARTIES BOUND
1. The parties to this Agreement are—
• ANI Bradken, Welshpool Plant—a Division of the
ANI Corporation Ltd, Adams Drive, Welshpool,
Western Australia, 6106 (ACN 000 421 358);
• The organisation of employees being the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing, and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA
Branch;
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2. The terms of this Agreement shall be binding upon—
All employees whether members of the Communications,
Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering
and Electrical Division, WA Branch or not, engaged in
any of the Occupations or callings specified in the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and engaged on the Adams Drive Weishpool site.
5.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION AND
REVIEW
1. This Agreement shall operate from 9 September 1998 and
shall remain in force until 8 September 2000.
2. The parties will review this Agreement two months prior
to its cessation.
3. This Agreement shall cease to have effect on and from 8
September 2000.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13
of 1965 as it stands at September 8, 1998 provided that where
there is any inconsistency, this Agreement shall take precedence
to the extent of the inconsistency.
7.—PAST AGREEMENTS
All past Agreements other than those detailed in Addendum
“A” relating to payments or conditions of service, whether
written or otherwise, shall no longer be applicable.
8.—WAGES
1. In accordance with this Agreement wage increases of 3%
payable effective from 8 September 1998 will be as follows—
Classification
$ Per Week
C8
19.42
C9
18.68
C10
17.95
C11
16.78
C12
15.98
C13
14.90
C14
13.27
2. The above pay increases will be paid in addition to existing pay rates and no absorption will occur. There will be a
further increase of 3% on 8 September 1999.
3. Commitments associated with Safety Improvement and
Waster reductions are shown in Addendum ‘A’ have been
agreed to.
4. There will be no further claims for pay or conditions for
the duration of this Agreement.
9.—MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GAINS IN
PRODUCTIVITY AND FLEXIBILITY
1. SAFETY
Health, Safety and Environment Policy
We are committed to—
• Preventing all injuries and illnesses.
• Providing a safe and healthy work place.
• Protecting the environment
Philosophy
• All injuries and accidents can be prevented.
• Injury, illness and incident prevention and reporting
is the direct responsibility of all employees.
• It is essential that all employees are appropriately
educated and trained in health, safety and the environment.
• Involvement of all employees is an essential part of
injury, illness and incident prevention.
• Management recognises that our health, safety and
protection of the environment is our highest priority.
1.1 SAFETY BONUS INCENTIVE
A safety bonus to a maximum value of $400 per year will be
available to all shop floor employees.
The safety bonus will be paid in two instalments at the end
of June and December of each calendar year, subject to agreed
targets being achieved.
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The safety bonus will comprise of a team/department component and an individual employee component as follows.
Individual Performance Component 75% (max $150 per 6
months).
Team/Department Performance Component 25% (max $50
per 6 months).
Realistic and achievable targets will be established by works
management for each department on the basis of historical
data.
Target is no LTI’s during the previous half year. Where an
individual records an LTI, the individual performance component (75%) $150 will be forfeited. The team/department
performance component (25%) $50 will be forfeited by all
employees of the section in which the LTI occurred.
1.2 SAFETY IMPROVEMENT
It is the company’s desire to maintain a continuous improvement approach to Safety and the Environment. The following
areas of improvement will allow all employees to participate
in the process towards a safer, more hygienic workplace.
• Each employee shall complete Danger Tags and Out
of Service Tags in accordance with company procedures and training provided. The company will ensure
that all new employees receive appropriate training
during their induction.
• It will be the responsibility of each employee, following appropriate training, to complete Hazard and
Incident Investigation Reports regarding any incident that may exist in the workplace. This will ensure
that the corrective actions implemented provide a
continuous improvement approach to safe working
practices.
• In order to promote improved levels of hygiene in
the Plant and improve the overall safety and health
of our employees, the company will encourage all
employees to use the canteen facilities provided during main meal breaks.
• The Consultative Committee in conjunction with the
Safety Committee and Management will evaluate the
requirements for drug and alcohol testing on the site.
The working party will then report their recommendations for further consideration.
• Workers Compensation claims are a large cost to the
business and directly affect the company’s profitability. The level of claims can only be reduced by a
high level of attention to safe working practices and
workplace improvement.
It is the company’s desire to reduce our claim levels over the
next 2 years. This can only be achieved by a reduction in the
level of compensation claims which directly correlates to a
reduction in Lost Time Injuries, Medical Treatment Injuries,
and the time lost as a result of these injuries. On the basis that
the LTI/MTI and lost time targets are met each month this will
lead to a reduction in Workers Compensation Premium for the
following year.
Targets for each month are—
0 LTI’s, 6 MTI’s, 50% reduction in strain type injuries
(there were 19 strain injuries for the full year 1997/98).
There is a commitment from all employees to achieve
these targets.
2. FLEXIBILITY OF WORK/ELIMINATION OF DEMARCATION
In order that the gain in flexibility previous agreements are
consolidated and further improved the following will apply
and supersede previous agreements on this subject.
a) All jobs will be open to all personnel and subject to
paragraph (b) below all employees will perform any
work as required by the Company.
b) No employee will be required to do a specific task
unless that employee has the skill to carry out the
task or until the employee has been given on-the-job
or external training deemed necessary by the Company to carry out the task.
To ensure maximum utilisation of Jobbing Moulders and their skills they will be preferentially allocated
to moulding tasks whilst such moulding tasks are
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available and the company will continue to employ
tradesmen moulders as requirements arise.
3. To further improve productivity by developing an atmosphere of job security the award definition of entitlement to
redundancy/retrenchment payments shall be modified and shall
be—
Any employee who loses his/her job through no fault of
his/her own shall be entitled to redundancy payments in
accordance with Addendum B (Redundancy/Retrenchment Agreement).
10.—DISPUTES RESOLUTION
1. To ensure the minimum amount of lost time occurs during the period of this Agreement the following procedure will
be adopted on any occasion an employee or a group of employees have a grievance.
2. No strikes, bans, or limitations will take place unless the
company fails to adhere to any of the time frames detailed in
subclause (3) of this clause.
3. PROCEDURE
In the event of any employee or group of employees having
a grievance, question or difficulty, work shall continue while
matters in dispute are negotiated in good faith and in accordance with the procedure as follows—
a) An employee may raise a grievance with their supervisor in the first instance and the supervisor must
provide an answer within eight working hours.
b) Any grievance which an employee cannot resolve
with a supervisor, or a matter in dispute by employees collectively, can be referred to the Shop Steward
who shall discuss the grievance or dispute with the
Manufacturing Manager or other officer designated
by the company.
c) The Manufacturing Manager shall discuss the grievance with the Shop Steward and provide the company
an answer within 48 hours when required.
d) If the matter is not resolved at this level the relevant
branch union representative shall be notified and a
conference on the matter arranged within a reasonable time frame, to be attended by the union
representative, the relevant Shop Steward and senior management.
e) If the matter remains unsolved it may then be submitted to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for resolution.
f) It is understood that the parties to this procedure shall
not have recourse to the formal processes of the Industrial Relation Act, 1979 until they have
endeavoured to resolve the issues between them, in
full accordance with the procedure contained in this
Agreement.
11.—ADDENDUM “A”
Al.0 ANI Bradken Western Australia—Mission Statement
Our mission is to be the preferred supplier of wear parts and
jobbing castings to Western Australia and our chosen markets.
A2.0 ANI Bradken Values
ANI is committed to strengthening its business through—
Excellence: We will seek excellence and innovation in
all our activities and dealings.
Value:
We will provide value to customers in meeting their existing and future needs
Respect.
We will respect our people through their development, safety, involvement and fair
treatment.
Integrity: We will always act with integrity, in conformity with the law and with sensitivity to
community expectations.
Success:
We will conduct successful businesses
which are profitable, and growing, thereby
increasing shareholder value.
A3.0 The following orders of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission shall remain in force.
No. CR 298 of 1976—Supply of Safety Boots
No. CR 162 of 1981—Shift Loading
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A3.1 The following previously agreed conditions of service shall continue to apply.
a) Long Service Leave
Long Service Leave provisions shall be as set out in
Volume 73 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette pages 1 to 4 inclusive except that in lieu of
Clause 3—Period of Leave shall be—
(i) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (5) and
(6) of Clause 3.—Period of Leave of the Long
Service Leave provision of 73 WAIG 1, where
an employee has completed at least 10 years
service the amount of leave shall be—
• in respect of 10 years service so completed—13 weeks leave;
• in respect of the next 10 years service—
13 weeks leave;
• in respect of each seven years service
completed after such 20 years—13
weeks leave;
• on termination of the employees employment;
• by his/her death;
• in any circumstances otherwise than by
his/her employer for serious misconduct;
(ii) On termination subject to the provision of
subclause (6) of Clause 3. Period of Leave
of the Long Service Leave provisions,
where an employee has completed at least
seven years but less than 10 years service
since his/her commencement and his/her
commencement and his/her employment is
terminated—
• by his/her death; or
• in any circumstances, otherwise than
by his/her employer for serious misconduct;
• the amount of the leave shall be such
proportion of the 13 weeks leave as the
number of completed years of such
service bears to 10 years.
• not withstanding the above, when any
employee is retrenched or made redundant as per Addendum B of this
Agreement, such pro-rata shall be
available after 5 years.
b) Hours—Dayshift
The spread of ordinary hours shall be 5.00 am to
6.00 p.m. Monday to Friday unless agreed otherwise
between the management and the majority of employees in the plant, section or sections concerned.
c) Overtime
(i) Overtime rates shall not apply until an employee has completed the agreed ordinary
hours for that day—
(ii) If any employee is late for or absent from work
by arrangement or unforseen circumstances,
the ordinary hours of that employee may, by
agreement with the Department Supervisor,
and providing suitable work is available, be
extended to enable the make-up of time lost
and such make-up time will be worked at single time rate.
d) Flexibility at Meal Breaks and Shift-End
(i) Meal and rest break times will be flexible to
ensure any production task is not unduly disrupted by the break. Examples of “production
tasks” include but are not limited to—
• Melting
• pouring
• Moulding
• Loading and unloading transport
• Materials handling

e)

f)

g)

h)
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(ii) Meal breaks will be so scheduled to ensure no
more than six hours is worked without a break
unless by agreement with an employee;
(iii) Paragraph (f) of subclause (1) of Clause 13.—
Hours of the Metal Trades (General) Award
1966 No. 13 of 1965 relating to meal breaks
will not apply;
(iv) Supervisors or works management shall determine if a process or task is likely to be
“unduly disrupted; and where so identified
maximum notice of any change to meal times
will be given to employees and the union delegate advised;
(v) Should a union or workforce meeting be scheduled for a meal break such a meeting shall be
scheduled to enable a maximum number of
members to attend, however, members necessary to work to ensure the productive process
is not disrupted, shall work. Should it be necessary for all union members to attend a union
meeting the 24 hours prior notice will be given
and staff employees will be allowed to perform hands-on work to keep the production
process going;
(vi) The above flexibility will apply at the end of
the shift to ensure productive activity is maintained up to shift end. Where necessary, a
particular cycle of work will be completed after the agreed shift end thus eliminating the
need to stop production short of shift end to
prevent the time being overrun. Any such shift
end overrun will be paid at normal overtime
rates.
Work Clothing
In June each year the company will provide, free of
charge, two pair of work trousers and two shirts or
two pair of overalls, or one pair of work trousers and
three shirts, depending on the employees choice and
duties being performed.
In December each year the company will provide,
free of charge, one pair of work trousers and one
shirt, or one pair of overalls, or two pair of work
trousers, or two shirts.
All permanent factory employees in the company’s
employ at the time of issue will receive the free clothing, however, any employee who, having received
his/her clothing, terminates his/her employment
within three months of his/her last clothing issue,
will be required to pay for such clothing.
At the discretion of the Manufacturing Manager, an
additional pair of free overalls may be issued where
unusual wear and tear because of working conditions
can be established.
The foregoing conditions do not apply to employees
engaged on a casual basis.
Classification Structure Guidelines
The ANI Bradken Workforce Classification Structure dated 15 December 1993 and displayed on
company noticeboards shall apply to this operation.
This structure may vary in line with operational requirements in consultation with the Consultative
Committee.
Assistance in Skills Training
All employees will to the extent of their ability and
training and without restriction assist in the provision of on-the-job training in conjunction with
management, supervisors or the training officer.
Overtime Meal Allowance
To ensure a better understanding of the rights to payment of the overtime meal allowance, Clause 14(3)
paragraphs (e) and (f) shall mean—
When an employee is required to work more than
two hours of unnotified overtime he/she will be supplied with a meal by the company or be paid $6.80
for a meal.
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Definition
“Unnotified Overtime” shall mean any overtime an
employee is required to work and of which he/she
has not been notified the previous day or earlier.
i) Waster Reduction
The waster level at the Welshpool Plant is targeted
at a maximum level of 2.5%.
There is an opportunity to provide an additional incentive to achieve this level and maintain it at or
below the target of 2.5%. This program will be supported by appropriate skills analysis, training in
statistical process control, and quality techniques to
ensure that a continuous improvement focus is employed.
The budgeted waster level is 2.5% of direct costs
and is currently running at much higher rate for the
first quarter. Through analysis of our existing waster
causes it has been determined that significant improvements are available. These improvements will
be achieved through focussed skills training, introduction of better process controls, and a team based
approach achieving cost reductions.
There is a commitment from all employees to achieve
the targeted level of 2.5% wasters.
j) Consultative Committee
In order to improve the communication process
within the business it is proposed that the Consultative Committee meet with Management
representatives on a monthly basis to discuss relevant
business issues. The initial meeting is proposed for
October 1998.
A Consultative Committee Charter has been established in order to formalise the membership and
responsibilities of the committee members. Appropriate training will be provided to a// committee
members during their period of involvement.
k) Training
The Company recognises the importance of having
suitably qualified and skilled union delegates and
commits, through the consultative committee, to provide training in relation to business objectives and
processes. In addition, the Company will support
Union sponsored training activities, approved by
Trade Union Training Australia Inc. or the Union for
agreed nominated employees. This leave will be
granted through the Consultative Committee and shall
be cumulative. Seminars and conferences unless approved shall not be considered to be approved
training.
• Paid training leave in accordance with the
agreed Operating Plan will be provided. Where
an employee undertakes such training it shall
be conducted as far as practicable in the employee’s usual working time and the employee
shall not lose pay for attendance or extra travel
associated with such training.
Where it is necessary for the employee to attend training outside of the employee’s usual working time
the employee shall be paid for such attendance or
extra travel time at single time rates as if the employee had worked.
Fees, materials, or any other reasonable costs associated with the training referred to above shall be
reimbursed by the employer.
These provisions shall apply equally to a// employees in accordance with these provisions and the
Human Resource Procedures Manual.
All apprentices and trainees shall continue to receive
paid training as per the award. Such training shall
meet the requirements of the Award and Industry
Training Advisory Board resulting in a consistent
national qualification.
The parties bound by this agreement agree that employees shall have access to reclassification and
career path progression.
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l) Casual/Contract Labour
The parties to this agreement confirm their commitment to permanent employment and agree to the
following criteria regarding the engagement of
casual/contract.
• The company shall only engage casual/contract employees following consultation with
the Consultative Committee.
• The maximum period which a casual/contract
employee shall be engaged is 12 weeks. If the
employee is to continue in employment after
this period the person will be considered for
permanent employment should a permanent
position exist.
• All casual/contract labour shall be paid at no
less than the ordinary time shop rate of the
appropriate classification plus loadings as per
the award.
m) Right of Entry
An official officer of the Union shall have the ability
to enter the premises where a Union member(s) is
engaged during working hours for the purposes of
conducting union business and matters incidental to
union business. It is expected that any official entering the premises will be subject to the same site
procedures as all visitors in order to ensure compliance with the sites safe working procedures.
n) Redundancy
Refer “Addendum B”
o) EFT Payment of Wages
(a) Effective from the payday of 5 May 1994,
payment of weekly wages will be made by
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) direct to the
employees bank (or other recognised financial
institution) account.
(b) All necessary action will be taken to ensure funds are available in the recipient’s
account by 1.00 p.m. on the nominated payday.
(c) If for any unforeseen circumstance a deposit
is not made by the above nominated time the
company undertakes to provide the employee
so affected, with a cash cheque or cash of sufficient amount to meet the immediate needs
of the employee to a maximum value of the
wage due.
(d) When such a payment is made in accordance
with paragraph (c) above, the relative adjustment will be made in the employees’ wage the
following week.
p) Parental/Carers Leave
An employee with responsibilities in relation to either members of their immediate family or members
of their household who need their care and support
shall on the employee’s request be entitled to use, in
accordance with this subclause, any sick leave entitlements up to 5 days per year for absences to provide
care and support for such persons.
The employee shall establish by production of a
medical certificate or statutory declaration, the need
for care of the person/s concerned.
The entitlement to use sick leave in accordance with
this subclause is subject to—
• The employee being responsible for the care
of the person/s concerned; and
• The person/s concerned being either—
member of the employee’s immediate family
member of the employee’s household.
The term ‘immediate family’ includes—
a) A spouse, a de facto spouse of the employee
b) A child, (including an adopted child, step-child
or ex-nuptial child), parent or sibling of the
employee or spouse of the employee.
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q)

r)

s)

t)

The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the
company notice prior to the absence of the intention
to take leave, the name of the person/s requiring care
and their relationship to the employee and the estimated length of the absence. If it is not practicable
for the employee to give prior notice of the absence,
the employee shall notify the company by telephone
of such absence at the first opportunity (preferably
before 9.00 am) on the day of the absence.
Prohibition of Workplace Agreements
The company agrees that during the life of this agreement, no employee either existing or new, eligible to
be covered by this agreement, shall be offered an
individual or collective workplace agreement.
Income Protection Insurance Scheme Deductions
Employees may elect to take out personal income
protection insurance at their own cost.
At the employees request ANI will make deductions
from their net wages and pay these deductions over
the ACTU Income Protection Insurance Scheme on
a monthly basis.
Leave Reserved—Night Shift
Penalty & consultation.
Discussion on this issue will continue during this
EBA.
Leave Reserved—Alternative Shift Arrangements
eg. 12 hour shifts where agreed.
Discussion on this issue will continue during this
EBA

12.—SIGNATURE OF THE PARTIES
FOR and on behalf of—
ANI Bradken—Welshpool Plant
B. GILMOUR
Name
B. GILMOUR
4/2/99
Signature
Representative of Employees
J.D. FIALA
Name
J.D. FIALA
3/2/99
Signature
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing, and Allied Workers
Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical
Division, WA Branch.
S.D. WHYTE
Manager W.A.
S.D. WHYTE
Signature

4/2/99

ANI Bradken W.A.
A Division of the ANI Corporation Ltd.
Addendum B
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
REDUNDANCY / RETRENCHMENT
1. PARTIES BOUND
(a) ANI BRADKEN WESTERN AUSTRALIA hereinafter referred to as the “Company” being the party
of the first part
(b) Communication, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers’
Union of Australia; Engineering and Electrical Division W.A. Branch.
Hereinafter referred to as the “Union”, being the party of
the second part.
2. APPLICATION AND SCOPE
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and the 1998 EBA this
agreement shall apply exclusively to all employees of ANI
Bradken W.A.
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Except where varied by this Memorandum of Agreement all
other aspects of the termination redundancy provision of the
Metal trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and the
1998 EBA, and ANI Bradken W.A. Enterprise Agreement 1998
shall apply. This agreement may be renegotiated in the event
of a total plant closure.
3. OPERATION AND DURATION
This agreement shall operate from 9th September 1998 for a
period of not less than two years, and shall continue thereafter
without review until the negotiation period coinciding with
the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
4. DEFININTION
Redundancy/retrenchment means a situation where a permanent employee on a weekly rate is terminated by the
Company for reasons based on the operational requirements
of the Company.
5. NOTIFICATION
When is becomes evident that there is a downturn in work
and a need for redundancy the Company will notify the Consultative Committee, the State Office of the Union party to
this agreement, and consult on methods of minimising the effect of any possible redundancies that might occur.
Following discussions, if redundancies are unavoidable the
Company will set a timetable to develop a final list of employees to be made redundant.
The selection of persons to be made redundant will be based
on retention of the skills required for the future needs of the
business using a skill matrix.
The Company may call for voluntary redundancies where
appropriate. The Company reserves the right to reject any person whose skills are necessary for the continuance of the
business. Any employee who wishes to be considered for voluntary redundancy will be required to submit their name in
writing by a nominated date.
6. REDUNDANCY MINIMISATION AND TRANSFER
OPTIONS
The retention of employees in meaningful positions will be
the priority of both parties. As an alternative to redundancy,
the Company may transfer employees to other positions, within
the W.A. Business Unit where their skills can be effectively
utilised. Where transfers occur some training may be offered
by the Company where it is considered reasonable and practicable.
Where an employee is offered an appointment to a classification and/or trade not previously occupied by that employee
within the Welshpool Plant, a trial period of one month will
provide an opportunity for the Company and the employee to
assess their long term suitability for the new position. If it is
mutually agreed that the new position is not suitable then the
redundancy package will be available to the employee. Alternatively, the Company and the employee may mutually agree
to extend the trial period.
If an employee elects not to continue in a position at
Welshpool that the Company and the employee has mutually
agreed to accept, redundancy payment shall not apply to this
employee.
Where a vacancy exists of equal status in another ANI establishment in W.A., employees being made redundant may
be given the opportunity to transfer.
If this option is accepted by an employee on notice of being
made redundant, service will be continuous and redundancy
payments will not be payable.
It is mutually agreed that if such a transfer is declined by an
employee on notice and the benefits of this redundancy agreement are paid, the transfer vacancy offered will not then be
available to that employee.
An employee who accepts transfer to another ANI plant and
is subsequently terminated within 12 months at that plant in
accordance with Clause 4 of this agreement, shall be entitled
to no less than the redundancy payments herein defined for all
of his previous ANI Bradken continuous service immediately
prior to that transfer.
After 12 months service following transfer to another ANI
Plant, the relevant redundancy package at that particular plant
will apply.
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7. SCHEDULE OF SERVICE PAYMENTS
Years of Service Redundancy Long Service Leave
Payment
Under 1
0
0
1-2
4
0
2-3
6
0
3-4
7
0
4-5
9
0
5-6
1.1
Pro-rata L.S.L.
6-7
13.5
Pro-rata L.S.L.
7-8
16
Pro-rata L.S.L.
8-9
18.5
Pro-rata L.S.L.
9-10
21
Pro-rata L.S.L.
10-11
23.5
Pro-rata L.S.L.
11-12
26
Pro-rata L.S.L.
12-13
28.5
Pro-rata L.S.L.
13-14
31
Pro-rata L.S.L.
14-15
33.5
Pro-rata L.S.L.
15-16
36
Pro-rata L.S.L.
16-17
39
Pro-rata L.S.L.
17-18
42
Pro-rata L.S.L.
18-19
45
Pro-rata L.S.L.
19-20
48
Pro-rata L.S.L.
20-21
51
Pro-rata L.S.L.
21
52 weeks and Pro-rata L.S.L.
capped
thereafter
Employees who are 45 years and over in age will get one
extra week’s payment in addition to the above schedule.
8. PAYMENTS
a). All payments referred to are based on the employee’s current ordinary time, all purpose rate at the time
of termination.
b). An itemised statement of entitlements will be given
to an employee when they are notified.
9. ANNUAL LEAVE LOADING
Annual leave loading will be paid on all accrued annual leave
including proportionate leave on termination.
10. SICK LEAVE
Fifty percent of outstanding sick leave accrued after 8th
September 1995 will be paid out on termination.
11. LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Long service leave on termination will be paid in accordance with the provisions of the ANI Bradken W.A. Enterprise
Agreement 1998. Only for the purpose of this agreement and
upon completion of five (5) years continuous service a proportionate amount on the basis of thirteen (1 3) weeks for ten
(1 0) years service will be paid.
12. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The Company will provide a Certificate of Service where
requested.
13. FUTURE RE-EMPLOYMENT
Employees previously terminated under the terms of this
agreement will not be barred from applying for any subsequent vacancies within the Company. All applicants at the time
of consideration will be selected by the Company on the basis
of skills and suitability appropriate to the vacancy.
14. CASUAL AND LABOUR HIRE
Prior to and during the period of retrenchment the Company
will seek to minimise the use of Casual and labour Hire by
only retaining those skills essential to the continuance of its
operations.
15. NO DISPUTATION
Whilst the steps herein are being implemented during any
redundancy/retrenchment period no lost time disputation will
occur. Any disagreement relative to the implementation of this
Agreement arising during this period will be processed in accordance with the agreed ENTERPRISE DISPUTES
RESOLUTION PROCEDURE.
16. FINAL SETTLEMENT
It is mutually agreed that during the operation of this Agreement there will be no extra claims made or considered within
the scope or outside the scope of this Agreement by either
party relative to redundancy/retrenchment.
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17. SUPERANNUATION
Subject to the trust deed and rules of the ANI Group Superannuation Fund, superannuation payments will be provided in
addition to severance payments made under this Agreement.
18. DEATH OF AN EMPLOYEE
If any employee has been given notice of retrenchment and
dies before the date that he or she actually leaves the employment of the Company, all benefits which would have been
payable under this Agreement to that employee shall be paid
directly to his or her Estate unless the employee shall have
otherwise directed the Company in writing prior to his or her
death.
SIGNATURE OF THE PARTIES
FOR and on behalf of—
ANI Bradken—Welshpool Plant
B. GILMOUR
Name
B. GILMOUR
4/2/99
Signature
Representative of Employees
J.D. FIALA
Name
J.D. FIALA
3/2/99
Signature
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing, and Allied Workers
Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical
Division, WA Branch.
S.D. WHYTE
Manager W.A.
S.D. WHYTE
Signature

4/2/99

ANI Bradken W.A.
A Division of the ANI Corporation Ltd.

AUSSIE FLOORING PTY LTD INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
AG 27 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Aussie Flooring Pty Ltd.
AG 27 of 1999.
Aussie Flooring Pty Ltd Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
31 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Aussie Flooring Pty Ltd Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission on 2 March 1999 be and
is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Aussie Flooring Pty
Ltd Industrial Agreement.
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2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Aussie Flooring
Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State
of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately four (4) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute
settlement procedure that shall apply shall be in the same
terms as that outlined in Clause 46 Settlement of Disputes
and Appendix – Resolution of Disputes Requirements of
the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
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10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will
immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per
employee.
2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of
payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of
Ordinary Time Earnings, whichever is the greater.
The Company will advise all employees subject to
the Agreement of their right to have payments made
to a complying superannuation fund of their choice.
The Company is bound by the employee’s election.
The aforementioned payment will then be made to
that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their
choice the Company will make payments into the
Construction + Building Unions Superannuation
Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other
than the C+BUSS the Company will, within seven
days of the employee advising the Company of the
fund of their choice, advise the Union in writing of
the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company
reach an agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d)
of the Act to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company will, within
seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in
writing of the agreement. The employer shall not
unreasonably refuse to agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme requested
by the employee.
(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes
of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration)
Act 1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings
base) shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the
employee receives for ordinary hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance, trade
allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification
allowances (eg. First aid, laser safety officer), multistorey allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication
allowance, leading hand alowances, in chargeof plant
allowance and supervisory allowances where applicable. The term includes any regular over-award pay
as well as casual rates received and any additional
rates and allowances paid for work undertaken during ordinary hours of work, excluding fares and travel
and other reimbursement allowances.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
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14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the
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sub-contractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions: BLPPU
............................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
WITNESS
CMETU
...........................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
WITNESS
The Company:
............................................................
SIGNATURE
Date: / /
Company Seal
............................................................
PRINT NAME
...........................................................
WITNESS
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 August
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.90
16.12
Plaster, Fixer
17.58
17.82
Painter, Glazier
17.19
17.42
Signwriter
17.56
17.80
Carpenter
17.70
17.93
Bricklayer
17.52
17.75
Refractory Bricklayer
20.12
20.38
Stonemason
17.70
17.93
Rooftiler
17.38
17.62
Marker/Setter Out
18.21
18.46
Special Class T
18.45
18.69
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APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 August
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$

Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol
will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a written
warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be transferred/
dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall be
effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
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• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to
be paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project
and in lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of
rates relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down
brickwork and the use of explosive powered tools which
will be payable to an employee when he/she encounters
that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above
$520,000 to $2.17m $1.90
Above
$2.17m to $4.55m $2.25
Over
$4.55m
$2.85
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above
$520,000 to $2.17m $1.70
Above
$2.1m to $4.55m
$1.90
Over
$4.55m
$2.45
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above
$520,000 to $2.17m $1.70
Above
$2.17m to $4.55m $1.90
Over
$4.55m
$2.45
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above
$520,000 to $2.17m $1.60
Above
$2.17m to $4.55m $1.80
Over
$4.55m
$2.05
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of
new and renovation work shall be governed by the majority of
work involved. For example, where the majority of work is
new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work
shall be paid for all employees on the project.
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4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.17m
$1.30
Above $2.l7m to 6m
$1.60
Above $6m to $11.98m
$1.85
Above $11.98m to $24.43m
$2.05
Above $24.43m to $60.5m
$2.35
Over $60.5m
$2.55
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the PerthFremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road, Kings
Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through
to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the
parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will be
deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary
road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For example,
the eastem side of Havelock Street will be in the ‘CBD” and
the western side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of
the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
—Disputes Procedures
—Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
—Demarcation Procedure
—First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
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final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%

BETHESDA HOSPITAL (HSOA) ADMINISTRATIVE
STAFF AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 38 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)
and
Board of Management of Bethesda Hospital Incorporated.
No. AG 38 of 1999.
Bethesda Hospital (HSOA) Administrative Staff Agreement
1998.
26 March 1999.A
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C Thomas for the Applicant and Mr M
Hall on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 11th day of March, 1999 entitled Bethesda Hospital (HSOA) Administrative Staff
Agreement 1998 and as subsequently amended by
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direction of the Commission in the terms of the following Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement
replaces the Bethesda Hospital (HSOA) Administrative
Staff Agreement 1996 AG 321 of 1996.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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1.0—PARTIES
1.1 The parties to this Agreement shall be Bethesda Hospital Inc.—(the Hospital) and the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)—(the
Union).
1.2 In accordance with s 41A(1a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (WA), this Agreement covers an estimated 25 employees.”
2.0—SCOPE
2.1 This Agreement shall apply to all staff members eligible
for membership of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association
of Western Australia (Union of Workers) employed by the
Hospital, whose conditions of employment are covered by the
Hospital Salaried Officers’ (Private Hospitals) Award 1980.
3.0—TERM
3.1 The term of this Agreement shall be from the date of
registration until 14th December 2000.
4.0—REPLACEMENT
4.1 Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 3—Term, this
Agreement shall continue to operate until it is replaced by a
new Agreement.
4.2 The negotiations for a new Agreement will be commenced three months before the expiry of this Agreement.
4.3 If a new Agreement has not been negotiated within three
months after the expiry of the term of this Agreement, and
unless all parties agree to extend the negotiating period, the
parties agree to:
(i) have any outstanding issues arbitrated by an agreed
third party. The outcome of this arbitration will be
embodied in a new agreement, or
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(ii) revert to the conditions of Hospital Salaried Officers’ (Private Hospitals) Award 1980 and the Health
Care Industry (Private) Superannuation Award 1987.
4.4 Provided that—
(a) the parties may at any time agree to vary or cancel
the Agreement in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979;
(b) the parties shall review the Agreement should the
total wage prescribed by this Agreement for any classification fall below the relevant wage rate stipulated
in the award safety net;
In determining the relativity of the rates of pay payable under the terms of this Agreement with those
stipulated in the Award, benefits available to staff
through this Agreement will also be taken into account.
Any such review shall be conducted in accordance
with State Wage Fixing Principles in operation at
that time.
4.5 Subject to paragraph 4.4 (b) no other wage increases
shall be applicable to staff during the term of this Agreement.
5.0—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
5.1 The Agreement will operate in conjunction with the
Hospital Salaried Officers’ (Private Hospitals) Award 1980.
Certain clauses of this Agreement replace existing clauses
within the Award. These instances are referred to within the
Agreement. Where there are inconsistencies between the provisions of this Agreement and those of the Award the provisions
of this Agreement shall prevail. This Agreement will also operate in lieu of the Health Care Industry (Private)
Superannuation Award 1987.
6.0—BASIS OF AGREEMENT
6.1 Staff members and the Hospital agree to work together
to achieve a culture within the organisation in which—
(i) we work as a team recognising the contribution of
each individual, honouring their skills, recognising
their needs and providing mutual support;
(ii) we understand the needs of our customers and make
every endeavour to meet these needs and, where possible, exceed their expectations of quality service, to
create a significant competitive advantage;
(iii) in our dealings with others we endeavour to uphold
the organisation’s values of —
—professionalism;
—respect;
—integrity;
—compassion; and
—empathy;
(iv) we are constantly looking for ways in which we can
improve the quality, efficiency and effectiveness of
the services we deliver;
(v) we equip each individual with the appropriate skills,
resources and support to enable them to meet the
changing needs of our customers;
(vi) we work together in workplace teams where the
individual is able to contribute to their full potential;
(vii) we seek and value the individual’s contribution (suggestions) on the current operations and future
directions of the Hospital;
(viii) we promote the well being of the individual by providing a safe work environment and applying safe
work practices;
(ix) we are constantly looking for ways to capitalise on
the opportunities provided by change;
(x) we recognise the efforts of staff through the provisions of equitable working conditions.
6.2 In exchange for this commitment to these cultural changes
the Hospital offers its Administrative Staff the amended conditions of employment contained in this Agreement.
6.3 The wages payable under this Agreement are contained
in Schedule A.
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7.0—DEFINITIONS
7.1 “By agreement” shall mean that—
(a) Where the provisions of this Agreement provide they
may be varied by agreement between the Hospital
and the staff member, agreement shall not be deemed
to have been reached unless freely entered into by
both parties;
(b) where the Hospital seeks such agreement with a staff
member, that staff member shall be made aware of
their right, and given reasonable opportunity, to contact and seek representation from a Union or, if they
so elect, other representative;
(c) any problem arising from the operation of this Agreement may be referred to the Monitoring Committee
which shall endeavour to resolve the problem in accordance with Clause 20 of this Agreement.
7.2 “Ordinary rate” means the rate of pay prescribed in Schedule A—Minimum Salaries of this Agreement.
7.3 “Ordinary shift rate” means the ordinary rate, over award
payments and shift and weekend penalties.
7.4 The Award shall mean the Hospital Salaried Officers
(Private Hospitals) Award 1980.
7.5 The Union shall mean the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers).
8.0—HOURS
8.1 This clause replaces Clause 12—Hours of the Award.
8.2 The ordinary hours of duty for full time staff members
shall be an average of 37.5 hours per week over two fortnightly
pay periods with no more than 10 hours per shift.
8.3 The ordinary hours of duty for a part-time staff member
shall average not less than the minimum weekly number of
hours that the employee has been guaranteed in their contract
of employment. Such hours shall be averaged over a 4 week
period.
8.4 Time worked in excess of a rostered shift or in excess of
75 hours per fortnight by any staff member will be paid in
accordance with the provisions of Clause 9—Overtime.
8.5 Ordinary hours may be worked between 6.30 a.m. and
8.45 p.m. over any day of the week, Monday to Sunday inclusive, and shall be arranged by the Hospital to meet its needs.
8.6 Ordinary hours may not be worked over more than 6
consecutive days other than by agreement between the staff
member and the Hospital.
8.7 Ordinary hours shall not be worked over more than 10
days per fortnight other than by agreement between the staff
member and the Hospital.
8.8 Where practicable a staff member will be allowed two
days continuous time off duty per week.
8.9 A staff member shall not be rostered for duty until at
least 9½ hours have elapsed from when the previous rostered
shift ended other than by mutual agreement between the staff
member and the Hospital. In any event the minimum break
between shifts shall be 8 hours. Where the staff member agrees
to commence a shift less than 9½ hours following the conclusion of a preceding shift, that staff member will take double
that time off (that is the number of hours by which the shift
break falls short of 9½ hours) paid immediately prior to the
conclusion of the shift.
8.10 Broken shifts shall not be rostered but may be worked
where a staff member is called in to work at short notice by
agreement.
8.11 A staff member shall not be rostered to work a shift of
less than 4 hours duration. It is intended that short shifts will
be limited to exceptional circumstances.
8.12 A roster of hours to be worked by each staff member
shall be posted in a conspicuous place within the workplace.
Such roster may be altered by the Hospital in consultation with
the staff member(s) concerned.
8.13 Each staff member is entitled to one fifteen minute paid
tea break each shift at a time convenient to the Hospital. Unless by mutual agreement the staff member should not work
more than four hours without a tea break.
8.14 Each staff member is entitled to one meal break per
shift of 30 minutes or other time by agreement between the
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staff member and the Hospital which shall not be counted as
time worked. Unless by mutual agreement the staff member
should not work for more than five hours without a meal break.
8.15 The staff member shall be paid at ordinary rates for the
meal break where they are on call or are required to remain
within the Hospital. This time, however, shall not be counted
as time worked in the calculation of overtime—Clause 9—
Overtime.
8.16 A staff member may elect, with the consent of the Hospital, to work “make up time” under which the staff member
takes off ordinary hours and works those hours at a later time
at ordinary rates.
9.0—OVERTIME
9.1 This clause replaces Clause 13—Overtime in the Award.
9.2 A staff member may be required to work reasonable overtime.
9.3 All time worked by a staff member outside their ordinary rostered hours as defined in Clause 8 of this
Agreement and subject to Clause 23—Part Time Employees in the Award will be overtime and shall be paid at the
following rates—
-

-

-

prior to the
commencement or at the
conclusion of a rostered
shift Monday to Friday
prior to the
commencement or at the
conclusion of a rostered
shift on a Saturday and
Public Holiday and on a
Sunday
recall to work,
having
completed
a
rostered shift and having
left the premises

-

Monday to Friday

-

Saturday and
Sunday
and
Public
Holidays

- first half hour
- next 1½ hours
- each hour
thereafter
- first half hour
- each hour
thereafter

- minimum
payment of three
hours plus
reasonable
travelling
expenses
- first 3 hours
- each hour
thereafter
- all time worked

- ordinary shift rates
- time and a half
- double time
- ordinary shift rates
- double time

- time and a half
- double time
- double time

9.4 No staff member shall be required to work in excess of
five hours overtime at ordinary shift rates in any fortnight roster period.
9.5 A staff member may elect, with the consent of the Hospital, to take time off in lieu of payment for overtime, other
than for recalls to work, at a time or times agreed with the
Hospital.
9.6 Overtime taken as time off during ordinary time hours
shall be taken at the overtime rate, that is, at the rate attracted
by the overtime hours worked.
9.7 Where a staff member has elected to take time off in lieu
of overtime and such time off has not been taken within 4
weeks of accrual the staff member can request the payout of
the overtime in accordance with this clause.
9.8 Where a staff member is required to work in excess
of two hours overtime immediately following or prior to
her/his rostered shift without being notified the previous
day or earlier, the staff member is entitled to a Hospital
meal ticket.
9.9 When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that the staff member shall
have at least 9½ consecutive hours off duty between the work
of successive days. Where this is not possible the provisions
of Clause 8.9 will apply.
10.0—UNSOCIABLE HOURS
10.1 This clause replaces Clause 25—Shift Work in the
Award.
10.2 A loading of 15% on the ordinary rates of pay shall be
paid for the actual hours of ordinary duty worked between
6.00 p.m. and 6.00 a.m. Monday to Friday.
10.3 A loading of 50% on the ordinary rates of pay shall be
paid for the actual hours of ordinary duty worked between
midnight Friday and midnight Sunday.
10.4 A loading of 150% on the ordinary rates of pay shall
be paid for ordinary hours of duty worked on a public holiday, or day observed in lieu. Subject that the employee
may elect to be paid a loading of 50% for the time worked,
with an equivalent period of time off in accordance with
clause 12.5.
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10.5 Staff members who are rostered to work their ordinary
hours on Sundays and/or public holidays during a qualifying
period of employment for annual leave purposes shall be entitled to receive additional annual leave as follows—
(i) If 35 ordinary shifts on such days have been
worked—one week.
(ii) If less than 35 ordinary shifts on such days have been
worked the staff member shall be entitled to have
one additional day’s leave for each seven ordinary
shifts so worked, provided that the maximum additional leave shall not exceed five working days.
10.6 After one month’s continuous service in any qualifying
twelve monthly period, a staff member referred to in paragraph 10.5 above whose employment terminates, shall be paid
five-twelfths of a week’s pay at her/his ordinary rate of salary
in respect of each completed month of continuous service if
her/his employment terminates in circumstances other than
those referred to in subclause 11.7 of Annual Leave.
10.7 When a staff member, other than a shift worker referred to in paragraph 10.5 above proceeds on annual leave he
shall be paid a loading of either 17½% ordinary salary for four
weeks or an amount equivalent to the shift and weekend penalties the staff member would have received if she/he had not
proceeded on annual leave, whichever amount is the greater.
10.8 When a staff member referred to in paragraph 10.5 above
proceeds on annual leave she/he shall be paid a loading of
either 20% of her/his ordinary salary for five weeks or an
amount equal to the shift and weekend penalties the staff member would have received if she/he had not proceeded on annual
leave, whichever amount is the greater.
10.9 The loadings referred to in this paragraph shall be paid
at the time the staff member takes her/his leave and where the
staff member takes annual leave in two or more periods she/he
shall be paid one-twentieth of the loading (or one-twenty-fifth
of the loading in the case of a shift worker referred to in paragraph 10.5 above) for each day of leave taken.
11.0—ANNUAL LEAVE
11.1 This clause replaces Clause 15—Holidays and Annual
Leave in the Award.
11.2 Staff members shall be entitled to four consecutive
weeks annual leave on completion of each twelve months continuous service.
11.3 A staff member shall be paid for any period of annual
leave prescribed in this clause as follows—
• the staff members ordinary rate of pay as prescribed
by this Agreement for the period of annual leave (excluding shift and weekend penalties); and
• a loading of 17.5% on such leave.
11.4 When proceeding on a period of annual leave, a staff
member will have the option of being paid in one of the following ways—
• for the whole period of the annual leave being taken
prior to taking the leave; or
• in the normal fortnightly payroll cycle.
11.5 If after one month’s continuous service in any qualifying twelve monthly period a staff member lawfully terminates
her/his service or her/his employment is lawfully terminated
by the Hospital through no fault of the staff member, the staff
member shall be paid—
• 2.8846 hours pay in respect of each completed week
of service in that qualifying period for which annual
leave has not already been taken.
In respect of such leave the 17.5% loading will not apply.
11.6 Where the employment of a staff member terminates
after she/he has completed a twelve months qualifying period
and she/he has not been allowed to take the leave prescribed
under this Agreement she/he shall receive—
• payment in lieu of that leave in respect of that qualifying period; and
• payment in lieu of any additional entitlements accrued under paragraph 11.5.
11.7 Where a staff member is justifiably dismissed for serious misconduct and the misconduct for which she/he has been
dismissed occurred prior to the completion of the qualifying
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period no payment in lieu of leave is payable in relation to that
qualifying period.
11.8 Any time in respect of which a staff member is absent
from work shall not count in accruing annual leave with the
exception of paid sick leave, the first three months of unpaid
sick leave, the first month of workers’ compensation leave,
long service leave and bereavement leave.
11.9 The annual leave prescribed by this clause may be given
and taken before the completion of twelve months’ continuous service by mutual agreement between the staff member
and the Hospital.
11.10 If the services of a staff member terminate and the
staff member has taken annual leave and if that period of leave
taken exceeds the staff members entitlement under paragraph
11.5 and 11.6 the staff member shall be liable to pay the amount
representing the difference between the amount received by
her/him for the period of annual leave taken and their accrued
entitlement in accordance with paragraph 11.5 and 11.6. The
Hospital may deduct this amount from any other moneys due
to the staff member under this Agreement at the time of termination.
11.11 Each staff member shall be given at least fourteen days’
notice of the actual commencing date of her/his leave. A roster
shall be kept showing the approximate date of commencement
of annual leave. The roster shall be placed on a notice board in
some convenient place for inspection by staff members.
11.12 Leave shall be given as soon as practicable after falling due. A staff member’s leave shall not accumulate except
with the consent of the staff member and in no case shall it
accumulate for more than two years.
11.13 A staff member’s annual leave entitlement as described
in this clause may be taken in up to three instalments a year,
each of a minimum of one weeks’ duration.
11.14 Notwithstanding paragraph 11.13, in special circumstances and with the agreement of the Hospital, a staff member
may take annual leave in portions of less than one week.
11.15 Where a period of annual leave taken is less than 5
days the annual leave loading will be withheld by the Hospital
until the staff member concerned next takes annual leave in
excess of 5 days, at which time the leave loading due shall be
paid in accordance with paragraph 11.3 as calculated at the
time the subsequent leave is taken.
11.16 Notwithstanding paragraph 11.2 of this Agreement and
Clause 23—Part-Time Employees of the Award—
• a full time staff member who, during a qualifying
period towards entitlement of annual leave was employed continuously on both a full time and part-time
basis may elect to take a lesser period of annual leave
calculated by converting the part-time service to
equivalent full-time service.
• a part-time staff member may elect to take a lesser
period of annual leave calculated by converting any
portion of the part-time service to equivalent fulltime service.
11.17 The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
staff members.
12.0—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
12.1 This clause replaces Clause 15 (1) relating to Public
Holidays in the Award.
12.2 For the purposes of this clause the following days, or
the days observed in lieu of those days, shall be considered as
public holidays—
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
12.3 A full time staff member is entitled to take the public
holidays when they fall due at ordinary rates of pay.
12.4 A part-time staff member is entitled to take the public
holidays when they fall due at ordinary rates of pay on a pro
rata basis calculated as the ratio by which their average weekly
ordinary hours worked bear to 37.5.
12.5 A staff member who works on a public holiday is entitled to a choice of the following—
(a) double time and a half for the actual time worked on
the holiday; or
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(b) time and a half for the actual time worked with an
equivalent period of time off, paid at the ordinary
rate.
Such time off shall be taken at a mutually agreed time and
may be taken in conjunction with a period of annual leave.
12.6 A staff member is entitled to a day’s leave in lieu of a
public holiday, paid at the ordinary rate, in respect of a public
holiday which occurs during the staff member’s approved annual leave.
12.7 The leave provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
staff members.
13.0—FAMILY LEAVE
USE OF SICK LEAVE
13.1 A staff member with responsibilities in relation to either members of their immediate family or members of their
household who need their care and support shall be entitled to
use, in accordance with this sub-clause, up to five days in any
one year, of any sick leave entitlement which accrues after the
date of this Agreement for absences to provide care and support for such persons when they are ill. At the Hospital’s
discretion additional sick leave entitlements may be granted
for family purposes.
13.2 The staff member shall, if required, establish by production of a medical certificate or statutory declaration, the
illness of the person concerned.
13.3 The entitlement to use sick leave in accordance with
this sub-clause is subject to—
(i) the staff member being responsible for the care of
the person concerned; and
(ii) the person concerned being either—
(a) a member of the staff member’s immediate
family; or
(b) a member of the staff member’s household.
(iii) the term “immediate family” includes—
(a) a spouse (including a former spouse, a de facto
spouse and a former de facto spouse) of the
staff member; and
(b) a child (including an adopted child, a step child
or an ex nuptial child), parent, grandparent,
grandchild or sibling of the staff member or
spouse of the staff member.
13.4 The staff member shall, wherever practicable, give the
Hospital notice prior to the absence of the intention to take
leave, the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to the staff member, the reasons for taking such leave and
the estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable for the
staff member to give prior notice of absence, the staff member
shall notify the Hospital by telephone of such absence at the
first opportunity on the day of absence.
UNPAID LEAVE FOR FAMILY PURPOSE
13.5 A staff member may elect, with the consent of the Hospital, to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to
a family member who is ill.
14.0—SICK LEAVE
14.1 This clause replaces Clause 17—Sick Leave in the
Award.
14.2 A full time staff member shall accrue 10 rostered shifts
(of 7.5 hours each) paid sick leave per annum.
14.3 A part time staff member shall accrue paid sick leave
on a pro rata basis calculated as the ratio by which their normal hours worked bear to 37.5.
14.4 The entitlement shall accrue pro rata for each week of
service completed.
14.5 A staff member who is unable to attend work on the
grounds of personal ill health or injury is entitled to be paid at
ordinary rates for the period of the absence up to and including the number of hours which the staff member was rostered
to work on that day provided that—
(a) the payment shall not exceed payment for 10 weeks
in any one year; and
(b) such payment may exceed the staff members accrued
entitlement by 2 rostered shifts. The excess
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payment may be offset against any future accrual or
against monies otherwise payable to the staff member at the point of separation.
14.6 Unused portions of sick leave entitlement shall accumulate from year to year and may be taken in any subsequent
year.
14.7 A staff member shall advise the Hospital as soon as
reasonably practicable and if possible prior to the commencement of the shift of, the inability to attend work, the nature of
illness or injury and the estimated duration of absence.
14.8 A staff member is allowed a maximum of four days
absence without a medical certificate in any one accruing year
provided that a medical certificate must be provided for any
absence of more than two consecutive days.
14.9 A staff member who suffers personal ill health or injury whilst on annual leave may be paid sick leave in lieu of
annual leave subject to—
(a) providing a medical certificate stating the illness or
injury necessitated confinement to home or hospital
for seven consecutive days or more;
(b) the portion of annual leave coinciding with the paid
sick leave is to be taken at a time agreed by Hospital
and staff member or shall be added to the next period of annual leave;
(c) payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate
of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken provided that the annual leave loading
prescribed in Clause 11—Annual Leave of this
Agreement shall be deemed to have been paid with
respect to the replaced annual leave.
14.10 Paid leave may be withheld if the illness or injury is
the result of the staff member’s own misconduct.
14.11 Where a staff member receives payment under this
clause and subsequently receives payments in respect of the
same period under the Workers’ Compensation and Assistance
Act 1981, the staff member shall reimburse to the Hospital the
payments made under this clause and the Hospital shall reinstate the staff member’s sick leave or other entitlements
accordingly.
14.12 Should the Hospital be transferred to another owner
and a staff member’s employment is deemed continuous in
accordance with sub-clause (3) of Clause (2) of the Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 65 of the Western
Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 4, the unused portion of the staff members sick leave entitlement at the time of
the transfer will stand to that staff member’s credit with the
new owner;
14.13 The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
staff members.
15.0—PARENTAL AND ADOPTION LEAVE
15.1 This clause replaces Clause 18—Maternity Leave of
the Award.
15.2 Staff members shall be entitled to unpaid parental and
adoption leave in accordance with the provisions of Schedule
B of this Agreement.
16.0—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
16.1 The provisions of this clause shall operate in lieu of
Clause 19—Long Service Leave of the Award.
16.2 The long service leave provisions published in Volume
65 of the Western Australia Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 4
inclusive as updated from time to time, form part of this Agreement, provided that long service leave shall not accrue on
Workers’ Compensation leave in excess of one month and subject to the provision of paragraphs 16.3, 16.4 and 16.5 below.
16.3 A staff member completing her/his first 10 years of
continuous service with the Hospital, as defined within the
long service leave provisions referred to in paragraph 16.2,
shall be entitled to take long service leave to the limit of such
proportion of thirteen weeks leave as the number of completed
years of such service bears to fifteen years. The timing of this
leave will be subject to agreement between the staff member
and the Hospital.
16.4 A staff member completing her/his 22nd year of continuous service with the Hospital, as defined within the long
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service leave provisions referred to in paragraph 16.2, shall be
entitled to take long service leave to the limit of such proportion of eight weeks leave as the number of completed years of
such service bears to 25 years. The timing of this leave will be
subject to agreement between the staff member and the Hospital.
16.5 A staff member completing her/his 32nd year of continuous service with the Hospital, as defined within the Long
Service Leave provisions referred to in paragraph 16.1, shall
be entitled to take Long Service Leave to the limit of such
proportion of 8 weeks leave as the number of completed years
of such service bears to 35 years. The time of this leave will
be subject to agreement between the staff member and the
Hospital.
16.6 A full time staff member who, during a qualifying
period towards an entitlement of long service leave was
employed continuously on both a full time and part time
basis may elect to take a lesser period of long service leave
calculated by converting the part time service to equivalent full time service.
16.7 A part time staff member may elect to take a lesser
period of long service leave calculated by converting any
portion of the part time service to equivalent full time service.
16.8 The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
staff members.
16.9 Upon application by a staff member, the Hospital may
approve of the taking by the staff member—
(a) of double the period of long service leave entitlement on half pay, in lieu of the period of long service
leave entitlement on full pay; or
(b) of any portion of his/her long service leave entitlement on full pay or double such period on half pay.
16.10 At the request of the staff member and with the agreement of the Hospital, a staff member faced with pressing
personal needs may be paid in lieu of taking a portion of long
service leave.
17.0—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
17.1 The provisions of this clause shall operate in lieu of
Clause 16—Compassionate Leave of the Award.
17.2 On the death of a spouse or de facto spouse, child or
step-child, parent or parent in law, grand parent or grand child,
brother, sister or any other person who before that person’s
death lived with the staff member as a member of the family,
the staff member is entitled to bereavement leave, without loss
of ordinary earnings, of up to 2 days.
17.3 Bereavement leave shall at the discretion of the staff
member be taken at any time up to and including the two days
following the day of the funeral.
17.4 Payment for such leave may be subject to the staff
member providing proof of the death where the employer requests such proof.
17.5 The Hospital may grant additional leave at its discretion where a staff member has—
• a significant responsibility for funeral arrangements;
or
• other cultural obligations in relation to the death
that require a longer period of absence from the workplace.
The Hospital may require reasonable evidence of the legitimate need for the staff member to be granted such additional
leave.
17.6 Bereavement leave is not to be taken where the staff
member is absent on another form of leave or would not otherwise have been on duty unless the absence has been taken to
enable the staff member to be with a dying relative.
17.7 The Hospital shall make every endeavour to grant a
staff member’s request for paid annual leave and unpaid leave
of absence resulting from a bereavement.
17.8 The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
staff members.
18.0—LAUNDRY AND UNIFORMS
18.1 This clause replaces Clause 22—Protective Clothing
and Uniforms in the Award.
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18.2 Where a full time staff member is required to wear a
uniform the Hospital will—
• provide a first issue of any new uniform adopted by
the Hospital to the value of $500.00;
• pay a uniform allowance of $5.00 per week;
Each staff member will be responsible for the replacement,
laundering and maintenance of their uniform.
18.3 Where a part-time staff member is required to wear a
uniform the Hospital will—
• provide a first issue of any new uniform adopted by
the Hospital to the value of $400.00;
• pay a uniform allowance of $5.00 per week on a pro
rata basis calculated as the ratio by which their normal hours worked bear to 37.5;
Each staff member will be responsible for the replacement,
laundering and maintenance of their uniform.
18.4 Staff members commencing employment with Bethesda
will receive the entitlements outlined in paragraph 18.2 or 18.3
above.
19.0—SUPERANNUATION
19.1 This clause replaces the provisions of the Health Care
Industry (Private) Superannuation Award 1987.
19.2 The Hospital shall contribute to a superannuation fund
on behalf of each employee in accordance with the requirements of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act
1992.
19.3 Contributions shall, at the option of the staff member
be paid into either—
(a) Bethesda Hospital Incorporated Superannuation
Fund;
(b) HESTA; or
(c) such other complying superannuation fund or scheme
nominated by the employee in accordance with the
provisions of section 49C of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979.
19.4 The Hospital shall notify the staff member that she/he
may nominate a complying fund or scheme. If the staff member does not nominate a fund or scheme, or until such time as
she/he nominates a fund or scheme, superannuation contributions shall be paid into a fund or scheme nominated by the
Hospital. The Hospital and staff member are bound by the
employee’s nominated fund choice unless they agree to a
change of fund. The Hospital will not unreasonably refuse a
change of fund request made by the staff member.
19.5 (a) A staff member may elect in writing to receive a
superannuation benefit in lieu of part of the salary which she/
he is entitled to under the terms of this Agreement;
(b) this election will remain in force until terminated by agreement between the staff member and the Hospital or by either
the staff member or the Hospital providing one calendar
month’s notice;
(c) all deductions and contributions for the purpose of
superannuation shall be recorded on the employees pay
slip.
19.6 The Hospital shall pay all contributions into the nominated superannuation fund within 28 days of the end of each
month to which the contributions relate.
19.7 A staff member’s earnings base, upon which contributions are calculated, shall include the staff member’s base rate,
over award payments, supplementary payments and shift and
weekend penalties.
19.8 The Hospital will continue to pay contributions on
behalf of a staff member whilst that staff member is in
receipt of payments under the Workers’ Compensation and
Assistance Act. Such payments shall continue for a period
of six months at the levels stipulated by the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 had the staff
member remained at work for that period. For the period
in excess of six months in which the staff member is in
receipt of payments under the Workers’ Compensation and
Assistance Act these contributions will be capped at 3%
of the staff member’s earnings base.
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20.0—OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
20.1 It is the policy of Bethesda Hospital to comply with
the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act 1984 (as
amended) and so far as is practicable—
(a) provide and maintain workplaces, plant and systems
of work such that staff members are not exposed to
hazards;
(b) provide staff with the necessary information, instruction, training and supervision to ensure a safe
workplace; and
(c) provide and maintain appropriate personal protective equipment where it is otherwise not practicable
to avoid the presence of hazards.
20.2 Each staff member shall take reasonable care to—
(a) ensure her/his own health and safety at work; and
(b) avoid adversely affecting the health or safety of any
other person through any act or omission at work.
20.3 The Hospital shall ensure that—
(a) a representative Occupational Safety & Health Committee is elected and functioning within the
workplace;
(b) Safety and Health representatives will be provided
with adequate training, resources and support to fulfil their functions;
(c) the election of Safety and Health representatives is
conducted in a democratic fashion and that such elections are open for the Union or its delegate to
scrutinise; and
(d) where it is in receipt of a Section 29 notice, the Hospital shall inform the Union and invite it to appoint a
staff member as a delegate for the Section 30 consultation;
20.4 The Hospital recognises a staff member’s right under
the Act to refuse to undertake work when she/he has reasonable grounds to believe that to continue to work would expose
her/him or any other person to a risk of imminent and serious
injury or harm to her/his health.
20.5 Nothing in this clause is intended to give rise to any
civil right of action for breach of an award obligation.
21.0—MONITORING COMMITTEE
21.1 The Committee which negotiated this Agreement shall
meet as necessary during its term for the purpose of implementing, monitoring, and resolving problems arising from its
application.
21.2 Extraordinary meetings may be called by any party providing a minimum of 7 days notice. This notice may be
dispensed with by agreement.
21.3 In resolving problems arising from the application or
interpretation of the Agreement the Committee shall endeavour to reach a consensus.
21.4 Where consensus is not able to be reach the parties
may jointly or individually refer the problem to the Western Australian Industrial Commission or to an agreed third
party for the purposes of conciliation and, if required, arbitration.
21.5 Provided that the Agreement may only be varied by
arbitration for the purpose of removing ambiguity or uncertainty.
21.6 During the term of this Agreement the Committee shall
formulate a process for the negotiation of the new Agreement.
22.0—INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE AND
REDUNDANCY
22.1 Interpretation
In this Clause—
“staff member” does not include a staff member engaged
on a casual or temporary basis or on a fixed term
contract;
“redundant” means being no longer required by the Hospital to continue doing a job because the Hospital
has decided that the job will not be done by any of
its staff members.
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For the purpose of this Clause, an action of the Hospital has
a “significant effect” on a staff member if—
(a) there is to be a major change in the composition,
operation or size of, or skills required in, the Hospital’s workforce that will affect the staff member; or
(b) there is to be elimination or reduction of a job opportunity, promotion opportunity or job tenure for
the staff member; or
(c) the guaranteed hours of the staff member’s work are
to substantially increase or decrease and the staff
member considers the change significant; or
(d) the staff member is required to be retrained; or
(e) the staff member is to be transferred to another job
or work location; or
(f) the staff members job is to be restructured.
22.2 (a) Staff member to be informed—
Where the Hospital has decided to—
(i) take action that is likely to have a significant effect
on a staff member; or
(ii) make a staff member redundant;
the staff member is entitled to be informed by the Hospital, as
soon as reasonably practicable after the decision has been made,
of the action or the redundancy, as the case may be.
(b) Discussion to occur
The Hospital shall thereafter hold discussions with the staff
member affected as to—
(i) the likely effects of the action or the redundancy in
respect of the staff member; and
(ii) measures that may be taken by the staff member or
Hospital to avoid or minimise a significant effect.
Provided that the Hospital shall not be required to disclose
confidential information the disclosure of which may seriously
harm the Hospital’s interests.
22.3 Union to be informed
Where the Hospital has made a definite decision to introduce major changes that are likely to have significant effects
on staff members, the Hospital shall notify and hold discussions with the Union.
22.4 Severance Pay
(a) In addition to the period of notice prescribed in Clause 9
of the Hospital Salaried Officers (Private Hospitals) Award
1980 for ordinary termination, a staff member whose employment is terminated on the grounds of redundancy shall be
entitled to the following amount of severance pay in respect
of a continuous period of service—
Period of Continuous Service
Severance Pay
Less than 1 year
Nil
1 year but less than 2 years
1 week
2 years but less than 3 years
3 weeks
3 years but less than 4 years
5 weeks
4 years but less than 5 years
7 weeks
5 years but less than 6 years
9 weeks
Thereafter
1 weeks additional pay for
each additional year of
service.
“Weeks Pay” means the ordinary weekly rate of wage for
the staff member concerned.
(b) For the purpose of this clause continuity of service shall
not be broken on account of—
(i) any absence from work on account of personal sickness or accident for which a staff member is entitled
to claim sick pay as prescribed by this award or on
account of leave lawfully granted by the Hospital; or
(ii) any absence with reasonable cause, proof whereof
shall be upon the staff member; or
(iii) any absence on approved leave without pay.
Provided that in the calculation of continuous service under this subclause any time in respect of which
a staff member is absent from work except time for
which a staff member is entitled to claim annual leave,
sick pay, long service leave and public holidays as
prescribed by this agreement shall not count as time
worked.
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(c) Service by the staff member with a business which has
been transmitted from one hospital to another and the staff
member’s service has been deemed continuous in accordance
with the Long Service Leave Provisions published in Volume
77 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette shall also constitute continuous service for the purpose of this clause.
22.5 Staff Member Leaving During Notice
A staff member whose employment is to be terminated on
the grounds of redundancy may terminate employment during
the period of notice and, if so, shall be entitled to the same
benefits and payments under this clause had the staff member
remained with the Hospital until the expiry of such notice.
Provided that in such circumstances the staff member shall
not be entitled to payment in lieu of notice.
22.6 Alternative Employment
The Hospital, in a particular redundancy case, may make
application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied if the Hospital obtains acceptable alternative employment for a staff member.
22.7 Leave for Job Interviews
(a) A staff member who has been given notice that he or she
has been, or will be, made redundant shall during the period of
notice of termination be entitled to be absent from work up to
a maximum of 8 ordinary hours during each week of notice
without deduction of pay for the purpose of being interviewed
for further employment.
(b) A staff member who claims to be entitled to be paid leave
under paragraph (a) shall, at the request of the Hospital, be
required to produce reasonable proof of attendance at an interview or the staff member shall not receive payment for the
time absent.
22.8 Notice to Centrelink
Where a decision has been made to terminate staff members
in circumstances of redundancy, the Hospital shall, subject to
the agreement of the staff members concerned, notify the
Centrelink thereof as soon as possible giving relevant information including the number and categories of the staff
members likely to be affected and the period over which the
terminations are intended to be carried out.
23.0—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
23.1 Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (as amended) any question, dispute or difficulty, or
any matter raised by a staff member or the Union shall be
settled in accordance with the procedures set out in this clause.
23.2 Staff members and the Union recognises that the Hospital has a right and responsibility to provide uninterrupted
and efficient health care services to the community. The Hospital recognises the rights of staff members and the rights and
responsibility of the Union to represent its members in compliance with its rules.
23.3 This grievance procedure has been developed between
the parties to provide an effective means by which staff members may reasonably expect problems will be dealt with as
expeditiously as possible by the Hospital.
23.4 Accordingly, the staff members and the Union hereby
agree that during any period of industrial action, sufficient
labour will be made available to carry out work essential for
life support.
23.5 The parties agree that no bans, stoppages or limitations
will be imposed prior to, or during the time this procedure is
being followed.
23.6 This clause in no way limits the rights of the Hospital,
staff members and the Union under the Occupational, Safety
and Health Act 1984 or other related legislation.
23.7 Where the matter is raised by a staff member or a group
of staff members, the following steps shall be observed—
(i) Step 1: The staff member(s) concerned shall discuss
the matter with their immediate supervisor. If the matter cannot be resolved at this level the supervisor
shall, within two working days, refer the matter to a
more senior officer nominated by the Hospital and
the staff member(s) shall be advised accordingly;
(ii) Step 2: The senior officer shall, if able, answer the
matter raised within five working days of its being
referred and if the senior officer is not so able, refer
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the matter to the Hospital Administrator or Director
of Nursing for his/her attention, and the staff
member(s) shall be advised accordingly;
(iii) Step 3: The staff members may notify the Union to
enable the opportunity of discussing the matter with
the Hospital.
The Hospital shall, as soon as practicable after considering the matter before it, advise the staff members
or, where necessary the Union of its decision. Provided that such advice, shall be given within 21
calendar days of the matter being referred to the
Hospital.
(iv) Step 4: Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement. However, if the negotiation processes have
been exhausted without the dispute having been resolved the parties may jointly, or individually refer
the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(v) Step 5: Nothing in this procedure shall preclude the
parties reaching agreement to shorten or extend the
period specified in subclauses 21.7 (i), (ii) or (iii).
23.8 Where the Hospital seeks to discipline a staff member,
the following steps shall be observed—
(i) In the event that a staff member commits a misdemeanour, the staff member’s immediate supervisor
or any other officer so authorised, may exercise the
Hospital’s right to reprimand the staff member so
that the staff member understands the nature and
implications of her/his conduct;
(ii) The first two reprimands shall take the form of warnings and, if given verbally, shall be confirmed in
writing as soon as practicable after the giving of the
reprimand;
(iii) Should it be necessary, for any reason, to reprimand
a staff member three times in a period not exceeding
eighteen (18) months continuous service, the contract of service shall, upon the giving of that third
reprimand, be terminable in accordance with Clause
9—Contract of Service of the Award.
(iv) Notwithstanding Subclause (iii) above, should the
staff member’s misdemeanour be deemed by the
Hospital to be significantly serious the Hospital can
reprimand the staff member and advise in writing
that a similar misdemeanour will result in the staff
member’s dismissal.
(v) The staff member shall have the right to request representation when being reprimanded in accordance
with this subclause.
23.9 The settlement procedures described in this clause shall
be applied to any dispute referred to in paragraph 23.1 and no
party, or individual, or group of individuals, shall commence
any other action, of whatever kind, which may frustrate a settlement in accordance with its these procedures. Observance
of these procedures shall in no way prejudice the right of any
party in dispute to refer the matter for resolution in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, at any time.
23.10 In issues which significantly impact the basis of employment of a staff member, the status quo (i.e. the condition
applying prior to the issue arising) will remain until the issue
is resolved in accordance with the procedure outlined above.
This clause is meant to preserve the rights of the individual
but is not intended in any way to limit the right of the Hospital
to direct the work of a staff member.
23.11 In resolving issues affecting more than the Hospital or
claims seeking variations to an Award, discussions will commence at the level specified in paragraph 23.4(c) above,
between the Union official and the Hospital Administrator or
Director of Nursing.
(i) The above procedure is meant to preserve the rights
of the individual staff member, but it shall not, in
any way, limit the right of the Hospital to summarily
dismiss a staff member for misconduct.
24.0—SALARIES
24.1 This clause replaces subclause (1) of Clause 29—Salaries of the Award.
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24.2 The minimum rates of salaries to be paid to staff members covered by this Agreement should be those set out in
Schedule A Minimum Salaries attached to this Agreement.
Nothing contained within the Award or this Agreement shall
preclude the payment by way of an allowance an amount in
addition to that prescribed for the classification of a position
set out in Schedule C—Classification and Grading of Employees of the Award.
24.3 On employment, a staff member shall be appointed to
a classification level under Schedule A—Minimum Salaries
of this Agreement. Whenever a staff member takes up another
position with the Hospital, the staff member shall be appointed
to a classification level under Schedule A—Minimum Salaries, appropriate to the new position.
24.4 Staff members in receipt of a base salary in excess of
$45,621 per annum may by agreement in writing with the
Hospital receive an all in rate in full satisfaction of the monetary entitlements prescribed by this Agreement. Provided
that the rate shall not when viewed objectively, and having
regard to the whole of the staff member’s terms and conditions of employment, be less favourable to the staff member
than the entitlements otherwise available under this Agreement.

2. Minimum Salaries:
Level

1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

In arriving at an appropriate salary level, the Hospital shall
also have due regard for any qualifications which may be a
prerequisite for carrying out the position.

14
15

25.2 A staff member may request a review of the classification allocated in accordance with paragraph 25.1 or, at
any time where a change in duties and responsibilities has
occurred. Such a request shall be made in accordance with
Schedule C—Classification Review Process.

A 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The Hospital shall give the staff member written advice of
the result of the review.
26.0—SIGNATORIES TO THE AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of
BETHESDA HOSPITAL INCORPORATED.
______________signed_________________ Date: 18.2.99
CHAIRMAN
_______________signed_________________ Date: 18.2.99
BOARD MEMBER
In the presence of—
______________signed_________________
SECRETARY
Signed for and on behalf of
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS
ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
(UNION OF WORKERS).
______________signed_________________ Date: 11.03.99
PRESIDENT
______________signed_________________ Date: 9.3.99
SECRETARY

SCHEDULE A: MINIMUM SALARIES
The provisions of this Schedule shall operate in lieu of Schedule B —Minimum Salaries of the Award.
1. The minimum rate of salaries to be paid to staff members
covered by this Agreement shall be set out hereunder.

Existing
Salary
Per Annum

1st year of service
2nd year of service
3rd year of service
1st year of service
2nd year of service
3rd year of service
4th year of service

25.0—CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
25.1 The Hospital shall allocate a salary classification level
in accordance with the salary schedule of this Agreement
(Schedule A) to each position by establishing the work value
of the position taking account of internal and external relativity relevant to the position, and in accordance with State Wage
Principles of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

Not more than one request may be made by an individual
staff member in any 12 month period.
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10
11
12
13

21873
22298
22733
23084
23797
24505
25212
25921
26631
27447
28012
28846
29831
30597
31403
32688
33361
34369
35405
36878
37645
38699
38784
40900
43050
44645
46913
48126
49663
51255
53582
55490
57866
60237
62582
64954
66943
71831
74725
77994
81462

4% Increase 2% Increase
(Effective
(Effective
14.12.98)
14.12.99)

22748
23190
23642
24007
24749
25485
26220
26958
27696
28545
29132
30000
31024
31821
32659
33996
34695
35744
36821
38353
39151
40247
41375
42536
44772
46431
48,790
50051
51650
53305
55725
57710
60181
62646
65085
67552
69621
74704
77714
81114
84720

23203
23654
24115
24487
25244
25995
26744
27497
28250
29116
29715
30600
31644
32457
33312
34676
35389
36459
37557
39120
39934
41052
42203
43387
45667
47360
49766
51052
52683
54371
56840
58864
61385
63899
66387
68903
71013
76198
79268
82736
86414

2.1 A staff member who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level
1, may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not on age.
2.2 Annual increments shall be subject to the staff member’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months.
2.3 Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the WA Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
2.4 Staff members who are appointed to Level 1, Level
2 or Level 3, and are under 21 years of age, salaries
shall be calculated using the following percentages
of the first year of service rate for the Level the staff
member is appointed to—
Under 17 years of age
54%
17 years of age
64%
18 years of age
74%
19 years of age
86%
20 years of age
97%
Not withstanding this provision, the Hospital can appoint a staff member to the first year of service rate
or higher.
3. Salaries—Specified Callings and Other Professionals—
3.1 Staff members who are employed in the calling of
Medical Scientist, Scientific Officer, Dietitian, Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist, Social Worker,
Speech Pathologist, or any other professional
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calling as agreed between the Union and the Hospital, shall be entitled to Annual Salaries as follows—

Level

5/10

11/12
13/14
15
A 1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5
3.6

Existing
Salary
Per Annum

4% Increase 2% Increase
(Effective
(Effective
14.12.98)
14.12.99)

29831
31024
31644
31403
32659
33312
33361
34695
35389
35405
36821
37557
38699
40247
41052
40900
42536
43387
43050
44772
45667
44645
46431
47360
46913
48790
49766
48126
50051
51052
49663
51650
52683
51255
53305
54371
53582
55725
56840
55490
57710
58864
57866
60181
61385
60237
62646
63899
62582
65085
66387
64954
67552
68903
68943
71701
73135
71831
74704
76198
74725
77714
79268
77994
81114
82736
81462
84720
86414
Subject to 3.3 of this subclause, on appointment or
promotion to the Level 5/10 under this clause—
(i) staff members, who have completed an approved three academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling, shall
commence at the first year increment;
(ii) staff members, who have completed an approved four academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling, shall
commence at the second year increment;
(iii) staff members, who have completed an approved Masters or PhD Degree, relevant to
their calling, shall commence on the third year
increment.
Provided that staff members who attain a higher tertiary level qualification after appointment shall not
be entitled to any advanced progression through the
range;
The Hospital and Union shall be responsible for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for
appointment for the callings covered by this schedule and shall maintain a manual setting out such
qualifications;
The Hospital, in allocating levels pursuant to
subclause (2) of this schedule may determine a commencing salary above level 5/10 for a particular
calling/s.
Annual increments shall be subject to the staff member’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months;
Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the WA Industrial Relations Commission for determination.

SCHEDULE B: PARENTAL LEAVE
1. DEFINITIONS
(a) “Adoption”, in relation to a child, is a reference to a
child who—
(i) is not the natural child or the step child of the
staff member or the staff member’s spouse;
(ii) is less than five (5) years of age; and
(iii) has not lived continuously with the staff member for a period of six months or more.
(b) “Continuous service” means service under an unbroken contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of leave taken in accordance with
this schedule;
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(ii) any period of part-time employment worked
in accordance with this schedule; or
(iii) any period of leave or absence authorised by
the Hospital by this Award.
(c) “Expected date of birth” means the day certified by
a medical practitioner to be the day of which the medical practitioner expects the staff member or the staff
member’s spouse, as the case may be, to give birth
to a child.
(d) “Parental leave” means leave provided for by
subclause (2) of this schedule.
(e) “Spouse” includes a defacto or a former spouse, provided that it includes a defacto spouse only, in the
case of Adoption Leave.
2. ENTITLEMENT TO PARENTAL LEAVE
(a) Following a period of twelve (12) months continuous service with the Hospital a staff member is
entitled to take up to 52 consecutive weeks of unpaid leave in respect of—
(i) the birth of a child to the staff member or the
staff member’s spouse; or
(ii) the placement of a child with the staff member with a view to the adoption of the child by
the staff member;
(b) A pregnant staff member with less than twelve
months continuous service shall have no right to
maternity leave and shall be required to resign six
(6) weeks before the expected date of birth, unless
the Hospital determines otherwise.
(c) A staff member is not entitled to take parental leave
at the same time as the staff member’s spouse but
this paragraph does not apply to—
(i) one (1) week’s parental leave taken by the male
parent immediately after birth of the child; or
(ii) three (3) weeks parental leave taken by the staff
member and the staff member’s spouse immediately after a child has been placed with
them with a view to their adoption of the child.
(d) The entitlement of parental leave is reduced by any
period of parental leave taken by the staff member’s
spouse in relation to the same child, except the period of one (1) week’s leave referred to in paragraph
(d) (i) of this subclause.
3. ENTITLEMENT TO PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
Where a staff member is eligible for Parental Leave and
where the Hospital agrees—
(a) A male staff member may work part-time in one or
more periods at any time from the date of birth of
the child until its second birthday or, in relation to
adoption, from the date of placement of the child
until the second anniversary of the placement.
(b) A female staff member may work part-time in one
or more periods while she is pregnant where, because of the pregnancy, part-time employment is
necessary pursuant to subclause (8) or desirable.
(c) Subject to subclause (9), a female staff member may
work part-time in one or more periods at any time
after the date of birth of the child until its second
birthday.
(d) In relation to adoption, a female staff member may
work part-time in one or more periods at any time
from the date of the placement of the child until the
second anniversary of that date.
(e) Subject to the provisions of this Schedule part-time
work under this clause shall be in accordance with
Clause 34—Part-Time Workers of the Award, provided that any restrictions and notification
requirements on the employment of part-time staff
members shall not apply provided that any notice
periods and requirements for the variation of parttime hours shall apply.
(f)
(i) Before commencing a period of part-time
employment under this subclause, the Hospital and the staff member shall agree in writing
to the terms of the part-time employment;
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(ii) the terms of this agreement may be varied in
writing by consent;
(iii) the Hospital and the staff member shall each
have a copy of any written variation.
(g) The work to be performed part-time need not be the
work performed by the staff member in his or her
former position but shall be work otherwise performed under this Award.
4. SPECIAL ADOPTION LEAVE
The Hospital shall grant to any staff member who is seeking
to adopt a child, such unpaid leave not exceeding two days, as
is required by the staff member to attend any compulsory interviews or examinations as are necessary as part of the
adoption procedure. Where paid leave is available to the staff
member the Hospital may require the staff member to take
such leave in lieu of special leave.
5. NOTICE PERIOD
(a) The staff member shall give the Hospital at least ten
(10) weeks’ notice of his or her intention to take parental leave.
(b) The staff member shall notify the Hospital of the
dates on which he or she wishes to start and finish
the leave.
(c) A staff member shall not be in breach of this Schedule as a consequence of failure to give the required
notice if such failure is occasioned by—
(i) the confinement occurring earlier than the expected date; or
(ii) the requirement of an adoption agency to accept earlier or later placement of a child, the
death of the spouse or other compelling circumstances.
(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 8—Contract of Service of the Award, a pregnant staff member
who has not applied for leave in accordance with the
provisions of this Schedule shall be deemed to have
resigned six (6) weeks before the expected date of
birth.
(e) As soon as practicable a staff member shall notify
the Hospital of any change in the information provided pursuant to this Schedule.
6. CERTIFICATION
(a) A staff member who has given notice of his or her
intention to take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to provide to the Hospital a certificate from a
medical practitioner stating that the staff member or
the staff member’s spouse, as the case may be, is
pregnant and the expected date of birth.
(b) A staff member who has given notice of his or her
intention to take parental leave for adoption is to provide to the Hospital—
(i) a statement from an adoption agency or other
appropriate body of the presumed date of
placement of the child with the staff member
for adoption purposes; or
(ii) a statement from the appropriate government
authority confirming that the staff member is
to have custody of the child pending an application for an adoption order.
7. NOTICE OF SPOUSE’S PARENTAL LEAVE
(a) A staff member who has given notice of his or her
intention to take parental leave and who is actually
taking parental leave is to notify the Hospital of particulars of any period of parental leave taken or to be
taken by the staff member’s spouse in relation to the
same child.
(b) Any notice given under paragraph (a) may either
be in a form acceptable to the Hospital or shall
be supported by a statutory declaration by the staff
member as to the truth of the particulars notified,
including—
(i) that the period of paternity leave is being taken
by the staff member for the purpose of becoming the primary caregiver of the child;
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(ii) particulars of any period of parental leave
sought, or taken by the staff member’s spouse;
and
(iii) for the period of parental leave the staff member will not engage in any conduct inconsistent
with the staff member’s contract of employment.
8. TRANSFER TO A SAFE JOB
Where in the opinion of a registered medical practitioner,
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the staff member make it
inadvisable for the staff member to continue at her present
work, the staff member shall, if the Hospital deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the
conditions attaching to the job until the commencement of
maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the staff member
may, or the Hospital may require the staff member to, take leave
for such period as is certified necessary by a registered medical
practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as maternity leave for
the purposes of subclauses (12), (13), (14) and (15) hereof.
9. MATERNITY LEAVE BEFORE AND AFTER THE
BIRTH
A female staff member who has given notice of her intention to take parental leave, other than for an adoption, shall
ordinarily commence the leave six (6) weeks before the expected date of birth and end the leave six (6) weeks after the
day on which the birth has taken place. Provided that a staff
member may apply to the Hospital to continue or resume duty
in respect of any period closer to the expected date of birth
and the Hospital may approve the application, provided the
application is supported by the certificate of a registered medical practitioner indicating that the staff member is fit for duty.
10. VARIATION OF PERIOD OF PARENTAL LEAVE
A staff member may at any time whilst absent from duty on
parental leave, make application to extend or reduce the period referred to in the original application, but so that the
amended period complies with the requirements of subclauses
(2) and (5) of this Schedule and the Hospital may grant permission in accordance with the amended application.
11. CANCELLATION OF PARENTAL LEAVE
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced, shall
be cancelled when the pregnancy of a staff member
terminates other than by the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of a staff member then on maternity leave terminates other than by the birth of a
living child, it shall be the right of the staff member
to resume work at a time nominated by the Hospital
which shall not exceed four (4) weeks from the date
of notice in writing by the staff member to the Hospital that she desires to resume work.
(c) Adoption Leave—non placement of child.
12. SPECIAL MATERNITY LEAVE AND SICK LEAVE
(a) Where the pregnancy of a staff member not then on
maternity leave terminates after twenty-eight weeks
other than by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave)
as a registered medical practitioner certifies
as necessary before her return to work; or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences
of confinement she shall be entitled, either in
lieu of or in addition to special maternity leave,
to such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and which a registered medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return
to work.
(b) Where a staff member not then on maternity leave
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may take
such paid sick leave as to which she is then entitled
and such further unpaid leave (to be known as special maternity leave) as a registered medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her return
to work, provided that the aggregate of paid sick
leave, special maternity leave and maternity leave
shall not exceed twelve (12) months.
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(c) For the purposes of subclauses (2), (7), (9), (13), (15)
and 16) hereof, maternity leave shall include special
maternity leave.
(d) A staff member returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this
subclause shall be entitled to the position which she
held immediately before proceeding on such leave
or, in the case of a staff member who was transferred
to a safe job pursuant to subclause (8), to the position she held immediately before such transfer.
(e) Where such position no long exists but there are other
positions available for which the staff member is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable of
performing, she shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and salary to that of her
former position.
13. PARENTAL LEAVE AND OTHER LEAVE ENTITLEMENTS
(a) Nothing contained in this Schedule prevents the grant
of accrued annual leave or long service leave to a
staff member in respect of the whole or any part of
the period referred to in subclause (2) of this Schedule.
(b) Except by reason of the grant of accrued annual leave
or long service leave a staff member is not entitled
to salary in respect of the period of absence from
duty permitted in accordance with this Schedule.
(c) Subject to the provisions of subclause (12) absence
of a staff member which has been permitted in accordance with the provisions of this Schedule shall
not be deemed absence on sick leave.
(d) A staff member working part-time in accordance with
this Schedule shall be paid for and take any leave
accrued in respect of a period of full-time employment, in such periods and manner as specified in the
annual leave provisions of this Award, as if the staff
member were working full time in the class of work
the staff member was performing as a full-time staff
member immediately before commencing part-time
work under this Schedule
(e) A full-time staff member shall be paid for and take
any annual leave accrued in respect of a period of
part-time employment under this subclause, in such
periods and manner as specified in this Award, as if
the staff member were working part-time in the class
of work the staff member was performing as a parttime staff member immediately before resuming
full-time work. Provided that, by agreement between
the Hospital and the staff member, the period over
which the leave is taken may be shortened to the
extent necessary for the staff member to receive pay
at the staff member’s current full-time rate.
(f) A staff member working part-time under this Schedule shall have sick leave entitlements which have
accrued under this Award (including any entitlement
accrued in respect of previous full-time employment)
converted into hours. When this entitlement is used,
whether as a part-time or full-time staff member, it
shall be debited for the ordinary hours that the staff
member would have worked during the period of
absence.
14. RETURN TO WORK AFTER PARENTAL LEAVE
(a) A staff member shall confirm his or her intention of
returning to work by notice in writing to the Hospital given not less than four (4) weeks prior to the
expiration of the period of parental leave.
(b)
(i) A staff member, upon the expiration of the
notice required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall
be entitled to the position which he or she held
immediately before proceeding on parental
leave or, in the case of a staff member who
was transferred to a safe job pursuant to
subclause (8), to the position which she held
immediately before such transfer. Where such
position no longer exists but there are other
positions available for which the staff member is qualified and the duties of which he or
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she is capable of performing, the staff member shall be entitled to a position as nearly
comparable in status and salary or wage to that
of the former position;
(ii) a staff member who has had at least twelve
(12) months continuous service with the Hospital immediately prior to commencing
part-time employment after the birth or placement of a child has, at the expiration of the
period of such part-time employment or the
first period, if there is more than one, the right
to return to his or her former position;
(iii) nothing in placeturn (ii) of this paragraph shall
prevent the Hospital from permitting the staff
member to return to his or her former position
after a second or subsequent period of parttime work.
15. EFFECT OF PARENTAL LEAVE ON EMPLOYMENT
Notwithstanding any Agreement or other provision to the
contrary—
(a) absence or parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of a staff member but shall not be
taken into account in calculating the period of service for any purpose of the Award.
(b) commencement of part-time employment in accordance with this Schedule, and return from part-time
to full-time work under this Schedule shall not break
the continuity of service or employment.
16. TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
(a) A staff member on parental leave may terminate his
or her employment at any time during the period of
leave by notice given in accordance with this Award.
(b) The Hospital shall not terminate the employment of
a staff member on the ground of pregnancy or absence on parental leave, or because the staff member
exercises of proposes to exercise any rights arising
under this Schedule, or has enjoyed or proposes to
enjoy any benefits arising under this Schedule, but
otherwise the rights of the Hospital in relation to termination of employment are not hereby affected.
(c) Any termination entitlements payable to a staff member whose employment is terminated while working
part-time under this Schedule, or while working fulltime after transferring from part-time work under this
Schedule, shall be calculated by reference to the fulltime rate of pay at the time of termination with the
calculation of entitlements to be apportioned and paid
at the full-time rate of accrual for periods of fulltime employment and at the relevant pro rata rate of
accrual for periods of part-time employment.
17. REPLACEMENT STAFF
(a) A replacement staff member is a staff member specifically engaged as a result of a staff member
proceeding on parental leave or working part-time
under this Schedule.
(b) Before the Hospital engages a replacement staff
member under this subclause, the Hospital shall inform that person of the temporary nature of the
employment and of the rights of the staff member
who is being replaced.
(c) Before the Hospital engages a person to replace a
staff member temporarily promoted or transferred
in order to replace a staff member exercising his or
her rights under this schedule, the Hospital shall inform that person of the temporary nature of the
promotion or transfer and of the rights of the staff
member who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring the Hospital to engage a
replacement staff member.
(e) A replacement staff member shall not be entitled to
any of the rights conferred by this Schedule except
where the employment continues beyond the twelve
(12) months qualifying period, in which case, unbroken service as a replacement staff member shall
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be treated as continuous service for the purpose of
subclause (1) (b) hereof.
(f) The provisions of this subclause shall apply to a replacement staff member notwithstanding the provisions
of Clause 8—Contract of Service of the Award
(g) A replacement staff member may be employed parttime. Subject to this paragraph, subclauses (5),
(12)(d),(e),(f) and (g) and (15) of this clause apply
to the part-time employment of replacement staff
members.
SCHEDULE C: CLASSIFICATION REVIEW PROCESS
The staff member is required to work in accordance with
her/his job description and Bethesda Hospital’s policies and
procedures. The Hospital may direct a staff member to carry
out such duties as are within the limits of the staff member’s
skills and training provided that such duties are not designed
to promote deskilling.
The salary classification of a particular position will be established having regard to the work value of the position, and
appropriate relativities.
If a job description of a particular position varies then the
Hospital will consider whether the changes are of such a substantial nature that the classification of the position needs to
be reviewed. The Hospital will discuss the situation with the
staff member.
In general, reclassification requests will only be considered
where a significant increase in work value is demonstrated.
While comparisons with other similar positions will be considered in evaluating the request for reclassification,
comparisons should not be relied on to justify a reclassification.
WORK VALUE DEFINITION
Work value for the purpose of reclassification of positions
is defined according to the Wage Principles of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission as defined in the
following extract—
Changes in work value may arise from changes in the
nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or
the conditions under which work is performed. Changes
in work by themselves may not lead to a change in wage
rates. The strict test for an alteration in wage rates is that
the change in the nature of the work should constitute
such a significant net addition to the work requirements
as to warrant the creation of a new classification of upgrading to a higher classification.
In addition to meeting this test a party making a work
value application will need to justify any change to wage
relativities that might result not only within the relevant
award classifications structure but also against external
classifications to which that structure is related. There
must be no likelihood of wage “leapfrogging” arising out
of changes to relative position.

BHP TRANSPORT PTY LTD KWINANA LOGISTICS
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 25 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relation Act 1979.
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch
and
BHP Transport Pty Ltd.
No. AG 25 of 1998.
BHP Transport Pty Ltd Kwinana Logistics Enterprise
Agreement 1998.
19 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G. Ferguson on behalf of the applicant
and Mr J. Uphill on behalf of the respondent and by consent,
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the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:
THAT the BHP Transport Pty Ltd Kwinana Logistics
Enterprise Agreement 1998 as received by the Registrar
on 10 March 1999 is hereby registered as an industrial
agreement.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the BHP Transport Pty
Ltd Kwinana Logistics Enterprise Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Definitions
Area, Incidence and Duration
Objectives
Occupational Health and Safety
Communication and Consultation
Quality Assurance
Commitment to Training
Classification Structure
Conditions of Employment
Rosters
Team Work
Cross Skilling/Flexibility
Rates of Pay
Business Performance Incentive Scheme (BPIS)
Time and Payment of Wages
Annualised Salaries
Protective and Industrial Clothing
Sick Leave
Procedure for Resolving Claims, Issues and Disputes
No Extra Claims
Re-negotiation of Agreement
Signatories
Schedule I

3.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement:
“Company” shall mean The Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited at Kwinana, operated and managed by
BHP Transport Pty Ltd.
“Union” shall mean the Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch.
“Union Official” shall mean a duly accredited representative of the Transport Workers’ Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers.
“Employee Representative” shall mean an elected representative and notified from the Union to the Company
as being the recognised accredited representative of
the Union.
“Casual Labour” shall mean personnel on hourly hire. This
includes, but is not limited to, personnel from a labour
hire firm.
4.—AREA, INCIDENCE AND DURATION
4.1. This Agreement shall apply to employees employed by
The Broken Hill Proprietary Company Ltd (the Company) at
BHP Transport Pty Ltd, Kwinana Logistics, in the classifications listed in Schedule I, and the Transport Workers’ Union
of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch (the Union), whether or not such employees are members or not of the Union. Currently Kwinana Logistics
employees covered by this agreement number fourteen (14).
4.2. This Agreement shall take effect from the first pay period on or after the 16th day of February, 1988 and shall remain
in force for a period of 18 months.
4.3. The terms and conditions of this agreement shall be read
and interpreted in conjunction with The Iron and Steel Industry Workers’ (BHP Steel International - Rod & Bar Division)
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Award No 1 of 1968, as amended and consolidated or as replaced, provided that where there is any inconsistency, this
agreement shall take precedence to the extent of any inconsistency.
5.—OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the management and the employees at Kwinana is to provide a quality transport and bulk
materials handling service. That is responsive to and satisfies
the requirements of customers and is characterised by its safety,
reliability, flexibility, quality and cost effectiveness, thereby
enhancing its ability to successfully operate in a competitive
market.
This Agreement is intended to facilitate the creation of a
work environment, which will encourage and support a skilled
and committed workforce where teamwork, cooperation, flexibility, effective work arrangements and employee development
are priorities in achieving the business objectives.
The parties recognise the importance of monitoring the effectiveness of the Agreement and will consult each other on
the operation of the Agreement. Consultation between parties
will occur prior to any change in arrangements that may apply
from time to time which are outside the scope of this agreement or the parent award.
Kwinana is operating within a context of increased competition for a limited amount of business. In order to position
the business for future growth there is a need for continual
change and improvement in the way we operate. Everyone
has a contribution to make which will help build our future.
All parties are committed to building the basis for future
business growth at Kwinana. This is best achieved by working cooperatively towards joint goals. Continual improvement
and change in both management and work practices is essential to ensuring the future of the operation. This document is
intended to facilitate the ability to adapt to that change and
will not be used by either party to impede change. All parties
agree to operate within the spirit of this agreement and to build
upon the foundation of cooperation that has been set.
6.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
All parties are committed to continually improving safety
standards and will actively participate in encourage the development and maintenance of these standards.
All operations at Kwinana will be conducted in accordance
with the Occupational Health and Safety policies of the Company and the relevant statutory requirements (Occupational
Safety and Health Act, 1984, Mines Safety & Inspection Act,
1994).
Development and implementation of ‘work site’ safe working practices will be by consultation with management,
employees and appropriate technical advisers.
Occupational Health and Safety Committees will continue,
with composition being in accordance with the Occupational
Safety and Health Act, 1984 and comprising representatives
of both management and employees. Minutes of each meeting
shall be kept, agreed and where appropriate, circulated to employees. Each and every employee is encouraged to raise,
through any Committee member or any staff member, any issues relating to safety.
A condition of employment shall be that all employees shall
wear the designated safety clothing and equipment when in
the workplace.
7. —COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
Effective communication and consultation is essential in
promoting a successful operation. Consultation provides employees with an opportunity to input into the decision making
process before the Company decides on action affecting its
employees.
Focus groups will facilitate the involvement of employees
in decisions involving the work teams. All parties commit to
continue Focus Groups as a mechanism for consultation and
communication. Focus groups are intended to improve the
way we work together and how we do our work.
8.—QUALITY ASSURANCE
Employees shall participate in the implementation of quality assurance consistent with the Company’s commitment of
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involving employees in developing customer focused quality
management systems.
The Company and the employees recognise the importance
of and are committed to, ensuring the quality of services they
provide to the customers. To achieve this, it is essential that
responsibilities of individuals are structured so that all work
requirements are properly defined, communicated, carried out
and verified.
9.—COMMITMENT TO TRAINING
The Company and the employees recognise that in order to
increase the efficiency, productivity and competitiveness of
Kwinana a genuine commitment to training and skill development is required. This commitment is shared with the Company
being obliged to provide equitable training opportunities and
employees being required to participate in the training and
apply the skills acquired on the job. Accordingly, the parties
are committed to:
(a) developing a suitably qualified skilled and flexible
workforce;
(b) providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire additional
skills; and
(c) removing barriers to allow the effective utilisation
of skills required.
All parties agree to participate in a review of the current
training programme to ensure it is consistent with the current
and future needs of the operations.
10.—CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE
The parties commit to jointly review the classification matrix for Kwinana Logistics during the first 6 months of the
operation of this agreement. The aim being to:
– incorporate the flexibilities contained within this
agreement
– to identify training needs
11.—CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
11.1. A casual employee is an employee who is engaged and
paid as such. A casual employee shall not be entitled to the
following:
Public Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Sick Leave
Jury Service Pay
Parental Leave
nor, shall a casual employee be entitled to any payment
for a holiday, unless the casual employee works on the
holiday.
11.2. A person employed on a fixed term contract is one
engaged and paid as such. A person on a fixed term contract will be eligible on a pro-rata basis relating to the
length of period worked to the same conditions as a permanent employee and will, at the end of the fixed term be
paid all monies owing in relation to pro-rata annual leave
entitlements.
11.3. The Company may direct any employee to carry out
such duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skill
competence and training consistent with the provisions of this
Agreement and the parent award (where applicable).
11.4. Any employee will participate in training and where
appropriate gain accreditation in work skills and knowledge
to become a flexible member of the work team. An employee
will utilise these skills where their duties require and the only
limitations on the use of their skills will be whether or not it is
safe for the employee to perform those duties.
11.5. An employee will utilise, as considered necessary and
as directed by the Company, industrial and protective clothing. The wearing of protective clothing (PPE) is necessary to
minimise risks to employee health. The Company has a duty
of care to ensure the provision of PPE, as does the employee
to wear PPE provided. Recommended standards of dress are
set by the Company and various legislative bodies and must
be adhered to.
11.6. An employee will comply with Kwinana’s safety procedures or as prescribed by Government regulation.
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11.7. Any direction issued by the Company pursuant to the
provisions of this Clause will be consistent with the Company’s policies and procedures and in accordance with the
Company’s responsibility to provide a safe and healthy work
environment.
11.8. In emergency circumstances employees will safely
perform any duties required to prevent injury or to mitigate
loss/damage of plant and equipment.
11.9. An employee, for the purpose of meeting the operational requirements of Kwinana site will work such reasonable
overtime as required by the Company.
12.—ROSTERS
12.1. Any roster arrangement must satisfy Company operational requirements. In this context operational requirements
include day to day operations, maintenance, clean up, meetings, safety/emergency drills and any other such duties as may
be required.
12.2. A five (5) day, eight (8) hour shift roster, Monday to
Friday, will be implemented.
12.3. Ordinary hours shall be 38 per week paid at 7.6 hours
ordinary time per day. The current roster anticipates that employees will work 40 hours per week.
12.4. The current roster system will operate with two (2)
crews of five (5) people.
12.5. Shift one shall operate from 6.00am to 2.30pm. Shift
two shall operate from 8.00am to 4.30pm. Crews shall rotate
on a weekly basis between the two shifts.
12.6. Employees of the same skill level may elect to swap
crews between themselves, this will not attract any additional
payments and must not affect the operation of the roster.
12.7. Operational overtime will be offered to personnel
within Kwinana Logistics prior to sourcing externally.
12.8. A maximum of two (2) operators, may be absent on
annual leave or long service leave at any one time. Where
special circumstances arise the Company will give consideration to the granting of leave on a case by case basis.
12.9. The Company and employees agrees not to amend
roster arrangements during the period of the trial, providing
that operational requirements are met and the business position of the Company is not jeopardised in any way.
12.10. All parties agree to hold consultative discussions regarding the operation of the roster on a monthly basis
throughout the trial period.
12.11. After a period of six months all parties will jointly
review the operation of the roster. At that time a decision will
be made whether to continue with the roster.
Should the roster be discontinued the parties shall endeavour to formulate a mutually agreeable alternate roster
arrangement. Should the parties be unable to agree the Company will implement a roster which best satisfies the business
needs.
13.—TEAM WORK
13.1. The intent of team work is to facilitate the development of a skilled and committed workforce by developing
employee skills, knowledge, responsibilities and increasing
job satisfaction.
13.2. Each crew will share duties in order to perform the
work within safety, qualitative and quantitative parameters set,
in the most timely and efficient manner. At the same time
opportunity should be given for employees to gain and maintain skill/experience in as many areas within their responsibility
as is practical.
13.3. Teams will be required to operate such that, at a minimum, current productivity levels will be maintained.
13.4. Criteria of work to be done during a shift will be
set by Logistics Supervisor. The Logistics Supervisor will
determine what is to be done, set priorities and monitor
the quality of the work. In this context Logistics Supervisor includes:
(a) any officer with authority higher than that of the Logistics Supervisor;
(b) any officer acting as the Logistics Supervisor deputy
in the absence of the Logistics Supervisor.
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13.5. The Team will determine how the tasks set are
achieved. The team is required to work in a safe manner, within
Company and legislative guidelines.
13.6. There will be a designated Team Leader, this person
shall be a working member of the team.
13.7. The Company is committed to providing appropriate
training and support to the teams in order to assist employees
make the transition to the new working arrangements.
13.8. In the event of a situation, which is beyond the normal
scope of the team, decisions are to be referred to the Logistics
Supervisor (as defined in 13.4).
13.9. All employees of Kwinana Logistics will be considered team members, and will perform operational duties in a
manner consistent with ensuring a practical and efficient operation. It is anticipated that staff performance of operational
duties will be in exceptional circumstances, this is not intended
to replace employee overtime or duties.
14.—CROSS SKILLING/FLEXIBILITY
14.1. Level 6 operators to train up in clerical duties performed in the Logistics Office. The purpose of this is to enable
Level 6 operators to relieve clerical position. Level 6 operators will perform some of these clerical duties on a day to day
basis to facilitate the operation of the crew, for example preparation and printing of despatch advice’s for truck drivers.
14.2. Drivers to perform basic checking duties including but
not restricted to rod, coil and donhads. Drivers will perform
more complex checking duties where this is anticipated under
the relevant classification structure.
14.3. Kwinana Logistic’s employees to work in any department to the extent of their training and capabilities.
14.4. The use of computers and new technology are implicit
in all levels of the matrix for all future employees. Current
employees will use computers and new technology to the best
of their capabilities in order to improve the efficiency of the
operations. Employees’ capabilities may be improved through
on-the-job training.
14.5. Parties agree to the use of supplementary casual labour for leave relief duties in times of internal labour shortage,
as required from time to time.
14.6. Parties agree that where ever practicable personnel
required for overtime shall be sourced from within the department. Where it is not practicable to source personnel from the
department then personnel will be sourced either externally or
from other departments.
14.7. In this context casual labour is as defined in Clause
3.—Definitions.
15.—RATES OF PAY
The parties agree to increase current rates of pay by 6% which
are detailed in Schedule I attached.
The parties will have regard to the outcome of the Bulk
Materials Handling Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, and,
following the conclusion of this agreement, will confer as to
whether there are any implications for the rates of pay or the
working arrangements contained in this agreement.
16.—BUSINESS PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE
SCHEME (BPIS)
The parties commit to jointly review the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) for Kwinana Logistics upon signing of this
agreement. The aim of the review is to make the KPIs more
relevant to both the employees and the business.
17.—TIME AND PAYMENT OF WAGES
Current arrangements will continue as set out in Clause 4,
Payment of Wages, in the parent award.
Payments under the Business Performance Incentive Scheme
will be paid directly into employee’s primary nominated bank
account.
18.—ANNUALISED SALARIES
During the term of this agreement, the parties agree to investigate the potential for the introduction of annualised salaries
for Kwinana Logistics.
The parties will seek to agree on the most appropriate method
by which this issue should be progressed.
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No party is committed to accept the introduction of
annualised salaries where, following a proper investigation,
adoption of such arrangements are deemed unsuitable or inappropriate for Kwinana Logistics.
19.—PROTECTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL CLOTHING
All parties will adhere to the minimum standard of dress for
the site. For operational employees the current Minimum
standard of dress is:
– Safety helmets (white) - to be worn at all times other
than in offices, vehicle cabs, control rooms and lunch
rooms.
– Safety glasses - to be worn at all times other than in
offices, vehicle cabs, control rooms and lunch rooms.
– Safety footwear - steel capped footwear.
20.—SICK LEAVE
20.1. Employees are entitled to 10 days’ leave per year on
the grounds of personal ill health.
20.2. A Medical Certificate is required for all absences in
excess of one day. Employees will be entitled to four (4) single day absences in any one year without a Medical Certificate.
Employees will be required to supply a Medical Certificate
for all absences once they have had four (4) single day absences without a Medical Certificate.
20.3. The employee will notify the Company if unable to
work prior to the commencement of the shift for which they
will be absent:
– of the reason for the absence; and
– the anticipated duration of the absence.
For this purpose, notification to the Company means to the
appropriate Supervisor, Superintendent or Manager, or in their
absence Security personnel.
20.4. If the nature or sudden onset of the sickness makes it
impracticable to give notice before the commencement of the
shift for which the employee will be absent, the notice is validly given if given as soon as practicable and not later than 24
hours after the shift for which they were absent.
21.—PROCEDURE FOR RESOLVING CLAIMS,
ISSUES AND DISPUTES
To facilitate the remedying of any grievance of the settlement of any dispute the following procedure shall apply,
namely:
21.1. The worker concerned shall first refer the grievance
to his foreman or immediate superiors.
21.2. The shop steward may discuss with the foreman any
grievance affecting the workers he represents and, if the matter is not satisfactorily resolved, he may discuss the matter
with the Industrial Officer or other officer nominated by the
employer to deal with such matters on site.
21.3. The Industrial Officer or other officer referred to in
paragraph 21.2 of this subclause shall, within forty eight hours
of discussing a grievance with a shop steward, advise him of
the employer’s decision of the matter. Provided that where,
owing to the nature of the grievance, the Industrial Officer or
other officer and shop steward agree that a longer period than
forty eight hours is necessary for a decision to be made, the
employer’s decision shall be conveyed to the shop steward
within the agreed time.
21.4. If the matter is not resolved by the foregoing discussions the shop steward shall notify the appropriate full-time
official of his union and shall thenceforth leave the conduct of
negotiations in the hands of the union.
21.5. Where a matter has been referred to the union by the
shop steward the union shall promptly take all steps necessary
under its rules and under the relevant applicable statutes for
resolution of the matter.
21.6. A shop steward shall not leave his/her place of work
to investigate any matter or discuss any matter with the employer’s representative unless on each occasion he/she first
obtains permission to do so from his/her foreman or supervisor.
21.7. A shop steward shall not during working hours call or
hold any meeting of any workers concerned with any grievance or dispute. Work shall be continued normally at the
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instructions of the employer and there shall be no ban or limitation imposed whilst the above procedure is being carried
out.
21.8. The procedures referred to in subclauses in this clause
shall provide for the persons involved in the question, dispute
or difficulty to confer among themselves and make reasonable
attempts to resolve questions, disputes or difficulties before
taking those matters to the Commission.
22.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
It is a term of this Agreement that no further claims will be
made by the employees or their union to vary the terms of this
Agreement during its term of operation.
23.—RE-NEGOTIATION OF AGREEMENT
The parties will commence re-negotiation of the terms of
this Agreement three (3) months prior to the end of its term (as
specified in clause 4.2).
SIGNATORIES
Signed for and on behalf of the
J. McGIVERON
TRANSPORT WORKERS’ UNION
OF AUSTRALIA, INDUSTRIAL
UNION OF WORKERS, WESTERN
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH
on the 16th day of February 1998
in the presence of
S. ALLBURY
Signed for and on behalf of
BHP TRANSPORT PTY LTD
(KWINANA)
on the 16th day of February 1998
in the presence of

B. DEACON

J. ALDER

SCHEDULE I
KWINANA LOGISTICS
WAGE RATES FOR PURPOSE OF ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING
Rates to apply from this agreement:
Operator
Award
Fixed
Total
Bonus
Team
Leader
$552.00
$81.00
$633.00
Level 6
$516.90
$81.00
$597.90
Level 5
$489.90
$81.00
$570.90
Level 4
$469.50
$81.00
$550.50
Level 3
$442.40
$81.00
$523.40
Level 2
$415.20
$81.00
$496.20
Level 1
$381.40
$81.00
$462.40
Allowances to apply from this agreement:
Twin Lift Allowance
$0.40
Meal Allowance (first)
$6.60
Meal Allowance (second)
$4.50

Per Hour
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CERTIFICATE II COMPOSITES (TRAINEESHIP)
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 86b of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Thomas Craft.
No. AG 86b of 1998.
Certificate II Composites (Traineeship) Agreement.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
13 August 1998.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J. Freeman on behalf of the Applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the Respondent, and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Certificate II Composites (Traineeship)
Agreement in the terms of the following schedule be registered on the 1st day of July, 1998.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
———
CERTIFICATE II COMPOSITES (TRAINEESHIP)
AGREEMENT
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Certificate II
Composites (Traineeship) Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
This Agreement shall be arranged as follows—
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Parties Bound
4. Application and Number of Employees Bound
5. Objective
6. Supersession
7. Definitions
8. Training Conditions
9. Employment Conditions
10. Wages
11. Special Arrangements
12. Duration
13. Resolution of Dispute Procedures
Schedule A
3.—PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding on—
(a) The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers
Division, Western Australian Branch.
(b) The Employers who are signatories to this agreement
in Schedule A.
(c) All Employees who are members or eligible to
be members of the The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union,
Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian Branch.
4.—APPLICATION
(a) Subject to subclause (b), this Award shall apply to
persons—
(i) who are undertaking a Traineeship (as defined); and
(ii) who are employed by an Employer bound by this
Agreement; and
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(iii) whose employment is, or otherwise would be, covered by the Plastics Manufacturing Award No. 5,
1977 and is estimated to cover thirteen trainees/employees.
(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement shall not
apply to Employees who were employed by an Employer bound
by this Agreement prior to the date of approval of a Traineeship
scheme relevant to the Employer, except where agreed between
the Employer and the Union.
(c) This Agreement does not apply to the Apprenticeship
system.
(d) At the conclusion of the Traineeship, this Award ceases
to apply to the employment of the Trainee and the Plastics
Manufacturing Award No. 5, 1977 shall apply to the former
Trainee.
5.—OBJECTIVE
The objective of this Agreement is to assist in the
establishment of a system of Traineeships, which provides
approved training, in conjunction with employment, in order
to enhance the skill levels and future employment prospects
of Trainees, particularly young people and the long term
unemployed.
The system is neither designed nor intended for those who
are already trained and job ready. It is not intended that existing
Employees shall be displaced from employment of Trainees.
Except as provided for in clause 6, nothing in this Agreement
shall be taken to replace the prescription of training
requirements in the relevant Agreement.
6.—SUPERSESSION
Any existing Agreement provisions for the Australian
Traineeship System (ATS) or the Career Start Traineeship
(CST) shall not apply to any Employer bound by this
Agreement, except in relation to ATS or CST Trainees who
commenced a Traineeship with the Employer before the
Employer was bound by this Agreement.
7.—DEFINITIONS
(a) “Approved Training” means training undertaken (both
on and off the job) in a Traineeship and shall involve formal
instruction, both theoretical and practical, and supervised
practise in accordance with a Traineeship Scheme approved
by the relevant State or Territory Training Authority or
Nettforce. The training will be accredited and lead to
qualifications as set out in subclause 8 (e).
(b) “The Award” means the Plastics Manufacturing Award
No. 5, 1977.
(c) “The Union” means The Australian Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers
Division, Western Australian Branch.
(d) “Trainee” means an Employee who is bound by a
Traineeship Agreement made in accordance with this Award.
(e) “Traineeship” means a system of training which has been
approved by the relevant State or Territory Training Authority,
or which has been approved on an interim basis by the National
Employment and Training Task Force (NETTFORCE), until
final approval is granted by the relevant State or Territory
Training Authority.
(f) “Traineeship Agreement” means an agreement made
subject to the terms of this Agreement between an Employer
and the Trainee for a Traineeship and which is registered with
the relevant State or Territory Training Authority,
NETTFORCE, or under the provisions of the appropriate State
or Territory legislation. A Traineeship Agreement shall be made
in accordance with the relevant approved Traineeship Scheme
and shall not operate unless this condition is met.
(g) “Traineeship Scheme” means an approved Traineeship
applicable to a group or class of Employees or to an industry
or sector of an industry or an enterprise. A Traineeship Scheme
shall not be given approval unless consultation and negotiations
with the Union upon the terms of the proposed Traineeship
Scheme and the Traineeship has occurred. An application for
approval of a Traineeship Scheme shall identify the Union and
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the approving authority that
the above mentioned consultation and negotiations has
occurred. A Traineeship Scheme shall include a standard format
which may be used for a Traineeship Agreement.
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(h) “Parties to a Traineeship Scheme” means the Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union,
Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian Branch
and the Employers involved in the consultation and negotiations
required for the approval of a Traineeship Scheme.
(i) Reference in this Agreement to “the relevant State or
Territory Training Authority or NETTFORCE” shall be taken
to be a reference to NETTFORCE in respect of a Traineeship
that is the subject of an interim approval but not a final approval
by the relevant State or Territory Training Authority.
(j) “National Training Wage Interim Award” means the Award
made in Australian Industrial Relations Commission [Print No.
L5189 of 1994].
(k) “Appropriate State or Territory legislation” means the
following—
Western Australia: Vocational Education and Training Act
1996 or any successor legislation.
8.—TRAINING CONDITIONS
(a) The Trainee shall attend an approved training course or
training program prescribed in the Traineeship Agreement or
as notified to the Trainee by the State Training Authority in
accredited and relevant Traineeship Schemes; or
NETTFORCE, if the Traineeship Scheme remains subject to
interim approval.
(b) A Traineeship shall not commence until the relevant
Traineeship Agreement, made in accordance with a Traineeship
Scheme, has been signed by the Employer and the Trainee and
lodged for registration with the State Training Authority or
NETTFORCE; provided that, if the Traineeship Agreement is
not in a standard format, a Traineeship shall not commence
until the Traineeship Agreement has been registered with the
State Training Authority or NETTORCE. The Employer shall
ensure that the Trainee is permitted to attend the training course
or program provided for in the Traineeship Agreement and
shall ensure that the Trainee receives the appropriate on the
job training.
(c) The Employer shall provide a level of supervision in
accordance with the Traineeship Agreement during the
Traineeship period.
(d) The Employer agrees that the overall training program
will be monitored by officers of the State Training Authority
or NETTFORCE and training records or works books may be
utilised as part of this monitoring process.
(e) Training shall be directed at—
(i) the achievement of key competencies required for
successful participation in the workplace (where
these have not been achieved, for example, literacy,
numeracy, problem solving, team work, using technology), and are proposed to be included in the
Australian Vocational Certificate Level 1 qualification. This could be achieved through foundation
competencies which are part of endorsed competencies for an industry; and/or
(ii) the achievement of competencies required for successful participation in the Composites Industry.
(f) The Union shall be afforded reasonable access to Trainees
for the purpose of explaining the role and functions of the
Union and enrolment of Trainees as members.
9.—EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS
(a) A Trainee shall be engaged as a full-time Employee for a
maximum of one year’s duration, provided that the Trainee
shall be subject to a satisfactory probation period of up to one
month, which may be reduced at the discretion of the employer.
By agreement in writing and with consent of the State Training
Authority or NETTFORCE, the relevant employer and the
Trainee may vary the duration of the Traineeship and the extent
of approved training, provided that any agreement to vary is
in accordance with the relevant Traineeship Scheme.
(b) An Employer shall not terminate the employment of a
Trainee without firstly having provided written notice of
termination to the Trainee concerned, in accordance with the
Traineeship Agreement and subsequently to the State Training
Authority or NETTFORCE. The written notice to be provided
to the State Training Authority or NETTFORCE must be
provided within 5 working days of the termination.
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(c) An Employer who chooses not to continue the
employment of a Trainee upon completion of the Traineeship,
shall notify in writing, the State Training Authority or
NETTFORCE of their decision.
(d) The Trainee shall be permitted to be absent from work
without loss of continuity of employment and or wages to attend
the training in accordance with the Traineeship Agreement.
(e) Where the employment of a Trainee by an Employer is
continued after the completion of the Traineeship period, such
Traineeship period shall be counted as service for the purposes
of the Award or any other legislative entitlements.
(f) (i) The Traineeship Agreement may restrict the
circumstances under which the Trainee may work overtime
and shift work in order to ensure the training program is
successfully completed.
(ii) No Trainee shall work overtime or shift work on their
own, unless consistent with the provisions of the Award.
(iii) No Trainee shall work shift work unless the parties to a
Traineeship Scheme agree that such shift work makes
satisfactory provision for approved training. Such training may
be applied over a cycle in excess of a week, but must average
over the relevant period no less than the amount of training
required for non-shift work trainees.
(iv) The Trainee wage shall be the basis for the calculation
of overtime and/or shift penalty rates prescribed by the relevant
Award, unless otherwise agreed by the parties to a Traineeship
Scheme, or unless the relevant award makes specific provision
for a Trainee to be paid at a higher rate, in which case the
higher rate shall apply.
(g) All other terms and conditions of the Award that are
applicable to the Trainee or would be applicable to the Trainee
but for this Agreement, shall apply unless specifically varied
by this Agreement.
(h) A Trainee who fails to either complete the Traineeship or
who cannot for any reason be placed in full time employment
with the Employer upon successful completion of the
Traineeship, shall not be entitled to any termination, change
and redundancy payment or any such payment.
(i) The right of entry provision contained in the Plastics
Manufacturing Award No. 5, 1977 shall apply to the parties
bound by this Agreement.
(j) On completion of the Traineeship, the Plastics
Manufacturing Award No. 5, 1977, Grade 4 rates of pay shall
apply.
10.—WAGES
(a) (i) The following minimum weekly wages shall be
payable to Trainees—
Highest Year of Schooling Completed
Year 10
Year 11 Year 12
$
$
$
School leaver
(1) 156.00 (2) 187.00 218.00
Plus 1 year out of school
187.00
218.00 251.00
Plus 2 years out of school
218.00
251.00 294.00
Plus 3 years out of school
251.00
294.00 335.00
Plus 4 years out of school
294.00
335.00
Plus 5 years or more
335.00
(1) Must spend one third of time in training or next higher rate to
apply.
(2) Must spend 25% or time in training or next higher rate to apply

(ii) These wage rates will only apply to Trainees while they
are undertaking an approved Traineeship, which includes
approved training as defined in this Agreement.
(iii) The wage rates prescribed by this clause do not apply to
complete trade level training, which is covered by the
Apprenticeship system.
(c) For the purposes of this provision, “out of school” shall
refer only to periods out of school beyond Year 10 or below,
and shall be deemed to—
(i) include any period of schooling beyond Year 10 or
below which was not part of nor contributed to a
completed year of schooling;
(ii) include any period during which a Trainee repeats in
whole or part of a year of schooling beyond Year 10
or below; and
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(iii) not include any period during a calendar year in which
a year of schooling is completed.
(iv) have effect on an anniversary date being January 1
in each year.
11.—SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS
(a) The wage rates contained in this agreement are minimum
rates and shall apply in accordance with the application of the
National Training Wage Interim Award, where the accredited
training and work performed is for the purpose of generating
skills which have been defined for work at skill level B of the
National Training Wage Interim Award.
(b) The provisions of this Agreement shall not be reduced.
(c) The provisions of this Agreement shall not cause a
reduction of entitlements to any Employee.
12.—DURATION
This Agreement shall remain in force for the 01/02/98 to 01/
02/1999.
13.—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTE PROCEDURES
The resolution of dispute procedure as contained in the Plastic
Manufacturing Award No. 5, 1977 shall apply to parties bound
by this Agreement.
SCHEDULE A
I have read and understood this Certificate II Composites
Traineeship Agreement and agree to the terms and conditions
as outlined.
SIGNATORIES—
Signed for and on behalf of The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous
Workers Division, Western Australian Branch.
SECRETARY:
signed
Helen H. Creed
WITNESS
signed
Sue Ellery
DATE: 02/07/98
Signed for and on behalf of the Employer:
EMPLOYER NAME—
signed
Thomas Craft
REPRESENTATIVE NAME—
Eric Thomas
WITNESS—
Signed
DATE: 04/3/98
TRAINEE SIGNATURE—
............................................................................................
TRAINEE NAME: .............................................................
WITNESS ...........................................................................
TRAINEE ADDRESS: .......................................................
............................................................................................
TRAINEE’S DATE OF BIRTH: ........................................
DATE ......./......./.......
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COCKBURN CEMENT LIMITED ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 32 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Cockburn Cement Limited
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch.
AG 32 of 1999.
Cockburn Cement Limited Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
9 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms L Avon-Smith as agent on behalf of the
applicant and Mr M Anderton on behalf of the respondent and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Cockburn Cement Limited Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission on 4
March 1999 be and is hereby registered as an industrial
agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Cockburn Cement
Limited (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
20.
21.
22.
23.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Aims and Objectives of the Agreement
Scope and Parties to the Agreement
Term of the Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Annualised Salaries
Salary Rates
Hours of Work
Leave Conditions
Sick Leave
Family Leave
Redundancy
Calculation of Termination Pay
Superannuation
In-house Training Allowance
Temporary Employee’s
Use of Contractors
Review and Renewal of Agreement
Management of the Agreement
Signatories

3.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement reinforces all the principles, productivity and efficiency improvements contained in the Cockburn
Cement Limited Award 1991, the Cockburn Cement Limited
Agreement 1993 and the Cockburn Cement Limited Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1995.
(2) The intent of this Agreement is to provide all employees
with a guaranteed annualised salary, according to their classification and their commitment to normal and additional hours.
The intent is to reduce overtime and plant downtime whilst
effectively covering Cockburn’s unique work requirements.
Fortnightly pay will normally be constant whether on annual
leave, long service leave, sick leave, paternity leave, bereavement leave, worker’s compensation, family leave or other
approved leave.
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(3) The purpose of entering into an enterprise bargaining
agreement is to increase the productivity, efficiency and flexibility of Cockburn Cement operations to ensure the company
remains competitive within the cement and lime manufacturing industries.
(4) The company and its employees remain committed
to the continual training of all personnel so that their skill
base can be enhanced and maintained, and to provide an
environment in which these new skills can be utilised and
recognised to the satisfaction of the company and individual employees.
Furthermore, the company recognises the need to improve
occupational health and safety for all employees and is therefore committed to the continued development and
implementation of health and safety initiatives. This agreement provides for the participation of all employees in these
initiatives in order that the Russell Road and Woodman Point
operations will become a safer working environment.
4.—SCOPE AND PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall apply to Cockburn Cement Limited, and the employees employed in the classification
mentioned herein, at the main works in Russell Road and
Woodman Point (approximately 230 employees).
(2) The following unions are parties to this Agreement—
(a) The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing, and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch.
(b) The Australian Workers’ Union, Western Australian
Branch, Industrial Union of Workers.
(c) Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services
Union of Australia, Engineering & Electrical Division (WA Branch).
(d) The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—
Western Australian Branch.
(e) Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers.
(f) Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch.
(3) The parties will oppose any applications by other parties
to be joined to this Agreement.

8.—ANNUALISED SALARIES
(1) Employees’ fortnightly payment shall be one twenty-sixth
of the annual deemed salary for the employee’s grade as set
out in Clause 9.—Salary Rates of this Agreement.
(2) The annualised deemed salary includes the ordinary 72hour fortnight and consolidation of all existing award pay
additions and allowances (except first aid, travel and meal allowance) plus a committed number of additional worked hours.
(3) Salary adjustments arising from short-term anomalies
shall be determined for each fortnight and implemented in the
following pay period. Such adjustments shall not be considered as forming part of the annual salary. They will include—
(a) Change of grade for all temporary higher duty work,
including temporary Team Leader minimum period
of 36 continuous hours).
(b) Any period of unpaid leave.
(4) In addition to the salaries prescribed in Clause 9.—Salary Rates, a Team Leader (previously known as Leading Hand)
allowance will be paid at the rate of 5% of the respective
deemed salary level. This will then become his/her actual
deemed salary.
9.—SALARY RATES
The salary rates to apply pursuant to this Agreement for permanent employees with two or more years of service are as
follows—
(1) (a) Day employees from the first pay period commencing on or after 4th November 1998.
Total Committed Hours
2072
2272
2472
Grade
$
$
$
8
42800.00
50000.00
57700.00
7
41200.00
48500.00
55700.00
6
39700.00
46400.00
54100.00
5
38200.00
44900.00
51500.00
4
37100.00
43300.00
50000.00
3
35100.00
41200.00
47900.00
2
34000.00
39700.00
45900.00
1
32500.00
38200.00
43800.00
(b) Day employees from the first pay period commencing on or after 3rd November 1999.
Total Committed Hours
2072
2272
2472
Grade
$
$
$
8
44100.00
51500.00
59500.00
7
42500.00
50000.00
57400.00
6
40900.00
47800.00
55800.00
5
39400.00
46300.00
53100.00
4
38300.00
44600.00
51500.00
3
36200.00
42500.00
49400.00
2
35100.00
40900.00
47300.00
1
33500.00
39400.00
45200.00

5.—TERM OF THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall operate from the first pay period commencing on or after 4th November 1998, and shall remain in
force until 31st October 2000.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly
in conjunction with the Cockburn Cement Limited Award
1991 as published in the Western Australian Industrial
Gazette, Volume 77, pages 1491-1506, provided that where
there is any inconsistency, the terms of this Agreement
shall prevail.
(2) Except as provided in subclauses 6(1) hereof, the parties
undertake for the term of this Agreement to maintain and adhere to the entitlements and conditions contained within the
Cockburn Cement Limited Award, 1991.
(3) Any dispute arising within the workplace will be resolved
under Clause 28.—Disputes Settlement Procedure, of the
Cockburn Cement Limited Award 1991.
7.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) In accordance with the State Wage Decision in January
1992 (72 WAIG 191) the employees and the company have
formed a single bargaining unit in respect to the Cockburn
Cement operations.
(2) The single bargaining unit will ensure that the framework of this enterprise agreement is adhered to by holding
regular meetings with Shop Stewards at Consultative Committee meetings.
(3) The single bargaining unit will assist in the implementation of measures that have been agreed to by the parties that
are designed to improve the efficiency and productivity of the
enterprise.
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(2)

(a) Main Works employees from the first pay period commencing on or after 4th November
1999.
Total Committed Hours
2022
2022
2072
Grade
4 Shift
5 Shift
5 Shift
Roster
Roster
Washdown
$
$
$
8
55700.00
7
53600.00
6
60800.00
51000.00
5
58800.00
49000.00
50600.00
4
56700.00
46400.00
47900.00
3
54600.00
44900.00
46400.00
2
52600.00
42800.00
44200.00
1
39700.00
(b) Main Works employees from the first pay period commencing on or after 3rd November
1999.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Total Committed Hours
2022
2022
2072
Grade
4 Shift
5 Shift
5 Shift
Roster
Roster
Washdown
$
$
$
8
57400.00
7
55300.00
6
62700.00
52600.00
5
60600.00
50500.00
52200.00
4
58500.00
47800.00
49400.00
3
56300.00
46300.00
47800.00
2
54200.00
44100.00
45600.00
1
40900.00
(a) Floating Plant employee’s from the first pay
period commencing on or after 4th November
1998.
Grade Total Committed Hours
$
Dog 4
2267
63200.00
Dog 3
2267
61100.00
Dog 2
2267
58400.00
Dog 1
2267
58300.00
(b) Floating Plant employees from the first pay
period commencing on or after 3rd November
1999.
Grade Total Committed Hours
$
Dog 4
2267
65100.00
Dog 3
2267
63000.00
Dog 2
2267
60200.00
Dog 1
2267
60100.00
(a) Woodman Point Wash Plant (4-shift roster)
employees from the first pay period commencing on or after 4th November, 1998.
NB. 4-shift roster is 42 normal hours per week.
Grade Total Committed Hours
$
5
2309
57300.00
(b) Woodman Point Wash Plant (4 shift roster)
employees from the first pay period commencing on or after 3rd November 1999.
NB. 4-shift roster is 42 normal hours per week.
Grade Total Committed Hours
$
5
2309
59100.00
(a) Temporary, Floating Plant (Night Shift Dredging) employees from the first pay period
commencing on or after 4th November, 1998.
Grade Total Committed Hours
$
Dog 4
2217
61300.00
Dog 3
2217
59200.00
Dog 2
2217
56600.00
Dog 1
2257
55600.00
(b) Temporary Floating Plant (Night Shift Dredging) employees from the first pay period
commencing on or after 3rd November, 1999.
Grade Total Committed Hours
$
Dog 4
2217
63100.00
Dog 3
2217
61000.00
Dog 2
2217
58300.00
Dog 1
2257
57300.00
Where an employee is absent from work, except
whilst on paid leave, the employees salary will be
reduced at the annualised salary hourly rate for all
hours absent.

10.—HOURS OF WORK
(1) The hours of work for each employee will comprise ordinary hours in accordance with the award plus the additional
hours required in accordance with each employee’s commitment to committed hours as provided in this clause.
(2) The salary package is offered and accepted on the understanding that cover will be provided as requested (and within
reason) to meet the operational and maintenance needs of the
company. Each Department within the company shall implement an agreed system of work to meet this requirement. Each
individual Department will set up agreed guidelines and or
criteria, that have been agreed with the company, to enable
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these systems to operate fairly within their own Departments.
(Employee’s must supply valid and up to date contact details).
(3) (a) Consistent with their Department’s requirements and
by mutual agreement, individuals may be allowed to change
their additional hours commitment level to meet changed personal circumstances.
(b) Where an employee repeatedly makes themselves unavailable to work their committed hours (except when absent
on authorised leave) and is unable to provide a satisfactory
explanation to that effect (Clause 29 of the CCL Award,
Workplace Behaviour and Performance will apply), then the
employee may have their committed hours, and therefore salary reduced. However, before this occurs, every effort will be
made to resolve the situation by the relevant shop steward at
shop floor level. Such problem matters maybe referred to the
consultative committee for further consultation, to either review or resolve the issue. In every situation the opportunity
shall be given for discussion regarding the personal circumstances of the employee, prior to the taking of any action as
described above.
(4) The company shall be obliged—
(a) To minimise the use of committed hours and, in particular, the need for employees to attend on rostered
days off and call outs.
(b) To not seek the attendance of employees unreasonably.
(c) To ensure that employees within all grades and at all
levels proportionally share all additional hours, as
equally as possible.
(d) To acknowledge that, exceptionally, prior commitments may restrict an employee’s availability to work
additional hours on a particular occasion. This does
not absolve the employee from the responsibility of
working a fair share of additional hours.
(5) An employee commencing part way through the year
will be offered a pro-rata number of additional hours based on
the additional hours requirement of the department determined
at that time.
(6) Where it is necessary to work committed hours, employees will be given as much notice as practicable in the
circumstances.
(7) (a) The hours of attendance of each employee will be
recorded by the individual Departments on hard copy and electronic time sheets. This information will be regularly updated
and made available for review in each department on a fortnightly basis, so that the use of additional hours can be
proportionally balanced between individuals in the same group.
Discrepancies of these F/N time sheets, or sick leave forms
etc not completed, must be rectified by the following F/N pay
or payment for discrepancies will be stopped. Human Resources to make Departments aware of discrepancies and
inform individuals prior to any action being taken.
(b) Further records will be kept by individual departments
as required, to show the number of occasions when individuals work on rostered days off, are “called out” or work on a
public holiday, with the aim of ensuring fairness.
(8) All training outside of normal hours of work will be by
mutual agreement, and all training hours will be debited against
the employee’s committed hours within this agreement.
(9) Where it is necessary to call someone back to work, the
minimum number of hours in attendance shall be recorded for
the purposes of subclause (8) hereof as four. For hours worked
in additional to four, the actual number of hours attended will
be credited. In either case, travelling time of one hour will
also be credited as one additional hour.
(10) Additional hours commitments (as shown in Clause 9.—
Salary Rates herein) are those hours worked in addition to a
72 hour fortnight.
(11) The individuals pre-paid overtime commitment is acknowledged and accepted, the individuals accept that they may
be required to work their full allotment of hours within their
normal job description. However, it is not the intention to ensure so, or to manufacture extra working hours to ensure total
use of hours committed.
(12) At the end of each 12 month period, the outstanding
balance of unused committed hours will be written off and not
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carried forward as an on-going obligation of the employee.
Any committed hours which are written off, will not result in
a reduction of salary or used against the employee for future
salaries, provided subclause (3) of this is complied with. As
such, the additional hours commitment by each employee for
the year are the maximum the employee will work.
11.—LEAVE CONDITIONS
(1) Approved Annual Leave, Public Holidays, Long Service
Leave, Sick Leave, Paternity Leave, Family Leave and Bereavement Leave will be paid at the rate specified in Clause
9.—Salary Rates of this Agreement.
(2) An employee may request to be paid for Annual or Long
Service Leave at the commencement of such leave, rather than
at the normal fortnightly pay cycle.
12.—SICK LEAVE
(1) An employee who is unable to attend or remain at his/
her place of employment during the ordinary working hours
of work by reason of personal ill health or injury, shall be
entitled to payment during such absence at their rate of salary
as defined in Clause 9.—Salary Rates of this Agreement. A
“Leave of Absence” form (“blue form” QP14.01.03) is to be
completed by the employee on his/her return to work.
(2) An employee will be required to produce a certificate
from a Doctor, with respect to all absences after a total of four
days in any anniversary year. The Payroll Officer will advise
the individual after they have taken their initial four sick days
in any anniversary year.
(3) Subject to subclause (5)(a) of this clause, payment during such illness shall continue whilst there is a reasonable
medical expectation of a return to work.
(4) There will be no accrual of sick leave entitlements during the life of this Agreement. Previous accruals were paid out
at annualised salary rates (CCA 1993).
(5) (a) The continued payment of sick leave for employees
covered by the agreement will be monitored by a subcommittee of equal employee/employer representation including the
relevant Shop Steward. This sub-committee may request input from relevant advisers (personal doctor, Company doctor
and/or other specialists) if required. Every effort will be made
to provide an early return to work as per the Company’s rehabilitation policy.
(b) An employee who is unlikely to be able to return to work,
will be entitled to make representation to the sub-committee, on
compassionate grounds. The employee’s circumstances will be
carefully considered by the subcommittee before deciding at what
point his/her sick leave payments may be discontinued.
13.—FAMILY LEAVE
(1) Permanent employee’s with 12 months continuous service will be entitled to claim paid family leave up to a maximum
of five days per year, in respect of a member of their immediate family who resides with them and requires their care.
(2) In order for family leave entitlements to be paid, the
employer shall require the employee to produce a medical certificate to verify their claim that a member of their immediate
family who resides with them requires their care.
(3) Applications for family leave entitlements from permanent employees with less than 12 months continuous service
will be at the Works Manager’s discretion.
14.—REDUNDANCY
During the term of this Agreement, payments made to an
employee who has been made redundant, will be at their current salary rate.
15.—CALCULATION OF TERMINATION PAY
An employee whose contract of employment terminates
during the life of this agreement, shall have their final salary
payment calculated at the annualised rate on the number of
days worked in the last pay fortnight.
16.—SUPERANNUATION
(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 27(2) of the
Cockburn Cement Ltd Award, superannuation contributions
shall be paid fortnightly by the Company at the rate of 8.0% of
the employee’s deemed annualised salary contained in clause
9—Salary Rates of this agreement.
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The above contributions will be paid into a complying superannuation fund or scheme as nominated by the employee.
The Company shall notify the employee of his/her entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation fund or scheme.
The Company and the employee will be bound by the nomination of the employee unless the employee and the Company
agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme
to which contributions are to be made.
The Company shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a
change of complying superannuation find or scheme requested
by an employee.
If the employee does not wish to nominate a complying fund
or scheme, then the Company will contribute to
WESTSCHEME (default fund).
(2) Contributions will not be made in respect of periods of
unpaid leave.
17.—IN-HOUSE TRAINING ALLOWANCE
A training allowance of 5% of the employees normal salary
will be paid to all Award employees who provide in-house
Cockburn Cement specific training to new employees or employees training for additional or higher duties, for continuous
periods of 36 hours or longer, with the following exceptions—
(a) The training allowance does not apply to general induction training and familiarisation of new
employees;
(b) The training allowance does not apply to “on the job”
training for apprentices and trainees;
(c) The training allowance may only be claimed by one
current employee at any time in respect of each employee being trained; and
(d) Payment of a training allowance will be subject to
prior written authorisation from the relevant Department Head.
18.—TEMPORARY EMPLOYEE’S
Temporary employees will normally be used to cover periods of any leave of more than a fortnight’s duration. However,
the need for a temporary employee will be assessed against
the individual Department or section’s manning levels, and
the Company’s operational requirements.
The temporary will begin his employment from the first day
of the full-time employee’s absence whenever possible.
Temporary employee’s are expected to cover all duties and
participate in all rosters, and be available for general overtime. Temporary employees or contractors will not be used in
any callout roster system without prior written approval from
the relevant Department Head.
This will depend on the individuals competency and plant
knowledge (some swaps may need to occur). It is anticipated
that the individual may be used on a regular basis, so as they
already have plant knowledge and therefore be competent and
included in all rosters (with the written approval of the relevant Department Head).
19.—USE OF CONTRACTORS
(1) Cockburn Cement will only employ contractors under
the following conditions—
a) At pre-determined levels during planned annual
maintenance shutdowns (subject to Cockburn employee’s overtime availability).
b) Where addition labour has been included as part of a
capital expenditure proposal; and
c) Under any other special circumstances as authorised
by a member of the Executive or the Duty Manager
outside of normal hours.
20.—REVIEW AND RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
(1) The operation of this Agreement will be monitored at
regular intervals by the Consultative Committee and reviewed
by all parties during its two-year term. A formal review of this
Agreement will occur before its anniversary date.
(2) The parties will review the Agreement three months prior
to the end of the agreement period. Such a review is expected
to result in the re-negotiation or renewal of the conditions and
entitlements within the agreement.
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As such these salary levels are deemed as starting points for
future agreements, providing clause 10(3) is complied with.
21.—MANAGEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT
The Consultative Committee is responsible for managing
the operation of this Agreement. If decisions are made, or other
factors occur that have a negative impact on the operation of
this Agreement, and these decisions or other factors are beyond the control of the Consultative Committee, the
Consultative Committee will request management to take appropriate action.
22.—SIGNATORIES
(1) J. Burgess
On behalf of Cockburn Cement Limited
(2) J Sharp-Collett
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing, and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
(3) T. Daly
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
(4) (Sgd)
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering & Electrical Division (WA Branch)
(5) R Keilty
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch
(6) (Sgd)
Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australia
Branch Union of Employees
(7) J. McGiveron
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch

CONSTRUCTION WORKER LEVEL 2 (GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION) MANGURI CORPORATION INC
TRAINEESHIP AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 8 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Manguri Corporation inc.
AG 8 of 1999.
Construction Worker Level 2 (General Construction)
Manguri Corporation Inc Traineeship Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
29 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard as agent on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the Construction Worker level 2 (General Construction) Manguri Corporation Inc Traineeship Agreement
1999 as filed in the Commission on 13 January 1999 be
and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Construction Worker
Level 2 (General Construction) Manguri Corporation Inc
Traineeship Agreement 1999.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
This Agreement shall be arranged as follows—
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Parties Bound
4. Application
5. Objectives
6. Definitions
7. Duration
8. Single Enterprise
9. Relationship with Awards
10. Dispute Settlement Procedure
11. Training Conditions
12. Employment Conditions
13. Wages and Allowances
14. Clothing and Footwear
15. Special Arrangements
APPENDIX A—Signatories
APPENDIX B—Training Framework
3.—PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding on—
(a) The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers (the Union).
(b) The Manguri Corporation Inc. (the Corporation) who
is the signatory to this Agreement.
(c) All employees who are members or eligible to be
members of the Union.
4.—APPLICATION
(a) Subject to subclause (b) this Agreement shall apply to
persons—
(i) who are undertaking a Construction Worker Level 2
(General Construction) Traineeship (as defined); and
(ii) who are employed by the Corporation; and
(iii) whose employment is, or otherwise would be, covered by the Award.
(b) There will be approximately 3 employees covered by
this Agreement.
(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement shall not
apply to employees who were employed by the Corporation
prior to the date of approval of a Traineeship scheme relevant
to the Corporation, except where agreed between the Corporation and the Union.
(d) This Agreement does not apply to the Apprenticeship
system.
(e) Trainees under this Agreement will not undertake duties
that have application to work ordinarily defined as work of a
tradesperson or accredited apprentice.
(f) At the conclusion of the Traineeship, this Agreement
ceases to apply to the employment of the Trainee and the Award
shall thereafter apply to the former trainee.
(g) The sole provider of accredited training will be the
Manguri Corporation Inc.
5.—OBJECTIVES
This Agreement is to assist in the establishment of a system
of Traineeships which provides approved training in conjunction with employment in order to enhance the skill levels and
future employment prospects of the Trainees. The Traineeship
is neither designed nor intended for those who are already
trained and job ready. Existing employees shall not be displaced from employment by Trainees.
The parties to the Agreement are committed to the creation
of a healthy and safe working environment, to maximise efficiency and productivity, to work together in a spirit of
co-operation and to reward employees fairly for their achievements.
6.—DEFINITIONS
“approved training” means training undertaken (both on and
off the job) in a Traineeship and shall involve formal
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instruction, both theoretical and practical, and supervised practice in accordance with a Traineeship scheme approved by the
State Training Authority or NETTFORCE. The training will
be accredited and lead to qualifications as set out in Clause
11.—Training Conditions (at (f)).
“the Award” means the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978
“Trainee” means an employee who is bound by the
Traineeship Agreement made in accordance with this Agreement.
“Traineeship” means the General Construction Traineeship
which has been approved by the State Training Authority, or
which has been approved on an interim basis by NETTFORCE,
until final approval is granted by the State Training Authority.
The core competencies to be attained by the Trainee are detailed in the attached Appendix B to this Agreement.
“Traineeship Agreement” means an agreement made subject to the terms of this Agreement between the Corporation
and the Trainee for a Traineeship and which is registered with
the State Training Authority, NETTFORCE, or under the provisions of the appropriate State legislation. A Traineeship
Agreement shall be made in accordance with the relevant approved Traineeship Scheme and shall not operate unless this
condition is met.
“Traineeship Scheme” means an approved Traineeship applicable to a group or class of employees certified in Clause
5.—Objectives or to the building construction industry or a
sector of the industry or an enterprise. A Traineeship Scheme
shall not be given approval unless consultation and negotiation with the Union upon the terms of the proposed Traineeship
Scheme and Traineeship have occurred. An application for
approval of a Traineeship Scheme shall identify the Union and
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the approving authority that
the above-mentioned consultation and negotiation have occurred. A Traineeship Scheme shall include a standard format
which may be used for a Traineeship Agreement.
“Parties to the Traineeship Scheme” means the Union and the
Corporation who have been involved in the consultation and
negotiation required for the approval of the Traineeship Scheme.
“NETTFORCE” means the National Employment and Training Task Force.
“State Training Authority” means the Western Australian
State Training Board.
Reference in this Agreement to “the State Training Authority or NETTFORCE” shall be taken to be a reference to
NETTFORCE in respect of a Traineeship that is the subject of
an interim approval but not a final approval by the State Training Authority.
“National Training Wage Interim Award” means the Award
made in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission [Print
No. L5189 of 1994].
“appropriate State legislation” means the State Employment
and Skills Development Authority Act 1990 or any successor
legislation.
7.—DURATION
This Agreement will commence from the date of signing
and will expire 12 months from the date of registration unless
otherwise agreed in writing between the parties prior to the
expiration of the Agreement.
8.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
9.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in the Agreement and the Award the Agreement shall apply.
10.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
The settlement of questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement shall be the procedure
outlined in the same terms of the Award.
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11.—TRAINING CONDITIONS
(a) The Trainee shall attend an approved Training course or
training program prescribed in the Traineeship Agreement or
as notified to the Trainee by the State Training Authority in
accredited and relevant Traineeship Schemes; or
NETTFORCE, if the Traineeship Scheme remains subject to
interim approval.
(b) Each Trainee will spend 240 hours (nominal) engaged in
approved training. This will include the appropriate combination of on-the-job and off-the-job training.
(c) A Traineeship shall not commence until the relevant
Traineeship Agreement, made in accordance with a Traineeship
Scheme, has been signed by the Corporation and the Trainee
and lodged for registration with the State Training Authority
or NETTFORCE, provided that if the Traineeship Agreement
is not in a standard format a Traineeship shall not commence
until the Traineeship Agreement has been registered with the
State Training Authority or NETTFORCE. The Corporation
shall ensure that the Trainee is permitted to attend the training
course or program provided for in the Traineeship Agreement
and shall ensure that the Trainee receives the appropriate onthe-job training.
(d) The Corporation shall provide a level of supervision in
accordance with the Traineeship Agreement during the
Traineeship period.
(e) The Corporation agrees that the overall training program
will be monitored by officers of the State Training Authority
or NETTFORCE and the Union and training records or work
books may be utilised as part of this monitoring process.
(f) Training shall be directed at the achievement of key competencies required for successful participation in the workplace
(where these have not been achieved) (eg. literacy, numeracy,
problem solving, team work, using technology), and as are
proposed to be included in the Australian Vocational Certificate Level 2 qualification. In addition, successful Trainees will
be issued with certificates of attainment in the modules of the
General Construction Traineeship upon the Trainees reaching
that level of competency.
(g) The Union shall be afforded reasonable access to Trainees during normal work hours for the purpose of explaining
the role and functions of the Union and enrolment of Trainees
as members.
12.—EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS
(a) A Trainee shall be engaged as a full-time employee for a
maximum of one year’s duration provided that a Trainee shall
be subject to a satisfactory probation period of up to one month
which may be reduced at the discretion of the Corporation. By
agreement in writing, and with the consent of the State Training Authority or NETTFORCE and the Union, the Corporation
and the Trainee may vary the duration of the Traineeship and
the extent of approved training provided that any agreement
to vary is in accordance with the relevant Traineeship Scheme.
(b) The Corporation shall not terminate the employment of
a Trainee, except in cases of wilful misconduct, without firstly
having provided proper written notice of termination to the
Trainee concerned in accordance with the Traineeship Agreement and subsequently to the State Training Authority or
NETTFORCE and the Union. The written notice to be provided to the State Training Authority or NETTFORCE and
the Union shall be provided at least 5 working days prior to
the termination.
(c) If the Corporation chooses not to continue the employment of a Trainee upon the completion of the Traineeship they
shall notify, in writing, the State Training Authority or
NETTFORCE and the Union of their decision and their reasons for decision. Nothing shall prevent the Trainee or their
Union from disputing this decision in a Court or tribunal.
(d) The Trainee shall be permitted to be absent from work
without loss of continuity of employment and/or wages to attend the training in accordance with the Traineeship Agreement.
(e) Where the employment of a Trainee by the Corporation
is continued after the completion of the Traineeship period,
such Traineeship period shall be counted as service for the
purposes of the Award or any other legislative entitlements.
(f) (i) The Traineeship Agreement may restrict the circumstances under which the Trainee may work overtime and shift
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work in order to ensure the training program is successfully
completed.
(ii) No Trainee shall work overtime or shiftwork on their
own.
(iii) No Trainee shall work shiftwork unless the parties to a
Traineeship Scheme agree that such shift work makes satisfactory provision for approved training. Such training may be
applied over a cycle in excess of a week, but must average
over the relevant period no less than the amount of training
required for non-shift work Trainees.
(g) All other terms and conditions of the Award that are applicable to the Trainee or would be applicable to the Trainee
but for this Agreement shall apply unless specifically varied
by this Agreement.
(h) The right of entry provision contained in the Award shall
apply to the parties bound by this Agreement.
(i) The parties agree that Trainees are “workers” for the purposes of the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act
1981.
13.—WAGES AND ALLOWANCES
(a) Rates of pay for Trainees shall be as follows.
$
Weekly Rate
345.00 per week
Industry Allowance
17.30 per week
Special Allowance
7.70 per week
Fares Allowance
11.80 per day
Redundancy
Nil
Follow the job loading
Nil
Superannuation
As per Award
Annual Leave
As per Award
Site/Other Allowances
19.00 per week
(i) Site/Other Allowances will be payable whilst
Trainees are engaged in on-site work including on-the-job training.
(ii) These wage rates will only apply to Trainees
while they are undertaking an approved
Traineeship which includes approved training
as defined in this Agreement.
(iii) The wage rates prescribed by this clause do
not apply to complete trade level training
which is covered by the Apprenticeship system.
14.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each Trainee by
the Corporation within 5 days of commencement.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each Trainee (to be issued on or
before 1 April).
2. The Corporation will also make available to each Trainee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
15.—SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS
(a) The wage rates contained in this Agreement are minimum rates and shall apply in accordance with the application
of the National Training Wage Interim Award, where the accredited training and worked performed are for the purpose of
generating skills which have been defined for work at skill
level B of the National Training Wage Interim Award, provided further however that the wage rates are struck at the
same rate as those rates struck for workers currently engaged
in the Traineeship (General Construction) that is to run concurrently with this Agreement.
(b) The provisions of this Agreement shall not be reduced.
(c) The provisions of this Agreement shall not cause a reduction of entitlements to any employee.
APPENDIX A—SIGNATORIES
SIGNATORIES
For and on behalf of the Corporation
(Signed)
11/01/1999
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For and on behalf of the
Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers
SECRETARY (Signed)
12/01/1999
APPENDIX B—TRAINING FRAMEWORK
Course Outcomes
The course aims to provide—
• an accredited entry level training program for people wishing to pursue a career in the Building and
Construction industry.
• an accredited training program that incorporates the
following Key Competencies at Performance Level
2—collecting, analysing and organising information;
communicating ideas and information; planning and
organising; working with others; using mathematical ideas and techniques; solving problems; and using
technology.
• training and skill development in areas such as: communications, occupational health and safety, work
organisation, plan reading and interpretation, the use
of hand tools, plant and other equipment.
Outline of Course
The Traineeship program contains 4 compulsory modules
and is designed to provide Trainees with basic industry knowledge and skills applicable to all four skill streams within the
Building and Construction industry. The traineeship is completed through a combination of off the job training and on the
job training
Module Code
Module Title
GC201
Concrete Site Operations
GC202
Levelling
GC203
Materials Handling and Transporting
GC204
General Construction Co-operations
Duration:
240 Hours [nominal]
On the Job training
The Traineeship incorporates on and off the job delivery. It
is envisaged that the off the job component will comprise the
equivalent of one day per week of instruction over a twelve
month period. During the remaining four days of the week the
Trainee is expected to be engaged in productive work with
his/her employer. Whilst at work, the Trainee should be provided with opportunities to reinforce the skills and knowledge
obtained in the off the job training period.
It is expected that during the period at work the Trainee will
complete an approved skills assessment undertaken by a registered CTA Skills Assessor in each of the units of competency
incorporated in the program. The records of these skills assessments will be forwarded to the Trainee, the training
provider and the BCITC.
Entry Requirements
Trainees need to be able to read, comprehend and discuss
printed information in English, write simple statements, recognise numbers and perform basic numeric calculations.
Recognition of Prior Learning
Trainees are entitled to have their prior learning recognised.
The program incorporates a recognition of prior learning procedure that acknowledges the skills and knowledge that
Trainees have obtained through—
• formal training;
• work experience; and
• life experience.
Delivery Modes
The Traineeship is designed to be delivered to persons seeking employment in the building and construction industry.
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CROWN ROOFING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
AG 276 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Stratton Creek Pty Ltd t/a Crown Roofing.
AG 276 of 1998.
Crown Roofing Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
16 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders –
THAT the Crown Roofing Industrial Agreement as filed
in the Commission on 18 December 1998 be and is hereby
registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Crown Roofing Industrial Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian
Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western
Australian Branch (hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”)
and Stratton Creek Pty Ltd trading as Crown Roofing (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of
Western Australia.
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4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible
to be members of the Unions employed by the Company
on work covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”).
There are approximately four (4) employees covered by
this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
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3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with
Clause 6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
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(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU............................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
WITNESS
CMETU...........................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
WITNESS
The Company: ............................................................
SIGNATURE
Date: / /
Company
Seal
............................................................
PRINT NAME
...........................................................
WITNESS
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APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Labourer Group
116.47
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
16.12
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
17.82
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
17.42
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
17.80
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
17.93
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
17.75
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
20.38
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
17.93
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
17.62
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
18.46
Special Class T
17.95
18.45
18.69
APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
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3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to
be paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project
and in lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of
rates relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down
brickwork and the use of explosive powered tools which
will be payable to an employee when he/she encounters
that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.80
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$2.15
Over
$4.4m
$2.75
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Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.50
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.70
Over
$4.4m
$1.95
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.1m
$1.20
Above $2.lm to 5.8m
$1.50
Above $5.8m to $11.6m
$1.75
Above $11.6m to $23.6m
$1.95
Above $23.6m to $58.6m
$2.25
Over
$58.6m
$2.45
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the PerthFremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road, Kings
Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through
to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the
parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will be
deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary
road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For example,
the eastem side of Havelock Street will be in the ‘CBD” and
the western side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of
the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
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for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. This agreement shall only apply to building entered into
on or after 1 October, 1995.

DISABILITY SERVICES COMMISSION AND CIVIL
SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WA INC ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSAAG 14 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer Disability Services Commission.
No. PSAAG 14 of 1999.
Disability Services Commission and Civil Service
Association of WA Inc Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1999.
9 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D L Newman for the Applicant and Mr G
L Taylor on behalf of Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 30th day of March, 1999 entitled Disability Services Commission and Civil Service
Association of WA Inc Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1999 and as subsequently amended by direction of the
Commission in the terms of the following Schedule be
registered as an industrial agreement in replacement of
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the Disability Services Commission Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996 (PSAAG 127 of 1996) which is
hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Disability Services
Commission and Civil Service Association of WA Inc
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999 and shall replace the
Disability Services Commission Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1996.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties to the Agreement
Number of Employees Covered
Definitions
Date And Operation of Agreement
No Further Claims
Single Bargaining Unit
Relationship to other Agreements
Availability of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Objectives and Principles
Productivity Measurement
Productivity Initiatives
Implementation of EBA Initiatives
Consultation
Salary Increases
Level Classification
Flexible Working Hours
Leave
Parental Leave
Employee Purchased Leave
Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
Family Leave
Short Leave
Part-Time Work
Deferred Salary Scheme
Home Based Work
Annual Leave Travel Concessions
Removal Allowance
Camps
Commuted Allowance
Adjustment of allowances
Personal File
Signatures of Parties to Agreement
Schedule A:—Salaries
Schedule A.1:—Level 1 Classification
Schedule B:—Productivity Initiatives
Schedule C:—Home Based Work
Schedule D:—Introduction of Employees other than
Social Trainers

3.—SCOPE
The Agreement shall be binding on the Disability Services
Commission (DSC) and the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Inc. and all employees employed by the Disability
Services Commission pursuant to the Public Service Award
1992 and Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988.
This Agreement replaces the Disability Services Commission
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Chief Executive Officer, Disability Services Commission and the Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated (‘the Parties’).
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
At the date of registration the number of employees covered
by this Agreement is 1533.
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6.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings.
“Agreement” means—the Disability Services Commission and the Civil Service Association of WA Inc
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
“Area Support—an employee who provides specialised
administrative
Officer” means—support related to client outcomes and
undertakes duties as directed by the Area Manager.
“Awards” means—Public Service Award 1992 and the
Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988.
“Client Assistant (Training)” means—an employee who
is appointed by the employer to work means in conjunction with Social Trainers and in accordance with well
defined practices and procedures, and on appointment is
to undertake to complete a course, as determined by the
employer, in both theoretical and practical components
of their role.
“Department” means—the Disability Services Commission.
“Employer” means—Chief Executive Officer, Disability Services Commission.
“Employee” means—for the purpose of this Agreement,
someone who is referred to at clause 3—Scope.
“Government” means—the State Government of Western Australia.
“Metropolitan Area” means—the area within a radius of
fifty (50) kilometres from the Perth City Railway Station.
“Non Shift Worker” means—any worker who does not
work according to a roster within the ordinary prescribed
hours of work Monday to Friday.
“Provisional Social—a Trainee Social Trainer who has
qualified as a Social
Trainer” means—Trainer but who has not been appointed as a Social Trainer.
“SBU” means—Single Bargaining Unit.
“Shift Worker” means—any worker who is regularly
rostered to work hours other than those between 7:00 am
to 6:00 pm—Monday to Friday.
“Supervising Social Trainer” means—an employee who
has the responsibility for the day to day co-ordination of
client services and supervision, training and development
of direct care staff.
“Social Trainer” means—
(a) an employee who has completed the required
service as a Trainee Social Trainer and who
has passed the required formal academic training course and achieved a satisfactory report
on conduct, efficiency and diligence from their
supervisor; or
(b) an employee who has been accredited with
formal academic training and is appointed by
the employer.
“Trainee Social Trainer” means—an employee who has
undertaken to qualify as a Social Trainer.
“Union” means—the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Inc.
“WAIRC” means—The Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
7.1 This Agreement shall operate from the 9 April 1999 when
registered in the WAIRC and shall remain in operation for a
period of 24 months.
7.2 During the life of the Agreement the Parties will continue to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed
at increasing productivity. The Parties agree that these issues
will form the basis of future negotiations.
7.3 The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
agreement, except where the award salary rate is higher in
which case the award salary rate shall apply.
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7.4 The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the Parties withdraws from
the agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent
agreement.
7.5 Both Parties will review this Agreement at least nine (9)
months prior to its expiry to prepare for a replacement Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The Parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms of this Agreement or provided for in National or
State Wage Case Decisions. This Agreement shall not operate
so as to cause an employee to suffer a reduction in ordinary
time earnings.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU). The SBU to be comprised of the Union
which is party to this Agreement and the Employer.
10.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the awards
and agreements that apply to the Parties to this Agreement.
This Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of any
inconsistencies. Where this agreement is silent the Award shall
apply. The relevant awards are—
• Public Service Award 1992
• Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988
11.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. In addition, a copy or copies of this Agreement will be
kept in an easily accessible place or places within the agency,
and the location of the copies will be communicated to all
employees.
12.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
12.1 The Dispute Resolution Procedure will apply to any
questions, disputes or difficulties between the Parties that arise
from the terms and conditions of this agreement.
The Dispute Resolution Procedure reflects a shared objective between the Parties to ensure that all questions, disputes
or difficulties are resolved in a fair, equitable and expedient
manner.
12.2 In resolving questions, disputes or difficulties, the following principles will be adhered to—
12.2.1 All employees have the right to raise their
question, dispute or difficulty in order to
achieve a fair and expedient resolution.
12.2.2 Where possible, questions, disputes or difficulties should be resolved informally and
quickly by the Parties directly involved.
12.2.3 The employee lodging a question, dispute or
difficulty may terminate the process at any
time.
12.4.4 The employee, at any time in the process is
entitled to representation of their choice.
12.3 An employee who considers that he/she has the grounds
for a question, dispute or difficulty has a responsibility to raise
the matter as soon as practicable with a supervisor, manager
or other appropriate person to ensure quick resolution.
12.4 Upon submission of a question, dispute or difficulty,
all attempts will be made to resolve the matter within five (5)
working days.
12.5 Should the matter not be resolved within this period,
the matter will be referred to the Employee Relations Branch
and the union.
12.6 If the matter is not resolved within the five (5) working
days upon referral to the Employee Relations Branch and the
union, the matter will be referred to in writing by the union
representative or employee to the CEO or his/her nominee for
resolution.
12.7 If the matter is not resolved within five (5) working
days the union representative’s or the employee’s notification
to the CEO, it may be referred by either party to the WAIRC.
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12.8 While these dispute resolution procedures are taking
place, existing working arrangements shall continue.
12.9 Where the question, dispute or difficulty involves proposed changes to this Agreement or any relevant award matter,
negotiations will take place directly between the union and
the employer.
12.10 The provisions of this clause shall not preclude an
employee from discussing any grievance with a union representative.
12.11 Any documentation concerning a question, dispute or
difficulty shall be maintained on a secured file held in the
Employee Relations Branch in the Commercial and Business
Services Directorate of the DSC.
13.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the Parties are—
13.1 To satisfy the requirements of clients and customers
through the provision of reliable, efficient and competitive services.
13.2 To achieve the Disability Services Commission mission and improve productivity and efficiency through
ongoing improvements.
13.3 To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations.
13.4 To promote participative decision making processes
and practices.
13.5 To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure employment opportunities.
13.6 To develop and pursue changes on a co-operative
basis by using participative practices.
13.7 To promote and monitor a safe working environment.
14.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
14.1 The Parties agree that the measurement and monitoring of productivity improvements provide critical feedback
on the performance of Disability Services Commission management, employees and other relevant stakeholders.
14.2 The Parties agree to assess organisational performance
according to the extent to which the objectives of the DSC are
achieved. The Parties agree that performance indicators assist
in the attainment of corporate goals in the interests of clients,
employees, the DSC and the government on behalf of the community.
14.3 During the life of this Agreement, an agreed performance development system may be developed in consultation
with the Parties to this Agreement to measure the initiatives
referred to in Clause 15 and Schedule B of this Agreement.
15.—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES
The Parties are committed to the continued development and
implementation of a broad agenda of initiatives designed to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the program and
service delivery of the DSC. The initiatives are detailed in
Schedule B of this Agreement.
16.—IMPLEMENTATION OF EBA INITIATIVES
16.1 The Parties will develop an agreed process for the implementation of the initiatives outlined in this Agreement.
16.2 The Parties agree to establish a Peak Forum to—
(a) monitor;
(b) review; and
(c) have input into the progress of the implementation
of the Agreement.
16.3 The Parties to the Peak forum will consist of senior
management and union representatives.
16.4 The employer will ensure that adequate resources are
allocated to support the implementation of the initiatives as
outlined in this Agreement in order to achieve the milestones.
16.5 Employees will not be disadvantaged by Government
decisions or policies which impact directly on the achievement of milestones outlined in the Agreement.
17.—CONSULTATION
The Parties are committed to working together to improve
the business performance and working environment in the
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DSC. Whilst it is acknowledged by the Parties that decisions
will continue to be made by the employer, which is responsible and accountable to Government by statute for the effective
and efficient operation of its business, the Parties are committed to effective communication and agree, in particular, that—
17.1 Where the employer proposes to make major changes
likely to affect existing practices, working conditions
or employment prospects of employees, the union
and employees affected shall be notified by the employer as early as possible. An example of a major
change may be defined where a reduction of full time
equivalent employees has an adverse effect on a work
location.
17.2 Consultation between all Parties to this Agreement
on proposed changes to work organisation shall occur prior to final decisions being made.
17.3 Employees will be involved in contributing to the
efficiency and effectiveness of their workplace within
policies and guidelines.
17.4 In the context of this clause consultation shall mean
information sharing and discussion on matters relevant to the decision making processes which shall
be conducted in such a way as to enable the union
and employees to contribute to the decision making
process.
18.—SALARY INCREASES
18.1 Employees will receive the salary as contained in Schedule A, B and C of this Agreement subject to the initiatives
being achieved.
19.—LEVEL CLASSIFICATION
19.1 Social Trainers, Provisional Social Trainer, Trainee
Social Trainers & Client Assistants
New employees entering at a Level 1 classification may
undertake a skills assessment to ascertain their experience
competencies. Recognition of prior learning may be taken into
consideration when appointed. Salary will be paid according
to level assessed.
19.2 Public Servants
Upon commencement of employment to a Level 1 position,
an employee may be appointed within the salary range subject
to the relevant knowledge and experience of the employee.
20.—FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS
20.1 Social Trainers
20.1.1 The ordinary hours of duty for Social Trainers shall
be thirty eight (38) per week with the hours actually worked
being 160 in any 28 day period.
20.1.2 Except where provided elsewhere the ordinary hours
of duty shall be worked with the accumulation of one day off
for every completed 4 weeks of service.
20.1.3 The time off accrued shall be taken by agreement in
either one of the following ways or a combination thereof—
20.1.3.1 Single days by application.
20.1.3.2 In conjunction with annual leave and long service leave.
20.1.3.3 As a rostered day off per 4 week period.
20.1.3.4 Paid out once per year in the first pay period
in October or by request for special need to
the Line Manager for a decision by the Manager Human Resources.
20.1.3.5 Management shall consult with employees via
an expression of interest eight weeks prior to
the agreed date of paying out of Accrued Day’s
Off (ADO’s). Information gathered from the
expression of interest will be used to determine the quantum of ADO’s that will be paid
to staff. The process for decision making will
be clear and transparent and feedback regarding the amount to be paid will be provided to
staff one week prior to payment.
20.1.3.6 Length of shifts shall not be less than 5 hours
and not greater than 10 hours excepting sleep
shifts which shall be ten (10) eleven (11) or
twelve (12) hours duration.
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20.1.3.7 Part time Social Trainer hours of duty shall be
in accordance with Clause 8—Part Time employees, Government Officers (Social
Trainers) Award 1988.
20.1.3.8 Any rostered shift that finishes after 6 pm shall
attract a penalty of $12.86 per shift excepting
weekend shifts which shall be paid for at the
rate of time and one half.
20.1.3.9 There shall be no split shifts.
20.1.3.10 Rosters drawn up shall be a standard rotating
roster unless varied by mutual agreement. Consultation shall occur between the Area
Manager, Supervising Social Trainer, Social
Trainers, Provisional Social Trainers and Client Assistants who work in the facility. The
process shall include but not be limited to consideration of the following—
(i) requirements of the service needs of
clients;
(ii) family responsibilities of staff;
(iii) occupational Safety & Health requirements;
(iv) Award requirements.
Agreement on the roster shall be by consensus of the majority, provided that it can be
demonstrated that such roster meets the service needs of the clients.
20.2 Clerical and Professional Officers.
20.2.1 The introduction of the 38 hour week will result in
additional hours. These additional hours will remain in key
service areas within DSC and will not result in further direct
job losses.
20.2.2 The ordinary hours of duty for Clerical and Professional Officers shall be 38.00 in any week which shall consist
of 7.6 hours in any one day exclusive of meal break. Such
hours shall be worked Monday to Friday between the hours of
7 am and 6 pm except where the employee requests and the
employer agrees these hours be varied.
20.2.3 Employees whose normal hours commence after 12
noon shall be paid a shift allowance of $12.86 for a shift of
seven hours thirty six minutes (7.6) worked after consultation
with the employee’s supervisor.
20.2.4 Part time employees hours of duty shall be in accordance with Clause 9—Part Time Employment, Public Service
Award 1992.
20.2.5 By agreement between the Parties the hours may be
so varied to allow an employee to accumulate up to 76 hours
of extra time in any 12 month period from the beginning of
this agreement. Such hours shall only be accumulated after
consultation between the employee and the appropriate line
manager/supervisor as delegated by the employer.
20.2.6 Such hours as may be allowed under (20.2.5) shall be
recorded in a manner directed by the employer.
20.2.7 Pursuant to (20.2.5) such time accrued may be taken
during ordinary hours in one or more of the following ways—
20.2.7.1 single days by application;
20.2.7.2 in conjunction with Annual or Long Service
Leave;
20.2.7.3 as a rostered day off per 4 week period.
Such time shall be taken after consultation and authorisation by the employer.
20.2.8 Subject to (20.2.5) above where additional hours are
worked at the direction of the employer, in addition to the
ordinary hours payment shall be in accordance with Clause 18
(Overtime) of the Public Service Award 1992.
21.—LEAVE
21.1 Annual Leave Loading
21.1.1 Leave loading has been included in the base rate for
Professional and Administrative and non-shift workers. See
Salary Schedule A.
21.1.2 Shift workers shall be paid 20% on 5 weeks salary or
an average of salary including penalties and allowances for
the previous 4 weeks whichever is the greater.
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21.1.3 Pursuant to sub-clause 21.1.2 shift work employees
who are in receipt of a Commuted Allowance as per Clause
32—Commuted Allowance greater than 20% shall only be paid
their Commuted Allowance entitlement.
21.1.4 Leave loading is added to original base salary to create a new base salary.
21.1.5 Leave loading is paid fortnightly as an addition to the
base salary times the EBA% increases.
21.1.6 Leave loading is a repackaged employment condition and not a pay increase.
21.1.7 The salary base after the second year becomes base +
leave loading times by 7%.
2.2 Long Service Leave
2.2.1 For the purpose of this Agreement, long service leave
shall be taken as per Clause 21—Public Service Award 1992
and Clause 12 of the Government Officers (Social Trainers)
Award 1988 excepting that Long Service Leave may be taken
in blocks of one (1) week or more. Periods of leave less than
one (1) week may be considered by the Employer after consideration of service requirements. Consideration for
employees to clear leave at half pay may be approved depending on service requirements. Minimum portion cleared at half
pay to be no less than one month. No loading is payable on
long service leave.
2.3 Pay out of Leave
2.3.1 Subject to departmental offers as funds permit, an
employee, may be paid for:—
21.3.1.1 all or portion of long service leave, as agreed
by the employer;
21.3.1.2 all accrued annual leave, or a portion of accrued annual leave, including leave loading on
credits prior to 1/1/96, conditional on 4 weeks
annual leave being available to the employee
each calendar year.
21.3.2 The leave will be payable at the substantive salary
rate applicable had the leave been taken.
21.3.3 In order to qualify for the payout of leave in any calendar year, an employee must clear four weeks leave in that
calendar year, or retain a credit to clear a total of twenty days
leave in that calendar year.
21.3.4 This provision does not apply for leave entitlements
calculated on a pro rata basis and not yet accrued.
22.—PARENTAL LEAVE
22.1 Definitions
“employee” includes full time, part time, permanent and
fixed term contract employees.
“replacement employee” is an employee specifically engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental
leave.
22.2. Eligibility for Parental Leave
22.2.1 An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
parental leave which is without pay in respect of the birth of a
child to the employee or the employee’s spouse/partner.
22.2.2 Where the employee applying for the leave is the
partner of a pregnant spouse one weeks leave without pay may
be taken at the birth of the child concurrently with parental
leave taken by the pregnant employee.
22.2.3 Subject to subclause (23.2.2) of this clause where
both partners are employed by the DSC the leave shall not be
taken concurrently except under special circumstances and with
the approval of the employer.
22.2.4 An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age
of five years shall be entitled to three weeks parental leave at
the placement of the child and a further period of parental
leave up to a maximum of 52 weeks. Where both partners are
employed by the DSC, the three week period may be taken
concurrently.
22.2.5 An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to attend
interviews or examination required for the adoption procedure.
Employees working or residing outside the Perth metropolitan area are entitled to an additional days leave. The employee
may take any paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.
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22.3. Other Leave Entitlements
22.3.1 An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to substitute any part of that leave with accrued annual leave
or long service leave for the whole or part of the period of
parental leave.
22.3.2 Subject to all other leave entitlements being exhausted
employees shall be entitled to apply for leave without pay following parental leave to extend their leave by up to two years.
22.3.3 Any period of leave without pay must be applied for
and approved in advance and will be granted on a year by year
basis. Where both parents work for the agency the total period
of leave without pay following parental leave will not exceed
two years.
22.3.4 An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave unless otherwise provided for in this clause.
22.3.5 Should the birth or adoption result in other than the
arrival of a child, the person concerned shall be entitled to
such period of paid leave or unpaid leave for a period certified
as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
22.3.6 Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the pregnancy or is required to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure the employee
may take any paid leave to which the employee is entitled or
unpaid leave for a period as certified necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
22.4 Notice and Variation
22.4.1 The employee shall give not less than four week’s
notice in writing to the Disability Services Commission of the
date the employee proposes to commence parental leave stating the period of leave to be taken.
22.4.2 An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of subclause (22.4.1) by failing to give the required
period of notice if such failure is due to the requirement of the
adoption agency to accept earlier or later placement of a child,
or other compelling circumstances.
22.4.3 An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of parental leave and may at any time
during that period of leave elect to reduce or extend the period
stated in the original application provided four weeks written
notice is provided. and such is approved by the employer.
22.5 Transfer to a Safe Job
22.5.1 Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present
duties, the duties shall be modified or the employee may be
transferred to a safe position at the same classification level
until the commencement of parental leave.
22.6 Replacement Employee
22.6.1 Prior to engaging a replacement employee the DSC
shall inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment and the entitlements relating to the return to work of
the employee on parental leave.
22.7 Return to Work
22.7.1 An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to the employer not less than four
weeks prior to the expiration of parental leave.
22.7.2 An employee on return to work from parental leave
shall be entitled to the position which the employee occupied
immediately prior to proceeding on parental leave. Where the
employee was transferred to a safe job the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to
transfer.
22.7.3 Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a position at the
same classification level with duties similar to that of the abolished position.
22.7.4 An employee may return on a part time basis to
the same position occupied prior to the commencement of
leave or to a different position at the same classification
level in accordance with the part time provisions of the
Agreement.
22.7.5 An employee who has returned on a part time basis
may revert to full time work at the same classification level
within two years of the recommencement of work.
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22.8 Effect of Leave on the Employment Contract
22.8.1 An employee employed on a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave however, the period of leave granted shall not extend beyond the term of that
contract.
22.8.2 Absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken into
account in calculating the period of service for any purpose
under the relevant award or agreement.
22.8.3 An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by written
notice in accordance with the relevant award or agreement.
22.8.4 An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the grounds of the employee’s application for
parental leave or absence on leave but otherwise the rights of
the employer in respect of termination of employment are not
affected.
23.—EMPLOYEE PURCHASED LEAVE
23.1 Employees may purchase an additional 4 weeks of leave
in exchange for a reduction in salary over a twelve month period. This leave shall count as service for all purposes.
23.2 Part time employees may access purchased leave on a
pro rata basis according to the number of hours worked.
23.3 Written approval from the employer must be obtained prior to purchasing leave. Approval will be based
on the operational requirements of the unit/branch and will
be subject to the existing accrued leave entitlements of
the employee.
23.4 Leave will be purchased over 26 pay periods and the
employee will be required to remain on the scheme for 26
pays. Employees may commence at the beginning of any pay
period.
23.5 The employee will receive a reduction in salary that
will result in 48 weeks of pay spread over the full 52 weeks of
the year.
23.6 Deductions will be made from the employee’s gross
salary over the 26 pay period.
23.7 Higher Duties Allowance will not be included in the
deduction and will not be payable on taking purchased leave
unless an employee has been receiving a Higher Duty Allowance longer than twelve (12) months.
23.8 Purchased leave is available to be taken at the end of
the 52 week period. The 4 weeks of purchased leave may be
taken in weekly amounts and must be cleared within 12 months
of accrual.
23.9 Purchased leave may be taken in conjunction with annual leave, long service leave, parental leave and leave without
pay.
23.10 Employees who are taking purchased leave and
fall ill during this period, requiring restriction to home or
hospital for seven (7) consecutive days or more may access sick leave credits and purchased leave will be
reinstated for that period. Employees will be expected to
provide medical evidence.
23.11 This will be read in conjunction with DSC’s policy on
Employees Purchased Leave.
24.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
24.1. An employee covered by this Agreement is entitled to
time off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
24.2 Such leave shall include leave to meet the employees’
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities.
24.3 Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or
part days off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from
short leave and/or annual leave entitlements.
24.4 The employer may request reasonable evidence of the
legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
24.5 Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement
between the employer and employee for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
24.6 Ceremonial/cultural leave shall be available, but not
limited to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.
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25.—FAMILY LEAVE
25.1. For the purposes of this clause, the definition of family shall be the definition contained in the Equal Opportunity
Act 1984. That is, a person who is related to the employee by
blood, marriage, affinity, adoption and includes a person who
is wholly or mainly dependent on, or is a member of the household of, the employee.
25.2 An employee with responsibilities in relation to members of their household or immediate family shall be entitled
to 5 days per annum family leave without loss of pay to provide care and support for such persons when they are ill or
otherwise attend to urgent family responsibilities.
25.3 The employee shall elect family leave entitlements to
be deducted from annual leave, accrued sick leave or short
leave entitlements.
25.4 Family Leave may be taken as single day absences or
part of a single day.
25.5 The employee shall, wherever practical give the employer notice of the intention to take family leave and the
estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable to give
prior notice of absence the employee shall notify the employer
as soon as possible on the day of absence.
25.6 The employee shall provide, where required by the
employer, evidence to establish the requirement to take family leave.
26.—SHORT LEAVE
26.1 The employer may, upon sufficient cause being shown,
grant an employee short leave on full pay not exceeding—
26.1.1 Social Trainers—15.2 hours consecutive time, but any
leave granted under the provisions of this clause shall not exceed, in aggregate, 22.8 hours.
26.1.2 Professional & Administrative—15.2 consecutive
hours, but any leave granted under the provisions of this clause
shall not exceed, in aggregate, 22.8 hours.
26.2 Part-time employees are eligible for short leave in accordance with this clause, on a pro rata basis calculated in
accordance with the following formula—
hours worked per fortnight x
76

hours worked for three days
1

26.3 An employee employed on a fixed term contract of more
than twelve months shall be eligible for short leave in accordance with this clause, and an officer employed on a fixed term
contract of less than twelve months shall be eligible for pro
rata short leave in accordance with this clause.
26.4 Short leave is not accumulative.
27.—PART-TIME WORK
27.1 Definitions
27.1.1 Part time work is defined as work that is regularly
undertaken for less than designated full time hours and does
not attract a casual loading.
27.1.2 A part time position is one which has discrete functions and responsibilities, arranged to be consistent with the
principles of job redesign and multiskilling.
27.2 Part time Agreement
27.2.1 All part time arrangements shall be confirmed by
the employer in writing before a part time employee commences duty and shall include the period of the
arrangement, the agreed daily and weekly hours of duty
and the starting and finishing times in accordance with
subclause 27.3 of this clause.
27.2.2 Any employee may make application to the employer to convert from full time to part time work. The
employer shall not withhold permission for conversion.
However, operational requirements will be taken into consideration. No employee will be required to forgo their
classification level or conditions of service in order to work
part time. No employee will be required to work part time
against his or her wishes.
27.2.3 Any employee may make application to the employer
to convert to part time work for defined periods of time after
which the employee and the position automatically revert to
full time employment. The employer shall not unreasonably
withhold permission for conversion. However, operational
requirements will be taken into consideration.
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27.2.4 An employee engaged directly as a part time employee,
who wishes to become a full time employee, will be required
to seek promotion or transfer to a full time position by application for advertised vacancies and/or by notification in writing
to the employer of the desire to convert to full time employment. The employer shall facilitate that conversion.
27.3 Hours of Duty
27.3.1 Except as agreed between the employer and the union the parameters for ordinary working hours shall be 7.am
to 6.pm Monday to Friday.
The employer shall give an employee one (1) month’s notice in writing of any proposed variation to the starting/finishing
times, and/or days worked, provided that the employer shall
not vary the employee’s total weekly hours of duty or make
any temporary variations to the employee’s working hours
without that employee’s written consent.
27.3.2 If agreement is reached in writing to a variation of an
employee’s working hours—
27.3.2.1 Time worked up to 7.6 hours on any day is not
to be regarded as overtime but an extension of
the contract hours for that day and should be
paid at the normal rate of pay.
27.3.2.2 Additional days worked during Monday to
Friday are also regarded as an extension of
contract and should be paid at the normal rate.
27.3.2.3 Nothing in this agreement precludes a part time
employee from receiving overtime payment
for hours worked in accordance with the relevant award clause.
27.4 Rostered Days Off
For the purposes of this clause “Calendar year” means twelve
calendar months from 1 January.
27.4.1 An employee’s entitlement to rostered days off in
accordance with this clause shall be calculated on a calender
year basis commencing on January 1 in each year.
27.4.2 Rostered days off in accordance with this clause, shall
be credited and available for use to employees as from 1 January in each year.
27.4.3 Rostered days off accrued for this purpose must
be taken by the employee before January 1 in the year following.
27.4.4 Rostered days off not taken in accordance with
subclause 27.5 shall be paid out to the employee. An employee
who has proceeded on leave in accordance with this clause
and who ceases duty before completing the full calender year
must refund the value of the unearned rostered days off, calculated at the rate of salary as at the date the leave was taken.
Provided that no refund is required in the event of the death of
an employee.
27.5 Salary and Related Matters
27.5.1 An employee employed on a part time basis shall be
paid a proportion of the appropriate full time salary dependent
on time worked. The salary shall be calculated in the following manner—
Hours worked per fortnight x
76

full time fortnightly salary
1

27.5.2 A part time employee shall be entitled to annual leave
increments in accordance with the relevant award.
27.6 Conditions of employment, Leave and Allowances
A part time employee will be entitled to the same leave and
conditions prescribed in the relevant award for full time employees with the following variations—
Payment to an employee proceeding on annual leave and
long service leave will be calculated on a pro rata basis having
regard to any variations to the employees ordinary working
hours during the accrual period.
27.6.1 A part time employee is entitled to be paid annual
leave loading to a maximum calculated as follows—
Hours worked per fortnight x
76

Maximum Loading in accordance
with the relevant award
1

27.6.2 A part time employee is entitled to sick leave credits
on a pro rata basis according to the number of hours worked
each fortnight.
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27.6.3 A part time employee will be allowed the prescribed
public holidays without deduction of pay in respect of each
holiday which is observed on a day ordinarily worked by the
part time employee.
27.6.4 Part time employees are entitled to travel concessions
and travelling time on a pro rata basis according to the usual
number of hours worked per week.
27.6.5 Part time employees are entitled to short leave, on a
pro rata basis calculated as follows—
Hours worked per fortnight
76

x

22.5 hours
1

27.6.6 A part time employee is entitled to a District Allowance on a pro rata basis calculated as follows—
Hours worked per fortnight
76

x

Appropriate District
1

27.7 Training
Part time employees will have the same access to training,
promotion and staff development opportunities as full time
employees.
27.8 Communication and Consultation
Communication and consultation mechanisms will be examined to ensure that part time employees are fully informed
and involved in decision making and the general operation of
the section and department
28.—DEFERRED SALARY SCHEME
28.1. With the written agreement of the employer, an employee may elect to receive, over a four year period, 80% of
the salary they would otherwise be entitled to receive in accordance with this Agreement.
28.2 On completion of the (4) year, the employee will be
entitled to (12) twelve months self funded leave, at an amount
equal to that foregone as salary in the past (4) four years, without interest and after deduction of appropriate income tax. The
self funded leave must be taken in full at the end of the period
of it being financed. In the event that the employee cannot, or
does not take the self funded leave within (3) three months of
it accruing, the officer’s salary sacrificed will be refunded in
full, after tax and without interest, in the pay period following
this (3) three month grace period to commence clearance of
the self funded leave.
28.3 Where employees complete four years of the self funded
deferred salary scheme and are not required to attend duty in
the following year, the period of non attendance shall not constitute a break in service and shall count as service on a pro
rata basis for all purposes.
28.4 An employee may withdraw from this scheme prior to
completing a four year period by written notice. The employee
will receive a lump sum payment of salary forgone to that
time but will not be entitled to equivalent absence from duty.
28.5 The employer will ensure that superannuation arrangements and taxation effects are fully explained to the employee
by the relevant Authority. Any necessary arrangements will be
put into place by the employer.
29.—HOME BASED WORK
The Home Based work arrangements at Schedule C of this
Agreement shall apply for the life of this Agreement.
30.—ANNUAL LEAVE TRAVEL CONCESSIONS
30.1 Where an employee’s headquarters is situated in District Allowance Areas 3, 5, 6 and in that portion of area 4 located
north of 30ø south Latitude, a travel concession to the value of
a return economy airfare to Perth will be provided for the
employee and his/her dependants when proceeding on annual
leave.
30.2 An employee is required to serve 12 months in these
areas before qualifying for travel concessions.
30.3 Exceptions to the 12 month qualifying period are—
30.3.1 Where an employee is required to proceed on annual
leave to suit departmental convenience.
30.3.2 The employer may grant the concession where the
employee returns to the area to complete the year’s service at
the expiration of the period of leave.
30.4 Travel concessions not utilised within twelve months
of becoming due will lapse.
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30.5 Travelling time
30.5.1 An employee who elects to take annual leave outside
the District Allowance Area in which their headquarters is located is entitled to the following travelling time
Approved Mode of Travel
Air
Road or Air and Road

Travelling Time
Two days
North of 20° South Latitude—
five days
Remainder—four days

30.5.2 The mode of travel to be at the discretion of the employer.
30.6 Part-time employees are entitled to annual leave travel
concessions and travelling time on a pro-rata basis according
to the number of hours work.
30.7 Employees whose headquarters are located 240 kilometres or more from Perth.
The employer may grant to employees, other than those stationed in remote areas, whose headquarters are situated two
hundred and forty kilometres (240)or more from the Perth
General Post Office and who travel to Perth for their annual
leave reasonable travelling time to enable them to complete
the return journey.
31.—REMOVAL ALLOWANCE
31.1 This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 39
of the Public Service Award 1992.
31.2 Where an employee or his/her dependants regularly use
more than one vehicle, and all the vehicles regularly used by
the employee or dependants are to be relocated to the new
residence, the cost of transporting or driving more than one
vehicle (with a limit of two) shall be deemed to be part of the
removal costs.
31.3 Where only one vehicle is to be relocated to the new
residence, the employee may choose to transport either a trailer,
boat or caravan in lieu of the second vehicle. The employee
may be required to show evidence of ownership of the trailer,
boat or caravan to be transported.
31.4 If the employee tows the caravan, trailer or boat to the
new residence, the additional rate per kilometre is to be 5.5
cents per kilometre for a caravan or boat and 3.5 cents per
kilometre for a trailer.
32.—CAMPS
During camps staff will be paid commuted allowance plus
sleep shift allowance.
33.—COMMUTED ALLOWANCE
33.1 A Commuted Allowance will be paid to full time Level
1 shift work Social Trainers/Provisional Social Trainers/Trainee
Social Trainers/Client Assistants. The commuted allowance
will be based on the average shift penalties and current preservation of allowances per area within the accommodation
program. Current available data will be used in formulating
the commuted allowances to be paid.
Commuted allowances determined for each area will be separated for the purpose of calculating a commuted allowance.
33.2 In the event of a long term substantial variation to a
roster the commuted allowance for that area will be recalculated to reflect the new roster being worked.
33.3 During the life of this agreement staff may be required
to move between units in an area based on client needs and
staff development. Staff to be consulted prior to this occurring.
33.4 New units resulting from redevelopment or new initiatives will be allocated to specific areas and will attract the
commuted allowance paid to that area.
33.5 The Commuted Allowance will be payment in lieu of
the following and penalties paid under the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988—
33.5.1 Annual Leave Loading and/or average penalties;
33.5.2 Weekend Penalties;
33.5.3 Sleep Shift Allowance;
33.5.4 Shift Loading; and
33.5.5 Uniform Allowance.
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33.6 For the purpose of this agreement the commuted allowance does not include—
33.6.1 After Hours Support Allowance;
33.6.2 Travel Allowance;
33.6.3 Higher Duties Allowance;
33.6.4 Qualifications Allowance;
33.6.5 Overtime; or
33.6.6 Public Holidays.
33.7 Shift work Employees in receipt of a Commuted Allowance less than 20% will be paid the difference to make up
the 20% loading as per the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988.
COMMUTED ALLOWANCE 1999
Cost
AREA 1
Centre
Pike
N330
Nellie
N117
Karrinyup
N110
Ballot
N315
Staunton
N335
Chalcombe
N112
Beeston
N320
Saracen
N310
Kurrajong
N250
Buckthorn
N220

Area
Allowance
29.37
29.37
29.37
29.37
29.37
29.37
29.37
20.87
20.87
20.87

AREA 2
Waterloo (153/155) **
Subiaco
Morriston
Wattle

N405/N410
N415
N430
N340

34.37
30.37
30.37
20.87

AREA 3
Epsom Hostel
Booker Street
Drummond Street
Redfern Street
Maybach Way
Mileto Street

N225
N205
N215
N435
N235
N240

29.47
29.47
29.47
29.47
29.47
20.87

AREA 4
28 Belstead Avenue
82 Drummond Street
15 Redgum Way
Units 2 & 3, 141 Sixth Ave,
Inglewood
190 Walter Road, Bassendean **
102 McGilvray Avenue, Noranda
117 Leake Street, Bayswater
170 Morley Drive, Morley

E105
E305
E140

29.76
29.76
29.76

E325
E315
E215
E125
E420

29.76
33.76
29.76
29.76
29.76

AREA 5
Bennett Brook

E520

29.87

AREA 6
Fairholme House 1
Fairholme Houses 2 & 3
Brisden
Lasson/Yosemite
Lukin **
Margaret

E530
E535
E210
E543
E225
E205

28.83
28.83
28.83
28.83
32.83
28.83

AREA 7
Albany Highway
Berehaven Avenue
Digby Street **
Virginia Avenue

S105
S110
S115
S130

31.87
31.87
35.87
31.87

AREA 8
Crawford Street **
Malone Court
Barnsley Street
103b Hamilton Street
Lyrebird Way
Gledhill Way
Kenwick Road
Penryn Street/Bone

S215
S235
S210
S205
S230
S120
S125
S603

35.37
31.37
31.37
31.37
31.37
31.37
31.37
31.37
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AREA 9
Merian Close
66 Hamilton Street
Almondbury road
Hyland Way

Cost
Centre
S325
S220
S305
S315

Area
Allowance
31.87
31.87
31.87
31.87

AREA 10
Bolsabay Drive
Harris Road
Healy Road
Jenkin Street
Justinian Street
Killarney Close
McKenzie Road
Rigby Street
Silversmith Avenue
Sparrow Way
McMahon Street

S400
S310
S225
S405
S410
S415
S320
S330
S425
S350
S420

28.58
28.58
28.58
28.58
28.58
28.58
28.58
28.58
28.58
28.58
23.17

AREA 11
Brook Street
35 Walter Road
Worrell Avenue
Petersborough Crescent
Roberts Road
Wheatstone Drive
Hartfield Street

E310
E490
E495
E138
E139
E143
E130

29.28
29.28
29.28
29.28
29.28
29.28
29.28

AREA 12
Colstoun Road
Cranleigh Street
Natham Square
Welbourn Road
Margaret Street, Midland
Rural Option—Vince
Rural Option—Selina
Rural Option—Ian
Rural Option—Ricky
Area 2 Sussex Hostel
Area 3 Bristol Hostel
Area 7 Dorset Hostel

E110
E115
E423
E492
E317
E333
E332
E330
E331
N555
N555
S510

28.87
28.87
28.87
28.87
28.87
28.87
28.87
28.87
28.87
20.37
17.87
18.37
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Area 9 Norwich Hostel
S515
18.87
1 F & S in South Metro Region attract a commuted allowance of 22.44%
1 F & S in the North metro Area continue on penalties as
worked for 12 months commuted allowance to be calculated after 12 months
CBU = Challenging Behaviour Unit. CBU’s indicated
with **
Laundry allowance included in commuted allowance for
sleep shift and non sleep shift units
34.—ADJUSTMENT OF ALLOWANCES
34.1 The rates and specification for allowances shall, unless
specified otherwise in this Agreement, be varied in line with
adjustments made to the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988.
34.2 Rates for the following allowances shall be calculated
using the salary rates contained in this Agreement—
34.2.1 Shiftwork Allowance;
34.2.2 Overtime Allowance—Out of Hours Contact.
34.3 The new allowance rates will be operative as of the
same date as the salary increases provided for through this
Agreement.
35.—PERSONAL FILE
Where the employer maintains personal files on an employee,
the employee shall be entitled to examine all material maintained on the files and take photocopies of such material.
36.—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
Signatories—
Signed on behalf of the
Disability Services Commission
……….signed……….
Date 26/3/99
Signed for and on behalf of the
The Civil Service Association Inc
Western Australia Branch
……….signed……….
Dave Robinson
General Secretary
Date 29/3/99

SCHEDULE A—SALARIES (PROFESSIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE & NON-SHIFT WORKERS)
Salary Point

L1.17yrs
L1.18yrs
L1.19 yrs
L1. 20yrs
L1.1 (1st yr TST)
L1.2 (2nd yr TST)
L1.3 (3rd yr TST)
L1.4 (1st yr ST)
L1.5 (2nd yr ST)
L1.6 (3rd yr ST)
L1.7 (4th yr ST)
L1.8 (5th yr ST)
L1.9 (6th yr ST)
L2.1
L2.2
L2.3
L2.4

BaseSalary

$13,596
$15,859
$18,357
$20,614
$22,647
$23,344
$24,041
$24,733
$25,430
$26,126
$26,928
$27,482
$28,301
$29,283
$30,035
$30,826
$31,661

Leave
Loading
17.5% x 4

$182
$213
$246
$277
$304
$313
$323
$332
$341
$351
$361
$369
$380
$393
$403
$414
$425

New
Total

$13,778
$16,072
$18,603
$20,891
$22,951
$23,657
$24,364
$25,065
$25,771
$26,477
$27,289
$27,851
$28,681
$29,676
$30,438
$31,240
$32,086

1st year
3.75% from
date of reg.
New Base

$14,295
$16,674
$19,301
$21,674
$23,812
$24,544
$25,277
$26,005
$26,738
$27,469
$28,313
$28,895
$29,756
$30,789
$31,579
$32,411
$33,289

Salary
Level
Per f/n

$548
$639
$740
$831
$913
$941
$969
$997
$1,025
$1,053
$1,085
$1,108
$1,141
$1,180
$1,211
$1,243
$1,276

2nd year
3.25%
12 mth from
date of reg
subject to the
achievement of
initiatives
contained in
Clause 15 of
this Agreement
New Base

$14,743
$17,197
$19,906
$22,353
$24,557
$25,313
$26,069
$26,819
$27,575
$28,330
$29,200
$29,800
$30,688
$31,753
$32,569
$33,426
$34,332

Salary
Level
Per f/n

$565
$659
$763
$857
$942
$970
$999
$1,028
$1,057
$1,086
$1,119
$1,143
$1,177
$1,217
$1,249
$1,282
$1,316
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Salary Point

BaseSalary

L2.5
L3.1
L3.2
L3.3
L3.4
L4.1
L4.2
L4.3
L5.1
L5.2
L5.3
L5.4
L6.1
L6.2
L6.3
L6.4
L7.1
L7.2
L7.3
L8.1
L8.2
L8.3
L9.1
L9.2
L9.3
CLASS 1
CLASS 1.5
CLASS 2
CLASS 2.5
CLASS 3
CLASS 4

$32,535
$33,737
$34,673
$35,638
$36,629
$37,988
$39,053
$40,149
$42,259
$43,685
$45,167
$46,704
$49,177
$50,858
$52,598
$54,456
$57,304
$59,275
$61,419
$64,904
$67,400
$70,496
$74,362
$76,974
$79,953
$84,457
$86,710
$88,962
$91,213
$93,464
$97,969

Loading
17.5% x 4

$437
$453
$465
$478
$492
$510
$524
$539
$567
$586
$606
$627
$660
$682
$706
$731
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746
$746

Total

$32,972
$34,190
$35,138
$36,116
$37,121
$38,498
$39,577
$40,688
$42,826
$44,271
$45,773
$47,331
$49,837
$51,540
$53,304
$55,187
$58,050
$60,021
$62,165
$65,650
$68,146
$71,242
$75,108
$77,720
$80,699
$85,203
$87,456
$89,708
$91,959
$94,210
$98,715

3.75% from
date of reg.
New Base

$34,208
$35,472
$36,456
$37,471
$38,513
$39,941
$41,061
$42,214
$44,432
$45,931
$47,490
$49,106
$51,706
$53,473
$55,303
$57,256
$60,227
$62,272
$64,497
$68,112
$70,702
$73,914
$77,925
$80,635
$83,726
$88,399
$90,736
$93,072
$95,408
$97,743
$102,417

Level
Per f/n

$1,311
$1,360
$1,398
$1,437
$1,477
$1,531
$1,574
$1,618
$1,703
$1,761
$1,821
$1,883
$1,982
$2,050
$2,120
$2,195
$2,309
$2,387
$2,473
$2,611
$2,711
$2,834
$2,988
$3,091
$3,210
$3,389
$3,479
$3,568
$3,658
$3,747
$3,927
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3.25%
12 mth from
date of reg
subject to the
achievement of
initiatives
contained in
Clause 15 of
this Agreement
New Base

$35,280
$36,583
$37,598
$38,644
$39,719
$41,193
$42,347
$43,536
$45,824
$47,370
$48,977
$50,644
$53,325
$55,148
$57,035
$59,050
$62,114
$64,223
$66,517
$70,246
$72,917
$76,229
$80,366
$83,161
$86,348
$91,168
$93,578
$95,988
$98,397
$100,805
$105,625

Level
Per f/n

$1,353
$1,403
$1,441
$1,482
$1,523
$1,579
$1,624
$1,669
$1,757
$1,816
$1,878
$1,942
$2,044
$2,114
$2,187
$2,264
$2,381
$2,462
$2,550
$2,693
$2,796
$2,923
$3,081
$3,188
$3,310
$3,495
$3,588
$3,680
$3,772
$3,865
$4, 050

SALARY SCHEDULE A SPECIFIED CALLINGS
7% Increase over two years
Salary Point

L2/4.1
L2/4.2
L2/4.3
L2.4.4
L2/4.5
L2/4.6
L5.1
L5.2
L5.3
L5.4
L6.1
L6.2
L6.3
L6.4

Base Salary

$29,283
$30,826
$32,535
$34,673
$37,988
$40,149
$42,259
$43,685
$45,167
$46,704
$49,177
$50,858
$52,598
$54,456

Plus
17.5% x 4

$393
$414
$437
$465
$510
$539
$567
$586
$606
$627
$660
$682
$706
$731

Total

$29,676
$31,240
$32,972
$35,138
$38,498
$40,688
$42,826
$44,271
$45,773
$47,331
$49,837
$51,540
$53,304
$55,187

1st year
Gross Salary
1st 3.75%

$30,789
$32,411
$34,208
$36,456
$39,941
$42,214
$44,432
$45,931
$47,490
$49,106
$51,706
$53,473
$55,303
$57,256

Gross
f/n

$1,180
$1,243
$1,312
$1,398
$1,531
$1,618
$1,703
$1,761
$1,821
$1,883
$1,982
$2,050
$2,120
$2,195

2nd year
3.25%
12 mth from
date of reg
subject to the
achievement of
initiatives
contained in
Clause 15 of
this Agreement
New Base

$31,753
$33,464
$35,320
$37,641
$41,240
$43,585
$45,876
$47,424
$49,033
$50,702
$53,386
$55,211
$57,100
$59,117

Gross
f/n

$1,217
$1,283
$1,354
$1,443
$1,581
$1,671
$1,759
$1,818
$1,880
$1,944
$2,047
$2,117
$2,189
$2,266
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SALARY SCHEDULE A—SOCIAL TRAINERS (SHIFT WORKERS)
Salary Point

L1.17yrs

Base Salary

1st year
3.75% Increase
New Base

$13,596

$14,106

Salary
Level
Per f/n

$541

2nd year
3.25% Increase
subject to the
achievement
of initiatives
contained in
Clause 15 of
this Agreement

Salary
Level
Per f/n

$14,548

$558

L1.18yrs

$15,859

$16,454

$631

$16,969

$651

L1.19 yrs

$18,357

$19,045

$730

$19,642

$753

L1. 20yrs

$20,614

$21,387

$820

$22,057

$846

L1.1 (1st yr TST)

$22,647

$23,496

$901

$24,232

$929

L1.2 (2nd yr TST)

$23,344

$24,219

$929

$24,978

$958

L1.3 (3rd yr TST)

$24,041

$24,943

$956

$25,724

$986

L1.4 (1st yr ST)

$24,733

$25,660

$984

$26,464

$1,015

L1.5 (2nd yr ST)

$25,430

$26,384

$1,012

$27,210

$1,043

L1.6 (3rd yr ST)

$26,126

$27,106

$1,039

$27,955

$1,072

L1.7 (4th yr ST)

$26,928

$27,938

$1,071

$28,813

$1,105

L1.8 (5th yr ST)

$27,482

$28,513

$1,093

$29,406

$1,127

L1.9 (6th yr ST)

$28,301

$29,362

$1,126

$30,282

$1,161

L2.1

$29,283

$30,381

$1,165

$31,333

$1,201

L2.2

$30,035

$31,161

$1,195

$32,137

$1,232

L2.3

$30,826

$31,982

$1,226

$32,984

$1,265

L2.4

$31,661

$32,848

$1,259

$33,877

$1,299

L2.5

$32,535

$33,755

$1,294

$34,812

$1,335

L3.1

$33,737

$35,002

$1,342

$36,099

$1,384

L3.2

$34,673

$35,973

$1,379

$37,100

$1,422

L3.3

$35,638

$36,974

$1,418

$38,133

$1,462

L3.4

$36,629

$38,003

$1,457

$39,193

$1,503

L4.1

$37,988

$39,413

$1,511

$40,647

$1,558

L4.2

$39,053

$40,517

$1,553

$41,787

$1,602

L4.3

$40,149

$41,655

$1,597

$42,959

$1,647

L5.1

$42,259

$43,844

$1,681

$45,217

$1,734

L5.2

$43,685

$45,323

$1,738

$46,743

$1,792

L5.3

$45,167

$46,861

$1,797

$48,329

$1,853

L5.4

$46,704

$48,455

$1,858

$49,973

$1,916

Current Point
1.1

SCHEDULE A.1—LEVEL 1 CLASSIFICATION
New Increment

1st year Trainee Social Trainer

1.1

Client Assistant Training

1.2

2nd year Trainee Social Trainer

1.2

Client Assistant Training

1.3

3rd year Trainee Social Trainer

1.3

Trainee Social Trainer

1.4

1st year Social Trainer

1.4

1st year Social Trainer

1.5

2nd year Social Trainer

1.5

2nd year Social Trainer

1.6

3rd year Social Trainer

1.6

3rd year Social Trainer

1.7

4th year Social Trainer

1.7

4th year Social Trainer

1.8

5th year Social Trainer

1.8

5th year Social Trainer

1.9

6th year Social Trainer

1.9

6th year Social Trainer

Client Assistant Training will commence on level 1.1 and progress to level 1.2. Trainee Social Trainers upon selection will
commence on L1 3rd year. Subject to undertaking training as determined by the employer and on completion of training will
progress to L1 4th year. After completing training they will be known as Provisional Social Trainees L1 4th year and remain at this
level until attaining a permanent position of a Social Trainer following the normal selection process where they will then progress
through to Social Trainer L1 4th year through the increments to L1 9th year.
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SCHEDULE B—PRODUCTIVITY SCHEDULE.
Initiative

How achieved

Staged engagement Social Trainer (ST) positions
replaced through natural attrition
of Trainee Social
with TST.
Trainers (TST)
TST positions filled by Client
Assistant Trainees (CAT) via
Competency Based Training (CBT)
and externally.
Introduction of CBT Program for
TST positions.
After hours support staff cover an
Introduction of
after hours Support area instead of single units.
Purchase pager and mobile, use of
System (RAS)
car from existing car pool.

Improvement in
Occupational
Safety & Health
(OSH) Practices

Outcome

Measure/Target

Pool of employees from which to fill vacant
ST positions.

Mix of direct care positions
changes over 3 years.

Increase skills base and provide career path
for CAT/TST.

1.

Improved performance and job satisfaction of
employees leading to higher retention of staff.
Improvement in service to clients by more
highly trained and qualified staff.

% of salary budget

0.675% up front
0.45% in 12 months

ST reduced for 85% to 70%

2. Replace 15% of ST
with TST
3.

Maintain 15% CAT

Improved effectiveness and efficiency of
services to clients and staff.

Number of FTE receiving after
hours allowance reduced.

Simplified payroll administration.

Payroll simplification

0.7%

A consistent after hour support system across
DSC.

Establish OSH Committees and
Central Steering Committees;

Commitment from staff to support OSH
principles and work practices.

Develop Risk Assessment Tool,
Management System Manual and
Annual Plan; and

Reduced need for relief staff.

Reduction in lost time injury
and worker’s compensation
claims.

0.6%

Associated reduction in
administrative costs.

Consultation and training of staff.

Reduction in
Overtime

Establish casual pool of ST/TST
staff.

Flexible staffing arrangements.

Reduction in overtime
payments by $450,000
($1.2m benchmark).

1.5%

Reduce top level management.

Streamlined organisational structure.

Total savings of $1.5m.

0.22% up front.

Centralisation of corporate services
from regions.

Internal efficiencies from centralising
corporate services.

10% of savings ($150,000)
realised in first year.

2.35% in 12 months.

Ability of TST to carry out some
ST duties (CAT unable).

Organisational
Restructure

Associated reduction in office
space.

SCHEDULE C—HOME BASED WORK
1 Definitions
“Home based site” means a private dwelling agreed between the DSC the employee and the relevant Union.
“Home based employee” means an employee at the
home based site.
“Home based work” means regular performance of ordinary hours of duty at the home based site.
“Home Based site” means the location where the employee would ordinarily work if there were no home based
work arrangement.
2 Terms and conditions
(i) Terms and conditions contained in this clause will
apply to an employee who is approved to perform
his/her ordinary hours of duties or part thereof at a
home based site.
(ii) The employee’s home based site will be deemed to
be his/her headquarters for the purposes of payment
of allowances and other arrangements.
(iii) The status of the home based employee will be identical to that of an office based employee. All relevant
awards, agreements, policies and legislation shall
apply and be binding
(iv) The employee agrees to maintain an accurate record
of hours worked including work carried out at the
home based work site. The employee is to be
contactable during periods in which home based work
is carried out and available for communication with
the employer.
(v) The home based work site may be used for overtime
provided that separate written agreement is reached
prior to the commencement of overtime. Overtime
hours of work will be agreed in writing and paid in
accordance with the overtime provisions of this
award. A copy of the written agreement will be held
by both the employee and the employer for the period during which the overtime is carried out at the
home based site.

(vi) Home based work will be on the basis that the employee spends a designated period of time agreed
between the employer and the employee of his/her
usual weekly hours of duty at the office based site.
(vii) The employer will be responsible for the provision
and maintenance of DSC equipment in a condition
that complies with the Western Australian Occupational Health and Safety Act 1984 and the provision
of supplies as set out in subclause 4(h) provided that
the employer and the employee may agree on any
alternative arrangements if appropriate. Such alternative arrangements must be recorded.
(viii) An employee in a home based work arrangement is
prohibited from contracting out his/her work.
(ix) The employer shall ensure home based employees
have the same opportunities for career development
and training as office based employees. In particular—
(a) a home based employee will carry out such
duties as are within the limits of the employee’s skill, competence and training and job
description; and
(b) an employee working at the home based site
will be expected to undertake appropriate
work-related training, occupational health and
safety training and staff development and shall
receive notification of career and training opportunities available.
Such training may include change to work design, work organisation and technical developments in his/her field of
employment.
Such training should occur in work time, at either the office
based site or in a recognised training centre.
3 Initiation of and approval for Home Based Work
(i) A home based working arrangement will only be entered into on a voluntary basis which may be initiated
by the employee. An employee may only initiate a
proposal for home based work in respect of—
(a) that employee’s substantive position; or
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(b) a position in which the employee is temporarily performing duties.
(ii) Each application for a home based work arrangement is to be considered on a case by case basis.
(iii) The Parties acknowledge that a home based work
arrangement will not be appropriate when an employee is on a return to work program, particularly a
graduated return to work program following an injury as a result of work. Should it be considered
appropriate to initiate a home based work arrangement in these circumstance the employer and
employee must consult the employee’s approved rehabilitation provider prior to commencing such an
arrangement.
(iv) A home based work arrangement is not a substitute
for dependant care. The employer has the responsibility to ensure the home based work arrangement is
appropriate to the employees domestic circumstances.
(v) The employer agrees to advise the employee that it
is his/her responsibility to assess the personal implications of commencing home based work with
respect to taxation, insurances, leasing or mortgage
arrangements.
4 Requirements for approval
(i) Before approval can be given for a home based work
arrangement to commence, the DSC and the employee must agree to the following matters—
(a) The address, telephone number, facsimile
number and E-mail address of the home based
site.
(b) The duties to be performed.
(c) The days and hours of duty at the office based
site and at the home based site.
(d) Duration of the arrangement and agreed period of notice for purposes of terminating the
arrangement.
(e) The specific facilities to be used at the home
based site.
(f) The method of disseminating DSC communication bulletins to the home based employee
where access to that information may be reduced.
(g) Methods of measuring work performance, provided that systems-based automated work
measurements will not be used as the sole
means for determining or monitoring individual work performance.
(h) Details of DSC assets and supplies to be used
at the home based site, including maintenance
arrangements.
(i) Details of employee’s assets and supplies to
be used at the home based site for official use,
including maintenance and insurance coverage.
(j) Details of work space and facilities to be provided when the employee attends the office
based site.
(k) Any alterations to the workplace and facilities that may be required resulting from
Occupation Health and Safety legislation.
(ii) All matters listed in subclause 3(i) above and the
matters listed hereunder shall be recorded—
(a) the employee’s name;
(b) the employee’s position indicating whether it
is the employee’s substantive position;
(c) the name and position of the employee’s supervisor;
(d) the employee’s division/branch/department/
area/centre; and
(e) agreed security measures and Occupational
Health and Safety requirements.
(iii) After approval of a home based work arrangement
and prior to the arrangement commencing, the DSC
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will provide the relevant Union with respect to the
relevant work area details of the numbers and classifications of staff who will be working from home.
5 Job Characteristics Not Considered Appropriate for Home
Based Work
(i) Employees performing the duties of a position where
the position could be described as having at least
one of the following characteristics will not be considered for home based work—
(a) the position requires a high degree of supervision or close scrutiny;
(b) the position requires a direct client face to face
contact on a frequent basis without the option
of easily rescheduling;
(c) the position does not lend itself to objective
performance monitoring of outcomes;
(d) the position requires the occupant to be a member of a team and that regular direct face to
face contact on a daily basis with other team
members at the office based site is an integral
part of the job’s responsibilities; or
(e) the position has other characteristics which the
relevant Union and the employer have agreed
are unsuitable for home based work.
6 Access Arrangements
(i) The Parties acknowledge that management or management representatives will from time to time need
to obtain access to a home based site and that the
relevant Union may also wish to visit a member while
he or she is working from a home based site. The
Parties also acknowledge that only management will
require urgent access which will only be granted
under terms of this clause.
(ii) The Parties also acknowledge that the consent of the
home based employee is required before access can
be obtained to a home based work site.
(iii) Unless urgent access is required to a home based work
site, or the home based work employee agrees otherwise, on a case by case basis work employee must
be given at least two clear days notice of any persons’ intention to physically enter to the home based
work site. Neither management nor Unions will apply pressure to reduce this notice period.
(iv) The purposes for which management may require
urgent access to a home based work site are—
(a) maintenance of faulty equipment;
(b) occupational health and safety purposes;
(c) urgent security and audit purposes; and
(d) other purposes agreed between the employer
and the relevant Union.
(v) The purpose for which non-urgent access may be
sought include but are not limited to—
(a) routine maintenance of equipment and supplies;
(b) assessing and monitoring security arrangements of equipment and documents;
(c) routine occupational health and safety assessments;
(d) access by Union to member where office based
site access would not be adequate; and
(e) supervision where office based supervision
would not be adequate.
7 Termination and Renegotiation
(i) In the event of renegotiation as a result of the commencement of a return to work program the
employee’s approved rehabilitation provider must be
consulted.
(ii) A home based working agreement may be—
(a) altered or discontinued by agreement at the
request of the employer or the employee, provided that neither party will unreasonably
withhold agreement to alter or discontinue the
arrangement;
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(b) terminated by the employer due to operational
requirements after the period of four weeks’
notice including where the employee unreasonably withholds consent with respect to
access by management or management representative in accordance with subclause (6);
(c) terminated by the employer on grounds of inefficiency of the arrangements after four
weeks’ notice;
(d) terminated by the employer in the event of
failure to comply with Occupational Health
and Safety or security arrangements as outlined in subclause (6).
(iii) Where an arrangement is terminated in accordance
with this sub-clause the employee will be provided
with written reasons at the time when the notice is
given. In accordance with the principles of natural
justice, the employee shall be given 1 week to reply
to the written reasons and the employer will give
due consideration to any response provided.
8 Review of Home Based Work Arrangements
(i) A joint review shall be commenced by the Parties to
this Agreement, three (3) months prior to expiration
of this Agreement.
(ii) The review will be based on survey data obtained
from participating employees and organisational
units.
(iii) All information relevant to the review will be provided to the Unions prior to the conduct of the review.
(iv) The terms of reference of the joint review will include appropriate terms to evaluate—
(a) any need for reimbursement of additional net
costs incurred by home based employees;
(b) any need to revise security arrangements for
home based work;
(c) the need for a further review; and
(d) any other matters deemed appropriate.
(v) The Parties agree to consider other characteristics
beyond those set out in subclause 5 which may be
inappropriate for home based work, specifically arrangements that could involve continuous and
repetitive keyboarding.
SCHEDULE D.—INTRODUCTION OF EMPLOYEES
OTHER THAN SOCIAL TRAINERS.
The Parties agree that, when staff other than Social Trainers
are introduced into individual units which are currently staffed
by Social Trainers, the following will be recognised—
(a) Adherence to strong guidelines to protect;
(i) integrity of service provided by Social Trainers;
(ii) the percentage of Social Trainers in relation
to other staff. This percentage shall be 70%
Social Trainers, 15% Trainee Social Trainers
and 15% Client Assistants; and
(iii) the flexibility of services provided by Social
Trainers ability to respond to changing client
needs.
(b) The salary structure recognises the skills and training of Social Trainers and the increases in their
responsibilities.
(c) Duties and shifts where Social Trainers are required
by DSC shall only be covered by Social Trainers,
without exception.
Safeguards for introduction of staffing model that includes
staff other than Social Trainers. The Parties agree that the following shall occur.
(d) Assessment of Facility/Client group/house—
(i) Before any direct care staff other than Social
Trainers are introduced into Facility/Client
group/houses that are currently staffed by
Social Trainers, a full and thorough assessment
of that Facility/Client group/house including
the training needs of clients and skill levels
required of staff shall be managed and/or

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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carried out by a senior officer (with relevant
experience) through the Human Resource
Branch in conjunction with the Facility/Client group/house.
(ii) DSC shall not use this Agreement as the reason to move clients.
Reassessment of Facility/Client group/house.
(i) Any facility/client group or house shall be reassessed if requested by staff due to marked
changes in client population, behaviour or
needs.
(ii) DSC may undertake a reassessment should that
be deemed necessary.
Supervision
(i) Any Facility/Client group/house referred to
above shall, at all times, have a Social Trainer
responsible for that unit. Further, any Social
Trainer in that facility may provide direction
to any staff other than Social Trainers. Supervision of staff other than Social Trainers shall
be by Agreement and may include Social
Trainers.
(ii) Should any decision be made to introduce staff
other than Social Trainers as per this schedule, the number and ration of those staff shall
be in accordance with (a) of this schedule.
Duties
(i) Duties of staff other than Social Trainers shall
be determined to suit the Facility/Client group/
house by the assessment process. Duty statements for staff other than Social Trainers shall
not include duties that Social Trainers skills
are a prerequisite.
Training
(i) Appropriate training, as established by the assessment process will be given to staff other
than Social Trainers employed to perform duties in any Facility/Client group/house staffed
by Social Trainers.
(ii) No permanent Social Trainer shall lose their
job as a result of the introduction of staff other
than Social Trainers.

EVANS ENTERPRISES INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
AG 240 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Another
and
Evans Enterprises.
AG 240 of 1998.
Evans Enterprises Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
11 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders –
THAT the Evans Enterprises Industrial Agreement as
filed in the Commission on 28 October 1998 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE
WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.

1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Evans Enterprises Industrial Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
Union Membership
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Evans Enterprises
(hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of
Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately two (2) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
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9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
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The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with
Clause 6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
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Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—UNION MEMBERSHIP
The employer will encourage, as far as possible, all employees covered by the agreement, to be financial members of the
BLPPU and the CMETU.
22.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU............................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
WITNESS
CMETU...........................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
WITNESS
The Company: ............................................................
SIGNATURE
Date: / /
Company
Seal
............................................................
PRINT NAME
...........................................................
WITNESS
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
16.12
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
17.82
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
17.42
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
17.80
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
17.93
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
17.75
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
20.38
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
17.93
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
17.62
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
18.46
Special Class T
17.95
18.45
18.69
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APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
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f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Up to
$510,000
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
Over
$4.47m

Site Allowance
NIL
$1.85
$2.20
$2.80

Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Up to
$510,000
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
Over
$4.47m

Site Allowance
NIL
$1.65
$1.85
$2.40

4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Up to
$510,000
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
Over
$4.47m

Site Allowance
NIL
$1.65
$1.85
$2.20
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Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Up to
$510,000
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
Over
$4.47m

Site Allowance
NIL
$1.55
$1.75
$2.00

The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as
defined)
Project Contractual Value
Up to
$1m
Above $1m to $2.13m
Above $2.l3m to 5.89m
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
Above $11.77m to $24m
Above $24m to $59.4m
Over
$59.4m

Site Allowance
NIL
$1.25
$1.55
$1.80
$2.00
$2.30
$2.50

“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the PerthFremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road, Kings
Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through
to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the
parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will be
deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary
road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For example,
the eastem side of Havelock Street will be in the ‘CBD” and
the western side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of
the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
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include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%
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GLASS WORKS (WA) INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 7 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Glass Works (WA) Pty Ltd.
AG 7 of 1999.
Glass Works (WA) Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
11 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Glass Works (WA) Industrial Agreement as
filed in the Commission on 13 January 1999 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Glass Works (WA)
Industrial Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Glass Works (WA)
Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State
of Western Australia.
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4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately three (3) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
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3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
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(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:

BLPPU

CMETU

The Company:
Company
Seal

......................................
Date: / /
......................................
WITNESS
......................................
Date: / /
......................................
WITNESS
......................................
SIGNATURE
Date: / /
......................................
PRINT NAME
......................................
WITNESS
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APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
Special Class T
17.95
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
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3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.85
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
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Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.l3m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
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applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15.Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
42%
1st year
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
th
4 year
88%
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HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS PEEL HEALTH
SERVICES BOARD ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
1999.
No. PSAAG 10 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)
and
Minister for Health in Right of the Peel Health Services
Board.
No. PSAAG 10 of 1999.
Hospital Salaried Officers Peel Health Services Board
Enterprise Agreement 1999.
26 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C Thomas for the Applicant and Mr S
Barton on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 11th day of March, 1999 entitled Hospital Salaried Officers Peel Health Services Board
Enterprise Agreement 1999 and as subsequently amended
by direction of the Commission in the terms of the following Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement
and replaces the Hospital Salaried Officers Peel Health
Services Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 PSAAG
24 of 1998.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be titled the Hospital Salaried Officers Peel Health Services Board Enterprise Agreement 1999.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Purpose of Agreement
Application and Parties Bound
Term of Agreement
No Extra Claims
Objectives, Principles and Commitments
Framework and Principles for Identifying Productivity Improvements and Bargaining
Awards, Agreements and Workplace Agreements
Rates of Pay and their Adjustment
Resources for Ongoing Productivity Improvement
and Further Enterprise Bargaining Negotiations
Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures
Hours
Part-Time Employees
Medical Imaging Technologists
Public Holidays
Long Service Leave
Sick Leave
Taking of Annual Leave
Family, Bereavement and Personal Leave
Parental Leave
Award Consolidation
Higher Duties
Allowances
Overpayments
Contract of Service—Probation
Travelling Allowance
Mobility
Skills Acquisition, Training and Employee Development

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
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Salary Packaging
Salaries
Review of Corporate & Support Services
Establishment of Competencies for Levels 1 & 2
Review of Sick Leave Management
Ratification
ATTACHMENT 1 Model for Identifying Productivity Increases
ATTACHMENT 2 Award Amendments

3.—PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement aims to achieve improvements in productivity and efficiency and the enhanced performance of the
Peel Health Services Board along with allowing the benefits
from those improvements to be shared by employees, the Peel
Health Services Board and the Government on behalf of the
Community.
(2) This Agreement places priority on the parties at Peel
Health Services Board taking responsibility for their own human resource and labour relations affairs and reaching
agreement on issues appropriate to the Metropolitan Health
Service Board.
(3) The parties acknowledge that it is intended to integrate
the Peel Health Services Board with the Metropolitan Health
Service Board during the life of this Agreement.
4.—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
(1) This agreement applies to the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) (HSOA),
the Employees covered by the Hospital Salaried Officer’s
Award No. 39 of 1968 and employed by the Peel Health Services Board (PHSB).
(2) The estimated number of employees bound by this Agreement at the time of registration is 52.
(3) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 (hereafter
sometimes referred to as the Award) and shall replace the provisions of that Award where expressly stated herein. Wherever
there is an inconsistency between the Agreement and the Award,
the Agreement shall take precedence.
(4) This Agreement cancels and replaces the following agreements; PSA AG24/1998.
5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of Registration until its expiry 30 months after the date of registration
provided that should during the life of this Agreement, the
PHSB be integrated into the and become part of the Metropolitan Health Service Board (MHSB), this Agreement shall
cease and by virtue of such cessation be replaced by the Hospital Salaried Officers Metropolitan Health Service Board
Agreement 1999 or such agreement as may replace that agreement.
(2) The parties to this Agreement agree to re-open negotiations at least no later than six months prior to the expiry of this
Agreement.
6.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
Subject to the terms of this agreement, for the life of the
agreement, the HSOA shall make no further claims on the
PHSB.
7.—OBJECTIVES, PRINCIPLES AND COMMITMENTS
(1) The parties agree that the objectives of this Agreement
are to—
(a) improve the productivity and efficiency of the PHSB;
(b) facilitate greater flexibility in the management of
conditions and work arrangements across the PHSB;
(c) ensure high quality patient services in a safe, healthy
and equitable work environment;
(d) ensure high quality of employment and jobs; and
(e) provide a pathway to providing a wage increase to
employees based upon the achievement of improved
productivity and efficiency.
(2) By—
(a) ensuring that gains achieved through agreed improved productivity and changes in workplace culture
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are shared by employees, PHSB and its clients and
the Government on behalf of the community;
(b) ensuring that the PHSB operates in a manner consistent with the principles outlined in Section 7 of
the Public Sector Management Act;
(c) developing and pursuing changes on a co-operative
basis; and
(d) ensuring that the PHSB operates as effectively, efficiently and competitively as possible.
(3) The Hospital Salaried Officers Association and the PHSB,
Management and Employees bound by this Agreement are
committed to—
(a) Support and actively contribute to health service continuous quality improvement, including best practice,
where best practice—
(i) is simply the best way of doing things;
(ii) is a continuous improvement process which
involves constantly changing, adapting and
integrating related approaches to health service issues;
(iii) practices are not fixed and not restricted to an
examination of costs, but also include quality
and delivery issues;
(iv) is outcome rather than simply activity based;
(v) provides the processes, structures, rights and
obligations that are essential to ensure that the
full capacity for innovation of employees is
fully and effectively used;
(vi) depends on effective training, empowerment
and participation of both management and
employees to acquire and utilise the skills
which are necessary to effectively develop,
implement and evaluate the change process;
and
(vii) are to be based on the following principles—
• customer/patient focus
• management commitment
• employee participation
• leadership
• information analysis
• policies and plans
• appropriate standards
• hospital/health service performance
• cost effectiveness
• working smarter
(b) Support the clinical, teaching, research and organisational goals of the health service and contribute to
the achievement of those goals as active members of
the health service community.
(c) Support and actively contribute to the achievement
and/or maintenance of ACHS Accreditation.
(d) Actively contribute to the achievement of health service budgets.
(e) Assist with achieving Health Department defined
waiting list priorities and day surgery targets.
(f) Co-operate with the development and implementation of strategies to achieve length of stay targets.
(g) Participate in a Multi-disciplinary approach to patient care.
(h) The principles of public sector administration; in
particular to the principles contained in Sections 7, 8
and 9 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.
(4) In addition, the PHSB is committed to facilitating and
encouraging the participation and commitment of employees.
8.—FRAMEWORK AND PRINCIPLES FOR
IDENTIFYING PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
AND BARGAINING
(1) (a) Following the receipt of a request from the HSOA to
negotiate a new Agreement, in accordance with Clause 5.—
Term of Agreement, a representative from the PHSB will meet
with a representative from the HSOA to discuss the request as
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soon as practicable but in any event within five working days
of the receipt of the request.
These discussions should include process issues such as what
sort of bargaining mechanism will be established, what consultative process can be used or needs to be put in place,
possible initiatives to be considered and the time frame.
Negotiations will be conducted in a manner and time frame
agreed by the parties to this Agreement.
(b) The negotiations should occur on the basis of a broad
agenda of initiatives designed to improve efficiency, effectiveness, productivity, patient care and flexibility within the
PHSB.
(c) The agenda should include but not be limited to—
(i) changes in work organisation, job design and working patterns and arrangements;
(ii) examination of terms and conditions of employment
to ensure they are suited to the PHSB’s operational
requirements;
(iii) identification and implementation of best practice
across all areas of service delivery;
(iv) (i), (ii) and (iii) can be achieved by means including
but not limited to—
(aa) new training and skills development programs
as and where required;
(bb) the optimum use of human and capital resources including new technology;
(cc) quality assurance and continuous improvement
programs;
(dd) having due regard to operational requirements,
allowing sufficient flexibility to enable employees to meet their family responsibilities;
and
(ee) active occupational health and safety risk reduction, training and rehabilitation programs.
(2) In negotiating further salary increases in return for productivity improvements, the parties should ensure that the
following issues have been addressed and/or applied—
(a) Productivity Improvements
Productivity improvements are changes which increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the PHSB
in meeting its agreed and contracted service programs
and outcomes. Productivity improvements may be
related to work practices or arrangements. They may
be things which go to minimise the cost of what is
done, to the way things are done, to when they are
done, to the quality of what is done or to improve the
ability of the provider to meet patient and customer
needs. They may or may not require changes from
Award conditions.
Without limiting any of the above, in practice, the
primary focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the
workplace is likely to be on best practice, efficiency,
effectiveness, competitiveness, cost savings, and
quality of employment.
(b) Sharing Gains from Productivity Improvement
The parties accept that there is no precise formula
for the sharing of gains from productivity improvements, but in any agreement, in addition to employee
benefits, there must be a clear and specific return to
the PHSB and/or the Government. Productivity improvements may be related to work practices or
arrangements, subject to acceptance that where capital expenditure requires changes in work methods
and/or the number of employees and the changes are
of a nature that enhances the investment, it shall
qualify as a productivity improvement, provided that
there is a net quantifiable benefit to the PHSB.
Any agreement reached should not rely primarily on
improvements which are merely the result of new
technology or financial reforms or other such initiatives. For example; in the case of capital investment
(technology), changes arising from capital expenditure for which the PHSB takes the risk and which
require a reasonable return on the funds invested, do
not necessarily count as a productivity improvement.
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The treatment of improved efficiency arising from
major capital expenditure is to be agreed by the PHSB
and the HSOA and shall take into account factors
such as the cost of capital.
Where employees repackage or exchange employment conditions, all or most of the saving or
productivity improvement made by the PHSB can
be returned to the employees.
(c) Identifying Productivity Increases
To assist in identifying and negotiating productivity
improvements during the life of this agreement and
in negotiating the next agreement a model for identifying productivity increases is contained in
Attachment 1.
9.—AWARDS, AGREEMENTS AND WORKPLACE
AGREEMENTS
(1) Relationship between Agreements and Awards
Consistent with the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the
State Wage Principles, this Agreement shall provide the whole
of the employees’ wage increases for the life of the Agreement.
(2) Choice between this Agreement and Workplace Agreements
(a) The parties accept that Employees will be given an
informed and free choice between this Agreement
and Workplace Agreements;
(b) To facilitate the making of an informed and free
choice—
(i) Employees who are to be offered a choice between this Agreement and a workplace
agreement may only be required to indicate
their choice after the employee has been offered the position.
(ii) Where an employee has been offered a choice
the employee shall have a minimum of seven
days in which to decide which alternative to
take, provided that where it is necessary to fill
a position within a period of less than seven
days or where an employer agrees to an employee commencing within a period of less
than seven days, the employee shall have up
to the date of formal acceptance.
(iii) The employee shall be provided with—
(aa) a copy of an agreed summary of this
Agreement; and
(bb) a copy of a summary of the Workplace
Agreement.
(iv) At the request of an employee, the employee
shall be provided with;
(aa) access to a copy of this Agreement and
the Workplace Agreement;
(bb) any other relevant documentation, such
as information on salary packaging; and
(cc) information on where they can obtain
further advice and on how to contact
the Union.
For its part, the Union undertakes to advise all employees on the matter of choice whether or not they
are members of the Union.
(c) If agreement on any aspect of this clause is not able
to be reached the dispute settlement procedure set
out in Clause 12 of this Agreement is to be followed.
(3) By agreement between the employer and the employee,
an employee who has signed a Workplace Agreement prior to
the registration of this S.41 Industrial Agreement can revisit
the Workplace Agreement in light of this Agreement.
(4) All staff transferred or redeployed to the PHSB from
within the Public Sector or within the Government Health Industry may be offered the choice of a Workplace Agreement
or this Agreement subject to the discretion of the PHSB.
(5) All promotional positions and new staff recruited by the
PHSB from outside the Public Sector may be provided with
the choice of a Workplace Agreement or this Agreement, subject to the discretion of the PHSB.
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(6) In the exercising of the discretion to only offer a
Workplace Agreement under subclauses (4) and (5) of this
clause, the PHSB shall ensure that the decision to only offer a
Workplace Agreement is made for legitimate operational reasons. In exercising their discretion to only offer a Workplace
Agreement, the PHSB is to liaise with the HSOA to ensure it
is not done to circumvent the option of choice.
10.—RATES OF PAY AND THEIR ADJUSTMENT
This Agreement provides for the following salary increases:
(a) 3.0% from 1 January 1999;
(b) 2.5% 12 months after the date of registration
(c) 2.0% 24 months after the date of registration. The final
payment of 2% may be supplemented by an additional
productivity dividend. Negotiations of any productivity dividend are to commence no later than 1 July, 2000.
Any dividend paid under this arrangement is subject to
real cash savings being identified, in excess of those
savings required to fund the above payments, and will
be limited by Government wages policy.
The effective rates are shown in Clause 31.—Salaries of this
Agreement.
11.—RESOURCES FOR ONGOING PRODUCTIVITY
IMPROVEMENT AND FURTHER ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING NEGOTIATIONS
(1) It is recognised that enterprise bargaining places considerable obligations upon the parties at the PHSB.
(2) (a) To assist in meeting these obligations, the PHSB will
assist by providing appropriate resources having regard to the
operational requirements of the PHSB and resource requirements associated with developing productivity improvements
under this Agreement and with negotiating a new agreement;
(b) It is accepted that employees of the PHSB who are involved in the productivity improvement and the enterprise
bargaining processes will be allowed reasonable paid time to
fulfil their responsibilities in this process;
(c) Access to resources shall be negotiated with the PHSB
and shall not unreasonably affect the operation of the PHSB;
(d) Any paid time or resources shall be provided in a manner
suitable to both parties and to enable negotiations to occur and to
assist in the achievement of improvements and of agreement.
(e) The parties accept that the process of bargaining in good
faith includes disclosing relevant information, as appropriate
for the purposes of the negotiations and confidentiality and
privacy in the negotiation process will be respected at all times.
(f) The parties accept that on occasions the nature of certain
information may prejudice a party’s position or not assist in
the resolution of the matter. Subject to the rights of the parties
to invoke Clause 12.—Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures of this Agreement, a decision on whether or not to
exchange or divulge information will be a matter for the relevant party to decide, provided that information shall not be
unreasonably withheld;
(g) Where information of a commercial or sensitive nature
is exchanged, the parties agree not to use or divulge that information outside of the negotiating forums.
(3) No officer or employee will be discriminated against as
a result of activities conducted in accordance with this clause.
12.—DISPUTE AVOIDANCE AND SETTLEMENT
PROCEDURES
(1) This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 27
of the Award. The objective of this Clause is to provide a set
of procedures for dealing with any question, dispute or difficulty arising under this Agreement and for dealing with any
question, dispute or difficulty between the parties during negotiations for amendments to this Agreement.
(2) Subject to the Public Sector Management Act 1994, in
the event of any question, dispute or difficulty arising under
this Agreement, the following procedures shall apply, provided
that nothing in these procedures shall prevent the Secretary of
the HSOA (or his/her nominee) from intervening to assist in
the process—
(a) The matter is to be discussed between the HSOA
employee representative and the employer representative and an attempt made to resolve the matter;
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(b) If the matter is unable to be resolved through discussions between the HSOA employee representative
and the employer representative, the matter is to be
discussed between the employee representative and
a representative nominated by the Chairman of the
PHSB (or his/her nominee), as soon as practicable
but within five working days. Notification of any
question, dispute or difficulty may be made verbally
and/or in writing;
(c) The parties may individually or collectively seek
advice from any appropriate organisation or person
in an attempt to resolve the matter;
(d) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the date of notification in (b) hereof, either party
may notify the Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her
nominee), or a representative nominated by the Chairman of the PHSB (or his/her nominee) of the
existence of a dispute or disagreement;
(e) The Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her nominee) a
representative nominated by the Chairman of the
PHSB (or his/her nominee) shall confer on the matters notified by the parties within five working days
and—
(i) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be advised within two
working days;
(ii) where there is disagreement on any matter it
may be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relation Commission.
(3) Where any matter is referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and the matter is not resolved
by conciliation, then the matter remaining in dispute may be
resolved by arbitration in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the State Wage Principles.
13.—HOURS
This clause replaces Clause 13.—Hours of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1)(a) The ordinary hours of work shall be an average of
thirty eight per week and shall be worked by one of
the following arrangements—
(i) Ordinary hours of work of thirty eight per
week;
(ii) Flexitime roster covering a settlement period
of four weeks;
(iii) Actual hours of seventy six over nine days with
the tenth day to be taken as a paid rostered
day off;
(iv) Such other arrangements as are agreed between
the employer and employee. Provided that proposed hours of duty where set outside the terms
of this Agreement shall be subject to ratification of the WA Industrial Relations
Commission.
(v) In addition to the above arrangements, where
the employees concerned, the employer and
the Union agree in writing, shifts of up to but
not more than 12 hours may be worked.
(vi) Subject to meal breaks, prescribed hours are
to be worked in one continuous period provided that where a hospital or health service
and employee have entered into an alternative
arrangement involving discontinuous shifts
prior to 1 December 1998, that arrangement
may continue under this Agreement.
(b) Subject to the following, where the employer and an
employee or group of employees agree in writing,
shifts of up to 12 hours may be worked provided the
average normal hours worked in a shift cycle or settlement period does not exceed 76 per fortnight.
(i) While recognising that in the course of an averaging process there may be some individual
variances, the terms and conditions of the shift
agreement shall on balance be no less favourable than those prescribed by this Agreement;
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(ii) The period of the shift cycle or settlement period over which the arrangement may extend
shall be clearly defined;
(iii) The arrangement shall allow for a minimum
of one clear day off in each 7 days;
(iv) The arrangement may allow for additional time
off in lieu of penalty rates;
(v) The arrangement may allow for salary averaging of regular penalties and allowances
including penalties for working on a public
holiday;
(c) Where the employer has made a definite decision to
introduce changes to shift rosters or employees’ ordinary hours, the employer shall notify the employees
who may be affected by the proposed changes and
the Union as soon as the decision has been made and
before the changes are to be introduced. Discussion
with the employees and union shall occur consistent
with the Introduction of Change clause of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(d) The operation of working arrangements prescribed
in paragraph (a) above shall be consistent with the
working arrangements prescribed in this clause.
(e) Any arrangement of hours of work which fall outside the parameters set out in this clause shall be
subject to ratification by the WA Industrial Relations
Commission.
(2) Ordinary Hours
Subject to the Award clauses other than those expressly replaced by this Agreement, the spread of ordinary hours will be
from 6.00am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday inclusive with a
meal break of not less than 30 minutes nor more than 60 minutes to be taken between 12.00noon and 2.00pm, provided that
an employee may with prior approval of their supervisor be
allowed to extend the meal break beyond 60 minutes to a maximum of 90 minutes.
(3) Other Working Arrangements
(a) The ordinary hours of duty observed may be varied
in accordance with subclause (1)(a)(iv) so as to make
provisions for—
(i) the attendance of employees for duty on a Saturday, Sunday, or Public Holidays.
(ii) the performance of shift work including work
on Saturdays, Sundays or Public Holidays; and
(iii) the nature of the duties of an employee or class
of employees in fulfilling the responsibilities
of their office.
provided that where the hours of duty are so varied
an employee shall not be required to work more than
five hours continuously without a break unless agreed
in writing between the employee and the employer.
(b) Notwithstanding the above, where it is considered
necessary to provide a more economic operation, the
employer may authorise the operation of alternative
working arrangements in the hospital/health service,
or any branch or section thereof.
The continuing operation of any alternative working
arrangements, so approved, will depend on the employer being satisfied that the efficient functioning
of the hospital/health service is being enhanced by
its operation.
Such alternative working arrangements shall be in
accordance with subclause (1)(a) and (d).
(4) Flexitime Arrangements
(a) Flexitime Roster
(i) The authorisation of a flexitime roster shall
be the responsibility of the employer. The roster will indicate the minimum staffing and any
other requirements in respect to starting and
finishing times, lunch break coverage and
flexileave.
(ii) The roster shall cover a settlement period of
four weeks and shall be made available to all
affected employees no later than three days
prior to the settlement period commencing.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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(iii) The roster shall be prepared in consultation
with the affected employees, subject to the
employer retaining the right to determine arrangements to suit the operational needs of the
department.
(iv) Subject to four weeks notice being given to
affected employees, the employer may withdraw authorisation of a flexitime roster.
Hours of Duty
(i) The ordinary hours of duty may be an average
of 7 hours 36 minutes per day which may be
worked with flexible commencement and finishing times in accordance with the provisions
of this subclause, provided that the required
hours of duty for each four week settlement
period shall be 152 hours.
(ii) For the purpose of leave and Public Holidays,
a day shall be credited as 7 hours 36 minutes.
Flexitime Periods
Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to the concurrence of the supervisor, employees
may select their own starting and finishing times
within the following periods—
6.00 am to 9.30 am
11.00 am to 2.30 pm (Minimum half an hour
break)
3.30 pm to 6.00 pm
Core Periods
Core periods may be set by agreement between the
employer and the employee.
Lunch Break
(i) An employee shall be allowed to extend the
meal break between 11 am and 2.30 pm of not
less than 30 minutes but not exceeding 60
minutes except as provided below.
(ii) An employee may be allowed to extend the
meal break beyond 60 minutes to a maximum
of 90 minutes. Such an extension is subject to
prior approval of the employee’s supervisor.
Flexileave
(i) Within the constraints of the prepared roster
and subject to the prior approval of the supervisor, an employee may be allowed a
maximum of two full days or any combination of half days and full days that does not in
total exceed two days in any one settlement
period.
(ii) Approval to take flexileave is subject to the
employee having accrued sufficient credit
hours to cover the absence prior to taking the
leave. In exceptional circumstances and with
the approval of the employer, flexileave may
be taken before accrual subject to such conditions as the employer may impose.
Settlement Period
(i) For recording time worked, there shall be a
settlement period which shall consist of four
weeks.
(ii) The settlement period shall commence at the
beginning of a pay period.
(iii) The required hours of duty for a settlement
period shall be 152 hours.
Credit Hours
(i) Credit hours in excess of the required 152
hours to a maximum of 8 hours are permitted
at the end of each settlement period. Such
credit hours shall be carried forward to the next
settlement period.
(ii) Credit hours in excess of 8 hours at the end of
a settlement period shall be lost.
(iii) Credit hours at any point within the settlement
period shall not exceed 20 hours.
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(i) Debit Hours
(i) Debit hours below the required 152 hours to a
maximum of 4 hours are permitted at the end
of each settlement period. Such debit hours
shall be carried forward to the next settlement
period.
(ii) Where an employee’s debit hours exceed 4
hours, the employer may treat the time as if
the employee had taken leave without pay for
the period necessary to reduce debit hours to
four hours.
(iii) Employees having excessive debit hours may
be required to work standard working hours
in addition to not being paid for the number of
hours in excess of the debit hours permitted at
the end of each settlement period.
(j) Maximum Daily Working Hours
Subject to subclause (1)(b), a maximum of 10 hours
may be worked in any one day.
(k) Study Leave
Where study leave has been approved by the employer, credits will be given for education
commitments falling within the ordinary hours of
duty and for which “time off” is necessary to allow
for attendance at formal classes.
(l) Overtime
(i) Employees receiving at least one day’s prior
notice of overtime shall be required to work
the ordinary hours of duty determined by the
employer under subclause (1) of this clause.
(ii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at the conclusion of a day with less than
one day’s notice, and
(aa) where the employee has at the commencement of that day 2 hours or more
flexitime credits, the employee shall be
paid overtime after 5 hours work on that
day, or for time worked after 3.30 pm,
whichever is the later, or
(bb) where that employee has commenced
duty prior to 8.30 am and has, at the
commencement of that day, less than 2
hours flexitime credits, the employee
shall be paid overtime, for time worked
after the completion of ordinary hours
of duty or after working 7 hours 36
minutes on that day, whichever is the
earlier, or
(cc) where that employee has commenced
work after 8.30 am and has, at the commencement of that day, less than 2
hours flexitime credits, the employee
shall be paid overtime for time worked
after 5.30 pm or after working 7 hours
36 minutes, on that day whichever is
the earlier.
(iii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at the beginning of a day with less than
one day’s notice, that employee shall be paid
overtime for any time worked prior to the commencing time for ordinary hours of duty
determined by the employer under subclause
(1) of this clause.
(5) Nine Day Fortnight
(a) Hours of Duty
(i) The employer may authorise the operation of
a nine day fortnight where the ordinary hours
of duty of 76 hours a fortnight are worked over
nine days of the fortnight, exclusive of work
performed on Saturday, Sunday and the special rostered day off, with each day consisting
of 8 hours and 27 minutes.
(ii) The employer shall determine employees’
commencing and finishing times between the
spread of 6.00 am and 6.00 pm, in order to
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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ensure that departmental requirements are met
on each day.
Lunch Break
A meal break shall be allowed and taken in accordance with the standard provisions of this clause.
Special Rostered Day Off
Each employee shall be allowed one special rostered
day off each fortnight in accordance with a roster
prepared by management showing days and hours
of duty and special rostered days off for each employee.
Leave and Public Holidays.
For the purposes of leave and Public Holidays, a day
shall be credited as 8 hours 27 minutes notwithstanding the following—
(i) When a Public Holiday falls on an employee’s special rostered day off the employee shall
be granted a day in lieu of the holiday prior to
the conclusion of the current fortnight.
(ii) For a Public Holiday occurring during a period of annual leave, an additional day will be
added to the period of leave irrespective of
whether it falls on a rostered work day or special rostered day off.
(iii) A four week annual leave entitlement is
equivalent to 152 hours, the equivalent to
eighteen rostered working days of 8 hours 27
minutes, and two special rostered days off.
(iv) An employee who is sick on a special rostered
day off will not be granted sick leave for that
day, and will not be credited with an additional
day off in lieu.
Overtime
The provisions of the relevant overtime clause, shall
apply for work performed prior to an employee’s
nominated starting time and after an employee’s
nominated ceasing time in accordance with
subparagraph (a)(ii) and on an employee’s special
rostered day off.
Study Leave
Credits for Study Leave will be given for educational
commitments falling due between and employee’s
nominated starting and finishing times.

14.—PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
To be read in conjunction with Clause 34.—Part-time Employees of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968.
(1) Part-time employees shall be paid at a rate pro-rata to
the rate prescribed for the class of work for which they are
engaged in the proportion to which their fortnightly hours bear
to 76 hours per fortnight.
(2) When a part-time employee classified above the 20 years
of age rate as defined by the Hospital Salaried Officers Award
No. 39 of 1968, commences employment on or after the 1 July
1996, he/she shall accrue service towards progression onto
subsequent salary increments within a salary level, on a prorata basis of the number of hours worked to full time hours.
(3) Provided that relevant prior service and experience shall
be taken into account when determining at what increment
within a specified salary level a part-time employee is appointed.
(4) Part-Time Flexibility for Relief
(a)
(i) The purpose of this provision is to provide
those part time employees who wish to access
it with the opportunity to work additional hours
by covering short-term relief requirements of
the employer.
(ii) While relief for vacancies will normally be
provided from full time relief staff, where that
is not possible, opportunities for relieving vacancies will be offered on an equitable basis
to available, suitably qualified part time staff.
(iii) Where the numbers of suitably qualified and
available part time staff warrant it, they shall

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
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form a relief pool for the purposes of this
subclause.
The purpose of the relief pool is to identify a pool of
available and appropriately trained employees to provide staffing relief for absences of other workers
while reducing the need for employers to resort to
the use of casuals to provide adequate relief cover. It
is envisaged relief under this subclause will be required for absences occasioned by matter such as—
• Brief periods of unplanned absence;
• Sick leave;
• Time in lieu;
• Annual leave;
• Long service leave.
This provision applies to part time workers only
For the purposes of this subclause, as applicable, a
pool or pools of staff qualified for the work to be
relieved, will be formed.
Relief will be provided for absences of both part time
and full time employees.
The pool will consist of only those employees who
indicate their willingness to participate in the pool
and to accept the modified terms and conditions applying to its operation those terms being set out in
paragraph (g) _below.
(i) Not withstanding the provision of Subclause
(1) (b) of Clause 34 Part-time Employees, of
the Award, and subject to subclauses (b), (c),
(d) of this clause where a part-time employee
has previously indicated in writing a willingness to work extra hours and or extra shifts
such employee may work up to 76 hours per
fortnight at ordinary rates of pay without receiving prior notice.
(ii) The indication given by an employee of their
willingness to work extra hours may be withdrawn at any time.
(iii) An indication by an employee of his/her willingness to work additional hours does not
oblige the employee to work additional hours
if they are offered by the employer, accordingly, the employee may refuse to work any
additional hours offered to them and may not
be required to give any reasons for so refusing. Any such refusal is without prejudice to
the employee.
(iv) The employer may not make it a Condition of
Employment that an employee agree to make
themselves available to work additional hours.
(v) Consistent with the operation of this Agreement there will be no rostered split shifts.

15.—MEDICAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGISTS
This provision replaces Clause 12. of the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this Agreement or in the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968, Medical Imaging Technologists who were prior to this
Agreement employed on a thirty-five hour and four week annual leave basis shall as a result of the registration of this
Agreement, be employed on a thirty-five and a half (35.5) hour
week and four week annual leave basis.
16.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
This provision replaces subclause 16(1)(a) of the Hospital
Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
The following days or the days observed in lieu thereof shall
subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, namely New Year’s Day, Australia Day,
Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing
Day. Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by
arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the days
named in this subclause.
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17.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 19. Long Service Leave of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) An employee shall be entitled to thirteen weeks paid long
service leave on the completion of ten years of continuous
service and an additional thirteen weeks paid long service leave
for each subsequent period of seven years of continuous service completed by the employee.
(2) Notwithstanding subclause (1)—
(a) An employee in employment with an employer respondent to the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No.
39 of 1968 at the 1st of April 1996, shall retain the
proportion of long service leave accrued at the rate
provided by the Award at that time and during the
period from 1 April 1996 up until 1 January 1999,
accrue long service leave at the ten year rate.
(b) An employee, in employment with the PHSB and
covered by the Hospital salaried Officers Award No.
39 of 1968 at 1 January 1999 shall retain the proportion of long service leave accrued up to that time and
shall accrue the balance in accordance with subclause
(1) of this clause.
(c) An employee who at 1 January 1999 transfers or is
redeployed from employment with an employer covered by the Hospital Salaried Officers Award to
employment with the PHSB shall retain the proportion of long service leave accrued up to that time and
shall accrue the balance in accordance with subclause
(1) of this clause.
(3) Upon application by an employee, the employer may
(subject to subclause (4) of this Agreement), approve of the
taking by the employee—
(a) of double the period of long service leave on half
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(b) of half the period of long service leave on double
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(c) of any portion of his/her long service leave entitlement on full pay or double such period on half pay;
or half such period on double pay
(d) a full time employee who, during a qualifying period towards an entitlement of long service leave was
employed continuously on both a full time and part
time basis may elect to take a lesser period of long
service leave calculated by converting the part time
service to equivalent full time service.
(4) Long service leave may be taken in weekly multiples on
full, half or compacted pay provided that where an employees
remaining portion of accrued untaken leave entitlement is less
than a week such portion may be taken.
(5) Any holiday occurring during the period in which an
employee is on long service leave will be treated as part of the
long service leave, and extra days in lieu thereof shall not be
granted.
(6) Long service leave shall be taken as it falls due at the
convenience of the employer but within three years next after
becoming entitled thereto: Provided that the employer may
approve the accumulation of long service leave not exceeding
twenty six weeks.
(7) An employee who resigns or who is dismissed, shall not
be entitled to long service leave or payment for long service
leave other than leave that had accrued to the employee prior
to the date of resignation or the date of the offence for which
the employee is dismissed.
(8) A lump sum payment for long service leave accrued in
accordance with this clause and for pro-rata long service leave
shall be made in the following cases—
(a) To an employee who retires at or over the age of
fifty-five years or who has retired on the grounds of
ill health, provided that no payment shall be made
for pro-rata long service leave unless the employee
has completed not less than twelve months’ continuous service.
(b) To an employee who has retired for any other cause:
Provided that no payment shall be made for pro-rata
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long service leave unless the employee had completed
not less than three years’ continuous service before
the date of his/her retirement.
(c) To the widow or widower of an employee or such
other person as may be approved by the employer in
the event of the death of an employee: Provided that
no payment shall be made for pro-rata long service
leave unless the employee had completed not less
than twelve months’ continuous service prior to the
date of his/her death.
(9) A calculation of the amount due for long service leave
accrued and for pro-rata long service leave shall be made at
the rate of salary of an employee at the date of retirement,
resignation or death, whichever applies and no such payment
shall exceed the equivalent of twelve months’ salary.
(10) Long service leave accrued prior to the issue of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 shall remain
to the credit of each employee.
(11) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (6), (7), (8)
and (12) of this clause, the service of an employee shall not be
deemed to have been broken—
(a) by resignation, where he/she resigned from the employment of an employer a party to the Award and
commenced with another employer a party to the
Award within one working week of the expiration of
any period for which payment in lieu of annual leave
or holidays has been made by an employer party to
the Award from whom he/she resigned or, if no such
payment has been made, within one working week
of the day on which his/her resignation became effective;
(b) if his/her employment was ended by his/her employer
who is party to the Award, for any reason other than
misconduct or unsatisfactory service but only if—
(i) the employee resumed employment with an
employer party to the Award not later than six
months from the day on which his/her employment ended; and
(ii) payment pursuant to subclause (8) of this
clause has not been made; or
(c) by any absence approved by the employer as leave
whether with or without pay.
(12) The expression “continuous service” in this clause includes any period during which an employee is absent on full
pay or part pay, from his/her duties with any employer party
to the Award, but does not include—
(a) any cumulative period exceeding two weeks in any
one anniversary year during which the employee is
absent on leave without pay;
(b) Any service of the employee who resigns or is dismissed, other than service prior to such resignation
or to the date of any offence in respect of which the
employee is dismissed when such prior service has
actually entitled the employee to long service leave,
including pro-rata long service leave, under this
clause.
(13) Portability
(a) Where an employee was, immediately prior to being
employed by the PHSB employed in the service of—
• The Commonwealth of Australia
• Any other State Government of Australia, or
• Any Western Australian state public sector or
state government employer including an employer covered by the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award no 39 of 1968,
and the period between the date when the employee
ceased previous employment and the date of commencing employment by the PHSB does not exceed
one week, that employee shall be entitled to long
service leave determined in the following manner—
(i) the pro rata portion of long service leave to
which the employee would have been entitled
up to the date of appointment under the Public
Sector Management Act, shall be calculated
in accordance with the provisions that applied
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to the previous employment referred to, but in
calculating that period of pro rata long service
leave, any long service leave taken or any benefit granted in lieu of any such long service
leave during that employment shall be deducted from any long service leave to which
the employee may become entitled under this
clause; and
(ii) the balance of the long service leave entitlement of the employee shall be calculated upon
appointment by a respondent to this Agreement in accordance with the provisions of this
clause.
(b) Nothing in this clause confers or shall be deemed to
confer on any employee previously employed by the
Commonwealth or by any other State of Australia
any entitlement to a complete period of long service
leave that accrued in the employee’s favour prior to
the date on which the employee commenced with
the PHSB.
(14) At the request of the employee and with the agreement
of the employer, an employee may be paid in lieu of taking a
portion of long service leave.
18.—SICK LEAVE
(1) This provision replaces subclause (7) of Clause 18.—
Sick Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968.
The basis for the cumulative accrual of sick leave shall be—
Leave On
Full Pay
Working Days
(a) On date of employment of the
employee
5
(b) On completion by the employee of
six months’ service
5
(c) On completion by the employee of
twelve months’ service
10
(d) On completion of each additional
twelve months’ service by the
employee
10
Provided that where an employee has accrued sick leave on
half days pay prior to the date upon which this Agreement
comes into effect those accrued half days shall be converted to
the equivalent of full days sick leave and shall remain to the
employee’s credit until such time as they may be taken.
19.—TAKING OF ANNUAL LEAVE
This clause shall be read as if it were subclause (4A) of
Clause 16.—Holidays and Annual Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(a)
(i) An employee is expected to take annual leave
in the year immediately following the anniversary date upon which the leave became due.
(ii) The scheduling of annual leave should be as a
result of consultation between the employer
and the employee.
(iii) If the employee refuses to enter into discussions in relation to the taking of annual leave
the employer may roster the employee off for
a period of annual leave.
(b) An employee, who has accumulated in excess of two
year’s annual leave entitlement and who has been
advised accordingly by the employer, may be required
to take sufficient leave prior to the next entitlement
becoming due to ensure that their entitlement does
not exceed two years entitlement.
(c) An employee who fails to take the leave as specified
in paragraph (b) of this subclause may have any entitlements in excess of two years paid out at the
current rate of pay provided that the employee shall
be required to take at least two weeks leave in any
anniversary year of employment.
(d) At the request of an employee and with the written
agreement of the employer, an employee may be allowed to accumulate in excess of two years annual
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leave entitlement upon demonstrating an extraordinary or special reason to the Employer.
(e) Any employee who has accrued an excessive amount
of leave (ie. in excess of two years entitlement) may
be required to clear any excessive accrued leave by
taking double their entitlement of accrued leave in
any one year until such time as their entitlement is
less than two years entitlement.
(f) Where the employer and employee agree, an employee who has an entitlement in excess of two years
may be paid out their annual leave at their current
rate of pay, rather than proceeding on annual leave,
provided that the employee has proceeded on two
weeks leave in that anniversary year of employment.
20.—FAMILY, BEREAVEMENT AND PERSONAL
LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 17.—Short Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Family Leave
(a) In this subclause “family member” means the employee’s spouse, defacto spouse, child, stepchild,
parent, step-parent. This entitlement will also apply
to another person who lives with the employee as a
member of the employee’s family.
(b) The employee is entitled to use up to 38 hours of his/
her personal accrued sick leave to care for an ill family member each year, providing the employee must
maintain a minimum of 10 days of sick leave available for personal use in each year. Subject to
subclause (e), all family leave taken is deducted from
the employee’s sick leave entitlement.
(c) Family leave is not cumulative from year to year.
(d) Medical certificate requirements are as per those for
Sick Leave under the Award.
(e) Where an employee has insufficient accrued sick
leave, by mutual agreement, up to five days of annual leave may be used for the purpose of family
leave.
(2) Bereavement Leave
(a) An employee shall on the death of—
(i) the spouse of the employee;
(ii) the child or step-child of the employee;
(iii) the parent or step-parent of the employee;
(iv) the brother, sister, step brother or step sister;
or
(v) any other person, who immediately before that
person’s death, lived with the employee as a
member of the employee’s family,
be eligible for up to two (2) days bereavement leave,
provided that at the request of an employee the employer may exercise a discretion to grant bereavement
leave to an employee in respect of some other person with whom the employee has a special
relationship.
(b) The 2 days need not be consecutive.
(c) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during any other
period of leave.
(d) An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave
under paragraph (a) of this subclause is to provide to
the employer, if so requested, evidence that would
satisfy a reasonable person as to—
(i) the death that is the subject of the leave sought;
and
(ii) the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
(e) An employee requiring more than two days bereavement leave in order to travel overseas in the event of
the death overseas of a member of the employees
immediate family may, upon providing adequate
proof, in addition to any bereavement leave to which
the employee is eligible, have immediate access to
annual leave and/or accrued long service leave in
weekly multiples and/or leave without pay provided
all accrued leave is exhausted.
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(3) Special Personal Leave
(a) Without Pay
The employer may upon the request of an employee,
grant that employee special leave without pay for
any special or personal reason.
(b) Use of Annual Leave
The employer may, upon the request of an employee
and with sufficient cause being shown, which may
in the circumstances be with little notice, grant that
employee single days of annual leave for pressing
personal emergencies.
21.—PARENTAL LEAVE
This clause replaces the Clause 18A.—Maternity Leave of
the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968. Subject
to the terms of this clause employees are entitled to parental
leave and / or to work part-time in connection with the birth or
adoption of a child.
(1) Definitions
For the purpose of this clause—
(a) “Child” means a child of the employee under the age
of one year except for adoption of a child where
“child” means a person under the age of five years
of age who is placed with the employee for the purpose of adoption, other than a child or step-child of
the employee or of the spouse of the employee or
child who has previously lived continuously with the
employee for a period of six months or more.
(b) “Parental leave” means maternity, paternity or adoption leave taken in accordance with this clause.
(2) Basic entitlement
(a) Employees whose contract of service is by the month
are entitled to 52 weeks unpaid parental leave in relation to the birth or adoption of their child. For
females maternity leave may be taken and for males
paternity leave may be taken. Adoption leave may
be taken in the case of adoption.
(b) Parental leave is to be available to only one parent at
a time, except that both parents may simultaneously
access the leave in the following circumstances—
(i) for maternity leave and paternity leave, an
unbroken period of one week at the time of
the birth of the child—
(ii) for adoption leave, an unbroken period of up
to three weeks at the time of placement of the
child.
(c) In order to demonstrate to the employer that, subject
to paragraph (b), only one parent will be off on Parental leave at a time an employee shall, when
applying for parental leave, provide the employer
with a statutory declaration stating particulars of any
period of parental leave sought or taken by his or her
spouse.
(3) Maternity leave
(a) An employee will provide to the employer at least
ten weeks in advance of the expected date of confinement—
(i) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner stating that she is pregnant and the
expected date of confinement; and
(ii) written notification of the date on which she
proposes to commence maternity leave, and
the period of leave to be taken.
(b) Subject to subclause (c) and unless agreed otherwise
between employer and employee, an employee may
commence parental leave at any time within six
weeks immediately prior to the expected date of the
birth.
(c) Where an employee continues to work within the
six week period immediately prior to the expected
date of birth, or where the employee elects to return
to work within six weeks after the birth of the child,
an employer may require the employee to provide a
medical certificate stating that she is fit to work on
her normal duties.
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(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates after 27 weeks and the employee has not commenced
maternity leave, the employee may take unpaid leave
(to be known as special maternity leave) for such period as a registered medical practitioner certifies as
necessary, except that where an employee is suffering
from an illness not related to the direct consequences of
the delivery, an employee shall be entitled to access paid
sick leave to which she is entitled, in lieu of, or in addition to, special maternity leave.
(e) Where leave is granted under subclause (3)(d), during the period of leave an employee may return to
work at any time, as agreed between the employer
and the employee provided that time does not exceed four weeks from the recommencement date
desired by the employee.
(f) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on maternity leave terminates other than by the birth of a living
child, it shall be the right of the employee to resume
work at a time nominated by the employer which
shall not exceed four weeks from the date of notice
in writing by the employee to the employer that she
desires to resume work.
(g) Where an employee then on maternity leave suffers
illness related to her pregnancy, she may take such
paid sick leave as to which she is then entitled and
such further unpaid leave (to be known as special
maternity leave) as a registered medical practitioner
certifies as necessary before her return to work provided that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special
maternity leave and maternity leave shall not exceed
twelve months.
(4) Paternity leave
An employee will provide to the employer, at least ten weeks
prior to each proposed period of paternity leave —
(a) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
which names his spouse, states that she is pregnant
and the expected date of confinement, or states the
date on which the birth took place; and
(b) written notification of the date on which he proposes
to start and finish the period of paternity leave.
(5) Adoption leave
(a) The employee will notify the employer at least ten
weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
adoption leave and the period of leave to be taken.
An employee may commence adoption leave prior
to providing such notice where through circumstances
beyond the control of the employee, the adoption of
a child takes place earlier.
(b) The employer may require an employee to provide
confirmation from the appropriate government authority of the placement.
(c) The employer shall grant an employee who is seeking to adopt a child such unpaid leave as is required
by the employee to attend any compulsory interviews
or examinations as are necessary as part of the adoption procedure. Where paid leave is available to the
employee, the employer may require the employee
to take such leave in lieu of unpaid leave.
(d) Where the placement of child for adoption with an
employee does not proceed or continue, the employee
will notify the employer immediately and the employer will nominate a time not exceeding four weeks
from the date of notification for the employee’s return to work.
(6) Variation of notice period
Notwithstanding the requirement to give at least 10 weeks
notice of the date of commencement of parental leave, such
notice may be for a greater or lesser period, where it is necessary to vary the date of commencement of parental leave due
to a variation in the actual date of arrival of the child. Such
variation does not count as a variation for the purposes of
subclause (7) of this clause.
(7) Variation of period of parental leave
Unless agreed otherwise between the employer and employee, an employee may apply to their employer to change
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the period of parental leave on one occasion. Any such change
shall be notified at least four weeks prior to the commencement of the changed arrangements.
(8) Parental leave and other entitlements
An employee may in lieu of or in conjunction with parental
leave, access other paid leave entitlements which the employee
has accrued, such as annual leave and long service leave, subject to the total amount of leave not exceeding 52 weeks.
(9) Transfer to a safe job
(a) Where an employee is pregnant and, in the opinion
of a registered medical practitioner, illness or risks
arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected
with the work assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present
work, the employee will, if the employer deems it
practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate
and on the conditions attaching to that job until the
commencement of maternity leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the
employee may elect, or the employer may require
the employee, to commence parental leave.
(10) Entitlement to Part-Time employment
(a) Where an employee is pregnant, and has a doctors
certificate advising that it would be preferable for
the employee to work part-time, or where an employee is eligible for parental leave, and the employer
agrees, the employee may work part-time, the terms
of which are to be agreed in writing, in one or more
periods at any time until the child’s second birthday
or until the second anniversary of the placement of
the child.
(b) The work to be performed part-time need not be the
work performed by the employee in his or her former
position.
(11) Returning to work after a period of parental leave or
part time work.
(a) An employee will notify of their intention to return
to work after a period of parental leave or part-time
work entered into in accordance with this clause at
least four weeks prior to the expiration of the leave
or part-time work.
(b) An employee will be entitled to the position that they
held immediately before proceeding on parental
leave. In the case of an employee transferred to a
safe job pursuant to subclause (8), the employee will
be entitled to return to the position they held immediately before such transfer. An employee who
entered into part-time work in accordance with
subclause (10) will be entitled to return to his or her
former position.
(c) When such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available, which the employee is
qualified for and is capable of performing, the employee will be entitled to a position as nearly
comparable in status and pay to that of their former
position.
(12) Replacement employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged or temporarily promoted or transferred, as
a result of an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(b) A replacement employee will be informed of the temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.
(13) Not withstanding any award, agreement or other provision to the contrary—
(a) absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for
any purpose of the Award or this Agreement.
(b) commencement of part-time employment in accordance with this clause, and return from part time to
full time work under this clause, shall not break the
continuity of service or employment.
22.—AWARD CONSOLIDATION
(1) The parties agree to consolidate the award during the life
of this agreement.
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(2) The amendments to the Award are outlined in Attachment 2—Award Amendments.
23.—HIGHER DUTIES
(1) This clause replaces Clause 11 of the Award for all employees except those employees classified at Level 1 or 2.
(2) Employees who undertake acting in positions which are
classified higher than their substantive positions will be paid a
higher duties allowance in accordance with this clause.
(3) An employee becomes eligible to be paid higher duties
allowance upon having worked ten (10) days (cumulative) in
blocks of 5 consecutive working days or more acting in any
position classified higher than their substantive position in their
current anniversary year of employment.
(4) Subject to subclause (3) higher duties allowance is payable for periods of acting in a higher position for a period of 5
consecutive working days or more, provided that where additional days of higher duties are worked continuously with the
qualifying period, the higher duties allowance will be paid for
all such additional days so worked.
(5) The higher duties allowance payable—
(a) to employees performing the full duties of the higher
position is equal to the difference between the employees salary for their substantive position and the
position being acted in , provided that, where the
cumulative period of acting in a position or positions of a particular level or higher exceeds 12 months
in any 18 month period, the employee’s allowance
will include the relevant service increments for the
position in which he/she is acting;
(b) to employees performing only a proportion of the
higher duties is calculated by taking the allowance
payable in accordance with paragraph (a) paid in the
same proportion as the proportion of higher duties
paid by the employee;
provided that no allowance is payable for the qualifying 10
days of acting in each anniversary year.
(6) Each period of five (5) consecutive days acting on higher
duties, whether paid or not, will be recorded in personal records
and recognised as experience.
(7) An employee, who is receiving a higher duties allowance at the time of registration of this agreement, will continue
to receive that allowance. However, when the acting period
ceases, if the employee has not completed ten days of higher
duties in their current anniversary year, the employee will be
required to complete the ten days without being paid the allowance for the additional days required to make up the
qualifying period.
(8) An employee who qualifies for the period of ten (10)
working days in consecutive days which extend over the commencement of a new twelve (12) month period for the
application of this clause, will;
(a) continue to be paid the allowance until such time as
the acting period ceases;
(b) upon completion of the acting period, commence to
serve the ten (10) day qualifying period before a
higher duties allowance can be paid.
(9) An employee who has been paid a higher duties allowance for a continuous period of twelve (12) months or more,
will be entitled to be paid at that rate for up to four (4) weeks
of annual recreational leave or up to four (4) weeks of any
other approved leave of absence.
24.—ALLOWANCES
Where an employee subject to this Agreement is paid an
allowance as provided under the Hospital Salaried Officers
Award No. 39 of 1968, which is calculated as a percentage of
a salary rate prescribed by that Award, the allowance shall for
the life of this Agreement, now be calculated using the salary
rates as prescribed at Clause 31.—Salaries of this Agreement.
25.—OVERPAYMENTS
(1) Where an employee is paid for work not subsequently
performed or is overpaid in any other manner, the employer is
entitled to make adjustment to the subsequent wages or salaries of the employee.
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(2) One-off Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), one-off overpayments may
be recovered by the employer in the pay period immediately
following the pay period in which the overpayment was made,
or in the period immediately following the pay period in which
it was discovered that overpayment has occurred.
(3) Cumulative Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), cumulative overpayments
may be recovered by the employer at a rate agreed between
the employer and the employee, provided that the rate at which
the overpayment is recovered is not at a lesser rate than the
rate at which it was overpaid or $50 per week, depending on
which is the lesser amount per pay period.
(4) In exceptional circumstances, other arrangements for the
recovery of overpayments may be agreed between the employer and the employee.
(5) The employer is required to notify the employee of their
intention to recoup overpayment and to consult with the employee as to the appropriate recovery rate.
26.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE – PROBATION
This Clause replaces subclauses (1) of Clause 8.—Contract
of Service, of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968.
(1) (a) Every new employee appointed to the employ of the
PHSB shall be on probation for a period of three (3) months.
(b) At any time during the period of probation the PHSB
may annul the appointment and terminate the service of the
employee by the giving of two weeks notice.
(c) At any time during the period of probation the employee
may resign by giving two (2) weeks notice.
(d) A lesser period of notice may be agreed, in writing between the PHSB and the employee.
(e) On the completion of three months employment the period of probation may be extended for a further and final period
of three months at the discretion of the PHSB. The provisions
of subclause (b), (c) and (d) of this clause still apply during
the period of probation.
(f) Where an employee’s period of probation has been extended for a further period of three months, the PHSB shall
notify the employee in writing of the extension and provide
justification for the extension of probation.
(g) An employee shall not be deemed to be employed by the
month until he/she has completed his/her probationary period
or extended probationary period of employment as the case
may be.
27.—TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE
(1) At the option of the employer, which option shall be
notified in writing to the employee before it is exercised and
before the employee has made the travel arrangements for
which the allowance is to be claimed, this clause may replace
Clause 21.—Travelling to the Hospital Salaried Officers Award
No. 39 of 1968
(2) Subject to clauses (3), an employee who is required to
travel on official business outside of the metropolitan area will
be reimbursed for reasonable accommodation, meals and incidental expenses based on actual reasonable costs incurred as
demonstrated by the production of receipts, provided that reasonable payment will be made for incidental expenses for which
receipts are not available and that the maximum amount payable will not be greater than the amounts allowed for incidental
expenses and/or meal allowances, as the case may be, in the
relevant area plus the amounts in Column A, Items 1 to 8 of
Clause 24A of the Award.
(3) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an employee who is relieving or who has been temporarily transferred
to a position for a period exceeding five (5) working days.
28.—MOBILITY
(1) This clause will apply to all current and prospective employees of the PHSB.
(2) The parties agree that with the establishment of the MHSB
and the proposal to integrate the operations of the PHSB into
those of the MHSB it is no longer appropriate that staff be
appointed exclusively to individual Hospital & Health Services. Pending formal integration, employees are employed by
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the PHSB but, subject to this clause, may be mobile across the
PHSB and MHSB.
(3) The parties also agree that in order for the PHSB to provide appropriate levels of healthcare to consumers it is
necessary to have a workforce which is mobile and that, managed properly, mobility has the potential to improve the
employment security, career opportunity and development, and
work life of employees.
(4) The parties agree that in giving effect to the mobility
provisions of this clause, both the organisation’s and the employee’s needs are to be considered including;
(a) ensuring that the careers of employees are not disadvantaged
(b) consideration of family & carer responsibilities
(c) availability of transport
(d) matching skill level and professional suitability of
any temporary job opportunity or permanent new position
(e) availability of training and support to assist the employee with any skills deficit in respect to the
requirement of the temporary job opportunity or permanent new position.
(f) The classification level and relevant opportunity costs
to the employee.
The parties acknowledge that the above considerations can
only be properly assessed through consultation. Subject to the
particular circumstances of individual employees, a greater
degree of mobility may be expected in regard to higher classified employees.
(5) The parties agree that they will assist in the introduction
of this initiative on the following basis—
(a) Temporary Transfer
Subject to agreement between the employer, employee and as the case may be, the MHSB an
employee may be transferred to another position
within the PHSB or MHSB on a temporary basis,
provided that—
(i) the employer and employee mutually agree the
decision to transfer
(ii) the period of time is defined
(iii) the transfer is at a comparable or higher classification level
(iv) the employee is formally notified of the agreed
duties and these are commensurate with the
substantive classification of the employee or
at a higher level and within the competency of
the employee.
(b) Permanent Transfer
Subject to agreement between the parties, and as the
case maybe, the parties and the MHSB an employee
may be transferred to another position within the
PHSB or MHSB on a permanent basis, provided
that—
(i) the employer and employee mutually agree the
decision to transfer
(ii) the transfer is at a comparable classification
level
(iii) the employee is formally notified of the agreed
duties and these are commensurate with the
substantive classification of the employee.
29.—SKILLS ACQUISITION, TRAINING AND
EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT
(1) This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 28.—
Mobility.
(2) The purpose of these clauses is to—
(a) recognise that change is a constant factor within the
work environment, that the workplace of tomorrow
will not be the same workplace today, and that employees can be expected to work in several different
types of job during their working life;
(b) recognise that both employees and employers share
obligations to ensure that the organisation and the
employees are able to adapt to continuous change;
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(c) facilitate the creation of a mobile, skilled, efficient,
effective and adaptable workforce;
(d) facilitate the training and development of staff so
that they are best able to meet the present and future
needs of the Government Health Industry;
(e) assist in ensuring that employers are able to attract,
develop and retain the best possible staff;
(f) facilitate the deployment of employees within the
operations of the employer to best effect; while at
the same time respecting the individual needs, security, expectations and reasonable requirements of
employees, and not imposing, either directly or indirectly, unnecessary or unreasonable costs on them.
(3) The parties agree that the provision of appropriate levels
of health care is better able to be facilitated where the workforce
is appropriately trained and skilled both for present needs and
for reasonably expected future requirements including career
development and opportunities within the Government Health
Industry.
(4) It is agreed that skills acquisition, training and employee
development;
(a) not impose unreasonable difficulties, out of pocket
expenses, or otherwise impact adversely on employees;
(b) subject to the provisions of this clause, be as far as
practicable, voluntary;
(5) Skills acquisition, training and employee development,
administered in accordance with the standards and principles
contained in this clause, within the PHSB or MHSB health
service region will benefit employees through providing;
(a) access to a greater variety of employment opportunities;
(b) the opportunity to develop and acquire a wide range
of skills, competencies and work experience;
(c) expanded opportunity in terms of career development; and
(d) improved employment security.
(6) Employees agree to be prepared to give reasonable consideration to any proposal in regard to their skills acquisition,
training and development which meets the principles and requirements of this clause.
(7) The parties agree that in giving effect to the provisions
of this clause, both the organisation’s and employee’s needs
and reasonable expectations are to be considered including—
(a) ensuring that the careers of employees are enhanced
and that they are not disadvantaged;
(b) consideration of the possible impact of any course
study requirements, training, training schedule, employee development and or succession plan on family
and carer responsibilities;
(c) reimbursement of the employee for any reasonable
costs incurred by the employee as a result of attendance at or participation in any training, course of
study or development activities at the direction of
the employer;
(d) the skill level, aptitude, aspirations and suitability of
the employee for the proposed skills acquisition,
training or development program;
(e) the relevance of any proposed skills acquisition, training or development program to the needs of the
employer, and
(f) that attendance by the employee does not unduly affect or inconvenience the operations of the employer.
The parties acknowledge the above and any other reasonable considerations can only be properly assessed through
consultation between the employer, employee and, where appropriate, the union.
(8) For the purposes of this clause, an “approved course” or
“approved training” is an accredited or industry recognised
course of study, conference or workshop undertaken by the
employee which in the employer’s view;
(a) is relevant to the business outcomes to be achieved
by the employee
(b) is relevant to the current and emerging business needs
of the employer; and/or
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(c) enhances the career development of the employee.
(9) The parties agree that they will assist in the introduction
of this initiative on the following basis—
(10) Training and Short Courses
(a) An employee may be required to attend a training
course or short course directly related to their work
during ordinary working hours.
(b) Attendance at such courses shall be at no expense to
the employee.
(c) An employee shall not unreasonably refuse to participate in any course of study where the subject
matter is relevant to the current or emerging business needs of the employer, provided the course of
study is conducted in ordinary working hours and is
paid in accordance with the terms of the Agreement.
(d) The employer may grant leave with pay to participate in an approved short course or training course.
The amount of leave may be up to 38 hours within a
12 month period.
(e) Where attendance is paid for by the employer;
(i) The employee may be required to provide evidence to the employer of attendance and
satisfactory progress with studies.
(ii) The employee may be required to report to
other employees on the course or training or
to impart the knowledge gained to other employees.
(f) The employer may, where the short course or training is not an approved course or training, grant an
employee leave to attend the short course or training
during the employee’s hours of duty and may require
the employee to make up the hours or the employer
may grant unpaid leave for such purpose.
(11) Multiskilling
(a) Employees agree that they will assist in the introduction of this policy on the following basis;
(i) Job Rotation
(aa) Employer and Employee mutually negotiate the decisions.
(bb) The period of time for any job rotation
cycle is defined.
(cc) Prior to commencement of a job rotation arrangement, agreement is reached
regarding the employee’s continuity of
service, tenure of employment in their
substantive position or placement, at
the completion of the rotation.
(ii) Job Enlargement and Enrichment
(aa) Decisions are mutually agreed by employee and supervisor.
(bb) The purpose, progression and outcomes
from the enlargement/enrichment process are clearly defined.
(cc) The period of time is defined, where
possible.
(dd) The employee is formally notified of
the agreed duties and these are commensurate with the substantive
classification of the employee.
(ee) The employee is provided with adequate support and mentoring to ensure
they have an adequate opportunity to
learn and become expert in the new
duties and responsibilities.
(b) Any job specific training required will be provided
by the PHSB. A training programme will be developed to allow employees to gain a high level of
understanding of the new position and will take into
account the continuity of customer service and the
career development of the employee.
(c) While as far as practicable, participation in multiskilling will be voluntary, where, subject to the
considerations set out in this clause, the employee
unreasonably refuses a multi-skilling opportunity, the
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employer may direct the employee to undertake the
placement.
For the purposes of this paragraph, “unreasonably” is defined as an employee who can be seen to be damaging their
own employment by refusing to multi-skill, and/or the employer can demonstrate significant operational need for the
employee to be multi-skilled.
(12) Staff Development Program
(a) PHSB will develop at an organisational level staff
development programs.
(b) The staff development program will be directed to
meeting the current and future staffing needs of the
PHSB and will be based on the identified staffing
needs and succession plans of the hospitals, health
services, and health units, which make up the PHSB
area.
(c) The staff development program(s);
(i) may be focused at the health service or PHSB
level as appropriate.
(ii) will involve staff who either nominate or are
nominated to participate in the scheme, but
whose participation shall be voluntary.
(iii) where, due to the number of nominations a
quota is necessary selection for participation
will be on merit.
(iv) will be focused on meeting the current and
future staffing needs of the Health Service and
Government Health Industry; and
(v) may be based either or both on the job training and formal training.
(d) All reasonable expenses incurred by an employee
arising out of participation in a staff development
program will, subject to the presentation of adequate
proof, be reimbursed by the employer.

LEVELS
LEVEL 1
under 17 years of age
17 years of age
18 years of age
19 years of age
20 years of age
1st year of full-time equivalent adult
service
2nd year of full-time equivalent adult
service
3rd year of full-time equivalent adult
service
4th year of full-time equivalent adult
service
LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4
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(13) Formal Part-time or Full-time Post Secondary Study
The provisions of this clause shall not diminish the rights of
employees who undertake formal post secondary study in an
approved course.
(14) Notwithstanding, any provisions contained above in this
clause, the employer can limit access to training and development courses based upon financial grounds.
(15) The PHSB will review the application of skills acquisition, training and employee development programs during the
life of this agreement. The parties agree to review the application of this clause as a result of that review.
30.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with
the Government Health Industry Salary Packaging Arrangements currently being finalised with the Health Department of
WA on behalf of all Government Health Industry Employers
covered by the Award.
(2) Once the said arrangements have been agreed and registered they will either be incorporated into this agreement or
registered separately and treated as if they are part of this agreement.
31.—SALARIES
This clause replaces Schedule A—Minimum Salaries of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Subject to the provision of Clause 9.—Salaries of the
Award and to the provisions of this Clause the minimum annual salaries for employees bound by this Agreement are set
in this Clause and shall apply from 1 January 1999 until the
expiry of this Agreement.
(2) Minimum salaries as follows; for all callings other than
those specified in subclause (3)

1997
EBA RATES

1999
EBA RATES
3% Increase with
effect from
1 January 1999

2000
EBA RATES
2.5% Increase
effective 12 months
after date of
registration

SALARY
P/ANNUM

SALARY
P/ANNUM

SALARY
P/ANNUM

2001
EBA RATES
2% Increase effective
24 months after date of
registration. (May be
supplemented by an
additional productivity
dividend if agreed by
the parties. Refer to
Clause 10 Rates of Pay
and their Adjustment)
SALARY
P/ANNUM

12237
14289
16680
19306
21681

12604
14718
17180
19885
22331

12919
15086
17610
20382
22890

13178
15387
17962
20790
23348

23816

24530

25144

25647

24551

25288

25920

26438

25282

26040

26691

27225

26011

26791

27461

28010

26742
27475
28317
28900
29760
30777
31567
32399
33724
34418
35459
36527
38047

27544
28299
29167
29767
30653
31700
32514
33371
34736
35451
36523
37623
39188

28233
29007
29896
30511
31419
32493
33327
34205
35604
36337
37436
38563
40168

28798
29587
30494
31121
32048
33143
33993
34889
36316
37064
38185
39335
40971
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LEVELS
LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6
LEVEL 7
LEVEL 8
LEVEL 9
LEVEL 10
LEVEL 11
LEVEL 12
CLASS 1
CLASS 2
CLASS 3
CLASS 4
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1997
EBA RATES

1999
EBA RATES
3% Increase with
effect from
1 January 1999

2000
EBA RATES
2.5% Increase
effective 12 months
after date of
registration

SALARY
P/ANNUM
38838
39926
41045
42196
44414
46060
48400
49651
51237
52880
55280
57248
60226
62298
64566
68214
71128
74091
78154
80899
84029
88764
93498
98231
102965

SALARY
P/ANNUM
40003
41124
42276
43462
45746
47442
49852
51141
52774
54466
56938
58965
62033
64167
66503
70260
73262
76314
80499
83326
86550
91427
96303
101178
106054

SALARY
P/ANNUM
41003
42152
43333
44548
46890
48628
51098
52419
54093
55828
58362
60440
63584
65771
68166
72017
75093
78222
82511
85409
88714
93713
98711
103707
108705

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level
1, may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not on age.
(b) A Medical Typist or Medical Secretary shall be paid
a medical terminology allowance of $1000 per annum.
For the purposes of this subclause ‘Medical Typist’
and ‘Medical Secretary’ shall mean those workers
classified on a classification equivalent to Level 1,2,
or 3 who spend at least 50% of their time typing
from tapes, shorthand, and/or Doctor’s notes of case
histories, summaries, reports or similar material involving a broad range of medical terminology.

LEVELS
LEVEL 3/5
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2001
EBA RATES
2% Increase effective
24 months after date of
registration. (May be
supplemented by an
additional productivity
dividend if agreed by
the parties. Refer to
Clause 10 Rates of Pay
and their Adjustment)
SALARY
P/ANNUM
41823
42995
44200
45439
47828
49600
52120
53467
55175
56945
59529
61648
64855
67087
69529
73457
76595
79786
84161
87117
90488
95587
100685
105782
110879

(3) Minimum salaries for Specified Callings and Other Professionals are detailed as follows;
(a) Employees, who possess a relevant tertiary level
qualification, or equivalent as agreed between the
HSOA and the employers, and who are employed in
the callings of Architect, Audiologist, Bio Engineer,
Chemist, Dietitian, Engineer, Medical Scientist, Librarian, Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist,
Physicist, Pharmacist, Clinical Psychologist, Psychologist, Research Officer, Scientific Officer, Social
Worker, Speech Pathologist, Podiatrist, Medical
Imaging Technologist, Nuclear Medicine Technologist, Radiation Therapist, Orthotist, Certified Clinical
Perfusionist, or any other professional calling as
agreed between the HSOA and employers, shall be
entitled to Annual Salaries as follows—

1997
EBA RATES

1999
EBA RATES
3% Increase with
effect from
1 January 1999

2000
EBA RATES
2.5% Increase
effective 12 months
after date of
registration

SALARY
P/ANNUM
30777
32399
34418
36527
39926
42196

SALARY
P/ANNUM
31700
33371
35451
37623
41124
43462

SALARY
P/ANNUM
32493
34205
36337
38563
42152
44548

2001
EBA RATES
2% Increase effective
24 months after date of
registration. (May be
supplemented by an
additional productivity
dividend if agreed by
the parties. Refer to
Clause 10 Rates of Pay
and their Adjustment)
SALARY
P/ANNUM
33143
34889
37064
39335
42995
45439
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1997
EBA RATES

1999
EBA RATES
3% Increase with
effect from
1 January 1999

2000
EBA RATES
2.5% Increase
effective 12 months
after date of
registration

LEVELS

SALARY
P/ANNUM

SALARY
P/ANNUM

SALARY
P/ANNUM

2001
EBA RATES
2% Increase effective
24 months after date of
registration. (May be
supplemented by an
additional productivity
dividend if agreed by
the parties. Refer to
Clause 10 Rates of Pay
and their Adjustment)
SALARY
P/ANNUM

LEVEL 6

44414
46060
48400
49651
51237
52880
55280
57248
60226
62298
64566
68214
71128
74091
78154
80899
84029
88764
93498
98231
102965

45746
47442
49852
51141
52774
54466
56938
58965
62033
64167
66503
70260
73262
76314
80499
83326
86550
91427
96303
101178
106054

46890
48628
51098
52419
54093
55828
58362
60440
63584
65771
68166
72017
75093
78222
82511
85409
88714
93713
98711
103707
108705

47828
49600
52120
53467
55175
56945
59529
61648
64855
67087
69529
73457
76595
79786
84161
87117
90488
95587
100685
105782
110879

LEVEL 7
LEVEL 8
LEVEL 9
LEVEL 10
LEVEL 11
LEVEL 12
CLASS 1
CLASS 2
CLASS 3
CLASS 4

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this sub clause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 3/5 under this
sub clause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three-year academic tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment;
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four-year academic tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment;
(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD Degree relevant to their calling shall commence on the third year
increment;
Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary
level qualification after appointment shall not be
entitled to any advanced progression through the
range.
(c) The employer and the HSOA shall be responsible
for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications
for appointment for the callings covered by this sub
clause and shall maintain a manual setting out such
qualifications.
(d) The employer in allocating levels pursuant to paragraph (b) of this sub clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 3/5 for a particular
calling/s.
(4) The following conditions shall apply to employees in the
callings detailed below—
Engineers—
Employees employed in the calling of Engineer and who
are classified Level 3/5 under this Agreement shall be
paid a minimum salary at the rate prescribed for the maximum of Level 3/5 where the employee is an “experienced
engineer” as defined.

For the purposes of this paragraph “experienced engineer”
shall mean—
(a) An engineer appointed to perform professional
engineering duties and who is a Corporate
Member of The Institution of Engineers, Australia, or who attains that status during service.
(b) An engineer appointed to perform professional
duties who is not a Corporate Member of the
Institution of Engineers, Australia but who
possesses a degree or diploma from a University, College, or Institution acceptable to the
employer on the recommendation of the Institution of Engineers, Australia, and who—
(i) having graduated in a four or five academic year course at a University or
Institution recognised by the employer,
has had four years experience on professional engineering duties acceptable
to the employer since becoming a qualified engineer, or
(ii) not having a University degree but possessing a diploma recognised by the
employer, has had five year’s experience on professional engineering
duties, recognised by the employer
since becoming a qualified engineer.
32.—REVIEW OF CORPORATE AND SUPPORT
SERVICES
The Hospital Salaried Officers Association acknowledges
that during the life of this agreement the PHSB and MHSB
will review the corporate and support services currently provided by individual hospital and health service sites. The review
process will result in changes to services through a combination of rationalisation, centralisation and outsourcing of certain
functions.
The Hospital Salaried Officers Association agrees to work
constructively with the PHSB and MHSB during the course
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of the review process and the implementation of change resulting from the review process.
This clause does not override Clause 40.—Introduction Of
Change contained in the award.
33.—ESTABLISHMENT OF COMPETENCIES FOR
LEVELS 1 & 2
(1) The PHSB agrees to investigate the potential for the progressive introduction and implementation of competency based
job descriptions for Levels 1 and 2 employees.
(2) As a first step, the parties agree that they will review the
outcomes of the processes set out under clause 33 of the Hospital Salaried Officers Metropolitan Health Service Board
Enterprise Agreement 1999.
(3) It is agreed, subject to the agreement of the MHSB, the
PHSB may participate as an observer in the HSOA/MHSB
competency review process.
34.—REVIEW OF SICK LEAVE MANAGEMENT
The parties agree to review and report on alternative approaches to the management of sick leave. In conducting the
review, the parties will identify the options for the introduction of sick leave management system/s which provide
improved sick leave payment protection for employees who
are genuinely ill whilst also targeting instances of sick leave
abuse. Any alternative system introduced must be cost neutral
to the employer, and must not diminish the overall sick leave
entitlement.
35.—RATIFICATION
The signatories that follow testify to the fact that this Agreement shall come into effect as of the date of registration.
Michael Hartland
. . . . . . . signed . . . . .. . .
11.03.1999
(Signature)
(Date)
President, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
Daniel P Hill
. . . . . . . signed . . . . .. . .
9.3.99
(Signature)
(Date)
Secretary, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
Peter Baulderstone
. . . . . . . signed . . . . .. . .
24.2.99
(Signature)
(Date)
General Manager, Peel Health Services for an on behalf of
the Minister for Health in his capacity as the Board of Peel
Health Services.
ATTACHMENT 1—MODEL FOR IDENTIFYING
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES
The following model is to be used as a guide only and it is
expected that it will be modified to meet the needs of PHSB as
required.
A Model for Identifying Productivity Increases
The primary focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the workplace
will be on best practice, efficiency, effectiveness, competitiveness and cost saving.
Employees to focus on the following areas—
• Productivity improvements which can be made:
Identification of all possibilities for improving productivity through looking at possible changes in what
work is done, who does the work, who could better
do the work, when the work is done, whether the
work should be done (ie. whether a particular task
can be performed less often and still achieve a satisfactory output, possibilities for multi- skilling and
opportunities to reduce costs (including financial
costs) and reduce waste.
• Barriers to Productivity Improvements: Identification of any significant barriers to improving
productivity, such as, need for training, need for
equipment, problems with computer programs, demarcation problems and arguments about who should
do what, award constraints, information or guidelines problems, problems in regard to supervision,
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whether too much or not enough, or of poor quality,
opportunities and barriers to self management, physical barriers such as the location of various functions
which interact with each other and barriers to communication.
Employers, in consultation with their Employees, to focus
on all of the above plus macro issues impacting on productivity—
• Structural Matters: Management may need to look
at the structures within which the work is done and
how they can be improved upon.
• Management Style: Management style and its appropriateness may need to be examined at both an
organisational and departmental level.
• Best Practice, Benchmarking, Continuous Improvement and New Opportunities: Initiatives in
these areas will in general need to be initiated by
management. This is an important area given that
one of its outcomes should be improved competitiveness.
Where barriers to competitiveness beyond the control of the
employer/health service are identified, these should be drawn
to the attention of the Health Department so that they can be
addressed on an industry basis.
• Culture and Environment: Management culture
and organisational culture may need to be examined
in light of the overall direction of health management and where appropriate programs and training
be introduced to address any identified problems.
Quality of Employment—Issues to be Examined by Both
Employees and Employers—
This area does not necessarily impact on productivity, as
such, but may have a positive impact financially and/or an
improvement in the non-wage rewards of employment and is
therefore a very valuable, win-win, area for both employees
and employers. Matters to be examined under this heading
include, but are not confined to—
• Occupational Health and Safety
• Unplanned Absences
• Health and Welfare of the Workforce
• Family needs and other demands on workers: better
ways to accommodate and acknowledge that these
without losing focus on the main objectives in regard to responsibility for service to the employer.
• Use of Leave
• Equal Opportunity
• Career paths, including access to special project
work, providing opportunities for development and
recognition
• Employee Recognition, through feedback, support,
acknowledgment, enablement, empowerment, consultation and non-financial rewards
• Training and Development
• Equity Issues
ATTACHMENT 2—AWARD AMENDMENTS
1. Consolidation of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award
No. 39 of 1968 to be completed during the life of this agreement.
(1) The consolidation is to consolidate into the award a
number of conditions and arrangements currently being provided in accordance with Administrative
Instructions and / or Operational Instructions of the
Health Department;
(2) The conditions and arrangements it is agreed to introduce are to be introduced on a no-win/no-loss
basis.
(3) The consolidation includes the removal of gender
biased and inconsistent language, the removal of inconsistencies, the updating of provisions to reflect
current practice and usage, the removal of redundant
provisions, updating of allowances as expressed in
the Award and the modernisation of provisions.
(4) The clarification of provisions to improve administration and interpretation of the Award and to bring
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it into line with the new health service structures provided that the area of coverage and scope of the Award
will not be amended by the consolidation.
2. In addition to and/or in association with the consolidation
a number of amendments including the following are to be
made to the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968—
(1) Definitions to be updated.
(2) Hours clause to be updated and clarified so that it
adopts the Enterprise Bargaining clause and includes
a provision to permit shifts of up to 12 hours to be
worked.
(3) Holidays and Annual Leave clause to be amended
to—
(a) permit leave to be taken in single days; and
(b) include simplified formulas for accrual of annual leave and calculation of leave on
termination and pro rata leave.
(4) Parental Leave to be included.
(5) Long service leave clause to be amended to include
calculation of entitlement on the basis of 13 weeks
rather than 3 months, and to be taken in multiples of
a week, the clause to be similar to that to be included
in the S41 Agreements but to retain the right to 13
weeks leave after 7 years of service but with no pro
rata leave except as currently specified in the Award
clause.
(6) There will be additional changes as the details of the
consolidation are finalised.
3. The agreement for Consolidation and Amendment of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No.39 of 1968 is a package
agreement.

LAKE JOONDALUP BAPTIST COLLEGE
(ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 34 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
Lake Joondalup Baptist College.
No. AG 34 of 1999.
Lake Joondalup Baptist College (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
22 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms T I Howe on behalf of The Independent
Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers and there being no appearance on
behalf of Lake Joondalup Baptist College, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Lake Joondalup Baptist College (Enterprise
Bargaining) Agreement 1999 in the terms of the following schedule be registered on the 22nd day of March 1999.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the Lake Joondalup Baptist College (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1999 and shall
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replace Lake Joondalup Baptist College (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties to the Agreement
Scope of Agreement
Date and Duration of Agreement
Expiration of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Objective
Salary Rates
Agreed Efficiency Improvements
Other Matters
Dispute Resolution Procedures
No Reduction
No Further Claims
No Precedent
Signatories

3.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This agreement is made between Lake Joondalup Baptist
College (Inc) (the College) and the Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers (the ISSOA), a registered organisation of
employees.
4.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall apply to teachers who are employed
within the scope of the Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award
1976 (the award) employed by the Secondary and Primary
Sectors of the College, and Deputy Principals as defined by
the College.
(2) The number of employees covered by this agreement is
46.
5.—DATE AND DURATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall come into effect on the 1st day of
January 1999, and shall expire on 31 December 1999.
(2) The parties have agreed to meet no later than 31 August
1999 to review this agreement.
6.—EXPIRATION OF AGREEMENT
On the expiration of this agreement and in the absence of
the registration of a subsequent enterprise agreement the provisions of the award and/or this agreement, whichever is the
greater, shall prevail for the purposes of the conditions of
employment that will apply to teachers covered by this agreement.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the award. Where there is any inconsistency between this
agreement and the award, this agreement will prevail to the
extent of the inconsistency.
8.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
The bodies party to this agreement have formed a single
bargaining unit.
The single bargaining unit has conducted negotiations with
the College and reached full agreement.
9.—OBJECTIVE
The nature and purposes of this agreement are to—
(1) Consolidate and develop further, initiatives arising
out of the award restructuring process.
(2) Accept a mutual responsibility to maintain a working environment which will ensure that the College
and its teachers become genuine participants and
contributors to the College’s aims, objectives and
philosophy.
(3) Safeguard and improve the quality of teaching and
learning by emphasising the upgrading of professional skills and knowledge. The College and the
teaching staff acknowledge that this upgrading of
skills and experience can best occur when both the
College and teachers share responsibility for professional development by undertaking both in-service
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10.—SALARY RATES
(1) On and from 1 January 1999 the minimum annual rate of
salary payable to teachers engaged in the classifications prescribed in Clause 11.—Salaries of the award shall be—
Salary Level
Annual Salary
Effective
1 st January 1999
Step
$
1
27,178
2
28,591
3
30,238
4
31,542
5
33,584
6
35,561
7
38,143
8
39,863
9
42,664
10
43,300
11
43,975
12
45,796
13
49,229
(2)
Annual Administration
Deputy Principals

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

(3) (a)
Heads of Department Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

Salary
Time
$
Allowance
62,409
0.8
64,060
0.8
65,712
0.8
Annual Administration
Salary
Time
$
Allowance
55,326
0.2
57,361
0.2
59,769
0.2

(b) Where there are 3.0 full-time equivalent teachers or
less in a department, the salary for the Head of that
Department shall not exceed the salary for a Head of
Department Year 1 level.
(4) The following responsibility allowances will apply to
teachers who are allocated special responsibilities.

Head of House

Monetary Administration Percentage
Allowance
Time
of
$ Per
Allowance
Step 13
Annum
Year 1
4,036
0.2
8.20%
Year 2 on 5,267
0.2
10.70%
N/A
0.05
N/A

Sole Teacher in
Learning Area
College Production

N/A

0.10

N/A

Monetary allowances are not cumulative.
(5) In the event of any safety net adjustment being applied
to the award, such adjustment shall be absorbed into the salary
rates prescribed by this agreement.
11.—AGREED EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
(1) Long Service Leave
(a) Retrospective from the commencement of service, a
teacher’s entitlement to long service leave shall accrue at the following rates—
(i) 1.3 weeks for each year of service, with 10
weeks long service leave being available after
8 years of service.
(ii) after 8 years of service, 1.67 weeks for each
year of service.
(b) Teachers shall be entitled to long service leave on
the accrual of 10 weeks of such leave.
(c) Long service leave for part-time teachers will be paid
at the weighted average of the part-time rate over
the years of accrual.
(d) Entitlement to pro-rata payment on termination or
resignation will apply after the completion of the sixth
year of service.
(2) Initial Employment
(a) When a teacher accepts an appointment with the College, it is understood that the initial appointment will
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be temporary. This appointment may become permanent towards the end of the first year of service.
(b) If the College shows sufficient cause then the teacher
may be appointed as a temporary teacher for a further 12 months and be subject to appraisal as per the
award.
(3) Duties Other Than Teaching—Time Allocation
(a) It is agreed duties other than teaching (DOTT) for
secondary teachers should be fixed at a minimum of
20% of the total available instructional time. Classroom teaching time and agreed administrative relief
will make up the remaining 80%. Part-time DOTT
time will be calculated using the same proportions.
(b) Full-time secondary teachers agree to perform a
maximum of (8) relief periods per semester on an
as-needed basis during DOTT time. Teachers may
volunteer to receive remuneration for additional periods of relief after completing the required annual
total of 16. A teacher may elect to perform more than
8 relief periods in one semester by arrangement with
the Deputy Principal Administration.
(c) It is agreed duties other that teaching (DOTT) for
primary teachers should be a minimum of 180 minutes per week.
(d) Part-time teachers agree to perform relief teaching
during their DOTT time in the same proportion in
both the secondary and primary sectors.
(4) Staffing of Time Out Room
Heads of House and the Deputy Principal Student Management agree to staff the time out room as part of their DOTT
time or administrative relief allowance.
(5) Extra Curricular Activities
It is recognised that most teachers of the College already
contribute diversely and substantially to the extra curricular
program of the College. In order to formalise what is already
occurring and to ensure equity among teachers, all teaching
staff will be required to negotiate with the Principal a contribution of a minimum of 40 hours per year to the extra curricular
program of the College. Extra curricular activities are those
which are generally considered to be outside the normal role
and time expectations of the teacher’s daily routine. Part-time
teachers agree to contribute a proportionate number of hours
based on their part-time teaching load.
(6) Performance Appraisal System
(a) All teachers agree to participate in the College performance management program.
(b) Heads of Department and Deputy Principals agree
to—
(i) continue to participate in the development and
implementation of a performance management
system;
(ii) undergo the performance management process;
(iii) undertake the performance management of
other staff as delegated by the Principal.
(7) Deferred Salary Scheme
(a) To enable teachers to take self funded paid leave of
absence in the fifth year of service, it is agreed that
teachers will be permitted to defer 20% of each year’s
salary and that the amounts thus deferred will be paid
to teachers in the fifth year.
(b) It is agreed that the number of teachers permitted to
take leave under this scheme be limited to 2 per year
and that guidelines be laid down to ensure that the
operations of the College are not unduly disrupted.
(c) Leave of absence taken under this scheme will not
qualify as service for the accrual of entitlements.
(d) Teachers wishing to participate in this scheme will be
required to apply to the Principal who will be responsible for recommending acceptance and scheduling of
applications to the College Board for approval.
(8) Class Sizes—Secondary
(a) Upper Secondary Classes
(i) The maximum class size in Years 11 and 12
will be 25 students.
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(ii) It is recognized, however, that College and
student needs may occasionally require some
variation from this, provided that—
(aa) Teachers asked to accept a class size
greater than 25 can request a review
by an agreed committee if they are dissatisfied with proposed compensatory
measures.
(bb) Implementation is to be within available physical and human resources.
(iii) The maximum class size for any Year 11 or 12
combination of 2 non-TEE courses will be 18
students.
(iv) TEE courses will not be combined except in
exceptional circumstances with Board approval.
(b) Lower Secondary Classes
(i) It is agreed that class sizes in lower school
will normally have a maximum 32 unless there
are health and safety issues requiring a reduction in class sizes.
(ii) Woodwork, Food & Nutrition, Clothing &
Fabrics, Outdoor Education and Art Metalwork will operate with a maximum of 22
students per class.
(c) Primary Classes
(i) Pre Primary classes will have a maximum class
size of 27 students
(ii) Years 1 and 2 will have maximum class sizes
of 30
(iii) Years 3 to 7 will have maximum class sizes of
32
(9) School Administrators’ Duties
School Administrators include Deputy Principals and Heads
of Department.
(a) Duties Outside Instructional Time
(i) Secondary Deputy Principals agree to attend
school for administration tasks for a minimum
of 80 hours per annum outside instructional
time, including the three working days prior
to the stated Association of Independent
Schools of Western Australia (Inc) teachers’
starting date to assist in timetabling, staff placement, student placement and new enrolments.
Such time is in addition to the 40 hours of extra curricular activity referred to in subclause
(5) of this clause.
(ii) Heads of Department and the Primary Deputy
Principal agree to attend school for administration tasks for a minimum of 40 hours per
annum outside instructional time, including the
three working days prior to the stated Association of Independent Schools of Western
Australia (Inc) teachers’ starting date for 1999
(to assist in timetabling, staff placement, student placement and new enrolments). Such
time is in addition to the 40 hours of extra curricular activity referred to in subclause (5) of
this clause.
(b) Career Guidance/Youth Education Officer
The administrative time relief of Deputy Principal
Student Management includes the functions of Career Guidance and Youth Education Officer.
(c) Primary School Support
School Administrators agree to provide assistance
and support for teachers in the Primary School in
their areas of expertise.
(d) Community Use of School Facilities
School Administrators agree to provide such management as may be requested from time to time to
support the use of College building and facilities by
community or church groups.
(e) Utilities Management
School Administrators agree to take responsibility
for the management of utilities such as energy,
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water and telephones and to investigate methods for
reducing utility costs.
(f) Grants
School Administrators agree to investigate the availability of Association of Independent Schools of
Western Australia (Inc), government or other grants
and prepare applications where appropriate.
(10) Professional Development
(a) Teachers and administrators agree to participate in
professional development to enhance their performance. The student free days at the beginning and end
of term will have professional development focus.
Teacher professional development is defined as the
sum of all activities, both formal and informal, initiated by the individual (with the approval of the
Principal) or the College, Head of Department or
Teacher in Charge, which enables teachers to improve the quality of teaching and provide better
outcomes for students.
(b) Teachers agree to undertake at least 20 hours of out
of school professional development, including meetings of the whole teaching staff. In meeting the out
of school professional development requirements,
any professional development activity should be
based on a clear, documented and assessable purpose which is linked to enhancing knowledge or skills
that will lead to improved student outcomes. Professional development activities will be agreed to and
monitored by the Principal. Examples of professional
development are professional conferences, workshops, seminars and university course which
specifically relate to and improve the teaching program of the teacher.
(c) The College will resource the professional development undertaken to meet the obligations resulting
from this enterprise agreement, subject to the availability of College and departmental finances and
subject to the approval of the Principal, or Head of
Department.
(d) All teachers agree to keep a record of their applications for, and participation in, professional
development activities and have this available for
review as part of performance appraisal.
(e) Professional development does not include activities, which normally occur within the role and time
expectations of the teacher’s daily routine.
(f) Part-time teachers agree to undertake a proportionate number of hours of professional development
based on their part-time teaching load.
(11) Superannuation
The College agrees to offer teachers a choice of superannuation funds.
(12) Flexible Working Hours
All teachers agree to support the investigation of flexible
working hours in order to achieve improved student learning
outcomes and better use of College facilities.
(13) Carer’s Leave
(a) A teacher may use up to five days per year from their
accrued sick leave to care for a family member in
need of care provided that the teacher—
(i) informs the Principal of the need for Carers’
Leave and the estimated period of absence at
the first opportunity; and
(ii) except for the first day’s absence in the sequence of consecutive days and if requested
by the College provide a medical certificate
setting out the particulars of the illness or injury or other adequate evidence of the need
for leave;
(b) Such leave shall not accumulate from year to year.
(14) Parental Leave
After an initial twelve (12) months of continuous service,
an employee shall be entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
unpaid parental leave in respect of the birth of a child to the
employee or the employee’s spouse/partner.
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(15) Salary Packaging
The College agrees to offer salary packaging arrangements
to staff members covered by this agreement. Such arrangements will be in accordance with the Policy Guidelines as
presented by the College.
(a) For the purposes of this clause—
(i) “Benefits” means the benefits nominated by
the teacher from the benefits provided by the
School and listed in paragraph (iv) of subclause
(c) of this clause.
(ii) “Benefit Value” means the amount specified
by the School as the cost to the School of the
benefit provided including Fringe Benefit Tax,
if any.
(iii) “Fringe Benefit Tax” means tax imposed by
the Fringe Benefits Tax Act 1986.
(b) Conditions of Employment
(i) Except as provided by this clause, teachers
must be employed at a salary based on a rate
of pay, and on terms and conditions, not less
than those prescribed by the agreement.
(ii) For all purposes of the Agreement, salary shall
be deemed to include the value of any benefits provided under this clause.
(c) Salary Packaging
The School may offer to provide and the teacher may
agree in writing to accept—
(i) Salary packaging of up to 40% of gross salary
in the form of expense benefit payments;
(ii) The Benefits nominated by the teacher and approved by the employer;
(iii) A salary equal to the difference between the
Benefit Value and the salary which would have
applied to the teacher or under subclause (b)
of this clause, in the absence of an agreement
under this subclause;
(iv) The available Benefits are those made available by the School from the following list—
(aa) Superannuation;
(bb) Motor Vehicle; and
(cc) other benefits as agreed between the
teacher and the School;
(v) The School must advise the teacher in writing
of the Benefit Value before the agreement is
entered into.
(d) During the currency of an agreement under subclause
(c) of this clause—
(i) Any teacher who takes paid leave on full pay
shall receive the Benefits and salary referred
to in paragraphs (ii) and (iii) of subclause (c)
of this clause.
(ii) If a teacher takes leave without pay the teacher
will not be entitled to any Benefits during the
period of leave.
(iii) If a teacher takes leave on less than full pay he
or she shall receive—
(aa) the Benefits; and
(bb) the amount of salary calculated as
agreed between the School and the
teacher.
(e) The salary package is to operate from 1 January 1999.
(f) Renewal of the salary package will be on an annual
basis by agreement between the parties.
(16) Payment of Relief Teachers
Notwithstanding the provision of sub-clause (5) of Clause
11.—Salaries of the award, relief teachers employed for less
than a full day shall be paid a pro-rata rate on the basis of the
periods worked in a day in relation to the periods in the particular school day.
12.—OTHER MATTERS
When reviewing this agreement or at an earlier mutually
agreeable time, the parties agree to discuss such matters that
are of relevance to either the College or the teachers.
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13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
A dispute is defined as any question, dispute or difficulty
arising out of this agreement.
The following procedure shall apply to the resolution of such
a dispute;
(1) The parties to the dispute shall make reasonable attempts to resolve the matter by mutual discussion
and determination.
(2) If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute, the
matter at the request of either party shall be referred
to a meeting between the parties to the agreement
together with any additional representatives as may
be requested by either party.
(3) If the matter is not then resolved it shall be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
14.—NO REDUCTION
Nothing contained herein shall entitle the College to reduce
the salary or conditions of a teacher which prevailed prior to
entering into this agreement, except where provided by this
agreement.
15.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek any further claims, with respect to salaries or conditions,
unless they are consistent with the State Wage Case Principles.
16.—NO PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms, contained herein as a precedent for other
enterprise agreements, whether they involve the College or
not.
17.—SIGNATORIES
Signed
(Signature)

Signed
(Signature)

GRAHAM C RIXON
(Name of signatory in block letters)
Lake Joondalup Baptist College

T I HOWE
(Name of signatory in block letters)
The Independent Schools Salaried
Officers’ Association of Western
Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers

LEIGHTON CONTRACTORS MAINTENANCE
PERSONNEL AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 235 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch.
AG 235 of 1998.
Leighton Contractors Maintenance Personnel
Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
16 February 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A Cameron as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr G Sturman as agent on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
(1) THAT the Leighton Contractors Maintenance Personnel Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission
on 21 October 1998 be and is hereby registered as an
industrial agreement.
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(2) THAT the Leighton Contractors Maintenance Personnel Agreement 1996 No. AG 247 of 1996 be and
is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Leighton Contractors Maintenance Personnel Enterprise
Agreement 1998
Table of Contents
Part I—Application and Operation of Enterprise Agreement
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PART I—APPLICATION AND OPERATION OF
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Leighton Contractors
Maintenance Personnel Agreement 1998, No AG 235 of 1998.
2.—DEFINITIONS
2.1 Agreement
Agreement means the Leighton Contractors Maintenance
Personnel Agreement 1998.
2.2 Company
Company means Leighton Contractors Pty Limited.
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2.3 Employee
Employee means for the purposes of this Agreement someone who is referred to in Clause 5—Coverage of Agreement.
2.4 Unions
Union means the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers, WA Branch
and the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of
Australia.
2.5 Parties
Parties means the Company, Employees and Unions when
referred to jointly in these terms and conditions.
3.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
3.1 Except as provided elsewhere in this Agreement, employment shall be by the week.
3.2 Employment may be terminated by the employee or the
Company giving the following period of notice—
Period of Continuous Service
Period of Notice
Less than one year
1 week
More than 1 year but less than 3 years
2 weeks
More than 3 years but less than 5 years
3 weeks
More than 5 years
4 weeks
3.3 The period of notice to be given by the Company shall
increase by one week if the employee is over 45 years old and
has completed at least 2 years continuous service with the
Company.
3.4 Payment in lieu of the notice prescribed above shall be
made if the appropriate notice period is not given. Provided
that employment may be terminated by part of the period of
notice specified and part payment in lieu thereof.
3.5 In calculating any payment in lieu of notice the company shall pay the employee the ordinary time wages only for
the period of notice had the employment not been terminated.
3.6 The notice of termination required to be given by an
employee shall be the same as that required of an Company,
save and except that there shall be no additional notice based
on the age of the employee concerned.
3.7 If an employee fails to give the required notice or having
given, or been given, such notice leaves before the notice expires, the employee forfeits the entitlement to any moneys
owing to the employee under this agreement except to the extent that those moneys exceed the ordinary wages for the
required period of notice.
3.8 The Company may dismiss an employee without notice
for misconduct and in such cases, wages shall be paid up to
the time of dismissal only.
3.9 Notwithstanding the notice periods in this clause the
parties may by agreement shorten the notice period. This clause
shall not infer that either party is obligated to shorten the notice periods.
3.10 It is a condition of employment that the employee perform such work as the Company requires from time to time on
the days and during the hours usually worked by the employee
and subject to the following conditions—
3.10.1 The employee will perform such work within
the employee’s skill, competence and training,
according to the roster as the Company may
from time to time require.
3.10.2 The employee will transfer between day work
and shift work rosters when required by the
Company, subject to 24 hours notice by the
Company.
3.10.3 The employee will work such reasonable overtime as required by the Company in addition
to the rostered hours of duty. Where an employee’s travel time to work exceeds 50
minutes in one direction, the employee cannot be required to work more than 2 hours
overtime in addition to the normally rostered
hours of work.
3.10.4 In the event of the non arrival of transport
bringing relieving crews, the employee will
continue working the regular rostered shift
arrangement until the relieving crews arrive
at the workplace.
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3.10.5 An employee not relieved as scheduled at the
end of a shift will continue to work until relieved or otherwise authorised by the Company
to finish work provided that the employee will
not be required to work unreasonable overtime.
3.10.6 The Company will ensure that employees have
at least 10 hours break between rostered shifts.
If such a break cannot be achieved prior to the
next rostered start time for the employee, the
employee will not be required to report to work
until he/she has had a 10 hour break. However, the employee will be paid as if they had
commenced work at the normal rostered time,
provided they report to work after the 10 hour
break. If the employee does not report to work
after the 10 hour break then the company will
only be obliged to pay for the actual hours an
employee has worked.
3.10.7 Should the Company require an employee to
report for work without a 10 hour break since
completing their previous shift then the employee will be paid at double time rates until
they have had a 10 hour break.
3.10.8 The employee and the Company will at all
times comply with the provisions of the Grievance Resolution Procedure in the case of
disputes.
3.11 The period of notice in this agreement shall not apply
in the case of apprentices or employees engaged for a specific
period of time or for a specific task or tasks.
3.12 For the purposes of this agreement continuity of service shall not be broken on account of any absence from work
on account of personal sickness or accident for which an employee is entitled to claim Public Holidays, Sick Leave, Annual
Leave, Long Service Leave, Pressing Domestic Need/Carer’s
Leave or Rest and Recreation Leave.
3.13 The Company may deduct payment for any day an
employee cannot be usefully employed arising out of any cessation of operations, either wholly or partially due to industrial
disputes, including any strike, bans or limitations, or arising
out of any cause for which the Company is not responsible.
Provided that if standowns are to occur, the Company will
give the employees and Unions 24 hours notice of such
standowns.
3.14 Employees may be employed as—
3.14.1 Part time: to work on a regular rostered basis
for less than 38 hours per week on an average
in each work cycle.
3.14.2 Full time: to work on a regular rostered basis
for an average of 38 hours per week (excluding overtime) in each work cycle.
3.14.3 Temporary: to work on a full time or part time
basis for a limited or specified period of employment.
4.—COMMENCEMENT DATE AND PERIOD OF
OPERATION
4.1 This Agreement will operate from the date of registration until 28th January 2000.
4.2 This Agreement will continue to operate after its expiry
unless another agreement has been negotiated and registered
to take its place.
4.3 There will be no formal review for the duration of this
agreement. The Company will ensure that Workforce representatives are elected for the duration of this agreement, and
that these representatives have access to senior management
to highlight and resolve issues that concern the application
and implementation of this agreement. Such representatives
shall be elected according to clause 8 of this Agreement.
4.4 Negotiations for a replacement to this Agreement will
commence six (6) months prior to the expiry of this Agreement.
4.5 The Company undertakes to implement a consultative
process in the development of a subsequent Agreement.
4.6 No further claims for increases in wages or conditions
will be made during the period of this Agreement except where
provided for in this Agreement.
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4.7 The parties acknowledge that the replacement of this
Agreement will be negotiated at the same time as a new Agreement which will replace the current Leighton Contractors
Mining and Processing Personnel Enterprise Agreement 1997.
5.—COVERAGE OF AGREEMENT
5.1 This Agreement will apply to employees of Leighton
Contractors Pty Limited engaged at mine sites and who are
involved in the maintenance of the Company’s plant and equipment throughout the State of Western Australia excluding those
employees engaged at the Welshpool Workshop and metropolitan workshops.
5.2 This Agreement will only cover employees who are not
required to work underground.
5.3 This Agreement will apply to approximately 100 employees at the date of registration.
6.—RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER AWARDS
For the duration of this Agreement, every other award, determination or industrial agreement shall be excluded from
applying to employees covered by this Agreement.
7.—PARTIES BOUND
7.1 The Company
Leighton Contractors Pty Limited.
7.2 The Unions
The Automotive, Food, Metal, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian
Branch.
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal Plumbing and Allied Services Union of Australia.
8.—ELECTION PROCEDURE FOR EMPLOYEE
REPRESENTATIVES
8.1 This procedure will be used to elect Employee Representatives to consult with management when required during
the term of this Agreement.
8.2 There will be a maximum of three (3) Employee Representatives in office at any time from the Maintenance
Employees workforce of the Company in Western Australia.
8.3 The representatives elected to negotiate this Agreement
will remain in place until the commencement of negotiations
for an Agreement to replace this Agreement.
8.4 At the Commencement of negotiations for a new Agreement to replace this Agreement a new election will be
conducted to select the Employee Representatives to negotiate the new Agreement.
8.5 The company shall divide the workforce into three separate electorates ensuring firstly that the principle geographic
areas of the company’s operations are addressed, and secondly
that due regard has been paid to the number of employees in
each electorate. It is recognised that the numbers of employees in each electorate will not be equal and such inequality
will not invalidate the election of any Employee Representative.
8.6 All employees in each electorate will be automatically
nominated for election as a Employee Representative and have
their names included on the ballot paper.
8.7 The election will be conducted by secret ballot.
8.8 The votes after any ballot will be opened on site and
counting will be supervised by a representative of the company and of the employees.
8.9 The employee who receives the most votes will be declared elected.
8.10 Should this employee not wish to accept the position
then the ballot will be conducted again with this employee’s
name removed.
8.11 This process will be carried out until one employee
accepts the position of Employee Representative.
8.12 The results of the election and the completed ballot
papers then will be returned to the Plant Superintendent at
Welshpool.
8.13 If an elected Employee Representative resigns or otherwise leaves office then a new ballot will take place to elect
another Employee Representative.
8.14 Only direct employees of the Company will be eligible
for election.
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PART II—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT OVERVIEW
9.0 The aims of this Enterprise Agreement are as follows—
9.1 To restructure the competency assessment system and
base it upon documented standards.
9.2 To as far as possible assess the competency of employees using recognised nationally accredited
assessors.
9.3 Introduce Plant Performance Reports which show the
employees how they are performing on several Key
Performance Indicators.
9.4 Improve the productivity and efficiency of the Company so as to ensure the profitability of existing work
and increase the possibilities of securing more work.
Hence, the Company will be in a better position to
offer its employees longer and more stable career
paths.
10.—OBJECTIVES
The company will put in place strategies, which achieve the
following Objectives—
10.1 Gain the Parties endorsement and commitment to the
implementation of measures which will improve the
effectiveness, productivity and efficiency of the Company’s operations and maintenance.
10.2 Employees will implement productivity improvements as proposed by the Company which aim to
reduce staff turnover and increase efficiency.
10.3 Identify and implement measures, which will reduce
the Company’s operating and maintenance costs.
10.4 Employees will implement controls and reporting as
required by the Company to measure costs.
PART III—CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
11.—WAGE RATES
11.1 On commencement of the first full pay week after the
registration of this agreement employees will receive wages
as per Schedule 1 attached.
11.2 Additions to wages based upon certified competency
assessments will be determined in accordance with Leighton
Contractors Maintenance Employee Assessment System as per
Schedule 2 attached.
11.3 All allowances otherwise payable under any Award for
work carried out in accordance with clause 5 of this agreement are replaced by the wages and allowances shown in
Schedule 1 of this Agreement.
12.—HOURS OF WORK
12.1 Day Workers
Ordinary hours of work for day workers will be 38 hours
per week on average over each work cycle. To be worked between 6.00 am and 6.00 pm Monday to Friday inclusive.
12.2 Shift Workers
Shift workers will work according to the roster which will
specify the —
(a) day shifts; or
(b) night shifts; or
(c) combination of day and night shifts(provided that an
employee has 24 hours absence from duty between
shifts of different types)
that the employee is required to work providing for an average 38 hours of duty per week over each consecutive work
cycle.
12.3 Subject to subclause 12.7 employees will be paid an
average of 38 hours for each week during a work cycle, whether
or not 38 ordinary hours are worked. For every eight ordinary
hours worked 0.4 hr shall accrue toward the leisure days referred to in clause 12.4.
12.4 Employees shall be entitled to 12 leisure days off per
annum, without deduction of pay. Such days will accrue during each work cycle and be taken when the employee is on
Rest and Recreation leave.
12.5 Employees will not be permitted to accumulate leisure
days and must take them in conjunction with Rest and Recreation leave.
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12.6 Employees rostered hours of work will be as agreed
between the Company and the majority of employees affected.
12.7 Employees will only be paid for actual hours of work
authorised by the Company.
13.—OVERTIME
13.1 Work outside the rostered hours will be paid for at the
ordinary hourly rate multiplied by the factor indicated below
as follows—
Day Workers
Time worked prior
to 6.00am
Time worked after
completion of 8 ordinary
hours
- first 2 hours
- all time thereafter
Time worked prior to midday
- first 2 hours
- all time thereafter
Time worked after midday
Shift Workers
All Overtime worked

Mon—Fri

Sat

Sun

1.5

N.A.

N.A.

1.5
2.0

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

1.5
2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0
2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

14.—SHIFT ALLOWANCES
Shift workers will be paid for ordinary hours worked on
night shifts Monday to Friday at the rates specified in Schedule 1 of this Agreement multiplied by 1.25.
15.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
15.1 Time worked on public holidays will be paid at 2.5
times the ordinary rate.
15.2 The following Public Holidays or the days observed in
lieu shall, subject to clause 15.1, be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, namely—
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by
arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the days
named in this clause.
16.—TRANSPORT
16.1 The Company may provide transport for employees to
and from their workplace.
16.2 The Company will determine at the commencement of
a contract for the duration of the contract whether or not it will
provide transport for employees.
16.3 If the Company does not provide transport a travelling
allowance of $5.00 per day shall be paid where an employee’s
usual place of residence is more than 30 kilometres from the
job.
16.4 Where an employee is directed by the Company to drive
a Company vehicle outside ordinary hours, for the purpose of
carrying personnel or equipment the employee will be paid as
if working.
17.—REST BREAKS
17.1 Rest breaks will be of a 15 minute duration and shall
count as time worked.
17.2 Employees will be entitled to two rest breaks per shift.
17.3 Rest breaks will be taken in the closest, safest and most
convenient place.
17.4 Rest breaks will be taken as is appropriate to the production and maintenance requirements of the Company. The
scheduling of these breaks shall be by agreement with the site
management and the employee concerned.
17.5 There is no requirement for all maintenance employees
to take their rest breaks simultaneously.
17.6 Hot water, tea, coffee, milk and sugar will be supplied
and coordinated within each site.
17.7 An adequate supply of cool drinking water will be provided by the Company on each site.
18.—MEAL BREAKS
18.1 Meal breaks will be of 30 minutes duration. Meal breaks
will generally be taken between the fifth and eighth hour of
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the shift, the timing of meal breaks can be varied outside of
these hours as provided for in clause 18.2.
18.2 Meal breaks will be taken as is appropriate to the production and maintenance requirements of the Company. The
scheduling of these breaks shall be by agreement with the site
management and the employee concerned.
18.3 There is no requirement for all maintenance employees
to take their meal breaks simultaneously.
18.4 Meal breaks will be paid for all shift employees but not
for other employees.
18.5 Where day employees are required by the Company to
work from time to time without their meal break, they will be
entitled to be paid for that meal break.
19.—LEAVE ENTITLEMENTS
19.1 Employees will accrue the following leave entitlements
at the ordinary rate of pay over the period of 12 month’s continuous service with the Company—
(a) Annual Leave
4 weeks
(b) Public Holidays
As per clause 15.2
(c) Leisure Days
12 days
19.2 An employee before going on leave, shall be paid the
wages the employee would have received in respect of the
ordinary time the employee would have worked had the employee not been on leave during the period of leave.
19.3 In the event that employment terminates, the employee
shall be entitled to be paid for all accumulated leave days as
shown above, which have not yet been taken by the employee.
19.4 During a period of leave the employee will be paid the
appropriate rate of pay and allowances as applicable.
19.5
(a) Paid leave taken will be limited to the total number
of days accrued as above. Any days taken in excess
of the accrued days will be considered as leave without pay.
(b) Leave without pay may be taken by an employee by
agreement with the Supervisor/Project Manager
where the employee does not have sufficient accrued
leave entitlements to cover the leave requested. Approval of applications for leave without pay will not
unreasonably be withheld by the Supervisor/Project
Manager.
(c) On remote sites the first rest and recreation break to
which an employee is entitled may be taken as leave
without pay irrespective of the employee’s accrued
leave entitlements.
19.6
(a) Any unused portion of the above leave entitlement
in any year will accumulate from year to year.
(b) Leave without pay cannot be granted by the Supervisor/Project Manager unless all accrued leave
entitlements have be used.
(c) Employees may be required to take leave if it accumulates beyond the amounts shown below.
Leave Type
Maximum Accrual
Annual Leave
4 weeks
Leisure Days
2 days
Public Holidays
0 days
(d) During Rest and Recreation breaks employees will
automatically be granted leave without pay for the
duration of the break once all the Leisure Day leave
has been used up in accordance with clauses 12.4
and 12.5. Employees will not be required to use Annual Leave during Rest and Recreation breaks. This
clause does not infer that employees cannot use Annual Leave during Rest and Recreation breaks if they
request to do so.
19.8 Notification of leave will be made using the proforma.
“Employee Leave application form”.
20.—ANNUAL LEAVE LOADING
A loading of 17.5% of the ordinary hours of work will be
paid to employees whilst on Annual Leave. This loading will
not be paid for Rest and Recreation Leave or Public Holiday
Leave.
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21.—SICK LEAVE
21.1 An employee absent from work through personal illness or injury by accident, is entitled to leave of absence without
deduction of pay on the following conditions and limitations—
21.1.1 Payment for absence through sickness or injury will be for—
(a) full time employees (whether temporary or not) 8 hours per day.
(b) part time employees (whether temporary or not) ordinary rostered hours per
day.
At the employee’s ordinary hourly rate.
21.1.2 The provisions of this clause with respect to
payment do not apply to employees who are
entitled to payment under the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act nor to
employees whose injury or illness is the result
of the employee’s own misconduct.
21.1.3 An employee is not entitled to be paid leave
of absence under this clause for any period in
excess of the employee’s accumulated sick
leave entitlement.
21.1.4 An employee will not be entitled to payment
for sick leave, if they fail to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner dated at the
time of the absence, or fail to supply such other
proof of the illness or injury as the Company
may reasonably require. Notwithstanding this
requirement, an employee will be entitled to
two periods of sickness of up to two days each
per annum without being required to produce
a medical certificate or other appropriate proof
of sickness or injury.
21.1.5 Sick Leave benefits will accumulate at the rate
of 10 days per year of continuous service.
21.2 The employee will make every effort to inform the
Company of the employee’s inability to attend for duty, the
nature of injury or illness and estimated duration of absence
prior to the commencement of the rostered shift or at least
within 4 hours after the commencement of the rostered shift.
21.3 Notification of sick leave will be made using the proforma “Employee Leave Application Form”.
21.4 Should a medical condition occur to an employee the
Company may require, in consultation with the employee, the
employee to be medically examined to ensure the employee’s
well-being and that appropriate actions such as evacuation from
site can take place.
The employee may seek treatment from his/her physician
where practicable.
22.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
22.1 An employee shall be entitled to 13 weeks long service
leave after completion of 15 years continuous service.
22.2 An employee shall be entitled to be paid pro-rata Long
Service Leave after completion of 10 years continuous service where employment is terminated—
(a) by the Company for any reason other than serious
misconduct.
(b) by the death of the employee.
22.3 After completion of each subsequent 10 year period of
continuous service an employee will be entitled to 8 and 2/
3rds weeks long service leave.
23.—PRESSING DOMESTIC NEED/CARER’S LEAVE
23.1 Subject to the agreement of the Supervisor/Project
Manager an employee may be absent from work because of
pressing domestic need and be entitled to leave of up to 5 days
in any one year for this purpose. Any additional required leave
is to be at the discretion of the Supervisor/Project manager.
Accrued entitlements in either Annual Leave or Sick Leave
may be used for this purpose. Otherwise the leave will be leave
without pay.
23.2 The interpretation of “Pressing Domestic Need” is an
unscheduled event and not an event that occurs at scheduled
or frequent intervals. The event must be one that is of a serious urgent domestic nature that cannot be resolved by anyone
other than the employee.
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24.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
24.1 Employees at all sites will be paid on a weekly basis.
24.2 Employees will be paid directly into a nominated Bank
Account.
25.—SUPERVISION AND TRAINING
25.1 Employees will assist in the training of other employees as required by the Company, provided that the employee
is in the opinion of the Company passed as competent to do
so.
25.2 All employees will be ready, willing and able as required by the Company to participate in agreed training
programs applicable to the Company’s operations.
26.—MULTI-SKILLING
26.1 Employees will perform all work within in their skill,
competence and training as required by the Company.
26.2 The parties to this Agreement recognise the need for
the co-operative use of skills and competencies held by the
workforce across the Company’s operations.
27.—EMPLOYEE TRANSFERS
27.1 Employees transferred from one site to another will be
paid at up to 8 ordinary hours for the day of transfer and will
remain at their current classification except employees who
request and accept a position at a lower classification.
27.2 Notwithstanding the above, Leading Hand allowances
will cease to be paid on commencement at the new site unless
the employee is required to work in the capacity of Leading
Hand or Team Leader in which case the allowance will be
paid.
27.3 The Company may commence any new employee on a
pay classification as determined by the Company notwithstanding any prior service the employee may have had.
27.4 Employees transferred from one site to another will be
reimbursed at a rate of $0.54 per kilometre, by the shortest
route. Payment will only be made to the owner or driver of the
vehicle. Payment will be up to a maximum of the Company’s
cost of an equivalent economy airfare. This will only apply to
travel approved by the Company.
27.5 Where an employee travels to and from home each day,
they are to be offered alternative employment, within a reasonable commuting distance, if available.
28.—ABANDONMENT OF EMPLOYMENT
An employee will be required to advise the Company of any
absence from work within 24 hours of commencement of duties where practicable and failure to do so will result in the
termination of employment, whereby the employee will be
deemed to have abandoned employment.
29.—OTHER DUTIES
An employee who cannot be utilised in their normal duties
must be prepared to perform other duties for which they are
competent. eg. Cleaning of workshop or crib hut. An employee
will not be required to perform work outside their classification of employment during an industrial dispute against their
stated will.
30.—CLOTHING AND PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT
30.1 If an employee of their own volition decides to terminate their services within 3 months of employment, the
Company will be entitled to deduct 50% of the cost of any
personal items issued to them (such as clothing and boots)
from their termination pay.
30.2 The Company will provide upon request protective work
clothing for all employees on the following basis—
(a) An issue of 3 sets of clothing per annum. An issue
will consist of either overalls, or alternatively short
or long sleeve shirts and short or long pants.
(b) Boots will be issued upon initial employment and
then replaced on a new for old basis.
(c) Employees will be responsible for the cleaning of
their clothing at their own cost.
(d) The clothing issued will be according to the company standard to ensure uniformity and safety.
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31.—EMPLOYEE COUNSELLING AND DISCIPLINE
PROCEDURE
31.1 Counselling Procedure
If in the opinion of the immediate Supervisor an employee’s
performance has deteriorated for whatever reason, the Supervisor may utilise the procedure as outlined below—
(1) Arrange a meeting between the Supervisor and the
employee and his/her representative. Notice must be
given to the employee of the meeting and its purpose in sufficient time for the employee to obtain
satisfactory representation.
(2) The concerns of the Supervisor will then be detailed
to the employee.
(3) The employee may respond to the concerns expressed. This response is to be recorded and duly
considered by the Supervisor.
(4) The Supervisor will then consider possible courses
of action which may include but not be limited to—
• Additional training or re-training required for
the employee.
• Reference to internal or external counselling
services that may be available.
• Issuing warnings.
(5) Once the Supervisor has collected and considered
all the information he/she will then make a determination as to the most appropriate action to pursue.
This action will be conveyed to the employee and
recorded on the employee’s personal file.
31.2 Disciplinary Procedure
Should the Supervisor decide to issue a warning to the employee, the following procedure will be followed—
(1) First a verbal warning will be issued and note made
on the employee’s file.
(2) A second warning in writing will be issued and this
will be recorded on the employee’s personal file including any response the employee wishes to make.
(3) Should the employee give cause for further disciplinary action to take place after being issued with a
written warning, the employee may be dismissed.
(4) Any appeal against the actions of the Supervisor must
follow the Grievance Resolution Procedure—see
clause 36.
(5) Warnings will remain current on the employee’s file
for one year, after this period the warning will be
expunged from the employee’s file. This will not
apply to safety related warnings which will not be
expunged.
31.3 Misconduct
Where an employee is found guilty of misconduct, the employee may be dismissed without notice. Misconduct may
include the following breaches—
• Major breaches of safety provisions.
• Fighting.
• Affected by intoxicating liquor or drugs in the
workplace.
• Failure to comply with lawful instruction of a Company Officer.
• Physical violence.
• Stealing, theft or fraud.
• Conduct which involves dishonesty or harm or real
possibility of injury to others.
• Obscenity/indecency.
• Breach of the duty of fidelity causing damage to the
Company’s business.
• Sexual harassment.
31.4 Personal Files
(a) Access to personal files is to be restricted to authorised officers of the Company. Eg. Managers/Site
Supervisors/Payroll clerk and the individual employee.
(b) Employees will be given access to their personal file,
provided their request is made through their Supervisor, who will arrange an appropriate and convenient
time.
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32.—JURY SERVICE
An employee required for jury service during the employee’s ordinary working hours shall be granted leave for all
periods of time so required for jury service. The employee
shall provide proof of attendance at jury service and proof of
monies paid by the Court, at which time the Company shall
pay to the employee the difference between what the employee
would normally have been paid for an eight (8) hour day and
what was actually paid by the Court.
33.—AIRFARES AND TRAVEL COSTS
33.1 The point of engagement for those employees who return to Kalgoorlie after each shift shall be deemed to be
Kalgoorlie. For all sites whose employees do not return to
Kalgoorlie after each shift, the point of engagement shall be
deemed to be Perth.
33.2
(a) Airfares or reimbursement of travel costs will only
be provided to those employees whose point of engagement is deemed to be Perth. An employee need
not travel to Perth to be eligible for reimbursement
of travel costs. Eg. If an employee’s home was say
200km from the remote site where they are working,
those employees would be entitled to travel costs
under this clause.
(b) Employees other than those employed locally to a
contract and those employed from Kalgoorlie for
work at a Kalgoorlie site shall be entitled to transportation costs/airfares on engagement and
termination except for termination for misconduct
and as shown in clause 33.3.
33.3
(a) An employee who terminates employment prior to
the completion of three months service will have the
commencement return airfare deducted from their
termination pay. This deduction will be based on a
pro-rata basis (eg. one-third of the airfare deducted
after two months service).
(b) Remote Site Employees who terminate after 3 months
service and give the required period of notice will
receive reimbursement of transportation costs or the
return flight paid for by the Company.
33.4 An employee who wishes to make travel arrangements
other than flying will be reimbursed at a rate of $0.54 per
kilometre (by the shortest route) up to the value equal to the
Company’s cost of an equivalent economy airfare. Payment
will be made only to the owner or driver of the vehicle who
must provide receipts to the Company as proof of costs incurred. This will only apply to travel approved by the Company.
33.5 Airfares and travel costs will only be paid for rest and
recreation breaks and travel approved by the Company.
Employees who’s point of engagement is deemed to be Perth
are entitled to return to Perth for rest and recreation leave after
completion of a continuous period of service at site. The service requirements may vary between sites.
An employee who waives this entitlement to a rest and recreation break will be required to take the next rest and recreation
break due after completion of a further period of continuous
service.
Employees can only waive the right to a rest and recreation
break with the agreement of their Supervisor.
33.6 Where practical a Supervisor may allow an employee
to finish work before the end of a shift to enable the employee
to catch a flight that same day.
The Company will not allow an employee to finish work
early if the Company will be disadvantaged in doing so.
Employees are required to return to site from leave to recommence work at the start of their first rostered shift.
33.7 Any entitlement to airfares and payment of travel costs
will not accrue.
33.8 The Company shall provide an airfare or reimburse
travel costs in the event of the employee’s services being terminated during a probationary period of employment.
33.9 Notwithstanding anything contained in the preceding
clauses travel costs will not be reimbursed to employees
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working on sites where air travel is provided to the Company
and its employees free of charge.
33.10 Employees shall travel to and from site in their own
time.
34.—CAMP FACILITIES
Board and lodging when provided by the Company to an
employee will be at the Company’s expense.
35.—REDUNDANCY
35.1 An employee will be deemed to have been made redundant if the employee’s services are no longer required by the
Company because the employee has become surplus to requirements on account of technological change, or
reorganisation of work, or a down turn in the industry.
35.2 In addition to the period of notice prescribed in Clause
3 of this Agreement, an employee whose employment is terminated by the Company for reasons set out in subclause 35.1
shall be entitled to the following Amount of severance pay, at
the employee’s ordinary rate of pay, in respect of their continuous period of service with the Company.
Period of Continuous Service
Severance Pay
Less than 1 year
Nil
More than 1 year but less than 2 years
4 weeks
More than 2 years but less than 3 years
6 weeks
More than 3 years but less than 4 years
7 weeks
More than 4 years
8 weeks
35.3 The Company will base its selection for redundancies
on required skill and experience levels. Where an employee’s
skill and experience levels are surplus to operational requirements such employee will be made redundant.
35.4 Where the number of employees to be made redundant
is fifteen (15) or more, the Company will as soon as practicable after a decision is made, notify the Centerlink Agency of
the intended redundancies.
35.5 Where a redundancy of 15 or more employees is intended the Company shall confer with the Union concerned
with respect to the conditions to apply to an employee whose
services are to be so terminated with respect to the following—
(a) the reasons for the terminations;
(b) the number and categories of employees likely to be
affected;
(c) the time when, or the period over which, the Company intends to carry out terminations;
(d) measures to avert or minimise the terminations; and
(e) measures (such as finding alternative employment)
to mitigate the adverse effects of the termination or
terminations.
35.6 If no agreement is reached regarding the redundancy
arrangements the matter will be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
35.7 Where an agreement is reached or these conditions are
otherwise determined, the services of an employee may be
terminated.
35.8 During the period of notice of termination of employment given by the Company, for reasons set out in clause 35.1,
an employee shall for the purpose of seeking other employment be entitled to be absent from work during each week of
the notice period up to a maximum of eight ordinary hours
without deduction of pay. If the employee has been allowed
paid leave for more than one day during the notice period for
the purpose of seeking other employment, the employee shall,
at the request of the Company be required to produce proof of
attendance at an interview or the employee shall not receive
payment for the time absent. For this purpose a statutory declaration will be sufficient.
35.9 Should an employee who would otherwise be made
redundant in accordance with clause 35.1, be offered alternative employment with the Company and refuse that alternative
employment they then cannot be considered for employment
at another Company site within 3 months of being made redundant. If an employee wishes to become re-employed by
the Company during this 3 month period, they must repay the
redundancy payment from the previous site upon recommencing employment.
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36.—GRIEVANCE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
To resolve any grievances or disputes, questions or difficulties arising under this Agreement, the following procedure will
be adhered to—
(a) There will be a commitment by the parties to achieve
adherence to this procedure. This should be facilitated by the earliest possible advice by one party to
the other of any issue or problem, which may give
rise to a grievance or dispute.
(b) At all stages in the dispute resolution procedure, and
to allow for the peaceful resolution of issues, the
parties will commit to avoiding industrial action in
any form, and will continue to work as directed by
the Company after due consultation with the employees whilst the parties follow the grievance resolution
procedure.
(c) At any stage during the grievance resolution procedure an employee is entitled to seek either an
employee representative or Union representative
nominated by the employee.
(d) The following five stage procedure will be used to
resolve any disputes or grievances—
(i) Should any matter arise which gives cause for
concern to the employee, the matter will be
brought to the attention of the immediate supervisor.
(ii) Should any matter arise which gives cause for
concern to the Company, the matter will be
brought to the attention of the employee.
(iii) Should the matter not be resolved by the parties within an agreed time frame it may be
brought to the attention of the Supervisor or
Project Manager by either party.
(iv) If the Supervisor or Project Manager is unable to resolve the matter within an agreed time
frame, either party may bring the matter to the
attention of the Plant Manager or Contracts
Manager.
(v) Should there be no resolution of the matter
within a further agreed time frame, either party
will have the right to have the matter referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for resolution in accordance with
the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
(e) All relevant facts will be documented when requested
by the employee/s or the Company.
37.—REPRESENTATIVES INTERVIEWING
EMPLOYEES
A duly accredited official of the Union shall have the right
to enter the Company’s premises provided that the Company
has been notified in advance, but shall not without the permission of the Company interview employees during their working
hours. A duly accredited official of the Union shall not be unreasonably denied access to the Company’s premises.
38.—RECORDS
38.1 The Company shall keep a time and wages book showing the name of each employee and the nature of the work, the
hours worked each day and the wages and allowances paid
each week. Any system of automatic recording by means of
machines shall be deemed to comply with this provision to the
extent of the information recorded.
38.2 A duly accredited official of the Union shall have the
power to inspect the time and wages record of an employee or
former employee, provided that such power shall not be exercised for the purpose of inspecting the time and wages records
of an employee or former employee who—
(a) is not a member of the Union, unless the employee
authorises the Union in writing, and;
(b) has notified the Company in writing that the employee or former employee does not consent to a
representative of an organisation of employees having access to those records.
Before exercising a power of inspection, the official shall
give reasonable notice of not less than 24 hours to the Company.
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39.—TRADE UNION TRAINING
The Company will allow reasonable absences from work
without pay for the purposes of Trade Union Training. This
training shall be limited to one person per site per annum. The
Company will not be liable for any costs associated with the
provision of this training, including transport and accommodation.
40.—SERVICE RECOGNITION
Upon achievement of five (5) years of continuous service,
the Company will recognise the employee with a Certificate
of Service and a Jacket embroidered with the Company emblem. This will be presented at an appropriate time and location
by a Senior Officer of the Company.
PART IV—PLANT PERFORMANCE REPORTS
41.—KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
41.1 During the term of this agreement a monthly Plant Performance Report will be introduced to enable employees to
monitor the progress of several Key Performance Indicators
(KPI’s) in their Workshop.
41.2 This report will then be considered by the Company to
provide the basis for a possible future incentive scheme for
employees. The introduction of such as scheme would be at
the absolute discretion of the company, and will only be introduced if the Company can quantify the benefits in such a
scheme by a reduction in the Company’s overall cost of operation.
41.3 The indicators to be measured are as follows—
41.3.1 Workshop labour cost per hour—this is the net
cost per hour of labour sold from the workshop.
41.3.2 Service Unit dispensing cost per litre—this is
the cost for dispensing each litre of fuel from
the Service Unit.
41.3.3 Labour recovery percentage—this is the percentage of the total wages hours that are paid
to employees in the workshop, that are then
“sold” to machines or other revenue tasks.
41.3.4 Litres dispensed per hour—this is the number
of litres dispensed by a service unit for each
hour of wages cost coded to the service unit.
41.3.5 Consumable cost per hour—the cost of consumable items for each hour of workshop
labour sold or each litre of fuel sold in a service unit.
41.3.6 Tooling cost per hour—the cost of providing
tooling to the workshop for each hour or litre
sold.
41.3.7 Labour hours per machine hour—the total
number of workshop personnel hours (both
staff and wages) divided by the total number
of machine paid hours on a site (weekly
charged items will be included at one hour for
every week they are on site).
41.3.8 Safety cost per hour—the cost of all items of
safety equipment provided to the workshop for
each hour of labour sold or for each litre of
fuel sold in the service unit.
41.3.9 Training cost per hour—the cost of training
expenses including wages paid whilst on training for each hour of labour sold in the
workshop and each litre of fuel sold in the service unit.
42.—OBJECTIVES OF PLANT PERFORMANCE
REPORT
42.1 The Plant Performance Report is designed to show
employees the influences on the cost of maintaining the company’s plant and equipment.
42.2 Over time it is hoped that employees will come to understand the indicators as presented and how they may be able
to influence them.
42.3 The report is designed to show both management and
employees in an objective way the results of any improvements made in maintenance practices.
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43.—REVIEW OF THE PLANT PERFORMANCE
REPORT
43.1 The contents of the Plant Performance Report may be a
topic of Tool Box Talks with the Workforce.
43.2 The Plant Performance Reports will be reviewed during the negotiations for the Agreement to replace this
Agreement and may be the basis for a future incentive scheme
as noted in 41.2.
43.3 Contributions from the Workforce about the Plant Performance Reports are encouraged during the life of this
Agreement and should be directed to the Plant Superintendent.
43.4 Modifications may be incorporated in the Plant Performance Report during the period of this Agreement to ensure
the report is easily understood by the Workforce and truly represents the maintenance performance of the Company.
43.5 An example of the Plant Performance Report is shown
in Schedule 4 of this Agreement. This example is in no way
binding on the Company and is intended only to illustrate how
such a report may look, as such the Company reserves the
right to alter and modify the example report in any way during
the life of this Agreement.
PART V—SIGNATORIES
Signed for and on behalf of Leighton Contractors Pty Limited
Signed for and on behalf of the Automotive Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Australia, Western Australian Branch
Signed for and on behalf of the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Services Union of Australia.
SCHEDULE 1 RATES OF PAY
1. Base Hourly Rates—All Sites
Trades Persons
$14.56
Service Persons
$13.52
Trades Assistants and Labourers
$12.48
All persons currently employed by the Company on the implementation of this agreement will maintain their current rate
of pay plus 4.0%.
2. Employee Competency Grading
For each competency module completed above the specified minium competencies for the classification an employee
is employed under the employee’s hourly rate will be increased
by $0.0625 per hour.
For existing employees this provision will only apply once
the rate of pay they would be entitled to under this Agreement
exceeds their current rate of pay.
3. Leading Hand Allowance
An employee appointed as a Leading Hand will be paid at
their Base Hourly Rate plus Competency component plus the
following additional payment—
(a) In charge of not less than one and not more than five
other employees $0.66 per hour.
(b) In charge of more than five but less than ten other
employees $0.85 per hour.
(c) In charge of more than ten other employees $1.12.
4. Shift Allowance
A shift employee whilst on night shift other than on a Saturday or Sunday will be paid 25% more than the employee’s
ordinary rate for the first 8 hours worked.
5. Location Allowance
(a) Subject to the provisions of this Clause, in addition
to the wages prescribed elsewhere in this Schedule,
an employee shall be paid the following flat weekly
allowances when employed in the towns described
hereunder.
Agnew
$15.10 per week
Argyle
$39.30
Balladonia
$14.90
Barrow Island
$25.60
Boulder
$6.20
Broome
$24.00
Bullfinch
$7.20
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Carnarvon
$12.30
Cockatoo Island
$26.40
Coolgardie
$6.20
Cue
$15.40
Dampier
$20.80
Denham
$12.30
Derby
$25.00
Esperance
$4.60
Eucla
$16.80
Exmouth
$21.60
Fitzroy
$30.20
Goldsworthy
$13.70
Halls Creek
$34.40
Kalbarri
$5.10
Kalgoorlie
$6.20
Kambalda
$6.20
Karratha
$24.70
Koolan Island
$26.40
Koolyanobbing
$7.20
Kununurra
$39.30
Laverton
$15.30
Learmonth
$21.60
Leinster
$15.10
Leonora
$15.30
Madura
$15.90
Marble Bar
$37.50
Meekatharra
$13.20
Mt Magnet
$16.40
Mundrabilla
$16.40
Newman
$14.50
Norseman
$12.80
Nullagine
$37.40
Onslow
$25.60
Pannawonica
$19.50
Paraburdoo
$19.30
Port Headland
$20.70
Ravensthorpe
$8.10
Roebourne
$28.30
Sandstone
$15.10
Shark Bay
$12.30
Shay Gap
$13.70
Southern Cross
$7.20
Telfer
$34.80
Teutonic Bore
$15.10
Tom Price
$19.30
Whim Creek
$24.50
Wickham
$23.80
Wiluna
$15.40
Wittenoom
$33.20
Wyndham
$37.10
(b) Except as provided in Clause C, an employee who has
(i) A dependant, shall be paid double the allowance prescribed in Clause A.
(ii) A partial dependant, shall be paid the allowance prescribed in Clause A plus the difference
between that rate and the amount such partial
dependant is receiving by way of a district or
location allowance.
(c)
(i) Where an employee is provided with board
and lodging by the Company, free of charge,
or
(ii) Is provided with an allowance in lieu of board
and lodging. Such employee shall be paid 66
and two third percent of the allowances prescribed on Clause A.
(d) Where an employee is on annual leave or received
payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid
for the period of such leave the location allowance
to which he/she would ordinarily be entitled.
(e) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave)
the employee shall only be paid location allowance
for the period of such leave the employee remains in
the location in which the employee is employed.
6. Living Out Allowance
A Living Out Allowance of $37.80 per day ($264.40 per
week) shall be paid to an employee whose application for the
Living Out Allowance is approved by the Company.
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Refer to Schedule 3 for details of the Living Out Allowance.
7. Crane Allowance
Employees in possession of a valid Western Australian Crane
Drivers ticket will be paid an allowance of $20.00 per week.
8. Pilbara Iron Ore Industry
When personnel are working in the Iron Ore industry in the
Pilbara area of Western Australia the following allowances
will be paid—
(a) A disability allowance of $1.61 per hour.
(b) An allowance of $17.68 per day for personnel working at Nimingarra and residing at Yarrie camp to
compensate for the differing work conditions from
Yarrie to Nimingarra.
9. Electrical Allowance
Where a person is required to hold an A or B class electrical
licence they shall be paid an allowance of $13.20 per week.
This allowance will only be paid if the person is required by
the Company to perform work for which the licence is required as defined in the Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994.
SCHEDULE 2—MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEE
ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
This schedule describes how the competency of all maintenance employees is to be assessed. It is generally based upon
the National Competency Standards.
1. All assessments must be carried out using a person who is
an accredited workplace assessor according to the requirements
of the National Competency Standards.
2. The assessor shall not be the Supervisor directly in charge
of the employee.
3. Attached schedules show the modules required for each
classification of employee.
4. Modules must be attempted and passed in the order shown.
5. A module cannot be attempted unless the shown pre requisite units have been passed first.
6. Employees who are unhappy with their assessment may
appeal that assessment to another assessor who will carry out
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another assessment as soon as practical. Employees may only
appeal each assessment once.
7. If an employee fails the assessment for a module they
may reattempt that module after a period of not less than one
month.
8. A file will be kept on site showing the detailed criteria for
each module, this file will be available for inspection by all
employees.
9. Employees will be provided with photocopies of a module they wish to be assessed on when they request a booking
be made for the assessment.
10. The Company will provide a full time workplace assessor for the first 6 months of this agreement to ensure adequate
assessments can be carried out.
11. Current employees will remain on their current rate of
pay (plus any percentage adjustment noted in schedule 1 of
this agreement) until they have completed all the competency
modules required for their current rate of pay. Once they have
completed all the modules required for their current rate of
pay, they may then attempt further modules as nominated for
their employment classification and they will be paid the
amount nominated in schedule 1 of this agreement for each
additional module completed.
12. Employees may attempt modules designated as appropriate to a higher classification once they have completed all
the modules appropriate to their own classification. The Company will not be obliged to pay for any of these modules that
are not within the employees current classification. However,
should a vacancy occur in a higher classification and it be
offered to the employee and the employee accept the position,
any modules passed will be taken into account and the employee paid appropriately.
13. The Company may add further competency modules to
the attached schedules at any time and should an employee
attempt these modules they will be paid according to schedule
1. However, the number of modules set as equivalent to the
existing level system will not be altered if such further modules are added.

FITTER UNITS
#
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Additional Units

Old Level 3

Old Level 2

Old Level 1

Unit
18.29A
18.21A
18.43A
18.40A
18.41A
18.42A
18.44A
18.19A
18.26A
18.24A
18.18A
18.20A
2.6C
18.39A
5.4A
18.12A
18.32A
18.5A
18.35A
18.6A
18.55A
18.30A
18.38A
18.25A
18.11A
15.4A
13.3A
12.3A
12.2A
12.1A
11.11A
11.9A
9.2A
9.1A
5.12A
5.1A
2.7C
2.5C
2.3C
2.2C
2.1C
1.4F
1.3F
1.2F
1.1F

Description
Tune diesel engine
Maintain and repair hydraulic systems
Diagnose and repair automatic transmissions
Maintain and repair suspension systems
Maintain and repair steering systems
Diagnose and repair manual transmission
Diagnose and repair drive line and final drives
Maintain and repair pneumatic systems
Maintain diesel fuel systems
Maintain and repair engine cooling systems
Maintain pneumatic system components
Maintain hydraulic system components
Plan a complete activity
Diagnose and repair track type undercarriage
Perform routine Oxy acetylene welding
Mechanical seals- installing and removal
Maintain & repair induction/exhaust systems
Bearings-fault diagnosis installation and removal
Diagnose and repair braking systems
Dismantle/repair/replace/assemble and fit engineering components
Dismantle/replace and assemble engineering components
Diagnose and repair low voltage electrical systems
Maintain and repair wheels and tyres
Service combustion engines
Isolate/shutdown machines/equipment
Perform inspection (basic)
Work safely with industrial chemicals and materials
Precision mechanical measurement
Basic electric/electronic measurement
Use preset comparison measuring device
Manual handling
Handle/move bulk fluids/gasses
Interpret technical drawing
Draw and interpret sketch
Perform routine manual arc welding
Manual soldering-desoldering electrical/electronic components
Perform computations (basic)
Measure with graduated devices
Operate in a work based team environment
Organise and analize information
Apply quality systems
Plan to undertake routine task
Apply quality procedures
Apply principles of OH&S in work environment
Undertake interactive workplace communication

Pre Requisites
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A, 18.26A, 18.27A, 18.32A, 18.55A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A, 18.20A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.5A, 18.6A, 18.12A, 18.18A, 18.42A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A, 18.9A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A, 18.9A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.5A, 18.6A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.5A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.18A, 18.55A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A
nil
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A, 18.9A
nil
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.5A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A, 18.2A
2.5C, 5.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A
18.1A
18.1A
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
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BOILERMAKER/WELDER UNITS

#
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Additional Units

Old Level 3

Old Level 2

Old Level 1

Unit
18.20A
18.18A
18.25A
11.14A
11.13A
11.8A
18.44A
14.1B
18.39A
18.6A
18.12A
5.8A
18.55A
18.38A
2.6C
2.4C
18.11A
5.10A
18.2A
18.1A
15.4A
13.3A
12.6A
12.3A
12.2A
12.1A
11.11A
11.9A
9.2A
9.1A
5.23A
5.21A
5.15A
5.7A
5.6A
5.4A
5.3A
2.7C
2.3C
2.5C
2.1C
1.4F
1.3F
1.2F
1.1F

Description
Maintain hydraulic system components
Maintain pneumatic system components
Service combustion engines
Undertake warehouse despatch process
Undertake warehouse receival process
Package materials (warehouse and store)
Diagnose and repair drive line and final drives
Schedule material deliveries
Diagnose and repair track type undercarriage
Dismantle/repair/replace/assemble and fit engineering components
Mechanical seals- installing and removal
Advanced manual thermal cutting, gouging and shaping
Dismantle/replace and assemble engineering components
Maintain and repair wheels and tyres
Plan a complete activity
Assist in the provision of on the job training
Isolate/shutdown machines/equipment
Undertake fabrication forming and shaping
Use power tools/hand held operation
Use hand tools
Perform inspection (basic)
Work safely with industrial chemicals and materials
Mark off/out (general engineering)
Precision mechanical measurement
Basic electric/electronic measurement
Use preset comparison measuring device
Manual handling
Handle/move bulk fluids/gasses
Interpret technical drawing
Draw and interpret sketch
Weld using submerged arc process
Weld using Oxy acetylene welding
Weld using manual metal arc welding process
Manual heating, thermal cutting and gouging
Perform silver brazing and/or silver soldering
Perform routine Oxy acetylene welding
Soft Soldering (basic)
Perform computations (basic)
Operate in a work based team environment
Measure with graduated devices
Apply quality systems
Plan to undertake routine task
Apply quality procedures
Apply principles of OH&S in work environment
Undertake interactive workplace communication

Pre Requisites
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
18.1A
11.11A, 11.06A
11.11A
nil
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.5A, 18.6A
nil
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A, 18.9A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
5.7A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A, 18.2A
18.1A
nil
nil
nil
9.2A, 18.1A
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil

SERVICE PERSON UNITS

#
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Additional Units

Old Level 3

Old Level 2

Old Level 1

Unit
2.6C
2.4C
5.7A
5.12A
18.26A
18.12A
18.6A
18.55A
18.38A
18.25A
18.11A
18.2A
18.1A
15.4A
13.3A
11.11A
11.9A
9.2A
9.1A
2.7C
2.5C
2.3C
2.2C
2.1C
1.4F
1.3F
1.2F
1.1F

Description
Plan a complete activity
Assist in the provision of on the job training
Manual heating, thermal cutting and gouging
Perform routine manual arc welding
Maintain diesel fuel systems
Mechanical seals- installing and removal
Dismantle/repair/replace/assemble and fit engineering components
Dismantle/replace and assemble engineering components
Maintain and repair wheels and tyres
Service combustion engines
Isolate/shutdown machines/equipment
Use power tools/hand held operation
Use hand tools
Perform inspection (basic)
Work safely with industrial chemicals and materials
Manual handling
Handle/move bulk fluids/gasses
Interpret technical drawing
Draw and interpret sketch
Perform computations (basic)
Measure with graduated devices
Operate in a work based team environment
Organise and analyze information
Apply quality systems
Plan to undertake routine task
Apply quality procedures
Apply principles of OH&S in work environment
Undertake interactive workplace communication

Pre Requisites
nil
nil
nil
nil
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A, 18.2A
18.1A
18.1A
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
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AUTO ELECTRICIAN UNITS
#
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Additional Units

Old Level 3

Old Level 2

Old Level 1

Unit
18.20A
18.18A
18.44A
18.32A
5.7A
5.12A
18.12A
18.24A
18.35A
2.2C
5.4A
5.6A
18.40A
2.6C
2.4C
18.26A
18.5A
18.6A
18.55A
18.37A
18.31A
18.30A
18.38A
18.25A
18.2A
18.1A
18.11A
15.4A
13.3A
12.3A
12.2A
12.1A
11.11A
11.9A
9.2A
9.1A
5.1A
2.7C
2.5C
2.3C
2.1C
1.4F
1.3F
1.2F
1.1F

Description
Maintain hydraulic system components
Maintain pneumatic system components
Diagnose and repair drive line and final drives
Maintain & repair induction/exhaust systems
Manual heating, thermal cutting and gouging
Perform routine manual arc welding
Mechanical seals- installing and removal
Maintain and repair engine cooling systems
Diagnose and repair braking systems
Organise and analyze information
Perform routine Oxy acetylene welding
Perform silver brazing and/or silver soldering
Maintain and repair suspension systems
Plan a complete activity
Assist in the provision of on the job training
Maintain diesel fuel systems
Bearings-fault diagnosis installation and removal
Dismantle/repair/replace/assemble and fit engineering components
Dismantle/replace and assemble engineering components
Diagnose and repair low voltage charging systems
Diagnose and repair low voltage starting systems
Diagnose and repair low voltage electrical systems
Maintain and repair wheels and tyres
Service combustion engines
Use power tools/hand held operation
Use hand tools
Isolate/shutdown machines/equipment
Perform inspection (basic)
Work safely with industrial chemicals and materials
Precision mechanical measurement
Basic electric/electronic measurement
Use preset comparison measuring device
Manual handling
Handle/move bulk fluids/gasses
Interpret technical drawing
Draw and interpret sketch
Manual soldering-desoldering electrical/electronic components
Perform computations (basic)
Measure with graduated devices
Operate in a work based team environment
Apply quality systems
Plan to undertake routine task
Apply quality procedures
Apply principles of OH&S in work environment
Undertake interactive workplace communication

Pre Requisites
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.5A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.5A
nil
nil
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A
nil
nil
nil
9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.6A, 18.9A
nil
nil
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A, 18.6A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 12.3A, 18.1A, 18.2A, 18.3A, 18.55A
2.5C, 9.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A, 18.2A
2.5C, 5.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A, 18.30A
2.5C, 5.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A
2.5C, 5.1A, 9.2A, 18.1A
18.1A
18.1A
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil

STOREPERSON UNITS
#
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Additional Units

Old Level 3

Old Level 2

Old Level 1

Unit
14.1B
2.6C
2.4C
18.11A
18.2A
18.1A
11.7A
15.4A
2.9C
13.3A
12.1A
11.14A
11.13A
11.11A
11.9A
11.8A
11.A5
9.2A
9.1A
2.7C
2.5C
2.3C
2.2C
2.1C
1.4F
1.3F
1.2F
1.1F

Description
Schedule material deliveries
Plan a complete activity
Assist in the provision of on the job training
Isolate/shutdown machines/equipment
Use power tools/hand held operation
Use hand tools
Administer inventory procedures
Perform inspection (basic)
Perform computer operations
Work safely with industrial chemicals and materials
Use preset comparison measuring device
Undertake warehouse despatch process
Undertake warehouse receival process
Manual handling
Handle/move bulk fluids/gasses
Package materials (warehouse and store)
Pick and process order
Interpret technical drawing
Draw and interpret sketch
Perform computations (basic)
Measure with graduated devices
Operate in a work based team environment
Organise and analyze information
Apply quality systems
Plan to undertake routine task
Apply quality procedures
Apply principles of OH&S in work environment
Undertake interactive workplace communication

Pre Requisites
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
2.7C
nil
nil
nil
nil
11.11A, 11.06A
11.11A
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
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LABOURER UNITS

#
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Additional Units

Unit
18.38A
18.11A
18.2A
18.1A
13.3A
11.11A
11.9A
11.8A
2.7C
2.5C
2.3C
2.1C
1.4F
1.3F
1.2F
1.1F

Description
Maintain and repair wheels and tyres
Isolate/shutdown machines/equipment
Use power tools/hand held operation
Use hand tools
Work safely with industrial chemicals and materials
Manual handling
Handle/move bulk fluids/gasses
Package materials (warehouse and store)
Perform computations (basic)
Measure with graduated devices
Operate in a work based team environment
Apply quality systems
Plan to undertake routine task
Apply quality procedures
Apply principles of OH&S in work environment
Undertake interactive workplace communication

SCHEDULE 3—LIVING OUT ALLOWANCE
1. Introduction
The intent of Living Out Allowance (L.O.A.) is to provide
accommodation assistance to employees in lieu of board and
lodging when this is normally provided by the Company.
2. Who is Entitled to L.O.A.
An employee is entitled to L.O.A. when—
• The employee is married and living with their immediate family.
• The employee is living in a defacto relationship of
more than 6 months duration.
• The employee is employed and Company provided
accommodation is unavailable.
• The employee is notified at commencement of a particular project that there will not be Company
provided accommodation for that project and L.O.A.
will be paid.
The employee will not be required to take up occupancy of
Company provided accommodation in any six month period.
At the end of the fifth month in any six month period the employee shall seek advice from the Project Manager for the
continuation of the payment of L.O.A. or the availability of
Company provided accommodation. Should the employee
choose not to accept the Company provided accommodation
the payment of L.O.A. shall cease at the end of the six month
period.
3. Eligibility Criteria for L.O.A.
The eligibility for L.O.A. is subject to an employee providing the Project Manager with—
• Married employees—
* Evidence of legal marriage
* Evidence of home ownership or tenancy agreement of the occupied property.
• Employees in Defacto relationships—
* A statutory declaration certifying—
n the partners full name
n a bonafide defacto relationship of at
least 6 months

Pre Requisites
18.1A
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil

n the parties are living together at the
declared residential address
n evidence of ownership or tenancy
agreement of the occupied property.
The statutory declaration must be witnessed by an eligible
person (Justice of the Peace or Commissioner of Declarations).
If a couple are both working for the Company, either on the
same project or separate Company projects, only one person
is eligible to receive L.O.A. if both people reside in the same
household.
4. Payment of L.O.A.
• The payment of L.O.A. will be from the date of approval by the Project Manager.
• L.O.A. payments will continue for—
* days worked
* annual leave days
* sick leave days
* days stood down because of inclement weather
* days on workers compensation
* leisure days off
* bereavement or carer’s leave
• L.O.A. payments will not continue for—
* approved leave without pay
* unauthorised absence from work
* long service leave
• Payment of L.O.A. will cease upon termination of
employment regardless of the reason for the termination of employment.
SCHEDULE 4—PLANT PERFORMANCE REPORT
(EXAMPLE ONLY)
The report shown below is an example of how the proposed
monthly Plant Performance Report will appear. Employees,
Foremen and Managers are encouraged to contribute to modifications to this report that will more clearly show the
Company’s maintenance performance.
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MANA SCAFFOLDING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 13 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Mana Scaffolding Pty Ltd.
AG 13 of 1999.
Mana Scaffolding Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
15 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Mana Scaffolding Industrial Agreement as
filed in the Commission on 28 January 1999 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Mana Scaffolding Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Mana Scaffolding Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the
State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately six (6) employees covered by this agreement.
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5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
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(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination;
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
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2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—UNION MEMBERSHIP
The employer will encourage, as far as possible, all employees covered by the agreement, to be financial members of the
BLPPU and the CMETU.
22.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
(Signed)
...........................................
Date:
/ /
(Signed)
...........................................
WITNESS
The Company:
Company
Seal

(Signed)
...........................................
SIGNATURE
Date: 6/1/99
Dennise McKay
...........................................
PRINT NAME
(Signed)
...........................................
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
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1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.56
17.70
17.52
20.12
17.70
17.38
18.21
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

Signwriter
Carpenter/Roofer
Bricklayer
Refractory Bricklayer
Stonemason
Rooftiler
Marker/Setter Out
Special Class T

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
17.09
17.22
17.05
19.58
17.22
16.92
17.72
17.95

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
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c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.85
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Up to
$510,000
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
Over
$4.47m

Site Allowance
NIL
$1.65
$1.85
$2.40
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4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.l3m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the PerthFremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road, Kings
Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through
to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the
parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will be
deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary
road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For example,
the eastem side of Havelock Street will be in the ‘CBD” and
the western side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of
the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8.It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
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the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year 55%
3rd year 75%
4th year
88%
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MENCHETTI NOMINEES INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 23 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Menchetti Nominees Pty Ltd.
AG 23 of 1999.
Menchetti Nominees Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
31 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Menchetti Nominees Industrial Agreement
as filed in the Commission on 12 February 1999 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Menchetti Nominees
Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Menchetti Nominees Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the
State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
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Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately three (3) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
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13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
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17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
.......................................
Date:
/ /
.......................................
WITNESS
CMETU

The Company:
Company
Seal

.......................................
Date:
/ /
.......................................
WITNESS
.......................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /
.......................................
PRINT NAME
.......................................
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of
1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
Carpenter
17.22
17.70

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
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1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.52
20.12
17.70
17.38
18.21
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of
1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

Bricklayer
Refractory Bricklayer
Stonemason
Rooftiler
Marker/Setter Out
Special Class T

Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
17.05
19.58
17.22
16.92
17.72
17.95

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
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d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.3m
$1.85
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
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Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.l3m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over $59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
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9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%
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MINESITE PERSONNEL PTY LTD
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 28 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd.
AG 28 of 1999.
Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
31 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission on 2 March 1999 be and
is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Minesite Personnel
Pty Ltd Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the
State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
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covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately four (4) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in Clause 46 Settlement of Disputes and Appendix –
Resolution of Disputes Requirements of the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of
payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of
Ordinary time Earnings, whichever is the greater.
The Company will advise all employees subject to
the Agreement of their right to have payments made
to a complying superannuation fund of their choice.
The Company is bound by the employee’s election.
The aforementioned payment will then be made to
that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their
choice the Company will make payments into the
Construction + Building Unions Superannuation
Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other
than the C+BUSS the Company will, within seven
days of the employee advising the Company of the
fund of their choice, advise the Union in writing of
the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach
an agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the
Act to change the complying superannuation fund
or scheme the Company will, within seven days of
the employee and the Company reaching such an
agreement, advise the Union in writing of the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund
or scheme requested by the employee.
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(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes
of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration)
Act 1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings
base) shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the
employee receives for ordinary hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance, trade
allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification
allowances (eg. First aid, laser safety officer), multistorey allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication
allowance, leading hand alowances, in chargeof plant
allowance and supervisory allowances where applicable. The term includes any regular over-award pay
as well as casual rates received and any additional
rates and allowances paid for work undertaken during ordinary hours of work, excluding fares and travel
and other reimbursement allowances.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
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of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination.
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
......................................
Date:
/ /
......................................
WITNESS
CMETU

......................................
Date:
/ /
......................................
WITNESS
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The Company:
Company
Seal

......................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /
......................................
PRINT NAME
......................................
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of
1 August
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.90
16.12
Plaster, Fixer
17.58
17.82
Painter, Glazier
17.19
17.42
Signwriter
17.56
17.80
Carpenter
17.70
17.93
Bricklayer
17.52
17.75
Refractory Bricklayer
20.12
20.38
Stonemason
17.70
17.93
Rooftiler
17.38
17.62
Marker/Setter Out
18.21
18.46
Special Class T
18.45
18.69
APPRENTICE RATES
Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
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2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to
be paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in
lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork
and the use of explosive powered tools which will be payable
to an employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
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4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m
$1.90
Above $2.1m to $4.55m
$2.25
Over
$4.55m
$2.85
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Up to
$520,000
Above $520,000 to $2.17m
Above $2.1m to $4.55m
Over
$4.55m

Site Allowance
NIL
$1.70
$1.90
$2.45

4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m
$1.70
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$1.90
Over
$4.55m
$2.45
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m
$1.60
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$1.80
Over
$4.55m
$2.05
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.17m
$1.30
Above $2.l7m to 6m
$1.60
Above $6m to $11.98m
$1.85
Above $11.98m to $24.43m
$2.05
Above $24.43m to $60.5m
$2.35
Over $60.5m
$2.55
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
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5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
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18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
th
4 year
88%

MINISTRY OF THE PREMIER & CABINET OFFICE
OF THE LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSA AG 11 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Director General
Ministry of Premier & Cabinet.
No. PSA AG 11 of 1999.
Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet Office of the Leader of
the Opposition Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
8 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Carlton on behalf of The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated, and Mr G
Moore on behalf of the Director General Ministry of Premier
& Cabinet now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “Ministry
of The Premier & Cabinet Office of the Leader of
the Opposition Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1999” reflected in the schedule to this order shall be
and is registered with effect on the 24th day of March
1999.
2. THAT the Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet Office of the Leader of the Opposition Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1999 shall replace the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet Office of the Leader
of the Opposition Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1996 with effect on the 24th day of March 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet Office of the Leader of the Opposition
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999” and shall replace the
Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet Office of the Leader of
the Opposition Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties to the Agreement
Number of Employees Covered
Definitions
Date And Operation of Agreement
No Further Claims

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
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Single Bargaining Unit
Relationship to Parent Awards
Re-Open Negotiations
Availability of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Objectives and Principles
Continuous Improvement
Productivity Measurement
Productivity Initiatives
Implementation Of EBA Initiatives
Hours of Duty
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Salary Increases
Contract Workers
Part-Time Work
Parental Leave
Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
Family Leave
Bereavement Leave
Public Holidays
Annual Leave Loading
Overpayments
Salary Packing
Personnel File

3.—SCOPE
This Enterprise Bargaining Agreement shall apply to employees including Senior Executive Service employees working
in the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet in the Office of the
Leader of the Opposition.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet and the Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Inc.
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the number of employees covered by this Agreement is 14.
6.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings—
(1) “Agreement” shall mean the Ministry of the Premier
and Cabinet Office of the Leader of the Opposition
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
(2) “The Ministry” shall mean the Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet.
(3) “The Office” shall mean the office of the Political
Office Holder as defined in the Public Sector Management Act.
(4) “Employee” shall mean a person who is referred to
in the Scope Clause of this Agreement.
(5) “Employer” shall mean the Director General of the
Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet, as delegate of
the Minister for Public Sector Management, the
employer of Ministerial Officers.
(6) “The Parties” shall mean the employer and Union
when referred to jointly in this agreement.
(7) “Parental leave” shall mean a period of unpaid leave
available to an employee.
(8) “Replacement employee” shall mean an employee
specifically engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(9) “Spouse” shall include de facto spouse.
(10) “Permanent Part-time Employment” shall mean regular and continuing employment up to a maximum of
30.4 hours per week.
(11) “Union” shall mean The Civil Service Association
of Western Australia Inc.
(12) “WAIRC” shall mean The Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration in the WAIRC and shall remain in force for a period of
two years from the date of registration.
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(2) During the life of the Agreement the parties will continue to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed
at increasing productivity. The parties agree that these issues
will form the basis of future negotiations.
(3) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
Agreement, except where the award salary rate is higher in
which case the award salary rate shall apply.
(4) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent
Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms or this Agreement or provided for in National or
State Wage Case Decisions.
The agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee
to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU). The SBU comprised of representatives
from the employer and the Union.
10.—RELATIONSHIP TO THE PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Public
Service Award 1992. In the case of any inconsistencies, this
Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of any inconsistencies. Where the agreement is silent the Award prevails.
11.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
The parties agree to commence negotiations at least six (6)
months prior to the expiration of the period of this Agreement
to negotiate a replacement Agreement.
12.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. In addition, a copy or copies of this Agreement will be
kept in an easily accessible place or places within the agency
supplied by the employee, and the location of the copies will
be communicated to all employees.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
This dispute settlement procedure will apply to any questions, dispute or difficulties that arise under this Agreement—
(1) The Union representative and /or the employee/s concerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An employee may be
accompanied by a Union representative.
(2) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
following the discussion in accordance with paragraph (1) the matter shall be referred by the Union
representative or employee to the employer for resolution.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
of the Union representative’s or employee’s notification of the dispute to the employer, it may be
referred by the Union or the employer to the WAIRC.
14.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the parties are—
(1) To satisfy the requirements of clients and customers
through the provision of reliable, efficient and competitive services;
(2) To achieve the Ministry’s mission and improve productivity and efficiency in the Ministry through
ongoing improvements;
(3) To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations;
(4) To promote participative decision making processes
and practices;
(5) To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure employment opportunities;
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(6) To develop and pursue changes on a co-operative
basis by using participative practices
15.—CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
It is agreed that there will be full support and involvement
in the process of continuous improvement. An employee is
expected to contribute to the improvement of performance and
productivity in the Ministry by—
(1) making regular and consistent suggestions to ensure
there is no duplication and double handling and to
improve performance and productivity of the Office.
(2) periodical review of work practices to ensure maximum productivity gains are obtained from existing
and emerging technologies and undertaking necessary training.
(3) periodical planning and initiating innovative work
practices in the Office, subject to approval of the employer;
(4) participating with other employees to ensure the optimum utilisation of resources and the effective
operation of the Office.
16.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
(1) The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring
of productivity improvements provides critical feedback on
the performance of the Ministry to management, employees
and other relevant stakeholders.
(2) The parties agree to assess organisational performance
according to the extent to which the objectives of the Ministry
are achieved. The parties agree that performance indicators
assist in the attainment of corporate goals in the interests of
clients, employees, the Ministry and the government on behalf of the community.
(3) Productivity Improvements
(a) Employees will receive a salary increase of 3.5%
from the first pay day following registration for setting up and internal help desk for IT problems and
queries, absorbing an increased workload within existing resource levels, increasing flexibility in work
practices with increased multi-skilling and productivity of staff and increased responsibility for budget
performance and accountability arising from changed
work practices and administrative arrangements between the Leader’s Office and the Ministry.
(b) Employees will receive a further 3.5% salary increase
payable 12 months after the first, subject to achieving the targets in a matrix which combines a number
of productivity measures. The assessment is to be
undertaken by the Chief of Staff and endorsed by the
Leader of the Opposition.
(c) The productivity Performance Measure Matrix, explanatory notes and form for the Leader ’s
endorsement are at Attachment 1.
17.—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES
The parties are committed to the continued development and
implementation of a broad agenda of initiatives designed to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the program and
service delivery of the Ministry.
18.—IMPLEMENTATION OF EBA INITIATIVES
(1) The parties will develop an agreed process for the implementation of the initiatives outlined in this Agreement.
(2) The parties agree to—
(a) monitor;
(b) review;
(c) have input into the progress of the implementation
of the Agreement.
(3) The employer will ensure that adequate resources are
allocated to support the implementation of the initiatives as
outlined in this Agreement in order to achieve the milestones.
(4) Employees will not be disadvantaged by Government
decisions or policies which impact directly on the achievement of milestones outlined in the Agreement.
19.—HOURS OF DUTY
(1) Notwithstanding Clause 16—Hours, Public Service
Award 1992, employees will be required to work thirty eight
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(38) hours per week instead of thirty seven (37) hours thirty
(30) minutes per week.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 17, 18 and 22
of the Public Service Award 1992, entitlements shall be calculated on the basis of a thirty eight (38) hour week.
(3) The provisions of this clause will only be applied to entitlements accrued after the date of registration of this
Agreement.
20.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 19
of the Public Service Award.
(2) Subject to the employer’s agreement, Annual Leave must
be taken in the year in which it accrues.
(3) By agreement in writing between the employee and the
employer, an equivalent benefit payment may be accepted by
an employee in lieu of taking accrued Annual Leave. However, a minimum of 10 days of annual leave shall be taken in
the calendar year for any payout application approved.
21.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 21
of the Public Service Award.
(2) Subject to the employer’s agreement, Long Service Leave
must be taken in the year after a full period accrues. An employee seeking to defer the taking of Long Service Leave must
put the request in writing to the employer.
(3) By agreement in writing between the employee and the
employer, an equivalent benefit payment may be accepted by
an employee in lieu of taking accrued Long Service Leave.
Provided one full entitlement is taken for each 15 years of
service.
22.—SALARY INCREASES
(1) Employees will receive the salary as contained in Schedule 1 of this Agreement.
(2) Employees will receive a salary increase of 3.5 % from
the first pay day following registration and a further 3.5% 12
months later, subject to the attainment of the productivity initiatives contained in Clause 16 and Attachment 1 of this
Agreement.
23.—CONTRACT WORKERS
The Parties agree that contract staff may be employed consistent with—
(1) Approved procedures for fixed term contract appointments.
(2) The general principles of Human Resource Management pursuant to Section 8 of the Public Sector
Management Act, particularly in relation to merit
selection.
(3) The Ministry of The Premier and Cabinet’s Recruitment, Selection and Employment Policy.
24.—PART-TIME WORK
(1) Definitions
(a) Part time work is defined as work that is regularly
undertaken for less than designated full time hours
and does not attract a casual loading.
(b) Part time work is denied as regular and continuing
employment up to a maximum of 30.4 hours per
week.
(2) Part time Agreement
(a) There must be an appropriate balance between part
time and full time positions within each workplace
or section. The number or proportion of part time
positions will be agreed between the employer and
the union.
(b) All part time arrangements shall be confirmed by
the employer in writing before a part time employee
commences duty and shall include the period of the
arrangement , the agreed daily and weekly hours of
duty and the starting and finishing times in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause
(c) Any employee may make application to the employer
to convert from full time to part time work. The
employer shall not unreasonably withhold permission for conversion. No employee will be required
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to forgo their classification level or conditions of
service in order to work part time. No employee will
be required to work part time against his or her
wishes.
(d) Any employee may make application to the employer
to convert to part time work for defined periods of
time after which the employee and the position automatically revert to full time employment. The
employer shall not unreasonably withhold permission for conversion.
(e) Preference will be given in allocating part time work
to those employees returning to work from periods
of leave who seek to convert from full time to part
time employment based on their circumstances,
which may include parental leave, extended sick
leave or carers leave.
(f) An employee engaged directly as a part time employee, who wishes to become a full time employee,
will be required to seek promotion or transfer to a
full time position by application for advertised vacancies and/or by notification in writing to the
employer of the desire to convert to full time employment. The employer shall facilitate that
conversion.
(3) Hours of Duty
(a) Except as agreed between the employer and the union the parameters for ordinary working hours shall
be 7.am to 6.pm Monday to Friday.
(b) The employer shall give an employee 1 month’s notice of any proposed variation to the starting/finishing
times, and/or days worked, provided that the employer shall not vary the employee’s total weekly
hours of duty or make any temporary variations to
the employees working hours without that employee’s written consent, a copy of which will be sent to
the Union.
(c) If agreement is reached in writing to a variation of
an employee’s working hours—
(i) Time worked up to 7.6 hours on any day is not
to be regarded as overtime but an extension of
the contract hours for that day and should be
paid at the normal rate of pay.
(ii) Additional days worked during Monday to
Friday are also regarded as an extension of
contract and should be paid at the normal rate.
(iii) Nothing in this agreement precludes a part time
employee from receiving overtime payment
for hours worked in accordance with the relevant Award clause.
(4) Salary and Related Matters
(a) An employee employed on a part time basis shall be
paid a proportion of the appropriate full time salary
dependent on time worked. The salary shall be calculated in the following manner—
Hours worked per fortnight
______________________
1

X

full time fortnightly salary
_____________________

(b) A part time employee shall be entitled to annual increments in accordance with the relevant Award.
(5) Conditions of employment, Leave and Allowances
A part time employee will be entitled to the same leave and
conditions prescribed in the relevant Award for full time employees with the following variations—
(a) Payment to an employee proceeding on annual leave
and long service leave will be calculated on a pro
rata basis having regard to any variations to the employees ordinary working hours during the accrual
period.
A part time employee is entitled to be paid annual
leave loading to a maximum calculated as follows—
Hours worked per fortnight
_____________________
76

X

Maximum Loading in
accordance with the
relevant award
_________________
1
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(b) A part time employee is entitled to sick leave credits
on a pro rata basis according to the number of hours
worked each fortnight.
(c) A part time employee will be allowed the prescribed
public holidays without deduction of pay in respect
of each holiday which is observed on a day ordinarily worked by the part time employee.
(d) Part time employees are entitled to travel concessions and traveling time on a pro rata basis according
to the usual number of hours worked per week.
(6) Training
Part time employees will have the same access to training,
promotion and staff development opportunities as full time
employees.
(7) Communication and Consultation
Communication and consultation mechanisms will be examined to ensure that part time employees are fully informed
and involved in decision making and the general operation of
the section and department
25.—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) Definitions
(a) “employee” includes full time, part time, permanent
and fixed term contract employees.
(b) “replacement employee” is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(2) Eligibility for Parental Leave
(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
unpaid parental leave in respect of the birth of a child
to the employee or the employee’s spouse/partner.
(b) Where the employee applying for the leave is the
partner of a pregnant spouse one weeks leave may
be taken at the birth of the child concurrently with
parental leave taken by the pregnant employee.
(c) Subject to subclause (b) of this clause where both
partners are employed by the Office of State Administration the leave shall not be taken concurrently
except under special circumstances and with the approval of the employer.
(d) An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age
of five years shall be entitled to three weeks parental
leave at the placement of the child and a further period of parental leave up to a maximum of 52 weeks.
Where both partners are employed by the Ministry,
the three week period may be taken concurrently.
(e) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to
attend interviews or examination required for the
adoption procedure. Employees working or residing
outside the Perth metropolitan area are entitled to an
additional days leave. The employee may take any
paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.
(3) Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to substitute any part of that leave with accrued annual leave or long service leave for the whole or part
of the period of parental leave.
(b)
(i) Subject to all other leave entitlements being
exhausted employees shall be entitled to apply for leave without pay following parental
leave to extend their leave by up to two years.
(ii) Upon return to work employees will be entitled to the same position or a position
equivalent in pay, conditions and status and
commensurate with the employee’s skills and
abilities as the one held immediately prior to
commencement of leave.
(iii) Any period of leave without pay must be applied for and approved in advance and will be
considered on a year by year basis. Where both
parents work for the agency the total period of
leave without pay following parental leave will
not exceed two years.
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(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave.
(d) Should the birth or adoption result in other than the
arrival of a child, the person concerned shall be entitled to such period of paid sick leave or unpaid leave
for a period certified as necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the pregnancy ( or is required
to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure)
the employee may take any paid sick leave to which
the employee is entitled or unpaid leave for a period
as certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(4) Notice and Variation
(a) The employee shall give not less than four week’s
notice in writing to the Ministry of the date the employee proposes to commence parental leave stating
the period of leave to be taken.
(a) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of subclause (a) by failing to give the required
period of notice if such failure is due to the requirement of the adoption agency to accept earlier or later
placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances.
(b) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of parental leave and may at
any time during that period of leave with the approval
of the employer elect to reduce or extend the period
stated in the original application provided four weeks
written notice is provided.
(5) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards
connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present duties,
the duties shall be modified or the employee may be transferred to a safe position at the same classification level until
the commencement of parental leave.
(6) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the Office shall
inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment
and the entitlements relating to the return to work of the employee on parental leave.
(7) Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to the employer not less
than four weeks prior to the expiration of parental
leave.
(b) An employee on return to work from parental leave
shall be entitled to the position which the employee
occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental leave. Where the employee was transferred to a
safe job the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to transfer or to a
position equivalent in pay, conditions, status and
commensurate with the employee’s skills and abilities.
(c) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a position at the same classification level with duties
similar to that of the abolished position.
(d) An employee may return on a part time basis to the
same position occupied prior to the commencement
of leave or to a different position at the same classification level in accordance with the part time
provisions of the Agreement.
(e) An employee who has returned on a part time basis
may revert in consultation with the employer to full
time work at the same classification level within two
years of the recommencement of work.
(8) Effect of Leave on the Employment Contract
(a) An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave, however the period of leave granted shall not extend
beyond the term of that contract.
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(b) Absence on unpaid parental leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be
taken into account in calculating the period of service for any purpose under the relevant award or
agreement.
(c) An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by
written notice in accordance with the relevant award
or agreement.
(d) An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the grounds of the employee’s application for parental leave or absence on leave but
otherwise the rights of the employer in respect of
termination of employment are not affected.
26.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(1) An employee covered by this agreement is entitled to
time off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
(2) Such leave shall include leave to meet the employees’
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities
(3) Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or part
days off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from annual leave entitlements
(4) The employer may request reasonable evidence of the
legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
(5) Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement
between the employer and employee for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
(6) Ceremonial/cultural leave shall be available, but not limited to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.
27.—FAMILY LEAVE
(1) For the purposes of this clause, the definition of family
shall be the definition contained in the Equal Opportunity Act
1986. That is, a person who is related to the employee by blood,
marriage, affinity, adoption and includes a person who is wholly
or mainly dependent on, or is a member of the household of,
the employee.
(2) An employee with responsibilities in relation to members of their household or immediate family may use up to 5
working days of his/her own accrued sick leave in the case of
illness of a family member.
(3) An application for sick leave for the illness of a family
member exceeding two working days shall be supported by
the certificate of a registered medical practitioner.
(4) The amount of sick leave granted without the production
of the certificate required in sub clause 3 shall not exceed, in
the aggregate, three working days in any one year.
28.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
Replaces Short Leave of the Public Service Award
(1) The employee is entitled to paid leave for up to 2 days on
the death of a family member.
(2) The 2 days need not be consecutive and are not to be
taken during any other period of leave.
(3) A request for such leave must be made as soon as possible and include the expected time away from work.
(4) If requested, reasonable proof must be provided by the
employee of the death of the family member and the relationship between the employee and the deceased.
29.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) The following days will be observed as fully paid holidays unless an employee is required to work on any of these
days—
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day, Queen’s
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
(2) When any of the days mentioned in subclause (1) of this
clause falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday will be
observed on the next succeeding Monday.
(3) When Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday, the
holiday will be observed on the next Tuesday.
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(4) In each case the substituted day will be a holiday without deduction of pay and the day for which it is substituted
shall not be a holiday.
30.—ANNUAL LEAVE LOADING
Notwithstanding Clause 19. Annual Leave of the Public
Service Award 1992, Annual Leave Loading will not apply at
the time of taking annual leave. It was incorporated into annual salary in the 1996 Agreement. All annual leave loading
accrued prior to the 1996 Agreement will be paid to the employee at the salary rate applicable immediately prior to this
agreement.
31.—OVERPAYMENTS
(1) Where an employee is paid for work not subsequently
performed or is overpaid in any other manner, the employer,
in accordance with the Ministry’s policy on the management
of overpayments, is entitled to make adjustment to the subsequent salaries of the employee.
(2) One-off overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), one-off overpayments may
be recovered by the employer in the pay period immediately
following the pay period in which the overpayment was made
or in the period immediately following the pay period in which
it was discovered that an overpayment occurred.
(3) Cumulative overpayments
Subject to subclauses 4. and 5., cumulative overpayments
may be recovered by the employer at a rate agreed by the employer and the employee, provided that the rate at which the
overpayment is recovered is not at a lesser rate than the rate at
which it was overpaid or $50 per week, depending on which is
the lesser amount per pay period.
(4) In exceptional circumstances, other arrangements for the
recovery of overpayments may be agreed between the employer and the employee.
(5) The employer is required to notify the employee of the
intention to recover and overpayment and to consult with the
employee as to the appropriate recovery rate.
32.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with
the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet Flexible Remuneration Packaging Arrangements.
(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
(3) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
(a) The base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading,
(c) Non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
(d) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
(4) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(5) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(6) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(7) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employer benefits under the salary
packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
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(8) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
(9) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(10) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an employee
(11) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
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the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

33.—PERSONAL FILE
Where the employer maintains a personal or other file on an
employee, the employee shall be entitled to examine all material maintained on that file and take photocopies of such
material.

SCHEDULE 1—SALARIES
LEVEL
LEVEL 1

DESCRIP

U/17 yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr
5th yr
6th yr
7th yr
8th yr
9th yr
LEVEL 2 1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr
5th yr
LEVEL 3 1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr
LEVEL 4 1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
LEVEL 5 1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr
LEVEL 6 1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr
LEVEL 7 1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
LEVEL 8 1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
LEVEL 9 1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
CLASS 1
CLASS 2
CLASS 3
CLASS 4

STEP

CURRENT
ANNUAL

CURRENT
FORTNIGHT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

11,922
13,933
16,252
18,813
21,126
23,207
23,922
24,636
25,346
26,059
26,773
27,595
28,163
29,002
30,008
30,779
31,589
32,445
33,341
34,573
35,532
36,521
37,536
38,929
40,020
41,143
43,305
44,767
46,285
47,861
50,395
52,118
53,901
55,804
58,723
60,743
62,940
66,511
69,070
72,242
76,203
78,880
81,933
86,549
91,165
95,779
100,396

457.07
534.17
623.08
721.27
809.94
889.73
917.14
944.51
971.73
999.07
1,026.44
1,057.96
1,079.73
1,111.90
1,150.47
1,180.03
1,211.08
1,243.90
1,278.25
1,325.48
1,362.25
1,400.17
1,439.08
1,492.49
1,534.31
1,577.37
1,660.26
1,716.31
1,774.50
1,834.93
1,932.08
1,998.13
2,066.49
2,139.45
2,251.36
2,328.81
2,413.04
2,549.94
2,648.05
2,769.66
2,921.52
3,024.15
3,141.20
3,318.17
3,495.14
3,672.04
3,849.05

ON REGISTRATION 3.5% 12 MONTHS LATER 3.5%
ANNUAL FORTNIGHT ANNUAL FORTNIGHT
12,339
14,421
16,821
19,471
21,865
24,019
24,759
25,498
26,233
26,971
27,710
28,561
29,149
30,017
31,058
31,856
32,695
33,581
34,508
35,783
36,776
37,799
38,850
40,292
41,421
42,583
44,821
46,334
47,905
49,536
52,159
53,942
55,788
57,757
60,778
62,869
65,143
68,839
71,487
74,770
78,870
81,641
84,801
89,578
94,356
99,131
103,910

473.07
552.87
644.89
746.51
838.29
920.87
949.24
977.57
1,005.74
1,034.03
1,062.37
1,094.98
1,117.52
1,150.81
1,190.73
1,221.33
1,253.47
1,287.43
1,322.99
1,371.87
1,409.93
1,449.17
1,489.45
1,544.72
1,588.01
1,632.58
1,718.36
1,776.38
1,836.61
1,899.15
1,999.70
2,068.07
2,138.82
2,214.33
2,330.16
2,410.31
2,497.49
2,639.19
2,740.73
2,866.60
3,023.77
3,130.00
3,251.14
3,434.31
3,617.47
3,800.56
3,983.76

12,771
14,925
17,410
20,153
22,631
24,860
25,626
26,391
27,151
27,915
28,680
29,560
30,169
31,068
32,145
32,971
33,839
34,756
35,716
37,035
38,063
39,122
40,210
41,702
42,870
44,073
46,389
47,956
49,582
51,270
53,984
55,830
57,740
59,779
62,906
65,069
67,423
71,248
73,990
77,387
81,631
84,498
87,769
92,713
97,658
102,601
107,547

489.63
572.22
667.46
772.64
867.63
953.10
982.46
1,011.78
1,040.94
1,070.23
1,099.55
1,133.31
1,156.64
1,191.09
1,232.41
1,264.07
1,297.34
1,332.49
1,369.29
1,419.89
1,459.28
1,499.89
1,541.58
1,598.79
1,643.59
1,689.72
1,778.51
1,838.55
1,900.89
1,965.62
2,069.69
2,140.45
2,213.68
2,291.83
2,411.71
2,494.67
2,584.90
2,731.56
2,836.66
2,966.93
3,129.61
3,239.55
3,364.93
3,554.51
3,744.09
3,933.58
4,123.20
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SCHEDULE 1.—PRODUCTIVITY PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT MATRIX
Ratings
Performance Measure

CORRESPONDENCE
1. Number of days taken for 60% of correspondence
to be provided to the Leader of the Opposition
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
2. Preparation of detailed 2000/2001 office budget.
Number of weeks prior to Ministry of Premier and
Cabinet requirements
3. Percentage variation of Budget outcomes
compared with Budget estimates, notwithstanding
extraordinary items as agreed by the Leader of the
Opposition.
OFFICE MANAGEMENT
4. Number of days/year telephone service is not
manned during core hours
5. Percentage of telephone calls answered within 30
seconds during core hours
6. Percentage of e-mail and voice-mail messages
answered within 4 hours
7. Number of days/year when the Office visitors’
code of practice is not supported
8. Number of hours briefing papers/speeches are
submitted in advance to the Leader of the
Opposition
HUMAN RESOURCES
9. Number of weeks individual staff performance
appraisals are completed in advance of due date
10. Percentage of staff performance management and
training and development plans are acted upon

Result

Weight

-2

-1

0

1
Baseline

2

3
Agreed Target

4

5
Best
Practice

50

45

40

35

32

28

26

24

1.0

1
(day)

3
(day)

1

2

3

4

5

6

1.0

13

12

11

10

8

5

3

0

1.0

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

1.0

80

86

88

90

92

95

98

100

1.0

80

86

88

90

92

95

98

100

1.0

10

8

7

5

4

3

2

0

1.0

1

2

6

9

12

24

36

48

1.0

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

1.0

5

7

10

15

20

30

60

100

Performance Index = Weighted Ratings Total divided by Weighting Total

PRODUCTIVITY PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
MATRIX
EXPLANATORY NOTES
The Productivity Performance Measurement Matrix
(PPMM), has been designed as a basis for the payment of up
to 3.5% of the second pay increase available in accordance
with the provisions of the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
The size of the increase payable through the PPMM is dependant upon the achievement of the targets and will be paid
12 months after the date of registration of the Agreement.
• The PPMM will assess the contribution of employees to key outcomes of the Office for the relevant 12
month period;
• The PPMM focuses on the Office and not the individual or sub-office level;
• The productivity measures contain targets that are
both challenging and realistic within the established
timeframes.
• Achievement of the targets will provide benefits to
clients, employees, and the Offices; and
• The PPMM may be revised by the employer while
in operation in the event of unforeseen circumstances
arising, resulting in any of the measures or targets
no longer being appropriate or relevant.
The “Baseline” (with a rating of 1) is considered to reflect
ordinary performance and should not attract a salary increase.
The “Target” level of 3 reflects an improvement in performance achievable over the measurement period. A rating of 5 is
considered to be exceptional performance.
Ratings may be proportionate. For example, if the percentage variation of Budget outcomes compared with Budget
estimates (performance measure number 6) is 4%, then the
rating would be 3.5.
The measurement period is the 12 months after the registration of the agreement. If the performance index for the
measurement period is 3 or more, then a 3.5% salary increase
will be paid. If the performance index is 1, then none of the
3.5% salary increase available through the Matrix will be paid.
A performance index between 1 and 3 will provide a pro rata
salary increase. For example, if the index is 2.0 then the salary
increase would be 1.75% and if the index is 2.5 then the increase would be 2.625%.
If the performance index is 0 or less then there will not be a
salary reduction.

Weighted
Total

Rating

Weighted
Rating

Weighted
Rating
Total

All of the measures are considered to be equally important.
Therefore, the weights applied to the measures are all 1.0.
The Chief of Staff will be responsible for undertaking the
evaluation of the PPMM and submitting the report to the Leader
of the Opposition.
OFFICE OF THE LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE SURVEY
To the Leader of the Opposition,
Over the past twelve months, are you satisfied that the staff
of your Office have complied with the Financial Accountability and Human Resource Management requirements and the
performance of staff in your office has been correctly assessed
on the Productivity Performance Measure Matrix by the Chief
of Staff?
[ ] Yes
[ ] No
Please tick appropriate box
Signed: ___________________________________
Comments:______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
The Office of the Leader of the Opposition has, in the last
12 months, complied with:
• the requirements of the Financial Administration and
Audit Act,
• Treasurer’s Instructions,
• State Supply Commission Policies and
• the Office of the Leader of the Opposition Office
Manual.
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The Office of the Leader of the Opposition has, in the last
12 months, complied with:
• Public Sector Standards in Human Resource management,
• Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet HRM Policies
and Procedures,
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• Western Australian Public Sector Code of ethics and
• Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet Code of Conduct.
Signed:
Chief of Staff
Date:

MOERLINA SCHOOL AMENDED (ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 16 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
Moerlina School Council.
No. AG 16 of 1999.
Moerlina School Amended (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
9 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms T Howe on behalf of The Independent
Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers and Dr I E Fraser on behalf of the
Moerlina School Council, and by consent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Moerlina School Amended (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998 in the terms of the following
schedule be registered on the 18th day of February 1999.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Moerlina School
Amended (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998 and shall
replace the Moerlina School (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Definitions
Parties to the Agreement
Scope of Agreement
Date and Duration of Agreement
Expiration of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Objectives
Salary Rates
Agreed Efficiency Improvements
Agreed Matters
Expectations of Staff
Part Time Teaching Contracts
No Reduction
No Further Claims
No Precedent
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Signatories
Appendix 1: Minimum Annual Rates of Salary
Appendix 2: Superannuation Compliance, Nomination and Transition
Appendix 3: Salary Packaging
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3.—DEFINITIONS
(1) The “Moerlina School Council” shall mean the elected
representatives of the School Parent Body as defined in the
“Constitution Moerlina School Council, Claremont WA.” 2nd
Revision August 1994 and its subsequent amendments.
(2) The “award” shall mean the Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1976 and its subsequent amendments unless
otherwise stated.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between The Moerlina School Inc
(the School) whose commitment is signified by the signature
of the Chairperson of the Council at the time, and the Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western
Australia, Industrial Union of Workers (the ISSOA), a registered organisation of employees.
5.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall apply to teachers who are employed
within the scope of the award excepting the Principal.
(2) The number of employees covered by this agreement
is 7.
6.—DATE AND DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall come into effect on the 1st day of February 1998 and shall expire on the 28th day of February 1999.
The parties have agreed to meet no later than 6 months prior to
the expiration of this Agreement to review this Agreement.
7.—EXPIRATION OF AGREEMENT
On expiration of the Agreement and in the absence of the
registration of a subsequent Enterprise Agreement the provisions of this Agreement shall apply until such time as a new
agreement is registered.
8.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the award. Where there is any inconsistency between this
Agreement and the award, this Agreement will prevail to the
extent of the inconsistency.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
The bodies party to this Agreement have formed a single
bargaining unit. The single bargaining unit has conducted negotiations with the School and reached full agreement with
the School represented by this Agreement.
10.—OBJECTIVES
The nature and purposes of this Agreement are to—
(1) Consolidate and develop further, initiatives arising
out of the award restructuring process.
(2) Accept a mutual responsibility to maintain a working environment which will ensure that the School
and its staff become genuine participants and contributors to the School’s aims, objectives and
philosophy, ensuring the School’s name and educational reputation in the community is not tarnished
or discredited in any way.
(3) Safeguard and improve the quality of teaching and
learning by emphasizing the upgrading of professional skills and knowledge. The School and the
teaching staff acknowledge that this upgrading of
skills and experience can best occur when both the
School and employees share responsibility for professional development by undertaking both in-service
and external courses and training partly during school
time and partly during the teacher’s time.
11.—SALARY RATES
(1) Salaries
The minimum annual rate of salary payable to teachers engaged in the classifications prescribed in Clause 11.—Salaries
of the award shall be as shown in Appendix 1.
(2) Superannuation
The superannuation provisions contained herein operate subject to the requirements of the provision titled Superannuation
Compliance, Nomination and Transition (Appendix 2).
The Council will contribute the equivalent of 7% of the teacher’s base salary to a superannuation fund on behalf of the
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teacher. The teacher may, if he/she wishes, also contribute to
this fund. Teacher have an unlimited choice of superannuation
funds for their superannuation contributions, provided that the
nominated fund is a complying fund under the terms of the
Commonwealth Superannuation Legislation and is able to accept contributions from the School.
Teachers must nominate their choice of fund in writing. Superannuation contributions for a teacher who does not elect to
nominate a fund will be paid to a fund chosen by the School.
For information on the School’s superannuation scheme, staff
are advised to contact the School Administrator.
(3) Annual Leave Loading
The provisions of subclause (6) of Clause 9. – Holiday and
Vacation of the award shall not apply; the entitlement has been
subsumed into the salary rates prescribed in subclause (1) of
this Clause.
(4) Salary Packaging
The Council and teachers may agree to develop and implement individual salary packaging arrangements in lieu of part
of the salary provided in Appendix 1(a) or (b). Such arrangements must be in accordance with the minimum provisions
contained in Appendix 3 and Council policy.
12.—AGREED EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
(1) Job Description
The Job Description and Selection Criteria for any new or
vacated teaching position will be available to the teacher prior
to application and will be the basis of Performance Management and target setting of the teacher. For staff already
employed their particular job requirements and target setting
will be mutually agreed.
(2) Other Duties
The teaching staff are expected to perform other duties as
stated on the Job Description or as mutually agreed by the
Principal and the staff member for the benefit of the School as
outlined in Clause 14.—Expectations of Staff of this Agreement.
(3) Performance Management
The parties agree to work together to develop Performance
Management Procedures.
(4) Payment for Relief Teachers
Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (5) of Clause
11.—Salaries of the award, relief teachers, employed for five
days or less, may be engaged by the day or half-day and paid
a daily rate or a pro-rata rate on the basis of the periods worked
in relation to the number of periods in the particular school
day.
(5) (a) First Teaching Appointment
A teacher appointed to his/her first teaching position, who,
at the end of the initial twelve (12) months is deemed by the
School not to have developed adequate teaching skills, may
be appointed as a temporary teacher and subject to Clause 2—
Induction of Appendix 1 of the award.
(b) Experienced Teachers
A newly appointed experienced teacher to the staff of the
School shall be regarded as being on probation for the first
twelve (12) months. During this period an appraisal will take
place and appointment to the permanent staff will be conditional on a successful appraisal.
(6) Sick Leave
The employer shall be entitled to a medical certificate if the
absence on sick leave is for two days or more, and in any case
if an employee’s sick leave absences have exceeded five days
in any one year.
13.—AGREED MATTERS
(1) Carer’s Leave
(a) A teacher may take, in one year of service, up to five
(5) days of paid leave from his/her sick leave to care
for a family member in need of care provided that
the teacher—
(i) informs the Principal (or a person designated
by the Principal) of the need for Carer’s Leave
and the estimated period of absence at the first
opportunity; and
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(ii) except for the first day’s absence in the sequence of consecutive days and if requested
by the School, provides a medical certificate
setting out particulars of the illness or injury
or other adequate evidence of the need for
leave.
(b) Such leave shall not accrue from year to year.
(c) A maximum of five (5) days of such leave shall be
debited to the teacher’s sick leave.
(d) Such leave shall not prejudice a teacher’s right to
special leave in accordance with the provisions of
the award.
(e) In this clause the word family shall include: parents,
grandparents, siblings, parents-in-law, step parents,
spouse, defacto spouse, children, step children, grandchildren and, at the discretion of the Principal, other
persons for whom the teacher has responsibility.
(2) Long Service Leave
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) of
Clause 10.—Long Service Leave, of the award, from
1 January 1997, a teacher shall accrue long service
leave at the rate of 1.43 weeks of leave per year of
service within the School.
(b) A teacher shall be entitled to long service leave on
the accrual of ten (10) weeks’ leave.
(c) A teacher must take long service leave within two
(2) years of the date of entitlement.
(d) Any teacher found to be guilty of serious misconduct as described by the School and dismissed by
the School for this misconduct will be ineligible for
any Long Service Leave benefits or portion thereof
except where the teacher has already reached the
seven (7) years’ service and not taken the due leave.
(e) Where a teacher has completed at least five (5) years’
service but less than seven (7) years’ service and employment is terminated—
(i) by their death; or
(ii) in any circumstance other than serious misconduct as described in paragraph (d) of this
clause
the amount of leave shall be such portion of ten (10)
weeks’ leave as the number of completed years of
such service bears to seven (7) years.
(f) For any service prior to 1 January 1997, the accrued
entitlement for Long Service Leave shall be that
which is prescribed under the terms of the teacher’s
prior agreement, or in the absence of this being stipulated, as per the terms stated in the School’s
agreement with staff dated 30 June 1989.
14.—EXPECTATIONS OF STAFF
Moerlina School is a small, community-based school which
functions as a co-operative team with the participation of parents, Council, the Principal and staff in the decision making
process. Thus, in addition to normal teaching duties, the School
expects the following from the staff—
(1) Staff are expected to positively participate in the
School’s Development Plan (SDP) process with regard to curriculum and resource matters.
(2) Staff are expected to attend information evenings and
other forums regarding matters relevant to the SDP.
(3) (a) In line with subclause (2) of this clause, staff
are expected to attend eight (8) School Development non-teaching days per year nominally
the day before students commence school and
the day after students finish school in each of
the four school teaching terms. It is not the
intention of the School that such days be held
during school holidays.
(b) The agenda for these days may include individual or whole staff professional development
activities and/or school development sessions
as determined by the Principal in consultation
with the employees.
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(4) Staff are expected to keep abreast with current trends
and methods in teaching and curriculum matters ensuring they conform with the School’s stated
philosophy and vision.
(5) The School actively encourages staff in their personal professional development and will consider
applications of up to 2 days’ leave per annum from
employees wishing to pursue such development.
Approval of such applications is at the discretion of
the Principal.
(6) Staff are expected to organise and conduct individual
parent/teacher interviews out of school hours twice
per year.
(7) Teachers are expected to assist in the planning, organising and staffing of the annual whole school
camp, and to initiate, organise and attend class camps,
excursions and/or sleepovers as appropriate to the
class curriculum and in accordance with the School’s
philosophy.
(8) Flexible Timetabling
The parties are committed to the development of alternative models of timetabling which allow for
greater flexibility in the use of time and in the organisation of student groups.
15.—PART-TIME TEACHING CONTRACTS
Excludes Temporary Teaching Contracts
(1) Part time teachers shall have an expectation of continuity of service.
(2) The School may vary the teaching load of part-time
teachers on an annual basis. The periods taught will
be considered as a fraction of normal teaching load
for the purpose of calculating salary.
(3) The part-time teacher shall be given at least six
weeks’ written notice of any variation, unless otherwise agreed by the School and the teacher.
(4) In determining the teaching load of a part-time
teacher, the School acknowledges that such teachers
may wish to seek additional employment and agrees
to negotiate hours of duty which, as far as practicable, suit the circumstances of the teacher and the
School.
(5) As members of the staff team part-time teachers will
contribute pro-rata to the co-curricular and pastoral
work of the teaching team. In planning the involvement of part-time teachers in co-curricular and
pastoral programmes the School will take into account the fact that part-time teachers need to
supplement their income by additional part-time
work.
16.—NO REDUCTION
Nothing contained herein shall entitle the School to reduce
the salary or conditions of an employee which prevailed prior
to entering into this Agreement, except where provided by this
agreement.
17.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek any further claims, with respect to salaries or conditions,
unless they are consistent with the State Wage Case Principles.
18.—NO PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms, contained herein as a precedent for other
enterprise agreements, whether they involve the School or not.
19.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
A dispute is defined as any question, dispute or difficulty
arising out of this Agreement.
The following procedure shall apply to the resolution of any
dispute—
(1) The parties to the dispute shall make reasonable attempts to resolve the matter by mutual discussion
and determination.
(2) If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute, the
matter, at the request of either party, shall be referred
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to a meeting between the parties to this Agreement
together with a representative if requested by either
party.
(3) If the matter is not then resolved it shall be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
20.—SIGNATORIES
Signed

Common Seal

Signed

(Signature)

(Signature)
A AITKEN
(Name of signatory in block letters)
Chairperson, Moerlina School Council

T I HOWE
(Name of signatory in block letters)
Independent Schools Salaried Officers’
Association of Western Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers

Common Seal

APPENDIX 1: MINIMUM ANNUAL RATES OF
SALARY
The minimum annual rate of salary payable to teachers engaged in the classifications prescribed in Clause 11. – Salaries
of the award shall be as shown below—
(a) For teachers employed at the school for less than
one year.
Step
Salary $
Salary $
Current Award Rate
1 February 1998
Step 1
23,708
24,897
Step 2
25,041
26,355
Step 3
26,373
27,811
Step 4
27,911
29,493
Step 5
29,346
31,062
Step 6
30,576
32,407
Step 7
31,806
33,752
Step 8
33,343
35,433
Step 9
35,034
37,282
Step 10
36,418
38,795
Step 11
37,648
40,140
Step 12
39,186
41,822
Step 13
40,723
43,502
(b) For teachers employed at the school for a duration
of one year or more—
Step
Salary $
Salary $
Current Award Rate
1 February1998
Step 1
23,708
25,352
Step 2
25,041
26,837
Step 3
26,373
28,320
Step 4
27,911
30,032
Step 5
29,346
31,630
Step 6
30,576
33,000
Step 7
31,806
34,369
Step 8
33,343
36,081
Step 9
35,034
37,963
Step 10
36,418
39,504
Step 11
37,648
40,874
Step 12
39,186
42,587
Step 13
40,723
44,298
APPENDIX 2: SUPERANNUATION COMPLIANCE,
NOMINATION AND TRANSITION
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere herein which
requires that contribution be made to a superannuation fund or
scheme in respect of an employee on and from 30 June 1998—
(a) Any such fund or scheme shall no longer be a complying superannuation fund or scheme for the
purposes of this clause unless—
(i) the fund or scheme is a complying fund or
scheme within the meaning of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
of the Commonwealth; and
(ii) under the governing rules of the fund or
scheme, contributions may be made by or in
respect of the employee permitted to nominate a fund or scheme;
(b) The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which
contributions are to be made by or in respect of the
employee;
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(c) The employer shall notify the employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation
fund or scheme as soon as practicable;
(d) A nomination or notification of the type referred to
in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall, subject to the requirements of regulations made pursuant
to the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment
and Repeal Act 1995, be given in writing to the employer or the employee to whom such is directed;
(e) The employee and employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are
to be made;
(f) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by an employee;
Provided that on and from 30 June 1998, and until an employee thereafter nominates a complying superannuation fund
or scheme—
(g) if one or more complying superannuation funds or
schemes to which contributions may be made be
specified herein, the employer is required to make
contributions to that fund or scheme, or one of those
funds or schemes nominated by the employer;
or
(h) if no complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions may be made be specified herein,
the employer is required to make contributions to a
complying fund or scheme nominated by the employer.
APPENDIX 3: SALARY PACKAGING
(1) Salary Packaging
The School Council and the teacher may agree to develop
and implement individual salary packaging arrangements in
lieu of part of the salary provided in Appendix (1a) or (1b).
Such arrangements must be in accordance with government
policy. The administrative arrangements for salary packaging
will be entirely at the discretion of the School Council and
will be cost neutral in relation to the total employment cost of
the teacher.
(2) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Benefits” means the benefits nominated by the
teacher from the benefits provided by the School and
listed in paragraph (d) of subclause (3) of this clause.
(b) “Benefit Value” means the amount specified by the
School as the cost to the School of the benefit provided including Fringe Benefits Tax, if any.
(c) “Fringe Benefits Tax” means tax imposed by the
Fringe Benefits Tax Act 1986.
(3) Conditions of Employment
(a) Except as provided by this clause, teachers must be
employed at a salary based on a rate of pay, and on
terms and conditions, not less than those prescribed
by the agreement.
(b) For all purposes other than this clause “salary” shall
have the meaning determined in Clause 11.—Salaries of the Award.
(4) The School may offer to provide and the teacher may
agree in writing to accept—
(a) Salary packaging of up to 40% of gross salary in the
form of expense benefit payments;
(b) The Benefits nominated by the teacher and approved
by the employer;
(c) A salary equal to the difference between the Benefit
Value and the salary which would have applied to
the teacher or under subclause (2) of this clause, in
the absence of an agreement under this subclause;
(d) The available Benefits are those made available by
the School from the following list—
(i) Superannuation;
(ii) Motor Vehicle; and
(iii) Other benefits as agreed between the teacher
and the School.
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(5) During the currency of an agreement under subclause
(3) of this clause—
(a) Any teacher who takes paid leave on full pay shall
receive the Benefits and salary referred to in paragraphs (b) and (c) of subclause (3) of this clause.
(b) If a teacher takes leave without pay the teacher will
not be entitled to any Benefits during the period of
leave.
(c) If a teacher takes leave on less than full pay he or she
shall receive—
(i) the Benefits; and
(ii) the amount of salary calculated as agreed between the School and the teacher
(6) (a) The salary package is to operate from 1 July 1998
(b) Renewal of the salary package will be on an annual basis
by agreement between the parties.

NATIONAL CASTINGS—PERTH WORKS—
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1997.
No. AG 346 of 1997.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
National Castings, A Division of ANI Corporation Limited
and
Communication, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division, Western Australian
Branch.
No. AG 346 of 1997.
National Castings—Perth Works—Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
18 May 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms N. Embleton on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr J. Fiala appeared on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the National Castings—Perth Works—Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1997 in the terms of the following
schedule be registered on the 30th day of April 1998 and
shall replace and cancel AG 281 of 1995—The National
Castings Pty Ltd—Perth Works—Enterprise Agreement
1995.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be referred to as the National Castings—Perth Works—Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1997 and shall replace AG 281 of 1995.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Application of Agreement
Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation and Review
Relationship to Parent Award
Past Agreements
Wages
Measurements to Achieve Gains in Productivity, Efficiency and Flexibility
10. Dispute Resolution
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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11. Addendum “A”
12. Signature of Parties
3.—APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply at the establishment of National
Castings, Adams Drive, Welshpool, Western Australia, 6106,
in respect of all employees of National Castings, who are engaged in any of the occupations, or callings specified in the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965. The
number of employees covered is approximately ninety six (96).
4.—PARTIES BOUND
(1) The parties to this Agreement are—
— National Castings a Division of the ANI Corporation
Ltd, Adams Drive, Welshpool, Western Australia, 6106
(ACN. 000 421 358);
— The organisation of employees being the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA
Branch;
(2) The terms of this Agreement shall be binding upon—
— All employees, whether members of the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
or not, engaged in any of the occupations or callings
specified in the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966
No. 13 of 1965 and engaged on the Adams Drive
Welshpool site.
5.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION AND
REVIEW
(1) This Agreement shall operate from 10 September 1997
and shall remain in force until 8 September 1998.
(2) The parties will review this Agreement two months prior
to its cessation.
(3) This Agreement shall cease to have effect on and from 8
September 1998.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13
of 1965 provided that where there is any inconsistency, this
Agreement shall take precedence to the extent of the inconsistency.
7.—PAST AGREEMENTS
All past Agreements other than those detailed in Addendum
“A” relating to payments or conditions of service, whether
written or otherwise, shall no longer be applicable.
8.—WAGES
(1) In accordance with this Agreement wage increases payable effective from 10 September 1997 will be as follows—
Classification
$ per week
C8
24.90
C10
23.01
C11
21.51
C12
20.48
C13
19.10
C14
17.01
(2) The above pay increases will be paid in addition to existing pay rates and no absorption will occur.
(3) There will be no further claims for pay or conditions for
the duration of this Agreement.
9. — MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GAINS IN
PRODUCTIVITY AND FLEXIBILITY
(1) SAFETY BONUS INCENTIVE
A safety bonus to a maximum value of $400 per year will be
available to all shopfloor employees.
The safety bonus will be paid in two instalments in June and
December of each calendar year, subject to agreed targets being achieved.
The safety bonus will comprise of a team/department component and an individual employee component as follows.
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Individual Performance Component 75% (max $150 per 6
months).
Team/Department Performance Component 25% (max $50
per 6 months).
Realistic and achievable targets will be established by works
management for each department on the basis of historical
data.
Targets will be established as soon as possible after the commencement of the agreement period and shall apply effective
from the starting date of the Agreement.
(2) FLEXIBILITY OF WORK/ELIMINATION OF
DEMARCATION
In order that the gain in flexibility of previous agreements
are consolidated and further improved the following will apply and supersede previous agreement on this subject.
(a) All jobs will be open to all personnel and subject to
paragraph (b) below all employees will perform any
work as required by the Company.
(b) No employee will be required to do a specific task
unless that employee has the skill to carry out the
task or until the employee has been given on-the-job
or external training deemed necessary by the Company to carry out the task.
To ensure maximum utilisation of Jobbing Moulders and their skills they will be preferentially allocated
to moulding tasks whilst such moulding tasks are
available and the company will continue to employ
tradesmen moulders as requirements arise.
(3) To further improve productivity by developing an atmosphere of job security the award definition of entitlement
to redundancy/retrenchment payments shall be modified and
shall be—
Any employee who looses his/her job through no fault of
his/her own shall be entitled to redundancy payments in
accordance with Clause 32A—Redundancy of the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965.
10.—DISPUTES RESOLUTION
(1) To ensure the minimum amount of lost time occurs during the period of this Agreement the following procedure will
be adopted on any occasion there are questions, disputes or
difficulties arising under this Agreement.
(2) No strikes, bans or limitations will take place unless the
company fails to adhere to any of the time frames detailed in
subclause (3) of this clause.
(3) PROCEDURE
In the event of an employee or group of employees having a
grievance, work shall continue while matters in dispute are
negotiated in good faith and in accordance with the procedure
as follows—
(a) An employee may raise a grievance with their supervisor in the first instance and the supervisor must
provide an answer within eight working hours.
(b) Any grievance which an employee cannot resolve
with a supervisor, or a matter in dispute by employees collectively, can be referred to the Shop Steward
who shall discuss the grievance or dispute with the
Production Manager or other officer designated by
the company.
(c) The Production Manager shall discuss the grievance
with the Shop Steward and provide the company
answer within 48 hours when required.
(d) If the matter is not resolved at this level the relevant
branch union representative shall be notified and a
conference on the matter arranged within a reasonable time frame, to be attended by the union
representative, the relevant Shop Steward and senior management.
(e) If the matter remain unresolved it may then be submitted to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for resolution.
(F) It is understood that the parties to this procedure shall
not have recourse to the formal processes of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 until they have made
reasonable attempts to resolve the questions, disputes
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or difficulties between them, in full accordance with
the procedure contained in this Agreement.
11.—ADDENDUM “A”
(1) The following orders of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission shall remain in force.
No. CR 298 of 1976—Supply of Safety Boots
No. CR 162 of 1981—Shift Loading
(2) The following previously agreed conditions of service
shall continue to apply.
(a) Long Service Leave
Long Service Leave provisions shall be as set out in Volume
73 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette pages 1 to 4
inclusive except that in lieu of Clause 3.—Period of Leave
shall be—
(i) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (5) and (6) of
Clause 3.—Period of Leave of the Long Service
Leave provisions of 73 WAIG 1, where an employee
has completed at least 10 years service the amount
of leave shall be—
— in respect of 10 years service so completed—13
weeks leave;
— in respect of the next 10 years service—13 weeks
leave;
— in respect of each seven years service completed
after such 20 years—13 weeks leave;
— on termination of the employees employment;
— by his/her death;
— in any circumstances otherwise than by his/her
employer for serious misconduct;
(ii) On termination subject to the provision of subclause
(6) of Clause 3.—Period of Leave of the Long Service Leave provisions, where an employee has
completed at least seven years but less than 10 years
service since his/her commencement and his/her
commencement and his/her employment is terminated—
— by his/her death; or
— in any circumstances, otherwise than by his/her
employer for serious misconduct;
— the amount of the leave shall be such proportion
of the 13 weeks leave as the number of completed years of such service bears to 10 years.
(b) Hours—Dayshift
The spread of ordinary hours shall be 5.00am to 6.00pm
Monday to Friday unless agreed otherwise between the management and the majority of employees in the plant, section or
sections concerned.
(c) Overtime
(i) Overtime rates shall not apply until an employee has
completed the agreed ordinary hours for that day;
(ii) If any employee is late for or absent from work by
arrangement or unforseen circumstances, the ordinary hours of that employee may, be agreement with
the Department Supervisor, and providing suitable
work is available, be extended to enable the makeup of time lost and such make-up time will be worked
at single time rate.
(d) Flexibility at Meal Breaks and Shift-End
(i) Meal and rest break times will be flexible to ensure
any production task is not unduly disrupted by the
break. Examples of “production tasks” include but
are not limited to—
— Melting
— Pouring
— Moulding
— Loading and unloading transport
— Materials handling
(ii) Meal breaks will be so schedule to ensure no more
than six hours is worked without a break unless by
agreement with an employee;
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(iii) Paragraph (f) of subclause (1) of Clause 13.—Hours
of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of
1965 relating to meal breaks will not apply;
(iv) Supervisors or works management shall determine
if a process or task is likely to be “unduly disrupted:
and where so identified maximum notice of any
change to meal times will be given to employees and
the union delegate advised;
(v) Should a union or workforce meeting be schedule
for a meal break such a meeting shall be scheduled
to enable a maximum number of members to attend,
however, members necessary work to ensure the productive process is not disrupted, shall work. Should
it be necessary for all union me members to attend a
union meeting the 24 hours prior notice will be given
and staff employees will be allowed to perform hands
on work to keep the production process going;
(vi) The above flexibility will apply at end of shift to
ensure productive activity is maintained up to shift
end. Where necessary, a particular cycle of work will
be completed after the agreed shift end thus eliminating the need to stop production short of shift end
to prevent the time being overrun. Any such shift
end overrun will be paid at normal overtime rates.
(e) Work Clothing
In June each year the company will provide, free of charge,
two pair of work trousers and two shirts, or two pair of overalls, or one pair of work trousers and three shirts, depending
on the employees choice and duties being performed.
In December each year the company will provide, free of
charge, one pair of work trousers and one shirt, or one pair
over overalls, or two pair of work trousers, or two shirts.
All permanent factory employees in the company’s employ
at the time of issue will receive the free clothing, however any
employee who, having received his/her clothing, terminates
his/her employment within three months of his/her last clothing issue, will be required to pay for such clothing.
At the discretion of the Manufacturing Manager, an additional pair of free overalls may be issued where unusual wear
and tear because of working conditions can be established.
The foregoing conditions do not apply to employees engaged
on a casual basis.
(f) Classification Structure Guidelines
The Natcast Workforce Classification Structure dated 15
December 1993 and displayed on company noticeboards shall
apply to this operation.
(g) Assistance in Skills Training
All employees will to the extent of their ability and training
and without restriction assist in the provision of on-the-job
training in conjunction with management, supervisors or the
training officer.
(h) Overtime Meal Allowance
To ensure a better understanding of the rights to payment of
the overtime meal allowance, Clause 14(3) paragraphs (e) and
(f) shall mean—
When an employee is required to work more than two
hours of unnotified overtime he/she will be supplied with
a meal by the company or be paid $6.80 for a meal.
Definition
“Unnotified Overtime” shall mean any overtime an employee
is required to work and of which he/she has not been notified
the previous day or earlier.
(i) EFT Payment of Wages
(a) Effective from the payday of 5 May 1994, payment
of weekly wages will be made by Electronic Funds
Transfer (EFT) direct to the employees bank (or other
recognised financial institution) account.
(b) All necessary action will be taken to ensure funds
are available in the recipients account by 1.00pm on
the nominated payday.
(c) If for any unforeseen circumstances a deposit is not
made by the above nominated time the company undertakes to provide the employee so affected, with a
cash cheque or cash of sufficient amount to meet the
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immediate needs of the employee to a maximum
value of the wage due.
(d) When such a payment is made in accordance with
paragraph (c) above, the relative adjustment will be
made in the employees wage the following week.
12.—SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
FOR and on behalf of
National Castings—Perth Works
B. GILMOUR
.........................................
Name
B. GILMOUR
.........................................
Signature
Representative of Employees
J D FIALA
.........................................
Name
J D FIALA
.........................................
Signature
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering & Electrical Division, WA Branch
R G BOND
.........................................
Name
R G BOND
.........................................
Signature
National Castings a Division of ANI Corporation Ltd
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Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be known as the “Office of
Energy’s Enterprise Agreement 1999 and shall replace the
Office of Energy Enterprise Agreement 1998”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
TITLE
ARRANGEMENT
PARTIES BOUND
EMPLOYEES COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT
DEFINITIONS
SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION AND REVIEW
RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
NO FURTHER CLAIMS
THE SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING PAYMENTS
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
SALARIES
DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
CONSULTATIVE MECHANISM
DELETED
SICK LEAVE
LONG SERVICE LEAVE
PARENTAL LEAVE
SALARY PACKAGING
ATTESTATION
SCHEDULE A—SALARIES PAYABLE UNDER
THIS AGREEMENT
SCHEDULE B—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN

3.—PARTIES BOUND
The Office of Energy Enterprise Agreement 1998 (“the
Agreement”) shall be binding upon the Chief Executive Officer of the Office of Energy (“the employer”), and the Civil
Service Association of Western Australia Inc (“the Union”).
OFFICE OF ENERGY’S ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
1999.
No. PSA AG 5 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Coordinator of Energy, Office of Energy
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated.
No. PSA AG 5 of 1999.
Office of Energy’s Enterprise Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
11 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms T Whittle and with her Mr G Gilbert on
behalf of the Applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the Respondent and by consent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Office of Energy’s Enterprise Agreement
1999 in the terms of the following schedule be registered
on the 29th day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

4.—EMPLOYEES COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT
As at date of registration the number of employment positions subject to this Agreement totalled 80 and the current
number of employees was approximately 80.
5.—DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this agreement—
(1) “Chief Executive Officer”—means the Coordinator
of Energy.
(2) “Employee”—means each person employed in the
Office of Energy on a permanent, limited term contract or casual basis under the Public Sector
Management Act (with the exception of the Chief
Executive Officer) is for the purpose of this Agreement an employee.
(3) “Employer”—means the Coordinator of Energy (and
successors according to law).
(4) “Office of Energy”—means the organisation providing the integrated services of the Office of Energy,
with current locations at the 5th Floor SGIO Atrium,
168 St Georges Terrace and at 20 Southport Street
Leederville and country locations at Collie,
Kalgoorlie, Geraldton and Karratha.
(5) “Union”—means the Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Inc.
(6) “WAIRC”—means the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
(7) “OOE”—means the Office of Energy.
6.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to all persons who are members
of or eligible to be members of the Union and who are employed by the employer to work in the Office of Energy.
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7.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION AND
REVIEW
(1) This Agreement shall operate on and from the first pay
period after registration in the WAIRC and shall remain in
force to 5 February 2000.
(2) The parties will review this Agreement by 5 November
1999 to commence negotiations for a new agreement.
(3) The pay increase achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future agreements, or continue to apply in the absence of a further
agreement subject to the continuation of the conditions of this
Agreement.
(4) The Agreement and the pay increases achieved therein
will continue in force after the expiry of the Agreement, being
5 February 2000, until such time as any of the parties withdraws from the Agreement by notification in writing to the
other party and to the WAIRC or a new agreement between
the parties shall come in to force.
8.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Public
Service Award 1992 and any General Orders which apply to
the parties bound by this Agreement. In the case of any inconsistencies, this Agreement shall have precedence to the extent
of the inconsistencies.
9.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no additional salary
increases or other variation to conditions of employment sought
or granted except for those provided under the terms of this
Agreement.
(2) However, the parties are committed to continuing to develop performance indicators and productivity measures during
the life of this Agreement to encourage future productivity
improvements beyond those currently identified in this Agreement with a view to their incorporation in such further
agreements as may be agreed by the parties.
10.—THE SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) In order to achieve this Agreement the parties agreed to
form a Single Bargaining Unit, comprising the management
and employees of the Office of Energy and CSA representatives.
(2) The processes established in arriving at this Agreement
involved regular consultative meetings between the Union,
Employer and Employee representatives.
(3) The Single Bargaining Unit has reached agreement on
the terms of this Agreement.
(4) All CSA members were balloted for endorsement of the
Agreement. A majority of those CSA members have endorsed
the Agreement.
11.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
(1) The parties to this Agreement are committed to continuing to achieve the major objective of the Office of Energy,
which is—
To provide advice and information, regulate, encourage
competition and otherwise promote for Western Australians—
• reliable and lower cost energy supply;
• more efficient energy use and the viable use of renewable energy;
• community safety and protection with respect to gas
and electricity; and
• improved value from energy businesses and related
community services.
(2) To achieve that mission the parties agreed to pursue the
following supporting objectives within the Office of Energy—
(a) Use best management and operating practices to implement continuous improvement in the activities of
the Office of Energy.
(b) Build on the commitment and talents of the employees to develop a work environment which values and
rewards initiative, effort and excellence.
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(c) Develop employer/employee liaison arrangements to
allow the mutual exchange of ideas and information
to improve the management of the Office of Energy.
(d) Train and develop staff.
(e) Develop a culture of teamwork which includes effective leadership at all levels of the Office of Energy.
(f) Seek and apply appropriate up-to-date technology to
enhance the delivery of services to customers of the
Office of Energy.
(g) Implement effective human resource practices meeting the needs of the organisation while respecting
the needs and rights of the individual employee.
12.—CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
(1) The Office of Energy will continually strive to improve
its processes and performance. Enterprise Bargaining will assist by—
(a) Achieving pay increases for our employees based
on shared productivity improvement.
(b) Improving the quality of working life for all employees of the Office of Energy.
(c) Facilitating an efficient improvement process by encouraging all employees and management to identify
and deal with real productivity barriers in a
participative manner.
(d) Achieving continuous improvement of all processes
to achieve improved quality, technology, work organisation, client service, delivery, timeliness, safety
and training, and reduced cost.
(e) Ensuring all employees are supported by their respective supervisors, contributing ideas for
improvement of opportunities and assisting with their
implementation and overcoming barriers to improvements.
(f) Encouraging and facilitating teamwork and team performance with effective leadership at all levels.
(g) Employees having a strong focus on satisfying internal and external client requirements.
(h) Employees cooperating with each other and other
work teams.
(i) Improving existing consultative processes.
(j) Developing the skills of employees through the provision of appropriate training.
(2) Work Practices
The parties are committed to constantly reviewing and evaluating work practices to improve productivity and efficiency in
the workplace and to this end emphasis will be placed on the
continuing development and application of performance indicators to provide the Office of Energy with the opportunity to
evaluate the relevance and effectiveness of its activities.
(3) New Technology and Innovations
During the life of this agreement all parties are committed
to the implementation and continual development of innovations to reduce operating costs, and to improve the productivity,
effectiveness and efficiency of the Office of Energy’s services. The objective is to increase computer-based training to
improve the computer skill levels of the Office of Energy personnel and diversify further the use of computer applications.
(4) Safer Working Environment
Through the continual identification, correction and removal
of work situations which present a potential safety hazard, and
the training of employees in safe working procedures, the Office of Energy, through its employees, will strive to maintain a
safe workplace.
(5) Staff Flexibility
Because of the new and evolving nature of the Western Australian energy industry and the demands placed upon the Office
of Energy in fulfilling its central role in achieving effectiveness of the new arrangements for competitive energy supply
and the meeting of Government policy objectives, responsiveness and flexibility by staff is particularly valuable as a
contribution to Office productivity.
Accordingly, the employees agree to flexible working and
teaming, with full or partial secondments between work areas
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at short notice, without close adherence to formal duty statements and without requiring formal changes to these
statements. This will enhance the ability of the agency to deploy resources quickly and appropriately on an as needed basis
and will avoid the delays and administrative costs of frequent
alteration to duty statements.
Staff also agree to a rostering system to ensure public access
to the office both in person and by telephone from 8.00am to
5.00pm Monday to Friday.
13.—ENTERPRISE BARGAINING PAYMENTS
(1) Productivity Improvement Plan
(a) The Productivity Improvement Plan in Schedule B
outlines the relevant Outcomes, Strategies and Productivity Measures to be addressed during the life of
this Agreement.
(b) The Chief Executive Officer will assess the performance of the Office of Energy for remuneration
purposes by 7.8.99.
(i) The assessment by the Chief Executive Officer will be based on the achievement of
targets set out in Schedule B. Subject to meeting set targets, a pay increase of up to 3.5%
will be payable from 7.8.99.
(ii) In making the assessments, the Chief Executive Officer may appoint a management
consultant and/or consult with the Corporate
Executive. Where targets are not met due to
circumstances beyond the control of the parties to this Agreement, this will be taken into
account. Should the Chief Executive Officer
be of the view, following the assessment, that
the level of performance achieved is insufficient to justify payment of the whole of the
third salary increase under this Agreement, the
parties shall consider the level of performance
achieved and its implications for the Office of
Energy and renegotiate the third increase, as
to its quantum, timing or both, to reflect the
actual level of performance achieved.
(c) The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring of productivity improvements provides critical
feedback on the performance of the Office of Energy to management, to employees and other relevant
stakeholders.
(2) Benefits to Government
(a) The objectives, strategies and performance indicators developed in the Productivity Improvement Plan
focus on the outputs of the Office of Energy in meeting the needs of the Government on behalf of the
community.
(b) The outputs embodied in Schedule B —Productivity Improvement Plan, of this Agreement flow from
the revised mission and objectives of the agency, as
agreed with Government. The initiatives are consistent with these objectives and their achievement will
therefore advance the aims of Government in energyrelated matters.
(c) The Productivity Improvement Plan focuses on Government objectives and it is sufficiently demanding
to enable both productivity to be enhanced and reasonable targets to be achieved. The meeting of targets
based upon it will therefore result in a higher level
of output, further advancing Government objectives,
than would result without this focused attention and
the extra staff contribution.
(3) Labour Productivity Initiatives
(a) In order to meet the level of performance set, staff
will need to increase the effectiveness of their personal contributions to the output of the agency. The
targets to be developed in Schedule B are dependent
on staff contributions through more effective personal
effort, greater attention to problem solving and more
focussed work priorities.
(b) The achievement of demanding targets will be substantially a reflection of improved output, task
management and focus by the parties and it will be
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essential for employees to enhance their skills and
knowledge and work in previously unfamiliar fields
and on new topics. This will require, for example, a
willingness to undertake formal training, to network
and seek advice from mentors, and to “learn on the
job”.
14.—TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
All employees with the Office of Energy will be provided
with the relevant training and development within the resources
available to the Office of Energy to enable them to carry out
the expanded and changed range of activities required as a
consequence of energy industry reforms and continuing improvement. All training will be documented and recorded in
the individual employee’s record of service.
15.—SALARIES
(1) Pay rates on registration of this Agreement are detailed
in Schedule A—Salaries Payable Under This Agreement, for
all employees who are party to this agreement in recognition
of identified current and continuing productivity improvements.
(2) An increase of up to 3.5% is payable from 7.8.99, subject to the achievement of the targets set out in Schedule B.
(3) Where targets are not met due to circumstances beyond
the control of the parties to this Agreement, this will be taken
into account. Should the Chief Executive Officer be of the
view, following the assessment, that the level of performance
achieved is insufficient to justify payment of the whole of the
second and third salary increases under this Agreement, the
parties shall consider the level of performance achieved and
its implications for the Office of Energy and renegotiate the
second increase, as to its quantum, timing or both, to reflect
the actual level of performance achieved.
16.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
Any question, dispute or difficulty not settled may be referred to the WAIRC provided that persons involved in the
question, dispute or difficulty shall confer among themselves
and make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes
or difficulties beforehand.
(1) The OOE grievance resolution policy will be used in the
first instance to try and resolve the dispute.
(2) If the OOE grievance resolution policy does not resolve
the issue, the employee/s concerned and/or the CSA representative shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor. An employee may choose to be accompanied by a
CSA representative.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within five (5) working days
following the discussion in accordance with sub-clause (2)
hereof the matter may be referred by the employee/s concerned
and/or the CSA representative to the Chief Executive Officer
or their nominee for resolution.
(4) If the matter is not resolved within five (5) working days
of the notification of the dispute to the Chief Executive Officer it may be referred by either party to the WAIRC.
17.—CONSULTATIVE MECHANISM
(1) The parties are committed to working together to improve the performance and working environment of the Office
of Energy.
(2) Consultation in the context of this Agreement is defined
as information sharing and discussion on matters relevant to
the operation of the Office of Energy. It is acknowledged by
the parties to this Agreement that decisions will continue to be
made by the Chief Executive Officer, who is responsible and
accountable to Government through statute, for the efficient
and effective operation of the Office of Energy.
(3) As part of this Agreement, the Chief Executive Officer
agrees, in consultation with the CPSU/CSA which is party to
this Agreement, to establish processes which will facilitate
employee involvement, where appropriate, on all matters regarding the attainment of the objectives of the Office of Energy.
18.—DELETED
19.—SICK LEAVE
(1) Notwithstanding subparagraph (1)(a) of Clause 22.—
Sick Leave) of the Public Service Award 1992 the Chief
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Executive Officer shall credit each permanent officer with the
following sick leave credits, which shall be cumulative—
Sick Leave on full pay
Officers employed under the
Public Service Award 1992
On the day of initial appointment
45.00 hours
On completion of 6 months
continuous service
48.75 hours
On the completion of 12 months
continuous service
93.75 hours
On the completion of each further
period of 12 months continuous
service
93.75 hours
(2) Medical Certificate
(a) An application for sick leave exceeding two (2) consecutive working days shall be supported by the
certificate of a registered medical practitioner or, if
appropriate, a registered dentist.
(b) The amount of sick leave granted without the production of a medical certificate, including the illness
of an immediate family member, shall not exceed, in
the aggregate, five (5) working days in any one credit
year.
(3) An employee, subject to having accrued sufficient credits from a previous year, shall be entitled to take up to five (5)
days sick leave, per credit year, when an immediate family
member is ill. In such cases, an application for sick leave exceeding two (2) consecutive working days shall be supported
by the certificate of a registered medical practitioner or, if appropriate, a registered dentist. An immediate family member
in this instance includes spouse, defacto spouse, child or stepchild, parent, step parent, or a family member who lives with
the employee. Sick leave for the care of family members shall
be recorded as such on the application for sick leave.
(4) Where the Chief Executive Officer has reason to doubt
the existence of the illness or the reason for the absence, the
Chief Executive Officer may take steps to resolve the matter.
(5) Where an employee is ill during a period of annual leave
and produces medical evidence to the satisfaction of the Chief
Executive Officer that as a result of the illness the employee
was confined to his/her place of residence or a hospital for a
period of at least seven (7) consecutive calendar days, the Chief
Executive Officer may grant sick leave for the period during
which the employee was so confined and reinstate annual leave
equivalent to the period of confinement. Proportionate arrangements apply to part time staff.
(6) Where an employee is ill during a period of long service
leave and produces medical evidence to the satisfaction of the
Chief Executive Officer that as a result of illness the employee
was confined to his/her place of residence or a hospital for a
period of at least fourteen (14) consecutive calendar days, the
Chief Executive Officer may grant sick leave for the period
during which the employee was so confined and reinstate long
service leave equivalent to the period of confinement. Proportionate arrangements apply to part time staff.
(7) No sick leave shall be granted with pay, if the illness has
been caused by the misconduct of the employee or in any case
of absence from duty without sufficient cause.
20.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Employees covered by this Agreement agree to the following conditions associated with the taking of accrued long
service leave. The changes in conditions are designed for the
benefit of both management and the employee.
Except as specified below, all conditions relating to Long
Service leave in the parent Award remain unchanged. Employees covered by this Agreement may by agreement with the
Chief Executive Officer clear any accrued entitlement of long
service thus—
(1) Leave may be taken in periods as approved subject
to a minimum of one (1) week’s leave at any time.
(2) An employee may apply to receive payment for a
proportion of accrued long service leave rather than
take the leave as time off work. Approval for payment will be granted by the Chief Executive Officer,
based on the financial capacity of the Office to fund
the payment.
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(3) Application to receive payment for long service leave
must be made in writing to the Chief Executive Officer.
21.—PARENTAL LEAVE
This clause shall apply in lieu of Clause 23.—Maternity
Leave of the Public Service Award 1992.
(1) Definition
(a) “Employee” includes full time, part time, permanent
and fixed term contract employees.
(b) “Replacement Employee” is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(2) Eligibility for Parental Leave
(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to fifty two
(52) weeks unpaid parental leave in respect of the
birth of a child to the employee or the employee’s
spouse/partner.
(b) Where the employee applying for the leave is the
spouse/partner of a pregnant person, one (1) week’s
unpaid parental leave may be taken at the birth of
the child.
(c) Subject to paragraph (b) of this subclause where both
the spouse/partner and the pregnant person are employed by the Office of Energy the parental leave of
the spouse/partner shall not be taken concurrently
except under special circumstances as approved by
the Chief Executive Officer.
(d) An employee adopting a child under the age of five
(5) years shall be entitled to three (3) weeks parental
leave at the placement of the child and a further period of parental leave up to a maximum of fifty two
(52) weeks. Where both the employee and the employee’s spouse/partner are employees of the Office
of Energy, the three (3) week leave period may, with
the approval of the Chief Executive Officer, be taken
concurrently.
(e) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to
attend interviews or examination required for the
adoption procedure. Employees working or residing
outside the Perth metropolitan area are entitled to
one (1) additional days leave. The employee may
take any paid leave entitlement, excluding sick leave,
in lieu of this leave.
(3) Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may, prior
to commencing that leave, elect to utilise any accrued annual leave or accrued long service leave for
the whole or part of the period of parental leave or
extend the period of parental leave with such leave.
(b) An employee may extend the maximum period of
parental leave with a period of leave without pay
subject to the Chief Executive Officer’s approval.
(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave and other paid award absences except
where otherwise provided for in this clause.
(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates other
than by the birth of a living child then the employee
shall be entitled to such period of paid sick leave, to
the extent that the employee has accrued sick leave
credits, or unpaid leave for a total period certified as
necessary by a registered medical practitioner up to
a total of fifty two (52) weeks unless a greater period is approved by the Chief Executive Officer.
(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the employee’s pregnancy
or is required to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure the employee may take any paid sick
leave to which the employee is entitled, accrued annual leave or accrued long service leave, or such
further unpaid leave for a total period certified as
necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(4) Notice and Variation
(a) The employee shall give not less than four (4) weeks
notice in writing to the Chief Executive Officer of
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the date the employee proposes to commence parental leave stating the period of leave to be taken and
the component entitlements proposed to comprise
such leave.
(b ) A pregnant employee shall proceed on parental leave
not less than six (6) weeks before the expected date
of birth and will remain on maternity leave for a
minimum of twelve (12) weeks unless supported by
a medical clearance from a registered medical practitioner.
(c) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of paragraph(a) of this subclause as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated period of
notice, if such failure is due to the requirement of
the adoption agency to accept earlier or later placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances.
(d) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of parental leave than the
maximum fifty two (52) weeks and may at any time
during that period of leave elect to reduce or extend
the period, of parental leave, subject to the maximum of fifty two (52) weeks, stated in the original
application provided four (4) weeks written notice is
provided.
(5) Transfer to Safe Job
(a) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or
hazards in relation to pregnancy are connected with
the present duties assigned to the pregnant employee
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue in
her present duties, the duties shall be modified or
the employee may be transferred to a safe position
of the same classification until the commencement
of parental leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable,
the employee shall take parental leave for such period as is certified necessary by a registered medical
practitioner subject to the maximum period of parental leave not exceeding 52 weeks.
(6) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee to perform the
present duties of an employee taking or to take parental leave,
the employer shall inform that person of the temporary nature
of the employment and the entitlements relating to return to
present duties of the employee on parental leave.
(7) Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work and resumption of previously present duties
by notice in writing to the Chief Executive Officer
not less than four (4) weeks prior to the expiration of
the period of parental leave.
(b) An employee on return from parental leave shall be
entitled to the position which the employee occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental
leave. Where an employee was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to subclause 5 of this clause the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied
immediately prior to the transfer.
(c) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a position of the same classification level with duties
similar to that of the abolished position.
(d) An employee may, with the approval of the Chief
Executive Officer, return on a part-time basis to the
same position occupied prior to the commencement
of leave or to a different position at the same classification level on a part-time basis in accordance with
the Part-Time provisions of the parent Award.
(e) An employee who has returned on a part-time basis
may revert to full time employment at the same classification level within two (2) years of the
recommencement of work on the giving of notice in
writing to the Chief Executive Officer at least four
(4) weeks prior to such reversion.
(8) Effect of Leave on Employment Contract
(a) Fixed Term Contract
An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave,
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however the period of leave granted and rights of
return to work shall not extend beyond the term of
that contract.
(b) Continuous Service
Absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for
any purpose under the relevant award or this agreement.
(c) Termination of Employment
An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by
written notice in accordance with the parent Award.
An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the grounds of the employee’s application for parental leave, or absence on parental
leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in
relation to termination of employment are not affected.
22.—SALARY PACKAGING
1. An Employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with
the Office of Energy salary packaging arrangements.
2. Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
3. For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
(a) The base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading;
(c) Non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
(d) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
4. Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
5. The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral in
relation to the total cost to the employer.
6. The salary packaging arrangement must comply with relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
7. In the event of any increase or additional payments of tax
or penalties associated with the employment of the employee
or the provision of employer benefits under the salary packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs shall be
borne by the employee.
8. In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit Tax
liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
9. The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
10. An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement
to salary packaging on request from an employee.
11. The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
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23.—ATTESTATION
The parties to this Agreement listed below agree to the terms
and conditions of the Agreement.
Party
DAVE ROBINSON
GENERAL SECRETARY
CIVIL SERVICE
ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED)
LES FARRANT
COORDINATOR OF ENERGY
OFFICE OF ENERGY

Signature/Date
Signed Common Seal
29.1.99

In the presence of:
Signed
29.1.99

Signed
28.1.99

Signed
28.1.99

SCHEDULE A—SALARIES PAYABLE UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT
On registration of
Agreement

LEVEL 1—U/17 YRS
17 YRS
18 YRS
19 YRS
20 YRS
21 YRS/1ST YR
22 YRS/2ND YR
23 YRS/3RD YR
24 YRS/4TH YR
25 YRS/5TH YR
26 YRS/6TH YR
27 YRS/7TH YR
28 YRS/8TH YR
29 YRS/9TH YR
LEVEL 2—1ST YR
2ND YR
3RD YR
4TH YR
5TH YR

On Achievement of
Performance Targets—
from 7 Aug 1999

Annual
rate

Fortnightly
rate

Annual
rate

Fortnightly
rate

12174
14228
16595
19210
21573
23698
24428
25157
25881
26610
27339
28178
28754
29616
30642
31430
32257
33132
34046

466.74
545.47
636.26
736.50
827.07
908.55
936.53
964.48
992.26
1020.21
1048.15
1080.29
1102.53
1135.42
1174.78
1204.96
1236.69
1270.21
1305.28

12600
14726
17176
19882
22328
24527
25283
26037
26787
27542
28296
29164
29764
30652
31714
32530
33386
34291
35237

483.08
564.56
658.53
762.28
856.02
940.35
969.31
998.23
1026.99
1055.91
1084.83
1118.10
1141.12
1175.16
1215.89
1247.14
1279.97
1314.67
1350.96
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On registration of
Agreement
Annual
rate

LEVEL 3—1st YR
2nd YR
3rd YR
4th YR
LEVEL 4 1ST YR
2ND YR
3RD YR
LEVEL 5 1ST YR
2ND YR
3RD YR
4TH YR
LEVEL 6 1ST YR
2ND YR
3RD YR
4TH YR
LEVEL 7—1st YR
2nd YR
3rd YR
LEVEL 8 1ST YR
2ND YR
3RD YR
LEVEL 9 1ST YR
2ND YR
3RD YR
CLASS 1
CLASS 2
CLASS 3
CLASS4

35304
36283
37294
38330
39751
40866
42012
44221
45713
47264
48872
51461
53220
55040
56984
59965
62027
64270
67918
70530
73769
77814
80547
83665
88378
93092
97804
102517

Fortnightly
rate

On Achievement of
Performance Targets—
from 7 Aug 1999
Annual
rate

Fortnightly
rate

1353.49 36539 1400.86
1391.04 37553 1439.73
1429.77 38599 1479.81
1469.52 39671 1520.95
1524.03 41143 1577.38
1566.74 42297 1621.58
1610.70 43483 1667.07
1695.36 45768 1754.69
1752.58 47313 1813.92
1812.03 48918 1875.46
1873.72 50583 1939.30
1972.92 53262 2041.97
2040.36 55082 2111.77
2110.16 56966 2184.01
2184.68 58978 2261.14
2298.96 62063 2379.42
2378.02 64198 2461.25
2464.06 66520 2550.30
2603.86 70295 2695.00
2704.01 72998 2798.65
2828.19 76351 2927.18
2983.29 80538 3087.70
3088.08 83367 3196.17
3207.59 86593 3319.85
3388.31 91472 3506.90
3569.03 96350 3693.95
3749.66 101227 3880.90
3930.39 106106 4067.96

SCHEDULE B—OFFICE OF ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN
OUTCOME
Industry Development
Accurate and timely information on opportunities in the
energy industry is available to potential investors.

STRATEGY

Produce booklets, brochures and pamphlets. Promote
availability of this information. Develop and run
seminars.

PRODUCTIVITY TARGET

Average rating of people indicating that information
provides an overall insight into and understanding of
the energy industry and related policies in WA. (3.87)
Average rating of people indicating that the
information assists in their current or future
involvement/interests in the energy industry. (4.29)

Effective gas and electricity approvals process.

Carry out gas and electricity approvals process in an
effective manner.

% of applications for gas and electricity approvals
meeting target turnaround time. (80)

Relevant and timely information, advice and analysis is
available to the Minister on competition promotion.
Effective implementation of policy and legislation.

Provide relevant and timely information, advice and
analysis to the Minister on competition promotion.
Consult with stakeholders and draft legislation.

Satisfaction rating of Minister. (3.43)

Produce magazines, brochures and pamphlets. Promote
availability of this information. Establish an Energy
Telephone Information Service. Develop and run
seminars.

Number of people provided with information about
efficient energy use and renewable energy through
residential information service. (1 400)

Energy Innovation
Accurate and timely information about efficient energy
use and renewable energy is available to the public.

Average rating of people indicating information useful.
(164)
Number of pamphlets about efficient energy use and
renewable energy modified or produced per FTE. (9.4)
Increased use of renewable energy where viable.

Provide financial assistance to pastoral stations/isolated
homesteads for renewable energy Remote Area Power
Systems.

Number of houses rated for energy efficiency per
annum. (Measure deleted)
Number of pastoral stations/isolated homesteads
assisted by OOE to increase the amount of renewable
energy used in their power systems. (51)

Accurate and timely information, advice and analysis is
available to the Minister on energy efficiency and
renewable energy.

Provide accurate and timely information, advice and
analysis to the Minister on energy efficiency and
renewable energy.

Satisfaction of Minister. (3.43)
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Technical and Safety
Information on safe work practices for licensed
electrical and gas operatives is available.

Produce bulletins, brochures and videos, and present
seminars.

Average rating of licensed operatives indicating
information was useful. (0.582)

Produce brochures, publications, videos and advertising
campaigns.

Average rating of surveyed community indicating
information was useful. (0.646)

Produce brochures, publications and advice on the
efficient use of appliances.

Average rating of surveyed community indicating
information and advice was useful. (0.626)

License increasing number of gas and electrical
operatives with existing staff levels.

Increase in gas and electrical operatives licensed per
FTE. (4 614 operatives per FTE)

Provide high quality and timely information, advice and
analysis to the Minister on matters relating to technical
and safety factors of energy.

Satisfaction of Minister. (3.43)

Minister satisfied with:
Â quality, adequacy and timeliness of advice given to
him

Gather information, consult, exchange, present options
and recommendations on issues as needed, in a timely
manner.

Satisfaction of Minister. (3.43)

Â the adequacy with which the Office has promoted

Communicate to ensure that the Office is well informed
on the Minister’s/Government’s policy position. Pursue
outcomes consistent with that position in multistakeholder negotiations.

Information on energy safety for the community is
available.
Information on the efficient use of appliances is
available.
Increasing number of gas and electrical operatives
licensed with existing staff levels.
High quality and timely information, advice and
analysis is available to the Minister on matters relating
to technical and safety factors of energy.

Policy and Projects
In relation to the pursuit of improved value from energy
businesses and services used to address the
Government’s community, regional and economic
objectives:

his/Government’s policy position in joint working
or negotiations with other agencies, portfolios or
jurisdictions;

Â the extent to which he is kept fully informed, and

Ensure that briefings are succinct, up to date, relevant
and timely.

briefed, by the Office.

OIL BUNKERING BP (FREMANTLE) LIMITED,
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 14 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
and
BP (Fremantle) Ltd.
AG 14 of 1999.
Oil Bunkering (Fremantle) Limited Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
11 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Vallence as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Watters as agent on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
(1) THAT the Oil Bunkering (Fremantle) Limited, Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999 filed in the
Commission on 29 January 1999 be and is hereby
registered as an industrial agreement.
(2) THAT the Oil Bunkering (Fremantle) Limited, Enterprise Agreement 1995 AG 108 of 1995 and the
Oil Bunkering (Fremantle) Limited, Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 AG 8 of 1997 are hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Oil Bunkering BP
(Fremantle) Limited, Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Incidence
Named Parties
Date, Period and Review of Operation
Relationship to Parent Award
Objectives
Single Bargaining Unit
Strategies to Achieve Future Productivity Gains
Payment of Wages
Disputes Procedure
Hours
Overtime
No Extra Claims
Monitoring of Agreement
Signatories

3.—INCIDENCE
This Agreement shall be binding on BP Australia Ltd the
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers’ Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division W.A. Branch (The Union) and apply to approximately six (6) employees at
BP(Fremantle) Limited who are eligible to be members of (The
Union) who are engaged in pipeline bunkering and all work
incidental to the maintenance and operation of BP(Fremantle)
Limited.
4.—NAMED PARTIES
BP Australia Limited.
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers’ Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division W.A. Branch.
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5.—DATE, PERIOD AND REVIEW OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from the beginning of the first
pay period to commence on or after 1st January 1999. The
Agreement shall remain in force for a period of two years from
1st January 1999 until 31st December 2000.
Parties shall review this Agreement two months prior to its
expiry date and assess its achievements to date and determine
whether to renew or cancel this Agreement.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement is to be read and applied in conjunction with
the Oil Bunkering BP(Fremantle) Award No. 20 or 1991 and
replaces the previous Enterprise Bargaining Agreements numbered AG 108 of 1995 and AG 8 of 1997.
Where there is any inconsistency with the Award, this Agreement shall apply to the extent of that inconsistency.
7.—INTENT AND OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
7.1 The parties acknowledge that the intent is to continue to
build on the objectives of previous Oil Bunkering (Fremantle)
Limited agreements as certified by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
7.2 The parties agree that as a result of this Agreement
BP(Fremantle)Limited needs to achieve productivity improvements to continue to hold a competitive edge within the market
place by—
7.2.1 heightening awareness and acceptance of accountability levels of all in the contracting process within
BP (Fremantle)Limited operations;
7.2.2 encouraging BP (Fremantle)Limited employees to
accept responsibility in helping manage the total
project performance including that of subcontractors;
7.2.3 developing concepts of best practice, continuous improvement and quality control to enhance
productivity and efficiency;
7.2.4 developing a co-operative and harmonious working
environment in the enterprise;
7.2.5 developing better employee management practices
that promote shared concepts of skill formation,
learning, team work, participation, flexibility and
communication;
7.2.6 introducing best practice procedures in workplace
health and safety and personnel management;
7.2.7 developing and following procedures to eliminate lost
time and make better use of available working time,
e.g. start and finish at the designated workplace at
normal start and finish times;
7.2.8 establishing measures to ensure orderly relations exist
between BP(Fremantle)Ltd and the Union on the
Fremantle work site;
7.2.9 enhancing job satisfaction;
7.2.10 improving BP(Fremantle)Ltd competitiveness to help
improve job security.
8.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
8.1 The parties named within this Agreement, have and will
continue to act within a single bargaining unit for the purposes
of negotiating and implementing the terms of this Agreement
in accordance with the January 1992 State Wage Case.
8.2 The Single Bargaining Unit (SBU) shall consist of—
8.2.1 Up to two management representatives as nominated
by the Company, and
8.2.2 The Union Shop Steward or a representative nominated by the Union Shop Steward, and
8.2.3 One elected shop floor representative/eligible
workforce member.
8.3 The Single Bargaining Unit will—
8.3.1 Discuss all issues that fall under the headings of—
• Customer Responsiveness
Quality or quality assurance or quality control
• Health
• Safety
• Environment
• Security of employment
• Productivity
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Accidents
• Absenteeism
• Any other issue or matter that any of the parties raise as an important issue.
8.3.2 Meet on a regular basis as determined by the SBU.
The Company will provide, after consultation with the Union and members, appropriate training to non-management
Bargaining Unit Members that will enable them to contribute
to the input, proceedings and output of all SBU meetings.
9.—STRATEGIES TO ACHIEVE FUTURE
PRODUCTIVITY GAINS
9.1 The aim of the parties is to encourage continued improved site performance at the East Fremantle Terminal.
9.2 The Company acknowledges that a co-operative, consultative, flexible and team culture is essential to achieve
continuous improvement in the key areas of—
customer responsiveness
quality
health, safety and environmental issues
security of employment
productivity.
9.3 The parties agree that implementation of ongoing
flexibilities and change to work practice arrangements are intended to be processed through a process of consultation and
agreement between the Company and it’s employees at
BP(Fremantle)Ltd.
In the event this process does not finalise any outstanding
issue(s) through the disputes procedures as a means of resolving any outstanding issues(s).
9.4 The parties will implement strategies to achieve the following goals—
9.4.1 Quality Control
All parties are committed to achieving quality assurance and quality control during the life of this
Agreement.
9.4.2 Safety
All parties will comply with the provisions of the
Occupational Health and Safety act.
9.4.3 Technological Change
The single bargaining unit will be used to monitor
new methods that may improve productivity and production on a continued basis.
The single bargaining unit will collect ideas and suggestions from the shop floor and present them to
management for their consideration and possible implementation.
9.4.4 Quality Management
It is agreed that employees shall co-operate fully with
the development and implementation of the Company’s Quality Management Systems and procedures
and will continually strive to improve the quality of
the products and services supplied by the Company.
Employees are committed to reduce, re-work and
complete tasks the first time and eliminate the need
to return to finish incomplete work.
9.4.5 Client Satisfaction
4.5.1 The employees will take an active role in ensuring client satisfaction and acknowledge that
client relationships are important to the growth
of the Company and its ability to offer continuing employment to its employees.
4.5.2 All employees agree to treat customers with
courtesy and respect to consider the customers’ interests in their actions.
10.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
Upon the ratification of this Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, rates of pay will increase through increases in the base
rate.
Timetable of increases for all Bunkering Operators levels
will be as follows—
10.1 On the acceptance/agreement of the following
changes and implementation of ongoing flexibilities
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the base rate will increase by 3.5 percent on 1st January 1999.
10.1.1 After taking into account the needs of the core
business and availability of staff it is agreed
that when situations arise where it is efficient
to do so contractors may be used to supply
labour for gas oil/lube oil deliveries at all
outports.
10.1.2 The payment of three hour minimums as described in the Oil Bunkering BP(Fremantle)
Award No. 20 of 1991 for overtime on bunkering duties which extend more than one hour
past normal finish time Monday to Friday will
cease on December 31, 1998. Standard overtime rates based on current pay rates will now
apply for all overtime worked.
10.1.3 Gas oil deliveries requiring the use of 100 mm
hose will now be set up and attended by a wharf
crew not exceeding two persons.
10.1.4 The practice of additional four hour call out
penalties for weekends will cease on December 31, 1998 on the understanding that
adequate lead time is given to employees of
changes to work attendance times. Persons are
to be advised no later than 9am the day preceding the bunker.
10.1.5 Subject to the agreed disputes procedure being followed.
10.2 From January 2000 the base rates for Bunkering Operators will increase by 3.5 percent.
11.—DISPUTES PROCEDURE
Any agreement, including those of the Single Bargaining
Unit, shall only apply where a majority of on-site employees
approve.
The parties agree to recommit themselves to the following
Disputes Procedures.
The parties agree that management, shop stewards and Union Officials will exhaust the negotiating process before time
is lost by employees.
11.1 Where any dispute or grievance arises the problem
should first be discussed between the employee and
the supervisor and, if requested by the employee, a
shop steward may be present.
11.2 If the dispute or grievance is unresolved then the employee and the Union representative shall confer with
the Manager.
11.3 If the dispute or grievance is unresolved the matter
should be referred to the Union State official for discussion with management.
11.4 Until the dispute or grievance is determined in accordance with the above procedure, normal work
shall continue without prejudice.
11.5 If the matter is still not resolved it shall be referred
to the W.A. Industrial Relations Commission for
decision.
12.—HOURS
12.1 Flexibility of Hours, Breaks and RDO’s
It is agreed that employees will be flexible in the following
areas—
The company may reschedule ordinary working hours of
employees in the Plant or Sections(s) concerned where it
is agreed between the Company and the majority of affected employees, rest periods and meal intervals may be
staggered or otherwise arranged at a time and in a manner to suit the convenience of the Company in conjunction
with the relevant provisions of the Oil Bunkering
(Fremantle)Limited Award No. 20 of 1981.
12.2 Flexibility of Rostering Employees’ Days Off
Subject to agreement between the Company and those individual employees affected, when the Company wishes to
reschedule a RDO,
12.2.1 the Company will endeavour to provide reasonable
notice to the employee(s).
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12.2.2 that RDO’s may be substituted by agreement in accordance with the Award.
12.2.3 such agreement shall not unreasonably be withheld
by either party.
12.2.4 prior family or other social commitments are reasonable grounds for refusing to agree to rescheduling
a RDO.
13.—OVERTIME
Subject to the process of agreement specified between the
parties, the Company may introduce necessary changes to reduce the need for overtime (i.e. this clause is not meant to
require the employer to guarantee overtime). The Company
will need to continue to require employees to work a reasonable amount of overtime. The payment of such overtime shall
be as prescribed for in clauses 10.1.2 and 10.1.4.
14.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The employees and the Union shall not pursue any extra
claims in relation to the Oil Bunkering BP (Fremantle) Limited Award No. 20 of 1981, with the exception of future State
Wage Decision handed down for the purpose of upgrading
award safety net rates of pay only, for the duration of this
Agreement.
15.—MONITORING OF AGREEMENT
The parties to this Agreement shall continually monitor the
development of the Agreement and shall review the effect of
this Agreement two months prior to its expiration.
If it is felt by the Employees or the Company that the interpretation of this Agreement places them at a disadvantage,
then the parties shall reconvene to resolve the issue.
16.—SIGNATORIES
IN WITNESS whereof the parties have signed this Agreement.
For and on behalf of BP Australia Ltd
..........................
Manager
BP(Fremantle)Ltd
..........................
Witnessed
For and on behalf of the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers’ Union of Australia. Engineering and Electronic Division W.A. Branch.
.........................
Signed
.........................
Witnessed
Annexure I
WAGE RATES
Classification

Bunkering Attendant Base
Bunkering Attendant Level 1
Bunkering Attendant Level 2
Bunkering Attendant Level 3

Wage Rate
January 1,
1999
611.45
647.79
684.09
720.42

Wage Rate
January 1,
2000
632.85
670.46
708.03
745.63
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PENRHOS COLLEGE (ENTERPRISE BARGAINING)
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 35 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
Penrhos College.
No. AG 35 of 1999.
Penrhos College (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
31 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms T I Howe on behalf of The Independent
Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers and Mr Woodford on behalf of
Penrhos College, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Penrhos College (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1999 in the terms of the following schedule
be registered on the 22nd day of March 1999.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Penrhos College (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement, 1999 and shall replace the
Penrhos College (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1997.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties to the Agreement
Scope of the Agreement
Date and Duration of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Objectives
Salary Rates
Long Service Leave
Professional Practices
Agreed Efficiency Improvements
Remuneration Package
Dispute Resolution Procedures
Matters for Ongoing Discussion
No Further Claims
No Precedent
Signatories

3.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between Penrhos College (the College) and the Independent Schools Salaried Officers’
Association of Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers (the ISSOA), a registered organisation of employees.
4.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall apply to teachers who are employed
within the scope of the Award.
(2) The number of teachers covered by this Agreement is
109.
5.—DATE AND DURATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall come into effect on 1 January 1999,
and shall apply until 31 December 2001.
(2) The parties have agreed to meet no later than six months
prior to the expiry of this Agreement to review the Agreement.
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6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1976 (the
Award).
Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Award, this Agreement will prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
7.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
The bodies’ party to this Agreement have formed a single
bargaining unit.
The single bargaining unit has conducted negotiations with
the College and reached full agreement with the College represented by this Agreement.
8.—OBJECTIVES
The purposes of this Agreement are to—
(1) Consolidate and develop further, initiatives arising
out of the Award restructuring process.
(2) Accept a mutual responsibility to maintain a working environment, which will ensure that the College
and its staff become genuine participants and contributors to the College’s aims, objectives and
philosophy.
(3) Safeguard and improve the quality of teaching and
learning by emphasising the upgrading of professional skills and knowledge. The College and the
teaching staff acknowledge that this upgrading of
skills and experience can best occur when both the
College and teaching staff share responsibility for
professional development by undertaking both inservice and external courses and training partly during
College time and partly during the teachers’ time.
This should be done in ways, which minimise both
disruption to students and additional costs.
9.—SALARY RATES
The teaching staff acknowledges that salary increases already in effect will be considered part of this Agreement.
(1) The minimum annual rate of salary payable to teachers
prescribed in Clause 11.—Salaries of the Award shall be—
STEP

Current Salary

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

28,245
29,961
31,675
33,657
35,505
37,087
38,672
40,651
42,829
44,610
46,194
48,175
50,153

Jan – 01
1999
3.00%
29,092
30,860
32,625
34,667
36,570
38,200
39,832
41,871
44,114
45,948
47,580
49,620
51,658

Jan – 01
2000
2.50%
29,819
31,632
33,441
35,534
37,484
39,155
40,828
42,918
45,217
47,097
48,770
50,861
52,949

Jan – 01
2001
2.50%
30,564
32,423
34,277
36,422
38,421
40,134
41,849
43,991
46,347
48,274
49,989
52,133
54,273

(2) The College is committed to maintaining salary parity in
general terms with that offered by other similar Independent
Girls Colleges to teachers, and in providing a salary above
that offered by the Education Department to teachers. Should
there be any increases in Education Department salaries or
other Independent Girls Colleges salaries that disrupt this parity, the Enterprise Bargaining Committee shall immediately
reconvene in order to review salary scales.
(3) The minimum rate allowance for positions of responsibility shall be—
1 January 1999
Level 1
$7,000
Level 2
$4,500
Level 3
$2,300
Level 4
$1,200
(4) As from 1 January 1997, a three year trained teacher, if
having accumulated eight (8) years teaching experience on
Step 9, would progress to Step 10 and then each year thereafter progress a step on the salary scale until Step 13 is reached.
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(5) In the event of any safety net adjustment being applied
to the Award, such adjustment shall be absorbed into the salary rates prescribed by this Agreement.
(6) Commencement and payment of the increased salaries
referred to in Clause 9(1) is subject to the development and
documentation by teachers under Clause 12(4) of the performance appraisal system referred to in that clause by the end of
1998. If that performance appraisal system is not in place by
the end of 1998 then the increased salaries will not take effect
until that system is in place.
(7) Payment of Relief Teachers
Notwithstanding the provisions of sub clause (5) of Clause
11, SALARIES, of the Award, relief teachers employed for
five days or less, may be engaged by the day or half day or
pro-rata in relation to a day and paid on the basis of periods
worked in relation to the number of periods in the school day.
10.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) of Clause
10.—Long Service Leave of the Award, from 1 July 1995, a
teacher who has completed eight (8) years’ continuous service
or a further (7) years’ continuous service with the College,
shall be entitled to take ten (10) weeks’ Long Service Leave
on full pay, taken within one school term.
(2) (a) The parties agree to the development of a management plan for the clearing of accrued Long Service Leave. As
far as possible in this, the preferences of individual teachers
will be taken into account.
(b) From 1 January 1998 all Long Service Leave will be
required to be taken within 12 months of its falling due, unless
the teacher has indicated in writing his/her intention to retire
within 24 months or unless special circumstances pertain which
affect the teacher or the College.
(i) If a teacher wishes to defer the Long Service Leave
such leave will be paid at the rate prevailing on the
date on which it fell due.
(ii) If the College wishes the teacher to defer the Long
Service Leave such leave will be paid at the rate prevailing at the time the teacher accesses the leave.
11.—PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES
(1) The parties recognise that there is a wide range of responsibilities included in the profession of teaching.
(2) The parties recognise that the following factors apply in
addressing the fair and reasonable participation of teachers—
(a) Much of the life and culture of the College is derived from College activities involving teachers and
students and conducted outside regular classroom
contact.
(b) The significant contributions of teachers to the life
and values of the College are recognised.
(c) There will continue to be consultation between the
College and teachers in the allocation of teachers to
all activities conducted by the College.
(d) The competence, skills and qualifications of teachers, including part-time teachers, will continue to be
considered in the planning and allocating of activities conducted by the College.
12.—AGREED EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
(1) Professional Development
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 8. – Objectives (3) and Clause 11.— Professional Practices of this
Agreement, all teachers are required to be competent and to
implement information and communication technology skills
into the curriculum. This is seen by both parties to assist in
personal and professional development and to also guide career development.
(b) Whilst the College recognises the need to supply professional development programs for the staff it is recognised that
a successful application of technology requires a time commitment and active involvement of all staff. The College also
recognises the need for staff to be adequately equipped to fulfil these requirements and will provide a laptop, subject to
conditions of care and responsibility, for all teachers who have
a FTE equal or greater than 0.75 and part provision for all
other teachers at a ratio at 1:2.
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(2) First Teaching Appointment
A teacher appointed to his or her first year at the College
who, at the end of the initial twelve months, is deemed by the
College not to have developed adequate teaching skills, may
be appointed as a temporary teacher and subject to subclause
(2) of Clause 2.—Induction of Appendix 1 of the Award.
(3) Carers’ Leave
(a) A teacher may take in one year of service up to five days
of paid leave from the accrued sick leave to care for a family*
member in need of care provided that the teacher—
(i) informs the Principal (or a person designated by the
Principal) of the need for Carers’ Leave and the estimated period of absence at the first opportunity; and
(ii) except for the first day’s absence in the sequence of
consecutive days and if requested by the College provide a medical certificate setting out particulars of
the illness or injury or other adequate evidence of
the need for leave.
(b) Such leave shall not accrue from year to year.
(c) A maximum of three days of such leave shall be debited
to the teacher’s accrued sick leave.
(d) Such leave shall not prejudice a teacher’s right to special
leave in accordance with the provisions of the Award.
* In this clause the word family shall include: parents, grandparents, siblings, parents in law, step parents, spouse, defacto
spouse, children, step children, grandchildren and, at the discretion of the Principal, other persons for whom the teacher
has responsibility.
(4) Teacher Appraisal
There be a commitment to the continued development of the
performance appraisal system, established in 1998, through
its implementation and evaluation over the term of this Agreement.
As the College has agreed to provide a personal laptop to
teachers; the performance appraisal system is to incorporate
an evaluation of computer competence and specific conditions
of use.
The identification and appraisal of computer competencies
should be planned, trialed and accepted with full teaching staff
participation by the end of 1999.
The Staff Professional Development Committee, whose
membership is to be partially determined by the teaching staff,
shall be responsible for overseeing the design, development,
and evaluation of the performance appraisal process.
(5) Merit Allowance Scheme
There is a commitment to the development of a Merit Allowance Scheme to be completed by the end of Term 3, 1999
for implementation in Term 4, 1999. This scheme recognises
and rewards highly skilled teachers and teachers who contribute significantly to the co-curricular program.
A committee comprising the Heads of Schools: Junior
School, Middle School and Senior School, and a staff elected
representative from each of these Schools be established to
formulate a Merit Allowance Scheme.
The process of development and application of this scheme
be planned and accepted with full staff participation. It is understood that such a scheme may change and evolve to reflect
the demands of the College. Constant review and consultation
will occur to ensure dynamic growth and development of this
process.
(6) Promotional Positions
(a) While maintaining the promotional structure indicated
under subclause (3) of Clause 9. – Salary Rates of this Agreement, the College shall have the discretion to adapt this
structure to meet its educational needs.
(b) Appointments to all Level 1, Head of Department promotional positions will be for an initial four (4) year term.
(c) All re-appointments to promotional positions for second
and subsequent terms will be for three (3) years, subject to a
satisfactory summative appraisal.
(d) In all cases the appointment may be terminated before
the end of term of appointment by mutual agreement of the
College and the teacher, or by the College in the case of an
unsatisfactory summative appraisal.
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(7) Work Practices
In order to minimise disruption to student learning faculty/
staff meetings and where feasible staff professional development are to be held outside instructional time. To facilitate
this, appropriate organisational strategies and structures will
be developed and agreed to by the management and teachers
of the College. These will be phased in from the beginning of
1999.
13.—REMUNERATION PACKAGE
(1) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Teacher” means a teacher appointed as a permanent employee of the College.
(b) “Benefits” means the benefits nominated by the
teacher from the benefits provided by the College
and listed in paragraph (d) of subclause (3)
(c) “Benefit Value” means the amount specified by the
College as the cost to the College of the benefit provided including Fringe Benefit Tax, if any.
(d) “Fringe Benefit Tax” means tax imposed by the
Fringe Benefit Tax Act 1986.
(2) Conditions of Employment
(a) Except as provided by this clause, teachers must be
employed at a salary based on a rate of pay, and on
terms and conditions, not less than those prescribed
by the agreement.
(b) For all purposes of the Agreement, salary shall be
deemed to include the value of any benefits provided
under this clause.
(3) Salary Packaging
The College offers to provide and the teacher may agree in
writing to accept—
(a) salary packaging of up to 40% of gross salary in the
form of expense benefit payments;
(b) the Benefits nominated by the teacher approved by
the employer;
(c) a salary equal to the difference between the Benefit
Value and the salary which would have applied to
the teacher or under subclause (2) of this clause, in
the absence of an agreement under this subclause.
(d) the available Benefits are those made available by
the College from the following list
(i) Superannuation;
(ii) Motor Vehicle; and
(iii) Other benefits as agreed between the teacher
and the College.
(e) the College must advise the teacher in writing of the
Benefit Value before the agreement is entered into.
(4) The teacher will reimburse the College for any Fringe
Benefits Tax paid by the College on the teacher’s behalf under
the terms of the Clause.
(5) During the currency of an agreement under subclause
(3) of this clause—
(a) Any teacher who takes paid leave on full pay shall
receive the Benefits and salary referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subclause (3) of this clause.
(b) If a teacher takes leave without pay the teacher will
not be entitled to any Benefits during the period of
leave.
(c) If a teacher takes leave on less than full pay he or she
shall receive:
(i) the Benefits; and
(ii) the amount of salary calculated as agreed between the College and the Teacher.
14.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
Any question, dispute or difficulty arising out of the Agreement will be dealt with in the following manner—
(1) The College and the teacher affected shall in the first
instance make reasonable attempts to resolve the dispute between themselves by way of a meeting
between the Principal (or nominee) and the teacher
(or nominee).
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(2) If the dispute is unresolved it will be referred to a
Panel for hearing,
(a) The Panel shall mean 3 persons including one
nominated by the Principal, one nominated by
the teacher, and a third as agreed by both the
Principal and the teacher.
(b) If there is no agreement on the third person,
that person will be a mediator appointed by
the WA Director of LEADR (LEADR being a
non-profit organisation promoting and facilitating the use of consensual dispute resolution
processes).
(c) The following procedure will apply at the hearing—
(i) the teacher (or nominee) will present
his or her arguments or submissions.
(ii) The principal (or nominee) will then
present his or her submissions.
(iii) The teacher (or nominee) will have a
right of reply.
(iv) The Panel will make a determination
within five working days.
(3) If either party is not satisfied with the determination
of the Panel the matter may be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
15.—OTHER MATTERS FOR ONGOING DISCUSSION
When reviewing this Agreement or at an earlier mutually
agreeable time the parties agree to discuss such matters that
are of relevance to either the College or the teaching staff.
Amongst matters for discussion are—
(1) Flexibility in Timetabling and the Structure of the
College Day
(2) Co-curricular Expectations
(3) A Review of College services to students and parents with the aim of developing strategies to enhance
these services.
16.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek any further claims, with respect to salaries or conditions,
unless they are consistent with the State Wage Case Principles.
17.—NO PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as a precedent for other
enterprise agreements, whether they involve the College or
not.
18.—SIGNATORIES
Signed
..........................................
(Signature)
GRAHAM C RIXON
..........................................
(Name of signatory in block letters)
Penrhos College
Signed
..........................................
(Signature)
T I HOWE
..........................................
(Name of signatory in block letters)
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
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PERTH ZOO ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSA AG 12 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer
Zoological Gardens Board.
No. PSA AG 12 of 1999.
Perth Zoo Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
9 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms M King on behalf of The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated, and Mr J A
Lange on behalf of the Chief Executive Officer Zoological
Gardens Board now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to
the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
do hereby order—
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “Perth Zoo
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999” reflected in
the schedule to this order shall be and is registered
with effect on the 8th day of April 1999.
2. THAT the Perth Zoo Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999 shall replace the Zoological Gardens
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996 No PSA AG
154 of 1996 with effect on 8th day of April 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Perth Zoo Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999” and shall replace the
Zoological Gardens Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996
No PSA AG 154 of 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties to the Agreement
Number of Employees Covered
Definitions
Date And Operation of Agreement
No Further Claims
Single Bargaining Unit
Relationship to Parent Award
Re-Open Negotiations
Availability of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Mission Statement
Shared Vision
Productivity Measurement
Productivity Initiatives
Implementation Of EBA Initiatives
Consultation
Training and Development
Professional Development
Performance Appraisal Indicators
Hours of Work
Casual Employment
Part-Time Employment
Salary Increases
Public Holidays
Sick Leave
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
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Bereavement Leave
Family Carers Leave
Leave Without Pay
Parental Leave
Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
Employee Assistance Program
Schedule A—Salaries

3.—SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to all persons employed by the
Chief Executive Officer of the Zoological Gardens Board who
are members of or who are eligible to be members of the Civil
Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Chief Executive Officer of the Zoological Gardens Board and the Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the approximate number of
employees covered by this Agreement is 47.
6.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings—
(1) “Agreement” shall mean the Perth Zoo Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1999.
(2) “Board” shall mean the Zoological Gardens Board.
(3) “Employee” shall mean, for the purposes of this
Agreement, someone who is referred to at Clause
3.—Scope of this agreement.
(4) “Employer” shall mean the Chief Executive Officer
of the Zoological Gardens Board.
(5) “Government” shall mean the State Government of
Western Australia.
(6) “Metropolitan Area” shall mean the area within a
radius of fifty (50) kilometres from the Perth City
Railway Station.
(7) “Parent Award” shall mean Government Officers
Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989.
(8) “Perth Zoo” shall mean Perth Zoological Gardens
Board.
(9) “SBU” shall mean Single Bargaining Unit.
(10) “Union” shall mean Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated.
(11) “WAIRC” shall mean the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the first pay period
on or after the date of registration in the WAIRC and shall
remain in force for two years.
(2) During the life of the Agreement the parties will continue to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed
at increasing productivity.
(3) Provided the productivity improvements which form part
of this Agreement continue to be achieved, the pay quantum
achieved as a result of this Agreement will remain and form
the new base pay rates for future agreements or continue to
apply in the absence of a further agreement, except where the
award salary rate is higher in which case the award salary rate
shall apply.
(4) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as one of the parties withdraws from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or this Agreement is replaced by another agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms of this Agreement.
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9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a single bargaining unit. The single bargaining unit is comprised of
representatives of the union and the employer.
10.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
Government Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions
Award No 3 of 1989 which applies to the parties to this Agreement.
(2) In the case of any inconsistencies, this Agreement shall
have precedence to the extent of any inconsistencies.
(3) Where the Agreement is silent the Parent Award applies.
11.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
The parties agree to commence negotiation of a replacement
agreement at least six (6) months prior to the expiration of the
period of this Agreement.
12.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. In addition, a copy or copies of this Agreement will be
kept in an easily accessible place or places within the Perth
Zoo and the location of the copies will be communicated to all
employees.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
This dispute settlement procedure will apply to any questions, disputes or difficulties that arise under this Agreement—
(1) The parties agree that disputes should be dealt with
informally at the lowest level.
(2) The union representative and/or the employee/s concerned shall discuss the matter with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An employee may be
accompanied by a union representative.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
following the discussion in accordance with paragraph (2) the matter shall be referred by the union
representative or employee to the employer for resolution.
(4) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the union representative’s or employee’s notification of the dispute to the employer, it may be referred
by the union or the employer to the WAIRC.
14.—MISSION STATEMENT
(1) To advance the conservation of wildlife and to change
community attitudes towards the preservation of life on earth.
(2) The mission statement guides all operations, planning
and development decisions.
15.—SHARED VISION
(1) The parties to this Agreement are committed to achieving the vision of Perth Zoo which is:
To open people’s eyes to the natural world.
(2) To achieve its mission and provide a continuously improving quality of service to all stake holders, the community
and the Government, the Perth Zoo is undertaking organisation wide changes identified in its Business Plan which focus
on—
(a) Maximising customer satisfaction;
(b) Maximising our contribution to conservation;
(c) Maximising community conservation awareness;
(d) Move towards self sufficiency;
(e) Enhanced employee satisfaction and well being;
(f) Ensure efficient and effective management; and
(g) Ensure responsible asset management.
(3) To achieve our mission and vision the following supporting objectives will be pursued by the parties—
(a) Apply ethical practices;
(b) Apply environmentally sound waste management
practices;
(c) Use best management and operating practices;
(d) Devolution of responsibility which will maximise
productivity and efficiency;
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(e) Build on the commitment and talents of our employees to develop a work environment which values and
rewards initiative, effort and excellence;
(f) Train, develop and support staff;
(g) Apply effective business systems;
(h) Use up to date technology; and
(i) Implement modern human resource practices.
16.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
(1) The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring
of productivity improvements provides critical feedback on
the performance of the Perth Zoo to management, employees
and other relevant stakeholders.
(2) The parties agree to assess organisational performance
according to the extent to which the objectives of the Perth
Zoo are achieved. The parties agree that performance indicators assist in the attainment of corporate goals in the interests
of clients, employees, the Perth Zoo and the Government on
behalf of the community.
(3) During the life of this Agreement, a performance measurement system will be developed in consultation with the
parties to this Agreement to measure the initiatives contained
in Clause 17.—Productivity Initiatives.
17.—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES
(1) This Agreement recognises ongoing productivity improvements not covered in this Agreement. These
improvements include—
(a) review of casual staff employed through employment
agencies; and
(b) savings in workers compensation premiums.
(2) The parties are committed to the following productivity
improvement measures—
(a) the use of casual, or seasonal, employees to supplement full-time employment, for events and functions;
(b) the parties recognise that, due to the operational requirements of the Zoo, that the taking of lunch and
tea breaks should be flexible and by agreement between the supervisor and the employee;
(c) committing to occupational health and safety training and other strategies to reduce the incidence of
accidents at work and time off caused by work injuries;
(d) committing to the achievement of target reductions
in overtime;
(e) assist in the target of achieving an increase in profit
from extended Zoo functions and events including
Night Zoo and Twilights with due consideration of
animal welfare; and
(f) agree to fully participate in and co-operate with the
review of Conservation and its implementation.
18.—IMPLEMENTATION OF EBA INITIATIVES
(1) The parties will develop an agreed process for the implementation of the initiatives outlined in this Agreement.
(2) The parties agree to establish a Peak Forum to monitor,
review and have input into the progress of the implementation
of the Agreement. The Peak Forum will also actively share
information and consult on corporate strategic issues affecting the Perth Zoo business operation.
(3) The parties to the Peak Forum will consist of senior
management and union representatives.
(4) The employer commits to maintain the integrity of the
milestones outlined in the Agreement.
(5) The employer and employees commit to the achievement of the milestones contained in the Agreement.
19.—CONSULTATION
(1) The parties recognise the need for effective communication to improve the business performance and working
environment in the Perth Zoo. The parties acknowledge that
decisions will continue to be made by the employer, who is
responsible and accountable to Government by statute for the
effective and efficient operation of the Zoo.
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(2) The parties agree that—
(a) Where the employer proposes to make changes likely
to affect existing practices, working conditions or
employment prospects of employees, the union and
employees affected shall be notified by the employer
as early as possible.
(b) For the purposes of such discussion the employer
shall provide to the employees concerned relevant
information about the changes, including the nature
of the changes on the employees, provided that the
employer shall not be required to disclose any confidential information.
20.—TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
(1) All employees subject to this Agreement will be provided with the relevant training and development at the earliest
opportunity to enable them to carry out a range of activities as
a consequence of changes which may occur from the implementation of the Business Plan and continuing improvement.
(2) All training will be documented and recorded on the
employee’s personal file to be used in conjunction with the
performance appraisal system. Training will be conducted as
far as practicable in the employee’s usual working time and
the employee shall not lose pay for attendance or extra travel
associated with such training. Where it is necessary for the
employee to attend training outside of the employee’s usual
working time the employee shall be paid at the appropriate
rate for such attendance, including travel time.
(3) Fees, materials or any other reasonable costs associated
with the training referred to above shall apply equally to trainees or other like classes of person engaged by the employer,
except where agreement to allow otherwise is reached with
the union.
(4) Employees may undertake on-the-job training and performance in other positions, when available, to assist in the
development of skills and experience to further their careers.
21.—PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
(1) The parties agree to the ongoing identification of training needs for employees to meet the operational demands of
the Zoo and/ or to assist employees in their personal career
development.
(2) The employer will provide the relevant professional development opportunities to enable employees to carry out a
range of activities as a consequence of any changes which
may occur from the implementation of the Zoo’s Business Plan
and continuous improvement. Employees commit to undergo
training required of him/her by the employer to meet organisational needs.
22.—PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL INDICATORS
(1) The performance of all employees shall be determined
by the Perth Zoo Performance Management System appraisal,
to be conducted in accordance with the Human Resources
Policy of the Zoo.
(2) The employee and employer will discuss, identify and
agree on a range of individual and/ or group performance indicators that link in to the Zoological Gardens Board Business
Plan, Directorate Operational Plan, Workgroup and Individual
Plans.
23.—HOURS OF WORK
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 16—
Hours, of the Parent Award.
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be between the hours
of 6.00 am and 9.00 pm Monday to Friday. The hours of duty
shall be 8 hours per day for a 40 hour week or 7.2 hours for a
36 hour week, to a maximum of 10 hours per day. Salary will
be calculated on a pro rata basis according to hours of work.
Employees shall be entitled to a meal break after five hours
which shall not be less than 30 minutes nor greater than 90
minutes in duration.
(2) The employer shall provide function programs and details in advance to employees directly affected.
(3) Rosters will be developed to undertake the work in ordinary time hours (including shift and weekend penalties), except
where the function commences before 6.00 am or concludes
after 9.00 pm outside for which overtime rates shall apply.
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(4) Permanent full time employees covered by this Agreement may elect to work from 36 to 40 hours per week by
individual agreement between the employer and employee for
a minimum period of three months. These employees will remain full time employees.
(5) Once that period of three months has passed, employees
covered by this Agreement who wish to vary their hours of
duty (other than via the flexitime provisions currently operating) must gain approval from their manager.
(6) All leave entitlements accrued by employees who work
a forty hour week shall be credited at the rate of eight hours
per day for the period worked under those arrangements. For
those employees who work less than forty hours per week,
these entitlements will be calculated on a pro rata basis according to hours of work.
(7) The time of taking lunch and tea breaks may be set or
altered by the employer if necessary to provide continuity of
services or operations, but as far as possible the wishes of the
employee shall be met.
(8) The employee shall not be required to work more than
five hours without a meal break.
24.—CASUAL EMPLOYMENT
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 13.—
Payment of Salaries, of the Parent Award.
(1) A casual employee shall be paid for each hour worked at
the appropriate classification contained in Clause 10—Salaries and Salary Ranges or Clause 11—Salaries Specified
Callings, of the Parent Award in accordance with the following formula—
Fortnightly Salary
80
(2) In addition to the rate of pay calculated in accordance
with subclause (1) of this clause a casual employee shall be
paid a fifteen per cent loading in lieu of annual leave, sick
leave, long service leave and paid public holidays.
(3) Casual employees shall be paid at the rate of time and a
half for the first two hours and double time for all time worked
in excess of eight hours in any day or night.
(4) The parties agree to the use of casual, or seasonal, employees to supplement full-time employment, to meet the needs
of events and functions.
25.—PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
(1) This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 9—
Part Time Employment and Clause 6—Definitions, of the
Parent Award.
(2) Permanent part time employment is defined as regular
and continuing employment up to a maximum of thirty-eight
hours per week. Any employee engaged on a permanent part
time basis must be engaged for a minimum of four hours at
any one time.
26.—SALARY INCREASES
(1) Employees covered by this Agreement will receive two
salary increases during the period of this Agreement:
(a) A 4% salary increase will be paid from the first pay
period on or after the date the Agreement is registered; and
(b) An increase of 3 % will be payable from the first pay
period on or after twelve months from the date of
registration of the Agreement.
(2) Any additional savings identified during the term of this
Agreement will be declared and included in the negotiations
for the next Agreement between the parties.
(3) A schedule of salaries appears at Schedule A—Salaries,
of this Agreement.
27.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 20.—
Public Holidays, of the Parent Award.
(2) The day or days of leave granted in lieu of the former
public service holidays that fell on the day after New Year’s
Day and Easter Tuesday shall not apply.
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28.—SICK LEAVE
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 22.—
Sick Leave, of the Parent Award.
(1) All employees subject to this Agreement shall be credited with sick leave on the following basis which shall be
cumulative—
Sick leave on full pay
(a) upon appointment
50 hours
(b) on completion of 6 months
continuous service
50 hours
(c) on completion of 12 months
continuous service
100 hours
(d) on completion of each further period
of 12 months continuous service
100 hours
(2) Part-time employees shall be entitled to the same sick
leave credits on a pro rata basis according to the number of
hours worked each fortnight. Payment for sick leave shall only
be made for those hours that would normally have been worked
had the employee not been on sick leave.
(3) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casuals.
29.—ANNUAL LEAVE
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 19.—
Annual Leave, of the Parent Award.
(1) Employees covered by this Agreement will be paid the
Annual Leave Loading provided by subclause (15) of Clause
19 – Annual Leave of the Parent Award on the first payday in
January of each year.
(2) Payment of the loading shall be based on annual leave
entitlements accrued since the previous payment of annual
leave loading.
(3) The first payment will be made in January 2000 and shall
include entitlements attributed to past service up to 31 December 1999.
(4) Annual leave may be taken in blocks of one week or
more. However, by agreement between the employer and employee up to five days may be taken in periods of one to five
days.
30.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 21—
Long Service Leave, of the Parent Award.
(1) Employees covered by this Agreement may, by agreement with the employer, clear any accrued entitlement of long
service leave in a minimum of four week blocks.
(2) Employees with accrued long service leave may elect to
have up to 50% of their long service leave entitlements paid
out at time for time by agreement with the employer at 100%
of the appropriate salary rate as shown at Schedule A—Salaries, of this Agreement.
(3) The employer undertakes to not unreasonably withhold
consent to take or pay out long service leave.
(4) The payment of accrued long service leave pursuant to
this clause is not obligatory and is subject to agreement of
both the employer and employee.
(5) All other conditions relating to long service leave will be
indicated in the Parent Award, General Orders or Long Service Leave Act.
31.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 26—Short Leave, of the Parent
Award.
(1) An employee, on the death of a spouse or de facto spouse,
child or step child, parent or step parent, brother, sister or any
other persons who immediately before that person’s death lived
with the employee as a member of the employee’s family, is
entitled to bereavement leave without loss of earnings for up
to 2 days. Bereavement leave may be taken on the death of
other persons at the discretion of the employer.
(2) Payment for such leave may be subject to the employee
providing proof of the death or relationship to the deceased,
satisfactory to the employer.
(3) Bereavement leave is not to be taken when the employee
is absent on another form of leave or would not otherwise
have been on duty.
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32.—FAMILY CARERS LEAVE
(1) Employees covered by this Agreement may with the consent of their manager use up to a maximum of 40 hours of
accrued sick leave per year in accordance with this clause to
provide care for another person. The leave is available subject
to the following—
(a) The employee being responsible for the care of the
person concerned;
(b) The person concerned being either—
(i) a member of the employee’s immediate family, and/or
(ii) a member of the employee’s household;
(c) The term “immediate family” includes the employee’s spouse, de facto spouse, child, step child, parent,
step parent, sibling or another person who lives with
the employee as a member of the employee’s family;
(d) Production of satisfactory evidence of illness of the
other person; and
(e) Employees must retain ten days of sick leave credits
at all times.
(2) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the employer notice prior to the absence or the intention to take leave,
the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to
the employee, the reasons for taking such leave and the estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable for the employee
to give prior notice of absence, the employee shall notify the
employer by telephone of such absence as soon as practicable.
(3) An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer,
to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a
family member who is ill.
33.—LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 24.—
Leave Without Pay, of the Parent Award.
(1) (a) Upon employer approval, an employee shall be entitled to take leave to a maximum of twelve months to pursue
personal development or family commitments.
(b) Leave may be split into a maximum of two periods over
a total of five years, subject to a minimum of one years service
between the two periods of leave.
(c) The employer shall not unreasonably withhold consent
to this arrangement.
(2) (a) To be eligible for leave under this clause, employees
must have completed a minimum of two years continuous service.
(b) Where this leave is sought in addition to parental/adoption leave, the employer may waive the qualifying period.
(3) Employees are to seek their own professional financial
advice. The employer will ensure that superannuation arrangements and taxation effects are fully explained to the employee
by the relevant Authority. Any necessary arrangements shall
be put into place by the employer.
(4) All accrued leave is to be taken prior to the employee
commencing leave under this clause.
(5) The duration of this unpaid leave will not be counted as
continuous service for the purposes of calculation of entitlements.
(6) (a) An employee must apply for leave at least 6 months
prior to the proposed date of commencement, unless otherwise agreed by the employer and employee.
(b) One months notice of resumption of work must also be
provided by the employee.
(7) Employees on leave without pay—
(a) Shall be provided with periodic information packs
which may include newsletters, circulars, updates on
industrial issues, information on training courses.
(b) Shall be consulted on any changes to the employee’s
position.
(c) May be required to attend the workplace for two
weeks per year for paid training and development
purposes.
(i) The period required to attend work shall be
paid at the substantive classification level.
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(ii) This period of work will count as service for
the calculation of all leave entitlements.
(8) An employee may return to work during the leave period
to cover peak work periods or special projects.
(9) (a) Subject to agreement between the employer and employee, the employer will provide for phase in/out periods
involving part time work for those returning or starting leave.
(b) The Board will provide any necessary retraining for
employees returning from a career break.
(10) Subject to the approval of the employer, an employee
may elect at any time during the leave to extend or reduce the
period of the original application within the limitations of
subclause (1) of this clause.
34.—PARENTAL LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 23.—Maternity Leave, of the
Parent Award.
(1) Definitions
(a) ‘employee’ includes full time, part time, permanent
and fixed term contract employees.
(b) ‘replacement employee’ is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(2) Eligibility for Parental Leave
(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
parental leave in respect of the birth of a child to the
employee or the employee’s spouse/partner.
(b) Where the employee applying for the leave is the
partner of a pregnant spouse one weeks leave may
be taken at the birth of the child concurrently with
parental leave taken by the pregnant employee.
(c) Subject to subclause (b) of this clause where both
partners are employed by the Perth Zoo the leave
shall not be taken concurrently except under special
circumstances and with the approval of the employer.
(d) An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age
of five years shall be entitled to three weeks parental
leave at the placement of the child and a further period of parental leave up to a maximum of 52 weeks.
(e) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to
attend interviews or examinations required for the
adoption procedure. Employees working or residing
outside the Perth metropolitan area are entitled to an
additional days leave. The employee may take any
paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.
(3) Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to substitute any part of that leave with accrued annual leave or long service leave for the whole or part
of the period of parental leave.
(b)
(i) Subject to all other leave entitlements being
exhausted employees shall be entitled to apply for leave without pay following parental
leave to extend their leave by up to two years.
The employer’s approval is required for such
an extension.
(ii) Upon return to work employees will be entitled to the same position or a position
equivalent in pay, conditions and status and
commensurate with the employee’s skills and
abilities as the one held immediately prior to
commencement of leave.
(iii) Any period of leave without pay must be applied for and approved in advance and will be
granted on a year by year basis. Where both
parents work for the Perth Zoo the total period of leave without pay following parental
leave will not exceed two years.
(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave and other paid absences.
(d) Should the birth or adoption result in other than the
arrival of a child, the person concerned shall be entitled to such period of paid sick leave or unpaid leave
for a period certified as necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
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(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the pregnancy or is required
to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure
the employee may take any paid sick leave to which
the employee is entitled or unpaid leave for a period
as certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(4) Notice and Variation
(a) The employee shall give not less than four week’s
notice in writing to the Zoological Gardens Board of
the date the employee proposes to commence parental leave stating the period of leave to be taken.
(b) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of subclause (a) by failing to give the required
period of notice if such failure is due to the requirement of the adoption agency to accept earlier or later
placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances.
(c) The minimum period of absence on maternity leave
shall commence 6 weeks before the expected date of
birth and end 6 weeks after the day on which the
birth has taken place. However an employee may
apply to the employer to reduce this period provided
their application is supported by a certificate from a
registered medical practitioner indicating that the
employee is fit to continue or resume their normal
duty within this period.
(5) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards
connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present duties,
the duties shall be modified or the employee may be transferred to a safe position at the same classification level until
the commencement of parental leave.
(6) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the Zoological
Gardens Board shall inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment and the entitlements relating to the
return to work of the employee on parental leave.
(7) Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to the employer not less
than four weeks prior to the expiration of parental
leave.
(b) An employee on return to work from parental leave
shall be entitled to the position which the employee
occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental leave. Where the employee was transferred to a
safe job the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to transfer.
(c) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a position at the same classification level with duties
similar to that of the abolished position.
(d) An employee may return on a part time basis to the
same position occupied prior to the commencement
of leave or to a different position at the same classification level in accordance with the part time
provisions of the Agreement.
(e) Subject to employer approval, an employee who has
returned on a part time basis may revert to full time
work at the same classification level within two years
of the recommencement of work.
(8) Effect of Leave on the Employment Contract
(a) An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave, however the period of leave granted shall not extend
beyond the term of that contract.
(b) Absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for
any purpose under the relevant award or agreement.
(c) An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by
written notice in accordance with the relevant award
or agreement.
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(d) An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the grounds of the employee’s application for parental leave or absence on leave but
otherwise the rights of the employer in respect of
termination of employment are not affected.
35.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(1) An employee covered by this Agreement is entitled to up
to ten days leave per year for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
(2) Such leave shall include leave to meet the employees’
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities.
(3) Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or part
days off. Each day, or part thereof, shall be deducted from
annual leave entitlements or TOIL credits.
(4) The employer may request reasonable evidence of the
legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off. Prior
notice must be given of the intention to take the leave, the
reasons for taking the leave and the estimated length of absence.
(5) Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement
between the employer and employee for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
36.—EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
All employees shall have access to the authorised Employee
Assistance Program. Employees may approach the EAP directly or the employer may recommend that an employee attend
EAP sessions in some circumstances where a work related
performance issue has been identified. All information relating to sessions between the employee and the EAP provider
will remain confidential between the employee and the EAP
provider at all times.
Level

Level 1
Under 17 years
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year
Level 2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
Level 3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

SCHEDULE A—SALARIES
Previous
From
EBA
First Pay
Rates
Period
on or
After
Date of
Regis

Annual
$

[4.0%]
Annual
$

From
First Pay
Period
on or
After
Twelve
Months
After
Date
of Regis
[3.0%]
Annual
$

11,906
13,914
16,230
18,787
21,097
23,175
23,889
24,602
25,311
26,024
26,736
27,556
28,124
28,962

12,382
14,471
16,879
19,538
21,941
24,102
24,845
25,586
26,323
27,065
27,805
28,658
29,249
30,120

12,754
14,905
17,386
20,125
22,599
24,825
25,590
26,354
27,113
27,877
28,640
29,518
30,126
31,024

29,966
30,736
31,545
32,401
33,295

31,165
31,965
32,807
33,697
34,627

32,100
32,924
33,791
34,708
35,666

34,525
35,483
36,471
37,485

35,906
36,902
37,930
38,984

36,983
38,009
39,068
40,154

38,875
39,965
41,086

40,430
41,564
42,729

41,643
42,811
44,011

Level

Level 5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

Previous
EBA
Rates
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From
First Pay
Period
on or
After
Date of
Regis

Annual
$

[4.0%]
Annual
$

From
First Pay
Period
on or
After
Twelve
Months
After
Date
of Regis
[3.0%]
Annual
$

43,245
44,705
46,222
47,795

44,975
46,493
48,071
49,707

46,324
47,888
49,513
51,198

50,325
52,046
53,826
55,727

52,338
54,128
55,979
57,956

53,908
55,752
57,658
59,695

58,642
60,659
62,853

60,988
63,085
65,367

62,818
64,978
67,328

66,420
68,974
72,142

69,077
71,733
75,028

71,149
73,885
77,279

76,098
78,771
81,820
86,430
91,039
95,647
100,257

79,142
81,922
85,093
89,887
94,681
99,473
104,267

81,516
84,380
87,646
92,584
97,521
102,457
107,395

LEVEL 2/4 SPECIFIED CALLINGS
1st year
29,966
31,165
2nd year
31,545
32,807
3rd year
33,295
34,627
4th year
35,483
36,902
5th year
38,875
40,430
6th year
41,086
42,729
Level 5
1st year
43,245
44,975
2nd year
44,705
46,493
3rd year
46,222
48,071
4th year
47,795
49,707
Level 6
1st year
50,325
52,338
2nd year
52,046
54,128
3rd year
53,826
55,979
4th year
55,727
57,956
Level 7
1st year
58,642
60,988
2nd year
60,659
63,085
3rd year
62,853
65,367
Level 8
1st year
66,420
69,077
2nd year
68,974
71,733
3rd year
72,142
75,028
Level 9
1st year
76,098
79,142
2nd year
78,771
81,922
3rd year
81,820
85,093
Class 1
86,430
89,887
Class 2
91,039
94,681
Class 3
95,647
99,473
Class 4
100,257
104,267

32,100
33,791
35,666
38,009
41,643
44,011
46,324
47,888
49,513
51,198
53,908
55,752
57,658
59,695
62,818
64,978
67,328
71,149
73,885
77,279
81,516
84,380
87,646
92,584
97,521
102,457
107,395
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ROCKY BAY INCORPORATED SALARIED
OFFICERS ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 26 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Rocky Bay Incorporated
and
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australian
(Union of Workers).
No. AG 26 of 1999.
Rocky Bay Incorporated Salaried Officers Enterprise
Agreement 1998.
16 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M A O’Connor as agent for the Applicant
and Ms C L L Thomas for the Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 25th day of February, 1999 entitled Rocky Bay Incorporated Salaried Officers Enterprise
Agreement 1998 and as subsequently amended by direction of the Commission in the terms of the following
Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be titled the Rocky Bay Incorporated
Salaried Officers Enterprise Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties
Application of Agreement
Relationship To Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Objective
Contract of Service
Productivity and Efficiency Measures
Salary / Remuneration Packaging
Award Safety Net Adjustments
Dispute Resolution
No Precedent
Term
Renewal
Number of Employees
Appendix—Salary Packaging Arrangements

3.—PARTIES
(1) The employer party to this Agreement is Rocky Bay Incorporated.
(2) The union party to this Agreement is the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers).
4.—APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to Rocky Bay Incorporated and
all employees who are engaged in any of the occupations or
callings specified in the Award referred in Clause 5. hereof.
5.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the Hospital Salaried Officers (Nursing Homes) Award
1976, hereinafter referred to as the Award, but where the terms
of this Agreement are inconsistent with the Award, the terms
of this Agreement shall prevail.
6.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU) comprising representatives from Rocky
Bay Inc and the Union.
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7.—OBJECTIVE
This Agreement is designed to provide an appropriate salary/pay increase for employees in recognition of their
continuing contribution and agreement to the productivity efficiency measures outlined in the Agreement.
8.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE
(1) Probation
(a) An employee may be engaged initially for a period of up
to three (3) months on a probationary basis during which time
either party may terminate the contract by giving one weeks
notice in writing or payment or forfeiture in lieu thereof. A
lesser period of notice may be agreed, in writing between the
parties.
(b) The employer shall provide the employee with an appraisal of his/her performance on at least a monthly basis during
the probationary period.
(c) If the employer concludes that the employee is unlikely
to be a satisfactory appointment to the staff, the employer will
give the employee opportunity to respond to such concerns as
the employer may have.
(d) After considering such response the employee may wish
to make the employer may—
(i) Confirm the appointment of the employee; or
(ii) Extend the probationary period for an additional period not exceeding three months, to enable a further
assessment of the employee to be made; or
(iii) Terminate the employment.
(e) Where an employee’s period of probation has been extended, the employer shall notify the employee in writing of
the fact and the period of extension.
9.—PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY MEASURES
(1) Call Out
An employee who is not on-call but who is recalled to work
by agreement with the employer, shall on each occasion, in
addition to the appropriate overtime rate, be paid an allowance of $15.00.
(2) Overtime—Getabout Employees
(a) The provisions of clause 12(1) and (2) of the Award shall
not be applicable to an employee where his/her duties are
wholly or substantially performed with clients in the Getabout
Community Access/Recreation Program funded on an individual client basis by the post School Options Program of the
Disability Services Commission.
(b) All work performed by such “Getabout” employees outside of the hours of work as prescribed in clause 11 of the
Award, shall be paid for a the rate of time and one quarter.
(c) Should the program funding formula be changed from
its current system of funding on an individual client basis, the
parties agree to set up a consultative working party to evaluate
“Getabout” employee payment options.
(3) Bereavement Leave
(a) An employee shall be entitled to bereavement leave of
up to two days on ordinary pay, on the death of the employees
spouse, de facto spouse, child, step child, father, mother, parents-in-law, brother, sister, grandchild, grandparent, or any
other person who, immediately before the person’s death, lived
with the employee as a member of the employee’s family.
(b) The employee shall produce evidence of such death if so
requested.
(c) Reasonable additional paid or unpaid leave may be
granted where an employee has assumed significant responsibility for the arrangements to do with the ceremonies resulting
from the death; or where cultural obligations necessitate a
longer period of bereavement leave.
(d) The employee shall not be entitled to leave under this
clause in respect of any period which coincides with any other
period of leave entitlement or Accrued Day(s) Off.
(4) Family Leave
(a) An employee with responsibilities in relation to either
members of their immediate family or person living with the
Employee as a member of the Employee’s immediate family
who need their care and support shall be entitled to use up to 5
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days per year sick leave entitlement to provide care and support for such persons when they are ill or incapacitated.
(b) The employee shall, if required, establish by production
of a medical certificate or statutory declaration, the illness or
incapacitation of the person concerned.
(c) The entitlement to sick leave in accordance with this
subclause is subject to—
(i) the employee being responsible for the care of the
person concerned; and
(ii) the person concerned being either;
(a) a member of the employee’s immediate family: or
(b) a person who is living with the Employee as a
member of the Employee’s immediate family.
(iii) the term “immediate family” includes a spouse, de
facto spouse, child, step child, parent, brother, sister, grandparent or grandchild of the employee or
spouse of the employee.
(d) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the employer notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave,
the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to
the employee, the reasons for taking such leave and estimated
length of absence. If it is not practicable for the employee to
give prior notice of absence, the employee shall notify the
employer by telephone of such absence at the first opportunity
on the day of absence.
(e) Family leave is not cumulative from year to year.
(5) Maternity Leave
Leave before and after the birth.
A female employee who has given notice of her intention to
take maternity leave, other than for an adoption, shall ordinarily commence the leave six weeks before the expected date of
birth and end the leave six weeks after the day on which the
birth has taken place. Provided that an employee may apply to
the employer to continue or resume duty in respect of any
period closer to the expected date of birth and the employer
may approve the application, provided the application is supported by the certificate of a registered medical practitioner
indicating that the employee is fit for duty.
(6) Long Service Leave
The long service leave provisions published in Volume 76
of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 4
inclusive as updated from time to time, are incorporated and
shall be deemed to be part of this Agreement. Provided that—
(a) Where an employee has completed at least 8 years’
service the amount of leave shall be—
(i) in respect of 8 years service so completed
- 7 weeks leave;
(ii) in respect of the next 7 years service completed
after such 8 years
- 6 weeks leave;
(iii) in respect of each 10 years service completed
after 15 years service
- eight and two-thirds weeks’ leave.
(b) An employee may by agreement with employer, take
pro-rata long service leave provided that the employee has completed at least eight years service.
Such agreement shall not be unreasonably withheld.
(c) Long service leave may be taken in weekly multiples. Where an employee’s remaining portion of
accrued untaken leave entitlement is less than a week,
such portion may be taken.
(d) At the request of the employee and with the agreement of the employer, an employee faced with
pressing financial needs may be paid in lieu of taking a portion of long service leave.
(7) Training/Study Leave
Additional paid or unpaid leave may be granted to an employee to undertake training and study, or to attend conferences
and seminars related to the activities of the employee or for
the development of the employees work skills.
(8) Introduction of Change/Redundancy
The employer is committed to utilising its employees, who
are its major resource, to the best advantage. Where the
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employer decides to introduce changes that are likely to have
significant effects on the employee(s), the conditions of this
clause shall apply.
(a) In this clause “redundancy” means a situation where the
employee’s employment is liable to be terminated by the employer, the termination being attributable, wholly or mainly,
to the fact the employee’s position is, or will become superfluous to the needs of the employee.
(b) As part of the process the employer shall—
(i) consult the employee(s) who may be affected, and
their union; and
(ii) consider all reasonable alternatives to redundancy,
eg reduced hours, appointment to a lower position,
transfer to another type of position.
(iii) select the person for redundancy in accordance with
an objective criteria developed by the parties and
made known to all involved in the process.
(c) In the event of redundancy an employee shall be given
the following notice of termination of employment;
(i) Up to the completion of 3 years
continuous service
2 weeks
(ii) 3 years and up to the completion of 5 years
continuous service
3 weeks
(iii) 5 years and over continuous service
5 weeks
(iv) In addition, employees over forty-five years of age
at the time of the giving of the notice, with no less
than two years continuous service, shall be entitled
to an additional week’s notice.
(d) Payment in lieu of notice shall be made if the appropriate notice period is not given. Provided that employment may
be terminated by part of the period of notice specified and part
payment in lieu thereof.
(e) In addition to the period of notice, the employee shall be
entitled to the following redundancy payments;
(i) Employees who have completed up to 10 years continuous service
- 1 weeks pay for every completed year of service.
(ii) Employees who have completed over 10 years continuous service
- 2 weeks pay for every completed year of service in
excess of 10 years, in addition to the payment in (i)
hereof.
(f) All compensation and other payments made pursuant to
this clause shall be calculated at the employee’s ordinary
weekly hours (excluding overtime) as at the date notice of
redundancy is given.
(g) If requested by the employee, the employer shall provide at the employer’s expense, professional out placement
advice to a value of not more than $1500.
(h) During the period of notice of termination of employment, an employee whose employment is to be terminated by
reason of redundancy, shall, for the purpose of being interviewed for further employment, be entitled to be absent from
work for a maximum of eight ordinary hours without deduction of pay. The Employer is entitled to reasonable proof that
the employee has sought the leave for this purpose.
(i) This clause shall not apply where employment is terminated as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant
dismissal, casual employees, or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specified task or tasks.
10.—SALARY / REMUNERATION PACKAGING
Salary / remuneration packaging in accordance with the terms
and conditions of this clause and the salary packaging arrangements appended to this Agreement shall be optional for all
employees covered by this Agreement.
(1) Where agreed between the employer and the employee,
the employer shall offer and the employee accept salary / remuneration packaging in respect of salary and benefits and
the terms and conditions of such a package shall not, when
viewed objectively, be less favourable than the entitlements
otherwise available under the Award and shall be subject to
the following provisions—
(a) A maximum of 30% of gross annual salary sacrifice
is available;
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(b) Part time employees have salary packaging based
on their gross pro-rata annual salary;
(c) The employer shall confirm in writing to the employee the classification level and salary payable as
applicable to that employee under Schedule C of the
Award;
(d) The employer shall advise the employee in writing,
of his/her right to choose payment of salary referred
to in Schedule C of the Award instead of a salary/
remuneration package;
(e) The employer shall advise the employee, in writing,
that Award conditions, other than those varied by this
Agreement, shall continue to apply;
(f) The employee shall advise the employer, in writing,
as to whether the agreed cash component is adequate
for his/her ongoing living expenses.
(2) The packaging agreement, the terms and conditions which
shall be in writing and signed by both the employer and employee, shall detail the components of the total remuneration
package for the purpose of this agreement and for the purpose
of complying with time and wages records under the Act and
Regulations.
(3) A copy of the packaging agreement shall be made available to the employee.
(4) The employee shall be entitled to inspect details of payments and transactions made under the terms of the agreement.
(5) The configuration of the remuneration package shall remain in force for the period agreed between the employee and
the employer. Provided that an employee may withdraw from
a salary / remuneration packaging arrangement by giving the
employer reasonable notice of intention to withdraw from the
end of the next quarter of the calendar year.
(6) An employee, on withdrawing from the packaging arrangement, shall revert to his/her appropriate salary applicable
at the time of withdrawal.
(7) An employee, who wishes to take up packaging, having
previously taken up that benefit and withdrawn from it, may
only be entitled to do so on giving satisfactory reasons to the
employer, and if approved, the package shall be based on the
rate of pay applicable to the employee when originally placed
on the packaging arrangement, or as amended in accordance
with this Agreement.
(8) An employee who has previously declined to take up
packaging, may, by giving the employer reasonable notice,
take up the benefit at any time. The rate of pay used in calculating such benefit shall be in accordance with that prescribed
in Schedule C of the Award at the date of this Agreement, or as
amended in accordance with this Agreement.
(9) Where at the end of the financial year the full amount
allocated to a specific benefit has not been utilised, by agreement between the employer and employee, any unused amount
may be carried forward to the next financial year to be utilised
by 30 September, or be paid as salary as at the end of the
financial year, which will be subject to usual taxation requirements.
(10) For the purposes of this clause Gross Annual Salary
will include the following components—
• The total of all basic salary amounts
• Shift and penalty allowances
• Leave loading
• On call allowances
• Coordinators allowance
• Higher duties allowances
• Overtime payments
But will exclude;
• Meal allowances
• Motor vehicle allowances
• Call out allowance
(11) In the event that changes in legislation, Income Tax
Assessment Act determinations or Rulings, particularly in respect of the Employer’s fringe benefits tax exempt status,
remove the employer’s capacity to maintain the salary packaging arrangements offered to employees under this Agreement,
the employer shall be entitled to withdraw from the salary
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packaging arrangements by giving notice to each affected
employee either three months prior to the withdrawal taking
place, or notice to have effect from the date that the relevant
legislation is to take effect, whichever is the earlier.
(12) Subject to subclause 14, in the event of the employer
withdrawing from the salary packaging arrangements, the
employees will revert to a salary not less than that applicable
to the employees classification under this Agreement.
(13) The employer shall as soon as practicable after being
advised of the legislative change referred to in subclause 11
hereof, advise the Union and employees and shall convene a
meeting of the parties with a view to reaching an alternative
agreement on salaries and salary benefits.
(14) In the event that consensus on the terms of a replacement agreement cannot be reached it shall be open to the parties
to seek cancellation of this clause and/or refer the matter to
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
conciliation or arbitration.
11.—AWARD SAFETY NET ADJUSTMENTS
Arbitrated Award safety net pay adjustments made to the
Award during the life of this Agreement shall not be available
to employees in receipt of the salary/remuneration packaging
option under this Agreement, unless the Award adjustment is
granted under such terms as will result in the relevant funding
body providing the additional funding to cover such Award
increase. In the event that funding is not provided, the salary /
remuneration packaging option will be based on the Award
salary applicable as at the date of registration of this Agreement.
12.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION
(1) Preamble
(a) Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (as amended) any question, or difficulty, including any
matter arising under this Agreement or any matter raised by
the Union, the employer or an employee/employees, shall be
settled in accordance with the procedures set out herein.
(b) The parties agree that no bans, stoppages or limitations
will be imposed prior to, or during the time this procedure is
being followed.
(c) This clause in no way limits the rights of the employees
and the Union under the Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare Act 1984 or other related legislation.
(2) Procedure
Where the matter is raised by an employee, or a group of
employees, the following steps shall be observed—
(a) The employee(s) concerned shall discuss the matter
with their immediate supervisor. If the matter cannot be resolved at this level the supervisor shall,
within two working days, refer the matter to a more
senior officer nominated by the employer and the
employee(s) shall be advised accordingly.
(b) That senior officer shall, if able, answer the matter
raised within five working days of it being referred
and if the senior officer is not so able, refer the matter to the Chief Executive Officer for his/her attention,
and the employee(s) shall be advised accordingly.
(c)
(i) If the matter has been referred in accordance
with paragraph (b) above the employee(s) or
the union representative/contact shall notify
the Union Secretary or nominee, to enable the
opportunity of discussing the matter with the
employer.
(ii) The employer shall, as soon as practicable after considering the matter before it, advise the
employee(s) or, where necessary the Union of
its decision. Provided that such advise shall
be given within 21 calendar days of the matter
being referred to the employer.
(d) Should the matter remain in dispute after the above
processes have been exhausted either party may refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
(e) Nothing in this provision shall preclude the parties
reaching agreement to shorten or extend the period
specified in subclauses (2)(a), (b) or (c)(ii).
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13.—NO PRECEDENT
This Agreement is applicable only to the parties named herein
and shall not be used in any manner whatsoever to obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other site or enterprise.
14.—TERM
The term of this Agreement shall be from the date of registration until 30 June 2000.
15.—RENEWAL
(1) The parties agree that negotiations for a further Agreement shall commence at least three months prior to its expiry.
(2) This Agreement shall continue to operate until it is replaced by a new Agreement.
(3) Provided that the parties may at any time agree to vary
or cancel the Agreement in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA).
16.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
Pursuant to s.41A(1a) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
(WA), it is estimated that 86 employees are covered by this
Agreement upon its registration.
SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
For and on Behalf of—
ROCKY BAY INCORPORATED—
...............Signed...............
G. N Reynolds
President
Date: 3/2/99
...............Signed...............
G. M. Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Date: 3/2/99
For and on behalf of—
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS)
...............Signed...............
M. J. Hartland
President
Date: 17/2/99
...............Signed...............
D. P. Hill
Secretary
Date: 17/2/99
APPENDIX
ROCKY BAY INC
SALARY PACKAGING ARRANGEMENT HSOA STAFF
OCTOBER 1998
(1) Packaging Details
(a) Salary packaging to a maximum of 30% of gross annual
salary will be available to staff.
(b) Staff may elect to take the maximum rate of packaging
available to them or a lesser amount by increments of 5% to a
minimum of 10%.
(c) Staff wishing to alter their level of packaging may only
do so at the end of each quarter.
(2) Administration Charge
(a) Rocky Bay Inc will charge an administration fee of up to
3% of the amount packaged. This fee will automatically be
deducted from the packaged amount. The 3% fee will be utilised only for the administration of the salary packaging
scheme.
(3) Pay Advice Slips and Group Certificates
(a) Pay advice slips will indicate the gross salary and allowances and the amount that has been credited to the individual
staff member’s salary packaging account. This amount will
appear in the “Before Tax Additions/Deductions” space on the
pay slip.
(b) “Taxable Income” will be reduced by the amount paid
out by the packaging arrangement and the figure appearing
under the “Tax” column will be the tax payable on the reduced
“Taxable Income”.
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(c) Group Certificates will indicate the reduced taxable income and tax deducted for the year. The amount packaged
will not be shown on Group Certificates.
(4) Proposed Operation of the System
(a) Each fortnight the payroll system will calculate each staff
member’s non cash benefit in accordance with the agreed sacrifice percentage. Such amount will be credited to that staff
member’s salary packaging account.
(b) At the end of each month each staff member will receive
a statement of account indicating all transactions for the previous month and the end of month balance or such shorter
period as determined by the Employer.
(c) To pay a bill through their salary packaging account staff
members will be required to complete a Salary Package Payment Authority and forward this to the Salary Packaging Clerk
together with the original account. In normal circumstances
payment will be made by the due date of the account but not
less than 3 days following receipt of the account by the salary
packaging clerk.
(d) When a staff member terminates employment with Rocky
Bay Inc they may elect to either use their remaining salary
package balance prior to termination or to have the balance
paid out as salary. Where the balance is paid out as salary,
income tax instalment deductions will be deducted from the
salary by Rocky Bay Inc.
(5) Superannuation Guarantee charge
(a) Superannuation Guarantee payments will be based upon
gross award salary as defined under the Superannuation Guarantee Charge Act 1992 as at the date of registration of the
Agreement.
(6) Components of Salary Packaging
The following items will be those for which salary packaging amounts may be utilised;
• Telephone Accounts—bills from telephone service
providers for the personal telephone expenses of the
employee at their residence.
• Rent—personal rental expenses of the employee,
such as the rent they pay for their present accommodation.
• Loan Repayments—the amount of a regular repayment required to be made to a financial or other
institution or agency to repay borrowings, such as
personal loans, home building mortgages.
• RAC Accounts—membership and other expenses of
the employee as a result of their membership of the
RAC.
• Any insurance premiums incurred by the employee,
such as home and contents, motor vehicle, life and
medical benefits.
• Water Authority Accounts, personal employee expenses payable to the WA Water Authority or any
similar country agency.
• Rates—State or Local Government land rates and
taxes incurred by the employee.
• Educational Expenses—any expenses incurred by the
employees as part of an educational activity, undertaken by themselves or dependent child.
• Child Care Fees—expenses incurred by the employee
for the care of their child/children.
• Maintenance Payments—any fixed payment incurred
by an employee in respect of private or court/law
enforced agreements for maintenance payments.
• Utilities (such as Western Power & Alinta Gas)—
expenses incurred by the employee for these types
of utility or energy purchases.
• Household Repairs and Maintenance—expenses incurred by the employee for household repairs and
maintenance for which an invoice is produced.
• Domestic Support—expenses incurred by the employee in respect of a cleaner or ironing service where
an invoice is produced.
• Travel and Accommodation Costs—payments to
travel agents, airlines, hotels and the like would be
included under this category.
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• Membership Subscription—payment of expenses of
membership of any organisation to which the employee belongs.
• Medical, Dental and Pharmaceutical Accounts—doctor, dentist and chemist bills (and bills from other
medical service providers) incurred in respect of self,
spouse or dependant.
• Veterinary Accounts.
• Credit Card Accounts—any of the above expenses
incurred by an employee and charged to them via a
credit card (for example, Visa, Bankcard). The employee must have documentation to support the
expenses charged to the credit card. It is important
to note under no circumstances will there be payment for any cash advances. Payments made from
any packaged amount will only be made in respect
of expenses incurred as a the result of a purchase of
the eligible goods and services and will be made to
the credit card provider.
• Fleetcard is a system provided by Shell/Custom
Credit whereby a credit card is issued which may be
used to purchase fuel and other services for a nominated motor vehicle. Fleetcard issue a monthly bill
detailing all expenses incurred. This will be payable
through the employee’s packaging account.
• Superannuation Contributions. Employee contributions payable to a superannuation fund.
When an account for an eligible item including electricity,
gas, telephone, household insurance and water is not in the
name of the employee but applies to their principal place of
residence, payment may be made through the employee’s salary packaging account at the direction of the employee but
Rocky Bay (inc) shall not be required to determine any issues
as to the responsibility or liability for such payments, or itself
be held liable for such payments.
Please note that under no circumstances will a payment from
a packaged amount be made directly to an employee. All payments will be made by cheque (or direct deposit) or other
electronic transfer of funds to a third party in payment of an
expense incurred by that employee.

SCOTCH COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE AND
TECHNICAL OFFICERS (ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 25 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
Scotch College.
No. AG 25 of 1999.
Scotch College Administrative and Technical Officers
(Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
11 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms T Howe on behalf of The Independent
Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers and Mr T Stacy on behalf of Scotch
College and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the Scotch College Administrative and Technical Officers (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement in the
terms of the following schedule be registered on the 10th
day of March 1999.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
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Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the Scotch College Administrative and Technical Officers (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1999 and shall replace the Scotch College Administrative and Technical Officers (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Parties to the Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Scope of Agreement
Date and Duration of Agreement
Single Bargaining Unit
Objectives
Salary Rates
Conditions of Employment
Dispute Resolution Procedure
No Reduction
Consultation
No Further Claims
No Precedent
Signatories
Appendix 1

3.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This agreement is made between Scotch College (the College) and the Independent Schools Salaried Officers’
Association of Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers (the ISSOA), a registered organisation of employees.
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the Independent Schools Administrative and Technical
Officers Award 1993 (the award).
Where there is any inconsistency between this agreement
and the award this agreement will prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
5.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall apply to all staff who are employed
within the scope of the Independent Schools Administrative
and Technical Officers Award 1993.
(2) The number of employees covered by this agreement is
28.
6.—DATE AND DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement shall come into effect on and from 1 October 1998 and shall apply until the 30th day of September 1999.
7.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
The parties to this agreement have formed a single bargaining unit.
The single bargaining unit has conducted negotiations with
the College and reached full agreement with the College represented by this agreement.
8.—OBJECTIVES
The nature and purposes of this agreement are to—
(1) Consolidate and further develop initiatives arising
out of the award restructuring process.
(2) Re-affirm a mutual responsibility to maintain a working environment which will ensure that the College
and its staff continue to be genuine participants and
contributors to the College’s aims, objectives and philosophy.
9.—SALARY RATES
(1) Determination of Previous Changes
Following the matters finalised as part of the 1996 agreement, the following changes are to be ratified by this
agreement—
(a) Revised salary scales for all levels in accordance with
Appendix 1
(b) Any increases in rates to apply from 2 January 1999
and 3 July 1999 in accordance with Appendix 1.
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(c) All staff employed as at 01 July 1997 in levels 1 to 4
move up one step annually, until step 6 is reached.
(d) Staff in level 5 and new appointments to level 4 only
progress to the next step annually after satisfactory
appraisal and recommendation.
(e) No individual will received a lower rate of pay as a
consequence of any of the above rate changes.
(f) Fortnightly Salary Calculation—
(i) As from the pay period commencing on 5 January 1998 (paid on 16 January 1998) fortnightly
pays will be calculated by dividing the annual
salary by 26.0893 rather than 26.
The new denominator is reached by dividing
365.25 days by 14 days, to the nearest four
decimal places.
(ii) As from the same pay period, all annual salary rates will be increased by 0.343 of one per
cent to compensate for what would otherwise
result in a decrease in fortnightly gross pay.
(2) Salary Scales—1999
(a) As from the pay period commencing on 2 January, 1999,
all salary rates from Level 1 to Level 5 will be increased by
one per cent.
(b) As from the pay period commencing on 3 July, 1999, all
salary rates from Level 1 to Level 5 will be increased by two
per cent. .
10.—CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Professional Development
An employee shall be eligible to apply for up to 5 days per
annum for relevant professional development without deduction of pay. Professional development approved by the College
shall be fully funded by the College, including reimbursement
of incidental expenses.
(2) Parental Leave
The College will grant parental leave in accordance with
current minimum provisions as contained in the Workplace
Relations Act 1996.
(3) Superannuation
All permanent employees may from the first pay period commencing in the tax year 1997/98, become contributing members
(category B) and thereby pay 5.5% of their gross earning to
the plan, with the College contributing a further 7.5% plus 3%
productivity on their behalf. Members shall be able to “salary
sacrifice” their contributions, in the same manner as “category
A” members of the plan, as per the award.
(4) Leave
(a) (i) Employees under this agreement will be entitled to
four weeks’ annual leave in accordance with the underlying
award, such leave to be taken at a time mutually agreed with
the College.
(ii) When leave is taken during the period the College is
normally closed at Christmas the weekdays (excluding public
holidays) between Christmas Day and New Year’s Day will
not be counted as part of the four weeks’ annual leave days but
as additional paid leave.
(b) Long service leave will accrue at the following rates—
(i) Up to 31 December, 1998 at the rate of 10 week’s
paid leave after 10 years’ service (ie: 1.0 weeks per
completed year of service).
(ii) From 1 January, 1999 at the rate of 13 weeks’ leave
after 10 years’ service (ie: 1.3 weeks per completed
year of service).
(iii) An entitlement to paid long service leave is reached
once 10 weeks’ leave accumulates, including leave
accrued prior to 1 January, 1999.
(5) Appraisal System
A formal system of annual appraisal will continue to be developed by mutual consultation. The object will be to introduce
regular appraisals of each employee to—
(i) provide a means to ensure correct level and step grading
(ii) provide encouragement and counselling where
needed
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(iii) encourage communication between staff members
and supervisors
(iv) assess each individual’s potential for promotion
(v) identify professional development needs
(6) Other Conditions
No tuition fee concession will apply for sons of Administrative and Technical Officers enrolled at the College. However,
as in the past, the Headmaster is authorised to consider applications from non-teaching staff for a “sons of staff” concession.
11.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
A dispute is defined as any question, dispute or difficulty
arising out of this agreement.
The following procedure shall apply to the resolution of any
dispute—
(1) The parties to the dispute shall make reasonable attempts to resolve the matter by mutual discussion
and determination.
(2) If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute, the
matter, at the request of either party, shall be referred
to a meeting between the parties, together with a representative if requested by either party.
(3) If the matter is not then resolved it may be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
12.—NO REDUCTION
Nothing contained herein shall entitle the College to reduce
the salary or conditions of an employee which prevailed prior
to entering into this agreement.
13.—CONSULTATION
(1) There shall be established a Consultative Committee with
equitable representation of employers and non-teaching staff
from the College. The Committee shall provide a forum in
which to discuss any matters brought to the Committee, provided they relate directly to the conditions of employment of
non-teaching staff.
(2) Either party can call a meeting at a mutually convenient
time.
14.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not seek
any further claims with respect to salaries or conditions unless
they are consistent with the State Wage Case Principles.
15.—NO PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this agreement that the parties will not seek
to use the terms contained herein as a precedent for other enterprise agreements, whether they involved the College or not.
16.—SIGNATORIES
............Signed............
(Signature)
A P SYME
(Name of signatory in block letters)
Scotch College
............Signed............
Common Seal
(Signature)
T I HOWE
(Name of signatory in block letters)
Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia Industrial Union of Workers
APPENDIX 1
As from 2 January 1999 Level 1
Step 1
23,016
Step 2
23,313
Step 3
23,613
Step 4
23,918
Step 5
24,227
Step 6
24,538

Level 2
25,448
26,033
26,632
27,245
27,871
28,513

Level 3
29,707
30,420
31,150
31,898
32,663
33,447

Level 4
32,663
33,611
34,585
35,588
36,621
37,683

Level 5
36,621
37,866
39,153
40,485
41,861
43,285

As from 3 July 1999
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

Level 2
25,957
26,554
27,164
27,790
28,428
29,083

Level 3
30,301
31,028
31,773
32,536
33,317
34,116

Level 4
33,317
34,823
35,277
36,300
37,353
38,436

Level 5
37,353
38,624
39,936
41,294
42,698
44,150

Level 1
23,476
23,779
24,085
24,396
24,711
25,029
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SWIFTPLAN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 155 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Delta Bay Investments Pty Ltd t/a Swiftplan.
AG 155 of 1998.
Swiftplan Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
9 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Swiftplan Industrial Agreement as filed in
the Commission on 5 August 1998 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Swiftplan Industrial
Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Delta Bay Investments Pty Ltd trading as Swiftplan (hereinafter referred
to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
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covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately three (3) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in Clause 46 Settlement of Disputes of the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $45 per week per employee
into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund and then wil increase this to $50 per week per employee
on 1 August 1998.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
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13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination.
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
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17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
(Sgd)
Date: 25/7/98
(Sgd)
WITNESS
CMETU

The Company:
Company
Seal

(Sgd)
Date: 25/7/98
(Sgd)
WITNESS
(Sgd)
SIGNATURE
Date: 25/7/98
(Sgd)
PRINT NAME
(Sgd)
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES

Labourer Group 1
Labourer Group 2
Labourer Group 3
Plaster, Fixer
Painter, Glazier
Signwriter
Carpenter
Bricklayer

Date of 1 August 1 February
Signing
1998
1999
Hourly Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
16.01
16.47
16.92
15.47
15.90
16.34
15.05
15.48
15.90
16.64
17.11
17.58
16.27
16.73
17.19
16.62
17.09
17.56
16.75
17.22
17.70
16.58
17.05
17.52

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
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Refractory Bricklayer
Stonemason
Rooftiler
Marker/Setter Out
Special Class T

Date of 1 August 1 February
Signing
1998
1999
Hourly Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
19.04
19.58
20.12
16.75
17.22
17.70
16.45
16.92
17.38
17.24
17.72
18.21
17.46
17.95
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 August 1 February
Signing
1998
1999
Hourly Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

6.99
9.16
12.49
14.65

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

6.84
8.95
12.20
14.32

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

6.99
9.14
12.47
14.63

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.04
9.21
12.56
14.73

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

6.96
9.12
12.43
14.59

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.04
9.21
12.56
14.73

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.38
10.31
12.05
14.14

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
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e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.80
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$2.15
Over
$4.4m
$2.75
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Up to
$500,000
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
Over
$4.4m

Site Allowance
NIL
$1.60
$1.80
$2.35

4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.60
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.80
Over
$4.4m
$2.35
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Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$500,000
NIL
Above $500,000 to $2.1m
$1.50
Above $2.1m to $4.4m
$1.70
Over
$4.4m
$1.95
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.1m
$1.20
Above $2.lm to 5.8m
$1.50
Above $5.8m to $11.6m
$1.75
Above $11.6m to $23.6m
$1.95
Above $23.6m to $58.6m
$2.25
Over $58.6m
$2.45
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
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9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or after 1 October, 1995.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE SERVICE
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT FOR POLICE ACT
EMPLOYEES 1998.
No. AG 129 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hon. Minister for Police
and
Western Australian Police Union of Workers.
No. AG 129 of 1998.
Western Australia Police Service Enterprise Agreement for
Police Act Employees 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
24 March 1999.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 129 OF 1998.
HAVING heard Mr M Bowler on behalf of the applicant and
Mr S Smith on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred in it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the document titled the Western Australia Police
Service Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees
1999, filed in the Commission on 23 March 1999 be and
is hereby registered as an Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE SERVICE
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT FOR POLICE ACT
EMPLOYEES 1999
1.—TITLE
This agreement under section 41 of the Industrial Relations
Act shall be known as the Western Australia Police Service
Enterprise Agreement for Police Act employees No AG 129
of 1999 and shall replace the Western Australia Police Service
Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees No AG 274
of 1996.
2.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This agreement shall apply in lieu of the Police Award 1965,
No. 2 of 1966 and the Aboriginal Police Aides Award, No. 31
of 1979.
3.—ARRANGEMENT
PART 1—Application And Operation Of Agreement
1. Title
2. Relationship to Parent Awards
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Arrangement
Term and Review
Area and Scope
Definitions
Named Parties and Estimated Number of Employees Bound upon Registration of Agreement
8. Single Bargaining Unit
9. Audit of 4% Second Tier and 1989 SEP
PART 11—Award Flexibility
10. Enterprise Flexibility
10A. Agreement Modernisation
PART III—Communication Consultation Dispute
Resolution And Award Compliance
11. Broad Agenda
12. Introduction of Change
13. Dispute Settlement Procedures
PART IV—Salaries
14. Salaries
15. National Training Wage
PART V—Hours Of Work
16. Hours of Duty
17. Part time
18. Overtime
PART VI—Allowances
19. On Call—Close Call—Standby Allowances
20. Shift Allowance
21. Additional Allowances
22. Pro rata Payment of Allowances
23. District Allowances
24. Motor Vehicle Allowances
25. Property Allowance
26. Higher Duties Allowance
27. Camping Allowances
28. Disturbance Allowance
29. Relieving Allowances
30. Transfer Allowances
31. Travelling Allowances
32. Adjustment of Re-imbursement Allowances
PART VII—Leave Of Absence
33. Annual Leave
34. Long Service Leave
35. Bereavement Leave
36. Parental Leave
37. Entitlement to Leave and Allowances through Illness or Injury
38. Medical and Hospital Expenses through Illness or
Injury Resulting from Duties
39. Medical and Pharmaceutical Expenses
40. Retirement, Removal or Death of an Employee
Schedules
Schedule A—Camping Allowances
Schedule B—District Allowances
Schedule C—District Allowance Boundaries
Schedule D—Motor Vehicle Allowances
Schedule E—Relieving Allowances
Schedule F—Travelling/Transfer Allowances
Appendice
Appendix 1—Productivity Initiatives and Major
Delta Reforms for Police Act Employees.
4.—TERM AND REVIEW
(1) This agreement shall operate for a period of two (2) years
and six (6) months on and from March 19, 1999.
(2) The parties shall commence negotiations for a new agreement twelve (12) months prior to expiry of the agreement.
(3) The pay quantum and efficiencies achieved as a result of
this agreement will remain and those rates will form the new
base pay rates for future agreements.
(4) This agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
its term until such time as either party withdraws from the
agreement by notification in writing to the other party and to
the Western Australia Industrial Relations Commission.
(5) In conducting the review the parties shall consider all
productivity initiatives introduced over the life of the
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agreement including those emanating from the ‘Delta Reform
Process’.
5.—AREA AND SCOPE
This agreement shall apply to all Members of the Western
Australia Police Force and aboriginal police liaison officers
appointed under the provisions of the Police Act, except those
whose salaries are recommended or determined pursuant to
the Salaries Allowances Act 1975 and shall operate over the
whole of the State of Western Australia.
6.—DEFINITIONS
“Aboriginal Police Liaison Officer” means an employee
appointed as an aboriginal police aide under the provisions of
the Police Act.
“Agreement” means this agreement.
“Award” means whichever award is appropriate out of the
Police Award 1965, No. 2 of 1966 or the Aboriginal Police
Aides Award, No. 31 of 1979 as amended from time to time
and any award or awards which replaces such awards.
“Camp of a Permanent Nature” for the purposes of Clause
27.—Camping Allowances means single room accommodation in skid mounted or mobile type units, caravans, or barrack
type accommodation or a vessel where the following are provided in the camp—
• Water is freely available;
• Ablutions including a toilet, shower or bath and laundry facilities;
• Hot water system;
• A kitchen, including a stove and table and chairs,
except in the case of a caravan equipped with its own
cooking and messing facilities;
• An electricity or power supply; and
• Beds and mattresses except in the case of caravans
containing sleeping accommodation.
For the purpose of this definition caravans located in caravan parks or other locations where the above are provided shall
be deemed a camp of permanent nature.
“Camp other than a Permanent Camp” for the purposes
of Clause 27.—Camping Allowances means a camp including
a vessel where any of the requirements defined in a “camp of
a permanent nature” are not provided.
“Commissioned Officer” means an employee appointed as
such under the provisions of the Police Act or Police Regulations or an employee acting as such.
“Commissioner” means the Commissioner of Police appointed pursuant to the provisions of the Police Act.
“Country Resident Officer in Charge” means an employee
who is officer in charge of a police station located outside the
metropolitan area who is required to occupy departmental quarters attached or adjacent thereto or an employee relieving in
such position. For the purposes of this definition Rottnest Island is considered outside the metropolitan area.
“Defacto Spouse” means a person of the opposite sex to the
employee who lives with the employee as the husband or wife
of the employee on a bona fide domestic basis, although not
legally married to the employee.
“Dentist” for the purposes of Clause 37.—Entitlement To
Leave And Allowances Through Illness Or Injury has the same
meaning as it has in the Dental Act 1939.
“Dependant” in relation to an employee (other than for the
purpose of district allowance) means—
1. spouse, including defacto spouse;
2. child/children; or
3. other dependent family;
who reside with the employee and who rely on the employee
for main support.
“Dependant” in relation to an employee (for the purpose of
district allowance) means—
1. a spouse; or
2. where there is no spouse, a child or any other relative resident within the State who rely on the
employee for their main support; who does not receive a district or location allowance of any kind.
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“Detective” shall mean an employee appointed as such.
“Emergency” means—
1. an unforeseen urgent crisis;
2. serious public disorder; and
3. searches;
but shall not include normal police activity or the prevention
of payment of any penalty provision covered by this agreement or normal police duty or a requirement to attend court
outside rostered shift.
“Employee” means any person appointed under the provisions of the Police Act as a Member of the Western Australia
Police Force or as an Aboriginal Police Liaison Officer.
“Employer” means the Hon Minister for Police.
“Family” in relation to an employee for the purposes of
Clause 37.—Entitlement To Leave And Allowances Through
Illness Or Injury means the employee, spouse and all dependent children attending school and to those dependent children
living with the employee who are unemployed.
“Headquarters” means the place in which the principal
work of an employee is carried out, as defined by the Commissioner.
“House” for the purposes of Clause 27—Camping Allowances means a house, duplex or cottage including transportable
type accommodation which is self contained and in which the
facilities prescribed for “Camp of a Permanent Nature” are
provided.
“Incapacity” means unfitness for and absence from duty as
a result of illness or injury and “incapacitated” shall be construed accordingly.
“Known Situations” for the purposes of Clause 16.—Hours
of Duty means operational circumstances which are not an
‘emergency’ or ‘public interest’ as defined but situations where
it is anticipated in advance that additional employees will be
needed on a particular shift.
“Manager” for the purposes of Clause 37.—Entitlement to
Leave and Allowances Through Illness and Injury Resulting
from Duty means the Manager of Health and Welfare Branch
of the Police Service.
“Medical Practitioner” has the same meaning as it has in
the Medical Act 1894.
“Medicare Benefits” has the same meaning as it has in the
Health Insurance Act 1973 of the Parliament of the Commonwealth.
“Member of the Police Force” means an employee appointed as such under the provisions of the Police Act.
“Metropolitan Area” means all of that area within a fifty
(50) kilometre radius of the Perth City Railway Station.
“Metropolitan Officer in Charge” means an employee
other than a commissioned officer who is officer in charge of
a police station in the metropolitan area or an employee relieving in such position. For the purposes of this definition
Rottnest Island is considered outside the metropolitan area.
“Motor Vehicle Allowances” The following expressions
shall have the following meaning in respect to Motor Vehicle
Allowances—
1. “A year” means twelve (12) months commencing
on the 1st day of July and ending on the 30th day of
June next following.
2. “Metropolitan Area” means that area within a radius of fifty (50) kilometres from the Perth City
Railway Station.
3. “South West Land Division” means the south west
land division as defined by section 28 of the Land
Act, 1933-1972 excluding the area contained within
the metropolitan area.
4. “Rest of State” means that area south of 23.5 degrees south latitude, excluding the metropolitan area
and the south west land division.
“North West” means all that part of the State north of the
26th° south parallel of latitude and shall be deemed to include
Shark Bay.
“Operational Duties” for the purposes of Clause 14.—Salaries and Clause 18.—Overtime shall mean attendance by a
Country Resident Officer in Charge or a Metropolitan Officer
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in Charge as defined at such matters as serious or fatal traffic
accidents, serious public disorder including domestics, urgent
searches, serious crimes or attendance at his or her police station in such events but shall not include the requirement to
perform routine daily tasks associated with the responsibilities of an Officer in Charge.
“Part Time Employee” means an employee who is regularly employed to work less than forty (40) hours per week.
“Partial Dependant” in relation to an employee (for the
purpose of District Allowance) means—
1. a spouse; or
2. where there is no spouse, a child or any other relative resident within the State who rely on the
employee for their main support;
who receives a district or location allowance of any kind less
than that applicable to an employee without dependants under
any award, agreement or other provision regulating the employment of the partial dependant.
“Pharmaceutical Chemist” has the same meaning as it has
in the Pharmacy Act 1964.
“Police Service” means the Western Australia Police Service or Western Australia Police Department.
“Practicable” means practicable in the fair and reasonable
opinion of the Commissioner: Provided that if any dispute shall
arise as to whether in any case such opinion is fair and reasonable, the matter in dispute shall be referred for determination
to a Board of Reference established under Section 48 of the
Industrial Relations Act.
“Public Event” shall be deemed to include the following:
The Christmas/New Year Road Safety Campaign, Easter Road
Safety Campaign, Channel 7 Christmas Pageant, Royal Agriculture Society Show, PMFM Lotto Skyworks, Anzac Day
Services and Marches, City to Surf Fun Run and/or similar
such events.
“Public Interest” means—
1. protection of life or property caused by extraordinary events; and
2. security for Heads of State/Public Figures and special events; and
3. searches;
but shall not include normal police activity or the prevention
of payment of any penalty provision covered by this agreement in normal police duty or a requirement to attend court
outside a rostered shift.
“Public Transport” means any means of public transport
approved by the Commissioner.
“Recruit in Training” means an employee undertaking
Academy based initial training as a member of the Police
Force.
“Region” means region of the State within the meaning of
Section 39(2) of the Police Act 1892.
“Special Area” means—
(a) any portion of the State that is—
(i) east of longitude 119 degrees east; or
(ii) north of the 26 degrees of south latitude
(b) Yalgoo, Mount Magnet, Cue and Meekatharra; and
(c) any area outside the State designated a special area
by the Minister.
“Spouse” means a person of the opposite sex to the employee who is legally married to the employee, including
defacto spouse.
“Union” means the Western Australian Police Union of
Workers.
7.—NAMED PARTIES AND ESTIMATED NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES BOUND UPON REGISTRATION OF
AGREEMENT
The named parties to this agreement are The Western Australian Police Union of Workers, 639 Murray Street, West Perth
6005, and The Minister of Police, 30th Floor, Allendale Square,
77 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000.
As at March 19, 1999 the number of employees subject to
this agreement totalled 4300.
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8.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) This agreement has been negotiated through a Single
Bargaining Unit which comprised both management and union representatives.
(2) The Single Bargaining Unit parties established a Negotiating Committee responsible for negotiating the enterprise
agreement.
9.—AUDIT OF 4% SECOND TIER AND 1989 SEP
(1) A complete audit of structural efficiency initiatives since
the Restructuring and Efficiency Principle 1987 has been completed and the parties confirm that none of the previous
initiatives form part of this agreement.
(2) The parties agree that matters arising from previous industrial agreements or award changes emanating from the
Restructuring and Efficiency Principle of 1987, the Structural
Efficiency Principles of the 1988 and 1989 National and State
Wage Cases and the 1991-2 special case shall not be counted
when considering the productivity benefits and salary improvements arising from this agreement.
10.—ENTERPRISE FLEXIBILITY
This clause establishes a process to enable subsequent agreements to be negotiated at the enterprise level to enable the
enterprise or workplace to operate more efficiently, according
to its particular needs. The process will be as follows—
(a) At each enterprise or workplace, consultative mechanisms and procedures appropriate to the organisation
shall be established comprising representatives of the
employer and employees.
(b) The particular mechanism and procedures established
shall be appropriate to the size, structure and needs
of the enterprise and/or workplace.
(c) Employees are entitled to consult with and be represented by the Western Australian Police Union.
(d) Before the agreement is finalised the parties must
take reasonable steps to—
• explain the likely effect of the proposed agreement to the employees affected; and
• explain its likely consequences if approved by
the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
(e) The proposed agreement shall be available to all employees who may be affected by the agreement.
(f) The application to register the agreement shall be
filed with the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission by the employer or union at which time
a copy shall be served on the relevant parties. The
Western Australian Police Union may not unreasonably object to the application or oppose any
agreement if the majority of employees affected have
agreed to the changes.
(g) Subject to the provisions of this clause, if an agreement has been reached by the employer and a
majority of employees affected and the agreement
complies with the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission’s principles formulated in the
course of proceedings in which a General Order is
made under Section 51, then such an agreement to
amend the agreement shall be submitted to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
Alternatively, if the agreement includes the union it
may also be registered pursuant to Section 41.
10.A—AGREEMENT MODERNISATION
(1) The parties are committed to modernising the terms of
the agreement so that it provides for more flexible and efficient working arrangements, enhances productivity, improves
the quality of working life, skills and job satisfaction and assists positively in the restructuring process.
(2) In conjunction with testing the current agreement structure the union is prepared to discuss all matters raised by the
Commissioner for increased flexibility and efficiency. As such,
any discussions with the Commissioner must be premised on
the following understanding—
(a) The majority of employees stationed in the section,
station or branch must genuinely agree.
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(b) No employee will lose income as a result of the
change.
(c) The union must be party to the agreement, in particular, where the employees at any section, station
or branch are holding discussions which would require any agreement variation. The union shall be
invited to participate.
(d) The union shall not unreasonably oppose any agreement.
(e) Subject to the provision of this agreement, any agreement reached may require ratification by the
Commission.
(3) Should an agreement be reached pursuant to subclause
(2) hereof and that agreement requires an agreement variation, no party will oppose the agreement variation.
(4) There shall be no limitation on any agreement matter
being raised for discussion.
11.—BROAD AGENDA
In coming to agreement, the parties have acknowledged the
need to consider a Broad Agenda in accordance with the State
and National Wage Fixing Principles.
The Commissioner recognises the commitment of employees to the implementation of the Delta Program. This program
involves a review of the purpose and direction of the Department, the promotion system, civilianisation, productivity
improvement and the development of a new human resource
function. Areas for consideration include—
Purpose and Direction
• Determining customers and their needs
• Determining the needs of Government
• Integration of organisational mission into other aspects of the organisation
• Measurement of organisational performance
• Recognition, determination and focus upon core business
• Strategic management and planning concepts
Organisational Structure
• Structural options
• Integration of support and specialist functions
• Impact of structure on accountability and reporting
lines
• Number of reporting lines
• Impact of rank and structure on organisational processes and decision making
• Role of Police Board
• Committees and specialist squads
Management Practice
• Management accountabilities
• Management processes
• Work practices
• Performance management
• Communication
• Decision making processes
• Management education, development and training
Human and Physical Resources
• Promotion system
• Accommodation
• Operational equipment requirements
• Management of human resources
• Limited function police employees
• Civilianisation
• Contracting out
• Operational and management training
• Relationships between sworn and unsworn personnel
• Digital communication system
Financial and Resource Management
• Linking of budget to planning function
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• Long and short term planning processes
• Centralisation/decentralisation of financial control
• Autonomy and accountability for financial management
• Performance management
• Management information systems
12.—INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE
(1) Commissioner’s Duty to Notify
(a) Where the Commissioner has made a definite decision
to introduce major changes in production, program, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to have significant
effects on employees, the Commissioner shall notify the employees who may be affected by the proposed changes and the
union.
(b) “Significant effects” include termination of employment,
major changes in the composition, operation or size of the
Commissioner’s workforce or in the skills required; the elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion
opportunities or job tenure; the alteration of hours of work;
the need for retraining or transfer of employees to other work
or locations and restructuring of jobs. Provided that where this
Agreement makes provision for alteration of any of the matters referred to in this clause an alteration shall be deemed not
to have significant effect.
(2) Commissioner’s Duty to Discuss Change
(a) The Commissioner shall discuss with the employees affected and the union, inter alia, the introduction of the changes
referred to in subclause (1) hereof, the effects the changes are
likely to have on employees, measures to avert or mitigate the
adverse effects of such changes on employees and shall give
prompt consideration to matters raised by the employees and/
or the union in relation to the changes.
(b) The discussion shall commence as early as practicable after a firm decision has been made by the
Commissioner to make the changes referred to in subclause
(1) of this clause.
(c) For the purposes of such discussion, the Commissioner shall provide to the employees concerned and the
union, all relevant information about the changes including the nature of the changes proposed; the expected effects
of the changes on employees and any other matters likely
to affect employees provided that the Commissioner shall
not be required to disclose confidential information the
disclosure of which would be inimical to the Commissioner’s interest.
13.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
Preamble
(1) The parties to this agreement recognise they have differing roles and responsibilities. Accordingly, the union recognises
the Commissioner has a statutory and public responsibility to
the public of Western Australia and the Commissioner recognises the union has the right to take appropriate action to protect
and improve the working conditions and remuneration of its
members.
In recognising their differing roles and responsibilities the
parties accept the need for a dispute settlement procedure and
commitment to same. Subsequently, the parties to this agreement are committed to avoiding industrial disputes and
resolving differences by—
(a) providing a mutually satisfactory procedure for dealing with disputes;
(b) clearly identifying the issue;
(c) engaging expeditiously in consultations and/or negotiations;
(d) acting in accordance with the rules of natural justice;
(e) endeavouring to resolve issues at the local level or
wherever is most practicable for an amicable resolution; and
(f) treating all issues with utmost confidentiality.
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(2) Any questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this
industrial agreement will be dealt with in accordance with the
following procedures—
(a) Stage 1
(i) Any employee or group of employees with a
question, dispute or disagreement should discuss the matter with his or her immediate
supervisor or union representative in the first
instance.
(ii) The supervisor or union representative is to
investigate the matter. If the matter cannot be
resolved or an authoritative answer given on
the day the issue is raised, then a response
should be provided within three (3) days.
(iii) Should a response require time to establish an
answer, the supervisor shall keep the
employee(s) informed of his or her progress
in resolving the matter.
(b) Stage 2
(i) If the employee(s) continue to be aggrieved
or the issue is still in dispute, the matter is to
be discussed between the employee’s representative and the Commissioner’s nominated
representative and an attempt made to resolve
the matter. Notification of any question or disagreement may be made verbally and/or in
writing.
(ii) At any stage, the parties may individually or
collectively seek advice from any appropriate
organisation or person in an attempt to resolve
the matter.
(iii) If the matter is not resolved within five (5)
working days of the date of notification in (i)
hereof, either party may notify the General
Secretary of the union (or his or her nominee),
or the Commissioner (or his or her nominee
of the existence of a dispute or disagreement).
(iv) The General Secretary of the union (or his or
her nominee) and the Commissioner (or his or
her nominee) shall confer on the matters notified by the parties within five (5) working days
and—
(aa) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be
advised within two (2) working days—
(bb) where there is disagreement on any
matter it may be submitted to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
(c) Stage 3
Where any matter is referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission is not resolved
by conciliation, it may be resolved by arbitration in
accordance with the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the State Wage Principles.
Provided that with effect from 22 November, 1997 it
is required that persons involved in the question, dispute or difficulty shall confer among themselves and
make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes or difficulties before taking those matters to
the Commission.
14.—SALARIES
(1) Rates of Pay
The salary rates are payable in respect of ordinary hours of
duty as provided in Clause 16—Hours of Duty of this agreement. The rates prescribed for commissioned officers shall
include allowance for duties performed beyond forty (40) hours
per week and for work performed on public holidays and at
weekends. The rates prescribed for Country Resident Officers
in Charge and Metropolitan Officers in Charge as defined shall
include allowance for all duties performed beyond forty (40)
hours over the five (5) rostered working days in a week and on
weekly leave days other than on ‘operational duties’ as defined in Clause 6.—Definitions of this agreement on weekly
leave days.
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The amounts prescribed in Column A are the rates of pay
contained in Industrial Agreement No AG 274 of 1996.
The amounts prescribed in Column B reflect a 3.5% increase
in the agreement rate (Column A) and apply on and from March
19, 1999.
The amounts prescribed in Column C reflect a 7% increase
in the agreement rate (Column A) and apply on and from July
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27, 1999, subject to achieving the goals contained in Appendix 1.
The amounts prescribed in Column D reflect a 2% increase
on the rates contained in Column C and apply on and from
July 27, 2000.
The existing rates for Country Resident Officers in Charge
and new rates for Metropolitan Officers in Charge as defined
include an additional amount of $2340 per annum.

COLUMN A
Current

COLUMN B
3.5% on
and from
March 19,
1999

(a) COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
Commander Grade I
Commander Grade II
Superintendent Grade I
Superintendent Grade II
Inspector Base Rate

$
91,190
86,745
80,987
76,661
67,721

$
94,382
89,781
83,822
79,344
70,091

(b) SERGEANT RANKS
Senior Sergeant (Country Resident OIC)—Base Rate
Senior Sergeant (Metropolitan OIC)
Senior Sergeant—Base Rate
Sergeant (Country Resident OIC)—Base Rate
Sergeant (Metropolitan OIC)
Sergeant—Base Rate

57,360
55,020
55,020
50,701
48,361
48,361

61,708
59,286
56,946
54,816
52,394
50,054

63,715
61,211
58,871
56,590
54,086
51,746

64,989
62,435
60,048
57,722
55,168
52,781

(c) OTHER RANKS
Senior Constable (Country Resident OIC) -Base Rate
Senior Constable (Metropolitan OIC)
Senior Constable Base Rate
Constable First Class

46,021
43,681
43,681
40,756

49,972
47,550
45,210
42,182

51,582
49,079
46,739
43,609

52,614
50,061
47,674
44,481

38,299
37,246
36,193
34,906
34,906
25,834

39,639
38,550
37,460
36,128
36,128
26,738

40,980
39,853
38,727
37,349
37,349
27,642

41,800
40,650
39,502
38,096
38,096
28,195

36,646
33,673
32,430

37,929
34,852
33,565

39,211
36,030
34,700

39,995
36,751
35,394

RANK

CONSTABLE
5th year of service & thereafter
4th year of service
3rd year of service
2nd year of service
1st year of service
Recruits in Training
(d) ABORIGINAL POLICE LIAISON OFFICERS
Senior Aboriginal Police Liaison Officer
First Class Aboriginal Police Liaison Officer
Aboriginal Police Liaison Officer

(e) The following transitionary arrangements applied to
employees who as at 31 July 1992 were at the rank
of Sergeant and qualified for promotion to the rank
of Senior Sergeant.
(i) For employees at the substantive rank of sergeant past service as a substantive sergeant up
to a maximum of six (6) years was recognised
and in addition to the rate for sergeant—Base
Rate additional amounts are paid in recognition of that service in the following categories.
Category A—2 years service but less than 4
years.
Category B—4 years service but less than 6
years.
Category C—6 years service or more.
(aa) with effect on and from March 19, 1999
the rates are as follows—
Category A
$727 per annum
Category B
$1,556 per annum
Category C
$2,665 per annum
(bb) with effect on and from July 27, 1999,
subject to achieving the goals contained
in Appendix 1, the rates are as follows—
Category A
$751 per annum

COLUMN C COLUMN D
2nd
3rd
increment
increment
to 7% on
of 2% on
and from
and from
July 27, 1999 July 27, 2000
$
$
97,573
99,524
92,817
94,673
86,656
88,389
82,027
83,668
72,461
73,910

Category B
$1,608 per annum
Category C
$2,755 per annum
(cc) with effect on and from July 27, 2000,
the rates are as follows—
Category A
$766 per annum
Category B
$1,640 per annum
Category C
$2,810 per annum
(ii) Employees at the substantive rank of Sergeant
who were not qualified for promotion to the
rank of Senior Sergeant on 31 July 1992 but
who passed examination for promotion to the
rank of First Class Sergeant during 1992 translated in the same manner as those in
subparagraph (i) of this paragraph effective
from 18 December 1992.
(iii) Employees who were at the substantive rank
of First Class Sergeant prior to 31 July 1992
translated to category C in subparagraph (i) of
this paragraph.
(iv) Employees at the substantive rank of Sergeant
and the brevet rank of First Class Sergeant
prior to 31 July 1992 translate as category C
in subparagraph (i) of this paragraph whilst in
the brevet position and if qualified for promotion to the rank of Senior Sergeant at the time
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of reverting to Sergeant revert to the appropriate category in subparagraph (i) of this
paragraph which recognises past service up to
a maximum of six (6) years since his or her
substantive appointment at Sergeant rank.
(f) (i) Employees at the rank of Inspector will be paid
as Inspector—Base Rate and after 2 years substantive service at that rank will, subject to
satisfactory performance assessed by an appropriate performance appraisal system, be
eligible for a Performance Increment. The
quantum of the increment will be $3,636 per
annum with effect on and from March 19,
1999.
(ii) With effect on and from July 27, 1999, subject to achieving the goals contained in
Appendix 1, the amount of the performance
increment is increased to $3,759 per annum.
(iii) With effect on and from July 27, 2000, the
amount of the performance increment is increased to $3,834 per annum.
(g) (i) No earlier than two (2) years after being appointed to the substantive rank of Senior
Constable, Sergeant and Senior Sergeant and
subject to satisfactory performance assessed
by an appropriate performance appraisal system, employees are eligible to be paid
Performance Increment 1.
(ii) In addition, subject to satisfactory performance assessed by an appropriate performance
appraisal system, employees are eligible for
Performance Increment 2 no earlier than two
(2) years after becoming eligible for Performance Increment 1.
(iii) With effect on and from March 19, 1999, the
quantum of the increments are as follows—
Per Annum ($)
Senior Constable
Performance Increment 1
727
Performance Increment 2
829
Sergeant
Performance Increment 1
727
Performance Increment 2
829
Senior Sergeant
Performance Increment 1
848
Performance Increment 2
1,090
(iv) With effect on and from July 27, 1999, subject to achieving the goals contained in
Appendix 1, the quantum of the increments
will be as follows—
Senior Constable
Performance Increment 1
751
Performance Increment 2
857
Sergeant
Performance Increment 1
751
Performance Increment 2
857
Senior Sergeant
Performance Increment 1
876
Performance Increment 2
1,127
(v) With effect on and from July 27, 2000, the
quantum of the increments will be as follow—
Senior Constable
Performance Increment 1
766
Performance Increment 2
874
Sergeant
Performance Increment 1
766
Performance Increment 2
874
Senior Sergeant
Performance Increment 1
894
Performance Increment 2
1,150
(h) Hours worked in excess of forty (40) in a week on a
voluntary basis at sporting or other public events shall
be considered ordinary hours of duty and paid in accordance with the hourly rate prescribed in subclause
(2) of this clause.
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(2) (a) For the purpose of ascertaining the rate per fortnight
the total annual salary shall be multiplied by twelve (12) and
divided by three hundred and thirteen (313).
(b) For the purpose of ascertaining the rate per day the rate
per fortnight shall be divided by ten (10).
(c) For the purpose of ascertaining the rate per hour the annual salary prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause shall be
divided by three hundred and thirteen (313), multiplied by
twelve (12) and divided by eighty (80).
(3) An employee’s salary shall be paid by direct funds transfer to the credit of an account nominated by the employee at a
bank, building society or credit union approved by the Under
Treasurer or an Accountable Officer; provided that where such
form of payment is impracticable or where some exceptional
circumstances exist, and by agreement between the Minister
and the Union, payment by cheque may be made.
(4) A constable shall not proceed to the 3rd year of service
salary increment until at least two (2) years service from the
date of induction into academy training and the satisfactory
completion of the probationary period.
(5) Where an employee has previous relevant experience in
the Western Australia Police Force the Commissioner may take
this into consideration in re-engaging such an employee. The
Commissioner has absolute discretion to —
(a) exempt the employee from undertaking part or full
academy training; and/or
(b) waive the requirements for the employee to undertake a period of probation; and/or
(c) appoint the employee to a rank and salary which recognises the previous relevant police force experience.
(6) (a) A part-time employee shall be paid a proportion of
the appropriate full time salary contained in this clause dependant on the number of hours worked. The salary shall be
calculated in accordance with the following formula:
Hours worked per
x
Full-time fortnightly
fortnight
salary
________________
________________
80
1
(b) Subject to meeting the performance criteria applicable
to a full time employee a part time employee shall be entitled
to all available salary increments, on a pro rata basis by calculating the hours worked by the part-time employee each
fortnight as a proportion of eighty (80).
(7) Recovery of Overpayments
(a) Any overpayments made in a given pay period will be
deducted from the employees pay in the following pay period
or periods at the same rate at which it was initially overpaid.
(b) If deduction in this manner should cause undue financial
hardship a lesser rate of repayment may be negotiated.
(8) Salary Packaging
(a) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with
the WA Police Service Flexible Remuneration Packaging
Agreement or any similar salary packaging arrangements offered by the employer.
(b) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
(c) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
i) The base salary;
ii) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading, commuted shift allowances, commuted overtime
allowance;
iii) Non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
iv) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
v) Any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
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(d) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(e) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(f) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(g) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee under the salary packaging agreement or the provision
of employer benefits under the salary packaging agreement,
such tax, penalties and any other costs shall be borne by the
employee.
(h) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause or any other reason as agreed between the
employee and the employer, the employee may vary or cancel
a salary packaging arrangement.
(i) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(j) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement
to salary packaging on request from an employee.
(k) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
15.—NATIONAL TRAINING WAGE
The parties agree that the terms of the National Training
Wage Interim Award 1994 (NTWA) [print L5189 (No. 277)]
as varied shall be complied with by the parties as though bound
by clause 3 of that award.
16.—HOURS OF DUTY
(1) (a) The ordinary hours of duty for employees other than
commissioned officers, country resident officers in charge and
metropolitan officers in charge as defined and those under the
arrangements provided under subclause (8) of this clause shall
average forty (40) per week to be worked as 8 hour shifts over
any 5 days of the week.
(b) There shall be no fixed hours for commissioned officers
who shall be on duty as required.
(c) The hours of duty of employees designated as “country
resident officer in charge” or “metropolitan officer in charge”
as defined or an employee relieving in such positions shall
include all duties performed beyond forty (40) hours over the
five (5) rostered working days in a week and on weekly leave
days other than on operational duties as defined in Clause 6.—
Definitions of this agreement on weekly leave days.
(d) An employee, other than a commissioned officer, rostered
off duty who returns on a voluntary basis for additional duties
at sporting or other public events shall be paid at the hourly
rate provided in paragraph (c) of subclause (2) of Clause 14.—
Salaries. In such instances the other provisions of this
agreement are suspended and the provisions of Clause 18.—
Overtime shall not apply.
In the event that cancellation of the sporting or other public
event occurs within twelve (12) hours of the contracted starting time for the sporting or other public event, employees not
previously notified of the cancellation will be compensated
by payment of two (2) hours pay at the ordinary rate of pay.
(2) Subject to subclause (8) of this Clause—
(a) Employees shall be designated to work ordinary hours
of duty in the category of shifts as set out below.
(i) Day shift—any shift which commences on or
between the hours of 6.00 am and 10.00 am.
(ii) Afternoon shift—any shift which commences
on or between the hours of 2.00 pm and 6.00
pm each day.
(iii) Night shift—any shift which commences on
or between the hours of 7.00 pm and 12.00
midnight each day.
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(b) Employees may be rostered to perform duties on
more than one (1) category of shift during any weekly
period. However such a combination of shifts shall
be subject to the following provisions.
(i) An employee may be rostered to work on day
and afternoon shifts in any weekly period.
(ii) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this
subclause any combination of day/night and
afternoon/night shifts shall not be rostered.
(iii) The combination will not be alternated on a
daily basis ie day-afternoon-day-afternoon-day
or afternoon-day-afternoon-day-afternoon.
(iv) Shifts shall be distributed equally between all
shift working employees during a three month
roster cycle or such other cycle as agreed between the supervisor and majority of affected
employees.
(v) Where as a result of attendance at court from
matters arising during the course of an employees duties, a combination of afternoon and
day shift is rostered in any week, an amount
equivalent to the shift allowance provided under Clause 20. Shift Allowance of this
agreement shall be paid for each day of attendance at court.
(c) Shifts of eight (8) continuous hours shall be worked
as required by local conditions provided—
(i) that due to local conditions and in accordance
with the safety and welfare requirements of
the employees, additional employees may be
rostered from day shift onto an afternoon or
night shift in any week to cover known situations on particular days; and
(ii) such changes as prescribed in sub paragraph
(i) of this paragraph shall be indicated in advance on rosters when rosters are posted in
accordance with subclause (6) of this clause;
(3) Subject to any arrangements under sub clause (8) of this
clause or any arrangements under (2)(b) of this clause the starting times of shifts may be varied daily and remain constant
within the parameters of the identified day, afternoon or night
shift.
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause the daily
hours may be worked as a broken shift—
(a) if the employee applies in writing for permission to
work such shifts; and
(b) if both the Commissioner and the Union agree.
(5) (a) Each ordinary shift shall include a meal period of
forty (40) minutes which shall commence at a time within the
4th, 5th or 6th hour of the commencement of a shift. This
meal period shall be considered as time worked.
(b) Should circumstances arise whereby an employee is prevented by continuous duty from partaking a meal commencing
at a time within the 4th, 5th or 6th hour of the commencement of
a shift such employee shall be reimbursed in accordance with
the rate prescribed by Item F15 of Schedule F, provided that an
employee shall only be entitled to one (1) claim per shift.
(c) The employee’s total reimbursement under this subclause
for any one pay period shall not exceed the amount prescribed
by Item F16 of Schedule F. The Commissioner may grant the
payment of this allowance in excess of five (5) days per pay
period if satisfied the claim is warranted.
(d) The provisions of this subclause shall not apply to an
employee in receipt of any entitlement prescribed under Clause
31.—Travelling Allowances or Clause 29.—Relieving Allowances or Clause 27.—Camping Allowances of this agreement.
(6) A roster shall be posted at each place of employment not
later than 1.00pm on the Tuesday preceding the week to be
worked showing hours of duty and rest days for the ensuing
week. Such roster may be varied or suspended by the Officer
in Charge in an emergency or where such action is in the public interest.
(7) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause an employee
shall where practicable be given twenty four (24) hours notice
of any alteration of his or her rostered shift,
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(b) Subject to the provisions of this clause an employee shall
where practicable be allowed a break between shifts in the
following terms—
(i) Other than in an “emergency” or in the “public interest” as defined in this agreement an employee shall
be allowed at least ten (10) consecutive hours off
duty between the end of one ordinary shift and the
commencement of the next ordinary hours shift.
(ii) Where an employee who has not had at least ten (10)
consecutive hours off duty since the completion of
his or her last ordinary shift is fatigued due to authorised overtime and there is four (4) hours or more
of the next rostered shift remaining to be worked,
the employee may, with the approval of his or her
officer in charge, be excused from such part of the
shift to allow the designated break and shall be
deemed to have commenced that shift at the rostered
start time. Where a part shift is worked a shift penalty, if appropriate, will be paid.
(iii) Where an employee who has not had at least ten (10)
consecutive hours off duty since the completion of
his or her last ordinary shift is fatigued due to authorised overtime and there are less than four (4)
hours of the rostered shift remaining to be worked,
the employee may, with the approval of his or her
officer in charge, be excused from duty and shall be
deemed to have worked the shift. However in these
circumstances, a shift penalty will not be paid.
(iv) Where the overtime incurred between ordinary shifts
exceeds (4) hours (and the employee has not had at
least ten (10) consecutive hours off duty between the
end of one ordinary shift and the commencement of
the next) the employee may, with the approval of his
or her officer in charge, be excused from the next
rostered shift in lieu of the overtime incurred. In these
circumstances, a shift penalty if appropriate, will be
paid.
(v) Overtime is to be documented as directed by the
Commissioner.
(vi) An employee seeking to be excused from his or her
next rostered shift or part shift must personally contact his or her officer in charge or another officer in
authority for approval prior to the commencement
of the shift. Such approval shall not be withheld except in an “emergency” or in the public interest as
defined.
(8) (a) The shift arrangement prescribed in this clause may
be varied to meet the needs of a particular workplace. Such
changes must be premised on the understanding that the majority of the employees stationed at that workplace must
genuinely agree.
(b) Such variation in shift arrangements may include any
variation or combination of a minimum of six (6) and a maximum of ten (10) hour shifts and in excess of five (5) shifts in
a week or forty (40) hours per week.
(c) The arrangements in this subclause may be further varied to allow shifts of twelve (12) hours and in excess of forty
(40) hours per week to be worked in the Police Communications Branch.
(d) Where shifts of other than eight (8) hours are worked,
meal periods and commencement time of meal periods allowed
under subclause (5) of this clause and shift penalties provided
under subclause (1) of Clause 20.—Shift Allowance shall be
allowed on a pro-rata basis according to the number of hours
in the shift.
(9) Where practicable, an employee should be allowed four
(4) rostered weekends off duty over each period of twelve (12)
weeks.
17.—PART TIME
(1) Hours
(a) Notwithstanding other provisions contained in this clause,
a part-time employee may be employed to work less than forty
(40) hours per week. The provisions of Clause 16.—Hours of
Duty shall apply on a pro rata basis.
(b) An employee’s regular part-time hours may be varied by
the Commissioner with the consent of the employee and where
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this occurs time worked up to eight (8) hours on any day or a
total of less than forty (40) hours in a week or any arrangement under subclause (8) of Clause 16.—Hours of Duty of
this agreement is not overtime but an extension of the contract
hours for that day or week.
(2) Overtime
All time worked in excess of forty (40) hours in a week or
eight (8) hours in a day except where other ordinary hours
shifts arrangements are being worked. In such cases overtime
shall be paid for periods in excess of the ordinary hours being
worked on a shift.
(3) Salary
(a) A part-time employee shall be paid a proportion of the
appropriate full-time salary contained in subclause (1) of
Clause 14.—Salaries dependent on the number of hours
worked. The salary shall be calculated in accordance with the
following formula—
Hours Worked Per Fortnight
80

X

Full-Time Fortnightly Salary
1

(b) Subject to meeting the performance criteria applicable
to a full-time employee, a part-time employee shall be entitled
to all available salary increments on a pro rata basis by calculating the hours worked by the part-time employee each
fortnight as a proportion of eighty (80).
(4) Shift Allowance
A part-time employee working ordinary hours shifts of other
than eight (8) hours; on Monday to Friday commencing prior
to 6.00 am or concluding after 6.00 pm; or at any time on a
Saturday or Sunday, shall be paid a proportion of the allowance contained in subclause (1) of Clause 20.—Shift Allowance
of the agreement.
(5) Additional Allowances
Where a part-time employee is eligible for payment of an
allowance under Clause 21.—Additional Allowances of this
agreement, such allowance shall be calculated on the proportion of total hours worked by the employee in that year to the
total standard hours had the employee been employed on a
full-time basis for the year.
(6) District Allowance
Part-time employees shall be paid a proportion of the appropriate district allowance contained in Schedule B in accordance
with the following formula—
Hours Worked Per Fortnight X Appropriate Rate of District Allowance
80
1

(7) Long Service Leave
Payment made for long service leave granted to an employee
who has been employed on a part-time basis or on both a fulltime and part-time basis during a qualifying period shall be
adjusted according to the hours worked by the employee, subject to the following—
(a) If an employee consistently worked on a part-time
basis for a regular number of hours during the whole
of the employee’s qualifying service, the employee
shall continue to be paid the salary determined on
that basis during the long service leave.
(b) A part-time employee shall have the same entitlement to long service leave as full-time employees.
However, payment made during such periods of long
service leave shall be adjusted according to the hours
worked by the employee during that accrual period.
(8) Annual Leave
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions contained in Clause 33.—
Annual Leave of this agreement, the salary payable to a
part-time employee during the period of leave shall be calculated, based on the fortnightly salary at the time the leave is
taken, in accordance with the following formula—
Hours Worked Per Fortnight
80

X

Full-Time Fortnightly Salary
1

(b) A loading of 18.75% proportioned according to the
number of hours worked shall be paid to employees in December in the calendar year in which the leave accrues,
calculated on the agreement rate of pay with respect to a maximum of five (5) weeks annual leave. Provided that in no case
shall the loading exceed the amount set out in the Australian
Bureau of Census and Statistics publication for “Average
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Weekly Earnings per Male Employed Unit in WA” for the
September quarter immediately preceding the date the leave
became due.
(c) Part-time employees are entitled to annual leave travel
concessions on a pro rata basis according to the usual
number of hours worked per week. Travelling time shall
be calculated on a pro rata basis according to the number
of hours worked.
(9) Other Provisions
Other provisions apply on a pro rata basis.
18.—OVERTIME
(1) An employee may be required to work reasonable overtime and such employee shall work overtime in accordance
with such requirement.
(2) (a) Overtime for localities or stations other than those
determined by the Commissioner in subclause (7) of this clause
shall mean—
(i) all time worked in excess of forty (40) hours in a
week on operational duties as defined in Clause 6.—
Definitions of this agreement on weekly leave days
in the case of a Metropolitan Officer in Charge and a
Country Resident Officer in Charge who shall have
no fixed daily hours of duty.
(ii) all time worked in excess of forty (40) hours in a
week or eight (8) on any day in any other case for a
full time employee, except for those working the arrangements provided in paragraph (c) of this
subclause, recruits in training, Country Resident
Officers in Charge and Metropolitan Resident Officers in Charge; and
(iii) all time worked in excess of forty (40) hours in a
week or eight (8) hours in a day in the case of a part
time employee except for the arrangements provided
in paragraph (c) of this subclause.
(b) Overtime shall be paid at the rate of time and one half for
the first three (3) hours and double time thereafter.
(c) The provisions contained in subparagraph (ii) and
subparagraph (iii) of paragraph (a) of this subclause shall not
apply where other ordinary hours shift arrangements are being worked in accordance with subclause (8) of Clause 16.Hours of Duty. In such cases overtime shall be paid for periods in excess of the ordinary hours being worked on a shift.
(3) An employee required to return to work outside his or
her rostered hours of duty shall be paid the following minimum payments at overtime rates—
(a) on either weekly leave days, three (3) hours plus one
(1) hour travelling time;
(b) during any other off duty period one (1) hour plus
one (1) hour travelling time.
(4) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause—
(i) an employee required to work a minimum of two
(2) hours overtime in conjunction with a rostered
shift shall be allowed a meal break of thirty (30)
minutes at the completion of the first two (2)
hours overtime.
(ii) an employee required to work a minimum of four
(4) hours overtime when recalled to work outside
his or her rostered shift, but not continuous to a shift,
shall be allowed a meal break of thirty (30) minutes
within five (5) hours thirty (30) minutes of the overtime commencing. In each instance, the employee
shall be entitled to further meal breaks of thirty (30)
minutes after each further five (5) hours of overtime
from the previous meal period.
(b) An employee having a meal break in accordance with
paragraph (a) of this subclause may be required to remain under the direction of a Senior Officer in Charge during such
meal break and if so required the time shall be considered as
time worked.
(c) (i) Where an employee has not been notified the previous day or earlier of a requirement to work overtime, the
Commissioner shall provide the employee with a meal for each
meal break the employee is entitled to pursuant to paragraph
(a) of this subclause.
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(ii) Where the Commissioner fails to provide a meal and the
employee certifies that he or she purchased a meal, six dollars
and sixty five cents ($6.65) shall be paid to the employee in
lieu of each such meal.
(iii) Provided that where any meal break prescribed by paragraph (a) of this subclause is unable to be taken by the employee
due to operational requirements and the employee foregoes
such meal break in accordance with paragraph (b) of this
subclause a meal shall be provided by the Commissioner at
the completion of the overtime or where no meal is supplied
by the Commissioner and the employee certifies that a meal
was purchased, the employee shall be paid six dollars and sixty
five cents ($6.65) in lieu of such meal.
(d) When an employee has been notified the previous day or
earlier of a requirement to work overtime and such employee
supplies him or herself with a meal which is not partaken due
to either—
(i) the overtime being cancelled on that day, or
(ii) the overtime being continuous to such an extent that
the employee cannot partake of the meal, such employee shall be paid an allowance of six dollars and
sixty five cents ($6.65) in lieu.
(e) An employee shall not be entitled to a meal allowance
under the terms of this subclause if already in receipt of a
meal allowance for the prescribed meal period under Clause
31.—Travelling Allowances or Clause 29.—Relieving Allowances of this agreement.
(5) The following formulae shall be used in calculating the
hourly rate for overtime—
(a) Time and one half
Fortnightly salary
x
3
80
2
(b) Double time
Fortnightly salary
x
2
80
1
(c) The fortnightly rate in paragraph (a) and paragraph
(b) of this subclause shall be the salary prescribed in
subclause (1) of Clause 14.—Salaries of this agreement.
(6) In calculating payment for overtime the following arrangements shall apply.
(a) No payment to be made for work performed under fifteen (15) minutes.
(b) Payments for thirty (30) minutes shall be made for authorised overtime of between fifteen (15) and thirty (30)
minutes.
(c) The same procedure as contained in paragraph (a) and
paragraph (b) of this subclause shall apply for each thirty (30)
minutes after the first.
(7) Notwithstanding any other provisions contained in this
agreement, the Commissioner may determine localities or stations where an on-going regular additional shift of eight (8)
hours each fortnight or an additional four (4) hours per week
shall be worked on a regular basis in accordance with the following arrangements.
(a) The additional eight (8) hour shifts shall be rostered in
advance and clearly shown on the roster.
(b) The allowance to be paid for the additional eight (8) hours
actually worked is separate from any other overtime provided
in this clause. The allowance shall be paid at the rate of thirteen (13) times the base hourly rate prescribed in paragraph
(c) of subclause (2) of Clause 14.—Salaries.
(c) A Country Resident Officer in Charge who has no fixed
daily hours or other employee not required to work a full additional eight (8) hour shift shall be paid the allowance for
working an additional four (4) hours each week.
(d) The allowance shall not apply—
(i) for any period of paid or unpaid leave; or
(ii) for any period when an employee is attending an inservice course; or
(iii) when the additional hours are not actually worked.
(8) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to an employee who returns on a voluntary basis for additional duty at
sporting or public events.
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(9) The provisions of this clause do not apply to commissioned officers.
(10) The provisions of this clause do not apply to Country
Resident Officers In Charge or Metropolitan Officers in Charge
as defined except where the overtime is worked on weekly
leave days on operational duties as defined.
(11) Time Off in Lieu of Overtime
(a) An employee who performs authorised overtime may
elect to be paid for such overtime or alternatively be allowed
time off in lieu thereof.
(b) Where the employee’s election is for time off in lieu of
overtime such time off in lieu to be taken at a time which is
mutually agreed by the employee and a duly authorised officer.
(c) As soon as practicable after the completion of each period of authorised overtime the employee shall submit a claim
in a form directed by the Commissioner in which he or she
shall elect to be either paid for the overtime duty or given time
off in lieu thereof.
(d) The employee is required to clear accumulated time off
in lieu within two (2) months of the overtime being performed.
Provided that by agreement between the employee and the
duly authorised officer, time off in lieu of payment for overtime may be accumulated beyond two (2) months from the
time the overtime is performed so as to be taken in conjunction with periods of approved leave.
(e) If the employee is not released to clear leave within
two (2) months of the overtime being performed and no
further agreement prescribed in paragraph (d) of this
subclause is reached, the employee shall be paid for the
overtime worked.
(f) Time off in lieu shall be calculated at the ordinary hours
of pay and the arrangements contained in subclause (6) shall
apply.
19.—ON CALL—CLOSE CALL—STANDBY
ALLOWANCES
(1) For the purpose of this clause—
“On-call” shall mean a situation in which an employee
is rostered, or directed by a duly authorised senior officer, to be available to respond forthwith for duty outside
of the employee’s ordinary working hours or shift. An
employee placed on call shall remain contactable by telephone or paging system for all of such time unless
working in response to a call or with the consent of his or
her appropriate senior officer.
“Close-call” shall mean a situation in which an employee is rostered, or directed by a duly authorised senior
officer, that they are or may be required to attend for extra duty sometime before their next normal time of
commencing duty and that the employee is to remain at
his or her residence and be required to be available for
immediate recall to duty.
“Stand-by” shall mean a situation in which an employee is rostered or directed by a duly authorised
senior officer to remain in attendance at his or her
place of employment at that time, overnight and/or
over a non-working day, and may be required to perform certain tasks periodically or on an ad hoc basis.
Such employee shall be provided with appropriate
facilities for sleeping if attendance is overnight, and
other personal needs, where practicable.
(2) (a) An employee who is authorised by the Commissioner
or a duly authorised senior officer to hold themselves available under any of the conditions contained in subclause (1)
shall be paid the appropriate allowance in accordance with the
following scale:
(i) With effect on and from March 19, 1999—
On-Call
$3.80 for each hour or part thereof.
Close Call
$5.70 for each hour or part thereof.
Stand-By
$7.60 for each hour or part thereof.
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(ii) With effect on and from July 27, 1999, subject to
achieving the goals contained in Appendix 1—
On-Call
$3.95 for each hour or part thereof.
Close Call
$5.90 for each hour or part thereof.
Stand-By
$7.85 for each hour or part thereof.
(iii) With effect on and from July 27, 2000—
On-Call
$4.02 for each hour or part thereof.
Close Call
$6.01 for each hour or part thereof.
Stand-By
$8.00 for each hour or part thereof.
(3) Payment in accordance with subclause (2) shall not be
made in respect to any period for which payment is otherwise
made in accordance with the provisions of Clause 18.—Overtime when the employee is recalled to work.
(4) An employee, whilst in a restricted situation specified in
subclause (1), shall receive a minimum payment of four (4)
hours regardless of the actual specified period.
(5) An employee rostered according to subclause (1) shall
for the purpose of overtime, be deemed to have commenced
duty at time of notification of recall.
20.—SHIFT ALLOWANCE
(1) With effect on and from March 19, 1999, employees,
(other than commissioned officers, recruits in training and those
working in excess of forty (40) hours in a week on a voluntary
basis at sporting and other public events) shall be paid an allowance of $19.65 for each ordinary eight (8) hours shift
worked other than day shifts which commence on or between
the hours of 6.00am and 10.00am on monday to friday. The
rate of allowance to increase to $20.35 with effect on and from
July 27, 1999, subject to achieving the goals contained in Appendix 1. The rate of allowance to increase to $20.75 with
effect on and from July 27, 2000.
(2) Employees, (other than a country resident OIC, commissioned officers and those who are working in excess of
forty (40) hours in a week on a voluntary basis at sporting and
other public events) who work shifts of other than eight (8)
hours duration under the provision of subclause (8) of Clause
16.—Hours of Duty shall be paid the shift allowance prescribed
in subclause (1) of this clause where appropriate on a pro rata
basis.
(3) A part time employee working ordinary shift hours of
other than eight (8) hours; on monday to friday commencing
prior to 6.00 am or concluding after 6.00 pm; or at any time on
a saturday or sunday, shall be paid a proportion of the appropriate allowance contained in subclause (1) of this clause.
21.—ADDITIONAL ALLOWANCES
(1) (a) Subject to the provisions of Clause 26.—Higher Duties Allowance of this agreement, there shall be paid to an
employee while occupying a position or performing any of
the duties specified in Column 1 hereunder the appropriate
allowance prescribed in Column 2.
Column 1
Column 2
Per Annum ($)
Per Annum
($)
Detectives, including Probationary Detectives
and members attached to Internal Affairs Unit,
Internal Investigations Branch or Bureau of
Criminal Intelligence Field Surveillance ................. 1,370
Members of the Gold Stealing Detection Staff
who are not Detectives ............................................ 1,370
Members of the Protective Services and Counter
Terrorist Intelligence Unit ....................................... 1,370
Sergeant in Charge, Mounted Police Section ............. 485
Playing members, Police Pipe Band ........................... 355
(b) Where an employee in receipt of an allowance for occupying a position contained in paragraph (a) of this subclause
is temporarily transferred or seconded to a position in respect
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of which no allowance is payable, payment of such allowance
shall cease after the expiration of a period of eight (8) weeks
from the date of commencement of the temporary transfer or
secondment.
(2) An employee appointed, seconded or attached to any of
the squads, branches or occupying those positions designated
in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause shall be paid
the appropriate allowance on a pro rata basis provided the
employee performs the duties for a period of five (5) consecutive working days or more.
(3) (a) Where an employee stationed in the metropolitan area
is not provided with quarters, such employee shall—
(i) if a commissioned officer, be paid one hundred and
fifty five ($155) dollars per annum in lieu of quarters; and
(ii) if any other employee, be paid one hundred and forty
five ($145) dollars per annum in lieu of quarters.
(iii) provided that the provisions of this paragraph shall
not apply to any employee who commenced employment on or after March 1st, 1988.
(b) An employee stationed outside the metropolitan area and
not provided with quarters shall be paid six hundred ($600)
dollars per annum in lieu of quarters.
(4) An employee who is detailed to carry out duties in civilian clothes for a period of five (5) consecutive working days
or more in any one (1) calendar year shall be paid a clothing
allowance at the rate of nine hundred dollars ($900) per annum.
(5) Each employee (other than an employee appointed on or
after January 10, 1995) shall be paid a boot allowance of one
hundred and forty dollars ($140) per annum.
(6) Where a part-time employee is eligible for the payment
of an allowance under this clause such allowance shall be calculated on the proportion of total hours worked by the employee
in that year to the total standard hours had the employee been
employed on a full-time basis for the year.
(7) (a) Where employees are called upon to issue rations to
prisoners the employee shall be allowed five dollars and twenty
eight cents ($5.48) per meal at stations in the north west and
Eucla and four dollars and seventy nine cents ($4.97) per meal
at other stations.
(b) Where the actual and necessary expenditure for any meal
exceeds the foregoing amount for reasons of an emergency as
determined by the Commissioner, the Commissioner shall
determine the quantum of allowance to be paid for the period
of that emergency.
22.—PRO RATA PAYMENTS OF ALLOWANCES
(1) Wherever in this agreement an allowance is expressed as
an annual rate, pro rata payment only shall be allowed if an
employee does not qualify for a complete year.
(2) For the purpose of ascertaining a fortnightly or daily rate
of an annual allowance the formula prescribed in subclause
(2) of Clause 14.—Salaries shall apply.
(3) Daily rates of allowance computed in accordance with
the foregoing formula shall be payable in respect of days of
ordinary duty only.
23.—DISTRICT ALLOWANCES
(1) Allowances—
(a) An employee shall be paid a district allowance at the
standard rate prescribed in Column II of Schedule B
to this agreement for the district in which the employee’s headquarters is located. Provided that where
the employee’s headquarters is situated in a town or
place specified in Column III of Schedule B, the
employee shall be paid a district allowance at the
rate appropriate to that town or place as prescribed
in Column IV of the said Schedule.
(b) An employee who has a dependant shall be paid double the district allowance prescribed by paragraph
(a) of this subclause for the district, town or place in
which the employee’s headquarters is located.
(c) Where an employee has a partial dependant the total
district allowance payable to the employee shall be
the district allowance prescribed by paragraph (a)of
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this subclause plus an allowance equivalent to the
difference between the rate of district or location allowance the partial dependant receives and the rate
of district or location allowance the partial dependant would receive if he or she was employed in a full
time capacity under the award, agreement or other
provision regulating the employment of the partial
dependant.
(d) When an employee is on approved annual recreational leave or long service leave the employee shall,
for the period of such leave, be paid the district allowance to which the employee would ordinarily be
entitled.
(e) When an employee is on other approved leave
with pay the employee shall only be paid district
allowance for the period of such leave if the employee, dependant/s or partial dependant/s remain
in the district in which the employee’s headquarters is situated.
(f) When an employee leaves his or her district on duty,
payment of any district allowance to which the employee would ordinarily be entitled shall cease after
the expiration of two (2) weeks unless the employee’s dependant/s or partial dependant/s remain in the
district or as otherwise approved by the Commissioner.
(g) Except as provided in paragraph (f) of this subclause
a district allowance shall be paid to any employee
ordinarily entitled thereto in addition to reimbursement of any travelling, transfer or relieving expenses
or camping allowance.
(h) Where an employee whose headquarters is located
in a district in respect of which no allowance is prescribed in Schedule B to this agreement, is required
to travel or temporarily reside for any period in excess of one (1) month in any district or districts in
respect of which such allowance is so payable, then
notwithstanding the employee’s entitlement to any
such allowance provided by Clause 31.—Travelling
Allowances, Clause 29.—Relieving Allowances and
Clause 27.—Camping Allowances the employee
shall be paid for the whole of such a period a district
allowance at the appropriate rate prescribed by paragraph (a), (b) or (c) of this subclause, for the district
in which the employee spends the greater period of
time.
(i) When an employee is provided with free board and
lodging by the Commissioner or a Public Authority
the allowance shall be reduced to two thirds (2/3) of
the allowance the employee would ordinarily be entitled to under this clause.
(2) Part Time Employees: An employee who is employed
on a part time basis shall be paid a proportion of the appropriate district allowance payable in accordance with the following
formula:
Hours Worked Per
Appropriate District
Fortnight
X
Allowance Rate
80
1
(3) Boundaries: For the purpose of Schedule B, the boundaries of the various districts shall be as described hereunder
and as delineated on the plan in Schedule C.
District
1 The area within a line commencing on the coast;
thence east along lat 28 to a point north of Tallering
Peak, thence due south to Tallering Peak; thence
southeast to Mt Gibson and Burracoppin; thence to
a point southeast at the junction of lat 32 and long
119; thence south along long 119 to coast.
2 That area within a line commencing on the south
coast at long 119 then east along the coast to long
123; then north along long 123 to a point on lat 30;
thence west along lat 30 to the boundary of No 1
District.
3 The area within a line commencing on the coast at
lat 26; thence along lat 26 to long 123; thence south
along long 123 to the boundary of No 2 District.
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4 The area within a line commencing on the coast at
lat 24; thence east to the South Australian border;
thence south to the coast; thence along the coast to
long 123 thence north to the intersection of lat 26;
thence west along lat 26 to the coast.
5 That area of the State situated between the lat 24 and
a line running east from Carnot Bay to the Northern
Territory Border.
6 That area of the State north of a line running east
from Carnot Bay to the Northern Territory border.
24.—MOTOR VEHICLE ALLOWANCES
(1) An employee who is required to use his or her motor car
or motorcycle for the performance of police duties shall be
paid an allowance at the appropriate rate prescribed in Schedule D—Motor Vehicle Allowances. In addition he or she shall
be paid an allowance of ten (10) dollars per month for each
calendar month he or she is so required.
25.—PROPERTY ALLOWANCE
(1) For the purposes of this clause—
“Agent” means a person carrying on business as an
estate agent in a State or Territory of the Commonwealth,
being, in a case where the law of that State or Territory
provides for the registration or licensing of persons who
carry on such a business, a person duly registered or licensed under that law.
“Dependant relative” in relation to an employee means
a relative or other person who is solely dependant on the
employee for support.
“Expenses” in relation to an employee means all costs
incurred by the employee in the following areas—
(a) Legal Fees in accordance with the Solicitor’s
Remuneration Order, 1976 as amended and
varied, duly paid to a solicitor or in lieu thereof
fees charged by a settlement agent for professional costs incurred in respect of the sale or
purchase, the maximum fee to be claimed shall
be as set out under item 8 of the above order.
(b) Disbursement duly paid to a solicitor or a settlement agent necessarily incurred in respect
of the sale or purchase of the residence.
(c) Real Estate Agent’s Commission in accordance with that fixed by the Real Estate and
Business Agents Supervisory Board, acting
under Section 61 of the Real Estate and Business Agents Act, 1978, duly paid to an agent
for services rendered in the course of and incidental to the sale of the property, the
maximum fee to be claimed shall be fifty percent (50%) as set out under items 1 or 2—Sales
by Private Treaty or Items 1 or 2—Sales by
Auction of the Maximum Remuneration Notice.
(d) Stamp duty.
(e) Fees paid to the Registrar of Titles or to the
officer performing duties of a like nature and
for the same purpose in another State of the
Commonwealth.
(f) Expenses relating to the execution or discharge
of a first mortgage.
(g) The amount of expenses reasonably incurred
by the employee in advertising the residence
for sale.
“Locality” in relation to an employee means—
(a) Within the metropolitan area, that area within
a radius of fifty (50) kilometres from the Perth
City Railway Station, and
(b) Outside the metropolitan area, that area within
a radius of fifty (50) kilometres from an employee’s headquarters when they are situated
outside of the metropolitan area.
“Property” shall mean a “residence” as defined in this
clause, including a block of land purchased for the purpose
of erecting a residence thereon to the extent that it represents a normal urban block of land for the particular locality.
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“Residence” includes any accommodation of a kind
commonly known as a flat or a home unit that is, or is
intended to be, a separate tenement including dwelling/
house, and the surrounding land, exclusive of any other
commercial property, as would represent a normal urban
block of land for the particular locality.
“Settlement Agent” means a person carrying on business as settlement agent in a State or Territory of the
Commonwealth, being, in a case where the law of that
State or Territory provides for the registration of licensing of persons who carry on such business, a person duly
registered or licensed under that Law.
(2) When an employee is transferred from one locality to
another in the public interest or in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, or on account of illness due to causes over
which the employee has no control, such employee shall be
entitled to be paid a property allowance for reimbursement of
expenses incurred by the employee:
(a) in the sale of a residence in the employee’s former
locality, which, at the date on which the employee
received notice of transfer to a new locality—
(i) the employee owned and occupied; or
(ii) the employee was purchasing under a contract
of sale providing for vacant possession; or
(iii) the employee was constructing for his or her
own permanent occupation, on completion of
construction; and
(b) in the purchase of a residence or land for the purpose
of erecting a residence thereon for the employee’s
own permanent occupation in the new locality.
(3) An employee shall be reimbursed such following expenses as are incurred in relation to the sale of a residence.
(a) If the employee engaged an agent to sell the residence on his or her behalf—fifty (50) percent of the
amount of the commission paid to the agent in respect of the sale of the residence.
(b) If a solicitor was engaged to act for the employee in
connection with the sale of the residence—the
amount of the professional costs and disbursements
necessarily incurred and paid to the solicitor in respect of the sale of the residence.
(c) If the land on which the residence is created was
subject to a first mortgage and that mortgage was
discharged on the sale, then an employee shall, if, in
a case where a solicitor acted for the mortgagee in
respect of the discharge of the mortgage and the
employee is required to pay the amount of the professional costs and disbursements necessarily
incurred by the mortgagee in respect of the discharge
of the mortgage—the amount so paid by the employee.
(d) If the employee did not engage an agent to sell the
residence on his or her behalf—the amount of the
expenses reasonable incurred by the employee in
advertising the residence for sale.
(4) An employee shall be reimbursed such following expenses as are incurred in relation to the purchase of a residence.
(a) If a solicitor or settlement agent was engaged to act
for the employee in connection with the purchase of
the residence—the amount of the professional costs
and disbursements necessarily incurred and paid to
the solicitor or settlement agent in respect of the purchase of the residence.
(b) If the employee mortgaged the land on which the
residence was erected in conjunction with the purchase of the residence, then the employee shall, if,
in a case where a solicitor acted for the mortgagee
and the employee is required to pay and has paid the
amount of the professional costs and disbursements
(including valuation fees but not a procuration fee
payable in connection with the mortgage) necessarily incurred by the mortgagee in respect of the
mortgage—the amount so paid by the employee.
(c) If the employee did not engage a solicitor or settlement agent to act for the employee in connection with
the purchase or such a mortgage—the amount of the
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expenses reasonably incurred by the employee in
connection with the purchase or the mortgage, as the
case may be, other than a procuration fee paid by the
employee in connection with the mortgage.

(5) An employee is not entitled to be paid a property allowance under subclause (2) (b) of this clause unless the employee
is entitled to be paid a property allowance under subclause (2)
(a) of this clause, provided that the Commissioner may approve the payment of a property allowance under subclause
(2) (b) to an employee who is not entitled to be paid a property
allowance under subclause (2) (a) if the Commissioner is satisfied that it was necessary for the employee to purchase a
residence or land for the purpose of erecting a residence thereon
in his or her new locality because of the transfer from the former
locality.
(6) For the purpose of this clause it is immaterial that the
ownership, sale or purchase is carried out on behalf of an employee who owns solely, jointly or in common with— (a) the
employee’s spouse; or (b) a dependant relative; or (c) the employee’s spouse and a dependant relative.
(7) Where an employee sells or purchases a residence jointly
or in common with another person—not being a person referred to in subclause (6) of this clause—the employee shall
be paid only the proportion of the expenses for which the employee is responsible.
(8) An application by an employee for a property allowance
shall be accompanied by evidence satisfactory to the Commissioner of payment by the employee of the expenses.
(9) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, an employee
is not entitled to the payment of a property allowance—
(a) In respect of a sale or purchase prescribed in
subclause (2) of this clause which is effected—
(i) more than twelve (12) months after the date
on which the employee took up duty in the
new locality; or
(ii) after the date on which the employee received
notification of being transferred back to the
former locality. Provided that the Commissioner may, in exceptional circumstances grant
an extension of time for such period as is
deemed reasonable; or
(b) Where the employee is transferred from one locality
to another solely at the employee’s own request or
on account of misconduct.
26.—HIGHER DUTIES ALLOWANCE
(1) An employee who is directed by the Commissioner to
act in a position which has a minimum rate of pay higher than
the ordinary rate of pay of his or her own substantive position
and who performs the full duties and accepts the full responsibility of the higher position for a continuous period of five (5)
consecutive working days or more, shall, subject to the provisions of this clause, be paid an allowance equal to the difference
between the employees own salary and the salary he or she
would receive if he or she was permanently appointed to the
position in which he or she is so directed to act. Provided that
where an employee acts in a non commissioned officer position in circumstances where shift arrangements include any
variation or combination of shifts in a week or in excess of
forty (40) hours per week in accordance with subclause (8) of
Clause 16. Hours of Duty of this agreement, the allowance
shall be payable after the completion of forty (40) hours in the
higher paid position. Provided also that where the employee
acts in a commissioned officer position in which the higher
salary rate includes allowance for duties performed beyond
forty (40) per week and for work performed on public holidays and weekends, and the overtime and on-call allowance
provisions has no application, the allowance shall be paid on a
full seven (7) day week basis and overtime and on-call allowance is not payable for any hours worked in that week.
(2) Where an employee who has qualified for payment of
higher duties allowance under this clause is required to act in
another position or other positions which have a minimum
rate of pay higher than the ordinary rate of pay of the employees own substantive position and he or she performs the full
duties and accepts the full responsibility of the higher position
for periods less than five (5) consecutive working days
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without any break in acting service, such employee shall be
paid a higher duties allowance for such periods; provided that
payment shall be made at the highest rate the employee has
been paid during the term of continuous acting or at the rate
applicable to the position in which he or she is currently acting—which ever is the lesser.
(3) Where an employee who is in receipt of an allowance
granted under this clause and has been so for a continuous
period of twelve (12) months or more, proceeds on a period of
approved leave of absence of not more than four (4) weeks, he
or she shall continue to receive the allowance for the period of
leave. Provided that this subclause shall also apply to an employee who has been in receipt of an allowance for less than
twelve (12) months if during his or her absence no other employee acts in the position in which he or she was acting
immediately prior to proceeding on leave and he or she resumes
in the position immediately on return from leave.
(4) Where an employee who is in receipt of an allowance
granted under this clause proceeds on a period of approved
leave of absence of more than four (4) weeks, he or she shall
not be entitled to receive payment of such allowance for the
whole or any part of the period of such leave.
27.—CAMPING ALLOWANCES
(1) An employee who is stationed in a “camp of a permanent
nature” shall be paid the appropriate allowance prescribed by
Item A1 or Item A2 of Schedule A for each day spent camping.
(2) An employee who is stationed in a “camp—other than a
permanent camp” or is required to camp out shall be paid the
appropriate allowance prescribed by Item A3 or Item A4 of
Schedule A for each day spent camping.
(3) (a) Where to contain the additional travelling costs and/
or to avoid lost working time associated with returning to a
location where accommodation is available or to ensure the
security and safety of a vehicle/firearms/radio/ or other equipment an employee camps beside or sleeps inside the vehicle;
(i) on an isolated outback patrol; or
(ii) on heavy haulage patrolling duty from South Hedland
to Carnarvon, Perth to Carnarvon and north to the
Northern Territory border; or
(iii) when escorting trucks conveying heavy machinery
or equipment; or
(iv) on Specialist Support Services country patrols in a
mobile workshop; or
(v) on country patrols in a road safety van; such employee shall be paid the appropriate allowance
prescribed by Item 5 of the Schedule A for each day
spent camping.
(b) Except for those employees covered under subparagraph
(ii) and (iii) of paragraph (a) of this subclause, where an allowance is provided under this subclause the provisions of
Clause 18.—Overtime of this agreement shall not apply to an
employee travelling.
(4) An employee who occupies a house shall not be entitled
to allowances prescribed by this clause.
(5) An employee accommodated at a Government institution, hostel or similar establishment shall not be entitled to
allowances prescribed by this clause.
(6) Where an employee is provided with food and/or meals
by the Commissioner free of charge, then the employee shall
only be entitled to receive one half (1/2) of the appropriate
allowance to which the employee would otherwise be entitled
for each day spent camping.
(7) (a) An employee shall not be entitled to an allowance
under this clause for periods in excess of ninety one (91) consecutive days unless the Commissioner otherwise determines.
Provided that where the provisions of Clause 31.—Travelling
Allowances of this agreement are availed of then such periods
shall be included for the purposes of determining the ninety
one (91) consecutive days.
(b) The Commissioner in reviewing any claim under this
subclause may determine an allowance other than that contained in this clause.
(8) When camping, an employee shall be paid the allowance
on weekly leave days if available for work immediately
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preceding and succeeding such days and no deduction shall be
made under these circumstances when an employee does not
spend the whole or part of those days in camp unless the employee is reimbursed under the provisions of Clause
31.—Travelling Allowances of this agreement.
(9) (a) This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause
31.—Travelling Allowances, Clause 29.—Relieving Allowances, and Clause 30.—Transfer Allowances, of this agreement
for the purpose of paying allowances, and camping allowance
shall not be paid for any period in respect of which travelling,
transfer or relieving allowances are paid. Where portions of a
day are spent camping the formula contained in subclause (4)
of Clause 31.—Travelling Allowances of this agreement shall
be used for calculating the portion of the allowance to be paid
for that day.
(b) For the purposes of this subclause arrival at headquarters shall mean the time of actual arrival at camp. Departure
from headquarters shall mean the time of actual departure from
camp or the time of ceasing duty in the field subsequent to
breaking camp, whichever is the latter.
(10) An employee in receipt of an allowance under this clause
shall not be entitled to receive the incidental allowance prescribed by Clause 31.—Travelling Allowances of this
agreement.
(11) Whenever an employee provided with a caravan is
obliged to park the caravan in a caravan park such employee
shall be reimbursed the rental charges paid to the authority
controlling the caravan park, in addition to the payment of
camping allowance.
(12) There is no requirement on the Commissioner to
provide food, camping equipment or cooking utensils. Each
of the allowances prescribed in Schedule A includes a component for the employee providing his or her own food,
camping equipment and cooking utensils and as compensation for the degree of disability the employee is subject
to associated with the nature of work and accommodation
utilised.
28.—DISTURBANCE ALLOWANCE
(1) An employee who is transferred in accordance with
subclause (1) of Clause 30.—Transfer Allowances of this agreement and incurs expenses in the areas referred to in subclause
(2) of this clause as a result of that transfer shall be reimbursed the actual expenditure incurred upon production of
receipts or such other evidence as may be required.
(2) (a) Costs incurred for the installation/connection/reconnection of a telephone at the employee’s new residence
provided a telephone had been installed at the employee’s
former residence. Save that reimbursement shall also be made
where an employee is transferred and leaves the residence in
which he or she had installed a telephone and returns to the
former locality on subsequent transfer.
(b) Costs incurred with the connection or reconnection of
water, gas and/or electricity services to the employee’s household.
(c) Costs incurred with the re-direction of mail for a period
of three (3) months.
29.—RELIEVING ALLOWANCES
(1) An employee who is required to take up duty away from
his or her usual headquarters within the Commonwealth of
Australia on relief duty or to perform special duty and necessarily resides temporarily away from the employee’s usual
place of residence shall be reimbursed reasonable expenses
on the following basis—
(a) Where the employee is supplied with accommodation and meals free of charge, reimbursement shall
be in accordance with the rates prescribed in Item
E7 of Schedule E;
(b) Where the employee is fully responsible for his or
her own accommodation, meals and incidental expenses and hotel, motel or road-house
accommodation is utilised;
(i) for the first forty nine (49) days after arrival at
the new locality reimbursement shall be in accordance with the appropriate rate prescribed
by Item E1 to E4 of Schedule E;
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(ii) for the period in excess of forty nine (49) days
after arrival at the new locality reimbursement
shall be in accordance with the appropriate rate
prescribed by Items E2 or E5 for employees
with dependants or Items E3 or E6 for other
employees. Provided that the period of reimbursement under this paragraph shall not
exceed forty two (42) days without the approval of the Commissioner;
(iii) the employee is required to certify that he or
she stayed at the accommodation outlined in
the preamble of this paragraph for the period
claimed and may be required to produce receipts or other evidence to support the claim.
(c) Where the employee is fully responsible for his or
her accommodation, meals and incidental expenses
and accommodation other than that covered in paragraph (a) or paragraph (b) of this subclause is utilised
and he or she is not camping in accordance with
Clause 27.—Camping Allowance of this agreement
the employee shall be reimbursed in accordance with
Item E8 of Schedule E.
(d) Where the employee is provided with accommodation free of charge and only some or no meals free of
charge reimbursement for the appropriate breakfast,
lunch and dinner not provided free of charge shall be
in accordance with the appropriate breakfast, lunch
or dinner rates prescribed in Item E9, E10 or E11 of
Schedule E.
(e) Where an employee who is required to relieve or
perform special duties in accordance with the preamble of this subclause is authorised by the
Commissioner to travel to the new locality in the
employee’s own motor vehicle, reimbursement shall
be in accordance with the appropriate rate of hire as
prescribed by Clause 24.—Motor Vehicle Allowances. Provided that the journey is by the shortest
possible practical route and the maximum reimbursement shall not exceed the cost of the fare by public
transport which otherwise would be utilised for such
return journey.
(2) The provisions of Clause 31.—Travelling Allowances
or Clause 27.—Camping Allowances shall not operate concurrently with the provisions of this clause so as to permit an
employee to be paid more than one (1) allowance for the same
period. Provided that where an employee is required to travel
on official business which involves an overnight stay away
from the employee’s temporary headquarters the Commissioner
may extend the period specified in paragraph (b) or paragraph
(c) of subclause (1) of this clause by the time spent in travelling or camping.
(3) An employee who is directed to relieve another employee or to perform special duty away from the
employee’s usual headquarters and is not required to reside temporarily away from his or her usual place of
residence shall, if not in receipt of a higher duties or special allowance for such work, be reimbursed the amount
of additional fares paid by the employee in travelling by
public transport to and from the place of temporary duty.
Provided that reimbursement shall not exceed fifty (50)
cents per day without the approval of the Commissioner.
(4) Where it can be shown by the production of receipts or
other evidence that an allowance payable under this clause
would be insufficient to meet reasonable additional costs incurred the Commissioner may approve the payment of such
reasonable additional costs incurred.
30.—TRANSFER ALLOWANCES
(1) Employees transferred from one headquarters to another—
(a) in the public interest; or
(b) in the ordinary course of promotion and transfer; or
(c) on account of illness due to causes over which the
employee has no control,
shall, if the transfer necessitates a change in the place of residence of the employee, be paid allowances in accordance with
the following provisions of this clause.
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(2) An employee when travelling on transfer in accordance
with subclause (1) of this clause shall be paid the appropriate
rate of travelling allowances in accordance with Clause 31.—
Travelling Allowances of this agreement.
(3) (a) In the case of an employee with dependants the allowance prescribed by subclause (2) of this clause shall be
payable until the end of the day immediately following the
day of arrival at his or her new headquarters.
(b) In addition, an employee with dependants who vacates
his or her residence prior to departure for new headquarters
shall be paid the appropriate travelling allowance from the
time such employee necessarily vacates his or her residence
(to be proved to the satisfaction of the Commissioner) until
the time of such departure.
(c) The provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this subclause
may be applied to an employee without dependants when the
Commissioner considers that to establish the new residence it
has been necessary to authorise the transport of the employee’s household furniture, furnishings, domestic appliances and
personal effects.
(4) Where an employee with dependants is transferred to
headquarters at which quarters are not provided has not obtained reasonable accommodation for the transfer of his or her
home at the expiration of the time for which travelling allowance is payable under subclause (3) of this clause, he or she
shall be reimbursed actual reasonable accommodation and meal
expenses for the employee and dependants less a deduction
for normal living expenses at the rates prescribed in Item F17
and Item F18 of Schedule F until obtaining such reasonable
accommodation. Provided that such reimbursement shall not
be made;
(a) unless the Commissioner is satisfied that the employee
has taken all reasonable steps to secure reasonable accommodation; and
(b) for a period exceeding seventy seven (77) days.
(5) (a) Where an employee with dependants is transferred
under the provisions of subclause (1) of this clause such employee shall be paid an allowance as prescribed in Item F19 of
Schedule F for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and
tear on furniture, effects and appliances for each occasion that
an employee is required to transport his or her furniture, effects and appliances, provided that the Commissioner is
satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by the employee is at least that prescribed in
Item F20 of Schedule F.
(b) In the case of an employee without dependants an application for any reimbursement for accelerated depreciation and
extra wear and tear on furniture and effects will be subject to
the receipt by the employee of the allowance under paragraph
(c) of subclause (3) of this clause and shall be considered by
the Commissioner.
(6) Where it can be shown by the production of receipts or
other evidence that an allowance payable under this clause
would be insufficient to meet reasonable additional costs incurred by an employee on transfer appropriate reimbursement
may be determined by the Commissioner.
(7) The lodging allowance prescribed in subclause (3) of
Clause 21.—Additional Allowances of this agreement shall
not be payable during any period for which reimbursement is
made pursuant to subclauses (4) and (6) of this clause.
(8) An employee shall be reimbursed the full freight charges
necessarily incurred in respect of the removal of his or her
motor vehicle.
(9) (a) Two (2) employees who are married or living together as husband and wife on a bona-fide domestic basis and
who transfer as a family unit from one station to another in
accordance with subclause (1) of this clause shall not be entitled to each claim allowances of this agreement as an employee
with dependants.
(b) Where the couple share accommodation then only one
of the employees shall receive the full appropriate travel allowance, whilst the other employee shall be paid an allowance
which covers incidental expenses and meals (breakfast, lunch,
dinner) as prescribed in Schedule F.
(10) (a) Subject to paragraph (b) of this subclause, when an
employee who is required to transfer in accordance with
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subclause (1) of this clause decides to travel to the new residence in his or her own vehicle in lieu of the reimbursement
provided for in subclause (8) of this clause, reimbursement
shall be in accordance with the appropriate rate of hire as prescribed by Clause 24.—Motor Vehicle Allowances of this
agreement;
(b) (i) the journey is by the shortest practical route;
(ii) the reimbursement does not exceed the cost of the fare
of the employee, the employee’s spouse and dependant children by public transport which otherwise would be utilised
for such journey; and
(iii) where the employee’s spouse and dependent children
do not accompany the employee in the employee’s own motor
vehicle, the reimbursement does not exceed the cost of the
employee’s fare by the public transport.
(11) (a) When an employee is not transferred from one station to another as provided in subclause (1) of this clause but
is required by the Commissioner to change residences in the
same locality outside the metropolitan area, the provisions of
Clause 28.—Disturbance Allowance and subclause (5) of this
clause shall apply (but no other provisions in this clause shall
apply).
(b) The provisions of this subclause shall not apply to employees who change residences for personal reasons unless it
can be established by the employee that the change in residence is beneficial to the Commissioner.
31.—TRAVELLING ALLOWANCES
An employee who travels on official business shall be reimbursed reasonable expenses on the following basis—
(1) When a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from
headquarters and the employee is supplied with accommodation and meals free of charge reimbursement
shall be in accordance with the rates prescribed in Item
F1, F2 or F3 of Schedule F. Such accommodation and
meals shall be of an acceptable standard of at least
single room accommodation with private toilet and
bathroom facilities, where available.
Where meals are supplied the standard of such meals
shall be reflective of the values in Schedule F12 and
F13 of Schedule F, where available.
(2) When a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from
headquarters and the employee is fully responsible
for his or her own accommodation, meals and incidental expenses and hotel, motel or road house
accommodation is utilised reimbursement shall be
in accordance with the rates prescribed in Item F4 to
F8 of Schedule F.
(3) When a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from
headquarters and the employee is fully responsible
for his or her own accommodation, meals and incidental expenses and accommodation other than
camping or that covered in subclause (1) or subclause
(2) of this clause is utilised reimbursement shall be
in accordance with the rates prescribed in Item F9,
F10 or F11 of Schedule F.
(4) To calculate reimbursement under subclause (1),
subclause(2) and subclause (3) of this clause for a
part of a day, the following formulae shall apply—
(a) If departure from headquarters is—
- before 8.00am—100% of the daily rate;
- 8.00am or later but prior to 1.00pm—
90% of the daily rate;
- 1.00pm or later but prior to 6.00pm—
75% of the daily rate;
- 6.00pm or later—50% of the daily rate.
(b) If arrival back at headquarters is—
- 8.00am or later but prior to 1.00pm—
10% of the daily rate;
- 1.00pm or later but prior to 6.00pm—
25% of the daily rate;
- 6.00pm or later but prior to 11.00pm—
50% of the daily rate;
- 11.00pm or later—100% of the daily
rate.
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(c) The rate to be applied is that applicable for
the locality/town in which the employee stays
overnight, except for the final day or part
thereof which is calculated at the rate for the
previous overnight location.
(5) When a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from
headquarters and the employee is provided with accommodation free of charge but only some or no
meals free of charge, reimbursement shall be at the
rate prescribed in item 1, 2 or 3 of the Schedule attached hereto or for part of a day as proportioned in
subclause (4) of this clause and reimbursed for the
appropriate breakfast, lunch or dinner not provided
free of charge in accordance with the breakfast, lunch
or dinner rates prescribed in Items 12, 13 or 14 of
schedule attached hereto.
(6) (a) (i) When an employee stationed in the metropolitan
area travels to a place outside of that area or an employee
stationed outside the metropolitan area travels to a place outside a radius of twenty four (24) kilometres measured from
the employees headquarters and the trip does not involve an
overnight stay away from headquarters, reimbursement for all
meals claimed shall be at the rates set out in Item F12, F13 or
F14 of Schedule F, subject to the employee’s certification that
each meal claimed was actually purchased and consumed over
a recognised meal period and the employee was outside the
respective area for the whole of the recognised meal period.
(ii) Provided that when an employee departs from headquarters before 8.00am and does not arrive back at headquarters
until after 11.00pm on the same day the employee shall be
paid at the appropriate rate prescribed in Items F4 to F8 of
Schedule F.
(b) For the purposes of this subclause—
(i) Where an ordinary hours shift is being worked the
recognised meal break in that shift shall be forty (40)
minutes in the case of an eight (8) hour shift and on
a pro rata basis where an ordinary hours shift of other
than eight (8) hours is being worked. Such meal period to be authorised by the Officer in Charge to
commence at some time within the 4th, 5th or 6th
hour of the shift for an eight (8) hour shift and on a
pro rata basis for ordinary hours shifts of other than
eight (8) hours. For an ordinary hours shift only one
(1) meal may be purchased and consumed over the
shift; and
(ii) Where the travel extends beyond an ordinary hours
shift or ordinary hours shifts do not apply as in the
case of a resident Officer in Charge or commissioned
officers;
(aa) an employee travelling a minimum of ten (10)
hours shall be entitled to a further meal break;
and
(bb) for each further five (5) hours travelled from
the completion of the previous meal break, a
further meal break.
(iii) In determining the appropriate rate for the meal where
the meal period falls between the span of hours in
Column 1 the appropriate rate prescribed in Column
2 shall apply.
Column 1
Column 2
6.00am or later but before 11.00am
breakfast
11.00am or later but before 4.00pm
lunch
4.00pm or later but before 10.00pm
dinner
10.00pm or later but before 6.00am
supper
(7) (a) An employee stationed in the metropolitan area who is
disadvantaged financially by additional travelling costs incurred
due to a requirement to attend an Academy course for a period
of five (5) days or more may be paid a special allowance.
(b) Each claim is to be dealt with on its individual merits
with the maximum allowable reimbursement being the rate
prescribed in Item F1 of Schedule F of this agreement.
(8) In addition to the rates contained in Schedule F an employee shall be reimbursed reasonable incidental expenses such
as train, bus and taxi fares, official telephone calls, laundry
and dry cleaning expenses, on production of receipts.
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(9) If on account of lack of suitable transport facilities an
employee necessarily engages reasonable accommodation for
the night prior to commencing travelling on early morning
transport the employee shall be reimbursed the actual cost of
such accommodation.
(10) Reimbursement of expenses shall not be suspended
should an employee become ill whilst travelling, provided such
illness is recognised and approved in accordance with the provisions of the Police Force Regulations or this agreement and
the employee continues to incur accommodation, meal and
incidental expenses.
(11) Reimbursement claims for travelling in excess of fourteen (14) days in one (1) month shall not be passed for payment
by a certifying officer unless the Commissioner or his nominee has endorsed the account.
(12) An employee stationed in the metropolitan area who is
relieving at or temporarily transferred to any place within that
area shall not be reimbursed the cost of meals purchased, but
an employee travelling on duty within that area who for operational reasons is unable to return to headquarters for a
scheduled meal and as a consequence is absent from his or her
headquarters over the specified meal period shall be paid at
the rate prescribed by Item F15 of Schedule F for each meal
necessarily purchased, provided that—
(a) a requirement to return to headquarters for a scheduled meal break would lead to additional travelling
costs or cause lost working time due to travel which
is in excess of the rate prescribed in Item F15 of
Schedule F; and
(b) such travelling is not within the suburb in which the
employee resides; and
(c) the employee’s total reimbursement under this
subclause for any one pay period shall not exceed the amount prescribed by Item F16 of
Schedule F.
A specified meal period for the purposes of this subclause
shall be a meal period authorised by the Officer in Charge to
commence at some time within the 4th, 5th or 6th hour of the
employee’s ordinary eight (8) hour shift.
(13) An employee travelling on an aircraft (fixed or rotary
wing) which travels outside a radius of fifty (50) kilometres
measured from the employee’s headquarters and returns to the
place of departure without landing at another place shall not
be entitled to any allowance under this clause unless the trip
extends for a period in excess of four (4) hours and the employee certifies he or she purchased a meal for consumption
on the trip. Where the aircraft lands at other than the departure
point and the employee purchases and consumes a meal the
provisions of this clause apply.
(14) Where interstate travel is involved the time differences
are to be disregarded for the purposes of calculating travelling
allowances and Western Australian time is to be used in claiming allowances involving an overnight stay.
(15) Where an employee claims reimbursement for meals
or the daily rate specified for hotel or motel in Items F4 to
F14 of Schedule F the employee shall certify that the meals
were purchased or hotel or motel accommodation was actually utilised. An employee may be required to produce
receipts or other evidence to substantiate any claim. Meal
allowances shall not apply where a meal is supplied without charge to an employee.
(16) An employee shall only be paid one (1) allowance for
any one (1) meal period.
(17) When it can be shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner by the production of receipts that reimbursement in
accordance with Schedule F attached does not cover an employee’s reasonable expenses for a whole trip the employee
shall be reimbursed the excess expenditure.
32.—ADJUSTMENT OF REIMBURSEMENT
ALLOWANCES
The rate of all allowances which are for reimbursement and
camping and district allowance provided in this agreement shall
be reviewed each financial year with any variations agreed by
the parties to have effect on and from July 1 each year or such
other time as agreed by the parties.
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33.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) (a) (i) Each employee shall be granted annual leave of
two hundred and forty (240) hours on full pay for each year of
service.
(ii) Annual leave shall be calculated on a calendar year basis
commencing on January 1 in each year. Provided that such
employee stationed in the North West shall be granted an additional forty (40) hours leave on full pay for each year of
service in the North West.
(b) With mutual consent of the Commissioner and the employee annual leave may be taken in more than one period.
Such periods may be single days. The number of hours deleted shall be subject to the number of ordinary hours the
employee is rostered to work on such single day.
(c) Where annual leave is taken in more than one (1) period
as provided in paragraph (b) of this subclause, the travelling
time allowed under subclause (6) of this clause shall only apply to one (1) period of annual leave per annum.
(2) (a) Where an employee on annual leave is recalled to
attend at court from matters arising during the course of the
employee’s duties or to perform other duties the employee shall
be paid or be entitled to for each day or part thereof additional
payment at ordinary rates for the period of the recall including
travelling time plus eight (8) hours added to his or her annual
leave or at the option of the employee sixteen (16) hours added
to his or her annual leave.
(b) Where an employee is required to attend court on an
additional day granted for previous attendance under paragraph
(a) of this subclause, such employee shall be entitled to an
additional eight (8) hours for attending that court and sixteen
(16) further hours, a total entitlement of twenty four (24) hours.
Such additional hours as defined under this subclause shall be
taken at a time mutually agreed between the employee and the
Commissioner.
(c) Where an employee is ill during his or her period of annual leave and produces at the time or as soon as practicable
thereafter medical evidence to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that he or she was as a result of illness confined to his
or her place of residence or a hospital for at least seven (7)
days, he or she may with the approval of the Commissioner be
granted, at a time convenient to the Commissioner, additional
leave equivalent to the period during which he or she was so
confined.
(d) Where an employee is required to attend for a promotional examination during the period of his or her annual leave
he or she shall be granted a day in lieu to be added to the
employee’s annual leave.
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions contained in this clause
the salary payable to a part-time employee during the period
of leave shall be calculated, based on the fortnightly salary at
the time the leave is taken, in accordance with the following
formula:
Hours worked
per fortnight
80

x

Full-time fortnightly
salary
1

(4) A loading of 18.75% shall be paid to employees in December in the calendar year in which the leave accrues,
calculated on the agreement rate of pay with respect to a maximum of five (5) weeks annual leave. Provided that in no case
shall the loading exceed the amount set out in the Australian
Bureau of Census and Statistics publication for “Average
Weekly Earnings per Male Employed Unit in WA” for the
September quarter immediately preceding the date the leave
became due.
In respect to part-time employees the loading is to be proportioned according to the average number of hours worked
in that calendar year.
(5) Annual Leave loading shall not be paid for any pro rata
leave to which an employee is entitled on resignation.
(6) Annual Leave Travel Concessions
(a) Employees stationed in remote areas—
(i) The travel concessions contained in the following table are provided to an employee,
spouse and dependent children when proceeding on annual leave to either Perth or Geraldton

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)
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from headquarters situated in District Allowance Areas 3, 5 and 6, and in that portion of
Area 4 located north of 300 South latitude.
Employees are required to serve a year in these
areas before qualifying for travel concessions.
However, employees who have less than a
years service in these areas and who are required to proceed on annual leave to suit the
Commissioners convenience will be allowed
the concessions. The concession may also be
given to an employee who proceeds on annual
leave before completing the years service provided that the employee returns to the area to
complete the years service at the expiration of
the period of leave.
The mode of travel is to be at the discretion of
the Commissioner.
Provided the concession does not exceed the
value of the return economy airfare from his
or her headquarters to Perth an employee may
elect to use the concession to purchase return
economy airfare to any destination of his or
her choice. Should the cost of the chosen return economy airfare be less than the value of
the return economy airfare to Perth the lesser
amount shall be paid. Accommodation costs
of any travel package arrangement will not be
paid as part of this concession.
Travel concessions not utilised within twelve
(12) months of becoming due will lapse.
Part-time employees are entitled to travel concessions on a pro rata basis according to the
usual number of hours worked per week. Travelling time shall be calculated on a pro rata
basis according to the number of hours worked.

Approved Mode of Travel Concession

Travelling Time

Travel
(aa) Air
(bb) Road

(cc) Air and Road

Airfare for the employee, spouse
and dependent children.
Full motor vehicle allowance
rates, but reimbursement not to
exceed the cost of the return
airfare.
Full motor vehicle allowance rates
for car trip, but reimbursement
not to exceed the cost of the
return air fare for the employee.
Air fares for the dependent spouse
and dependent children.

One day each way.
North of 200 South Latitude—
two and one half days each way.
Remainder—two days each way.
North of 200 South Latitude—
two and one half days each way.
Remainder—two days each way.

(b) Employees other than those designated in paragraph
(a) of this subclause whose headquarters are situated
outside a radius of two hundred and forty (240) kilometres from Perth City Railway Station and who
travel to Perth for their annual leave shall be granted
by the Commissioner reasonable travelling time to
enable them to complete the return journey.
To standardise the entitlement the following criteria
is to be used—
(i) 240 kms to 499 kms—half day travelling each
way but taken as one additional day;
(ii) 500 kms to 1000 kms—one day’s travelling
time each way;
(iii) in excess of 1000 kms and north of the 26th
parallel—two and one half day’s each way, and
all stations south of the 26th parallel but in
excess of 1000 kms be allowed the equivalent
of a counterpart north of the 26th parallel.
(7) A roster shall be posted for the information of employees
showing the commencement and finishing date of annual leave.
34.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) Employees shall qualify for long service leave in the
following terms—
(a) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause—
(i) an employee appointed before January 10,
1995 who has completed seven (7) years continuous service with the employer shall be
entitled to five hundred and twenty (520) hours
leave on full pay; and
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(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
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(ii) an employee appointed on or after January 10,
1995 who has completed ten (10) years of continuous service with the employer shall be
entitled to five hundred and twenty (520) hours
long service leave on full pay.
For each subsequent period of seven (7) years service an employee shall be entitled to an additional five
hundred and twenty (520) hours long service leave
on full pay.
For recording purposes and to facilitate flexible working arrangements where other than eight (8) hours is
worked in a day and/or forty (40) hours in a week,
long service leave will be debited at the actual number
of hours rostered during the period of leave.
Subject to the Commissioner’s convenience and approval an employee may elect to take the leave in
periods of one (1) week or more
For the purposes of determining an employee’s long
service leave entitlement under the provisions of
paragraph (a) and (b) of this subclause the expression “continuous service” includes any period during
which the employee is absent on full pay or part pay
but does not include—
(i) any period exceeding two (2) weeks during
which an employee is absent on leave without
pay or parental leave, except where leave without pay is approved for the purpose of fulfilling
an obligation by the Government of Western
Australia to provide staff for a particular assignment external to the Public Sector of
Western Australia.
(ii) any period during which an employee is taking long service leave entitlement or any
portion thereof except in the case of subclause
(12) of this clause when the period excised
will equate to a full entitlement of thirteen (13)
weeks;
(iii) any service by an employee who resigns, is
dismissed or whose services are otherwise terminated other than service prior to such
resignation, dismissal or termination when his
or her prior service had actually entitled the
employee to the long service leave provided
under this clause;
(iv) subject to paragraph (v)of this subclause, any
period of service between the sixth anniversary date of the employee having accrued an
entitlement to long service leave, or a deferred
commencing date approved by the Commissioner pursuant to subclause (4) of this clause
and the date on which the employee clears that
entitlement;
(v) any service by the employee between the date
by which long service leave entitlements are
required to be cleared pursuant to subclause
(5) of this clause, or a deferred commencing
date approved by the Commissioner pursuant
to subclause (4) of this clause and the date on
which the employee clears the entitlement required;
(vi) any service by an employee who has been
granted a deferment for the taking of long service leave by the Commissioner because of
impending retirement pursuant to subclauses
(4) or (5) of this clause, between a deferred
commencing date approved by the Commissioner and the date the employee retires or,
clears a full entitlement to long service leave
if the employee does not retire on the date
nominated;
(vii) any period of service that was taken into account in ascertaining the amount of a lump sum
payment in lieu of long service leave;
Payment made for long service leave granted to an
employee who has been employed on a part time basis
or on both a full time and part time basis during a
qualifying period shall be adjusted according to the
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hours worked by the employee, subject to the following—
(i) If an employee consistently worked on a part
time basis for a regular number of hours during the whole of the employee’s qualifying
service, the employee shall continue to be paid
the salary determined on that basis during the
long service leave.
(ii) A part-time employee shall have the same entitlement to long service leave as full-time
employees. However, payment made during
such periods of long service leave shall be
adjusted according to the hours worked by the
employee during that accrual period.
(2) (a) Long service leave shall be taken at any time within
six (6) years of it becoming due, at the convenience of the
Commissioner. Provided that the commissioner may approve
the deferment of the taking of long service leave beyond six
(6) years in exceptional circumstances. Provided further that
such exceptional circumstances shall include retirement within
seven (7) years of the date of entitlement.
(b) Approval to defer the taking of long service leave may
be withdrawn or varied at any time by the Commissioner giving the employee notice in writing of the withdrawal or
variation.
(3) (a) An employee having an entitlement to long service
leave at March 1, 1988 is required to clear one full entitlement
of long service leave before March 1, 1994.
(b) Employees having more than one (1) entitlement to long
service leave at March 1, 1988 shall be required to clear one
(1) full entitlement of long service leave by March 1, 1994
and a further full entitlement within each six (6) years thereafter, until the employees entitlement to long service leave has
been cleared.
(c) Provided that the Commissioner may approve the deferment of the taking of long service leave in exceptional
circumstances. Provided further that such exceptional circumstances shall include retirement within five (5) years of the
date of entitlement.
(4) On application to the Commissioner a lump sum payment for the money equivalent of any:
(a) long service leave entitlement for continuous service as provided in paragraph (a) and paragraph (b) of
subclause (1) of this clause shall be made to an employee who resigns, retires, is retired or is dismissed
or in respect of an employee who dies;
(b) Pro-rata long service leave based on continuous service of a lesser period than that provided in paragraph
(a) and (b) of subclause (3) of this clause for a long
service leave entitlement shall be made—
(i) to an employee who retires at or over the age
of fifty five (55) years or who is retired on the
grounds of ill health if the employee has completed not less than twelve (12) months
continuous service before the date of retirement;
(ii) to an employee who, not having resigned is
retired by the Commissioner for any other
cause, if the employee has completed not less
than three (3) years continuous service before
the date of retirement; or
(iii) in respect of an employee who dies, if the
employee has completed not less than twelve
(12) months continuous service before the date
of death.
(c) In the case of a deceased employee, payment shall
be made to the estate of the employee unless the employee is survived by a legal dependant approved by
the Commissioner, in which case payment shall be
made to the legal dependant.
(5) The calculation of the amount due for long service leave
accrued and for pro-rata long service leave shall be made at
the rate of salary of an employee at the date of retirement or
resignation or death, whichever applies.
(6) (a) An employee who desires to be granted a period of
long service leave shall give at least two (2) months notice in
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writing of the fact and shall make application to the Commissioner. The application shall state the amount of leave required
and the date from which the leave is to commence. In case of
emergency and for reasons to be stated in writing, an employee
may at any time apply to the Commissioner for any long service leave due.
(b) An employee may prior to commencing long service leave
request approval for the substitution of another date for commencement of long service leave and the Commissioner may
approve such substitution.
(7) Recognition of Pro Rata Service with other Government
Employers—
Interstate—
(a) Where an employee was, immediately prior to being
employed under the provisions of the Police Act,
employed in the service of the Commonwealth or of
any other State of Australia and the period between
the date when the employee ceased previous employment and the date of commencing employment does
not exceed one (1) week, that employee shall be entitled to long service leave determined in the
following manner.
(i) The pro-rata portion of long service leave to
which the employee would have been entitled
up to the date of appointment under the provisions of the Police Act shall be calculated in
accordance with the provisions that applied to
the previous employment referred to, but in
calculating that period of pro rata long service
leave, any long service leave taken or any such
long service leave during that employment
shall be deducted from any long service leave
to which the employee may become entitled
under this clause; and
(ii) the balance of the long service leave entitlement of the employee shall be calculated upon
appointment under the provisions of the Police Act in accordance with the provisions of
this clause.
(b) The maximum break in employment permitted by
paragraph (a) of this subclause may be varied by
the approval of the Commissioner provided that
where employment under the provision of the
Police Act commenced more than one (1) week
after ceasing the previous employment, the period in excess of one (1) week does not exceed
the amount of accrued and pro-rata annual leave
paid out at the date the employee ceased with the
previous employer or in the case of defence forces
the employee applied to join the police force before ceasing the previous employment and was
inducted into police training in the first available
police academy school. This matter must be negotiated and documented as part of the
recruitment process.
(c) An employee previously employed by the Commonwealth or by any other State of Australia shall not
proceed on any period of long service leave until the
employee—
(i) has served a period of not less than three (3)
year continuous service under this agreement
or the award; and
(ii) is entitled to five hundred and twenty (520)
hours long service leave on full pay.
The Commissioner may approve of an employee proceeding on long service leave prior
to the employee completing three (3) years
continuous service.
(d) Nothing in this clause shall be deemed to confer
on any employee previously employed by the
Commonwealth or by any other State of Australia
any entitlement to a complete period of long service leave that accrued in the employee’s favour
prior to the date on which the employee commenced employment under the provisions of the
Police Act.
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Intrastate—
(e) Where an employee was immediately prior to being
employed under the provisions of the Police Act, an
employee in—
(i) a department or sub-department of the Public
Service established pursuant to the Public Sector Management Act 1994;
(ii) a statutory authority listed in Schedule 1 of the
Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985;
(iii) either of the Houses of the Parliament of the
State under the separate control of the President or Speaker or under their joint control;
(iv) the Health Education Council, or
(v) the Nurses Board of WA;
and the period between the date when the employee
ceased previous employment and the date of commencing employment under the provisions of the
Police Act does not exceed one (1) week, that employee shall be entitled to five hundred and twenty
(520) hours of long service leave on full pay on
whichever is the earliest date of—
(i) the date on which the employee would have
become entitled to long service leave had the
employee remained in the former employment;
or
(ii) the date determined by—
(aa) calculated the pro-rata portion of long
service leave to which the employee
would have been entitled up to date of
appointment under the Police Act, in
accordance with the provisions that
applied to the previous employment
referred to, but in calculating that period of pro-rata long service leave, any
long service leave taken or any benefit
granted in lieu of any such long service leave during that employment shall
be deducted from any long service
leave to which the employee may become entitled under this clause; and
(bb) by calculating the balance of the long
service leave entitlement of the employee upon appointment under the
provisions of the Police Act in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(f) The maximum break in employment permitted by
paragraph (e) of this subclause may be varied by the
approval of the Commissioner provided that where
employment under the provisions of the Police Act
commenced more than one (1) week after ceasing
the previous employment, the period in excess of one
(1) week does not exceed the amount of accrued and
pro-rata annual leave paid out at the date the employee ceased with the previous employer. This
matter must be negotiated and documented as part
of the recruitment process.
(g) An employee who was not paid out for accrued and
pro-rata annual leave held at the date of ceasing previous employment shall comply with the provisions
of paragraph (e) of this subclause.
(h) In addition to any entitlement arising from the application of paragraph (e) of this subclause, an employee
previously employed by a prescribed State body or
statutory authority may, on approval of the Commissioner, be credited with any period of long service
leave to which the employee became entitled during
the former employment but had not taken at the date
of appointment under the provisions of the Police
Act provided the employee’s former employer had
given approval for the employee to accumulate the
entitlement.
(8) An employee who has elected to retire at or over the age
of fifty five (55) years and who will complete not less that
twelve (12) months continuous service before the date of retirement may make application to take pro-rata long service
leave before the date of retirement.
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(9) (a) A full time employee who, during a qualifying period
towards an entitlement of long service leave was employed
continuously on both a full and part-time basis, may elect to
take a lesser period of long service leave calculated by converting the part-time service to equivalent full time service.
(b) A full time employee who, during a qualifying period
towards an entitlement of long service leave was employed
continuously on a part time basis, may elect to take a lesser
period of long service leave calculated by converting the parttime service to equivalent full time service.
(10) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions in this clause,
the Commissioner may direct an employee to take accrued
long service leave and may determine the date of which such
leave shall commence.
(11) Where an employee is ill during the period of long service leave and produces at the time, or as soon as practicable
thereafter, medical evidence to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that as a result of the illness the employee was
confined to their place or residence or a hospital for a period
of at least fourteen (14) consecutive calendar days, the Commissioner may grant sick leave for the period during which
the employee was so confined and reinstate long service leave
equivalent to the period of confinement.
(12) (a) An employee shall, when recalled from long service
leave to attend at Court from matters arising during the course
of their duties or to perform other duties, be paid or be entitled
to for each day or part thereof additional payments at ordinary
hours rates for the period of the recall including travelling time
plus eight (8) hours added to their long service leave or at the
option of the employee sixteen (16) hours added to their long
service leave.
(b) Where an employee is required to attend court on an
additional day granted for previous attendance under paragraph
(a) of this subclause the employee shall be entitled to an additional eight (8) hours leave for attending that court and sixteen
(16) further hours, a total entitlement of twenty four (24) hours.
Such additional hours as defined under this paragraph shall be
taken at a time mutually agreed between the employee and the
Commissioner.
(c) Where an employee is required to attend for a promotional examination or promotional appeal hearing during the
period of his or her long service leave he or she shall be granted
eight (8) hours leave in lieu.
35.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) Entitlement to bereavement leave
(a) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, on the death
of—
(i) the spouse or de facto spouse of an employee;
or
(ii) the child or step child of an employee; or
(iii) the parent or step parent of an employee; or
(iv) any other person who, immediately before that
person’s death, lived with the employee as a
member of the employee’s family,
the employee is entitled to paid bereavement leave
of up to two (2) days.
(b) The two (2) days need not be consecutive.
(c) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during a period
of any other kind of leave.
(2) Proof in support of claim for bereavement leave
An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave under
paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause is to provide the
Commissioner, if so requested by the Commissioner, evidence
that would satisfy a reasonable person as to—
(a) the death that is the subject of the leave sought;
and
(b) the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
36.—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) Definitions
For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Employee” includes full time and part time employees.
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(b) “Parental Leave” shall be unpaid leave except where
accrued annual leave and/or long service leave is utilised.
(c) “Adoption” in relation to a child, is a reference to a
child who—
(i) is not the natural child or the step-child of the
employee or the employee’s spouse;
(ii) is less than 5 years of age; and
(iii) has not lived continuously with the employee
for six (6) months or longer.
(2) Entitlement to Parental Leave
(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to fifty two
(52) consecutive weeks parental leave in respect of
the birth of a child to an employee or the employee’s
spouse or defacto spouse.
(b) An employee is entitled to parental leave only after
he or she has given the employer at least ten (10)
weeks written notice of his or her intention to take
the leave and stating the proposed period of leave to
be taken.
(c) An employee is not entitled to take parental leave at
the same time as the employee’s spouse but this subsection does not apply to one (1) week’s parental
leave—
(i) taken by the parent immediately after the birth
of the child; or
(ii) taken by the employee and the employee’s
spouse immediately after a child has been
placed with them with a view to their adoption of the child.
(d) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two (2) days unpaid leave for the employee to
attend interviews or examinations as required for the
adoption procedure. Employees working or residing
outside the Perth metropolitan area are entitled to
one (1) additional days leave. The employee may
take any paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.
(e) An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age
of five (5) years shall be entitled to three (3) weeks
parental leave at the placement of the child and a
further period of parental leave up to a maximum of
fifty two (52) weeks.
(f) Subject to paragraph (c) of this sub-clause where both
partners are employed in the Western Australia Police Service, the leave shall not be taken concurrently
except for special circumstances and with the approval of the Commissioner.
(3) Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to utilise any accrued annual leave or accrued long
service leave for the whole or part of the period of
parental leave or extend the period of parental leave
with such leave.
(b) An employee may extend the maximum period of
parental leave with a period of leave without pay
subject to the approval of the Commissioner.
(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave and other paid agreement absences.
(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates other
than by the birth of a living child then the employee
shall be entitled to such period of paid sick leave or
unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary by a
registered medical practitioner.
(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the employee’s pregnancy
or is required to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure the employee may take any paid sick
leave to which the employee is entitled or such further unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary
by a registered medical practitioner.
(4) Notice and Variation
(a) The minimum period of absence on parental leave
shall commence six (6) weeks before the expected
date of birth and end six (6) weeks after the day on
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which the birth has taken place. However, an employee may apply to the Commissioner to vary this
period provided her application is supported by a
certificate from a registered medical practitioner indicating that the employee is fit to continue or resume
duty within this minimum period.
(b) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of parental leave and may at
any time during that period of leave elect to reduce
or extend the period stated in the original application provided four (4) weeks written notice is
provided.
(5) Transfer to a Safe Job
(a) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the
employee make it inadvisable for the employee to
continue in her present duties, the duties shall be
modified or the employee may be transferred to a
safe position of the same classification until the commencement of parental leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable,
the employee may take leave for such period as is
certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(6) Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to the Commissioner not
less than four (4) weeks prior to the expiration of the
period of parental leave.
(b) An employee on return from parental leave shall be
entitled to the position which the employee occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental
leave. Where an employee was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to sub-clause (5) of this clause the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied
immediately prior to the transfer.
(c) An employee may return, subject to the approval of
the Commissioner, on a part-time basis to the same
position occupied prior to the commencement of
leave or to a different position at the same classification level on a part-time basis in accordance with the
part-time provision of this agreement.
(d) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a position of the same classification level with duties
similar to that of the abolished position.
(8) Effect of Leave on Employment Contract
(a) Continuous Service
An employee’s continuity of service shall not be broken by the period of unpaid parental leave, however,
unpaid parental leave shall not be taken into account
in calculating the period of service for any purpose
under this agreement.
(b) Termination of Employment
An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by
written notice in accordance with the agreement.
37.—ENTITLEMENT TO LEAVE AND ALLOWANCES
THROUGH ILLNESS OR INJURY
(1) An employee who becomes incapacitated shall as soon
as possible:
(a) notify the employee’s officer in charge of that fact
and of the his or her whereabouts; and
(b) notify the Manager of the nature of the illness or
the nature and cause of the injury, as the case may
be.
(2) Except in respect of a day on which an employee
becomes incapacitated while on duty, an application for
leave by an employee on account of incapacity shall be
supported by a certificate of a medical practitioner or,
where the incapacity involves a dental condition, by a certificate of a dentist.
(3) The application shall be—
(a) in a form approved by the Commissioner; and
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(b) submitted to the Manager, and the certificate in its
support shall be—
(c) submitted to the Manager.
(4) Subject to subclause (2) and to the compliance by the
employee of paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of subclause (3), the
Commissioner may grant to an employee in respect of the
employee’s incapacity leave of absence with pay—
(a) for up to one hundred and sixty eight (168) days in a
calendar year; and
(b) if so recommended by the Manager and subject to
any terms or conditions recommended by the Manager, for a further period.
(5) Except where an employee is incapacitated through the
employee’s fault or misconduct, an employee is entitled to
receive in respect of a period of leave or absence approved
under subclause (4) and subject to any terms and conditions
imposed under paragraph (b) of subclause (4) of this clause,
any special allowances which the employee would have received under the agreement if the employee had not been
incapacitated.
(6) The district allowance prescribed by this agreement ceases
to be payable—
(a) after an incapacitated employee and the family of
that employee have been absent from the employee’s region for a continuous period exceeding six (6)
weeks; and
(b) for so long thereafter as that absence continues.
(7) In subclause (6) “family” means the spouse and any children of the employee residing with the employee.
(8) (a) An employee who suffers illness or injury through
the employee’s fault or misconduct is not entitled to paid leave
contained within the provisions of subclause (4) under paragraphs (a) and (b) in respect of absence from duty resulting
from that illness or injury.
(b) An employee who suffers illness or injury through the
employee’s fault or misconduct is not entitled in respect of that
illness or injury to receive the benefits contained under clause
39.—Medical and Pharmaceutical Expenses of this agreement.
(c) Where the incapacity of an employee results from
the carrying on by the employee of an occupation
for which the employee received or expected to receive remuneration, outside of the employee’s duties
as an employee the Commissioner may grant or
refuse to grant paid leave to the employee in respect
of the incapacity or may grant the employee leave at
a reduced rate of pay.
(9) An incapacitated employee shall not during the employee’s absence from duty engage for reward in any other
occupation or activity.
(10) An employee who has been absent from duty because
of incapacity for longer than four (4) weeks shall, before returning to duty, submit to the Manager evidence of the
employee’s medical fitness to return to duty.
(11) (a) The Commissioner may direct an employee to submit to examination, at the expense of the Commissioner, by
one or more medical practitioners nominated in each instance
by the Commissioner and the employee shall obey such a direction.
(b) Where an employee has been examined under paragraph
(a) of this subclause and the examining medical practitioner
expresses the opinion in writing to the Commissioner that the
employee is unfit for duty because of illness or injury, the
Commissioner may direct the employee, to apply for leave on
that ground and the employee shall obey such a direction.
38.—MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL EXPENSES
THROUGH ILLNESS OR INJURY RESULTING FROM
DUTIES
Subject to the provisions contained within Clause 37.—Entitlement to Leave and Allowances Through Illness or Injury
of this agreement, under paragraph (b) of subclause (8), the
Commissioner shall pay the reasonable medical and hospital
expenses incurred by an employee as a result of illness or injury arising out of or in the course of the employee’s duties or
suffered by the employee in the course of travel to or from a
place of duty.
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39.—MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL EXPENSES
(1) Subject to the provisions contained within Clause 37.—
Entitlement to Leave and Allowances Through Illness or Injury
of this agreement, under paragraphs (a) and (b) of subclause
(8), an employee who receives—
(a) any consultation, treatment or other service by a
medical practitioner; or
(b) any X-ray or other service not provided by a medical practitioner but provided under a referral given
by a medical practitioner, may claim from the Commissioner reimbursement of the amount paid for that
service, less the amount of any Medicare benefits
paid or payable, and the Commissioner may pay the
claim.
(2) An employee is entitled to reimbursement by the Commissioner of the cost of a medicine supplied by a
pharmaceutical chemist on the prescription of a medical practitioner if the medicine was at the time of issue of the
prescription specified in the Commonwealth Schedule of Pharmaceutical Benefits for Medical Practitioners.
(3) An employee claiming reimbursement of expenditure
shall submit with the employee’s claim—
(a) in the case of expenditure of a kind referred to in
subclause (1)—
(i) a receipt for the amount paid;
(ii) a statement of the amount received or receivable as Medicare benefits; and
(iii) where applicable, documentary evidence that
the health service not provided by a medical
practitioner was provided under a referral
given by a medical practitioner; and
(b) in the case of expenditure of a kind referred to in
subclause (2), a receipt for the amount paid, and the
Commissioner, before approving payment, may require the employee to supply additional information
as to the identity of the person treated, the amount
paid or, where applicable, the prescription.
40.—RETIREMENT, REMOVAL OR DEATH OF AN
EMPLOYEE
(1) Retirement
An employee may retire on attaining the age of fifty five
(55) years.
(2) Examination by Medical Board
(a) Where the Commissioner is of the opinion that an
employee is not fit for further service, he may direct
the employee to be examined by a medical board.
(b) The medical board referred to in paragraph (a) of
this subclause shall consist of three (3) legally qualified medical practitioners nominated by the person
who holds or acts in the office of Commissioner of
Health under the Health Act 1911.
(c) An employee shall not fail to carry out a direction
given pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause.
(d) Subject to the Act, where the medical board referred
to in paragraph (b) of this subclause reports to the
Commissioner that the employee in question is unfit
for further active service the Commissioner shall
advise the employee of the date the employee will
cease duty.
(3) Allowances Paid on Death of an Employee
Where an employee dies the spouse of the employee and
such of the children of the employee as are under the age
of eighteen (18) years are entitled to the allowances prescribed by Clause 31.—Travelling Allowances and Clause
30.—Transfer Allowances of this agreement for the conveyance of themselves and their furniture and effects to
the Metropolitan area or to any part of the State approved
by the Commissioner.
(4) Leave Entitlement to be Paid Out
On the death of an employee the Minister may on the recommendation of the Commissioner grant to the relatives of
the employee who were dependent on the employee at the date
of the employee’s death the monetary equivalent, computed to
the date of death, of;
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(a) annual leave accrued and owing to the employee;
(b) long service leave accrued and owing to the employee;
(c) pro rata leave for each completed month of service
of the employee in the current year.
SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
Hon Minister for Police
Signed: Kevin Prince
Date: 22nd March 1999
On behalf of the WA Police Union of Workers
Signed: J See
Date: 23rd March 1999
SCHEDULE A
CAMPING ALLOWANCES
Rate
Per Day

Item

$34.55
$42.30

A1
A2

$50.10
$57.85
$77.05

A3
A4
A5

$39.50
$47.30

A1
A2

$55.05
$62.85
$107.35

A3
A4
A5

o

South of 26 South Latitude
Permanent Camp—Cook provided by the
Department
Permanent Camp—No cook provided
Other Camping—Cook provided by the
Department
Other Camping—No cook provided
Camping beside or inside vehicle
North of 26o South Latitude
Permanent Camp—Cook provided by the
Department
Permanent Camp—No cook provided
Other Camping—Cook provided by the
Department
Other Camping—No cook provided
Camping beside or inside vehicle

SCHEDULE B
DISTRICT ALLOWANCES
(a) Employees without dependants
COLUMN I

COLUMN II

COLUMN III

COLUMN IV

DISTRICT NO

STANDARD

EXCEPTIONS TO
STANDARD RATE
TOWN OR PLACE

RATE
$ PA

Nil
Fitzroy Crossing
Halls Creek
Turner River Camp
Nullagine
Liveringa (Camballin)
Marble Bar
Wittenoom
Karratha
Port Hedland
South Hedland
Warburton Mission
Eucla
Carnarvon
Meekatharra
Mount Magnet
Wiluna
Laverton
Leonora
Cue
Leinster
Yalgoo
Kalgoorlie
Boulder
Ravensthorpe
Norseman
Salmon Gums
Marvel Loch
Esperance

Nil
3,218
3,218
3,218
3,218
2,990
2,990
2,990
2,815
2,618
2,618
3,236
1,592
1,134
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
182
182
719
719
719
719
719

Nil

Nil

$ PA
6
5

2,921
2,390

4

1,204

3

759

2

544

1

Nil

(b) Employees With Dependants
Receive double the amount prescribed in (a) above for Employees Without Dependants.
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(v) INTERSTATE
Other Than Capital Cities—
116.70

SCHEDULE D
MOTOR VEHICLE ALLOWANCES
(1) MOTORCAR
Area and Details

Engine Displacement
(in Cubic Centimetres)

Rate per Kilometre

Over
2600cc

Metropolitan Area
South West Land Division
North of 23.5° South Latitude
Rest of the State

63.3
65.1
71.4
67.3

Over
1600cc
1600cc
& under
- 2600cc
Cents per kilometre
54.9
48.7
56.5
50.2
62.3
55.5
58.4
51.8

(2) MOTORCYCLE
Cents per Kilometre
21.9

Whole of State

SCHEDULE E
RELIEVING ALLOWANCES
(a) Hotel/Motel/Roadhouse
Particulars

Rate per Day
(i)
(ii)
WA Metro. Locality South
Of 26 South
Latitude
$
$

First forty nine days after arrival
at new locality
Period of relief in excess of
forty nine days
(a) Employee with dependants
(b) Employee without dependants

Item

154.60

116.70

E1

77.30

58.35

E2

51.50

38.85

E3

(iii) Locality north of 26th degree Latitude including Shark
Bay—
TOWN

ITEM E4
First 49 days
after arrival at
new locality

ITEM E5
ITEM E6
Period of relief in excess
of 49 days
EMPLOYEE
WITH

EMPLOYEE
WITHOUT

DEPENDANTS DEPENDANTS

Broome
Carnarvon
Dampier
Derby
Eucla
Exmouth
Fitzroy Crossing
Gascoyne Junction
Halls Creek
Karratha
Kununurra
Marble Bar
Newman
Nullagine
Onslow
Pannawonica
Paraburdoo
Port Hedland
Roebourne
Sandfire
Shark Bay
South Hedland
Tom Price
Turkey Creek
Wickham
Wyndham

201.55
149.20
158.70
148.75
116.70
153.50
156.45
103.00
179.20
232.25
161.00
127.00
204.00
108.20
102.00
157.20
192.50
202.20
119.70
103.50
134.50
202.20
170.50
109.70
124.40
107.00

100.80
74.60
79.35
74.35
54.40
76.75
78.20
51.50
89.60
116.10
80.50
63.50
102.00
54.10
51.00
78.60
96.25
101.10
59.85
51.75
67.25
101.10
85.25
54.85
62.20
53.50

67.10
49.70
52.85
49.55
36.25
51.10
52.10
34.30
59.65
77.35
53.60
42.30
68.00
36.00
34.00
52.35
64.10
67.35
39.85
34.45
44.80
67.35
56.75
36.50
41.45
35.60

195.35
190.70
158.90

97.70
95.35
79.45

65.05
63.50
52.90

(iv) INTERSTATE
Capital Cities—
- Sydney
- Melbourne
- Others
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58.35
38.85
RATE PER DAY ITEM
$
(b) Incidental Expenses:
E7
South of 26 degrees South Latitude 8.15
North of 26 degrees South Latitude 10.50
Interstate
10.50
(c) Other Than Hotel or Motel:
E8
South of 26 degrees South Latitude 54.00
North of 26 degrees South Latitude 63.95
Interstate
63.95
(d) Travel not involving an overnight stay or travel involving an overnight stay where accommodation only is provided—
RATE PER DAY ITEM
South of 26 degree South Latitude
E9
Breakfast
10.20
Lunch
10.20
Dinner
25.45
North of 26 degree South Latitude
E10
Breakfast
12.50
Lunch
16.70
Dinner
24.25
Interstate
E11
Breakfast
12.50
Lunch
16.70
Dinner
24.25
SCHEDULE F
TRAVELLING—TRANSFER ALLOWANCES
ITEM PARTICULARS
DAILY RATE
$
Allowance to Meet Incidental Expenses
F1
WA—South of 26o
South Latitude
8.15
F2
WA—North of 26o
South Latitude
10.50
F3
Interstate
10.50
Accommodation Involving an Overnight Stay at a Hotel,
Motel or Roadhouse
F4
WA—Metropolitan
154.60
F5
Locality South of 26o South
Latitude
116.70
F6
Locality North of 26o South
Latitude
Broome
201.55
Carnarvon
149.20
Dampier
158.70
Derby
148.75
Eucla
116.70
Exmouth
153.50
Fitzroy Crossing
156.45
Gascoyne Junction
103.00
Halls Creek
179.20
Karratha
232.25
Kununurra
161.00
Marble Bar
127.00
Newman
204.00
Nullagine
108.20
Onslow
102.00
Pannawonica
157.20
Paraburdoo
192.50
Port Hedland
202.20
Roebourne
119.70
Sandfire
103.50
Shark Bay
134.50
South Hedland
202.20
Tom Price
170.50
Turkey Creek
109.70
Wickham
124.40
Wyndham
107.00
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PARTICULARS

DAILY RATE
$

Interstate—Capital Cities
Sydney
195.35
Melbourne
190.70
Others
158.90
F8
Interstate—Other than
Capital Cities
116.70
Accommodation Involving an Overnight Stay at Other
Than a Hotel, Motel or Roadhouse
F9
WA—South of 26o South Latitude 54.00

F13

WA—North of 26o South Latitude—
Breakfast
12.50
Lunch
16.70
Dinner
24.25
Supper
17.80

F14

Interstate—
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

F7

F10
WA—North of 26o South Latitude 63.95
F11
Interstate
63.95
Travel not Involving an Overnight Stay or Travel Involving an Overnight Stay Where Accommodation Only is
Provided
F12
WA—South of 26o South Latitude—
Breakfast
10.20
Lunch
10.20
Dinner
25.45
Supper
15.30
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12.50
16.70
24.25

Midday Meal
F15
Rate per meal
F16
Maximum reimbursement per
pay period

22.25

Deduction for Normal Living Expenses
F17
Each adult
F18
Each child

18.35
3.15

4.45

Accelerated Depreciation and Extra Wear and Tear on Furniture and Effects
F19
Accelerated depreciation
501.00
F20
Value of goods
2996.00

APPENDIX 1
PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES & MAJOR DELTA REFORMS
FOR POLICE ACT EMPLOYEES
TARGET
1.

ACTION

Rostering restructure for Police
Act employees.
Introduce Policing Priorities 1998/
1999 Targets as per Attachment 1
to this Appendix.
Introduction of Rehabilitation
System for Police Act employees.
Monthly tracking of performance as
a productivity initiative.
Review of Advance Promotional
System for Police Act employees.

TIMETABLE

Remove the requirement for employee rotation of
shifts weekly.
2.
Implement guidance in the planning of operations
for the five core functions of the Agency and
provide input into the Agency’s business plan.
3.
Implement a system which reduces sick leave for
long term employee absence.
4.
Implement specific remedies to be considered for
Agency performance.
5.
Develop a simplified and more effective promotion
and selection system which has less impact on the
morale and productivity of the workforce.
6. Introduction of Substandard
Implement a system which reduces or eliminates
Performance Management System.
Substandard performance by employees.
7. Enhanced Traffic Enforcement Program. Implement existing equipment and resources
optimisation.
8.
Investigative Practices Review.
Change the investigative role of police and the
manner in which they deliver their service including
supervision, management and quality assurance.
Reassessment of reimbursement to officers for
“provision of information”. Deployment of officers
from the Central Branch to District Offices in both
the metropolitan and country locations.
9. Police/Justice Core Function Project.
To privatise the existing service and return police
officers to operational duties.
10. Introduction of New Resource Manage- To implement a new computerised and interlinked
ment Information System (RMIS)
financial, human resource and asset management
information system. Training and skills upgrade for
employees.

ATTACHMENT 1
STRATEGIC ACTION STATEMENT
1998/99
INTRODUCTION
This Strategic Action Statement sets policing priorities for
1998/99 and covers each of the Western Australia Police Service’s five core functions. It is a clear statement of our priorities
that will enable each region, district, unit and individual officer to see how their work fits in the agency’s ‘big picture’.

March, 1999.
July 1999.
March 1999.
March 1999.
March 1999.
March 1999.
March 1999.
July 1999.

July 1999.
March 1999.

It is also a clear statement to the community on priority safety
and security issues that will be addressed by the Western Australia Police Service in 1998/99.
WHY SET PRIORITIES AND TARGETS?
The setting of priorities and performance targets is a means
of conveying what needs to be achieved for us to be successful. With a target, we have something to aim for. We can then
measure our progress and take corrective action when required
to ensure that targets are met.
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Targets are an effective way of motivating and encouraging
our officers. They provide for a sense of achievement when
the targets are reached.
HOW DO WE DETERMINE THE PRIORITIES AND
TARGETS ?
The selected priorities and targets in this document will not
surprise officers of the Police Service. The priorities take account of the many views expressed by Government,
stakeholders and the community. They also take account of
our own performance data, community survey data and input
from a wide cross section of the Police Service.
The targets set are both realistic and achievable.
HOW WILL WE USE THE PRIORITIES AND TARGETS?
Many of the priorities are influenced by factors beyond the
direct control of police. This makes our task even more challenging and we need to work closely with agencies and the
community to tackle the underlying causes.
Each operational area of the Service will assess the extent to
which each priority is a problem in their own area and build

PRIORITY AND DESCRIPTION
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them into their own plans for 1998/99. Where the priority is
relevant, local targets will be set and local strategies developed. These targets may be higher or lower than those set out
in this document. The targets would also take account of a
commitment to address particular local needs.
Each regional and portfolio commander will ensure that the
overall targets set within their area of responsibility are appropriate in the context of the statewide targets.
HOW DOES THE STRATEGIC ACTION STATEMENT FIT
WITH OTHER WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE SERVICE PLANS ?
The Strategic Action Statement is part of a hierarchy of
planning documents for the Western Australia Police Service.
At the highest level Purpose & Direction sets the style and
standards of the Police Service and Delta Achievements and
Way Ahead identifies our leadership and change management
priorities for the next three years. The Strategic Action Statement sets statewide policing priorities for the coming year.
Most importantly, all of these are underpinned by local and
specialist unit plans.

PERFORMANCE MEASURE

TARGET

•Detected drug offences are a small proportion of total
offences counted.

•Rate of drug offences detected.

•Increase by 5% the number of drug trafficking
offences detected especially heroin related offences.

•Detected drug offences have risen by 100% between
1993/94 and 1996/97.

•Region to monitor District plans.

•Develop local prevention strategies to reduce the
risk of young people’s exposure to drugs and to
drug offending.

•Rate of burglary offences.

•Reduce the incidence of reported burglary offences
in 1998/1999 by 20% over 1996/97 level.
•Increase the clearance rate of burglary from 12.3%
in 1996/97 to 15% in 1998/99.

PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF CRIME
Drug Offences

•The increased availability and use of heroin by young
people is a major community concern
Burglary
•The rate of burglary offences is 45% above the national
rate.
•The number of burglaries has fallen by 3.7% between
1994/95 and 1996/1997.
•66.6% of the community regard house breaks to be a
problem.
Assault (including sexual assault)
•The rate of assault offences is higher than the national
average.
•The number of reported assaults increased by 23.2%
between 1994/95 and 1996/97.
•Sex offences are a major community concern.
Robbery
•The rate of armed robbery offences is the highest of any
State or Territory.
•The number of robberies increased by 43.5% between
1994/95 and 1996/97.
Motor Vehicle Theft
•The number of motor vehicle thefts declined by 17.5%
between 1994/95 and 1996/97.
•The rate of motor vehicle theft is higher than any other
State or Territory (803.91 per 100,000) and the national
rate (671.44 per 100,000 persons).
•Motor vehicle theft is considered to be a serious
problem by 18.9% of survey respondents.
MAINTENANCE OF THE PEACE
Safety in public places
•WA recorded the highest proportion of all states and
territories of people who felt ‘unsafe’ when walking or
jogging locally after dark (48.5% compared to national rate
of 45.9%).
Damage (including graffiti)
•Graffiti is a high community and government concern.

•Vandalism offences including graffiti, rose from 34,401 in
1994/95 to 41,316 in 1996/97.
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND ROAD SAFETY
•Of the WA respondents in a national survey—
*15.2% indicated that they drove above the 0.05 blood
alcohol limit at least sometimes (national average 10.4%).
*22.9% reported they drove 10kmh above the speed limit
at least half the time (national average 18.2%).
*93.4% said they always wore seat belts (national
average 92.5%).

•Clearance rate for burglary offences.

•Rate of assault offences.
•Clearance rate for assault.

•Rate of robbery offences.
•Clearance rate of robbery offences.

•Rate of motor vehicle theft.
•Clearance rate of motor vehicle theft.

•Reduce the rate of reported offences by 3% over
1996/97 level by June 1999.
•Maintain or improve the clearance rate for assault
(1996/97 rate: 86.5%).

•Reduce the rate of reported offences from 1996/97
by 5%.
•Increase the clearance rate of robbery offences by
5% to achieve clearance rate of over 42%.
•Reduce the rate of motor vehicle theft from 1996/
97 by 10% with a view to reaching the national
average by 1999/2000.
•Increase the clearance rate of motor vehicle theft
from 17.1% in 1996/97 to 20%.

•Proportion of the community that feels safe
walking or jogging locally after dark based on
standard survey at State and local level.

Reduce the proportion of people feeling unsafe in
public places after dark by developing strategies
addressing local public safety concerns.

•Rate of reported damage.

•Reductions in graffiti and other damage are Statewide
priorities, with targets and strategies to be set locally
and achievements reported. Where graffiti is a local
problem, police should play an active role in
clean-up campaigns.

•Proportion of fatal injury crashes attributed to
speed, alcohol and non-wearing of seat belts.
•Proportion of critical injury crashes attributed
to speed, alcohol and non-wearing of seat belts.

·Alcohol Increase the number of drivers tested by
10%, to above one million statewide in 1998/99.
·Speed Reduce the proportion of drivers who admit
to exceeding speed limits by 10km or more at least
half of the time, to national average (18.0% in
1996/97) by maintaining the number of vehicles
speed-checked at least at 1996/97 levels.
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·•The proportion of drivers tested, who were charged with
drink driving declined from 1.85% to 1.00% between
1992/93 and 1996/97.
•The proportion of drivers exceeding the ‘posted’ speed
limit reduced from 42.0% in 1994/95 to 28.4% in 1996/97.
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT COORDINATION
•There are over 500 major emergencies each year.

PERFORMANCE MEASURE
•Proportion of car travellers who ‘always’ wear
a seat belt.

TARGET
•Seat Belt Usage Maintain the rate of seat belt
usage at equal to or greater than national average.

•Proportion of emergency management plans
that are current.

•Develop, implement and update Emergency
Management Plans at State, Region, District and
local levels
•Ensure that Emergency Management Plans are
exercised and evaluated at least once per year, and
training is enhanced for local and district emergency
management coordination.

•Local emergency management plans have been completed •Regions to monitor.
but need to be continually reviewed.
ASSISTING THE COMMUNITY IN TIMES OF EMERGENCY AND NEED
•83.7% of Western Australians surveyed who had contact •Community satisfaction with police services.
with police in the previous 12 months were satisfied or
very satisfied with the police, 3.7% higher than the national
average.
•68.7% of Western Australians surveyed are satisfied or
very satisfied with services provided by police. This is
almost identical to the national figure of 68.5%.

WESTRAC EQUIPMENT (SERVICE OPERATIONS)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 33 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Westrac Equipment Pty Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch.
AG 33 of 1999.
Westrac Equipment (Service Operations) Enterprise
Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
9 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms L Avon-Smith as agent on behalf of the
applicant and Mr M Anderton as agent on behalf of the respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the Westrac Equipment (Service Operations) Enterprise Agreement 1999 as filed in the Commission on 4
March 1999 be and is hereby registered as an industrial
agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WesTrac Equipment Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement 1999
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the WesTrac Equipment
(Service Operations) Enterprise Agreement 1999 (“agreement”).
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Title
Arrangement
Term
Area & Scope
Parties to the Agreement
Preamble and Commitment
Aim of Agreement
Occupational Health & Safety
Policies and Procedures
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

•Achieve a high level of customer satisfaction with
services provided by the police at national level or
better.

Contract of Employment
Locations
Hours
Flexibility
Shift Work
Rates of Pay
Field Service Allowance
Location Allowance
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Long Service Leave
Exceptional Hours Leave
Superannuation
Employee Resolution Process
Counselling and Discipline Procedure
Appendix A—Rates of Pay
Appendix B: Performance Pay
Appendix C: Signatories

3.—TERM
This agreement shall operate from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after the date this agreement is
registered and shall operate for a period of 24 months from
the 1st January 1999.
The parties agree that the terms and conditions contained
within this agreement shall continue until such time that either the agreement is cancelled or another agreement is entered
into.
The parties will endeavour to commence negotiations three
months prior to the expiry of this agreement.
4.—AREA & SCOPE
This agreement shall apply to those classifications of employees, as contained within the Merit System, who are
engaged within the company’s Service Departments within
either the Perth metropolitan area or the Regional locations.
This agreement shall operate in conjunction with Part I –
General of the Metal Trades (General) Award No 13 of 1965
as amended at the operative date of this Agreement. This Agreement shall be interpreted in conjunction with this Award. Where
there is any inconsistency between the award and this agreement, this agreement will prevail.
5.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
The parties to this agreement are WesTrac Equipment Pty
Ltd (‘the company”) and the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch (“Union”).
6.—PREAMBLE AND COMMITMENT
This agreement is the result of negotiation between the employer and the union for wages and conditions that are to apply
to the service departments (approximately 400 employees) of
the Perth and Regional operations.
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It is a term of this agreement that the parties undertake for
the duration of this agreement not to pursue any claims, beyond the terms of this agreement. This shall not be read to
limit the company’s right to effectively manage the business
within the scope of the award, this agreement, common law,
and legislation.
7.—AIM OF AGREEMENT
This Enterprise Agreement has the following objectives—
• To ensure that safety is the first priority with employees working in the safest manner for themselves
and others
• To develop a culture responsive to change
• To improve the viability and service delivery of
WesTrac Equipment.
• To improve efficiency and flexibility by changing
the way work is organised.
• To organise workplace structure and job design to
maximise WesTrac Equipment’s competitiveness.
• To be committed to the principles of continuous improvement.
• To promote customer satisfaction through improved
efficiency and quality of work.
WesTrac Equipment, the Employees and the Union are all
committed to these objectives and will use their best endeavours to achieve these objectives during the term of this
agreement.
8.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
The parties are committed to ensuring a safe environment
for all of WesTrac’s employees.
9.—POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Employees are required to comply with all reasonable directions of the Company and with the Company’s rules,
regulations, policies, practices and procedures. Details are provided in the Company’s Policy and Procedures Manuals as
amended or introduced from time to time and copies of the
manual are available from your Supervisor or Human Resources representative.
10.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
Except as provided elsewhere in this agreement, permanent
employment for full-time and part-time employees shall be by
the week and subject to a three-month probationary period.
11.—LOCATIONS
Under the Agreement, work locations will be classified as
follows—
Classification A: Metropolitan locations excluding Abernethy Road and Guildford Field Service
Classification B: Regional branch locations, Abernethy
Road and Guildford Field Service.
12.—HOURS
(1) Ordinary Hours—Location A: (other than continuous shift
workers)
(a) An average of 38 hours per week shall be worked by
full time employees which will consist of 38 ordinary hours. The 38 hours per week may be averaged
over the work cycle or roster.
(b) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any
day of the week, Monday to Friday, between the hours
of 0600 and 1800 (except shift workers) unless otherwise agreed between the employee and the
company.
(c) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 12 on
any day which shall be consecutive except for an
unpaid meal break, the duration of which shall be
agreed between the employee and the company, but
which shall not exceed 30 minutes in duration.
(d) A paid rest break of 15 minutes shall be allowed each
morning.
(e) The time that each employee’s scheduled breaks are
to be taken is flexible and may be determined, and
changed if necessary, on the day in order to meet
operational requirements.
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(2) Ordinary Hours – Location B (other than continuous shift
workers)—
(a) An average of 40 hours per week shall be worked by
full time employees which will consist of 38 ordinary hours and 2 hours of compulsory overtime. The
2 hours of compulsory overtime per week shall be
paid at the ordinary hour’s rate of pay.
(b) Full time employees shall, as compensation for working the 2 hours of compulsory overtime per week at
ordinary rates, be entitled to 5 days off per annum
which shall be paid at the ordinary hours rate of pay.
These days off may be taken separately or in conjunction with annual leave. Employees are to make
application for these days off in the same manner as
annual leave is requested.
(c) The 40 hours per week may be averaged over the
work cycle or roster.
(d) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any
day of the week, Monday to Friday, between the hours
of 0600 and 1800 (except shift workers) unless otherwise agreed between the employee and the
company.
(e) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 12 on
any day which shall be consecutive except for an
unpaid meal break, the duration of which shall be
agreed between the employee and the company, but
which shall not exceed 30 minutes in duration.
(f) A paid rest break of 15 minutes shall be allowed each
morning. The time that each employee’s scheduled
breaks are to be taken is flexible and may be determined, and changed by the company, if necessary,
on the day in order to meet operational requirements.
(3) Ordinary Hours (continuous shift workers)
(a) An average of 38 hours per week shall be worked by
full time employees which will consist of 38 ordinary hours. The 38 hours per week may be averaged
over the work cycle or roster.
(b) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any
day of the week, Monday to Friday, between the hours
of 0600 and 1800 (except shift workers) unless otherwise agreed between the employee and the
company.
(c) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 12 on
any day which shall be consecutive except for an
paid meal break, the duration of which shall be agreed
between the employee and the company, but which
shall not exceed 30 minutes in duration.
(d) A paid rest break of 15 minutes shall be allowed each
morning and afternoon.
(e) The time that each employee’s scheduled breaks are
to be taken is flexible and may be determined, and
changed if necessary, on the day in order to meet
operational requirements.
13.—FLEXIBILITY
WesTrac Equipment may, by arrangement between the employee/s and the company, with reasonable notice, introduce
new shift rosters, modify and refine existing shift and continuous shift rosters to suit the needs of the business. The
employee/s will not unreasonably refuse a request.
Due to economic necessity or in order to meet client demands WesTrac Equipment may, by arrangement between the
employee/s and the company and with reasonable notice, transfer employee/s from day work to shift work (continuous or
otherwise) and vice versa or from one location to another.
Employees will not unreasonably refuse a request.
Where changes to working hours and locations are to be
made the employer shall give the employee/s as much notice
as is possible but such notice shall be no less than 7 days unless by mutual agreement between the employer and employee/
s affected.
14.—SHIFT WORK
(1) A shift employee when working an afternoon or night
shift shall be paid a shift allowance of 15% of the employee’s
ordinary rate of pay for all ordinary hours worked.
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15.—RATES OF PAY
(1) Each employee shall be paid the appropriate rate shown
in Schedule A.—Rates of Pay or pro rata where less than 38
hours or 40 hours are worked depending on the location.
(2) In recognition of past improvements in productivity and
in anticipation of reaching the targets listed, the wage increases
payable under this Agreement are as follows (subject to ratification by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission)—
• An increase in the field service allowance of $0.20
per hour as of the 1st January 1999.
• Payment of an income protection policy for wages
employees.
• An increase of 1.6% on wages payable from the 1st
January 1999.
(a) A 1% increase in wages on complete implementation of being paid from Kronos clock system and
achievement of a ½% reduction in the agreed measures as a percent of service sales.
(b) A ½% increase in wages on achievement of a further
½% reduction in the agreed measures as a percent of
service sales.
(c) A ½% increase in wages on achievement of a further
½% reduction in the agreed measures as a percent of
service revenue.
(3) Targets—
• Implementation of being paid from Kronos
• Process mapping the different service areas
• Review of the Merit system
• Tea money applied per award
• A commitment to achieving the agreed targets
Refer to Appendix B for further details
(4) Agreed measures affected by employees performance.
• Rework.
• Service Supplies.
• Tool Replacement.
• Tech Training.
• Lost Time Sick.
Refer to Appendix B for further details
16.—FIELD SERVICE ALLOWANCE
For permanent field service staff, the field service allowance of $1.30 is added into the hourly rate. For non-permanent
field service staff, a field service rate of $1.30 per hour will be
added into the hourly rate for hours worked in field service.
17.—LOCATION ALLOWANCE
An employee shall be paid the weekly allowances when
employed in the following locations—
Pilbara
$60.00 per week
Eastern Goldfields & Murchison
$45.00 per week
Bunbury and Geraldton
$10.00 per week
The location allowance will be paid as part of the hourly
rate and specifically overrides Clause 22 of the award.
18.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Paid annual leave will accrue at the pro-rata rate of 28
consecutive calendar days, exclusive of public holidays, for
every 12 months of continuous service. An additional 7 consecutive calendar days of paid annual leave shall accrue on a
pro-rata basis for every 12 months of continuous service an
employee is engaged on a continuous shift roster.
(2) Annual leave may be taken in one continuous period, or
in shorter periods, by agreement between the employer and
employee.
(3) Payment for annual leave shall be made, if requested, to
an employee prior to their taking of such leave. The amount to
be paid for—
(a) Location A day workers proceeding on annual leave
shall be paid the amount the employee would have
received for ordinary hours the employee would have
worked during the period over which the employee
is taking leave. In addition an annual leave loading
of 17.5% is payable when taking leave at the conclusion of each 12 months of continuous service.
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(b) Location B day workers proceeding on annual leave
shall be paid the amount the employee would have
received for ordinary hours the employee would have
worked during the period over which the employee
is taking leave. In addition an annual leave loading
of 13.3% is payable when taking leave at the conclusion of each 12 months of continuous service for their
annual leave entitlement and the five days off in compensation for the 40 hours.
19.—SICK LEAVE
When a person has accrued twenty sick days, they will be
able to use the excess sick days over 20 as family leave to care
for a sick family member.
Family sick leave would be payable on submission of a doctors certificate for immediate family members (spouse/de facto
partner, child, parent).
Example—
An employee has 28 accrued sick days, and his/her child is
sick for three days and the employee cares for the child. They
could call in sick explaining they are taking a family sick leave
day. They would bring in the original doctor’s certificate for
their child stating that their child is sick for three days and fill
in a leave form (attaching the doctor’s certificate).
The three days would then be deducted from their accrued
sick leave and they would have a balance of 25 accrued sick
days.
Employees with pre-existing accruals of sick pay in excess
of 20 days are entitled to use them as described above.
In taking family sick leave days, you must maintain a minimum balance of 20 accrued sick leave days.
The excess accrued sick leave may also be used for up to a
maximum of 5 days bereavement leave for immediate family.
The General Manager has authority to approve additional bereavement leave upon request.
20.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
An employee is entitled to 13 weeks long service leave after
15 years of continuous service as provided in Volume 66 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette.
Effective from 1st July 1995, pro-rata long service leave will
apply after 7 years completed, continuous years of service as
per company policy on long service leave. Terms and conditions for the accrual and taking of the long service will be in
accordance with the company’s policy.
21.—EXCEPTIONAL HOURS LEAVE
Where an employee works in excess of 450 hours in a 6week continuous period, the employee shall be entitled to up
to 1 weeks leave without pay after the 6 week period if so
requested. The clause shall operate so as not to effect the employee’s request for leave from other entitlements such as
annual leave, or days off in lieu of overtime.
Employees, required to work on site, away from their Head
Office / Regional Branch for extended periods (minimum of
four weeks) without the ability to return home, can apply for pro
rata (as above) leave without pay at the discretion of their Branch/
Area manager. It will be subject to prior agreement between the
company and the employee on a branch by branch basis.
22.—SUPERANNUATION
(1) The company will contribute superannuation on behalf
of the employee. The percentage quantum will be in accordance with those specified by the Superannuation Guarantee
Act. The employee may determine fund of their choice according to the appropriate legislation. The default
superannuation fund in the absence of a choice is the WesTrac
Employees Superannuation Fund.
(2) The company will notify employees of the entitlement to
nominate a complying superannuation fund or scheme.
(3) The company will be bound by the nomination of the
employee unless the company and employee agree to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are to be made.
(4) The company shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a
change of complying superannuation fund or scheme requested
by an employee.
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23.—EMPLOYEE RESOLUTION PROCESS
(1) Purpose of the Employee Resolution Process—
The purpose is to ensure that all employees have a process
to raise and resolve issues which impact on their work environment which is confidential, fair and prompt.
(2) Steps in the Employee Resolution Process—
(a) First, contact your immediate Supervisor or Manager explaining that you would like to use the
Employee Resolution Process and to make an appointment. The appointment should be as soon as
possible. In the meeting, explain what the issue is
and how it is impacting on you.
(b) If your Supervisor or Manager can not resolve the
issue, ask him or her to make an appointment for
you to meet with his or her Departmental or Branch
Manager. At that meeting, explain the issue and your
concerns.
(c) If you still feel that the matter is not resolved or that
you are being treated unfairly, ask to make an appointment with the General Manager. At that meeting,
explain the issue and your concerns.
(d) If you still feel dissatisfied, you should ask for an
appointment for you to meet with the Chief Operating Officer. At that meeting, explain the issue and all
your concerns.
(e) If you still feel that the issue has not been resolved
to your satisfaction, you should ask to meet with the
Managing Director. At that meeting explain the issue and all your concerns.
(3) Assistance with the Employee Resolution Process—
At any step during the process, you can have another person
help you to represent or assist in the resolution of the issue.
Refer to the HR Department for a full copy of the policy and
for qualified assistance if required.
(4) Referral to Commission
Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement. However if the Employee Resolution Process is exhausted without
the dispute being resolved, the parties may jointly or individually refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission for assistance in resolving the question, dispute or difficulty.
24.—COUNSELLING AND DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
(1) Five Step Process
Where, in the opinion of management, an employee’s conduct, behaviour, or work performance is unacceptable; the
following procedure will be followed.
Step 1) VERBAL COUNSELLING: informal verbal
discussion will occur between the employee and
the immediate supervisor. The supervisor will
keep a personal diary note.
Step 2) VERBAL WARNING: If the employee’s conduct, behaviour or performance does not
improve, then further counselling and a formal
verbal warning will be given. The supervisor
will keep a personal diary note.
Step 3) WRITTEN WARNING: If the employee’s conduct, behaviour or performance still remains
unacceptable, the employee will be counselled
by his or her manager and a formal written warning will be issued to the employee. The written
warning will clearly state the unacceptable conduct, behaviour or performance and define what
is to be rectified by the employee.
Step 4) FINAL WARNING: If the employee’s conduct,
behaviour or performance is still unacceptable,
the employee will be counselled further and issued with a final written warning. The written
warning will clearly state that if the employee’s
conduct, behaviour or performance does not
improve then demotion or termination may result.
Step 5) TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT: For
continued unacceptable conduct, behaviour or
performance, the employee may be terminated
or demoted.
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2) The above does not affect an employers right to issue a
written warning or final written warning for serious offences.
In some cases the offence may be considered serious enough
for a final warning to be given at the outset. Some examples of
major offences would be: serious or continual horseplay, threats
or threatening behaviour, safety breaches, insubordination,
harassment, carelessness, and verbal abuse.
3) Where an employee has been issued with first or second
warnings for different offences, it may be considered that he/
she is a generally unreliable employee and merits dismissal.
Some examples of minor offences would be: lateness (isolated incident), absenteeism (isolated incident), poor
housekeeping, poor work performance, breach of smoking
policy, failure to carry out reasonable directives.
4) This procedure does not affect the employer’s right to
terminate an employee’s services without notice for conduct
that justifies instant dismissal, such as malingering, inefficiency, fighting, serious harassment, malicious or wilful
damage, vandalism, stealing, chronic absenteeism, fraud, dishonesty, or neglect of duty.
APPENDIX A—RATES OF PAY
Classification
Base Rate Hourly rate Base Rate
$ per 38 hr
$ per 40 hr
week
week
Tradesperson
5th Merit
679.44
17.8801
715.20
4th Merit
652.89
17.1818
687.27
3rd Merit
631.63
16.6220
664.88
2nd Merit
610.45
16.0647
642.59
1st Merit
578.57
15.2258
609.03
Base
557.80
14.6792
587.17
Trackpress Operator, Tool Storeperson & Steamcleaner
5th Merit
586.99
15.4470
617.88
4th Merit
564.14
14.8458
593.83
3rd Merit
545.75
14.3619
574.48
2nd Merit
527.42
13.8796
555.18
1st Merit
499.93
13.1559
526.24
Base
487.49
12.8293
513.17
Crane Operator
3rd Merit
588.56
15.4879
619.52
2nd Merit
568.83
14.9692
598.77
1st Merit
539.12
14.1872
567.49
Base
494.60
13.0157
520.63
Labourer
5th Merit
514.81
13.5484
541.93
4th Merit
494.68
13.0180
520.72
3rd Merit
478.62
12.5954
503.81
2nd Merit
462.48
12.1712
486.85
1st Merit
438.32
11.5270
461.08
Base
435.16
11.4521
458.08
Leading Hand Rates
3-10 Employees
21.74
22.92
11–20 Employees
33.32
35.09
20 + Employees
43.08
45.37
Apprentice Rates
1st Year
234.27
6.1651
246.60
2nd Year
306.79
8.0726
322.91
3rd Year
418.35
11.0094
440.38
4th Year
490.86
12.9177
516.71
Adult Apprentice
st
nd
(1 & 2 year only) 388.04
10.3124
412.50
The above rates do not include the tool allowance.
APPENDIX B: PERFORMANCE PAY
Performance Payment
1) The consultative committee will review the performance
results no later than 10 days after the end of each month. The
first review will be carried out in March to review September
through February.
2) Pay rate increases will be effected no later than the third
pay period after the target has been achieved.
3) Back pay will apply if the rate increase is not made by the
third pay period.
4) Each 0.5% reduction in the year to date expenses from the
benchmark will be measured on a 6 month rolling average of
expenses as a percentage of sales for the life of the agreement.
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5) Expense reductions and pay increases are not limited to
the table listed below. Additional incremental gains beyond
the overall 1.5 % reduction from the benchmark will be paid
in the same way.
6) Achieved payment for targets will not be taken once given.
The Company and the Consultative Committee (elected and
appointed by the employees) are committed to sharing in other
collective gains should we reach the proposed targets sooner
than expected. Other initiatives resulting in gains will be documented and given due recognition during the next negotiation.
Kronos Payment
1) The company seeks a commitment from employees that
they will be committed to being paid from Kronos. Payment
for that commitment is incorporated in the up front portion of
the offer.
2) A further 0.5% rate increase will be paid on achievement
of all applicable stores being paid from Kronos.
3) Employees will not be denied this payment as a result of
issues that are beyond their control.
Process Mapping
1) The company seeks a commitment from employees that
they will be committed to using the mapping process to identify potential process improvements.
2) All stores will have a minimum of one of the process
related to their store mapped within 3 months of signing of
this agreement. Payment for this achievement is incorporated
in the up front portion of the offer.
3) Employees will not be penalised for issues that are beyond their control.
Merit System
1) The merit system is currently being reviewed on the basis
of the issues raised by the Consultative Committee. The management and Consultative Committee are committed to
finalising the review and updates by the end of April 1999
• Consistency of application.
• The questions and answers.
• Recognition of prior learning.
• Content and application of the essentials booklet.
• Company and Employee initiated transfers.
The expenses listed in the tables below from July 1998
through to December 1998 have been identified as the benchmark and baseline for the performance measures.
Performance Benchmarks
Expense Reduction
July 97- Dec 98
June 98-Dec 98
Opportunity
% of Sale
% of Sale
Rework
0.91%
0.98%
Service supplies
0.82%
1.34%
Tool Replacement
0.71%
0.70%
Tech Training
0.58%
1.27%
Lost time Sick
0.46%
0.59%
Total % of Sales
3.50%
4.88%
Performance Targets & Upfront Offer
Offer
Up front
First
Second
Payment target
target
Rate Increase
1.6%
1%
0.5%
Income insurance
0.9%
Total Increase
2.5%
1%
0.5%

Third
target
0.5%
0.5%

Rework—
To reduce the number of reworks through better processes.
Service Supplies Expense Reduction—
Through identifying opportunities of better usage and more
appropriate products.
Tool Replacement Expense Reduction—
Through more care and proper use of tools.
Technical Training Expense Reduction—
The aim is for employees to work with management to identify where technical training is being applied inappropriately.
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Lost-time Sick Expense Reduction—
Employees are expected to use sick leave for the purpose of
maintaining income when sick. The opportunity is for employees to come to work when they are healthy.
APPENDIX C: SIGNATORIES
Signed ________________________________
Paul Piercy
Managing Director
For WesTrac Equipment Pty Ltd.
Date 19.2.1999
Signed ________________________________
John Sharp-Collett
Secretary
For Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers (Western Australian
Branch)
Date 23/2/99

WORKCOVER WA AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSA AG 9 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Executive Director Workcover Western Australia.
No. PSA AG 9 of 1999.
Workcover WA Agreement 1998.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J Ross on behalf of the Applicant and Ms
D Jackson and with her Mr P Scales on behalf of the Respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the Workcover WA Agreement 1998 in the terms
of the following schedule be registered on the 18th day of
March 1999.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be referred to as the
WorkCover WA Agreement 1998 and shall replace the
WorkCover WA Agreement 1996, PSA AG 152 of 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2. —ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties to Agreement
Number of Employees Covered
Definitions
Date and Operation of this Agreement
No Further Claims
Single Bargaining Unit
Relationship to the Parent Award
Re-Open Negotiations
Availability of Agreement
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
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Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures
Objectives and Principles
Productivity Initiatives\Measurement
Implementation of Enterprise Agreement Initiatives
Consultation
Level 1 Salary Compaction
Employee Funded Extra Leave (Annual Leave Purchased)
Parental Leave
Paid Parental Leave
Home Based Work
Ceremonial Leave/Cultural Leave
Sick Leave/Carers Leave
Union Facilities
Personal File
Hours
Holidays
Salary Packaging
Salary Increases
Signatures
Schedule A—Salary Schedule
Appendix 1—WorkCover WA Joint Consultative
Committee
Appendix 2—Rehabilitation Policy and Guidelines
Appendix 3—Initiatives\Measurement
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“Replacement employee” means An employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee who has proceeded on a period of approved leave or secondment.
“SBU” means Single Bargaining Unit.
“Union” means the Civil Service Association of WA
(Inc).
“Union Representative” means an—
• elected workplace delegate of the union members at
WorkCover or a
• Union Official or a
• union member nominated by the union in writing to
the employer.
“WAIRC” means the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

3.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
This agreement applies to the parties shown below and no
other parties shall be able to be joined to this agreement during its term.
(1) This agreement shall apply throughout the State of Western Australia to WorkCover WA, and to all officers employed
by WorkCover WA, who are members of, or who are eligible
for membership of the Civil Service Association of Western
Australia.
(2) This agreement does not cover officers who have their
remuneration determined by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal under the Salaries and Allowances Act 1975.

7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the first full pay period on or after the date of registration in the WAIRC and shall
remain in force for a period of 2 years and 3 months.
(2) During the life of the Agreement the parties will continue to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed
at increasing productivity. The parties agree that these issues
may form the basis of future negotiations.
(3) The parties will assess and monitor achievements in performance, productivity and efficiency jointly during the term
of this agreement through the JCC.
(4) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future agreements or continue to apply in absence of a future agreement,
except where the award salary rate is higher in which case the
Award salary rate shall be substituted and apply.
(5) The agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraw from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent
Agreement.

4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall be binding upon the Chief Executive Officer of WorkCover Western Australia (WorkCover WA)
and the Civil Service Association of Western Australia (CSA).
(2) The parties to this agreement shall be bound by the terms
of the agreement for its duration.

8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this agreement undertake that for the duration
of the agreement there shall be no further salary or wage increase sought or granted except for those provided for under
the terms of this Agreement or provided for in National or
State Wage Case Decisions.

5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the approximate number of
employees covered by this agreement are 124.

9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU). The SBU comprised staff
representatives, the Union which is party to the agreement
and the employer.

6.—DEFINITIONS
“Agreement” means the WorkCover WA Enterprise Agreement of 1998.
“Commission” means the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission.
“Consultation” means more than mere exchange of information, participants should be given the opportunity to
contribute to the decision making process not only in appearance but in fact.
“Department” means WorkCover WA.
“Employee” means someone who is referred to at Clause
3—Scope Of Agreement.
“Employer” means the Chief Executive Officer of
WorkCover WA as agent for the Crown in the right of the
State.
“Family” means the employee’s spouse (including former
spouse, de facto spouse, former de facto spouse), the employee’s child (including an adopted child or an ex nuptial child),
the employee’s or the employee’s spouse’s sibling, parent,
grandparent or grandchild.
“Government” means the State Government of Western
Australia.
“Minister” means the Minister or the Ministers of the Crown
responsible for the administration of the Department.
“Metropolitan Area” means the area within a radius of fifty
(50) kilometers from the Perth City Railway Station.
“PSA” means Public Service Award 1992.

10.—RELATIONSHIP TO THE PARENT AWARD
This agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Public Service Award 1992. Where there is
an inconsistency between this agreement and the parent Award,
this agreement shall prevail to the extent of any inconsistency.
11.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
Discussions between the parties towards a further agreement
shall commence not later than six (6) months before the expiry date of this agreement.
12.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee shall be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. Copies shall be easily accessible to all employees and
will be available on the WorkCover WA Intranet which all
employees have access to.
13.—DISPUTE AVOIDANCE AND SETTLEMENT
PROCEDURES
Subject to the Public Service Management Act 1994 the
following procedures are to be followed in connection with
questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this agreement.
(1) The objective of these procedures is to provide a set of
provisions for dealing with any question or dispute that arises
between an employee and employer about the meaning or the
effect of this agreement.
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(2) In the event of any question or disagreement arising, the
following procedures shall apply—
(a) The matter is to be discussed between the employee
and the employee’s supervisor and an attempt made
to resolve the matter.
(b) If the matter is unable to be resolved through discussions between the employee and the employee’s
supervisor the matter is to be referred to the JCC and
an attempt made to resolve the matter within five
days of notification of the dispute.
(c) If the matter is unable to be resolved through the
discussions at the JCC the matter is to be discussed
between the JCC representative and the Chief Executive Officer of the agency or his/her nominee, as
soon as practicable but within five working days of
notification of the dispute. Notification of any question or disagreement may be made verbally and/or
in writing.
(d) The parties may individually or collectively seek
advice and representation from any appropriate organisation or person in an attempt to resolve the
matter.
(e) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the date of notification in (c) hereof, either party
may notify the General Secretary of the CSA (or his/
her nominee) of the existence of a dispute or disagreement.
Such notification shall be in writing with a copy to
be provided to all other parties. The notification is to
include the parties’ interpretation of the matters in
dispute.
(f) The General Secretary of the CSA (or his/her nominee) and the Chief Executive Officer of the agency
(or his/her nominee) shall confer on the matters notified by the parties within five working days of
notification under clause 2(f) and —
(i) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be advised within two
working days;
(ii) where there is disagreement on any matter it
may be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
(3) Where any matter is referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and the matter is not resolved
by conciliation, then the matter remaining in dispute may be
resolved by arbitration in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the State Wage Principles.
Except in exceptional circumstances such matters shall be
reserved and only be arbitrated if they remain an issue at the
conclusion of the agency negotiations and arbitration on any
aspect of the proposed agreement is necessary. The parties agree
to incorporate the outcome of any proceeding before the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in a proposed
agency agreement which the parties will apply to register under Section 41 of that Act.
14.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the parties are—
(1) To satisfy the requirements of the Worker’s Compensation and Rehabilitation Act and the
Department’s mission.
(2) To improve the productivity and the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Department by encouraging employees to identify and remove productivity barriers
in a participative manner.
(3) To share the results of improvements in productivity.
(4) To develop the skills of employees and promote increased job satisfaction.
(5) To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations.
(6) To facilitate greater flexibility in decision making
and allocation of human and other resources.
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(7) To promote safety, health, welfare and equal opportunity for all employees.
15.—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES/MEASUREMENT
Improvements in productivity and savings identified in this
agreement are documented at Appendix 3.
A Productivity Method/Model will be developed in consultation with the parties within three months of the registration
of the Agreement. The productivity method/model will be used
to measure and demonstrate the achievement of established
productivity targets in support of a future salary increase.
16.—IMPLEMENTATION OF PRODUCTIVITY
INITIATIVES
1. The parties will develop an agreed process for the implementation of the initiatives outlined in this Agreement.
2. The parties agree that the JCC shall:
a) monitor;
b) review;
c) have input into the progress of the implementation
of the Agreement;
d) actively share information and consult on corporate
strategic issues affecting WorkCover Western Australia business operation.
e) provide employees with an opportunity to participate fully in decisions which impact on their working
lives
3. The JCC will consist of senior management and union
representatives. It may establish a working party from its management and union representatives for the purposes of sub
clause 2 above.
4. The employer will ensure that adequate resources are allocated to support the implementation of the initiatives as
outlined in this Agreement in order to achieve the milestones.
Employees will not be disadvantaged by Government or Commission decisions or policies which impact directly on the
achievement of milestones outlined in the Agreement Productivity Method/Model referred to in Clause 15.
17.—CONSULTATION
Refer to Clause 46—Notification of Change—in the Public
Service Award 1992.
18.—LEVEL 1 SALARY COMPACTION
1. The parties agree that the adult Level one increment range
will be reduced from 9 to 7 increment levels from the date of
registration of this Agreement.
2. All employees currently classified at level one at the date
of registration of this Agreement shall be allocated a salary
point of—
Prior to date of registration
Date of registration
Level 1, First Year
Level 1, First Year
Level 1, Second Year
Level 1, Second Year
Level 1, Third Year
Level 1, Third Year
Level 1, Fourth Year
Level 1, Fourth Year
Level 1, Fifth Year
Level 1, Fourth Year
Level 1, Sixth Year
Level 1, Fifth Year
Level 1, Seventh Year
Level 1, Sixth Year
Level 1, Eighth Year
Level 1, Seventh Year
Level 1, Ninth Year
Level 1, Seventh Year
19.—EMPLOYEE FUNDED EXTRA LEAVE (ANNUAL
LEAVE PURCHASED)
1. Subject to Departmental and organisational convenience,
this clause enables an employee to acquire up to an additional
4 weeks paid leave (annual leave purchased) in increments of
1 week, in exchange for a pro-rata reduction in salary e.g. for
an employee to receive an additional 4 weeks leave, they would
receive 48 weeks salary spread over the full 52 weeks of the
year.
2. An employee taking part in an employee funded leave
arrangement is not considered to be a part time employee, as
outlined in Clause (9) Part Time Work, PS Award.
3. Any annual leave and annual leave purchased shall be
taken at a time agreeable to the employee and the employer.
4. Absences on annual leave purchased shall only be granted
when accrued annual leave credits have been cleared.
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5. The employee may take 1 week of annual leave purchased
for every three months the employee has been paid the reduced salary rate.
6. The annual leave purchased will not be able to be accrued. In the event that the employee cannot take the leave,
his/her salary will be adjusted at the completion of each 12
month period to take account of the time worked during the
year that was not included in salary. With approval of the Chief
Executive Officer (or approved delegated officer) this action
can be delayed for up to 3 months, to allow for the leave to be
taken at a time agreeable to the employee and the employer.
7. The annual leave purchased will not attract leave loading.
8. The employer will remind employees that they should
seek their own information on financial, superannuation and
taxation implications of acquiring extra annual leave.
9. Employees are responsible for any impact on their financial, superannuation and taxation situation by undertaking the
annual leave purchased scheme.
20.—PARENTAL LEAVE
In recognition of the core role of parenting in the creation of
a stable society and the beneficial effects this has on workplace
productivity, the parties agree to replace the existing maternity leave provisions in the Public Service Award 1992 with
the following provisions for parental leave—
1) Definitions—
a) Adoption—in relation to a child, is a reference to a
child who—
(i) is not the natural child or stepchild of the officer or the officer’s spouse;
(ii) is less than 5 years of age; and
(iii) has not lived continuously with the officer for
6 months or longer.
b) Continuous service—means unbroken service in the
Public Sector of Western Australia and include—
(i) Any period of parental leave;
(ii) Any period during which the officer is absent
on full pay or part pay from duties in the Public Sector; but does not include:
aa) any period exceeding two weeks during which the officer is absent on leave
without pay, except where leave without pay is approved for the purpose of
fulfilling an obligation by the Government of Western Australia to provide
staff for a particular assignment external to the Public Sector Of Western
Australia;
bb) any service of a cadet whilst undertaking full time studies.
c) “Employee” includes full time, part time, permanent
and fixed term contract employees.
d) Expected date of birth—means the day certified by a
medical practitioner to be the day on which the medical practitioner expects the officer or the officer’s
spouse, as the case may be, to give birth to a child.
e) Parental leave—means leave provided for by
subclause (2) of this clause.
f) Spouse—includes a defacto spouse.
g) Primary care giver—means the parent who will assume major responsibility for the care and attention
of the child.
2) Entitlement
a) Subject to subclauses (4), (5) (a) and (6) (a), an officer, other than a casual officer, is entitled to take
up to 52 consecutive weeks of unpaid leave in respect of—
(i) the birth of a child to the officer or the officer’s spouse; or
(ii) the placement of a child with the officer with
the view to the adoption of the child.
b) An officer is not entitled to take parental leave unless
he or she has given the employer at least 10 weeks’
written notice of his or her intention to take leave.
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c) An officer seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of (b) by failing to give the required period of
notice if such failure is due to the requirements of
the adoption agency to accept earlier or later placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances.
d) Where both parents are employed by WorkCover an
officer is not entitled to take parental leave at the
same time as the employee’s spouse but this subclause
does not apply to one week’s parental leave—
(i) taken by the other partner immediately after
the birth of the child; or
(ii) taken by the officer’s spouse immediately after a child has been placed with them with a
view to their adoption of the child.
e) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any
period of parental leave taken by the officer’s spouse
in relation to the same child except the period of one
week’s leave referred to in subclause (2) (c).
f) An officer proceeding on parental leave, having given
the employer at least 4 weeks’ written notice of intention to vary the leave, may elect to take a shorter
period of parental leave in accordance with subclause
(2) (a) of this clause, and/or may at any time during
that period of leave may to extend or reduce the period of the original application within the limitations
of the provisions of subclause (2) (a) and (3) of this
clause.
g) An officer who qualifies for parental leave may elect
to utilise—
(i) accrued annual leave
(ii) accrued long service leave
for the whole or part of the period referred to in
subclause (2) (a) of this clause. The periods of leave
referred to in paragraph (i) and (ii) of this subclause,
which are utilised, shall be paid leave.
h) Absence of an officer which has been permitted in
accordance with the provisions of this clause shall
not be deemed absence on sick leave/carers leave.
i) Where the pregnancy or adoption results other than
the arrival of a child then the officer shall be entitled
to such period of paid sick leave/carers or unpaid
leave for a period certified as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
j) Where a pregnant officer not on parental leave suffers illness related to the officer’s pregnancy or is
required to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure the officer may take any paid sick leave/carers
to which the officer is entitled or such further unpaid
leave for the period certified as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
3) Parental Leave To Start 6 Weeks Before Birth
a) A female officer who has given notice of her intention to take parental leave, other than for adoption,
is to start the leave at least 6 weeks before the expected date of birth unless a medical practitioner has
certified that the officer is fit to work, beyond such
date, in which case the officer shall commence the
leave on a date specified in writing by the medical
practitioner.
b) Where an officer has not applied for leave in accordance with the provisions of this clause, and does not
have the express approval of the Chief Executive
Officer to continue performing her duties, the Chief
Executive Officer may direct the officer to take parental leave, and may determine the date on which
such leave shall commence.
4) Medical Certificate
An officer who has given notice of his or her intention to
take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to provide to
the employer a certificate from a medical practitioner stating
that the officer or the officer’s spouse, as the case may be, is
pregnant and the expected date of birth.
5) Notice Of Spouse’s Parental Leave
a) An officer who has given notice of his or her intention to take parental leave or who is absent on parental
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leave is to notify the employer of particulars of any
period of parental leave taken or to be taken by the
officer’s spouse in relation to the same child.
b) A notice given under subclause (5) (a) is to be supported by a statutory declaration by the officer as to
the truth of the particulars notified.
6) Notice Of Parental Leave Details
a) An officer who has given notice of his or her intention to take parental leave is to notify the employer
of the dates on which the officer wishes to start and
finish the leave.
b) An officer who is absent on parental leave is to notify the employer, in writing and give four weeks
notice of any change to the date on which the officer
wishes to finish the leave.
c) The starting and finishing date of a period of parental leave are to be agreed between the officer and the
Chief Executive Officer.
7) Transfer to Safe Job
a) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the
employee make it inadvisable for the employee to
continue in her present duties, the duties shall be
modified or the employee transferred to a safe position of the same classification until the
commencement of parental leave.
b) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable,
the employee may take leave for such period as is
certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
8) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee WorkCover WA
shall inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment and the entitlements relating to return to work of the
employee on parental leave.
9) Return To Work
a) On finishing parental leave, an officer is entitled to
return to the position he or she held immediately
before starting parental leave.
b) If the position referred to in subclause (7) (a) is not
available, the officer is entitled to an available position—
(i) for which the officer is skilled; and
(ii) that the officer is capable of performing,
equal in pay and comparable in status to that of his
or her former position.
c) Where, immediately before starting parental leave,
an officer was acting in, or performing on a temporary basis the duties of, the position referred to in
subclause (7) (a), that Subclause applies only with
respect of the position held by the officer immediately before taking the acting or temporary position.
10) Effect Of Parental Leave On Employment
Absence on parental leave—
a) does not break the continuity of service of an officer; and
b) is not to be taken into account when calculating the
period of service for a purpose of salary increments,
or family/sick leave, long service and annual leave
credits.
11) Part Time Officers
A part-time officer shall have the same entitlements to parental leave as a full time officer.
12) Fixed Term Officers
An officer employed on a fixed term contract shall have
the same entitlement to parental leave, however the period of leave granted shall not extend beyond the term of
the contract.
13) Leave Without Pay
a) Subject to the provisions of subclause (b) of this
clause, the Chief Executive Officer may grant an
officer leave without pay for any period and is responsible for that officer on his/her return.
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b) Every application for leave without pay will be considered on its merits and may be granted provided
that the following conditions are met:
(i) The work of the Department is not inconvenienced; and
(ii) All other leave credits of the officer are exhausted.
c) Upon return to work the officer will be entitled to
the same position or a position equivalent in pay,
conditions and status and commensurate with the
officer’s skills and abilities as the one held immediately prior to commencement of leave.
21.—PAID PARENTAL LEAVE
1. An employee who is the primary care giver, and who has
completed 12 months continuous service with WorkCover or
a recognised previous employer, immediately prior to commencing paid parental leave will be entitled to six weeks paid
parental leave from the date of birth of the child.
A previous employer shall be deemed a recognised previous
employer if the following conditions are met.
Where an employee was, immediately prior to being employed in WorkCover, employed in the service of:
• A Western Australian Public Sector Department, or
• The Commonwealth of Australia, or
• Any other State Government of Australia, or
• Any Western Australian State body or statutory authority
And the period between the date when the employee ceased
previous employment and the date of commencing employment at WorkCover does not exceed one week, the Chief
Executive Officer may recognise the ceased previous employment for the purposes of sub clause 1.
This period may be varied by the Chief Executive Officer
provided that where employment with the Public Service of
Western Australia commenced more than one week after ceasing the previous employment, the period in excess of one week
does not exceed the amount of accrued and pro rata annual
leave paid out at the date the employee ceased with the previous employer.
2. Only one period of paid parental leave is available for
each birth or adoption.
3. Contract employees paid parental leave cannot continue
beyond the expiry of their contract.
4. Paid parental leave taken in accordance with subclause
(21.1) will form part of the 52 weeks Parental Leave entitlement covered by Clause (20) Absences on paid parental leave
will not count as service for the purpose of accruing entitlements to sick leave, annual leave or long service leave.
5. The employer may request evidence of primary care giver
status and the employee shall provide support for this in the
form of a statutory declaration by the officer as to the truth of
the particulars notified.
6. All other conditions relating to Clause (20) Parental Leave
apply as per this Agreement.
22.—HOME BASED WORK
1. Flexible working arrangements will be available that provide opportunities for certain employees to work from home
for a specified period of time each week. Such working arrangements will be on a voluntary basis and will take into
account the suitability of the position, technological requirements and the impact on the Departments services and budget
implications. Implementation of home based work will be
possible following the endorsement of an appropriate policy
by management and the union party to this Agreement.
23.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
1. An employee covered by this agreement is entitled to time
off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes,
subject to sufficient leave credits being available.
2. Such leave shall include leave to meet the employees’
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities.
3. Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or
part days off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted
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from the employee’s, annual leave, Long Service Leave,
Rostered Days Off or Time in Lieu entitlements. Long
Service Leave may be used provided that the period of
leave is not less than 5 days.
4. The employer may request reasonable evidence of the legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
5. Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement between the employer and employee for tribal/ceremonial/cultural
purposes.
6. Ceremonial/cultural leave shall be available to all employees, and not limited to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders.
24.—SICK LEAVE/CARERS LEAVE
(1) For the purposes of this clause, “Family” means someone who is referred to at Clause 6—Definitions.
(2) The employer shall grant an employee sick leave/carers
leave in the case of—
(a) Personal illness or injury of an employee.
(b) Illness or injury of a member of the employee’s family, or household.
(c) Illness or injury of a significant person to the employee for which leave can be considered on a case
by case basis.
(3) Employees are entitled to 93.75 hours (12.5 days) sick
leave/carers leave on full pay for each completed year of continuous service, and this shall accrue on a cumulative basis.
(4) Sick leave/carers leave shall be credited to an employee
in advance on January 1 of each year. Employees commencing after the first working day of the year shall be credited
pro-rata sick leave/carers leave as a proportion of the balance
of the calendar year e.g. employee commenced 1 February,
334 (days), x 93.75 (hrs) divided by 365 (days) [= 85.78 hours
sick leave/carers leave.]
(5) In each year commencing on January 1, sick leave/carers
leave may be used by an employee to care for a sick family
member as provided in sub-clause 1 (b) & (c) of this clause.
The maximum leave which can be used in any one year for
this purpose is—
(a) 37.5 hours (5 days) accrued from previous years of
service with the employer which are not employee
entitlements from the current year.
(6) (a) An application for sick leave/carers leave exceeding
two consecutive working days shall be supported by the certificate of a registered medical practitioner, registered dental
practitioner, or other health practitioner as approved by the
employer or a signed statutory declaration.
(b) Where a medical certificate is required in accordance
with this clause, the certificate must—
(i) Be on the normal letterhead stationery of the registered medical practitioner, registered dental
practitioner or other health practitioner as approved
by the employer, and be signed by that practitioner
or authorised representative.
(ii) Include the name of the employee to whom it is issued.
(ii) Indicate the period during which the employee is
or was unfit to perform the employee’s normal
duties.
(7) The number of days sick leave/carers leave which may
be granted without production of the certificate required by
this clause shall not, in any one year—
(a) Exceed five working days.
(b) Exceed two consecutive working days.
(8) Where an employee is ill during a period of annual
leave or long service leave for a period of at least five
working days and produces at the time or as soon as possible thereafter medical evidence satisfactory to the employer
that the employee was ill, the employer shall grant sick
leave/carers leave for the period during which the employee
was ill and reinstate annual or long service leave equivalent to the period of illness.
(9) An employee who is absent on leave without pay is not
eligible for sick leave/carers leave during the currency of that
leave without pay.
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(10) No sick leave/carers leave shall be granted with pay if
the illness or injury has been caused by the misconduct of the
employee or in any case of absence from duty without sufficient cause.
(11) (a) If the employer has reason to believe an employee is
in such a state of health as to render that employee a danger to
fellow employees or the public, the employer may require the
employee to obtain and furnish a report as to the employee’s
condition from a registered medical practitioner. The fee for
any such medical examination shall be paid by the employer.
(b) Upon receipt of the medical report, the employer may
direct the employee to be absent from duty for a specified
period or, if already on leave of absence, direct the employee
to continue on leave for a specified period. Where such direction is given to an employee by the employer the period of
absence shall be deemed as special leave and normal salary
shall be paid for such absence.
(12) Where an employee suffers a disability within the meaning of section 5 of the Workers’ Compensation and
Rehabilitation Act 1981 which necessitates the employee be
absent from duty, sick leave/carers leave with pay shall be
granted to the extent of sick leave/carers leave credits held by
the employee. In accordance with section 80 (2) of the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 where the claim
for workers’ compensation is decided in favor of the employee
sick leave/carers leave credits are to be reinstated.
(13) Part-time employees shall be credited pro-rata sick leave/
carers in the relation their weekly working hours have to 37
hours 30 minutes.
(14) Fixed term contract employees shall be credited prorata sick leave/carers as a proportion of the term of the contract
and a calendar year e.g. contact term 92 (days), x 93.75 (hrs)
divided by 365 (days) = 23.63 hours sick leave/carers.
25.—UNION FACILITIES
1. Union representatives in the workplace shall have reasonable access to—
a) Sufficient time off during work hours to perform
their role as a union representative;
b) Sufficient time off to consult with members and meet,
particularly where there is a work-related issue to be
resolved;
c) All facilities to perform their role as a union representative, including but not limited to, telephone,
faxes, e-mail and photocopying.
26.—PERSONAL FILE
Where the employer maintains a personal or other file on an
employee, the employee shall be entitled to examine all material maintained on that file and take photocopies of such
material.
27.—HOURS
(1) Prescribed Hours of Duty
Prescribed hours of duty to be observed by officers shall be
seven hours thirty minutes per day to be worked between 7.30
am and 6.00 pm Monday to Friday as determined by the chief
executive officer with a lunch interval of forty-five minutes to
be taken between 12.00 noon and 2.00 pm. Subject to the lunch
interval prescribed hours are to be worked as one continuous
period.
(2) Other Working Arrangements
(a) The chief executive officer may vary the prescribed
hours of duty observed in the department or any
branch or section thereof so as to make provisions
for the nature of the duties of an officer or class of
officers in fulfilling the responsibilities of their office, provided that where the hours of duty are so
varied an officer shall not be required to work more
than five hours continuously without a break.
(b) Notwithstanding the above, where it is considered
necessary to provide a more economic operations,
the chief executive officer may authorize the operation of alternative working arrangements in the
department, or any branch of section thereof.
The continuing operation of any alternative working
arrangements, so approved, will depend on the chief
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executive officer being satisfied that the efficient
functioning of the department is being enhanced by
its operation.
(c) Where the prescribed hours are varied, the chief executive officer shall give one month’s notice in
writing to the branch, section or officers to be affected by the change.
(3) Hours of Duty
(a) The prescribed hours of duty may be an average of 7
hours 30 minutes per day which may be worked with
flexible commencement and finishing times in accordance with the provisions of this subclause,
provided that the required hours of duty for each four
week settlement period shall be 150 hours.
(b) For the purpose of leave and Public Holidays, a day
shall be credited as 7 hours 30 minutes.
(4) Flexitime Periods
Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to
the concurrence of the supervisor, officers may select their
own starting and finishing times within the following periods—
7.30 am to 9.30 am
12.00 noon to 2.00 pm (Minimum half an hour break)
3.30 pm to 6.00 pm
(5) Core Periods
Officers must work in the following core periods unless
unavoidably absent due to illness or approved leave.
9.30 am to 12.00 noon
2.00 pm to 3.30 pm
(6) Lunch Break
(a) An officer shall be allowed a meal break between 12
noon and 2.00 pm of not less than 30 minutes but not
exceeding 45 minutes except as provided below.
(b) An officer may be allowed to extend the meal break
beyond 45 minutes, to a maximum of 120 minutes,
subject to prior approval of the officer’s supervisor.
(7) Flexileave
(a) Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to the prior approval of the supervisor, an officer
may be allowed a one full days or two half days in
any one settlement period. An officer may in exceptional circumstances and subject to the prior approval
of the supervisor, be allowed a second day of
flexileave.
(b) Approval to take flexileave is subject to the officer
having accrued sufficient credit hours to cover the
absence prior to taking the leave. In exceptional circumstances and with the approval of the supervisor,
flexileave may be taken before accrual.
(8) Settlement Period
(a) For recording time worked, there shall be a settlement period which shall consist of four weeks.
(b) The settlement period shall commence at the beginning of a pay period.
(c) The required hours of duty for a settlement period
shall be 150 hours.
(d) All hours worked by the employee shall be recorded
by the officer on the prescribed form supplied by the
employer.
(9) Credit Hours
(a) Credit hours in excess of the required 150 hours to a
maximum of 15 hours are permitted at the end of a
settlement period. However, where arrears of work
or pressure of business mean an employee is unable
to take accrued flexileave and has in excess of 15
credit hours at conclusion of a settlement period, and
provided that the working of additional time was
approved by the employer prior to that time being
worked, then by agreement with the employer
flexileave may be—
(i) Taken before the conclusion of the next settlement period; or
(ii) Added to annual leave entitlements at single
time rate; or
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(iii) A combination of both.
(b) Subject to the above clause credit hours in excess of
15 hours at the end of a settlement period shall be
lost.
(10) Debit Hours
(a) Debit hours below the required 150 hours to a maximum of 7 hours 30 minutes are permitted at the end
of each settlement period.
Such debit hours shall be carried forward to the next
settlement period.
(b) For debit hours in excess of 7 hours 30 minutes, the
officer shall be required to take leave without pay
for the period necessary to reduce debit hours to those
specified in subclause (10)(a).
(c) Officers having continuous or excessive debit
hours may be placed on standard working hours
in addition to being required to take leave without pay.
(11) Maximum Daily Working Hours
A maximum of 10 hours may be worked in any one day,
assuming a 7.30 am start, 6.00 pm finish and 30 minutes for
lunch.
(12) Study Leave
Where study leave has been approved by the chief executive
officer pursuant to the provisions of clause 25.—Study Leave
of the Public Service Award, credits will be given for education commitments falling within the prescribed hours of duty
and for which “time off” is necessary to allow for attendance
at formal classes.
(13) Overtime
Overtime shall not be payable unless prior approval from
the chief executive officer, or delegated officer is obtained
and—
(a) the officer has completed 7 1/2 hours, excluding
credit or debit hours on that day;
(b) the employer requires an employee to work outside
the prescribed hours.
28.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
1. The parties agree that WorkCover WA employees shall be
entitled to two days paid leave of absence in lieu of the Public
Service Holidays which were on Easter Tuesday and the additional day at New Year in accordance with DOPLAR circular
No. 11 of 1994.
2. The two days referred to in clause (28(1) shall be taken in
the year in which they fall due and at the convenience of the
employee and WorkCover WA.
29.—SALARY PACKAGING
1. An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter
into a salary packaging arrangement.
2. Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
3. For the purposes of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding:
(a) the base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances, e.g. annual leave loading;
(c) Non cash benefits, e.g. superannuation, motor vehicles etc.;
(d) Any fringe benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable components, e.g. performance based
incentives (where they exist).
4. Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
5. The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral in
relation to the total cost to the employer.
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• An increase equivalent to the annualized leave
loading calculated on salary levels as at 31 December, 1999 will be paid from 1 January 2000.
(All accrued annual leave loading will be paid
out as soon as practicable after the registration of
the agreement).
• Up to a 3.5% productivity (referred to in Clause
15) linked pay increase payable from the beginning of the first full pay period, on or after 12
months from the registration date; provided that,
if productivity initiatives (referred to in Clause
15) are not achieved by the aforementioned target date (12 months from registration) , the
relevant pay increases will be delayed until such
time as the initiatives are achieved
2. It is recognised that productivity targets must be fluid, in
line with the dynamic internal and external environments in
which they operate. Accordingly productivity initiatives may
be altered, where the parties decide that due to unforeseen
circumstances a productivity initiative has become obsolete
or unachievable, an equivalent initiative may be substituted
by agreement of the parties.

6. The salary packaging arrangement must comply with relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for any
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
7. In the event of any increase or additional payments of tax
or penalties associated with the employment of the employee
or the provision of employee benefits under the salary packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs shall
be borne by the employee.
8. In the event of any significant increase in Fringe Benefits
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
9. The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this agreement
10. An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement
to salary packaging on request from an employee.
11. The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

31.—SIGNATURES
Signed
Signed
Common Seal
Henry T Neesham
Dave Robinson
Executive Director
General Secretary
WorkCover WA
The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated
02/03/1999
02/03/1999

30.—SALARY INCREASES
1. In recognition of productivity improvements, the following pay increases will occur in accordance with the following
requirements—
• 3.5% pay increase effective from the beginning of
the first full pay period on or after the (date) registration of this Agreement.

SCHEDULE A—SALARY SCHEDULE.
These increases are linked to the achievement of productivity issues documented at Clauses 15 and 30.
Level

Year Rate

Level 1

Under 17 years
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years
21 years or 1st yr
of adult service
22 years or 2nd yr
of adult service
23 years or 3rd yr
of adult service
24 years or 4th yr
of adult service
25 years or 5th yr
of adult service
26 years or 6th yr
of adult service
27 years or 7th yr
of adult service
28 years or 8th yr
of adult service
29 years or 9th yr
of adult service
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4
Level 5

Level 6

Level 7

Existing
Per Annum
Salary

Existing
Fortnightly
Salary

11,651
13,616
15,882
18,384
20,645

$
$
$
$
$

446.68
522.02
608.89
704.82
791.50

22,679

$ 869.48

23,377
24,075

Proposed
Per Annum
Salary
3.5%
Increase
12,059
14,093
16,438
19,027
21,368

Proposed
Fortnightly
Salary
$
$
$
$
$

Proposed
Increase for
Leave
Loading

Proposed
Per Annum
Salary
12,221
14,282
16,658
19,283
21,654

Proposed
Fortnightly
Salary
468.52
547.54
638.66
739.28
830.20

Proposed
Fortnightly
Salary

462.32
540.29
630.21
729.49
819.20

161.81
189.10
220.57
255.32
286.72

$
$
$
$
$

23,473

$ 899.91

314.97

$ 23,788

$ 911.99

24,620

$ 943.91

$ 896.24

24,195

$ 927.61

324.66

$ 24,520

$ 940.06

25,378

$ 972.96

$ 923.00

24,918

$ 955.31

334.36

$ 25,252

$ 968.13

26,136

$1,002.01

24,768

$ 949.57

25,635

$ 982.81

343.98

$ 25,979

$ 995.99

26,888

$1,030.85

25,466

$ 976.33

26,357

$1,010.50

353.68

$ 26,711

$1,024.06

27,646

$1,059.91

26,163

$1,003.05

27,079

$1,038.16

363.36

$ 27,442

$1,052.09

28,403

$1,088.92

26,966

$1,033.84

27,910

$1,070.02

374.51

$ 28,284

$1,084.38

29,274

$1,122.34

27,521

$1,055.12

28,484

$1,092.05

382.22

$ 28,866

$1,106.70

29,877

$1,145.44

28,342
29,324
30,077
30,869
31,706
32,581
33,785
34,722
35,689
36,681
38,042
39,108
40,205
42,318
43,747
45,231
46,770
49,247
50,930
52,672
54,533
57,385
59,359
61,506

$1,086.59
$1,124.24
$1,153.11
$1,183.48
$1,215.57
$1,249.11
$1,295.27
$1,331.19
$1,368.27
$1,406.30
$1,458.48
$1,499.35
$1,541.41
$1,622.42
$1,677.20
$1,734.10
$1,793.10
$1,888.06
$1,952.59
$2,019.37
$2,090.72
$2,200.06
$2,275.74
$2,358.06

29,334
30,350
31,130
31,949
32,816
33,721
34,967
35,937
36,938
37,965
39,373
40,477
41,612
43,799
45,278
46,814
48,407
50,971
52,713
54,516
56,442
59,393
61,437
63,659

$1,124.63
$1,163.59
$1,193.47
$1,224.90
$1,258.11
$1,292.83
$1,340.61
$1,377.79
$1,416.16
$1,455.52
$1,509.53
$1,551.83
$1,595.35
$1,679.20
$1,735.90
$1,794.79
$1,855.86
$1,954.15
$2,020.93
$2,090.05
$2,163.90
$2,277.07
$2,355.40
$2,440.59

393.62
407.26
417.71
428.71
440.34
452.49
469.21
482.23
495.66
509.43
528.33
543.14
558.37
587.72
607.57
628.18
649.55
683.95
707.32
731.52
746.80
746.80
746.80
746.80

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$1,139.72
$1,179.20
$1,209.49
$1,241.33
$1,274.99
$1,310.18
$1,358.60
$1,396.27
$1,435.16
$1,475.05
$1,529.78
$1,572.65
$1,616.76
$1,701.73
$1,759.20
$1,818.87
$1,880.76
$1,980.37
$2,048.05
$2,118.10
$2,192.53
$2,305.70
$2,384.03
$2,469.22

30,768
31,834
32,652
33,511
34,420
35,370
36,677
37,694
38,744
39,821
41,298
42,456
43,647
45,940
47,492
49,103
50,773
53,463
55,290
57,181
59,190
62,245
64,360
66,660

$1,179.61
$1,220.48
$1,251.82
$1,284.78
$1,319.62
$1,356.03
$1,406.15
$1,445.14
$1,485.39
$1,526.68
$1,583.32
$1,627.69
$1,673.35
$1,761.29
$1,820.77
$1,882.53
$1,946.59
$2,049.68
$2,119.73
$2,192.23
$2,269.27
$2,386.40
$2,467.47
$2,555.64

29,728
30,758
31,547
32,378
33,256
34,174
35,437
36,419
37,434
38,474
39,902
41,020
42,171
44,387
45,886
47,442
49,057
51,655
53,420
55,247
57,188
60,140
62,183
64,406

$
$
$
$
$

Proposed
Per Annum
Salary
3.5%
Increase
12,648
14,782
17,241
19,958
22,412

$
$
$
$
$

484.92
566.70
661.02
765.15
859.25
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Level

Year Rate

Level 8

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

Level 9
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

Existing
Per Annum
Salary
64,996
67,496
70,596
74,467
77,083
80,066
84,577
89,088
93,597
98,108

Existing
Fortnightly
Salary
$2,491.86
$2,587.71
$2,706.56
$2,854.96
$2,955.26
$3,069.62
$3,242.57
$3,415.51
$3,588.38
$3,761.33

Proposed
Per Annum
Salary
3.5%
Increase
67,271
69,858
73,067
77,073
79,781
82,868
87,537
92,206
96,873
101,542

Proposed
Fortnightly
Salary

APPENDIX 1—WORKCOVER WA JOINT
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
1. PREAMBLE
Management, Union(s) and employees are committed to
improved and effective consultation in the workplace. All parties agree that consultation will provide employees with an
opportunity to participate fully in decisions which impact on
their working lives and support the principle of consultation,
It is agreed that effective consultation is dependent upon—
i information sharing;
ii access to facilities and training for all participants;
iii commitment from both management and employees to achieving workable and acceptable solutions.
It is therefore agreed that the establishment of a Joint Employee/Management Consultative Committee is the most
appropriate method whereby the above principles can be
practiced and upheld.
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE COMMITTEE
The objectives of the Committee will be—
i to increase the effectiveness of the Organisation and
the quality of products and services it offers to the
community;
ii to ensure full consultation occurs prior to decision
making on matters which impact on employees’
working lives;
iii to improve the quality of decision making in the Organisation;
iv to increase the quality of working life for all employees particularly in the areas of job design, skill
formation, training, the working environment, employment security and working conditions.
3. TERMS OF REFERENCE
The following matters may, but not limited to, be discussed
at the Committee and where appropriate, decisions made and
agreements reached will go to the Corporate Executive in the
form of recommendations. This will enable decisions made
by the Organisation to take into account the views of employees—
i Major proposed changes in production, program, Organisation, structure or technology that are likely to
have significant effects on employees.
“Significant effects” include working conditions, redundancy, significant changes in the composition,
operation or size of the employer’s workforce or in
the skills required; the elimination or diminution of
job opportunities, promotion opportunities or job
tenure; the need for training or retraining or transfer
of employees to other work or locations and the restructuring of jobs,
ii Current market conditions where appropriate, and
general conditions of the industry.
iii The introduction of new technology/machines or new
or revised work methods.
iv Training plans proposed to be developed in accordance with job requirements and the appropriate
awards.
v Any other matters raised by employees or management which have potential to impact on the
employees or the efficiency of the Organisation.

$2,579.07
$2,678.28
$2,801.29
$2,954.89
$3,058.69
$3,177.06
$3,356.06
$3,535.06
$3,713.98
$3,892.98

Proposed
Increase for
Leave
Loading
746.80
746.80
746.80
746.80
746.80
746.80
746.80
746.80
746.80
746.80
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Proposed
Per Annum
Salary

Proposed
Fortnightly
Salary

$ 68,018
$ 70,605
$ 73,814
$ 77,820
$ 80,528
$ 83,615
$ 88,284
$ 92,953
$ 97,620
$102,289

$2,607.71
$2,706.91
$2,829.92
$2,983.52
$3,087.32
$3,205.69
$3,384.69
$3,563.69
$3,742.61
$3,921.61

Proposed
Per Annum
Salary
3.5%
Increase
70,398
73,076
76,397
80,544
83,346
86,542
91,374
96,206
101,036
105,869

Proposed
Fortnightly
Salary
$2,698.98
$2,801.65
$2,928.96
$3,087.94
$3,195.38
$3,317.89
$3,503.15
$3,688.42
$3,873.60
$4,058.86

4. MATTERS REQUIRING CENTRAL UNION INVOLVEMENT
Most matters specific to work methods and practices in the
Organisation can be discussed at the Consultative Committee,
the purpose of such discussion being the resolution of any
issues. However, the role of the Consultative Committee is
not to negotiate matters that are normally dealt with through
other avenues such as Occupational Health & Safety, Equal
Employment Opportunity, grievance procedures or classification/promotion appeals. In addition, some matters which may
be raised impinge upon award areas and these issues should
be progressed through the usual procedures used by management and unions or recommend to be progressed through any
enterprise bargaining negotiation committee which may be
formed.
5. ROLE OF UNIONS
Unions are recognised as the bona fide organisations charged
with representing the interests of their members at the
workplace. The JCC will not attempt to duplicate this role.
6. COMPOSITION
i EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES (Elected)—
One Conciliation and Review Directorate
One On-Line and Support Services
One Scheme Development and Operations
One Level 1 Representative
One CSA Workplace Representative
MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATIVES
(Delegated)—
One—Corporate Executive
One—management
ii A quorum of the Committee shall be deemed to be
reached when no less than 50% of the total management representatives and no less than 50% of the
total employee representatives are in attendance.
iii The Joint Consultative Committee shall coordinate
its approach with other committees.
iv The Committee once established may invite persons,
such as Union officials Corporate Executive etc., to
attend specific meetings.
v The Committee may elect one or more sub-committees to investigate and report on specific matters. The
sub-committees shall be based on the same conditions as the Committee, meeting the same
requirements, The membership of the sub-committees shall be determined by the Committee and
consist of both management and employee representatives, The coordinators of the sub-committees
shall report back to the JCC on progress and/or any
recommendations made by the sub-committee.
vi. Nomination(s) for employee positions) are to be
called prior to an election and if more than one nomination is received a secret ballot is to be held, The
Salaries Officer is to be the Returning Officer (unless nominated substitute to be selected in this case).
7. TERM OF MEMBERSHIP
i All members shall be appointed/elected to the Committee for 12 months.
ii If a member of the Committee ceases employment
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with the Organisation, or is ineligible to represent
his/her constituents as per clause 6, or resigns from
the Committee, a new appointment shall be made in
accordance with clause 6 above.
iii Notwithstanding point (i), elected members who, in
the opinion of their constituents, are not fulfilling
their responsibilities, may be removed by a vote of
those constituents.
8. COORDINATOR
The role of Coordinator will rotate between members unless the Committee decides otherwise.
9. AGENDA COORDINATOR
An Agenda Coordinator shall be appointed for the purpose
of organising the preparation and distribution of minutes and
agendas and other administrative duties.
The person appointed to this position shall not be a member
of Committee.
10. SCRIBE
There shall be a Scribe appointed at the commencement of
each meeting for the purpose of recording minutes. The Scribe
shall be a member of the Committee, At the end of each meeting the Scribe shall forward the draft minutes to the Agenda
Coordinator.
11. MINUTES
Minutes are to be formally accepted by the Committee at
the next meeting.
12. AGENDA
All members of the Committee may submit agenda items.
13. FEEDBACK
i The Minutes of the meetings of the Committee shall
be kept by the Agenda Coordinator and shall be available upon request to any member of the Organisation
or any other person approved by the Committee,
ii Minutes of the Committee may be posted on the notice boards on an unconfirmed basis prior to
ratification by the meeting.
14. FACILITIES AND RIGHTS FOR COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Facilities and rights for committee members shall be
those detailed in the relevant award(s) under provisions
for union members’ leave to attend union/management
consultative committees and relevant Administrative Instructions, Any additional committee members entitlements
for facilities (such as access to meeting rooms, photocopiers and typing facilities) or time off to prepare for meetings
and for other specific purposes shall be as is agreed to by
the Corporate Executive on the recommendation of the
Consultative Committee. Such additional time off for committee members shall be—
i paid at award rates only;
ii taken at the employer’s convenience.
A member will not be discriminated against by the Commission or treated unfairly because of being a member of the
Consultative Committee or having an interest in the Consultative Committee,
15. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS
All Committee Members have the following responsibilities—
i To attend all meetings and to give serious consideration to all matters raised,
ii To consult with others at the workplace in order to
represent the views of their constituents.
iii To report back regularly to those they represent at
the workplace.
iv To brief and send a proxy should they be unable
to attend Proxies shall be nominated by representatives.
16. HOW RECOMMENDATIONS ARE MADE
In the formation of its recommendations to the Corporate
Executive, the JCC will be required to come to agreement over
the recommendations,
Recommendations of the JCC are to be by majority agree-
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ment dissension may be recorded if requested.
17. CONFIDENTIALITY AND RIGHTS OF ACCESS TO
ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION
It is recognised that management may be unable to provide
certain information, due to the fact that this information may
be confidential. However, management shall make available
as much information as possible for the effective consideration of issues and for the genuine participation of employees
in decisions. At all times the spirit of genuine consultation is
to be paramount. All requests for information are to be addressed to the appropriate Director.
18. TRAINING
All members of the Committee are entitled to training to
ensure they are able to represent their constituents and fully
participate in the Consultative Committee, It is agreed that—
i Training will be part of the Commission’s program
commitment.
ii Normal training leave entitlements will apply, including Trade Union Training Leave.
iii Training will be at no financial cost to Committee
members.
iv Such training will be taken at the employer’s convenience, and such leave shall not unreasonably be
refused.
19. EVALUATION
i A review of this constitution shall be conducted by
committee members as deemed necessary or at the
end of each twelve month period of operation.
ii Committee performance is to be evaluated by the
members and their constituents at the end of each
twelve month period of operation.
APPENDIX 2—REHABILITATION POLICY AND
GUIDELINES
The following is a written commitment by the Workers’
Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission to the welfare
of its employees,
POLICY
It is the policy of the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission to assist in the rehabilitation of all
employees who have sustained an illness, injury or disability
either compensable or non-compensable.
In this context “Rehabilitation” is defined as the—
“combined and coordinated use of medical, psychological,
social, educational and vocational measures to restore function or achieve the highest possible level of function in working
people following injury or illness”.
Early intervention with effective rehabilitation provides
physical, psychological, social and financial benefits to employees, minimising disruption to work and reducing costs.
OBJECTIVES
• To establish a structured systematic approach to “in house”
rehabilitation services for all employees following illness, injury or disability.
• To develop and encourage the expectation that it is normal
practice, following illness, injury or disability for persons to
return as soon as practicable to appropriate employment.
• To establish that rehabilitation is the usual course of action
and that where possible, the managed, safe and early return to
meaningful, productive employment should begin as at the
time when treatment is first started.
• To formulate a Rehabilitation Case team to achieve the
desired objectives.
REHABILITATION PROCESS OVERVIEW
The rehabilitation process can involve any or all of the following components, depending on the severity of the case.
Medical
Prompt medical diagnosis and treatment aimed at maximising the rate and extent of recovery.
Vocational
Provision of occupational services to enable employees to
return to work as soon as possible and may include vocational
assessment, guidance, training/retraining, counseling and
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placement assistance.
Social
To assist rehabilitees in restoring self image, reducing stress
associated with the disability and re-adjustment to the work
environment, community and society in general.
Work Environment
To ensure as far as practicable that the work environment
for the rehabilitee is as ergonomically sound as possible through
job analysis, workplace evaluation and modification and provision of special equipment.
GUIDELINES
1. Rehabilitation Caseteam
A Rehabilitation Caseteam will be formed to determine the
best course of action for each rehabilitee. The Caseteam will
establish rehabilitation initiatives and meet to discuss, design,
implement and monitor individual rehabilitation programmes.
1.1 The Rehabilitation Caseteam will meet as required and
comprise—
Regular Members
- Rehabilitation Counsellor
- Management designated Occupational Health and
Safety Officer will be the nominated Rehabilitation
Co-ordinator.
Others, as Required
Line Manager or Supervisor
Union Representative
State Government Insurance Commission Representative
Rehabilitee
Medical Practitioner
Human Resources Manager or Personnel/Training Officer.
The Caseteam may consult with occupational therapists,
speech therapists, psychologists, chiropractors and others as and when required.
2. Participation
Successful rehabilitation relies on the development of cooperation and trust between all parties.
Participation by the Rehabilitee in the Commission’s rehabilitation programme is voluntary. Where the disability comes
within the provisions of the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act, the worker is at liberty to choose a
rehabilitation provider other than the Commission.
3. Implementation of the Rehabilitation Process
Rehabilitation will commence as soon as practicable in the
case of injury, illness or disability where there is no evidence
of immediate return to work Or there is an identified disability
and will be implemented as follows—
3.1 All compensable and non-compensable injuries, illness or disabilities are to be reviewed by the Caseteam
to determine the need for intervention.
3.2 Intervention will commence as soon as practicable
where injury, illness or disability causes difficulties
for employees in maintaining or reintroducing themselves into the workplace.
3.3 Where a programme is implemented it will be conducted on a confidential basis with a rehabilitation
counsellor.
3.4 Referral to a specialist rehabilitation service may be
recommended by the Caseteam, in conjunction with
the treating medical practitioner.
3.5 The effectiveness of the rehabilitation service will
be regularly reviewed, to ensure the on-going development of the service and feedback to management.
4. Rehabilitation Programmes and Procedures
A rehabilitation programme will be established to meet each
rehabilitee’s individual needs in accordance with the following procedures—
4.1 In consultation with the rehabilitee the Caseteam will
design rehabilitation programmes to match the rehabilitee’s capabilities and limitations. The
rehabilitation programme must be approved by the
treating medical practitioner before implementation.
4.2 The Caseteam will establish a timeframe for moni-
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toring the rehabilitee’s progress which will include
medical reviews.
4.3 Referral to a medical specialist service for a review
or assessment (see 3.3).
4.4 The Rehabilitation Caseteam will liaise between the
treating health professionals, the rehabilitee, insurer,
supervisory staff and other interested parties.
4.5 Appropriate action will be considered if a successful
outcome is not achieved (e.g.— referral to Office of
Redeployment; referral to Health Department for
consideration of retirement on the grounds of ill
health).
5. Return to work procedures
5.1 Alternative Duties and Selected Duties
Injured persons may be able to stay at work or return to
work earlier, subject to the approval of the treating medical
practitioners, if suitable alternative or selected duties are available. Every effort will be made to provide such duties. These
duties may require modification of the work tasks or work
environment at the Commission’s discretion.
In accordance with the guidelines outlined in 4. above, the
provision of alternative duties will not be possible on an unlimited and permanent basis unless—
a) Such duties constitute a substantive position within
the Organisation.
b) Such a position is readily available.
c) The person is fully competent to fill the position.
The above action will be in accordance with the Public Service Act.
5.2 Graduated Return to Work
A rehabilitation programme incorporating a graduated return to normal or alternative duties may be required for
employees. A number of criteria need to be considered—
a) To develop short and long term goals, in consultation with the employee and treating medical
practitioners.
b) To provide meaningful work duties.
c) To establish time frames for monitoring progress including . ongoing medical review, upgrading of duties
and hours to meet long term goals and follow-up to
ensure successful placement.
d) To provide appropriate training and supervision for
any duties that are unfamiliar to the employee.
e) To ensure the documentation of review meetings and
keep all interested parties informed of progress.
f) To ensure that employees and their supervisors
clearly understand the rehabilitation programme
details—
(i) Work restrictions
(ii) Physical limitations
(iii) To whom problems should be reported.
6. Contact and Correspondence
It is essential for the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission to establish early and continuing personal
contact with injured or disabled employees whether they are
at or absent from work.
The Manager/Supervisor will initiate this contact.
7. Confidentiality
The “in-house” rehabilitation service is a confidential service. Information exchanged between the rehabilitee and
counsellor will be confidential and only released with permission of the rehabilitee. Records relating to the overall
programme will only be available to members of the Caseteam.
Written permission must be obtained from the rehabilitee in
order to release information to any other party.
APPENDIX 3—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES/
MEASUREMENT
1. MEASURES TO IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY
The initiatives contained in the Agreement comprise a mixture of on-going productivity initiatives which have occurred
during or since the expiry of the first Agreement and some
limited future initiatives. These future milestones are those
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which, the parties consider can be achieved notwithstanding
the outcome of the Ayres Review.
1.1 On-going Initiatives
During and since the expiry of the current Agreement
WorkCover and its employees have continued to review work
processes and the agency’s structure. As a consequence a number
of positions have been abolished and the duties and responsibilities distributed to other staff of the agency. This has been achieved
without any reduction in service to customers.
2. FUTURE PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES
WorkCover has identified some future initiatives that can be
achieved irrespective of the outcome of the Ayres Review.
They include the following—
WorkCover On-Line Campus, continued development
WorkCover On –Line Training, continued development
On-Line Access for Scheme Service Providers, implementation and further development
Future FTE reduction and other savings
Development and implementation of an approved Productivity Measurement System/Model and achievement
of productivity targets

PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Awards/Agreements—
Variation of—
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES,
ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1989.
No. PSA A3 of 1989.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Albany Port Authority & Others.
No. P 55 of 1998.
Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
6 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Mark Sims on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms Christina Eftoson behalf of the Respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 1st day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Schedule B—Clause 39—Removal Allowance
A. Delete subclause (1) (c) of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(c) An allowance of $506.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture,
effects and appliances for each occasion that
an officer is required to transport furniture,
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effects and appliances. Provided that the employer is satisfied that the value of household
furniture, effects and appliances moved by the
officer is at least $3,031.00.
B. Delete subclause (1) (d) of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets
up to a maximum amount of $133.00.
C. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(6) Where an officer is transferred to Government
owned or private rental accommodation, where
furniture is provided, and as a consequence
the officer is obliged to store furniture, the
officer shall be reimbursed the actual cost of
such storage up to a maximum allowance of
$941.00 per annum. Actual cost is deemed to
include the premium for adequate insurance
coverage of the value of the furniture stored.
An allowance under this subclause shall not
be paid for a period in excess of four years
without the approval of the employer.
2. Schedule I—Clause 18—Overtime
A. Delete PART II—MEALS of this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
PART II—MEALS
(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from
1st January 1999)
Breakfast
$6.80 per meal
Lunch
$8.40 per meal
Evening Meal
$10.10 per meal
3. Schedule O—Annual Interstate Allowance Rates
A. Delete SCHEDULE O—ANNUAL INTERSTATE
ALLOWANCE RATES of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
SCHEDULE O—ANNUAL INTERSTATE
ALLOWANCE RATES
Single
With Dependents
$
$
Adelaide
1,928
2,628
Brisbane
2,094
2,794
Melbourne
2,173
3,213
Sydney
3,383
4,006
(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from
1st January 1999)

GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES,
ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1989.
No. PSA A3 of 1989.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Albany Port Authority and Others.
No. P 1 of 1999.
Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
6 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Mark Sims on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr Bruce Kirwan on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
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the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the 25th day of March 1999.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1. Schedule A—List of Respondents:
A. Directly after Chief Executive Officer, Curriculum
Council, 27 Walter Drive, OSBORNE PARK WA,
6017 and before Chief Executive Officer, Department of Conservation and Land Management, 50
Hayman Road, COMO, 6152 insert the following—
Chief Executive Officer, Fire and Emergency
Services Authority (FESA)
B. Schedule A—List of Respondents: Delete the following from List of Respondents
Western Australian Fire Brigades Board

GOVERNMENT OFFICERS (SOCIAL TRAINERS)
AWARD 1988.
No. PSA A20 of 1985.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer Disability Services Commission.
No. P 53 of 1998.
Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
6 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Mark Sims on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms Christina Eftos on behalf of the Respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award
1988 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
the 1st day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Schedule A—Clause 25.—Miscellaneous Allowance—
A. Delete subclause (5) (a) (iii) of this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
(5) Removal Allowance
(a) (iii) An allowance of $506.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and
tear on furniture, effects and appliances
for each occasion that an employee is
required to transport their furniture,
effects and appliances: Provided that
the employer is satisfied that the value
of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by the employee is at
least $3,031.00.
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B. Delete subclause (5) (a) (iv) of this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
(iv) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets
up to a maximum amount of $133.00.
C. Delete subclause (5) (f) of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
(f) Where an employee is transferred to the employer’s accommodation or private rental
accommodation where furniture is provided
and as a consequence the employee is obliged
to store their own furniture the employee shall
be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage
up to a maximum allowance of $941.00 per
annum. Actual cost is deemed to include the
premium for adequate insurance coverage of
the value of the furniture stored. An allowance
under this subclause shall not be paid for a
period in excess of four years without the approval of the employer or private rental
accommodation.
2. Schedule B—Clause 22—Overtime
A. Delete Part II—Meals of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof—
PART II—MEALS
(Operative from the first pay period commencing
on or from 1st January 1999)
Breakfast
$6.80 per meal
Lunch
$8.40 per meal
Evening Meal
$10.10 per meal

PARLIAMENTARY EMPLOYEES AWARD 1989.
No. A15 of 1987, A4 of 1988, A7 of 1989.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Speaker of Legislative Assembly & Others.
No. P 52 of 1998.
Parliamentary Employees Award 1989.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
6 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Mark Sims on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms Christina Eftos on behalf of the Respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Parliamentary Employees Award 1989 varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 1st day of
January 1999.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 9—Meal Allowance: Delete this clause and insert
the following in lieu thereof—
(1) An employee who is required to work overtime under Clause 7 of this Award and where such overtime
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extends beyond 5.00 p.m., a meal allowance shall be
paid in accordance with the provisions of the Public
Service Overtime Award No. 10 of 1978 Clause 8 as
amended. Provided that where such overtime extends
beyond 6.00 a.m. the following day, an allowance of
$10.10 or the amount charged by the House, whichever is the higher, for such a three course meal shall
be paid.
(2) Provided however that where a meal of a reasonable
standard is provided by the House at no cost to the
employee the allowance provided for in subclause
(1) of this clause shall not apply.
(3) All other provisions relating to this allowance shall
be as per the Public Service Overtime Award as referred to in Clause 19.—Allowances.

PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD 1992.
No. PSA A4 of 1989.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Aboriginal Affairs Department of WA & Others.
No. P 54 of 1998.
Public Service Award 1992.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
6 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Mark Sims on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms Christina Eftos on behalf of the Respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Public Service Award 1992 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after the 1st day of January
1999.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Schedule B—Clause 39.—Removal Allowance
A. Delete subclause (1) (c) of this clause and insert the following lieu thereof—
(1) (c) An allowance of $506 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture,
effects and appliances for each occasion that
an officer is required to transport his or her
furniture, effects and appliances provided that
the Chief Executive Officer is satisfied that
the value of household furniture, effects and
appliances moved by the officer is at least
$3,031.00.
B. Delete subclause (1) (d) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a
maximum amount of $133.00.
C. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(6) Where an officer is transferred to government owned
or private rental accommodation, where furniture is
provided, and as a consequence the officer is obliged
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to store furniture, the officer shall be reimbursed the
actual cost of such storage up to a maximum allowance of $941.00 per annum. Actual cost is deemed
to include the premium for adequate insurance coverage for the value of the furniture stored. An
allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for
a period in excess of four years without the approval
of the employer.
2. Schedule H— Overtime
A. Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
PART II—MEALS
(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or
from 1st January 1999)
Breakfast
$6.80 per meal
Lunch
$8.40 per meal
Evening Meal
$10.10 per meal
Supper
$6.80 per meal

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Variation of—
ARTWORKERS AWARD.
No. A 30 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Town of Narrogin & Other.
No. 2010 of 1998.
Artworkers Award.
No. A 30 of 1987.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
22 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
(1) THAT order No. 2010 of 1998 dated 22 February
1999 be and is hereby cancelled.
(2) THAT the Artworkers Award be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after 23 December 1998.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 6—Wages: Delete subclause (3) (a) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(3) Artworker Allowances—
(a) Equipment Allowance
32.20
Provided that the equipment allowance shall
not be paid where the employer supplies an
employee with all necessary equipment
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CHILDREN’S SERVICES (PRIVATE) AWARD.
No. A 10 of 1990.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Callessa Pty Ltd t/a Tuart Hill Care & Learning Centre
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch.
No. 126 of 1999.
16 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS an application was filed in the Commission by an
employer respondent to the Children’s Services (Private) Award
(No. A 10 of 1990) for an order under clause 27(9) of the
Award varying the general severance pay prescription on the
basis of the employer’s incapacity to pay.
AND WHEREAS the parties to this application have reached
an agreement on the application and request that an order issue reflecting the terms of that agreement;
AND WHEREAS the Commission agrees that an order issue in those terms;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, having heard Mr
R.J. Morien on behalf of the applicant and Ms S. Ellery on
behalf of the respondent, pursuant to the powers conferred on
me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, and by consent,
hereby order—
1. THAT Callessa Pty Ltd be exempted from its obligations as prescribed in Clause 27 of the Children’s
Services (Private) Award arising from the closure of
the Tuart Hill Care and Learning Centre on 25 September 1998.
2. THAT this Order will not apply to any future closure
of the Tuart Hill Care and Learning Centre in the
event that Callessa Pty Ltd re-opens it.
3. THAT this Order applies only to the Tuart Hill Care
and Learning Centre and does not apply to any other
business operated by Callessa Pty Ltd.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

STATE RESEARCH STATIONS, AGRICULTURAL
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGE WORKERS AWARD
1971.
No. 23 of 1971.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
The Hon Minister for Agriculture and Another.
No. 281 of 1999.
State Research Stations, Agricultural Schools and College
Workers Award 1971.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
6 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Lourey on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Bui on behalf of the Respondents and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the State Research Stations, Agricultural Schools
and College Workers Award 1971 be varied in
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accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after 6th day of April 1999.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 26.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) Department of Agriculture (increments based on service)—
A
B
C
Rate Per Rate Per Rate Per
Week
Week
Week
First
Second Third and
Year of Year of Subsequent
Service Service
Years of
Service
$
$
$
(a) General Operative
Grade II
348.09
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
48.00
Total
396.10
(b) General Operative
Grade I
371.66
375.97
379.55
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
48.00
48.00
48.00
Total
419.65
424.00
427.55
(c) Agricultural
Operative
379.76
384.17
387.86
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
48.00
48.00
48.00
Total
427.75
432.20
435.85
(d) Senior Agricultural
Operative
(Tradesperson)
423.83
428.75
432.96
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
48.00
48.00
48.00
Total
471.85
476.75
480.95
(e) Senior Agricultural
Operative Special 476.83
484.00
491.18
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
48.00
48.00
48.00
Total
524.85
532.00
539.20
(2) Ministry of Education (increments based on performance provided that for entry to the level of (d) hereof the
employee shall hold the appropriate qualification)—
A
B
Rate Per Rate Per
Week
Week
$
$
(a) Agricultural Training
Officer Level 1
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
Total
(b) Agricultural Training
Officer Level 2
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
Total
(c) Agricultural Training
Officer Level 3
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
Total
(d) Agricultural Training
Officer Level 4
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
Total

C
Rate Per
Week
$

433.67

438.80

443.21

48.00
481.70

48.00
486.80

48.00
491.20

449.87

455.30

459.71

48.00
497.90

48.00
503.30

48.00
507.70

466.68

472.42

481.03

48.00
514.70

48.00
520.40

48.00
529.05

496.30

511.68

527.05

48.00
544.30

48.00
559.70

46.00
573.05
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(3) Ministry of Education (increments based on performance)—
A
B
C
D
Rate Per Rate Per Rate Per Rate Per
Week
Week
Week
Week
$
$
$
$
(a) Kitchen Staff
employee
Level 1
370.84 377.50 381.71
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments 48.00
48.00
48.00
Total
418.85 425.50 429.70
(b) Kitchen Staff
employee
Level 2
387.55 395.85 400.98
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments 48.00
48.00
48.00
Total
435.55 443.85 449.00
(c) Kitchen Staff
employee
Level 3
412.15 421.17 435.01 443.51
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments 48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00
Total
460.15 469.20 483.00 491.50
(d) Kitchen Staff
employee
Level 4
448.23 455.92 460.73
Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments 48.00
48.00
48.00
Total
496.25 503.90 508.75
(4) Employees of the Ministry of Education performing
Housemaster’s duties shall be entitled to payment in accordance with the rates and conditions prescribed by the
Government School Teachers’ Salaries Award.
(5) (a) For the purposes of (2) and (3) hereof, the following
is to apply—
Assessment Within Levels
It is agreed that a performance management system should
be used to assess the employee’s performance and suitability to move from one increment point (A, B or C) to
another within a particular level.
The personnel involved in assessing Agricultural Training Officers shall be—
— the Principal (or nominated representative) and the
Farm Supervisor (or Agricultural Teacher) at the establishment.
(b) A copy of this assessment and relevant documents will
be sent to the employer’s Head Office and the employee shall
be entitled to the next annual increment.
(c) In the event of an assessment that the performances has
been unsatisfactory, the employee will be given three (3)
months to show an improvement and be reassessed for his/her
increment and suitability to continue employment in that capacity.
(d) Employees will be subject to periodic review in order to
receive an increment.
(6) (a) Assessment to a Higher Classification
There is a specific requirement at each level to master a
number of major areas on the farm, as outlined in the National
Core Curriculum Farm Skills Training Guide. The assessment
procedure has been agreed to and should be read in conjunction with the “definitions” and “wages” clauses of this award.
(b) The Assessment Panel shall consist of the following:
Employer Nominee, Supervisor and the Appropriate Member
of Advisory Council.
(c) The assessment will be based on criteria established by
the National Core Curriculum and consistent in every instance
of assessment. Success will be determined by the criteria outlined and tested by this document and the panel members’
decision must be unanimous. Criteria in addition to that outlined in the National Core Curriculum, assessed by the
nominated panel will be the Agricultural Training Officer’s
ability to demonstrate and communicate with the students.
(d) Reasons for the decision are to be made available to the
Agricultural Training Officer.
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(e) The assessment report will then be forwarded to the Coordinator of Agricultural Education to be processed as a
reclassification. Further increments within the level, (excluding and unless Level 4) will be subject to annual review;
however the progression from one classification to another is
not restricted by a qualifying time period.
(f) In the event that an employee wishes to appeal against
the result of the assessment, the following is to apply—
(i) The employee shall forward to the Co-ordinator
of Agricultural Education for receipt within 14
days of the decision being made, a written statement outlining the reason and grounds for
disputing the decision.
(ii) On receipt of such written statement, the employer
shall notify the Union of that fact.
(iii) The employer may require the original assessment
panel to comment in writing to the Co-ordinator stating the reasons for unsuccessful assessment.
(iv) A review panel will then be appointed to reassess
the claim.
(v) The decision of the review panel will be accepted by
the employer and by the Union as final.
(vi) Nothing in the foregoing shall be construed so as to
limit or pre-empt the rights of any employee pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
(7) The rates of pay in this award include the arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by
employees whose wages and conditions of employment are
regulated by this award which are above the rates prescribed
in the award. Such above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and
over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the
terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles
or under the current Statement of Principles, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
arbitrated safety net adjustments.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for variation of—
No variation resulting—
MINERAL SANDS INDUSTRY AWARD 1991.
No. A3 of 1991.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills &
Woodworkers’ Union of Australia, Western Australian
Branch and Others
and
RGC Mineral Sands Limited and Others.
No. 2178 of 1998.
15 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 9 December 1998 the application cited herein
(the substantive application) was filed in the Commission pursuant to section 40 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the
Act) for a variation to the Mineral Sands Industry Award 1991;
and
WHEREAS on 12 February 1999 the applicants applied for
interim injunctive relief, in terms substantially the same as the
relief sought in the substantive application; and
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WHEREAS on 17 February 1999 the Commission heard
the application for an interim injunction; and
WHEREAS on 23 February 1999 the Commission issued
its decision and dismissed the application for an interim injunction for the want of jurisdiction, and power to grant the
interim injunctive orders pursuant to the nature of the application made; and
WHEREAS on 4 March 1999 the Commission received a
facsimile transmission from Counsel for the applicants wherein
the opinion is expressed that the grounds upon which the application for an interim injunction was dismissed have
application to the substantive application and the question is
posed whether the Commission also proposes dismissal of the
substantive application; and
WHEREAS on 4 March 1999 the Commission forwarded a
copy of the immediately aforementioned facsimile transmission to Counsel for the respondents with a request that the
respondents declare their position regarding dismissal of the
substantive application; and
WHEREAS on 11 March 1999 the Commission received a
facsimile transmission from Counsel for the respondents expressing the view that the Commission does not have the power
to dismiss the substantive application without a hearing unless there is consent to that course by the applicants;
AND WHEREAS on 11 March 1999 the Commission received a facsimile transmission from Counsel for the applicants
wherein it was indicated that given the grounds on which the
application for an interim injunction was dismissed, the applicants do not wish to be heard further upon such matters as
they apply to the substantive application;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, being satisfied that
the grounds upon which the beforementioned application for
an interim injunction has been dismissed apply equally to the
substantive application and hence the Commission is without
jurisdiction to hear and determine the substantive application
and therefore further proceedings in relation to that application are not necessary or desirable in the public interest and
pursuant to the power conferred on it under the Act, hereby
orders—
THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Interpretation of—
AGED AND DISABLED PERSONS HOSTELS
AWARD 1987.
No. A6 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brightwater Care Group (Inc) and Another
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch.
No. 978 of 1998.
19 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS: The Commission is asked
to interpret clauses 21.—Board and/or Lodging and 27.—Call
Allowance, of the Aged and Disabled Persons Hostels Award
1987, to the extent necessary to provide answers to the following questions—
(a) What is meant by the term “principal place of residence” in—
(i) clause 21(3);
(ii) clause 27(5).
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(b) Can an employee “reside” at the hostel, for the purposes of clause 27(1), if the hostel is not the
employee’s home?
(c) Can an employee be required to attend the hostel to
be available for call, pursuant to clause 27, and at
the same time be off duty within the meaning of the
award—
(i) Where the employee has his or her home at
the hostel?
(ii) Where the employee is required to leave home
to attend the hostel?
(d) Can clause 27 apply to an employee who is required to leave home and be in attendance at the
hostel, during his/her off duty period, to be available for call?
Clauses 21.—Board and/or Lodging and 27.—Call Allowance are set out hereunder. The provisions to be interpreted or
said to be material to that process have been identified with
bold type.
“21.—BOARD AND/OR LODGING
(1) Where employees are provided with Lodging by
the employer, the following charges, or deductions as the case may be, may be made by the
employer—
Lodging
$23.00 per week
Lodging for employees
sharing rooms
$11.60 per week
Lodging for self contained
furnished single accommodation
within hostel grounds
$37.80 per week
For the purposes of this clause “Lodging” means a
room constituting a bedroom, together with communal toilet, laundry and sitting room facilities.
(2)

(a) The amounts herein prescribed shall be varied
as the result of State Wage Case variations to
the rate of wage for a supervisor by the same
proportion and at the same time.
(b) Any variation to the lodging charges shall be
calculated to the nearest ten cents.
(3) An employee in receipt of the call allowance prescribed by Clause 27.—Call Allowance of this
award shall not be charged for lodging except
where the hostel is the principle [sic] place of residence of the employee.
(4) Notwithstanding the charges in subclause (1) employers may charge higher rates for the
accommodation described provided that—
(a) any increase above the rate prescribed is not
greater than 20% of the increase in wages that
the affected employee received or will receive
by the inclusion of the new rates contained in
Clause 27.—Call Allowance and,
(b) any increase is reasonable having regard to the
nature of the accommodation provided.”
“27.—CALL ALLOWANCE
(1) An employee who resides at the hostel and who is
required to remain available for call during their
off-duty period, shall be paid at the rate of $5.00
per hour for each hour spent on call.
(2) This payment shall include the first hour of call
out or the first two call outs [sic] whichever comes
first.
(3) Call outs [sic] (after the first hour or the first 2 call
outs [sic] whichever comes first) to be paid at a minimum of 30 minutes provided that payment is not
made twice for the same period.
(4) Call outs [sic] (after the first hour or the first 2 call
outs [sic] whichever comes first) shall be paid at overtime rates.
(5) On-Call shifts shall be of no more than 12 hours
duration (or 14 hours if the hostel is the worker’s
principle [sic] place of residence).
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(6) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this
clause the rate prescribed in this clause shall apply
as follows—
(a) Independent hostels with 1-10 beds
1/11/96
1/5/98
1/5/99
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
(b) Independent hostels with 11-20 beds
1/11/96
1/8/97
1/5/98
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
(c) All other hostels $5.00 from 1st day of
November 1996.
(d) Leave is reserved for small local government
operated hostels to make a application in respect of the phase in of the new on call rates
as per paragraphs (a) and (b).
(e) The dates in this sub-clause shall refer to the
first pay period on or after the specified date.”
It was submitted by the agent for the applicants that the principles to be applied in interpreting an award are—
• those applied when interpreting statutes deeds and
other documents
• extrinsic material may be considered when interpreting a document if the language thereof is ambiguous
or susceptible to more than one meaning
• extrinsic material is not to be applied to contradict
the language of a document when such has a plain
meaning
The primary contention is that the provisions of the two
clauses to be interpreted are not ambiguous when read in the
relevant context, that is, the words used ought not be considered in isolation from the general framework of the surrounding
language nor from the nature of the industry and the mode of
operation for which application the award has been structured.
It is said that allowance should be made for the fact that provisions of an award may not have been drafted by skilled
draftsmen, hence there ought not be adherence to the strict
technical meaning of words and they be given meaning consistent with the intention of the draftsmen.
The Full Bench of the Commission, in the matter of an appeal, AFTPI v ALHMWU (78 WAIG 1119), considered the
terms of clause 21.—Call Allowance of the Award which operated prior to December 1996 and attributed a meaning to the
word “resides” appearing in a precedent condition contained
therein.
The present day clause is that established by an amending
order, operable December 1996 (77 WAIG 473). Subclause
(1) thereof, although partially reworded, retains the same precedent condition with the criteria of “An employee who resides
at the hostel …”. Subclause (5) of the current clause refers to
an employee’s principal place of residence, again as a criteria,
with regard to the maximum duration of an “on call” shift.
The Award does not define the nature of an “on call” shift.
However, it is common ground that such is a shift involves an
employee being in attendance at the hostel operated by their
employer, overnight, and for the most part of which the employee is not required to actively perform work but may sleep
or engage in leisure activities, but is required to attend the
needs of the frail and dependant residents of the hostel if called
upon to do so, ie when “called out”, during the course of the
“on call” shift.
The argument of the applicants is succinctly expressed in a
written summary provided to the Commission. That part of
the argument directed to particular provisions within the Award,
the significance of the words used, and how such ought be
construed as a whole I therefore reproduce hereunder—
“• The word “resides” in clause 27(1) of the award cannot be interpreted without regard to clauses 21(3)
and 27(5) of the award.
• Clause 21(3) of the award relevantly provides that
“an employee in receipt of the call allowance prescribed by clause 27—Call Allowance shall not be
charged for lodging except where the hostel is the
principle (sic) place of residence of the employee”.
• Clause 27(5) provides that “on-call shifts shall be of
no more than 12 hours duration (or 14 hours if the

•
•

•

•

•

•
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hostel is the worker’s principle (sic) place of residence)”.
Clearly an employee may be rostered on call, in accordance with clause 27, whether or not the hostel is
the employee’s principal place of residence.
Clause 27(5) is of added significance. It prescribes
the maximum length of an on-call shift shall be 12
hours, where the hostel is not the employee’s “principal place of residence” and 14 hours where the
hostel is the employee’s “principal place of residence”.
Given that an employee must “reside” at the hostel
(as that term is understood within the meaning of the
award) before the call allowance clause can apply at
all [clause 27(1)], the effect of clause 27(5) is to prescribe that an employee who “resides” at the hostel,
without it being his or her “principal place of residence”, may only be rostered on call for a maximum
of 12 hours (2 hours less than if the hostel was the
employee’s “principal place of residence”).
The only logical rationale for distinguishing between
such an employee and an employee whose “principal place of residence” is the hostel, is if the first
mentioned employee, though residing at the hostel
for the purpose of the award, returns home at the end
of each shift (the imposition would obviously be
greater if the employee was required to be away from
home hence the shorter shift length).
In other words the word “resides” in clause 27(1)
must be taken to include temporary residency for the
duration of the shift. Were it otherwise clause 27(5)
would serve no purpose.
Once it is accepted that “reside” includes temporary
residence for the period of the on call shift, it automatically follows, from clause 27(1), that an
employee may be required to attend and remain (ie
reside) at the hostel for the duration of an “on call
shift” yet still be “off-duty” within the meaning of
the award.”

The Union argues that the word “resides” as it relates to an
employee described in subclause (1) of clause 27.—Call
Allowance continues to have the meaning attributed to it by
the Full Bench (op cit). That is so contends the Union because
the material part of subclause (1) is unchanged and although
subclause (5) now contains reference to an employee’s principal place of residence, the terms of the subclause do not
expressly have a relationship with, or provide a qualification
to, the purpose of subclause (1). Hence the phrase “principal
place of residence” is not a relevant consideration.
The principles of interpretation to be observed by this Commission have often been addressed by the Full Bench. In the
matter of G Parri & M Parri v WABLPPU (78 WAIG 2344)
the Full Bench stated—
“An award is to be interpreted in according (sic) with the
principles laid down in Norwest Beef Industries Ltd and
Derby Meat Processing Co Ltd v AMIEU 64 WAIG 2124
(IAC) (see also AEEFEU v Minister for Health 71 WAIG
2253 (IAC)).
It is necessary to give to the words their ordinary and
natural meaning unless to do so is to render ambiguous or
absurd the meaning to be attributed to the clause. Further,
if to do so is to attribute a meaning which is inconsonant
with the meaning or purpose of the award or the remainder of the provisions of the award, then one takes a
different approach.
It is necessary to read the subject provisions of the award,
including Clause 7(3), in the context of the whole of the
award.”
Hence I apply these principles as I am bound to do.
Earlier herein I observed that clause 27.—Call Allowance
has been amended somewhat from that which the Full Bench
considered in AFTPI v ALHMWU (op cit). It is plain that at
the time of that decision clause 21.—Board and/or Lodging,
subclause (3), then contained reference to an employee’s principal place of residence however no mention is made of that
within the Reasons for Decision and therefore I conclude that
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such was not a matter considered by the Full Bench at the
time. Both clause 27, subclause (5), and clause 21, subclause
(3), refer to an employee’s principal place of residence in a
way which makes such place the criteria which determines the
different categories of employees who undertake “on call”
shifts. It is readily apparent that the word “principal” has been
used in conjunction with those of the “place of residence” in
order to identify the place which has the character of a main or
primary residence. Clause 21(3) expressly refers to an employee who is in receipt of the call allowance prescribed by
clause 27, wording which I think ought be construed to mean
an employee who is not simply in receipt of such but one who
receives the allowance by right as a consequence the employee
“residing” at the hostel. Clause 21, as a whole deals with the
provision of lodging to employees by the employer and the
charges an employer may make for such lodging. Subclause
(3) plainly presumes that an employee engaged upon an “on
call” shift will occupy lodging provided at the hostel. The
subclause exempts an employee from any charge for such lodging except where the hostel is the “principal” ie main or primary
place of residence of the employee. Hence the subclause recognises that there are two categories of employees who,
pursuant to clause 27(1), qualify for payment of the allowance. One category whom the hostel provides with overnight
lodging and the other category for whom the hostel lodgings
are their usual place of abode, their main or primary place of
residence.
Clause 27(5) limits the duration of an “on call” shift. A shift
of not more than 12 hours duration may be required by the
employer except where the hostel is the main or primary place
of residence for an employee who undertakes such a shift, in
which case the shift may have a longer duration. Subclause
(1) of the clause stipulates that an employee who “resides” at
the hostel and who is required to remain available for a call, is
to be paid the prescribed monetary allowance for each hour
spent “on call”. Although the term “on call shift” is not used in
the subclause it is readily apparent that such is the period an
employee who “resides” at the hostel spends “on call” and is
that to which the prescribed hourly allowance relates. Whilst
undertaking an “on call” shift the employee may be called
upon to assist a frail and dependent resident ie “called out”,
that being another element of the “on call” system now dealt
with by subclauses (2), (3) and (4). The clause stipulates a
code of regulation in relation to the “on call” shift system operating in the industry. It therefore follows the meaning of the
word “resides” used in subclause (1) must be considered in
context with the current provisions of the clause as a whole.
In the matter of AFTPI v ALHMWU (op cit) the Full Bench
considered the word “resides” in isolation and concluded that
it referred to the employee’s normal place of residence or abode
and where the hostel served in that capacity. That to my mind
no longer holds good given that the clause has been expanded
to address more fully the “on call” system which operates and
there is now the express recognition in subclause (5), re-enforced by clause 21(3) that an employee may either temporarily
“reside” in lodgings at the hostel in order to be available to
respond to “calls out” or may “reside” in lodgings at the hostel
where such is the employee’s main or primary place of residence.
I now turn to consider the term “off-duty” which also appears in clause 27(1). The term is not defined for the purpose
of the clause, nor is it defined for any other purpose within the
Award notwithstanding it appears elsewhere therein. Clause 8
– Hours of Work, stipulates the ordinary hours of work and
how and when they are to be worked. Subclause (2) thereof
also declares that an employee is entitled to a number of clear
days “off-duty” either each week or each fortnight. Clause 22.
– Roster, subclause (4), touches upon the subject of “duty”
and prohibits an employee from being rostered “for duty” before a period of 8 hours has elapsed between the previous
rostered shift of the employee. Both clauses 8(2) and 22(4) are
mandatory prescriptions and have the obvious purpose of ensuring that an employee has minimum periods free from duty
at the intervals specified.
In common labour relations parlance the term “off duty” is
used to describe the period that an employee is free from performing duties for the employer. And that, it seems to me, is
how the term has been used in clauses 8(2) and 22(4).
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The essence of clause 27.—Call Allowance, subclause (1),
with regard to the operational effect of the term “off duty” is
unaffected by the amendments to the clause which has operated from December 1996, hence it remains the same as that
considered by the Full Bench in AFTPI v ALHMWU (op cit).
In the matter AFTPI v ALHMWU (op cit), the Hon President cited with approval the view of the Senior Commissioner,
with whom Scott C agreed, in an earlier appeal which involved
the same parties (77 WAIG 1891). There it was held—
“There can be little argument but that a person who is on
call can also be regarded as working in the ordinarily accepted sense of the term (see: Minister for Health and
Others v Hospital Employees’ Industrial Union of Workers, W.A.(supra); and see too: Western Australian Police
Union of Workers v The Honourable Minister for Police
(1981) 61 WAIG 1906). Nonetheless, the provisions of
Clause 27 of the Award seem to imply that an employee
is only entitled to the on call allowance when they are
“off duty”. Furthermore, the clause, by its reference to an
employee being “required to work” in response to a call,
infers that he is not working unless and until responding
to a call. Consistent with this the clause also appears to
indicate that when answering a call, an employee is no
longer to be paid the allowance, but instead presumably
the normal rate of pay under the Award. In all those circumstances, and having regard to the general rule that a
leave entitlement is based on the ordinary hours of work,
it may well be correct to say that a person entitled to the
allowance is not entitled to have the period of on call
included in the calculation for payment of annual leave.
However, in my view, although Clause 27 stipulates that
to be eligible to receive the on call allowance, an employee must be “off duty”, it does not follow that everyone
who is paid the allowance is in fact off duty. In this case,
having regard to the obligations imposed on Mr
McCutcheon by his roster, it is questionable whether he
was in fact “off duty” in the sense that he was not working. The Award, unlike the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act 1993, does not say that an employee
who resides at the workplace and remains on call is not
working. Rather, it simply specifies what a person who
fits that category is to be paid.” (emphasis added).
Fielding and Scott C, in their joint reasons upon the second
appeal, in relation to the employee involved, a Mr McCutcheon,
held with regard to the shifts undertaken by him which are
now the type designated “on call” shifts within the Award—
“The very fact that Mr McCutcheon was rostered for a
shift requiring him to come to and remain at the workplace
for a stipulated period, makes it difficult to say that he
was not on duty.”
…..
“Mr McCutcheon was not merely rostered to be on-call,
as the Appellant contends. He was required to remain on
the Respondent’s premises during the entire period of his
shift for the purpose of responding to those calls.”
……
“It follows that if Mr McCutcheon is working and on duty
for that period, he could not at the same time be off duty
for the purposes of Clause 27.”
…..
“The situation faced by Mr McCutcheon is in stark contrast to the situation where an assistant supervisor who is
a permanent resident in the hostel and although not
rostered to work on a particular day, is nonetheless required to remain available to answer calls from residents.”
The passages which I have emphasised in the extract (supra) are observations which remain valid in relation to the
current wording of clause 27(1). That wording with regard to
the term “off duty” reveals no apparent ambiguity and therefore it is not open to the Commission to consider the extrinsic
material upon which the applicants seek to rely.
The answers to the questions posed are therefore—
(a)
(i) The main or primary place of residence.
(ii) The main or primary place of residence.
(b) Yes, in the context the term is used for the purpose
of clause 27.
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(c)

(i) Yes
(ii) No
(d) Yes, clause 27 can apply although the employee will
not be “off duty”.
I make the observation that draftsmen of an Award may not
be technically adept at that task but this Award suggests that
less than adequate care or attention has been devoted to the
task. Although it has no bearing on the present interpretation
there are fundamental errors in the two clauses considered
which are indicative of the point. The title of a clause ought
reasonably indicate the subject matter dealt with therein. Clause
21 purports to deal with “Board and/or Lodging” yet it deals
with the subject of lodging alone. Clause 27 has the title “Call
Allowance” yet the amendments operative from December
1996 extended the effect of the clause beyond the prescription
of an allowance alone. Additionally the word “principle” has
been wrongly used for that of “principal” in both clauses.
Appearances: Mr J. Blackburn on behalf of the applicants.
Mr N. Whitehead on behalf of the respondent.

PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Matters Dealt With—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Attorney General
and
Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
No. PSAC 8 of 1999.
17 March 1999.
Interim Order.
WHEREAS following industrial action at the Banksia Hill
Detention Centre and Rangeview Remand Centre commencing on 17 February 1999, and conciliation proceedings, an
interim order pursuant to section 44(6)(ba) was issued to prevent further deterioration of industrial relations between the
parties pending further conciliation and, if need be, arbitration; and
WHEREAS the order imposed certain conditions to apply
for a period of three weeks pending discussions;
WHEREAS the parties have reported to the Commission on
16 March 1999 on those discussions; and
WHEREAS the parties have not resolved all the issues between them and have scheduled a further discussion; and
WHEREAS in view of all this I have concluded that a further interim order in the same terms should apply for one more
week to allow for those discussions to be followed through to
exhaustion;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and
specifically section 44(6)(ba) do hereby order—
1. THAT subject to there being no industrial action initiated by employees who are members of the Civil
Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated (“the CSA”) and who are employed at the
Banksia Hill Detention Centre or Rangeview Remand
Centre, the employer shall ensure that, for a period
of one week from the 17th day of March 1999—
(a) in addition to the two person Recovery Team
arrangements applying in the workplace, a
Response Team is established with its personnel to be volunteers operating on a five line
roster; and
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(b) the nominated personnel on the Response
Team are utilised at all times to respond to incidents.
2. THAT 1. hereof is to be in addition to any recourse
by the employer at any time within the three weeks
to the Emergency Support Group; provided that if in
that time the group workers, through the CSA, request that these personnel be withdrawn, the
employer will consider that request on its merits and
having regard for any security evaluations at that
time, will advise its answer, with reasons, within 24
hours of the request being raised.
3. THAT either party, on the giving of 24 hours notice
to the other party, may apply to the Commission to
vary, revoke or otherwise set aside the terms of this
Order.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
(Incorporated)
and
Registrar, Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
No. P35 of 1998.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
12 March 1999.
Direction.
WHEREAS on 20 August 1998 The Civil Service Association of Western Australian Incorporated (CSA) applied to the
Public Service Arbitrator for a hearing and determination pursuant to s.80E of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 in relation
to a contention by the CSA that a restructure undertaken by
the Department of the Registry had resulted in a decision to
abolish a number of positions in the absence of justification to
do so; and
WHEREAS the CSA also contended that if it could be shown
that justification does exist to abolish certain positions then
the Registrar has failed to give due and proper consideration
to internal redeployment and training to enable some current
employees to perform similar duties within their classification levels. The CSA sought orders that the implementation of
the new structure be suspended until such time as it could be
demonstrated that the duties to be performed by members,
whose positions had been identified as surplus to requirements,
are in fact no longer performed by the Registry; and
WHEREAS it was further contended that if it could be demonstrated that the positions are redundant, employees occupying
those positions should be given the opportunity to transfer to
similar positions within the new structure at their current classification and/or be provided with sufficient training to enable
them to perform the new roles; and
WHEREAS pursuant to s. 32 of the Act, the Commission
conducted a conference between the parties on 24 September
1998; and
WHEREAS at that conference the Commission recommended that the names of those employees that had been placed
on a redeployment list without their consent be removed; that
the members involved should have their options explained to
them; that they should be made aware what might occur if
they decide not to register for redeployment; it should be made
clear to them that it may be in their best interest to cover all
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eventualities because the repercussion if they did not might be
that if they were not on the redeployment list when the jobs
came to an end they might not have a position in the Registry;
and
WHEREAS on 27 January 1999 the Commission had cause
to request the CSA to advise it in writing of the current status
of the application within 7 days; and
WHEREAS on 2 February 1999 the CSA requested the
Commission keep the file open as it continued to monitor
the process of staff development following the restructure;
and
WHEREAS on 9 February 1999 the CSA wrote to the Registrar requesting a meeting to discuss developments in the
matter; requesting updates on the current number of fixed contract employees, whether those positions are to be made
available to displaced permanent employees as contracts expire and a request to be informed of vacant positions within
the Registry and the possibility of transferring displaced employees to those items; and
WHEREAS on 22 February 1999 the CSA requested that
the conference be reconvened; and
WHEREAS on 12 February 1999 the CSA wrote to the Registrar seeking specific answers to a series of questions relating
to the information requested in the CSA’s letter of 9 February
1999; and
WHEREAS on 26 February 1999 the CSA wrote to the Commission seeking certain orders be made against the Registrar
in relation to the matter; and
WHEREAS at the conference held on the 4 March 1999 the
Commission was told that no written response had been received to any of the questions posed in either of the letters of
9 February and 26 February 1999 and no information had been
received save that given to Mr Finnegan of the CSA by the
Human Resources Manager, Mr Cantrell, in a meeting conducted between them; and
WHEREAS the Commission has power under s. 32 of the
Act, to give such directions and make such orders as in the
opinion of the Commission will prevent the deterioration of
the industrial relations in respect of a matter until conciliation
or arbitration has resolved the matter and to encourage the
parties to exchange or divulge information which in the opinion of the Commission would assist in the resolution of the
matter; and
WHEREAS the Commission has decided to exercise those
powers and will require the parties to comply with directions
which are designed to assist them to bring the dispute to an
end—
• The Registrar will be required to supply answers in
writing to all of the questions posed by the CSA in
the letters of 9 and 26 February 1999.
• In order to ensure that a proper written formal assessment of the skills and competencies of each of
the officers involved in these matters is prepared,
the Registrar will arrange for a professional independent body to conduct an audit of the skills and
the competencies of each of the officers, being Mr
Ranjit Ratnayake; Ms Cheryl D’Souza; Ms Jasmine
Richards; Ms Lena Dundon and Ms Nanette Constant.
• That each of the officers named above be advised of
any vacancy occurring in the Department of the Registry, whether or not at their level but to which they
may be suited, prior to the filling of that vacancy
either by a temporary or permanent officer, whether
employed in accordance with a fixed contract or any
other form of contract.
• Subject to the outcome of a formal audit of skills,
each officer named above be offered training to enhance employment potential both inside and outside
the Department of the Registry. That it be made clear
to each of the officers named above that they have a
responsibility to ensure that they are able to take
advantage of employment opportunities both within
the Registry and outside it and that failure by them
to demonstrate that they have taken advantage of
available opportunities to enhance their employment
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prospects may leave them in a position where there
is no employment for them within the Department
of the Registry.
NOWTHEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by
s. 32 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 the Commission
hereby directs—
1. THAT the Registrar will be required to supply answers in writing to all of the questions posed by the
CSA in the letters of 9 and 12 February 1999; and
2. THAT in order to ensure that a proper written formal
assessment of the skills and competencies of each of
the officers involved in these matters is prepared,
the Registrar arrange for a professional independent
body to conduct an audit of the skills and the competencies of each officers being Mr Ranjit Ratnayake;
Ms Cheryl D’Souza; Ms Jasmine Richards; Ms Lena
Dundon and Ms Nanette Constant; and
3. THAT each of the officers named in Direction 2
hereof be advised of and assessed in relation to any
vacancy occurring in the Department of the Registry, whether at their level or not but to which they
may be suited prior to the filling of that vacancy either by a temporary or permanent officer. This advice
must occur whether that temporary or permanent officer will be employed in accordance with a fixed
contract or any other form of contract; and
4. THAT subject to the outcome of a formal audit of
skills, each officer named in Direction 2 hereof, be
offered appropriate training to enhance their employment potential both inside and outside the Department
of the Registry; and
5. THAT the Registrar serve upon each of the officers
named in Direction 2 hereof a copy of this Direction
to ensure that they are aware of the intention of this
Commission that it be made clear to each of them
that they have a responsibility to ensure that they are
able to take advantage of employment opportunities
both within the Registry and outside it and that failure by them to demonstrate that they have taken
advantage of available opportunities to enhance their
employment prospects may leave them in a position
where there is no employment for them within the
Department of the Registry; and
6. THAT the parties report back to the Commission at
a time and date to be fixed no later than 30 days
from the date hereof.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

UNFAIR DISMISSAL/
CONTRACTUAL
ENTITLEMENTS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kevin James Alford
and
Comfortwear Footwear.
No. 1100 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
19 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The applicant claims unfair dismissal from the position of sales executive with the respondent
company.
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Mr Alford commenced employment on 10th March 1997.
His employment was terminated on 27th May with payment of
one week’s pay in lieu of notice.
The “Particulars of Claim” set out in the application and the
following extract from the “Notice of Answer and Counter
Proposal” are confirmed by the parties to summarise their respective positions.
For the applicant:
“4 On the morning of Tuesday the 27th of May 1997,
Grant Brinklow (General Manager) asked me into
his office only to say he was letting me go. I vigorously asked for his reasons when he replied that “He
was not happy with me and I did not get back to
clients”. These were the only reasons for dismissal!
The fact that there were no indications or
forewarnings, written or verbal communications prior
to my dismissal, categorically it was an unfair dismissal.
The lack of systems training, structure, no call cycles, no sales manager (however discussions were
held with Grant Brinklow when he was available,
which was very limited). There was no reasonable
feedback. With poor communication from
comfortwear and no structure of the firm for sales
executives, I felt that the time I had invested in
comfortwear, I had initiated a weekly call cycle, rapport was being built with clients, problems were
slowly being solved, but of course this all takes times,
sound invested time! Hence that is why I feel it is a
categorically an unfair dismissal.”
And for the respondent:
“6.1 The applicant’s employment was terminated as a result of his poor performance and attitude which
manifested itself in a lack of enthusiasm, poor follow through of his allotted tasks, lack of adherence
to instructions and poor feedback from customers;
6.2 The applicant was counselled by senior sales staff
and Mr Grant Brinklow (“Brinklow”) the respondent’s general manager, of his shortcomings but failed
to improve his performance;
6.3 On 27 May 1997, Brinklow terminated the applicant’s employment with the respondent for the
reasons outlined above and within the probationary
period;
6.4 At termination the applicant was paid one week’s
pay in lieu of notice.”
The respondent company is engaged in the manufacture and
sale of range of footwear. Industrial footwear is an important
part of its market. Mining companies, processing operators
and those engaged in rural activities, local government and
public authorities are major customers. In this market it is
claimed, and I accept that to secure and maintain a competitive edge, the respondent must develop a client base and
maintain customer loyalty through the standard of service provided. This requires that rapport be established between the
sales executive and the client, that stock returns are collected
promptly and that telephone calls are returned. The relationship is enhanced with regular visits by the representatives and
coordination and cooperation between field sales staff and office personnel in attending to customer needs.
The applicant was recruited on the basis that he was an experienced sales person. In this respect he would be motivated
enthusiastic and aware of the requirement to develop customer
relationships.
The terms of employment were, in the first instance probationary.
“The first 3 months of your employment will be a probationary period during which time either you or the
company may terminate the employment at any time
(without) giving any reason but subject to reasonable
notice” (Exhibit A—Contract of Employment).
The applicant’s services were terminated approximately two
weeks before the expiry of the probationary period.
It was Mr Alford’s evidence that he maintained levels of
enthusiasm and dedication in learning the footwear business
and in promoting the interests of the company through client
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contacts. As evidence of this he cites weekly reports completed
by him and his attendance to matters outside normal working
hours. While he acknowledges that he made mistakes and in
particular a failure to attend to the needs of one client, Mr
Alford claims that he had to operate within a structure which
was unsupportive and lacked systems. There was no direct
supervision of the sales staff. The sales manager was located
in Victoria and visited this state from time to time. There was
no counselling from the general manager and the respondent
failed to provide management reports following weekly meetings. Mr Alford categorically states that at no time was he
given any warnings about his performance and indeed received
positive feed back from the general manager when he initiated
the topic of his performance. There was no one else in the
company from whom he could seek assistance if Mr Brinklow
was not available.
However Mr Alford concedes that the general manager spoke
to him on a number of occasions about complaints from clients. It is acknowledged that the matters raised went to the
applicant’s failure to return phone calls, that he had not done
“pick ups” and did not effectively follow up matters raised by
customers. Mr Alford agrees that Mr Brinklow had continuously emphasised the need for him to address matters the
subject of customer complaints. Finally it conceded that when
his services were terminated that Mr Brinklow told Mr Alford
the reasons why he was dissatisfied with his performance.
Through Mr Brinklow, the general manager, the respondent
set out the process by which Mr Alford was appointed to the
position of sales executive. An extensive interview was conducted and the company’s expectations were explained to him
by reference to a job description. Given the applicant’s experience it was expected that he would “hit the ground running”.
To ensure familiarity with the company’s operations and to
meet its clients Mr Alford accompanied another sales executive in visiting customers for two weeks. Concern about the
applicant’s effectiveness in securing sales prompted Mr
Brinklow to organise a training session for Mr Alford with the
sales manager. Sales techniques successfully used by company staff were explained.
It is acknowledged that the applicant was required to work
within an informal structure where staff were expected to participate in team approach to promoting the success of the
company. Mr Brinklow states that while Mr Alford was not
given formal sessions or feed back on his performance or counselling he was informed on issues that arose and that had to be
addressed. This came from him and other members of staff
working, within the team. Mr Brinklow identifies the approach
developed within the company as “peer review”. Weekly management meeting were an important feature of this approach.
Issues confronting the company, short term objectives and initiatives being pursued were discussed by senior members,
including Mr Alford, at these meetings. Tasks were allocated
and “report backs” were given on progress. This approach reinforced the company culture and were seen as a method of
promoting the team approach with the applicant.
It was Mr Brinklow’s evidence that Mr Alford failed to respond positively to these initiatives. He was tardy in performing
the tasks allocated. The request to contact a major customer in
the mining industry went unanswered for three weeks. This
together with the delay in preparing travel itineraries for customer calls as requested and complaints from customers about
failing to follow up matters raised by them and to call and
collect stock (“pick-ups”) lead Mr Brinklow to conclude that
the applicant lacked enthusiasm. Furthermore he believed that
Mr Alford’s attitude was not conducive to building customer
relations, a fundamental requirement in a competitive market.
This was the subject of evidence provided by Ms Fischer a
sales clerk with the respondent. Apart from customer complaints to her that they experienced difficulty in being able to
contact the applicant on the phone, he had failed to open an
account for a customer despite several requests to do so. When
confronted with this his response had been flippant about the
consequences.
The applicant’s failure to realise the expectations the respondent had for him was reflected in his sales performance. During
the period of probation the applicant did not earn any commission under the incentive scheme for increasing sales from
existing customers or from new business.
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Mr Brinklow was emphatic in refuting that he had at any
time conveyed to the applicant that he was doing a good job.
Furthermore he denied that the applicant had ever requested
an assessment of his performance.
Additional evidence presented by the respondent went to
the applicant’s unavailability to take phone calls and to return
customer calls, his failure to maintain a clean company car
and his lack of enthusiasm in maximising the opportunities to
liaise with clients on a trip to the Goldfields. Some of this
evidence was presented by way of sworn affidavit and could
not be the subject of cross examination. There was however
testimony from Mr Brinklow, Mr Fletcher and Ms Fisher some
of which in important aspects contradicted that presented by
the applicant.
The fact that the applicant’s employment was subject to a
three month probationary period imputes that the respondent’s
right to terminate the employment relationship can be “more
easily” exercised than would be the case if the applicant had
been appointed to a permanent position. (See Carter & Another v Community Aid Abroad Trading Pty Ltd (1991) AILR
264). However that is not to say that a probationary employee
can be dealt with harshly or unfairly. (See the Full Bench in
Hutchinson v. Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd (Matter No 1970 of
1998—Unreported).
The provision of a probationary period is an extension
of the selection process. It is a period of training which
allows time for assessment and adjustment to standards of
performance and conduct. (See Stanton C in Airline Hostesses Association v. Qantas Airways Limited (1974) AILR
785).
On the evidence presented I accept that the respondent
company established the environment within which the
applicant was given the opportunity to develop his sales
expertise in the specialised footwear industry. Training,
induction and support were available to him. I reject the
assertion that the company had not established proper systems for a new employee to operate within. The weekly
management meeting were the focal point of planning and
performance. There meetings presented the forum for difficulties to be raised and for support to be requested. There
is nothing to indicate that the applicant availed himself of
this opportunity. He is an experienced salesperson not a
novice. It is insufficient to cite copies of reports as evidence of enthusiasm an application. The test is whether or
not customer relationships were being established and for
these to be translated into sales. This was not the case here.
Important customers experienced difficulty in contacting
the applicant and in some instances failed to get satisfaction.
I accept the evidence of Mr Brinklow that no positive
feedback about performance was given to Mr Alford and
that, as the applicant acknowledges, concerns were conveyed to him about customer complaints, his lack of
diligence in preparing itinerary reports and following up
on client calls. I accept that these matters were not pursued in formal counselling but were undertaken within the
general context of the probationary appointment and initiatives by the respondent to give the applicant training
and direction through weekly management meetings.
It appears that while the applicant is a well presented
and experienced salesperson he was unable to come to
terms with the work environment established by the respondent company. Mr Alford could not work effectively
without a formal sales management hierarchy. He was
unable to establish the client relationship through regular
contact and service necessary for the respondent’s business to prosper. In all of the circumstances there is nothing
which shows that the applicant was harshly or unfairly dealt
with by the respondent when his services were terminated
within the probationary period of his contract.
The application is dismissed.
Appearances: Mr K J Alford on his own behalf.
Mr A Randles on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kevin James Alford
and
Comfortwear Foortwear.
No. 1100 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
19 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr K J Alford on his own behalf and Mr K A
Randles on behalf of the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application is dismissed.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Stuart Anderson
and
Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations Pty Ltd.
Nos. 1244 and 2106 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
18 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Mr Anderson was employed by the respondent in the position of Processing Plant Shift Supervisor within the processing
department at the respondent’s operations at Tarmoola. He
commenced his employment at the end of June 1997. As part
of his conditions of employment he was supplied with accommodation at the Tarmoola single persons’ quarters.
The Commission has two applications before it. The first
application, No. 1244 of 1998, relates to the withdrawal of Mr
Anderson’s accommodation by the respondent from 20 June
1998. In it, Mr Anderson claims that he was denied, from that
date, a benefit under his contract of employment, ie the provision of accommodation, by his employer. He seeks an order
restoring to him the value of that accommodation denied him.
The second application, No. 2106 of 1998, relates to his dismissal on 24 November 1998 for serious misconduct. It alleges
that his dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair and he seeks
re-instatement. Both the withdrawal of Mr Anderson’s accommodation and his dismissal relate to the one incident and both
applications were heard together.
I find the relevant facts to be as follows. The incident
occurred in the evening of 2 June and the early morning of
3 June 1998. It involved a female employee of the camp
catering/cleaning contractor, Ms Sutton. Ms Sutton was
due to commence work at 4.30am on 3 June. I accept the
evidence that she started late that morning and was in an
extremely distressed state. I also accept the evidence which
is to the effect that Ms Sutton was too distressed to work
and returned to her room. At the instigation of her employer, Ms Sutton was offered assistance and was returned
to Perth on the next available commercial flight. Her employer ensured that she was accompanied on that journey
and she was later, as I understand it, offered further assistance as she recovered. Indeed, it is appropriate to say that
her employer acted with the most appropriate concern for
her welfare and is to be commended.
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The respondent, in its capacity as Mine Manager, was notified of these happenings. The Resident Manager was Mr
Chadwick. His first knowledge of the events was when he
received a call from Mr Adams, the Catering Manager for the
catering/cleaning contractor. Mr Adams had spoken with Ms
Sutton after she had returned to her room. Mr Adams informed
Mr Chadwick that Ms Sutton had told him that she had been
sexually assaulted. Mr Adams did not know who was alleged
to have assaulted Ms Sutton. That news was of sufficient concern to Mr Chadwick that he arranged for the police to be
notified of the event. Mr Chadwick subsequently spoke to Ms
Kelly, the Manager, Contract Support, of the catering/cleaning contractor. However, in the absence of any other
information from Ms Sutton the only other action taken by the
respondent at that stage was to increase the security for the
residential quarters and hold a meeting of the female employees to answer their queries and attend to their concerns. Mr
Adams also informed the police of his understanding of the
events and was interviewed by them. The Commission does
not know if there was a formal investigation by the police and
does not know of the outcome if there was one. Given that Ms
Sutton had not made any statement, nor taken any other steps,
in relation to the issue, the matter rested there for approximately one week.
The removal of Mr Anderson’s accommodation
Approximately one week or so after the incident, Mr
Chadwick received a telephone call from Ms Kelly. Ms
Kelly informed Mr Chadwick that she had spoken with
Ms Sutton, and Ms Sutton had identified Mr Anderson as
the person who had “hurt” her (to use Ms Kelly’s words).
Also at this time Mr Chadwick was made aware of a home
video which had been taken on the evening/early morning
of 2/3 June 1998 of a party at which Mr Anderson was
present. Mr Chadwick’s evidence is that the extract of the
video which he saw, approximately 30 seconds which had
been edited from the original, showed Mr Anderson, in
Mr Chadwick’s opinion, to be a more forceful person than
Mr Anderson was known to be normally, when he was at
work. The conversation on the video suggested to him that
Mr Anderson was referring to an incident involving a female and that “she was asking for it”. He requested that
the video be forwarded to the police, as he was not confident of reaching a conclusion. Following the advice from
Ms Kelly regarding Ms Sutton having identified Mr
Anderson, he asked Mr Anderson to meet with him.
When Mr Anderson reported to him, Mr Chadwick asked
him where he was on the evening/early morning of 2/3 June
1998, made reference to the video and Ms Sutton’s identification of him and asked him to show cause why his
accommodation should not be removed. Mr Chadwick described Mr Anderson’s response as one of moderate shock and
anger. Mr Anderson admitted that he had been in S’s room on
that evening after returning to camp with Ms Sutton and with
two other people after drinking at the hotel that evening. However, although sex had been spoken of by Ms Sutton to him,
nothing had happened and there was no incident. Mr Chadwick
then referred to the camp rules and indicated that Mr Anderson’s
accommodation was withdrawn. In the evidence before the
Commission the evidence of Mr Chadwick and of Mr Anderson
differ slightly concerning the dialogue which passed between
them on this occasion. However, I have not found the difference to be of significance. It is sufficient for the decision which
I have reached in this matter to have identified the basis upon
which Mr Chadwick met with Mr Anderson, the denial by Mr
Anderson of any wrongdoing, and the reasons why Mr
Chadwick made his decision to withdraw Mr Anderson’s accommodation. Its removal was later confirmed to him in a
memorandum (exhibit 5) dated 19 June 1998. The memorandum states—
“Further to our discussion today, I confirm that your accommodation at Tarmoola Village has been withdrawn,
effective 20 June 1998.
This discussion is based on your actions of the evening of
2 June 1998, where you are alleged to have hurt an employee of the Camp catering staff.
You confirm you visited her room and the following day
that person had to be removed from site in a distressed
state and is currently undergoing counselling.”
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For the sake of completeness, it is noted that Mr Chadwick
also withdrew Ms Sutton’s accommodation. His basis for doing so is his understanding of the camp rules which indicate—
“In the event of a fight, all parties involved regardless of
blame are liable to have their accommodation withdrawn.”
Mr Chadwick viewed the situation as one where there had
been a disturbance in the camp, and someone had been hurt.
He assigned no fault but applied the rule as he saw it. Indeed,
he regarded the rule as sufficiently important that it gave him
no discretion in the matter. It was for that reason that S’s accommodation was also withdrawn.
On the afternoon of 20 June 1998 Mr Anderson became very
distressed and requested to be taken to hospital. Mr Anderson
was admitted to hospital and arrangements were made for him
to take sick leave and a flight to Perth, and counselling assistance, was arranged. Mr Anderson left site on 22 June 1998.
He returned to site on 19 August and resumed work.
No further incident of relevance occurred between the withdrawal of Mr Anderson’s accommodation and his dismissal.
Mr Anderson continued to work. He found accommodation in
a caravan park and paid $70.00 per week for his accommodation. Ms Sutton did not return to that site, but eventually was
found work elsewhere. Mr Anderson lodged application 1244
of 1998 in the Commission and this led to a conference on 29
September 1998 before the Commission, otherwise constituted,
in accordance with the ordinary course of events. No agreement was reached at that conference and it was set down for
hearing.
The dismissal
On 27 October 1998 the respondent received a letter from
Ms Sutton on her employer’s letterhead. It consisted of one
sentence which alleged that she had been “subject to an unprovoked physical assault by Mr Anderson on 2 June 1998”. I
pause here to note that Mr Anderson, through his Counsel, Mr
Edwards, drew to the Commission’s attention a statement made
in correspondence from the respondent to Mr Anderson following the conference on 29 September 1998 that the
respondent’s researches in preparation for the hearing of his
claim might uncover matters to Mr Anderson’s detriment.
While there was some suggestion in the submissions of Mr
Edwards that the Commission should view the statement as
either a threat, or possibly as an abuse of process, the manner
in which the suggestion was presented to the Commission does
not permit a firm conclusion on the issue and I do not take it
any further.
Mr Chadwick was no longer the Resident Manager. It was
the new Resident Manager, Mr Richardson, who received the
letter from Ms Sutton. He believed it required action on his
part. He reviewed the file notes regarding the incident and the
withdrawal of Mr Anderson’s accommodation and on 16 November 1998 he wrote to Mr Anderson stating that an allegation
had been made against him by Ms Sutton that he had subjected her to an unprovoked physical assault on 2 June 1998.
It noted that, since then, the respondent had been investigating
the allegation but, as it could not be substantiated at the time,
the accommodation for both him and Ms Sutton had been withdrawn. It attached a copy of the letter from Ms Sutton and
stated that the respondent was now obliged to “re-open the
investigation”. It gave Mr Anderson an opportunity to respond
to the allegation at a meeting proposed for 23 November 1998.
In fact, Mr Anderson chose to reply in writing to Mr
Richardson as an alternative to the meeting proposed for 23
November 1998. On 21 November Mr Anderson gave Mr
Richardson a written response (exhibit 8) which totally denied “in any way, shape or form” assaulting Ms Sutton as
alleged.
On 24 November 1998 the respondent dismissed Mr
Anderson for serious misconduct. The dismissal was effected
in writing (exhibit 9) and states—
“After consideration of your response, and taking into
account the evidence, we have reached the conclusion that
you did assault Alison Sutton on 2 June 1998 without
provocation. This amounts to serious misconduct. Your
employment is therefore terminated, on notice, in accordance with your employment contract and you will be paid
one month’s pay in lieu of notice, and accrued annual
leave to 31 December 1998…”
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Conclusions
Both Mr Anderson and the respondent agree that the two
issues before the Commission, the withdrawal of accommodation and the fairness or otherwise of the dismissal, require
different considerations. I have found it convenient to deal
with the issue of the fairness or unfairness of the dismissal
first.
Mr Anderson’s dismissal will be unfair if the respondent’s
right to dismiss Mr Anderson has been exercised so harshly or
oppressively towards him that it amounts to an abuse of that
right (re Undercliffe Nursing Home (1985) 65 WAIG 385). It
is an objective test, not a subjective test. Where, as here, the
respondent defends the claim of unfair dismissal by alleging
misconduct, the respondent bears an evidentiary onus to—
“… demonstrate that insofar as was within its power, before dismissing the employee, it conducted as full and
extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters
surrounding the alleged misconduct as was reasonable in
the circumstances; it gave the employee every reasonable
opportunity and sufficient time to answer all allegations
and respond thereto; and that having done those things
the employer honestly and genuinely believed and had
reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at that time that the employee was guilty of the
misconduct alleged; and that, taking into account any
mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the employee’s work record, such misconduct
justified dismissal. A failure to satisfactorily establish any
of those matters will probably render the dismissal harsh,
unjust or unreasonable.”
Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper [ 1992] 53 IR 224 at 229-230 as
cited with approval in Western Mining Corporation v AWU
(1997) 77 WAIG 1079 at 1084.
If the respondent does discharge that onus then it is up to the
applicant to show that the respondent’s right to dismiss him
has been exercised so harshly or oppressively towards him
that it amounts to an abuse of that right. This procedure is
quite well settled in this Commission and is also illustrated in
C v Quality Pacific Management (1993) 73 WAIG 988 (per
Sharkey P at 995; Fielding C at 997, 998; Salmon C expressing no opinion on the point) relied upon by the respondent.
I do not find the decision of the Full Bench of the AIRC in
McLauchlan v Australia Meat Holdings (Print Q1625, 5/6/
98, unreported) to which Mr Edwards referred, to express a
contrary view. At page 10 of the decision the Full Bench
stated—
“On the basis of the foregoing we are of the view that in
determining a s.170CE(1)(a) application the Commission
is bound to consider whether, on the evidence in the proceedings before it, the termination was `harsh, unjust or
unreasonable’, provided that the evidence concerns circumstances in existence when the decision to terminate
the employment was made (underlining omitted).”
and—
“Findings made by an inquiry established by the employer
will be relevant to the Commission’s determination of
the issues before it provided it is established that:
- the employer conducted a full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters as was reasonable in
the circumstances;
- the employer gave the employee every reasonable opportunity to respond to allegations; and
- the findings were based upon reasonable grounds.
While such findings are relevant they do not conclusively
determine whether the termination was harsh, unjust or
unreasonable. That issue is to be decided by the Commission on the evidence in the proceedings before it. The test
is not whether the employer believed, on reasonable
grounds after sufficient inquiry, that that employee was
guilty of the conduct which resulted in termination.
A termination may be unjust because, on the evidence
before the Commission, the employee was not guilty of
the misconduct on which the employer acted. Further, a
termination may be unreasonable because it was decided
on inferences which could not reasonably have been drawn
from the material before the employer. Even where the
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findings of an employer’s enquiry are reasonable the Commission may conclude that a termination of employment
on the basis of those findings was harsh because the penalty was disproportionate to the misconduct [Byrne v
Australian Airlines Ltd at 465 per McHugh and Gummow
JJ].”
In my view, these extracts are not inconsistent with the manner in which this Commission is to properly approach an
application pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 claiming unfair dismissal.
It is clear from Mr Anderson’s letter of termination that the
respondent found him guilty of the misconduct alleged. That
is, the respondent concluded that Mr Anderson did assault Ms
Sutton on 2 June 1998 without provocation. With respect to
Mr Richardson, that conclusion was not reasonably open on
the material that was before him. Mr Richardson was the decision maker. He had before him an allegation from Ms Sutton
which consisted of only a single sentence. He also had before
him a written, and comprehensive, rejection of that allegation
from Mr Anderson. In that regard, Mr Richardson was in no
significantly different a position than Mr Chadwick had been
some four to five months earlier. At that time, Mr Chadwick
had been orally advised that Ms Sutton had identified Mr
Anderson as the person who had “hurt” her. He put that to Mr
Anderson and Mr Anderson denied it. Mr Chadwick had dealt
with the same matter as Mr Richardson, not a different matter.
Although Mr Richardson had the allegation of Ms Sutton in
writing, that is a difference in form, but not a difference in
substance. It was a simple allegation by Ms Sutton in writing
which was equally denied in writing. The fact that the allegation was now in writing rather than oral takes the allegation no
further. The fact that it was in writing added nothing to the
respondent’s knowledge of the allegation which it had before
it when the respondent removed Mr Anderson’s accommodation.
While I am able to conclude that the respondent had an honest and genuine belief in Mr Anderson’s guilt, it cannot be
validly said that the respondent had reasonable grounds for
that belief. The allegation was most serious. For that reason it
should have conducted as full and extensive investigation into
all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct
as was reasonable in the circumstances. In fact, the respondent made no separate investigation following the receipt by
Mr Richardson of Ms Sutton’s allegation at all. It merely accepted the allegation and preferred the allegation of Ms Sutton
to the denial of Mr Anderson. Its basis for doing so needs to be
reasonable in the circumstances. Mr Richardson’s reasons include that he thought ill of Mr Anderson because he saw Mr
Anderson’s written response as being an avoidance by Mr
Anderson of a face to face meeting. From this, he assumed
guilt. However, that conclusion is not reasonably open. Mr
Anderson’s reason for writing his response is quite credible.
He was asked to respond to a one-sentence allegation. He did
so in an appropriate written manner. It should not be held
against him that he did so as an alternative to a face-to-face
meeting.
Further, Mr Richardson took into account what he had
gleaned from the documentation on the respondent’s file.
That documentation may have shown that an incident had
occurred, however, it did not provide any further information concerning Mr Anderson. The conclusion Mr
Richardson reached was not reasonably open to him on
that material.
Furthermore, Mr Richardson assumed Mr Anderson was
aware of that documentation. However, as he conceded in crossexamination, Mr Richardson took into account statements of
persons who had assisted Ms Sutton at the time of which Mr
Anderson was probably unaware. In doing so, Mr Richardson
did not give Mr Anderson a reasonable opportunity to respond
to the material that Mr Richardson was going to take into account. Given the serious nature of the misconduct alleged, that
would be sufficient to find the dismissal was unfair. But even
putting that to one side, while Mr Richardson may have believed that the reports of Ms Sutton’s distressed state meant
that an incident had, indeed, occurred, it is not reasonable on
the evidence that he had before him to believe Mr Anderson
guilty of the misconduct alleged.
His dismissal, for that reason, was unfair.
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I find it necessary to make the following observation. I
am prepared to accept that an incident occurred which
caused Ms Sutton considerable distress. It was worthy of
investigation. The only direct evidence before the Commission regarding the incident which occurred with Ms
Sutton is the evidence of Mr Anderson. His evidence denies any assault as alleged by Ms Sutton. He was
cross-examined on that evidence. Ms Sutton was not called
to give evidence and there is no reason for the Commission not to accept Mr Anderson’s evidence. Although the
respondent sought to tender a statutory declaration from
Ms Sutton which was said to support the allegation she
had made, in the absence of Ms Sutton being available to
be cross-examined on it, the statutory declaration could
not count in evidence against the sworn evidence of Mr
Anderson which was tested under cross-examination. Accordingly it was not accepted into evidence. The
Commission pointedly does not draw any conclusions
whether Mr Anderson did or did not commit the act alleged by Ms Sutton. The issue before the Commission is
simply whether his dismissal, because of the allegation,
was fair. That is an entirely different question.
The primary remedy in the event of a dismissal being unfair
is re-instatement. Re-instatement is sought by Mr Anderson
and there is no suggestion at all that re-instatement is impracticable. I therefore order that Mr Anderson be re-instated in
his former position. In the circumstances of this case, where
Mr Anderson sought re-instatement, and the hearing of his
claim of unfair dismissal was incorporated into the already set
dates of the hearing of his denied contractual benefit claim, I
do not find that Mr Anderson failed to mitigate his loss. An
Order will also issue requiring the respondent to pay to Mr
Anderson the wages he would have received between the date
of his dismissal and the date of his re-instatement had he not
been dismissed.
The removal of Mr Anderson’s accommodation
Mr Anderson’s second claim regarding the denial of contractual benefit raises a different, though not unrelated,
consideration. It is conceded that Mr Anderson was entitled to
the provision of accommodation under his contract of service.
The question is whether Mr Anderson breached the Camp Rules
for which the respondent was entitled to withdraw the accommodation.
The respondent relies upon the rule that—
Fighting in the SPQ is strictly forbidden. In the event of a
fight, all parties involved regardless of blame are liable
to have their accommodation withdrawn.
The Commission appreciates that a camp rule which states
that, in the event of fighting both parties will have their accommodation removed, is an important rule. It is essential,
particularly in a remote mining location, to have rules which
will immediately and forcefully address fighting. However,
the adoption of an inflexible rule may, in some circumstances,
lead to unfairness. As the Federal Court observed in relation
to rules or policies—
“Employers can promulgate policies and give directions to employees as they see fit, but they cannot
exclude the possibility that instant dismissal of an
individual employee for non-compliance may, in the
particular circumstances of an individual case, be
harsh, unjust or unreasonable.”
Sheppard and Heerey JJ in Bostik (Australia) Pty
Ltd v Gorgevski (No. 1)
(1992) 41 IR 452 at
460.
Although that case was concerned with a dismissal the principle is applicable to the situation where there is an inflexible
rule. For example, an employee dismissed for fighting who
was an innocent party will be likely to have been unfairly dismissed (Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries
Union v Wesfi Pty Ltd (1992) 72 WAIG 610). What will be
required, therefore, is an investigation by an employer into an
alleged fight. The result of that investigation may well be the
application of the policy position. But the application of the
policy position without such an investigation leaves the employer exposed in the event that the conduct of one or other of
the parties, or perhaps both of them, does not deserve the application of the policy.
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In this case, the camp rules cover a situation where there has
been a fight. There certainly was not evidence before the Commission of a “fight”. The respondent urged on the Commission
a broad interpretation of the word “fight”. However, the Rules
themselves do not support such a broad interpretation. “Vandalism, unruly behaviour or misuse of company property”
mentioned in the 4th paragraph of page 1 of the Rules is seemingly different from “fighting”. However, those three former
acts do not lead to the withdrawal of accommodation. Fighting does. I am therefore reluctant to adopt a broad view of the
word “fighting” if the Rules themselves differentiate between
fighting and vandalism, unruly behaviour or misuse of company property. The evidence available to it, and indeed to the
Commission, does not reasonably allow the conclusion that
there was a fight. There was no reasonable basis for withdrawing the accommodation of both Ms Sutton and Mr
Anderson.
Further, the evidence of Mr Chadwick reveals that he also
relied upon what he observed in the video in his decision to
withdraw Mr Anderson’s accommodation. With respect to Mr
Chadwick, I have viewed the video closely and am unable to
find any passage within it where Mr Anderson makes any statement of the kind Mr Chadwick attributed to him. I am unable
to say whether Mr Anderson’s demeanour in the video is different from his usual demeanour, given that he admitted having
a number of stubbies of beer that evening, but a mere difference in his appearance does not reasonably allow a conclusion
adverse to him in these circumstances. As Mr Chadwick was
mistaken in what he saw and heard in the video, his decision
to withdraw Mr Anderson’s accommodation in reliance on it
was in error.
In the absence of any reliable evidence, the respondent could
not reasonably conclude that Mr Anderson had been guilty of
fighting that would warrant the removal of his accommodation. I accept that it was of concern to the respondent that a
serious incident allegedly occurred. But Mr Anderson denied
any involvement in the incident, notwithstanding his admission that he had been in Ms Sutton’s room that evening.
Whether he is guilty of the more serious sexual assault which
had been reported to Mr Chadwick is a matter for the police.
If the police have been unable to pursue the matter, it means
the respondent is hardly in a better position to do so on the
evidence available to it. In the absence of Mr Anderson being
in breach of the camp rules, his accommodation should not
have been withdrawn. The fact that it was means that Mr
Anderson was, indeed, denied a benefit under his contract of
employment. I therefore find his claim proven.
The relief claimed by Mr Anderson is the rate of $25.00 per
day (which covers his accommodation but not food costs) for
those days when he would have been resident in camp (that is,
not on either leave or rostered days off) is granted. The payment is to cover the period when Mr Anderson was on site and
is therefore limited to the period between the removal of his
accommodation and his dismissal.
The Order to issue
The Commission therefore issues an Order declaring that
Mr Anderson has been denied a benefit under his contract of
employment and that he was unfairly dismissed by the respondent. The Order to issue will require the respondent to pay Mr
Anderson the wages he would have earned between the date
of dismissal and the date of his re-instatement as if he had not
been dismissed, together with the cost of his accommodation
foregone between the date it was removed until the date of
dismissal. A liberty to apply is reserved in the event that the
parties are unable to agree on the sum of money to be calculated in accordance with this Order.
A Minute of the Proposed Order now issues.
Appearances: Mr S. Edwards (of Counsel) on behalf of the
applicant.
Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Stuart Anderson
and
Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations Pty Ltd.
Nos. 1244 and 2106 of 1998.
11 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr S. Edwards (of Counsel) and later Mr S.
Kemp (of Counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Mr R.H.
Gifford on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act 1979, hereby—
A. DECLARES that Stuart Anderson was unfairly dismissed by Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations Pty Ltd
on 24 November 1998.
B. ORDERS—
(1) THAT within 7 days of the date of this Order
Stuart Anderson be reinstated, without loss of
accrued rights and privileges, in the employment of Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations in
the position previously held by him (namely
Processing Plant Shift Supervisor).
(2) THAT Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations Pty
Ltd shall regard the period between 24 November 1998 and the date that Stuart Anderson
is reinstated as a period of proper and continuous service by Stuart Anderson under his
contract of employment.
(3) THAT Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations Pty
Ltd shall forthwith pay to Stuart Anderson a
sum of money equal to the wages he would
have earned between 24 November 1998 and
the date of reinstatement in accordance with
this Order as if he had worked for that period.
C. DECLARES that Stuart Anderson has been
denied a benefit under his contract of service
by Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations Pty Ltd.
D. ORDERS—
(1) THAT Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations Pty Ltd provide Stuart Anderson
with single accommodation at the
Mount Edon Tarmoola camp site situated in Leonora in accordance with his
contract of employment upon Stuart
Anderson recommencing work in accordance with the provisions of Order
B(1) above.
(2) THAT Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations Pty Ltd forthwith pay to Stuart
Anderson, at the rate of $25.00 per
day, for those days when he would
have been resident in camp (that is,
not on either leave or rostered days
off) for the period between 20 June
1998 and 24 November 1998, by way
of a benefit under his contract of
service.
E. THAT liberty to apply is reserved to the parties for
21 days from the date of this Order in the event that
they are unable to agree on the payments to be made
in accordance with this Order.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Tracey Ascenso
and
Plainscape Pty Ltd trading as Phoenix Park Estate Agency.
No. 13 of 1997.
22 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS: The respondent corporation
conducts a real estate agency which is operated by Bartolomeo
Marano and Ross Scata who are said to be “the principals” of
the business. Tracey Ascenso, a former employee of the respondent, claims that she was unfairly dismissed from her
employment with the respondent and asks that she be compensated for the loss of wages she experienced as a consequence
of the dismissal, and further, that she be awarded one week’s
wage in lieu of notice said to be due to her because of the
manner of dismissal.
Ms Ascenso commenced her employment with the respondent on 23 January 1996 when she was engaged to act as the
receptionist, which duties included clerical and book-keeping
work. This employment ended on 30 December 1996, the day
on which Ms Neri commenced employment with the respondent, and the same day the respondent informed the applicant
that her employment was to end and Ms Neri was to assume
her role.
Messrs Marano and Scata were both satisfied with the work
performance of the applicant. Their sole reason for deciding
to terminate her employment was based on their belief that
she had been seeking alternative employment and their concern that if she were successful a replacement employee may
require in the vicinity of 4 months training. That training would
need to be conducted in the office and provided by one of the
principals, a situation which would have serious financial implications for the agency because the financial state of the
business was not satisfactory and would be exacerbated were
the material principal not actively soliciting business and producing revenue. The Commission is advised that the agency
commenced operation in July of 1994 at which time there was
a third “principal” involved but that because of the poor financial performance of the agency that person elected to relinquish
his interest in the agency and exited the business in or about
July 1996.
At a time when Ms Ascenso was absent from the office undertaking a period of leave, apparently in or about the end of
November 1996, Mr Marano discovered in an office desk draw
a copy of a letter from Ms Ascenso to a modelling agency
seeking modelling work. According to Mr Marano this discovery did not initially cause him concern because he did not
think the nature of work sought would affect her employment
with the agency.
During the course of early December 1996 Ms Ascenso had
a conversation with Ms Nancy Oludag, the daughter of Mr
Marano and the Property Manager for the respondent, wherein
she mentioned the subject of alternative employment. According to Ms Oludag, the applicant indicated that she was seeking
alternative employment and in the pursuit of that had applied
to a banking institution for employment. It is conceded by the
applicant that she applied for alternative full time employment
both with a banking institution and with another business as a
visual merchandiser. Further, she was interested in obtaining
employment with higher remuneration and better career opportunities than were provided by the respondent.
At a date shortly prior to Christmas 1996 Mr Scata attended
the office outside of usual business hours to allow a family
member access to, and the use of, the agency photocopying
machine. At this time, what has been described as the cover
page to the written resume of Ms Ascenso was discovered
lying on the photocopy machine and the discoverer brought it
to the attention of Mr Scata and speculated to him that it showed
Ms Ascenso was seeking alternative employment.
The discovery of the resume cover page, and the receipt of
advice from Ms Oludag that Ms Ascenso was seeking alternative employment, caused Messrs Marano and Scata to conclude
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that such was the situation. For the reasons already noted (supra), the decision was taken to replace Ms Ascenso and
immediate inquiries regarding availability for employment
were made to Ms Neri and another person, both of whom were
known and judged to be competent to immediately fulfil the
role in which Ms Ascenso was employed. Ms Neri was available for employment and accepted employment with the
respondent which commenced on 30 December 1996. On this
date Ms Neri attended the office of the respondent and, without any prior advice to Ms Ascenso, was placed to work in the
role she performed. Immediately following the commencement of Ms Neri the principals met with the applicant and
made known to her that her employment was to terminate and
the reason given for that was her seeking alternative employment. The effective date of dismissal, I am satisfied, was
proposed to occur at the expiration of one week’s notice but
that Ms Ascenso elected to leave the employment shortly following advice of her dismissal and that she did so leave with
consent of the respondent.
Ms Ascenso concedes, that she amended her written resume
and updated it to include mention of her employment with the
respondent, and that she used the respondent’s photocopier to
reproduce that resume.
That Ms Ascenso had photocopied her resume is not by itself evidence that she was actively seeking alternative
employment. Coupled with the mention Ms Ascenso was said
to have made to Ms Oludag regarding an employment application to the banking institution, the copy of the resume
provided strong reason for Messrs Morano and Scata to suspect that Ms Ascenso had sought alternative employment.
However, the decision to dismiss the applicant was taken without either of the principals speaking to the applicant beforehand
to establish what in fact were her intentions. Had it been confirmed that Ms Ascenso had applied for alternative
employment, and therefore it was a possibility that she might
terminate her employment, does not mean she was about to
cease employment with the agency in a way, or at a time, which
would cause the respondent to face the particular difficulty
the principals feared might result.
At the time the principals made their decision to replace Ms
Ascenso the only direct indication that she may have sought
other employment was the hearsay information from Ms
Oludag. It was not put to the applicant that she had done so.
Consequently, no opportunity was provided for her to deny or
confirm what was alleged to have been said to Ms Oludag, or
to declare her intentions. There existed the possibility that Ms
Oludag had misunderstood what had been said to her, or alternatively, although her understanding was correct, Ms Ascenso
may have changed her mind about pursuing alternative employment but if she had intended to continue seeking other
employment the reason for that may have been of a nature that
the parties were able to address and resolve. The principals
assumed, without reasonable cause, that Ms Ascenso would
terminate the employment and that such would occur in a
manner and timing that would place the business in difficulty.
The applications which Ms Ascenso made for alternative
employment were unsuccessful however she told the Commission that had she obtained suitable alternative employment
she would have terminated her service with the respondent.
Ms Ascenso also says she would have given a period of notice
to the respondent and delayed her departure as long as she was
able in order to assist with the training of her replacement if
that were necessary.
The respondents acted upon hearsay and assumption and
consequently they acted with poor judgement. They replaced
Ms Ascenso without discussing the matter with her beforehand. The principals assumed the worst however no dialogue
occurred to establish whether that was the likely outcome. A
replacement for Ms Ascenso was readily discovered at the time
and that may also have been possible at some later date had
the applicant declared a commitment to pursue alternative
employment. No justifiable reason to dismiss Ms Ascenso
existed and the manner in which it was executed was unreasonable, overall the dismissal was unfair.
The disclosure made by Ms Ascenso before the Commission make it plain that she was minded to obtain alternative
employment. Hence it was a question of time before that occurred, plainly the applicant did not intend to remain with the
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respondent in the longer term. Counsel for the applicant asserted that she, the applicant, has made numerous unsuccessful
job applications since her dismissal. Furthermore, the applicant undertook a short training course in order to gain skills
intended to assist her in that pursuit. It was said that Ms Ascenso
was unlikely to gain employment in the near future and therefore she ought be awarded compensation for the loss of her
wages for a period of 26 weeks, the maximum said to be allowable.
The assertion from Counsel for the applicant was not challenged on behalf of the respondent and I have reason to doubt
the accuracy of it. I conclude that Ms Ascenso has actively,
but unsuccessfully, attempted to gain employment to mitigate
her loss up to the date of hearing.
Although Ms Ascenso has not been able to gain employment to the date of hearing and that suggests she may not have
done so over the same period had she remained employed by
the respondent and continued to pursue alternative employment, I am not prepared to assume she would have remained
with the employer for the full period for which compensation
is claimed. There is however a discernible factual loss of wages
to the date of hearing and Ms Ascenso ought be compensated
to that degree. According to her application and her uncontested testimony, her wage had been $323.00 per week and
consequently that is the established loss per week for the period of 10 weeks.
There is a further claim that the applicant is entitled to, as a
matter of right, one additional week’s wages in lieu of her
working a week of notice. That has not been shown to be a
benefit to which Ms Ascenso is entitled pursuant to her contract of employment and it fails on that count. The claim is
also not sustainable on the facts, notice was given to Ms
Ascenso and at her election, and with the consent of the respondent, the employment terminated earlier.
Appearances: Ms K. Williams (of Counsel) on behalf of the
applicant
Mr C. Grasso (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Tracey Ascenso
and
Plainscape Pty Ltd t/a Phoenix Park Estate Agency.
No. 13 of 1997.
7 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms K. Williams, of Counsel on behalf of the
applicant and Mr C. Grasso, of Counsel on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the power conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT Plainscape Pty Ltd pay to Tracey Ascenso compensation in the sum of $3,230 within 21 days from the
date of this Order.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ian Barrett
and
Fins.
No. 1533 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
8 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to
s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. The Applicant claims
that he has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed
from his employment with the Respondent and seeks compensation.
On 2 March 1999, the Commission heard a preliminary argument as to whether the Applicant’s employment was subject
to a probationary period. Upon findings on that matter further
conciliation may be appropriate.
During that hearing, the Applicant gave evidence that on 8
July 1998, he and two representatives of the Respondent, Mr
Poland and Mr Holtham, reached agreement about his employment as Front of House Manager on a starting salary of
$35,000 per annum. After three months, the amount was to be
increased to $40,000. The Applicant says that when he asked
for clarification of terms and conditions, it was stated that this
was a three month contract.
The Applicant also gave evidence that he requested the taxation declaration form from a management employee, by the
name of Jody, who handed him an employment kit and said
that the forms he required were contained inside the kit. This
kit includes a document headed “Welcome to Fins Seafood
Grill” (Exhibit 1). This document sets out the objectives of
the business and certain terms and conditions of employment
including “Probationary Period” which says—
“During the first three months, which will be considered a probationary period, you will be assessed on your
grooming, punctuality, reliability, initiative, ability to work
as part of a team and the conscientiousness with which
you perform your duties”.
Under cross examination, the Applicant denied that a three
month contract constituted a probation, but it was clear that he
was not fully conversant with the implications to be drawn
from his employment being either probationary or on a three
month contract. Also, during cross examination, the Applicant’s evidence was unreliable in that he initially said that he
“believed that the probationary period was for casual employees and junior employees under my control” (Transcript page
14). He later said that he believed that it applied to casual
employees and then, when the concept of casual employee
was discussed with him, he said that it related to “casual and
all other employees”, then that it applied to full time employees.
In the final part of the Applicant’s cross examination, he
conceded that in the discussion with Mr Holtham and Mr Poland when he was initially interviewed for the position, Mr
Poland said that he would be on 3 months probation—
“At that meeting, Mr Holtham did most of the talking
and asked most of the questions?——Correct.
And Mr Holtham said to you, “We’ll give you a go. You’ll
be on 3 months probation. If we like you, at the end of 3
months your salary will go up from 35,000 to 40,000.” Is
that correct?— That’s incorrect. It was Mr Poland that
said that.
It was Mr Poland who said that?—Mm.
And you accepted that?—Yes, because after that, Mr
Holtham said that he would draw up terms and conditions of employment.”
(Transcript page 15)
Accordingly, I find that the Applicant’s employment was
the subject of a probationary period – he has conceded as much.
In any event, his evidence was so contradictory in that regard
and his understanding of terms so unreliable that his
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credibility in respect of his initial and vehement denial that his
employment was not subject to a probationary period, has been
significantly diminished. Accordingly, I find that the Applicant’s employment was the subject of a probationary period.
APPEARANCES: The Applicant appeared on his own behalf
Mr Thorpe appeared on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ian Barrett
and
Fins.
No. 1533 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
30 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on the 30th day of October 1998 and the 15th
day of February 1999, the Commission convened conferences
for the purpose of conciliating between the parties, however,
agreement was not reached; and
WHEREAS on the 2nd day of March 1999, the Commission
heard argument from the parties as to a preliminary matter;
and
WHEREAS on the 29th day of March 1999 the Applicant
advised the Commission that he did not wish to proceed with
the application;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
John Joseph Bateup
and
Total Peripherals Group.
No. 1929 of 1998.
16 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: While there is a right under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (‘the Act’) for a person
claiming unfair dismissal to apply to have that enquired into
and determined by this Commission, a person exercising the
right is expected to then pursue that claim in a reasonable and
responsible fashion, and expeditiously. Otherwise the process
may not only unreasonably impose on the other party it may
amount to an abuse of process and a burden on the community. This is such a situation. This application is to be dismissed
because the applicant has not reasonably complied with the
regulations nor pursued it reasonably.
The background to this conclusion can be shortly stated. The
application was filed on 27 October 1998 but no declaration
of service of it on the respondent was filed as required or has
been at all. A request to the applicant by the Commission on
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16 November 1998 to confirm whether he intended to prosecute his claim was not answered. That enquiry was reiterated
on 27 November 1998 and it was not until 18 December 1998
that the applicant responded to the effect that he wished to
proceed. A conciliation conference was listed for 10.30am on
12 January 1999 but on that morning, by telephone, the applicant informed my Associate that his solicitor was unavailable
and as the applicant was in Broome he could not attend. He
was informed that the Commission was prepared to proceed
as listed with a telephone hook-up to Broome. The applicant
refused that option on the basis that it was not convenient to
his current work arrangements.
The Associate informed the applicant that in the circumstances his proceeding further on the claim might be at risk; to
which the applicant responded to the effect that that had better
not be the case because he knew important people in high
places. It is noted that the last part of the conversation is not
included because of the ‘threat’, which amounts to silliness,
but because the applicant was on notice from that point that
his conduct of the claim may become an issue. Nonetheless he
persisted in insisting that the conciliation proceedings not proceed. And, as in the absence of the applicant it would have
been futile, the conference was cancelled. It follows from the
circumstances described in the forgoing that the notice to the
respondent of this cancellation was exceptionally short.
It is quite clear from all this that the applicant had no intention for some time of either attending the conference or even
being available to take part in those proceedings. But there
was no notice to the respondent of this intention and, in the
circumstances, it is reasonably open to conclude that the respondent was not only inconvenienced but put to some costs
as a consequence of the extremely short notice of the cancellation. That is bad enough. There is also the extremely short
notice to the Commission and the absence of any good reason
for that.
Having regard for all this I concluded that this was a case
where the Commission should consider exercising the powers
available in section 27 (1) (a) of the Act to end a claim. The
applicant was given notice of this and afforded an opportunity
to be heard. He did not take up that opportunity.
Having considered all the circumstances I have concluded
that the claim should be discontinued pursuant to section 27
(1) (a) (ii) for want of reasonable prosecution. To do otherwise would be to tolerate the failures of the applicant and, in
the resulting unfairness to the respondent, would be a course
contrary to section 26 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979.
An order discontinuing the claim now issues.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
John Joseph Bateup
and
Total Peripherals Group.
No. 1929 of 1998.
16 March 1999.
Order.
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued for want of reasonable prosecution.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gaye Kippo
and
Microfusion Pty Ltd.
No.1434 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
26 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Gaye Kippo, the applicant was employed by Microfusion Pty
Limited from 24 January 1994 until 10 July 1998 on which
date the employment relationship was terminated by her dismissal. On 28 July 1998, the applicant applied to the
Commission for orders pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 for reinstatement on the grounds that the
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and for non-award
benefits under the contract of employment which had not been
paid at the date of termination.
Following conciliation proceedings between the parties arrangements were made between them for the respondent to
pay the applicant a number of the so-called contractual benefits. It is common ground that an amount of $8,046.00 is
payable for annual leave and $3,384.00 for 4 week’s pay in
lieu of notice and in respect of which two-thirds have been
paid, with a final payment to occur on 31 March 1999. Those
claims were not pursued before the Commission nor was a
claim for payments to a superannuation fund. Apparently there
is an admission of liability by the respondent, in respect of a
sum of $1,114.71 for superannuation. This left 3 claims of
contractual benefits to be decided at hearing. These are $169.20
said to be payment in lieu of a public holiday worked on 1
June 1998, accumulated rostered days off in the sum of $338.40
and $3,500.00 said to be payable under the contract for team
leadership duties claimed to have been performed by the applicant from 19 January 1998 until the date of her dismissal.
The applicant claims that she was unfairly dismissed. She
says the relevant circumstances are as follows. The applicant
had been employed by the respondent as a customer support
officer for 4 years. Her duties involved dealing with customers who rang with problems with software purchased from the
respondent. The applicant was also involved in analysis of
software, development and training. According to her evidence,
she is a trained teacher. In December 1997, she was requested
to be a customer support leader, which she was from 19 January 1998 until her dismissal. She says that the dismissal took
place in a callous and thoughtless manner following the respondent issuing an open letter to all staff (Exhibit K1).
The letter is incorporated hereunder—
AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL MICROFUSION STAFF:
10-7-98
It has become necessary to draw to the attention of all
Microfusion staff members the fact that the company is
consistently not performing at anywhere near what constitutes a satisfactory level.
Support for the above contention is clearly evidenced by
virtue of the 6 months (January to June, 1998) accumulated year to date trading loss in excess of $160,000
(source: monthly report).
A number of observations should be noted in respect to
the above unacceptable results—
(i) the majority of Registration and Support fee billings
have now been received (i.e. totalling $471,296); and
(ii) the practice of recording the full value of any purchase order received (irrespective of the installation/
payment terms applicable at some future date) as a
bona fide sale in the month of generation, only serves
to compound the magnitude and gravity of the current circumstance.
Given the focus and reliance on income derived from sales
of Informatif in the context of the remainder of the 1998
budgetary period, together with an acceptance of the substantial factual performance shortfall attaching this
product group year to date (eg’s: in excess of $240,000
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under budget (using full purchase order valuation
method); widespread and ongoing negative feedback from
user groups) we are confronted with the import of an urgent need to drastically rationalise the present
Microfusion operations in an attempt to bring expenditure patterns into line with receipts, thus accommodating
payroll and other ongoing commitments and more realistically enable longstanding creditor obligations to be
addressed in a commercially acceptable manner.
In addition to the provision of administrative, technical
and marketing/PR support, Voicenet has, in the brief period since acquisition, directly contributed funds to
Microfusion in excess of $200,000 in keeping with overdraft ceiling provisions and trading/payroll deficiencies.
At the same time, it should be appreciated the promoters
of Microfusions represented this entity as one which would
make an early and sustained contribution to the Voicenet
bottom line—an occurrence which has proved false in the
extreme.
We trust it is painfully obvious to all concerned this situation cannot be allowed to continue. Indeed, it would be
irresponsible to entertain the current scenario any longer.
Accordingly, Microfusion is afforded no alternative but
to effect widespread and immediate change to
Microfusion, in an attempt to arrest the continued decline. This will include across the board retrenchments.
Such a decision has not been arrived at without having
undertaken a lengthy process of examination and discussion with Microfusion senior management and
advisers—with all agreed as to the course of action that
must now be implemented.
To those earmarked for retention in the new look organisation, we ask for your continued support and commitment
in pursuit of the Microfusion performance targets. To those
staff who will no longer be a required member of the revamped Microfusion team, we wish you well in your future
endeavours.
For the record, Microfusion, as part of the Voicenet (Aust.)
Ltd group, remains committed to the realisation of a prominent position in respect to the application of technology
in support of demand from a wide spectrum of clientele
drawn from the global information management arena. A
windows-based/network-capable library and records
management system is seen as a core element in the overall group product mix.
The opportunity afforded a re-engineered Microfusion will
be challenging, exciting and, ultimately, both professionally and economically rewarding—in line with the more
broad-based, mid-term international focus envisaged.
Yours faithfully
ALAN DAWSON
For the on behalf of the
Directors of Microfusion Pty Ltd
[Exhibit K1]
The applicant says that the staff were assembled in a room
and given the letter. The Managing Director of Voicenet, Mr
Dawson then arrived. He told the employees that there would
be retrenchments. There was a discussion in front of all of the
staff between Mr Dawson and Mr Stephen Vining as to how
best to let employees know who was to be dismissed. Mr
Dawson had suggested that each person’s name be called out
and then the company’s senior officers would talk to that person individually, however Mr Vining disagreed, he thought it
would be better to read all of the names out. Six names were
read out and those six were shepherded to an office and given
another letter. This turned out to be a termination notice and is
incorporated hereunder
10 July 1998
Ms G. Kippo
C/- Microfusion Pty Ltd
BY HAND DELIVERY
Dear Gaye
In line with clause 11 of your employment contract with
Microfusion Pty Ltd we hereby terminate your services,
effective immediately.
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Accordingly, we ask that—
(i) all company materials, files and records previously
assigned to your control prior to notification are left
untouched and intact;
(ii) if you are in possession of any company property,
the subject items should be handed over to Mr
Stephen Vining before departure; and
(iii) having attended to the above, you leave the premises
without further delay.
Provision for your services up until the date of departure
will be reflected in the normal mid-monthly pay. Any other
accrued or notice entitlements which may be applicable
under the terms of your employment contract will be addressed in due course, subject to the availability of funds
arising as the result of Microfusion trading activity.
Yours faithfully
ALAN DAWSON
For and on behalf of the
Directors of Microfusion Pty Ltd
[Exhibit K2]
The applicant understood the letter to mean that she was to
leave the building immediately. There was not sufficient money
to pay her entitlements at the time. The company officers denied that the employees had been made redundant. There were
10 people employed by the firm at the time so this left 4, others had resigned. The applicant, in relating her feelings said
that after the dismissal she felt as if there had been a death in
her family, she was emotional and people bought her flowers.
Even though there was some suggestion that she may return to
work, that never eventuated. In any event, her view was she
felt she had been treated so badly that she did not want to
work with the respondent. She had been denied her entitlements, she had been summarily dismissed when she had been
a loyal worker. She claimed that she worked excessive amounts
of overtime and worked on Sundays. The applicant was eventually able to obtain work 6 week’s after she was dismissed
and even then, she was not beyond the reach of the respondent
because during the first week, she received a letter from the
solicitors of the respondent telling her that she had 24 hours to
resign from the position because of restrictive covenants in
her contract of employment with the respondent. After advice
from a lawyer she did not stop work and heard no more. Eventually, arrangements were made for the respondent to pay her
benefits for annual leave and notice.
The applicant says she is entitled to be paid the team leader’s allowance which, if paid, would be in the sum of $3,500.00.
The applicant was unable to produce the documentary evidence of the entitlement but she referred to the contract of
employment (Exhibit K3). However, that document does not
give support for her contention. What she says is that the then
manager, Mr Carter, had promised that she would be paid the
allowance for leadership duties. Under cross-examination, she
said that he conditioned the promise to say it would be “ when
Microfusion (the respondent) could afford to pay”. The applicant was unable to produce any documentary or other evidence
which would erect right to payment for days in lieu or rostered
days off.
In her support, the applicant called evidence from Rhonda
Karen Bracey, who had been a fellow worker. Ms Bracey gave
evidence that the employees worked hard but it was clear to
her that the respondent had financial difficulties. She remembered Mr Carter saying to the applicant that the respondent
would not be able to pay a salary increase at the time; apparently in relation to the leadership allowance. There were also
incidents where brochures could not be sent out because the
respondent could not afford postage. The witness also referred
to creditors literally banging on the doors of the office seeking
payment. She also gave evidence relating to the number of
employees who had left the company either by resignation or
dismissal.
The applicant also called evidence from Ms Pamela Hartree,
who was dismissed on the same day as her. Ms Hartree related
her memory of the incident and the denial by Mr Dawson about
having used the word “redundancy”. No counselling was given
at all nor was she given a reason why she was targeted for
dismissal. In corroboration of the evidence of the applicant,
Ms Hartree said the 6 employees were taken to an office, the
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door was left open and they were handed a letter saying they
were dismissed. They were required to hand over files in their
possession and immediately leave the building. The respondents offered to pay their entitlements as soon as the company
began performing.
Mr Schapper of counsel, who appeared on behalf of the respondent, conceded that there was an obligation for the
respondent to pay for annual leave and in lieu of notice. He
confirmed that two payments had been made and the final payment would be made by 31 March 1999. He categorised the
claims for a day in lieu and rostered days off as being ‘noncontractual’. As for the team leadership duties he argued that
the claim is not maintainable in view of the fact that on 23
February 1998, the applicant signed a written contract which
described her position as customer support leader at a remuneration of $44,000.00. She could not now maintain that she
is entitled to more money for that position. She entered into
the contract after taking independent legal advice. The respondent did not force her to enter the contract; on the contrary, her
legal advice, according to her evidence, was that if she did not
sign the contract she may loose her job. That advice is not
something that can be visited upon Mr Schapper’s client. If
there is any weight that can be given to the claim at all, the
promise made by Mr Carter as General Manager was that if
the respondent could afford payment, it would be made. It
could not afford it at the time that he allegedly made the offer
nor could it afford it at the time of dismissal nor now. It is
obvious from the evidence of Mr Vining, the Chief Financial
Officer of the company which now owns the respondent, that
the financial resources were not available to pay the money.
According to Mr Schapper it was apparent by the time the
redundancies were effected that the restructure of the company was a dire necessity. This was notified to the employees
through the information given in Exhibit K1. In July 1998, the
respondent had only two options, it could undergo radical restructure or it could liquidate. Had it gone into liquidation it is
doubtful that employees would have received payment of their
accrued entitlements. In the first 6 months of 1998, Voicenet,
a public listed company, financially sustained the operations
of the respondent in the face of loses of $160,000.00 and failure to achieve its budget by more than $240,000.00. Most of
the income that the respondent could expect to receive from
sales of its product had already been spent but at that time its
operations in Victoria and Western Australia had a total of 22
staff. Voicenet decided that to salvage some of its investment
and retain what jobs it could, only be achieved by a radical
restructure. It was and should not have been a surprise to any
of the employees of the respondent that it was in trouble. The
evidence that has been presented by Ms Bracey makes that
clear. Mr Schapper conceded that the surgery that was conducted was done in a fairly precipitous way and it may not
have been done in the most sensitive or caring manner but he
says that it had to be done and a substantial number of employees had to loose their job. The respondent continues to
trade today but it now has only 4 employees. The product of
the restructure is that the respondent has been able to meet
some of its ordinary business commitments but was not able
to meet its accrued liabilities which crystallised when the terminations and resignations occurred in July 1998. The
respondent was not able to pay accrued leave and payments in
lieu of notice. That has been remedied since with the applicant
and others being paid their entitlements in three equal instalments. To do otherwise, would have meant that some of them
would have missed payments completely.
Mr Schapper argues that if dismissal was unfair, at most the
loss is 2 week’s because by 31 March 1997 the applicant would
have been paid 4 week’s pay in lieu of notice and she obtained
new employment 6 week’s after her termination.
There is no conflict between the evidence that has been presented by the parties in this matter. The Commission is left to
analyse the evidence, make findings of fact and apply the appropriate the authorities.
First, I deal with the contractual benefits of the claim. It is
common ground between the parties that the applicant will
eventually receive payment in full for annual leave and payment in lieu of notice. Insofar as proving the contractual
entitlements to the monies claimed, the applicant has failed to
do so. She offered no evidence at all about entitlements to
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days in lieu and rostered days off. The entitlements certainly
do not appear in any of the documentation before the Commission and there is no acceptable oral evidence which would
give rise to a finding that such entitlements exist. Insofar as
the claim for leadership allowance is concerned, there was
similarly no documentary evidence to support the claim. On
the contrary, the contract of employment signed after the applicant said she became entitled to the payment provided that
the salary was an all up payment as Mr Schapper argues. If the
entitlement comes from a verbal undertaking by Mr Carter,
there is still no sufficient evidence which would allow a finding in favour of the applicant. There is an unsworn statement
by Mr Carter (Exhibit K5) confirming that the applicant was
entitled to a salary increase of $3,000.00 per annum in recognition of her team leadership responsibilities during the period
of 19 January 1998 to 10 July 1998 but that statement does not
and cannot call into question a contract which was made later,
than 19 January 1998 and which was signed by the applicant
after consultation with her solicitor. Nor does it create an entitlement supported by some collateral oral agreement that the
money would be paid, particularly when the applicant’s own
evidence is that Mr Carter said the leadership allowance would
be paid when and if the respondent had the money. Even if I
am wrong concerning there being no contractual entitlement
either through the contract of employment or through the arrangement made with Mr Carter as described in Exhibit K5,
there is still no entitlement because there is no indication that
the respondent could pay the money in any event. Because the
respondent could not pay does not mean that if there was an
entitlement an order should not be issued but I am not satisfied that a safe finding can be made that there is the entitlement
that the applicant claims.
Insofar as the claim for unfair dismissal, the question to be
asked is whether the right of the employer to terminate the
employment has been exercised so harshly or unfairly against
the applicant as to amount to an abuse of the right. That a
decision may be procedurally irregular will not of itself mean
that the dismissal is unfair (see Undercliffe Nursing Home v.
Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia 1995
65 WAIG 385; Shire of Esperance v. Mortiz 1991 71 WAIG
891; Byrne v. Australian Airlines 1995 65 AR 32). The question therefore to be answered is, was the right to terminate
abused to the point that it became harsh, oppressive or unfair.
The circumstance here is that the applicant says, without warning, all of the staff were assembled in an office, given a letter
that indicated a number will be retrenched, senior officers had
a discussion, if not a debate in front of them, about how individuals will be told. Eventually, 6 of them were moved to
another room, they were then given a letter of termination
which on the face of it effects a summary dismissal. They were
asked to leave the building immediately, no payments were
made to them. No explanations were given to them other than
those set out in Exhibit K1. Such behaviour in a modern industrial context cannot be anything but unfair. It was certainly
harsh and oppressive. The applicant should have known that
the company was in trouble and it is open to find that she did
but this only ameliorates the conduct of the employer marginally. The dismissal did not take into consideration the effort
the applicant had put into her work, her commitment and her
loyalty. This valued at nothing all of her efforts to contribute
to the success of the respondent’s enterprise.
The applicant does not seek reinstatement, which is obviously not available in any event. The question of an alternative
remedy arises. The applicant obtained work within 6 week’s.
She says that she has suffered loss although she gave the Commission no information about the amount of salary that she is
earning in the new job. Her claim was she suffered lack of
payment for 6 week’s and she should be reimbursed that loss.
In dealing with the question of the assessment of compensation. I repeat what I have written in Michael John A’Court v.
Barbeques Galore Pty Ltd 505 of 1998 unreported 5 March
1999. At page 11, I said—
The contemporary situation for the assessment of compensation is cited in detail by His Honour, the President
and Commissioner Kenner in the Supplementary Reasons
for Decision Ramsay Bogunovich v. Bayside Western
Australia Pty Ltd No 939 of 1998 (23 December 1998
Unreported). The Commission needs to examine the fact
and law to make an assessment of loss and injury. Both of
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these matters are examined in the Bogunovich case. In
his Reasons for Decision in Frank Scott v. Consolidated
Paper Industries WA Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 601 Commissioner Kenner has made some further observations to
those set out in Bogunovich. He writes as follows—
As I observed in the decision of the Full Bench in
Bogunovich v Bayside Pty Ltd (unreported Full
Bench 24 December 1998), an unfairly dismissed
employee has no automatic entitlement to compensation for the loss of wages or salary from the date
of dismissal to the date of hearing of the application, although this may be the ultimate outcome,
depending upon findings by the Commission as to a
loss and/or injury, and the assessment of fair compensation. It may well be the case that a finding is
open that an unfairly dismissed employee could have
been dismissed fairly by the employer, some time after the date on which the employee was in fact
dismissed. Thus prospects of an ongoing employment
relationship is a relevant consideration in the ultimate assessment of compensation pursuant to s
23A(1)(ba) of the Act.
These observations are important in the assessment of
loss in this case particularly given my findings as to the
events in the matter. Clearly Commissioner Kenner is
saying that there is no automatic entitlement to compensation for loss of wages or salary from the date of dismissal
to the date of hearing.
Applying the rules in Bogunovich as they incorporate the
stream of authority laid down by the Full Bench, the quantifiable loss that the applicant suffered was for 6 week’s. That
must be offset by 4 week’s pay which the parties have agreed
to pay. The loss, therefore, is 2 week’s pay. On applying the
method of calculation, Kenner C described in the Bogunovich
case and further explained in Frank Scott v. Consolidated Paper Industries Pty Ltd 1999 79 WAIG 601, the applicant will
be awarded $1,669.20 for loss in respect of earnings for a 2
week period.
I need to consider the question of injury. Section 23A(1)(ba)
provides that an assessment of compensation for unfair dismissal may include recognition for a component of injury
sustained. The established authorities indicate caution must
be exercised in this regard as there is a degree of distress in
every dismissal. Mr Schapper reminded the Commission of
this but nevertheless the applicant has, in my view, suffered a
degree of distress because of the way the dismissal was executed which is in addition to that normally suffered. Injury
includes humiliation, injury to feelings, a result of callous treatment, loss of reputation and nervous shock. The applicant
suffered some of those but not all. Her injury is not in the
same category as that suffered by the applicant in Bogunovich
case, whose injury was compounded by his medical condition
nor is it in the same category of injury suffered by the applicant in Michael John A’Court v. Barbeques Galore Pty Ltd
(ibid). I am not sure that the injury is as bad as the applicant
would have had me believe in her submissions however she
has suffered injury nevertheless and I will award her the sum
of $500.00 in compensation for that injury. I assess the amounts
of compensation for loss and injury according to the principles established in Bogunovich Case (ibid) as $1,669.20 for
loss plus compensation for injury of $500.00 making a total of
$2,169.20.
Orders will issue that the applicant was unfairly dismissed
and that the respondent pay to the applicant compensation of
$2,169.20. The claim for contractual benefits will be dismissed.
Appearance: Ms Gaye Kippo, appeared on behalf her own
behalf.
Mr D Schapper, of Counsel, appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gaye Kippo
and
Microfusion Pty Ltd.
No.1434 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
26 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms Gaye Kippo on her own behalf and Mr D
Schapper on behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 hereby orders—
1. THAT the applicant was unfairly dismissed;
2. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant compensation of $2,169.30; and
3. THAT the claim for contractual benefits be and is
hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Godwin Anthony Marshall
and
Tonesports Pty Ltd T/A The Body Club
No. 1615 of 1998
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
19 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Mr Marshall is a personal fitness trainer. He claims that he
was employed by the respondent from 1 January 1997 until
19 August 1998. He claims that on that latter date he was dismissed and that it was unfair.
The essential issue between the parties is whether Mr
Marshall was an employee. The respondent states that Mr
Marshall was a contractor to it through his business “Physical
Sculpture”. The respondent further states that it merely terminated the contract between it and Mr Marshall’s business on
19 August 1998. The respondent concedes that, if Mr Marshall
had been an employee, the manner of his dismissal would have
been procedurally unfair.
Whether a person is an employee for the purposes of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 is to be considered by reference to
the various indicia which either were, or were not, a feature of
the relationship between the parties. Those indicia have been
conveniently set out in the recent decision of the Full Bench in
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers v Florida Exclusive Pools (1996) 77
WAIG 4. However, each case will turn on its own facts because
the facts relating to one person may not be applicable to another
person. Further, the Commission is only able to decide a matter
on the evidence before it in the particular case. The evidence in
one case may not be the same in another case.
The Facts
Mr Marshall performed work at the respondent’s premises.
He trained the respondent’s clients. The work was performed
in the respondent’s premises and not outside the premises.
When a new client came to the respondent and enrolled in a
course, the respondent’s sales staff would contact a trainer, for
example, Mr Marshall and ask if he was available to work at
particular times to suit the client’s preferences. If he was available, he was allocated to be the new client’s trainer. He would
then work the hours arranged with the client. If Mr Marshall
was not available, the sales staff would merely contact another trainer. Although Mr Marshall initially said that he was
not at liberty to refuse work allocated to him, he later stated
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that he could (transcript p.58). I am satisfied that he had the
right to refuse work offered to him.
Mr Marshall did not provide his own training equipment.
Rather, he used the respondent’s equipment. Mr Marshall was
not supervised in his work. He was required to provide training according to a particular set of standards set by the
respondent. The standards are in a manual which is distributed to trainers who are employees and to trainers who are
regarded as contractors. The standards go to punctuality and
manner, but do not go to the precise methods of training. He
was required to purchase and wear the respondent’s uniform.
In August 1995, Mr Marshall registered his own business
called “Physical Sculpture”. Although he stated in his evidence
that its registration may now have lapsed, Mr Marshall was
still operating it as late as 13 November 1998 (exhibit 12). Mr
Marshall stated that he also trained his own clients in fitness
during his time with the respondent.
From that time Mr Marshall submitted invoices on a fortnightly basis for the work he performed. They are invoices
which were presented for payment. Although Mr Marshall
described them as timesheets which are filled in by an employee their practical use was as invoices for work performed.
Even if he also used invoices in another format for his own
clients, Mr Marshall was paid by the respondent on the invoices he submitted to it. The payments were paid by direct
transfer into a business bank account in the name of “Physical
Sculpture”. The payments were not made to him in his own
name. Tax was not deducted. Indeed, this entire arrangement,
that being the formation of his business, the submission of
invoices and the arrangement of the payments made to him
such that he would be responsible for his own tax, occurred at
his own request. In that regard, the respondent, which took
over The Body Club on 1 January 1997, merely continued
with the arrangement Mr Marshall himself initiated with the
respondent’s predecessor.
Mr Marshall took out his own personal accident, professional indemnity, and “broadform liability” insurance. It does
not appear from the premium advice tendered in evidence (exhibit A) that the insurance was applicable only to Mr Marshall’s
business outside his work for the respondent as he had suggested in his evidence. Rather, it appears to be an insurance
policy without restriction and it would, therefore, apply whilst
he was performing fitness training at the respondent’s premises.
It is also the case that throughout the period of time he was
engaged by the respondent and its predecessor Mr Marshall
was not eligible for, and did not at any time take annual or sick
leave. Contrary to the assertion contained in item 14 of the
“Notice to Admit” prepared on his behalf by his agent, Mr
Marshall was not given unpaid annual leave for a period between March and June 1998. In fact he did not work during
that time because the respondent did not allocate hours to him
and he therefore did not work.
Conclusions
The determination whether Mr Marshall was an employee
will involve an evaluation of the above facts. Some facts were
conceded by him as being indicative of him not being an employee. Specifically, it was conceded by Mr Crossley that the
fact that Mr Marshall has a business name, that he submitted
invoices, that payments were made to his business and that
there was no annual or sick leave are factors which point to
him not being an employee.
Further, an issue arose during the hearing concerning two
letters which the respondent had written to Mr Marshall but
which he stated he did not receive. The letters, which were
read into the transcript (pages 57,58), were dated 9/7/96 and
24/9/97 and requested information from Mr Marshall of his
business registration if the respondent was to “continue paying you as a business” and of his “current indemnity insurance”.
Mr Crossley conceded that if the letters had been received he
did not think “we would be here” because those letters point
to Mr Marshall no longer “being in the respondent’s employment system”. Mr Marshall’s evidence is that the addresses
on the two letters were not his then current addresses and he
did not receive them. However, as he conceded in cross-examination, he did comply with the later of the two letters and
provide the relevant details required. I am not entirely convinced that Mr Marshall did not receive those two letters for
the following reasons. There are other areas in his evidence
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where he did not accurately recall the events which happened.
He initially gave evidence that the respondent’s payments were
to his personal bank account. He then stated he did not know
whether they were or not (transcript p.70). In re-examination
he was shown bank statements which clearly showed the payments were made to his business account.
Further, his evidence initially was that he did not have the
choice of not working when the respondent contacted him with
a job (p.37) but later he admitted that if he was training his
own clients at that time he would tell the respondent that he
was not available (p.60). He initially described a three-month
break from the respondent as annual leave (p.28) but subsequently stated that the break occurred because the respondent
did not allocate him any hours for that period (p.38). I therefore treat his assertion that he did not receive the two letters
with considerable caution. Given that he complied with at least
one of them, I find on the balance of probabilities that he did
receive them, even if now he cannot recall doing so. That being so, as his agent conceded, he should not “be here”. It was
not argued that Mr Marshall’s payments and tax arrangements
are consistent with an employment relationship. They might
well be but it was conceded in this case they are not.
In the view which I take of the evidence, the case turns upon
the concessions regarding Mr Marshall’s business arrangements. It is quite clear from the evidence that Mr Marshall
took definite steps so that he would no longer have to pay
employee PAYE tax on his earnings. Despite his assertion that
he did not understand that this change meant that he could no
longer be treated as an employee, it is reasonably open on the
facts to conclude that he did. Frankly, if Mr Marshall did not
want to be treated as an employee for tax purposes he can
hardly be heard to complain if now, when it suits him to be an
employee, he cannot prove that he was nevertheless an employee.
There are indeed some criteria which point to the conclusion that he was an employee. Mr Crossley stressed the criteria
of control, the wearing of the respondent’s uniform and the
issuing of staff passes. The issue of control is the most important of the criteria for assessing whether a person is an
employee. However, as Mr Crossley conceded, there is little
evidence of orders or directions being given to Mr Marshall.
The Rules which are issued to employees and “contract” staff
alike do set down procedures which are to be followed. The
requirements were changed to suit the requirements of the client, not the respondent. He was not himself given any training
by the respondent. During a normal day, he had no contact
with his area manger. There is therefore little evidence of control being exercised, or that the respondent had the right to
exercise control. Such evidence as there is does not of itself
outweigh the issues which have already been canvassed in this
decision. Certainly the wearing of the respondent’s uniform,
which gives the impression the wearer is its employee, supports a conclusion of employee status. However, the staff passes
in his name are at best equivocal. Although Mr Marshall called
an employee to give evidence she was never asked whether
she had passes in the same manner as Mr Marshall’s passes.
The use if the word “staff” does not on its face conclusively
identify Mr Marshall as an employee. Their significance from
the point of view of Mr Marshall’s claim to be an employee is
not made out. Although Mr Marshall used the respondent’s
equipment, Mr Crossley agreed with the respondent that in
the context of a gym, the provision of the equipment is not
determinative.
It is Mr Marshall who must prove on the balance of probabilities that he was an employee. The respondent is not
required to prove anything. If the case is seen to confusing or
ambiguous, as Mr Crossley stated that it was, then Mr Marshall
has not discharged the onus which rests upon him. If Mr
Marshall was truly an employee, it was not shown here and
his application will be dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
Order accordingly.
Appearances: Mr T.C. Crossley on behalf of the applicant.
Mr J.C. Beedham on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Godwin Anthony Marshall
and
Tonesports Pty Ltd T/A The Body Club
No. 1615 of 1998
19 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr T.C. Crossley on behalf of the applicant
and Mr J.C. Beedham on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory Oates
and
Sanders Executive Pty Ltd t/a LJ Hooker Morley.
No. 474 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
17 March 1999.
Supplementary Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: Further to the determination by the
Commission in its reasons of 10 February 1999 that the respondent be entitled to costs against the applicant in relation
to the King William Street claim, the parties were directed to
make further submissions in writing as to the quantum of costs
to be awarded in favour of the respondent.
The Commission has received a schedule of costs from the
respondent and a brief submission from the applicant. The respondent has set out in its schedule, various claims in respect
of costs incurred by the respondent, excluding costs for its
legal practitioner. The total claim is in the sum of $2,605.90.
The applicant has submitted that it does not agree with the
quantum of costs claimed by the respondent and furthermore,
says no costs order should be made in any event. I should
observe that despite the Commission not deciding that the applicant should be entitled to any costs in its reasons for decision
of 10 February 1999, the applicant has submitted that it should
be allowed to submit a claim for costs in respect of the claim
upon which it was successful.
I also pause to observe that I have already determined
that the respondent be entitled to costs in relation to the
King William Street claim. There has been no separate
application for costs by the applicant following the issuance of my reasons for decision of 10 February 1999. I am
far from satisfied that such a claim would meet the “extreme circumstances” test in this jurisdiction. There was
nothing before the Commission to indicate that the respondent was in any way aware of its non-compliance with
the terms of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act
1993, in making the deduction that it did from the Satellite Retreat claim. Furthermore, and in any event, that
matter involved an interpretation of the relevant terms of
the applicant’s employment agreement with the respondent and the terms of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act 1993. In a general sense, that breach was
in my view, one of a technical nature in all the circumstances.
I now turn to the schedule of costs submitted by the respondent.
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As a general observation, I have no doubt that given the
history of this matter, that the respondent has spent a considerable amount of time in preparing and dealing generally with
the matter and incurring considerable expense as a result, both
through use of its own time and resources and the services of
its solicitor.
First, the respondent has claimed an amount of $810.00 for
the attendance of Mr Sanders at proceedings in the Commission on five occasions over the period 12 May 1998 to 26
November 1998. From the schedule, it appears this is based
on an hourly rate of some $49.00 an hour, which, given that
Mr Sanders is the principal of the respondent, is not an unreasonable rate in my view. This is so when compared to the rate
for a witness who is the principal of a business, under the now
superseded Supreme Court Costs Scale 1991. The attendances
relate to proceedings before the Commission totalling 13.5
hours on 12 May, 3 July, 4 September, 25 November and 26
November 1998. The proceedings on the dates set out above,
required Mr Sanders’ attendance and the giving of instructions to his counsel and the giving of evidence during the course
of the proceedings. In my view, the amount claimed is reasonable and will be allowed
The respondent has made a claim for parking of $60.90.
Given that this includes all attendances at the Commission, I
consider that this claim is reasonable in view of the costs associated with car parking in the city. The claim for travel time
of $300.00 is not based upon any kilometer rate for travel and
appears to be based on the time engaged in travelling at the
hourly rate noted above. As I have made allowance already
for attendance at the proceedings and parking, I do not propose to include travel time for the respondent.
The respondent has claimed for telephone attendances to his
solicitor in the amount of $240.00. These appear to be calculated on a time basis as with the other claims. However, the
rate appears considerably higher than the rate noted above.
Applying the lower rate, this leads to an amount of approximately $60.00 which I consider reasonable. Likewise, am I
prepared to include an allowance for meetings between Mr
Sanders and his solicitor to prepare for the proceedings, as
outlined in the schedule, at the lower rate. Based upon the
hours submitted which appear reasonable, this leads to an
amount of $450.00.
In relation to the claim for the costs for preparing documents, a total amount of $175.00 is claimed in respect of 94
pages of documents at a rate of $25.00 per hour. I am satisfied
that given the volume of documents tendered by the respondent in the proceedings, that such a quantum of documents is
reasonable and the time spent in dealing with them is also
reasonable. This claim will be allowed.
As for the claim in respect of reading and understanding
documentation, an amount of $390.00 is claimed. Given
the other amounts I have allowanced I consider an amount
of $150.00 to be reasonable for this claim. In respect of
the claim for $90.80 for office costs, photocopying and
courier and facsimile costs, that claim is reasonable from
all the material before the Commission in the proceedings,
and will be allowed.
The sum of the above amounts is $1796.70. On the basis
that the respondent has been awarded costs in respect of one
only of the two remaining claims in this matter, it would be
appropriate to halve that amount, leading to a final amount of
$900.00 in round terms.
An order now issues giving affect to my reasons for decision of 10 February 1999 and these supplementary reasons as
to costs.
APPEARANCES: Mr R Clohessy as agent appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr D Taylor of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory Oates
and
Sanders Executive Pty Ltd t/a LJ Hooker Morley.
No. 474 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
10 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to s
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (‘the Act”)
by which Gregory Oates (“the applicant”) claims that Sanders
Executive Pty Ltd t/a LJ Hooker Morley (“the respondent”)
has denied him benefits to which he is entitled under his contract of employment.
The respondent denies that the applicant is entitled to the
relief claimed or any relief.
As originally filed, the notice of application sought a contractual benefit in the amount of $1078.42 alleged to be
commission owing by the respondent to the applicant. Subsequently, the applicant’s claim was substantially increased to
incorporate claims for further commissions; a letting fee; annual leave pursuant to the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act 1993; and superannuation contributions pursuant to the
Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth).
The total of the revised claims were in the sum of $7,827.89.
By order of the Commission the claim was amended in these
terms.
The claims in relation to annual leave and superannuation were heard and determined by me on 9 October 1998,
a preliminary issue being raised to the Commission’s jurisdiction to entertain the claims. Those claims were
dismissed for want of jurisdiction (see Oates v Sanders
Executive Pty Ltd t/a LJ Hooker Morley No. 474 of 1998,
9 October 1998 unreported). The brief background to the
application is set out in those reasons for decision and need
not be repeated in these reasons.
The Remaining Claims
Two claims remaining in this matter are in respect of an
amount of commission in the sum of $1,078.42 which the applicants says was unlawfully deducted by the respondent from
total commission owing on a property that being 22 Satellite
Retreat Kiora (“Satellite Retreat”) and an amount of commission alleged to be due in respect of the listing of a property,
that being 178/81 King William Street (“King William Street”)
in the sum of $1,250.00.
In relation to King William Street, the applicant said that he
was owed the commission claimed as he was entitled to a commission for listing the property and secondly, was the effective
cause of sale of the property in any event.
As to the commission in respect of Satellite Retreat, the applicant said that he was entitled to the commission sum pursuant
to the contract of employment between the applicant and the
respondent, which contract gave no lawful authority to the
respondent to make any deduction from the commission due
and payable in respect of that property.
The respondent on the other hand, argued that in relation to King William Street, the applicant was not entitled
to any commission under the contract of employment for
merely listing the property. Such was not a term of the
contract, it was said. Furthermore, the respondent submitted that the applicant was not the effective cause of sale of
the property in question to entitle the applicant to a commission payment in any event. In relation to the Satellite
Retreat commission claim, the respondent submitted that
first, the deduction of the amount of the claimed commission, representing advertising costs incurred on three other
properties, was authorised by the contract of employment.
Secondly, the respondent submitted that if the claimed sum
was due and payable by the respondent, that the respondent was entitled to offset that amount in its entirety, by
way of a set off and counter claim in any event.
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Application to Dismiss or Refrain from Hearing
At the commencement of the resumed hearing on the merits, Mr Taylor of counsel for the respondent made an application
to the Commission that the applicant’s claims be dismissed
alternatively, the Commission refrain from further hearing or
determining the application pursuant to s 27 of the Act. This
application was made on the footing that the applicant had
commenced proceedings in the Industrial Magistrates Court
in respect of claims said to essentially mirror those claimed in
the instant proceedings. By way of ex tempore reasons, published separately to these reasons, I dismissed the respondent’s
application in this respect and the parties put their respective
cases on the merits.
I should also observe that during the course of the proceedings on the merits, counsel for the respondent made an
application for costs, such application being made against the
applicant’s industrial agent, Mr Clohessy, alternatively against
the applicant as a party. I deal with the respondent’s costs application later in these reasons.
Facts
The factual issues in this matter are not essentially in
dispute and may be shortly stated. The applicant was employed by the respondent as a real estate sales
representative pursuant to a written contract of employment which was executed by the parties on or about 17
December 1997. Whilst the applicant commenced employment with the respondent some time prior to that date, on
or about 1 October 1997, it appears not to be in dispute
that the essential terms of the written employment agreement applied throughout the period of the employment
relationship between the applicant and the respondent. The
employment agreement was tendered as exhibit R1. The
material terms of that agreement provided as follows—
“1. The agent agrees to employ the representative as a
Real Estate Sales person to negotiate real estate transactions under the licence of the agency….
9. The Representative shall be remunerated in accordance with the negotiated terms set out in payment
Structure “A”.
10. Upon termination of employment all unsold listings
shall remain the property of the Agent….
14.(a) The Representative shall be responsible for and shall
indemnify the Agent against fifty (50) percent of all
bad debts and financial losses incurred by the Agent
arising from the any act don (sic) by the Representative during the course of his/her employment….
17(a) Any employment subject to the terms of this Agreement shall be terminable by either party giving one
week’s notice, provided that the Agent may summarily terminate the employment of the Representative
on the ground of misconduct.
First Schedule
FACILITIES AND OPERATING CONDITIONS
1…
2…
3…
(e) SELLING FEES
Internal office sales shall be fifty (50) percent of gross
fee to office and both listing and sales person.
Bonus dollars are as follows (worked out on settlement transactions)—
Fifty (50) percent to Lister
Fifty (50) percent to Seller
(a) ADVERTISING
Advertising is at the discretion of the company. Any
advertising not paid for by the Vendor or authorised
by the Company will be paid for by the Representative.
The cost of Advertising, signs, brochures etc over “a
very base level” is the responsibility of the Vendor
and must be authorised by the Vendor.
(b) RENTAL
One hundred (100) dollars per introduction for full
twelve (12) months management.”
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The commission payment structure is set out in a separate
and final page to the employment agreement and it provides
as follows—
“PAYMENT STRUCTURE
“Minimum Gross Income $100,000.00 per financial year
up to $100,000.00—41%, $100,000.00—$150,000.00—
45%.
Percentage of Selling Fee 50%, $150,000.00—50%
As agreed your commission split will be 45% until
$150,000.00 thereafter 50%.
GROSS FEES: are the Selling fees paid to this Office
Less—any payment paid out of fees, ie. conjunctional,
referral fees etc”
The company reserves the right to adjust Percentage rate
during the year if it appears target is not being met.”
In relation to King William Street, the applicant said that
this property was referred to the respondent from another LJ
Hooker Real Estate office, that being LJ Hooker Rural-WA
(Midland Gate). This referral was made through the LJ Hooker
customer service centre, and the referral form, evidencing the
referral to the respondent was tendered as exhibit R3. A 20%
referral fee was payable to the referring LJ Hooker office, in
the event that the property sold. The applicant said that he
signed the multi list selling agreement in respect of this property, once it was referred to the respondent by the other LJ
Hooker office. That multi-list selling agreement was exhibit
R2 in these proceedings. Subsequently, the King William Street
property was sold by Home Start Realty as a conjunctional
sale with the respondent. Apart from signing the original multilist selling agency agreement (exhibit R2) there was no
evidence that the applicant did anything else in respect of facilitating the sale of this property.
The applicant’s evidence was that never, whilst employed
by the respondent, did he receive a 50% commission or any
other amount for merely listing a property. His evidence was
also that in his present employment, he did not receive such a
commission. Nor to his knowledge, was such a payment generally made in the real estate industry. I pause to observe that
the evidence disclosed that the applicant was qualified by the
possession of a triennial real estate licence to operate his own
agency.
In relation to this claim, the applicant testified that he made
the claim because he was advised to by his industrial agent
based upon an earlier case before this Commission. In evidence, he was unable to particularise the amount of his claim.
It was not in dispute that from the total gross commission on
the sale of this property, the net commission to the respondent
was some $1,305.60. The commission split on that sale was
59% to the respondent and 41% percent to a Mr Rod Bryce of
the respondent, who it appears, actually sold the property. As
I have already observed, there is no evidence before the Commission that the applicant did anything in connection with the
sale of King William Street, other than sign exhibit R2, and I
so find.
In relation to the deductions from the commission due for
Satellite Retreat, the applicant gave evidence that in relation
to three properties, they being 104B Alexander Drive, 10 Wroy
Street and 23 Bushland Retreat, save for a small sum of about
$6.00 all advertising expended on those properties whilst he
was employed with the respondent, was authorised advertising. Those amounts were set out on the respondent’s settlement
statement for the applicant, in respect of the sale of Satellite
Retreat. That was tendered as exhibit R5. It was not in dispute
that the total commission payable in respect of the sale by the
applicant of Satellite Retreat was $2,670.75. The individual
advertising amounts set out on the settlement statement, in
respect of the three properties just referred to, and which were
deducted from the total commission owing on Satellite Retreat, were $185.87, $666.75 and $225.80 respectively, totalling
$1,078.42, this amount being the contractual benefit said by
the applicant to have been denied by the respondent.
Just prior to the applicant leaving the respondent’s employment on or about 23 January 1998, he said he had a meeting
with the respondent’s principal, Mr Sanders. He said that Mr
Sanders told him that as the applicant knew or had a relationship with the vendors of these three properties in question,
that the applicant could take these three listings with him when
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he left the respondent. The applicant said that at no time during this discussion did Mr Sanders indicate to him there were
any conditions attached to him taking these three listings. The
applicant acknowledged that under the terms of the employment agreement, these listings would otherwise remain the
property of the respondent.
When asked as to the value of these listings, the applicant
gave evidence that if they sold, the commission payable would
be in the thousands of dollars. He said that he was surprised
when Mr Sanders offered him the properties.
No Case Submission –King William Street
At the conclusion of the applicant’s evidence, counsel for
the respondent made a no case to answer submission in respect of the King William Street claim. He submitted that taking
the applicant’s evidence at its highest, the claim could not possibly succeed. Counsel submitted that on the applicant’s own
evidence, he was entitled to 45% commission in respect of a
property sold and not the 50% commission that he claimed.
Moreover, it was submitted that there was simply no evidence
that the applicant had ever received from the respondent any
commission payment simply for listing a property and not selling it. Counsel also referred to the applicant’s evidence that
this was not the applicant’s current experience and nor was it
his experience in the industry.
Alternatively, counsel for the respondent submitted that there
was no possible basis that the Commission could conclude
that from the evidence, the applicant was the effective cause
of sale of King William Street, to entitle him to a “listing”
commission: Royal International v William Valli (1998) 78
WAIG 1110. Furthermore, counsel submitted that the employment agreement was silent as to any commission payable in
respect of only listing but not selling a property. When put to
his election, counsel elected to not call any evidence on this
issue.
In my opinion, the no case submission of the respondent in
relation to this limb of the applicant’s claim is a sound one and
for the following reasons it is upheld.
First, from the terms of the employment agreement (exhibit
R1) between the applicant and the respondent, it is apparent
that there is no separate entitlement, as an express term of the
contract, for a representative to receive any amount of commission in respect of the listing only of a property, once it is
sold in the ordinary course. The employment agreement only
refers to the applicant’s “commission split” being 45%, rising
to 50%, depending upon the value of the property sold.
Further, it was not in dispute that the transaction in question
did not involve an “internal office sale” or “bonus dollars”
that may otherwise attract consideration of the terms of the
employment agreement when it refers to “(e) Selling Fees”.
Furthermore, the uncontroverted evidence of the applicant was
that during his employment with the respondent, his employment with his subsequent employer and indeed within the
industry to his knowledge, no commission payment for merely
listing a property with his employer as the agent was payable.
In Royal International v William Valli (supra), the Full Bench
considered the relevant legal principles relating to the entitlement of an agent to commission on the sale of property. This
decision with respect, affirms the proposition that the agent
(or by analogy the representative) to be entitled to receive commission, must be the “effective cause of sale” of the property
in question. In that regard, the Full Bench made reference to
Dupont v O’Reilly and Another (1990) 70 WAIG 2421 and LJ
Hooker Ltd v WJ Adams Estates Pty Ltd 138 CLR 52 where
Barwick CJ said at 58—
“It is true that an agent to procure a purchaser of property in stated terms may earn the commission payable to
him in various ways. But the commission is not fully
earned unless there is a sale, which has resulted wholly
or partially from the efforts of the agent. The most common way of performing the agent’s task is to introduce to
the principal a person who becomes the purchaser under
a binding contract of sale. In terms of causation, the agent
has thus been an effective cause of the sale. It is nothing
to the point in such a case that that person would have
become the purchaser without the intervention of the
agent; or that the principal’s own efforts were also an
effective cause of sale. …. Another not usual manner in
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which the agent may be entitled to his commission is the
introduction to the property of the person who ultimately
becomes the purchaser. That introduction can be regarded
as an effective cause of the sale, though the principal may
not be aware when selling to that person that he has been
introduced to the property as a purchaser by the agent.
Again, the circumstance that the principal’s own efforts
effectively contributed to the resulting sale will not preclude the conclusion that the agent’s introduction of the
purchaser to the property was an effective cause of sale.”
(See also Burchell v Gowrie v Blockhouse Collieries Ltd
(1910) AC 614 at 624; EP Nelson and Co v Rolfe (1950) 1 KB
139; Drewery and Anor v Ware-Lane (1960) 3 All ER 529).
In the instant matter, the evidence is that the only act performed by the applicant in connection with King William Street,
was to sign the multi-list selling agreement on behalf of the
respondent as agent, when that property was referred to the
respondent by the LJ Hooker referring agency. There is no
evidence at all that the applicant did anything else such as
marketing the property, let alone introducing either a prospective purchaser or indeed, the ultimate purchaser of the property.
In my opinion, to be an “effective cause of sale” in the sense
in which that phrase is used in the authorities, requires the
representative to perform some act that is causally related to
the ultimate sale of the property. In this case, there was no
evidence that the applicant introduced a person “ready willing
and able” to purchase the property or indeed a person who
may have been a “prospective purchaser”: EP Nelson & Co v
Rolfe (supra); Drewery and Another v Ware-Lane (supra). On
the evidence, the applicant did not introduce anyone to the
property at all. There is simply nothing to support this claim
in my opinion.
Alternatively, whilst not argued by the applicant or the respondent, I do not consider the claim could be sustained by
way of the implication of a term to the effect that the applicant
be entitled to a commission payment for merely listing a property which is sold by someone else. In my opinion, it is entirely
unnecessary to imply such a term to give the contract business
efficacy and nor in my view, does its implication satisfy any
other of the established tests as to implication of terms into
contracts: BP Refinery Westernport Pty Ltd v President, Councillors and Ratepayers of Shire of Hastings (1978) 52 ALJR
20; Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority of
NSW (1981-1982) 149 CLR 337 at 346-347.
Accordingly, in my opinion, this claim must fail.
Satellite Retreat
In relation to the claim in respect of Satellite Retreat, Mr
Sanders gave evidence generally about the arrangements between his agency and a vendor whose property the respondent
was contracted to sell in relation to advertising expenditure.
His evidence was that in accordance with the standard conditions of sale (as for example set out in exhibit R2) the vendor
is responsible for reimbursing the agent for advertising costs
incurred in respect of the sale of the property. In terms of the
employment agreement between the applicant and the respondent, Mr Sanders said that in his mind, it was very clear that in
the event that either advertising expenditure was not paid for
by the vendor or authorised by the company, the representative was responsible for that cost.
In the case of the three properties, it is not in issue that the
advertising was authorised by the respondent.
Mr Sanders gave evidence about the circumstances under
which he gave the three listings referred to above to the applicant when the applicant left the respondent’s employment. He
said that at the time that he discussed these three properties
with the applicant, there was no specific discussion between
he and the applicant regarding any deductions to be made in
respect of advertising costs incurred on those three properties.
However, Mr Sanders testified that in giving the applicant the
listings, which indisputably were his property, he gave up the
prospect on his evidence, of approximately $15,000.00 in commissions. Mr Sanders said that the total amount of $1,078.42
was a deduction from the commission owing on Satellite Retreat under the terms of the employment agreement, in that it
represented advertising not paid for by the vendors of the three
properties. His evidence was that none of the vendors of those
three properties made any contribution to the advertising or
marketing costs in connection with their sale, and I so find.
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Furthermore, he testified that he would never have given the
three properties to the applicant, if the respondent had to bear
the advertising costs in respect of those properties. Mr Sanders said that in giving the three properties to the applicant, the
respondent had no opportunity to earn any commissions at all
on their sale but was entirely exposed to the costs in respect of
them.
In relation to the payment made to the applicant in respect
of Satellite Retreat, Mr Sanders said that when he presented
the settlement cheque for that property to the applicant less
the amount of $1078.42, he said that the applicant was not
happy about the deductions made by the respondent but by the
same token, there was no offer by the applicant to return the
three property listings to the respondent. I should observe however, that the respondent gave the applicant a letter to the effect
that the acceptance of the settlement cheque, with the deduction, would not act in the respondent’s view, to prevent the
applicant from pursuing a claim in relation to the amount deducted.
Conclusions
Consideration of this limb of the applicant’s claim involves
the construction of the relevant terms of the employment agreement and consideration of the various defences advanced by
the respondent.
The relevant terms of the employment agreement have been
set out above. That part of the agreement dealing with advertising, provides that advertising not paid for by a vendor or
authorised by the company, is to be paid for by a sales representative. On its plain and ordinary meaning, the second
sentence of that clause in the contract is expressed disjunctively, such that the obligation on a sales representative to pay
advertising costs may arise if either of the two preconditions
are met i.e. it is unauthorised or alternatively, the vendor fails
to pay it.
That part of the clause dealing with non payment of advertising by the vendor, is to be interpreted in my opinion, in the
context of the operation of the contract as a whole, in accordance with well established principles for the interpretation of
instruments. Further, it is to be noted that from the terms of
the standard agency selling agreement (e.g. exhibit R2) the
vendor, pursuant to the terms of that agreement, is responsible
for advertising costs incurred by the agent in selling the property. That is, if pursuant to the relevant authority to sell
agreement, the vendor fails to reimburse the agent in respect
of advertising costs incurred on the vendor’s behalf, then by
reason of the employment agreement in this case, the sales
representative becomes liable to the agent for that amount.
It is not in contest in this matter that advertising costs were
incurred in respect of the three properties in question and that
they were authorised by the respondent. Furthermore, it is also
not in contest that the vendors, at least by the time at which
the properties were transferred from the respondent to the applicant, had not paid the respondent in respect of advertising
costs incurred by the respondent, in accordance with the agreements to sell. I pause to observe however, that there was no
evidence that the respondent had claimed from the vendors
the various amounts in question. However, it is in my opinion
open to conclude that given the transaction between the applicant and the respondent, whereby the respondent effectively
gifted the three properties to the applicant, then it was open
for the respondent to conclude that in those circumstances, the
vendors would not be paying the respondent for advertising
costs incurred.
Therefore, in my opinion, it is open to conclude on a construction of the plain terms of the employment agreement, that
advertising costs in respect of the three properties in question,
were costs to be borne by the applicant in the context of the
transaction as a whole.
I also have no doubt that Mr Sanders would never have simply given the properties to the applicant, if he thought he would
also have to incur the advertising costs in respect of those properties from which, as the evidence clearly shows, he was
foregoing a very substantial return. It defies common sense to
so conclude and is devoid of any commerciality.
The question then becomes whether in these circumstances,
the contract terms contemplate that the respondent was authorised to deduct from any monies owing to the applicant, an
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amount in respect of advertising costs not paid for by the vendors. The terms of the employment agreement do not make
any express reference to the contractual ability of the respondent to make deductions of any amount from commission
payments due and payable to the applicant. Whilst the employment agreement refers to advertising costs to “be paid for
by the Representative” that is a different issue to the express
ability of the employer to make deductions from sums of monies otherwise contractually owing to the employee. Further, in
the absence of an express term to this effect, a subsidiary issue
arises as to whether such a term could be and in fact should be
implied.
Before considering the terms of the employment agreement
further, consideration needs to be given to whether such a deduction was precluded by statute.
The relevant terms of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (“MCEA”) are in issue in this respect. By s
17C of the MCEA, an employee is required to be paid money
in full without deduction, unless authorised under s 17D of
the MCEA. “Employee” for the purposes of the MCEA, excludes those persons who are wholly renumerated by
commission payments: Schedule 1 Minimum Conditions of
Employment Regulations. Thus, if the applicant is not an employee for the purposes of the MCEA, then there is no statutory
prohibition on the deduction of an amount from the applicant’s
remuneration, as was the case in Conti Sheffield Real Estate v
Brailey (1992) 72 WAIG 1965 and in Day v Atlanta Nominees
Pty Ltd (1989) 69 WAIG 2156, which cases considered the
terms of the now repealed Truck Act 1899.
The terms of the contract set out above, provide that the
applicant by clause 9, be renumerated in accordance with the
provisions of Schedule A. Schedule A provides for a commission payment structure. There is no reference to any other form
of payment in Schedule A. However, although inelegantly
drafted, the contract also refers to a payment of $100.00 in the
event a rental property is introduced for a full 12 month period.
There was no evidence before me that the applicant was in
fact ever paid such an amount during his employment. However, that is not the determining criteria as to whether the
employee is wholly renumerated by commission or not. The
question must be whether he can be so renumerated. It would
appear from these terms of the contract, that as the applicant
was able to be paid other that solely by commission for work
performed, then I cannot reach the conclusion, consistent with
the MCEA, that the applicant was not an employee for the
purposes of the MCEA. Accordingly, the deduction from the
commission due to the applicant for Satellite Retreat was unlawful as being contrary to the MCEA. Given this conclusion,
it is not possible to imply a term into the contract to support
the deduction, as to do so would be contrary to law. Nor can
reliance be placed on the terms of s 26(1)(a) of the Act or
principles of equity, in the face conduct contrary to the MCEA.
The applicant is therefore entitled to an order for payment
of the sum of $1,078.42.
Costs
Counsel for the respondent made an application for costs
against the agent for the applicant, alternatively the applicant,
on the grounds that the claims advanced by the applicant had
no prospects of success and were inflated by the conduct of
the applicant’s agent. The essence of the application was directed to the conduct of the applicant’s agent.
Counsel submitted that of the claims advanced by the applicant, only two remained. The others had fallen away by reason
of my preliminary reasons on jurisdiction or had been abandoned by the applicant. Counsel submitted that in relation to
the King William Street claim, cost should be awarded as the
claim was hopeless from the outset and had no prospects of
success. Additionally, it was said that the claims in relation to
annual leave and superannuation should never have been
brought, albeit they were heard and the subject of reasons.
The law in relation to costs applications in this jurisdiction
is well established. Costs will only be awarded in the event
that the Commission forms the view that the circumstances
are extreme: Brailey v Mendex Pty Ltd (1993) 73 WAIG 26 at
27; Carrol Realty v Chambers (1996) 76 WAIG 1656 at 1657.
The circumstances under which costs orders are to be granted
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in this jurisdiction differ to those in the federal jurisdiction
under s 170CJ of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth),
although some of the matters prescribed in ss 170CJ(2) and
(3) may be relevant to the exercise of the Commission’s powers under s 27(1)(c), having regard to the terms of s 26(1) of
the Act.
I turn first to the issue as to whether there is power under the
Act to make costs orders against counsel or an agent. In the
civil jurisdiction, the usual rule is that “costs follow the event”
in that the successful party to litigation is entitled to an order
in his or her favour on a party and party basis. Such orders
may, under for example order 66(5) of the Supreme Court
Rules, be made against the party’s solicitor. However, such
indemnity orders are grave matters: Michael v Freehill
Hollingdale and Page (1990) 3 WAR 223 at 229,234. As a
general proposition, such orders are only made when the legal
practitioner has been guilty of serious dereliction of their duty
as officers of the court: Holden & Co v Crown Prosecution
Service (1990) 2 QB 261 at 269.
Section 37 of the Supreme Court Act 1935 also empowers
the court to make costs orders against persons who are not
parties to the proceedings. Similar provisions exist in the Federal Court (see s 43 Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 and
rule 62 Federal Court Rules.) In either the case of costs orders
against solicitors or non-parties, there are in these jurisdictions, specific heads of power to make such orders.
The power of the Commission to make orders as to costs is
provided in s 27(1). It relevantly provides as follows—
“27(1) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the Commission may, in relation to any matter before it—
(a) …
(b) …
(c) order any party to the matter to pay to any other
party such costs and expenses including expenses of
witnesses as are prescribed in the order, but that no
costs shall be allowed for the services of any legal
practitioner, or agent;….
(o) make such orders as may be just with respect to any
interlocutory proceedings to be taken before the hearing of any matter, the costs of those proceedings…”
Thus it can be seen that the Commission’s power to award
costs, excluding those of a legal practitioner or agent, are, at
least in s 27(1)(c), limited to “any party to the matter”. Whilst
s 27(1)(o) is not drafted in terms that specifically refers to
“any party to the matter”, in my opinion, the terms of this subsection must be read with s 27(1)(c), as the legislature clearly
intended in my view, that the source of the power to award
costs be derived from s 27(1)(c ). Accordingly, the terms of s
27(1)(o) should be read down.
It is trite to observe that the Commission, in the exercise of
it’s powers, is limited to those contained in the Act, the Commission not being a superior court of record with inherent
jurisdiction: Robe River Iron Associates v Federated Engine
Drivers’ and Fireman’s Union of WA (1987) 67 WAIG 315.
Accordingly in my opinion, the Commission’s power to award
costs is limited to “any party to a matter”, which does not
include a party’s agent or solicitor. In my view, this does highlight a lacuna in the statute. On this basis, I am not empowered
to make an order against the applicant’s agent, if the merits of
the application for costs are with the respondent. It is to that
matter that I now turn.
As to the various claims before the Commission, those that
were the subject of preliminary proceedings as to jurisdiction
and my earlier reasons did raise arguable issues which have
now been disposed of. It would not be appropriate in my opinion, for those unsuccessful claims to be the subject of a costs
order as on the basis that they were argued before me, they
would not satisfy the extreme circumstances test to which I
have referred.
Of the claims the subject of these reasons, the only claim
arising for consideration of a costs order can be the King
William Street claim, as the Satellite Retreat claim has been
granted. In my opinion, the respondent’s applicant for costs
on this claim is on strong ground. As advanced by the applicant, this claim was doomed to fail in my view. There was no
evidence supporting the claim, with the applicant’s own evidence on this claim going against him. Moreover, the only
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basis for the claim being advanced it appears on the evidence,
is the advice of the applicant’s agent to the applicant that the
claim was supported by authority. No authority was cited however, in support of the claim for a “listing commission”, save
the reference to Valli (supra). Further, it is of relevance that
the agent for the applicant could not identify any express term
of the employment agreement to support the applicant’s claim.
Nor was reliance placed upon there being an implied term of
the agreement to this effect and for the reasons I have set out
above in relation to that issue, nor could there be in my opinion. Further, even having regard to the principles set out in
Valli (supra), the claim had no prospect of success on the evidence, in my view.
Having regard to all of these matters, this claim is of the
kind that could attract a costs order in my opinion.
The question that arises following this conclusion, is whether
the applicant should be visited with the burden of a costs order, by reason of the advice of the applicant’s agent, having
regard to the injunction placed upon me by s 26(1)(a) of the
Act.
The difficulty that is raised by this issue is that unless and
until the Act enables the Commission to make costs orders
against the representatives of a party in an appropriate case, a
respondent otherwise entitled to such an order may have to
bear the burden of the time and expense of defending a matter,
without recourse to relief in terms of some recovery of it’s
costs. This would not seem to be in accordance with equity
and good conscience from the perspective of the respondent,
as the Act requires me to have regard to the interests of both
the applicant and the respondent: s 26(1)(c) Act. In such cases,
unless there were exceptional reasons not to, it would be appropriate for the Commission to make an order against the
party, with the party being left to pursue whatever remedy
may be available against the agent or solicitor, as the case may
be.
Accordingly, in my view, the respondent is entitled to costs
against the applicant in relation to the King William Street
claim. The matter will be re-listed to hear from the parties as
to quantum, following which minutes of proposed orders will
issue.
APPEARANCES: Mr R Clohessy as agent appeared on
behalf of the applicant.
Mr D Taylor of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings, taken from the transcript as edited by the
Commission)
THE COMMISSIONER: There is an application before me
by counsel for the respondent that these proceedings be dismissed, alternatively I refrain from further hearing the
application pursuant to s 27(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (“the Act”). The basis of that application is that the
applicant has commenced proceedings in the Industrial Magistrates Court by way of complaint CP237/98, alleging that
the respondent in these proceedings, the defendant in that complaint, has committed a breach of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act (1993), specifically as alleged ss 17A to 17D
of that Act, by way of failure to pay the complainant, the amount
of $1078.42 by way of a deduction of that sum from moneys
due to the complainant in that matter.
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An application of this nature is to be determined consistent
with what is in effect, an allegation of an abuse of process,
and I have approached it in that manner.
Firstly, I should observe that in relation to the complaint
in CP237/98, it is not apparently clear to me the jurisdictional basis upon which that complaint proceeds, but that
is not a matter for me to determine. In terms of the allegation of abuse of process, I refer to Butterworths “Practice
and Procedure, High Court and Federal Court” at paragraph 40,180.5 regarding abuse of process, where it is said
as follows—
“Where proceedings have been started in one court it is
an abuse of process to duplicate proceedings in another
court when a complete remedy is available in the first
court. Likewise where proceedings are pending in a court
a separate action in the same court should at least be
stayed where both actions involve the same parties and
the same subject matter and where the hearing of the first
will effectively dispose of the need for the hearing of the
second: Lidden v Composite Buyers Ltd (Finn J Fed C of
A dated 12 July 1996, unreported.)”
Also appearing at 40,180.15 of the same reporter is an observation in relation to dual proceedings as follows—
“The commencement of a second action on the same
subject matter with only minor alterations to the substantive allegations and to the parties may well be an
abuse of process of court: Moore v Ingles (1976) 9
ALR 509 at 513-514. A later statement of claim raising claims made in earlier proceedings which had been
the subject of summary dismissal, however, should not
be struck out if the decision in the earlier proceedings is subject to appeal: Abram v Bank of New
Zealand (Fed C of A, Foster J, NG 42 and 90 of 1993,
29 April 1993, unreported).”
In Moore v Ingles (supra) Mason J, as he then was, set out
relevant principles in relation to dual proceedings essentially
for the same relief, but in different jurisdictions.
The position here is as follows. First, there are, on the face
of the papers, applications in relation to what amount to a commission claim in different jurisdictions. The proceedings
however, are not of the same character and, more particularly,
in relation to the complaint in CP237/98, may well involve
matters of penalty for breach of the statute.
Second, I should also observe that these proceedings as commenced in the Commission were the first in time. The complaint
in the Industrial Magistrates Court was, it appears, sworn on
25 October 1998.
Finally, generally in cases such as these, it is the second set
of proceedings that may be stayed or dismissed if a court or
tribunal finds that there is an abuse. Furthermore, given that if
I did stay this part of the commission claim advanced by the
applicant, I see no basis to refrain from hearing or dismissing
the second component of the commission claim as advanced
by the applicant, given that that part of the commission claim
is not the subject of any proceedings elsewhere. Therefore,
the respondent would have to put its case in relation to that
limb of the applicant’s claim in any event.
For those reasons, the application to refrain from further
hearing or to dismiss the application as it relates to the commission payments is dismissed.
APPEARANCES: Mr R Clohessy as agent appeared on
behalf of the applicant.
Mr D Taylor of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory Brian Oates
and
Sanders Executive Pty Ltd t/a L J Hooker Morley.
No. 474 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
9 October 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to s
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”)
by Gregory Brian Oates (“the applicant”) against Saunders
Executive Pty Ltd t/a L J Hooker Morley (“the respondent’) in
respect of a claim for contractual benefits. The respondent is a
real estate agency. The applicant was employed by the respondent as a real estate sales person from 1 October 1997 to 23
January 1998.
The Claim
The application as filed, and as amended by leave of the
Commission, claims payment of commissions for real estate
sales commissions, superannuation contributions and pro-rata
annual leave.
The respondent has raised a preliminary issue as to the jurisdiction of the Commission to entertain the applicant’s claim
in respect of superannuation and annual leave. In respect of
annual leave, the applicant’s claim arises out of an entitlement
accrued pursuant to the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act 1993 (“MCEA”). The superannuation entitlement has as
its source, the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act
1992 (Cth) (“SGA”). The respondent says these limbs of the
applicant’s claim are not contractual benefits for the purposes
of s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act and accordingly, are beyond the
jurisdiction of the Commission. Both parties agreed that the
jurisdiction of the Commission to entertain these claims be
determined as a preliminary issue.
Superannuation Claim
It is common ground between the parties that at its highest,
the respondent agreed to pay the applicant superannuation
contributions in accordance with the minimum level of contribution as prescribed by the SGA.
On that basis, the agent for the applicant argued that given
that it was an oral term of the contract of employment between the applicant and the respondent that the applicant
receive superannuation contributions, albeit based on the SGA,
the Commission has jurisdiction to hear and determine the
applicant’s claim as a contractual benefit pursuant to s
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act.
On the other hand, counsel for the respondent argued that
despite the oral term of the contract between the applicant and
respondent, the requirement to pay the applicant superannuation is a statutory obligation and not a contractual obligation.
He argued that the superannuation contribution, being as it
was derived from the terms of the SGA, was not a benefit
pursuant to the applicant’s contract of employment for the
purposes of s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act. Furthermore, counsel for
the respondent argued that the terms of the SGA, being a Commonwealth statute, covers the field in relation to superannuation
contributions to the exclusion of the Act, irrespective of whether
the level of the contractual entitlement was equal to or in excess of the level prescribed by the SGA.
For the purposes of s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act, a contractual
“benefit” refers to a very wide range of entitlements and rights
pursuant to a contract of employment: Balfour v Travelstrength
Ltd (1980) 60 WAIG 1015. There is no doubt that a superannuation contribution is a “benefit” for these purposes.
In Keane v Lombar Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 810 the Full
Bench of the Commission dealt with an appeal from a decision of the Commission at first instance, in relation to whether
superannuation contributions payable to pursuant to the SGA
simpliciter, were within the Commission’s jurisdiction as a
contractual benefit pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act. In that
case, it was common ground that the only obligation to pay
superannuation contributions to the appellant arose under the
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SGA and not otherwise. That is, there was no evidence of a
term of the contract that obliged the employer to make superannuation contributions on behalf of the employee. In view of
this, it was held that the claim was beyond the Commission’s
jurisdiction. It was further held by the Full Bench that s
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act in the context of that case, was inoperative by reason of s 109 of the Commonwealth Constitution (“s
109”) to the extent that it was in conflict with s 109.
Given the concession by the respondent, I consider that this
head of claim is capable of being pursued as a benefit under
the applicant’s contract of employment for the purposes of s
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act. The position would have been otherwise however, if there was no term of the contract, either oral
or written, in relation to superannuation contributions: Keane
(supra). In this case, the entitlement for the purposes of the
applicant’s claim arises out of the contract of employment,
albeit that its source is the SGA.
However, that is not the end of the matter in so far as the
Commission’s jurisdiction is concerned. The SGA is a comprehensive statute providing for the establishment and
administration of the Commonwealth Superannuation Guarantee Scheme. By that scheme, a superannuation guarantee
charge is imposed on employers in respect of a superannuation guarantee short fall, pursuant to Part 3 of the SGA. Part 6
of the SGA, makes provision for the collection and recovery
of the superannuation guarantee charge. In particular, s 50 provides that a superannuation guarantee charge that is payable
by an employer, is a debt due to the Commonwealth and may
be sued for and recovered in a court of competent jurisdiction
by either the Commissioner or a Deputy Commissioner of
Taxation. It can be readily seen from the terms of the SGA,
that it contains comprehensive provisions dealing with liability to pay the charge; superannuation guarantee charge
statements and assessments; administration provisions; collection and recovery of the charge; provision for penalty charges
to be imposed; distribution of the shortfall component of a
charge and other miscellaneous matters.
The test as to whether an inconsistency arises for the purposes of s 109 between a State law and a Commonwealth law
is well established. Inconsistency may arise in one of two ways.
The Commonwealth law may, by its terms, disclose an intention to cover, comprehensively and exhaustively, the field to
which it relates to the exclusion of the relevant State law: Ex
parte McLean (1930) 43 CLR 472 per Dixon J at 483; Metal
Trades Industry Association of Australia v The Amalgamated
Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union (1983) 152 CLR 632
at 641-642. On the other hand, a direct inconsistency will arise
where both the Commonwealth and State laws collide in the
sense that the subject of the law can only obey one law by
disobeying the other or where one law takes away a right or
privilege which the other law confers: R v Licensing Court of
Brisbane; ex parte Daniell (1920) 28 CLR 23; Clyde Engineering v Cowburn (1926) 37 CLR 466 at 477-9, 409 and 522.
In this case, the claim in respect of an amount not paid by
the respondent is a superannuation guarantee charge as prescribed by the SGA. That being the position, in my opinion,
one is compelled to the conclusion that the SGA provides a
comprehensive code in relation to the establishment, administration and enforcement of superannuation guarantee charge
payments and covers the field in so far as the superannuation
guarantee charge is concerned. In relation to a contractual entitlement to superannuation, which does no more than oblige
the employer to contribute an amount equivalent to the amount
prescribed by the SGA, a claim in respect of that entitlement
pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) intrudes into the field covered by the
Commonwealth law and is inoperative by reason of s 109:
Keane (supra) at 811. In my opinion however, the SGA only
covers the field in so far as superannuation contributions are
payable by the employer up to the level prescribed by the SGA.
In relation to contractual benefits that may confer superannuation entitlements in excess of the minimum prescribed by
the SGA, it could not be said that the SGA would cover the
field to the exclusion of s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act. The relevant
field for the purposes of s 109, is the establishment, administration and enforcement of superannuation guarantee charge
payments up to and including the level prescribed by the SGA.
In view of my conclusion that the SGA covers the field to
the exclusion of s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act, it is unnecessary for
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me to determine the issue as to whether there is a direct inconsistency between the SGA and s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act.
Annual Leave Claim
The applicant argued that his entitlement to pro-rata annual
leave, albeit accrued pursuant to the MCEA, was a contractual benefit for the purposes of s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act. The
argument was to the effect that by reason of s 5(1)(c) of the
MCEA, the minimum conditions of employment extend to and
bind all employees and employers and are taken to be implied
into the applicant’s contract of employment. As an implied
term, so the argument goes, the pro-rata annual leave accrued
pursuant to the MCEA and implied into the applicant’s contract of employment, is a benefit under the applicant’s contract
of employment and thus, is within the Commission’s jurisdiction. There is no suggestion in this matter that the applicant’s
entitlement to annual leave arises independently of the terms
of the MCEA.
The respondent argued that the applicant’s entitlement to
pro-rata annual leave, it being an entitlement pursuant to the
MCEA, is, by reason of s 7 of the MCEA and s 83 of the Act,
a matter exclusively within the jurisdiction of an Industrial
Magistrate.
For the purposes of determining this issue, it is necessary to
set out the relevant provisions of the MCEA and the Act. Section 3 of the MCEA relevantly provides that—
“minimum condition of employment means—
(a) a rate of pay, or other requirement as to pay, prescribed by this Act;
(b) a condition for leave prescribed by this Act; or
(c) a condition prescribed Part 5.”
Furthermore, s 5 of the MCEA relevantly provides as follows—
“(5) The minimum conditions of employment extend to
and bind all employees and employers and are taken to
be implied—
(a) in any workplace agreement;
(b) in any award; or
(c) if a contract of employment is not governed by a
workplace agreement or an award, in that contract.”
By the terms of s 7 of the MCEA, the following is provided—
“(7) A minimum condition of employment may be enforced—
(a) where the condition is implied in a workplace agreement, under Division 1 of Part 5 of the Workplace
Agreements Act 1993;
(b) where the condition is implied in an award, under
Part III of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; or
(c) where the condition is implied in a contract of employment, under section 83 of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 as if it were a provision of an award, industrial agreement or order other than an order made
under section 32 or 66 of that Act.” (my emphasis)
For the purposes of enforcement of awards and orders of the
Commission, the provisions of Part III of the Act are relevant.
In particular, s 83 of the Act provides for the enforcement of
an award, industrial agreement or order, other than an order
made under s 32, 44(6) or 66. Relevantly, for the purposes of
these proceedings, s 83(1a) is as follows—
“(1a) An application for the enforcement of an award,
industrial agreement or order (other than an order made
under section 32, 44(6) or 66) shall not be made otherwise than to an industrial magistrate’s court.”
The effect s 5 of the MCEA, is to imply the provisions of the
MCEA relating to minimum conditions of employment (as
those are defined in s 3) into a contract of employment. Implication of terms into a contract by statute is but one of the means
by which terms may be implied into contracts generally. In
itself, there is nothing exceptional about it. Once a term is
implied into a contract by statute, that term is enforceable at
law as any other term of the relevant contract: see generally
Lindgren et al Contract Law in Australia at paras 636-643;
Chitty on Contract General Principles, Chapter 13. A common example, unrelated to the field of employment law, are
terms implied by relevant legislation concerning the supply of
goods and services.
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It is clear by the terms of s 7(c) of the MCEA, that Parliament has, for the purposes of enforcement, created a legal
fiction in that a minimum condition implied in a contract of
employment, is deemed to be an award, industrial agreement
or order for the purposes of s 83 of the Act. It is clear that but
for this legal fiction, a minimum condition could not be so
regarded from plain terms of the Act itself.
A deeming provision, when used in a statute, is a “statutory
fiction” and is a device for extending the meaning of a term to
a subject matter which it properly does not designate: Muller
v Dalgety and Co Ltd (1909) 9 CLR 693. In this case, Griffith
C J observed at 696 that—
“The word ‘deemed’ may be used in either sense, but it is
more commonly used for the purpose of creating what
James L J and Lord Cairns L C called a ‘statutory fiction’ (C Hill v East and West India Dock Co) (1), that is,
for the purpose of extending the meaning of some term to
a subject matter which it properly does not designate.
When used in that sense it becomes very important to
consider the purpose for which the statutory fiction is
introduced.”
Furthermore, in FCT v Comber (1986) 64 ALR 451 Fisher
J, in considering a deeming provision contained in the Income
Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth) observed at 458, that deeming
provisions by their nature, are required to be construed strictly
and only for the purpose for which they are resorted to. He
further considered that it is improper to extend the express
application of such a statutory fiction by implication. (See also
East Finchley Pty Ltd v FCT (1989) 90 ALR 457 at 478). It
has also been held that expressions such as “as if”, as in s 7(c)
of the MCEA, are variations on deeming provisions and are to
be interpreted in the same way: Loizos v Carlton and United
Breweries Ltd (1994) 94 NTR 31 at 32 (see generally Pearce
and Geddes Statutory Interpretation in Australia 4th Ed at paras
4.28 and 4.29). What then is the effect of s 7(c) of the MCEA?
It is clear that the legislature, in enacting s 7, has provided a
specific mechanism for enforcing minimum conditions of
employment established by the MCEA. In essence, ss 7(a)
and 7(b) do no more than make it plain beyond doubt, that
existing legislation for the enforcement of workplace agreements and awards has equal application to provisions implied
into these instruments by the MCEA. Section 7(c) is to be
seen in a somewhat different light as but for its terms, minimum conditions implied into contracts of employment could
not be enforced in the manner prescribed. In the absence of s
7(c), it would arguably be possible to pursue a claim at law for
breach of contract or indeed, relevantly for present purposes,
a contractual benefits claim pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the
Act.
The terms of s 83(1)(a) of the Act provide for the exclusive
jurisdiction of an Industrial Magistrate regarding enforcement
matters. A claim of the nature prescribed by s 83 of the Act,
may not be brought otherwise than before an Industrial Magistrate. This includes applications pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) of
the Act. In my opinion, given the terms of the MCEA to which
I have referred, and the relevant principles regarding the interpretation of deeming provisions, the conclusion is inescapable
that it was the intention of the legislature, when prescribing
that minimum conditions of employment be implied into contracts of employment, that they be enforced exclusively by an
Industrial Magistrate in the terms as provided by s 83 of the
Act. That is, for the purposes of enforcement only, once deemed
to be an award, industrial agreement or order for the purposes
of s 83 of the Act, then s 83(1a) has application to confer exclusive jurisdiction in relation to such matters on an Industrial
Magistrate.
Further, that Parliament has enacted s 7(c) is, in my opinion,
strongly indicative of a legislative intent to exclude other remedies to which I have earlier referred. If that were not the case,
there would seem little purpose in enacting s 7(c) at all.
My conclusion in relation to the construction of the relevant
provisions of the MCEA and the Act, is fortified by reason of
the fact that s 83(1a) in its present terms, was inserted into the
Act by amending Act number No.79 of 1995, which commenced on 16 January 1996. That is, the present s 83(1a) was
inserted into the Act in light of the existence of the MCEA,
which was assented to on 23 November 1993 and commenced
on 1 December 1993. One would have thought, that if it was
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the intention of the legislature to excise minimum conditions
of employment implied by the MCEA from the operation of
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Industrial Magistrate, then plain
words to that effect would have been used. That Parliament
has not done so in my opinion, serves to confirm the overall
legislative intention to make matters the subject of this head
of the applicant’s claim, enforceable only by way of an application to an Industrial Magistrate.
Conclusion
Accordingly, for all of the above reasons, in my opinion,
both claims in relation to superannuation and pro-rata annual
leave are beyond the Commission’s jurisdiction. The remainder of the applicant’s claim will be listed for hearing and
determination in due course.
APPEARANCES: Mr R Clohessy appeared as agent on
behalf of the applicant.
Mr D Taylor of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory Oates
and
Sanders Executive Pty Ltd t/a LJ Hooker Morley.
No. 474 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
23 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Clohessy as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Taylor of counsel on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT the respondent pay to the applicant the sum
of $1078.42 as a contractual benefit within 14 days
of the date of this order less any amount payable to
the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 and actually paid.
(2) THAT the applicant pay to the respondent costs in
the sum of $900.00 within 14 days of the date of this
order.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Andrew Richardson and Another
and
Pipunya Pty Ltd and Another.
Nos. 254 and 255 of 1999.
16 March 1999.
Reasons For Decision
Application For Orders Under S.32
These applications concern Andrew Richardson and Sandra
Richardson who, as husband and wife, were both employed to
manage the Marble Bar Liquor and General Store. Their employment commenced on 7 December 1998. They were
supplied with accommodation and a motor vehicle as part of
the conditions of their employment. Their employment was
terminated on 18 February 1999. On 19 February 1999 they
were given notice to vacate their accommodation within 7 days
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of that date. They seek an order pursuant to s.32(3)(c) of the
Act entitling both applicants to continue to reside in their accommodation and be entitled to use the motor vehicle supplied
to them pending the determination of their claims of unfair
dismissal.
Pipunya Pty Ltd admits that it was their employer, although
it is not the owner of the accommodation, nor the owner of the
motor vehicle. Pipunya Pty Ltd opposes the applications for
the orders now sought. It states that the applicants’ entitlement to housing and use of the motor vehicle ceased upon the
termination of their employment and that they have, therefore, no further contractual entitlement.
The applicants rely on s.32(3)(c)(ii) of the Act which states
that the Commission may, in endeavouring to resolve an industrial matter by conciliation, give such directions and make
such orders which will, in the opinion of the Commission,
enable conciliation or arbitration to resolve the matter. The
matter that is before the Commission is the claim by Mr and
Mrs Richardson that their dismissals were harsh, oppressive
or unfair. Although they submit that it is necessary for them to
remain in their accommodation and have use of the motor vehicle while they remain in Marble Bar, it is not apparent to the
Commission why it is necessary for them to remain in Marble
Bar to enable conciliation or arbitration to resolve the matter.
Firstly, the Commission is unaware that the parties are negotiating directly between themselves in Marble Bar in an
endeavour to resolve this issue by conciliation. Indeed, both
parties are represented by Counsel who are in Perth. Furthermore, while it is obviously practically convenient for Mr and
Mrs Richardson to be present in Marble Bar if the hearing of
their claims of unfair dismissal are heard in Marble Bar, it is
not apparent to the Commission that it is necessary for the
arbitration of their claims for them to remain in Marble Bar
for that purpose. To some extent, the reasonableness of any
request for an order that Mr and Mrs Richardson remain in
their accommodation and have use of the motor vehicle whilst
the arbitration of the matter is heard in Marble Bar might be
influenced by how soon the arbitration is able to be arranged.
If the arbitration is to be heard within a short time, then it may
be that the practicality of the situation would persuade the
Commission that they ought remain in their accommodation
and have use of the motor vehicle whilst that occurs.
However that cannot, with confidence, be said to be the case
here.
Furthermore, and significantly, Mr and Mrs Richardson do
not seek re-instatement. Although the issue of whether or not
re-instatement is impracticable is a matter for the Commission, and not merely for the applicants, it is, in my view,
unlikely that the Commission would believe that re-instatement
is practicable if it is not sought by the applicant and not seen
as practicable by the respondent. It is, therefore, quite likely
that Mr and Mrs Richardson would not be re-instated in their
employment in the event that their claims before the Commission are successful. If they choose to remain in Marble Bar,
that is entirely a matter for them, however, there is thus no
basis to form an opinion that they might retain their accommodation and the use of the motor vehicle pending the
arbitration of their claim because, if they are successful, they
would remain in their employment in Marble Bar. Although
the Commission has been informed that Mr and Mrs
Richardson would prefer to remain in Marble Bar for the
present, for reasons of their own, they are reasons that do not
persuade the Commission that their former employer should
bear the cost of providing their accommodation and supplying
them with a motor vehicle.
While it is not clear whether the arbitration of this matter
will be held in Marble Bar or Perth, if the matter is to be held
in Perth then, if they are successful in their claims against
their former employer, the compensation awarded by the Commission for loss or injury arising from their dismissal, and the
awarding of them of any denied contractual benefit, would be
assessed according to the circumstances of their dismissal and
their contracts of employment irrespective of whether they later
were resident in Marble Bar or returned to Perth.
It follows that, even if the Commission has the jurisdiction
to make orders in the terms sought, the Commission is not of
the opinion that such orders would enable conciliation or arbitration to resolve the matter.
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An Order will issue dismissing the applications for orders
under s.32 of the Act.
Appearances: Mr T.H.F. Caspersz (of Counsel) and with him
Ms D. Davies for the applicants.
Mr R. Cywicki (of Counsel) and with him Mr B. O’Toole
(of Counsel) on behalf of Pipunya Pty Ltd.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Andrew Richardson and Sandra Richardson
and
Pipunya Pty Ltd and Aboriginal Business Development Pty
Ltd.
Nos. 254 and 255 of 1999.
16 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr T.H.F. Caspersz and with him Ms D. Davies
on behalf of the applicants and Mr R. Cywicki (of Counsel)
and with him Mr B. O’Toole (of Counsel) on behalf of Pipunya
Pty Ltd the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the applications for orders under s.32 of the Act
are hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Frederick John Rogers
and
Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd.
No. 1678 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
31 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant claims that his dismissal by the Respondent was harsh, oppressive or unfair. The
Applicant was employed by the Respondent for just over 10
years and the title of his position was plant foreman although
he undertook a number of other tasks. The area of work undertaken by the Applicant was within the plant and machinery
supply area of the Respondent’s business in Welshpool. The
plant and machinery is that which is involved in mining contracting and in civil engineering.
It is not in issue that the Applicant’s position was abolished
and he was made redundant on 6 August 1998 when he was
aged 55 years. The Applicant, the first of a number of employees also made redundant on that day, was called into the
Respondent’s board room to meet with Stephen Nicholas
McDonald, the plant manager for the Respondent and Keith
Bethel, the operations manager. The Applicant was told that
the company had been unsuccessfully trying to win additional
work for some time and needed to reduce its overheads. Unfortunately, his position was one the company would need to
do without, that although it appreciated the work he had done
for the company there would be no work available to him in
the future. It is said that his response was that he recognised
that something had to happen although it is also said that he
was set back by what was said to him. He says he was
bewildered and shocked. He asked if he could take his personal effects and McDonald told him that he could do so. There
was some information on the computer that he had been
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working on which he wished to take with him which McDonald
agreed to. The Applicant was advised that he could leave when
he liked that day and he was paid up until the end of work that
day. The Applicant left the board room and went back to his
office.
On termination, the Applicant was paid his entitlements plus
an amount which his “Termination Payment Details” called
“Ten week’s pay in lieu of notice” but which the Respondent
says was more properly described as four week pay in lieu of
notice in accordance with his contract of employment, and six
weeks redundancy pay.
On 17 August 1998, the Applicant wrote to the Respondent
indicating that he did not accept the termination payment provided to him on 6 August 1998 and he sought that the
Respondent give consideration to giving assistance in retraining programmes, arranging counselling, assisting with a resume
and re-employment, and “a suitable redundancy package to
reflect years of service and the age of the employee, where
age may prove to be the cause of having difficulties in obtaining a suitable position with other companies”. The Applicant
proposed a further 20 weeks payment “to assist in (his) situation of redundancy”.
The Respondent replied on 3 September 1998 that it was
prepared to offer a further 4 weeks redundancy pay which it
said would then equate to 1 weeks pay for each year of service, and provide access to an outplacement service to assist
him to secure another position. The Applicant declined the
additional redundancy pay offered to him on the basis that it
was inadequate. However, the Respondent says that that amount
is still to be paid to the Applicant regardless of the outcome of
this matter.
On the 4 December 1998, the Respondent was made aware
that a further weeks pay in lieu of notice was due to the Applicant according to the provisions of the Workplace Relations
Act. This was paid to the Applicant on 29 January 1999.
The Applicant has given evidence of his unsuccessful attempts to find work over the period from his dismissal to the
date of the hearing.
The Applicant called evidence from Paul Raymond Simms
who, until February 1999, had been an employee of MacMahon
Contractors (WA) Pty Ltd as a field service purchasing officer. He was made redundant due to a restructure of the plant
department and the downturn in work. He received 5 weeks
salary in lieu of notice and “severance entitlements in accordance with Company Policy”. His company’s policy provided
for a severance entitlement of 20 weeks pay. Mr Simms had
been employed by MacMahon for 10 years and 1 month at the
time of his redundancy. There was some dispute between the
parties as to whether MacMahon and the Respondent are engaged in the same industry but in any event the Applicant seeks
to rely on the policy applied by MacMahon to demonstrate
that the payment made to the Applicant was inadequate. This
approach is said to be supported by a decision of the Industrial
Commission of South Australian in Full Commission in Wynn’s
Wine Growers v Foster (16 IR 381 at page 381) (“Wynn’s
Case”). The essence of that decision is that “an employee selected for redundancy on valid grounds may still be dismissed
unfairly if the employer’s payment to him is inadequate” (page
392). This decision also notes that—
“Mr Belby suggested that where there exists a company
or industry wide scheme for redundancy payments to
workers who work in comparable industries, the reasonableness of the payment to an individual employee must
be judged against that standard. We certainly agree that,
where appropriate redundancy benefits have been determined by an industrial tribunal, the adequacy of the
payment paid to an employee may be properly judged
against that determination. But whilst a private scheme
which has not been fixed by an industrial tribunal may be
used as a helpful guide in resolving the issue of reasonableness, it cannot be finally definitive of that issue. After
all, it is possible that the private scheme itself may be
unreasonable by contemporary industrial standards. Certainly any redundancy scheme which has widespread
acceptance in industry would, we believe, in most instances, be properly regarded as reasonable. But even
under a scheme which is considered to comply with contemporary industrial standards there may be instances
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where, because of some peculiar facts or circumstances
which could not reasonably have been envisaged by the
parties in the development of the general scheme, a strict
adherence to those provisions might, in some circumstances, be correctly adjudged to be unjust or
unreasonable.
We need only add that it may well be that different circumstances which produce the necessity for an employee
to be made redundant may call for a variation in the severance payment to be made and perhaps also in the length
of notice to be given. Industrial tribunals have adopted
varying approaches to these issues depending upon
whether the retrenchments are made on economic grounds
due to temporary recession, retrenchment due to technological change, and retrenchments due to company
restructuring, mergers and takeovers. (Shop Distributive
and Allied Employees’ Association (NSW) v Countdown
Stores & Others (1983) 7 IR 273; [1983] AILR 387). It is
not possible nor is it desirable in a case such as the present
to enumerate what in each particular type of retrenchment, this Commission would regard as a fair and
reasonable payment. For here, we must emphasise, the
Commission is not adjudicating upon an application for
an award of the Commission to establish fair and reasonable payments for redundancy, but is reviewing the
decision of a single Commissioner who reached the conclusion that the decision of this particular employer to
dismiss the employee on certain ascertained terms and
conditions, fell within the statutory criteria.”
The circumstances of the employee, Foster, the subject of
this decision was that he was 39 years of age and had been a
sales manager since October 1977 ie. a period of 9 years.
The Applicant says that the Termination, Change and Redundancy provisions which apply to many award-covered
employees are not an appropriate standard for consideration.
He says that he was given no forewarning, there was no consultation with him, no notice given to him to allow him to
prepare himself. As a consequence of being dealt with in this
manner, he was bewildered, set back and shocked. It is said
that had the dismissal been handled more appropriately, there
would have been a less adverse effect on the Applicant. It is
also said that the Respondent has not met its obligations in
that it took a very long period after the additional week’s pay
in lieu of notice being owed to the Applicant was identified
before it paid that amount. Further, it was not until the Applicant raised with the Respondent the possibility of some
outplacement service that the Respondent entered into that
arrangement. The Applicant says that a reasonable redundancy
pay in the circumstances ought be calculated on the basis of 2
weeks per year of service. In addition, there ought be an award
of compensation for the manner in which the Respondent unfairly treated the Applicant in bringing about his termination.
The Respondent says that at the time of the hearing it was
still in the process of developing a policy to deal with redundancies and at the time it had to make the Applicant redundant
no policy was in place or had been considered.
Stephen Nicholas McDonald gave evidence that he had discussions with the Respondent’s manager for Western Australia
that the business could not afford the overheads being incurred
and that McDonald was to decide how to reduce those costs.
His proposals were approved. The Respondent’s management
considered the redundancy payments it would make. McDonald
had the paper work for the redundancies prepared through the
Administration Manager and when that paperwork arrived at
Welshpool, the individual employees being made redundant
were advised, as was the Applicant. At that time, 5-6 employees were made redundant, and there have subsequently been
more redundancies.
The Respondent says that the total amount offered to the
Applicant is fair and reasonable and although it has paid 6
weeks redundancy pay, it has offered a further 4 weeks. It also
says that the decision in the Wynn’s Case was issued in 1986,
some thirteen years ago and has not been relied upon or used
as a precedent in this Commission in dealing with redundancy
payments and should not now be relied upon. In any event, it
notes that in that decision the Full Commission says—
“Inevitably fair minded employers will differ on the elements of a payment and on the final figure once the elements
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have been aggregated. It is the function of the Commission
not to isolate one element for exclusive scrutiny or to substitute the figures for the employer’s figure but rather to set
the bounds of a reasonable ultimate payment according to
contemporary industrial standards and given all of the relevant circumstances, that is if the amount actually paid to
the employee falls below those bounds by a margin which
is judged to be significant, the dismissal will attract the
operation of the section.” (pages 392-393)
The Respondent says that the Termination, Change and Redundancy (“TCR”) provisions fit the description of a
contemporary industrial standard, although it is not recognised
for staff personnel, nor has the Commission itself dealt with
the principle of a general contemporary industrial standard.
Rather it has dealt with TCR provisions on a case by case
basis and has not conducted a test case which has ratified the
TCR provisions.
The Commission was referred to the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in Gromark Packaging (73 WAIG 220) which
dealt with the question of fairness in respect of the selection
employees for termination and the comparison between employees for that purpose. This decision also referred to the
Australian Ship Building Industries Case (“ASI”)at (67 WAIG
733), which also dealt with the issue of the selection of employees for dismissal and the comparative test. It is said that
this is the only basis on which the Commission has intervened
in dismissals alleged to have been unfair, where redundancy
was the basis of the termination of employment.
In reply, the Applicant says that the Commission should be
wary of giving credence to the Respondent’s submission that
although it had paid 6 weeks redundancy pay, it had offered
10 weeks and that that offer still stands regardless of the outcome of this matter. He says that the 10 weeks total payment
was put to the Applicant as being in full and final settlement
of the claim and accordingly, the proposal for 10 weeks was
rejected. Therefore, the Respondent’s offer should not be recognised by the Commission.
The test to be applied in a claim of harsh, oppressive or
unfair dismissal is whether, in exercising its lawful right to
terminate, an employer has done so in such an unfair manner
as to warrant the Commission’s intervention – has there been
“a fair go all round”? (Undercliffe Nursing Home v the FMWU
(1985) 65 WAIG 385). The manner or procedure associated
with the dismissal is but one of the factors to be considered.
(Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891). It is trite
to say that even a genuine redundancy can constitute an unfair
dismissal depending upon the circumstances. It would appear
that this Commission has not previously considered the question of alleged harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissals associated
with redundancies other than in relation to the comparative
test referred to in Gromark (supra) and ASI (supra). One can
imagine that there may be many potential aspects of unfairness associated with such a termination, depending on the
circumstances.
There is no challenge by the Applicant that this was a genuine
redundancy. There is no challenge that the Applicant was inappropriately chosen to be made redundant. The challenge is to the
manner of the decision being effected, particularly as there was
no warning or notice, and that the payment was inadequate, the
latter being the major ground pursued by the Applicant.
It is true that there was no notice or forewarning to the Applicant. There was no prior discussion with him. He was simply
informed of the decision to terminate his employment and the
reasons for it. There is no suggestion that the Applicant was a
threat to the security in that it was necessary to immediately
remove the Applicant from the premises. He was allowed to
pack up his belongings, access the computer and depart that
day at his leisure. There was no discussion with him about
ways to minimise the impact on him. He was not paid all he
was due on termination. That was not done for many months
after the termination. Other assistance was offered to the Applicant after he specifically requested it. In this regard, the
Respondent as an employer of many years standing, an employer who, in light of its regular participation in matters of an
industrial nature, could not reasonably claim ignorance of such
matters, has not treated the Applicant as well as it might have.
It has been far from thorough and has been ill prepared in its
approach to the redundancy it effected in this case.
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As to the adequacy of the redundancy pay, I note the submission by Mr Schapper for the Applicant that the additional
four weeks payment was offered on the basis of it being in full
and final settlement of his claim. This may have been so during the process of negotiating terms for settlement, however,
the offer appears to have first been made by the Respondent in
a letter dated 3 September in response to the Applicant’s letter
of 17 August 1998 in which he proposed a further 20 weeks
pay, and there is no suggestion in the Respondent’s letter that
acceptance would preclude the Applicant pursuing the matter
further. The Commission records show that the Respondent
was not served with this application until after its offer was
made. Accordingly, it is appropriate to include this amount in
the consideration of this case.
There are many aspects of a termination of employment
which provide the potential for unfairness, and in certain circumstances, the inadequacy of a redundancy payment may
constitute an unfairness which requires remedy. The first issue then is how does one test the adequacy of the payment.
What is the standard for comparison? In this jurisdiction there
is no “test case standard,” no “contemporary industrial standard” other than by reference to that which applies in awards
and agreements of the Commission. The Termination, Change
and Redundancy Case (TCR Case) [(1984) 294 CAR 175]
might be a guide, but as noted by Mulligan J (with whom
Duggan J agreed) in Fosters Brewing v SA Industrial Commission and Another (1993) 51 IR 228 at 235, “this could never
be more than a guide”. He noted that the TCR principles and
standards were established in particular circumstances and have
relevance in some industries and not others, they may apply in
particular economic circumstances and not others. This Commission has not adopted a TCR standard and has approached
the issue of the appropriate conditions to apply to redundancy
on a case by case basis. If there were some contemporary industrial standard applying in the relevant industry one might
consider that as a guide, but no more than a guide. I note,
however, that the assessment of a contemporary industrial
standard would need to be approached with caution, and a thorough assessment made of all of the circumstances. If one were
to undertake a brief and perhaps cursory examination of what
applies in awards of this Commission, it would show that the
major awards applying to wages employees in the building
and construction industries, including the building and metals
trades, provide a maximum payment of 8 weeks pay for an
employee with more than 4 years service. A recent enterprise
agreement involving the Respondent covering its employees
engaged in the mining industry provides a maximum of 320
hours pay for employees with more then 4 years service (78
WAIG 691). If these awards and agreements provisions provide any form of comparative measure, which I do not conclude
that they do, then the Respondent’s original payment to the
Applicant fell short by 2 weeks pay. The subsequent offer, if
accepted by the Applicant would have exceeded that by 2
weeks.
If a comparison with award and agreement entitlements is
not appropriate to establish a “contemporary standard”, then
what is? It is difficult to accept that the policy of one employer, MacMahon Contractors (WA) Pty Ltd, constitutes any
comparative measure. It may reflect a contemporary industrial standard and have widespread acceptance within the
industry in which the Respondent is engaged, or it may be an
aberration. There is nothing before the Commission to indicate which it is. On the basis of the material before the
Commission, and applying my general knowledge of these
matters, I am unable to conclude that the payment offered to
the Applicant by the Respondent, taking account of the additional 4 weeks which the Respondent says it intends to pay,
but which has so far been rejected, is an inadequate redundancy payment to an employee in a supervisory position in the
industry which includes providing plant and equipment to the
mining and construction industries. Accordingly, I am unable
to find that this aspect of the claim constitutes an unfairness
warranting the Commission’s intervention.
I do not intend to order that the Respondent pay to the Applicant the amount which it has offered as that may tend to
indicate that the Commission has concluded that the appropriate redundancy payment is 10 weeks pay and that the dismissal
was unfair in this regard, when the Commission has made no
such determination.
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As to the other conduct of the Respondent in its general
lack of consideration of the Applicant during the process,
I am satisfied that in the circumstances of this case these
constitute harsh treatment. The Respondent could have
reasonably provided fairness by properly preparing for,
and dealing with the matters concerned, such as consulting the Applicant and identifying means of alleviating the
difficulties which would arise for him following dismissal.
In this case, it provided the out placement service only
after the Applicant specifically enquired about it. It should
also have paid the proper notice entitlement within a reasonable time. Mr Schapper urges compensation of 3 or 4
weeks for this aspect of unfairness.
It is quite clear, on the basis of the Applicant’s position
being abolished, that reinstatement is impracticable. Accordingly, the Commission is to consider the question of
compensation for loss or injury. I have noted the decision
of the Commission in Shire of Esperance and Mouritz (supra) which says that the procedures associated with the
dismissal are but one of the factors to be taken into account. I note, too, the various decisions of the Full Bench
of this Commission in dealing with the assessment of compensation for loss or injury, including the comments of
Kenner C in Bogunavich and Bayside Western Australia
Pty Ltd (79 WAIG 8 at page 13) that—
“As to loss and injury, it is not the case that an applicant
who has been found by the Commission to have been
unfairly dismissed, and who is to be awarded compensation, is automatically entitled to an award of compensation
for loss representing the loss of wages or salary from the
date of dismissal to the date of the hearing. That may be
the ultimate outcome after findings are made and an assessment by the Commission, as to the quantum of
compensation having regard to s 26 of the Act and factors
such as the employee’s duty to mitigate his or her loss.
All the circumstances of the case need to be considered.
For example, it well may be that despite the Commission’s finding that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive
and unfair, it was characterised as such by reason of the
manner or process leading to the dismissal rather than the
substantive reasons for the dismissal itself, in the sense
in which that principle is referred to in Shire of Esperance
v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891. In such a case, it may be
open to find as a fact on the evidence, that the unfairly
dismissed employee could have been fairly dismissed by
the employer shortly after the actual dismissal in any event.
In a case such as this, it would be open for the Commission to find that the unfairly dismissed employee’s loss is
limited to that period between the date of the employee’s
actual dismissal, and when he or she could have been
fairly dismissed in any event.”
This approach to the assessment of compensation is in line
with the reasoning of the majority of the Full Bench in Smith
and CDM Australia Pty Ltd (78 WAIG 307), in that the Commission is to consider all of the circumstances and apply the
general principals of equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case in that consideration.
The matters of unfairness identified earlier could have been
addressed in a period of 1 or 2 weeks prior to the dismissal.
Accordingly, I find that 2 weeks pay is appropriate compensation to the Applicant in that regard. According to the evidence
before me 2 weeks pay is $2,403.80.
Order accordingly.
APPEARANCES: Mr D Schapper (of Counsel) on behalf
of the Applicant
Mr R H Gifford on behalf of the Respondent
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Frederick John Rogers
and
Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd.
No. 1678 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.

7 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D Schapper (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr R H Gifford on behalf of the Respondent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
1. DECLARES that the Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment
with the Respondent; and
2. ORDERS that the Respondent shall pay to the Applicant within 21 days of the date of this Order the
amount of $2,403.80.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Laszlo Rozsa
and
Nomel Nominees Pty Ltd.
No. 1592 of 1998.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
25 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: This is an application under
s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act. The following file note prepared by
the Commission after conciliation proceedings had failed to
resolve the matter is accepted by the parties as a summary of
their respective positions. A copy of the file note was made
available to the applicant and the respondent.
“The applicant in this matter says that he was employed
by the respondent driving a garbage truck. This truck is
fitted with a hydraulic lifter. The truck is driven around
the streets and the contents of bins are loaded into the
vehicle and when the vehicle is full it is taken to the tip
and dumped.
According to Mr Rozsa, the applicant, he was asked to a
train a friend of the employer to cover him when he went
on annual leave or if he was sick. He did train the friend
but then he was dismissed without warning and the friend
took over the job. He has been employed since 1997. The
respondent took over the business in June 1998 and the
applicant was asked to carry on; this he did. However,
the dismissal was unfair. He told the Commission that he
is 56 years of age and found it very hard to get another
job. He sought reinstatement.
Mr Ford, the respondent, said that his company purchased
the remaining term of a waste disposal contract from Earl
and Mavis Rasmussen. That contract was with the
Esperance Shire Council. The applicant in this matter was
dismissed by the Rasmussens’ and he was offered employment on a trial basis with the respondent’s company.
He was asked to train an employee (the employee was
not friend of the respondent as alleged by the applicant).
The applicant requested an extra $100.00 a week to do
the training and this was given to him.
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The applicant was dismissed because the Esperance Shire
Council approached Mr Ford about the conduct of the
applicant, in particular, his language and treatment of bins.
Mr Ford said that he followed the applicant around and
saw that he had damaged bins by moving his truck before
the bins were deposited on the ground. Up to 4 bins per
week were being damaged in this way. It came to the
attention of the respondent that the applicant had discussed
ways of damaging the truck. The straw which broke the
camel’s back, was when the applicant took a key from the
rubbish truck and accessed the tip site after hours not paying fees. He did this twice and on the second time, after a
complaint by the Shire, he was dismissed.”
The only qualification to the above file note is that access to
the rubbish after hours does not attract an additional fee.
The claim that the dismissal was unfair is based on the following assertions by Mr Rozsa. He claims that—
• He never received a warning that he would be dismissed.
• He was never advised that his employment was subject to a 90 day probation.
• The only damage to rubbish bins occurred during
the period of employment with the previous owner.
This was due to a faulty mechanism on the truck. He
had not damaged bins during the period of employment with the Respondent.
• He had never been warned about using bad language
and no complaints had been brought to his attention.
Mr Rozsa acknowledges that he took the key to access the
rubbish tip from the truck and used it to gain entrance after
hours to deposit tree cuttings from his home. He acknowledges that this was wrong but submits that it occurred only
once and was not a serious breach of trust.
For the respondent it is argued that the applicant was informed on the first day of its operation of the rubbish disposal
contract that Mr Rozsa’s employment was for a trial period of
90 days. It is asserted that the Applicant was warned about his
performance and specifically about damage to bins. He was
also warned about his use of bad language.
As to matters raised in the Notice of Answer and Counter
Proposal, Mr Rozsa emphatically denies that he ever discussed
ways to damage the truck and submits that had always maintained it to the best of his ability. He refutes that he ever used
the rubbish truck for his own purposes.
Under cross-examination Mr Rozsa denied that there had
ever been a conversation with Mr Ford in which he had been
warned about his attitude to work, use of bad language or damage to bins. In fact he claims that his contact with Mr Ford
was very limited as they finished their work at different times.
They merely passed each other at the shed from time to time
and had exchanged a few words.
Mr Rozsa was confronted with a written statement from Mr
Ducas who had been the Principal Environmental Health Officer with the Esperance Shire Council at the time of the
applicant’s employment. According to Mr Rozsa he had approached Mr Ducas to appear on his behalf. Mr Ducas had
declined on the basis that this matter was between the applicant and his former employer. His statement tendered in support
of the respondent’s case details an incident involving the alleged use of bad language by Mr Rozsa and the applicant’s
unauthorised access to the rubbish tip. Mr Ducas subsequently
attended the hearing to give evidence. The affidavit had been
prepared when Mr Ducas understood he could be subpoenaed
to attend the hearing. His absence from town at that time
prompted the sworn statement. Mr Ducas confirmed what he
had previously put in writing, that is, that the applicant had
been heard by him to utter bad language while completing a
rubbish collection call at the witness’s home. This had occurred prior to Mr Rozsa’s employment with the respondent.
Mr Ducas acknowledged that he had been made aware of faulty
mechanisms on the rubbish collection truck when it was being
operated by the previous contractor. He took the matter up
with the contractor and was told that the mechanism had been
checked. The problem with damaged bins had arisen because
in the contractor’s opinion the bins were being over filled.
The arm lift mechanism on the truck is limited to 70-75kilograms. Overfilling caused the bin to drop off the arm
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mechanism. Mr Ducas doubts whether the contractor operating the rubbish collection service at the time was telling him
the truth about the serviceability of the arm lift mechanism.
When the applicant’s after hours access to the tip was discovered, Mr Ducas had been contacted by the rubbish tip
contractor. He took the matter up with Mr Ford and was subsequently assumed the matter had been dealt with.
It was Mr Ducas’s evidence that there were a number of
problems when the rubbish collection service was being operated by the contractor before Mr Ford took over. Collections
were missed, there was “aggression towards rate payers” and
a lack of attention to contractual obligations including bin replacement and stock control. Since Mr Ford’s company had
been appointed to the contract there were no complaints as far
as the Shire was concerned. However Mr Ducas had been told
by Mr Ford that he was having problems with damage to bins.
It had come as no surprise to Mr Ducas when he heard that Mr
Rozsa had been terminated from employment with the respondent as he considered the applicant had problems providing the
service required and in his ability to communicate.
Mr Ford presented evidence for the Respondent company.
He had worked with the applicant for several days prior to
taking over the business. It is Mr Ford’s evidence that on the
afternoon of the first day on which he took over operation of
the business he held a discussion with Mr Rozsa in the shed.
Mr Ford states categorically that he had informed Mr Rozsa
that he was on a three month trial.
Furthermore he claims to have told Mr Rozsa that he was
not happy with the way he was operating the truck. In particular it was stated to Mr Rozsa that he was moving away from
the bin before it had been repositioned on the ground, he was
overfilling the truck an attempting to dislodge blocked refuse
by excessively revving the motor.
Mr Ford also claims to have told Mr Rozsa to refrain from
using bad language. All of these matters had come to Mr Ford’s
attention during the period he had accompanied Mr Rozsa on
the rubbish collection round before he took over the contract.
It was in this conversation that Mr Ford asserts that Mr Rozsa
requested additional wages for training the relief driver. That
was agreed to by Mr Ford several days later after a discussion
with his wife, a partner in the business.
Mr Ford is aware of only one occasion on which Mr Rozsa
used the key to access the rubbish tip after hours. It came to
his attention from a complaint from Mr Ducas the Environmental Health Officer and then from Mr Smedley the contractor
operating the tip.
It was claimed by Mr Ford that he had spoken to Mr Rozsa
about his bad language on three occasions – on the first day of
his ownership, the next week and the fourth week of Mr Rozsa’s
employment.
The contractor operating the tip, Mr Smedley, gave evidence
on how he had apprehended Mr Rozsa at the tip after he had
used the key allocated to the rubbish collection service. Mr
Smedley was quick to make it clear that he was not accusing
Mr Rozsa of taking anything from the site. However he considered the use of key allocated to the rubbish disposal operator
a serious matter. He reported the incident to the Shire.
Fundamental to the determination of this matter is whether
or not the applicant was placed on probation when his employment commenced with the respondent. On this matter I
accept the evidence of Mr Ford. Faced with the concerns of
the Shire about the operation of the rubbish collection service
and his first hand experiences with Mr Rozsa while he was
familiarising himself with the operation, I have no doubt that
Mr Ford was apprehensive about the applicant’s ability to meet
the standards required to satisfy him and the Shire. Furthermore I accept that Mr Ford raised with the applicant his
concerns about the way in which Mr Rozsa was operating the
truck. This included the applicant’s language, the positioning
of bins, overfilling and excessively revving the motor to dislodge refuse. In accepting this evidence I reject that of the
applicant. While Mr Rozsa has a hearing impairment it appears to be the case that sometimes he just will not listen. Mr
Rozsa can effectively express himself. Indeed he ably presented
his case in these proceedings.
As a probationary employee, the applicant’s services could
be “more easily” terminated than if he had been appointed to a
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permanent position (See Carter & Another v Community Aid
Abroad Trading Pty Ltd (1991) AILR 264). However probation is not a license to deal with an employee capriciously,
harshly or unfairly (See the Full Bench in Hutchinson v. Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd (Matter No 1970 of 1998 – Unreported
). What has to be appreciated is that the probationary period is
an extension of the selection process. It enables training performance and reassessment to take place (See Stanton C in
Airline Hostesses Association v. Qantas Airways Limited
(1974) AILR 785).
In the circumstances of this case the performance of the respondent company in meeting its obligation to the Shire was
important to its chances of retaining the contract. No doubt
this made it sensitive to the concerns of the Shire and in turn
to the performance of its employees. The on-going damage to
bins and reports of bad language could not be tolerated. I accept that Mr Rozsa was spoken to again about his language
subsequent to the first day of his service with the new employer.
There is no doubt that with Mr Rozsa accessing the rubbish
tip after hours with a key that was available for restricted use
caused embarrassment to the respondent. In itself it was not
an act done with any dishonest intent. However from the employer’s perspective it was a breach of a specific instruction.
When viewed within the context of the probationary period of
employment it compounded the problems of Mr Rozsa’s attitude to his work and regard for the interests of his employer.
However, I reject any inference of dishonesty on the part of
the applicant. There was nothing to show that he was using
the respondent’s truck for his own purposes, that he was not
paying tip fees or that he had threatened to damage the rubbish truck.
However I accept that the replacement driver is not a friend
of the employer nor was there any conspiracy on the respondent’s part to get rid of Mr Rozsa or not to pay him the wage
and fee for training.
In all of the circumstances of the employment including the
appointment for a probationary period, the issues that were
brought to the applicant’s attention and the grounds upon which
termination was effected, I do not accept that the applicant
was harshly or oppressively dismissed from employment with
the respondent. The application is dismissed.
Appearances: Mr Rozsa on his own behalf.
Mr Gough on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Laszlo Rozsa
and
Nomel Nominees Pty Ltd
(No. 1592 of 1998)
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN
25 March 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr L Rozsa on his own behalf and Mr C Ford
on behalf of the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
THAT this application is dismissed.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Reginald Smith
and
Rebo Holdings Pty Ltd trading as Cafe Villa.
No. 1520 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT .
29 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings as edited by the Commission)
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application made pursuant to section 29(l)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
by which the Applicant claims that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from his employment with the
Respondent.
The Respondent operates a cafe restaurant and has done so
for a relatively short time. The Applicant applied for a position as joint head chef which was advertised by the Respondent.
That position arose when the Respondent’s existing head chef
was experiencing domestic problems and needed some support. The Applicant’s claims to experience and expertise, in
particular in matters which are referred to in his curriculum
vitae as being “inventory and procurement” but which were
also described as “stock management, inventory systems and
negotiating purchases of stock”, as well as his having other
usual skills expected of a chef, convinced the Respondent after a second interview that he was the appropriate candidate
for the job and he was engaged. He commenced employment
in late January/early February 1998.
Within a few weeks of the Applicant’s commencement, the
other joint head chef, who the Applicant was engaged to work
with, left due to his domestic problems which had originally
caused the Applicant’s engagement and the Applicant was to
then take over the sole head chef role. The Respondent also
recruited further staff. There is evidence of staff turnover at
around that time and, amongst others, a number of chefs were
engaged.
The Applicant’s employment was terminated on 27 July 1998.
The Respondent acknowledges that he was not given any notice or pay in lieu of notice or holiday pay, although Ms
Richardson’s submission is that this was due to the Respondent misinterpreting advice. The Respondent says they will be
paid forthwith.
The essence of the dispute between the parties is whether
the Applicant performed his duties appropriately and adequately and whether he was warned that his job was in
jeopardy. I do not intend to recite all of the evidence that has
been called before the Commission; suffice it to say that I
have heard evidence from the Applicant; from Cathryn Smith,
his wife; Diane Regan, the sole director of the Respondent
and who was in charge of the day to day operation of the business; and Harry Christopher Bozin who was also involved in
the business.
The tests to be applied in a case of unfair dismissal are those
set out in the decision of the Commission in Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union (1985)
65 WAIG 305, and that is that an employer has the lawful
right to terminate employment. It is not a matter of dealing
with questions of lawful rights, it is a matter of whether the
employer has so abused its lawful right to terminate as to warrant the Commission’s intervention.
There is conflict in the evidence before the Commission and
the Commission is required to consider that conflict and, in
dealing with it, to consider the credibility of the witnesses.
Having observed the witnesses as they gave their evidence
and having considered the evidence and what on the balance
of probabilities really occurred, as to those conflicts in the
evidence I prefer the evidence called for the Respondent. I
find that the Applicant failed to fulfil his responsibilities to the
Respondent in his management of the kitchen’s stock in particular and the purchasing of that stock, such that the
Respondent was experiencing unacceptable costs associated
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with that stock. I have taken account of the Applicant’s protest
that he inherited a stock management system which was not a
system he would have applied, and that initially he was not
able to implement his own system which he says would have
resolved those difficulties. However, even after the departure
of the then head chef whose system was supposedly in place,
and even after a new menu, which had been planned in consultation with the Applicant and costed by him when he had
been employed for approximately 5 months, the costs were
not brought under control. The Applicant was not managing
the relationship with the suppliers to the benefit of the business.
I note that there has been evidence from the Applicant, Ms
Regan and Mr Bozin that price is not the only consideration;
there are other matters of timeliness of delivery, quality of the
supplies themselves and the terms of credit which are also
important factors. However, there is evidence that even if one
considered the question of cost as being resolved, which it
was not, the freshness of some of the supplies being provided
to the Respondent was causing complaints from customers.
Instead of managing the relationship with suppliers to the benefit of the business, under the Applicant’s management of that
arrangement, the traditional suppliers of good quality products at reasonable prices was gradually being abandoned and
one particular supplier being favoured. This supplier was not
providing fresh supplies and was charging more than the Respondent could reasonably obtain elsewhere, a matter which
was pursued by Ms Regan when the Applicant failed to address that matter, notwithstanding being advised of the
requirement to address it.
Further, notwithstanding that the Applicant had raised with
him a number of times the question of the management of
stock receipts, there was no proper accountability for goods
being received and being signed for. I accept that the Applicant could not have been expected to be on the premises from
the moment the place was open for business until it closed
each day but his responsibility was to put in place a proper
system and to manage that system, and accordingly, he is responsible for that failure.
These matters were raised and possible mechanisms to address them were discussed at regular fortnightly meetings over
a period of months. The minutes of the meetings indicate that
they were clearly identified as an issue and the requirement to
resolve them was certainly clear. Eventually, after Ms Regan
had failed to make progress with the Applicant, having addressed him on those matters previously, she asked Mr Bozin
to deal with the Applicant over them in the hope that the situation could be resolved in those discussions. The Commission
has heard evidence of Mr Bozin’s expertise in the level of
costs and gross profits that such businesses and sections within
those types of businesses should be attaining. Ms Regan directed the Applicant to meet with Mr Bozin for this purpose of
dealing with those matters.
I am satisfied, from having heard Mr Bozin’s evidence, that
he made it clear to the Applicant that his continued employment was dependent upon the Applicant achieving the changes
he had discussed and addressing the points he raised. It is also
clear from his evidence, which I accept, that at the end of the
first meeting a number of things were to be done by the Applicant, and that he failed to do those things. Eventually, after a
further meeting, Mr Bozin abandoned the meetings as the
Applicant had failed to do what was required of him.
I am also satisfied that, even if Mr Bozin had never said
words to the Applicant to the effect that the Applicant’s job
was in jeopardy, it must have been very clear to a person of the
Applicant’s experience and supposed level of expertise that
the issues Mr Bozin was raising with him were fairly basic.
They were matters of stock control and management which
someone of the Applicant’s experience ought not to have needed
to be taken through in the manner that a trainee might be instructed to perform these tasks. If the Applicant did not read
from these discussions with Mr Bozin that his performance
and his employment were seriously under challenge then he
was deluding himself. One might reasonably assume that a
person of his experience may have been insulted by the basic
and the essential nature of the instructions being given to him
by Mr Bozin. It would have been surprising if he had not questioned either his own ability or if he had not protested at such
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an approach. In fact, he did protest. Ms Regan’s evidence was
that he told her that he was not prepared to tolerate Mr Bozin
look over his shoulder in this manner.
In any event, the Applicant did not perform to Mr Bozin’s or
Ms Regan’s satisfaction those basic tasks which were required
of him to address the important problem of the food costs and
the management of the food and inventory system. Accordingly, the Applicant’s employment was terminated and in the
circumstances of the Applicant’s performance and the process
through which the Respondent had taken the Applicant in attempting to address that issue there has been no unfairness
demonstrated.
As to the question of the bottle of champagne being given to
the Applicant in the week or so prior to the termination of his
employment, I accept that this was simply a gesture of goodwill or a gift on the occasion of the Applicant’s son’s christening
and could not be read as an indication that the Applicant’s
performance was satisfactory. There is in all of these circumstances nothing harsh, oppressive or unfair about the dismissal.
Accordingly, an order shall issue for the dismissal of the
application.
APPEARANCES: Mr A D M Lindsay (of Counsel) on behalf of the Applicant
Ms S Richardson (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Reginald Smith
and
Rebo Holdings Pty Ltd trading as Café Villa.
No. 1520 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
29 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A D M Lindsay (of Counsel) on behalf of
the Applicant and Ms S Richardson (of Counsel) on behalf of
the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Russell Sparks, Donna Sparks & Noeline Mather
and
Victoria Hotel (WA) Pty Ltd.
No. 1004, 1005 & 1006 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
26 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By these applications Mr Russell
Sparks, Mrs Donna Sparks and Mrs Noeline Mather allege
that they were harshly oppressively and unfair dismissed by
the respondent on or about 19 May 1998. All three applicants
seek reinstatement or alternatively compensation by way of
relief. The respondent wholly contests the applications.
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Given that the all three applications arose out of the same
events, by order dated 8 October 1998, the applications were
joined and heard and determined together.
Background
There is considerable common ground in these matters. Mr
and Mrs Sparks (“the Sparks”) were employed by the respondent in or about July 1993. Mr Sparks was engaged as the
respondent’s bar manager and Mrs Sparks as a bar attendant,
working approximately 20 hours per week. Mrs Noeline
Mather, Mrs Spark’s mother, was engaged by Mr Sparks as a
cleaner by the respondent, working approximately 12 hours
per week.
The respondent operates the Victoria Hotel in Collie (“the
Hotel”). The Hotel was held in trust pursuant to the terms
of a deed of unit trust made on or about 27 June 1996. The
unit trust holders’ were Mrs Janine Spencer as trustee for
the Spencer Family Trust which held 90 units, and the
Sparks’ as trustee for the Sparks Family Trust, which held
10 units. Sometime in or about March 1998 Mr Sparks’
brother, a Mr Kevan Sparks, along with others, indicated
an intention to purchase the Hotel which had previously
been placed on the market for sale. Kevan Sparks and the
others were, apparently, unsuccessful in their attempt to
purchase the Hotel. Subsequently, at a regular Tuesday
weekly management meeting between the Sparks’ and Mr
& Mrs Spencer (“the Spencers”), a proposal was put by
the Spencers to the Sparks’ to improve the terms of their
remuneration and conditions of employment. It was a term
of the proposal that the Sparks’ remain living on the Hotel
premises, as they had done from the commencement of
their employment. It was common ground that this was at
least in part, an attempt by the respondent to secure the
ongoing employment of Mr Sparks, following the interest
in the Hotel to which I have referred above.
Subsequently, on or about 19 May 1998, during the course
of a regular Tuesday management meeting, the Sparks’ were
requested to respond to the proposal put by the Spencers. The
remaining circumstances of that meeting are in contest. As a
consequence of that meeting, the Sparks’ employment at the
Hotel came to an end. Later that day, Mrs Mather’s employment also came to end. The circumstances in relation to which
her employment ended are also controversial.
The Contentions
Mr Maughan, counsel for the applicants, submitted that at
the critical meeting on 19 May 1998, the Sparks’ responded to
the respondent’s proposal regarding improvements in their
terms and conditions of employment in the negative. Following, counsel says that the Sparks’ employment was terminated
there and then and they were given one week to vacate the
accommodation that they occupied at the Hotel. It was the
contention of counsel for the applicants that the proposal by
the respondent to improve Mr Sparks’ terms and conditions of
employment was merely an offer, an offer which was ultimately not accepted. He submitted that notwithstanding this
offer, the existing contract of employment between the parties
remained on foot and was simply terminated by the respondent, following the Sparks’ refusal to accept the respondent’s
improved offer.
In relation to Mrs Mather, counsel submitted that her employment was terminated by the respondent during the course
of a telephone conversation with Mrs Spencer on the afternoon of 19 May 1998. He submitted that Mrs Mather was
ready willing and able to remain employed by the respondent,
notwithstanding the alleged dismissal of her daughter and sonin-law that day. Despite this preparedness to remain employed,
counsel submitted that Mrs Mather’s employment was terminated by the respondent, who had sought and obtained a
replacement for her at the Hotel.
Mr Marsh, counsel for the respondent, submitted that as a
threshold jurisdictional issue, neither the Sparks’ nor Mrs
Mather were dismissed by the respondent. It was submitted
that all three employees’ contracts of employment came to an
end at their initiative. Furthermore, counsel submitted that in
relation to Mrs Sparks and Mrs Mather, their employment was
on a casual basis, and the Commission’s jurisdiction was challenged on that footing also.
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In relation to the circumstances of the Sparks’, counsel submitted that it was made clear by them that their intention was
to no longer comply with a term of their contracts of employment, that they remain living on the premises of the Hotel.
Accordingly, counsel submitted that the effect of their conduct was that they no longer remained bound by their contracts
of employment, resulting in them terminating their own employment.
In relation to Mrs Mather, counsel submitted that the circumstances of the termination of her employment was so
closely linked to the termination of the employment of the
Sparks’, such that the Commission should conclude that she
also resigned.
The Evidence
To the extent that it was in controversy, a summary of the
evidence is as follows. Mr Sparks testified that when both he
and his wife were employed by the respondent the obligation
to live on the Hotel premises was not actually discussed. He
said it was part of the package and assumed this was a requirement. About three weeks prior to the termination of his
employment, at a regular Tuesday management meeting, the
respondent put an offer to him to increase his salary by $9,000
per annum plus the inclusion of a fully maintained company
vehicle. This was on the condition that both he and his wife
remain living on the premises for the next two years. Mr Sparks
did later say that he was aware of the respondent’s requirement that its Hotel manager had to reside on the premises.
This is at odds with his earlier testimony on this issue.
As to the origin of this proposal, Mr Sparks testified that
this package came somewhat “out of the blue” without any
prior warning. Mr Sparks said that following this proposal,
both he and his wife had three weeks to think about it. Mr
Sparks did say in evidence that he and his wife had discussed
residing off the Hotel premises, due to the needs of their daughters. In cross-examination, Mr Sparks could not recall whether
he had previously expressed any discontent with the terms and
conditions of his employment to Mr or Mrs Spencer.
As to the events on 19 May 1998, Mr Sparks testified that
he attended the meeting with his wife and the Spencers. It was
a regular Tuesday management meeting. He said that both he
and his wife told the Spencers at the meeting that they intended to put their children first and did not want to live on the
Hotel premises. He testified that Mrs Spencer then said that
they were terminated and were given one week to move out of
the Hotel accommodation. They had to return the Hotel keys
there and then. In cross-examination, Mr Sparks conceded that
prior to the meeting on 19 May 1998, he fully expected that if
the respondent required both he and his wife to remain living
on the Hotel premises, that their employment would be at an
end. In relation to the specific discussion at the meeting, in
cross-examination, Mr Sparks testified that he was not sure
whether he used words to the effect “well that’s it then” after
their response to the respondent’s proposal, but further said
that he did not deny that he may have indicated this at the
meeting.
As to events which were to take place after the Sparks’ left
the Hotel, Mr Sparks testified that neither he nor his wife had
a new job to go. Subsequent to the terminations however, Mr
Sparks became employed at the Crown Hotel in Collie. He
also had a short period of other employment in Collie prior to
his employment at the Collie Hotel, and earnt approximately
$2,200 gross in that time.
Mrs Donna Sparks testified that she and Mr Sparks were
employed as a husband and wife team to run the Hotel. She
confirmed that the terms and conditions of employment required both of them to reside on the Hotel premises. Mrs Sparks
testified as to events leading up to 19 May 1998, largely in the
same terms as the evidence given by Mr Sparks. When asked
in cross-examination as to whether there had been any indication by either her or her husband to the Spencers that they
were not satisfied with their conditions of employment prior
to the respondent’s offer, Mrs Sparks initially said that there
was none. Subsequently she said however, that she could not
really recall whether this was the case or not. I pause to observe that earlier in examination-in-chief, Mrs Sparks testified
that she had certainly told the Spencers on 28 April 1998 that
they were looking for a house and no longer wanted to live on
the premises. She also indicated that that matter may have
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also been raised with the Spencers on previous occasions.
On the morning of 19 May 1998 Mrs Sparks said she and
her husband discussed the respondent’s proposal. She said that
they agreed that morning that they no longer wanted to live on
the Hotel premises. This was against the background of knowledge that the respondent required the manager to do so.
As to the meeting that day, Mrs Sparks said that they were
asked by the Spencers as to whether they had come to a decision. Mrs Sparks said that they indicated that they had and
told them that whilst they still wanted to run the Hotel they
were not prepared to remain living on the premises. She said
they were told that if they did not live on the premises they no
longer had a job and had one week to leave their accommodation. When asked what she could recall her husband said at the
meeting, Mrs Sparks indicated that she did not recall Mr Sparks
saying words to the effect “that’s it then”, but said she asked
the Spencers whether what had been said meant that they were
finished as the managers and received an affirmative reply.
In cross-examination, Mrs Sparks initially said that both she
and her husband expected to remain employed beyond 19 May
1998, despite their knowledge of the requirement of the respondent that they remain living on the Hotel premises.
However, a little later in cross-examination, Mrs Sparks appeared to change her mind about this matter and conceded that
in view of the knowledge of the respondent’s requirements,
the employment would not continue. Mrs Sparks said however, that she was surprised that they weren’t required to work
out any notice as she had fully expected they would be required to train up the new management team. This was also
somewhat at odds with other evidence given by Mrs Sparks in
re-examination, when she said that prior to the meeting of 19
May 1998, that she expected that neither she nor her husband
would be dismissed, as they were part owners in the Hotel and
assumed that the respondent would employ a caretaker in order that they could reside off the Hotel premises. These and
other inconsistencies in the evidence are matters to which I
return below.
Mrs Noeline Mather gave evidence. She was employed by
the respondent on or about 23 August 1993 as a cleaner in the
Hotel bar. She was employed by Mr Sparks and was paid as a
casual employee.
As to the events of 19 May 1998, Mrs Mather testified that
Mr & Mrs Sparks came to her home at about 1.30 pm in the
afternoon. She said that both of them were upset and they told
her that “their jobs were finished”. Mrs Mather said that at
approximately 4.00 pm that afternoon she rang Mrs Spencer
at the Hotel. Mrs Mather said that she told Mrs Spencer that
they (she and her husband) were upset about what had happened to the Sparks’ but she would not leave the respondent
“in the lurch”. She testified that she said that she was quite
prepared to stay on and continue working. Mrs Mather said
that Mrs Spencer replied to the effect that “under the circumstances, I don’t deem that necessary”. In cross-examination,
Mrs Mather said that she expected not to be wanted any further by the respondent, as the Sparks’ were her daughter and
son-in-law. Furthermore, in that telephone conversation, Mrs
Spencer said that she had found someone else who was interested in the position.
On behalf of the respondent, Mr James Spencer and Mrs
Janine Spencer were called to give evidence. Mr Spencer confirmed that the manager of the Hotel was required to live on
the premises as a term of the employment. As to events preceding the day of the termination of employment, Mr Spencer
testified that on or about 10 April 1998 he received a telephone
call from Mr Sparks, asking him to meet him in the bar downstairs in the Hotel. At that meeting, Mr Spencer said that Mr
Sparks told him that if the respondent offered he and his wife
a “bigger slice of the pie” they would remain for a further two
years at the Hotel. He further said that if such an offer was not
forthcoming, he would go back scaffolding, which was his
trade qualification.
In his evidence Mr Spencer spoke of the meetings on 14 and
28 April 1998, in the latter of which the respondent put the
increased package to Mr & Mrs Sparks. Mr Spencer’s evidence was that the respondent’s requirement for the Hotel
manager to live on the premises remained unchanged.
Mr Spencer’s recollection of the events which occurred at
the management meeting on Tuesday 19 May 1998 was at
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odds with the versions of the events suggested in the evidence
of the Sparks’. Mr Spencer said that at the outset of the meeting, Mrs Spencer asked the Sparks’ what their attitude to the
respondent’s proposal was. He said that Mr Sparks responded
to the effect that they were not prepared to live on the Hotel
premises “so I suppose that’s it then”. Mr Spencer testified
that he was shocked by this response as he thought the package offered was generous and that they would accept it. He
said that they had made no arrangements for someone else to
take over the Hotel manager’s position. He said in view of
their response, the Sparks’ were given a week to arrange their
personal effects and to vacate the premises. In response to an
offer by Mr Sparks to stay on and train up a new manager, Mr
Spencer said that he indicated that that would not be necessary as they would undertake that role until a new manager
was found, which was in fact the case shortly thereafter. In
cross-examination, Mr Spencer indicated that prior to the
meeting of 19 May 1998 both he and his wife had formed the
view that if the Sparks’ did not accept the respondent’s offer,
then they would have to take over the management of the Hotel
themselves.
Mrs Janine Spencer was a director of the respondent and
worked approximately two days per week at the Hotel preparing the books. She said that as a result of rumours she had
heard to the effect that Mr Sparks may be interested in purchasing another hotel in the Collie area, she approached Mr
Sparks about this. She said that he indicated that this was in
fact the case. Mrs Spencer said in evidence that she also generally sensed that Mr Sparks was not happy at the Hotel and
that the Spencers decided to put a revised package to Mr Sparks,
in an endeavour to secure his services at the Hotel. She outlined the meeting that took place on 28 April 1998 where the
revised package was discussed. Mrs Spencer testified that as
to the requirement for the management team to live on the
premises, this remained however, she said that she was aware
of some discontent expressed by the Sparks’ over the previous
12 months or so about this matter.
She gave evidence about the meeting between Mr Spencer
and Mr Sparks on 10 April 1998, to which I have referred
above. Whilst she did not attend the meeting Mrs Sparks testified that her husband told her about it and what Mr Sparks
had said.
At the meeting of 19 May 1998, at the outset she asked the
Sparks’ what their response was to the respondent’s offer. She
said that Mr Sparks indicated that they did not want to remain
living at the Hotel and said “so that’s it then”. She then agreed
that would be the position. In response to Mr Sparks indicating that they would be prepared to stay on to train a new
manager, Mrs Spencer said that the Sparks’ were told that would
be unnecessary, as the Spencers would do it themselves. In
relation to Mrs Mather, Mrs Spencer gave evidence that she
received a telephone call later that day from Mrs Mather. Mrs
Spencer confirmed that Mrs Mather told her that she would
not “leave her in the lurch”. However, Mrs Spencer’s evidence was that in view of what had occurred, she had expected
Mrs Mather to resign. Mrs Spencer confirmed that she told
Mrs Mather “that wouldn’t be necessary”.
I now turn to my findings in relation to these applications.
There are some conflicts in the evidence of the Sparks’ and
the Spencers in relation to the material events leading up to
and including 19 May 1998. The resolution of those conflicts
necessarily involves my assessment of the credibility of the
witnesses, derived from my observing them giving their evidence during the course of the proceedings. That is necessarily
a question of impression and judgement.
Where there is a conflict in the evidence I prefer the evidence of the Spencers to that of the Sparks’. The evidence of
the Spencers in relation to the material events was both forthright and consistent. I have no reason to doubt the veracity of
their evidence. On the other hand, both Mr & Mrs Sparks did
at times, give contradictory evidence about material issues.
Moreover, Mr Spark’s recollection of events was at times
wanting. Whilst not suggesting that they were being deliberately untruthful, in my view, the evidence of the Spencers was
the more reliable.
In relation to Mrs Mather’s evidence, there was really no
material conflict between her evidence and that of Mrs Spencer and I have no reason to doubt Mrs Mather’s evidence in
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any event. Her situation is to be resolved more from inferences derived from the facts as found.
Accordingly, on the evidence I am satisfied and find that the
Sparks’ were engaged by the respondent as a husband and wife
team to manage the Hotel. Furthermore, I find that it was a
condition of their employment that they reside on the Hotel
premises. This condition was unchanged from the outset of
their employment in or about July 1993. I am also satisfied on
the evidence that at various times prior to 19 May 1998, at
least Mrs Sparks indicated to the respondent a concern at the
respondent’s requirement to remain residing on the Hotel
premises, because of the effect on their daughters. I am far
from satisfied on the evidence that it was only for the first
time in or about mid to late April 1998, that the Sparks’ concerns in this regard were made known.
In terms of the events leading up to 19 May 1998, I accept
that on or about 10 April 1998 an informal meeting of a social
nature took place between Mr Sparks and Mr Spencer at which
Mr Sparks advised the respondent that both he and Mrs Sparks
were seeking “a bigger slice of the pie”. I also accept that Mr
Sparks indicated that should the respondent be disposed to
improving the Sparks’ terms and conditions of employment,
he undertook to remain employed by the respondent for a further period of two years. This does not derogate from the fact
that the respondent, as a consequence of the interest shown in
the purchase of the Hotel by Mr Sparks’ brother, sought to
secure the ongoing employment of Mr Sparks, a matter which
was common ground between the parties.
As to the respondent’s attempts in this regard, I am satisfied
that the respondent proposed to increase the applicant’s salary
to approximately $40,000 per annum and to provide a fully
maintained company car, on the proviso that the existing condition of employment that the Sparks’ live on the Hotel premises
remain. I pause to observe that at the time that this proposal
was discussed between the Sparks’ and the respondent, the
Sparks’ contracts of employment with the respondent were
unchanged. That is, the requirement for them to reside on the
Hotel premises continued to exist, as it had done from in or
about July 1993.
I accept on the evidence that immediately prior to the meeting on 19 May 1998, the Sparks’ decided against continuing
to live on the Hotel premises, because of concern for their
daughters. I also have no doubt that both Mr & Mrs Sparks
had it in mind that a consequence of their decision was that
they would no longer be employed managing the Hotel. This
in my opinion, puts the evidence that neither Mr nor Mrs Sparks
had other employment to go to at the time of the termination,
in context. I cannot accept on the evidence that the outcome of
the meeting of 19 May 1998 should have been, except perhaps
as to timing, other than expected by the Sparks’. Indeed the
evidence points entirely in that direction.
Likewise, I am satisfied on the evidence and find that the
Spencers had also formed the view prior to 19 May 1998, that
in the event that the Sparks’ elected to not accept the proposal,
that they would be placed in the position of having to manage
the Hotel themselves and the Sparks’ would leave their employment. I have no doubt however, as Mrs Sparks said in her
evidence, she was surprised by the suddenness of what occurred on 19 May, 1998. I accept that she thought that there
would be some time for them to work out notice and perhaps
assist in training a new manager for the Hotel.
As to the discussions on 19 May 1998, and their effect in
this matter, they are somewhat complicated by not what was
actually said by the parties but what was not said. That is, both
in relation to the Sparks’ applications and Mrs Mather’s application, it is necessary to draw inferences from events as they
unfolded. However, having said that, I am satisfied on the evidence and find that Mr Sparks did indeed respond to Mrs
Spencer at the outset of the meeting in terms that they, the
Spark’s, were not prepared to live in the Hotel and further said
“so that’s it then”. I pause to observe that as noted above, Mr
Sparks himself was unsure in cross-examination as to whether
he said these words or not, but could not deny that he may
have used them. I also accept the evidence adduced by Mr
Spencer, that the respondent was somewhat surprised by this
position, having expected that the terms of the revised employment package may have persuaded the Sparks’ to have
stayed on at the Hotel.
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Taking account of all of the surrounding circumstances in
this matter, including the uncontested evidence that the Sparks’
were at the time, looking to buy a house in the Collie area; that
the requirement to reside on the Hotel premises was and had
been an existing condition of employment since in or about
July 1993; with that condition being affirmed very clearly by
the respondent in its revised employment proposal; and expecting that given their decision that they would not remain
employed by the respondent, it is difficult to conclude otherwise that the Sparks’ would be effectively terminating their
own employment, by no longer wishing to be bound by a condition of their contracts of employment that they live on the
Hotel premises.
As to Mrs Mather’s claim, I accept on the evidence that
there was no specific link between her employment by the
respondent and the employment of the Sparks’ at the Hotel, save for the family relationship. There was certainly
nothing established on the evidence in my view, to the effect that there would be an automatic termination of Mrs
Mather’s employment on the termination of the employment of Mr or Mrs Sparks. I accept Mrs Mather’s evidence
that she may have had the opinion that in view of what
had occurred in relation to the Sparks’ on 19 May 1998,
that she may no longer be required by the respondent. That
is however a different matter to what actually happened
insofar as her contract of employment is concerned. Again,
to a large extent, as I have noted above, the circumstances
surrounding the termination of Mrs Mather’s employment,
is, somewhat regrettably, bedevilled by the fact that it is
not so much a matter as to what was said, but what was
not said as to the end result in all the circumstances.
Having regard to the circumstances arising as they did on
the afternoon of 19 May 1998, I prefer the construction of the
events as they unfolded in relation to Mrs Mather as submitted by the applicant’s counsel. That is, I accept on the evidence
and find that even in light of the fact that the Sparks’ employment had just come to an end, Mrs Mather telephoned Mrs
Spencer to indicate her preparedness to remain employed by
the respondent and it is in that context, that she used the words
“I will not leave you in the lurch”. In my opinion, these words
are entirely consistent with this intention. This is also consistent with Mrs Mather’s evidence that she expected that she
may no longer be wanted by the respondent. There was no
suggestion on her evidence that she had it in mind to resign
from her employment with the respondent. In my opinion, the
inference is clearly open that she was expressing her readiness
and willingness to remain employed with the respondent, despite the events earlier that day. The effect of Mrs Spencer’s
response, that the respondent did not consider that necessary,
was in my opinion, effectively a termination at the initiative
of the employer. I find accordingly.
Conclusions
Casual Employees
As noted, it was submitted by counsel for the respondent that both Mrs Sparks and Mrs Mather were casual
employees and therefore their claims were beyond the
Commission’s jurisdiction. To that extent, evidence was
adduced as to the working hours and rates of pay received
by both Mrs Sparks and Mrs Mather. Summaries of wages
earned for both Mrs Sparks and Mrs Mather were tendered
as exhibits R1 and R2 respectively. Whilst I accept on the
evidence that both Mrs Sparks and Mrs Mather were paid
as casual employees, the evidence also discloses that both
of them worked regularly throughout the course of their
employment from week to week and with, subject to some
variation, fairly regular hours of work, particularly in relation to Mrs Mather. The evidence also establishes and I
find, that both Mrs Sparks and Mrs Mather had an expectation of ongoing employment with the respondent and their
employment history, at least up to and including 19 May
1998, bore that out. Moreover and in any event, even if I
was to conclude that both Mrs Sparks and Mrs Mather were
casual employees in the true sense of the word, that does
not preclude, on the authorities, such a person being unfairly dismissed and even reinstated: Ryde-Eastwood
Leagues Club Ltd v Taylor (1994) 56 IR 385; Serco (Australia) Pty Ltd v Moreno (1996) 76 WAIG 937; Swan Yacht
Club (Inc) v Leanne Bramwell (1998) 78 WAIG 579.
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Were the Applicants Dismissed and if so was there
Unfairness?
It is trite to observe that the onus is on the applicants to
establish the jurisdictional facts upon which the Commission’s
jurisdiction depends. In proceedings such as these, that means
there is an onus on the applicants to establish they were dismissed: MTT v Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611.
Furthermore, as has often been said in this jurisdiction, termination of employment must be viewed in the context of the
practical sphere of employer and employee relations and the
relevant statutory provisions applied in a common sense fashion: Gibson v Bosmac (1995) 60 IR 1; Salvachandran v Peteron
Plastics (1995) 62 IR 371.
In my opinion, the practical realities insofar as the Sparks’
were concerned, was that they had made it clear to the respondent that they no longer wished to be bound by a condition
of their employment that had been on foot since in or about
July 1993. As I have noted above, they well understood the
possible consequences of their decision announced at the meeting on 19 May 1998. The reality of the situation is in my view,
they were clearly evincing an intention to no longer be bound
by the contracts of employment then on foot. Whilst counsel
for the applicant attempted to persuade me that this should
only be seen in the context of merely an offer to improve existing terms and conditions of employment, in my opinion, it
goes far deeper than that. It was clear on the evidence given
by the Sparks’, that they had decided not to remain residing
on the Hotel premises. Their decision was not motivated by a
refusal to accept the quantum of benefits offered by the respondent. It was a rejection of a condition of their existing
employment contracts. In my view, it is taking too narrow a
construction of the events to confine the conduct of the Sparks’
to merely responding to the Spencer’s offer.
Accordingly, and in all the circumstances, the applications
by the Sparks’ must fail as it has not been established, on the
balance of probabilities, that they were dismissed by the respondent.
Alternatively and in any event, even if it was established by
the Sparks’ that they were dismissed, I am far from convinced
the dismissals would be harsh, oppressive or unfair. It was
clear that the requirement that the Sparks’ live on the premises
was and had been a term of their contracts of employment
since they commenced. As I have found, the effect of their
decision was to evince an intention to no longer be bound by
this condition. There was certainly no doubt as to the respondent’s requirement in this regard, irrespective of whether the
Sparks’ agreed with it or not. Given the decision of the Sparks’,
it is difficult to see what other course the respondent could
take, unless they changed their minds as to their requirements.
In relation to Mrs Mather’s application I have already found
her termination was at the respondent’s initiative. There was
nothing to suggest that her dismissal was in any way connected
to any deficiency in her conduct or performance, nor was there
any suggestion that the dismissal was related to the operational requirements of the respondent. She was simply
dismissed as a consequence of the Sparks’ no longer being
employed by the respondent. In my view, for these reasons,
Mrs Mather’s dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair. She
did not receive a fair go all round.
Remedy
I now turn to the issue of remedy in relation to Mrs Mather’s
application. By the terms of her particulars of claim, Mrs
Mather has not sought reinstatement. Notwithstanding that, it
must be recognised that the discretion to reinstate or re-employ, in the face of a finding of unfairness, is a matter for the
Commission to determine pursuant to s 23A of the Act. However, having regard to Mrs Mather’s claim and all of the
circumstances of this case, in particular how she came to be
employed by the respondent and the fact that the Sparks’ are
no longer employed by it, I am of the view that reinstatement
or re-employment of Mrs Mather would be impracticable in
this case.
I turn now to the question of compensation as an alternative
to reinstatement or re-employment. Section 23A(1)(ba) of the
Act empowers the Commission to order an employer to pay
compensation to a claimant for loss or injury caused by the
dismissal. I recently considered this matter in Frank Scott v
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Consolidated Paper Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG
601. I need not repeat what I said in Scott, and I apply the
principles therein discussed. As I noted in Scott, a relevant
consideration to the assessment by the Commission of compensation, is the prospect of an ongoing employment
relationship, either at the initiative of the employee or the
employer. In the circumstances of this matter, given that Mrs
Mather was engaged by Mr Sparks to work at the Hotel, I
consider it unlikely that had the respondent not dismissed Mrs
Mather, that her employment would have continued much
longer at her initiative. Clearly her employment, although contractually independent, arose out of the employment of her
family members in the Hotel. In my view, it is almost inescapable to conclude that, particularly given the circumstances
under which the Sparks’ employment came to an end, that Mrs
Mather would have elected to not have remained employed
for much longer. Having regard to all the circumstances, I consider a reasonable period for these purposes to be no longer
than two months and I propose to use this estimate for the
purpose of assessing compensation. Taking the earnings of Mrs
Mather, indicated in exhibit R2, most recently being a regular
amount of $145.08 per week, this leads to an amount earned
of approximately $1,160.00 in this period. In my opinion having regard to the fact that the assessment of compensation is
not an exact science, the sum of $1,100.00 would be fair and
reasonable compensation for the unfair dismissal, having regard to the terms of s 26 of the Act.
Minutes of proposed order giving effect to these reasons for
decision now issues.
APPEARANCES: Mr Maughan of counsel appeared on
behalf of the applicant.
Mr Marsh of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Russel Sparks, Donna Sparks & Noeline Mather
and
Victoria Hotel (WA) Pty Ltd.
No. 1004, 1005 & 1006 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
7 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Maughan of counsel on behalf of the applicants and Mr Marsh of counsel on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
(1) ORDERS that application no.’s 1004 and 1005 of
1998 be and are hereby dismissed.
(2) DECLARES that the applicant in application no.
1006 of 1998 was harshly, oppressively and unfairly
dismissed from her employment by the respondent
on or about 19 May 1998.
(3) DECLARES that reinstatement or re-employment of
the applicant in application no. 1006 of 1998 is impracticable.
(4) ORDERS the respondent to pay to the applicant in
application no. 1006 of 1998 the sum of $1,100.00
less any amount payable to the Commissioner of
Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act
1936 and actually paid.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

SECTION 29(1)(b)—Notation of—
APPLICANT

RESPONDENT

NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

Atherton J

166/1999

Beech AR

Discontinued

Baginski GJ

Westwall Holdings Pty Ltd T/as
Perth Ice & Liquor Markets
Jet-Cut Pty Ltd

2218/1998

Cawley SA

Baines D

Network Associated Australia Pty Ltd

263/1999

Scott PE

Barr G
Barrowcliff JS
Beckett R
Bevan D

John Holland Construction and Engineering Pty Ltd
Venice Pizza Bar
Boncray Pty Ltd T/as NQ Australia Rentals
John Anthony Gentili T/as J.A.Z. Painting services

2265/1998
1/1999
2111/1998
95/1999

Beech AR
Beech AR
Beech AR
Cawley SA

Bignell C
Blakey MK
Blakey MK
Blatter A
Brand KM
Bridgland KL
Bronson G
Bunn MP

Young’ WA Pty Ltd
Daniel Heymans t/a Billabong Fine Foods
Daniel Heymans T/as Billabong Fine Foods
Jackson McDonald
Mrs Marg Harris T/as JT’s Hairdressing Salons
Warnbro Medical Clinic
Lyndon’s Fine Gem Jewellers
Dennis Burgess Keyline Industries

1691/1998
1676/1998
1676/1998
1368/1998
39/1999
2071/1998
2145/1998
99/1999

Fielding GL
Parks CB
Parks CB
Beech AR
Beech AR
Beech AR
Beech AR
Gregor JF

Burns ELM

2116/1998

Cawley SA

Byatt TJ
Cadd GB
Calderwood HG
Carey H
Carey H
Casey M
Christie B

Sheo Pty Ltd T/as Safari Nightclub and
Boyton Holdings Pty Ltd T/as Club V8
Goswell Investments Pty Ltd
Voicenet (Aust) Pty Ltd
Beacon Co-Operative Pty Ltd
New Image Dental Centre
New Image Dental Centre
Anglican Homes T/as Moline House
BSP Plumbing Products (Building & Safety Products)

Discontinued
for want of
Prosecution
Withdrawn by
Leave
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
by Leave
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed for
want of
Prosecution
Discontinued

2121/1998
1442/1998
83/1999
72/1999
72/1999
1529/1998
118/1999

Beech AR
Scott PE
Gregor JF
Parks CB
Parks CB
Beech AR
Gregor JF

Clark M
Cockroft J
Cole ST

Microfusion Pty Ltd
Café Verde
J & M Smash Repairs

1635/1998
1910/1998
2000/1998

Beech AR
Beech AR
Beech AR

Discontinued
Dismissed
Consent Order
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed for
want of
Jurisdiction
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
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APPLICANT

RESPONDENT

NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

Coleman P

Yelbeni Shearing Contractors

2169/1998

Gregor JF

Conomy NA
Crago A

Araluen Country Club
Rural Traders Company

2278/1998
117/1999

Fielding GL
Gregor JF

Crews CR

Peter Angeleski – C/- TBS Man & Woman

1772/1998

Kenner SJ

Dalby SL
Davies SL
Decatania A
Downs TJ
Doyle KJ

Mitchell Fuel
Griffen Resources Pty Ltd
Cooks Construction
Transfield Maintenance
Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd

42/1999
1938/1998
1446/1998
2022/1998
2065/1998

Kenner SJ
Gregor JF
Gregor JF
Beech AR
Cawley SA

Drummond V
Dunn TM
Eggleston SV

Anfield
Accent on Homes Pty Ltd
Airlite Cleaning Pty Ltd

1720/1998
2239/1998
129/1999

Kenner SJ
Scott PE
Scott PE

Etienne E
Evans P

Miller Management Services
Perth Door Services

2270/1998
55/1999

Kenner SJ
Cawley SA

Forbes GM
Forsyth NW
Forsyth NW
Gadaleto AA
Gadeleto AA
Gant KM
Gill NJ

Applecross Nursing Home & Other
Westshore Group t/a Surf Club Fish Café
Westshore Group T/as Surf Club Fish Café
Ausmarine Fisheries Pty Ltd
Ausmarine Fisheries Pty Ltd
Dianella Seafresh
Traffic Control Service

2283/1998
2183/1998
2183/1998
43/1999
43/1999
71/1999
195/1999

Gregor JF
Parks CB
Parks CB
Parks CB
Parks CB
Kenner SJ
Cawley SA

Glew MB

Apposite Holdings Pty Ltd T/as Westralian Flora
Exports
Anglican Schools Commission Incorporated
T/as St Mark’s Anglican Community School
Rowe and Jarman Pty Ltd
Bartay Distributors
Kalgoorlie Assay Laboratories
(Leonora Laverton Assay Lab)

1692/1998

Beech AR

Discontinued
for want of
Prosecution
Discontinued
Discontinued
for want of
Prosecution
Dismissed for
want of
Prosecution
Discontinued
Consent Order
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
by Leave
Discontinued
Dismissed
Withdrawn by
Leave
Discontinued
Discontinued
by Leave
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed for
want of
Prosecution
Dismissed

2229/1998

Scott PE

Dismissed

75/1999
58/1999
36/1999

Gregor JF
Cawley SA
Gregor JF

Harman G
Harman M
Hartman RJ
`
Hebblewhite JA
Hill AE
Ilford DT

Genesis Engineering Consultants Pty Ltd
Absolute Balustrade Systems
CSBP Pty Ltd

2171/1998
1770/1998
147/1999

Scott PE
Beech AR
Beech AR

Chantry Haulage Pty Ltd
Eddystone Avenue Child Care Centre
Alu Glass

2158/1998
2175/1998
1586/1998

Parks CB
Scott PE
Kenner SJ

Jackson M
Johnson D

Energy World
P & O Maritime Services Pty Ltd
T/as Australian Offshore Services
Dyno Nobel Asia Pacific Ltd
In-Touch Enterprise Australia P/L

203/1999
960/1998

Kenner SJ
Gregor JF

Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed for
want of
Jurisdiction
Dismissed
Discontinued
Withdrawn by
Leave
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed for
want of
Prosecution
Discontinued
Dismissed

1992/1998
2061/1998

Fielding GL
Scott PE

1813/1998
1933/1998

Kenner SJ
Gregor JF

Lawton SD

Goldfields Land Council Aboriginal Corporation
Garnet Par Pty Ltd T/as Tom’s Tyres &
Brakes Armadale
Dr. Eugene D Clark and Belinda Munday

236/1999

Scott PE

Lawton SD

Dr Eugene D Clark and Belinda Munday

236/1999

Scott PE

Leech C
Lemon CH
Limoncella D
Limoncella L
Luciani M
Malatynski LA

23/1999
2148/1998
1560/1998
1559/1998
107/1999
1799/1998

Cawley SA
Kenner SJ
Gregor JF
Gregor JF
Fielding GL
Beech AR

Maranta F

Hamersley Iron Pty Limited
Blackadder Scaffolding Services (Aust) Pty Ltd
Casa Del Dolce (WA) Pty Ltd (CAN 080634 162)
Casa Del Dolce (WA) Pty Ltd (CAN 080634 162)
Culture Cut
Shirley Bennell, Director, South West
Aboriginal Medical Service
Elenora Moriaty T/as Topaz Promotions

250/1999

Beech AR

McClelland R

Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd

2107/1998

Fielding GL

McCoullough G

Albany Nominees Pty Ltd AFT AP Mitchell Family
Trust (ACN 008 816 813)
Gray Eisdell Timms (WA) Pty Ltd
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls
Tara Homes

1884/1998

Cawley SA

Withdrawn by
Leave
Dismissed for
want of
Prosecution
Discontinued

1449/1998
2228/1998
628/1995

Scott PE
Beech AR
Cawley SA

Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued

Goyder MA
Guthrie AI
Hamani J
Hambrook K

Kramer M
Kretschmer D
Kyriacou A
Langmead BD

McIlroy RJ
McLeod EJ
Melhuish GD

Discontinued
Dismissed for
want of
prosecution
Dismissed
Consent Order
Withdrawn by
Leave
Withdrawn by
Leave
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
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APPLICANT

RESPONDENT

NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

Mizen N

AE Symes T/as Britone Aluminium &
Glazing Services
Goncalves JDS
Daniel Heymans t/a Billabong Fine Foods
Daniel Heymans T/as Billabong Fine Foods
Bunbury Exacavations Pty Ltd
Metro Motors Morley
BBC Hardware Limited
Tony Corea The Marble Man
Slingair
The Vineyard People
The Vineyard People
A.D.T Security
Staff Parks Management Pty Ltd
Staff Parks Management Pty Ltd
Cystic Fibrosis Association of WA Inc
Salvation Army Family Stores
Miami Holding Pty Ltd T/as Just Hire and Sales

2232/1998

Beech AR

Discontinued

2134/1998
1675/1998
1675/1998
6/1999
17/1999
2066/1998
2153/1998
287/1998
229/1999
228/1999
1701/1998
1993/1998
1992/1998
2141/1998
1219/1998
2144/1998

Cawley SA
Parks CB
Parks CB
Kenner SJ
Kenner SJ
Beech AR
Scott PE
Gregor JF
Kenner SJ
Kenner SJ
Cawley SA
Scott PE
Scott PE
Beech AR
Kenner SJ
Scott PE

1780/1998
2084/1998
122/1999
576/98
1377/1998
1761/1998
2025/1998
1845/1998
2123/1998
85/1999
101/1999

Scott PE
Scott PE
Gregor JF
Kenner SJ
Fielding GL
Parks CB
Beech AR
Kenner SJ
Fielding GL
Scott PE
Scott PE

2072/1998

Scott PE

Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed for
want of
Prosecution
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Withdrawn by
Leave
Withdrawn by
Leave
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued

Monteith L
Nairn EV
Nairn EV
Ninyette GE
Notte A
Ottley PRC
Pettet T
Phillips RG
Pietrariu C
Pietrariu D
Pitt MW
Poldisch H
Poldisch H
Porter MY
Roe M
Rogers AJ

Rose DG
Lube Over Australia
Roth S
Westralian Carnations Flowers Production
Ruka W
Nu-Way Motors
Russell DW
NEC Australia
Russell RM
Z Construction & Others
Saburi M
Sushi K
Sandford JA
G & G Steelworks
Scutt R
Cancer Support Association
Shave J
Indigo Net Café and Lodge
Smoor L
Lucky’s Café and Lunch Bar Coolbellup
State School Teacher’s Minister for Education
Union of WA
Stewart
Perenjori Sports Club Inc
Stoeckel KP
Stoner BJ
Sullivan DA
Sullivan DA
Sword C
Thomas SD
Thorne PW
Thorpe AJ
Tolentino RA
Vanderplancke A
Veltman PC
Vickers T
Walker J
Waugh IR

The Vineyard People
227/1999
Armourglass Ltd
593/1998
City of Stirling
269/1999
City of Stirling
269/1999
Shire of Victoria Plains
1220/1998
Skydream Ent Pty Ltd and Seacross Nominees Pty Ltd 2089/98
Subiaco Football Club Inc
1903/1998
Mel Sparta
1989/1998
Skeetas Garden Restaurant
1727/1998
Southmark Solutions Pty Ltd
2235/1998
Alan Neal, Managing Director Big Gun Trucks
2277/1998
ALH Group Pty Ltd
1839/1998
Health Minders Ltd
1919/1998
Jackson McDonald Services Pty Ltd
2285/1998

CONFERENCES—
Matters arising out of—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent School Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
Roman Catholic Bishop of Bunbury and St Anne’s School.
No. C 57 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 44 of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979, filed on the 24th day of
February 1999; and
WHEREAS on the 5th and 8th days of March 1999 the
Commission convened conferences for the purpose of conciliating between the parties; and

Kenner SJ
Scott PE
Gregor JF
Gregor JF
Scott PE
Kenner SJ
Fielding GL
Kenner SJ
Scott PE
Cawley SA
Parks CB
Scott PE
Beech AR
Beech AR

WHEREAS at the conferences, the Commission was informed that warnings had been issued to Mrs D Robins in
letters dated 19th and 23rd days of February 1999, each such
warning following her failure to comply with a request/direction by her employer which request/direction required Mrs
Robins to change her hours of work and to attend certain meetings; and
WHEREAS the parties are in dispute as to their respective
rights in this regard; and
WHEREAS the warning of the 23rd day of February 1999
states that—
“Failure to respond to this directive or failure to comply
with the directive to attend for work on alternate Mondays 3.30 to 4.30pm without a credible reason will be
regarded as refusal to obey a lawful directive and will
result in your contract of employment being reviewed and
this may result in your dismissal from St Anne’s ,
Harvey.”; and
WHEREAS during the course of the conference on the 8th
day of March 1999 having considered the matter I concluded
that in order to prevent the deterioration of industrial relations
between the parties, that it was necessary that the warnings
issued to Mrs Robins be lifted until the dispute between the
parties is resolved by conciliation or arbitration;
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NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under Section 44(6)(ba) of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders that—
1. The warnings contained in letters to Mrs D Robins
dated the 19th and 23rd days of February 1999 shall
be lifted pending conciliation between the parties or
arbitration of the issue of Mrs D Robins’ hours of
work and attendance at staff meetings; and
2. The Applicant or the Respondents may, on the
giving of 24 hours notice to the other, apply to the
Commission to vary, revoke or otherwise set aside
the terms of this order.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent School Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
Roman Catholic Bishop of Bunbury and St Anne’s School.
No. C 57 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 44 of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979, filed on the 24th day of
February 1999; and
WHEREAS on the 5th, 8th and 12th days of March 1999 the
Commission convened conferences for the purpose of conciliating between the parties; and
WHEREAS at the conference on the 8th day of March 1999,
the Commission advised that it would issue orders in the
following terms—
1. The warnings contained in letters to Mrs D Robins
dated the 19th and 23rd days of February 1999 shall
be lifted pending conciliation between the parties or
arbitration of the issue of Mrs D Robins’ hours of
work and attendance at staff meetings; and
2. The Applicant or the Respondents may, on the
giving of 24 hours notice to the other, apply to the
Commission to vary, revoke or otherwise set aside
the terms of this order.
WHEREAS on the 12th day of March 1999 the Commission
convened a hearing to enable the parties to speak to the
Minutes; and
WHEREAS immediately following that hearing the Order
issued; and
WHEREAS on the 12th day of March 1999 the Commission
convened a further conference for the purpose of conciliating
between the parties; and
WHEREAS at that conference the parties reached agreement in relation to the matters in dispute and accordingly the
order issued on the 12th day of March 1999 is to be rescinded;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders that—
The order issued on the 12th day of March 1999 be and
is hereby rescinded.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent School Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
Roman Catholic Bishop of Bunbury and St Anne’s School.
No. C 57 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
25 March 1999.
Memorandum of Agreement.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 44 of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979, filed on the 24th day of February 1999; and
WHEREAS on the 5th, 8th and 12th days of March 1999 the
Commission convened conferences for the purpose of conciliating between the parties; and
WHEREAS at the conference on the 12th day of March 1999,
arising out of discussions between the parties, and with good
will on both sides, in resolution of the dispute between them
it was agreed that—
1. Mrs Robins’ working hours will remain 8.00am to
4.00pm, Monday to Friday; and
2. Mrs Robins will attend regular fortnightly staff meetings to 4.30pm and the extra half hour will be paid
as overtime; and
3. The two formal warnings issued to Mrs Robins are
withdrawn.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division
WA Branch
and
Cunderdin Hotel.
No. C 371 of 1998.
12 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 15 December 1999 the application cited herein
was filed in the Commission alleging unfair dismissal; and
WHEREAS on 20 January 1999 a conference was held pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the
Act);
AND WHEREAS at the aforementioned conference, the
parties settled the dispute between them on terms agreed to be
in full and final settlement of matters arising out of, or likely
to arise out of, the employment relationship of the parties;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the power
conferred on it under the Act, and by consent, hereby orders—
THAT the Cunderdin Hotel pay John Watts and Robyne
Watts, jointly—
(a) the sum of $900.00, the agreed net wage; and
(b) the sum of $630.00, the agreed superannuation entitlement; and
THAT the Cunderdin Hotel forward payment of the
aforestated sums to The Australian Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division WA Branch within 14 days from the date of
this Order; and
THAT upon compliance with the foregoing orders by the
Cunderdin Hotel, application C 371 of 1998 be and is
hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hon. Attorney General
and
Western Australian Prison Officer’s Union of Workers.
No. C264 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
12 March 1999.
Direction.
WHEREAS on 23 October 1998 the Commission issued a
Direction (the Direction) which caused the Attorney General
to roster officers at Canning Vale Prison over a yearly cycle to
do seven shifts which would enable an officer to meet his obligations over a 12 monthly period. This was to occur over a
trial period of four months from the date of Direction; and
WHEREAS the said Direction expired on 22 February 1999;
and
WHEREAS the Commission convened a conference on its
own motion on 3 March 1999 to receive a report from the
parties and to ascertain their requirements concerning call out
procedures to be used for Canning Vale Prison; and
WHEREAS the parties have requested that the Commission
extend the operation of the Direction until 30 June 1999 provided further that the Commission has decided that the liberty
contained in Direction 6 of the Direction shall be amended so
that it is exercisable by either of the parties on 48 hours notice;
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 the Commission hereby directs—
1. THAT the Direction No. C 264 of 1998 made on 23
October 1998 be and is hereby extended until 30 June
1999;
2. THAT the liberty provided in Direction 6 of the Direction issued on 23 October 1998 should be
exercisable by either party on 48 hours notice.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—
Matters referred—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian
Branch and Others
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. CR257 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
20 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
ON 25 August 1998 the Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch (the ARU) sought a conference in
the Commission because of concerns it had with the Westrail
Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and Procedure (the Policy).
The Policy was introduced by Westrail on 1 July 1998, although certain procedures within the Policy were deferred until
1 December 1998, and indeed, the introduction of random testing was not introduced even as at that date, but is intended to
be introduced in the not too distant future. The Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal,
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Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch and The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch, joined with
the ARU in support of the ARU’s objections.
With the assistance of the Commission, a number of conferences and meetings were held between the parties. Some
progress in resolving outstanding matters was made. However, a number of issues remained unresolved and the
Commission referred for hearing and determination some seventeen specific claims made by the unions.
Alcohol and other drug policies are being introduced across
industry with greater frequency. Indeed, the Commission in
Court Session was asked by one employer who operates a mine
and a railway in the north-west of the State to decide whether
the Policy it sought to introduce was fair and reasonable (BHP
Iron Ore Pty Ltd and Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia –
Western Australian Branch (1998) 78 WAIG 2593 (the BHP
case)). In that matter, the Commission was asked to consider
the programme proposed to be introduced by BHP as a whole
and consider its reasonableness on that basis. On this occasion, the Commission is not being asked to consider the Policy
on the same basis. Rather, the Commission is being asked by
a number of the unions with members employed at Westrail to
effectively amend certain aspects of the Policy. The onus is
upon the applicants to show that the circumstances warrant
the intervention of the Commission.
The Commission was informed that any order which issues
from this application will directly affect between 600 and 700
of Westrail’s 1600 employees.
Drug and alcohol versus performance testing
This issue forms the basis of the unions’ first claim. There is
agreement between the parties about the need for a programme
to ensure that, so far as possible, all employees at Westrail can
work in an environment that is safe and where employees do
not work when they are adversely affected by alcohol or drugs.
The unions also recognise that Westrail needs to anticipate the
imminent proclamation of the Rail Safety Act, 1998. Section
31 of that Act provides in subsection (2)—
“A railway employee must not carry out railway safety
work –
(a) while there is present in his or her blood, alcohol of,
or greater than, the concentration prescribed; or
(b) while affected by a drug in a way which could detrimentally affect the person’s ability to perform that
work.
Penalty: $5,000.00.”
The essential difference between the parties concerns the
testing of employees for drugs as distinct from testing whether
an employee is affected by a drug in a way which could detrimentally affect the person’s ability to perform that work..
The unions believe that the Policy should test for impairment rather than testing for drugs. The unions correctly point
out that testing an employee’s urine to detect the presence of
drugs is not the same as testing an employee to see whether
that person is detrimentally affected in the employee’s ability
to perform his or her work. They point out that while it is
accepted that a blood alcohol concentration of a certain level
is conclusive of that person’s impairment to drive a motor vehicle, there is no equivalent level of drug concentration which
indicates a level of impairment in the performance of work.
Further, it can take weeks for the level of some drugs to fall in
the body and there is no evidence that a person would be detrimentally affected in the performance of their work over that
time. The unions argue that impairment is not referred to at all
in the Policy. Indeed, it was conceded by Mr Weaire, the Manager Quality and Standards, who was instrumental in the
development of the Policy, that Westrail did not consider any
detrimental effect arising from the presence of drugs in a person’s urine. Rather, Westrail looked for a standard which would
merely give a positive or negative indication for the presence
of drugs in a person’s system.
To be fair, Westrail recognises the validity of the argument.
However, Westrail argues that it is reasonable to conclude that
an employee who has a detectable level of a drug in his or her
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urine is “more than likely” to be impaired. Given the statutory
obligations on Westrail, and its general duty of care to ensure
a safe working environment, Westrail argues that the only practical method of meeting its obligations is to test for the presence
of drugs.
The issue is, undoubtedly, controversial. Although some of
the drugs for which testing will be carried out are illegal substances, it is not Westrail’s role to operate as a law enforcement
agency nor as the social conscience of the community. Its obligations in introducing the Policy arise by virtue of its
operation of a rail network carrying freight and the fare paying public, and in its capacity as an employer. Its interest,
therefore, is not in the detection of drug use per se, but rather
in ensuring the safe operation of the rail network, the provision of a safe working environment and the observation of its
statutory duty to ensure that rail safety work is not carried out
by a person who is affected by a drug in a way which could
detrimentally affect the person’s ability to perform that work.
The issue was also considered in detail by the Commission
in the BHP case where the Commission concluded—
It is trite to say that the Company has a duty to ensure, so
far as is reasonably possible, that it maintains a safe working environment. Essentially the extent and manner to
which drugs are likely to cause action and reaction in those
who ingest the drugs is a pharmacological question as,
indeed, Associate Professor Allsop acknowledged. We
think it would be unwise to dismiss the evidence of Associate Professor Christie as being unreliable or to otherwise
ignore it in these circumstances. Having regard to the
opinion expressed by him, we consider it reasonable for
the Company to take steps to put in place a scheme designed to detect, so far as is possible, the level of
consumption of drugs by employees and to implement
procedures designed to deter the use of drugs in the
workplace. Not only is the presence of drugs in the
workplace prohibited by law, but credible evidence before the Commission suggests that the use of certain drugs
has the potential to impact on safety in the workplace. As
Associate Professor Christie testified, the “urine analysis
tests for cannabis and other drugs in place under the
BHPIO Programme detect the use of drugs that are both
prevalent in the Australian community and have a high
likelihood to produce impairment”.
(supra at p.2595)
Those conclusions are applicable in this case.
Westrail called evidence from Dr John Lewis who is a toxicologist and head of the toxicology unit of the Pacific
Laboratory Medicine Services in Sydney. He is also chairman
of the Australian Standard Committee which set the Australian standard for medico-legal drugs of abuse testing. Dr Lewis
has been involved for more than twenty years in drug toxicology and human toxicology. Whilst making clear that his
expertise did not cover whether the presence of drugs is an
indicator of impairment, he made it plain that the presence of
drugs in a person’s urine may, or may not, mean that the person is adversely affected by that drug. His evidence leads to
the conclusion that there can be little doubt that a positive
result from a test for drugs in a person’s urine is not a reliable
indicator of whether that person’s ability to perform his or her
work has been detrimentally affected. Therefore, the Commission should be slow to regard the testing of employees for
the presence of drugs as fair when the obligation on the employer is ultimately not to detect the presence of drugs, but
rather to assess whether an employee is detrimentally affected
by a drug in the employee’s ability to perform work.
However, it cannot be said, on this occasion, that the Commission has before it evidence of a satisfactory alternative to
testing for the presence of drugs. The unions tendered to the
Commission documentary information concerning an alternative assessment system which tests hand-eye co-ordination
(ARU 4). However, it goes too far to suggest that the unions,
merely by tendering that information, have provided evidence
before the Commission which could allow it to conclude that
it is an appropriate and effective alternative. Similar information was placed before the Commission in Court Session in
the BHP case. As noted by the Commission in that matter, the
expert evidence suggests that, as yet, there is no reliable test
for detecting drug related impairment. Although some tests
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have been developed, and may show promise, they are in their
infancy and have limited value at present (as referred to above
at 78 WAIG 2595). There can be little doubt that the future
development of a reliable test for detecting drug related impairment may well provide the basis for replacing testing for
the presence of drugs within urine as a means of meeting the
employer’s common law and statutory obligations. However
the evidence before the Commission on this occasion simply
does not permit such a conclusion. Accordingly, the Commission is not able to uphold the unions’ primary and fundamental
objection to the Policy. It is certainly debatable whether an
individual employee who returns a positive result when tested
for drugs is, in fact, impaired in the performance of his or her
work. However, there is not the evidence before the Commission on this occasion to resolve that debate.
The Commission turns to consider the balance of the unions’ claims. In doing so, it is as well to observe that, although
the unions complained about the lack of consultation between
them and Westrail before the introduction of the Policy, the
conferences and meetings which have subsequently occurred
at the instigation of the Commission have considerably redressed that position. It is certainly the case that Westrail, in
contrast to BHP, did not consult its employees and their unions widely prior to the formulation of the Policy. Given the
common purpose to be achieved between an employer and its
employees, that is regrettable. However, negotiations have
subsequently occurred before the actual operation of the Policy.
Furthermore, those negotiations did result in some modifications to the Policy, which is tangible evidence of the benefits
of consultation prior to the introduction of a policy such as
this one. It should be appreciated by the parties that the Commission in Court Session in the BHP case regarded as a
fundamental feature of BHP’s drug and alcohol programme
that it had been developed after extensive consultation between
the company and the unions and had the support of a majority
of the workforce. A drug and alcohol policy which does not
have such a feature might not be regarded as fair. In this case
therefore, the Commission would have been likely to have
stayed the operation of the Policy had it been asked to, in the
absence of consultation prior to its operation.
Random testing
This issue is the second of the unions’ claims. The Policy
proposes a method of random testing which does not select
employees randomly, but rather selects work locations randomly. All employees at the work location so selected will be
tested. However, Westrail has not yet finalised the detail of
the method of random selection. It agrees with the unions that
any procedure selected should be such that it minimises the
risk of subjective selection of employees and further agrees
with the unions that it will not introduce random test selection
until the method of random selection chosen by Westrail has
been discussed with the unions or, in the absence of any agreement between the parties, arbitrated by the Commission. For
that reason, the Commission will include in any order to issue
in this matter, a liberty to apply, so that this issue may be returned to the Commission promptly if necessary.
Other matters
Some of the remaining matters were agreed between the
parties during the course of the hearing of the matter and have
been included for the record. For the convenience of the parties, in what is to follow reference is made to the number given
to the claim of the unions in the Memorandum of Matters
Referred for Hearing and Determination.
Claim 3
The parties are agreed that the third dot point of paragraph
5.5 of the Policy should read—
“It is the responsibility of each employee who may have
a concern about working with another person due to that
person being above the minimum levels of alcohol and
other drugs, to report that concern to the employee’s supervisor.”
The agreement incorporates an understanding that the employee will fill out a form to be provided by Westrail which
will identify the employee, the person about whom there is the
concern and reason for that concern. One copy of that form
will be retained by the employee, one will be retained by the
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manager/supervisor and a third copy will be given to the person concerned. This agreement meets the concerns of the unions
to minimise any subsequent accusations that the report has
been made to the supervisor for reasons other than a genuine
belief that the person may be above the minimum levels of
alcohol and other drugs.
Claim 4
The unions’ claim the fourth dot point of paragraph 5.5 of
the Policy should read—
“It is the responsibility of each employee so identified to
undertake an alcohol and drug screening test. The person
identifying the suspected person is also to undertake an
alcohol and drug screening test.”
The first sentence is agreed to by Westrail. The second sentence is not. The unions’ concern is to ensure that where an
employee who is suspected by a fellow employee of being
above the minimum levels of alcohol or drugs, and the fellow
employee reports his or her suspicion, the fellow employee
should also be required to undertake an alcohol or drug screening test in order to address any concerns that the fellow
employee may be acting out of some malice towards the first
employee. However, the unions’ concerns to ensure that the
system operates in a demonstrably fair manner is accommodated by the agreement reached between the parties in relation
to Claim 3 that the fellow employee will be required to complete a form setting out the reasons why the fellow employee
has informed Westrail of his or her suspicions. That form is
then available in the event that the suspected employee accuses the fellow employee of acting out of malice towards
him. The claim in the second sentence is, therefore, not made
out.
Claim 5
The eighth dot point of paragraph 6.1 Managers and Supervisors reads as follows—
“Should an employee refuse to comply with the manager/
supervisor’s request for an alcohol and/or drug test, the
manager/supervisor must inform the employee of the possible consequences resulting from that refusal.”
The unions claim is to alter the wording to provide for the
employee to be informed by the manager/supervisor of the
possible consequences of refusal when the employee is requested by anyone, not just the manager/supervisor, to take an
alcohol and/or drug test. The proposed change expresses the
unions’ concerns that, in order for the operation of the Policy
to be seen to be above reproach, it should not be the manager/
supervisor who requests an employee to undertake an alcohol
and/or drug test because the employee may believe the manager/supervisor is not impartial towards the employee.
Similarly, where the employee concerned is suspected by others of being above the set levels, a manager/supervisor should
not have a discretion whether or not to send an employee for
an alcohol/drug test because there may be a perception of favouritism towards the employee if the manager/supervisor does
not require the employee to be tested.
However, it is important for both the practical and sensible
operation of the employment relationship, as well as for the
operation of the Policy, that the employee’s manager/supervisor be the person with the authority to request an employee to
leave work to attend a screening test. If the employee is to be
absent then the manager/supervisor is then in the position of
knowing the whereabouts of the employee, the likely length
of time of the absence and, where necessary, can ensure coverage of the employee’s work during that employee’s absence.
Therefore, a discretion should remain with the manager/supervisor and claim 5 is not made out.
Claim 6
It is already an agreed part of the Policy that it is the responsibility of each employee taking prescribed or over-the-counter
drugs which may interfere with his or her capacity to work
safely and effectively to inform his or her supervisor in order
that appropriate arrangements can be made (paragraph 5.5).
In paragraph 6.1, in the final provision of that paragraph, the
Policy imposes an obligation on a manager/supervisor to obtain medical advice to determine an employee’s ability to work
safely where that employee brings to the manager/supervisor’s
attention the employee’s opinion that his or her ability to work
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may be adversely affected as a result of taking prescribed or
legally obtained drugs. The Policy further provides that, where
an employee is not able to work safely in those circumstances,
the employee is to be sent home on sick leave with transportation arranged by the manager/supervisor. The unions’ claim is
that the clause should be amended to include a situation where
an employee voluntarily brings to the attention of a manager
or supervisor that the employee’s ability to work may be adversely affected as a result of taking any drugs, not just
prescribed or legally obtained drugs.
There is no doubt that the use of prescription or over-thecounter drugs may impair an employee’s ability to perform
work safely or efficiently. Further, employees, in common with
the rest of the population, may commonly turn to such drugs
to counter the effects of common colds, headaches and aches
and pains, as well as other medical conditions. If an employee
is taking prescription or over-the-counter medicines to treat
an illness or injury, it is logical to allow the employee to utilise available sick leave if those medicines mean the employee
is not able to work safely. It is somewhat more difficult to see
the fairness of providing for sick leave to be available if the
employee has taken a drug, or alcohol for that matter, which is
not related to illness or injury and which has adversely affected the employee’s ability to work safely. It is the
responsibility of employees not to voluntarily render themselves unable to work safely. Whether an individual employee
may nevertheless be entitled to utilise available sick leave depends upon the wording of the employee’s entitlement in the
relevant award, or of the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act, whichever is applicable. I am therefore not prepared to
grant the unions’ claim.
Claim 7
The unions claim that an employee should be required to
undertake an alcohol and/or drug test when requested to by
any other person. This claim is answered by reference to the
Commission’s earlier determination in Claim 5 that, for the
proper and effective operation of the rail network and the employer/employee relationship, it should be the manager/
supervisor who requires the employee to undertake the alcohol and/or drug test. That is not the same as saying that it is the
manager/supervisor who selects the employee. However, the
movement of employees, their absence from the workplace
and the effect of that absence on the work which would otherwise have been performed by the employee are matters which
are appropriately controlled by the manager/supervisor. In this
regard, the ability of an authorised collector (who is the person who, under the Policy, actually performs the test) to require
the employee to undertake a test must be conditional upon the
authorised collector acting within the knowledge of the manager/supervisor, as well as within the delegated authority of
that manager/supervisor. Indeed, it may be that the only situation where the authorised collector requires an employee to
undergo a test is during the course of testing following random selection where, on Westrail’s initial proposal, an entire
site is randomly selected. The claim is not made out.
Claim 8
The unions claim that the third dot point of paragraph 6.3
should read—
“An employee must not hand over duties to another employee if it is suspected that the other employee is in excess
of the minimum limits set by the policy. The employee
must immediately notify the manager/supervisor.”
is agreed given that the form to be completed by the employee referred to in Claim 3 applies to this situation.
Claim 9
This claim concerns the unions’ objections to the inclusion
of alcohol and other drug testing as part of routine medical
examinations. Westrail’s Medical Examinations Policy (ARU
5) provides for medical examinations to be carried out where—
1. a person is being recruited into the organisation;
2. an employee changes his or her position and the new
position requires the employee to meet specific medical standards;
3. an employee needs to be periodically examined to
meet the appropriate health and safety requirements
associated with his/her position; and
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4. where it is considered an employee may have a medical condition that is affecting his or her ability to
properly perform the essential functions of the employee’s position or may have a medical condition
that could impact on the health and safety of other
employees or clients of the organisation.

The unions do not oppose testing as part of pre-employment
routine medical examinations. It is hard to see a logical difference between a routine medical examination in a
pre-employment situation and a routine medical examination
during the course of employment. It is not inaccurate to say
that our society has been increasingly prepared to recognise
alcoholism as an illness which is able to be treated in the way
of other illnesses leading to the emphasis on alcoholism in the
workplace being more upon rehabilitation than punishment.
So should the emphasis be in relation to a person’s addiction
to other drugs in the workplace. Recognition of an alcohol or
other drug dependency is recognition of a condition which
may affect an employee’s ability to perform the tasks of the
job, or the employee’s ability to perform the tasks safely. There
is little reason to exclude alcohol and other drug testing from
routine medical examinations when a routine medical examination is, in part, designed to identify a medical condition which
may have an impact on the employee’s work. This is especially so in the context of the Policy which is introduced
specifically to address standards at work related to the use of
alcohol or other drugs. In this regard, one of the stated purposes of Westrail’s Policy is that it will contribute to a total
health management programme. The fact that an employee
has a period of notice before attending a routine medical examination and is in a position to anticipate the alcohol and
other drug tests which will be administered is not an irrelevant
consideration.
Finally, I observe that the unions are correct in their comment that it is not clear what penalty is to apply to an employee
who fails an alcohol and drug test during a routine medical
examination. Presumably, an employee undergoing a routine
medical examination is not at work. The performance of their
work or their ability to work safely is, therefore, not immediately an issue. This is in marked contrast to the situation where
an employee returns a positive result in a test administered
whilst at work. Given that such evidence as there is before the
Commission allows the conclusion that the timing of a test
can be critical, certainly where alcohol is concerned, and that
a difference of, perhaps, half an hour or one hour may mean
the difference between returning a positive or a negative result, it is far from certain that the penalties sought to be imposed
by the Policy following the return of a positive result can be
fairly applied where it is a result of a routine medical examination. Although this issue was raised by the unions, it did not
form part of a specific claim and did not attract a specific response from Westrail. The Commission, therefore, does not
take the issue any further but requests that it be further addressed by the parties in the light of the comments made. A
liberty to apply will be reserved on this issue.
Claim 10
The Policy in paragraph 6.5 states that alcohol and other
drug testing may include, but is not limited to, a breathalyser
test for alcohol or a urine test. The Commission understands
that the Policy had initially envisaged the taking of a blood
test, however this is now not the case after the discussions
between Westrail and the unions. The concern of the unions
however, is that the wording in paragraph 6.5 does not reflect
their agreement insofar as it allows for other tests to be administered beyond those agreed between the parties. Westrail
recognises the agreement that has been reached between it and
the unions, but it nevertheless opposes any change to the wording.
Where a matter has been agreed between parties to negotiations, it is appropriate that the document about which they
have been negotiating reflects that agreement. The Policy will
receive wide circulation and will be read, and acted upon, by
persons who will have no knowledge of the verbal agreement
reached between the parties. It is not entirely unrealistic to
envisage a situation arising in the future where the wording in
the Policy is acted upon, even in good faith, by some person in
authority in Westrail which will require a test to be administered which is contrary to that agreement. That is not desirable
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and accordingly the unions’ claim is made out. The Policy
should refer to a breathalyser test for alcohol or a urine test. In
the event that a situation arises where Westrail wishes to administer a test other than those two forms of test, Westrail will
need to formally amend its Policy and, in accordance with its
understanding reached with the unions, negotiate with them
regarding its intention to do so.
Claim 11
Westrail and the unions jointly agree that equipment which
is used for testing shall meet, and be regularly maintained such
that it continues to meet, the appropriate Australian standard
for accuracy, or another, better, appropriate international standard. The Commission understands that this agreement was
reached during the course of the hearing and it is recorded
here.
Claim 12
In claim 12 the unions believe a further provision should be
contained in paragraph 6.5 of the Policy that any employee
who returns a positive first result shall be required to undertake a confirmatory test no earlier than thirty minutes after the
first test. Westrail agrees with this claim but believes the time
limit should be no earlier than twenty minutes after the first
test. The difference between the parties on that particular issue was not, with respect to both parties, satisfactorily dealt
with. Both advocates presented a submission based upon what
information they say they had been told by the police regarding random breath testing procedures. However the information
is contradictory.
Westrail relies on the time limit of twenty minutes because
of its understanding of the particular type of equipment used
by the police. However, Westrail does not itself know whether
it will be using the same type of equipment and the Commission does not find the information submitted by Westrail to be
decisive. In contrast, the information submitted by Mr Murie
refers to calculating a time limit which takes into account the
differing individual characteristics of the persons tested. Although any conclusion is necessarily based upon limited
information, it seems far more reasonable to the Commission
to reach a conclusion which prescribes a time limit which takes
individual characteristics into account and the Commission
decides that the period should be thirty minutes.
Although the unions’ claim is worded such that a confirmatory test would be taken whether that positive first result is for
alcohol or other drugs, it is apparent, from the material before
the Commission, that the unions’ claim is really directed only
to the return of a positive result from a breath test for alcohol.
The unions’ submissions related to alcohol rather than testing
for other drugs. Further, although the unions made reference
to the evidence of Dr Lewis to support their claim, his evidence did not relate to alcohol testing but to drug testing where
the second test is not the provision of a second urine sample
but the testing by GC/MS of the original sample. The Australian standard for drug testing dictates that there shall be two
tests before a result is declared positive: a screening test and a
confirmation test. There is therefore no time limit involved in
providing a second sample for testing for drugs because there
is no second sample. Accordingly, the order to issue as a result
of the unions’ Claim 12 will be restricted to the return of a
positive first result when an employee is tested for alcohol.
The Commission was advised that an employee may be tested
for alcohol by either a breath test or by a urine test. The fairness of the situation requires that, if the alcohol test is by a
urine test, then the same principle applies. That is, any employee who returns a positive first result when tested for alcohol
shall be required to undertake a confirmatory test by the provision of a second sample no earlier than thirty minutes after
the first test whether the test for alcohol is by way of a urine
test or by way of a breathalyser test.
Claim 13
In claim 13 the unions’ position is that Westrail should provide a rehabilitation programme at no cost to employees and
without loss of earnings. The Policy provides that an employee
who is undertaking an approved alcohol or drug dependent
rehabilitation programme may use leave entitlements to complete the programme. Following a full time rehabilitation
programme a negative alcohol/drug test result must be
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produced before re-entry into the workforce. If an employee
is undertaking a rehabilitation programme while still attending work, the employee will be required to provide Westrail,
on a weekly basis, with a negative alcohol/drug test result at
the employee’s own cost. It is noted that paragraph 6.2 provides that all Westrail employees may use the services of the
employee assistance programme either by self referral or accessing the service through a manager/supervisor. Job security
and promotional opportunities will not be affected by Westrail
employees’ decision to seek help to overcome an alcohol or
drug problem.
In response to the unions’ claim Westrail now agrees that it
will provide, on request, one approved rehabilitation programme, at no cost to the employee and without loss of
earnings, on the basis of medical approval of the need for rehabilitation by the Railway Medical Officer and consistent
progress in rehabilitation.
There is certainly authority, including the BHP case, which
recognises that, to be an effective deterrent, random testing
for drugs or alcohol should be carried out alongside a range of
other activities that educate, persuade, assist and provide a
second chance and which recognise the social realities of peoples’ lives, particularly in remote parts of Australia. On the
evidence before the Commission in this matter, the Commission finds that the answer to the claim proposed by Westrail is
appropriate. The Commission would require greater evidence
of the operation of rehabilitation schemes in order to take the
issue any further. In the absence of that evidence, Westrail’s
response is considered fair.
Claim 14
This claim relates to the penalties which are to apply in the
event of a positive test result. The claim of the unions is set
out in exhibit 1. It deals with discipline and penalties which
include verbal reprimands, the giving of alternative safe work,
written warnings, counselling, being sent home on special leave
with pay, being suspended for various periods of time, and
dismissal. The claim of the unions differs in a number of respects regarding penalties for the first, second and third
offences from the penalties in the Policy. The unions further
claim that the record of a positive result should lapse after two
years, whereas the Policy provides for a period of five years.
Westrail argued that this claim is beyond the jurisdiction of
the Commission because of the operation of s.23(3)(d) of the
Act. That is as follows—
The Commission in the exercise of the jurisdiction conferred on it by this Part shall not—
(d) regulate the suspension from duty in, discipline in,
dismissal from, termination of, or reinstatement in,
employment of any employee or any one of a class
of employees if there is provision, however expressed, by or under any other Act for or in relation
to a matter of that kind and there is provision, however expressed, by or under that other Act for an
appeal in a matter of that kind.
Westrail refers to sections 73 and 77 of the Government
Railways Act 1904 which state as follows—
s.73: The Government Railways Commission may appoint, suspend, dismiss, fine, transfer without
payment of transfer expenses, or reduce to a lower
class or grade any officer or servant of the Department.
s.77: Any person who being permanently employed on a
government railway, is, under s.73 of the Act, fined
or reduced to a lower class or grade or dismissed or
suspended from employment in such circumstances
as to involve loss of pay or transfer by way of punishment involving loss of transfer expenses may, in
the prescribed manner, appeal to an appeal board
constituted as hereinafter provided.
Westrail argues that the unions’ claims “regulate the suspension from duty in, [or] discipline in employment” of employees
and that s.23(3)(d) does not permit the Commission to do so.
The unions concede the restriction placed upon the Commission but argue that, for example, if the Commission specifies
in an order that an employee may be dismissed for a third
offence of returning a positive alcohol test above the level of
0.08%, the Commission is not regulating the dismissal which
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actually might then occur. Rather, the Commission is prescribing a Policy which may or may not result in Westrail exercising
its managerial prerogative and dismissing the employee concerned.
Westrail relies upon the earlier decision of the Full Bench in
Western Australian Fire Brigades Board v Fire Brigade Employees Industrial Union of Workers of Western Australia
(1981) 61 WAIG 852 at 853. In that matter, the Fire Brigades
Board sought to amend an award to provide for employees to
be stood down in certain circumstances. It was held that the
then s.23(1)(a) prevented the Commission from exercising
jurisdiction in the matter. Section 23(1)(a) at that time provided that the Commission did “not have jurisdiction of any
kind in any matter of the discipline in employment of any
employee where…there is provision elsewhere together with
provision for appeal”. The test stated by the Full Bench is to
ask whether what is proposed by the application is a “matter
of discipline” in employment. If the answer is in the affirmative, then the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
deal with the application.
However, s.23 of the Act was amended in 1984 (Act No 94
of 1984) to its current form. Reference to the Commission not
having “jurisdiction of any kind” in any matter of discipline in
employment has been removed. It is questionable whether the
test stated by the Full Bench for the earlier s.23(1)(a) is relevant to the present s.23(3)(d) which replaced it. Section
23(3)(d) only comes into effect if the Government Railways
Act 1904 contains both a provision for one of the matters expressed in s.23(3)(d) and for an appeal in a matter of that kind.
The subsection is construed quite strictly. Thus, although it
applies to both the “dismissal” and the “termination” of any
employee, because the Government Railways Act 1904 contains provision only for “dismissal” and an appeal from that
dismissal, s.23(3)(d) only operates to prevent the Commission from regulating the dismissal of an employee, and not the
termination of an employee. In practice this means that
s.23(3)(d) does not operate to prevent the Commission from
regulating the dismissal of an employee who is dismissed otherwise than for disciplinary reasons (WA Government Railways
Commission v ARU (1990) 70 WAIG 1283). It is only if there
is an appeal in s.77 of the Government Railways Act 1904
against one of the events set out in s.23(3)(d) that the power of
the Commission is restricted (per Kennedy J at p.1285).
Thus, the test is not that stated in the Western Australian
Fire Brigades Board case. Rather, it is important to identify
the events which are prescribed in s.73 of the Government
Railways Act 1904 for which there is an appeal in s.77, that is,
an appeal by a person who is—
(1) fined; or
(2) reduced to a lower class or grade; or
(3) dismissed; or
(4) suspended from employment in such circumstances
as to involve loss of pay; or
(5) transferred by way of punishment involving loss of
transfer expenses.
The power of the Commission to regulate the suspension
from duty in, discipline in, dismissal from, termination of, or
re-instatement in employment of an employee covered by the
Government Railways Act 1904 is restricted only in the above
five events. The power of the Commission will be restricted
by s.23(3)(d) if an event sought to be dealt with in either the
unions’ claim or in the penalties applied in the Policy is one of
the five events set out immediately above.
The Policy provides for “disciplinary procedures that may
involve counselling, suspension or dismissal” (disciplinary
procedures) and further, “penalties as documented in Appendix E” (penalties) for employees who work on or about the
railway who require Track Access Accreditation. The penalties consist almost entirely of the suspension of Track Access
Accreditation and are to come into effect when the Rail Safety
Act is proclaimed. It is upon that event occurring that employees working on the railway will require Track Access
Accreditation. Westrail argues that Appendix E is a matter
covered by s.23(3)(d). However, each one of the penalties involves the suspension of Track Access Accreditation, with or
without a warning. While an appeal against the suspension of
an employee from employment in such circumstances as to
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involve loss of pay is provided in s.77, the suspension of an
employee’s Track Access Accreditation is not, of itself, an event
provided for in s.77. Section 23(3)(d) therefore does not prevent the Commission from exercising its jurisdiction in relation
to the suspension of an employee’s Track Access Accreditation. Further, it is not apparent that an employee whose Track
Access Accreditation is suspended is thereby suspended from
duty in employment in such circumstances as to involve loss
of pay. As Westrail itself observed, what then happens to that
employee is a matter for the employee’s employer. The employee may be found alternative work, for example, in which
case the employee will not have been suspended. Even if the
employee is not given alternative work, it is far from clear that
the employee is suspended from duty by the suspension of the
employee’s Track Access Accreditation. If the employee is not
suspended by the suspension of the employee’s Track Access
Accreditation then s.23(3)(d) does not come into operation.
On the information before the Commission I am not persuaded
that the penalties in Appendix E of the Policy cause s.23(3)(d)
to operate because the penalties do not “suspend, dismiss, fine,
transfer without payment of transfer expenses, or reduce to a
lower class or grade any officer or servant of the Department”.
There is a further issue. Section 23(3)(d) certainly operates
to prevent the Commission from exercising its jurisdiction
where an employee of Westrail has, for example, been suspended and an application against that suspension has been
brought to the Commission. But the application before the
Commission is not by an employee who has been suspended,
or indeed, penalised under the Policy, at all. What has happened is that Westrail has issued a Policy that includes within
it a penalty of the suspension of an employee’s Track Access
Accreditation. There is no appeal in the Government Railways
Act 1904 by an employee against the decision of Westrail of
“suspension” as a penalty in the Policy. Further, although there
is a right of appeal by an employee against his or her suspension if he or she is, in fact, suspended, the right of appeal is
against the act of suspension – not against whether Westrail’s
decision to prescribe a penalty of the suspension of an employee’s Track Access Accreditation is appropriate or fair. It
follows that if there is no right of appeal in a matter of that
kind then s.23(3)(d) does not apply.
Similarly, there is no right of appeal under the Government
Railways Act 1904 against the decision of Westrail as a matter
of Policy to prescribe in clause 6.10 warnings, counselling
and possible dismissal. Therefore s.23(3)(d) does not apply
there either. The Commission is therefore able as a matter of
power to deal with the unions’ Claim 14.
However, it is not clear precisely how the disciplinary procedures and penalties in the Policy are to operate in practice.
This has made it difficult to determine this issue. For example, Westrail submitted at first that the penalties apply to
persons other than Westrail’s own employees. It was also said
that Appendix E does not affect Westrail’s employees as far as
discipline is concerned. If that is the case, then the unions’
claims as they relate to Appendix E would not be pursued.
With respect to the parties, the position was not clarified during the course of the proceedings.
It is understood that Track Access Accreditation will be a
requirement when the Rail Safety Act is proclaimed. At that
time Westrail will be the body with the power to grant and
suspend accreditation. The Commission was informed, however, that that may not always be the case, and a third party
may have that authority subsequently. In that context, it should
be noted that an order from the Commission is only able to
affect Westrail. Any third party which may oversee Track Access Accreditation in the future would not be bound by any
order which issues from these proceedings. To put it another
way, the Commission in these proceedings is concerned only
with Westrail in its capacity as an employer of the employees
covered by these proceedings. It may be, therefore, that Appendix E will only apply while Westrail is the body with the
power to grant and suspend accreditation.
However, even while Westrail is that body, it is not apparent
from the material before the Commission how Appendix E is
intended to operate. The unions submit to the Commission
that both the disciplinary procedures and the penalties can apply
to the one employee. That is, an employee who requires Track
Access Accreditation who returns a positive result will be
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subject to both the disciplinary procedures which are otherwise applicable to all employees, and in addition, the penalties
involving suspension of his or her Track Access Accreditation. If they are correct, an employee employed on or about a
railway who returns a positive result for alcohol less than 0.05
grams per 100mL will receive a warning and be offered counselling under the disciplinary procedures and then will receive
a further warning and temporary suspension of Track Access
Accreditation for the remainder of the shift. There is some
doubling up here unless it is intended that the employee will
receive two warnings for the same offence. Further, for a third
such offence, the employee will be compulsorily referred for
counselling, and may be dismissed under the disciplinary procedures, and will have his or her Track Access Accreditation
suspended for 12 months. However, there will be no need to
suspend Track Access Accreditation if the employee is, in fact,
dismissed. Therefore, to the extent that the unions are correct
in their understanding of the intended operation of Appendix
E, their submissions are not without merit.
In the circumstances, further information will be required regarding the manner that both the disciplinary procedures and the
penalties are to operate in practice. The application will be relisted for that purpose. The Commission requests Westrail to
consider the further information required and to discuss that information with the unions prior to the resumption of the hearing.
The balance of the unions’ claim is that all confirmed positive alcohol/drug test results will be retained as a confidential
record for a period of two years, rather than five years. The
claim similarly applies to whether offences should be accumulative for two years rather than five. Westrail is prepared to
concede, if the Commission did have jurisdiction, that any
change should be two years from the last offence rather than
two years in total. Westrail’s preparedness to concede some
modification to the five year time limit is, with respect, quite
proper. A period of five years is long in comparison, say, with
the 3 years which is the period of time that offences under the
Road Traffic Act, 1974 may be taken into account for disqualifying a person from holding a motor vehicle driver’s licence
(s.103(3)). By way of further analogy, if an employee has been
given a warning in his or her employment, the Commission is
more likely to hold that an employer is not able to rely upon
that warning to justify the dismissal if it occurs five years after the warning than if the dismissal occurs within two years
after the warning. Furthermore, the equivalent period in the
BHP programme is two years and, in the absence of any reason to show that the circumstances in Westrail are not, in
principle at least, significantly different, that is a useful guide
to what is likely to be considered fair by the Commission.
Accordingly, it is appropriate that all confirmed positive alcohol/drug test results will be retained as a confidential record
for a period of two years, rather than five years and be destroyed after that time.
Claim 15
It is the claim of the unions that an employee who volunteers to be tested at the commencement of the shift and who
then returns a positive result shall be given alternative safe
work for a reasonable time and shall be given a further confirmatory test not sooner that one hour from the first test. The
unions see the claim as creating an environment which will
encourage employees not to “run the risk” of working when
there is a chance of being over the limit. The claim is opposed
by Westrail. The main thrust of Westrail’s opposition is in the
practical difficulty it will have of allocating alternative safe
work for a reasonable time. That may not be an unrealistic
problem, depending upon the circumstances. The Commission also agrees with Westrail’s submission that every employee
has a duty to arrive at work unimpaired by alcohol or other
drugs. However, it is surely consistent with the thrust of the
Policy of providing a safe, and as far as is practicable, a hazard free environment for all employees, contractors, customers
and the public if an employee volunteers to be tested prior to
the commencement of the employee’s shift. The return of a
positive result means the employee does not commence work
and there is therefore no chance of the employee working while
over the limits. That is, surely, the desired outcome of the
Policy.
The issue which then arises is what is to happen to the employee? If the positive return is such that it is likely the
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employee will return a negative test result if re-tested in a short
period of time, then it will depend upon many circumstances
to do with the employee’s classification and place of work
whether or not the employee can be given alternative work
until that time, or will be allowed to commence work after
that re-test. Provision will be made in the order to issue for
that circumstance to be decided by the manager/supervisor
when the situation arises. If the positive return is such that it is
likely the employee will return a negative test result if re-tested
in a short period of time, then the employee is in no different a
position than an employee who is not available to attend for
work. Westrail would be in no different a position than it usually is if an employee fails to attend for work. It would treat
non-attendance at work as any other absence from work would
be treated. The consequences of the absence, such as whether
or not the employee will be entitled to claim sick leave, will
depend upon the particular circumstances and the relevant
award or statutory provisions as referred to in Claim 6. In that
way, the objective Westrail seeks to attain by the introduction
of the Policy is achieved, and Westrail is in no worse a position as an employer than it would be if the employee failed to
attend for work. Repeated such absences may well be, as
Westrail observed, a performance issue.
Claim 16
The claim of the unions that, where Westrail requires an
employee to provide a negative result or undergo a further test
prior to allowing recommencement of work, it shall do so without the employee bearing the cost, has been answered by the
rationale of Claim 13 concerning access to a rehabilitation
programme. In the view which the Commission there stated,
the participation by the employee in the rehabilitation programme, and the provision at the end of it of a negative result
to Westrail is at no cost to the employee. However, and consistently, the participation of the employee in any subsequent
rehabilitation programme, and the provision ultimately of a
negative test result, would be at the employee’s expense.
Claim 17
In this claim, the unions seek the same cut-off levels for
drugs as are set in the drug and alcohol programme operated
by BHP. The issue is strongly opposed by Westrail. The principal differences between the parties relate to the cut-off level
for detecting cannabis in urine. The Australian standard is
50ug/L. The cut-off level supported by the unions is 100ug/L.
Although the unions have reservation about the cut-off levels
for alcohol, these have not been pursued before the Commission on this occasion. This may be in recognition that the cut-off
levels for alcohol will be set by Regulations under the Rail
Safety Act with which Westrail will be obliged to comply.
However, those Regulations will not set the cut-off levels for
drugs. The evidence of Mr Weaire is that Westrail itself set the
cut-off levels for drugs and did so at a level which merely
provides an indication whether a person is positive or negative for the presence of drugs.
The consideration of this issue calls into question the rationale of testing for the presence of drugs in a person’s urine for
the purpose of assessing whether or not that person is impaired
in the performance of his or her work. This has been previously referred to in relation to the unions’ claim that the Policy
should provide for impairment testing, not drug testing. As
the evidence from Westrail itself makes abundantly clear, the
Australian standard test levels do not provide any indication
whether the employee is impaired. The relationship between
the minimum level at which drugs can be detected in urine
and impairment in the performance of work is far less certain
than it is for alcohol. For the reasons which have already been
given, that is not sufficient at this point in time to prevent the
introduction of an alcohol and other drugs policy which would
involve testing for drugs. That conclusion may change in the
future if proper evidence of an adequate test for impairment is
produced to the Commission.
The issue involved in the unions’ claim is simply this.
Westrail’s requirement is to ensure that a railway employee
does not carry out railway safety work while affected by a
drug in a way which could detrimentally affect the person’s
ability to perform the work. The level set by the Australian
Standard and adopted by Westrail in the Policy is the minimum level at which the particular drug may reliably be detected.
A positive result from a drug test does not allow the
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determination of the dose of the drug, the time of ingestion or
the level of impairment. Therefore a person who returns a positive result for cannabinoids when tested under the Policy may
not be impaired in the performance of his or her work. It
would be unfair to penalise an employee who, in fact, may not
be detrimentally affected in the employee’s ability to perform
the work. The evidence in this case is that the presence of a
drug, even at the lowest possible quantity which is able to be
reliably detected, may, but also may not, indicate impairment.
It leaves only the possibility that the employee could be impaired in the performance of work.
The requirement to be imposed on Westrail by the Rail Safety
Act, which has already been referred to, is to prevent an employee carrying out railway work while affected by a drug in a
way which could detrimentally affect the employee’s ability
to perform the work. The presence of cannabinoids in a person’s system could affect the employee’s ability to perform
the work.
The Commission is only able to decide matters on the evidence before it. That is the evidence. There is no evidence to
the contrary. There is certainly no evidence that a person could
not be said to be affected by a drug in a way which could
detrimentally affect that person’s ability to perform work if he
or she has a level of 50ug/L cannabinoids in his or her urine. It
might be suggested that the likelihood of a person being detrimentally affected in that person’s ability to perform work is
greater if he or she has a level of 100ug/L cannabinoids in his
or her urine than if he or she has a level of 50ug/L cannabinoids
in his or her urine. The higher the level of the test, the shorter
the time between detection and use is likely to be. However,
there is not the evidence to support that suggestion here. While
it is the case that the BHP programme which was approved by
the Commission in Court Session contains a cut-off level of
100ug/L for cannabinoids, the issue of what the cut-off level
should be was not argued before it. Rather, the Commission
was asked to approve the programme as a whole. As a member of that Commission in Court Session I do have considerable
reservation about a cut-off level of 50ug/L for cannabinoids
when the evidence is clear that a positive return at that level
does not provide any indication whether the employee is in
fact impaired in the performance of work. Nevertheless, I have
concluded for two reasons on the evidence in this case that the
claim for a cut-off level of 100ug/L has not been made out.
The first reason is the precise wording of the relevant provision in the Rail Safety Act. It provides a test which was not
relevant in the BHP case. Secondly, the unions have foreshadowed a future application to vary the Policy when evidence is
available of the reliability of performance testing as an alternative to drug testing. If it is indeed the case that the relationship
between the minimum level at which drugs can be detected in
urine and impairment in the performance of work is far less
certain than it is for alcohol then the unions will be able to
bring a future application to vary the policy when the evidence on cut-off levels becomes more certain. However, there
is no warrant at this stage for the Commission to intervene in
the cut-off level in the Policy.
The unions’ claims are therefore decided accordingly. Minutes of a Proposed Order now issue.
The parties are requested to confer on the Commission’s
decision with a view to reaching an agreed position which
may not require the issuing of an order. However, in the absence of any agreement, an order will issue and the parties
should advise whether a Speaking to the Minutes will be necessary. The Commission will allow a period of fourteen days
for this purpose.
Appearances: Ms J. Kaur on behalf of the Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch
Mr J. Murie and with him Mr C. Young on behalf of the
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
Mr J. Mossenton on behalf of The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers – Western Australian Branch
Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the Western Australian Government Railways Commission
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian
Branch and Others
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. CR257 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 March 1999.
Further Reasons for Decision.
After the Commission issued its Reasons for Decision and the
Minutes of a Proposed Order, the application was adjourned
at the request of the parties to enable further discussions to
occur between them. The discussions did not result in any
agreement and accordingly the matter was subsequently set
down for a Speaking to the Minutes. The issues which were
raised at the Speaking to the Minutes are decided as follows.
Claim 2
The Reasons for Decision did not accurately state Westrail’s
position. Its position is as set out on p.157 of the transcript.
Westrail agrees that the random testing procedure will be finalised by Westrail in conjunction with the service provider
after the tender is let. Westrail agrees that any procedure should
be such that it minimises the risk of subjective selection.
Westrail may discuss the matter of random selection with the
unions but it does not believe it should have to wait for agreement with the unions or an arbitrated decision on how random
selection must be done.
The unions’ principal concern, as I understand it, is that whilst
the unions recognise Westrail’s position, they believe that the
Order to issue should reflect a requirement that Westrail consult with the unions prior to the introduction of random
selection. I do not believe that requirement to be at variance
with Westrail’s position. That requirement will be inserted in
the Order to issue.
Claim 9
In the Reasons for Decision the Commission observed that
the unions were correct in their comment that it is not clear
what penalty is to apply to an employee who fails an alcohol
and drug test during a routine medical examination. The Commission requested that the matter be further addressed by the
parties in the light of these comments. The parties did further
address the matter at the Speaking to the Minutes and it is
understood by the parties that the routine medical examination is conducted during working hours. In that event, the
penalty to be applied if an employee fails an alcohol and drug
test administered during a routine medical examination will
be the penalty applicable if the employee had been at work.
The Order will reflect this conclusion.
Claim 10
The alternative work to be found by the manager/supervisor
applies for the period until the confirmatory test. If the result
of the confirmatory test is negative then the employee will
start the work the employee was rostered to perform. It is only
in circumstances where that work is no longer available, for
example for a locomotive driver whose train has since departed,
that the manager/supervisor decides whether there is alternative work available within the employee’s normal range of
duties. The wording in the Order has been changed to clarify
this.
Claim 12
The Commission determined in claim 12 that any employee
who returns a positive first result when tested for alcohol shall
be required to undertake a confirmatory test by the provision
of a second sample no earlier than 30 minutes after the first
test, whether the test for alcohol is by way of a urine test or by
way of a breathalyser test. That requirement still applies even
though the test is part of a routine medical examination. No
alteration to the Order is necessary.
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Claim 14—Duration of Record
The Commission decided that all confirmed positive alcohol/
drug test results would be retained as a confidential record for
a period of two years, rather than five years, and be destroyed
after that time. Westrail queries whether the two year period
operates so that if a second positive result is returned within
two years of the first result, the first result is retained until
such time as there has been a two year period clear of any
positive returns.
The Commission’s consideration of what is fair takes into
account the operation of the equivalent provision in the BHP
programme. In that regard, the Commission in Court Session
noted—
It is not until a third positive reading in a two year period
that the offending employee is at risk of losing his or her
employment, and even then, as we understand it, termination of employment is not automatic. Furthermore, after
the expiration of two years any positive reading is expunged from the employee’s record.
(1998) 78 WAIG 2593 at 2595
That provision indicates that any confirmed positive alcohol/drug test will be retained for a period of two years. It will
be destroyed after that time. The two year period of time is not
extended if a second positive result occurs within the two year
period. In the context of the case before the Commission on
this occasion, it is appropriate to apply that interpretation here
and the wording in the Order has been changed to more accurately reflect this decision.
Claim 16
The matter raised by the unions at the Speaking to the Minutes
under this claim involved an issue that was not raised during
the hearing, nor was it part of the claims before the Commission. Accordingly, it is not able to be dealt with at a Speaking
to the Minutes.
Conclusion
The Order which now issues has been changed where necessary to take into account these Further Reasons for Decision.
Furthermore, the Order has been changed to delete the liberty
reserved to the parties regarding whether a penalty is to apply
to an employee who returns a positive test result during a routine medical examination because that was dealt with at the
Speaking to the Minutes.
The date reserved by the Commission for further hearing the parties in relation to Claim 14 has since passed
and reference to it has been deleted. The Commission is
not clear regarding the extent to which the unions now
challenge Claim 14 given the change which Westrail has
made to the Policy since the Reasons for Decision issued.
Accordingly, liberty to apply has been reserved in relation
to Claim 14. When the unions exercise the liberty the Commission will request them to clarify the claim or claims to
be pursued and to meet with Westrail. The Commission
will list the matter if there is no prospect of agreement
between the parties.
The Order now issues.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian
Branch
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian
Branch
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering Electrical Division, WA Branch
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. CR257 of 1998.
10 March 1999.
Order.
Having heard Ms J. Kaur on behalf of the Australian Railways
Union of Workers, West Australian Branch, Mr J. Murie and
with him Mr C. Young on behalf of the Communications,
Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing
and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and
Electrical Division, WA Branch, Mr J. Mossenton on behalf
of The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch and Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the Western Australian
Government Railways Commission, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 hereby—
A. DECLARES that the Commission has the power to
enquire into and deal with Claim 14 of the unions
regarding the discipline of employees or the penalties to apply to employees under the Policy.
B. ORDERS that the respondent’s Alcohol and Other
Drugs Policy as it would apply to an employee a
member of, or eligible to be a member of, a union
party to this Order shall operate as though the following matters are incorporated and form part of that
Policy—
1. THAT Westrail consult with the unions party
to this Order prior to introducing a random
testing procedure.
2. THAT it is the responsibility of each employee
who may have a concern about working with
another person due to that person being above
the minimum levels of alcohol and other drugs,
to report that concern to the employee’s supervisor.
3. THAT it is the responsibility of each employee
so identified to undertake an alcohol and drug
screening test.
4. THAT the penalty to be applied if an employee
fails an alcohol and drug test administered
during a routine medical examination which
takes place during working hours will be the
penalty applicable if the employee had been
at work.
5. THAT an employee must not hand over duties
to another employee if it is suspected that the
other employee is in excess of the minimum
limits set by the policy. The employee must
immediately notify his or her manager/supervisor.
6. THAT alcohol and other drug testing means a
breathalyser test or a urine test.
7. THAT equipment which is used for testing
shall meet, and be regularly maintained such
that it meets, the appropriate Australian standard for accuracy, or another, better, appropriate
international standard.
8. THAT any employee who returns a positive
first result when tested for alcohol either by
way of a urine test or by way of a breathalyser
test shall be required to undertake a
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confirmatory test by the provision of a second
sample no earlier than thirty minutes after the
first test.
9. THAT Westrail will provide, on request from
an employee, one approved rehabilitation programme, at no cost to the employee and
without loss of earnings, on the basis of medical approval of the need for rehabilitation by
the Railway Medical Officer and consistent
progress in rehabilitation.
10. THAT where Westrail requires an employee
to provide a negative result or undergo a further test prior to allowing recommencement
of work, it shall do so without the employee
bearing the cost where the employee has been
on a rehabilitation programme of the kind referred to in Order 9.
11. THAT all confirmed positive alcohol/drug test
results will be retained as a confidential record
for a period of two years only from the date of
the test result and shall be destroyed after that
date.
12. THAT an employee who volunteers to be
tested at the commencement of the shift and
who then returns a positive result shall, subject to this order, be given alternative safe work
for a reasonable time and shall be given a further confirmatory test not sooner that one hour
from the first test. Whether or not the employee
can be given alternative work until that time
will be decided by the employee’s manager/
supervisor. If the employee returns a negative
result from the confirmatory test the employee
will be allowed to commence his or her normal work. If that normal work is no longer
available then whether or not the employee can
be given alternative work will be decided by
the employee’s manager/supervisor.
C. THAT liberty to apply is reserved to each of the parties to apply for the application to be re-listed in
respect of—
(a) the method of random testing;
(b) Claim 14.
D. THAT the application otherwise be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
and
Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of
Employees, Western Australian Branch.
No. CR 2 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
19 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
The union seeks an order from the Commission which would
prevent the Western Australian Government Railways
Commission (Westrail) from requiring any locomotive driver
rostered to work at the Kalgoorlie Nickel Smelter to report for
work clean shaven. The requirement arises because Westrail
has a contract with the owner of the smelter, WMC Resources
Ltd (WMC), to provide transport services to the smelter which
requires the locomotive engine drivers to enter the smelter site.
From 1 December 1998 WMC introduced a policy which
applies to all personnel who access the site. The policy is that
all personnel who enter the site are to be issued with a
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Sundstrom SR90 type half-face respirator and, in accordance
with Australian Standard AS1715:1994, are to be clean shaven
for the respirator to seal, and therefore operate, effectively.
WMC’s policy was, according to its correspondence to
Westrail, developed and implemented after an extensive review
of the options and is designed to ensure maximum safety and
consistency across operating sites for all personnel, whether
they be WMC’s employees or contractors and their employees.
Accordingly, WMC advised Westrail that locomotive engine
drivers will not be allowed access to the smelter if they are not
issued with that respirator and are not clean shaven.
The union opposes Westrail’s requirement on a number of
grounds. It complains that there was no consultation between
it and Westrail and that Westrail has adopted a “stand and
deliver” attitude in requiring locomotive engine drivers to be
clean shaven. Many of the locomotive engine drivers are long
term employees of Westrail. The locomotive engine drivers
were not employed on the basis that they would need to be
clean shaven. The union sees Westrail’s requirement as
unilaterally introducing a new term into the employee’s contract
of employment and that it is not open to Westrail to do so. The
requirement to report for work clean shaven infringes on an
individual’s civil liberties and, because locomotive engine
drivers are only at the smelter for short periods and may not
be not rostered to go to the smelter for weeks at a time, may
mean that a driver might be altering his appearance “on a daily
basis”. The union complains that Westrail did not try hard
enough in its discussions with WMC to procure an exemption
for Westrail’s locomotive engine drivers from the policy. The
union suggests four alternatives which, it says, are open to
Westrail, they being: to transfer employees out of Kalgoorlie
at Westrail’s cost; offer voluntary redundancy to locomotive
engine drivers who have beards; supply alternative respirators
which do not require the wearer to be clean shaven; or to have
that part of the smelter accessed by Westrail made exempt
from WMC’s policy.
Westrail argues that it does not have a policy that locomotive
engine drivers be clean shaven, however as a contractor it must
abide by the site safety conditions. If it does not do so it risks
losing its contract with WMC which is worth $20m a year and
provides work for up to 30 locomotive engine drivers. It has
endeavoured to negotiate an exemption for Westrail employees
without success. It intends to treat all employees equally unless
there are mitigating circumstances and therefore will now
require its locomotive engine drivers to report for work clean
shaven when rostered for the smelter.
Conclusions
The starting point is that the reason for Westrail’s requirement
is not because of any policy of Westrail that employees be
clean shaven. It is because of the requirement of WMC that all
personnel who enter the site be clean shaven. It must be
recognised that it is the right of WMC as the owner of the
smelter to determine the standard of safety to be observed by
those who enter its property. It is not up to Westrail, or any
contractor, to dictate to WMC what safety standards will be
observed by its employees if WMC has set a different standard.
The evidence before the Commission of the correspondence
from WMC to Westrail shows that the hazards present on the
smelter site include SO2 gas, silica dust and nickel sub-sulphide
dust. These dusts have recently been classified as human
carcinogens and can be present at the train unloading silos.
SO2 gas may cover the entire site in the event of a stack dump.
WMC is working towards reducing the exposure of employees
and contractors to dusts and fumes from the process of smelting
nickel. Engineering changes to that effect need to be backed
up by “a rigid and effective PPE policy”. WMC has chosen a
form of respiratory protection and, in order for it to work
correctly, the wearer’s face needs to be clean shaven as per
Australian Standard AS1715:1994. The evidence before the
Commission, including evidence brought by the union itself,
is that the half-face respirator will not work effectively if the
wearer has facial hair.
The Commission is quite satisfied that Westrail has done all
it could be expected to do to persuade WMC to provide an
exemption for Westrail employees. Westrail was first informed
of WMC’s intended policy on 21 April 1998. It wrote to WMC
on two occasions. It pointed out that, in Westrail’s view, the
need to wear respirators should be minimal because locomotive
operators already carry a respirator as part of Westrail’s duty
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of care towards its own employees. Escape hoods are supplied
on all locomotives. Westrail’s role in the transporting of smelter
product does not mean that it is involved in the production,
handling, storage or disposal of a hazardous substance as
defined in the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations.
Westrail employees are not permitted in the sulphuric acid
siding. Westrail employees will not be employees involved in
any emergency response procedure. Rather, Westrail employees
would evacuate the area immediately. Westrail put to WMC
that the requirement for Westrail employees to be clean shaven
is not commensurate with their minimal risk exposure,
particularly because they have portable escape hoods which
allow for emergency evacuation in the presence of toxic acids
and vapours. Westrail requested WMC to provide for
alternative strategies for Westrail employees in respect of the
clean shaven policy.
However, WMC indicated to Westrail on 25 November 1998
in a letter from the General Manager of the smelter that there
is no alternative for Westrail. In WMC’s view, Westrail
employees have been exposed to SO2 while working in the
siding and regularly spend long periods of time on the
unloading platform where they may be exposed to small
quantities of dust. WMC therefore intended that, as from 1
December 1998, all contractors who work in the plant area
shall be clean shaven and have a respirator on their person
whenever they are in a designated area.
The Commission is satisfied that Westrail has tried, to
the extent that a contractor is able to try to persuade its
principal, that the work of locomotive engine drivers, and
other Westrail personnel, is such that it is not necessary
for them to comply with WMC’s policy. However,
ultimately it is WMC’s decision, and not Westrail’s
decision and Westrail has no alternative other than to
comply if it wishes to maintain its contract. However that
is not a mandate for an employer to act unfairly towards
its employees. The employer will have to give
consideration to the twin tasks of complying with the site
safety requirements and doing so in a manner which is not
unfair to its employees.
The employer’s commands in relation to operational
requirements which the employee must obey are those
commands which are both lawful and reasonable (Nydegger v
Tredways Shoestore South Hedland (1997) 77 WAIG 1381 per
Scott J at 1384; WA Government Railways Commission v ARU
(1986) 66 WAIG 1568). There is no suggestion that the
requirement to be clean shaven is unlawful. Nor does it
represent a unilateral change to the employee’s contract of
employment as the union suggests. The requirement to present
for work clean shaven for reasons of safety has some analogy
to the requirement upon workshop employees to wear safety
glasses or other personal protective equipment. Although there
was a dispute in the Midland railway workshops in 1986 about
the timing or location of wearing safety glasses, it became
clear that a requirement to wear safety glasses, even though it
was not a requirement when the workshop employees were
first employed, did not need to be agreed upon as a term of the
employment. It was an obligation by each employee to obey
because—
It must be accepted, I think, that in general an employer
may lawfully require employees to comply with a reasonable requirement which is designed to avoid exposing
an employee to unnecessary risk of injury having regard
to the employer’s obligation at law to provide a safe system of work.
WA Government Railways Commission v ARU (1986) 66
WAIG 1568 per O’Dea P at 1569
Rather, the issue is whether the requirement is reasonable.
In part this will depend upon the alternatives open to Westrail.
Although the union seriously suggested that Westrail should
simply refuse to comply and take the chance that WMC will
not cancel the contract the Commission does not accept that it
is a satisfactory alternative. It puts at risk the work of at least
30 locomotive engine drivers and other additional support staff
and it ignores the operation of Westrail in a commercial
environment. That environment might also include that its
services are open to competition by others who can provide a
similar service as Mr Easthope’s evidence suggests. Westrail’s
contract with WMC is important to it. The contract is, therefore,
also important to Westrail’s own employees.
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Both the union and Westrail recognise that it is also no
alternative for Westrail to call for volunteers to be rostered for
the smelter, nor for the roster to be drawn so that only clean
shaven locomotive engine drivers are rostered for the smelter.
Reference was made earlier to the union’s suggested four
alternatives. The first suggested alternative is that drivers who
are not clean shaven be transferred from Kalgoorlie. However,
the Commission notes the evidence of Mr Easthope that it
may be inequitable to transfer an employee merely because
the employee has a beard. It may affect those other employees
who are next in line for a transfer or may encourage others to
grow a beard to boost their chances of transfer. The
Commission also notes that the union agreed, at a meeting on
30 December 1998, that it was “not practical” to transfer
affected employees (exhibit A paragraph 14). Nevertheless, it
is clear that one locomotive engine driver will be transferred
on 23 March because he has a chronic skin condition which is
aggravated by shaving. The Commission concludes, therefore,
that the option of transfer is only practicable on a case by case
basis relating to special circumstances and not as a solution
for all locomotive engine drivers at Kalgoorlie who are not
clean shaven.
The second alternative is for Westrail to offer voluntary
redundancy to locomotive engine drivers who have beards.
However, it is not within the power of the Commission to
order Westrail to offer locomotive engine drivers with beards
a voluntary redundancy scheme. Redundancy is a matter
prescribed by Part 6 of the Public Sector Management Act and
an order of the Commission will not override those provisions.
As to the third suggested alternative that Westrail provide a
satisfactory alternative respirator, it is clear that Westrail cannot
override WMC’s choice of respirator for WMC’s smelter. Thus,
even if Westrail chose an alternative respirator WMC would
still require locomotive engine drivers to be clean shaven as a
condition of site entry. In any event although the union brought
evidence from Mr B. Aborg, a person with 12 years’ experience
in respiratory protection and who assisted in the development
of the 1991 version of the AS1715 standard, he properly
conceded that he was not 100% familiar with the circumstances
of the WMC situation and was not able to determine the
suitability of alternative respirators. Indeed, his evidence is
that the determination of suitability is the most complex task
in choosing personal protective equipment.
Finally, as to the union’s third alternative of having a portion
of the smelter exempted from the policy, it is quite apparent
that is beyond Westrail’s power, or the Commission’s power,
to prescribe an exemption. It is worth noting Mr Easthope’s
evidence that Westrail has already requested WMC to consider
that alternative but WMC has rejected it.
It is not apparent that Westrail has any practicable
alternatives open to it. Certainly there was not the
environment for alternatives to be discussed constructively
between the parties after Westrail was first made aware of
WMC’s intentions on 21 April 1998. At that stage it was
WMC’s intention to introduce its clean shaven policy as
from July 1 1998. Westrail first notified the local branch
secretary of the union on 9 July 1998 of WMC’s intentions.
It further informed the local branch on 3 December 1998,
and on 8 December 1998 wrote to the union itself. That
notification was hardly prompt. Even if there was
notification, the evidence of Mr Satie and Mr Jardine, and
even the description by Westrail of “minimal consultation”,
makes it clear that there was no consultation nor any
initiative taken by Westrail to meet with the local branch
to discuss the issue and anticipate the problems, let alone
endeavour to find an acceptable solution to any opposition
to the requirement. Indeed, it seems that, until the
Commission itself required Westrail to meet with the union
in Kalgoorlie, there were no negotiations as such between
the parties. One consequence of this is that Westrail’s
requirement that all locomotive engine drivers report for
work clean shaven if rostered for the smelter, underpinned
by threat of disciplinary action, caused stress and did not
create an environment where an agreement with the drivers
might have been possible. Although the union is correct to
criticise the lack of any consultation between Westrail and
the union on this issue it must be appreciated that Westrail
now has little, if any, choice other than to comply with the
WMC requirement which is now in force.
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Whether Westrail’s requirement is reasonable also depends
upon the reason why shaving is required by WMC. In that
regard, the evidence before the Commission is clear. That
evidence, including the evidence from Mr Aborg, is that the
respirator to be used on the smelter site is not effective if the
wearer is not clean shaven. The smelter is not the only industrial
operation to require personnel on site to be clean shaven, as
the earlier dispute which went before Laing C of the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission regarding the Tiwest plant
at Kwinana demonstrates (Print L0901, 31/12/1993). In that
matter Laing C held that the issue was about safety and not
appearance and the requirement to shave was not harsh, unjust
or unreasonable. It is difficult to reach any other conclusion in
this case given the evidence that the respirator will not work
effectively otherwise and the evidence of drivers that they
experience “high emission levels” and that there has been a
recent acid spill at the smelter. Indeed, one of the witnesses
called by the union expressed the opinion that the respirator
should be worn at all times. Essentially, the WMC requirement
is a safety requirement.
It is clear, however, that Westrail’s responsibility towards
its employees does not end with merely supplying the respirator.
Westrail will need to ensure the proper training, maintenance
and fit of the respirator whether the respirator is the hood
referred to or the half-face respirator which is also issued. The
evidence before the Commission is that filters should be
replaced over time and have not been replaced. In one case
there was no induction on the use of the respirator supplied.
No account has been taken of the fact that at least one driver is
asthmatic which “may preclude the use of respirators in
situations other than escape…” (AS1715:1994 clause 7.3.2).
In other cases the effectiveness of the respirator is compromised
by the wearer’s spectacles or monogoggles. There is evidence
that the respirator inhibits the necessary radio communication
when it is being worn. These are issues that require addressing
if Westrail issues its employees with the half-face respirator.
It must also be stressed that each employee also has a
responsibility to look after his or her own safety (Occupational
Safety and Health Act 1984 s.20). The responsibility is not
solely Westrail’s.
However even if these issues are addressed it does not alter
the evidence that the wearer also needs to be clean shaven. In
the circumstances it cannot be said to be an unreasonable
requirement for the locomotive engine drivers to be clean
shaven when they attend the smelter site. The Commission
accepts that this requirement will cause strong feelings in some
drivers who have had a beard for some considerable time. The
Commission, particularly as currently constituted, readily
accepts that wearing the beard becomes part of a person’s
appearance, perhaps of their character. However, the
requirement for the wearer of the designated respirator to be
clean shaven is a recognised Australian safety requirement. It
is a safety requirement which applies to all other persons on
that site. Although it was not a requirement upon locomotive
engine drivers when they were employed, as safety standards
increase and the work environment changes requirements such
as this will not be isolated. The recent requirements introduced
to deal with alcohol and drug consumption which may affect
work performance is another example of this. It is true to say
that these were not a requirement when these locomotive engine
drivers were first employed. It is, nevertheless, fair and
reasonable that there now be standards set in that area.
In reaching the conclusion that Westrail’s requirement is not
unreasonable, the evidence shows that it will be necessary to
make special arrangements for those employees who have facial
hair for medical or particular cosmetic reasons. Mention has
already been made of one driver with a chronic skin condition
which is aggravated by shaving. His condition is supported by
a medical opinion to that effect. There is also evidence of one
driver who has a beard to hide a facial scar. Where an individual
has a medical reason or genuine cosmetic reason for wearing
a beard, and has worn a beard for a period of time which predates the WMC requirement it is not reasonable to require
those persons to be clean shaven. Each case will need to be
dealt with on an individual basis so that any special
arrangements may be suited to the individual concerned.
The Commission will now issue a declaration that Westrail’s
requirement is not unfair and requiring Westrail to make special
arrangements, including the option of transfer, for any
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locomotive engine driver who has a medical reason or genuine
cosmetic reason for wearing a beard, and who has worn a beard
for a period of time which pre-dates the WMC requirement.
Appearances: Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the applicant.
Mr R. Wells on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
and
Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry
Union of Employees, Western Australian Branch.
No. CR 2 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
30 March 1999.
Supplementary Reasons for Decision.
A number of matters were raised at the speaking to the minutes. Firstly, it is Westrail’s understanding that a locomotive
engine driver who is rostered for work in the shed should also
report for work clean shaven because that driver may be required to go to the smelter at short notice. The shed driver is
the driver who would be called upon in the event that the driver
who was rostered to work at the smelter was, for example, ill.
The union does not agree with Westrail’s understanding and,
correctly, points out that the issue before the Commission concerned only locomotive engine drivers who are rostered to work
at the smelter and that a locomotive engine driver who is
rostered for work in the shed is not rostered to work at the
smelter.
The fact that the locomotive engine driver who is rostered
for work in the shed may be required to go to the smelter at
short notice was not part of the matters referred to the Commission, and was not raised at all during the hearing, is a
substantial difficulty for Westrail. The purpose of a speaking
to the minutes is to ensure that the order which is to issue
reflects the decision of the Commission. There is nothing in
the Reasons for Decision of the Commission which relates to
locomotive engine drivers who are rostered for work in the
shed and accordingly there is no evidence upon which the
Commission can include them in the order to issue. While the
Commission is not insensitive to the practical problem which
may arise when Westrail has to find a relief driver to work at
the smelter in the middle of a shift, it is a problem which cannot be dealt with here. That is not to say that it cannot be the
subject of a future hearing.
The second issue arises from the proposed wording in the
order that “Westrail make special arrangements, including the
option of transfer, for any locomotive engine driver who has a
medical reason or genuine cosmetic reason for wearing a beard,
and who has worn a beard for a period of time which pre-dates
the WMC requirement”. The Commission is asked to clarify
the words “medical reason” and “genuine cosmetic reason”.
The words “medical reason” in the proposed order mean a
medical reason why a person wears a beard. It refers to the
evidence from the locomotive engine driver who has a chronic
skin condition which is aggravated by shaving. His reason,
supported by medical opinion, is that shaving will aggravate
the condition. Similarly, the third matter raised regarding the
proposed use of the words “genuine cosmetic reason” refers
back to the evidence from the locomotive engine driver who
has a beard to hide a facial scar. Those two circumstances are
seen by the Commission as examples of a “medical reason” or
a “genuine cosmetic reason” which would make a requirement
for those persons to shave an unreasonable requirement.
It is not possible to predict in advance the different
circumstances of individual locomotive engine drivers which
might constitute a “medical reason” or a “genuine cosmetic
reason”. Those two circumstances are an indication of the
degree of “medical reason” or “genuine cosmetic reason” which
will attract the exclusion from the requirement to shave. Some
goodwill and commonsense is required here from both Westrail
and the union. The use by the Commission of the words: “…any
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locomotive engine driver who has a medical reason or genuine
cosmetic reason for wearing a beard…” is no more a licence
for a person to contrive a medical or cosmetic reason for not
shaving than it is for Westrail to disregard the genuine
circumstances of individuals who, objectively, do fall within
those descriptions. The Commission does not accuse any
person, nor Westrail, of acting in that way. However, each case
will need to be examined on its own merits.
Similarly again, the fourth matter raised regarding the
proposed use of the words “special arrangements” requires
some goodwill and commonsense in their application. There
was no evidence of the range of “special arrangements”, other
than the transfer of one individual, which may be available
and the Commission cannot therefore list them in the order.
Rather, those arrangements, and their fairness, will need to be
decided on the individual’s circumstances.
The fifth, and final matter, is the operative date of the order.
In the ordinary course of events, the decision of the Commission
operates from the day on which it is delivered or on such later
date as the Commission determines and declares when delivering
it.
I suspect that one reason why the date the order is to operate
was raised as an issue at the speaking to the minutes relates to
events which, apparently, have occurred in Kalgoorlie since
the Commission issued its Reasons for Decision. In that regard
it is appropriate to draw the parties’ attention to the fact that
the decision of the Commission is not its Reasons for Decision.
Nor is it the Minute of Proposed Order. It is, in this case, the
Order containing the declaration and orders which is finally
signed and sealed by the Commission and delivered. The
Reasons for Decision are merely the reasons why the Order is
worded as it is. It is well to set out the following sections of
the Act, which have been highlighted where relevant.
34. (1) The decision of the Commission shall be in the
form of an award, order, or declaration and shall in every
case be signed and delivered by the Commissioner constituting the Commission that heard the matter to which
the decision relates or, in the case of a decision of the
Commission in Court Session, shall be signed and delivered by the Senior Commissioner among the
Commissioners constituting the Commission in Court
Session.
Decision to be first drawn up as minutes
35.(1)Subject to this section, the decision of the Commission, except a direction, order or declaration under
section 32 or an order for dismissal shall, before it is delivered, be drawn up in the form of minutes which shall
be handed down to the parties concerned and, unless in
any particular case the Commission otherwise determines,
its reasons for decision shall be published at the same
time.
(3)The parties concerned shall, at a time fixed by the Commission, be entitled to speak to matters contained in the minutes
of the decision and the Commission may, after hearing the
parties, vary the terms of those minutes before they are delivered as the decision of the Commission.
It should be clear that even if the wording in the Minute
of Proposed Order is not varied at the speaking to the minutes, the decision of the Commission does not come into
effect until the Order itself issues, or on such later date as
the Commission determines and declares when delivering
it.
In this matter, the union stated that the operative date of the
order would need to take into account that Westrail also needs
to comply with the other aspects of AS1715:1994 which were
not, on the evidence, being complied with. However, while
Westrail certainly does need to comply with the recognised
safety standards in relation to its employees, that issue is separate from the issue which the Commission is to decide in this
matter. There is no reason why the Order to issue should not
be today’s date. Its operation excludes any locomotive engine
driver who has a medical reason or genuine cosmetic reason
for wearing a beard, and who has worn a beard for a period of
time which pre-dates the WMC requirement and the parties
are free to agree between themselves how that exclusion is to
be implemented. It is therefore not necessary to postpone the
operation of the order until the implementation.
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It has not been necessary to vary the wording in the Minute
of Proposed Order other than for the operative date and it now
issues as the decision of the Commission.
Appearances: Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the applicant.
Mr R. Wells on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
and
Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of
Employees, Western Australian Branch.
No. CR 2 of 1999.
30 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the applicant and
Mr R. Wells on behalf of the respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
DECLARES—
THAT, subject to Order 1. hereof, it is not harsh, unjust
or unreasonable for Westrail to require any locomotive
engine driver rostered to work at the Kalgoorlie Nickel
Smelter to report for work clean shaven;
ORDERS—
1. THAT Westrail make special arrangements, including the option of transfer, for any locomotive engine
driver who has a medical reason or genuine cosmetic
reason for wearing a beard, and who has worn a beard
for a period of time which pre-dates the WMC requirement;
2. THAT this order comes in to effect from the date
hereof;
3. THAT the application otherwise be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union,
West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
Cockburn Cement Limited.
No. CR 333 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
6 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This matter is an application referred
pursuant to s 44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the
Act”) regarding an alleged harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal of the applicant’s member, Mr Malcolm Woods, whose
employment was terminated by the respondent on or about 16
October 1998. The applicant seeks an order of the Commission that Mr Woods be reinstated without loss of benefits and
entitlements.
The respondent denies the claim and opposes the order as
sought by the applicant.
Background and Issues
The respondent is engaged in the industry of the manufacture of cement products. The relevant award applicable to the
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applicant’s employment, was the Cockburn Cement Limited
Award 1991 (“the Award”). It was common ground that Mr
Woods first commenced employment with the respondent on
or about 18 September 1997 as a temporary process operator
in the respondent’s works operations at Munster. Mr Woods
remained employed by the respondent in this position, as a
result of a series of such temporary employment contracts on
or about 30 April 1998 (see exhibits A2-A5). By letter dated
29 June 1998 (exhibit A8) the applicant was, following a successful application, appointed to the position of Kiln Process
Attendant at the respondent’s Munster operations. The stated
date of commencement in the letter of 29 June 1998 being 6
July 1998.
The status of the applicant’s employment contract is in issue
in these proceedings. The respondent contends that Mr Woods
was employed in the kiln attendant position on a three-month
probationary period. This is denied by the applicant, which
contends that there was never any agreement in these terms at
the time the contract of employment was formed. A further
letter from the respondent to Mr Woods dated 16 July 1998
(exhibit A10) purported to evidence the three month probationary term. The circumstances surrounding exhibit A10 are
entirely in contest in this matter. The respondent says that exhibit A10 was sent to Mr Woods to correct a mistake made in
the recruitment process to confirm the probationary engagement of Mr Woods. On the other hand, the applicant denies
that there was ever any mention of probationary employment
prior to and at the time Mr Woods accepted employment, and
indeed, the first Mr Woods knew about the alleged probationary period was the day of his dismissal on 16 October 1998.
On 16 October 1998, by letter of the same date (exhibit A15),
the respondent terminated Mr Woods’ employment in purported
reliance upon the probationary period, on the grounds that Mr
Woods was not sufficiently reliable for shift work in accordance with the respondent’s standards.
The applicant, represented by Mr Llewellyn, argued that Mr
Woods’ dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair for a number
of reasons. First it was said that as Mr Woods was not a probationary employee, the dismissal was unlawful in that Mr Woods
did not receive the notice and entitlements prescribed by the
Award. Furthermore, it was submitted that Mr Woods was at
all material times, a reliable and diligent employee and had
very few absences for sick leave during the course of his employment. It was also submitted that Mr Woods’ dismissal was
procedurally flawed in that at no time was Mr Woods advised
by the respondent that his employment was at risk. Furthermore, consistent with the applicant’s argument that Mr Woods’
was denied fairness in the manner of his dismissal, the applicant referred to clause 29 – Workplace Behaviour and
Performance of the Award and argued that the respondent had
failed to comply with its own Award based procedure, applicable to the termination of employment of employees.
For the respondent, its agent Mr Beros, argued that Mr
Woods’ employment was the subject of a three-month probationary period. It was submitted that the respondent had
initially, in error, not included reference to this term in the
original letter of appointment for Mr Woods but subsequently,
the respondent sought to and did correct this error with the
further letter of appointment dated 16 July 1998. In relation to
the circumstances of Mr Woods’ dismissal, the respondent said
that by reason of a series of absences from the workplace due
to sickness, the respondent had formed the view that Mr Woods
was unsuitable for shift work and declined to grant Mr Woods
permanency at the conclusion of the alleged three month probationary period. Further, it was submitted that even if the
Commission found that the dismissal of Mr Woods was harsh,
oppressive or unfair, the Commission should not grant any
relief by way of reinstatement or compensation as Mr Woods
was dismissed at the conclusion of his probationary period of
employment. Alternatively, if the Commission was minded to
grant relief, the respondent offered to pay compensation instead of being the subject of a reinstatement or re-employment
order, and submitted this precluded such an order being made
by the terms of s 23A of the Act.
The Facts
Mr Woods gave evidence about his employment history with
the respondent. This included his initial engagement as a temporary process operator at the respondent’s workshop
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operations in Munster in September 1997. This was followed
by a series of further temporary contracts up to and including
to the end of 30 April 1998. Mr Woods said that by letter dated
5 February 1998 (exhibit A6), he applied for a kiln 5/6 attendant position with the respondent. He testified that he attended
an interview for this position but was unsuccessful. At the conclusion of his final temporary employment contract, Mr Woods
was issued a separation certificate declaring that he had been
employed between 22 September 1997 and 30 April 1998 (exhibit A7). I pause to observe that exhibit A7 indicates that Mr
Woods was paid some 11 days pro rata annual leave on termination of employment. Some two weeks later, the respondent
asked Mr Woods to come back to work in the same capacity as
he had previously been engaged. He said that he spoke with
human resources and was told that the two-week period would
be classed as leave, as if he had never left the respondent’s
employment.
Mr Woods then applied for another position of Kiln Process
Attendant at the respondent’s Munster operation. He had an
interview with Ms Kylie Partridge and Mr Pereira of the respondent. During the interview Mr Woods testified that he
told Ms Partridge and Mr Pereira, that if he was successful, he
may need to take some time off a couple of weeks hence as his
wife was expecting a child. He said that he was told that this
would be no difficulty, as the respondent was obliged to provide this time off. Mr Woods was emphatic in his evidence,
that there was no discussion at any time during the course of
the interview, that if successful, he would be employed on a
probationary basis.
Mr Woods was successful in his application and the following Monday signed a duplicate copy of exhibit A8, accepting
the offer of employment from the respondent. The written offer of employment contained no reference to a term that the
employment was on a probationary basis. Mr Woods said that
when he attended the human resources office to sign the offer
of employment, there was no mention of probationary employment at that time either.
After having signed the letter of offer, Mr Woods said he
stayed on in the packing plant for a period to train an employee to replace him. He said that approximately two weeks
after he has finished training the replacement employee, he
started work at kilns one to four. He said that he started working night shift on or about 16 June and moved to kilns five and
six in the last two weeks of August 1998. I pause to observe
that exhibit A9 is a record of training evidencing Mr Woods
being trained by a Mr Britten in the kiln attendant duties. Exhibit A9 indicates that Mr Woods demonstrated good
knowledge and understanding of the requirements for the position and was certified by Mr Britten as a person who had
successfully demonstrated the skills necessary to satisfactorily perform this function. The record of training carries a
commencement date for the training of 16 July 1998 and a
completion date of 17 August 1998.
Mr Woods said that as foreshadowed in his employment interview, he took two days off on 23 and 24 July 1998 for the
birth of his child. Subsequently, in or about mid August 1998,
Mr Woods said that he received in the mail exhibit A10, that
being the letter dated 16 July 1998 from the respondent, further confirming the offer of employment. Mr Woods testified
that when he received this letter, he only read the first paragraph as he assumed it was identical to the letter dated 29 June
1998, which he had signed earlier. At about the same time, an
issue arose with the human resources department regarding
his absence from work for the birth of his child, some sick
leave and also the fact that there was an absence of approximately 80 hours that should have been recorded in respect of
time worked by Mr Woods in the preceding three weeks or so.
Mr Woods said that he meet with Ms Partridge, the respondent’s personnel officer, to discuss these matters on or about 14
August 1998. At that time, a file note was made by Ms Partridge, which referred to Mr Woods’ absences from the
workplace and a requirement for him to provide medical certificates by 21 August 1998. The file note was exhibit R1 in
these proceedings.
Following further discussions with his supervisor and Ms
Partridge, Mr Woods then said he understood that the matter
had been resolved and that the file note would no longer remain current. Mr Woods gave evidence that at no stage did Ms
Partridge, when making contact with him about these matters,
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ever mention that the respondent had made an error in its letter of appointment by omitting the probationary term.
Subsequently, Mr Woods provided medical certificates to the
respondent to cover his previous absences, those certificates
being exhibits A11 and A12. Mr Woods testified that he produced these medical certificates on or about 21 September 1998
when he was back at work on rostered shift, after the most
recent absences on 14 and 15 September 1998. It is important
to observe at this point that Mr Woods was suffering a medical condition that was as yet, undiagnosed.
Mr Woods’ evidence was that at this point he understood
that the file note (exhibit R1) was no longer an issue and would
be removed from his file.
About two weeks after Mr Woods obtained the letter from
his doctor dated 18 September 1998 (exhibit A12) he said that
he had further tests for the medical condition that he was suffering. Apparently, this condition had symptoms of a stroke in
that Mr Woods would suffer partial paralysis when affected
by the condition. Mr Woods was away for a further two days
on 4 and 5 October 1998 for which he obtained a medical
certificate (exhibit A13).
By this time, Mr Woods said he felt he needed to take some
accrued leave in order to undertake proper tests and determine,
in consultation with his medical advisers, what the condition
was that he was suffering. He said he approached his supervisor, Mr Pereira to request some leave. He was told that unless
he could arrange his own relief he could not take the time off.
He said Mr Pereira was not interested in his medical condition
and was more concerned that he supply medical certificates
for his prior absences to the human resources department. The
next thing that occurred according to Mr Woods, is that he
received a letter from the respondent dated 16 October 1998
(exhibit A15) terminating his employment. Mr Woods was
shocked and very upset when he received this letter. He said
that there was no discussion with anyone from the respondent
about it and he had no warning that he might be dismissed. On
the contrary, Mr Woods said that he had been praised about
his performance and he felt that he always had “done the right
thing” by the respondent, in phoning in whenever he did have
time off work due to sickness. Mr Woods testified that he had
learned five areas of the respondent’s plant in 12 months, was
a conscientious employee and wanted to go back to work for
the respondent.
On behalf of the respondent, the circumstances surrounding
the terms of Mr Woods’ engagement were dealt primarily in
the evidence of Ms Partridge, the respondent’s then personnel
officer. Ms Partridge gave evidence about the recruitment process leading to the appointment of Mr Woods in the kiln
attendant position. She said that following an interview on 26
June 1998 with Mr Woods at which Mr Pereira was present,
the respondent decided to offer Mr Woods the position. Ms
Partridge said that she could not recall whether Mr Woods
was advised at the interview that there would be a period of
probation applicable to his employment. This is despite it being, apparently, a policy of the respondent. On the afternoon
of the interview on 26 June 1998, Ms Partridge said that she
telephoned Mr Woods at home to advise him of the success of
his application. She said that she did not indicate on the telephone anything about a probationary term being included in
the contract of employment. Ms Partridge initially said that
she then prepared the letter dated 29 June 1998 (exhibit A8)
and posted this letter to Mr Woods. I pause to observe that in
cross-examination she could not recall Mr Woods signing the
appointment letter but could not dispute it, and further, appeared to contradict earlier evidence when she said that she
could not recall posting the letter to Mr Woods either. This is
but one of a number of inconsistencies in Ms Partridge’s evidence to which I will return below.
As to the terms of the letter of 16 July 1998 (exhibit A10),
Ms Partridge said that she spoke to Mr Woods about this. There
had been a mistake in Mr Woods’ original letter of appointment and Ms Partridge testified that she sought to correct the
error. She said in examination-in-chief that Mr Woods came
to see her and she explained the mistake with the probationary
appointment and would send a new letter to him. At no time
did she advise Mr Woods that the original letter of appointment dated 29 June 1998, exhibit A8 was of no effect. Ms
Partridge’s evidence was that she was sure that she posted
exhibit A10 to Mr Woods on or about 16 July 1998.
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As to the file note (exhibit R1), Ms Partridge said that the
file note was made after her meeting with Mr Woods to discuss his absences. The file note is dated 14 August 1998. She
said that she placed it on Mr Woods’ personal file following
their meeting, but it would be removed once Mr Woods produced the medical certificates that were being sought by the
respondent.
Ms Partridge’s explanation as to when and how she attempted
to contact Mr Woods about the letter of appointment issue was
confused to say the least. At first, Ms Partridge said that when
she attempted to contact Mr Woods at his home in early July
1998, despite the evidence suggesting he was actually at work
that day, she spoke to his partner. She said that she mentioned
the probationary issue to her and requested Mr Woods to come
and see her. However, at other times during the course of her
evidence, Ms Partridge said she did not mention the probationary issue when she spoke to Mr Woods’ partner at home.
Moreover, Ms Partridge was again confused, to say the least,
as to various dates of meetings and events as they unfolded.
For example, in cross-examination Ms Partridge said that she
became aware that exhibit A8 did not contain a probationary
clause from a Mr Clark who was apparently, the respondent’s
production manager. She said that a yellow copy of that letter
would have been sent to Mr Clark and it could have been two
weeks or so before Mr Clark raised the problem with her. That
would have been approximately the end of July 1998. Yet,
earlier in cross-examination, Ms Partridge was sure that she
spoke to Mr Woods’ partner at home on or about 6 July 1998
and mentioned this matter to her, requesting Mr Woods to come
in and see her. As I have observed above, this latter evidence
was also inconsistent with earlier evidence given by Ms Partridge.
Additionally, Ms Partridge was unable to clearly recall when
she received Mr Woods’ medical certificate for his absence on
3 August 1998 (exhibit R2). She testified that she received
this from Mr Woods in the respondent’s canteen on day shift
either on 14 August or 24 August 1998. It also appears that
despite medical certificates being supplied by Mr Woods, as
requested, the file note (exhibit R1) remained on Mr Woods’
personal file, notwithstanding her assurance to Mr Woods that
it would be removed.
On behalf of the respondent, a further two witnesses were
called they being Mr T Patrick, the respondent’s payroll officer and Mr J Burgess, the respondent’s human resources
manager. Mr Patrick said that he received a file copy of the
letter to Mr Woods dated 16 July 1998 (exhibit A17) sometime between 16 July and 29 July 1998, the date which he
initialled the file copy of the letter. In relation to Mr Woods
recommencing with the respondent after he terminated his last
temporary employment contract on or about 30 April 1998,
Mr Patrick could not recall whether he discussed with Ms
Partridge “rebooting” the respondent’s records as if Mr Woods
had not left. He did not however, deny that he might have
discussed this with her.
Mr Burgess said that he prepared and signed the letter of
termination for Mr Woods dated 16 October 1998 (exhibit
A15). He said that he did so in the knowledge of the letter of
16 July 1998 (exhibit A10) but not the original letter of appointment dated 29 June 1998 (exhibit A8). He testified that
all the respondent’s employees, whether they are new employees or employees transferring from one area to another, are on
probation for a period of three months. Mr Burgess gave evidence generally about the process leading to the appointment
of Mr Woods, but conceded that he was not personally involved in Mr Woods’ selection for the kiln attendant position,
as he tended to be involved in the recruitment of more senior
personnel for the respondent.
In relation to exhibit A15, Mr Burgess testified that at the
end of the probation period, the company would generally review the period of probation and speak to the employees’
supervisors and managers to assess the employee’s suitability
for permanent employment. In connection with Mr Woods,
Mr Burgess spoke to Ms Partridge and was made aware of the
file note (exhibit R1) and the background to it. He also said
that he spoke to Mr Clark and shift supervisors who knew Mr
Woods on shift. Mr Clark advised him that he was aware of an
attendance problem with Mr Woods which had occurred since
he was transferred to the kiln attendant position but otherwise,
advised Mr Burgess that Mr Woods had been a very good
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employee and had suffered minimal time away from work.
Mr Burgess said he also spoke to a Mr Roy Lambert who also
mentioned some absenteeism but nothing was raised about Mr
Woods’ work performance. Mr Burgess also said he spoke to
Mr Peter Brittan who had been aware of some time taken off
by Mr Woods.
Mr Burgess further testified that he spoke to neither Mr
Pereira nor Mr Woods himself, before making his decision to
terminate Mr Woods’ employment.
As to Mr Woods’ employment history as evidenced by the
series of temporary employment contracts with the respondent, Mr Burgess said that Mr Woods was at all times a willing
and enthusiastic employee with a good attendance and sick
leave record. I infer that the respondent was generally satisfied with Mr Woods and accordingly renewed his employment
contract.
As to the events surrounding the controversial situation as
to whether Mr Woods’ employment contract contained a probationary clause or not, Mr Burgess conceded that he was never
at any stage, directly involved in the various discussions which
took place between Mr Woods and Ms Partridge and others.
His evidence was that he relied on what Ms Partridge had told
him in this respect.
Mr Burgess was taken to the relevant provisions of the Award,
specifically clause 29 dealing with workplace behaviour and
performance. Mr Burgess testified that he did not discuss work
performance issues with Mr Woods as the respondent saw Mr
Woods as a probationary employee. I infer from this evidence
that it was the respondent’s understanding that clause 29 –
Workplace Behaviour and Performance did not apply to probationary employees. Mr Burgess further said that in any event,
in his view, the course of events which involved the generation of the file note (exhibit R1) and the meeting between Mr
Woods and Ms Partridge, did constitute a performance review
and counselling as contemplated by clause 29(2)(a) of the
Award. It would appear from Mr Burgess’ evidence, that the
respondent’s decision to terminate Mr Woods’ employment
was based upon the existence of the file note and some reports
of absenteeism by Mr Woods’ supervisors on the shop floor.
As noted, I pause to observe that none of these matters were
put to Mr Woods by Mr Burgess as a part of the process leading to the respondent sending to Mr Woods the letter of
dismissal dated 16 October 1998 (exhibit A15).
In relation to the medical condition Mr Woods was then suffering, Mr Burgess conceded that had he known that Mr Woods
was seeking two weeks leave in order to obtain a proper medical diagnosis of his medical condition, this may have lead to
the respondent reviewing its decision to terminate Mr Woods’
employment.
I now turn to my findings in this matter. There are clear
conflicts in the evidence in this matter, in particular between
the evidence adduced by Mr Woods and that adduced by Ms
Partridge. Resolving those conflicts necessarily entails my
assessment as to the credibility of the witnesses having heard
and observed them giving evidence during the course of these
proceedings. Having regard to these matters, I have no hesitation whatsoever in resolving that conflict in favour of Mr
Woods. I found Mr Woods to be an impressive and forthright
witness. I have no reason to doubt the evidence he has given
in these proceedings. On the other hand, as I have already
noted above, I found aspects of Ms Partridge’s evidence most
unsatisfactory. Not only was Ms Partridge unable to recall many
events canvassed with her in evidence, but also her testimony
was, in material respects, internally inconsistent and at odds
with other documentary evidence tendered in the course of the
proceedings.
Accordingly, I am satisfied on the evidence and find that Mr
Woods was engaged by the respondent on a series of temporary employment contracts commencing on or about 18
September 1997 and concluding on or about 30 April 1998.
Some of that work involved shift work, ordinarily understood.
That employment was effectively continuous as disclosed by
the evidence. I am also satisfied and find that despite the termination of Mr Woods’ most recent temporary employment
contract on or about 30 April 1998 by the effluxion of time,
some two weeks later Mr Woods was re-employed by the respondent. In effect, Mr Woods’ employment was deemed
continuous by the respondent, notwithstanding this break in
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service, as evidenced by exhibits A16 and A18, which referred
to Mr Woods’ employment being between 22 September 1997
and 16 October 1998. I also refer to Mr Woods’ evidence about
the circumstances of him rejoining the respondent, which evidence was not rebutted by the evidence of either Ms Partridge
or Mr Patrick. I find accordingly.
As to the circumstances surrounding the employment of Mr
Woods in the kiln attendant position, I am satisfied that Mr
Woods applied for, was interviewed and was offered employment in the position of kiln process attendant at the respondent’s
Munster operations, as set out in the respondent’s letter to Mr
Woods dated 29 June 1998 (exhibit A8). I also have no doubt
on the evidence, that at no stage during the recruitment process, was Mr Woods advised that his employment would be
subject to a period of probation, notwithstanding the evidence
from the respondent that this was its policy. Moreover, the
terms of exhibit A8 make no reference to any probationary
period being applicable to Mr Woods.
I am also satisfied that on or about 29 June 1998, Mr Woods
accepted the respondent’s offer of employment as set out in
exhibit A8 and anticipated that his employment would commence in that position on or about 6 July 1998. There was
some dispute between the parties as to actually when Mr Woods
commenced duties in the kiln attendant’s position. Regardless
of the actual commencement date, I am certainly satisfied on
the evidence, that Mr Woods had commenced work in that
position on or prior to 16 July 1998. It is also the case and I
find, that Mr Woods’ employment history, at least up until in
or about early to mid August 1998, was regarded most favourably by the respondent. This is obviously borne out by the fact
that the respondent re-engaged Mr Woods on successive temporary employment contracts from late September 1997 until
the end of April 1998. Also, I refer to the evidence of Ms
Partridge and Mr Burgess to the effect that Mr Woods was at
all material times, a good and willing employee. I have no
doubt about this and his employment history, at least up until
the controversial events, was testimony to this.
As to the events surrounding the letter of 16 July 1998 (exhibit A10), whilst I accept that the respondent prepared this
letter as it realised that Mr Woods’ contract of employment
may not have been consistent with the respondent’s policy,
there is no doubt in my mind that Mr Woods did not see this
letter until sometime in or about mid August 1998. As I have
noted above, I do not accept Ms Partridge’s evidence as to her
version of the events surrounding the preparation and dispatch
of this letter. I have noted that I found her evidence most unsatisfactory in material respects. In this regard, I note for
example, Ms Partridge’s attempts to explain that in her view,
exhibit A10 was brought to Mr Woods’ attention shortly after
16 July 1998, the date of the letter. This is despite however on
the evidence, given Mr Woods’ working patterns at that time,
the first opportunity for such a meeting not being until in or
about mid August 1998. This in my opinion only serves to
further confirm Mr Woods’ version of the events as to when
he first came to see this document. I also accept on the evidence that Mr Woods was never told at any time by any one in
authority at the respondent, that his employment was subject
to a three-month probationary period. The only faint hint of
such a proposition, being shortly before Mr Woods was dismissed, when in a discussion with his supervisor regarding
pay levels, the supervisor made mention of it but the matter
was never taken any further. In any event, such discussions
cannot change the contractual position, save in the event of an
agreement between the parties to the contract. To that end, I
also accept on the evidence and find that Mr Woods was never
advised by Ms Partridge or anyone else for that matter, that
the terms of his employment as set out in exhibit A8 were of
no effect or “null and void”, and indeed, it is difficult to see
how that could be in any event.
As to the issue of absences from the workplace, I accept on
the evidence that Mr Woods did raise the prospect of the birth
of his child sometime shortly after he would commence in the
new position, and accepted the employment on the undertaking given by the respondent that taking some time off for this
event would not pose a difficulty. As to the sick leave absences,
I find that there were indeed occasions when Mr Woods did
have time off duty for sickness and those absences were the
subject of discussions between Mr Woods and Ms Partridge,
leading to the file note of 14 August 1998 (exhibit R1). I also
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find that at about that time, an issue had arisen in relation to
hours of work performed by Mr Woods but not recorded by
the respondent. However, I am satisfied on the evidence that
those issues were resolved with the furnishing by Mr Woods
of medical certificates as requested by Ms Partridge and furthermore, I accept Mr Woods’ evidence that he was under the
impression from his supervisor, that those matters had been
satisfactorily resolved. Those are the only issues dealt with in
the file note.
I am also satisfied that Mr Woods was told by Ms Partridge
that the file note would not remain on the file, once the medical certificates were provided. It is relevant to note that there
were no other criticisms by the respondent of Mr Woods’ performance or conduct, save for these issues of absences. Indeed,
the evidence indicates that Mr Woods was well regarded by
the respondent. The evidence is that by in or about mid August
1998, Mr Woods had some two days sick leave or thereabouts,
during the total period of his employment by that time, including the temporary employment, of approximately 11 months.
This would not appear to disclose an excessive absenteeism
history, in all the circumstances.
As to the medical condition that Mr Woods was suffering, I
am satisfied on the evidence and find that by in or about September 1998 Mr Woods was suffering a then undiagnosed
condition that caused temporary paralysis and obviously potentially affected his capacity to work. I find also that in an
endeavour to resolve this matter, Mr Woods approached his
supervisor, Mr Pereira, with a view to taking some annual leave
in order to undertake proper medical tests to have the condition diagnosed and the matter resolved. Despite apparently
having an entitlement to annual leave at that time, I find that
the respondent denied Mr Woods that opportunity, having been
told of the condition and what the request was for, without any
further enquiry as to Mr Woods’ capacity at that time, to undertake his duties. I return to this matter further below.
As to the review of Mr Woods’ performance by the respondent, on the evidence I find that that review was limited to a
brief review by Mr Burgess of Mr Woods’ personal file, and
some discussions with Mr Woods’ supervisors. As already
noted, the only unfavourable report to Mr Burgess was an indication of some absences from the workplace. I find that there
were no discussions with Mr Woods directly, as a part of the
alleged probationary review process. There was certainly nothing on the evidence to indicate that Mr Woods had any
inclination that the respondent would terminate his employment. The only consultation with the respondent was the
meeting with Ms Partridge in relation to the sick leave issue
and the file note, both of which I have dealt with above. At no
time during those discussions or subsequently, was there any
indication that Mr Woods’ employment might be at risk and I
find accordingly.
I now turn to consider the issues in this matter in light of
these findings.
The concept of probationary employment in this jurisdiction is well established and I need not deal with it in any detail.
Westheafer v Marriage Guidance Council of WA (1995) 65
WAIG 2311 is authority for the proposition that probationary
employment is an opportunity for the employer to consider
whether or not the employer wants an employee in his or her
employment. In essence, the period of probation is characterised as an extension of the recruitment process.
However, in this case, the question is whether, as a matter of
contract, the employment of Mr Woods was subject to a probationary period. Contracts of employment as with any other
contract, are governed by established principles as to offer and
acceptance, the intention of the parties, the capacity of the
parties to contract, consideration passing between the parties
and the need for lawful objects. It is the offer and acceptance
that is critical in this matter. As I have found on the evidence,
the terms of the offer of employment to Mr Woods were set
out in exhibit A8. That letter contains no reference to probationary employment. I have found that in addition to the written
terms, at no time was there any express indication orally, prior
to Mr Woods’ acceptance of the respondent’s offer, that his
employment would be subject to a probationary period, of any
duration, to support an express term to this effect.
I am also satisfied on the evidence that the terms of the respondent’s offer where those contained in exhibit A8, and
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furthermore, that offer was accepted by Mr Woods on or about
29 June 1998 with him signing a duplicate copy of the letter in
Ms Partridge’s office. In my view, at that point, a contract of
employment was formed between the parties and the express
terms of it were contained in exhibit A8, as operated upon by
the terms of the relevant industrial instruments. Furthermore,
and in any event, if that were not the case, then I am satisfied
that Mr Woods commenced employment with the respondent
prior to 16 July 1998, such commencement constituting an
implied acceptance by conduct of the terms of employment as
set out in exhibit A8: Browning v Great Central Mining Co of
Devon Ltd (1860) 157 ER 1423. I also consider that there is no
factual or legal basis for the implication of a probationary term
into Mr Woods’ employment contract.
As I have found on the evidence, I am far from satisfied that
subsequent to the formation of the contract of employment on
or about 29 June 1998, there was any variation to its terms to
incorporate a period of probation. It is trite to observe that an
employer may not vary unilaterally the terms of a contract of
employment: RS Components Ltd v Irwin (1974) 1 All ER 41
at 43. Even if I was to accept that Mr Woods became aware of
the content of exhibit A10 in its entirety on or about 16 July
1998, or indeed thereafter, that would not be effective to vary
his contract of employment. In the absence of his agreement
to any change, Mr Woods was contractually obligated to work
in accordance with his contract of employment evidenced by
exhibit A8. Whilst I accept that the respondent sought to remedy what it saw as a mistake in the application of its
employment policy, that is a matter entirely different to the
terms of the contract as formed between Mr Woods and the
respondent.
I therefore conclude that Mr Woods was employed as a permanent employee commencing on or about 29 June 1998.
Was the Dismissal Harsh, Oppressive or Unfair?
The burden is on the applicant in proceedings such as these
to establish that the employer has abused its right to dismiss
the employee, so as to render the exercise of that right harsh,
oppressive or unfair: Miles v The Federated Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385. Also, it is
not for the Commission to adopt the position of the manager
in determining whether the dismissal is harsh, oppressive or
unfair, but to objectively review the employer’s decision, consistent with s 26 of the Act and having regard to the need to
apply the statutory provisions in a common sense fashion:
Northwest County Council v Dunn (1971) 126 CLR 247 at
262; Gibson v Bosmac (1995) 60 IR 1. Furthermore, the procedure adopted by an employer is but one factor, but it may be
a most important factor, in these considerations: Shire of
Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891.
In my opinion, having regard to all the circumstances of this
case, and for the reasons that follow, the respondent harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed Mr Woods.
In my opinion, the respondent proceeded upon a misguided
understanding as to the terms of Mr Woods’ employment.
Moreover, the reason given for Mr Woods’ dismissal, as contained in exhibit A15, that his reliability for shift work did not
meet the respondent’s standard, is not in my view sustained by
the evidence. As I have found, Mr Woods had been engaged in
performing work on shifts, not just in the kiln attendant position, but also in his prior temporary positions.. At no time prior
to his receipt of exhibit A15, was Mr Woods’ suitability for
shift work ever in question. Indeed, the inference is clearly
open that by reason of his previous employment with the respondent on the series of temporary employment contracts and
the favourable reviews of his service, that the respondent was
very satisfied with his performance on the job. As I have found
on the evidence also, the absences which Mr Woods did have
from the workplace were accounted for in terms of leave for
the birth of a child; sick leave supported by medical certificates and a considerable period of time worked by Mr Woods
but not, for whatever reason, properly recorded by the respondent in its records system. These issues were resolved. On the
evidence, there was no other issue raised with Mr Woods regarding his conduct or performance, apart from these absences,
as I have already observed.
As to the process adopted by the respondent leading to the
termination of Mr Woods, I am far from persuaded that Mr
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Woods has had a fair go at all. Clause 29(2) of the Award
provides as follows—
“(2) Dismissal
Termination of a person’s employment by the Company is
a very serious matter and must not happen without proper
respect for the individual’s rights.
In broad terms, the events which may lead to dismissal of
an employee fall into one of two classes—
- Unsatisfactory performance of duties or repeated
breaches of Company procedures and regulations;
- Serious misconduct resulting in summary dismissal;
In all cases, care must be taken to ensure that the employee’s rights are respected. Therefore the following
procedures must be followed, and they must be followed
promptly and quickly. Delay and secretiveness causes
suspicion and delay can be seen as acceptance of the
breach.
Most of the actions required will be initiated by foreman
or supervisors because day-to-day running of the Company is in their hands.
(a) Unsatisfactory performance or repeated breaches of
Company procedures and regulations
If an employee cannot perform his/her work to the Company’s satisfaction, it is not practicable to continue with
the employment.
The performance of new employees must be reviewed during the first three months of employment and the
assessment discussed with the employee and recorded.
The Company may be dissatisfied due to lack of skill and/
or application or continued refusal to comply with Company rules and regulations. In either case, the employee
must be told quite clearly of his/her shortcomings helped
to overcome them and warned that his/her performance
or attitude does not improve, his/her employment may be
terminated. Such warnings must be recorded in writing.”
As to the proposition that these provisions do not relate to
probationary employees, that cannot be sustained. The terms
of the clause are plain and unambiguous as to their meaning in
my view. Nowhere in clause 29 is there a distinction between
different classes of employees, be they probationary or otherwise. Moreover, the obligation in the clause on the respondent
to review a new employee’s employment during the first three
months of employment, when regard is had to the respondent’s stated policy that new employees are placed on probation,
is inconsistent with this interpretation.
In my opinion, on the evidence, it could not be said that the
respondent has complied with these provisions insofar as Mr
Woods is concerned. I do not regard the interview with Ms
Partridge and the file note as exhibit R1 as being a review of
Mr Woods’ performance. Furthermore, there was no evidence
at all that there was any indication to Mr Woods, in a formal
sense, as required by the Award, that his employment may be
terminated. The only issue raised in exhibit R1 was the requirement to provide medical certificates for sick leave taken
by Mr Woods. On the evidence, those medical certificates were
subsequently supplied. There were certainly no express warnings, as contemplated by clause 29(2)(a) of the Award, recorded
in writing as required by the subclause. This failure by the
respondent to comply with these Award obligations is in my
opinion, a material consideration to the harshness and oppressiveness of the dismissal. Where an employer has in place
written procedures in relation to performance review, whether
they be incorporated into a relevant award or industrial agreement or not, non compliance with such procedures is clearly a
relevant consideration as to whether a subsequent dismissal is
harsh, oppressive or unfair.
Also, as a matter of industrial fairness Mr Woods should
have been advised that his employment was at risk: Bogunovich
v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 3635.
On the evidence, he clearly never was.
It is also of note that Mr Woods, as I have observed above,
sought but was denied, annual leave to attend to his medical
problem that was subsequently diagnosed. Mr Woods was proposing to do this in his own time, not the respondent’s. For Mr
Pereira to refuse to consider this request was in my view quite
callous and in disregard of Mr Woods’ then circumstances
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which he explained at the time. It is also of concern that given
the respondent’s statutory and common law duty of care, that
no apparent attempt was made by Mr Pereira to assist Mr
Woods who may well have been at that time, both a risk to
himself and to other employees in the workplace. It is also
relevant to have regard in this context, to Mr Burgess’ evidence that had he known of this matter at the time, his decision
to terminate Mr Woods’ employment may have been reviewed.
I therefore conclude that the respondent harshly, oppressively
and unfairly dismissed Mr Woods.
I now turn to the question of remedy.
Remedy
The agent for the respondent argued that if I was to find in
favour of Mr Woods that he had been harshly, oppressively or
unfairly dismissed, then the respondent offered to pay compensation instead of reinstatement. It was effectively submitted
by the respondent that such an offer extinguished the Commission’s discretion to reinstate or re-employ Mr Woods in
the event that I found it was not impracticable to do so. This
submission was based upon the terms of s 23A(1a) of the Act.
The agent for the applicant argued however, that the respondent’s offer to pay compensation did not remove the
Commission’s discretion to reinstate, in circumstances where
reinstatement was not impracticable and the employee wished
to return to work.
Section 23A of the Act relevantly provides as follows—
“23A.(1) On a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal,
the Commission may —
(a) order the payment to the claimant of any
amount to which the claimant is entitled;
(b) order the employer to reinstate or re-employ
a claimant who has been harshly, oppressively
or unfairly dismissed;
(ba) subject to subsections (1a) and (4), order the
employer to pay compensation to the claimant for loss or injury caused by the dismissal;
and
(c) make any ancillary or incidental order that
the Commission thinks necessary for giving
effect to any order made under this subsection.
(1a) The Commission is not to make an order under subsection (1) (ba) unless—
(a) it is satisfied that reinstatement or re-employment of the claimant is impracticable; or
(b) the employer has agreed to pay the compensation instead of reinstating or re-employing
the claimant.
(2) An order under subsection (1) may require that it be
complied with within a specified time.
(3) If an employer fails to comply with an order under
subsection (1) (b) the Commission may, upon further application, revoke that order and, subject to
subsection (4), make an order for the payment of
compensation for loss or injury caused by the dismissal.
(4) …
(5) …”
The scheme of the Act in s 23A makes it apparent that the
intention of Parliament was to provide reinstatement or reemployment as the primary relief in the event of a finding by
the Commission that a dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair.
The onus is on the respondent to establish that reinstatement
or re-employment is impracticable: Quality Bakers of Australia
Ltd v Goulding and Anor (1995) 60 IR 327; Gilmore (supra)
at 4446. Of course, “impracticable” for the purposes of s 23A
does not mean “impossible” and requires an evaluation of the
practicability of a reinstatement order in a common sense fashion: Nicholson v Heaven and Earth Gallery Pty Ltd (1994)
126 ALR 233; Liddell v Lembke (1995) 127 ALR 342; Gilmore
(supra) at 4446.
In this case the respondent did not submit that reinstatement
was impracticable and moreover, the respondent did not adduce evidence that this was so. Whilst Mr Woods did and does
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suffer a medical condition I am satisfied on the evidence and
find that this condition, known as an “acephelgic migraine”
(see exhibit A14) as it effects Mr Woods, is under control
through medical treatment and other means. Certainly on the
evidence, there was no challenge to this and there is nothing
before me that would otherwise indicate that reinstatement is
impracticable. Moreover, Mr Woods expressed a very strong
desire to return to employment with the respondent and to
continue his career. There is no evidence before me to suggest
that this would be in any way impracticable, as that phrase is
used in the relevant authorities.
I am therefore not satisfied that reinstatement is impracticable for the purposes of ss 23A(1)(ba) and (1a) of the Act. The
question then remains as to whether the offer by the respondent to pay compensation, precludes me from ordering the
reinstatement of Mr Woods in these circumstances. For the
reasons that follow, I do not consider that it does.
Section 23A(1a)(b) was inserted into the Act by the Labour
Relations Amendment Act 1997. By the terms of s 23A(1)(b)
the Commission may order an employer to reinstate or reemploy a claimant who has been harshly, oppressively or
unfairly dismissed. The power to make an order of compensation to a claimant for loss or injury in s 23A(1)(ba) is not at
large. It is subject to the requirements of ss 23A(1a) and (4).
As set out above, to enliven the Commission’s power to make
an order of compensation, there must be a finding by the Commission that reinstatement or re-employment is impracticable.
Alternatively, where an employer has agreed to pay the compensation instead of reinstating or re-employing a claimant,
an order of compensation may be made.
As a matter of construction, in my view, the terms of s
23A(1a) are permissive. That is, the subsection sets out the
circumstances in which the Commission may make an order
of compensation and not otherwise. This in large part reinforces the statutory intention that the primary remedy in relation
to a finding that an employee has been harshly, oppressively
or unfairly dismissed is reinstatement or re-employment, as
prescribed by s 23A(1)(b).
Whilst the terms of s 23A(1a)(b) empower the Commission
to make an order of compensation if an employer agrees to
pay compensation, I do not consider that this provision completely extinguishes the Commission’s discretion in an
appropriate case, to order the reinstatement or re-employment
of an unfairly dismissed employee, if reinstatement or re-employment is not otherwise impracticable. The retention of s
23A(3) in the Act tends to support this construction of s 23A.
That is, there is retained in the Act an ability for an application
to be made to revoke an order for reinstatement or re-employment and for the Commission to make an order of
compensation. In order words, if the Commission is of the
opinion that reinstatement or re-employment of a claimant is
not impracticable and the employee genuinely wishes to return to the workplace and is reinstated or re-employed, there
is a mechanism to resolve non-compliance with such an order
by an employer.
Furthermore, the terms of s 23A of the Act are remedial in
character and should be construed beneficially: Bull v A-G
(NSW) (1913) 17 CLR 370. The power to reinstate an unfairly
dismissed employee is clearly a benefit to such a person and
remedies an injustice. In a case such as the present, where the
course proposed by the respondent is strenuously opposed by
the applicant and the former employee genuinely wishes to be
reinstated and such is not impracticable, it would be inconsistent with this principle to deny Mr Woods the relief that he
seeks, in the circumstances of this case.
In my view, for s 23A(1a)(b) to completely extinguish the
power of the Commission to exercise the discretion to reinstate or re-employ an unfairly dismissed employee in an
appropriate case, would require plain words in the statute to
this effect: Thompson v Gould & Co (1910) AC 409 at 420;
Dalli Kavak v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs
(1985) 61 ALR 471 at 475-6.
The relevant terms of s 23A of the Act are not, in my opinion, ambiguous or obscure. Nor does the construction I have
adopted lead to a result that is manifestly absurd or unreasonable.
Whilst Mr Llewellyn made reference to the second reading
speech of the responsible Minister on the introduction of the
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Bill into Parliament (Hansard 20/3/97 at 725) it is the plain
words used in the statute that must be considered and recourse
to such extrinsic materials are limited to the purposes provided for in s 19 of the Interpretation Act 1984. In the present
circumstances, that is limited in my view, to confirm that the
meaning of the provision is the ordinary meaning conveyed
by the text of the provision in the context of the statute as a
whole: s 19(1)(a) Interpretation Act 1984.
It is established on the authorities, that extrinsic materials
may of course be referred to, but they cannot alter the interpretation which a court or tribunal would place upon a provision
in a statute, independently of those materials: Re Australian
Federation of Construction Contractors; ex parte Billing
(1986) 68 ALR 416 at 420; ICI Australia Operations Pty Ltd v
Fraser (1992) 106 ALR 257 at 261-263; The Ombudsman v
Commr of Police (1987) 11 NSWLR 386 at 396.
Conclusion
In all of the circumstances of this case, the respondent should
reinstate Mr Woods in his former position as a kiln attendant.
Additionally, Mr Woods should be paid an amount representing the remuneration he would have earned had he not been
unfairly dismissed, on and from 16 October 1998 to the date
of reinstatement and his service should be deemed continuous, for all benefit purposes, over this period.
Minutes of proposed order now issue.
APPEARANCES: Mr M Llewellyn appeared on behalf of
the applicant.
Mr M Beros as agent appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union,
West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
Cockburn Cement Limited.
No. CR 333 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
6 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the applicant
and Mr M Beros as agent on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
(1) DECLARES that Mr M Woods was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment
by the respondent on or about 16 October 1998.
(2) ORDERS that the respondent with effect from 12
April 1999 shall reinstate Mr M Woods in its employment, as a kiln attendant, as if the contract of
employment had not been terminated on 16 October
1998.
(3) ORDERS that the respondent shall pay to Mr M
Woods an amount of money in respect of remuneration lost by Mr Woods by reason of the termination
of his contract of employment as if he had worked
continuously in the employment of the respondent
between 16 October 1998 and 12 April 1999 less
any amount of money earned by him in this period.
(4) THAT liberty to apply is reserved to the parties to
this order.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
Eltin Surface Mining Pty Ltd.
No. CR89 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
29 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: This application was lodged by
the Australian Workers’ Union, Western Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers under section 44 of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”). The industrial matter arose
from the dismissal of an employee (Mr Atley) by the respondent in circumstances where the Union claims the termination
of employment was harsh, oppressive or unfair.
Conciliation was unavailing and the matter was referred for
hearing and determination. The respondent raises the jurisdictional issue that although the Commission is empowered to
hear and determine the matter pursuant to section 44 (9) of the
Act, an order made is binding only on the parties to the application. The employee whose dismissal gave rise to the matter
is not a party to the application and therefore cannot be bound
by an order of the Commission made pursuant to section 44(9)
of the Act. So, notwithstanding that the application is an industrial matter and that the Commission does have jurisdiction
to deal with it, it is without power to make an order under
section 23A(1) of the Act when the application is not made by
the applicant union’s member, the dismissed employee, in his
own right.
The respondent argues—
“5. The Commission has cognisance of and authority to
enquire into and deal with any industrial matter (sub
section 23(1) of the Act). However, the Commission
is prohibited from making any order on a claim of
harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal, except an order authorised by section 23A of the Act, when
exercising its jurisdiction (sub-section 23(3)(h) of the
Act).
6. Whether the issue for determination is a claim of
harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal is a matter of
substance and not merely form.
7. The reason for treating the reference to a claim of
harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal in sub-section
23(3)(h) as a reference to a substantive claim of that
kind, rather than one brought under sub-section
29(1)(b)(i) of the Act only is—
(a) That a substantive claim for harsh, oppressive
or unfair dismissal may also now be brought
under section 7G of the Act; and
(b) If it was intended that it be restricted to a claim
under sub-section 29(1)(b)(i), the Act could
easily have said so.
8. Section 23A relevantly empowers the Commission
on a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal
to order reinstatement or re-employment, payment
of entitlements or compensation for loss or injury
caused by the dismissal to the claimant (see sub-sections 23A(1)(a) to (b)).
9. Sub-section 23(3)(h) was inserted and sub-section
23A(1) was amended by sections 40 and 42 of the
Industrial Legislation Amendment Act 1995, respectively.
10. There is no ambiguity in sub-sections 23(3)(h) or
23A(1) which would permit reference to any extrinsic materials as an aid to interpretation. Consequently,
the language in those sub-sections must be given their
ordinary and reasonable meaning.
11. It is abundantly clear that the orders which may
be made in relation to a claim of harsh,
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oppressive or unfair dismissal under sub-section
23A(1) are—
(a) Orders for the personal benefit of a person who
has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed; and
(b) Inappropriate where the claimant (being the
person whom or which initiated the proceedings – see section 29b of the Act) is a union,
which cannot be reinstated or re-employed,
paid entitlements or compensated for loss or
injury caused by the dismissal.
12. The only reasonable construction of sub-section
23(3)(h) and 23A(1) is that the Commission does
not have the power to reinstate or re-employ or order payment of entitlements or compensation for loss
or injury caused by the dismissal to Atley, where the
only parties to the application are the union and the
respondent.
13. To construe sub-section 23(3)(h) and 23A(1) in this
way is—
(a) Not inconsistent with the objects of the Act
(see section 6 of the Act); and
(b) Consistent with the scheme in the Act for dealing with unfair dismissals – evinced by
sub-sections 29(1)(b)(i) and (2) and section 7G
of the Act.
14. It is noteworthy that a construction of sub-sections
23(3)(h) and 23A(1) which would permit orders to
be made under sub-section 23A(1) of the Act in the
present circumstances would defeat the purpose of
limiting the time for a referral of a claim for harsh,
oppressive or unfair dismissal (see sub-sections 29(2)
and 7G(2) of the Act).
15. The special status of registered organisations under
the Act and the prescribed purpose of protecting and
furthering the interests of employees who are its
members cannot, in the absence of a statutory provisions to that effect, vest the Commission with a power
which it is not expressed to have in the Act.
16. The Commission does not acquire any power to reinstate or re-employ Atley or order payment of
entitlements or compensation for loss or injury caused
by the dismissal to Atley by reason of the subjectmatter of the application being an industrial matter
within the meaning of the Act.
17. Therefore, although the subject-matter of the application is an industrial matter and the commission does
have jurisdiction, it is without power to make an order under sub-section 23A(1) of the Act, when the
application, as is the case here, is made by the union
and not by Atley in his own right.”
It is submitted that on this basis the application should be
dismissed.
The applicant responds in the following terms—
“1. The respondent claims that the Commission has no
power to effectively deal with matters of dismissal
alleged to be harsh, oppressive and/or unfair, where
such matters are brought before it, on applications
properly made pursuant to section 44 of the Act.
2. This lack of power is said to arise from the amendment to Section 23A of the Act, effected by Section
42 of the Industrial Legislation Amendment Act No
1 of 1995, (the amending Act) effective 9 May 1995.
3. According to its terms prior to proclamation of the
amending Act, Section 23A applied to matters
brought under Section 29 (1)(b)(i). Since proclamation, Section 23A applies to all claims of harsh,
oppressive or unfair dismissal, however brought.
4. The respondent argues that, as a result of the changes
to Section 23A, the Commission may award payment of [(subsection (1)(a)], reinstate or re-employ
[subs. (1)(b)] or compensate [subs.(1)(ba)] only the
claimant in a particular matter.
5. Thus, where the claimant is a union (the argument
goes), orders made can have no effect.
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6. The applicant submits that the amendment to Section 23A does not preclude matters brought by unions
from being dealt with in accordance with Section
23A.
7. If it was the legislature’s intention to (effectively)
restrict access to unfair dismissal remedies to Section 29(1)(b)(i) applicants the preferred and obvious
term in Section 23A would be “applicant” rather than
“claimant”.
8. The ordinary meaning of the word, claimant, is “one
who claims something”.
9. The applicant submits that, under the Act, a claimant may assert that he or she has been dismissed
harshly, oppressively or unfairly in one of two ways.
10. Firstly, the claimant might make application pursuant to Section 29(1)(b)(i) as an individual, thus
becoming the applicant and, pursuant to Section 29B
of the Act, a party to the proceedings in his or her
own right.
11. Alternatively, a claimant might pursue such a matter
through a registered organisation, to which he or she
was eligible to belong. An organisation is entitled to
make application to the Commission, pursuant to
Section 44, to bring any dispute or question for determination before the Commission and up one doing
so, becomes the applicant in the matter and a party
to the proceedings in its own right.
12. The respondent’s contentions rely on the terms
“claimant” and “applicant” being mutually inclusive
for the purposes of the Act, and claim support from
the use of the former in Section 29B, the purpose of
which is to identify the parties to proceedings in a
particular matter.
13. The applicant submits that, if the respondent were
correct on this point, Section 29B would need only
identify (in (a)) the applicant as a party, rather than
state, as it does – “the claimant or applicant by whom
or which the proceedings were initiated”. Section 29B
thus recognises that the claimant can be other than
the applicant.
14. So, if the only meaning of “claimant” was applicant,
(that is, one must be an applicant to be a claimant)
the use of the term “claimant” would be unnecessary, and the legislation, properly drafted, need only
use the term, “applicant” for the purposes of Section
29.
15. The use of both terms, together, must be taken as an
indication that the terms can have a differing meaning. Where the terms appear together, then, the
purpose is for comprehensiveness rather than clarification.
16. The respondent submits there is no ambiguity in Section 23A. The term “claimant” is clearly ambiguous.
The intention of the legislature is therefore of importance.
17. The applicant submits that the parliament intended,
by its insertion of Section 23A in the Act by Section
7 of the Industrial Relations Amendment Act No. 15
of 1993, to provide for equivalence of outcomes, that
is, that individuals as applicants, had access to the
same range of remedies as individuals who pursued
claims through registered organisations (as had historically occurred).
18. The parliament’s principal purpose, in enacting Section 42 of the Industrial Legislation Amendment Act
No. 1 of 1995, was contained in subsection (1)(a)(iii)
of that section, in that it contained a power for the
Commission to compensate persons unfairly dismissed, where reinstatement was impracticable.
[Such a power had earlier been exercised, erroneously by the Commission, until the Appeals Court
clarified matters in Robe River Iron Associates –vAssociation of Drafting, Supervisory and Technical
employees (Peplar’s case)]
19. The secondary purpose of the other substantive
changes (to Section 23A) introduced through Section 42 of the amending act, was to expressly provide
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that the remedies available, especially the new power
to compensate, were available regardless of the avenue that had been taken to access the Commission’s
powers (Section 29 or Section 44, or Section 7G, for
that matter). This would be consistent with what was
sought to be achieved by the original insertion of
Section 23A, in the applicant’s submission.
20. Whilst it is not thought that the respondent is arguing (in Para.14) that the instant claim would have
been made out of time had it been made pursuant to
Section 29, it is accepted that the limitation applied
to individual applicants under subsections 29(2) and
7G(2) does not expressly apply to matters brought
by organisations through Section 44.
21. However, those subsections are necessary to require
individual lay applicants to be timely in making
claims, so that all parties are afforded natural justice, whereas organisations are aware, through
experience, of the importance of dealing with matters expeditiously.
22. Section 44 matters, if not filed promptly, risk not
being taken seriously.
23. Interpretation of the term “claimant” as submitted
by the applicant, is consistent with Clause 6. – objects of the Act, especially (c) and (e).”
The question of the Commission’s jurisdiction to order compensation in proceedings instituted under section 44 of the Act
has been considered by the Full Bench in Katina Pty Ltd trading as Kato Concrete Co v. The West Australian Builders’
Labourers, Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers (1997)
77 WAIG 2863 (“Katina Case”). The order awarding compensation out of a determination under S44(9) of the Act was
“within power and jurisdiction”. Sharkey P. states at p2864—
“It is clear that the Commission has cognisance of and
authority to enquire into an industrial matter subject to
the Act. It is clear that a referral of an industrial matter
occurs by virtue of section 29 of the Act. It is clear that
the matter can and does come before the Commission
generally under section 32 or section 44 of the act. It is
clear therefore that by virtue of section 23 of the Act there
is jurisdiction in and power in the Commission to take
cognisance of, enquire into and deal with the referral of
an industrial matter which is a claim of the section
29(1)(a)(ii) type whether for unfair dismissal or not. However, that jurisdiction includes a “claim” by an organisation
limited by section 29(1)(a)(ii) of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal of an individual employee. Section 23(3)(h)
specifically refers to the power to be exercised upon such
a claim. Section 23A prescribes those powers. (I would
add that, particularly in a section 44 matter, a matter not
originally a claim of unfair dismissal might become one,
not the least by virtue of section 26(s) of the Act)”
The argument that the reference in section 23A(1) to “the
claimant” as being entitled a payment, reemployment reinstatement if harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed,
suggests that the claimant must be the individual employee
entitled to relief under an order, was taken up by Fielding SC
in the Katina Case. (Supra). He states—
“Although section 23A is couched in terms which suggest that the power to award compensation is confined to
those circumstances where the employee is the claimant,
having regard to the purpose of the legislation and its history, the section should, in my view, be read more broadly
so that the expression “claimant” includes any claimant
for relief in respect of a dismissal alleged to be harsh,
oppressive or unfair. The Act not only authorises individual employees to bring an action alleging that they
were harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed, but enables a claim of that nature to be brought by a union in
respect of dismissed employees eligible to be members
of that union. The Act provides, also by section 29, that
an industrial matter, as broadly defined, may be referred
to the Commission by a union (section 29(1)(a)(ii)). It is
beyond question that an allegation that a former employee
has been either harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed
is an industrial matter. Indeed, that is self-evident from
the fact that section 29 includes a claim by individual
employees that they have been harshly, oppressively or
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unfairly dismissed within the scope of industrial matters
which may be referred to the Commission. Section 29
does not vest the Commission with jurisdiction to deal
with an industrial matter and therefore a claim arising out
of an allegation of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal.
That jurisdiction is vested by section 23 of the Act. Section 29 is a procedural provision. It merely defines who
is entitled to refer a matter to the Commission.
In the circumstances, it would be an irrational, if not capricious, for the Act to provide that in considering an
industrial matter of this nature, the remedy was dependent upon the identity of the person or body referring the
matter to the Commission (see: Cooper Brookes
(Wollongong) Proprietary Limited v. The Commissioner
of Taxation of the Commonwealth of Australia (1980-1)
147 CLR 297).”
(Supra at P2866).
With respect I adopt the reasoning of the Full Bench in the
Katina Case and on that authority hold that there is jurisdiction to order reinstatement (or re employment) or compensation
as the case may be, out of proceedings under section 44(9) of
the Act, in the event that a employee who is eligible to be a
member of the applicant union is found to be harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed.
Appearances: Mr M Lowrey on behalf of the applicant.
Mr R Lilburne (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
Total Marine Services Pty Ltd.
No. CR 79 of 1998.
11 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: The Australian Workers’
Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers
(“the union”) sought arbitration of a dispute it has with Total
Marine Services Pty Ltd (“the respondent”) after conciliation
pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
(“the Act”) ultimately proved unavailing on the issue referred
here.
The respondent is in the business of contracting for the provision of labour to off shore drilling ventures or operations. At
the relevant time the total number of persons engaged by it for
this purpose was about 350. One contract involved the supply
of labour for work on a jack up rig, the ENSCO 56, which was
then plying off the north west coast of Western Australia. Work
on the rig involved 28 day cycles of two weeks on and two
weeks off. The cycle was known as a “swing”. The respondents’ personnel manager is Ms Treena Jennifer Vivian
(“Vivian”). She has held that position for the last three years
of her 6½ years of employment by the respondent. The duties
of personnel manager include overseeing all employment on
offshore vessels and the payroll. At the relevant time the personnel manager reported to a Mr Ray Meadowcroft.
On or about 3 November 1997 the respondent, through
Vivian, engaged Mr Robinson Leroy Eliezer (“Eliezer”) to
work for one week on the ENSCO 56 as a radio operator.
Subsequently he was offered and accepted a further two weeks
work on the rig as a warehouseman. The parties agree that
these engagements were of a casual nature. There is no dispute over these. The issue between the parties arose
subsequently.
Eliezer has worked in the shipping industry, both ashore and
at sea, for significant periods since 1979. Between November
1979 and April 1991 he worked as a marine radio officer on
various supertankers contracted to major oil companies. He
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has certificates in radio communications, radar maintenance,
petroleum tanker safety, warehouse operations and other
areas. Eliezer was anxious to pursue permanent employment
with the respondent and to that end had supplied the respondent’s personnel manager with details of his accreditations and
experience. When he came off the rig on 19 January 1998
after completion of the second of the casual engagements he
continued to pursue this end by speaking with personnel at the
ENSCO office. According to Eliezer these persons encouraged him in his ambition to get a permanent position with the
respondent. The following day he attended at the office of the
respondent where he was presented by Vivian with a contract
setting out terms and conditions for permanent full time
employment. Eliezer accepted that contract and signed it to
that effect the same day. Vivian signed on behalf of the
respondent. The date for Eliezer to commence work was to be
advised to him subsequently but he and Vivian expected it to
be the commencement of the next swing due in early February
1998.
The details of the contract document and its signing are not
contentious. The contract accepted and signed by Eliezer was
subject to two conditions. One involved the respondent’s drug
policy. The other condition was a requirement to complete and
pass a medical examination by the respondent’s nominated
medical practitioner. This condition is expressed in an appendix to the contract. On 20 January 1998 Eliezer signed not
only the contract but also the appendix thereby expressly
accepting the terms and conditions offered and including an
acknowledgment that he understood that the employment contract was subject to passing that medical examination. Further,
in accepting the employment contract, Eliezer expressly
acknowledged that he had read and fully understood the offer
of employment and the terms and conditions upon which that
offer was made and, in accepting that offer from the respondent, agreed to be bound by those terms and conditions.
Eliezer met the requirement as to the drug policy at the time
of signing the contract on 20 January 1998. It remained for
him to secure a medical clearance from the respondent’s nominated medical practitioner.
According to Vivian the respondent has been utilising the
medical practice Westport Medical Centre for about ten years
for the purposes of medical examinations of certain classes of
persons the respondent intended to deploy in off shore employment such as on rigs. She says there are two medical
practitioners there with particular knowledge of such working
conditions and the physical requirements for it and the respondent relies on their expertise. So far as the respondent is
concerned they are the nominated medical practitioners for
the purposes of contracts such as that signed by Eliezer and
Vivian on 20 January 1999. One of those medical practitioners was identified by her as Dr Graeme Martin (“Martin”).
The respondent made an appointment for Eliezer to see
Martin later the same day as the contract was signed and he
did.
It is convenient to note at this point that though Eliezer had
been employed by the respondent on the rig prior to 20
January 1998 he had not been required to seek a specific medical clearance. Vivian says it was the respondent’s policy at the
relevant time that persons engaged on casual contracts to work
on the rig only had to meet the standards set by statute or
regulation. They were not referred to the Westport Medical
Centre.
As it turned out Eliezer did not travel to the rig on the expected date. The union says that from the signing of the contract
by the parties to it on 20 January 1998 the respondent acted
unreasonably and unfairly so as to deprive Eliezer of the opportunity to work in accordance with the agreement and thereby
resulting in a loss of income for Eliezer equating to three
swings. It seeks an order for compensation for the same. The
respondent denies there was any unfairness and objects to the
issue of any such order. It says that in the face of Eliezer’s
inability to get the required medical clearance he could not be
employed on the rig.
Eliezer gave evidence in this matter, as did Vivian. The only
other witness called was a Mr Constancio Donald Fernandes
(“Fernandes”). A number of documents, including copies of
medical opinions, were produced without objection from either party albeit the authors were not called to give evidence.
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There being no issue taken the documents are accepted on
face value.
Most of the evidence in this case was given by Eliezer.
Having had the advantage of observing him throughout I am
satisfied that he is a credible and truthful witness. His evidence as to events was precise and forthright. Fernandes gave
evidence on only one event. Vivian’s evidence too was somewhat limited. It went to the respondent’s policies and practices
and her dealings with Eliezer and contract with Martin and
Meadowcroft to the point when Meadowcroft took over.
The only evidence of what happened at that appointment
with Martin on 20 January 1998 was given by Eliezer. That
evidence is to the effect that after completing the medical examination Martin told him he had “passed” save that Martin
had some reservations about his undertaking a course the following day for which the respondent had already booked him
in. Known as the HUET course, it involves a simulation of a
helicopter ditching in the sea and underwater escapes. Martin
identified his reservation to Eliezer as being in relation to an
existing ear condition of his, a perforation in the right tympanic membrane. Eliezer wears hearing aids for this condition
and may use ear plugs. Eliezer says that Martin told him he
would follow up his concerns about the HUET course with a
person for the respondent and Eliezer was to wait in the meantime. Eliezer waited all day but Martin then told him he had
been unable to speak to the person he nominated and had no
option but to send Eliezer to an ear, nose and throat specialist.
Eliezer says he returned then to the respondent’s office where,
outside, he had a conversation with Vivian’s assistant who he
identified as “Lyn”. His evidence of this conversation is to the
effect that when he told her that he had to see a specialist Lyn
said she knew that already because Vivian had spoken with
Martin. Eliezer says he asked her whether he should go ahead
and do the HUET course for which he was booked the following morning and was told by Lyn that he should not because it
would be of no use because the respondent had contacted some
one else. Eliezer says he inferred from this that the respondent
had already acted to send someone in his place when the next
swing came up.
The evidence of Eliezer as to a conversation with “Lyn”
outside the respondent’s office is supported by the evidence of
Fernandes. Identifying himself as Eliezer’s brother in law, he
says he was with Eliezer all that day and was privy to the
conversation Eliezer says he had with Lyn. Vivian says she is
unaware of any such conversation. In all I am satisfied that
Eliezer did have such a conversation and in the terms he says.
I also consider it probable that by the time of this conversation on 20 January 1998 Martin had conveyed verbally to the
respondent the view that Eliezer’s ear condition was such that
he should not work on the rig and that this conclusion was
irrespective of any prospective opinion of the specialist that
Eliezer had been referred to and was to see the following day.
Further, given the imminence of the next swing, I think it probable that following Martin’s advice the respondent took steps
then to fill the position on the rig that Eliezer was to take up
and that what Eliezer was told outside the respondent’s office
that day as to contact having already been made with another
person and his inference as to the position was correct. There
is support for this conclusion in other evidence dealt with subsequently.
Eliezer saw the ear, nose and throat specialist to which Martin had referred him the following morning, 21 January 1998.
According to him, this specialist, a Mr Jayson Oates, concluded that notwithstanding the ear impairment Eliezer could
do the HUET course. Eliezer says he told Vivian of this outcome by telephone the same day and Vivian challenged him to
get that in writing. Eliezer says he went back to the specialist
the following day (22 January 1998) and requested confirmation of his opinion in writing with the result that the specialist
provided that immediately and Eliezer faxed it to the respondent’s office that day. Eliezer followed through by telephoning
Vivian to confirm whether the facsimile had been received
and says he was told it had been and he was then requested to
attend at the respondent’s office the following morning, 23
January 1998.
It is Vivian’s evidence that Martin had reported back to the
respondent in writing on or about 21 January 1998 to the
effect that Eliezer had not passed the medical examination. A
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copy letter dated 21 January 1998 to the respondent from Martin
was produced by the respondent in support of this. Vivian says
after receiving Martin’s report she spoke with Martin who told
her words to the effect that if it was him he would not employ
Eliezer. Vivian says she then showed the report to Meadowcroft
and faxed a copy of it to the ENSCO office.
A copy of the letter was produced at the hearing. Its contents
give rise to an inference that it is written in confirmation of
earlier advice to the respondent. It includes a statement to the
effect that Martin considered Eliezer unfit to take the HUET
course but has referred him to the specialist, Oates, on that
count and concludes that should Eliezer have his ear drum
repaired he may be fit to take the course. The letter goes on,
however, to identify Eliezer’s “bilateral significant reduced
auditory acuity” as a problem in the context of high background noise on the rig as advised to him by a Mr Kevin Parent
“on board the ENSCO 56” and the necessary ability to
respond to alarms.
There is no sign that this letter was copied to Eliezer or was
ever produced to him by the respondent. And it is Eliezer’s
evidence, which I accept, that it was only from a comment
made by Vivian at the meeting on 23 January 1998 as to background noise and alarms that he was able to infer that Martin
had raised with the respondent any perceived impediment other
than Eliezer’s ability to do the HUET course. Other than to
say that Martin had not passed him as fit for rig work, I accept
that Vivian did not disclose any detail of Martin’s report to its
subject, Eliezer.
Having considered all this, I have concluded that Eliezer’s
evidence as to Martin commenting to him at the time of the
medical examination that he had “passed” save for the reservation about his ability to undertake the HUET course is
credible. This accounts for the referral to the specialist. And I
think it more likely than not that the other concern identified
in the letter only arose subsequently.
What is somewhat surprising out of all this however, is that
Eliezer was not made directly privy at any time to any conclusion as to a further problem. The respondent was and, as Vivian
testifies, the respondent provided ENSCO personnel with a
copy of it. But the subject, Eliezer, was not told either by the
medical practitioner who examined him or by the respondent
(who presumably paid the account). And Eliezer certainly was
not privy to the decision to pass on the report to another party.
Vivian says that she got the impression from her meeting
with Eliezer on 23 January 1998 that he was expecting to hear
that Martin had found him unfit and he would not be going on
the rig. But I think it more likely than not that as a result of his
conversation with “Lyn” outside the respondent’s office late
in the day after Eliezer had seen Martin, the evidence of Eliezer
and Fernandes on this point being accepted, Eliezer presented
at that meeting as upset, confused and frightened of being prevented from working on the rig.
Eliezer says that as a result of his discussion with Vivian on
23 January 1998 he went back to the specialist medical practitioner, Oates, and requested and obtained a written opinion
from him that day stating that, with the use of hearing aids,
Eliezer’s hearing was good and he would have no problem
hearing an alarm in a noisy environment. A copy of this document was produced to the Commission. Eliezer sent the Oates
opinion by facsimile message to the respondent, for the attention of Vivian, and to the ENSCO office. Eliezer spoke to
Vivian later that evening and, according to him, she said
everything was fine and she had handed the paperwork to her
boss, Meadowcroft. Eliezer says he tried to get in touch with
Meadowcroft from this point but to no avail until 27 January
1998 when he asked Meadowcroft to meet with him. He says
Meadowcroft declined on the basis there was no point because
the respondent had already employed someone else in the
position.
Two days later Eliezer received a letter (dated 28 January
1998) from the respondent. Signed by both Vivian and, it appears, Meadowcroft the letter includes the following
statements—
···
The advice received from Doctor Martin is that there are
certain risks in sending you offshore with your current
hearing problem, with your (sic) exposure to background
noise. Whilst you have sought other medical opinions,
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we have had further discussions with Doctor Martin who
has confirmed that there is a risk and we would be in
breach of our duty of care (which your Company treats
seriously).
We must advise you that the opinion of our Company
Doctor is held in very high regard and something we are
not prepared to go against.
···
The letter goes on to suggest that if Eliezer has any further
queries he should raise these directly with Martin. He tried to.
With a short time now to the expected departure of the next
swing to the rig, Eliezer endeavoured to make an appointment
with Martin but was told that the earliest available time for a
consultation was 6 February 1998.
Eliezer took further steps in the meantime. He obtained a
medical certificate from his own general practitioner to do the
HUET course and successfully completed that. His general
practitioner also referred him to a consulting occupational
physician and academic, Dr Brian Galton-Fenzi (“GaltonFenzi “) who, by way of letter dated 2 February 1998 faxed to
the respondent for the attention of Vivian, informed the respondent that he had reviewed Eliezer’s fitness in the context
of the respondent’s letter dated 28 January 1998, and the reference therein to the respondent’s company doctor having
advised that “there are certain risks in sending [Eliezer] offshore with his current hearing problem, with … exposure to
background noise”.
There is a reference in the letter to Eliezer’s audiogram and
discussions by Galton-Fenzi with colleagues as to the issue of
the actual conductive hearing loss with background noise and
possible alarm sounds and a statement that it is considered
that the risk of a person wearing the hearing aids Eliezer did,
“of him being a safety hazard or not hearing the alarm in an
emergency evacuation situation, would be minimal”. The letter goes on to note that Eliezer carries a spare hearing aid at all
times and moulded ear plugs should he be in water. The letter
concludes with the statement the risk [of Eliezer] not hearing
the various alarm signals, in the event of an emergency situation, “would be extremely slim”. It goes on to state that
Galton-Fenzi would be happy to allow Eliezer to work in a
warehouseman position on an offshore drill rig.
It was to no avail. Vivian acknowledges receipt of a copy of
the Oates opinion and a telephone call from Galton-Fenzi but
says that, throughout, Martin maintained his opinion that
Eliezer was not fit to work on the rig and the respondent accepted this. Vivian says that by the time Eliezer saw Martin
again on 6 February 1998 the respondent had employed someone else.
When Eliezer attended the appointment with Martin on 6
February 1998, he took a copy of the Galton-Fenzi letter along.
He says Martin responded by saying that was fine but the job
was taken. According to Eliezer he then informed Martin that
any such appointment in accordance with the respondent’s
policy would only be casual and Martin then said he would
speak with Meadowcroft. He says Martin declined to put that
conclusion in writing to the respondent.
Eliezer says he spoke to Vivian the following Tuesday and
was advised that the respondent would be getting in touch with
the ENSCO office but when he followed up on that Friday
Vivian told him she had forgotten to phone but ENSCO would
not have him on the rig. When he enquired why not, he says
he was told by Vivian that she could not give him reasons on
the phone but agreed to write to him. But he received no such
communication or any other communication.
For her part, Vivian says that she and Meadowcroft discussed
the situation, including the various medical opinions, with a
Tom Moran from ENSCO. She says Moran endorsed the decision and expressed a concern re Eliezer’s perforated ear drum
in the context of the development of a hydrogen sulphide gas
problem. According to Vivian, Moran expressed the view that
he would not allow Eliezer back on the rig unless he was medically cleared on that account. It appears from the evidence
that this was the first time this concern as to Eliezer’s fitness
for work on the rig was raised by anyone. This is supported by
the evidence of Eliezer’s persistence and sheer doggedness in
pursuing this employment. In all, it is inconceivable that Eliezer
would not have raised such a concern with at least GaltonFenzi had be been made aware of it by anyone. It is also
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supported by the evidence of Eliezer, which I accept, that when
he contacted ENSCO personnel, identified by him as Kevin
Perron and Tom Moran, he was told that subject to a medical
clearance, any employment of him on the rig was a matter for
the respondent. I am convinced that had Eliezer been told of
this further concern, and it appears from a subsequent letter of
Martin that it was considered, he would have pursued it.
On or about this point Eliezer sought help from the union.
He says it endeavoured to reach some accommodation with
the respondent before applying for the conciliation conference
pursuant to section 44 from which this dispute was referred.
The union and Eliezer persisted in trying to persuade the respondent to employ Eliezer on the rig in the meantime. Finally,
the condition of Eliezer was reviewed by Martin who forwarded
a report dated 31 March 1998 to the respondent. It includes
consideration of the matters of background noise and hydrogen sulphide gasses in high concentrations. Effectively the
report states that subject to Eliezer wearing his hearing aids
and plugs, at all times, he was clear to work offshore on the
ENSCO 56 in the position of warehouseman. That same day
the respondent offered Eliezer the position of radio operator
on the rig. He commenced in that position on 15 April 1998.
The position lasted for 14 days. Eliezer was then informed by
letter that the rig was leaving Australian waters and if he was
needed to go with the rig to Singapore he would be advised.
He did not return to the rig.
The remedy sought by the union has already been noted. It
goes to compensation for the loss of income said to have been
experienced by Eliezer as a result of its decision on or about
20 January 1998 not to allow him to proceed on to the rig for
work. The respondent argues that it was entitled to rely on the
advice of its nominated medical practitioner and given his
experience and the respondent’s duty of care, it would have
been remiss of it to ignore that opinion.
The hub of this matter though is whether or not there is an
industrial matter for the purposes of the jurisdiction of the
Commission. That turns on the document signed on 20
January 1998 and the facts.
The terms of that document have been described. Significantly, Eliezer accepted them and signed to the effect that the
contract of employment offered to him was subject to his being found medically fit by the respondent’s nominated medical
practitioner. He not only accepted this but also the appointment with Martin. He also accepted the conclusion of Martin
expressed to him at the time of the medical examination and
goes on to see the specialist referred to him by Martin. But he
is not cleared by Martin to work on the rig. And in the light of
this fact and the maintenance of this situation until the putative time for the commencement of the next swing, it seems to
me that no contract of employment came into effect between
Eliezer and the respondent. The contract was not terminated
by the respondent. It was never on foot as a result of an
acknowledged pre-requisite condition not being met (despite
his best efforts) by Eliezer. In my view this amounts to an
insurmountable jurisdictional barrier to the Commission dealing with this claim.
That conclusion does not go to any question of unfairness of
course. In this respect I can only observe that the policies applied to Eliezer and the treatment of him after 21 January 1998
seem harsh. This is not just a situation of different medical
opinions and Eliezer falling between them and the respondent
caught by them. There are other approaches.
There was the inherent contradiction in a policy requiring
permanent employees to pass a medical examination as to fitness for work offshore while there was no such requirement
for employees engaged on a casual basis to do the same work
off shore. Vivian says the policy has changed now but it applied at the relevant time. And there is a situation where a
person judged unfit for the work but for an initial reason which
is added to not once but twice but without that person being
told of them. But these can only be observations. If Eliezer
has recourse for what happened to him then it must be elsewhere and not in this jurisdiction.
The order now issues.
Appearances: Mr M Llewellyn appeared on behalf of the
applicant.
Mr R Gifford appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
Total Marine Services Pty Ltd.
No. CR 79 of 1998.
11 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the applicant
and Mr R Gifford on behalf of the respondent, now therefore
I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order—
THAT this application shall be and is hereby dismissed
for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Bega Garnbirringu Health Services Aboriginal Corporation.
No. CR 163 of 1997.
12 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS: It is the claim of the applicant union that Ms B. Norman was unfairly dismissed from
her employment with the respondent on or about 2 May 1997.
The matter has been referred to the Commission pursuant to
s44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”) the validity of which has been challenged and was decided by the
Commission on 9 October 1998 (78 WAIG 3882). An appeal
against that decision of the Commission was filed but subsequently withdrawn in December 1998.
A Memorandum stating the claim of the applicant union and
the associated remedy sought, together with the answer of the
respondent, is on file. The terms thereof are contained in the 9
October 1998 Reasons for Decision (op cit) and therefore do
not warrant repeating here.
For a reason which will become evident later I indicate that
the respondent corporation is controlled by the aboriginal community which it serves with the provision of medical and health
related services. Ms Norman, an aboriginal person with limited education, had been employed by the respondent ostensibly
to perform duties of a cleaning nature which involved laundry
work.
On 14 April 1997, Ms J. Morrison who is also an aboriginal
person, and the blood niece of Ms Norman, attended the health
service centre as a patient. When Ms Norman became aware
of her presence she sought her out and after declaring her objection to action Ms Morrison had taken in relation to a
domestic matter, twice slapped her hard about the face. This
incident led to Ms Norman being interviewed by Mr W.A.
McGuire, an aboriginal person and the second in charge for
the respondent, in the presence of Ms V.E. Anderson who is
also an aboriginal person and an employee of the respondent.
It thereafter followed that Ms Norman was, in effect, suspended
from work without loss of pay until her dismissal which followed upon her being further interviewed on 21 April 1997 by
a panel of three aboriginal persons, which included Mr
McGuire, and following upon their recommendation that she
be dismissed for serious misconduct being considered and
approved by the Executive Director, Mr G. Stubbs.
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Ms Norman was represented before the panel by Ms B. Logan, an employee of the respondent, who pleaded that Ms
Norman had acted to discipline her niece in relation to a domestic matter and aboriginal culture recognised that it was
appropriate that she do so. There was acceptance that it was
proper for Ms Norman to mete out discipline but it was not
explained to the Commission whether the physical action of
Ms Norman was culturally acceptable. Ms Norman gave no
explanation for her action, either to the panel, or to Mr McGuire
in the earlier interview.
In the opinion of the panel the cultural obligations and right
of discipline which existed between Ms Norman and Ms
Morrison were outweighed by other relevant considerations.
In January of 1996 Ms Norman had been warned regarding an
incident with Ms F. Wakeham that her aggressive physical
behaviour would not be tolerated in the future, and if it were
to occur again it may result in her dismissal. Notwithstanding
her relationship to Ms Morrison the conduct of Ms Norman
had occurred during working hours and was toward a patient
and therefore Ms Norman had ignored her duty as an employee.
Furthermore the panel concluded that were she to be retained
in employment the apparent condonation of her conduct might
adversely affect attitudes within the aboriginal community and
cause patients to be anxious regarding, or to avoid, attendance
at the centre.
It was submitted by the applicant that Ms Norman was unjustly warned in January 1996 and therefore the incident which
occurred in April 1997 was not a situation where she had reoffended. Ms Norman told the Commission that she did not
commit the conduct in 1996 for which she was warned. When
questioned as to why she had apologised to Ms Wakeham at
the time, Ms Norman provided no answer notwithstanding the
question was repeated to her. There is no evidence that at the
time of the warning in January 1996 Ms Norman denied the
allegations to which it related, nor is there evidence that she
disagreed with the warning and raised any objection to it. That
there had been this previous warning was raised with Ms Norman when she appeared before the panel on 21 April 1997 but
no challenge was made to its validity at that time. Given that
the 1996 warning had not been called into question at any
time the review panel took it at its face value, and rightly so. It
was certainly good evidence at that time of prior conduct and
it is now too late to review the circumstances of the warning
given in January 1996 which had never been questioned before the dismissal of Ms Norman.
It is not necessary that I describe or consider in any detail
the domestic incident which led to the conflict between Ms
Norman and Ms Morrison. It is sufficient to record that Ms
Norman had become angry with Ms Morrison because of her
conduct and the fact that she had involved outside persons in
the related family dispute. This family dispute occurred at or
about two weeks prior to the day on which Ms Norman assaulted Ms Morrison at the health centre. There is no evidence
that during the two week period anything occurred to further
aggravate their relationship. However, it is plain that Ms
Morrison harboured concern for her safety at the time she was
to attend the health centre. Ms Morrison made her concern
known to staff of the respondent and that led to an arrangement whereby Ms Morrison was met upon her arrival at the
centre, she was ushered into a room and then hidden by a drawn
curtain, there she waited in company with a staff member. When
Ms Norman became aware that Ms Morrison was on attendance at the centre she left her place of work in the laundry,
located the room in which Ms Morrison was waiting, opened
the curtaining to uncover and access her, and then in anger
voiced her objection to Ms Morrison having involved persons
outside the family and slapped Ms Morrison about the face,
Ms Norman then exited the room and returned to her work.
Ms Norman conceded that her conduct had been wrong however it was pleaded on her behalf that her dismissal is too harsh
a penalty and therefore it was unfair.
The attack upon Ms Morrison was executed without any
form of contiguous provocation by her, moreover she had especially acted to avoid conflict with Ms Norman. Ms Norman
conceded before the Commission that her conduct had been
wrong. I am satisfied that is not a realisation arrived at after
the event. The warning issued in January 1996, whether warranted or not, made plain to Ms Norman that future aggressive
physical behaviour would not be tolerated by the respondent.
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Ms Norman was not entitled to take her domestic dispute into
the workplace, she breached her duty to her employer when
she committed the assault against a patient of the employer
whilst on duty and upon the premises of the employer. The
respondent had valid reason to dismiss Ms Norman, the relationship she had to Ms Morrison was objectively considered,
and given her past conduct, the respondent did not exercise
the right to dismiss unfairly. The application will be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr J. Rosales-Castaneda on behalf of the applicant.
Mr D. Jones on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division Western
Australian Branch
and
Bega Garnbirringu Health Services Aboriginal Corporation.
No. CR 163 of 1997.
12 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J. Rosales-Castaneda on behalf of the applicant and Mr D. Jones on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the power conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division
Western Australian Branch
and
John and Nadine Beniston Franchise and Licensed User
Jani-King Commercial Cleaning Service.
No. CR 15 of 1999.
6 April 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 21 January 1999 the application cited herein
was filed in the Commission requesting a conference pursuant
to section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act)
regarding the alleged unfair dismissal of Mr Houcine Amani;
and
WHEREAS on 3 February 1999 a conference was held pursuant to section 44 of the Act; and
WHEREAS the matter was listed for hearing on 13 May
1999;
AND WHEREAS by facsimile transmission received on 23
March 1999 the applicant informed the Commission that the
matter had been resolved between the parties and requested
that the matter be withdrawn;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the power
conferred on it under the Act, hereby orders—
THAT this application be and is hereby withdrawn.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian, Liquor, Hospitality Miscellaneous Workers
Division Western Australian Branch
and
Forestlea Investment Pty Ltd t/as Select Cleaning Services.
No. CR 60 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
24 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J Rosales-Castaneda (of Counsel) for the
applicant union and Mr T R Crossley for the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
1. DECLARE that Mr Harrison was harshly and unfairly dismissed from employment with the
respondent;
2. Declare that Ms Hosnie was harshly and unfairly dismissed from employment with the respondent;
3. Declare that it is impracticable to reinstate these employees in their former positions with the respondent,
and
4. Order that the respondent pay to Mr Harrison the
sum of $1540.00 as compensation therefore, and to
Ms Hosnie the sum of $3000.00 as compensation
therefore, within 28 days of the date of this Order.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Perth (Inc) and Our
Lady of Mercy Primary School.
No. CR 168 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
26 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The matter before the Commission
arises from an application made pursuant to s.44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979. Following conciliation, which did
not resolve all matters between the parties, the matter was referred for hearing and determination in the following terms—
“The union’s member, Sandra Flynn commenced employment at Our Lady of Mercy Primary School on 1st February
1977 as the School’s Secretary (Administration). Mrs
Flynn is employed pursuant to the Independent Schools
Administrative and Technical Officers Award 1993, No.
A 15 of 1991. The award was amended in application No.
237 of 1994, with the consent of the parties, to provide
for a reclassification of employees dependant upon years
of experience. Both the ISSOA and the school recognise
that years of experience as per the conditions of the award
are to be taken into account when an employee is classified in the award structure.
The ISSOA maintains that Mrs Flynn has not been correctly classified from the time of that award amendment
to date. The parties are agreed that Mrs Flynn should have
been properly classified at Level 3-Step 6. The union
claims therefore that Mrs Flynn should now be reimbursed
for the salary not paid.
The school maintains that the method used by the union
for calculating the amount allegedly underpaid, uses incorrect figures because Mrs Flynn has been receiving an
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overaward rate of pay. On balance, Mrs Flynn has been
overpaid. The school does not intend to claim that Mrs
Flynn should repay any overpayment.
The issue between the parties is whether Mrs Flynn has
indeed been overpaid. The resolution of this issue will
then determine whether the union wishes to pursue a claim
of underpayment of wages.
The union seeks an Order in the following terms—
That the contract of employment pertaining to Mrs
Flynn was not and is not contrary to the provisions
of the Independent Schools Administrative and Technical Officers Award 1993, No. A 15 of 1991 and as
such no overpayment of salary has been made.”
Mr Sands, the union secretary, gave evidence of the background and negotiations which went to the making of the
Independent Schools Administrative and Technical Officers
Award 1993, (“the Award”). He said that in 1991, the union
made application for a first award. Through negotiation involving representatives of the catholic education system, the
Association of Independent Schools, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Anglican Schools Commission,
the Independent Schools Administrative and Technical Officer’s Award, a minimum rates award, came to the Commission
by consent. He says that the major issue was the definition of
full-time employee. This posed a problem because there was
“a whole host of arrangements applying within the non—government schools sector” (transcript page 11). He says that in
non catholic schools, anyone who worked less than 48 weeks
per year was considered part-time and was provided with pro
rata of four weeks annual leave and pro rata annual leave loading. Anyone working 48 weeks per year received 4 weeks
annual leave. In the catholic sector, anyone who worked a
minimum of 40 weeks was full-time. He says that there were
three different arrangements within the catholic sector. Some
administrative and clerical employees were paid 44 weeks per
year while others had their 44 weeks pay averaged over 52
weeks ie they worked 40 weeks had 4 weeks annual leave and
their pay was spread over 52 weeks. There was a third arrangement, which was for clerical employees who worked 40
weeks who were paid for 52 weeks in that they were paid for
the full vacation period. Mr Sands says that this was the arrangement which applied to Mrs Flynn.
Mr Sands says that with these different types of arrangements applying there was a need for a compromise to be
reached in the negotiations for the award. The Association of
Independent Schools and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry agreed to a minimum 44 weeks constituting full-time
for annual leave purposes. The “Catholic sector” is said to
have reiterated that it would continue to observe the minimum
of 40 weeks to attract 4 weeks annual leave and full annual
leave loading.
Mr Sands noted that there is a difference between the award
for school teachers and for administrative and clerical employees in that the former are paid for 52 weeks on the basis of an
obligation arising from the applicable award. However, the
same obligation does not arise in the Award.
There is no written contract of employment between Mrs
Flynn and her employer. The history of Mrs Flynn’s employment includes that when she commenced employment with
Our Lady of Mercy Primary School, she worked for 14 hours
per week. She says that in 1990 she progressed to what she
called full-time at 35 hours per week and then at the beginning
of 1997, she was engaged for 21 hours a week.
In 1987, she worked for 40 weeks per year and had 4 weeks
paid annual leave per year, the remainder of the year was unpaid
leave. Mrs Flynn says that in 1987, with the introduction of the
Teachers’ Aides Award, teachers’ aides were paid for 52 weeks
per year. The School’s Principal, Sister Agnes, decided that Mrs
Flynn should be paid for 52 weeks of the year as well, to which
Mrs Flynn says that she agreed. Mrs Flynn says that until 1987,
she was paid for 52 weeks by averaging her salary over 12 months
for the lesser period of actual work. From 1987, she was to be
paid for 8 weeks which would otherwise have not been paid. There
was no discussion, she was simply informed of a decision made
by Sister Agnes and conveyed to her by Mrs High, the school’s
bursar. Apart from being advised of this situation by Mrs High,
between 1987 and 1993, there was no discussion about her terms
and conditions.
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In 1993 the Award came into being and Mrs Flynn was classified at level 3.1. In September 1993, Mrs Flynn approached
Mrs High and queried the years of experience recognised in
her classification. In January 1994, she moved to level 3.2.
She approached Mrs High again saying that she thought it ought
to have been level 3.6. Later, through negotiations involving
the union, arising from questions about the superannuation to
be paid on Mrs Flynn’s behalf, the classification 3.6 was recognised.
In 1996, the Catholic Education Office introduced a computerised payroll system, and Mrs Flynn says that Mrs High told
her that the computer programme could not take into account
the payment for 52 weeks, and that their salaries would be
shown as “salary and allowance” for the extra 12 weeks, and
she continued to be paid for 52 weeks. However, the then Principal of the school, Mr Grebiskie told her that she had been
overpaid considerably and accordingly, there would be no back
pay in respect of her higher classification.
Mrs Flynn says that she worked 40 weeks most years, and
41 weeks in some years. She was paid overtime for 3 days in
1997 when she had to commence work one week before the
students commenced.
In cross examination, Mrs Flynn could not comment on the
prosect of Mrs High saying in evidence: that Mrs High’s and
her own pay were calculated in the same way; that the payment for the additional weeks over 40 weeks per year was
simply an “ex gratia notional payment” because Sister Agnes
felt sorry for them because they were not paid like other people (transcript page 20); that Sister Agnes decided to pay them
for a 52 weeks per year to bring them into line with teachers’
aides as Sister Agnes considered that their responsibilities in
the administration area were at least equal to the teachers’ aides
(transcript page 35).
Mrs High gave evidence that she has been employed at Our
Lady of Mercy Primary School as Bursar since 1980. She does
all calculations of salary for all staff including Mrs Flynn. Since
1980, both her own and Mrs Flynn’s salaries have been dealt
with in the same way ie salaries were calculated on 40 weeks
work plus four weeks annual leave. She says that from 1980,
until some time after 30 June 1991, they were paid salary for
44 weeks per year. From then on, because their salary arrangement was different to the other employees particularly the
library assistants who work 52 weeks, and were paid for 52
weeks each year, and they were not, Mrs High approached
Sister Agnes noting this difference. Mrs High says that Sister
Agnes said that they could have the equivalent of 8 weeks
salary as an allowance. She told Mrs Flynn exactly what Sister Agnes had told her. She denies that this occurred in 1987.
She says that the manual salary records drawn up by her do
not indicate a change in 1987, but show that salary was for 44
weeks of the year divided by 26 so that they always got a
fortnightly amount throughout the year. The records show that
this did not occur until 30 June 1991, when the Archdiocese
Development Fund took over the School’s payroll. At that
point, Mrs High advised the Archdiocese Development Fund
to calculate her own and Mrs Flynn’s salaries over 44 weeks
plus an allowance equivalent to 8 weeks salary, as allowed by
Sister Agnes. However, the Archdiocese Development Fund,
due to its computer programme limitations, could only record
one amount.
When the Catholic Education Office took over payroll, that
office had a completely new programme which was capable
of splitting it into two amounts. Their pay slips then indicated
a salary component and an allowance component, a total
amount, less deductions for tax, union fees etc.
Mrs High says that she and Mrs Flynn were never paid a
salary for 52 weeks. It was always over 44 weeks both before
and after the Award issued. She was adamant that this 8 weeks
was an allowance not an increase. She says that the term “allowance” was always used, denies that it was only ever used
after 1996, as would appear from Exhibit 2, but says that it
was always referred to verbally as an “allowance” equivalent
to 8 weeks salary. She denied that it was an ex gratia payment
and says that it was “an agreed rate in so far that we were
allowed to have the allowance” (transcript 46-47).
Both Mrs Flynn and Mrs High described this arrangement
of the “allowance” equivalent to 8 weeks pay as generous.
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The Respondents say that the payment of this 8 weeks pay
was not linked to any weekly effort of work, it was equivalent
in monetary terms to 8 weeks pay, accordingly, it cannot create a contract.
The Applicant says that the payment of overtime when Mrs
Flynn worked extra weeks demonstrates that the contract was
for 52 weeks, although I note that this suggestion was not put
to Mrs High for her comment.
Conclusions
Exhibit 1 demonstrates that from July 1987 until 21 June
1991, Mrs Flynn’s rate of pay each fortnight was calculated
on the basis of 44 weeks each year. This amount of money
was divided by 26 to provide her with a fortnightly pay, for
each fortnight during the year. There was no period during
each year without pay. This supports Mrs High’s evidence that
the change did not take place in 1987, but was in 1991. I accept Mrs High’s evidence where it conflicts with that of the
Applicant, including that in mid 1991 Sister Agnes, the School’s
Principal, decided that the administrative and clerical staff,
like other staff, should also be paid for 52 weeks of the year by
means of paying them an allowance equivalent to 8 weeks pay
per year. This meant that they were paid for 44 weeks’ work, 4
weeks annual leave, plus an allowance equivalent to 8 weeks
pay. This occurred prior to the introduction of a first award to
deal with independent schools administrative and clerical officers.
The Award, when issued, provided that a full-time officer is
one whose total hours are 37.5 hours per week for a minimum
of 44 weeks per year. Clause 6.—Contract of Service subclause
(3) provides that—
“During the school vacation periods or any part thereof
during which an officer cannot be usefully employed, the
employer shall be relieved of the obligation to provide
work and the officer shall not be entitled to the payment
of salary in respect of any such period in which no work
is performed other than any period in which the officer is
on annual leave or a public holiday where the public holiday falls on a day in which the officer would normally be
employed to work. Provided that a maximum period covered by this subclause shall be eight weeks in a year.”
Clause 14.—Salaries, subclause (1)(i) provides—
(i) Where the conditions of employment of any officer
are subject to the provisions of subclause (3) of
Clause 6.—Contract of Service of this award, then
by agreement between the officer and the employer
salary may be averaged over the period of a full year.
Clause 20.—No Reduction provides that—
“20.—NO REDUCTION
Nothing herein contained shall entitle an employer to reduce the salary of any officer who at the date of this award
was being paid a higher rate than the minimum prescribed
for the officer’s classification at that time.”
It is true that the purpose of this matter being determined is
not to consider whether there is an underpayment pursuant to
the Award for the purpose of enforcing the Award. There are
two separate matters to be considered here. The first is a payment beyond the requirements of the Award.
Prior to the issuing of the award to cover her employment,
Mrs Flynn’s employment was covered by a contract of employment. I find that in 1991 Sister Agnes, the School’s
Principal decided to pay the equivalent of 8 weeks salary as an
allowance. I find that Exhibit 2 no more than shows that for
the purpose of the Catholic Education Office’s payroll records,
the arrangement for Mrs Flynn was called “Award plus Allowance” from 1996. Of itself, Exhibit 2 does not demonstrate
that the amount was referred to as an allowance only from
1996. Mrs High’s evidence was quite clear that the amount
had always been verbally referred to as an allowance. Mr
Curlewis on behalf of the Respondents referred to the payment as an “ex gratia payment”. However, Mrs High was
adamant that it was an allowance. This payment was accepted
by Mrs Flynn, and she received it each year thereafter.
The question is whether this allowance then formed part of
Mrs Flynn’s contract of employment, or was a payment which
the employer in its discretion could withdraw, remove or offset against some other entitlement.
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In Comeng (NSW) v Vehicle Builders Employers Federation
1983 AILR 362, Macken J. noted that “the primary obligation
of Comeng towards its vehicle builders depends on the existence of a contract between the company and each vehicle
builder. The terms of the relationship between them does not
depend primarily on an award but rather on the contract of
employment. In some contracts of employment there are additives that have the character of ex gratia payments and which,
therefore, may be unilaterally withdrawn by the employer. It
has not been suggested by Comeng that the over award payments it makes to its employees have any such character. Such
a contract cannot be unilaterally varied by one party to it”.
There is no evidence to suggest that the allowance was ever
understood to be able to be either removed or reduced at the
employer’s discretion. For this to be the case, the employer
would have needed to make it clear at the outset. Notwithstanding Mr Curlewis’s description of it as an ex gratia
payment, this was an allowance as defined in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary as “an amount or sum allowed to a person,
esp. regularly for a stated purpose”. It was not a “special gratuity” or “ex gratia” payment (Pacific Publications Pty Ltd v
Cantlon (1983 AR 415) and Ray v Radano (1967 AR 471)).
Accordingly, Mrs Flynn is entitled to treat her contract as having been amended to incorporate this payment.
I have considered the Respondents’ comment that the payment was not linked to any weekly effort of work, and therefore
cannot create a contract. I have been unable to find any authority to assist me in considering that particular aspect of the
contract. The authorities deal with the requirement for a contract to contain a consideration and for there to be the
requirement of service in return for that consideration. They
do not deal with the question of whether an additional payment, where a contract already exists, may form part of that
contract.
The situation before the Commission is that the contract of
employment existed and still exists, which contract provided
for a consideration of salary and conditions in return for Mrs
Flynn’s services. The School’s Principal decided to pay and
indeed paid an additional allowance as part of the arrangement between the School and Mrs Flynn, which Mrs Flynn
accepted. If the payment was ever an ex gratia payment, then
by custom and usage over a number of years, it has become
part of the conditions of employment.
It is true that there can be no contract if there is no service
required in return for the consideration. However, in this case,
the allowance is not paid in isolation of service, but is part of
a package of salary and conditions which make up the consideration paid to Mrs Flynn for service.
The next matter is the entitlements pursuant to the Award.
Where there is conflict between an award and a contract of
employment the employee is entitled to receive no less than
that provided by the Award. There can be no term of the contract which is contrary to the terms of an award. In the case of
a minimum rates award, the parties are entitled to negotiate
for conditions no less than the Award. The contract of employment is not displaced by the Award but sits along side it
and continues to operate in respect of those matters which are
not in conflict with the Award (Brennan CJ, Dawson and
Toohey JJ in Byrne and Frew and Australian Airlines Ltd 131
ALR 422).
The payment to Mrs Flynn of an allowance of 8 weeks pay
sits along side the Award and continues to operate. It was an
allowance, not salary, according to Mrs High’s evidence, and
according to Exhibit 2 which described her pay as “Award
plus Allowance”.
There is no prohibition within the Award on the employer
reducing conditions of employment which are not rates of pay
for the officer’s classification. However, the payment made to
Mrs Flynn did not arise as part of her salary which related to
her classification. It arose from her contract of employment,
and was an allowance not specifically related to her classification. There are a number of decisions, including Pacific
Publications Pty Ltd v Cantlon (supra), Ray v Radano (supra)
and Fielding C .in TWU v Arrow Holdings 69 WAIG 1049 at
1055-56, which say that an offset of such an “overaward” provision is not permissible. It may be permissible to offset the
allowance against an entitlement within the Award to be paid
for 52 weeks of the year, but the Award gives no such
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entitlement. It says that the employer may pay salary for the
weeks worked, or may average payment for the weeks worked
over the 52 weeks. (Clauses 6(3) and 14 (1)(i)).
The Applicant seeks an order in terms that the contract of
employment pertaining to Mrs Flynn is not contrary to the
provisions of the award, and I so find. It also seeks an order
that there has been no over-payment of salary in that regard. I
find that that is so. The “generous” allowance equivalent to 8
weeks per year has been paid according to the contract of
employment, and was established in 1991, before any award
applied to Mrs Flynn’s employment.
APPEARANCES: Mr A Drake-Brockman (of Counsel) on
behalf of the Applicant
Mr I Curlewis (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondents

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
and
The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Perth (Inc) and Our
Lady of Mercy Primary School.
No. CR 168 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
26 March 1999.
Declaration.
HAVING heard Mr A Drake-Brockman (of Counsel) on behalf of the Applicant, and Mr I Curlewis (of Counsel) on behalf
of the Respondents, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
declares—
1. THAT the contract of employment between Mrs
Flynn and her employer, insofar as it relates to payment of an allowance equivalent to eight weeks pay
is not contrary to the provisions of the Independent
Schools Administrative and Technical Officers Award
1993; and
2. THAT in accordance with paragraph 1. above, the
payment of this allowance does not constitute an over
payment of salary.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. CR180 of 1998.
10 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J. Kaur on behalf of the applicant and Mr
D. Johnston on behalf of the Western Australian Government
Railways Commission, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders:
1. In this Order:
(a) “employee” means an employee of the Western Australian Government Railways
Commission trading as Westrail (“Westrail”)
who is a member of, or is eligible to be a member of, the West Australian Locomotive Engine
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2.

3.

4.
5.

[L.S.]
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Drivers’, Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of
Workers; and
(b) “former employee” means a person who at the
time of the termination of his or her employment with Westrail:
(i) was a member of, or was eligible to be
a member of, the West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s
and Cleaners’ Union of Workers; and
(ii) had an entitlement to travel pass arrangements as part of his or her
conditions of employment which were
to continue after the termination of
employment.
That Westrail revoke its direction that employee
travel pass arrangements were to cease effective from
the 1st day of July 1997. Travel pass arrangements
as they applied until that date, are to apply from 11
January 1999 as if they were not removed, subject to
the following provisions:—
(a) Westrail shall provide an amount of $17,000.00
per month from and including 11 January 1999,
for the payment of interstate travel passes.
Such amount may vary from month to month,
but shall average $17,000.00 per month over
each period of twelve months.
(b) The amount specified in paragraph 2(a) is the
total amount that Westrail shall allocate to interstate travel pass arrangements as a whole
and is not exclusively for the benefit of employees and former employees as defined in
this order.
(c) Applications for interstate travel passes may
be made by employees and by former employees of Westrail.
(d) Where the granting of applications for travel
passes made in accordance with paragraph (c)
hereof, or for reimbursement in accordance
with paragraph (e) hereof, would cost significantly greater than $17,000.00 in any month,
Westrail may conduct a ballot of all applications to select those applications to be granted.
(e) Applications for reimbursement, in part or in
full, of travel costs expended by employees or
former employees since 11 January 1999, due
to the cessation of the travel pass arrangements
by Westrail, may be made and are to be given
reasonable consideration. Such applications
are to be made to Westrail no later than 4.00pm
on the 30th day of March 1999. Where there is
a dispute as to the granting or refusal of any
such applications, the matter is to be referred
to the Commission.
Where Westrail and the West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union
of Workers are unable to agree on terms for the removal of the travel pass arrangements then the parties
shall notify the Commission.
This Order shall apply until it is replaced or revoked
by further order.
Liberty is reserved to either party to apply to vary
the terms of this Order consequent upon any variation to the Order in Application CR 127 of 1997
provided it is exercised within 21 days of that variation.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers’,
Firemen’s and Cleaners’ Union of Workers
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
No. CR180 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
22 January 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
This is an application by the Union concerning the withdrawal by Westrail in July 1997 of the interstate travel pass
arrangements it had extended to employees and past employees. The union seeks an order in similar terms to the order
which issued in a related matter, application CR127 of 1997
(77 WAIG at 2806). Indeed, the factual background of the
matter before the Commission on this occasion is conceded
by the parties to this application as being sufficiently similar
to the background which led to the decision of the Commission in CR127 of 1997 that they relied upon the findings of
the Commission on that occasion in their presentation. Given
the similarity of the circumstances, I can see no good reason
for reaching any different a conclusion from the findings of
the Commission on that occasion. I therefore find that the interstate travel pass arrangements were part of a system of passes
which have operated within Westrail for approximately 50
years. Prior to 1993, the rail network throughout Australia was
run by the various states concerned and through an umbrella
organisation, Australian National. By a system of Railway
Commissioners’ Conferences, an arrangement operated
whereby employees of Westrail, and indeed of the other state
rail organisations, would receive interstate travel passes for
the employee and employee’s family without cost to Westrail.
The system of passes extended into the employees’ retirement
from Westrail. However, since 1993 the changes which have
occurred, and those which are yet to occur, have fundamentally altered the operation of Australia’s national rail network
such that it is likely to be operated by the private sector. Furthermore, since the advent of a national competition policy in
1993 Westrail now pays the full fare for the employees and
their dependents who use the passes. Westrail now also pays
fringe benefits tax upon that payment. The situation is therefore far removed from the original position where Westrail
could extend interstate travel passes to its employees at little
or no cost to itself. I respectfully agree with the conclusions of
Scott C in CR127 of 1997 that the circumstances are such that
there is justification for the removal of the entitlement.
It is not inaccurate to say that the principal reason why this
application, and indeed the application before the Commission in CR127 of 1997, was brought to the Commission was
as much the manner in which Westrail implemented the decision taken by it as the fact of the decision itself. Westrail now
acknowledges that the manner that it went about the decision
and its implementation was “not the best way”. Indeed, the
order which issued in CR127 of 1997 restored the interstate
travel pass arrangements for persons who are members of, or
eligible to be members of, the Australian Railways Union (the
union party in that matter) pending the negotiations for the
removal of the passes. In this matter, the union seeks an order
in similar terms to the order which issued in that matter.
From the submissions and evidence before the Commission,
there is little to differentiate the factual circumstance of the
entitlement to the interstate travel passes of the employees
covered by this application, and their removal, from the circumstances in CR127 of 1997. Accordingly, I respectfully
adopt the conclusions reached by the Commission in that matter. It follows that an order in similar terms ought to issue
unless there are circumstances which would warrant a different outcome. In this regard, Westrail is at pains to point out
that the application in CR127 of 1997 was lodged by the union in that matter immediately prior to the date upon which
the expiry of the interstate travel passes became effective. The
hearing of the matter took place shortly after that date. It could
be said that the application was contemporaneous with the
events then in issue.
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The same cannot, however, be said of the current application. After one, or perhaps two, previous failed attempts, the
union lodged the current application in May 1998. That is some
ten months after the entitlement to interstate travel passes was
withdrawn. Furthermore, there had been at least one meeting
subsequent to the application between Westrail and the applicant union in order to try to resolve the matter. Westrail has
accused the union of not actively pursuing the application from
August 1997 until approximately May 1998. Westrail submits
that the union should have actively pursued this matter and its
failure to do so is an argument against the merit of the application, and certainly against the retrospective operation of any
order to issue from these proceedings. Westrail also points to
the time period between the date the order issues from these
proceedings and the date upon which the travel passes were
withdrawn and states that any order to issue should not in any
event be made retrospective due to the difficulty of implementing any order. The evidence of Mr Powell supported this
submission.
The merit of the application is, in my view, to be considered
in the same light as considered by the Commission in CR127
of 1997. I am satisfied that the interstate travel passes were an
entitlement of the employees pursuant to the contract of employment between them and Westrail. It is a condition of
employment which also operated after the employees’ retirement from Westrail. I accept the evidence of Mr Les Young,
the former secretary of the applicant union and himself a former
employee of Westrail of some 30 years, that the interstate travel
passes were taken into consideration when wage rates and other
conditions of employment of Westrail employees were compared with other employees outside Westrail. In these days of
enterprise bargaining, and certainly where employees are encouraged to “trade off” conditions of employment for a
monetary or other benefit via an enterprise bargaining agreement, it is not fair of Westrail to unilaterally remove the
interstate travel pass arrangements. Accordingly, an order
should issue in the union’s favour restoring the previous interstate travel pass arrangements pending their removal by
negotiation or by order of the Commission. However, the time
which has passed since the removal of the allowance is such
that it is not appropriate to restore the interstate travel passes
as from 1 July 1997. The Commission considers that the order
should operate as from the date of the hearing of this matter.
In all other respects the order to issue will follow the order
in CR127 of 1997. In particular, it is clear that the order to
issue should also cover persons who have since retired from
Westrail who were at the time members of or eligible to be
members of the applicant union. The Commission is dealing
with an entitlement under the relevant employee’s contract of
service which was an entitlement which accrued to that person by virtue of him or her being an employee. The entitlement
also operated after the cessation of employment upon the retirement of the employee. The applicant union is a principal
and not merely an agent of its members. The union acts in an
independent capacity and it does so because it represents not
definite or then ascertainable individuals but a group or class
the actual membership of which is subject to constant change
in an industrial relationship. There is no impediment to the
union bringing an application on behalf of persons who had
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that entitlement when they were employees and who were at
that time members of that class.
The Commission will insert a maximum expenditure in the
order to issue in a similar manner as was included in the order
in CR127 of 1997. The Commission acknowledges that any
sum agreed should not exceed the total sum specified in order
CR127 of 1997, which, it seems, was a sum set aside by
Westrail for the operation of the interstate travel pass arrangement as a whole, and not just for the employees covered by
that other application.
The order will apply to the union and persons eligible to
belong to it. Whether any individual employee is covered by
the order or not because he or she is for example, a party to a
workplace agreement, or, perhaps, covered by a federal award
or agreement, is a matter which is best determined according
to the individual employee’s circumstances if and when the
employee applies for an interstate travel pass.
Minutes of a proposed order now issue.
Appearances: Ms J Kaur on behalf of the applicant union.
Mr D Johnston on behalf of the respondent.

UNIONS—
Application for alteration of
rules—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
In the matter of an application by the Western Australian
Municipal, Road Boards, Parks and Racecourse Employees
Union of Workers, Perth.
185 of 1999.
ROBIN COLBERT LOVEGROVE,
9 March 1999.
Deputy Registrar.

Decision.
HAVING read the application, there being no person desiring
to be heard in opposition thereto, after consulting with the
President, and upon being satisfied that the requirements made
thereunder have been complied with, I have this day registered an alteration to rules 11A, 24, 28, 36, 37 and 38 of the
registered rules of the applicant organisation in the terms of
the application as filed on 16 February 1999.
(Sgd.) R.C. LOVEGROVE,
Deputy Registrar.

CONFERENCES—Notation of—
Parties

Number
Commissioner

Date

Matter
Westrail Alcohol and
Other Drugs Policy
and Procedure
Dispute re
Discrimination
Relocation of
Employees
Stop Work Meetings

Australian Railways
Union

Western Australian Government
Railways Commission

Beech C
C257 of 1998

15/9/98

Australian Railways
Union
Australian Workers
Union
Australian Workers
Union
Australian Workers
Union

Western Australian Government
Railways Commission
BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd

Beech C
C358 of 1998
Fielding SC
C54 of 1999
Kenner C
C59 of 1999
Kenner C
C29 of 1999

23/12/98
22/1/99
26/2/99
10/3/99
4/3/99

Cockburn Cement Limited
Eltin Limited

17/2/99

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Result
Referred
Concluded
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
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Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
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Number
Commissioner

Date

Matter

Result

ABB Engineering Construction
Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C350 of 1998

9/12/98

Construction

Discontinued

ABB Engineering Construction
Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C355 of 1998

3/12/98

Strike Action

Discontinued

Cape Modern Joint Venture

Kenner C
C27 of 1999

17/2/99

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Referred

Austal Ships Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C340 of 1998

17/12/98

Termination

Discontinued

Cape Modern Joint Venture

Fielding SC
C352 of 1998

1/12/98

Industrial Action

Discontinued

Dick’s Auto Service

Kenner C
C49 of 1999

11/3/99

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Referred

A Goninan & Co Limited

Kenner C
C46 of 1999

18/2/99

Industrial Action

Discontinued

Northside Fabrications

Kenner C
C360 of 1998

2/2/99

Termination

Discontinued

Perth Ice Works

Kenner C
C213 of 1998

6/7/98
18/12/98

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Discontinued

Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C16 of 1999

-

Denial of Agreed
Rate of Pay

Discontinued

Riverton Engineering Co

Kenner C
C48 of 1999

11/3/99

Redundancy

Referred

Transfield Pty Ltd

C38 of 1999

19/2/99
9/2/99

Industrial Action

Discontinued

Wirralie Gold Mines Pty Limited

Kenner C
C3 of 1999

15/2/99

Hours of Work

Referred

Wirralie Gold Mines Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C361 of 1998

16/12/98

Roster System

Referred

Industries Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Civil Service Association

Barrett Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C299 of 1998

29/10/98

Award Coverage

Discontinued

Louis Nilant, Liquidator, SCK
Australia Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C80 of 1999

23/3/99

Calculation of
Entitlements

Discontinued

N & J Gill Plastering Company

Kenner C
C362 of 1998

19/1/99

Failure to Supply Time
and Wage Records

Discontinued

Director General of Education

Civil Service Association

Director General of Education

Civil Service Association

Director General Department of
Transport
Disability Services Commission

Scott C
2/3/99
PSAC10 of 1999 18/3/99
Scott C
11/3/99
PSAC11 of 1999
Beech C
8/4/99
PSAC18/99
Fielding SC
15/12/98
PSAC92 of 1998

Civil Service Association

Reclassification of
Concluded
Camp School Registrars
Employment Contract
Concluded
Relocation to Another
Workplace
Enterprise Negotiations

Concluded
Discontinued
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Communications
Electrical, Electronics,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union
Communications
Electrical, Electronics,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union
Communications
Electrical, Electronics,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union
Communications
Electrical, Electronics,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union
Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union
Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union
Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union
Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union
Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union
Hospital Salaried Officers
Association
Hospital Salaried Officers
Association
Independent Schools
Salaried Officers’
Association
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Transport Workers Union

Number
Commissioner
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Date

Matter

Result

Cargill Australia Limited

Kenner C
C75 of 1999

25/3/99

Payment of Approved
Training Leave

Discontinued

Cervantes Electrical Engineering

Kenner C
C31 of 1999

-

Relationship between
the Award

Discontinued

South Metropolitan College of TAFE Kenner C
C373 of 1998

1/2/99

Overpayment

Discontinued

WA Procast

Kenner C
CR296 of 1998

-

Alleged Contractual
Benefits

Discontinued

Advantages Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C79 of 1999

-

Time & Wages Records

Withdrawn

BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd

Fielding SC
C7 of 1999

-

Drug & Alcohol
Program

Discontinued

J R Engineering

Kenner C
C37 of 1999

25/2/99

Termination
Entitlements

Discontinued

King Edward Memorial Hospital
For Women and Another

Fielding SC
C337 of 1998

24/11/98

EBA For Plant
Operators

Discontinued

Nick Good Constructions

Kenner C
C44 of 1999

-

Alleged Underpayment
of $80

Discontinued

Board of Management South Perth
Community Hospital
Metropolitan Health Service Board

Fielding SC
11/2/99
C30 of 1999
Fielding SC
8/4/99
PSAC15 of 1999
Scott C
26/11/98
C335 of 1998
9/12/98
19/2/99
Beech C
9/3/99
C43 of 1999

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal
Disciplinary Action

Discontinued

Termination

Concluded

Refusal to Employ

Concluded

St Hilda’s Anglican School for
Girls (Inc)
Airlite Cleaning Pty Ltd

Discontinued

Burswood Resort (Management) Ltd

Beech C
C85 of 1999

29/3/99

Good Friday Rostering

Concluded

Hon Min for Education

Scott C
C42 of 1999

16/2/99
16/3/99

Relocation Process

Concluded

Smales Jewellers

Cawley C
C224 of 1998

19/3/99

Constant Threat of
Dismissal

Discontinued

Solid Concepts Pty Ltd

Beech C
C366 of 1998

24/2/99

Refusal to Sign
Workplace Agreement

Concluded

BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd

Fielding SC
C14 of 1999

-

Drug and Alcohol
Program

Discontinued
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PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS
AND ORDERS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Toscana WA Pty Ltd
(Applicant)
and
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
(Respondent).
No. 206 of 1999.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
15 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an application by the abovenamed
applicant pursuant to s.49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”),
whereby the applicant sought a stay of the operation of a decision of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court at Perth made on 17
December 1998.
By that decision, His Worship imposed a penalty for breaches
of an award which he found proven. The penalty amounted to
$950.00. He also ordered that the defendant employer pay costs
of $76.30. Further, His Worship ordered payment of an amount
which he found had been underpaid to the employee concerned,
Mr John Sammut. The amount concerned was $5,440.29.
The Notice of Appeal was filed on 6 January 1999. The application for a stay was filed on 17 February 1999.
By the application, which was opposed, the applicant employer sought a stay of that part of the Industrial Court’s
decision which relates to amounts ordered to be paid in respect of—
“a) Fines totalling $950.00
b) Underpayment of wages totalling $2268.63 which
were ordered to be paid for Rostered Days Off, Overtime, Pay in Lieu of Notice and waiting time.”
The complaint contained in the grounds of appeal was on
the basis that the Industrial Court erred in its interpretation of
the award and the entitlements which it conferred. Further, it
was alleged that the learned Magistrate erred in law and fact
in misconstruing the rationale in the Centurion Industries Case
(AFMEPKIU v Centurion Industries Ltd 77 WAIG 319 (FB))
to conclude that offsetting an over award payment cannot occur.
Finally, it was alleged that the Industrial Magistrate erred in
not giving sufficient weight to the mitigating circumstances
presented by the defendant in determining the level of fines
imposed for each breach.
A warrant has been issued for the enforcement of the order.
However, it has not yet been executed.
The appeal itself is listed for hearing on 16 March 1999
(next Tuesday). There were oral assertions from the bar table,
on behalf of the applicant, but no evidence adduced. The allegations were to the effect that Mr Letari, a Director of the
respondent, was of opinion that it would be hard to recover
the proceeds of the order once the same were in the hands of
Mr Sammut. Ms Harrison asserted that there was no evidence
to this effect, and there was none other than the challenged
assertion from the bar table. (Indeed, no evidence, oral or documentary, was adduced by either side.)
Ms Harrison undertook that the respondent organisation
would refund the amount of the penalty ordered to be repaid
to it in the event that the appeal was successful.
There were fifty-six allegations of breach of the award as
alleged in the complaint proven. Ms Laferla also submitted
that the amount so far unpaid could be paid into a trust account pending the hearing and determination of the appeal.
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PRINCIPLES
The principles which apply to applications for the grant of a
stay are well known, and I will not reiterate them in detail
here. Suffice it to say, they were most recently expressed in
Gawooleng Dawang Inc v Lupton and Others 72 WAIG 1310
at 1311.
It is for the applicant to establish, on the balance of probabilities, those facts on which it asserts that the order should
be made.
First, let me observe that it has not been established that the
balance of convenience lies with the applicant, because there
is no evidence that the amount, if paid, is irrecoverable. In the
case of penalty, there is an undertaking by the respondent organisation that the amount of the penalty will be returned. The
amount conceded to be underpaid has now been paid. There
was a delay in paying that amount, in relation to which an
explanation has been made.
As to the remaining amount of the underpayment ordered to
be made, it has not been established that that is practically
irrecoverable or difficult to recover, and there was a significant delay in this application being brought and listed for
hearing. The balance of convenience lies with the respondent
and its member not being further deprived of the fruits of “litigation”.
As to whether there is a serious issued to be tried, nothing
was said, given that His Worship expressly referred to mitigating factors to support any submission that there was a serious
issue to be tried as to the amount of the penalties imposed.
Further, nothing was submitted to me of sufficient cogency
as a matter of law, to persuade me that there was a serious
issue to be tried on the other grounds of appeal, and, in particular, that the principle in AFMEPKIU v Centurion Industries
Ltd (op cit) should not apply.
Having regard to s.26(1)(a) and (c) of the Act and those factors and principles which I have mentioned, there is nothing
established sufficiently, or at all, to persuade me that the respondent and, through it, Mr Sammut, should be deprived of
the fruits of its “judgment”, in the proper exercise of my discretion.
I would dismiss the application.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Toscana WA Pty Ltd
(Applicant)
and
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
(Respondent).
No. 206 of 1999.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
12 March 1999.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before me on the 12th
day of March 1999, and having heard Ms S Laferla, as agent,
on behalf of the applicant and Ms J Harrison on behalf of the
respondent, and having reserved my decision on the matter,
and, having determined that my reasons for decision will
issue at a future date, it is this day, the 12th day of March
1999, ordered that application No 206 of 1999 be and is hereby
dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient Free and
Excepted Masons Incorporated
and others.
No 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
16 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr P Kyle of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr A D Lucev of counsel on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders—
(1) THAT the applicant and respondent confer in an endeavour to resolve this matter by agreement.
(2) THAT if the applicant and respondent are unable to
resolve this matter by agreement by 1 April 1999, or
such longer period as the parties request, the Commission will re-convene a conciliation conference
between the parties.
(3) THAT if having endeavoured to resolve the matter
by conciliation the Commission is satisfied further
resort to conciliation would be unavailing the matter
be set down for hearing on 24 May to 4 June 1999.
(4) THAT if the matter is set down for hearing in accordance with paragraph (3) the following orders
apply in substitution for the orders made by the Commission on 4 June and 9 September 1998 in respect
of this matter—
(a) The applicant give discovery on affidavit of
the documents listed in Schedule A of the order of the Commission dated 28 August 1998
within his possession, custody or power no
later than 16 April 1999 and state a time and
place at which the documents may be inspected
and copied.
(b) The applicant file and serve on the respondent
any witness statements on which it intends to
rely no later than 3 May 1999
(c) The respondent file and serve on the applicant
any witness statements on which it intends to
rely no later than 10 May 1999.
(d) The applicant file and serve an outline of submissions and any list of authorities no later
than 14 May 1999.
(e) The respondent file and serve an outline of submissions and any list of authorities no later
than 19 May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

79 W.A.I.G.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ian Wheeler
and
Extraman/Extra Personnel Services Pty Ltd
No. 1582 of 1998
Chris Cracroft-Wilson
and
Extraman/Extra Personnel Services Pty Ltd
No. 1583 of 1998
Noel Robert Glover
and
Extraman Pty Ltd
No. 1584 of 1998
Rhonda Day
and
Extraman (WA) Pty Ltd
No. 1585 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
25 March 1999.
Direction.
WHEREAS on the 23rd day of March 1999 the Commission
convened a conference for the purpose of conciliation and to
deal with matters relating to the scheduling of the hearing of
the applications; and
HAVING heard from Mr Wheeler for the Applicants and
Mr M Campbell (of Counsel) for the Respondent, the Commission issued directions relating to the hearing of the
applications;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby direct that—
1. The hearing dates of the 6th and 7th days of April 1999
be abandoned and the applications be set down for
hearing on the 19th and 20th days of July 1999;
2. No later than 5.00pm on the 6th day of April 1999,
the Respondent shall provide to the Applicants, care
of Mr Wheeler at 149 Versteeg Grove Martin WA
6110, the Tempak Client Records which show a list
of the Respondent’s existing clients for the financial
years 1995/96 and 1996/97;
3. No later than 5.00pm on the 20th day of April 1999,
the Applicants shall put to the Respondent their Notice to Admit;
4. No later than 14 days from the date of service of the
Notice to Admit the Respondent shall respond to that
Notice.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Paul Spink
and
Comba Pty Ltd t/a Kimbers Towing.
No. 1613 of 1998.
10 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 25 February 1999 an application was made to
the Industrial Relations Commission in writing for an order
that the applicant give discovery and the production of documents for inspection; and
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HAVING heard Ms L. Nickels, of Counsel, on behalf of the
respondent and there being no appearance on behalf of the
applicant, the Commission, pursuant to the power conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the applicant produce to the respondent for inspection—
(a) all invoices submitted by the applicant to the
respondent;
(b) any invoices submitted by the applicant to the
respondent relating to the cost of equipment;
(c) all documentation relating to insurance of the
vehicle and liability insurance or either workers compensation or personal injury and
accident insurance;
(d) correspondence between the applicant and the
respondent; and
(e) the applicant’s income tax return for the year
ended 30 June 1998;
THAT the applicant provide the abovementioned documentation to the respondent within 14 days from the date
of this order.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Louie Montuolo
and
Amcor Flexibles Australasia.
No. 1674 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
23 March 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Ms K Williams of counsel on behalf of the
applicant and Mr M Beros as agent on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs—
(1) THAT each party shall give an informal discovery
by serving its list of documents by 2 April 1999.
(2) THAT inspection of documents shall be completed
by 9 April 1999.
(3) THAT the applicant and respondent file an agreed
statement of facts (if any) no later than three days
prior to the date of hearing.
(4) THAT the applicant and respondent file and serve an
outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon
which they intend to rely no later than three days
prior to the date of hearing.
(5) THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mrs Yen Hong Vuong
and
Unit Shelf Co. (No. 89) Pty Ltd.
No. 1846 of 1998.
15 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application was brought pursuant to section
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS a conciliation conference was held on 25 November 1998; and
WHEREAS, in order to ascertain further and better particulars of the claim, the Commission subsequently had a meeting
with the applicant and the assistance of an interpreter; and
WHEREAS particulars of the claim for contractual entitlements alleged to be due from the respondent and the basis on
which the applicant relied for the claim were produced to the
applicant; and
WHEREAS the applicant endorsed those particulars which
the commission then forwarded to the respondent; and
WHEREAS the applicant relies on the (WA) Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 for the entitlement claimed;
and
WHEREAS there is no jurisdiction for the commission to
deal with a claim for entitlement to a condition of employment arising under that statute; and
WHEREAS the question of whether there is any jurisdiction for the commission to deal with this claim was identified
to the applicant and the applicant was directed to consider this
and advise within fourteen (14) days whether it was maintained that there was jurisdiction; and
WHEREAS there has been no response within that time or
at all; and
WHEREAS notice was given that in the event of no response
the claim would be discontinued by order; and
WHEREAS the residual matter remains as to the identity of
the respondent; and
WHEREAS being satisfied that the employer was in fact
the Unit Shelf Co. (No. 89) Pty Ltd;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
1. THAT the name of the respondent be amended from
“Mr Tony” to Unit Shelf Co. (No. 89) Pty Ltd.
2. THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mr Thai Quoc Vu
and
Unit Shelf Co. (No. 89) Pty Ltd.
No. 1847 of 1998.
15 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application was brought pursuant to section
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS a conciliation conference was held on 25 November 1998; and
WHEREAS, in order to ascertain further and better particulars of the claim, the Commission subsequently had a meeting
with the applicant and the assistance of an interpreter; and
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WHEREAS particulars of the claim for contractual entitlements alleged to be due from the respondent and the basis on
which the applicant relied for the claim were produced to the
applicant; and
WHEREAS the applicant endorsed those particulars which
the commission then forwarded to the respondent; and
WHEREAS the applicant relies on the (WA) Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 for the entitlement claimed;
and
WHEREAS there is no jurisdiction for the commission to
deal with a claim for entitlement to a condition of employment arising under that statute; and
WHEREAS the question of whether there is any jurisdiction for the commission to deal with this claim was identified
to the applicant and the applicant was directed to consider this
and advise within fourteen (14) days whether it was maintained that there was jurisdiction; and
WHEREAS there has been no response within that time or
at all; and
WHEREAS notice was given that in the event of no response
the claim would be discontinued by order; and
WHEREAS the residual matter remains as to the identity of
the respondent; and
WHEREAS being satisfied that the employer was in fact
the Unit Shelf Co. (No. 89) Pty Ltd;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
1. THAT the name of the respondent be amended from
“Mr Tony” to Unit Shelf Co. (No. 89) Pty Ltd.
2. THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Safa Ibrahim
and
Unit Shelf Co. (No. 89) Pty Ltd.
No. 1848 of 1998.
15 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application was brought pursuant to section
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS a conciliation conference was held on 25 November 1998; and
WHEREAS, in order to ascertain further and better particulars of the claim, the Commission subsequently had a meeting
with the applicant and the assistance of an interpreter; and
WHEREAS particulars of the claim for contractual entitlements alleged to be due from the respondent and the basis on
which the applicant relied for the claim were produced to the
applicant; and
WHEREAS the applicant endorsed those particulars which
the commission then forwarded to the respondent; and
WHEREAS the applicant relies on the (WA) Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 for the entitlement claimed;
and
WHEREAS there is no jurisdiction for the commission to
deal with a claim for entitlement to a condition of employment arising under that statute; and
WHEREAS the question of whether there is any jurisdiction for the commission to deal with this claim was identified
to the applicant and the applicant was directed to consider this
and advise within fourteen (14) days whether it was maintained that there was jurisdiction; and
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WHEREAS there has been no response within that time or
at all; and
WHEREAS notice was given that in the event of no response
the claim would be discontinued by order; and
WHEREAS the residual matter remains as to the identity of
the respondent; and
WHEREAS being satisfied that the employer was in fact
the Unit Shelf Co. (No. 89) Pty Ltd;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
1. THAT the name of the respondent be amended from
“Mr Anthony & A Ricciardo Family Trust” to Unit
Shelf Co. (No. 89) Pty Ltd.
2. THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kim Blechynden
and
Interspace Technologies Pty Ltd.
No. 1944 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
8 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on the 15th day of February 1999 the Commission convened a conference for the purpose of conciliating
between the parties; and
WHEREAS following that conference the parties reached
agreement in respect of the application that an order reflecting
that agreement should issue; and
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, by
consent, hereby orders that—
1. The Respondent shall pay to the Applicant the sum
of $2489.50 such sum to be paid to the Applicant by
way of $50.00 instalments until paid in full;
2. Each instalment shall be paid into the Applicant’s
Commonwealth Bank Account on the 1st day of each
calendar month or the next working day if that 1st
day in each month falls on a weekend or a public
holiday; and
3. The application otherwise be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

79 W.A.I.G.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Denver Wilcox
and
Delsana Holdings Pty Ltd ATF D’Angelo Family Trust
trading as Villa Della Luna.
No. 2195 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
31 March 1999.
Direction.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on Tuesday the 30th day of March 1999, the
Commission convened a conference for the purpose of conciliating between the parties; and
WHEREAS at the conclusion of that conference no agreement was reached, and the Applicant sought that the matter be
set down for hearing and determination; and
WHEREAS also at the conclusion of the conference the
Commission issued directions relating to the hearing of the
matter;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby direct —
1. THAT the Respondent shall supply to the Applicant’s
representative a copy of the Time and Wages Records
relating to the Applicants’ employment, within 14
days of the date of this Direction.
2. THAT no later than 28 days prior to the hearing of
this matter the Applicant shall supply to the Respondent and to the Commission a list of contentions in
relation to the application.
3. THAT the Respondent shall respond to those contentions referred to in Direction No. 2. above as to
whether these matters are agreed to or denied and
any matters it contends, such response to be provided
to the Applicant and to the Commission no later than
14 days prior to the hearing of this matter.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Stuart Owen Emery
and
Bruyereterre Pty Ltd.
No. 37 of 1999.
9 April 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission
pursuant to regulation 80 of the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985;
AND WHEREAS the parties were heard in chambers on 7
April 1999;
AND HAVING HEARD Mr S. Emery on behalf of himself
as the applicant and Mr Di Rosa (of counsel) on behalf of the
respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby order —
1. THAT on or before 28 April 1999 respondent discover to the applicant the following documents in its
possession, custody or power—
(a) The Bonus Calculation Sheet – Return on Nett
Asset Bonus for the period 1 July 1998 to 30
September 1998;

2.

3.
4.

[L.S.]
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(b) The Bonus Calculation Sheet – Return on Sales
Bonus for the period 1 July 1998 to 30 September 1998;
(c) The set of accounts for the period 1 July 1998
to 30 September 1998;
(d) Written confirmation from the company accountant that the bonus calculations supplied
are true and correct and relate to the normal
trading only excluding any expenditure or adjustments relating to the sale of the operation.
THAT on or before 28 April 1999:
(a) the parties produce to each other any documents that will be tendered at the hearing; and
(b) the applicant produce to the respondent an
extract of his contract of employment showing the term upon which he relies to establish
his claim
THAT the applicant file and serve on the respondent
a revised schedule of his claim by 5 May 1999.
THAT the respondent file and serve a Notice of Answer and Counterproposal by 19 May 1999 which
includes a statement admitting or denying that the
term upon which the applicant relies to establish his
claim was a term of his contract of employment..
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Jan Louise King
and
Glasgow Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 88 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
9 April 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Mr D Temby of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr N Graham of counsel on behalf of the
respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs –
(1) THAT any request by the respondent for particulars
be filed and served by 12 April 1999.
(2) THAT any request by the applicant for particulars be
filed and served by 12 April 1999.
(3) THAT the applicant shall respond to the respondent’s request by 19 April 1999.
(4) THAT the respondent shall respond to the applicant’s
request by 19 April 1999.
(5) THAT each party shall give an informal discovery
by serving its list of documents by 22 April 1999.
(6) THAT inspection of documents shall be completed
by 29 April 1999.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
ABB Engineering Pty Ltd.
No. BOR 4 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
31 March 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Mr F Logan as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr P Cooke as agent on behalf of the respondent,
pursuant to the powers under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
it is hereby directed—
(1) THAT the parties file and serve upon one another
any signed witness statements upon which they intend to rely no later than seven days prior to the date
of hearing.
(2) THAT the parties give notice to one another of witnesses they require to attend at the proceedings for
the purposes of cross-examination no later than three
days prior to the date of hearing.
(3) THAT the applicant and respondent file an agreed
statement of facts (if any) no later than three days
prior to the date of hearing.
(4) THAT the applicant and respondent file and serve an
outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon
which they intend to rely no later than three days
prior to the date of hearing.
(5) THAT the matter be listed for hearing for one day.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Alberta Stoffels
and
Homebuyers Centre Pty Ltd.
No. 9 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
10 March 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 5 January 1999, Alberta Stoffels applied to
the Commission for an order pursuant to section 29 of the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS at a conciliation conference held on 4 March
1999 the parties advised the Commission that an agreement
had been reached to settle the matter; and
WHEREAS the parties sought orders from the Commission
that the respondent would pay the applicant two month’s salary nett within 7 days; that the respondent would provide the
applicant with a written reference in terms generally agreed in
private between the parties within 7 days; that no bad oral
reference will be given by the respondent regarding the applicant; that the applicant acknowledges that the respondent does
not admit liability and that the terms of the settlement are to
remain confidential between the parties;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
1. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant two
month’s salary nett within 7 days;
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2. THAT the respondent provide the applicant with a
written reference in the general terms privately agreed
between the parties within 7 days;
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

NOTICES—
Appointments—
APPOINTMENT
ADDITIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, acting pursuant to
the provisions of section 80D of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, hereby appoint, subject to the provisions of that Act,
Commissioner C.B. Parks to be an additional Public Service
Arbitrator for a period of one year from 25th March, 1999.
Dated the 25th day of March, 1999.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

APPOINTMENT
ADDITIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, acting pursuant to
the provisions of section 80D of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, hereby appoint, subject to the provisions of that Act,
Commissioner A.R. Beech to be an additional Public Service
Arbitrator for a period of one year from 25th March, 1999.
Dated the 25th day of March, 1999.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

NOTICES—
Union matters—
Appl No. 505 of 1999.
NOTICE is given of an application by “The State School
Teachers’ Union of W.A. (Incorporated)” to the Full Bench of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
an alteration to rule 4 – Membership.
The current rule and the proposed new rule are shown
below—
Existing Rule
4. MEMBERSHIP
The State School Teachers’ Union of W.A. (Incorporated)
shall consist of an unlimited number of persons employed
or usually employed in the following categories—
(a) FULL MEMBERS—
(i) Teachers employed by the Education Department of Western Australia or by any institution
providing technical and further education in
Western Australia and teachers employed in
pre-school centres in Western Australia provided that such teachers hold or are enrolled
for the purpose of obtaining a teaching academic qualification.
(ii) Any person employed by any of the employers or in any of the places referred to in sub-rule
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(a) (i) of this rule who is employed as an education officer, guidance officer, counsellor or
demonstrator.
(iii) Teachers employed in a temporary capacity by
a technical and further education institution.
(iv) Teachers employed by and in a Community
College in Western Australia.
(v) Any person elected to an office in the State
School Teachers’ Union of Western Australia.
(vi) Any employee of the SSTUWA (inc.) provided
that such persons are not eligible for membership of the Australian Municipal,
Administrative, Clerical and Services Union
of Employees, W.A., Clerical and Administrative Branch.
(b) HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS: Any teacher or
any employee of the Union who has rendered long
and meritorious service to the Union may, upon retirement, be appointed as an Honorary Life Member.
For the purpose of such an appointment it shall be
necessary that nominations be received and approved
by the Executive and published in the W.A. Teachers’ Journal or The Western Teacher at least three
months prior to the opening of State Council.
(c) HONORARY MEMBERS: Exchange teachers
who are members of a teachers’ Organisation in the
State or country from which they have come and unemployed teachers may be appointed by the
Executive as Honorary Members of this Union.
(d) SPECIAL CATEGORY MEMBERSHIP: Persons
who are not trained teachers but who because of their
special expertise are placed in charge of a class in
any area of the educational service may become Special Category Members.
(f) RETIRED TEACHER MEMBERS: Teachers retired from the Education Department of W.A. because
of age or invalidism may be admitted as Retired
Teacher Members at the discretion of the Executive.
(f) ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: The following persons
are eligible—
(i) Retired employees of the Union.
(ii) Former members, including all categories who
are not eligible for any other form of membership.
Proposed Rule
4. MEMBERSHIP
The State School Teachers’ Union of W.A. (Incorporated)
shall consist of an unlimited number of persons employed
or usually employed in the following categories—
(a) FULL MEMBERS—
(i) Teachers employed by the Education Department of Western Australia or by any institution
providing technical and further education in
Western Australia and teachers employed in
pre-school centres in Western Australia provided that such teachers hold or are enrolled
for the purpose of obtaining a teaching academic qualification.
(ii) Any person employed by any of the employers or in any of the places referred to in sub-rule
(a) (i) of this rule who is employed as an education officer, guidance officer, counsellor or
demonstrator.
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(iii) Teachers employed in a temporary capacity by
a technical and further education institution.
(iv) Teachers employed by and in a Community
College in Western Australia.
(v) Any person elected to an office in the State
School Teachers’ Union of Western Australia.
(vi) Any employee of the SSTUWA (inc.) provided
that such persons are not eligible for membership of the Australian Municipal,
Administrative, Clerical and Services Union
of Employees, W.A., Clerical and Administrative Branch.
Notwithstanding the above, any person who is not
registered with the relevant employer as available
for work, has not worked as a teacher for at least two
years or who no longer has a contract of employment with the relevant employer shall not be eligible
for membership under sub-rule 4(a).
(b) HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS: Any teacher or
any employee of the Union who has rendered long
and meritorious service to the Union may, upon retirement, be appointed as an Honorary Life Member.
For the purpose of such an appointment it shall be
necessary that nominations be received and approved
by the Executive and published in the W.A. Teachers’ Journal or The Western Teacher at least three
months prior to the opening of State Council.
(c) HONORARY MEMBERS: Exchange teachers
who are members of a teachers’ Organisation in the
state or country from which they have come may be
appointed by the Executive as Honorary Members
of this Union.
(d) SPECIAL CATEGORY MEMBERSHIP: Persons
who are not trained teachers but who because of their
special expertise are placed in charge of a class in
any area of the educational service may become Special Category Members.
(e) RETIRED TEACHER MEMBERS: Teachers retired from the Education Department of W.A. because
of age or invalidism may be admitted as Retired
Teacher Members at the discretion of the Executive.
(f) ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: The following persons
are eligible—
(i) Retired employees of the Union.
(ii) Former members, including all categories who
are not eligible for any other form of membership.
This matter has been listed before the Full Bench on the
31st day of May 1999.
A copy of the Rules of the Organisation and the proposed
rule amendment may be inspected at my office, National
Mutual Centre, 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth.
Any Organisation registered under the Industrial Relations
Act 1979, or any person who satisfies the Full Bench that he
has a sufficient interest or desires to object to the application
may do so by filing a notice of objection in accordance with
the “Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985”.
14 April 1999.
[L.S.]

(Sgd.) R.C. LOVEGROVE,
Deputy Registrar.
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Appeals against decision of
Commission—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brian William Altaras
(Appellant)
and
Martin Wiedermann trading as Guardian Industries.
(Respondent)
No. 15 of 1999.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
28 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal against the whole of the
decision of the Commission at first instance in matter No 156
of 1998, brought under s.49 of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”), the
decision being appealed against having been given on 17 December 1998.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
The appellant now appeals against the decision on the following grounds—
“1. The decision of the Learned Commissioner is against
the weight of evidence in that the Learned Commissioner—
(a) Failed to take cognisance of the evidence of
Hans Stiller that the Respondent had questioned
him about a relationship between the Appellant
and Tracey Streleuinas which supported the
Appellant’s claim that he was dismissed because
of this alleged relationship and further found
against the weight of evidence that the comments to Mr Stiller regarding that relationship
made by the Respondent were intended as being humerous (sic).

(b) Relied upon evidence that the Appellant had
mishandled the preparation of contracts but
failed to take cognisance of the evidence that
none of these allegations were ever put to the
Appellant before his dismissal or as a reason
for his dismissal.
(c) Found as a fact that David Wiedermann had
more dealings with the day to day activities of
the Appellant than Martin Wiedermann where
on a proper consideration of the evidence there
is no evidence to support thus finding and indeed the evidence is to the contrary.
(d) Found as a fact that the Respondent had specifically prohibited the Appellant from dealing
with fencing firms other than ARC Fencing
when the evidence including the evidence of
the Respondent did not on a proper consideration thereof allow that conclusion to be
reached.
(e) Did not place sufficient or any weight on the
evidence that the amount of fencing orders
placed through ARC Fencing by the Respondent through all its sales representatives in the
last year of the Appellant’s employment was
only $14,000-00 out of the Respondent’s total
turnover of over 3,000,000-00 representing
less than half of one percent thereof.
(f) Found that the Appellant had misbehaved
in placing his feet on a desk when there was
no evidence that the Appellant was ever
during the course of his employment advised that this conduct (if it occurred) was
inappropriate in all the circumstance of the
work place and the terms of the Appellant’s
employment.
(g) Failed to place due weight on the evidence that
the Appellant had never been warned by Mr
Martin Wiedermann or Mr David Wiedermann
that his employment was in jeopardy for any
reason until his dismissal.
(h) Placed undue weight on evidence of faulty
preparation of contractual documentation
by the Appellant when there was no evidence before the Commission that any
contractual difficulties arose out of the
preparation of documents by the Appellant
which caused loss or inconvenience to the
Respondent.
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(i) Found as a fact that the Appellant had recommended fencing other than ARC Fencing to the
Respondent’s clients when a proper consideration of the evidence could lead only to a
conclusion that the Appellant had at the most
only advised clients to shop around and assisted
some clients from time to time in obtaining a
price from Machine Man Fencing.
2. (a) It is considered that the matter is of such importance that in the public interest an appeal
should lie in that it is always in the public’s
interest that justice be done and that evidence
be considered and weighed objectively and that
findings of the Commission be in accordance
with the evidence presented.
(b) It is further considered that if the decision is
allowed to stand it wi11 be authority for the
proposition that an employee can be dismissed
for alleged misconduct without any prior written or oral warning that his conduct places his
employment in jeopardy being issued to him,
in circumstances where no specific act on his
part, taken on its own, is sufficient in itself to
justify dismissal.”

BACKGROUND
On 28 January 1998, the appellant sought orders in the Commission alleging that he had been unfairly dismissed by the
respondent.
He commenced work with the respondent in October 1995
and was continually employed by the respondent until 12 January 1998, when he was dismissed.
The dismissal occurred, according to the appellant, after Mr
Martin Weidermann, a Director of the respondent, accused the
appellant of having an affair with another employee of the
respondent, which the appellant denied.
The appellant complained that Mr Weidermann refused to
listen to his denials and said that either the appellant or the
other employee would have to be dismissed.
Three days later, Mr Wiedermann told the appellant that he
had been informed by a client that the appellant had recommended that the client buy pool fencing from a retailer other
than the respondent as nominated supplier and refused to listen to his protestations that he had not done so.
The position of the respondent was that Mr Weidermann, in
jest, mentioned an affair with a lady but made no serious allegation in that respect against the appellant.
There was a meeting between the appellant and Mr
Weidermann on 12 January 1998, brought about by a telephone
call having been received by the respondent from a client who
asked for the business telephone number of an “opposition”
fencing company.
The customer told the respondent that the appellant had recommended that she get her pool fencing from a competitor of
ARC Fencing. This was said, on behalf of the respondent, to
be in direct contravention of specific instructions from the respondent. The respondent’s case was that the appellant had
been warned on two previous occasions not to recommend
fencing produced by an opposition fencing company and, in
addition, according to the respondent, the appellant had become lazy in his work.
Ultimately, the reason for the dismissal was said to be misconduct constituted by a breach of trust in recommending the
product of a fencing company other than the nominated supplier to the respondent’s customers.
At all material times, the respondent company operated a
business in Cessnock Way in Rockingham; its head office was
on Great Eastern Highway, Redcliffe.
The Redcliffe business had been running for 38 years. Later,
the respondent purchased land in Rockingham and opened the
business there in order to have two geographically separated
branches of the business, both of them involved in the manufacturing, retailing and installing of swimming pools, and the
retailing of pool accessories. The business, as a retailer, sold
swimming pool accessories such as heaters, filters, pumps,
salt water chlorinators and other types of equipment including
outdoor furniture.
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The appellant was employed by the respondent at
Rockingham for 2 1/4 years as a salesman selling pools. Part
of his duties, the respondent alleged, was to ensure that fencing was installed with the pool because of the “safety
requirements of the law”.
The respondent had commercial arrangements with one supplier, ARC Fencing, to provide fencing and a salesman, such
as the appellant, was required by the respondent to sell ARC
Fencing products and no others, according to the respondent’s
witnesses. According to Mr Martin Weidermann, the respondent advertised in the newspaper from time to time, including
in its advertisements references to ARC Fencing; but, at other
times, it might concentrate on advertising furniture to go with
pools.
Fencing was not only sold by advertising, but, according to
Mr Martin Wiedermann, automatically part of the sale of the
pool, since customers prefer to buy the whole lot together, that
is, the pool, the fence and the accessories. The fence does not
necessarily, therefore, need advertising regularly. Importantly,
the respondent’s customers would automatically buy the fence
unless they were advised by someone else to buy elsewhere
and the appellant was instructed many times to promote ARC
Fencing, according to the Messrs Weidermann.
THE EVIDENCE
I briefly summarise the evidence hereunder.
Mr Brian William Altaras
Mr Brian William Altaras, the appellant, gave evidence at
first instance, to the effect that he was, at the time when he
gave evidence, unemployed. He had previously been employed
by the respondent company and, in fact, commenced employment as a salesman, going between the two stores at Redcliffe
and Rockingham, in October 1995. In and after 1996, the appellant sold only from the Rockingham store.
He gave evidence that the business of the respondent was
the selling of swimming pools and accessories.
The appellant said that the only time that he was spoken to
about his method of operation was early in 1996, when Mr
Martin Weidermann told him that he had been informed that
the appellant had taken a “spiff” from people. A “spiff” is a
commission or a gift from a supplier directly. Mr Weidermann
suggested that this spiff was received from Machine Man Fencing. This was denied by the appellant. The appellant said that
he did not recommend any particular fencing company, but
that he suggested two or three different ones. However, he
said that he recommended that the customers shop around to
get the best price.
According to the appellant, Mr Martin Weidermann then
picked the telephone up and spoke to his son, David, and said
“It’s okay, Brian doesn’t recommend any one particular company. He recommends two or three.” At that stage, the appellant
said, he was not directed to suggest only ARC Fencing products.
The appellant said that he thought that his relationship with
Mr Martin Weidermann to that time was pretty good, although,
according to the appellant, Mr Weidermann is a very aggressive man and loses his temper easily.
The appellant said that at about 9.00 am on 9 January 1998,
Mr Martin Weidermann spoke to him about a relationship
which Mr Martin Weidermann alleged that he, the appellant,
had with Ms Tracey Strelcuinis. He did so, having called the
appellant into his office (see pages 8-9 of the transcript at first
instance (hereinafter referred to as “TFI”). The appellant was
flabbergasted and denied it. No-one else was present. The conversation seems to have become somewhat heated. The
appellant then spoke to Mr Hans Stiller about this matter who
said to the appellant that he, Mr Stiller, had been cross-examined by Mr Weidermann about the so-called affair.
The appellant said in evidence that he had no relationship
with Ms Strelcuinis at all and had never taken her out. He had
met her socially only twice when he was in a beer garden where
she was present with her friends and family.
On the following Sunday at lunchtime, when Tracey arrived
at work, the appellant approached her and asked why she said
to Mr Martin Weidermann that she had been having an affair
with the appellant. She denied this entirely and said that she
had never said to Mr Weidermann that she was and that she
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would resign immediately. Mr Peter Weidermann was there
and he said not to worry about it because it would pass over
tomorrow, and that he, Mr Peter Weidermann, would sort it
out.
On Monday, 12 January 1998 at about 8.30 am, Mr Martin
Weidermann came in and screamed and shouted at the appellant, also becoming agitated. Mr Martin Weidermann said that
he had had a telephone call from somebody and that that person wanted a business card from some company that the
appellant had recommended. (The appellant described Mr
Martin Weidermann as an aggressive person.)
Mr Weidermann came to the appellant’s office and said “I
think you better go, we’re finished.” The appellant asked what
he was being dismissed for and Mr Weidermann said “For
committing industrial espionage.” Mr Weidermann said “You
can take your personal things and your briefcase and leave
everything else. Do not touch anything of mine or Guardian
Industries’.”
The appellant asked, “could I have my money, could I give
– you know, my – the payment so I can get paid”, and Mr
Weidermann said “No, post it to me” and asked him to leave
and escorted him from the building.
The appellant denied that, before his dismissal, he had been
warned that his performance was unsatisfactory.
Sales, at that time from Rockingham, equalled the whole of
Perth sales. The nearest rival salesman in the firm was Mr
Malcolm Lane. Turnover for the appellant’s sales was approximately $1.38 million, which was half of total turnover whilst
he was employed by the respondent. He did not remember
that he ever put his feet up on the desk. He said that he does
read novels, as all salesman do, because “it is a business where
you either go in with nothing to do for days or you are on it
“full pelt””.
The appellant did not remember it ever happening that he
ignored customers. Indeed, he denied that he ignored customers. He denied that he had failed to follow lawful instructions
to attend to customers or caused disharmony by informing other
employees that their employment with Guardian Industries was
insecure or unsafe. He did not cause problems for other employees, he said. The only complaint he had had about his
work at his employment was that he was not pressing hard
enough on the duplicates and that came from Mr Martin
Weidermann’s wife, Mrs Mary Weidermann. He said that he
had not, as far as he knew, failed to inspect sites prior to installation of pools or that he failed to follow the respondent’s
instructions for drawing up contracts, site plans, and examinations of the premises prior to installation of the pools, etc.
No-one ever told him how to draw up a contract. He also received no instructions for drawing up site plans and examining
premises (see page 14(TFI)).
The appellant said that there were numerous advertisements
for Guardian Pools, but there was no mention of fencing before advertising in the “Sunday Times” on 24 January 1998
and the “West Australian” on 7 February 1998.
The appellant emphasised in evidence that everybody, i.e.
customers, were inclined to save money and that the way in
which he “sold”, was to attempt to sell the pool only, since it
would be impossible to beat competitors on price if he added
extras such as fencing, paving, etc. That is why he recommended that people arrange fencing, paving, etc. direct (see
page 23(TFI)). He said that Mr Martin Weidermann knew how
he sold pools (see, also his reporting this in cross-examination
(pages 50-51(TFI)).
One order was placed with Machine Man Fencing by
David Weidermann and that was during the time of the
appellant’s employment, he said. The appellant did not
negotiate with ARC Fencing, nor did he sell any ARC Fencing, so far as he could remember. He said, also, that he did
not sell any other fencing supplier’s fencing and, in fact,
did not get involved with it; he had never even measured a
fence. He just told customers to shop around and get the
best price that they could.
The appellant’s evidence was that he had received no written warning from his employer about any misconduct, received
no oral complaint from Mr Martin Weidermann, for whom he
worked directly, and received no indication from anyone that
his employment was in jeopardy.
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Since his dismissal by the respondent, the appellant had received unemployment benefits, he said. The appellant gave
evidence, too, of his unsuccessful attempts to find new employment (see page 28(TFI)). The appellant said, in
cross-examination, that he had been six months out of work
until the time of hearing (see pages 57-58(TFI)). He had made
two to three applications for jobs per fortnight.
The appellant denied that he had failed in his duty of trust
and said that he was unfairly dismissed.
In cross-examination, the appellant said that he was described
as a pool consultant, but he was a pool salesman by profession.
The appellant said that the reason for his dismissal was that
it was said that he was having an affair with Tracey Strelcuinas,
the secretary at the Rockingham premises. According to the
appellant’s evidence, she told him that she was never accused
by Mr Martin Wiedermann of having an affair with the appellant. She said that she had never even discussed such an
allegation with Mr Martin Weidermann.
The appellant denied having sold any fencing for anybody;
not Machine Man or Westralian Steel and not the two local
people in Rockingham. He did refer a customer to Machine
Man Fencing when she required a curved structure for her
fencing. He said that he did not sell fencing whilst employed
by the respondent (see page 150(TFI)). He said, also, that ARC
Fencing was too expensive and that, if it were part of his employment to sell fencing, then he would not have been there.
The appellant denied that he “showed” a poor demeanour
and attitude at work. The appellant denied that he ever put his
feet up on the desk, but he certainly did sit in his office and
read when he had nothing to do. He denied that he ignored
customers, although he was shown some letters of complaint
by J Moffat and Judy Sharp, written after his dismissal.
The appellant said that his duties were to sell swimming
pools, that his turnover was very, very good, that he was doing
the job to the best of his ability, working seven days a week
and that nobody ever said that he was not doing his job well.
In fact, the opposite was said. The appellant said that one would
not sell as many pools in winter as in summer.
The appellant said that he had searched the newspapers at
the Battye Library and found no reference to ARC Fencing in
advertisements for the respondent until 7 February 1998. There
had been a very old ARC sign at Guardian premises at
Rockingham. There was now, at the date of his giving evidence, a brand new sign he said.
The appellant had previously worked for Sapphire Pools as
a salesperson. There were only two or three contracts returned
to him to be dealt with when he left. In cross-examination, he
was referred to Machine Man Fencing leaflets which were
kept in his drawer and said that there were hundreds of business cards for fencing and landscaping. When anybody brought
cards in, these were left in the drawer. He reiterated in crossexamination that he did not sell any fencing at all. He retained
a customer’s deposit from a customer of Guardian Industries
because he said that he did not want to send it through the
post.
The appellant denied that he sold or promoted Machine Man
fencing or anyone else’s. He said that he issued customers
with cards from anyone who brought cards in for landscaping
or anything else. On one occasion, he referred a customer to
Machine Man Fencing because she wanted a curved fence,
and he put it through Guardian Industries accounts.
The appellant denied receiving training from Guardian Industries as to how their site plans and inspection sheets were
written up (see page 40(TFI)). He did have experience from
his previous employment of writing up contracts, site plans
and inspection sheets. He was shown contracts involving Craig
and Vicki Marshall, Stephen Riddiough, and Sharon Hitchcock.
The separation certificate issued by the respondent in respect
of the appellant’s termination of employment bears the notation
“promoting and recommending competitor’s products to our
customers”. In cross-examination, the appellant maintained his
denial of having had an affair with Ms Streleuinas, but maintained that that was what he was accused of.
The appellant had a business card at the time he was employed. He did not deal directly with any of the contractors or
constructors of swimming pools, he said.
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He denied that he was dismissed for not handing over a
$500.00 deposit because the pool had not yet been sold. Contracts would be approved by Mr Martin Weidermann. If not
approved, contracts would be handed back to him to be fixed.
At the time he walked out the door, he had not been informed
that he was being dismissed for withholding a deposit.
Mr Hans Stiller
Mr Hans Stiller, an employee of Guardian Industries, was
involved in, what he called, doing handovers, taking care of
the pools and delivering furniture, gave evidence. He was
employed there during the time of the appellant’s employment
by the respondent. Mr Ken Samson was the other salesman
who was there, before the appellant. A person whom Mr Stiller
called Tracey, the secretary, was there. Two of the Weidermann
family came over to help sometimes. Mr Stiller said that he
did not know what brand of fencing customers used. Most of
the time he gets there, i.e. to the pool site, before the fencing is
up.
There was a discussion between Mr Weidermann and the
appellant. Mr Weidermann asked Mr Stiller whether he had
heard if there was something going on between the appellant
and Tracey. Mr Stiller said that he did not know and laughed
at this, because he did not think that anything was going on.
This was about four weeks before the appellant was dismissed.
Mr Stiller made a joke of the conversation; he said that Tracey
had told him that she was having an affair and she said it jokingly, too.
Mr Stiller did not recall any letter of 7 September 1998 to
the effect that the firm was no longer promoting ARC Fencing. Mr Stiller said that he had seen the appellant leaning back
with his feet on the desk, and reading novels. No other salesmen or members of staff were seen by him doing this. The
office was not busy all the time, he agreed; indeed, in winter,
sometimes people would not come in for the whole day. The
appellant did once ask Mr Stiller, in front of his family, whether
he thought his job was safe, which gave him concern. He said
that this conversation occurred at his home, not at work, and
this subject had never been discussed at work.
Mr Martin Weidermann
Mr Martin Wiedermann gave evidence that he was the Supervisor and Managing Director of the respondent company.
The respondent has had the agency for ARC Fencing for 28
years and the business at Redcliffe had been running for 38
years, Mr Weidermann said. His son, David, encouraged him
to expand into Rockingham, which he did. David manages
Redcliffe and, together with Robert McNamara, manages the
installation and deliveries of pools and fencing and accessories through Redcliffe, that is the head office.
The appellant’s duties were those of a salesman in the
Rockingham branch, selling pools and everything that was part
of the pools. One of the most important things, by law, was
fencing, Mr Weidermann said. A pool should not be installed
without a fence around it and, many a time, a pool came into
the Rockingham area and there was no fence on site; this forced
them to send down all the way from Redcliffe with temporary
fencing to put around the pool until the customer got his own
fencing.
Like the appellant, Mr Weidermann said that the pool industry was very competitive. The peak of the season is from July
to mid January.
It was part of the appellant’s duties to sell fencing and the
respondent sold ARC fencing. He was instructed to promote
ARC Fencing (see page 116(TFI)). Most of the respondent’s
advertising is in the “West Australian” and the “Sunday Times”.
ARC Fencing was advertised; it goes on and off. Sometimes,
in advertising, they would concentrate on furniture and then,
in another year, they specialise with fencing in advertising,
Mr Weidermann said.
Mr Martin Weidermann instructed the appellant to promote
and sell ARC Fencing many times; he berated the appellant
once for putting his feet on the desk, and for having his back
to the entrance to his office and, therefore, to a customer.
Mr Martin Weidermann denied any headbutting incident with
a customer.
On 23 December 1997, two days before Christmas, he asked
the appellant to go and attend to customers on the premises
and the appellant said he had already seen then and they were
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“tyre kickers”. If any customer called the appellant a man with
bad manners or complained about his attitude, the appellant
called that person a liar, Mr Martin Weidermann said.
Mr Martin Wiedermann said that he did not have any problems with customers himself. There was no head-butting
incident involving Mr Martin Weidermann and a customer, on
Mr Weidermann’s evidence.
Photographs were tendered and admitted into evidence; one
of an employee, Mr McNamara, said to show how the appellant used to sit in his office reading novels and the next one
was the pool display area which could not be seen from the
position where the appellant was sitting.
On 2 January 1998, Mr Martin Weidermann said, he went
into the appellant’s office and told him to go and talk to customers, and he said “I like it cool”. Mr Martin Weidermann
then suggested, he said, that the showrooms were just as cool
as the appellant’s office, but that did not make any difference
to the appellant because he kept on reading novels. This occurred, even though he directed the appellant otherwise.
One evening, according to Mr Weidermann, Tracey telephoned him and Mr Weidermann’s wife answered the
telephone. Tracey said that her job was at stake because “Brian
was in Maddington”, and, according to Peter Stewart, the
Manager of Sapphire’s statement, Brian was a little bit under
the weather and told Peter Stewart that Tracey would have to
be sacked.
Mr Martin Weidermann also gave evidence as follows. Mr
Samson, who was a salesmen at Rockingham, left because he
had an argument with the appellant. Mr Samson left in disgust, saying that he was not prepared to work with the appellant,
Mr Weidermann said. David Weidermann telephoned Mr
Martin Weidermann regularly, complaining about the contracts
put together by the appellant; sometimes Mr Martin
Weidermann tried to correct the appellant himself and sometimes he got David to get onto him. Malcolm Lane also had
conversations with him and so did Robert McNamara. People
from the Redcliffe office did ring up constantly complaining
about contracts, site plans and the general “write up” of paperwork by the appellant.
There were particular problems with a “Billabong” pool
which would not fit the site.
The paperwork done by the appellant was sloppy, untidy
and irresponsible and left them wide open.
A bundle of contracts was tendered, to purportedly establish
this evidence.
On 9 January 1998 was the discussion of the alleged affair
with Tracey. Mr Weidermann said that he said to the appellant
“it is not a crime to have an affair with a lady”, and Brian said
that he was not having an affair with Tracey, Mr Weidermann
said “I never mentioned Tracey”, and told him to get on with
his job and that was the end of it. He asked Hans Stiller whether
there was something really going on and Hans Stiller said he
did not know and Mr Weidermann said “don’t forget, it’s none
of our business”, and that was the end of it. He said that he
often forgot dates and faces.
Mr Weidermann gave the following further evidence. On 12
January 1998, the appellant walked in, sat in his chair again
with his feet on the desk and started reading novels. At approximately 10.00 am, Mr Martin Wiedermann was in Tracey’s
office to help her sort out some accounts and Mr Weidermann
answered the telephone. The caller on the other end was a lady
requesting the replacement of a business card of “the fence
man in Maddington” whose fence she was supposed to buy.
She said that she had lost the business card for the Maddington
fence man given to her by their salesman, Brian Altaras (the
appellant). She said that Mr Altaras did not recommend fencing and she did not know that they sold fencing. He asked for
her name and address, but she hung up.
Mr Martin Weidermann then rang David Weidermann in
Redcliffe and told him that the appellant still seemed to be
promoting the opposition’s product, in this case, again, the
fencing, and David said that he did not think they should put
up with it much longer. Mr Martin Weidermann said that he
called the appellant into his office and asked “What the heck
is the matter with you, you can’t keep on selling fencing or
promoting fencing from our opposition, why don’t you sell
our fencing?” The appellant said “I can’t.” Mr Weidermann
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said “Well, in that case, we can no longer afford to keep you
employed. You’re dismissed.” (see pages 73-84(TFI)). There
was no mention in that evidence of the appellant of what Mr
Martin Weidermann said, when the appellant was dismissed,
about retaining a deposit, sloppy preparation or unsatisfactory
demeanour.
Mr Martin Weidermann gave this evidence, too. After Mr
Weidermann told the appellant that he was dismissed, he escorted him to his office, told him to empty his briefcase and
leave all the Guardian Industries belongings behind. The appellant said that he had a couple of unfinished deals in the
books and asked whether he could finish them and Mr
Weidermann said “That’s okay, if you have already started
work on them.” One of the pools he sold and the other one he
did not.
The appellant came back some time later, having been written a letter requiring him to surrender a $500 deposit on a
transaction, and to return the key to the premises. He was paid
his commission and $250 was deducted from his commission
because of the cancellation and then, a few weeks later, there
was a summons for unfair dismissal.
Mr Martin Weidermann said that the appellant was dismissed
because of the fencing, because he lost too much money on it,
because they could not afford to lose the margin on the fence
and they needed to cover their overheads (see page 88(TFI)),
and because of his shocking behaviour in the last three weeks
of his employment, as well as many other mistakes and many
other negligence cases that they had had over the last twelve
months. However, the fencing was the most important. Mr
Weidermann said that, after the dismissal, he noticed that a
number of his company’s customers had Machine Man fences
and he said the customers admitted that Brian (Altaras) had
given them the Machine Man business card and told them to
buy the fence there.
Mr Martin Weidermann said that it would be impossible for
the appellant to be reinstated and that he had not been unfairly
dismissed.
In cross-examination, Mr Weidermann affirmed that Mr
Samson left because he found it impossible to get on with the
appellant, and that, from October 1995 to 12 January 1998,
they advertised ARC Fencing products many times. He said
that the advertising sign for ARC at the premises had been
erected approximately four years before, although the appellant denied in evidence that it was there before the appellant
left. Mr Weidermann reiterated that the appellant was dismissed
for misconduct and the fencing brought it to a head: the appellant promoted opposition’s products while working in the
respondent’s employ. Machine Man Fencing is not cheap. ARC
Fencing is expensive but they have cheap fencing too, he said.
Mr Weidermann said that 15-20 more pools were sold at
Redcliffe per year than the appellant sold.
The pool fencing income was not negligible and was a most
important sideline because fences are compulsory for pools.
The appellant sold very little fencing. He was, too, a very bad
pool salesman. From 12 January 1998 to the date of hearing,
the respondent had sold $42,000 worth of fencing. He said
that the Redcliffe head office and factory handled all the installations, including the delivery and installation of fencing.
He did not deny that the proceeds of fencing sales was a very
small part of annual turnover (see page 99(TFI)).
Mr Martin Weidermann said that he never formed any suspicion that the appellant was having an affair with Tracey. He
did not hear Mr Stiller say that he said to Mr Weidermann that
they had an affair, he did not talk to Mr Stiller about the affair.
It was not his business if they had an affair. He did not question Mr Stiller about their having an affair (Mr Stiller, however,
said that he had). He often spoke to Mr Stiller in German.
Six times he had warned the appellant about sitting in his
room with his feet up reading a novel, Mr Martin Weidermann
said. He kept giving the appellant chance after chance. He did
not write to him about his faults because he had not needed to
write to staff in 38 years of business. He said that he knew
nothing of the substance of a letter from David Weidermann
dated September-October 1995 advising salesmen not to offer
ARC Fencing.
Letters of complaint referred to were received long after the
dismissal (see page 103(TFI)).
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Mr Martin Weidermann received a number of complaints
about the appellant: he was insolent, he ignored Mr
Weidermann’s express directions, did not complete his contracts, was not selling the number of pools he should have
been selling. Nonetheless, he kept on giving the appellant
chance after chance until, finally, it could not be tolerated any
more. He did not call the appellant in and ask him about an
alleged affair with Tracey. He gave warnings regarding the
selling of competitors’ fencing to the appellant before he was
dismissed.
Mr Keith Paul Hitchcock
Mr Keith Paul Hitchcock, who did electrical work for Guardian Industries (the respondent) for their pools in the
Rockingham/Mandurah area, gave evidence. He had signed a
contract with Guardian for his own personal pool. They agreed
on the price with Martin Weidermann and the appellant went
to the contract site. There was fencing there that is provided,
but the appellant handed them a brochure for Machine Man
Fencing. Mr Hitchcock rang several places to get prices on
the fencing. Machine Man Fencing ended up the cheapest, so
they used them. He produced a leaflet for Machine Man which
the appellant showed him. The fencing of the pool is definitely Machine Man fencing. The brochure was handed to Mr
Hitchcock after he had told the appellant that he wanted to do
the fencing himself. The appellant said “Try these guys. Mention my name and you’ll get a good price, they’ll do a good
price.”
Mr Hitchcock rang four suppliers but none of them was ARC
Fencing. He picked people out at random from the Yellow
Pages. Martin Weidermann left the question of fencing to the
appellant. In cross-examination, Mr Hitchcock said that the
appellant actually told them not to bother going to ARC because they were too expensive (see page 122(TFI)).
Mr David Paul Weidermann
Mr David Paul Weidermann gave evidence. He is the Manager of Guardian Industries and he covered the whole of the
Redcliffe branch, but really the whole pool side. He is a qualified architect. He trained the appellant in the way they wanted
things done (see pages 123-124 (TFI).
The sign “Smorgon ARC Authorised Distributor” on the
fence of the ARC Fence sign was on the premises whilst the
appellant was employed by the respondent (see pages 123124(TFI)). The appellant was also given a price manual for
ARC Fencing.
Mr David Weidermann gave instructions to the appellant
concerning ARC Fencing, gave him an ARC price manual with
the various styles of fence and a brochure from ARC and went
through the various styles with him, how to measure up each
panel and the gate and how to price it all up, as well as labour.
It was part of the appellant’s employment to promote that particular fencing.
ARC Fencing is sold from both branches, that is,
Rockingham and Redcliffe. When the appellant came, the sale
of fencing died completely. The appellant was meant to sell
swimming pools and his duty would be to serve the customers, give them brochures, show them various pools and try to
sell the pools to them. His duties also involved his going out
on site with the buyers, checking the site, making sure it was
possible to put the pool in, making sure they did not have a
problem with access for machinery, filling out the contract,
collecting a deposit, drawing up a plan to go to Council to get
it passed, and then having the contract signed, getting the associated details to Redcliffe where the contract would be
administered, the pool made and the work continued from there.
Mr David Weidermann criticised plans drawn up by the appellant as poorly drawn and sloppy (see page 127(TFI)). He
said that he actually redrew some of the appellant’s plans for
him, but the appellant never adhered to what ought to be done
and he had to repeatedly, as with contracts, alter them and take
them back to the appellant (see pages 123-131(TFI)). Twice a
week he would be ringing the appellant with a problem with a
contract, or because the plan was not drawn or was badly done.
There were ambiguous bits often that the appellant would have
in the contract. It costs a lot of time and effort, these problems,
he said.
The appellant had said that he could not sell the fencing at
Rockingham and gave the price of ARC Fencing as the reason
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for it (see page 132(TFI)). Martin and David Weidermann discussed the fact that no fencing was being sold at Rockingham,
although it was part of the appellant’s duties to sell fencing. It
was not part of his duties to recommend competitors’ fencing.
He had never directed the appellant not to sell ARC Fencing.
He had never permitted the appellant to sell “any other person’s fencing” (see pages 133-134(TFI)).
They investigated and found that quite a number of telephone
calls were made from the Rockingham branch to Machine Man
Fencing during the appellant’s employment (see pages 133134(TFI)). Mr David Weidermann also visited a number of
people who said that the appellant had referred them to Machine Man Fencing. Craig and Vicki Marshall were among
them. Mr Martin Weidermann and Mr David Weidermann had
a telephone discussion about a lady who had got a business
card from a customer who said that she had been referred to a
fencing contractor by the appellant in the Maddington area.
They discussed whether they should dismiss him or what they
should do about it. They did not particularly want to get rid of
him.
Although the fencing was one thing, there was quite a number
of other things that were more than a bit of concern, Mr David
Weidermann said in evidence. The appellant was very reluctant to listen to what he was told. He continued to do things
that he was told not to do. It was becoming difficult to work
with him and have him selling pools when he made continual
mistakes and, when corrected, would not listen.
Mr David Weidermann said to his father in a second telephone conversation that day that, with all the problems they
had had with the appellant, they had to turn around and dismiss him. The appellant was referring customers to Machine
Man Fencing, they concluded, when he had been instructed to
sell ARC Fencing. A year before, Mr David Weidermann had
seen leaflets of Machine Man Fencing near the appellant’s
telephone, which he instructed him to throw in the bin.
A number of warnings were given to the appellant in relation to quite a number of things. In particular, contracts, the
way he did his plans, his whole procedure of going about it in
regard to his site inspections, that he did not confirm accesses
at times, and, in one case, he had not even checked to see if the
pool would fit in.
Mr David Weidermann also gave evidence about the
Billabong pool referred to by his father in evidence (see page
136(TFI)).
There was the appellant’s attitude to the promotion of ARC
Fencing, which he said he could not sell because it was too
expensive. From Mr David Weidermann’s point of view, the
fencing business was a problem, but the dismissal was more
to do with the basic inability of the appellant to write up plans.
About one in every four contracts has some ARC Fencing in
it, he said. He did not say that the appellant was entirely responsible for the downturn in fencing sales of ARC Fencing.
He said that one difficulty was that the appellant had been
instructed to sell a product and then “you find out that he is
referring other products and, therefore, you do not know where
that starts and where that ends. For all they knew, that could
be the tip of the iceberg”.
There were a lot of problems with the appellant’s pool sales.
The appellant was selling pools, but more were sold out of
Redcliffe than Rockingham. Mr David Weidermann said that
the fact that the effect on the business of the appellant not
promoting ARC Fencing was negligible was not the issue which
concerned him. The issue which concerned him was the appellant’s non-performance and that he was promoting someone
else’s product, instead of theirs. That is what he made his judgment more on, and not specifically ARC Fencing (see page
149(TFI)). He did not say to the appellant, “Your job is at
risk”, in those exact words. He did, nonetheless tell the appellant that this could not continue, that he had to change the way
he did his contracts, that he had to do it correctly, because they
could no longer put up with the way he was dealing with it.
Mr David Weidermann reiterated in cross-examination that
the appellant was repeatedly told that he had to do things the
correct way, how to do them and that he had to perform in that
regard.
Mr Weidermann also referred to problems with siting of pools
because the site had not been properly checked. The
“Billabong” would not fit into Mr Luck’s premises.
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Mr David Weidermann said, in evidence, that he had never
seen his father become violent with customers.
He said that it took him, Mr David Weidermann, a lot to
want to dismiss a person, and very few had been dismissed
from Guardian Industries.
Mr Weidermann also said that, when the appellant told them,
as he did, that he had difficulty in selling ARC Fencing, he
was not sacked at that point “because you don’t get rid of a
workman because he can’t do one thing but can do other things”
(see page 152(TFI)).
The appellant was told not to sell other people’s fencing and
to throw Machine Man Fencing pamphlets into the rubbish
bin, Mr Weidermann said. His father did not raise the question
of any relationship between the appellant and Ms Strelcuinas
with him (see page 153(TFI)). Mr David Weidermann said
that he did not write a letter in September or October 1995
pushing ARC Fencing.
He reiterated in cross-examination of all the problems which
he said that the respondent had had with contract writing, plans
and the appellant’s poor performances in those regards and
that this was the final straw, selling the product of an opposition (see pages 138-140(TFI)).
He did not deny in cross-examination that the total turnover
for fencing was small. The downturn in fencing sales was not
entirely due to the appellant, he admitted. He admitted that the
appellant was selling pools and that there was no doubt about
that. He asserted that more pools were sold out of Redcliffe
(see page 145(TFI)).
Mrs Winsome Maxwell
Mrs Winsome Maxwell gave evidence that she and her husband bought a pool in 1994 and they obtained a Judgment in
the Local Court against the appellant for $5,500 in another
matter. On a judgment summons, she said the appellant said
that he earned $1,800 in the month of October 1995.
Mr Craig Andrew Marshall
Mr Craig Andrew Marshall entered into a contract with
Guardian Industries on 19 September 1996. The salesman,
namely Mr Brian Altaras, the appellant, gave him a contact
number for a place in Maddington called the Machine Man
and told him that if he contacted them, they would be able to
supply him with fencing. He was aware that Guardian Industries sold other fencing because the appellant told them. He
was unable to recall if the appellant, at any time, mentioned
ARC Fencing. He rang Machine Man Fencing and they put
the fence in for him.
Mr Albert Robert McNamara
Mr Albert Robert McNamara gave evidence that he had been
employed by the respondent, Guardian Industries, for 18 years,
handling installations, production and servicing. He had been
involved in manufacturing in the back of the workshop for ten
years and in the office side for about eight years. He worked
there whilst the appellant was employed by Guardian Industries. The Rockingham plans received from the appellant, on
quite a few occasions, required those at Redcliffe to call back
and verify things in the contract for his different abbreviations
of what he put on there, the fencing, the paving, the site positioning of pools, measurements of pools, accesses to jobs, etc.
Quite a few times, they had to take down rolladoors to get in
or they could not get in or arrange access through another
backyard because of the appellant’s unsatisfactory site plans.
Similarly, with his contracts. There was one between Guardian Industries and Stephen Riddiough. Another one was a
contract between Guardian Industries and Phillip Groves. None
of the Messrs Weidermann said to him, at any time, that the
appellant had to go or was to be sacked, Mr McNamara said.
Mr Neil Francis Jury
There was evidence from Neil Francis Jury. Mr Jury gave
evidence that he had been with ARC Fencing for the previous
five years to the date of hearing. There had been a very strong
relationship between ARC Fencing and Guardian Industries,
he said. He did have a conversation with the appellant and, at
the time, they had a display at Guardian Industries at
Rockingham, where there was a home centre. The appellant
did not seem very interested in talking to Mr Jury. The impression Mr Jury got from the discussion with the appellant
was that there seemed to be no interest in actually selling the
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ARC fencing because it was too dear and it was too hard.
They then discussed this with the ARC State Manager, Mr
Steve McInerney and Mr Jury went back to Rockingham.
Mr Malcolm Stanley Lane
There was evidence, too, from Mr Malcolm Stanley Lane,
Sales Manager for Guardian Industries. He had had a conversation with the appellant. Guardian Industries sells a particular
fencing, Smorgon ARC. It was sold from the Rockingham
branch. The appellant said that there was a problem selling
ARC Fencing because of the cost, but the appellant did not
specifically mention any competitor’s fencing to him. He told
the appellant that Guardian only sells Smorgon ARC Fencing
and no other brand because they were reliable and do the job
properly and that, if the appellant found it necessary that he
should sell anybody else’s fencing, he would require permission from Martin or David Weidermann. It was part of his
duties to sell ARC Fencing only. The appellant did not seek
approval to do otherwise from either Martin or David
Weidermann, to his knowledge. They (the respondent) do sell
a considerable amount of ARC fencing, he said. The appellant
did sell almost as many pools as he did and was “a reasonable
salesman, a nice salesman” (see pages 196-197(TFI)).
There was no directive that ARC Fencing not be sold from
the Rockingham premises.
COMMISSIONER’S FINDINGS
The Commissioner had the benefit of seeing and hearing a
number of witnesses give evidence. The only witnesses who
gave evidence for the appellant were Mr Hans Stiller and the
appellant. Mr Martin Weidermann, a Director of the respondent, and Mr David Weidermann, another Director of the
respondent, gave evidence for the respondent. There was also
evidence from Mrs Winsome Maxwell; from a Mr Craig
Andrew Marshall, a customer of Guardian Industries which
was accepted by the Commissioner as truthful; and Mr Robert
McNamara who gave evidence about the quality of work emanating from the Rockingham office and whose evidence was
also accepted as truthful.
There was evidence, too, from a Mr Neil Jury and Mr
Malcolm Lane, whose evidence was not doubted by the Commissioner.
The Commissioner, upon hearing the evidence of the appellant, doubted its quality and that of Mr Martin Weidermann.
In fact, the Commissioner observed that, if there was no corroborating evidence, he would find it difficult to decide the
truth of the matter. However, he was assisted in this matter, he
said, by the evidence of Mr David Weidermann, who had more
dealings on a day to day basis with the appellant than did Mr
Martin Weidermann.
The Commissioner, therefore, found, having examined the
evidence of the witnesses, that the appellant had a poor record
in dealing with the contractual side of the business of the respondent. The Commissioner also found that the appellant had
been instructed in the respondent’s requirements by Mr David
Weidermann, that, for a considerable period, Mr David
Wiedermann continued to have problems with contractual and
administrative work done by the appellant, and that these problems had the potential to cost the respondent quite an amount
of money by exposing it to legal action by customers.
The Commissioner observed that he was satisfied that Mr
Weidermann had brought these matters to the attention of the
appellant in such a way that the latter knew that he had to
improve his work performance.
The Commissioner accepted the evidence of Mr David
Weidermann that he had found out that the appellant had been
recommending Machine Men Fencing to customers and had
made enquiries about this. The employer, he found, was entitled to reach the conclusion, having regard to “all of the other
things that had occurred”, that the conduct of the appellant
was inimical to the respondent’s best interests.
Mr Hans Stiller, in evidence, corroborated Mr Martin
Weidermann’s view that the appellant did not behave in a proper
way as a salesman, the Commissioner found.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
This was a discretionary decision, as that is defined in Norbis
v Norbis 65 ALR 12.
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The Full Bench may not interfere with the exercise of discretion at first instance, unless it finds that the exercise of the
discretion miscarried, applying the principles enumerated in
House v The King [1936] 55 CLR 499 (HC) and Gromark
Packaging v FMWU 73 WAIG 220 (IAC).
As to findings made based on the evidence of witnesses seen
and heard by the Commission, the well known principle in
Devries v Australian National Railways Commission [1993]
177 CLR 472 (HC) reads as follows—
“A finding of fact by a trial judge, based on the credibility of a witness, is not to be set aside because an appellate
court thinks that the probabilities of the case are against –
even strongly against—that finding. If the finding depends
to any substantial degree on the credibility of the witness,
the finding must stand unless it can be shown that the
judge has failed to use or has palpably misused his advantage, or has acted on evidence which was inconsistent
with facts incontrovertibly established by the evidence or
which was glaringly improbable.”
(but see State Rail Authority of New South Wales v Earthline
Constructions Pty Ltd (in liq) and Others (1999) 160 ALR
588 (HC)).
The Commissioner heard the evidence of Mr Stiller and
observed that he had no reason to disbelieve him. Accordingly, it was open to the Commissioner, therefore, to find that,
contrary to what Mr Martin Weidermann said, the latter asked
Mr Stiller whether he had heard whether something was going on between the appellant and Ms Strelcuinas. That being
so, the Commissioner found that there was no substance to the
allegation that Mr Martin Weidermann, in effect, arranged the
dismissal of the appellant because of jealousy.
This was the inference, he said, which he was invited to
draw from allegations that Mr Weidermann had alleged that
the appellant and the former’s secretary, Ms Strelcuinas, were
having an affair. Mr Stiller’s evidence, which the Commissioner accepted, was held to have had a humorous side. On a
reading of Mr Stiller’s evidence, I see no reason why the Commissioner should not have accepted it.
Accordingly, the key to his agitation was held by the Commissioner to be the problem with fencing sales raised by the
customer who telephoned for a replacement business card.
The Commissioner did not accept the evidence of the appellant, nor did he accept the evidence of Mr Martin Weidermann,
except where it was corroborated by the evidence of Mr David
Weidermann and/or other witnesses. It follows that the Commissioner, not believing the appellant, did not have to accept
his version of a discussion in which the appellant alleged that
an alleged affair with Ms Strelcuinas was discussed, even
though he did not accept Mr Martin Weidermann’s version.
Ms Strelcuinas was not called to give evidence, but it was
open to the Commissioner to find that any alleged affair with
Ms Strelcuinas was not the reason for the appellant’s dismissal,
having regard to Mr Stiller’s evidence, even though he did not
find the uncorroborated evidence of Mr Martin Weidermann
credible. There was, of course, some evidence from Mr David
Weidermann, Mr Martin Weidermann and Mr McNamara that
site plans were inadequately prepared and contracts not competently drafted. In the latter area, it does not, on the evidence,
seem to have been a serious problem.
The appellant, in evidence, explained these matters. There
was some evidence from Mr Stiller that the appellant sometimes put his feet on the desk. There was evidence from Mr
Martin Weidermann to that effect. There was no evidence that
this was frequent. The appellant admitted that he had done
this, and he denied that he had sat with his back to customers.
Somewhat cogently, he said that his income was commission
dependent on sales, so that he certainly would not ignore customers. It was the undisputed evidence that, in winter, there
were sometimes very few customers coming to the premises.
Further, it was not in real dispute that his sales were high
and almost equal to those of his sales manager, Mr Malcolm
Lane, on the latter’s evidence. His selling was not criticised
by Mr David Weidermann.
Mr Lane described the appellant in evidence as “a reasonable salesman, a nice salesman”. Mr Martin Weidermann tried
to say that he was not a competent salesman, but he was, in
my opinion, in the face of other evidence, correctly disbelieved.
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On the evidence of the appellant, as corroborated by Mr Lane
and, to some extent, by Mr David Weidermann, the Commissioner was entitled to find that the appellant was a competent
salesman, as such. There was no reason given to him at the
time that his dismissal was due to his sales results, nor was it
asserted to be the case in evidence. There was no assertion,
either, that the appellant’s failure to account for $500 commission until later was a cause for dismissal. In any event, this
occurred after his dismissal and he did account.
I now come to the only expressed reason for the appellant’s
dismissal. That is, the only reason expressed at the time, on all
of the evidence. This was his alleged promotion for sale of
fencing other than ARC Fencing, which was the fencing sold
and recommended by the respondent.
It was not in dispute that the turnover from fencing was only a
very small part of the turnover of Guardian Industries from the
sale of swimming pools and swimming pool fittings and accessories. There was the evidence of the appellant that he did not
sell fencing at all, but gave the names of suppliers of fencing so
that the purchaser could get the best price for fencing and other
accessories. That, he explained in evidence, enabled him to sell
the pools, which is what he did. He did, quite clearly, tell a number
of people, including Mr David Weidermann that ARC Fencing
was too dear and too hard to sell.
The appellant was not dismissed nor expressly warned of
his jeopardy in relation to that statement. However, there was
evidence from Mr Lane, Mr Martin Weidermann and Mr David
Weidermann that the appellant was told that it was part of his
duties to sell ARC Fencing only and that his had always been
the case. Mr David Weidermann gave evidence that he told
the appellant to throw Machine Man Fencing leaflets out when
he found them in the appellant’s office. (Mr Lane and Mr David
Weidermann also denied the appellant’s assertion that salesmen were not instructed to sell ARC Fencing.)
Mr Neil Jury of ARC Fencing gave evidence of a strong
relationship between ARC and Guardian Industries. There was
evidence from Mr Craig Marshall that the appellant referred
him to Machine Man Fencing. There was evidence, too, from
Mr Keith Paul Hitchcock that he was handed a brochure for
Machine Man Fencing by the appellant who told him to mention the former’s name and he would get a good price. Indeed,
he said that he should not go to ARC because they were too
expensive.
Then there was the fact that the appellant had given a Machine Man card to the customer who rang on the morning when
he was dismissed.
The Commissioner accepted the evidence of other witnesses
that it was the appellant’s duty to sell ARC fencing and that he
had promoted other fencing. On the evidence which I have
outlined, it was open to him so to do, particularly when he did
not accept the credibility of the appellant as a witness. I saw
nothing, on an examination of all of the evidence, to persuade
me that that view of the appellant as a witness was wrong.
The next question is whether the appellant was warned or
whether any failure to warn him before dismissal was unfair.
He was, on the evidence, never warned that his employment
was in jeopardy, before his dismissal, orally or in writing. He
was, on the evidence, on a number of occasions, told that it
was his duty to sell ARC Fencing. There is no evidence that he
was checked when he said that it was too hard to sell.
There was evidence, accepted by the Commissioner, that
the appellant was warned about putting his feet on the desk
(admitted by him) and inattention to customers, something
which he denied. There was evidence, too, from Mr David
Weidermann, accepted by the Commissioner, that the appellant was told a number of times about drafting contracts
correctly and about preparing site plans. There was some evidence of problems with these matters. In particular, this was
the main problem which Mr David Weidermann had with the
appellant’s performance. On the evidence, it was open to find
that that was not raised as a ground for dismissal and was only
alleged after proceedings got underway.
The fact of the matter, too, was that the appellant’s competence as a salesman was borne out by Mr Lane and not
challenged by Mr David Weidermann. He was not dismissed
for being an incompetent salesman, nor was he even, on the
evidence, told that he was.
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I turn now to the grounds of appeal.
Ground 1(a) is, for the reasons I have set out above, not
made out because the finding was open to the Commissioner
to make, once he did not accept the evidence of the appellant,
of Mr Martin Weidermann and accepted the evidence of Mr
Stiller.
As to Ground 1(b), it was open to find some mishandling of
contracts, but this was not alleged against him at the time of
dismissal. That it was not might discount the seriousness of it.
As to Ground 1(c), it is clear that Mr David Weidermann did
not have the amount of day to day dealings with the appellant
that his father did. However, on the evidence, he had significant infrequent dealings with the appellant. There was sufficient
evidence for the Commissioner to find, expressly and by implication, that the respondent had prohibited the appellant from
selling or promoting fencing products which were not those of
ARC Fencing.
It is quite clear that insufficient weight was placed on the
tiny amount of sales by the respondent overall of ARC Fencing. However, Mr David Weidermann’s evidence that he was
given chance after chance was accepted and, on a reading of
the transcript of his evidence, I see no reason to quarrel with
that decision. It did not render the dismissal unfair that the
appellant was not given the reasons later referred to in evidence, by way of complaint about his performance.
Mr David Weidermann had, on his evidence, brought the
matters of complaint to the appellant’s attention in such a way
that he knew that he had to improve his performance. The
Commissioner found, as he was entitled to find, that, notwithstanding Mr David Weidermann’s instructions to him, that for
a considerable period, Mr David Weidermann had problems
with contractual and administrative work done by the appellant, with the potential for extra cost and exposure to litigation
to arise as a result. There was corroboration from Mr
McNamara. There was also some evidence that, at least, sometimes the appellant did not behave properly. Mr Stiller gave
some evidence to that effect.
He had, on all of the evidence of the Messrs Weidermann
and Mr Lane, been told that his duty was to sell ARC Fencing
and that exclusively. There was evidence that he did promote
Machine Man Fencing. That was contrary to his duty. The
Commissioner accepted their evidence and it was open to him
to do so. Thus, it was not unfair that all of these matters were
not raised upon his dismissal.
It was open to find that the appellant was put on sufficient
notice and given the opportunity to mend his ways.
The Commissioner, on the evidence of Mr Hitchcock and
Mr Marshall, was entitled to find, as he did, that persons were
referred to Machine Man Fencing and, in one case, at least,
were directed from ARC Fencing when the clear evidence of
three witnesses was that he was directed to sell and promote
ARC Fencing only.
I do not see the principle in Shire of Esperance v Mouritz 71
WAIG 891 (IAC), nor Margio v Fremantle Arts Centre Press
70 WAIG 255 as being obstacles to a finding that the dismissal
was not unfair in the circumstances of this case, for those reasons.
There was no error in terms of the principle expressed in
Devries v Australian National Railways Commission (op cit).
No appeal ground fatal to the decision at first instance is made
out.
It was open to the Commissioner to find, for the reasons
which I have outlined, that the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive and unfair (see Miles and Others t/a Undercliffe
Nursing Home v FMWU 65 WAIG 385 (IAC)). The exercise
of discretion, therefore, did not miscarry.
I would, for those reasons, not substitute the exercise of
the Full Bench’s discretion and find that the dismissal was
unfair.
Ground 2 is groundless and irrelevant because the decision
was a final decision and not a “finding”, as defined in s.7 of
the Act.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING: The facts in
this matter have been set out sufficiently in the reasons for
decision prepared by the President. I therefore need not repeat
them on this occasion.
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The nature of the proceedings before the Commission at first
instance was such that the outcome of those proceedings depended upon the determination of conflicting allegations
concerning the circumstances surrounding the dismissal of the
Appellant from his employment. The learned Commissioner
resolved that conflict in favour of the Respondent. He resolved
the matter in that way because in general he preferred the evidence adduced by and on behalf of the Respondent to that of
the Appellant.
In essence the grounds of appeal attack the learned Commissioner’s assessment of the credibility of the evidence
adduced in the proceedings. The Appellant argues that the
learned Commissioner either failed “to take cognizance of” or
“place sufficient weight” on the evidence of the Appellant and
that of Mr Stiller, a fellow employee, and that the learned
Commissioner placed “undue weight” on the evidence of the
Respondent’s principals.
Essentially the Appellant is asking the Full Bench to re-hear
the matter on the papers. That is not a legitimate process for
the Full Bench to adopt. The principles governing the determination of appeals of this nature are well settled. Only if it is
clear that the member of the Commission who heard the matter at first instance failed to use or misused the advantage of
having both observed and heard the witnesses, or if the findings under attack are inconsistent with the incontrovertible facts
or otherwise improbable should the Full Bench, which has not
had that advantage, interfere with findings of fact based on the
assessment of their credibility (see: Cain v. Shuttleton (1996)
76 WAIG 4872, 4874). As pointed out by the Industrial Appeal
Court in Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia,
WA Branch v. Board of Management Narambeen District Hospital (1992) 72 WAIG 471 at p. 473 “It is an extremely difficult
task for an appellant to overturn a finding of fact based on
credibility”.
Whilst I would not have been surprised if the learned Commissioner had come to a different conclusion on the facts, it
cannot be said that he misused the advantage of observing and
listening to the witnesses or that the findings of fact based on
his assessment of the credibility of the respective witnesses
was perverse. The learned Commissioner noted that the Appellant denied most of the allegations put to him on behalf of
the Respondent but clearly he did not find the Appellant’s evidence convincing. He doubted “the quality of the evidence
given by the Appellant”. Clearly that was an assessment he
was entitled to make. Similarly, he had reservations as to the
quality of the evidence adduced by the Respondent’s managing director, Mr Martin Weiderman. However, he preferred
the evidence of Mr Weiderman to that of the Appellant essentially because his evidence was consistent with that of Mr David
Weiderman, the Respondent’s manager, whom he regarded as
“a sound witness”. Again, that was a judgement which he was
entitled to make and was in a better position to make than is
the Full Bench. He had the benefit of observing and listening
to the witnesses, a very real benefit and a benefit which the
Full Bench does not have. Furthermore, what Messrs David
and Martin Weiderman said about this matter was at least in
part supported by the evidence of Messrs Marshall and
McNamara whose evidence the learned Commissioner accepted as being reliable, as he was entitled to do.
In this matter all the findings made by the learned Commissioner were supported by evidence given by the witnesses the
Commissioner found to be the most credible. In particular,
there was ample evidence to support the finding that the dismissal was not linked to the “affair” the Appellant was alleged
to have had with a fellow employee. Not only is that finding
consistent with the evidence of Messrs David and Martin
Weiderman, but there was no direct evidence to the contrary.
Instead, the Commission was invited to infer that this was the
real reason for the dismissal. The Commission expressly declined to draw that inference. Having regard to the evidence
of Messrs David and Martin Weiderman that is not surprising.
Furthermore, what they said in this respect is to some extent
verified by the evidence of Mr Stiller, a fellow employee of
the Appellant. Mr Stiller testified that Mr Martin Weiderman
questioned him about the Appellant’s alleged “affair” as early
as “up to four weeks” before the Appellant was dismissed.
Furthermore, the evidence of Mr David Weiderman in particular, supports the learned Commissioner’s finding that the
Appellant had been warned that if he continued to handle
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contracts for the sale of the Respondent’s swimming pools in
the way he had, his employment could not continue. The fact
that his handling of these matters in an unsatisfactory way is
not only supported by the evidence of Mr Weiderman, but in
part supported by the evidence of Mr McNamara, another employee of the Respondent. Likewise, there was ample evidence
that the Appellant had been told he was not to promote fencing manufactured by Machine Man as an adjunct to selling
pools manufactured by the Respondent. That much is clear
from the evidence of Messrs David and Martin Weiderman,
particularly the former whom the learned Commissioner regarded as being a reliable witness. Although the Appellant
denied he had ever been warned in this respect or indeed that
his performance was less than satisfactory his evidence in this
regard was in direct conflict with that of both Messrs David
and Martin Weiderman. It was for the learned Commissioner
to resolve that conflict. There is no compelling reason on reading the transcript of the proceedings why that conflict should
be resolved in favour of the Appellant. There is ample evidence to support the findings made by the learned
Commissioner in favour of the Respondent in this regard.
Having found that the Appellant was instructed not to sell
fences manufactured by Machine Man and having found that
he had been advised that his employment would be at risk
unless he altered the way in which he conducted sales for the
Respondent, it is difficult to see how the termination of his
employment could be said to be either harsh, oppressive or
unfair. He appears not only to have been in breach of his duty
of fidelity to the Respondent, but also could be said to have
been disobedient in a manner which went to the foundation of
his contract of employment, quite apart from any consideration of his general work performance. On that basis it was
clearly open to the Respondent to dismiss the Appellant summarily as it did. Certainly it was open to the learned
Commissioner to conclude, as he did, that the Appellant had
not discharged the onus the Appellant bore to establish, on the
balance of probabilities, that the termination of its employment was either harsh, oppressive or unfair.
In circumstances, I would dismiss the appeal.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This is an appeal against
a decision of the Commission constituted by a single Commissioner to dismiss a claim by Brian William Altaras (“the
appellant”) that he had been unfairly dismissed by Martin
Wiedermann trading as Guardian Industries. The decision issued on 17 December 1998. The ground on which the appellant
seeks to overturn the order is that the Commissioner’s decision is against the weight of the evidence in that he —
(a) Failed to take cognisance of the evidence of Hans
Stiller that the Respondent had questioned him about
a relationship between the Appellant and Tracey
Streleuinas which supported the Appellant’s claim
that he was dismissed because of this alleged relationship and further found against the weight of
evidence that the comments to Mr Stiller regarding
that relationship made by the Respondent were intended as being hum[o]rous.
(b) Relied upon evidence that the Appellant had mishandled the preparation of contracts but failed to take
cognisance of the evidence that none of these allegations were ever put to the Appellant before his
dismissal or as a reason for his dismissal.
(c) Found as a fact that David Wiedermann had more
dealings with the day to day activities of the Appellant than Martin Wiedermann where on a proper
consideration of the evidence there is no evidence to
support thus finding and indeed the evidence is to
the contrary.
(d) Found as a fact that the Respondent had specifically
prohibited the Appellant from dealing with fencing
firms other than ARC Fencing when the evidence
including the evidence of the Respondent did not on
a proper consideration thereof allow that conclusion
to be reached.
(e) Did not place sufficient or any weight on the evidence that the amount of fencing orders placed
through ARC Fencing by the Respondent through
all its sales representatives in the last year of the
Appellant’s employment was only $14,000-00 out
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of the Respondent’s total turnover of over
[$]3,000,000-00 representing less than half of one
percent thereof.
(f) Found that the Appellant had misbehaved in placing
his feet on a desk when there was no evidence that
the Appellant was ever during the course of his employment advised that this conduct (if it occurred)
was inappropriate in all the circumstance of the work
place and the terms of the Appellant’s employment.
(g) Failed to place due weight on the evidence that the
Appellant had never been warned by Mr Martin
Wiedermann or Mr David Wiedermann that his employment was in jeopardy for any reason until his
dismissal.
(h) Placed undue weight on evidence of faulty preparation of contractual documentation by the Appellant
when there was no evidence before the Commission
that any contractual difficulties arose out of preparation of documents by the Appellant which caused
loss or inconvenience to the Respondent.
(i) Found as a fact that the Appellant had recommended
fencing other than ARC Fencing to the Respondent’s
clients when a proper consideration of the evidence
could lead only to a conclusion that the Appellant
had at the most only advised clients to shop around
and assisted some clients from time to time in obtaining a price from Machine Man Fencing.
Fundamentally these go to an argument that the Commissioner erred in his evaluation of the evidence before him in
reaching the conclusions he did as to the facts. The Appellant
argues that the Full Bench, having regard for the record, should
reach different conclusions.
I agree with the Senior Commissioner that it is not for the
Full Bench on appeal to rehear a matter on the papers. And
while I too consider that it would have been unremarkable had
the Commissioner at first instance come to a different conclusion in the matter, I adopt the reasoning of the Senior
Commissioner as to why it is not for the Full Bench to interfere now. As Franklyn J stated in the matter of Gromark
Packaging and the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union
of Australia, WA Branch stated ((1993) 73 WAIG 220 at 224)—
...An appellate court does not overturn findings of fact
unless satisfied that the trial judge has misdirected himself or that “any advantage enjoyed by the trial judge by
reason of having seen and heard the witnesses could not
be sufficient to explain or justify the trial judge’s conclusion)” (Paterson v Paterson (1953) 89 CLR 212 at 224
and see Warren v Coombes (1979) 53 ALJR 293; (1979)
142 CLR 531 at 300). As to inferences, an appellate court
may itself decide on the proper inferences to be drawn
from facts which are undisputed or established by the findings of the trial judge (Warren v Coombes, supra) but it
shall give full weight and respect to the conclusions of
the trial judge. An inference properly open on such facts
is only to be overturned if considered wrong. The same
principles apply to the Full Bench on appeals to it.
The onus is on the appellant here to persuade the Full Bench
that the Commission at first instance, which had the advantage of seeing witnesses first hand, fundamentally erred in
conclusions going to their credibility.
I agree with the conclusion of the Senior Commissioner that
this onus has not been discharged, adopt his reasoning and
have nothing to add. I would dismiss the appeal accordingly.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly.
APPEARANCES: Mr B W Altaras on his own behalf as
appellant.
Ms D Baruffi (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent.
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Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 11th day of March 1999, and having heard Mr B W
Altaras on his own behalf as appellant and Ms D Baruffi (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full
Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons
for decision being delivered on the 28th day of April 1999
wherein it was found that the appeal should be dismissed, it is
this day, the 28th day of April 1999, ordered that appeal No 15
of 1999 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
(Appellant)
and
John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd
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No. 1953 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH.
29 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal made under s.49 of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”) against the decision of the Commission,
constituted by a single Commissioner, given on 12 October
1998 in matter No CR 315 of 1997, on the grounds which are
substantial, there being 34 paragraphs and which are set out in
the Schedule to the Grounds of Appeal.
It is apparent that the appeal is against the whole of the decision. The decision was constituted by an order dismissing the
application made by the appellant organisation on behalf of
one of its members, Mr Dean Thomas Foelmli.
It is against that decision that the appellant appeals on the
following grounds, as amended upon the hearing of the appeal.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
“1. The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
the applicant was dismissed for reasons other than
fighting when such finding was not open on the evidence.
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2. The Commission erred in fact in finding that Mr
Foelmli got out of his seat and walked down the bus
after Mr Bond when there was no direct evidence to
support this and the hearsay evidence was considered to be unreliable by the witness Macaree.
4. The Commission erred in fact and law in accepting
Macaree’s assertion that he considered all options
prior to dismissing Foelmli when that evidence was
not credible.
5. The Commission erred in law in not finding that the
employer had not discharged its onus of proving that
summary dismissal was justified in these circumstances.
6. The Commission erred in fact and law in preferring
the evidence of Macaree to the evidence of Craig,
who was present at the relevant time and considered
that the incident on the bus was a minor scuffle and
did not warrant reporting.
7. The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
“the investigation satisfied Macaree that Foelmli had
misconducted himself by his aggressiveness towards
Bond, such that Bond struck him” when
Macaree’s(sic) was unable, in his evidence, to clearly
articulate the elements of misconduct which were
said to constitute serious misconduct and where
Macaree’s evidence in chief was that Foelmli was
dismissed for fighting.
8. The Commission erred in fact in finding that the evidence of Craig was that Foelmli was not simply
sitting back and reacting to Bond’s aggression when
the evidence did not disclose this.
9. The Commission erred in fact in finding that the evidence of Macaree, that Giles and Bertani gave him
information which indicated that Foelmli followed
Bond as he walked down the aisle of the bus, did
occur, when the evidence of Macaree was that he
did not believe aspects of what Giles and Bertani
told him and therefore the whole of that evidence
was unreliable.
10. The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
Foelmli was not acting defensively but rather was
acting in an aggressive, provocative and abusive
manner.
11. The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
Foelmli escalated the aggression by following Bond
down the bus, when there was no credible evidence
to support such a finding.
12. The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
Bond hit Foelmli to got in first because he believed
that Foelmli was going to hit him when the evidence
was that, after having hit Foelmli, Bond then had to
be restrained from further assaulting Foelmli.
13. The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
“there can be no suggestion that Foelmli or his representatives were not aware of what was in Macaree’s
mind...” prior to his dismissal, when the evidence
does not support such a finding.
14. The Commissioner erred in law in holding that it
was unnecessary for Macaree to put each and
every aspect of his decision to specify the basis
upon which he proposed to conclude that termination was appropriate and to provide Foelmli
with an opportunity to respond, was an unnecessarily technical approach.
15. The Commission erred in fact and law in concluding
that Foelmli acted in an aggressive, abusive, provocative, hostile and confrontational manner.
16. The Commission erred in fact and law in concluding
that Foelmli was not innocent of any wrongdoing.
17. The Commission’s discretion miscarried in that it
preferred the evidence of Macaree over the evidence
of Foelmli and Craig.
18. The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
the witness Craig considered the incident in question to be “of a very serious nature” when the
evidence was that Craig considered it to be a minor
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33.
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matter which is an everyday occurrence in the
context of a remote construction project and did not
warrant reporting.
The Commission erred in that its decision, upon the
facts, was unreasonable and plainly unjust in that the
decision was more concerned about sending the
wrong message to other employees rather than
focussing on the particular facts and circumstances
of the matter which was before it.
The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
work places, such as the one at which the applicant
worked, required employees to conduct themselves
in a controlled manner, when the evidence of Craig
and Macaree was that at such work places—
a. Minor scuffles happen every day;
b. Tempers get frayed; and
c. Things get out of hand quickly.
The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
Foelmli’s response, to Macaree’s comments, after
speaking to Bertani and Giles, was to “refine” his
version of events, when this was not supported by
any evidence.
The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
Foelmli’s initial comment to Bond was abusive when
the evidence does not support such a finding.
The Commission’s discretion miscarried in that it did
not give sufficient consideration to the evidence of
Foelmli when he said that he did not consider that he
was intimidating Mr Bond in any way.
The Commission erred in fact and law in finding that
the witnesses Craig and Kennedy warned Foelmli
that he would be likely to be dismissed, if he pursued the incident, because they considered the matter
to be of a very serious nature, when the evidence
and submissions on behalf of the respondent, did not
support such a finding.
The Commission’s discretion miscarried when it did
not have sufficient regard for the fact that other persons on the bus had been abusive and provocative
towards Bond and also towards Foelmli and by failing to consider that this may have had an impact on
both Bond and Foelmli and have contributed to the
reactions and behaviour of both Bond and Foelmli
(see transcript page 32, page 33-34).
The Commission erred in fact and law, and its discretion miscarried, when, in considering the evidence
of the witness Craig, it did not have sufficient regard
for the fact that Craig said that the area outside the
bus was not well lit and that inside the bus there were
no lights, and that it was “...completely dark...”.
The Commission erred in fact and law and its discretion miscarried when it relied on the evidence of
Mr Craig who said that there was a fair degree of
aggression on both parts, when the evidence did not
support such a conclusion.
The Commission erred in fact and law and its discretion miscarried when it ignored the direct evidence
of Foelmli and preferred the unreliable evidence of
Craig and Macaree, who in turned relied on the hearsay evidence of Bertani and Giles, when it found that
Foelmli was not acting defensively when he stood
up and moved into the aisle.
The Commission erred in fact and law and its discretion miscarried when it found that the initial
comment from Mr Foelmli to Mr Bond, when Bond
entered the bus, constituted provocation.
The Commission erred in fact and law and its discretion miscarried when it found that Foelmli’s initial
comment to Bond when he got on to the bus constituted abuse.
The Commission erred in fact and law and its discretion miscarried when it did not find, on the weight
of the evidence, that the conduct of both Foelmli and
Bond, prior to the headbut, was a minor scuffle which
is a daily occurrence on an isolated construction site,
and further by not giving sufficient consideration to
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the surrounding facts including that these workers
had all just finished a long shift, it was 4.00am and
there had been considerable agitation against both
Foelmli and Bond by the other workers.
34. On the facts of this case the Full Bench should infer
that the decision of the Commission was unreasonable or plainly unjust and for that reason, the
Commission failed to properly exercise its discretion.”
BACKGROUND AND EVIDENCE
The application alleged that on or about 22 October 1997,
the respondent dismissed Mr Dean Thomas Foelmli from its
employment in circumstances which the appellant alleged were
harsh, oppressive or unfair and sought reinstatement and compensation for loss of earnings. That application was, of course,
opposed at first instance by the respondent to this appeal, who
was the respondent employer at first instance.
Mr Foelmli commenced employment with the respondent
on 28 February 1997 and, at the time of the termination of his
employment, he was a rigger/scaffolder at the HBI plant being constructed at Port Hedland in this State. His duties
included, also, temporary bus driving. He had worked for a
number of years in the industry, and, indeed, had worked previously for the respondent in 1994, 1995 and 1996.
At the commencement of his employment, Mr Foelmli signed
a letter, which was an offer of employment, to indicate his
acceptance of that offer. A number of conditions were contained within the letter including the requirement to abide by
all site rules and safety standards, and it included a copy of the
“House Rules”.
The letter of offer contained clause 18 “Dismissal”, which
stated in clause 18(f) the following—
“18 Dismissal
The following are offences (if proven) which will
result in instant dismissal –
...
f) Fighting within the boundaries of the work
site.”
Rule 3 of the “House Rules” includes the following—
“3. Serious Misconduct
For actions of conduct or performance as set out in
Serious Misconduct, the disciplinary procedures can
result in instant dismissal.
The following list contains examples of the types of
actions which constitute serious misconduct and, if
proven, could result in instant dismissal.
NB: The list is inclusive of, but not limited to—
• Refusing to obey a lawful and reasonable instruction; this includes refusal to perform
assigned work, alternative duties, or continuous refusal to work reasonable overtime as
requested in accordance with the relevant
Award and/or agreed Contract of Employment.
.....
• Intimidating, or assaulting other employees,
customers or clients on John Holland or Client property or when attending John Holland
functions.
• Sexual harassment in the work place.
• Divulging confidential John Holland information, unauthorised possession of John Holland
documents or making public statements detrimental to John Holland’s operation.”
Rule 4 refers to less serious misconduct, is set out in detail
in AFMEPKIU v John Holland Construction and Engineering
Pty Ltd 78 WAIG 3870 at 3871 and includes the following—
“The following list contains examples of the types of actions which constitute less serious misconduct and shall
result in a warning being issued.
Note: Warnings are not limited to the repetition of the
same type of offence.
.....
• Acting in an irresponsible manner, defacing John
Holland or Client property or indulging in practical
jokes which may endanger other employees.
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• Verbally abusing other employees in the work place.
.....
• Such other matters as may be advised by the employer from time to time.”
It was not in issue that it was a condition of his employment
and known to Mr Foelmli and other persons who were his coemployees that fighting on the work site was, to put it loosely,
“a dismissible offence”.
On Monday, 13 October 1997 at about 4.30 am, which
was at the end of the nightshift, Mr Foelmli was preparing
to drive a bus which took personnel from the site to the
car park in the camp. It was part of his duties to drive such
a bus. Some of the employees were late, getting onto the
bus, and Mr Kenneth Robert Craig, the night shift supervisor, told Mr Foelmli to wait for latecomers. Mr Foelmli
said that some people were urging him to leave the latecomers behind. In any event, there was criticism of the
latecomers by employees already on the bus. This did not
make Mr Foelmli angry, on his evidence.
There was then an incident involving Mr Foelmli and a Mr
Christopher Reid Bond. Mr Bond was the last person to get
onto the bus. Mr Bond was told by Mr Foelmli, in somewhat
abusive terms, to be on time the next day. He said “Bondy,
tomorrow you can be on effing time.” (Mr Bond was not called
to give evidence.)
Mr Foelmli was seated in the driver’s seat of the bus and Mr
Bond walked down the aisle of the bus and, about halfway
down the bus, responded to Mr Foelmli, saying “Who the eff
are you, you four-eyed c... to tell me what to do?” Mr Foelmli
says that he told Mr Bond to “shut the eff up and sit down”,
and Mr Bond turned and walked towards the front of the bus
from where he was, six seats down the bus. Mr Foelmli said
that he thought Mr Bond was going to “have a go at him” and,
because he felt he would have been trapped if he had remained
in the driver’s seat, he stood up and moved to the first step in
the aisle beside the driver’s seat. He said that his getting up
did not inflame the situation, and that he got up out of his seat
because he was going to be assaulted and did not intend to sit
there whilst that was occurring (see pages 62-63 of the Appeal
Book (hereinafter referred to as “AB”).
There was then a heated argument between the two, where
they were face to face and screaming at each other (see page
63(AB)). This continued for a minute or two. Mr Foelmli denied that he used threatening words or made any physical
gestures to indicate that he was going to strike or wanted to
fight Mr Bond, nor did he invite Mr Bond to fight him. Mr
Foelmli said in evidence that he was well aware of the respondent’s policy concerning fighting and did not want to lose
his job. He said that he did not consider that he was intimidating Mr Bond. He was of the opinion that Mr Bond was going
to have a go at him, so he went to turn away from Mr Bond
and go back to the driver’s seat. However, before he could do
so, Mr Bond head-butted him in the face, injuring his nose,
into which his glasses smashed and splitting his lip. This was
done without warning. Notwithstanding this, Mr Foelmli says
that he did not retaliate. There was no evidence that Mr Foelmli
did retaliate, or that he physically attacked Mr Bond.
Mr Carlo Bertani then intervened, grabbed Mr Bond (and,
indeed, restrained him), and told him not to touch Mr Foelmli
as there were foremen outside the bus. One of the foremen,
Mr Craig, then got onto the bus and told them to calm down
(see page 149(AB)).
Mr Foelmli then drove to the car park with everyone on the
bus, but noticed that he had bled as a result of Mr Bond’s
head-butt. (Mr Foelmli asserted that the car park was not part
of the site.) He was very angry when he noticed that he was
bleeding, when he got out of the bus, Mr Foelmli challenged
Mr Bond to “have a go”. Others around them told them to
calm down. Mr Bond abused him again, got into his car and
left. Mr Foelmli then drove the bus to the camp, then went
home.
Mr Foelmli said in evidence that it was not his intention to
instigate a fight with Mr Bond; that he made the comments he
did because Mr Bond hit him and assaulted him and that he
did not intend to have another go at him in the car park.
Mr Foelmli said that his challenge to Mr Bond in the carpark
was not on site, because they were outside the site fence.
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Mr Kenneth Robert Craig (who was called to give evidence
on behalf of the respondent), the night shift supervisor, confirmed
that there was a delay in the bus moving off because there was a
mix-up with roster sheets being filled out, leading to some workers having to be taken off the bus to re-sign the roster sheets. Mr
Craig said, also, that tempers were a bit frayed. He was outside
the bus, and gave evidence of what he saw, from outside the bus,
involving Mr Foelmli and Mr Bond. He said that he had a clear
view of the access onto the bus (see page 54(AB)). He said that
Mr Bond was the last person on the bus, that Mr Foelmli said
something to him, and Mr Bond replied “I’ve taken enough shit
from you during the night at work. I don’t have to take it from
you after hours.” (see page 74(AB)).
Mr Craig said that he actually saw Mr Bond sit down in a
seat three or four seats down the aisle. He also gave evidence
that he could not hear what Mr Foelmli said to Mr Bond at the
beginning because of the noise, but he could hear what Mr
Bond said because the latter spoke loudly.
Mr Craig said that he saw Mr Foelmli get out of his seat and
walk down the bus after Mr Bond, a distance of about three
seats, when they were in the bus. However, he said that his
view of what then occurred was obscured by a panel in the bus
and all he saw at that point, was Mr Foelmli “flying backwards into the windscreen”. Mr Craig said that he saw no head
butt. His vision was obscured by a panel on the bus. Mr Craig
said in cross-examination that he assumed that Mr Foelmli
went a distance equal to the space occupied by three seats
down the aisle. He could not accurately recount the number of
seats. Mr Foelmli went behind the panel. In cross-examination, he admitted that Mr Foelmli had not moved a couple of
metres down the bus (see page 82(AB)).
Mr Craig had assumed, he said, that Mr Foelmli had been
pushed because he did not see any head-butt. He said that there
was a very heated argument and aggression on the part of both
of the two gentlemen concerned. However, he said in crossexamination that did not hear what was said. Mr Craig said
that it would not be easy to quickly get out of the driver’s seat.
Mr Craig said that, in getting out of his seat and walking down
the bus, Mr Foelmli possibly inflamed the situation. In crossexamination, Mr Craig said, too, that, if Mr Foelmli had seen
Mr Bond coming back down the bus, it would not be unreasonable for him to get up and make a move to be able to get off
the bus. He said that he did see Mr Bond’s silhouette but that
it was completely dark inside the bus.
Mr Craig did not report the incident because, at the time, he
was not aware of any head-butt. He did not, therefore, think
that it warranted reporting because it was just another minor
scuffle. Mr Craig said that, if it had been more than a minor
scuffle, he would have reported it (see page 76(AB)). He said
that there were always minor altercations on a job like that,
with people away from home and that they try and keep them,
in the beginning at least, in house. He said that this was a
minor sort of incident and that it was all over with.
In cross-examination, Mr Craig said that he did not think
that the incident constituted a dismissible offence, but once he
heard about the head butt, then he changed his mind and thought
that it did constitute a dismissible offence. Mr Craig also said
that he thought that Mr Foelmli would be dismissed because it
was a very heated argument and there was a fair degree of
aggression on both parts (see page 82(AB)). Indeed, Mr Craig
said that going down the aisle was an aggressive act on the
part of Mr Foelmli. Mr Craig also said that it would have been
safer to go out the door than down the aisle.
However, when Mr Foelmli wanted to have the matter of
the head-butt pursued, Mr Craig did advise Mr Foelmli that it
would be best forgotten and that if it went further, both Bond
and Foelmli would probably lose their jobs.
On 17 October 1997, Mr Foelmli approached Mr Craig again
and asked what was being done about the incident. Mr Craig
then informed the Reactor Supervisor that Mr Foelmli wanted
to pursue the matter. Mr Craig said that he told Mr Foelmli that
he was told that it was a gas plant issue and to keep out of it.
Mr Foelmli continued to press for the incident to be dealt
with. Mr Craig tried to convince him not to pursue it, however, Mr Foelmli was adamant about it. Mr Craig thought that
Mr Foelmli had said “Why would I be dismissed? I wasn’t
doing anything.”
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Mr Craig told Mr Foelmli that he would probably be dismissed because he assumed that Mr Foelmli had acted
aggressively. However, Mr Foelmli told Mr Craig that he
(Foelmli) was not at fault.
Mr Craig said in evidence that he had known Mr Foelmli for
quite some time and that he got on well with him. Mr Richard
Day (Mr Foelmli’s own foreman), also warned him of the risk
of dismissal were he to pursue the matter. Mr Craig said that
Mr Foelmli was a good worker.
On 19 October 1997, a week after the incident on the bus,
Mr Foelmli arrived at work for the night shift and was told
that he would be working with Mr Bond, who would be the
crane driver. He said that he refused to work “under Mr Bond’s
hook” because he did not feel safe. Mr Phillip Abel, the supervisor, then told him to do different work, but also told him to
see Mr John McKay, a supervisor, who told him that if he did
not work “under Mr Bond’s hook”, then the matter would be
referred to the Industrial Relations Officer and Mr Foelmli
would be sacked. Mr Foelmli maintained his refusal and subsequently saw Mr Macaree about the matter.
Mr John Kennedy, the Night Shift Gas Plant Supervisor (also
called to give evidence on behalf of the respondent), gave evidence that, following the incident, he had kept Mr Foelmli
and Mr Bond apart, at work. On 20 October 1997, however,
he was unable to do this and Mr Foelmli refused to work with
Mr Bond on the night shift. Mr Foelmli had approached Mr
Kennedy in an agitated and aggressive state, saying that he
did not want to work with Mr Bond. Mr Foelmli was, according to Mr Kennedy, swearing and yelling that something had
to be done about the situation, and threw his safety harness on
the ground.
Mr Kennedy and Mr John McKay, also a supervisor, listened to his description of the incident on the bus. Mr Kennedy
said that they would not be able to work apart indefinitely, but
he had no concern that Mr Bond would work unsafely in such
a manner to put Mr Foelmli in any danger. Mr Foelmli had
said to Mr Kennedy that he feared for his safety if he worked
under the hook of the crane being operated by Mr Bond.
Mr Foelmli wanted Mr Bond put back on the day shift, so
that the two of them would not have to work together, but Mr
Kennedy did not believe that it was Mr Foelmli’s place to
make that decision.
Mr Foelmli finally refused to work with Mr Bond, but Mr
Kennedy had understood by then that Mr Bond was apologetic about what had occurred on the bus, although he did not
know whether Mr Bond had apologised to Mr Foelmli. Mr
Kennedy also said that he had seen Mr Bond and did not think
that he was the sort of person under whose crane it was unsafe
to work.
Mr Kennedy said that he warned Mr Foelmli against reporting the matter and pursuing it, as it was likely that he would be
dismissed (see page 100(AB)). Mr Kennedy did not put a report in because he was not a witness to the incident. He gave
evidence that Mr Foelmli was quite a good worker, but that he
just had a little bit of an attitude problem as far as other workers on the job were concerned and he lost his temper a little bit
and was not in control of safety when he was in an agitated
state. Mr Kennedy also described Mr Foelmli as being, at times,
loud and aggressive on the job.
On 20 October 1997, Mr Foelmli went to see Mr Frank Vella,
the AMWU representative. Mr Foelmli went home from work
after he had refused to work with Mr Bond.
THE INVESTIGATION
There was an investigation of the incident about which evidence was given by Mr Stewart Kenneth Macaree. Mr Macaree
was the person who undertook an investigation of the incident
in his capacity as Industrial Relations Manager for the respondent at the HBI plant. He decided to terminate Mr Foelmli’s
employment. He gave evidence that he had not been on the
site for a long period when he first became aware of the incident on the bus. The names of the people were not familiar to
him, however. Mr Macaree agreed that there was some incidents of fighting on the site where a termination did not occur
(see page 108(AB)).
Mr Macaree also said that what occurred depended wholly
and solely on the circumstances of each particular case (see
page 108(AB)).
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Mr Macaree’s first knowledge of the incident was at 6.00
am on Tuesday, 21 October 1997 when he was told of it by Mr
Bill Boucher, the night shift’s safety adviser. Mr Boucher’s
told Mr Macaree about the matter because Mr Foelmli had
refused to work with Mr Bond. Mr Boucher also told him
about the incident on the bus on the previous Monday.
At about 7.05 am on 20 October 1997, Mr Macaree was
approached by Mr Foelmli who said that he would not work
with Mr Bond because of the fight. Mr Foelmli further said
that he believed he was being set up by being asked to work
with Mr Bond. Mr Foelmli then gave him a description of
what had happened on the bus on 14 October 1997 and what
had occurred subsequently. According to Mr Foelmli, he told
Mr Macaree that he and Mr Bond had had a heated argument
and that Mr Bond had head butted him. Mr Macaree made it
clear in evidence that Mr Foelmli had told him that he, Mr
Foelmli, had followed Mr Bond down the bus and that Mr
Bond had turned and head butted him.
Mr Foelmli also gave Mr Macaree the names of two potential witnesses to the incident and Mr Macaree told Mr Foelmli
that he would make some enquiries and speak with Mr Bond.
They discussed the incident and the situation for some time
between half an hour and an hour.
Mr Macaree advised Mr Foelmli that a potential outcome
was his dismissal and that he should be represented. Mr
Macaree also said that he would investigate the incident. As a
result, the appellant organisation became involved.
Mr Macaree then requested that the Construction Managers
at the gas plant and the reactor obtain written reports of the
incident from those whose names had been given. He obtained
these written reports.
At 6.00 pm that night, when Mr Bond came on for night
shift, Mr Macaree spoke to him and he gave a similar account
of the incident to what Mr Foelmli had given, except that he
said that he was abused while approaching the bus, that he
was abused as he continued down the bus, and that he had
head butted Mr Foelmli. He felt that he was humiliated, that
he had head-butted Mr Foelmli because the latter was extremely
aggressive and he was reacting to his aggression.
Mr Bond said, according to Mr Macaree, that he knew Mr
Foelmli was going to hit him when Mr Foelmli came down
the bus. Mr Bond said that he was an older man in his midforties and he wanted to get in first.
Mr Macaree then spoke to Carlo Bertani and Matthew Giles,
the two witnesses nominated by Mr Foelmli.
Mr Bertani told Mr Macaree that Mr Foelmli had followed
Mr Bond down the bus and there was a bit of a flare-up. Mr
Giles told Mr Macaree that Mr Foelmli got out of his seat and
followed Mr Bond down the bus, that there was a tangle and
both rushed at each other. Mr Giles told Mr Macaree, also,
that he did not see any contact between the two of them. Mr
Bertani said, also, that he did not see any physical contact, but
believed there was equal aggression on both sides and indicated that he had restrained Mr Bond by putting his arms around
his shoulders. Mr Macaree believed that they had seen the
head-butt, but were protecting Mr Bond and he did not regard
them as reliable witnesses.
Mr Macaree’s evidence was that, although witnesses to the
scuffle claim not to have seen the head-butt, he believed that,
having been able to describe the details they had seen, it was
unlikely that they had not seen the head-butt. Mr Macaree decided that they had seen it, but that they had tried to protect
their workmate.
On 22 October 1997, Mr Foelmli received a telephone call
asking him to come to work, he not having gone to work that
night because he was in a distressed state.
Again, Mr Macaree spoke to Mr Foelmli and advised him of
what they had told him and Mr Foelmli asked him what he
would have done in the circumstances and asked whether he
would have walked away. Mr Macaree said that he responded
to the effect that if he knew that his job was on the line, he
would not have done anything. Mr Foelmli told him, according to Mr Macaree, that it was appropriate to meet aggression
with aggression.
Mr Macaree had spent a number of hours discussing the
matter with union representatives, Mr Frank Vella, the shop
steward and Mr Joe Craig, the North West organiser for the
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AMWU, including the detail of the incident and the interpretation of the policy and House Rules, whether there was
provocation and what the term meant and industry standards
regarding fighting and whether Mr Foelmli’s conduct warranted
dismissal. This occurred from about 7.00 pm to 11.00 pm on
that day. Mr Foelmli sat outside the office, but, according to
Mr Macaree, was in and out of the office.
Mr Foelmli had received advice from solicitors on the Sunday night via the telephone from Melbourne as to whether the
circumstances could justify his dismissal and, late that evening,
in the presence of union representatives.
Mr Macaree advised Mr Foelmli that his employment was
to terminate for serious misconduct. Mr Foelmli told him that
he had done nothing wrong and would leave it in the union
hands to clear his name. At 11.00 pm, Mr Foelmli left and did
not return to work.
Mr Macaree said that, in advising Mr Foelmli that he was to
be dismissed, he did not actually enunciate the particular aspects of the conduct which resulted in that conclusion but said
that, in the context of the lengthy and detailed discussions he
had had with Mr Foelmli and his representatives, those matters had been canvassed.
Mr Macaree gave evidence that the serious misconduct committed by Mr Foelmli was that referred to in the House Rules
as “intimidating or assaulting other employees, customers or
clients on John Holland or Client property or when attending
John Holland functions.”
Mr Macaree said that aggressive behaviour towards another
employee, falling short of physical contact being made, could
constitute intimidating behaviour, and, further, that it is not
simply that Mr Foelmli abused Mr Bond and that he got out of
his seat and walked towards him; it was also the manner in
which this was done.
Mr Macaree said in evidence that the conclusion which he
reached after his investigation was that Mr Foelmli had initiated the verbal exchange, but he had come from his seat and
advanced some distance down the bus and met Mr Bond at
that point; that Mr Bond had head butted Mr Foelmli; that the
former had felt threatened by Mr Foelmli’s actions. Mr Bond,
an older man, thought that he was going to be hit and the two
witnesses nominated by Mr Foelmli, Messrs Giles and Bertani,
had confirmed this.
Mr Macaree concluded “absolutely” on the basis of the information from the witnesses that, up to the point of the
head-butt, there were equal levels of aggression on the part of
both. Overall, however, his view was that there were not equal
levels of aggression but that it was not necessarily the person
who throws the first blow who instigates or is involved in the
most aggression.
Mr Macaree’s evidence was that, in deciding to dismiss Mr
Foelmli, he did not specifically contemplate his work record.
Further, he did not specifically contemplate any alternative to
dismissal, but he wanted to consider all of the options. He said
that a final written warning was a consideration, but because
of the circumstances, he believed that termination was appropriate. However, he did not specifically discuss the options
with Mr Foelmli or his representatives.
Mr Macaree did read Mr Foelmli’s personnel file but found
nothing in it in terms of previous warnings or other useful
information and the file did not contain any information about
whether Mr Foelmli was a good employee or not.
Mr Bond did resign. Mr Foelmli said that he had ample opportunity to put his case to Mr Macaree (see page 68(AB)).
However, in re-examination, he said that he had ample opportunity to put his case, but not to hear what else arose out of the
investigation. The investigation, on the evidence, was limited
to this incident.
As to the investigation, Mr Macaree gave evidence that
Mr Joe Craig and Mr Vella were in and out of his office
non-stop, but Mr Foelmli was given every opportunity to
respond to the allegations against him, that he was represented at all stages by Mr Joe Craig and Mr Frank Vella
and that he took advice from solicitors. Finally, after the
event (see page 113(AB)), Mr Macaree said that he made
it clear to supervisors that the incident had not been reported when it should have been reported and, in future,
such incidents should be reported.
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Mr Macaree told Mr Foelmli, in the presence of Mr Vella,
that Mr Foelmli could either resign or be sacked. Mr Vella
told Mr Macaree, according to Mr Macaree, that Mr Foelmli
had not retaliated after Mr Bond assaulted him. That, of course,
was the case. Mr Joe Craig obtained statements from witnesses
who had been in the bus.
The Commission received no first hand evidence from Mr
Bond, Mr Bertoni, Mr McKay or Mr Giles.
FINDINGS
The Commission found—
1. That it was not for the Commission to decide whether
it would have dismissed the employee.
2. That it was satisfied that, insofar as it was within his
power, Mr Macaree conducted as full and extensive
an investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the incident, as far as was reasonable in the
circumstances.
3. Mr Macaree honestly and genuinely believed and had
reasonable grounds for believing, on the information available to him at the time, that Mr Foelmli
was guilty of misconduct, as alleged.
4. Mr Foelmli’s conduct and his comments to Mr Bond,
in rising from his seat and following Mr Bond down
the bus and in the heated argument in which they
were engaged, was aggressive, abusive, provocative,
hostile and confrontational.
5. There was a mislabelling of Mr Foelmli’s conduct
but this did not constitute an unfair dismissal; rather
the conduct was the type of conduct which can justify instant dismissal for serious misconduct. I n
that regard, he had not been harshly, oppressively or
unfairly treated.
6. The respondent was entitled to come to the conclusion that Mr Foelmli had seriously misconducted
himself.
7. There was no unfairness in the dismissal.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
The decision in this matter was a discretionary decision, as
such a decision is defined in Norbis v Norbis 65 ALR 12.
Accordingly, it is for the appellant to establish that the exercise of the discretion at first instance miscarried, applying the
principles enunciated in House v The King [1936] 55 CLR
499 (HC) and Gromark Packaging v FMWU 73 WAIG 220
(IAC). The Full Bench may not interfere with the decision at
first instance, when it is a discretionary decision, unless the
appellant establishes that the exercise of the discretion miscarried upon the proper principles.
Insofar as the matter was decided on questions of credibility, having regard to the advantage enjoyed by the Commission
in seeing the witnesses, then the principle laid down in Devries
and Another v Australian National Railways Commission and
Another [1992-1993] 177 CLR 472 (HC) applies. In that case,
Brennan, Gaudron and McHugh JJ held that—
“A finding of fact by a trial judge, based on the credibility of a witness, is not to be set aside because an
appellate court thinks that the probabilities of the case
are against – even strongly against – that finding. If the
finding depends to any substantial degree on the credibility of the witness, the finding must stand unless it can be
shown that the judge has failed to use or has palpably
misused his advantage, or has acted on evidence which
was inconsistent with facts incontrovertibly established
by the evidence or which was glaringly improbable.”
Deane and Dawson JJ, in that same case at page 479, held
that—
“An appellate court which is entrusted with jurisdiction
to entertain an appeal by way of rehearing from the decision of a trial judge on a question of fact must set aside a
challenged finding of fact which is shown to be wrong.
... where it appears that a challenged finding has, to a
significant extent, been based on the trial judge’s observation of the demeanour of the witnesses, the members
of an appellate court are inevitably placed in a position of
real disadvantage compared with the trial judge. Even in
such a case, however, the “court cannot excuse itself from
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the task of weighing conflicting evidence and drawing its
own inferences and conclusions”.
... “the Court of Appeal ... must be guided by the impression made on the judge who saw the witnesses. But there
may obviously be other circumstances ... which may shew
whether a statement is credible or not; and these circumstances may warrant the Court in differing from the judge,
even on a question of fact turning on the credibility of
witnesses...””
Devries Case (op cit) and others, including Abalos v Australian Postal Commission (1990) 17 CLR 167, were
considered by the High Court (Gaudron, Gummow, Kirby,
Hayne and Callinan JJ) in the State Rail Authority of New
South Wales v Earthline Constructions Pty Ltd (in liq) and
Others (1999) 160 ALR 588.
In that case, it was held that the circumstance where a judge
was heavily swayed by his impression of a witness while giving evidence does not preclude a court of appeal from
concluding that, in the light of other evidence, a primary judge
had too fragile a base to support a finding that a witness was
unreliable.
Kirby J quoted, at page 608, in the report of the judgment in
that case, what he had said in Ahmedi v Ahmedi (1991) 23
NSWLR 288 at 291 (CA NSW)—
“If the mere incantation of Abalos v Australia Postal Commission is henceforth to deprive this court of the power and
duty of review of factual conclusions, a great deal of injustice will uncorrected and the clearly expressed will of
parliament, defining the jurisdiction of this court, will be
frustrated. I do not believe that that is what Abalos or any
other judicial authority does provide or could provide.”
THE EVIDENCE AND EVIDENTIAL FINDINGS
There is no doubt that there was a policy of the respondent
for its employees which effectively forbade fighting. There is
no doubt that this was well known to the appellant’s member,
Mr Foelmli, and to others. Indeed, it was not in dispute that it
was a term of Mr Foelmli’s contract of employment. There is
no doubt that, on Monday, 13 October 1997 at about 4.30 am
at the end of the night shift, Mr Foelmli, as part of his duties,
was preparing to drive a bus which took personnel from the
site to the car park and the camp.
Further, a number of persons were late onto the bus and Mr
Foelmli was told by the supervisor concerned, Mr Craig, to
wait for latecomers. Mr Foelmli did this, although he was subject to urging by some other people who were complaining,
being already on the bus, that he should move on, leaving the
latecomers behind.
Then came the incident which was at the heart of this matter. Mr Foelmli said, in evidence, that he was telling latecomers,
as it were, to get a move on and that he said to Mr Bond as he
got on the bus, Mr Bond being indubitably the last person to
get on the bus, “Bondy, tomorrow can you be on effing time.”
He was then seated in the driver’s seat of the bus.
It is not apparent to me that the manner in which that was
expressed could be properly characterised, as the Commissioner did, as abusive. It was a comment including an indelicate
but commonly used expletive, requesting that Mr Bond be on
time next day. It was said in the context of Mr Foelmli telling
workers who were late to be on time when he had 15 or 20
other workers on the bus complaining about the lateness of
their colleagues.
According to Mr Foelmli, Mr Bond walked down the aisle
of the bus and responded by saying to him, “Who the eff are
you, you four-eyed c... to tell me what to do?” Mr Craig, who
also gave evidence, said that he was standing outside the bus
and he could not hear what Mr Foelmli said because of the
noise, but he did hear what Mr Bond said, because Mr Bond
spoke loudly. He did say that he could not recall properly what
Mr Bond said except that it was something like “I’ve taken
enough s..t from you all night at work and I don’t need to put
up with it now”, or words to that effect.
Mr Foelmli said in his statement that the words that I said
that he used above, were used as Mr Bond walked down the
aisle of the bus. Mr Foelmli said that he told Mr Bond to “Shut
the eff up and sit down” and that Mr Bond then turned and
walked towards the front of the bus. Mr Craig said that he had
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seen the silhouette of Mr Bond go down the bus, but that it
was very dark in the bus. He said, also, that he saw Mr Foelmli
get out of his seat, but that his vision was partly obscured by a
panel and that Mr Foelmli would not have advanced down the
bus more than about two metres or the length of three seats on
the aisle.
Mr Foelmli said that Mr Bond had turned and walked back
towards the front of the bus. He said that he thought that Mr
Bond was going to “have a go” at him and he had nowhere to
go because he was seated in the driver’s seat behind the steering wheel of the bus and the old change bench. He said that, as
Mr Bond was walking down the bus, he got out of the driver’s
seat and stood on the first step in the aisle of the bus beside the
front seat. He got out of the driver’s seat because he feared
being attacked. On all of the evidence, he did not get out of the
bus.
According to Mr Macaree, who made enquiries of Mr Bond,
Mr Bond said that he was humiliated by the statement made
by Mr Foelmli.
There was, thus, a conflict between the evidence of Mr Craig
and Mr Foelmli as to whether Mr Foelmli had walked down
the bus towards Mr Bond. That he found that Mr Foelmli did
so was quite significant, in Mr Macaree’s deliberations.
In any event, it was not in dispute that Mr Foelmli had, as he
said in his evidence, a “face to face verbal argument which
was very heated” with Mr Bond. This argument, according to
Mr Foelmli went on for one to two minutes and he did not use
any threatening words, make any physical gestures to indicate
that he was going to strike Mr Bond or wanted to fight him
and did not invite Mr Bond to fight. He said that he was well
aware of John Holland’s policy about fighting and he did not
want to lose his job. It is noteworthy that he said that he thought
Mr Bond was going to “have a go” at him, so he went to turn
away from him and go back to the driver’s seat, but, before he
could do so, Mr Bond head butted him in the face, smashing
his glasses onto his nose and injuring his nose and also splitting his lip.
There was no evidence that Mr Foelmli had visited any violence upon Mr Bond. According to Mr Macaree (as I have
outlined it above), Mr Bond had said that he felt threatened
and got in first by head butting. Mr Carlo Bertani had grabbed
Mr Bond after he head butted Mr Foelmli and that is not in
dispute. He allegedly said “Don’t touch him, there are foremen outside the bus”, referring to Mr Ken Craig and Mr
Richard Day, who were outside the bus.
It was, on the evidence, unnecessary, one infers, to restrain
Mr Foelmli.
Mr Craig then got onto the bus and told them to calm down.
At no time, was it said in evidence that, on the bus, Mr Foelmli
acted or retaliated physically before or after he was assaulted
by Mr Bond. Indeed, there was no evidence that Mr Foelmli
used any threatening words, made any physical gestures, or
indicated that he wanted to fight, or invited Mr Bond to fight.
Mr Foelmli then drove the bus, wiping blood off his face, to
the car park.
In the car park, Mr Foelmli was angry and said to Mr Bond
“Come on, if you want to have a go. Come on, you prick.” He
was calmed down by a number of other men and Mr Bond
abused him and left. He was angered by the injuries which he
had received. Further, he was of opinion that the car park was
off the BHI site.
According to Mr Macaree, it was not in dispute that Mr
Foelmli had suffered the injury that he claimed he had suffered. Mr Macaree said that Mr Foelmli had first told him
when the matter was investigated some days later, that he had
said that he had followed Mr Bond down the bus, but after he
had consulted with the union officials, Mr Foelmli had changed
his story. Mr Craig did nothing about the matter by way of
reporting it because he thought it was a minor incident and
there was evidence that minor physical scuffles on site like
that were not uncommon. That evidence came from Mr John
Kennedy and from Mr Craig, both of whom said that they
attempted to sort these matters out in house.
This continued to be the case, even after Mr Craig, who had
first thought the matter was a scuffle because he thought Mr
Foelmli had been pushed, not head butted, did find out that
there was a head butting involved.
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Mr Foelmli was very aggrieved by what had occurred and,
as a result, various supervisors, including Mr Phillip Abel,
arranged it so that Mr Bond, who was a crane driver, and Mr
Foelmli would not have to work together.
Eventually, on 19 October 1997, Mr Foelmli said that he
would not work with Mr Bond, as he put it, “under Chris Bond’s
hook”, because he did not feel safe. He said this to Mr John
McKay, a supervisor, who told him that if he did not, he would
be sacked due to what had happened a week ago. Mr Ken
Craig was there, as was Mr John Kennedy. According to Mr
Kennedy, Mr Foelmli became annoyed and threw his safety
harness on the ground. He then told Mr McKay that he was
going home and he was told by Mr McKay that he would not
be paid.
Mr Foelmli went to the shed, grabbed his tools and asked
Mr Craig if he could drive him to the gate to pick up his car
and, on the way, told him the story. He went home and contacted his own foreman, Mr Richard Day and told him what
had happened.
There was evidence that he had been asked not to proceed
further with the matter because he would be dismissed. Mr
Craig told him this, amongst others, apparently.
In the meantime, the matter had been reported to the Industrial Relations Manager, Mr Stuart Macaree. The matter was,
in fact, the matter of his refusing to work because he felt unsafe with Mr Bond. It was the evidence of Mr Kennedy that
such a view was not warranted, from his knowledge of Mr
Bond. There was then an investigation of the matter and Mr
Macaree called for reports from various supervisors. On Monday morning, 20 October 1997, Mr Foelmli went into work
and saw Mr Frank Valla, the AMWU shop steward, and told
him what had happened. They then proceeded to see Mr
Macaree.
There was a conversation between Mr Macaree and Mr
Foelmli which, Mr Foelmli said, lasted about an hour and
Mr Macaree thought was between a half hour and an hour,
in which he described everything that had happened in
relation to the safety issue with Mr Bond and the incident
on the bus.
The next night, the night of 20-21 October, Mr Foelmli was
extremely upset by the incident and did not go to work. He
rang in sick.
On Wednesday, 22 October 1997, he received a telephone
call from Mr Frank Valla saying that Mr Macaree wanted to
see him. It was not in issue that, on the occasion when Mr
Foelmli had told Mr Macaree his story, Mr Macaree said that
it was a serious matter which might end up in his dismissal
and that he ought to get union representation.
Mr Foelmli had, on the Sunday night, received legal advice
from a solicitor in Melbourne.
Mr Macaree told Mr Foelmli and Mr Valla that he had investigated the matter and that Mr Foelmli could resign or be
sacked. As a matter of record, Mr Bond did resign after the
investigation, in the course of which Mr Macaree interviewed
him.
The Northwest organiser for the appellant organisation, Mr
Joe Craig, arrived and Mr Valla went to see him. The matter
was discussed by them between 7.00 pm and 11.00 pm. The
organiser also spoke to Mr Carlo Bertani, as did Mr Macaree.
Mr Macaree also spoke to Mr Matthew Giles, who had been
on the bus at the time of the incident.
Mr Macaree expressed the view that Mr Giles and Mr
Bertani, who described the matter in terms of being a scuffle,
were not witnesses who were reliable because they were attempting to ensure that their workmate or workmates were
not dismissed.
Notwithstanding the lengthy discussion of the matter, during which, for part of the time, Mr Foelmli sat outside, Mr
Macaree was insistent that Mr Foelmli resign or get the sack.
According to Mr Macaree, Mr Foelmli was in and out of the
office where he and Mr Valla and Mr Craig were discussing
the matter from time to time.
Mr Foelmli, at the end, spoke to Mr Macaree and told him
that he had done nothing wrong and he would leave it in the
union hands to clear his name. He was, therefore, dismissed
for misconduct.
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Mr Macaree was adamant in his evidence that he had not
considered the problem which arose because Mr Foelmli refused to work under Mr Bond’s hook and, indeed, I do not
think that there was any suggestion upon appeal that he did.
Further, he did not consider the incident in the car park, at
least in the reasons he gave for the dismissal, in evidence,
although Mr Randles submitted that, to paraphrase, it was indicative of a mind set.
Mr Macaree said that Mr Bertani had said words to the effect that Dean had followed Chris down the bus and there was
a bit of a flare up. He did not see any physical contact, but if
one goes, they both should go because there was equal aggression on both sides. Mr Bertani did say that he had restrained
Mr Bond by putting his arms around his shoulders and pulling
him down between the bus seats.
Mr Giles said words to the effect that the blokes from the
gas plant were late for the bus. Dean got out of his seat and
followed him down the bus and there was a tangle and both
rushed at each other, but he did not see any contact made. He
said that, when Chris got on the bus, as he was going down the
aisle, they were both giving as good as they got.
The original report, of course, was about Mr Foelmli refusing to work, according to Mr Kennedy, who said that he did
not raise with Mr Macaree the other problem.
Mr Macaree said in evidence that he asked direct questions
of witnesses, including Mr Foelmli. There is no evidence that
Mr Foelmli was able to hear what Mr Giles, Mr Bertani and
Mr Bond said. There is no doubt that it is company policy and
that it is a necessity to keep a very tight rein on acts of aggression or fighting or anything of that nature, as Mr Macaree said
in evidence.
At page 113 (AB), Mr Macaree described Mr Foelmli’s involvement in the whole incident and the conclusion he reached
in these terms—
“I believe that at the commencement of it, he had initiated the verbal exchange. I believe that he had come from
the bus driving seat and advanced some distance down
the bus. He had met Mr Bond at that point. Mr Bond had
head butted Mr Foelmli but Mr Bond had felt threatened
by Mr Foelmli’s actions and Mr Bond conveyed to me
that he thought he was going to be hit, and, being an older
man, he wanted to take the first action. I mean, that view
was substantiated by what the two witnesses who Mr
Foelmli had nominated had said to me when I had spoken
to them.”
He also said that, during the investigation, he had kept either Mr Foelmli or his representatives updated on where things
were and when it got to the point of looking like Mr Foelmli
having to go, he advised that. Before he was dismissed, Mr
Foelmli was given the option to resign.
The actual dismissal occurred a week after the event on the
bus. Mr Macaree informed supervisors and foremen that this
incident should have been reported, subsequent to Mr Foelmli’s
dismissal. According to Mr Craig (see page 84(AB)), Mr
Foelmli had said that he did not see why he should be dismissed because he had done nothing wrong. At page 83(AB)),
Mr Craig was a little equivocal about what had occurred.
The Commission found that Mr Foelmli’s conduct and his
comments to Mr Bond, in his rising from his seat and following Mr Bond down the bus and in the heated argument in which
they were engaged, was aggressive, abusive, provocative, hostile and confrontational: that there was mutual and equal
aggression and abuse and that this was initiated by Mr Foelmli.
In my opinion, there was mutual and equal aggression and
abuse, but it is not necessarily the case that it was initiated by
Mr Foelmli. The verbal abuse of each other was characterised, on Mr Foelmli’s part, as serious misconduct.
However, the Commissioner found that Mr Foelmli did not
engage in intimidatory behaviour, in a technical sense, in that
he intended to frighten or overawe Mr Bond, because there
was equal aggression and abuse. That is quite clear from the
evidence. It was not, in my opinion, initiated necessarily by
Mr Foelmli, who made a relatively innocuous comment about
Mr Bond not being late, next day, to which Mr Bond obviously took exception. The comment was obviously made in
the context of the bus’ departure being delayed by a number of
people who were late, the last of whom was Mr Bond.
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This was followed by a not inoffensive response from Mr
Bond, which probably caused Mr Foelmli to get up from his
seat. If what Mr Foelmli recounted was what Mr Bond said,
then what Mr Bond said was genuinely offensive. If Mr Craig’s
version, which, on his own account was not a clear recollection of what Mr Bond said, was accurate, then it was less
offensive, but nonetheless somewhat offensive. There was then
a verbal confrontation between the two which did not have to,
and did not, gravitate to the physical until Mr Bond head butted
Mr Foelmli. It is, of course, clear that later in the car park, Mr
Foelmli wanted to go on with the matter, but was restrained. It
was also the case that Mr Bond had to be restrained, but Mr
Foelmli did not.
As the Commissioner observed, there was no absolute rule
that fighting in the workplace, let alone a threat to fight, justifies dismissal and the Commission must have regard to the
context in which the violence or threat of violence takes place,
including the extent to which if there was any provocation and
the nature of the violence in question.
There is no doubt that fighting in the workplace, in this instance, forbidden, too, by the terms and conditions of
employment, was serious misconduct warranting dismissal.
The question was whether the dismissal was unfair. The Commissioner’s function was to decide whether the dismissal was
harsh, oppressive and unfair, not to consider whether she should
substitute her decision for that of the employer. It is trite to
say that, when dismissals or a dismissal following a fight occurs, as with any dismissal, whether the dismissal is unfair
depends on the circumstances of the particular case.
In this case, there was more blame apportionable to Mr Bond,
but the question was whether Mr Foelmli’s dismissal was unfair.
There was mutual and equal aggression and abuse, but not
physical aggression, on the evidence, on the part of Mr Foelmli.
Further, Mr Foelmli could not unequivocally be said to have
instigated the fight, even if he had followed Mr Bond down
the bus, because Mr Bond had, on Mr Foelmli’s evidence, and
even on Mr Craig’s, made an overtly provocative remark. As I
have said, I do not think it was open to the Commissioner to
find that the incident was instigated by Mr Foelmli, when all
he said, even if it were irritably said (which was denied by
him), was not to be late tomorrow, using at the same time a
commonly used expletive, which does not seem to me to have
been used offensively in the circumstances.
On balance, I am of opinion that, however, there was such
an aggressive, abusive confrontation that the participants might
reasonably have expected that it would lead to blows and, in
that sense, the confrontation was the fault of both participants.
Whether Mr Foelmli followed Mr Bond down the bus aisle is
not that important. In any event, however, there was sufficient
evidence from Mr Craig, if it were accepted, that Mr Foelmli
did move down the bus after Mr Bond and there was further
evidence from Mr Macaree, if that were accepted, that Mr
Foelmli admitted that to him and did not change his story until
after he had seen the union representative. It is clear that all of
this evidence was accepted.
The Commissioner was entitled to find that the conduct of
Mr Foelmli was conduct justifying a dismissal for serious
misconduct, and that, further, his conduct constituted a serious breach of his contract of employment.
It is clear that the Commissioner accepted Mr Macaree’s
evidence and, indeed, there is nothing, in my reading of the
transcript that indicates that it was not open to the Commissioner so to do. That being so, of course, there was more cogent
evidence that what occurred was brought on by both persons.
The fact that this refusal led to, but was not a reason for, the
dismissal, even though Mr Foelmli had raised it only in the
context of his inability to work with Mr Bond, was not unfair
because it had been made clear to Mr Foelmli by Mr Craig
and others that, if he did report the matter, it would lead to
dismissal and he was aware, as he said in his own statement,
that fighting, which this was, might well lead to dismissal.
Further, Mr Macaree gave evidence that he did not consider
Mr Foelmli’s refusal to work in the course of his investigation
(there was nothing submitted which would persuade me that
that was not the case), nor was it submitted, nor on the evidence, that that was a reason for dismissal. The Commissioner
accepted Mr Macaree’s evidence.
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In all of the circumstances, the conclusion reached by the
Commissioner was not an erroneous one, for those reasons.
It was submitted that there was a failure to take mitigating
circumstances into account relating to Mr Foelmli’s work performance and record beyond that contained in his personnel
file.
Mr Craig said that he got on well with Mr Foelmli, that he
worked with him for some years and that he was quite a good
worker. Mr Kennedy said that Mr Foelmli was a good worker,
but had an attitude problem and displayed aggressiveness and
temper. He said this in respect of the incident which occurred
in relation to the safety harness, which was after the bus incident. Mr Foelmli did lose his temper a bit and was not in control
of safety when he was in an agitated state, Mr Kennedy said
(see page 91(AB)). That comment seemed to me to be a general comment. He said “There was times around, scuffles and
things like that, where things were loud and aggressive on the
job.”
The assessment of all supervisors was that Mr Foelmli was
not at risk, and Mr Craig was of the view that there was aggression on both parts in the matter.
The Commissioner found that Mr Foelmli’s record, for this
reason, was not such as to save his job, given the circumstances
of the incident and, whilst I might take the view that it was, I
am not persuaded, in all the circumstances of this matter, to so
find.
There was evidence before the Commission that Mr Macaree
did consider whether a written warning rather than dismissal
was the answer, but discarded it because of the seriousness of
the incident. There was evidence, therefore, it was open to
accept, that Mr Macaree considered alternatives to dismissal.
In fact, it is fair to say that Mr Macaree was engaged in a
properly painstaking process when he investigated the dismissal, and rightly so.
Further, there was sufficient in the evidence of Mr Craig
and Mr Foelmli for the conclusion to be reached which was
reached by Mr Macaree, without having to go to hearsay evidence and, similarly, for the Commissioner to reach the
conclusion which she did on the sworn evidence before her.
PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS
I now turn to the question of whether there was a denial of
procedural fairness in the dismissal and I have to say that there
was not, because—
(a) That, from the beginning, the foremen, Mr Craig and
Mr Kennedy had warned Mr Foelmli that if he pushed
the matter, he risked dismissal.
(b) Initially, Mr Macaree heard what Mr Foelmli had to
say at length and warned him that he should get union representation because he might be facing
dismissal.
(c) Mr Foelmli had the opportunity to obtain legal advice and did so.
(d) Mr Foelmli was not able to hear directly what
was said against him, but it is quite clear that the
union organiser and shop steward were arguing
his case, knew what was being considered and,
indeed, that he was being given an opportunity to
come into the office and discuss these matter from
time to time himself. He was also outside the office where his representatives could obtain his
instructions.
(e) There was almost four hours of discussion about the
matter by Mr Foelmli’s representatives, with him in
the vicinity and sometimes in the office.
(f) The risk of dismissal was emphasised and comprehensively considered.
(g) Mr Foelmli’s case was argued at length by his representatives.
(h) The reasons for the likely dismissal were clear enough
for Mr Foelmli to know what he was facing.
(i) Mr Foelmli admitted that he had a proper opportunity to put his side of the case and it would seem that
he had adequate opportunity to deal, through his representatives, with the versions given by other
witnesses.
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FINALLY
The Commission’s task was to decide whether, given the
evidentiary burden on the employer to establish that the dismissal in this case was justified, and, given that it was
discharged, the appellant had not established that Mr Foelmli,
on all of the evidence, was unfairly dismissed when it bore the
burden of doing so. It has not been established that the exercise of the discretion has miscarried. Even if, for reasons of
approach, the exercise of discretion miscarried. I would not
consider, for the reasons I have expressed above, that the Full
Bench should substitute a different exercise of discretion.
I agree with Mr Randles’ submission that the appeal really
dealt with two points and that many of the grounds of appeal
were particulars of those points.
In my opinion, therefore, it is quite clear that Mr Foelmli
was not denied procedural fairness. Mr Macaree went out of
his way to see that he was afforded it.
I have considered all of the grounds, I have considered all of
the evidence and all of the submissions with care. However,
for the reasons that I have set out above, I am not persuaded
that the exercise of discretion miscarried and would, for those
reasons, dismiss the appeal, no ground of appeal having been
made out.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This is an appeal against
the decision of the Commission constituted by a single Commissioner issued on 12 October 1998 in Matter No. CR 315 of
1997. The dispute the subject of the decision at first instance
was raised initially in the Commission for conciliation proceedings pursuant to section 44 of the (WA) Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 and, those proceedings not resulting in any resolution, the issue in dispute was referred for arbitration.
The parties to the dispute were The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers – Western Australian Branch (the appellant here) and
John Holland Construction and Engineering Proprietary Ltd
(“the respondent”). The issue to be determined was whether
the dismissal of Mr Dean Foelmli by the respondent was harsh,
oppressive and unfair. The decision of the Commission at first
instance issued on 12 October 1998. The Commission concluded that the claim of unfairness had not been made out and
dismissed the application.
The appellant now applies to the Full Bench for an order
that the decision be quashed, that there be a finding of the Full
Bench that the dismissal of Foelmli was unfair and the matter
of appropriate remedy be remitted back to the Commission to
be dealt with in accordance with the law.
Thirty seven grounds were raised by the appellant but three
were withdrawn by leave when the matter proceeded. Broadly,
these go to what are said to be errors in fact and the application of the law. The principles governing the determination of
appeals on grounds of such nature are well established. (See
House v The King (1956) 55 CLR 499; Norbis v Norbis (1986)
161 CLR 513). These emphasise that only if it is clear that at
first instance there has been a failure to use or a misuse of the
advantage of seeing and hearing witnesses or the conclusions
under attack are inconsistent with uncontrovertible facts or
are improbable should an appellate court which has not had
that advantage, interfere with findings of fact based on the
assessment of credibility. Those principles bind the Full Bench
(See Gromark Packaging v The Federated Miscellaneous
Workers Union, W A Branch (1993) 73 WAIG 220) and as has
been pointed out by the Industrial Appeal Court it “is an extremely difficult task for an appellant to overturn a finding of
fact based on credibility” (Federated Miscellaneous Workers
Union of Australia W A Branch v Board of Management,
Narembeen District Hospital (1992) 72 WAIG 41 at 43).
I am not persuaded by the appellant that the findings of fact
identified in the grounds should be interfered with by the Full
Bench. However I agree with Commissioner Beech that this
appeal should be upheld and the matter remitted for further
consideration in accordance with the law for the following
reasons.
Foelmli was dismissed for misconduct. The employer had
an evidentiary onus to satisfy the Commission at first instance
of the misconduct said to have given rise to the right to summarily dismiss. That is a question of fact. Once found by the
Commission the next step was to determine whether the
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consequence of the misconduct, dismissal, was unfair in all
the circumstances. That is a discretionary judgement. (See the
decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in Gromark Packaging v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia
WA Branch, supra, at 223).
It seems to me and largely for the reasons expressed by Commissioner Beech in his reasons, that the Commission at first
instance, having found as fact the misconduct of Foelmli did
not proceed then to apply the dicta of the Industrial Appeal
Court, Undercliffe Nursing Home v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia WA Branch in considering
whether the consequence of dismissal for misconduct was
unfair having regard not only for the processes applied and
considerations of the employer but also the circumstances of
the employee.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: In my view this appeal
turns upon the complaint of the appellant that the test of whether
a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was “not appropriately applied” (transcript p4). It is quite clear that the task of
the Commissioner at first instance was to decide whether the
employer’s right to dismiss Mr Foelmli has been exercised so
harshly or oppressively towards him as to amount to an abuse
of that right (Undercliffe Nursing Home v F.M.W.U. (1985) 65
WAIG 385).
Mr Foelmli was summarily dismissed for misconduct. It is
certainly the case that where an employee has been summarily
dismissed for misconduct, the employer bears an evidentiary
onus to show that insofar as was within its power, before dismissing the employee, it conducted as full and extensive
investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the
alleged misconduct as was reasonable in the circumstances;
that it gave the employee every reasonable opportunity and
sufficient time to answer all allegations and respond thereto
and that having done those things, the employer honestly and
genuinely believed and had reasonable grounds for believing
on the information available at that time that the employee
was guilty of the misconduct alleged and that taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the
misconduct or the employee’s work record, such misconduct
justified dismissal (Western Mining Corporation Ltd v AWU
(1997) 77 WAIG 1985; Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991)
71 WAIG 891). However, the Commission will err if it only
asks itself the question whether or not the employer has discharged that onus but then does not go on to ask itself whether,
in all the circumstances of the case, the employer’s right to
dismiss has been exercised so harshly or oppressively towards
the employee as to amount to an abuse of that right. The Commission will have asked itself the wrong question and it will
have made an error which will be corrected on appeal as happened in Federated Clerks’ Union v George Moss (1990) 71
WAIG 318. In that matter the Full Bench stated—
In the reasons for decision at first instance, the Commission, having outlined the facts, said (see pages 13-14
(A.B.))—
“The Commission must also be mindful of precedent
decisions that have defined its role regarding the consideration of an alleged unfair termination as being to
establish whether an employer acted reasonably in the
given circumstances and not whether the Commission
would have come to a different conclusion had it been
required to make the decision in the first instance.”
The Commission at first instance clearly erred in
law in applying such a test. The test is that enunciated by the Industrial Appeal Court of this State in
The Undercliffe Nursing Home v. F.M.W.U. 65
WAIG 385 (the Undercliffe Case) and the Acosta
Case (op. cit.). The test is clearly not whether the
employer acted reasonably, but whether he/she/it
acted so unfairly, unjustly, harshly or oppressively
that the dismissal ought to be held to be unfair. In
applying the test which it did the Commission at first
instance clearly erred.
(Ibid. at 323)
In this case, the Commissioner at first instance correctly identified the tests. However, she then states (at AB 14 and 15)—
…it is not the role of the Commission to consider all of
the evidence and decide whether in the light of that evidence it would have dismissed the employee. Rather it is
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to review the respondent’s conduct of the investigation
and the respondent’s considerations and decide if the respondent has done those things as thoroughly as possible
in the circumstances, and based on the information available to it at the time, come to a conclusion in a fair manner
and in good faith.
In that statement, and with respect, the Commissioner only
asked herself the question whether or not the employer has
discharged the onus upon it.
In the balance of her Reasons for Decision the Commissioner at first instance examined the actions of the respondent
with great particularity. She justified her conclusion that in so
far as it was within his power, Mr Macaree, on behalf of the
respondent, conducted as full and extensive investigation into
all of the relevant matters surrounding the incident as far as
was reasonable in the circumstances. She considered Mr
Macaree’s initial involvement and the steps that he took which
eventually lead to the decision to summarily dismiss Mr
Foelmli. She considered whether or not Mr Macaree honestly
and genuinely believed, and had reasonable grounds for believing on the information available to him at the time, that
Mr Foelmli was guilty of a misconduct as alleged. The Commissioner at first instance herself reviewed the evidence
regarding Mr Foelmli’s conduct and reached the conclusion
(AB 16) that Mr Foelmli’s conduct was more than “verbal
abuse of other employees in the workplace” and that it was
more akin to the examples of conduct in the “serious misconduct” list. However, the Commissioner at first instance did
not reach those conclusions to answer the question of whether
the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair but rather to support her own conclusion that Mr Macaree did not come to a
wrong conclusion and to conclude herself that Mr Foelmli’s
conduct was within the type of conduct which can justify instant dismissal for serious misconduct. She concluded that
because his conduct was within the type of conduct which can
justify instant dismissal for serious misconduct he had not been
harshly or oppressively or unfairly treated. However, the task
of the Commissioner at first instance was not only to decide
whether Mr Foelmli’s conduct was within the type of conduct
which can justify instant dismissal for serious misconduct. The
task of the Commissioner was also to decide whether the employer’s right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or
oppressively towards the employee as to amount to an abuse
of that right. The two concepts are readily distinguishable. An
employer has a legal right to dismiss an employee if the employee misconducts him or herself. However, not all
misconduct justifies dismissal (Laws v The London Chronicle
(Indicator Newspapers) Ltd, [1959] 1 W.L.R. 698; in re
Homebush Abattoir [1966] A.R. (NSW) 371). The concept
that a dismissal may be harsh, oppressive or unfair goes beyond establishing that a misconduct occurred which may justify
dismissal. It goes not only to the reason for the dismissal but
to the consequence of the dismissal overall. It recognises that
although there may be reason for the dismissal, the overall
effect of the dismissal may be harsh, oppressive or unfair. I do
not necessarily disagree with Mr Randles’ submission (transcript on appeal pp 81-84) that merely because Reasons for
Decision do not contain every single matter which passes
through the mind of the court at first instance, that does not
mean to say that it did not occur. It is certainly not necessary
for the Commission to refer to all of the evidence in its Reasons for Decision (re F.M.W.U. Rules (1985) 65 WAIG 2033
Brinsden J at 2034) and where the decision of the Commissioner at first instance was one that was reasonably open of
the evidence, the failure of the Commission at first instance to
state all of the reasons for reaching its conclusion will not be
fatal on appeal. However, where, as here, the Commissioner
at first instance did not answer the question before it, is not
open to conclude that the Commission did not err.
The Commissioner stated that she had considered the authorities presented to her and the evidence before her, in
particular Mr Macaree’s evidence. Viewing the matter as a
whole she found that the investigation conducted by Mr
Macaree on behalf of the respondent was thorough, that Mr
Foelmli and all his representatives had an opportunity to know
the allegations and to respond and in fact to debate with Mr
Macaree the situation in the context of the workplace as a
whole. She noted that if there had been any error on Mr
Macaree’s part it was a failure to take into account any
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mitigating circumstances relating to Mr Foelmli’s work performance and the record beyond that contained within his
personnel file. However, the Commissioner reached the conclusion that the failure of Mr Macaree in that regard did not
itself result in Mr Foelmli being treated harshly or oppressively or unfairly by the respondent in its decision to terminate
his employment (AB 16). The Commissioner’s ultimate conclusion was—
In all of the circumstances I am not satisfied that the respondent failed to provide Foelmli with an industrial “fair
go”.
That conclusion is in the context of her consideration of
whether the respondent had denied Mr Foelmli procedural fairness. However, and significantly, the Commissioner did not
go on to decide whether or not the dismissal in all of the circumstances was harsh, oppressive or unfair. For that reason I
would uphold the appeal.
Whether the respondent adopted a fair procedure in its investigation and in its eventual decision to dismiss Mr Foelmli
is only one of the circumstances the Commission is to take
into account. Every case must be judged on its own facts
As Franklyn J. observed in BHP Iron Ore Ltd v T.W.U. (1993)
73 WAIG 529 at 530:
‘’...As was said by the learned authors of “The Law of
Employment” Macken, McCorry (sic) and Sappideen (3rd
ed) at 275—
‘’In determining whether the dismissal is unfair the
tribunal must have regard to all the relevant circumstances relating to the particular employee. These
include not only matters specifically related to the
employee’s work record but also whether the applicant will be able to find alternative employment and
the financial and social consequences of dismissal.
The question whether a dismissal is harsh, unjust or
unreasonable is determined having regard to the circumstances at the time of dismissal.’’
A material factor will be the employee’s length of service
(Undercliffe, op. cit. at 387). There is considerable force in
that part of Ground 36 of the appeal which is to the effect that
the Commissioner failed to take into account Mr Foelmli’s
“lengthy and good work record”. There was evidence that although Mr Foelmli had been employed on this occasion for
approximately eight months, he had previously been employed
by the respondent intermittently over a four-year period (AB
147). It would be reasonable to take his previous work history
into account given that there is no evidence of any warning or
reprimand being given to him during all of that time and that
the respondent was prepared to re-employ him on each occasion.
Other material factors to be taken into account include the
evidence that he was regarded as a good worker and that there
was no indication to the contrary on his personnel file (AB
140). This evidence would negate the evidence referred to by
the Commissioner that Mr Foelmli has an attitude problem
and is loud and aggressive on the job (AB 13). It is also material that he had not retaliated in the incident. Further, the fact
that it was Mr Foelmli himself who was effectively the instigator of the respondent’s investigation into the incident results
in an implication positive to him in all of the circumstances.
There is no absolute rule that fighting in the workplace, let
alone threatening and abusive behaviour, justifies dismissal
(see for example UFTU v Pay-Co Products (1990) 70 WAIG
2497 at 2499; Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries Union v Wesfi Pty Ltd (1992) 72 WAIG 610 and see also
Yew v ACI Glass Packaging (1996) 71 IR 201). It is therefore
quite significant that the Commissioner did not conclude that
the incident constituted a “fight”. These considerations would
readily permit the conclusion on a proper exercise of the Commissioner’s discretion that the employer’s right to dismiss Mr
Foelmli was exercised so harshly or oppressively towards him
as to amount to an abuse of that right. I would therefore remit
the matter back to the Commissioner at first instance to decide
whether the employer’s right to dismiss Mr Foelmli has been
exercised so harshly or oppressively towards him as to amount
to an abuse of that right.
I have not been persuaded that the appeal should be upheld
on other grounds. Where, as here, there is evidence from which
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it is open to the Commission at first instance to make the findings which she did the appellant has a difficult task in
persuading an appeal bench that the Commissioner was in error. This is all the more so when the credibility of witnesses is
to be assessed in order to make those findings.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is upheld
and the matter remitted to the Commission to hear and determine according to law.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Ms J Harrison on behalf of the appellant.
Mr A J Randles, as agent, on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
(Appellant)
and
John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd
(Respondent).
No. 1953 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH.
4 May 1999.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 5th day of March 1999, and having heard Ms J Harrison,
as agent, on behalf of the appellant and Mr A J Randles, as
agent, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having
reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision
being delivered on the 29th day of April 1999 wherein it was
found that the appeal should be upheld, it is this day, the 4th
day of May 1999, ordered and directed as follows—
(1) THAT appeal No 1953 of 1998 be and is hereby upheld.
(2) THAT the decision of the Commission in matter No
CR 315 of 1997 made on the 12th day of October
1998 be and is hereby suspended and the application
be remitted to the Commission to hear and determine in accordance with the reasons for decision and
according to law.
By the Full Bench,
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal brought under s.49 of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter
called “the Act”) against the decision of the Commission at
first instance, constituted by a single Commissioner. The decision was made upon an application by the respondent to this
appeal for an order pursuant to s.29 of the Act on 6 May 1998
in matter No 792 of 1998.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
It is against that decision that the appellant now appeals on
the following grounds, as amended by leave of the Full Bench
on the application of the agent for the appellant, upon the hearing of the appeal—
“3. GROUND 1: RESPONDENT FAILED TO ADEQUATELY MITIGATE HIS ECONOMIC LOSS
AFTER TERMINATION—
3.1 The learned Commissioner erred in law and in fact
when, based upon the weight of evidence, he awarded
compensation to the Respondent from date of dismissal up to the 19th day of October 1998, by not
taking into consideration—
(a) the Respondent for a five week period from
the 15th day of September 1998 until the 19th
day of October 1998, after finding suitable
employment, was not actively trying to mitigate his loss. Refer to Pages 26, 92, 93 and
111 of the Transcript of Proceedings.
(b) The overall failure by the Respondent to give
any substantial details of efforts to obtain suitable employment in his occupation as a
butcher, given the evidence of an expert witness, a Mr M.J. Darcy describing the
Respondent as an “extremely professional”
butcher. Refer to Page 32 of the Transcript of
Proceedings.
(c) The Appellant seeks an Order from the Full
Bench for the amount of $3,705.00 gross be
deducted from the compensation amount
awarded by the learned Commissioner. This
is due to the Respondent’s failure to demonstrate serious attempts to mitigate his loss
during this period.
(d) From the date of termination to the 19th day
of October 1998, the Respondent failed to
demonstrate the nature and number of positions applied for in the Mandurah and
Rockingham areas. Refer to Pages 92-93 of
the Transcript of Proceedings.
3.2. The learned Commissioner erred in law when he
applied the principle that compensation for loss of
income by the Respondent should be for the total
amount of unemployment, up to the 19th day of October 1998, being 24 weeks wages amounting to
$17,124.00 less income earned, when considering—
(a) In Bradley Rickard Smith v. CDM Australia
Pty Ltd (1997) 78 WAIG 307, the Full Bench
noted—
“Primarily, the task is to ask what loss or injury has been suffered as a result of the
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dismissal. The answer involves a consideration of a range of factors, and not merely a
consideration of the income lost by the employee during the resultant period of
unemployment..” Refer to Pages 92-3, 111 of
the Transcript of Proceedings).
(b) What is “fair and reasonable” in all of the circumstances, not just some of the circumstances
(See Sangwin –v- Imogen Pty Ltd T/A
Carleton Custom Von Doussa J.)
David James Grace v. David Evans Real Estate, No. 1911 of 1997 (1998) 78 WAIG 141
at 1412-1413. The Respondent’s 24 weeks of
unemployment was the primary consideration,
rather than considering all circumstances including the interests of the employer.
(c) The Respondent had an obligation in law to
mitigate his loss (Cf Maria Teresa Bechara v.
Gregory, Harrison, Healy & Co. (IRC of A)
No. 1129/94, 19 April 1996, (Unreported).
(d) The remainder of the quantum of compensation is excessive due to—
(i) The Respondent’s period of service
with the Appellant company was very
brief: totalling only ten weeks. Refer
to Page 3 of the Transcript of Proceedings.
(ii) The Respondent gave no convincing
evidence during the hearing, based on
the weight of the evidence, that the
employment relationship could have
been reinstated or expected to continue
past his date of termination, as the employment relationship between the two
parties was rapidly deteriorating. The
Commissioner erred in law when he
compensated the Respondent for a further 18 weeks of pay, for this reason.
Refer to Pages 3-4, 44-47, and 52 of
the Transcript of Proceedings.
(iii) The Respondent failed to demonstrate
to the learned Commissioner that the
Appellant company had committed a
flagrant breach of unfair dismissal case
law and procedures, that merited a high
compensation quantum payment. See
Michael Slifka v. J.W. Sanders Pty Ltd,
(Federal Court) 19th of December
1995, VI 9412741R. Cf Gilmour v.
Cecil Bros FDR and others, 76 WAIG
4434 (FB).
(iv) The Respondent failed to demonstrate
that he was making a serious effort to
mitigate his loss, after taking into consideration his work experience in the
meat industry. Refer to pages 6, 24, 3436 of the Transcript of Proceedings.
(v) That the balance of compensation is
excessive, as the Respondent failed to
demonstrate that the dismissal caused
him sufficient “shock, humiliation and
stress” supposed as the result of the
dismissal, that would justify the awarding of 23 weeks compensation for loss
of the position. Refer to Burazin v.
Black Town, City Guardian Pty Ltd
(1997), 41 AILR 3-453; cf Gilmour v.
Cecil Bros FDR and others, 76 WAIG
4434 (FB).”
BACKGROUND
The respondent (who was applicant at first instance) claimed
that he had been unfairly dismissed from employment with
Growers Market Butchers, which operates a mixed business
in Pinjarra Road, Mandurah, part of which is a butcher shop in
which the respondent, a butcher by trade, was employed. In
fact, he is an experienced butcher, having been engaged in
that occupation for 26 years.
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The appellant commenced business in premises previously
a place where Better Value Meats, another firm, carried on
business, in February 1998. The respondent had been employed
by Better Value Meats and was dismissed from that employment when that business was sold to the appellant.
The respondent, however, was asked by the appellant to come
to work on the following Monday and he did so, performing
the same duties as he had performed when the shop was in the
hands of Better Value Meats. Indeed, he ran it as he had run
the shop under Better Value Meats.
The respondent did attempt to get assistance from experts in
the meat retailing business and, in fact, from Mr Mervyn Darcy
of the National Meat Association. Mr Darcy’s duties involved
him in training and retailing and advice to members of the
Association about the business of meat retailing. He had visited the shop on many occasions on a professional basis and
he gave advice about displays and the advertising of products
and also as a customer. He said that the product from the shop
had been satisfactory in his expert view.
In May 1998, the respondent was told that his services were
no longer required and would occur at the time when a three
month probationary period was to be brought to an end. The
respondent knew nothing about such a period, which had never
been mentioned to him. He was surprised when he was asked
to go and being of the view that he had tried to make the business operate effectively and profitably.
The Commission heard evidence from Mr Darcy and the
respondent and also Mr Christopher Robin Brett, who described
himself as the part-owner of the appellant and who was the
only witness for the appellant.
FINDINGS AT FIRST INSTANCE
The Commissioner at first instance found as follows—
1. That the Commissioner accepted the evidence of the
respondent and of Mr Mervyn Darcy and would not
accept that of Mr Brett.
2. That the dismissal was harsh, oppressive and
unfair.
3. That there was no period of probation ever agreed.
4. That because Mr Brett was absolutely certain that he
did not want the respondent in the butchery as a
manager, a reinstatement was impracticable. The
Commissioner, in fact, found that there would be a
lack of confidence in the ability of the respondent to
manage the business and that it was impracticable to
reinstate him.
5. The Commissioner went on to assess an amount of
compensation and invited the parties (see page 25 of
the Appeal Book (hereinafter referred to as “AB”))
to discuss an acceptable arrangement for payment
by instalments and gave liberty to apply to fix the
amount of compensation and the instalments by
which the payment was to be made.
On 15 September 1998, the Commissioner had said that he
would fix compensation, based on the loss of wages (see page
111 of the transcript at first instance (hereinafter referred to as
“TFI”), but heard no submissions which would cause him to
reach the conclusion that he should add anything more to the
assessment of the compensation other than the recompense
from the time that the employee was dismissed at his ordinary
weekly wage until he achieved employment on 19 October.
He sought a statutory declaration of the wages earned in that
time, which included all social security payments and any earning which would be deducted from the total amount paid. He
then directed “the parties should confer about the total sum to
be paid in accordance with my decision”.
THE ORDER AND EVENTS PRECEDING THE
ORDER
The recital to the order of 26 November 1998 included the
following—
“WHEREAS the parties have advised the Commission
that upon the finding of unfairness by the Commission
they agree that the total sum of compensation should be
fixed at $17,124.00;”
There is no copy of the Minute of Proposed Order in the
Appeal Book.
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There is a statutory declaration, filed by the respondent, dated
24 October 1998 in respect to monies earned since the termination of his employment (see page 39(AB)).
In addition, Mr Christopher Chadd, the agent for the respondent on this appeal, wrote on 26 October 1998 to the Associate
to the Commissioner in respect to monies earned by the respondent since the termination of his employment (see page
40(AB)).
By letter of 5 October 1998 (not included in the Appeal Book,
but appearing on the original file), T C Crossley & Associates,
in a letter signed by Mr T C Crossley, advised that he was
unable to locate Mr Chadd, and refers to an amount of
$17,043.00 as being the amount of compensation to be paid,
representing 23 weeks at $741.00 net per week, and further
advising that such an amount would be hard to pay within the
21 day period from the date of the order and asking permission to give consideration to ordering that the amount be paid
at $1,420.35 per month.
The statutory declaration of the respondent dated 21 October 1998 was forwarded by Mr Christopher Chadd to
the Associate to the Commissioner by letter dated 22 October 1998.
By letter dated 22 October 1998, forwarded to both Mr
Crossley and to Mr Chadd, the Associate to the Commissioner
wrote, formal parts omitted, as follows—
“I refer you to page 17 of the Decision where the Commissioner stated that—
— the parties should confer about the total sum to be paid
and
— that the parties are directed to discuss an acceptable
arrangement for payment by instalments.”
If nothing is heard from the parties within 7 days, the
Commissioner will determine the matter.”
By letter dated 23 October 1998, Mr Crossley wrote to the
Associate to the Commissioner advising, inter alia—
“I have attempted to negotiate with Mr Chad (sic) on behalf of his client, to reach agreement over the final amount
of compensation and the question of compensation.
We can only agree that 24 weeks at the rate of $741.00
equals $17,784.00. We have been advised that Mr
Backman has received Social Security payments
amounting to $5,730.00, with casual earnings of
$710.00.
In our discussions we have deducted the casual earnings
to arrive at a figure of $17,074.00. Unfortunately, we could
not reach agreement on instalments.
.....
Accordingly, we seek leave of the Commissioner to
apply for 12 monthly instalments of $1,422.84, less
the relevant taxation, commencing 14 days of the
Order (sic).”
By letter dated 23 October 1998, Mr Chadd wrote to the
Commissioner advising that they were unable to reach agreement and inviting him to fix the amount of the compensation
and instalments to be made.
By letter dated 26 October 1998, Mr Chadd wrote to the
Associate to the Commissioner, forwarding a further statutory
declaration by the respondent to replace the statutory declaration of 21 October 1998.
By letter dated 3 November 1998, the Associate to the Commissioner wrote to Mr Crossley, formal parts omitted, as
follows—
“A letter was received from you dated 23 October 1998,
stating that discussions between the parties have deducted
the casual earnings to arrive at a figure of $17,040.00 for
compensation.
On 26 October 1998, we received an amended Statutory
Declaration from the applicants agent, stating a further
income of $268.09 has been received by the applicant
(copy attached).
The Commissioner intends to deduct this amount from
your figure of $17,040.00. If you agree with this please
advise by 4 November 1998.”
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By facsimile communication dated 3 November 1998, Mr
Crossley communicated with the Associate to the Commissioner, formal parts omitted, as follows—
“Thank you for your facsimile.
The figures appear correct. Therefore I presume the
amount of $268.09 is deducted from $17,040.00, if so I
agree with your figures.
My client would still like instalment system please.
Thank you for your assistance.”
On 11 November 1998, the Associate to the Commissioner
forwarded a Minute of a Proposed Order to Mr Crossley, which,
formal parts omitted, reads as follows—
“WHEREAS on 21 October 1998, the Commission issued Reasons for Decision in this matter; and
WHEREAS the Commission found that the applicant
had been unfairly dismissed and it was impracticable
to reinstate him and therefore decided to fix compensation; and
WHEREAS Mr Crossley who appeared for the respondent, made submissions that the respondent was unable to
pay compensation of a lump sum and sought an order for
payment by instalments; and
WHEREAS the Commission decided that it would grant
payment by instalments and directed the parties to discuss arrangements for such payment; and
WHEREAS the parties have advised the Commission that
they agree to the total sum of compensation should be
fixed at $16,806.00; and
WHEREAS the Commission has decided that the compensation will be paid in six equal monthly instalments;
NOW THEREFORE, pursuant to the powers vested in it
by the Industrial Relations Act 1979, the Commission
hereby orders—
1. THAT the applicant was unfairly dismissed.
2. THAT the applicant be paid compensation in the sum
of $16,806.00 to be paid in six equal monthly instalments.”
The letter advised that, if the Commissioner did not receive
a response by 4.00 pm on Friday, 13 November 1998, the final
order would issue. A similar letter with enclosure was sent on
the same day to Mr Chadd.
At page 41(AB), there is a letter from the agents for the
appellant dated 11 November 1998 and signed by Mr T C
Crossley, Industrial Agent, in which he advises that the minute
of proposed order should be amended in one respect so as to
read as follows—
“Whereas the parties have advised the Commission that
they agree to the total sum of compensation should be
fixed at $16,806.00 based on the Commission’s determination in the Reasons for Decision”
There is then a notation by the Associate that the Commissioner instructed her to list the matter for speaking to the
minutes, and it was so listed on 26 November 1998.
On 26 November 1998, Mr Chadd and Mr Crossley appeared
to speak to the minutes and there was transcript of the proceedings. The figure which should apply was said by Mr Chadd
to be “$17,784.00 less $659.75”.... giving... a figure of
$17,124.25”.
At page 5 of the transcript of that date, the following exchange took place—
“GREGOR C: So that the number that should go in by
consent into the order is 17,124?
MR CROSSLEY: Yes, that’s correct.
GREGOR C: Okay.”
There was then discussion about whether the sum of
$17,124.00 should be shown as gross or not and further discussion about other matters and the Commissioner then read
out the amendment to be made to the Minutes of Proposed
Order, which is what appeared in the order, namely—
“WHEREAS the parties have advised the Commission
that upon the finding of unfairness by the Commission
they agree that the total sum of compensation should be
fixed at $17,124.00”
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and that in Order No 2.—
“the applicant be paid compensation in the sum of
$17,124.00 to be paid in six equal monthly instalments.”
QUANTUM AND MITIGATION
In this case, the following was the situation as regards evidence, cross-examination, submissions, addresses and findings
as to quantum and mitigation.
There was evidence in chief as to mitigating loss or injury,
namely that the respondent was unemployed as at the time of
the hearing, i.e. 15 September 1998, that he had tried to seek
employment since he was dismissed and was starting a job on
19 October 1998 (see pages 2-3 (TFI)). Thus he was unemployed from 2 May 1998 to 19 October 1998.
In cross-examination (see pages 26-27(TFI)), he was asked
if he had (apart from social security payments) earned “money
from your casual employment”. He gave evidence that he had
one week’s work at Dewsons in Hamilton Hill and that was
all. His gross pay from the appellant was $741.00 per week.
Tax payable was $192.70. Thus, his nett weekly wages was
$548.30. He received, during unemployment, $290.00 per fortnight social security payments.
Mr Mervyn James Darcy was called to give evidence, as a
person with knowledge of the meat industry in his capacity as
Human Resources Manager, and gave evidence that he would
have no problem if somebody asked him to employ the respondent.
There was no submission by Mr Crossley that the appellant
had not mitigated the respondent’s loss and no evidence adduced to that effect. There was a submission that the sum the
respondent claimed was 24 weeks as the amount of the salary
he was paid by the appellant, and deducting social security of
$145.00 per week, the amount claimed was in the order of
$10,000 (see pages 92-94 (TFI)). There was no submission as
to quantum by Mr Crossley.
The Commissioner’s approach to the matter was, formally
expressed, in error (see pages 105-106 (TFI)), relying on inappropriate authority. However, he correctly found that the
only loss claimed (and I might say so proven) was the 24 (23)
weeks’ loss of wages to which I have already referred.
He then set out to assess compensation for the loss proven,
which was within the s.23A cap.
The Commissioner then, quite correctly, observed that he would
need a statutory declaration of earnings “achieved in that time”
which he would deduct from the total amount to be paid.
Statutory Declaration – 24 October 1998 (page 39(AB))
This statutory declaration was filed as an amendment to an
earlier statutory declaration. According to that the appellant
received one week at Rules and one week at Farmer Jacks.
$2,610.00
Newstart
$2,728.00
Family Payment
$5,977.00
Its contents were not challenged nor was it sought to crossexamine further or adduce further evidence.
Speaking to the Minutes – 26 November 1998
On 26 November 1998, when a Speaking to the Minutes
occurred, Mr Crossley said—
“Certainly, upon your decision, yes we do agree upon the
24 weeks.”
However, he agreed that the money “put in the order was
okay” (see page 2 of the transcript of 26 November 1998).
The amount of social security payments, amounting to $5,730
with casual earnings of $710, was deducted according to Mr
Crossley’s letter, to arrive at a figure of $17,074. Mr Crossley
said that his principal could not argue with the statutory declaration which was filed. The parties agreed that the total sum to
be fixed as compensation was $17,124.00.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
The decision in this matter was a discretionary decision, as
that is defined in Norbis v Norbis 65 ALR 12.
It falls to the appellant to establish that the exercise of discretion by the Commission at first instance miscarried
according to the principles in House v The King [1936] 55
CLR 499 (HC) and Gromark Packaging v FMWU 73 WAIG
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220 (IAC). Unless that is done, the Full Bench may not interfere with the decision made at first instance.
MITIGATION
A major ground of appeal in this matter alleged that the respondent did not mitigate his loss.
1. The duty to mitigate loss in claims of unfair dismissal
lies on the claimant employee (see Bogunovich v
Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd 79 WAIG 8 (FB)).
2. In practical terms, this requires the employee to diligently seek suitable alternative employment (see
Brace v Calder and Others [1895] 2 QB 253).
3. The onus of proof of failure to mitigate loss is on the
respondent (see Metal Fabrications (Vic) Pty Ltd v
Kelcey [1986] VR 507 (FC), Goldburg v Shell Oil
Co of Australia Ltd (1990) 95 ALR 711 (FC), PrusGrzybowski v Everingham and Others (1986) 45
ALR 468, 87 FLR 182 (Fed Ct FC) and McGregor
on Damages (15th Edition 1988) at page 723.
4. (a) The obligation to mitigate loss is an obligation to act reasonably in the mitigation of loss
but not an obligation which a reasonable and
prudent person would not undertake.
(b) This duty to act reasonably to mitigate damage does not generally require the employee
to take employment of a different or inferior
kind (see “Truth” and “Sportsman” Limited v
Molesworth [1956] AR(NSW) 924; Bostik
(Australia) Pty Ltd [1991] v Gorgevski (No
1) 36 FCR 20; 41 IR 452 and compare Dunstan
v The National Mutual Life Association of
Australia Ltd (1992) 5 VIR 73).
(c) In some cases, it may be unreasonable not to
accept employment at a lower status and salary level (see Yetton v Eastwoods Froy Ltd
[1967] 1 WLR 104, for example).
5. (a) There is, of course, no recovery for the loss
avoided, unless the matter is collateral (see W
R Freedland “The Contract of Employment”
(1976) at page 26).
(b) Salary or wages, including any fringe benefits
received from a new employer, will reduce the
damages payable (see Bold v Brough
Nicholson and Hall Ltd [1964] 1 WLR 201;
Lavarack v Woods of Colchester [1967] 1 QB
278 at 301; Hutt v The Cascade Brewery Ltd
(unreported) (Supreme Ct Tas) per Wright J
and Golja v Lord (unreported) 21 February
1996 (IRC of Aust) per Madgwick J).
6. Expenses incurred in seeking alternative employment
to mitigate one’s loss may be taken into account (see
Brookton Holdings No V Pty Ltd v Kara Kar Holdings Pty Ltd (1994) 57 IR 288.
In this case, the respondent gave evidence at first instance
of his inability to find employment and that employment which
he did obtain, both casual and, in the end, more substantial,
coming on 19 March 1999.
It was not put to the respondent in cross-examination that he
had not mitigated his loss. It was not put to him or submitted
to the Commission that he had not diligently sought suitable
alternative employment. He gave evidence that he had looked
for work from Mandurah to Fremantle, which is not an insignificant geographical area. It was not put to him or submitted
to the Commission at first instance that he had not acted unreasonably in so doing. His obligation was to act reasonably
and the evidence was that he did.
The onus of proof of failure to mitigate loss was on the appellant and there was neither evidence led to discharge the
onus, nor any assertion in cross-examination or submissions
that that was so.
The Commissioner was entitled to find that the loss had been
mitigated. There was no express finding, but it was implicit in
the finding as to quantum that the loss was a mitigated loss. In
any event, it was not submitted that it was not.
There was ample unchallenged evidence of mitigation of
loss, albeit expressed shortly, as I have outlined it above.
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Next, in agreeing an amount as I have said above, there was
a concession by which the appellant was bound. Further, the
appellant, having conducted its case on the basis that mitigation was not put in issue, is now bound by the conduct of its
case and should not be permitted to challenge on appeal what
it specifically did not challenge at first instance (see Metwally
v University of Wollongong (1985) 60 ALR 68 (HC)).
Further, the matter of a failure to mitigate was not raised at
first instance. Had it been raised by way of challenge, the respondent might wish to have dealt with it in more detail in
evidence or wished to call more evidence. This, therefore, on
the authority of FCU v George Moss Limited 70 WAIG 3040
(FB), was not an argument which it was permissible to put
under s.49(4) of the Act.
QUANTUM OF COMPENSATION
Although the approach to the grounds of appeal under this
head were somewhat ambiguous, in that it was not clear to me
how much they were pursued, I propose to make some observations about them.
Albeit that the Commissioner formally adopted the wrong
principles in his reasons, he nonetheless seems to have applied the right principles in finding the loss and assessing
compensation.
The quantum was the only amount, subject to the deductions made, which the Commissioner was able, as a matter of
law and fact, to make, on the evidence. The respondent proved
a loss of earnings at the rate at which he had been paid by the
appellant during a period when, except for some casual employment, he was unable to find employment. No submissions
were made as to that loss by Mr Crossley. No issue was taken
with submissions made by Mr Chadd, at first instance, in that
regard. No submissions were made as to what should be the
amount of compensation by Mr Crossley.
The parties set out to agree quantum on the basis of Mr
Chadd’s submissions as accepted by the Commissioner. The
Commissioner’s finding was in accordance with the evidence
by statutory declaration and made with the agreement of the
parties. The respondent is bound by the case which it put (see
Metwally v University of Wollongong (op cit)) (see also Smith
v NSW Bar Association 108 ALR 55 (HC) and The Chamber
of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia v FMWU
and Others 74 WAIG 38 at 40-42 (FB).
Further, I was not persuaded, either, that this ground, not
having been raised at first instance, was such a matter that
should be permitted to be raised on appeal pursuant to s.49(4)
of the Act, having regard to the principles in FCU v George
Moss Limited (op cit).
FINALLY
I have considered all of the grounds of appeal, all of the
submissions, relevant material and evidence. Further, I am not
persuaded that the exercise of discretion should be interfered
with on any of the grounds of appeal.
No ground of appeal has been made out, and I would, for
those reasons, dismiss the appeal.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This is an appeal against
the decision of the Commission in the case of a claim by
Stephen Backman (the respondent here) that Growers Market
Butchers (the appellant here) had unfairly dismissed him from
his employment.
The appellant operates a business in Mandurah. Part of that
business is a retail butcher outlet. The appellant took over the
business in early 1998. Backman is a butcher by trade. He had
been employed by the previous operator of the business and,
when asked by the appellant, agreed to a contract of employment with it in the meat section. The ordinary weekly wage
for the position was $741.00. In May 1998 the appellant terminated Backman’s employment. By way of a claim filed
pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 (“the Act”) Backman claimed that that dismissal was
unfair. That claim was heard by the Commission constituted
by a single Commissioner. Reasons for decision were published on 21 October 1998. Findings of unfair dismissal, the
impracticability of any reinstatement of the employment and
the conclusion that compensation for loss should be awarded
are expressed therein with the parties being directed to “discuss an acceptable arrangement for payment in instalments”.
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The Commissioner goes on to state “In the absence of agreement liberty is reserved for either [party] to apply to the
Commission to fix the amount of compensation and the instalments by which payment is to be made” (Appeal Book : Page
25). The order finalising the matter issued on 26 November
1998. The preamble to that order includes a statement to the
effect that the parties had advised the Commission that they
agreed that the total sum of compensation should be fixed at
$17,124.00. The order reflects this sum in compensation and
provides for payment to be made in monthly instalments (Appeal Book : Page 8). That decision is now appealed by the
employer.
It is convenient at this point to note that the notice of appeal
against the decision at first instance and the grounds filed are
a model of muddle. The notice as filed is stated to be against
the decision (which is the order which issued) but then goes
on to state it is against—
The following part or parts of the said decision, namely
part of the decision in reference to—
(a) Failure by the Respondent to mitigate his economic
loss following termination and;
(b) Non-reinstatement to former position as a butcher
without loss of wages
on the ground/s set forth in the attached schedule.
What follows is said to be “Particulars of claim” to be read
“in conjunction” with the Notice of Appeal and the statement
that the appeal is against two “aspects” of the Order. Two
“grounds” are identified. One is that Backman failed to adequately mitigate his economic loss after termination. The other
is stated as “Reinstatement or compensation on a finding of
unfair dismissal” which, on reading further, turns into an assertion that the Commission at first instance erred in fact and
law, in concluding that reinstatement was impracticable. As to
relief, the Full Bench is asked to set aside the order of the
Commission at first instance but then to vary it and to vary it
by inserting a conclusion that reinstatement is “now impractical due to the time lapse between the date of termination until
hearing and determination before the Full Bench” and to reduce the compensation to Backman to $2,964.00 minus
“appropriate taxation”.
More could be said about all this and the confused and confusing citation of “authorities” in support of propositions
peppered through the subparagraphs to the “grounds”; which
propositions bear no relation to the said “grounds”. But there
is enough in the foregoing to justify the observation that it
would be entirely understandable if any party faced with such
a notice of appeal as filed here was left, at best, in a state of
mystification as to what it was which was under attack. The
fact that on the day of hearing of the appeal by the Full Bench
Mr Crossley (who appeared as agent for the appellant) was
able to amend the grounds of appeal, by leave, to delete some
parts does not alter that.
In applying to amend the grounds of appeal Mr Crossley
confirmed that the appellant sought to argue a single ground
and went on to affirm that this was the question of quantum of
compensation as per Ground 1 of paragraph 3 of the schedule
(Appeal Book : Pages 2, 3 and 4) and for an order of the Full
Bench per paragraph 5.(3) of the schedule (Appeal Book :
Page 5). Subsequently, however, Mr Crossley confirmed in
answer to other questions from members of the Full Bench
that the complaint sought to be raised on appeal was that the
amount of compensation awarded was too high because the
Commissioner at first instance did not have proper regard for
the onus on the respondent to mitigate his loss. This appeal is
limited to that point.
The remedy sought by the appellant from the Full Bench
is a reduction of the sum of compensation awarded from
$17,124.00 to $2,964.00 “less the appropriate taxation
within 14 days of the Full Bench Order.” (Appeal Book :
Page 5).
It is trite law that a party claiming compensation for loss
as a result of an unfair dismissal has an onus to mitigate
such loss as far as possible. The discharge of that onus is a
matter for discretionary judgement in a particular case.
On appeal here it is for the appellant to persuade the Full
Bench that there has been an error in the exercise of that
discretion. As stated by Dixon, Evatt and McTiernan JJ in
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their High Court judgement in the case of House v The
King 55 CLR at 505—
…
It must appear that some error has been made in exercising the discretion. If the judge acts upon a wrong principle,
if he allows extraneous or irrelevant matters to guide or
affect him, if he mistakes the facts, if he does not take
into account some material consideration, then his determination should be reviewed and the appellate court may
exercise its own discretion in substitution for his if it has
the materials to do so. It may not appear how the primary
judge has reached the result embodied in his order but, if
upon the facts it is unreasonable or plainly unjust, the
appellate court may infer that in some way there has been
a failure properly to exercise the discretion which the law
reposes in the court of first instance. In such a case, although the nature of the error may not be discoverable,
the exercise of the discretion is reviewed on the ground
that a substantial wrong has in fact occurred.
The Commission at first instance had available to it evidence of attempts to mitigate the loss of employment. Backman
gave evidence at the hearing on 15 September 1998 that since
his dismissal he had sought employment in the region from
Mandurah to Rockingham and was to start a new job on 19
October 1998 (Transcript of proceedings at first instance: Page
3). This evidence was not challenged in cross examination and
no questions at all on mitigation were put to Backman by Mr
Crossley. In all it was open to the Commissioner at first instance to accept Backman’s evidence of attempts to find other
work.
There was also evidence of mitigation of loss. The matter of
remuneration for some short term employment between the
time of dismissal of Backman and the date of hearing was
identified by Backman’s advocate in answer in part to questions from the Commission at first instance, as were
unemployment benefits and the costs of looking for work in
the region (Transcript of proceedings at first instance : Pages
92-93). Backman was required by the Commissioner to produce a statutory declaration of any such earnings and social
security benefits received since the dismissal and the parties’
representatives were directed to confer then as to the compensation award to be made for loss (Transcript of proceedings at
first instance : Page 111). It was made clear by the Commissioner at that time that any payments disclosed in that statutory
declaration were to be deducted from a sum calculated as
equivalent to the ordinary weekly wage from the time of dismissal until he took up other employment on 19 October 1998.
A statutory declaration was produced (Appeal Book : Pages
39-40) and, that production being acknowledged by Mr
Crossley in the course of the appeal (see Appeal Book : Page
41), there is no reason to suppose that it was kept from the
appellant. No challenge was raised as to the document and it
is apparent in a letter from Mr Crossley to the Commissioner’s Associate that it was considered by the appellant in the
conferring between the two parties required by the Commission at first instance for the purpose of the parties endeavouring
to reach agreement on the sum of compensation to be awarded.
(Appeal Book : Page 41). At no time was any issue taken or
sought to be raised by the appellant as to the detail of the statutory declaration, or its adequacy, notwithstanding the
Commission’s express contemplation on 15 September 1999
that the parties may not reach agreement on the quantum.
As it turned out, agreement was reached between the parties
that the sum to be awarded was to have regard for the 24 weeks
from the dismissal to the taking up of the new employment
position and the “earnings” of Backman in the interim. This
was advised to the Commission by the appellant (Appeal Book
: Page 41). The interim earnings of Backman identified in the
statutory declaration amounted to $659.84. Clearly, applying
this as a deduction from the sum calculated on the basis of the
ordinary weekly wage for 24 weeks give rise to the figure
(rounded to the nearest dollar) which appears in the order which
issued.
No failure by the Commissioner with respect to the onus for
mitigation is disclosed by any of this.
As to the complaint on appeal as to the inadequacy of the
evidence on the matter of mitigation, it is clear on the record
of the proceedings at first instant that, not only was the
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evidence as to efforts to find work unchallenged and unrebutted,
the issue was not raised by the appellant in submissions or at
all. Accordingly, in my view, it is not properly an issue which
can be canvassed on appeal.
Finally, and in any event, there is no cause in what was before the Commission at first instance, either in evidence or in
submissions, to support the making of the order the appellant
seeks from the Full Bench in lieu of the order made.
The appeal must be dismissed.
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS: I have read the reasons for
decision of His Honour the President. I agree with those reasons and have nothing to add.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly.
APPEARANCES: Mr T C Crossley, as agent, on behalf of
the appellant.
Mr C Chadd, as agent, on behalf of the respondent.
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Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 18th day of February 1999, and having heard Mr T C
Crossley, as agent, on behalf of the appellant and Mr C Chadd,
as agent on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision
being delivered on the 15th day of April 1999 wherein it was
found that the appeal should be dismissed, it is this day, the
15th day of April 1999, ordered that appeal No 2220 of 1998
be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal against the decision of
the Commission, constituted by a single Commissioner, given
on 29 October 1998 in matter No 2242 of 1997. The appeal is
expressed to be against the whole of the decision of the Commission given on 23 October 1998, but the order of the
Commission was not perfected until 29 October 1998. There
is a copy Minute of Proposed Order inserted in the Appeal
Book dated 23 October 1998 (see page 372 of the Appeal Book
(hereinafter referred to as “AB”), and not a copy of the perfected order itself. I would order a substitution of a copy of the
perfected order.
The appellant had made application to the Commission
under s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”), alleging
that he had been unfairly dismissed and also claiming contractual benefits, which he alleged were denied him when
he was dismissed.
The Commission, formal parts omitted, made the following
orders—
“1. That Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd pay John James
Timms the sum of $14161.40 gross in compensation
within 28 days of the 23rd day of October.
2. That the claim by John James Timms for denied contractual benefits be dismissed.”
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
It is against that Decision that the appellant now appeals on
the following grounds—
“1. The Commissioner erred in law in failing to have
any regard to the proper principles to be applied in
determining whether reinstatement was impracticable.
The Commissioner in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable should have had regard to
the following principles, namely—
(i) that the Respondent carries the onus of proof
to establish that re-instatement is impracticable;
(ii) that impracticable means more than inconvenient or difficult;
(iii) that reinstatement should be ordered if it can
be done.
2. The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide
intelligible reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable.
3. The Commissioner erred in law in finding that reinstatement was impracticable in that the findings of
fact of the Commissioner in this regard are so perverse that a reasonable person could not have found
as the Commissioner so did. In this regard the Commissioner’s findings that there was a lack of trust by
the Respondent in the Appellant’s capabilities is inconsistent with the Commissioner’s finding that the
Appellant was unfairly dismissed and inconsistent
with the consensus of evidence as to the Appellant’s
capabilities.
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The Commissioner should have found that in the absence of any or any adequate evidence as to
reinstatement being impracticable the Appellant was
entitled to be reinstated.
4. The Commissioner erred in law in holding that the
proper compensation to be awarded to the Appellant
was 12 weeks in that the findings of fact relied upon
by the Commissioner in arriving at her determination were so perverse that a reasonable person could
not have found as the Commissioner so did.
The Commissioner erred in making the following
findings of fact because such findings were not supported by the evidence—
4.1 that the Appellant’s position was not as senior
as its title suggests.
4.3 that the Appellant had no right to hire or fire;
4.4 that the Appellant appears to have deferred to
Redmont on occasions;
4.5 that the Appellant’s tenure was always subject to performance
5. The Commissioner should have found on the evidence—
5.1 that the Appellant as General Manager was the
most senior executive in the employ of the Respondent company which was supported by
the Respondent’s advertisements for the job
and the Respondent’s letter of appointment;
5.2 that the Appellant did hire and fire subordinate employees as found by the Commissioner
and as appeared in the evidence;
5.3 that the level of the Appellant’s remuneration
was such as to indicate that the Appellant was
a senior employee;
5.4 that the Appellant was given expectations by
the Respondent that he would be with the company for a long time to come and that his
employment was secure;
5.5 that the varied terms and conditions of the
Appellant’s remuneration expressed an intent
to terminate on the 1st of July 1998;
5.6 that the Appellant was not offered and did not
receive any payment in lieu of notice;
5.7 that the Appellant was not provided with any
form of counselling or assistance in locating
an alternative job;
5.8 that the Appellant was not provided with any
references by the Respondent company;
5.9 that the Appellant and his family had suffered
financial loss as a result of his dismissal;
5.10 that the Appellant had also suffered damage to
his reputation and had suffered humiliation and
stress as a result of the Respondent’s actions;
5.11 that the Appellant’s age and manner of dismissal had adversely affected his opportunity
of alternative employment;
5.12 that the dismissal of the Appellant had caused
the Appellant loss and damage which far exceeded the statutory compensation enabled by
the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Had the Commissioner made the appropriate findings of fact the Commissioner would have found that
within the statutory constraints the only compensation that could fairly and properly compensate the
Appellant was the award of 6 months compensation.
6. The Commissioner erred in law in finding that section 26(l)(a) and/or 27(l)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 empowered the Commission to apply the
equitable doctrine of unclean hands. The Commissioner should have found that—
6.1 Section 26(l)(a) and/or 27(l)(a) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provides the
Commission with procedural powers and does
not vest the Commission with substantive equitable jurisdiction.
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6.2 If section 26(l)(a) and/or 27(l)(a) does vest the
Commission with substantive equitable Jurisdiction (which is denied) the Learned
Commissioner erred in the application of the
doctrine of unclean hands in that the Commissioner—
6.2.1 failed to have regard to the fact that the
Respondent had not raised the defence
of unclean hands in opposition to the
Appellant’s claim;
6.2.2 failed to have regard to the fact that
there was no immediate and necessary
relationship between the Appellant’s
alleged unclean hands and the equity
sued for;
6.2.3 failed to have regard to the fact that the
Appellant’s perceived unclean hands
had ceased well before the suit and that
in essence the Appellant had “washed
his hands”;
6.2.4 failed to have regard to the fact that the
doctrine of unclean hands does not apply to statutory remedies.
7. The Commissioner erred in holding that the Appellant’s remuneration package was only comprised of
$2,422 per week. The Commissioner should have
found on the evidence and as admitted by the Respondent that the Appellant was also entitled to the
use of a fully maintained motor vehicle.
8. The above grounds of appeal are matters of public
interest in that they all concern questions of principle to be applied in unfair dismissal claims and as
such are of paramount importance to the work of the
Commission.”
BACKGROUND
The background of the matter is as follows. At the material
times, the respondent company carried on the business of fabrication, site erection and installation of structural steel plate
work and pipe spooling. This occurred in Henderson in the
State of Western Australia and involves the employment of
about 70 tradespersons and another 12 management or administration employees.
At the material times, the Managing Director of the respondent’s business was Mr James Phillips. At all material times
prior to the termination of his employment, the appellant, Mr
John James Timms, was the General Manager of the respondent, having taken up that position on 22 April 1996. (Mr Timms
gave evidence on his own behalf in the proceedings at first
instance.)
By virtue of the letter offering him employment, which was
accepted by him, the appellant was to be responsible for the
overall operation and management of the business, reporting
to the Managing Director, Mr James Joseph Phillips.
There were other executive staff, including the Managing
Director, the General Manager, the Operations Manager, the
Financial Controller, the Marketing Manager and the Production Manager, who supervised the plant, but was not part of
the executive decision making processes.
While the appellant was General Manager, he effectively
answered to Mr James Phillips. The appellant’s position was
full-time and he was expected to work a minimum of 40 hours
per week with additional work in accordance with requirements.
In February 1997, the appellant and Mr James Phillips
reached an agreement whereby the appellant raised weekly
invoices in the name of West Eng (WA) Pty Ltd for payment
by the respondent for the appellant’s work. There was also
drafted a form of agreement between the respondent and West
Eng (WA) Pty Ltd in which West Eng (WA) Pty Ltd provided
the appellant’s services to the respondent. Monies were paid
to West Eng (WA) Pty Ltd in respect of those services.
There were complaints by Mr James Phillips, supported by
the evidence of Mr Eric James Phillips and Mr Rodney Ernest
Redmond, that the appellant was failing to lead, spent too much
time at a computer, was slow in dealing with contracts so that
tenders were lost, failed to adequately supervise production
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and other criticisms. It was said also that this led to the respondent experiencing serious financial difficulties. That the
appellant was at fault was denied by him.
There was evidence that on 10 September 1997, Mr James
Phillips informed the appellant that he had three months within
which to turn things around or he would be dismissed. The
appellant denied having received such a warning.
Mr James Phillips effected the termination of the employment of the appellant by the respondent on 22 November 1997,
a Saturday, when, after discussion between Mr James Phillips
and the appellant, Mr Phillips told the appellant that the contract between the parties was ended and he should clear out
his personal effects that day and leave. He did so. This was a
purported summary dismissal.
About three days beforehand, an advertisement for a General Manager, the appellant’s position, had been placed in the
newspaper by Mr James Phillips without the appellant’s knowledge.
The appellant was paid for his work to the date of dismissal,
but was paid no further payments.
There was evidence at first instance from Ms Isobelle
Thayne Elder Kay (his secretary) and Mr Leonard Leslie
Winton, an estimator formerly employed by the respondent, on behalf of the appellant, and Mr Rodney Redmond,
the Financial Controller, Mr James Phillips and Mr Eric
Phillips, the Operations Manager, gave evidence on behalf of the respondent. Mr Redmond is the respondent’s
Accountant/Financial Controller. Mr Eric Phillips, a son
of Mr James Phillips, became the Operations Manager of
the respondent in May 1996, having previously held the
post of General Manager.
FINDINGS
The dismissal was an instant dismissal, as I have observed,
and the Commission made the following findings—
1. The appellant was employed by the respondent upon
the basis that, in time, he would make Mr James
Phillips’ involvement in management unnecessary.
2. There was a fundamentally different management approach between Mr James Phillips and the appellant,
based on different perceived needs of the respondent
company at the time.
3. Mr James Phillips was a hands-on manager, but, at
the time of the appellant’s engagement, his plan was
to withdraw from an active role.
4. Mr James Phillips only returned to a management
role in the company after he perceived that the company’s operations had become “somewhat
precarious”.
5. Nineteen months after the appellant’s appointment,
the company’s return on its operations had not significantly improved and were of concern to Mr James
Phillips.
6. A particular area of concern for Mr James Phillips
was production, which was identified to the appellant as requiring his hands-on attention, but the
appellant did not see his managerial priorities in quite
the same light and did not follow through as Mr James
Phillips directed.
7. It was not open, on the evidence, to construe the appellant’s performance as amounting to serious
misconduct justifying summary dismissal.
8. (a) The appellant misled the respondent at the
outset by claiming that he had a qualification
that he did not have and experience which he
did not have, namely a Master of Business
Administration Degree.
(b) Whilst this perception went to undermine
the appellant’s credibility, the fact of the
deception only became known after the dismissal.
9. The respondent had not discharged the onus of establishing that there was a level of serious misconduct
or performance justifying summary dismissal.
10. The dismissal remains unlawful, but the question remained whether it was unfair.
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11. Having regard to the circumstances of the termination of the appellant’s employment, he was denied
natural justice because—
(a) Steps were taken to advertise his job without
his knowledge;
(b) The advertisement appeared in a newspaper
on the day of his dismissal, but prior to his
being dismissed;
(c) He was given no notice of termination;
(d) He was warned, but subsequent to his dismissal.
12. There should not be a reinstatement because it would
be impracticable to expect a reasonable working relationship to be restored between the parties, given
the lack of trust by the respondent in the appellant’s
capabilities.
13. The appellant remained unemployed as at the date
of hearing, but was found to have attempted to mitigate his loss.
14. An award of compensation equal to six months’ remuneration amounting to $62,972 would not be made
for the following reasons—
(a) The position was not as senior as its title suggested and this militated against the appellant’s
claim of loss;
(b) The period of notice to terminate the contract
was only one week;
(c) The appellant had no right to hire or fire;
(d) The appellant appeared to have deferred to Mr
Redmond on occasions;
(e) This was indicative of a lesser status and authority than the title of the position suggested;
(f) The appellant’s tenure was always subject to
performance and by no means as secure as he
asserted for the purposes of evaluating loss;
(g) Having regard for all the circumstances, the
Commissioner considered that an amount
equivalent to 12 weeks’ remuneration was a
fair award for loss;
(h) There was a further and unusual consideration, arising from the remuneration
arrangements between the parties, but it was,
on reflection, taken no further;
(i) The Commission was not prepared to “endorse” the weekly rate of $2,422 as
representing the appellant’s remuneration;
(j) Insofar as the parties agreed on payments relating to Mrs Joan Timms, these sums would
not be considered and only one motor vehicle
would be considered;
(k) The reasons for the exclusion of the sums said
to end as salary for Mrs Timms was obvious
and workers’ compensation and superannuation payments were matters for the employer;
(l) The arrangement between the parties appears
to have led to a salary of $55,016 per annum
being designated for the appellant, with $6,530
per annum for a car, being $1,180.10 per week,
resulting in a total award to the appellant of
$14,161.40 “gross”.
15. The onus of establishing the claimed entitlement of
contractual benefits lay on the appellant and this was
a claim dependent upon performance. Even if the
contract provided for such a bonus, performance was
not established and that claim would be dismissed.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
As the outlines of the submissions for the appellant show,
there were three principal grounds of appeal. These were, as
agreed—
First Principal Ground of Appeal
(a) The finding of the Commissioner at first instance
that reinstatement was impracticable was in error.
Further, the Commissioner failed to comply with her
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duty by providing reasons which were not intelligible as to why reinstatement was impracticable. The
finding that the reinstatement was impracticable was
stated by the Commissioner in one paragraph—
“Having considered the evidence I am satisfied that there should not be any order for
reinstatement. It would be impracticable in my
view to expect a reasonable working relationship to be restored between the parties given
the lack of trust by the respondent in the applicant’s abilities.”
There is a statutory duty cast upon the Commission
to provide reasons for decision (see s.35 of the Act).
In Ruane v Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd
71 WAIG 913 at 914, the Full Bench, in a unanimous decision following RRIA v AMWSU and
Others 69 WAIG 990 (IAC), held that the obligation
to give reasons in respect of a decision of the Commission, which is cast upon the Commission by
s.35(1) of the Act, is a mandatory one. It was also
held that a substantial failure to state reasons for decision in the circumstances that a statement of reasons
is a requirement of the exercise under a statute of the
decision making power, constitutes an error of law.
I quote from Ruane v Woodside Offshore Petroleum
Pty Ltd (op cit) at page 914 as follows—
“(2) It is not necessary that a decision deal with
every matter which might have been raised in
the proceedings. It is enough that the findings
and reasons deal with the substantial issues
upon which the decision turned .....
(3) The decision must be such that a person understands why a decision went against him/
her, and, in particular, whether it involved errors of fact or law.
(4) Thus, the decision should involve a setting out
of the Commission’s understanding of the relevant law, any findings of fact on which its
conclusions depend (especially if those facts
are in dispute), and the reasoning processes
which led to those conclusions. This should
be done in clear and unambiguous language.
(5) It should be possible to glean from those reasons what was the reasoning process that led
to its determination.”
It was the submission of the appellant that, given the
onus of proof carried by the respondent to discharge
this onus, the Commissioner, in her reasons, should
have identified the evidence upon which her conclusion was based, and made specific findings in support
of such conclusion. There are, it was submitted, no
specific findings that the appellant was incompetent
or that there was a lack of trust in his abilities.
Mr Sirett, for the respondent, on the other hand, conceded that the Commissioner did not make a finding
that the appellant was incompetent. However, he
submitted that it was implicit in her reasons that she
did uphold certain of the allegations that the respondent was making, that he was not following directions
of the Managing Director, that he had a different view
about the management of the company.
Further, it was submitted that the Commissioner
found that, in a feature of his curriculum vitae, namely
that he had an MBA when he did not, the Commissioner found this would bear on his credibility.
Next, it was submitted by Mr Sirett (see pages 150151(AB)) that the appellant’s evidence was that there
was no warning and the Messrs Phillips and Mr
Redmond were lying when they said that on 10 September 1997 a warning had been given to the appellant.
That is evidence, which goes to lack of trust.
The Commissioner’s relevant findings were—
That there was a fundamentally different management approach between Mr James Phillips
and the appellant, based on different perceived
needs of the respondent company at the time:
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Mr James Phillips only returned to a management role in the company after he perceived
that the company’s operations had become
“somewhat precarious”.
That nineteen months after the appellant’s appointment, the company’s return on its
operations had not significantly improved and
were of concern to Mr James Phillips, and, in
particular, there was a problem in the production area where the appellant did not see his
managerial priorities in quite the same light
and did not follow through as Mr James
Phillips directed.
The Commissioner’s primary conclusion in the excerpt
quoted above was that it was impracticable, in her view, to
expect a reasonable working relationship to be restored. This
was attributed to the lack of trust by the respondent in the
appellant’s abilities. However, the Commissioner made findings as to the concerns of Mr James Phillips and to the obvious
differences between the appellant and himself in managerial
approach, as I have illustrated above.
Those findings as to the serious difficulties involved, read
with the final finding as to impracticality of reinstatement,
were quite sufficient to set out the Commissioner’s findings
sufficiently and in a sufficiently comprehensive and comprehensible way so as to satisfy her statutory duty under s.35(1)
of the Act.
In particular, they constituted adequate exposition of those facts
which supported the finding of impracticability of reinstatement.
Should the appellant have been reinstated?
I have already canvassed the final finding and the reasons
expressed by the Commissioner on this point for so finding.
What the Commissioner found was that the appellant’s performance was subject to criticism, and she made findings as
to his performance. What she did find, too, was that his performance did not amount to serious misconduct justifying
summary dismissal. That was a clear finding of substantial
unfairness, although the Commissioner made a finding, too,
of procedural unfairness. (Procedural unfairness requires a finding only that the process of dismissal was an unfair one.)
I agree that an applicant should not be reinstated merely
because the Commission is told by the respondent that the
respondent, in its subjective view, did not think that the applicant was sufficiently competent to perform the job for which
he or she had been engaged.
A mere subjective lack of trust by an employer of an employee is not necessarily sufficient to justify a decision by the
Commission not to order reinstatement. That is borne out by
the dicta of Marshall J in Abbott-Etherington v Houghton
Motors Pty Ltd (1995) 63 IR 394, where His Honour said—
“It would be perverse, in my view, if an applicant was
not reinstated merely because the Court was told by the
respondent that it did not think, in its subjective view,
that she or he was sufficiently adept to perform the role
for which she or he had been engaged.”
However, as has been explained (supra), the Commissioner
held that it would be impracticable to expect a reasonable
working relationship to be restored between the parties, given
the lack of trust by the respondent in the appellant’s capabilities.
However, the Commissioner found that there was a divergence in management approach between the Managing Director
and the General Manager. That was not contested and there
was evidence for both sides on which to base such a finding.
At the heart of this were problems in the production area which
the Commissioner found, and was entitled to find, existed.
Further, the appellant, in evidence on an important point,
namely whether he was given a warning or not three months
before dismissal, described the Messrs Phillips (James and
Eric) and the Financial Controller, Mr Redmond, as liars.
In my opinion, the Commissioner expressed the finding more
narrowly than it was open to her to do.
In Gilmore and Another v Cecil Bros and Others 76 WAIG
4434 at 4446 (FB), the Full Bench applied Liddell and Another v Lembke trading as Cheryl’s Unisex Salon and Another
127 ALR 342 (IRC of Aust) per Wilcox CJ, Keely and Gray
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JJ, and held that the word “impracticable” in s.23A of the Act
does not mean “impossible”, but means more than “inconvenient” or “difficult”. The Full Bench, in Gilmore and Another v
Cecil Bros and Others (op cit), also applied what Gray J said
in the same case at page 368 and which I quote again now—
“Reinstatement is therefore required if it can be done.
If the employer is still employing or able to employ someone to perform the same or similar tasks, then
reinstatement will be practicable. Its practicability does
not depend on notions of loss of confidence in the employee. Nor does it depend on the existence of grounds
which would have justified termination but which were
not relied on, because unknown to the employer at the
time of the termination.”
The word “impracticable” requires and permits the court to
take into account all the circumstances of the case relating to
the employer and the employee and to evaluate the practicability of a reinstatement order in a commonsense way.
“Reinstatement” should not be ordered if it would impose unacceptable problems or embarrassment or seriously affect
productivity or harmony within the employer’s business (see
Nicolson v Heaven & Earth Gallery Pty Ltd 126 ALR 233 at
244 (IRC of Aust) per Wilcox CJ).
In this case, reinstatement was impracticable because of the
lack of trust evident on both sides and the Commissioner’s
finding as to the appellant’s performance and the divergence
in management approaches made it quite impracticable that
they could work together. Further, there were grounds, which
were not subjective, for the lack of trust on the respondent’s
key managers’ part, which had to do with problems in the financial performance of the company, as the evidence revealed
and the irreconcilable difference in attitudes to management.
Taking into account all of those circumstances, including the
fact that there were irreconcilable differences between the
Managing Director and the Director of the respondent and its
General Manager, reinstatement was, evaluated in a
commonsense way, impracticable. To order reinstatement
would impose unacceptable problems, affect productivity and
harmony, it was open to the Commissioner to find.
Further, given the circumstances of unfairness found by the
Commissioner (including advertising his position unbeknown
to him), it was unlikely that the appellant could trust or work
with the respondent’s officers, and it was open to the Commissioner to so find, particularly since the appellant regarded
them as liars. There was, therefore, direct and inferential evidence quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to find as
she did. Further, there was ample evidence for her to find as
she did for the additional reasons which I have canvassed. To
order reinstatement was correctly found to be impracticable.
There was no error in that decision demonstrated either in
the exercise of discretion or in the discharge of that discretion
in accordance with s.23A of the Act.
QUANTUM OF COMPENSATION
Next, it was alleged that the finding of the Commission at
first instance that a sum equal to twelve weeks’ remuneration
was fair and appropriate compensation for the appellant’s loss
was erroneous.
The Commissioner found that she should exercise her discretion pursuant to s.26 of the Act. That is correct. However,
the Commissioner was required to go further. To so hold was
in error because s.26 of the Act required her to apply the law.
The law is, inter alia, prescribed in s.23A, and has been laid
down and explained by this Commission in a number of cases
(see Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd 79 WAIG
8 (FB) and the cases cited therein) (see also Gilmore and Another v Cecil Bros and Others (op cit) and Capewell v Cadbury
Schweppes Australia Ltd 78 WAIG 299 (FB)) and not Smith v
CDM Australia Pty Ltd 78 WAIG 307 (FB).
The Commissioner found that the appellant had sought to mitigate his loss, but remained unemployed. An amount of
remuneration equal to six months’ remuneration in his employment by the respondent calculated at $67,972.00 was claimed.
The Commissioner decided not to award that amount because—
(a) The position is not as senior as its title suggested
and this mitigated against the claim of loss (see page
383 (AB)).
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(b) The Commissioner then held, giving no further reasons, that an amount equivalent to twelve weeks’
remuneration was a fair award for the loss. She made
no findings as to the loss alleged to have been suffered.
(c) The Commissioner then made a finding as to remuneration arrangements, observing that there was some
“irregularity” and referring to the appellant’s conduct as a citizen as a matter for consideration.
However, the Commissioner seems to have excluded
that as a consideration. What the Commissioner did
find was that, because of what she called “arrangements”, she was not prepared to “endorse the weekly
rate of $2,422.00 as representing the applicant’s remuneration”.
(d) The Commissioner observed that, insofar as the parties agreed on payments relating to Mrs Joan Timms,
relating to superannuation and workers’ compensation, these sums would not be considered and only
one motor vehicle (the provision of) would be considered.
(e) The Commissioner, therefore, found that the appellant’s salary per annum amounted to $55,016.00,
together with $6,530.00 for a car. She then awarded
$14,161.40 gross.
The appellant’s complaint was as follows—
The Commissioner failed to have regard to the principles laid down in Gilmore and Another v Cecil Bros and
Others (op cit), Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia
Ltd (op cit) and Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia
Pty Ltd (op cit), and a number of cases referred to in
Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (op cit).
That, of course, was so—
In particular, I find that—
(a) The Commissioner failed to make a finding as to
any loss and/or injury established to have been incurred or suffered. (That is not, as observed in cases
referred to above, an exercise of discretion but a finding of fact and sometimes of mixed fact and law.)
(b) The Commissioner then failed to assess the proper
amount of compensation for loss and/or injury in the
light of all of the relevant circumstances, but disregarding the cap prescribed by s.23A(4) of the Act.
(c) The Commissioner failed then to assess whether the
amount of compensation to be awarded was in excess of the maximum amount allowable. If this is so,
then there is a reduction to the permissible maximum. If not, then no reduction of the award is
necessary.
The Commissioner obviously so erred.
In this case, the Commission correctly found that the appellant had mitigated his loss. That finding was not challenged
by any cross-appeal and was not arguable on this appeal. Although Mr Sirett purported to raise the question of an offer of
employment prior to the hearing at first instance, to do so was
not possible, for those reasons.
That having been found, the Commissioner had accepted
that the appellant was still unemployed as at the date of hearing.
The question then arises as to what the quantum of the loss
is.
I wish to make some observations as to findings of loss and
assessing compensation.
In making findings as to loss, one must consider the following, inter alia—
1. S.23A of the Act is a statutory provision which provides a remedy, and to some extent insofar as
reinstatement is a practicable remedy, an indirect
prohibition upon harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal.
2. Some not insignificant security is therefore provided
for employees by s.23A of the Act.
3. Accordingly, it will be necessary to consider some
matters and make findings on the basis that the employment would have continued indefinitely.
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4. In some cases, however, one might, in reaching a
conclusion as to the term of any future employment
for the purposes of making findings as to loss, weigh
up the possibility that the employment might have
come to an end as a result of a lawful dismissal which
was not harsh, unjust or unreasonable, such as if an
employer were to lose its factory or engage in a policy
of retrenchment of some or all of its staff.
5. In some cases, where procedural fairness in dismissal
is denied, the employee might still, because of his or
her conduct, be held, and rightly so, to have been
fairly dismissed (see the basis provided for such a
decision by Shire of Esperance v Mouritz 71 WAIG
891 (IAC)).
6. In such a case, it may be appropriate to find a loss
and award compensation only up to the time of the
decision of the Commission or such other time as
might have marked the completion of a fair process
of dismissal.
7. In a case where a dismissal has been found to be
harsh, oppressive and unfair for lack of procedural
fairness only, it is appropriate to consider what would
have been likely to have occurred if the breach had
not occurred.
8. It should not be assumed that the employee would
have been dismissed anyway, because such an assumption, in making findings as to loss, would ignore
the rationale of procedural fairness, an every day
experience that decision makers often change their
minds when presented with another side of the case.
9. On the other hand, it would be unrealistic for a court
to automatically assume that, if an employer had provided procedural fairness, the employee’s
employment would have continued indefinitely. I
would observe, however, that, in some cases, that
may well be a reasonable conclusion (see Bostik
(Australia) Pty Ltd v Gorgevski (No 1)(1992) 36 FCR
20 (FCFC)).
10. Even so, non-personal contingencies, such as the
closing of factories, should be taken into account.
11. In cases of procedural unfairness, it may be appropriate to assess compensation on the basis of a finding
of the loss of a fair chance of retaining employment
with its attendant security, mainly where there is a
situation where, if proper enquiries had been made,
the employer might have considered that conduct
which appeared at first sight to justify dismissal did
not do so when all of the relevant factors were considered.
12. I have derived assistance in formulating these principles from Byrne and Frew v Australian Airlines
Ltd (1994) 120 ALR 274 at 285 (FCFC) per Black
CJ, Bostik (Australia) Pty Ltd v Gorgevski (No 1)
(op cit) and Nicolson v Heaven & Earth Gallery Pty
Ltd (1990) 126 ALR 233 at 244-246 (IRC of Aust)
per Wilcox CJ and the cases cited therein.
13. That the dicta which have assisted me, relating to
questions of relief for breaches of conditions, and
breaches of the then s.170DC of the Industrial Relations Act (Cth) 1988, do not detract from their
appropriateness to findings of loss and/or assessment
of compensation, pursuant to s.23A of the Act.
14. Suffice it to say, too, that questions as to the future
of employment, had it not been harshly, oppressively
and unfairly terminated, and the manner of their determination apply to findings as to loss and
assessment of compensation in matters of
substantively “unfair dismissal” (see Bogunovich v
Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd 79 WAIG 8 at 911 (FB)). I will return to matters of assessment later
in these reasons.
I now turn to other matters. I am not persuaded, on this occasion, that a finding that remuneration paid was “irregular”
or that it was paid to another person than the employee, whether
natural or a corporation (see Southern Group Ltd v Smith (unreported) Supreme Court of WA (FC) Lib No. 970284), was a
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finding in relation to a relevant consideration. There was no
evidence sufficient to establish that within the authority of
Southern Group Ltd v Smith (op cit).
In any event, I did not understand the Commissioner to so
find, and regard her remarks in that context as obiter. In any
event, no quality of unlawfulness or “irregularity”, insofar as
the latter description might ever be relevant, was established
on the evidence.
The question is whether, on the authority of Southern Group
Ltd v Smith (op cit), at least so far as I am persuaded on the
submissions made on this occasion, as a matter of fact, the
appellant had established, on the balance of probabilities, that
his loss was the loss of remuneration in the total amount which
he claimed for the purposes of proving loss. However, it is
unnecessary to decide the point. Since a measure of monies
paid was directed to his wife, that was not established. There
was a new contractual arrangement as at February 1997.
I would also refer to the finding of the Commissioner that
the appellant’s position was not as senior as his title suggests.
This flies in the face of the Commissioner’s own finding (see
page 381(AB)) that the appellant was employed by the respondent on the basis that, in time, he would make Mr James
Phillips’ involvement in management unnecessary. He was
engaged as a General Manager, with a General Manager’s
duties and powers. (See, for example, Mr Redmond’s evidence
at page 292(AB).) He was engaged to run the company in the
absence of Mr Phillips. Indeed, there is also evidence of a
right to hire and fire (see pages 121, 183 and 335 (AB)).
In any event, the evidence of Mr James Phillips, Mr Eric
Phillips and Mr Redmond was that the appellant was the General Manager and was expected to act as such. One main
complaint was that he did not lead, as a General Manager
should. All of the evidence was that the appellant was the
General Manager and expected to act as such. Further, his duties
reflected this. Hence, the finding that the appellant’s position
was not as senior as its title suggested was erroneous (see,
also the evidence at pages 137, 138, 198, 205, 206, 207, 220,
292, 312, 313(AB)).
In any event, in terms of House v the King [1936] 55 CLR
499 (HC) and Gromark Packaging v FMWU 73 WAIG 220
(IAC), this was an entirely irrelevant factor which was not
relevant to making a finding as to loss and assessing compensation, except insofar as a finding as to implied reasonable
notice might depend, in part, on the status of the position of
General Manager.
The Commissioner found that, whilst there was evidence
that the parties discussed terms and conditions, including remuneration, in addition to that agreed in April 1996, these were
not concluded (see page 370(AB)). However, the Commissioner found, too, that the only changes to the terms and
conditions of employment were “remuneration arrangements
instituted in February 1997”.
The Commissioner found (see pages 375 and 384 (AB)) that
the agreement reached in February 1997 was as follows—
(a) The applicant was to raise and raised weekly invoices
in the name of a company, West Eng (WA) Pty Ltd,
for payment by the respondent.
(b) The agreement provided for payments for 44 weeks
in each year in the sum of $2,422.00, the amount of
each weekly invoice.
(c) There were holidays to be taken as found by the Commissioner and payments were made on invoice in
respect of them.
(d) There were also components for workers’ compensation and superannuation contributions.
(e) There was an agreement to pay Mrs Joan Timms,
wife of the appellant, a salary.
(f) The salary payable to the appellant was, therefore,
$55,016.00.
(g) The arrangement between the parties led to a salary
of $55,016 per annum “being designated” for the appellant, with $6,530.00 per annum for a car,
amounting to $1,810.00 per week.
Those findings are reflected by the unexecuted written
draft agreements which were tendered as exhibits, at first
instance.
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The draft written agreement, which was not executed but
seems to have been relied on, appears in a February 1997
version, and in an August 1997 version at pages 46-64(AB).
(The interesting question as to whether the appellant was an
employee, once the agreement was adopted, was not raised in
these proceedings.)
There is evidence in hand written notes (at page 80(AB)) of
remuneration to be paid to Mrs Joan Timms in the sum of
$29,983.00 and to the appellant in the sum of $55,016.00. The
Commissioner’s finding as to the amount of remuneration payable to the appellant was not challenged in submissions, nor
was her finding that there was an amount payable to Mrs Timms
by way of remuneration.
Since it was for the appellant to establish his loss, on the
balance of probabilities, one would have expected evidence
and submissions that the payment to Mrs Joan Timms was a
sham or was paid to her as a third party by direction of the
appellant, the amount being, in the first place, his remuneration and his remuneration alone. There was no such evidence.
Accordingly, the Commissioner was entitled to find that any
loss should be equated to a weekly salary of $1,410.00, which
was the amount of remuneration available to and paid for the
service of the appellant.
It is not entirely clear from her reasons why the Commissioner assessed compensation at an amount equivalent to three
months’ remuneration; and that raises other issues.
Next, there was evidence that the appellant suffered stress
and humiliation. At page 126(AB), he gave evidence that he
was personally devastated by his dismissal. (That it affected
his wife and family was not relevant, although he gave evidence to that effect.) He gave further uncontradicted evidence
that he did not have employment, although he had the parttime offer of work as an estimator.
He had applied for 15 or 16 jobs unsuccessfully and his distress, or at least the cause of it, in this regard was corroborated
in evidence by Mr James Phillips, who admitted that he would
not employ a person who had been dismissed from his management team unless there were special circumstances. That
was the appellant’s situation.
The Commissioner did not make any finding as to injury
when there was credible evidence of stress and humiliation.
Next, of course, it was submitted that the assessment of compensation at an amount equal to three months’ loss of
remuneration was in error, because, had the employer (respondent) not abused his rights and had there been no unfair dismissal,
the appellant would either have continued in his employment
until the “perceived expiry date of his remuneration”, namely
1 July 1998; or, if he had been provided with reasonable notice, then he would have been well placed to secure alternative
employment and not had the impediment and stigma attached
to his attempts, with which the unfair dismissal “saddled him”.
Further, there were complaints upon appeal that no payment
in lieu of notice was made upon dismissal. In addition, it was
said that his age and manner of dismissal had adversely affected the appellant’s opportunity of alternative employment.
In response, the submission went to whether there was mitigation, having regard to prove an offer of work three weeks
before the hearing at first instance (see page 129(AB)). I have
already commented on the effect of that submission.
It was also submitted by Mr Sirett, for the respondent, that a
warning was made three months prior to the dismissal.
That the dismissal, on a summary basis, was not justified and was unfair because there had not been procedural
fairness, then it was open to find that the appellant’s future with the respondent was still “not bright and rosy”
and that his employment could have been terminated at
some later stage.
It was, therefore, submitted, that the three month period “for
calculation of loss” was defensible in all the circumstances,
and upon all of the evidence before the Commission. It should
be noted, in that context, that the dismissal purported to be
effected on 22 November 1997 and the hearing was completed
on 24 July 1998. Accordingly, by then it was open to the Commissioner to find that there was a proven actual loss calculated
at 35 weeks, at $1,180.10 per week, being a total amount of
$41,303.50.
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In my opinion, it was open to find that it was more probable
than not that a person occupying the position, having the status of the position which the appellant occupied, namely that
of General Manager, would experience the difficulty in finding a position which he experienced. That was foreseeable. It
was also foreseeable and probable that a dismissal which was
not substantially or procedurally unfair could have been effected soon after the unfair dismissal. There was evidence, as
at the date of hearing at least, as at 24 July 1998, that there
was a loss equal to 35 weeks’ salary and, calculated at $1,180.10
per week, that would mean an amount of $41,303.50 was
proved as actually having been lost.
Allowing for a month or two at most to effect a procedurally
and substantively fair dismissal, which, having regard to the
relationship between the parties, particularly the General Manager, the appellant and the dissatisfaction on both sides as well
as the relationship between them, then it was more probable
than not that a procedurally and substantively fair dismissal
would have been effected. Having regard to the reasons which
I set out hereinafter, a six months’ notice period following that
one or two months would be reasonable. I would, therefore,
find a loss proven in the sum of $41,303.50, which is the
amount equal to loss of remuneration including car allowance
for thirty-five weeks.
If I am wrong in those conclusions, then I would take the
course that I mention in the next several following paragraphs.
The matter is somewhat obscured by the provision in the
draft agreements that those draft agreements, i.e. between West
Eng (WA) Pty Ltd and the respondent, that the agreement between them could be terminated on five days’ notice.
However, so long as it was accepted, as it was in the proceedings at first instance and on this appeal, that the appellant
was an employee of the respondent, then the question of notice between them is a different one.
First, of course, given that the appellant was an engineer
and manager and that no notice was agreed, it was open to the
Commissioner to imply a term of reasonable notice on principles expressed in this Commission by the Full Bench in Tarozzi
v WA Italian Club (Inc) 71 WAIG 2499 (FB) (and the cases
cited therein).
Given that the appellant’s was an important position as General Manager (who was meant to replace, in active
management, the Managing Director), that the appellant was
a manager and engineer, that his salary was quite high, that he
was a mature man, that, on the evidence, it would not be easy
to obtain alternative employment, that he had another eight
months employment ahead of him (see Tarozzi v WA Italian
Club (Inc) (op cit) and Macken McCarry & Sappideen “Employers’ Right to Terminate” 4th Edition at pages 166-167), it
was open to the Commissioner to have found that 6 months’
notice was an appropriate term to imply.
The Commissioner could have, and should have, so implied,
on the evidence available. That being so, and it not being clear
that a degree of ineptitude justifying summary dismissal could
be proven, but, given the obviously irreconcilable differences
between the General Manager, the Managing Director and other
management, it was open to the Commissioner to find that, on
the balance of probabilities, 6 months’ notice of termination
could be fairly given almost immediately.
That would mean that it could not be found that it was more
probable than not that the appellant would have continued until
July 1998. I say that because it was probable that he would
and might be fairly dismissed almost immediately, provided
he was given reasonable notice. I would add that the dismissal
was found to be unfair, both substantially and procedurally,
not merely procedurally.
Accordingly, the Commissioner erred in not assessing the
loss as the equivalent of six months’ remuneration at $1,180.10
per week, being $28,322.40, after the statutorily required capping. A proper exercise of the discretion, in accordance with
s.23A and s.26(1)(a) and 1(c), required an award of compensation for loss in that amount.
Further, the Commissioner found no evidence of injury by
way of humiliation and stress and should have. Having so
found, in the proper exercise of her discretion, having regard
to the evidence of stress and humiliation, and found that the
appellant suffered injury, it was open to the Commissioner to
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then, on a proper exercise of her discretion, assess compensation at $4,000 for that injury and she should have done so.
I say that because it was foreseeable (and there was, therefore, a causal link) that an unfair dismissal of the summary
type was likely to cause stress, humiliation over a lengthy period because of the likely adverse effect on attempts by the
appellant to obtain employment. That was indisputably the
case. (The distress to the family is not an injury to the appellant and was not required to be compensated under s.23A of
the Act.)
There was no appeal against the refusal to award contractual benefits, nor, with respect could there be.
Ground 8 was misconceived since the Commissioner’s decision was not a “finding”, as that is defined in s.7 of the Act,
and s.49(2a) does not apply.
However, for those reasons within the principles prescribed
in House v The King (op cit) and Gromark Packaging v FMWU
(op cit), I would find that the Commissioner’s discretion miscarried.
I would, therefore, substitute the exercise of the Full Bench’s
discretion for the Commissioner’s exercise of discretion, for
the reasons and making the findings which I have expressed
above had been made should have been made. I would find,
for the reasons which I have expressed above, what I say the
Commissioner should have found, namely—
(a) Loss—compensation
$41,303.50
(b) Injury—compensation
$4,000.00
$45,303.50
Capped in accordance with s.23A of the Act, the amount to
be ordered for compensation would be, and should have been,
$28,322.40. (In the absence of submissions to the reduction of
that amount to take account of tax liability on a PAYE basis,
that amount is the amount which I would fix on a gross basis.)
Having considered all of the evidence and submissions, I
would uphold the appeal and vary the decision of the Commission at first instance accordingly. I would issue a minute to
reflect these reasons.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: This is an appeal against the
Commission’s decision made pursuant to an application under
section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act. The appellant was found to have
been unfairly dismissed from the position of general manager
with the respondent company when his services were summarily terminated. The Commission at first instance declined
to order reinstatement in employment given that, in her view,
it would be impracticable to expect a reasonable working relationship to be restored because of the lack of trust by the
respondent in the appellant’s capabilities. Instead, compensation amounting to the equivalent of 12 weeks remuneration
was assessed as being a fair award for loss. The payment was
calculated on the basis of a salary of $55,016.00 per annum
with an additional $6,530.00 per annum for a car. These rates
discounted amounts received by the applicant’s wife from the
respondent and payments for superannuation and workers compensation made under a separate arrangement between the
appellant and the respondent.
The appellant pursues this appeal on three principle grounds,
all of which are claimed concern errors of law. They are—
“(i) the finding of the Commission at first instance that
reinstatement was impracticable;
(ii) the finding of the Commission at first instance that
12 weeks remuneration was fair and appropriate compensation;
(iii) the finding of the Commission at first instance that
the appellant’s entitlement to remuneration should
be reduced on the basis that the appellant had come
to the Commission with unclean hands.”
(Appellant’s outline of submissions)
Subject to whether or not it is impracticable, reinstatement
or re-employment is a primary relief under section 23 of the
Act in cases of unfair dismissal. While the respondent bears
the onus of establishing the impracticability of re-establishing
the employment relationship, the Commission in accordance
with section 26 of the Act should take into account all of the
circumstances relating to both the employer and employee.
The practicability of a reinstatement order is assessed in a
commonsense way (Nicholson v Heaven and Earth Gallery
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Pty Ltd (1994) 126 ALR 233 at 244 and Gilmore v Cecil Bros.
Pty Ltd (1996) 76 WAIG 4434 at 4446).
In the instant case, although briefly expressed, the Commission concluded that re-instatement was impractical given the
lack of trust by the respondent in the appellant’s capabilities.
The findings made to support this conclusion went to an acceptance by the Commissioner of the respondent’s managing
director’s perception that the company’s operations were somewhat precarious. There was a fundamentally different
management approach between the appellant and the managing director which nineteen months experience had failed to
overcome. This, together with the finding that the appellant
did not see his managerial priorities in quite the same light as
those of the managing director and that he did not follow
through on directions, lead inevitably to the conclusion that it
would be impracticable to reinstate or re-employ the appellant.
The Commission’s assessment of the respondent’s lack of
trust in the appellant’s capabilities may also take into account
the appellant’s deception in holding himself out to be a Master
of Business Administration. Although this only came to the
respondent’s attention after summary dismissal was effected,
the appellant’s capabilities with respect to the level of expertise that this degree recognises are not those he professed to
hold when he was appointed to the position of general manager. This further compounds the lack of trust identified by
the Commission.
The findings of the Commission at first instance were not
made in a vacuum. The reasons for decision show the adequacy
of evidence going to issues to be addressed in determining the
practicability or otherwise of re-instatement or re-employment.
Those reasons for decision do not disclose that the relevant
principles were not applied or were misapplied. The conclusion reached by the Commissioner was open to her on the
evidence. Grounds 1-3 of the appeal have not been made out.
In evaluating the loss arising from the finding of unfair dismissal the Commission at first instance identifies several
factors going to the appellant’s status and authority within the
respondent’s executive management structure and the period
of notice under the contract. The Commissioner also noted
that the appellant’s tenure was always subject to performance
and was by no means as secure as he had asserted. In this
respect it is noted that the Commission at first instance found
that the appellant was warned on 10 September 1997 that he
had thee months to “turn the company around” but had been
terminated prior to the expiry of that period. The unfairness
recognised by the Commission arose from the manner of the
dismissal.
The appellant submits that the proper outcome should have
been an award of six months compensation. In support of this
it is argued that the finding made by the Commissioner with
respect to matters going to the appellant’s status and level of
responsibility were not reasonably open to her. Furthermore
even if those findings could have been made, the appellant
questions their significance in the task of assessing compensation. The appellant’s position within the management
structure, was such, it is submitted that he was in the situation
that a replacement position at the same level and status was
not readily available to him. This was the case it was submitted even if the appellant did not have authority to “hire and
fire” and deferred to the respondent’s accountant on occasions.
It is argued that the appellant should be put back in the situation that he would have been in had the dismissal not occurred
and to recompensate the employee for loss and injury flowing
from the dismissal. In this regard it is argued that the Commissioner at first instance failed to have regard to the effects
of the dismissal upon the appellant. Had the respondent not
abused its right and had there been no unfair dismissal it is
submitted that the appellant would have either continued his
employment until 1 July 1998 the perceived expiry date of his
remuneration. Alternatively if he had been provided with reasonable notice within the terms of his contract and received
references, then he would have been well placed to secure alternative employment and not had the impediment and stigma
that attached to his attempts associated with the unfair dismissal.
The respondent cites evidence before the Commissioner that
shows that the appellant was a member of the management
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team and that while a collective approach to taken to discussing issues, the managing director had the final say (Appeal
Book 170, & 210). With respect to the appellant’s authority it
was argued that the only instance where the right was exercised by the appellant to terminate an employee’s services this
attracted the managing director’s disapproval. (Appeal Book
136 & 137).
The appellant’s tenure was subject to performance. It was
submitted by the respondent that this was more than an inference which attaches to a position of general manager. In the
appellant’s case the circumstances under which his continued
employment were discussed on 10 September 1997 made it
abundantly clear. His employment would be terminated if he
did not perform. The managing director’s evidence was that—
“… I was giving him 3 months to turn the company
around. My terminology in turning the company around
means that we at least met our budgets. If we met the
budgets and met the man hours in the shop, the company
would be an upward trend, and all I asked for him to do
that, which he was in fact employed to do from day one,
and he had now had 15 months or 14 months, whatever it
was, to do it and it wasn’t happening, and I said You’ve
got 3 months to turn it around.”
(Appeal Book 252)
(Also see Statement of J J Phillips, Appeal Book 392
para 23 and Statement of E J Phillips, Appeal Book 386
para 9).
Against this is the evidence of the appellant that he was not
told he had three months to turn the company around otherwise his services would be terminated. The appellant also
refuted the evidence of the accountant, a participant at the
September meeting, that he had expressed a comment that the
appellant had been given more latitude to perform them anyone else could expect. (Appeal Book 150).
The respondent also submits that the appellant’s credibility
bears upon the issue of compensation to the extent that the
Commission at first instance was entitled to be cautious in
considering his evidence as to attempts to mitigate his loss.
Reference was made to the availability of a position but the
concern expressed by the appellant of the effect that his might
have on his claim. (Appeal Book 163-164).
As to claims going to financial loss suffered by the appellant and his family and the damage to his reputation causing
stress and humiliation, the respondent argues that the evidence
goes no further than bare assertions.
In approaching the issue of calculating the amount of compensation the Commission has first identified the statutory limit
which was claimed given the continuing period of the appellant’s unemployment since termination. The Commissioner
then cited factors which militate against granting such a payment. While it may appear that compensation was determined
as an amount discounted from the statutory limit, this is not
the case. In the exercise of discretion based on evidence before her the Commissioner has determined that the loss should
take into account the appropriate level of the applicant’s status
and responsibility, his security of tenure given the explicit
performance requirements and the fact that the contract of
employment provided for only one weeks notice. These matters were considered within the context of the tenor of the
employment relationship and what was effectively a period of
probation covering the appellant’s performance. It was open
to the Commissioner given the evidence before her and the
finding made about the security of appellant’s position that an
amount equal to 12 weeks pay reflected the extent of the appellant’s loss.
As to the issue of injury arising from damage to reputation,
humiliation and stress, it is to be recognised that there is an
element of distress associated with almost all terminations of
employment. Restraint is required to ensure that compensation for this is confined within reasonable limits. (Burazon v.
Blacktown City Guardian Pty Ltd 142 ALR 144.) In most cases
where loss of dignity, anxiety, humiliation or stress have been
recognised as injury for the purpose of compensation, the physical and or emotional manifestations of injury have been attested
to by professional experts (See Bogunovich v. Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (1998) 79 WAIG 8 and De Abreu v Renior
Patisserie (1998) 78 WAIG 1395.) On the basis of these considerations Grounds 4 and 5 have not been made out.
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In having recourse to section 26(1)(a) and 27(1)(a) of the
Act on this occasion the Commission has done no more than
determine the rate at which compensation is to be calculated
by reference to the arrangements initiated by the appellant.
These have been accepted and reflect the taxation arrangements entered into. It is not inconsistent with the dictates of
the Act for the Commission in the circumstances of the case
not to go behind the scheme whereby the appellant’s wife was
also employed. It was open to her to pursue a claim under the
section 29b(1)(i) but that was not taken up.
Ground 6 of the appeal is dismissed and with it Ground 7.
On the foregoing the appeal should be dismissed.
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: The appeal against the
decision of the Commission at first instance can be conveniently categorised as falling into two main areas. The first of
those areas concerns the conclusion of the Commission that
reinstatement of the appellant is impracticable. The second is
against the decision of the Commission to order compensation based upon twelve weeks’ remuneration.
The starting point for the first area of appeal is that the Commission may reinstate a person whose dismissal was harsh
oppressive or unfair (s.23A(1)(b)). In deciding whether it is
impracticable to order an employer to reinstate a dismissed
employee, the Commission should take into account all of the
circumstances of the case and evaluate the practicability in a
commonsense way, having regard to s.26(1)(a) and s.26(1)(c)
of the Act in particular (Gilmore v Cecil Bros (1996) 76 WAIG
1184 at 1188; as confirmed on appeal supra page 4434 at 4446
(FB); (1998) 78 WAIG 1099 per Anderson J at 1101 (IAC)).
The onus of proving impracticability rests upon the respondent. The Commission is required to decide whether
reinstatement is impracticable on the evidence in the proceedings. There is certainly evidence from the Managing Director
of the respondent that the respondent’s financial position did
not improve in any significant way between 10 September 1997
and the middle of November 1997 when the appellant’s employment ceased (statement of J.J. Phillips at paragraph 25).
There is evidence that the Managing Director had given the
appellant 3 months “to improve the situation” and that the
appellant’s performance did not improve in any significant way
either (Ibid.). The Managing Director did not think that the
appellant had been able to improve the respondent’s performance or to perform the job as General Manager for the benefit
of the respondent. That evidence amply permits a conclusion
that there was a lack of trust by the respondent in the applicant’s capabilities. That was the conclusion of the Commission
at first instance. It was clearly stated and there is no substance
in the submission of the appellant that no evidence was adduced from any of the respondent’s witnesses from which it
could be inferred that the applicant’s capabilities lead to a
“breach” of trust. Furthermore, the words used by the Commission are entirely adequate to disclose the reasoning which
led to the conclusion that it would be impracticable to expect
a reasonable working relationship to be restored between the
parties. That is the test as set down in Ruane v Woodside Petroleum (1990) 70 WAIG 913 at 915 and therefore the
respondent’s criticism of the Commission at first instance for
failing to give adequate reasons for decision is not made out.
Once it is established that there was evidence in the material
before the Commission which could allow that conclusion to
be reached, then the appellant faces a formidable hurdle to
overcome. It is one thing to argue on appeal that a conclusion
was reached for which there was no supporting evidence. If
the Commission at first instance made a mistake on a material
fact, or failed to take into account a relevant consideration,
then the appellant would be on stronger ground (House v King
(1936) 55 CLR 499 at 505 as adopted many times in this jurisdiction). Where, however, as here, there is evidence that the
respondent did lack confidence in the appellant’s abilities then
the Commission at first instance who has heard the witnesses
and is in a position to make findings as to the evidence which
is to be preferred, then the appellant faces a more formidable
task. It is more difficult also for the Commission on appeal to
find error on the part of the Commission at first instance when
the appeal bench has not seen and heard the witnesses concerned. An inference properly open from facts which are
undisputed or established by the findings of the Commission
at first instance is only to be overturned if considered wrong
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(Gromark Packaging v FMWU (1993) 73 WAIG 223 per
Franklyn J). In this case, there is evidence that the respondent
did have doubts regarding the appellant’s capabilities. Although
that evidence was opposed by evidence from the appellant,
the conclusion reached by the Commission at first instance
was one that was open to it on the evidence before it. It is,
moreover, an entirely reasonable conclusion to have reached
given the evidence that the respondent became aware subsequent to the dismissal that the appellant had misled it by stating
in his curriculum vitae that he holds the qualification of Master of Business Administration when he did not in fact do so
(AB128, Reasons for Decision AB382). Reinstatement should
not be ordered if it would seriously affect productivity or harmony within the employer’s business (see the decisions above
re Gilmore; see too Nicolson v Heaven & Earth Gallery (1994)
126 ALR 233 at 244) and there is, in the evidence of Mr Phillips
referred to above, ample evidence to conclude that reinstatement of the appellant would have that effect. It also significant,
in my view, that the appellant’s own Notice of Application to
the Commission stated that reinstatement was not sought by
him because he “did not believe that reinstatement would be
possible”. While the Commission is not a court of pleadings
and the appellant is not bound by his statement, that fact that
he was of that view when he completed the Notice of Application is not an irrelevant factor in the Commission’s
considerations. I would, therefore, not uphold the grounds of
appeal which attack the finding of the Commission regarding
the impracticability of re-instatement.
The second area of appeal goes to the assessment by the
Commission of the compensation which was ordered to
be paid following its finding that re-instatement was impracticable. In this regard the Commission’s conclusions,
which are only briefly stated, is that “an amount equivalent to twelve weeks’ remuneration is a fair award for loss”.
In reaching that conclusion the Commission at first instance took into account her conclusions that the appellant’s
position was not as senior as its title suggests because the
period of notice to terminate the contract of employment
was only one week, that he had no right to hire or fire and
that he appears to have deferred on occasions to the respondent’s accountant/financial controller, Mr Redmond.
Further, the Commission concluded that the appellant’s
tenure was always subject to performance and was by no
means as secure as he asserts for the purpose of evaluating loss. The appellant attacks those conclusions on two
broad bases. He challenges the factors stated by the Commission which lead her to conclude that the appellant’s
position was not as senior as its title suggests. The appellant then attacks the manner in which the Commission
concluded that compensation would be assessed at twelve
weeks’ remuneration.
It was certainly open to the Commission to conclude that
the period of notice to terminate the contract of employment
was only one week. The original contract of employment provided for that period of notice (AB 39). There were subsequent
negotiations regarding the terms of the contract of employment, however, they were in draft form only and not, on the
evidence before the Commission, concluded (statements of
J.J. Phillips paragraph 21; of Redmond at paragraph 12(c)).
On that basis, the appellant was entitled to a notice period of
one week in accordance with the contract of employment he
had agreed to at the time of his engagement. The Commission
did nor err in that conclusion.
The Commission did conclude that the appellant did not have
the right to hire and fire and that is entirely consistent with the
appellant’s own evidence. Paragraph 7 of his Statement of Facts
(AB 27) states, relevantly—
Although I held the title of General Manager, I reported
to Jim Phillips on a daily basis and was subject to his
orders and directions. I did not have the authority to alter,
for example, salary and/or wage rates, hire or dismiss staff
or commit Phillips Engineering financially. On one occasion, when Jim was away I did authorise changes, after
firstly checking with Rod Redmond, the company secretary and accountant, that it was within my authority, only
to be corrected by Jim upon his return to the office…This
situation continued substantially in the same manner from
the time of my appointment until my termination in November 1997.
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Further, in cross-examination, he denied any responsibility
for the apparent dismissal of Mr Hughes (AB 136). The restriction on his right to hire and fire is confirmed in the
statement of Mr Phillips (AB 14 paragraph 7(d)). It was imposed after the appellant had taken “these decisions” without
first consulting the chairman. Although, on the evidence, the
appellant employed his own secretary he did so after he was
told to do so (AB 234; statement of J.J. Phillips at paragraph
18). In that context the evidence that the appellant employed
the present production manager Mr Doyle (AB 335) cannot be
seen in isolation. That evidence cannot itself establish that the
appellant had the right to hire and fire in the face of the appellant’s own admission that he did not have that right. The
appellant has not demonstrated any error on the part of the
Commission at first instance in her conclusion that the appellant had no right to hire or fire.
Similarly, the appellant faces a difficult task to persuade an
appeal bench that the conclusion of the Commission at first
instance that the appellant “appears to have deferred on occasions to Mr Redmond” was an error when his own statement,
quoted above, admits that he checked with Mr Redmond about
exercising his authority. Although Mr Redmond’s evidence
does not refer to the appellant deferring to him on any occasion there is evidence that J.J. Phillips told the appellant that
Mr Redmond would “monitor” the appellant’s performance
(AB 255/6) and there is evidence that Mr Redmond knew the
detail of the respondent’s financial performance which the
appellant did not know (statement of Redmond paragraph 10).
The appellant’s own evidence at AB 143, to which the respondent referred, that he did not make changes to the quality
assurance system but that he made suggestions to Redmond
for changes to the quality assurance system may well indicate
a deferring to Redmond in that context. It was for the Commission at first instance to assess the weight of the evidence
given and to find the facts. There was evidence before the
Commission at first instance that the appellant appears to have
deferred on occasions to Mr Redmond and it was therefore
open to her to so find. The appellant has not shown that an
error was made in the conclusion that was drawn.
The conclusion that the appellant’s position was not as senior as its title suggests was open to the Commission also on
the evidence of J.J. Phillips that he, as Managing Director,
exercised “fairly tight control” over the appellant (AB 138)
even on a daily basis (AB 138,9). He was answerable to Mr
Phillips; Phillips had a right of veto; the appellant was not
signatory to the cheque account and the ultimate decisionmaking authority rested with Phillips (AB 312, 313, 347). It
was Phillips and not the appellant who approved the final price
the respondent would quote for any job (appellant’s Statement
of Facts AB 27 paragraph 7; AB 170, cf. AB 210/211). In the
last three to six months of the appellant’s employment, Phillips
was heavily involved in the running of the respondent (AB
328). Mr Phillips told the appellant not to use the computer
but to utilise secretarial staff for that purpose (AB 162) and
refused the appellant permission to have a computer on the
appellant’s desk (AB 239, statement of J.J. Phillips at paragraph 18). It was manifestly open to the Commission at first
instance to conclude as she did and the appellant has not demonstrated any error on her part.
The appellant attacks the conclusion of the Commission to
award twelve weeks’ remuneration as compensation for the
loss which occurred. It is trite to observe that the appeal before the Commission is against the decision of the Commission
and not its Reasons for Decision. The decision was to award
twelve weeks’ remuneration. The Commission decided the
matter having regard to s.26 of the Act as she was ultimately
obliged to do (Gilmore v Cecil Bros op. cit. especially (1996)
76 WAIG at 4447; per Anderson J op. cit. 78 WAIG 1099 at
1102). The authorities relied upon by the appellant in this appeal do not compel a contrary conclusion. The decisions in
Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes (1997) 78 WAIG 299 confirm the role of the proper exercise of the Commission’s
discretion in assessing compensation (per Sharkey P at 304;
Coleman CC ibid; George C at 306). While her reasons for
ordering the sum of twelve weeks’ remuneration, as distinct
from some other sum, are not clear and she did not set out
findings as to loss, the ultimate focus must be upon the decision and not the Reasons (cf. Simons v Ismail Holdings (1998)
78 WAIG 2332). If the decision was open to the Commission
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at first instance on the evidence before it and the circumstances
of the case then there is no warrant for the Commission to
intervene on appeal.
The Commission accepted (at AB 383) that the appellant
had been warned on 10 September 1997 that he had three
months to “turn the company around” and there was sufficient
evidence for that conclusion to be reached (AB 252, 269, 302,
statement of J.J. Phillips at paragraph 23). It was quite open to
the Commission to conclude that the appellant’s employment
was unlikely to have continued for a long period and he was in
fact dismissed on 22 November 1997. Such a conclusion is
not inconsistent with her conclusion that twelve weeks’ compensation is a fair award for loss particularly given that the
ultimate assessment of compensation is not an exact science.
It is quite important to note that the Commission’s finding
was that the unfairness in the dismissal which occurred resulted from the manner of the dismissal (AB 383) and this
finding was not subject to appeal. Where the only reason for
unfairness is procedural unfairness compensation is not likely
to be a large sum (Nicolson v Heaven & Earth Gallery op. cit.
per Wilcox J at 247). The circumstances of this case cannot
attract the criticism that the compensation ordered was arbitrary given the finding by the Commission that the appellant
had earlier been given effectively three months’ notice. Nor
am I persuaded that the lack of any specific finding as to loss
has resulted in a demonstrable error in the decision eventually
reached. For all of those reasons I have not been persuaded
that the Commission at first instance has made an error which
would warrant the Commission on appeal upholding any of
the grounds put forward.
Whilst the appellant gave some evidence regarding the injury he felt he suffered arsing from the dismissal, the
Commission should be cautious in awarding compensation for
injury. As the Federal Court recently observed dismissal in
virtually every case will cause the employee disappointment,
distress and a host of unpleasant personal feelings (Manuel v
Pasminco Cockle Creek Smelter (1998) 83 IR 135 at 162).
Some employees will suffer a greater reaction than others. But
in the ordinary run of cases no allowance for hurt feelings or
distress is made. Whilst the appellant gave evidence (AB 126)
that he was completely surprised by the dismissal and that “it
had a bit of a devastating effect personally” I have not been
persuaded that his evidence goes further than the “ordinary
run of cases” and there is nothing in the submissions to suggest that it does such that it would permit a conclusion that the
Commission at first instance erred in a manner which should
be corrected upon appeal. It is not irrelevant that compensation for injury was not separately claimed in the Notice of
Application. I would not uphold the grounds of appeal which
attack the Commission’s lack of reference to that evidence.
The final matter which requires some comment is the grounds
of appeal which go to the manner of the appellant’s remuneration. As I understand it, the appellant argues that the
remuneration upon which the twelve weeks’ compensation was
assessed should take into account the total remuneration paid
to the appellant’s company by the respondent. As the evidence
before the Commission at first instance showed, the appellant’s remuneration was structured in such a way that his
remuneration was paid to a company of which he is a director
and which then divided the remuneration between himself and
his wife. This arrangement no doubt conferred benefits upon
the appellant for the purposes of taxation. Nevertheless, as a
result of these arrangements, which were at the instigation of
the appellant, the remuneration received by the appellant’s
company was by definition different from the remuneration
received by him. The appellant cannot be heard to argue on
the one hand that, whilst in employment, his remuneration was
not the remuneration received by his company, and on the other
to argue after his dismissal that his remuneration for the purposes of calculating compensation should now be seen as the
remuneration received by his company. That is not to “reduce
the amount of compensation” payable to the appellant. Rather,
it is to correctly identify the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the
respondent. Any compensation to be ordered by the Commission pursuant to s.23A is for the appellant’s loss, not that of
his company. In my view there is much to support the reference by the Commission to the equitable principle that people
who come to the Commission should come with clean hands.
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Even if it can be argued that the Commission is not a court of
equity in the strict legal sense, the command of the Industrial
Relations Act that, ultimately, the Commission is to decide the
matters that come before it according to equity, good conscience
and the substantial merits of the case, without regard for technicalities and legal forms, leads to the conclusion that it was
certainly open to the Commission at first instance to reach the
conclusion that the remuneration of the appellant should be
assessed in accordance with the remuneration received by him
and not paid to his company.
Accordingly, I would dismiss the appeal.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly,
APPEARANCES: Mr R Cywicki (of Counsel), by leave,
on behalf of the appellant.
Mr S Sirett (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent.
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Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 23rd day of February 1999, and having heard Mr R
Cywicki (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant and
Mr S Sirett (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the
matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the 19th
day of April 1999 wherein it was found that the appeal should
be dismissed, it is this day, the 19th day of April 1999, ordered
that appeal No 2027 of 1998 be and is hereby dismissed.
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(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
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Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal against the decision of
the Industrial Magistrate, sitting in the Industrial Magistrate’s
Court at Perth on 17 September 1998 in complaint No CP 47
of 1998. The appeal is against the whole of the decision.
The complaint was a complaint by the respondent
organisation of employees that the appellant employer, being
bound by Award No R22 of 1978, “The Electrical Contracting
Industry Award” (hereinafter referred to as “the Award”) and
Agreement No AG129 of 1996, “The ABB Installation and
Service Pty Ltd (Western Region) Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement” (hereinafter referred to as “the Agreement”),
between 5 April 1997 and 25 April 1997, committed a breach
thereof in that it failed to pay its employee, one Terry Ratcliffe,
an entitlement to wages in accordance with Clause 14 –
Payment of Wages of the Award and the underpayment was
said to be $669.20.
The claim was denied in terms of the Particulars of Defence
filed herein. The Industrial Magistrate found that the breach,
as alleged, was proven, imposed no penalty, made no order as
to costs, but ordered that the amount of $669.20 underpaid be
payable to the complainant organisation. The case was
described, at first instance, as a case which related to the
situation of all of the employees involved.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
The appellant appeals against His Worship’s decision on the
following grounds—
“1. The Industrial Magistrate erred in law in determining that the employer (appellant) had failed to pay
an employee (Terry Ratcliffe) wages for the period
7th April 1997 to 11th April 1997 inclusive.
Particulars
The Industrial Magistrate was in error in finding, as
a fact, that the employee, in turning to, during the
relevant period, at the main gate of the Kwinana
Power Station amounted to an attendance on site for
the purposes of being ready and willing to work. The
evidence demonstrates that the employee never went
through the main gate and could not have been on
site (refer transcript at pages 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 & 32).
2. The Industrial Magistrate erred in law in opining to
the view that the employer could have invoked the
provisions of clause 12(l0) of the Agreement given
the circumstances that existed during the relevant
period. His Worship’s finding that the employer failed
to give instructions lead him into error in the proper
application of that clause.
3. The Industrial Magistrate, even if he were correct in
his finding that the employee was on site during the
relevant period, fell into error in ordering the employer to pay wages to the sum of $669.20.
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Particulars
(a) The monies so ordered are based upon the daily
rates contained in the schedule to the complaint.
(b) Whilst his Worship was correct in assuming,
in the absence of evidence on the point, that
the employer agreed that the employee had
attended the main gate at the Kwinana Power
Station each day, Monday through to Friday,
at 7.00 am there is no evidence that the employee was in attendance at the main gain(sic)
beyond 1.30pm on each day (refer to transcript
at pages 10, 13 & 14).
(c) In the result his Worship’s order miscalculates
the employee’s wages to the value of two hours
pay each day.”
BACKGROUND
There was a Minute of Agreed Facts (see page 66 of the
Appeal Book (hereinafter referred to as “AB”)) filed in this
matter to the effect, inter alia, that the appellant company was
engaged in electrical contracting and, in fact, was doing work
at Kwinana Power Station, pursuant to a contract with Western
Power. It was agreed that the respondent and its workforce
were bound by the Award and the Agreement. All of this was
during the material times, namely 5 to 11 April 1997.
Further, the appellant employed Mr Terry Ratcliffe, amongst
others, as an electrical fitter, pursuant to the terms of the Award
and of the Agreement, at the material times.
The usual practice, on the evidence, when starting the day’s
work, was for the employees to drive through the main gate
for about 500 metres, park their cars in the contractors’ car
park, walk a further 500 metres to the main security gate, clock
in with a magnetic card, then walk another 500 metres to the
site office and crib huts. There, the supervisors would take the
roll call and issue instructions. That was the usual process of
reporting for work, being done within the boundaries of the
Kwinana Power Station.
There was evidence given by an employee and the respondent
organisation’s shop steward, Mr Nolan Walter Westbrook, on
behalf of the respondent, at first instance. He was, of course,
an employee of the appellant at the material time. There was
also evidence from Mr Leslie McLaughlan, an organiser with
the respondent organisation.
For the respondent (defendant) at first instance, Mr Bruce
Dennis Whiterod, the appellant’s Project Manager in relation
to the work being performed on the Kwinana Power Station
site, gave evidence. There were no other witnesses.
What occurred was very little in dispute. At the material
time, there was industrial disputation between employees of
Western Power who were CFMEU members. As a result, there
was a picket line put in place at the Kwinana Power Station on
Saturday, 5 April 1998. The dispute did not involve the
appellant or its employees, who were also CFMEU members.
Mr Westbrook arrived for work on 5 April 1998. There
was a picket line and he could not get through the gate to
the site, at about 8.30 am, because the picket line barred
access. No other employee went through the picket line
that day to report for work. The workforce did make an
approach to the main gate. No-one went through the gate.
Mr Westbrook went home.
From home, he rang the site office and spoke to Mr Bruce
Whiterod. Whilst his recollection of this conversation was
vague, he told Mr Whiterod that he had not been in this situation
before and did not know what to do. According to him, Mr
Whiterod said that the picket might be up for a day or two
days, he did not really know and said “So we might see how it
goes Monday”. Monday was 8 April 1998. Mr Westbrook could
not remember whether the question of a dispensation for the
appellant’s employees to cross the picket line was discussed
that day.
On Sunday, 6 April 1998, Mr Westbrook spoke to Mr
Whiterod but could not, in evidence, recall the conversation.
On Monday, 7 April 1998, when Mr Westbrook attended at
the gate of the Kwinana Power Station, the picket line was
still in place. There were other employees of the appellant
present, asking Mr Westbrook what to do.
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The picket line was, of course, blocking entry to the Kwinana
Power Station where the appellant’s employees had been
working until the picket line was put in place. Mr Westbrook
rang the site office and spoke to Mr Peter Belczowski. He was
the appellant’s supervisor but was unable to give Mr Westbrook
any clear direction as to what to do. Mr Westbrook then rang
Mr Whiterod on the mobile phone.
According to Mr Westbrook, he said to Mr Whiterod—
“It looks like the picket is going ahead during the week.”
Mr Whiterod replied—
“All you can do is be dressed ready for work and we’re
not too sure if it’s going to last a day or whatever. Front
up every day and see what happens with the picket.”
Mr Westbrook informed Mr McLaughlan of this conversation
and Mr McLaughlan confirmed that he should do what Mr
Whiterod had told him to do.
On Monday, 7 April 1998, Mr Westbrook asked Mr
McLaughlan if they could get a dispensation to go through.
He also asked the appellant’s shop steward on the Western
Power site, Mr Rick Rodolfi, if they could get through because
it was not their dispute. Both Mr McLaughlan and Mr Rodolfi
told him that the appellant’s employees could not get a
dispensation to go through the gate. Mr Whiterod denied telling
Mr Westbrook that if they went through the picket line, the
employees would be paid or not paid (see pages 39-40(AB)).
No employees of the appellant tried to go through the picket
line because they were outnumbered about three or four to one
and were not brave enough (see page 24(AB)). Further, Mr
Whiterod or Mr Belczowski asked if they would go through
the picket and Mr Westbrook said “No.” Mr Westbrook gave
the reason that it was not safe (see page 24(AB)). This was
early in the week. Mr Whiterod denied asking Mr Westbrook
and his fellow employees to go through the picket line (see
page 40(AB)).
On the Monday, Mr Westbrook rang Mr Whiterod, according
to Mr Whiterod’s evidence, and said that the picket line was
there, that most of the work force were there, that he had a list
of them and would be using that to request payment for them.
Mr Whiterod said that he remained silent on that issue. There
was no site to transfer the employees to (see page 51(AB)).
The employees all kept turning up fully dressed to commence
work because the employer and the union had told them to;
that was all of the employees. Mr Whiterod knew that a large
number was turning up. He had an expectation that the work
force would turn up and gave no directive to them not to. None
went through the gate on any of those days to report to the
site, for the purposes of working. None went through the picket
line on the Wednesday, there were chains and padlocks on the
gate.
Every day they waited outside from 7.00 am until about 1.30
pm (see page 25(AB)), until the CFMEU men on the picket
met and decided to continue with the picket or not.
On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, all went home
after those meetings when the picket lines remained (see pages
28-29(AB)). On Friday, 11 April 1998, the picket was shifted.
Once that was done, Mr Westbrook rang Mr Whiterod or Mr
Belczowski and said that the picket was down and they were
ready, willing and able to work.
On that day, Mr Westbrook spoke to Mr Belczowski, who
was sitting down the road in his car. He was told that it was
2.00 pm and, by the time that they got started, it would be time
to close the gate, namely at 3.30 pm.
There was work on site on the Friday, but there was only an
hour and a half left until the end of the working day, so that
they decided to leave the recommencement of work until next
morning. On the next day, Saturday, 12 April 1998, they worked
a normal shift.
Mr Whiterod said that, during the week, one of the
supervisors was on the main gate at various times. Neither he
or Mr Belczowski stood the employees down or told them to
go home.
Not one of the employees, including Mr Westbrook, were
paid for the period from 5 April 1998 to 11 April 1998 inclusive.
There was no mention of money during this period. The
appellant had refused to pay the wages of any employee for
the relevant period.
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THE AWARD
Clause 14 of the Award, in its relevant clauses, reads as
follows—
“14.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(a) Each employee shall be paid, where the employer and employee agree, weekly or
fortnightly, prior to the finishing time of work
at the appropriate rate as shown in the First
Schedule—Wages. Subject to subclause (2) of
this clause payment shall be pro rata where
less than a full week is worked.
(b)
(i) The employee shall be paid in cash or,
where an employer and employee
agree, the employee may be paid his
wages by cheque or electronic funds
transfer.
(ii) Where an employee is paid in cash, the
employee shall be paid during ordinary
working hours prior to finishing time.
Unless an employee has been notified
that payment will be delayed for reasons beyond the reasonable control of
the employer, an employee kept waiting for his wages shall be paid at
overtime rates up to the maximum of
one hour.
(3) Absences from Duty—
(a) An employee whose ordinary hours are arranged in accordance with placitum (iii) or (iv)
of subclause (2)(a) of Clause 11.—Hours and
who is paid wages in accordance with paragraph (a) of subclause (2) hereof and is absent
from duty (other than on annual leave, long
service leave, holidays prescribed under this
award, paid sick leave, workers’ compensation or bereavement leave or trade union
training leave) shall, for each day he is so absent, lose average pay for that day calculated
by dividing his average weekly wage rate by
5.
An employee who is so absent from duty for
part of a day shall lose average pay for each
hour he is absent by dividing his average daily
pay rate by 8.
(b) Provided when such an employee is absent
from duty for a whole day he will not accrue a
“credit” because he would not have worked
ordinary hours that day in excess of 7 hours
36 minutes for which he would otherwise have
been paid. Consequently, during the week of
the work cycle he is to work less than 38 ordinary hours he will not be entitled to average
pay for that week. In that week, the average
pay will be reduced by the amount of the
“credit” he does not accrue for each whole day
during the work cycle he is absent.
The amount by which an employee’s average
weekly pay will be reduced when he is absent
from duty (other than on annual leave, long
service leave, holidays prescribed under this
award, paid sick leave, workers’ compensation or bereavement leave or trade union
training leave) is to be calculated as follows—
(1)

Total of “credits” not
accrued during cycle

X average weekly pay
————————
38

Examples: ......
1. Employee takes one day off without authorisation in
first week of cycle.
Week of Cycle Payment
1st week
= average
weekly pay
less one day’s
pay (ie.1/5th)
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2nd & 3rd
weeks

2.

(4)

(8)

(9)

= average
weekly pay
each week
Week of Cycle Payment
4th Week
= average pay
less credit
not accrued on
day of absence
= average pay
less 0.4 hours
x average
weekly pay
——————
38
Employee takes each of the 4 days off without authorisation in the 4th week.
Week of Cycle Payment
1st, 2nd &
3rd weeks
= average pay
each week
4th week
= average pay
less 4/5ths of
average pay
for the four
days absent
less total of
credits not
accrued that
week
= 1/5th
average pay
less
4 x 0.4 hours
x average
weekly pay
——————
38
= 1/5th
average pay
less 1.6 hours
x average
weekly pay
——————
38
Alternative Method of Payment—
An alternative method of paying wages to that prescribed by subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause may
be agreed between the employer and the majority of
the employees concerned.
Calculation of Hourly Rate—
Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause
the ordinary rate per hour shall be calculated by dividing the appropriate weekly rate by 38.
Subject to the provisions of this award no deduction
shall be made from an employee’s wages or from
any money entitlement of the employee unless the
employee has authorised such deduction in writing.”

THE AGREEMENT
Clause 12(10) of the Agreement reads as follows—
“12.—MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GAINS IN PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY AND FLEXIBILITY
.........
(10) All Other Disputes
(a) Where an ABBIS employee is affected by any
other dispute an employee will comply with
ABBIS instructions to either—
(i) continue work when the area in which
the employee is working is not affected
by the condition, situation or grievance
giving rise to the dispute; or
(ii) accept a transfer to work in an area of
the site not affected by the condition,
situation or grievance giving rise to the
dispute; or
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(iii) accept a transfer from one site to another site; or
(iv) leave the site without loss of pay.
(b) An employee who does not comply with
ABBIS instructions agrees to forfeit wages for
time not worked.”
Clause 12(17) of the Agreement reads as follows—
“Unauthorised Absences
(a) ABBIS will—
(i) arrange an employee’s ordinary hours of work
which to average 38 hours per week; and
(ii) select the method of implementation of the 38
hour week.
(b) An employee will present himself or herself for duty
and remain on duty during the ordinary hours of work.
(c) ABBIS is under no obligation to pay for any hours
not worked during those ordinary hours unless it is
an authorised absence in accordance with—
(i) the Award provisions; or
(ii) an instruction from ABBIS that the employee
may leave site without loss of pay.”
FINDINGS OF THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE
His Worship gave his reasons for decision on 17 September
1998 (see page 62 (AB)) therefor. These, summarised, were
as follows—
1. That the dispute turned on whether or not the employees were in breach of the Agreement’s Clause
12(10) or any other part of the Agreement.
2. That there were conversations between Mr
Westbrook and Mr Whiterod, Mr Westbrook being
an employee and Mr Whiterod, the Project Manager.
3. The conversations were in relation to a dispute.
4. Mr Westbrook, as soon as he became confronted with
the situation in the picket line, made contact with his
employer’s representative, Mr Whiterod.
5. The matter was at the time before the Industrial Relations Commission and there was some expectation
that the dispute could be resolved at any moment.
6. Mr Whiterod said that he had an expectation that the
workforce would be there each day and did not tell
them not to be there or use any provisions of the
agreement. He did not transfer them to another site
or to another area of the site because there was no
other site to which they could be transferred.
7. There was an expectation almost hourly that the dispute would be concluded and Mr Whiterod wanted
his employees there to start work as soon as that did
happen.
8. There was no expectation by the employer that the
employees would cross the picket line and there were
no instructions given by the employer to the employees to cross the picket line.
9. Any work done by employees of the company on the
site, even at the main gate, would fall within being
on the site.
10. Mr Whiterod said that he knew that the employees
were attending the site every morning.
11. There is an obligation on the employer and employee
in a situation like this and, in those circumstances, if
the employer wanted to invoke the provisions of the
Agreement under Clause 12(10), he could have given
some instructions to not do so.
12. He allowed and knew that every day the employees
were turning up ready, willing and able to work and
there was no evidence before the Industrial Magistrate that he was in touch with the supervisor at the
site.
13. His Worship concluded that Mr Ratcliffe, on the
agreement that he attended the site, did so. His Worship also made a finding that, under the Sentencing
Act 1995, he could impose no penalty.
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ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
The crux of this appeal was that His Worship had erred in
finding, as a fact, that the employee, Mr Ratcliffe, in turning
up during the relevant period at the main gate of the Kwinana
Power Station, had attended on site for the purposes of being
ready and willing to work, because, the evidence revealed,
that Mr Ratcliffe did not go through the main gate.
Further, it is asserted that the Industrial Magistrate erred in
law in concluding that the employer could have invoked the
provisions of Clause 12(10) of the Agreement, given the
circumstances that existed during the relevant period.
It was submitted that His Worship’s finding that the employer
failed to give him instructions led him into error in the proper
application of the clause.
The Agreement should be interpreted in the same manner as
an award to which it is related and with which it is to be read.
The principles for such interpretation appear in Norwest Beef
Industries Ltd and Derby Meat Processing Co Ltd v AMIEU
64 WAIG 2124 (IAC), (see, also AEEFEU v Minister for Health
71 WAIG 2253 (IAC)).
The subject clause or clauses are to be read in the context of
the whole of the Agreement. Further, the words of the
Agreement should be given their ordinary and natural meaning,
unless to do so were to lead to absurdity or ambiguity or were
to lead to a construction inconsistent with the purpose or the
other provisions of the Agreement.
The essential question in this appeal was whether Clause
12(10) or 12(17) of the Agreement, or both, was/were
applicable and, in any event, what the effect of such clause or
clauses was or were.
Clause 12(10) does apply to “any other dispute” by which
an employee of the appellant is “affected”. Clause 12 is a clause
which purports to prescribe measures to achieve gains in
productivity, efficiency and flexibility. Clause 12(8) refers to
“Safety Disputes”. Clause 12(10) purports to refer to “all other
disputes”.
It seems to me that a fair reading of the phrase “any other
dispute” means any other dispute, whether involving the
appellant’s employees or not which affects any employee of
the appellant.
“Affect” means, read in the context of the Agreement,
“affecting the ability of the appellant’s employee to perform
his/her contract as he/she is required to perform it”. Hence,
quite plainly, in this case, there was a dispute involving other
employees of another employer with their employer, Western
Power, resulting in picketing which prevent the appellant’s
employees entering onto the “site” to perform their work.
Accordingly, in their capacities as employees of the appellant,
the appellant’s employees were affected by the dispute.
That being the case, the appellant’s employees, including
Mr Ratcliffe, were required by Clause 12(10) of the Agreement
to comply with the appellant’s instructions if they were the
instructions capable of being given. There was no instruction
to work in the area in which the employees were working, and
that is understandable, because the area where they were
working was, in fact, affected by the condition, situation or
grievance giving rise to the dispute and was, in fact, picketed
(see Clause 12(10)(a)(i)).
Further, for the same reason, a transfer to an unaffected area
of the site could not be a relevant consideration (see Clause
12(10)(a)(ii)).
On Mr Whiterod’s evidence, no directions were given to
employees to transfer from the Kwinana Power Station site to
another site because there was no other site to transfer to (see
Clause 12(10)(a)(iii)).
Further, there was no direction given, although it might have
been given, to employees to leave the site without loss of pay.
What they were told to do on Mr Westbrook’s evidence, and
expected to do on Mr Westbrook’s evidence, was to turn up
daily, dressed and ready for work. This they did, even on the
Wednesday when the gate was locked.
Accordingly, as a matter of fact and really quite indisputably,
there were no instructions given in accordance with Clause
12(10) and no non-compliance with any Clause 12(10)
instruction. Accordingly, there was no employee, required
under Clause 12(10) to forfeit wages for time not worked.
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In my opinion, Clause 12(10) was not applicable because,
as a matter of fact, the employer did not invoke it. The question
is whether there were absences of employees from work which
were unauthorised.
Clause 12(17) requires the appellant to arrange an employee’s
ordinary hours of work so as to average 38 hours per week and
select the method of implementation of the 38 hour week
(Clause 12(17)(a)(i) and (ii)). Employees of the appellant are
required to present themselves for duty and remain on duty
during the ordinary hours of work (Clause 12(17)(b)).
Notably, the appellant is under no obligation to pay for any
hours not worked during those ordinary hours, unless it is an
authorised absence in accordance with—
(a) the Award provisions; or
(b) an instruction from the appellant that the employee
may leave site without loss of pay.
The question is whether there was an authorised absence in
accordance with Clause 12(17)(c).
First, there was, as a matter of fact, no instruction from the
appellant that Mr Ratcliffe or any other employee might leave
the site without any loss of pay. The remaining question, then,
is whether there was an absence authorised under the Award
provisions.
Under the award, there is no obligation to pay for any day
not worked upon which the employee is required to present
himself for duty, except when the absence from work is due to
illness and comes within Clause 24, or such absence is on
account of holidays to which the employee is entitled under
the Award.
Clause 7(10) of the Award is inapplicable, except for Clause
7(10)(a), but it was not submitted that Clause 7(10)(a), which
reads as follows—
“(10) (a) The employer is entitled to deduct payment
for any day upon which an employee (including an apprentice) cannot be usefully employed
because of a strike by the industrial union of
employees party to this award or by any other
association or union.”
was applicable because it was not submitted that there was a
strike by the industrial union of employees party to the Award,
or any other association or organisation.
However, the facts in this matter were really not in dispute.
The fact of the matter is that each morning, except Wednesday,
the employees presented themselves for work in accordance
with the instructions given them. There is no specific provision
in the Award or the Agreement that they go on site, although
normally they would. They are only required to present
themselves for work and remain at work. This they did, dressed
and ready for work. Where they presented themselves, there
was, on the evidence, sometimes a supervisor present outside
the picket line with them.
They were not able to work because they were unable to go
through the picket line, and, quite sensibly, they received no
direction to do so. They did not remain after 1.30 pm every
day, but waited until it was obvious that they could not go
through the picket line, which was decided by meetings. They
even, unsuccessfully, attempted to obtain dispensations to go
through the picket line.
His Worship correctly found that the matter depended on
whether the employees were in breach of the Agreement,
whether it was Clause 12(10) or any other part. There was, as
His Worship found, an expectation, almost hourly, that the
dispute would be resolved and Mr Whiterod wanted his
employees present outside the Western Power premises to start
work as soon as that did happen. There was no expectation by
or direction that the employees would cross the picket line.
Mr Whiterod, too, knew that the employees were attending
every morning ready and able to work.
In this case, it was not material that the employees did not
and were not able to, nor were they directed to do more than
they did. The fact of the matter is that the employees, including
Mr Ratcliffe, presented themselves for duty and remained on
duty until it was clear that matters were not resolved in the
Commission. On one day, Wednesday, they were locked out.
They could do no more in order to present themselves without
risking injury, which they were not instructed and, correctly,
not instructed to do.
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When they left on the Saturday, there was an authorised
absence, but not without pay. They remained on duty, insofar
as ordinary hours of work existed. There was no direction under
Clause 12(10).
It is quite clear that Mr Ratcliffe had complied with the
Agreement. The question of whether he went onto the site was
not relevant because, insofar as he was able to and with the
knowledge and approval of his employer, he presented himself
for work, as alleged, and the employer invoked no provision
of the Agreement which might deprive him of payment.
As the Industrial Magistrate found, and was entitled to find,
Mr Ratcliffe attended the site, as he did. Mr Ratcliffe was
required to present himself for work and he did.
For those reasons, the grounds of appeal are not made out. I
would dismiss the appeal.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: I have had the
benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour the
President. I agree with those reasons and have nothing to add.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: This is an appeal against
the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate made on the 17
September 1998 in complaint No. CP 47 of 1998. That appeal
arose from a complaint from the Communications, Electrical,
Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical
Division, Western Australian Branch (the Union) that ABB
Installation and Service Pty Ltd (the Respondent) being a party
bound by both the Electrical Contracting Industry Award R22
of 1978 (the Award) and the ABB Installation and Service Pty
Ltd (Western Region) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement No.
129 of 1996 (the agreement) failed to pay an employee, Terry
Ratcliffe, an entitlement to wages payable in accordance with
Clause 14.—Payment of Wages of the Award.
The parties submitted to His Worship a Minute of Agreed
Facts. It is not necessary to summarise those facts for the
purposes of these Reasons. His Worship issued his Reasons
for Decision extempore. Amongst other things he found that
the employee and employer are bound by the Award and the
agreement. There is a provision in the Award which deals with
dispute of the type before the Court. He found that the evidence
of the employer was that it had an expectation that the
workforce would present for work outside the Kwinana Power
Station each day during the currency of industrial action by
another union. The employer did not give any instructions to
the employees not to be there, nor did it use other provisions
of the agreement which were available to it. That is, it did not
transfer them to another area of the site or another site. There
was no other site to which they could be transferred but the
underlying reason, so His Worship found, was that there was
an expectation almost hourly that the dispute would be
concluded and the employer wanted its employees to start work
as soon as that happened.
As to an argument that by attending a picket line the
employees were not attending at the site, His Worship observed
he had not heard much evidence about the size of the Kwinana
Power Station. He did not know from his own knowledge how
large it was, but if there was a suggestion that the site was
confined to the employers office or crib room then His Worship
did not believe that would be a proper interpretation of site,
although His Worship supposed any work done by the
employees of the respondent, anyone on the site, even at the
main gate, would fall within being on site.
His Worship observed that the prime witness for the
respondent had an expectation that the employees would turn
up. It did not tell them not to, in fact its evidence was it knew
they were attending the site every morning. His Worship
concluded that to be a proper interpretation of the facts. He
then went on to conclude that he did not know what other
industries worked close by the power station but he imagined
it was a large area. He understood there was a car park, there
was a roadway that led to the main gate, there was a car park
beside the gate and it seemed to him on any ‘application’ of
the word ‘site’ that attendance at the gate would put the
employees on site. He did not think there was any merit in the
argument that the employees were not on site. In short, His
Worship dismissed the whole of those arguments that went to
whether the workers were disentitled to wages by the fact that
they did not attend on the site as it was described by the
advocate for the respondent.
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The respondent, the appellant in this matter, appealed the
Decision of His Worship. The grounds of appeal are as
follows—
1. The Industrial Magistrate erred in law in determining that the employer (appellant) had failed to pay
an employee (Terry Ratcliffe) wages for the period
7th April 1997 to 11th April 1997 inclusive.
Particulars
The Industrial Magistrate was in error in finding, as
a fact, that the employee, in turning to, during the
relevant period, at the main gate of the Kwinana
Power Station amounted to an attendance on site for
the purposes of being ready and willing to work. The
evidence demonstrates that the employee never went
through the main gate and could not have been on
site (refer transcript at pages 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 & 32).
2. The Industrial Magistrate erred in law in opining to
the view that the employer could have invoked the
provisions of clause 12(10) of the Agreement given
the circumstances that existed during the relevant
period. His Worship’s finding that the employer failed
to give instructions led (sic) him into error in the
proper application of that clause.
3. The Industrial Magistrate, even if he were correct in
his finding that the employee was on site during the
relevant period, fell into error in ordering the employer to pay wages to the sum of $669.20.
Particulars
(a) The monies so ordered are based upon the daily
rates contained in the schedule to the complaint.
(b) Whilst his Worship was correct in assuming,
in the absence of evidence on the point, that
the employer agreed that the employee had
attended the main gate at the Kwinana Power
Station each day, Monday through to Friday,
at 7.00 am there is no evidence that the employee was in attendance at the main gain
beyond 1.30pm on each day (refer to transcript
at pages 10, 13 & 14).
(c) In the result his Worship’s order miscalculates
the employee’s wages to the value of two hours
pay each day.
4. The appellant seeks to have the orders of the Industrial Magistrate quashed or, in the alternative, varied
to reflect the matters raised in paragraph 3 of these
grounds of appeal.
The focus of Ground 1 of the appeal is that His Worship was
in error in finding that the employee in turning to during the
relevant period at the main gate of the Kwinana Power Station
amounted to an attendance on site for the purposes of being
ready and willing to work. The other major ground is set out
in Ground 2 which asserts there is an error in law in that the
Industrial Magistrate, in finding that the employer failed to
give instructions to the employees, was led into error as the
proper application of Clause 12(10) of the agreement.
I deal with each of the grounds in turn. The appellant in this
matter, the respondent in the matter before His Worship,
focused its argument on the proposition that the employee, the
subject of the complaint, did not attend on site and because he
did not he was not ready and willing to work. His Worship
rejected the argument concerning the need to attend on site. In
my view, the appeal is misconceived because the question to
be asked is not whether the employee was on site but whether
or not he was absent from duty in the terms that are described
in Clause 14. – Payment of Wages in the Award. In general
terms Clause 14. – Payment of Wages creates a right for
payment and sets out the system under which payments are to
be made. Subclause 3 is relevant to this appeal and I set it out
hereunder—
(3) Absences from Duty—
(a) An employee whose ordinary hours are arranged in accordance with placitum (iii) or
(iv) of subclause (2)(a) of Clause 11. – Hours
and who is paid wages in accordance with
paragraph (a) of subclause (2) hereof and is
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absent from duty (other than on annual leave,
long service leave, holidays prescribed under
this award, paid sick leave, workers’ compensation or bereavement leave or trade union
training leave) shall, for each day he is so
absent, lose average pay for that day calculated by dividing his average weekly wage rate
by 5.
An employee who is so absent from duty for
part of a day shall lose average pay for each
hour he is absent by dividing his average daily
pay rate by 8.
(b) Provided when such an employee is absent
from duty for a whole day he will not accrue a
“credit” because he would not have worked
ordinary hours that day in excess of 7 hours
36 minutes for which he would otherwise have
been paid. Consequently, during the week of
the work cycle he is to work less than 38 ordinary hours he will not be entitled to average
pay for that week. In that week, the average
pay will be reduced by the amount of the
“credit” he does not accrue for each whole
day during the work cycle he is absent.
The amount by which an employee’s average
weekly pay will be reduced when he is absent
from duty (other than on annual leave, long
service leave, holidays prescribed under this
award, paid sick leave, workers’ compensation or bereavement leave or trade union
training leave) is to be calculated as follows—
Total of “credits” not
accrued during cycle X average weekly pay
—————————
38
(Emphasis added)
Both the Award and the agreement are to be interpreted in
the same way. The principles are set out in Norwest Beef
Industries Ltd v Derby Meat Processing Co. Ltd v AMIEU
(1984) 64 WAIG 2124. The relevant words are to be read and
interpreted in the context of the whole document. The words
are to be given their ordinary natural meaning, unless to do so
would led to an absurdity or ambiguity or lead to a construction
which is inconsistent with the purpose of other provisions of
the document.
The words of subclause 3.—Absences from Duty are clear.
An employee’s ordinary hours are arranged in accordance with
Clause 11.—Hours of the Award. An employee who is absent
from duty, other than for reasons which are set out in Clause
14(3)(a), shall for each day he is absent loose average pay for
that day calculated by dividing his average weekly wage by 5.
Subclause (b) also refers to an employee who is absent from
duty for a whole day and reduces the “credit” that employee
may get for working longer than 38 hours. The clause sets out
a formula by which the employee’s weekly wage pay will be
reduced where he is absent from duty. This clause is designed
to provide for adjustments of pay when an employee is absent
from duty other than for a reason to set out in the Award. For
instance, in the case of annual leave, long service leave,
holidays, paid sick leave, workers’ compensation, bereavement
leave or trade union training leave. The question to be decided
in the instant appeal is whether the employee was absent from
duty.
It is trite to say that an employee is obliged to present himself
for duty and the employer has an obligation to direct the
employee as to the duties to be performed for which
consideration in the form of wages is paid. In my view it is a
distraction to consider the influence upon these mutual
obligations by reference to whether the worker is on site or
not, rather the real question is, what direction has the employer
given to the employee in respect of the duties to be performed.
In this case, clearly the respondent first acquiesced then agreed
that his employees should present each day during a dispute
involving other workers at a particular place, in this case the
gateway to Kwinana Power Station, dressed ready for work.
The respondent kept the employees presenting for work in this
situation for a number of days until the dispute was resolved.
Whether those employees were held at the employer’s direction
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at the gate or not in my view is immaterial. The respondent
could just have easily have asked them to wait at its yard or at
a place close to the site of more comfort than near a picket
line. However, it opted not to tell them to wait at another place.
The employees were nevertheless subject to the respondent’s
direction on each day in which they came to the gate during
the dispute. It is clear from the findings of His Worship that
the respondent had an expectation that the workplace would
be available each day. The respondent did not tell its employees,
including Mr Ratcliffe, not to be at the gate nor did it use any
other provisions of the agreement such as Clause 12.—
Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity, Efficiency and
Flexibility which could have been used to move them to other
work places. His Worship found that the respondent did not
do so because there was no other site to which they could be
transferred, but fundamentally His Worship found that the
underlying reason was that there was an expectation, almost
hourly, that the dispute would be concluded and that the
respondent wanted its employees ready to start work as soon
as that happened. In my view it was unnecessary to make
findings about whether the employees were on site or not. It is
open to conclude that His Worship reached the same
conclusion. He decided there was no merit in the argument
relating to the word ‘site’.
In any event there was very little evidence concerning the
definition of ‘site’ before the Industrial Magistrate or on appeal.
The site on which the respondent was working may not have
encompassed the whole of the Kwinana Power Station. It is
unknown whether there was a Project Manager or whether the
respondent had been given possession of a particular part of
site or not. In short there was insufficient argument as to what
the site may consist of. Ultimately it is, in my view, irrelevant.
The question to be answered is whether there was an absence
from duty which would cause subclause (3) of Clause 14.—
Payment of Wages of the Award to come into operation. There
was not for the reasons I have set out above. Ground 1 of the
appeal has not been made out.
I will deal with Ground 2 shortly. The appellant calls in aid
Clause 12.—Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity,
Efficiency and Flexibility of the agreement and in particular
subclause (10) of the clause. This clause requires an employee
of the appellant effected by another other dispute to comply
with any of a series of instructions which are set out in placitum
(i) to (iv) of paragraph (a) of subclause (10). Paragraph (b)
provides where the employee does not comply with instructions
there is an agreement to forfeit wages for the time not worked.
There is no comfort for the appellant in subclause (10). No
instructions of the nature set out in Clause 12(10)(a)(i-v) of
the agreement were given to the employee, the subject of the
proceeding before His Worship. On the contrary. He was
directed to report in a particular place at a particular time and
remain ready for work. Under subclause 17—Unauthorised
Absences of Clause 12 the appellant is under no obligation to
pay for hours not worked during ordinary hours unless there is
an absence authorised in accordance with the Award provisions
or an instruction from the appellant that the employee may
leave the site without loss of pay. In this case my finding as to
the true interpretation of Clause 14 of the Award does not
provide an escape for the appellant from the obligation to pay
for hours not worked is set out in paragraph (c) of subclause
17 – Unauthorised Absences. There is an obligation on the
appellant to pay the complainant because he was ready, willing
and available to work at the direction of the employer. I would
dismiss Ground 2 of the appeal.
As for Ground 3 the work of the employee, the subject of
the complaint, presented for duty as directed and remained in
readiness to work. While there was no direction under Clause
12(10) of the agreement the employee was entitled to pay. I
would dismiss Ground 3.
The appeal should be dismissed.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is
dismissed.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr D M Jones, as agent, on behalf of the
appellant
Mr C Young on behalf of the Respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
ABB Installation & Service Pty Ltd
Appellant
and
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
Respondent.
No 1836 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH.
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
19 April 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 8th day of March 1999, and having heard Mr D M
Jones, as agent, on behalf of the appellant and Mr C Young on
behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having reserved
its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being
delivered on the 19th day of April 1999 wherein it was found
that the appeal should be dismissed, it is this day, the 19th day
of April 1999, ordered that appeal No 1836 of 1998 be and is
hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

FULL BENCH—
Unions—Application for
Alteration of Rules—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Police Union of Workers
(Applicant)
No. 275 of 1999.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
29 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT:
1. This is an application by the Western Australian Police Union of Workers.
2. That body is an organisation, as that is defined in s.7
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended)
(hereinafter referred to as “the Act”), which means
that it is registered as an organisation under the Act.
3. The application is one made to alter the rules of the
abovementioned organisation, and is made pursuant
to s.62(2) of the Act, which gives jurisdiction to the
Full Bench to authorise the Registrar to register any
alteration of the rules of an organisation which relates to its name, qualification of persons for
membership, or a matter referred to in s.71(2) or (5)
of the Act. Otherwise, the Registrar is prohibited from
registering such an alteration to the rules.
4. The application herein was filed on 26 February 1999
and bears the common seal of the applicant, “The
Western Australian Police Union of Workers”.
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5. The application seeks the following—
“… the registration or alteration to the name/
rules of the organization/association particulars of which are attached hereto.”
The application also notes that—
“The alterations were proposed by the organization/association in accordance with its rules
and the Industrial Relations Act on the 29th
day of June 1998.”
In fact, the power of the Full Bench under
s.62(2) of the Act is to authorise the Registrar
to alter the rules of an organisation if an applicant organisation so satisfies the Full Bench.
6. Particulars appear in the form of copies of the rules
with proposed amendments in black print, which are
in fact gazetted in 79 WAIG 884. For convenience, I
reproduce hereunder the proposed new Rule 4 with
proposed alterations underlined. There are no other
parts of the application which are within the jurisdiction of the Full Bench. They are, in fact, within
the jurisdiction of the Registrar.
“(1) The following classes of employees of the
Western Australia Police Service shall be eligible to be members of the Union—
(a) Sworn Police Officers;
(b) Police Cadet (Recruits); and
(c) Aboriginal Police Liaison Officers
(2) The Union shall be constituted of those classes
of members specified in sub rule (1) of this
Rule and persons upon whom Life Membership of the Union has been conferred in
accordance with these Rules.
(3) Any sworn officer of the Police Service as
defined by sub rule (1) of this Rule may apply
to the Board for membership of the Union, and
the Union shall have the power to accept or
reject such applications; provided that any applicant whose application for membership is
rejected by the Board shall have the right of
appeal to the next Annual Conference of Delegates whose decision shall be final.”
7. There are no particulars, as those are prescribed in
Regulation 8(2)(c) of the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985 (as amended) (hereinafter
referred to as “the Regulations”), which require that
a Notice of Application shall, inter alia—
“have attached a written statement of claim
which clearly and concisely specifies the exact nature of the relief sought and the purpose
of the application.”
8. Pursuant to Regulation 98(1) of the Regulations, the
application has been lodged in triplicate in accordance with Form 29.
9. Regulation 98(3) of the Regulations has been complied with in that—
“(a) three printed or type-written copies of the registered rules of the organization or association
incorporating and showing in distinctive characters, each alteration of the rules of which
registration is sought;
(b) three printed or type-written copies of each
alteration;
(c) three copies of the notice given to members in
accordance with section 62(3)(b) of the Act
including a statement as to how such notice
was disseminated to members; and
(d) three copies of the resolution authorizing the
application.”
have been filed.
10. Rule 28 is the alteration of rules rule of the applicant
organisation and requires the following to occur—
(a) Should the Council or any Branch desire to
alter, amend or rescind any existing rule, or
desire to have any new rule inserted, they shall
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forward same to the General Secretary not later
than sixty (60) clear days before the Annual
conference for insertion in the Agenda Paper.
(b) There is a prohibition upon any alteration,
amendment or rescission of a rule or any adoption of a new rule unless the same appears upon
the Agenda Paper for the Annual Conference.
(c) There is a prohibition upon an amendment,
repeal, alteration or insertion of a new rule
unless the amendment, repeal, alteration or
addition, etc. has been passed and approved
by a vote of the majority of the members of
the union present in person at the Annual Conference.
(d) No such amendment, etc. is permitted to be
made unless a notice of the proposed alteration and the reasons therefor is given to
members of the union.
(e) Further, that notice must inform members that
they may object to the proposed alteration, etc.
by forwarding a written objection to the Registrar to reach him no later than fourteen days
after the date of receipt of the notice.
11. By virtue of s.62(4) of the Act, ss.55, 56 and 58(3)
apply, with such modifications as are necessary, to
and in relation to an application by an organisation
for alteration of a rule of a kind referred to in subsection 62(2) and referred to by me above.
12. The following requirements to s.55 apply, as modified—
(a) A notice of the application and a copy of the
rules of the organisation, as they relate to the
qualification of persons for membership, etc.,
and a notice that persons may object within
the time and in the manner prescribed must be
published in the Industrial Gazette. Such a
notice was published in 79 WAIG 884 and
dated 24 March 1999.
(b) The application was not listed before the Full
Bench until after the expiration of thirty days
from the date of issue of the Industrial Gazette, which date was 24 March 1999.
13. The Full Bench is required to refuse an application
such as this, unless it is satisfied as to a number of
matters (see s.55(4) of the Act). First of all, it is necessary to look at the evidence.
(i) There is a statutory declaration of the General
Secretary of the applicant, Mr Kenneth John
See, in which he declares—
(a) That the 1997 Annual Conference of
the union directed the Council to arrange and prepare a redraft of the
union’s Constitution and Rules for
presentation to the 1998 Annual Conference.
(b) The direction of the Annual Conference
was compiled with and in accordance
with Rule 28 – Alteration of Rules sub
rule (a) and the proposed rule changes
were forwarded to him prior to sixty
days before the 1998 Annual Conference held on, in part, 29 June 1998.
These were contained in the Agenda for
the Annual Conference.
(c) The proposed changes were contained
in a booklet dated 23 April 1998, containing the existing Constitution, the
proposed Constitution and an explanation of the proposed changes, which
was mailed by surface mail, according
to the Statutory Declaration, to each
member of the union to their address
as it appears in the union’s register of
members.
(d) It is not clear that that is what occurred
in relation to the Agenda.
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(e) The Agenda was, however, forwarded
in sufficient time for consideration by
delegates to the 1998 Annual Conference held on 29 June 1998, in part.
Delegates unanimously voted to accept
the proposed varied Constitution.
(f) A quorum was present.
(g) On 5 August 1998, the Annual Conference directed him to make application
to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission to amend the
Constitution and there is exhibited a
copy of the resolution.
(ii) There is exhibited the following—
(a) A copy of the 1998 Annual Conference
Agenda Paper.
(b) A copy of the motion moved by the
1998 Annual Conference, including a
roll call of delegates.
(c) A copy of the motion moved by the
Council of the union to give effect to
the motion of the Conference on 5 August 1998.
(d) There is also a copy of a letter and
schedule of proposed amendments to
Constitution and Rules contained
within the booklet forwarded to members on 23 April 1998 before the
discussion and motion moved at the
1998 Annual Conference.
(e) There is a statutory declaration by Mr
Kenneth John See that, on 25 February
1999, a copy of notice of amendment
to the Constitution and Rules, as included in this bundle of documents, was
forwarded to each member by surface
mail to their address, as that address
appears in the union’s register of members. That contains the requisite notice
of amendment and the reasons therefor.
(f) The proposed amendments in the notice are referred to in a letter of 25
February 1999. They set out the proposed amendments and the
explanations. They also advise that
there may be objections made to the
Registrar.
14. There were no objections to the alterations filed with
the Commission or otherwise notified.
15. The Rules provide for the alteration of the Rules by
reasonable notice, etc.
16. The Rules of the organisation relating to elections
for office provide for election by secret ballot and
conform with s.56(1) of the Act.
17. Reasonable steps have been taken to adequately inform the members of the intention of the organisation
to apply for registration of the proposed alterations
to the Rules of the organisation and that the members or any of them may object to the making of the
application or to those rules or any of them by forwarding a written objection to the Registrar.
18. Having regard to the structure of the organisation
and any other relevant circumstance, the members
have been afforded a reasonable opportunity to make
such an objection.
19. Because none have objected, less than 5% have certainly objected.
The Full Bench was informed by Mr R G Horton, the advocate for the applicant organisation, and I accept, that the
alterations underlined reflect the views of members employed
in the Western Australian Police Service that membership
should extend only to persons who swore an oath of office
pursuant to the Police Act 1892 (as amended). The Full Bench
was informed, and I accept, that all of the four categories of
member referred to in the new Rule 4(1), (2) and (3) are of
persons who swear an oath.
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Further, there is a deletion of the category of Police Cadet
“Junior”, which was contained in Rule 3(a)(iii), a category
which, in fact, did not exist. Further, members required the
term “Aboriginal Police Aides” to be deleted and the term
“Aboriginal Police Liaison Officers”, which is the term used,
to be inserted.
Of course, the applicant’s members wished to confine membership to “employees” of the Western Australian Police
Service to identify where they are “employed”. The question
of whether police officers are employees was raised in these
proceedings and remains an open one, as far as I am concerned.
I was satisfied that all of the relevant rules, statutory provisions and regulations had been complied with.
For those reasons, however, I was of opinion that the application should be granted.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: I have had
the opportunity to read the Hon President’s reasons for decision in draft and agree that the relevant statutory provisions
and regulations have been met. The rules of the applicant organisation should be varied pursuant to s62(2) of the Act in
accordance with the published Notice.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: I have read the reasons
for decision of His Honour the President. I agree with those
reasons and have nothing to add.
Order accordingly.
APPEARANCES: Mr Mr R G Horton, as agent, and with
him, Mr K See on behalf of the applicant.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Police Union of Workers
(Applicant)
No. 275 of 1999.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH.
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
28 April 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 27th day of April 1999, and having heard Mr R G Horton,
as agent, and with him Mr K See, on behalf of the applicant
organisation, and the Full Bench having determined that its
reasons for decision will issue at a future date, it is this day,
the 28th day of April 1999, ordered that the Registrar be and is
hereby authorised to register the alterations to the rules of the
abovementioned organisation in the following terms—
By substituting a new Rule 4(1), (2) and (3) in the following terms for the relevant portion of the existing Rule
3—
“(1) The following classes of employees of the
Western Australia Police Service shall be eligible to be members of the Union—
(a) Sworn Police Officers;
(b) Police Cadet (Recruits); and
(c) Aboriginal Police Liaison Officers
(2) The Union shall be constituted of those classes
of members specified in sub rule (1) of this
Rule and persons upon whom Life Membership of the Union has been conferred in
accordance with these Rules.
(3) Any sworn officer of the Police Service as
defined by sub rule (1) of this Rule may apply
to the Board for membership of the Union, and
the Union shall have the power to accept or
reject such applications; provided that any applicant whose application for membership is

[L.S.]
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rejected by the Board shall have the right of
appeal to the next Annual Conference of Delegates whose decision shall be final.”
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
President.

COMMISSION IN COURT
SESSION—
Awards/Agreements—
Variation of—
PORCELAIN WORKERS AWARD 1970.
No. 1 of 1970.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Fine China Pty Ltd
and
The Federated Brick, Tile and Pottery Industrial Union of
Australia (Union of Workers) Western Australian Branch.
No. 1384 of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH
COMMISSIONER P.E. SCOTT
COMMISSIONER S.J. KENNER.
22 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH: I have reached the same
conclusion as Scott C in this matter and have nothing to add.
COMMISSIONER P.E. SCOTT: This is an application to
amend the Porcelain Workers Award 1970 to delete subclause
(4) of Clause 27 – Kiln Crews of the Award. This subclause
provides—
“(4) Kiln crews will be rostered so that two continuous
shifts per day are worked over any five days of the
week. Day shift will commence at 7.00 a.m. Night
shift will commence at 7.00 p.m.”
The Applicant says that it seeks the removal of the compulsory requirement that it operate two 12 hour shifts. The matter
was referred to the Commission in Court Session to be dealt
with as a Special Case according the Wage Fixation Principles
on the basis that the parties had unsuccessfully attempted to
reach agreement regarding the matter.
A Statement of Agreed Facts, in the following terms was
filed—
“1. THE APPLICATION
1.1 Application 1384/98 is made by Aust Fine China Pty
Ltd [ACN 079 339 950] trading as Australian Fine
China (‘AFC’) to vary the Porcelain Workers Award
1970 (“the Award”) by deleting subclause (4) of
Clause 27.- Kiln Crews. This application is limited
in its effect to Kiln employees of which there are
four (4) currently employed.
1.2 The effect of the application will be to allow AFC to
roster its Kiln Crew employees on shifts of less than
12 hour duration. AFC intends to introduce roster of
8 hour shifts with payment of penalties currently prescribed by clause 7 Shift Work.
1.3 Kiln Crew members currently work a 12 hour shift
and are paid double ordinary rate for 4 hours on each
shift. See Annexure 1 (pay rates).
2. THE AWARD
2.1 AFC is bound by the Award. Clause 3.—Scope
provides—
“This Award shall apply to all workers employed
by the Respondent in the classifications described
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in Clause 13 hereof engaged in the Porcelain Ware
Manufacturing Industry.”
2.2 The Award names AFC in the schedule of respondents. It is not a common rule award.
2.3 Kiln employees are classified in Clause 13 of the
Award at Grade 4 and Grade 5.
2.5(sic) When the 1970 Award was first struck, H.L.
Brisbane and Wunderlich Pty was the only
named respondent to the award. Clause 27. Kiln
Crew was first inserted in 1980 when AFC was
not a respondent to the Award. 1547. See 60
WAIG 1547.
2.6 In 1992 AFC first appeared as a named Respondent
as a result of a company restructure and trading name
change. At this point in time AFC was a division of
Bristile Limited. See 72 WAIG 2806. Further company reorganisation has resulted in a new proprietary
company being formed on 14/06/97 (Aust Fine China
Pty Ltd) which continues to operate the business at
546 Hay Street Subiaco.
2.7 AFC is situated in Subiaco which falls within the
area described by the Award.
2.8 The Federated Brick, Tile and Pottery Industrial Union of Australia (Union of Workers) Western
Australian Branch (“the Union”) is a party to the
Award.
3. AUSTRALIAN FINE CHINA PTY LTD
3.1 The factory, warehouse and administration facilities
now operated by AFC is located at 576 Hay Street,
Subiaco WA 6008 and has been operating since 1921.
3.2 AFC is currently the only Western Australian manufacturer of porcelain products including items such
as, coffee cups, dinner sets and custom-made designs.
AFC retails and wholesales its products extensively
to national and international markets.
3.3 Product demand is largely dependent on successful
tenders and incoming orders. In recent times AFC has
experienced greater competitive pressure from international companies which have been able to tender at
significantly lower prices. Two recent examples are
the loss of the contract to provide products to the Western Australian Parliament and Defence Department.
3.4 Price competitiveness has forced the company to examine the viability of production based in WA
compared to off shore manufacturing, a decision
which would have a significant effect on local employment and Australia’s capacity and reputation for
manufacturing.
3.5 AFC currently employs a total of 145 people including 107 employees covered the Award.
3.6 Annexure 2 is the factory floor plan showing the
changes in technology in 1993 including the new intermittent kilns and fully automated kiln transfer
system, glazing machine and glost selection area.
Annexure 3 is a simplified diagram depicting the
manufacturing process.
3.7 AFC has the option of using a range of technology
and techniques in it (sic) manufacturing process including whether to operate a continuous kiln or what
is referred to as a shuttle kiln.
3.8 When the continuous kiln is in operation it remains
working 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, regardless of
whether its full operating to capacity.
3.9 Continuous kilns were operating at the time the
Award became legally binding on AFC in 1992.
4. HISTORY OF THE KILN-CREW “HOURS OF
WORK” DISPUTE
4.1 This application is made because of the perceived
need by AFC to cease operating a continuous 12 hour
shift arrangement prescribed by clause 27 and introduce 8 hour shifts or an alternative cost effective
roster. The award does not allow for Kiln Workers to
be rostered other than on a 12 hour continuous shift
for 5 days per week, demanding of Kiln Crew a total
of 60 hours work each week.
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4.2 In the 1980s the firing process was performed using
2 continuous “tunnel kilns”. One was used to do
bisquet firing and the other the glost firing which
required 2 shifts (1 x 10 hr day shift and 1 x 14 hr
night shift) rotating after 5 days on each shift.
4.3 In 1993 AFC introduced new technology and, after
discussions involving the Union, three eight (8) hour
shifts were introduced. The shift pattern proposed
by the Union (Annexure 4) was implemented.
4.4 The employees’ pay was changed to an annualised
salary due to the change in shift rosters. Employees
acknowledged this payment was for a specified purpose and indicated their willingness to accept the
change. This change occurred on 04/07/94.
4.5 In July 1995 the Kiln operators approached AFC to
seek a change of the shift pattern back to the 12 hour
shift working 4 days and having 4 days off in succession. AFC agreed to this request on the basis that
the rates of pay did not alter from the 1994 agreement. The Kiln operators then entered into an
unregistered agreement to reflect the new arrangements. (Annexure 5). The Union was not involved
in this change.
4.6 The Union challenged this unregistered agreement
in March 1998 as a result of an employee query which
has resulted in employees now being paid an additional $51.17 per week. This amount is the shortfall
between the unregistered agreement rate and the rate
payable for 12 hour shift according to the roster at
Annexure 5.
4.7 Attempts to secure a formal agreement with employees and the union regarding the arrangement of hours
have failed.
4.8 Annexure 6 reflects the current agreement for the 12
hour roster but requires employees to work an average of 42 hours per week instead of requirement of
60 hours per week. Employees receive $35,282.52
pa for this roster.”
There are five annexures to this Statement, however it is not
necessary to recite those annexures here.
The matter was heard by the Commission in Court Session
on 16 November 1998. When the hearing was almost concluded, it became clear that there was a strong possibility that
the parties might be able to reach agreement on a compromise
approach suggested by the Applicant. The Commission in Court
Session adjourned briefly to enable the parties to explore that
possibility. Following the adjournment, the Commission was
advised by the Applicant that the parties could come to an
agreement based on what was referred to as the “1995 agreement” which was reflected in annexure 5 to the Statement of
Agreed Facts and also in Exhibit B. This would provide a compromise from the Applicant’s desired position but it also
involved the Respondent in compromise. The Applicant foreshadowed that, not withstanding the likelihood of agreement
based on that compromise position, it may still pursue the award
amendment and ask the Commission in Court Session to consider the case already put to it. The Respondent advised that
there was an agreement to the compromise position, however
it opposed any further moves to amend the Award.
The hearing was adjourned on the basis that the parties would
finalise their agreement with a view to entering into an Enterprising Bargaining Agreement to be registered by the
Commission.
On 29 January 1999, the Commission registered AG 281 of
1998 (79 WAIG 397) which dealt with, amongst other things,
the issues before the Commission in Court Session.
On 5 March 1999, the Commission in Court Session received
a written submission from the Applicant, maintaining its original position of seeking to delete Clause 27(4) of the Award.
This submission summarised the evidence which had been
presented to the Commission in Court Session in November
1998. The final part of the submission noted that—
“An Enterprise Agreement (AG 281 of 1998) has been
registered giving effect to the preference of the employees (12-hour shifts, 42 hours per week) as represented by
Mr Bainbridge. This agreement does make some cost savings by rostering 42 hours rather than 60 hours per
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employee per week. The Agreement merely reflects an
informal agreement reached between the company and
its employees in their attempt to defeat the award prescription. The agreement does not however allow for the
flexibility for working kiln employees less than 24 hours
per day to suit production demand. Maintaining the existing award provision will also create an artificial and
irrelevant award safety net from which enterprise bargaining might be pursued in the future.
Regardless of the outcomes from this agreement the Commission has heard evidence of the inefficiencies and cost
impact created by this outdated provision. The Commission is obliged by its own wage fixing principles to
continue the application of the Structural Efficiency Principle. The Award and the Commission must be responsive
to the need for industry to gain maximum efficiency.”
On the 15 March 1999, the Respondent provided its written
response to the Applicant’s written submission. It says that
the existing award wages and conditions form the safety net
underpinning enterprise bargaining and that the integrity of
this safety net ought to be maintained. Any changes at the
workplace should be made through discussion according to
the Wage Fixation Principles.
I have considered the evidence and the submissions made
by the parties and the course that this matter has taken. In
particular, I have considered those things in the context of the
Wage Fixation Principles. The most recent Statement of Principles (78 WAIG 2579 @ 2584) identifies the central role of
enterprise bargaining in the process. The objectives of the wage
system are clear. They are—
• “to encourage and promote enterprise bargaining
within the framework of the award system with existing wages and conditions in the relevant award/s
providing a safety net of wages and conditions;
• to develop a system in which priority is on the parties at an enterprise level to take responsibility for
their own industrial relations affairs and reach agreement appropriate to their enterprise;
• to promote enterprise bargaining by making award
adjustments compatible with an incentive for bargaining; and
• to continue the application of structural efficiency considerations consistent with State Wage Cases since
September 1988, including the Minimum Rates Adjustment, the implementation of measure to improve
efficiency of industry and to provide employees with
access to more varied, fulfilling and better paid jobs.”
Section 2 – Enterprise Bargaining provides—
“Consistent with the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”), the Commission will promote
and facilitate enterprise bargaining by conciliation and
where necessary by issuing orders pursuant to section 32
and section 44 of the Act.
The Commission will generally not arbitrate in favour of
claims above and below the safety net of award wages
and conditions. The Commission will arbitrate at the invitation of the parties engaged in enterprise bargaining,
in which case the Commission’s decision should be incorporated into an agreement. That position will be
established before the arbitration is commenced.
Where parties to enterprise bargaining remain in disagreement and there is no prospect of agreement being reached
then, where appropriate and consistent with the Act, the
Commission will arbitrate. However, the Commission will
have recourse to arbitration only as a last resort.
When a matter is to be determined by arbitration other
than at the invitation of the parties, it shall be referred to
the Chief Commissioner as a Special Case for him to decide whether it is to be dealt with by a Commission in
Court Session or a single Commissioner.”
Section 3 – Role of Arbitration and the Award System provides that the Commission will generally not arbitrate in favour
of claims to vary award wages and conditions, and that the
existing award conditions form the safety net underpinning
enterprise bargaining.
All of these aspects of the Statement of Principles are significant in this case. As noted earlier, the background to this
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case involves the Applicant’s desire and, indeed, need to increase productivity and reduce the cost of its operation. In
today’s climate of competitiveness, and bearing in the mind
the evidence of the competitive forces bearing on the Applicant, this is not an extraordinary situation. It is a responsible
approach for the Applicant to take, to attempt to reduce those
costs and to increase its efficiency. The evidence indicates that
the Applicant has previously entered into arrangements which,
although contrary to the award, were acceptable to its employees. It also sought to make further changes in its
employment arrangements and in the application of technology. Where the Applicant experiences difficulties in addressing
its needs through enterprise bargaining then it is appropriate
to bring those needs to the Commission for arbitration, as a
last resort.
However, the situation before the Commission in Court Session is not one of last resort. During the course of the hearing,
the parties were able to reach an agreement, albeit a compromise on the Applicant’s ultimate goal but nonetheless, an
agreement on a means of providing relief to the Applicant in
the difficulties it is experiencing. Having entered into that
agreement, it is no longer appropriate for the Applicant to seek
to have this Commission arbitrate on a matter on which it has
compromised and to have the Commission effectively override the agreement reached by the parties. To enter into an
agreement at the same time as seeking to have the agreement
overridden is contrary to the spirit and intent of the Statement
of Principles, in that it seeks to supplant the parties’ agreement with arbitration. What the Applicant now asks the
Commission to do is the same as a union claiming increases in
wages above the wages agreed during enterprise bargaining
negotiations, after the EBA has been registered. Such a claim
is hardly likely to be supported by the Commission. I could
not endorse such an approach being taken by the Applicant in
this case as it seeks to undermine the essence of the Wage
Fixation Principles’ focus on enterprise bargaining as the principal and desirable means of setting wages and conditions of
employment at the workplace.
Accordingly the application should be dismissed.
COMMISSIONER S. J. KENNER: I have read the reasons
for decision of Scott C in this matter. I agree with those reasons and that the application be dismissed.
The focus of the wage fixation system is on bargaining at
the enterprise level. The June 1998 State Wage Case and the
principles arising therefrom ((1998) 78 WAIG 2579)(“the Principles”) reaffirmed the focus of the system of wage fixation in
this State on enterprise bargaining and the role of the Commission in promoting and facilitating enterprise bargaining,
with the registration of enterprise agreements as industrial
agreements pursuant to s.41 of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 (“the Act”), being the appropriate manner of formal regulation contemplated by the Principles.
Furthermore, the Principles place a limitation upon the Commission’s arbitral role in enterprise bargaining. The
Commission will only arbitrate where invited to do so by the
parties or alternatively, when there is no prospect of an agreement being reached in a case where it is appropriate and
consistent with the Act, and only as a last resort. It is also a
requirement of the Principles that the Commission will generally not arbitrate in favour of claims above and below the safety
net of award wages and conditions. That being the focus, it is
entirely consistent with that focus for the parties to these proceedings to have entered into an enterprise agreement, formally
reflected as an industrial agreement, pursuant to s.41 of the
Act. The applicant’s need to introduce greater flexibility, to
increase productivity and reduce costs, is ideally achieved
through the enterprise bargaining process. Any further issues
that the applicant has in relation to achieving greater flexibility, consistent with the present application, are matters properly
the subject of further enterprise bargaining between the parties.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH: The application is therefore dismissed.
Order accordingly.
Appearances: Ms C. Brown on behalf of the applicant.
Mr J. Bainbridge on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Fine China Pty Ltd
and
The Federated Brick, Tile and Pottery Industrial Union of
Australia (Union of Workers) Western Australian Branch.
No. 1384 of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH
COMMISSIONER P.E. SCOTT
COMMISSIONER S.J. KENNER.
22 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C. Brown on behalf of the applicant and
Mr J. Bainbridge on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commission in Court Session.

was alleged that the learned Magistrate erred in law and fact
in misconstruing the rationale in the Centurion Industries Case
(AFMEPKIU v Centurion Industries Ltd 77 WAIG 319 (FB))
to conclude that offsetting an over award payment cannot occur.
Finally, it was alleged that the Industrial Magistrate erred in
not giving sufficient weight to the mitigating circumstances
presented by the defendant in determining the level of fines
imposed for each breach.
A warrant has been issued for the enforcement of the order.
However, it has not yet been executed.
The appeal itself is listed for hearing on 16 March 1999
(next Tuesday). There were oral assertions from the bar table,
on behalf of the applicant, but no evidence adduced. The
allegations were to the effect that Mr Letari, a Director of the
respondent, was of opinion that it would be hard to recover
the proceeds of the order once the same were in the hands of
Mr Sammut. Ms Harrison asserted that there was no evidence
to this effect, and there was none other than the challenged
assertion from the bar table. (Indeed, no evidence, oral or
documentary, was adduced by either side.)
Ms Harrison undertook that the respondent organisation
would refund the amount of the penalty ordered to be repaid
to it in the event that the appeal was successful.
There were fifty-six allegations of breach of the award as
alleged in the complaint proven. Ms Laferla also submitted
that the amount so far unpaid could be paid into a trust account
pending the hearing and determination of the appeal.

PRESIDENT—
Matters dealt with—

PRINCIPLES
The principles which apply to applications for the grant of a
stay are well known, and I will not reiterate them in detail
here. Suffice it to say, they were most recently expressed in
Gawooleng Dawang Inc v Lupton and Others 72 WAIG 1310
at 1311.
It is for the applicant to establish, on the balance of
probabilities, those facts on which it asserts that the order
should be made.
First, let me observe that it has not been established that the
balance of convenience lies with the applicant, because there
is no evidence that the amount, if paid, is irrecoverable. In the
case of penalty, there is an undertaking by the respondent
organisation that the amount of the penalty will be returned.
The amount conceded to be underpaid has now been paid. There
was a delay in paying that amount, in relation to which an
explanation has been made.
As to the remaining amount of the underpayment ordered to
be made, it has not been established that that is practically
irrecoverable or difficult to recover, and there was a significant
delay in this application being brought and listed for hearing.
The balance of convenience lies with the respondent and its
member not being further deprived of the fruits of “litigation”.
As to whether there is a serious issued to be tried, nothing
was said, given that His Worship expressly referred to
mitigating factors to support any submission that there was a
serious issue to be tried as to the amount of the penalties
imposed.
Further, nothing was submitted to me of sufficient cogency
as a matter of law, to persuade me that there was a serious
issue to be tried on the other grounds of appeal, and, in
particular, that the principle in AFMEPKIU v Centurion
Industries Ltd (op cit) should not apply.
Having regard to s.26(1)(a) and (c) of the Act and those
factors and principles which I have mentioned, there is nothing
established sufficiently, or at all, to persuade me that the
respondent and, through it, Mr Sammut, should be deprived
of the fruits of its “judgment”, in the proper exercise of my
discretion.
I would dismiss the application.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Toscana WA Pty Ltd
Applicant
and
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
Respondent.
No 206 of 1999.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
15 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an application by the abovenamed
applicant pursuant to s.49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”),
whereby the applicant sought a stay of the operation of a
decision of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court at Perth made on
17 December 1998.
By that decision, His Worship imposed a penalty for breaches
of an award which he found proven. The penalty amounted to
$950.00. He also ordered that the defendant employer pay costs
of $76.30. Further, His Worship ordered payment of an amount
which he found had been underpaid to the employee concerned,
Mr John Sammut. The amount concerned was $5,440.29.
The Notice of Appeal was filed on 6 January 1999. The
application for a stay was filed on 17 February 1999.
By the application, which was opposed, the applicant
employer sought a stay of that part of the Industrial Court’s
decision which relates to amounts ordered to be paid in respect
of—
“(a) Fines totalling $950.00
(b) Underpayment of wages totalling $2268.63 which
were ordered to be paid for Rostered Days Off, Overtime, Pay in Lieu of Notice and waiting time.”
The complaint contained in the grounds of appeal was on
the basis that the Industrial Court erred in its interpretation of
the award and the entitlements which it conferred. Further, it
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Toscana WA Pty Ltd
Applicant
and
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
Respondent.
No 206 of 1999.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.
12 March 1999.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before me on the 12th
day of March 1999, and having heard Ms S Laferla, as agent,
on behalf of the applicant and Ms J Harrison on behalf of the
respondent, and having reserved my decision on the matter,
and, having determined that my reasons for decision will issue
at a future date, it is this day, the 12th day of March 1999,
ordered that application No 206 of 1999 be and is hereby
dismissed.
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for—
ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 62 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Association for the Blind of Western Australia Inc
and
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers).
No. AG 62 of 1999.
28 April 1999.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 62 OF 1999
HAVING heard Mr M. O’Connor on behalf of the first named
party and Ms C. Thomas on behalf of the second named party;
and
WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the
Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the
aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Association for the Blind
of Western Australia Enterprise Agreement 1999, filed in
the Commission on 1 April 1999 and as subsequently
amended by the parties, by hand, and signed by me for
identification, be and is hereby registered as an Industrial
Agreement.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be referred to as the Association for
the Blind of Western Australia Enterprise Agreement 1999.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Application of Agreement
Relationship To Parent Award
Objective
Productivity and Efficiency measures
6.1 Hours of Work
6.2 Long Service Leave
6.3 Short/Bereavement Leave
6.4 Study Leave
6.5 Family Leave
6.6 Redundancy
6.7 Commitment
Avoidance and Resolution of Industrial Disputes,
Questions and Difficulties
Salary Rates
Superannuation
No Precedent
Period of Operation and Renewal
No Extra Claims
Number of Employees
Schedule A—Salary Rates

3.—APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to the single bargaining unit
comprising Association for the Blind of Western Australia Inc.
and all employees who are engaged in any of the occupations
or callings specified in the award referred to in Clause 4. hereof,
and replaces AG 186 of 1996.
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction
with the Salaried Officers (Association for the Blind of Western
Australia) Award 1996, hereinafter referred to as “the Award”,
but where the terms of this Agreement are inconsistent with
the Award, the terms of this Agreement shall prevail.
5.—OBJECTIVE
This Agreement is designed to provide an appropriate pay
benefit for employees in recognition of their continuing
contribution and agreement to the productivity efficiency
measures outlined in the Agreement.
6.—PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY MEASURES
6.1 Hours of Work
Flexibility for Employees and Employers—
Subject to the following, at the mutual consent of employer and employee, both parties may agree in writing
to an employee working hours outside the spread of ordinary hours in which case the employer shall not be liable
to pay any shift allowances, including weekend shift allowances, which, but for such agreement, would be
payable.
(a) Such agreement may be initiated and for the convenience of either employee or employer and must
not be either directly or indirectly reached as a result
of any direction or pressure from either party.
(b) The agreement will clearly set out the hours arrangement to be worked.
(c) Any hours worked, at the request of the employer,
outside the parameters set out in the agreement shall
be deemed to be overtime.
(d) The employee may withdraw from the special arrangements at any time by advising the employer in
writing.
(e) The employer may withdraw from the special arrangements at any time by advising the employee in
writing.
(f) Where the arrangement is withdrawn by either party
the employee will revert to the normal working hours
and arrangements for their work area and shall be
paid accordingly.
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6.2 Long Service Leave
At the request of the employee and with the agreement of
the employer an employee faced with pressing personal needs
may be paid in lieu of taking a portion of accrued long service
leave.
6.3 Short Leave/Bereavement Leave
(1) The employer may upon sufficient cause being shown,
grant an employee leave of absence not exceeding two
consecutive working days, but any leave of absence granted
under the provisions of this clause shall not exceed, in the
aggregate, three working days in any one calendar year.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1), in
accordance with the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act,
1993, on the death of an employee’s—
(a) spouse or defacto spouse,
(b) child, step child, grandchild
(c) parent, step parent, parents-in-law, grandparent
(d) brother, sister, or
(e) any other person who, immediately before that person’s death, lived with the employee as a member of
the employee’s family,
the employee is entitled to paid bereavement leave of up to
three days. The three days need not be consecutive and shall
not be granted during a period of any other kinds of leave.
(3) Reasonable additional bereavement leave may be granted
where an employee has assumed significant responsibility for
the arrangements to do with the ceremonies resulting from the
death; or where cultural obligations necessitate a longer period
of bereavement leave.
6.4 Study Leave
(1) Where an employee is engaged in a course of study which
is relevant to his/her profession or work, time off without
deduction of pay may be approved as follows—
(a) to attend classes, lectures, or tutorials
- up to 2 hours per week;
(b) to prepare for examinations
- up to 2 days per year
(c) to attend final examinations
- the day of the examination
(2) Approval may be given for additional time off during
working hours provided a mutually acceptable arrangement is
made between the employee and employer for that time to be
made up.
6.5 Family Leave
(1) An employee with responsibilities in relation to either
members of their immediate family or members of their
household who need their care and support shall be entitled to
use up to 5 days per year sick leave entitlement to provide care
and support for such persons when they are ill or incapacitated.
(2) The employee shall, if required, establish by production
of a medical certificate or statutory declaration, the illness or
incapacitation of the person concerned.
(3) The entitlement to sick leave in accordance with this
subclause is subject to—
(a) the employee being responsible for the care of the
person concerned; and
(b) the person concerned being either—
(i) a member of the employee’s immediate family; or
(ii) a member of the employee’s household.
(iii) the term “immediate family” includes a spouse,
defacto spouse, child, step child, parent,
brother, sister, grandparent or grandchild of
the employee or spouse of the employee.
(4) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the
employer notice prior to the absence of the intention to take
leave, the name of the person requiring care and their
relationship to the employee, the reasons for taking such leave
and estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable for the
employee to give prior notice of absence, the employee shall
notify the employer by telephone of such absence at the first
opportunity on the day of absence.
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(5) Family leave is not cumulative from year to year.
6.6 Redundancy
(1) In this clause “redundancy” means a situation where the
employee’s employment is liable to be terminated by the
employer, the termination being attributable, wholly or mainly,
to the fact the employee’s position is, or will become
superfluous to the needs of the employer.
(2) The employer is committed to utilising its employees,
who are its major resource, to the best advantage and shall
consider all reasonable alternatives to redundancy, eg reduced
hours, appointment to a lower position, transfer to another type
of position.
(3) In the event of redundancy an employee shall be given
the following notice of termination of employment—
(a) Up to the completion of 3 years
continuous service
2 weeks
(b) 3 years and up to the completion of
5 years continuous service
3 weeks
(c) 5 years and over continuous service
5 weeks
(d) In addition, employees over forty-five years of age
at the time of the giving of the notice, with no less
than two years continuous service, shall be entitled
to an additional week’s notice.
(4) Payment in lieu of notice shall be made if the appropriate
notice period is not given. Provided that employment may be
terminated by part of the period of notice specified and part
payment in lieu thereof.
(5) In addition to the period of notice, the employee shall be
entitled to the following redundancy payments—
Period of Continuous Service
Redundancy Pay
Less than 1 year
Nil
1 year but less than 2 years
1 week
2 years but less than 3 years
3 weeks
3 years but less than 4 years
5 weeks
4 years but less than 5 years
7 weeks
5 years but less than 6 years
9 weeks
6 years but less than 10 years
1 weeks additional
pay for each additional year of service
Thereafter
2 weeks additional
pay for each additional year of service.
Provided that the maximum redundancy payment under this
clause shall not exceed 45 weeks salary.
(6) For the purpose of this clause continuity of service shall
not be broken on account of—
(a) any absence from work on account of personal sickness or accident for which an employee is entitled to
claim sick pay as prescribed by this Award, or on
account of leave lawfully granted by the employer;
or
(b) any absence on approved leave without pay.
Provided that in the calculation of continuous service under
this subclause any time in respect of which an employee is
absent from work except time for which an employee is entitled
to claim annual leave, sick pay, long service leave and public
holidays as prescribed by the Agreement shall not count as
time worked.
(7) All compensation and other payments made pursuant to
this clause shall be calculated at the employee’s ordinary
weekly hours (excluding overtime) as at the date notice or
redundancy is given.
(8) If requested by the employee, the employer shall provide
at the employer’s expense, professional out placement advice.
(9) During the period of notice of termination of employment,
an employee whose employment is to be terminated by reason
of redundancy, shall, for the purpose of being interviewed for
further employment, be entitled to be absent from work for a
maximum of eight ordinary hours without deduction of pay.
The employer is entitled to reasonable proof that the employee
has sought the leave for this purpose.
(10) This clause shall not apply where employment is
terminated as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant
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dismissal, casual employees, or employees engaged for a
specific period of time or for a specified task or tasks.
6.7 Commitment
Employees under this Agreement give an ongoing
commitment to maintaining and promoting the culture and
ethos of the Association for the Blind, and to pursuing the
maintenance and continuous improvement of a high quality
service to its customers/clients/patients/members.
7.—AVOIDANCE AND RESOLUTION OF INDUSTRIAL
DISPUTES, QUESTIONS AND DIFFICULTIES
Any disputes, questions or difficulties arising under this
Agreement shall be settled in accordance with the procedures
outlined in Clause 34—Dispute Settlement Procedures of the
Award.
8.—SALARY RATES
8.1 Subject to the provisions of this clause the following
adjustments shall be made to the salaries of employees covered
by this Agreement—
8.2 The salary rates set out in Schedule A hereof are to be
adjusted in accordance with any award safety net adjustments
effective after the date of registration and during the life of
this Agreement.
8.3 An employee shall be appointed to a classification and
subject to the performance appraisal requirements referred to
in point 4. of Schedule C of the Award, shall continue to receive
increments applicable to that classification.
9.—SUPERANNUATION
9.1 The employer shall contribute on behalf of the employee
in accordance with the requirements of the Superannuation
Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 of the Commonwealth
(the SGA Act).
9.2 The employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying
superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions may
be made by or in respect of the employee.
9.3 The employer shall notify the employee of his/ her
entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation fund or
scheme.
9.4 The employee and the employer shall be bound by the
nomination of the employee unless the employee and the
employer agree to change the complying superannuation fund
or scheme to which contributions are to be made.
9.5 The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a
change of complying superannuation fund or scheme requested
by an employee.
9.6 Contributions to the nominated fund shall be paid
monthly.
9.7 Contributions shall continue to be paid on behalf of an
employee in receipt of payments under the Workers
Compensation and Assistance Act.
Salary Sacrifice
9.8 (a) An employee may elect in writing to receive a
superannuation benefit in lieu of part of the salary to which
he/she is otherwise entitled under this Agreement.
(b) The salary sacrifice arrangement shall remain in force
until terminated by mutual agreement or by either the employer
or the employee providing one calendar months notice of
intention to terminate the arrangement.
10.—NO PRECEDENT
This Agreement is applicable only to the parties named herein
and it shall not be used in any manner whatsoever to obtain
similar arrangements or benefits in any other plant or enterprise.
11.—PERIOD OF OPERATION AND RENEWAL
11.1 This Agreement shall apply for 18 months from the
date of registration of this Agreement by the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
11.2 The parties agree that negotiations for a further
Agreement shall commence at least three months prior to its
expiry.
11.3 The Parties to this Agreement acknowledge that on the
expiry of this Agreement, if a subsequent Agreement has not
been reached or finalised at that date, the conditions herein
shall remain in force for a further period of 3 months, at which
time if an Agreement has not been achieved, either party has
the right to retire from this Agreement.
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12.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
There shall be no extra salary claims for the life of this
Agreement, except where consistent with decisions of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission that
reflect State Wage Decisions requiring general application.
13.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
There are an estimated 90 employees covered by the
provisions of this Agreement as at the date of registration.
SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
For and on Behalf of—
Association for the Blind of Western Australia Inc
(Signed Dr M. Crowley)
9/3/99
.
Chief Executive Officer
Date
Hospital Salaried Officers Association
(Signed D. Hill)
30/3/99 .
Secretary
Date
(Signed M. Hartland)
30/3/99 .
President
Date
SCHEDULE A—SALARY RATES
(1) Salary Rates—
Level
Level 1 under 17 years of age
17 years of age
18 years of age
19 years of age
20 years of age
21 years of age 1st year of service
22 years of age 2nd year of service
23 years of age 3rd year of service
24 years of age 4th year of service
Level 2

$
11738
13708
16001
18521
20800
22847
23501
24151
24799
25450
26101
26850
27368
28133
Level 3
29037
29755
30539
31788
Level 4
32442
33423
34431
35863
Level 5
36609
37634
38689
39774
Level 6
41865
43417
45621
Level 7
46801
48296
49844
Level 8
52107
53962
Level 9
56769
58722
Level 10
60860
64299
Level 11
67045
69863
Level 12
73668
76255
79206
(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level
1, may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not on age.
(b) A Medical Typist or Medical Secretary shall be paid
a medical terminology allowance of $1000.00 per
annum.
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For the purposes of this subclause “Medical Typist” and
“Medical Secretary” shall mean those workers classified on a
classification equivalent to Level 1, 2 or 3 who spend at least
50% of their time typing from tapes, shorthand and/or Doctor’s
notes of case histories, summaries, reports or similar material
involving a broad range of medical terminology.
(2) Salaries—Specified Callings and Other Professionals
(a) Employees, who possess a relevant tertiary level
qualifications, or equivalent as agreed between the Union and
the employers, and who are employed in the callings of
Architect, Audiologist, Bio Engineer, Chemist, Dietitian,
Engineer, Medical Scientist, Librarian, Occupational Therapist,
Orthoptist, Physiotherapist, Physicist, Pharmacist, Clinical
Psychologist, Psychologist, Research Officer, Scientific
Officer, Social Worker, Speech Pathologist, Podiatrist, Medical
Imaging Technologist, Nuclear Medicine Technologist,
Radiation Therapist, or any other professional calling as agreed
between the Union and employers, shall be entitled to Annual
Salaries as follows—
Level
$
Level 3/5
29037
30539
32442
34431
37634
39774
Level 6
41865
43417
45621
Level 7
46801
48296
49844
Level 8
52107
53962
Level 9
56769
58722
Level 10
60860
64299
Level 11
67045
69863
Level 12
73668
76255
79206
(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause, on appointment
or promotion to the Level 3/5 under this subclause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved three
academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their
calling, shall commence at the first year increment;
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved four
academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their
calling, shall commence at the second year increment;
(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved Masters or PhD Degree relevant to their calling shall
commence on the third year increment;
Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary level
qualification after appointment shall not be entitled to any
advanced progression through the range.
(c) The employer and union shall be responsible for
determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for
appointment for the callings covered by this subclause and
shall maintain a manual setting out such qualifications.
(d) The employer in allocating levels pursuant to Subclause
(2) of this Schedule may determine a commencing salary above
Level 3/5 for a particular calling/s.
(3) Annual salary increments shall be subject to the
employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding twelve
months which shall be assessed according to an agreed form
of performance appraisal.
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BLACKADDER FORMWORK INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 37 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Hemlec Pty Ltd t/a Blackadder Formwork.
AG 37 of 1999.
Blackadder Formwork Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
13 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Blackadder Formwork Industrial Agreement
as filed in the Commission on 9 March 1999 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Blackadder Formwork
Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation
Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and
Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Hemlec Pty Ltd
trading as Blackadder Formwork (hereinafter referred to as
the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
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be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately sixteen (16) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of Ordinary Time
earnings, whichever is the greater.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than six
tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
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13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
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17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
(Signed)
Common Seal
Date: 25/2/99
(Signed)
Witness
CMETU
(Signed)
Common Seal
Date: 25/2/99
(Signed)
Witness
The Company:
Hemlec Pty Ltd
(Signed)
Common Seal
ACN 085 537 015 Date: 23/2/99
Trading as
G.HEARN
Blackadder
(Signed)
Formwork
Witness
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of
1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
16.12
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
17.82
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
17.42
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
17.80
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
17.93

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
17.05
19.58

Bricklayer
Refractory
Bricklayer
Stonemason
Rooftiler
Marker/Setter Out
Special Class T

17.22
16.92
17.72
17.95
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1 February 1 August
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
17.52
17.75
20.12
20.38
17.70
17.38
18.21
18.45

17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of
1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

Painter, Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY
AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
(a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
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(b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
(c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner
(d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be
transferred/dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously
affected.
(e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
(f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection of this
program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
(a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
(b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
(c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in
lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of rates
relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the use of explosive powered tools which will be
payable to an employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.85
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
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4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.l3m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over $59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the PerthFremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road, Kings
Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through
to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement,
the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will
be deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For
example, the eastem side of Havelock Street will be in the
‘CBD” and the western side of Havelock Street shall be in
“West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean the
value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of the
principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
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include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being—
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%
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CAPE MODERN WORKSHOP EMPLOYEES’
AGREEMENT.
AG 254 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Cape Modern Pty Ltd.
AG 254 of 1998.
Cape Modern Workshop Employees’ Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
13 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Anderton as agent on behalf of the
applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the
respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the Cape Modern Workshop Employees’ Agreement as filed in the Commission on 20 November 1998
be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
CAPE MODERN ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1998
CAPE MODERN WORKSHOP EMPLOYEES’
AGREEMENT
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Cape
Modern Workshop Employees’ Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Application of Agreement
Parties Bound
Scope of Coverage
Date and Period of Operation
Relationship To Parent Award
Resolution of Disputes
Rates of Pay
Income Protection Insurance
Sick Leave
Superannuation
Allowances
Termination and Redundancy
Boots and Protective Clothing
Right of Entry
Trade Union Training Leave
Union Meeting on Local Issues
Aims and Objectives
Training and Skills Development
No Extra Claims Commitment
Signatories to the Agreement
Appendix “A” Wage Rates

3.—APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement shall regulate the rates of pay and define
conditions of employment of Cape Modern Employees
employed in the Perth Workshop, engaged in Manufacture,
Maintenance, Construction and modification shutdown work,
as defined by the Metal Trades (General) Award.
4.—PARTIES BOUND
(a) Cape Modern Pty Ltd of 376 Victoria Road, Malaga,
WA 6090; and
(b) Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch.
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5—SCOPE OF COVERAGE
The Union party to this agreement has exclusive coverage
of all mechanical tradespersons and non-tradespersons engaged
in engineering construction, fabrication assembly and shut
down work performed by Cape Modern workshop employees
6.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
The operation of this agreement will commence on the first
pay period 1 November, 1998 and will remain in force for a
period of 2 years and the parties have agreed to renegotiate
this agreement no later than the 1 August 2000.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
Parties to this agreement will abide by the Metal Trades
(General) Award Part 2. The parties acknowledge that all
matters relating to Award Interpretation will read the Award
as it stands at 1 November 1998. Where there is any
inconsistency between the Metal Trades (General) Award and
this agreement the terms of this agreement shall apply.
8.—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
The parties to this agreement undertake to eliminate industrial
disputation by strict adherence to the following procedure—
(a) Where a question, dispute or difficulty arises, the
employee concerned or his/her Shop Steward shall
initially discuss the matter with their immediate Supervisor.
(b) If the question, dispute or difficulty is still unresolved
by the discussion referred to in subclause (a) hereof,
the employee together with his/her Shop Steward and
their Supervisor shall discuss and attempt to resolve
the dispute with the Project Manager.
(c) Where the foregoing discussions fail to resolve the
matter of concern, it shall be referred to a Senior
Management representative and the relevant union
organiser, at which stage the parties shall then initiate steps to resolve the grievance as soon as possible.
(d) While the steps in subclauses (a), (b) and (c) hereof
are being followed, industrial action shall not be
taken.
(e) If the question, dispute or difficulty remains unresolved, either party may refer the matter to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission,
provided that any party reserves the right to refer an
issue to the Commission at any time, subject to the
parties making reasonable attempts to resolve the
issue before referring the issue to the Commission.
(f) The parties will give each other the earliest possible
advice of any problem which may give rise to a grievance or dispute.
(g) The employer will ensure that all practices applied
during the operation of the procedure are in accordance with safe working principles and consistent with
established project custom and practices.
(h) At all stages of this process, the emphasis shall be
on a negotiated settlement at the project level.
9.—RATES OF PAY
In specific acknowledgement of the productivity and
efficiency enhancements targeted with the successful operation
of this Certified Agreement and a continued commitment from
all parties, wage rates of employees covered by this agreement
shall be increased by a total of 15% across the term of this
agreement. Such increases will be granted in installments as
detailed in subclause (a) of the clause. The parties agree that
the employer will not engage any person on flat rates of pay or
any form of sub contracting.
(a) WAGE STRUCTURE; All purpose rate per week (38
Ordinary Hours)
Column 1: Paid 5% increase effective from the first full
pay period on or after 1 November, 1998.
Column 2: Paid 2.5% increase in the first full pay period
on or after 6 months from the operative date.
Column 3: Paid 5% increase in the first full pay period on
or after 12 months from the operative date.
Column 4: Paid 2.5% increase in the first full pay period
on or after 18 months from the operative date.
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(b) CLASSIFICATION INDENTIFICATION
Level 1: Workshop Trades Assistants and Laggers up to 6
months’ experience.
Level 2: Experienced Laggers
Level 3A: 2nd Class Sheetmetal Workers
Level 3B: 2nd Class Multi-Skilled Employees
Level 4: Tradespersons
Level 5: Experienced Tradespersons
Level 6A: Multi Tradespersons
Level 6B: Supervisory Employees
10.—INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE
The company shall have an insurance policy in place that
provides all permanent employees covered under the
maintenance agreement with twenty-four hour income
protection insurance, effective from the date of ratification of
this EBA by the State Industrial Commission.
This income protection insurance will include—
• Weekly Sickness: 100% of person’s average income
or $1500 whichever is the lesser for 104 weeks. Excess Period 7 days.
• Weekly Injury: 100% of person’s average income or
$1500 whichever is the lesser for 104 weeks. Excess
Period 7 days.
• Personal Liability: Limit of Liability = $5,000,000.
• Top up Workers Compensation: Up to 90% of income.
11.—SICK LEAVE
Sick leave entitlements accrued as Metal Trades Award i.e.
10 days per year. When an employee has accrued a bank of
100 hours of sick leave entitlements Cape Modern will pay
out on an annual basis sick leave entitlements according to the
following table—
Sick days
Days paid
Days accrued
taken per year
out per year
per year
0
5
5
1
4
5
2
3
5
3
2
5
4
1
5
5-10
0
5-0
12.—SUPERANNUATION
(1) Subject to the terms of this clause Cape Modern undertakes to make contributions to Construction and Building
Superannuation Scheme at a minimum rate of forty (40) dollars per employee per week and in accordance with the
Superannuation Guarantee Act.
(2) The employer shall notify employees of their right to
choose as to which complying Fund their superannuation is
contributed to.
(3) If an employee nominates a superannuation fund other
than that in (1) the employer and the employee are bound by
the employee’s nominated choice unless they agree to a change
which the employer shall not unreasonably refuse.
13.—ALLOWANCES
(a) Site: This provision provides for an allowance to be paid
on all projects throughout the State at a flat rate per hour as
negotiated. Where no site allowance is in place an interim allowance of $2.50 will be paid till the project agreement is
finalised.
(b) Travel: Employees who on any day are required by Cape
Modern to report directory to the job shall be paid in accordance with the Metal Trades (General) Award plus $6.15 daily
allowance money.
14.—TERMINATION AND REDUNDANCY
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 14 of
the Metal Trades (General) Award, Part 2.
15.—BOOTS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
All employees so entitled under this clause shall be issued
with protective clothing and or/safety footwear as described
hereunder. Employees’ protective clothing and or/safety footwear are issued on a fair wear and tear basis. The Employer as
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evidence must sight all worn items before replacement will be
made.
All protective clothing and boots shall be of a standard acceptable to the Union and Cape Modern and manufactured in
Australia where possible and practical. Protective clothing shall
be cotton.
Under no circumstances will monies be paid in lieu of any
issue.
(a) Issue To New Employees
(i) The employer shall provide after a one month probation
period to the employees, free of charge, an initial issue of one
(1) pair of safety boots/footwear and two (2) pairs of long
trousers or other substituted protective clothing (overalls) as
is agreed between the employer and their employees, that is
suitable to their trade or discipline.
(ii) Further protective clothing will be issued to each employee on a fair wear and tear basis.
16.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
On notifying the employer or the employer’s representative,
the Secretary or any authorised officer of a Union party to this
agreement shall have the right to visit any job at any time
when work is being carried on by a Union member(s), whether
during or outside the ordinary working hours and to interview
the employees covered by this agreement, provided that the
secretary or any authorised officer does not unduly interfere
with the work in progress.
17.—TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
Elected Shop Stewards shall be allowed 5 days’ paid
leave per annum to attend trade union training courses conducted or approved by Trade Union Training Australia Inc. or
the Trade and Labor Council. Such leave shall be cumulative.
18.—UNION MEETING ON LOCAL ISSUES
(a) Meetings to report on in-house matters may be held at
times convenient to the employer and employees, with the aim
of maintaining a continuos non-disruptive work pattern. Meal
breaks have been agreed by the parties as being the most convenient.
(b) Discussions with the employer are required before scheduling meetings outside of the employee’s normal meal break.
19.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
Cape Modern aims to ensure the continued and long term
viability of its contracts, thus providing job security for its
employees. The parties to this agreement recognise that this
aim requires a mutual commitment to developing and enacting a process of productivity and efficiency enhancement within
Cape Modern.
(a) to have a well trained, dedicated, motivated and highly
competent workforce and management team;
(b) to continually improve safety in the workplace and the
personal awareness of safety and correct procedures such that
lost time injuries are trending towards zero and medical treatment injuries are substantially reduced;
(c) to equal or better quality standards as required by client
with substantive reductions in rework and repairs within each
project;
(d) to foster an attitude of consensus and agreement based
on consultation and negotiation at the workplace;
(e) to foster improvements in productivity and efficiency at
the workplace for the benefit of the company and its employees; and
(f) to promote flexible and adaptive work practices by removing demarcation barriers, artificial manning levels, and
encouraging self-supervision and the use of initiative by employees.
20.—TRAINING AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
(a) Skill development is an integral part of the philosophy
adopted by the parties to the agreement. It will provide employees opportunities to develop and broaden their skills.
(b) Through the consultative process a Skills Training Programme will be developed. A skill needs analysis will be
conducted to assist in the restructuring of classifications which
will allow employees to be correctly allocated to tasks and to
determine training requirements.
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(c) The parties are committed to continuation of the existing
co-operative approach to flexible work practices and multiskilling.
(d) Training will be, wherever possible, recognised and accredited so that portability is achieved. However, the company
reserves the right to arrange training that best suits the company’s needs.
(e) The Consultative Committee will examine and make recommendations on matters concerning training of employees
in the enterprise.
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS COMMITMENT
(a) The parties agree that there shall not be any extra claims
made during the life of this agreement
(b) The parties shall be bound by the terms of the agreement
for its duration.
(c) The terms of this agreement will not be used to progress
or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other enterprise.
(d) The terms of this agreement shall not be used as a precedent elsewhere.
SIGNATORIES OF THE AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of
..…Signed…..
Cape Modern
Signed for and on behalf of
..…Signed…..
The Automotive, Food, Metals,
18/11/98
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch
APPENDIX A
Trade Rates of Pay include Tool Allowance, where applicable.
5%
2.5%
5%
2.5%
01.11.98 01.05.99 01.11.99 01.05.00
Level 1
$12.10
Level 2
$13.65
Level 3A
$14.70
Level 3B
$15.45
Level 4
$16.30
Level 5
$17.35
Level 6A
$18.40
Level 6B
$19.45

CONSTRUCTION WORKER LEVEL 2 (GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION) CULLACABARDEE
ABORIGINAL CORPORATION TRAINEESHIP
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 43 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Cullacabardee Aborginal Community.
AG 43 of 1999.
Construction Worker Level 2 (General Construction)
Cullacabardee Aboriginal Corporation Traineeship
Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
23 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Construction Worker Level 2 (General Construction) Cullacabardee Aboriginal Corporation
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Traineeship Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission
on 17 March 1999 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Construction Worker
Level 2 (General Construction) Cullarcarbardee Aboriginal
Corporation Traineeship Agreement 1998.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
This Agreement shall be arranged as follows—
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Parties Bound
4. Application
5. Objectives
6. Definitions
7. Duration
8. Single Enterprise
9. Relationship with Awards
10. Dispute Settlement Procedure
11. Training Conditions
12. Employment Conditions
13. Wages and Allowances
14. Clothing and Footwear
15. Special Arrangements
APPENDIX A—Signatories
APPENDIX B—Training Framework
3.—PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding on—
(a) The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers (the Union).
(b) The Cullacarbardee Aboriginal Corporation (the Corporation) who is the signatory to this Agreement.
(c) All employees who are members or eligible to be
members of the Union.
4.—APPLICATION
(a) Subject to subclause (b) this Agreement shall apply to
persons—
(i) who are undertaking a Construction Worker Level 2
(General Construction) Traineeship (as defined); and
(ii) who are employed by the Corporation; and
(iii) whose employment is, or otherwise would be, covered by the Award.
(b) There will be approximately eight (8) employees covered
by this Agreement.
(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement shall not
apply to employees who were employed by the Corporation
prior to the date of approval of a Traineeship scheme relevant
the Corporation, except where agreed between the Corporation
and the Union.
(d) This Agreement does not apply to the Apprenticeship
system.
(e) Trainees under this Agreement will not undertake duties
that have application to work ordinarily defined as work of a
tradesperson or accredited apprentice.
(f) At the conclusion of the Traineeship, this Agreement
ceases to apply to the employment of the Trainee and the Award
shall thereafter apply to the former trainee.
(g) The sole provider of accredited training will be the
Aboriginal Housing Board.
5.—OBJECTIVES
This Agreement is to assist in the establishment of a system
of Traineeships which provides training in conjunction with
employment in order to enhance the skill levels and future
employment prospects of the Trainees. The Traineeship is neither designed nor intended for those who are already trained
and job ready. Existing employees shall not be displaced from
employment by Trainees.
The parties to the Agreement are committed to the creation
of a healthy and safe working environment, to maximise
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efficiency and productivity, to work together in a spirit of cooperation and to reward employees fairly for their
achievements.
6.—DEFINITIONS
“approved training” means training undertaken (both on and
off the job) in a Traineeship and shall involve formal instruction, both theoretical and practical, and supervised practice in
accordance with a Traineeship scheme approved by the State
Training Authority or NETTFORCE. The training will be accredited and lead to qualifications as set out in Clause 11. –
Training Conditions (at (f)).
“the Award” means the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978
“Trainee” means an employee who is bound by the
Traineeship Agreement made in accordance with this Agreement.
“Traineeship” means the General Construction Traineeship
which has been approved by the State Training Authority, or
which has been approved on an interim basis by NETTFORCE,
until final approval is granted by the State Training Authority.
The core competencies to be attained by the Trainee are detailed in the attached Appendix B to this Agreement.
“Traineeship Agreement” means an agreement made subject to the terms of this Agreement between the Corporation
and the Trainee for a Traineeship and which is registered with
the State Training Authority, NETTFORCE, or under the provisions of the appropriate State legislation. A Traineeship
Agreement shall be made in accordance with the relevant approved Traineeship Scheme ancd shall not operate unless this
condition is met.
“Traineeship Scheme” means an approved Traineeship applicable to a group or class of ernployees identified in Clause
5.—Objectives or to the building construction industry or a
sector of the industry or an enterprise. A Traineeship Scheme
shall not be given approval unless consultation and negotiation with the Union upon the terms of the proposed Traineeship
Scheme and Traineeship Scheme and Traineeship have occurred. An application for approval of a Traineeship Scheme
shall identify the Union and demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the approving authority that the above-mentioned consultation and negotiation have occurred. A Traineeship Scheme shall
include a standard format which may be used for a Traineeship
Agreement.
“Parties to the Traineeship Scheme” means the Union and
the Corporation who have been involved in the consultation
and negotiation required for the approval of the Traineeship
Scheme.
“NETTFORCE” means the National Employment and Training Task Force.
“State Training Authority” means the Western Australian
State Training Board.
Reference in this Agreement to “the State Training Authority or NETTFORCE” shall be taken to be a reference to
NETTFORCE in respect of a Traineeship that is the subject of
an interim approval, but not a final approval by the State Training Authority.
“National Training Wage Interim Award” means the Award
made in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission [Print
No. L5189 of 1994].
“appropriate State legislation” means the State Employment
and Skills Development Authority Act 1990 or any successor
legislation.
7.—DURATION
This Agreement will commence from the date of signing
and will expire 12 months from the date of registration unless
otherwise agreed in writing between the parties prior to the
expiration of the Agreement.
8.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 4A(2) of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
9.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
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other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in the Agreement and the Award the Agreement shall apply.
10.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
The settlement of questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement shall be the procedure
outlined in the same terms of Clause 46—Settlement of Disputes and Appendix—Resolution of Disputes Requirements
of the Award.
11.—TRAINING CONDITIONS
(a) The Trainee shall attend an approved Training course or
training program prescribed in the Traineeship Agreement or
as notified to the Trainee by the State Training Authority in
accredited and relevant Traineeship Schemes; or
NETTFORCE, if the Traineeship Scheme remains subject to
interim approval.
(b) Each Trainee will spend 240 hours (nominal) engaged in
approved training. This will include the appropriate combination of on-the-job and off-the-job training.
(c) A Traineeship shall not commence until the relevant
Traineeship Agreement, made in accordance with a Traineeship
Scheme, has been signed by the Corporation and the Trainee and
lodged for registration with the State Training Authority or
NETTFORCE, provided that if the Traineeship Agreement is not
in a standard format a Traineeship shall not commence until the
Traineeship Agreement has been registered with the State Training Authority or NETTFORCE. The Corporation shall ensure that
the Trainee is permitted to attend the training course or program
provided for in the Traineeship Agreement and shall ensure that
the Trainee receives the appropriate on-the-job training.
(d) The Corporation shall provide a level of supervision in
accordance with the Traineeship Agreement during the
Traineeship period.
(e) The Corporation agrees that the overall training program
will be monitored by officers of the State Training Authority
or NETTFORCE and the Union and training records or work
books may be utilised as part of this monitoring process.
(f) Training shall be directed at the achievement of key competencies required for successful participation in the workplace
(where these have not been achieved) (eg. literacy, numeracy,
problem solving, team work, using technology), and as are
proposed to be included in the Australian Vocational Certificate Level 2 qualification. In addition, successful Trainees will
be issued with certificates of attainment in the modules of the
General Construction Traineeship upon the Trainees reaching
that level of competency.
(g) The Union shall be afforded reasonable access to Trainees during normal work hours for the purpose of explaining
the role and functions of the Union and enrolment of Trainees
as members.
12.—EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS
(a) A Trainee shall be engaged as a full-time employee for a
maximum of one year’s duration provided that a Trainee shall
be subject to a satisfactory probation period of up to one month
which may be reduced at the discretion of the Corporation. By
agreement in writing, and with the consent of the State Training Authority or NETTFORCE and the Union, the Corporation
and the Trainee may vary the duration of the Traineeship and
the extent of approved training provided that any agreement
to vary is in accordance with the relevant Traineeship Scheme.
(b) The Corporation shall not terminate the employment of
a Trainee, except in cases of wilful misconduct, without firstly
having provided proper written notice of termination to the
Trainee concerned in accordance with the Traineeship Agreement and subsequently to the State Training Authority or
NETTFORCE and the Union. The written notice to be provided to the State Training Authority or NETTFORCE and
the Union shall be provided at least 5 working days prior to
the termination.
(c) If the Corporation chooses not to continue the employment of a Trainee upon the completion of the Traineeship they
shall notify, in writing, the State Training Authority or
NETTFORCE and the Union of their decision and their reasons for decision. Nothing shall prevent the Trainee or their
Union from disputing this decision in a Court or tribunal.
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(d) The Trainee shall be permitted to be absent from work
without loss of continuity of employment and/or wages to attend the training in accordance with the Traineeship Agreement.
(e) Where the employment of a Trainee by the Corporation
is continued after the completion of the Traineeship period,
such Traineeship period shall be counted as service for the
purposes of the Award or any other legislative entitlements.
(f) (i) The Traineeship Agreement may restrict the circumstances under which the Trainee may work overtime and shift
work in order to ensure the training program is successfully
completed.
(ii) No Trainee shall work overtime or shiftwork on their own.
(iii) No Trainee shall work shiftwork unless the parties to a
Traineeship Scheme agree that such shift work makes satisfactory provision for approved training. Such training may be
applied over a cycle in excess of a week, but must average
over the relevant period no less than the amount of training
required for non-shift work Trainees.
(g) All other terms and conditions of the Award that are applicable to the Trainee or would be applicable to the Trainee
but for this Agreement shall apply unless specifically varied
by this Agreement.
(h) The right of entry provision contained in the Award shall
apply to the parties bound by this Agreement.
(i) The parties agree that Trainees are “workers” for the purposes of the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act
1981.
13.—WAGES AND ALLOWANCES
(a) Rates of pay for Trainees shall be as follows—
$
Base Rate
364.00 per week
Industry Allowance
17.40 per week
Special Allowance
7.70 per week
Fares Allowance
As per Award
Redundancy
Nil
Follow the job loading
Nil
Superannuation
As per Award
Annual Leave
As per Award
Site/Other Allowances
As per Award
(i) Site/Other Allowances will be payable whilst Trainees are engaged in on-site work including on-the-job
training.
(ii) These wage rates will only apply to Trainees while
they are undertaking an approved Traineeship which
includes approved training as defined in this Agreement.
(iii) The wage rates prescribed by this clause do not apply to complete trade level training which is covered
by the Apprenticeship system.
14.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each Trainee by
the Corporation within 5 days of commencement.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each Trainee (to be issued on or
before 1 April).
2. The Corporation will also make available to each Trainee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
15.—SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS
(a) The wage rates contained in this Agreement are minimum rates and shall apply in accordance with the application
of the National Training Wage Interim Award, where the accredited training and worked performed are for the purpose of
generating skills which have been defined for work at skill
level B of the National Training Wage Interim Award, provided further however that the wage rates are struck at the
same rate as those rates struck for workers currently engaged
in the Traineeship (General Construction) that is to run concurrently with this Agreement.
(b) The provisions of this Agreement shall not be reduced.
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(c) The provisions of this Agreement shall not cause a reduction of entitlements to any employee.
APPENDIX A—SIGNATORIES
SIGNATORIES
For and on behalf of the Corporation
………………………………………………… 3/3/1999
For and on behalf of the
Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers
SECRETARY………………………………….. / /1999
APPENDIX B—TRAINING FRAMEWORK
Course Outcomes
The course aims to provide
• an accredited entry level training program for people wishing to pursue a career in the Building and
Construction industry.
• an accredited training program that incorporates the
following Key Competencies at Performance Level
2—collecting, analysing and organising information;
communicating ideas and information; planning and
organising; working with others; using mathematical ideas and techniques; solving problems; and using
technology.
• training and skill development in areas such as: communications, occupational health and safety, work
Organisation, plan reading and interpretation, the use
of hand tools, plant and other equipment.
Outline of Course
The Traineeship program contains 4 compulsory modules
and is designed to provide trainees with basic industry knowledge and skills applicable to all four skill streams within the
Building and Construction industry. The traineeship is completed through a combination of off the job training and on the
job training
Module Code
Module Title
GC201
Concrete Site Operations
GC202
Levelling
GC203
Materials Handling and Transporting
GC204
General Construction Co-operations
Duration:
240 Hours [nominal]
On the Job training
The Traineeship incorporates on and off the job delivery. It
is envisaged that the off the job component will comprise the
equivalent of one day per week of instruction over a twelve
month period. During the remaining four days of the week the
Trainee is expected to be engaged in productive work with
his/her employer. Whilst at work, the Trainee should be provided with opportunities to reinforce the skills and knowledge
obtained in the off the job training period.
It is expected that during the period at work the Trainee will
complete an approved skills assessment undertaken by a registered CTA Skills Assessor in each of the units of competency
incorporated in the program. The records of these skills assessments will be forwarded to the Trainee, the training
provider and the BCITC.
Entry Requirements
Trainees need to be able to read, comprehend and discuss
printed information in English, write simple statements, recognise numbers and perform basic numeric calculations.
Recognition of Prior Learning
Trainees are entitled to have their prior leaming recognised.
The program incorporates a recognition of prior leaming procedure that acknowledges the skills and knowledge that
Trainees have obtained through—
• formal training;
• work experience; and
• life experience.
Delivery Modes
The Traineeship is designed to be delivered to persons seeking employment in the building and construction industry.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA (CSA) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSA AG 103 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Minister for Education
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia (Inc.).
No. PSA AG 103 of 1998.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
4 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to the Industrial
Relations Act 1979, filed on the 22nd day of December 1998,
for the registration of an agreement; and
WHEREAS by facsimile dated the 25th day of March 1999
the Applicant sought leave to withdraw the application; and
WHEREAS by letter dated the 21st day of April 1999 the
Respondent advised that it consented to the Applicant’s request
to have the application withdrawn.
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
by consent, hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby withdrawn by
leave.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

FLUOR DANIEL DIVERSIFIED PLANT SERVICES
ARGYLE DIAMOND MINE MAINTENANCE
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 64 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services Pty Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch.
No. AG 64 of 1999.
Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services Argyle Diamond
Mine Maintenance Agreement.
23 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D M Kleemann on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr G C Sturman on behalf of Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 8th day of April, 1999 entitled
Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services Argyle Diamond
Mine Maintenance Agreement 1999 and subsequently
amended by direction of the Commission be registered in
the terms of the following Schedule as an industrial agreement in replacement of the Argyle Diamond Mine (Fluor
Daniel Power and Maintenance Services) Maintenance
Agreement 1998 (AG 59 of 1998) which is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
———
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Schedule.
1. Title
2. Preliminaries
2.1 Statement of Mutual Purpose and Intent
2.2 Application and Scope
2.3 Date of Operation and Duration of Agreement
2.4 Relationship to Parent Award(s)
2.5 No Extra Claims Commitment
3. Terms and Conditions of Employment
3.1 Casual Employees
3.2 Severance
3.3 Stand Down
4. Definitions, Wages, Allowances and Conditions
4.1 Classifications
4.2 Wages
4.3 Escalation of Agreement
4.4 Allowances
4.5 Payment of Wages
5. Hours of Work
5.1 Ordinary Hours
5.2 Meal and Smoko Breaks
5.3 Requirement to Work Overtime
5.4 Shift Work
5.5 R & R Leave Provision
6. Leave
6.1 Public Holidays—
6.2 Annual Leave
6.3 Long Service Leave
6.4 Income Protection
7. General
7.1 Disciplinary Procedures
7.2 Grievance Procedure
7.3 Demarcation
7.4 Self-Supervision
7.5 Seconded Employees
7.6 Safety Committee
7.7 Amenities
7.8 Inductions
7.9 Protective Clothing
7.10 Alcohol and Non-Prescription Drugs
7.11 Consultative Mechanism
7.12 Consultative Committee

1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the Fluor Daniel
Diversified Plant Services Argyle Diamond Mine Enterprise
Agreement 1999.
2.—PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Statement of Mutual Purpose and Intent
Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services (FDPPS) and the
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred
Industries Union of Workers, WA Branch share a mutual commitment to provide Argyle Diamond Mines with world- class,
top quality maintenance services. The parties believe that the
combination of a skilled and dedicated workforce, combined
with a responsive management will allow the fulfilment of this
commitment. This commitment to excellence is motivated by
pride and self esteem as well as by the knowledge that making
a significant contribution to the success of the efficient operations of Argyle Diamond Mines in the competitive market is a
way to preserve job opportunities for the employees.
This Agreement is renegotiated in the spirit of achieving the
co-operation and implementing the programs and procedures
necessary to fulfil that commitment. Herein the parties establish and put into practice effective and binding methods for
preserving the flexibility essential to meeting the needs of
Argyle Diamond Mines and for resolving all misunderstandings, disputes or grievances that may arise. In addition, the
parties fully commit themselves to successfully achieving the
following goals:
Effective employee relations.
Clear guidelines to all employees and to any specialist subcontractors engaged in the Argyle Operations.
• Expeditious, impartial and fair processing of employee grievances.
• Effective communications with all employees.
• Maintenance of clean, safe and healthy workplaces.
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•
•
•
•
•

Reasonable rates of pay and fair conditions.
Effective counselling and disciplinary procedures.
Introduction of productivity benchmarks
A commitment to excellence and quality
Ongoing implementation of Continuous Performance
Improvement.
2.2 Application and Scope
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon Fluor
Daniel Diversified Plant Services in its Argyle maintenance
operations; all employees of Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant
Services employed in its Argyle maintenance operations under the classifications specified in Clause 4.2—Wages of this
Agreement who are members or who are eligible for membership of the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
and Kindred Industries Union of Workers (WA Branch).
For the purposes of this Agreement, Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services’ Argyle Area maintenance operations shall
be deemed to be the enterprise and covers approximately 10
full time employees and additional casuals as required.
The parties to the Agreement shall be—
Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers, WA Branch
2.3 Date of Operation and Duration of Agreement
(a) This Agreement shall operate from the first pay period
commencing on or after the expiry date of the Argyle Diamond Mine (Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services)
Maintenance Agreement being the 5th March 1999 and shall
continue in operation for a period of 24 months.
(b) The parties shall commence renegotiation of this Agreement three months prior to its expiry. If agreement cannot be
finalised prior to expiry an additional period of up to a maximum of three months will be permitted for negotiations to
continue.
Employees shall not enter into an industrial dispute during
this negotiation period relative to the content or implementation of this Agreement, unless all provisions of the Industrial
Relations Dispute Settlement Procedure contained herein are
met.
2.4 Relationship to Parent Award(s)
(a) The foundation award underpinning the terms and provisions of this Agreement is the Metal Trades (General) Award
No 13 of 1965, as amended, and the Metal and Electrical Trades
(Argyle Diamond Mine) Maintenance Order No 1959 of 1990.
(b) This agreement applies to the extent of any inconsistency with the parent awards.
2.5 No Extra Claims Commitment
(a) The parties agree to undertake a commitment that there
shall be no extra claims for any or all increases in the award
rates and/or increases in safety net increases shall be absorbed
during the life of items contained herein during the life of this
Agreement.
(b) The parties to the Agreement shall be bound by the terms
of the Agreement for its duration.
(c) Unless otherwise agreed the parties to this Agreement
shall oppose any application by other parties to be joined to
this Agreement.
The terms of this Agreement will not be used to progress or
obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other enterprise,
whether involving Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services or
not. The terms of this Agreement have resulted from extensive negotiations relating to productivity enhancements that
specifically relate to Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services
Argyle Area maintenance operations and thus cannot be used
as a precedent elsewhere.
3.—TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
3.1 Casual Employees
(a) A loading of 20% of base hourly rates will be paid to
casual employees under this Agreement. This revised rate will
then be the basis of calculation of overtime.
(b) The 20% loading for all ordinary hours in lieu of annual
leave, sick leave, public holidays or any other such leave related provisions.
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(c) For the purposes of this Agreement, an employee is
deemed to be casual if their expected term of employment is
up to three months during any one tenure. An employee can be
confirmed as a permanent employee at any time during that
three months.
(d) The period of notice for a casual employee shall be one
hour.
(e) After 3 months continuous employment with Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services, the employee will be entitled to
become a weekly hire employee and be notified accordingly.
After two months employment as a casual employee a formal
review will be held involving the employee and his supervisor
to inform the employee of his probable long term status.
(f) In all other respects the terms of casual employment shall
be in accordance with provisions relating to the employment
of casuals in the Metal Trades (General) Award No 13 of 1965,
as amended.
3.2 Severance
(1) This clause shall apply where an employee terminates
their service or is terminated, other than for reasons of misconduct
(2) Severance Pay—
(a) An employee, leaving his/her employer on account
of a decision in accordance with subclause (1) hereof,
shall be entitled to the following amount of severance pay in respect of continuous period of service—
Period of Continuous Service
Severance Pay
Less than one year
$25.00 for each
completed week
of service, to a
maximum of two
weeks’ pay
One year but less than two years Two weeks’ pay
plus $25.00 for
each completed
week of service,
to a maximum of
four weeks’ pay
Two years but less than three years Four weeks’ pay
plus $25.00 for
each completed
week of service,
to a maximum of
six weeks’ pay.
After four years of service
Eight weeks’ pay
(b) “Week’s pay” shall mean the ordinary weekly rate of
wage for the employee concerned, as set out in Clause 4.2—
hereof, but shall not include site, disability or travel allowances.
(c) For the purposes of this clause, “service” shall mean
employment with Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services under this agreement.
(d) An employee who terminates his/her employment before the completion of four weeks’ continuous service with
the employer shall not be entitled to the provisions of this
clause.
(3) Employee Leaving During Notice—
An employee whose employment is to be terminated in
accordance with this clause may terminate his/her employment during the period of notice and if this occurs,
shall be entitled to the provisions of this clause as if the
employee remains with the employer until expiry of such
notice. Provided that in such circumstances the employee
shall not be entitled to payment in lieu of notice.
3.3 Stand Down
(a) Payment may be deducted from an employee’s wages
for any day(s) or part day(s) on which an employee cannot
usefully be employed because of industrial action by the union party to this Agreement.
If an employee is not able to be usefully employed on any
day due to industrial action beyond Fluor Daniel Diversified
Plant Services control, then the employee may be stood down
with two hours of pay until normal work is able to be resumed.
However, where an employee has commenced work, the employee shall be provided with four hours work or be paid in
lieu thereof.
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(b) Cyclone Stand-Down
(i) Subject to the provisions of this clause the following
shall apply when because of a cyclone the employer
stands down employees employed under this Agreement.
(ii) (a) Each employee who—
is on duty at the commencement of the cyclone period for and remains at work until
otherwise directed by the employer, and
following the “all clear” resumes duty in
accordance with the direction of the employer shall be paid for his/her normal
rostered hours occurring during the standdown.
(b) An employee shall not be entitled to be paid
for his/her normal rostered hours occurring
during the stand-down; if the employee—
is required for work and is requested to do
so by his/her employer and refuses
OR
is not willing or available (except in the
case of obvious hardship as a result of the
cyclone) to work when so requested.
(a) An employee who is required to remain at
work during a cyclone or who is recalled to
work, shall be paid a call out payment in addition to his/her working hours.
(b) An employee who is not required to remain at
work during a cyclone and who is recalled to
work, shall be paid a call out payment in addition to his/her working hours.
(iv) Following a declaration of the “all clear” given in
accordance with the local cyclone procedures, employees who would have normally been on duty are
required to resume immediately and all others are
required to resume on their next rostered shift unless
the employer notifies them otherwise.
Where on the day following the resumption of normal operations or on any subsequent day an employee
cannot, because of damage caused to the operations
or work site by the cyclone be usefully employed,
the employer may stand the employee down without
pay.
4.—DEFINITIONS, WAGES, ALLOWANCES AND
CONDITIONS
4.1 Classifications
During the first three months following the registration of
this agreement the parties commit to develop a classification
structure tailored to the specific needs of the project. Any disagreement in relation to this matter will be dealt with through
the grievance procedure.
4.2 Wages
The following rates of pay apply to all full time employees.
In addition to the rates set out below employees engaged as or
deemed to be a casual employee will receive a loading of an
additional 20 % which is in lieu of all entitlements to annual
leave, sick leave, and public holidays. This loaded rate will
form the casual employee’s all purpose rate. The rates below
reflect a 3% increase in the rates specified in AG59 of 1998.
Skill Level
Base Hourly Rate
Level 5
$17.39
Level 4
$16.69
Level 3
$16.00
Level 2
$14.59
Level 1
$13.43
NOTES
1. Base Hourly Pay Rate applicable to all approved paid
absences. (Sick Leave, Public Holidays & Workers
Compensation) and Superannuation and includes allowances contained in the order of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission applying to the Argyle area and the tool allowance for
tradespersons.
2. Boot allowance is not applicable.
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4.3 Escalation of Agreement
Effective from the first pay period on or after the 5 March
2000 the parties to this agreement reserve the right to amend
this agreement, as required to facilitate the implementation of
a system of annualised wages. It is an express condition of
this agreement that this reserved right will only be exercisable, and therefore annualised wages will only be implemented,
if the move to annualised wages and the consequential changes
to the agreement result in cost increases of no greater than
3.5%. It is a further express condition of this agreement that
this reserved right can only be exercised jointly by both parties to this agreement, it is not a right that can be exercised by
one party alone.
In the event that this reserved right is not jointly exercised
it will expire on 5 March 2000 and effective from the first
pay period on or after 5 March 2000 the wages and relevant
allowances prescribed by this agreement will be increased
by 3.5%.
4.4 Allowances
These allowances will apply to the whole of Fluor Daniel
Diversified Plant Services operations at Argyle.
In addition to the appropriate total wage prescribed in Clause
4.2 of this Agreement, a weekly allowance shall be paid to
those persons designated by Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant
Services to perform the duties as described in subclauses (i),
(ii) and (iii). The allowances below reflect a 3% increase in
the rates specified in AG59 of 1998.
(a) Leading Hand Allowance
In addition to the appropriate total wage prescribed in Clause
4.2 of this Agreement, a weekly allowance shall be paid to
those persons designated by Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant
Services to perform the duties as described in subclauses (i),
(ii) and (iii).
(i) Charge Hand
if placed in charge of a group of 3 to 10 workers and
required to manage their field activities $20.26
(ii) Leading Hand
if placed in charge of a group of 10 to 20 workers
and required to manage their field activities, prepare
timesheets, co-ordinate JSAs and co-ordinate plans,
materials, supply and equipment $29.85
(iii) Team Leader
if placed in charge of a group of more than 20 workers and required to manage their field activities,
prepare timesheets, prepare daily work plan, help
prepare and maintain quality records, co-ordinates
JSAs and co-ordinates the plant material/equipment
required by his group $40.51
All the above would be expected to use computers as and
when require to complete administrative tasks.
Charge Hands, Leading Hands and Team Leaders would not
be expected to initiate or implement the formal disciplinary
procedures contained in 7.1.
(c) Disability Allowance
Consistent with the order of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission relating to the Argyle area, an
allowance of $2.98 (flat) for each hour worked shall be paid.
This allowance shall be paid in full compensation for and recognition of all disability allowances, special rates and
provisions prescribed by the Award, and specifically in lieu of
all disabilities associated with the diamond industry and location.
(d) Travel & Transport
Employees will be paid 4 hours travel time at their base rate
of pay for travel to and from the Argyle Diamond Mine site
and Perth for all authorised travel, including R & R and mobilisation/demobilisation.
(e) Location Allowance
For the purpose of calculating location allowances for this
Agreement, it is assumed that all employees are married and
provided with board and lodging by his/her employee free of
charge.
The calculation of Location Allowance will be as follows—
Location Allowance for Argyle x 2 x 0.666
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4.5 Payment of Wages
Payment of wages shall be via electronic funds transfer into
an employees nominated financial institution and shall be paid
on a weekly basis.
5.—HOURS OF WORK
5.1 Ordinary Hours
(a) The ordinary hours of work under this Agreement will
average 38 hours per week over a defined work cycle and are
to be worked Monday to Friday between 6.00 am and 6.00 pm
as required by the employer.
(b) The number of hours which will usually comprise the
working week will be an average of 65 hours on the basis of a
10 hour day, 13 day fortnight which is inclusive of rostered
overtime, subject to operational requirements. Calculation of
payment for hours worked up to 10 hours per day will be —
time and a half for the first 2 hours (provided that each
shift shall stand alone)
double time for all additional overtime
double time for all overtime performed on Sundays
double time and a half for work performed on the public
holidays specified in clause 6.1
Alternatively, at no additional penalty than set out above,
the employer may elect to operate 12 hour shifts.
(c) RDOs will be accrued at the rate of 0.4 hours/day (Monday
to Friday) worked and paid out when R&R is taken. RDO’s will
be taken on a Sunday unless otherwise agreed by the parties.
5.2 Meal and Smoko Breaks
(a) An employee shall be entitled to ½ an hour unpaid meal
break per 10 hours or longer shift in accordance with the provisions of this subclause, if an employee works 12 hours or
longer continuous shift the ½ hour meal break is paid.
(b) An employee shall not be compelled to work more than
five consecutive hours without a meal break except where an
arrangement is entered into between an employee and Fluor
Daniel Diversified Plant Services.
(c) Employees shall be entitled to one 15 minute paid smoko
break between the time of commencement and the employee’s
meal break. However, this entitlement is contingent upon employees recognising the 15 minute time period on smoko breaks
and reserves the right to limit this entitlement for employees
found consistently exceeding the 15 minute limit. Where convenient, employees shall have their smoko in the nearest
available ADM smoko facility rather than returning to the Fluor
Daniel Diversified Plant Services smoko facility.
(d) The scheduled time for meal or smoko breaks may be
altered by management in respect of one or more employees if
it is necessary to do so to meet a requirement for the continuity of operations.
(e) Meal and smoko breaks may be staggered in order to
meet operational requirements. If a meal break commencement is delayed by more than one half hour after the arranged
time in accordance with paragraphs (b) and (e) of this subclause
then overtime rates will be applied from the arranged scheduled commencement time for the break and continue until the
meal break is taken.
5.3 Requirement to Work Overtime
(a) General
Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services may require an employee to work additional overtime in addition to the normal
working week and the employee will not unreasonably refuse
to work such overtime.
Payment for overtime hours will be calculated on the applicable rate as described in Clause 4. For the purposes of
calculating overtime payments, each day shall stand alone.
Provided that when an employee works overtime that continues beyond midnight, the time after midnight shall be deemed
to be part of the previous days work for the purposes of calculating overtime. Payment for overtime worked during shift
work shall be based on the rate payable for that shift.
(b) Rest Period
(i) Where overtime work is necessary, employees, where
possible, shall be given ten consecutive hours off duty between
successive shifts, provided that—
if the employee has not had ten consecutive hours off
duty between the end of overtime work and the time that
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he/she is due to begin their next shift, the employee shall
not be required to attend work until ten consecutive hours
off duty have been completed, but shall not lose any pay
for scheduled working time occurring during this period.
if, on management’s instructions, the employee resumes
work prior to the completion of ten hours off duty, the
employee shall be paid at overtime rates as described in
Clause 4 until released from duty and shall then be entitled to ten hours off duty.
(ii) Employees required to work overtime (after their usual
ceasing time for the day or shift) for 1½ hours or more shall be
allowed to take an overtime meal break of twenty (20) minutes duration immediately after the usual ceasing time paid at
ordinary rates. After each subsequent four hours of continuous work the employee shall be allowed to take an overtime
meal break of twenty (20) minutes duration provided work
continues after the taking of overtime meal break, without loss
of pay
Whereby agreement between the employer and the employee,
an employee continues to work past his usual finishing time
for in excess of one and half hours without taking his overtime
meal break, he shall be regarded as having worked twenty
(20) minutes more than the time worked and shall be paid
accordingly.
(c) Recalls/Call Outs
When an employee is recalled to work after leaving the job,
the employee shall be paid for at least four hours at overtime
rates.
(d) Notification
There is a requirement for flexibility with respect to notification of a request to work overtime due to the nature of Fluor
Daniel Diversified Plant Services’ business as a service provider. Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services should as a
principle give as much notice of overtime as possible. As a
guideline Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services should
give—
(i) A minimum of 24 hours notice for planned overtime.
(ii) As much notice as possible for unplanned overtime,
with no minimum notice required.
A request for an employee to work planned overtime shall
not be unreasonably refused.
The inability of an employee to work unplanned overtime
will not prejudice their employment.
(e) Call Out Roster (Cranage)
When an employee is rostered on as call out crane driver,
the employee shall be paid 1 hour at overtime rate. Should the
employee be called out or recalled to work, the employee shall
also be paid pursuant to paragraph 5.3(c) of this subclause.
5.4 Shift Work
(a) Definitions—
Day Shift: shall be a shift worked from 6.00 am to
6.00 pm.
Night Shift: shall be a shift worked from 6.00 pm to
6.00 am.
The above may be modified by mutual agreement between
both parties.
(b) Shift Loadings
Employees working on afternoon or night shift shall be paid
a loading of 25% calculated on the employee’s base rate of
pay for ordinary hours only. Shift hours in excess of 8 hours
will be paid for at the rate of time and a half for the first two
hours and thereafter double time, unless otherwise agreed.
Further, all parties have given their commitment that this
issue will not be used as a precedent for application outside
this Agreement, whether those other sites involve Fluor Daniel.
(c) Broken Shifts
(i) Where any particular process is carried out on shifts other
than day shift, and less than five consecutive afternoon or five
consecutive night shifts are worked on that process, then employees employed on such afternoon or night shifts shall be
paid at overtime rates.
Provided that where the ordinary hours of work normally
worked in an establishment are worked on less than five days,
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then the provisions of paragraph (i) shall be as if four consecutive shifts where substituted for five consecutive shifts.
(ii) The sequence of work shall not be deemed to be broken
under the preceding paragraph by reason of the fact that work
on the process is not carried out on a Saturday or Sunday, or
any other day that the employer observes a shutdown for the
purpose of allowing an RDO, or on any holiday.
5.5 R & R Leave Provision
At the commencement of their employment, employees may
elect to be on either a 6 & 1 or 6 & 2 week R & R cycle.
Employees may subsequently change this cycle at the beginning of the R & R cycle to a 4 and 1 or a 4 and 2 cycle subject
to prior agreement with FDDPS.
6.—LEAVE
6.1 Public Holidays—
(a) The following days shall be allowed as holidays to
be taken without loss of pay—
New Years Day, Good Friday, Anzac Day,
Labour Day and Christmas Day.
(b) Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday
by agreement between the parties in lieu of any of
the days names in this subclause.
(c) Any employee who is not required to work on a particular day for the sole reason that the day is a public
holiday, is entitled to be paid for 7.6 hours at the
employee’s base hourly wage rate as per Clauses 4.2.
(d) Any employee who is required to work on one of the
days specified in subclause 8.1(a) of this Clause shall
be paid a penalty rate of 2½ times their base hourly
rate of pay.
(e) For the purposes of this subclause, the day of observance for any of the holidays mentioned in
subclause 6.1(a) above, shall be the day that is
Gazetted in respect of that holiday in the Western
Australian Government Gazette.
6.2 Annual Leave
(a) An employee shall become entitled to five weeks
leave with pay at the completion of each twelve
month period of continuous service. Annual leave
may be taken on a pro rata basis.
(b) For the purposes of this subclause, the amount of
pay to be received by an employee for annual leave
shall be equal to the wage the employee would have
received for 38 ordinary hours per week (38 hrs x
base hourly rate as per Clauses 4.2).
(c) In addition to the payment prescribed in paragraph
(b) of this subclause an employee shall receive a loading of 17.5% calculated on the amount prescribed in
paragraph (b).
(d) The employee and the employer shall, where practical and possible, endeavour to agree to a time that is
mutually suitable to both parties for the taking of the
employee’s annual leave. The employer should not
unreasonably refuse leave if 4 weeks notice has been
given of commencement date.
(e) If a holiday, as prescribed in subclause 1(a) of Clause
6.1 falls during an employee’s period of annual leave,
then one extra working day shall be added to the
period of leave in respect of that holiday.
(f) An employee whose employment terminates after
completion of a twelve month qualifying period but
before the employee has taken annual leave in respect of that period, shall be entitled to payment in
lieu of that leave as prescribed by subclause (2)(b)
and (c) of this clause, unless the employee has justifiably been dismissed for serious misconduct, and
that serious misconduct occurred prior to the completion of the qualifying period.
If after one week’s continuous service into any qualifying period, an employee lawfully leaves their
employment, or if the employment is terminated by
the employer through no fault of the employee, then
the employee shall be paid 3.656 hours pay at the
rate prescribed by subclause (2)(b) of this Clause
divided by 38 for each week of completed service.
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Continuous service shall include any time spent off
work for which the employee is entitled to claim sick
leave, periods of annual leave, workers compensation
and public holidays, but shall not include any time spent
on leave without pay, including parental leave.
Employees may be required to take annual leave (or
leave without pay if sufficient accruals are not available) to allow the Argyle maintenance operations to
shutdown over the Christmas/New year period. The
length of this shutdown is to be defined by Fluor
Daniel Diversified Plant Services at least one month
before the period of shutdown.
In cases where an employee is requested to be called
back from annual leave due to unforeseen or emergency circumstances, that employee shall be paid in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement for that
day or days and shall also receive an extra day or
days annual leave, even if only part of a day is
worked.
6.3 Long Service Leave
The provisions of the Act 1958 and the Construction Industry portable paid Long Service Leave Act 1988 (WA) are hereby
incorporated into and shall be deemed to be part of this Agreement.
6.4 Income Protection
The company will provide income protection insurance
through an agreed insurance provider with a 7 calendar day
waiting period. At the commencement of this agreement the
agreed insurance provider is ACTU Insurance.
7.—GENERAL
7.1 Disciplinary Procedures
(a) Disciplinary action against employees of Fluor Daniel
Diversified Plant Services shall take the following form—
Formal Verbal Warning
Normally carried out by the Site Manager in the presence
of a supervisor and union delegate or other employee representative (if requested by the employee), if behaviour/
actions of an employee requires improvement. Employee
is to be given an opportunity to explain and/or respond.
All discussions are to be recorded and included, with a
record of a formal verbal warning, in the employee’s file.
Written Warning
Normally carried out by Site Manager in the presence of
a supervisor with union delegate or other employee representative (if requested by the employee). The employee
is advised that his/her actions/behaviour have not improved sufficiently. Employees once again given an
opportunity to respond to the allegations. Consequences
of first written warning are outlined to the employee and
they will be advised that the warning will be included in
their file.
Final Written Warning
Normally carried out by the site manager and supervisor
concerned in presence of union delegate or other employee
representative (if requested by the employee). Employee
is told that behaviour/actions have still not improved and
any further re-occurrence will result in dismissal. Again,
the employee is given an opportunity to respond to the
allegations, and the warning, with record of discussions
is placed in the employee’s file. This final written warning is to clearly identify areas of allegation and employee’s
response, and signed by all present.
(b) Any issues arising from the application of this procedure
shall be resolved in accordance with clause 7.2 Grievance Procedure.
7.2 Grievance Procedure
(a) Where a question, dispute or difficulty arises the matter
shall initially be discussed between the employee concerned
and the employee’s immediate supervisor as soon as reasonably practicable.
(b) If the matter is still unresolved by the discussions referred to in (1) hereof the employee and/or the appropriate
shop steward will raise the concern, and attempt to resolve the
concern, with Fluor Daniel Power and Maintenance Services
project management representative.
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(c) Where the above discussions fail to resolve the matter of
concern it shall be referred to the Fluor Daniel’s senior management representative and/or nominee and the appropriate
full-time union official. The parties shall then initiate step to
resolve the question, dispute or difficulty as soon as possible.
(d) The parties agree that normal work shall continue without industrial action while these procedures are being allowed.
(e) If the question, dispute or difficulty is still not resolved,
either party may refer the matter to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission provided that any party reserves the right to refer an issue to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission at any time. the parties to
the dispute shall confer among themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve the issues of the dispute before taking
the matter to the Commission.
7.3 Demarcation
(a) The parties agree that, as a step toward achieving the
productivity and flexibility aims and objectives of this Agreement, demarcation disputes of all kinds must be prevented.
(b) In the interests of developing a more highly skilled and
flexible workforce and removing restrictive demarcation barriers from the workplace, employees shall carry out all
directions and duties that are within the scope of their skill,
competence, training and certification ensuring the safety and
quality requirements of the job are maintained.
(c) Engineering, commissioning and supervisory staff may
use tools when carrying out inspections, testing equipment or
instructing/training employees provided that this action does
not attempt to replace the jobs of employees covered by this
Agreement and the staff member is qualified and competent
to carry out the works.
7.4 Self-Supervision
(a) In keeping with the overall aims and objective of this
Agreement, and as a reflection of Fluor Daniel Diversified
Plant Services faith in the ability and dedication of its employees, it is a fundamental aim of this Agreement to promote
the concept of self-supervision within its workforce.
(b) Employees are to be encouraged to use their initiative
and self-discipline to ensure that their work is completed with
as little supervision as possible. Employees shall also be encouraged to contribute ideas for productivity and efficiency
enhancements and participate in decision making processes
via the consultative committee and direct communications.
Employees shall be encouraged to form teams and administer and manage their own activities to a greater degree.
(c) Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services undertakes to
provide the required training to employees, supervision and
management to facilitate this cultural change which is so vital
to the long term prosperity o the company.
7.5 Seconded Employees
A Seconded Employee is a person engaged to fulfil a specific task or assignment. The task must have a work scope and
a duration, eg a secondment to a Client Organisation where
the Client requests the services of a particular skill to work on
their premises (generally under the Client’s supervision) for
some determined time.
A Seconded Employee will be under the overall management of Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services and will be
engaged on the clear understanding that their employment
conditions are—
(a) They are employed by Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant
Services, are subject to all applicable Fluor Daniel
Diversified Plant Services conditions of employment,
as set out in this Agreement and are subject to overall supervision and management of Fluor Daniel.
(b) Their term of employment will be for the duration of
the assignment or secondment only.
(c) At the completion of the assignment their employment with Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services
may be terminated and all outstanding entitlements
paid out.
(d) Transfer from casual to permanent status will be in
accordance with the condition for permanent employment described in Clause 3.1 of this Agreement.
However, even though the employee may be transferred to permanent status the employee will still
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remain a Seconded Employee and employment conditions shall remain as described in (a), (b) and (c)
above.
7.6 Safety Committee
(a) In the interests of promoting and sustaining safe and practical systems of work, the parties agree to form a committee
consisting of equal numbers of Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant
Services management and employee representatives to consider issues and disputes relating specifically to health and
safety at Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services Argyle Area
maintenance operations.
(b) The Safety Committee shall have the following aims and
responsibilities consistent with Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant
Services Policies and Procedures—
(i) to ensure that methods, materials and tools used on
site are safe and used in a safe and practical manner.
(ii) to ensure that employees are appropriately trained in
the safe use of equipment, tools, materials and that
systems of work are structured in a safe manner.
(iii) to develop initiatives that enhance health and safety
on site in an efficient and practical manner.
(iv) to liaise with the Consultative Committee (see
subclause 7.11) in relation to the development of initiatives as described in paragraph (iii) of this
subclause.
(v) to facilitate the resolution of disputes relating specifically to occupational health and safety at Fluor
Daniel Diversified Plant Services Argyle operations
in accordance with the Argyle Region Safety Management Plan.
7.7 Amenities
Amenities are to be provided in accordance with requirements of site specific appendices attached. However, as a
minimum the following will be provided—
(i) Air conditioned smoko rooms (where possible).
(ii) All requirements for coffee, tea, sugar, milk and cool
drinking water.
(iii) Fridge or ice box (complete with regular supply of
ice) suitable for smoko room size.
7.8 Inductions
Inductions to be conducted either before or as soon as possible after an employee commences work on a site. Inductions
shall include an introduction to union delegate, safety officer
and Consultative Committee member. Argyle induction procedure is attached to this Agreement.
7.9 Protective Clothing
All new full time employees are entitled to receive five sets of
clothes (long sleeved cotton shirts and long cotton trousers) or
overalls, one set of boots (and a welder cap for coded welders or
boilermakers) on commencement. All further issues to be on a
fair wear and tear basis with no issue unless worn out items are
presented for exchange. Company to maintain records of usage
and counsel for excessive replacements. Safety equipment will
be supplied by the company. T-shirts are not standard issue. Overalls will be issued to those employees who are required to do
dirty work and returned at the completion of the job.
In the case of casual employees Fluor Daniel will provide 2
x sets of clothing consisting of long sleeve cotton shirt/s and
trouser/s or overalls at the companies discretion. It is the employees responsibility to provide safety footwear that is in good
condition and complies with the relevant Australian Standards, to cover the length of their contract. Where an employee
fails to provide adequate footwear the cost to Fluor Daniel of
providing such footwear will be deducted from the employee’s wages in the first period of your engagement. If an
employee fails to return or maliciously damages company issued clothing the cost of this will be deducted from their wages.
7.10 Alcohol and Non-Prescription Drugs
Employees will, under no circumstances, be allowed to work
on an Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services site under the influence of alcohol or any other drug. Employees who are required
to take prescription medication shall inform their immediate supervisor before the beginning of any shift, and management
reserves the right to prohibit any employee under the influence
of a prescription drug which is deemed to affect their performance from commencing or completing a shift.
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Alcohol shall not be permitted on site without the express
permission of Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services.
Any employee found in unauthorised possession of alcohol
and/or non-prescription drugs will be summarily dismissed
for misconduct.
7.11 Consultative Mechanism
Commitment
As part of their strategy for achieving the aims of this Agreement, the parties recognise the importance of structured and
amicable workplace relations. In keeping with this philosophy, the parties agree that the establishment of consultative
and participative relations is highly desirable.
Training
The parties agree that employee training and personal development is important to the long term future of Fluor Daniel
Diversified Plant Services’ operations and as such will be a
permanent topic on the Consultative Committee’s agenda for
their regular meetings.
Continuous Improvement
The parties agree that in order to remain viable and profitable, thus affording employees the maximum possible job and
income security, continuous improvements must be made in
the areas of productivity, flexibility, efficiency and safety. There
are no limits to improvements in these areas, and there are no
fixed targets. Improvements should be viewed as ongoing and
never ending. Various mechanisms will be examined with a
view to maintaining continuous productivity improvement.
These include, but are not limited to—
(a) Pay Queries
(b) Consumable Usage
(c) Quality of Tools/Consumables
(d) Skill Matrix
(e) Safety
(f) Sick Leave Usage
(g) Levels of Overtime
(h) Quality Rework Rate
Recognition and Feedback
Consistent with achieving the objectives of improving safety,
efficiency, productivity and quality of work the Company will
implement a system of evaluating the work performance of
each employee, so that the Company’s and employees goals
are achieved and both will benefit by participating in a system
which provides regular and written recognition and feedback.
The evaluation system will address issues related to work performance, which includes—
Safety Performance
Safe Working Practices
Identification with employer’s goals
Positive work approach
Quality of work
Productivity
Co-operation with others
Teamwork
Attendance and timekeeping etc
Compliance with issue resolution arrangements
A record of each evaluation will be maintained by the Company.
7.12 Consultative Committee
(a) The parties recognise the importance of following an
agreed and practical strategy such that the achievement of the
aims specified in this Agreement is facilitated.
(b) The parties agree to establish or maintain a Consultative
Committee consisting of equal numbers of employee and employer representatives (with a minimum of two from each).
The Committee would be charged with the following aims
and responsibilities—
(i) To monitor the progress of productivity and efficiency
initiatives resulting from the application of this
Agreement, and to evaluate any proposals (from any
party/s) which offer potential productivity, flexibility and/or safety enhancements, especially as
referenced in subclause 7.11 above.
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(ii) To conduct ongoing discussions on a monthly basis,
or as required, regarding productivity, work practices,
management/employee relations and other general
proposals aimed at improving the viability and/or
stability of Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services’
Argyle operations.
(iii) To assist the amicable and swift resolution of disputes arising at any of Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant
Services’ Argyle operations in relation to the operation of this Agreement.
(iv) To encourage and facilitate the effective utilisation
of the intellectual resources, skills and experience of
members of Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services
workforce.
(v) To represent and consider the interests of both employees and management in rational discussions
relating to employment relations at Fluor Daniel
Diversified Plant Services Argyle operations.
(vi) To liaise with the Safety Committee (see Clause 7.6—
Occupational Health and Safety of this Agreement)
and any other consultative mechanisms that are set
up by the parties to ensure that initiatives that are
introduced do not in any way compromise the aims
and objectives of other areas.
(vii) To review training needs of the employees and the
proposed training plan put forward by Fluor Daniel
Diversified Plant Services for its workforce employed
at Argyle Diamond Mine.
(b) It is recognised that from time to time the management
of Argyle Diamond Mines may impose various contract conditions upon Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services which
must be implemented by Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant Services. The implications and method of compliance with such
changed conditions will only be implemented following discussions between the parties, any disagreement will be dealt
with in accordance with the grievance procedure of this agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of Fluor Daniel Diversified Plant
Services
Signed
David B Thomson
Company Signature
26 March 1999
Signed for and on behalf of the Automotive, Food, Metal,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch
Signed
G. T. Bucknall
Union Signature
Name of Person Signing
7/4/99
(Common Seal)
Date

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS KUNUNOPPIN &
DISTRICTS HEALTH SERVICE ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1997.
No. PSA AG 31 of 1997.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service
and
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers).
No. PSA AG 31 of 1997.
Hospital Salaried Officers Kununoppin & Districts Health
Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
23 January 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms T Wilson on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr D Hill on behalf of the Respondent and by consent, the
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Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers Kununoppin &
Districts Health Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1997 in the terms of the following schedule be registeredon
the 30th day of December 1997.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be titled the Hospital Salaried Officers
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1997.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Purpose of Agreement
4. Application and Parties Bound
5. Term of Agreement
6. No Extra Claims
7. Objectives, Principles and Commitments
8. Framework and Principles for further Productivity
Bargaining
9. Awards, Agreements and Workplace Agreements
10. Rates of Pay and their Adjustment
11. Resources for Productivity Negotiations
12. Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures
13. Hours
14. Part-Time Employees
15. Medical Imaging Technologists
16. Public Holidays
17. Long Service Leave
18. Sick Leave
19. Family, Bereavement and Personal Leave
20. Allowances
21. Overpayments
22. Salaries
23. Ratification
ATTACHMENT 1—Model for Identifying Productivity Increases
3.—PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement aims to achieve improvements in
productivity and efficiency and the enhanced performance of
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service along with allowing
the benefits from those improvements to be shared by
employees, Kununoppin & Districts Health Service and the
Government on behalf of the Community.
(2) This Agreement places priority on the parties at
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service taking responsibility
for their own labour relations affairs and reaching agreement
on issues appropriate to Kununoppin & Districts Health Service.
(3) This Agreement is entered into in accordance with the
Hospital Salaried Officers—Western Australian Government
Health Industry Enterprise Bargaining Framework Agreement
1996.
4.—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
(1) This agreement applies to the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) (HSOA),
the Employees covered by the HSOA’s Public Sector Awards
employed by the Board of Management of Kununoppin &
Districts Health Service, (hereinafter referred to as Kununoppin
& Districts Health Service) subject to the extent to which it
employs employees covered by the Hospital Salaried Officers
Award No. 39 of 1968.
(2) The estimated number of employees bound by this Agreement at the time of registration is 3 employees.
(3) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 (hereafter
referred to as the Award) and shall replace the provisions of
that Award where expressly stated herein.
(4) This Agreement replaces the Hospital Salaried Officers
Kununoppin and District Hospital Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement PSA AG57 of 1996.
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5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of Registration until 31 March 1998, provided that this Agreement,
including allowances and salaries, may be varied or replaced
prior to its expiry in order to implement any agreement arising
out of this Agreement or the Hospital Salaried Officers—Western Australian Government Health Industry Enterprise
Bargaining Framework Agreement 1996.
(2) The parties to this Agreement agree to re-open negotiations forthwith.
6.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
(1) Subject to the agreed award consolidation and the mandatory core items for the first salary increase as outlined in
Clause 13(1) of the Hospital Salaried Officers—Western Australian Government Health Industry Enterprise Bargaining
Framework Agreement 1996, this Agreement is in settlement
of Application Number P59/94.
(2) (i) For the life of this Agreement or any agreement replacing this Agreement, the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association shall make no further claims at Industry or Health
Service level for productivity improvements which occurred
prior to 1 January 1997.
(ii) For the life of this Agreement or any agreement replacing this Agreement, the Hospital Salaried Officers Association
shall make no further claims at Health Service level for productivity improvements which occurred between 1 January
1997 and 1 July 1997 and which have been documented as
being identified in justifying wage increases under this Agreement.
7.—OBJECTIVES, PRINCIPLES AND COMMITMENTS
(1) The parties agree that the objectives of this Agreement
are to—
(a) improve the productivity and efficiency of
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service;
(b) facilitate greater decentralisation and flexibility in
negotiating employment conditions and work arrangements at Kununoppin & Districts Health
Service;
(c) ensure high quality patient services in a safe, healthy
and equitable work environment;
(d) ensure high quality of employment and jobs; and
(e) provide a pathway to providing a wage increase to
employees based upon the achievement of improved
productivity and efficiency.
(2) By—
(a) ensuring that gains achieved through agreed improved productivity and changes in workplace culture
are shared by employees, Kununoppin & Districts
Health Service and its clients and the Government
on behalf of the community;
(b) ensuring that Kununoppin & Districts Health Service operates in a manner consistent with the principles
outlined in Section 7 of the Public Sector Management Act;
(c) developing and pursuing changes on a co-operative
basis; and
(d) ensuring that Kununoppin & Districts Health Service operates as effectively, efficiently and
competitively as possible.
(3) The Hospital Salaried Officers Association and
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service, Management and
Employees bound by this Agreement are committed to—
(a) Support and actively contribute to health service continuous quality improvement, including best practice,
where best practice—
(i) is simply the best way of doing things;
(ii) is a continuous improvement process which
involves constantly changing, adapting and
integrating related approaches to health service issues;
(iii) practices are not fixed and not restricted to an
examination of costs, but also include quality
and delivery issues;
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(iv) is outcome rather than simply activity based;
(v) provides the processes, structures, rights and
obligations which are essential to ensure that
the full capacity for innovation of employees
is fully and effectively used;
(vi) depends on effective training, empowerment
and participation of both management and
employees to acquire and utilise the skills
which are necessary to effectively develop,
implement and evaluate the change process;
and
(vii) are to be based on the following principles—
• customer/patient focus
• management commitment
• employee participation
• leadership
• information analysis
• policies and plans
• appropriate standards
• hospital/health service performance
• cost effectiveness
• working smarter
(b) Support the clinical, teaching, research and organisation goals of the health service and contribute to
the achievement of those goals as active members of
the health service community.
(c) Support and actively contribute to the achievement
and/or maintenance of ACHS Accreditation.
(d) Actively contribute to the achievement of health service budgets.
(e) Assist with achieving Health department defined
waiting list priorities and day surgery targets.
(f) Co-operate with the development and implementation of strategies to achieve length of stay targets.
(g) Participate in a Multidisciplinary approach to patient
care.
(h) The principles of public sector administration, in particular to the principles contained in Sections 7., 8.
and 9. of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.
In addition, Kununoppin & Districts Health Service is committed to facilitating and encouraging the participation and
commitment of employees.
8.—FRAMEWORK AND PRINCIPLES FOR FURTHER
PRODUCTIVITY BARGAINING
(1) (a) Following the receipt of a request from the HSOA to
negotiate an amendment to this Agreement with Kununoppin
& Districts Health Service, a representative from Kununoppin
& Districts Health Service will meet with a representative from
the HSOA to discuss the request as soon as practicable but in
any event within five working days of the receipt of the request.
These discussions should include process issues such as what
sort of bargaining mechanism will be established, what consultative process can be used or needs to be put in place,
possible initiatives to be considered and the time frame.
Negotiations will be conducted in a manner and time frame
agreed by the parties to this Agreement.
(b) The negotiations should occur on the basis of a broad
agenda of initiatives designed to improve efficiency, effectiveness, productivity, patient care and flexibility within
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service.
(c) The agenda should include but not be limited to—
(i) changes in work organisation, job design and working patterns and arrangements;
(ii) examination of terms and conditions of employment
to ensure they are suited to Kununoppin & Districts
Health Service’s operational requirements;
(iii) identification and implementation of best practice
across all areas of service delivery;
(iv) (i), (ii) and (iii) can be achieved by means including
but not limited to;
(aa) new training and skills development programs
as and where required;
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(bb) the optimum use of human and capital resources including new technology;
(cc) quality assurance and continuous improvement
programs;
(dd) having due regard to operational requirements,
allowing sufficient flexibility to enable employees to meet their family responsibilities;
and
(ee) active occupational health and safety risk reduction, training and rehabilitation programs.
(2) In negotiating further salary increases in return for productivity improvements, the parties should ensure that the
following issues have been addressed and/or applied—
(a) Productivity Improvements
Productivity improvements are changes which increase the efficiency and effectiveness of Kununoppin
& Districts Health Service in meeting its agreed and
contracted service programs and outcomes. Productivity improvements may be related to work practices
or arrangements. They may be things which go to
minimise the cost of what is done, to the way things
are done, to when they are done, to the quality of
what is done or to improve the ability of the provider
to meet patient and customer needs. They may or
may not require changes from Award conditions.
Without limiting any of the above, in practice, the
primary focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the
workplace is likely to be on best practice, efficiency,
effectiveness, competitiveness, cost savings, and
quality of employment.
(b) Sharing Gains from Productivity Improvement
The parties accept that there is no precise formula
for the sharing of gains from productivity improvements, but in any agreement, in addition to employee
benefits, there must be a clear and specific return to
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service and/or the
Government. Productivity improvements may be
related to work practices or arrangements, subject to
acceptance that where capital expenditure requires
changes in work methods and/or the number of employees and the changes are of a nature that enhances
the investment, it shall qualify as a productivity improvement, provided that there is a net quantifiable
benefit to Kununoppin & Districts Health Service.
Any agreement reached should not rely primarily on
improvements which are merely the result of new
technology or financial reforms or other such initiatives. For example; in the case of capital investment
(technology), changes arising from capital expenditure for which Kununoppin & Districts Health
Service takes the risk and which require a reasonable return on the funds invested, do not necessarily
count as a productivity improvement.
The treatment of improved efficiency arising from
major capital expenditure is to be agreed by
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service and the
HSOA and shall take into account factors such as
the cost of capital.
Where employees repackage or exchange employment conditions, all or most of the saving or
productivity improvement made by Kununoppin &
Districts Health Service can be returned to the employees.
(c) Identifying Productivity Increases
To assist in such a review a model for identifying
productivity increases is contained in Attachment 5
of the Hospital Salaried Officers—Western Australian Government Health Industry Enterprise
Bargaining Framework Agreement 1996. The model
is included as a guide only and it is expected that it
will be modified to meet the needs of Kununoppin
& Districts Health Service as required.
(d) Quantum and Timing of Increases
The aggregate productivity gains negotiated at
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service could result
in increases greater than the targeted amount,
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however there are practical limits on how much can
be paid and when the increases can be paid for specific operational improvements.
9.—AWARDS, AGREEMENTS AND WORKPLACE
AGREEMENTS
(1) Relationship Between Agreements and Awards
Consistent with the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the
State Wage Principles, this Agreement shall provide the whole
of the employees’ wage increases for the life of the Agreement.
(2) Subject to the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the
State Wage Principles, the parties reserve their rights to seek
to amend this Agreement to provide for further salary increases in return for productivity improvements at the Health
Service.
(3) Choice between this Agreement and Workplace Agreements
(a) The parties accept that Employees will be given an informed and free choice between this Agreement and Workplace
Agreements;
(b) To facilitate the making of an informed and free choice—
(i) Employees who are to be offered a choice between
this Agreement and a workplace agreement may only
be required to indicate their choice after the employee
has been offered the position.
(ii) Where an employee has been offered a choice the
employee shall have a minimum of seven days in
which to decide which alternative to take, provided
that where it is necessary to fill a position within a
period of less than seven days or where an employer
agrees to an employee commencing within a period
of less than seven days, the employee shall have up
to the date of formal acceptance.
(iii) The employee shall be provided with—
(aa) a copy of an agreed summary of this Agreement; and
(bb) a copy of a summary of the Workplace Agreement.
(iv) At the request of an employee, the employee shall
be provided with—
(aa) access to a copy of this Agreement and the
Workplace Agreement;
(bb) any other relevant documentation, such as information on salary packaging; and
(cc) information on where they can obtain further
advice and on how to contact the Union.
For its part, the Union undertakes to advise all employees on the matter of choice whether or not they
are members of the Union.
(c) If agreement on any aspect of this clause is not able to be
reached the dispute settlement procedure set out in Clause 12
of this Agreement is to be followed.
(4) By agreement between the employer and the employee,
an employee who has signed a Workplace Agreement prior to
the registration of this S.41 Industrial Agreement can revisit
the Workplace Agreement in light of this Agreement.
(5) All staff transferred or redeployed to Kununoppin &
Districts Health Service from within the Public Sector or within
the Government Health Industry may be offered the choice of
a Workplace Agreement or this Agreement subject to the discretion of Kununoppin & Districts Health Service.
(6) All promotional positions and new staff recruited by
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service from outside the Public Sector may be provided with the choice of a Workplace
Agreement or S41 Industrial Agreement, subject to the discretion of Kununoppin & Districts Health Service.
(7) In the exercising of the discretion to only offer a
Workplace Agreement under subclauses (5) and (6) of this
clause, Kununoppin & Districts Health Service shall ensure
that the decision to only offer a Workplace Agreement is made
for legitimate operational reasons. In exercising their discretion to only offer a Workplace Agreement, Kununoppin &
Districts Health Service is to liaise with the HSOA to ensure it
is not done to circumvent the option of choice.
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10.—RATES OF PAY AND THEIR ADJUSTMENT
Pursuant to the replacement of agreement no PSA AG57 of
1996, this agreement provides for a 5% salary increase effective from the date of registration of the agreement.
11.—RESOURCES FOR PRODUCTIVITY
NEGOTIATIONS
(1) It is recognised that enterprise bargaining places considerable obligations upon the parties at Kununoppin & Districts
Health Service.
(2) (a) To assist in meeting these obligations, Kununoppin
& Districts Health Service will assist by providing appropriate resources having regard to the operational requirements of
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service and resource requirements associated with developing amendments to this
Agreement aimed at achieving further salary increases in return for productivity improvements;
(b) It is accepted that employees of Kununoppin & Districts
Health Service who are involved in the enterprise bargaining
process will be allowed reasonable paid time to fulfil their
responsibilities in this process;
(c) Access to resources shall be negotiated with Kununoppin
& Districts Health Service and shall not unreasonably affect
the operation of Kununoppin & Districts Health Service;
(d) Any paid time or resources shall be provided in a manner
suitable to both parties and to enable negotiations to occur and
to assist in the achievement of agreement.
(e) The parties accept that the process of bargaining in good
faith includes disclosing relevant information, as appropriate
for the purposes of the negotiations and confidentiality and
privacy in the negotiation process will be respected at all times.
(f) The parties accept that on occasions the nature of certain
information may prejudice a party’s position or not assist in
the resolution of the matter. Subject to the rights of the parties
to invoke Clause 12.—Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures of this Agreement, a decision on whether or not to
exchange or divulge information will be a matter for the relevant party to decide, provided that information shall not be
unreasonably withheld;
(g) Where information of a commercial or sensitive nature
is exchanged, the parties agree not to use or divulge that information outside of the negotiating forums.
(3) No officer or employee will be discriminated against as
a result of activities conducted in accordance with this clause.
12.—DISPUTE AVOIDANCE AND SETTLEMENT
PROCEDURES
(1) The objective of this Clause is to provide a set of procedures for dealing with any questions disputes or difficulties
arising under this Agreement and for dealing with any questions, dispute or difficulty between the parties during
negotiations for amendments to this Agreement.
(2) Subject to the Public Sector Management Act 1994, in
the event of any question, dispute or difficulty between the
parties as to the application of Government policy and the Wage
Principles and/or their effect upon this Agreement, the Health
Department and/or the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations (DOPLAR) are to provide advice to
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service in an attempt to resolve the matter.
(3) Subject to the Public Sector Management Act 1994, in
the event of any question, dispute or difficulty arising under
this Agreement, the following procedures shall apply, provided
that nothing in these procedures shall prevent the Secretary of
the HSOA (or his/her nominee) from intervening to assist in
the process—
(a) The matter is to be discussed between the HSOA
employee representative and the employer representative and an attempt made to resolve the matter;
(b) If the matter is unable to be resolved through discussions between the HSOA employee representative
and the Kununoppin & Districts Health Service representative, the matter is to be discussed between
the employee representative and the Chief Executive Officer of Kununoppin & Districts Health
Service or his/her nominee, as soon as practicable
but within five working days. Notification of any
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question, dispute or difficulty may be made verbally
and/or in writing;
(c) The parties may individually or collectively seek advice from any appropriate organisation or person in
an attempt to resolve the matter;
(d) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the date of notification in (b) hereof, either party
may notify the Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her nominee), or the Chief Executive Officer of Kununoppin &
Districts Health Service (or his/her nominee) of the
existence of a dispute or disagreement;
(e) The Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her nominee) and
the Chief Executive Officer of Kununoppin & Districts Health Service (or his/her nominee) shall confer
on the matters notified by the parties within five
working days and—
(i) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be advised within two
working days;
(ii) where there is disagreement on any matter it
may be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relation Commission.
(4) Where any matter is referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and the matter is not resolved
by conciliation, then the matter remaining in dispute may be
resolved by arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the State Wage Principles.
13.—HOURS
This clause replaces Clause 13.—Hours of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) (a) The ordinary hours of work shall be an average of
thirty eight per week and shall be worked by one of the following arrangements—
(i) Ordinary hours of work of thirty eight per week;
(ii) Flexitime roster covering a settlement period of four
weeks;
(iii) Actual hours of seventy six over nine days with the
tenth day to be taken as a paid rostered day off;
(iv) Such other arrangements as are agreed between the
employer and employee. Provided that proposed
hours of duty where set outside the terms of this
Agreement shall be subject to ratification of the WA
Industrial Commission.
(v) In addition to the above arrangements, where the employee and the employer so agree in writing, shifts
of not more than 12 hours may be worked.
(b) Subject to the following, where the employer and an
employee or group of employees agree in writing, shifts of up
to 12 hours may be worked provided the average normal hours
worked in a shift cycle or settlement period does not exceed
76 per fortnight.
(i) While recognising that in the course of an averaging
process there may be some individual variances, the
terms and conditions of the shift agreement shall on
balance be no less favourable than those prescribed
by this Agreement;
(ii) The period of the shift cycle or settlement period
over which the arrangement may extend shall be
clearly defined;
(iii) The arrangement shall allow for a minimum of one
clear day off in each 7 days;
(iv) The arrangement may allow for additional time off
in lieu of penalty rates;
(v) The arrangement may allow for salary averaging of
regular penalties and allowances including penalties
for working on a public holiday;
(vi) Any proposed arrangement or agreement which extends beyond these parameters must be referred to
the Industrial Relations Commission for ratification.
(c) Where the employer has made a definite decision to introduce changes to shift rosters or employees’ ordinary hours,
the employer shall notify the employees who may be affected
by the proposed changes and the Union as soon as the decision has been made and before the changes are to be introduced.
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Discussion with the employees and union shall occur consistent with the Introduction of Change clause of the Hospital
Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(d) The operation of working arrangements prescribed in
paragraph (a) above, shall be consistent with the working arrangements prescribed in this clause.
(2) Ordinary Hours
Subject to the Award clauses other than those expressly replaced by this Agreement, the spread of ordinary hours will be
from 6.00am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday inclusive with a
meal break of not less than 30 minutes nor more than 60 minutes to be taken between 12.00noon and 2.00pm, provided that
an employee may with prior approval of their supervisor be
allowed to extend the meal break beyond 60 minutes to a maximum of 90 minutes.
(3) Other Working Arrangements
(a) The ordinary hours of duty observed may be varied in accordance with subclause (1)(a)(iv) so as to make provisions for—
(i) the attendance of employees for duty on a Saturday,
Sunday, or Public Holidays.
(ii) the performance of shift work including work on Saturdays, Sundays or Public Holidays; and
(iii) the nature of the duties of an employee or class of
employees in fulfilling the responsibilities of their
office.
provided that where the hours of duty are so varied an employee shall not be required to work more than five hours
continuously without a break unless agreed in writing between
the employee and the employer.
(b) Notwithstanding the above, where it is considered necessary to provide a more economic operation, the employer
may authorise the operation of alternative working arrangements in the hospital/health service, or any branch or section
thereof.
The continuing operation of any alternative working arrangements, so approved, will depend on the employer being satisfied
that the efficient functioning of the hospital/health service is
being enhanced by its operation.
Such alternative working arrangements shall be in accordance with subclause (1)(a)and (d).
(4) Flexitime Arrangements
(a) Flexitime Roster
(i) The authorisation of a flexitime roster shall be the
responsibility of the employer. The roster will indicate the minimum staffing and any other requirements
in respect to starting and finishing times, lunch break
coverage and flexileave.
(ii) The roster shall cover a settlement period of four
weeks and shall be made available to all affected employees no later than three days prior to the settlement
period commencing.
(iii) The roster shall be prepared in consultation with the
affected employees, subject to the employer retaining the right to determine arrangements to suit the
operational needs of the department.
(iv) Subject to four weeks notice being given to affected
employees, the employer may withdraw authorisation of a flexitime roster.
(b) Hours of Duty
(i) The ordinary hours of duty may be an average of 7
hours 36 minutes per day which may be worked with
flexible commencement and finishing times in accordance with the provisions of this subclause,
provided that the required hours of duty for each four
week settlement period shall be 152 hours.
(ii) For the purpose of leave and Public Holidays, a day
shall be credited as 7 hours 36 minutes.
(c) Flexitime Periods
Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to
the concurrence of the supervisor, employees may select their
own starting and finishing times within the following periods—
6.00 am to 9.30 am
11.00 am to 2.30 pm (Minimum half an hour break)
3.30 pm to 6.00 pm
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(d) Core Periods
Core periods may be set by agreement between the employer
and the employee.
(e) Lunch Break
(i) An employee shall be allowed to extend the meal
break between 11 am and 2.30 pm of not less than 30
minutes but not exceeding 60 minutes except as provided below.
(ii) An employee may be allowed to extend the meal
break beyond 60 minutes to a maximum of 90 minutes. Such an extension is subject to prior approval
of the employee’s supervisor.
(f) Flexileave
(i) Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to the prior approval of the supervisor, an
employee may be allowed a maximum of two full
days or any combination of half days and full days
that does not in total exceed two days in any one
settlement period.
(ii) Approval to take flexileave is subject to the employee
having accrued sufficient credit hours to cover the
absence prior to taking the leave. In exceptional circumstances and with the approval of the employer,
flexileave may be taken before accrual subject to such
conditions as the employer may impose.
(g) Settlement Period
(i) For recording time worked, there shall be a settlement period which shall consist of four weeks.
(ii) The settlement period shall commence at the beginning of a pay period.
(iii) The required hours of duty for a settlement period
shall be 152 hours.
(h) Credit Hours
(i) Credit hours in excess of the required 152 hours to a
maximum of 7 hours 36 minutes are permitted at the
end of each settlement period. Such credit hours shall
be carried forward to the next settlement period.
(ii) Credit hours in excess of 7 hours 36 minutes at the
end of a settlement period shall be lost.
(iii) Credit hours at any point within the settlement period shall not exceed 20 hours.
(i) Debit Hours
(i) Debit hours below the required 152 hours to a maximum of 4 hours are permitted at the end of each
settlement period.
Such debit hours shall be carried forward to the next
settlement period.
(ii) For debit hours in excess of 4 hours, an employee
shall be required to take leave without pay for the
period necessary to reduce debit hours to those specified in subparagraph (i) of this subclause.
(iii) Employees having excessive debit hours may be required to work standard working hours in addition
to not being paid for the number of hours in excess
of the debit hours permitted at the end of each settlement period.
(j) Maximum Daily Working Hours
Subject to subclause (1)(b), a maximum of 10 hours may be
worked in any one day.
(k) Study Leave
Where study leave has been approved by the employer, credits will be given for education commitments falling within the
ordinary hours of duty and for which “time off” is necessary
to allow for attendance at formal classes.
(l) Overtime
(i) Employees receiving at least one day’s prior notice
of overtime shall be required to work the ordinary
hours of duty determined by the employer under
subclause (1) of this clause.
(ii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at
the conclusion of a day with less than one day’s notice, and
(aa) where the employee has at the commencement
of that day 2 hours or more flexitime credits,
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the employee shall be paid overtime after 5
hours work on that day, or for time worked
after 3.30 pm, whichever is the later, or
(bb) where that employee has commenced duty
prior to 8.30 am and has, at the commencement of that day, less than 2 hours flexitime
credits, the employee shall be paid overtime,
for time worked after the completion of ordinary hours of duty or after working 7 hours 36
minutes on that day, whichever is the earlier,
or
(cc) where that employee has commenced work
after 8.30 am and has, at the commencement
of that day, less than 2 hours flexitime credits,
the employee shall be paid overtime for time
worked after 5.30 pm or after working 7 hours
36 minutes, on that day whichever is the earlier.
(iii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at
the beginning of a day with less than one day’s notice, that employee shall be paid overtime for any
time worked prior to the commencing time for ordinary hours of duty determined by the employer under
subclause (1) of this clause.
(5) Nine Day Fortnight
(a) Hours of Duty
(i) The employer may authorise the operation of a nine
day fortnight where the ordinary hours of duty of 76
hours a fortnight are worked over nine days of the
fortnight, exclusive of work performed on Saturday,
Sunday and the special rostered day off, with each
day consisting of 8 hours and 27 minutes.
(ii) The employer shall determine employees’ commencing and finishing times between the spread of 6.00
am and 6.00 pm, in order to ensure that departmental requirements are met on each day.
(b) Lunch Break
A meal break shall be allowed and taken in accordance with
the standard provisions of this clause.
(c) Special Rostered Day Off
Each employee shall be allowed one special rostered day off
each fortnight in accordance with a roster prepared by management showing days and hours of duty and special rostered
days off for each employee.
(d) Leave and Public Holidays.
For the purposes of leave and Public Holidays, a day shall
be credited as 8 hours 27 minutes notwithstanding the following—
(i) When a Public Holiday falls on an employee’s special rostered day off the employee shall be granted a
day in lieu of the holiday prior to the conclusion of
the current fortnight.
(ii) For a Public Holiday occurring during a period of
annual leave, an additional day will be added to the
period of leave irrespective of whether it falls on a
rostered work day or special rostered day off.
(iii) A four week annual leave entitlement is equivalent
to 152 hours, the equivalent to eighteen rostered
working days of 8 hours 27 minutes, and two special
rostered days off.
(iv) An employee who is sick on a special rostered day
off will not be granted sick leave for that day, and
will not be credited with an additional day off in
lieu.
(e) Overtime
The provisions of the relevant overtime clause, shall apply
for work performed prior to an employee’s nominated starting
time and after an employee’s nominated ceasing time in accordance with subparagraph (a)(ii) and on an employee’s
special rostered day off.
(f) Study Leave
Credits for Study Leave will be given for educational commitments falling due between and employee’s nominated
starting and finishing times.
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14.—PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
To be read in conjunction with Clause 34.—Part-time Employees of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968.
(1) Part-time workers aged 21 years or more shall be paid at
a rate pro-rata to the rate prescribed for the class of work for
which they are engaged in the proportion to which their fortnightly hours bear to 76 hours per fortnight.
(2) When a part-time worker as defined by the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968, commences employment
on or after the 1 July 1996, he/she shall accrue service towards progression onto subsequent salary increments within a
salary level, on a pro-rata basis of the number of hours worked
to full time hours.
(3) Provided that relevant prior service and experience shall
be taken into account when determining at what increment
within a specified salary level a part-time employee is appointed.
15.—MEDICAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGISTS
This provision replaces Clause 12. of the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this Agreement or in the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968, Medical Imaging Technologists who were prior to this
Agreement employed on a thirty-five hour and four week annual leave basis shall as a result of the registration of this
Agreement, be employed on a thirty-five and a half (35.5) hour
week and four week annual leave basis.
16.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
This provision replaces subclause 16(1)(a) of the Hospital
Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) The following days or the days observed in lieu thereof
shall subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as holidays
without deduction of pay, namely New Year’s Day, Australia
Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day,
Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day and
Boxing Day. Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the
days named in this subclause.
(2) With effect from 1 April 1996 employees covered by
this Agreement shall not be eligible to receive the two floating
holidays otherwise provided for by Operational Instruction 657/
95 and Circular to Ministers No. 1 of 1994 issued by the Office of The Premier. Provided that the holiday employees
become eligible to receive on 2 January 1996 may be taken in
accordance with the above mentioned Circular before 1 January 1997.
17.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 19. Long Service Leave of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 with effect
from 1st April 1996.
(1) An employee shall be entitled to thirteen weeks paid long
service leave on the completion of ten years of continuous
service and an additional thirteen weeks paid long service leave
for each subsequent period of ten years of continuous service
completed by the employee.
(2) Notwithstanding subclause (1), an employee in employment with an employer respondent to the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award N0. 39 of 1968 at the time of the inception of
this agreement shall retain the proportion of long service leave
accrued at the rate provided by the Award at that time and
accrue the balance at the ten year rate.
(3) Upon application by an employee, the employer may
(subject to subclause (4) of this Agreement), approve of the
taking by the employee—
(a) of double the period of long service leave on half
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(b) of half the period of long service leave on double
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(c) of any portion of his/her long service leave entitlement on full pay or double such period on half pay;
or half such period on double pay
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(d) A full time employee who, during a qualifying period towards an entitlement of long service leave was
employed continuously on both a full time and part
time basis may elect to take a lesser period of long
service leave calculated by converting the part time
service to equivalent full time service.
(4) Long service leave may be taken in weekly multiples on
full, half or compacted pay provided that where an employees
remaining portion of accrued untaken leave entitlement is less
than a week such portion may be taken.
(5) Any holiday occurring during the period in which an
employee is on long service leave will be treated as part of the
long service leave, and extra days in lieu thereof shall not be
granted.
(6) Long service leave shall be taken as it falls due at the
convenience of the employer but within three years next after
becoming entitled thereto: Provided that the employer may
approve the accumulation of long service leave not exceeding
twenty six weeks.
(7) (a) An employee who—
(i) at or before the 1st April 1996 was employed by
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service, and has completed at least 15 years continuous service within the
Western Australian Public Sector; or
(ii) commenced employment with Kununoppin & Districts Health Service after the 1st April 1996, and
has completed at least 15 years continuous service
within the Western Australian Public Sector Health
Industry;
may, by agreement with the employer, take pro-rata long service leave provided that the employee has completed at least
three years continuous service with Kununoppin & Districts
Health Service immediately prior to taking this leave.
(b) An employee who resigns from their employment with
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service and who—
(i) at or before the 1st April 1996 was employed by
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service, and has completed at least 15 years continuous service within the
Western Australian Public Sector; or
(ii) commenced employment with Kununoppin & Districts Health Service after the 1st April 1996, and
has completed at least 15 years continuous service
within the Western Australian Public Sector Health
Industry;
shall, in addition to any accrued long service leave be paid
pro-rata long service leave, provided that the employee has
completed at least three years continuous service with
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service immediately prior to
his/her resignation.
(8) For the purposes of subclause (7), the Western Australian Public Sector Health Industry shall mean the Minister for
Health, the Commissioner of Health and all Public Sector
Hospitals, Health Services and Agencies constituted under the
Hospitals and Health Services Act 1927.
(9) Where an Employee has been redeployed at the direction of a Western Australian Public Sector Employer, 3 years
continuous service for the purposes of subclauses (7) of this
Clause shall be calculated including the service with such previous employer or employers.
(10) An employee who resigns having not qualified to be
paid pro-rata long service leave in accordance with subclause
(8) shall, subject to subclause (12), be entitled to payment for
accrued long service leave only.
(11) An employee who is dismissed, shall not be entitled to
long service leave or payment for long service leave other than
leave that had accrued to the employee prior to the date of the
offence for which the employee is dismissed provided that an
employee who is dismissed through no fault of his/her own
and who having completed at least 15 years continuous service, calculated in accordance with the provisions of this Clause,
and having completed at least three years continuous service,
calculated in accordance with the provisions of this Clause,
with Kununoppin & Districts Health Service immediately prior
to dismissal shall, in addition to any accrued long service leave
be paid pro-rata long service leave.
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(12) A lump sum payment for long service leave accrued in
accordance with this clause and for pro-rata long service leave
shall be made in the following cases—
(a) To an employee who retires at or over the age of
fifty-five years or who has retired on the grounds of
ill health, provided that no payment shall be made
for pro-rata long service leave unless the employee
has completed not less than twelve months’ continuous service.
(b) To an employee who has retired for any other cause:
Provided that no payment shall be made for pro-rata
long service leave unless the employee had completed
not less than three years’ continuous service before
the date of his/her retirement.
(c) To the widow or widower of an employee or such
other person as may be approved by the employer in
the event of the death of an employee: Provided that
no payment shall be made for pro-rata long service
leave unless the employee had completed not less
than twelve months’ continuous service prior to the
date of his/her death.
(13) A calculation of the amount due for long service leave
accrued and for pro-rata long service leave shall be made at
the rate of salary of an employee at the date of retirement,
resignation or death, whichever applies and no such payment
shall exceed the equivalent of twelve months’ salary.
(14) Long service leave accrued prior to the issue of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 shall remain
to the credit of each employee.
(15) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (6), (10), (11),
(12) and (16) of this clause, the service of an employee shall
not be deemed to have been broken—
(a) by resignation, where he/she resigned from the employment of an employer a party to the Award and
commenced with another employer a party to the
Award within one working week of the expiration of
any period for which payment in lieu of annual leave
or holidays has been made by an employer party to
the Award from whom he/she resigned or, if no such
payment has been made, within one working week
of the day on which his/her resignation became effective;
(b) if his/her employment was ended by his/her employer
who is party to the Award, for any reason other than
misconduct or unsatisfactory service but only if—
(i) the employee resumed employment with an
employer party to the Award not later than six
months from the day on which his/her employment ended; and
(ii) payment pursuant to subclause (11) of this
clause has not been made; or
(c) by any absence approved by the employer as leave
whether with or without pay.
(16) The expression “continuous service” in this clause includes any period during which an employee is absent on full
pay or part pay, from his/her duties with any employer party
to the Award, but does not include—
(a) any cumulative period exceeding two weeks in any
one anniversary year during which the employee is
absent on leave without pay;
(b) Any service of the employee who resigns or is dismissed, other than service prior to such resignation
or to the date of any offence in respect of which the
employee is dismissed when such prior service has
actually entitled the employee to long service leave,
including pro-rata long service leave, under this
clause.
(17) Portability
(a) Where an employee was, immediately prior to being
employed by Kununoppin & Districts Health Service, employed in the service of—
• The Commonwealth of Australia, or
• Any other State Government of Australia, or
• Any Western Australian State public sector or state
government employer,
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and the period between the date when the employee ceased
previous employment and the date of commencing employment by a respondent to this Agreement does not exceed one
week, that employee shall be entitled to long service leave
determined in the following manner—
(i) the pro rata portion of long service leave to which
the employee would have been entitled up to the date
of appointment under the Public Sector Management
Act, shall be calculated in accordance with the provisions that applied to the previous employment
referred to, but in calculating that period of pro rata
long service leave, any long service leave taken or
any benefit granted in lieu of any such long service
leave during that employment shall be deducted from
any long service leave to which the employee may
become entitled under this clause; and
(ii) the balance of the long service leave entitlement of
the employee shall be calculated upon appointment
by a respondent to this Agreement in accordance with
the provisions of this clause.
(b) Nothing in this clause confers or shall be deemed to confer on any employee previously employed by the
Commonwealth or by any other State of Australia any entitlement to a complete period of long service leave that accrued
in the employee’s favour prior to the date on which the employee commenced with Kununoppin & Districts Health
Service.
(18) At the request of the employee and with the agreement
of the employer, an employee faced with pressing personal
needs, may be paid in lieu of taking a portion of long service
leave.
18.—SICK LEAVE
This provision replaces subclause (7) of Clause 18.—Sick
Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
The basis for the cumulative accrual of sick leave shall be—
Leave On
Full Pay
Working Days

(a) On date of employment of the employee
5
(b) On completion by the employee of six
months’ service
5
(c) On completion by the employee of twelve
months’ service
10
(d) On completion of each additional twelve
months’ service by the employee
10
Provided that where an employee has accrued sick leave on
half days pay prior to the date upon which this Agreement
comes into effect those accrued half days shall be converted to
the equivalent of full days sick leave and shall remain to the
employee’s credit until such time as they may be taken.
19.—FAMILY, BEREAVEMENT AND PERSONAL
LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 17.—Short Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Family Leave
(a) In this subclause “family member” means the employee’s spouse, defacto spouse, child, step child, parent, step parent.
This entitlement will also apply to another person who lives
with the employee as a member of the employee’s family.
(b) The employee is entitled to use up to 38 hours of his/her
personal accrued sick leave to care for an ill family member
each year, providing the employee must maintain a minimum
of 10 days of sick leave available for personal use in each
year. Subject to subclause (e), all family leave taken is deducted from the employee’s sick leave entitlement.
(c) Family leave is not cumulative from year to year.
(d) Medical certificate requirements are as per those for Sick
Leave under the Award.
(e) Where an employee has insufficient accrued sick leave,
by mutual agreement, up to five days of annual leave may be
used for the purpose of family leave.
(2) Bereavement Leave
(a) An employee shall on the death of—
(i) the spouse of the employee;
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

the child or step-child of the employee;
the parent or step-parent of the employee;
the brother, sister, step brother or step sister; or
any other person, who immediately before that person’s death, lived with the employee as a member of
the employee’s family,
be eligible for up to two (2) days bereavement leave, provided
that at the request of an employee the employer may exercise
a discretion to grant bereavement leave to an employee in respect of some other person with whom the employee has a
special relationship.
(b) The 2 days need not be consecutive.
(c) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during any other
period of leave.
(d) An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave
under paragraph (a) of this subclause is to provide to the employer, if so requested, evidence that would satisfy a reasonable
person as to—
(i) the death that is the subject of the leave sought; and
(ii) the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
(e) An employee requiring more than two days bereavement
leave in order to travel overseas in the event of the death overseas of a member of the employees immediate family may,
upon providing adequate proof, in addition to any bereavement leave to which the employee is eligible, have immediate
access to annual leave and/or accrued long service leave in
weekly multiples and/or leave without pay provided all accrued leave is exhausted.
(3) Special Personal Leave
(a) Without Pay
The employer may upon the request of an employee, grant
that employee special leave without pay for any special or
personal reason.
(b) Use of Annual Leave
The employer may, upon the request of an employee and
with sufficient cause being shown, which may in the circumstances be with little notice, grant that employee single days
of annual leave for pressing personal emergencies.
20.—ALLOWANCES
(1) Where an employee subject to this Agreement is paid an
allowance as provided under the Hospital Salaried Officers
Award No. 39 of 1968, which is calculated as a percentage of
a salary rate prescribed by that Award, the allowance shall for
the life of this Agreement, now be calculated using the salary
rates as prescribed at Clause 22.—Salaries of this Agreement.
21.—OVERPAYMENTS
(1) Where an employee is paid for work not subsequently
performed or is overpaid in any other manner, the employer is
entitled to make adjustment to the subsequent wages or salaries of the employee.
(2) One-off Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), one-off overpayments may
be recovered by the employer in the pay period immediately
following the pay period in which the overpayment was made,
or in the period immediately following the pay period in which
it was discovered that overpayment has occurred.
(3) Cumulative Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), cumulative overpayments
may be recovered by the employer at a rate agreed between
the employer and the employee, provided that the rate at which
the overpayment is recovered is not at a lesser rate than the
rate at which it was overpaid or $50 per week, depending on
which is the lesser amount per pay period.
(4) In exceptional circumstances, other arrangements for the
recovery of overpayments may be agreed between the employer and the employee.
(5) the employer is required to notify the employee of their
intention to recoup overpayment and to consult with the employee as to the appropriate recovery rate.
22.—SALARIES
This clause replaces Schedule A—Minimum Salaries of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
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(1) Subject to the provision of Clause 9.—Salaries of the
Award and to the provisions of this Clause the minimum annual salaries for employees bound by this Agreement are set
in this Clause and shall apply from date of registration until
the expiry of this Agreement.
(2) Minimum Salaries are detailed as follows. The rates of
pay have been adjusted to reflect the increase in Clause 10 of
the Agreement and represent full and final settlement of wage
adjustments provided for in this Agreement.

LEVELS

Award Rate
+ 2 ASNA
+ 5% + 2%
effective prior
to date of registration
Salary
P/Annum

LEVEL 1
under 17 years of age
17 years of age
18 years of age
19 years of age
20 years of age
1st year of full-time
equivalent adult service
2nd year of full-time
equivalent adult service
3rd year of full-time
equivalent adult service
4th year of full-time
equivalent adult service
LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6
LEVEL 7
LEVEL 8
LEVEL 9
LEVEL 10
LEVEL 11
LEVEL 12
CLASS 1
CLASS 2
CLASS 3
CLASS 4

Award Rate
+ 2 ASNA
+5% + 2% + 5%
effective from date
of registration
Salary
P/Annum

11,654
13,609
15,886
18,387
20,649

12,237
14,289
16,680
19,306
21,681

22,682

23,816

23,382

24,551

24,078

25,282

24,772
25,469
26,167
26,969
27,524
28,343
29,311
30,064
30,856
32,118
32,779
33,770
34,788
36,235
36,989
38,025
39,090
40,187
42,299
43,867
46,095
47,287
48,797
50,362
52,648
54,522
57,358
59,331
61,491
64,966
67,741
70,563
74,432
77,047
80,028
84,537
89,046
93,553
98,062

26,011
26,742
27,475
28,317
28,900
29,760
30,777
31,567
32,399
33,724
34,418
35,459
36,527
38,047
38,838
39,926
41,045
42,196
44,414
46,060
48,400
49,651
51,237
52,880
55,280
57,248
60,226
62,298
64,566
68,214
71,128
74,091
78,154
80,899
84,029
88,764
93,498
98,231
102,965

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level
1, may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not on age.
(b) A Medical Typist or Medical Secretary shall be paid
a medical terminology allowance of $1000 per annum.
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For the purposes of this subclause ‘Medical Typist’
and ‘Medical Secretary’ shall mean those workers
classified on a classification equivalent to Level 1,2,
or 3 who spend at least 50% of their time typing
from tapes, shorthand, and/or Doctor’s notes of case
histories, summaries, reports or similar material involving a broad range of medical terminology.
(3) Salaries.—Specified Callings and Other Professionals
are detailed as follows. The rates of pay have been adjusted to
reflect the increases in Clause 10 of the Agreement, and represent full and final settlement of wage adjustments provided
for in this Agreement.
(a) Employees, who possess a relevant tertiary level qualification, or equivalent as agreed between the union and the
employers, and who are employed in the callings of Architect,
Audiologist, Bio Engineer, Chemist, Dietitian, Engineer, Medical Scientist, Librarian, Occupational Therapist,
Physiotherapist, Physicist, Pharmacist, Clinical Psychologist,
Psychologist, Research Officer, Scientific Officer, Social
Worker, Speech Pathologist, Podiatrist, Medical Imaging Technologist, Nuclear Medicine Technologist, Radiation Therapist,
Orthotist, or any other professional calling as agreed between
the Union and employers, shall be entitled to Annual Salaries
as follows—

LEVELS

LEVEL 3/5

Award Rate
+ 2 ASNA
+ 5% + 2%
effective prior to
date of registration
Salary
P/Annum

Award Rate
+ 2 ASNA
+5% + 2% + 5%
effective date
of registration
Salary
P/Annum

29,311
30,777
30,856
32,399
32,779
34,418
34,788
36,527
38,025
39,926
40,187
42,196
LEVEL 6
42,299
44,414
43,867
46,060
46,095
48,400
LEVEL 7
47,287
49,651
48,797
51,237
50,362
52,880
LEVEL 8
52,648
55,280
54,522
57,248
LEVEL 9
57,358
60,226
59,331
62,298
LEVEL 10
61,491
64,566
64,966
68,214
LEVEL 11
67,741
71,128
70,563
74,091
LEVEL 12
74,432
78,154
77,047
80,899
80,028
84,029
CLASS 1
84,537
88,764
CLASS 2
89,046
93,498
CLASS 3
93,553
98,231
CLASS 4
98,062
102,965
(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this sub clause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 3/5 under this
sub clause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment;
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment;
(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD Degree relevant to their calling shall commence on the third year
increment;
Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary
level qualification after appointment shall not be entitled to any advanced progression through the range.
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(c) The employer and union shall be responsible for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for
appointment for the callings covered by this sub
clause and shall maintain a manual setting out such
qualifications.
(d) The employer in allocating levels pursuant to paragraph (b) of this sub clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 3/5 for a particular
calling/s.
(4) The following conditions shall apply to employees in the
callings detailed below—
Engineers—
Employees employed in the calling of Engineer and
who are classified Level 3/5 under this Agreement
shall be paid a minimum salary at the rate prescribed
for the maximum of Level 3/5 where the employee
is an “experienced engineer” as defined.
For the purposes of this paragraph “experienced engineer” shall mean—
(a) An engineer appointed to perform professional
engineering duties and who is a Corporate
Member of The Institution of Engineers, Australia, or who attains that status during service.
(b) An engineer appointed to perform professional
duties who is not a Corporate Member of the
Institution of Engineers, Australia but who
possesses a degree or diploma from a University, College, or Institution acceptable to the
employer on the recommendation of the Institution of Engineers, Australia, and who—
(i) having graduated in a four or five academic year course at a University or
Institution recognised by the employer,
has had four years experience on professional engineering duties acceptable
to the employer since becoming a qualified engineer, or
(ii) not having a University degree but possessing a diploma recognised by the
employer, has had five year’s experience on professional engineering
duties, recognised by the employer
since becoming a qualified engineer.
(5) The rates of pay in this Agreement include the first $8.00
per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under the
December, 1994 State Wage Decision. This first $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustment may be offset to the extent of
any wage increase as a result of agreements reached at enterprise level since 1 November, 1991. Increases made under
previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise
agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
(6) The rates of pay in this Agreement include the second
$8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under
the December 1994 State Wage Decision. This second $8.00
per week arbitrated safety net adjustment may be offset to the
extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November, 1991,
pursuant to enterprise agreements in so far as that wage increase has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated safety
net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage Case
Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from Enterprise Agreements, are not
to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
The first and second arbitrated safety net increases have, for
the purposes of this agreement been offered against past productivity improvements.
The third arbitrated safety net adjustment has been absorbed.
23.—RATIFICATION
The signatories that follow testify to the fact that this Agreement shall come into effect as of the date of registration.
Michael Hartland
Signed
Union Seal
12/12/97
(Signature)
(Date)
President, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
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Daniel P Hill
Signed
Union Seal
11/12/97
(Signature)
(Date)
Secretary, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers)
Peter Lisacek
Signed
10 Dec 97
(Signature)
(Date)
General Manager for and on behalf of the Board of Management of Kununoppin & Districts Health Service Board.
ATTACHMENT 1—MODEL FOR IDENTIFYING
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES
The following model is to be used as a guide only and it is
expected that it will be modified to meet the needs of
Kununoppin & Districts Health Service as required.
A Model for Identifying Productivity Increases
The primary focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the workplace
will be on best practice, efficiency, effectiveness, competitiveness and cost saving.
Employees to focus on the following areas—
• Productivity Improvements which can be made: Identification of all possibilities for improving
productivity through looking at possible changes in
what work is done, how the work is done, who does
the work, who could better do the work, when the
work is done, whether the work should be done (ie.
whether a particular task can be performed less often and still achieve a satisfactory output) possibilities
for multi-skilling and opportunities to reduce costs
(including financial costs) and reduce waste.
• Barriers to Productivity Improvements: Identification of any significant barriers to improving
productivity, such as, need for training, need for
equipment, problems with computer programs, demarcation problems and arguments about who should
do what, award constraints, information or guidelines problems, problems in regard to supervision,
whether too much or not enough, or of poor quality,
opportunities and barriers to self management, physical barriers such as the location of various functions
which interact with each other and barriers to communication.
Employers, in consultation with their Employees, to focus on
all of the above plus macro issues impacting on productivity—
• Structural Matters: Management may need to look
at the structures within which the work is done and
how they can be improved upon.
• Management Style: Management style and its appropriateness may need to be examined at both an
organisational and departmental level.
• Best Practice, Benchmarking, Continuous Improvement and New Opportunities: Initiatives in these
areas will in general need to be initiated by management. This is an important area given that one of its
outcomes should be improved competitiveness.
Where barriers to competitiveness beyond the control of the employer/health service are identified,
these should be drawn to the attention of the Health
Department so that they can be addressed on an industry basis.
• Culture and Environment: Management culture and
organisational culture may need to be examined in
light of the overall direction of health management
and where appropriate programs and training be introduced to address any identified problems.
Quality of Employment—Issues to be Examined by Both
Employees and Employers—
This area does not necessarily impact on productivity, as
such, but may have a positive impact financially and/or
an improvement in the non-wage rewards of employment
and is therefore a very valuable, win-win, area for both
employees and employers. Matters to be examined under
this heading include, but are not confined to—
• Occupational Health and Safety
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• Unplanned Absences
• Health and Welfare of the Workforce
• Family needs and other demands on workers: better
ways to accommodate and acknowledge these without losing focus on the main objectives in regard to
responsibility for service to the employer.
• Use of Leave
• Equal Opportunity
• Career paths, including access to special project
work, providing opportunities for development and
recognition
• Employee Recognition, through feedback, support,
acknowledgment, enablement, empowerment, consultation and non-financial rewards
• Training and Development
• Equity Issues

MACORNA INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 36 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Macorna Pty Ltd.
AG 36 of 1999.
Macorna Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
13 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Macorna Industrial Agreement as filed in the
Commission on 9 March 1999 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Macorna Industrial
Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
15. Seniority
16. Sick Leave
17. Pyramid Sub-Contracting
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18. Fares and Travelling
19. Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
20. Income Protection
21. No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance
3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Macorna Pty Ltd
(hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of
Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately five (5) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Clause 46 Settlement of Disputes and Appendix – Resolution of Disputes Requirements of the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee
into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund.
2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of
payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of
Ordinary Time earnings, whichever is the greater.
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The Company will advise all employees subject to
the Agreement of their right to have payments made
to a complying superannuation fund of their choice.
The Company is bound by the employee’s election.
The aforementioned payment will then be made to
that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their
choice the Company will make payments into the
Construction + Building Unions Superannuation
Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other
than the C+BUSS the Company will, within seven
days of the employee advising the Company of the
fund of their choice, advise the Union in writing of
the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach
an agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the
Act to change the complying superannuation fund
or scheme the Company will, within seven days of
the employee and the Company reaching such an
agreement, advise the Union in writing of the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund
or scheme requested by the employee.
(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes
of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration)
Act 1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings
base) shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the
employee receives for ordinary hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance, trade
allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification
allowances (eg. First aid, laser safety officer), multistorey allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication
allowance, leading hand alowances, in chargeof plant
allowance and supervisory allowances where applicable. The term includes any regular over-award pay
as well as casual rates received and any additional
rates and allowances paid for work undertaken during ordinary hours of work, excluding fares and travel
and other reimbursement allowances.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than six
tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of
the employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year,
pro-rata to attend courses conducted or approved by the
NBCITC. The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
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An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
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19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:

The Company:

BLPPU

(Signed)
Date: 4/2/99
(Signed)
WITNESS

CMETU

(Signed)
Date: 4/2/99
(Signed)
WITNESS

Company
Seal

(Signed)
SIGNATURE
Date: 18/12/98
PETER TESTER
PRINT NAME
(Signed)
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of
1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
Carpenter/Roofer
17.22
17.70
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
Refractory Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
Special Class T
17.95
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$
17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69

APPRENTICE RATES
Date of
1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3
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Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
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c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.85
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m
$1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O. but not
including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.l3m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
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Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
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14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%

NEW FORCE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
AG 44 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
New Force Construction Pty Ltd.
AG 44 of 1999.
New Force Construction
Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
23 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the New Force Construction Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission on 17 March 1999 be
and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the New Force Construction Industrial Agreement.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and New Force Construction Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”)
in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on
work covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are
approximately twelve (12) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in Clause 46 – Settlement of Disputes and Appendix
– Resolution of Disputes Requirements of the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
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10.—WAGE INCREASE

This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of
payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of
Ordinary Time earnings, whichever is the greater.
The Company will advise all employees subject to
the Agreement of their right to have payments made
to a complying superannuation fund of their choice.
The Company is bound by the employee’s election.
The aforementioned payment will then be made to
that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their
choice the Company will make payments into the
Construction + Building Unions Superannuation
Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other
than the C+BUSS the Company will, within seven
days of the employee advising the Company of the
fund of their choice, advise the Union in writing of
the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach
an agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the
Act to change the complying superannuation fund
or scheme the Company will, within seven days of
the employee and the Company reaching such an
agreement, advise the Union in writing of the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund
or scheme requested by the employee.
(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes
of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration)
Act 1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings
base) shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the
employee receives for ordinary hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance, trade
allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification
allowances (eg. First aid, laser safety officer), multistorey allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication
allowance, leading hand alowances, in chargeof plant
allowance and supervisory allowances where applicable. The term includes any regular over-award pay
as well as casual rates received and any additional
rates and allowances paid for work undertaken during ordinary hours of work, excluding fares and travel
and other reimbursement allowances.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
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2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
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3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
............................................................
Date: /
/
...........................................................
WITNESS

CMETU

...........................................................
Date: /
/
...........................................................
WITNESS

The Company:
............................................................
SIGNATURE

Date: /
/
Company Seal
............................................................
PRINT NAME

...........................................................
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 August
Signing
1999
Hourly Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.90
16.12
Plaster, Fixer
17.58
17.82
Painter, Glazier
17.19
17.42
Signwriter
17.56
17.80
Carpenter/Roofer
17.70
17.93
Bricklayer
17.52
17.75
Refractory Bricklayer
20.12
20.38
Stonemason
17.70
17.93
Rooftiler
17.38
17.62
Marker/Setter Out
18.21
18.46
Special Class T
18.45
18.69
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APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 August
Signing
1999
Hourly Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a
written warning and made aware of the availability
of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help
he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time
he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
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f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m $1.90
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$2.25
Over
$4.55m
$2.85
Renovations, Restorations and/or Refurbishment
Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m $1.70
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$1.90
Over
$4.55m
$2.45
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m $1.70
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$1.90
Over
$4.55m
$2.45
Renovations, Restorations and/or Refurbishment
Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m $1.60
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$1.80
Over
$4.55m
$2.05
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The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.17m
$1.30
Above $2.l7m to 6m
$1.60
Above $6m to $11.98m
$1.85
Above $11.98m to $24.43m $2.05
Above $24.43m to $60.5m
$2.35
Over
$60.5m
$2.55
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within
the boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park
Road, Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in which site allowances are to be paid as per this
agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a
boundary road will be deemed to fall in one region and
the other side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall
in the other region. For example, the eastem side of
Havelock Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western
side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to
mean the value of all tendered work which falls under the
scope of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each year
by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four
quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site allowance
amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
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11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 January 1999.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
th
4 year
88%

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
PROSECUTIONS ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSAAG 13 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer Office of Director of Public
Prosecutions.
No. PSAAG 13 of 1999.
Office of Director of Public Prosecutions Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1999.
15 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms K F Franz for the Applicant and Mr J A
Lange on behalf of Respondent, and by consent, the
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Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 29th day of March, 1999 entitled Office of Director of Public Prosecutions Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1999 and as subsequently amended
by direction of the Commission in the terms of the following Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement
in replacement of the Office of Director of Public Prosecutions Enterprise Agreement 1996 (PSAAG 9 of 1996)
which is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Office of Director of
Public Prosecutions Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999
and shall replace the Office of Director of Public Prosecutions
Enterprise Agreement 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties to the Agreement
Number of Employees Covered
Definitions
Date And Operation of Agreement
No Further Claims
Single Bargaining Unit
Relationship to Parent Awards
Re-Open Negotiations
Availability of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Objectives and Principles
Productivity Measurement
Productivity Initiatives
Implementation Of EBA Initiatives
Consultation
Salary Increases
Level 1 Classification
Employee Funded Extra Leave
Long Service Leave
Annual Leave
Pay-out of Accrued Leave
Hours of Duty
Child Care Arrangements
Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
Family Leave
Bereavement Leave
Short Leave
Salary Packaging
Signatures of Parties to Agreement
Schedule A: Salaries
Schedule B: Level 1 Classification
Schedule C: Policy on Jury Trials for Level 4/5 Prosecutors

3.—SCOPE
This Enterprise Bargaining Agreement shall apply to all
Office of Director of Public Prosecutions employees (including employees who may be appointed to the Senior Executive
Service) working in the Office of Director of Public Prosecutions who are members of or eligible to be members of the
Union party to this Agreement.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Office of Director of
Public Prosecutions and the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Inc.
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the approximate number of
employees covered by this Agreement is 103.
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6.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings.
“Agreement” means The Office of Director of Public
Prosecutions Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
“Chief Executive Officer” means the Director of Public Prosecutions.
“DPP” means Office of Director of Public Prosecutions
“Employee” means for the purposes of this Agreement,
someone who is referred to at Clause 3—Scope.
“Employer” means the Director of Public Prosecutions
“Government” means the State Government of Western Australia
“PSA” means Public Service Award 1992
“Union” means Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Inc.
“WAIRC” means The Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration and shall remain in force for 2 years.
2. During the life of the Agreement the parties will continue
to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed at
increasing productivity. The parties agree that these issues will
form the basis of future negotiations.
3. The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
Agreement, except where the Award salary rate is higher in
which case the Award salary rate shall apply.
4. The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent
Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms or this Agreement or provided for in National or
State Wage Case Decisions.
This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee
to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit comprised of the Union and the employer.
10.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Public Service Award 1992. In the case of any inconsistencies, this Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of
any inconsistencies. Where this Agreement is silent the Award
shall apply.
11.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
The parties agree to commence negotiations at least 6 months
prior to the expiration of the period of this Agreement to negotiate a replacement Agreement.
12.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. In addition, a copy or copies of this Agreement will be
kept in an easily accessible place or places within the DPP,
and the location of the copies will be communicated to all
employees.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
This dispute settlement procedure will apply to any questions, dispute or difficulties that arise under this
Agreement—
1. The Union representative and /or the employee/s concerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An employee may be
accompanied by a Union representative.
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2. If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
following the discussion in accordance with paragraph (1) the matter shall be referred by the Union
representative or employee to the employer for resolution.
3. If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
of the Union representative’s or employee’s notification of the dispute to the employer, it may be
referred by the Union or the employer to the WAIRC.
14.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the parties are—
1. To satisfy the requirements of clients and customers
through the provision of a reliable, efficient and effective prosecution service.
2. To achieve the DPP’s mission and improve productivity and efficiency in the DPP through ongoing
improvements.
3. To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations.
4. To promote participative decision making processes
and practices.
5. To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure employment opportunities.
6. To develop and pursue changes on a co-operative
basis by using participative practices.
15.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
1. The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring of
productivity improvements provides critical feedback on the
performance of the DPP to management, employees and other
relevant stakeholders.
2. The parties agree to assess organisational performance
according to the extent to which the objectives of the DPP are
being met. The parties agree that performance indicators assist in the attainment of corporate goals in the interests of
clients, employees, the DPP and the government on behalf of
the community.
16.—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES
1. Since the expiration of the existing Agreement, the DPP
has absorbed without additional resources a 9% net increase
in the DPP’s core work of new committals.
The first payment recognises the absorption of that net increase in core work since the expiration of the existing
agreement to the settlement of the terms of this Agreement.
In addition, all full time employees engaged continuously
since 27 October 1998 will be paid the sum of $400 on registration of the Agreement in recognition of productivity
improvements which have been made since the settlement of
the terms of the agreement.
The sum of $400 will be pro rata for part time employees
and those employees who have commenced with the DPP after 27 October 1998.
2. The second payment will recognise the absorption of that
net increase in core work for the 12 months from October 1998
and for the life of this Agreement
The second payment will also recognise the DPP’s adoption
of a policy reflecting the substance of the Policy ”Jury Trials
for Level 4/5 Prosecutors” dated 20 October 1998, contained
at Schedule “C” to this Agreement.
3. The Employer will in consultation with the Union and
employees maintain the continuous improvement process, the
parties being committed to improving productivity by the most
efficient use of existing resources, by way of reviewing management, and legal and clerical team structures.
17.—IMPLEMENTATION OF EBA INITIATIVES
1. The parties will develop an agreed process for the implementation of the initiatives outlined in this Agreement.
2. The parties agree to establish a Peak Forum to—
(a) monitor;
(b) review;
(c) have input into the progress of the implementation
of the Agreement; and
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(d) actively share information and consult on corporate
strategic issues affecting the DPP’s business operations.
3. The parties to the Peak Forum will consist of senior management and union representatives.
4. The employer will ensure that adequate resources are allocated to support the implementation of the initiatives as
outlined in this Agreement in order to achieve the milestones.
5. Employees will not be disadvantaged by Government
decisions or policies which impact directly on the achievement of milestones outlined in the Agreement.

4. The additional 4 weeks per year will not attract leave loading.
5. The employer will ensure that superannuation arrangements and taxation effects are fully explained to the employee
by the relevant Authority and will put into place any necessary arrangements.

18.—CONSULTATION
The parties are committed to working together to improve
the business performance and working environment in the
DPP. Whilst it is acknowledged by the parties that decisions
will continue to be made by the employer, which is responsible and accountable to Government by statute for the effective
and efficient operation of its business, the parties are committed to effective communication and agree, in particular,
that—
1. Where the employer proposes to make changes likely
to affect existing practices, working conditions or
employment prospects of employees, the Union and
employees affected shall be notified by the employer
as early as possible.
2. Consultation with employees and the Union party to
this Agreement on proposed changes to work organisation shall occur prior to final decisions being made.
3. Employees will be involved in contributing to the
efficiency and effectiveness of their workplace.
4. In the context of this clause consultation shall mean
information sharing and discussion on matters relevant to the decision making processes which shall
be conducted in such a way as to enable the union
and employees to contribute to the decision making
process.
5. Failure to consult in the above manner will constitute a breach of the Agreement.

23—ANNUAL LEAVE
Annual leave entitlements are as per the Award with the exception that the Director may, subject to the DPP’s operational
requirements, approve an application for annual leave to be
taken at half the normal rate of pay and hence for double the
period of time.

19.—SALARY INCREASES
1. Employees will receive the salary as contained in Schedule A of this Agreement.
2. Employees will receive a salary increase of 7% during
the life of this Agreement paid as follows—
(a) The first payment of 3.5% from the date of registration of this Agreement, in recognition of productivity
achieved since the expiration of the existing agreement to the present;
(b) The second payment of 3.5% 12 months from 27
October 1998, based upon the achievement of productivity initiatives as contained in Clause
16—Productivity Initiatives.
Employees will not be disadvantaged if targets are not
achieved due to factors outside of their control.
20.—LEVEL 1 CLASSIFICATION
1. The parties agree that the adult Level one increment range
will be reduced from 9 to 7 increment levels, as provided for
in Schedule B, from the operative date of this Agreement.
2. All employees currently employed at Level 1 will progress
to the nearest salary point in the new range that is not less than
the salary that applied immediately prior to the registration of
this Agreement.
21.—EMPLOYEE FUNDED EXTRA LEAVE
1. This clause entitles an employee to an additional 4 weeks
leave per annum.
2. Upon application, an employee shall be entitled to receive 48 weeks salary spread over the full 52 weeks of the
year. The employee will be entitled to take 4 weeks extra leave
in addition to their normal leave entitlements.
3. The additional 4 weeks per year will not be able to be
accrued. In the event that the employee cannot take the leave,
his/her salary will be adjusted at the completion of the 12 month
period to take account of the time worked during the year that
was not included in salary.

22—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Long service leave entitlements will be as per the Award
with the exception that long service leave may be accessed by
employees in periods of not less than the equivalent of one
week on full pay.

24.—PAY-OUT OF ACCRUED LEAVE
An employee may apply to receive payment rather than taking periods of accrued annual leave or accrued long service
leave. Any such application may be approved, subject to the
following criteria—
1. Availability of funds.
2. Ten days annual or long service leave must be taken
in the calendar year for an application to be approved.
3. Payment in lieu of leave will not exceed the equivalent of 4 weeks annual leave and 13 weeks long
service leave in any one calendar year. However,
applications to have greater amounts of leave paid
out will be considered where special circumstances
exist.
4. The payment will be at the salary rate which would
have been paid if the leave had been taken.
5. Applications are processed in order of receipt.
25.—HOURS OF DUTY
1. It is agreed that the provision of flexible working hours
will take account of the requirement of the DPP to provide an
effective prosecution service; the needs of clients and
stakeholders and the preferences of employees.
2. The hours of work will be the same as per the Award with
the following exceptions—
(a) Full-time employees will work an average of 37½
hours per week over a 4 week cycle of 150 hours.
Part-time employees will work a pro rata amount of
hours over a 4 week cycle.
(b) Flexi-leave will be available on an hourly basis up
to a maximum of the number of credit hours available. With the Chief Executive Officer’s approval
an employee may, in exceptional circumstances, go
into debit in taking flexi-leave.
(c) Flexi-leave can be taken in blocks of up to 4 days at
a time subject to organisational convenience. Flexileave in blocks in excess of 2 days will require the
Chief Executive Officer’s approval.
(d) Flex-time and flexi-leave will be used in preference
to overtime. Overtime will require the Chief Executive Officer’s prior approval and such approval will
only be given where flex-time is not practicable.
(e) At the end of the four week cycle the employee will
have the option to clear any hours accrued in excess
of 150 by receiving either—
(i) payment of excess hours at overtime rates; or
(ii) time-off in lieu of payment.
26.—CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS
1. The employer recognises the needs of employees with
family responsibilities and the right to address those responsibilities without conflict between work and home.
2. The parties are committed to the introduction of conditions of work that assist employees with family responsibilities
effectively discharge both responsibilities.
3. In consultation with the union, a needs analysis will be
conducted during the term of this Agreement on the issue of
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child care to ascertain the requirements of employees and make
recommendations on the best way the DPP can assist employees access to high quality child care. The issues to be examined
shall include but not be limited to—
(a) Provision of child care referral and information service.
(b) Reserved places in established child care centres and
Family Day Care programmes.
(c) Assistance with care for sick dependants, work from
home arrangements, provision of pagers, lap tops.
(d) Provision of family room on site for emergency child
care, breastfeeding mothers etc.
(e) School holiday programmes, provision of or reserved
places on programmes.
(f) Provision of before and after school care.
(g) Access to nanny service for urgent meetings conferences etc.
(h) After hours dependent care ie. reimbursement of child
care costs.
27.—CEREMONIAL AND CULTURAL LEAVE
1. An employee covered by this agreement is entitled to time
off without loss of pay for tribal, ceremonial or cultural purposes.
2. Such leave shall include leave to meet the employees’
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities.
3. Ceremonial and cultural leave may be taken as whole or
part days off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from
short leave and/or annual leave entitlements.
4. The employer may request reasonable evidence of the legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
5. Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement between the employer and employee for tribal, ceremonial or
cultural purposes.
6. Ceremonial or cultural leave shall be available, but not
limited to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.
28.—FAMILY LEAVE
1. For the purposes of this clause, the definition of family
shall be the definition contained in the Equal Opportunity Act
1986, as amended from time to time, which presently includes
a person who is related to the employee by blood, marriage,
affinity, adoption and includes a person who is wholly or mainly
dependent on, or is a member of the household of, the employee.
2. An employee with responsibilities in relation to members
of their household or immediate family shall be entitled to 5
days per annum family leave without loss of pay to provide
care and support for such persons when they are ill or otherwise attend to urgent family responsibilities.
3. The employee shall elect family leave entitlements to be
deducted from annual leave , accrued sick leave or short leave
entitlements.
4. Family Leave may be taken as single day absences or part
of a single day.
5. The employee shall, wherever practical, give the employer
notice of the intention to take family leave and the estimated
length of absence. If it is not practicable to give prior notice of
absence the employee shall notify the employer as soon as
possible on the day of absence.
6. The employee shall provide, where required by the employer, evidence to establish the requirement to take family
leave.
29.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee shall be entitled to up to 2 days paid bereavement leave in the event of the death of a family member. The
2 days need not be consecutive but cannot be taken during a
period of any other kind of leave. A request for such leave
must be made as soon as possible and include the expected
time away from work. If requested, reasonable proof must be
provided by the employee of the death and the relationship
between the employee and the deceased.
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30.—SHORT LEAVE
1. An employer may, upon sufficient cause being shown,
grant an officer short leave on full pay not exceeding two consecutive working days, but any leave granted under the
provisions of this clause shall not exceed, in the aggregate, 3
days in any one calendar year.
2. This leave may be used by an employee in order to attend
to urgent personal business.
3. Short leave will be available on an hourly basis and all or
part of the available leave may be taken for any one event.
4. Part-time employees are eligible for short leave in accordance with this clause, on a pro rata basis calculated in
accordance with the following formula—
hours worked per fortnight
75

X

hours worked for three days
1

5. An employee employed on a fixed term contract of more
than twelve months shall be eligible for short leave in accordance with this clause, and an officer employed on a fixed term
contract of less than twelve months shall be eligible for pro
rata short leave in accordance with this clause.
31.—SALARY PACKAGING
1. An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter
into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with the
salary packaging arrangement offered by the employer.
2. Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
3. For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
• The base salary;
• Other cash allowances eg: annual leave loading, shift
allowance, commuted overtime allowance;
• Non cash benefits, eg: superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
• Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid;
and
• Any variable components, eg: performance based incentives where they exist.
4. Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
5. The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral in
relation to the total cost to the employer.
6. The salary packaging arrangement must also comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
7. In the event of any increase or additional payments of tax
or penalties under the salary packaging arrangement associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of
employer benefits under the salary packaging arrangement,
such tax, penalties and any other costs shall be borne by the
employee.
8. In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit Tax
liability on administrative costs relating to salary packaging
arrangements under this clause, the employee may vary or
cancel a salary packaging arrangement.
9. The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
10. An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement
to salary packaging on request from an employee.
11. The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
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32.—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
Signatories
Signed on behalf of the
OFFICE OF DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS
………….signed………….
Date 25/3/99
Robert Cock QC
acting Director of Public Prosecutions
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Signed for and on behalf of the
THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED
………….signed………….

Date 29/3/99

Dave Robinson
General Secretary

SCHEDULE “A”—LEGAL SCALE
Salary Rate as at 01-07-96
Annual Fortnightly Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
Level 1
11743
450.21
6.00
Under 17 y
17 years
13724
526.14
7.02
18 years
16008
613.72
8.18
19 years
18530
710.4
9.47
20 years
20808
797.76
10.64
21 years or 1st year
22 years or 2nd year Revised Due To
23 years or 3rd year Compaction.
24 years or 4th year
25 years or 5th year
26 years or 6th year
27 years or 7th year

3.5% Increase at registration
Annual Fortnightly Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate

22858
23809
24760
25711
26662
27613
28566

3.5% Increase as at 27.10.99
Annual Fortnightly Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate

12154
14204
16568
19179
21536
23658
24642
25627
26611
27595
28579
29566

465.97
544.58
635.21
735.28
825.67
907.02
944.75
982.49
1020.23
1057.96
1095.70
1133.52

6.21
7.26
8.47
9.80
11.01
12.09
12.60
13.10
13.60
14.11
14.61
15.11

12579
14701
17148
19850
22290
24486
25505
26524
27542
28561
29580
30601

482.28
563.64
657.44
761.02
854.57
938.76
977.82
1016.88
1055.94
1094.99
1134.05
1173.19

6.43
7.52
8.77
10.15
11.39
12.52
13.04
13.56
14.08
14.60
15.12
15.64

Level 2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

29556
30316
31114
31957
32840

1133.15
1162.26
1192.86
1225.2
1259.02

15.11
15.50
15.90
16.34
16.79

30590
31377
32203
33075
33989

1172.80
1202.96
1234.62
1268.07
1303.11

15.64
16.04
16.46
16.91
17.37

31661
32475
33330
34233
35179

1213.85
1243.62
1276.36
1310.96
1347.15

16.18
16.58
17.02
17.48
17.96

Level 3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

34052
34997
35972
36972

1305.53
1341.75
1379.11
1417.45

17.41
17.89
18.39
18.90

35244
36222
37231
38266

1351.20
1388.70
1427.39
1467.07

18.02
18.52
19.03
19.56

36477
37490
38534
39605

1398.50
1437.31
1477.35
1518.42

18.65
19.16
19.70
20.25

Level 4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

38343
39418
40524

1470.03
1511.22
1553.62

19.60
20.15
20.71

39685
40798
41942

1521.47
1564.13
1608.02

20.29
20.86
21.44

41074
42226
43410

1574.72
1618.87
1664.30

21.00
21.58
22.19

Level 2/4 (Clause II)
1st year
29556
2nd year
31114
3rd year
32840
4th year
34997
5th year
38343
6th year
40524

1133.15
1192.86
1259.02
1342.39
1511.22
1553.62

15.11
15.90
16.79
17.90
20.15
20.71

30590
32203
33989
36222
39685
41942

1172.80
1234.62
1303.11
1388.70
1521.47
1608.02

15.64
16.46
17.37
18.52
20.29
21.44

31661
33330
35179
37490
41074
43410

1213.85
1277.83
1348.72
1437.31
1574.72
1664.30

16.18
17.04
17.98
19.16
21.00
22.19

Level 5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

42654
44093
45589
47141

1635.28
1690.47
1747.82
1807.32

21.80
22.54
23.30
24.10

44147
45636
47185
48791

1692.54
1749.64
1809.00
1870.58

22.57
23.33
24.12
24.94

45692
47234
48836
50499

1751.77
1810.87
1872.31
1936.05

23.36
24.14
24.96
25.81

Level 6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

49637
51333
53090
54964

1903
1968.05
2035.38
2107.26

25.37
26.24
27.14
28.10

51374
53130
54948
56888

1969.62
2036.92
2106.64
2181.00

26.26
27.16
28.09
29.08

53172
54989
56871
58879

2038.56
2108.22
2180.37
2257.34

27.18
28.11
29.07
30.10

Level 7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

57839
59829
61993

2217.49
2293.76
2376.73

29.57
30.58
31.69

59863
61923
64163

2295.09
2374.05
2459.92

30.60
31.65
32.80

61959
64090
66408

2375.41
2457.14
2546.02

31.67
32.76
33.95

Level 8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

65511
68030
71155

2511.59
2608.19
2727.97

33.49
34.78
36.37

67804
70411
73645

2599.51
2699.47
2823.47

34.66
35.99
37.65

70177
72875
76223

2690.50
2793.95
2922.29

35.87
37.25
38.96

Level 9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

75057
77693
80700

2877.57
2978.65
3093.92

38.37
39.72
41.25

77684
80412
83525

2978.31
3082.90
3202.22

39.71
41.11
42.70

80403
83227
86448

3082.55
3190.80
3314.30

41.10
42.54
44.19

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

85247
89793
94338
98885

3268.24
3442.55
3616.79
3791.11

43.58
45.90
48.22
50.55

88231
92936
97640
102346

3382.65
3563.04
3743.39
3923.81

45.10
47.51
49.91
52.32

91319
96189
101057
105928

3501.04
3687.74
3874.41
4061.15

46.68
49.17
51.66
54.15
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3.5% Increase on registation
Annual Fortnightly Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
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3.5% Increase as at 27.10.99
Annual Fortnightly Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate

Level 4/5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year

42654
44093
45589
47141
49637
51333

1635.28
1690.47
1747.82
1807.32
1903.00
1968.05

21.80
22.54
23.30
24.10
25.37
26.24

44146
45636
47185
48791
51374
53130

1692.52
1749.64
1809.00
1870.58
1969.62
2036.94

22.57
23.33
24.12
24.94
26.26
27.16

45692
47234
48836
50499
53172
54990

1751.75
1810.88
1872.31
1936.05
2038.55
2108.24

23.36
24.15
24.96
25.81
27.18
28.11

Level 6/7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

57839
59829
61993

2217.49
2293.76
2376.73

29.57
30.58
31.69

59864
61923
64163

2295.10
2374.04
2459.92

30.60
31.65
32.80

61959
64090
66409

2375.43
2457.13
2546.02

31.67
32.76
33.95

Level 7/8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

65511
68030
71155
75057
77693

2511.59
2608.19
2727.97
2877.57
2978.65

33.49
34.78
36.37
38.37
39.72

67804
70411
73645
77684
80412

2599.50
2699.48
2823.46
2978.30
3082.90

34.66
35.99
37.65
39.71
41.11

70177
72876
76223
80403
83227

2690.48
2793.96
2922.28
3082.54
3190.81

35.87
37.25
38.96
41.10
42.54

Class 1

85247

3268.24

43.58

88230

3382.63

45.10

91318

3501.03

46.68

Class 3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

94338
99978
106066

3616.79
3833.02
4066.42

48.22
51.11
54.22

97640
103477
109778

3743.39
3967.18
4208.75

49.91
52.90
56.12

101057
107099
113620

3874.41
4106.03
4356.06

51.66
54.75
58.08

Class 4

111601

4278.63

57.05

115507

4428.38

59.05

119549

4583.37

61.11

SCHEDULE B

SCHEDULE C

LEVEL 1 CLASSIFICATION

POLICY ON JURY TRIALS FOR CROWN
PROSECUTORS LEVEL 4/5

In accordance with Clause 20 of this agreement, the adult
Level 1 increment range is reduced from 9 to 7 incremental
levels. This has been achieved by retaining the existing lower
and uppermost Level 1 salary points and by equally apportioning the difference over five new incremental salary points.

Level 4/5 prosecutors be given the opportunity, from time to
time, to prosecute jury trials in the District Court appropriate
to their level of professional experience and ability.

The correlation on salaries payable to employees immediately prior to the payment of any increases awarded under this
Agreement are as follows—

This Policy is in substitution for any existing policy on this
subject.

CURRENT POINT

NEW INCREMENT

Level 1, year 1 ($22,858)

Level 1, year 1 ($22,858)

Level 1, year 2 ($23,562)

Level 1, year 2 ($23,809)

Level 1, year 3 ($24,265)

Level 1, year 3 ($24,760)

Level 1, year 4 ($24,964)

Level 1, year 4 ($25,711)

Level 1, year 5 ($25,667)

Level 1, year 4 ($25,711)

Level 1, year 6 ($26,370)

Level 1, year 5 ($26,662)

Level 1, year 7 ($27,179)

Level 1, year 6 ($27,613)

Level 1, year 8 ($27,739)

Level 1, year 7 ($28,566)

Level 1, year 9 ($28,566)

Level 1, year 7 ($28,566)

In accordance with Clause 20, employees will progress to
the nearest salary point within the new range and will not be
financially disadvantaged as is illustrated in the above table.
There will be no “classification” change for employees currently at Level 1, 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th year. Employees currently
classified at Level 1 5th year will transfer to Level 1, 4th year
under the new scale. Likewise, Level 1, 6th year will become
Level 1, 5th year; Level 1, 7th year will become Level 1, 6th
year and both Level 1, 8th and 9th year will transpose to the
new Level 1, 7th year incremental point.
In practical terms, the transposition from the existing Level
1 structure to the new structure will be made on the effective
date of this Agreement. The increases awarded under this
Agreement have been factored into the revised salary scales
included in Schedule “A”.

PARAMETERS & GUIDELINES

This Policy does not create an entitlement in Level 4/5 officers, individually or collectively, to prosecute such briefs, or
state a requirement of their position.
The opportunity to undertake trial work is not intended to be
a duty beyond those an officer is required to perform, but as
an opportunity for training and professional development.
The offer of a brief will be the prerogative of the Allocations Committee and at its discretion, based upon Committee’s
assessment of the availability of trials at the appropriate level,
an individual officer’s stage of professional development, and
the most effective use of the office’s professional resources.
The prosecution of trials is not, of itself, to be regarded as a
basis for reclassification to Level 6/7.
An officer will be entitled to decline a trial brief if, in his or
her professional judgment, the officer does not feel ready to
undertake such a brief. Declining a brief on this basis will not
disadvantage the officer, be a basis for any criticism, or affect
his or her prospects of reclassification.
The operation of this Policy will reviewed by a Committee
appointed by the Director or the Principal Crown Prosecutor
from time to time, the first review to occur within 6 months of
its implementation.
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PIONEER CONCRETE (WA) PTY LTD BYFORD
QUARRY (ENTERPRISE BARGAINING)
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 31 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd
and
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia Industrial Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch.
No. AG 31 of 1999.
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd Byford Quarry (Enterprise
Bargaining) Agreement 1998.
14 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C Brown on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr G Ferguson on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 3rd day of March, 1999 entitled
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd Byford Quarry (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1998 in the terms of the
following Schedule be registered as an industrial agreement. The Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd Byford Quarry
(Enterprises Bargaining) Agreement 1996 (AG 17 of
1997) is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be referred to as the Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd Byford Quarry (Enterprise
Bargaining) Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope and Parties to this Agreement
Relationship to Parent Awards
Single Bargaining Unit
Aims and Objectives of the Agreement
Wages
Agreed Productivity Improvements
Recognition of Improvements
Meal allowance
Commitments
Term of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Consultative Committee
Meeting Procedures
No further claims
Not to be used as a precedent
Signatories to the Agreement

3.—SCOPE AND PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall apply to and be binding on Pioneer
Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd (”the Company”) and the employees
identified in clause 7 of this agreement who are engaged in or
in connection with the Company’s Byford Quarry operations.
Upon registration, the terms of the Agreement shall be binding upon an estimated seven (7) employees.
(2) This Agreement shall also be binding upon the Transport
Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch (TWU).
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This agreement shall be used and interpreted wholly in connection with the following Awards;
(1) Quarry Workers Award No 13 of 1968
(2) Transport Workers (General) Award No. 10 of 1961
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Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the Awards, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
any inconsistency.
5.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) In accordance with the State Wage Decision in January
1992 (72 WAIG 191) the employees and the Company have
formed a Single Bargaining Unit in respect to the Byford
Quarry operation.
(2) The Single Bargaining Unit will ensure that the framework of this Enterprise Agreement is adhered to by regularly
conferring with management through the meeting of the Consultative Committee.
(3) The Single Bargaining Unit will assist in the implementation of measures that are designed to improve the efficiency
and productivity of the Enterprise that have been agreed to by
the parties.
6.—AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
(1) The purpose of entering into an Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement is to increase the productivity, efficiency and flexibility of the Byford Quarry to ensure Pioneer Concrete remains
competitive within the quarrying industry.
(2) Pioneer Concrete remains committed to the continual
training of all quarry personnel so that their skills base can be
enhanced, and to provide an environment in which these new
skills can be utilised and recognised to the satisfaction of individual employees.
(3) Furthermore, the Company recognises the need to improve occupational health and safety for all employees and is
therefore committed to the development and implementation
of health and safety initiatives. This Agreement provides for
the participation of all employees in these initiatives in order
that the quarry becomes a safer working environment.
7.—WAGES
The wage rates to apply pursuant to this Agreement are as
follows:
Level
Quarry
Workers

Current
Base
Rate
Commencement n/a

Level 1
527.53
Level 2
533.87
Leading Hand / 550.07
Driller

Rate
Rate 12 months
@ 14.10.98
after Rate
@ 13.10.99
493.77
513.52
548.63
555.22
571.42

570.58
577.43
593.63

Note: Other than the meal, shift and agreed allowances
specified in this Agreement, the above wage rates are inclusive of all other industry and work related allowances
and special rates and provisions which would have otherwise been payable under the awards relevant to work under
this Agreement. This clause is subject to the Leave Reserved identified in Clause 16 of this Agreement.

Note: Casuals shall be paid 20% in addition to the ordinary rate
Agreed allowances
(a) Crane—for holders of recognised Certificate of Competence—$12.30/week
(b) First Aid—for holders of recognised Senior 1st Aid
certificate—$6.35/week
Quarry Workers
(i) Commencement—Up to one (1) months permanent
employment
(ii) Level 1—Greater than one (1) months employment
and carry out work such as mobile plant operation,
assist quarry workers at higher levels and train quarry
workers up to Level 1
(iii) Level 2—Level 1 plus recognition of skills attained.
Shall include at least 2 of —
Face loader operation competency
Sales loader operation competency
Fixed Plant competency (Including computer/
PLC control operation)
Train workers up to Level 2
(iv) Leading Hand—Level 2 plus leading hand responsibilities and/or Drill Operation competency
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8.—AGREED PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
(1) Electronic Funds Transfer
It is agreed that all wages for all employees will be paid
weekly by the electronic funds transfer into the employee’s
nominated financial institution account.
(2) Use of Staff Personnel
(a) Staff personnel will be used to operate any plant or
machinery for the purpose of optimising productivity and efficiency. This will only apply in situations
of employee absenteeism, up to one (1) shift, or to
relieve employees during rest periods and meal
breaks.
(b) It is not the intention of the Company to reduce ordinary or overtime earnings for employees, however
the parties acknowledge the importance of keeping
plant and machinery working within the scope of
operating hours.
(3) Immediate Starts
(a) Employees will ensure that they are on their machines
or at their place of work by their designated start
times.
(b) The Company may require up to two employees to
start work half an hour earlier to ensure the preparations of machines and plant for a prompt start.
(4) Staggered Rest Periods
Meal breaks may be staggered to ensure the continued use
of plant and machinery. No employee will be required to commence a meal break before 11.30am or after 1.30pm.
(5) Annual Leave
All employees will reduce total accrued annual leave entitlements to ten days or less by each anniversary date of this
Agreement.
Notwithstanding this, on the occasion of a written leave application submitted prior to 1st November in any year the total
accrual of ten days may be extended.
(6) Absence Through Sickness
(a) The parties agree that the Consultative Committee and management work together to achieve a
significant reduction in absenteeism through sickness.
(b) A target of 8 days (per single/double sickness days)
has been agreed whereby employees commit to
achieving this target.
(c) Normal award provisions will apply in that any employee will be required to produce a doctor’s
certificate after having had 2 days off in a 12 month
period with no certificate. Genuine sickness (e.g.
broken arm) would not be included in this annual
target of 8 days.
(7) Occupational Health and Safety
The parties to this Agreement recognise the need to continue occupational health and safety of the workplace by
targeting zero lost time injuries through the implementation
of health and safety improvement programs.
A consultative pro active approach to health and safety initiatives shall continue to the benefit of all whom work on the
site and to assist in the development of work place best practices.
(8) Work Distribution and Contactors
The Company will offer to employees the opportunity to
perform work which is ordinarily and able to be performed by
Pioneer employees, before offering such work to contractors.
The Company will consult with delegates on site prior to the
use of any contractor so that employees are aware of what the
contractor is doing and what the duration is.
9.—RECOGNITION OF IMPROVEMENTS
(1) For a minimum of 1% improvement on Budgeted variable costs a payment of 1.0% of normal time earnings for the
assessed period.
(2) For a minimum of 20% improvement in NCR’s (total of
quality and environmental) over the previously assessed period, a payment of 1.0% of normal time earnings for the
assessed period.
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The preceding payments shall be paid to each permanent
employee (not casual), on a pro rata basis of completed weeks
of service within the assessed period, whom has qualified for
the recognition payment by achieving at least our (4) full weeks
of continuous service within the 26 week period of measurement.
Payment shall be in the first full pay period immediately
after the completion of financial accounts for the assessed period (6 monthly)
10.—MEAL ALLOWANCE
(1) All permanent employees will receive a weekly meal
allowance of $42.00 in lieu of all other meal allowances, providing a full week has been worked.
A full week is deemed to include time off on paid Public
Holidays and certified sick leave.
Upon compliance, this payment shall be paid in the following manner—
(a) $20.00 shall be added to the Base Rate for all permanent full time employees and
(b) $22.00 shall be a lump sum payment.
(2) This payment will not be made during periods of annual
leave or workers compensation.
11.—COMMITMENTS
The Company recognises that employee contribution is essential to improve performance and therefore accepts those
commitments by employees to work towards agreed targets as
sincere and in the overall interest of increasing productivity
and efficiency for the collective benefit of the Company and
its workforce.
Furthermore, the Company maintains a commitment to multiskilling and training so that employees can improve their skills
base, develop a career within the mining industry and have
greater job satisfaction.
All employees agree to carry out any tasks which may or
may not involve use of tools, plant and equipment, within their
skills, competency or training as directed by the Company.
12.—TERMS OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall remain in force until 1 November 2000.
At least three (3) months prior to 1 November 2000, the parties to this Agreement shall meet to negotiate a new Agreement.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
The following procedure is to be followed by the parties at
Byford Quarry in connection with questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this Agreement—
(a) The matter shall first be discussed by the employee
or shop steward with his foreman or supervisor.
(b) If not settled, the matter shall be discussed between
the accredited union representative and the other appropriate officer of the employer.
(c) If not settled, the entire dispute shall be documented,
and then further discussions between the Union Secretary or other appropriate official of the Union, and
the appropriate representative of the employer.
(d) The parties shall make all reasonable attempts to resolve the questions, disputes or difficulties before
referring it to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(e) Throughout the above procedures, work shall continue normally and the status quo remains, on the
understanding that there is to be no other action, including strikes, work bans, nor variations to work
practices.
(f) It is understood that reasonable time be given for
each of stages (a) to (d) to be finalised.
14.—CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
A Consultative Committee shall be established for the purpose of reviewing the operation of this Agreement and to assist
in the implementation of measures that are designed to improve the efficiency and productivity of the enterprise.
The Consultative Committee shall consist of representatives
from the work group covered by this Agreement and relevant
management personnel.
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15.—MEETING PROCEDURES
To ensure all employees are kept informed of progress and
to maintain levels of productivity and service to our clients
during negotiations of this Agreement, replacement Agreements and matters arising from this Agreement, the parties
agreed to adopt the following procedure for conducting “Report Back Meetings”.
A report back meeting shall mean a meeting of all, or the
majority of available employees covered by this Agreement
including the duly elected union delegate which is authorised
by the Quarry Manager for purpose of discussing progress of
the Enterprise Agreement.
(a) Report back meetings will usually be scheduled after lunch;
(b) All report back meetings shall be authorised by the
Quarry Manager and such authorisation shall not be
unreasonably withheld;
(c) The duration of the meeting will be determined by
the Quarry Manager before the meeting is convened.
Any subsequent extension may be approved by the
Quarry Manager before the authorised time of the
initial meeting expires.
(d) An employee who fails to return to work within 15
minutes of any authorised report back meeting will
not be paid beyond the authorised duration.
16.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) Subject to subclause (2) hereof, it is a condition of this
Agreement that the parties will not seek any further claims,
with respect to wages and working conditions, unless they are
consistent with the State Wage Case Principles.
(2) The parties remain in dispute over the entitlement to allowances for Quarry workers and have agreed to resolve this
matter during the life of this Agreement. Any decision arising
from arbitration over allowances for the Red Hill Quarry shall
be applied to the circumstances and pattern of work at the
Byford Quarry and incorporated into this Agreement with effect from the first pay period on or after 1 December 1998.
Whilst this issue is being resolved and for the duration of this
Agreement, normal work practices will continue.
17.—NOT TO BE USED AS A PRECEDENT
It is a condition of this Agreement that the parties will not
seek to use the terms contained herein as an example or precedent for other Enterprise Agreements whether they involve
Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd or not.
18.—SIGNATORIES TO THE AGREEMENT
.............................................................................
On behalf of Pioneer Concrete (WA) Pty Ltd
..............................................................................
On behalf of The Transport Workers Union, Industrial
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch
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PROK GROUP ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 40 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
and
Prok Group Limited.
AG 40 of 1999.
Prok Group Enterprise Bargaining
Industrial Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
3 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Golesworthy on behalf of the applicant
and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT the Prok Group Enterprise Bargaining Industrial Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission on
16 March 1999 be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(2) THAT the Prok Group Enterprise Bargaining Industrial Agreement 1997, No. AG 201 of 1997 be and is
hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Prok Group Enterprise Bargaining Industrial Agreement 1998 replacing the Prok
Group Enterprise Bargaining Industrial Agreement No. AG
201 of 1997.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Term
Parent Award
Background
(a) Work Teams
(b) Maintenance
(c) Quality
Occupational Health & Safety
Flexibility
Employee Payment
Remuneration
Gainsharing
Future Wage Increases
Income Protection
Consultative Mechanism
Employee Relations
Review of Agreement
Signature of Parties

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
(a) This Agreement shall apply to the operation of Prok Group
Limited at its Bayswater manufacturing facility located at 285
Collier Road Bayswater, Western Australia 6053.
(b) The Parties to this Agreement shall be—
(i) Prok Group Limited (the company);
(ii) Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers’, (WA Branch)
(the Union).
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4.—APPLICATION
The terms of this Agreement shall be binding upon the company, the union and the employees (totaling approximately one
hundred and forty (140) employees (as at the end of June 1998),
of the company whose terms of employment are covered by
the parent award.
5.—TERM
The term of this Agreement shall be for a period of thirteen
(13) months from the 27th August 1998 to 30 September 1999.
6.—PARENT AWARD
(a) The parent award to this Agreement shall be the Metal
Trades (General) Award Number 13 of 1965.
(b) Where there is an inconsistency between the parent award
and this Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement shall
prevail to that inconsistency.
7.—BACKGROUND
This Agreement has been negotiated between the parties taking into account the needs of both the company and its
employees. Of particular importance in this Agreement is the
increasing pressure both domestically and internationally on
the market the company operates in. This changing environment requires the company to be in a position of absolute low
cost manufacture. To meet this objective, a series of Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) have been identified to help drive
the business in the right direction.
The two (2) cornerstones of the Agreement are—
1. For the company to become the most cost effective
manufacturing facility within Australia through the
continuous achievement of—
(i) Real productivity rate in excess of 90%;
(ii) An on-time delivery accuracy target of 98%;
and
(iii) A 50% reduction on current manufacturing
cycle times;
(iv) A 15% reduction in raw material waste.
2. For the company inclusive of all employees to implement the agreed Occupational Health and Safety
programs to place the company in a position towards
becoming the safest benchmarked manufacturing
facility within Australia. The emphasis on this program is to ensure that the quality of life is improved
and all employees at the company contribute towards
the process.
8. (A)—WORK TEAMS
The parties are fully committed to implementing the use of
cellular work-teams in all sections of the manufacturing facility. This commitment will be reflected in the following work
ethics—
• The adoption of a formalised agenda, established
goals and objectives and an acceptable code of conduct at all work-team meetings;
• Be more actively involved in problem-solving and
decision making in relation to daily work;
• Work-team meetings to provide the forum for the
exchange of ideas, information and the enhancement
of co-operation within the work-team and with other
work-teams;
• Work-teams actively develop and implement visual
performance measures, based on the KPI’s outlined
in this document by the first week in September 1998;
• An agreed document “Prok Manufacturing Team
Structure” has been developed, and is to be implemented, without prejudice on signature of agreement;
• To take staggered tea and meal breaks as required to
enable continuous production.
(B)—MAINTENANCE
The company and employees commit to the ongoing development, and participation of preventative maintenance
practices, culture and system of work aimed primarily at increased machine availability. The measures that have been
identified to achieve this are—
• Maintenance analysis and measurement.
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• Benchmarking of other similar plants.
• Development of a maintenance management system.
·
• Development of an inventory management system
for spares.
• Implementation of a preventative maintenance system.
• Identify and manage areas of process viability.
• Improve planning, communication and information
sharing in regards to maintenance activities.
• Include more preventative maintenance focus in daily
production meetings.
• Link development maintenance procedures with
KPI’s.
• Manufacturing personnel to carry out and participate
in, inspection, lubrication and greasing of machinery to support the maintenance focus.
To attain the desired objectives, it is recognised that involvement and input is imperative from the teams and employees
when carrying out not only planned maintenance but also reactive maintenance.
(C)—QUALITY
To remain a viable and low cost manufacturer it is also essential not to lose focus on the quality of the process and product
that is manufactured at Prok. The following issues have been
identified as critical in maintaining current quality standards
and establishing a mechanism for continuous improvements
in this area—
• Compliance to the procedure established in the management system which is covered within the
Certification of Company to ISO 9001.
• Continuous feedback on customer issues.
• Reports on quality issues at daily production meetings.
• Review of plant layouts and work designs with a view
to eliminate serious customer complaints.
• Improved utilisation of quality tools such as Statistical Process Control techniques and other problem
solving techniques including Pareto Charts, Fishbone
Charts, Brainstorming and other techniques which
is found to be appropriate.
• All employees commit to the development, establishment and implementation of standard operating
procedures in all areas of the process and plant by
December 1998.
9.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
The parties to this agreement acknowledge that the current
culture at Prok in relation to Occupational Health and Safety
is recogonised as a reactive system rather than a pro-active
system.
The parties are totally committed towards achieving the successful implementation of all phases of the Worksafe WA Safety
Program initiative, culminating with accreditation to Silver
Status by November 1998.
The recently re-vamped Health and Safety Committee will
be empowered to develop strategies and implement agreed
initiatives that will achieve the desired Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) that are set out below—
• LTI severity rates below 69 (number of hours lost
per million hours worked).
• LTI frequency rates below 29 (number of lost time
incidents per million man hours worked).
• Absenteeism rates below 2% (number of hours absent/total of hours worked).
• Successful implementation of Worksafe WA during
the term of this agreement.
• Successful programme of risk analysis of machinery within Prok plant.
• During the course of this Agreement the parties agree
and commit to the full establishment of non-smoking premises. The company commits to assist any
employee who wishes to participate in a Quit Program.
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• All employees commit to the involvement and participation of a vigorous house-keeping program,
endorsed by the OHS Committee, with the aim being to have a spotless plant, which all employees can
be proud of.

10.—FLEXIBILITY
It is recognised that certain machines and process areas of
the plant are critical to productivity and improved output, ie
the Prok welder, and that continued production is required to
support the aim of the organisation to maximise output and
improve productivity. The teams will develop initiatives which
will be utilised for quick response to meet production requirements. It is also recognised that both the forklift and overhead
crane are a part of the normal duties of all employees at Prok,
and to permit flexibility, will be used by all employees.
11.—EMPLOYEE.PAY
During the course of this agreement, the parties agree to
discuss the method of payment to all employees.
12.—REMUNERATION
A 2% base rate increase will be applied to all Prok employees on the 1st September 1998, a further 1% base rate increase
applied on lst April 1999, and a further 1% on the lst July
1999 to all Prok employees.
13.—GAINSHARING
Both the company and employees agree to develop and implement a Gainsharing system based on the following KPI’S—
• Quality
• Value
• Delivery Performance
• Manufacturing Cycle Time
• Occupational Health and Safety
The basis of the system will be to drive the performance
indicators of the business, which will benefit both the company and employees. It is envisaged the system will be
introduced by January 1999. It is agreed that the 2% base
rate increase will be funded directly from the Gainsharing
system.
The following points will represent guidelines to the implemented Gainsharing systems—
• The Gainsharing scheme must encourage team work.
• Productivity measures must be understood and meaningful.
• Targets have to be achievable.
• Measures and the system will be developed jointly.
14.—FUTURE BASE RATE INCREASES
In order to have a fair and equitable wage increase principle,
both the employees and the company agree to develop and
implement an indicator system which takes into account business performance and cost of living. The aim and objective
being to have a system that is fair to all at Prok.
15.—INCOME PROTECTION
The company undertakes to continue the ACTU Trust Income Protection Scheme for all employees covered by this
Enterprise Agreement.
16.—CONSULTATIVE MECHANISM
The Consultative Mechanism is vested with the Joint
Consultative Committee. All issues, initiatives, agreed
positions and general matters pertaining to the Terms and
Conditions of this Enterprise Bargaining Agreement will
be negotiated and monitored by the Joint Consultative
Committee in office.
17.—EMPLOYEE RELATIONS PRACTICE
(a) Principles
(i) The parties accept and acknowledge each others
structures and responsibilities which exist with the
company.
(ii) Parties commit to create a safer and more competitive company in an international market place.
(iii) The parties will promote the development of trust
and motivation within the company.
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(iv) Honesty, mutual respect and a business-like behaviour will prevail at all times. Issues are to be resolved
through consultation and communication.
(v) Every employee will be treated fairly and equitably
in an environment that fosters communication, involvement and teamwork.
(vi) Counselling and discipline procedures will be followed by both parties, as outlined below.
(b) Counselling and Disciplinary Practice
Where in the opinion of the management, an employee’s
conduct, behavior or work performance is unacceptable, the
following procedure will be followed—
At all stages of this procedure, the employee may request
the presence and assistance of another employee, Shop Steward or Union official.
(i) First Warning
Informal verbal discussion will occur between the
employee and the immediate Supervisor/Coach. The
Supervisor/Coach may keep a personal diary note.
(ii) Second Warning
If the employee’s behavior or performance does not
improve, then further counselling and a formal verbal warning will be given.
(iii) Third Warning
If the employee’s behavior or performance still remains unacceptable, his or her manager will counsel
the employee and a formal written warning will be
issued to the employee.
The written warning will clearly state the unacceptable conduct and define what is required by the
employee to remedy the problem.
(iv) Fourth Warning
If the employee’s performance/behaviour is still unacceptable, the employee will be counselled further
and issued with a final written warning. The written
warning will state clearly that if the employee’s performance/behaviour and conduct does not improve,
then demotion or termination may occur.
(v) Written warning will remain in force for a six month
duration.
(vi) Dismissal
For continued unacceptable performance/behaviour,
the employee will be terminated or demoted.
(vii) Resignation/Termination
Nothing in this procedure precludes an employee
from resigning in preference to termination of employment or demotion.
(viii) Company Discretion
This procedure does not affect the employer’s
right to terminate an employee’s services without notice for conduct that justifies instant
dismissal, including malingering, inefficiency,
neglect of duty or theft.
(ix) Nothing in this procedure precludes the implementation of the Disputes Settlement Procedure (Clause
34—Metal Trades (General) Award).
(c) Counselling and Disciplinary Procedure
(i) The parties agree that open communication is fundamental to sound employee relations. The disputes
procedure has been agreed by the parties to enable
potential disputes to be resolved amicably, without
loss of wages or production. It is the desire of the
parties to make strikes unnecessary and to limit stop
work meetings.
In the interest of sound employee relations, the most
effective way to resolve problems including questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this
agreement, is to communicate and seek solutions at
the level at which problems occur.
(ii) It is agreed that no industrial action will occur until
the following procedure has been followed in all
stages.
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The status quo will be maintained whilst the procedure is
being followed—
(iii) Stage 1
Employee(s) will discuss the question, dispute or difficulties with their supervisor who will attempt to
resolve the issue(s) expeditiously and within a mutually agreed time frame.
Stage 2
If the matter is not resolved, the supervisor or
employee(s) will refer it to their manager who will
endeavour to resolve the matter expeditiously in an
agreed time frame.
Stage 3
If the matter still remains unresolved then either party
will refer the matter to the General Manager who
will endeavour to resolve the issue expeditiously and
in an agreed time frame.
Stage 4
At the conclusion of Stage 3, if the matter still remains unresolved, then either party may refer the
matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for resolution or determination.
(iv) At any or all stages of the above procedure, the
employee(s) may request the assistance of a fellow
employee, Shop Steward or full time Union Official
to represent them.
18.—REVIEW OF AGREEMENT
The parties will review the content of this Agreement three
(3) months prior to the cessation of this Agreement. Such a
review is expected to result in a renegotiation, renewal or replacement of this Agreeement.
It is further agreed between the Parties that no additional
claims will be made during the term of this Agreement.
19.—SIGNATURE OF THE PARTIES
Signed for and on behalf of
PROK GROUP LIMITED
Signature—
ROGER MEREDITH
Name
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Position
Signed for and on behalf of Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers’
(Western Australian Branch) (the union).
Signature—
Seal of the Union
JOHN SHARP-COLLETT
Name
STATE SECRETARY
Position

ROTTNEST ISLAND AUTHORITY ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998 (CSA).
No. PSAAG 4 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer Rottnest Island Authority.
No. PSAAG 4 of 1999.
13 April 1999.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. PSAAG 4 OF 1999
HAVING heard Ms J. van den Herik on behalf of the first
named party and Mr J. Lange and with him Ms C. Shannon on
behalf of the second named party; and
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WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the
Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the
aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Rottnest Island Authority Enterprise Agreement 1998 (CSA) filed in the
Commission on 15 January 1999 and as subsequently
amended by the parties, signed by me for identification,
be and is hereby registered as an Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Rottnest Island
Authority Enterprise Agreement 1998 (CSA).
2—ARRANGEMENT
PART 1 —GENERAL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Title
Arrangement
Definitions
Objectives and Principles
Application and Parties Bound
Parent Award
Date and Period of Operation of Agreement
Single Enterprise
No further claims
PART 2 —TERMS AND CONDITIONS
10. Contract of Service
11. Commuting
12. Flexible Hours of Work
13. Saturday and Sunday Work
14. Overtime
15. Part Time Employment
16. Annual Leave
17. Public Holidays
18. Parental Leave
19. Long Service Leave
20. Family Leave
21. Cultural and Ceremonial Leave
22. Rates of Pay
23. Dispute Settlement Procedure
PART 3 —ORGANISATIONAL IMPROVEMENT
24. Productivity Measurement
25. Productivity Improvement
PART 4 —SCHEDULES
Schedule 1—Annual Salaries – Administrative, Technical & Clerical Employees
Schedule 2—Allowance Claim when Staying Over
Schedule 3—Annualised Hours
3—DEFINITIONS
The following definitions shall apply for the purposes of
this agreement—
“Aggregate Annual Ordinary Hours” (AAOH) means
the total number of hours which each full time employee
is required to work over a year, being 1980 hours inclusive of public holidays and annual leave.
“Act” means the Western Australian Industrial Relations Act 1979.
“Award” means the Public Service Award 1992.
“CSA” means Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Inc.
The “Authority” means the Rottnest Island Authority.
“Chief Executive Officer” (CEO) means any officer
employed by the Authority being the person immediately
responsible for the general management of the Authority
to the Board of the Rottnest Island Authority.
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“Employer” means the Chief Executive Officer.
“Ordinary Hours” means 38 hours per week.
“The Island” means Rottnest Island.
“Periods of High Demand” mean those times of the
year where demand for the services provided by a particular branch of the Authority is greatest. These Periods
are to be determined by the supervisor of the branch in
consultation with his/her employees, and may include
public holidays.
“Periods of Low Demand” mean those times of the year
where demand for the services provided by a particular
branch of the Authority is least. These periods are to be
determined by the supervisor of the branch in consultation with his/her employees.
“Shift” means a period of work rostered by the Authority.
“Union” means Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Inc.
4—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
This Agreement has been established between the parties in
order to achieve the shared objectives of the parties which
are—
4.1 To satisfy the requirements of clients and customers
through the provision of reliable, efficient and competitive services.
4.2 To achieve the Authority’s mission and improve the
productivity and efficiency of the Rottnest Island Authority through ongoing improvement.
4.3 To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations.
4.4 To facilitate greater flexibility in decision making
and allocation of human and other resources.
4.5 To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure employment opportunities.
4.6 To develop and pursue changes on a cooperative continuing basis by using participative practices.
4.7 To promote health, safety, welfare and equal opportunity for all employees.
5—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
5.1 This enterprise bargaining agreement shall apply to all
Rottnest Island Authority employees, including Senior
Executive Service employees working in the Rottnest Island
Authority who are members or eligible to be members of the
CSA.
5.2 This agreement is made between the Rottnest Island
Authority and the CSA.
5.3 The number of employees bound by this agreement is
approximately sixty five (65).
6—PARENT AWARD
6.1 This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the Public Service Award 1992.
6.2 Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the parent award, this Agreement applies. Where the
agreement is silent the Award applies.
7—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
7.1 This Agreement shall operate from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the date of registration
of the Agreement in the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission and shall remain in force for a period of two years
from that date.
7.2 The parties agree to review this Agreement six months
prior to its expiry, and to commence negotiations for a new
Agreement.
8—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreements applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Section 41A(2) of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Act, 1979 as amended (the
“Act”).
This agreement has been negotiated through a single
bargaining unit. The single bargaining unit comprised of the
Union party to this agreement and the employer.
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9—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties undertake that, for the duration of this Agreement,
there shall be no further salary or wage increases claimed or
granted except in accordance with this Agreement or in
accordance with any decision of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission arising from a State Wage
Case.
This agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee
a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
PART 2—TERMS AND CONDITIONS
10—CONTRACT OF SERVICE
10.1 An employee may be engaged under a contract of service
that may be—
(i) Permanent Full-time
(ii) Permanent Part-time
(iii) Fixed Term
(iv) Casual.
10.2 An employee other than a permanent full-time or
permanent part time employee may be engaged for a period of
time that reflects the Authority’s need for that employee’s
services, subject to the following—
(a) The Authority will make every effort to provide a
reasonable estimate of the term of such engagement;
(b) The provisions of this Clause will not be used for
employment to replace existing permanent positions,
except in accordance with the Public Sector Management Act 1994.
10.3 The employee shall be required to carry out any duties
and use any equipment that is reasonably within the employee’s
skill, competence, training, accreditation and licensing.
10.4 Probationary Employment
(a) Other than casual employees every new employee
appointed to the Authority will be on probation for a
period not exceeding six months, unless otherwise
determined by the employer.
(b) During the probationary period, the contract of service may terminated by one week’s notice on either
side or by the payment or forfeiture, as the case may
be, of one week’s rate of pay. However, a lesser period of notice may apply where the employer and
employee mutually agree.
(c) Prior to the expiry of the period of probation, the
Authority shall have an appraisal completed in respect of the employee’s level of performance,
efficiency and conduct, and confirm the permanent
appointment, or extend the period of probation by
up to six months, to a maximum of twelve months,
or terminate the employee’s services.
10.5 Notice of Inability to Attend
(a) It is a term of this agreement that if an employee is
unable to attend work for any reason, the Authority
must be given reasonable notice of absence. Where
possible this is to be before the commencement of
the shift.
(b) Employees shall endeavour to notify the Authority
of the reason and the estimated duration of such absence.
10.6 Abandonment of Employment
If an employee fails to report to work and fails to notify the
authority for seven (7) consecutive days, the employee shall
be deemed to have abandoned employment.
11—COMMUTING
An employee who commutes to and from the island shall be
subject to the following arrangements in relation to his/her
employment—
(a) The point of embarkation shall be the point designated by the Authority.
(b) Hours of work shall start and finish on the job.
(c) An employee who, on any day travels to the Island
by ferry to attend work and returns from the Island
to the mainland after having completed such work at
the direction of the Authority, shall be paid for
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(e)

(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)
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30 minutes at the ordinary hour pay rate for that day.
An employee to whom this provision applies but who
only travels one way shall be paid for 15 minutes at
the ordinary hour pay rate.
Where the ferry or other transport operating at the
designated departure time for an employee to travel
to the Island for work is cancelled due to bad weather
or for reasons outside the control of the Authority,
the employee shall be provided with suitable alternative work at the head office of the Authority for
that day.
Where the ferry or other transport operating at the
designated departure time for an employee to leave
the Island at the conclusion of a shift is cancelled
due to bad weather or for reasons outside the control
of the Authority, with the result that the employee is
unable to return to his/her ordinary place of residence
that day, the employee shall be provided with accommodation and necessary meals in the period up
to the start of his/her next shift. The employee shall
be entitled to payment in accordance with Schedule
2—Allowance Claim When Staying Over, of this
Agreement.
Where an employee travels to the Island by ferry
on any day to attend work and the arrival time of
that ferry is delayed, the employee shall be entitled to payment for the period of the delay up to a
maximum of thirty minutes at ordinary time rates
of pay.
An employee required to work additional hours on
the Island on any day, with the result that the employee is unable to return to his/her ordinary place
of residence on that day, shall be provided with accommodation and necessary meals in the period up
to his/her next commute away from the Island. The
employee shall be entitled to payment in accordance
with Schedule 2 – Allowance Claim When Staying
Over, of this agreement.
Where the additional hours worked are in excess of
the rostered hours, equivalent time off shall be added
to the AAOH and allowed at a mutually agreed time
or paid at overtime rates.
Journey cover insurance shall be provided by the Authority to comprehensively cover employees whilst
commuting.
Where a vacancy occurs in any position, it shall be
filled according to whether it is deemed by the Authority to be a residential or commute position.
An employee who for medical reasons is unable to
commute, and is able to provide proof satisfactory
to the Authority, shall be eligible for redundancy in
accordance with government policy.

12—FLEXIBLE HOURS OF WORK
12.1 The implementation of flexible working hours will recognise the strongly seasonal nature of the tourist industry on
the Island, and the need to operate efficiently and effectively
and provide superior service in a strongly competitive international market.
12.2 (a) The ordinary hours of employees subject to this
Agreement shall be an average of thirty eight hours per week.
(b) (i) An unpaid meal break period of not less than thirty
minutes, between 11:30am and 2:00pm shall be allowed on
each day worked.
(ii) An employee may be required to take a meal break on
the job.
(iii) A meal break will be taken no more than five (5) hours
after the commencement of a shift.
(iv) Where an employee is directed to work through the lunch
break, the employee shall be entitled to an allowance equivalent to 30 minutes at ordinary time rates and an additional
credit of 30 minutes to his/her AAOH.
(v) Where an employee is subsequently directed to take a
meal break after 2:00pm, the employee shall instead be paid at
the rate of double time for the period elapsed between 2:00pm
and the time the break is taken.
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12.3 Each employee, according to the nature of services being provided by different branches—
(a) May be rostered to work on any day of the week,
Monday to Sunday, including public holidays, and
on any shift during these days.
(b) In the organisation of the roster, single days off will
be kept to a minimum, and used in the rostering system only when necessary. The roster will allow each
employee two consecutive days off at least twice
every three weeks, although other arrangements may
be requested by an employee and agreed by management if these other arrangements can be
accommodated in the roster.
(c) May be rostered to work within a spread of hours
from 6.30am to 8.30pm.
(d) Where the Authority decides to change a roster then
in operation, the Authority shall give the employees
concerned as much notice as is reasonably practicable prior to the introduction of that new roster.
(d) Shall work a total number of hours per year equal
to the Aggregate Annual Ordinary Hours (ie
AAOH). The AAOH for each employee is calculated by multiplying the ordinary hours of work
per week by 52.
12.4 In order to recognise the Periods of High Demand for
employees’ services and the corresponding Periods of Low
Demand (normally, but not necessarily corresponding with the
tourist season) the Authority, in consultation with its employees, shall organise the roster system to recognise the level of
demand required as follows—
(a) Period of High Demand—a shift roster where the
shift length is not more than twelve (12) hours.
(b) Period of Low Demand—a shift roster where the shift
length is not less than five and a half hours (5.5)
hours, provided that by mutual agreement the minimum shift length may be varied.
(c) The hours worked by an employee on his rostered
shift will be credited against his/her Aggregate Annual Ordinary Hours (AAOH).
(d) Where aggregate rostered actual hours exceed Aggregate Annual Ordinary Hours (AAOH) in a period
of one year, time off shall be taken at a time mutually agreed or paid in cash at overtime rates.
12.5 (a) Annualised hours will commence as soon as practicable after registration of this Agreement.
(b) At the commencement of annualised hours all existing
credits will be preserved.
(See Schedule 3—Annualised Hours)
13—SATURDAY AND SUNDAY WORK—ROSTERED
EMPLOYEES
All time worked on a Saturday or Sunday shall be paid at
the rate of time and one half the ordinary rate, provided that
the time worked will be credited to the employee’s AAOH at
ordinary time rates.
14—OVERTIME
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 18—
Overtime Allowance of the Award.
14.1 Subject to the provisions of this Clause, an employee
shall be paid overtime at the appropriate rate or will be allowed time off in lieu to be taken at a mutually agreed time.
The employer will not unreasonably withhold approval for time
off in lieu.
14.2 Overtime shall only be recognised when authorised by
the employer—
(a) when the employee’s AAOH have been exceeded for
that year
(b) where the hours worked are outside the agreed spread
of hours.
15—PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
15.1 All conditions contained in this Agreement will apply
equally to part time employees employed on a permanent and
fixed term basis who work less than full time hours, ie an
average of 38 hours per week.
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15.2 A part-time employee will be paid a proportion of the
appropriate full-time rate of pay dependent on time worked.
15.3 The AAOH for a part time employee will be calculated
as a proportion of a full time employee’s AAOH and all the
arrangements associated with annualised hours will apply to
part time employees.
15.4 A part-time employee shall be entitled to the same leave
and conditions prescribed in this Agreement as for full-time
employees, with payments proportionate to the appropriate fulltime rate of pay, dependent upon time worked. Such payments
in respect of annual leave and long service leave will be averaged where the employee’s ordinary working hours have varied
during the accrual period. Sick leave and any other paid leave
shall be paid at the current salary, but only for those hours or
days that would normally have been worked had the employee
not been on such leave.
15.5 A part-time employee’s regular days may be varied by
mutual consent. If agreement cannot be reached, four weeks
notice of the change will be given by the employer.
16— ANNUAL LEAVE
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 19—
Annual Leave of the Award.
16.1 In addition to the employee’s entitlement to four weeks
annual leave after twelve months continuous service, a rostered
employee who is regularly rostered to work shifts on Sundays
and/or public holidays shall be entitled to a further one week’s
annual leave after each such twelve months service as a rostered
employee.
16.2 Subject to operational requirements, annual leave may
be taken at a time mutually agreed between the Authority and
the employee.
16.3 Except with the written authority of the Chief Executive Officer, an employee may not accumulate a period of
annual leave in excess of the leave to which that employee is
due after a period of twelve months continuous service.
16.4 An employee proceeding on annual leave shall be paid
leave loading in accordance with the rate as per this Agreement—
Shift workers—20%
Day workers—17.5%
16.5 An employee who, at the date of this Agreement, has
accrued annual leave in excess of four weeks shall be entitled
to convert that excess leave into cash.
Approval of such an arrangement will be subject to—
(i) The employee making such application within six
months of registration of this agreement;
(ii) The Authority’s capacity to pay.
17— PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
17.1 The following days only shall be recognised as holidays with pay—
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day,
Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day, Boxing Day.
A paid day’s leave may be taken in lieu of public holidays
formally gazetted on Easter Tuesday and 2 January. These “special paid leave” days are subject to the following conditions—
(i) they cannot be taken before they accrue;
(ii) they must be taken in the year they fall due;
(iii) they are not cumulative; and
(iv) they are subject to departmental convenience.
17.2 Where the Authority requires that a public holiday be
worked by a rostered or non rostered employee as an ordinary
working day, the hours worked shall be added to the employee’s bank of AAOH and the employee shall be paid at ordinary
time rate for the day.
17.3 For each public holiday worked an additional 3.8 hours
shall be credited to the employee’s bank of Annual Average
Ordinary Hours.
18—PARENTAL LEAVE
18.1. Definitions
‘employee’ includes full time, part time, permanent and
fixed term contract employees.
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‘replacement employee’ is an employee specifically engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental
leave.
18.2. Eligibility for Parental Leave
(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
parental leave in respect of the birth of a child to the employee
or the employee’s spouse/partner.
(b) Where the employee applying for the leave is the partner
of a pregnant spouse one weeks leave may be taken at the
birth of the child concurrently with parental leave taken by the
pregnant employee.
(c) Subject to subclause (b) of this clause where both partners are employed by the Rottnest Island Authority the leave
shall not be taken concurrently except under special circumstances and with the approval of the employer.
(d) An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age of
five years shall be entitled to three weeks parental leave at the
placement of the child and a further period of parental leave
up to a maximum of 52 weeks. Where both partners are employed by the Authority, the three week period may be taken
concurrently.
(e) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to
two days unpaid leave for the employee to attend interviews
or examination required for the adoption procedure. Employees working or residing outside the Perth metropolitan area
are entitled to an additional days leave. The employee may
take any paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.
18.3. Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect to
substitute any part of that leave with accrued annual leave or
long service leave for the whole or part of the period of parental leave.
(b) (i) Subject to all other leave entitlements being exhausted
employees shall be entitled to apply for leave without pay following parental leave to extend their leave by up to two years.
(ii) Upon return to work employees will be entitled to the
same position or a position equivalent in pay, conditions and
status and commensurate with the employee’s skills and abilities as the one held immediately prior to commencement of
leave.
(iii) Any period of leave without pay must be applied for
and approved in advance and will be granted on a year by year
basis. Where both parents work for the agency the total period
of leave without pay following parental leave will not exceed
two years.
(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid sick
leave.
(d) Should the birth or adoption result in other than the arrival of a child, the person concerned shall be entitled to such
period of paid sick leave or unpaid leave for a period certified
as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave suffers
illness related to the pregnancy or is required to undergo a
pregnancy related medical procedure the employee may take
any paid sick leave to which the employee is entitled or unpaid leave for a period as certified necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
18.4. Notice and Variation
(a) The employee shall give not less than four week’s notice
in writing to the Authority of the date the employee proposes
to commence parental leave stating the period of leave to be
taken.
(b) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of subclause (a) by failing to give the required period
of notice if such failure is due to the requirement of the adoption agency to accept earlier or later placement of a child, or
other compelling circumstances.
(c) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect to
take a shorter period of parental leave and may at any time
during that period of leave elect to reduce or extend the period
stated in the original application provided four weeks written
notice is provided.
18.5. Transfer to a Safe Job
Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards
connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
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inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present duties,
the duties shall be modified or the employee may be transferred to a safe position at the same classification level until
the commencement of parental leave.
18.6. Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the Authority shall
inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment
and the entitlements relating to the return to work of the employee on parental leave.
18.7. Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to work
by notice in writing to the employer not less than four weeks
prior to the expiration of parental leave.
(b) An employee on return to work from parental leave shall
be entitled to the position which the employee occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental leave. Where the
employee was transferred to a safe job the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to
transfer.
(c) Where the position occupied by the employee no longer
exists the employee shall be entitled to a position at the same
classification level with duties similar to that of the abolished
position.
(d) An employee may return on a part time basis to the same
position occupied prior to the commencement of leave or to a
different position at the same classification level in accordance with the part time provisions of the Agreement.
(e) An employee who has returned on a part time basis may
revert to full time work at the same classification level within
two years of the recommencement of work.
18.8. Effect of Leave on the Employment Contract
(a) An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave, however the period of leave granted shall not extend beyond the term of that
contract.
(b) Absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity
of service of an employee but shall not be taken into account
in calculating the period of service for any purpose under the
relevant award or agreement.
(c) An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by written notice
in accordance with the relevant award or agreement.
(d) An employer shall not terminate the employment of an
employee on the grounds of the employee’s application for
parental leave or absence on leave but otherwise the rights of
the employer in respect of termination of employment are not
affected.
19—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
This clause shall be read in conjunction with Clause 21—
Long Service Leave of the Award.
19.1 Subject to operational requirements, long service leave
can be taken at a time mutually agreed between the Authority
and the employee.
19.2 An employee who, at the date of registration of this
Agreement, has accrued in excess of one entitlement of long
service leave shall be entitled to convert that excess leave to
cash, (subject to the approval process outlined in 16.5 (i) and
(ii)).
20—FAMILY LEAVE
20.1 Employees are entitled to use 38 hours of their sick
leave entitlement per year to care for an ill family member,
provided the days used are sick leave entitlements accrued
from previous years of service with the employer and are not
the employee’s entitlements for the current year. These days
are not cumulative.
20.2 In this clause “family member” means the employee’s
spouse, de facto spouse, child, stepchild, parent, step parent,
sibling or other person who lives with the employee as a member of the employee’s family.
20.3 The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the
employer prior notice of the intention to take leave, the name
of the person requiring care, the relationship to the employee
(where applicable), the reasons for taking such leave and the
estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable for the
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employee to give prior notice of absence the employee shall
notify the employer by telephone at the first opportunity on
the day of such absence.
20.4 The employee shall, if required by the employer, establish by production of medical certificate or statutory
declaration, the illness of the person concerned and that the
illness is such as to require care by another.
21—CULTURAL AND CEREMONIAL LEAVE
21.1 An employee covered by this agreement is entitled to
time off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
21.2 Such leave shall include leave to meet the employee’s
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities.
21.3. Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or
part days off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from
short leave and/or annual leave entitlements.
21.4. The employer may request reasonable evidence of the
legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
21.5. Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement
between the employer and employee for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
22—RATES OF PAY
Employees covered by this Agreement shall be entitled to
an increase—
(a) of 4% of ordinary rates of pay as per Column B of
Schedule A—Salaries of this agreement from the date
of registration of this agreement.
(b) an additional payment of 3% as per Column C of
Schedule A—Salaries of this agreement, twelve
months from the date of registration of the agreement, subject to employees’ cooperation and
participation in the implementation of the annualised
hours system, as outlined in Clause 25—Productivity Improvement of this agreement.
23—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
23.1 Subject to the provisions of the Act, any question, grievance, complaint, difficulty or dispute or any matter, such as
interpretation and implementation of this agreement, raised
by the union or employee/s of the Authority shall be settled in
accordance with the procedures set out in subclause 23.4.
During the timeframe of the procedure, the existing status quo
shall remain and work shall continue normally.
23.2 The principle of conciliation and direct negotiation shall
be adopted for the purpose of prevention and settlement of
any industrial dispute that may arise.
23.3 The parties recognise the benefits of the speedy and
effective resolution of any issues that may arise under this
Agreement. Issues should be resolved as informally and
quickly as possible by the parties involved at the lowest
possible level.
23.4 For resolution of issues outlined in subclause 23.1, the
following procedures shall apply—
(1) The employee/s concerned and/or the relevant
union representative shall discuss matters with
the immediate supervisor in the first instance. An
employee may be accompanied by a union representative.
(2) If the matter is not resolved within five (5) working
days following discussion in accordance with clause
23.4(1), the matter shall be referred by the union representative to the Chief Executive Officer or his/her
nominee for resolution.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within five (5) working
days of the union representative’s notification to the
Chief Executive Officer, the matter may be referred
by either party to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
23.5 The period for resolving a dispute at any stage may be
extended by agreement between the parties if it proves to be
impractical or unreasonable in the circumstances.
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PART 3—ORGANISATIONAL IMPROVEMENT
24— PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
24.1 The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring
of productivity improvement provides critical feedback on the
performance of the Authority to the Board, management, employees and other relevant stakeholders.
24.2 The parties agree to assess organisational performance
according to the extent to which the objectives of the Authority are achieved. The parties agree that performance indicators
have a primary role to assist in the attainment of corporate
goals in the interests of clients, employees, the Authority and
the Government on behalf of the community.
24.3 It is agreed that the employees’ understanding of productivity measurement concepts is vital for performance
monitoring arrangements to be successful on an ongoing basis.
24.4 A performance measurement system will be developed
during the life of this agreement to measure current and future
initiatives.
24.5 The value of productivity improvements will be shared
between the Authority and its employees.
24.6 The performance management system and performance
indicators will be used to calculate the value of productivity
improvements listed in Clause 25—Productivity Improvement,
of this Agreement.
25—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
The Authority has adopted the following mission statement—
Rottnest Island is conserved and enhanced as a unique
Island destination, rich in environment, culture and heritage, offering a relaxed holiday experience for Western
Australian families and other local, interstate and overseas visitors.
The Authority’s overall mission is—
To provide a quality service to the community, long and
short term visitors and tourists. The Rottnest Island Authority and its employees will cooperatively manage each
and every activity on the Island in an effective, efficient
and environmentally sensitive manner.
The parties agree that a broad range of initiatives have already been implemented that have resulted in a more
productive, effective and efficient delivery and range of services with the existing resources. These initiatives are ongoing
and are included in this Agreement as part of the continuing
productivity initiatives within the agency.
25.1 Current and Future Productivity Improvements
The parties agree to develop and implement further productivity improvements by way of—
(a) Continuous Improvement
To support the development of quality systems and
improved processes, the parties will implement processes to support continuous improvement throughout
the Authority. For the term of this Agreement these
will involve the following—
(i) Continual Application and Improvement of
Past and Current Productivity Initiatives
Productivity improvements implemented prior
to the registration of this Agreement will continue to operate throughout the life of this
Agreement. The major initiatives are—
• Commuting
• Changes to the Visitor Centre, Accommodation Services and Operations
branches; and
• Flexible working hours.
As a result of the continual application of these
initiatives, greater productivity and efficiency,
skills development and delivery of quality
services will be achieved.
(b) Increased Flexibility
The continuous improvement of the Authority’s internal and external service delivery is dependent on
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the Authority having flexibility in the utilisation and
development of its resources. This will include—
(i) Flexible Working Conditions
It is agreed that employees’ employment satisfaction and commitment is essential for the
Authority to achieve its objectives. In order to
achieve these objectives, it is recognised that
working conditions should be flexible in order to meet the needs of the employee as well
as the operational needs of the Authority. The
working conditions of Part 2 of this agreement
have been established to achieve this aim.
(c) Customer Focus
To ensure customers are aware of, have access to,
and are provided with a full range of the Authority’s
services, the parties agree to address a wide range of
initiatives which will achieve this objective, whilst
improving the quality, delivery and range of services provided.
As part of the parties’ commitment, an employee
working committee has been established in order to
identify areas requiring development or improvement
and to foster a customer focus workplace philosophy. Through consultation between management,
employees, the focus committee and feedback from
customer groups, a wide range of initiatives have been
identified. The improvement initiatives which are to
be implemented are—
(i) Service Delivery
The parties agree to continuously strive to
improve direct communication with customers to ensure service delivery is efficient and
professional. In order to achieve this, standards will be established, customer and client
feedback will be sought and improvements
made to internal information dissemination.
(d) Staff Training and Development
Critical to the success of the Authority’s mission is a
capable workforce with the skills and knowledge that
not only match the operations of the agency but also
allows for the attainment of customer needs.
It is recognised by all parties that staff development
is an integral component of producing and maintaining a capable workforce. In order to achieve this
commitment a programme of staff training and development is required. As part of the parties’
commitment, discussions will occur between the
parties in order to identify areas requiring development or improvement with an aim to—
Aim: Improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
employees through training and development,
enabling them to increase the agency’s productivity and provide quality customer service.
(e) Implementation of Annualised Hours
The introduction of the concept of annualised hours,
together with requiring the working hours to start on
arrival at the job and finish on departure from the
job (not the Island) will further contribute to the
Authority’s ability to be flexible in response to customer needs.
One of the major problems faced by the Authority is
the limitation created by reliance on the commercial
ferry operation which transports employees to the
Island and back.
To overcome this the Authority proposes to go to
annualised hours, an expanded span of hours and
work starting and finishing hours at the job.
In addition to providing for an increase in productivity, this will allow for the rostering of staff for longer
hours in periods of high demand to compensate for
shorter hours during periods of low demand.
The operation of annualised hours will be monitored
and reviewed by the employee working committee
during the first twelve months of this Agreement.
The payment of the second instalment of the pay
increase provided by this Agreement will be linked
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to employees’ cooperation and participation in the
implementation and monitoring of the annualised
hours system. Policies for implementation and monitoring of the annualised hours system will be
reviewed by the employee working committee. Issues arising from the annualised hours system will
be addressed by the employee working committee
and strategies developed for the consideration of
management.
25.2 It is also agreed that the parties will continue to address
a range of other issues and reforms specifically aimed at increasing productivity during the life of this agreement. The
parties agree that these issues will also form the basis of future Agreements.
These issues include—
Staff training and development
Customer focus
Improving and increasing the Authority’s public awareness roles
Information systems and facilities
Split shifts.
Further, employees will participate in a monitoring and review of productivity improvement.
SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
Signatories
Signed on behalf of the Rottnest Island Authority
(Signed B. Easton)
Date 4 / 1 / 99
Signed for and on behalf of the
THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED
Dave Robinson
General Secretary
(Signed D. Robinson)
Date 15 / 1 /99
SCHEDULE 1: SALARIES
SCHEDULE 1 Annual Salaries—Administrative, Technical & Clerical Employees
The annual salaries applicable to employees covered by this
Agreement.
Level

Level 1
Under 17 years
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
Level 2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
Level 3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
Level 4
4.1
4.2
4.3

Total Salary Per
4% on
Annum $
registration

3%
12 months
from
registration

11,730
13,710
15,990
18,609
20,785
22,834
23,486
24,137
24,784
25,435
26,086
26,835
27,353
28,119

12199
14258
16630
19249
21616
23747
24425
25102
25775
26452
27129
27908
28447
29244

12565
14686
17128
19827
22265
24460
25158
25856
26549
27246
27943
28746
29301
30121

29,036
29,635
30,374
31,155
31,972

30197
30820
31589
32401
33251

31103
31745
32537
33373
34248

33,095
33,970
34,872
35,800

34419
35329
36267
37232

35451
36389
37355
38349

37,068
37,959
38,983

38551
39477
40542

39707
40662
41759

Level
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Total Salary Per
4% on
Annum $
registration

Level 5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
Level 6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
Level 7
7.1
7.2
7.3
Level 8
8.1
8.2
8.3
Level 9
9.1
9.2
9.3
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

3%
12 months
from
registration

40,955
42,288
43,673
45,110

42593
43980
45420
46914

43871
45299
46783
48322

47,421
48,992
50,618
52,354

49318
50952
52643
54448

50797
52480
54222
56082

55,016
56,858
58,862

57217
59132
61216

58933
60906
63053

62,119
64,452
67,345

64604
67030
70039

66542
69041
72140

70,958
73,399
76,183
80,393
84,603
88,811
93,021

73796
76335
79230
83609
87987
92363
96742

76010
78625
81607
86117
90627
95134
99644

Specified Callings
Level

Level 2/4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
Level 5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 8
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 9
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

Total Salary Per
4% on
Annum $
registration

3%
12 months
from
registration

29,036
30,374
31,972
33,970
37,068
38,983

30197
31589
33251
35329
38551
40542

31103
32537
34248
36389
39707
41759

40,955
42,288
43,673
45,110

42593
43980
45420
46914

43871
45299
46786
48322

47,421
48,992
50,618
52,354

49318
50952
52643
54448

50797
52480
54222
56082

55,016
56,858
58,862

57217
59132
61216

58933
60906
63053

62,119
64,452
67,345

64604
67030
70039

66542
69041
72140

70,958
73,399
76,183

73797
76335
79230

76010
78625
81607

SCHEDULE 2: ALLOWANCE CLAIM FOR STAYING
OVER ON ROTTNEST ISLAND
This policy relates only to situations where non-resident staff,
who travel from the mainland are required to stay overnight
on the Island.
The Authority will pay an allowance when the conditions
described below require an employee to stay overnight on the
Island.
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The allowance will be paid in the following circumstances—
• When officers are required by their job to stay over,
and/or
• When they are unable to leave the Island because the
weather is so severe as to disrupt ferry or other transport services.
In each case, the following also applies—
• The specific prior approval of the Branch Manager
or delegated Supervisor must have been obtained (or
retrospective approval in special circumstances where
prior approval could not be obtained);
• The Authority will provide accommodation for the
period required;
• A claim for reimbursement, endorsed by the Branch
Manager or CEO must be made on
• Form PS 10—Public Service Allowance Claim for
Payment.
The allowance is—
Breakfast
Dinner
Incidental expenses

$10.15
$24.40
$8.40
$42.95

and will apply to all staff required to stay over.
SCHEDULE 3: ANNUALISED HOURS
Annualised hours will operate as follows—
• Each individual will be required to work an average
of thirty eight (38) hours per week. Thus, some weeks
an employee may be required to work more, some
weeks an employee may work less than 38 hours.
However, the salary for that employee remains constant at the 38 hours per week level.
• The target number of hours for a twelve month period is 1980 hours. This figure includes annual leave
entitlements and public holidays.
• The Aggregate Annual Ordinary Hours (AAOH) will
therefore be 1980 per year for full time employees
(pro rata for part time employees).
• The daily spread of hours will be from 6:30am to
8:30pm. A rostered employee may be rostered to work
on any day from Monday to Sunday.
• In the Period of High Demand, rostered shifts may
be up to twelve (12) hours in length. In the Period of
Low Demand, the rostered shifts may not be less
than five and a half (5.5) hours.
• Hours worked will go into a “bank” for each employee. Credit hours accumulated in the Period
of High Demand can be utilised in the Period of
Low Demand to “top up” shorter working weeks.
This means that some of the excess hours accumulated by an employee over the Period of High
Demand can be added to the hours worked over a
shorter working week to make the total up to thirty
eight.
• Another option with excess hours worked is to take
time off in lieu. This time would be paid time off,
and the employee would maintain the thirty eight
hour rate (as when taking several RDOs together).
• If the employee’s position does not allow that employee to accumulate many additional hours, the
employee needs to ensure that an average of thirty
eight hours per week is worked. Employees should
consult with their supervisor to work out a solution,
if this proves to be a problem.
• For all staff, implementation of annualised hours
means greater flexibility. Although regular
rostered days off disappear, it will still be possible to take a day off occasionally (by agreement
with the supervisor). If there are sufficient credit
hours in the “bank”, these would be used, if not,
no working hours for that day would be recorded
and the time would need to be made up to meet
the AAOH requirement.
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Commuting
Arrangements relating to commuting are directly linked to
annualised hours.
• If a ferry is cancelled, the employee will be allocated suitable alternative work, and the time worked
will be credited to the AAOH as normal.
• Commuters may not be able to work the required
number of hours during the Period of Low Demand.
However, it is expected that any shortfall will not be
great and can be made up without significant additional effort during the Period of High Demand.
Salaries and Wages
• Salary and Wage levels will remain constant with
the introduction of annualised hours. A base level
(exclusive of penalties and allowances) based on a
thirty eight hour week salary rate will be established
for each employee, and will not change for the period of the Agreement, unless an increment or
payment of salary increase under this agreement is
made. If hours are not worked they only show as a
debit in the “bank”, and an employee’s salary or wage
is not affected.
• When an employee ceases his/her employment with
the Authority, there will be a reconciliation of hours
worked based on the pro rata AAOH and the actual
hours worked. In cases involving a credit of hours, the
employee will be paid for the extra hours at the ordinary time rate. Where there is a debit, an equivalent
amount will be deducted from the termination pay.
Recording Attendance
• Employees will be required to maintain a record of
daily hours worked to be submitted fortnightly to
the supervisor for verification. Progressive totals of
hours worked will be carefully monitored to ensure
that there are not excessive credits or debits, and if
required, appropriate remedial action will be taken.
• Branch managers will institute reviews at least once
each three months for this purpose.
• At the end of the settlement period, when actual hours
worked exceed AAOH, the employee will be paid
for the excess hours, or the employee will take time
in lieu at a time mutually agreed. In each case the
amount due will be calculated at ordinary time rates.
• When actual hours worked are less than AAOH, arrangements will be made to make the time up.
Credit for Leave Purposes
• For time taken for long service, annual and sick leave,
7.6 hours will be credited to the AAOH of that employee, for each day taken.

THE ROYAL AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF WA
(INCORPORATED) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT (1999-2000).
No. AG 284 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
and
Royal Automobile Club of WA (Inc).
AG 284 of 1998.
The Royal Automobile Club of WA (Incorporated)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement (1999-2000).
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
13 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman as agent on behalf of the
applicant and Mr M Beros as agent on behalf of the respondent
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and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
(1) THAT the Royal Automobile Club of WA (Incorporated) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement (1999-2000)
as filed in the Commission on the 24 December 1998
be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(2) THAT the Royal Automobile Club of WA (Incorporated) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement (1996-1998)
No. AG 318 of 1996 be and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as The Royal Automobile
Club of WA (Incorporated) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
(1999—2000), No AG 284 of 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Incidence and Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation
Relationship to Parent Award
Background
Continuous Improvement Activities 1999-2000
Wages
Introduction of Change
Carer’s Leave
Bereavement/Compassionate Leave
Journey Accident Insurance
Salary Continuance Insurance
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Commitments
Employee Meetings
Apprentice Wages
Individual Work Contracts
Renewal of Agreement
Schedule A—Signatories to Agreement
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6.—BACKGROUND
(1) The parties bound by this Enterprise Bargaining Agreement regard it as a continuing program of restructuring and
consolidation of Structural Efficiency Principles introduced
as a result of the 1987 State Wage Case Decision.
(2) The parties recognise that this and previous enterprise
bargaining agreements, along with amendments to the parent
award and initiatives which will take effect during the term of
this Agreement, shall lead to the achievement and implementation of the Structural Efficiency principles introduced in 1987.
(3) Fundamental to maintaining results already gained and
to further commit the parties to continuing Structural Efficiency reform, the following initiatives have been put in
place—
(a) A Consultative Committee has been established to
facilitate consultation between the employer and employees with a view to maintaining and developing a
skilled and flexible workforce and to provide employees with career opportunities within the
requirements of the award.
(b) A procedure has been developed to allow for the resolution of any grievance or industrial dispute that may
arise.
(c) Regular meetings of the Consultative Committee
have resulted in information sharing and problem
solving instrumental to greater understanding and the
promotion of harmonious relations between the RAC
and its employees.

4.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
(1) This Agreement replaces agreements AG 26 of 1994 and
AG 318 of 1996 which are hereby cancelled.
(2) This Agreement shall operate from the commencement
of the first pay period beginning on or after I January 1999
and shall remain in operation until 31 December 2000 at which
time it shall continue to operate unless replaced following its
review pursuant to Clause 19—Renewal of Agreement, hereof
or either party withdraws.

7.—CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES 19992000
(1) The parties are committed to the on-going process of
continuous improvement. During the term of this Agreement,
the parties agree to continue a commitment to Structural Efficiency and to implement the following short-term issues—
(a) Road Service Employees—
(i) Continuous improvements in plotting and job
allocation procedures will be implemented
designed to increase patrol productivity by way
of reduced non-productive travel, time and
stand-by time.
This includes but is not limited to
subparagraphs (ii) through (vii) below, which
have been or will be implemented on ratification of this Agreement by the Commission.
(ii) To ensure an even spread of patrols over the
metropolitan area at commencement of each
shift by way of increased flexibility of work
arrangement, columns on the established roster shall be redefined as designated
geographical zones, via North, South and East
plus a Temporary column.
(iii) “Base starts” as designated in the established
roster will be replaced by designated geographical point starts in all instances, unless
advised otherwise by management, prior to
shift start.
The designated geographical point starts will
be in accordance with the zones stipulated in
subparagraph 7(l)(a)(ii) as follows—
North Zone: Floreat, Jersey Street
parking area, Henderson
Park
South Zone: East Fremantle, Riverside
Road parking under Stirling Bridge
East Zone:
East Perth, Number 4 car
park.

5.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the RAC Road Services Employees Mechanical Services Award 1993 (“the Award”) as amended or replaced.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent
of the inconsistency.

(iv) These arrangements do not in any way affect
the agreement entitled, “Pre-shift Call on” recorded in the minutes of the 22nd meeting of
the RAC Joint Committee.
(v) Unproductive time will be reduced by the
elimination of unnecessary attendance of patrols at headquarters for administration

3.—INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND
(1) This Agreement shall have effect throughout the Perth
metropolitan area.
(2) This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon the
Royal Automobile Club of WA (Incorporated), the Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch and all persons
employed by the Royal Automobile Club of WA (Incorporated)
pursuant to the RAC Patrol, Mechanical and Fleet Services
Award 1998.
(3) The parties accept they are bound by the terms of this
Agreement for its period of operation and will oppose any
applications by other parties to be joined to this Agreement.
(4) The parties to this Agreement will comply with its terms,
notwithstanding the provisions of any Award, Order or Industrial Agreement by which they are covered.
(5) This Agreement applies to approximately 220 employees.
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purposes, specifically by the use of prepaid
envelopes for accounting and information
transfer purposes and the strategic placing of
equipment and spares.
(vi) The relocation of the Assistance Centre to
Maddington will be recognised as the new base
for training and administration purposes.
(vii) Recalls
A normal recall shall be of four (4) hours duration. However, the Assistance Centre may
contact a Patrol on recall approximately 1 hour
after the commencement of a recall upon which
the Patrol may elect to change the recall duration to three (3) hours.
(b) Automotive Technical Services (ATS)
(i) ATS Training Meal Allowance
The current practice of providing a meal and
the taking of a meal break shall be replaced by
the payment of a meal allowance at the same
rate as provided for in the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966, No 13 of 1965. A paid 15
minute tea break shall be provided at times to
suit the requirement of the training program.
(ii) Work at Adjacent Branches
Branch vehicle inspectors agree to work from
an adjacent branch to cover short-term demand, subject to the following conditions—
• A minimum of two days’ notice shall
be given, or a lesser period by agreement;
• The maximum period of temporary
transfer shall be four weeks, although this may be extended by
agreement;
• Vehicle inspectors may register their
interest in temporary transfer and will
be given first option to transfer. Otherwise, branch inspectors agree to
temporary transfer on a rotational basis;
• Parking facilities will be made available at the branch of transfer;
• Where the time to travel to the branch
to which the inspector has been transferred is greater than the employee’s
usual travel from their place of residence, the difference will be paid at
single rates.
(iii) Vehicle Inspection Procedures
Vehicle inspection procedures have been revised, including workshop and on-site
procedures, to ensure the inspection services
meet RAC members’ requirements and that
productivity is improved.
A review involving consultation between
Vehicle Inspectors and RAC management
resulted in the following new inspection
procedures being implemented on 1 July
1993—
• a “mechanical inspection” which emphasises the major mechanical
components of a vehicle and which will
be completed in approximately 1.5 inspection periods;
• a “master inspection” which is based
on the existing full inspection but encompassing changes which may add
value to the inspection or reduce inspection time (particularly with respect
to current 3 and 4 inspection period
vehicles);
• an “on-site inspection” which increases
emphasis on the major mechanical
components and decreases emphasis on
cosmetic components.
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(iv) Automotive Information System
To improve productivity by improving access
to technical information by employees and also
to add value to the Technical Advisory Service to members, the established Automotive
Inspection System operating in Perth was expanded and is to be introduced at all
metropolitan branches.
(v) Vehicle Inspection Ventures
Vehicle inspectors agree to the introduction of
new vehicle inspection ventures, subject to
discussion and agreement between the parties
on the type of inspections to be undertaken
and the facilities available. For the purposes
of this paragraph, facilities include those for
inspection purposes as well as amenities.
(2) The parties agree to implement improvements in efficiency of operation over the longer term—
Electronic Vehicle Location
The introduction of Electronic Vehicles Location technology for both patrol vehicles and member vehicles will
be an aid to effective dispatch of jobs. This will be introduced as soon as the RAC establishes its cost effectiveness.
(3) The parties have agreed to allow for vehicle inspections
on weekends as part of ordinary working hours.
(4) Uniform Issue
The uniform issue list shall be as agreed between the parties.
(5) Equal Employment Opportunity
(i) There will be established a working party of the Joint
Consultative Committee to examine the RAC policy on equal
employment opportunity and to ensure its implementation in
the areas covered by this Agreement. The working party will
consist of nominees from the union and from management.
(ii) The working party will develop a strategy to increase
the number of women working in the trade areas. This strategy will actively encourage females for work experience,
traineeships and apprenticeships in the trade areas.
(iii) Where necessary education forums will be held to increase the awareness of equal opportunity in the workplace.
The working party will report to the Joint Consultative Committee on its progress.
8.—WAGES
(1)
Classification Rate
Relativities as at
%
31 July
1998

RAC Level 1
RAC Level 2
RAC Level 3
RAC Level 3(i)
RAC Level 4
RAC Level 4(i)
RAC Level 5
RAC Level 5(i)
RAC Level 5A
RAC Level 5A(i)
RAC Level 6
RAC Level 6(i)

99.90
100.00
106.10
109.10
115.00
118.00
125.10
128.10
125.10
128.10
131.00
134.00

523.29
523.34
555.26
570.96
601.84
617.54
654.10
670.39
654.39
670.39
685.57
701.27

Rate
as at
1 PP on
or after
*1 Aug
1998
2%
533.75
533.80
566.36
582.38
613.88
629.89
667.78
683.80
667.78
683.80
699.28
715.30

Rate
as at
1 PP on
or after
1 Jan
1999
5%
560.44
560.49
594.68
611.50
644.57
661.38
701.17
717.99
701.17
717.99
734.24
751.06

Rate
as at
1 PP on
or after
1 Jan
2000
4%
581.79
581.84
617.33
634.80
669.13
686.58
727.88
745.34
727.88
745.34
762.21
779.68

NB: *denotes base rate inclusive of a 2% payment operative from first pay period commencing 1 August 1998.
(2) An increase in wages of nine (9%) percent shall be payable over the life of this Agreement calculated in the following
manner and as set out in subclause (1) hereof—
(a) An increase of five (5) percent calculated on the rate
effective from the first pay period commencing on
or after 1 August 1998 shall be paid from the first
pay period commencing on or after 1 January 1999.
(b) An increase of nine (9) percent calculated on the rate
effective from the first pay period commencing on
or after 1 August 1998 shall be paid from the first
pay period commencing on or after 1 January 2000.
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(3) (a) Service Pay prescribed by the Award shall be frozen
at the rates applicable on 1 August 1996. Employees engaged
after 1 August 1996 shall not be entitled to service pay.
(b) The Award will be amended to reflect the freezing of
service pay.
9.—INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE
(1) Where the RAC has made a definite decision to introduce major changes in production, program, Organisation,
structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on employees, the RAC shall notify the employees who
may be affected by the proposed changes and their union.
(2) For the purposes of this clause significant effects include
termination of employment, major changes in the composition, operation of size of the employers workforce or in the
skills required; the elimination of diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or job tenure; the alteration of
hours of work, the need for retraining or transfer of employees to other work or locations and the restructuring of jobs.
Provided that where the Agreement makes provision for alteration of any of the matters referred to herein an alteration
shall be deemed not to have significant effect.
(3) RAC shall give to the union not less than 4 weeks notice
of the decision referred to in this clause before implementing
changes resulting from that decision. The RAC shall discuss
with the employees affected and their union, inter alia, the
introduction of the changes referred to above, the effects the
changes are likely to have on employees, measures to avert or
mitigate the adverse effects on such changes on employees
and shall give prompt consideration to matters raised by the
employees and/or their union in relation to the changes.
(4) The discussions shall commence as early as practicable
after a definite decision has been made by the RAC to make
the changes referred to above.
(5) For the purpose of such discussion, the RAC shall provide, in writing, to the employees concerned and the union all
relevant information about the changes including the nature
of the changes proposed; the expected effects of the changes
on employees and any other matters likely to affect employees provided that RAC shall not be required to disclose
confidential information the disclosure of which would be inimical to its interests.
10.—CARER’S LEAVE
(1) An employee with responsibilities in relation to either
members of their immediate family or household who need
their care and support is entitled to use up to 5 days per annum
of their sick and personal leave entitlement to provide care
and support for such persons when they are ill. Leave may be
taken for part of a single day.
(2) The entitlement to use sick and personal leave is subject
to the employee being responsible for the care of the person
concerned.
(3) The employee must, if required by the employer, establish by production of a medical certificate or statutory
declaration, the illness of the person concerned and that the
illness is such as to require care by another.
(4) In normal circumstances an employee must not take leave
under this clause where another person has taken leave to care
for the same person.
(5) The employee must, where practicable, give the employer
notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave, the
name of the person requiring care and their relationship to the
employee, the reasons for taking such leave and the estimated
length of absence. If it is not practicable for the employee to
give prior notice of absence, the employee must notify the
employer by telephone of such absence at the first opportunity
on the day of absence.
(6) Each day or part of a day of leave taken under this clause
is to be deducted from the quantum of sick and personal leave
provided in this document up to a maximum of 5 days per
annum.
(7) An employee is entitled to use accumulated sick leave as
paid carer’s leave if the employee has used the current year’s
personal leave entitlement. An exception to this is where an
employee has already taken 5 days carer’s leave in the current
year.
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(8) An employee may elect, with consent of the employer,
to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a
family or household member who is ill.
11.—BEREAVEMENT/COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
(1) An employee shall be entitled to 4 days paid bereavement leave in the event of the death of a family member.
(2) An employee shall be entitled to 4 days compassionate
leave per annum in the event of the serious illness of a family
member.
(3) For the purposes of this clause, family members shall
mean wife, husband, father, mother, brother, sister, child, stepchild or grandparent.
(4) The employee may be required to produce documentary
evidence relating to the death and/or serious illness of the family
member.
(5) This leave is not cumulative.
12.—JOURNEY ACCIDENT INSURANCE
(1) The RAC undertakes to take out journey accident cover
insurance for employees covered by this Agreement and who
are not covered by Workers’ Compensation entitlements for
their journey to work.
(2) The benefits provided shall be payable only when an
injury solely and directly occurs to the employee whilst engaged in direct travel between the bounds of his normal abode
and place of work for the purposes of starting or ending his
day’s work.
(3) Benefits payable include up to 100% of earnings to a
maximum of $1,000 per week (benefit period 104 weeks) and
death and capital benefits up to $100,000.
13.—SALARY CONTINUANCE INSURANCE
Insurance is available to employees who elect to ensure salary continuance in the event of either personal accident or
sickness. An employee who requests RAC to obtain salary
maintenance insurance on his or her behalf shall have deducted
from their wages an amount equal to the cost for RAC to provide the cover.
14.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
(1) The Dispute Settlement Procedure shall be that as prescribed in Clause 20 Avoidance of Industrial Disputes in the
Award.
(2) The parties involved in a question, dispute or difficulty
shall confer among themselves and make reasonable attempts
to resolve questions, disputes or difficulties before taking those
matters to the Commission.
15.—COMMITMENTS
(1) All parties undertake that the terms of this Agreement
will not be used to progress or obtain similar arrangements or
benefits in any other enterprise.
(2) This Agreement shall not operate to cause any employee
to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings, or to depart
from the standards of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in regard to hours of work, annual leave
with pay or long service leave with pay.
(3) This Agreement prescribes that further wage and salary
increases shall not be made during its life.
(4) During the period of this Agreement the RAC agrees not
to introduce Workplace Agreements or individual contracts of
employment of any kind in respect of employees covered by
this Agreement. The RAC reserves the right to discuss all
matters relating to contracts of employment with its employees.
16.—EMPLOYEE MEETINGS
The parties agree that there may be up to four “report back”
meetings convened by the union in any 12 month period provided—
• all employees covered by the Award will be invited
to attend; and
• the meetings will be held any time after 7.30pm, the
first 30 minutes of which will coincide with crib
break; and
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• RAC will continue to pay those employees who
are on shift and who attend a meeting, for a period of 30 minutes following the end of their crib
break; and
• no further wages will be paid until employees return
to work.

17.—APPRENTICE WAGES
The RAC agrees to maintain the payment of wages to apprentices at the going rate during any time such apprentices
may be absent from the workplace for the purpose of formal
tuition.
18.—INDIVIDUAL WORK CONTRACTS
The RAC agrees not to introduce Workplace Agreements or
Individual Contracts of Employment of any kind in respect of
employees covered by this Agreement during the period of
this Agreement.
The RAC reserves the right to discuss all matters relating to
Contracts of Employment with its employees during the period of this Agreement.
19.—RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
The parties shall commence discussions on the future of the
Agreement no less than six (6) weeks prior to its expiry.
SCHEDULE A
SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
“The Royal Automobile Club of WA (Incorporated) understand its rights and obligations under this Agreement, has
freely entered into it and wishes to have this Agreement registered.”
..............Signed...............
Dated: 15/12/1998
Signature on behalf of
The Royal Automobile
Club of WA
Incorporated)
.......Mr N. Harrison........
Name of person
authorised to sign (print)
228 Adelaide Terrace, PERTH WA 6000
“The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch, understands its rights and obligations under this
Agreement, has freely entered into it and willing to have
this Agreement registered.”
THE COMMON SEAL of
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch
Sharp-Collett
State Secretary
Date: 21/12/1998
Signature
Title (print)
1111 Hay Street, West Perth, 6005
Address
S McGurk
Assistant Secretary
Signature
Title (print)
1111 Hay Street, West Perth, 6005
Address

Date: 22/12/1998
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STAMFORD CERAMICS INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 42 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Garry Young, Paul Jones and Paul Russell
t/a Stamford Ceramics.
AG 42 of 1999.
Stamford Ceramics Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
13 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders –
THAT the Stamford Ceramics Industrial Agreement as
filed in the Commission on 17 March 1999 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
WAGE AGREEMENT
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Stamford Ceramics
Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian
Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers
and the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch (hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Garry
Young, Paul Jones and Paul Russell trading as Stamford
Ceramics (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the
State of Western Australia.
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4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately three (3) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in Clause 46 Settlement of Disputes and Appendix –
Resolution of Disputes Requirements of the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of Ordinary Time
earnings, whichever is the greater.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
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(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes of
the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 will
operate to provide a notional earnings base) shall mean the
actual ordinary rate of pay the employee receives for ordinary
hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance,
trade allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification allowances (eg. First aid, laser safety officer), multi-storey
allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication allowance, leading hand alowances, in charge of plant allowance and
supervisory allowances where applicable. The term includes
any regular over-award pay as well as casual rates received
and any additional rates and allowances paid for work undertaken during ordinary hours of work, excluding fares and travel
and other reimbursement allowances.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than six
tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
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4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:

BLPPU

CMETU

.............................................
Date:
/ /
.............................................
WITNESS
.............................................
Date:
/ /
.............................................
WITNESS

The Company:
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.............................................
SIGNATURE
Date:
/ /

Company
Seal
.............................................
PRINT NAME
.............................................
WITNESS
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of
1 August
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.90
16.12
Plaster, Fixer
17.58
17.82
Painter, Glazier
17.19
17.42
Signwriter
17.56
17.80
Carpenter/Roofer
17.70
17.93
Bricklayer
17.52
17.75
Refractory Bricklayer
20.12
20.38
Stonemason
17.70
17.93
Rooftiler
17.38
17.62
Marker/Setter Out
18.21
18.46
Special Class T
18.45
18.69
APPRENTICE RATES
Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
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2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
(a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
(b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
(c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner
(d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/
counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously affected.
(e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
(f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
(a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
(b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
(c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m $1.90
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$2.25
Over
$4.55m
$2.85
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Renovations, Restorations and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m $1.70
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$1.90
Over
$4.55m
$2.45
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m $1.70
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$1.90
Over
$4.55m
$2.45
Renovations, Restorations and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above $520,000 to $2.17m $1.60
Above $2.17m to $4.55m
$1.80
Over
$4.55m
$2.05
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.17m
$1.30
Above $2.l7m to 6m
$1.60
Above $6m to $11.98m
$1.85
Above $11.98m to $24.43m $2.05
Above $24.43m to $60.5m
$2.35
Over
$60.5m
$2.55
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle
railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions
in which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a boundary
road will be deemed to fall in one region and the other
side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall in the
other region. For example, the eastem side of Havelock
Street will be in the ‘CBD” and the western side of
Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope
of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
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applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
- Disputes Procedures
- Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
- Demarcation Procedure
- First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 January 1999.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being—
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
3rd year
75%
4th year
88%
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STEGGLES LIMITED (MAINTENANCE DIVISION)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 255 of 1998.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
and
Steggles Limited.
AG 255 of 1998.
Steggles Limited (Maintenance Division)
Enterprise Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
13 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Anderton on behalf of the applicant
and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Steggles Limited (Maintenance Division)
Enterprise Agreement 1998 as filed in the Commission
on 20 November 1998 be and is hereby registered as an
industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
Steggles Limited
(Maintenance Division)
and
Australian Manufacturing Workers Union
Enterprise Agreement 1998
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8. TRAINING
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1.—THE AGREEMENT
1.1 TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Steggles Limited
(Maintenance Division) Enterprise Agreement 1998.
1.2 PARTIES BOUND
(a) This Agreement shall be binding upon Steggles Limited
WA, The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers – Western Australian
Branch, its officers and members and all employees employed
at the Company’s operations at Osborne Park who are eligible
to be members of the Union, whether members of the Union
or not. Upon registration of this Agreement it is anticipated
that 8 employees will be covered by this Agreement.
(b) It is agreed that any new employee who is engaged by
the employer during the term of this Agreement and whose
contracted duties fall within the classification structure shall
become party to this Agreement. The employees shall, as from
the date of becoming a party, be entitled to all the benefits and
be bound by all obligations under this Agreement.
1.3 DURATION AND RENEWAL
(a) This Agreement shall come into operation from the beginning of the first full pay period commencing on or after 1st
July 1998 and shall remain in force until 30th June 2000.
(b) The parties to this Agreement agree that negotiations to
renew this Agreement will commence no later than three
months prior to the expiration of this Agreement.
(c) Should negotiations not achieve agreement, the wages
and conditions of employment shall continue as at the date of
expiration for a period of three months. If an agreement has
not been reached by the end of three months the parties shall
discuss interim arrangements.
1.4 RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
(a) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the Metal Trades (General) Award, No. 13
of 1965.
(b) Where there is any inconsistency between the Agreement and Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
such inconsistency and where this Agreement is silent, the
provisions of the Award shall apply.
1.5 AIM OF AGREEMENT
The object of this Agreement is to ensure the commitment
of both parties to develop and improve workplace culture and
work practices to assist the Company in achieving world class
performance in quality, safety, customer service and profitability.
Areas of focus during the term of this Agreement include
but are not limited to—
• Waste reduction—includes but is not limited to, idle
time, waste of product, waste of material and waste
of energy and water
• Increasing efficiency and productivity
• Working together to increase job security, job satisfaction, training opportunities and career paths for
employees
• Co-operate positively to implement work practices that
are flexible and meet both the requirements of the Company and the employees within the Company
• Occupational health and safety issues with the view
to reducing number of injuries and illnesses suffered
by employees including the provision of appropriate
safety equipment and apparel
• The parties are committed to a process of continuous improvement. The company and employees seek
improvement in safety, quality, methods of production, work organisation and other areas which will
improve the effectiveness of the company’s operations and the employees’ quality of working life.
• During the term of this agreement the parties have
agreed to look at ways on a variety of issues relating
to the hours of work with the view to finding common grounds with regards to future production
demands and impact on maintenance rostering.
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1.6 SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(a) This Agreement has been negotiated directly between
the parties through a consultative process.
(b) The single bargaining unit consists of employees, Union
and Company management representatives.
(c) The single bargaining unit has held negotiations and
reached full agreement on the terms of this consent Agreement.
1.7 NO EXTRA CLAIMS
It is a condition of this Agreement that the Union and its
members employed by Steggles Limited undertake not to pursue any extra claims for the duration of this Agreement except
when consistent with the terms of this Agreement.
1.8 AGREEMENT TO BE AVAILABLE
Copies of this Agreement shall be available from the
workplace delegate and the Human Resources Manager.
1.9 DEFINITIONS
(a) Commission—means the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
(b) Union—means the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Works – Western
Australian Branch.
(c) Employer—means Steggles Limited, WA.
1.10 NOT TO BE USED AS A PRECEDENT
This Agreement shall not be used in any manner whatsoever
to obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other section
of the plant or enterprise.
2.—CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
2.1 HOURS OF WORK
The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any or all
days of the week Monday to Friday inclusive and, except in
the case of shift employees, shall be worked between the hours
of 5.00am and 7.00pm.
2.2 SHIFT WORK
(a) The employer may work the establishment in shifts.
(b) The shift operation as agreed to as part of these discussions
will continue to operate unless notices is given to the parties
concerned that start and finish times of shifts are to be changed.
(c) All employees are required to participate in the shift roster when so required to ensure full coverage on all shifts.
(d) Under normal circumstances such work will be voluntary, however, there may be instances when an employee shall
not unreasonably refuse to work a shift.
(e) Any problems arising from shift work may be given compassionate consideration.
(f) The hours for nightshift are dependent on production requirements and therefore may change should production so
require.
(g) Changes to shift commencement or cessation times will
be done in a consultative manner with mutual agreement between all parties to this Agreement.
2.3 MEAL BREAKS
(a) The employer may stagger the time for taking meals or
rest breaks to meet operational requirements, however an employee shall not be compelled to work more than five hours
without a meal interval.
(b) Meal breaks will be staggered between the hours of
11.30am and 1.30pm. Where possible minimum of two employees to be on duty at all times.
2.4 OVERTIME
(a) The employer may request an employee to work overtime. In such instances an employee where practicable, given
the individuals circumstances, shall not refuse to work reasonable overtime to meet the needs of the enterprise.
(b) The Company has a need to supply customers’ orders
which means that overtime may be necessary during the week,
on week-ends or on public holidays. Work required to be undertaken on Christmas day and Good Friday will be on a
voluntary basis.
(c) The parties agree a commitment to meet production requirements needs a minimum coverage of three employees
for such purposes.
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2.5 ROSTERED DAYS OFF
(a) A rostered day off will accrue at the rate of one every
four weeks
(b) The parties agree that their rostered day off entitlements
be banked and five (5) days to be taken at a time mutually
convenient to the Company and the employee with remaining
days to be paid out at the rate of time and one half. Payment to
be made in the last pay period immediately prior to Christmas
in each year.
2.6 CASUAL AND CONTRACT LABOUR
The parties to this agreement confirm their commitment to
permanent employment and agree to the following criteria regarding the engagement of casual and/or contract labour.
(a) Wherever possible in-house labour will be utilised, however, the company does reserve the right to use casual and/or
contract labour as is deemed necessary.
(b) Casual/Contract labour shall be paid no less than the
ordinary time rate of the equivalent classification plus appropriate loading as per Award.
2.7 CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY
All employees are required to keep information about
the business of the employer confidential. It is agreed disclosure may only be made with the express consent of the
employer.
No employee may take any non-employee of Steggles Limited on to the site without the express approval of the
Maintenance Manager, Plant Manager or the Human Resource
Manager. In such cases, all visitors must sign in the visitor’s
log and wear such safety clothing as appropriate and requested
for that area.
Any employee involved in the unauthorised entry shall be
dealt with in accordance with Clause 4.0—Disciplinary Procedures.
3.—WAGES
3.1 Rates of Pay
(a) The weekly rate of pay for ordinary hours worked shall
be the following—
Classification Original
Weekly
Rate
C10
$563.20
C9
$591.40
C8
$621.70

FFPP on
or after
1/7/98
$594.17
$623.92
$655.89

FFPP on
or after
1/11/98
$618.31
$646.36
$678.57

FFPP on
or after
1/7/99
$652.31
$681.91
$715.89

(b) The rates as shown in Clause 3 hereof are inclusive of all
site, disabilities, over-award and tool allowances. No further
allowances will be entered into.
3.2 PAYMENT OF WAGES
(a) The parties have agreed that payment of wages will be
changed from the current weekly pay system to a fortnightly
pay system.
(b) In order to avoid any hardship, employees may receive
one week’s pay in advance for the final pay period before the
implementation of fortnightly pays.
(c) The overpayment will be deducted in even proportions
over the following five fortnights until repayment is made in
full.
3.3 INJURY AND SICKNESS SCHEME
The Company will make contributions into the ACTU Injury and Sickness Scheme as agreed to by parties to this
Agreement.
4.—CONSULTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
4.1 DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES
The following procedures shall be adhered to by the Company and the employees.
Employees who exhibit unsatisfactory performance or behaviour shall be counseled so that they understand the standards
expected of them and will be offered assistance and guidance
in achieving those standards.
Confidential written records of such counseling will be made.
The employee will be shown the written record and will have
the opportunity of commenting on its contents whether in writing or orally. If the employee agrees, a copy can be provided
to the relevant Union Delegate.
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Employees whose performance or behavior is unsatisfactory will be given time as agreed between the employee and
the Company to demonstrate a willingness to improve.
If the circumstances for which an employee has been disciplined continue he/she shall be provided with a written warning.
If the employee’s performance does not improve then a final
written warning may be given.
Where an employee’s conduct or performance does not improve following a final warning this may result in the employee
being dismissed.
Nothing in this procedure shall limit the right of the Company to summarily dismiss an employee for serious and willful
misconduct.
At all stages of the disciplinary process the employee will
be entitled to have another available employee or union delegate present as a witness if desired, providing employee
confidentiality is not breached.
4.2 DISPUTE RESOLUTION
To ensure the orderly conduct of and speedy resolution of
issues, disagreements, conflicts, questions, disputes or difficulties, the following three stage Resolution Procedure will
be adopted.
The object of the procedure is to promote the resolution of
matters through consultation, co-operation and discussion between members of the shop floor and their respective line
management. This procedure is based upon the recognition
and development of the relationship between line management
and their employees.
If a dispute or grievance arises, normal work, for example,
shall continue.
The procedure is designed to resolve any matter in a fair
manner and is based upon the following principles—
(a) Commitment by the parties to observe this procedure. This should be facilitated by the earliest possible
advice by one party to the other of any issue or concern, which may give rise to conflict or dispute.
(b) Throughout all stages of this procedure all relevant
facts shall be clearly identified and recorded.
(c) Realistic time limits shall be allowed for the completion of the various stages of the discussions.
(d) Emphasis shall be placed on an in-house settlement
of issues bought about through consultation. However, if in-house consultation and negotiations is
exhausted without resolution of the conflict or dispute the parties shall jointly or individually refer the
matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for conciliation or arbitration in resolving the dispute.
In order to achieve the peaceful resolution of issues the parties shall be committed to avoid stoppages of work, lockouts
or any other bans or limitations of the performance of work
whilst the procedures of consultation, negotiation, conciliation and arbitration are being followed. Observance of this
principle will avoid interruption to the performance of work,
the consequential loss of production and wage and disruption
of supply to consumers.
THREE STAGE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE.
Stage One
The matter shall first be discussed between the employee affected and the appropriate supervisor. The supervisor will set
aside time to hear the issue or concern in a private discussion
with the employee. The employee may choose to be represented
by his/her Union delegate. The issue or concern and the answer
provided by the supervisor must be fully documented.
Stage Two
In the event of the employee not being satisfied with the
answer provided, they will take their concern to the Union
Delegate who will arrange a meeting with the supervisor and
the employee concerned. As per Stage 1, all relevant facts to
be clearly recorded.
Stage Three
In the event that the matter is still not being resolved it will
be referred to the Human Resource Manager who shall convene a meeting with all parties. The Shop Steward may request
the involvement of the Union.
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If no negotiated settlement can be achieved and the process
is exhausted without the dispute being resolved, the parties
shall jointly or individually refer the matter to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission for conciliation
or arbitration in resolving the dispute. At any meeting convened by the Commission, the parties will use their best
endeavours to resolve the matter by conciliation.
4.3 CONSULTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
(a) As soon as practicable following the ratification of this
Agreement, there shall be the formation of a Consultative/
Workplace Committee.
(b) The Consultative Committee shall consist of equal
number of employer and employee representatives. Each department shall be represented.
(c) Position as employee representative shall be called for
from amongst the employees in each department. Where more
than one representative nominates, a secret ballot shall be held
to determine one representative.
(d) At the first meeting of the Consultative Committee, Terms of
Reference shall be established. Generally the Terms of Reference
shall ensure this and other site agreements are being implemented
and skill based training issues are being considered.
(e) The Consultative Committee shall have the same term as
this Agreement. Where an employee vacancy occurs, nominations shall be called from the relevant department and if
necessary an election held to select the replacement member.
5.—UNION ARRANGEMENTS
5.1 Right of Entry
For the purpose of interviewing employees on legitimate
union business, a duly accredited union representative shall
have the right to enter the employers’ premises where a Union
member(s) is employed at an acknowledged break time on the
following conditions—
(a) That, where practical, reasonable notice shall be given
prior to the visit to either the Manager, HR Manager
or Plant Engineer,
(b) That the representative shall attend at the office and
notify of his/her presence and produce his/her authority.
(c) That he/she interviews employees at places where
they are taking their meal or at such other place as is
mutually agreed.
(d) That if an employer alleges that a representative is
unduly interfering with his/her work or is creating
dissatisfaction amongst his/her employees or is offensive in his/her methods or is committing a breach
of any of the previous conditions, such employer may
refuse the right of entry but the representative shall
have the right to bring such refusal before a member
of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(e) Provided that where certain employees are working
under a system of shift work which precludes a representative from interviewing them during the
midday meal break the representative shall have the
right to enter the employer’s premises for the purpose of interviewing such employees at such time
and such conditions as to notice as may be mutually
arranged by the representative and the employer, or
failing agreement at such times and under such conditions as a member of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission may decide.
(f) In the case of a disagreement existing or anticipated
concerning any of the provisions of this agreement,
the authorised official of the union, on notifying the
company or a representative thereof, shall have the
right to enter the business premises of the company to
view the work subject of any disagreement but shall
not unduly interfere with carrying out such work.
5.2 Leave to Attend Union Business
The union delegate shall be given reasonable leave to attend
trade union training provided that—
(a) leave is to be confined to workplace union delegates
or persons who have been elected as workplace representatives,
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(b) courses for which leave is granted are those which
are conducted by the union, or in absence an agreed
training provider. The Union is to provide the employer details of the course, the provider and details
of the method of assessment.
(c) application for leave must be made to the employer
by the Union with reasonable notice being given
before the course commences.
(d) the granting of leave is subject to the employer being able to make proper staffing arrangements for
the relevant period and;
(e) without unduly affecting in an adverse manner the
operations of the employer.
(f) an employee on leave approved in accordance with
this clause shall be paid ordinary time earnings as
per Clause 3.0 of this Agreement. Employees shall
not be paid under this clause if they were not ordinarily scheduled to work.
(g) leave granted will not incur any additional payment
to the extent that the course attended coincides with
any other period of paid leave granted pursuant to
this Agreement.
(h) the company shall not incur any liability with respect to the cost of travel to and from the place where
the courses are conducted, nor to any accommodation and associated costs during such leave, or any
other cost associated with the conducting of the
course
6.—OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
6.1 OPERATION OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND
HEALTH
(a) The parties to this Agreement are committed to the provision of high standards and continuous improvement in
Occupational Safety and Health and as such shall comply with
all relevant State OS&H Legislations and company policies
and procedures.
(b) The parties are committed to comply with Company procedures with regards to reporting of work related injuries and
hazards.
(c) The Company has signaled its intention of becoming a
smoke-free site during the life of this Agreement. This commitment extends to all premises, depots and work vehicles
either owned or operated by the Company.
(d) An employee called upon to lift shall do so in accordance with the Manual Handling Regulations issued by the
Worksafe Western Australia Commission.
(e) Employees will be issued with safety equipment and
clothing which must be worn.
(f) Any damage to plant or equipment should be reported to
the appropriate supervisor/managers as soon as possible.
(g) It is strictly against the rules of this workplace to interfere with, or make inoperative, any safety equipment or guards.
(h) Horseplay, or unauthorised or irresponsible use of fire
protection or safety equipment may lead to dismissal.
(i) It shall be part of an employee’s duties to perform cleaning functions incidental to his/her work. This includes sweeping
dusting work stations, the cleaning of implements used in the
work and the cleaning of spillages and breakages in the work
area.
6.2 Occupational Safety & Health Committee
(a) An Occupational Safety and Health Committee shall be
established at the plant.
(b) The committee shall be formed in accordance with the
requirements as stipulated in the OS&H Act.
(c) This committee shall consist of equal numbers of management and employee representatives from all areas at the
plant ie. Production, maintenance and administration.
(d) The committee shall meet at least quarterly and will facilitate cooperation between management and employees on
health and safety matters including the development, implementation and review of OS&H policy and procedures, analysis
of injury/incident trends and workers compensation performance and review of accident/dangerous occurrence reports
together with reports on preventative action taken.
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6.3 Drugs and Alcohol
(a) An employee may be relieved of duty without pay where
a supervisor and shop steward, in consultation with OS&H
Co-ordinator, believes that the ability of that employee to do
the job is compromised because of non prescription drugs and/
or alcohol.
(b) Where an employee is required by his/her doctor to take
prescription medication which may adversely affect his/her
ability to perform the job, the employee shall be required to
bring this to the attention of the supervisor at the start of the
medication and at the completion of the medication.
6.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Employees agree to make themselves familiar with the Company’s environmental policy and attend and participate in any
training activities relating to environmental matters.
Employees agree to comply with all environmental standards, environmental licenses or approvals relating to products,
processes and premises.
Employees agree to report any spill, leakage or other polluting incident and any contravention of any license approval or
standard and will assist in preventing or stopping such occurrences.
7—OCCUPATIONAL SUPERANNUATION
(a) The employer shall notify employees of their entitlement
to nominate a choice of superannuation fund.
(b) The employer shall contribute to a fund nominated, in
writing, by the employee as required by the Superannuation
Guarantee Act 1992, provided the chosen fund is—
• a complying superannuation fund in accordance with
the Commonwealth Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 and;
• able to accept contributions made on behalf of the
employee.
(c) The employer and employee shall be bound by the nomination of the employee unless the employer and employee agree
to change the complying superannuation fund or scheme to
which contributions are to be made.
(d) The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a
change of complying superannuation fund nominated by the
employee.
(e) Where an employee does not nominate a choice of funds,
contributions will be paid into the Goodman Fielder Superannuation Fund.
(f) Contributions shall be paid at the rate nominated in the
Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992.
8—TRAINING
The parties agree to the implementation of the National Metal
and Engineering Competency Standards and shall provide
opportunity for, and actively encourage the training of all
employees to perform their current job effectively and up to
their current job description which may involve both on and
off the job training.
(a) Following the development of the Training Committee,
the employer shall develop a training program consistent
with—
• The current and future skill needs of the enterprise
• The skills and knowledge needs of the individual to
achieve competence
• The size, structure and nature of the operations of
the enterprise.
• The need to develop vocational skills relevant to the
enterprise and the Metal and Engineering Industry
through courses conducted by accredited educational
institutions and/or providers as per competencies for
the Metal Industry.
(b) Using the Training Committee, the training needs shall
be identified for each employee and the employer shall make
available wherever possible the required training, taking into
account—
• Formulation of a training program and availability
of training courses and career opportunities to employees;
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• Dissemination of information on the training program and availability of training courses and career
opportunities to employees;
• The recommending of individual employees for training and reclassification;
• Monitoring and advising management and employees regarding the ongoing effectiveness of the
training.
(c) Where it is impracticable for training courses identified
by the Training Committee and approved by the Company to
be undertaken during normal working hours, payment shall be
made at the employee’s ordinary hourly rate of pay.
(d) An employee shall not unreasonably refuse to attend training outside ordinary hours, however, any employee not wishing
to undertake training shall do so without prejudice to that
employee.
9.—DECLARATION AND SIGNATORIES TO
AGREEMENT
This Agreement has been negotiated through extensive consultation between management and employees. The content
of the agreement has been canvassed with all parties. All
parties are entering into this agreement with full knowledge
as to the content and effect of the document.
This Agreement is made at Osborne Park on 17th November, 1998.
Signed for and on behalf of
......Signed......
Steggles Ltd WA
In the presence of:
......Signed......
Signed for and on behalf of
The Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred
Industries Union of Workers—
Western Australian Branch
In the presence of:

......Signed......

......Signed......

VINIDEX TUBEMAKERS PTY LTD
(MAINTENANCE SECTION-PERTH SITE)
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 30 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Vinidex Tubemakers Pty Ltd.
AG 30 of 1999.
Vinidex Tubemakers Pty Ltd (Maintenance Section-Perth
Site) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
4 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M Golesworthy on behalf of the applicant
and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Vinidex Tubemakers Pty Ltd (Maintenance
Section-Perth Site) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998
as filed in the Commission on 3 March 1999 be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Vinidex Tubemakers
Pty Ltd (Maintenance Section—Perth Site) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Incidence and Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Training
Productivity Improvement Programme
Wages
Commitments
Disputes Resolution Procedure

3.—AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to the maintenance section of
Vinidex Tubemakers Pty Ltd with respect to employees engaged in classifications specified in Clause 31. – Wages and
Supplementary Payments (including appendices 1 and 2
thereto) of the Metal Trades (General) Award No 13 of 1965.
4.—INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon Vinidex
Tubemakers Pty Ltd and an estimated seven (7) employees
employed in the classifications referred to in Clause 3. – Area
and Scope, at its Perth division, and the Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers, Western Australian Branch.
5.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from 3rd August, 1998 and remain in operation until 31st July, 2000 and will not continue in
force after this date unless reviewed. All parties are committed
to re-negotiating this Agreement and applying for its continuation, replacement, or cancellation before the expiry date.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the Metal Trades (General) Award No. 13 of
1965.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award stipulated, this Agreement shall prevail to
the extent of the inconsistency.
7.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) For the purposes of this Agreement and in accordance
with the decision in the January 1992 Western Australian State
Wage case, a single bargaining unit has been established by
way of a Consultative Works Conim’ttee. This Committee shall
be comprised of the following members—
- the Personnel Manager, the Manufacturing Manager;
and
- two representatives of the Maintenance Section
Workforce.
(2) The single bargaining unit shall be given all relevant
information to enable effective monitoring of the implementation of the continuous improvement programme.
8.—TRAINING
(1) The Consultative Works Committee will also act as a
Training Committee to establish, implement and monitor a
training programme applicable to the maintenance staff of
Vinidex Tubemakers at Perth. It is the intention of the Committee that opportunities will be made available for further
enhancement of both administrative and technical skills. Training may be on or off-the-job but will be accredited and linked
to a competency-based career path.
(2) Areas of training identified by the representative of the
Maintenance Section for inclusion in the programme are—
Customer Service
Total Quality Control and Management
Restricted Electrical Licences
Pneumatics
Hydraulics
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9.—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME
In accordance with the enterprise agreement reached in February 1994 the Productivity Improvement Programme will
continue.
Following is a list of those items that will continue to be
discussed with a view to maintaining—
(1) Consultation and Communication—
Two way communication between manufacturing
management and production employees and the
members of the maintenance section.
(2) Maintenance employees are to continue involvement
in—
(a) Customer Service, both internal and external.
(b) Reducing down time, waste and replacement
parts wherever possible.
(c) Projects to improve quality and output without increasing maintenance costs.
(d) Maintaining and improving the housekeeping
standards of the maintenance work areas.
(e) Control of consumables.
(f) Plant design and modifications.
(g) Minimise the use of sick leave.
(h) Minimise overtime.
(i) Raising the priority of solving safety problems.
(j) Reducing the machine down time.
(k) Labour flexibility.
10.—WAGES
(1) Wage increases are payable as per Appendix ‘A’.
(2) The percentage increase and total rate shall be payable
on and from the date agreed between parties.
(3) The wage rates specified in subclause (1) hereof shall be
payable for all purposes.
11.—COMMITMENTS
(1) The parties undertake that the terms of this Agreement will not be used to progress or obtain similar
arrangements or benefits in any other enterprise or Vinidex
Tubemakers site.
(2) This Agreement shall not operate to cause any employee
to suffer a reduction in ordinary-time earnings, or to depart
from the standards of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in regard to hours of work, annual leave
with pay or long service leave with pay.
(3) There shall not be any further wage increase for the life
of this Agreement, except where consistent with a State Wage
Case Decision.
12.—DISPUTES RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
(1) Any question difficulty or dispute shall be dealt with
pursuant to Clause 34 of the Metal Trades (General Award)
1966 No 13 of 1965.
13.—REDUNDANCY
(1) This will be in accordance to the provisions of Clause
32A of the Metal Trades (General Award) 1966 with the exception of Paragraph (3) Severance: the rate will be—
(a) Less Than 1 Year Service—Nil Severance Pay
(b) More Than 1 Year Service—3 Weeks Pay for each
completed year of service with a maximum payment
of 52 weeks.
14.—INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE
(1) Income protection insurance will be considered during
the life of this Agreement if included in Metal Trades EBA’s
in all other Vinidex Tubemakers Pty Ltd sites.
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APPENDIX ‘A’
Position

Grade

Foreperson

C8

Leading Hand

C8

Electrical Fitter
(Leading Hand)
Electrical Fitter
Fitter
Trades Assistant

C7
C10
C8
C11

4%
03/08/98

4%
02/08/99

Award

Marg

Paid Rate

Award

Marg

Paid Rate

506.90
L/H 18.00
506.90
L/H 18.00
527.80
L/H 18.00
465.20
506.90
433.50

240.10

765

270.70

796

125.10

650

151.10

676

150.20

696

178.20

724

183.80
142.10
183.50

649
649
617

506.90
L/H 18.00
506.90
L/H 18.00
527.80
L/H 18.00
465.20
506.90
433.50

209.80
168.10
208.50

675
675
642

SIGNATORIES
Signed for on behalf the Maintenance staff of Vinidex Tubemakers Pty Limited Perth.
J Sharp-Collett
State Secretary
Metals & Engineering
Workers Union
Agreed to by Management of Vinidex Tubemakers Pty Limited Perth ACN 000664942.
V J Middleton
General Manager
Western Region
Dated 18/02/1999

WESTRAC EQUIPMENT (SERVICE OPERATIONS)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 33 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Westrac Equipment Pty Ltd
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch.
AG 33 of 1999.
Westrac Equipment (Service Operations) Enterprise
Agreement 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
3 May 1999.
Amending Order.
HAVING heard Ms L Avon-Smith as agent on behalf of the
applicant and Mr M Anderton as agent on behalf of the respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
(1) THAT order AG 33 of 1999 dated 9 April 1999 be
and is hereby cancelled.
(2) THAT the Westrac Equipment (Service Operations)
Enterprise Agreement 1999 as filed in the Commission on 4 March 1999 be and is hereby registered as
an industrial agreement.
(3) THAT the Westrac Equipment (Service Operations)
Enterprise Agreement 1997 No. AG 7 of 1997 be
and is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the WesTrac Equipment
(Service Operations) Enterprise Agreement 1999 (“agreement”).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Term
Area & Scope
Parties to the Agreement
Preamble and Commitment
Aim of Agreement
Occupational Health & Safety
Policies and Procedures
Contract of Employment
Locations
Hours
Flexibility
Shift Work
Rates of Pay
Field Service Allowance
Location Allowance
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Long Service Leave
Exceptional Hours Leave
Superannuation
Employee Resolution Process
Counselling and Discipline Procedure
Appendix A—Rates of Pay
Appendix B: Performance Pay
Appendix C: Signatories

3.—TERM
This agreement shall operate from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after the date this agreement is
registered and shall operate for a period of 24 months from
the 1st January 1999.
The parties agree that the terms and conditions contained
within this agreement shall continue until such time that
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either the agreement is cancelled or another agreement is entered into.
The parties will endeavour to commence negotiations three
months prior to the expiry of this agreement.
4.—AREA & SCOPE
This agreement shall apply to those classifications of employees, as contained within the Merit System, who are
engaged within the company’s Service Departments within
either the Perth metropolitan area or the Regional locations.
This agreement shall operate in conjunction with Part I –
General of the Metal Trades (General) Award No 13 of 1965
as amended at the operative date of this Agreement. This Agreement shall be interpreted in conjunction with this Award. Where
there is any inconsistency between the award and this agreement, this agreement will prevail.
5.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
The parties to this agreement are WesTrac Equipment Pty
Ltd (‘the company”) and the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch (“Union”).
6.—PREAMBLE AND COMMITMENT
This agreement is the result of negotiation between the employer and the union for wages and conditions that are to apply
to the service departments (approximately 400 employees) of
the Perth and Regional operations.
It is a term of this agreement that the parties undertake for
the duration of this agreement not to pursue any claims, beyond the terms of this agreement. This shall not be read to
limit the company’s right to effectively manage the business
within the scope of the award, this agreement, common law,
and legislation.
7.—AIM OF AGREEMENT
This Enterprise Agreement has the following objectives—
• To ensure that safety is the first priority with employees working in the safest manner for themselves
and others
• To develop a culture responsive to change
• To improve the viability and service delivery of
WesTrac Equipment.
• To improve efficiency and flexibility by changing
the way work is organised.
• To organise workplace structure and job design to
maximise WesTrac Equipment’s competitiveness.
• To be committed to the principles of continuous improvement.
• To promote customer satisfaction through improved
efficiency and quality of work.
WesTrac Equipment, the Employees and the Union are all
committed to these objectives and will use their best endeavours to achieve these objectives during the term of this
agreement.
8.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
The parties are committed to ensuring a safe environment
for all of WesTrac’s employees.
9.—POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Employees are required to comply with all reasonable directions of the Company and with the Company’s rules,
regulations, policies, practices and procedures. Details are provided in the Company’s Policy and Procedures Manuals as
amended or introduced from time to time and copies of the
manual are available from your Supervisor or Human Resources representative.
10.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
Except as provided elsewhere in this agreement, permanent
employment for full-time and part-time employees shall be by
the week and subject to a three-month probationary period.
11.—LOCATIONS
Under the Agreement, work locations will be classified as
follows—
Classification A: Metropolitan locations excluding Abernethy Road and Guildford Field Service
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Classification B: Regional branch locations, Abernethy
Road and Guildford Field Service.
12.—HOURS
(1) Ordinary Hours—Location A: (other than continuous
shift workers)
(a) An average of 38 hours per week shall be worked by
full time employees which will consist of 38 ordinary hours. The 38 hours per week may be averaged
over the work cycle or roster.
(b) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any
day of the week, Monday to Friday, between the hours
of 0600 and 1800 (except shift workers) unless otherwise agreed between the employee and the
company.
(c) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 12 on
any day which shall be consecutive except for an
unpaid meal break, the duration of which shall be
agreed between the employee and the company, but
which shall not exceed 30 minutes in duration.
(d) A paid rest break of 15 minutes shall be allowed each
morning.
(e) The time that each employee’s scheduled breaks are
to be taken is flexible and may be determined, and
changed if necessary, on the day in order to meet
operational requirements.
(2) Ordinary Hours – Location B (other than continuous shift
workers)—
(a) An average of 40 hours per week shall be worked by
full time employees which will consist of 38 ordinary hours and 2 hours of compulsory overtime. The
2 hours of compulsory overtime per week shall be
paid at the ordinary hour’s rate of pay.
(b) Full time employees shall, as compensation for working the 2 hours of compulsory overtime per week at
ordinary rates, be entitled to 5 days off per annum
which shall be paid at the ordinary hours rate of pay.
These days off may be taken separately or in conjunction with annual leave. Employees are to make
application for these days off in the same manner as
annual leave is requested.
(c) The 40 hours per week may be averaged over the
work cycle or roster.
(d) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any
day of the week, Monday to Friday, between the hours
of 0600 and 1800 (except shift workers) unless otherwise agreed between the employee and the
company.
(e) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 12 on
any day which shall be consecutive except for an
unpaid meal break, the duration of which shall be
agreed between the employee and the company, but
which shall not exceed 30 minutes in duration.
(f) A paid rest break of 15 minutes shall be allowed
each morning. The time that each employee’s
scheduled breaks are to be taken is flexible and
may be determined, and changed by the company,
if necessary, on the day in order to meet operational requirements.
(3) Ordinary Hours (continuous shift workers)
(a) An average of 38 hours per week shall be worked by
full time employees which will consist of 38 ordinary hours. The 38 hours per week may be averaged
over the work cycle or roster.
(b) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any
day of the week, Monday to Friday, between the hours
of 0600 and 1800 (except shift workers) unless otherwise agreed between the employee and the
company.
(c) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 12 on
any day which shall be consecutive except for an
paid meal break, the duration of which shall be agreed
between the employee and the company, but which
shall not exceed 30 minutes in duration.
(d) A paid rest break of 15 minutes shall be allowed each
morning and afternoon.
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(e) The time that each employee’s scheduled breaks are
to be taken is flexible and may be determined, and
changed if necessary, on the day in order to meet
operational requirements.
13.—FLEXIBILITY
WesTrac Equipment may, by arrangement between the employee/s and the company, with reasonable notice, introduce
new shift rosters, modify and refine existing shift and continuous shift rosters to suit the needs of the business. The
employee/s will not unreasonably refuse a request.
Due to economic necessity or in order to meet client demands WesTrac Equipment may, by arrangement between the
employee/s and the company and with reasonable notice, transfer employee/s from day work to shift work (continuous or
otherwise) and vice versa or from one location to another.
Employees will not unreasonably refuse a request.
Where changes to working hours and locations are to be
made the employer shall give the employee/s as much notice
as is possible but such notice shall be no less than 7 days unless by mutual agreement between the employer and employee/
s affected.
14.—SHIFT WORK
(1) A shift employee when working an afternoon or night
shift shall be paid a shift allowance of 15% of the employee’s
ordinary rate of pay for all ordinary hours worked.
15.—RATES OF PAY
(1) Each employee shall be paid the appropriate rate
shown in Schedule A.—Rates of Pay or pro rata where
less than 38 hours or 40 hours are worked depending on
the location.
(2) In recognition of past improvements in productivity and
in anticipation of reaching the targets listed, the wage increases
payable under this Agreement are as follows (subject to ratification by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission)—
• An increase in the field service allowance of $0.20
per hour as of the 1st January 1999.
• Payment of an income protection policy for wages
employees.
• An increase of 1.6% on wages payable from the 1st
January 1999.
(a) A 1% increase in wages on complete implementation of being paid from Kronos clock system and
achievement of a ½% reduction in the agreed measures as a percent of service sales.
(b) A ½% increase in wages on achievement of a further
½% reduction in the agreed measures as a percent of
service sales.
(c) A ½% increase in wages on achievement of a further
½% reduction in the agreed measures as a percent of
service revenue.
(3) Targets—
• Implementation of being paid from Kronos
• Process mapping the different service areas
• Review of the Merit system
• Tea money applied per award
• A commitment to achieving the agreed targets
Refer to Appendix B for further details
(4) Agreed measures affected by employees performance.
• Rework.
• Service Supplies.
• Tool Replacement.
• Tech Training.
• Lost Time Sick.
Refer to Appendix B for further details
16.—FIELD SERVICE ALLOWANCE
For permanent field service staff, the field service allowance of $1.30 is added into the hourly rate. For
non-permanent field service staff, a field service rate of
$1.30 per hour will be added into the hourly rate for hours
worked in field service.
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17.—LOCATION ALLOWANCE
An employee shall be paid the weekly allowances when
employed in the following locations—
Pilbara
$60.00 per week
Eastern Goldfields & Murchison
$45.00 per week
Bunbury and Geraldton
$10.00 per week
The location allowance will be paid as part of the hourly
rate and specifically overrides Clause 22 of the award.
18.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Paid annual leave will accrue at the pro-rata rate of 28
consecutive calendar days, exclusive of public holidays, for
every 12 months of continuous service. An additional 7 consecutive calendar days of paid annual leave shall accrue on a
pro-rata basis for every 12 months of continuous service an
employee is engaged on a continuous shift roster.
(2) Annual leave may be taken in one continuous period, or
in shorter periods, by agreement between the employer and
employee.
(3) Payment for annual leave shall be made, if requested, to
an employee prior to their taking of such leave. The amount to
be paid for—
(a) Location A day workers proceeding on annual
leave shall be paid the amount the employee
would have received for ordinary hours the employee would have worked during the period over
which the employee is taking leave. In addition
an annual leave loading of 17.5% is payable when
taking leave at the conclusion of each 12 months
of continuous service.
(b) Location B day workers proceeding on annual leave
shall be paid the amount the employee would have
received for ordinary hours the employee would have
worked during the period over which the employee
is taking leave. In addition an annual leave loading
of 13.3% is payable when taking leave at the conclusion of each 12 months of continuous service for their
annual leave entitlement and the five days off in compensation for the 40 hours.
19.—SICK LEAVE
When a person has accrued twenty sick days, they will be
able to use the excess sick days over 20 as family leave to care
for a sick family member.
Family sick leave would be payable on submission of a doctors certificate for immediate family members (spouse/de facto
partner, child, parent).
Example—
An employee has 28 accrued sick days, and his/her child is
sick for three days and the employee cares for the child. They
could call in sick explaining they are taking a family sick leave
day. They would bring in the original doctor’s certificate for
their child stating that their child is sick for three days and fill
in a leave form (attaching the doctor’s certificate).
The three days would then be deducted from their accrued
sick leave and they would have a balance of 25 accrued sick
days.
Employees with pre-existing accruals of sick pay in excess
of 20 days are entitled to use them as described above.
In taking family sick leave days, you must maintain a minimum balance of 20 accrued sick leave days.
The excess accrued sick leave may also be used for up to a
maximum of 5 days bereavement leave for immediate family.
The General Manager has authority to approve additional bereavement leave upon request.
20.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
An employee is entitled to 13 weeks long service leave after
15 years of continuous service as provided in Volume 66 of
the Western Australian Industrial Gazette.
Effective from 1st July 1995, pro-rata long service leave will
apply after 7 years completed, continuous years of service as
per company policy on long service leave. Terms and conditions for the accrual and taking of the long service will be in
accordance with the company’s policy.
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21.—EXCEPTIONAL HOURS LEAVE
Where an employee works in excess of 450 hours in a 6week continuous period, the employee shall be entitled to up
to 1 weeks leave without pay after the 6 week period if so
requested. The clause shall operate so as not to effect the employee’s request for leave from other entitlements such as
annual leave, or days off in lieu of overtime.
Employees, required to work on site, away from their Head
Office / Regional Branch for extended periods (minimum of
four weeks) without the ability to return home, can apply for
pro rata (as above) leave without pay at the discretion of their
Branch/Area manager. It will be subject to prior agreement
between the company and the employee on a branch by branch
basis.
22.—SUPERANNUATION
(1) The company will contribute superannuation on behalf
of the employee. The percentage quantum will be in accordance with those specified by the Superannuation Guarantee
Act. The employee may determine fund of their choice according to the appropriate legislation. The default
superannuation fund in the absence of a choice is the WesTrac
Employees Superannuation Fund.
(2) The company will notify employees of the entitlement to
nominate a complying superannuation fund or scheme.
(3) The company will be bound by the nomination of the
employee unless the company and employee agree to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are to be made.
(4) The company shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a
change of complying superannuation fund or scheme requested
by an employee.
23.—EMPLOYEE RESOLUTION PROCESS
(1) Purpose of the Employee Resolution Process—
The purpose is to ensure that all employees have a process
to raise and resolve issues which impact on their work environment which is confidential, fair and prompt.
(2) Steps in the Employee Resolution Process—
(a) First, contact your immediate Supervisor or Manager explaining that you would like to use the
Employee Resolution Process and to make an appointment. The appointment should be as soon as
possible. In the meeting, explain what the issue is
and how it is impacting on you.
(b) If your Supervisor or Manager can not resolve the
issue, ask him or her to make an appointment for
you to meet with his or her Departmental or Branch
Manager. At that meeting, explain the issue and your
concerns.
(c) If you still feel that the matter is not resolved or that
you are being treated unfairly, ask to make an appointment with the General Manager. At that meeting,
explain the issue and your concerns.
(d) If you still feel dissatisfied, you should ask for an
appointment for you to meet with the Chief Operating Officer. At that meeting, explain the issue and all
your concerns.
(e) If you still feel that the issue has not been resolved
to your satisfaction, you should ask to meet with the
Managing Director. At that meeting explain the issue and all your concerns.
(3) Assistance with the Employee Resolution Process—
At any step during the process, you can have another person
help you to represent or assist in the resolution of the issue.
Refer to the HR Department for a full copy of the policy and
for qualified assistance if required.
(4) Referral to Commission
Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement. However if the Employee Resolution Process is exhausted without
the dispute being resolved, the parties may jointly or individually refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission for assistance in resolving the question, dispute or difficulty.
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24.—COUNSELLING AND DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
(1) Five Step Process
Where, in the opinion of management, an employee’s conduct, behaviour, or work performance is unacceptable; the
following procedure will be followed.
Step 1) VERBAL COUNSELLING: informal verbal discussion will occur between the employee and the
immediate supervisor. The supervisor will keep a
personal diary note.
Step 2) VERBAL WARNING: If the employee’s conduct,
behaviour or performance does not improve, then
further counselling and a formal verbal warning will
be given. The supervisor will keep a personal diary
note.
Step 3) WRITTEN WARNING: If the employee’s conduct,
behaviour or performance still remains unacceptable, the employee will be counselled by his or her
manager and a formal written warning will be issued to the employee. The written warning will
clearly state the unacceptable conduct, behaviour
or performance and define what is to be rectified
by the employee.
Step 4) FINAL WARNING: If the employee’s conduct,
behaviour or performance is still unacceptable, the
employee will be counselled further and issued with
a final written warning. The written warning will
clearly state that if the employee’s conduct, behaviour or performance does not improve then
demotion or termination may result.
Step 5) TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT: For continued unacceptable conduct, behaviour or
performance, the employee may be terminated or
demoted.
2) The above does not affect an employers right to issue a
written warning or final written warning for serious offences.
In some cases the offence may be considered serious enough
for a final warning to be given at the outset. Some examples of
major offences would be: serious or continual horseplay, threats
or threatening behaviour, safety breaches, insubordination,
harassment, carelessness, and verbal abuse.
3) Where an employee has been issued with first or second
warnings for different offences, it may be considered that he/
she is a generally unreliable employee and merits dismissal.
Some examples of minor offences would be: lateness (isolated incident), absenteeism (isolated incident), poor
housekeeping, poor work performance, breach of smoking
policy, failure to carry out reasonable directives.
4) This procedure does not affect the employer’s right to
terminate an employee’s services without notice for conduct
that justifies instant dismissal, such as malingering, inefficiency, fighting, serious harassment, malicious or wilful
damage, vandalism, stealing, chronic absenteeism, fraud, dishonesty, or neglect of duty.
APPENDIX A—RATES OF PAY
Classification
Base Rate
Hourly
Base Rate
$ per 38 hr
rate
$ per 40 hr
week
week
Tradesperson
5th Merit
679.44
17.8801
715.20
4th Merit
652.89
17.1818
687.27
3rd Merit
631.63
16.6220
664.88
2nd Merit
610.45
16.0647
642.59
1st Merit
578.57
15.2258
609.03
Base
557.80
14.6792
587.17
Trackpress Operator, Tool Storeperson & Steamcleaner
5th Merit
586.99
15.4470
617.88
4th Merit
564.14
14.8458
593.83
3rd Merit
545.75
14.3619
574.48
2nd Merit
527.42
13.8796
555.18
1st Merit
499.93
13.1559
526.24
Base
487.49
12.8293
513.17
Crane Operator
3rd Merit
588.56
15.4879
619.52
2nd Merit
568.83
14.9692
598.77
1st Merit
539.12
14.1872
567.49
Base
494.60
13.0157
520.63
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Base Rate
$ per 38 hr
week

Hourly
rate

Base Rate
$ per 40 hr
week

Labourer
5th Merit
514.81
13.5484
541.93
4th Merit
494.68
13.0180
520.72
3rd Merit
478.62
12.5954
503.81
2nd Merit
462.48
12.1712
486.85
1st Merit
438.32
11.5270
461.08
Base
435.16
11.4521
458.08
Leading Hand Rates
3-10 Employees
21.74
22.92
11–20 Employees
33.32
35.09
20 + Employees
43.08
45.37
Apprentice Rates
1st Year
234.27
6.1651
246.60
2nd Year
306.79
8.0726
322.91
3rd Year
418.35
11.0094
440.38
4th Year
490.86
12.9177
516.71
Adult Apprentice
(1st & 2nd year only) 388.04
10.3124
412.50
The above rates do not include the tool allowance.
APPENDIX B: PERFORMANCE PAY
Performance Payment
1) The consultative committee will review the performance
results no later than 10 days after the end of each month. The
first review will be carried out in March to review September
through February.
2) Pay rate increases will be effected no later than the third
pay period after the target has been achieved.
3) Back pay will apply if the rate increase is not made by the
third pay period.
4) Each 0.5% reduction in the year to date expenses from
the benchmark will be measured on a 6 month rolling average
of expenses as a percentage of sales for the life of the agreement.
5) Expense reductions and pay increases are not limited to
the table listed below. Additional incremental gains beyond
the overall 1.5 % reduction from the benchmark will be paid
in the same way.
6) Achieved payment for targets will not be taken once given.
The Company and the Consultative Committee (elected and
appointed by the employees) are committed to sharing in other
collective gains should we reach the proposed targets sooner
than expected. Other initiatives resulting in gains will be documented and given due recognition during the next negotiation.
Kronos Payment
1) The company seeks a commitment from employees that
they will be committed to being paid from Kronos. Payment
for that commitment is incorporated in the up front portion of
the offer.
2) A further 0.5% rate increase will be paid on achievement
of all applicable stores being paid from Kronos.
3) Employees will not be denied this payment as a result of
issues that are beyond their control.
Process Mapping
1) The company seeks a commitment from employees that
they will be committed to using the mapping process to identify potential process improvements.
2) All stores will have a minimum of one of the process
related to their store mapped within 3 months of signing of
this agreement. Payment for this achievement is incorporated
in the up front portion of the offer.
3) Employees will not be penalised for issues that are beyond their control.
Merit System
1) The merit system is currently being reviewed on the basis
of the issues raised by the Consultative Committee. The management and Consultative Committee are committed to
finalising the review and updates by the end of April 1999
• Consistency of application.
• The questions and answers.
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• Recognition of prior learning.
• Content and application of the essentials booklet.
• Company and Employee initiated transfers.
The expenses listed in the tables below from July 1998
through to December 1998 have been identified as the benchmark and baseline for the performance measures.
Performance Benchmarks
Expense Reduction
July 97- Dec 98 June 98 – Dec 98
Opportunity
% of Sale
% of Sale
Rework
0.91%
0.98%
Service supplies
0.82%
1.34%
Tool Replacement
0.71%
0.70%
Tech Training
0.58%
1.27%
Lost time Sick
0.46%
0.59%
Total % of Sales
3.50%
4.88%
Performance Targets & Upfront Offer
Offer
Up front First Second Third
Payment target
target
target
Rate Increase
1.6%
1%
0.5%
0.5%
Income insurance
0.9%
Total Increase
2.5%
1%
0.5%
0.5%
Rework:
To reduce the number of reworks through better processes.
Service Supplies Expense Reduction:
Through identifying opportunities of better usage and more
appropriate products.
Tool Replacement Expense Reduction:
Through more care and proper use of tools.
Technical Training Expense Reduction:
The aim is for employees to work with management to identify where technical training is being applied inappropriately.
Lost-time Sick Expense Reduction:
Employees are expected to use sick leave for the purpose of
maintaining income when sick. The opportunity is for employees to come to work when they are healthy.
APPENDIX C: SIGNATORIES
Signed ________________________________
Paul Piercy
Managing Director
For WesTrac Equipment Pty Ltd.
Date _____________________
Signed ________________________________
John Sharp-Collett
Secretary
For Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers (Western Australian
Branch)
Date _____________________
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ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS BOARD (OPERATIONS
EMPLOYEES) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 65 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Chief Executive Officer
Zoological Gardens Board
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch.
No. AG 65 of 1999.
Zoological Gardens Board (Operations Employees)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
11 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the parties have advised that an error occurred in
the agreed schedule to the order which issued in this matter on
13 April 1999;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
THAT the schedule which follows shall replace the
schedule to the order which issued on the 13th day of
April 1999..
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be known as the “Zoological Gardens Board (Operations Employees) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1999” and shall replace the Zoological
Gardens (Operations Employees) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Parties Bound
4. Scope and Number of Employees Covered
5. Term
6. Parent Awards
7. No Further Claims
8. Wages
9. Single Bargaining Unit
10. Definitions
11. Mission Statement
12. Shared Vision
13. Continuous Improvement
14. Training and Development
15. Professional Development
16. Performance Appraisal Indicators
17. Productivity Initiatives
18. Casual Employment
19. Hours of Work
20. Salary Packaging
21. Employee Assistance Program
22. Overtime/Time Off in Lieu
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Shift Work Allowance
Occupational Health and Safety
Higher Duties
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
First Aid Certificate
Past Productivity
Productivity Improvement
Family Carers Leave
Bereavement Leave
Dispute Settlement Procedures
Wage Increase
Reserved Matters
Appendix A—Wage Rates
3.—PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Chief Executive
Officer of the Zoological Gardens Board and the organisations as set out below—
(1) The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers
Division, Western Australian Branch.
(2) The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western
Australia Branch.
(3) The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—
Western Australian Branch.
4.—SCOPE AND NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
COVERED
(1) This Agreement shall operate in respect of all persons
employed by the Chief Executive Officer, Zoological Gardens
Board who are members of or who are eligible to be members
of any of the organisations listed at Clause 3.—Parties Bound
of this Agreement.
(2) It is estimated that this Agreement will affect approximately sixty two (62) employees as at the registration of the
Agreement by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission on 13 April 1999.
5.—TERM
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the first pay period
on or after the date on which this Agreement is registered in
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission and
shall remain in force for a period of 24 months from that date
of registration.
(2) The pay quantum achieved and the working arrangements
introduced as a result of this Agreement will remain and form
the base for future agreements or continue to apply in the absence of any further agreement.
(3) The parties will review this Agreement six (6) months
prior to the date of expiry of this Agreement for the purpose of
renewal or replacement of this Agreement.
(4) The parties will assess achievements in performance, productivity and efficiency during the term of this Agreement.
6.—PARENT AWARDS
(1) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
parent awards, orders or industrial agreements which have
application to the employees covered by this Agreement.
(2) In the case of any inconsistencies between this Agreement and the relevant award, this Agreement shall prevail,
and where the Agreement is silent, the relevant award shall
apply.
(3) For the purposes of this Agreement the relevant parent
awards are—
(a) Building Trades (Government) Award 1968;
(b) Engineering Trades (Government) Award, 1967
Award Nos. 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and 3 of 1962;
(c) Gardeners (Government) 1986 Award No. 16 of
1983;
(d) Miscellaneous Government Conditions and Allowances Award No A4 of 1992;
(e) Zoological Gardens Employees Award 1969;
(f) Zoological Gardens Board—Keepers Career Structure Industrial Agreement 1996;
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(g) Zoological Gardens Board—Gardeners Weekend
Work Industrial Agreement 1995;
(h) Western Australian Government / Australian Liquor
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union
(ALHMWU) Redeployment, Retraining and Redundancy Award, 1994 (an award of the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission).
7.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) The parties of this Agreement undertake that for the duration of this Agreement there shall be no further claims over
matters encompassed by this Agreement.
(2) However, the parties recognise the importance of increasing productivity and improving pay and conditions beyond
those currently identified in this Agreement. Where such improvements are identified and implemented they will form the
basis for future negotiations.
(3) No provisions in this Agreement shall operate to cause
any employee a reduction in ordinary time earnings or to cause
a departure from the standards of the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission and Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in regard to hours of work, annual leave
with pay or long service leave with pay.
8.—WAGES
(1) In recognition of the employees’ agreement to participate in continuous improvement initiatives, and subject to the
achievement of the productivity improvement measures in
Clause 30—Productivity Improvement and Clause 17—Productivity Initiatives of this Agreement, the wage increases
during the period of this Agreement will be—
(a) a 0.2% increase for Rostered employees and 4% for
Non Rostered employees will be paid from the first
pay period on or after the date the Agreement is registered; and
(b) a 3.0% increase will be payable from the first pay
period on or after twelve months from the date of
registration of the Agreement, subject to meeting the
terms of this agreement.
(2) The wage shall be agreed as appropriate to the duties,
skills and responsibilities of the position. Wage rates are listed
as Appendix A—Wage Rates). All rates of pay will be
annualised rates to include all relevant payments appropriate
to the position. Consequently, the following allowances will
not be paid under this Agreement—
(a) penalty rates for weekend work; and
(b) trade allowances.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) The SBU shall be responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of this Agreement.
(2) The SBU shall deal with those matters contained in Clause
30.—Productivity Improvement and Clause 8.—Wages.
10.—DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of the Agreement the following expressions shall have the following meaning—
(1) “Animal Ethics Committee” shall mean the committee generally comprised of the Chief Executive
Officer, the Director Research, the Director Conservation, the Senior Veterinarian, RSPCA Chair, Head
of Veterinary Studies, Murdoch University, Staff representative and a community representative which
determines issues of animal welfare arising under
the relevant International Code of Practice. The membership of the Committee may vary from time to time;
(2) “Base Rate” shall mean the minimum wage applicable under this Agreement for the classification of the
position held by the employee;
(3) “Board” shall mean the Zoological Gardens Board;
(4) “Casual Employee” shall mean a person engaged as
such on an hourly basis for a period of less than one
month and who receives a loading of 20 per cent on
top of the appropriate hourly rate. “Seasonal employee” shall mean a person engaged for seasonal
work during the peak periods of October to April,
under the same conditions as a Casual employee;
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(5) “Ordinary Rate” shall mean the base rate plus any
allowances paid to the employee on a fortnightly basis
as a condition of the Parent Award or arising from
this Agreement.
(6) “SBU” shall mean the Single Bargaining Unit;
(7) “WAIRC” shall mean the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission;
(8) “The Zoo” shall mean the Zoological Gardens Board;
11.—MISSION STATEMENT
(1) The mission of the Zoo is—
To advance the conservation of wildlife and to change
community attitudes towards the preservation of life on
Earth.
(2) The mission statement guides all operations, planning
and development decisions.
12.—SHARED VISION
(1) The parties to this Agreement are committed to achieving the Vision of the Zoo which is—
To be a world class Zoo, integrating conservation, education, research and recreation.
(2) To achieve its mission and provide a continuously improving quality of service to all stake holders, the community
and the Government, the Zoo is undertaking Organisation wide
changes identified in its Business Plan which focus on—
(a) Maximising customer satisfaction;
(b) Maximising our contribution to conservation;
(c) Maximising community conservation awareness;
(d) Move towards self sufficiency;
(e) Enhanced employee satisfaction and well being;
(f) Ensure efficient and effective management;
(g) Ensure responsible asset management.
(3) To achieve our mission and vision the following supporting objectives will be pursued by the parties—
(a) Apply ethical practices;
(b) Apply environmental sound waste management practices;
(c) Use best management and operating practices;
(d) Devolution of responsibility which will maximise
productivity and efficiency;
(e) Build on the commitment and talents of our employees to develop a work environment which values and
rewards initiative, effort and excellence;
(f) Train, develop and support staff;
(g) Apply effective business systems;
(h) Use up to date technology;
(i) Implement modern human resource practices.
13.—CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
(1) The parties recognise that the Zoo must be a dynamic organisation with the capacity for change and the ability to keep
pace with modern zoo practices in this unique but vital industry.
(2) The Zoo will continually strive to improve business processes and performance at all levels.
(3) Enterprise Bargaining will be assisted by—
(a) delivering pay increases for employees based on
shared productivity improvement, to improve the
quality of working life for all employees;
(b) facilitating an efficient improvement process by encouraging all employees and managers to identify
and deal with productivity barriers in a participative
manner;
(c) achieving continuous improvement of all processes
to reduce costs, improve quality, work organisation,
customer service, delivery, time lines, health and
safety, communications and training;
(d) employees undertaking multi-functions that are
within the employee’s skill, competence and training to perform, ie minor repairs and maintenance to
equipment and property. This initiative will not result in a loss of jobs in the maintenance, gardening
and environmental services areas;
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(e) the employer consulting with affected union(s) and
employees concerning any proposal to contract out
services beyond current practice;
(f) encouraging and facilitating teamwork and team performance through effective leadership at all levels;
(g) employees having a strong focus on satisfying internal and external customer needs;
(h) developing the skills of employees through the provision of appropriate training and performance
management systems;
(i) improving existing consultative mechanisms.
14.—TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
(1) All employees subject to this Agreement will be provided with the relevant training and development at the earliest
opportunity to enable them to carry out a range of activities as
a consequence of changes which may occur from the implementation of the Business Plan and continuing improvement.
(2) All training will be documented and recorded on the employee’s personnel file to be used in conjunction with the
performance appraisal system.
(3) Where an employee is required to undertake employment related training such training shall be conducted as far as
practicable in the employee’s usual working time and the employee shall not lose pay for attendance or extra travel
associated with such training. Where it is necessary for the
employee to attend training outside of the employee’s usual
working time the employee shall be paid for such attendance
or extra travel time as if the employee had worked.
(4) Fees, materials or any other reasonable costs associated
with the training referred to above shall apply equally to apprentices, trainees or other like classes of person engaged by
the employer except where agreement to allow otherwise is
reached with the relevant union.
(5) Employees may undertake on-the-job training and
performance in other positions, when available, to assist
in the development of skills and experience to further their
careers.
15.—PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
(1) The parties agree to the ongoing identification of training needs for employees to meet the operational demands of
the Zoo and/ or to assist employees in their personal career
development. The employer will provide the relevant professional development opportunities to enable employees to carry
out a range of activities as a consequence of any changes which
may occur from the implementation of the Zoo’s Business Plan
and continuous improvement. Employees commit to undergo
training required of him/her by the employer to meet organisational needs.
(2) Grade 4 Keepers agree to provide practical on-the-job
and, at times, theoretical off-the-job training for other keepers
as required by the employer. Training to undertake this role
will be provided if required. ie. Train the Trainer.
16.—PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL INDICATORS
(1) The performance of all employees shall be determined
by an annual performance appraisal to be conducted in accordance with the Human Resources policy of the Zoo.
(2) The employee and employer will discuss, identify and
agree on a range of individual and/ or group performance indicators that link in to the Zoological Gardens Board Business
Plan, Directorate Operational Plan, Workgroup and Individual
Plans.
17.—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES
(1) Consistent with the commitments to continuous improvement and shared vision contained in this Agreement, the parties
agree to facilitate greater animal visibility at the Zoo.
(2) In particular, employees will develop rosters for hours
of work which allow, to the extent possible, ie. where it is
not possible because it would be detrimental to animal
welfare—
(a) animals to be displayed until 5.00 pm;
(b) animals to be displayed at early morning and evening
functions;
(c) later Zoo closing times;
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(d) working of a eight hour day to a maximum of 10
hours per day when appropriate in accordance with
subclause (2) of Clause 19.—Hours of Work of this
Agreement;
(f) employees are entitled to annualised Rostered Days
Off of 12 days a year. They will be able to take them,
by previous arrangement with their manager, at any
time during the year however it is preferred that they
are taken between April and October, this being the
less busy period of operational requirements;
(g) the limiting of the morning tea break strictly to 10
minutes.
(3) The employer shall provide function programs and details in advance to employees directly affected.
(4) Rosters will be developed where possible to undertake
the work in ordinary time hours (including shift and weekend
penalties) except where the function commences before 6.00
am or concludes after 9.00 pm outside of which overtime rates
shall apply.
(5) The proposed roster shall be submitted for the approval
of the Director Conservation.
(6) Where the roster is not approved, the Director Conservation shall refer the roster to the Chief Executive Officer for
discussion with the union.
(7) Where agreement cannot be reached, the roster shall be
referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(8) The parties agree to accept the recommendation of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(9) (a) Any concern or dispute regarding the welfare of the
animals including as a result of extended opening hours referred to in subclause (2) of this clause shall be referred to the
Animal Ethics Committee for determination.
(b) The employee(s) directly concerned shall attend the Animal Ethics Committee meeting in a non-voting capacity.
(10) Over the term of this Agreement, the SBU shall review
the arrangements referred to in subclause (2) and the arrangements shall continue if they are required to meet the outcomes
regarding animal visibility.
18.—CASUAL EMPLOYMENT
The parties agree to the use of casual, or seasonal, employees to supplement full-time employment, to meet the needs of
events and functions.
19.—HOURS OF WORK
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be 38 hours per week
to be worked between the hours of 6.00 am and 9.00pm Monday to Friday. The hours of duty shall be eight hours per day to
a maximum of 10 hours per day.
(2) Subject to subclause (1) of Clause 22.—Overtime/Time
Off in Lieu, where possible hours worked in excess of eight
hours per day can be accrued as time in lieu (TIL). Overtime
will be paid out only when TIL cannot be taken and will be
subject to prior agreement between the employer and employee.
Approval for working in excess of eight hours on any day
must be obtained from the employee’s supervisor before commencing the additional work.
(3) Hours of work may be rostered over seven days by arrangement between the employer and employee. Changes to the
roster system will only be made after appropriate consultation
processes have been undertaken and common agreement reached.
(4) Employees not required to work rosters may elect to work
under the following optional arrangements—
(a) Tuesday to Saturday;
(b) Sunday to Thursday;
(c) Monday to Friday.
(5) A morning tea break of strictly 10 minutes duration shall
be allowed without loss of pay and counted as time worked.
(6) The time of taking lunch and tea breaks may be set or
altered by the employer if necessary to provide continuity of
services or operations, but as far as possible the wishes of the
employee shall be met.
(7) The employee shall not be required to work more than
five hours without a meal break.
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(8) Roster Days Off will be accumulated at the rate of 0.4 of
one hour of each day worked and may be taken in accordance
with paragraph (f) of subclause (2) of Clause 17.—Productivity Initiatives of this agreement and Clause 6.—38 Hour Week:
Rostered Day Off of the Zoological Gardens Employees Award
1969.
20.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by written agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance
with the Western Australian Government Guidelines for Salary Packaging in the WA Public Sector.
(2) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(3) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employer benefits under the salary
packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
21.—EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
All employees shall have access to the authorised Employee
Assistance Program. Employees may approach the EAP directly or the employer may direct an employee to attend EAP
sessions in some circumstances where a work related performance issue has been identified. All information relating to
sessions between the employee and the EAP provider will remain confidential at all times.
22.—OVERTIME/ TIME OFF IN LIEU
(1) Subject to prior agreement in writing between the employee and employer time off in lieu of payment for authorised
overtime worked may be granted. Such time off in lieu shall
be proportionate to the payment to which the employee is entitled.
(2) The actual period of time off in lieu may be accumulated
and taken at a time agreed between employer and the employee
concerned.
(3) The employee will be required to clear accumulated time
off in lieu of payment for overtime within three months of the
overtime being performed. If the employee is unable to make
suitable arrangements to clear the TOIL within the specified
period arrangements may be made to have the time paid out
by mutual agreement between the employer and employee.
Any time off in lieu of payment for overtime arising from
extended opening hours shall be recorded separately.
(4) No claim for payment of overtime or accumulated time
off in lieu for payment of overtime shall be allowed unless the
overtime has been authorised.
(5) Employees regularly rostered to work on weekends will
not be paid penalty rates for their weekend work but instead
will receive an annualised wage inclusive of penalty rates for
weekend work.
(6) Employees who are rostered to work on public holidays
will receive a day off at the rate of time for time in lieu of
overtime.
(7) Employees who work Tuesday to Saturday or Sunday to
Thursday will receive a day off at the rate of time for time
when a Public Holiday is observed on a Monday or Friday.
(8) Non-rostered employees opting to work in accordance with either paragraph (b) or (c) of subclause (4) of
Clause 19.—Hours of Work of this agreement, for a minimum of three months in 12 months will not be paid
overtime for their Weekend work and instead will be able
to accumulate up to five (5) days per year supplementary
leave, which may be added to annual leave, or otherwise
as agreed by the employees supervisor. These days may
not be taken until they are accrued.
23.—SHIFT WORK ALLOWANCE
(1) An employee required to work a shift for the purposes of
a night zoo or special evening event will be paid a shift allowance of 15% in addition to the ordinary rate of pay and overtime
will not be paid. The shift allowance will be payable for hours
worked after 2.00 pm when an employee finishes their shift
after 7.00pm.
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(2) This allowance is not applicable to casual or seasonal
employees.
24.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
A safe working environment will impact positively on morale and ultimately on the organisation’s performance. In
recognition of this the employer undertakes to—
(1) Provide and maintain workplaces, plant and systems
of work such that employees are not unduly exposed
to hazards where possible.
(2) Inform, instruct, train and supervise employees accordingly.
(3) Provide and maintain agreed and appropriate personal
protective equipment and material where it is otherwise not possible to protect employees from hazards.
(4) Co-operate with the union nomination and election
of, and consult and co-operate with, health and safety
representatives and with other employees regarding
occupational health and safety matters.
(5) In consultation with employees and their representatives, establish an occupational health and safety
policy which enunciates the employer’s duty of care,
that of employees and contractors, and establishes
agreed procedures for consultation, monitoring, reporting and recording, rehabilitation, and resolution
of issues with those parties.
(6) Accept the right of employees to refuse work which
in their opinion will expose them or any other person to risk of serious injury or harm to health, and
accept the right of health and safety representatives
to evaluate such risk and advise employees of their
right to refuse such unsafe work in accordance with
the Occupational Health Safety and Welfare Act
1994.
(7) Allow occupational health and safety representatives
to attend up to ten (10) days occupational health and
safety training with no loss of pay.
(8) In accordance with the Zoo’s operational needs, the
employer commits to provide training opportunities
in occupational health and safety and employees commit to undergo such training as required for
operational needs.
25.—HIGHER DUTIES
Provided an employee’s current classification is provided for
in the relevant award competency based career structure then—
(1) No Higher Duties Allowance will be payable within
the same Award structure.
(2) Where an employee performs all or a proportion of
the duties of a higher classification, under a different Award, in accordance with subclause (1) of this
clause that proportion shall be determined by the
employer and an allowance paid which is equal to
that proportion of the difference between the employee’s own hourly rate and the minimum rate of the
higher position.
(3) There shall be no reduction of wages or conditions
for any employee who may be required to perform
duties of a lower classification, or equivalent, than
their own on a temporary basis.
(4) Where an employee performs higher duties in accordance with subclause (2) of this clause for a
continuous period of 12 months or more he/she shall
be entitled to be paid at that higher rate for any annual leave accrued during that period.
26.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Non-rostered employees shall be entitled to four weeks
paid leave for each completed year of service, or six weeks for
rostered employees in lieu of public holidays.
(2) For three months after the registration of the Agreement
permanent employees may request a once only conversion of
accrued annual leave entitlements in excess of 4 weeks (or in
excess of 6 weeks for keepers) into cash at 100% of the salary
applying at the time of conversion. Conversion is subject to
employer approval. After the three months period applications
for conversion will not be considered.
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27.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Employees subject to this Agreement may, by agreement
with their manager, clear any accrued entitlement to long service leave in multiples of two weeks.
28.—FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
(1) Employees who obtain and-maintain a current first aid
certificate from St. Johns’ Ambulance or a similar body shall
be reimbursed for the full cost of such training upon the employee providing evidence of the successful completion of the
course.
(2) Employees shall undertake such training in their own
time.
29.—PAST PRODUCTIVITY
This Agreement is in recognition of all past productivity
improvements. These include but are not limited to—
(1) Review of contract staff; and
(2) Savings in Workers Compensation premiums.
30.—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
The parties are committed to the following productivity improvement measures—
(1) the use of casual, or seasonal, employees to supplement full-time employment, for events and functions;
(2) the parties recognise that due to the operational requirements of the Zoo, that the taking of Lunch and
Tea breaks should be flexible and by agreement between the supervisor and the employee;
(3) accepting the introduction of annualised wages;
(4) accepting the introduction of annualised RDO’s;
(5) contributing to Zoorassic Park as required by the supervisor to ensure its success;
(6) committing to occupational health and safety training and other strategies to reduce the incidence of
accidents at work and time off caused by work injuries;
(7) committing to the achievement of target reductions
in overtime;
(8) assist in the target of achieving an increase in profit
from extended Zoo functions and events including
Night Zoo and Twilights with due consideration of
animal welfare; and
(9) agree to fully participate in and co-operate with the
review of Conservation and its implementation.
31.—FAMILY CARERS LEAVE
(1) An employee may use a total of 38 hours of his/her personal accrued sick leave each year to supervise the
convalescence of a family member. So as not to breach the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1996, only sick leave
entitlements accrued in previous years may be taken for family carer’s leave.
(2) In this clause ‘family member’ means the employee’s
spouse, de facto spouse, child, step child, parent, step parent,
sibling or another person who lives with the employee as a
member of the employee’s family.
(3) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the employer notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave,
the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to
the employee (where applicable), the reasons for taking such
leave and the estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable for the employee to give prior notice of absence, the
employee shall notify the employer by telephone or such absence at the first opportunity on the day of absence.
(4) The employee shall, if required by the employer, establish by production of a medical certificate or statutory
declaration, the illness of the person concerned and that the
illness is such as to require care by another.
(5) Family Carers Leave may be taken on an hourly basis.
32.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) An employee, on the death of a spouse or de facto spouse,
child or step child, parent or parent in law, brother, sister or
any other persons who immediately before that person’s death
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lived with the employee as a member of the employee’s family, the employee is entitled to bereavement leave without loss
of earnings for up to two (2) working days.
(2) Bereavement leave shall at the discretion of the employee
be taken at any time up to and including the two days following the day of the funeral.
(3) Payment for such leave may be subject to the employee providing proof of the death, satisfactory to the
employer.
(4) Bereavement leave is not to be taken when the employee
is absent on another form of leave or would not otherwise
have been on duty.
33.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
(1) The objective of these procedures is to provide a set of
provisions for dealing with any question, dispute or difficulties that arises between the parties about the meaning or the
effect of this Agreement or disagreement between the parties
during agency negotiations.
(2) In the event of any question, dispute or difficulty under
subclause (1) hereof, arising between the parties, the following procedures shall apply—
(a) The matter to be discussed between employee and
his/her supervisor.
(b) The matter be referred by the supervisor to the relevant senior manager for further discussion.
(c) If the matter is unable to be discussed or unable to
be resolved through discussion then the matter is to
be discussed between the employee and/or the union’s employee representative and the employer
representative and an attempt made to resolve the
matter.
(d) If the matter is unable to be resolved through discussions between the employee and/or the union’s
employee representative and the employer representative the matter is to be discussed between the
employee and/or the union’s employee representative and the Chief Executive Officer or his/her
nominee as soon as practicable but within two working days. Notification of any question or
disagreement may be made verbally and/or in writing.
(e) The parties may individually or collectively seek advice from any appropriate organisation or person in
an attempt to resolve the matter.
(f) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the date of notification in (b) hereof, either party
may notify the Secretary of the union or his/her nominee, or the Chief Executive Officer or his/her
nominee of the existence of a dispute or disagreement.
Such notification shall be in writing with a copy to
be provided to all other parties. The notification is to
include the parties’ interpretation of the matters in
dispute.
(g) The Secretary of the union or his/her nominee and
the Chief Executive Officer or his/her nominee shall
confer on the matters notified by the parties within
five working days and—
(i) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be advised within two
working days;
(ii) where there is disagreement on any matter it
may be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
Provided that with effect from 22 November, 1997 it
is required that persons involved in the question, dispute or difficulty shall confer among themselves and
make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes or difficulties before taking those matters to
the Commission.
(3) Nothing in this Clause shall be read so as to exclude an
organisation party to or bound by this Agreement from representing its members or any employee from involving their
Union in any dispute or grievance.
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34.—WAGE INCREASE
(1) Subject to the achievement of the productivity improvement measures in Clause 30—Productivity Improvement and
Clause 17—Productivity Initiatives wage increases will be paid
to employees in the following manner—
(a) Effective from first pay period on or after date of
registration 0.2% for Rostered employees and 4.0%
for Non Rostered employees);
(b) First pay period on or after 12 months after date of
registration, subject to the approval of the Cabinet
Standing Committee on Labour Relations 3.0%.
(2) Any additional savings identified during the term of this
Agreement will be declared and included in the negotiations
for the next agreement between the parties.
(3) A schedule of wages appears at Appendix A—Wage
Rates, of this Agreement.
35.—RESERVED MATTERS
The parties agree that the matters below be reserved through
the term of this Agreement, but may be brought forward for
consideration if the parties agree—
(1) The availability of injury and sickness income protection insurance for Zoo employees.
(2) Further review of roster arrangements in order to
achieve improvements to the system.
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Operative Date: Pay period commencing 16 April 1999.
Keepers
Grade

Previous
EBA
Rates
Annual
$

Grade 1
1.1
1.2
1.3
Grade 2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
Grade 3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
Grade 4
4.1
4.2
4.3

Annualised
Rates

From Date
of Signing

[20%]
Annual
$

[0.2%]
Annual
$

12 Months
After
13 April 1999
[3%]
Annual
$

$24,263
$24,835
$25,407

$29,116 $29,174
$29,802 $29,862
$30,488 $30,549

$30,049
$30,757
$31,466

$26,134
$26,803
$27,845
$28,165

$31,361
$32,164
$33,414
$33,798

$31,424
$32,228
$33,481
$33,866

$32,366
$33,195
$34,485
$34,882

$28,846
$29,528
$30,208
$30,900

$34,615
$35,434
$36,250
$37,080

$34,684
$35,504
$36,322
$37,154

$35,725
$36,570
$37,412
$38,269

$32,062
$32,909
$33,813

$38,474 $38,551
$39,491 $39,570
$40,576 $40,657

$39,708
$40,757
$41,876

Keeper in training = 76% of Grade 2 Year 1
$19,862

$23,834 $23,882

$24,575

Horticulture
Previous
EBA
Rates

From Date
of Signing

Annual
$

[4%]
Annual
$

12 Months
After
13 April 1999
[3%]
Annual
$

Grade 1
1.1
1.2
1.3

$24,263
$24,835
$25,407

$25,234
$25,828
$26,423

$25,991
$26,603
$27,216

Grade 2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

$26,134
$26,803
$27,845
$28,165

$27,179
$27,875
$28,959
$29,292

$27,995
$28,711
$29,828
$30,170

Grade 3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

$28,846
$29,528
$30,208
$30,900

$30,000
$30,709
$31,416
$32,136

$30,900
$31,630
$32,359
$33,100

Grade
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Horticulture
Grade

Previous
EBA
Rates

From Date
of Signing

Annual
$

[4%]
Annual
$

12 Months
After
13 April 1999
[3%]
Annual
$

Grade 4
4.1
$32,062
$33,344 $34,345
4.2
$32,909
$34,225 $35,252
4.3
$33,813
$35,166 $36,220
Level 9
$30,270
$31,481 $32,425
Bldg L6
$28,416
$29,553 $30,439
Eng C 10
$26,321
$27,374 $28,195
Eng C 8
$28,817
$29,970 $30,869
Note: Annualised trades allowances are paid separate to wages.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Chief Executive Officer
Zoological Gardens Board
and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch.
No. AG 65 of 1999.
Zoological Gardens Board (Operations Employees)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
13 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J Lange on behalf of the Chief Executive
Officer Zoological Gardens Board, and Mr J Ridley on behalf
of The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch, and The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union Of
Workers—Western Australian Branch, and there being no appearance on behalf of The Construction, Mining, Energy,
Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch, now therefore, I the
undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order—
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “Zoological Gardens Board (Operations Employees)
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999” reflected in
the schedule to this order shall be and is registered
with effect on the 13th day of April 1999.
2. THAT the Zoological Gardens Board (Operations
Employees) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999
shall replace the Zoological Gardens Board (Operations Employees) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1996 with effect on the 13th day of April 1999.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be known as the “Zoological Gardens Board (Operations Employees) Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1999” and shall replace the Zoological
Gardens (Operations Employees) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996.
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2.—ARRANGEMENT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Title
Arrangement
Parties Bound
Scope and Number of Employees Covered
Term
Parent Awards
No Further Claims
Wages
Single Bargaining Unit
Definitions
Mission Statement
Shared Vision
Continuous Improvement
Training and Development
Professional Development
Performance Appraisal Indicators
Productivity Initiatives
Casual Employment
Hours of Work
Salary Packaging
Employee Assistance Program
Overtime/Time Off in Lieu
Shift Work Allowance
Occupational Health and Safety
Higher Duties
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
First Aid Certificate
Past Productivity
Productivity Improvement
Family Carers Leave
Bereavement Leave
Dispute Settlement Procedures
Wage Increase
Reserved Matters
Appendix A—Wage Rates

3.—PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Chief Executive
Officer of the Zoological Gardens Board and the organisations as set out below—
(1) The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers
Division, Western Australian Branch.
(2) The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western
Australia Branch.
(3) The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—
Western Australian Branch.
4.—SCOPE AND NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
COVERED
(1) This Agreement shall operate in respect of all persons
employed by the Chief Executive Officer, Zoological Gardens
Board who are members of or who are eligible to be members
of any of the organisations listed at Clause 3.—Parties Bound
of this Agreement.
(2) It is estimated that this Agreement will affect approximately sixty two (62) employees as at the registration of the
Agreement by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission on 13 April 1999.
5.—TERM
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the first pay period
on or after the date on which this Agreement is registered in
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission and
shall remain in force for a period of 24 months from that date
of registration.
(2) The pay quantum achieved and the working arrangements
introduced as a result of this Agreement will remain and form
the base for future agreements or continue to apply in the absence of any further agreement.
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(3) The parties will review this Agreement six (6) months
prior to the date of expiry of this Agreement for the purpose of
renewal or replacement of this Agreement.
(4) The parties will assess achievements in performance,
productivity and efficiency during the term of this Agreement.
6.—PARENT AWARDS
(1) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
parent awards, orders or industrial agreements which have
application to the employees covered by this Agreement.
(2) In the case of any inconsistencies between this Agreement and the relevant award, this Agreement shall prevail,
and where the Agreement is silent, the relevant award shall
apply.
(3) For the purposes of this Agreement the relevant parent
awards are—
(a) Building Trades (Government) Award 1968;
(b) Engineering Trades (Government) Award, 1967
Award Nos. 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and 3 of 1962;
(c) Gardeners (Government) 1986 Award No. 16 of 1983;
(d) Miscellaneous Government Conditions and Allowances Award No A4 of 1992;
(e) Zoological Gardens Employees Award 1969;
(f) Zoological Gardens Board—Keepers Career Structure Industrial Agreement 1996;
(g) Zoological Gardens Board—Gardeners Weekend
Work Industrial Agreement 1995;
(h) Western Australian Government / Australian Liquor
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union
(ALHMWU) Redeployment, Retraining and Redundancy Award, 1994 (an award of the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission).
7.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) The parties of this Agreement undertake that for the duration of this Agreement there shall be no further claims over
matters encompassed by this Agreement.
(2) However, the parties recognise the importance of increasing productivity and improving pay and conditions beyond
those currently identified in this Agreement. Where such improvements are identified and implemented they will form the
basis for future negotiations.
(3) No provisions in this Agreement shall operate to cause
any employee a reduction in ordinary time earnings or to cause
a departure from the standards of the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission and Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in regard to hours of work, annual leave
with pay or long service leave with pay.
8.—WAGES
(1) In recognition of the employees’ agreement to participate in continuous improvement initiatives, and subject to the
achievement of the productivity improvement measures in
Clause 30—Productivity Improvement and Clause 17—Productivity Initiatives of this Agreement, the wage increases
during the period of this Agreement will be—
(a) a 0.2% increase for Rostered employees and 4% for
Non Rostered employees will be paid from the first
pay period on or after the date the Agreement is registered; and
(b) a 3.0% increase will be payable from the first pay
period on or after twelve months from the date of
registration of the Agreement, subject to meeting the
terms of this agreement.
(2) The wage shall be agreed as appropriate to the duties,
skills and responsibilities of the position. Wage rates are listed
as Appendix A—Wage Rates). All rates of pay will be
annualised rates to include all relevant payments appropriate
to the position. Consequently, the following allowances will
not be paid under this Agreement—
(a) penalty rates for weekend work; and
(b) trade allowances.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) The SBU shall be responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of this Agreement.
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(2) The SBU shall deal with those matters contained in Clause
30.—Productivity Improvement and Clause 8.—Wages.
10.—DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of the Agreement the following expressions shall have the following meaning—
(1) “Animal Ethics Committee” shall mean the committee generally comprised of the Chief Executive
Officer, the Director Research, the Director Conservation, the Senior Veterinarian, RSPCA Chair,
Head of Veterinary Studies, Murdoch University,
Staff representative and a community representative which determines issues of animal welfare
arising under the relevant International Code of
Practice. The membership of the Committee may
vary from time to time;
(2) “Base Rate” shall mean the minimum wage applicable
under this Agreement for the classification of the position held
by the employee;
(3) “Board” shall mean the Zoological Gardens Board;
(4) “Casual Employee” shall mean a person engaged as such
on an hourly basis for a period of less than one month and who
receives a loading of 20 per cent on top of the appropriate
hourly rate. “Seasonal employee” shall mean a person engaged
for seasonal work during the peak periods of October to April,
under the same conditions as a Casual employee;
(5) “Ordinary Rate” shall mean the base rate plus any allowances paid to the employee on a fortnightly basis as a condition
of the Parent Award or arising from this Agreement.
(6) “SBU” shall mean the Single Bargaining Unit;
(7) “WAIRC” shall mean the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission;
(8) “The Zoo” shall mean the Zoological Gardens Board;
11.—MISSION STATEMENT
(1) The mission of the Zoo is—
To advance the conservation of wildlife and to change
community attitudes towards the preservation of life on
Earth.
(2) The mission statement guides all operations, planning
and development decisions.
12.—SHARED VISION
(1) The parties to this Agreement are committed to achieving the Vision of the Zoo which is—
To be a world class Zoo, integrating conservation, education, research and recreation.
(2) To achieve its mission and provide a continuously improving quality of service to all stake holders, the community
and the Government, the Zoo is undertaking Organisation wide
changes identified in its Business Plan which focus on—
(a) Maximising customer satisfaction;
(b) Maximising our contribution to conservation;
(c) Maximising community conservation awareness;
(d) Move towards self sufficiency;
(e) Enhanced employee satisfaction and well being;
(f) Ensure efficient and effective management;
(g) Ensure responsible asset management.
(3) To achieve our mission and vision the following supporting objectives will be pursued by the parties—
(a) Apply ethical practices;
(b) Apply environmental sound waste management practices;
(c) Use best management and operating practices;
(d) Devolution of responsibility which will maximise
productivity and efficiency;
(e) Build on the commitment and talents of our employees to develop a work environment which values
and rewards initiative, effort and excellence;
(f) Train, develop and support staff;
(g) Apply effective business systems;
(h) Use up to date technology;
(i) Implement modern human resource practices.
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13.—CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
(1) The parties recognise that the Zoo must be a dynamic
organisation with the capacity for change and the ability to
keep pace with modern zoo practices in this unique but vital
industry.
(2) The Zoo will continually strive to improve business processes and performance at all levels.
(3) Enterprise Bargaining will be assisted by—
(a) delivering pay increases for employees based on
shared productivity improvement, to improve the
quality of working life for all employees;
(b) facilitating an efficient improvement process by encouraging all employees and managers to identify
and deal with productivity barriers in a participative
manner;
(c) achieving continuous improvement of all processes
to reduce costs, improve quality, work organisation,
customer service, delivery, time lines, health and
safety, communications and training;
(d) employees undertaking multi-functions that are
within the employee’s skill, competence and training to perform, ie minor repairs and maintenance to
equipment and property. This initiative will not result in a loss of jobs in the maintenance, gardening
and environmental services areas;
(e) the employer consulting with affected union(s) and
employees concerning any proposal to contract out
services beyond current practice;
(f) encouraging and facilitating teamwork and team performance through effective leadership at all levels;
(g) employees having a strong focus on satisfying internal and external customer needs;
(h) developing the skills of employees through the provision of appropriate training and performance
management systems;
(i) improving existing consultative mechanisms.
14.—TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
(1) All employees subject to this Agreement will be provided with the relevant training and development at the earliest
opportunity to enable them to carry out a range of activities as
a consequence of changes which may occur from the implementation of the Business Plan and continuing improvement.
(2) All training will be documented and recorded on the
employee’s personnel file to be used in conjunction with the
performance appraisal system.
(3) Where an employee is required to undertake employment related training such training shall be conducted as far as
practicable in the employee’s usual working time and the employee shall not lose pay for attendance or extra travel
associated with such training. Where it is necessary for the
employee to attend training outside of the employee’s usual
working time the employee shall be paid for such attendance
or extra travel time as if the employee had worked.
(4) Fees, materials or any other reasonable costs associated
with the training referred to above shall apply equally to apprentices, trainees or other like classes of person engaged by
the employer except where agreement to allow otherwise is
reached with the relevant union.
(5) Employees may undertake on-the-job training and performance in other positions, when available, to assist in the
development of skills and experience to further their careers.
15.—PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
(1) The parties agree to the ongoing identification of training needs for employees to meet the operational demands of
the Zoo and/ or to assist employees in their personal career
development. The employer will provide the relevant professional development opportunities to enable employees to carry
out a range of activities as a consequence of any changes which
may occur from the implementation of the Zoo’s Business Plan
and continuous improvement. Employees commit to undergo
training required of him/her by the employer to meet organisational needs.
(2) Grade 4 Keepers agree to provide practical on-the-job
and, at times, theoretical off-the-job training for other keepers
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as required by the employer. Training to undertake this role
will be provided if required. ie. Train the Trainer.
16.—PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL INDICATORS
(1) The performance of all employees shall be determined
by an annual performance appraisal to be conducted in accordance with the Human Resources policy of the Zoo.
(2) The employee and employer will discuss, identify and
agree on a range of individual and/ or group performance indicators that link in to the Zoological Gardens Board Business
Plan, Directorate Operational Plan, Workgroup and Individual
Plans.
17.—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES
(1) Consistent with the commitments to continuous improvement and shared vision contained in this Agreement, the parties
agree to facilitate greater animal visibility at the Zoo.
(2) In particular, employees will develop rosters for hours
of work which allow, to the extent possible, ie. where it is not
possible because it would be detrimental to animal welfare—
(a) animals to be displayed until 5.00 pm;
(b) animals to be displayed at early morning and evening
functions;
(c) later Zoo closing times;
(d) working of a eight hour day to a maximum of 10
hours per day when appropriate in accordance with
subclause (2) of Clause 19.—Hours of Work of this
Agreement;
(f) employees are entitled to annualised Rostered Days
Off of 12 days a year. They will be able to take them,
by previous arrangement with their manager, at any
time during the year however it is preferred that they
are taken between April and October, this being the
less busy period of operational requirements;
(g) the limiting of the morning tea break strictly to 10
minutes.
(3) The employer shall provide function programs and details in advance to employees directly affected.
(4) Rosters will be developed where possible to undertake
the work in ordinary time hours (including shift and weekend
penalties) except where the function commences before 6.00
am or concludes after 9.00 pm outside of which overtime rates
shall apply.
(5) The proposed roster shall be submitted for the approval
of the Director Conservation.
(6) Where the roster is not approved, the Director Conservation shall refer the roster to the Chief Executive Officer for
discussion with the union.
(7) Where agreement cannot be reached, the roster shall be
referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(8) The parties agree to accept the recommendation of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(9) (a) Any concern or dispute regarding the welfare of the
animals including as a result of extended opening hours referred to in subclause (2) of this clause shall be referred to the
Animal Ethics Committee for determination.
(b) The employee(s) directly concerned shall attend the Animal Ethics Committee meeting in a non-voting capacity.
(10) Over the term of this Agreement, the SBU shall review
the arrangements referred to in subclause (2) and the arrangements shall continue if they are required to meet the outcomes
regarding animal visibility.
18.—CASUAL EMPLOYMENT
The parties agree to the use of casual, or seasonal, employees to supplement full-time employment, to meet the needs of
events and functions.
19.—HOURS OF WORK
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be 38 hours per week
to be worked between the hours of 6.00 am and 9.00pm Monday to Friday. The hours of duty shall be eight hours per day to
a maximum of 10 hours per day.
(2) Subject to subclause (1) of Clause 22.—Overtime/Time
Off in Lieu, where possible hours worked in excess of eight
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hours per day can be accrued as time in lieu (TIL). Overtime
will be paid out only when TIL cannot be taken and will be
subject to prior agreement between the employer and employee.
Approval for working in excess of eight hours on any day
must be obtained from the employee’s supervisor before commencing the additional work.
(3) Hours of work may be rostered over seven days by arrangement between the employer and employee. Changes to
the roster system will only be made after appropriate consultation processes have been undertaken and common agreement
reached.
(4) Employees not required to work rosters may elect to work
under the following optional arrangements—
(a) Tuesday to Saturday;
(b) Sunday to Thursday;
(c) Monday to Friday.
(5) A morning tea break of strictly 10 minutes duration
shall be allowed without loss of pay and counted as time
worked.
(6) The time of taking lunch and tea breaks may be set or
altered by the employer if necessary to provide continuity of
services or operations, but as far as possible the wishes of the
employee shall be met.
(7) The employee shall not be required to work more than
five hours without a meal break.
(8) Roster Days Off will be accumulated at the rate of 0.4 of
one hour of each day worked and may be taken in accordance
with paragraph (f) of subclause (2) of Clause 17.—Productivity Initiatives of this agreement and Clause 6.—38 Hour Week:
Rostered Day Off of the Zoological Gardens Employees Award
1969.
20.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by written agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance
with the Western Australian Government Guidelines for Salary Packaging in the WA Public Sector.
(2) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(3) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employer benefits under the salary
packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
21.—EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
All employees shall have access to the authorised Employee
Assistance Program. Employees may approach the EAP directly or the employer may direct an employee to attend EAP
sessions in some circumstances where a work related performance issue has been identified. All information relating to
sessions between the employee and the EAP provider will remain confidential at all times.
22.—OVERTIME/ TIME OFF IN LIEU
(1) Subject to prior agreement in writing between the employee and employer time off in lieu of payment for authorised
overtime worked may be granted. Such time off in lieu shall
be proportionate to the payment to which the employee is entitled.
(2) The actual period of time off in lieu may be accumulated
and taken at a time agreed between employer and the employee
concerned.
(3) The employee will be required to clear accumulated
time off in lieu of payment for overtime within three
months of the overtime being performed. If the employee
is unable to make suitable arrangements to clear the TOIL
within the specified period arrangements may be made to
have the time paid out by mutual agreement between the
employer and employee. Any time off in lieu of payment
for overtime arising from extended opening hours shall be
recorded separately.
(4) No claim for payment of overtime or accumulated time
off in lieu for payment of overtime shall be allowed unless the
overtime has been authorised.
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(5) Employees regularly rostered to work on weekends will
not be paid penalty rates for their weekend work but instead
will receive an annualised wage inclusive of penalty rates for
weekend work.
(6) Employees who are rostered to work on public holidays
will receive a day off at the rate of time for time in lieu of
overtime.
(7) Employees who work Tuesday to Saturday or Sunday to
Thursday will receive a day off at the rate of time for time
when a Public Holiday is observed on a Monday or Friday.
(8) Non-rostered employees opting to work in accordance
with either paragraph (b) or (c) of subclause (4) of Clause
19.—Hours of Work of this agreement, for a minimum of three
months in 12 months will not be paid overtime for their Weekend work and instead will be able to accumulate up to five (5)
days per year supplementary leave, which may be added to
annual leave, or otherwise as agreed by the employees supervisor. These days may not be taken until they are accrued.
23.—SHIFT WORK ALLOWANCE
(1) An employee required to work a shift for the purposes of
a night zoo or special evening event will be paid a shift allowance of 15% in addition to the ordinary rate of pay and overtime
will not be paid. The shift allowance will be payable for hours
worked after 2.00 pm when an employee finishes their shift
after 7.00pm.
(2) This allowance is not applicable to casual or seasonal
employees.
24.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
A safe working environment will impact positively on morale and ultimately on the organisation’s performance. In
recognition of this the employer undertakes to—
(1) Provide and maintain workplaces, plant and systems
of work such that employees are not unduly exposed
to hazards where possible.
(2) Inform, instruct, train and supervise employees accordingly.
(3) Provide and maintain agreed and appropriate personal
protective equipment and material where it is otherwise not possible to protect employees from hazards.
(4) Co-operate with the union nomination and election
of, and consult and co-operate with, health and safety
representatives and with other employees regarding
occupational health and safety matters.
(5) In consultation with employees and their representatives, establish an occupational health and safety
policy which enunciates the employer’s duty of care,
that of employees and contractors, and establishes
agreed procedures for consultation, monitoring, reporting and recording, rehabilitation, and resolution
of issues with those parties.
(6) Accept the right of employees to refuse work which in
their opinion will expose them or any other person to
risk of serious injury or harm to health, and accept the
right of health and safety representatives to evaluate
such risk and advise employees of their right to refuse
such unsafe work in accordance with the Occupational
Health Safety and Welfare Act 1994.
(7) Allow occupational health and safety representatives
to attend up to ten (10) days occupational health and
safety training with no loss of pay.
(8) In accordance with the Zoo’s operational needs, the
employer commits to provide training opportunities
in occupational health and safety and employees commit to undergo such training as required for
operational needs.
25.—HIGHER DUTIES
Provided an employee’s current classification is provided
for in the relevant award competency based career structure
then—
(1) No Higher Duties Allowance will be payable within
the same Award structure.
(2) Where an employee performs all or a proportion of
the duties of a higher classification, under a different Award, in accordance with subclause (1) of this
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clause that proportion shall be determined by the
employer and an allowance paid which is equal to
that proportion of the difference between the employee’s own hourly rate and the minimum rate of the
higher position.
(3) There shall be no reduction of wages or conditions
for any employee who may be required to perform
duties of a lower classification, or equivalent, than
their own on a temporary basis.
(4) Where an employee performs higher duties in accordance with subclause (2) of this clause for a
continuous period of 12 months or more he/she shall
be entitled to be paid at that higher rate for any annual leave accrued during that period.
26.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Non-rostered employees shall be entitled to four weeks
paid leave for each completed year of service, or six weeks for
rostered employees in lieu of public holidays.
(2) For three months after the registration of the Agreement
permanent employees may request a once only conversion of
accrued annual leave entitlements in excess of 4 weeks (or in
excess of 6 weeks for keepers) into cash at 100% of the salary
applying at the time of conversion. Conversion is subject to
employer approval. After the three months period applications
for conversion will not be considered.
27.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Employees subject to this Agreement may, by agreement
with their manager, clear any accrued entitlement to long service leave in multiples of two weeks.
28.—FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
(1) Employees who obtain and-maintain a current first aid
certificate from St. Johns’ Ambulance or a similar body shall be
reimbursed for the full cost of such training upon the employee
providing evidence of the successful completion of the course.
(2) Employees shall undertake such training in their own time.
29.—PAST PRODUCTIVITY
This Agreement is in recognition of all past productivity
improvements. These include but are not limited to—
(1) Review of contract staff; and
(2) Savings in Workers Compensation premiums.
30.—PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
The parties are committed to the following productivity improvement measures—
(1) the use of casual, or seasonal, employees to supplement full-time employment, for events and functions;
(2) the parties recognise that due to the operational requirements of the Zoo, that the taking of Lunch and
Tea breaks should be flexible and by agreement between the supervisor and the employee;
(3) accepting the introduction of annualised wages;
(4) accepting the introduction of annualised RDO’s;
(5) contributing to Zoorassic Park as required by the supervisor to ensure its success;
(6) committing to occupational health and safety training
and other strategies to reduce the incidence of accidents at work and time off caused by work injuries;
(7) committing to the achievement of target reductions
in overtime;
(8) assist in the target of achieving an increase in profit
from extended Zoo functions and events including
Night Zoo and Twilights with due consideration of
animal welfare; and
(9) agree to fully participate in and co-operate with the
review of Conservation and its implementation.
31.—FAMILY CARERS LEAVE
(1) An employee may use a total of 38 hours of his/her personal accrued sick leave each year to supervise the
convalescence of a family member. So as not to breach the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1996, only sick leave
entitlements accrued in previous years may be taken for family carer’s leave.
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(2) In this clause ‘family member’ means the employee’s
spouse, de facto spouse, child, step child, parent, step parent,
sibling or another person who lives with the employee as a
member of the employee’s family.
(3) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the employer notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave,
the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to
the employee (where applicable), the reasons for taking such
leave and the estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable for the employee to give prior notice of absence, the
employee shall notify the employer by telephone or such absence at the first opportunity on the day of absence.
(4) The employee shall, if required by the employer, establish by production of a medical certificate or statutory
declaration, the illness of the person concerned and that the
illness is such as to require care by another.
(5) Family Carers Leave may be taken on an hourly basis.
32.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) An employee, on the death of a spouse or de facto spouse,
child or step child, parent or parent in law, brother, sister or
any other persons who immediately before that person’s death
lived with the employee as a member of the employee’s family, the employee is entitled to bereavement leave without loss
of earnings for up to two (2) working days.
(2) Bereavement leave shall at the discretion of the employee
be taken at any time up to and including the two days following the day of the funeral.
(3) Payment for such leave may be subject to the employee
providing proof of the death, satisfactory to the employer.
(4) Bereavement leave is not to be taken when the employee
is absent on another form of leave or would not otherwise
have been on duty.
33.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
(1) The objective of these procedures is to provide a set of
provisions for dealing with any question, dispute or difficulties that arises between the parties about the meaning or the
effect of this Agreement or disagreement between the parties
during agency negotiations.
(2) In the event of any question, dispute or difficulty under
subclause (1) hereof, arising between the parties, the following procedures shall apply—
(a) The matter to be discussed between employee and
his/her supervisor.
(b) The matter be referred by the supervisor to the relevant senior manager for further discussion.
(c) If the matter is unable to be discussed or unable to
be resolved through discussion then the matter is to
be discussed between the employee and/or the union’s employee representative and the employer
representative and an attempt made to resolve the
matter.
(d) If the matter is unable to be resolved through discussions between the employee and/or the union’s
employee representative and the employer representative the matter is to be discussed between the
employee and/or the union’s employee representative and the Chief Executive Officer or his/her
nominee as soon as practicable but within two working days. Notification of any question or
disagreement may be made verbally and/or in writing.
(e) The parties may individually or collectively seek advice from any appropriate organisation or person in
an attempt to resolve the matter.
(f) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the date of notification in (b) hereof, either party
may notify the Secretary of the union or his/her nominee, or the Chief Executive Officer or his/her
nominee of the existence of a dispute or disagreement.
Such notification shall be in writing with a copy to
be provided to all other parties. The notification is to
include the parties’ interpretation of the matters in
dispute.
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(g) The Secretary of the union or his/her nominee and
the Chief Executive Officer or his/her nominee shall
confer on the matters notified by the parties within
five working days and—
(i) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be advised within two
working days;
(ii) where there is disagreement on any matter it
may be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
Provided that with effect from 22 November, 1997 it
is required that persons involved in the question, dispute or difficulty shall confer among themselves and
make reasonable attempts to resolve questions, disputes or difficulties before taking those matters to
the Commission.
(3) Nothing in this Clause shall be read so as to exclude an
organisation party to or bound by this Agreement from representing its members or any employee from involving their
Union in any dispute or grievance.
34.—WAGE INCREASE
(1) Subject to the achievement of the productivity improvement measures in Clause 30—Productivity Improvement and
Clause 17—Productivity Initiatives wage increases will be paid
to employees in the following manner—
(a) Effective from first pay period on or after date of
registration 0.2% for Rostered employees and 4.0%
for Non Rostered employees);
(b) First pay period on or after 12 months after date of
registration, subject to the approval of the Cabinet
Standing Committee on Labour Relations 3.0%.
(2) Any additional savings identified during the term of this
Agreement will be declared and included in the negotiations
for the next agreement between the parties.
(3) A schedule of wages appears at Appendix A—Wage
Rates, of this Agreement.
35.—RESERVED MATTERS
The parties agree that the matters below be reserved through
the term of this Agreement, but may be brought forward for
consideration if the parties agree—
(1) The availability of injury and sickness income protection insurance for Zoo employees.
(2) Further review of roster arrangements in order to
achieve improvements to the system.
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Operative Date: Pay period commencing 16 April 1999.
Keepers
Grade

Previous Annualised From Date 12 Months
EBA
Rates
of Signing
After
Rates
13 April 1999
[20%]
[0.2%]
[3%]
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
$
$
$
$

Grade 1
1.1
1.2
1.3

$24,263
$24,835
$25,407

$29,116
$29,802
$30,488

$29,698
$30,398
$31,098

$30,589
$31,310
$32,031

Grade 2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

$26,134
$26,803
$27,845
$28,165

$31,361
$32,164
$33,414
$33,798

$31,988
$32,807
$34,082
$34,474

$32,948
$33,791
$35,105
$35,508

Grade 3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

$28,846
$29,528
$30,208
$30,900

$34,615
$35,434
$36,250
$37,080

$35,308
$36,142
$36,975
$37,822

$36,367
$37,227
$38,084
$38,956

Grade 4
4.1
4.2
4.3

$32,062
$32,909
$33,813

$38,474
$39,491
$40,576

$39,244
$40,281
$41,387

$40,421
$41,489
$42,629

$24,311

$25,040

Keeper in training = 76% of Grade 2 Year 1
$19,862 $23,834
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Horticulture
Grade

Previous
EBA
Rates
Annual
$

From Date 12 Months
of Signing
After
13 April 1999
[4%]
[3%]
Annual
Annual
$
$

Grade 1
1.1
$24,263
$25,234 $25,991
1.2
$24,835
$25,828 $26,603
1.3
$25,407
$26,423 $27,216
Grade 2
2.1
$26,134
$27,179 $27,995
2.2
$26,803
$27,875 $28,711
2.3
$27,845
$28,959 $29,828
2.4
$28,165
$29,292 $30,170
Grade 3
3.1
$28,846
$30,000 $30,900
3.2
$29,528
$30,709 $31,630
3.3
$30,208
$31,416 $32,359
3.4
$30,900
$32,136 $33,100
Grade 4
4.1
$32,062
$33,344 $34,345
4.2
$32,909
$34,225 $35,252
4.3
$33,813
$35,166 $36,220
Level 9
$30,270
$31,481 $32,425
Bldg L6
$28,416
$29,553 $30,439
Eng C 10
$26,321
$27,374 $28,195
Eng C 8
$28,817
$29,970 $30,869
Note: Annualised trades allowances are paid separate to wages.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Variation of—
RADIO AND TELEVISION EMPLOYEES’ AWARD.
No. 3 of 1980.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
and
Hills Industries Ltd and Others.
No. 1979 of 1998.
Radio and Television Employees’ Award.
No. 3 of 1980.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
5 May 1999.
Order.
Having heard Mr C Young on behalf of the applicant and there
being no appearance on behalf of the respondents and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Radio and Television Employees’ Award
No. 3 of 1980 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after 5 May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
Schedule.
1. Clause 29 – Wages: Delete paragraph (b) of subclause (1)
of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(b) The rates of pay in this award include four arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $34.00 the last payable from the beginning of the first pay period on or
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after the 14th day of November 1997. These arbitrated
safety net adjustments shall be absorbed into any
overaward payments.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the arbitrated safety net adjustments of the following amounts—
(i) $14.00 per week increase in award rates up to
and including $550.00 per week.
(ii) $12.00 per week increase in award rates about
$550.00 per week and up to and including
$700.00 per week; and
(iii) $10.00 per week increase in award rates above
$700 per week.
This arbitrated safety net adjustments shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided
that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which
absorption is not contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to June 1998, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this
arbitrated safety net adjustment of $14.00, $12.00 or
$10.00 per week as the case may be.
2. Clause 29A – Minimum Wage – Adult Employees: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
29A. – ADULT MINIMUM AWARD WAGE
(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Wage unless otherwise provided by this
clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week payable from the beginning of the first pay period on or after 5th May
1999.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to June
1998, including the arbitrated safety net adjustment
of $14.00, $12.00 or $10.00 per week as the case
may be, from Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be
paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provision of the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
Traineeships, or Jobskills placements or to
other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate.
(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
(7) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall —
(a) Apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) Apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payments
during sick leave, long service leave and for
all other purposes of this award.
(8) (a) The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly wage for adult employees
payable under the June 1998 State Wage Case
Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage will be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this
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award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above payments
include wages payable pursuant to enterprise
agreements, consent awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements
and over award agreements. Absorption which
is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not
required.
(b) Increased under previous State Wage Case
Principles or under the current Statement of
Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
the adult minimum wage.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by
the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific
mention as at 13th November 1997.)

shall be paid in addition to the rate of wage prescribed
by Clause 29. – Wages, as follows—
For any amount up to
Over $ 20 but not exceeding
Over $ 200 but not exceeding
Over $ 600 but not exceeding
Over $1,000 but not exceeding
Over $1,200 but not exceeding
Over $1,600 but not exceeding
Over $2,000 ………………….

Schedule.
1. Clause 6 – Special Rates and Conditions: Delete subclause
(7) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(7) Disability Allowance—
Employees shall be paid an allowance in accordance
with the following—
(a) Employees employed in bush or logging operations (other than log truck drivers)—at the
rate of $15.03 per week.
(b) Employees employed in or in the immediate
vicinity of sawmills and log truck drivers – at
the rate of $9.90.
(c) The allowance shall be paid during overtime
but shall not be subject to penalty additions.
2. Clause 6 – Special Rates and Conditions: Delete subclause
(9) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(9) Drivers who handle cash during any week or portion
of a week as part of their duties and account for it

$ 20
$ 200
$ 600
$1,000
$1,200
$1,600
$2,000

$0.76 per week
$1.40 per week
$2.67 per week
$3.69 per week
$5.22 per week
$7.62 per week
$8.89 per week
$10.17 per week

3. Clause 29 – Wages: Delete subclause (1) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) The minimum rates of wages payable to employees
employed in classifications contained in subclause
(2) of this clause shall be as follows—
Broadbanded
Groups

TIMBER YARD WORKERS AWARD.
No. 11 of 1951.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia,
Western Australian Branch
and
Bunnings Limited and Others.
No. 183 of 1999.
Timber Yard Workers Award.
No. 11 of 1951.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
5 May 1999.
Order.
Having heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and Ms
L Avon-Smith on behalf of the respondents and by consent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Timber Yard Workers Award No. 11 of 1951
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after 5 May
1999.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Base Rate
$

Supplementary
Payment
$

Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
$

Total Minimum Weekly
Rate (38 Hours)
$

284.80
299.50
319.20
337.40
365.20
383.50

40.60
42.50
45.40
48.10
52.00
54.60

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

373.40
390.00
412.60
433.50
465.20
486.10

4. Clause 29 – Wages: Delete subclause (3) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(1) The minimum rates of wages payable to employees
employed in classifications contained in this
subclause shall be as follows—
Broadbanded
Groups

1
2
3
4
5

Base Rate
$

Supplementary
Payment
$

Arbitrated Safety
Net Adjustments
$

Total Minimum Weekly
Rate (38 Hours)
$

327.70
334.40
344.50
351.10
357.90

46.80
47.80
49.20
50.20
51.10

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

422.50
430.20
441.70
449.30
457.00

Grade 1
(i) Driver, rigid vehicle to 4.5 tonnes GVM (Gross
Vehicle Mass)
(ii) Driver of tow motor
Grade 2
(i) Driver Rigid Vehicle from 4.5 tonnes to 13.9 tonnes
GVM or GCM (Gross Combination Mass)
(ii) Driver, fork lift up to and including 5 tonnes lifting
capacity
Grade 3
(i) Driver rigid vehicle over 13.9 tonnes GVM or GCM
and up to 13 tonnes capacity
(ii) Straddle Carrier Driver
(iii) Driver of fork lift over 5 and up to 10 tonnes lifting
capacity
Grade 4
(i) Driver, articulated vehicle to 22.4 tonnes GCM
(ii) Driver, rigid vehicle and heavy trailer to 22.4 tonnes
GCM
(iii) Driver, rigid vehicle 4 or more axles over 13.9 tonnes
GVM or GCM
(iv) Driver of fork lift over 10 and up to 34 tonnes lifting
capacity
Grade 5
(i) Driver, articulated vehicle over 22.4 tonnes GCM
and up to 39 tonnes capacity
(ii) Driver, rigid vehicle and heavy trailer to 22.4 tonnes
GCM
(iii) Driver of fork lift over 34 tonnes lifting capacity
An employee who, in the course of his/her employment,
drives a vehicle with self loading equipment which requires
the possession of a certificate of competency shall be paid an
extra $9.91 per week.
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5. Clause 29 – Wages: Delete subclause (6) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(6) Leading Hands—
In charge of 3—10 employees—extra
$16.26
In charge of 11—20 employees—extra
$24.45
In charge of over 20 employees—extra
$31.75
6. Clause 29 – Wages: Delete subclause (7) of this clause
and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(7) The rates of pay in this award include four arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $34.00 the last payable from the beginning of the first pay period on or
after the 14th day of November 1997. These arbitrated
safety net adjustments shall be absorbed into any
overaward payments.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include
the arbitrated safety net adjustments of the following amounts—
(i) $14.00 per week increase in award rates up to
and including $550.00 per week.
(ii) $12.00 per week increase in award rates above
$550.00 per week and up to and including
$700.00 per week; and
(ii) $10.00 per week increase in award rates above
$700.00 per week.
These arbitrated safety net adjustments shall be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay
received by employees since 1 November 1991
whose wages and conditions are regulated by this
award and which are above the wage rates prescribed
in it, provided that the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement
under which absorption is not contrary to the terms
of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles
prior to June 1998, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset these
arbitrated safety net adjustment of $14.00, $12.00 or
$10.00 per week as the case may be.
7. Clause 30 – Minimum Wage – Adult Males and Females:
Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
Notwithstanding the terms of this clause (or subclause)
no adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum
Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided in this
clause.
(i) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult
employees is $373.40 per week payable from the beginning of the first pay period on or after 5th May
1999.
(ii) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $373.40 per
week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions to June
1998, including the safety net adjustments of $14.00,
$12.00 or $10.00 per week as the case may be, from
Matter No. 757 of 1998.
(iii) Unless otherwise provided in this subclause adults
employed as casual or part time employees shall not
be paid less than pro rata the Minimum Adult Award
Wage according to the hours worked.
(iv) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the
junior rates provision to the Minimum Adult Award
Wage of $373.40 per week.
(v) (aa) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not
apply to apprentices, employees engaged on
traineeships, or Jobskills traineeships or to
other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum
award rate.
(bb) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to employees excluded under (aa) above and any
special categories of employees not included
here or otherwise in relation to the application
of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.
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(vi) Subject to this subclause the Minimum Adult Award
Wage shall —
(aa) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(bb) apply to the calculation of overtime and all
other penalty rates, superannuation, payments
during sick leave, long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
(vii) Nothing in this clause (or subclause) shall operate to
reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult
apprentice in force on 13th November 1997.
(viii) The rates of pay in this award include the minimum
weekly wage for adult employees payable under the
June 1998 State Wage Case Decision. Any increase
arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage
will be offset against any equivalent amounts in rates
of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in this
award. Such above award payments include wages
payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.
Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements
are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.
(Note: A notation will be made in each relevant award by
the Registrar where the adult apprentice rate requires specific
mention as at 13th November 1997.)

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for variation of—
No variation resulting—
CONTRACT CLEANERS’ (MINISTRY OF
EDUCATION) AWARD 1990.
No. A5 of 1981.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
P & O Berkeley Challenge Pty Ltd and Others
(No. 1690 of 1997)
30 April 1999
O rd e r.
WHEREAS the applicant advised the Commission on 22 April
1999 that it did not wish to proceed on this claim; and
WHEREAS respondent parties were informed of this and
notice was given that the Commission intended to discontinue
the matter by leave; and
WHEREAS no party has sought to be heard on this intention;
NOW THEREFORE, / now therefore I the undersigned,
pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued by leave.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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GRACEVILLE WOMEN’S CENTRE—SALVATION
ARMY INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1997.
No. AG 183 of 1997.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Salvation Army (Western Australia) Property Trust.
No. 2136 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
29 April 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application to amend an agreement registered pursuant to Section 41A of the Industrial Relations Act
1979; and
WHEREAS by letter dated Thursday the 22nd day of April
1999, the Applicant requested that the file be closed.
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

AGREEMENTS—
Industrial—Retirements from—
ARGYLE DIAMONDS ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1997.
No AG 210 of 1997.
ARGYLE DIAMONDS ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1996.
No AG 244 of 1996.
ARGYLE DIAMOND ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1994.
No AG 73 of 1994.
ARGYLE DIAMONDS ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1992.
No AG 12 of 1993.
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
No. 575 of 1999.
No. 576 of 1999.
No. 578 of 1999.
No. 579 of 1999.
IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
and
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the Office of the Registrar
of Notices of Retirement from Industrial Agreements in
accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act.
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Limited will cease to be a party to the—
1. Argyle Diamonds Enterprise Agreement 1997 No AG
210 of 1997;
2. Argyle Diamonds Enterprise Agreement 1996 No AG
244 of 1996;
3. Argyle Diamond Enterprise Agreement 1994 No AG
73 of 1994; and
4. Argyle Diamonds Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1992 No AG 12 of 1993
on and from the 28th day of May 1999.
DATED at Perth this 27th day of April 1999.
J.A. SPURLING,
Registrar.
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CANCELLATION OF AWARDS/
AGREEMENTS/
RESPONDENTS—
CROTHALL HOSPITAL SERVICES W.A.
PTY LTD AWARD.
No. A3 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.47
Cancellation of Award.
No. 686 of 1977, Part 166A.
Crothall Hospital Services W.A. Pty Ltd Award.
No. A3 of 1987.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
19 April 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission, being of the opinion that there
was no employee to whom the following award applies, did
give notice on the 24 day of February, 1999 of an intention to
make an Order cancelling such award;
AND WHEREAS at the 24 day of March, 1999 there were
no objections to the making of such an Order;
NOW THEREFORE, I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred by the said Act,
do hereby order that the following award be cancelled.
Crothall Hospital Services W.A. Pty Ltd Award No. A3
of 1987
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

TEA ATTENDANTS AND CANTEEN WORKERS’
(S.E.C.) AWARD, 1975.
No. 27 of 1974.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.47.
Cancellation of Award.
No. 686 of 1977, Part 131.
Tea Attendants and Canteen Workers’ (S.E.C.) Award, 1975.
No. 27 of 1974.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
19 April 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission, being of the opinion that there
was no employee to whom the following award applies, did
give notice on the 24 day of February, 1999 of an intention to
make an Order cancelling such award;
AND WHEREAS at the 24 day of March, 1999 there were
no objections to the making of such an Order;
NOW THEREFORE, I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred by the said Act,
do hereby order that the following award be cancelled.
Tea Attendants and Canteen Workers’ (S.E.C.) Award,
1975 No. 27 of 1974
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Matters Dealt With—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Agriculture Western Australia.
No. PSAC B 60 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the ability of employees covered by an award to pursue salary
packaging arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not
any issue remained between them for the purposes of this
matter; and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby
discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Board of Western Australian Centre for Pathology and
Medical Research.
No. PSAC D 60 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the ability of employees covered by an award to pursue salary
packaging arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial
Appeal Court the parties were requested to advise whether or
not any issue remained between them for the purposes of this
matter; and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby
discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Department of Education Services.
No. PSACR 22 of 1998.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR A.R. BEECH.
9 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
The Department of Education Services has a workforce of
approximately 20 employees. The Chief Executive Officer of
the Department concluded a workplace agreement with 15 of
those employees which was registered on 30 May 1997. However, 3 other employees (“the three employees”) working at
the Department who had indicated their willingness to sign
the workplace agreement are, or were at that time, not employees of the Department but were working in the Department
on secondment. They were therefore not able to sign the Department’s workplace agreement because the Chief Executive
Officer of the Department was not their employer. The remaining 2 employees who chose not to accept the Department’s
workplace agreement offer became covered by an enterprise
bargaining agreement which was registered in the Commission on 24 December 1997.
The three employees were only able to be party to a
workplace agreement between each of them and their respective employer or employers. The three employees eventually
did enter into workplace agreements with their respective
employer or employers and these were registered on 28 October and 5 November 1997. Upon registration of their workplace
agreements, the Chief Executive Officer of the Department
paid them an administrative payment equivalent to the wage
which would have been paid to them if their workplace agreements had in fact been registered on 30 May 1997. However,
no such payment was made to the 2 employees whose conditions of employment are covered by the enterprise bargaining
agreement when it was registered.
On the evidence of the then Manager, Corporate Services,
of the Secondary Education Authority, Mr McEvoy, the Chief
Executive Officer had not realised that the three employees
would not be able to sign its workplace agreement offer. At
the time of the offer, various departments were amalgamating
to form the current Department and the three employees had
been regarded as part of the Department’s own workforce. His
realisation that the three employees would not be able to sign
the Department’s workplace agreement only occurred after the
three employees did not receive the wage increases which were
received by the Department’s own employees who had signed
the workplace agreement.
The Civil Service Association claims that the Chief Executive Officer of the Department has acted unfairly by paying an
administrative payment to the three employees but not to the 2
employees whose conditions of employment are covered by
the enterprise bargaining agreement. In effect, the Chief Executive Officer paid the three employees, outside the terms of
their respective workplace agreements, as though their
workplace agreements had been registered retrospectively
while refusing to pay the 2 employees whose conditions of
employment are covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement as though their enterprise bargaining agreement had been
registered retrospectively.
The claim before the Commission is that, in all fairness, the
Chief Executive Officer, having made an administrative payment to the three employees upon the registration of the
agreements containing their conditions of employment, should
make a similar administrative payment to the two other employees upon the registration of the agreement containing their
conditions of employment. The union points to the small size
of the respondent’s workforce and that all of the workforce
was treated as one unit by the respondent in the contribution
the employees all made to the productivity of the respondent.
The union believes that the payment by the respondent of an
administrative payment to the three employees on the basis
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that they had been prepared to sign a workplace agreement as
at 30 May 1997 but could not do so, is discriminatory. That is,
by making the administrative payment to the three employees
who were prepared to sign the workplace agreement but could
not do so, and not making the same administrative payment to
the two employees who, through their union, had been prepared to “sign” the enterprise bargaining agreement but could
not do so, is an unfair exercise of the respondent’s right to
make the administrative payment.
The issue before the Commission is concerned, really, with
the fairness of what has happened. The respondent has a
workforce of approximately twenty employees. The Commission was informed that all of them have contributed to the
productivity of the respondent. They are treated by the respondent as a unit for that purpose notwithstanding that some
employees are parties to workplace agreements and some are
covered by an enterprise bargaining agreement. Although there
are obvious legal differences between a workplace agreement
and an enterprise bargaining agreement, all employees contributed the same to the productivity of the Department. Had
the facts revealed nothing more than that a number of employees had signed workplace agreements which were registered
from a date or dates earlier than the date of registration of an
enterprise bargaining agreement in the same workplace then
there would be no warrant for the Commission to intervene in
this matter. It is quite likely that a workplace agreement and
an enterprise bargaining agreement in the same workplace will
come into effect in accordance with the Workplace Agreements
Act, 1993 and the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 respectively
from different dates. It is matter of government policy that
wage increases payable to employees which result from the
registration of a workplace agreement to which they are party,
or from the registration of an enterprise bargaining agreement
under which they are to be employed, are payable upon registration and not from an earlier date. If the respective dates of
registration of a workplace agreement and an enterprise bargaining agreement are different, then the wage increases will
apply to the respective employees from those different dates.
In this case, however, the respondent decided to pay the three
employees an additional payment administratively. In effect,
he paid them as though their workplace agreements had been
registered retrospectively. There was no obligation on the respondent to do so. He was not obliged to do so by the terms of
their workplace agreements. Although the three employees
were not parties to the Department’s workplace agreement
which was registered on 30 May 1997 the Chief Executive
Officer elected to treat them as though they had been. He did
so because the three employees had been willing to sign the
Department’s workplace agreement as at 30 May 1997 but
were not able to do so because they were not employees of the
respondent. However, on the material before the Commission
that reasoning is equally applicable to the two employees whose
conditions of employment are covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement. They also were quite willing to have the
enterprise bargaining agreement signed as at a date in July or
August 1997 when an agreement “in principle” on the enterprise bargaining agreement had been reached between the
respondent and the union.
In the context of this Department’s operations it cannot be
fair to make an administrative payment to three employees
because they had been willing to sign a workplace agreement
earlier than it was registered, but not to make a similar payment to two employees who had agreed to an enterprise
bargaining agreement earlier than it was registered. It discriminates between employees on the basis of whether or not they
were prepared to sign a workplace agreement and that, at the
very least, is not fair. The Commission in Court Session came
to that conclusion in The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers—Western Australian Branch and Others v The Western Australian Mint (1996) 76 WAIG 1700) where the payment
by the Western Australian Mint of a bonus to all employees
other than those whose employment conditions were prescribed
in an award was held to be unfair. The Commission stated that
there is no reason to discriminate between employees solely
on the basis of the method of prescription of their conditions
of employment. The different treatment by an employer of
similar employees doing the same work in the same workplace
is a natural cause of industrial unhappiness. Although
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differences in the payments made to employees in the one
workplace can occur when some employees’ conditions of
employment are derived from a workplace agreement and are
different from some other employees’ conditions of employment which are derived from an enterprise bargaining
agreement, in this case the different treatment which has occurred is not sanctioned by force of any Act of Parliament.
While employees might understand that the registration of an
enterprise bargaining agreement will involve a different procedure and different places of registration and that therefore a
workplace agreement and an enterprise bargaining agreement
might operate from different dates, that is not the case here. It
can be readily understood that a sense of unfairness was generated when the two employees saw three of their colleagues
being given an administrative payment which has the effect of
“back dating” a workplace agreement, when they are not similarly treated in respect of their enterprise bargaining agreement.
Accordingly, the claim of the union has been made out.
It remains to be considered the form in which the Commission is able to give effect to its decision. Although the claim
before the Commission seeks an order which pays the two
employees a “retrospective salary adjustment” in the same
terms that were paid to the three employees, the Commission
is not able, in the circumstances of this case, to require the
Department of Education Services of Western Australia Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 which was registered on
24 December 1997 to now operate retrospectively. In that respect the preliminary point, which was raised by the respondent,
somewhat belatedly, is sound. However, I see no reason why
the Commission is not able, as a matter of jurisdiction and
power, to require the respondent to now pay the two employees a sum of money. Such an order does not offend the State
Wage Principles and does not, itself, operate retrospectively.
The application of the principle behind the administrative payment made to the three employees means that the payment
ordered will be calculated by reference to the wage increase
payable under the enterprise bargaining agreement for the period of time between July/August 1997 and 24 December 1997.
That payment will have the result of treating the two employees in the same manner as the three employees were treated
and is the fair resolution of this issue.
The parties are requested to agree on that sum of money
within 14 days of this decision and advise the Commission of
the sum agreed. The Commission will then issue a Minute of
Proposed Order in those terms and the parties may speak to
the Minutes at a date to be arranged if it is required.
Appearances: Mr D. Newman and with him Mr E. Rea on
behalf of the applicant.
Mr B. Appleby and with him Mr S. Narula on behalf of the
respondent.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Department of Education Services.
No. PSACR 22 of 1998.
30 April 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the parties have met in accordance with the
Reasons for Decision in this matter and agreed upon the
calculation of the sums of money consistent with those
Reasons—
NOW, therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby direct—
THAT the Chief Executive Officer, Department of
Education Services forthwith pay the following employees the sum of money adjacent to their name—
Ms Iaschi
$660.45
Ms Coppard
$488.35
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Department of
Environmental Protection.
No. PSAC A 66 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the
ability of employees covered by an award to pursue salary
packaging arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not
any issue remained between them for the purposes of this
matter; and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby
discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Department of Resources
Development.
No. PSAC 65 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the ability
of employees covered by an award to pursue salary packaging
arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal
Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not any
issue remained between them for the purposes of this matter;
and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an
intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Executive Director, Fisheries Department.
No. PSAC E 60 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the ability
of employees covered by an award to pursue salary packaging
arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal
Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not any
issue remained between them for the purposes of this matter;
and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an
intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Legal Aid Commission of Western Australia.
No. PSAC C 60 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the ability
of employees covered by an award to pursue salary packaging
arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal
Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not any
issue remained between them for the purposes of this matter;
and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an
intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Commissioner of Main Roads.
No. PSAC 58 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the ability
of employees covered by an award to pursue salary packaging
arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal
Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not any
issue remained between them for the purposes of this matter;
and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an
intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Ministry of Planning.
No. PSAC 67 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the
ability of employees covered by an award to pursue salary
packaging arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not
any issue remained between them for the purposes of this
matter; and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby
discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Director General, Ministry of Justice.
No. PSAC A 60 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the ability
of employees covered by an award to pursue salary packaging
arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal
Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not any
issue remained between them for the purposes of this matter;
and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an
intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby
discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Governing Council of the South Metropolitan College
of TAFE.
No. PSAC B 61 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the ability
of employees covered by an award to pursue salary packaging
arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal
Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not any
issue remained between them for the purposes of this matter;
and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an
intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby
discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE.
No. PSACR 34 of 1998.
13 April 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission issued Reasons for Decision in
this matter on 18 January 1999;
AND WHEREAS on 8 April 1999 the respondent requested
the Commission to issue an order reflecting the findings of the
Commission as contained in those Reasons for Decision;
NOW THEREFORE I, the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, hereby—
DECLARE 1. THAT the Commission does have the
jurisdiction to deal with this matter to
the extent that it does not go to matters
within the relevant public sector standard;
2. THAT the Commission does have the
jurisdiction to issue an order in the
terms sought by the union in its letter
of 22 September 1998;
ORDER THAT the application be re-listed for hearing
and determination.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
(Incorporated)
and
Registrar, Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
No. P35 of 1998.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, WA Department of Training.
No. PSAC B 66 of 1998.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this application involved a dispute over the ability of employees covered by an award to pursue salary
packaging arrangements with the employer; and
WHEREAS conciliation was pursued; and
WHEREAS following a decision by the Commission in
Court Session and a decision on appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court the parties were requested to advise whether or not
any issue remained between them for the purposes of this
matter; and
WHEREAS no such advice has been received; and
WHEREAS notice was given by the Commission of an intention to discontinue this application on the basis that no
remaining dispute had been notified;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
16 April 1999.
Direction.
WHEREAS on 12 March 1999, the Commission issued Directions concerning a dispute between the Civil Service
Association of Western Australian (Incorporated) (the CSA)
and the Registrar of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission; and
WHEREAS Direction 2 provided as follows—
THAT in order to ensure that a proper written formal
assessment of the skills and competencies of each of the
officers involved in these matters is prepared, the Registrar arrange for a professional independent body to
conduct an audit of the skills and the competencies of
each of the officers, being Mr Ranjit Ratnayake; Ms
Cheryl D’Souza; Ms Jasmine Richards; Ms Lena Dundon
and Ms Nanette Constant; and
WHEREAS a further conference was held on 13 April 1999
and at that conference the Commission advised the parties that
it would make a further Direction that the written formal assessment of skills and competencies of each of the officers
named in Direction 2 of the Directions issued on 12 March
1999 be completed by 13 May 1999, provided that the Registrar would have liberty to apply for an extension to that date.
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by
s. 32 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 the Commission
hereby directs—
THAT the written formal assessment of skills and competencies of each of the officers named in Direction 2 of
the Directions issued on 12 March 1999 be completed by
13 May 1999 provided that the Registrar shall have liberty to apply in writing for an extension of time to
complete the task.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

UNFAIR DISMISSAL/
CONTRACTUAL
ENTITLEMENTS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Paul Antoni
and
A T Adams Pty Ltd trading as The Smart Service Trust.
No. 1917 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
16 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By this claim, made pursuant to
s.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, (“the Act”)
the Applicant claims that he has been denied benefits arising
from his contract of employment being unpaid salary of
$856.36 and unused annual leave of $1,258.30.
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The Applicant was employed by the Respondent from 1 July
1996. According to the Applicant, on approximately 80 per
cent of pay periods throughout the period of employment the
Respondent failed to pay him on time, in accordance with his
contract of employment. On 28 September 1998, the Applicant wrote to Mr Rob Rohrlach, a director of the Respondent,
on the basis that on Friday 25 September 1998 he had again
not been paid his salary in full. The Applicant put forward a
number of conditions to which he sought agreement. He wrote
“regretfully, under these conditions, I wish to advise you that
until I am satisfied that the company is in a better financial
position, the terms of payment for my salary are to be—
“• Paid weekly, one week in advance, instead of four
weekly in arrears.
• Paid by cash or cheque made out to cash by 4.00pm
the Friday of every week.
• Terms are to be effective from the next pay period
which commences on 28/9/98.
• No changes to any other existing benefits or entitlements.”
(Exhibit 2)
By letter dated 30 September 1998 the Applicant sought to
record the terms of an agreement reached with Mr Rohrlach.
This letter, addressed to Mr Rohrlach says—
“The following are the changes to my terms of payment
that are agreed to.
• salary paid weekly, one week in arrears, instead of 4
weekly in arrears.
• payment by cash or cheque made out to cash, by
4.00pm on the Friday of every week.
• pay slip to be provided with cheque.
• terms are to be effective from the next pay period
which commenced on 28/9/98
• no changes to any other existing benefits or entitlements.”
(Exhibit 3)
The Applicant has given evidence that the signature at the
bottom of the letter under the words “I have accepted the above
changes to terms of payment for the salary of Paul Antoni” is
Mr Rohrlach’s signature and that is dated 30/9/98. He says
that Mr Rohrlach signed that document in his presence.
The Applicant says that on 16 October 1998, he tendered his
resignation. The letter of resignation of that date, addressed to
Mr Rohrlach, says—
“Unfortunately, due to the precarious financial position
The Smart Company is in, coupled with the recent history of not paying staff whom have left, I must ask, that
for me to continue providing my services to your company over the next two weeks that my salary be paid one
week in advance.
I ask that you have a cheque for my salary ready by 9.00am
on Monday October 19 1998 for that week and then by
4.00pm Friday October 23 1998 a cheque for the next
(final week’s salary) which will include payment of all
unused annual leave, owing up to October 30 1998”
(Exhibit 4).
This letter goes on to ask for payment to be made by cash or
cheque and that on the last day he be provided with a number
of documents relating to his employment. The letter also says—
“provided that you can meet my requirements, I will continue to provide my services for the remainder of the two
week period in the same professional manner that I have
always carried out my duties”.
The Applicant says that on 19 October 1998, Rohrlach verbally accepted the changes as set out in that letter and paid
him on October 1998 as proposed in the letter.
On Friday 23 October 1998, advance payment was due for
the last week of work in accordance with the agreement the
Applicant says he had with Rohrlach. However, the Applicant
was not paid on this day. He approached Rohrlach who said
that he would pay the Applicant on Monday. The Applicant
believed that the contract of employment which required payment in advance on Friday 23 October 1998, had been breached
and he did not believe that he was going to be paid on the
Monday. With the contract breached on the Friday, the
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Applicant filed this application. The Applicant says that on
Monday 26 October 1998, Rohrlach refused to pay him so he
served him with a copy of the application. He also provided to
the Respondent a letter addressed to Rohrlach dated that day,
which says—
“Dear Rob,
Due to the precarious financial position your company is
in, coupled with your continued inability to pay staff and
creditors, you have, as my employer, again defaulted on
your contractual obligations to me.
While you honoured our last agreement by paying me on
Monday October 19, 1998, on Friday the 23rd of October, you were again unable to pay any of my salary or
benefits, nor were you able to assure me precisely when
it would be paid.
Your inability to pay me or the remaining staff on Friday
leaves me little choice but to withdraw my services as
indicated in my last letter to you, ref : sma1016.let. However I still expect to be paid this week in full as I remain
willing to work—provided I am paid according to our
last agreement—one week in advance, including all outstanding entitlements claimed.
The sooner you are able to pay me this week, the sooner
I will return, to work out the days remaining in this week.
Please note that Friday October 30, 1998 is the last day
that I am available to work for you.
I sincerely hope you are able to pay me as soon as possible so that we can both benefit from my remaining time
at The Smart Company, and end our relationship in an
agreeable and professional manner.
Yours sincerely,
signed
Paul Antoni”
(Exhibit 5)
The Applicant says that he was ready, willing and available
to work for the remainder of the week in accordance with his
contract of employment, provided his employer complied with
its obligation under the contract. He was not paid and did not
return to work. He says that the Respondent has breached the
contract of employment and he is entitled to be paid for the
last week of his employment during which he was available to
work subject to the Respondent continuing to pay him in the
manner agreed. He says he is also owed pro rata annual leave.
The Respondent does not challenge the amounts claimed to
be owed to the Applicant but denies that the Applicant was
entitled to be paid in advance. It acknowledges that due to
cash flow problems, the Respondent was not able to pay the
Applicant on time on a number of occasions for a period of
between 6 and 8 months which it says concluded in about June
1998. The Applicant would have been paid within a day or
two of the required pay time. It does, however, acknowledge
that there was an unreasonable number of times when the
Applicant was not paid on time.
The Respondent says that a file note (Exhibit 10) purportedly prepared by Rohrlach indicates that no agreement was
reached with the Applicant that the Applicant be paid in advance. Rohrlach did not give evidence.
It is said that the Applicant was only paid in advance because it would be commercially sensible to do so as Rohrlach
and the Company’s secretary, David Bertram Tilly, who gave
evidence, would be away on business. The Respondent says
that this did not reflect an agreement reached that there would
be payment in advance for the final two weeks. Further, Tilley
says that because the Applicant says in his evidence that he
cannot exactly recall what work he performed during the last
period of his employment that his memory regarding the agreement which he purports to have made with Rohrlach should
not be relied upon. In any event, Tilley also says that the Applicant had always previously ensured that any agreements
between the parties were made in writing and that it is therefore questionable that an agreement was reached with Rohrlach
because Rohrlach was not asked to confirm this in writing,
nor did he. Tilley also says that to his knowledge Rohrlach
would not make any file notes which were not correct, he also
says that he had a discussion with Rohrlach where Rohrlach
and he agreed that it was not appropriate to pay employees in
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advance and that it would be extremely rare that either of the
directors would diverge from an agreement reached with the
other directors. He also says that as a general principle payment should always be made in arrears as a means of ensuring
that work is actually performed.
The Respondent relies on advice which Tilley says was received from an officer on the “wage line” that the claim was
not in accordance with the minimum employment conditions
which I take to mean the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act and accordingly, says the amounts claimed are not
owed to the Applicant.
I have observed the witnesses as they gave their evidence
and I find that the Applicant’s evidence was credible and is to
be relied upon. Tilley’s evidence was of a hearsay nature and
based on supposition. In contrast to Tilley’s evidence, the
Commission has before it the evidence of the Applicant of a
direct and first hand nature and this evidence is to be preferred
in the circumstances. Accordingly, I find that on 16 October
1998, Rohrlach on behalf of the Respondent agreed to pay the
Applicant his final two weeks salary each week in advance
and that his final payment for unused annual leave owing up
to 30 October 1998 was also to be paid in advance. The first
such payment was paid on Monday 19 October 1998. However, the agreement required the final week’s pay to be paid
by 4.00pm Friday 23 October 1998. The Respondent did not
comply. Accordingly, the Respondent had, as it had done many
times before, breached the employment contract. The Applicant was advised that he would be paid on Monday. Payment
was not made to him on Monday and he advised that he would
not work out the remainder of his notice until he was paid in
accordance with his contract, at which time he would be available to complete the week’s work. No payment was made to
him.
In accordance with Belo Fisheries and Froggett ((1983 63
WAIG 2394), in dealing with an application for benefits arising under a contract of service the Commission is to assess the
entitlements in accordance with the obligations arising under
s.26(1)(a) of the Act, to act according to equity, good conscience and substantial merits of the case without regard to
technicalities or legal form.
I am satisfied that the Applicant was entitled to pay in advance both for his salary for the final week of his notice period
and entitled to payment for the outstanding annual leave, in
accordance with his contract of employment. This may not be
a standard practice in industry. However, in the Applicant’s
case, it became part of his contract of employment following
his request for a change to the contract, and following his
employer’s agreement to that change. His employer breached
the contract of employment between the parties and he is entitled to payment. The Applicant indicated in his letter that he
was available to return to work upon receipt of payment but it
was not made to him. I find that the Applicant is entitled to the
amounts claimed.
As to the question of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, the Applicant does not seek to enforce those
conditions. The enforcement of the Minimum of Conditions
Employment Act arises in another jurisdiction. It is the terms
of the Applicant’s contract of employment which he seeks to
enforce and which are enforceable in this jurisdiction. Having
found that the Applicant had an agreement for payment for his
salary and for unused annual leave owing up to 30 October
1998 to be paid by 4.00pm on Friday 23 October 1998, and
that he has received neither, the Applicant is entitled to be
paid the amount claimed.
Order accordingly.
Appearances: The Applicant appeared on his own behalf.
Mr D B Tilley appeared on behalf of the Respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Paul Antoni
and
A T Adams Pty Ltd trading as The Smart Service Trust.
No. 1917 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
21 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant on his own on behalf and Mr
D B Tilley on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
1. That the Respondent shall pay to the Applicant the
amounts of—
(a) $865.36 being unpaid salary, and
(b) $1258.30 being unpaid annual leave entitlements.
2. Such payments shall be made within 7 days of the
date of this Order.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Maurice Battista
and
York Grove Holdings Pty Ltd
t/a Rockingham Landscape Supplies.
No. 1860 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
3 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE respondent in this matter is a company which is primarily in the business of selling a variety of garden and landscape
supplies. Mr Battista, the applicant, was employed as a salesman/driver from 26 February 1997 until his summary dismissal
for misconduct on 25 September 1998. Mr Battista claims that
his dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair and asks the
Commission to either re-instate him or award him compensation for his loss or injury arising from the dismissal. Due to
the summary nature of the dismissal, the respondent presented
its evidence first. The Commission heard evidence from Mr
Kevin Dorotich, a director of the respondent, Ms Gail Cooper
who performs administrative work for the respondent and its
associated company, and from Ms Michelle Carter, who was a
teacher at the Baldivis Pre-Primary School. Mr Battista gave
evidence on his own behalf and also tendered a statutory declaration from a person for whom he had built a woodshed
enclosure that fact being an incident relevant to these proceedings.
The Commission approaches Mr Battista’s claim on the basis that it is for the respondent to show that insofar as was
within its power, before dismissing Mr Battista, it conducted
as full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct as was reasonable in
the circumstances; that it gave Mr Battista every reasonable
opportunity and sufficient time to answer all allegations and
respond to them; and that having done those things, Mr
Dorotich honestly and genuinely believed, and had reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at that
time, that Mr Battista was guilty of the misconduct alleged;
and that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the employee’s work
record, the misconduct justified dismissal. If the respondent
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does show those matters, the onus is then upon Mr Battista to
show that the respondent’s right to dismiss him has been exercised so harshly or oppressively towards him that it amounts
to an abuse of that right.
The respondent dismissed Mr Battista as a result of two incidents. The first came to the respondent’s notice when the
Baldivis Pre-Primary School rang the respondent inquiring
about a pergola structure with shade cloth to cover the play
area of the pre-primary school. The caller indicated that a quote
had already been given and she was waiting for the job to be
done. The caller was Ms Carter. The person she spoke to at the
respondent was Gail Cooper. Ms Cooper established that the
respondent did not know anything about the job and she then
raised the matter with Mr Dorotich. Later, when Mr Battista
had returned from leave, Mr Dorotich asked Mr Battista what
he knew of the quote. What then followed was a conversation
between Mr Dorotich and Mr Battista. Ms Cooper was present
or overheard at least part of the conversation. Mr Battista disagrees with the evidence given by Mr Dorotich of the
conversation, at least in some significant parts. However, Mr
Dorotich has the advantage of having made a typewritten note
of the conversation shortly afterwards. On balance, I am prepared to accept that the conversation occurred largely as Mr
Dorotich has relayed to the Commission. His recollection is
supported by his typewritten note. Although Mr Battista suggested, in passing, that the note could be a fabrication, I am
not inclined to believe that it is a fabrication. Having observed
Mr Dorotich give evidence, and answer questions under crossexamination from Mr Battista, he struck me as being
straightforward and truthful in his recollection of events. I
therefore accept Mr Dorotich’s recollection of the conversation that occurred. That is, that Mr Battista had said to Mr
Dorotich that he had taken the call from the Baldivis Pre-Primary and decided it was a job he could do on his day off and
that he had arranged it with Ian Knight (a fellow employee).
Mr Battista also told Mr Dorotich that he had priced the job
according to quotations for materials from a competitor company. Mr Dorotich believed that Mr Battista had done this
because otherwise the repondent would have known of the
job. After some further discussion, Mr Dorotich advised Mr
Battista that he wished to give the issue some more thought
because it was a serious matter and a betrayal by a senior employee of his employment. He closed the conversation and
asked Mr Battista for his keys and indicated that the matter
would be discussed further the next day.
Mr Dorotich’s evidence of the conversation on the next day
is similarly supported by a note that he made subsequently.
For the reasons I expressed earlier, I therefore prefer Mr
Dorotich’s evidence of what happened in that conversation.
As a result of a comment made by Ms Cooper to Mr Battista
during the meeting, Mr Dorotich became aware that Mr
Battista, in May, had enquired about taking some material from
the respondent to build a cover over a woodpile for a customer
who had come in to the respondent. He questioned Mr Battista
about the job and Mr Battista admitted that he had done it. Mr
Battista maintained that he had taken some Colorbond
coversheets and some old pallets and that he had been paid
$60 for the job.
Mr Dorotich believed that as a result of those two instances
he would dismiss Mr Battista, and he did so.
Mr Battista’s evidence was quite brief overall. His evidence
consisted simply of denying any involvement in the Baldivis
Pre-Primary matter, stating “All I did was refer it to the registered handyman, Ian Knight.” It was Mr Battista’s belief that
the Baldivis Pre-Primary School job was a type of job not
normally done by the respondent. For example, a request to
the respondent for the installation of reticulation would be forwarded to an appropriate contractor. As to the cover over the
woodpile, Mr Battista insisted that Ms Cooper had given him
permission to take the material and knew he was doing the
job.
Overall, I prefer the evidence of Mr Dorotich to the evidence of Mr Battista. I do so for the reason that the evidence
before the Commission is that Mr Battista’s involvement in
the Baldivis Pre-Primary School pergola was far more than
merely referring the issue on to Mr Knight. I have no hesitation in accepting Ms Carter’s evidence that, even though she
had not seen Mr Battista before the Commission hearing, she
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had spoken to him twice on the telephone and that he had
discussed the timetabling of the work with her on those occasions. Further, I have no doubt that Ms Carter believed that
she was dealing with the respondent and not with an employee
doing a job privately for them. I therefore conclude that Mr
Battista had intended a far more active role by himself in the
Baldivis Pre-Primary School matter than he now admits.
I also find that Mr Battista did construct a cover over Ms
Willett’s woodpile in approximately April or May 1998, using
some materials taken from the respondent’s premises. He did
so without the permission of the respondent. In this regard, I
accept the evidence of Ms Cooper that she did not have the
authority to give Mr Battista the materials he requested. That
evidence was not challenged and she remained quite firm in it.
The Commission has no reason to disbelieve her evidence.
Although Mr Battista suggested in his cross-examination of
Ms Cooper that he had subsequently told her that he had done
the job and been paid for it and that the customer was satisfied, he did not give that evidence himself when he was under
oath. Furthermore, Ms Cooper denied that he ever said such a
thing and I accept her evidence.
Given that I prefer the evidence of Mr Dorotich, it follows
that I also find that Mr Battista did say to Mr Dorotich that he
had obtained a quote for materials for the Baldivis Pre-Primary pergola from the competitor company. To hold otherwise
would be to find that Mr Dorotich had made up that allegation, and that is not the impression gained by the manner in
which he gave his evidence.
Furthermore, although Mr Battista asserted that neither the
covering over the woodshed nor the pergola at the Baldivis
Pre-Primary School was work usually undertaken by the respondent, the evidence before the Commission does not bear
out his assertion. Mr Dorotich gave evidence that he had spoken to the staff of the respondent at the time saying that it
needed every job that it could get. He also gave evidence that
the respondent has on occasions done these sorts of jobs before, although infrequently. It was sometimes arranged that
such a job would be done in conjunction with the respondent’s
associated company although the sale would eventually be
credited to the respondent. I therefore find that these two jobs
were work that was of a kind that the respondent would either
perform, or be involved in with its associated company. Therefore, given that Mr Battista’s involvement in the pre-primary
school pergola was as I have found, and that he performed
work putting the covering over the woodshed using materials
from the respondent which he had no permission to use, Mr
Battista did indeed commit a misconduct. I therefore find that
the respondent has discharged the evidentiary onus upon it
and shown that Mr Dorotich honestly and genuinely believed
and had reasonable grounds for believing, on the information
available at the time, that Mr Battista was guilty of the misconduct alleged.
Mr Battista also has not been able to show that his dismissal
was unfair. It is quite clear on the evidence that he occupied a
position of trust within the respondent’s operations. He was
apparently seen as the day-to-day yard manager. Mr Battista’s
actions seriously affected any trust that Mr Dorotich had in
him. While I am not without sympathy for Mr Battista’s description of the job performed covering the woodpile as being
a small job using second-hand materials for a needy member
of the community, even if his characterisation of the job is
correct, Mr Uphill is quite correct in saying that it nevertheless should have been cleared with his employer. I am satisfied
that it was not. Further, there is no satisfactory evidence to
show that there is a practice in the respondent’s operations,
for work which had been brought to it that it might not directly perform, to be done by its employees outside working
time and without the knowledge of the respondent. That is
what has happened in this case and, on the evidence, is what is
likely to have happened in relation to the Baldivis Pre-Primary School pergola had it not been for the telephone call
from Ms Carter. I am satisfied that the work to be done in
these two jobs is work that the company should have had the
option of either doing, or doing in association with its associated company, or contracting to a known contractor. By Mr
Battista’s actions, he denied his employer that opportunity, and
that is inconsistent with his obligations as the respondent’s
employee and certainly as its day-to-day yard manager.
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It is true to say that not all misconduct justifies dismissal.
However, an act of misconduct that goes to the trust that an
employer needs to have in a relatively senior employee can be
serious enough to warrant summary dismissal. Trust is a commodity that is built up over time but can be destroyed by a
single act. I think that is the case here. Although Mr Battista
has suggested, in passing, that the respondent company had
intentions of replacing him with Mr Ling, or by references he
made to the employment of Ms Cooper’s son, that the two
jobs were not the real reason for his dismissal, it cannot be
fairly said that the evidence shows Mr Battista to be correct.
There is no suggestion in the evidence that Mr Ling was to
replace Mr Battista and the evidence regarding Ms Cooper’s
son establishes at the most a casual and intermittent working
relationship. Accordingly, it cannot be said that Mr Battista
has shown that his dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unfair towards him, and his application will therefore be dismissed.
An order now issues to that effect.
Appearances: The applicant on his own behalf.
Mr J.N. Uphill on behalf of respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Maurice Battista
and
York Grove Holdings Pty Ltd
T/a Rockingham Landscape Supplies.
No. 1860 of 1998.
3 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING HEARD Mr A Battista on behalf of himself as the
applicant and Mr J. N. Uphill on behalf of the respondent, I
the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby order—
THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory Mark Berger
and
Albany Milk Distributors.
No. 1218 of 1998.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
7 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The application alleging unfair
dismissal in circumstances of summary termination of employment was dismissed. The respondent now claims costs as
recompense in “taking all necessary steps to defend the claim
made by the applicant.” The amount sought totals $2961.25.
This figure is calculated on the basis of—
141 hours spent by the respondent in answering the claim.
(This appears to include time spent in court)
141 hours @ $20.00 per hour
$2820.00
Telephone calls
$ 10.75
Kilometrage
$ 48.00
Postage and Typing
$ 40.90
Photocopying
$ 21.60
Issue fees and subpoenas
$ 10.00
Conduct money
$ 10.00
$2961.25
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The respondent submits that it is a general principle that
“cost follow the event”. The findings made in the first instance
that the applicant had been treated with respect and concern
by the respondent over the period of the employment relationship and that the applicant had acted dishonestly were cited.
The respondent had at the outset served notice that the claim
alleging unfair dismissal lacked merit and that costs would be
pursued in the event that the application was dismissed. It is
submitted that the applicant’s claim lacked substance and that
the respondent was put to unwarranted cost and expense in
defending a lawful position in prolonged proceedings.
The applicant meets this claim with the assertion that the
Commission does not have jurisdiction to order costs.
Section 27(1)(c) of the Act, the power to award costs, is
subject to section 23(3)(h). This provides that the Commission in the exercise of the jurisdiction conferred on it by Part 2
of the Act shall not make any order on a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal except an order that is authorised
by section 23A of the Act. It is argued that section 23A of the
Act does not authorise the Commission to make any order for
costs on an application by an employee in respect of harsh,
oppressive or unfair dismissal.
In the alternative, it is argued that if the Commission does
have jurisdiction under section 27(1)(c) of the Act, this is limited to “costs and expenses” and does not extend to personal
“fees” of a litigant calculated on the basis of an hourly rate.
Here, it is submitted, the respondent is attempting to charge
its own time in preparing its defence. “There is nothing to
indicate that the employer is actually out of pocket, let alone
to any other party”. Furthermore it is submitted that the wages
being claimed have not been quantified. There is no indication
whether the wages claimed are “attributable to drawings paid
to the two partners constituting the respondent, or their employees, or to other persons”. The schedule (which details dates
and hours only) is “manifestly inadequate”.
Finally if it is established that the Commission has jurisdiction to order costs, the applicant submits that the only costs
that could possibly be ordered are those “in the nature of true
third party costs ie disbursements. (See Silberschnieder v.
MRSA Earthmoving Pty Ltd (1988) AILR 195 per
Brunsden J.).
It is the applicant’s position that each party should bear their
own costs.
The limitation imposed by s23A of the Act as to scope of
orders which may be authorised in the case of claims for harsh,
oppressive or unfair dismissal goes to the issue of relief. It
does not derogate nor displace the operation of s27(1)(c) of
the Act. Indeed section 23A(c) empowers the Commission to
make any ancillary or incidental orders considered necessary
for giving effect to any order made under subsection 23A(1)
of the Act.
The general policy in industrial jurisdictions is that costs
ought not to be awarded except in extreme cases. (Brailey v.
Mendex Pty Ltd t/as Mair & Co Maylands (1993) 73 WAIG
26 at 27). It is applied having regard to the relative informality
of proceedings before the Commission (TWU v. Tip Top Bakeries (1995) 75 WAIG 9 at 11).
The thrust of the respondent’s application is that the applicant’s claim was unmeritorious and misconceived. These
amount to assertions that the application was frivolous or vexatious. In this respect the test is whether the claim is “so
obviously untenable that it cannot possibly succeed,” is “manifestly groundless” or “so manifestly faulty that it does not admit
of argument.” (See Industrial Appeal Court in TWU v. Tip top
Bakeries (1995) 75 WAIG 9 at 11 ref General Steel Industries
Inc v. Commissioner of Railways (NSW)(1964) 112 CLR 125
at 129 Barwick C.J.). However where there is relative informality in proceedings and the Commission is not a Court of
pleadings, these considerations militate against the strict application of this test. In discharging its statutory obligations,
the Commission is required to act according to equity, good
conscience and the substantial merits of the case (section
26(1)(a)).
The case argued by the applicant rested heavily on the assertion that the respondent had advertised his position and
therefore had conspired to terminate his services. While this
was ill founded, that only became apparent in the hearing. If it
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had been the case that this matter had been pleaded, the application may then have taken a different course. However having
regard to all of the circumstances of the case I am not convinced that the applicant’s claim was manifestly groundless
nor so lacking in substance so as to attract consideration as
being extreme.
The respondent’s application is dismissed.
Appearances: Mr Clifton (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr N Graham (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Thomas Cholkowski
and
Horizon Satellite Systems.
No. 1206 of 1998
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
21 APRIL 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
This application by Thomas Cholkowski, the applicant, is for
denied contractual benefits which he claims are due to him at
the conclusion of a contract of employment with Horizon Satellite Systems. There was no appearance by Horizon Satellite
Systems (the respondent) at the hearing on 31 March 1999
and for the reasons that now follow, the Commission decided
to hear the application in the absence of the respondent. The
reasons for decision of the Commission, which are repeated
here, are extracted from pages 3—6 of the transcript of proceedings and have been edited.
This matter was filed in the Registry on the 1 July 1998.
The application names Horizon Satellite Systems as the
respondent. The applicant has presented a letter (Exhibit
1) which relates to his resignation. It is dated the 21 May
1998. The caption on the top of the page is “Horizon Satellite Systems,” and printed above is the name Texfocus
Pty Ltd, ACN 075 296 196.
The applicant claims that the Horizon Satellite Systems
and Texfocus Pty Ltd are one and the same in that Horizon Satellite Systems is the trading name of Texfocus Pty
Ltd. Although in other circumstances one might find that
there is a potential for the respondent to be incorrectly
named, the letterhead makes it clear that Horizon Satellite Systems is a trading name for Texfocus Pty Ltd. That
having been said, it seems to me the application adequately
identifies the respondent.
After the application was filed, attempts were made by
an officer of the Registry to contact the respondent. There
is a note on the file recording calls were made on the 4
August and on 10 August 1998 when messages were left
for a principal of the respondent, a Mr Ehrenfeld, to contact the Registry regarding the claim. According to the
note he did not respond. The applicant was told on the 17
August 1998 of the attempts by an officer of the Registry
to contact Mr Ehrenfeld. At the time the applicant passed
the comment to the officer that he did not believe the
respondent would attend a conciliation conference because
Mr Ehrenfeld did not appear at a Small Claims Tribunal
matter a number of days before. Since 17 August 1998
time no documentation has been filed on behalf of the
respondent. The provisions of Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985 requiring the respondent to file
a Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal have not been
complied with.
The matter was listed for a conference to be held on the
25 September 1998. That conference took place but the
respondent did not appear. At the conference the applicant told the Commission the respondent was involved in
a number of companies that had financial difficulties. The
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applicant was told of potential difficulties to exercise jurisdiction by the Commission if that company was in
receivership or otherwise in proceedings under the Bankruptcy Act. It was the applicant’s opinion at that time that
no formal bankruptcy proceedings had started.
Also on the file are cuttings from the ‘West Australian’
newspaper, which report that insolvency accountants had
been called in to sort out the affairs of the company and
that the Supreme Court was due to hear an application
from a computer supplier for Joshua Corporation, a company not involved in these proceedings, to be wound up.
The comment that the article makes is that the appointment of an administrator was not designed to negate a
liquidation application but was part of plans put forward
by Mr Ehrenfeld to make a deed of arrangement. The
article does not indicate that the respondent in these proceedings is subject to proceedings under the Corporations
Law, but it does indicate that there were some difficulties
with the finances of the company, as the applicant told
the Commission. Also on the Commission’s File is a company extract relating to Texfocus Pty Ltd. This extract
was printed on the 30 September 1998. The company was
registered as an Australian proprietary company with limited shares. At the time the extract was taken the company
was trading, although for 3 years it had not submitted
annual returns except for on the 31 January 1998.
The name of the respondent was called outside the court,
and there was no appearance. Having reviewed the history of the application it is open to find, and I do, that this
respondent has made no attempt to take part in proceedings before this Commission to defend the action that has
been brought against it. Every effort has been made by
the Registry to contact the respondent. The respondent
has received two notices from the Commission, one sent
to it on 24 August 1998 advising of a conference, at which
no appearance was made, and a notice of hearing, which
bears the stamp of the Registry of 13 November 1998,
advising that this hearing will take place today. There has
been no appearance.
In those circumstances it is open for me to conclude that
the respondent will not take part in these proceedings,
and exercising the powers vested in me under section
27(1)(d) of the Industrial Relations Act I intend to hear
the matter and dispose of it.
(“The Commission then heard the applicant. At the conclusion of the submissions and evidence of the applicant
the Commission issued the Reasons for Decision that follow, extempore”)
This is an application for contractual benefits the applicant
claims were payable to him at the end of a contract of employment with the respondent. The applicant was employed in
November 1997. He received a letter of appointment on the 3
December 1997. The letter of appointment is a detailed contract
(Exhibit 2). It discusses the reporting lines in the company, delineates the area of responsibility of the applicant which was the
assembly, service, maintenance and repair of satellite antennas
and associated receiving equipment as well as cabling setup,
installation and demonstration of antennas on site for clients.
There were other tasks associated with the implementation
and administration of business procedures, subject to various
assignments. There were expected outcomes which are described in the respondent’s code of conduct. The applicant was
to work in an exclusive arrangement. The hours of employment are detailed in the letter When required, the workshop,
operated by the respondent, was open 7 days a week. A schedule of work time (Exhibit 3) shows that on occasions the
applicant was required to work on the weekend. Normally the
hours were 8.30am to 6.30pm. There was an arrangement for
work outside normal hours whereby the applicant was to receive paid time in lieu. He was entitled to 4 weeks annual
leave after 12 months continuous service and 4 weeks per calendar year. A leave loading of 17.5 per cent would be paid in
addition to his salary and he was entitled to sick leave of 10
days per year. At the time of commencement he had a remuneration package in the vicinity of $30,000 which included
leave loading and superannuation. He also received a tool allowance. There are other requirements of the contract which
are not germane to the proceeding before the Commission.
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That contract was subject to a review in a document headed
“Review of Remuneration” (Exhibit 5). The review occurred,
according to the applicant, by arrangement between the parties. The document is in very similar form to the first contract
(Exhibit 2) except the entitlement to paid time in lieu of overtime is clarified. Under the paragraph “Hours of Employment”
is the following sentence—
“Time in lieu of overtime will be given at a time mutually
agreeable between yourself and the company. In the absence of agreement the company will advise when time
in lieu can be taken.”
The annual leave provisions are the same, as are the sickleave provisions. The remuneration was increased to $36,000
with an annual leave loading of $446. The other parts of the
contract are not relevant to the matter to be decided. The Commission in dealing with these matters is to apply the tests set
out in Simmons v. Business Computers International Pty Ltd
(1885 65 WAIG 2039). It is to examine the contract, discover
its true terms and, if the contract is not the subject of an award
or order of the Commission, to give effect to that contract if
any of its terms have not been met by the respondent.
I deal first with the claim for salary. The entitlement is clearly
set out in the paragraph headed “Remuneration” in both the
initial letter of offer (Exhibit 2) and the contract of employment and in the review of remuneration (Exhibit 5). The
applicant was entitled to payment if he worked the hours set
out in the contract of employment and which on the evidence
he did.
The applicant said that he was paid weekly in arrears. He
produced a bank statement which shows he was paid on 30
May 1998. He says under oath that this last payment was for
work done up to 25 May 1998. I accept his evidence and I find
that he has made out his claim for salary from 25 May 1998 to
2 June 1998. He will be awarded the sum of $892.08.
As for the claim for time in lieu, I observe that there is no
provision in the contract of employment that time worked in
lieu of overtime be converted to money. The contract provides—
“Time in lieu of overtime can be given at a time mutually
agreed between the company and yourself. In the absence
of agreement the company will advise when the time in
lieu can be taken.”
What the applicant says is that there was a collateral agreement made between the parties immediately proceeding his
resignation. He says a letter written to him by the chairman of
the respondent, Mr Gabriel Ehrenfeld, on the 21 May 1998
creates a right to payment for time in lieu of overtime as opposed to time off without loss of pay. He says the right arises
from the following words—
“With respect to your claim for time in lieu we say there
is an accrued entitlement since 7th May 1998. The accrued entitlement prior to this date was extinguished under
our agreement; however, we would like to part on amicable terms and agree to pay your reconciled claim for time
in lieu provided the company is able to obtain the same
co-operation and benefit for the balance of the time that
you work here’.”
The applicant gave evidence that he continued to work after
he received the letter for a period from the 20 May through to
2nd June 1999. I accept the schedule of hours he has submitted and I accept that he worked during the period. He has
therefore honoured his side of the arrangement. The right of
the applicant to payment only arises from the collateral agreement made between him and Mr Ehrenfeld on the 21 May
1998. In the absence of this agreement I would find against
him because the contract does not provide for payment in lieu,
it provides for time in lieu only. However, the applicant has
been able to establish that he had a contractual entitlement at
the time the contract came to an end in the sum of $1,123.00.
The applicant also claims payment for pro-rata annual leave.
The annual leave provisions in both the contracts are the same
(Exhibit 5). The provision is—
“You will be entitled to 4 weeks annual leave after 12
months continuous service with the employer and 4 weeks
per calendar year thereafter. A leave loading will be paid
in addition to your salary for the two fortnights of annual
leave.”
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I conclude that the applicant worked from the 17th November 1997 to the 2nd June 1998. He did not complete 12 months
continuous service with the company. On the face of the contract he is only entitled to payment once he has completed 12
months. There is no provision for a pro rata payment and there
is nothing which would suggest to me that such a payment
could be implied into the contract (see BP Refinery (Western
Point) Pty Ltd v. Hasting Shire Council (1978) 52 ALVR 20). I
am therefore unable to find in favour of the applicant concerning the claim for annual leave as in my view the contract, the
original contract, and its review as set out in Exhibits 2 and 5
do not provide a basis upon which I could make such an order.
The Commission will make orders against the respondent in
this matter for the payment of salary of $892.08 and $1123.00
for payment in lieu of overtime. My comments concerning
entitlement leave loading are the same as I made for annual
leave and I reject that part of the claim.
Appearances: The applicant appeared in person.
No appearance for the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Thomas Cholkowski
and
Horizon Satellite Systems.
No. 1206 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
21 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the applicant in person and no appearance on
behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders—
1. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant the sum
of $892.08 and $1123.00 for payment in lieu of overtime; and
2. THAT the claim for annual leave and pro-rata annual leave be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Sharon de Ross
and
Miners and Norsemen Workers Club.
No. 830 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
7 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The applicant, Mrs de Ross, was
employed as a barperson by the respondent club. In April 1997,
when it is alleged the employment relationship was terminated,
the applicant was rostered to work on a permanent part-time
basis.
On 19th April, the applicant commenced work at 10.00am
and finished her shift at 2.55pm. In discharging her duties as a
barperson that day the applicant alleges that she was confronted
with a highly offensive sexual proposition from a regular customer. It was her evidence that this was not the first time that
this has occurred. She claims to have reported the incidents to
management.
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Next day the applicant was called to a meeting with the
manager and president of the club. It is Mrs de Ross’ evidence
that she was told that there were complaints from two patrons,
both of whom had been drinking at the bar the previous day.
They had claimed that money had been tendered for drinks
but that sales had not always been “rung-up” on the till. One
of the complaints was the customer whom the applicant alleges made the offensive remark to her that day. At the meeting
with the manager and president, Mrs de Ross claimed to have
been pressed to explain whether or not she had “rung-up” the
till correctly and to account for certain calculations in her handwriting on scrap paper retrieved from the rubbish bin located
in the bar. The applicant stated that she had been accused of
stealing stock.
According to Mrs de Ross, the interview on 20th April went
for approximately two hours. Mrs de Ross stated that when
she could not explain the calculations she was bullied and asked
if she was incompetent. In the course of the interview the applicant volunteered to have the CIB called in. She denied any
wrong-doing. She also claimed to have raised issues going to
under-payment of her wages, the fact that the back gate had
been left open and her concern about the use of the key to a
games machine in the bar.
At the conclusion of the discussion that Sunday evening the
applicant claims that she felt that her services has been terminated. Those words were not stated to her but the applicant
believed that was the case.
Furthermore, she claimed to have prevailed on her husband
to ring the manager the next morning and understood that he
was told that she was no longer on the roster. When the telephone conversation concluded, the applicant states that her
husband said, “You’ve been sacked”.
The applicant visited a medical practitioner on 3rd May and
sought treatment for an injury she claimed to have incurred
while shifting blocks of beer at work in 21st April. That date
was subsequently amended by the doctor on the applicant’s
advice as having occurred on 19th April, the last day of work
(exhibit D).
This application was the subject of protracted conciliation.
Indeed, the employment relationship was re-established on a
trial basis. However, despite the best endeavours of the advocates representing the respective parties the matter could not
be resolved. It is accepted by the respondent that re-employment or reinstatement is impractical.
The applicant submits the following as the basis for the claim
of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal—
“(1) That the employer repudiated the contract by not taking action to prevent members making offensive and
objectionable statements.
(2) That the employer unfairly and without cause accused the applicant of misconduct on 20th April 1997
and without cause complained to the police of stealing.
(3) As from 21st April 1997 removed the applicant from
the roster of employment.
(4) Terminated the service while the applicant was injured and subject to total incapacity from 19 April
through injury sustained from 11 February 1997.
(5) By not providing a safe place of employment.”
(Schedule completed at Commission’s direction).
It was submitted on behalf of the applicant that her services were terminated by the respondent on 21st April. In
the alternative, if that is not accepted, that she was constructively dismissed on 20th April at the conclusion of a
“two-hour interrogation” when Mrs de Ross complained
about the employer failing to act upon her previous complaints about vulgar remarks made to her in the course of
her employment. Furthermore, it is argued that in failing
to adhere to the terms of the award, the employer breached
the contract of employment and that is “an ingredient in
unfair dismissal.” Finally, that as Mrs de Ross had reported
difficulties she was experiencing in lifting beer cartons
and kegs in February, had attended her doctor and again
reported the problems in March, it was unfair for her to be
terminated from employment “while that condition of total incapacity pertains”.
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The respondent submitted—
“(i) The Club denies ground 1 for unfair dismissal, since
at no time was any member of management of the
Club ever informed by the Applicant of any members making any offensive or objectionable
comments. In lieu, the Club management maintains
that the Applicant dressed in an inappropriate manner, inviting provocative comments from Club
members, due to her short skirts and unbuttoned tops.
(ii) At the meeting of the 20th April, 1997, which was
convened to ask the Applicant her explanation in respect to complaints that she was not putting all monies
received from beer sales into the cash register. Also,
to receive her explanation in respect to alleged discrepancies of the till tape from the previous day.
(iii) At no time did the former manager or President directly or indirectly by their actions or conversation
accuse the Applicant of theft. At no time did the
Applicant indicate to them that she was ill or suffering from an old injury. The applicant was not
dismissed or suspended at this meeting. No satisfactory explanation was given by the Applicant
concerning the complaints and the discrepancies with
the beer sales.
(iv) It is admitted that the interview went on for two hours.
The length of the interview was caused by the Applicant attempting to raise irrelevant matters and
accusing other staff of misdemeanours. The meeting
ended in frustration when the employer could not
obtain direct answers to their questions about the
problems.
(v) The Applicant was not deleted from the roster until
May 1997. She failed to report to work or advise the
Club that she was on sick leave. This is different
from what she informed the Workers Compensation
hearing, where she claimed she was on sick leave
for the period of 20 April 1997 to 15 July 1997. The
Club was never advised by the Applicant that she
was unable to attend work due to injury or sick leave,
nor prior to the compensation hearing, ever sighted
any medical certificates, as required under the award.
(vi) The Club denies that the Applicant was totally incapacitated due to an alleged work injury. Her original
claim for compensation was refused by Wesfarmers
Insurance, on the grounds that she was carrying out
a normal active life, including redecorating her home
and constructing a chook pen.
(vii) In the record of proceedings of review of matter no.
1697/97, the review officer ordered that an amount
of $2700 be paid as full and final settlement of weekly
payments, on a without prejudice basis. There is no
mention in the decision for total incapacity for any
period of her employment.
(viii) The Club denies that it has an unsafe working environment. It also denies any liability of causing any
injury on the dates claimed by the applicant.”
(Respondent’s Further & Better Particulars submitted
in response to applicant’s schedule)
The applicant called her husband Mr de Ross in support of
her claim that she had been unfairly dismissed. He testified
that he had telephoned Mrs Debbie Epis, the manager at approximately, 9.00am on Monday, 21st April. Mr de Ross
enquiried as to whether his wife was on the roster. He stated
that he was told she was not “rostered on”. Apparently, that
was the extent of the conversation.
Mr de Ross acknowledged that his wife had not used the
words that she had been sacked when she returned home from
the meeting with Mrs Epis (manager at the time)and Mrs
O’Shaughnessy (club president) on Sunday evening. However,
from the tenor of that discussion it appears he had assumed
that her employment had been terminated. He stated that that
was why he rang Mrs Epis on Monday morning.
It was his belief that the Club was trying to “get rid off” his
wife. Mr de Ross also stated that his wife had spoken to him
about the vulgar remarks being directed at her from patrons
and that he had advised her to complain to Mrs Epis, the manager. He assumed that his wife had followed that advice.
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The respondent club called evidence from Mrs
O’Shaughnessy, Mrs Debbie Epis and Mr Faithful and Mr
Saggers, two club members who regularly drink at the club
and who attended the bar in Saturday, 19th April.
The evidence from the manager and president clarified the
terms of the complaints upon which they acted in interviewing the applicant on 20th April. The initial issue went to the
number of stubbies purchased by Mr Faithful between approximately 11.00am and 1.00pm on Saturday. When the till tape
did not disclose any purchases against the five or six stubbies
consumed by him in that period, that gave rise to the basis for
an investigation. Next was the allegation that drinks including
7oz beers had not been correctly rung-up. However, the inquiry never really progressed beyond an attempt to understand
the absence of five or six purchases of stubbies at $3.30 each
from the till tape. It is noted that the till records the time of
sales and that various beverages have different identification
codes.
According to Mrs O’Shaughnessy and Mrs Epis the thrust
of the interview with Mrs de Ross was to see if there was an
explanation for the alleged purchases of the stubbies. Both
witnesses claim that it was not a hostile discussion. No allegation of theft about money or stock was levelled at Mrs de Ross.
Although the “further and better particulars” provided by the
respondent agree that the interview went for two hours, the
evidence provided by these witnesses indicates a duration of
something between one hour and one and a half-hours.
Both witnesses attested to being frustrated with the applicant’s evasive responses about the till tape and the scribbled
calculations. They claimed that Mrs de Ross endeavoured to
blame other members of staff. Mrs Epis denied that Mrs de
Ross had ever raised anything about vulgar propositions or
sexual harassment at that meeting or at any other time. It was
not put to her that she had previously advised Mrs de Ross to
take a broad view of matters given that this was a mining town.
Similarly, it was not put to her that she had previously witnessed the applicant being subjected to offensive language by
Mr Saggers over his bike being located in the bar. According
to these witnesses at no time in the interview was Mrs de Ross
told that her services were terminated, that she was not wanted
or that she was suspended. Likewise, each denies that at that
time or on prior occasions were they told by Mrs de Ross of
any disability or incapacity arising from her duties. Mrs Epis
disputed the claims set out by the applicant in her affidavit
about the weight and extent of liquor she had been required to
move.
Mrs Epis denied that Mr de Ross had spoken to her on the
telephone on Monday, 21st April. She stated that she had attempted to phone Mrs de Ross on Tuesday, 22nd April to inquire
as to whether or not she would be attending to work her shift
that day after she had failed to work the previous day. However, the phone call had not been answered. It was her evidence
that she had attempted to phone Mrs de Ross several times the
following week without success. Mrs Epis stated that Mr de
Ross had phoned her on 11 May and asked whether his wife
was rostered on to work the next day. He was advised that she
was not. Mr de Ross’ response had been “So she’s not working?” Mrs Epis responded, “No”.
It is noted that Mrs Epis stated that Mrs de Ross had attended the Club on 7th May and handed her two medical
certificates. On 12th May Mr de Ross called in and gave Mrs
Epis three medical certificates. She stated that at that time he
indicated that the dates on two certificates had been changed
and that one was undated.
There was a conflict in the evidence presented between Mrs
O’Shaughnessy and Mrs Epis as to whether Mrs de Ross was
told the name of the Club member that had raised the complaint about her alleged failure to register the correct sale of
five or six stubbies on 19th April. Nothing was raised in examination of these witnesses about the assertion set out in the
“further and better particulars” about the inappropriateness of
Mrs de Ross’ attire or that it “invited provocative comments”.
Mr Faithful, the author of the complaint about the sale of the
stubbies presented evidence. He could not see what was being
registered on the till and received a commentary on that from
Mr Saggers who sat at the bar directly in front of the till. It is
Mr Faithful’s testimony that all of the money collected from
him for his drinks was deposited in the till and this activity
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had been accompanied by Mrs de Ross making a notation on a
piece of paper kept beside the till.
Mr Saggers gave evidence that the total of each sale registered in the till was displayed some eighteen inches in
front of him. However, he could not see the till keyboard.
He claimed that the purchases of some stubbies and glasses
of beer were not being rung-up. The respondent’s advocate did not examine him on the applicant’s allegation
concerning an improper proposal she claimed to have occurred on 19th April nor on any other alleged incidents
concerning vulgar language. Those matters were taken up
in cross-examination. Mr Saggers emphatically denied that
he had uttered the alleged offensive proposition or that he
had used bad language to Mrs de Ross.
Considerable emphasis was placed on matters going to workers compensation claims, the dates and amended dates upon
which claims were made, whether or not a final certificate had
issued and the assertions set out by the applicant in a matter
under the Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act (exhibits C, D, E, G and 4). However, while some of this evidence
goes to credibility, this issue of worker compensation may only
impact upon the application if termination of employment was
effected during the period of incapacity.
To the extent that it was inferred that there was a conspiracy
to “get rid” of Mrs de Ross from her position with the club,
this is rejected. Statements were attributed to a number of people within the community but that was rumour and innuendo
not evidence.
The primary focus of the claim was that Mrs de Ross was
dismissed on 21st April or was constructively dismissed on
20th April. The first of these dates relates to the alleged phone
call from the applicant’s husband to the manager and the second refers to the interview held with the manager and president
arising from Mr Faithful’s complaint.
I find that the interview conducted on 20th April was a reasonable attempt by the respondent to address the complaint
raised by Mr Faithful. While I can accept that the manager
and president became frustrated with Mrs de Ross’ evasion, I
do not believe that this was manifested as an overt or implied
termination of employment. I accept the evidence of Mrs
O’Shaughnessy and Mrs Epis as to the tenor of the discussion
and the issues that were canvassed. Mrs de Ross was not accused of stealing money by manipulating the till nor was she
accused of stealing stock as she claimed. I find that she was
given the tapes to peruse. I reject any inference that she was
harassed or threatened or that she was accused of misconduct.
It is acknowledged that the term “termination” or “sacking”
was not used.
I do not accept that any belief held by Mrs de Ross that that
was the effect of the discussion. The discussion was reasonable. While the interview may have concluded on an
unsatisfactory basis without an understanding of what would
follow, there is nothing to suggest that termination of Mrs de
Ross’ employment was either inevitable or contemplated. I
accept the evidence that her name was maintained on the roster until 2nd May. It was removed when she had not contacted
the respondent. I do not accept that there was a duty on the
manager to contact the applicant either personally, by telephone
or by letter. There was nothing before her as at 20th April to
indicate that the applicant was not fit for work. Indeed, despite the applicant’s subsequent attendance on her doctor on
3rd May about an injury, it was her evidence that she was willing to work on 21st April but for the “feeling” she had been
terminated.
The first time the term “sacked” seems to have arisen is
when Mr de Ross informed his wife that she was no longer on
the roster after he had spoken with Mrs Epis. It was Mr de
Ross who gave currency to that position not Mrs Epis. I reject
the evidence that telephone contact was made by Mr de Ross
with Mrs Epis on Monday, 21st April. I prefer the evidence of
Mrs Epis in this regard a being more credible. In this respect I
note the rosters and Mrs de Ross allocation of shifts until 2nd
May. I also accept Mrs Epis’ evidence about her attempts to
telephone the applicant on 22nd April and the subsequent week.
I note that Mrs de Ross did not attend the medical practitioner
about an alleged injury until 3rd May and that she had presented at the Club on 7th May with medical certificates without
raising any issue of work with Mrs Epis.
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I accept that Mr de Ross dropped off claims on 12th May and
that was the day after he had spoken with Mrs Epis. In summary, I accept the evidence of both Mrs O’Shaughnessy and
Mrs Epis to that of the applicant and her husband. I accept that
the respondent did not accuse the applicant of misconduct and
sought to obtain from her information about the purchase of
drinks and the operation of the till on 19th April. Despite what
the applicant said she was given the tape to review at that
time. The involvement of the police was subsequent to the
investigation attempted by the respondent and appears to have
come about only after an application under the Act was lodged.
It was initiated on the suggestion of the respondent’s industrial relations representative. That action did not change the
tenor of the interview held on 19th April.
There was a paucity of evidence about the alleged offensive
language and improper proposition claimed to have been made
by the club member associated with the complaint about Mrs
de Ross’ operation of the till. There were claims about the
context within which bad language was said to have been used
but this was not pursued with the relevant witnesses. As to the
improper sexual remark there was nothing more than the bald
assertions that it was uttered and that the complaint was made
to the manager. There was nothing to indicate when that was
supposed to have been taken up by the applicant. Was it on
19th April or in the discussion on 20th April? Against this is the
general denial by Mrs Epis and Mrs O’Shaughnessy that it
was not raised with either of them. Mr Saggers denied that he
had made such a remark. Nothing was put to him about the
alleged context within which it was claimed to have been stated
nor his response to what is alleged to have been said to him as
a retort.
There is insufficient before me to find whether an offensive
statement was made to Mrs de Ross. However, I am satisfied
that nothing was reported to Mrs Epis by way of comment or
complaint either as a specific matter or within the context of
the discussion that took place on 20th April. I accept the truth
of her evidence and that of Mrs O’Shaughnessy.
I reject the argument that the club had repudiated the contract by not taking action to prevent members making offensive
and objectionable statements. Any inference that such behaviour had occurred because the club subsequently took steps to
ensure that standards of behaviour were maintained is rejected.
In the absence of a finding that the applicant’s services were
terminated on 21st April or that there was a constructive dismissal on 20th April, there is nothing upon which to base this
application, therefore it is dismissed.
Appearances: Mr R. Clohessy on behalf of the applicant.
Mr T. Crossley on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Sharon de Ross
and
Miners and Norsemen Workers Club.
No. 830 of 1997.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
7 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R. Clohessy on behalf of applicant and
Mr T. Crossley on behalf of the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application is dismissed.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ergin Erol
and
Marconi Café.
No. 1344 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
15 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
This is an application by Ergin Erol (the applicant) which he
filed in the Commission on the 17th of July 1998. The applicant seeks orders pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) for outstanding benefits. He says
at the end of an employment relationship with Café Marconi
(the respondent) he was owed monies through an alleged failure by the respondent to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between the parties, a public holiday and
meal breaks worked.
The applicant told the Commission he worked as an unqualified chef performing all duties in the kitchen, and filling orders
that were placed in the cafe, be they short-orders or others. He
was responsible for general kitchen duties as well.
He had been employed as a casual or part-time, he was not
quite sure which, but he had negotiated a rate which was above
the rate set out in the award.
I heard evidence from Andrew McKay who told me he was
the manager and owner of the respondent’s business. He told
me that the respondent applies the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award (the Award) to its employees, that he
has copies of the Award at the workplace and that he receives
information from the government Wageline service concerning rates of pay. He said most of his employees are paid above
the Award. Eighty per cent of them are casual or part-time
workers who are paid the loadings which are set out in the
Award.
Mr McKay was asked by the Commission whether his business performed the same type of services in the industry as
Forum Tea & Coffee Lounge of 657 Hay Street, Perth, Albert’s
Coffee Lounge and Take-away Foods of Victoria Park and the
Armadale Coffee Lounge of Armadale Square, Armadale which
are businesses that appear in the schedule of respondents to
the Award. He said his business performed the same general
activities as those businesses but he said he was not in the
same business as The Cellars Restaurant Catering in Fremantle, which he said was a bottle shop.
From this evidence the Commission is able to make a number
of findings. Before doing so, I note that for the Commission to
have power in this matter the applicant must be entitled to
excite the jurisdiction which is conferred on the Commission
by section 29(1)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. By
that section—
“An industrial matter may be referred to the Commission
in the case of a claim by an employee that has not been
allowed by his employer a benefit not being a benefit under an award or order to which he is entitled under his
contract of service.”
This means that if the person who makes the application is
entitled to a benefit under an award or order of the Commission there is no jurisdiction arising under the section. The
section is designed to cover people who are not covered otherwise by awards or orders of the Commission, in other words
people who are award-free or who have a range of common
law contracts with employers other than contracts which are
the subject of the Workplace Agreements Act, 1996.
The evidence is that the respondent claims that it is bound
by the terms of the Restaurant, Tearoom and Catering Workers Award. The respondent is not directly named in the Award
and if it is it bound it must be because of the effect of section
37 of the Act. The section enacts that, unless expressly provided otherwise, awards extend to and bind all employees
employed in any calling mentioned therein in the industry to
which the award applies and to all employers employing these
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employees. The principal authorities to be applied when determining whether an award is a common rule one are Western
Australian Carpenters and Joiners, bricklayers and Stoneworkers Industrial Union of Workers v. Terry Glover Pty Ltd (1970)
50 WAIG 704 (Glover’s Case), and, Parker and Son v. Amalgamated Society of Engineers (1926) 26 WALR 90 (Parker’s
Case).
The witness for the respondent, Mr McKay, was able to tell
the Commission that his business was in the same industry as
three businesses which appear in schedule B of the list of respondents to the award. He told me that the classifications
that are contained in the Award and set out in Clause 21—
Wages are the classifications used in the business, and that is
confirmed by the evidence of the applicant who also produced
in support of his claim (Exhibit 1) a document from the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations wage service
which sets out the basic entitlements in the way of a precis of
the Award. The applicant was able to identify a number of
those entitlements which he said were due to him, and in fact
a number of them are ones for which he purports to sue in this
application.
Having considered the evidence I find that this respondent
is, on the balance of probabilities and on the application of the
proper authorities, bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award. That being the case, the jurisdiction
that is conferred on the Commission by section 29(1)(b) of the
Act is not available to the applicant in this case and I am obliged
to dismiss the application for want of jurisdiction.
Appearances: Mr Ergin Erol appeared in person.
Mr Andrew McKay appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ergin Erol
and
Marconi Café.
No. 1344 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
15 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the applicant in person and Mr Andrew McKay
on behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant to the
powers vested in it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Graham Feltham
and
Home Building Society Ltd.
No. 1645 of 1992.
20 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS: The applicant resigned from
his employment with the respondent in the circumstance which,
the Commission held after a preliminary hearing, constituted
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a dismissal by the respondent (74 WAIG 2384) and that Mr
Feltham was entitled to pursue his application claiming he had
been unfairly dismissed (1645 of 1992) and a separate application claiming contract benefits allegedly due to him as a
consequence of the dismissal (1644 of 1992). Presently before the Commission for determination is the first mentioned
of these two applications.
At the time of his dismissal in December 1992 Mr Feltham
held the position of District Manager with the respondent and
was responsible for branches operated by the respondent in an
area designated district B. He was one of three District Managers appointed to the separate districts designated A, B and
C. Mr Feltham commenced his employment with the respondent in May 1983 and held a number of different positions during
his period of employment. The latest positions held were that
of Regional Sales Manager from a date in 1989, and then Regional Manager from August 1991 until November 1991 when
the five region structure was replaced with a three district structure and the positions of District Manager were created. The
August 1991 appointment of Mr Feltham to the position of
Regional Manager occurred as part of a management restructure and his subsequent appointment to the position of District
Manager occurred with a further restructure in November 1991
at which stage in the vicinity of 28 employees, including a
substantial number of managerial staff, were made redundant.
The division of branches and agencies into three districts
increased the number of branches under the purview of Mr
Feltham and his role and responsibility changed from that
which had applied to a Regional Manager. An employee designated Managerial Assistant was allocated to district B to
directly assist Mr Feltham with administration and in addition
two Business Development Managers were assigned to the
district in subordinate roles to Mr Feltham whereas previously
this level of manager fell within a separate and centralised
line of management from where a group of them provided
assistance to branch management when requested.
The hearing of the matter occupied eighteen days spread
over an eight month period with one aspect of the argument
being dealt with by way of written submissions. At the outset
of proceedings Counsel for the respondent applied to have the
Commission refrain from further hearing the claim of Mr
Feltham that he be reinstated to the position of employment
that he had held. Material to that argument was the nature of
remedies s23A of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”)
empowered the Commission to grant, as it stood in April 1995,
and whether they could be effected. Whilst the hearing was in
progress, s23A of the Act was amended and comment is made
thereon later in these reasons.
It was the threshold argument of Counsel for the respondent
that the primary remedy prescribed by s23A of the Act at the
time was reinstatement or re-employment where an unfair dismissal was found to have occurred. The claim made by Mr
Feltham is for reinstatement, ie, his return to the position of
employment that he held immediately prior to dismissal, and
in addition, that he be awarded the remuneration he would
ordinarily have received between the date of dismissal and
that of reinstatement. In regard thereto it was said, that during
the substantial period of in excess of two years which had
elapsed since the dismissal the situation of the respondent had
changed, a new district and management structure operates
which no longer includes the position and role previously filled
by Mr Feltham and therefore reinstatement is not available.
There was supporting evidence from Mr TJ Pye the Assistant
General Manager, Corporate Services, for the respondent, that
during the latter half of 1994 the operations of the respondent
had undergone a further restructure that saw the abolition of
two senior management positions and a reallocation of the
associated duties, the abolition of the position which Mr
Feltham had occupied ie, District Manager, district B, and the
formation of a new two district structure. District Managers
are appointed to each of these districts, however, their role
and level of responsibility is greater than that which applied
when Mr Feltham was employed and they are now classified
as senior management level whereas previously they had been
classified as middle management within the hierarchy of the
respondent. It was said that were an order of reinstatement to
be made however, given the impracticability of compliance,
the secondary and alternative relief of monetary compensation would likely arise for consideration but no compensation
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could be awarded by the Commission. That is so Counsel asserted because the allowable level is limited to a maximum of
six months remuneration and Mr Feltham suffered no such
loss or injury the respondent having paid him the equivalent
of eight months salary upon termination.
The opposing Counsel argued that the reorganisation completed by the respondent at the end of 1994 was finalised in
the full knowledge that the claim of reinstatement by Mr
Feltham was afoot and therefore it ought not, by its own action to restructure, be allowed to avoid a remedy related to its
earlier conduct if such is held to be warranted. There is evidence that between the date of dismissal and that of the hearing
one of the now two District Managers had been replaced and
the respondent had the opportunity to make a temporary appointment to the position in order that it might readily reinstate
Mr Feltham to the position of District Manager if the respondent were ordered to do so. Furthermore, throughout the period
several vacancies have occurred and been filled in Branch
Manager positions and although the position of District Manager is superior to these, the re-employment of Mr Feltham in
such a position is also a possible remedy. It was submitted that
re-employment as a Branch Manager is an alternative outcome
acceptable to Mr Feltham. The Commission ought not, it was
said, allow the respondent to rely upon an argument involving
the anticipatory breach of an order for reinstatement and cause
the threshold application to be decided in reference to the matter
of compensatory relief. The matter of compensation requires
consideration of the loss or injury suffered by the applicant
and neither of these have been addressed or assessed to date.
For the reasons which now follow, the Commission refused
the threshold application and proceeded to hear the parties in
relation to the substantive application. Both parties submitted,
and correctly so, that the primary remedy the Commission is
required to consider in relation to a matter of unfair dismissal
is reinstatement of the dismissed employee. Counsel for Mr
Feltham also alluded to the primary remedy including the alternative of re-employment to that of reinstatement and that,
in the plain words of s23A(1)(b) and the established law, may
be ordered by the Commission. Notwithstanding the application made by Mr Feltham expressly seeks reinstatement the
Commission is not bound to consider that remedy alone. Section 26(1) of the Act directs that “In the exercise of its
jurisdiction …… the Commission …… shall act according to
equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case”
and at sub-s(2), that “In granting relief or redress …… the
Commission is not restricted to the specific claim or the subject matter of the claim.” Hence in the ordinary course of
determining a remedy for unfair dismissal it is open for the
Commission to award re-employment if that be warranted,
furthermore, it has now been indicated on behalf of Mr Feltham
that such is an acceptable remedy. Given that it has not been
shown that re-employment is not available, that as a primary
remedy remains to be considered. It therefore follows that the
secondary alternative of monetary compensation need not be
addressed with regard to the threshold argument.
Called by the respondent to give evidence were Messrs JG
Dornan, the Manager Administrative Services for the respondent, which position he held when the applicant was dismissed;
MA Holsey, an ex-employee of the respondent who at the time
of the dismissal was on secondment to GIO Australia; KM
Ormrod, an ex-employee of the respondent who had been the
Senior Manager of branches and agencies; TJ Pye, the Assistant General Manager, Corporate Services for the respondent;
and Mesdames AF Caudwell, a District Manager for the respondent; DS Ferrell, a Branch Manager district B; C Flay, a
Business Development Manager district B, at the time of dismissal; SD Forward, an ex-employee of the respondent who
had been a Branch Manager district B; IA Harvey, a Branch
Manager located in district B at the time of dismissal; DE
Hintz, a District Manager who at the time of dismissal had
been a Business Development Manager in district B; CA
Hodgson, an ex-employee of the respondent who had been a
Branch Manager district B at the time of dismissal; JM Parry
an ex-employee of the respondent who had been the Senior
Training Officer; and finally MA Rankin an ex-employee who
had been a Branch Manager district B.
Mr Feltham gave evidence to the Commission together with
his wife Ms OM Feltham; and Mesdames CJ Cundall, an exemployee of the respondent and previously a Branch Manager
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district B; CD Evans, an ex-employee of the respondent and
previously a Branch Manager district B; BA McDougall, an
ex-employee of the respondent and a Branch Manager district
B at the time of her resignation shortly prior to the dismissal
of the applicant; and finally PA Price an ex-employee who had
worked as a Branch Manager district B prior to her resignation in early 1992.
It is plain that in 1991 the business of the respondent had
declined and that resulted in the decision to reduce staff, restructure operations, and adopt a different management focus.
The role of a District Manager appointed in November 1991
was to develop the knowledge and skills of those who were
subordinate, to interact with them and develop a team spirit as
compared to the role of Regional Manager which had been
primarily administrative.
Mr Feltham underwent a formal appraisal of his performance as District Manager in April 1992 (exhibit K6). Mr
Ormrod, the appraiser and immediate superior of Mr Feltham,
praised aspects of the applicant’s skills and performance. He
also expressed concern, for the style of leadership he had
adopted, that difficulties existed with motivational skills which
needed to be overcome, and that the method and manner of
communication used required attention. Mr Ormrod rated the
overall performance of the applicant as satisfactory however
expressed the view that further improvement was required by
him and he needed to further relinquish tasks associated with
the previous role of Regional Sales Manager and continue the
transition to the role of developer of both other employees and
business. In late May 1992 Ms Flay, a subordinate of Mr
Feltham forwarded him a memorandum which she also copied to Mr Ormrod (exhibit K14). Therein she complained to
Mr Feltham that he had failed to address communication problems in the district which they had previously discussed. A
meeting between Mr Feltham and Ms Flay followed which
was attended for part of the time by Ms Hintz. Mr Feltham
says he was annoyed by the inaccurate content of the memorandum and that it had copied to his superior and consequently
he addressed these matters with Ms Flay in a firm but pleasant
manner. Both Ms Flay and Ms Hintz say Mr Feltham displayed
anger towards Ms Flay by his words, his appearance, and that
he shouted at her at a level which Ms Hintz was able to hear
from a nearby room where she had gone to organise refreshment. Both women said that Mr Feltham expressed the concern
that the memorandum had been copied to Mr Ormrod, he also
commented to the effect that Mr Ormrod had questioned his
performance and the action of Ms Flay might lead to him losing his job. I have no doubt that the descriptions by Mesdames
Flay and Hintz of what occurred in the meeting with Mr
Feltham accurately relate what occurred. This discloses two
separate things relating to Mr Feltham. Firstly, his inclination
to portray himself in the best possible light, and secondly his
awareness that Mr Ormrod had reservations regarding some
aspects of his performance. The suggestion by Mr Feltham
that he might lose his job I view as an overdramatization as
there is no evidence that at the time it was said there had been
any suggestion to Mr Feltham that his performance was lacking to the degree that his continued employment was in
immediate jeopardy.
In or about July 1992 Mr Ormrod and Mr Feltham met over
a light lunch at a hotel. According to Mr Ormrod this occurred
at his instigation at the conclusion of a meeting he had with
the three District Managers, the purpose of which he indicated
to Mr Feltham was to discuss some additional matters with
him. Mr Feltham described the meeting as informal and, so
far as his performance was concerned, was limited to Mr
Ormrod indicating that it had come to his attention there was a
perception about that Mr Feltham had employees in his district whom he favoured and he should act to dispel that situation.
Mr Feltham says he endeavoured to ascertain from Mr Ormrod
who had indicated to him that such was the case in order that
he might give them greater attention. According to Mr Ormrod
he did raise the matter of favouritism but he also made mention of his need to effectively communicate with and motivate
the staff in his district. However, Mr Feltham was more interested in ascertaining who it was that had indicated to him that
Mr Feltham favoured certain employees.
In August 1992 Mr Ormrod, in consultation with a superior,
decided to transfer Mr Feltham from district B to district C
and this he says was decided for a two-fold reason which
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related to the performance of the managers in each district. It
appears that the reason initially given to Mr Feltham for the
transfer was that he had attributes as a manager that would
benefit the situation in district C. The applicant was discontent with the instruction to transfer which became known to
the General Manager, Mr C Dryborough who decided that the
transfer should not proceed. That decision was followed by a
memorandum from Mr Ormrod to Mr Feltham (exhibit K7)
which informed him that because of the non transfer they would
need to work closer together in order to correct areas of Mr
Feltham’s management style which he, Mr Ormrod, felt could
have been strengthened by the transfer and particularly matters related to leadership, communication, and others said to
have been previously discussed. The technical skills achieved
were recognised and it was said these needed to be maintained
while the trust, confidence and entrepreneurial skills of the
district Branch Managers is developed, which according to
Mr Ormrod reflects the reasoning behind the original decision
to transfer Mr Feltham. It does not appear from the evidence
that Mr Feltham was informed of these reasons for transfer
when he was told that he was to transfer, ie, there were shortcomings in his performance, that it was believed the transfer
might overcome and that ought to have been made known to
him at the time. Notwithstanding however, the memorandum
served to inform the applicant that Mr Ormrod required improvement in his management performance and, in my view,
is confirmation of concerns that Mr Ormrod had with Mr
Feltham since his appraisal in April 1992. That those concerns
existed throughout leads me to believe that it is more probable
than not that Mr Ormrod made mention of some of these matters at the lunch meeting with Mr Feltham in or about July
1992 but that the applicant had focused his attention upon ascertaining the identity of who had provided information to Mr
Ormrod.
On 19 November 1992 Mr Feltham issued a memorandum
to the staff of branches in his district (exhibit K13) which dealt
with the attendance of staff at breakfast and evening functions
held in relation to GIO Australia. The message contained
therein is that the functions are a relationship building exercise, attendance was not compulsory and if any staff felt
pressured to attend that would be overcome by contact with
him or Mr Tijou. Both Mr Ormrod and Mr Pye informed the
Commission that senior management of GIO Australia came
into possession of a copy of the memorandum and that caused
some embarrassment for the respondent because of a financial
and operating relationship which had been entered into between GIO Australia and the respondent. A relationship which
was under some strain and which Mr Ormrod had instructed
his subordinates was a relationship to be fostered. The governing Board of the respondent considered the memorandum
and although it was unhappy with the content, the Board, in
the words of Mr Pye, concluded that Mr Feltham had not committed “a hanging offence”. It is plain from the evidence that
some persons in the management of the respondent had expressed some contrary views to the official position of the
respondent regarding the relationship created with GIO Australia, but it is also plain that there was the express requirement
that the relationship be fostered and that was known to Mr
Feltham. The message which Mr Feltham conveyed in his
memorandum is most imprudently worded in the circumstances
and in my view is a prime indication of one of the concerns
Mr Ormrod had with the communication skill of Mr Feltham.
On 9 December 1992 Ms Flay forwarded a memorandum to
Mr Ormrod wherein she complained of the lack of morale in
district B and expressed the view that it was in the main due to
the lack of support and encouragement from Mr Feltham (exhibit K15). The record of an exit interview conducted with Ms
S Ridge, a person who terminated her employment with the
respondent on 9 December 1992, was brought to the attention
of Mr Ormrod because of the extensive criticism of the management by Mr Feltham (exhibit K16). Mr Ormrod spoke to
his superiors about the need to investigate the performance of
Mr Feltham in light of the complaints made and it was agreed
that he conduct such. Mr Ormrod interviewed a number of
employees who were either subordinate to Mr Feltham, or
worked in association with him, the majority of whom were
critical of Mr Feltham’s management and led him, Mr Ormrod,
to conclude that Mr Feltham had failed to direct, lead or support his staff and had demonstrated an inability to execute the
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role of District Manager. Mr Ormrod discussed his conclusions with his superiors, Mr Tijou and Mr Pye and it was
decided to recommend to Mr Dryborough that the employment of Mr Feltham be brought to an end.
The weight of the evidence from the witnesses in these proceedings plainly demonstrates that Mr Feltham failed to
overcome the deficiencies in his performance which had been
expressly brought to his attention in April, in or about July,
and in August 1992. The failure of Mr Feltham to satisfactorily perform his role provided valid reason for his dismissal
from employment.
It is trite to say that notwithstanding there was valid reason
to dismiss Mr Feltham and hence the respondent was entitled
to exercise that right, the law is clear that it may not be exercised unfairly. The salient evidence referred to, and the findings
I have made in relation thereto, earlier herein also serves to
show that at no time while Mr Feltham was a District Manager was there an indication to him by any superior that his
non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious that it might lead to some remedial action,
and possibly the termination of his employment. The Commission so found in its earlier Reasons for Decision (op cit)
and also that Mr Feltham was given no opportunity to respond
to the various allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment. There the Commission
also found Mr Feltham had been misled as to the true purpose
of the meeting he attended on 16 December 1992 when he
was confronted with the ultimatum of resign or be dismissed.
Mr Feltham was given no reasonable opportunity to consider
the situation he faced. His dismissal was effected at the meeting, it was immediate, and the respondent took possession of
its property which had been in the custody of Mr Feltham,
including a motor vehicle, and he was accompanied from the
respondent’s premises and transported to his home. In the opinion of the Commission Mr Feltham was not afforded natural
justice nor procedural fairness and therefore his dismissal was
unfair.
Counsel for the applicant asserted that the dismissal had also
been unlawful and that also contributed to the unfairness.
However, given the finding I have already made I do not see it
as necessary to address the detailed and comprehensive arguments of the parties in relation to this matter.
Mr Feltham seeks a return to employment with the respondent either by way of reinstatement or re-employment but if
that not be practicable then he be granted monetary compensation to the maximum allowable given that he has suffered a
financial loss in excess of that as a consequence of his dismissal. The sum claimed is $27,200.00. In the opinion of Mr
Feltham, he could readily return to employment with the respondent and would experience no difficulty working with the
management and staff. Counsel for the respondent argues that
a return to employment with the respondent is impracticable
and would be destructive given that dismissal occurred because of the failure of Mr Feltham to meet the requirements of
management when they had been brought to his attention on a
number of occasions. There is a genuine lack of confidence in
his performing to a level required and furthermore there would
be the difficulty with his working in association with employees who criticised his performance when he was their superior.
It has now been a number of years since Mr Feltham was
employed by the respondent, but I hasten to add that the time
lapse which has occurred is no fault of his. However, that combined with my belief that the return of Mr Feltham to
employment with the respondent would be most unsatisfactory for the reasons given by Counsel for the respondent and
therefore I am of the view that such would be impracticable.
I now turn to consider the alternative of monetary compensation. There is no challenge by the respondent to the claim of
Mr Feltham that since his dismissal he has experienced a loss
of salary exceeding the maximum the Commission may award
as compensation. It is submitted that the applicant had a duty
to mitigate his loss, and correctly so, but that he took no active
steps to mitigate that loss during 1993 save for two short periods of casual employment. Additionally it is argued that upon
termination Mr Feltham was paid 41.75 weeks’ salary as compensation for the termination of his employment and it would
therefore be unfair, inequitable and unconscionable for him to
recover a further amount from the respondent.
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Before the Commission are applications Mr Feltham has
made for employment since his dismissal, together with a
schedule of their description (exhibit L50), which indicates
the extensive activity of the applicant in this regard from early
December 1993 onward. Mr Feltham has told the Commission that during the course of 1993 he was registered with the
Commonwealth Employment Service and several private employment agencies, and that he regularly attended the
firstmentioned, and made regular telephone enquiries of both
types of agencies, seeking employment but without success.
There is no indication that Mr Feltham sought out and pursued employment vacancies himself as he did from December
1993 onwards and I therefore conclude his efforts in 1993 to
mitigate his loss were not as strenuous as they could have been.
It was not argued on behalf of the applicant that the payment
made to him upon termination, and which his Counsel described as “ex-gratia”, has a character that ought not be brought
into account in the consideration of compensation. The payment was referred to only in the context that when taken into
account Mr Feltham still suffered a financial loss of a magnitude in excess of the maximum compensation allowable.
At the time of his dismissal Mr Feltham, under duress, signed
a letter of resignation. That he did in the knowledge that the
respondent would pay to him the sum of $35307.69 over and
above other payments associated with the terms of his contract of employment and such was a payment he would not
receive if he were terminated by an apparent dismissal. Upon
the evidence of Mr Pye that sum represented 33.75 weeks salary and the purpose thereof was to allow Mr Feltham to resign
with dignity and he would be able to seek alternative employment with a “clean sheet”, which I understand to mean without
the stigma of dismissal. It was also said to recognise the service of the applicant. The payment was plainly made with the
sole purpose of securing the resignation of Mr Feltham and it
follows that it was intended to achieve a parting which would
not be contested. That being so it is proper that the benefit Mr
Feltham has received from the additional payment ought be
taken into account and means that he in effect received from
the respondent the equivalent of his salary for the 33.75 weeks
immediately following the date of his dismissal. On the evidence I do not believe that, had Mr Feltham been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him,
the outcome would have been any different and consequently
his employment was unlikely to have continued for the next
six months and given that he were also afforded a reasonable
period of notice of his dismissal. Hence I am of the view that
his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75
week period and as he had no potential loss in that period no
compensation is necessary. Accordingly his claim for compensation is refused.
Appearances: Mr A. Lucev (of Counsel) and Ms M. Foley
(of Counsel) on behalf of the applicant.
Mr S. Kenner (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Graham Feltham
and
Home Building Society Ltd.
No. 1645 of 1992.
20 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A. Lucev (of Counsel) and Ms M. Foley
(of Counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Mr S. Kenner (of
Counsel) on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the power conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Richard Lawrence Hindle
and
JAL (Jack) Bonnet Coral Cleaning Services.
No. 2103 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
3 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By this application the Applicant
says that he has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from his employment with the Respondent. The
Applicant was employed by the Respondent in its contract
cleaning business as a “temporary/casual” gardener/cleaner.
The Commission heard this matter in Bunbury on Friday, 23
April 1999 and heard evidence from the Applicant and Jacques
Alain Lewis Bonnet, the owner of the Respondent’s business.
The first issue which arises is whether the application was
made within the time allowed by s.29(2) of the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, which provides that a claim of unfair
dismissal cannot be made more than 28 days after the date of
termination. The question of the application being out of time
does not appear to have been raised with the Applicant prior to
the hearing and was only raised by the Commission because
of the Applicant’s conflicting evidence regarding the matter.
The application was lodged with the Registry on 25
November 1998. The schedule attached to the Form 1 was not
completed by the Applicant as to the dates when the Applicant’s employment commenced or terminated. During his
evidence, the Applicant said his employment was for approximately six months and terminated on some unspecified date in
September or October 1998. The Commission drew the
Applicant’s attention to a letter he had written to one of the
Commission’s Registry officers, stamped as being received
on 27 November 1998, the relevant part of which says—
“In response to your request of the work period that I did
for Jacques Bonnet Coral Cleaning Services. Started round
the 1st of July and ended on the 6th of November 1998”.
In response to my query about the date of termination, the
Applicant said that one of the dates in the letter was correct
and the other was not, and he cannot recall which was the
correct one.
The Applicant also said that he lodged the application about
week after his employment terminated. This does not correspond with either the date of 6 November 1998, which he wrote
in his letter received on 27 November 1998, or with the termination being in September or October 1998. The Applicant
says he commenced in July 1998. If his employment terminated in September or October, or at the latest, in the first
week of November 1998, then the most it could have been
was for a little over four months.
During the course of the hearing, the Commission asked Mr
Bonnet if he could advise of the Applicant’s commencement
and termination dates, but he could not.
For the application to have been lodged within the time allowed by s.29(2), termination would need to have been no
earlier than 3 November 1998. The onus is on the Applicant to
prove his case. In this preliminary issue of whether the application was made within the time allowed, the Applicant’s
evidence is confused, contradictory and unreliable. According
to the Applicant’s own evidence, the termination could have
been in September, October, 6 November or 18 November,
1998. I am unable to conclude, based on all of the evidence
before me, and on the balance of probabilities, when the Applicant’s employment terminated. I am unable to find that the
application was made no more than 28 days after the employment actually terminated. Accordingly, the application ought
be dismissed.
Appearances: The Applicant appeared on his own behalf.
Mr J A L Bonnet appeared on behalf of the Respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Richard Lawrence Hindle
and
JAL (Jack) Bonnet Coral Cleaning Services.
No. 2103 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
3 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant on his own behalf and Mr J A L
Bonnet on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this matter be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
John Humble
and
AAA Industries.
No. 1784 and 1800 of 1998.
Michael Chisholm Harvey
and
AAA Industries.
No. 2197 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
27 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Extempore)
There are three matters before the Commission; applications
1784, 1800 and 2197 of 1998, involving the same respondent,
AAA Industries. The Commission listed application 2197 of
1998 for hearing on the 19 February 1999. The matter had
previously been the subject of an attempt to hold a conference. That attempt was unsuccessful. On 8 February 1999, the
Commission had cause to communicate to the respondent and
to Mr Harvey, the applicant, in the following terms—
Further to the conversation I had with you on
Tuesday to advise the above matter had been allocated to
our Chambers and was listed for conference on the 15
February 1999.
It appears that a conciliation conference will be of no
use in reaching a settlement between the parties. For this
reason, and to ensure your time and the time of the applicant is not wasted, I am instructed to list the matter for
hearing.
This matter has been listed for hearing on the 19
February 1999 and a Notice of Hearing is attached.
The notice of hearing bears the stamp (File 2197 of 1998;
letter from Associate N Chisholm) of the Registry of 8
February 1999. Prior to the commencement of the hearing on
19 February 1999 an event occurred. This event became the
subject of a letter from Associate Chisholm to the respondent
from the Commission dated 23 February 1999—
On 8 February 1999, the Commission wrote to you
advising that the above matter had been listed for hearing on Friday, 19 February 1999. After the commencement
of the hearing, Commissioner Gregor was notified that a
telephone call had been received advising that you had
been involved in a motor vehicle accident, preventing your
attendance in court. The hearing was immediately
discontinued.
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The Commissioner is aware that you are named the
respondent in file numbers 1800 of 1998 and 1784 of 1998
that are to be heard before him on Friday, 26 March 1999
at 10.30am. In order to save you the inconvenience of
appearing before the Commission on two separate
occasions, I have been instructed to list file number 2197
of 1998 on the same day and date.
If this is not acceptable to you or you do not intend to
appear, please advise the Commission within 7 days the
date of this letter. Should you not appear at the above
hearings, the Commission can hear the applicants’ claims
in your absence and make a Decision based on (file 2197
of 1998) those assertions.
An Amended Notice of Hearing bearing the stamp of the
Registry was sent to the respondent on the 3 March 1999. It
was also sent to the applicant in that matter, Mr M.C. Harvey.
The disposal of these applications has been subject to communications with a person known to the Commission as
Christine McLochlan and I say known by virtue of a person of
that name ringing and speaking to officers of the Registry and
purporting to represent the respondent. That person has had a
series of conversations with officers of the Registry.
There is a file note from an officer of the Registry, Mr Cordell
Jackson, which details a telephone conversation between him
and Ms McLochlan. Without reading the note into the record,
the thrust of it is that Ms McLochlan became agitated and
tried to have a jurisdictional argument over the phone in relation to whether the person who filed the application was a
subcontractor or not. Ms McLochlan was told that if she wanted
the Commission to know her side of the story, she should send
in a Notice of Answer and Counter-Proposal. Mr Jackson notes
that he sent to assist the respondent a Form 3 and instruction
sheet.
There was another conversation between another officer of
the Registry, Mr Stevenson, and the respondent (Ms
McLochlan), in relation to application 2197 of 1998. Mr
Stevenson made a file note of that conversation, recording
amongst other things that the respondent vehemently insists
that the application was without foundation. Nevertheless, she
was informed of the processes the application would follow
and advised that officers of the Registry were unable to
comment on the merit or otherwise of the matter.
Mr Stephenson forwarded a copy of the ‘Sources of
Advice’, a document published by the Registry. He suggested
to Ms McLochlan that, given the variety of issues she had
concerns about she might like to seek independent advice. According to Mr Stevenson, she indicated that she would complete
and lodge a Notice of Answer. There is no evidence on the file
that any such Answer was ever filed, nor is there any Declaration of Service. Again, the memorandum notes that the
respondent was aggrieved that the applications had been accepted.
All of these files have a history where the Registry and Commission has done, in my assessment of the facts, everything
reasonably possible to assist the respondent to answer the
claims. It is one thing for the respondent to, over the telephone,
deny jurisdiction. It is quite another for a respondent to expect
that this Commission would act upon such telephone advice,
particularly when its contentions are disputed and matters have
been listed for hearing. This respondent has made it clear that
conferences would be unavailing. The respondent’s representative had a number of discussions with officers of the Registry
and with my Associate. All of these discussions have been
noted on the running sheets. She did not appear when the matter was last listed. She rang and said that she or a family member
had been involved in a traffic accident but did not submit anything in writing to verify that contention, nor has there been
any contact from her since. In those circumstances, the
Commission can do nothing other than hear each matter in the
absence of the respondent as it is empowered to do under
Section 27(1)(d) of the Act having been satisfied that the
respondent has been duly served with a notice of proceedings
(The Commission then heard evidence and submissions from
each of the applicants at the conclusion of which it issued the
following Reasons for Decision extempore)—
Concerning Applications 1784 and 1800 of 1998, Mr
John Humble (the applicant) has told the Commission
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that he went to Centrelink and saw an advertisement (Exhibit H1). The position was for a bricklayer to work in
the Landsdale area. The successful applicant was required
to be “reliable, enthusiastic, fully qualified. Own tools
preferable but can be negotiated, must be able to work
unsupervised.” As a result of this Job Network advertisement, the applicant approached the respondent and offered
to work with it.
The applicant told the Commission that he had a PPS
taxation exemption, but he was to work as an employee
of the respondent and was to pay PAYE tax. He did not
supply materials although he did supply a cement mixer
and a wheelbarrow. His work was supervised. He was
told where the jobs were located, and he went about the
task of laying bricks. He did not submit quotes for the
work to be done. Neither did he submit an invoice for the
work done, nor did he provide evidence of tax exemptions. In all the circumstances, the indicia that he was an
employee outweighed those which would support the
contention he was a sub-contractor although there has been
no defence submitted. I am assuming that the defence of
the respondent in this matter would be that the worker
was a sub-contractor. I am required to make the assessment about the applicant’s contractual status. First, to
satisfy myself that there is jurisdiction and secondly, as
an abundance of caution, to ensure that the applicant is
what he claims to be. That is, an employee.
The applicant says that he worked 8 hours a day. He
was to be paid $25 an hour. Over the time he was employed, that is, between 7 September to 21 of September
1998, he worked so that he was entitled to $2400, but his
evidence is he was paid $960, which leaves a sum of $1440
as a contractual benefit he says has been denied to him.
He also says that he has been unfairly dismissed. He
says simply that he was told he was dismissed because
one of the clients of the respondent, for whom he was
working, asked for his phone number.
Before the Commission are letters from the owners of
properties on which the applicant performed work (MFI
Exhibit H2 through to MFI Exhibit H4). These letters
show that work was done on a number of properties. Two
writers named the applicant as a sub-contract bricklayer,
but I accept his explanation that those people did not know
his correct employment status.
I observed the applicant in the witness box. I reminded
him that he was giving evidence before the Commission
on oath, and I find that from all the indications, both in
my questioning of him and his demeanour and conduct,
his is more likely than not to be a truthful witness. I have
no reason to disbelieve his story.
Concerning application 2197 of 1998 I heard from Mr
Michael Harvey, who is the applicant in that matter. He
had a slightly different story to the applicant in applications 1784 and 1800 of 1998. He had met with a person
who purported to act on behalf of AAA Landscaping (the
respondent) in a coffee lounge, had a discussion about
work in the landscape business, and as a result of that
discussion, he was offered work as a leading hand. He
could have been described as “a team leader” perhaps,
but, in any event, there was some supervisory element in
his work.
He says he was directed where to go to perform the
work and was told he should use his own vehicle. He
assumed he would get paid for use of the vehicle, although
his evidence is that there was no sum of money agreed.
He went to work at various places between 16 November
1998 to 24 November 1998. Mr Derek Wedge, who had
interviewed him, would attend upon the site from time to
time, give him directions as to work, and generally supervise his activities.
On occasion, when there was not enough cement on
site, Mr Harvey went with Mr Wedge to a hardware store
where Mr Wedge purchased cement. On other occasions,
Mr Wedge told him to go and buy cement and he would
be reimbursed. Mr Harvey did not supply bricks or any
materials, other than the cement. He supplied some tools.
He says his dismissal came about in circumstances where
he was merely told that he was no longer required. He
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says that the basis of his claim is that he wants the money
to which he is entitled, under his contract of employment.
He seeks nothing else.
I had the opportunity of listening to Mr Harvey and
inspected of the documentation that he presented (Exhibit
H1). The hours of work were not recorded on a contemporaneous basis, but the explanation of the applicant is
that he worked 8 hours a day, and that was the arrangement. If he was to work more he would have asked for
more money and his rate of pay was to be $165 a day. I
have had the opportunity of observing him give sworn
testimony. I have no reason to believe he has not told me
the truth of the matter as he sees it. I find he is a truthful
witness.
Turning to my analysis of this matter, when dealing
with the unfair dismissal part of the applications, the
Commission is to apply the ratio of the decision in
Undercliff Nursing Home v. Federated Miscellaneous
Workers Union of Australia (1985) 65 WAIG 385, that in
fundamental terms establishes that an employer has right
to hire and fire. That right should not be exercised in a
way that is harsh, oppressive or unfair. If there is a fault
in procedure, that will not necessarily render the whole
of the dismissal unfair, Shire of Esperance v. Mouritz
(1991) 71 WAIG 891.
Insofar as the contractual entitlements are concerned,
by section 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act, the Commission is to
decide whether an employee has not been allowed by his
employer a benefit, not being a benefit under an award or
order, to which he is entitled under a contract of service.
The first question is whether there was a contract of
service or a contract for services. On the information before me, having examined in chief both of the applicants
myself, it cannot be sustained that the applicants were
sub-contractors. It appears to me that both of them have
more the appearance of being an employee than not. Therefore there is jurisdiction to deal with the application by
Mr Harvey. I have made a similar finding earlier concerning the status by Mr Humble.
When considering the contractual benefits, the
Commission is to act judicially (Reginald Simons v
Business Computers International Pty Ltd 1985 (65 WAIG
2039). It can only give effect to the terms of a contract
when it has discovered the true terms made between the
parties. For instance, it cannot draw the conclusion that
the contract should have been framed in a different way
to it was, or that the contract, when first made, was unfair. It must discover what were the true terms of the
contract, and give effect to them if there has been a failure by one of the parties to do so.
I deal with Mr Humble first. Even though he says that
he was dismissed because he was asked to give a telephone
number, or he gave his telephone number to a client, I am
uneasy about making a finding of unfairness, given the
nature of this industry. It is basically a casual industry.
The engagement of Mr Humble was of the nature of casual
employment. It was very short term. If the contract had
gone for longer than it did I may have been moved to
consider it in a different light. It may have been unfair of
the employer in a procedural sense to terminate the contract in the way it did, but I am unable to reach the
conclusion when considered in its totality the dismissal
was harsh and oppressive or unfair.
The application that Mr Humble has made concerning
unfair dismissal, 1800 of 1988 will be dismissed. I deal
with his claim for contractual benefits. I find he has established the claim. I accept his evidence, as being truthful.
I have examined his diary and even though it does not
precisely record the hours, there is sufficient indication
in it that he performed the work that he claims he did. I
accept that he has not been paid for the total time worked.
The total amount for the period between the 7 September
to the 21 September 1998, is $2400. There is a residual of
$1440 after payment that has been made, and I will issue
an order that the respondent pay to the applicant the sum
of $1440 within 7 days of the date of the order.
Mr Harvey says he does not wish to proceed with his
claim for unfair dismissal. He says simply that he wants
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to receive payment for the work that he did. I have heard
his evidence and, I accept that he worked on the days he
said he worked, even though the records he has placed
before the Commission are not contemporaneously made.
They do not give a different impression than the impression he gave in his evidence, and I find that he worked for
7 days and accept that he had made an arrangement with
the respondent to be paid $165 per day.
I accept that he entered into a collateral contract with
the respondent through its agent, Mr Derek Wedge, to be
reimbursed for cement purchased by him for use for the
respondent’s behalf. He was able to establish that he purchased cement to the value of $28.00. An order will issue
that the respondent reimburse him that amount.
Mr Harvey has not been able to establish the quantum
of money agreed between him and the respondent for car
expenses. He says that it was an agreement that he use his
car and he has allocated what he believes is a fair amount
for that. The authorities (Simmonds Case) do not authorise me to interpolate into the contract a value for the car
expenses.
I therefore will award him $1155 for the work due, that
is, 7 days at $165 a day, plus $28 for the cement he purchased, making a total of $1183. The order will require
that amount to be paid within 7 days.
Appearances: The applicants appeared in person.
No appearance on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
John Humble
and
A A A Industries.
No. 1784 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
29 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr John Humble on his own behalf and there
having been no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the respondent pay to the applicant the sum of
$1440.00 within 7 days of the date of this Order.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
John Humble
and
A A A Industries.
No. 1800 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
23 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr John Humble on his own behalf and there
having been no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the claim for unfair dismissal be and is hereby
dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Michael Chisholm Harvey
and
A A A Landscaping / Earthmoving.
No. 2197 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
29 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Michael Chisholm Harvey on his own
behalf and there having been no appearance on behalf of the
respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
1. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant the sum
of $1155.00 in unpaid contractual entitlements;
2. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant the sum
of $28.00 for cement purchased by the applicant on
behalf of the respondent; and
3. THAT the claim for unfair dismissal be and is hereby
dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mandy James
and
Royal Automobile Club of WA (Incorporated).
No. 29 of 1999.
29 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(extempore)
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Applicant was employed
as a part time telephonist at the Respondent’s Road Service
control room at Maddington. As I understand it, she had been
so employed since February 1996. In 1997 or early 1998 following a review of the Road Service operations the Respondent
decided to amalgamate its membership service activities with
its road service activities and transfer the employees engaged
in membership services to the Maddington control room where
the Applicant worked. Concurrently with this change the Respondent required all the telephone staff at the control room to
become multi-skilled so as to deal with membership matters
as well as road service matters. Apparently to make this more
effective, all the staff were required to work in “a team” on a
24 hours rotating shift basis over seven days a week. Prior to
the implementation of this change the Applicant, as is common ground, worked a day shift on Monday to Friday. She
was unable to work the rotating shift because of domestic considerations associated with the care and maintenance of the
well-being of her children.
The Applicant says that she first learnt of this restructure, at
least formally, on or about the 18 June 1998 when she was
given, seemingly along with the rest of the staff, a memorandum indicating that the proposed change was to take effect on
or from the 9 October 1998. In that memorandum the staff
were told that if they were unable to work the new shift arrangements and redeployment was not possible then the
provisions stipulated under the Respondent’s policy with respect to redundancies would apply. The staff were told that
they needed to notify the Respondent in writing by 3 July 1998
as to whether or not they were prepared to take up the new
shift work position. It is common ground that the Applicant
advised the Respondent by that date that she would be unable
to take up the new shift work position. At about the same time
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she went on leave. Some time after she returned to work, approximately a month later, she was asked if she would remain
working under the existing arrangements at least until December 1998. Apparently there were delays in implementing the
proposed changes. She agreed to do that. Her employment was
terminated on or about 18 or 19 December 1998. She was paid
her contractual entitlements consisting of accrued annual leave
and the like, together with a redundancy payment calculated
on a pro-rata basis of three weeks pay for each year of service.
The Applicant by these proceedings complains that she was
unfairly dismissed from her employment. As I understand it,
that is said to be so essentially because there was no detailed
discussions with her regarding the change and alternatives
which could flow from the change, there was no real effort
made by the Respondent to redeploy her, and she was not paid
the severance pay that she said she was promised. Also, it is
said that she was treated differently from others. It is said that
some others, who for personal or other reasons did not wish or
were unable to work shift work, were allowed to continue under
arrangements that did not involve shift work.
The Respondent by its Notice of Answer denies that the dismissal was unfair. It asserts that the restructure was
implemented only after consultation with a consultative committee which had amongst its personnel, fellow employees in
the control room. Furthermore, it says that the implementation of the change was delayed for approximately six months
and that the Applicant was offered the opportunity to remain
in employment in her existing arrangement until March 1999.
As I understand it, the change has only recently been implemented or is about to be finally implemented if not the end of
last month, the end of this month. By its Answer the Respondent asserts that employees who were unable to change to the
new working arrangements were offered the opportunity to
take a redundancy payment or where there was suitable alternative employment, to take another position with the
Respondent. The Respondent asserts that the Applicant elected
to take the redundancy. The Respondent asserts that it did not
have an alternative position to offer her. The Respondent disputes the Applicant’s assertion that it did not discuss the
implications of the change with her directly. The Respondent
asserts that not only did it have discussions with the Applicant
but with the relevant union regarding her position. The Respondent would have it that only subsequently has the Applicant
asserted that her dismissal was unfair.
The Applicant carries the onus to establish on the balance of
probabilities that she was unfairly dismissed. The situation is
not the reverse. It is not for the Respondent to establish that
the dismissal was not unfair. On what I have heard even to this
point, that is, to the close of the Applicant’s case, I am simply
not satisfied on balance that the dismissal was unfair.
Of all the witnesses called by or on behalf of the Applicant,
the Applicant impressed me as being the least credible. Where
her evidence conflicts with that of the other witnesses, I prefer
the testimony of the others as being the most reliable.
I am simply not satisfied on what I have heard thus far that
the change came about as suddenly and with as little discussion or consultation as the Applicant would have me believe.
In this respect I prefer the evidence of the other witnesses, in
particular the evidence of Mrs Manera and Mrs Dooley. Mrs
Dooley testified that the Applicant attended at least one of the
meetings which were called to discuss the change and its affects. I accept that to be the case. I accept too, as indeed seems
to be almost incontrovertible, that as well as meetings with
the staff to discuss the matter, notification of and progress reports regarding the change was given to the staff by the
Respondent in newsletters which I am quite satisfied were readily available to the affected employees, including the Applicant.
Notification of that kind appears to be given in newsletters, on
the evidence of one of the witnesses, as early as November
1997.
I note that the memorandum of 18 June 1998 is predicated
on the basis that there had been previous discussions. The
memorandum mentions “that some staff have indicated that
they will be unable to change over to the new shift work arrangements due to their personal circumstances.” Clearly that
indicates that there must have been discussions before that
regarding the proposed arrangement. I find it difficult to accept, particularly in light of the evidence of the other witnesses,
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that the Applicant did not know what was happening. In any
event, even if the position was that the Applicant first heard of
it on the occasion the memorandum was distributed so that
she was only then able to indicate that she was not prepared to
work the new shift arrangements, her position was not unduly
prejudiced. The memorandum makes provision for notification of her intentions, which indeed, she complied with. There
was ample time thereafter for the Applicant to make adjustments for her well-being given that at that time the change
was not to take place until October. That was slightly more
than three months away. As the events occurred, at least so far
as she is concerned, the change did not take place for another
six months thereafter so she had ample notice. I am satisfied
and find that in that period she was told that she could apply
for alternate positions with the Respondent as indeed in fact
she did. I accept the evidence of others that from time to time
notices were put up on the board by which means the Applicant could have applied for other jobs. That the Applicant did
not do so, accept on one occasion, is really her own undoing.
As previously indicated having regard to the evidence of the
other witnesses I am far from convinced that the Respondent
did not inform the Applicant of the change nor involve her in
discussions regarding the impact of the change on her or ways
to minimise the effects of the change. I am satisfied that the
Respondent put in place a scheme which gave the Applicant
fair opportunity to apply for alternative employment with the
Respondent. Other employees in much the same position as
the Applicant appear to have done much more to minimise the
affects of the change on themselves than has the Applicant. In
particular, they do not appear to have had difficulty in finding
and reading the newsletter, or in finding the notices advertising alternative employment and in some cases in obtaining
satisfactory alternative employment. The Applicant can hardly
complain if she does not find suitable alternative employment
if she did not apply for further employment except on one
occasion and then for a job which she admits she was not properly qualified. The Applicant complains that she was not told
that she had the right to limited paid leave to find alternative
employment. There was no evidence that the Respondent refused the Applicant leave to find alternative employment. There
is no obligation on the Respondent to inform the Applicant of
that right. In any event, if there was some irregularity in that
respect I do not consider in the circumstances that to be so
drastic as to render the dismissal unfair.
The Applicant appears to have expected that the Respondent should go to great lengths to find her suitable alternative
employment or otherwise address her personal difficulties with
the new shift arrangements. Her attitude in this respect is no
better exemplified than in her reaction to the Respondent’s
offer to continue her employment under the then existing arrangements until March of this year. She acknowledges that
such an offer was made to her by the Respondent but complains that it was only made in “casual” conversation and not
in writing. She appears to consider that because it was not in
writing the offer should be disregarded. In my view, she expected too much. The law requires only that once an employer
has made a decision to implement change, which is likely to
have a significant affect on all or some of its employees, it
should inform the affected employees of that decision and discuss with them the likely effects of the change on them and
the measures that may be taken to minimise the effect of that
change. It is not the case that the employer cannot introduce
change which impacts adversely on its employees or that employees adversely affected need do nothing to help minimise
the effect of the change on them. As I indicated to Mr Crossley
during the course of the proceedings there needs to be some
self help in the situation which faced the Applicant. I do not
think it is fair or reasonable for the Applicant to expect to be
spoonfed in the way in which she appeared to expect.
I am not satisfied by any means that the Applicant was
treated any differently from the others particularly in respect of ongoing employment, as she complains. Indeed, I
am satisfied that the reverse was the case. Of the four witnesses called by the Applicant, all of whom are currently
working for the Respondent, all are employed on a basis
different to that formerly worked by the Applicant to which
the Applicant seeks reinstatement. Two employees are
working on a casual basis. The Applicant seeks permanent
part time employment.
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Another of the witnesses, Mrs Dooley testified that she
worked only day shift until recently when proposed changes
were implemented fully. She testified that she was told, as
indeed was the case for the Applicant, that she had to work
shiftwork or seek alternative employment. Consistent with this
she has recently been required to work shift work, notwithstanding limitations imposed by her health. I am quite satisfied,
having heard the Applicant that the somewhat similar offer
was made to her she testified that she was told, albeit to use
her words only “casually” that she could stay on until March
on the same arrangements as she was working before. The
other employee Mrs Manera, who for family reasons could
not work the shifts, applied for and was successful after three
attempts in obtaining alternative employment with the Respondent. There is nothing on the evidence to suggest that she
was given any special treatment in this regard.
There was no suggestion that the restructuring was other
than bona fide. The Applicant admitted that the changes were
brought about to multi-skill the workforce and presumably to
provide more efficiency. All in all, having regard to the length
of notice given to the Applicant of the change; to the fact that
on the basis of the evidence at least four of the witnesses, a
detailed and extensive consultative process was in place regarding the implications of the change, (I am not satisfied on
what I have heard from the Applicant that she was excluded
from or not included in that process); and to the fact that not
only was she, as well as the others, given the opportunity to
find alternative employment but in the absence of being able
to find alternative employment was paid a redundancy payment which in the circumstances could not, on balance, be
said to be inadequate, I am not satisfied that her dismissal was
either harsh, oppressive or unfair.
For all those reasons in my view, the Applicant has simply
not discharged the onus that she carries to establish that the
dismissal was unfair. Because she has not established on her
case that the dismissal was unfair, I consider it only right and
proper that the matter be dismissed at this stage.
Appearances: Mr T C Crossley appeared on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr Mr A J Randles appeared on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mandy James
and
Royal Automobile Club of WA (Incorporated).
No. 29 of 1999.
29 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr T.C. Crossley as agent on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr A.J. Randles as agent on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gary Leonard Marston
and
Marine Fire & Security / McCaskey Enterprises Pty Ltd
No.7 of 1999
Andrew John Green
and
Marine Fire & Security / McCaskey Enterprises Pty Ltd.
No. 8 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
29 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
BY these applications, Gary Leonard Marston and Andrew
John Green (the applicants) seek orders from the Commission pursuant to Section 29 on the grounds that they
were denied contractual benefits at the completion of contracts of employment they each had with Marine Fire &
Security/McCaskey Enterprises Pty Ltd (the respondent).
Both of the men had been employed by the respondent as
security officers on what was described to the Commission as the ‘OceanFast contract’. Mr Green accepted an
‘Offer and Conditions of Employment’ on 4 July 1998 and
Mr Marston accepted an offer in identical terms on 20 July
1998. Both of the documents contain in paragraph 1 the
wording that follows—
1. Hire is on a permanent basis for the duration of the
OceanFast contract. Employment may be terminated
by either party giving 2 weeks notice (in writing), or
immediately if employee is in breach of the company’s “Code of Conduct” or “Security Standard
Orders”.
On 7 December 1998, both of them received a letter in identical terms from the respondent. The text of the letter addressed
to Andrew Green (Exhibit 2, Exhibit A for Marsden) is as follows—
It is with regret I must advise that OceanFast wish to
restructure there (sic) current agreement with my company, further OceanFast lapsed three months into arrears
with payments thus I am forced to terminate there (sic)
contract as of 14 December 1998, if payment is not received by the end of the week.
However I have approached three security companies who
are willing to take OceanFast over and employ all my
officers.
Currently I am negotiating between all parties with the
prime concerns (sic) being that you are gamefully (sic)
employed and that I received outstanding moneys to pay
out any benefits owing to your self (sic).
Please be assured I will contact you personally when I
have further information at hand.
The events that followed are slightly different for each applicant. Mr Marston continued to work for the respondent being
deployed on work the respondent was performing in Northam.
The roster on which he is engaged is on the Commission’s file
as Appendix B. It is common ground that arrangement continued until 21 December 1998, when Mr Marston resigned. The
resignation discussed with Mr McCaskey, the respondent’s
representative on the morning of 21 December and Mr Marston
finishing work that evening.
The contract of employment of Mr Green was terminated in
different circumstances. After he received the letter, previously
cited in these Reasons (Exhibit 2), he received a communication from Mr McCaskey on 9 December 1998, which advised
him that it has been organised for him to have an interview
with Protective Services Australia in an attempt to gain casual
employment at the OceanFast site. The evidence is unclear as
to the outcome of that interview but it is clear that the employment relationship of Mr Green with the respondent came to an
end on or about that time and he received no notice, other than
that set out in the letter cited above or alternatively, no payment in lieu of notice.
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Both of the applicants claim denial of contractual benefits
in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice. Mr Marston
claims additional amounts for pro-rata annual leave, meal allowance and travel allowance.
The respondent’s position is that in accordance with paragraph 1 of the Offer and Conditions of Employment, two weeks
notice was not required to be given if the contract for security
services that the respondent had with OceanFast was cancelled.
The circumstances of that cancellation have been quoted above.
In his evidence, Mr McCaskey told the Commission that
OceanFast had lapsed into arrears. Mr Green had advised him
of some rumours about an impending closure of the company
and the respondent found itself in the position that if it had not
received payment by the end of the week of 14 December
1998, it would be in a position of having to terminate the contract with OceanFast. The contract was terminated and as a
result it is the position of the respondent that the fundamental
term of contract, that is, there be an existence between the
respondent and OceanFast for a contract to provide security
services of its premises no longer existed. The ongoing hire of
both the applicants was dependent upon that. The respondent
was placed in a position similar to Force Majeure. It was forced
to terminate the contract with OceanFast and because the
OceanFast contract ceased to exist, the basis upon which the
contract of employment was erected had gone. The provision
in the Offer and Conditions of Employment (Exhibit A) above
relating to notice, on that interpretation of the document it is
only payable if the contract of employment is bought to an
end during the currency of a contract between OceanFast and
the respondent because that contract is the foundation upon
which the employment relationship depended.
As for Mr Marston, the respondent says that he was offered
new employment with W. McCaskey Enterprises Pty Ltd which
he accepted. The rosters showed the days of work that he was
employed. It is the respondent’s contention that Mr Marston
resigned without giving notice, as he was required to do in his
agreement. He had done so after he had been questioned about
poor performance and unacceptable behaviour. In other words,
the contract came to an end against the background of some
controversy between the parties with the respondent alleging
the applicant was in possession of property of the respondent.
The meal allowance was paid in full. He was entitled to one
meal under the arrangements made between the parties and
that payment was made. As for travel allowance, it was agreed
between the parties that Mr Marston would be paid a loading
upon his normal work to compensate for the locality. There
was no travel allowance to be paid for normal duties. The applicant (Marston) was aware of this.
The Commission has heard evidence from each of the applicants and from Mr McCaskey on behalf of the respondent.
Insofar as the quality of that evidence is concerned, I have
doubts about the evidence given by Mr Marston. He was inclined to be evasive and this was drawn to his attention by the
Commission during his cross-examination. I have no difficulty
with evidence of Mr Green or Mr McCaskey. As I perceive
this matter, there is no need for me to make any findings on
the credit of witnesses which might be adverse to Mr Marston
because each of the applications stands or falls upon the wording of the contract of employment.
When dealing with applications under Section 29(1)(b)(ii)
where an employee claims that he/she has been denied a benefit payable under a contract not being a benefit under an Award
or Order of the Commission, the duty of the adjudicator is to
discover the real meaning of the terms of the order (Reginald
Simons v Business Computers International Pty Ltd 1985 (65
WAIG 2039).
The contracts under examination here are identical. They
were clearly not drafted by a person with legal training and
the best interpretation I can make of the words contained in
them is that the existence of the contract of employment was
based upon the continuation of a contract between the respondent and OceanFast. Once that contract was brought to an end,
then the basis for the employment relationship disappeared.
That is the clear meaning of the first sentence in paragraph 1
of the Offer and Conditions of Employment. I would interpret
the whole of the clause to mean that the continuation of the
employment relationship was inextricably linked to a relationship ongoing between the respondent and OceanFast. Those
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provisions concerning notice in writing only have effect during the life of the contract between the respondent and
OceanFast and have been inserted to allow a mechanism to
bring the employment relationship to an end in that circumstance or if an employee breaches the company’s code of
conduct or security standing orders. Nothing has been put to
the Commission concerning implying notice into the contract
but even if it had been I am of the view that the interpretation
of the clause that I have set out above is the preferred one. As
I understand the authorities one would apply notice into a contract of employment if there were no notice provisions in the
contract at all. In this case, the notice provisions are particularly related to the circumstances of the arrangement which I
have no need to labour.
Applying this interpretation to the individual cases, insofar
as Mr Marston is concerned, his contract was ongoing after
the OceanFast contract and it is more likely than not that he
agreed with W. McCaskey Enterprises Pty Limited to continue a relationship and it is more likely than not that the
relationship required two weeks notice. That being a different
arrangement to that which applied to Mr Marston while he
worked at OceanFast. The respondent has said that Mr Marston
did not bring the contract to an end in a proper manner because he did not give a fortnight’s notice when he left the
company’s employ at Northam. It seems to me even if the
respondent has a claim for pay in lieu against Mr Marston, by
writing him a letter on 21 December 1998, acknowledging his
resignation (Exhibit M2) and drawing to his attention that he
was obliged to give two weeks notice, then waiving its claim
to forfeiture as a parting “jesture of thanks”(sic) that the respondent has foregone any claim to that amount.
The respondent paid the applicant (Marston) the sum of
$335.30 net. There is no description of what that money is for.
I need to consider the other three heads of claim. The first is
two weeks pay for annual leave. No argument at all was advanced why that amount should be paid other than that the
offer and acceptance of employment indicated that annual leave
would consist of 5 weeks at the Award rate or 4 weeks at the
fixed rate. Mr Marston said that he read the agreement as providing that he would be entitled to holiday pay if he worked
less than one year. I am unable to find with any certitude
whether an entitlement exists or not. It may well be that the
matter is one that ought to be pursued under Section 21 of the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act. In any event, I am
unable to conclude on the authorities that there are monies
owing that might be the subject of an Order for annual leave.
I accept the evidence of Mr McCaskey in preference to that of
Mr Marston concerning entitlement to a meal allowance and
over-time payments.
Insofar as Mr Green is concerned, the interpretation that I
have made of his offer and acceptance of employment is the
same as that for the applicant (Marston). Applying that to Mr
Green’s circumstance there is no entitlement to notice.
For the reasons that I have set out above, both of these applications will be determined by an order of dismissal.
Appearances: Mr G L Marston appeared on his own behalf
Mr A J Green appeared on his own behalf.
Mr McCaskey appeared for the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gary Leonard Marston
and
Marine Fire & Security / McCaskey Enterprises Pty Ltd.
No.7 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
29 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G L Marston on his own behalf and Mr
McCaskey on behalf of the respondent, the Commission
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pursuant to the powers vested in it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Andrew John Green
and
Marine Fire & Security / McCaskey Enterprises Pty Ltd.
No. 8 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
29 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A J Green on his own behalf and Mr
McCaskey on behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Guy Davey Melhuish
and
Perceptions Home Builders.
No. 134 of 1999.
23 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This application is brought
pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 (“the Act”). By it Guy Davey Melhuish (“the applicant”)
claims he has been unfairly dismissed from employment by
Perceptions Home Builders. Section 29(1)(b)(i) is as follows—
29. (1) An industrial matter may be referred to the Commission —
(a) …
(b) in the case of a claim by an employee —
(i) that he has been harshly, oppressively
or unfairly dismissed from his employment; or
(ii) that he has not been allowed by his
employer a benefit, not being a benefit
under an award or order, to which he is
entitled under his contract of service,
by the employe[r].
It is a right of access limited to a dismissed employee. However the right for a dismissed employee to make such a claim
is limited by section 29(2) which is as follows—
(2) A referral by an employee under subsection (1) (b) (i)
cannot be made more than 28 days after the day on
which the employee’s employment terminated.
That is, while the Act establishes a right for a dismissed
employee to pursue a claim of unfair dismissal by application
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
(“the Commission”) the right exists only for 28 days from the
date the employment ended.
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Prerequisites for the jurisdiction of the Commission to arise
therefore are that the person making the claim to the Commission for it to enquire into and deal with must have been an
employee who has been dismissed from a contract of service
with the respondent and the right of access to the Commission
must be exercised within the prescribed time (28 days) from
the point of dismissal. If either of these conditions are not
established in fact then there is no jurisdiction for the Commission to proceed any further. That is, without jurisdiction,
there is no authority for this tribunal to enquire into and deal
with the allegation of unfairness. The questions of whether or
not the applicant was an employee of the respondent and
whether the application was filed in time are matters of fact.
First, the question of whether the application was filed within
the time allowed. This arose out of the application itself. The
record of this application shows that it was filed on 2 February 1999. However the schedule of particulars filed with the
application (Form 1) states that the employment ended on 6
December 1998. On the face of it then, the application has
been filed out of the time allowed by the Act for the exercise
of the right of access conferred by section 29(1)(b)(i). This
was drawn to the attention of the applicant who sought a hearing. The hearing which proceeded then was limited to the
question of whether there was jurisdiction for the Commission to enquire into and deal with Mr Melhuish’s claim. It
proceeded on 15 April 1999.
The applicant, who represented himself, confirmed at the
hearing that he claimed he was dismissed on or about 6 December 1998 and he did not dispute the date of filing recorded
on the Form 1 application by the Registrar as 2 February 1999.
In the face of this (and without explanation of justification of
the length of time should the Commission even have power to
allow a claim out of time to proceed), it follows that the prerequisite of timely filing for the right of access to arise has not
been met.
But there is another reason why the Commission cannot deal
with this claim. The applicant described himself as a subcontractor engaged by the respondent on a building site. As there
is no jurisdiction for the Commission to deal with a dispute
between a subcontractor and contractor (a contract for services as distinct from a contract of service between an employee
and employer), this raised another issue to be overcome by the
applicant.
Mindful that labels attached to an employment relationship
should not be allowed to disguise what in fact, having regard
for all the circumstances of the relationship, amounts to that
of an employee-employer, a number of questions as to the organisation of work, directions and payment were posed to the
applicant. But his answers suggest any arrangement which
existed was more consistent with that of a subcontractor engaged to provide building services on a project basis than with
that of an employee. In the absence of any other submission or
evidence I am bound to conclude to the applicant’s employment was as a subcontractor and not an employee.
On these two counts then it must be found that the Commission has no jurisdiction to deal with the applicant’s claim.
It is noted that this result does not go to any reflection on the
capabilities of the applicant or on the justice of his claim of
his claim of unfair treatment. The outcome is strictly limited
to the conclusion that the law does not allow this Commission
to deal with his complaint.
The order reflecting this conclusion now issues.
Appearances: The applicant appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr J Noordzy and with him Mr K Borsboom appeared on
behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Guy Davey Melhuish
and
Perceptions Home Builders.
No. 134 of 1999.
23 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Mr J
Noordzy and with him Mr K Borsboom on behalf of the respondent, now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brian Clark Mosson
and
Brear & Doonan (1992) Pty Ltd.
No. 2187 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Brian Mosson was employed by the respondent as an electrical mechanic in August or September 1998. He was dismissed
on 12 November 1998. He complains that his dismissal was
unfair. According to his Notice of Application he believes that
the dismissal was because he had asked for safety training for
work on live cables and that his job was under threat. The
Commission convened a conference of the parties under s.32
of the Act. At that conference Mr Mosson expanded upon his
belief that his dismissal related to his concerns regarding safety
standards. He acknowledges, however, that he was told at the
time of his dismissal that the reason related to the respondent’s work for Western Power reducing in volume and, indeed,
it is the respondent’s simple position that Mr Mosson was made
redundant along with other employees due to the respondent
failing to secure further contracts with Western Power.
No agreement was reached at the conference and the Commission informed the parties at its conclusion as follows—
The respondent’s reason for dismissing Mr Mosson means
that much of Mr Mosson’s statements to the Commission
regarding his safety concerns may not be relevant to the
Commission deciding Mr Mosson’s claim. Therefore, in
the event that Mr Mosson wishes to proceed with his claim
the Commission will require him to provide to the Commission, within a further 7 days after he has received the
respondent’s statement, a statement of his evidence why
the dismissal was unfair. A copy should also be sent to
the respondent.
The Commission will then consider whether or not this
matter should be listed for hearing and determination.
The Commission has subsequently received a response from
Mr Mosson and a further statement from the respondent which
provides greater detail of the reason for dismissing Mr Mosson.
I have given consideration to whether this application should
now be listed for hearing. I have concluded that it should not
for the following reasons.
According to the further statement made by the respondent
it dismissed Mr Mosson by reason of redundancy. At the time
it employed Mr Mosson the respondent had nine other electricians working for it. The respondent was contracted to do work
for Western Power and Mr Mosson was one of the employees
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doing that work. The respondent needed Mr Mosson, and other
employees, at that time because of the workload. The respondent hoped that the Western Power work would be continuous.
Unfortunately, the work decreased and stopped completely in
November 1998. At the time of Mr Mosson’s dismissal, two
other employees were also dismissed and their positions were
not filled by any other employee. Two employees who were
absent due to long service leave and workers’ compensation
respectively also were not replaced. Essentially, Mr Mosson
was dismissed because there was no longer any work and his
position was thereby redundant. The Separation Certificate
given to Mr Mosson, and which Mr Mosson appended to his
response, confirms this conclusion.
The three electricians who were dismissed, including Mr
Mosson, have not been replaced and, since November, the respondent has not employed any other electricians.
Mr Mosson’s response to the Commission, however, only
expanded upon his views at the conference. He really seeks
assistance to conduct a time and wages search to help establish the names of the other employees of the respondent with
whom he worked. He wants to know the type of electrical
licence that they had and the work the apprentices did. He
provides other information regarding complaints made to
Worksafe, a statement he has made to the Office of Energy, a
paper clipping regarding working conditions generally and
information regarding a Western Power employee who, apparently, received an electric shock.
The decided cases make it quite clear that an employee in
Mr Mosson’s position is only able to show his dismissal was
harsh, oppressive or unfair if he is able to show that redundancy was not the genuine reason for his dismissal, or that, if
it was a genuine reason, another employee should have been
made redundant instead of him (see Gromark Packaging v
Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, WA
Branch (1992) 73 WAIG 220 at 224; AMWSU and OPDU v
Australian Shipbuilding Industries (1987) 67 WAIG 733 per
Brinsden J at page 734 and per Olney J at page 738; Gilmore v
Cecil Bros, FDR Pty Ltd, Cecil Bros Pty Ltd (1996) 76 WAIG
1184; as confirmed on appeal at 4434 (FB) and (1998) 78
WAIG 1099 (IAC)). It is quite clear from Mr Mosson’s Notice of Application and his response to the Commission that
he is not attempting to argue either of these grounds. He does
not dispute the facts alleged by the respondent concerning the
respondent’s contracts with Western Power. On that basis, the
Commission is entitled to find, and I do so, that Mr Mosson
was made redundant. There is nothing in Mr Mosson’s Notice
of Application and his response to the Commission which argues that another employee should have been made redundant
before him. There is no suggestion that the dismissal was unfair for procedural reasons.
For those reasons, I am unable to see that Mr Mosson can
succeed in his claim. Accordingly, I am satisfied pursuant to
s.27(1) of the Act that Mr Mosson’s application should be dismissed because further proceedings are not necessary or
desirable in the public interest. Although Mr Mosson has indicated that he believes there are safety issues relating to the
period of employment which he is pursuing, they are not issues which are able to be pursued in a claim before this
Commission that his dismissal was unfair.
An Order will, therefore, issue dismissing this application.
Appearances: Mr B.C. Mosson on his own behalf.
Ms V. Paul on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Brian Clark Mosson
and
Brear & Doonan (1992) Pty Ltd.
No. 2187 of 1998.
14 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr B.C. Mosson on his own behalf and Ms V.
Paul on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant
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to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ben Notley
and
Northside Rentals.
No. 2273 of 1998.
22 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This application is brought
pursuant to section 29(1)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 (“the Act”). By it Ben Notley (“the applicant”) claim she
was unfairly dismissed from employment by Northside Rentals
(“the respondent’) and that he has been denied contractual
benefits due him under that contract. The contractual benefits
claimed are $35.00 for six hours of work on Saturday 28 November 1998 and one week’s wages claimed as due for a failure
to pay in lieu of notice on termination of the contract by the
respondent. The applicant, who has found other employment,
does not seek any remedy specific to the claim of unfair dismissal other than an order for the benefits claimed.
Answers to the claims were filed by the respondent on 3
February 1999. In these the respondent concedes that the applicant has not been paid $35.18 for work carried out on
Saturday 28 November 1998 due, it says, to a debt it claims
the applicant had with the respondent. The claim for wages in
lieu of notice is denied however. According to the respondent’s answers the applicant was given one week’s notice of
termination on 2 December 1998 following criticisms of his
performance but failed to work out that notice. Accordingly, it
says, there is no entitlement as claimed by the applicant.
A conciliation conference pursuant to section 32 of the Act
was listed for 4.00pm on Thursday 25 February 1999. Notices
of it were forwarded to the parties on 11 February 1999. The
applicant attended at the listed time but there was no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent and the conference did
not proceed. The matter was further listed for a conciliation
conference on 12 April 1999. Again the applicant attended but
there was no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent and
the matter proceeded to hearing as per the notice of 16 March
1999 forwarded to each party.
The applicant represented himself at that hearing. There was
no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent. Notwithstanding this absence it remains the case that the onus of
proving his claim on the balance of probabilities remained for
the applicant.
The applicant gave evidence under oath at the hearing and
produced some exhibits. The evidence can be summarised as
follows. The respondent operates a car hire business. The applicant was employed in it as a car detailer and driver with
duties involving cleaning, polishing, vacuuming and otherwise
detailing cars and delivering and picking up cars. The employment commenced on 3 November 1998. The employment
was described as permanent and full time and the applicant
says he worked 40 hours per week for a weekly wage of
$234.50 gross; the hourly rate amounting to $5.86 gross. The
wage was paid weekly on Fridays. The last pay received was
for the week ending Friday 27 November 1998. The pay was
received in cash in an envelope which notes that $26.80 has
been deducted from the weekly wage of $234.50 leaving a
nett figure of $207.70. The envelope was produced on evidence. The applicant worked on Saturday 28 November 1998
for six hours. No payment for that work has been made by the
respondent. The applicant did not attend for work on Monday
1 December 1998. He says he was ill that day and left a message to that effect on an answering machine at the workplace
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at approximately 7.30am that day with a request that the principal of the respondent business, “David”, telephone him. The
applicant did not receive any call in return and he did not attend for work the following day either because, he says, he
was ill again that day. The following day, Wednesday 3 December 1998 he attended at the workplace but, according to
him he was dismissed by David without notice or any payment in notice. The applicant says that the respondent had by
then already taken steps to replace him and produced an advertisement in the name of the respondent in the positions
vacant columns of The West Australian newspaper of 1 December 1998 for a car rental assistant to carry out car detailing
and delivery and collection of cars duties. The advertisement
was produced in evidence.
The applicant unequivocally denied the allegations raised
by the respondent in its answering statement when these were
put to him. He says he was not warned on any occasion during
the employment about unsatisfactory work performance or lack
of co-operation and arguments with other employees. He acknowledged that he was late for work once due to a car
breakdown and that on occasions he was critical of a co-worker
who he thought sometimes shirked his share of work. But none
of this, he says, was the subject of any warning to him that his
employment was at risk. And he emphatically denied that he
was given a week’s notice of termination on Wednesday 2
December 1998 and that he walked off the job rather than
work out that week.
I have concluded that the applicant was employed on a full
time basis for the weekly rate of $234.50. In its answers the
respondent concedes that the applicant was not paid for hours
worked on Saturday 28 November 1998 . The claim for payment for hours worked on that Saturday will be allowed
accordingly. The respondent effectively acknowledges in those
answers that it was a term of the contract that a weeks’ notice
of termination of the contract be given by either party. At issue so far as the latter goes is the claim in the answers that the
respondent gave notice to the applicant on Wednesday 3 December 1998 and he reacted by walking off the job against the
applicant’s sworn evidence that, without warning, the respondent summarily terminated his employment on that date.
Having had the advantage of seeing the applicant give evidence I have concluded that he was a truthful, guileless witness.
I accept his evidence as to his attempt to communicate with
the respondent on Monday 1 December 1999 and that, on attendance at work on Wednesday 2 December 1998, he found
that steps to replace him had been taken by the respondent
who ended the contract, without warning, then and there.
This dismissal was unfair in all the circumstances. No reinstatement or other remedy is sought; the applicant having
obtained other employment. The only remedy sought by the
applicant out of this claims is one for denied contractual benefits, being wages due for 6 hours already worked and a week’s
wages in lieu of notice. These are entitlements under the contract. On what is before the Commission these amount to
$269.68. The decision will reflect this.
Minutes now issue. There will be a speaking to the minutes
as required at 3.45pm on 22 April 1999 following which the
final order will issue.
Appearances: The applicant appeared on his own behalf.
There was no appearance for the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ben Notley
and
Northside Rentals.
No. 2273 of 1998.
22 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and there being no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent, now
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therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT Northside Rentals pay to Ben Notley the sum of
$269.68 within fourteen (14) days of the 22nd day of April
1999.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Andrew Quince
and
Muchea Rural Sheds Pty Ltd.
No. 1540 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
13 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to
s.29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, whereby the Applicant claims that he has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly
dismissed from his employment with the Respondent.
The Applicant commenced employment with the Respondent in approximately February 1993 as a labourer/welder. By
the time his employment terminated more than 5 years later,
on 31 July 1998, he was foreman of the workshop. During this
period the Respondent’s business had developed and grown,
and a general manager had been employed. The Commission
has heard a great deal of evidence about the Applicant’s employment, his role in raising issues of concern and suggestions
for improvements with his employer, his literacy difficulties
and questions of whether he suffered stress or anxiety in the
performance of his work. It is uncontested that until the day of
dismissal, the Applicant had no reason to believe that his employment was in jeopardy. He performed his job at least
adequately and was one of a number of persons to whom the
Respondent’s managing director, Paul Davies, directed special thanks for their contribution at a dinner no more than a
couple of weeks prior to his dismissal.
The issue before the Commission is quite straight forward. It
is alleged by the Respondent and denied by the Applicant that
on Friday, 31 July 1998, the Applicant instructed the employees
who worked under his direction as foreman to refuse to work on
the Saturday, for the purpose of forcing the employer to increase
the Saturday rate of pay. Saturday was a day which usually involved voluntary work and an agreement had been reached
between the employer and those who wanted Saturday work as
to a particular arrangement and a rate of pay. It is also said that
the Applicant knew that there was urgent work to be done on the
Saturday. It is also said that having so instructed the employees
under his control, the Applicant abandoned his post without good
cause and went home. The Applicant denies these things. He
says that the issue of the Saturday rate was of no interest to him
as he chose not to work Saturdays.
The test in a matter such as this is whether the employer, in
exercising its right to terminate employment, has done so unfairly, whether there has been a “fair go all round” (Undercliffe
Nursing Home v FMWU (1985) 65 WAIG 385). The Applicant
bears the onus of proving that he has been harshly, oppressively
or unfairly dismissed. Further, if the dismissal is for misconduct
then the Respondent bears an onus of proving that it had good
cause to believe that the conduct alleged has occurred, that it has
undertaken a reasonable investigation in the circumstances, given
the employee a reasonable opportunity to explain allegations
put to him and then, taking account of that, made a decision
based upon a reasonable belief as to the employee’s conduct
(Western Mining Corporation Limited v AWU (1997) 77 WAIG
1985). The Respondent says that this is not a termination for
misconduct because it has paid the Applicant in lieu of notice
and therefore it is a normal dismissal for cause.
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The Commission heard evidence from fifteen witnesses, and
there was a good deal of conflict in that evidence, in particular
as to the events of the day of dismissal. There was a substantial amount of evidence about some aspects of the Induction
Booklet (Exhibit 6) such as the Code of Conduct and the Chain
of Command, and of employees being taken through the Booklet which evidence is irrelevant to the central issues outlined
above. Further, there was a good deal of evidence about whether
the Applicant was known to be violent or threatening, a matter
with which I shall deal later in these reasons. I do not intend to
recite all of the evidence. In coming to conclusions about the
facts, I draw upon my observations of the witnesses during
the course of the hearing. I found the Applicant to be an unreliable witness. I have taken account of his not being particularly
articulate, yet the Applicant was able to convey his evidence
clearly. Where there is conflict in the evidence, I have no hesitation in accepting the evidence of Mathew Mawson and Darren
Williams as to what occurred on the day of dismissal. I was
also impressed by Paul Douglas Davies’ evidence.
Having considered all of the evidence, on the balance of
probabilities, I find as follows—
1. Over a number of years, the Applicant performed
well, within limitations, however, he was unco-operative when it came to the Respondent trying out
potential foremen. The Applicant was eventually
appointed foreman, although his limitations were
known.
2. The Applicant had a good relationship with the Respondent’s founder and managing director, Paul
Douglas Davies.
3. In October 1997, Davies employed Mathew Mawson
as general manager so as to ease his own work load
and withdraw from the day to day management of
the business, to enable him to meet his personal obligations. Mawson had management expertise and
qualifications which would help the business’s development.
4. The Applicant did not agree with the number of
changes introduced after Mawson’s arrival such as
the Saturday work arrangements and the removal of
the tape measures. He also disagreed with Mawson’s
management style.
5. Soon after work commenced on Friday 31 July 1998,
the Applicant was expressing to the leading hand,
Darren Williams, his dissatisfaction about Mawson’s
decision to withdraw the tape measures from immediate access. Somehow, the discussion turned to the
Saturday rate of pay.
6. The Applicant called some other employees over, including Stephen Lawrence, Shane Wilton and Alan
Robert Raeburn to talk about the Saturday pay rate.
He told them they were “mad to work for” the amount
they were being paid. They “should be getting double the amount”. He did not simply remind them that
Saturday work was voluntary, and that if they were
not happy with the rate they should not work. Rather,
he urged or instructed them to not work on the Saturday unless the pay was increased. He told them to
“stick to (their) guns”. He told them they were to all
stop work until they got better pay.
7. The Applicant then went home. I have heard of the
Applicant’s inability to handle stress, and I find that
he went home partly as a result of the stress he felt at
having put himself in a position of urging the employees under his direction to refuse Saturday work.
By leaving, the Applicant also ensured that he was
not present when his employer learned of the employees’ intentions not to work the next day. As he
acknowledged in his evidence, he was not otherwise
unwell. He made no efforts to contact Mawson or
Davies or to leave a message for Mawson to alert his
employer to the employees’ intention to not work.
8. At around 8.30am, Mawson arrived at work and on
discovering that the Applicant was absent, made enquiries. He spoke to Darren Williams and Stephen
Lawrence together and separately, and they told him
what had occurred. He spoke with John Lawrence
who told him they were not working the next day.
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9. Mawson then telephoned Davies to discuss the matter with him. It was agreed that Mawson should
discuss the matter with the Applicant and if the Applicant confirmed this situation then he would be
instantly dismissed. If in discussing the matter with
the Applicant, there was any doubt in Mawson’s mind
as to what had occurred then he would not terminate
the Applicant’s employment. However, if having
given the Applicant an opportunity to put his side of
the story, he was not satisfied then he would terminate his employment instantly. Mawson was to
prepare a letter of dismissal for use in that eventuality.
10. Mawson proceeded to the Applicant’s home. When
he arrived at the Applicant’s house, Mawson found
the Applicant was feeding his pigeons. He asked him
what was going on and the Applicant simply responded “I’m just feeding my pigeons”. He asked
the Applicant why he was not at work and he said “I
don’t know”. He asked the Applicant if there were
any problems, to which the Applicant said no, everything was all right. Mawson wanted to allow the
Applicant to tell him what was going on before he
put to him what he had heard. He asked the Applicant what was going on and the Applicant said that
he was “sick and tired of the guys nagging him and
he just had to go home” and “all the guys were sick
of working on Saturday” at the rate they were getting and “they decided not to work on Saturday any
more” (transcript page 163). Mawson asked him who
had decided this and initially the Applicant said that
he did not want to tell him any names. He then named
“Steve and Darren”. Mawson told the Applicant that
he was extremely disappointed in him and that he
did not believe him. He told the Applicant that he
had spoken to Stephen and Darren and that they had
said that it was his, the Applicant’s, idea for them
not to work. The Applicant told him that this was a
load of rubbish and started to storm away from him.
Mawson concluded that the Applicant was not telling him the truth, the Applicant’s attitude and his
lack of response confirmed his concerns. He gave
the Applicant the letter of dismissal.
By his conduct in encouraging or inciting employees under
his direction to refuse Saturday work until the rate of pay was
increased, and in leaving the work place in the circumstances,
the Applicant seriously breached his responsibility to his employer. As a foreman, the Applicant was not simply another
employee. It is true that the foreman occupies a unique position with sometimes conflicting roles in that he might find
himself caught between the management’s wishes and those
of the employees. He may act as a conduit between those parties, but his primary responsibility is to management. It may
not be unusual for employees to withdraw their labour in support of a claim for higher wages, but it is totally contrary to his
responsibility to his employer for a foreman to encourage such
activity. His responsibility would have been to report the employee’s dissatisfaction and their decision to not work to his
employer, at the first opportunity, particularly as the employees’ refusal to work was to affect the next day’s schedule.
Instead, the Applicant left the scene to ensure that he would
not be around when the employer became aware of the problem. When asked by his employer for an explanation, the
Applicant was not honest and forthright.
In this case, I am satisfied that the Applicant conducted himself in a manner which constituted a serious breach of his
responsibility to his employer. His conduct could not be said
to be in support of the employees he directed, because, having
encouraged their refusal to work, he left them to tell their
employer, themselves, and to deal with the consequences. He
did not act in a principled way towards either his employer or
his employees. Accordingly, the Applicant has conducted himself in a manner which struck at the heart of the contract of
employment, and such conduct warrants summary dismissal.
I have considered the conflicting evidence of threats of violence or retribution by the Applicant. Whether or not the
Applicant used such threats matters not in the context of my
earlier conclusions. If he had done so, this would have been a
further and even more serious breach of his contract of
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employment. Without the threats, he still breached his fundamental responsibility to his employer by encouraging the
employees to withdraw their labour, and in failing to report
their intentions.
I have considered the prospect that the Applicant had nothing to gain by the employees taking action in support of an
increase in the Saturday rate due to the Applicant not working
Saturdays. His reason for declining Saturday work appears to
have been his desire to work with his pigeons, not necessarily
the wages. Accordingly, the Applicant would not have gained
from an increase in the Saturday rate. However, from the facts
found, I conclude that his interest was in his conflict with, and
opposition to Mawson. He saw this issue as a way to challenge Mawson and as a way of improving his own status in
the eyes of the employees. I noted earlier the Applicant’s lack
of co-operation with prospective foremen. Mawson’s arrival
was an even greater challenge to him. Mawson’s more demanding and professional management methods compared
with those of Davies were a threat to the Applicant who was
used to the flexible, and in some cases, laissez-faire, approach
taken by Davies. Such issues as the morning tea break being
longer to enable the Applicant to absent himself from the
workplace to go home to feed his pigeons, and to take longer
than the specified break to do this; and the Applicant’s control
of the tape measures were threatened by Mawson’s changes.
The introduction of the Induction Booklet, with the formalised approach that it brought with it, was a threat to the
comfortable arrangement the Applicant had enjoyed. Accordingly, I find that the Applicant’s motivation was not the
increased rate of pay he might gain from Saturday work as a
consequence of the employees refusing Saturday work. Rather
his motivation was his dissatisfaction with and challenge to
Mawson.
As to the question of the procedure applied by the Respondent, I am satisfied that the Respondent undertook a reasonable
investigation of the matter in the circumstances. It provided
the Applicant with a reasonable opportunity to be heard, and
on a reasonable conclusion that he was not being honest and
forthright, terminated his employment.
There is nothing in the substance of the reason for dismissal
or this process which was harsh, oppressive or unfair.
APPEARANCES: Ms D Collins (of Counsel) on behalf of
the Applicant.
Mr C Fayle on behalf of the Respondent.
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COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
13 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms D Collins (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr C Fayle on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this matter be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Reasons for Decision.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Applicants in each of these
matters were formerly employed, allegedly jointly employed,
as the General Managers of the Marble Bar Liquor Store. That
store is owned by the first named Respondent, Pipunya Pty
Ltd.
On or about the 16th February 1998 the directors of the first
named Respondent resolved to terminate the employment of
each of the Applicants with effect from the 18th February 1998,
with one weeks’ pay in lieu of notice. Each of the Applicants
assert that the termination of their employment was either harsh,
oppressive or unfair. As a consequence, they each seek relief
under the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 in
the form of compensation. In addition, they each seek orders
for the payment of monies in respect of benefits alleged to
have been denied them under their contract or contracts of
employment.
The Applicants assert that the Store, though owned by the
first named Respondent, was at all material times operated
and managed for the first named Respondent by the second
named Respondent. Accordingly, each of the Applicants assert that they were employed by the second named Respondent
or alternatively by the first named Respondent. The first named
Respondent admits to being the employer of the Applicants.
The second named Respondent denies that it was ever their
employer. It asserts that any offers of employment made by it
to the Applicants were made on behalf of the first named Respondent, an allegation which the first named Respondent
supports.
On or about the 30th March 1998 after each of these matters
had been listed for hearing and determination, the directors of
the first named Respondent resolved that in their opinion the
company is insolvent and that an Administrator of the first
named Respondent should be appointed. On the same day under the authority of section 436A of the Corporations Law the
first named Respondent appointed an Administrator.
The Administrator, Mr Nilant, contends that these proceedings so far as they affect the first named Respondent are caught
by the provisions of section 440D of the Corporations Law
and should not proceed further at this time.
Section 440D of that Law provides—
Stay of proceedings
(1) During the administration of a company, a proceeding in a court against the company or in relation to
any of its property cannot be begun or proceeded
with, except—
(a) with the administrator’s written consent; or
(b) with the leave of the Court and in accordance
with such terms (if any) as the Court imposes.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to—
(a) a criminal proceeding; or
(b) a prescribed proceeding.
The Administrator has not given his written consent to either of these applications proceeding against the first named
Respondent nor has leave been obtained from the appropriate
court for the applications to proceed in the absence of his consent.
In support of his contention the Administrator refers to, and
relies on, the decision of a Full Bench of the Commission in
Helm v. Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd (Under Administration)
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(1998) 79 WAIG 23. In that case the Full Bench held that the
Commission was prevented, by reason of the provisions of
section 471B of the Corporations Law, from proceeding with
an application of the kind now in question against a company
in liquidation. Although arrived at by a somewhat different
route, the decision of the Commission in Helm v. Hansley
Holdings Pty Ltd (Under Administration) (supra) was said to
be consistent with a decision of the NSW Supreme Court in
Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear
Union of NSW (1998) 30 ACSR 38, a decision upon which the
Administrator placed much reliance. In that case the Court
held that the provisions of section 440D applied to stay proceedings in respect of a claim for relief before the New South
Wales Industrial Relations Commission under the unfair dismissal laws of that State.
The Administrator contends that the decision in each of these
cases is consistent with the purpose and object of the provisions of that Part of the Corporations Law governing the affairs
of a company under formal administration. The Administrator
argues that the object of that Part is to impose a moratorium
“to protect the company from all civil actions so that the administrator can formulate a rational plan for future action”. In
any event, the Administrator suggests that the proceedings
should be stayed in the exercise of the general powers vested
in the Commission under section 27 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. He argues that it is inconsistent with the public
interest that litigation of his kind should be allowed to proceed at this time. To allow the applications to proceed would
be to give a benefit to the Applicants over other potential creditors and furthermore has potential to unduly interfere with the
proper administration of the company by requiring the Administrator to devote much of his attention to these proceedings
rather than to the affairs of the company. He also argues that
there is a greater need for a moratorium when a company is in
administration rather than in liquidation because the period of
administration is designed to provide a period of inactivity to
enable the administrator to determine whether it might be possible for the company to trade out of its parlous financial state.
Furthermore, having only recently been appointed, he contends that he needs more time to ascertain the true state of the
company’s affairs.
The Applicants on the other hand argue that the provisions
of section 440D of the Corporations Law have no application
on this occasion. The Applicants concede that each of the applications are “a proceeding” within the meaning of section
440D of the Law but they deny that the Commission is “a
court” for the purposes of the section. To the extent that the
decision of the Full Bench in Helm v. Hansley Holdings Pty
Ltd (Under Administration) (supra) decides otherwise, they
question its veracity and in any event, argue that it ought to be
distinguished on the grounds that it was concerned with the
provisions of section 471B of the Law and not section 440D.
Equally, they argue that Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile
Clothing & Footwear Union of NSW (supra) is distinguishable on the grounds that the New South Wales Industrial
Relation Commission has court-like features not possessed by
the Western Australian Industrial Relation Commission. Although by force of section 12 of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the Commission is described as “a Court of Record” the
Applicants argue, relying on the decision of the Supreme Court
in Ex Parte: Robe River Mining Company Pty Ltd (Sup. Ct. of
WA; Library No. 940031; 28 January 1994 (unreported)) that
this does not mean the Commission is a court for all purposes
under the law of this State. Regard must be had to the purpose
and object of the Corporations Law. It is inconsistent with the
provisions of the Corporations Law, and in particular to provisions of section 58AA to hold that the Commission is a “court”
for the purposes of the Law.
The Applicants argue that for the purposes of section 440D
“a court” is as defined by section 58AA of the Corporations
Law. So far as is material that section defines a “court” to
mean “any court when exercising the jurisdiction of this jurisdiction”. The import of that definition, the Applicants contend,
is that to be a “court” the court must have jurisdiction within
this State to deal with matters arising under the Corporations
Law. The Commission does not have that jurisdiction. Accordingly, it is not a court as defined for those purposes of section
440D of the Law and thus the proceedings now in question are
not caught by the Law. In this regard the Applicants refer to
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the fact that the Australian Industrial Relations Commission
held in Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union v. Sands and McDougall (Aust) Pty
Ltd; Print L9809; (1995) 37 AILR 3-105 (89) at least inferentially, that the provisions of section 440D of the Corporations
Law did not prevent it from dealing with proceedings relating
to an alleged industrial dispute.
The Applicants argue that the purpose and object of the legislation as explained in extraneous material cannot be used to
override clear legislative provisions to the contrary, as they
suggest appears to have occurred in Rochford (admin apptd)
Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of NSW (supra).
Even if, as suggested in Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile
Clothing & Footwear Union of NSW (supra), the definition of
a court in section 58AA of the Law does not have application
in these circumstances and the expression “court” appearing
in section 440D is to be given its ordinary meaning, the Applicants still argue that the Commission does not fall within the
scope of section 440D. They contend that the Commission is
an arbitration tribunal, not a court in the normally accepted
sense. Although from time to time the Commission might act
in a judicial manner, the Commission does not exercise judicial power. It does not enforce existing legal rights and
obligations between the respective parties. Instead, in general,
it performs an administrative or legislative function; for example, in granting relief arising out of an unfair dismissal the
Commission acts legislatively. The granting of such relief is
said by the Applicants to involve the “creation of new legal
rights and obligations, not the enforcement of existing legal
rights and obligations” between the former employee and the
former employer. Much the same is said of claims for denied
contractual benefits. The Applicants argue, relying on the observations of the Full Bench in Waroona Contracting v. Usher
(1984) 64 WAIG 1500 at 1502, that although the Commission
may be involved in ascertaining “in a judicial fashion” the
terms of particular contracts of employment the function performed by the Commission in cases of this kind “is not the
ascertainment and declaration of a legal right but the determination, as a matter of discretionary judgment, of fair
compensation for a contractual benefit which has not been allowed”.
The Applicants contend, contrary to the argument advanced
by the Administrator, that there is nothing untoward in excluding proceedings of the nature of those now in question
from the operation of section 440D of the Corporations Law.
They contend that provisions of section 440D are not as wide
as those of section 417B and more especially those of section
500 of the Law. Section 500 so far as is relevant, provides that
after the passing of a resolution for voluntary winding up “no
action or other civil proceeding” shall be proceeded with or
commenced against the company except by leave of the appropriate court. The Applicants point to and rely upon the fact
that section 500 makes no reference to actions or other civil
proceeding in a “court”, but refers to actions or civil proceedings in general, irrespective of the body before whom it is
instigated. On the other hand, section 440D is confined to proceedings in a “court”. In those circumstances, it is not
unrealistic or otherwise improper to confine the operation of
section 440D to proceedings before a “court” as traditionally
understood. Furthermore, such an interpretation the Applicants
argue, is not inconsistent with the purpose or object of the
Law because there is more reason to halt litigation once a company is in the process of being wound up and therefore facing
extinction rather than in consequence of an appointment of an
administrator where the company is still trading and in existence.
In my opinion, despite the able attempt by Mr Caspersz to
persuade me otherwise, these proceedings, at least so far as
they apply to the first named Respondent, are caught by the
provisions of section 440D of the Corporations Law. In short,
I so conclude for the reasons advanced by Austin J. in Rochford
(admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of
NSW (supra).
As previously noted the parties accept, and in my view correctly, that these proceedings are properly described as a
“proceeding” for the purposes of section 440D of the Corporations Law. In my opinion the proceedings are also a
proceeding in “a court” for the purposes of that section. The
Applicants and the Administrator both appear to accept that
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the Commission is not a “court” as defined by section 58AA
of the Corporations Law but essentially for the reasons advanced by Austin J. in Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile
Clothing & Footwear Union of NSW (supra) the Commission
is, in my view, nonetheless a “court” for the purposes of section 440D of the Law.
Section 9 of the Corporations Law provides relevantly that
“Unless the contrary intention appears” the expression “court”
for the purposes of the Law “has the meaning given by section
58AA” of the Law. Furthermore, section 6(1) of the Law also
provides that the provisions of section 9, amongst others, have
effect for the purposes of the Law “except so far as the contrary intention appears” in the Law. Section 58AA relevantly
defines a “court” to be “any court when exercising the jurisdiction of this jurisdiction”. It is common ground between the
Applicants and the Administrator that the reference to “the
jurisdiction of this jurisdiction” is a reference to the jurisdiction arising under the corporations legislation of the relevant
State or Territory [in this case in Western Australia] in civil
matters, as indeed, was held to be the case in Rochford (admin
apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of NSW (supra). In any event, for the reasons advanced by Austin J. in
Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear
Union of NSW (supra) I accept that to be the proper interpretation to be placed on the definition. I respectfully disagree with
the contrary view expressed by Kenner C in Rokita v. Jay Brock
Pty Ltd t/a Drake Brockman First National Real Estate (1998)
78 WAIG 4936. I read the decision of the Full Bench in Helm
v. Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd (Under Administration) (supra)
as not deciding this question.
It follows that the Commission is not a “court” as defined in
section 58AA of the Corporations Law. It does not exercise
jurisdiction under the Corporations Law, just as the New South
Wales Industrial Relations Commission did not exercise jurisdiction under that law. However, as Austin J. observed in
Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear
Union of NSW (supra), section 58AA is not to be read in isolation but in the context of the Corporations Law as a whole. As
previously mentioned, the Corporations Law expressly provides that the definition of a “court” in section 58AA applies
only unless the contrary intention appears in the Law. In my
view, again for the reasons advanced by Austin J. in Rochford
(admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of
NSW (supra), the contrary intention does appear in the Law.
Section 109H of the Law provides that in the interpretation of
a provision of the law “a construction that would promote the
purpose or object underlying the law (whether that purpose or
object is expressly stated in the law or not) is to be preferred to
a construction that would not promote that purpose or object”.
Section 435A of the Law stipulates that the object of that Part
of the Law governing the formal administration of a company
by an administrator is—
“To provide for the business, property and affairs of an
insolvent company to be administered in a way that—
(a) maximises the chances of the company, or as
much as possible of its business, continuing
in its existence; or
(b) if it is not possible for the company or its business to continue in existence – results in a
better return for the company’s creditors and
members than would result from an immediate winding up of the company.”
As Austin J. observed in Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of NSW (supra) at page 49
the object of this Part of the Law “is to provide for the affairs
of an insolvent company to be administered in a way that maximises the chance of the company continuing in existence. The
fulfilment of that object requires that an administrator be permitted to investigate the company’s affairs and make a proposal
to creditors within a brief period of time, without being diverted from this task by such things as litigation bought against
the company”. Furthermore, Austin J. observed in Rochford
(admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of
NSW (supra) at page 45 this Part “sets up a structure for the
administration of an insolvent company in which it is essential that decisions as to the future of the company be taken by
creditors within a confined time frame, and that the administrator should not be diverted from his or her task of investigating
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and reporting to creditors by the actions of chargees, property
owners and litigants, especially given the risk of personal liability to the administrator which such actions may entail”. It
would be nonsensical in these circumstances to confine the
interpretation of a “court” in section 440D to a “court” as defined in section 58AA. As Austin J. pointed out in Rochford
(admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of
NSW (supra) at page 48 were that interpretation to be applied
to section 440D the moratorium imposed by the Part on proceedings in a court would apply “to a very small sub-class of
the proceedings which are capable of distracting an administrator during the course of a voluntary administration”. Again,
as Rich J. noted in Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of NSW (supra) at page 49, that such a
consequence is not the intention of the Law is supported by
reference to extrinsic material in the form of the Explanatory
Memorandum relating to the provisions in question and the
Report of the Law Reform Commission which lead to the enactment of the provisions in question. That material makes
reference to the purpose of section 440D being to establish a
moratorium to protect the affected company from “all civil
actions” so that the administrator “can formulate a rational
plan for future actions”. The Law by section 109J expressly
allows extrinsic material to be called in aid in interpreting the
Law.
Counsel for the Applicants argues, and in my view correctly,
that it is impermissible to depart from the literal meaning of
the Law by adopting a purposive approach to its interpretation, an approach which he submits was wrongly adopted by
the Court in Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing &
Footwear Union of NSW (supra). However, as Austin J. observed in Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing &
Footwear Union of NSW (supra) at page 50 to interpret the
definition of “court” in section 58AA as not being applicable
in the circumstances “does not modify or torture the statutory
language” of the Law. Rather, “it simply gives effect to the
legislative injunction in s 6(1) and the introductory words to s
9”, that the statutory definition should not be applied “where a
contrary intention appears”. As he further pointed out at page
48 “even a literal reading of s 440D and s 58AA requires the
court to have regard to the intention underlying s 440D. This
is because (for the reasons explained above) s 58AA, being a
definition provision, does not apply if the contrary intention
appears. When one reflects on the legislative intention underlying s 440D, it is evident that the purpose of the section would
be frustrated if the definition of ‘court’ in s 58AA were applied, because the general moratorium on legal proceedings
which is necessary to enable the administrator to discharge
the statutory function imposed by Pt 5.3A would then largely
evaporate”. With respect I agree with and adopt those observations.
It remains then to consider whether the Commission is a
“court” as referred to in section 440D as was held to be the
case for the New South Wales Industrial Relations Commission in the exercise of its jurisdiction relating to claims relating
to unfair dismissal from employment. In Rochford (admin
apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of NSW (supra) Austin J. at page 51 suggested that “the determination of
whether a particular tribunal is or is not a ‘court’ is governed
by the purpose for which the question is asked”. That was
essentially the approach adopted by the Supreme Court of this
State in Ex Parte: Robe River Mining Company Pty Ltd (supra). In that case the Court held that the word should be given
a liberal and beneficial construction to accord with the purpose and policy of the relevant legislation, albeit in that case
the Commission was held not to be a court for the purposes of
Suitor’s Fund Act 1964. However, the Court did not suggest
in that case that the Commission could not be and was not a
court for the purpose of any other legislation.
It is undoubtedly the case as Counsel for the Applicants contend that some elements of the Commission’s functions are
not court-like. The Commission, in the exercise of its jurisdiction relating to proceedings of the kind now in question does
not act in precisely the same way as a court of law in that the
Commission by virtue of section 26 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 is bound to act “according to equity, good
conscience and the substantial merits of the matter”. Furthermore, in granting relief the Commission is not restricted to the
specific claim or to the subject matter of the claim. Also as,
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Counsel suggests the Commission, unlike a court, is not so
much concerned with the ascertainment of existing rights and
obligations but, at least in the case of claims for unfair dismissal, with determining new rights and obligations. These
features are also features of the New South Wales Industrial
Relations Commission. However, as Austin J. observed in
Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear
Union of NSW (supra) at page 55 in respect of the New South
Wales Industrial Relations Commission the fact that “some
elements of the commission’s functions and powers are not
court–like” is not necessarily fatal to finding that the Commission is a court for the purposes of the Corporations Law.
As was held to be the case in respect of the New South Wales
Industrial Relations Commission there also features of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission which
suggest that it is a court at least when exercising the jurisdiction now in issue. Those features are set out in length in Helm
v. Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd (Under Administration) (supra)
at page 26. To the matters listed there might be added the power
to compel the attendance of witnesses, and the power to compel the production and inspection of documents.
In my view there is little of significance to distinguish the
circumstances which lead to the finding in Rochford (admin
apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of NSW (supra) that the New South Wales Industrial Relations
Commission, when exercising its jurisdiction with respect to
claims arising out of unfair dismissal, was a court and the circumstances under which the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission exercises similar jurisdiction. Although
as Counsel for the Applicants argued there are some differences but in my view they are not significant. One difference
is the fact that the Industrial Relations Act 1979 by section 12
expressly establishes the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission as a court of record when exercising its
unfair dismissal jurisdiction. Although, as was pointed out in
Ex Parte: Robe River Mining Company Pty Ltd (supra) and in
Rochford (admin apptd) Ltd v. Textile Clothing & Footwear
Union of NSW (supra), when exercising its unfair dismissal
jurisdiction that is not determinative, it is nonetheless a factor
to which some significance must be attached for those purposes.
A finding that the Commission is a court for the purposes of
the Corporations Law is not inconsistent with the decision of
the Supreme Court of Western Australia in Ex Parte: Robe
River Mining Company Pty Ltd (supra). In that case the Court
accepted the view expressed in Amalgamated Metal Workers
and Shipwrights Union of Western Australia & Anor v. State
Energy Commission of Western Australia (1979) 59 WAIG 494
at 496 that the Commission is “in some respects an administrative body, in some respect [sic] a Court of Record and in
some respects a legislative body”. Having regard to the nature
of the jurisdiction of the Commission with respect to relief for
unfair dismissal from employment and for denied benefits
under a contract of employment, I would have thought of all
of the functions of the Commission its function in this regard
above almost all others, bore the closest resemblance to the
function of a traditional court of law. Whilst it may be, at least
in respect of relief from unfair dismissal from employment,
that the Commission creates new rights rather than enforces
existing rights, proceedings associated with this aspect of the
jurisdiction have a great many of the hallmarks of proceedings before a court of law. Normally relief is granted only on
the basis of information presented by the respective parties
and after a hearing involving adversarial procedures. Furthermore, the outcome of the proceedings depends to a significant
extent on the ascertainment of the existing rights and liabilities of the parties. Those provisions of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 which enable the Commission in granting relief to
go outside the specific claims and the specific subject matter
of the claim rarely, if ever, have any application in proceedings of this nature. As is the case for the New South Wales
Industrial Relations Commission, the Commission in such
matters has the power to make a final and binding order determining the outcome of the matters in issue which is more like
an order issued by the traditional courts than by a traditional
arbitration tribunal. The fact that the order might not be immediately enforceable, in that in order to levy execution or
otherwise deal with non compliance with an order requires an
order of the Industrial Magistrates Court, that does not take
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away the fact that the orders issued by the Commission are
final and binding and determinative of the issues between the
parties.
In my view, the nature of the jurisdiction and the manner by
which the Commission is required to exercise its jurisdiction
with respect to claims for relief arising out of unfair dismissal
from employment and the denial of benefits under a contract
of employment is such that the Commission, in the exercise of
that jurisdiction, is to be taken as a court for the purposes of
section 440D of the Corporations Law. This conclusion is supported by reference to previous decisions of the Commission.
The Full Bench of the Commission in Helm v. Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd (Under Administration) (supra) held the
Commission to be a “court” for the purposes of section 471B
of the Corporations Law. Although that case might be distinguished on the basis that that decision was concerned with a
different section of the Corporations Law, the facts and circumstances upon which it relied to find that the Commission
was a court for the purposes of that section are indistinguishable for these purposes. There are other decisions of the
Commission to the same effect. Also in Rokita v. Jay Brock
Pty Ltd t/a Drake Brockman First National Real Estate (supra) the Commission was held to be a court for the purposes
of section 471B of the Corporations Law, essentially for the
same reasons as in Helm v. Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd (Under
Administration) (supra). Furthermore, in Walden v. Hansley
Holdings Pty Ltd T/a GIS Engineering (1998) 78 WAIG 3370,
the Commission was held to be a court for the purposes of
section 440D at least when exercising jurisdiction of the kind
now in question. The decision of the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission in Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union v. Sands and
McDougall (Aust) Pty Ltd, (supra) to which counsel for the
Applicants referred, and from which it might reasonably be
inferred that the Australian Industrial Relations Commission
considered that the provisions of section 440D of the Corporations Law did not apply to proceedings before it, and did not
directly deal with the matter, at least in its published reasons.
It can only be inferred that the Commission took the view that
the section did not apply. On the other hand, in Foxcroft v. The
Ink Group Pty Ltd (1994) 12 ACLC 1063 it appears to have
been accepted before the Federal Court that the provisions of
the section did apply to proceedings before the Australian Industrial Relations Commission. The proceedings in those cases
were unlike those now in question. Furthermore, in many respects the structure and powers of the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission are significantly different from those
of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
Where there is conflict between interstate decisions and decisions of courts and tribunals in this State clearly the
Commission should follow the latter.
For the foregoing reasons, I hold that the Commission is a
court for the purposes of section 440D of the Corporations
Law. It follows that the proceedings associated with each of
these applications insofar as they are directed towards Pipunya
Pty Ltd cannot proceed further by virtue of section 440D of
the Corporations Law. The Administrator has declined to give
his written consent for the proceedings to proceed further and
it is apparent that leave has not been sought nor therefore
granted from an appropriate court for the proceedings to proceed in the absence of such consent.
Appearances: Mr T H Caspersz appeared on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr R E Keen appeared on behalf of the Administrator and
the first named Respondent.
Mrs A Dowley appeared on behalf of the second named
Respondent.
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Andrew Richardson
and
Pipunya Pty Ltd & Anor
No. 254 of 1999
Sandra Richardson
and
Pipunya Pty Ltd & Anor.
No. 255 of 1999.
20 April 1999.
Minutes of Proposed Order.
HAVING heard Mr T H Caspersz on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr R E Keen on behalf of the Administrator and the first
named Respondent and Mrs A Dowley on behalf of the second named Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the proceedings against Pipunya Pty Ltd be
stayed unless and until one or other of the conditions precedent specified in section 440D of the Corporations Law
is satisfied.
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Peter James Shimmings
and
Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association of
WA (Inc) t/a Alzheimer’s Association WA.
No. 1694 of 1996 and No 1695 of 1996.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
15 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Schapper on behalf of the applicant and
Mr Papadopoulos on behalf of the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, With the consent of the parties the
Commission pursuant to powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby—
1. Declares that Peter James Shimmings was unfairly
dismissed from employment with the respondent and;
2. Order that the respondent pays to Peter James
Shimmings by way of compensation the sum agree
to between the parties; and that this payment be made
to Peter James Shimmings no later than Friday 9th
April.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Bruce Thomas
and
Applied Chemicals Pty Ltd.
No. 589 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
11 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Mr Thomas was employed by the respondent for approximately
23 months prior to his dismissal. He was employed as a Service
Technician for the respondent’s Tom Price operations. The
respondent manufactures water based cleaning products
throughout Australia. He was dismissed by reason of
redundancy and claims that his dismissal was unfair.
The decided cases clearly show that, if an employee is
dismissed by reason of redundancy, the employee is only able
to challenge the dismissal on two grounds. The first ground is
to show that the reason for the redundancy is not genuine.
That is, there was not a loss of contracts, or not a loss of
business, or not a restructure of the business and so forth. If
the redundancy was, however, genuine, then the employee must
show that someone else should have been made redundant in
preference to him. Since the advent of the Minimum Conditions
of Employment Act, 1993, an employee has implied into his or
her contract of employment a provision which entitles the
employee to be consulted by the employer as soon as the
decision is made to make the position redundant. The discussion
is to cover the likely effects of the employer’s decision to make
the position redundant and any alternatives which are available
to the employer to minimise the effect of the decision on that
employee.
On the evidence before the Commission, Mr Thomas was,
indeed, made redundant. Mr Thomas’ duties involved the
servicing of pumps and equipment, new installations and
liaising with clients at Dampier, Tom Price and Paraburdoo.
On Mr Thomas’ own evidence, the contract at Paraburdoo was
lost. There was a reduction of work at Tom Price as chemical
sales fell. Mr Thomas admitted that he may not have worked
to full capacity other than during breakdowns. Indeed, he
admitted informing a representative of Hamersley Iron that, if
Hamersley Iron did not buy more chemicals, he would not be
able to service the company properly because his employer
would put him elsewhere.
This evidence supports the evidence brought by the
respondent. Mr Power, the General Manager for Sales in
Western Australia spoke of the changes which occurred in the
respondent’s operations. A fitter, who had been employed by
the respondent as a lubrication serviceman based at Tom Price,
returned to Queensland. The respondent made an attempt to
replace him, but a subsequent examination of the hours
involved meant that the position would not be a full time
position. In the circumstances, the respondent decided to
amalgamate the position occupied by Mr Thomas and the now
vacant position which had been performed by the fitter who
had returned to Queensland. Both positions would be made
redundant and effectively combined into a new position.
Mr Thomas effectively admitted that both positions had been
combined into a new position. He believes, however, that was
an excuse for his dismissal. He suggests that the real reason
for his termination was his “stirring” in the past. However,
there is simply no evidence to support Mr Thomas’ claim that
he was seen by the respondent as “a stirrer” and that it then
sought to get rid of him. Certainly, he wrote some letters of
complaint but these were some time prior to the events which
led to his dismissal. If there had not been the fall off in sales
and the departure of the fitter to Queensland, circumstances
might have lent a greater credibility to Mr Thomas’ assertion.
As it is, the evidence before the Commission permits only the
conclusion that the redundancy was genuine.
Furthermore, Mr Thomas is not a fitter by training and would
not have been able to do the work of the fitter without further
training. Even then, he would not have held the trade
qualification which was, apparently, seen as important in the
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combined position. It is entirely believable that the respondent
would prefer to have a qualified fitter in that position rather
than a person who would have required further training. In the
circumstances I cannot conclude that Mr Thomas has shown
that the redundancy which occurred was a device to get rid of
him, nor has he been able to show that someone other than
him should have been made redundant.
The manner in which his dismissal occurred is, however, a
different matter. On the evidence of Mr Power, the decision to
make the position redundant occurred in late January 1998.
The dismissal occurred on 24 February 1998 at Tom Price. Mr
Power flew to Tom Price for the purpose of dismissing Mr
Thomas, although he may have had other reasons for travelling
to Tom Price at some time. Certainly Mr Thomas was unaware
of his impending dismissal. He was called in and informed of
the redundancy of the position and his dismissal from the
company. I am quite satisfied that there was not the consultation
between the respondent and Mr Thomas which is required by
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993. In part,
that conclusion is apparent because Mr Power had already
decided that there were no other positions available for Mr
Thomas with the respondent. Thus, on the weekend prior to
the dismissal, the respondent advertised two vacant positions
in the local newspaper for a Trainee Customer Service
Representative and a Production/Distribution Employee. Mr
Power found it difficult to accept that Mr Thomas would be
willing to discuss alternative positions at a lower salary,
including the fact that the positions were based in Perth. He
therefore did not even mention these positions to Mr Thomas.
Although I accept that Mr Power had his reasons, the fact
remains that Mr Thomas was not consulted on any views he
might have had. As far as Mr Thomas was concerned, he was
unaware of his dismissal until the redundancy was put into
effect. He was not informed of what positions might have been
available in the company and was not given any opportunity
at all to indicate whether he believed he was suitable or even
interested in them.
Although Mr Power indicated that he had not presented Mr
Thomas with a fait accompli, I find to the contrary. While
there may have been some discussion regarding the structure
of any redundancy package, and Mr Thomas disputes that there
was, the decision that Mr Thomas would be dismissed as a
result of the redundancy was certainly presented to Mr Thomas
as a fait accompli.
It is also the fact that, half way through the discussion
between Mr Thomas and Mr Power, the replacement employee
who had been taken on in the combined position, walked in.
Mr Power introduced the new employee to Mr Thomas. Given
that Mr Thomas was in the process of coming to grips with
having been dismissed, to meet his replacement so suddenly
and directly was rather unfortunate. Mr Power’s evidence,
however, is that he was unaware that the replacement employee
was in Tom Price on that day. Mr Power’s evidence is that he
was as surprised as Mr Thomas when the new employee walked
in. Although I think Mr Thomas doubts Mr Power’s evidence
in this regard, I am prepared to accept Mr Power’s evidence
and find that the attendance of the new employee was more by
way of coincidence than by design on the part of the respondent.
I nevertheless accept, however, that the circumstance added to
Mr Thomas’ unhappy situation.
The difficulty which Mr Thomas now faces is that the
evidence does not permit the conclusion that there was, indeed,
an alternative position open to him following his redundancy.
Although he gave evidence that he may have given
consideration to one of the two positions which had been
advertised in Perth, not only is he quite frank in admitting that
he prefers to stay in the North West and not come to Perth, but
the evidence of Mr Power, evidence which was not in any
sense attacked, is that the two positions in Perth did not
themselves eventuate. The evidence of Mr Power is that, in
fact, the first position was not filled because the tender upon
which the position was based was not successful. As to the
second position, it was eventually let to contract and was not
filled. Thus, even if Mr Thomas had persuaded the respondent
to offer him one of those two positions, his employment would
not have continued for more than one or two weeks. Mr Thomas
was unable to show that there was any other position available
in the company which he could have validly performed. In the
circumstances of this case, the lack of discussion is not
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sufficient to make the dismissal of Mr Thomas harsh,
oppressive or unfair.
Those circumstances also include Mr Thomas’ final
termination payments. They are not suggested to be inadequate.
I find that he was given two weeks’ notice, four weeks’
severance pay and a further four weeks’ wages as a redundancy
pay. While it is not clear that there is any difference between a
payment which is called a “severance pay” and payment which
is called a “redundancy pay”, at least on the evidence in this
case, the fact remains that Mr Thomas was paid eight weeks’
wages in addition to two weeks’ wages in lieu of notice. The
period of notice is the minimum required pursuant to the
relevant Federal legislation. Even if I were to hold that Mr
Thomas ought to have been given one month’s notice because
his letter of appointment required one month’s notice to be
given by him if he resigned, in fairness, the additional two
weeks would be offset against the severance and redundancy
payments made to him. The reason that they would be offset is
that the severance and redundancy payments are not themselves
entitlements under Mr Thomas’ contract. If, under his contract,
he had been entitled to the four weeks’ severance and four
weeks’ redundancy pay, then his argument that he should also
have been given one month’s notice would have had greater
force. As it is, certainly by the standards set out in the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966, an award which is not
inappropriate to use as a guide for a person in Mr Thomas’
position, the payments made to Mr Thomas were in excess of
his entitlements and thus, in fairness, any shortfall in the period
of notice should be offset against the payments made to him
that were not part of his contract of employment.
Thus, although there is room for some criticism of the manner
in which the respondent decided that Mr Thomas would be
dismissed, as distinct from the decision to make his position
redundant, I am not satisfied on the evidence before the
Commission that there was an unfairness such that the
Commission should intervene in this matter. Accordingly, the
application will be dismissed.
Order accordingly.
Appearances: Mr O. Moon on behalf of the applicant.
Mr L. Pilgrim on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Bruce Thomas
and
Applied Chemicals Pty Ltd.
No. 589 of 1998.
11 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr O. Moon on behalf of the applicant and
Mr L. Pilgrim on behalf of the respondent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Norae Thomas
and
Andrew Grove, William Grove, Alison Smith,
and John Grove trading as The Indian Ocean Hotel.
No. 1672 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
16 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: At all material times the applicant
was employed by the respondent as a receptionist at the
respondent’s hotel in Scarborough, Western Australia. The
applicant commenced employment on or about 25 February
1998 and ceased employment on or about 14 August 1998.
The applicant has commenced these proceedings pursuant to
section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the
Act”) alleging that the respondent dismissed her harshly,
oppressively or unfairly. The applicant does not seek
reinstatement or re-employment by this application, but seeks
compensation instead.
The respondent contested the applicant’s claim and denied
that the applicant had been dismissed at all, to attract the
jurisdiction of the Commission.
Leave was granted to amend the name of the respondent to
reflect the proper name, the Commission being satisfied it was
a case of misdescription only.
Background
There was considerable common ground between the parties
in this application. The parties filed an agreed statement of
facts in relation to non-contentious issues that provided as
follows—
1. The applicant commenced employment with the respondent on 25 February 1998 on a casual basis.
2. The applicant was employed as a receptionist and
performed other general clerical duties associated
with the arrival and departure of guests from the respondent’s business.
3. The applicant became a permanent part-time employee on 25 April 1998.
4. Between 25 April 1998 and 10 August 1998 the applicant worked an average of 36.7 hours per week.
5. During the entire period of employment the applicant’s conditions of employment were subject to the
Clerks (Hotels, Motels and Clubs) Award.
6. The performance of the applicant is not an issue in
relation to the dismissal of the applicant.
7. On 12 July 1998 the applicant gave notice to cease
her employment on 6 August 1998 in anticipation of
joining the WA Police Force.
8. The applicant continued working beyond the anticipated date of resignation. The circumstances as to
why this occurred are in dispute between the parties
as is the status of the applicant’s employment i.e.
casual or permanent from this date on.
9. On Friday 14 August 1998 a letter was left by the
respondent for the applicant regarding some performance issues, which the respondent wished to discuss
with the applicant.
10. Suzanne Hart, on behalf of the respondent, discussed
the contents of the letter referred to at point nine with
the applicant on the afternoon of 14 August 1998.
11. The applicant’s last day of work was on 14 August
1998.
The Issues
In short, the issues arising in these proceedings are first,
what was the status of the applicant’s employment from
approximately in or about mid August 1998 and secondly, did
the events which transpired on the afternoon of 14 August 1998,
constitute a termination of the employment at the initiative of
the respondent. A further issue arises such that if the
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circumstances of the events on the afternoon of 14 August
1998 did not constitute in law a dismissal, did subsequent
correspondence from the respondent to the applicant dated 18
August 1998 constitute a dismissal. Furthermore, if there was
a dismissal, was it harsh, oppressive or unfair.
Given the extent of the common ground as represented by
the statement of agreed facts in this matter, it is only necessary
for me to consider the factual circumstances relating to these
specific issues.
The Employment Status
The applicant gave evidence that on or about 12 July 1998
she wrote a letter to the respondent indicating that she intended
to undertake a course for the purposes of making application
to join the WA Police Force. That letter was exhibit A1 in
these proceedings. The letter indicates that the applicant had
enrolled in a course involving Monday and Thursday nights.
The letter further indicates that the applicant would not be
able to maintain a full-time job as well as undertake the course
of study and look after her family. The applicant testified that
the course she was proposing to undertake would commence
on approximately 24 August 1998. The applicant said that she
intended her resignation to take effect on or about 6 August
1998. However, the applicant said that despite her intended
resignation date, following discussions with Mr Grove and
Ms Hart of the respondent, it was agreed that she would remain
employed by the respondent for a further 5 or 6 weeks in order
to cover the absence of Ms Hart whilst she was overseas on
holidays.
The applicant further testified that on or about 10 August
1998, at a regular meeting involving the respondent’s staff,
the applicant discussed with Ms Hart the benefits of becoming
a casual employee, in view of the changes to the employment
arrangements foreshadowed by the applicant’s letter of 12 July
1998. The applicant said that as a result of these discussions
with Ms Hart, she was going to think about becoming a casual
employee and get back to the Ms Hart with her decision. The
applicant said that following this meeting, she never did get
back to Ms Hart to advise her of what her decision was about
reverting to casual employment status. Accordingly, it was the
applicant’s evidence that as at the date of her dismissal, she
was still a permanent part-time employee.
The applicant denied in cross-examination that she told an
employee of the respondent, Mr Anderson, in or about the
second week of August 1998, that she was then employed as a
casual employee by the respondent.
Mr Anderson, a night porter for the respondent, was
called to give evidence. He testified that at the end of June
1998 he went on annual leave and returned at about the
end of July 1998. He said that on his return from annual
leave, he saw the applicant and she asked him whether he
had heard that she was resigning from the respondent to
join the WA Police Force. Mr Anderson gave evidence that
the applicant told him that she would be finishing
employment within about three weeks of that conversation.
Thereafter, Mr Anderson noticed that the applicant was
still at work beyond this period of time and queried this
with the applicant. He specifically asked the applicant why
she was still at work and he testified that the applicant
told him that she did finish but was then employed on a
casual basis. Mr Anderson was emphatic when giving this
evidence, which evidence not shaken in cross-examination.
In relation to this issue, Ms Hart gave evidence that when
the respondent received the applicant’s letter dated 12 July
1998, indicating that she intended to resign, a meeting took
place on 10 August 1998, at which the applicant’s employment
was discussed. Ms Hart said that it was not possible to reduce
the applicant’s working hours as a part-time employee, as the
applicant had requested, as that would require the respondent
to employ another part-time employee to cover the work
requirements. Following this meeting, Ms Hart testified that
the applicant accompanied her to her office and she explained
to the applicant the benefits of being employed on a casual
basis. Ms Hart said that the following day, the applicant came
to see her and said that she did want to be employed on a
casual basis, as they had discussed the day previously. Ms Hart
also confirmed that in the discussions on 10 August 1998, the
applicant agreed to fill in for her whilst she was overseas on
holidays.
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For the respondent Mr Grove also gave evidence on this
point. He said that the applicant did resign her permanent
position and took up the respondent’s offer of casual
employment to fill in for Ms Hart whilst she was on annual
leave, which employment was on a casual basis for
approximately 24 hours per week, as requested by the applicant.
There is a conflict in the evidence between the applicant and
the respondent on this issue. Having heard the witnesses give
their evidence in the proceedings, I prefer the evidence of the
respondent’s witnesses. I have no reason to doubt the evidence
given by Mr Anderson, although he remained an employee of
the respondent at the time he gave the evidence and accordingly,
may not be regarded as totally independent. His evidence of
the conversations he had with the applicant about her
employment status was not, as I have already observed, in any
way shaken and I accept it. Furthermore, the respondent’s
contention on this issue was supported by other documentary
evidence tendered in the proceedings before the Commission.
In this regard, I refer to the letter of dismissal from Ms Hart to
the applicant dated 18 August 1998 (exhibit A3), a letter dated
18 August 1998 from the respondent’s payroll officer to the
applicant (exhibit A6), and a letter dated 26 August 1998 from
Mr Grove to the applicant (exhibit A2). I am far from satisfied
that the respondent prepared these letters in an attempt to justify
its position after the event, as suggested by the agent for the
applicant.
I therefore conclude that from on or about 11 August 1998,
the respondent engaged the applicant as a casual employee.
That employment was proposed to be for a period of
approximately six weeks with the applicant to work
approximately 24 hours per week. I now turn to consider the
circumstances of the termination of the applicant’s
employment.
The Dismissal
In relation to this issue, the applicant said that when she
arrived for work on or about 14 August 1998 she received a
letter from Ms Hart of the same date. The letter (exhibit A4)
referred to various matters discussed at a recent reception
meeting with the respondent’s reception staff. Those matters
related to the need for adequate information to be recorded on
guest reservation slips and some problems experienced with
bookings. Of particular relevance to these proceedings, is the
second last paragraph of the letter that provided as follows—
“I think you can be a good worker Norae but I have noticed that you seem to be less enthusiastic to what you
used to be. I am not quite sure if this is because you no
longer want to be here and want to get into the police
force as soon as possible or that you are finding it’s quite
tough balancing a family life and a work life together.”
The applicant testified that when she received this letter she
was upset with the reference in the above paragraph to her
family life. She said that at no stage did she discuss her family
affairs at work and felt that this was an unwarranted intrusion
by the respondent into her private affairs. There had not been
a problem expressed previously by the respondent, in relation
to any conflict between her family and work responsibilities.
She said that on receiving the letter she saw Ms Hart and asked
to speak with her about its contents. Apparently, Ms Hart was
at that time engaged in a management meeting and was not
immediately available to discuss the letter. Some thirty minutes
or thereabouts later, a meeting took place between the applicant
and Ms Hart in an office behind the respondent’s reception
area. The applicant said that the initial part of the meeting
concerned the matters raised by the respondent about reception
and the bookings etc. The discussion then turned to the second
last paragraph, concerning the reference to the applicant’s
personal life. The applicant testified that she was upset at the
inference that her family life was being questioned in the
workplace. On the applicant’s evidence, the discussion between
her and Ms Hart on this issue became heated. She said that
when the discussion reached the point that she thought was
the end of the meeting, she left the room to return to her
reception duties. However, the applicant testified that Ms Hart
came out of the office, saying that she had not finished the
discussions with her and asked her to go back into the office.
The applicant said that she and Ms Hart then went over the
matters again that were earlier discussed. The discussion was
still heated and loud voices were used.
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At this point the applicant once again left the office, following
which Ms Hart asked the applicant to return again. Following
further heated argument, the applicant testified that Ms Hart
told her in words to the effect “you can finish your shift tonight,
but don’t bother coming back, that’s the end of your
employment”. The applicant testified that she told Ms Hart
that as she was a permanent employee, the respondent couldn’t
dismiss her so easily. The applicant said that Ms Hart told her
that she was a casual employee and to collect her things and
leave. The applicant’s evidence was that she had no doubt in
her mind that the effect of this discussion was that the
respondent was dismissing her.
Ms Kusic was called on behalf of the applicant and she
testified that she heard the argument between the applicant
and Ms Hart, as she was working at the reception desk at the
time. She said that both the applicant and Ms Hart were using
loud voices. She said that the voices were so loud that customers
of the respondent in the reception area could hear them. And
the end of the meeting, Ms Kusic said that the applicant came
out of the office and Ms Hart said words something like “get
out of here”. Ms Kusic said that the applicant asked her whether
she had heard that, to which she replied in the affirmative, and
the applicant then left the respondent’s premises. I pause to
observe that Ms Kusic said that she prepared a statement about
these matters on the day of the incident, however somewhat
surprisingly, the statement was not produced in evidence. I do
not however, draw any inferences adverse to Ms Kusic from
this failure.
In cross-examination, Ms Kusic said that she interpreted the
words used by Ms Hart as words of dismissal from the way in
which are they were uttered.
The respondent’s version of the events, from the evidence
of Ms Hart, was somewhat different in relation to the content
of the discussion itself. According to Ms Hart, as soon as the
meeting started the applicant was upset with the reference to
her family life in the letter of 14 August 1998 and immediately
expressed her anger about this. Ms Hart also said that during
the conversation, the applicant was critical of other staff
members of the respondent, including Mr Grove, one of the
owners of the respondent, and Ms Hart herself. She said that
the applicant also raised with Ms Hart general dissatisfaction
from other staff members as to Ms Hart’s management style.
Ms Hart testified that this upset her as in her view, the meeting
was not to discuss her own performance. According to Ms
Hart, both her and the applicant were very upset during the
course of this meeting. At the conclusion of the meeting, Ms
Hart said that the applicant was upset and she told the applicant
to “get out and leave”. Ms Hart denied that she told the applicant
that her employment was terminated, despite being asked this
by the applicant in the meeting.
The applicant was then rostered to work the next day, being
the Saturday, commencing in the afternoon. The applicant did
not to attend for work as rostered. By letter dated 18 August
1998, Ms Hart wrote to the applicant advising that because of
the applicant’s unacceptable behaviour on the previous Friday
14 August 1998, her services would no longer be required as a
casual employee. Ms Hart expanded on this in her evidence to
include reference to the applicant not attending for duty the
next day as a reason for termination. I pause to observe that
there is no reference in the letter to the applicant allegedly
abandoning her employment with the respondent. Ms Hart
testified that whilst the respondent would normally attempt to
contact an employee who did not attend for rostered duty, in
the applicant’s case, as they had had an argument on the
previous Friday, Ms Hart thought that the applicant may not
be coming back to work.
Mr Grove testified that the meeting between the applicant
and Ms Hart was very heated. He said that he left them to it
“to sort the matter out” and he did not intervene, despite being
an owner of the respondent. Mr Grove also confirmed the
evidence of Ms Kusic, that the applicant was told to “get out,
go on leave” by Ms Hart. In cross-examination, he conceded
that these words, in the context of the meeting that he overheard,
could be construed as words of dismissal.
As I have already noted above, various other documents also
refer to the termination of the applicant’s employment by the
respondent. Ms Hart confirmed in cross-examination, that she
considered the applicant’s behaviour in the meeting on the
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Friday, as sufficient to justify dismissal for misconduct. She
said that it was her decision to dismiss the applicant.
In terms of my findings in relation to this issue, I am satisfied
on the evidence and find that as a result of the receipt by the
applicant of exhibit A4, a meeting took place between the
applicant and Ms Hart to discuss its contents. I accept the
evidence that the applicant was upset with the reference in
exhibit A4 to her family life and furthermore, that there had
been apparently, no earlier adverse comment in relation to the
applicant’s employment, specifically related to her family
responsibilities. To this extent, raising such a matter in the
letter without previous reference to it may have been, with
hindsight, inappropriate. I also am satisfied on the evidence
and find that the meeting was indeed very heated, with both
the applicant and Ms Hart shouting at one another. I am far
from satisfied however, that the altercation between the two
of them was in any way one-sided. I accept that the applicant
may have queried certain aspects of Ms Hart’s work
performance which no doubt upset her. That was an error of
judgement by the applicant, as the meeting was convened at
the applicant’s request to discuss the content of the letter as it
related to her and not that of Ms Hart.
At the conclusion of the meeting, I am satisfied on the
evidence that the applicant was told by Ms Hart in words to
the effect “get out, just leave” and this was said in a manner
that could convey the impression that the applicant’s services
were no longer required by the respondent. This is consistent
with the evidence given by Ms Kusic as to this issue. I do not
accept on the evidence that Ms Hart’s words were to the effect
that the applicant should merely go home for the rest of that
shift only. This was clearly not what was said and the words
used must been considered in the context of the tone of the
meeting generally. I return to this issue below when dealing
with my conclusions in relation to the matter. I further find
that the applicant was not told by Ms Hart in the meeting that
she was not dismissed.
I am also satisfied on the evidence that the principal reason
given by the respondent for the termination of the applicant’s
employment, was the meeting that took place on Friday 14
August 1998.
Before I turn to my conclusions in this matter, I make some
observations in relation to the relevant principles.
Principles
It is trite to observe that in order for the Commission’s
jurisdiction to be attracted in this matter, the applicant must
have been dismissed by the respondent: MTT v Gersdorf (1981)
61 WAIG 661. In a case where plain or unambiguous words of
resignation or dismissal are used, generally speaking, resort
should not be had to surrounding circumstances to determine
what a reasonable employer or employee would have
understood the words to mean. However, it is established that
if the words used are ambiguous, then resort may be had to
circumstances surrounding the events as they unfolded and
the understanding of the parties as to the meaning of what was
actually said: BG Gale Ltd v Gilbert (1978) ICR 1149 at 11521153. In Gale the English Employment Appeal Tribunal held
that when considering words of dismissal that are directed to
an employee, the approach should be to ascertain what would
be understood by an ordinary reasonable employee in the
circumstances.
If of course there was a dismissal in this case, then it is for
the applicant to establish whether the dismissal was harsh,
oppressive or unfair, in the sense that the employer has
exercised its right to dismiss, such as to amount to an abuse of
that right: Miles v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers’
Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western
Australian Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385. Furthermore, in
matters such as these, the Commission is required to consider
a dismissal objectively and not to assume the functions of the
manager of the respondent. The statutory provisions are to be
applied in a common sense manner: Gibson v Bosmac (1995)
60 IR 1. It has also been said that the denial to an applicant of
procedural fairness, can be a most important factor in
determining whether overall, a dismissal is harsh, oppressive,
or unfair: Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891.
Furthermore, on the relevant authorities, an employee who
is truly in law a casual employee, may still be unfairly dismissed
and indeed, may be reinstated: Ryde-Eastwood Leagues Club
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v Taylor (1994) 56 IR 385; Serco (Australia Pty Ltd) v Moreno
(1996) 76 WAIG 939-940; Swan Yacht Club v Leanne
Bramwell (1998) 78 WAIG 579.
I turn now to my conclusions in this matter.
Conclusions
I have already found that as at the date of the termination of
the applicant’s employment, the respondent engaged the
applicant as a casual employee.
As I have earlier mentioned, the question that arises is
whether, as a result of the meeting that took place between the
applicant and Ms Hart on 14 August 1998, the applicant’s
employment was terminated by the respondent, or the applicant
abandoned her employment. Secondly, that what was the effect
of the letter from Ms Hart dated 18 August 1998 (exhibit A3)
in terms of the applicant’s contract of employment?
In my opinion, the respondent dismissed the applicant and
she did not abandon her employment, as argued by the agent
for the respondent. From the evidence of the applicant, Ms
Hart and Ms Kusic, in my view, a reasonable employee could
clearly have construed the words used by Ms Hart, in the
circumstances of the meeting, as words of dismissal. In my
view, this places the non-attendance of the applicant at work
on the next working day in context. There appeared to be no
reason why the applicant failed to attend for duty on the
following Saturday, other than her understanding that she had
been dismissed and was no longer required by the respondent.
Moreover, the respondent did not attempt to follow the
applicant up on her non-attendance on the Saturday, which, on
the uncontroverted evidence, would have been the usual
practice. In any event however, as an alternative, even if the
words used by Ms Hart in the course of the meeting were to be
regarded as ambiguous, the surrounding circumstances, in
particular the terms of exhibit A3, put the matter beyond doubt
in my opinion. Taken with the evidence of Ms Hart, who
testified that she did dismiss the applicant primarily as a result
of the meeting on 14 August 1998, her letter makes it clear
that the respondent dismissed the applicant. As I have already
noted, this is supported by other correspondence from the
respondent to the applicant.
My conclusion, that the respondent dismissed the applicant,
is not of course the end of the matter. The onus is on the
applicant to establish that in all the circumstances, the dismissal
was harsh, oppressive or unfair. That is, whether the applicant
was in all the circumstances denied “a fair go all around”.
There is no doubt in my mind from the evidence, that the real
reason that Ms Hart dismissed the applicant was Ms Hart’s
perceptions of her conduct in the meeting on 14 August 1998.
I have already found on the evidence that the discussion
between both the applicant and Ms Hart was very heated. I do
not consider however from all of the evidence, as I have
mentioned already, that the verbal altercation between them
was the fault of the applicant alone. There is no doubt that
both the applicant and Ms Hart were very upset with one
another during the course of that meeting. I have already
observed that some of the issues raised by the applicant lacked
judgement. However, that is a different matter to constituting
grounds for dismissal.
I am far from persuaded that the applicant’s conduct
amounted to insubordination or involved abusive language in
any sense. Nor was there any evidence before me that this
meeting was the result of a pattern of conduct by the applicant.
Moreover, it was apparent from the evidence that there was no
suggestion that the applicant had other than an unblemished
record of employment with the respondent. This was, at least
in large part, confirmed in the agreed statement of facts filed
in this matter, in that the performance of the applicant was not
an issue in relation to the applicant’s dismissal.
On the evidence before me, the applicant clearly had no
opportunity of responding to the proposed course of action by
the respondent to terminate her employment by the letter of
18 August 1998. There was no opportunity afforded to the
applicant to put her version of the events as to the course of
the meeting and moreover, no real warning to her that as a
consequence of the meeting, her employment either could be
or would be terminated. Overall, I am not satisfied that the
applicant’s conduct during the course of the meeting on 14
August 1998, would of itself justify dismissal, in all of the
circumstances.
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For all of these reasons, I consider the applicant’s dismissal
to have been harsh, oppressive and unfair.
I now turn to consider the issue of relief.
Remedy
The applicant does not seek reinstatement on the grounds
that she commenced other employment on or about 15 February
1999, albeit that employment was subject to a three-month
probation term. Instead, the applicant seeks compensation for
the loss and injury she says that she sustained by reason of the
unfair dismissal. In support of her application for compensation
for loss and injury, the applicant tendered a schedule of loss
(exhibit A1), the content of which was not objected to by the
agent for the respondent. The total financial loss claimed by
the applicant was the sum of $8,156.40. This amount comprised
$10,591.62, which represented wages that would have been
paid from the date of dismissal to 15 February 1999, capped
to the maximum compensation available under the Act of 26
weeks at the applicant’s normal weekly wage. From this
amount, was deducted wages earned by the applicant in the
period 14 December 1998 to 31 January 1999, in the amount
of $2,435.22. The applicant also argued that she had suffered
hurt and humiliation as a consequence of the dismissal. The
applicant also gave evidence that she had taken steps to mitigate
her loss which steps I find to be reasonable: Growers Market
Butchers v Backman (unreported Full Bench WAIRC, 15 April
1999).
It is trite to observe that the assessment of compensation by
the Commission for loss and injury established on the evidence,
is not an exact science. The principles to be applied in the
assessment of compensation pursuant to section 23A of the
Act, have been the subject of a number of decisions of the Full
Bench of the Commission: Gilmore v Cecil Brothers FDR Pty
Ltd (1996) 76 WAIG 4434; Katina Pty Ltd t/as Kato Concrete
Co v Western Australia Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers (1997) 77 WAIG 2863; Smith v
CDM Australia Pty Ltd (1997) 78 WAIG 307; Simons v Ismail
Holdings Pty Ltd t/as Envelope Specialists (1998) 78 WAIG
2332. Most recently, the matter was considered by the Full
Bench in Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd
(1998) 79 WAIG 8. I apply the principles set out in Bogunovich
for the purposes of assessing compensation in this matter.
In my reasons for decision in Bogunovich and more recently
in Scott v Consolidated Paper Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (1999)
79 WAIG 601, I made the observation that an unfairly dismissed
employee has no automatic entitlement to compensation for
the loss of wages or salary from the date of dismissal to the
date of the hearing of the application. This recognises that this
may be the ultimate outcome, in view of the findings by the
Commission in relation to loss and/or injury. A relevant
consideration in the Commission making findings as to loss,
is the prospect of an on-going employment relationship,
whether by the unfairly dismissed employee being fairly
dismissed in any event, alternatively, the employment coming
to an end as a result of other circumstances. Having made a
finding in relation to this matter, the Commission then assesses
compensation under section 23A(1)(ba) of the Act, having
regard to s 26 of the Act.
Given that the applicant now has other employment and did
not seek reinstatement, I am of the view that in all the
circumstances of this case, reinstatement or re-employment of
the applicant would be impracticable for the purposes of relief.
On the evidence, as I have noted I am satisfied and find that
the arrangements entered into between the applicant and the
respondent, in relation to the applicant’s on-going employment
after she became a casual employee, did not entitle the applicant
to an expectation of employment beyond a period of
approximately 6 weeks from in or about mid August 1998. It
was clear on the evidence, that the applicant would, from in or
about this time, occupy a position that in effect, was filling in
for the absence of Ms Hart whilst she was overseas on holidays.
Thus in my opinion, it is open for me to find on the evidence
and I do find, that it was more likely than not, that the
applicant’s regular employment would not have continued
beyond this time: Malec v JC Hutton Pty Ltd 92 ALR 545.
Even if it was to continue in some fashion beyond this time,
then the evidence suggests that it would have done so on an
“as required” basis by the respondent. Having regard to this,
in my opinion, an appropriate and fair award of compensation,
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having regard to the equity and good conscience of the matter
under section 26 of the Act, would be the sum of $1,900.00.
This represents an approximate amount of wages for the
applicant over this 6 week period, taking the applicant’s
ordinary working hours of 24 per week as they were projected
to be for this period, at the casual rate of pay of $13.3156 per
hour.
As to the claim for injury, whilst it is established that
compensation for injury is available in this jurisdiction, restraint
is required in considering this matter as there is an element of
distress in every termination: Burazin v Blacktown City
Guardian (1996) 142 ALR 144. There needs to be in my
opinion, cogent evidence of injury to sustain such a claim.
There was no such evidence in this matter in my view.
Minutes of proposed order now issue to give effect to these
reasons for decision.
APPEARANCES: Mr R Dhue as agent appeared on behalf
of the applicant
Ms S Laferla as agent appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Norae Thomas
and
Andrew Grove, William Grove, Alison Smith,
and John Grove trading as The Indian Ocean Hotel.
No. 1672 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
23 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Dhue as agent on behalf of the applicant
and Ms S Laferla as agent on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
(1) ORDERS that the name of the respondent in the notice of application and the notice of answer and
counter proposal be deleted and in lieu thereof be
inserted “Andrew Grove, William Grove, Alison
Smith and John Grove trading as the Indian Ocean
Hotel”.
(2) DECLARES that the applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from her employment
by the respondent on or about 14 August 1998 alternatively 18 August 1998.
(3) DECLARES that reinstatement or re-employment of
the applicant is impracticable.
(4) ORDERS the respondent to pay to the applicant
within 21 days of the date of this order the sum of
$1,900.00 less any amount payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax
Assessment Act 1936 and actually paid.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
David Robert Warren
and
Altronic Distributors Pty Ltd.
No. 968 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
18 March 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant claims that he has
been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from his
employment with the Respondent. The Applicant says that this
was a summary dismissal, that there was no proper investigation
and that the allegations associated with his dismissal were not
properly put to him prior to his dismissal.
The Respondent says that the reasons for dismissal are those
set out in the letter of 2 June 1998 to the Applicant, save that
point 3 of the letter is not a ground for dismissal. It says that
the issues which arose were properly investigated and put to
the Applicant for his response. The Respondent says that it
was not a summary dismissal but that payments were made to
the Applicant within a reasonable time after his dismissal, on
the return by him of samples of product held in his custody.
He was paid 2 weeks pay in lieu of notice and his annual leave
entitlements.
The Commission has heard evidence from: the Applicant;
Hans Groothuis, the Managing Director and shareholder of
MASS Technologies Pty Ltd (“MASS”); Colin Frederick
Deacon-Fobister, who at the time the Applicant commenced
working in the wholesale division was Assistant Manager of
wholesale sales; Jamie Francis Falzon currently the
Respondent’s Retail Manager; John (Jack) Michael O’Donnell,
the owner and director of the Respondent; and Brian Douglas
Sorensen, the Respondent’s General Manager.
The evidence is that the Applicant commenced employment
in the retail store associated with the Respondent’s business in
February 1994 as a shop assistant. In March 1995, he was
appointed the Retail Manager. In June 1997, he took up a
position as a sales representative within the Respondent’s
wholesale division. There was no evidence of any difficulties
associated with the Applicant’s employment until Tuesday, 26
May 1998. His employment was terminated by the Respondent
on Friday, 29 May 1998.
The background to this application includes two particular
matters. The first is that the Respondent has a pricing policy
whereby there are a number of price levels called price codes.
Price code 1 is said to be the standard retail price it charges for
the goods it sells. Price code 5 is the lowest price code and this
applies to customers of the Respondent who are purchasing
large quantities and spending a significant amount of money
with the Respondent each year. There are very few such
customers. The computer system contains all of the price codes,
and each regular customer is allocated a price code. When
quoting prices to these customers or preparing invoices, the
sales representative simply accesses the computer records and
the allocated price code is automatically applied to the goods
involved. Sales representatives have the ability to override this
automatic price code allocation to match competitors prices,
or to provide a better price in certain circumstances. There is
dispute between the parties as to the extent of the sales
representatives’ power and discretion in reducing prices.
The second significant matter is that in around November
1997, the Applicant and Sorensen, on behalf of the Respondent,
met with Groothius and another representative of MASS to
discuss the future relationship between the Respondent as
supplier and MASS as its customer. The Applicant says that
as a result of that meeting, he was instructed to prepare a
quotation for a range of products which MASS had indicated
it would be purchasing on a regular basis, and in increasing
quantities as its business grew. It is said that MASS had
potential to be a significant customer of the Respondent. The
Applicant prepared this quotation and gave it to Sorensen for
his approval. The Applicant says he was instructed to prepare
this quotation based on price code 5, ie the cheapest listed
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prices. The Respondent says that the price code allocated to
MASS and automatically applied through the computer was
price code 3. The Applicant says that when he, as the sales
representative allocated to deal with MASS, subsequently dealt
with MASS, he applied the policy as he understood it, of
applying a better price than that allocated if it was necessary
to meet competitors’ prices or to otherwise make the sale. He
is also quite clear in his evidence that following the meeting
between himself, Sorensen, Groothius and another person, that
Sorensen told him to look after the customer (MASS) to ensure
that it remained a customer. He says that no limit was ever
placed on his discretion to provide a price lower than the price
code allocated to the customer. The Respondent’s witnesses
have given evidence which is contrary to this, in that both
Sorensen and Deacon-Fobister gave evidence of limits placed
on the sales representatives’ discretion in negotiating prices
with customers. However, the limits which each says apply
were different.
The Applicant’s termination came about following the receipt
by John (Jack) O’Donnell, of an anonymous letter alleging
that an employee of the company was engaged in providing
goods at low prices, or providing goods without invoices in
return for favourable treatment. The letter was not the basis
for the Applicant’s dismissal, but it precipitated the
investigation and discussions which lead to the dismissal.
O’Donnell discussed this letter with Sorensen and they called
in a number of people to discuss the matter with them including
Deacon-Fobister. He was asked whether he was aware of any
members of staff who had mechanical repairs done to their
car. Deacon-Fobister said he was aware of an employee in the
retail shop having mechanical repairs to his car at the premises
of Hans Groothuis of MASS. The Applicant and John
O’Donnell, the Managing Director’s son, were called in to
discuss whether they knew of any employees who were having
vehicle repairs done by MASS. The Applicant says they were
asked if anyone was trading stock for favours including
mechanical repairs and they said no. O’Donnell gave evidence
that he then called Phil Cannon, the Warehouse Manager and
asked him about the part numbers for certain loud speakers
which had gone missing a few weeks before and wondered if
that matter was related to the allegations raised in the
anonymous letter. He then went into Sorensen’s office and
called the Applicant in. He explained to the Applicant the
situation regarding the missing speakers and that it may be
part of the matters referred to in the anonymous letter. He asked
the Applicant to visit MASS premises and see if the speakers
were on the premises. The Applicant said that he would do so.
He never made this visit as it was overtaken by other events.
O’Donnell then had printed out all sales transactions with
MASS (Exhibit 10). O’Donnell says that he was a bit stunned
to look through and see the low profit margins associated with
these sales and that some sales were below cost. He called the
Applicant in and asked him to explain the figures on the print
out. There is conflict between the evidence of the witnesses
about exactly what occurred. However, it is clear that
O’Donnell and the Applicant discussed why the prices charged
were so low. The Applicant says that O’Donnell asked him
why the gross profit margin was 33 per cent, to which the
Applicant says he responded that he was never given any
indication of what profit margin he was to work to. The
Applicant says that when he was told that MASS had been
charged prices which gave a 33 per cent margin, Sorensen
told him that a margin of 38 per cent was expected. The
Applicant says he was asked for an explanation of why it was
so low, and he cannot recall volunteering that it was because
the customer was on price code 5 but says that if he was asked,
he probably would have said that he quoted price code 5. He
says that his answer to why the prices were so low was “I was
given this customer and told to look after this customer”.
The Applicant denies that, during this meeting, he twice
denied charging less than price code 5.
He says that O’Donnell and Sorensen went through a couple
of products and asked why the prices were so low, and he
“pointed out that power supplies were a deleted item and the
solder, which was a deleted item, and I was matching
competitors’ prices” (Transcript page 33a).
The Applicant says that O’Donnell had to leave, and said to
him “It doesn’t look good for you”. He says that no allegations
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were put to him, nor did he have any understanding that he
had done anything wrong. He says that—
“… Well Brian (Sorensen) was still in the office and he
didn’t seem too pleased and I—- again, I reiterated that I
was matching competitors’ prices, they were concerned
about why some prices were so low and I said, “Well,
I’ve been matching competitive prices like I’ve been doing for 5 years, like I was instructed to do” and that was
all that was said. The rest of the day nothing was said. On
the Wednesday I was there and nothing was said.”
(Transcript page 18)
The Applicant gave evidence that in dealing with this
customer, he would have overridden the computer price code
allocation and his overriding of the computer was done in the
manner he was shown by Deacon-Fobister at the beginning of
his employment with the wholesale division.
O’Donnell’s evidence conflicts with that of the Applicant.
He says that in this meeting of 26 May 1998, the Applicant
said that the customer was on price level 5 although
O’Donnell asked Sorensen, who looked doubtful about
that. O’Donnell says that he asked the Applicant again,
“Are you sure that they are on price code 5?” to which the
Applicant is alleged to have said, “I’m sure”. He says that
he asked the Applicant to explain the low margins and
whether the customer had ever been charged less then price
code 5. He says the Applicant replied, “No, definitely not”.
He asked the Applicant if he agreed that he was the sales
representative responsible for the invoices for that
customer and the Applicant said he was.
O’Donnell says that later in the day, at approximately 4.00pm,
Sorensen called him. Sorensen told him that he had a further
discussion with the Applicant and had pointed to specific
transactions on the print out and that the Applicant had
maintained to him that the customer had never been invoiced
below price code 5. He asked the Applicant if he was trading
goods for favours and the Applicant had denied this. The
Applicant then told him that he had given the customer good
prices to keep his business.
Sorensen’s evidence was that on Tuesday 26 May 1998, when
he and O’Donnell examined the print out of sales to MASS,
he was alarmed because of the low profit margins of 33.19 per
cent displayed at the bottom of the page, and that he would
expect a margin of 43-44 per cent for “that type of customer
with that type of product” (Transcript page 256). Sorensen
says that when O’Donnell asked the Applicant why the margin
was so low, the Applicant said “words to the effect that MASS
Technologies was on price code 5” (Transcript page 257).
Sorensen had said that he believed MASS was on price code
3. He says O’Donnell left, and then he discussed the matter
further with the Applicant. His evidence was—
“… I spoke to David further, asking about the margin. I
asked several times why he had sold goods at lower than
the price set out and initially he was quite vague. Upon
questioning him again he said that he had supplied the
goods at lower prices to maintain Mass Technologies’
business. I also asked David in the same meeting whether
he had supplied goods in lieu of favours as per the anonymous letters, ie trading stock for mechanical repairs. He
denied that.
You have used the words that David was initially vague
when questioned. Can you give any more details in relation to that? Did he respond at all?—He just couldn’t reply
or wouldn’t reply initially.
Did he say anything?—No.
And what else was said?—I said to him at the time that it
was a very serious problem and it was a breach of company policy and that – words to the effect that things did
not look too good for him.”
(Transcript page 257)
Sorensen says that he does not recall previously telling the
Applicant “to look after” MASS. If he had he would have
meant that the Applicant was to provide MASS “with good
service, to make sure that they were fully up-to-date with our
procedures, make sure that orders were fulfilled quickly so
that basically if they had any queries, inquiries, to get back to
them as quickly as possible to offer good service.”
(Transcript page 264)
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O’Donnell says that he had the invoices for MASS printed
out, analysed, and compared with price code 5. This analysis
was not completed until the Thursday. O’Donnell says that he
instructed that the Applicant was not to go out on the road but
was to be kept in the premises to be available to answer any
questions if they arose. Nothing arose on the Wednesday. On
the Thursday, the Applicant was absent on sick leave. On the
Friday, the Applicant was also absent.
O’Donnell says that on the Thursday, he examined the
invoices which had been produced and the analysis of those
invoices demonstrated that a significant number of prices had
been charged at below price code 5. O’Donnell says that he
had the figures analysed on the basis of price code 5 even
though the company’s records showed that MASS was
allocated price code 3, so as to give the Applicant the benefit
of the doubt. O’Donnell believed that the low prices
demonstrated that there had been systematic and deliberate
underpricing.
A courier docket is also said to have come to light which
indicated that goods were sent to MASS without an invoice.
O’Donnell saw that the matter was serious. He decided to
terminate the Applicant’s employment and Sorensen was
instructed to make a formal complaint the WA Police which
was done on the following morning.
O’Donnell then instructed that the company’s security be
reviewed and during this review, it was discovered that the
Applicant was still holding a master key apparently left over
from the time when he was the Retail Manager. O’Donnell
instructed that a telephone call be made to the Applicant’s
residence to ensure that he was home and a courier be sent to
collect the key.
The Applicant says that he was at home ill, however, when
the courier came to collect his key he became concerned and
went in to the office. He went to O’Donnell’s office and on
being signalled to come in, said he wanted to know why his
key had been picked up. O’Donnell says that the Applicant
mentioned that he had received a call from Hans Groothuis.
O’Donnell says that he said to the Applicant that in view of
the seriousness of what had been happening, the Respondent
had tightened security and had taken keys off 3 people. He
also said that he analysed the invoices, that in view of the
Applicant’s conduct, which was very serious, that it was only
fair to tell him that a complaint had been made to the police.
The Applicant then asked if he was being accused of stealing
and O’Donnell said, yes, he was. The Applicant demanded to
see proof. O’Donnell said that they had been through the print
out with him when he denied selling at less then price code 5
until he had come up with “a cock and bull story. It was now a
Police matter”. He cannot recall the Applicant’s response but
he says that he asked him to clear his desk. He asked the
Applicant if he had samples at home and the Applicant said
yes and he asked him to return those samples. It is agreed
between the Applicant and O’Donnell that the Applicant said
to O’Donnell that “You can’t sack me, you have to give me 3
warnings”, that the discussion between them had become
heated and the Applicant left the premises.
The letter of dismissal dated 2 June 1998 was then sent to
the Applicant. This says—
“Dear Sir
I confirm the following discussion with you on 26th and
29th May 1998.
A check of our records pertanent(sic) to dealings with
customer 593606, MASS technologies revealed consistent and continued pricing of goods significantly lower
than our scheduled selling prices. In some instances goods
were invoiced at a fraction of our cost.
1A When questioned you admitted you entered the invoices for Mass Technologies, you could not
satisfactorily explain your conduct in this regard.
1B The minimum price that may be charged for goods
sold is “Computer Price level 5” or scheduled bulk
prices where allocated by senior management. The
prices billed on invoices since 1/7/97 amount to under pricing of several thousand dollars.
1C All such underpriced transactions were conducted
by yourself eg operator 25.
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2 On at least one occasion you despatched goods via
courier to MASS without charge.
3 You admit having Sundry stock items of ours in your
possession.
In view of the seriousness of your conduct, I confirm your
employment terminated as of close of business 29/5/98.
I further confirm that a complaint has been lodged with
the WA Police on this matter.
To take such action gives me little pleasure and does you
even less credit.
You are formally requested to return all company stock
items under your control to us within 24 hours. Our Mr
Brian Sorensen will arrange for courier pick up if necessary.
Termination payment to you is currently on hold pending
further developments.
Yours faithfully
Signed
Jack O’Donnell”
(Exhibit 5)
I have observed the witnesses as they gave their evidence
and I make the following observations. The Applicant’s
evidence was clear and not undermined in any significant way.
I found him to be a credible and reliable witness. The same
could not be said of Groothius whose evidence was vague,
contradictory and he recanted on a number of significant
matters when challenged. I found his evidence to be so
unreliable as to be of no assistance. Deacon-Fobister’s evidence
was somewhat inconclusive as to some important aspects with
which I will deal later. I found O’Donnell and Sorensen to be
credible witnesses in so far as their recollections were clear.
I have considered all of the evidence in this matter. That
evidence leads me to a number of significant findings—
1. That there is no written, clear and definitive pricing
policy within the Respondent’s wholesale business.
Deacon-Fobister was the only one of the witnesses
who mentioned a 40 per cent profit margin being a
condition of sales representatives going below price
code 5. He said that a sales representative intending
to go below price code 5 would get authorisation
from the senior sales person, or assistant manager or
manager, or would let them know that it had been
done.
In his evidence, Sorensen did not mention 40 per
cent gross profit margin, but said there were no circumstances where there could be sales below price
code 5 without his authority.
The Applicant said that on 26 May 1998, in his discussion with O’Donnell and Sorensen, the latter told
him that the gross profit margin should not go below
38 per cent “but that was only at that time”. The
Applicant says he was never told at any time before,
that he had to work to a particular gross profit margin when overriding the computer to give a better
price than the price code allocated to the customer.
2. There is no evidence to clearly demonstrate that the
Applicant was properly trained or instructed as to
the limits on his discretion to alter the prices. The
Applicant says that when he first started in the wholesale division, Deacon-Fobister showed him how to
override the price code allocated by the computer to
provide a better price for a customer to match the
competition. He says that Deacon-Fobister told him
to use his initiative and discretion, provided that he
did not give ridiculous prices. He says that he was
told by Sorensen that “forcing” the computer was at
his discretion, and gave him a number of examples.
Further, the Applicant says he learned the approach
to be taken by working with the other sales representatives. He says that from his first day, he was
told to match competitors’ prices, and, on more than
one occasion, Sorensen told him he would rather have
the business for the Respondent, than have it go elsewhere.
Deacon-Fobister, who says he trained the Applicant,
says the pricing policy was discussed, that it
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“would’ve been explained” (Transcript page 145),
but he does not recall what was said.
Accordingly, I find that the Applicant was not instructed
on the limits of his discretion in reducing prices to
match competitors’ prices or to keep the business. In
observing the Applicant as he gave his evidence it was
clear to me that during the course of cross examination it occurred to him that the way in which he had
given excessively favourable prices to MASS had been
naive. It would seem that it was only during the course
of this evidence that he realised that in providing such
prices he was acting foolishly. However, this does not
derogate from my conclusions that the Applicant was
not properly trained as to the application of the pricing
policy, and that the policy itself was not clear and consistent.
I am satisfied that the Applicant was told to look
after MASS and to ensure that its business was retained. He did this by providing very favourable
prices, and he overrode the computer in the way he
had been trained, to enable him to give those prices.
The Applicant drew up a price quotation for MASS
which was approved by Sorensen, however that quotation covered only particular goods identified at the
time. It did not cover all of the items which MASS
subsequently purchased. Further, there is no evidence
that the Applicant was prohibited from going below
those prices to match competitors’ prices, or in other
circumstances. If one accepts that the Respondent
had in place a clearly defined policy of which the
Applicant was aware, then this conduct in breaching
that policy would have been unreasonable. However,
as I have noted, there was no such policy and due to
a lack of proper training, what the Applicant did was
in accordance with the instruction to look after the
customer, to meet the competitor’s prices, to keep
the customer’s business. He had been trained and
instructed on how to override the computer to achieve
this. Therefore his conduct was not unreasonable.
The appropriate action on identifying this undercharging would have been for the Respondent to properly
instruct and counsel the Applicant.
3. The Applicant was not made aware of the effect on
his employment of implications being drawn by the
Respondent from the low prices noted on 26 May
1998. He was asked what prices he had charged and
why, but it was not made clear to him why the Respondent viewed his conduct in the way it did, or
that, apart from it “not looking good for him” that
his job was in jeopardy.
4. The Respondent did not put to the Applicant, at any
time, the second ground of dismissal on which it relied, relating to the goods being despatched by courier
without charge.
5. The Respondent says that it does not rely on any
allegation of theft by the Applicant in the justification of the decision to dismiss, yet O’Donnell told
the Applicant on Friday 29 May 1998, that in view
of the Applicant’s conduct, which it viewed seriously,
a complaint had been made to the Police, and acknowledged when asked by the Applicant, that the
Applicant was being accused of theft. I am satisfied
that the Applicant was being accused of theft, and
that at the time of his dismissal, that was the basis of
O’Donnell’s decision to dismiss. In light of
O’Donnell’s acknowledgment to the Applicant’s
question about allegations of theft, the Applicant was
entitled to believe that was the basis of his dismissal.
The allegation of theft is not diminished or negated
simply because O’Donnell acknowledged that the
Applicant was being accused of theft in response to
a question put to him.
In his evidence, O’Donnell made clear that he still
believes that the Applicant was stealing but he had
“no proof of him actually stealing.” (Transcript
page 217)
There was no evidence before the Commission
of the Applicant stealing from his employer. There
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is no evidence of an improper relationship between the Applicant and Groothius. At best, there
is evidence of the Applicant giving Groothius very
favourable treatment. He may have been naive
and he may have gone beyond his employers’ intentions in giving MASS such favourable
treatment. However, there is no evidence that this
was contrary to any clearly defined policy or instruction, or contrary to his training.
6. There were a number of flaws exposed in the Respondent’s investigations and in the documentation
relied upon by it. The print out date contained on the
invoices which O’Donnell says he had audited by
Thursday, 28 May 1998, brings that aspect of the
investigation into question. There is also conflict in
the evidence called for the Respondent as to the operative date of the prices it used to assess the prices
charged by the Applicant to MASS. There is also
some question as to whether some of the prices
charged by the Applicant were prices charged to
MASS prior to his taking MASS over as a client, ie
those prices may have been set by others.
In all of these circumstances, I find that the Respondent’s
decision to terminate the Applicant’s employment was harsh,
oppressive and unfair. It is not justifiable to dismiss an
employee for a breach of policy when the policy is not clear
and is not known to the employee because he has not been
clearly instructed about it. Further, it is unfair to dismiss where
theft is alleged, but where there is no reasonable basis for the
employer to make the allegations. It is also unfair to rely on a
ground of dismissal not put to an employee.
Having found that there were flaws in the Respondent’s
investigation, I must also note that there seems to be no dispute
between the parties that the Applicant did charge some very
low prices to MASS, however there is dispute about the degree
and frequency of that occurring.
Having found that the Applicant was harshly, oppressively
and unfairly dismissed, the Commission is to consider the
remedy to be applied. In light of the evidence I have heard, it
is clear that reinstatement would not be practicable. O’Donnell
does not trust the Applicant. The Applicant has sought to
prepare himself for a new career following his experiences in
this matter. I do not believe that a proper and productive
working relationship could be re-established between the
parties. Accordingly, I find that reinstatement would not be
practicable.
The Commission is then required to assess the Applicant’s
loss or injury and award appropriate compensation. The
evidence of his loss was that the Applicant has tried to obtain
employment since 29 May 1998 but, as at 20 January 1999,
had not been successful. He says that he has now decided to
pursue a different field of endeavour because he does not “want
to do sales any more”, he had lost heart because he was accused
of something he had not done. He commenced studying 5
months prior to his giving evidence, which would make it
around August 1998. I have no other evidence of his loss or
that he has sought employment since August, 1998. The onus
is on the Applicant to demonstrate his loss. From the evidence
before me, I am able to conclude that after a number of years
with the Respondent, the Applicant, having been unfairly
dismissed was not employed from 28 May 1998 until at least
some time in August 1998 when he commenced studying, and
that in the period 28 May to sometime in August, he attempted
to mitigate his loss. This would be for a period of between 2
and 3 months. Following his termination, the Applicant was
paid two weeks pay in lieu of notice.
In light of the length of service and the circumstances of his
dismissal which includes an unsubstantiated allegation of theft,
I assess that the Applicant’s loss and injury is appropriate to
be compensated by an award of 10 weeks pay. The only
information before me as to what constituted the Applicant’s
usual pay is contained in the schedule to his application, which
says that he was paid $30,000 per annum. The parties are to
put to me in writing any matter regarding the rate of pay
appropriate for consideration, within 14 days.
I propose to issue an order that the Applicant be paid
$5,751.50 unless I hear from the parties that this is based on a
wrong pay rate.
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APPEARANCES: Mr C Fayle on behalf of the Applicant
Mr R Lilbourne (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
David Robert Warren
and
Altronic Distributors Pty Ltd.
No. 968 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
15 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C Fayle on behalf of the Applicant and Mr
R Lilbourne (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
1. DECLARES that the Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment
with the Respondent; and
2. ORDERS that the Respondent shall pay to the Applicant within 21 days of the date of this Order the
amount of $5,751.50.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Calvin Wood
and
Alan Marsh.
First Respondent.
Surface Coating Corporation (Australia) Pty Ltd.
Second Respondent.
No. 18 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
The claim before the Commission is a relatively simple one. Mr
Wood claims he is owed $230.00 by the respondent as
commission payable to him for concluding a contract between
the respondent and a client. The respondent has not filed a Notice
of Answer and Counterproposal. On that basis, the Commission
is entitled to form the conclusion that the claim is not opposed
by the respondent. There is nothing which has happened to
suggest that the respondent does oppose the claim.
Prior to the Commission convening a conference in this matter
the Commission received correspondence from Mr Alan Marsh.
Mr Marsh is the natural person who is cited as first respondent.
Mr Marsh’s letter, the content of which is not disputed by Mr
Wood, states that Mr Marsh is neither a shareholder or director
of Surface Coating Corporation (Australia) Pty Ltd, nor does he
now have any business association with the directors of that
company. Indeed, the letter states that the company has ceased
to operate and that he believes it is in the process of being wound
up. Whether or not a receiver has been appointed at this stage is
unknown to Mr Marsh. His letter does confirm, however, that
Mr Calvin Wood, the applicant, “operated within” the respondent
company as an independent commission agent. As a result of
that information, the Commission forms the conclusion that Mr
Marsh was not Mr Wood’s employer. Therefore, Mr Wood was
in error in citing Mr Marsh as a respondent to this application.
He will be struck out as a respondent to this application. Rather,
the correct identity of Mr Wood’s employer is the company cited
as the second respondent to the application: Surface Coating
Corporation (Australia) Pty Ltd. Accordingly, that company is
now the sole respondent to this application.
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Upon the receipt of Mr Wood’s letter the Commission wrote
to the parties indicating that, given the lack of opposition to
the claim, the Commission may place itself in a position to
determine Mr Wood’s claim at the conference. When the
conference proceedings convened on 1 April 1999 there was
no appearance on behalf of the respondent. There is, therefore,
nothing before the Commission to dissuade it from its view as
expressed in its correspondence to the parties that the
Commission may proceed to decide Mr Wood’s claim.
The Commission spoke to Mr Wood at length. As a result of
his responses and the written information from Mr Marsh, I
find that Mr Wood was employed by the respondent. He was
employed on a commission-only basis in order to sell contracts
on behalf of the respondent to repair or renovate the rooves of
houses. It was a term of his employment that he would be paid
a commission at the rate of 10% for each contract signed.
Mr Wood, with the assistance of Mr Marsh, secured a contract
with a client, Mr Birkin, for the repair of Mr Birkin’s roof and
the value of the contract was $3,300.00. On the terms of the
contract of employment as I have found them to be, Mr Wood
is, therefore, entitled to a 10% commission. Mr Wood states
that, at that time, Mr Marsh had said “you have earned yourself
$330.00” and I accept Mr Wood’s statement.
I also accept Mr Wood’s statement that he subsequently
approached Mr Marsh and asked for an advance on the
commission. Mr Marsh, apparently, spoke to the directors of
the company who refused the advance on commission. Mr
Marsh paid the advance on commission of $100.00 to Mr Wood
from Mr Marsh’s own monies. Mr Wood, therefore, claims an
amount of $230.00 is still owed to him. Mr Wood has
determined that the contract with Mr Birkin was completed
and, although there might be some suggestion that the company
lost money on that particular contract, there is nothing in the
material before the Commission to suggest that the commission
was payable to Mr Wood on the basis of the profit made on the
contract. Rather, Mr Wood’s entitlement depended upon the
value of the contract when it was signed.
I see no reason why an order should not issue in Mr Wood’s
favour requiring the respondent company to forthwith pay Mr
Wood the sum of $230.00.
Accordingly, at the conclusion of the proceedings on 1 April
1999, the Commission indicated that an Order would issue
that the respondent forthwith pay to Mr Wood the sum of
$230.00 by way of a benefit denied him under his contract of
employment. Mr Wood agreed with that wording and did not
wish to speak further to the terms of the Order.
Accordingly, an Order will now issue in those terms, together with
an Order striking out Mr Marsh as a respondent to this application.
Appearances: Mr C. Wood on his own behalf as the
applicant.
No appearance on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Calvin Wood
and
Surface Coating Corporation (Australia) Pty Ltd.
No. 18 of 1999.
14 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING HEARD Mr C. Wood on his own behalf as the
applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the
respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
1. THAT Alan Marsh be struck out as a respondent to
this application.
2. THAT Surface Coating Corporation (Australia) Pty
Ltd forthwith pay Calvin Wood the sum of $230.00
by way of a benefit denied him under his contract of
employment.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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SECTION 29 (b)—Notation of—
APPLICANT
Abdoo NL
Anderson G
Andrews M
Arangio D
Archer NB
Ashworth KF
Ballantyne P
Bell RJS
Bird SA
Blair J
Blake P
Bovis N
Bracey RK
Brown JM
Cavanagh M
Chape DL
Colangelo B
Comito MM
Connelly TJ
Dagnone M
Dellaca R
Di Toro AM
Dielenberg K
Ellis K
Fraser K
Furness PW
Gates M
Green VA
Hansen CJ
Healy MR
Jacobs IR
Jones C
Lanyon MW
Martin N
Mason RA
Mather BJ
Meredith J
Murphy JM
Outram W
Owen MJ
Page TJ
Palmer G
Petchell G
Podgorny J
Primrose W
Rapinet P
Rees DF

RESPONDENT
Pollux Pty Ltd ACN 008 954 318
T/A Burswood Car Rentals
Nuford
KBE Contracting Pty Ltd
BSD Consultants Pty Ltd
PJ McLoughlins “Your Quality Butcher”
Mend-a-Bathroom International
Wenmar Pty Ltd ATF Jon Godfrey Family Trust
t/a Executive Transport
Lanier (Australia) Pty Ltd
State School Teachers’ Union of Western
Australia Inc
Skywest Airlines
Veritas DGC Australia Pty Ltd
WA Salvage
Microfusion Pty Ltd
Auto One
Mr G Boros of Mondo’s Coffee Lounge
Cape East Limited and Modern Industries (WA)
Pty Ltd t/a Cape Modern Joint Venture
Trustek Australia Pty Ltd
Totaki Holdings Pty Ltd and MCMC Pty Ltd
and Toesa Shelf Co (No. 10) Pty Ltd t/a 2 Much Fun
Burswood Resort (Management) Ltd
t/a Burswood International Resort Casino
Property Trust Real Estate ACN 009 367 613
t/a Property Plus Real Estate
Moda Cabinets
Home Building Society Ltd
Eldercare Pty Ltd
Western Mining Corporation & Pacrim Pty Ltd
Community Policing Crime Prevention Council
Incorporated t/a Constable Care
Westrac Equipment Pty Ltd
Busy Cards
Bassendean Market Fresh Produce
Searle Mobile Vet Service
The King & I Pty Ltd
Crossman Village Roadhouse
Graham Byard Roundel Company Limited
Rock Engineering (Aust) Pty Ltd
Rohanna Pty Ltd as trustee for the Skipper Unit
Trust t/a John Hughes Skipper Mitsubishi
Symbols Business Wear
Iona Technologies Asia Pacific Pty Ltd
DPH Nominee Pty Ltd & Westside
Developments t/a Ausmic Pest Control
PB Foods Ltd
Norwest Seafoods
Nationwide Environmental Management Pty Ltd
Glazewell Pty Ltd
Paul Copeland FV Conca/Dora C/O Vinci Seafoods
Lancelin Shearing Service
John H Garnett Nominees Pty Ltd trading as
Garnett Property
Shoures Pty Ltd T/A Fasta Couriers & Taxi Trucks
WOMA (Australia) Pty Ltd
Red Meats WA

NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

91/1999

Cawley C

Discontinued

2152/1998
137/1999
368/1999
145/1999
102/1999
104/1999

Beech C
Beech C
Cawley C
Gregor C
Cawley C
Scott C

Discontinued
Struck Out
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed

262/1999
65/1999

Gregor C
Scott C

Consent Order
Dismissed

Beech C
Fielding SC
Scott C
Gregor C
Fielding SC
Cawley C
Beech C

Discontinued
Discontinued
Withdrawn
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed

471/1999
142/1999

Scott C
Beech C

Withdrawn
Discontinued

2188/1998

Parks C

Discontinued

2140/1998

Scott C

Dismissed

241/1999
912/1998
125/1999
108/1999
1669/1998

Beech C
Scott C
Cawley C
Gregor C
Beech C

Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued

69/1999
215/1999
177/1999
222/1999
2243/1998
77/1999
41/1999
1710/1998
1284/1998

Scott C
Cawley C
Scott C
Fielding SC
Parks C
Beech C
Cawley C
Beech C
Gregor C

Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued

2075/1998
84/1999
249/1999

Fielding SC
Scott C
Cawley C

Withdrawn
Dismissed
Discontinued

119/1999
1539/1998
12/1999
285/1999
124/1999
194/1999
2207/1998

Beech C
Fielding SC
Scott C
Gregor C
Gregor C
Scott C
Kenner SJ

Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Consent Order
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed

1782/1998
2193/1998
2125/1998

Cawley C
Scott C
Beech C

Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued

2064/1998
364/1999
127/1999
1440/1998
424/1999
175/1999
1925/1998
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APPLICANT
Rose LA
Slater ML
Smith T
Spink P
Stone D
Timmins DG
Timmins M
Trotman L
Ugle AJ
Vershaw JB
Vos R
Waterhouse P

RESPONDENT
Dolpag Pty Ltd (ACN 054 277 744)
T/As Credit Force
Lynfield Pty Ltd as trustee for the Ridgeview
Motors Unit Trust t/a Midland Chrysler Jeep
Blacklaw Pty Ltd t/a LJ Hooker Karratha
Comba Pty Ltd t/a Kimbers Towing
North East Equity Pty Ltd
Joburne Pty Ltd t/a Blackburne Real Estate
Joburne Pty Ltd t/a Blackburne Real Estate
Homestart
Family and Children’s Services
Advanced Furniture Polishers
Mister Minit Australia
Skywide Nominees Pty Ltd Trading As Ray
White Rockingham

CONFERENCES—
Matters arising out of—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries Union
of Workers, WA
and
Wesfi Pty Ltd.
No. C 95 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
23 April 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the applicant
and Mr J Uphill as agent on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs—
(1) THAT the applicant file and serve further and better
particulars of its claim by 28 April 1998;
(2) THAT the respondent file and serve particulars of its
answer by 5 May 1999.
[L.S.]

(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
Commissioner.
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NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

296/1999

Cawley C

Discontinued

Scott C

Dismissed

Beech C
Parks C
Scott C
Beech C
Beech C
Scott C
Beech C
Cawley C
Beech C
Cawley C

Discontinued
Discontinued
Withdrawn
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued

34/1999
1956/1998
1613/1998
152/1999
1764/1998
1765/1998
93/1999
32/1999
174/1999
2233/1998
625/1998

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division
Western Australian Branch
and
Ray Mullins and Sons Pty Ltd.
No. C 113 of 1999.
6 May 1999.
Interim Order.
WHEREAS on 27 April 1999 the application cited herein was
filed in the Commission; and
WHEREAS on 29 April 1999 a conference was held pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the
Act); and
WHEREAS on 4 May 1999 a further conference was held
pursuant to the Act;
AND WHEREAS the parties have been unable to completely
resolve the dispute between them;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission being satisfied that it
is necessary to prevent a deterioration of industrial relations
between the parties until the dispute between them has been
resolved by arbitration, pursuant to the power conferred upon
it under s44(6)(ba) of the Act, hereby orders—
THAT Ray Mullins and Sons Pty Ltd and Ms Anita
Ghavani observe the Adjusted Roster contained in Schedule A hereto; and
THAT notwithstanding Ms Anita Ghavani be rostered
to work on a Thursday, Ray Mullins and Sons Pty Ltd
shall, subject to cost and practicability, endeavour to roster her off duty after 5pm on a Thursday.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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SCHEDULE A
ADJUSTED ROSTER
First Shift

Shift
Hours

Staff

Start

Finish

Anita

9am

3pm

Second Shift
Staff

Start

Shift
Hours
Finish

Fri
Sat

6

Sun
Mon

Anita

3pm

10pm

7

Tue

Anita

3pm

10pm

7

Anita

3pm

10pm

7

10pm

11

Wed
Thu

Anita

11am

Total Hours
38

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of
Employees, Western Australian Branch
and
The Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. C 22 of 1999.
11 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS at a conference held in accordance with s.44 of
the Act an agreement was reached between the parties regarding the conditions of employment of Help Telephone Operators
to operate pending either the registration of an industrial agreement or a variation to the Railway Employees Award;
AND WHEREAS the parties requested the Commission to
make an order in the terms of that agreement binding the parties;
AND HAVING HEARD Mr R. Wells on behalf of the applicant and Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, being of the opinion that the agreement applies
the State Wage Principles, and pursuant to the powers conferred on it under s.44(8) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
and by consent, hereby orders—
1. THAT the conditions of employment of Westrail Help
Telephone Operators be as set out in the schedule
attached hereto;
2. THAT this Order shall operate on and from 28 April
1999.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This order shall be known as the Westrail Help Telephone
Operator Interim Terms and Conditions of Employment Order 1999.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Appointment
Contract of Employment
Hours of Duty
Additional Hours
Stand Down
Wages
Payment of Wages

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
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Sick Leave
Absence from Duty
Public Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Bereavement Leave
Training
Information Acquired During Employment
Health and Fitness
Disputes Settlement Procedure

3.—APPOINTMENT
An appointment to the position of Help Telephone Operator
shall not take effect until the appointee has successfully completed all the required training.
4.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Probation—Current employees appointed/promoted.
(a) An employee’s appointment to the position of Help
Telephone Operator will be subject to a probationary period of three months.
(b) Subject to satisfactory performance an employee’s
appointment will be confirmed at the conclusion of
the probationary period.
(c) During the probationary period, if the employee’s
performance is not satisfactory, the employer may
give the employee one week’s notice and return the
employee to the classification held immediately prior
to the employee’s appointment to the Help Telephone
Operator position.
(2) Probation—New employees
(a) A new employee’s appointment to the position of
Help Telephone Operator will be subject to a probationary period of six months.
(b) Subject to satisfactory performance an employee’s
appointment will be confirmed at the conclusion of
the probationary period.
(c) During the probationary period, if the employee’s
performance is not satisfactory, the employer may
terminate the contract of employment by giving the
employee one week’s notice or payment in lieu of
notice.
(3) Except as provided in subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause,
the contract of employment may be terminated by—
(a) the employee, by giving four weeks’ notice in writing, or forfeiting four weeks’ pay in lieu of such
notice; or
(b) the employer, by giving four weeks’ notice in writing, or paying four weeks’ pay in lieu of such notice,
provided that where the employee is aged over 45
years and has more than two years’ continuous service, the period of notice shall be five weeks;
provided that where mutually agreed a shorter period of notice may be given without payment or forfeiture of pay in lieu.
(4) In the case of misconduct which contravenes the employer’s rules or regulations, or misconduct which at law would
justify summary dismissal, the contract of employment may
be terminated without notice and without payment or forfeiture of pay as provided elsewhere in this clause.
5.—HOURS OF DUTY
(1) The ordinary hours of duty shall be as shown on the
Help Telephone Operator Roster and may be worked over any
days of the week Sunday to Saturday inclusive.
(2) Rostered shifts—
(a) Up to 12 ordinary hours may be rostered in any one
shift.
(b) No rostered shift shall be less than four hours.
(c) The maximum number of ordinary rostered shifts in
any 28 day rostered cycle shall be 20.
(3) An employee will be entitled to a minimum of a 10 hour
break between any two shifts set out under the roster.
(4) Meals—
(a) An employee will be permitted to take a paid meal
break at an appropriate time during any shift that
exceeds five hours.
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(b) The timing of meals will be such as to cause the minimum of disruption to the service provided.
(5) While the number of hours in each shift and group of
shifts may vary, an employee will be expected to work an average of 40 ordinary hours per week over the roster cycle.
(6) Where, at the end of a roster cycle an employee has been
required to work fewer ordinary hours during the cycle than
the total number of rostered ordinary hours in the cycle, then
to the extent that the shortfall in hours is not caused by employee initiated unpaid absence from duty (either with or
without approval) the employee will be deemed to have worked
the rostered ordinary hours.
6.—ADDITIONAL HOURS
(1) An employee may be required to work additional hours
immediately before or immediately after the employee’s
rostered ordinary hours. An employee shall not be required to
work more than 12 hours continuously.
(2) An employee may be required to work additional shifts
and will be paid the additional hours rate per hour as shown in
clause 8—Wages, for all such hours worked. Where an employee is unable to work additional hours due to sickness, no
sick leave will be payable for such hours.
(3) In the event that an employee is required to work an
additional shift as specified in subclause (2) and the shift is
cancelled within 2 hours of its starting time the employee will
be compensated by payment of two ordinary hours’ pay.
7.—STAND DOWN
(1) Where on any day or part of a day, the employer is unable to provide useful work for the employee as a result of—
(a) industrial action, whether or not on the part of the
employees; or
(b) any cause outside of the employer’s control,
the employer is entitled to stand down the employee and not
pay the employee for the day or part of a day.
(2) The employee may elect to have the day or part of a day
on which the employee is stood down paid as annual leave if
the employee has an entitlement to such leave.
(3) If the employee is stood down, the employee will not be
entitled to payment for any public holiday occurring during
the period of stand down.
(4) Any period for which the employee is stood down under
the provisions of subclause (1) of this clause will count as
service for the accrual of leave to which the employee would
otherwise be entitled under this Agreement, provided that the
employee resumes work as required at the end of the stand
down period.
8.—WAGES
(1) Each employee will be paid wages as shown in the table
below which, other than as expressly set out in this agreement, include all allowances, penalties and special rates
whatsoever.
Wages per
fortnight
$

Ordinary Rate
per hour
$

Additional hours
rate per hour
$

Wage rate
1463.29
18.29
27.44
(2) Except as provided in subclause 5(5) ordinary time payment each fortnight shall be for eighty (80) hours irrespective
of the rostered hours.
9.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) Wages shall be paid fortnightly.
(2) All wages shall be paid into accounts (nominated by the
employee) with a bank, building society or credit union.
(3) If an employee is required to repay an amount to the
employer, the amount to be repaid from any fortnightly pay
will not exceed 10% of the employee’s base pay unless another arrangement has been agreed to between the employer
and employee. The repayment may be for, but not limited to,
overpayment of base rate, additional shifts, or allowances.
10.—SICK LEAVE
(1) In the event of an employee being sick, the employee may
be paid up to 80 hours sick leave each completed year of service
for ordinary time lost from duty as a result of such sickness.
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(2) Sick leave will be paid for the actual rostered time lost
due to sickness.
(3) The employer may request a medical certificate for
(a) any absence due to sickness which occurs after two
separate absences without a certificate in any one
year; or
(b) absences due to sickness for two (2) or more consecutive days.
(4) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this clause, the
employer may at any time request the employee to provide
evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person of the authenticity of any absence claimed to result from illness. Evidence
may be required regardless of whether or not the employee
claims payment for the absence.
(5) Any unused sick leave will accumulate from year to year.
11.—ABSENCE FROM DUTY
(1) Any employee who is absent from duty due to illness or
injury, shall, as soon as possible, advise the supervisor in sufficient time to permit arrangements to be made for the
performance of the employee’s duties.
(2) Any employee absent from duty, shall notify the supervisor of the date on which the employee will be able to resume
duty in sufficient time to enable the necessary arrangements
to be made.
12.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) “Public holiday” means any of the following days which
are proclaimed to be public holidays in the State of Western
Australia—
• New Year’s Day
• Australia Day
• Labour Day
• Good Friday
• Easter Monday
• ANZAC Day
• Foundation Day
• Celebration Day
• Christmas Day
• Boxing Day
(2) An employee rostered to work but not required to work
on a day solely because it is a public holiday—
(a) will be paid at the employee’s ordinary rate of pay
for the time that the employee would have worked
on the day had it not been a holiday.
(b) will be paid at the employee’s ordinary rate of pay
for all hours the employee is not required to work in
a shift that commences on the night before and extends into a public holiday or the finish time of the
shift extends into the morning following the public
holiday.
(3) Where an employee is required to work ordinary hours
on December 25 or on Good Friday, the employee will be paid
an allowance of 50% of the ordinary hourly rate of pay for
each ordinary hour worked on the day.
(4) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, where
an employee is required to work on a day that is a public holiday, the employee will not be entitled to receive any additional
payment or to receive a day off in lieu because the day is a
public holiday.
13.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Each employee is entitled to 200 hours paid leave per
year for each completed year of service.
(2) A minimum of one hundred and twenty (120) hours’ leave
must be taken each year at a time or times acceptable to the
employer and the employee, provided that where agreement
cannot be reached the employer shall determine when the leave
is to be taken.
(3) An employee may request, and subject to mutual agreement may be permitted, to accrue leave up to a maximum of
320 hours.
(4) Annual leave shall be paid at the ordinary rate of pay
provided in clause 8—Wages, of this Agreement.
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(5) For the purpose of debiting annual leave, a day’s leave
shall be deemed to be eight hours and a week’s leave shall be
deemed to be 40 hours.
(6) Employees resuming from annual leave will work the
next rostered shift as shown on their roster on the day following the completion of the leave.
14.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) After each ten years’ continuous service with the employer, the employee shall be entitled to 13 weeks’ long service
leave. The rate of pay for the employee on long service leave
shall be the ordinary rate of pay provided in clause 8—Wages.
(2) An employee will be entitled to pro rata long service
leave only if employment is terminated—
(a) by the employer for other than disciplinary reasons;
(b) due to the retirement of the employee on the grounds
of ill health; or
(c) due to the death of the employee, in which case the
payment shall be made to the employee’s estate.
(3) For the purpose of this clause—
(a) service shall include any period of leave approved by
the employer except any form of leave without pay
which exceeds two weeks, in which case only the first
two weeks of such leave shall count as service.
(b) continuity of service shall not be broken by the absence of the employee on any form of approved leave
or by the standing down of an employee under the
terms of this agreement.
15.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) On the death within Australia of —
(a) the spouse, father, mother, brother, sister, child or
stepchild of an employee;
(b) father, mother, brother or sister of the spouse of an
employee; or
(c) any other person who, immediately before that person’s death, lived with an employee as a member of
the employee’s family,
that employee shall be entitled on notice, to leave of absence without deduction of pay.
(2) Such leave of absence, up to and including the day of the
funeral, shall be for a period up to but not exceeding the number
of hours worked by the employee in three ordinary working
days, having regard for the circumstances of the case.
(3) Proof of death shall be provided by the employee to the
satisfaction of the employer.
(4) Payment in respect of bereavement leave shall be made
only where the employee otherwise would have been on duty
and shall not be granted in any case where the employee concerned would have been off duty in accordance with the roster,
or on annual leave, long service leave, sick leave, workers’
compensation or leave without pay.
16.—TRAINING
(1) The employer may establish a joint employer/employee
committee to assess training requirements to enable employees to carry out their role in a professional manner.
(2) Training may be delivered on—or off-the-job.
(3) Provided the employer determines the training required,
the employer will meet all reasonable costs associated with
the training.
(4) Each employee must be prepared to undertake whatever
training is necessary and qualify to carry out the employee’s
role to the required standard.
17.—INFORMATION ACQUIRED DURING
EMPLOYMENT
(1) Except as expressly authorised by the employer and required by the employee’s duties, an employee shall not directly
or indirectly reveal to any third party any confidential dealings, finances, transactions or affairs of the employer or any
of its clients which may come to the employee’s knowledge
during the course of employment.
(2) The obligation imposed under subclause (1) of this clause
shall continue to apply after the termination of employment
without limits in time.
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(3) All records, documents and other papers, together with
any copies or extracts thereof, made or acquired by an employee in the course of employment, shall remain the property
of the employer and must be returned to the employer on demand or otherwise no later than upon termination of
employment.
(4) Any changes, innovations and ideas initiated by an employee during the course of employment with the employer,
shall belong to the employer and the employee shall do all
such things as are necessary to completely vest ownership of
such matters in the employer.
18.—HEALTH AND FITNESS
(1) To ensure that an employee is medically fit to carry out
the duties in a satisfactory and safe manner the employee will,
if required, undergo a medical examination with the employer’s Occupational Physician.
(2) The employer will pay the costs of any medical examination conducted by the employer’s Occupational Physician.
However, subject to any policy to the contrary, the employee is
responsible for any costs associated with any treatment of a condition identified by the employer’s Occupational Physician.
(3) The employee will, as required, undergo drug and alcohol testing in accordance with the employer’s policies on the
safety of personnel working on or about the railway system.
19.—DISPUTES SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In the event of any questions arising between the employer
and its employees about the meaning or effect of this agreement, including any provisions implied in the agreement by
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, or any dispute
arising during the term of this agreement, the following procedure will apply—
(1) The employer and the employee will make every attempt to resolve the issue amicably and internally.
(2) Reasonable time limits will be allowed to resolve
any issue but it must be within 14 days of the dispute
arising.
(3) If the matter cannot be successfully resolved, the employee may refer the matter to the union and the union
and the employer will attempt to resolve the issue.
(4) If the matter is still not resolved, either party may
refer the question or dispute to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, provided that
persons involved in a question, dispute or difficulty
are to confer among themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve those matters before taking
those matters to the Commission.
(5) The parties covered by this Agreement will maintain
and will not disrupt the provision of services to the
public while disputes are being dealt with under this
procedure.

CONFERENCES—
Matters referred—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
and
Brown & Root A.O.C.
No. CR 347 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
10 May, 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant sought and was granted leave to discontinue the application, the Commission, pursuant to the
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powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by
leave.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Cape Modern Joint Venture.
No. CR 27 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
10 May, 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant sought and was granted leave to discontinue the application, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by
leave.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Clyde Services.
No. CR 348 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
10 May, 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant sought and was granted leave to discontinue the application, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by
leave.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Garrigan T Structural Steel Pty Ltd.
No. CR 331 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
27 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman on behalf of the applicant and
Mr M Darcy on behalf of the respondent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be and is hereby discontinued
by leave.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Metalcorp Recyclers.
No. CR 269 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
10 May, 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant sought and was granted leave to
discontinue the application, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by
leave.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Picton Steel Pty Ltd.
No. CR 191 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
10 May, 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant sought and was granted leave to discontinue the application, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by
leave.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
and
Riverton Engineering Co.
No. CR 48 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
10 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant sought and was granted leave to
discontinue the application, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by
leave.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch.
and
TVT Engineers Pty Ltd.
No. CR 322 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S.J. KENNER.
28 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C Saunders as agent on behalf of the
applicant and Mr M Borlase as agent on behalf of the
respondent, and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—Notation of—
Parties
Australian Railways
Union
Australian Workers
Union
Automotive, Food,
Discontinued
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Discontinued
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Discontinued
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Discontinued
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Discontinued
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Discontinued
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union

Western Australian Government
Railways Commission
St Barbara Mines Ltd

Number
Commissioner

23/12/98
22/1/99
23/4/99

Matter

—

Dispute re
Discrimination
R & R Leave
Cancellation
Application of the

8/3/99

provisions of the gain
sharing system
(AG 121/1997)
Safety Net Adjustments

Kenner C

8/4/99

Alleged Unfair

C71 of 1999

30/3/99

Dismissal

Northern Star Maintenance t/a
Dirty Stinks Contractors

Kenner C
C86 of 1999

—

Deduction of Monies

Prok Group Limited

Kenner C

23/3/99

Non-Payment of

AMCOR Beverage Cans

Beech C
C358 of 1998
Fielding SC
C32 of 1999
Kenner C

Date

C92 of 1999
Healthcare Linen Pty Ltd

Kenner C

Result
Concluded
Referred

C55 of 1999
Landfill Gas & Power Pty Ltd

C64 of 1999
Rock Engineering (Aust) Pty Ltd

Kenner C

Redundancy &
Severance
—

C329 of 1998

Industrial Dispute on
Award Matters

Simto Australia

Kenner C
C13 of 1999

5/3/99

Replacement of
Personal Tools

Stalker Pumps

Kenner C

—

Termination of

C97 of 1999

Withdrawn

Employment

Concluded
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Number
Commissioner

Date
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Matter

Result

Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Civil Service
Association
Civil Service
Association
Civil Service
Association
Civil Service
Association
Communications
Electrical, Electronics,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union
Communications
Electrical, Electronics,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union
Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union

Technifire 2000

Kenner C
C65 of 1999

—

Threatened
Termination &
Victimisation

Discontinued

WA Access Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C50 of 1999

19/3/99

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Referred

Kerry Patrick Cova & Jamie
Mark Schoen trading as K & J
Plastering
CEO Board of WA Centre for
Pathology & Medical Research
Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Education Services
Commissioner For Health

Kenner C
C94 of 1999

—

Time and Wages
Records

Discontinued

Fielding SC
PSAC4 of 1999
Scott C PSA
C12 of 1999
Fielding SC
PSAC88 of 1998
Scott C
PSAC72 of 1998
Fielding SC
C68 of 1999

4/2/99

Salary Entitlements

Withdrawn

9/3/99

Concluded

19/3/99

Recompensed for
Overtime Worked
Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement
Leave Without Pay

Concluded

26/3/99

Validity of WPA

Discontinued

Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union
Federated Brick, Tile
and Pottery Industrial
Union
Forest Products,
Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union

United Construction

Director General Education
Department of WA
National Mine Management
Pty Ltd

18/2/99

Discontinued

Stalker Pumps

Kenner C
C73 of 1999

25/3/99

Employment Status

Discontinued

Pace & Brine Master Builders

Kenner C
C359 of 1998
Kenner C
C25 of 1999

27/1/99

Time and Wages
Records
Right of Entry

Concluded

1/2/99

Concluded

Australian Fine China

Kenner C
C91 of 1999

13/4/99

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Discontinued

Wesfi Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C95 of 1999

21/4/99

West Australian
Particleboard
Manufacturing Award

Referred

Director General Education
Department of WA

Beech C
C138 of 1998

—

Termination Dispute
Pursuant to S.44

Concluded

Ballajura Veterinary Hospital

Scott C
C72 of 1999

19/3/99

Reduction of Wages

Concluded

Director General Education
Department of WA

Scott C
C375 of 1998

—

EBA Negotiations

Concluded

Istana Restaurant

Gregor C
C160 of 1998

13/4/99

Unfair Dismissal

Discontinued

Zoological Gardens Board

Cawley C
C56 of 1999

7/5/99

Alleged Misconduct

Discontinued

Activ Foundation

Fielding SC
C93 of 1999

5/5/99

Unfair Dismissal

Withdrawn
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PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS
AND ORDERS—

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Kerrianne Mills
and
Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd.
No. 130 of 1999.

Anthony Maurice Batista
and
York Grove Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Rockingham Landscape
Supplies.
No. 1860 of 1998.
22 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING HEARD Mr A. Batista on behalf of himself as the
applicant and Mr J. Uphill on behalf of the respondent, I the
undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under
The Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby order—
THAT York Grove Holdings Pty Ltd pay to Anthony
Maurice Batista within 14 days the sum of $115.00 by
way of costs thrown away by the adjournment of the hearing of this matter.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Darren Renton
and
Trevor David Hoffman.
No. 2164 of 1998.
29 April 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission
pursuant to regulation 80 of the Industrial Relations
Commission Regulations 1985;
AND WHEREAS the application was heard in chambers on
27 April 1999;
AND HAVING HEARD Mr D. Renton on behalf of himself
as the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of
the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby order —
THAT the respondent, Trevor David Hoffman, produce
forthwith for inspection to the applicant, Darren Renton,
the following documents in his possession, custody or
power—
(a) All computer records relating to the matter of Curtis
v. SGIC (“the Curtis matter”) identifying the total
time worked on the file by the fee-earner, in particular the applicant;
(b) All correspondence between TD Hoffman & Co and
the SGIC in relation to the Curtis matter relating to
the question of costs and the amount thereof paid
after 1 January 1997;
(c) Any and all accounts or bills of costs rendered to
SGIC in the Curtis matter; and
(d) Any and all receipts of monies received from the
SGIC in settlement of the Curtis matter.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
21 April 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Mr D Schapper of counsel on behalf of the
Applicant and Ms E Hartley of counsel on behalf of the Respondent the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby directs—
1. THAT the Applicant shall file and serve upon the
Respondent particulars of the basis upon which it
says that the Applicant’s dismissal was unfair no later
than 10 May 1999.
2. THAT the Respondent shall file and serve upon the
Applicant a reply to the Applicant’s particulars no
later than 7 June 1999.
3. THAT the parties shall provide mutual discovery
within 21 days of the Respondent’s reply. Documents
discovered shall not be used for any purpose other
than the hearing and determination of this matter.
4. THAT the Applicant shall file and serve statements
of evidence of each witness no later than 21 days
after discovery.
5. THAT the Respondent shall file and serve statements
of evidence of each witness no later than 7 days after
the Applicant has filed its statements of evidence.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Paul Bortolotti
and
Country Tel Pty Ltd.
No. 219 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
14 April 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Mr P Hardie of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr J Long of counsel on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs—
(1) THAT any request by the applicant and respondent
for particulars be filed and served by 16 April 1999.
(2) THAT the applicant and the respondent as the case
may be shall respond to the requests by 23 April 1999.
(3) THAT each party shall give an informal discovery
by serving its list of documents by 30 April 1999.
(4) THAT inspection of documents shall be completed
by 7 May 1999.
(5) THAT the applicant and respondent file and serve an
outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon
which they intend to rely no later than 3 days prior
to the date of hearing.
(6) THAT the matter be listed for hearing for one (1) day.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Teresa Brewer
and
Morowa Golf and Bowling Club Incorporated.
No. 348 of 1999.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant has made an application for an Order under s.27 of the Act for the production of documents in
this matter;
AND WHEREAS the Commission heard the application at
the conclusion of the conference convened in this matter in
Geraldton on 6 May 1999;
AND HAVING HEARD the applicant on her own behalf,
and with her Mr P. Nock, and there being no appearance on
behalf of the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, hereby order —
1. THAT UPON Teresa Brewer presenting herself at
the Morowa Golf and Bowling Club Incorporated
during ordinary office hours within 21 days of the
date of this order, Morowa Golf and Bowling Club
Incorporated shall produce for her inspection—
(a) the minutes of all meetings and special meetings of the Committee of the Morowa Golf
and Bowling Club Inc for the period between
March/April 1997 to the date of this order;
(b) the time and wages record relating to her employment between the dates August 1997 to
December 1998.
2. THAT Teresa Brewer, or her authorised agent, shall
be allowed to make photocopies of any such minutes or the time and wages record relating to her
employment.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kenneth Charles Landwehr
and
Wynne’s Pty Ltd.
No. 366 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS the Commission convened a conference for the
purpose of conciliating between the parties on the 7th day of
May 1999; and
WHEREAS at that conference the Applicant sought to amend
the Application by seeking to name a further Respondent being
“Milne Feeds Pty Ltd”; and
WHEREAS at that conference the Respondent agreed that
the Application be amended to include “Milne Feeds Pty Ltd”
as a Respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
by consent, hereby orders—
THAT “Milne Feeds Pty Ltd” be added as a Respondent.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mark Leonard Peterson
and
Wynne’s Pty Ltd.
No. 367 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
7 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS the Commission convened a conference for the
purpose of conciliating between the parties on the 7th day of
May 1999; and
WHEREAS at that conference the Applicant sought to amend
the Application by seeking to name a further Respondent being “Milne Feeds Pty Ltd”; and
WHEREAS at that conference the Respondent agreed that
the Application be amended to include “Milne Feeds Pty Ltd”
as a Respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, by
consent, hereby orders—
THAT “Milne Feeds Pty Ltd” be added as a Respondent.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

NOTICES—
Cancellation of Awards/
Agreements/Respondents—
Under Section 47—
A.W.U.—BUNBURY HARBOUR MAINTENANCE
AND SERVICES AGREEMENT 1971.
No. AG21 of 1971.
NOTICE
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to
Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, intends by
order, to cancel out the following agreement, namely the—
A.W.U.—Bunbury Harbour Maintenance and Services
Agreement 1971, No. AG21 of 1971
on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed
under the provisions of that agreement.
Any person who has sufficient interest in the matter may,
within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice
object to the Commission making such order.
Please quote File No. 686 of 1977 Part 100 on all
correspondence.
Dated 9 May 1999.
J. SPURLING,
Registrar.
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BUILDING TRADES AWARD.
No. 31 of 1966.
NOTICE
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, intends by order,
to strike out the following party/respondent to the Building
Trades Award 1968 No. 31 of 1966, namely—
Cockburn Cement Ltd
on the grounds that the respondent is no longer operating in
the industry or employing persons in the industry to which the
award applies.
Any person who has sufficient interest in the matter may,
within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice
object to the Commission making such order.
Please quote File No. 76 of 1980 Part 247 on all correspondence.
Dated 9 May 1999.
J. SPURLING,
Registrar.

CATERING EMPLOYEES AND TEA ATTENDANTS
(GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1982.
No. A34 of 1981.
ENGINE DRIVERS (GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1983.
No. A5 of 1983.
NOTICE
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to
Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, intends by
order, to strike out the following party/respondent to the
Catering Employees and Tea Attendants (Government) Award
1982, No. A34 of 1981 and the Engine Drivers (Government)
Award 1983, No. A5 of 1983, namely—
Port Hedland Port Authority
on the grounds that the respondent is no longer operating in
the industry or employing persons in the industry to which the
awards apply.
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Any person who has sufficient interest in the matter may,
within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice
object to the Commission making such order.
Please quote File No. 76 of 1980 Part 249 on all correspondence.
Dated 9 May 1999.
J. SPURLING,
Registrar.

PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL
BOARD—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mia Mary Wood
and
The Director General of the Western Australian
Education Department.
No. PSAB 17 of 1998.
PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD.
4 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to the Industrial
Relations Act 1979, filed on the 27th day of July 1998; and
WHEREAS on the 19th day of March 1999 the Commission
convened a conference for the purpose of conciliating between
the parties; and
WHEREAS at the conclusion of that conference the parties
agreed to have further discussions; and
WHEREAS on the 4th day of May 1999 the Applicant filed
a Notice of Discontinuance in respect of the application;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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FULL BENCH—
Appeals against decision of
Commission—

FULL BENCH—
Appeals against decision of
Industrial Magistrate—

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE
(Appellant)

Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd
(Appellant)
and
Allan Graham Shuttleton
(Respondent).
No. 2184 of 1998.

and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
(Respondent).
No 158 of 1999.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS.
13 May 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 13th day of May 1999, and having heard Mr D Mathews
(of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant and Mr P
Harris (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent,
and the appellant herein having sought leave to discontinue
the appeal, it is this day, the 13th day of May 1999, ordered by
consent that appeal No 158 of 1999 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench.
[L.S.]

(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
President.

BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
4 June 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal against a decision of the
Industrial Magistrate, made in the Industrial Magistrate’s Court
at Perth on 20 November 1998.
Complaints And Particulars
The precise terms of each Complaint were these—
“That on the 28th day of July 1995 at Bunbury Frank
Alexander Cottrill threatened that discriminatory action
may be taken against Leonie Rosana Kershaw by reason
of the circumstance that Leonie Rosana Kershaw was not
a member of an organisation of employees, contrary to
s.96E(1)(a) of the Act.”
“That on the 28th day of July 1995 at Bunbury Leighton
Contractors Pty Ltd, not being excused by s.96H(2) of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979, threatened that discriminatory action may be taken against Leonie Rosana
Kershaw by reason of the circumstance that Leonie Rosana
Kershaw was not a member of an organisation of employees; contrary to s.96E(1)(a) of the Act.”
The particulars of the complaints were provided on behalf
of the respondent by the Crown Solicitor’s Office to the solicitors for the appellant, then the defendant. I reproduce
hereunder those particulars supplied in relation to the
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complaint against the appellant and not against Mr Cottrill
(see pages 13-14 of the Additional Appeal Book (hereinafter
referred to as “AAB”)).
“(i) Frank Alexander Cottrill was acting as an agent of
the defendant company at the time when he threatened the discriminatory action particularised above;
(ii) In the alternative, Frank Alexander Cottrill was an
officer of the defendant company when he threatened the discriminatory action particularised above
and the complainant relies on s96H(2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.”
The Decisions
On 20 November 1998, having found each of the defendants guilty, the learned Industrial Magistrate made the following
orders—
1. Against Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd—
(a) For the payment of witness fees $3,109.75;
(b) By way of penalty $2,000.00;
(c) By way of costs $6,000.00;
Total—$11,109.75
2. Against Frank Alexander Cottrill—
(a) By way of witness fees – Nil;
(b) By way of penalty $400.00;
(c) By way of costs $2,000.00;
Total—$2,400.00
Against the whole of that decision, insofar as it affects the
abovenamed appellant, Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd, the said
appellant now appeals on the grounds reproduced later in these
reasons.
RELEVANT SECTIONS
I reproduce hereunder, for convenience, the text of various
sections.
S.96E(1)(a) of the Act reads as follows—
“A person, including an organization of employees, must
not threaten that—
(a) discriminatory action will or may be taken against a
second person;”
S.96H(2) of the Act reads as follows—
“If an officer of a corporation is guilty of an offence against
section 96C, 96D or 96E, the corporation is also guilty of
that offence unless it is proved that all reasonable steps
were taken by the corporation to prevent the commission
by the corporation or its officers of offences under section 96C, 96D or 96E.”
S.96E(4) of the Act contains a definition of “discriminatory
action” and that definition is as follows—
“discriminatory action”, in relation to a person, means—
(a) refusing to make use of, or refusing to agree to make
use of, any service offered by the person;
(b) refusing to receive, or refusing to agree to receive,
any goods offered by the person; or
(c) refusing to supply, or refusing to agree to supply,
goods or services to the person.”
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
The grounds of the appeal are, as amended by leave upon
the hearing of the appeal herein, as follows—
“1. The appellant was denied natural justice at the trial,
in that the findings, set out below, departed substantially from the complaint and the appellant had no
notice of such departure and had no opportunity to
meet it.
The Findings
The findings were that the appellant was guilty, by
reason that Cottrill, in making the threat to Kershaw,
was putting into practice, the appellant company’s
policy and in the premises, the threat was the final
act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy.
2. Alternatively, the learned Industrial Magistrate was
wrong in fact in finding that the threat by Cottrill
was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy. His Worship’s finding, in effect,
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was that it was the policy of the appellant to apply
the “preference to Unionists clause” contained in
clause 44 of the Australian Workers’ Union Construction and Maintenance Award 1989. The “threat”
found by His Worship to have been made by Cottrill
was not, either in terms, or in its effect, the implementation of such a policy and was in fact contrary
to it.
Further, His Worship found Cottrill had no authority
from the appellant to speak on its behalf.
3. The learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was
not an “Officer” of the appellant within the meaning
of section 96H(2) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979.”
BACKGROUND
At the material time, the appellant company employed a
number of employees. At the time from when this offence is
alleged to have occurred, the appellant company was building
platforms for an oil rig for use on the Northwest shelf, and Mr
Cottrill was a storeman employed by the appellant. At all material times, Mrs Kershaw carried on business as corporate
caterers in partnership with her daughter, Tania Darlene
Kershaw, under the firm name of “Leonie’s Catering Services”. At all material times, the respondent was an Industrial
Inspector, as defined in s.7 of the Act.
At the end of the case for the applicant, His Worship ruled
that there was no case to answer. He ruled that, whilst Mr
Cottrill was not an officer of the appellant company, there was
nonetheless a case to answer (see pages 1-4 of the Additional
Appeal Book (hereinafter referred to as “AAB”)).
His Worship also ruled that the evidence of a number of
employees of the company was admissible because those were
agents of the appellant. Further, evidence of the questions put
by the Industrial Inspectors, Mr Allan Graham Shuttleton and
Mr James Anthony Zaknich, to various persons were held to
be admissible, as were the answers to the question of which
evidence was given, but the latter as to the truth of such answers. The conversations were also ruled to be relevant.
On 28 July 1995, Mrs Kershaw had received a telephone
call from Mr Frank Alexander Cottrill and she was to meet
him in the afternoon at about 4.00 to 4.30 pm at the security
gate for the project to discuss the requirements of the appellant “for the contract of the food on site”. In fact, it should be
understood that the contract was not one with the respondent,
as such. There was a discussion there as to her submitting a
price for a contract for supplying food to workers on site. There
was evidence, by way of admissions to Mr Shuttleton and Mr
Zaknich, that Mr Cottrill, a storeman, had been given the task
of arranging the tenders.
It was during this conversation that it was alleged that Mr
Cottrill committed the offence of which he was later convicted.
Because of the apparent company policy, the appellant was
also liable under the Act. Prior to the conversation, Mrs
Kershaw had supplied food to the appellant for the ground
breaking ceremony of the project on or about 1 March 1995.
Mrs Kershaw’s evidence was that Mr Cottrill had contacted
her and asked her to submit a tender. She attended at the security gate of the site, where she had a conversation with Mr
Cottrill of which she made notes. She introduced herself as
Leonie Kershaw from Leonie’s Catering Services. She used a
diary in the course of the proceedings in order to refresh her
memory of what had occurred.
Initially, the kitchen to be used for catering for the employees on site was intended to be established at the gate to the
site, according to Mrs Kershaw. She was told by Mr Cottrill
there was to be a meeting on 1 August 1995 for the company
officials to decide who would be the successful “tenderer”. I
should add that the clear evidence was that Mr Cottrill had no
part in deciding who the successful “tenderer” would be.
She was also told—
“You have to be in the AWU or Miscellaneous Workers
Union or your proposal will not be considered and you
will not be allowed on site.”
This was alleged by her to have been said by Mr Cottrill.
Mrs Kershaw was cross-examined and it was put to her that,
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when she was speaking to Mr Cottrill at the gate, he had said
that the appellant wanted to let the tender on the basis that it
would not cost them any money. She, however, denied this.
It had been the practice at some sites for the owner to supply
a kitchen for food contractors to use, she said.
When Mrs Kershaw put in her proposal, she asked for a
subsidy of $1,500.00 a month for the kitchen and that was a
subject of the conversation. She was unable to remember
whether Mr Cottrill had said that the appellant would not pay
the tenderer any money.
She said that profits were to come from the sale of food to
workers. She did deny that she said to Mr Cottrill—
“Look, what’s the story on unions for this?”
The reason which she gave for not putting into the proposal
the question of union fees was that she spoke to Mr Cottrill on
Friday, 31 July 1995 and the proposal had to be in on the following Tuesday. She said that she had insufficient time to
prepare and get the information from the unions as to the fees
involved.
Mrs Kershaw subsequently did do some catering for the
administrative staff of the appellant.
She made no complaint, immediately, about the statement
by Mr Cottrill concerning union membership and it was not
raised until later when she was asked for her ticket before going on site when catering for the administration. She
complained to Mr John Greerson, a director of the respondent
company. Mr Greerson said that he had told her to tell the
Industry Task Force what had happened.
On that occasion, she first made a complaint to the appellant
about Mr Cottrill’s action. She had made a note of the conversation with Mr Cottrill because she made notes in her diary in
relation to business propositions. She gave her evidence, according to the Industrial Magistrate, in a reasonably direct
manner and was not uncomfortable in the witness box. (She
was not shaken in her evidence.) In the end, notwithstanding
submissions as to her evidence, it was accepted by the Industrial Magistrate.
Evidence of Mr Johannes Antonin Dijkman
There was evidence from Mr Johannes Antonin Dijkman.
He, too, had been asked to submit a catering tender which he
did. He was then the “proprietor” of “Bunbury Catering Contractors”. However, the tender was unsuccessful. On the day
when he made that tender, he went with his chef, Mr Idriz
Douti, to the gate site. He said that he had recorded what happened on his computer, but later disposed of it. He first spoke
to someone in authority when he spoke to Mr Allan Shuttleton,
but by this time the matter had been put out of his mind. On 8
August 1995, he had been telephoned and asked to attend the
site. This he did. There, he met Mr Cottrill who he was told
was the storeman for the appellant and he handled the catering
contract (see page 95(AB)). At the time, according to Mr
Dijkman, Mr Cottrill said—
“You know your staff have to be union members.”
Mr Dijkman asked if the appellant could pay their fees (see
page 96(AB)). He denied that any conversation with Mr Cottrill
took place, which included his saying (see page 98(AB))—
“If I get this contract, what is the story on union membership of the staff?”
and Mr Cottrill replying—
“I don’t know, I have to check with management and get
back to you.”
Mr Dijkman’s tender was not successful.
The witness’ evidence was reasonably short and his recollection of what happened on the day was brief. The event
occurred in 1995 and His Worship heard the evidence in 1998.
However, because of the impact which the question of unions
had on him, His Worship was prepared to accept the evidence.
Evidence of Mr Idriz Douti
Mr Idriz Douti went to the site with Mr Dijkman on 8 August 1995, but was present for only a short period. He gave
evidence that they met Mr Frank Cottrill. He said that Mr
Cottrill had said—
“To come on site, your staff have to be members of the
union.”
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Non-union members are not allowed on site, Mr Cottrill told
them (see page 102(AB)). In cross-examination, it was put to
Mr Douti that Mr Cottrill said—
“No, we stay here at the gate to talk about it. You have to
be a member of the union to get on site.”
His Worship drew the conclusion from the evidence that Mr
Cottrill said, “at the minimum”, that persons had to be in the
union to come into the site. However, he was unable to draw
any conclusions as to whether this was a reference to the visit
by Mr Douti and Mr Dijkman or the proposal for catering.
Evidence of Mr James Anthony Zaknich and Mr Allan
Graham Shuttleton, Industrial Inspectors
Mr James Anthony Zaknich and Mr Allan Graham Shuttleton
gave evidence.
These persons were Industrial Inspectors at the time the hearing occurred and at the time when they went to Bunbury to
inquire into the matter which was on 1 November 1995. Mr
Shuttleton made notes which they both relied on. They spoke
to Mr Cottrill, and advised him that they were making inquiries concerning a complaint that persons had to be members of
the union, or rather, had been said to be required to be members of the union to get on site. They told him that s.96E of the
Act was breached and Inspector Shuttleton cautioned Mr
Cottrill.
Mr Cottrill, at the time of interview, according to their evidence, said that he was a storeman employed by the appellant
in Bunbury. Mr Shuttleton read from a statement obtained by
them from Mrs Kershaw (see page 186(AB)), in which she
alleged that Mr Cottrill had said—
“You have to belong to the AWU or Miscellaneous Workers Union or the proposal will not be considered and you
will not be allowed on site.”
Mr Cottrill replied that he remembered this and added—
“I would have said that you would have to be a member
of your appropriate union or words to that effect.”
Mr Cottrill was questioned about statements from Mr
Dijkman and Mr Douti. Mr Cottrill told the inspectors, according to their evidence, that he emphatically denied that he
had said they could not come on site, that is, Mr Douti and Mr
Dijkman, but that he possibly said (see page 188(AB))—
“You need to be in a union.”
Mr Cottrill, in answer to a question, said that he believed
that it was company policy to require people coming on site to
belong to a union, according to the evidence, and that he initially got that idea from Mr Shaun McGarry.
The two inspectors then spoke to Mr Shaun McGarry, Administrative Contract Manager for the appellant. He denied
that he gave any instructions to Mr Cottrill or anybody else
that workers on site have to join a union. He said that he had,
however, discussed union coverage with Mr Cottrill. Mr
McGarry said that it was an option that one of the caterers
might have been told that if they did not want to join the union, they could put the canteen outside the gate and work from
there. He said “you cannot insist that they belong to a union”.
Mr Zaknich said that it was Mr McGarry’s statement that it
was the latter’s responsibility to arrange the contract for caterers on site. Mr McGarry, according to Mr Zaknich, said that
the company would prefer people on site to join a union because he had seen what union convenors do to people on site
who are not members of a union.
Mr McGarry said that his interpretation of what he said to
Mr Cottrill was that it would be in the interests of employees
to join a union, but it was not openly discussed, and he, Mr
McGarry, could have suggested which union. He said that they,
meaning, on my understanding, the appellant, thought that
people coming on site ought to be in the appropriate union.
The two inspectors then went to speak to a Mr John Greerson,
whom they informed that they wished to discuss allegations
that the storeman, Mr Cottrill, had told several people that
they had to belong either to the Miscellaneous Workers’ Union or the Australian Workers’ Union. They read from a
statement of Mrs Kershaw and, later, statements from Mr
Dijkman, to Mr Greerson.
Mr Greerson told them that he was the appellant’s Project
Manager for the Wandoo Alliance site at Bunbury. Mr Greerson
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instructed Mr Cottrill, according to Mr Zaknich, to organise
the catering contracts.
To some extent, it was company policy to require union
membership, Mr Greerson said, according to Mr Zaknich, but
Mr Greerson also said, according to Mr Zaknich, that there
were non-unionists on site and some people had torn up their
union tickets. They work under an award with a preference
clause in it and it is company policy, to some extent, to apply
the preference clause. Mr Greerson said that he did not know
if that clause applied to caterers, according to Mr Zaknich (see
page 138(AB)).
The inspectors then spoke to a Mr Donald McCaulay, the
Engineering Manager. Mr McCaulay said that they cannot say
that persons have to be in a union. The company policy was
that they would indicate that it was “necessary no preferable”
to be in a union, they would prefer people to be in the appropriate union, he said was alleged to have said.
Mr Zaknich said that Mr McCaulay told him that Mr
McCaulay and another person made the choice of caterer after
Mr Cottrill had done the preliminary work (see page 141(AB))
(my underlining). Mr McCaulay was said to have said this
after he was asked what the company policy about people coming onto the premises was, and he also said—
“If a truck driver came through the gates we would expect him to be in the TWU.”
Mr Zaknich said that Mr McCaulay told him that he had had
nothing to do with the catering contract until the process was
completed, that Mr Cottrill handled it all and dropped the four
applications in.
The successful application was selected by Stuart and Mr
McCaulay, however.
The inspectors then spoke to Mr Dale Rogers, the Superintendent in charge of Field Operations, on site at Bunbury. He
said, according to them, that it was lousy that Mr Cottrill would
be taking the rap for company policy after doing his job. According to their evidence, he told Mr Shuttleton and Mr Zaknich
that company policy was that anybody that came onto the appellant’s site in Bunbury was to be a member of the AWU or
the appropriate union. He said that the policy had not changed
to his knowledge. Mr Rogers said that he had not been told
that the policy had been changed and Frank (Cottrill) was only
doing his job as instructed.
Several days later, on 8 November 1995, Mr Shuttleton, with
Mr Zaknich, spoke to Mr John Dunkley, who was State Manager for the appellant. They did so in Altona Street, West Perth,
the main office of the appellant, and he read from Mr Cottrill’s
statement to him.
Mr Dunkley, inter alia, said (see page 146(AB))—
“Our advice is that we are acting according to the award.
We give preference to unionists. We are respondents to
the federal award. With 200 on site we only have to pick
one in fifty. Clearly we can pick all unionists.”
Mr Shuttleton mentioned the complaint that Mr Cottrill said
that persons could not come on site unless they were union
members. Mr Shuttleton asked Mr Dunkley if it was company
policy to not let people on site without being in the union and
he said that they relied on the preference to union clause “in
the award”. The award is a Federal award, “The Australian
Workers’ Union Construction and Maintenance Award 1989”.
His Worship observed that Mr Zaknich and Mr Shuttleton
were not broken down in any way in cross-examination.
Evidence on Behalf of the Respondent
There was no evidence called on behalf of the appellant, at
first instance.
FINDINGS
The learned Industrial Magistrate made the following findings and reached the following conclusions—
1. Mr Cottrill was not an officer of the company and
therefore the excuse that the appellant took all reasonable steps has no application in the case.
2. The matter was not a Federal matter and the parties
agreed that Federal legislation does not apply.
3. Having regard to what Messrs McGarry, Greerson,
McCauley, Rogers and Dunkley told the inspectors,

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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His Worship said that he was prepared to draw a conclusion, beyond reasonable doubt, that there was a
policy relating to union membership and the basis
for the policy was the belief in the application of the
Federal award.
Mr Cottrill did not give evidence. His Worship referred to the evidence of Mrs Kershaw and accepted
her version and found that he was satisfied, beyond
reasonable doubt, on the evidence, that there was a
threat, as alleged.
(a) Based on the evidence of the conversation
between the inspectors and company managers, a conclusion can be drawn that the
managers were acting as the company.
(b) That evidence was admissible.
For those reasons, and the policy to which he was to
refer, the learned Industrial Magistrate was prepared
to draw a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt that
the managers were acting as the company.
The conversation between Mrs Kershaw and Mr
Cottrill and between Messrs Dijkman, Douti and
Cottrill showed a consistent approach by Mr Cottrill
to union membership.
(a) Mr Cottrill’s comments showed that what he
was saying was the company’s policy being
put into practice.
(b) Mr Cottrill is not an officer of the company.
(a) If there is not a rational reason otherwise, and
none has been forthcoming, the conclusion can
be safely drawn that this was the final act of
the company in the implementation of its
policy.
(b) That conclusion depends on how His Worship
was to deal with the evidence of conversations
with the company managers.
(c) If there was no basis to draw any conclusions
as to the position of company managers, then
what Mr Cottrill had to say could be taken no
further.
(d) From the evidence of the managers, he was
able to draw a conclusion beyond reasonable
doubt that there was a policy relating to union
membership and the basis was a belief in the
application of the Federal award. This reason
was the most credible. (See pages 23 and 24
(AB) and the statements of Mr McGarry, Mr
Greerson, Mr McCaulay, Mr Rogers and Mr
Dunkley.)
(e) The charge against Mr Cottrill was that he
threatened that discriminatory action might be
taken against Mrs Kershaw by virtue of the
circumstance that she was not a member of an
organisation of employees.
(f) Mr Cottrill gave no evidence. His Worship
accepted Mrs Kershaw’s evidence.
(g) His Worship was satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that there was a threat made as
alleged.

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The complaint against the appellant in this matter was
that it threatened that discriminatory action might be taken
against Mrs Leonie Rosana Kershaw, by reason of the circumstance that Mrs Kershaw was not a member of an organisation
of employees. That is forbidden by s.96E(1)(a) of the Act, and
quite clearly.
2. Presumably, the discriminatory action relied upon was
“action” within the meaning of s.96E(4)(a) and (b) and not
(c).
3. In addition, the complaint alleged that, in threatening that
discriminatory action, the appellant was not excused by
s.96H(2) of the Act.
4. Under s.96H(2) of the Act, once an officer of a corporation is found guilty of an offence against, inter alia, s.96E, the
corporation is, by the operation of the sub-section, guilty of
that offence.
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The corporation, as defined in the Corporations Law, is not
guilty of that offence if it proves that all reasonable steps were
taken by it to prevent the commission by the corporation or its
officers of offences under s.96E of the Act, inter alia. (The
respondent was a corporation, as defined in the Corporations
Law.)
5. It should be noted that the discriminatory action was particularised (see pages 13-14(AAB)) in relation to the charge
against Mr Cottrill (and see above)—
“(ii) The defendant had a conversation with Leonie
Rosana Kershaw in relation to her potential submission of a tender for a contract to provide catering
services for Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd’s Bunbury
North Shore site;
(iii) In the course of that conversation, the defendant told
Ms Kershaw that she would have to belong to the
AWU or the Miscellaneous Workers Union or her
proposal would not be considered and she would not
be allowed on site. This constituted a threat that “discriminatory action” may be taken, within the meaning
of that phrase in s.96E(4) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979.”
5. It seems to have been common ground that Mrs Kershaw
was not a member of an organisation, as defined in s.96A of
the Act, where the word is defined to mean—
“an organization of employers or an organization of employees”
6. An organisation of employees includes, by the same definition, inter alia—
“an organization of employees whether constituted, incorporated or registered under this Act or any other Act
or under any Commonwealth Act...”
7. Organisations of employees include, inter alia, such organisations registered under the Act of which the AWU is one.
8. Put briefly, the elements of the appellant’s offence were
that it threatened discriminatory action against Mrs Kershaw
by refusing to make use of or agree to make use of services
offered by her, she not being a member of an organisation of
employees, and it not being the policy of the appellant to allow persons on site unless they were members of an relevant
“union”, i.e. organisation of employees.
9. The effect of s.96H(2) of the Act is as follows—
(a) It is not necessary to establish that the officer concerned was acting within the scope of his authority,
absent the necessary steps by the organisation, the
organisation is guilty.
(b) If an officer of a corporation is guilty of an offence
against s.96E, then the corporation is also guilty of
that offence.
(c) The corporation is not guilty of that offence if it
proves that all reasonable steps were taken by the
corporation to prevent the commission by the corporation or its officer (a term not defined in the Act) of
an offence under s.96E, inter alia.
10. It was not in issue that the appellant was, at all material
times, a corporation, as that term is defined in s.96H(3) of the
Act, by the Corporations Law.
11. By virtue of s.72 of the Justices Act 1902 (as amended),
the complaint, insofar as it might be said to be a complaint of
a simple offence or other matter, negatives the exemption,
exception, proviso or condition contained in s.96H(2) and it
was, therefore, unnecessary for the complainant to prove that
negative. In fact, the defendant was then called upon to prove
the affirmative in its defence, the affirmative being that it had
taken all reasonable steps to prevent the discriminatory action
being taken (see the Justices Act 1902 (as amended) s.72(1)).
12. By virtue of s.96E and s.96H(2) of the Act, a corporation, as defined, may commit offences under s.96E through its
officers or employees, acting within the scope of their employment, although an agent, acting within the scope of his
agency, may also make the company vicariously criminally
liable. This is because s.96E does not modify the common law
(see Ducasse v TWU and Another 76 WAIG 330 (IAC) per
Kennedy J, at page 331 per Franklyn J and at 332 per Rowland
J).
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As I have said, s.96H(2) of the Act prescribes criminal liability in a corporation, if an officer is guilty of a s.96E offence
unless the company (corporation) is able to prove that all reasonable steps were taken by the company to prevent the
commission of the offence.
Once, however, His Worship held that Mr Cottrill was not
an officer, within the meaning of s.96H(2) of the Act, s.96H(2)
and all of its implications fell by the wayside.
THE CASE
I now turn to the case which was before His Worship. The
case was that Mr Cottrill was an officer of the appellant and
that the appellant was not excused under s.96H of the Act (see
pages 34, 35, 45, 253, 279, 280, 281, 296, 297, 307, 321 and
353 (AB)).
It is also quite clear, as was submitted, that Mr Cottrill was
not an officer of the appellant (see pages 22-23(AB)). That is
what His Worship found.
The question then was whether Mr Cottrill was, as an employee, an agent of the appellant company, acting within his
ostensible authority.
It was submitted that the case was not run on the basis that
Mr Cottrill was an agent of the appellant, although this point
was the subject of submissions by Counsel for the appellant
(see pages 392-393(AB)) at first instance. It was also submitted that His Worship implicitly found that Mr Cottrill was not
an agent (see pages 254, 392-393(AB)).
Part VIA of the Act deals with “Freedom of Association”
and includes prescriptions preventing certain conduct and the
prescription that certain conduct constitutes an offence.
It was common ground that the appellant was, at all material
times, a corporation.
S.96E defines, prohibits and constitutes as an offence discriminatory action in various forms.
The most apposite definitions, for the purposes of these complaints, were as follows—
“Discriminatory action” in relation to a person means—
(a) Refusing to make use of, or refusing to make use of
any service offered by any person.
(b) Refusing to receive, or refusing to agree to receive
any goods offered by the person.
At common law, a corporation is vicariously liable for an
offence committed by its servant or agent in the course of his
employment or agency in the same circumstances as an employer or principal who is a natural person (see Ducasse v
TWU and Another (IAC)(op cit) per Franklyn J at page 332).
(See, also The King and Another v Australasian Films Limited and Another [1921] 29 CLR 195 at 214-215 as well.)
However, in order to avail itself of s.96H(2), it was necessary for the respondent to establish that Mr Cottrill was an
officer of the appellant, by virtue of the fact that the principal
offender was one of its officers or members. It does not follow
from this that an employee organisation is not liable if it has
acted directly through an agent who was not an officer or member (see per Kennedy J in Ducasse v TWU and Another
(IAC)(op cit) at page 330).
It could not then be found that the appellant was guilty, but
for proof by the respondent. After hearing argument, His Worship ruled that Mr Cottrill was not an officer. It followed that
s.96H(2) of the Act could not apply. That finding was made at
the conclusion of the complainant’s case at first instance. However, there still remained a case to answer which was responded
to, not by evidence, but by submissions.
That ruling has not been appealed against. No further evidence was called after the ruling but, as Mr Gilmour submitted,
Mr Robbins, of Counsel for the appellant (the respondent at
first instance), made submissions still based on the application of s.96H(2) of the Act, that all reasonable steps had been
taken to prevent the commission by the corporation of its officers of an offence under s.96E. Those submissions were
irrelevant.
At all material times, the particulars which applied were that
Mr Cottrill acted as an agent of the appellant at the time when
he threatened the discriminatory action particularised in complaint 71. The complaint was not withdrawn, I observed above.
In any event, it might be said that an allegation of a company’s
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liability implies allegations of unaccountability or dual corporate liability, which may need to be particularised.
Alternatively, the complaint alleged that Mr Cottrill was an
officer of the company when he threatened the discriminatory
action alleged. Particular (ii) was not required to be answered
once the Industrial Magistrate ruled that Mr Cottrill was not
an officer. Mr Robbins’ submissions relying on it were irrelevant and could play no part in the Industrial Magistrate’s
disposition of the case once the Industrial Magistrate ruled
that Mr Cottrill was not an officer of the corporation.
The first particular alleging agency was not abandoned at
any time and s.96H of the Act does not exclude, as was decided in Ducasse v TWU and Another (IAC)(op cit), a finding
that the defendant committed the acts alleged to have been
committed by it through an employee or an agent.
The particular that Mr Cottrill was an agent was never abandoned. That part of the case remained alive. That part of the
case was referred to in his final address by Mr Hodge, counsel
for the defendant at first instance. It is fair, therefore, to say
that the decision not to call evidence was made or should have
been made, taking into account what the complaint still alleged.
That the act, in the case of a corporation, could always be
committed through an employee or agent, is, of course, part of
the common law and left undisturbed by s.96H(2) of the Act.
S.96H(2) is merely a provision which imposes strict fault, subject to a defendant corporation exculpating itself where a
corporation’s officer is guilty of an offence. Given the particulars provided, the evidence was more than evidence used
to “negative” the operation of s.96H of the Act.
It follows that, if a corporation’s officer is not guilty of an
offence, liability can always be proven otherwise. There is no
doubt that that question remained alive in this case.
The discriminatory act alleged against the appellant company was alleged to have been committed by it because Mr
Cottrill was guilty of a discriminatory act himself and he was
an officer of the appellant. He was found not to be. The allegation then faced was that he was an employee and, indeed, an
agent, acting for the appellant corporation, within the scope of
his authority.
That is distinguishable as a question from the question
whether the corporation acted through Mr Cottrill who was its
mind and will.
Criminal Liability of a Corporation
A corporation may be made criminally liable by primary
(direct) liability or it may be made criminally liable by secondary (vicarious) indirect liability (see Lennard’s Carrier Co
v Asiatic Petroleum Co Ltd [1915] AC 705 at 713 per Haldane
LC).
A company may be dealt with as a principal offender in circumstances where it is possible to establish an identity between
the human offender who perpetrated the offending act, and the
company so that the acts of the individual are treated as the
acts of the company (see Lennard’s Carrier Co v Asiatic Petroleum Co Ltd (op cit), see also Tesco Supermarkets Ltd v
Nattrass [1972] AC 153, where a store manager was held not
to be the directing mind and will of the company. He was a
mere cog in the machine.) (See, also S & Y Investments (No
2) Pty Ltd (In liq.) v Commercial Union Assurance Co of
Australia Ltd (1986) 44 NTR 14 at 29 (NTCA) per Asche CJ.)
Determining whether or not a person’s activities and intentions can be attributed to a company is a question of law to be
decided, taking into account all of the facts (see Tesco Supermarkets Ltd v Nattrass (op cit) at page 170 per Lord Reid). Of
interest, too, is Bernard Elsey Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Taxation (Cth) (1969) 121 CLR 119.
An express delegation of powers to an officer, even a relatively junior officer, makes matters simpler. Where no single
officer possesses the appropriate state of mind on his or her
own, but several officers each possess information which, when
taken together, would amount to the requisite state of mind,
the knowledge of several offices can be attributed to the company, so that it was deemed to have the appropriate state of
mind, albeit as a composite of knowledge from several services (see Brambles Holdings Ltd v Carey (1976) 15 SASR
270 at 275-276 (FC) per Bray CJ and Entwells Pty Ltd v National and General Insurance Co Ltd 5 ACSR 424 (SCWA)
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per Ipp J. His Honour Ipp J held, inter alia, applying Tesco
Supermarkets Ltd v Nattrass (op cit) and Lennard’s Carrier
Co v Asiatic Petroleum Co Ltd (op cit), that the “active and
directing will” of a company may be constituted by the minds
of several persons, each acting separating and independently
of the others. In such event, the acts and mind of one of such
persons, who so acting may be the acts and mind of the company itself.
Thus, unless Mr Cottrill was an officer who was the embodiment of the company in what he did, on the directing will
and mind of the company, the company was not liable.
However, the corporation cannot know or believe two contradictory things at once. It is a rational belief, not
schizophrenia, which is to be attributed to it.
Vicarious liability, the secondary liability, for offences is not
to be confused with primary liability referred to in the preceding paragraph.
Companies may be held liable under certain statutes for offences actually committed by any of their employees, servants
or agents. The effect of the legislation of this type is to impose
strict liability on a company for the acts and the state of mind
of those whom it employs or engages when they act within the
scope of their employment or authority (see Howard: The
Criminal Law, 5th Edition).
Whether a statute imposes vicarious liability will depend on
the wording of the Act (see Ducasse v TWU and Another
(IAC)(op cit) as authority for the proposition that the Act does)
and which, on that authority, I hold.
There is a third matter raised which requires some clarification. The evidence as to what the various “managers” said was
admitted and used by the Industrial Magistrate as evidence of
what the appellant’s policy was.
Statements made to third persons by an agent, within the
scope of the agent’s authority and during the continuance of
the agency, may be received as admissions against the principal in litigation to which the latter is a party.
The existence of the agency must be proved before the agent’s
admission can be received against the principal; proof of agency
cannot be found in the statement itself (see Chappell v A. Ross
& Sons Pty Ltd [1969] VR 376 (FC) and Fire & All Risks
Insurance Co Ltd v Caratti (Bullfinch) Pty Ltd [1969] WAR
49.) Agency can, however, be sometimes implied from the
circumstances. This principle, of course, applies to employees
(see Markovina v R (1996) 16 WAR 354 at 382-383 (FC)). In
this case, there was no challenge to the evidence and the finding that Mr Cottrill was an employee, subject to the control
and direction of the respondent. Once that was the case, the
question of his authority to act as he did remained open on the
particulars.
Mrs Kershaw’s version of events was accepted. Accordingly,
His Worship found that Mr Cottrill told her, amongst other
things, when she inquired about the “tender”—
“... that I had to have the prospectus in by Tuesday, the
1st August and we had to belong, meaning me, the company, had to belong to the AWU or the Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union or our proposal would not be considered
and we would not be allowed on site.” (See page 68(AB).)
Mr Cottrill was a storeman, on the evidence, and, at all times,
the decision as to who the successful “tenderer” was, was for
the decision of management persons, not him. There was no
evidence that he had any say in the matter at all. That finding
was not challenged on appeal.
I now turn to the other evidence. However, I should first say
that the proposals to be considered by the appellant were not
tenders for a contract with the appellant. They were in fact
proposals to be licensed to go on site and sell food and drinks
to the appellant’s employees. The proposal was actually lodged,
but unilaterally withdrawn by Mrs Kershaw and her partner,
her daughter, because of costing difficulties.
Putting aside, for the moment, Mr Dijkman’s and Mr Douti’s
evidence of their experience, I turn to the evidence of admissions made to the Industrial Inspectors, Mr Zaknich and Mr
Shuttleton, which I have summarised above.
There was evidence that Mr Cottrill said that people had to
be in a union to get on site to work. The Industrial Magistrate
found that Mr Cottrill was involved in the administration of
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the affairs of the company, albeit the final link (see page 4
(AAB)). His Worship found that the answers to the questions
were admissible as against the appellant.
It is not in dispute that the appellant had complete legal control over the acts of Mr Cottrill. Further, a corporation has, in
a proper case, the combined knowledge or belief possessed by
a number of its officers in the authorities to which I have referred above. However, it cannot know or believe two
contradictory things at once.
In this case, there was sufficient evidence accepted by the
Industrial Magistrate that, in the commission of the offence,
Mr Cottrill was acting as the employee and agent of the company. He had authority to arrange the “tendering process” for
the site, a fact acknowledged by Mr Hodge in his final address
(see page 392(AB)), and as an agent.
I am of opinion, too, that the fact that Mr Cottrill was an
employee and agent was adequately raised by the particulars,
was never abandoned and was open, on the evidence, to support the finding made. There was substantial evidence that Mr
Cottrill acted as an agent and within the scope of his authority.
The admissibility of the statements of admission was evidence
of this relationship and evidence of the company policy.
It was held that evidence of the statements made by Mr
Cottrill and others were made within the scope of their authority. It was held, too, that they were all acting within their
authority. The Industrial Magistrate found that Mr Cottrill
executed the company’s policy in advising Mrs Kershaw and
other “tenderers” that they had to be members of a union in
order to have their tender considered. What was the policy
and was it known by Mr Cottrill? The evidence of Mr
Greerson’s statement was that it was not company policy to
require a tenderer to belong to the AWU or the Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union or to not allow that person on site if they did
not have that membership.
Mr Greerson’s evidence was that the appellant worked under an award and applied the preference clause, which required
them, to some extent, to have people coming on site belong to
a union. Mr Don McCaulay, the Engineering Manager, who
told Mr Shuttleton and Mr Zaknich that guidelines given to
Mr Cottrill were given to Shaun McGarry. His evidence was
that it was “necessary – no preferable” for persons to be members of a union. He also said that it was not policy on the
contracts he led to require union membership, but that the company policy was that they prefer people to be in the appropriate
union.
Mr Rogers made it clear that it was company policy to require union membership.
Mr John Dunkley, the State Manager, said that the advice is
that they were acting in accordance with the federal award
which gave preference to unionists. With 200 on site, they
only have to pick one in fifty. They can pick all unionists. He
got the impression from Shaun that all people coming on site
would have to belong to a union.
Mr Shaun McGarry, the Contracts Officer, was said, in the
evidence of his statement, that Mr Cottrill said that the administration said that it would be preferable if people coming on
site belonged to a union. Mr McGarry also admitted that it
was a suggestion that persons not in a union set up the cafeteria or canteen outside the gate. He said that they preferred
people coming on site to belong to a union, because he had
seen what union convenors do to people on site who are not
members of a union.
Mr McGarry conceded, according to the evidence of Mr
Shuttleton, that it was company policy for people coming on
site to belong to a union. Mr Greerson was the Project Manager.
Because of divergences between those statements admitted
in evidence, His Worship reached a conclusion that the managers were acting as the company, which he was entitled to
do. He also drew a conclusion from the evidence that there
was a policy relating to union membership and the basis for
relief was a belief in the application of the federal award, which
he found was not applicable. (In any event, the Federal award
required preference to be given only to AWU members.)
It was open to the Industrial Magistrate to draw that inference from the evidence. Mr Greerson referred to preference.
Mr McGarry denied that there was a requirement for union
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membership, but put it pretty strongly that that was a preference, as did Mr Greerson and Mr Dunkley. There was no denial
that what Mr Cottrill said was categorically wrong. There was,
too, Mr Rogers’ statement that it was not.
In my opinion, therefore, there was sufficient for His Worship to find that there was a policy of company “preference
for unionists” on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to
say, within the scope of his authority as the “arranger of tenders”, that persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as “tenderers” if they did not have appropriate “union” membership.
Put another way, it was open to find that there was such a
strong element in the evidence of all the admissions made of a
strong requirement for union membership for persons “coming on site” that the Industrial Magistrate was properly able to
find as he did. His Worship was entitled to find the complaint
proven as particularised by particular (i).
It is quite clear that Mr McGarry and others combined with
him to act within the scope of their authority to voice and
convey, through Mr McGarry, the company’s policy with authority. There was, within the principle, a combined statement
of company policy conveyed by Mr McGarry to Mr Cottrill,
sufficient to enable Mr Cottrill to act within the scope of his
authority, as defined by the company policy connected to him
to say that (and I paraphrase) “if you are not a member of the
appropriate authority, you won’t get the tender and you can’t
come on site”. That statement was not challenged as a threat
of discriminatory action, as defined, and was found to be such.
In my opinion, too, the statements made by all of the managers were generally admissible in the proceedings. The
evidence was admissible as part of the res gestae rule and some
evidence of truth of what Mr Cottrill said. There is evidence,
also, that he was acting in the course of his employment, and
that he expressed something close to what he was instructed
to do by Mr McCaulay.
The statement which Mr Cottrill made was indubitably part
of the res gestae (see R v Dodd [1960] WAR 42, by which the
Full Bench is bound and Jemelielita v The Queen (1995) 81A
Crim Rep 409 (Court of Criminal Appeal WA)) and was in
consequence of instructions given by his employer. Miller’s
Great Northern Hotel Pty Ltd v Fingleton 7 SASR [1974] 35
is distinguishable on that basis.
As to the question of natural justice being denied, the case
of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the evidence led. The question of authority
was covered in addresses. The appellant had ample notice of
the case against it. There was adequate opportunity to call
evidence to refute the evidence of agency and to otherwise
make submissions. That ground also fails.
I have considered all of the submissions and all of the authorities. I am not persuaded that His Worship erred, as he is
alleged to have, on the grounds of appeal. For those reasons, I
would dismiss the appeal.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: I agree with the conclusions reached by His Honour the President. It is clear that the
appellant in this matter had the opportunity to deal with matters
concerning agency. These were raised in the charge itself. The
prosecutor provided the particulars as it is required to do and the
appropriate evidence was led. It was for the appellant in this
matter to decide whether it would call evidence in opposition of
the arguments, particulars and facts led but it opted not to do so.
That being the case, in my respectful view, it foregoes the opportunity to raise on appeal questions of denied natural justice.
The only other matter I need to raise deals with the conclusions His Worship reached concerning the preference clause
and his conclusion that the matter before him was not a Federal matter and therefore Federal legislation did not apply. In
pages 358—366 Mr Hodge, who appeared at first instance for
the appellant, discusses the relevance of the Federal Award
and makes some concessions about its application. It could be
that those concessions give rise to questions about the context
on which the evidence of Mr Dunkley and Mr Greerson were
given. However, the matter is not raised as a ground of appeal
nor was it brought to the attention of the Full Bench during the
appeal and it is therefore inappropriate that I take the issue
further. I agree with the conclusions that His Honour the President has reached about that evidence and the influence it has
had on the outcome of the proceeding before His Worship.
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I would dismiss the appeal.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER: I have had the advantage
of reading in draft the reasons of His Honour the President. I
agree with those reasons. I wish to add the following observations of my own in relation to the grounds of appeal.
The background to the proceedings before His Worship and
the grounds of appeal have has been set out by his Honour the
President in detail and I need not refer to them any further.
Ground 1
The gravamen of the appellant’s complaint in relation to this
ground of appeal was that the case as put by the respondent
before His Worship was based upon the provisions of s 96H(2)
of the Act, and not on the alternative basis that Mr Cottrill, as
an employee of the appellant, was either acting within the
course of his employment or alternatively was acting as an
agent within the scope of his agency, when the relevant conduct occurred. It was submitted by Mr Gilmore, senior counsel
for the appellant, that in substance, the case run by the respondent relied upon a finding by His Worship that Mr Cottrill
was an “officer” of the appellant, and his conduct was not
excused for the purposes of s 96H(2) of the Act. As His Worship found (which finding was not attacked on appeal) that Mr
Cottrill was not an officer of the appellant, and the respondent
did not run its case on the alternative basis that Mr Cottrill
was an agent of the appellant, then the appellant’s conviction
could not have been sustained on this basis.
It was submitted further by the appellant, that as His Worship found that Mr Cottrill was in effect, in making the threat
as to union membership, implementing the appellant’s policy
in relation to union membership, and was not authorised to
speak on behalf of the appellant in this regard, then by deduction, the appellant was held vicariously liable at common law,
by reason of Mr Cottrill acting in the course of his employment, in making the relevant threat. Having regard to relevant
authorities concerning the scope and role of the provision of
particulars in criminal matters, the appellant said that in this
case, it was denied natural justice because the respondent’s
case was not put on the basis that Mr Cottrill was an employee
acting in the course of his employment, and in the absence of
such a finding by the court, the appellant was deprived of the
opportunity of contesting whether or not Mr Cottrill was so
acting. It was also submitted that the finding that Mr Cottrill
was, by his conduct, implementing the appellant’s policy, constituted a material departure from the complaint, thereby
prejudicing the appellant.
Counsel for the respondent argued that whether or not Mr
Cottrill, in making the threat to Ms Kershaw, was implementing the appellant’s policy, was a matter that was fundamental
in the proceedings before His Worship. Counsel submitted that
both the appellant and respondent extensively addressed this
issue, and the evidence adduced by the respondent in support
of it, at various stages of the proceedings, including when challenges were made to the admissibility of evidence; for and
against a “no case to answer” submission; and at the conclusion of the proceedings. It was also said by counsel for the
respondent that the appellant was clearly on notice of the alternative particular that Mr Cottrill was acting as an agent on
behalf of the appellant. It was said that the issue of the possible vicarious liability of the appellant at common law was
expressly dealt with by counsel for the appellant in his submissions during the proceedings. The respondent also referred
to the matter of the appellant’s policy and Mr Cottrill’s role in
implementing it as “a live issue” in the various preliminary
rulings by His Worship, regarding the admissibility of evidence and in the “no case to answer” ruling.
The Complaint and Particulars
Relevantly, the complaint against the appellant alleged that
on 28 July 1995, at Bunbury, it “not being excused by s 98H(2)
of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, threatened that discriminatory action may be taken against LEONIE ROSANA
KERSHAW by reason of the circumstance that LEONIE
ROSANA KERSHAW was not a member of an organisation
of employees, contrary to s 96E(1)(a) of the Act.”
By letter dated 27 May 1996, the Crown Solicitor’s office
wrote to the solicitors for the appellant, setting out the particulars of the complaint both against it and Mr Cottrill, who
was also charged as a person who had committed an offence
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against s 96E of the Act by reason of the threat as to union
membership. In order to appreciate the particulars of complaint against the appellant, it is necessary to also set out the
particulars of the complaint against Mr Cottrill. Formal parts
omitted, that letter provided as follows—
“ In relation to the charge against the defendant Cottrill
the particulars of the offence are as follows—
i The offence was committed at the Security Gate of
Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd North Shore site near
Bunbury, at approximately 4.30pm on 28 July 1995;
ii The defendant had a conversation with Leonie
Rosana Kershaw in relation to her potential submission of a tender for a contract to providing (sic)
catering services for Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd’s
Bunbury North Shore site;
iii In the course of that conversation, the defendant told
Ms Kershaw that she would have to belong to the
AWU or the Miscellaneous Workers’ Union or her
proposal would not be considered and she would not
be allowed on site. This constituted a threat that “discriminatory action” may be taken, within the meaning
of that phrase in s 96E(4) of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979.
Otherwise this complaint is sufficiently particularised.
In relation to the charge against the defendant Leighton
Contractors Pty Ltd, the particulars of the offence are—
(i) Frank Alexander Cottrill was acting as an agent of
the defendant company at the time when he threatened the discriminatory action particularised above;
(ii) In the alternative, Frank Alexander Cottrill was an
officer of the defendant company when he threatened the discriminatory action particularised above
and the complainant relies on s 96H(2) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979.
This complaint is otherwise sufficiently particularised.
…”
The relevant statutory provisions have been set out by His
Honour the President in his reasons. Section 96H(2) is a provision that imposes statutory criminal responsibility on a
corporation, in the event it is established that an officer of the
corporation is guilty of one of the offences under ss96C, 96D,
or 96E. Whilst s 96H(2) contains an exculpatory provision,
such that a corporation will not be guilty by reason of its officer’s conduct, if it proves that all reasonable steps were taken
by it to prevent the commission of the offence, the onus to
establish this is on the corporation and not the prosecution.
Furthermore, the existence of a charge under s 96E of the Act,
against a corporation, averring the absence of an excuse under
s 96H(2), does not preclude criminal responsibility of the corporation, based upon vicarious liability at common law:
Ducasse v Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (1996) 76 WAIG
330.
In this case, the respondent put the appellant on notice, by
the provision of its particulars, that it would not be solely relying upon the statutory provisions in s 96H(2) of the Act, in
order to establish the appellant’s guilt on the charge as preferred.
As a matter of general principle, a defendant to criminal
proceedings is entitled to know what offence he or she is facing and is entitled to be supplied with such particulars of the
alleged offence as are reasonably necessary to enable a defence to be mounted: Johnson v Miller (1937) 59 CLR 467;
Cook’s Hotel Pty Ltd v Pope (1983) 34 SASR 292. In the absence of an amendment, particulars which do not identify the
essential factual ingredients of the actual offence charged, may
be fatal to a prosecution: Johnson v Miller (supra); Boral Gas
(NSW) Pty Ltd v Magill (1995) 37 NSWLR 150. The importance of proper particulars in cases involving serious charges
is well established: Coward v Stapleton (1953) 90 CLR 573 at
579-580; Interstruct Pty Ltd v Wakelam (1990) 3 WAR 100 at
118.
In Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd v Shepherd (unreported
Full Court Supreme Court of WA 5 May 1998) the court considered an appeal from a conviction by a Magistrate under
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s 19 of the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984. Anderson
J, after considering the relevant principles concerning the sufficiency of particulars in criminal matters, concluded in that
case, there was such a substantial departure from the particulars of the complaint in the case as put by the prosecution, that
there had been a miscarriage of justice. When considering the
conduct of the proceedings, Anderson J observed as follows at
14—
“In my opinion, if the case below had been conducted in
an orthodox manner, it would have been dismissed for
want of proof of the central element in the prosecution
case as particularised, that, at the time he met his death,
the deceased was engaged in attempting a task which he
had been instructed to perform. When a person is charged
on particulars giving one set of facts, he really cannot be
convicted on proof of a different set of facts—at least not
unless he has had a fair opportunity of defending himself
on those different facts (Boral, supra)… If that is how the
case was put (and it is not possible to be completely sure),
it was, of course, a very different case from the case particularised.”
For the reasons that follow, the circumstances arising in
Bunnings (supra) were very different to those arising on this
appeal. In my view, the appellant was sufficiently on notice of
the case that it had to meet and had an adequate opportunity to
present its case.
As noted above, central issues in the proceedings before His
Worship were what was the appellant’s policy in relation to
union membership and secondly, what was Mr Cottrill’s role,
if any, in the implementation of that policy. Those issues were
the subject of extensive evidence adduced by the respondent
through the evidence of Ms Kershaw (AB 63-93); Mr Dijkman
(AB 94-101); Mr Douti (AB 101-105); and industrial inspectors Zaknich (AB 106-115, 130-177) and Shuttleton (AB
181-218).
Whilst it can fairly be said that the thrust of the respondent’s
case against the appellant was based on s 96H(2) of the Act,
and the consequential need for a finding that Mr Cottrill was
an “officer” of the appellant, the first particular, that Mr Cottrill
was acting as an agent of the appellant, was never abandoned
by the respondent. As was submitted by counsel for the respondent on the appeal, this remained a live issue. This was
clearly the case. Submissions were made by both the appellant’s and respondent’s respective counsel as to the role of Mr
Cottrill in implementing the appellant’s policy regarding union membership: (see: AB 309-312; AB 249-350; AB 234-235;
AB 263-264; AB 314-315.)
In this regard, Mr Robbins for the respondent, in response
to the appellant’s “no case” submission as to whether Mr
Cottrill was an “officer”, said at AB 307—
“As to the common law interpretation, we identified there
some evidence. Bear in mind, Your Worship, we’re dealing here with a submission by my learned friend that there
is no case to answer. We say with respect that there is.
The evidence establishes that Cottrill was assigned responsibility to arrange the tendering process relating to
the on-site provision of food and I would like to take you
very briefly, if I may, to some of these passages because
in responding to my learned friend we should identify to
Your Worship those passages which provide some evidence of the element in question; that is to say, his role as
officer…
At page 102 of the transcript, at the very bottom of the page,
Inspector Shuttleton then asked him—
“What is your role in relation to the contract for the caterers on site?— it was my responsibility to arrange it.”
After referring to other passages of evidence from other
witnesses regarding Mr Cottrill’s conduct, Mr Robbins continued at AB 308—
“That’s Mr Shuttleton in-chief. So those passages go to
establishing the responsibility that Cottrill had and, in our
submission, go to the identifying of Cottrill at common
law as an officer of the corporation.”
Further on in his submissions at AB 312 Mr Robbins said—
‘It’s our submission, Your Worship, that although Cottrill
was substantially employed as a storeman, in performing
his duties relating to the supply of food to the project, Mr
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Cottrill was performing duties of a managerial and/or administrative nature and he was holding himself out, with
the company’s approval, as a officer of the company… it
is our submission, Sir, that both at common law and under the Corporation’s legislation, you would find that there
is a case to answer. It is our submission that the interpretation that we’ve submitted to Your Worship of s 96H
prevents a company frustrating the purposes of the section of the Act by instructing junior employees’ to carry
out the discriminatory act with which s 96H is concerned.”
It is clear from these passages of transcript, and the evidence to which Mr Robbins referred, that the role, function
and authority of Mr Cottrill, as an employee of the appellant,
was a central issue in the proceedings. Whilst these submissions were directed to the issue of Mr Cottrill as an officer of
the appellant, that does not preclude these same matters as
being relevant to Mr Cottrill acting as an employee within the
course of his employment. Indeed, it is almost invariably the
case that an officer of a corporation will be a senior employee
and also, to an extent, acting as an agent of his or her employer. As to the appellant being on notice of the possible
alternative basis of conviction, other than under s 96H(2), the
submissions of the appellant’s counsel indicate that he was
alive to the possibility of the appellant being convicted at common law. This being either on the basis that Mr Cottrill was
acting as the company, in the sense that he was its directing
mind and will, or alternatively, that the appellant may be held
vicariously liable for Mr Cottrill’s conduct (see: AB 249-250;
260-264; 266-267; 392-394). In particular, the appellant’s submissions at AB 392-393 make it plain that there was a
recognition of vicarious liability and counsel addressed His
Worship as to why he should not find the appellant guilty on
this basis.
It is important to observe in relation to this ground of appeal, that despite the existence of the allegation that Mr Cottrill
acted as the appellant’s agent (which was never abandoned),
the evidence led by the respondent, and the ruling by His
Worship that the appellant had a case to answer, the appellant
elected to call no evidence.
There is no material distinction between the test of the scope
of authority applying to agents and employees: Heatons Transport (St Helen’s) Ltd v Transport and General Workers’ Union
[1973] AC 15. Indeed, at common law, there is a considerable
overlap between the legal concepts of employment and agency,
with all employees, to an extent, being an agent of their employer: The Law of Employment Macken, McCarry and
Sappideen (4th ed) 1997 pp 48-50 (see also Gilles (supra) at
513 in relation to admissions by employees and agents against
a principal).
Furthermore, the ruling of His Worship on the “no case”
submission, clearly put in issue Mr Cottrill’s position and responsibilities regarding the catering contract for the site, in
terms of his involvement in the administration of the affairs of
the appellant.
In my view, this ground of appeal is not made out.
Grounds 2 and 3
For convenience I will deal with grounds 2 and 3 together.
In essence, the appellant’s complaint in relation to these
grounds was that His Worship was in error in concluding that
Mr Cottrill’s threat to Ms Kershaw, regarding union membership, was the final act of the appellant in the implementation
of its policy. It was submitted that the appellant’s policy was
in fact, based upon His Worship’s findings, the application of
the “preference to unionists clause” in clause 44 of the Australian Workers’ Union Construction and Maintenance Award
1989 (Federal) (“the Award”). It was further submitted that
having found that Mr Cottrill was not an officer of the appellant for the purposes of s 96H(2) of the Act, the complaint
should have been dismissed. This matter is related to ground
1, in the sense that it was submitted that no alternative case
was put by the respondent, in terms of particular (i) of the
particulars of the charge against the appellant.
Counsel for the respondent submitted that His Worship concluded that the preference clause contained in the Award formed
the “background” to his conclusions in relation to the appellant’s policy regarding union membership. It was said by
counsel that based upon the evidence before the court, including the evidence of the admissions made by Mr Cottrill to the
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industrial inspectors, which was admitted over objection from
counsel for the appellant, there was sufficient evidence that
Mr Cottrill was acting, in his capacity as an employee of the
appellant, as an agent of the appellant who had the authority to
arrange the tendering process for on-site catering. The statements made by him to Ms Kershaw and others, it was
submitted, were within the scope of that authority, expressly
or by implication. The admissibility of the statements made
by Mr Cottrill to the industrial inspectors, as against the appellant, was not attacked on appeal before the Full Bench.
After summarising the evidence led by the respondent, including Ms Kershaw, Mr Dijkman, Mr Douti and the evidence
of the industrial inspectors Zaknich and Shuttleton, His Worship was prepared to draw a conclusion beyond reasonable
doubt, that there was a policy relating to union membership,
based on a belief in the application of the Award. His Worship
was satisfied on the evidence, that there was a policy of some
form from the evidence of the appellant’s managers which he
accepted, with the Award being the most likely explanation
for that policy: AB 25. He further concluded that Mr Cottrill
was, in speaking with Ms Kershaw in relation to her proposed
tender for catering on the appellant’s site, in effect, the “final
link in the chain” in implementing the appellant’s policy that
all persons going on the appellant’s site be a member of the
AWU or the appropriate union.
In the absence of any evidence led by the appellant, His
Worship accepted the evidence led by the respondent in total.
The various extracts of evidence relevant to these grounds
of appeal have been set out by His Honour the President and I
need not repeat them. In my opinion, there was ample evidence before His Worship for him to infer that the appellant
had a policy in relation to union membership. It was open to
conclude on the evidence, that this policy was communicated
to Mr Cottrill, in his capacity as the person responsible for
arranging the tenders for the catering for the site, which required persons coming on to the site to be a member of the
appropriate union. It was also the case that His Worship concluded in his ruling on the “no case to answer” submission,
that Mr Cottrill was, from all of the evidence before the court,
in dealing with the catering tender, involved in the administration of the affairs of the appellant, albeit as the “final link”:
AAB 4.
Furthermore, in his ruling dealing with the admissibility of
evidence, His Worship, after considering the relevant authorities, concluded that the evidence from the various managers
of the appellant who were spoken to by the industrial inspectors, were authorised to speak on behalf of the appellant, at
least in relation to their respective level of position held within
the appellant: AAB 9. His Worship also concluded, based upon
that evidence, that statements made by Mr Cottrill, to the effect that “administration think people who are coming onto
site ought to be in the appropriate union”, that he believed that
he was complying with company policy in only allowing people on site who were in a union and that he got the impression
from Shaun McGarry, the appellant’s administrative contract
manager, that people coming on site would probably need to
be a member of a union, where all admissible against the appellant as evidencing “a link in the chain”: AAB 11-12.
His Worship concluded that Mr Cottrill was not, in his discussions with Ms Kershaw, acting as “the company”, at least
in the sense of Tesco Supermarkets Ltd v Nattrass (1972) AC
153, (see: AB 254; AAB 17). There was however, no finding
that Mr Cottrill was not acting within the scope of his authority in dealing with Ms Kershaw, in going about his duties in
arranging for the lodgement of tenders for the catering services to be provided on site. Indeed, as noted above, it was
concluded that Mr Cottrill was, to this extent, involved in the
administration of the affairs of the appellant. It was also submitted by counsel for the respondent, and in my view correctly,
that there was in this regard a concession by the appellant as
to Mr Cottrill’s actual authority and power to invite tenders
and this of course, entailed the authority to discuss the tender
with Ms Kershaw: AB 393.
When taken with all of the evidence before the court in relation to arrangements for the tendering for on-site catering, the
evidence as to the appellant’s policy as passed on to Mr Cottrill,
at least by Mr McGarry, and the evidence of other managers
of the appellant as to the appellant’s approach to union
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membership, it was open for His Worship to infer that Mr
Cottrill was, in speaking with Ms Kershaw as he did, acting
within the scope of his express or implied authority, and thereby
putting the appellant’s policy as to union membership into effect. In this regard, counsel for the respondent referred to Law
of Evidence in Australia (2nd Ed) by Gillies, regarding statements made by employees or other agents to third persons as
being admissible against a corporation. It is said at 513—
“Whether the natural person whose admissions are sought
to be attributed to the company is a senior officer or a
more junior employee or other agent, the question is essentially the same – was this person acting within the
express or implied scope of his or her authority? He or
she acts within implied authority when the statement
in question is made as a normal incident in the performance of a task or tasks given to him or her by the
company.” (My emphasis)
In my view, it was open to infer from all of the evidence,
that the statements made by Mr Cottrill to Ms Kershaw in
relation to union membership, when viewed against the backdrop of the evidence as to the appellant’s approach in this
regard, were made as a normal incident in the performance of
the task of arranging for the lodgement of tenders for the onsite catering.
Having regard to all of these issues, the evidence and the
materials before His Worship, in my view, notwithstanding
the able submissions by Mr Gilmore to persuade the Full Bench
to the contrary, none of the appeal grounds are made out and
the appeal should be dismissed.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed.
Order accordingly
APPEARANCES: Mr J Gilmour QC (of Counsel), by leave,
and with him Mr D Howlett (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf
of the appellant
Ms J Smith (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd
(Appellant)
and
Allan Graham Shuttleton
(Respondent).
No. 2184 of 1998.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
4 June 1999.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 29th day of April 1999, and having heard Mr J Gilmour
QC (of Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr D Howlett (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant and Ms J Smith
(of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the
Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and
reasons for decision being delivered on the 4th day of June
1999 wherein it was found that the appeal should be dismissed,
it is this day, the 4th day of June 1999, ordered that appeal No
2184 of 1999 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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FULL BENCH—
Unions—Application for Orders
under Section 72A—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Transport Workers’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
(Applicant).
No. 151 of 1999.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS.
2 June 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This an application by the abovenamed
Transport Workers’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (hereinafter referred to as “the TWU”)
pursuant to s.72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”), whereby it
seeks the following orders—
“1. The Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch
has the right, and as such the constitutional coverage, to represent the Industrial interests of workers
the subject of the area and scope of the “Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990
in as much as that Award applies to employees employed at the Employers Balcatta Operations.
And
2. That the Food Preservers’ Union of Western Australia Union of Workers does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food
Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 as it applies to the Employers Balcatta Operations.”
The application came on for hearing and determination before the Full Bench on 5 May 1999, in excess of thirty days
after the application was published in the Western Australian
Industrial Gazette on 26 February 1999 (79 WAIG 1).
When the matter came on, there were applications on behalf
of The Food Preservers’ Union of Western Australia, Union of
Workers (hereinafter referred to as “the FPU”), an organisation, as that is defined in s.7 of the Act, The Australian Liquor,
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian Branch (hereinafter
referred to as “the ALHMWU”), also an organisation, as defined. PB Foods Ltd sought leave to be heard.
In the case of the FPU, that organisation represents employees of PB Foods Ltd and it has a direct interest in the application
by the TWU for coverage of employees at PB Foods Ltd.
PB Foods Ltd, as the employer of employees sought to be represented by the TWU, has a direct interest in the proceedings.
The ALHMWU did not press its application to be heard, but
reserved the right to do so in future.
The Full Bench was satisfied and declared that the FPU and
PB Foods Ltd had sufficient interest to be heard, within the
meaning of s.72A(5) of the Act.
The President advised counsel for the applicant and those
other persons who appeared at the bar table, that a member of
the Board of PB Foods Ltd had been and remained, a professional adviser of his, had been for some years and might, in
that capacity, be consulted in that capacity by the President,
whilst those proceedings were current.
No person represented at the bar table objected to the President sitting to hear and determine the matter as part of the Full
Bench, and any right to object must now be deemed waived.
The matter was adjourned by the Full Bench to enable further negotiations and discussions to occur. On 12 May 1999,
orders to which these reasons relate issued.
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CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: I have read
the reasons for decision of His Honour the President. I agree
with those reasons and have nothing to add.
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS: I have read the reasons for
decision of His Honour the President. I agree with those reasons and have nothing to add.
APPEARANCES: Mr G W Ferguson, as agent, on behalf of
The Transport Workers’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
Mr M Cuerden (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the Food
Preservers Union
Mr N Whitehead on behalf of The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous
Workers Division, Western Australian Branch
Ms J Siddins (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of PB Foods
Ltd

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Transport Workers’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch
(Applicant).
No. 151 of 1999.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER C B PARKS.
12 May 1999.
Order and Directions.
THESE matters having come on for hearing before the Full
Bench on the 5th day of May 1999, and having heard Mr G W
Ferguson, as agent, on behalf of The Transport Workers’ Union, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as “the TWU”) and Mr M Cuerden (of
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the Food Preservers Union
(hereinafter referred to as “the FPU”), and Mr N Whitehead
on behalf of The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division,
Western Australian Branch (hereinafter referred to as “the
ALHMWU”) and Ms J Siddins (of Counsel), by leave, on
behalf of PB Foods Ltd, and the Full Bench having reserved
its decision on the matter, and having determined that reasons
for decision should be delivered at a future date, it is this day,
the 12th day of May 1999, ordered and declared as follows—
(1) IT IS DECLARED THAT PB Foods Ltd and the FPU
have sufficient interest to be heard pursuant to
s.72A(5) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended).
(2) IT IS DECLARED THAT the application to be heard
by the ALHMWU has not yet been determined but
that leave is granted for the application to be put by
the ALHMWU subject to the right of the Full Bench
to dispose of it.
(3) THAT the application for adjournment by the FPU
with the consent of the other parties be and is hereby
granted.
(4) THAT application No 151 of 1999 be and is hereby
adjourned to 10.30 am on Monday, the 2nd day of
August 1999, Wednesday, the 4th day of August 1999
and Tuesday, the 10th day of August 1999 for hearing and determination.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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COMMISSION IN COURT
SESSION—
Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Education Department of
Western Australia.
No. PSAC 51 of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY.
12 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the dispute the subject of this application was the
subject of conciliation proceedings and enquiries; and
WHEREAS following the issue of decisions by the
Commission in Court Session and subsequently on appeal the
Industrial Appeal Court, no further proceedings have been
sought and neither party has identified any issue remaining
between them; and
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Commissioner, Health Department of Western Australia.
No. PSAC 54 of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
12 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the dispute the subject of this application was the
subject of conciliation proceedings and enquiries; and
WHEREAS following the issue of decisions by the Commission in Court Session and subsequently on appeal the
Industrial Appeal Court, no further proceedings have been
sought and neither party has identified any issue remaining
between them; and
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Department of Land
Administration.
No. PSAC 42 of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
12 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the dispute the subject of this application was the
subject of conciliation proceedings and enquiries; and
WHEREAS following the issue of decisions by the Commission in Court Session and subsequently on appeal the
Industrial Appeal Court, no further proceedings have been
sought and neither party has identified any issue remaining
between them; and
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Director General, Department of Minerals and Energy.
No. P 31 of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
12 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the dispute the subject of this application was the
subject of conciliation proceedings and enquiries; and
WHEREAS following the issue of decisions by the Commission in Court Session and subsequently on appeal the
Industrial Appeal Court, no further proceedings have been
sought and neither party has identified any issue remaining
between them; and
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer, Ministry for Culture and the Arts.
No. PSAC 55 of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
12 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the dispute the subject of this application was the
subject of conciliation proceedings and enquiries; and
WHEREAS following the issue of decisions by the Commission in Court Session and subsequently on appeal the
Industrial Appeal Court, no further proceedings have been
sought and neither party has identified any issue remaining
between them; and
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Executive Director, Ministry of Fair Trading.
No. PSAC 57 of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY
12 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the dispute the subject of this application was the
subject of conciliation proceedings and enquiries; and
WHEREAS following the issue of decisions by the Commission in Court Session and subsequently on appeal the
Industrial Appeal Court, no further proceedings have been
sought and neither party has identified any issue remaining
between them; and
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT this application shall be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch and Others
and
RGC Mineral Sands Ltd and Others.
No. 277B of 1998 and 1790 of 1998.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
19 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Schapper (of Counsel) on behalf of the
applicants and Mr R. Lilburne (of Counsel) on behalf of RGC
Mineral Sands Ltd, the Commission in Court Session, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders with the consent of the parties—
(1) WHERE RGC Mineral Sands Limited (RGC) proposes to make changes in production, programme,
organisation, structure or major roster changes that
may have a significant effect on the composition,
operation or size of or skills required in the workforce
or there is to be elimination or reduction in job
opportunity, promotion or job tenure for RGC’s
employees, RGC will notify—
(a) affected employee; and
(b) the unions respondent to the Mineral Sands
Industry Award No. A3 of 1991 (the Award).
As soon as practicable after the decision is made,
and in any event—
(i) not less than 28 days in the case of redundancy,
(ii) not less than 7 clear days in the case of any
other matter referred to in this paragraph,
prior to the proposed implementation of that
decision.
(2) WHERE RGC has made a decision to change (other
than by written consent of the employee concerned)—
(a) The standard RGC terms and conditions and/
or contract of employment;
(b) RGC’s Organisation Effectiveness policies; or
(c) Subsidies or allowances at the Eneabba site.
RGC will notify—
(i) affected employees; and
(ii) the unions respondent to the Award,
as soon as practicable after that decision is made, in
any event, not les than 7 clear days prior to the
implementation of that decision.
(3) The terms of this interim order prevail over clause
31 of the Award, in the event of any inconsistency
between them.
(4) This interim order shall remain in force until 8
October 1999.
(5) There be liberty to apply generally
(6) Application Nos. 277B and 1970 of 1998 otherwise
be adjourned until 31 August 1999.
FOR THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for—
ACI PLASTICS PACKAGING WELSHPOOL
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998.
AG 12 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
ACI Plastics Packaging Welshpool.
AG 12 of 1999.
ACI Plastics Packaging Welshpool Enterprise Agreement
1998.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER COLEMAN.
20 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard M D Kelly on behalf of the applicant and Mr
M Beros on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 24th day of March, 1999 entitled ACI Plastics Packaging Welshpool Enterprise
Agreement 1998 in the terms of the following Schedule
be registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the ACI Plastics Packaging Welshpool Enterprise Agreement 1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
State Wage Principles
Incidence and Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operations and Review
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Wage Increases
Long Service Leave
Consultation
Occupational Health & Safety
Dispute Settlement Procedure

3.—STATE WAGE PRINCIPLE
1. It is a condition of this Agreement that there shall be no
further wage increases for the life of the Agreement.
2. The parties to the Agreement shall be bound by the terms
of the Agreement for its duration.
3. The parties to the Agreement shall oppose any application by other parties to be joined to this Enterprise Agreement.
4. The terms of this Agreement will not be used to progress or
obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other enterprise.
5. No provisions in this Agreement shall operate to cause
any employee a reduction in ordinary time earnings, or to cause
a departure from the standards of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in regard to hours of work,
annual leave with pay or long service leave with pay.
4.—INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND
1. This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon ACI
Operations Limited trading as ACI Plastics Packaging,
Welshpool, the organisation of employees set out below and
all persons employed by ACI Plastics Packaging Welshpool
in its operations located at 5 Fargo Way, Welshpool who are
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members or who are eligible to become members of the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union,
Miscellaneous Workers Division WA Branch.
2. This Agreement applies to approximately seven (7) employees at ACI Plastics Packaging Welshpool.
5.—DATE & PERIOD OF OPERATIONS AND REVIEW
1. This Agreement shall operate from the date of ratification
by the Western Australia Industrial Relations Commission and
shall remain in force for a period of three (3) years and will
continue in force after its expiry unless reviewed.
2. The parties will review this Agreement one month prior
to it cessation.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This agreement shall operate in conjunction with the Plastics Manufacturing Award 1977, provided that where there is
any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award, the
provisions of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
7.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
1. A single bargaining unit has been formed which includes
representative employees from all sections of the enterprise
and the parties bound by the Agreement.
2. All relevant information (subject to confidential information being withheld) to enable effective monitoring of the
implementation of the Agreement shall be provided to the single bargaining unit.
8.—WAGE INCREASES
8.1. Increase in wage rates;
Wage increases will be paid in accordance with the following;
(i) 4% upon ratification by Western Australian Industrial RelationsCommission
(ii) 3% 12 months from the date in (i).
(iii) 3% 24 months later from the date in (i).
8.2. Productivity Measures
These wage increases will be based upon the following;
(i) 1% as per Appendix 3 if the production performance
targets (1) is achieved.
(ii) 1% as per Appendix 3 if the production performance
target (2) is achieved.
9.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) The Long Service Leave Clause shall be read in conjunction with the long service leave provision as detailed in
the long Service Leave Act 1958 and Long Service Leave Order
1978 provided where there is any inconsistency this clause
shall take precedence to the extent of the inconsistency.
(2) This offer is based upon a prospective formula—
1. Long Service Leave shall now accumulate at the rate
of thirteen (13) weeks for ten (10) years continuous
service.
2. Old accrual rate + new accrual rate must equal thirteen (13) weeks.
3. Subsequent thirteen (13) week entitlements flow after the completion of an additional of an additional
ten (10) years continuous service.
(3) Effective date of this amendment is from the date of ratification by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, and is not retrospective.
10.—CONSULTATION
The process for the parties to this Agreement to consult each
other about matters involving changes to the organisation utilising the Consultative Team.
11.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
1. The employer and employees will comply with the requirements of the relevant Occupational Health and Safety Act.
2. A safe working environment will impact positively on
morale and ultimately on the organisations performance. In
recognition of this the employer undertakes to—
(a) Provide and maintain workplaces, plant and systems of
work such that employees are not exposed to hazards.
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(b) Inform, instruct, train and supervise employees accordingly.
(c) Provide and maintain agreed and appropriate personal
protective equipment and material where it is otherwise not possible to protect employees from hazard.
(d) Co-operate with the union nomination and election
of, and consult and co-operate with, health and safety
representatives and with other employees regarding
occupational health and safety matters.
(e) In consultation with employees and their representatives, establish an occupational health and safety
policy which enunciates the employer’s duty of care,
that of employees and contractor’s, and establishes
agreed procedures for consultation, monitoring, reporting and recording, rehabilitation, and resolution
of issues with those parties.
(f) In accordance with the requirements of the act and
company procedures, accept the right of employees
to refuse work which in their opinion will expose
them or any other person to risk of serious injury or
harm to health, and accept the right of health and
safety representatives to evaluate such risk advise
employees of their right to refuse such unsafe work.
(g) Allow occupational health and safety representatives
to attend occupational health safety and training with
no loss of pay.
12.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
1. The parties acknowledge that consistent with the need to
encourage harmonious industrial relations, they have mutual
responsibility to formalise a Dispute Settlement Procedure
which in time, and given any necessary refinements, will make
strikes, bans and work limitations unnecessary.
2. The provisions of this procedure shall apply to the parties
to this Agreement.
(a) With the intention of this procedure to reduce disputes which are liable to cause stoppage of work and
loss of earnings, it is agreed that every endeavour
will be made to amicably settle any dispute which
may arise.
(b) The unions and their members will maintain the status quo and not take any industrial action during the
course of Dispute Settlement Procedures.
(c) The company commits itself to maintain the status
quo and not to take any action during the course of
the Dispute Settlement Procedure.
3. Where any question, dispute, or difficulty or grievances
arises under this Agreement, the following procedure shall
apply—
(a) The employees and / or employee delegate is entitled to and shall raise the matter with the appropriate
manager.
(b) If the matter remains unresolved the employee and /
or employee delegate shall be given permission to
discuss the matter with the company departmental
head.
(c) If the matter is not resolved the employee delegate
shall be proceeded with facilities to make contact
with an official of the union.
(d) If the matter is still unresolved a meeting should take
place within twenty-four (24) hours between the
union official, employee and / or employee delegate
and local management.
(e) If the matter remains unresolved then a further meeting shall take place within a period of twenty-four
(24) hours from the expiration of the time stated in
the previous paragraph between a union official,
employees and / or employee delegate and senior
management and other company representatives in
an endeavour to resolve the problem.
(f) If any of the meetings referred to above, do not take
place within the time specified or good cause, then
both parties are relieved of the obligation to comply
with the procedure.
(g) In the event of an employee being subject to disciplinary action for serious and / or wilful misconduct,
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the employer will ensure the employee is notified of
the full details of the reason for that action. Should
the employee elect to take up this matter, their union
may give notification within twenty four (24) hours
to the employer if it contends that there are reasons
why the action was unjustified.
4. This procedure shall not—
(a) Preclude either party notifying the relevant industrial tribunal, provided that the parties involved in
question, dispute or difficulty shall confer amongst
themselves and make reasonable attempts to resolve
them before taking those matters to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(b) Preclude the rights of employees to cease work in
regard to matters involving health and safety as laid
out in Section 11.
(c) Apply with regard to incidents where it is necessary
for the company to ‘stand down’ employees due to
factors beyond its control-including but not limited
to such factors as disruption resulting from interruption involving third parties, such as with other unions,
energy supplies, industrial action etc.
PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
SIGNED on behalf of
ACI PLASTICS PACKAGING
WELSHPOOL
SIGNED on behalf of
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR
HOSPITALITY AND
MISCELLANEOUS
WORKERS UNION
WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

(signature Richard Trec)
R TREC

(signature Helen Creed)
HELEN CREED (Secretary)

Appendix I
The parties to this Agreement are committed to implementing and continually reviewing the following outcomes;(a) Preventative Maintenance Program
Preventative Maintenance programs will continue to apply
in all production areas, with the objective of reducing machine down time and increasing plant efficiency.
Time shall be routinely set aside in the production plan for
the maintenance / operations teams to proactively maintain
the plant and document results. Preventative Maintenance programs shall be flexible and work in the production schedules.
(b) Die Change Reduction
A die change improvement program shall be run to assess
the possibility of improving plant changeovers. All appropriate employers shall actively participate in training and also in
any reasonable improvements deems necessary. Improved
changeovers increase the plant’s available capacity and make
the Plant more predictable.
(c) Problem Solving
All employees are to adhere to the corrective action systems
and participate in any relevant training. Solving problems to
prevent recurrence is fundamental to business success and
needs involvement from all levels of employees.
(d) Health and Safety
All employees are to adhere to the published site safety rules.
The wearing of hearing protection and safety footwear is mandatory. Housekeeping is the responsibility of all employees
and shall be kept at a high standard. To ensure good performance, employees must contribute to regular audits in
conjunction with the site safety committee. This will include
visitors entering the site.
(e) Flexibility
In order to achieve efficiency gains, the flexibility of work
practices currently in place at the site must continue to be improved. This shall be done in full consultation with all
employees by agreement.
(f) Quality Improvement Teams
Quality improvement teams may be used in each department. These teams will enable employees and the Company
to work together on achieving the production targets. Topics
to be covered by these may include—
• Reduction in unplanned down time;
• Reduction in die change times;
• Reduction in production rejects;
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• Improvements in machine speed;
• Ensuring only good quality production reaches the
customer.
Each ream will report on a regular basis to both the rest of
their department and to the management team. All suitable
performance indicators will be displayed and regularly updated.
Each team shall work to an agreed objective and have agendas
printed in advance. A team Chairman shall be elected to organise the meetings and communicate with others.
(g) Annual Leave
Due to the seasonal nature of the business, it is essential we
get our manning right. All employees (wages and salary) shall
work with the Company to endure the right skills and availability exists for the busy summer months and during the slower
winter period. To this end, annual leave will be limited during
the months October to March.
(h) Sick Leave
Inappropriate sick leave must be addressed as it interferes
with production planning, plant manning and makes everybody’s job difficult. Sick leave will be managed according to
award conditions.
(i) RDO Flexibility
With the need to become more flexible on the site to meet
customer orders RDO’s will be able to be banked up to 6
days and taken within a 12 months period from the beginning of the annual cycle. The time that these RDO’s are taken
will be agreed mutually by the Company and the employee
concerned.
Appendix 2
Redundancy Package
1. Introduction
The company recognises the serious effect that the loss of
employment can have on employees, consequently the Company, on its part, endeavours to minimise this effect. Equally
it is recognised that the Company, in order to make it viable
into the future, must continue to manufacture and supply products efficiently.
2. Application
• This redundancy package will apply to employees
of ACI Plastics Packaging Welshpool, covered by
this Agreement.
• The Company recognises the merit in calling for volunteers when downsizing its operations but must also
ensure this future viability by maintaining an efficient and effective workforce. Where possible,
redundancies will therefore be achieved through the
calling for volunteers with the Company maintaining the right to select from such volunteers.
• In the event that the number of acceptable volunteers does not reach the required numbers and, after
due consultation, employees will be selected using
skill levels as the primary criteria.
3. Redundancy Payments
Employees deemed to qualify will receive the following—
(i) Four (4) weeks notice.
(ii) Two (2) weeks severance pay.
(iii) A payment recognising completed years of continuous service paid to completed months of service and
calculated on the following basis—
* 1 years service
3 weeks pay
* 2 years service
6 weeks pay
* 3 years service
9 weeks pay
* 4 years service
12 weeks pay
* 5 years service
15 weeks pay
* 6 years service
18 weeks pay
* 7 years service
21 weeks pay
* 8 years service
24 weeks pay
* 9 years service
27 weeks pay
* 10 years service
30 weeks pay
* 11 years service
33 weeks pay
* 12 years service
36 weeks pay
For 13 or more years service a further three (3) weeks
per year will be paid for each completed year of continuous service.
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(iv) A severance payment equal to the balance of untaken
sick leave with a maximum of six (6) weeks pay.
(v) In addition to the above, employees whose age falls
within the ranges below will receive the following—
* 50 years—54 years of age
$500.00
* 55 years and over
$1000.00
(a) Annual Leave
The balance of untaken and accrued annual leave will be
paid with leave loading.
(b) Long Service Leave
All retrenched employees with greater than five (5) years
service will receive pro rata Long Service Leave.
(c) Payments
The payments of monies due from this redundancy package
will be paid no later than the time of termination.
(d) Payment Advice
One (1) weeks prior to termination retrenched employees
will receive a statement of the monies due.
(e) Savings
Service related payments, excluding statutory entitlements,
are subject to a maximum of sixty fix (65) weeks.
4. Other Provisions
(a) Alternative Employment
• The Company will allow time off with pay up to
three (3) days to enable employees under notice of
retrenchment to be interviewed for alternative employment. Proof of attendance at employment
interviews will be necessary.
• The Company will assist employees under notice of
retrenchment in obtaining alternative employment
where possible.
• Employees under notice of retrenchment who find
other employment may leave by mutual agreement.
During the period of notice and receive full entitlements under this Agreement.
(b) Statement of Service
All retrenched employees will receive a statement of service on Company letterhead.
(c) Financial Counselling
The Company will provide a facility for financial counselling for retrenched employees.
(d) Death During Notice
Should any employee die during the notice period till the
date of termination, all benefits relating to this scheme shall
be paid directly to his or her estate.
DEFINITIONS
Redundancy—Shall mean and shall be deemed to exist where
the Company initiates the termination of an employee’s service due to the closure or reduction in size of the business or
part thereof or through the introduction of new technology.
Employee—Means a person who has been employed on a
full time basis and does not include persons employed on a
casual or short term basis who were advise of the temporary
nature of their employment as part of their conditions of employment.
Continuous Service—Means the unbroken period of employment up to the point at which the employee is terminated. Any
broken periods of service will not be taken into consideration
in determining length of service.
Week’s Pay—Means an employee’s normal pay for an ordinary week’s work at the time of termination. The normal rate
of pay does not include overtime, shift allowance, special rates,
disability allowance and other like payments.
APPENDIX 3
Production performance targets need to be implemented to
increase the sites flexibility and efficiency.
Production Performance Target 1.
Utilisation scheduled to be no lower than 90% and efficiency
to be no lower than 93% for the first 12 months from the date
of ratification of the agreement.
1% increase if targets are achieved.
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Production Performance Target 2.
Utilisation scheduled to be no lower than 92% and efficiency
to be no lower than 95% for the next 12 months.
1% increase if targets are achieved.
Consultative Team
The consultative team will receive a monthly report on utilisation and efficiencies. In the event that the targets for the
month fall below the set targets, a meeting will be held between the management and consultative team to discuss the
reasons why the targets have not been achieved. If it was due
to circumstances beyond normal production control, then this
will be taken into consideration.

AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA—CSA
SALARY PACKAGING AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSA AG 16 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Chief Executive Officer,
Agriculture Western Australia
and
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated.
No. PSA AG 16 of 1999.
Agriculture Western Australia—CSA Salary Packaging
Agreement 1999.
28 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C Zadkovich on behalf of the Chief Executive Officer, Agriculture Western Australia and Ms J van
den Herik on behalf of The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated, now therefore, I the undersigned,
pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 and by consent, do hereby order —
THAT the agreement to be known as the “Agriculture
Western Australia—CSA Salary Packaging Agreement
1999” reflected in the schedule to this order shall be and
is registered with effect on the 28th day of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Agriculture Western
Australia—CSA Salary Packaging Agreement 1999”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties to the Agreement
Number of Employees Covered
Date and Operation of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Awards and Agreements
Salary Packaging
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Schedule A—Flexible Remuneration Package

3.—SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to all Agriculture Western Australia employees including Senior Executive Service employees
working in Agriculture Western Australia who are members
of or eligible to be members of the Civil Service Association
of Western Australia Incorporated.
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4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Chief Executive Officer of Agriculture Western Australia and the Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the approximate number of
employees covered by this Agreement is approximately 1,650.
6.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
and shall remain in force for 18 months.
(2) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
its term until such time as either party withdraws from the
Agreement by notification in writing to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
7.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS AND
AGREEMENTS
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the awards
and agreements that apply to the parties to this Agreement. In
the case of any inconsistencies, this Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of any inconsistencies. The relevant awards
and agreements are—
(1) Public Service Award 1992
(2) Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989;
(3) Agriculture Western Australia Enterprise Agreement—1998.
8.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with
the Flexible Remuneration Package or any similar salary packaging arrangements offered by Agriculture Western Australia.
(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
(3) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
(4) The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated by adding—
(a) The base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances;
(c) Non cash benefits, eg: superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
(d) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable components, eg: performance based incentives where they exist.
(5) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(6) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement the salary rate as specified in Schedule B of the Agriculture
Western Australia Enterprise Agreement—1998 will be used as
the basis to calculate entitlements in respect of—
(a) shift penalty rates;
(b) overtime rates;
(c) redundancy payments; and
(d) retirement.
(7) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(8) The salary packaging arrangement must also comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(9) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employer benefits under the salary
packaging arrangement, such tax, penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
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(10) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
(11) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(12) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an employee.
(13) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
9.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
This dispute settlement procedure will apply to any questions, dispute or difficulties that arise under this Agreement—
(1) The Union representative and/or the employee/s concerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An employee may be
accompanied by a Union representative.
(2) If the matter is not resolved within 10 working days
following the discussion in accordance with
subclause (1) of this clause, the matter shall be referred by the Union representative or employee to
the employer for resolution.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within 10 working days
of the Union representative’s or employee’s notification of the dispute to the employer, it may be
referred by the Union or the employer to the WAIRC.
SCHEDULE A—FLEXIBLE REMUNERATION
PACKAGE
This Agreement is between the Employer (Chief Executive
Officer, Agriculture Western Australia) and the Employee (EMPLOYEE’S NAME).
A. Cash and non-cash salary
(i) The Employee’s salary is the salary applicable to the
Employee under the terms and conditions of the
employee’s Australian Workplace Agreement (or
other such approved Agreement).
(ii) The Employee’s current salary is $(ENTER DOLLARS). The employee may elect to “package” up to
50% of this, being $(ENTER DOLLARS).
(iii) The remainder of the Employee’s salary will be paid
as cash salary on a fortnightly basis by the Employer.
(iv) The Employee may elect to include one or more of
the package items shown on the attached Schedule
in their Remuneration Package,, providing the total
gross value of the items does not exceed the amount
in (ii) above.
(v) The Employee’s participation in Flexible Remuneration Packaging will be at no cost to the Employer.
(vi) The Employee must pay Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT)
or reimburse the Employer the amount of any liability for any tax, charge, duty or other payment payable
by the Employer which arises out of or is any way
connected with this Agreement including any tax,
charge, duty or other payment which becomes payable as the result of the amendment, introduction or
coming into effect of any legislation. The Employer
may deduct this amount from any remuneration payable to the Employee.
(vii) In the event that an employee is eligible for a work
related performance bonus, in accordance with the
Employer’s performance management system, the
employee may elect to take part or all of such bonus
in the form of one or more benefit items, including
private superannuation.
B. Duration of the agreement
(i) This Agreement will commence on the first pay period after the processing of necessary documentation
by both parties.
(ii) Subject to any review as provided for by this Agreement, the Agreement shall terminate in 12 months
from the date of its commencement.
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C. Disclaimer
The Employee releases and hereby indemnifies and undertakes to keep indemnified the Employer from and against all
actions, claims, demands and proceedings whatsoever which
the Employee or any other person has or may have against the
Employer arising out of or in respect of or in any way connected with any advice received by the Employee from the
Employer, any remuneration consultant or McMillan Shakespeare Consulting Pty Ltd in connection with this Agreement,
and all costs, damages and expenses which the Employer may
incur in defending or settling such actions, claims. demands
and proceedings.
D. Review of the agreement
(i) Towards the end of each package year an employee
may review the components of their Remuneration
Package and vary their package items for the next
package year.
(ii) The Employer will initiate a review of the Employer’s Remuneration Packaging Agreement with the
employee in the event of a substantial change to the
employee’s salary (usually an increase or decrease
of more than 10%).
E. Financial counselling
(i) The Employee must obtain and provide evidence of
financial advice from an accredited Remuneration
Consultant about the structure of their proposed Remuneration Package before they can participate in
Flexible Remuneration Packaging.
(ii) The Employee must direct any queries about Remuneration Packaging and associated issues such as
superannuation, compensation, taxation and administration to the accredited Remuneration Consultant
for advice and clarification.
F. Superannuation
(i) Subject to any legislative, policy or fiscal changes
made to superannuation by either the Commonwealth
Government or the Government Employees’ Superannuation Board (GESB), the Employer shall
continue to make superannuation contributions for
the Employee’s benefit into the GESB on the terms
and conditions as they apply from time to time.
G. Administration
(i) The Administration Bureau Service have been appointed by the Employer to administer the
Employee’s Remuneration Packaging arrangements
in consultation with the Employer.
(ii) The Administration Bureau Service will charge the
Employee an annual fee of $270 for administering
elected package payments made under this Agreement. A reduced annual fee of $170 will apply to
employees earning less than $50,000 per annum who
elect to package contributions to the Government
Employees Superannuation (Gold State) scheme
only. A reconciliation of the Employee’s Remuneration Package will take place at the end of each
package year (30th April). Any benefit entitlement
not paid will be rolled over to the next package year.
H. Confidentiality and Acknowledgment
(i) The terms of this Agreement remain confidential between the Employee and the Employer.
(ii) The terms and conditions agreed between the Employee and the Employer relate only to the
Employee’s Remuneration Package.
(iii) The Employer is not liable for taxation or any other
liabilities, judgements.. penalties or outcomes suffered or incurred by the Employee resulting from
entering into this Agreement.
(iv) The Employee confirms that the package items selected for their Remuneration Package are legitimate
expense items and that funds availed of by the Employee under the Remuneration Packaging
arrangements will only be used to pay these expenses.
(v) If the Employee ceases employment with the
Employer, this Agreement will lapse. The Employee
undertakes to advise the Administration Bureau
Service immediately if they leave the Employer.
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(vi) The Employee is under no obligation to participate
in Flexible Remuneration Packaging. The Employee
may elect at any time to cease Remuneration Packaging by giving at least seven days notice in writing.
(vii) This Agreement is in substitution for all previous Remuneration Packaging Agreements between the
employer and the Employee.
I. Abandonment of control
Subject to any review permitted under this Agreement, the
employee abandons all right to vary or terminate the terms of
this Agreement without the specific written consent of the
Employer.
For and on behalf of Agriculture Western Australia
I, .................................…………………………............
understand and accept the offer of Flexible Remuneration Packaging by the Employer on the terms and conditions detailed in
this Agreement.
Signed:
.........................................................
Name (print):
.........................................................
Employee Number: .........................................................
Date:
.........................................................
o Approved by Manager, Human Resources
Signature:
.......................................................
Name (print): .......................................................
Date:
.......................................................
SCHEDULE OF ITEMS THAT CAN BE SALARY PACKAGED
• Membership fees and professional associations
• Financial counselling fees
• Disability/income protection
• Self education expenses
• Work related travel expenses
• Notebook/laptop computers
• McMillan Shakespeare administration fee
• Contributions to a private superannuation fund
• Employee contributions to the Government Employees
Superannuation schemes
• Motor vehicle (for private use) by way of novated lease

BRIGHTWATER CARE GROUP INCORPORATED
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 78 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)
and
The Board of Management of Brightwater Care Group
Incorporated.
No. AG 78 of 1999.
Brightwater Care Group Incorporated Hospital Salaried
Officers Enterprise Agreement 1998.
1 June 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C D Panizza as agent on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr P G Simich as agent on behalf of Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 30th day of April, 1999 entitled Brightwater Care Group Incorporated Hospital
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Salaried Officers Enterprise Agreement 1998 and subsequently amended by direction of the Commission be
registered in the terms of the following Schedule as an
industrial agreement in replacement of the Homes of Peace
Inc. (HSOA) Enterprise Agreement 1997 (AG 130 of
1997) which is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
BRIGHTwater CARE GROUP HSOA ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1998
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be titled the Brightwater Care Group
Incorporated Hospital Salaried Officers Enterprise Agreement
1998.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangements
Parties
Date of Operation and Term
Relationship to other Awards
Definitions
Overall Commitments
Initiatives to Effect Gains in Productivity
Productivity Measures
Contract of Service
Casual Employees
Part-time Employees
Temporary Employees
Job Sharing
Hours
Overtime
Shift Work
On Call
Calculation of Penalties
Higher Responsibilities
Meal Money
Motor Vehicle Allowance
Travelling Expenses
Salary/Wages
Salary Packaging
Payment of Salary/Wages
Salary/Wage Information
Public Holidays
Annual Leave
Additional Leave
Short Leave
Special/Personal Leave
Sick Leave
Family Leave
Bereavement Leave
Long Service Leave
Conference/Study Leave
Parental and Adoption Leave
Occupational Health and Safety
Protective Clothing
Uniforms
Disciplinary Procedure
Dispute Resolution
Introduction to Change
Redeployment and Redundancy
Superannuation
Classification Review
Employee Representative Access
Employee Organisation Deductions
Joint Consultative Committee
Number of Employees
Signatories to Agreement
Appendix 1. Salary Packaging
Appendix 2. Classification Review

3.—PARTIES
The parties to this Agreement are the Brightwater Care Group
Inc, and the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western
Australia (Union of Workers).
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This Agreement shall apply to all employees eligible to be
members of the Union.
4.—DATE OF OPERATION AND TERM
(1) The term of this Agreement shall be from the date of
registration until 30 June 1999.
(2) The parties to this Agreement shall meet at least 3 months
prior to the expiration of this Agreement with the purpose of
negotiating the continuation of, or replacement of this Agreement. The intent is to finalise negotiations before the Agreement
expires.
(3) At the expiration of the term of this Agreement either—
(a) the Agreement will be replaced by a new Agreement;
or
(b) with the express consent of all parties the Agreement
shall continue to operate for a further period as agreed
to allow negotiations on a replacement Agreement
to be finalised;
Provided that—
(c) the parties may at any time agree to vary or cancel
the Agreement in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
5.—RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER AWARDS
(1) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
Homes of Peace (Salaried Officers) Agreement 1976 and the
Hospital Salaried Officers’ (Nursing Homes) Award 1976.
(2) Where there are any inconsistencies between either the
Homes of Peace (Salaried Officers) Agreement 1976 or the
Hospital Salaried Officers’ (Nursing Homes) Award 1976 and
this Agreement this Agreement shall have precedence to the
extent of the inconsistencies.
6.—DEFINITIONS
(1) Where the terms “by agreement” or “mutual agreement”
are used in this Agreement, they shall mean that agreement
has only been reached if freely entered into by both parties.
An employee shall not be disadvantaged in any way by withholding agreement.
(2) “An Officer” shall mean an employee as defined in the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979.
(3) “Temporary Employee” means an employee engaged for
a specific period or periods longer than one month but not
exceeding 12 months.
(4) “Part time Employee” means an employee regularly
employed to work for less than thirty seven and one half hours
(37.5) per week.
(5) “Casual Employee” means an employee who is engaged
as from time to time for a period not exceeding one month,
without any commitment on the part of either party to a continuing employment relationship.
(6) “Redundancy” means a situation where a job performed
by an employee ceases to exist or becomes surplus to requirements.
(7) “Ordinary rate of pay” shall be defined, for the purpose
of redeployment, retraining and redundancy (Clause 45), as
the rate of pay excluding allowances applicable to the employee’s substantive classification but shall include allowances
which represent—
(a) a relieving allowance that has been paid continuously
for twelve (12) months;
(b) a shift allowance which is paid on a regular basis
and would continue to be paid during periods of annual leave;
(c) any special personal allowance (eg previous income
maintenance which has been paid continuously).
(8) “Union” shall mean the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers).
7.—OVERALL COMMITMENTS
(1) The parties to this Agreement are committed to the Agreement and will demonstrate their ongoing commitment by
continuing to develop a safe and healthy workplace, supporting the organisation wide Continuous Quality Improvement
culture and being committed to improved wages and conditions.
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(2) The Brightwater Care Group Inc., agrees, for the term of
this Agreement, to be bound by the provisions of this Agreement and as such commits not to enter into Workplace
Agreements under the Workplace Agreements Act 1993 with
employees who would otherwise fall within the scope of this
Agreement.
8.—INITIATIVES TO EFFECT GAINS IN
PRODUCTIVITY
The following initiatives are designed to achieve gains in
the productivity and efficiency of the Brightwater Care Group.
They will build on the progress already made through the implementation of the best practice approach.
Their implementation will contribute to the attainment of
the kind of workplace we aspire to characterise by—
• improved job security and satisfaction (with a decreased use of agency staff).
• full and open communication between and across all
levels and groups.
• decision making procedures that empowers people.
• a heightened awareness of aged care and the young
disabled within the community and the Brightwater
Care Group seen as a top quality provider.
• staff who feel able to promote the Brightwater Care
Group as a best practice organisation.
• a shared employee and organisational commitment
to training and ongoing education, a safe environment and a balance between work and family.
• increased flexibility within our Awards/Agreements
and adequate recompense.
• commitment to review the effects of multiskilling
The following productivity and efficiency initiatives have
been identified.
(1) Key supporting processes, including the supply of
laundry, food, maintenance, payroll and finance will
be redesigned so that quality services are provided.
Without limiting the outcomes of the redesign, the
following will be included—
(a) Purchasing systems and practices will be reviewed and where appropriate, joint
purchasing and bulk buying arrangements will
be entered into.
(b) Specifications will be reviewed for food supply.
(c) The payroll system will be reviewed and redesigned to ensure that clear, timely and
accurate information goes from site to the pay
office.
(2) (a) There will be an ongoing review of temporary
contracts and core permanent staffing requirements.
(b) Where employees commence on temporary
contracts, subject to satisfactory review after
a three month maximum probationary period
and a vacancy in the permanent staffing requirements, temporary staff will be offered
permanent contracts.
(3) A unit based team approach to care will be developed and implemented.
(4) To support the multi-disciplinary team based approach, a number of related initiatives will be
implemented. These include—
(a) Enabling nursing and therapy assistants to
contribute to the account of the resident’s day
through supporting documentation as set up
by professional staff to ensure that relevant
information is included from all those who
contribute to resident care. The responsibility
for recording in the integrated resident notes
remains with the professional staff in accordance with legislation.
(b) Providing designated staff with precentorship
training to enable them to assist with the coaching and mentoring of non professional staff.
(c) Developing an integrated competency based
learning and development program which will
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ensure that staff have the opportunity to develop a range of skills appropriate to their work
and the needs of the Brightwater Care Group.
(d) Enabling each team to develop together, its
own approach to the organisation of daily work
so that it is more resident centred.
(a) Existing communication and information sharing procedures will be reviewed and
streamlined to ensure that intra and inter-site
communication is appropriate and timely
across all levels, disciplines and services.
(b) A training plan will be prepared as part of the
planning for the purchase and introduction of
new technology.
An energy, water conservation and waste management program will be developed and implemented.
A study of staff turnover and absenteeism will be
conducted and the findings analysed to identify and
implement ways of reducing the attrition and absenteeism rates.
A marketing plan will be developed to increase the
Brightwater Care Group’s commercial activities with
regard to marketing its expertise.
The present performance management system will
be reviewed to enable it to be developed into an organisation wide approach which will ensure that
performance is linked to competencies and quality
outcomes.

9.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES
The Brightwater Care Group will implement during the term
of the Agreement, productivity measures. This is dependent
on the installation of a Human Resource management information system and an electronic time card system. The parties
agree during the life of this Agreement, to meet and develop
Key Performance Indicators.
10.—CONTRACT OF SERVICE
(1) During the first six months of employment the contract
of service shall be by the fortnight and may be terminated by
two weeks’ notice on either side given in writing on any day
or by the payment by the employer, or the forfeiture by the
employee of an amount equal to two weeks’ salary provided
that, a lesser period of notice may be agreed, in writing, between the employer and the employee concerned.
(2) (a) On the completion of six months’ employment the
contract of service shall be by the month unless the employer
notifies the employee of an intention to continue the contract
of service on a fortnightly basis for a further period of up to
six months in which case the provisions of subclause (1) of
this clause will apply during that period.
(b) Where the employer notifies an employee of an intention to continue the contract of service on a fortnightly basis
and the employment continues for a period of twelve months
the employer shall terminate the contract of service forthwith
by one month’s salary or, if he/she fails to do so, the contract
of service shall be deemed to be by the month.
(3) An employee whose contract of service is by the month
may terminate the contract of service by one month’s notice
given in writing on any day or the forfeiture of an amount
equal to one month’s salary provided that, a lesser period of
notice may be agreed, in writing, between the employer and
the employee concerned.
(4) The employer may terminate the contract of service of
any employee whose contract of service is by the month, by
one month’s notice given in writing on any day but only if—
(a) The employer has followed the disciplinary procedure in accordance with Clause 42, Disciplinary
Procedure of this Agreement and is satisfied that the
employee is guilty of —
(i) Wilful disobedience or disregard of any lawful order made or given by any person having
authority to make or give such an order;
(ii) being negligent or careless in the discharge of
his/her duties;
(iii) being inefficient or incompetent in the discharge of his/her duties and such inefficiency
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or incompetency appears to arise from causes
within his/her own control;
(iv) using intoxicating beverages to excess; or
(v) disgraceful or improper conduct;
(b) the employee is convicted of any indictable offence;
(c) on the basis of medical evidence, the employee does
not have the capacity to continue to carry out the
duties of his/her position; or
(d) the position occupied by an employee is not longer
considered necessary.
(5) The foregoing provisions of this clause do not affect the
employer’s right to dismiss an employee without notice for
misconduct and in such a case the salary of the employee shall
be paid up to the time of dismissal only, but where an employee whose contract of service is by the month is dismissed,
the cause for dismissal shall be of the kind referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subclause (4) of this clause.
(6) (a) Where an employer considers that a position occupied by an employee is no longer necessary and no other
employment is available to that employee the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) shall be notified in writing to that effect.
(b) The union may, within seven days of the date upon which
that notification is given, request the employer to review that
decision but where an agreement is not reached in discussion
between the employer and the union the contract of service
may be terminated in accordance with the provisions of
subclause (4) of this clause.
(7) Where the employer seeks to terminate the services of
an employee in accordance with subclauses (4) and (5) of this
clause, he/she shall, upon written request, supply to the employee, a written statement setting out the full details of the
incident, circumstances, event or matters upon which the employer based their decision. Each statement shall be supplied
within seventy two hours of receipt of the request.
(8) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
11.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
(1) A casual employee shall be paid at pro-rata to the rate
prescribed for the class of work for which he/she is engaged in
proportion to which their weekly hours bear to thirty seven
and one half (37.5) per week, plus 25% additional loading.
(2) A casual employee shall not receive any of the leave
entitlements prescribed in this Agreement.
12.—PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) A part-time employee shall be paid at pro-rata to the rate
prescribed for the class of work for which he/she is engaged in
proportion to which their weekly hours bear to thirty seven
and one half (37.5) per week.
(2) A part-time employee shall be allowed all holiday and
leave entitlements prescribed in this Agreement in proportion
to which their weekly hours bear to thirty seven and one half
(37.5) per week.
(3) All other provisions and allowances, as appropriate, prescribed in this Agreement shall be payable to a part-time
employee.
(4) A part-time employee may work additional hours/shifts
to that rostered at ordinary rates, subject only to the normal
rostering parameters of a full-time employee, where he/she
has previously indicated a willingness to work extra hours/
shifts or where the extra time was arranged prior to the completion of his/her previous shift. Provided that a part-time
employee shall not be required to work extra hours/shifts.
13.—TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES
(1) A temporary employee shall accrue and be paid all the
entitlements prescribed in this Agreement for time worked as
if he/she was permanently employed, notwithstanding breaks
in employment.
(2) A temporary employee shall be entitled to receive or
give, as the case may be, one week’s notice of termination of
the contract of service, and shall either be paid or forfeit, as
the case may be, one week’s pay if the required notice is not
given.
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14.—JOB SHARING
(1) Job sharing is an arrangement whereby two employees
share one full-time position with both working on a part-time
basis. It is differentiated from part-time work by the fact that
each employee agrees to relieve the other when he/she is absent from work.
(2) All employees are entitled to apply to job share, subject
to the provisions of this clause.
(3) Job sharing will only be considered in circumstances
where—
(a) the position which is to be shared is considered suitable for sharing between two people.
(b) the benefits of job sharing outweigh the benefits of
creating two part-time positions.
(4) Each job sharing arrangement shall be confirmed in writing between the parties and include—
(a) the agreed period of the arrangement.
(b) the hours to be worked, daily and weekly, by the
employees, including starting and finishing times.
(c) a commitment from both employees to perform additional duty at ordinary rates of pay when the
employee they are sharing with is unable to perform
his/her share of duty, for whatever reason.
(5) Should an employee’s services be terminated, the employer undertakes to endeavour to recruit a replacement for
the vacant job sharing position.
(6) Salary shall be paid as a proportion of the appropriate
full-time salary, dependent on the hours worked in accordance
with provisions of this Agreement.
(7) (a) Overtime is not payable unless the total time worked
on any day exceeds the ordinary hours as specified in this
Agreement.
(b) Overtime is not payable where a job sharer performs
additional hours in order to meet the commitment to relieve
his/her job sharing partner.
15.—HOURS
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be an average of thirty
seven and one half (37.5) per week and shall be worked by
one of the following arrangements—
(a) Prescribed hours of work of thirty seven and one half
(37.5) per week;
(b) Flexitime roster covering a settlement period of four
weeks;
(c) Actual hours of seventy five over nine days with the
tenth day to be taken as a paid rostered day off;
(d) Such other arrangements as are agreed between the
employer and the employee;
(e) Where the Union and the employer agree, shifts of
more than 10 hours but not more than 12 hours may
be worked for the purpose of trialing alternative shift
arrangements only.
(2) Ordinary Hours
(a) Other than those expressly replaced by this Agreement, the spread of ordinary hours will be from
8.00am to 5.30pm Monday to Friday inclusive with
a meal interval of not less than 30 minutes to be taken
between 12.00noon and 2.00pm.
(b) By mutual agreement a meal interval of a lesser period may be taken.
(3) The ordinary hours of work observed may be varied in
accordance with subclause (1)(d) so as to make provision for—
(a) the attendance of employees for duty on a Saturday,
Sunday, or Public Holidays;
(b) the performance of shift work including work on Saturdays, Sundays or Public Holidays; and
(c) the nature of the duties of an employee or class of
employees in fulfilling the responsibilities of their
office.
(4) An additional paid break of ten minutes may be taken
either in the morning or the afternoon, when convenient to the
employer.
(5) An employee shall not be required to work more than
five hours continuously without a break.
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(6) Flexitime Arrangements
(a) Flexitime Roster
(i) The authorisation of a flexitime roster shall
be the responsibility of the employer. The roster will indicate the minimum staffing and any
other requirements in respect to starting and
finishing times, lunch break coverage and
flexileave.
(ii) The roster shall cover a settlement period of
four weeks and shall be made available to all
affected employees no later than three days
prior to the settlement period commencing.
(iii) The roster shall be prepared in consultation
with the affected employees, subject to the
employer retaining the right to determine arrangements to suit the operational needs of the
Brightwater Care Group.
(iv) Subject to four weeks notice being given to
affected employees, the employer may withdraw authorisation of a flexitime roster.
(b) Hours of Duty
(i) The ordinary hours of duty may be an average
of 7 hours 30 minutes per day which may be
worked with flexible commencement and finishing times in accordance with the provisions
of this subclause, provided that the required
hours of duty for each four week settlement
period shall be 150 hours.
(ii) For the purpose of leave and Public Holidays,
a day shall be credited as 7 hours 30 minutes.
(c) Flexitime Periods
Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to the concurrence of the supervisor, employees
may select their own starting and finishing times
within the following periods—
7.00 am to 9.30 am
11.00 am to 2.30 pm (Minimum half an hour break)
3.30 pm to 6.00 pm
(d) Core Periods
Core periods may be set by agreement between the
employer and the employee.
(e) Lunch Break
(i) An employee shall be allowed to extend the
meal break between 11 am and 2.30 pm of not
less than 30 minutes but not exceeding 60
minutes except as provided below.
(ii) An employee may be allowed to extend the
meal break beyond 60 minutes to a maximum
of 90 minutes. Such an extension is subject to
prior approval of the employee’s supervisor.
(f) Flexileave
(i) Within the constraints of the prepared roster
and subject to the prior approval of the supervisor, an employee may be allowed a
maximum of two full days or any combination of half days and full days that does not in
total exceed two days in any one settlement
period.
(ii) Approval to take flexileave is subject to the
employee having accrued sufficient credit
hours to cover the absence prior to taking the
leave. In exceptional circumstances and with
the approval of the employer, flexileave may
be taken before accrual subject to such conditions as the employer may impose.
(g) Settlement Period
(i) For recording time worked, there shall be a
settlement period which shall consist of four
weeks.
(ii) The settlement period shall commence at the
beginning of a pay period.
(iii) The required hours of duty for a settlement
period shall be 150 hours.
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(h) Credit Hours
(i) Credit hours in excess of the required 150
hours to a maximum of 7 hours 30 minutes
are permitted at the end of each settlement
period. Such credit hours shall be carried forward to the next settlement period.
(ii) Credit hours in excess of 7 hours 30 minutes
at the end of a settlement period shall be lost.
(iii) Credit hours at any point within the settlement
period shall not exceed 20 hours.
(i) Debit Hours
(i) Debit hours below the required 150 hours to a
maximum of 4 hours are permitted at the end
of each settlement period.
Such debit hours shall be carried forward to
the next settlement period.
(ii) For debit hours in excess of 4 hours, an employee shall be required to take leave without
pay for the period necessary to reduce debit
hours to those specified in subparagraph (i) of
this subclause.
(iii) Employees having excessive debit hours may
be required to work standard working hours
in addition to not being paid for the number of
hours in excess of the debit hours permitted at
the end of each settlement period.
(j) Maximum Daily Working Hours
A maximum of 10 hours may be worked in any one
day.
(k) Conference/Study Leave
Where conference/study leave has been approved by
the employer, credits will be given for commitments
falling within the ordinary hours of duty.
(l) Overtime
(i) Employees receiving at least one day’s prior
notice of overtime shall be required to work
the ordinary hours of duty determined by the
employer under subclause (1) of this clause.
(ii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at the conclusion of a day with less than
one day’s notice, and
(aa) where the employee has at the commencement of that day 2 hours or more
flexitime credits, the employee shall be
paid overtime after 5 hours work on that
day, or for time worked after 3.30 pm,
whichever is the later, or
(bb) where the employee has commenced
duty prior to 8.30 am and has, at the
commencement of that day, less than 2
hours flexitime credits, the employee
shall be paid overtime, for time worked
after the completion of ordinary hours
of duty or after working 7 hours 30
minutes on that day, which is the earlier, or
(cc) where the employee has commenced
work after 8.30 am and has, at the commencement of that day, less than 2
hours flexitime credits, the employee
shall be paid overtime for time worked
after 5.30 pm or after working 7 hours
30 minutes, on that day whichever is
the earlier.
(iii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at the beginning of a day with less than
one day’s notice, that employee shall be paid
overtime for any time worked prior to the commencing time for ordinary hours of duty
determined by the employer under subclause
(1) of this clause.
(7) Nine Day Fortnight
(a) Hours of Duty
(i) The employer may authorise the operation of
a nine day fortnight where the ordinary hours
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of duty of 75 hours a fortnight are worked over
nine days of the fortnight, exclusive of work
performed on Saturday, Sunday and the special rostered day off, with each day consisting
of 8 hours and 20 minutes.
(ii) The employer shall determine employees’
commencing and finishing times between the
spread of 7.00 am and 6.00 pm, in order to
ensure that the Brightwater Care Groups requirements are met on each day.
(b) Lunch Break
A meal break shall be allowed and taken in accordance with the standard provisions of this clause.
(c) Special Rostered Day Off
Each employee shall be allowed one special rostered
day off each fortnight in accordance with a roster
prepared by management showing days and hours
of duty and special rostered days off for each employee.
(d) Leave and Public Holidays
For the purposes of leave and Public Holidays, a day
shall be credited as 8 hours 20 minutes notwithstanding the following—
(i) When a Public Holiday falls on an employee’s special rostered day off the employee shall
be granted a day in lieu of the holiday prior to
the conclusion of the current fortnight.
(ii) For a Public Holiday occurring during a period of annual leave, an additional day will be
added to the period of leave irrespective of
whether it falls on a rostered work day or special rostered day off.
(iii) A four week annual leave entitlement is
equivalent to 150 hours, the equivalent to
eighteen rostered working days of 8 hours 20
minutes, and two special rostered days off.
(iv) An employee who is sick on a special rostered
day off will not be granted sick leave for that
day, and will not be credited with an additional
day off in lieu.
(e) Overtime
The provisions of the relevant overtime clause, shall
apply for work performed prior to an employee’s
nominated starting time and after an employee’s
nominated ceasing time in accordance with
subparagraph (a)(ii) and on an employee’s special
rostered day off.
(f) Conference/Study Leave
Credits for conference/study leave will be given for
approved commitments falling due between the employee’s nominated starting and finishing times.
(8) Flexibility for Employees
Subject to the following, at the written request of an employee, the employer and employee may agree in writing to an
employee working hours outside the spread of ordinary hours
in which case the employer shall not be liable to pay any shift
allowances, including weekend shift allowances, which, but
for such agreement, would be payable.
(a) Such agreement must be at the initiative of the employee and must not be either directly or indirectly
be reached as a result of any request, direction or
pressure of the employer.
(b) The agreement will clearly set out the hours arrangement to be worked.
(c) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the arrangements shall be within the parameters for
ordinary hours set out in this clause.
(d) Any hours worked, at the request of the employer,
outside the parameters set out in the agreement shall
be deemed to be overtime.
(e) The employee may withdraw from the special arrangements at any time by advising the employer in
writing.
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(f) The employer may withdraw agreement for the special arrangement at any time by advising the
employee in writing.
(g) Where the arrangement is withdrawn by either party
the employee will revert to the normal working hours
and arrangements for their work area and shall be
paid accordingly.
16.—OVERTIME
(1) Except as provided in subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause,
all time worked at the direction of the employer in excess of
7 hours 30 minutes (7.5) on any one day Monday to Friday,
both inclusive, shall be paid at the rate of time and one half for
the first two hours and at double time thereafter.
(2) All time worked on a Saturday prior to 12noon shall be
paid at the rate of time and one half for the first two hours and
at the rate of double time thereafter.
(3) All time worked after 12 noon on a Saturday until midnight Sunday, inclusive shall be paid at the rate of double time.
(4) For the purpose of assessing overtime each day shall
stand alone.
(5) Overtime may be banked and taken as time off in proportion to the payment to which the employee is entitled under
the terms of this Agreement. Such time off shall be taken at a
mutually convenient time(s).
17.—SHIFT WORK
(1) The provisions of this clause shall apply to employees
engaged on shift work and shall nullify any other general provision of the Agreement to the extent that the general provision
is expressly contrary to this clause.
(2) (a) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on rostered
shifts which provide an average of not more than thirty seven
and one half hours (37.5) per week over each roster period.
Such roster may provide that the hours of work need not be
worked on five consecutive days and it may provide that ordinary hours can be worked on afternoon or night shift or on a
Saturday or Sunday.
(b) Each daily shift period shall not exceed ten hours, except where the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of
Western Australia (Union of Workers) and the employer agree.
(3) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Day Shift” shall mean a shift which commences
after 6.00 am and before midday and finishes before
6.00 pm.
(b) “Afternoon Shift” shall mean a shift which commences at or after midday and before 6.00 pm. and
finishes after 6.00 pm.
(c) “Night Shift” shall mean a shift which commences
at or after 6.00 pm. and before midnight.
(4) (a) In addition to the shift employees ordinary salary the
employee shall be paid he following loadings—
(i) Twelve and one half per cent (12.5%) of his/her daily
rate of salary for each afternoon or night shift worked
in ordinary hours.
(ii) Fifty per cent (50%) of his/her daily rate of salary
for each shift worked on a Saturday or a Sunday in
ordinary hours.
(iii) One hundred and fifty per cent (150%) of his/her
daily rate of salary for a shift worked on a public
holiday in ordinary hours. Provided that if the employer agrees the employee may be paid a loading of
fifty per cent (50%) of his/her daily rate of salary
and in addition be allowed to observe the holiday on
a day mutually acceptable to the employer and the
employee.
(b) A shift employee shall be paid the appropriate loading
applicable to the majority of his/her shift.
(5) All time worked by a shift employee outside his/her ordinary hours shall be paid for as overtime in accordance with
the provisions of this Agreement.
(6) Should a shift employee work two consecutive shifts he/
she shall not be required to attend for duty within ten hours of
ceasing duty on the second shift.
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(7) When any of the days observed as a public holiday as
prescribed in this Agreement fall on a day when a shift employee is rostered off duty and the employee has not been
required to work on that day he/she shall be paid as if the day
was an ordinary working day, or by mutual agreement be allowed to take a day’s holiday in lieu of the holiday.
(8) (a) Each shift employee shall be supplied with a copy of
his/her shift roster upon commencement on shift work and
one copy shall be posted in a conspicuous place in the particular work area concerned.
(b) The shift roster shall not be altered except in accordance
with the provisions of subclause (2) of this clause and no employee shall be required to alter his/her ordinary rostered hours,
except with his/her consent.
(9) A shift employee shall be entitled to additional annual
leave as prescribed in this Agreement.
18.—ON CALL
(1) An employee is on call when he/she is directed by the
employer to remain at such a place as will enable the employer to readily contact him/her during the hours when he/
she is not otherwise on duty. In determining the place at which
the employee shall remain the employer may require that place
to be within a specified radius from the employees place of
employment.
(2) (a) Subject to paragraph (b) of this subclause, an employee shall be paid an hourly allowance equal to 18.75% of
1/40th of the minimum weekly rate prescribed in the Hospital
Salaried Officers (Nursing Homes) Award No 18 and 19 of
1974, as amended, for a Medical Laboratory Technologist.
(b) Where the employee is supplied with a long range beeper
or mobile phone, the employee shall be paid 75% of the rate
prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause.
(c) Payments referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this
subclause shall not be made in respect to any period for which
the employee is recalled to work and being paid in accordance
with the Overtime provisions of this Agreement.
(3) An employee who is on call during ordinary working
hours on a day observed as a public holiday, shall be paid an
allowance as per subclause (2).
(4) If an employee is recalled to work he/she shall be paid a
minimum of two hours at the appropriate overtime rate but he/
she shall not be obliged to work for two hours if the work for
which he/she was recalled is completed in less time, provided
that if an employee is called out within two hours of starting
work on a previous call he/she shall not be entitled to any
further payment for the time worked within that period of two
hours.
(5) Where the employer requires the employee to be regularly on call for client/patient consultative needs the employer
shall provide, or install at the employers cost, appropriate telecommunications equipment.
(6) Where the employee pays or contributes towards the
payment or rental of telecommunication equipment in order
to be available for on call at the request of the employer, the
employer shall reimburse the employee an amount being a
proportion of the rental calculated on the basis that each seven
days on which the employee is required to be on call the employer shall pay the employee 1/52nd of the annual rental paid
by the employee.
19.—CALCULATION OF PENALTIES
Where an employee works hours which entitle them to payment of more than one of the penalties payable in accordance
with Overtime (Clause 16), Shift Work (Clause 17), On Call
(Clause 18), and Public Holidays (Clause 28), only the highest of any such penalty is payable.
20.—HIGHER RESPONSIBILITIES
(1) Where an employee is directed by the employer to perform the full duties and responsibilities of a position classified
higher than his/her own position he/she shall be paid an allowance equal to the difference between the employee’s own
salary and that of the higher position.
(2) Where an employee performs some, but not all, of the
duties and responsibilities of a higher classified position he/
she shall be paid such proportion of the allowance provided
for in subclause (1) as to the proportion of the duties performed.
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(3) In circumstances referred to in subclause (2) the employee shall be advised of the proportion of the allowance to
be paid, prior to commencing such duties.
(4) The allowance may be adjusted during the period of
higher duties.
(5) An employee will not qualify for the allowance unless
they occupy the higher position for five consecutive working
days or more.
21.—MEAL MONEY
(1) Where the employee is required to work overtime of at
least two hours in excess of his/her daily hours of work the
employee shall be—
(a) Provided with a meal by the employer: or
(b) Paid an allowance of $2.50.
(2) This clause shall not apply where the employee has been
notified the previous day or earlier of the necessity to work
overtime.
22.—MOTOR VEHICLE ALLOWANCE
(1) Allowance for employees required to supply and maintain a vehicle as a term of employment—
(a) An employee who is required to supply and maintain a motor vehicle for use when travelling on official
business as a term of employment and who is not in
receipt of an allowance provided by subclause (4)
shall be reimbursed monthly in accordance with the
appropriate rates set out in subclause (6) for journeys travelled on official business and approved by
the employer or an authorised employee.
(b) An employee who is reimbursed under the provisions of subclause (1)(a) will also be subject to the
following conditions—
(i) For the purposes of subclause (1)(a) an employee shall be reimbursed with the appropriate
rates set out in subclause (6) for the distance
travelled from the employee’s residence to
place of duty and for the return distance travelled from place of duty to residence except
on a day where the employee travels direct
from residence to headquarters and return and
is not required to use the vehicle on official
business during the day.
(ii) Where an employee in the course of a journey
travels through two or more separate areas,
reimbursement shall be made at the appropriate rate applicable to each of the areas traversed
as set out in subclause (6).
(iii) Where an employee does not travel in excess
of 4,000 kilometres in a year an allowance
calculated by multiplying the appropriate rate
per kilometre by the difference between the
actual distance travelled and 4,000 kilometres
shall be paid to the employee provided that
where the employee has less than 12 months’
qualifying service in the year then the 4,000
kilometre distance will be reduced on a pro
rata basis and the allowance calculated accordingly.
(iv) Where a part time employee is eligible for the
payment of an allowance under (iii) above such
allowance shall be calculated on the proportion of total hours worked in that year by the
employee to the annual standard hours had the
employee been employed on a full time basis
for the year.
(v) An employee who is required to supply and
maintain a motor vehicle for use on official
business is excused from this obligation in the
event of the employee’s vehicle being stolen,
consumed by fire, or suffering a major and unforeseen mechanical breakdown or accident,
in which case all entitlement to reimbursement
ceases while the employee is unable to provide the motor vehicle or a replacement.
(vi) It shall be open to the employer or his representative to elect to waive the requirement that
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an employee supply and maintain a motor vehicle for use on official business, but written
notice of the intention so to do shall be given
to the employee concerned.
(2) Allowance for other employees using vehicle on official
business—
(a) An employee who is not required to supply and maintain a motor vehicle for use when travelling on official
business as a term of employment, but when requested by the employer or an authorised employee,
voluntarily consents to use the vehicle and who is
not in receipt of an allowance provided by subclause
(4) shall, for journeys travelled on official business
approved by the employer or an authorised employee
be reimbursed all expenses incurred in accordance
with appropriate rates set out in subclauses (7) and
(8).
(b) For the purpose of subclause (2)(a) an employee shall
not be entitled to reimbursement for any expenses
incurred in respect to the distance between the employee’s residence and headquarters and the return
distance from headquarters to residence.
(c) Where the employee in the course of a journey travels through two or more separate areas,
reimbursement shall be made at the appropriate rate
applicable to each of the areas traversed as set out in
subclause (7).
(3) Allowance for towing employer’s caravan or trailer—
In cases where employees are required to tow employer’s
caravans on official business, the additional rate shall be
three cents per kilometre. Where an employer’s trailer is
towed on official business the additional rate shall be two
cents per kilometre.
(4) Commuted allowance—
The employer may authorise a commuted amount for reimbursement of costs for motor vehicles or any other
conveyance belonging to an employee.
(5) Increase of Inadequate rates—
The allowances in this clause shall be varied in accordance with any movement in the allowance in the Public
Service Award 1992.
(6) Requirement to supply and maintain a motor car—
AREA AND DETAILS
Rate per Kilometre
Metropolitan Area—
First 4,000 km
Over 4,000 up to 8,000 km
Over 8,000 up to 16,000 km
Over 16,000 km
South West Land Division—
First 4,000 km
Over 4,000 up to 8,000 km
Over 8,000 up to 16,000 km
Over 16,000 km
North of 23.5 Latitude—
First 4,000 km
Over 4,000 up to 8,000 km
Over 8,000 up to 16,000 km
Over 16,000 km
Rest of State—
First 4,000 km
Over 4,000 up to 8,000
Over 8,000 up to 16,000 km
Over 16,000 km

ENGINE DISPLACEMENT
(in cubic centimetres)
Over
Over 600cc &
2600cc
1600cc- Under
136.3
56.7
30.2
31.6

118.4
49.1
26.1
27.2

103.5
43.7
23.8
24.5

139.4
58.3
31.3
32.5

121.3
50.6
27.1
28.0

106.4
45.1
24.7
25.2

154.4
63.9
33.7
33.4

135.1
55.7
29.2
28.7

118.9
49.7
26.7
25.8

144.1
60.3
32.4
33.3

125.2
52.3
28.0
28.5

109.6
46.5
25.5
25.7

(7) Voluntary use of a motor car—
AREA AND DETAILS

ENGINE DISPLACEMENT
(in cubic centimetres)
Over
Over 1600cc &
Rate per Kilometre
2600cc
1600cc- Under
Metropolitan Area
63.3
54.9
48.7
South West Land Division
65.1
56.5
50.2
North of 23.5 South Latitude 71.4
62.3
55.5
Rest of State
67.3
58.4
51.8
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(8) Voluntary use of a motor cycle—
Distance Travelled During a
Year on Official Business
Rate per Kilometre

Rate
Cents per kilometre
21.9

(9) In this clause the following expressions have the following meanings—
“A year” means twelve months commencing on the first
day of July and ending on the thirtieth day of June next
following.
“South West Land Division” means the South West Land
Division as defined by Section 28 of the Land Act, 1933—
1971, excluding the area contained within the
Metropolitan Area.
“Rest of the State” means that area South of 23.5 degrees
South latitude, excluding the Metropolitan Area and the
South West Land Division.
“Term of Employment” means a requirement made known
to the employee at the time of applying for the position
by way of publication in the advertisement for the position, written advice to the employee contained in the offer
for the position or oral communication at interview by an
interviewing officer and such requirement is accepted by
the officer either in writing or orally.
23.—TRAVELLING EXPENSES
Where an employee is required by the employer to travel
and/or reside away from home overnight he/she shall be reimbursed reasonable out of pocket and accommodation expenses,
which shall be made at least monthly.
24.—SALARY/WAGES
(1) The minimum annual rate of remuneration of employees
covered by this agreement shall be as follows.
(2) Minimum Salaries—
Level
Level 1
Level 2

Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
Level 9
Level 10
Level 11
Level 12
Level 13
Level 14
Level 15
Level 15A

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

$ per annum
21,789
22,178
22,577
22,900
23,533
24,203
24,851
25,502
26,153
26,850
27,420
28,186
29,089
29,688
30,427
31,606
32,223
33,148
34,099
35,450
36,154
37,121
38,012
39,036
41,008
42,472
44,552
45,665
47,075
48,536
50,671
52,421
54,601
56,776
58,928
61,104
64,763
67,413
70,068
73,067
76,249

$ per hour
11.1382
11.3374
11.5414
11.7062
12.0403
12.3726
12.7038
13.0366
13.3694
13.7254
14.0171
14.4083
14.8702
15.1763
15.5542
16.1568
16.4720
16.9448
17.4312
18.1216
18.4816
18.9760
19.4312
19.9547
20.9627
21.7112
22.7744
23.3432
24.0640
24.8110
25.9022
26.7968
27.9111
29.0229
30.1230
31.2353
33.1057
34.4604
35.8175
37.3506
38.7713
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(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level
1, may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not age.
(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months.
(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the W.A Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(d) Employees who are appointed Level 1, Level 2, or
Level 3, and are under 21 years of age, salaries shall
be calculated using the following percentages of the
first year of service rate for the Level the employee
is appointed to—
Under 17 years of age
54%
17 years of age
64%
18 years of age
74%
19 years of age
86%
20 years of age
97%
Notwithstanding this provision, the employer can appoint an employee to the first year of service rate or
higher.
(3) Salaries—Specified Callings and Other Professionals—
Employees who are employed in the calling of Medical
Scientist, Scientific Officer, Dietitian, Occupational
Therapist, Physiotherapist, Social Worker, Speech Pathologist, or any other calling as agreed between the
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) and the Brightwater Care Group,
shall be entitled to salaries as follows—
Level
$ per annum
$ per hour
Level 5/10
1
29,089
14.8702
2
30,427
15.5542
3
32223
16.4720
4
34099
17.4312
5
37121
18.9760
6
39036
19.9547
Level 11/12 1
41008
20.9627
2
42472
21.7112
3
44552
22.7744
Level 13/14 1
45665
23.3432
2
47075
24.0640
3
48536
24.8110
Employees at Level 15 and above shall be paid at not less
than the rate applying for each classification as provided
in sub-clause (2) above.
(a) Subject to paragraph (c) of this subclause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 5/10 under this
clause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment.
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment.
(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD Degree, relevant to their calling, shall commence on the third year
increment.
Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary
level qualification after appointment shall not be entitled to any advanced progression through the range.
(b) The employer and the Union shall be responsible for
determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for
appointment for the callings covered by this Clause
and shall maintain a manual setting out such qualifications.
(c) The employer, in allocating levels pursuant to
subclause (3) of this clause may determine a commencing salary above level 5/10 for a particular
calling/s.
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(d) Annual increments shall be subject to the employee’s satisfactory performance over the preceding
twelve months.
(e) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an annual
increment shall be referred to the W.A Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(4) In addition to the rates outlined above, the employer
agrees to pay any Award safety net adjustment awarded by the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission during the term
of this Agreement. Such adjustments will be payable from the
first pay period commencing on or after the date of the decision of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
25.—SALARY PACKAGING
Employees may agree to have up to 30% of their salary packaged in accordance with Appendix 1 Salary Packaging which
provides a remuneration benefit in total no less beneficial than
would apply if the employee was paid in accordance with the
rates prescribed in clause 24.—Salaries/Wages of this Agreement.
26.—PAYMENT OF SALARY/WAGES
(1) The fortnightly salary/wage shall be calculated by dividing the annual salary rate by 313 and multiplying the result by
12.
(2) The hourly rate shall be calculated by dividing the fortnightly rate by 75.
(3) (a) Salary/wages shall be paid fortnightly by electronic
funds transfer to an account at a financial institution nominated, established and maintained by the employee.
(b) Any costs associated with the transfer shall be borne by
the employer.
(4) (a) Where payment is not made within the nominated
time and the problem is within the control of the employer it
shall be rectified within 24 hours of being brought to attention
by the employee either by payment by the usual means or by
the provision of cash or cash cheque for an amount equivalent
to the normal wages.
(b) Overtime rates shall apply for duty performed beyond a
24 hour delay until the problem is rectified.
(5) No deductions shall be made from an employee’s wages
unless the employee has agreed to such deduction in writing,
or the deduction is authorised by this Agreement.
27.—SALARY/WAGE INFORMATION
The employer shall provide to the employee on or before
each pay day, a time and wage record detailing the manner in
which the employees’ wages have been calculated, so as to
enable the employee to ascertain his/her correct entitlements.
28.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed in lieu thereof
shall subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as holidays
without deduction of pay, namely—
New Year’s Day,
Australia Day,
Good Friday,
Easter Monday,
Anzac Day,
Labour Day,
Foundation Day,
Sovereign’s Birthday,
Christmas Day,
Boxing Day, and;
any other Public Service Holiday prescribed under Section 59 of the Public Service Act, 1979 and Regulation
12 of the Regulations to the Public Service Act.
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the days named
in this subclause.
(b) Where any of the days mentioned in subclause (1)(a)
falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be observed
on the next succeeding Monday and when Boxing Day falls
on a Sunday or a Monday, the holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding Tuesday.
(c) An employee required to work on a day observed as a
public holiday shall be paid at the rate of double time and one
half for any work performed, and given time off equivalent to
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the time actually worked, to be taken at a time convenient to
the employer.
29.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, after twelve months’ of
continuous service, and for each twelve months’ of continuous service thereafter, an employee is entitled to a period of
four consecutive weeks’ annual leave with payment of ordinary salary as prescribed.
(2) If any holiday as per Clause 28—Public Holidays falls
within an employee’s period of annual leave and is observed
on a day which in the case of that employee would have been
an ordinary working day, there shall be added to that period
one day being an ordinary working day for each such holiday
observed.
(3) (a) After one month’s continuous service in any qualifying 12 monthly period an employee whose employment is
terminated shall subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of
this subclause, be paid one third of a week’s pay at his/her
ordinary rate of salary in respect of each completed month of
service in that qualifying period.
(b) Where an employee is justifiably dismissed for serious
misconduct during any qualifying 12 monthly period, the provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause do not apply in respect
of any completed month of service in that qualifying period.
(4) (a) The annual leave prescribed in subclause (1) of this
clause may be split into more than one portion by agreement
between the employer and the employee provided that no portion is less than one day. The maximum number of single day
absences allowable during any twelve month accrual period
shall be five.
(b) Any dispute arising out of this clause in relation to splitting or not splitting an employee’s annual leave entitlement, if
not resolved by agreement between the employer, the employee
and the Union, shall be referred to the W.A. Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(5) (a) When an employee proceeds on annual leave, he/she
shall be paid a loading of 17.5% of his/her ordinary salary for
four weeks at the time of taking such leave. If an employee
takes annual leave in two or more periods he/she shall be paid
1/20th of the loading for each day of leave he/she takes at the
time of taking each period of his/her leave.
(b) The loading prescribed in this subclause shall not apply
to proportionate annual leave on termination.
(6) (a) Annual leave may be taken before the completion of
each 12 months’ continuous service.
(b) If the services of an employee terminate and the employee has taken a period of leave in accordance with this
subclause and if the period of leave taken exceeds that which
would become due pursuant to subclause (1) the employee
shall be liable to pay the amount representing the difference
between the amount received by him/her for the period of leave
taken and the amount which would have accrued. The employer may deduct this amount from monies due to the
employee on termination of employment.
(7) A full time employee who, during a qualifying period
towards an entitlement of annual leave was employed continuously on both a full time and part time basis may elect
to take a lesser period of annual leave calculated by converting the part time service to equivalent full time service.
(8) A part-time employee may elect to take a lesser period of
annual leave calculated by converting any portion of the parttime service to equivalent full-time service.
(9) (a) Shift working employees
A shift employee rostered to work ordinary hours on Sundays and/or public holidays shall be entitled to additional annual
leave as follows—
(i) If 35 ordinary shifts on such days have been
worked—one week.
(ii) If less than 35 shifts on such days have been
worked—one additional day (to a maximum of five
days) for each seven ordinary shifts so worked.
(b) A shift employee referred to in subclause (a) shall be
paid a loading of either 20% of his/her ordinary salary for five
weeks or an amount equal to the shift and weekend penalties
he/she would have received if they had not proceeded on annual leave, whichever amount is the greater.
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(c) A shift employee, other than a shift employee referred to
in subclause (a) shall be paid a loading of either 17.5% of his/
her ordinary salary for four weeks or an amount equivalent to
the shift and weekend penalties he/she would have received if
they had not proceeded on annual leave, whichever amount is
the greater.
(d) The loadings referred to in this subclause shall be paid at
the time the employee takes his/her leave and where the employee takes annual leave in two or more periods he/she shall
be paid 1/20th of the loading (or 1/25th of the loading in the
case of a shift employee referred to in subclause (a) hereof)
for each day of leave taken.
(10) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent
from work, except for time on leave on public holidays, paid
sick leave, family leave, annual leave, long service leave, bereavement leave, or the first calendar month of any absence
on workers’ compensation shall not count in determining annual leave entitlements.
30.—ADDITIONAL LEAVE
(1) Employees with an entitlement to only four weeks annual leave may, by mutual agreement with the employer, take
up to three additional weeks leave in any one accrual year as
leave without pay.
(2) Provided that the leave without pay cannot be taken in
periods in excess of one week at a time.
(3) The entitlement to leave without pay shall not be cumulative from year to year.
31.—SHORT LEAVE
The employer may upon sufficient cause being shown, grant
an employee leave of absence on ordinary pay not exceeding
two consecutive working days, but any leave of absence granted
under the provisions of this clause shall not exceed, in the
aggregate, three working days in any one calendar year.
32.—SPECIAL/PERSONAL LEAVE
(1) The employer may upon the request of an employee,
grant that employee special leave without pay for any special
or personal reason.
(2) Up to ten days of annual leave may be taken as special
leave in periods of not less than one day, provided that this is
not intended to limit an employee’s access to Short Leave.
33.—SICK LEAVE
(1) An employee who is unable to attend work as a consequence of illness or injury shall as soon as reasonably
practicable and if possible prior to the commencement of the
duty/shift advise the employer of his/her inability to attend
work, the nature of the illness or injury and the estimated duration of the absence. Failure to do so shall be treated as absent
without leave.
(2) (a) Absence exceeding two consecutive working days
shall be supported by the certificate of a registered medical
practitioner or, where the illness consists of a dental condition
and the period does not exceed five consecutive working days,
by a certificate of a registered dentist.
(b) The number of days granted without production of a
medical certificate shall not exceed, in aggregate, five working days in any one calendar year.
(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of this Clause
no paid sick leave shall be granted without the production of a
medical certificate.
(b) An employee unable to resume duty on the expiration of
the period shown on the first medical certificate shall furnish
further certificates for each period of sick leave until resumption of duty.
(4) An employee who suffers personal illness or injury during his/her annual leave or long service leave may be paid sick
leave in lieu of such leave subject to—
(a) for annual leave; confinement to his/her place of residence or a hospital for a period of at least seven days.
(b) for long service leave; confinement to his/her place
of residence or a hospital for a period of at least fourteen days.
(c) the production of medical evidence to the satisfaction of the employer.
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(d) the portion of annual leave or long service leave so
granted is taken at a time convenient to the employer.
(5) The basis for determining sick leave shall be ascertained
by crediting the employee concerned with the following periods, but the leave shall be cumulative—

(a) On date of employment of
the employee
(b) On completion by the
employee of six months’ service
(c) On completion by the employee
twelve months’ service
(d) On completion of each
additional twelve months’
service by the employee

Leave on
full pay.
Working days

Leave on
half pay.
Working days.

5

2

5

3

10

5

10

5

(6) When an employee is absent on account of illness/injury
and his/her entitlement to sick leave on full pay is exhausted,
he/she may, with the approval of the employer, elect to convert any part of their entitlement to sick leave on half pay to
sick leave on full pay, but so that his/her sick leave entitlement on half pay is reduced by two days for each day of sick
leave on full pay that he/she receives by the conversion.
(7) No sick leave with pay shall be granted if the illness has
been caused by the misconduct of the employee or in any case
of absence from duty without sufficient cause.
(8) An employee who is absent on leave without pay is not
eligible for sick leave during the currency of that leave without pay.
(9) Where an employee suffers personal injuries by accident
that are compensable in accordance with the provisions of the
Workers’ Compensation and Assistance Act, 1912, and which
necessitates the granting of sick leave—
(a) No charge shall be made against his/her sick leave
credits until the period of leave exceeds twenty six
weeks. The employee shall receive full pay for such
leave of absence; and
(b) Where the employee is unable to resume duty at the
expiration of the period of twenty six weeks, he/she
shall be granted on full pay or half pay as the case
requires, such further leave under this subclause as
is required, but half the period only of further leave
shall be charged against his/her sick leave credits on
full pay or half pay, as the case may be.
(10) A pregnant worker shall not be refused sick leave by
reason only that the “illness or injury” encountered by her is
associated with the pregnancy.
(11) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
workers.
34.—FAMILY LEAVE
(1) In this clause “family member” means the employee’s
spouse, defacto spouse, child, step child, parent, step parent.
This entitlement will also apply to another person who lives
with the employee as a member of the employee’s family.
(2) The employee is entitled to use up to 5 days of his/her
personal accrued sick leave entitlement to care for an ill family member each year, providing the employee must maintain
a minimum of 10 days of sick leave available for personal use
in each year.
(3) Where an employee has insufficient accrued sick leave,
by mutual agreement, up to five days of annual leave may be
used for the purpose of family leave.
(4) Medical certificate requirements are as per those applicable to the sick leave provisions of this Agreement.
(5) Family leave is not cumulative from year to year.
35.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) An employee shall on the death of—
(a) the spouse of the employee;
(b) the child or step-child of the employee;
(c) the parent or step-parent of the employee;
(d) the brother, sister, step brother or step sister;
(e) the grandparents of the employee;
(f) the grandchildren of the employee; or
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(g) any other person, who immediately before that person’s death lived with the employee as a member of
the employee’s family, be eligible for up to two (2)
days bereavement leave, provided that at the request
of an employee, the employer may exercise a discretion to grant bereavement leave to an employee in
respect of some other person with whom the employee has a special relationship.
(2) The 2 days need not be consecutive.
(3) At the employers discretion, additional leave may be
granted where an employee has assumed significant responsibility for the arrangements to do with the ceremonies resulting
from the death; or where cultural obligations necessitate a
longer period of bereavement leave.
(4) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during any other
period of leave.
(5) An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave
under this clause is to provide to the employer, if requested,
evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person as to—
(a) the death that is the subject of the leave sought; and
(b) the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
(6) An employee’s remaining short leave entitlement in any
year, shall be reduced by the amount of bereavement leave
which is accessed by an employee; provided that an employee’s entitlement to bereavement leave is not limited by an
employee exhausting his/her annual short leave entitlements.
36.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) An employee shall be entitled to three (3) months paid
long service leave on completion of seven (7) years continuous service and an additional three (3) months paid long service
leave for each subsequent period of seven (7) years of continuous service.
(2) Upon application by an employee, the employer may
approve—
(a) of double the period of long service leave on half
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(b) of any portion of his/her long service leave entitlement on full pay or double such period on half pay.
(c) A full time employee who, during a qualifying period towards an entitlement of long service leave was
employed continuously on both a full time and part
time basis may elect to take a lesser period of long
service leave calculated by converting the part time
service to equivalent full time service.
(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (b) of
this subclause an employee who has elected to compact an accrued entitlement to long service leave in
accordance with paragraph (c) of this subclause shall
only take such leave in one period on full pay.
(3) Any holiday occurring during the period in which an
employee is on long service leave will be treated as part of the
long service leave, and extra days in lieu thereof shall not be
granted.
(4) Long service leave shall be taken as it falls due at the
convenience of the employer but within three years of the entitlement: Provided that the employer may approve the
accumulation of long service leave not exceeding six months.
(5) A lump sum payment for long service leave accrued in
accordance with this clause and for pro-rata long service leave
shall be made in the following cases—
(a) To an employee who retires at or over the age of
fifty five years or who has retired on the grounds of
ill health: Provided that no payment shall be made
for pro-rata long service leave unless the employee
has completed not less than twelve months’ continuous service.
(b) To an employee who has retired for any other cause:
Provided that no payment shall be made for pro-rata
long service leave unless the employee had completed
not less than three years’ continuous service before
the date of his/her retirement.
(c) To the widow/widower of an employee or such other
person as may be approved by the employer in the
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event of the death of an employee: Provided that no
payment shall be made for pro-rata long service leave
unless the employee had completed not less than
twelve months’ continuous service prior to the date
of his/her death.
(6) A calculation of the amount due for long service leave
accrued and for pro-rata long service leave shall be made at
the rate of salary of an employee at the date of retirement,
resignation or death, whichever applies, and no such payment
shall exceed the equivalent of twelve months’ salary.
(7) An employee who resigns or is dismissed, shall not be
entitled to long service leave or payment for long service leave
other than leave that had accrued to the employee prior to the
date on which the employee resigned or the date of the offence
for which the employee is dismissed.
(8) Long service leave accrued prior to the issue of this Agreement shall remain to the credit of each employee.
(9) In this clause “continuous service” means any period
during which a worker is absent on full pay or part pay, from
his duties in the Brightwater Care Group, but does not include—
(a) Any period exceeding two weeks during which the
employee is absent on leave without pay;
(b) Any period during which the employee is taking his/
her long service leave entitlement or any portion
thereof;
(c) Any service of the worker prior to his/her attaining
the age of eighteen years;
(d) Any service of the employee who resigns or is dismissed, other than service prior to such resignation
or to the date of any offence in respect of which the
employee is dismissed when such prior service has
actually entitled the employee to long service leave
under this clause.
37.—CONFERENCE/STUDY LEAVE
(1) The Brightwater Care Group recognises the value in providing the opportunity to employees to attend approved
conferences, seminars, meetings or courses where the content
is expected to contribute significantly to their body of knowledge and therefore work performance.
(2) Conference/study leave is available to any employee of
the Brightwater Care Group providing that employee has the
opportunity to contribute to the body of knowledge or professional practice of his/her profession and has the opportunity to
gain knowledge/skills which can be utilised within the
Brightwater Care Group.
(3) Unless otherwise specified within this Agreement employees may be granted up to a maximum of 5 days conference/
study leave per year.
(4) Applications for conference/study leave must contain
details of the function to be attended and justification for the
employees attendance at that function.
(5) Conference/study leave must be formally approved by
the employee’s manager.
(6) The operational requirements of the Brightwater Care
Group and the relevance of the conference or course to the
employees work must be considered prior to the approval of
any conference/study leave.
(7) In the event an employee is seeking reimbursement for
costs incurred during conference/study leave, approval must
take into account those costs in relation to the potential value
to the Brightwater Care Group. Costs will be reimbursed to a
maximum of the prevailing capital city cost or travel allowances as are published from time to time by the Health
Department of Western Australia.
(8) Employees shall receive ordinary pay during approved
periods of conference/study leave.
(9) Employees may be requested to present a paper on the
conference/study subject on return from their period of leave.
(10) Presentation of Papers at Conferences/Seminars.
(a) Where a staff members is presenting a paper at a
conference/seminar funded by the Brightwater Care
Group, they are required to provide a copy of this
paper to their manager/director prior to the presentation of the paper.
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(b) Where a staff member, in his/her own time, is presenting a paper which relates to the Brightwater Care
Group, a copy of this paper must be provided to their
manager/director prior to the presentation of the paper.
38.—PARENTAL AND ADOPTION LEAVE
(1) Interpretation
In this clause—
“adoption”, in relation to a child, is a reference to a child
who—
(a) is not the natural child or the step-child of the
employee or the employee’s spouse;
(b) is less than 5 years of age; and
(c) has not lived continuously with the employee
for 6 months or longer;
“continuous service” means service under an unbroken
contract of employment and includes—
(a) any period of parental leave; and
(b) any period of leave or absence authorised by
the employer or this Agreement, an employee’s contract of employment or the Minimum
Conditions of Employment Act, 1993;
“expected date or birth” means the day certified by a medical practitioner to be the day on which the medical
practitioner expects the employee or the employee’s
spouse, as the case may be, to give birth to a child;
“parental leave” means leave provided for by this clause;
“spouse” includes a de facto spouse.
(2) Entitlement to parental leave
(a) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an employee,
other than a casual employee, is entitled to take up
to 52 consecutive weeks of unpaid leave in respect
of—
(i) the birth of a child to the employee or the
employee’s spouse; or
(ii) the placement of a child with the employee
with a view to the adoption of the child by the
employee.
(b) An employee is not entitled to take parental leave
unless he/she—
(i) has, before the expected date of birth or placement, completed at least 12 months’
continuous service with the employer; and
(ii) has given the employer at least 10 weeks’ written notice of his/her intention to take the leave.
Provided that an employee shall not be in breach of
these notice requirements where failure to give such
notice results from confinement or adoption occurring earlier than the expected date.
(c) An employee is not entitled to take parental leave at
the same time as the employee’s spouse but this paragraph does not apply to one week’s parental leave—
(i) taken by the male parent immediately after the
birth of the child; or
(ii) taken by the employee and the employee’s
spouse immediately after a child has been
placed with them with a view to their adoption of the child.
(d) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any
period of parental leave taken by the employee’s
spouse in relation to the same child, except the period of one week’s leave referred to in paragraph (c).
(3) Medical Certificate
An employee who has given notice of his/her intention to
take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to provide to
the employer a certificate from a medical practitioner stating
that the employee or the employee’s spouse, as the case may
be, is pregnant and the expected date of birth.
(4) Notice of spouse’s parental leave
(a) An employee who has given notice of his/her intention to take parental leave or who is actually taking
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parental leave is to notify the employer of particulars of any period of parental leave taken or to be
taken by the employee’s spouse in relation to the same
child.
(b) Any notice given under paragraph (a) is to be supported by a statement of information to the
satisfaction of the employer or a statutory declaration by the employee as to the truth of the particulars
notified.
(5) Notice of parental leave details
(a) An employee who has given notice of his/her intention to take parental leave is to give the employer at
least four weeks written notice of the dates on which
the employee wishes to start and finish the leave.
(b) The period of leave may be varied, by the employee
giving not less than four weeks notice in writing,
unless a lesser period is agreed, provided that the
period may be lengthened once only, save with the
agreement of the employer.
(c) An employee shall confirm his/her intention of returning to work by notice in writing to the employer
given not less than four weeks prior to the expiration
of the period of parental leave.
(6) Special parental leave and sick leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
parental leave terminates after 28 weeks other than
by the birth of a living child then;
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special parental leave)
as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, or
(ii) for illness other than normal consequences of
confinement she shall be entitled, either in lieu
of or in addition to special parental leave, to
such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and which a duly qualified medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her
return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on parental leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy. she may take
such paid sick leave as to which she is then entitled
and such further unpaid leave (to be known as special parental leave) as a duly qualified medical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her return
to work, provided that the aggregate of paid sick
leave, special parental leave and parental leave shall
not exceed 52 weeks.
(c) For the purposes of this clause, parental leave shall
include special parental leave.
(7) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner,
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present work,
the employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be
transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attached to that job until the commencement of parental leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee
may, or the employer may require the employee to take leave
for such period as is certified necessary by a duly qualified
medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as parental
leave for the purpose of this clause.
(8) Return to work after parental leave
(a) On finishing parental leave, an employee is entitled
to the position he/she held immediately before commencing parental leave.
(b) If the position referred to in paragraph (a) is not available, the employee is entitled to an available
position—
(i) for which the employee is qualified; and
(ii) that the employee is capable of performing
most comparable in status and pay to that of his/her
former position.
(c) Where, immediately before commencing parental
leave, an employee was acting in, or performing on
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a temporary basis the duties of, the position referred
to in paragraph (a), that paragraph applies only in
respect of the position held by the employee immediately before taking the acting or temporary position.
(9) Effect of parental leave on employment
Absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity of
service of an employee but shall not be taken into account in
calculating the period of service for any purpose of the Agreement.
(10) Parental leave and other leave entitlements
Subject to subclause (2) paragraphs (c) and (d), provided
the aggregate of leave including leave taken pursuant to this
clause does not exceed 52 weeks—
(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
parental leave, take any annual leave or long service
leave or any part thereof to which he/she is then entitled.
(b) Subject to the provision of subclause (7) hereof, paid
sick leave or other paid authorised Award/Agreement
absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to a worker during his/
her absence on parental leave.
(11) Termination of employment
(a) An employee on parental leave may terminate their
employment at any time during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with this Agreement.
(b) The employer shall not terminate the employment
of an employee on the grounds of pregnancy or of
his/her absence on parental leave, but otherwise the
rights of the employer in relation to termination of
employment are not hereby affected.
(12) Replacement workers
(a) A replacement worker is a worker specifically engaged as a result of a worker proceeding on parental
leave.
(b) Before the employer engages a replacement worker
under this subclause, the employer shall inform that
person of the temporary nature of the employment
and of the rights of the worker who is being replaced.
(c) Before the employer engages a person to replace a
worker temporarily promoted or transferred in order
to replace a worker exercising his/her right under
this clause, the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer
and of the rights of the worker who is being replaced.
(d) Providing that nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring the employer to engage a
replacement worker.
(e) A replacement worker shall not be entitled to any of
the rights conferred by this clause except where his/
her employment continues beyond the twelve
months’ qualifying period.
39.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
(1) The Brightwater Care Group recognises that prevention
of occupational injury and illness through the provision of a
safe and healthy work environment is of utmost importance.
(2) The prevention of occupational injury and illness in the
workplace is the responsibility of everyone, and the participation and co-operation of all employees in the workplace is
vital.
(3) Managers and supervisory staff are responsible and accountable for minimising the potential for occupational injury
and illness of employees within their area of responsibility.
(4) All employees are required to work safely following established safety procedures and to use equipment provided in
the proper manner at all times.
(5) Management will make every effort to ensure safe placement of employees in their respective jobs, to identify hazards
in the workplace through workplace surveys, accident reporting and investigation, and to consider occupational health and
safety factors in job and workplace design.
(6) Employees and their representatives will be consulted
on occupational health and safety matters.
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(7) Education and training will be provided to promote awareness and understanding of occupational health and safety
matters and to enable the safe performance of duties.
40.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Where the nature of an employees work requires the wearing of protective clothing the employer shall provide and
launder such clothing.
41.—UNIFORMS
(1) Where the employer requires a uniform to be worn, an
adequate supply shall be provided by the employer and laundered at the employers expense.
(2) Such uniform shall remain the property of the employer.
42.—DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
(1) Where the employer seeks to discipline or terminate an
employee the following steps shall be observed—
(a) In the event that an employee commits a misdemeanour, the employee’s immediate supervisor or any
other officer so authorised, may exercise the employer’s right to reprimand the employee so that the
employee understands the nature and implications
of his/her conduct.
(b) The first two reprimands shall take the form of warnings and, if given verbally, shall be confirmed in
writing as soon as practicable after the giving of the
reprimand.
(c) Should it be necessary, for any reason, to reprimand
an employee three times in a period not exceeding
twelve months continuous service, the contract of
service shall, upon the giving of that third reprimand,
be terminable in accordance with the provisions of
this Agreement.
(d) The employee shall have the right to request representation when being reprimanded in accordance with
this subclause.
(2) These procedures are meant to preserve the rights of the
individual employee, but shall not, in any way, limit the right
of the employer to summarily dismiss an employee for misconduct.
43.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION
(1) Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (as amended) any question, or difficulty, including any
matter arising under this Agreement, or any matter raised by
the Union, the employer or an employee/employees, shall be
settled in accordance with the procedures set out herein.
(2) These procedures were developed by agreement between
the parties in accordance with the Structural Efficiency Principle and are intended to provide effective and speedy means
for resolution of employee difficulties and problems.
(3) The parties agree that no bans, stoppages or limitations
will be imposed prior to, or during the time this procedure is
being followed.
(4) This clause in no way limits the rights of the employer,
employees and the Union under the Occupational Health,
Safety and Welfare Act 1984 or other related legislation.
(5) Where the matter is raised by an employee, or a group of
employees, the following steps shall be observed—
(a) The employee(s) concerned shall discuss the matter
with their immediate supervisor. If the matter cannot be resolved at this level the supervisor shall,
within two working days, refer the matter to a more
senior officer nominated by the employer and the
employee(s) shall be advised accordingly.
(b) The senior officer shall, if able, answer the matter
raised within five working days of it being referred
and if the senior officer is not so able, refer the matter to the employer for his/her attention, and the
employee(s) shall be advised accordingly.
(i) If the matter has been referred in accordance
with paragraph (b) above the employee(s) or
the union contact/representative shall notify
the Union Secretary or nominee, to enable the
opportunity of discussing the matter with employer.
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(ii) The employer shall, as soon as practicable after considering the matter before it, advise the
employee(s) or, where necessary the Union of
its decision. Provided that such advice shall
be given within 21 calendar days of the matter
being referred to the employer.
(6) Nothing in this provision shall preclude the parties reaching agreement to shorten or extend the period specified in
subclauses (5)(a), or (5)(b)(ii).
(7) Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement.
However, if the negotiation process is exhausted without the
dispute being resolved the parties may jointly or individually
refer the matter to the Industrial Relations Commission (W.A)
for assistance in resolving the dispute.
(8) For the purposes of this procedure—
“employer” means the relevant officer nominated at each
work site.
“senior officer” means an officer nominated by management.
44.—INTRODUCTION TO CHANGE
(1) Where the Brightwater Care Group has made a definite
decision to introduce major changes that are likely to have
significant effects on employees, they shall notify employees
who may be effected, and the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers).
(2) As soon as practicable the Brightwater Care Group shall
enter into discussions with employees on issues involved in
the change.
(3) The Brightwater Care Group shall discuss with the Union any matters raised in relation to the changes.
45.—REDEPLOYMENT AND REDUNDANCY
(1) Selection/Assessment Process
(a) Where the redevelopment process results in the creation of new positions which are like-with-like when
compared to existing positions and where the duties,
responsibilities and training requirements reflect existing positions, and which do not attract a higher
salary rate or better conditions than the existing positions, then employees occupying the existing
positions, (eligible employees), shall be given the
opportunity to transfer into the new positions without a selection/assessment process.
(b) Where there are more eligible employees than new
positions, a selection/assessment process will be undertaken with those employees.
(c) In the first instance, where a selection/assessment
process is undertaken, only permanent employees at
the Subiaco, Inglewood and Marangaroo sites will
be eligible to apply for positions that become available, as a direct result of the restructuring of the
Subiaco and Inglewood residential aged care beds
and the young disabled accommodation project.
(d) If the positions are not filled by permanent Subiaco
and Inglewood employees, then the vacant positions
will be offered to permanent Brightwater Care Group
permanent employee, from sites other than Subiaco
and Inglewood.
(e) If the positions are not filled by any Brightwater Care
Group permanent employee, then these will be offered to temporary Brightwater Care Group
employees and finally, if not filed, they will be advertised externally.
(f) Brightwater Care Group is committed to providing
ongoing staff development and training opportunities in the redevelopment period to enable all staff to
best meet the changing needs of the organisation.
Brightwater Care Group will ensure that training
courses target the development of competencies relevant to future needs and to enhance individual skills.
This will include job support training to help staff
with applying for the new jobs. Job specific training
will then be available for those successful in obtaining these positions.
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(2) Redeployment, Retraining and Redundancy
Definition of Redundancy—Redundancy means a situation
where a job performed by an employee ceases to exist or becomes surplus to requirements. This includes where the
employer can no longer offer the employee a position in line
with the number of hours in the employees contract of employment.
(a) Suitable Alternative Employment
Subject to this clause, each employee whose position is declared redundant shall be transferred to
suitable alternative employment either within his/her
department, site or an alternative Brightwater Care
Group Site.
Suitable alternative employment shall be defined as
that which provides the employee with a position
which—
(i) is a permanent position
(ii) has a ordinary rate of pay wage or salary and
conditions as close as possible to that of the
employee’s existing position; and
(iii) does not require the employee to change his/
her place of residence in order to take up the
position and has regard to—
(aa) the relevance of the duties and responsibilities, to the qualifications and
experience of the employee and the
competence of the employee; and
(bb) the ordinary hours of duty being in general no less than those worked by the
employee in his/her original position.
Definition of ordinary rate of pay—ordinary rate of
pay shall be defined, for the purpose of redeployment, retraining and redundancy, as the rate of pay
excluding allowances applicable to the employee’s
substantive classification but shall include allowances
which represent—
(i) a relieving allowance that has been paid continuously for twelve (12) months;
(ii) a shift allowance which is paid on a regular
basis and would continue to be paid during
periods of annual leave;
(iii) any special personal allowance (eg previous
income maintenance which has been paid continuously).
(b) Alternative Employment or Training
(i) The suitability of alternative employment or
training shall be determined after consultation
with the Brightwater Care Group and the employee, having regard for the particular
circumstances of each employee.
If a dispute arises as to whether a position falls
within the definition of suitable alternative
employment as prescribed in subclause (2)(a)
then the dispute settlement procedure of the
Agreement shall apply.
(ii) Where suitable alternative employment is unable to be identified for an employee, the
employee can transfer to a position outside that
defined as suitable or leave the service of the
Brightwater Care Group.
An employee who elects—
(aa) to leave the service of the Brightwater
Care Group shall be paid the severance
and other payments prescribed in
subclause (4)—Redundancy.
(bb) to transfer to a position outside that
defined as suitable under the terms of
this clause, shall be entitled to the provisions of Income Maintenance (refer
subclause (3).
(cc) If, after a 3 month period, which may
be extended to 6 months by agreement,
the employee or the employer decides
that the position is unsuitable for the
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employee, then the employee may elect
to consider further redeployment or
redundancy under subclause (2)(a),
(2)(b) and (4).
(iii) Where suitable alternative employment is able
to be identified and is accepted by the employee, the employee must be willing to
undergo identified paid training or retraining.
Failure to act reasonable in this regard will be
treated as a performance management issue
and may result in disciplinary action.
(iv) Where an employee is found suitable alternative employment with Brightwater Care
Group, the employee’s service shall be deemed
continuous and the employee shall retain all
accrued and accruing rights to leave entitlement.
(c) Leave and Assistance to Seek Alternative Employment if the Employee is to be made Redundant
(i) Employees who are to be made redundant will
be granted by the Brightwater Care Group reasonable leave to attend interviews and career
counselling without loss of pay. The provision
of financial counselling will also be made
available.
(ii) By agreement between the employer and employee, leave without pay may be approved
where it is sought by an employee who is about
to become redundant, as a means of exploring
career options.
(aa) This period of leave without pay will
not count as service for any reason.
However, the employee’s service shall
be deemed continuous and the employee retains the right to accept the
offer of severance and on return from
the period of leave without pay, retains
the right to have the option of redeployment pursued.
(d) One-off payment for inconvenience
(i) It is recognised that as part of the redevelopment some staff may be significantly
inconvenienced in order to maintain their employment at the Brightwater Care Group. The
Brightwater Care Group will, on a case by case
basis, consider a once only payment of $100.00
for staff who can demonstrate that this is causing them financial hardship.
In determining eligibility for this payment the
individual would need to demonstrate—
(aa) that they now need to travel in excess
of one hour or more per day; and/or
(bb) have changed their means of transport
specifically to maintain their employment within the Brightwater Care
Group; and
(cc) Their transport cost per year as a result
of this change in location of their employment has increased by more than
$90.00 per year.
(ii) This once only payment is not to be considered as reimbursement of the cost associated
with the change in workplace, but is a recognition of the employees willingness to continue
in the employment of the Brightwater Care
Group despite the need to relocate to another
workplace.
(iii) Eligibility for this payment will be determined
by the Director of Finance in consultation with
the relevant manager after receiving a written
submission from the employee. Should this
matter not be resolved satisfactorily, it will be
addressed under the Dispute resolution Procedure of this Agreement (Clause 43).
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(3) Income Maintenance
(a) Wage and Salary Maintenance
An employee placed in a new classification which
carries a lower rate than the former classification,
shall be paid a rate equivalent to the former ordinary
rate of pay of the former classification for a total period of twelve (12) months from the date of transfer.
(b) Any adjustments or increments which would have
occurred or are made to the former classification rate
or former position within the twelve (12) month period shall be applied and paid to the employee.
(c) Progression through the increments will be subject
to the normal tests applied under the employee’s classification.
(d) Where after a period of twelve (12) months an employee remains employed on a classification carrying
a lower rate than the rate of their former classification that employee shall continue to be paid the rate
applicable to the former classification at the twelve
(12) months’ anniversary date and such rate shall
continue to be paid until the rate applicable to the
employee’s current classification exceeds that rate.
(4) Redundancy
When a definite decision has been made which will or may
result in an employee being made redundant, the employer
shall as soon as practical, notify the employees affected and
their representatives. Employees who are made redundant shall
be given at least one month’s formal notice of termination or
payment in lieu thereof.
Where, within 6 months of the employee’s position being
declared redundant an employee has not been found a permanent position, the employee shall be given the option of
redundancy. Provided that, by mutual agreement, an employee
may take redundancy before the expiry of 6 months.
(a) Redundancy
Each employee identified as being redundant and who
cannot be found suitable alternative employment and
who elects to resign shall be entitled to the benefits
as outlined in this clause.
(b) Severance Pay
In addition to the period of notice prescribed in the
award for ordinary termination, each employee referred to in sub-clause 4(a) above shall receive
severance payment from the Brightwater Care Group
in accordance with the following formula and paid
at the ordinary rate of pay for each week of severance pay—
Period of Continuous Service
Less than 1 year
1 year but less than 2 years
2 years but less than 3 years
3 years but less than 4 years
4 years but less than 5 years
5 years but less than 6 years
Thereafter

Severance Pay
Nil
1 week
3 weeks
5 weeks
7 weeks
9 weeks
1 week’s additional pay
for each additional year
of service

Employees 45 years and over will be entitled to 1
(one) weeks pay in addition to the above entitlements.
(c) Payment for Leave Entitlements
In addition to the severance payments prescribed in
subclause (4)(b) above, employees referred to in
subclause (4)(a) above, shall also receive pro rata
annual and long service leave. For the purpose of
severance pay (subclause (4)(b) pro rata long service leave shall be calculated on the basis of completed
years of service.
(d) Out Placement Support
The employer shall provide at the employer’s expense professional out placement advice.
(e) Employees Ineligible to be made Redundant
Employees who are receiving unpaid or prolonged
sick leave, (in excess of 3 months) or workers compensation will not be able to be made redundant until
such time as they are medically assessed as being fit
to return to full duties.
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(f) Other
(i) Nothing in this clause shall be construed as
preventing the parties from agreeing to alternative redundancy and/or redeployment
arrangements which are not less advantageous
to an employee than those provided for by this
clause.
(ii) Any arrangements made in accordance with
this clause and agreed between the parties shall
be put in writing, with a copy of such written
arrangements given to the employee.
(iii) The provisions of this clause shall not apply
to casual employees.
(iv) Where any dispute arises over the application
of this clause, such dispute shall be addressed
in accordance with the Dispute Resolution
Procedure of this Agreement (Clause 43).
46.—SUPERANNUATION
(1) The Brightwater Care Group on behalf of each employee
will make superannuation contributions it is required to make
by virtue of the Superannuation Guarantee Charge Act and the
Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 of the
Commonwealth (“the SGA Act”).
(2) An employee shall be entitled to nominate the complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions may
be made by or in respect of the employee.
(3) The Brightwater Care Group shall notify the employee
of his/her entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation fund or scheme.
(4) The employee and the Brightwater Care Group shall be
bound by the nomination of the employee unless the employee
and the Brightwater Care Group agree to change
t h e
complying superannuation fund or scheme to which contributions are to be made.
(5) The Brightwater Care Group shall not unreasonably refuse
to agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by an employee.
(6) All contributions into the nominated fund or scheme shall
be paid monthly and within 30 days of the end of each month.
(7) For the purpose of this clause the employees earnings
base shall include base classification rate, shift penalties together with any other all purpose allowance or penalty payment
for work in ordinary time and shall include in respect of casual
employees the casual loading prescribed by this Agreement,
but shall exclude any payment for overtime worked, vehicle
allowances, fares or travelling time allowances (excluding travelling related to distant work), commission or bonus as well
as—
(i) periods of unpaid leave or unauthorised absences; or
(ii) annual leave or any other payments paid out on termination.
(8) The Brightwater Care Group shall continue to contribute
to the nominated fund or scheme on behalf of an employee in
receipt of payments under the Workers Compensation and
Assistance Act.
(9) Superannuation will continue to be calculated on the gross
salary before any salary is packaged.
47.—CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
(1) (a) The employer shall allocate a salary classification
level in accordance with the salary schedule of this Agreement (Clause 24) to each position by establishing the work
value of the position taking account internal and external relativity’s relevant to the position, and in accordance with State
Wage Principles of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
(b) In arriving at an appropriate salary level, the employer
shall also have due regard for any qualifications which may
be a prerequisite for carrying out the position.
(2) (a) An employee may request a review of the classification allocated in accordance with subclause (1) or, at any time,
where a change in duties and responsibilities has occurred.
Such a request shall be made in accordance with Appendix
2—Classification Review.
(b) Not more than one request may be made by an individual employee in any 12 month period.
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(c) The employer shall give the employee written advice of
the result of the review.
(3) If the employee or Union disagrees with the result of the
review, the Union may enter into negotiations with the employer with a view to settling the disagreement in accordance
with Disputes Resolution Procedure of this Agreement.
(4) If the parties cannot reach agreement as to the classification level of any employee, the matter may be referred to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(5) The effective date for any change in classification level
shall be the date upon which the letter of request is served
upon the employer.
48.—EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVE ACCESS
(1) The provisions of this subclause do not empower a representative of the Union to enter the premises of the employer
per se, but in keeping with the amicable relationship between
the Union and the employer, sets out the usual practice agreed
between the parties for the Union to arrange to enter the business premises of the employer and interview an employee or
employees.
The arrangement shall be as follows—
Either prior to or on arrival at the workplace the Union
representative will seek permission to enter the premises
from the employer or his/her appointed senior representative and to agree as to where and subject to what conditions
the employee or employees may be interviewed or work
inspected.
(2) Failing agreement on the foregoing a representative of
the Union shall be empowered to enter the premises of the
employer for the purpose of dealing with an industrial matter
involving a member, where the employer is the employer or
former employee of that member, but only at such time and in
such manner as is in accordance with the provisions of the
Act.
49.—EMPLOYEE ORGANISATION DEDUCTIONS
Subject to written request, an employee shall have Union
subscriptions deducted from his/her salary/wages, and forwarded together with supporting documentation to the Hospital
Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union or
Workers) at monthly intervals.
50.—JOINT CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
(1) The Joint Consultative Committee (JCC) which negotiated this Agreement shall meet not less than once every 3
months during its term for the purpose of monitoring, and resolving problems arising from its application.
(2) Extraordinary meetings may be called by any party providing a minimum of 7 days notice is given. This notice may
be dispensed with by agreement.
(3) In resolving problems arising from the application or
interpretation of the Agreement the JCC shall endeavour to
reach a consensus.
(4) Where consensus is not able to be reached the parties
may jointly or individually refer the problem to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission or to an agreed
third party for the purposes of conciliation and, if required,
arbitration.
(5) Provided that the Agreement may only be varied by arbitration for the purpose of removing ambiguity or uncertainty.
51.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
There are an estimated 178 employees covered by the provisions of this Agreement as at the date of registration.
52.—SIGNATORIES
Signatories to the Agreement
The COMMON SEAL of THE HOMES OF PEACE (INC)
was hereunto affixed by authority of the resolution of the Board
in the presence of—
COMMON SEAL
Signed: _________________________
Chairperson
Donald Mervyn Hutchison
Date 29.3.99
Full name of Chairperson
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Signed: _________________________
Board Member
David Edward Hyde
Date 30th March 1999
Full name of Board Member
Signed: ________________________
Executive Director
Penelope Ruth Flett
Date 29th March 1999
Full name of Executive Director
Signed for and on behalf of —
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS)
COMMON SEAL
Signed: ___________________________Date 31-3-99
Dan Hill, Secretary
Signed: ___________________________Date 31.3.99
Mike Hartland, President
APPENDIX 1
SALARY PACKAGING
1. Salary packaging in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be optional for all employees
covered by this Agreement.
2. Employees shall elect in writing whether or not they wish
to have their salary packaged in accordance with this clause.
Upon election, the level of salary packaging and the menu
items to be packaged shall be committed in writing and shall
form part of this Agreement. This election shall be for the life
of the Agreement unless it is mutually agreed otherwise between the employer and the employee.
3. Employees who elect not to have their salary packaged
shall be paid in accordance with the relevant salary range as
set out is this Agreement.
4. (a) Employees who, initially, elect not to have their salary packaged may, subsequently, seek agreement with
the employer, in writing, to have their salary packaged subject to the following conditions—
(b) Once approved, such agreement shall be for the life
of this Agreement, unless agreed otherwise between
the employer and the employee.
(c) Once approved, employees may elect to withdraw
from salary packaging by giving written notice to
the employer of their intention to withdraw from the
salary packaging arrangement.
5. All employees who participate in salary packaging pursuant to this Agreement shall be subject to an administration fee
as follows—
Salary Level Fee
Up to $20,700
$208.00 per annum ($4 per week)
$20,701 to $38,000 $260.00 per annum ($5 per week)
$38,001 and above $312.00 per annum ($6 per week)
This fee shall be payable by the employee to the employer
and shall be deducted from the salary package component.
6. Employees who participate in salary packaging will be
required to seek independent financial advice prior to their
entering into salary packaging. Evidence of this advice will
need to be produced to enable the salary packaging to commence.
7. Salary packaging shall not apply to casual employees who
are covered by this Agreement.,
8. In the event that changes in legislation, Income Tax Assessment Act determinations or rulings, particularly in respect
of the Employers fringe benefit tax exempt status, remove the
employer’s capacity to maintain the salary packaging arrangements offered to employees under this Agreement, the employer
shall be entitled to withdraw from the salary packaging arrangements by giving notice to each affected employee with
effect from the date the legislation becomes operative.
9. The employer shall as soon as practicable after being advised of the legislative change advise the Union and the
employees and shall convene a meeting of the parties with a
view to reaching an alternative arrangement on salaries and
salary benefits.
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10. In the event that consensus on the terms of a replacement Agreement cannot be reached, it shall be open to a party
to seek cancellation of this Agreement and/or refer the matter
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
conciliation or arbitration.
APPENDIX 2
CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
The employee is required to work in accordance with his/
her job description (and or duty statement). The Brightwater
Care Group may direct the employee to carry out such duties
as are within the limits of the employee’s skill, competence or
training provided that such duties are not designed to promote
de-skilling.
The salary classification of a particular position will be established having regard to the work value of the position, award
classification provisions and appropriate relativities.
If a job description of a particular position varies then the
employer will consider whether the changes are of such a substantial nature that the classification of the position needs to
be reviewed. The employer will discuss the situation with the
employee.
In general, reclassification requests will only be considered
where significant increase in work value is demonstrated.
Comparisons with other similar positions will be considered
in evaluating the request for reclassification. However, comparisons with other positions should not be relied on to justify
a reclassification,
Work Value Definition
Work Value for the purpose of reclassification of positions
is defined according to the Wage Principles of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission as defined in the
following extract
Changes in work value may arise from changes in the nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or the
conditions under which work is performed. Changes in work
by themselves may not lead to a change in wage rates. The
strict test for an alternation in wage rates is that the change in
the nature of the work should constitute such a significant net
addition to the work requirements as to warrant the creation
of a new classification or upgrading to a higher classification.
In addition to meeting this test a party making a work value
application will need to justify any change to wage relativities
that might result not only within the relevant internal award
classifications structure but also against external classifications to which that structure is relate. There must be no
likelihood of wage “leapfrogging” arising out of changes in
relative position.
These are the only circumstances in which rates may be altered on the ground of work value and the altered rates may be
applied only to employees whose work has changed in accordance with this provision.
How to apply for Classification Review
If the employee considers that the classification of the position needs to be reviewed then the employee shall apply in
writing
• requesting the re-appraisal in writing to the manager
• setting out the grounds upon which the request is
made
• detailing the classification level and/or title which is
being requested
• providing a current job description of the employees
position.
In completing the request for review the employee should
pay particular attention to ensuring that—
• any additional duties, responsibilities or skill requirements are clearly identified.
• any job descriptions used as a comparison should be
attached to the request to review.
• any similarities (or differences) with comparable positions are clearly highlighted.
• all information supporting the request is attached.
No more than one request may be made by an individual
employee in any 12 months period.
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Time Frame
The Manager will review the request with the relevant Director. A written response will be forwarded to the employee
giving the decision and a summary of the reasons for the decision, following the review and within 6 weeks of the request
being received. Where the request cannot be responded to
within a 6 week time frame the applicant must be notified and
advised of the reason for the delay.
The date of registration of the request will be deemed the
date the written request was lodged with the manager or the
date that all the written information is supplied (if it was not
suppled initially), whatever is the latter.
The effective date for any change in classification level shall
be the date upon which the letter of request is served on the
manager.
Review Outcome
In cases where the reclassification affects the applicant only,
the decision of the Manager and Director will be final. In cases
where the reclassification affects a class of positions or where
there are potential flow on effects, the Director will make a
recommendation to the Executive Director who will make the
final decision.
If the employee disagrees with the result of the review, the
dispute settlement procedure of the Agreement shall apply.

CEILING AND WALL CONTRACTORS PTY LTD
(WESTFIELD SHOPPINGTOWN CAROUSEL WA
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT) INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
AG 69 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
Ceiling and Wall Contractors Pty Ltd.
AG 69 of 1999.
Ceiling and Wall Contractors Pty Ltd (Westfield
Shoppingtown Carousel WA Construction Project) Industrial
Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Ceiling and Wall Contractors Pty Ltd
(Westfield Shoppingtown Carousel WA Construction
Project) Industrial Agreement as filed in the Commission
on 15 April 1999 in the terms of the following schedule
be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CEILING & WALL CONTRACTORS PTY LTD
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1998
(Westfield Shoppingtown Carousel WA Construction
Project)
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Ceiling and Wall Contractors Pty Ltd (Westfield Shoppingtown Carousel WA
Construction Project) Industrial Agreement.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
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2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Objectives
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Trades/Labour Ratios
Wage Increase
Payment of Wages
Site Allowance
Tool Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Overtime
Company Based Incentive Scheme
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Consultation
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers
(hereinafter referred to as the “Union”) and Ceiling and Wall
Contractors Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”)
for work by the Company on the Westfield Shoppingtown
Carousel, Western Australia Construction Project.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company,
the Union, its officers and members, and any person eligible
to be a member of the Union employed by the Company on
work covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are
approximately 20 employees covered by this agreement.
The Agreement has been negotiated in consultation with the
Association of Wall and Ceiling Contractors of WA Inc. (the
“Association”).
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement. Any party may terminate
the Agreement provided three months notice has first been
given in writing. In the event of a fundamental breach the period of notice shall be one month. A breach by a limited number
of Association members shall not constitute a fundamental
breach.
6.—OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this agreement are to—
(a) Increase the efficiency of the Associations member
companies by the effective utilisation of the skills
and commitment of the employees in the industry.
(b) Improve the living standards, job satisfaction and
continuity of employment of the member companies
employees.
(c) Develop best practice standards that are internationally recognised based upon a culture of opportunity,
continuous learning and improvement through training.
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(d) Ensure that increases in efficiency on the job are implemented in such a way as to ensure that health and
safety in the industry are maintained.
(e) Provide a mechanism by which disputes can be resolved quickly and in a manner which shall avoid
lost time.
7.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
This clause applies to any questions, disputes or difficulties
arising out of the operation of this Agreement.
1. Company Specific Industrial Disputes
a) In the first instance an employee should submit a request concerning a work related issue
to his immediate Team Co-ordinator or Supervisor;
b) It the matter cannot be resolved at this stage
the employee shall raise the matter with the
Union delegate, who shall submit the issue to
the employees supervisor;
c) If not settled at this stage, the delegate and the
relevant union organiser may submit the matter to the Senior Company Supervisor for
consideration;
d) If not settled at this stage, the matter will be
placed in the hands of the Company’s Senior
Management and State Secretary for the relevant union or his nominee;
e) If the issue still exists after the abovementioned
processes have been carried out, then the matter shall be referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission for determination. All parties subject to legal rights of
appeal will accept the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission’s decision.
f) Whilst the above procedures are being followed work shall continue as it was prior to
the issue occurring. No party shall be prejudiced by the final settlement, as a consequence
of continuance of work in accordance with this
clause.
2. Safety Dispute Resolution
It is agreed that management and their employees
have responsibility to ensure that workplaces are safe
and that employees are not exposed to hazards.
In the event of any disagreements on the necessity to
carry out any safety measures or modify, reinforce
or reinstate any safety device whatsoever, the procedures set out below shall be adopted.
a) No person shall dismiss a safety complaint.
Any complaint should be referred to the Company’s Safety Officer or Workers Safety
Representative to be dealt with in accordance
with the following procedures.
(i) Where any employee becomes aware
of an unsafe situation, that employee
shall immediately notify the Company’s Safety Officer or the Workers
Safety Representative.
(ii) The Company’s Safety Officer and the
Workers Safety Representative shall
take immediate action to have the unsafe situation rectified.
b) Should the Company’s Safety Officer consider
that no safety precautions are necessary, he
shall notify the Workers Safety Representative accordingly as soon as possible.
c) Where there is disagreement on the ruling of
the Company’s Safety Officer, the Company’s
Safety Officer will arrange for the immediate
transfer of any employee away from the disputed area.
d) Should the Company’s Safety Officer be of
the opinion that no action is necessary and the
Workers Safety Representative disagree with
that decision, an appropriate Inspector from
Worksafe WA shall be requested to undertake
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an inspection of the disputed area for the purpose of resolving any such matter.
e) If disagreement still exists the Chief Inspector Construction Branch of Worksafe, or his
nominee, shall be called in to assist in the resolution of the dispute.
f) Whilst the above procedure is being followed,
there shall be no stoppage of work in respect
of the matter being considered, except in the
area alleged to be unsafe.
g) It is accepted that safety considerations do
override normal work practices and depending on the degree of potential risk to persons
on the job, or the general public, can over-ride
normal demarcation practices.
8.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”) and refers to the
work by Ceiling and Wall Contractors Pty Ltd on the Westfield
Shoppingtown Carousel Western Australia Construction
Project.
9.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
10.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Union and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
11.—TRADES/LABOUR RATIOS
1. (a) It is recognised that there is an important role for
labourers in this industry and it is agreed that they
will be utilised in the industry.
(b) Labourers may also be utilised as trades assistants.
(c) It is up to the discretion of the Company as and when
labourers are to be utilised.
(d) Tradespeople may handle materials and gear within
a reasonable vicinity of their work area.
12.—WAGE INCREASE
1. The parties to this agreement are committed to ensuring
that the measures contained in this agreement lead to real gains
in efficiency.
2. This agreement provides for increases of the Award hourly
rate resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix—Wage Rates,
payable from the date of signing.
3. In addition to the rates prescribed by 12 (2) above, an
allowance of $1.00 per hour all-purpose Structural Frame Allowance shall apply.
4. In addition to the rates prescribed by 12(2) above, an allowance of $1.00 per hour Productivity Allowance shall apply.
5. (a) A further allowance of $1.50 per hour for hours
worked, shall be paid to employees required to handle or install tiled containing mineral fibres. It shall
be a requirement of this agreement that the employees in receipt of this allowance wear the appropriate
personal protective equipment and have been trained
in the proper fitting, use and maintenance of that
equipment.
(b) All of the Provisions of 4(a) above will be reviewed
prior to the expiry of this agreement and such review shall include complete re-appraisal of the need
to wear personal protective equipment. No allowance is payable if personal equipment is not required.
13.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
Wages will be paid weekly via electronic funds transfer to
an account of each employee’s choice.
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14.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for a Site Allowance of $2.50/hour.
15.—TOOL ALLOWANCE
In addition to the award “tool allowance” an additional payment of $0.75 per hour worked on site will be paid to all
employees who provide the tools listed below. This amount is
to be adjusted in line with annual CPI movements. The Company will facilitate the purchase of any tools requested.
Employees purchasing tools from the Company shall reimburse the Company for the cost of the tools at the rate of
$0.75 per hour worked, until the full amount owed is paid. In
addition, the Company shall re-imburse the full cost of tools
lost or stolen, and the cost of tagging all tools, and the cost of
storage and security of tools used is to remain the responsibility of the employer in line with Clause 33 of the Award.
The parties agree that any change to the current Award tool
allowance, excluding CPI increases will be absorbed.
The tools to be provided include—
Fixing Tools
1 Bevel Square
1 Bolt cutters
1 calculator
1 caulking gun
1 chalkline
1 cold chisel
1 electric drill (12mm)
2 electric extension leads
1 electric screw gun
1 flat bastard file
1 hacksaw
1 hammer
1 hammer drill (12mm Ramset Bit)
1 hand saw
1 hole saw set
1 key hole saw
1 ladder (1.8m)
1 mechanical hacksaw
1 nail bag
1 nail punch
1 pair pliers
1 pair scissors (large)
1 pair tin snips
4 pairs “C” clamps
4 pairs multigrips
6 pairs spring clips
1 paper pad
1 pencil
1 plumb bob
1 pop riveter
1 power box (4 points)
1 rod bender
1 screw driver (flat head)
1 screw driver (Phillips Head)
1 set square
1 smooth file
2 spanners
1 spirit level (1.2m)
1 Stanley knife
1 string line
1 stud crimper
1 surform
1 tape (20m)
1 tape (7m)
1 water level (20m)
Flushing Tools
1 broad knife (50mm)
1 broad knife (100mm)
1 broad knife (150mm)
3 buckets
1 caulking gun
1 curved trowel (200mm)
1 curved trowel (275mm)
1 electric drill
1 electric extension lead
1 flat trowel (280mm)
1 hacksaw
1 hammer
1 hand saw
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1 internal tool—large
1 internal tool—small
1 ladder (1.8m)
1 metre box
1 mixer bit
1 nail bag
1 nail punch
1 paint brush (75mm)
1 pair tin snips
1 power box
1 sanding block
1 screw driver (flat head)
1 screw driver (Phillips Head)
1 screw gun
1 small tool
1 spirit level (1.2m)
1 sponge
1 Stanley knife
1 staple gun
1 surform
1 tape (7m)
16.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee
into the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund.
2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of
payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of
Ordinary Time Earnings, whichever is the greater.
The Company will advise all employees subject to
the Agreement of their right to have payments made
to a complying superannuation fund of their choice.
The Company is bound by the employee’s election.
The aforementioned payment will then be made to
that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their
choice the Company will make payments into the
Construction + Building Unions Superannuation
Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other
than the C+BUSS the Company will, within seven
days of the employee advising the Company of the
fund of their choice, advise the Union in writing of
the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach
an agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the
Act to change the complying superannuation fund
or scheme the Company will, within seven days of
the employee and the Company reaching such an
agreement, advise the Union in writing of the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund
or scheme requested by the employee.
(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes
of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration)
Act 1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings
base) shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the
employee receives for ordinary hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance, trade
allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification
allowances (eg. first aid, laser safety officer), multistorey allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication
allowance, leading hand allowances, in charge of
plant allowance and supervisory allowances where
applicable. The term includes any regular over-award
pay as well as casual rates received and any additional rates and allowances paid for work undertaken
during ordinary hours of work, excluding fares and
travel and other reimbursement allowances.
3. Apprentice Rates
It is recognised that there is an important role for apprentices in this industry and it is agreed that they will be utilised
in the industry.
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The number of apprentices will be determined on an “as
needs” basis on each site. Where there is a disputation in relation to this sub-clause the matter shall be resolved in accordance
with clause 7 of this agreement.
17.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
18.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. The parties recognise the need to adopt a “total trade”
concept for training and skills acquisition to meet the current
and future requirements of the industry and where appropriate
to provide a career path for employees in the wall and ceiling
industry.
To this end the parties reaffirm their commitment to training
and agree that training and retraining of both the workforce
and supervision will occur on an ongoing basis.
Mature adult employees may be trained, initially as labourers and then in the skills of a tradesman through a structured
improver system which will be recognised by the industry.
2. The employer shall pay a training allowance of $12.00
per week per worker to the Union Education and Training Fund.
3. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
4. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
5. It is agreed that safety training will be an important component in the structured training program.
6. The parties agree to participate in a Training Advisory
Committee that shall consist of three representatives from the
Association and three representatives from the Construction
Skills Training Centre. The role of the Committee will be to
advise the parties as to training priorities for the industry and
the appropriateness of particular courses for the industry.
19.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
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3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
7—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
20.—OVERTIME
The allocation of overtime shall be at the employer’s prerogative provided that the employer shall not be adversely or
unreasonably discriminate against any employees. The practice of one in all in shall be eliminated. The employer in
conjunction may introduce an overtime roster with the employees.
21.—COMPANY BASED INCENTIVE SCHEME
Individual companies may negotiate company specific incentive schemes, which will form an appendix to this
agreement. These incentive schemes must ensure that the award
provides the base safety net and that all workers in the site
have the opportunity to share in the proposed scheme.
Once negotiated bonus based incentive schemes will be submitted to the Union prior to its implementation for confirmation
that the relevant requirements have been satisfied.
22.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing of this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting up to 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement to a cash payment on termination.
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
23.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
24.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
25.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlines in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
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26.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
27.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
28.—CONSULTATION
In relation to general industry matters not otherwise provided for in this Agreement the Union recognises the role of
the Association and shall consult with the Association on matters of industry wide significance.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Union:
............................................................
BLPPU
KEVIN REYNOLDS
(Print name)
Date: 14/4/99
The Company:
...........................................................
Signature
Company
Seal
Date: 30/ 3/99
ANDREW SMITH
(Print name)
Dated this 14 day of April 1999.
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February 1 October
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Plasterer, Fixer
17.11
17.58
17.82
1st Year Apprentice
7.18
7.38
7.48
2nd Year Apprentice
9.42
9.68
9.81
3rd Year Apprentice
12.84
13.19
13.37
4th Year Apprentice
15.06
15.48
15.69
APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY
AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner.
d) If this happens three times the worker shall be given
a written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses
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help he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next
time he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.

CITY OF MANDURAH CITYFLEET INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 41 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
The City of Mandurah.
No. AG 41 of 1999.
City of Mandurah Cityfleet Industrial Agreement 1998.
25 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman on behalf of The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union Of Workers—Western Australian Branch and Mr L
Joyce on behalf of The City of Mandurah, now therefore, I the
undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT the agreement to be known as the “City of
Mandurah Cityfleet Industrial Agreement 1998” reflected
in the schedule to this order shall be and is registered
with effect on the 25th day of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the “City of Mandurah
Cityfleet Industrial Agreement 1998”.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
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Parties Bound
Relationship to Award
Operative Date and Renewal of Agreement
Aims of Agreement
Best Practice
Performance Standards and Measurements
Pay Rates
Extra Claims
Hours of Work
Overtime
Method of Operation
Public Holidays
Call-Out on Weekends or Public Holidays
Annual Leave
Leave, RDO and Public Holiday Calculations
Competitive Tendering
Training and Development
Family Leave
Continuous Productivity Rewards Programme (Non
taking of sick leave incentive)
Superannuation and Salary Sacrificing
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Amendments to Agreement
Security of Continued Employment
Staffing Levels
Customer Service
Phase-in Retirement Scheme
Short Term Staffing Needs—Temporary Employment
Protective Clothing/Uniforms
Performance Based Over Award Scheme
Bereavement, Compassionate Leave
Leave Without Pay

3.—PARTIES BOUND
(1) This agreement shall apply to and be binding on the employer, the City of Mandurah. the automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch and employees of the City of
Mandurah employed in the Cityfleet Section in classifications
set out in the Metal Trades (General) Award No. 13 of 1965,
as amended from time to time, other than the Principal Supervisor.
(2) As at 25 May 1999 this agreement applied to three staff.
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
(1) This agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Metal Trades (General) Award with respect to employees
covered by that Award, provided that where there are any inconsistencies this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of such
inconsistency.
(2) Council has negotiated with its employees an Enterprise
Agreement that when taken as a whole is in excess of Award
conditions at the time of signing. Movements in the Award
will not flow onto those covered by the Award until such times
as employees suffer an overall disadvantage. Therefore, any
movements in the Award conditions will not be viewed in isolation, but will be compared to the total package enjoyed by
the employees. At the point of overall disadvantage the employee will benefit to the extent of the disadvantage.
5.—OPERATIVE DATE AND RENEWAL OF
AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall take effect from the first pay period
commencing on 25 May 1999 and remain in force for a period
of two years or until replaced by another agreement or if either party withdraws from the agreement after expiry in
accordance with the Industrial Relations Act (1979) (WA), as
amended.
(2) It is agreed that six months prior to its expiry, discussions will commence between the parties to determine an
appropriate course of action for renewal of this Agreement.
6.—AIMS OF AGREEMENT
To provide a more flexible and productive Mechanical Services support service to Council operations and thereby
contribute towards improving services provided generally to
the community.
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Objectives include—
(1) The parties are committed to achieving continued
productivity improvement. A set of Performance Indicators will be formulated and used to measure and
track these improvements.
(2) Implementation of workplace policies for more flexible working arrangements to improve efficiency,
productivity and job satisfaction.
(3) To have a nine-day fortnight for employees.
(4) To have no restrictions or demarcations between functions, whatever, provided the staff are qualified,
trained and capable of performing functions outside
their normal range of duties. This will not exclude
qualified mechanics performing Mechanical Trades
assistance duties when required to do so.
(5) A commitment to continual change in the areas of
new technology and equipment.
(6) To actively participate and support in the implementation of a Best Practice programme to be undertaken
in the Cityfleet Section.
(7) A commitment to the principles of Equal Employment opportunity is endorsed.
(8) Training and equitable development must be provided
to ensure the employees ability to achieve these aims.
(9) To retain skilled and motivated employees.
7.—BEST PRACTICE
(1) The parties to this agreement recognise that the principles of best practice should be adopted in the workplace. They
agree that best practice is a process of achieving exemplary
levels of performance and constantly changing and adapting
to new pressures.
(2) They agree to the adoption of a programme of “Best
Practice” based on the following principles—
(a) Understanding and measuring customer needs.
(b) Benchmarking.
(c) Continuous quality improvement.
(d) Multi-skilled workforce.
(e) Flexible workforce committed to change.
(f) Employee involvement.
8.—PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND
MEASUREMENT
(1) Generally—
The parties commit themselves to a process of continuous improvement and acknowledge performance
indicators and performance standards as a means of measuring what has been achieved and the need for further
improvements.
The primary role of performance indicators is to assist
in the delivery of the Cityfleet Business Plan in the interests of customers, Council and employees and in
improving the quality of service.
Performance indicators can only be developed in response to clearly defined business plan objectives. These
objectives will be developed through a consultative process and will be subject to regular reviews.
It is recognised that performance indicators are not an
end in themselves but are a means of identifying trends
and efficiency against Best Practice benchmarks. They
enable the identification of areas where there is potential
for further improvements.
Key benchmark indicators shall include, but not be limited to, those defined within the business plan together
with—
• Customer service (internal and external).
• Customer satisfaction (internal and external).
• Wastage and rework
• Financial performance.
• Staff absenteeism.
• Increased skills and education and training.
• Work Organisation and flexibility.
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• Equipment downtime.
• Assessments against industry standards.
(2) The following performance indicators will assist in measuring performance in achieving productivity gains—
Performance Indicator

Standard

Target

Customer Satisfaction

Biannual surveys

Very Good

Timeliness of scheduled
maintenance
% Availability of major
plant
Safety performance—
Lost time injury
Allocation of idle time
Work errors
Other measures as
determined in
conjunction with the
workforce

Automotive Industry
Standards
Use of current figures

Same as Automotive
Industry Standards
Minimum of 97%

Use of current statistics

Reduction in Lost Time
Injury rate
Establish measuring tool Reduction
Establish measuring tool Reduction of work errors
Yet to be determined
Yet to be determined

NB: The establishment of measurement tools for the above
Performance Indicators will be completed and agreed upon
between Management and the workforce within two months
of the date of this agreement coming into force.
(3) At all times emphasis will be placed on the quality, productivity and efficiency of work output.
(4) In addition, Benchmarking exercises will be undertake
to make comparisons in relation to quality and efficiency with
other Local Government Authorities and Private Industry.
These will be done in conjunction with the workforce.
(5) Performance Standards
(a) Ensure that at least 80% of jobs are completed within
the times allocated by the automotive industry’s full
rate standards.
(b) Ensure that time clock guidelines are adhered to on
all jobs.
(c) Notify the Supervisor—Mechanical Services and
record all additional work carried out whilst repairing Council’s plant and equipment, which was not
originally specified on the job card.
(d) In the event of repairs being required on any plant or
equipment outside of normal office staff hours, then
the repairer should complete a job card detailing alf
relevant information, including repair times, and
notify the Supervisor—Mechanical Services at the
commencement of office hours.
(e) Ensure that the Supervisor—Mechanical Services is
notified as soon as possible when a job is completed.
(f) Ensure that all workshop tools are cleaned and returned to the store after use.
(g) Report all unserviceable workshop tools to the Supervisor Mechanical Services.
(h) All stock items used are to be reported to the store
and recorded on the stock control sheet.
(i) Notify the store of items of miscellaneous stock requiring replenishment.
(j) All staff shall be trained to carry out various other
workshop/mechanically related duties to enhance the
building of a multi-skilled workforce. This will include, but not be limited to—
(i) Driver training.
(ii) Auto electrical work.
(iii) Welding.
(iv) Loading and unloading of vehicles/plant/
equipment within the Operation Centre.
(v) Construction of street furniture (metal fabrication).
(vi) Field work done on site as required.
(vii) Fuelling of plant and equipment in the field.
9.—PAY RATES
Enterprise Wage Increase
In return for the continuation of the development of best
practice, the City of Mandurah will, in keeping with the terms
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and conditions of this Agreement, pay a 10% wage increase.
The payment will be 7% when certification of the agreement
with the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
has been completed and will be back paid to 18 August 1998—
the date of operation of the Operations Centre Certified
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement Number One . A further 3%
on the original base amount prior to the signing of the agreement, when the conditions of Clause 8.—Performance
Standards and Measurement of this agreement are met, but
not before 18 August 1999.
No further increases will be payable during the term of this
Agreement.
10.—EXTRA CLAIMS
(1) The parties agree that, for the duration of this Agreement, they will not pursue any extra claims including any Safety
Net increases.
(2) The terms of this Agreement shall not be used to progress
or obtain similar arrangements of benefits in any other
workplace at the City of Mandurah.
11.—HOURS OF WORK
(1) Hours of work should be flexible to reflect greater customer service, maximum productivity, project and seasonal
variances and the needs of Council and its employees. Hours
will remain at seventy-six (76) per fortnight.
(2) The ordinary hours of work will be seventy six (76) per
fortnight worked on any nine (9) days, Monday to Friday, between the hours of 7.00am and 6.00pm. The ordinary hours
shall be 8.44 consecutive hours on any day.
It is expected that the starting and finishing times will be
variable to suit the Cityworks and Cityparks working hours
with the addition of split starting and finishing times to allow
vehicle/plant minor repairs.
For example—
Summer
Winter
6.00am
7.00am
t
8.00am
t
8.00am
3.00pm
t
4.00pm
t
5.00pm
5.00pm
(3) In order to ensure that Performance Indicators are being
met or exceeded, it may be necessary to review the spread of
hours being worked. Any proposal would be negotiated in
conjunction with the workforce, or may be initiated by the
workforce.
12.—OVERTIME
(1) Any overtime will be paid in accordance with award provisions and using the base rate contained in this agreement.
(2) If mutually agreed between the employee(s) and Council, time-in-lieu at the appropriate penalty rate can apply instead
of paid overtime, unless otherwise stipulated in this agreement. This overtime must be authorised by the Supervisor.
Such time-in-lieu must be taken as soon as practicable at a
time mutually agreed by the employee(s) and Council.
13.—METHOD OF OPERATION
(1) Meat breaks will be taken at a time agreed between the
employee(s) and the employer, to suit the needs of the Council operations.
(2) This agreement provides for the formation of semi-autonomous fully interchangeable work units in the Mechanical
Services Workshop. The aim of the agreement is to ensure
that where practicable, employees in each section are trained
to a standard where they can be used in as many parts of the
service as needed.
(3) As part of the concept of semi-autonomous work units,
employees may swap or rearrange Rostered Days Off (RDO’s)
between themselves in order to arrange time to take care of
their personal business, subject to the approval by the Supervisor—Mechanical Services. When an employee swaps an
RDO with another employee, no paperwork is initiated by
Council and no additional payments of any kind will occur.
(4) RDO’s will be arranged on a rotational basis, being Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Employees are able to change
their RDO by mutual agreement with other employees. This
can be done without the need for any administration or the
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involvement (unless required) of the Supervisor—Mechanical Services.
(5) Wash up time is to be absorbed into the normal working
day.
14.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) The additional two (2) local government holidays (the
day following New Year’s Day and Easter Tuesday) will be
regarded as normal working days. Employees will be entitled
to take alternate time off in lieu, by mutual employee/management agreement. This accrued time off in lieu may be taken
between Christmas Day and New Year to suit operational work
programmes and family requirements and will be considered
as his/her public holiday with no further penalty to the City of
Mandurah.
(2) When an employee’s RDO coincides with a Public Holiday, that employee shall be credited with an ordinary day off.
(3) Where an employee agrees to work on a RDO which
coincides with a Public Holiday, that employee shall be paid
at double time and one half.
(4) Where an employee agrees to work on a RDO other than
a Public Holiday, that employee shall be paid out that RDO at
the appropriate award penalty rate.
(5) Credited days off shall be taken at a time agree by the
employee and Council or in conjunction with their annual leave.
15.—CALL-OUT ON WEEKENDS OR PUBLIC
HOLIDAYS
(1) By agreement between an employee and the Supervisor,
an employee may be supplied with a mobile phone on weekends and Public Holidays as required.
(2) The employee may conduct his or her normal daily activities but must keep the mobile phone within hearing distance
during this time to answer and respond to any request from
Council operations for assistance regarding repairs, maintenance issues.
(3) Should an employee be unable to respond to a call-out,
he or she shall arrange for another employee to attend.
(4) The employee will be paid a minimum of three hours for
time worked to attend to a call-out after leaving the job. This
payment shall be paid at the appropriate award penalty rates.
Time reasonable spent in getting to and from work shall be
counted as time worked.
(5) No payment will be received for the time employees
keep themselves in readiness for a call to work. No car allowance shall be paid to attend to a call-out. Should there be a
problem in arranging such a call-out service the Council shall
organise a roster to ensure that capable employees share this
duty.
16.—ANNUAL LEAVE
All members of the Cityfleet Section will nominate their
preferred annual leave dates. Where more than one employee
applies for the same period, names will either be drawn from
a hat or employees may negotiate with each other for the desired leave period.
Once the roster is finalised, except in emergency circumstances, team members will negotiate with each other in order
to alter the roster. In emergency circumstances, management
will organise the employee replacement.
17.—LEAVE, RDO AND PUBLIC HOLIDAY
CALCULATIONS
For the purpose of calculating all forms of leave including
sick leave, annual leave, long service leave, rostered days off
and Public Holidays, the base rate shall be calculated on the
weekly rate divided by 38 ordinary hours. Employees proceeding on leave will be paid in accordance with their roster,
for example 8.44 ordinary hours (where applicable).
18.—COMPETITIVE TENDERING
(1) In response to current Local Government policies and
Federal Government funding cut-backs, the parties recognise
that competitive tendering is an increasingly prominent feature of strategic Local Government Management.
(2) The parties acknowledge that competitive tendering will
affect the way in which services are delivered to the community.
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(3) In order to maintain security of tenure, the parties agree
that work practices, machinery and training must reflect community and private enterprise standards capable of allowing
successful competitive “in-house” tendering.
(4) The Cityfleet Section will begin to actively participate
in the competitive tendering process by developing strategies
in staff development and best practices to underpin competitiveness in an open market place for Council’s workforce,
providing the most efficient and effective services to ratepayers.
19.—TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
(1) The parties are committed to the development of skills
and expertise relevant to the functions of the Cityfleet Section. Any training and development undertaken may be on the
basis of workplace learning or through established training
courses.
(2) Individual training needs will be identified on a yearly
basis with the Supervisor.
(3) The Corporate Training Plan is reviewed on an annual
basis and its aim is to address organisational training requirements. Training needs identified in this plan will be coordinated
in conjunction with the Supervisor and employees party to
this agreement.
(4) Any training and development will be undertaken in accordance with the Training Procedure.
20.—FAMILY LEAVE
(1) Employees with responsibilities relating to members of
their immediate family who need care and support, shall be
entitled to absences of up to 38 hours, or five days, per year of
their accrued sick leave entitlements to provide necessary care
and support for such person when they are ill.
(2) If required, the employee shall establish by production
of a medical certificate or statutory declaration, the illness of
the person concerned.
(3) Entitlement to the use of sick leave in accordance with
this clause is subject to the employee being responsible for the
care of the person concerned; and the person concerned being
a member of the employee’s immediate family.
(4) The term immediate family includes—
(a) A spouse, including a former spouse, a de facto
spouse and a former de facto spouse, of the employee,
(b) A “de facto” spouse, in relation to a person means a
person who lives with the employee as a husband or
wife on a bona fide domestic basis, although not legally married to the employee,
(c) A child or an adult child—including an adopted child,
step-child or an ex nuptial child, parent, grandparent, grandchild or sibling of the employee or spouse
of the employee.
(5) Wherever practicable the employee shall give the employer notice, prior to the absence, of intention to take leave,
the name of the person requiring care and his/her relationship
to the employee, the reasons for taking such leave and estimated length of absence.
(6) If it is not practicable for the employee to give such prior
notice, he/she shall notify the employer by telephone of such
absence at the first opportunity on the first day of the absence.
(7) Unpaid Leave for Family Purposes—
(a) Unpaid leave for family purposes will be considered
by the employer on a case-by-case basis in conjunction with the relevant employee.
(b) Rights to annual leave, long service leave and sick
leave will not accrue during any period of unpaid
leave.
(8) Annual Leave—
Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, with the
consent of the employer, an employee may elect to take
annual leave in single day periods, not exceeding five
days in any calendar year, at a time or times mutually
agreed upon.
(9) Make up Time—
For a period taken off during ordinary hours an employee may, with the consent of the employer, elect to
work ‘make up time’ whereby he/she works those hours
at a later time.
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21.—CONTINUOUS PRODUCTIVITY REWARDS
PROGRAMME
(Non taking of sick leave incentive)
(1) This scheme—
(a) Is designed to ensure that people with a good sick
leave record, who have a large accrual of sick leave
and are long term employees are rewarded.
(b) Utilises the 2% bonus incentive amount accredited
to sick leave from the pre-existing Bonus Incentive
Scheme.
(c) Utilises the sick leave accrued at the commencement
of the scheme as the starting base for each employee.
(d) Will be paid to employees who terminate employment with the City either through resignation,
redundancy or retirement. The Scheme is not available to employees who have their employment
terminated through reason of serious misconduct.
(e) Provides for graduated entitlement to the unused sick
leave bonus as per the model detailed below—
Unused Sick Leave Entitlement
0—200 hours
20% of accrual
201—400 hours
40% of accrual
401—600 hours
60% of accrual
601 hours +
80% of accrual
(2) The scheme proposed that at the resignation of retirement an employee would be entitled to a bonus in accordance
with the following formula—
(LAF – LAL) x EP x RP
where LAF Sick leave entitlement on resignation/retirement.
LAL Sick leave entitlement at the commencement
of the scheme
EP Entitlement percentage
RP Hourly rate of pay at resignation/retirement
Examples
(a) Example 1
JB employed since 1976. At commencement of
scheme he had 650 hours accrued sick leave. He resigned in 1999 with 760 hours accrued, and a rate of
pay of $12.50/hr.
Bonus
=
(760 – 650) x 80@ x $12.50
=
110 x 80% x $12.50
=
$1,100.00
(b) Example 2
RT employed since 19889. At commencement of
scheme she had 320 hours accrued. She resigns in
2004 with 740 hours accrued, and a rate of pay of
$14.00.
Bonus
=
(740 – 320) x 80% x $14.00
=
$4,704.00
(c) Example 3
LG employed from 1998 (ie after scheme commenced) and left in 2002 with 220 hours accrued
and a rate of pay of $13.50.
Bonus
=
(220 – 0) x 40% x $13.50
=
$1,118.00
(d) Example 4
ST employed in 1991. At commencement of scheme
he had 260 hours sick leave accrued. He retires in
2020 with 940 hours accrued and a pay rate of $21.50.
Bonus
=
(940 – 260) x 80% x $21.50
=
$11,696.00
22.—SUPERANNUATION AND SALARY
SACRIFICING
(1) Superannuation payments and salary sacrificing payments
may only be made to the WA Local Government Superannuation Scheme.
(2) By mutual agreement between an employee and the City
of Mandurah, the employee may salary sacrifice an amount of
not less than 5% of their base fortnightly wage.
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(3) This sacrifice shall be processed through Council’s normal payroll facility and the City of Mandurah will absorb any
administrative costs.
(4) The amount to be sacrificed will be deducted from the
employee’s gross wage prior to taxation being applied. This
will reduce the employee’s taxable income by the amount of
the sacrificed component. The amount sacrificed will not appear on the employee’s Group Certificate. Employees will
receive details of contributions made via the employee’s report from the WA Local Government Superannuation Scheme.
(5) Overtime, penalty and leave loading rates will be calculated and applied using the pre-sacrifice wage amount.
(6) Employees may at any time withdraw from salary sacrifice but are required to give notice to the Manager Human
Resources of at least two pay periods in advance (one month).
Once an employee has withdrawn from salary sacrifice and
wishes to re-enter, they must make a new application. This
application may not necessarily be accepted.
(7) Employees may only alter the level (%) of salary sacrifice once per financial year (July to June).
(8) Federal Legislation requires that contributions made to
the Scheme remain as ‘preserved funds’.
(9) It is the onus of the individual to make themselves aware
of the conditions relating to salary sacrificing which may vary
from time to time depending on changes to legislation and
complying funds as they apply.
23.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
Any grievance, complaint, claim or dispute, or any matter
which is likely to result in a dispute between management and
Cityfleet employees, shall be settled in accordance with the
procedures set out herein.
(1) Where the matter is raised by an employee, or a group of
employees, the following steps shall be observed:
(2) The employee(s) concerned shall discuss the matter with
the immediate supervisor. If the matter cannot be resolved at
this level, the supervisor is to contact the Manager Operation
Services for resolution. The employee may invite the relevant
union representative or another person of his/her choice to be
present.
(a) Should the matter not be resolved within two working days, the matter is to be referred to the Director
of Works and Services or the Chief Executive Officer for his resolution, and all parties shall be
interviewed before any decision is made. The employee may be accompanied by a person of his/her
choice for this interview. All parties are to be notified of the decision.
(b) While the above procedure is being effected normal
work will continue.
(c) While the above procedure is being effected, no action shall be taken by employees or the employer.
The above procedure shall be undertaken in five (5)
working days or less, unless the parties agree to a
longer period.
(3) Should all attempts to resolve the matter fail, the matter
shall be referred to the Industrial Relations Commission for
conciliation or arbitration.
24.—AMENDMENTS TO AGREEMENT
This agreement does not preclude further discussions between the Council and its employee(s) to negotiate amendments
to this agreement as appropriate.
25.—SECURITY OF CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT
(1) There will be no forced redundancies as a result of the
process and outcomes of this agreement. However, management reserves the right to alter the type of work that employees
are engaged to perform. It is recognised that throughout the
life of this Agreement, employees may move from one work
team of Council’s to another. This clause will not be used to
limit promotion or reclassification in the Organisation.
(2) If management alters the work to suit the City’s needs,
there will be no reduction in an employees pay or conditions,
however, should through personal reasons or ill health, an
employee be no longer able to carry out his/her duties, management will seek to place the employee in a position that is
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suitable, taking into account the requirements of the employee
and the needs of the City. It is acknowledged that in dong so
the employee will be required to accept the classification pay
level that is aligned to the position.
26.—STAFFING LEVELS
Council will maintain a minimum workforce within the
Cityfleet Section of three full time staff and one apprentice for
the life of this Agreement. Any dispute will be referred to the
Dispute Resolution Committee and any dispute will be processed through the Disputes Resolution Procedure.
27.—CUSTOMER SERVICE
(1) In order to place greater emphasis on customer service,
including customer service outcomes within the agreement,
Cityfleet employees agree to—
(a) Wearing of name badges and the blue colour;
(b) Training in customer service skills;
(c) Closer liaison with customers;
(d) Ownership of work performed and customer contact.
(2) Whilst management acknowledges that integral to its
strategy of providing excellent customer service is a highly
skilled and flexible workforce, motivated to utilise their skills.
It is the joint responsibility of management and staff to actively pursue the development of skills.
(3) Employees agree to undertake the necessary training to
enable them to perform their duties competently, and to increase their skills to provide excellent customer service.
28.—PHASE-IN RETIREMENT SCHEME
Management recognises that some staff may like to phasein their retirement. Management is committed to exploring
and implementing (where possible) assistance programs and
training to allow staff to work towards retirement. This may
include job sharing arrangements and regular retirement seminars. Planning retirement seminars are only useful if undertaken
at the earliest possible age. eg. 35 years is much better than 55
years of age. A planning retirement seminar for all staff will
be held during the life of this agreement.
29.—SHORT TERM STAFFING NEEDS—TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT
Temporary staff may be engaged for periods of up to six
months duration to meet short term staffing requirements arising out of unexpected needs, annual and long service leave
replacement requirements or special projects. Staff employed
as temporary staff will be paid under normal Award and Agreement conditions for the period of their contract. Management
undertakes that by employing temporary staff, this will in no
way affect the employment security or opportunities of any
operations
30.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING / UNIFORMS
The City of Mandurah shall supply to every worker the following—
(1) 2 sets of uniform twice a year, Permanent workers.
(2) 2 sets of uniforms for Casual workers.
(3) 1 winter jacket or jumper (replaced when damaged).
(4) The uniform colour will be blue.
(5) First names or suitable nicknames will be embroidered on each uniform.
(6) Where during the course of work a uniform is damaged beyond an acceptable standard, the damaged
garment shall be exchanged for a new garment.
(7) Supply all safety gear and protective clothing required
to do the job safely as required by Occupational
Health and Safety.
All issues of work clothes and footwear are to be returned
on termination of employment. (City of Mandurah logos and
identification will be removed before being donated to a charitable Organisation).
31.—PERFORMANCE BASED OVER AWARD
SCHEME
AIM: (a) To retain skilled and motivated employees.
(b) To recognise performance.
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Council has resolved to support a scheme to pay over award
rates to achieve the above two aims. It is important that such a
scheme be, and be seen to be, fair to all operations employees.
(1) Employees’ performance will be assessed and rated at
six monthly intervals March and September of each year—by
joint decision of their respective supervisors, Manager Operations Services and the Shop Steward.
(2) With a maximum possible score of fifty, the following
levels apply—
Rating
Range
Bonus
Poor
Under 20
Nil
Average
21 – 29
2
Fair
30 – 36
3
Good
37 – 43
4
Outstanding
44 – 47
5
Excellent
48 – 50
6
(3) This is a bonus scheme for performance. No one will
lose pay because of a poor score (although such a person would
benefit from the job counselling that would follow). The ratings follow performance and will decrease if performance
declines. The rating is based on the job the employee is classified to do, so that a labourer can score highly if diligent and
hard working in the same way as a skilful machine operator.
(4) Employees should refer questions on their performance
to their supervisors. Results of ratings will not be published:
the scheme is to recognise and reward performance. It is not
in itself a punitive or disciplinary measure.
(5) The scheme will apply to Cityworks, Cityparks, Cityfleet,
Citywaste and Citybuild employees.
(6) Results of the appraisal will be provided to each individual.
(7) Supervisors, as Local Government Officer Award employees, will have an annual performance review, which is not
associated with this scheme.
(8) Sick leave has been removed from the original scheme’s
operation and the Continuous Productivity Rewards Programme (Non Taking of sick leave incentive) has been
introduced in its place. This change has resulted in the 2%
bonus available under the original scheme being taken out of
the operation of this scheme.
(9) Where the employee does not consider an assessment
fair, he/she has to address their concerns to the Manager Operation Services and an elected staff advocate whom together
will address their concerns.
(10) If no agreement can be reached between the advocate
and Manager Operation Services, then the matter will be referred to the Director Works and Services for his determination.
(11) Where a change in level classification is made between
assessment dates, the percentage payment will automatically
be applied to the new level of base pay.
(12) Permanent employees will only be entitled to participate in this scheme after a six (6) months—qualifying period.
ASSESSMENT GUIDE DETAILS
This scale is to assist evaluation by the assessment panel.
Please allocate a rating for each of the standard questions.
1. INEFFECTIVE—Capabilities are well short of those
required by the position.
2. BELOW STANDARD—Lower competency than required for successful job performance.
3. EFFECTIVE—Past performance indicates ability to
meet requirements.
4. HIGHLY COMPETENT—Displays ability to operate very competently in the position.
5. OUTSTANDING—This employee demonstrates
much more than acceptable skills in the relevant area.
STAFF ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES
1. WORK OUTPUT—
(Counts Double) – What is the effective output?
1 Ineffective
2 Below standard
3 Effective
4 Highly Competent
5 Outstanding
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2. APPLICATION —
And Interest – Approach to job in hand
1 Ineffective
2 Below standard
3 Effective
4 Highly Competent
5 Outstanding
3. INITIATIVE—
How resourceful in approaching tasks
1 Ineffective
2 Below standard
3 Effective
4 Highly Competent
5 Outstanding
4. SAFETY—
Knowledge, application of safe practices.
1 Ineffective
2 Below standard
3 Effective
4 Highly Competent
5 Outstanding
5. MACHINERY—
Use and care of plant assigned.
1 Ineffective
2 Below standard
3 Effective
4 Highly Competent
5 Outstanding
6. APPEARANCE AND DRESS—
Clothes and morning presentation.
1 Untidy
2 Starts clean, passable tidy
3 Takes care of appearance (always wears uniform)
7. CO-OPERATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF CONTROL—
Co-operation with fellow workers. Acceptance of Supervisor’s control.
1 Ineffective
2 Below standard
3 Effective
4 Highly Competent
5 Outstanding
8. TIME MANAGEMENT—
Takes into consideration such factors as lateness and unproductive time.
1 Ineffective
2 Below standard
3 Effective
4 Highly Competent
5 Outstanding
9. WORK BEHAVIOUR RECORD—
1 More than one reprimand or verbal warning within
the past twelve months
2 One reprimand or verbal warning within the past
twelve months
3 No reprimand or verbal warning over the past twelve
months
32.—BEREAVEMENT, COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
(1) An employee, other than a casual employee, shall on the
death of a close family member or an individual who the employee may deem to be a close member of the family, shall be
entitled, in consultation with the Supervisor, to leave up to
and including the day of the funeral, without deduction of pay
for a period not exceeding the number of hours worked by the
employee in three ordinary working days. This Clause acknowledges the building of trust between the employee and the
employer. This Clause recognises that employees may have a
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diverse cultural background. Entitlement to the provision of
this Clause shall be by taking into account the individual beliefs and culture of the employee.
(2) Where disagreement arises, as to the appropriateness of
the leave requested, the matter will be referred to the Chief
Executive Officer for resolution or assistance.
(3) Under exceptional circumstances a further two days leave
may be negotiated without penalty to cover travelling, and
funeral arrangements that may have become complicated due
to the nature of the death. Further, accumulated RDO’s or time
in lieu may be added to this period if necessary.
33.—LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
In special circumstances, which may include cultural circumstances, the Chief Executive Officer may approve Leave
Without Pay in order for the employee to attend to urgent/
immediate business.

COLES MYER LOGISTICS PTY. LTD. MYER
DISTRIBUTION CENTRE CAROUSEL ROAD
CANNINGTON SITE AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 63 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Coles Myer Logistics Pty Ltd
and
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association
of Western Australia.
No. AG 63 of 1999.
14 May 1999.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 63 of 1999.
HAVING heard Ms C. Fitz Gibbon on behalf of the first named
party and Mr T. Pope on behalf of the second named party;
and
WHEREAS an agreement has been presented to the Commission for registration as an Industrial Agreement; and
WHEREAS the Commission is satisfied that the aforementioned agreement complies with the Industrial Relations Act,
1979;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the agreement titled the Coles Myer Logistics
Pty. Ltd. Myer Distribution Centre Carousel Road
Cannington Site Agreement 1999 filed in the Commission on 7 April 1999 and as subsequently amended by the
parties, signed by me for identification, be and is hereby
registered as an Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the Coles Myer Logistics
Pty. Ltd. Myer Distribution Centre Carousel Road Cannington
Site Agreement 1999.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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APPLICATION AND OPERATION
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NO EXTRA CLAIMS
ORDINARY HOURS
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WAGES
FIRST AID ALLOWANCE
FULL TIME EMPLOYEES
PART TIME EMPLOYEES
CASUAL EMPLOYEES
LIMITED TENURE
ROSTER CONDITIONS
CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT AND TERMINATION
OVERTIME
MEALS AND TEA BREAKS
MEAL MONEY
HOLIDAYS
TRAINING
COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
ANNUAL LEAVE
SICK LEAVE
LONG SERVICE LEAVE
PARENTAL LEAVE
FAMILY LEAVE
JURY SERVICE
TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
PAYMENT OF WAGES
GRIEVANCE HANDLING PROCEDURES
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
TECHNOLOGY
UNION NOTICEBOARD
SIGNATORIES

3.—APPLICATION AND OPERATION
(1) The parties to this Agreement are Coles Myer Logistics
Pty Ltd (“the Company”) and the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western Australia (“the
Union”).
(2) This Agreement shall operate in substitution for Industrial Agreement AG 49 of 1998 and apply to the parties and to
all current and future distribution centre employees who are
employed in the receival, storage, marking and dispatch of
goods at the Myer Cannington Distribution Centre, Carousel
Road, Cannington 6107 Perth, Western Australia.
(3) This Agreement shall operate from the beginning of the
first pay period to commence on or after the 1 February 1999
and shall remain in force until 1 February 2002.
(4) The parties agree to commence negotiations for a new
Agreement at least three months prior to the expiry of this
Agreement.
(5) Upon registration this Agreement will apply to about 84
employees.
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
This Agreement is supplementary to and shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Shop and Warehouse
(Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977 No. 32
of 1976 as varied from time to time (“the parent award”). To the
extent of any inconsistency between this Agreement and the parent award, the terms of this Agreement shall prevail.
5.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake not to pursue any
extra claims for the duration of this Agreement provided that
claims may be made as part of the negotiations required by
subclause (4) of Clause 3 – Applications and Operation of this
Agreement.
6.—ORDINARY HOURS
(1) The ordinary hours of work may be worked between the
hours of 6.00am and 9.00pm Monday to Friday inclusive and
on Saturday between the hours of 8.00am to 6.00pm.
(2) An employee engaged before 1 May 1994 cannot be required to work ordinary hours after 6.00pm Monday to Friday
inclusive unless he/she agrees to do so.
(3) An employee engaged before 30 November 1996 cannot
be required to work ordinary hours on Saturday unless he/she
agrees to do so.
(4) An employee rostered to work ordinary hours on Saturday shall not be rostered to work less than eight ordinary hours
on such a day unless the employee specifically requests to be
rostered for less than eight ordinary hours on Saturday.
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(5) No employee may be rostered to work ordinary hours on
more than one Saturday in three unless the employee requests
such additional Saturday work.
(6) In the event that insufficient employees are available to
perform the work required to be performed on Saturdays, the
parties shall confer in an endeavour to satisfactorily resolve
the matter.
(7) Except as specifically provided by this Agreement, all of
the provisions of the parent award with respect to ordinary
hours and rostering shall apply.
7.—WAGES
The minimum rates of wage payable to employees under
this Agreement shall be as follows—
(1) Adult (Classification and Wage per week)
The following wage rates will apply from the first
full pay period on or after the date specified.
Classification 1 Feb 1999 1 Nov 1999 1 Aug 2000 1 May 2001 1 Jan 2002
Storeperson,
Packer,
$531.00
$545.00
$557.00
$570.00
$583.00
Dispatch Hand,
Reserve Stock
Hand,
Administrative
Assistant

(2) The parties to this agreement shall seek to reach
agreement on a classification structure to apply at
this distribution centre within 6 months of the certification of this agreement. As part of such
classification structure, the allowances pursuant to
subclause (5) shall cease to apply.
(3) The percentage rates for in charge employees prescribed by the parent award shall apply to employees
engaged pursuant to this Agreement.
(4) Saturday Rates
All ordinary hours of work performed on a Saturday
shall attract an additional percentage penalty to be
calculated on the employees’ ordinary time rate of
pay as follows—
Ordinary hours before midday:
25%
Ordinary hours after midday:
50%
(5)
(a) An employee required to operate a ride on
power operated tow motor, a ride on power
operated pallet truck or a walk beside power
operated high lift stacker in the performance
of duties shall be paid an additional 38 cents
per hour.
(b) An employee required to operate a ride on
power operated fork lift, high lift stock picker
or power operated overhead traversing hoist
in the performance of duties shall be paid an
additional 53 cents per hour.
(6) Work performed on a Sunday by an employee shall
be paid in accordance with the provisions of Clause
13 – Overtime of the parent award.
(7) The minimum rates of wages payable to all junior
workers covered by this agreement shall be as follows—
Under 16 years of age
50%
16 years of age to 17 years of age
70%
17 years of age to 18 years of age
80%
18 years of age
100%
8.—FIRST AID ALLOWANCE
A worker holding either a Red Cross or St John Senior First
Aid Certificate of at least “A” level who is appointed by the
employer to perform first aid duties shall be paid the following allowance per week: $6.85 from 1st February 1999; $7.01
from 1st November 1999; $7.15 from 1st August 2000; $7.30
from 1 May 2001 and to $7.45 from 1st January 2002, in addition to the worker’s ordinary time.
9.—FULL TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) The ordinary hours of work for a full time employee
shall be 38 per week or an average of 38 hours per week over
a 152 hour four week roster cycle. The maximum of ordinary
hours which may be worked in any one week is 46 hours.
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(2) The maximum number of ordinary hours which may be
worked on any day is 9.5 hours.
(3) The minimum number of hours which may be worked
on any day is 4 hours.
(4) The ordinary hours of work shall be exclusive of meal
breaks and shall be so rostered that each employee shall not be
required to commence work on more than five days in each
week.
(5) The days on which ordinary hours of work may be
rostered in any week shall be consecutive provided the this
provisions shall not be deemed to be breached by the provision of a Rostered Day Off as prescribed by subclause (6)
hereof.
(6) Ordinary hours of work shall be rostered on not more
than 19 days in each four week roster cycle provided that,
a) rostered days off shall be rostered at periods of lower
production requirement during the roster cycle;
b) on not less than six occasions in each year rostered
days off shall be so scheduled as to give rise to three
consecutive days off;
c) changes to rostered days off shall be granted at the
employee’s request unless there are strong operational
reasons for such a request to be denied;
d) schedules of rostered days off shall be posted at least
one month in advance.
10.—PART TIME EMPLOYEES
(1) A part time employee shall mean an employee who may
be engaged on any day Monday to Saturday inclusive for a
minimum of 64 hours per four week trading month or 80 hours
per five week trading month. The maximum hours to be worked
by part time employees is 144 hours per four week trading
month or 180 hours per five week trading month, except during August to December where the maximum is 152 hours per
four week trading month or 190 hours per five week trading
month. The trading month is to be in accordance with the company’s definition of a trading month.
(2) The minimum hours to be worked by part time employees are to be 3 hours per day and 32 hours per fortnight.
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) and (2)
hereof, part time employees engaged after 30th November 1996
may be rostered for a minimum of 3 hours per day and twelve
hours per week or an average of twelve hours per week over a
four week cycle.
(4) A part time employee shall receive payment of wages,
annual leave, holidays, sick leave, family and long service leave
on a pro rata basis in the same proportion as the rostered weekly
hours regularly worked bears to 38 hours.
(5) Additional hours may be worked over and above the
minimum hours of engagement subject to the agreement of
the part time employee concerned. When such agreement is
reached the additional hours may be worked without giving
notice. All additional hours so worked are to be paid at a loading of plus 10%.
(6) The regular rostered hours of a part time employee may
be reduced by up to twenty percent in any year to meet changed
requirements of the business provided that part time employees who have suffered such a reduction shall be afforded
preference in the allocation of additional hours of work in the
event that additional work which they are qualified to perform
becomes available.
(7) Part time marking staff are to be offered first choice of
any regular additional hours that are over and above the minimum hours before any such available hours are offered to casual
staff.
11.—CASUAL EMPLOYEES
(1) Casual Worker’ shall mean a worker engaged by the hour
and who may be dismissed or leave the employer’s service at
any moment without notice and except as hereinafter provided
shall not be engaged for more than 36 hours per week in ordinary hours.
(2) During the seasonal period from August to December of
each year, a casual employee may work up to 38 hours per
week.
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(3) A casual employee shall be paid an additional loading of
20% for all ordinary hours worked within the span of ordinary
hours Monday to Friday inclusive.
(4) Any ordinary hours work undertaken on Saturday shall
be paid in accordance with subclause (3) of Clause 7 – Wages
of this Agreement.
(5) The minimum engagement shall be three consecutive
hours on any day.
12.—LIMITED TENURE
(1) The Company may engage employees on a limited tenure basis as either full time or part time employees subject to
the following conditions—
(a) A minimum tenure of one month except for employees engaged for the sole purpose of replacing an
employee on annual leave; and,
(b) A maximum tenure of not more than twelve months;
and,
(c) One limited tenure period shall not run consecutively
with another.
(2) Prior to the commencement of a period of limited tenure, the employee shall be advised in writing of the nature of
the work, the hours to be worked, the proposed weekly earnings and the commencing and ceasing dates of their limited
tenure employment.
(3) Limited tenure employment may be terminated by either
party in accordance with Clause 20 – Contract of Employment and Termination of the parent award.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not constitute employment of the type specified in Regulation 30B of the Workplace
Relations Regulations in circumstances where limited tenure
is offered and accepted by persons already in the employ of
the Company, provided that employees were not previously
covered by Regulation 30B.
(5) Where an employee accepts limited tenure employment
as provided by this clause, such an employee shall, at the conclusion of the limited tenure period, revert to a position of
employment no less advantageous to the employee than that
which existed immediately prior to the period of limited tenure.
13.—ROSTER CONDITIONS
(1) Roster conditions for full and part-time employees may
be changed in any of the following circumstances.
a) Mutual agreement between the Company and the Employee, or
b) A roster change must be provided to the employee
with a minimum of 7 days notice. Should the employee disagree with the proposed roster they shall
be provided with a further 7 days notice to endeavour to resolve the issue through the Grievance
Handling Procedure—after this time the new roster
conditions stand.
When changing an employee’s roster, the Company
will give consideration to the family responsibilities
of the employee.
(2) Schedules of rostered days off for full time employees
shall be published one month in advance.
(3) The ordinary hours of work and any meal break prescribed by this Agreement or the parent award shall be rostered
as a continuous period on any day.
(4) Changes to casual employees’ working arrangements shall
be in accordance with Clause 11—Casual Employees.
(5) The maximum number of hours in ordinary time that
may be worked on any day shall not exceed 9.5 hours.
14.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT AND
TERMINATION
(1) a) An employee will be engaged as a full time, part time
or casual employee.
b) A full time or part time employee engaged for a period of
four consecutive weeks or less shall be deemed a casual employee and be paid not less than the minimum rates of wages
contained in Clause 7—Casual Workers hereof.
c) This paragraph shall not apply to an employee engaged as
a full time or part time employee who is justifiably dismissed
or who severs his or her contract of service.
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(2) In addition to the provisions contained in Clause 31(2)
of the parent award, an employer may direct an employee to
carry out such duties as are within the limits of the employee’s
skill, competence and training and to use such equipment as
may be required, provided that the employee has been properly trained in the use of such equipment.
(3) Termination of Employment
a) Full time and part time employees
(i) Should an employer wish to terminate a full
time or part time employee, the following period of notice shall be provided—
Period of Continuous Service
Not more than 1 year
More than 1 year but not
more than 3 years
More than 3 years but not
more than 5 years
More than 5 years

Period of Notice
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks

(ii) Employees over 45 years of age with 2 or more
years continuous service at the time of termination, shall receive an additional week’s
notice.
(iii) where the relevant notice is not provided, the
employee shall be entitled to payment in lieu.
Provided that employment may be terminated
by part of the period of notice and part payment in lieu.
(iv) Payment in lieu of notice shall be calculated
using the employees weekly ordinary time
earnings.
(v) The period of notice in this clause shall not
apply in the case of dismissal for serious misconduct, that is, misconduct of a kind such that
it would be unreasonable to require the employer to continue the employment during the
notice period.
(vi) Notice of termination by employee
Except in the first 2 month’s of service, 1
week’s notice shall be necessary for an employee to terminate his or her engagement or
the forfeiture or payment of 1 week’s pay by
the employee to the employer in lieu of notice.
In the first month of service, an employee may
give a moment’s notice to terminate his or her
employment.
In the second month’s service, an employee
may give 1 day’s notice to terminate his or her
employment, or the forfeiture of 1 day’s pay
by the employee to the employer in lieu of
notice.
(vii) Termination by employer prior to public holiday
An employee whose employment is terminated
by the employer on the business day preceding a holiday or holidays, otherwise than for
misconduct, shall be paid for such holiday or
holidays.
Provided that in the event of Christmas eve
falling on a Saturday or a Sunday any employee whose employment is terminated by
the employer on the preceding Friday otherwise than for misconduct, shall be paid for
Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
(viii) Probation
An employee engaged under the terms of this
Agreement may be engaged under probation
for an agreed period not exceeding two
months.
Notwithstanding placitum (I) above, should an
employee wish to terminate an employee still
on probation, the following notice shall be
provided—
First month of probationary
employment
Second month probationary
employment

A moment
1 Day
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provided that where the relevant notice period
is not provided, the employee shall be entitled
to payment in lieu.
b) Casual Employees
The employment of a casual employee may be terminated by the giving or receiving of one (1) hour’s
notice.
15.—OVERTIME
(1) Subject to the provisions of Clause 6 – Ordinary Hours,
all time worked outside of ordinary hours shall be deemed to
be overtime, payable in accordance with Clause 13 – Overtime of the parent award.
(2) The Company and any employee may agree that time off
shall be allowed in lieu of overtime. Such time off shall be
allowed subject to—
(a) The time off allowed shall be equivalent to the overtime rate that otherwise would have been paid.
(b) The time of taking time off shall be agreed to in writing at the time of arranging the overtime.
(c) The time off being taken within 28 days of the overtime being worked.
16.—MEALS AND TEA BREAKS
(1) An employee, during any work period in which the ordinary hours of work are rostered to be worked, shall be allowed
an unpaid meal break of not less than 30 minutes. The meal
break shall be taken between 11.30am and 2.30pm Monday to
Saturday inclusive.
(2) An employee required to work more than 4.5 hours shall
be entitled to a paid break of 15 minutes each day either the
first or second half of the work period.
(3) It is agreed that when the work area temperature exceeds
37.4ºC, one additional paid break of 15 minutes shall be given.
Such a break shall be taken to suit the needs of the Company
and is to be organised by the Supervisor.
17.—MEAL MONEY
(1) When an employee is required to continue working after
the usual finishing time for more than two hours, the employee
shall be paid $9.00 for the purchase of any meal required provided that the employee has not received a minimum of 24
hours’ notice of the requirement to work overtime. When an
employee has received a minimum of 24 hours’ notice to work
overtime meal money is not payable.
(2) The amount of meal money specified in sub-clause (1)
hereof shall increase to $9.25 from 1st February 1999; $9.48
from 1st November 1999; $9.69 from 1st August 2000; $9.91
from 1 May 2001 and to $10.15 from 1st January 2002.
(3) When meal money is payable, it is to be paid on the day
of working overtime before the overtime is worked.
18.—HOLIDAYS
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed in lieu shall,
subject to this subclause and to Clause 15 – Overtime, be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, namely—
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign’s
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the days named
in this subclause.
(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) hereof
falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be observed
on the next succeeding Monday and when Boxing Day falls
on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding Tuesday. In each case the substituted day
shall be a holiday without deduction of pay and the day for
which it is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(2) Where –
(a) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or as a public
half-holiday under Section 7 of the Public and Bank
Holidays Act, 1972; and
(b) that proclamation does not apply throughout the State
or to the metropolitan area of the State,
that day shall be a whole holiday or, as the case may be, a half
holiday for the purposed of this agreement within the district
or locality specified in the proclamation.
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(3) A worker absent without leave on the day before or the
day after any of the holidays referred to in subclause (1) shall
be liable to forfeit wages for the holiday as well as for the day
of absence except where an employer is satisfied that the worker’s absence was caused through illness in which case wages
shall not be forfeited for the holiday. Provided that a worker
absent on one day only, either before or after a group of holidays, shall forfeit wages only for one holiday as well as for
the period of absence.
(4) Where the services of a worker are terminated by the
employer on the day preceding a holiday or holidays, refer to
Clause 14 – Contract of Employment and Termination,
subclause (3).
(5) (a) When any of the holidays prescribed in subclause (1)
of this Clause falls on a day which for a full-time or part-time
employee is a day of the week upon which he or she is usually
required to work less than one fifth of his or her ordinary weekly
hours of duty, such employee shall be allowed time off duty
without deduction of pay equivalent to the difference between
the time usually worked (on that day) and one fifth of the ordinary weekly hours of duty.
(b) Provided that an employee who works overtime on such
a day shall receive time off equivalent to the difference between the time off calculated in accordance with paragraph
(a) of this subclause and the hours for which he or she has
been paid at overtime rates.
(c) The time off duty is to be allowed either:
(i) at a time mutually agreed to between the employee
and the employer or,
(ii) in addition to but not as part of the annual leave to
which the employee is entitled pursuant to Clause
21 – Annual Leave of this award.
(d) The provisions of this subclause shall not apply to casual
employees.
(6) Where a holiday prescribed in this clause falls on any
day upon which a worker is required to work ordinary hours,
the ordinary hours in that week shall be reduced by the number
of hours ordinarily worked by that worker on the day on which
the holiday occurs.
19.—TRAINING
(1) For training purposes part time or casual staff may be
engaged for a minimum of two hours up to a maximum of six
occasions per year.
(2) If any productive work is undertaken during any such
training sessions, then the minimum engagement of three hours
shall apply.
20.—COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
A full and part-time employee will be entitled to a maximum of 2 days, leave without loss of pay on each occasion the
employee is absent from work due to the death of the employee’s:
Spouse, father, mother, brother, sister, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, child, step child, step parents, parents in law,
grandparents, grandparents in law, grandchildren, foster
child, foster parents.
For the purpose of this clause ‘spouse’ shall include defacto
spouse or a spouse from whom the employee is separated.
In the event of the funeral being overseas paid leave shall be
3 days for the purpose of attendance at the funeral.
Sick leave entitlements are available if compassionate leave
is exhausted and the employee is unable to attend work.
There shall be no entitlement to compassionate leave if the
period of compassionate leave coincides with any other period of entitlement to leave.
This clause shall apply where the death of a relative, detailed above, occurs both within and outside Australia. Proof
of each death may be required by the Company to grant payment for such leave.
22.—ANNUAL LEAVE
1) Except as otherwise provided by this clause, a period of
four consecutive weeks leave with payment of ordinary wages
as prescribed shall be allowed annually by the employer to an
employee who has completed twelve months’ continuous employment with that employer.
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2) a) During a period of annual leave a worker shall be paid
a loading of 17.5% calculated on his/her ordinary wages, as
prescribed by this award.
b) The loading prescribed by this paragraph (a) above, shall
not apply to proportionate leave paid out on termination.
3) If any holiday as prescribed by Clause 18 – Holidays of
this Agreement falls within an employee’s period of annual
leave and is observed on a day which would otherwise have
been an ordinary working day for that employee, one day shall
be added to the employee’s period of annual leave for each
such holiday.
4) a) Entitlement to annual leave shall accrue weekly at the
rate of 2.923 hours per week.
a) If after one week’s continuous service in any qualifying
12 month period an employee leaves his or her employment or
his or her employment is terminated by the employer, then the
employee shall be paid 2.923 hours’ pay at his or her ordinary
rate of pay for each completed week of service.
b) In addition to the payment to which an employee may be
entitled under paragraph (a) of this subclause, an employee
whose employment terminates after the completion of a twelve
month qualifying period and who has not been allowed the
leave or a portion of the leave prescribed under this Agreement shall be given payment as prescribed by subclauses (1)
and (2) (a) of this clause in lieu of that leave or portion of
leave, unless—
(i) the employee has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct;
and
(ii) the misconduct for which the employee has been dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that
qualifying period.
5) Any time in respect of which a worker is absent from
work except time for which he is entitled to claim sick pay or
time spent on holidays or annual leave as prescribed by this
agreement shall not count for the purpose of determining his
right to annual leave.
6) In the event of a worker being employed by an employer
for portion only of a year, he shall be entitled, subject to sub
clause (4) of this clause to such leave on full pay as is proportionate to his length of service during that period with such
employer, and if such leave is not equal to the leave given to
the other workers he shall not be entitled to work or pay whilst
the other workers of such employer are on leave on full pay.
7) In special circumstances and by mutual consent of the
employer, the worker and the union concerned, annual leave
may be taken in not more than two periods.
8) When a worker is entitled to annual leave under this clause,
he shall receive at least two weeks’ notice from his employer
of the date when it will be convenient to the employer that
such worker shall take his leave.
9) Every worker shall be given and shall take annual leave
within six months after the date the leave falls due.
10) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
workers.
11) Notwithstanding anything else herein contained an employer who observes a Christmas close down for the purpose
of granting annual leave may require a worker to take his annual leave in not more than two periods but neither of such
periods shall be less than one week.
22.—SICK LEAVE
1) a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain at his
or her place of employment during ordinary hours of work by
reason of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to payment for such absence in accordance with the following
provisions.
b) Entitlement to payment for a full-time employee shall
accrue weekly at the rate of 1.461 hours per week, such that
an employee’s maximum annual sick leave entitlement shall
be 76 hours. For part-time employees the entitlement in hours
to sick leave shall accrue at a rate per week calculated in the
following manner:
Hours Per Week
38
x
1.461
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c) The rate of pay for an absence in accordance with this
clause shall be the employee’s ordinary wage that he/she would
have received had he/she not been on leave. For part-time
employees, payment shall only be made for rostered ordinary
hours he/she would have worked had he/she not been on leave
in accordance with this clause.
d) If in the first or successive years of service with the employer an employee is absent on the ground of personal ill
health or injury for a period longer than his/her entitlement to
paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of that
year of service, or at the time the employee’s services terminate if before the end of that year of service, to the extent that
the employee has become entitled to claim payment for any
period exceeding ten weeks in any one year of service.
2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave
in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the worker if the absence by
reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period for
which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time of
the absence. Provided that a worker shall not be entitled to
claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any one
year of service.
3) Employers and employees may enter into agreements with
respect to the notification to the employer, within a specified
period, of an employee’s inability to attend work due to illness
or injury. In all cases an employee shall notify the employer as
soon as reasonably practicable of the absence, provided that:
a) the agreement is between the employer and the majority of employees covered by this award who are
affected by the notification requirements;
b) the agreement is available for inspection in the same
manner as prescribed in Clause 21 – Time and Wages
Record of the parent award; and
c) an entitlement to payment under this clause shall not
be withheld if:
i) the employee has given notice within 24 hours
of the commencement of the absence; or
ii) the employee demonstrates extraordinary circumstances existed which prevented notice
being given.
4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an employee
who fails to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
dated at the time of the absence or who fails to supply such
other proof of illness or injury that would satisfy a reasonable
person. Provided that an employee shall not be required to
produce a certificate or such other proof with respect to absences of two days or less unless after two such absences in
any year of service the employer requests that the next and
subsequent absences, if any, shall be accompanied by such
certificate.
5) a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to a worker who suffers personal ill
health or injury during the time when he is absent on annual
leave and a worker may apply for and the employer shall grant
paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
b) Application for replacement shall be made within seven
days of resuming work and then only if the worker was confined to his place of residence or a hospital as a result of his
personal ill health or injury for a period of seven consecutive
days or more and he produces a certificate from a registered
medical practitioner that he was so confined. Provided that
the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the worker of
the obligation to advise the employer in accordance with
subclause (3) of this clause if he is unable to attend for work
on the working day next following his annual leave.
c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave shall
not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the worker
was entitled at the time he proceeded on annual leave and shall
not be made with respect to fractions of a day.
d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer
in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this sub clause,
that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick
leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time mutually
agreed to by the employer and the worker or, failing agreement, shall be added to the worker’s next 7period of annual
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leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause 21 – Annual Leave.
e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of
wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken
provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in Clause 21
– Annual Leave shall be deemed to have been paid with respect to the replaced annual leave.
6) Where a business has been transmitted from one employer
to another and the worker’s service has been deemed continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of clause (2) of the Long
Service Leave provisions published in volume 59 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-6, the paid sick
leave standing to the credit of the worker at the date of transmission from service with the transmittor shall stand to the
credit of the worker at the commencement of service with the
transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
7) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do
not apply to workers who are entitled to payment under the
Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 nor to
workers whose injury or illness is the result of the worker’s
own misconduct.
8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual workers.
23.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume 59
of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-6, both
inclusive, are hereby incorporated and shall be deemed to be
part of this award.
24.—PARENTAL LEAVE
1) Subject to the terms of this clause employees are entitled
to unpaid maternity, paternity and adoption leave and to work
part time with the approval of the employer in connection with
the birth or adoption of a child in accordance with the provisions of Appendix 1 of the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale
and Retail Establishments) Award.
2) Definitions
For the purposes of Appendix 1, the following definitions
shall apply:
a) “Employee” includes a part time employee but does
not include an employee engaged upon casual or seasonal work.
b) “Spouse” includes a de facto or a former spouse.
c) “Continuous service” means service under an unbroken contract of employment and includes:
i) Any period of leave taken in accordance with
this clause;
ii) Any period of part time employment worked
in accordance with this clause; or
iii) Any period of leave or absence authorised by
the employer or by the award.
25.—FAMILY LEAVE
(1) A full-time employee who, due to the unforeseen illness
of an immediate family member of which the employee provides primary care, is unable to attend work as rostered will
be granted up to 16 hours paid Family Leave.
An immediate family member shall include those listed below—
Spouse, father, mother, brother, sister, child, step child,
foster child, step parents, grandparents, grandchildren,
foster parents.
(2) The employee may be required to provide reasonable
notice of their absence to their manager.
(3) The employee may be required to provide reasonable
proof of the need to take such leave.
(4) Using the same criteria as in subclauses (1), (2) and (3)
an employee may access accrued sick leave to a maximum of
20 hours in any one year for the purposes of Family Leave
when the family leave entitlement above is exhausted.
(5) Using the same criteria as in subclauses (1), (2) (except
the fact that the situation is foreseen) an employee may access
accrued sick leave to a maximum of 4 hours in any one year
for the purposes of Family Leave.
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(6) The hours stated in this Clause shall be for each anniversary year and shall not be cumulative.
(7) Part-time employees are entitled to Family Leave on a
pro rata basis.
(8) The Company will co-operate with employees to allow
for non-attendance at work relating to matters that do not constitute Family Leave.
26.—JURY SERVICE
A full or part time employee required to attend for jury service will be reimbursed by the Company an amount equal to
the difference between the amount paid in respect of attendance for such jury service and the amount of wages the
employee would have received in respect of the time which
would have been worked had the employee not been on jury
service.
An employee shall notify their manager as soon as possible
of the date upon which attendance for jury service is required.
Further, the employee will give the Company proof of attendance, the duration of such attendance and the amount received
in respect of such jury service.
An employee required to attend for jury service during a
period of annual leave will, on producing satisfactory evidence
of attendance, be credited with annual leave for the period for
which jury service was attended.
An employee required to attend jury service on their RDO
shall be credited with another RDO upon production of satisfactory evidence of attendance. While on jury service, an
employee will not be required to attend work until the completion of the jury service. An employee on a roster including
weekend work, shall be given time off without loss of pay so
that the combination of consecutive jury and work days does
not exceed 5 days per week.
27.—TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
A union delegate shall upon application in writing by the
union be granted up to five days; leave with pay each calendar
year, non cumulative, to attend courses conducted or approved
by the Australian Trade Union Training Inc., or the union which
are designed to promote good industrial relations and industrial efficiency.
As far as possible the courses to be attended shall be those
most suited to the industrial situation pertaining to the retail
industry.
Leave shall be granted by the employer on the dates notified
by the union but shall be subject to the employee or the union
giving not less than 28 days notice of the intention to attend
such course or such lesser period as may be agreed between
the employer, the union and the employee concerned.
In the event that a rostered day off falls within a period of
leave granted pursuant to this clause, the day off shall be transferred to another week.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of the agreement. On completion
of the course the employee shall, upon request, provide to the
employer proof satisfactory to the employer of his or her attendance at the course.
An employee on paid Trade Union Training Leave shall receive payment in accordance with the roster they would
normally have worked had they not been on TUTA training
leave.
28.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
1) a) The employer may elect to pay employees in cash, by
cheque or by means of a credit transfer to a bank, building
society or credit union account in the name of the employee.
The day that the credit transfer is credited to the employee’s
account shall be deemed to be the date of payment.
b) Payment shall be made within three trading days from the
last day of the pay period and if in cash or by cheque shall be
made during the employee’s ordinary working hours.
c) No employer shall change its method of payment to employees without first giving them at least four weeks’ notice
of such change.
d) No employee shall be required to accept a change in the
method of payment if such change causes hardship. Any dispute concerning hardship in a particular case shall be referred
to a Board of Reference for determination.
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2) a) The employer may elect to pay employees weekly or
fortnightly in accordance with subclause (1) of this clause.
b) No employer shall change the frequency of payment to
employees without first giving them and the Union at least
four weeks’ notice of such change.
c) The method of introducing a fortnightly pay system shall
be by the payment of an additional week’s wages in the last
weekly pay before the change to fortnightly pays to be repaid
by equal fortnightly deductions made from the next and subsequent pays provided the period fro repayment shall not be
less than 20 weeks or some other method agreed upon by the
Union and employer.
3) For the purpose of effecting the rostering off of workers
as provided by this award such wages may be either for the
actual hours worked each week; or an amount being the calculated weekly average of the wages accruing over the two or
three, as the case may be, consecutive weekly period.
29.—GRIEVANCE HANDLING PROCEDURES
The following procedures shall be observed for handling
grievances and settling disputes, questions and difficulties.
Without prejudice to either party and except where a bona fide
safety issue is involved, work shall continue in accordance
with the Agreement while any matters in dispute are negotiated. Nothing in this clause shall operate to the prejudice of an
employee’s safety.
Step 1: In the first instance the employee shall explain and
discuss the problem with their immediate supervisor.
Step 2: If the matter is not resolved, then the employee and,
if he or she wishes, the accredited union representative or a
friend of his or her choice shall discuss the problem with the
immediate manager.
Step 3: If the matter is not resolved, then the employee and,
if he or she wishes, the accredited union representative or a
friend of his or her choice shall discuss the problem with the
HR Manager. These discussions should take place within 24
hours of such other period as is agreed by the parties.
Step 4: If the matter has still not been resolved, then it shall
be referred to the local union official and the Distribution Centre
Manager.
Step 5: If the matter has still not been settled, it shall be
submitted for a formal exchange between the Distribution
Centre Manager, the line manager and the accredited union
representative or elected friend.
Step 6: If the matter is still not settled, it may be referred to
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission by
either party.
30.—OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
All parties to this agreement recognise the importance of a
safe and healthy working environment. The Company, with
the assistance of its employees and the SDA, will maintain a
high standard of health and safety and all parties shall abide
by the relevant legislation.
31.—EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY &
WORKPLACE HARASSMENT
It is the intention of the Company to comply with all relevant legislation to provide equal opportunity for every
employee in all spheres of employment, and an environment
in which employees may work without distress or interference caused by harassment, including sexual harassment.
The Company also undertakes to periodically review a nationally applicable equal opportunity policy and grievance
procedures, and a harassment policy which includes sexual
harassment and grievance procedures, in conjunction with the
union.
The Company will provide to all employees a copy of each
policy and appropriate training in the principles and procedures in relation to equal opportunity and sexual and other
forms of harassment.
The Company and the union agree that duly authorised officers of each organisation, or their representatives, shall meet
on a 6 monthly basis, or more frequently if agreed, during the
life of the agreement, to discuss, monitor and review equal
opportunity and harassment matters or concerns, in relation to
employees covered by this Agreement.
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32.—TECHNOLOGY
Significant workplace efficiencies leading to productivity
can be gained from the introduction of relevant technologies.
To recognise that the introduction of improved technology in
the workplace may have an impact on their development.
New technology will only occur after employees are trained
to agreed company standards. However after appropriate training hours have been completed, if the employee shows little
or no aptitude for the function the employee will be coached
with regard to their performance or redeployed.
33.—UNION NOTICEBOARD
The Company shall provide appropriate space on company
Notice Boards of reasonable dimensions and in locations reasonable in the circumstances for the purpose of displaying
notices authorised by an Officer or Official of the Union.
34.—SIGNATORIES
(Signed Chris Sparks)
Warehouse Manager
(Signed Joseph Bullock)
General Secretary
(Signed Mark Bishop)
President

Signed for an on behalf of Coles Myer
Logistics Pty Ltd
(ACN 082 423 014)
Signed for and on behalf of the Shop
Distributive and Allied Employees
Association of Western Australia
Signed for and on behalf of the Shop
Distributive and Allied Employees
Association of Western Australia

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY LONG SERVICE
LEAVE PAYMENTS BOARD ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT OF 1999.
No. PSA AG 15 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
The Construction Industry Long Service Leave Payments
Board.
No. PSA AG 15 of 1999.
30 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J. Dasey on behalf of the Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated and Mr R.
Symonds on behalf of the Construction Industry Long Service
Leave Payments Board, and by consent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:
THAT the Construction Industry Long Service Leave
Payments Board Enterprise Agreement of 1999 as filed
in the Commission on the 9th day of April 1999 be registered on and from the 30th day of April 1999.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Construction Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board Enterprise Agreement
of 1999 and shall replace the Construction Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board Enterprise Agreement No. PSA
AG 140 of 1996.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope of the Agreement

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
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Employees Covered
Definitions
Parties to the Agreement
Term of Agreement
No Further Claims
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Shared Mission and Objectives
Continuous Improvement
Enterprise Bargaining Payments and Targets
Hours
Travelling Allowance
Public Service Holidays
Family Carer’s Leave
Parental Leave
Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
Salary Packaging
Notification of Change
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Signature of Parties
Schedule A—Salaries

3.—SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT
This Enterprise Agreement shall apply to all employees of
the Construction Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board
who are members of or are eligible to be members of the Civil
Service Association of Western Australia (Inc.).
4.—EMPLOYEES COVERED
This Agreement shall apply to all employees covered by
Clause 3. – Scope of the Agreement and upon the date of registration of the Agreement the number of employees covered
is six (6).
5.—DEFINITIONS
“Agreement” means the Construction Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board WA Enterprise Agreement—1999.
“Board” means the Construction Industry Long Service
Leave Payments Board.
“Union” means the Civil Service Association of Western
Australia (Inc.).
“WAIRC” means the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
6.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Board and the
Civil Service Association of Western Australia (Inc.).
7.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
(a) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration and shall remain in operation for a period of two (2) years
from that date.
(b) The parties agree to commence negotiations for a new
Agreement six (6) months prior to the expiration of this Agreement.
(c) The parties will assess achievements in performance,
productivity and efficiency against the targets detailed at Clause
13. Enterprise Bargaining Payments and Targets during the
term of this Agreement.
(d) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC, or this Agreement is replaced by another Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(a) The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms of the Agreement .
(b) The parties recognise that it is important to encourage
further productivity improvements beyond those currently identified in the Agreement and where such improvements are
identified and implemented they will be considered as part of
the next Enterprise Agreement.
(c) This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
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9.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
Except as provided by the Agreement the conditions of employment and rates of salary payable to employees are those
covered by the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and
Conditions Award, 1989. In the case of any inconsistencies,
the Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of the inconsistencies. Where this Agreement is silent the Award shall
prevail.
10.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit comprising management and employees of the
Board and Union representatives.
11.—SHARED MISSION AND OBJECTIVES
(a) The parties to the Agreement are committed to achieving
the mission of the Board, which is—
To manage in an efficient and effective manner the portable long service leave scheme of the construction industry
employees established by the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act, 1985.
(b) To achieve this mission and provide a continuously improving quality of service to all stake holders, the parties are
committed to the following objectives to—
(i) To fully implement the scheme within the Western
Australian construction industry—
• by ensuring all eligible construction industry
employers are registered and that contributions
are being paid for eligible employees, and
• by registering all eligible construction industry employees
(ii) To minimise the contribution rate payable—
• by maximising the rate of return on investment funds, and
• by minimising the administrative costs of the
scheme.
(iii) To maintain the Board’s Benchmark leadership position and maintain an overall average advantage of
at least 75% to the best of the other States.
12.—CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The Board is committed to continually improving its productivity and overall performance. Enterprise bargaining and
the implementation of a Continuous Improvement Programme
assists by—
(a) achieving pay rises for employees based on improvements in efficiency, service provision, quality and
general productivity.
(b) facilitating an improvement programme which encourages all employees and management to identify
and deal with real productivity barriers in a clear and
participative manner.
(c) achieving continuous improvement of all processes
to achieve improved quality, work organisation, customer service, delivery, timelines, safety and training.
(d) providing a forum and process in which employees
are encouraged to contribute ideas and initiatives for
productivity improvements and which will assist in
their implementation.
(e) make use of, and improve existing consultative processes.
13.—ENTERPRISE BARGAINING PAYMENTS AND
TARGETS
(a) Two salary adjustments shall apply—
(i) an increase of 4% per fortnight in accordance with
Column A of Schedule A, payable from the first pay
period commencing on or after the date of registration.
(ii) an increase of 3% per fortnight in accordance with
Column B of Schedule A, payable from the calendar
date twelve (12) months after the date of registration, subject to the achievement of the specified
targets and productivity index score detailed below.
(b) The Single Bargaining Unit will appoint a representative
committee to be known as the Productivity and Quality
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Improvement Committee, to monitor progress towards the
achievement of targets. The Committee shall comprise representatives of the employer, employees and the Union.
(c) (i) The abovementioned salary increases are payable on
the basis of implementation and continued co-operation in the
achievement of those initiatives and targets outlined below.
(ii) Where the target productivity score of 325 is not met
within the stipulated time frame the second pay increase shall
be made on a proportional basis, provided that 0.4% of the
second increase shall be directly related to the full implementation of the new accounting system. Un-met targets shall be
reviewed on a three monthly basis and salary increases paid
accordingly, until such time as the full 3% second increase has
been paid or the Agreement is three months from date of expiry.
(iii) The employees will not be disadvantaged by other factors outside the control of the employee which impact directly
on the achievement of targets outlined in the Agreement.
(iv) Productivity initiatives may be altered where the parties
decide that due to unforseen circumstances a productivity initiative has become obsolete or unachievable and in such
circumstances an equivalent initiative may be substituted by
agreement between the parties.
Initiatives
• Review inspection processes and procedures and establish performance standards for inspectors.
• Review and streamline process and procedure for
resolution of returns error messages in consultation
with affected staff.
• Ensure all staff members are trained and competent
to use word processing and desktop publishing packages.
• Implementation of a new (MYOB) accounting system.
Targets
The following targets relate directly to the initiatives detailed above and aim at increasing the efficiency of the Board’s
operations. While the individual targets are important, it is
recognised that these initiatives, and others pursued by the
Board during the life of the Agreement, have a general effect
on the performance of the Board. Therefore the Board will
also measure productivity in terms of established performance
indicators (see Annual Report) related to the cost of administering the scheme per registered employee and the number of
staff employed per thousand registered employees.
The Board will maintain its Benchmark leadership position
and maintain an overall average advantage of at least 75% to
the best of the other States.
Specific Targets to be achieved are as follows—
• Number of phone contacts initiated by Inspectors
12 month target: Contacts increased over base
measure (to be determined over
six months) by 10%
• Time taken to resolve returns error messages
12 month target: All error return messages resolved
by the end of the second month of
the return period
• Demonstration of competency in use of WP and associated software packages
12 month target: All staff to have successfully demonstrated their competency in use
of software packages
• Implementation of new Accounting system
12 month target: System implemented and fully operational.
In order to measure the achievement of these targets the following productivity index has been established. Initiatives
are weighted according to their importance to the organisation, with the greatest weight being given to increasing phone
contacts by Inspectors and the timely resolution of error return messages.
The initiative related to the implementation of the new accounting system is not suitable for measurement in this manner,
however a value of 0.4% has been placed on this initiative.
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In order to access the full 3% pay increase, due twelve (12)
months from registration, the organisation will demonstrate a
minimum total productivity score of 325 points, plus the full
implementation of the new accounting system. Should this
target not be met then the provisions of sub-clauses (c) (ii) and
(iii) of this clause shall apply.
Productivity Index
Performance Total No. of Days taken to Total No. of
Scores
Phone contacts resolve error
staff WP
by Inspectors
return
competent
messages
7
+14%
49
6
+12
55
5
+10%
61
100%
4
+7%
67
80%
3
+6%
73
60%
2
+4%
79
40%
1
+2%
85
20%
0
0.00
91
0.00
-1
-2%
97
-2
-4%
103
-3
-6%
109
Weighting
30
25
10
Target Score
150
125
50
14.—HOURS
Notwithstanding Clause 16.—Hours of the Government
Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award, 1989,
employees will be required to work—
(a) seven (7) hours thirty six (36) minutes instead of
seven (7) hours thirty (30) minutes per day;
(b) thirty eight (38) hours instead of thirty seven (37)
hours thirty (30) minutes per week;
(c) seventy six (76) hours instead of seventy five (75)
hours per fortnight;
(d) one hundred and fifty two (152) hours instead of one
hundred and fifty (150) per four (4) week period.
All leave entitlements and overtime shall be calculated and
accrued on the basis of a thirty eight (38) hour week instead of
a thirty seven (37) hours thirty (30) minutes week.
15.—TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE
(a) Notwithstanding Clause 42.—Travelling Allowance of
the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award, 1989 an employee who travels on official business
shall be reimbursed all reasonable expenses on the basis of the
provision of receipts.
(b) Where a dispute arises about the payment of travelling
expenses, the matter shall be dealt with pursuant to the Dispute Resolution procedure.
16.—PUBLIC SERVICE HOLIDAYS
The two days-in-lieu of Public Service Holidays that is, the
day after New Years Day and Easter Tuesday, will not apply
during the life of this agreement.
17.—FAMILY CARER’S LEAVE
(a) For the purposes of this clause, the definition of family
shall mean the employees spouse (including former spouse,
de facto spouse, former de facto spouse), the employee’s children (including any adopted children or any ex nuptial
children), the employee’s or employee’s spouse’s siblings,
parents, grandparents or grandchildren.
(b) An employee with responsibilities in relation to persons
as defined at sub-clause (a) shall be entitled to five (5) days
per annum family carer’s leave without loss of pay to provide
care and support for such persons when they are ill or otherwise attend to urgent family responsibilities.
(c) The employee shall elect family carer’s leave entitlements to be deducted from annual leave or accrued sick leave
entitlements.
(d) Family Carer’s Leave may be taken as single day absences or part of a single day.
(e) The employee shall, wherever practical give the employer
notice of the intention to take family carer’s leave and the
estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable to give
prior notice of absence the employee shall notify the employer
as soon as possible on the day of absence.
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(f) The employee shall provide, where required by the employer, evidence to establish the requirement to take family
carer’s leave.
18.—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) Definitions
“Replacement Employee” is an employee specifically
engaged to replace the Employee proceeding on parental/
adoption leave.
(2) Eligibility for Parental/Adoption Leave
(a) The Employee is entitled to a period of up to fifty-two
(52) weeks unpaid parental leave in respect of the birth of a
child to the Employee or the Employee’s spouse/partner.
(b) Where the Employee applying for the leave is the partner of a pregnant spouse one (1) week unpaid leave may be
taken at the birth of the child.
(c) Where the Employee is adopting a child under the age of
five (5) years, he/she shall be entitled to three (3) weeks unpaid adoption leave at the placement of the child and a further
period of adoption leave up to a combined maximum of fiftytwo (52) weeks.
(d) Where the Employee is seeking to adopt a child, he/she
shall be entitled to two (2) days unpaid leave for the Employee
to attend interviews or examination required for the adoption
procedure.
(e) Where both partners are employed the leave shall not be
taken concurrently except for—
(i) One (1) week unpaid leave at the birth of the child as
specified in 2(b); or
(ii) under special circumstances and with the approval
of the Chief Executive Officer.
(3) Other Leave Entitlements
(a) The Employee when proceeding on parental/adoption
leave, may elect to utilise any accrued annual leave or accrued
long service leave for the whole or part of the period of parental/adoption leave or extend the period of parental/adoption
leave with such leave, subject to the Chief Executive Officer’s approval.
(b) The period of the parental/adoption leave can be extended
with the leave detailed in 3(a) with the approval of the Chief
Executive Officer.
(c) The Employee when on parental/adoption leave is not
entitled to paid sick leave.
(d) Where the pregnancy of the Employee terminates other
than by the birth of a living child, then the Employee shall be
entitled to such paid sick leave or unpaid leave for a period
certified as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(e) Where the Employee is pregnant and not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the Employee’s pregnancy or is required to undergo a pregnancy related procedure the Employee
may take any paid sick leave to which the Employee is entitled or such further unpaid leave for a period certified as
necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(4) Notice and Variation
(a) The Employee shall, where practicable, give the Chief
Executive Officer ten (10) weeks prior notice of the date the
Employee proposes to commence parental leave stating the
period of leave to be taken.
(b) The Employee when proceeding on parental leave, may
elect to take a shorter period of parental leave and may at any
time during that period of leave elect to reduce or extend the
period stated in the original application provided four (4) weeks
written notice is provided.
(5) Transfer to Safe Job
(a) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the Employee make
it inadvisable for the Employee to continue her present duties,
the duties shall be modified or the Employee may be transferred to a safe position at the same classification until the
commencement of maternity leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable, the
Employee may take leave in accordance with the award for
such period as is certified necessary by a registered medical
practitioner.
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(6) Return to Work
(a) The Employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to the Chief Executive Officer not
less than four (4) weeks prior to the expiration of the period of
parental/adoption leave.
(b) The Employee on return from parental/adoption leave
shall be entitled to the position which the Employee occupied
immediately prior to proceeding on parental/adoption leave.
Where the Employee was transferred to a safe job pursuant to
sub clause 5 hereof, the Employee is entitled to return to the
position occupied immediately prior to the transfer.
(c) Where the position occupied by the Employee no longer
exists, the Employee shall be entitled to a position of the same
classification level with duties similar, where possible, to that
of the abolished position.
(7) Effect of Leave on Employment Contract
(a) Fixed Term Contract
An Employee employed on a fixed term contract shall have
the same entitlement to parental/adoption leave however the
period of leave granted shall not extend beyond the term of
that contract.
(b) Continuous Service
Absence on parental/adoption leave shall not break the continuity of service of the Employee but shall not be taken into
account in calculating the period of service for any purpose
this Agreement.
(c) Termination of Employment
The Employee whilst on parental/adoption leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by
written notice in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.
19.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(a) An employee covered by this Agreement is entitled to
leave for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes. Such leave shall
include leave to meet the employees’ customs, traditional law
and to participate in ceremonial and cultural activities.
(b) Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or part
days off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from short
leave and/or annual leave entitlements.
(c) Where the employee does not have annual leave or short
leave credits available to them they shall be granted time off
without pay, provided that no more than five days leave without pay shall be granted for this purpose in any calendar year.
Where the employer is satisfied that special circumstances
exist, they may grant leave without pay in excess of five days
in the calendar year.
(d) The employer may request reasonable evidence of the
legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
(e) Ceremonial/cultural leave shall be available, but not limited to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.
20.—SALARY PACKAGING
(a) An employee may, by agreement with the Board, enter
into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with the
provisions of this clause.
(b) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under the Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
(c) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purpose of salary packaging is calculated
by adding—
(i) The base salary;
(ii) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading;
(iii) Non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
(iv) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(v) Any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
(d) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
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agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(e) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(f) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(g) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee under the salary packaging agreement, or the provision
of employer benefits under the salary packaging agreement,
such tax, penalties and any other costs shall be borne by the
employee.
(h) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause, or for any other reason mutually agreed between the employer and employee, the employee may vary or
cancel a salary packaging arrangement.
(i) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(j) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement
to salary packaging on request from an employee.
(k) The Dispute Resolution Procedure contained at Clause
21 of this Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is
not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
21.—NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE
(a) Where the employer proposes to introduce changes in
program, organisation, structure or technology that are likely
to have significant effects on employees, the employer shall
notify the employees who may be affected by the proposed
changes and the Union before implementation.
(b) For the purpose of this clause “significant effects” shall
include, but not be limited to, termination of employment;
changes in the composition, operation or size of the workforce
or the skills required; elimination or diminution of job opportunities promotion opportunities or job tenure; alteration to
hours of work; the need for retraining or transfer of employees to other work; or the restructuring of jobs.
(c) The employer will discuss with the affected employees
and the Union, the introduction of changes referred to in subclause (a), the effects that those changes may have on
employees and measures to avert or mitigate adverse effects.
The employer shall give prompt and genuine consideration to
matters raised by the employees and/or the Union in relation
to the changes.
(d) Discussions shall commence with affected employees
and the Union as early as practicable after a firm decision has
been made by the employer to make changes referred to in
sub-clause (a).
(e) For the purposes of such discussion, the employer shall
provide to the employees concerned, and the Union, all relevant information, including the nature of changes proposed,
the expected effects of the changes on employees and any other
matters likely to affect employees. Provided that the employer
shall not be required to disclose confidential information, the
disclosure of which would be inimical to the employer’s interests.
22.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
(a) In the event of any question, difficulty or dispute under
the Agreement or Award arising between an employee, group
of employees or the union and management concerning any
implementation or the interpretation of this Agreement, the
following procedure shall apply—
(i) the employee/s concerned shall discuss the matters
with the immediate supervisor or employer’s representative, as appropriate.
(ii) if the matter is not resolved within five working days
following the discussions in accordance with (i)
above the matter shall be referred to the Chief Executive Officer, or his nominee, for resolution.
(iii) if the matter is not resolved within ten working days
following notification in (ii) above it may be referred
by either party to the WAIRC for resolution.
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(b) The parties to the dispute may individually or collectively seek advice and assistance from any appropriate
organisation or person in an attempt to resolve the matter.
(c) In implementing the above procedure the following principles shall be applied—
(i) decisions made are unbiased and are seen to be unbiased.
(ii) all parties to the dispute have the opportunity to put
their cases fully.
(iii) appropriate confidentiality is to be maintained.
(iv) employees will not be the subject to any discrimination as a result of using the dispute resolution
procedure.
23.—SIGNATURE OF THE PARTIES
Signed for and on behalf of the CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INC) by—
Dave Robinson
Date 1/4/99
Signed for and on behalf of the CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY LONG SERVICE LEAVE PAYMENTS BOARD by—
Wayne Fairclough
Date 9/4/99

FAULDING HEALTHCARE (WESTERN
AUSTRALIA) CLERICAL & ADMINISTRATIVE
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 77 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative
Branch
and
Fauldings Healthcare Pty Ltd.
No. AG 77 of 1999.
Faulding Healthcare (Western Australia) Clerical &
Administrative Agreement 1999.
12 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Dhue on behalf of the Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union of
Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative Branch, and being satisfied that Fauldings Healthcare Pty Ltd agrees to this
application for registration, now therefore, I the undersigned,
pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order—
THAT the agreement to be known as the “Faulding
Healthcare (Western Australia) Clerical & Administrative Agreement 1999” reflected in the schedule to this
order shall be and is registered with effect on the 12th
day of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Faulding Healthcare
(Western Australia) Clerical & Administrative Agreement
1999”.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
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43.
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Scope
Relationship to Parent Award
Area
Operation Of Agreement
Aim Of Agreement
Agreement To Be Displayed
Definitions
Anti-Discrimination
Contract Of Employment
Part Time Employment
Casual Employment
Classifications
Wages
Superannuation
Mixed Functions
Clothing
Travelling Allowance
Meal Allowance
Hours
Rostered Days Off
Saturdays/Sundays/Public Holidays
Overtime/TOIL
Rest Period
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Long Service Leave
Bereavement Leave (Full Time And Part Time Staff)
Parental Leave (Full Time And Part Time Staff)
Jury Service (Full Time And Part Time Staff)
Carers Leave
Special Leave (Full Time And Part Time Staff)
No Extra Claims
Time and Wages Records
Right Of Entry
Training
Trade Union Training
Termination Of Employment
Introduction Of Change
Redundancy
Consultation
Dispute Procedure
Appendix 1—Pay Scales (38 Hour Week Full Time
Employee)
Appendix 2—Faulding Competency Structure

3.—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
(1) This Agreement shall be binding upon the Employer and
the Union and shall apply to clerical employees within the
classifications in clause 15 of this Agreement.
(2) The estimated number of employees to be covered by
this Agreement upon registration is 18.
4.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall replace the Clerks’ (Wholesale & Retail Establishments) Award No. 38 of 1947 in respect of those
employees covered by it and employed by the Employer.
5.—AREA
This Agreement shall only apply to clerical employees in
the administration and warehouse of the Employer at its 493495 Abernethy Road, Kewdale and 5 Palmer Street, Bunbury
premises
6.—OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall operate from the commencement of
the first pay period commencing on or after 12 May 1999 and
shall remain in operation until 31st March, 2000.
(1) There shall be no extra claims during the life of this Agreement Wage increases incorporated into the Agreement are in
lieu of any general National or State wage increase that may
be granted by the AIRC or WAIRC during the life of this Agreement.
(2) Negotiations for an agreement to replace this Agreement
will commence no later than 31 December 1999.
(3) The parties agree that all decisions related to changes to
or re-negotiation of this Agreement will be arrived at via a
secret ballot of all employees in which an absolute majority
shall decide.
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7.—AIM OF AGREEMENT
It is the objective of the parties to this Agreement to implement workplace practices so as to provide for more flexible
working arrangements, which improve the efficiency and productivity of the Employer’s business, enhance skills and job
satisfaction and assist positively in ensuring that the Employer’s business becomes a more efficient enterprise.
The parties agree that the objectives of this Agreement are
to—
(1) Improve personal and business performance;
(2) Provide employees with more variety, challenge and
improved wages;
(3) The parties also agree that the objectives will not be
limited to the measures set out above. It is recognised that an important factor in reaching the above
objectives is the development of a working environment where all concerned contribute to the
decision-making process and the considerate resolution of workplace issues. Both the Employer and
employees are committed to cooperating positively
to implement work practices that are flexible and meet
the requirements of the Employer and its customers.
8.—AGREEMENT TO BE DISPLAYED
Copies of this Agreement shall be displayed in places readily visible and accessible to all employees covered by the
Agreement.
9.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Casual” means an employee engaged as such and paid
by the hour.
(2) “Fixed-term, Temporary or Contract Employee” means
an employee engaged for a specific task or assignment for
specific start and finish dates whether employed directly or
indirectly.
(3) “Full-time employee” means an employee engaged by
the week.
(4) “Part-time employee” means an employee engaged by
the week for a minimum of 72 and a maximum of 128 hours
per four week period, to be worked to suit business needs.
(Refer Clause 13).
(5) “Team Leader” means an adult employee who, has at
least 3 employees regularly under his or her direction.
(6) “The Employer” means Faulding Healthcare Pty Ltd.
(7) “TOIL” is where an employee chooses to take time off
in lieu of being paid overtime for time worked. The amount of
TOIL to be taken will equate to the number of hours at ordinary rates (i.e. one hour off for each hour worked) which would
have otherwise been paid.
(8) “Union” means Australian, Municipal, Administrative,
Clerical and Services Union of Employees Western Australian Clerical & Administrative Branch.
10.—ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
(1) It is the intention of the parties to this Agreement to
achieve the principal object in s.3(j) of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth) by helping to prevent and eliminate
discrimination on the basis of race, colour, sex, sexual preference, age, physical or mental disability, marital status, family
responsibilities, pregnancy, religion, political opinion, national
extraction or social origin.
(2) Accordingly, in fulfilling their obligations under the dispute procedure clause, the parties must make every endeavour
to ensure that neither the provisions of this Agreement nor
their operation are directly or indirectly discriminatory in their
effects.
(3) Nothing in this clause is to be taken to affect—
(a) any different treatment (or treatment having different effects) which is specifically exempted under the
Commonwealth anti-discrimination legislation;
(b) until 22 June 2000, the payment of different wages
for employees who have not reached a particular age;
(c) an employee, employer or registered organisation,
pursuing matters of discrimination in any State or
Federal jurisdiction, including by application to the
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission.
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(4) Nothing in this Clause is to be taken to prevent—
(a) a matter referred to in subclause (1) of this clause
from being a reason for terminating employment if
the reason is based on the inherent and requirements
of the particular position;
(b) a matter referred to in subclause (1) of this clause
from being a reason for terminating a person’s employment as a member of the staff of an institution
that is conducted in accordance with the doctrines,
tenets, beliefs or teachings of a particular religion or
creed, if the Employer terminates the employment
in good faith in order to avoid injury to the religious
susceptibilities of adherents of the religion or creed.
11.—CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) The contract of hiring of every employee bound by the
Agreement shall, in the absence of an express contract to the
contrary, be deemed to be a contract of hiring by the week.
Except in the case of casual employees, where only one hour’s
notice of termination is required, service may be terminated
by the giving of notice in accordance with the schedule in
subclause (1) of Clause 39.—Termination of Employment of
this agreement by either the Employer or the employee or by
the forfeiture or payment of money equivalent to the appropriate amount of notice, but in this Agreement shall affect the
Employer’s right to dismiss an employee without notice for
misconduct, malingering, incompetency or other sufficient
cause.
(2) Promotions/Transfers
All appropriate vacancies will normally be advertised internally as well as externally where appropriate.
Promotions and transfers will be decided by the Employer
on the basis of demonstrated competencies and merit.
Seniority will only be considered if all other things are equal.
An unsuccessful applicant will be counselled by management
as to the reason for the decision.
(3) Contract Employees
The Employer shall have the right to engage employees on a
short term contract or limited tenure basis as either full time
or part time employees, provided that such periods of employment shall—
(a) not be more than 18 months duration;
(b) not involve “back to back” contracts.
Provided that in exceptional circumstances, the parties may
agree to waive the above restrictions.
All other provisions of this Agreement apply to “contract”
employees
12.—PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
(1) (a) An employee may be engaged by the week on a parttime basis for a minimum of 18 hours/week on a flexible basis
as agreed with Management and confirmed in writing. Parttime employees would normally work up to 32 hours/week on
a regular basis. Subject to agreement between the Employer
and an employee, the employee may be engaged to work up to
forty hours per week for a maximum of four consecutive weeks
to meet exceptional needs. Averaged over four weeks, parttime employees would normally work a minimum of 72 hours
up to a maximum of 128 hours.
(b) Transfer of existing full-time employees to part-time work
must only be done on the request of the employee, and such
request must be in writing.
(2) All employees engaged on a part-time basis—
(a) Shall be paid the same hourly rate as full-time employees for the class of work performed.
(b) Shall be entitled to receive all of the payments and
benefits arising under this Agreement on a proportionate basis, with the exception of allowance payable
under Clauses 19 and 20 which shall be payable in
full.
13.—CASUAL EMPLOYMENT
(2) For work performed within ordinary hours, a casual
employee shall be entitled to a loading of 20 per cent on the
ordinary hourly rate applicable to the employee’s classification.)
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(2) Overtime work performed by a casual employee shall be
paid for at the appropriate rate prescribed in clause 15 and
Appendix 1, plus the penalties prescribed in this Agreement
for overtime.
(2) A casual employee shall not be entitled to any leave prescribed by this Agreement except for long service leave and
bereavement leave.
(4) Each casual engagement shall be for a minimum of 3
hours, provided that a minimum engagement of 4 hours shall
apply on Sundays and public holidays.
(5) Whilst the parties acknowledge that the nature of the
business requires utmost flexibility, the Employer’s philosophy is to maintain and strengthen the contribution made by its
full-time and part-time employees. The Employer will endeavour to employ casual employees only where short-term
fluctuations of the business are such that casuals are required
to meet customer demands or some other problem must be
addressed.
14.—CLASSIFICATIONS
(1) The tasks required to be undertaken in the workplace are
broadly grouped under the following headings.
(a) Receiving and responding to Customer queries or
orders;
(b) General clerical functions, including processing orders and processing credits. Operation of computer
equipment;
(c) Assembling, packing and shipping orders to Customers;
(d) Receiving and locating of stock, using material handling equipment as required; and
(e) Delivering orders to Customers.
An employee working under the following classifications
will work in any or all of the above areas and any other areas
that are reasonable having regard to the employee’s training,
skills and qualifications.
(2) Utilisation of Skills
Employees shall carry out such duties as may be directed by
the Employer from time to time subject to the limits of their
skills, competence and training. Any employee may at any
time carry out such duties and use such tools and equipment
as may be directed by the Employer provided that the employee has been properly trained in the use of such tools and
equipment. Any direction given by the Employer in accordance with any of the above shall be consistent with the
Employer’s obligations under the Occupational Safety and
Health Act 1984-1987 (WA).
(3) Classification Structure
Employees will be employed and paid according to the duties and appropriate pay rate for the work assigned as described
in Appendix 2. This structure utilises a competency-based approach to job classification (developed from the Australian
Standards Framework). Job titles and descriptions will be developed using this structure and these will incorporate
performance criteria which will be the primary basis on which
an employee’s performance will be reviewed with management. The initial implementation of this structure will ensure
that no employee will suffer a net loss in pay, and that any
adjustments necessary will be phased in over the life of this
Agreement. Employees must be able to demonstrate the required level of competency before being appointed to a
particular level. Management shall determine levels appropriate to an employee’s competency with any disputed decision
being referred firstly to the Consultative Committee and to be
dealt with in accordance with the Dispute Process for resolution.
(4) Positions will be given an appropriate Job Title and the
competencies of that job will be matched against the relevant
ASF Level which determines the Pay Rate applicable.
(a) PAY RATE 1 (ASF Level 2)
Employees paid at this pay rate will be competent in
and may be asked to carry out any of the duties associated with the functions listed under ASF Level 2
as set out in Appendix 2.
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(b) PAY RATE 2 (ASF Levels 2 & 3)
Employees paid at this pay rate will be competent in
and may be asked to carry out any of the duties associated with the functions listed under ASF Levels 2
and 3 in Appendix 2.
(c) PAY RATE 3 (ASF Levels 2, 3 & 4)
Employees paid at this pay rate will be competent in
and may be asked to carry out any of the duties associated with the functions listed under ASF Levels 2,
3, and 4 in Appendix 2.
(5) Work Duties are detailed in the Faulding Competency
Standards Guide and would be performed by any employee of
the Employer within the following guidelines.
Clerical/Administrative functions may include—
(a) Secretarial
(b) Clerical
(c) Customer Service
(d) Accounts payable/receivable
(e) Payroll
(f) Mail
(g) Switchboard/reception
(h) General Office tasks
15.—WAGES
(1) The minimum weekly pay rates under this Agreement
shall be those set out in Appendix 1.
(2) Employees will be paid on Wednesday at the prescribed
pay rate for all normal hours worked for the job done up to
and including Wednesday, except that overtime is paid for hours
worked up to and including Tuesday.
(3) Any authorised absence with pay from work will be paid
at the employee’s ordinary pay rate.
(4) Payment of wages will be on a fortnightly basis direct to
the employee’s nominated bank (credit union etc) account.
Where the Employer and the majority of employees concerned
agree, an alternative method of paying wages may be introduced.
(5) Hourly pay rates shall be calculated by dividing the appropriate weekly rate as set out in Appendix 1 by thirty eight.
Each pay, fortnightly or otherwise, shall be calculated to the
nearest ten cents
16.—SUPERANNUATION
(1) The Employer shall make superannuation contributions
on the employee’s behalf in accordance with the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 and Section 49C of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
(2) The Employer shall notify each employee of the entitlement to nominate a complying superannuation fund or scheme.
(3) If an employee does not elect a superannuation fund or
scheme in accordance with this clause, the Employer shall make
contributions to a complying superannuation fund or scheme
until such time as the employee nominates a complying superannuation fund or scheme.
(4) The Employer and employee shall be bound by the nomination of the employee unless the employee and Employer
agree to change the complying fund or scheme to which contributions are to be made.
(5) The Employer shall not unreasonably refuse to a change
of a complying fund or scheme requested by an employee.
17.—MIXED FUNCTIONS
(1) An employee engaged on duties carrying a higher pay
rate than that of their ordinary classification for more than two
hours on any day shall be paid at the appropriate higher pay
rate for the whole of that day. Each day shall stand alone, the
higher rate being paid for actual days worked only. Provided
that shall prevent the Employer and an employee from agreeing on a pay rate for a specific role that does not “fit” the
Competency/Classification structure.
(2) An employee who on any day is required to perform
work carrying a lower rate of pay shall suffer no reduction in
their normal pay rate during such period.
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18.—CLOTHING
The Employer shall provide financial assistance or provide
uniforms in accordance with its policies as amended from time
to time to those employees who wish to purchase uniforms of
the Employer, provided that this shall not negate the Employer’s obligations pursuant to the Occupational Safety and Health
Act 1984-1987 (WA).
19.—TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE
Wherever possible, the Employer shall provide motor vehicles for use on the Employer’s business.
(1) Should an employee be approved to use his or her own
vehicle on business of the Employer, the employee will be
reimbursed at the rate of 52 cents per kilometre. Such reimbursements must be processed through the payroll system and
included on the employee’s group certificate. Details of distance travelled, reason for the journey and the calculated
amount claimed must be entered on an “Advice to Pay Office”
form, authorised by the employee’s manager.
(2) If an employee is required to travel directly to/from home
to/from a location other than the employee’s normal place of
employment, the distance reimbursed will be the shorter of—
(a) the distance between home and the location, or;
(b) the distance between place of employment and the
location.
(c) The employee’s supervisor is responsible for determining whether the employee has adequate private
motor vehicle insurance. In circumstances where
employee vehicles are damaged, the Employer’s insurance extends to cover private employee vehicles,
but excludes liability for any loss, damage or liability separately insured under any other policy of
insurance. The Employer’s insurance also covers the
loss of any no claim bonus or excess suffered by the
employee.
20.—MEAL ALLOWANCE
(1) An employee called upon to work overtime exceeding
one hour on any day after a normal day’s work shall, unless
notified the previous day or earlier that he/she will be so required to work, receive a meal allowance of $ 10.00 or be
supplied with a meal by the Employer.
(2) All meal monies due will be paid through the payroll
system and wherever possible in advance.
21.—HOURS
(1) Normal Hours
Subject to the provision of Clause (2 and (3, an employee
may elect to work either—
(a) 152 hours over a 4 week cycle; or
(b) 160 hours over a 4 week cycle to be worked on no
more than 19 days.
The method by which an employee elects to work his/her
hours must be recorded in writing by the Employer and a copy
provided to the employee.
(2) Ordinary Hours
Ordinary hours shall be worked between the hours of 6am
and 6pm on Monday to Friday inclusive, with an unpaid period for lunch not less than 30 minutes, nor more than one
hour each day, to be taken no later than 5 hours from commencement of shift. Wherever possible, rostering or allocating
of all work will be done so as to consider the family responsibilities of individuals.
(3) RDO Option
An employee who notifies management in writing of his/
her wishes to do so may forego his/her RDO, work 40 hours
per week with the appropriate increase at ordinary rates of pay
for the additional ordinary hours worked. An employee who
makes such an election may similarly advise the Employer to
revert back to 38 hours per week, resume RDO’s and have his
or her pay reduced accordingly, but not before the expiration
of 12 months from the original change.
(4) Stocktake—(Twice Yearly)
Employees will make themselves available for work on each
twice yearly stocktake on the Friday evening and Saturday
morning except when on prior approved leave or in the case of
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agreed extenuating circumstances. Payment of wages will be
made as per Clause 15.—Wages of this Agreement.
22.—ROSTERED DAYS OFF
An employee working a 38 hour week with RDO’s will take
the RDO’s at a time mutually agreed between Employer and
employee.
23.—SATURDAYS/SUNDAYS/PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) Saturday Work
All work performed by employees (other than shift workers) on a Saturday shall be paid for at the rate of time and a
half for the first two hours and at the rate of double time thereafter. All time worked after 1200 noon shall be at the rate of
double time.
(2) Sunday Work
All work performed by employees (other than shift workers) on a Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(3) Public Holidays
(a) All employees on a weekly contract of hiring shall
be entitled to all gazetted Western Australia public
holidays provided that an employee who fails to attend for work on the working day before and/or the
working day after such public holiday without reasonable excuse shall not be entitled to be paid for
such holiday.
(b) All work performed by employees on a weekly contract of hiring on a gazetted public holiday shall be
paid for at the rate of double time and a half.
(4) Minimum Payment
Employees other than those on shift work, required to work
on Saturdays, Sundays or public holidays shall be paid for a
minimum of three hours work for Saturday, and four hours
work on Sundays or public holidays, or in the case of supply
of Group 5 (prescription) ethical medicines as otherwise agreed
between the employee and the Employer.
(5) Rostered Day Off
(a) Any employee who by the circumstances of the arrangement of their ordinary hours of work is entitled
to a rostered day off which falls on a public holiday
prescribed by this clause shall, by mutual agreement,
be paid for that day seven hours thirty six minutes at
ordinary rates or have an additional day added to his/
her annual leave, or shall be allowed to take the day
off on an alternative weekday. Provided that where
in the case of a shift worker the holiday on which he
is rostered off falls on a Saturday or Sunday, this
provision shall not apply.
(b) In the event that an employee is required to work on
a rostered day off, he/she shall be paid at overtime
rates in accordance with Clause 24.—, or may, by
mutual agreement, be allowed to take an alternative
day off.
24.—OVERTIME/TOIL
(1) Over time rates will apply to all time worked—
(a) outside the normal span of hours (6.00am to 6.00pm);
or
(b) exceeding eight (8) hours per day between 6.00am
and 6.00pm.
Overtime is payable to full time, part-time and casual employees at the rate of time and a half for the first two hours
(three hours on Saturday before 1200 noon) and double time
thereafter, provided that in the calculation of overtime each
day’s work shall stand alone.
(2) An employee working overtime shall be allowed a paid
rest period of fifteen minutes, with pay at the appropriate rate,
after each four hours of overtime worked.
(3) An employee recalled to work overtime after leaving the
Employer’s premises shall be paid for a minimum of four hours
work at the appropriate rate.
(4) The Employer may require an employee to work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such employee shall work
overtime in accordance with such requirement.
The hourly rate, when computing overtime shall be determined by dividing the appropriate weekly rate as set out in
Appendix 1 by 38.
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25.—REST PERIOD
Employees shall be entitled to a rest break in the Employer’s time not exceeding ten minutes each shift or work period,
to be counted as working time and taken at a time fixed by the
Employer, provided that such break shall not be taken within
one hour of a meal break, except by mutual agreement and not
within one hour of starting or ceasing work.
26.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Employees are entitled to four weeks paid annual leave
at the completion of each 12 months continuous service.
(2) An entitlement under this clause accrues pro rata on a
weekly basis.
(3) Payment for annual leave shall be in the same manner as
if the employee had been at work unless the employee requests
in writing to be paid before the period of leave commences in
which case the employee is to be so paid.
(4) Wherever possible leave will be scheduled to meet the
needs of the business and the preferences of the employee.
(5) One month’s notice prior to taking leave should be given
and annual leave should be taken in a maximum of two periods. Changes to this due to unusual situations or circumstances
may be approved by the Employer. .
(6) Leave Loading
Before going on leave an employee may elect to be paid—
(a) wages at the pay rate prescribed by this Agreement
for the occupation in which the employee is ordinarily employed immediately prior to the
commencement of the leave; and
(b) a loading of 17.5 per centum on the amount of leave
taken, calculated on ordinary pay rate prescribed by
this Agreement. The loading prescribed by this
subclause shall not apply to proportionate leave on
termination.
The employee may, in writing, request the e Employer to
pay the 17.5% leave loading on an existing entitlement at any
agreeable time of the year or included (proportionately) as part
of normal pay.
(7) Where a public holiday falls during an employee’s leave,
an additional day shall be added to the employees leave.
27.—SICK LEAVE
(1) Employees shall be entitled to up to 10 working days or
80 hours, whichever is the lesser paid sick leave for each year
of service.
(2) An entitlement under this clause accrues pro rata on a
weekly basis.
(3) Any unused sick leave accumulates from year to year,
but shall not be an entitlement at termination of employment.
(4) Employees shall, at least one hour before the commencement of normal start time or as soon as possible thereafter,
inform their supervisor and, as far as possible, state the nature
of the injury or illness and the estimated duration of the absence.
(5) Employees who fail to notify their supervisor of their
inability to attend work, may be required to produce a medical
certificate or such other evidence as would satisfy a reasonable person. Failure to do so will mean that the employee shall
not be entitled to payment for the period of absence.
(6) Employees whose behaviour is unsatisfactory in relation
to the use of sick leave will be given adequate time to demonstrate improvement. If at the end of this period, the employee
shows no improvement in the opinion of management, then
disciplinary action up to and including dismissal may be taken.
(7) Paid sick leave of up to three months is also available to
full-time and part-time employees in the event that they sustain an injury while travelling to or from work (journey
accident), and where this injury requires absence from work.
Absences resulting from a journey accident, will be recorded
in the employee’s leave records, but will not affect the employee’s sick leave entitlements.
(8) An employee who is seriously ill or injured for five days
or more during Annual Leave shall have Annual Leave recredited for the period of illness/injury upon the employee
producing a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
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confirming the period and nature of the illness/injury. Provided that the illness/injury was so serious as to mean that the
employee was unable to enjoy their leave. A serious illness/
injury shall include, but not be limited to, a period of hospitalisation, a broken limb, being bedridden or other serious
illness which is confirmed by medical evidence. The period of
illness/injury shall be taken as sick leave and paid at ordinary
time rates. The Employer is entitled to deduct the value of
annual leave loading paid for any period of leave which is recredited, in accordance with this clause, from the employee’s
fortnightly earnings.
28.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Entitlement to long service leave shall be in accordance with
the Long Service Leave Act 1958 – 73 (WA) as amended from
time to time.
29.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) Subject to reasonable proof of death being provided to
the Employer, the employee shall be entitled to a maximum of
three (3) days paid leave on the death of a spouse, child, step
mother, step father, step child, father, mother, brother, sister
or grandparent or any other person who immediately before
the death lived with the employee as a member of the employee’s family
(2) Notwithstanding the above, bereavement leave will only
be granted by the Employer if the employee would normally
be working on the days for which bereavement leave is sought.
(3) This clause shall have no operation where the employee
is entitled to any other form of leave under this Agreement.
30.—PARENTAL LEAVE (FULL TIME AND PART TIME
STAFF)
The parental leave provisions contained in Division 6 of the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA) apply to
full-time and part-time employees under this Agreement.
31.—JURY SERVICE (FULL-TIME AND PART -TIME
STAFF)
(1) An employee required to attend for jury service during
his/her ordinary working hours shall be reimbursed by the
Employer an amount equal to the difference between the
amount paid in respect of his or her attendance for such jury
service and the amount of wage he or she would have received
in respect of the ordinary time he/she would have worked had
he or she not been on jury service. Provided that the total
amount received by the employee does not exceed that which
he/she would have normally received.
(2) An employee shall notify the Employer as soon as possible of the date upon which he or she is required to attend for
jury service and the Employer shall provide the employee with
time off to attend.
(3) Further, the employee shall give the Employer proof of
his or her attendance, the duration of such attendance and the
amount received in respect of such jury service.
32.—CARERS LEAVE
Carer’s leave is available to the employee in accordance with
and subject to the Employer’s policy as amended from time to
time.
33.—SPECIAL LEAVE (FULL TIME AND PART TIME
STAFF)
In unforseen circumstances where family or personal matters of a compelling nature require urgent attention, an
employee may apply for leave from the Employer. Such leave
may be granted with or without pay depending on the relevant
circumstances.
34.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The parties undertake to not pursue any extra claims during
the life of this Agreement.
35.—TIME AND WAGES RECORDS
(1) The Employer will keep time and wages records for the
employee in accordance with the requirements of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the Regulations thereto.
(2) Regulations currently require that—
(a) only one employee’s records appear on any one page;
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(b) the record for each pay period of each employee is
identifiable; and
(c) records are kept in a manner that enables compliance with the relevant award, order or industrial
agreement to be readily ascertained.
36.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
For the purposes of inspecting the records, a representative
of the Union may enter the Employer’s premises if the Employer is the current or former Employer of a member of the
Union. Subject to the following provisions –
(1) The Employer may refuse the representative access
to the records if –
(a) the Employer is of the opinion that access to
the records by the representative of the Union
would infringe the privacy of persons who are
not members of the Union; and
(b) the Employer undertakes to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector within 48
hours of being notified of the requirement to
inspect by the representative.
(2) The power of inspection may only be exercised by a
representative of the Union authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules of the Union;
(3) Before exercising the power of inspection, the representative shall give reasonable notice of not less
than 24 hours to the Employer.
37.—TRAINING
(1) The Employer undertakes to provide all employees with
appropriate training to ensure they are able to perform their
jobs satisfactorily. Such training will be in line with competency standards in Clause 14.—Classifications (refer also
Appendix 2).
(2) The Employer is also prepared to provide reasonable training for those employees who express the desire to accept
additional job responsibilities or learn new skills related to
their current or future job functions.
38.—TRADE UNION TRAINING
Subject to sub-clause (6) of this clause, the Employer shall
pay a credentialled Union Delegate in accordance with the
roster they would have worked whilst the Union Delegate is
attending a Trade Union Training Course (“Course”) conducted
by or under the auspices of the Trade Union Training Australia Inc., by the provided that—
(1) The Employer shall provide up to a maximum of
three (3) days per calendar year Trade Union Training Leave (“Training Leave”) non-cumulative.
Payment to be at the employee’s normal base rate.
(2) Each application to attend a Course and receive full
pay during the consequent absence must be in writing and endorsed by either a State or Federal official
of the Union.
(3) The Union shall provide not less than 28 days written notice of the proposed Course and nominated
attendees.
(4) Training Leave shall not be granted during the two
weeks before or after stocktake.
(5) The Employer shall not be required to pay the cost
of travel to and from the place where such Courses
are conducted and/or any accommodation costs during such Training Leave.
(6) Unless otherwise authorised Training Leave shall not
be granted to Union Delegates to attend a Course
that they have already undertaken and completed,
and
(7) On completion of the Course, the employee shall provide proof satisfactory to the Employer of their
attendance at the Course.
39.—TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Termination of Employment (Full time and Part Time
Staff)
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Employees shall be employed on a weekly basis, terminable
by notice in writing on either side, or by payment or forfeiture
of wages in lieu thereof in line with the schedule set out hereunder. Such notice shall not include any period of annual leave.
(a) Notice of Termination by Employer
In order to terminate the employment of an employee, the
Employer shall give to the employee the following notice—
Period of continuous service
Period of notice
Less than 1 year
1 week
1 year but less than 3 years
2 weeks
3 years but less than 5 years
3 weeks
5 years and over
4 weeks
(b) In addition to the notice in Clause 39 hereof, employees
over 45 years of age at the time of the giving notice with not
less than two years continuous service shall be entitled to an
additional week’s notice.
(c) Payment in lieu of the notice prescribed in Clause 39
and/or Clause 39 hereof shall be made if the appropriate notice period is not given. Provided that employment may be
terminated by part of the period of notice specified and part
payment in lieu thereof.
(d) In calculating any payment in lieu of notice the wages an
employee would have received in respect of the ordinary time
he or she would have worked during the period of notice had
his or her employment not been terminated shall be used.
(e) The period of notice in this clause shall not apply in the
case of dismissal for conduct that justifies instant dismissal,
including neglect of duty, dishonesty, misconduct or absence
from work without reasonable cause, nor should it apply in
the case of casual employees or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specific task or tasks.
(f) For the purpose of this clause, continuity of service shall
be calculated in the manner prescribed by the Long Service
Leave Act 1958-73.
(2) Notice of Termination by Employee
The notice of termination required to be given by an employee shall be 2 weeks.
Subject to financial obligations imposed on the Employer
by any Act, if an employee fails to give notice, the Employer
shall have the right to withhold moneys due to the employee
with a maximum amount equal to the ordinary time rate of
pay for the period of notice.
(3) Time off during Notice Period
Where the Employer has given notice of termination to an
employee, the employee shall be allowed up to one days time
off without loss of pay for the purpose of seeking other employment. The time off shall be taken at times that are
convenient to the employee after consultation with the Employer.
(4) Statement of Employment
The Employer shall, upon receipt of a request from an employee whose employment has been terminated, provide to
the employee a written statement specifying the period of his
or her employment and the classification of or the type of work
performed by the employee.
(5) Instant or Summary Dismissal
Notwithstanding the provisions or Clause 39 the Employer
shall have the right to dismiss any employee without notice
for conduct that justifies instant dismissal, including inefficiency or neglect of duty, dishonesty, misconduct or absence
from work without reasonable cause, and in such cases the
wages shall be paid up to the time of dismissal only. In this
event, the provisions of Clause 39 will not apply.
40.—INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE
(1) Notification of Intended Changes
(a) Where the Employer has made a definite decision to
implement changes in production, program, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on
employees, the Employer shall as soon as practicable notify
the employees who may be affected by the proposed changes.
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(b) “Significant Effects” include termination of employment;
major changes in the composition, operation or size of the
Employer’s workforce or in the skills required; the elimination or diminution of job tenure; the need for retraining or
transfer of employees to other work or locations and the restructuring of jobs. Provided that where the Agreement enables
variation of any of the matters referred to herein an alteration
shall be deemed not to have significant effect.
(2) Consultation with Employees
(a) The Employer shall discuss with the employees affected,
among other things, the introduction of the changes referred
to in this clause, the effects the changes are likely to have on
employees, measures to avert or mitigate the adverse effects
of such changes on employees and shall give prompt consideration to matters raised by the employees in relation to the
changes.
(b) The discussions shall commence as early as practicable
after a definite decision has been made by the Employer to
make the changes referred to in this clause.
41.—REDUNDANCY
(1) Definition
“Retrenched employee” means an employee whose employment is terminated as a result of his/her position being surplus

Years of
Service

Up to 1 year
1 to 2
2 to 3
3 to 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7
7 to 8
8 to 9
9 to 10
10 to 11
11 to 12
12 to 13
13 to 14
14 to 15
15 to 16
16 to 17
17 to 18
18 to 19
19 to 20
20 +

Payment in
Lieu of Notice

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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to existing requirements by reason of the closing down or reorganisation of the whole or part of the Employer’s operations
or by amalgamation of the Employer’s operation with the
operation of another business or resulting from a decrease in
business activity.
An employee’s position shall not be deemed to be redundant
and the employee shall not be retrenched if—
(a) immediately prior to termination he/she is employed
on a casual, fixed-term, or temporary basis;
(b) he/she has voluntarily retired under the provisions
of a pension or superannuation scheme;
(c) he/she is offered suitable alternative employment
within the Employer’s business and within reasonable distance of the employees’ normal residence; or
(d) the closure is attributable to war, earthquake, civil
disturbance, strike, stoppage, any kind of industrial
action or any other reason beyond the control of the
Employer
(2) Compensation
When an employee is retrenched in terms of Clause 41 above,
compensation shall be as per the formula below—

Severance Payment

Special Pro Rata
Long Service Leave

0.25 weeks per completed month
3 weeks plus 0.25 per month
6 weeks plus 0.25 per month
9 weeks plus 0.25 per month
12 weeks plus 0.25 per month
15 weeks plus 0.25 per month
18 weeks plus 0.25 per month
21 weeks plus 0.25 per month
24 weeks plus 0.25 per month
27 weeks plus 0.25 per month
30 weeks plus 0.25 per month
33 weeks plus 0.25 per month
36 weeks plus 0.25 per month
39 weeks plus 0.25 per month
42 weeks plus 0.25 per month
45 weeks plus 0.25 per month
48 weeks plus 0.25 per month
51 weeks plus 0.25 per month
54 weeks plus 0.25 per month
57 weeks plus 0.25 per month
60 weeks

Normal Long Service
Leave Pro-Rate calculation on completion
of 5 years service

“Week’s pay” means the ordinary time rate of pay for the employee.

(3) Discussions Before Termination
(a) Where the Employer has made a definite decision that it
no longer wishes the job the employee has been doing done by
anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of labour and the decision may lead to termination of
employment, the Employer shall hold discussions with the
employees directly affected.
(b) The discussions shall take place as soon as is practicable
after the Employer has made a definite decision which will
invoke the provisions of this clause and shall cover any reason

for the proposed terminations, measures to avoid or minimise
the terminations and measures to mitigate any adverse effects
of any terminations on the employees concerned.
(c) For the purposes of the discussion the Employer shall as
soon as practicable, provide in writing to the employees concerned, all relevant information about the proposed
terminations including the reasons for the proposed terminations, the number and categories of employees likely to be
affected, and the number of workers normally employed and
the period over which the terminations are likely to be carried
out.
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Provided that the Employer shall not be required to disclose
confidential information the disclosure of which would be inimitable to the Employer’s interests.
(4) Transfer to Lower Paid Duties
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for
reasons set out in this clause the employee shall be entitled to
the same period of notice of transfer as he or she would have
been entitled to if his or her employment has been terminated,
and the Employer may at the Employer’s option, make payment in lieu thereof of any amount equal to the difference
between the former ordinary time rate of pay and the new lower
ordinary time rates for the number of weeks of notice still
owing.
(5) Severance Pay
In addition to the period of notice prescribed for ordinary
termination in Clause 39.—Termination of Employment of this
agreement, an employee whose employment is terminated for
reasons set out in this clause shall be entitled to an amount of
severance pay as detailed in this clause.
(6) Employee Leaving During Notice
An employee whose employment is terminated for reasons
set out in Clause 41 hereof may terminate his or her employment during the period of notice and, if so, shall be entitled to
the same benefits and payments under this clause had he or
she remained with the Employer until the expiry of such notice. Provided that in such circumstances the employee shall
not be entitled to payment in lieu of notice.
(7) Time off During Notice Period
(a) During the period of notice of termination given by the
Employer an employee shall be allowed up to one days time
off without loss of pay during each week of notice for the
purpose of seeking other employment.
(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave for more
than one day during the notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment, the employee shall, at the request of
the Employer, be required to produce proof of attendance at
an interview or he or she shall not receive payment for the
time absent.
(8) Transmission of Business
(a) Where the business of the Employer is before, on or after
the date of this Agreement transmitted from the Employer (in
this sub-clause called “the transmitter”) to another employer
(in this sub-clause called “the Transmittee”) and an employee
who at the time of such transmission was an employee of the
transmitter in that business becomes an employee of the
transmittee—
(i) the continuity of the employment of the employee
shall be deemed not to have been broken by reasons
of such transmission; and
(ii) the period of employment which the employee has
had with the transmitter or any prior transmitter shall
be deemed to be service of the employee with the
transmittee, and
(iii) no redundancy will have occurred as a result.
(b) In this sub-clause “business” includes trade, process,
business or occupation and includes part of any such business
and “transmission” includes transfer, conveyance, assignment
or succession whether by agreement or by operation of law
and “transmitted” has a corresponding meaning.
42.—CONSULTATION
The parties agree that they will consult each other about
matters involving changes to the organisation or workplace
practices that impact upon employees covered by this Agreement. No party shall refer any matter arising in relation to this
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Agreement to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission unless consultation has first occurred between the
parties and the Dispute Procedure has been complied with.
43.—DISPUTE PROCEDURE
(1) Where a question, dispute or difficulty arises under this
Agreement arises, the following steps shall be taken—
(a) Step 1
As soon as practicable after the question, dispute or
difficulty has arisen, it shall be considered jointly by
the appropriate supervisor, the employee or employees concerned and where the employee(s) so
request(s), a representative of the employee’s choice.
(b) Step 2
If the question, dispute or difficulty is not resolved,
it shall be considered jointly by the appropriate senior representative of the Employer, the employee or
employees concerned and where the employee(s) so
request(s), the employee’s representative who shall
attempt to settle the question, dispute or difficulty.
(2) Where the above procedures are being followed, work
shall continue normally.
(3) The parties shall allow reasonable time for each of the
above steps to be followed.
(4) If the dispute is not resolved it may then be referred to
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
assistance in resolving the dispute.
(5) The union undertakes that it will not involve the Employer in any award dispute or disputes arising in another
company including bans and limitations on other companies.
(6) In the event of the union implementing any bans, stoppages etc., such actions will not prevent assembly and delivery
of ethical medicines.
APPENDIX 1—PAY SCALES (38 HOUR WEEK FULL
TIME EMPLOYEE)
w.e.f.
Current
01/10/98

pay rate 1
$
450.00

pay rate 2
$
460.00

26.00
476.00

01/10/99

$
483.00
26.00

486.00
14.30

490.30

pay rate 3

26.00
509.00

14.60
500.60

15.30
524.30

APPENDIX 2—FAULDING COMPETENCY
STRUCTURE
What Are ASF Levels
ASF Level refers to Australian Standards Framework. The
ASF is a nationally agreed structure of eight levels of educational qualifications and eight levels of competency. The
framework provides a link between the workplace and the
vocational education system.
The ASF was developed by the Australian National Training Authority. The use of the standards framework has been
adopted by the majority of industry training councils.
National warehousing competency standards are based on
ASF levels 1 through 5, as defined in the National Warehousing and Distribution Competency Standards. Within Faulding
we use ASF Levels 1 to 4 only.
How ASF Levels Are Used To Group Competencies
The table below demonstrates the progression of autonomy,
supervision, tasks and skills from ASF Level 1 through ASF
Level 4.
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ASF Level 1
Constant supervision

Narrow range of tasks and
roles
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ASF Level 2
Direct supervision, with
autonomy when working
in teams

A range or tasks and roles
Choice of actions are clear
with limited complexity in
the choice

Established
routines,
methods and procedures

Established
routines,
methods and procedures
with limited discretion and
judgement
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ASF Level 3
Limited
supervision.
Broad
guidance
and
autonomy when working
in teams

ASF Level 4
Work performed without
supervision, but general
guidance on progress and
outcomes

May be responsible for the
work of others

Work or others supervised,
or teams guided or
facilitated

Broad range of skills and
or specialist skills
Some complexity in the
extent of choice and
actions
Established
routines,
methods and procedures
where some discretion and
judgement is required for
both self and others

Responsible
for
the
organisation of others’
work
Application of knowledge
with depth and a broad
range of skills

Established
routines,
methods and procedures
where
discretion
and
judgement is required for
both self and others

How ASF Levels Can Relate To Faulding Positions
The table below provides some examples of how this may
relate to the Faulding workforce. These positions are indicative only.

ASF Level 1
This level is not being used
within
the
Faulding
Healthcare Competency
Framework

ASF Level 2
Assembler
Despatcher
Packer
Replenishment

Key Result Areas
For the Faulding environment, the following Key Result
Areas have been chosen to group like competencies—
Processes and Systems (PS)
Warehousing (WH)
Administration (AD)
Customer Service (CS)
Workplace Safety (WS)
Teamworking (TW)

ASF Level 3
Stock controller
Driver
DDA clerk
Promotions coordinator
Debtors Clerk
Customer Service Clerk

ASF Level 4
Leading hand
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How To Read A Competency Standard

A B CC

Competency Title

A- Key Result
Area Code

A discrete component within a standard. It refers to the activities conducted.
The title should be written in output terms and be accurate and concise.

B - ASF
Level number
(refer above)
CC - Unit of
competency
Number
(sequential)
Key Actions
Key Actions are the building blocks of the unit of
competency. They describe in output terms tasks an
employee is able to do.
Variables

Performance Criteria
Performance Criteria are statements which specify the
level of performance. These criteria can then be used
as an assessment guide and also provide assistance
with training and development.
Variable define the boundaries which the competency apply. They also provide a link
workplace documentation, such as SOPs, legislation and technical manuals.
Variable relate to the unit as a whole.

FORMFAST CONSTRUCTIONS INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 22 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Formfast Constructions Pty Ltd.
AG 22 of 1999.
Formfast Constructions Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 May 1999.
Order.
Having heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Formfast Constructions Industrial Agreement
as filed in the Commission on 12 February 1999 in the
terms of the following schedule be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Formfast Constructions Industrial Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
Seniority
Sick Leave
Pyramid Sub-Contracting
Fares and Travelling
Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Income Protection
No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Formfast Constructions Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”)
in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately two (2) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
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The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.

2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.

6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties
arising out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms
as that outlined in the Award.

14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.

7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
The Company will immediately increase its level of payment to $60 per week per employee.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the Agreement of their right to have payments made to a complying
superannuation fund of their choice. The Company is bound
by the employee’s election. The aforementioned payment will
then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their choice the
Company will make payments into the Construction + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other than the
C+BUSS the Company will, within seven days of the employee advising the Company of the fund of their choice, advise
the Union in writing of the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach an
agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the Act to change
the complying superannuation fund or scheme the Company
will, within seven days of the employee and the Company
reaching such an agreement, advise the Union in writing of
the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme
requested by the employee.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year)

15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
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3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
......Signed.......
Common Seal
Date: 12/2/99
......Signed.......
Witness
CMETU
Common Seal

......Signed.......
Date: 12/2/99
......Signed.......
Witness

The Company:
Common Seal

......Signed.......
Date: 19/1/99
Garry Linton Andrews
Print Name
......Signed.......
Witness

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES

Labourer Group 1
Labourer Group 2
Labourer Group 3
Plaster, Fixer
Painter, Glazier
Signwriter
Carpenter
Bricklayer
Refractory Bricklayer
Stonemason
Rooftiler
Marker/Setter Out
Special Class T

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

16.47
15.90
15.48
17.11
16.73
17.09
17.22
17.05
19.58
17.22
16.92
17.72
17.95

16.92
16.34
15.90
17.58
17.19
17.56
17.70
17.52
20.12
17.70
17.38
18.21
18.45

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

17.15
16.56
16.12
17.82
17.42
17.80
17.93
17.75
20.38
17.93
17.62
18.46
18.69
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APPRENTICE RATES

Plasterer, Fixer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year 1 (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year 1 (.5/3.5)
Year 2 (1/3, 1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3. 2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3, 3/5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year 1
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

Date of
Signing
Hourly
Rate
$

1 February
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
(a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
(b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
(c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner.
(d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/
counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously affected.
(e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
(f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
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• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.3m
$1.85
Above $2.13 m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
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the majority of work is new work, then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.13m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.”—Central Business District shall mean the
area bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East
to Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street
to Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street
to Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway
line, along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
“West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within
the boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park
Road, Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in which site allowances are to be paid as per this
agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a
boundary road will be deemed to fall in one region and
the other side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall
in the other region. For example, the eastern side of
Havelock Street will be in the “CBD” and the western
side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to
mean the value of all tendered work which falls under the
scope of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
— Disputes Procedures
— Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
— Demarcation Procedures
— First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
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11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
42%
1st year
2nd year 55%
75%
3rd year
th
4 year
88%
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GILBARCO AUST. LTD. (WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
BRANCH) REGISTERED AGREEMENT 1998.
No. AG 15 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gilbarco Aust Ltd
(Western Australian Branch)
and
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch & Other.
AG 15 of 1999.
Gilbarco Aust. Ltd. (Western Australian Branch) Registered
Agreement 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
28 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms A Young as agent on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders—
(1) THAT the Gilbarco Aust. Ltd. (Western Australian
Branch) Registered Agreement 1998 as filed in the
Commission on 29 January 1999 in the terms of the
following schedule be and is hereby registered as an
industrial agreement.
(2) THAT the Gilbarco Aust. Ltd (Perth) Enterprise
Agreement 1996 No AG 179 of 1996 be and is hereby
cancelled.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

GILBARCO AUST. LTD.
(WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH)
REGISTERED AGREEMENT 1998
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Gilbarco Aust. Ltd.
(Western Australian Branch) Registered Agreement 1998.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
The Agreement is arranged as follows—
Subject Matter
Clause No
Application
3
Arrangement
2
Australian/State Workplace Agreements 16
Consultation
9
Date & Period of Operation
5
Industrial Dispute Avoidance
11
Monitoring of Agreement
14
No Extra Claims
10
Not to be used as a Precedent
12
Objectives of the Agreement
7
(inc. Attachment A & B)
Parties Bound
4
Relationship to Parent Award
6
Renegotiation of Agreement
17
Signatories to Agreement
18
State Standards
13
Superannuation
15
Title
1
Wages
8
3.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall apply at Gilbarco Aust. Ltd. (Western
Australian Branch) 77-81 Cleaver Tce Belmont, to all employees excluding casual employees, who are bound by the terms
of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966, No. 13 of 1965,
insofar as those provisions relate to the parties referred to in
Clause 4—PARTIES BOUND—of this Agreement.
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4.—PARTIES BOUND
The parties to this Agreement are—
a. Gilbarco Aust. Ltd.
b. All full time permanent employees whether members of the organisations of employees listed in sub
clause (c) hereof or not engaged in any of the occupations, industries or callings specified in the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966. This will apply to an
estimated 20 employees.
c. The organisations that represent the employees defined in (b), namely—
i Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers—Western Australian Branch
(AFMEPKIU).
ii Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union of Australia—Engineering and
Electrical Division—Western Australian
Branch (CEPU).
5.—DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from the beginning of the first
pay period to commence on or after 15th of August 1998 and
shall remain in force for 2 years after date of Registration.
6.—RELATIONSHILP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Metal Trades (General) Award—1966, No.
13 of 1965, and effectively replaces the Gilbarco Aust. Ltd
(Perth) Enterprise Agreement 1996 (No. AG 179 of 1996),
provided that where there is any inconsistency between this
Agreement and the aforementioned award, this Agreement shall
take precedence to the extent of the inconsistency.
7.—OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
The objectives of this Agreement are set out in “Attachment
A” to this document.
8.—WAGES
a. Wages will be increased as for Wage Groups C14 to C8
(cover all existing wage employees) as follows—
Wage
Group Classification
Col 1 Col 2 Col 3 Col 4
C14 Engineering Production 3.5% 1% 3.5% 1%
Employee—Level I
C13 Engineering Production 3.5% 1% 3.5% 1%
Employee—Level 2
C12 Engineering Production 3.5% 1% 3.5% 1%
Employee—Level 3
C11 Engineering Production 3.5% 1% 3.5% 1%
Employee—Level 4
C10 Engineering Trades3.5% 1% 3.5% 1%
person. Level 1
C9 Engineering Trades3.5% 1% 3.5% 1%
person—Level 2
C8 Engineering
3.5% 1% 3.5% 1%
Trades-person Special
Class—Level 1
b. The wage increases shall be payable as follows
i. The percentage increase shown in column 1 (3.5%)
shall be payable from the beginning of the first full
pay period to commence on or after 15th August,
1998.
ii. The percentage increase shown in column 3 (3.5%)
shall be payable from the beginning of the first full
pay period to commence one year after the date of
registration of this agreement.
iii. The increase shown in column 2 (1%) will be paid to
all employees covered by this Agreement for achieving a point score on the matrix contained in
“Attachment “” greater than or equal to “Base” plus
3 for the year 1st December 1998—30th November
1999. This will be payable from the first full pay
period to commence on or after 1st January 2000.
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iv. The increase shown in column 4 (1%) will be paid to
all employees covered by this Agreement for achieving a point score on the matrix contained in
“Attachment B” greater than or equal to “Base” plus
three for the year 1st December 1999—30th November 2000. This will be payable from the first full pay
period to commence on or after lst January 2001.
v. The wage increases specified in clause 8b i to iv of
this Clause shall be payable in addition to the current agreed enterprise base rates of pay; electrical
licenses and restricted electrical licenses and shall
constitute part of the all purpose rate of pay in respect of employees covered by this Agreement.
vi. The wage increases referred to in sub clause (a) of
this Clause shall not be absorbed into any over award
payment.
vii. There shall be no further wage increases for the life
of the Agreement.
9.—CONSULTATION
The process for the parties to this agreement to consult each
other about matters involving changes to the organisation or
performance of work will be in accordance with established
consultative mechanisms already in place at the site. The committee shall meet at least three times per year.
10.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
It is a term of this Agreement that all parties bound by this
Agreement will not pursue any extra claims, award or over
award, for the life of the Agreement including increases arising from award variations or decisions of the Commission other
than increases that are consistent with the terms of this Agreement.
11.—INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE AVOIDANCE
a. A procedure for the avoidance of disputes, questions or
difficulties shall apply in the establishment covered by this
Agreement.
The objective of the procedure shall be to promote the resolution of disputes by measures based on consultation,
co-operation and discussion; to reduce the level of industrial
confrontation; and to avoid interruption to the performance of
work and the consequential loss of production and wages.
It is acknowledged that in some companies or sectors of the
industry, disputes avoidance/settlement procedures are either
now in place or in the process of being negotiated and it may
be the desire of the immediate parties concerned to pursue
those mutually agreed procedures.
i. Any question, dispute or difficulty arising under this
Agreement shall be subject to dispute settlement procedures established under this Agreement.
ii. Any settlement reached which is contrary to the terms
of this Agreement shall not have effect unless or until
that conflict is resolved.
iii. Any matter not settled may be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
b. In other cases, the following principles shall apply—
i Depending on the issues involved, the size and function of the plant or enterprise and the union
membership of the employees concerned, a procedure involving up to four stages of discussion shall
apply. These are—
(i) discussions between the employee(s) concerned (and shop steward if requested) and the
immediate supervisors;
(ii) discussions involving the employee(s) concerned, the shop steward and the employer
representatives;
(iii) discussions involving representatives from the
state branch of the union(s) concerned and the
employer representative(s);
(iv) discussions involving senior union officials
(state secretary) and the senior management
representative(s);
(v) there shall be an opportunity for any party to
raise the issue to a higher stage.
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ii There shall be a commitment by the parties to achieve
adherence to this procedure. This should be facilitated by the earliest possible advice by one party to
the other of any issue or problem which may give
rise to a grievance or dispute.
iii Throughout all stages of the procedure all relevant
facts shall be clearly identified and recorded.
iv Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the completion of the various stages of the discussions. At
least seven days should be allowed for all stages of
the discussions to be finalised.
v Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement.
However, if the negotiation process is exhausted
without the dispute resolved, the parties shall jointly
or individually refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
assistance in resolving the dispute.
vi In order to allow for the peaceful resolution of grievances the parties shall be committed to avoid
stoppages of work, lockout or any other bans or limitation on the performance of work while the
procedures of negotiation and conciliation are being
followed.
vii The employer shall ensure that all practices applied
during the operation of the procedure are in accordance with safe working practices and consistent with
established custom and practices at the workplace.
12.—NOT TO BE USED AS A PRECEDENT
This Agreement shall not be used in any manner whatsoever
to obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other plant
or enterprise.
13.—STATE STANDARDS
This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee
to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings, or in state standards such as standard hours of work, annual leave or long
service leave.
14.—MONITORING OF AGREEMENT
The parties shall continuously monitor the application of
this Agreement to ensure the effective implementation of the
Structural Efficiency Principle and the terms of this Agreement.
15.—SUPERANNUATION
Superannuation contributions on behalf of employees shall
be paid into a superannuation fund of or scheme in accordance
with the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
and section 49C of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gilbarco Aust. Ltd. shall notify employees in writing that
they may nominate in writing a complying fund or scheme. If
they do not nominate a fund or scheme superannuation contributions will continue to be paid into the existing fund or scheme
as at the date of signing this agreement. The requirement to
notify and nominate in this clause is subject to the regulations
made under the Industrial Relations Amendment and Repeal
Act 1995.
If any employee nominates a fund or scheme, the employee
and Gilbarco Aust. Ltd. are bound by that choice of fund or
scheme unless both parties agree to change the fund or scheme.
Provided that Gilbarco Aust. Ltd. shall not unreasonably refuse
to agree to such a change.
16.—AUSTRALIAN/STATE WORKPLACE
AGREEMENTS
Upon ratification of this Agreement the company undertakes
not to participate in Australian Workplace Agreements, State
Workplace Agreements or individual contracts during the life
of this Agreement.
17.—RENEGOTIATION OF AGREEMENT
All parties to this Agreement commit to commencing the
negotiation process for any subsequent Agreement at least two
months prior to the expiry of this Agreement.
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18.—SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union, WA Branch
……………………………………………
(signature)
Dated this 10th day of April 1999.
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers
Union—Engineering and Electrical Division Western Australian Branch
J. D. Fiala
……………………………………………
(signature)
Dated this 26th day of March 1999.
Gilbarco Aust. Ltd.
……………………………………………
(signature)
Dated this 26th day of March 1999.
“ATTACHMENT A”
GILBARCO AUST LTD
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
SPECIFIC MEASURES DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE
PRODUCTIVITY, FLEXIBILITY AND EFFICIENCY
IMPROVEMENTS
1 STATEMENT OF INTENT
Our commitment as a Company is to serve customers, earn
an attractive return for the shareholders, and provide challenging and rewarding work opportunities for employees.
Our business is to supply quality goods and services for the
petroleum distribution and associated industries in Australia,
New Zealand, Pacific Islands and South East Asia.
Continuous improvement is essential to our success and we
will strive for excellence in all we do to provide our customers
with genuine value more effectively than the competition.
To this end, the introduction of new technology and improved
ways of work will be at the forefront of the Company’s future
agenda.
2 OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
The objectives of this Agreement are to—
• Focus attention on key business objectives by linking individual and group goals to corporate
objectives.
• Reinforce a performance culture by assigning specific accountabilities and providing regular feedback
on both individual and organisational performance.
• Function as part of a Quality Management system
which specifies roles and accountabilities in relation
to corporate objectives and highlights any non-conformances.
• Facilitate effective workforce planning, recruitment,
training and development, and fair remuneration.
To achieve these objectives, Gilbarco management commit
to setting corporate objectives which will—
• Continue to support the business through investment
in new capital.
• Achieve world class performance in all aspects of
our operations.
• Maintain or increase the Company’s position as the
leading provider of products and services to the petroleum distribution and associated industries.
• Increase the level of skill development and training
for employees.
Similarly, Gilbarco employees commit to adopt work practices which will result in;
• A smooth introduction of any new technology.
• Reduced absenteeism.
• The achievement of World Class Performance standards in all areas of the Company’s operations.
• Improved skill levels in the Company.
• Meeting the benchmarked performance measures.
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3.—HOURS OF WORK
The branch operation of Gilbarco Aust. Ltd. derives a major
portion of its business from its service sector providing Monday to Saturday service coverage. To allow for improved
flexibility in Labour hours to suit business needs, the following Hours of Work will apply.
All Areas
Ordinary Hours worked on Saturday and/or Sunday will be
flexible for accrual in either the current pay week, or the pay
week immediately following the Saturday and/or Sunday
worked as ordinary hours. A maximum of five (5) days only
will be worked as ordinary hours in any one (1) pay week.
The rates of pay for ordinary hours worked on Saturday and
/or Sunday will be the same as the penalty rates of pay prescribed by the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966, No. 13 of
1965 (Clause 14) for Saturday and Sunday work.
With agreement between Employer and Employee, “day (or
days) off in lieu” must be taken as part of either Monday to
Friday immediately before, or Monday to Friday immediately
after the ordinary hours worked on Saturday and/or Sunday.
Payment of the penalty rates for the Saturday/Sunday work
will be flexible and be paid in the same pay week as “day (or
days) off in lieu”. Rostered days off must not be taken in same
pay week as “day (or days) off in lieu”, unless agreed to by the
Employer.
The actual days of Christmas Day, Boxing Day and Good
Friday will be exempt from the working of ordinary hours.
Normal After Hours Rostered procedures shall remain applicable to the above named days.
Sick leave taken on a weekend will be paid at the ordinary
time rate.
To retain Rostered days off on a monthly basis, a minimum
of 80 ordinary hours must be worked in any two (2) consecutive pay weeks.
Metro Field Servicemen
The span of ordinary hours will be extended to Monday to
Saturday 6.00am to 6.00pm.
The scheduling of ordinary hours on a weekend will be by
an agreed roster only. Management will not be able to specify
weekend work as part of ordinary hours outside of an agreed
roster. The Saturday rostered serviceman will be the serviceman allotted as Vettor # 1 for after hours roster for the pay
week in which the Saturday is worked. The rostered serviceman may swap the Saturday Roster with another competent
serviceman by mutual agreement, and the approval of the
Employer.
Metro Installers, Workshop and Country (Hometown)
Servicemen
The ordinary hours can be worked on any day of the week,
Monday to Sunday 6.00am to 6.00pm as agreed by the Employees concerned and Employer.
The joint decision, by Employee and Employer, to work ordinary hours on Saturday and or Sunday will driven only by
the need to accommodate—
Specific project criteria
Special customer requests
Workload demands.
Service “Milk Runs” to reduce time away from home.
Projects involving working away from home.
Reduced travel time
4.—CONTINUATION OF CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT PROCESS
The Value Added Management Program (VAM) has been
progressively introduced throughout the Company since 1989
and has become the main vehicle for the company’s continuous improvement program.
The implementation of real and demonstrable gains in productivity, efficiency and flexibility will continue through Value
Added Management and other projects with the co-operation
of the workforce. To ensure its continued success, all parties
agree Value Added Management and its techniques will continue to be used and employees will continue to be trained in
its technology.
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5.—NEW TECHNOLOGY
New technology will continue to be introduced into the Company and will be discussed at Consultative Committee level to
enable all aspects of its impact on employees to be assessed.
The parties have agreed that the following procedures will
continue to be employed before any new technology is introduced.
• the Consultative Committee is to be informed of its
likely introduction of any new technology prior to
its implementation.
• where new technology is being introduced or work
reorganisation is to take place, representatives of the
affected staff will review aspects of the proposed introduction process to ensure the process is
understood.
• its impact on the employees is to be discussed.
• all necessary training will be provided.
6.—PERFORMANCE MEASURES
This Agreement will use the following indicators to measure improvements in operational performance.*
• reduction in visits per hose per annum
• reduction in work time spent per visit
• reduction in travel time per visit
• reduction in material usage per hose
• increase in the ratio of chargeable work to contract
work
• reduction in days lost due to loss time injuries
• improvement in contract response time
• improvement in customer satisfaction
To maintain our position as a market leader, our work practices must equal or better the agreed targets set against these
indicators. Attachment B contains examples of the Branch’s
past and present performance against the targets which have
been set. For reasons of business security actual target figures
cannot be contained in this Agreement, however regular updates on target figures and Branch performance will be
communicated to employees.
* Refer “Attachment B”
7.—CONTRACTORS/CASUALS
Casual or contract labour may be hired to satisfy customer
requirements, accommodate fluctuations in workload, skill
shortages and other absences and to provide added stability of
employment for a core workforce. Permanent employees will
be consulted on the number of casual or contract employees
employed at any time, the projects on which they are employed
and their expected duration of employment.
8.—COUNTRY SERVICE AREAS
It is agreed that Country Servicemen employed after 1st
November 1995, will not be entitled to Rostered Days Off.
Their hours of work will be thirty eight (38) ordinary hours
per pay week equally spread within the ordinary hours nominated in 3—HOURS OF WORK (above). The entitlement to
RDO’s for Country Servicemen employed prior to 1st November 1995 will remain.
9.—AFTER HOURS PAGERS
The use of after-hours pagers will be determined by a roster
arrangement agreed to by metro service personnel and local
management provided that at least two employees carry pagers
at any one time. The allowance for carrying an after-hours
pager will be determined by agreement with local management and the service personnel concerned.
Payment of a After Hours Pager allowance for the possession of an after-hours pager is accepted in lieu of all monies
which may otherwise be paid for holding oneself in readiness
to respond to after-hours call-outs.
10.—RESTRICTED ELECTRICAL LICENCES
From the date of registration of this Agreement the possession of a B Class Licence will be an essential criterion for
promotion to Gilbarco classification Level II or above. Any
mechanical serviceman already classified at Gilbarco Level II
or III not in possession of a B Class Licence will be offered
training to acquire a B Class Licence.
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It is intended that training for B Class Licences will occur at
a suitable training course e.g. TAFE in the employees own
time during the life of this Agreement. All legitimate expenses
associated with the acquisition of a B Class Licence by service personnel will be reimbursed by the Company.
11.—SKILLS ANALYSIS, COMPETENCY STANDARDS
& TRAINING
It is recognised that skills development and training are a
prerequisite for long term change to job design and work organisation. High skill levels lead to improvements in key areas
such as quality of workmanship and the use of new technology.
With the introduction of competency standards into the metal
industry it is essential that a skills analysis be carried out
amongst all employees covered by the Metal Trades (General)
Award—1966, No. 13 of 1965 to ensure correct classification
and full skill utilisation.
A skills audit of all existing employees, consistent with the
MTIA/MTFU agreement on the introduction of Competency
Standards, will be conducted from June 1999 in consultation
with the Consultative Committee. Classification of all employees in accordance with the standards will be finalised at the
completion of this process.
Following introduction of competency standards, the Company will continue to implement—
• Training plans developed under the Quality Management System which to the maximum extent is
consistent with national competency standards.
• Work change through consultation which ensures that
employee skills are utilsed the maximum extent.
• Recognition of existing skills and prior to leam’mg
used the MTIA/MTFU agreed industry processes.
• Reclassification arising from the above training and/
or skill recognition provided that the appropriate industry recognised qualification has been obtained by
the employee.
Any wage increases accruing to employees which are the
result of reclassification in accordance, with Industry Competency Standards will be treated separately from any increase
accruing under the terms of this Agreement.
12.—DRIVERS LICENCE/TELEPHONE
It is acknowledged and agreed that a prerequisite for employment with Gilbarco is that—
i. employees have and maintain a current drivers licence
ii. all service employees have a telephone which they
agree can be used for Company business. The Company agrees to reimburse to the employee the cost of
telephone calls and rental to service employees that
do not operate a company owned mobile phone. All
installation and connection charges will be considered the responsibility of the employee.
13.—PAYMENT FOR EXCESS TRAVELLING
Excess travelling i.e. travel over the first 30 minutes/25 kilometres each day shall be paid for at the appropriate rates of
pay.
14.—SAFETY OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH WELFARE
AND ENVIRONMENT
The West Australian Occupational Health Safety and Welfare Act 1984, its regulations and associated safety legislation
will apply. In support of this, all parties bound will participate
in the following—
• consistently carrying out housekeeping so that the
work site is maintained in a clean and reasonable
condition;
• exercises in emergency procedures;
• safety training programmes, including MOC and
project safety procedures;
• safety audits;
• unusual incident/injury report and follow-up;
• other related safety procedures and activities.
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15.—AFTER HOURS CALLS
a Preamble
The two principles considered and agreed herewith are—
i That double time penalty is not applicable until an
employee has actually worked three hours.
ii That the overlapping portion of call back periods do
not incur payment.
With regard to overlapping of call backs, the first or prior
call back is terminated when a second or subsequent call back
commenced. Accordingly there can be no overlap that attracts
payment.
PAYMENT FOR AFTER HOURS CALLS
a Week Nights
i For a first call out a minimum payment of 2 hours at
time and a half and one hour at double time shall be
paid irrespective of the number of hours worked up
to 3 hours. If the call extends past 3 hours, payment
at double time shall continue for the duration of the
call.
Provided that such call back is the first period of
overtime commenced that day. An employee can only
work 2 hours at time and a half rate in any one day.
ii The first departure from home may be for more than
one call requiring service or more than one job. If
so, the departure shall be treated as one call and the
rates shown in (a) above shall apply, irrespective of
the number of calls and the jobs attended.
iii Should a further call be received after returning home
from a previous call and which is still within the 3
hours minimum payout period, the minimum period
for the first or earlier call back is cancelled at the
time when the second or later call back commences.
Payment for any second or subsequent call back period shall be at the rate of time and a half for the first
2 hours and thereafter double time. Provided that
subject to paragraph (a) above, an employee is not
entitled to double time payment until the employee
has actually worked a total of three hours overtime
that day.
iv Normally, in accordance with the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966, No. 13 of 1965, which states that
each day’s work stands alone, the right to double time
ceases at midnight and rates as per (i), (ii), (iii) and
(iv) above apply. If, however, a call is received prior
to midnight and which continues past midnight, the
full penalty Tate, including double time if applicable, shall continue for the duration of that call.
v The first call back commencing after midnight irrespective of earlier call backs shall be paid in
accordance with the provisions of (i), (ii), (iii) and
(iv) above. Payment for subsequent call backs before or after normal hours must pay regard to time
actually worked on call backs that day (ie. midnight
to midnight).
b Saturday Work
Calls received between midnight Friday and midnight Saturday are to be paid for in accordance with the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966, No. 13 of 1965 (ie. time and a half for
the first 2 hours and thereafter double time with a minimum
payment of 3 hours).
c Sunday Work
Calls received between midnight Saturday and midnight
Sunday are to be paid for in accordance with the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966, No. 13 of 1965 (ie. double time for all
hours with a minimum payment of three hours).
d Public Holidays
Calls received on a Public Holiday shall be paid for at the
rate of two and a half times with a minimum payment of three
hours.
e Overtime Continuous with Commencement of Ordinary
Working Time
Where a call is received at such a time that the minimum
overtime penalty period for that call, extends past the commencement of ordinary working, then the overtime shall be
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regarded as continuous (subject to a reasonable meal break)
with the commencement of ordinary working time.
The overtime penalty shall cease at such commencement of
ordinary working time.
“ATTACHMENT B”
GILBARCO AUST. LTD
(WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH)
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1998

1

Visits per hose

Base + 6%

Base + 3%

If the measure is
equal or better
than the below
index the score
will be
1
BASE
Actual Y/E 11/98

Base - 3%

Base - 6%

2

Work hours

Base + 8%

Base + 4%

Actual Y/E 11/98

Base - 4%

Base - 8%

3

Travel hours

Base + 4%

Base + 2%

Actual Y/E 11/98

Base - 2%

Base - 4%

4

Material costs

Base + 10%

Base + 5%

Actual Y/E 11/98

Base - 5%

Base - 10%

5

Chargeable versus

Base - 10%

Base - 5%

Actual Y/E 11/98

Base + 5%

Base + 10%

Base + 10%

Base + 5%

Actual Y/E 11/98

Base - 5%

Base - 10%

Base - 2 mths

Base - 1 mth

Actual Y/E 11/98

Base + 1 mth

Base + 2 mths

Base - 6%

Base - 3%

Actual Y/E 11/98

Base + 3%

Base + 6%

Index Points

If the measure is
equal or better
than the below
index the score
will be
-3

If the measure is
equal or better
than the below
index the score
will be
-2

If the measure is
equal or better
than the below
index the score
will be
2

If the measure is
equal or better
than the below
index the score
will be
3

contract work %
6

Workplace injuries
days lost

7

Customers response

8

Customer satisfaction

(% months over 93%)

survey

Total Index

8

For year ended 30th November 1999
Greater than or equal to
For year ended 30th November 2000
Greater than or equal to

Index
Measurement

Pay Increase

11

1%

11

1%

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS KALGOORLIEBOULDER HEALTH SERVICE ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSAAG 18 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Minister for Health on behalf of the Board of
Management of Kalgoorlie and Boulder Health Service
and
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers).
No. PSAAG 18 of 1999.
Hospital Salaried Officers Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health
Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999
14 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms B E Burke on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr C D Panizza on behalf of Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 28th day of April, 1999 entitled Hospital Salaried Officers Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health
Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999 be registered in the terms of the following Schedule as an industrial
agreement in replacement of the Hospital Salaried Officers Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1997 (PSAAG 27 of 1997) which
is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.
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Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be titled the Hospital Salaried Officers Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1999.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Purpose of Agreement
Application and Parties Bound
Term of Agreement
No Extra Claims
Objectives, Principles and Commitments
Framework and Principles for further Productivity
Bargaining
Awards, Agreements and Workplace Agreements
Rates of Pay and their Adjustment
Resources for Productivity Negotiations
Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures
Hours
Part-Time Employees
Medical Imaging Technologists
Public Holidays
Long Service Leave
Sick Leave
Family, Bereavement and Personal Leave
Allowances
Overpayments
Parental Leave
Employee Mobility
Annual Recreation Leave
Forty Eight—Fifty Two Weeks Working Arrangement
Higher Duties Allowance
Special Leave
Skills Development Leave
Jury Service
Witness Service
Work Related Expenses
Salaries
Remuneration Packaging
Management of Absenteeism
Ratification
ATTACHMENT 1—Model for Identifying Productivity Increases
ATTACHMENT 2—Management of Absenteeism

3.—PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement aims to achieve improvements in productivity and efficiency and the enhanced performance of
Kalgoorlie- Boulder Health Service along with allowing the
benefits from those improvements to be shared by employees,
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service and the Government on
behalf of the Community.
(2) This Agreement places priority on the parties at
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service taking responsibility for
their own labour relations affairs and reaching agreement on
issues appropriate to Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service.
(3) This Agreement is entered into in accordance with the
Hospital Salaried Officers—Western Australian Government
Health Industry Enterprise Bargaining Framework Agreement
1996.
4.—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
(1) This agreement applies to the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) (HSOA),
the Employees covered by the HSOA’s Public Sector Awards
employed by the Board of Management of Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service, (herein after referred to as
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service) subject to the extent to
which it employs employees covered by the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(2) The estimated number of employees bound by this Agreement at the time of registration is 82 employees.
(3) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 (the Award)
and shall replace the provisions of that Award where expressly
stated herein.
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(4) This Agreement replaces the Hospital Salaried Officers
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement PSA AG 27 of 1997.
5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the 1st of January
1999 for a period of two years, provided that this Agreement,
including allowances and salaries, may be varied or replaced
prior to its expiry in order to implement any agreement arising
out of this Agreement.
6.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
(1) For the life of this Agreement or any agreement replacing this Agreement, the Hospital Salaried Officers Association
shall make no further claims at Industry or Health Service
level for productivity improvements which occurred prior to
the certification of this agreement.
7.—OBJECTIVES, PRINCIPLES AND COMMITMENTS
(1) The parties agree that the objectives of this Agreement
are to—
(a) improve the productivity and efficiency of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service;
(b) facilitate greater decentralisation and flexibility in
negotiating employment conditions and work arrangements at Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service;
(c) ensure high quality patient services in a safe, healthy
and equitable work environment;
(d) ensure high quality of employment and jobs; and
(e) provide a pathway to providing a wage increase to
employees based upon the achievement of improved
productivity and efficiency.
(2) By—
(a) ensuring that gains achieved through agreed improved productivity and changes in workplace culture
are shared by employees, Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health
Service and its clients and the Government on behalf of the community;
(b) ensuring that Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service
operates in a manner consistent with the principles
outlined in Section 7 of the Public Sector Management Act;
(c) developing and pursuing changes on a co-operative
basis; and
(d) ensuring that Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service
operates as effectively, efficiently and competitively
as possible.
(3) The Hospital Salaried Officers Association and
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service, Management and Employees bound by this Agreement are committed to—
(a) Support and actively contribute to health service continuous quality improvement, including best practice,
where best practice—
(i) is simply the best way of doing things;
(ii) is a continuous improvement process which
involves constantly changing, adapting and
integrating related approaches to health service issues;
(iii) practices are not fixed and not restricted to an
examination of costs, but also include quality
and delivery issues;
(iv) is outcome rather than simply activity based;
(v) provides the processes, structures, rights and
obligations which are essential to ensure that
the full capacity for innovation of employees
is fully and effectively used;
(vi) depends on effective training, empowerment
and participation of both management and
employees to acquire and utilise the skills
which are necessary to effectively develop,
implement and evaluate the change process;
and
(vii) are to be based on the following principles—
• customer/patient focus
• management commitment
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• employee participation
• leadership
• information analysis
• policies and plans
• appropriate standards
• hospital/health service performance
• cost effectiveness
• working smarter
(b) Support the clinical, teaching, research and organisation goals of the health service and contribute to
the achievement of those goals as active members of
the health service community.
(c) Support and actively contribute to the achievement
and maintenance of ACHS Accreditation.
(d) Actively contribute to the achievement of health service budgets.
(e) Assist with achieving Health Department defined
waiting list priorities and day surgery targets.
(f) Co-operate with the development and implementation of strategies to achieve length of stay targets.
(g) Participate in a Multidisciplinary approach to patient
care.
(h) The principles of public sector administration, in
particular to the principles contained in Sections 7.,
8. and 9. of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.
In addition, Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service is committed to facilitating and encouraging the participation and
commitment of employees.
8.—FRAMEWORK AND PRINCIPLES FOR FURTHER
PRODUCTIVITY BARGAINING
(1) (a) Following the receipt of a request from the HSOA to
negotiate an amendment to this Agreement with KalgoorlieBoulder Health Service, a representative from
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service will meet with a representative from the HSOA to discuss the request as soon as practicable
but in any event within five working days of the receipt of the
request.
These discussions should include process issues such as what
sort of bargaining mechanism will be established, what consultative process can be used or needs to be put in place,
possible initiatives to be considered and the time frame.
Negotiations will be conducted in a manner and time frame
agreed by the parties to this Agreement.
(b) The negotiations should occur on the basis of a broad
agenda of initiatives designed to improve efficiency, effectiveness, productivity, patient care and flexibility within
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service.
(c) The agenda should include but not be limited to—
(i) changes in work organisation, job design and working patterns and arrangements;
(ii) examination of terms and conditions of employment
to ensure they are suited to Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Health Service’s operational requirements;
(iii) identification and implementation of best practice
across all areas of service delivery;
(iv) (i), (ii) and (iii) can be achieved by means including
but not limited to;
(aa) new training and skills development programs
as and where required;
(bb) the optimum use of human and capital resources including new technology;
(cc) quality assurance and continuous improvement
programs;
(dd) having due regard to operational requirements,
allowing sufficient flexibility to enable employees to meet their family responsibilities;
and
(ee) active occupational health and safety risk reduction, training and rehabilitation programs.
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(2) In negotiating further salary increases in return for productivity improvements, the parties should ensure that the
following issues have been addressed and/or applied—
(a) Productivity Improvements
Productivity improvements are changes which increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health
Service in meeting its agreed and contracted service programs
and outcomes. Productivity improvements may be related to
work practices or arrangements. They may be things which go
to minimise the cost of what is done, to the way things are
done, to when they are done, to the quality of what is done or
to improve the ability of the provider to meet patient and customer needs. They may or may not require changes from Award
conditions.
Without limiting any of the above, in practice, the primary
focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the workplace is likely to be
on best practice, efficiency, effectiveness, competitiveness, cost
savings, and quality of employment.
(b) Sharing Gains from Productivity Improvement
The parties accept that there is no precise formula for the
sharing of gains from productivity improvements, but in any
agreement, in addition to employee benefits, there must be a
clear and specific return to Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service and/or the Government. Productivity improvements may
be related to work practices or arrangements, subject to acceptance that where capital expenditure requires changes in
work methods and/or the number of employees and the changes
are of a nature that enhances the investment, it shall qualify as
a productivity improvement, provided that there is a net quantifiable benefit to Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service.
Any agreement reached should not rely primarily on improvements which are merely the result of new technology or
financial reforms or other such initiatives. For example; in the
case of capital investment (technology), changes arising from
capital expenditure for which Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service takes the risk and which require a reasonable return on the
funds invested, do not necessarily count as a productivity improvement.
The treatment of improved efficiency arising from major
capital expenditure is to be agreed by Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Health Service and the HSOA and shall take into account factors such as the cost of capital.
Where employees repackage or exchange employment conditions, all or most of the saving or productivity improvement
made by Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service can be returned
to the employees.
(c) Identifying Productivity Increases
The model included as Attachment 1 provides a guide only
and it is expected that it will be modified to meet the needs of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service as required.
(d) Quantum and Timing of Increases
The aggregate productivity gains negotiated at KalgoorlieBoulder Health Service could result in increases greater than
the targeted amount, however there are practical limits on how
much can be paid and when the increases can be paid for specific operational improvements.
9.—AWARDS, AGREEMENTS AND WORKPLACE
AGREEMENTS
(1) Relationship Between Agreements and Awards
Consistent with the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the
State Wage Principles, this Agreement shall provide the whole
of the employees’ wage increases for the life of the Agreement.
(2) Subject to the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the State
Wage Principles, the parties reserve their rights to seek to
amend this Agreement to provide for further salary increases
in return for productivity improvements at the Health Service.
(3) Choice between this Agreement and Workplace Agreements
(a) The parties accept that Employees will be given an informed and free choice between this Agreement and Workplace
Agreements;
(b) To facilitate the making of an informed and free choice—
(i) Employees who are to be offered a choice between
this Agreement and a workplace agreement may only
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be required to indicate their choice after the employee
has been offered the position.
(ii) Where an employee has been offered a choice the
employee shall have a minimum of seven days in
which to decide which alternative to take, provided
that where it is necessary to fill a position within a
period of less than seven days or where an employer
agrees to an employee commencing within a period
of less than seven days, the employee shall have up
to the date of formal acceptance.
(iii) The employee shall be provided with—
(aa) a copy of an agreed summary of this Agreement;
and
(bb) a copy of a summary of the Workplace Agreement.
(iv) At the request of an employee, the employee shall
be provided with—
(aa) access to a copy of this Agreement and the
Workplace Agreement;
(bb) any other relevant documentation, such as information on salary packaging; and
(cc) information on where they can obtain further
advice and on how to contact the Union.
For its part, the Union undertakes to advise all employees on the matter of choice whether or not they
are members of the Union.
(c) If agreement on any aspect of this clause is not able to be
reached the dispute settlement procedure set out in Clause 12
of this Agreement is to be followed.
(4) By agreement between the employer and the employee,
an employee who has signed a Workplace Agreement prior to
the registration of this S.41 Industrial Agreement can revisit
the Workplace Agreement in light of this Agreement.
(5) All staff transferred or redeployed to Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service from within the Public Sector or within the
Government Health Industry may be offered the choice of a
Workplace Agreement or this Agreement subject to the discretion of Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service.
(6) All promotional positions and new staff recruited by
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service from outside the Public
Sector may be provided with the choice of a Workplace Agreement or S41 Industrial Agreement, subject to the discretion of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service.
In the exercising of the discretion to only offer a Workplace
Agreement under subclauses (5) and (6) of this clause,
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service shall ensure that the decision to only offer a Workplace Agreement is made for legitimate
operational reasons. In exercising their discretion to only offer a Workplace Agreement, Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service
is to liaise with the HSOA to ensure it is not done to circumvent the option of choice.
10.—RATES OF PAY AND THEIR ADJUSTMENT
This agreement provides for a 4% salary increase effective
from the date of registration of the agreement. A further increase of 3% will be made 12 months after registration.
Employees will participate in productivity initiatives which
have identified the required savings over the two year period
and represent a minimum of 50% of the costs of the increase
awarded. The model for achieving productivities is identified
in attachment one.
11.—RESOURCES FOR PRODUCTIVITY
NEGOTIATIONS
(1) It is recognised that enterprise bargaining places considerable obligations upon the parties at Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Health Service.
(2) (a) To assist in meeting these obligations, KalgoorlieBoulder Health Service will assist by providing appropriate
resources having regard to the operational requirements of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service and resource requirements
associated with developing amendments to this Agreement
aimed at achieving further salary increases in return for productivity improvements;
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(b) It is accepted that employees of Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Health Service who are involved in the enterprise bargaining
process will be allowed reasonable paid time to fulfil their
responsibilities in this process;
(c) Access to resources shall be negotiated with KalgoorlieBoulder Health Service and shall not unreasonably affect the
operation of Health Service;
(d) Any paid time or resources shall be provided in a manner
suitable to both parties and to enable negotiations to occur and
to assist in the achievement of agreement.
(e) The parties accept that the process of bargaining in good
faith includes disclosing relevant information, as appropriate
for the purposes of the negotiations and confidentiality and
privacy in the negotiation process will be respected at all times.
(f) The parties accept that on occasions the nature of certain
information may prejudice a party’s position or not assist in
the resolution of the matter. Subject to the rights of the parties
to invoke Clause 12.—Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures of this Agreement, a decision on whether or not to
exchange or divulge information will be a matter for the relevant party to decide, provided that information shall not be
unreasonably withheld;
(g) Where information of a commercial or sensitive nature
is exchanged, the parties agree not to use or divulge that information outside of the negotiating forums.
(3) No officer or employee will be discriminated against as
a result of activities conducted in accordance with this clause.
12.—DISPUTE AVOIDANCE AND SETTLEMENT
PROCEDURES
(1) The objective of this Clause is to provide a set of procedures for dealing with any questions disputes or difficulties
arising under this Agreement and for dealing with any questions, dispute or difficulty between the parties during
negotiations for amendments to this Agreement.
(2) Subject to the Public Sector Management Act 1994, in
the event of any question, dispute or difficulty between the
parties as to the application of Government policy and the Wage
Principles and/or their effect upon this Agreement, the Health
Department and/or the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations (DOPLAR) may provide advice to the Health
Service in an attempt to resolve the matter.
(3) Subject to the Public Sector Management Act 1994, in
the event of any question, dispute or difficulty arising under
this Agreement, the following procedures shall apply, provided
that nothing in these procedures shall prevent the Secretary of
the HSOA (or his/her nominee) from intervening to assist in
the process—
(a) The matter is to be discussed between the HSOA
employee representative and the employer representative and an attempt made to resolve the matter;
(b) If the matter is unable to be resolved through discussions between the HSOA employee representative
and the Health Service representative, the matter is
to be discussed between the employee representative and the General Manager of the Health Service
or his/her nominee, as soon as practicable but within
five working days. Notification of any question, dispute or difficulty may be made verbally and/or in
writing;
(c) The parties may individually or collectively seek
advice from any appropriate organisation or person
in an attempt to resolve the matter;
(d) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the date of notification in (b) hereof, either party
may notify the Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her
nominee), or the General Manager of the Health Service (or his/her nominee) of the existence of a dispute
or disagreement;
(e) The Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her nominee) and
the General Manager of the Health Service (or his/
her nominee) shall confer on the matters notified by
the parties within five working days and—
(i) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be advised within two
working days;
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(ii) where there is disagreement on any matter it
may be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relation Commission.
(4) Where any matter is referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission and the matter is not resolved by
conciliation, then the matter remaining in dispute may be resolved
by arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 and the State Wage Principles.
13.—HOURS
This clause replaces Clause 13.—Hours of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) (a) The ordinary hours of work shall be an average of
thirty eight per week and shall be worked by one of the following arrangements—
(i) Ordinary hours of work of thirty eight per week;
(ii) Flexitime roster covering a settlement period of four
weeks;
(iii) Actual hours of seventy six over nine days with the
tenth day to be taken as a paid rostered day off;
(iv) Such other arrangements as are agreed between the
employer and employee. Provided that proposed
hours of duty where set outside the terms of this
Agreement shall be subject to ratification of the WA
Industrial Relations Commission.
(v) In addition to the above arrangements, where the employee and the employer so agree in writing, shifts
of not more than 12 hours may be worked.
(vi) Subject to meal breaks prescribed hours are to be
worked as one continuous period
(b) Subject to the following, where the employer and an
employee or group of employees agree in writing, shifts of up
to 12 hours may be worked provided the average normal hours
worked in a shift cycle or settlement period does not exceed
76 per fortnight.
(i) While recognising that in the course of an averaging
process there may be some individual variances, the
terms and conditions of the shift agreement shall on
balance be no less favourable than those prescribed
by this Agreement;
(ii) The period of the shift cycle or settlement period
over which the arrangement may extend shall be
clearly defined;
(iii) The arrangement shall allow for a minimum of one
clear day off in each 7 days;
(iv) The arrangement may allow for additional time off
in lieu of penalty rates;
(v) The arrangement may allow for salary averaging of
regular penalties and allowances including penalties
for working on a public holiday;
(vi) Any proposed arrangement or agreement which extends beyond these parameters must be referred to
the Industrial Relations Commission for ratification.
(c) Where the employer has made a definite decision to introduce changes to shift rosters or employees’ ordinary hours,
the employer shall notify the employees who may be affected
by the proposed changes and the Union as soon as the decision has been made and before the changes are to be introduced.
(d) The operation of working arrangements prescribed in
paragraph (a) above, shall be consistent with the working arrangements prescribed in this clause.
(2) Ordinary Hours
Subject to the Award clauses other than those expressly replaced by this Agreement, the spread of ordinary hours will be
from 6.00am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday inclusive with a
meal break of not less than 30 minutes nor more than 60 minutes to be taken between 12.00 noon and 2.00pm, provided
that an employee may with prior approval of their supervisor
be allowed to extend the meal break beyond 60 minutes to a
maximum of 90 minutes.
(3) Other Working Arrangements
(a) The ordinary hours of duty observed may be varied in
accordance with subclause (1)(a)(iv) so as to make provisions
for—
(i) the attendance of employees for duty on a Saturday,
Sunday, or Public Holiday.
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(ii) the performance of shift work including work on
Saturdays, Sundays or Public Holidays; and
(iii) the nature of the duties of an employee or class of
employees in fulfilling the responsibilities of their
office.
Provided that where the hours of duty are so varied an employee shall not be required to work more than five hours
continuously without a break unless agreed in writing between
the employee and the employer.
(b) Notwithstanding the above, where it is considered necessary to provide a more economic operation, the employer
may authorise the operation of alternative working arrangements in the hospital/health service, or any branch or section
thereof.
The continuing operation of any alternative working arrangements, so approved, will depend on the employer being satisfied
that the efficient functioning of the hospital/health service is
being enhanced by its operation.
Such alternative working arrangements shall be in accordance with subclause (1)(a)and (d).
(4) Flexitime Arrangements
(a) Flexitime Roster
(i) The authorisation of a flexitime roster shall be the
responsibility of the employer. The roster will indicate the minimum staffing and any other requirements
in respect to starting and finishing times, lunch break
coverage and flexileave.
(ii) The roster shall cover a settlement period of four
weeks and shall be made available to all affected
employees no later than three days prior to the settlement period commencing.
(iii) The roster shall be prepared in consultation with the
affected employees, subject to the employer retaining the right to determine arrangements to suit the
operational needs of the department.
(iv) Subject to four weeks notice being given to affected
employees, the employer may withdraw authorisation of a flexitime roster.
(b) Hours of Duty
(i) The ordinary hours of duty may be an average of 7
hours 36 minutes per day which may be worked with
flexible commencement and finishing times in accordance with the provisions of this subclause,
provided that the required hours of duty for each four
week settlement period shall be 152 hours.
(ii) For the purpose of leave and Public Holidays, a day
shall be credited as 7 hours 36 minutes.
(c) Flexitime Periods
Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to
the concurrence of the supervisor, employees may select their
own starting and finishing times within the following periods—
6.00 am to 9.30 am
11.00 am to 2.30 pm (Minimum half an hour break)
3.30 pm to 6.00 pm
(d) Core Periods
Core periods may be set by agreement between the employer
and the employee.
(e) Lunch Break
(i) An employee shall be allowed to extend the meal
break between 11 am and 2.30 pm of not less than 30
minutes but not exceeding 60 minutes except as provided below.
(ii) An employee may be allowed to extend the meal
break beyond 60 minutes to a maximum of 90 minutes. Such an extension is subject to prior approval
of the employee’s supervisor.
(f) Flexileave
(i) Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to the prior approval of the supervisor, an
employee may be allowed a maximum of two full
days or any combination of half days and full days
that does not in total exceed two days in any one
settlement period.
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(ii) Approval to take flexileave is subject to the employee
having accrued sufficient credit hours to cover the
absence prior to taking the leave. In exceptional circumstances and with the approval of the employer,
flexileave may be taken before accrual subject to such
conditions as the employer may impose.
(g) Settlement Period
(i) For recording time worked, there shall be a settlement period which shall consist of four weeks.
(ii) The settlement period shall commence at the beginning of a pay period.
(iii) The required hours of duty for a settlement period
shall be 152 hours.
(h) Credit Hours
(i) Credit hours in excess of the required 152 hours to a
maximum of 7 hours 36 minutes are permitted at the
end of each settlement period. Such credit hours shall
be carried forward to the next settlement period.
(ii) Credit hours in excess of 7 hours 36 minutes at the
end of a settlement period shall be lost.
(iii) Credit hours at any point within the settlement period shall not exceed 20 hours.
(i) Debit Hours
(i) Debit hours below the required 152 hours to a maximum of 4 hours are permitted at the end of each
settlement period.
Such debit hours shall be carried forward to the next
settlement period.
(ii) For debit hours in excess of 4 hours, an employee
shall be required to take leave without pay for the
period necessary to reduce debit hours to those specified in subparagraph (i) of this subclause.
(iii) Employees having excessive debit hours may be required to work standard working hours in addition
to not being paid for the number of hours in excess
of the debit hours permitted at the end of each settlement period.
(j) Maximum Daily Working Hours
Subject to subclause (1)(b), a maximum of 10 hours may be
worked in any one day.
(k) Study Leave
Where study leave has been approved by the employer, credits will be given for education commitments falling within the
ordinary hours of duty and for which “time off” is necessary
to allow for attendance at formal classes.
(l) Overtime
(i) Employees receiving at least one day’s prior notice
of overtime shall be required to work the ordinary
hours of duty determined by the employer under
subclause (1) of this clause.
(ii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at
the conclusion of a day with less than one day’s notice, and
(aa) where the employee has at the commencement
of that day 2 hours or more flexitime credits,
the employee shall be paid overtime after 5
hours work on that day, or for time worked
after 3.30 pm, whichever is the later, or
(bb) where that employee has commenced duty
prior to 8.30 am and has, at the commencement of that day, less than 2 hours flexitime
credits, the employee shall be paid overtime,
for time worked after the completion of ordinary hours of duty or after working 7 hours 36
minutes on that day, whichever is the earlier,
or
(cc) where that employee has commenced work
after 8.30 am and has, at the commencement
of that day, less than 2 hours flexitime credits,
the employee shall be paid overtime for time
worked after 5.30 pm or after working 7 hours
36 minutes, on that day whichever is the earlier.
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(iii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at
the beginning of a day with less than one day’s notice, that employee shall be paid overtime for any
time worked prior to the commencing time for ordinary hours of duty determined by the employer under
subclause (1) of this clause.
(5) Nine Day Fortnight
(a) Hours of Duty
(i) The employer may authorise the operation of a nine
day fortnight where the ordinary hours of duty of 76
hours a fortnight are worked over nine days of the
fortnight, exclusive of work performed on Saturday,
Sunday and the special rostered day off, with each
day consisting of 8 hours and 27 minutes.
(ii) The employer shall determine employees’ commencing and finishing times between the spread of 6.00
am and 6.00 pm, in order to ensure that departmental requirements are met on each day.
(b) Lunch Break
A meal break shall be allowed and taken in accordance with
the standard provisions of this clause.
(c) Special Rostered Day Off
Each employee shall be allowed one special rostered day off
each fortnight in accordance with a roster prepared by management showing days and hours of duty and special rostered
days off for each employee.
(d) Leave and Public Holidays.
For the purposes of leave and Public Holidays, a day shall
be credited as 8 hours 27 minutes notwithstanding the following—
(i) When a Public Holiday falls on an employee’s special rostered day off the employee shall be granted a
day in lieu of the holiday prior to the conclusion of
the current fortnight.
(ii) For a Public Holiday occurring during a period of
annual leave, an additional day will be added to the
period of leave irrespective of whether it falls on a
rostered work day or special rostered day off.
(iii) A four week annual leave entitlement is equivalent
to 152 hours, the equivalent to eighteen rostered
working days of 8 hours 27 minutes, and two special
rostered days off.
(iv) An employee who is sick on a special rostered day
off will not be granted sick leave for that day, and
will not be credited with an additional day off in lieu.
(e) Overtime
The provisions of the relevant overtime clause, shall apply
for work performed prior to an employee’s nominated starting
time and after an employee’s nominated ceasing time in accordance with subparagraph (a)(ii) and on an employee’s
special rostered day off.
(f) Study Leave
Credits for Study Leave will be given for educational commitments falling due between and employee’s nominated
starting and finishing times.
14.—PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
To be read in conjunction with Clause 34.—Part-time Employees of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968.
(1) Part-time workers aged 21 years or more shall be paid at
a rate pro-rata to the rate prescribed for the class of work for
which they are engaged in the proportion to which their fortnightly hours bear to 76 hours per fortnight.
(2) When a part-time worker as defined by the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968, commences employment
on or after the 1 July 1996, he/she shall accrue service towards progression onto subsequent salary increments within a
salary level, on a pro-rata basis of the number of hours worked
to full time hours.
(3) Provided that relevant prior service and experience shall
be taken into account when determining at what increment
within a specified salary level a part-time employee is appointed.
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15.—MEDICAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGISTS
This provision replaces Clause 12. of the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this Agreement or in the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968, Medical Imaging Technologists who were prior to this
Agreement employed on a thirty-five hour and four week annual leave basis shall as a result of the registration of this
Agreement, be employed on a thirty-five and a half (35.5) hour
week and four week annual leave basis.
16.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
This provision replaces subclause 16(1)(a) of the Hospital
Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) The following days or the days observed in lieu thereof
shall subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as holidays
without deduction of pay, namely New Year’s Day, Australia
Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day,
Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day and
Boxing Day. Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the
days named in this subclause.
(2) With effect from 1 April 1996 employees covered by
this Agreement shall not be eligible to receive the two floating
holidays otherwise provided for by Operational Instruction 657/
95 and Circular to Ministers No. 1 of 1994 issued by the Office of The Premier.
17.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 19. Long Service Leave of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 with effect
from date of registration.
(1) An employee shall be entitled to thirteen weeks paid long
service leave on the completion of ten years of continuous
service and an additional thirteen weeks paid long service leave
for each subsequent period of seven years of continuous service completed by the employee.
(2) Notwithstanding subclause (1), an employee in employment with an employer respondent to the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 at the time of the inception of
this agreement shall retain the proportion of long service leave
accrued at the rate provided by the Award or relevant agreement, as the case may be, at that time, and shall accrue the
balance in accordance with sub clause (1) of this clause.
(3) Upon application by an employee, the employer may
(subject to subclause (4) of this Agreement, approve of the
taking by the employee—
(a) of double the period of long service leave on half
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(b) of half the period of long service leave on double
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(c) of any portion of his/her long service leave entitlement on full pay or double such period on half pay;
or half such period on double pay
(d) A full time employee who, during a qualifying period towards an entitlement of long service leave was
employed continuously on both a full time and part
time basis may elect to take a lesser period of long
service leave calculated by converting the part time
service to equivalent full time service.
(4) Long service leave may be taken in weekly multiples on
full, half or compacted pay provided that where an employees
remaining portion of accrued untaken leave entitlement is less
than a week such portion may be taken.
(5) Any holiday occurring during the period in which an
employee is on long service leave will be treated as part of the
long service leave, and extra days in lieu thereof shall not be
granted.
(6) Long service leave shall be taken as it falls due at the
convenience of the employer but within three years next after
becoming entitled thereto: Provided that the employer may
approve the accumulation of long service leave not exceeding
twenty six weeks.
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(7) (a) An employee who—
(i) at or before the certification of this agreement was
employed by the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Service Board,
and has completed at least 15 years continuous service within the Western Australian Public Sector; or
(ii) commenced employment with the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service Board after the certification of
this agreement and has completed at least 15 years
continuous service within the Western Australian
Public Sector Health Industry;
may, by agreement with the employer, take pro-rata long service leave provided that the employee has completed at least
three years continuous service with the Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Health Service Board immediately prior to taking this leave.
(8) For the purposes of subclause (7), the Western Australian Public Sector Health Industry shall mean the Minister for
Health, the Commissioner of Health and all Public Sector
Hospitals, Health Services and Agencies constituted under the
Hospitals and Health Services Act 1927.
(9) Where an Employee has been redeployed at the direction of a Western Australian Public Sector Employer, three
years continuous service for the purposes of subclauses (7) of
this Clause shall be calculated including the service with such
previous employer or employers.
(10) An employee who resigns having not qualified to be
paid pro-rata long service leave in accordance with subclause
(8) shall, subject to subclause (12), be entitled to payment for
accrued long service leave only.
(11) An employee who is dismissed, shall not be entitled to
long service leave or payment for long service leave other than
leave that had accrued to the employee prior to the date of the
offence for which the employee is dismissed provided that an
employee who is dismissed through no fault of his/her own
and who having completed at least 15 years continuous service, calculated in accordance with the provisions of this Clause,
and having completed at least three years continuous service,
calculated in accordance with the provisions of this Clause,
with the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service Board immediately prior to dismissal shall, in addition to any accrued long
service leave be paid pro-rata long service leave.
(12) A lump sum payment for long service leave accrued in
accordance with this clause and for pro-rata long service leave
shall be made in the following cases—
(a) To an employee who retires at or over the age of
fifty-five years or who has retired on the grounds of
ill health, provided that no payment shall be made
for pro-rata long service leave unless the employee
has completed not less than twelve months’ continuous service.
(b) To an employee who has retired for any other cause:
Provided that no payment shall be made for pro-rata
long service leave unless the employee had completed
not less than three years’ continuous service before
the date of his/her retirement.
(c) To the widow or widower of an employee or such
other person as may be approved by the employer in
the event of the death of an employee: Provided that
no payment shall be made for pro-rata long service
leave unless the employee had completed not less
than twelve months’ continuous service prior to the
date of his/her death.
(13) A calculation of the amount due for long service leave
accrued and for pro-rata long service leave shall be made at
the rate of salary of an employee at the date of retirement,
resignation or death, whichever applies and no such payment
shall exceed the equivalent of twelve months’ salary.
(14) Long service leave accrued prior to the issue of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 shall remain
to the credit of each employee.
(15) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (6), (10), (11),
(12) and (16) of this clause, the service of an employee shall
not be deemed to have been broken—
(a) by resignation, where he/she resigned from the employment of an employer a party to the Award and
commenced with another employer a party to the
Award within one working week of the expiration of
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any period for which payment in lieu of annual leave
or holidays has been made by an employer party to
the Award from whom he/she resigned or, if no such
payment has been made, within one working week
of the day on which his/her resignation became effective; or
(b) by any absence approved by the employer as leave
whether with or without pay.
(16) The expression “continuous service” in this clause includes any period during which an employee is absent on full
pay or part pay, from his/her duties with any employer party
to the Award, but does not include—
(a) any cumulative period exceeding two weeks in any
one anniversary year during which the employee is
absent on leave without pay;
(b) Any service of the employee who resigns or is dismissed, other than service prior to such resignation
or to the date of any offence in respect of which the
employee is dismissed when such prior service has
actually entitled the employee to long service leave,
including pro-rata long service leave, under this
clause.
(17) Portability
(a) Where an employee was, immediately prior to being
employed by the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service Board,
employed in the service of: The Commonwealth of Australia,
or any other State Government of Australia, or any Western
Australian State public sector or state government employer,
and the period between the date when the employee ceased
previous employment and the date of commencing employment by a respondent to this Agreement does not exceed one
week, that employee shall be entitled to long service leave
determined in the following manner—
(i) the pro rata portion of long service leave to which
the employee would have been entitled up to the date
of appointment under the Public Sector Management
Act, shall be calculated in accordance with the provisions that applied to the previous employment
referred to, but in calculating that period of pro rata
long service leave, any long service leave taken or
any benefit granted in lieu of any such long service
leave during that employment shall be deducted from
any long service leave to which the employee may
become entitled under this clause; and
(ii) the balance of the long service leave entitlement of
the employee shall be calculated upon appointment
by a respondent to this Agreement in accordance with
the provisions of this clause.
(b) Nothing in this clause confers or shall be deemed to confer on any employee previously employed by the
Commonwealth or by any other State of Australia any entitlement to a complete period of long service leave that accrued
in the employee’s favour prior to the date on which the employee commenced with the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service
Board. At the request of the employee and with the agreement
of the employer, an employee may be paid in lieu of taking a
portion of long service leave.
18.—SICK LEAVE
This provision replaces subclause (7) of Clause 18.—Sick
Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
The basis for the cumulative accrual of sick leave shall be—
Leave On
Full Pay
Working Days
(a) On date of employment of the employee
5
(b) On completion by the employee of six
months’ service
5
(c) On completion by the employee of twelve
months’ service
10
(d) On completion of each additional twelve
months’ service
10
Provided that where an employee has accrued sick leave on
half days pay prior to the date upon which this Agreement
comes into effect those accrued half days shall be converted to
the equivalent of full days sick leave and shall remain to the
employee’s credit until such time as they may be taken.
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19.—FAMILY, BEREAVEMENT AND PERSONAL
LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 17.—Short Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Family Leave
(a) In this subclause “family member” means the employee’s spouse, defacto spouse, child, step child, parent, step
parent. This entitlement will also apply to another person who
lives with the employee as a member of the employee’s family.
(b) The employee is entitled to use up to 38 hours of his/her
personal accrued sick leave to care for an ill family member
each year, providing the employee must maintain a minimum
of 10 days of sick leave available for personal use in each
year. Subject to subclause (e), all family leave taken is deducted from the employee’s sick leave entitlement.
(c) Family leave is not cumulative from year to year.
(d) Medical certificate requirements are as per those for Sick
Leave under the Award.
(e) Where an employee has insufficient accrued sick leave,
by mutual agreement, up to five days of annual leave may be
used for the purpose of family leave.
(2) Bereavement Leave
(a) An employee shall on the death of—
(i) the spouse of the employee;
(ii) the child or step-child of the employee;
(iii) the parent or step-parent of the employee;
(iv) the brother, sister, step brother or step sister; or
(v) any other person, who immediately before that person’s death, lived with the employee as a member of
the employee’s family,
be eligible for up to two (2) days bereavement leave, provided
that at the request of an employee the employer may exercise
a discretion to grant bereavement leave to an employee in respect of some other person with whom the employee has a
special relationship.
(b) The 2 days need not be consecutive.
(c) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during any other
period of leave.
(d) An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave
under paragraph (a) of this subclause is to provide to the employer, if so requested, evidence that would satisfy a reasonable
person as to—
(i) the death that is the subject of the leave sought; and
(ii) the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
(e) An employee requiring more than two days bereavement
leave in order to travel overseas in the event of the death overseas of a member of the employees immediate family may,
upon providing adequate proof, in addition to any bereavement leave to which the employee is eligible, have immediate
access to annual leave and/or accrued long service leave in
weekly multiples and/or leave without pay provided all accrued leave is exhausted.
(3) Special Personal Leave
(a) Without Pay
The employer may upon the request of an employee, grant
that employee special leave without pay for any special or
personal reason.
(b) Use of Annual Leave
The employer may, upon the request of an employee and
with sufficient cause being shown, which may in the circumstances be with little notice, grant that employee single days
of annual leave for pressing personal emergencies.
20.—ALLOWANCES
(1) Where an employee subject to this Agreement is paid an
allowance as provided under the Hospital Salaried Officers
Award No. 39 of 1968, which is calculated as a percentage of
a salary rate prescribed by that Award, the allowance shall for
the life of this Agreement, be calculated using the salary rates
as prescribed at Clause 32.—Salaries of this Agreement.
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21.—OVERPAYMENTS
(1) Where an employee is paid for work not subsequently
performed or is overpaid in any other manner, the employer is
entitled to make adjustment to the subsequent wages or salaries of the employee.
(2) One-off Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), one-off overpayments may
be recovered by the employer in the pay period immediately
following the pay period in which the overpayment was made,
or in the period immediately following the pay period in which
it was discovered that overpayment has occurred.
(3) Cumulative Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), cumulative overpayments
may be recovered by the employer at a rate agreed between
the employer and the employee, provided that the rate at which
the overpayment is recovered is not at a lesser rate than the
rate at which it was overpaid or $50 per week, depending on
which is the lesser amount per pay period.
(4) In exceptional circumstances, other arrangements for the
recovery of overpayments may be agreed between the employer and the employee.
(5) The employer is required to notify the employee of their
intention to recoup overpayment and to consult with the employee as to the appropriate recovery rate.
22.—PARENTAL LEAVE
This clause replaces the Clause 18 (a) Maternity Leave of
the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 within
the award. Subject to the terms of this clause employees are
entitled to parental leave and to work part-time in connection
with the birth or adoption of a child.
(1) Definitions
For the purpose of this clause—
(a) “Child” means a child of the employee under the age
of one year except for adoption of a child where
“child” means a person under the age of five years
of age who is placed with the employee for the purpose of adoption, other than a child or step-child of
the employee or of the partner of the employee or
child who has previously lived continuously with the
employee for a period of six months or more.
(b) “parental leave” means maternity, paternity or adoption leave taken in accordance with this clause.
(2) Basic entitlement
Parents who have completed 12 months continuous employment are entitled to 52 weeks unpaid parental leave in relation
to the birth or adoption of their child. For females maternity
leave may be taken and for males paternity leave may be taken.
Adoption leave may be taken in the case of adoption.
(3) Maternity leave
(a) An employee will provide to the employer at least ten
weeks in advance of the expected date of confinement of parental leave—
(i) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
stating that she is pregnant and the expected date of
confinement; and
(ii) written notification of the date on which she proposes to commence maternity leave, and the period
of leave to be taken.
(b) Subject to subclause (2) and unless agreed otherwise
between employer and employee, an employee may commence
parental leave at any time within six weeks immediately prior
to the expected date of the birth.
(c) Where an employee continues to work within the six
week period immediately prior to the expected date of birth,
or where the employee elects to return to work within six weeks
after the birth of the child, an employer may require the employee to provide a medical certificate stating that she is fit to
work on her normal duties.
(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates after 27
weeks and the employee has not commenced maternity leave,
the employee may take unpaid special maternity leave of such
period as a registered medical practitioner certifies as necessary, except that where an employee is suffering from an illness
not related to the direct consequences of the birth, an employee
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may be entitled to paid sick leave in lieu of, or in addition to,
special maternity leave.
(e) Where leave is granted under subclause (3)(d), during
the period of leave an employee may return to work at any
time, as agreed between the employer and the employee provided that time does not exceed four weeks from the
recommencement date desired by the employee.
(4) Paternity leave
An employee will provide the employer at least ten weeks
prior to each proposed period of paternity leave with—
(a) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
which names his spouse, states that she is pregnant
and the expected date of confinement, or states the
date on which the birth took place; and
(b) written notification of the date on which he proposes
to start and finish the period of paternity leave.
(5) Adoption leave
(a) The employee will notify the employer at least ten weeks
in advance of the date of commencement of adoption leave
and the period of leave to be taken. An employee may commence adoption leave prior to providing such notice where
through circumstances beyond the control of the employee,
the adoption of a child takes place earlier.
(b) The employer may require an employee to provide confirmation from the appropriate government authority of the
placement.
(c) Where the placement of child for adoption with an employee does not proceed or continue, the employee will notify
the employer immediately and the employer will nominate a
time not exceeding four weeks for the employee’s return to
work.
(d) The employer shall grant an employee who is seeking to
adopt a child such unpaid leave as is required by the employee
to attend compulsory interviews or examinations are necessary as a part of the adoption procedure. Where paid leave is
available to the employee, the employer may require the employee to take such leave in lieu of unpaid leave.
(6) Variation of period of parental leave
Unless agreed otherwise between the employer and employee, an employee may apply to their employer to change
the period of parental leave on one occasion. Any such change
to be notified at least four weeks prior to the commencement
of the changed arrangements.
(7) Variation of notice period
Notwithstanding the requirement to give at least 10 weeks
notice of the date of commencement of parental leave, such
notice may be for a greater or lesser period, where it is necessary to vary the date of commencement of parental leave due
to a variation in the actual date of arrival of the child. Such
variation does not count as a variation for the purposes of
subclause (7) of this clause.
(8) Parental leave and other entitlements
An employee may in lieu of or in conjunction with parental
leave, access other paid leave entitlements which they have
accrued, such as annual leave and long service leave, subject
to the total amount of leave not exceeding 52 weeks.
(9) Transfer to a safe job
(a) Where an employee is pregnant and, in the opinion of a
registered medical practitioner, illness or risks arising out of
the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to
the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present work, the employee will, if the employer
deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and
on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee may elect, or the employer may require the employee,
to commence parental leave.
(10) Entitlement to Part-Time Employment
(a) Where an employee is pregnant, and has a doctors certificate advising that it would be preferable for the employee
to work part-time, or eligible for parental leave, and where the
employer agrees, the employee may work part-time in one or
more periods at any time until the child’s second birthday or
until the second anniversary of the placement of the child.
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(b) The work to be performed part-time need not be the work
performed by the employee in his or her former position.
(11) Returning to work after a period of parental leave.
(a) An employee will notify of their intention to return to
work after a period of parental leave at least four weeks prior
to the expiration of the leave.
(b) An employee will be entitled to the position which they
held immediately before proceeding on parental leave. In the
case of an employee transferred to a safe job pursuant to
subclause (8), the employee will be entitled to return to the
position they held immediately before such transfer.
(c) When such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available which the employee is qualified for and is
capable of performing, the employee will be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in status and pay to that of their
former position.
(12) Replacement employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged or temporarily promoted or transferred, as a result of an
employee proceeding on parental leave.
(b) A replacement employee will be informed of the temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of the employee
who is being replaced.
23.—EMPLOYEE MOBILITY
(1) This clause will apply to all current and prospective
employees of the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service Board.
(2) The parties agree that the provision of appropriate levels
of health care is better able to be facilitated where the workforce
is prepared to be mobile in the sense of being able to work in
more than one position and where appropriate able to move on
a temporary or permanent basis to a different location and or
position.
(3) It is agreed that employee mobility should—
(a) not impose unreasonable difficulties, out of pocket
expenses, or otherwise impact adversely on employees; or
(b) subject to the provisions of this clause, be as far as
practicable, voluntary.
(4) Staffing mobility, administered in accordance with the
standards and principles contained in this clause, within the
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service region will benefit employees through providing—
(a) access to a greater variety of employment opportunities
(b) the opportunity to develop and acquire a wide range
of skills, competencies and work experience;
(c) expanded opportunities in terms of career development; and
(d) improved employment security.
(5) Employees agree to be prepared to give reasonable consideration to any proposal in regard to their mobility which
meets the principles and requirements of this clause.
(6) The parties agree that in giving effect to the mobility
provisions of this clause, both the organisation’s and employee’s needs are to be considered including—
(a) ensuring that the careers of employees are not disadvantaged;
(b) consideration of family & career responsibilities;
(c) availability of transport and its cost;
(d) reimbursement of the employee for any reasonable
costs incurred by the employee as a result of a temporary or permanent move made.
(e) matching skill level and professional suitability of
any temporary job opportunity or permanent new position;
(f) availability of training and support to assist the employee with any skills deficit in respect to the
requirement of the temporary job opportunity or permanent new position.
(g) consideration of the employee’s ability to cope with
the temporary or permanent change;
(h) adequate support to assist the employee with dealing with the change involved in moving to another
job on either a temporary or permanent basis.
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(7) The parties acknowledge the above and any other reasonable considerations can only be properly assessed through
consultation between the employer, employee and the union.
When considering the reasonableness of any proposed move
the level of the employee and the relative cost to the employee
of any move will be taken into account. Subject to family and
social commitments and the suitability of the position, the
higher the classification of the employee, the more the employee can be expected to demonstrate flexibility in regard to
mobility.
(8) The parties agree that they will assist in the introduction
of this initiative on the following basis—
(a) Relief. It is agreed that all positions, which for operational reasons are required to be relieved, will be
relieved.
(i) Relief is defined as: “Planned relief” which is
relief in positions for which a minimum of four
weeks notice can reasonably be given. It is
likely that planned relief will usually be for
the cover of leave, higher duties and relief for
vacancies caused by special projects and the
like. “Unplanned relief” which is relief at short
notice for unplanned absences such as sick
leave, family leave, urgent operational requirements and the like.
(ii) Employees may agree to relieve in positions
at the request of their supervisor to meet shortterm operational requirements.
(iii) Where possible, all such relief will be provided
on a voluntary basis, and vacancies will be
notified and open to all eligible employees and
awarded on the basis of merit.
(iv) Where no suitable employee has volunteered,
and it is not reasonable to recruit from outside
the health service, or in exceptional circumstances, following consultation with the
employee, an employee may be required to
relieve in a position provided that—
(aa) the position is suitable;
(bb) due consideration is given to the employees personal commitments;
(cc) the employee will not be financially
disadvantaged;
(v) Where an employee has been directed to relieve in a position on more than two occasions
in a calendar month, the employee may seek a
review of the decision.
(vi) The relieving employee has the right to return
to their substantive position at the end of the
period of relief, as does the person whose position is being relieved.
(b) Temporary Transfer. Subject to agreement between
the employer and employee, an employee may be
transferred to another position within the KalgoorlieBoulder Health Service Board on a temporary basis,
provided that—
(i) the employer and employee mutually agree the
decision to transfer;
(ii) the period of time is defined;
(iii) the transfer is at a comparable classification
level; and
(iv) the employee is formally notified of the agreed
duties and these are commensurate with the
substantive classification of the employee.
(v) where an employee has agreed to a temporary
transfer the employee may not capriciously
withdraw their agreement to that transfer.
(c) Permanent Transfer. Subject to agreement between
the parties, an employee may be transferred to another position within the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health
Service Board on a permanent basis, provided that:
(i) the employer and employee mutually agree the
decision to transfer;
(ii) the transfer is at a comparable classification
level; and
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(iii) the employee is formally notified of the agreed
duties and these are commensurate with the
substantive classification of the employee.
(d) Restructure. Where the requirement for mobility
arises out of an organisational restructure the relevant
provisions of the award together with the relevant
legislation applies.
24.—ANNUAL RECREATION LEAVE
This clause replaces subclauses 4 to 14 inclusive of Clause
16 Holidays and Annual Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 from the date this agreement is
certified.
(1) An employee is entitled to twenty days paid annual recreation leave, excluding public holidays, for each year of full
time service. A year of service is calculated on an anniversary
of employment basis. On termination an employee is entitled
to be paid out accrued and prorata leave.
(2) If a public holiday falls on a day of annual leave an extra
day will be added to the annual recreation leave.
(3) Annual leave accrues pro rata on a weekly basis and is
cumulative.
(4) On the termination of an employee, the employer shall
pay the employee any accrued and pro- rata annual leave, or
the employee shall repay any pay for annual leave taken if the
employee resigns prior to the annual leave accruing.
(5) An employee shall be entitled to take up to 20 consecutive working days of annual recreational leave at any one time.
More consecutive days may be taken by mutual agreement.
The employer must approve the time at which annual leave is
taken, provided the employer shall not unreasonably withhold
agreement to a request for leave by an employee. The rescheduling of leave should be done in consultation with the employee.
Unless provided otherwise in this agreement, annual recreational leave is not to be taken in periods of less than one day.
(6) The employee should not normally accrue more than forty
days annual leave except with the written permission of the
employer.
(7) The employer may require the employee to take any accrued leave entitlement where an employee has accrued forty
days annual leave or more.
(8) The employee may be paid in lieu of taking accrued annual leave if the employer and employee agree to this in writing
and provided that the payment in lieu of annual leave will not
exceed the equivalent of two weeks annual leave in any one
calendar year unless agreed by the employer.
(9) An employee shall take a minimum of two weeks annual
leave per twelve months of continuous service.
(10) Annual leave shall be paid at the employee’s ordinary
rate of salary which in the case of shift workers includes the
shift and weekend penalties the worker would have they would
have received had they not proceeded on annual leave. Where
it is not possible to calculate the shift and weekend penalties
the employee would have received the employee shall be paid
at the rate of the average of such payments made each week
over the four weeks prior to taking leave.
(11) Leave loading will not be paid to the employee for leave
accrued during the period of this enterprise agreement instead
this will be converted to three and a half days leave per annum. Any leave loading outstanding from past credits will be
paid out at the commencement of this agreement or by agreement between the employer and employee can be converted to
leave.
(12) An employee may apply, in writing, to have the additional weeks leave paid out in lieu of taking such leave.
(13) An employee will receive two days for travel each year
and these must be attached to a period of leave. A train fare is
payable, on application to the employer, to each employee and
their eligible dependents every second anniversary year. This
will be no more than the equivalent of an economy return train
fare to Perth. This payment is not retrospective and must be
used in the year it falls due.
(14) (a) Shift workers who are rostered to work their ordinary hours on Sundays and or public holidays during a
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qualifying period for annual leave purposes shall be entitled
to receive additional annual leave as follows—
(i) If thirty five ordinary shifts on such days have been
worked—on week.
(ii) If less than thirty five ordinary shifts on such days
have been worked the employee shall be entitled to
have one additional day’s leave for each seven ordinary shifts so worked, provided that the maximum
additional leave shall not exceed five working days.
(b) An employee may apply, in writing, to have the additional weeks leave paid out in lieu of taking such leave.
(14) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
workers
(15) A full time employee who, during a qualifying period
towards a and entitlement of annual leave was employed continuously on both a full and part-time basis may elect to take a
lesser period of annual leave calculated by converting the parttime service to equivalent full time service.
25.—FORTY EIGHT—FIFTY TWO WEEKS WORKING
ARRANGEMENT
A “forty eight—fifty two weeks working arrangement” is a
system of work whereby an employee forfeits four weeks salary per year in order to accumulate an additional four weeks
leave per year. (The resultant 48 weeks salary is averaged over
52 weeks.) The purpose of this clause is to facilitate such a
work arrangement within the parameters of the Agreement. A
variation of this arrangement can be 49/50/ or 51 weeks averaged over 52 weeks.
(1) At the request of an employee or group of employees the
employer may subject to operational requirements agree to
enter into a forty eight—fifty two weeks working arrangement. For the purposes of this subclause, and without limiting
the meaning of the term, “operational requirements” may include—
(a) availability of suitable cover;
(b) whether a forty eight—fifty two work arrangement
is offered to any other employees at the work site or
in a particular work unit;
(c) any costs, including set-up costs the employer would
incur should if it agreed to a forty eight—fifty two
work arrangement in a particular circumstance;
(d) the impact of the work arrangement on other employees; and
(e) patient, client, customer and service requirements;
Provided that in refusing any request to enter into a
forty eight—fifty two work arrangement.
(2) The portion of the employee’s salary to be forfeited will
be calculated as a fortnightly amount and the employee’s fortnightly salary will be decreased by that amount over the life of
the agreement to enter the forty eight—fifty two work arrangement.
(3) All leave will be paid at the reduced rate provided that
the additional leave provided for under this clause continues
to accrue while the employee is on leave.
(4) (a) All overtime rates, shift allowances, on call allowances, availability allowances and any other allowances which
are salary based will be based on 100% of the employees ordinary salary but will not be payable for the additional four weeks
leave.
(b) All other allowances will also be paid at the 100% rate
except during the four weeks additional leave.
(5) An employee who fails to clear the additional four (4)
weeks leave within twelve (12) months of the leave becoming
due will lose the leave entitlement and the salary previously
forfeited in lieu of leave will be repaid to the employee at the
rate it was forfeited.
(6) Withdrawal from the arrangement by the employee shall
be by the employee giving the employer one months notice, or
a lesser period if agreed, provided that in the giving of such
notice the employee may not unreasonably refuse to extend
the notice period where to not do so may have a significant
effect in regard to the family responsibilities of another employee.
(7) Notice of discontinuance of the arrangement by the employer, shall be by the giving of one month’s notice in writing,
or a lesser period if agreed,
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(8) Subject to the provisions of subclause (5) an employee
may not be required to work a forty eight—fifty two work
arrangement.
26.—HIGHER DUTIES ALLOWANCE
This clause replaces Clause 11 Higher Duties in the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) An employee who is directed by the employer and/or
appointed for a defined period, of five or more consecutive
working days, to act in an office which is classified higher
than his/her substantive position shall be paid an allowance
according to the proportion of the higher duties which were
assigned.
(2) If the employee has been paid a higher duties rate for a
continuous period of twelve months or more, the higher duties
allowance will be added for up to four weeks of annual recreational leave or up to four weeks of any other approved leave of
absence for each period of 12 months so worked.
(3) Where an employee is acting for a period of between one
and four consecutive days while not receiving higher duty allowance the period of service should be recorded on the
employee’s record of service for their C.V.
27.—SPECIAL LEAVE
Employees may be granted leave for the following—
• International sporting events
• Defence force reserves
• State emergency service volunteers
• Personal emergencies
Employees must submit a written request for leave and the
Employer shall consider the request having regard to patient
care and operational requirements. The Employer’s decision
on the application and also whether the leave is to be paid or
unpaid shall be final.
28.—SKILLS DEVELOPMENT LEAVE
(1) In this clause, an “approved course” is an accredited
course of study, conference or workshop undertaken by the
Employee which in the Employers view—
(a) is relevant to the business outcomes to be achieved
by the Employee;
(b) is relevant to the current and emerging business needs
of the Employer;
(c) enhances the career development of the Employee;
and
(d) does not unduly affect or inconvenience the operations of the Employer.
The Employer may grant an Employee leave with pay to
undertake part-time study for an approved course. The amount
of leave may be up to 38 hours within a 12 month period.
(2) Where paid study leave is provided for formal study periods with a college or university the Employee shall undertake
at least 50% of formal study in their own time.
(3) The Employee may be required to provide evidence to
the employer of attendance and satisfactory progress with studies.
(4) The Employer may grant the Employee leave to attend
an approved course during the Employee’s hours of duty and
may require the employee to make up the hours in a way approved by the Employer. Alternatively, the Employer may grant
unpaid leave.
(5) The Employer may upon considering the merits of the
case, grant the Employee full time study leave with pay for a
period not extending beyond the Employee’s period of engagement provided that—
(a) The course or similar is not available locally;
(b) The course must be a highly specialised course with
direct relevance to the Employee’s position and to
the Health Service’s corporate strategies and goals;
(c) The Employer may also take into consideration previous applications for study leave and whether the
study undertaken during those periods has been successfully completed.
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29.—JURY SERVICE
If the Employee is required to serve on a jury the Employee
will receive paid leave for the time necessary to perform these
duties. The Employee will claim jurors fees and will pay them
to the Health Service.
30.—WITNESS SERVICE
If the Employee is called or subpoenaed as a witness before
a court or statutory tribunal in relation to a work-related matter, the Employee may at the discretion of the employer, receive
paid leave for the time necessary to fulfil these duties. Where
the Employee is paid for such leave, he/she will claim and pay
any witness fees received to the Health Service.
31.—WORK-RELATED EXPENSES
The Employer will reimburse to the Employee any approved
and reasonable work related expenses incurred by the Employee. All requests for reimbursement must include evidence
as to the appropriateness of a claim for reimbursement of any
such expenses.
The Employer may require evidence of the expenses incurred
by the Employee.
32.—SALARIES
This clause replaces Schedule A—Minimum Salaries of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Subject to the provision of Clause 9.—Salaries of the
Award and to the provisions of this Clause the minimum annual salaries for employees bound by this Agreement are set
in this Clause and shall apply from date of registration until
the expiry of this Agreement.
(2) Minimum Salaries are detailed as follows. The rates of
pay have been adjusted to reflect the increase in Clause 10 of
the Agreement and represent full and final settlement of wage
adjustments provided for in this Agreement.
HSOA
Level

18 yrs age
19 yrs age
20 yrs age
Level 1 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 2 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
Level 3 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 4 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 5 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
Level 6 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 7 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 8 1st year
2nd year
Level 9 1st year
2nd year
Level 10 1st year
2nd year
Level 11 1st year
2nd year
Level 12 1st year
2nd year
3rd year

EBA rates
EBA rates
prior to
effective 4%
Registration @ Registration
16,680
19,306
21,681
23,816
24,551
25,282
26,011
26,742
27,475
28,317
28,900
29,760
30,777
31,567
32,399
33,724
34,418
35,459
36,527
38,047
38,838
39,926
41,045
42,196
44,414
46,060
48,400
49,651
51,237
52,880
55,280
57,248
60,226
62,298
64,566
68,214
71,128
74,091
78,154
80,899
84,029

17,347
20,078
22,548
24,769
25,533
26,293
27,051
27,812
28,574
29,450
30,056
30,950
32,008
32,830
33,695
35,073
35,795
36,877
37,988
39,569
40,392
41,523
42,687
43,884
46,191
47,902
50,336
51,637
53,286
54,995
57,491
59,538
62,635
64,790
67,149
70,943
73,973
77,055
81,280
84,135
87,390

EBA rates
effective 3%
12 months
later
17,848
20,657
23,199
25,483
26,270
27,052
27,832
28,614
29,398
30,299
30,923
31,843
32,931
33,777
34,667
36,085
36,827
37,941
39,084
40,710
41,557
42,721
43,918
45,150
47,523
49,284
51,788
53,127
54,824
56,582
59,150
61,255
64,442
66,659
69,086
72,989
76,107
79,277
83,625
86,562
89,911
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(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on appointment to a classification equivalent to Level 1, may be appointed
to the minimum rate of pay based on years of service, not on
age.
(b) A Medical Typist or Medical Secretary shall be paid a
medical terminology allowance of $1000 per annum.
For the purposes of this subclause ‘Medical Typist’ and
‘Medical Secretary’ shall mean those workers classified on a
classification equivalent to Level 1,2, or 3 who spend at least
50% of their time typing from tapes, shorthand, and/or Doctor’s notes of case histories, summaries, reports or similar
material involving a broad range of medical terminology.
(3) Salaries.—Specified Callings and Other Professionals
are detailed as follows. The rates of pay have been adjusted to
reflect the increases in Clause 10 of the Agreement, and represent full and final settlement of wage adjustments provided
for in this Agreement.
(a) Employees, who possess a relevant tertiary level qualification, or equivalent as agreed between the union and the
employers, and who are employed in the callings of Architect,
Audiologist, Bio Engineer, Chemist, Dietitian, Engineer, Medical Scientist, Librarian, Occupational Therapist,
Physiotherapist, Physicist, Pharmacist, Clinical Psychologist,
Psychologist, Research Officer, Scientific Officer, Social
Worker, Speech Pathologist, Podiatrist, Medical Imaging Technologist, Nuclear Medicine Technologist, Radiation Therapist,
Orthotist, or any other professional calling as agreed between
the Union and employers, shall be entitled to Annual Salaries
as follows—
HSOA
Level

Level 3/5 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
Level 6 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 7 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
Level 8 1st year
2nd year
Level 9 1st year
2nd year
Level 10 1st year
2nd year
Level 11 1st year
2nd year
Level 12 1st year
2nd year
3rd year
HSO701/ trainee
HSO Class 1
HSO Class2
HSO Class 3
HSO Class 4
PS Class 1

EBA rates
EBA rates
prior to
effective 4%
Registration @ Registration
30,777
32,399
34,418
36,527
39,926
42,196
44,414
46,060
48,400
49,651
51,237
52,880
55,280
57,248
60,226
62,298
64,566
68,214
71,128
74,091
78,154
80,899
84,029
1 5,650
88,764
93,498
98,231
102,965
82,879

32,008
33,695
35,795
37,988
41,523
43,884
46,191
47,902
50,336
51,637
53,286
54,995
57,491
59,538
62,635
64,790
67,149
70,943
73,973
77,055
81,280
84,135
87,390
16,276
92,315
97,238
102,160
107,084
86,194

EBA rates
effective 3%
12 months
later
32,931
34,667
36,827
39,084
42,721
45,150
47,523
49,284
51,788
53,127
54,824
56,582
59,150
61,255
64,442
66,659
69,086
72,989
76,107
79,277
83,625
86,562
89,911
16,746
94,977
100,043
105,107
110,173
88,681

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this sub clause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 3/5 under this sub clause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved three
academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their
calling, shall commence at the first year increment;
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved four
academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their
calling, shall commence at the second year increment;
(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved Masters or PhD Degree relevant to their calling shall
commence on the third year increment;
Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary level
qualification after appointment shall not be entitled to any
advanced progression through the range.
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(c) The employer and union shall be responsible for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for appointment
for the callings covered by this sub clause and shall maintain a
manual setting out such qualifications.
(d) The employer in allocating levels pursuant to paragraph
(b) of this sub clause may determine a commencing salary
above Level 3/5 for a particular calling/s.
(4) The following conditions shall apply to employees in the
callings detailed below—
Engineers—
Employees employed in the calling of Engineer and
who are classified Level 3/5 under this Agreement
shall be paid a minimum salary at the rate prescribed
for the maximum of Level 3/5 where the employee
is an “experienced engineer” as defined.
For the purposes of this paragraph “experienced engineer” shall mean—
(a) An engineer appointed to perform professional
engineering duties and who is a Corporate
Member of The Institution of Engineers, Australia, or who attains that status during service.
(b) An engineer appointed to perform professional
duties who is not a Corporate Member of the
Institution of Engineers, Australia but who
possesses a degree or diploma from a University, College, or Institution acceptable to the
employer on the recommendation of the Institution of Engineers, Australia, and who—
(i) having graduated in a four or five academic year course at a University or
Institution recognised by the employer,
has had four years experience on professional engineering duties acceptable
to the employer since becoming a qualified engineer, or
(ii) not having a University degree but possessing a diploma recognised by the
employer, has had five year’s experience on professional engineering
duties, recognised by the employer
since becoming a qualified engineer.
33.—REMUNERATION PACKAGING
(1) An employee may elect by separate written agreement
with the employer to receive non-cash benefits of up to 30%
of the base wage (excluding penalty and overtime payments
and allowances) and to have the total annual cash payment of
wage correspondingly reduced by the amount by which the
non-cash benefits are valued.
(2) Remuneration Packaging will be provided in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement and the Western Australian Government Health System Remuneration Packaging
Policy and Procedures, and conditions agreed in the Remuneration Packaging Agreement letter.
(3) Remuneration Packaging will be offered at no cost to the
employer.
(4) To the extent of any inconsistency between the separate
written agreement and the provisions of this Agreement, the
provisions of this Agreement will have precedence.
(5) An employee may elect at any time to cancel any Remuneration Packaging arrangement on at least 4 weeks notice.
(6) The employer may elect to cancel any Remuneration
Packaging arrangement on at least 4 weeks notice if the employer incurs a liability to pay fringe benefits tax or any other
tax in respect of the non-cash benefits provided. Provided that
the employer can not retrospectively cancel any Remuneration Packaging arrangement.
(7) The cancellation of Remuneration packaging will not
cancel or otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
34.—MANAGEMENT OF ABSENTEEISM
(1) In order to ensure that those absent through no fault of
their own receive the full support of the Health Service, and to
improve productivity by better managing absenteeism and its
causes, the absenteeism management system set out in Appendix B will be implemented.
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(2) The operation of these provisions may be reviewed during the life of the Agreement at the request of either party and
may be revised or varied as a result of such review.
35.—RATIFICATION
The signatories that follow testify to the fact that this Agreement shall come into effect as of the date of registration.
Michael Hartland
COMMON SEAL
...M Hartland (signed).....
27.4.99
(Signature)
(Date)
President, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
Daniel P Hill
....D Hill (signed)....
23.4.99
(Signature)
(Date)
Secretary, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
The Common Seal of the Board of
Management of Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service
was affixed by authority of the Board,
in the presence of—
COMMON SEAL
....Leslie P Smith (signed)....
12.4.99
Chairman
(Date)
....(Indecipherable)....
Board Member

12.4.99
(Date)

....T Canning (signed)....
General Manager

12.4.99
(Date)

ATTACHMENT 1—MODEL FOR IDENTIFYING
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES
The following model is to be used as a guide only and it is
expected that it will be modified to meet the needs of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Service as required.
A Model for Identifying Productivity Increases
The primary focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the workplace
will be on best practice, efficiency, effectiveness, competitiveness and cost saving. This will involve achieving corporate
goals through the business planning cycle and linking into the
quality process used in the EQuIP accreditation principles.
1. Employees to focus on the following areas—
• Productivity Improvements which can be made: Identification of all possibilities for improving
productivity through looking at possible changes in
what work is done, how the work is done, who does
the work, who could better do the work, when the
work is done, whether the work should be done (ie.
whether a particular task can be performed less often and still achieve a satisfactory output) possibilities
for multi-skilling and opportunities to reduce costs
(including financial costs) and reduce waste. Employees will actively participate in achieving
organisational goals and support the EQuIP Accreditation process.
• Barriers to Productivity Improvements: Identification and removal of any significant barriers to
improving productivity, such as, need for training,
need for equipment, problems with computer programs, demarcation problems and arguments about
who should do what, award constraints, information
or guidelines problems, problems in regard to supervision, whether too much or not enough, or of poor
quality, opportunities and barriers to self management, physical barriers such as the location of various
functions which interact with each other and barriers to communication. Continuous service
improvement will an integral part of productivity
gains.
2. Employers, in consultation with their Employees, to focus on all of the above plus macro issues impacting on
productivity—
• Structural Matters: Existing organisational structures
will be changed to maximise flexibility and achieve
quality service outcomes for our customers. This will
involve the abolition of some positions and
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refocussing of others to achieve shifts in service direction. Continuous improvement will underpin the
drive for greater productivity and service delivery
enhancement using the Equip Accreditation process..
• Management structures will be flattened to more appropriately reflect the responsibilities and
commitment of employees to achieving greater flexibility and productivity. The management structures
and their appropriateness may need to be examined
at both an organisational and departmental level.
• Best Practice, Benchmarking, Continuous Improvement and New Opportunities: Initiatives in these
areas will in general need to be initiated through
employees and managers working co-operatively
towards organisational goals. This is an important
area given that one of its outcomes should be improved competitiveness.
Where barriers to competitiveness beyond the control of the employer/health service are identified,
these should be drawn to the attention of the Health
Department so that they can be addressed on an industry basis.
• Culture and Environment: Management culture and
organisational culture may need to be examined in
light of the overall direction of health management
and where appropriate programs and training be introduced to address any identified problems.
3. Quality of Employment—Issues to be Examined by Both
Employees and Employers—
This area does not necessarily impact on productivity, as
such, but may have a positive impact financially and/or an
improvement in the non-wage rewards of employment and is
therefore a very valuable, win-win, area for both employees
and employers. Matters to be examined under this heading
include, but are not confined to—
1. A framework is to be developed to determine Level
1-2 Competency Progression and be implemented
within 12 months of the agreement being ratified.
2. Remote Area Benefits and Attraction Package—
Some of the following issues are for consideration
:Review of Housing and District Allowance, Pro-rata
Long Service Leave after Three Years, Housing Subsidy, Locality Allowance, 10% bonus on completing
three year contract.
3. Develop a statement on overtime that is fair and reasonable to all parties.
Consider and review productivity issues but not limited to
the following—
• Occupational Health and Safety -work to reduce
number of incidents
• Unplanned Absences—implement a management
program see attachment B
• Health and Welfare of the Workforce
• Equal Opportunity—ensure services are delivered appropriately and employment practices reflect
principles and policy of the Health Service.
• Career paths, including access to special project
work, providing opportunities for development and
recognition
• Employee Recognition, through feedback, support,
acknowledgment, enablement, empowerment, consultation and non-financial rewards
• Equity Issues—ensure access to employment opportunity and services is based on merit, fairness and need.
APPENDIX B
KALGOORLIE—BOULDER HEALTH SERVICE
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health service management of sick leave
Policy
The Health Service wishes to provide genuine support to
employees when they are ill. As a part of our commitment to
employees and in acknowledging family responsibilities we
have expanded sick leave credit usage to enable employees to
use sick credits to look after immediate members of their family when they are ill. Employees with genuine illness should
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advise their manager of their difficulty and wherever possible
support will be given to assist the employee to manage their
illness in the workplace.
While it is acknowledged that there are some employees
who have and do experience long term illnesses, there is also
a pattern amongst a number of employees to use every sick
day as it accrues. These employees are easily identified and
many have distinct patterns of sick leave usage. As good management practice, those employees who are demonstrating a
pattern of sick leave usage will have this drawn to their attention. Managers will interview all employees upon their return
to work from sick leave to ensure they are well and able to
return to work.
Inappropriate use of sick leave has an impact on service delivery and causes an unfair burden on remaining employees.
To standardise the management of sick leave across KalgoorlieBoulder Health Service it is proposed that as employees return
to work from sick leave they will meet with the manager for
their area to ensure—
• They are well and are not returning to work too early,
• Where a particular pattern is evident then this is to
be drawn to the employees attention and an offer
made for assistance. If the pattern is as a result of
long term medical treatment for illness then the
Health Service will endeavour to ensure that we facilitate access to that treatment for the employee.
Every attempt will be made to remove any pressure
the employee may feel about having treatment on a
regular basis.
• If a sick leave pattern is as a result of other personal
issues the employee, does not have to identify the
specific issue, but will be offered access to services
at Centrecare. It is essential for the issue causing the
unacceptable pattern to be managed. This might include the employee exercising the option to take
annual or other leave to address the problem.
• If there is a continuation in an employee’s pattern of
poor sick leave usage particularly where there is no
medical certificate then the employee will be given
a formal written warning. This will not have an impact on those employees who are genuinely ill.
Should you have a particular problem you are encouraged to
discuss it with your area manager or Manager Workforce Services and Development.
General Manager
September 1998
KALGOORLIE-BOULDER HEALTH SERVICE
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM—PROCESS
FOR ISSUING OF A WARNING
Action will be taken for the following patterns of non-certificated sick leave and other forms of absenteeism—
A. Regular absenteeism before and after days off duty
or overtime over a period of 4 months (3—4 times
within the period).
*A pattern of being absent on the shift before or after days off or overtime over a period of 4 months
(3-4 times in the period).
*Absenteeism after an accrued day off (3 or more)
over a period of 4 months.
B. Regular absenteeism of 1 or 2 days (including sick
leave without a certificate) once every 4 to 6 weeks
over a period of 4 months.
Use of ADO’s, Annual Leave and Time In Lieu of shifts
substitute for sick leave will not be approved where a person
has (or has not) used their sick leave entitlement unless approved by the General Manager.
DISCIPLINARY ACTION
1. FIRST COUNSELLING
The employee will be asked to attend a meeting with Management and asked if there is a problem. At this meeting the
offer of counselling will be given with a warning and if the
problem continues the employee will face disciplinary action.
A confirmation letter of the discussion will be issued together
with a counselling service brochure (see Attachment 1).
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2. FIRST WARNING
A letter will be handed to the employee outlining the exact
nature of the reason for the warning. If the absenteeism continues then Management will take disciplinary action as per
the award. The letter will contain an extract of the award condition (see Attachment 2).
3. SECOND WARNING
Another letter will be handed to the employee outlining the
exact nature of the reason for the warning. Disciplinary action
may involve redeployment to another area, or other appropriate action. A confirmation letter outlining the action to be sent
to the employee (see Attachment 3).
4. THIRD AND FINAL WARNING
If the employee continues to be absent as outlined above,
the disciplinary procedure as stated in the award will apply
(clause 27—3) and may lead to the termination of the employee’s contract of employment.
NB. Steps 2 to 4 above shall be in accordance with section
27—3 of the award which provides for the warnings to be
given over a 12 month period. The employee may invite a
third party to be present at all interviews.
KALGOORLIE-BOULDER HEALTH SERVICE
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SUMMARY SHEET
TO BE SIGNED AS EACH INTERVIEW IS HELD
THE ORIGINAL IS TO BE RETAINED BY THE MANAGER OF THE
DEPARTMENT AND A COPY
SENT TO THE HUMAN RESOURCES AFTER EACH INTERVIEW
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Attachment 1
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FIRST COUNSELLING LETTER
Dear
This is to confirm the interview held on ____/___/___ with
your manager, ................................., concerning your absenteeism record.
Detailed below are the days you have been absent since
____/___/____—
DATE

DAY OF THE WEEK

HOURS ABSENT

The dates marked with an asterisk have been taken before or
after your rostered days off duty.
Should the reason for your absenteeism be of a personal or
non-work related nature then we encourage you to seek assistance, if required, from the Employee Assistance Program
organisation, Centrecare. A brochure is attached for reference.
If you require to be absent from work for reasons other than
sickness, then you should apply in advance for an Accrued
Day Off.
I will be reviewing your record over the next few months
and look forward to a resolution of the situation. If you wish
to discuss this matter at any time, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Yours sincerely,
MANAGER
Attach—
Attachment 2

EMPLOYEE’S NAME................................................................................................
Last Name
First Name
POSITION...........................................................POSITION NO..............…...........

SUPERVISOR'S NAME.............................................................................................
Last Name
First Name
SUPERVISOR'S POSITION.....................................................................................

DISCUSSION

DATE

EMPLOYEE’S
SIGNATURE

SUPERVISOR’S
SIGNATURE

ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FIRST WARNING LETTER
Dear
This is to confirm the interview held on ___/___/___ with
you, me and the Manager Workforce Services and Development, concerning your absenteeism record. This is your second
interview on this matter.
Detailed below are the days you have been absent since
___/___/___—
DATE

1ST SESSION
1ST WARNING
2ND WARNING
FINAL WARNING

KALGOORLIE-BOULDER HEALTH SERVICE
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW
(To be completed at each interview. Copy to be made
available to employee).
GENERAL COMMENTS

MANAGER’S COMMENTS

EMPLOYEE’S COMMENTS

DATE_____/______/___

DAY OF THE WEEK

HOURS ABSENT

The dates marked with an asterisk have been taken before or
after your rostered days off duty.
In terms of the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health Services absenteeism policy, this record is unacceptable and if it continues it
will be necessary to take disciplinary action in terms of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award. The wording of the relevant
section, Clause 27 (3) of the award is set out below for your
information—
Where the employer seeks to discipline an employee, or terminate an employee the following steps shall be observed—
(a) (i) In the event that an employee commits a misdemeanour, the employee’s immediate supervisor or any
other officer so authorised, may exercise the employer’s right to reprimand the employee so that the
employee understands the nature and implications
of his/her conduct.
(ii) The first two reprimands shall take the form of warnings and, if given verbally, shall be confirmed in
writing as soon as practicable after the giving of the
reprimand.
(iii) Should it be necessary, for any reason, to reprimand
an employee three times in a period not exceeding
12 months continuous service, the contract of service, shall, upon the giving of that third reprimand, be
terminable in accordance with the provisions of this
award.
(iv) The above procedure is meant to preserve the rights
of the individual employee, but it shall not, in any
way, limit the right of the employer to summarily
dismiss an employee for misconduct.
This matter has now been referred to Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Health Services Manager for Workforce Services and Development. It is strongly recommended that you make every effort
to improve your absenteeism record so that it is acceptable to
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the organisation. If you do not do so, the above procedure will
be followed and could lead to the termination of your contract
of service with the organisation.
I will continue to review your absenteeism record over the
next few months. If you wish to discuss this matter at any
time, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,

79 W.A.I.G.

industrial agreement in replacement of the Hospital Salaried Officers Laverton and Leonora Health Service
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 (PSAAG 28 of
1997) which is hereby cancelled.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

MANAGER
Attachment 3.
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SECOND WARNING LETTER
Dear
This is to confirm the interview held on ____/____/____
with concerning your continued poor absenteeism record. This
is the third interview held regarding this matter.
Detailed below are the days you have been absent since
_____/___/____—
DATE

DAY OF THE WEEK

HOURS ABSENT

The dates marked with an asterisk have been taken before or
after your rostered days off duty.
This record continues to be unacceptable to the Health Service. As stated in my previous letter dated ____/____/___ if
continued it could lead to the termination of your contract of
employment.
As indicated at our interview there are two options available
to me at this stage. The first is to leave you where you are and
monitor your attendance closely. The second is to move you
to another area where your absences are less likely to cause
disruption to the services provided by this Department and to
monitor your attendance closely. On this occasion I have chosen to take the .......... option.
Again I encourage you to improve your absenteeism record.
If you wish to discuss this matter at any time, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,
MANAGER

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS LAVERTON AND
LEONORA HEALTH SERVICE ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSA AG 19 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Minister for Health on behalf of the Board of
Management of Laverton and Leonora Health Service
and
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers).
No. PSAAG 19 of 1999.
Hospital Salaried Officers Laverton and Leonora Health
Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
14 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms B E Burke on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr C D Panizza on behalf of Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the agreement made between the parties as lodged
in the Commission on the 28th day of April, 1999 entitled Hospital Salaried Officers Laverton and Leonora
Health Service Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999
be registered in the terms of the following Schedule as an

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be titled the Hospital Salaried Officers Laverton and Leonora Health Service Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1999.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Purpose of Agreement
Application and Parties Bound
Term of Agreement
No Extra Claims
Objectives, Principles and Commitments
Framework and Principles for further Productivity
Bargaining
9. Awards, Agreements and Workplace Agreements
10. Rates of Pay and their Adjustment
11. Resources for Productivity Negotiations
12. Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures
13. Hours
14. Part-Time Employees
15. Medical Imaging Technologists
16. Public Holidays
17. Long Service Leave
18. Sick Leave
19. Family, Bereavement and Personal Leave
20. Allowances
21. Overpayments
22. Parental Leave
23. Employee Mobility
24. Annual Recreation Leave
25. Forty Eight—Fifty Two Weeks Working Arrangement
26. Higher Duties Allowance
27. Special Leave
28. Skills Development Leave
29. Jury Service
30. Witness Service
31. Work Related Expenses
32. Salaries
33. Remuneration Packaging
34. Management of Absenteeism
35. Ratification
ATTACHMENT 1 Model for Identifying Productivity
Increases
ATTACHMENT 2 Management of Absenteeism
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3.—PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement aims to achieve improvements in productivity and efficiency and the enhanced performance of
Laverton and Leonora Health Service along with allowing the
benefits from those improvements to be shared by employees,
Laverton and Leonora Health Service and the Government on
behalf of the Community.
(2) This Agreement places priority on the parties at Laverton
and Leonora Health Service taking responsibility for their own
labour relations affairs and reaching agreement on issues appropriate to Laverton and Leonora Health Service.
(3) This Agreement is entered into in accordance with the
Hospital Salaried Officers—Western Australian Government
Health Industry Enterprise Bargaining Framework Agreement
1996.
4.—APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND
(1) This agreement applies to the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) (HSOA),
the Employees covered by the HSOA’s Public Sector Awards
employed by the Board of Management of Laverton and
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Leonora Health Service, (herein after referred to as Laverton
and Leonora Health Service) subject to the extent to which it
employs employees covered by the Hospital Salaried Officers
Award No. 39 of 1968.
(2) The estimated number of employees bound by this Agreement at the time of registration is 4 employees.
(3) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 (the Award)
and shall replace the provisions of that Award where expressly
stated herein.
(4) This Agreement replaces the Hospital Salaried Officers
Laverton and Leonora Health Service Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement PSA AG 28 of 1997.
5.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the 1st of January
1999 for a period of two years, provided that this Agreement,
including allowances and salaries, may be varied or replaced
prior to its expiry in order to implement any agreement arising
out of this Agreement.
6.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
(1) For the life of this Agreement or any agreement replacing this Agreement, the Hospital Salaried Officers Association
shall make no further claims at Industry or Health Service
level for productivity improvements which occurred prior to
the certification of this agreement.
7.—OBJECTIVES, PRINCIPLES AND
COMMITMENTS
(1) The parties agree that the objectives of this Agreement
are to—
(a) improve the productivity and efficiency of Laverton
and Leonora Health Service;
(b) facilitate greater decentralisation and flexibility in
negotiating employment conditions and work arrangements at Laverton and Leonora Health Service;
(c) ensure high quality patient services in a safe, healthy
and equitable work environment;
(d) ensure high quality of employment and jobs; and
(e) provide a pathway to providing a wage increase to
employees based upon the achievement of improved
productivity and efficiency.
(2) By—
(a) ensuring that gains achieved through agreed improved productivity and changes in workplace culture
are shared by employees, Laverton and Leonora
Health Service and its clients and the Government
on behalf of the community;
(b) ensuring that Laverton and Leonora Health Service
operates in a manner consistent with the principles
outlined in Section 7 of the Public Sector Management Act;
(c) developing and pursuing changes on a co-operative
basis; and
(d) ensuring that Laverton and Leonora Health Service
operates as effectively, efficiently and competitively
as possible.
(3) The Hospital Salaried Officers Association and Laverton
and Leonora Health Service, Management and Employees
bound by this Agreement are committed to—
(a) Support and actively contribute to health service continuous quality improvement, including best practice,
where best practice—
(i) is simply the best way of doing things;
(ii) is a continuous improvement process which
involves constantly changing, adapting and
integrating related approaches to health service issues;
(iii) practices are not fixed and not restricted to an
examination of costs, but also include quality
and delivery issues;
(iv) is outcome rather than simply activity based;
(v) provides the processes, structures, rights and
obligations which are essential to ensure that
the full capacity for innovation of employees
is fully and effectively used;
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(vi) depends on effective training, empowerment
and participation of both management and
employees to acquire and utilise the skills
which are necessary to effectively develop,
implement and evaluate the change process;
and
(vii) are to be based on the following principles—
• customer/patient focus
• management commitment
• employee participation
• leadership
• information analysis
• policies and plans
• appropriate standards
• hospital/health service performance
• cost effectiveness
• working smarter
(b) Support the clinical, teaching, research and organisation goals of the health service and contribute to
the achievement of those goals as active members of
the health service community.
(c) Support and actively contribute to the achievement
and maintenance of ACHS Accreditation.
(d) Actively contribute to the achievement of health service budgets.
(e) Assist with achieving Health Department defined
waiting list priorities and day surgery targets.
(f) Co-operate with the development and implementation of strategies to achieve length of stay targets.
(g) Participate in a Multidisciplinary approach to patient
care.
(h) The principles of public sector administration, in particular to the principles contained in Sections 7., 8.
and 9. of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.
In addition, Laverton and Leonora Health Service is committed to facilitating and encouraging the participation and
commitment of employees.
8.—FRAMEWORK AND PRINCIPLES FOR
FURTHER PRODUCTIVITY BARGAINING
(1)(a) Following the receipt of a request from the HSOA to
negotiate an amendment to this Agreement with
Laverton and Leonora Health Service, a representative from Laverton and Leonora Health Service will
meet with a representative from the HSOA to discuss the request as soon as practicable but in any
event within five working days of the receipt of the
request.
These discussions should include process issues such
as what sort of bargaining mechanism will be established, what consultative process can be used or needs
to be put in place, possible initiatives to be considered and the time frame.
Negotiations will be conducted in a manner and time
frame agreed by the parties to this Agreement.
(b) The negotiations should occur on the basis of a broad
agenda of initiatives designed to improve efficiency,
effectiveness, productivity, patient care and flexibility within Laverton and Leonora Health Service.
(c) The agenda should include but not be limited to—
(i) changes in work organisation, job design and
working patterns and arrangements;
(ii) examination of terms and conditions of employment to ensure they are suited to Laverton
and Leonora Health Service’s operational requirements;
(iii) identification and implementation of best practice across all areas of service delivery;
(iv) (i), (ii) and (iii) can be achieved by means including but not limited to;
(aa) new training and skills development
programs as and where required;
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(bb) the optimum use of human and capital
resources including new technology;
(cc) quality assurance and continuous improvement programs;
(dd) having due regard to operational requirements, allowing sufficient
flexibility to enable employees to meet
their family responsibilities; and
(ee) active occupational health and safety
risk reduction, training and rehabilitation programs.
(2) In negotiating further salary increases in return for productivity improvements, the parties should ensure that the
following issues have been addressed and/or applied—
(a) Productivity Improvements
Productivity improvements are changes which increase the efficiency and effectiveness of Laverton
and Leonora Health Service in meeting its agreed
and contracted service programs and outcomes. Productivity improvements may be related to work
practices or arrangements. They may be things which
go to minimise the cost of what is done, to the way
things are done, to when they are done, to the quality
of what is done or to improve the ability of the provider to meet patient and customer needs. They may
or may not require changes from Award conditions.
Without limiting any of the above, in practice, the
primary focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the
workplace is likely to be on best practice, efficiency,
effectiveness, competitiveness, cost savings, and
quality of employment.
(b) Sharing Gains from Productivity Improvement
The parties accept that there is no precise formula
for the sharing of gains from productivity improvements, but in any agreement, in addition to employee
benefits, there must be a clear and specific return to
Laverton and Leonora Health Service and/or the
Government. Productivity improvements may be
related to work practices or arrangements, subject to
acceptance that where capital expenditure requires
changes in work methods and/or the number of employees and the changes are of a nature that enhances
the investment, it shall qualify as a productivity improvement, provided that there is a net quantifiable
benefit to Laverton and Leonora Health Service.
Any agreement reached should not rely primarily on
improvements which are merely the result of new
technology or financial reforms or other such initiatives. For example; in the case of capital investment
(technology), changes arising from capital expenditure for which Laverton and Leonora Health Service
takes the risk and which require a reasonable return
on the funds invested, do not necessarily count as a
productivity improvement.
The treatment of improved efficiency arising from
major capital expenditure is to be agreed by Laverton
and Leonora Health Service and the HSOA and shall
take into account factors such as the cost of capital.
Where employees repackage or exchange employment conditions, all or most of the saving or
productivity improvement made by Laverton and
Leonora Health Service can be returned to the employees.
(c) Identifying Productivity Increases
The model included as Attachment 1 provides a guide
only and it is expected that it will be modified to
meet the needs of Laverton and Leonora Health Service as required.
(d) Quantum and Timing of Increases
The aggregate productivity gains negotiated at
Laverton and Leonora Health Service could result in
increases greater than the targeted amount, however
there are practical limits on how much can be paid
and when the increases can be paid for specific operational improvements.
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9.—AWARDS, AGREEMENTS AND WORKPLACE
AGREEMENTS
(1) Relationship Between Agreements and Awards
Consistent with the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the
State Wage Principles, this Agreement shall provide the whole
of the employees’ wage increases for the life of the Agreement.
(2) Subject to the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the State
Wage Principles, the parties reserve their rights to seek to
amend this Agreement to provide for further salary increases
in return for productivity improvements at the Health Service.
(3) Choice between this Agreement and Workplace
Agreements
(a) The parties accept that Employees will be given an
informed and free choice between this Agreement
and Workplace Agreements;
(b) To facilitate the making of an informed and free
choice—
(i) Employees who are to be offered a choice between this Agreement and a workplace
agreement may only be required to indicate
their choice after the employee has been offered the position.
(ii) Where an employee has been offered a choice
the employee shall have a minimum of seven
days in which to decide which alternative to
take, provided that where it is necessary to fill
a position within a period of less than seven
days or where an employer agrees to an employee commencing within a period of less
than seven days, the employee shall have up
to the date of formal acceptance.
(iii) The employee shall be provided with—
(aa) a copy of an agreed summary of this
Agreement;
and
(bb) a copy of a summary of the Workplace
Agreement.
(iv) At the request of an employee, the employee
shall be provided with;
(aa) access to a copy of this Agreement and
the Workplace Agreement;
(bb) any other relevant documentation, such
as information on salary packaging; and
(cc) information on where they can obtain
further advice and on how to contact
the Union.
For its part, the Union undertakes to advise all
employees on the matter of choice whether or
not they are members of the Union.
(c) If agreement on any aspect of this clause is not able
to be reached the dispute settlement procedure set
out in Clause 12 of this Agreement is to be followed.
(4) By agreement between the employer and the employee,
an employee who has signed a Workplace Agreement prior to
the registration of this S.41 Industrial Agreement can revisit
the Workplace Agreement in light of this Agreement.
(5) All staff transferred or redeployed to Laverton and
Leonora Health Service from within the Public Sector or within
the Government Health Industry may be offered the choice of
a Workplace Agreement or this Agreement subject to the discretion of Laverton and Leonora Health Service.
(6) All promotional positions and new staff recruited by
Laverton and Leonora Health Service from outside the Public
Sector may be provided with the choice of a Workplace Agreement or S41 Industrial Agreement, subject to the discretion of
Laverton and Leonora Health Service.
In the exercising of the discretion to only offer a Workplace
Agreement under subclauses (5) and (6) of this clause, Laverton
and Leonora Health Service shall ensure that the decision to
only offer a Workplace Agreement is made for legitimate operational reasons. In exercising their discretion to only offer a
Workplace Agreement, Laverton and Leonora Health Service
is to liaise with the HSOA to ensure it is not done to circumvent the option of choice.
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10.—RATES OF PAY AND THEIR ADJUSTMENT
This agreement provides for a 4% salary increase effective
from the date of registration of the agreement. A further increase of 3% will be made 12 months after registration.
Employees will participate in productivity initiatives which
have identified the required savings over the two year period
and represent a minimum of 50% of the costs of the increase
awarded. The model for achieving productivities is identified
in attachment one.
11.—RESOURCES FOR PRODUCTIVITY
NEGOTIATIONS
(1) It is recognised that enterprise bargaining places considerable obligations upon the parties at Laverton and Leonora
Health Service.
(2)(a) To assist in meeting these obligations, Laverton and
Leonora Health Service will assist by providing appropriate resources having regard to the operational
requirements of Laverton and Leonora Health Service and resource requirements associated with
developing amendments to this Agreement aimed at
achieving further salary increases in return for productivity improvements;
(b) It is accepted that employees of Laverton and Leonora
Health Service who are involved in the enterprise
bargaining process will be allowed reasonable paid
time to fulfil their responsibilities in this process;
(c) Access to resources shall be negotiated with Laverton
and Leonora Health Service and shall not unreasonably affect the operation of Health Service;
(d) Any paid time or resources shall be provided in a
manner suitable to both parties and to enable negotiations to occur and to assist in the achievement of
agreement.
(e) The parties accept that the process of bargaining in
good faith includes disclosing relevant information,
as appropriate for the purposes of the negotiations
and confidentiality and privacy in the negotiation
process will be respected at all times.
(f) The parties accept that on occasions the nature of
certain information may prejudice a party’s position
or not assist in the resolution of the matter. Subject
to the rights of the parties to invoke Clause 12.—
Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures of this
Agreement, a decision on whether or not to exchange
or divulge information will be a matter for the relevant party to decide, provided that information shall
not be unreasonably withheld;
(g) Where information of a commercial or sensitive nature is exchanged, the parties agree not to use or
divulge that information outside of the negotiating
forums.
(3) No officer or employee will be discriminated against as
a result of activities conducted in accordance with this clause.
12.—DISPUTE AVOIDANCE AND SETTLEMENT
PROCEDURES
(1) The objective of this Clause is to provide a set of procedures for dealing with any questions disputes or difficulties
arising under this Agreement and for dealing with any questions, dispute or difficulty between the parties during
negotiations for amendments to this Agreement.
(2) Subject to the Public Sector Management Act 1994, in
the event of any question, dispute or difficulty between the
parties as to the application of Government policy and the Wage
Principles and/or their effect upon this Agreement, the Health
Department and/or the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations (DOPLAR) may provide advice to the Health
Service in an attempt to resolve the matter.
(3) Subject to the Public Sector Management Act 1994, in
the event of any question, dispute or difficulty arising under
this Agreement, the following procedures shall apply, provided
that nothing in these procedures shall prevent the Secretary of
the HSOA (or his/her nominee) from intervening to assist in
the process—
(a) The matter is to be discussed between the HSOA
employee representative and the employer representative and an attempt made to resolve the matter;
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(b) If the matter is unable to be resolved through discussions between the HSOA employee representative
and the Health Service representative, the matter is
to be discussed between the employee representative and the General Manager of the Health Service
or his/her nominee, as soon as practicable but within
five working days. Notification of any question, dispute or difficulty may be made verbally and/or in
writing;
(c) The parties may individually or collectively seek
advice from any appropriate organisation or person
in an attempt to resolve the matter;
(d) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the date of notification in (b) hereof, either party
may notify the Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her
nominee), or the General Manager of the Health Service (or his/her nominee) of the existence of a dispute
or disagreement;
(e) The Secretary of the HSOA (or his/her nominee) and
the General Manager of the Health Service (or his/
her nominee) shall confer on the matters notified by
the parties within five working days and—
(i) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be advised within two
working days;
(ii) where there is disagreement on any matter it
may be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relation Commission.
(4) Where any matter is referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and the matter is not resolved
by conciliation, then the matter remaining in dispute may be
resolved by arbitration in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the State Wage Principles.
13.—HOURS
This clause replaces Clause 13.—Hours of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1)(a) The ordinary hours of work shall be an average of
thirty eight per week and shall be worked by one of
the following arrangements—
(i) Ordinary hours of work of thirty eight per
week;
(ii) Flexitime roster covering a settlement period
of four weeks;
(iii) Actual hours of seventy six over nine days with
the tenth day to be taken as a paid rostered
day off;
(iv) Such other arrangements as are agreed between
the employer and employee. Provided that proposed hours of duty where set outside the terms
of this Agreement shall be subject to ratification of the WA Industrial Relations
Commission.
(v) In addition to the above arrangements, where
the employee and the employer so agree in
writing, shifts of not more than 12 hours may
be worked.
(vi) Subject to meal breaks prescribed hours are to
be worked as one continuous period
(b) Subject to the following, where the employer and an
employee or group of employees agree in writing,
shifts of up to 12 hours may be worked provided the
average normal hours worked in a shift cycle or settlement period does not exceed 76 per fortnight.
(i) While recognising that in the course of an averaging process there may be some individual
variances, the terms and conditions of the shift
agreement shall on balance be no less favourable than those prescribed by this Agreement;
(ii) The period of the shift cycle or settlement period over which the arrangement may extend
shall be clearly defined;
(iii) The arrangement shall allow for a minimum
of one clear day off in each 7 days;
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(iv) The arrangement may allow for additional time
off in lieu of penalty rates;
(v) The arrangement may allow for salary averaging of regular penalties and allowances
including penalties for working on a public
holiday;
(vi) Any proposed arrangement or agreement
which extends beyond these parameters must
be referred to the Industrial Relations Commission for ratification.
(c) Where the employer has made a definite decision to
introduce changes to shift rosters or employees’ ordinary hours, the employer shall notify the employees
who may be affected by the proposed changes and
the Union as soon as the decision has been made and
before the changes are to be introduced.
(d) The operation of working arrangements prescribed
in paragraph (a) above, shall be consistent with the
working arrangements prescribed in this clause.
(2) Ordinary Hours
Subject to the Award clauses other than those expressly replaced by this Agreement, the spread of ordinary hours will be
from 6.00am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday inclusive with a
meal break of not less than 30 minutes nor more than 60 minutes to be taken between 12.00 noon and 2.00pm, provided
that an employee may with prior approval of their supervisor
be allowed to extend the meal break beyond 60 minutes to a
maximum of 90 minutes.
(3) Other Working Arrangements
(a) The ordinary hours of duty observed may be varied
in accordance with subclause (1)(a)(iv) so as to make
provisions for—
(i) the attendance of employees for duty on a Saturday, Sunday, or Public Holiday.
(ii) the performance of shift work including work
on Saturdays, Sundays or Public Holidays; and
(iii) the nature of the duties of an employee or class
of employees in fulfilling the responsibilities
of their office.
Provided that where the hours of duty are so varied
an employee shall not be required to work more than
five hours continuously without a break unless agreed
in writing between the employee and the employer.
(b) Notwithstanding the above, where it is considered
necessary to provide a more economic operation, the
employer may authorise the operation of alternative
working arrangements in the hospital/health service,
or any branch or section thereof.
The continuing operation of any alternative working
arrangements, so approved, will depend on the employer being satisfied that the efficient functioning
of the hospital/health service is being enhanced by
its operation.
Such alternative working arrangements shall be in
accordance with subclause (1)(a)and (d).
(4) Flexitime Arrangements
(a) Flexitime Roster
(i) The authorisation of a flexitime roster shall
be the responsibility of the employer. The roster will indicate the minimum staffing and any
other requirements in respect to starting and
finishing times, lunch break coverage and
flexileave.
(ii) The roster shall cover a settlement period of
four weeks and shall be made available to all
affected employees no later than three days
prior to the settlement period commencing.
(iii) The roster shall be prepared in consultation
with the affected employees, subject to the
employer retaining the right to determine arrangements to suit the operational needs of the
department.
(iv) Subject to four weeks notice being given to
affected employees, the employer may withdraw authorisation of a flexitime roster.
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(b) Hours of Duty
(i) The ordinary hours of duty may be an average
of 7 hours 36 minutes per day which may be
worked with flexible commencement and finishing times in accordance with the provisions
of this subclause, provided that the required
hours of duty for each four week settlement
period shall be 152 hours.
(ii) For the purpose of leave and Public Holidays,
a day shall be credited as 7 hours 36 minutes.
(c) Flexitime Periods
Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to the concurrence of the supervisor, employees
may select their own starting and finishing times
within the following periods—
6.00 am to 9.30 am
11.00 am to 2.30 pm (Minimum half an hour
break)
3.30 pm to 6.00 pm
(d) Core Periods
Core periods may be set by agreement between the
employer and the employee.
(e) Lunch Break
(i) An employee shall be allowed to extend the
meal break between 11 am and 2.30 pm of not
less than 30 minutes but not exceeding 60
minutes except as provided below.
(ii) An employee may be allowed to extend the
meal break beyond 60 minutes to a maximum
of 90 minutes. Such an extension is subject to
prior approval of the employee’s supervisor.
(f) Flexileave
(i) Within the constraints of the prepared roster
and subject to the prior approval of the supervisor, an employee may be allowed a
maximum of two full days or any combination of half days and full days that does not in
total exceed two days in any one settlement
period.
(ii) Approval to take flexileave is subject to the
employee having accrued sufficient credit
hours to cover the absence prior to taking the
leave. In exceptional circumstances and with
the approval of the employer, flexileave may
be taken before accrual subject to such conditions as the employer may impose.
(g) Settlement Period
(i) For recording time worked, there shall be a
settlement period which shall consist of four
weeks.
(ii) The settlement period shall commence at the
beginning of a pay period.
(iii) The required hours of duty for a settlement
period shall be 152 hours.
(h) Credit Hours
(i) Credit hours in excess of the required 152
hours to a maximum of 7 hours 36 minutes
are permitted at the end of each settlement
period. Such credit hours shall be carried forward to the next settlement period.
(ii) Credit hours in excess of 7 hours 36 minutes
at the end of a settlement period shall be lost.
(iii) Credit hours at any point within the settlement
period shall not exceed 20 hours.
(i) Debit Hours
(i) Debit hours below the required 152 hours to a
maximum of 4 hours are permitted at the end
of each settlement period.
Such debit hours shall be carried forward to
the next settlement period.
(ii) For debit hours in excess of 4 hours, an employee shall be required to take leave without
pay for the period necessary to reduce debit
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hours to those specified in subparagraph (i) of
this subclause.
(iii) Employees having excessive debit hours may
be required to work standard working hours
in addition to not being paid for the number of
hours in excess of the debit hours permitted at
the end of each settlement period.
(j) Maximum Daily Working Hours
Subject to subclause (1)(b), a maximum of 10 hours
may be worked in any one day.
(k) Study Leave
Where study leave has been approved by the employer, credits will be given for education
commitments falling within the ordinary hours of
duty and for which “time off” is necessary to allow
for attendance at formal classes.
(l) Overtime
(i) Employees receiving at least one day’s prior
notice of overtime shall be required to work
the ordinary hours of duty determined by the
employer under subclause (1) of this clause.
(ii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at the conclusion of a day with less than
one day’s notice, and
(aa) where the employee has at the commencement of that day 2 hours or more
flexitime credits, the employee shall be
paid overtime after 5 hours work on that
day, or for time worked after 3.30 pm,
whichever is the later, or
(bb) where that employee has commenced
duty prior to 8.30 am and has, at the
commencement of that day, less than 2
hours flexitime credits, the employee
shall be paid overtime, for time worked
after the completion of ordinary hours
of duty or after working 7 hours 36
minutes on that day, whichever is the
earlier, or
(cc) where that employee has commenced
work after 8.30 am and has, at the commencement of that day, less than 2
hours flexitime credits, the employee
shall be paid overtime for time worked
after 5.30 pm or after working 7 hours
36 minutes, on that day whichever is
the earlier.
(iii) Where an employee is required to work overtime at the beginning of a day with less than
one day’s notice, that employee shall be paid
overtime for any time worked prior to the commencing time for ordinary hours of duty
determined by the employer under subclause
(1) of this clause.
(5) Nine Day Fortnight
(a) Hours of Duty
(i) The employer may authorise the operation of
a nine day fortnight where the ordinary hours
of duty of 76 hours a fortnight are worked over
nine days of the fortnight, exclusive of work
performed on Saturday, Sunday and the special rostered day off, with each day consisting
of 8 hours and 27 minutes.
(ii) The employer shall determine employees’
commencing and finishing times between the
spread of 6.00 am and 6.00 pm, in order to
ensure that departmental requirements are met
on each day.
(b) Lunch Break
A meal break shall be allowed and taken in accordance with the standard provisions of this clause.
(c) Special Rostered Day Off
Each employee shall be allowed one special rostered
day off each fortnight in accordance with a roster
prepared by management showing days and hours
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of duty and special rostered days off for each employee.
(d) Leave and Public Holidays.
For the purposes of leave and Public Holidays, a day
shall be credited as 8 hours 27 minutes notwithstanding the following—
(i) When a Public Holiday falls on an employee’s special rostered day off the employee shall
be granted a day in lieu of the holiday prior to
the conclusion of the current fortnight.
(ii) For a Public Holiday occurring during a period of annual leave, an additional day will be
added to the period of leave irrespective of
whether it falls on a rostered work day or special rostered day off.
(iii) A four week annual leave entitlement is
equivalent to 152 hours, the equivalent to
eighteen rostered working days of 8 hours 27
minutes, and two special rostered days off.
(iv) An employee who is sick on a special rostered
day off will not be granted sick leave for that
day, and will not be credited with an additional
day off in lieu.
(e) Overtime
The provisions of the relevant overtime clause, shall
apply for work performed prior to an employee’s
nominated starting time and after an employee’s
nominated ceasing time in accordance with
subparagraph (a)(ii) and on an employee’s special
rostered day off.
(f) Study Leave
Credits for Study Leave will be given for educational
commitments falling due between and employee’s
nominated starting and finishing times.
14.—PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
To be read in conjunction with Clause 34.—Part-time Employees of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968.
(1) Part-time workers aged 21 years or more shall be paid at
a rate pro-rata to the rate prescribed for the class of work for
which they are engaged in the proportion to which their fortnightly hours bear to 76 hours per fortnight.
(2) When a part-time worker as defined by the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968, commences employment
on or after the 1 July 1996, he/she shall accrue service towards progression onto subsequent salary increments within a
salary level, on a pro-rata basis of the number of hours worked
to full time hours.
(3) Provided that relevant prior service and experience shall
be taken into account when determining at what increment
within a specified salary level a part-time employee is appointed.
15.—MEDICAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGISTS
This provision replaces Clause 12. of the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this Agreement or in the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of
1968, Medical Imaging Technologists who were prior to this
Agreement employed on a thirty-five hour and four week annual leave basis shall as a result of the registration of this
Agreement, be employed on a thirty-five and a half (35.5) hour
week and four week annual leave basis.
16.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
This provision replaces subclause 16(1)(a) of the Hospital
Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) The following days or the days observed in lieu thereof
shall subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as holidays
without deduction of pay, namely New Year’s Day, Australia
Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day,
Foundation Day, Sovereign’s Birthday, Christmas Day and
Boxing Day. Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the
days named in this subclause.
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(2) With effect from 1 April 1996 employees covered by
this Agreement shall not be eligible to receive the two floating
holidays otherwise provided for by Operational Instruction 657/
95 and Circular to Ministers No. 1 of 1994 issued by the Office of The Premier.
17.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 19. Long Service Leave of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 with effect
from date of registration.
(1) An employee shall be entitled to thirteen weeks paid long
service leave on the completion of ten years of continuous
service and an additional thirteen weeks paid long service leave
for each subsequent period of seven years of continuous service completed by the employee.
(2) Notwithstanding subclause (1), an employee in employment with an employer respondent to the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 at the time of the inception of
this agreement shall retain the proportion of long service leave
accrued at the rate provided by the Award or relevant agreement, as the case may be, at that time, and shall accrue the
balance in accordance with sub clause (1) of this clause.
(3) Upon application by an employee, the employer may
(subject to subclause (4) of this Agreement, approve of the
taking by the employee—
(a) of double the period of long service leave on half
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(b) of half the period of long service leave on double
pay, in lieu of the period of long service leave entitlement on full pay; or
(c) of any portion of his/her long service leave entitlement on full pay or double such period on half pay;
or half such period on double pay
(d) A full time employee who, during a qualifying period towards an entitlement of long service leave was
employed continuously on both a full time and part
time basis may elect to take a lesser period of long
service leave calculated by converting the part time
service to equivalent full time service.
(4) Long service leave may be taken in weekly multiples on
full, half or compacted pay provided that where an employees
remaining portion of accrued untaken leave entitlement is less
than a week such portion may be taken.
(5) Any holiday occurring during the period in which an
employee is on long service leave will be treated as part of the
long service leave, and extra days in lieu thereof shall not be
granted.
(6) Long service leave shall be taken as it falls due at the
convenience of the employer but within three years next after
becoming entitled thereto: Provided that the employer may
approve the accumulation of long service leave not exceeding
twenty six weeks.
(7)(a) An employee who;
i) at or before the certification of this agreement
was employed by the Laverton and Leonora
Service Board, and has completed at least 15
years continuous service within the Western
Australian Public Sector; or
ii) commenced employment with the Laverton
and Leonora Health Service Board after the
certification of this agreement and has completed at least 15 years continuous service
within the Western Australian Public Sector
Health Industry;
may, by agreement with the employer, take pro-rata
long service leave provided that the employee has
completed at least three years continuous service with
the Laverton and Leonora Health Service Board immediately prior to taking this leave.
(8) For the purposes of subclause (7), the Western Australian Public Sector Health Industry shall mean the Minister for
Health, the Commissioner of Health and all Public Sector
Hospitals, Health Services and Agencies constituted under the
Hospitals and Health Services Act 1927.
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(9) Where an Employee has been redeployed at the direction of a Western Australian Public Sector Employer, three
years continuous service for the purposes of subclauses (7) of
this Clause shall be calculated including the service with such
previous employer or employers.
(10) An employee who resigns having not qualified to be
paid pro-rata long service leave in accordance with subclause
(8) shall, subject to subclause (12), be entitled to payment for
accrued long service leave only.
(11) An employee who is dismissed, shall not be entitled to
long service leave or payment for long service leave other than
leave that had accrued to the employee prior to the date of the
offence for which the employee is dismissed provided that an
employee who is dismissed through no fault of his/her own
and who having completed at least 15 years continuous service, calculated in accordance with the provisions of this Clause,
and having completed at least three years continuous service,
calculated in accordance with the provisions of this Clause,
with the Laverton and Leonora Health Service Board immediately prior to dismissal shall, in addition to any accrued long
service leave be paid pro-rata long service leave.
(12) A lump sum payment for long service leave accrued in
accordance with this clause and for pro-rata long service leave
shall be made in the following cases—
(a) To an employee who retires at or over the age of
fifty-five years or who has retired on the grounds of
ill health, provided that no payment shall be made
for pro-rata long service leave unless the employee
has completed not less than twelve months’ continuous service.
(b) To an employee who has retired for any other cause:
Provided that no payment shall be made for pro-rata
long service leave unless the employee had completed
not less than three years’ continuous service before
the date of his/her retirement.
(c) To the widow or widower of an employee or such
other person as may be approved by the employer in
the event of the death of an employee: Provided that
no payment shall be made for pro-rata long service
leave unless the employee had completed not less
than twelve months’ continuous service prior to the
date of his/her death.
(13) A calculation of the amount due for long service leave
accrued and for pro-rata long service leave shall be made at
the rate of salary of an employee at the date of retirement,
resignation or death, whichever applies and no such payment
shall exceed the equivalent of twelve months’ salary.
(14) Long service leave accrued prior to the issue of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 shall remain
to the credit of each employee.
(15) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (6), (10), (11),
(12) and (16) of this clause, the service of an employee shall
not be deemed to have been broken—
(a) by resignation, where he/she resigned from the employment of an employer a party to the Award and
commenced with another employer a party to the
Award within one working week of the expiration of
any period for which payment in lieu of annual leave
or holidays has been made by an employer party to
the Award from whom he/she resigned or, if no such
payment has been made, within one working week
of the day on which his/her resignation became effective; or
(b) by any absence approved by the employer as leave
whether with or without pay.
(16) The expression “continuous service” in this clause includes any period during which an employee is absent on full
pay or part pay, from his/her duties with any employer party
to the Award, but does not include—
(a) any cumulative period exceeding two weeks in any
one anniversary year during which the employee is
absent on leave without pay;
(b) Any service of the employee who resigns or is dismissed, other than service prior to such resignation
or to the date of any offence in respect of which the
employee is dismissed when such prior service has
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actually entitled the employee to long service leave,
including pro-rata long service leave, under this
clause.
(17) Portability
(a) Where an employee was, immediately prior to being
employed by the Laverton and Leonora Health Service Board, employed in the service of: The
Commonwealth of Australia, or any other State Government of Australia, or any Western Australian State
public sector or state government employer, and the
period between the date when the employee ceased
previous employment and the date of commencing
employment by a respondent to this Agreement does
not exceed one week, that employee shall be entitled
to long service leave determined in the following
manner—
(i) the pro rata portion of long service leave to
which the employee would have been entitled
up to the date of appointment under the Public
Sector Management Act, shall be calculated
in accordance with the provisions that applied
to the previous employment referred to, but in
calculating that period of pro rata long service
leave, any long service leave taken or any benefit granted in lieu of any such long service
leave during that employment shall be deducted from any long service leave to which
the employee may become entitled under this
clause; and
(ii) the balance of the long service leave entitlement of the employee shall be calculated upon
appointment by a respondent to this Agreement in accordance with the provisions of this
clause.
(b) Nothing in this clause confers or shall be deemed to
confer on any employee previously employed by the
Commonwealth or by any other State of Australia
any entitlement to a complete period of long service
leave that accrued in the employee’s favour prior to
the date on which the employee commenced with
the Laverton and Leonora Health Service Board. At
the request of the employee and with the agreement
of the employer, an employee may be paid in lieu of
taking a portion of long service leave.
18.—SICK LEAVE
This provision replaces subclause (7) of Clause 18.—Sick
Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
The basis for the cumulative accrual of sick leave shall be—
Leave On
Full Pay
Working Days
(a) On date of employment of the employee .......... 5
(b) On completion by the employee of
six months’ service ........................................... 5
(c) On completion by the employee of
twelve months’ service ..................................... 10
(d) On completion of each additional
twelve months’ service ..................................... 10
Provided that where an employee has accrued sick leave on
half days pay prior to the date upon which this Agreement
comes into effect those accrued half days shall be converted to
the equivalent of full days sick leave and shall remain to the
employee’s credit until such time as they may be taken.
19.—FAMILY, BEREAVEMENT AND PERSONAL
LEAVE
This clause replaces Clause 17.—Short Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Family Leave
(a) In this subclause “family member” means the employee’s spouse, defacto spouse, child, step child,
parent, step parent. This entitlement will also apply
to another person who lives with the employee as a
member of the employee’s family.
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(b) The employee is entitled to use up to 38 hours of his/
her personal accrued sick leave to care for an ill family member each year, providing the employee must
maintain a minimum of 10 days of sick leave available for personal use in each year. Subject to
subclause (e), all family leave taken is deducted from
the employee’s sick leave entitlement.
(c) Family leave is not cumulative from year to year.
(d) Medical certificate requirements are as per those for
Sick Leave under the Award.
(e) Where an employee has insufficient accrued sick
leave, by mutual agreement, up to five days of annual leave may be used for the purpose of family
leave.
(2) Bereavement Leave
(a) An employee shall on the death of—
(i) the spouse of the employee;
(ii) the child or step-child of the employee;
(iii) the parent or step-parent of the employee;
(iv) the brother, sister, step brother or step sister;
or
(v) any other person, who immediately before that
person’s death, lived with the employee as a
member of the employee’s family,
be eligible for up to two (2) days bereavement leave,
provided that at the request of an employee the employer may exercise a discretion to grant bereavement
leave to an employee in respect of some other person with whom the employee has a special
relationship.
(b) The 2 days need not be consecutive.
(c) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during any other
period of leave.
(d) An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave
under paragraph (a) of this subclause is to provide to
the employer, if so requested, evidence that would
satisfy a reasonable person as to—
(i) the death that is the subject of the leave sought;
and
(ii) the relationship of the employee to the deceased person.
(e) An employee requiring more than two days bereavement leave in order to travel overseas in the event of
the death overseas of a member of the employees
immediate family may, upon providing adequate
proof, in addition to any bereavement leave to which
the employee is eligible, have immediate access to
annual leave and/or accrued long service leave in
weekly multiples and/or leave without pay provided
all accrued leave is exhausted.
(3) Special Personal Leave
(a) Without Pay
The employer may upon the request of an employee,
grant that employee special leave without pay for
any special or personal reason.
(b) Use of Annual Leave
The employer may, upon the request of an employee
and with sufficient cause being shown, which may
in the circumstances be with little notice, grant that
employee single days of annual leave for pressing
personal emergencies.
20.—ALLOWANCES
(1) Where an employee subject to this Agreement is paid an
allowance as provided under the Hospital Salaried Officers
Award No. 39 of 1968, which is calculated as a percentage of
a salary rate prescribed by that Award, the allowance shall for
the life of this Agreement, be calculated using the salary rates
as prescribed at Clause 32.—Salaries of this Agreement.
21.—OVERPAYMENTS
(1) Where an employee is paid for work not subsequently
performed or is overpaid in any other manner, the employer is
entitled to make adjustment to the subsequent wages or salaries of the employee.
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(2) One-off Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), one-off overpayments may
be recovered by the employer in the pay period immediately
following the pay period in which the overpayment was made,
or in the period immediately following the pay period in which
it was discovered that overpayment has occurred.
(3) Cumulative Overpayments
Subject to subclauses (4) and (5), cumulative overpayments
may be recovered by the employer at a rate agreed between
the employer and the employee, provided that the rate at which
the overpayment is recovered is not at a lesser rate than the
rate at which it was overpaid or $50 per week, depending on
which is the lesser amount per pay period.
(4) In exceptional circumstances, other arrangements for the
recovery of overpayments may be agreed between the employer and the employee.
(5) The employer is required to notify the employee of their
intention to recoup overpayment and to consult with the employee as to the appropriate recovery rate.
22.—PARENTAL LEAVE
This clause replaces the Clause 18 (a) Maternity Leave of
the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 within
the award. Subject to the terms of this clause employees are
entitled to parental leave and to work part-time in connection
with the birth or adoption of a child.
(1) Definitions
For the purpose of this clause—
(a) “Child” means a child of the employee under the age
of one year except for adoption of a child where
“child” means a person under the age of five years
of age who is placed with the employee for the purpose of adoption, other than a child or step-child of
the employee or of the partner of the employee or
child who has previously lived continuously with the
employee for a period of six months or more.
(b) “parental leave” means maternity, paternity or adoption leave taken in accordance with this clause.
(2) Basic entitlement
Parents who have completed 12 months continuous employment are entitled to 52 weeks unpaid parental leave in relation
to the birth or adoption of their child. For females maternity
leave may be taken and for males paternity leave may be taken.
Adoption leave may be taken in the case of adoption.
(3) Maternity leave
(a) An employee will provide to the employer at least
ten weeks in advance of the expected date of confinement of parental leave—
(i) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner stating that she is pregnant and the
expected date of confinement; and
(ii) written notification of the date on which she
proposes to commence maternity leave, and
the period of leave to be taken.
(b) Subject to subclause (2) and unless agreed otherwise
between employer and employee, an employee may
commence parental leave at any time within six
weeks immediately prior to the expected date of the
birth.
(c) Where an employee continues to work within the
six week period immediately prior to the expected
date of birth, or where the employee elects to return
to work within six weeks after the birth of the child,
an employer may require the employee to provide a
medical certificate stating that she is fit to work on
her normal duties.
(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates after 27 weeks and the employee has not commenced
maternity leave, the employee may take unpaid special maternity leave of such period as a registered
medical practitioner certifies as necessary, except that
where an employee is suffering from an illness not
related to the direct consequences of the birth, an
employee may be entitled to paid sick leave in leiu
of, or in addition to, special maternity leave.
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(e) Where leave is granted under subclause (3)(d), during the period of leave an employee may return to
work at any time, as agreed between the employer
and the employee provided that time does not exceed four weeks from the recommencement date
desired by the employee.
(4) Paternity leave
An employee will provide the employer at least ten weeks
prior to each proposed period of paternity leave with—
(a) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
which names his spouse, states that she is pregnant
and the expected date of confinement, or states the
date on which the birth took place; and
(b) written notification of the date on which he proposes
to start and finish the period of paternity leave.
(5) Adoption leave
(a) The employee will notify the employer at least ten
weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
adoption leave and the period of leave to be taken.
An employee may commence adoption leave prior
to providing such notice where through circumstances
beyond the control of the employee, the adoption of
a child takes place earlier.
(b) The employer may require an employee to provide
confirmation from the appropriate government authority of the placement.
(c) Where the placement of child for adoption with an
employee does not proceed or continue, the employee
will notify the employer immediately and the employer will nominate a time not exceeding four weeks
for the employee’s return to work.
(d) The employer shall grant an employee who is seeking to adopt a child such unpaid leave as is required
by the employee to attend compulsory interviews or
examinations are necessary as a part of the adoption
procedure. Where paid leave is available to the employee, the employer may require the employee to
take such leave in lieu of unpaid leave.
(6) Variation of period of parental leave
Unless agreed otherwise between the employer and employee, an employee may apply to their employer to change
the period of parental leave on one occasion. Any such change
to be notified at least four weeks prior to the commencement
of the changed arrangements.
(7) Variation of notice period
Notwithstanding the requirement to give at least 10 weeks
notice of the date of commencement of parental leave, such
notice may be for a greater or lesser period, where it is necessary to vary the date of commencement of parental leave due
to a variation in the actual date of arrival of the child. Such
variation does not count as a variation for the purposes of
subclause (7) of this clause.
(8) Parental leave and other entitlements
An employee may in lieu of or in conjunction with parental
leave, access other paid leave entitlements which they have
accrued, such as annual leave and long service leave, subject
to the total amount of leave not exceeding 52 weeks.
(9) Transfer to a safe job
(a) Where an employee is pregnant and, in the opinion
of a registered medical practitioner, illness or risks
arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected
with the work assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present
work, the employee will, if the employer deems it
practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate
and on the conditions attaching to that job until the
commencement of maternity leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the
employee may elect, or the employer may require
the employee, to commence parental leave.
(10) Entitlement to Part-Time Employment
(a) Where an employee is pregnant, and has a doctors
certificate advising that it would be preferable for
the employee to work part-time, or eligible for parental leave, and where the employer agrees, the
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employee may work part-time in one or more periods at any time until the child’s second birthday or
until the second anniversary of the placement of the
child.
(b) The work to be performed part-time need not be the
work performed by the employee in his or her former
position.
(11) Returning to work after a period of parental leave.
(a) An employee will notify of their intention to return
to work after a period of parental leave at least four
weeks prior to the expiration of the leave.
(b) An employee will be entitled to the position which
they held immediately before proceeding on parental leave. In the case of an employee transferred to a
safe job pursuant to subclause (8), the employee will
be entitled to return to the position they held immediately before such transfer.
(c) When such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available which the employee is qualified for and is capable of performing, the employee
will be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in
status and pay to that of their former position.
(12) Replacement employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged or temporarily promoted or transferred, as
a result of an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(b) A replacement employee will be informed of the temporary nature of the employment and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.
23.—EMPLOYEE MOBILITY
(1) This clause will apply to all current and prospective
employees of the Laverton and Leonora Health Service Board.
(2) The parties agree that the provision of appropriate levels
of health care is better able to be facilitated where the workforce
is prepared to be mobile in the sense of being able to work in
more than one position and where appropriate able to move on
a temporary or permanent basis to a different location and or
position.
(3) It is agreed that employee mobility should;
(a) not impose unreasonable difficulties, out of pocket
expenses, or otherwise impact adversely on employees; or
(b) subject to the provisions of this clause, be as far as
practicable, voluntary.
(4) Staffing mobility, administered in accordance with the
standards and principles contained in this clause, within the
Laverton and Leonora Health Service region will benefit employees through providing:
(a) access to a greater variety of employment opportunities
(b) the opportunity to develop and acquire a wide range
of skills, competencies and work experience;
(c) expanded opportunities in terms of career development; and
(d) improved employment security.
(5) Employees agree to be prepared to give reasonable consideration to any proposal in regard to their mobility which
meets the principles and requirements of this clause.
(6) The parties agree that in giving effect to the mobility
provisions of this clause, both the organisation’s and employee’s needs are to be considered including:
(a) ensuring that the careers of employees are not disadvantaged;
(b) consideration of family & career responsibilities;
(c) availability of transport and its cost;
(d) reimbursement of the employee for any reasonable
costs incurred by the employee as a result of a temporary or permanent move made.
(e) matching skill level and professional suitability of
any temporary job opportunity or permanent new position;
(f) availability of training and support to assist the employee with any skills deficit in respect to the
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requirement of the temporary job opportunity or permanent new position.
(g) consideration of the employee’s ability to cope with
the temporary or permanent change;
(h) adequate support to assist the employee with dealing with the change involved in moving to another
job on either a temporary or permanent basis.
(7) The parties acknowledge the above and any other reasonable considerations can only be properly assessed through
consultation between the employer, employee and the union.
When considering the reasonableness of any proposed move
the level of the employee and the relative cost to the employee
of any move will be taken into account. Subject to family and
social commitments and the suitability of the position, the
higher the classification of the employee, the more the employee can be expected to demonstrate flexibility in regard to
mobility.
(8) The parties agree that they will assist in the introduction
of this initiative on the following basis:
(a) Relief. It is agreed that all positions, which for operational reasons are required to be relieved, will be
relieved.
(i) Relief is defined as: “Planned relief” which is
relief in positions for which a minimum of four
weeks notice can reasonably be given. It is
likely that planned relief will usually be for
the cover of leave, higher duties and relief for
vacancies caused by special projects and the
like. “Unplanned relief” which is relief at short
notice for unplanned absences such as sick
leave, family leave, urgent operational requirements and the like.
(ii) Employees may agree to relieve in positions
at the request of their supervisor to meet shortterm operational requirements.
(iii) Where possible, all such relief will be provided
on a voluntary basis, and vacancies will be
notified and open to all eligible employees and
awarded on the basis of merit.
(iv) Where no suitable employee has volunteered,
and it is not reasonable to recruit from outside
the health service, or in exceptional circumstances, following consultation with the
employee, an employee may be required to
relieve in a position provided that—
(aa) the position is suitable;
(bb) due consideration is given to the employees personal commitments;
(cc) the employee will not be financially
disadvantaged;
(v) Where an employee has been directed to relieve in a position on more than two occasions
in a calendar month, the employee may seek a
review of the decision.
(vi) The relieving employee has the right to return
to their substantive position at the end of the
period of relief, as does the person whose position is being relieved.
(b) Temporary Transfer. Subject to agreement between
the employer and employee, an employee may be
transferred to another position within the Laverton
and Leonora Health Service Board on a temporary
basis, provided that:
(i) the employer and employee mutually agree the
decision to transfer;
(ii) the period of time is defined;
iii) the transfer is at a comparable classification
level; and
(iv) the employee is formally notified of the agreed
duties and these are commensurate with the
substantive classification of the employee.
(v) where an employee has agreed to a temporary
transfer the employee may not capriciously
withdraw their agreement to that transfer.
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(c) Permanent Transfer. Subject to agreement between
the parties, an employee may be transferred to another position within the Laverton and Leonora
Health Service Board on a permanent basis, provided
that:
(i) the employer and employee mutually agree the
decision to transfer;
(ii) the transfer is at a comparable classification
level; and
(iii) the employee is formally notified of the agreed
duties and these are commensurate with the
substantive classification of the employee.
(d) Restructure. Where the requirement for mobility
arises out of an organisational restructure the relevant
provisions of the award together with the relevant
legislation applies.
24.—ANNUAL RECREATION LEAVE
This clause replaces subclauses 4 to 14 inclusive of Clause
16 Holidays and Annual Leave of the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 from the date this agreement is
certified.
(1) An employee is entitled to twenty days paid annual recreation leave, excluding public holidays, for each year of full
time service. A year of service is calculated on an anniversary
of employment basis. On termination an employee is entitled
to be paid out accrued and prorata leave.
(2) If a public holiday falls on a day of annual leave an extra
day will be added to the annual recreation leave.
(3) Annual leave accrues pro rata on a weekly basis and is
cumulative.
(4) On the termination of an employee, the employer shall
pay the employee any accrued and pro- rata annual leave, or
the employee shall repay any pay for annual leave taken if the
employee resigns prior to the annual leave accruing.
(5) An employee shall be entitled to take up to 20 consecutive working days of annual recreational leave at any one time.
More consecutive days may be taken by mutual agreement.
The employer must approve the time at which annual leave is
taken, provided the employer shall not unreasonably withhold
agreement to a request for leave by an employee. The rescheduling of leave should be done in consultation with the employee.
Unless provided otherwise in this agreement, annual recreational leave is not to be taken in periods of less than one day.
(6) The employee should not normally accrue more than forty
days annual leave except with the written permission of the
employer.
(7) The employer may require the employee to take any accrued leave entitlement where an employee has accrued forty
days annual leave or more.
(8) The employee may be paid in lieu of taking accrued annual leave if the employer and employee agree to this in writing
and provided that the payment in lieu of annual leave will not
exceed the equivalent of two weeks annual leave in any one
calendar year unless agreed by the employer.
(9) An employee shall take a minimum of two weeks annual
leave per twelve months of continuous service.
(10) Annual leave shall be paid at the employee’s ordinary
rate of salary which in the case of shift workers includes the
shift and weekend penalties the worker would have they would
have received had they not proceeded on annual leave. Where
it is not possible to calculate the shift and weekend penalties
the employee would have received the employee shall be paid
at the rate of the average of such payments made each week
over the four weeks prior to taking leave.
(11) Leave loading will not be paid to the employee for leave
accrued during the period of this enterprise agreement instead
this will be converted to three and a half days leave per annum.
Any leave loading outstanding from past credits will be paid
out at the commencement of this agreement or by agreement
between the employer and employee can be converted to leave.
(12) An employee may apply, in writing, to have the additional weeks leave paid out in lieu of taking such leave.
(13) An employee will receive two days for travel each year
and these must be attached to a period of leave. A train fare is
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payable, on application to the employer, to each employee and
their eligible dependents every second anniversary year. This
will be no more than the equivalent of an economy return train
fare to Perth. This payment is not retrospective and must be
used in the year it falls due.
(14)(a) Shift workers who are rostered to work their ordinary hours on Sundays and or public holidays during
a qualifying period for annual leave purposes shall
be entitled to receive additional annual leave as follows—
(i) If thirty five ordinary shifts on such days have
been worked—on week.
(ii) If less than thirty five ordinary shifts on such
days have been worked the employee shall be
entitled to have one additional day’s leave for
each seven ordinary shifts so worked, provided
that the maximum additional leave shall not
exceed five working days.
(b) An employee may apply, in writing, to have the additional weeks leave paid out in lieu of taking such
leave.
(15) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
workers
(16) A full time employee who, during a qualifying period
towards a and entitlement of annual leave was employed continuously on both a full and part-time basis may elect to take a
lesser period of annual leave calculated by converting the parttime service to equivalent full time service.
25.—FORTY EIGHT—FIFTY TWO WEEKS
WORKING ARRANGEMENT
A “forty eight—fifty two weeks working arrangement” is a
system of work whereby an employee forfeits four weeks salary per year in order to accumulate an additional four weeks
leave per year. (The resultant 48 weeks salary is averaged over
52 weeks.) The purpose of this clause is to facilitate such a
work arrangement within the parameters of the Agreement. A
variation of this arrangement can be 49/50/ or 51 weeks averaged over 52 weeks.
(1) At the request of an employee or group of employees the
employer may subject to operational requirements agree to
enter into a forty eight—fifty two weeks working arrangement. For the purposes of this subclause, and without limiting
the meaning of the term, “operational requirements” may include:
(a) availability of suitable cover;
(b) whether a forty eight—fifty two work arrangement
is offered to any other employees at the work site or
in a particular work unit;
(c) any costs, including set-up costs the employer would
incur should if it agreed to a forty eight—fifty two
work arrangement in a particular circumstance;
(d) the impact of the work arrangement on other employees; and
(e) patient, client, customer and service requirements;
Provided that in refusing any request to enter into a
forty eight—fifty two work arrangement.
(2) The portion of the employee’s salary to be forfeited will
be calculated as a fortnightly amount and the employee’s fortnightly salary will be decreased by that amount over the life of
the agreement to enter the forty eight—fifty two work arrangement.
(3) All leave will be paid at the reduced rate provided that
the additional leave provided for under this clause continues
to accrue while the employee is on leave.
(4)(a) All overtime rates, shift allowances, on call allowances, availability allowances and any other
allowances which are salary based will be based on
100% of the employees ordinary salary but will not
be payable for the additional four weeks leave.
(b) All other allowances will also be paid at the 100%
rate except during the four weeks additional leave.
(5) An employee who fails to clear the additional four (4)
weeks leave within twelve (12) months of the leave becoming
due will lose the leave entitlement and the salary previously
forfeited in lieu of leave will be repaid to the employee at the
rate it was forfeited.
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(6) Withdrawal from the arrangement by the employee shall
be by the employee giving the employer one months notice, or
a lesser period if agreed, provided that in the giving of such
notice the employee may not unreasonably refuse to extend
the notice period where to not do so may have a significant
effect in regard to the family responsibilities of another employee.
(7) Notice of discontinuance of the arrangement by the employer, shall be by the giving of one month’s notice in writing,
or a lesser period if agreed,
(8) Subject to the provisions of subclause (5) an employee
may not be required to work a forty eight—fifty two work
arrangement.
26.—HIGHER DUTIES ALLOWANCE
This clause replaces Clause 11 Higher Duties in the Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) An employee who is directed by the employer and/or
appointed for a defined period, of five or more consecutive
working days, to act in an office which is classified higher
than his/her substantive position shall be paid an allowance
according to the proportion of the higher duties which were
assigned.
(2) If the employee has been paid a higher duties rate for a
continuous period of twelve months or more, the higher duties
allowance will be added for up to four weeks of annual recreational leave or up to four weeks of any other approved leave of
absence for each period of 12 months so worked.
(3) Where an employee is acting for a period of between one
and four consecutive days while not receiving higher duty allowance the period of service should be recorded on the
employee’s record of service for their C.V.
27.—SPECIAL LEAVE
Employees may be granted leave for the following—
• International sporting events
• Defence force reserves
• State emergency service volunteers
• Personal emergencies
Employees must submit a written request for leave and the
Employer shall consider the request having regard to patient
care and operational requirements. The Employer’s decision
on the application and also whether the leave is to be paid or
unpaid shall be final.
28.—SKILLS DEVELOPMENT LEAVE
(1) In this clause, an “approved course” is an accredited
course of study, conference or workshop undertaken by the
Employee which in the Employers view—
(a) is relevant to the business outcomes to be achieved
by the Employee;
(b) is relevant to the current and emerging business needs
of the Employer;
(c) enhances the career development of the Employee;
and
(d) does not unduly affect or inconvenience the operations of the Employer.
The Employer may grant an Employee leave with pay to
undertake part-time study for an approved course. The amount
of leave may be up to 38 hours within a 12 month period.
(2) Where paid study leave is provided for formal study periods with a college or university the Employee shall undertake
at least 50% of formal study in their own time.
(3) The Employee may be required to provide evidence to
the employer of attendance and satisfactory progress with
studies.
(4) The Employer may grant the Employee leave to attend
an approved course during the Employee’s hours of duty and
may require the employee to make up the hours in a way approved by the Employer. Alternatively, the Employer may grant
unpaid leave.
(5) The Employer may upon considering the merits of the
case, grant the Employee full time study leave with pay for a
period not extending beyond the Employee’s period of engagement provided that—
(a) The course or similar is not available locally;
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(b) The course must be a highly specialised course with
direct relevance to the Employee’s position and to
the Health Service’s corporate strategies and goals;
(c) The Employer may also take into consideration previous applications for study leave and whether the
study undertaken during those periods has been successfully completed.
29.—JURY SERVICE
If the Employee is required to serve on a jury the Employee
will receive paid leave for the time necessary to perform these
duties. The Employee will claim jurors fees and will pay them
to the Health Service.
30.—WITNESS SERVICE
If the Employee is called or subpoenaed as a witness before
a court or statutory tribunal in relation to a work-related matter, the Employee may at the discretion of the employer, receive
paid leave for the time necessary to fulfil these duties. Where
the Employee is paid for such leave, he/she will claim and pay
any witness fees received to the Health Service.
31.—WORK-RELATED EXPENSES
The Employer will reimburse to the Employee any approved
and reasonable work related expenses incurred by the Employee. All requests for reimbursement must include evidence
as to the appropriateness of a claim for reimbursement of any
such expenses.
The Employer may require evidence of the expenses incurred
by the Employee.
32.—SALARIES
This clause replaces Schedule A—Minimum Salaries of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award No. 39 of 1968.
(1) Subject to the provision of Clause 9.—Salaries of the
Award and to the provisions of this Clause the minimum annual salaries for employees bound by this Agreement are set
in this Clause and shall apply from date of registration until
the expiry of this Agreement.
(2) Minimum Salaries are detailed as follows. The rates of
pay have been adjusted to reflect the increase in Clause 10 of
the Agreement and represent full and final settlement of wage
adjustments provided for in this Agreement.
HSOA
LEVEL

EBA RATES
PRIOR TO
REGISTRATION

EBA RATES
EFFECTIVE 4% @
REGISTRATION

EBA RATES
EFFECTIVE
3% 12 MONTHS
LATER

18 yrs age
19 yrs age
20 yrs age

16,680
19,306
21,681

17,347
20,078
22,548

17,848
20,657
23,199

Level 1
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

23,816
24,551
25,282
26,011

24,769
25,533
26,293
27,051

25,483
26,270
27,052
27,832

Level 2
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

26,742
27,475
28,317
28,900
29,760

27,812
28,574
29,450
30,056
30,950

28,614
29,398
30,299
30,923
31,843

Level 3
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

30,777
31,567
32,399
33,724

32,008
32,830
33,695
35,073

32,931
33,777
34,667
36,085

Level 4
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

34,418
35,459
36,527
38,047

35,795
36,877
37,988
39,569

36,827
37,941
39,084
40,710

Level 5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

38,838
39,926
41,045
42,196

40,392
41,523
42,687
43,884

41,557
42,721
43,918
45,150
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EBA RATES
PRIOR TO
REGISTRATION

EBA RATES
EFFECTIVE 4% @
REGISTRATION

EBA RATES
EFFECTIVE
3% 12 MONTHS
LATER

HSOA
LEVEL

EBA RATES
PRIOR TO
REGISTRATION
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EBA RATES
EFFECTIVE 4% @
REGISTRATION

EBA RATES
EFFECTIVE
3% 12 MONTHS
LATER

Level 6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

44,414
46,060
48,400

46,191
47,902
50,336

47,523
49,284
51,788

Level 6
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

44,414
46,060
48,400

46,191
47,902
50,336

47,523
49,284
51,788

Level 7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

49,651
51,237
52,880

51,637
53,286
54,995

53,127
54,824
56,582

Level 7
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

49,651
51,237
52,880

51,637
53,286
54,995

53,127
54,824
56,582

Level 8
1st year
2nd year

55,280
57,248

57,491
59,538

59,150
61,255

Level 8
1st year
2nd year

55,280
57,248

57,491
59,538

59,150
61,255

Level 9
1st year
2nd year

60,226
62,298

62,635
64,790

64,442
66,659

Level 9
1st year
2nd year

60,226
62,298

62,635
64,790

64,442
66,659

Level 10
1st year
2nd year

64,566
68,214

67,149
70,943

69,086
72,989

Level 10
1st year
2nd year

64,566
68,214

67,149
70,943

69,086
72,989

76,107
79,277

Level 11
1st year
2nd year

71,128
74,091

73,973
77,055

76,107
79,277

Level 12
1st year
78,154
2nd year
80,899
3rd year
84,029
HSO701/ trainee 15,650
HSO Class 1 88,764
HSO Class2
93,498
HSO Class 3
98,231
HSO Class 4 102,965
PS Class 1
82,879

81,280
84,135
87,390
16,276
92,315
97,238
102,160
107,084
86,194

83,625
86,562
89,911
16,746
94,977
100,043
105,107
110,173
88,681

Level 11
1st year
2nd year
Level 12
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

71,128
74,091
78,154
80,899
84,029

73,973
77,055
81,280
84,135
87,390

83,625
86,562
89,911

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older on
appointment to a classification equivalent to Level
1, may be appointed to the minimum rate of pay based
on years of service, not on age.
(b) A Medical Typist or Medical Secretary shall be paid
a medical terminology allowance of $1000 per annum.
For the purposes of this subclause ‘Medical Typist’
and ‘Medical Secretary’ shall mean those workers
classified on a classification equivalent to Level 1,2,
or 3 who spend at least 50% of their time typing
from tapes, shorthand, and/or Doctor’s notes of case
histories, summaries, reports or similar material involving a broad range of medical terminology.
(3) Salaries.—Specified Callings and Other Professionals
are detailed as follows. The rates of pay have been adjusted to
reflect the increases in Clause 10 of the Agreement, and represent full and final settlement of wage adjustments provided
for in this Agreement.
(a) Employees, who possess a relevant tertiary level
qualification, or equivalent as agreed between the
union and the employers, and who are employed in
the callings of Architect, Audiologist, Bio Engineer,
Chemist, Dietitian, Engineer, Medical Scientist, Librarian, Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist,
Physicist, Pharmacist, Clinical Psychologist, Psychologist, Research Officer, Scientific Officer, Social
Worker, Speech Pathologist, Podiatrist, Medical
Imaging Technologist, Nuclear Medicine Technologist, Radiation Therapist, Orthotist, or any other
professional calling as agreed between the Union and
employers, shall be entitled to Annual Salaries as
follows—
(b)
HSOA
LEVEL

Level 3/5
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year

EBA RATES
PRIOR TO
REGISTRATION

30,777
32,399
34,418
36,527
39,926
42,196

EBA RATES
EFFECTIVE 4% @
REGISTRATION

32,008
33,695
35,795
37,988
41,523
43,884

EBA RATES
EFFECTIVE
3% 12 MONTHS
LATER

32,931
34,667
36,827
39,084
42,721
45,150

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this sub clause, on appointment or promotion to the Level 3/5 under this
sub clause—
(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment;
(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four academic year tertiary qualification, relevant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment;
(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD Degree relevant to their calling shall commence on the third year
increment;
Provided that employees who attain a higher
tertiary level qualification after appointment
shall not be entitled to any advanced progression through the range.
(c) The employer and union shall be responsible for determining the relevant acceptable qualifications for
appointment for the callings covered by this sub
clause and shall maintain a manual setting out such
qualifications.
(d) The employer in allocating levels pursuant to paragraph (b) of this sub clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 3/5 for a particular
calling/s.
(4) The following conditions shall apply to employees in the
callings detailed below—
Engineers—
Employees employed in the calling of Engineer and
who are classified Level 3/5 under this Agreement
shall be paid a minimum salary at the rate prescribed
for the maximum of Level 3/5 where the employee
is an “experienced engineer” as defined.
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For the purposes of this paragraph “experienced engineer”
shall mean—
(a) An engineer appointed to perform professional engineering duties and who is a Corporate Member of
The Institution of Engineers, Australia, or who attains that status during service.
(b) An engineer appointed to perform professional duties who is not a Corporate Member of the Institution
of Engineers, Australia but who possesses a degree
or diploma from a University, College, or Institution
acceptable to the employer on the recommendation
of the Institution of Engineers, Australia, and who—
(i) having graduated in a four or five academic
year course at a University or Institution recognised by the employer, has had four years
experience on professional engineering duties
acceptable to the employer since becoming a
qualified engineer, or
(ii) not having a University degree but possessing
a diploma recognised by the employer, has had
five year’s experience on professional engineering duties, recognised by the employer
since becoming a qualified engineer.
33.—REMUNERATION PACKAGING
(1) An employee may elect by separate written agreement
with the employer to receive non-cash benefits of up to 30%
of the base wage (excluding penalty and overtime payments
and allowances) and to have the total annual cash payment of
wage correspondingly reduced by the amount by which the
non-cash benefits are valued.
(2) Remuneration Packaging will be provided in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement and the Western Australian Government Health System Remuneration Packaging
Policy and Procedures, and conditions agreed in the Remuneration Packaging Agreement letter.
(3) Remuneration Packaging will be offered at no cost to the
employer.
(4) To the extent of any inconsistency between the separate
written agreement and the provisions of this Agreement, the
provisions of this Agreement will have precedence.
(5) An employee may elect at any time to cancel any Remuneration Packaging arrangement on at least 4 weeks notice.
(6) The employer may elect to cancel any Remuneration
Packaging arrangement on at least 4 weeks notice if the employer incurs a liability to pay fringe benefits tax or any other
tax in respect of the non-cash benefits provided. Provided that
the employer can not retrospectively cancel any Remuneration Packaging arrangement.
(7) The cancellation of Remuneration packaging will not
cancel or otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
34.—MANAGEMENT OF ABSENTEEISM
(1) In order to ensure that those absent through no fault of
their own receive the full support of the Health Service, and to
improve productivity by better managing absenteeism and its
causes, the absenteeism management system set out in Appendix B will be implemented.
(2) The operation of these provisions may be reviewed during the life of the Agreement at the request of either party and
may be revised or varied as a result of such review.
35.—RATIFICATION
The signatories that follow testify to the fact that this Agreement shall come into effect as of the date of registration.
Michael Hartland
COMMON SEAL
M Hartland (signed)
.....................................
27.4.99
(Signature)
(Date)
President, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
Daniel P Hill
D Hill (signed)
.....................................
23.4.99
(Signature)
(Date)
Secretary, for and on behalf of the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
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The Common Seal of the Board of
Management of Laverton and Leonora Health Service
was affixed by authority of the Board,
in the presence of—
COMMON SEAL
J A Carter (signed)
.....................................
13.4.99
Chairman
(Date)
J R Carter (signed)
.....................................
Board Member

13.4.99
(Date)

T Canning (signed)
.....................................
General Manager

12.4.99
(Date)

ATTACHMENT 1—MODEL FOR IDENTIFYING
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES
The following model is to be used as a guide only and it is
expected that it will be modified to meet the needs of Laverton
and Leonora Health Service as required.
A Model for Identifying Productivity Increases
The primary focus of Enterprise Bargaining in the workplace
will be on best practice, efficiency, effectiveness, competitiveness and cost saving. This will involve achieving corporate
goals through the business planning cycle and linking into the
quality process used in the EQuIP accreditation principles.
1. Employees to focus on the following areas—
• Productivity Improvements which can be made:
Identification of all possibilities for improving productivity through looking at possible changes in what
work is done, how the work is done, who does the
work, who could better do the work, when the work
is done, whether the work should be done (ie. whether
a particular task can be performed less often and still
achieve a satisfactory output) possibilities for multiskilling and opportunities to reduce costs (including
financial costs) and reduce waste. Employees will
actively participate in achieving organisational goals
and support the EQuIP Accreditation process.
• Barriers to Productivity Improvements: Identification and removal of any significant barriers to
improving productivity, such as, need for training,
need for equipment, problems with computer programs, demarcation problems and arguments about
who should do what, award constraints, information
or guidelines problems, problems in regard to supervision, whether too much or not enough, or of poor
quality, opportunities and barriers to self management, physical barriers such as the location of various
functions which interact with each other and barriers to communication. Continuous service
improvement will an integral part of productivity
gains.
2. Employers, in consultation with their Employees, to focus on all of the above plus macro issues impacting on
productivity—
• Structural Matters: Existing organisational structures will be changed to maximise flexibility and
achieve quality service outcomes for our customers.
This will involve the abolition of some positions and
refocussing of others to achieve shifts in service direction. Continuous improvement will underpin the
drive for greater productivity and service delivery
enhancement using the Equip Accreditation process..
• Management structures will be flattened to more appropriately reflect the responsibilities and
commitment of employees to achieving greater flexibility and productivity. The management structures
and their appropriateness may need to be examined
at both an organisational and departmental level.
• Best Practice, Benchmarking, Continuous Improvement and New Opportunities: Initiatives in
these areas will in general need to be initiated through
employees and managers working co-operatively
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towards organisational goals. This is an important
area given that one of its outcomes should be improved competitiveness.
Where barriers to competitiveness beyond the control of the employer/health service are identified,
these should be drawn to the attention of the Health
Department so that they can be addressed on an industry basis.
• Culture and Environment: Management culture
and organisational culture may need to be examined
in light of the overall direction of health management and where appropriate programs and training
be introduced to address any identified problems.
3. Quality of Employment—Issues to be Examined by Both
Employees and Employers—
This area does not necessarily impact on productivity, as
such, but may have a positive impact financially and/or
an improvement in the non-wage rewards of employment
and is therefore a very valuable, win-win, area for both
employees and employers. Matters to be examined under
this heading include, but are not confined to—
1. A framework is to be developed to determine Level
1-2 Competency Progression and be implemented
within 12 months of the agreement being ratified.
2. Remote Area Benefits and Attraction Package—
Some of the following issues are for consideration:
Review of Housing and District Allowance, Pro-rata
Long Service Leave after Three Years, Housing Subsidy, Locality Allowance, 10% bonus on completing
three year contract.
3. Develop a statement on overtime that is fair and reasonable to all parties.
Consider and review productivity issues but not limited to
the following:
• Occupational Health and Safety -work to reduce
number of incidents
• Unplanned Absences—implement a management
program see attachment B
• Health and Welfare of the Workforce
• Equal Opportunity—ensure services are delivered appropriately and employment practices reflect
principles and policy of the Health Service.
• Career paths, including access to special project
work, providing opportunities for development and
recognition
• Employee Recognition, through feedback, support,
acknowledgment, enablement, empowerment, consultation and non-financial rewards
• Equity Issues—ensure access to employment opportunity and services is based on merit, fairness and
need.
APPENDIX B
LAVERTON AND LEONORA HEALTH SERVICE
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
LAVERTON AND LEONORA HEALTH SERVICE
MANAGEMENT OF SICK LEAVE POLICY
The Health Service wishes to provide genuine support to
employees when they are ill. As a part of our commitment to
employees and in acknowledging family responsibilities we
have expanded sick leave credit usage to enable employees to
use sick credits to look after immediate members of their family when they are ill. Employees with genuine illness should
advise their manager of their difficulty and wherever possible
support will be given to assist the employee to manage their
illness in the workplace.
While it is acknowledged that there are some employees
who have and do experience long term illnesses, there is also
a pattern amongst a number of employees to use every sick
day as it accrues. These employees are easily identified and
many have distinct patterns of sick leave usage. As good management practice, those employees who are demonstrating a
pattern of sick leave usage will have this drawn to their attention. Managers will interview all employees upon their return
to work from sick leave to ensure they are well and able to
return to work.
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Inappropriate use of sick leave has an impact on service delivery and causes an unfair burden on remaining employees.
To standardise the management of sick leave across Laverton
and Leonora Health Service it is proposed that as employees
return to work from sick leave they will meet with the manager for their area to ensure—
• They are well and are not returning to work too early,
• Where a particular pattern is evident then this is to
be drawn to the employees attention and an offer
made for assistance. If the pattern is as a result of
long term medical treatment for illness then the
Health Service will endeavour to ensure that we facilitate access to that treatment for the employee.
Every attempt will be made to remove any pressure
the employee may feel about having treatment on a
regular basis.
• If a sick leave pattern is as a result of other personal
issues the employee, does not have to identify the
specific issue, but will be offered access to services
at Centrecare. It is essential for the issue causing the
unacceptable pattern to be managed. This might include the employee exercising the option to take
annual or other leave to address the problem.
• If there is a continuation in an employee’s pattern of
poor sick leave usage particularly where there is no
medical certificate then the employee will be given
a formal written warning. This will not have an impact on those employees who are genuinely ill.
Should you have a particular problem you are encouraged to
discuss it with your area manager or Manager Workforce
Services and Development.
General Manager
September 1998
LAVERTON AND LEONORA HEALTH SERVICE
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM—PROCESS
FOR ISSUING OF A WARNING
Action will be taken for the following patterns of noncertificated sick leave and other forms of absenteeism—
A. Regular absenteeism before and after days off duty
or overtime over a period of 4 months (3—4 times
within the period).
*A pattern of being absent on the shift before or after days off or overtime over a period of 4 months
(3-4 times in the period).
*Absenteeism after an accrued day off (3 or more)
over a period of 4 months.
B. Regular absenteeism of 1 or 2 days (including sick
leave without a certificate) once every 4 to 6 weeks
over a period of 4 months.
Use of ADO’s, Annual Leave and Time In Lieu of shifts
substitute for sick leave will not be approved where a person
has (or has not) used their sick leave entitlement unless approved by the General Manager.
DISCIPLINARY ACTION
1. FIRST COUNSELLING
The employee will be asked to attend a meeting with
Management and asked if there is a problem. At this
meeting the offer of counselling will be given with a
warning and if the problem continues the employee
will face disciplinary action. A confirmation letter
of the discussion will be issued together with a counselling service brochure (see Attachment 1).
2. FIRST WARNING
A letter will be handed to the employee outlining the
exact nature of the reason for the warning. If the absenteeism continues then Management will take
disciplinary action as per the award. The letter will
contain an extract of the award condition (see Attachment 2).
3. SECOND WARNING
Another letter will be handed to the employee outlining the exact nature of the reason for the warning.
Disciplinary action may involve redeployment to
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another area, or other appropriate action. A confirmation letter outlining the action to be sent to the
employee (see Attachment 3).
4. THIRD AND FINAL WARNING
If the employee continues to be absent as outlined
above, the disciplinary procedure as stated in the
award will apply (clause 27—3) and may lead to the
termination of the employee’s contract of employment.
NB. Steps 2 to 4 above shall be in accordance with section
27—3 of the award which provides for the warnings to be
given over a 12 month period. The employee may invite a
third party to be present at all interviews.
LAVERTON AND LEONORA HEALTH SERVICE
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SUMMARY SHEET
TO BE SIGNED AS EACH INTERVIEW IS HELD
THE ORIGINAL IS TO BE RETAINED BY THE
MANAGER OF THE DEPARTMENT AND A COPY
SENT TO THE HUMAN RESOURCES AFTER EACH
INTERVIEW
EMPLOYEE’S NAME .........................................................
Last Name
First Name
POSITION ...................................... POSITION NO. ...........
SUPERVISOR’S NAME ......................................................
Last Name
First Name
SUPERVISOR’S POSITION ................................................
DISCUSSION

DATE

EMPLOYEE’S
SIGNATURE

SUPERVISOR’S
SIGNATURE

1ST SESSION
1ST WARNING
2ND WARNING
FINAL WARNING
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EMPLOYEE’S COMMENTS

DATE ......./......./.......
Attachment 1
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FIRST COUNSELLING LETTER
Dear
This is to confirm the interview held on ......./......./....... with
your manager, ................................., concerning your absenteeism record.
Detailed below are the days you have been absent since
......./......./.......—
DATE
DAY OF THE WEEK
HOURS ABSENT
The dates marked with an asterisk have been taken before or
after your rostered days off duty.
Should the reason for your absenteeism be of a personal or
non-work related nature then we encourage you to seek assistance, if required, from the Employee Assistance Program
organisation, Centrecare. A brochure is attached for reference.
If you require to be absent from work for reasons other than
sickness, then you should apply in advance for an Accrued
Day Off.
I will be reviewing your record over the next few months
and look forward to a resolution of the situation. If you wish
to discuss this matter at any time, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Yours sincerely,
MANAGER
Attach:

LAVERTON AND LEONORA HEALTH SERVICE
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW
(To be completed at each interview. Copy to be made
available to employee).
GENERAL COMMENTS

MANAGER’S COMMENTS

Attachment 2
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FIRST WARNING LETTER
Dear
This is to confirm the interview held on ......./......./....... with
you, me and the Manager Workforce Services and Development, concerning your absenteeism record. This is your second
interview on this matter.
Detailed below are the days you have been absent since
......./......./.......—
DATE
DAY OF THE WEEK
HOURS ABSENT
The dates marked with an asterisk have been taken before or
after your rostered days off duty.
In terms of the Laverton and Leonora Health Services absenteeism policy, this record is unacceptable and if it continues
it will be necessary to take disciplinary action in terms of the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award. The wording of the relevant
section, Clause 27 (3) of the award is set out below for your
information—
Where the employer seeks to discipline an employee, or
terminate an employee the following steps shall be observed—
(a)
(i) In the event that an employee commits a misdemeanour, the employee’s immediate
supervisor or any other officer so authorised,
may exercise the employer’s right to reprimand
the employee so that the employee understands
the nature and implications of his/her conduct.
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(ii) The first two reprimands shall take the form
of warnings and, if given verbally, shall be
confirmed in writing as soon as practicable
after the giving of the reprimand.
(iii) Should it be necessary, for any reason, to reprimand an employee three times in a period
not exceeding 12 months continuous service,
the contract of service, shall, upon the giving
of that third reprimand, be terminable in accordance with the provisions of this award.
(iv) The above procedure is meant to preserve the
rights of the individual employee, but it shall
not, in any way, limit the right of the employer
to summarily dismiss an employee for misconduct.
This matter has now been referred to Laverton and Leonora
Health Services Manager for Workforce Services and Development. It is strongly recommended that you make every effort
to improve your absenteeism record so that it is acceptable to
the organisation. If you do not do so, the above procedure will
be followed and could lead to the termination of your contract
of service with the organisation.
I will continue to review your absenteeism record over the
next few months. If you wish to discuss this matter at any
time, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,
MANAGER
Attachment 3.
ABSENTEEISM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SECOND WARNING LETTER
Dear
This is to confirm the interview held on ......./......./....... with
concerning your continued poor absenteeism record. This is
the third interview held regarding this matter.
Detailed below are the days you have been absent since
......./......./.......—
DATE
DAY OF THE WEEK
HOURS ABSENT
The dates marked with an asterisk have been taken before or
after your rostered days off duty.
This record continues to be unacceptable to the Health Service. As stated in my previous letter dated ......./......./....... if
continued it could lead to the termination of your contract of
employment.
As indicated at our interview there are two options available
to me at this stage. The first is to leave you where you are and
monitor your attendance closely. The second is to move you
to another area where your absences are less likely to cause
disruption to the services provided by this Department and to
monitor your attendance closely. On this occasion I have chosen to take the .......... option.
Again I encourage you to improve your absenteeism record.
If you wish to discuss this matter at any time, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,
MANAGER
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LOTTERIES COMMISSION 1999 ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT.
No. PSA AG 20 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Chief Executive Officer
Lotteries Commission Western Australia and Others.
No. PSA AG 20 of 1999.
Lotteries Commission 1999 Enterprise Agreement.
17 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr E Rea on behalf of The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated, and Mr K
Leadbetter on behalf of the Chief Executive Officer Lotteries
Commission Western Australia now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “Lotteries
Commission 1999 Enterprise Agreement” reflected
in the schedule to this order shall be and is registered
with effect on the 17th day of May 1999.
2. THAT the Lotteries Commission 1999 Enterprise
Agreement shall replace the Lotteries Commission
1996 Enterprise Agreement with effect on the 17th
day of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
SECTION I
AGREEMENT FRAMEWORK
1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Lotteries Commission 1999 Enterprise Agreement” and shall replace the
Agreement known as the “Lotteries Commission 1996 Enterprise Agreement”, PSAAG 138 of 1996.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
SECTION I AGREEMENT FRAMEWORK
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope
4. Estimated Number of Employees Covered
5. Parties Bound
6. Duration
7. No Further Claims
8. Relationship to Awards
9. Single Bargaining Unit
10. Dispute Settlement
11. Corporate Direction
12. Mission, Vision, Values, Key Result Areas, Objectives, Outcome
13. Objectives: This Agreement
SECTION II CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
14. Conditions and the Awards
15. Hours
16. Part-Time Employment
17. Shift Work
18. Entry Level
19. Annual Leave
20. Long Service Leave
21. Carers’ Leave
22. Parental Leave
23. Leave without Pay
24. Study Leave
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25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
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Bereavement and Special Leave
Motor Vehicle Allowance
Protective Clothing and Safety Footwear
Travelling Allowance
Meal Allowance
Salary Packaging
Working from Home
Cultural/Ceremonial Leave
Uniforms
No Loss Provision
Implementation
Adjustment of Allowances
Salaries
Schedule 1—Salaries Lists
Schedule 2—Business Improvement and Remuneration Plan

3.—SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to the Lotteries Commission and
its employees who are members of, or eligible to be members
of the Associations / Unions which are party to this Agreement
4.—ESTIMATED NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
COVERED
The number of employees covered by this Agreement at the
date of lodgement is estimated to be 25.
5.—PARTIES BOUND
(1) Employer
Board of Commissioners of the Lotteries Commission, Western Australia (Lotteries Commission).
(2) Association / Union
(a) Australian Municipal, Administrative and Clerical
Union of Employees (WA Clerical and Administrative Branch);
(b) Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
6.—DURATION
(1) This Agreement shall remain in force, effective from the
lodgement date of this Agreement, with the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, to expire on 30 June 2001.
(2) Negotiations between the employer and employees for
renewal of this Agreement, or for the formulation of a new
Agreement, shall commence no later than six months prior to
the expiry date of this Agreement.
(3) The parties bound agree the salaries, allowances and
conditions resulting from this Agreement shall continue to
apply until a further Agreement is registered.
7.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties bound undertake that for the duration of this
Agreement there shall be no further salary increases, other
improvements and conditions, sought or granted, except as
provided for in this Agreement. However, it is agreed that where
a State Wage Safety Net adjustment may increase the base
Award pay rates to a rate greater than the pay rates contained
in this Agreement, then the Award pay rates shall apply.
8.—RELATIONSHIP TO AWARDS
(1) The parties bound recognise the relevant parent Awards
covering employees of the Lotteries Commission consist of
the following Awards of the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission—
(a) “Clerks (Public Authorities) Award 1987 No. PSA
7A of 1987”.
(b) “Government Officers’ Salaries, Allowances and
Conditions Award 1989 No. PSA A3 of 1989”.
(2) This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the
existing Awards that apply to the parties bound to this Agreement, except for the following clauses where the relevant
clauses in this Agreement shall apply—
(a) “Clerks (Public Authorities) Award”—
(i) Clause 6 —Hours of Attendance.
(ii) Clause 7—Annual Recreation Leave.
(iii) Clause 10—Part-Time Officers.
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(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

Clause 13 – Leave without Pay
Clause 14—Long Service Leave.
Clause 18—Shift Work.
Clause 22 – Entry Level
Clause 25 – Short Leave
Clause 27 – Study Assistance
Clause 34—Maternity Leave
Schedule B – Travelling, Transfer and Relieving Allowance
(xii) Schedule C – Motor Vehicle Allowance
(b) “Government Officers’ Salaries, Allowances and
Conditions Award”—
(i) Clause 9—Part-Time Employment.
(ii) Clause 16—Hours.
(iii) Clause 17—Shift Work.
(iv) Clause 19—Annual Leave.
(v) Clause 21—Long Service Leave.
(vi) Clause 22 – Entry Level
(vii) Clause 23—Maternity Leave.
(viii) Clause 24 – Leave without pay
(ix) Clause 25 – Study Leave
(x) Clause 26 – Short Leave
(xi) Clause 35 – Motor Vehicle Allowance
(xii) Clause 42 – Travelling Allowance
(3) In the case of any inconsistencies between the provisions of the Awards mentioned in clause 8.1 and the provisions
of this Agreement, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent
of the inconsistencies.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) This Agreement has been negotiated between the employer and a Single Bargaining Unit comprising employees of
the Lotteries Commission.
(2) Each Union / Association has participated or has chosen
to secure representation in the negotiations leading to this
Agreement.
10.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT
(1) In keeping with the spirit of this Agreement, the parties
are committed to the principle of conciliation and direct negotiation in any issues or disputes arising out of this Agreement.
Any issues or disputes should, if possible, be resolved promptly
by direct informal consultation between the parties involved.
(2) The following procedures are to be followed in connection with questions, disputes, or difficulties arising under this
Agreement—
(a) Stage 1: Discussion between the employee and their
immediate supervisor and/or manager.
(b) Stage 2: Discussion between the employee, their immediate supervisor and/or manager, and their
Director.
(c) Stage 3: Discussion between the employee, their immediate supervisor and/or manager, their Director,
and the Chief Executive Officer.
(d) Stage 4: If a dispute has not been resolved within 10
days under Stages 1—3, the dispute shall be put in
writing to the Manager, Human Resources. The
Manager, Human Resources or nominated delegate
shall be required to convene a meeting of relevant
parties to the dispute to arrive at a satisfactory resolution. If no resolution can be reached within five
days, the matter may be referred by either party to
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(3) Nothing in this Agreement precludes a party with a dispute from proceeding to a subsequent Stage if they do not
wish to raise the matter with any other party concerned.
11.—CORPORATE DIRECTION
(1) In the Strategic Plan1997-2000, the Lotteries Commission has recently—
(a) Reaffirmed the corporate mission.
(b) Identified the vision for the future.
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(c) Identified the organisational values.
(d) Documented the key result areas, objectives, and outcomes sought.
(e) Identified the strategies to achieve the outcomes
sought.
(2) Measurable improvements will be made in the productivity, efficiency, cost effectiveness and flexibility of the
Lotteries Commission through an understanding and commitment to this corporate direction by all employees, in partnership
with the employer.
(3) The “Lotteries Commission Strategic Plan 1997 -2000
major elements are—
12.—MISSION, VISION, VALUES, KEY RESULT
AREAS, OBJECTIVES, OUTCOMES
(1) MISSION
“To enhance the quality of life for Western Australians by
maximising our funding and support of the community through
excellence and integrity in the lottery and entertainment
business”
(2) VISION
(a) We are an ethical and effective world class lottery
organisation and a leader in our role of funding and
supporting the community.
(b) Our aims are that—
(i) Our Community—benefits from our contribution;
(ii) Our Business—efficiently develops and prospers;
(iii) Our Players—enjoy buying and playing our
games;
(iv) Our Staff—are leaders in their field who enjoy working in our organisation;
(v) Our Business & Community Partners—benefit from, and value, their relationship with us.
(3) VALUES
In valuing our community, our environment and those with
whom we have a business relationship we—
(a) take pride in our contribution to the quality of life
within the Western Australian community
(b) strive for excellence, exceeding our customers’ needs
and expectations
(c) are committed to a “fair go” for everyone, treating
others with honesty, respect and an appreciation of
differences
(d) encourage innovation and creativity
(e) recognise the worth of others’ jobs and contributions,
supporting each other’s needs for achievement and
development
(f) respect each other’s family and community responsibilities
(g) respect and protect the environment and contribute
to its renewal
(h) carry out all our activities with integrity and perform
to the highest ethical, professional and commercial
standards.
(4) Key Result Area 1: Community Funding & Support
OBJECTIVE—
To enhance the quality of life of the WA community by providing funding & support to eligible organisations
OUTCOMES
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Innovative & responsive - client satisfaction with LC funding
grants program meets
- total $ non-statutory grants
community needs
- no. programs/subprograms funded
- no. grant applications
Enhancement of the
- community funding as a % of sales
not-for-profit
- community funding per capita
community sector’s
- total cost per $ of community
ability to deliver
funding
services
Increased ability of
statutory funding
recipients to deliver
services

Social & economic
development of WA
An enhanced sense of
community
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- social & economic impact of the
grants program

KEY STRATEGIES
Develop, monitor, review & refine funding policies & programs in the light of changing community needs and priorities
for available funds
Undertake public relations activities to—
- provide information & support to organisations
throughout WA
- promote the link between lotteries business & community funding
Provide grants to—
- assist in service provision to ‘disadvantaged’ sectors
- encourage excellence in the not-for-profit sector
- contribute to the quality of life of the broader community
- promote social, economic & community development
enhance the physical & cultural environment
(5) Key Result Area 2: Lotteries & Entertainment
OBJECTIVE—
To maximise the net return from the responsible sale of lotteries & entertainment products to adults in Western Australia
OUTCOMES
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Achieve desired sales
& net returns

-

Meet public
entertainment needs
for lotteries games &
associated products

-

Development of a
successful retail
distribution network

-

total product sales
per capita sales
cost per $ sales
net return
customer satisfaction
percentage 16+ years population
playing our games
percentage household disposal income spent on our products
share WA gaming market
dollar sales per retailer
cost per outlet as percentage of sales
sales as percentage of total retail sales

KEY STRATEGIES
Develop new products & enhance existing products &
services to meet public entertainment needs
Ensure long term desired total product sales
Develop standards of excellence in the retail distribution
network
Market products through professional, socially responsible
& cost effective marketing strategies
(6) Key Result Area 3: Our Business
OBJECTIVE—
To achieve our business goals by conducting our business in
a way which meets the highest ethical, professional &
commercial standards
OUTCOMES
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
High levels of
customer satisfaction
& public approval
Productive relationships
with our suppliers &
business partners
Efficient and effective
operations & business

- satisfaction levels of customers,
- stakeholders, staff, suppliers &
business partners
- gaming system uptime
- corporate image rating
- operating costs as a percentage of
sales
- investment income compared with
benchmark above Cash Management
Trust
- percentage compliance with International Standards Organisation &
Intertoto quality standards
- percentage of continuous improvement targets achieved

KEY STRATEGIES
Foster Alliances & business partnerships necessary to
remain successful in our marketplace.
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Maintain strong communication links with key stakeholders
to effectively position the Lotteries Commission within the
community.
Implement new technologies & systems to enhance business opportunities and information management.
Develop organisation structure and staff competencies consistent with our role as a world class lotteries organisation.
Further develop an organisation culture focussed on learning, continuous improvement and recognition of excellence.
13.—OBJECTIVES: THIS AGREEMENT
The specific objectives of this Agreement are to—
(1) Enhance employee commitment and contribution to
the success of the Lotteries Commission.
(2) Detail specific measures to improve the productivity, efficiency, cost effectiveness and flexibility of
the Lotteries Commission.
(3) Gain employer, Union/Association and employee endorsement for the implementation of measures to
improve the productivity, efficiency, cost effectiveness and flexibility of the Lotteries Commission.
(4) Improve the quality of working life for employees
within the Lotteries Commission.
SECTION II
CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
14.—CONDITIONS AND THE AWARDS
At the date of lodgement of this Agreement, the following
conditions of service will be implemented—
(1) Hours.
(2) Part-Time Employment.
(3) Shift Work.
(4) Annual Leave.
(5) Long Service Leave.
(6) Carer’s Leave.
(7) Parental Leave.
(8) Dress and Uniforms.
(9) Leave Without Pay.
(10) Study Leave.
(11) Bereavement Leave.
(12) Entry Level.
(13) Motor Vehicle Allowance.
(14) Protective Clothing and Safety Footwear.
(15) Travelling Allowance.
(16) Meal Allowance.
(17) Working from Home.
(18) Cultural/Ceremonial Leave.
(19) Home Telephone.
(20) Salary Packaging.
15.—HOURS
(1) Employees may choose to work either 150 or 160 ordinary hours over a settlement period of 20 consecutive working
days. (See also Clause 17 – Shift Work – Information Services). The spread of ordinary hours shall be worked between
6.00 am and 7.00 pm Monday to Friday, as determined by the
employer in consultation with an employee. Public holidays
shall be counted as seven hours, 30 minutes or 8 hours, relative to the choice of 150 or 160 ordinary working hours.
(2) No more than 10 hours may be worked in any one day,
exclusive of overtime.
(3) It is expected that employees take at least 30 minutes
meal break daily no later than 5 hours after commencing work
and preferably away from their workstation. Where operational
requirements prevent this the meal break should be taken as
close as possible to that time.
(4) The employer may vary the ordinary hours of attendance
to make provision for the performance of shift work including
work on Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays.
(5) (a) Employees shall maintain flexitime rosters which shall
be drafted in consultation with the employer who will indicate
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the minimum staffing and other requirements in respect to starting and finishing times, meal break coverage, flexileave, and
operational needs. Wherever possible, employees may select
their own starting and finishing times.
(b) Employees shall maintain a record of times worked in a
manner approved by the employer.
(c) Flexi-leave may be taken in any settlement period by
mutual agreement between employer and employee and will
not necessarily be on the same day or days in each settlement
period.
(d) A maximum of 15 or 16 credit hours shall be allowed to
be carried forward at the end of each 20-day settlement period. Where the employee is required and approved to work
additional hours they may be permitted to carry forward more
than two days at the end of the settlement period.
(e) Where arrears of work or pressure of business mean an
employee is unable to take accrued flexileave and has in excess of 15 or 16 credit hours at conclusion of a settlement
period, and provided that the working of additional time was
approved by the employer prior to that time being worked,
then by agreement with the employer flexileave may be—
(i) Taken before the conclusion of the next settlement
period.
(ii) Added to annual leave entitlements at single time
rate.
(iii) Taken as salary at the normal rate of pay.
(f) Debit hours below the required 150 or 160 hours shall
not be allowed at the end of each 20-day settlement period.
(6) Nothing in this clause shall preclude an alternative spread
of hours being agreed by an employee with the employer, provided that the agreed spread of hours does not exceed 13
consecutive hours in any one day Monday to Friday but not
public holidays.
(7) An employee shall have a minimum break of 10 hours
between ceasing work and recommencing work. Should an
employee not receive a 10 hour break, overtime at the rate of
2.0 times their normal hourly rate of pay shall be payable until
such time as a 10 hour break has been taken.
16.—PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
(1) A part-time employee shall work a minimum of 30 hours
and a maximum of 120 hours over a settlement period of 20
consecutive working days.
(2) An employee who is employed on a part-time basis shall
be paid a proportion of the appropriate full-time salary dependent on time worked.
(3) The employer and a part-time employee shall enter into
a written arrangement, which specifies the days and times on
which a part-time employee shall work. This may be varied
by mutual agreement with a minimum of four weeks notice
before implementing change unless the employee agrees to a
shorter period of notice.
(4) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, work
flexible part-time hours over a settlement period of 20 consecutive working days.
(5) A part-time employee shall be entitled to the conditions
of service and entitlements prescribed in this Agreement. Payment to a part-time employee proceeding on annual leave shall
be calculated on a pro-rata basis having regard for any variations to the employee’s ordinary working hours during the
accrual period. Carer’s leave and any other paid leave shall be
paid at the current rate of pay, but only for those working hours
or days that would normally have been worked had the employee not been on such leave.
(6) A part-time employee shall be allowed the prescribed
public holidays without deduction of pay in respect of each
public holiday, which is observed on a day ordinarily, worked
by that employee. Public holidays shall be counted as seven
hours, 30 minutes, or 8 hours, in relation to the working hours
a part-time employee would normally work on the day on which
a public holiday occurs.
(7) A part-time employee shall not be paid overtime rates of
pay unless—
(a) In excess of seven hours, 30 minutes or 8 hours has
been worked within the approved spread of hours on
any one day, and then only when the employer
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requires an employee to work additional hours within
their normal spread of hours.
(b) The employer requires an employee to work outside
the spread of hours of 6.00 am to 7.00 pm Monday
to Friday.
(8) Nothing in this clause shall preclude an alternative spread
of hours being agreed by an employee with the employer, provided that the agreed spread of hours does not exceed 13
consecutive hours in any one day Monday to Friday but not
public holidays.
(9) Provided that business circumstances allow, nothing in
this clause shall preclude an employee reverting to their previous form of employment where, with the approval of the
employer, an employee has changed from—
(a) Part-time employment to full time employment.
(b) Full-time employment to part time employment.
17.—SHIFT WORK—INFORMATION SERVICES
(1) The ordinary hours of work for employees on shift work
shall be 160 hours to be worked over a 28 consecutive day
work cycle comprising all days of the week and all public
holidays to be worked between the hours of 5.00 am and 12.00
midnight as determined by the employer.
(2) (a) Individual shifts for employees on shift work may
vary between six and 10 hours in consultation with the employer and employees, taking account of operational needs and
the consideration of employee’s quality of working life.
(b) Rosters shall be available to employees at least 28 days
prior to the commencement of a roster period, and shall not be
changed unless there is prior mutual agreement between the
employer and an affected employee or group of employees.
(c) A total of 160 hours shall be worked over a 28 consecutive day work cycle.
(d) A specific meal break shall not be scheduled in a shift
with operational requirements to take precedence at all times
before any time for a meal break may be taken. Employees
should strive, however, to take such a meal break 5 hours after
commencing work.
(e) An employee shall have a minimum break of 10 hours
between shifts, however this may be reduced to less than 10
hours but not less than eight hours, by mutual agreement between the employer and an employee. Should a shift worker
not receive a minimum break between rostered shifts determined in accordance with this sub-clause, overtime at the rate
of 1.5 times their normal hourly rate of pay shall be payable
until such time as an eight hour break has been taken.
(f) Where a shift worker may be required to be on emergency on call duty, and is called back to work, the minimum
break as determined in accordance with sub-clause (e) of this
clause may be further reduced by mutual agreement, provided
the employer takes all reasonable steps to take account of health
and safety issues which may arise as a result of these arrangements.
(g) A shift worker rostered on standby who is called to attend duty shall be paid a minimum of three hours at the normal
rate of pay and at time and a half for each subsequent halfhour time period. Time in lieu may be taken.
(h) An employee shall not work more than eight consecutive days without being rostered off duty and taking rostered
days off duty, unless this is increased greater than eight days
by mutual agreement between the employer and an affected
employee or group of employees.
(i) Rostered days off duty shall comprise a minimum of two
consecutive days, and there shall be a minimum of eight
rostered days off in each 28 consecutive day work cycle.
(j) Employees shall be allowed to exchange shifts or rostered
days off duty with other shift workers, with the prior agreement of the employer.
(3) (a) The employer shall allocate to employees employed
on shift work a salary range, which is specific to shift workers
as contained in Schedule 1 “Salaries” of this Agreement.
(b) The salary rate allocated to shift workers shall be their
standard rate of pay plus 20 per cent commuted allowance in
lieu of shift allowances and weekend penalty rates, as per the
relevant Award.
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(4) When overtime is required to be worked by an employee
on shift work, the rate payable shall be at 1.5 times the normal
hourly rate for that employee.
(5) (a) Shift workers shall be entitled to 25 days annual leave
on full pay each year to take account of shift work conditions,
provided that a minimum of 11 Sundays and/or public holidays are worked in a financial year.
(b) An additional day of leave with pay shall be added to
annual leave for each public holiday worked on a rostered shift.
(c) An additional day of leave with pay shall be added to
annual leave for each public holiday on which a shift worker
is rostered off.
18.—ENTRY LEVEL
(1) Employees 20 years of age and under shall be appointed
to “Entry Level” as provided for at Schedule 1: “Salaries” and
progress through the Level 1 range on an annual basis from
their date of appointment.
(2) Employees 21 years of age or over shall be appointed at
Level 1 Year 1 as provided for at Schedule 1: “Salaries.” The
employer has the discretion to appoint at a higher level.
19.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) (a) Each full time employee shall be entitled to 150 or
160 hours annual leave on full pay for each completed year of
continuous service. Annual leave may be calculated on a daily
basis.
(b) Annual leave shall be credited to an employee in advance on July 1 in each year. Part-time employees shall be
credited annual leave in the relation their weekly hours have
to 37 hours 30 minutes, or 40 hours, calculated on average
hours worked over the preceding financial year.
(c) An employee who is first appointed after July 1 shall be
entitled to pro-rata annual leave for that year, in the relation
that 150 or 160 hours has to weeks of completed service.
(2) An employee may take annual leave during the financial
year in which it accrues, with the time during which the leave
may be taken being subject to the approval of the employer.
However, an employee may elect not to take annual leave in
advance.
(3) Where an employee requests to accrue more than one
annual entitlement of annual leave for a special purpose, the
employer may grant an application provided there are no operational impediments to such a request and the leave can be
taken at a mutually convenient time.
(4) By indicating on the Leave Form, an employee shall be
paid salary in advance when proceeding on annual leave.
(5) An employee who has taken annual leave and resigns
before completing the required continuous service to accrue
that annual leave shall refund the value of the unearned prorata portion of the annual leave taken at the rate of salary at
the time of resignation. This subclause shall have no effect in
the event of death of an employee.
(6) Pro-rata annual leave, which has accrued prior to resignation, shall be paid to an employee at the rate of salary at the
time of resignation.
(7) (a) An employee may apply to the employer to receive
48 weeks of pay spread over the full year and to then take an
additional 4 weeks of annual leave each year.
(b) The employer may grant such an application provided
there are no operational impediments to such a request and the
leave can be taken at a mutually convenient time.
(c) An employee intending to enter into this arrangement
shall make a written application to the employer prior to 30
June each year for the following financial year.
(d) The additional 4 weeks of annual leave is not cumulative
and shall be taken during the year in which it accrues, with the
time during which the leave may be taken being subject to the
approval of the employer.
(e) Where an employee may be unable to take all or part of
the additional leave, their salary shall be adjusted at 1 July of
the following year to take account of the time worked during
the preceding year which was not included in salary paid for
that year.
(f) This arrangement shall have no effect on other leave that
an employee accrues in the course of their employment.
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(g) Superannuation and taxation effects shall be discussed
between the employee and employer prior to an employee
entering into this arrangement.
(8) An employee on annual leave required by the employer
to attend work may have—
(a) the equivalent time credited to annual leave entitlement.
OR
(b) the remaining annual leave deferred to an agreed date.
OR
(c) the annual leave extended by the number of days required to attend work.
(d) Where such return to work causes unavoidable financial cost to the employee this will be reimbursed
by the employer.
(e) Where special circumstances e.g. severe personal
hardship, can be demonstrated to the employer, a
payout or part payout of accrued annual leave may
be approved. Such approval is restricted to a maximum of 4 weeks annual leave each 2 years.
20.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) For the purposes of this clause—
“Continuous service” includes any period of leave on full
pay, but does not include any period of parental leave or
leave without pay.
(2) Each employee shall be entitled to 13 weeks of long service leave on full pay after completion of seven years of
continuous service.
(3) For each subsequent seven years of continuous service,
an employee shall receive 13 weeks of long service leave on
full pay.
(4) Public holidays which occur during a period of long service leave shall be treated as part of the long service leave.
(5) Part-time employees shall be credited long service leave
proportional to 37 hours, 30 minutes, or 40 hours, weekly work.
(6) Long service leave may be taken after completion of
seven years of continuous service, in which case—
(a) No days of long service leave may be taken until the
seven-year accrual period has been completed.
(b) An employee applying to take long service leave shall
complete and submit a leave form to the employer.
Provided there are no operational impediments to a
request to take long service leave and the leave can
be taken at a mutually convenient time, the employer
shall grant the request.
(c) Long service leave shall be taken within three years
of the date of accrual unless an extension is granted
by the employer in special circumstances e.g. operational requirements.
(7) An employee may apply to take long service leave entitlements as—
(a) 13 weeks at normal pay.
(b) Minimum amounts of four weeks at normal pay.
(c) 26 weeks at half pay.
(8) On written application, an employee shall be paid salary
in advance when proceeding on long service leave.
(9) Pro-rata payment for any period of long service leave
shall be payable on cessation of employment, provided that a
3 year qualifying period has been worked prior to resignation.
(10) An employee shall have previous pro-rata portions of
long service leave earned with a previous employer recognised as service towards accrual of long service leave with the
Lotteries Commission, provided an agreement between the
respective employers is in place to this effect.
(11) An employee on long service leave required to attend
work may—
(a) have the equivalent time credited to long service leave
entitlement;
OR
(b) have the remaining long service leave deferred to an
agreed date;
OR
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(c) Have the long service leave extended by the number
of days required to attend work.
21.—CARER’S LEAVE
(1) Employees covered by this Agreement may use this noncumulative leave to a maximum of 18.75, or 20 hours, per
annum in accordance with this Clause to provide care for another person subject to—
(a) The employee being responsible for the care of the
person concerned.
(b) The person concerned being either a member of the
employee’s immediate family or a member of the
employee’s household.
(c) The term “immediate family” includes a partner (including a spouse or defacto spouse), child or adult
dependent (including an adopted child, foster child,
step child or ex nuptial child), parent, grandparent,
grandchild or sibling of the employee or partner of
the employee.
(d) Where any application for leave pursuant to this
clause exceeds two consecutive days the employee
shall provide the Commission with the certificate of
a registered medical practitioner, registered dental
practitioner (or other health practitioner as approved
by the employer).
(e) The employee shall give the employer, where possible, prior notice of the intention to take leave, details
of their relationship to the person requiring care, the
reason for taking such leave and the estimated length
of absence. In any event, the particulars required by
the prior notice must be provided to the employer as
soon as practicable, in default of which there will be
no entitlement to paid leave under this clause.
(2) Where an employee is required to provide care during a
period of annual leave or long service leave for a period of at
least their working week and produces at the time or as soon
as possible thereafter a certificate as described in sub-clause
(5) (a), the employer shall grant carer’s leave for the period
during which the employee provided care and reinstate annual
or long service leave equivalent to the period of care.
(3) An employee who is absent on leave without pay is not
eligible for carers’ leave during the currency of that leave without pay.
(4) Carers’ leave shall not be granted with pay if the illness
or injury has been caused by the misconduct of the employee
or in any case of absence from duty without sufficient cause.
22.—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) For the purposes of this clause, “employee” shall mean
all employees.
(2) (a) An employee shall, no later than 10 weeks before an
expected date of birth, make application to the employer for
parental leave for a period not exceeding 12 months. An application for parental leave shall be supported by the certificate
of a registered medical practitioner, other such certificate, or
employee’s written statement indicating the expected date of
birth.. Where circumstances mean less than 10 weeks notice is
given by an employee, the employer may still grant parental
leave according to the individual circumstances of an employee.
(b) The employer shall grant an employee up to 12 months’
parental leave, exclusive of all other leave entitlements. In the
case of impending birth, the minimum period of absence on
parental leave shall commence six weeks before the expected
date of birth or such other time as may be approved by the
employer, and end six weeks after the date on which the birth
or adoption has taken place. However, an employee may apply to have the minimum six-week period before or after the
expected date of birth reduced.
(c) For the purposes of parental leave for adoption, assuming legal guardianship, or step-parenting responsibilities of a
child an employee shall, no later than 10 weeks before the
expected date on which the leave is sought to commence, make
application to the employer for parental leave not exceeding
12 months. An application shall be supported by relevant documentation supporting the parental leave. Where circumstances
mean less than 10 weeks notice is given by an employee, the
employer may still grant parental leave according to the individual circumstances of an employee.
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(d) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect to
take a shorter period of parental leave in accordance with subclause (b) of this clause and may at any time during that period
of leave elect to extend or reduce the period of the original
application within the limitations of the provisions of subclause (b) of this clause.
(e) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect to
utilise accrued annual leave or accrued long service leave for
the whole or part of the period referred to in sub-clause (b) of
this clause. These periods shall be paid leave.
(3) An employee may at any time while absent from duty on
parental leave make application to extend or reduce the period
referred to in the original application provided the period of
parental leave does not exceed 12 months, and the employer
may grant permission in accordance with the amended application.
(4) An employee is not entitled to salary in respect of the
period of absence from duty on parental leave. The employer
will provide salary when the employee on parental leave agrees
to undertake one of the following—
(a) Full-time, part-time or casual work from home arrangements.
(b) Part-time or casual work for the employee at the employer’s place of business.
(c) Training to assist and equip the employee for a return to work.
(5) Any time worked in accordance with sub-clause (4) of
this clause shall be deemed to form part of the maximum period of 12 months’ parental leave, unless such return to work
has been at the request of the employee.
(6) Absence of an employee which has been permitted in
accordance with the provisions of this clause shall not be
deemed absence on carer’s leave.
(7) On return to work, an employee who has been on parental leave shall suffer no reduction in job classification,
conditions of service, or loss of entitlements as a consequence
of having been on or having returned from parental leave.
(8) Where a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
certifies that the work environment of a pregnant employee
may place that employee at medical risk, the employer shall
provide the employee with safe employment with no loss of
pay or conditions of service.
(9) Nothing in this clause precludes the employer from granting leave without pay following the expiration of 12 months’
parental leave taken by an employee.
23.—LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
(1) (a) Where the employer is satisfied there is sufficient
cause for doing so, the employer may grant an employee
leave of absence without pay for any period provided that—
(b) All annual leave and long service credits of the employee
are exhausted, except as sub-clause (2) of this clause allows.
(2) An employee on extended sick or carers’ leave shall not
be required to use annual leave or long service credits should
sick or carers’ leave credits be extinguished and may at that
time proceed on leave without pay.
(3) Any period, in excess of two weeks, during which an
employee is on leave of absence without pay shall not, for any
purpose, be regarded as part of the period of service of that
employee.
(4) The employer may grant an employee leave without
pay—
(a) To undertake full-time study, subject to a review of
satisfactory performance.
(b) For additional parental leave immediately following
expiration of 12 months of parental leave.
24.—STUDY LEAVE
(1) (a) Study leave is designed to advance the Commission’s
goals in balance with an employee’s career development and,
at the discretion of the employer an employee may be granted
time off with pay for study purposes.
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(b) Time off with pay may be granted up to a maximum of 5
hours per week including travelling time, where subjects of
approved courses are only available during normal working
hours.
(c) Employees shall be granted sufficient time off with pay
to travel to and sit for the examinations of any approved course
of study.
(d) In every case the approval of time off to attend lectures
and tutorials will be subject to—
(i) Convenience of the employer.
(ii) An employee undertaking an acceptable formal study
load in their own time.
(iii) An employee making satisfactory progress with their
studies.
(iv) The course being relevant to the employee’s career
and professional development with the employer.
(2) An approved course of study is any course, which is acceptable to the employer.
(3) Nothing in this clause shall preclude the employer from
providing additional study leave entitlements to employees.
25.—BEREAVEMENT AND SPECIAL LEAVE
(1) For the purposes of this clause—
(a) “Bereavement” shall mean death, of a partner, child,
parent, guardian, sibling, grandparent, other relative,
or close personal friend.
(b) “A day” shall mean the number of hours the employee was scheduled to work on the day/s of
bereavement leave.
(c) Life threatening illness or injury to a partner ,child,
parent, guardian, sibling, grandparent, other relative
or close personal friend is covered by “ Special
Leave”.
(2) The employer shall grant a maximum, equivalent to 2
days, either consecutive or non-consecutive paid leave to an
employee who suffers any bereavement or life threatening illness to a partner, guardian, sibling, grandparent, other relative
or close personal friend. In extenuating circumstances the
employer may negotiate an appropriate extension of this period.
(3) Bereavement leave may also be used for the purpose of
attending funerals of family, relatives and close personal
friends.
(4) There is no limit to the number of separate incidents for
which an employee may receive bereavement and special leave
in any year.
26.—MOTOR VEHICLE ALLOWANCE
(1) An employee who voluntarily offers to use their private
motor vehicle for the purpose of travelling on official business shall be reimbursed at the “rate of deduction for car
expenses” applicable for payment of motor vehicle allowances
as included in the most recent version of the Australian Income Tax Assessment Act.
(2) An employee who has novated lease motor vehicle under the Lotteries Commission’s salary packaging arrangements
is not entitled to claim this allowance for use of that vehicle
on Commission business. Reimbursement of costs at the same
rate as this Allowance will be met by the employer, provided
that the Director’s prior approval has been received.
(3) Employees are to use Lotteries Commission vehicles for
business use. Where a Lotteries Commission vehicle is not
available or in an emergency, or where impractical to use such
a vehicle, employees may seek their Director’s approval to
use their own vehicle and claim this allowance. or reimbursement of costs in accordance with subclause (2) of this clause.
(4) This allowance will only apply for the distance from the
Lotteries Commission headquarters to the place of business
and return (if necessary). If the return trip is to the employee’s
residence the difference (in kilometres) between the distances,
Lotteries Commission headquarters to that residence and the
place of business to that residence may be claimed. Similarly,
if the forward journey is direct from the place of residence the
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difference (in kilometres) between the distances, residence to
the Lotteries Commission headquarters and residence to the
place of business, may be claimed.
(5) This allowance is not payable for travel to or from the
employee’s residence to the Lotteries Commission headquarters.
27.—PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND SAFETY
FOOTWEAR
(1) An employee engaged on work which requires the provision of protective clothing and safety footwear shall be
provided with the requisite protective clothing and safety footwear free of charge in quantities as agreed between the
employer and an affected employee or group of employees.
(2) Nothing contained in this clause shall affect the obligations of the employer to provide clothing in accordance with
the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act 1984.
28.—TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE
(1) An employee who travels on official business shall have
accommodation, meals and incidental expenses paid by the
employer in accordance with the relevant Awards.
(2) Prior to travel on official business taking place, the employer shall provide an advance to an employee equal to the
total cost of the travel expenses expected to be incurred.
(3) Immediately on return from travel on official business
an employee shall provide the employer with documentary
evidence of any reasonable official expenditure incurred other
than the Award entitlements. Such agreed (by the employer)
expenditure will involve a reimbursement to the employee.
29.—MEAL ALLOWANCE
(1) An employee who travels on duty away from the Lotteries Commission headquarters outside a radius of 125 kilometres
but who does not stay away overnight is entitled to claim for
meals purchased when the absence covers meal periods. Where
air travel is involved and the ticket price includes the provision of a meal (breakfast, lunch or dinner) meal allowance
will not be paid.
(2) Meal allowance not associated with an overnight stay
will be paid through the payroll system and will appear on the
employee’s pay slip.
30.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by written agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement
(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
(3) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure of TEC less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation guarantee contributions.
(4) The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated by adding—
(a) the base salary,
(b) other cash allowances e.g. annual loading, shift allowance, commuted overtime allowance,
(c) non cash benefits e.g. superannuation, motor vehicles etc,
(d) any fringe benefit tax liabilities currently paid, and
(e) any variable components e.g. performance based incentives where they exist.
(5) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement, the salary rate as specified in Schedule 1 in this
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement is the basis to calculate entitlements in respect of—
(a) redundancy payments, and
(b) early retirement.
(6) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer; must comply with
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the relevant taxation laws; and the employer will not be liable
for additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which
may become payable by the employee
(7) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalty associated with the employment of the employee
or the provision of employer benefits under the salary packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs shall be
borne by the employee.
(8) In the event of significant increases in fringe benefit tax
liability, administrative costs, or any other reasons as agreed
between the employer and employee, relating to arrangements
under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
(9) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement
to salary packaging on request from an employee.
(10) The dispute settlement procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(11) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
31.—WORKING FROM HOME
The employer may approve Working from Home arrangements with individual employees. Such arrangements will be
in accordance with the Lotteries Commission’s policy as written in the Human Resources Management Manual.
32.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
The employer may grant annual leave, long service leave or
leave without pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes,
which may be taken as whole or part days off. Application for
this leave should be supported by legitimate evidence of the
need for the employee to be allowed time off.
33.—UNIFORMS
(1) Except where otherwise directed by the Employer for
operational or public relations reasons, an employee may
choose their own style of dress, in accordance with the Code
of Conduct. This may include a uniform approved by the employer and purchased by the employee.
(2) An employee engaged in work which requires direct personal dealing with the Lotteries Commission clients or the
public shall be provided with a uniform free of charge in quantities as agreed between the employer and the employees,
provided that the employer instructs those employees to wear
a uniform as part of their duties.
34.—NO LOSS PROVISION
As a consequence of the entering into or lodgement of this
Agreement, no employee shall suffer reduction in job classification or loss of entitlements accrued prior to the date of
lodgement of this Agreement.
35.—IMPLEMENTATION
(1) The parties agree to establish a Committee to monitor,
review and report on the progress of the implementation of
the Agreement.
(2) The parties to the Committee will meet at least quarterly.
36.—ADJUSTMENT OF ALLOWANCES
The rates or specification for allowances expressed in clauses
or schedules to this agreement shall, unless specified otherwise, be varied in line with adjustments made to the
Government Officers’ Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989 and the Clerks’ (Public Authorities) Award 1987
and shall, unless specified otherwise, have the same operative
date as the relevant variations to those Awards.
37.—SALARIES
The salaries prescribed in Schedule 1: Salaries of this Agreement, shall be paid to employees.
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SCHEDULE 1—SALARIES
*Salary figures as at 30.6.00 and onwards are dependent
on an increase in adjusted economic profit.
30-Jun-00
30-Sep-00
30-Dec-00
31-Mar-01
FORECAST
BONUS
BONUS
BONUS
INCREASE
PAID
PAID
PAID
1.50%
0.625%
0.625%
0.625%
25721
161
161
161
28255
177
177
177
29431
184
184
184
30607
191
191
191
31783
199
199
199
32959
206
206
206
34134
213
213
213
35310
221
221
221
30865
193
193
193
33907
212
212
212
35317
221
221
221
36728
230
230
230
38139
238
238
238
39550
247
247
247
40961
256
256
256
42372
265
265
265
36535
228
228
228
37475
234
234
234
38460
240
240
240
39503
247
247
247
40593
254
254
254
43842
274
274
274
44969
281
281
281
46152
288
288
288
47403
296
296
296
48712
304
304
304
42093
263
263
263
43260
270
270
270
44465
278
278
278
45701
286
286
286
50511
316
316
316
51912
324
324
324
53358
333
333
333
54841
343
343
343
47397
296
296
296
48725
305
305
305
50093
313
313
313
56876
355
355
355
58470
365
365
365
60111
376
376
376
52725
330
330
330
54504
341
341
341
56352
352
352
352
58271
364
364
364
61357
383
383
383
63454
397
397
397
65625
410
410
410
67943
425
425
425
71496
447
447
447
73897
462
462
462
76631
479
479
479
80979
506
506
506
84094
526
526
526
87955
550
550
550
92780
580
580
580
96037
600
600
600
99754
623
623
623
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80 hours option
01-May-99

EBA-EN LEV
EBA-1-1
EBA-1-2
EBA-1-3
EBA-1-4
EBA-1-5
EBA-1-6
EBA-1-7
EBA-1-SH-EL
EBA-1-SH-1
EBA-1-SH-2
EBA-1-SH-3
EBA-1-SH-4
EBA-1-SH-5
EBA-1-SH-6
EBA-1-SH-7
EBA-2-1
EBA-2-2
EBA-2-3
EBA-2-4
EBA-2-5
EBA-2-SH-1
EBA-2-SH-2
EBA-2-SH-3
EBA-2-SH-4
EBA-2-SH-5
EBA-3-1
EBA-3-2
EBA-3-3
EBA-3-4
EBA-3-SH-1
EBA-3-SH-2
EBA-3-SH-3
EBA-3-SH-4
EBA-4-1
EBA-4-2
EBA-4-3
EBA-4-SH-1
EBA-4-SH-2
EBA-4-SH-3
EBA-5-1
EBA-5-2
EBA-5-3
EBA-5-4
EBA-6-1
EBA-6-2
EBA-6-3
EBA-6-4
EBA-7-1
EBA-7-2
EBA-7-3
EBA-8-1
EBA-8-2
EBA-8-3
EBA-9-1
EBA-9-2
EBA-9-3

INCREASE
3.50%
25341
27838
28996
30155
31313
32471
33630
34788
30409
33405
34796
36186
37576
38966
40356
41746
35995
36921
37892
38919
39993
43194
44304
45470
46702
47992
41471
42621
43808
45025
49764
51145
52570
54031
46697
48005
49352
56036
57606
59223
51946
53699
55520
57409
60450
62516
64655
66939
70440
72805
75498
79782
82851
86656
91408
94618
98279

30-Jun-01
TOTAL
PAID FOR
YEJ 2001
26364
28962
30167
31372
32577
33783
34988
36193
31637
34754
36200
37647
39093
40539
41985
43431
37448
38411
39422
40490
41608
44938
46093
47306
48588
49930
43145
44341
45576
46843
51774
53210
54692
56212
48582
49943
51345
58298
59932
61614
54043
55867
57761
59727
62891
65040
67266
69641
73284
75744
78546
83004
86196
90154
95099
98438
102247

30-Jun-01
BONUS
PAID
0.625%
151
166
172
179
186

30-Jun-01
TOTAL
PAID FOR
YEJ 2001
24716
27152
28282
29411
30541

75 hours option
01-May-99

EBA-EN LEV
EBA-1-1
EBA-1-2
EBA-1-3
EBA-1-4

INCREASE
3.50%
23757
26098
27184
28270
29356

*Salary figures as at 30.6.00 and onwards are dependent
on an increase in adjusted economic profit.
30-Jun-00
30-Sep-00
30-Dec-00
31-Mar-01
FORECAST
BONUS
BONUS
BONUS
INCREASE
PAID
PAID
PAID
1.50%
0.625%
0.625%
0.625%
24114
151
151
151
26489
166
166
166
27592
172
172
172
28694
179
179
179
29796
186
186
186

30-Jun-01
BONUS
PAID
0.625%
161
177
184
191
199
206
213
221
193
212
221
230
238
247
256
265
228
234
240
247
254
274
281
288
296
304
263
270
278
286
316
324
333
343
296
305
313
355
365
376
330
341
352
364
383
397
410
425
447
462
479
506
526
550
580
600
623
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75 hours option
01-May-99

EBA-1-5
EBA-1-6
EBA-1-7
EBA-1-SH-EL
EBA-1-SH-1
EBA-1-SH-2
EBA-1-SH-3
EBA-1-SH-4
EBA-1-SH-5
EBA-1-SH-6
EBA-1-SH-7
EBA-2-1
EBA-2-2
EBA-2-3
EBA-2-4
EBA-2-5
EBA-2-SH-1
EBA-2-SH-2
EBA-2-SH-3
EBA-2-SH-4
EBA-2-SH-5
EBA-3-1
EBA-3-2
EBA-3-3
EBA-3-4
EBA-3-SH-1
EBA-3-SH-2
EBA-3-SH-3
EBA-3-SH-4
EBA-4-1
EBA-4-2
EBA-4-3
EBA-4-SH-1
EBA-4-SH-2
EBA-4-SH-3
EBA-5-1
EBA-5-2
EBA-5-3
EBA-5-4
EBA-6-1
EBA-6-2
EBA-6-3
EBA-6-4
EBA-7-1
EBA-7-2
EBA-7-3
EBA-8-1
EBA-8-2
EBA-8-3
EBA-9-1
EBA-9-2
EBA-9-3

INCREASE
3.50%
30442
31528
32614
28509
31318
32621
33924
35227
36530
37834
39137
33745
34613
35523
36487
37493
40495
41535
42628
43783
44993
38879
39957
41070
42211
46654
47948
49284
50654
43778
45004
46268
52534
54005
55522
48699
50343
52050
53821
56672
58609
60614
62755
66037
68255
70779
74796
77673
81240
85695
88704
92137

*Salary figures as at 30.6.00 and onwards are dependent
on an increase in adjusted economic profit—continued
30-Jun-00
30-Sep-00
30-Dec-00
31-Mar-01
FORECAST
BONUS
BONUS
BONUS
INCREASE
PAID
PAID
PAID
1.50%
0.625%
0.625%
0.625%
30899
193
193
193
32001
200
200
200
33103
207
207
207
28936
181
181
181
31787
199
199
199
33110
207
207
207
34433
215
215
215
35756
223
223
223
37078
232
232
232
38401
240
240
240
39724
248
248
248
34252
214
214
214
35132
220
220
220
36056
225
225
225
37034
231
231
231
38056
238
238
238
41102
257
257
257
42158
263
263
263
43268
270
270
270
44440
278
278
278
45668
285
285
285
39462
247
247
247
40556
253
253
253
41686
261
261
261
42844
268
268
268
47354
296
296
296
48668
304
304
304
50023
313
313
313
51413
321
321
321
44435
278
278
278
45680
285
285
285
46962
294
294
294
53322
333
333
333
54815
343
343
343
56354
352
352
352
49430
309
309
309
51098
319
319
319
52830
330
330
330
54629
341
341
341
57522
360
360
360
59488
372
372
372
61523
385
385
385
63696
398
398
398
67028
419
419
419
69278
433
433
433
71841
449
449
449
75918
474
474
474
78838
493
493
493
82458
515
515
515
86981
544
544
544
90035
563
563
563
93519
584
584
584
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SCHEDULE 2—LOTTERIES COMMISSION 1999
BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT AND REMUNERATION
PLAN
Introduction
The Lotteries Commission has reviewed its approach to the
achievement of productivity increases and consequential salary movements, emerging from employees’ section, directorate
and corporate performances, within the framework established
by the Strategic Plan and the Enterprise Bargaining and Productivity Agreements.
The Commission’s Mission in brief “to maximise and sustain returns to the Western Australian community” is predicated
on its performance in a commercial environment. The major
thrust of the review was associated with the need to truly reflect that Mission and orientation. The output sought is a
sustainable and effective model of sufficient rigor, to enhance

30-Jun-01
BONUS
PAID
0.625%
193
200
207
181
199
207
215
223
232
240
248
214
220
225
231
238
257
263
270
278
285
247
253
261
268
296
304
313
321
278
285
294
333
343
352
309
319
330
341
360
372
385
398
419
433
449
474
493
515
544
563
584

30-Jun-01
TOTAL
PAID FOR
YEJ 2001
31671
32801
33931
29660
32582
33938
35294
36649
38005
39361
40717
35108
36011
36958
37960
39007
42130
43212
44349
45551
46809
40449
41570
42728
43915
48538
49884
51274
52699
45546
46821
48136
54655
56186
57763
50666
52375
54151
55994
58960
60975
63061
65289
68704
71010
73637
77816
80809
84520
89155
92285
95857

business performance and support the provision of adequate
recognition and rewards to employees, within the requirements
of the Government’s Wages Policy.
The model identified as best meeting the Commission’s needs
is the Economic Value Added (EVA) model.
This Business Improvement and Remuneration Plan is based
on EVA and replaces what have been traditionally titled the
PRODUCTIVITY AGREEMENT and the JUSTIFICATION
STATEMENT.
Definitions
Economic Profit is the Net Operating Profit Less Adjustment for Tax (NOPLAT) less Invested Capital x the Cost of
Capital. Net Operating Profit, for the purposes of this model
excludes forfeited prizes and interest receivable, as both elements are beyond staff control.
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Adjusted Economic Profit is the economic profit less the
contribution of economic profit required to ensure a return to
the community of the lesser of 30% of gross sales or the
budgetted funding total.
The Cost of Capital has been determined by utilising the
formulas for the Weighted Average Cost of Capital and the
Capital Asset Pricing Module. It is the average 10 year bond
rate for the year plus a risk premium of 0.64%.The rate is set
at the beginning of the Agreements period and is subject to
change/review at the expiry date.
The Bonus Bank is the excess funds remaining, from the
employees’ 50% share of adjusted economic profit, after payment of any salary increase. It is a method of ensuring that the
normal business cycles are evened out allowing for a long term
strategy to be followed, rather than concentrating on short term
results.
Implementation Principles
1. Sustainable increases in organisational performance are
based on the unified effort of the employees and the efficient
management of all other resources at the disposal of the Commission.
2. Sustainable increases in organisational performance should
underwrite annual salary increases.
3. The interests of employees will be more closely aligned
to those of the Commission to create more value for all.
4. Employees will become stakeholders in the success/failure of the Commission and consequently take an active interest
in increasing the value of the organisation.
5. Employees’ business interest, acumen and job performance will be enhanced through improved and more regular
linkages to financial reporting processes and their stakeholder
role.
6. More frequent and modified financial reporting processes
will show progress toward the required level of economic profit
and distribution to the community.
7. Multi-directional, value-adding linkages at all levels of
the Commission will focus employees’ performance on the
achievement of corporate goals.
EVA Modelling
Enclosures 1 to 5 demonstrate the application of the EVA
model to the Commission’s Financial Statements.
Management of Salary Increases
The duration of the Agreements, incorporating this Plan, shall
be from registration to 30 June, 2001.
Salary increases will be dependent on the adjusted economic
profit of the Lotteries Commission, measured at the end of
each financial year. Salary increases will be subject to State
Government wage policy and the maximum salary increase
achievable will be calculated on the basis of 7.0% over two
years.
Employees will participate in the year-on-year increase in
adjusted economic profit as described in the following paragraphs—
Employees receive 50% of the increase, and the Lotteries
Commission 50%. If the 50% is greater than necessary to pay
a 12 month increase of 3.5% (if less than 12 months the pro
rata increase), the excess is to be paid into a bonus bank.
It should also be noted that the bonus bank may not be used
for base salary increases, but may be used to provide bonuses
where organisational adjusted economic profit targets are met.
Provided organisational targets have been achieved, the Chief
Executive Officer may consider a bonus payment where—
• the adjusted economic profit is insufficient to justify
any, or less than, the maximum achievable salary increase; and
• the adjusted economic profit is seriously affected by
circumstances outside the control of the Lotteries
Commission, such as a change of legislation, the introduction of poker machines etc.
Risks
There are risks for employees embodied in their acceptance
of the EVA model and the consequential salary increase process. These risks are accentuated by the conservative projections
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for FYs to 20001/2 shown at enclosure 6. These reveal that
FY 98/99 is expected to generate an economic loss, while FY
1999/2000 should return an increase in economic profit to the
extent that it could justify a full 3.5% salary increase at the
end of that year, with a positive Bonus Bank balance. This
positive situation can, therefore, support any up-front salary
increase awarded to employees at registration. The projections
also show that there will be either a small economic loss or at
least a decrease in profit in FY 2000/01 with a consequential
inability to support a salary increase. The projections indicate
the bonus bank appears able, at that time, to fund a bonus, if
deemed necessary.
Disadvantage
Due to the time required to test the robustness of this plan
the new agreement cannot be registered until the second quarter of 1999. The 1996 agreement was due to cease 31 December,
1998 but has a clause which permits a carry-over until a new
agreement is registered. Thus employees have been disadvantaged by this delayed access to the new agreement.
In addition, beneath the auspices of the Continuing Excellence Program’s continuous improvement module, employees
have achieved significant enhancements to operational processes with demonstrable efficiency gains. Enclosure 6 provides
details.
Traditionally, employees have earned milestone salary increases for similar initiatives achieved within the framework
of the Agreement. The delay in the registration of the new
Agreement has prevented consideration of any financial compensation for employees, as such action is predicated on the
existence of a registered agreement.
Salary Increase
For the term of the agreements the following rules shall apply to staffmembers’ compensation—
1. Salary increases can only be made where economic
profit has increased YEAR-ON-YEAR, by at least
the equivalent of a .5% rise in pay. Where adjusted
economic profit does not increase year-on-year, the
employees can achieve bonus payments by achieving quarterly targets of adjusted economic profit for
that year.
NOTE: Bonus payments can only be made when there are
funds in the bonus bank.
2. An up front salary increase payment of 3.5%. This
employees’ acceptance of the risks and the disadvantages in the delayed implementation of this Plan.
The increase will form part of the maximum salary
increase achievable over the life of the Agreement.
This payment is to be funded from the expected increase in adjusted economic profit at the end of the
1999/00 financial year.
3. A salary increase of 1.5% at the end of financial year
1999/00. This again is due to the expected increase
in adjusted economic profit at the end of that financial year.
4. Financial year 2000/01 is currently projecting a decrease in economic profit. The bonus bank, however,
is projected to have sufficient funds to make a bonus
payment in that year equivalent to a 2.5% increase
in pay. This bonus can only be paid based on the
achievement of quarterly adjusted economic profit
figures. Each quarter the target is achieved employees will receive the pro-rata bonus. Should one or
more quarterly targets not be achieved but the annual target is achieved, a payment of the balance of
the full bonus will be made at the end of the fourth
quarter. If the annual target is not achieved employees will only receive bonuses for those quarters where
the target was achieved.
The concept is that employees receive salary increases for
real increases in adjusted economic profit, and can achieve
bonuses for improving adjusted economic profit where such
profit/loss does not represent an increase year-on-year. This
means that, in good years, the bonus bank can build up and
this money can be used to pay bonuses in bad years – but only
where the organisation improves performance during those bad
years.
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The exact overall percentage salary increase, in the life of
the agreement, is linked to the business performance in each
financial year. The Commission’s financial projections, as
described above, indicate mixed economic profit performance
and suggest the salary increase forecast which appears below.
On registration (approximately
May, 1999)
30 June, 1999
30 June, 2000
30 September, 2000
31 December, 2000
31 March, 2001
30 June, 2001

3.5%
Nil

1.5% (paid after the “upfront” payment has been
deducted)
bonus payment
.625%
bonus payment
.625%
bonus payment
.625%
bonus payment
.625%
TOTAL 7.5% with the last 2.5%
paid as a bonus, from the
bonus bank, over the FY
2000/01. This creates a
salary base increase of 5%
over the life of the Agreements.

These forecasted salary and bonus movements are established
within the following scenario—
Projected:
Initial salary level
7,744,000
Up front increase
3.50%
1999/00 pay increase
1.50%
Balance allowed by
Government
2.50%
Financial Years
1998/99
Current adjusted
economic profit
projections.
-3,583,000
Increase year-on-year
0
Employees’ Share
0
Up-front payment
271,040
Pay increase in 1999/00
Achievement of quarterly
targets payment
Bonus Bank Balance
-271,040

1999/00

2000/01

-986,000
2,597,000
1,298,500

-1,800,000
0
0

Quarterly Targets equivalent to:
Adjusted Economic Profit 2000/01
less 2.5% of salary level.
Annual target

120,226
907,234

203,382
703,853

-1,800,000
203,382
-1,596,618

Worst Case Outcome
No increases in adjusted economic profit and employees only
receive 3.5% up-front pay increase.
Best Case Outcome—
Adjusted Economic profit increases each year, giving sufficient increase to pay salary increases of 7.5%.
Most Likely Outcome
Employees will receive a 5% increase in pay, with a further
2.5% being paid out as bonuses.
The 2.5% bonuses will be dependent on the achievement of
quarterly targets.
The Government’s Wages Policy, in the period May, 1999
to 30 June, 2001 establishes a maximum achievable salary
increase of 7.5%. Should registration be earlier or later, that
percentage will alter accordingly.
Should the FY 2000/01 deliver a positive adjusted economic
profit, sufficient to confirm a further increase to the salary
base, the salary base will be increased accordingly, to a maximum achievable 2.5% i.e. to meet the stipulation of the
Governments’ Wages Policy. This, if achieved, will confirm
the bonuses fully, or partially, as a salary base increase but,
will not result in any additional payment, as at 30 June, 2001.
Salary Levels
Salary details by level, in accordance with the above forecast, are shown at Schedule 1 of the Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement and Schedule D of the Collective Workplace Agreement.
Plan Application
Introduction
The Commission’s Strategic and Business Plans, including
the Digital Era Project, are predicated on in-depth research.
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This wide scanning research, extends beyond the present operational environment to identify the pathways, strategies,
barriers and contingencies vital to the Commission’s continuing effective and internationally acclaimed performance. The
overarching requirement being, to continue to maximise returns to the Western Australian community, from what is
becoming, an increasingly volatile and competitive business
environment.
In this scenario the Commission has identified key result
areas with linked objectives to be achieved over a three year
period to the year 2000. From that base, the evolving Corporate Planning Project extends the capacity to strategically
position the Commission, as a flexible, developed, continuously improving and evolving organisation. This will not only
support the Commission’s ability to effectively cope with current business demands, but will create timely and appropriate
interventions, to change work processes and develop technology, while maintaining cost and profit structures, in a rapidly
changing new era.
Integral to continuing success is the expected excellence of
employees in their job performance. Each job must clearly
add value in its individual achievements. These must be closely
linked to team, section, directorate and corporate operational
and strategic objectives. This requirement applies equally to
the identification and development of projects across the spectrum of the Commission’s operations.
Performance Structure
The Retailers Network is the front line of the Commission
through which products sales are generated. The Commission’s
ability to maximise returns to the community is predicated on
the level of sales achieved. This cannot occur in isolation. A
diverse and competent Corporate Infrastructure, in partnership with the Retailers’ Network, develops and maintains this
frontline through the following management and support
mechanisms—
• Sales & Marketing Directorate’s Marketing and Retail Distribution Managers, Area Managers, Retailers’
Administration employees and other support employees at all levels;
• an extensive, professionally designed and implemented advertising program utilising all news media;
• provision of professionally designed, built and applied point of sale material;
• professionally designed and presented training programs for Retailers and their staff;
• a professional public affairs program;
• a warehouse facility to manage products ordering and
despatch to the Frontline;
• regular networking, product/s update and operational
and strategic briefing sessions;
• the establishment of and, maintenance and collaboration with, a Retailers’ Panel to closely monitor
performance and progress;
• research and development of new products;
• financial and contract management expertise linking suppliers, Retailers and the Government’s
legislative and policy directions;
• provision, maintenance and development of information technology throughout the Corporate
Infrastructure and across the Retailers’ Network;
• day to day and strategic management, maintenance
and development of the Gaming System;
• organisational development activities to not only
maintain the state of the art but to also enhance the
preparation of employees for the diverse demands
of future operations;
• structural reviews to ensure the Corporate Infrastructure is soundly established along contemporary lines,
capable of flexible response to changing circumstances and the Frontline’s and Western Australian
community’s needs;
• the on-going recruitment, selection, training and development of competent employees to appropriately
fit the Commission’s needs; and
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• overarching and pervasive Board and CEO interaction and leadership.

Funds Distribution
The Frontline and the Corporate Infrastructure are
synergistically responsible to—
• capture a level of funds sufficient to meet statutory
funding responsibilities and the increasing demands
from the Western Australian community, managed
through the Grants Programs established by the Community Funding Directorate;
• satisfy the financial requirements of the prizes lists;
• provide contracted financial returns to the Retailers’
Network; and
• adequately meet the Commission’s internal financial
needs.
Human Factor
In order to link this Business Improvement and Remuneration Plan, the 1999 Enterprise Bargaining Agreement and the
Commission’s corporate objectives, employees—
• have been closely involved in the development and
application of the strategic planning process;
• conjointly, with their supervisors, have identified
their job objectives and individual learning plans;
• participate in annual performance reviews;
• participate in the Investment in Excellence and Continuing Excellence/Continuous Improvement
programs;
• participate in the multi-skilling program both inter
and intra Team and Directorate; and
• are kept well informed of business performance
through a variety of communication techniques.
In addition, the following actions will be implemented—
• employees’ business education will be enhanced
through participation in the Zodiak game;
• employees will be provided with comprehensive
monthly business reports demonstrating progress
against corporate objectives;
• individual employees will participate in mandatory
monthly meetings with their supervisor to scrutinise
progress against job objectives and to regularly assess the value their job performance is adding;
and/or
• teams will conduct mandatory monthly meetings for
similar purposes;
• monthly forums will have an additional agenda item
i.e. business performance/value added etc; and
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• the Joint Consultative Group (JCG) and a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU) sub-committee, will operate as
monitors of the Plan and will act as receptors and
conduits for staffmembers’ questions and concerns;
• the General Management Team (GMT) fortnightly
agenda will be extended to provide consideration of
progress in this context and, where necessary, consider and provide appropriate responses to the JCG
and SBU sub-committee.
The combined outputs of these activities, monitored and
supported through team, directorate, etc. processes dynamics,
create a consequential, corporate achievement and salary implication to—
• infuse employees’ motivation and behaviour;
• create a more business orientated and skilled group
of employees;
• regularly identify poor or uncooperative job performance;
• provide a formal, timely and appropriate basis for
management of such job performance;
• identify timely and appropriate structural changes;
• maintain the Commission’s emphasis on continuous
improvement;
• ensure all jobs/projects/processes are realistically required and add value;
• ensure that salary increases achieved truly reflect the
Commission’s business performance; and
• deliver an overall outcome that will collectively increase the Commission’s return to the Community.
External Factors
A range of external factors may emerge to create varying
levels of impediment to the Commission’s plans. These barriers may include—
• change of government;
• change of government policy;
• recession in Australia or global recession/depression;
• increased national and international competition; and
• consumer spending changes.
The affect of these factors may be severely felt whether or
not this Plan or any other is in place. The Commission’s emphasis on visionary research and consequential strategic and
contingency planning, however, coupled with the level of scrutiny and monitoring indicated; the continuous improvement
work ethic; the application of business orientated and valueadding employees; and the strengthening of the Corporate
Infrastructure/Retailers’ Network partnership, should see the
Commission well placed to meet and cope well with these
eventualities.
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MINESITE PERSONNEL PTY LTD CERTIFIED
AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 71 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd.
No. AG 71 of 1999.
Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd Certified Agreement 1999.
25 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman on behalf of The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union Of Workers—Western Australian Branch and being
satisfied that Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd agrees with this application, now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order —
THAT the agreement to be known as the “Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd Certified Agreement 1999” reflected in
the schedule to this order shall be and is registered with
effect on the 25th day of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
(1) This Agreement shall be known as the “Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd Certified Agreement 1999”.
(2) At the date of registration this agreement covered 50
employees.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Term of Agreement
Application and Scope of Agreement
Aims and Objectives
Best Practice
Resolution of Disputes
Workforce meetings
Right of Entry
Safety Procedure
General Conditions of Employment
No Extra Claims
Safety and Protective Clothing
Wage Rates
Site Allowance
Welding Allowance
Shift Work
Redundancy Payment
Superannuation
Travel and Project Specific Attendance Payment
Journey Cover
Income Protection

3.—TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall have effect from 25 May 1999 and
shall remain in force until March 2000. The parties shall negotiate a further agreement February 2000.
4.—APPLICATION AND SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement applies to and is binding upon Minesite
Personnel Pty Ltd, its employees and the Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering, Printing and Industries Union (AMWU)
in the State of Western Australia engaged in construction work.
(2) Except as previously provided by this Agreement, the
terms and provisions of the Metal Trades (General) Award Part
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II Construction Work No 13 of 1965 (the State Award) shall
apply to the work.
(3) Where there is any inconsistency between the terms of
this Agreement and the State Award, the Agreement shall
prevail to the extent of the inconsistency.
(4)(a) Award
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 Part II No 13 of
1965.
(b) Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union (AFMEPKIU).
5.—AIM AND OBJECTIVES
This Agreement is designed to enable the employer, employees and their union to co-operate with the objectives of ensuring
successful and timely completion of Projects.
All parties to this Agreement are committed to—
(1) Providing high standards of occupational health and
safety on the Projects.
(2) Promoting the concept of an adaptable committed
versatile and highly skilled workforce.
(3) Increasing job satisfaction for all Project personnel.
(4) Eliminating industrial relations lost time by the resolution of conflicts in accordance with agreed
procedures.
(5) Achieving a productive and efficient working environment on the Projects.
(6) Facilitating a co-operative approach to employee relations.
(7) Taking steps to improve and enhance communication between employees and management/
supervisors.
6.—BEST PRACTICE
The parties agree that Best Practice is simply the best way
of doing things—it is a process of constantly changing and
adapting to new pressures and work methods. Best practices
are not fixed. it is the method of operation to achieve exemplary levels of performance. Best practices are not restricted
to an examination of cost, but also include quality and timely
completion of work in a safe and efficient manner.
(1) Best Practice for this Agreement includes—
(a) Understanding and measuring client needs;
(b) Skilled workforce;
(c) Employee involvement and participation to achieve
Best Practice principles;
(d) Provision of a healthy and safe working environment
and work practices; and
(e) The achievement of excellence through continuous
improvement.
(2) The parties to this Agreement are committed to continuously improving efficiency and quality of work and as a
consequence the following arrangements shall be adopted by
this Enterprise.
(a) Efficient Safe Work Practices and Active Safety Programmes consistent with achieving zero lost time
injuries.
(b) Promotion of Industrial Harmony—by combining effective grievance resolution, consultation with and
involvement of employees about their work and good
management/employee practices to prevent all disputation.
(c) Flexible Assignment—where the employer may utilise an employee on any task that is within the
employee’s competence, classification, consistent
with relevant statutory requirements and the employer’s duty to provide a safe and healthy work
environment.
(d) Retrenchments—the parties to this Agreement recognise that length of service, the skills held by
individuals, the work remaining with the employer
and continuity of service with the employer may be
taken into account in determining retrenchments.
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7.—RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
In the event of any issue or grievance arising within the
Enterprise any such issue or grievance or any other like matter
shall be dealt with in accordance with the following steps—
(1) Where an issue or grievance arises the matter shall
initially be discussed between the employee concerned, and if the employee so desires their union
delegate, and the employee’s immediate supervisor.
(2) If the matter is not resolved by the discussions referred to in subclause (l) of this clause, the employee
and/or union delegate shall discuss and attempt to
resolve the issue or grievance with Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd’s management.
(3) Where the above discussions fail to resolve the issue
or grievance, it shall be referred to the contractor’s
senior management representative or nominee and
an accredited official of the relevant union. The parties shall then initiate steps to resolve the issue or
grievance as soon as possible.
(4) While the steps in subclauses (l), (2) and (3) of this
clause are being followed, no industrial action shall
be taken. The emphasis will be on an agreed settlement of an issue or grievance.
(5) if the issue or grievance is still not resolved, either
party may refer the matter to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission for conciliation and,
if necessary, arbitration.
(6) The contractor shall ensure that all practices applied
during the operation of the procedure are in accordance with safe working principles and consistent with
established Project custom and practices.
(7) At all stages of this process, the emphasis shall be
on a negotiated settlement.
8.—WORKFORCE MEETINGS
It is recognised that from time to time the union may wish to
convene workforce meetings to discuss or report on relevant
issues relating to Projects.
Where such meetings are convened by the union they shall
occur at the most convenient time so as not to interrupt the
work programme, i.e. prior to commencement of work, shift
breaks, smoko or lunch break.
9.—RIGHT OF ENTRY
On notifying the employer or the employer’s representative,
the Secretary or any authorised officer of a Union party to this
agreement shall have the right to visit any job at any time
when work is being carried on, whether during or outside the
ordinary working hours and to interview the employees covered by this agreement, provided that the secretary or any
authorised officer does not unduly interfere with the work in
progress.
10.—SAFETY PROCEDURE
The intention of this procedure is to address safety issues
whilst wherever possible maintaining productive work.
Nothing in this Clause diminishes the obligations and duties
of the employer and employees as prescribed in the
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (WA) and the
Safety and Health Regulations 1996 (WA), or the Mine Safety
Act and Regulations 1994.
(1) An employer shall not require an employee to work in an
unsafe manner or environment.
(2) No employee shall work in an unsafe manner or environment.
(3) Where an employee becomes aware of an issue relating
to occupational health, safety and welfare the employee shall
in the first instance advise their Supervisor of the concern(s).
(4) Where an employee encounters what the employee believes to be a safety hazard or is allocated work which the
employee considers is unsafe, the employee shall immediately
advise the supervisor and that work shall not be carried out
until such time as the matter is resolved, provided the work
may continue on conditions agreed between the parties.
The aim shall be to resolve the matter as soon as possible.
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11.—GENERAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
Except as provided in this Agreement, the terms and conditions of each employee covered by this Agreement shall be as
prescribed in the Award by which the employee would be bound
if not for this Agreement and where the provisions of such
Award are inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement,
the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail.
12.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
This Agreement is made in full and final settlement of all
claims with respect to terms and conditions of employment.
The parties to this Agreement shall not make any further claims.
The package of rates and conditions contained in this Agreement are recognised by the parties as covering all circumstances
and disabilities covered by this Agreement.
13.—SAFETY AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
(1) Each employee upon commencement of employment with
the Employer shall be provided with one (1) pair of safety
boots (unless the employee has been previously provided with
boots which are in good condition) free of charge which shall
be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis.
(2) Each employee shall be issued with a safety helmet and
safety glasses (to the approved Australian Standard) to be worn
while working on sites.
(3) All employees on commencement shall be supplied with
two (2) sets of clothing. Arrangements between the individual
employers on the best method of supply of clothing is to be
agreed. In circumstances beyond an employers’ control or in
case of difficulty of supply a maximum of one (1) week to
obtain clothing is accepted.
(4) The clothing issue shall consist of—
(a) Two (2) trousers and two (2) shirts.
or
(b) The equivalent in overalls (long sleeves).
(5) Each employee who has worked between the period 1
May and 1 October shall be provided with one (1) bluey jacket.
Provided that an employee does not receive more than one (1)
bluey jacket in any 12 month period other than on a fair wear
and tear basis.
(6) Standardisation of safety equipment is the goal of all
parties to ensure removal of the risk of incompatible equipment use on the Projects. This is defined as, e.g. safety glasses,
ear plugs, ear muffs, hard hat, welding screens and shields,
grinding shields, goggles etc.
14.—WAGE RATES
Employees bound by the terms of this Agreement shall be
paid the wage rates shown below on and from the dates indicated according to their classification as per the relevant Award.
Any future changes in Award rates will not affect these agreed
schedules.
Metal Trades (General) Award 1996—
Part II Construction
Classification
Instrumentation and Controls Tradesman
Instrumentation Tradesman—Complex
Systems
Instrument Tradesman
Scientific Instrument
Welder-Special Class
Welder
Boilermaker
Tradesman the greater part of whose time
is occupied in marking off and/or
template making
Mechanical Tradesman Special Class
Tradesperson
Pipe Fitter
Certified Rigger, Scaffolder or Dogman
Rigger or Scaffolder—Other
Tool and Material Storeman
Tradesperson’s Assistant
Lagger

Registration
$
801.10

1 May 1 November
1999
1999
$
$
825.13
849.89

743.85
729.50
729.50
725.00
703.96
703.96

766.17
751.39
751.39
746.75
725.08
725.08

789.15
773.93
773.93
769.15
746.83
746.83

709.96
743.00
703.96
703.96
651.16
634.50
628.50
615.26
625.50

731.26
765.29
725.08
725.08
670.69
653.54
647.35
633.72
644.27

753.20
788.49
746.83
746.83
690.82
673.14
666.78
652.73
663.60

Note 1: The above “EBA Rate Per Week’ excludes Award
provisions relating to tool and leading hand allowances.
Clause 10(2) (b) of the Metal Trades (General) Award
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1966 Part II Construction shall apply—Riggers/
Scaffolders.
15.—SITE ALLOWANCE
A flat site allowance of $3.20 per hour for each hour worked
shall be paid in recognition of all disabilities associated in carrying out construction and commissioning work on Projects
and such payment shall be in lieu of all prescribed disability
or similar allowances which otherwise may have applied.
16.—WELDING ALLOWANCE
Welders qualified and required by the Employer to carry out
coded welding work in accordance with the Employer’s nominated welding standards shall be paid an all purpose allowance
at the rate of $35.00 per week.
17.—SHIFT WORK
(1) The employer may require employees to work shift work
and the employee shall work shift work as required provided
the employee is given one (1) week’s notice of intention to do
so including the intended starting and finishing times of the
respective shifts.
(2) The loading for ‘ shift work shall be in accordance with
the relevant Award.—
(3) Furthermore, for employees bound by the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 Part II Construction No 13 of 1965, a
flat loading of 25% of the ordinary rate shall apply for each
hour worked beyond the ordinary hours on the night shift.
(4) Except as provided in this Clause, the provision of the
relevant Award shall apply.
18.—REDUNDANCY
A redundancy payment of $50.00 per week shall be paid to
employees upon termination.
19.—SUPERANNUATION
(1) Subject to the terms of this Clause, Minesite Personnel
Pty Ltd undertakes to make contributions to Construction and
Building Superannuation Scheme at a minimum rate of fifty
(50) dollar per employee per week and in accordance with the
Superannuation Guarantee Act.
(2) The employer shall notify employees of their right to
choose as to which complying Fund their superannuation is
contributed to.
(3) If an employee nominates a superannuation fund other
than that in (1) the employer and the employee are bound by
the employee’s nominated choice unless they agree to a change
which the employer shall not unreasonably refuse.
20.—TRAVEL AND PROJECT SPECIFIC
ATTENDANCE PAYMENT
(1) The allowance for travelling and employment in construction work shall be in accordance with the relevant Award.
(2) For each day the employee is eligible for the allowance
as prescribed in Sub-Clause 20(l) the employee shall also be
entitled to a project specific attendance payment of $6.15 per
day.
21.—JOURNEY COVER
As a term of this Agreement, employees employed pursuant
to this Agreement shall be provided with Journey Cover Insurance at no cost to themselves.
22.—INCOME PROTECTION
Minesite Personnel Pty Ltd shall take out an ACTU 7 Day
accident and sickness income protection policy for its
employees.
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MINISTRY OF THE PREMIER & CABINET OFFICE
MINISTERIAL OFFICERS ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSA AG 22 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Director General
Ministry of Premier and Cabinet.
No. PSA AG 22 of 1999.
Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet Office Ministerial
Officers Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
17 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Blake on behalf of The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated, and Mr G
Moore on behalf of the Director General Ministry of Premier
and Cabinet now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do
hereby order—
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “Ministry
of The Premier & Cabinet Office Ministerial Officers Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999” reflected
in the schedule to this order shall be and is registered
with effect on the 17th day of May 1999.
2. THAT the Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet Office Ministerial Officers Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1999 shall replace the Ministry of the
Premier and Cabinet Ministerial Officers Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1996 with effect on 17th day
of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Public Service Arbitrator.

1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the “Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet Office Ministerial Officers Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1999” and shall replace the Ministry
of the Premier and Cabinet Ministerial Officers Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1996.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties to the Agreement
Number of Employees Covered
Definitions
Date And Operation of Agreement
No Further Claims
Single Bargaining Unit
Relationship to Parent Awards
Re-Open Negotiations
Availability of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Objectives and Principles
Continuous Improvement
Productivity Measurement
Productivity Initiatives
Hours of Duty
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Salary Increases
Contract Workers
Part-Time Work
Parental Leave
Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
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26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
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Family Leave
Bereavement Leave
Public Holidays
Annual Leave Loading
Overpayments
Salary Packing
Personnel File
Schedule 1—Salaries

3.—SCOPE
This Enterprise Bargaining Agreement shall apply to employees including Senior Executive Service employees working
in the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet in a Ministerial
Office.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the employer and The Civil
Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the number of employees covered by this Agreement is 10.
6.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings.
(1) “Agreement” means the Ministry of the Premier and
Ministerial Officers Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999.
(2) “Employee” means for the purposes of this Agreement,
someone who is referred to in the Scope Clause of this Agreement.
(3) “Employer” means the Director General of the Ministry
of The Premier & Cabinet, as delegate of the Minister for Public
Sector Management, the employer of Ministerial Officers.
(4) “Parental leave” is a period of unpaid leave available to
an employee.
(5) “Permanent Part-time Employment” is defined as regular and continuing employment up to a maximum of 30.4 hours
per week.
(6) “Replacement employee” means an employee specifically engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental
leave.
(7) “Spouse” shall include de facto spouse.
(8) “The Ministry” means Ministry of The Premier & Cabinet.
(9) “The Office” means the office of the Political Office
Holder as defined in the Public Sector Management Act.
(10) “The Parties” means the employer and Union when referred to jointly in this agreement.
(11) “Union” means The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated.
(12) “WAIRC” means The Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration (17 May 1999) and shall remain in force for a period of
one year from the date of registration.
(2) During the life of the Agreement the parties will continue to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed
at increasing productivity. The parties agree that these issues
will form the basis of future negotiations.
(3) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
Agreement, except where the award salary rate is higher in
which case the award salary rate shall apply.
(4) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent
Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
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the terms or this Agreement or provided for in National or
State Wage Case Decisions.
The agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee
to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU). The SBU comprised of representatives
from the employer and the Union.
10.—RELATIONSHIP TO THE PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Public
Service Award 1992. In the case of any inconsistencies, this
Agreement shall have precedence to the extent of any inconsistencies. Where the agreement is silent the Award prevails.
11.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
The parties agree to commence negotiations at least six (6)
months prior to the expiration of the period of this Agreement
to negotiate a replacement Agreement.
12.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. In addition, a copy or copies of this Agreement will be
kept in an easily accessible place or places within the agency
supplied by the employee, and the location of the copies will
be communicated to all employees.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
This dispute settlement procedure will apply to any questions, dispute or difficulties that arise under this Agreement—
(1) The Union representative and /or the employee/s concerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An employee may be
accompanied by a Union representative.
(2) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
following the discussion in accordance with paragraph (1) the matter shall be referred by the Union
representative or employee to the employer for resolution.
(3) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
of the Union representative’s or employee’s notification of the dispute to the employer, it may be
referred by the Union or the employer to the WAIRC.
14.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the parties are—
(1) To satisfy the requirements of clients and customers
through the provision of reliable, efficient and competitive services;
(2) To achieve the Ministry’s mission and improve productivity and efficiency in the Ministry through
ongoing improvements;
(3) To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations;
(4) To promote participative decision making processes
and practices;
(5) To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure employment opportunities;
(6) To develop and pursue changes on a co-operative
basis by using participative practices
15.—CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
It is agreed that there will be full support and involvement
in the process of continuous improvement. An employee is
expected to contribute to the improvement of performance and
productivity in the Ministry by—
(1) making regular and consistent suggestions to ensure
there is no duplication and double handling and to
improve performance and productivity of the Office;
(2) periodical review of work practices to ensure maximum productivity gains are obtained from existing
and emerging technologies and undertaking necessary training;
(3) periodical planning and initiating innovative work
practices in the Office, subject to approval of the employer;
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(4) participating with other employees to ensure the optimum utilisation of resources and the effective
operation of the Office.
16.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
(1) The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring
of productivity improvements provides critical feedback on
the performance of the Ministry to management, employees
and other relevant stakeholders.
(2) The parties agree to assess organisational performance
according to the extent to which the objectives of the Ministry
are achieved. The parties agree that performance indicators
assist in the attainment of corporate goals in the interests of
clients, employees, the Ministry and the government on behalf of the community.
Productivity Improvements
The parties agree that between the period November 1997
and the commencement of this Agreement there has been further progress on a range of measures within Ministerial Offices
which have improved productivity, efficiency, flexibility and
quality of outputs. In recognition of these improvements employees will receive a salary increase of 3.5% from the first
payday following registration.
17.—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES
The parties are committed to the continued development and
implementation of a broad agenda of initiatives designed to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the program and
service delivery of the Ministry.
18.—HOURS OF DUTY
(1) Notwithstanding Clause 16—Hours, Public Service
Award 1992, employees will be required to work thirty eight
(38) hours per week instead of thirty seven (37) hours thirty
(30) minutes per week.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 17, 18 and 22
of the Public Service Award 1992, entitlements shall be calculated on the basis of a thirty eight (38) hour week.
(3) The provisions of this clause will only be applied to entitlements accrued after the date of registration of this
Agreement.
19.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 19
of the Public Service Award.
(2) Subject to the employer’s agreement, Annual Leave must
be taken in the year in which it accrues.
(3) By agreement in writing between the employee and the
employer, an equivalent benefit payment may be accepted by
an employee in lieu of taking accrued Annual Leave. However, a minimum of 10 days of annual leave shall be taken in
the calendar year for any payout application approved.
20.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 21
of the Public Service Award.
(2) Subject to the employer’s agreement, Long Service Leave
must be taken in the year after a full period accrues. An employee seeking to defer the taking of Long Service Leave must
put the request in writing to the employer.
(3) By agreement in writing between the employee and the
employer, an equivalent benefit payment may be accepted by
an employee in lieu of taking accrued Long Service Leave.
Provided one full entitlement is taken for each 15 years of
service.
21.—SALARY INCREASES
(1) Employees will receive the salary as contained in Schedule 1 of this Agreement.
(2) Employees will receive a salary increase of 3.5 % from
the first pay day following registration.
22.—CONTRACT WORKERS
The Parties agree that contract staff may be employed consistent with—
(1) Approved procedures for fixed term contract appointments.
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(2) The general principles of Human Resource Management pursuant to Section 8 of the Public Sector
Management Act, particularly in relation to merit selection.
(3) The Ministry of The Premier and Cabinet’s Recruitment, Selection and Employment Policy.
23.—PART-TIME WORK
(1) Definitions
(a) Part time work is defined as work that is regularly
undertaken for less than designated full time hours
and does not attract a casual loading.
(2) Part time Agreement
(a) There must be an appropriate balance between part
time and full time positions within each workplace
or section. The number or proportion of part time
positions will be agreed between the employer and
the union.
(b) All part time arrangements shall be confirmed by
the employer in writing before a part time employee
commences duty and shall include the period of the
arrangement , the agreed daily and weekly hours of
duty and the starting and finishing times in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause
(c) Any employee may make application to the employer
to convert from full time to part time work. The
employer shall not unreasonably withhold permission for conversion. No employee will be required
to forgo their classification level or conditions of
service in order to work part time. No employee will
be required to work part time against his or her
wishes.
(d) Any employee may make application to the employer
to convert to part time work for defined periods of
time after which the employee and the position automatically revert to full time employment. The
employer shall not unreasonably withhold permission for conversion.
(e) Preference will be given in allocating part time work
to those employees returning to work from periods
of leave who seek to convert from full time to part
time employment based on their circumstances,
which may include parental leave, extended sick
leave or carers leave.
(f) An employee engaged directly as a part time employee, who wishes to become a full time employee,
will be required to seek promotion or transfer to a
full time position by application for advertised vacancies and/or by notification in writing to the
employer of the desire to convert to full time employment. The employer shall facilitate that
conversion.
(3) Hours of Duty
(a) Except as agreed between the employer and the union the parameters for ordinary working hours shall
be 7am to 6pm Monday to Friday.
(b) The employer shall give an employee 1 month’s notice of any proposed variation to the starting/finishing
times, and/or days worked, provided that the employer shall not vary the employee’s total weekly
hours of duty or make any temporary variations to
the employees working hours without that employee’s written consent, a copy of which will be sent to
the Union.
(c) If agreement is reached in writing to a variation of
an employee’s working hours—
(i) Time worked up to 7.6 hours on any day is not
to be regarded as overtime but an extension of
the contract hours for that day and should be
paid at the normal rate of pay.
(ii) Additional days worked during Monday to
Friday are also regarded as an extension of
contract and should be paid at the normal rate.
(iii) Nothing in this agreement precludes a part time
employee from receiving overtime payment
for hours worked in accordance with the relevant Award clause.
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(4) Salary and Related Matters
(a) An employee employed on a part time basis shall be
paid a proportion of the appropriate full time salary
dependent on time worked. The salary shall be calculated in the following manner—
Hours worked per fortnight
______________________
76

X

full time fortnightly salary
_____________________
1

(b) A part time employee shall be entitled to annual increments in accordance with the relevant Award.
(5) Conditions of employment, Leave and Allowances
A part time employee will be entitled to the same leave and
conditions prescribed in the relevant Award for full time employees with the following variations—
(a) Payment to an employee proceeding on annual leave
and long service leave will be calculated on a pro
rata basis having regard to any variations to the employees ordinary working hours during the accrual
period.
A part time employee is entitled to be paid annual
leave loading to a maximum calculated as follows
Hours worked per fortnight
_____________________
76

X

Maximum Loading in
accordance with the
relevant award
_______________
1

(b) A part time employee is entitled to sick leave credits
on a pro rata basis according to the number of hours
worked each fortnight.
(c) A part time employee will be allowed the prescribed
public holidays without deduction of pay in respect
of each holiday which is observed on a day ordinarily worked by the part time employee.
(d) Part time employees are entitled to travel concessions and traveling time on a pro rata basis according
to the usual number of hours worked per week.
(6) Training
Part time employees will have the same access to training,
promotion and staff development opportunities as full time
employees.
(7) Communication and Consultation
Communication and consultation mechanisms will be examined to ensure that part time employees are fully informed
and involved in decision making and the general operation of
the section and department
24.—PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) Definitions
(a) “employee” includes full time, part time, permanent
and fixed term contract employees.
(b) “replacement employee” is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave.
(2) Eligibility for Parental Leave
(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
unpaid parental leave in respect of the birth of a child
to the employee or the employee’s spouse/partner.
(b) Where the employee applying for the leave is the
partner of a pregnant spouse one weeks leave may
be taken at the birth of the child concurrently with
parental leave taken by the pregnant employee.
(c) Subject to subclause (b) of this clause where both
partners are employed by the Office of State Administration the leave shall not be taken concurrently
except under special circumstances and with the approval of the employer.
(d) An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age
of five years shall be entitled to three weeks parental
leave at the placement of the child and a further period of parental leave up to a maximum of 52 weeks.
Where both partners are employed by the Ministry,
the three week period may be taken concurrently.
(e) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to
attend interviews or examination required for the
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adoption procedure. Employees working or residing
outside the Perth metropolitan area are entitled to an
additional days leave. The employee may take any
paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.
(3) Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to substitute any part of that leave with accrued annual leave or long service leave for the whole or part
of the period of parental leave.
(b)
(i) Subject to all other leave entitlements being
exhausted employees shall be entitled to apply for leave without pay following parental
leave to extend their leave by up to two years.
(ii) Upon return to work employees will be entitled to the same position or a position
equivalent in pay, conditions and status and
commensurate with the employee’s skills and
abilities as the one held immediately prior to
commencement of leave.
(iii) Any period of leave without pay must be applied for and approved in advance and will be
considered on a year by year basis. Where both
parents work for the agency the total period of
leave without pay following parental leave will
not exceed two years.
(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave.
(d) Should the birth or adoption result in other than the
arrival of a child, the person concerned shall be entitled to such period of paid sick leave or unpaid leave
for a period certified as necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the pregnancy ( or is required
to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure)
the employee may take any paid sick leave to which
the employee is entitled or unpaid leave for a period
as certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(4) Notice and Variation
(a) The employee shall give not less than four week’s
notice in writing to the Ministry of the date the employee proposes to commence parental leave stating
the period of leave to be taken.
(b) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of subclause (a) by failing to give the required
period of notice if such failure is due to the requirement of the adoption agency to accept earlier or later
placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances.
(c) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of parental leave and may at
any time during that period of leave with the approval
of the employer elect to reduce or extend the period
stated in the original application provided four weeks
written notice is provided.
(5) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards
connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present duties,
the duties shall be modified or the employee may be transferred to a safe position at the same classification level until
the commencement of parental leave.
(6) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the Office shall
inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment
and the entitlements relating to the return to work of the employee on parental leave.
(7) Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to
work by notice in writing to the employer not less
than four weeks prior to the expiration of parental
leave.
(b) An employee on return to work from parental leave
shall be entitled to the position which the employee
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occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental leave. Where the employee was transferred to a
safe job the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to transfer or to a
position equivalent in pay, conditions, status and
commensurate with the employee’s skills and abilities.
(c) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a position at the same classification level with duties
similar to that of the abolished position.
(d) An employee may return on a part time basis to the
same position occupied prior to the commencement
of leave or to a different position at the same classification level in accordance with the part time
provisions of the Agreement.
(e) An employee who has returned on a part time basis
may revert in consultation with the employer to full
time work at the same classification level within two
years of the recommencement of work.
(8) Effect of Leave on the Employment Contract
(a) An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave, however the period of leave granted shall not extend
beyond the term of that contract.
(b) Absence on unpaid parental leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be
taken into account in calculating the period of service for any purpose under the relevant award or
agreement.
(c) An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by
written notice in accordance with the relevant award
or agreement.
(d) An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the grounds of the employee’s application for parental leave or absence on leave but
otherwise the rights of the employer in respect of
termination of employment are not affected.
25.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(1) An employee covered by this agreement is entitled to
time off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
(2) Such leave shall include leave to meet the employees’
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities
(3) Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or part
days off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from annual leave entitlements
(4) The employer may request reasonable evidence of the
legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
(5) Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement
between the employer and employee for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
(6) Ceremonial/cultural leave shall be available, but not limited to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.
26.—FAMILY LEAVE
(1) For the purposes of this clause, the definition of family
shall be the definition contained in the Equal Opportunity Act
1986. That is, a person who is related to the employee by blood,
marriage, affinity, adoption and includes a person who is wholly
or mainly dependent on, or is a member of the household of,
the employee.
(2) An employee with responsibilities in relation to members of their household or immediate family may use up to 5
working days of his/her own accrued sick leave in the case of
illness of a family member.
(3) An application for sick leave for the illness of a family
member exceeding two working days shall be supported by
the certificate of a registered medical practitioner.
(4) The amount of sick leave granted without the production
of the certificate required in sub clause 3 shall not exceed, in
the aggregate, three working days in any one year.
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27.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
Replaces Short Leave of the Public Service Award
(1) The employee is entitled to paid leave for up to 2 days on
the death of a family member.
(2) The 2 days need not be consecutive and are not to be
taken during any other period of leave.
(3) A request for such leave must be made as soon as possible and include the expected time away from work.
(4) If requested, reasonable proof must be provided by the
employee of the death of the family member and the relationship between the employee and the deceased.
28.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) The following days will be observed as fully paid holidays unless an employee is required to work on any of these
days—
New Year’s Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day, Queen’s
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
(2) When any of the days mentioned in subclause 1 of this
clause falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday will be
observed on the next succeeding Monday.
(a) When Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday,
the holiday will be observed on the next Tuesday.
(b) In each case the substituted day will be a holiday
without deduction of pay and the day for which it is
substituted shall not be a holiday.
29.—ANNUAL LEAVE LOADING
Notwithstanding Clause 19. Annual Leave of the Public
Service Award 1992, Annual Leave Loading will not apply at
the time of taking annual leave. It was incorporated into annual salary in the 1996 Agreement. All annual leave loading
accrued prior to the 1996 Agreement will be paid to the employee at the salary rate applicable immediately prior to this
agreement.
30.—OVERPAYMENTS
(1) Where an employee is paid for work not subsequently
performed or is overpaid in any other manner, the employer,
in accordance with the Ministry’s policy on the management
of overpayments, is entitled to make adjustment to the subsequent salaries of the employee.
(2) One-off overpayments
Subject to subclauses 4. and 5., one-off overpayments may
be recovered by the employer in the pay period immediately
following the pay period in which the overpayment was made
or in the period immediately following the pay period in which
it was discovered that an overpayment occurred.
(3) Cumulative overpayments
Subject to subclauses 4. and 5., cumulative overpayments
may be recovered by the employer at a rate agreed by the employer and the employee, provided that the rate at which the
overpayment is recovered is not at a lesser rate than the rate at
which it was overpaid or $50 per week, depending on which is
the lesser amount per pay period.
(4) In exceptional circumstances, other arrangements for the
recovery of overpayments may be agreed between the employer and the employee.
(5) The employer is required to notify the employee of the
intention to recover and overpayment and to consult with the
employee as to the appropriate recovery rate.
31.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement in accordance with
the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet Flexible Remuneration Packaging Arrangements.
(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
(3) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
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The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
(a) The base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading,
(c) Non cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
(d) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
(4) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(5) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(6) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(7) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employer benefits under the salary
packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
(8) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
(9) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(10) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an employee
(11) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
32.—PERSONAL FILE
Where the employer maintains a personal or other file on an
employee, the employee shall be entitled to examine all material maintained on that file and take photocopies of such
material.
SCHEDULE 1—SALARIES

LEVEL

DESCRIP STEP

LEVEL 1

U/17 yrs
17 yrs
18 yrs
19 yrs
20 yrs
1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr
5th yr
6th yr
7th yr
8th yr
9th yr
1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr
5th yr
1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr
1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr
1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
4th yr

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4
LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

CURRENT
ANNUAL
11,922
13,933
16,252
18,813
21,126
23,207
23,922
24,636
25,346
26,059
26,773
27,595
28,163
29,002
30,008
30,779
31,589
32,445
33,341
34,573
35,532
36,521
37,536
38,929
40,020
41,143
43,305
44,767
46,285
47,861
50,395
52,118
53,901
55,804

CURRENT
FORTNIGHT
457.07
534.17
623.08
721.27
809.94
889.73
917.14
944.51
971.73
999.07
1,026.44
1,057.96
1,079.73
1,111.90
1,150.47
1,180.03
1,211.08
1,243.90
1,278.25
1,325.48
1,362.25
1,400.17
1,439.08
1,492.49
1,534.31
1,577.37
1,660.26
1,716.31
1,774.50
1,834.93
1,932.08
1,998.13
2,066.49
2,139.45

To Operate From the
Beginning of the First
Pay Period on or After
17 May 1999
(i.e. on and from
24 May 1999)
3.5%
ANNUAL FORTNIGHT
12,339
14,421
16,821
19,471
21,865
24,019
24,759
25,498
26,233
26,971
27,710
28,561
29,149
30,017
31,058
31,856
32,695
33,581
34,508
35,783
36,776
37,799
38,850
40,292
41,421
42,583
44,821
46,334
47,905
49,536
52,159
53,942
55,788
57,757

473.07
552.87
644.89
746.51
838.29
920.87
949.24
977.57
1,005.74
1,034.03
1,062.37
1,094.98
1,117.52
1,150.81
1,190.73
1,221.33
1,253.47
1,287.43
1,322.99
1,371.87
1,409.93
1,449.17
1,489.45
1,544.72
1,588.01
1,632.58
1,718.36
1,776.38
1,836.61
1,899.15
1,999.70
2,068.07
2,138.82
2,214.33
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SCHEDULE 1—SALARIES—continued

LEVEL

DESCRIP STEP

LEVEL 7

1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr
1st yr
2nd yr
3rd yr

LEVEL 8
LEVEL 9
CLASS 1
CLASS 2
CLASS 3
CLASS 4

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

CURRENT
ANNUAL
58,723
60,743
62,940
66,511
69,070
72,242
76,203
78,880
81,933
86,549
91,165
95,779
100,396

CURRENT
FORTNIGHT
2,251.36
2,328.81
2,413.04
2,549.94
2,648.05
2,769.66
2,921.52
3,024.15
3,141.20
3,318.17
3,495.14
3,672.04
3,849.05

To Operate From the
Beginning of the First
Pay Period on or After
17 May 1999
(i.e. on and from
24 May 1999)
3.5%
ANNUAL FORTNIGHT
60,778
62,869
65,143
68,839
71,487
74,770
78,870
81,641
84,801
89,578
94,356
99,131
103,910

2,330.16
2,410.31
2,497.49
2,639.19
2,740.73
2,866.60
3,023.77
3,130.00
3,251.14
3,434.31
3,617.47
3,800.56
3,983.76

PRINTING (COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER GROUP)
PRODUCTION EMPLOYEES (ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1999.
No. AG 70 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union Of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
Community Newspaper Group Ltd.
No. AG 70 of 1999.
Printing (Community Newspaper Group) Production
Employees (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1999.
25 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman on behalf of The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union Of Workers—Western Australian Branch and being
satisfied that Community Newspaper Group Ltd agrees with
this application, now therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to
the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
do hereby order—
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “Printing
(Community Newspaper Group) Production Employees (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1999”
reflected in the schedule to this order shall be and is
registered with effect on the 25th day of May 1999.
2. THAT the Printing (Community Newspaper Group)
Production Employees (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1999 shall the Community Newspaper
Group Production Employees (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1997, No. AG 96 of 1997, the
Community Newspaper Group Production Employees (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1995, No. AG
251 of 1995, the Printing (Community Newspaper
Group) (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1993, and
the Printing (Community Newspaper Group) (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1992 with effect on
the 25th day of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
(1) This agreement shall be known as the “Printing (Community Newspaper Group) Production Employees (Enterprise
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Bargaining) Agreement 1999” and shall replace the Community Newspaper Group Production Employees (Enterprise
Bargaining) Agreement 1997, No. AG 96 of 1997, the Community Newspaper Group Production Employees (Enterprise
Bargaining) Agreement 1995, No. AG 251 of 1995, the Printing (Community Newspaper Group) (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1993, and the Printing (Community Newspaper
Group) (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1992.
(2) At the date of registration this agreement covered 450
employees.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
19(A).
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Application of Agreement
Parties Bound
Date and Operation of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Measures to Increase Productivity, Efficiency and
Flexibility
Definitions
Terms of Employment
Casuals
Wage Increases
Salary Packaging
Shift Loading
Weekend Penalty Rate
Mixed Functions
Time and Wages Record
Hours of Work
Overtime
Additional Hours
Meal Breaks
Meal Money
Public Holidays
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Sick Leave
Maternity Leave
Bereavement Leave
Apprentices
Adult Apprentices
Jury Service
Breakdowns/stoppages
Chapel Delegates
Union Officials Visiting Premises
Performance of Work
Introduction of New Equipment
Settlements of Disputes or Claims
Payment of Wages
Part Time Employees
Consultative Mechanism
Redundancy
Schedule A—Wages

3.—APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement shall apply at the establishment of Community Newspaper Group in respect of all employees who are
engaged in any of the occupations industries or callings specified in the Printing (Community Newspaper Group) Award,
No. A 21 of 1989.
(1)
(2)

4.—PARTIES BOUND
Community Newspaper Group Ltd
120 Roe Street
Northbridge WA 6003
ACN. 009.128.081
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers—
Western Australian Branch
1111 Hay Street
West Perth WA 6005

5.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement shall operate from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after 1 March 1999 and shall
remain in force until 29 February 2002. Discussions between
the employer and the employees will commence not later than
two (2) months before the expiry date of this agreement.
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This agreement shall not be cancelled or varied unless agreed
to by the parties.
6.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This agreement incorporates all of the provisions of the Printing (Community Newspaper Group) Award, No. A 21 of 1989.
7.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
In accordance with the state wage case decision of December 1994 a single bargaining unit has been established between
the parties to this agreement.
8.—MEASURES TO INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY,
EFFICIENCY AND FLEXABILITY
(1) A Consultative Committee has been established in the
form of the Single Bargaining Unit and in accordance with the
State Wage Fixation Principles.
(2) The parties reaffirm their commitment to measures detailed in Attachment 1 of the Community Newspaper Group
(Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1993 (AG14 of 1993) and
the Community Newspaper Group (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1995 (AG251 of 1995) and the Community Newspaper Group (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement (AG 96 of
1997).
(3) Community Newspaper Group reaffirms their commitment that there will be no forced redundancies during the life
of this agreement.
9.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Adult” shall mean any employee who has attained the
age of 21 years, other than an apprentice who has not completed a period of apprenticeship, and includes a
non-apprenticed junior of 18 years of age or over who is employed in other than an apprenticeship occupation specified in
Clause 28.—Apprentices and who is receiving the adult wage
for that occupation, or any employee who has completed an
apprenticeship but has not attained the age of 21 years.
(2) “Artist and/or Designer” howsoever described: shall mean
and refer to the work of an employee employed in or in connection with designing, sketching, drawing, tracing, colouring
photographs, retouching of bromides, reproducing, writing (including ticket writing), lettering, illustrating, commercial art,
or in copying art work or layouts, or in any way preparing art
work or layouts for use or prospective use within the industry
as defined in Clause 1.—Title of this agreement.
(3) “Chapel” shall mean the Community Newspaper Chapel.
(4) “Employer” The employer to this agreement is Community Newspaper Group Ltd.
(5) “General Hand” shall mean an employee whose duties
do not involve trade requirements and is situated in the Composing area.
(6) “Keyboard Operator” shall mean and refer to an employee who performs limited functions of keyboard operating
and who is neither a tradesperson Compositor nor an Artist/
Designer (including Commercial Artist) and who does not
perform the general trade skills of a Compositor.
(7) “Section” shall mean any division of a branch of the
industry.
(8) “Union” shall mean The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers
Western Australian Branch.
10.—TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT
Termination of employment
(1) Termination of employment by an employer shall not be
harsh, unjust or unreasonable. For the purpose of this clause,
termination of employment shall include termination with or
without notice.
(2) Without limiting the above, except where a distinction,
exclusion or preference is based on the inherent requirements
of a particular position, termination on the ground of race,
colour, sex, marital status, family responsibilities, pregnancy,
religion, political opinion, national extraction and social origin shall constitute a harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination
of employment.
Statement of employment
(3) The employer shall upon receipt of a request from an
employee whose employment has been terminated, provide to
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the employee a written statement specifying the period of
employment and the classification of or the type of work performed by the employee.
Note that there is no requirement that the request be in writing.
Notice of termination
(4) (a) The employment of a weekly employee with less than
two years’ service may be terminated by one week’s notice on
either side. If the employer or the employee fails to give the
required notice one week’s wages shall be paid or forfeited in
lieu thereof.
(b) The employment of a weekly employee with more than
two years’ service may be terminated by two week’s notice on
either side. If the employer or the employee fails to give the
required notice two weeks’ wages shall be paid or forfeited in
lieu thereof.
(c) Nothing prescribed in this subclause shall affect the right
of the employer to dismiss any employee without notice for
malingering, neglect of duty, or misconduct and in such cases
the employee shall be paid up to the time of dismissal only.
(d) Notice given in accordance with this subclause shall be
placed in writing by the employer and given to the employee
at the time of dismissal.
(e) In the case of casuals, notice is not necessary.
(5) Except by arrangement between the Employer and the
Chapel notice of termination of employment shall not be given
so as to take effect concurrently with any annual leave, long
service leave or sick leave to which the employee may be entitled.
(6) The employer shall be under no obligation to pay for any
time not worked during which the employee is required to
present for duty, except when such absence from work is due
to illness and comes within the provisions of Clause 25.—
Sick Leave or such absence is on account of leave for which
the employee is entitled to payment.
(7) An employee who is employed for a period of less than
one calendar month and is dismissed for reasons other than
misconduct or incompetence shall be deemed to be a casual
employee.
(8) (a) An employer may direct an employee to carry out
such duties as are within the limits of the employees’ skill,
competence and training.
(b) An employer may direct an employee to carry out such
duties and use such tools and equipment as may be required
provided that the employee has been properly trained in the
use of such tools and equipment.
(c) Any direction issued by an employer pursuant to subclause
(a) and (b) shall be consistent with the employer’s responsibilities to provide a safe and healthy working environment.
(d) In matters of argument over defining ‘skill’ and ‘properly trained’ the consultative committee in the first instance
will be involved. Any dispute will be dealt with under the Dispute Settling Procedure.
11.—CASUALS
(1) A casual employee is an employee engaged other than as
a weekly employee and shall be paid at the hourly rate prescribed for the work upon which such employee is employed,
with the addition of 20 per cent.
(2) A casual employee who is sent for and whose services
are not availed of shall be paid a “call” at the rate of two hours’
pay at casual rates.
(3) A casual employee shall be guaranteed four hours in any
shift in which the casual employee commences work.
(4) A casual employee when working on a public holiday or
overtime or at any time for which a permanent employee is
paid above his/her ordinary rate in accordance with this Agreement, shall receive the same Agreement prescription in
accordance with this Agreement with the addition of twenty
percent.
12.—WAGE INCREASES
In recognition of the Agreement and the potential of the
agreed changes to increase productivity and efficiency, the
parties have agreed to an increase as per the schedule in Attachment “A”.
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Such increases will be staged over the life of this agreement
and will be paid on the dates as set out in attachment “A’
13.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into salary packaging.
(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this agreement, that contribute towards the Total
Employment Cost of an employee, can be reduced by and substituted with another or other benefits.
(3) For the purpose of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
(a) The base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances, eg annual leave loading,
(c) cash benefits, eg superannuation, motor vehicles etc;
(d) Any Fringe Benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable components, eg performance based incentives (where they exist).
(4) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(5) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(6) The salary packaging arrangement must also comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which may
become payable by the employee.
(7) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employer benefits under the salary
packaging agreement such tax, penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
(8) In the event of significant increases in Fringe Benefit
Tax liability or administrative costs relating to arrangements
under this clause, the employee may vary or cancel a salary
packaging arrangement.
(9) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this Agreement.
(10) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an employee.
(11) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
Agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, either party may refer the matter to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
14.—SHIFT LOADING
(1) An employee when on intermediate shift shall in addition to the day work wage prescribed by this agreement for the
work that the employee performs, be paid 17.5 percent of that
day work wage.
(2) An employee when on night shift shall in addition to the
day work wage prescribed by this agreement for the work that
the employee performs, be paid 17.5 percent of that day work
wage.
(3) An employee who—
(a) during a period of engagement on shift, works night
shift only; or
(b) remains on night shift for a longer period than four
consecutive weeks
shall during such engagement period or cycle be paid
for all time worked during ordinary working hours
on such night shift 25 percent in addition to the day
work wage prescribed by this agreement for the work
that the employee performs.
(4) For all rostered night shift work performed between midnight Friday and midnight Sunday a penalty of 25 per cent of
the appropriate rate for the classification shall be paid. The
penalty payments shall be calculated separately and will not
apply to the calculation of overtime.
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15.—WEEKEND PENALTY RATE
(1) For all ordinary hours performed on Sunday, a penalty
of 25% of the appropriate rate for the classification will apply.
The penalty will not apply to the calculation of overtime.
(2) The Company will establish a roster where all employees are rotated equally onto the Sunday shift.
(3) Unless mutually agreed between the Employee, Chapel
and Company, an employee will not be rostered to work on
both Saturday and Sunday in the same week.
16.—MIXED FUNCTIONS
(1) Employees shall be paid at the rate for the classification
at which they are normally employed and when put to work of
a higher grade, shall receive, whilst so employed, the difference in pay between their ordinary rate and the higher rate. An
employee put to work on a lower grade shall be paid the employee’s ordinary rate.
(2) If employed for two hours or more on any one shift on
higher duties the employee shall receive the difference in pay
between the employee’s ordinary rate and the higher rate for
the full shift.
(3) Unless as a disciplinary measure no employee shall be
permanently changed from the employee’s classification to a
lower classification without one week’s notice.
(4) This clause shall not apply to employees undergoing training.
17.—TIME AND WAGES RECORD
The provisions of this clause are subject to the following
requirements—
(1) The employer shall keep a record from which can be
readily ascertained the name and classification of
each employee, the hours worked by the employee
each day and the wages and allowances paid to the
employee in respect of each pay period.
(2) The time and wages record may be inspected at any
time during the ordinary business hours by the Secretary of the Union or the Secretary’s representative
or by any person so authorised by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(a) The employer may refuse the representative
access to the records if—
(i) the employer is of the opinion that access to the records by the representative
of the organisation would infringe the
privacy of persons who are not members of the organisation; and
(ii) the employer undertakes to produce the
records to an Industrial Inspector within
48 hours of being notified of the requirement to inspect by the
representative.
(b) The power of inspection may only be exercised by a representative of an organisation of
employees authorised for the purpose in accordance with the rules of the organisation.
(c) Before exercising a power of inspection, the
representative shall give reasonable notice of
not less than 24 hours to an employer
(3) Each employee shall be issued with a pay slip showing the employee’s gross wages and overtime, all
authorised deductions and the net amount due.
18.—HOURS OF WORK
(1) The maximum number of ordinary hours to be worked
by a weekly employee regardless of shift and other than overtime shall be 36 per week.
(2) (a) Day shift means a rostered work shift performed between the hours of 7.00am and 6.30pm.
(b) Night shift means a rostered work shift performed between the hours of 6.30pm and 7.00am.
(c) Intermediate shift means work performed during hours
which include hours of both day work and night work.
(3) All ordinary hours of work may be arranged on any day
including Sunday.
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(4) The maximum number of ordinary hours to be worked
in any one shift shall not exceed 10 unless mutually agreed
between the Employer and Chapel, in which case the maximum number of hours will not exceed 12.
(5) An employee shall not be rostered for work for more
than four shifts in any week.
(6) (a) An employee shall not be rostered for less than two
consecutive shifts in any week.
(b) Shift workers shall not be rostered for less than three
consecutive shifts in any week.
(7) If during the course of a working week an employee
rostered for night or intermediate shift is called upon to change
their shift and work during the day, the employee shall be paid
the shift loading as if the employee had worked the their normal rostered shift.
(8) In cases where any employee is absent through sickness
or other causes (such as bereavement) on the employee’s
rostered day or night off, the employee shall not be reimbursed
with an additional day or night off in lieu.
(9) The roster of daily hours shall be prominently displayed
and will remain as such until altered by at least one week’s
notice.
(10) The ordinary hours of day work may commence at
6.00am on a Sunday by agreement between the employer and
the majority of employees concerned.
19.—OVERTIME
(1) Where an employee is required to work after the their
rostered shift the employee shall be paid overtime rates as prescribed in this clause.
(2) (a) Subject to paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause
overtime shall be paid for at the rate of time and one half for
the first two hours and double time thereafter.
(b) Other than overtime at the conclusion of a shift, which
commenced on a Saturday, all overtime worked on a Sunday
shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(c) Work performed on a rostered day or night off shall be
paid for at the rate of double time at the appropriate rate of
pay.
(3) When an employee is recalled to work on a day or night
other than when the employee is rostered for work the employee shall be guaranteed a minimum of four hours work or
pay equivalent to four hours at the employee’s overtime rates.
(4) When an employee is called into work otherwise than
for the employee’s usual working hours and has not been notified that they will be required for duty before the employee
leaves work on the previous shift, and provided the employee
is not required to commence work within one hour of the employee’s usual starting time. All such overtime shall be paid
for at ordinary overtime rates and in addition the employee
shall be paid a call out of two hours at ordinary rates.
(5) Meal allowance is to be paid on completion of one hour’s
overtime.
(6) The employer shall not insist upon an employee working
overtime where the employee declares that the employee is
not free to work and discloses a good reason to the employer
to support such declaration. No employee shall be dismissed
or in any way whatsoever prejudiced in employment by reason of refusal to work overtime where the employee has
satisfactorily disclosed why he or she is not free to work.
(7) An employee who has worked overtime shall be informed
by the employer that the employee is entitled to and be granted
a break of at least ten hours between the time of finishing
work and the time when the employee next commences work,
and no deductions shall be made from the employee’s pay because of any time lost by reason of such break. Where the
employee is required by the employer to work before the employee has completed the break of ten hours the employee
shall be paid double time for all time worked by the employee
until the employee has a break of at least ten hours.
19(A)——ADDITIONAL HOURS
Notwithstanding the provisions elsewhere in this Agreement,
the employer and the majority of the employees at
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Community Newspapers may agree to establish a system of
working additional hours provided that—
(1) Where additional hours are worked on any day of
the week, following the completion of the rostered
shift, an employee may elect, with the consent of the
employer, to take time off at overtime rates during
the spread of ordinary hours, provided in this agreement, at a later time.
(2) Once a decision has been taken to introduce a system of additional hours, in accordance with this
clause, its terms must be set out in the time and wages
records.
(3) The employer shall record arrangements for additional hours in the time and wages book each time
this provision is used.
(4) Should an employee’s services be terminated prior
to taking time off for additional hours worked the
employer shall pay to the employee any hours owed
at overtime rates
20.—MEAL BREAKS
(1) The time allowance for meals shall be such as may be
mutually arranged between the Employer, Chapel and the
Union.
(2) Unless otherwise agreed, the minimum time allowance
for a meal break shall be thirty minutes and the maximum
allowance one hour.
(3) A period of work shall not exceed five hours without a
meal break.
21.—MEAL MONEY
Where an employee is required to continue work in accordance with the provisions of subclause (5) of Clause
19.—Overtime of this agreement, the prescribed meal allowance shall be $6.70.
22.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause the following
days shall be observed as public holidays, without loss of pay—
(a) one day at Christmas being Christmas Day, and one
day at Easter being Good Friday or Easter Monday
as agreed between the Employer and the Chapel, and
(b) any day gazetted or proclaimed as a special holiday.
(2) Where an employee who is not rostered to work be required to work on any of the days specified in subclause (1) of
this clause, the employee shall receive double pay for the time
worked in addition to the holiday pay.
(3) Where an employee’s rostered day or night falls on a
public holiday as prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause the
employee shall be granted a day or night off in lieu, either
immediately preceding or immediately subsequent to the day
or night taken as the holiday. Should the employer be unable
to maintain a working balance of staff, the day or night off
shall be taken at a mutually agreed time or alternatively a day
added to the employee’s annual leave.
(4) Where a permanent part -time employee is not rostered
to work on any of the Public Holidays referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subclause (1) of this clause, the employee
will not be entitled to a day or night off in lieu
23.—ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Every employee shall receive six weeks and two days
annual leave for each year of service
(2) Should the services of an employee be brought to a termination after the expiration of one calendar month, but before
the expiration of twelve calendar months, the employee will
be entitled to pro rata annual leave based on completed weeks
of service.
(3) Annual leave shall be extended by one day for each public holiday, as prescribed in Clause 22.—Public Holidays of
this agreement, falling within the period of annual leave.
(4) By agreement between the employee, Employer and the
Chapel, annual leave may be broken into not more than three
periods with the lesser period being not less than four days.
(5) Annual leave will be taken on the basis of a roster as
agreed between the Employer and the Chapel.
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(6) The Rate of wage payable to an employee whilst on annual leave shall include—
(a) The weekly rate as defined in Schedule A—Wages
of this agreement, including personal margins;
(b) That where an employee has worked more than 12
weeks on shift of afternoon or night shift and/or Sunday work and would have received a shift allowance
as prescribed by clause 14 of this agreement had the
employee not been on Annual Leave during the relevant period, then that shift allowance shall be added
to the weekly rate as defined in attachment “A”.
(c) A loading of 17.5 percent on the amount prescribed
in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this subclause.
(7) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, in excess of 5 working days, except time for which the
employee is entitled to claim sick pay or time spent on holidays or annual leave as prescribed by this agreement, shall not
count for the purposes of determining the employee’s right to
annual leave.
(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual employees.
24.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
This agreement shall incorporate the provisions contained
in Volume 61 of The Western Australian Industrial Gazette at
page 21 with the following—
(1) The leave to which an employee shall be entitled or
deemed to be entitled shall be as provided in this
subclause.
(2) Where an employee has completed at least 15 years
of service the amount of leave shall be—
(a) in respect of 15 completed years of service:
13 weeks leave;
(b) in respect of each ten completed years of service after 15 years: 8 2/3 weeks leave.
(3) Where an employee has completed at least ten but
less than fifteen years service and resigns or is dismissed for reasons other than serious misconduct,
the employee shall be entitled to a proportionate
amount of leave on the basis of 13 weeks leave for
15 years service.
(4) Future amendments to the Long Service Leave Act
and relevant General Orders of the Commission will
form part of this clause.
(5) (a) Notwithstanding subclauses (1) (2) (3) and (4)
hereof, an employee, after completing ten
years continuos years of service, will be able
to request to take 8.6 weeks pro rata long service leave. Each period of long service leave
must be for at least one week. The employer
will consider each request to ensure that the
granting of leave at the time will not adversely
affect production.
(b) The employer will not unreasonably deny an
employees request for pro rata long service
leave.
25.—SICK LEAVE
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an employee
who is absent from duty due to personal sickness is entitled to
be paid sick leave as hereinafter prescribed.
(2) In each year of service an employee shall be entitled to
10 days sick leave.
(a) Sick leave entitlement shall accrue at the rate 7.5
hours for each completed month of continuous service with the employer.
(b) Sick leave shall accumulate for a period of five years
so that any balance of the period specified in this
clause which has in any year not been allowed to an
employee by the employer as paid sick leave may be
claimed by the employee and, subject to the conditions herein before prescribed, shall be allowed by
the employer in any subsequent year without diminution of the sick leave prescribed in respect of that
year.
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(c) Sick leave does not accrue during periods of unpaid
leave which is not prescribed by this agreement.
(d) The provisions of this clause shall effect from the 1st
January 1999.
(3) In order to acquire entitlement to payment in accordance
with this clause—
(a) the employee shall as soon as is reasonably practicable advise the employer of his/her inability to attend
for work and the estimated duration of absence; provided that such advice other than in extraordinary
circumstances shall be given within 2 hours of the
commencement of the absence, and
(b) provide satisfactory proof of sickness; but the employer shall not be entitled to a medical certificate
unless the absence is for three consecutive days or
more, or where the employee at the time of the sickness has established a pattern which would warrant
the employer demanding a medical certificate for an
absence of one day.
(4) Where an employee is sick or has suffered injury during
their annual leave and produces a certificate from a legally
qualified medical practitioner. Such sickness or injury necessitated confinement to home or hospital for seven continuous
days or more, then the period covered by the certificate shall
be considered to be sick leave subject to the provisions of this
clause. Provided further the employee concerned has sick leave
credits available and the portion of annual leave coinciding
with the paid sick leave shall be taken at a time mutually convenient to the employer and employee
(5) The provisions of this clause do not apply
(a) when the worker is entitled to compensation under
the Workers’ Compensation Act.
(b) To an employee who has a statutory or common law
right to claim damages or compensation (other than
workers compensation) in respect of any absence
through sickness or injury.
(c) To casual employees.
(6) An employee, proceeding on sick leave, shall be paid the
shift penalties they would have received had they not proceeded
on sick leave.
26.—MATERNITY LEAVE
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production
to her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified medical
practitioner stating the estimated date of confinement, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she has had not less than
12 months of employment with the Employer immediately
preceding the date upon which she commences maternity leave.
For the purposes of this clause—
(a) An employee shall not include a casual employee;
(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity leave.
(2) Period of leave and commencement of leave
(a) Subject to subclauses (4), (5) and (6) hereof, the period of maternity leave shall be for an unbroken
period of from six to 52 weeks and shall include a
period of six weeks’ compulsory leave to be taken
immediately following confinement.
(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior to
the estimated date of confinement, give notice in writing to her Employer stating the estimated date of
confinement.
(c) An employee shall give not less than four weeks’
notice in writing to her employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave,
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(d) The Employer by not less than 14 days’ notice in
writing to the employee may require her to commence
maternity leave at any time within the six weeks
immediately prior to her estimated date of confinement.
(e) An employee shall not be in breach of this clause as
a consequence of failure to give the stipulated period of notice in accordance with paragraph (c) hereof
if such failure is occasioned by the confinement occurring earlier than the estimated date.
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(3) Transfer to a Safe-Job
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner,
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present work,
the employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be
transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee
may, or the employer may require the employee to take leave
for such period as is certified necessary by a duly qualified
medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as maternity
leave for the purposes of subclauses (7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof.
(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity
leave beyond 52 weeks, the period may be lengthened once only, save with the agreement of the
employer, by the employee giving not less than 14
days notice in writing stating the period by which
the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the employer, be shortened by the employee giving not less
than 14 days notice in writing stating the period by
which the leave is to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced, shall
be cancelled when the pregnancy of an employee
terminates other than by the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on maternity leave terminates other than by the birth of a living
child, it shall be the right of the employee to resume
work at a time nominated by the employee which
shall not exceed four weeks from the date of notice
in writing by the employee to the employer that she
desires to resume work.
(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other than
by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave)
as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences
of confinement she shall be entitled, either in
lieu of or in addition to special maternity leave,
to such paid sick leave pursuant to Clause
25.—Sick Leave, of this agreement as to which
she is then entitled and which a duly qualified
medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may take
such paid leave pursuant to Clause 25.—Sick Leave,
of this agreement as to which she is then entitled and
such further unpaid leave (to be known as Special
Maternity Leave) as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work,
provided that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special maternity leave and maternity leave shall not
exceed 52 weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) of
this clause, maternity leave shall include special
maternity leave.
(d) An employee returning to work after the completion
of a period of leave taken pursuant to this subclause
shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before commencing on such leave or, in
the case of an employee who was transferred to a
safe job pursuant to subclause (3) of this clause, to
the position she held immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available, for which the worker is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable of
performing, she shall be entitled to a position as
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nearly comparable in status and salary or wage to
that of her former position.
(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) of this clause, does not exceed
52 weeks—
(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
maternity leave, take any annual leave or long service leave or any part thereof to which she is then
entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave pursuant to Clause 25.—Sick Leave,
of this agreement or other paid authorised award absences (excluding annual leave or long service leave),
shall not be available to an employee during her absence on maternity leave.
(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment
For the purposes of the agreement the service of an employee
with an employer means the period during which the employee
has served her employer under an unbroken contract of employment. Provided that absence on maternity leave shall be
deemed not to break the employee’s contract of employment
but such absences shall not be taken into account in calculating the period of employment for any purpose of this agreement
and long service leave.
(9) Termination of Employment
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate her
employment at any time during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with subclause (4) of
Clause 10—Terms of Employment, of this agreement.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the grounds of her pregnancy or of
her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise the
rights of an employer in relation to termination of
employment are not hereby affected.
(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of returning to her work by notice in writing to the employer
giving not less than four weeks prior to the expiration of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice required by paragraph (a) of this subclause, shall be
entitled to the position which she held immediately
before commencing maternity leave or, in the case
of an employee who was transferred to a safe job
pursuant to subclause (3) of this clause, to the position which she held immediately before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable of
performing, she shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and salary or wage to
that of her former position.
(11) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically
engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on
maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee
under this subclause, the employer shall inform that
person of the temporary nature of the employment
and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace an
employee temporarily promoted or transferred in order to replace an employee exercising her rights under
this clause, the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer
and of the rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a
replacement employee.
(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to any
of the rights conferred by this clause except where
employment continues beyond the 12 months qualifying period.
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27.—BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) (a) An employee shall be entitled to a maximum of two
days’ leave without loss of pay on each occasion and on production of satisfactory evidence of the death of the employee’s
husband, wife, father, mother, brother, sister or child, motherin-law and father-in-law.
(b) For the purpose of this clause the words husband and
wife shall include de facto husband and wife and the words
father and mother shall include foster father or mother and
stepfather or mother.
28.—APPRENTICES
(1) Apprentices may be taken to such printing trades as are
in the provisions of The Industrial Training Act, 1975.
(2) The employer will undertake to employ and train apprentices in the Production Department.
(3) The employer reserves the right in relation to the number
of apprentices that will be employed each year, but undertakes
that it will employ at least one apprentice each calendar year
during the period of this agreement.
(4) The employer will consult with the Union in relation to
the training of apprentices to ensure they are trained in the
appropriate areas relevant to the technology employed in the
Production Department from time to time.
29.—ADULT APPRENTICES
(1) An adult apprentice means a person of 21 years of age or
over at the time of entering into an indenture to one of the
branches of the printing industry prescribed in Attachment “A”
of this agreement.
Subject to this clause, conditions of employment of adult
apprentices shall be those prescribed for apprentices indentured under the age of 21 years.
Preference of employment
(2) Preference of employment as an adult apprentice should
be given to an applicant who is employed in the printing industry.
Period of apprenticeship
(3) (a) Subject to this clause of this agreement, an adult apprentice shall be indentured for a period of four years in which
period shall be included the period of probation.
(b) Notwithstanding sub-paragraph (a) hereof where a Board
of Reference approves an application for adult apprenticeship
by an applicant who has been employed in the printing industry for at least two consecutive years and the Board is satisfied
that the applicant has sufficient theoretical and practical knowledge, it may, subject to any conditions it may determine, permit
the applicant to reduce the length of the apprenticeship.
Technical school training of adult apprentices.
(4) (a) Each adult apprentice shall, from the commencement
of an apprenticeship attend and not be prevented by the employer from attending during the apprentice’s ordinary working
hours for eight hours every week, a suitable Technical School
for a period of three years or, where the training facilities for
apprentices at the Technical School attended by such apprentices make it impracticable for their attendance to be for eight
hours every week or for a period of three years, then for the
number of hours and for the period of any prescribed course
(with the minimum of four hours a day a week) as is approved
by the organisations party to this agreement or by the appropriate Board of Reference, if such school is available. Wherever
a State Technical School provides instruction in an apprenticeship trade such State Technical School shall be accepted
as a suitable school for the purposes of this agreement.
(b) Where a State conducts in a suitable Technical School a
system of block release Technical School training, each adult
apprentice shall from the commencement of an apprenticeship attend and not be prevented by the employer from attending
during the apprentice’s ordinary working hours such block
release training for maximum of eight weeks each year for a
period of three years on a basis to be arranged between the
organisations respondent to this agreement and the relevant
State Technical Education authorities.
Such block release Technical School training shall be in lieu
of the Technical School training prescribed in paragraph (a) of
subclause (4) hereof.
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Wages of adult apprentices
(5) (a) Where a person was employed by an employer in the
printing industry immediately before becoming an adult apprentice with that employer, such person shall not suffer a
reduction in actual rate of pay by virtue of becoming indentured.
(b) Subject to subclause (5)(a) hereof, the wages of an adult
apprentice, including the wages of probationers for apprenticeship, shall be those payable to Adult Apprentices in Table
2 of Attachment “A” of this agreement.
Proportion of apprentices to skilled adults
(6) Adult apprentices shall be employed as excess apprentices.
Form of indenture of adult apprenticeship
(7) Each indenture of adult apprenticeship shall be in the
form prescribed provided that—
(a) References to parent or guardian shall be deleted.
(b) Adult apprentices day work/shift work provisions
(8) (a) An adult apprentice (other than an apprentice engaged
on block release Technical School training) shall be employed
only on day work during the period the adult apprentice is
required to attend Technical School as determined in subclause
(4) hereof.
(b) An adult apprentice engaged in block release Technical
School training may be employed on morning, afternoon or
night shift except during periods of attendance on block release training as determined in subclause (4) hereof.
30.—JURY SERVICE
(1) An employee required to attend for jury service during
ordinary working hours shall be reimbursed by the employer
an amount equal to the difference between the amount paid in
respect of attendance for such jury service and the amount of
wage the employee would have received in respect of ordinary time the employee would have worked had the employee
not been on jury service.
(2) The employee shall notify the employer as soon as possible of the date on which the employee is required to attend
for jury service. Further, the employee shall provide the employer with proof of the employee’s attendance, the duration
of such attendance and the amount received in respect of such
jury service.
31.—BREAKDOWNS / STOPPAGES
The employer may deduct payment for any time during which
an employee cannot be usefully employed because of a breakdown of machinery or any stoppage of work which may bring
about a cessation of production or for any other cause for which
the Employer cannot be held responsible.
32.— CHAPEL DELEGATES
Delegates chosen from the Chapel, but not more than two,
shall be allowed the necessary time in working hours to interview the employer or the employer’s authorised representative
for the purpose of discussing industrial matters.
33.—UNION OFFICIALS VISITING PREMISES
The employer shall permit two officials of the Union to interview the Father or Clerk of the Chapel or individual members
during working hours, but they shall not interview members
in such a manner as to delay publication.
34.—PERFORMANCE OF WORK
(1) Classified Advertisements
Classified advertisement takers may input all classified lineage and limited (semi) display advertisements.
(2) Output of Pages
Employees covered by this Agreement will control all output of pages be they Display Advertising pages or Classified/
Trades and Services.
(3) Other
Employees covered by this Agreement will control all
Graphic Libraries for Display Advertising, Classified Advertising, Trades and Services Advertising and Editorial Library
services.
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(4) Photographic
(a) Photographers will only scan negatives (for editorial/advertorial purposes only) from pictures they
have taken.
(b) That all the manipulation of the scanned negatives
as set out in (a) above may include but not limited to
the following: cropping, signing, routing, enhancing
screens, etc be performed by the Photographic Department
(c) Employees covered by this Agreement will scan any
hard copy photographed.
(d) That all manipulation of the images from hard copy
photographs and photographs taken by Community
Newspapers Photographic department for use in advertisements may include but not limited to the
following: cropping, signing, routing, enhancement
screens, etc will be performed by employees covered by this Agreement.
(5) Optical Character Recognition Scanning
Employees covered by this agreement will input all hard
copy (typed) by scanning such hard copy into the Computerised Typesetting System.
(6) Editorial
All hard copy (handwritten letters to the Editor) may be entered into the Computerised Typesetting System directly by
editorial staff
(7) Electronic transmission of advertising
(a) Advertising material prepared by agencies will,
where possible, be received into the system by electronic transmission.
(b) The production department will access the system
of the agency to retrieve the advertisement and put it
into the Community Newspaper system.
35.—INTRODUCTION OF NEW EQUIPMENT
There shall be no limitation on the introduction and the full
development and operation by the Employer of any new equipment. Where the introduction of any new equipment is likely
to affect the work requirements of members of the Chapel the
Employer shall, before commencing to operate such equipment, consult with the Union in relation to any change or
intended change in such requirement. Such consultation shall
be initiated by the Employer in sufficient time to enable the
Union to give proper consideration to the implications of any
proposed change.
36.—SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES OR CLAIMS
(1) In the event of any proposed change in employment conditions or terms of this agreement, or in the event of any
question, disputes or difficulty arising, the parties will confer
among themselves before taking those matters to the Commission.
(2) The principle of conciliation and direct negotiation shall
be adopted for the purpose of prevention and settlement of
any industrial dispute that may arise.
(3) The parties shall take an early and active part in discussions and negotiations aimed at preventing or settling
disputes in accordance with the agreed procedure set out hereunder.
(4) Procedure for settlement of disputes. Any dispute shall
be resolved in the following sequence—
(a) The employee, the Chapel representative, the Supervisor and the Departmental Manager shall confer and,
where possible, resolve the issue.
(b) If not resolved, the Chapel shall confer with the Chief
Executive Officer of Community Newspapers, on the
matter, and where possible, resolve the issue.
(c) If not resolved, the Union and Chapel shall confer
with the Chief Executive Officer of Community
Newspapers, on the matter, and where possible, resolve the issue.
(d) If the matter is still not settled, either party may submit the matter to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission for solution.
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(5) All parties to the agreement, the Company, it’s officials,
the Union and their members, will take all possible action to
settle any dispute within 7 days of notification of the dispute
to Management.
(6) Until the matter is resolved in accordance with the above
procedure, work shall continue normally without prejudice to
the rights of the parties.
37.—PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) Each employee shall have wages due paid every fortnight by direct deposit into their nominated bank, building
society or credit union account.
(2) Such wages, including payment for absences authorised
by this agreement, shall be paid on the second Thursday of
each pay period.
(3) Each employee shall receive a pay advice every pay period displaying the following details—
(a) Date of payment
(b) The period covered by the payment
(c) Wage rate
(d) The number of hours worked at ordinary rate and
overtime rate
(e) Gross amount of wages payable
(f) Amount of deductions made
(g) Net pay
38.—PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
The number or proportion of part-time employees employed
by the employer shall not exceed that agreed in writing between the employer and the union from time to time. The
practical operation of this clause shall be reviewed by the
employer and the union at a date six months after the date of
ratification and subsequently upon request by the union, but at
not less than twelve monthly intervals.
(1) (a) The weekly hours worked by part-time employees
shall not be less than 16 hours per week or more than 32 hours
per week. Such hours shall be worked on any or all days of the
week.
(b) An employee, employed pursuant to this clause may be
employed on shift work as described by clause 18-subclause
(2) of this agreement.
(c) Any additional hours worked by the employee outside of
the nominated spread of hours noted in subclause (1)(a) hereof
will be paid as overtime pursuant to Clause 19 of this agreement.
(2) (a) The employer shall specify and agree in writing before a part-time employee commences duty on a part-time basis,
the prescribed weekly and daily hours of duty for the employee
including starting and finishing times each day.
(b) The employer shall give an employee one (1) week’s
notice of any proposed permanent variation to the employee’s
starting and finishing times and/or particular days worked,
provided that the employer shall confirm the employee’s new
permanent weekly and daily hours of duty in writing.
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (2)(b)
hereof, and by agreement between the employee and the employer, the ordinary weekly hours for a part-time employee
may be varied on a daily basis, provided that such extra hours
worked fall between the agreed spread of hours noted in
subclause (1)(a) hereof.
(4) (a) An employee who for personal reasons desires and
applies to the employer for permanent employment on a parttime basis may, by agreement with the employer, have their
ordinary weekly hours prescribed by Clause 18 reduced. The
union shall be a party to any such agreement.
(b) An employee having been appointed part-time in accordance with paragraph (a) of this subclause, who wishes to revert
to full-time employment with the employer shall, upon written application to the employer, be granted due consideration
for the next available and suitable full-time position.
(5) (a) Part-time employees shall be paid a proportion of the
appropriate total wage dependent upon time worked. The wage
shall be calculated in accordance with the following formula—
TOTAL WAGE x Hours worked per week)
36
(incorporating weekend penalty rate
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(b) A part-time employee shall become entitled to and shall
take annual leave, bereavement leave, maternity leave, sick
leave, long service leave and public holidays or be paid in lieu
of such leave in the same manner and under the same conditions as a full-time employee becomes entitled to and granted
such leave according to this agreement.
(c) The payment or deduction of payment in lieu of termination of employment as provided in subclause (4) of Clause
10.—Terms of Employment of this agreement shall, in the
case of a part-time employee, be an amount equal to the weekly
wage payable to that part-time employee.
39.—CONSULTATIVE MECHANISM
(1) The parties to this agreement are committed to co-operating positively to increase efficiency and productivity and to
enhance the career opportunities and job security of employees.
(2) There shall be established a consultative mechanism and
procedure which will be appropriate to the size, structure and
needs of Community Newspapers.
(3) The members of the consultative committee will receive
appropriate training, as required and agreed to allow them to
effectively perform their functions as committee members.
(4) The consultative committee will address only matters,
which are consistent with the objectives of subclause (1) of
this clause.
40.—REDUNDANCY
(1) Notice
Prior to a redundancy situation occurring, the company will
undertake to advise those employee who will be affected by
giving at least four (4) weeks notice or payment in lieu of
notice. However, the Union will be given at least eight (8)
weeks’ notice, served currently with the four (4) weeks’ notice given to employees, unless payment in lieu of notice is
made to employees.
(2) Criteria for the selection of redundant employees
(a) It is agreed that the company must retain a workforce
which contains the skills necessary to remain competitive. In this regard, the skill needs of the company
will be used to determine employee requirements in
a redundancy situation.
(b) It is agreed between the parties that the company has
introduced new technology into the Production Department and training was provided in accordance
with the Industrial Agreement dated 13 September
1994.
(c) The Company will call for voluntary redundancies.
If there are insufficient nominees for a voluntary redundancy or those who nominate will disadvantage
the competitiveness of the Company should they
leave, the Company will, after consultation with the
Union, nominate alternative redundant employees.
(3) Redundancy Payments—
Employees who either volunteer or are nominated by
the company to be redundant will receive the redundancy
payments—
(a) 4 weeks pay per year of service for each completed year of the first 10 years of service.
3 weeks pay per year of service for each completed year of service thereafter.
(b) Pro rata payments will not apply other than
where an employee has completed six months
or more in any year, in which case the employee shall be credited with payment for the
full year’s of service.
(c) In the application of the redundancy payment
to those employees, the “week’s pay” referred
to above shall be the prescribed base award
rate for the classification of the employee, plus
night/intermediate shift loadings, and personal
margins and shall include any weekend penalties or loadings. Such loadings, penalties and
margins to be the average of those incurred by
the employee during the 26 weeks period proceeding the date of termination but not to
include any overtime payments.
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(4) Both parties recognise that this Agreement will be applicable when members of the Australian Manufacturing Workers
Union are made redundant for whatever circumstances.
(5) The company shall give a minimum notice period of three
weeks to the Union of the number of employees to be made
redundant and the intended date of termination. Such notice to
be in writing.
(6) The company shall invite applications from employees
who wish to take voluntary redundancy.
(7) Applications shall be directed to the Operations Manager and he/she shall provide immediately copies to the Union
who will receive all applications in confidence.
(8) In the event of any shortfall in applications from employees as per (7) above, or in the event that more of such
applications are received than are required, the company will
determine which employees are to be retrenched after duly
considering—
(a) Legal and occupation health and safety considerations.
(b) Skills and knowledge of individual employees in relation to the positions and work arrangements that
will remain in place in the Production Department.
(c) Length of service.
(d) The company reserves the right to specify that it may
wish to retain the services of a particular employee(s)
because of such employee(s) unique experience or
training or both.
(9) Having made the determination referred to in (8) above,
the company will immediately advise the redundant employees concerned. If an employee is declared redundant and seeks
to continue employment with the company they may apply to
substitute for a fellow employee with the same level of experience, training and skills who is willing to take voluntary
redundancy. The company in consultation with the employees
concerned and the Union will determine whether the substitution should take place. In the event of any dispute in relation
to this process, the procedure for settlement of disputes contained in Clause 36.—Settlement of Disputes or Claims shall
apply.
(10) Employees will be advised by written advice of the
termination of their services.
(11) Employees will terminate one week after receiving such
notice prescribed in (10) above.
(12) Hardship
A Committee comprising representatives of the Company
and the Unions will be established for the purpose of reviewing cases of hardship which may arise.
(13) Job transfers
(a) The parties recognise the serious consequences and
personal disadvantage that loss of employment can
have. Therefore, in lieu of redundancy every practical effort will be made to transfer an employee into
an alternative position which will allow the dignity
of an employee to be maintained.
(b) In the event of a job transfer or the offer of a job
transfer taking effect, the following provisions will
apply—
(i) Where an employee is offered similar work in
another section of the Company or at another
convenient location and refuses such an offer,
the Hardship Committee will review the reasons and circumstances leading to the refusal.
As a general guideline such cases will be reviewed by the Hardship Committee during the
first three (3) months of the transfer.
(ii) After consideration has been given to all aspects of the refusal, the Hardship Committee
will then decide whether redundancy pay is
applicable.
(c) where an employee is transferred to a lower paid classification, he/she will continue to receive the current
wage rate.
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(14) Employment Assistance program
(a) alternative employment and to adjust to the period
which follows redundancies. In this regard, the following assistance will be provided—
(i) By arrangement with the employees under the
advice of impending redundancy, paid time off
to a maximum of one (1) day per week of notice will be allowed for employment
interviews, subject to confirmation of the interviews.
(ii) A statement of service, with details of skills
acquired, will be made available to a redundant employee upon request.
(iii) The Human Resources department of the Company will be made available to assist redundant
employees in securing alternative employment.
This service will be provided on request and
will be available during the period of redundancy notice and for the two (2) weeks
immediately following the termination.
(iv) The Company will liaise with Centrelink to
provide further support to employees facing
redundancies, where appropriate, the Department of Social Security will also be called
upon to assist with co-ordination of applications for Social Security benefits.
(v) It is recognised that employees may arrange alternative employment during their period of
redundancy notice. Where necessary the Company will contact the prospective employer (on
behalf of the redundant employee) to determine
a mutually convenient commencement date.
(vi) The Company will coordinate its Employment
Assistance Program with the Union to ensure
that every practical step has been taken to assist redundant employees obtain alternative
employment.
(15) General
Redundancy provisions set out in this Agreement will not
apply to the following—
(a) Employees who terminate their employment for reasons other than redundancy or relocation.
(b) A redundant employee who does not work out his
notice under the terms of this Agreement (unless an
earlier termination date is mutually agreed upon).
(c) where an employee is dismissed for serious or wilful misconduct.
(16) Undertakings by Union and employees
In the light of undertakings made by the Company in the
Agreement, Unions and employees will undertake not to impose any bans, limitations or restrictions on the Company as a
result of redundancies, retrenchments or relocations.
Schedule A—Wages
1/3/99 1/3/00 1/3/01
(1) CLASSIFICATION
3%
2%
1.5%
Electronic Pre Press Operator $747.50 $762.50 $773.90
General Hand
(2) Adult Apprentices—
The rates of wages for an adult apprentice shall be the
following percentage of an Electronic Pre Press Operator’s weekly wage—
First year
82 per cent
Second year
87 per cent
Third year
92 per cent
Fourth year
100 per cent
(3) Apprentices—
The rate of wages for an apprentice shall be the following percentage of an Electronic Pre Press Operator’s
weekly wage—
First year
45 per cent
Second year
60 per cent
Third year
75 per cent
Fourth year
85 per cent
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RAMA CONCRETE INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
AG 68 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters &
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Merivale Pty Ltd t/a Rama Concrete.
AG 68 of 1999.
Rama Concrete Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Rama Concrete Industrial Agreement as filed
in the Commission on 15 April 1999 in the terms of the
following schedule be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Rama Concrete Industrial Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
15. Seniority
16. Sick Leave
17. Pyramid Sub-Contracting
18. Fares and Travelling
19. Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
20. Income Protection
21. No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance
3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Merivale Pty Ltd
trading as Rama Concrete (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
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covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately five (5) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Clause 46 Settlement of Disputes and Appendix – Resolution of Disputes Requirements of the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of
payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of
Ordinary Time Earnings, whichever is the greater.
The Company will advise all employees subject to
the Agreement of their right to have payments made
to a complying superannuation fund of their choice.
The Company is bound by the employee’s election.
The aforementioned payment will then be made to
that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their
choice the Company will make payments into the
Construction + Building Unions Superannuation
Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other
than the C+BUSS the Company will, within seven
days of the employee advising the Company of the
fund of their choice, advise the Union in writing of
the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach
an agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the
Act to change the complying superannuation fund
or scheme the Company will, within seven days of
the employee and the Company reaching such an
agreement, advise the Union in writing of the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund
or scheme requested by the employee.
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(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes
of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration)
Act 1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings
base) shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the
employee receives for ordinary hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance, trade
allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification
allowances (eg. first aid, laser safety officer), multistorey allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication
allowance, leading hand allowances, in charge of
plant allowance and supervisory allowances where
applicable. The term includes any regular over-award
pay as well as casual rates received and any additional rates and allowances paid for work undertaken
during ordinary hours of work, excluding fares and
travel and other reimbursement allowances.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during the
period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
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of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
............................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
WITNESS

CMETU
...........................................................
Date: / /
...........................................................
WITNESS
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The Company:
............................................................
SIGNATURE

Date: / /
Company
Seal
............................................................
PRINT NAME

...........................................................
WITNESS

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February 1 August
Signing
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.47
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
15.90
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.48
15.90
16.12
Plaster, Fixer
17.11
17.58
17.82
Painter, Glazier
16.73
17.19
17.42
Signwriter
17.09
17.56
17.80
Carpenter
17.22
17.70
17.93
Bricklayer
17.05
17.52
17.75
Refractory
Bricklayer
19.58
20.12
20.38
Stonemason
17.22
17.70
17.93
Rooftiler
16.92
17.38
17.62
Marker/Setter Out
17.72
18.21
18.46
Special Class T
17.95
18.45
18.69
APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 February
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)

1 August
1999
Hourly
Rate
$

7.18
9.42
12.84
15.06

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.03
9.20
12.55
14.73

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.18
9.40
12.82
15.04

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.16
9.37
12.79
15.00

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.24
9.47
12.92
15.15

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3

9.65
10.61
12.39
14.54
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9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
(a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or
alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.
(b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer representatives.
(c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner
(d) If this happens three times the worker shall be given
a written warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses
help he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next
time he/she is dangerously affected.
(e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall
be effective for a period of 12 months from the date
of issue.
(f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other
drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
(a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
(b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
(c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
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3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to be
paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate
for all special factors/disabilities on the project and in lieu of
all award special rates, with the exception of rates relating to
the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down brickwork and the
use of explosive powered tools which will be payable to an
employee when he/she encounters that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.3m
$1.85
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$2.20
Over
$4.47m
$2.80
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.40
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.65
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.85
Over
$4.47m
$2.20
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$510,000
NIL
Above $510,000 to $2.13m $1.55
Above $2.13m to $4.47m
$1.75
Over
$4.47m
$2.00
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of new and renovation work shall be governed
by the majority of work involved. For example, where
the majority of work is new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work shall be paid for
all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.13m
$1.25
Above $2.13m to 5.89m
$1.55
Above $5.89m to $11.77m
$1.80
Above $11.77m to $24m
$2.00
Above $24m to $59.4m
$2.30
Over
$59.4m
$2.50
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to
Nile Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to
Royal Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to
Newcastle Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway,
the Freeway South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line,
along the Perth-Fremantle railway line to Dyer Street,
Dyer Street through to Havelock Street, Havelock Street
to Kings Park Road, Kings Park Road to Fraser Avenue,
Fraser Avenue projected through to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within
the boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park
Road, Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway line back to Thomas Street.
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Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in which site allowances are to be paid as per this
agreement, the parties confirm that one side of such a
boundary road will be deemed to fall in one region and
the other side of the boundary road will be deemed to fall
in the other region. For example, the eastem side of
Havelock Street will be in the “CBD” and the western
side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to
mean the value of all tendered work which falls under the
scope of the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
— Disputes Procedures
— Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
— Demarcation Procedure
— First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
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16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
55%
2nd year
3rd year
75%
88%
4th year

RON HULL ENTERPRISES INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENT.
No. AG 52 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Ron Hull Enterprises.
AG 52 of 1999.
Ron Hull Enterprises Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 May 1999.
Order.
Having heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent and by
consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Ron Hull Enterprises Industrial Agreement
as filed in the Commission on 24 March 1999 in the terms
of the following schedule be and is hereby registered as
an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Ron Hull Enterprises
Industrial Agreement.
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Site Allowance
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12. Industry Standards
13. Clothing and Footwear
14. Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of
Prior Learning
15. Seniority
16. Sick Leave
17. Pyramid Sub-Contracting
18. Fares and Travelling
19. Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
20. Income Protection
21. No Extra Claims
Appendix A—Wage Rates
Appendix B—Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program
Appendix C—Site Allowance
3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers and
the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian Branch
(hereinafter referred to as the “Unions”) and Ron Hull Enterprises Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in
the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are approximately six (6) employees covered by this agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in the Clause 46—Settlement of Disputes and Appendix – Resolution of Disputes Requirements of the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agreement and the Award the higher rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in Appendix A—
Wage Rates.
11.—SITE ALLOWANCE
This Agreement provides for site allowances as per Appendix C—Site Allowance.
12.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $50 per week per employee.
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2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of
payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of
Ordinary Time Earnings, whichever is the greater.
The Company will advise all employees subject to the
Agreement of their right to have payments made to a
complying superannuation fund of their choice. The
Company is bound by the employee’s election. The
aforementioned payment will then be made to that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their
choice the Company will make payments into the
Construction + Building Unions Superannuation
Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
In the event that any employee chooses a fund other
than the C+BUSS the Company will, within seven
days of the employee advising the Company of the
fund of their choice, advise the Union in writing of
the employee’s decision.
In the event that the employee and the Company reach
an agreement pursuant to section 49C(2)(d) of the
Act to change the complying superannuation fund
or scheme the Company will, within seven days of
the employee and the Company reaching such an
agreement, advise the Union in writing of the agreement. The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to
agree to a change of complying superannuation fund
or scheme requested by the employee.
(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes
of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration)
Act 1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings
base) shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the
employee receives for ordinary hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance, trade
allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification
allowances (eg. first aid, laser safety officer), multistorey allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication
allowance, leading hand allowances, in charge of
plant allowance and supervisory allowances where
applicable. The term includes any regular over-award
pay as well as casual rates received and any additional rates and allowances paid for work undertaken
during ordinary hours of work, excluding fares and
travel and other reimbursement allowances.
3. Apprentice Rates
The Company agrees to maintain a ratio of no more than
four tradespeople to one apprentice employed.
13.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during the
period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per year)
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
14.—TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
1. A training allowance of $12.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.
2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay each calender year, prorata to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC.
The employer’s approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.
The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer’s operations. The onus shall
rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.
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An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee’s attendance at a course other
than—
course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.
For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.
Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.
3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learning), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limited to securing Tradesmen’s Rights Certificates.
15.—SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desirable wherever possible, and that where it is not possible,
employees will be retrenched in order of seniority.
2. When applying the “first on last off” principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of “all things being equal”, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.
3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee’s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the application
of this the matter will be processed in accordance with Clause
6—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is reengaged within a period of six months the employee shall
maintain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.
16.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following will apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination; or
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
17.—PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” is defined as the practice of a
sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-contractor.
2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the contract
and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to perform
that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist sub-contractor.
3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for labour
and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by the subcontractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for further
labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.
4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.
5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term “Pyramid Sub-Contracting” the parties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are undertaken
no industrial action shall occur.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
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19.—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B—Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.
20.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company agrees to insure employees covered by this
Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be negotiated through the ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Limited (ACN.
069 795 875).
21.—NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions:
BLPPU
......Signed.......
Common Seal
Date: 17/3/99
......Signed.......
Witness
CMETU
Common Seal

......Signed.......
Date: 17/3/99
......Signed.......
Witness

The Company:
Common Seal

......R. Hull.......
Date: 12/3/99
........................
Print Name
......Signed.......
Witness

APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 August
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Labourer Group 1
16.92
17.15
Labourer Group 2
16.34
16.56
Labourer Group 3
15.90
16.12
Plaster, Fixer
17.58
17.82
Painter, Glazier
17.19
17.42
Signwriter
17.56
17.80
Carpenter
17.70
17.93
Bricklayer
17.52
17.75
Refractory Bricklayer
20.12
20.38
Stonemason
17.70
17.93
Rooftiler
17.38
17.62
Marker/Setter Out
18.21
18.46
Special Class T
18.45
18.69
APPRENTICE RATES
Date of 1 August
Signing
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
$
$
Plasterer, Fixer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Painter. Glazier
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)
Signwriter
Year l (.5/3/5)
Year 2 (1/3), (1.5/3.5)
Year 3 (2/3), (2.5/3.5)
Year 4 (3/3), (3.5/3.5)

7.38
9.68
13.19
15.48

7.48
9.81
13.37
15.69

7.22
9.45
12.89
15.13

7.32
9.58
13.06
15.33

7.38
9.65
13.17
15.46

7.48
9.78
13.35
15.66

Carpenter
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Bricklayer
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Stonemason
Year l
Year 2 (1/3)
Year 3 (2/3)
Year 4 (3/3)
Rooftiler
6 months
2nd 6 months
Year 2
Year 3
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7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

7.36
9.63
13.14
15.41

7.46
9.76
13.31
15.62

7.44
9.73
13.27
15.57

7.54
9.86
13.45
15.78

9.91
10.90
12.73
14.94

10.04
11.04
12.90
15.14

APPENDIX B—DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1. PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a
safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.
2. FOCUS
• Site safety and the involvement of the site safety committee
• Peer intervention and support
• Rehabilitation
3. WORKPLACE POLICY
a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or alcohol
will not be allowed to work until that person can work in a
safe manner.
b) The decision on a person’s ability to work in a safe manner will be made by the safety committee, or on projects with
no safety committee, by a body of at least equal numbers of
employee/employer representatives.
c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person unable
to work in a safe manner
d) If this happens 3 times the worker shall be given a written
warning and made aware of the availability of treatment/counselling. If the worker refuses help he/she may be transferred/
dismissed the next time he/she is dangerously affected.
e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning shall be
effective for a period of 12 months from the date of issue.
f) A worker having problems with alcohol and or other drugs—
• Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get help.
• Must undertake and continue with the recommended
treatment to maintain the protection of this program.
• Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without pay
while attending treatment.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this
policy the company will—
a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and
Alcohol program and comply with it.
b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a
representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Program to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.
c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety committee
members, union delegate, consultative committee
members(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety in
the Workplace training course.
APPENDIX C—SITE ALLOWANCE
1. This agreement is between the parties to this agreement
and shall apply to construction work undertaken by principal
contractors who are engaged in the commercial/industrial sector of the building industry in the state of Western Australia
within a 50km radius of the Perth General Post Office.
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2. This agreement provides for a site allowance to be paid to
employees engaged on particular building projects, and for
such site allowance to be paid in addition to the wage rates
and allowances prescribed by the award as well as any industrial or certified agreements made in conjunction with the award
which does not prescribe a site allowance.
3. The site allowance payable under this agreement is to
be paid at a flat rate per hour for all hours worked to compensate for all special factors/disabilities on the project
and in lieu of all award special rates, with the exception of
rates relating to the lifting of heavy blocks, cleaning down
brickwork and the use of explosive powered tools which
will be payable to an employee when he/she encounters
that particular disability.
4. Site Allowance Formula
At the commencement of a project the particular site allowance to apply shall be determined in accordance with the
following formula—
4.1 Projects Located Within Perth C.B.D. (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above
$520,000 to $2.17m $1.90
Above
$2.17m to $4.55m $2.25
Over
$4.55m
$2.85
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above
$520,000 to $2.17m $1.70
Above
$2.1m to $4.55m
$1.90
Over
$4.55m
$2.45
4.2 Projects Located Within West Perth (as defined)
New Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above
$520,000 to $2.17m $1.70
Above
$2.17m to $4.55m $1.90
Over
$4.55m
$2.45
Renovations, Restorations
and/or Refurbishment Work
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to
$520,000
NIL
Above
$520,000 to $2.17m $1.60
Above
$2.17m to $4.55m $1.80
Over
$4.55m
$2.05
The site allowance on projects which are a combination of
new and renovation work shall be governed by the majority of
work involved. For example, where the majority of work is
new work then the site allowance appropriate to new work
shall be paid for all employees on the project.
4.3 Projects within 50 km radius of Perth G.P.O.
but not including the C.B.D. or West Perth (as defined)
Project Contractual Value
Site Allowance
Up to $1m
NIL
Above $1m to $2.17m
$1.30
Above $2.l7m to 6m
$1.60
Above $6m to $11.98m
$1.85
Above $11.98m to $24.43m
$2.05
Above $24.43m to $60.5m
$2.35
Over $60.5m
$2.55
“C.B.D.’—Central Business District shall mean the area
bounded by the Swan River South, Swan River East to Nile
Street running into Wittenoom Street, Hill Street to Royal
Street, Royal Street to Lord Street, Lord Street to Newcastle
Street, along Newcastle Street to the Freeway, the Freeway
South to the Perth-Fremantle railway line, along the PerthFremantle railway line to Dyer Street, Dyer Street through to
Havelock Street, Havelock Street to Kings Park Road, Kings
Park Road to Fraser Avenue, Fraser Avenue projected through
to the Swan River.
‘West Perth”—shall mean the area contained within the
boundaries formed by Thomas Street, Kings Park Road,
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Havelock Street, Dyer Street and the Perth-Fremantle railway
line back to Thomas Street.
Boundary roads: If a road borders between two regions in
which site allowances are to be paid as per this agreement, the
parties confirm that one side of such a boundary road will be
deemed to fall in one region and the other side of the boundary
road will be deemed to fall in the other region. For example,
the eastem side of Havelock Street will be in the ‘CBD” and
the western side of Havelock Street shall be in “West Perth”.
“Project Contractual Value”—shall be deemed to mean
the value of all tendered work which falls under the scope of
the principal contractor’s contract.
5. The site/project allowance and project contractual value
detailed in this agreement shall be adjusted on 1 October each
year by the total C.P.I. movements for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June and accordingly, the site
allowance amounts shall be adjusted up or down to the nearest
five cents.
6. Project contractual values shall be subject to review at
any renewal of this agreement, but in any event shall not be
adjusted by a percentage less than the total CPI movements
for Perth during the preceding four quarters ending 30 June.
Such adjustment being to the nearest $10,000.
7. The agreed site allowance once set pursuant to this agreement -shall be recorded in a site agreement to which the
applicable principal contractor and the Union will be signatories. The level of allowance once nominated at the
commencement of the project will continue without change
until completion of the project.
8. It is acknowledged that on certain projects a site agreement may be entered into between the principal contactor and
the building trades group of unions for that project that may
include matters regularly addressed within the industry, such
as, but not limited to, the following—
—Disputes Procedures
—Occupational Health and Safety Procedures
—Demarcation Procedure
—First Aid Provisions and On-Site Amenities
and the unions will not unreasonably refuse to continue to discuss such matters if raised by the principal contractor.
9. This agreement does not apply to resource development
projects or civil and engineering projects.
10. Where a dispute arises as to the application of the terms
of this agreement, if the issue cannot be resolved in discussions between the parties, it is agreed that the matter will be
referred to the appropriate industrial tribunal for resolution
without recourse to industrial action.
11. It is a term of this agreement that all site allowance agreements entered into prior to this date will be honoured by all
parties and will continue to apply for the life of the particular
project.
12. Where because of a condition of contract the principal
contractor is required not to allow for a site allowance, before
final application of this agreement, discussions will be held
between the parties with a view to resolving any problems
that may arise as a result of this situation.
13. Productivity Allowance
In return to increase productivity and/or timely completion
of projects it is agreed that a productivity allowance of $1.00
per hour worked shall be paid toemployees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
14. Structural Frame Allowance
It is agreed that a structural frame allowance of $1.00 per
hour all purpose shall be paid to all employees engaged upon
projects (new construction only) which exceed two stories in
height or building where the structure exceeds 10 metres in
height (excluding spires, flagpoles and the like).
15. Provision of Canteen
It is agreed that a canteen accommodation shall be provided
where a project exceeds $35 million in value and where the
operation of the canteen is financially self supporting in respect of consumables. Canteen to come into operation when
on site manning levels exceed 50 and to cease when manning
levels reduce to below 50.
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16. Provision of Nurse
It is agreed that a qualified nurse shall be engaged where the
forecast long term staffing levels for a project exceed 100 (one
hundred) or when actual numbers exceed 100 not withstanding that forecasts may have been below that level. The nurse
shall commence duties when staffing levels reach (fifty) and
shall terminate when levels reduce to 50 (fifty). The requirement for a provision of a nurse shall be waived if the project is
adjacent to a hospital with a public emergency department.
17. This agreement shall only apply to building contracts
entered into on or tendered for on or after 1 October 1997.
18. Application to Apprentices
The rates prescribed in this agreement shall apply to all apprentices commencing employment after 31 December 1997
in the same proportion as the percentage of a tradesperson’s
wage rate as prescribed by the appropriate award or Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, being
1st year
42%
2nd year
55%
rd
3 year
75%
4th year
88%

TYCO SERVICES INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 66 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Grinnell Asia Pacific Pty Ltd
t/a Tyco Services.
AG 66 of 1999.
Tyco Services Industrial Agreement.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
18 May 1999.
Order.
Having heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the applicant and Ms
J Wesley on behalf of the respondent and by consent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Tyco Services Industrial Agreement as filed
in the Commission on 9 April 1999 in the terms of the
following schedule be and is hereby registered as an industrial agreement.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Tyco Services Industrial
Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Area and Parties Bound
Application
Duration
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Single Enterprise
Relationship with Awards
Enterprise Agreement
Wage Increase
Electronic Funds Transfer
Site Allowance

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
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Industry Standards
Clothing and Footwear
Training
Flexibility of RDO’s
Contracts of Employment
Fares and Travelling
Care of Tyco Services Property
Sick Leave
Income Protection
Seniority
No Extra Claim
No Precedence
Appendix A—Wage Rates

3.—AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between the Western Australian
Builders’ Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers
and the Construction, Mining, Energy Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch (hereinafter referred to as the “Union”) and Tyco
Services—a division of Grinnell Asia Pacific Pty Ltd (ACN
003 905 093) (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) in
the State of Western Australia.
4.—APPLICATION
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Unions, its officers and members, and any person eligible to
be members of the Unions employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the “Award”). There are
approximately five employees covered by this Agreement.
5.—DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 October 1999.
The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.
6.—DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising
out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in Clause 46 Settlement of Disputes of the Award.
7.—SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single
enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the “Act”).
8.—RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with
the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this
Agreement, the agreement rate shall apply.
9.—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Unions and the Company
agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agreement,
this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with the
requirements of the Act.
10.—WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate
and allowances resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix
A—Wage Rates.
11.—ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER
The method of payment will be by Electronic Fund Transfer,
paid directly into the employee’s nominated bank, building
society or credit union account. Tyco Services shall provide
each employee paid by Electronic Funds Transfer with the
payslip information required by the parent award.
12.—SITE ALLOWANCE
Site allowances will be paid to employees for any period in
which they are required to work on a site for which there is an
agreement between the unions and the major contractor to pay
site allowance.
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13.—INDUSTRY STANDARDS
1. Redundancy
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will immediately increase its payments to $45 per week per employee in
to the Western Australian Construction Industry Redundancy
Fund and then will increase this to $50 per week per employee
on 1 August 1998.
2. Superannuation
(i) The Company will immediately increase its level of
payment to $60 per week per employee or 7% of
Ordinary Time Earnings, whichever is the greater.
The Company will advise all employees subject to
the Agreement of their right to have payments made
to a complying superannuation fund of their choice.
The Company is bound by the employee’s election.
The aforementioned payment will then be made to
that fund.
Until each employee nominates the fund of their
choice the Company will make payments into the
Construction + Building Unions Superannuation
Scheme (the “C+BUSS”).
The employer shall not unreasonably refuse to agree
to a change of complying superannuation fund or
scheme requested by the employee.
(ii) “Ordinary Time Earnings” (which for the purposes
of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration)
Act 1992 will operate to provide a notional earnings
base) shall mean the actual ordinary rate of pay the
employee receives for ordinary hours of work including tool allowance, industry allowance, trade
allowances, shift loading, special rates, qualification
allowances (eg. first aid, laser safety officer), multistorey allowance, site allowance, asbestos eradication
allowance, leading hand allowances, in charge of
plant allowance and supervisory allowances where
applicable. The term includes any regular over-award
pay as well as casual rates received and any additional rates and allowances paid for work undertaken
during ordinary hours of work, including fares and
travel.
3. Rollershutter Installation
For employee engaged in maintenance of and installation of
rollershutters the following shall apply.
• employees shall be paid as a Builders Labourer Group
2;
• employees will be paid Superannuation at the Superannuation Guarantee level;
• Redundancy will not apply.
14.—CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee by
the Company upon the completion of two weeks continuous
employment.
(a) 1 pair safety boots replaced on a reasonable wear
and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars each 6 months.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during
the period 1 April to 31 October (one issued per year).
2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to fit
over safety helmets.
15.—TRAINING
1. Tyco Services acknowledge the changing pace of technology in the contracting industry and the need for employees
to understand those changes and have the necessary skill requirements to keep Tyco Services at the forefront of the
industry.
2. The parties to this Agreement recognise that in order to
increase the efficiency, productivity and competitiveness of
Tyco Services, a commitment to training and skill development is required. Accordingly, the parties commit themselves
to—
• developing a more highly skilled flexible workforce;
and
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• providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire the additional
skills.
• It is agreed that a training program be developed consistent with—
- the current and future skill needs of Tyco Services;
- the size, structure and nature of Tyco Services;
- the need to develop vocational skills relevant
to Tyco Services and the contracting industry
and in accordance with national standards.
3. It is agreed that, if the company elects an employee to
undertake a course or training in accordance with the company’s philosophy as enunciated at subclause 1 of this clause,
the company shall pay all expenses relating to that course of
training.
16.—FLEXIBILITY OF RDO’S
The Industry nominated RDO shall be observed unless otherwise agreed in accordance with this clause. By agreement
between the employer and the employees affected, to be
reached generally at least five days in advance, an RDO may
be worked and another day taken in lieu, provided that the
substitute day is—
• taken in association with a weekend (or holiday), unless specifically requested by the employee, in which
case the substitute day may be taken between Tuesday and Thursday;
• taken within 20 working days of the Industry nominated day and before the next scheduled RDO;
• the employer shall maintain a record of each employee’s RDO’s which shall be available for
inspection by the employee and the Union;
• the Unions shall be advised by the Company of
any agreement between the Company and any
employee to shift the RDO from the industry
nominated RDO.
17.—CONTRACTS OF EMPLOYMENT
The employer, other than with the consent of the Union,
shall not enter into any contracts for services with any independent contractors who, if they were employees of the
employer performing work of the kind the subject of the contract for services, would be bound by this Agreement. This
shall not apply to contractors providing works of a specialist
or specific and limited nature which would not normally be
performed by employees of this company.
18.—FARES AND TRAVELLING
In addition to Clause 12A of the award a travel payment
shall be made in the form of a daily payment (on days worked)
of $6.15 per day per employee.
19.—CARE OF TYCO SERVICES PROPERTY
Employees shall treat all Tyco Services property, plant and
equipment (whether for general use or personal issue) including, but not limited to, power tools and safety equipment, with
due care and respect to ensure replacement is kept to a minimum.
Employees are committed to ensure maximum usage of Tyco
Services materials and consumables is achieved and will exercise due care and precaution to prevent wastage.
20.—SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of signing this agreement the following shall apply—
(a) The Company’s employees shall have the option of
converting accrued sick entitlements to a cash payment on termination.
(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Company without exercising the above option is
re-engaged within a period of six months, the unpaid balance of sick leave shall continue from the
date of re-engagement.
(c) For the purpose of this clause, sick leave will not
accrue beyond 20 days.
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21.—INCOME PROTECTION
The Company will ensure employees covered by this Agreement for injury and sickness. The scheme is to be contracted
through ACTU Insurance Broking Pty Ltd (ACN 069 795 895).
22.—SENIORITY
The parties agree that continuity of employment is desirable
whenever possible. When making a decision to retrench an
employee, the Company generally applies the “first on—last
off” principle, subject to a caveat of “all things being equal”.
23.—NO EXTRA CLAIM
The Union will make no further claims on the Company
over conditions set out in this Agreement for the life of the
Agreement. However the Union reserves the right to raise the
unforeseen matters.
24.—NO PRECEDENCE
The parties agree that this Agreement in whole or part shall
not be used in any manner whatsoever to obtain, negotiate or
impose any similar conditions or benefits, on any other plant
or enterprise, including those within the Tyco Group of Companies.
WAGE AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of—
The Unions—
BLPPU
..............………………….
Date: / /
..............………………….
Witness
CMETU

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TOURISM COMMISSION
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1999.
No. PSA AG 17 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
The Western Australian Tourism Commission.
No. PSA AG 17 of 1999.
30 April 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J. Dasey on behalf of the Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated and Mr C.
McKinley on behalf of the Western Australian Tourism Commission, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the Western Australian Tourism Commission
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999 as filed in the
Commission on the 22nd day of April 1999 and as amended
by the parties be registered on and from the 30th day of
April 1999.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Public Service Arbitrator.

..............………………….
Date: / /

Schedule.

..............………………….
Witness

1.—TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Western Australian
Tourism Commission Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1999
and shall replace the Western Australian Tourism Commission Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996, No. PSG AG 10
of 1996.

..............………………….
Signature
Date: / /
..............………………….
Print Name
..............………………….
Witness
Signed for and on behalf of
Tyco Services—a division of Grinnell Asia Paciflc Pty
Ltd
(ACN 003 905 093)
..............………………….
C Watson
Date: 20th January 1998
..............………………….
Witness
R Colman
APPENDIX A—WAGE RATES
Date of 1 February 1 August 1 February 1 August
Signing
1998
1998
1999
1999
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate
$
$
$
$
$

Labourer Group 2
Carpenter

15.03
16.27

15.47
16.75

15.90
17.22

16.34
17.70
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16.56
17.93

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

2.—ARRANGEMENT
Title
Arrangement
Scope
Parties to the Agreement
Number of Employees Covered
Definitions
Date and Operation of Agreement
No Further Claims
Single Bargaining Unit
Relationship to Parent Awards
Re-Open Negotiations
Availability of Agreement
Dispute Resolution Procedure
Objectives and Principles
Productivity Measurement
Peak Forum
Consultation
Hours of Duty
Annual Leave
Long Service Leave
Travel Allowances
Higher Duties Allowances
Salary Increases
Employee Funded Extra Leave
Part-Time Work
Deferred Salary Scheme
Parental Leave
Paid Parental Leave
Child Care Arrangements
Home Based Work
Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
Family Leave
Annual Leave Travel Concessions
Study Leave
Short Leave
Leave Without Pay
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37. Union Facilities
Schedule A—Signatures of Parties to Agreement
Schedule B—Salaries
Schedule C—Productivity Targets
3.—SCOPE
This Enterprise Bargaining Agreement shall apply to all
Western Australian Tourism Commission employees working
in the Western Australian Tourism Commission who are members of or eligible to be members of the Union party to this
agreement.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Western Australian
Tourism Commission and the Civil Service Association of
Western Australia (Incorporated).
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the approximate number of
employees covered by this Agreement is 146.
6.—DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings—
“Award” Government Officers Salaries, Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989.
“Agreement” Western Australian Tourism Commission
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1998.
“WATC”Western Australian Tourism Commission.
“Employee” for the purposes of this Agreement, someone who is referred to at Clause 3.—Scope.
“Employer” Western Australian Tourism Commission.
“Government” the State Government of Western Australia.
“Minister” the Minister or the Ministers of the Crown
responsible for the administration of the Western Australian Tourism Commission.
“Metropolitan Area” the area within a radius of fifty
(50) kilometres from the Perth City Railway Station.
“SBU” Single Bargaining Unit.
“Union” Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Inc.
“WAIRC” the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement shall operate from date of registration by
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission and
shall remain in force for a period of two years from its registration.
2. During the life of the Agreement the parties will continue
to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed at
increasing productivity. The parties agree that these issues will
form the basis of future negotiations.
3. The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agreements or continue to apply in the absence of a further
Agreement, except where the award salary rate is higher in
which case the award salary rate shall apply.
4. The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent
Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the duration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary increases
sought or granted except for those provided under the terms of
this Agreement. This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause
an employee to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated through a SBU.
The SBU comprises of representatives from the Western
Australian Tourism Commission and the Civil Service Association of Western Australia (Incorporated).
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10.—RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Award
. In the case of any inconsistencies, this Agreement shall have
precedence to the extent of any inconsistencies. Where this
Agreement is silent the Award shall apply.
11.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
The parties agree to commence negotiations at least six (6)
months prior to the expiration of the period of this Agreement
to negotiate a replacement Agreement.
12.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee will be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. In addition, a copy or copies of this Agreement will be
kept in an easily accessible place or places within the WATC,
and the location of the copies will be communicated to all
employees.
13.—DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
This dispute settlement procedure will apply to any questions, dispute or difficulties that arise under this Agreement—
1. The employee/s concerned shall discuss the matters
with the immediate supervisor in the first instance.
2. If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
following the discussion in accordance with paragraph (1) the matter shall be referred by the Union
representative or employee to the employer for resolution.
3. If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
from the conclusion of the 5 working days in accordance with subclause 2 the parties to the dispute
may refer the dispute to the WAIRC.
4. A Union representative or Advocate may represent
an employee or group of employees who are party to
a dispute during any stage of the dispute.
14.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the parties are—
1. To satisfy the requirements of clients and customers
through the provision of reliable, efficient and competitive services;
2. To achieve the Western Australian Tourism Commission mission and improve productivity and efficiency
in the Western Australian Tourism Commission
through ongoing improvements;
3. To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations;
4. To promote participate decision making processes
and practices;
5. To promote increased satisfaction from jobs and secure employment opportunities;
6. To develop and pursue changes on a co-operative
basis by using participative practices.
15.—PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
1. The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring of
productivity improvements provides critical feedback on the
performance of the Western Australian Tourism Commission
to management, employees and other relevant stakeholders.
2. The Key Performance Indicators and targets are detailed
in Schedule C—Productivity Targets.
16.—PEAK FORUM
1. The parties agree to establish a Peak Forum to—
(a) monitor;
(b) review;
(c) have input into the progress of the implementation
of the Agreement;
(d) actively share information and consult on corporate
strategic issues affecting the Western Australian Tourism Commission business operation.
2. The parties to the Peak forum will consist of senior management and union representatives.
3. The employer will ensure that adequate resources are allocated to support the implementation of the initiatives as
outlined in this Agreement in order to achieve the milestones.
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4. Employees will not be disadvantaged by Government
decisions or policies which impact directly on the achievement of productivity targets outlined in the Agreement. Should
factors outside the control of the parties significantly impact
on the likelihood of the KPI’s and targets being obtained the
parties shall reassess the KPI’s and/or targets to ensure that
the targets are obtainable.
17.—CONSULTATION
1. The parties are committed to working together to improve the business performance and working environment
in the Western Australian Tourism Commission. Whilst it
is acknowledged by the parties that decisions will continue to be made by the employer, which is responsible
and accountable to the Government by statute for the effective and efficient operation of its business, the parties
are committed to effective communication and agree, in
particular, that—
2. Where the employer proposes to make changes likely to
affect existing practises, working conditions or employment
prospects of employees, the Union and employees affected
shall be notified by the employer as early as possible.
3. Consultation with employees and the union party to this
Agreement on significant changes to work organisation shall
occur prior to final decisions being made.
4. Employees will be involved in contributing to the efficiency and effectiveness of their workplace within policies
and guidelines.
5. In the context of this clause consultation shall mean information sharing and discussion on matters relevant to the
decision making processes which shall be conducted in such a
way as to enable the union and employees to contribute to the
decision making process.
6. Failure to consult in the above manner will result in a
breach of the Agreement.
18.—HOURS OF DUTY
1. Standard hours
(a) This clause shall be read in conjunction with the provisions of clause 16—Hours of the Award.
(b) The ordinary hours of service will be 152 in any 4 week
cycle ie an average of 38 hours per week.
(c) By agreement between the employee and employer an
average of 37.5 hours per week can be worked with 30 minutes being used for training purposes. The 30 minutes per week
may be accumulated to enable 2 hours of training to be undertaken per four weeks or such other arrangements as agreed by
the employer and employee.
2. Span of hours
Ordinary hours will be from 7.00am to 6.00pm Monday to
Friday. However, in response to organisational needs the employee’s manager and the employee may agree to work the
required hours Monday to Sunday.
3. Working arrangements
Starting and finishing times and working arrangements will
be flexible and responsive to customer needs and other operational requirements as agreed to by the employee and by the
employer. The employee shall be responsible for recording all
hours worked.
19.—ANNUAL LEAVE
1. This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 19—
Annual Leave of the Award.
2. The minimum period of annual leave that can be taken is
four hours.
3. The employee may be paid an equivalent benefit in lieu of
taking annual leave if the employer and the employee agree to
this in writing.
4. Subject to any statutory or award provisions the employer
may require the employee to take any accrued annual leave
entitlement at a time determined by the employer.
5. Annual leave loading shall be included into the base rate
salary and paid on a fortnightly basis.
6. Annual leave loading payable on annual leave accrued as
at date of registration will be paid out to the employee in the
first pay period on or after the date of registration.
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20.—LONG SERVICE LEAVE
1. This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 21—
Long Service Leave of the Award.
2. The minimum period of long service leave that can be
taken is four hours.
3. The employee may be paid an equivalent benefit in lieu of
taking Long Service Leave if the employer and the employee
agree to this in writing.
4. Subject to any statutory or award provisions the employer
may require the employee to take any accrued Long Service
Leave entitlement at a time determined by the employer.
21.—TRAVEL ALLOWANCES
1. The provisions of Clause 42—Travelling Allowance of
the Award shall apply with the following variations.
2. Upon return from travel on official business an employee
shall provide the employer with documentary evidence of official expenditure incurred.
3. Where the employer has negotiated special accommodation rates at a location employees are to utilise such
accommodation and meal expenses claimed are not to exceed
the allowance provided under items 12, 13 and 14 of Schedule
J—Travelling, Transfer and Relieving Allowance of the Award.
Provided that where such discounted accommodation rates are
not available the employer shall reimburse an employee up to
the maximum amount specified in Schedule J of the Award.
4. An employee who travels on official business requiring
an overnight stay away from headquarters shall also be paid
an Incidental Allowance in accordance with in Schedule J—
Travelling, Transfer and Relieving Allowance of the Award
providing the total allowances paid do not exceed the maximum amount specified for that locality in Schedule
J—Travelling, Transfer and Relieving Allowance of the Award
5. With prior approval of the relevant General Manager an
employee can be reimbursed reasonable expenses in excess of
the maximum stipulated in Schedule J—Travelling, Transfer
and Relieving Allowance of the Award subject to documentary evidence of official expenditure being provided.
6. The intent of this initiative is to decrease the overall cost
of travel allowances by encouraging employees to utilise available discounts and not to utilise the possible gap between the
discount rate and the maximum daily rate to stay in more expensive accommodation.
22.—HIGHER DUTIES ALLOWANCES
1. This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 14—
Higher Duties Allowance of the Award.
2. In this subclause, “consecutive working days” does not
include periods of leave or public holidays.
3. If the employee undertakes the duties of a higher classification for a minimum of 10 consecutive working days, the
employee will be paid according to the proportion of the higher
classification duties which were assigned at the appropriate
classification in accordance with Schedule B—Salaries.
4. If the employee has been paid a higher duties rate for a
continuous period of 12 months or more, the higher duties rate
will be paid for up to 4 weeks of annual recreational leave or
up to 4 weeks of any other approved paid leave of absence.
23.—SALARY INCREASES
1. Employees will receive a 3% salary increase effective from the first pay period commencing on or after the
date of registration as detailed in Column F of Schedule
B—Salaries.
2. Employees will receive up to an additional 3% salary increase effective 12 months from date of registration for the
attainment, or partial attainment, of the Key Performance Indicators as detailed in Schedule C—Key Performance
Indicators.
3. The salaries contained in Schedule B—Salaries are in full
recognition of the workplace reform initiatives introduced in
the Agreement and the attainment of the Key Performance
Indicators by the designated date.
24.—EMPLOYEE FUNDED EXTRA LEAVE
1. This clause entitles an employee to an additional 4 weeks
leave per annum.
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2. Upon application, an employee shall be entitled to receive 48 weeks salary spread over the full 52 weeks of the
year. The employee will be entitled to take 4 weeks extra leave
in addition to their normal leave entitlements.
3. The additional 4 weeks per year will not be able to be
accrued. In the event that the employee cannot take the leave,
his/her salary will be adjusted at the completion of the 12 month
period to take account of the time worked during the year that
was not included in salary.
4. The employer will ensure that superannuation arrangements and taxation effects are fully explained to the employee
by the relevant Authority. Any necessary arrangements will be
put into place by the employer.
25.—PART-TIME WORK
1. Definition—Part time work is defined as work that is regularly undertaken for less than designated full time hours and
does not attract a casual loading. A part time employee shall
not work less than 3 hours in any one attendance at work.
2. Part-time Agreement
(a) All part-time arrangements shall be confirmed by the
employer in writing before a part-time employee commences
duty and shall include the period of the arrangement, the agreed
daily and weekly hours of duty and the starting and finishing
times in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause.
(b) Any employee may make application to the employer to
convert from full-time to part-time work. No employee will
be required to forgo their classification level or conditions of
service in order to work part time. No employee will be required to work part-time against his or her wishes.
(c) Any employee may make application to the employer to
convert to part-time work for defined periods of time after
which the employee and the position may, subject to Commission agreement, revert to full time employment.
(d) Preference will be given in allocating part-time work to
those employees returning to work from periods of leave who
seek to convert from full-time to part-time employment based
on their circumstances, which may include parental leave,
extended sick leave or carers leave.
(e) An employee engaged directly as a part-time employee,
who wishes to become a full-time employee, will be required
to seek promotion or transfer to a full-time position by application for advertised vacancies and/or by notification in writing
to the employer of the desire to convert to full-time employment. The employer may facilitate that conversion, subject to
the provisions of the Public Sector Standards in Human Resource Management.
3. Hours of Duty
(a) Ordinary hours will be from 7.00 am to 6.00 pm Monday
to Friday. However, in response to organisational needs the
employee’s manager and the employee may agree to work the
required hours Monday to Sunday.
(b) Starting and finishing times and working arrangements
will be flexible and responsive to customer needs and other
operational requirements as agreed to by the employee and by
the employer. The employee shall be responsible for recording all hours worked.
(c) The employer shall give an employee 1 month’s notice
of any proposed variation to the starting/finishing times, and/
or days worked, provided that the employer shall not vary the
employee’s total weekly hours of duty or make any temporary
variations to the employee’s working hours without that employees written consent.
(d) If agreement is reached in writing to a variation of an
employee’s working hours—
(i) Time worked up to 7.6 hours on any day is not to be
regarded as overtime but an extension of the contract hours for that day and should be paid at the
normal rate of pay.
(ii) Additional days worked during Monday to Friday
are also regarded as an extension of contract and
should be paid at the normal rate.
(iii) Nothing in this agreement precludes a part-time
employee from receiving overtime payment for
hours worked in accordance with the relevant
Award clause.
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4. Salary and Related Matters
(a) An employee employed on a part-time basis shall be paid
a proportion of the appropriate full-time salary dependent on
time worked. The salary shall be calculated in the following
manner—
Hours worked per fortnight
76

X

full-time fortnightly salary
1

(b) A part-time employee shall be entitled to annual increments in accordance with the relevant Award.
5. Conditions of employment, Leave and Allowances
A part-time employee will be entitled to the same leave and
conditions prescribed in the relevant Award for full-time employees with the following variations
(a) Payment to an employee proceeding on annual leave and
long service leave will be calculated on a pro rata basis having
regard to any variations to the employees ordinary working
hours during the accrual period.
(b) A part-time employee is entitled to sick leave credits on
a pro rata basis according to the number of hours worked each
fortnight.
(c) A part-time employee will be allowed the prescribed
public holidays without deduction of pay in respect of each
holiday which is observed on a day ordinarily worked by the
part-time employee.
(d) Part-time employees are entitled to travel concessions
and travelling time on a pro rata basis according to the usual
number of hours worked per week.
(e) Part-time employees are entitled to short leave, on a pro
rata basis calculated as follows
Hour worked per fortnight
76

X

22.8 hours
1

(f) A part-time employee is entitled to a District Allowance
on a pro rata basis calculated as follows
Hours worked per fortnight
76

X

District Allowance
1

6. Training
Part-time employees will have the same access to training,
promotion and staff development opportunities as full-time
employees.
7. Communication and Consultation
Communication and consultation mechanisms will be examined to ensure that part-time employees are fully informed
and involved in decision making and the general operation of
the section and department
26.—DEFERRED SALARY SCHEME
1. With the written agreement of the employer, an employee
may elect to receive, over a four year period, 80% of the salary they would otherwise be entitled to receive in accordance
with this Agreement.
2. On completion of the fourth year, the employee will be
entitled to 12 months leave and will receive an amount equal
to 80% of the salary they were entitled to in the fourth year of
deferment.
3. Where employees complete four years of deferred salary and are not required to attend duty in the following
year, the period of non attendance shall not constitute a
break in service and shall count as service on a pro rata
basis for all purposes.
4. An employee may withdraw from this scheme prior to
completing a four year period by written notice. The employee will receive a lump sum payment of salary forgone
to that time but will not be entitled to equivalent absence
from duty.
5. The employer will ensure that superannuation arrangements and taxation effects are fully explained to the employee
by the relevant Authority. Any necessary arrangements will be
put into place by the employer.
27.—PARENTAL LEAVE
1. This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 24—
Maternity Leave of the Award.
2. Definitions—
“Employee” includes full-time, part-time, permanent
and fixed term contract employees.
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“replacement employee” is an employee specifically engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental
leave.
3. Eligibility for Parental Leave
(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
parental leave in respect of the birth of a child to the employee
or the employee’s spouse/partner.
(b) Where the employee applying for the leave is the partner
of a pregnant spouse one weeks leave may be taken at the
birth of the child concurrently with parental leave taken by the
pregnant employee.
(c) Subject to subclause (b) of this clause where both partners are employed by the Western Australian Tourism
Commission the leave shall not be taken concurrently except
under special circumstances and with the approval of the employer.
(d) An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age of
five years shall be entitled to three weeks parental leave at the
placement of the child and a further period of parental leave
up to a maximum of 52 weeks. Where both partners are employed by the Western Australian Tourism Commission, the
three week period may be taken concurrently.
(e) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to
two days unpaid leave for the employee to attend interviews
or examination required for the adoption procedure. Employees working or residing outside the Perth metropolitan area
are entitled to an additional days leave. The employee may
take any paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.
4. Other Leave Entitlements
(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect to
substitute any part of that leave with accrued annual leave or
long service leave for the whole or part of the period of parental leave.
(b) (i) Subject to all other leave entitlements being exhausted
employees shall be entitled to apply for leave without pay following parental leave to extend their leave by up to two years.
(ii) Upon return to work employees will be entitled to the
same position or a position equivalent in pay, conditions and
status and commensurate with the employee’s skills and abilities as the one held immediately prior to commencement of
leave.
(iii) Any period of leave without pay must be applied for
and approved in advance and will be granted on a year by year
basis. Where both parents work for the agency the total period
of leave without pay following parental leave will not exceed
two years.
(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid sick
leave.
(d) Should the birth or adoption result in other than the arrival of a child, the person concerned shall be entitled to such
period of paid sick leave or unpaid leave for a period certified
as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave suffers
illness related to the pregnancy or is required to undergo a
pregnancy related medical procedure, the employee may take
any paid sick leave to which the employee is entitled or unpaid leave for a period as certified necessary by a registered
medical practitioner.
5. Notice and Variation
(a) The employee shall give not less than four week’s notice
in writing to the Western Australian Tourism Commission of
the date the employee proposes to commence parental leave
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(b) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of subclause (a) by failing to give the required period
of notice if such failure is due to the requirement of the adoption agency to accept earlier or later placement of a child, or
other compelling circumstances.
(c) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect to
take a shorter period of parental leave and may at any time
during that period of leave elect to reduce or extend the period
stated in the original application provided four weeks written
notice is provided.
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6. Transfer to a Safe Job
Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards
connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present duties,
the duties shall be modified or the employee may be transferred to a safe position at the same classification level until
the commencement of parental leave.
7. Replacement employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the Western Australian Tourism Commission shall inform the person of the
temporary nature of the employment and the entitlements relating to the return to work of the employee on parental leave.
8. Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to work
by notice in writing to the employer not less than four weeks
prior to the expiration of parental leave.
(b) An employee on return to work from parental leave shall
be entitled to the position which the employee occupied immediately prior to proceeding on parental leave. Where the
employee was transferred to a safe job the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to
transfer.
(c) Where the position occupied by the employee no longer
exists the employee shall be entitled to a position at the same
classification level with duties similar to that of the abolished
position.
(d) Subject to Commission requirements an employee may
return on a part-time basis to the same position occupied prior
to the commencement of leave or to a different position at the
same classification level in accordance with the part-time provisions of the Agreement.
(e) An employee who has returned on a part-time basis may
revert to full-time work at the same classification level within
two years of the recommencement of work.
9. Effect of Leave on the Employment Contract
(a) An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave, however the period of leave granted shall not extend beyond the term of that
contract.
(b) Absence on parental leave shall not break the continuity
of service of an employee but shall not be taken into account
in calculating the period of service for any purpose under the
relevant award or agreement.
(c) An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by written notice
in accordance with the relevant award or agreement.
(d) An employer shall not terminate the employment of an
employee on the grounds of the employee’s application for
parental leave or absence on leave but otherwise the rights of
the employer in respect of termination of employment are not
affected.
28.—PAID PARENTAL LEAVE
1. The provisions of this clause shall only apply to employees who commence parental leave on or after date of
registration.
2. A person who has completed 12 months service with the
employer will be entitled to 6 weeks paid parental or adoption
leave.
3. Paid leave will only be available to the primary care giver.
4. Only one period of paid leave is available for each birth
or adoption. Paid leave is able to be split between partners,
provided that it is taken within the first twelve months of the
date of birth or adoption of the child
5. Should the birth or adoption result in other than the arrival of a child, and the person concerned has commenced
parental or adoption leave, the entitlement to paid leave remains intact.
6. All other conditions relating to parental leave apply as per
this Agreement.
29.—CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS
The parties are committed to the introduction of conditions
of work that assist employees with family responsibilities effectively discharge both responsibilities. To this end, the parties
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will, during the term of this Agreement, review the childcare
requirements of employees and make recommendations on the
best way the Commission can assist employees access to high
quality child care.
30.—HOME BASED WORK
The parties agree to ongoing negotiations on the development of home based work arrangements for the Commission.
31.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
1. An employee covered by this agreement is entitled to
time off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural
purposes.
2. Such leave shall include leave to meet the employees’
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities.
3. Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or part
days off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from short
leave and/or annual leave entitlements.
4. The employer may request reasonable evidence of the legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
5. Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement between the employer and employee for tribal/ceremonial/cultural
purposes.
32.—FAMILY LEAVE
1. For the purposes of this clause, the definition of family
shall be the definition contained in the Equal Opportunity Act
1986. That is, a person who is related to the employee by blood,
marriage, affinity, adoption and includes a person who is wholly
or mainly dependent on, or is a member of the household of,
the employee.
2. An employee with responsibilities in relation to members
of their household or immediate family shall be entitled to 5
days per annum family leave without loss of pay to provide
care and support for such persons when they are ill or otherwise attend to urgent family responsibilities.
3. The employee shall elect family leave entitlements to be
deducted from annual leave , accrued sick leave or short leave
entitlements.
4. Family Leave may be taken as single day absences or part
of a single day.
5. The employee shall, wherever practical give the employer
notice of the intention to take family leave and the estimated
length of absence. If it is not practicable to give prior notice of
absence the employee shall notify the employer as soon as
possible on the day of absence.
6. The employee shall provide, where required by the employer, evidence to establish the requirement to take family
leave.
33.—ANNUAL LEAVE TRAVEL CONCESSIONS
1. This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 19—
Annual Leave of the Award
2. Employees stationed in remote areas
(a) Where an employee’s headquarters is situated in District
Allowance Areas 3, 5, 6 and in that portion of area 4 located
north of 30o south Latitude, a travel concession to the value of
a return economy airfare to Perth will be provided for the
employee and his/her dependants when proceeding on Annual
Leave.
(b) Annual Leave Travel Concessions not utilised within 12
months of becoming due will lapse.
(c) An employee is required to serve 12 months in these
areas before qualifying for travel concessions.
(d) Exceptions to the 12 month qualifying period are—
(i) where an employee is required to proceed on annual
leave to suit departmental convenience.
(ii) the employer may grant the concession where the
employee returns to the area to complete the
year’s service at the expiration of the period of
leave.
34.—STUDY LEAVE
1. Providing the Employee is entitled to Study Leave pursuant to Clause 25—Study Leave of the Award Employees may
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consolidate the weekly entitlement of up to 5 hours to take
block study leave.
2. Providing the Employee is entitled to Study Leave pursuant to Clause 25—Study Leave of the Award Employees may
consolidate the weekly entitlement of 5 hours to take block
study leave.
35.—SHORT LEAVE
1. This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 26—
Short Leave the Award.
2. An employer may, upon sufficient cause being shown,
grant an officer short leave on full pay not exceeding two consecutive working days, but any leave granted under the
provisions of this clause shall not exceed, in the aggregate,
3 days in any one calendar year.
3. Part-time employees are eligible for short leave in accordance with this clause, on a pro rata basis calculated in
accordance with the following formula—
hours worked per fortnight
76

hours worked for three days
1

4. An employee employed on a fixed term contract of more
than twelve months shall be eligible for short leave in accordance with this clause, and an officer employed on a fixed term
contract of less than twelve months shall be eligible for pro
rata short leave in accordance with this clause.
36.—LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
1. This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 24—
Leave Without Pay of the Award
2. The Western Australian Tourism Commission recognises
that leave without pay can be of benefit not only to the WATC,
but the broader public service, the tourism industry in general
and to employees of the WATC.
3. The WATC actively supports the use of leave without pay
for a number of reasons including but not limited to—
• The enhancement of knowledge base and experience
of employees
• Assist in the development of career paths for employees.
• To meet family commitments.
4. Where the employer is satisfied that there is sufficient
cause for doing so, the employer may grant an officer leave of
absence without pay for any period provided that:
5. the work of the employer is not inconvenienced; and
6. all other leave credits of the employee are exhausted.
7. Any period that exceeds two weeks during which an employee is on leave of absence without pay shall not, for any
purpose, be regarded as part of the period of service of that
employee.
8. The employer may grant an employee leave without pay
to undertake full time study, subject to a yearly review of satisfactory performance. Unless the employer otherwise
determines any leave granted under this subclause it shall not
count as qualifying service for leave purposes.
9. Subject to the provisions of subclause (1) of this clause,
the employer may grant an employee who has been awarded a
sporting scholarship by the Australian Institute of Sport or
Western Australian Institute of Sport, leave without pay. Leave
without pay for this purpose shall count as qualifying service
for all purposes except annual leave.
37.—UNION FACILITIES
Subject to Commission convenience, Union representatives
in the workplace shall have access to—
(a) Sufficient time off during work hours to perform their
role as a union representative;
(b) Sufficient time off to consult with members and meet,
particularly where there is a work-related issue to be
resolved;
(c) Reasonable facilities to perform their role as a union
representative.
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SCHEDULE A—SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO
AGREEMENT
Signed for and on behalf of the
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TOURISM COMMISSION
SHANE CROCKETT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Shane Crockett
Signature
Date 21 April 1999
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Signed for and on behalf of the
THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED
DAVE ROBINSON
GENERAL SECRETARY
Dave Robinson
Signature
Date 22 April 1999

SCHEDULE B—SALARIES
A
Level

B
Year

C
Current
EBA

D
Loading

$

$

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9

U17
17
18
19
20
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

11,667
13,635
15,905
18,410
20,674
22,711
23,411
24,109
24,803
25,502
26,200
27,004
27,560
28,382
29,366
30,120
30,913
31,751
32,628
33,833
34,772
35,740
36,733
38,096
39,164
40,263
42,379
43,809
45,295
46,837
49,317
51,003
52,747
54,610
57,467
59,443
61,594
65,088
67,592
70,696
74,473
77,192
80,180

157
184
214
248
278
306
315
325
334
343
353
364
371
382
395
405
416
427
439
455
468
481
494
513
527
542
570
590
610
630
664
687
710
735
746
746
746
746
746
746
746
746
746

E
Total
$

F
3%
date of
registration
$

11,824
13,819
16,119
18,658
20,952
23,017
23,726
24,434
25,137
25,845
26,553
27,368
27,931
28,764
29,761
30,525
31,329
32,178
33,067
34,288
35,240
36,221
37,227
38,609
39,691
40,805
42,949
44,399
45,905
47,467
49,981
51,690
53,457
55,345
58,213
60,189
62,340
65,834
68,338
71,442
75,219
77,938
80,926

12,179
14,233
16,603
19,218
21,581
23,707
24,438
25,167
25,891
26,621
27,349
28,189
28,769
29,627
30,654
31,441
32,269
33,144
34,059
35,317
36,297
37,308
38,344
39,767
40,882
42,029
44,238
45,731
47,282
48,892
51,480
53,240
55,061
57,005
59,960
61,995
64,211
67,809
70,389
73,586
77,476
80,277
83,354

SCHEDULE C—PRODUCTIVITY TARGETS
The formulas detailed at Items 1 and 2 below provide the
basis for productivity based salary increases. The formulas
utilise some of the data used to calculate the WATC’s Key
Performance Indicators and associated targets for the 1998/99
financial year.

Per
F/T
Night
$
467
546
637
737
827
909
937
965
993
1,021
1,049
1,081
1,103
1,136
1,175
1,205
1,237
1,271
1,306
1,354
1,392
1,430
1,470
1,525
1,567
1,611
1,696
1,753
1,813
1,874
1,974
2,041
2,111
2,186
2,299
2,377
2,462
2,600
2,699
2,821
2,970
3,078
3,196

H
Up to 3%
12 months from
registration
$
12,544
14,660
17,101
19,794
22,228
24,418
25,171
25,922
26,668
27,419
28,170
29,034
29,632
30,516
31,574
32,384
33,237
34,138
35,081
36,377
37,386
38,427
39,495
40,960
42,108
43,290
45,565
47,103
48,700
50,358
53,025
54,837
56,713
58,716
61,759
63,855
66,137
69,844
72,500
75,793
79,800
82,685
85,855

Per
F/T
Night
$
481
562
656
759
852
936
965
994
1,022
1,051
1,080
1,113
1,136
1,170
1,211
1,242
1,274
1,309
1,345
1,395
1,433
1,473
1,514
1,570
1,614
1,660
1,747
1,806
1,867
1,931
2,033
2,102
2,174
2,251
2,368
2,448
2,536
2,678
2,780
2,906
3,059
3,170
3,292

1. All salary levels shall be increased by up to a maximum
of 1% effective date of registration in accordance with the
following formula:
Level of non WA-Government funding achieved
for all divisions greater than the half annual
aggregate target* of $3,760,300 to a maximum
of $3,835,500 (2% increase)
X 1
$75,200
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The resulting figure equates to the percentage value (eg. 0.7
equates to 0.7%)
*The half annual aggregate target is comprised of the following details—
Division or Unit
Amount ($)
National Sales and Marketing
48,400
WA Tourist Centre
456,900
International
238,000
Events
3,000,000
Tourism Industry Development
6,250
Corporate Communications
10,750
TOTAL
3,760,300
1. All salary levels shall be increased by up to a maximum
of 3% effective 12 months from date of registration in accordance with the criteria outlined at point A and the formula stated
at point B—
A. If all of the following targets are met—
• Level of visitor expenditure generated from
incremental business (comprising National,
International, Retail and Events) achieved for
the annual aggregate target of $39.61M
• The Operations Division expenditure for the
1998-99 financial year being on or under
budget.
Then the salary increase will calculated using the formula at
point B—
B. Level of non WA-Government funding for all
divisions achieved greater than the annual
aggregate target of $6,327,000* to a
maximum of $6,833,160 (8% increase)
X 3
$506,160
The resulting figure equates to the percentage value (eg. 2.5
equates to 2.5%)
*The annual aggregate target is comprised of the following
details—
Division or Unit
Amount ($)
National Sales and Marketing
453,000
WA Tourist Centre
840,000
International
2,000,000
Events
3,000,000
Tourism Industry Development
12,500
Corporate Communications
21,500
TOTAL
6,327,000
NOTES:
1. All productivity targets are taken from the WATCs 199899 Operational Plan (December 1998 version)
2. The results achieved for Item 2 Part A shall be those results as audited by the Office of Auditor General
3. The final percentage results calculated at Items 1 and 2
shall be rounded off the nearest tenth of a percentage point
and rounded up when the two tenths decimal points is a “5”
eg. 1.45% becomes 1.5%.
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WORKCOVER WA AGREEMENT 1998.
No. PSA AG 21 of 1999.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Executive Director Workcover WA.
No. PSA AG 21 of 1999.
WorkCover WA Agreement 1998.
No. PSA AG 21 of 1999.
20 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J Ross on behalf of The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated, and Ms D
Jackson on behalf of the Executive Director Workcover WA, I
the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
1. THAT the agreement to be known as the “WorkCover
WA Agreement 1998 No. PSA AG 21 of 1999” reflected in the schedule to this order shall be and is
registered with effect on the 20th day of May 1999.
2. THAT the WorkCover WA Agreement 1998 No. PSA
AG 21 of 1999 shall replace the WorkCover WA
Agreement 1998, (PSA AG 9 of 1999) with effect
on the 20th day of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner, Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1.—TITLE
This Enterprise Agreement shall be referred to as the
“WorkCover WA Agreement 1998 No. PSA AG 21 of 1999”
and shall replace the WorkCover WA Agreement 1998, (PSA
AG 9 of 1999).
2.—ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope
4. Parties to Agreement
5. Number of Employees Covered
6. Definitions
7. Date and Operation of this Agreement
8. No Further Claims
9. Single Bargaining Unit
10. Relationship to the Parent Award
11. Re-Open Negotiations
12. Availability of Agreement
13. Dispute Avoidance and Settlement Procedures
14. Objectives and Principles
15. Productivity Initiatives\Measurement
16. Implementation of Enterprise Agreement Initiatives
17. Consultation
18. Level 1 Salary Compaction
19. Employee Funded Extra Leave (Annual Leave Purchased)
20. Parental Leave
21. Paid Parental Leave
22. Home Based Work
23. Ceremonial Leave/Cultural Leave
24. Sick Leave/Carers Leave
25. Union Facilities
26. Personal File
27. Hours
28. Holidays
29. Salary Packaging
30. Salary Increases
Schedule A—Salary Schedule
Appendix 1—WorkCover WA Joint Consultative
Committee
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Appendix 2—Rehabilitation Policy and Guidelines
Appendix 3—Initiatives\Measurement

3.—SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
This agreement applies to the parties shown below and no
other parties shall be able to be joined to this agreement during its term.
(1) This agreement shall apply throughout the State of Western Australia to WorkCover WA, and to all officers employed
by WorkCover WA, who are members of, or who are eligible
for membership of the Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Incorporated.
(2) This agreement does not cover officers who have their
remuneration determined by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal under the Salaries and Allowances Act 1975.
4.—PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
(1) This agreement shall be binding upon the Chief Executive Officer of WorkCover Western Australia (WorkCover WA)
and the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated (CSA).
(2) The parties to this agreement shall be bound by the terms
of the agreement for its duration.
5.—NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED
As at the date of registration the approximate number of
employees covered by this agreement are 124.
6.—DEFINITIONS
(1) “Agreement” means the WorkCover WA Enterprise
Agreement of 1998.
(2) “Commission” means the Workers’ Compensation and
Rehabilitation Commission.
(3) “Consultation” means more than mere exchange of information, participants should be given the opportunity to
contribute to the decision making process not only in appearance but in fact.
(4) “Department” means WorkCover WA.
(5) “Employee” means someone who is referred to at Clause
3—Scope Of Agreement.
(6) “Employer” means the Chief Executive Officer of
WorkCover WA as agent for the Crown in the right of the
State.
(7) “Family” means the employee’s spouse (including former
spouse, de facto spouse, former de facto spouse), the employee’s child (including an adopted child or an ex nuptial child),
the employee’s or the employee’s spouse’s sibling, parent,
grandparent or grandchild.
(8) “Government” means the State Government of Western
Australia.
(9) “Metropolitan Area” means the area within a radius of
fifty (50) kilometers from the Perth City Railway Station.
(10) “Minister” means the Minister or the Ministers of
the Crown responsible for the administration of the Department.
(11) “PSA” means Public Service Award 1992.
(12) “Replacement employee” means An employee specifically engaged to replace an employee who has proceeded on a
period of approved leave or secondment.
(13) “SBU” means Single Bargaining Unit.
(14) “Union” means the Civil Service Association of WA
(Inc).
(15) “Union Representative” means an—
(a) elected workplace delegate of the union members at
WorkCover; or a
(b) Union Official; or a
(c) union member nominated by the union in writing to
the employer.
(16) “WAIRC” means the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
7.—DATE AND OPERATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registration in the WAIRC and shall remain in force until 17 June
2001.
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(2) During the life of the Agreement the parties will continue to address a range of issues and reforms specifically aimed
at increasing productivity. The parties agree that these issues
may form the basis of future negotiations.
(3) The parties will assess and monitor achievements in performance, productivity and efficiency jointly during the term
of this agreement through the JCC.
(4) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future agreements or continue to apply in absence of a future agreement,
except where the award salary rate is higher in which case the
Award salary rate shall be substituted and apply.
(5) The agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
the term until such time as any of the parties withdraw from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other party and
to the WAIRC or replaces this Agreement with a subsequent
Agreement.
8.—NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The parties to this agreement undertake that for the duration
of the agreement there shall be no further salary or wage increase sought or granted except for those provided for under
the terms of this Agreement or provided for in National or
State Wage Case Decisions.
9.—SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This agreement has been negotiated through a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU). The SBU comprised staff representatives
, the Union which is party to the agreement and the employer.
10.—RELATIONSHIP TO THE PARENT AWARD
This agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Public Service Award 1992. Where there is
an inconsistency between this agreement and the parent Award,
this agreement shall prevail to the extent of any inconsistency.
11.—RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
Discussions between the parties towards a further agreement
shall commence not later than six (6) months before the expiry date of this agreement.
12.—AVAILABILITY OF AGREEMENT
Every employee shall be entitled to a copy of this Agreement. Copies shall be easily accessible to all employees and
will be available on the WorkCover WA Intranet which all
employees have access to.
13.—DISPUTE AVOIDANCE AND SETTLEMENT
PROCEDURES
Subject to the Public Service Management Act 1994 the following procedures are to be followed in connection with
questions, disputes or difficulties arising under this agreement.
(1) The objective of these procedures is to provide a set of
provisions for dealing with any question or dispute that arises
between an employee and employer about the meaning or the
effect of this agreement.
(2) In the event of any question or disagreement arising, the
following procedures shall apply—
(a) The matter is to be discussed between the employee
and the employee’s supervisor and an attempt made
to resolve the matter.
(b) If the matter is unable to be resolved through discussions between the employee and the employee’s
supervisor the matter is to be referred to the JCC and
an attempt made to resolve the matter within five
days of notification of the dispute.
(c) If the matter is unable to be resolved through the
discussions at the JCC the matter is to be discussed
between the JCC representative and the Chief Executive Officer of the agency or his/her nominee, as
soon as practicable but within five working days of
notification of the dispute. Notification of any question or disagreement may be made verbally and/or
in writing.
(d) The parties may individually or collectively seek advice and representation from any appropriate
organisation or person in an attempt to resolve the
matter.
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(e) If the matter is not resolved within five working days
of the date of notification in (c) hereof, either party
may notify the General Secretary of the CSA (or his/
her nominee) of the existence of a dispute or disagreement.
Such notification shall be in writing with a copy to
be provided to all other parties. The notification is to
include the parties’ interpretation of the matters in
dispute.
(f) The General Secretary of the CSA (or his/her nominee) and the Chief Executive Officer of the agency
(or his/her nominee) shall confer on the matters notified by the parties within five working days of
notification under clause 2(f) and —
(i) where there is agreement on the matters in dispute the parties shall be advised within two
working days;
(ii) where there is disagreement on any matter it
may be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
(3) Where any matter is referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and the matter is not resolved
by conciliation, then the matter remaining in dispute may be
resolved by arbitration in accordance with the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and the State Wage Principles.
Except in exceptional circumstances such matters shall be
reserved and only be arbitrated if they remain an issue at the
conclusion of the agency negotiations and arbitration on any
aspect of the proposed agreement is necessary. The parties agree
to incorporate the outcome of any proceeding before the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in a proposed
agency agreement which the parties will apply to register under Section 41 of that Act.
14.—OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
The shared objectives of the parties are—
(1) To satisfy the requirements of the Worker’s Compensation and Rehabilitation Act and the
Department’s mission.
(2) To improve the productivity and the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Department by encouraging employees to identify and remove productivity barriers
in a participative manner.
(3) To share the results of improvements in productivity.
(4) To develop the skills of employees and promote increased job satisfaction.
(5) To promote the development of trust and motivation
and to continue to foster enhanced employee relations.
(6) To facilitate greater flexibility in decision making
and allocation of human and other resources.
(7) To promote safety, health, welfare and equal opportunity for all employees.
15.—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES/
MEASUREMENT
Improvements in productivity and savings identified in this
agreement are documented at Appendix 3.
A Productivity Method/Model will be developed in consultation with the parties within three months of the
registration of the Agreement. The productivity method/
model will be used to measure and demonstrate the achievement of established productivity targets in support of a
future salary increase.
16.—IMPLEMENTATION OF PRODUCTIVITY
INITIATIVES
(1) The parties will develop an agreed process for the implementation of the initiatives outlined in this Agreement.
(2) The parties agree that the JCC shall—
(a) monitor;
(b) review;
(c) have input into the progress of the implementation
of the Agreement;
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(d) actively share information and consult on corporate
strategic issues affecting WorkCover Western Australia business operation.
(e) provide employees with an opportunity to participate fully in decisions which impact on their working
lives
(3) The JCC will consist of senior management and union
representatives. It may establish a working party from its management and union representatives for the purposes of sub
clause 2 above.
(4) The employer will ensure that adequate resources are
allocated to support the implementation of the initiatives as
outlined in this Agreement in order to achieve the milestones.
Employees will not be disadvantaged by Government or Commission decisions or policies which impact directly on the
achievement of milestones outlined in the Agreement Productivity Method/Model referred to in Clause 15.
17.—CONSULTATION
Refer to Clause 46.—Notification of Change—in the Public
Service Award 1992.
18.—LEVEL 1 SALARY COMPACTION
(1) The parties agree that the adult Level one increment range
will be reduced from 9 to 7 increment levels from the date of
registration of this Agreement.
(2) All employees currently classified at level one at the date
of registration of this Agreement shall be allocated a salary
point of—
Prior to date of registration
Date of registration
Level 1, First Year
Level 1, First Year
Level 1, Second Year
Level 1, Second Year
Level 1, Third Year
Level 1, Third Year
Level 1, Fourth Year
Level 1, Fourth Year
Level 1, Fifth Year
Level 1, Fourth Year
Level 1, Sixth Year
Level 1, Fifth Year
Level 1, Seventh Year
Level 1, Sixth Year
Level 1, Eighth Year
Level 1, Seventh Year
Level 1, Ninth Year
Level 1, Seventh Year
19.—EMPLOYEE FUNDED EXTRA LEAVE
(ANNUAL LEAVE PURCHASED)
(1) Subject to Departmental and organisational convenience,
this clause enables an employee to acquire up to an additional
4 weeks paid leave (annual leave purchased) in increments of
1 week, in exchange for a pro-rata reduction in salary e.g. for
an employee to receive an additional 4 weeks leave, they would
receive 48 weeks salary spread over the full 52 weeks of the
year.
(2) An employee taking part in an employee funded leave
arrangement is not considered to be a part time employee, as
outlined in Clause (9) Part Time Work, PS Award.
(3) Any annual leave and annual leave purchased shall
be taken at a time agreeable to the employee and the employer.
(4) Absences on annual leave purchased shall only be granted
when accrued annual leave credits have been cleared.
(5) The employee may take 1 week of annual leave purchased for every three months the employee has been paid the
reduced salary rate.
(6) The annual leave purchased will not be able to be accrued. In the event that the employee cannot take the leave,
his/her salary will be adjusted at the completion of each 12
month period to take account of the time worked during the
year that was not included in salary. With approval of the Chief
Executive Officer (or approved delegated officer) this action
can be delayed for up to 3 months, to allow for the leave to be
taken at a time agreeable to the employee and the employer.
(7) The annual leave purchased will not attract leave loading.
(8) The employer will remind employees that they should
seek their own information on financial, superannuation and
taxation implications of acquiring extra annual leave.
(9) Employees are responsible for any impact on their financial, superannuation and taxation situation by undertaking
the annual leave purchased scheme.
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20.—PARENTAL LEAVE
In recognition of the core role of parenting in the creation of
a stable society and the beneficial effects this has on workplace
productivity, the parties agree to replace the existing maternity leave provisions in the Public Service Award 1992 with
the following provisions for parental leave—
(1) Definitions—
(a) Adoption—in relation to a child, is a reference to a child who—
(i) is not the natural child or stepchild of
the officer or the officer’s spouse;
(ii) is less than 5 years of age; and
(iii) has not lived continuously with the officer for 6 months or longer.
(b) Continuous service—means unbroken service
in the Public Sector of Western Australia and
include—
(i) Any period of parental leave;
(ii) Any period during which the officer is
absent on full pay or part pay from duties in the Public Sector; but does not
include—
(aa) any period exceeding two
weeks during which the officer
is absent on leave without pay,
except where leave without pay
is approved for the purpose of
fulfilling an obligation by the
Government of Western Australia to provide staff for a
particular assignment external
to the Public Sector Of Western Australia;
(bb) any service of a cadet whilst
undertaking full time studies.
(c) “Employee” includes full time, part time, permanent and fixed term contract employees.
(d) Expected date of birth—means the day certified by a medical practitioner to be the day on
which the medical practitioner expects the officer or the officer’s spouse, as the case may
be, to give birth to a child.
(e) Parental leave—means leave provided for by
subclause (2) of this clause.
(f) Spouse—includes a defacto spouse.
(g) Primary care giver—means the parent who
will assume major responsibility for the care
and attention of the child.
(2) Entitlement
(a) Subject to subclauses (4), (5) (a) and (6) (a), an officer,
other than a casual officer, is entitled to take up to 52 consecutive weeks of unpaid leave in respect of—
(i) the birth of a child to the officer or the officer’s
spouse; or
(ii) the placement of a child with the officer with the
view to the adoption of the child.
(b) An officer is not entitled to take parental leave unless he
or she has given the employer at least 10 weeks’ written notice
of his or her intention to take leave.
(c) An officer seeking to adopt a child shall not be in breach
of ((b) by failing to give the required period of notice if such
failure is due to the requirements of the adoption agency to
accept earlier or later placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances.
(d) Where both parents are employed by WorkCover an officer is not entitled to take parental leave at the same time as
the employee’s spouse but this subclause does not apply to
one week’s parental leave—
(i) taken by the other partner immediately after the birth
of the child; or
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(ii) taken by the officer’s spouse immediately after a child
has been placed with them with a view to their adoption of the child.
(e) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any period of parental leave taken by the officer’s spouse in relation
to the same child except the period of one week’s leave referred to in subclause (2)(c).
(f) An officer proceeding on parental leave, having given
the employer at least 4 weeks’ written notice of intention to
vary the leave, may elect to take a shorter period of parental
leave in accordance with subclause (2) (a) of this clause, and/
or may at any time during that period of leave may to extend
or reduce the period of the original application within the limitations of the provisions of subclause (2)(a) and (3) of this
clause.
(g) An officer who qualifies for parental leave may elect to
utilise—
(i) accrued annual leave
(ii) accrued long service leave
for the whole or part of the period referred to in subclause (2)
((a) of this clause. The periods of leave referred to in paragraph (i) and (ii) of this subclause, which are utilised, shall be
paid leave.
(h) Absence of an officer which has been permitted in accordance with the provisions of this clause shall not be deemed
absence on sick leave/carers leave.
(i) Where the pregnancy or adoption results other than
the arrival of a child then the officer shall be entitled to
such period of paid sick leave/carers or unpaid leave for a
period certified as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(j) Where a pregnant officer not on parental leave suffers
illness related to the officer’s pregnancy or is required to undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure the officer may
take any paid sick leave/carers to which the officer is entitled
or such further unpaid leave for the period certified as necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(3) Parental Leave To Start 6 Weeks Before Birth
(a) A female officer who has given notice of her intention to
take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to start the leave
at least 6 weeks before the expected date of birth unless a
medical practitioner has certified that the officer is fit to work,
beyond such date, in which case the officer shall commence
the leave on a date specified in writing by the medical practitioner.
(b) Where an officer has not applied for leave in accordance
with the provisions of this clause, and does not have the express approval of the Chief Executive Officer to continue
performing her duties, the Chief Executive Officer may direct
the officer to take parental leave, and may determine the date
on which such leave shall commence.
(4) Medical Certificate
An officer who has given notice of his or her intention to
take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to provide to
the employer a certificate from a medical practitioner stating
that the officer or the officer’s spouse, as the case may be, is
pregnant and the expected date of birth.
(5) Notice Of Spouse’s Parental Leave
(a) An officer who has given notice of his or her intention to
take parental leave or who is absent on parental leave is to
notify the employer of particulars of any period of parental
leave taken or to be taken by the officer’s spouse in relation to
the same child.
(b) A notice given under subclause (5)(a) is to be supported
by a statutory declaration by the officer as to the truth of the
particulars notified.
(6) Notice Of Parental Leave Details
(a) An officer who has given notice of his or her intention to
take parental leave is to notify the employer of the dates on
which the officer wishes to start and finish the leave.
(b) An officer who is absent on parental leave is to notify the employer, in writing and give four weeks notice of
any change to the date on which the officer wishes to finish the leave.
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(c) The starting and finishing date of a period of parental
leave are to be agreed between the officer and the Chief Executive Officer.
(7) Transfer to Safe Job
(a) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee make
it inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present duties, the duties shall be modified or the employee transferred
to a safe position of the same classification until the commencement of parental leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable, the
employee may take leave for such period as is certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
(8) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee WorkCover WA
shall inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment and the entitlements relating to return to work of the
employee on parental leave.
(9) Return To Work
(a) On finishing parental leave, an officer is entitled to return to the position he or she held immediately before starting
parental leave.
(b) If the position referred to in subclause (7)(a) is not available, the officer is entitled to an available position—
(i) for which the officer is skilled; and
(ii) that the officer is capable of performing,
equal in pay and comparable in status to that of his or her
former position.
(c) Where, immediately before starting parental leave, an
officer was acting in, or performing on a temporary basis the
duties of, the position referred to in subclause (7) ((a), that
Subclause applies only with respect of the position held by the
officer immediately before taking the acting or temporary position.
(10) Effect Of Parental Leave On Employment
Absence on parental leave—
(a) does not break the continuity of service of an officer; and
(b) is not to be taken into account when calculating the
period of service for a purpose of salary increments,
or family/sick leave, long service and annual leave
credits.
(11) Part Time Officers
A part-time officer shall have the same entitlements to parental leave as a full time officer.
(12) Fixed Term Officers
An officer employed on a fixed term contract shall have the
same entitlement to parental leave, however the period of leave
granted shall not extend beyond the term of the contract.
(13) Leave Without Pay
(a) Subject to the provisions of subclause (b) of this clause,
the Chief Executive Officer may grant an officer leave without pay for any period and is responsible for that officer on
his/her return.
(b) Every application for leave without pay will be considered on its merits and may be granted provided that the
following conditions are met—
(i) The work of the Department is not inconvenienced;
and
(ii) All other leave credits of the officer are exhausted.
(c) Upon return to work the officer will be entitled to the
same position or a position equivalent in pay, conditions and
status and commensurate with the officer’s skills and abilities
as the one held immediately prior to commencement of leave.
21.—PAID PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) An employee who is the primary care giver, and who has
completed 12 months continuous service with WorkCover or
a recognised previous employer, immediately prior to commencing paid parental leave will be entitled to six weeks paid
parental leave from the date of birth of the child.
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A previous employer shall be deemed a recognised previous
employer if the following conditions are met.
Where an employee was, immediately prior to being employed in WorkCover, employed in the service of—
(a) A Western Australian Public Sector Department, or
(b) The Commonwealth of Australia, or
(c) Any other State Government of Australia, or
(d) Any Western Australian State body or statutory authority
And the period between the date when the employee ceased
previous employment and the date of commencing employment at WorkCover does not exceed one week, the Chief
Executive Officer may recognise the ceased previous employment for the purposes of sub clause 1.
This period may be varied by the Chief Executive Officer
provided that where employment with the Public Service of
Western Australia commenced more than one week after ceasing the previous employment, the period in excess of one week
does not exceed the amount of accrued and pro rata annual
leave paid out at the date the employee ceased with the previous employer.
(2) Only one period of paid parental leave is available for
each birth or adoption.
(3) Contract employees paid parental leave cannot continue
beyond the expiry of their contract.
(4) Paid parental leave taken in accordance with subclause
(1) of this clause will form part of the 52 weeks parental leave
entitlement covered by Clause 20.—Parental Leave of this
agreement. Absences on paid parental leave will not count as
service for the purpose of accruing entitlements to sick leave,
annual leave or long service leave.
(5) The employer may request evidence of primary care giver
status and the employee shall provide support for this in the
form of a statutory declaration by the officer as to the truth of
the particulars notified.
(6) All other conditions relating to Clause 20.—Parental
Leave of this agreement apply as per this agreement.
22.—HOME BASED WORK
Flexible working arrangements will be available that provide opportunities for certain employees to work from home
for a specified period of time each week. Such working arrangements will be on a voluntary basis and will take into
account the suitability of the position, technological requirements and the impact on the Departments services and budget
implications. Implementation of home based work will be
possible following the endorsement of an appropriate policy
by management and the union party to this Agreement.
23.—CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(1) An employee covered by this agreement is entitled to
time off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes, subject to sufficient leave credits being available.
(2) Such leave shall include leave to meet the employees’
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial and
cultural activities.
(3) Ceremonial/cultural leave may be taken as whole or part
days off. Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from the
employee’s, annual leave, Long Service Leave, Rostered Days
Off or Time in Lieu entitlements. Long Service Leave may be
used provided that the period of leave is not less than 5 days.
(4) The employer may request reasonable evidence of the
legitimate need for the employee to be allowed time off.
(5) Time off without pay may be granted by arrangement
between the employer and employee for tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes.
(6) Ceremonial/cultural leave shall be available to all employees, and not limited to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders.
24.—SICK LEAVE/CARERS LEAVE
(1) For the purposes of this clause, “Family” means someone who is referred to in Clause 6.—Definitions.
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(2) The employer shall grant an employee sick leave/carers
leave in the case of—
(a) Personal illness or injury of an employee.
(b) Illness or injury of a member of the employee’s family, or household.
(c) Illness or injury of a significant person to the employee for which leave can be considered on a case
by case basis.
(3) Employees are entitled to 93.75 hours (12.5 days) sick
leave/carers leave on full pay for each completed year of continuous service, and this shall accrue on a cumulative basis.
(4) Sick leave/carers leave shall be credited to an employee
in advance on January 1 of each year. Employees commencing after the first working day of the year shall be credited
pro-rata sick leave/carers leave as a proportion of the balance
of the calendar year e.g. employee commenced 1 February,
334 (days), x 93.75 (hrs) divided by 365 (days) [= 85.78 hours
sick leave/carers leave.]
(5) (a) In each year commencing on January 1, sick leave/
carers leave may be used by an employee to care for a sick
family member as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c) of
subclause (1) of this clause.
(b) The maximum leave which can be used in any one year
for this purpose is 37.5 hours (5 days) accrued from previous
years of service with the employer which are not employee
entitlements from the current year.
(6) (a) An application for sick leave/carers leave exceeding
two consecutive working days shall be supported by the certificate of a registered medical practitioner, registered dental
practitioner, or other health practitioner as approved by the
employer or a signed statutory declaration.
(b) Where a medical certificate is required in accordance
with this clause, the certificate must—
(i) Be on the normal letterhead stationery of the registered medical practitioner, registered dental
practitioner or other health practitioner as approved
by the employer, and be signed by that practitioner
or authorised representative.
(ii) Include the name of the employee to whom it is issued.
(ii) Indicate the period during which the employee is or
was unfit to perform the employee’s normal duties.
(7) The number of days sick leave/carers leave which may
be granted without production of the certificate required by
this clause shall not, in any one year—
(a) Exceed five working days.
(b) Exceed two consecutive working days.
(8) Where an employee is ill during a period of annual leave
or long service leave for a period of at least five working days
and produces at the time or as soon as possible thereafter medical evidence satisfactory to the employer that the employee
was ill, the employer shall grant sick leave/carers leave for the
period during which the employee was ill and reinstate annual
or long service leave equivalent to the period of illness.
(9) An employee who is absent on leave without pay is not
eligible for sick leave/carers leave during the currency of that
leave without pay.
(10) No sick leave/carers leave shall be granted with pay if
the illness or injury has been caused by the misconduct of the
employee or in any case of absence from duty without sufficient cause.
(11) (a) If the employer has reason to believe an employee is
in such a state of health as to render that employee a danger to
fellow employees or the public, the employer may require the
employee to obtain and furnish a report as to the employee’s
condition from a registered medical practitioner. The fee for
any such medical examination shall be paid by the employer.
(b) Upon receipt of the medical report, the employer may
direct the employee to be absent from duty for a specified
period or, if already on leave of absence, direct the employee
to continue on leave for a specified period. Where such direction is given to an employee by the employer the period of
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absence shall be deemed as special leave and normal salary
shall be paid for such absence.
(12) Where an employee suffers a disability within the meaning of section 5 of the Workers’ Compensation and
Rehabilitation Act 1981 which necessitates the employee be
absent from duty, sick leave/carers leave with pay shall be
granted to the extent of sick leave/carers leave credits held by
the employee. In accordance with section 80 (2) of the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 where the claim
for workers’ compensation is decided in favor of the employee
sick leave/carers leave credits are to be reinstated.
(13) Part-time employees shall be credited pro-rata sick leave/
carers in the relation their weekly working hours have to 37
hours 30 minutes.
(14) Fixed term contract employees shall be credited prorata sick leave/carers as a proportion of the term of the contract
and a calendar year e.g. contact term 92 (days), x 93.75 (hrs)
divided by 365 (days) = 23.63 hours sick leave/carers.
25.—UNION FACILITIES
Union representatives in the workplace shall have reasonable access to—
(1) Sufficient time off during work hours to perform their
role as a union representative;
(2) Sufficient time off to consult with members and meet,
particularly where there is a work-related issue to be
resolved;
(3) All facilities to perform their role as a union representative, including but not limited to, telephone,
faxes, e-mail and photocopying.
26.—PERSONAL FILE
Where the employer maintains a personal or other file on an
employee, the employee shall be entitled to examine all material maintained on that file and take photocopies of such
material.
27.—HOURS
(1) Prescribed Hours of Duty
Prescribed hours of duty to be observed by officers shall be
seven hours thirty minutes per day to be worked between 7.30
am and 6.00 pm Monday to Friday as determined by the chief
executive officer with a lunch interval of forty-five minutes to
be taken between 12.00 noon and 2.00 pm. Subject to the lunch
interval prescribed hours are to be worked as one continuous
period.
(2) Other Working Arrangements
(a) The chief executive officer may vary the prescribed hours
of duty observed in the department or any branch or section
thereof so as to make provisions for the nature of the duties of
an officer or class of officers in fulfilling the responsibilities
of their office, provided that where the hours of duty are so
varied an officer shall not be required to work more than five
hours continuously without a break.
(b) Notwithstanding the above, where it is considered necessary to provide a more economic operations, the chief
executive officer may authorize the operation of alternative
working arrangements in the department, or any branch of
section thereof.
The continuing operation of any alternative working arrangements, so approved, will depend on the chief executive officer
being satisfied that the efficient functioning of the department
is being enhanced by its operation.
(c) Where the prescribed hours are varied, the chief executive officer shall give one month’s notice in writing to the
branch, section or officers to be affected by the change.
(3) Hours of Duty
(a) The prescribed hours of duty may be an average of 7
hours 30 minutes per day which may be worked with flexible
commencement and finishing times in accordance with the
provisions of this subclause, provided that the required hours
of duty for each four week settlement period shall be 150 hours.
(b) For the purpose of leave and Public Holidays, a day shall
be credited as 7 hours 30 minutes.
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(4) Flexitime Periods
Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject to
the concurrence of the supervisor, officers may select their
own starting and finishing times within the following periods—
(a) 7.30 am to 9.30 am;
(b) 12.00 noon to 2.00 pm (Minimum half an hour break);
(c) 3.30 pm to 6.00 pm.
(5) Core Periods
Officers must work in the following core periods unless
unavoidably absent due to illness or approved leave.
(a) 9.30 am to 12.00 noon;
(b) 2.00 pm to 3.30 pm.
(6) Lunch Break
(a) An officer shall be allowed a meal break between 12
noon and 2.00 pm of not less than 30 minutes but not exceeding 45 minutes except as provided below.
(b) An officer may be allowed to extend the meal break beyond 45 minutes, to a maximum of 120 minutes, subject to
prior approval of the officer’s supervisor.
(7) Flexileave
(a) Within the constraints of the prepared roster and subject
to the prior approval of the supervisor, an officer may be allowed a one full days or two half days in any one settlement
period. An officer may in exceptional circumstances and subject to the prior approval of the supervisor, be allowed a second
day of flexileave.
(b) Approval to take flexileave is subject to the officer having accrued sufficient credit hours to cover the absence prior
to taking the leave. In exceptional circumstances and with the
approval of the supervisor, flexileave may be taken before
accrual.
(8) Settlement Period
(a) For recording time worked, there shall be a settlement
period which shall consist of four weeks.
(b) The settlement period shall commence at the beginning
of a pay period.
(c) The required hours of duty for a settlement period shall
be 150 hours.
(d) All hours worked by the employee shall be recorded by
the officer on the prescribed form supplied by the employer.
(9) Credit Hours
(a) Credit hours in excess of the required 150 hours to a
maximum of 15 hours are permitted at the end of a settlement
period. However, where arrears of work or pressure of business mean an employee is unable to take accrued flexileave
and has in excess of 15 credit hours at conclusion of a settlement period, and provided that the working of additional time
was approved by the employer prior to that time being worked,
then by agreement with the employer flexileave may be—
(i) Taken before the conclusion of the next settlement
period; or
(ii) Added to annual leave entitlements at single time
rate; or
(iii) A combination of both.
(b) Subject to the above clause credit hours in excess of 15
hours at the end of a settlement period shall be lost.
(10) Debit Hours
(a) Debit hours below the required 150 hours to a maximum
of 7 hours 30 minutes are permitted at the end of each settlement period.
Such debit hours shall be carried forward to the next settlement period.
(b) For debit hours in excess of 7 hours 30 minutes, the officer shall be required to take leave without pay for the period
necessary to reduce debit hours to those specified in subclause
(10)(a).
(c) Officers having continuous or excessive debit hours may
be placed on standard working hours in addition to being required to take leave without pay.
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(11) Maximum Daily Working Hours
A maximum of 10 hours may be worked in any one day,
assuming a 7.30 am start, 6.00 pm finish and 30 minutes for
lunch.
(12) Study Leave
Where study leave has been approved by the chief executive
officer pursuant to the provisions of clause 25.—Study Leave
of the Public Service Award, credits will be given for education commitments falling within the prescribed hours of duty
and for which “time off” is necessary to allow for attendance
at formal classes.
(13) Overtime
Overtime shall not be payable unless prior approval from
the chief executive officer, or delegated officer is obtained
and—
(a) the officer has completed 7 1/2 hours, excluding
credit or debit hours on that day;
(b) the employer requires an employee to work outside
the prescribed hours.
28.—PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) The parties agree that WorkCover WA employees shall
be entitled to two days paid leave of absence in lieu of the
Public Service Holidays which were on Easter Tuesday and
the additional day at New Year in accordance with DOPLAR
circular No. 11 of 1994.
(2) The two days referred to in clause (28(1) shall be taken
in the year in which they fall due and at the convenience of the
employee and WorkCover WA.
29.—SALARY PACKAGING
(1) An employee may, by agreement with the employer, enter into a salary packaging arrangement.
(2) Salary packaging is an arrangement whereby the entitlements under this Agreement, contributing toward the Total
Employment Cost (as defined) of an employee, can be reduced
by and substituted with another, or other benefits.
(3) For the purposes of this clause, Total Employment Cost
(TEC) is defined as the cost of salary and other benefits aggregated to a total figure or TEC, less the cost of Compulsory
Employer Superannuation Guarantee contributions.
The TEC for the purposes of salary packaging, is calculated
by adding—
(a) the base salary;
(b) Other cash allowances, e.g. annual leave loading;
(c) Non cash benefits, e.g. superannuation, motor vehicles etc.;
(d) Any fringe benefit Tax liabilities currently paid; and
(e) Any variable components, e.g. performance based
incentives (where they exist).
(4) Where an employee enters into a salary packaging arrangement they will be required to enter into a separate written
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions of the arrangement.
(5) The salary packaging arrangement must be cost neutral
in relation to the total cost to the employer.
(6) The salary packaging arrangement must comply with
relevant taxation laws and the employer will not be liable for
any additional tax, penalties or other costs payable or which
may become payable by the employee.
(7) In the event of any increase or additional payments of
tax or penalties associated with the employment of the employee or the provision of employee benefits under the salary
packaging agreement, such tax, penalties and any other costs
shall be borne by the employee.
(8) In the event of any significant increase in Fringe Benefits Tax liability or administrative costs relating to
arrangements under this clause, the employee may vary or
cancel a salary packaging arrangement.
(9) The cancellation of salary packaging will not cancel or
otherwise affect the operation of this agreement
(10) An employer shall not unreasonably withhold agreement to salary packaging on request from an employee.
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(11) The Dispute Settlement Procedures contained in this
agreement shall be used to resolve any dispute arising from
the operations of this clause. Where such a dispute is not resolved, the matter may be referred by either party to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
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annual leave loading will be paid out as soon as practicable after the registration of the agreement).
(c) Up to a 3.5% productivity (referred to in Clause 15)
linked pay increase payable from the beginning of
the first full pay period, on or after 12 months from
the registration date; provided that, if productivity
initiatives (referred to in Clause 15) are not achieved
by the aforementioned target date (12 months from
registration) , the relevant pay increases will be delayed until such time as the initiatives are achieved
(2) It is recognised that productivity targets must be fluid, in
line with the dynamic internal and external environments in
which they operate. Accordingly productivity initiatives may
be altered, where the parties decide that due to unforeseen
circumstances a productivity initiative has become obsolete
or unachievable, an equivalent initiative may be substituted
by agreement of the parties.

30.—SALARY INCREASES
(1) In recognition of productivity improvements, the following pay increases will occur in accordance with the following
requirements—
(a) 3.5% pay increase effective from the beginning of
the first full pay period on or after the (date) registration of this Agreement.
(b) An increase equivalent to the annualized leave loading calculated on salary levels as at 31 December,
1999 will be paid from 1 January 2000. (All accrued

SCHEDULE A—SALARY SCHEDULE.
These increases are linked to the achievement of productivity issues documented at Clauses 15.—Productivity Initiatives/Measurement and 30.—Salary Increases, of this agreement.
Level

Year Rate

Existing

Level 1

New

Rates

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Per Annum

Compaction

Year Rate

After

Per Annum

Fortnightly

Increase for

Per Annum

Fortnightly

Per Annum

Fortnightly

Compaction

Salary

Salary

Leave

Salary

Salary

Salary

Salary

Loading

01/01/2000

Salary

of
Yrs 1 to 9

3.5%

(Clause18)

Under 17 years
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years
21yrs or 1st yr
22 yrs or 2nd yr
23 yrs or 3rd yr
24 yrs or 4th yr
25 yrs or 5th yr
26yrs or 6th yr
27yrs or 7th yr
28yrs or 8th yr
29yrs or 9th yr

11,651
13,616
15,882
18,384
20,645
22,679
23,377
24,075
24,768
25,466
26,163
26,966
27,521
28,342

Level 2

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

29,324
30,077
30,869
31,706
32,581

Level 3

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

Level 4

3.5%

Increase

Increase

11,651
13,616
15,882
18,384
20,645
22,679
23,623
24,567
25,511

12,059
14,093
16,438
19,027
21,368
23,473
24,450
25,427
26,404

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

462.32
540.29
630.21
729.49
819.20
899.91
937.37
974.83
1,012.29

161.81
189.10
220.57
255.32
286.72
314.97
328.08
341.19
354.30

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12,221
14,282
16,658
19,283
21,654
23,788
24,778
25,768
26,758

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

468.52
547.54
638.66
739.28
830.20
911.99
949.95
987.91
1,025.87

12,648
14,782
17,241
19,958
22,412
24,620
25,645
26,670
27,695

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

484.92
566.70
661.02
765.15
859.25
943.91
983.20
1,022.49
1,061.78

26,454
27,398
28,342

27,380
28,357
29,334

$
$
$

1,049.71
1,087.17
1,124.63

367.40
380.51
393.62

$
$
$

27,747
28,737
29,728

$
$
$

1,063.79
1,101.75
1,139.72

28,718
29,743
30,768

$
$
$

1,101.03
1,140.32
1,179.61

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

29,324
30,077
30,869
31,706
32,581

30,350
31,130
31,949
32,816
33,721

$
$
$
$
$

1,163.59
1,193.47
1,224.90
1,258.11
1,292.83

407.26
417.71
428.71
440.34
452.49

$
$
$
$
$

30,758
31,547
32,378
33,256
34,174

$
$
$
$
$

1,179.20
1,209.49
1,241.33
1,274.99
1,310.18

31,834
32,652
33,511
34,420
35,370

$
$
$
$
$

1,220.48
1,251.82
1,284.78
1,319.62
1,356.03

33,785
34,722
35,689
36,681

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

33,785
34,722
35,689
36,681

34,967
35,937
36,938
37,965

$
$
$
$

1,340.61
1,377.79
1,416.16
1,455.52

469.21
482.23
495.66
509.43

$
$
$
$

35,437
36,419
37,434
38,474

$
$
$
$

1,358.60
1,396.27
1,435.16
1,475.05

36,677
37,694
38,744
39,821

$
$
$
$

1,406.15
1,445.14
1,485.39
1,526.68

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

38,042
39,108
40,205

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

38,042
39,108
40,205

39,373
40,477
41,612

$
$
$

1,509.53
1,551.83
1,595.35

528.33
543.14
558.37

$
$
$

39,902
41,020
42,171

$
$
$

1,529.78
1,572.65
1,616.76

41,298
42,456
43,647

$
$
$

1,583.32
1,627.69
1,673.35

Level 5

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

42,318
43,747
45,231
46,770

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

42,318
43,747
45,231
46,770

43,799
45,278
46,814
48,407

$
$
$
$

1,679.20
1,735.90
1,794.79
1,855.86

587.72
607.57
628.18
649.55

$
$
$
$

44,387
45,886
47,442
49,057

$
$
$
$

1,701.73
1,759.20
1,818.87
1,880.76

45,940
47,492
49,103
50,773

$
$
$
$

1,761.29
1,820.77
1,882.53
1,946.59

Level 6

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

49,247
50,930
52,672
54,533

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

49,247
50,930
52,672
54,533

50,971
52,713
54,516
56,442

$
$
$
$

1,954.15
2,020.93
2,090.05
2,163.90

683.95
707.32
731.52
746.80

$
$
$
$

51,655
53,420
55,247
57,188

$
$
$
$

1,980.37
2,048.05
2,118.10
2,192.53

53,463
55,290
57,181
59,190

$
$
$
$

2,049.68
2,119.73
2,192.23
2,269.27

Level 7

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

57,385
59,359
61,506

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

57,385
59,359
61,506

59,393
61,437
63,659

$
$
$

2,277.07
2,355.40
2,440.59

746.80
746.80
746.80

$
$
$

60,140
62,183
64,406

$
$
$

2,305.70
2,384.03
2,469.22

62,245
64,360
66,660

$
$
$

2,386.40
2,467.47
2,555.64

Level 8

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

64,996
67,496
70,596

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

64,996
67,496
70,596

67,271
69,858
73,067

$
$
$

2,579.07
2,678.28
2,801.29

746.80
746.80
746.80

$
$
$

68,018
70,605
73,814

$
$
$

2,607.71
2,706.91
2,829.92

70,398
73,076
76,397

$
$
$

2,698.98
2,801.65
2,928.96

Level 9

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

74,467
77,083
80,066

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

74,467
77,083
80,066

77,073
79,781
82,868

$
$
$

2,954.89
3,058.69
3,177.06

746.80
746.80
746.80

$
$
$

77,820
80,528
83,615

$
$
$

2,983.52
3,087.32
3,205.69

80,544
83,346
86,542

$
$
$

3,087.94
3,195.38
3,317.89

84,577
89,088
93,597
98,108

87,537
92,206
96,873
101,542

$
$
$
$

3,356.06
3,535.06
3,713.98
3,892.98

746.80
746.80
746.80
746.80

$
$
$
$

88,284
92,953
97,620
102,289

$
$
$
$

3,384.69
3,563.69
3,742.61
3,921.61

91,374
96,206
101,036
105,869

$
$
$
$

3,503.15
3,688.42
3,873.60
4,058.86

Level 1

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

84,577
89,088
93,597
98,108

Under 17 years
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years
21yrs or 1st yr
22 yrs or 2nd yr
23 yrs or 3rd yr
24 yrs or 4th yr

22,679
23,623
24,567
25,511
25,511
26,454 25 yrs or 5th yr
27,398 26yrs or 6th yr
28,342 27yrs or 7th yr
28,342
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APPENDIX 1—WORKCOVER WA JOINT
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
1. PREAMBLE
Management, Union(s) and employees are committed to
improved and effective consultation in the workplace. All parties agree that consultation will provide employees with an
opportunity to participate fully in decisions which impact on
their working lives and support the principle of consultation,
It is agreed that effective consultation is dependent upon—
i information sharing;
ii access to facilities and training for all participants;
iii commitment from both management and employees
to achieving workable and acceptable solutions.
It is therefore agreed that the establishment of a Joint Employee/Management Consultative Committee is the most
appropriate method whereby the above principles can be
practiced and upheld.
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE COMMITTEE
The objectives of the Committee will be—
i to increase the effectiveness of the Organisation and
the quality of products and services it offers to the
community;
ii to ensure full consultation occurs prior to decision
making on matters which impact on employees’
working lives;
iii to improve the quality of decision making in the Organisation;
iv to increase the quality of working life for all employees particularly in the areas of job design, skill
formation, training, the working environment, employment security and working conditions.
3. TERMS OF REFERENCE
The following matters may, but not limited to, be discussed
at the Committee and where appropriate, decisions made and
agreements reached will go to the Corporate Executive in the
form of recommendations. This will enable decisions made
by the Organisation to take into account the views of employees—
i Major proposed changes in production, program, Organisation, structure or technology that are likely to
have significant effects on employees.
“Significant effects” include working conditions, redundancy, significant changes in the composition,
operation or size of the employer’s workforce or in
the skills required; the elimination or diminution of
job opportunities, promotion opportunities or job tenure; the need for training or retraining or transfer of
employees to other work or locations and the restructuring of jobs,
ii Current market conditions where appropriate, and
general conditions of the industry.
iii The introduction of new technology/machines or new
or revised work methods.
iv Training plans proposed to be developed in accordance with job requirements and the appropriate
awards.
v Any other matters raised by employees or management which have potential to impact on the
employees or the efficiency of the Organisation.
4. MATTERS REQUIRING CENTRAL UNION INVOLVEMENT
Most matters specific to work methods and practices in the
Organisation can be discussed at the Consultative Committee,
the purpose of such discussion being the resolution of any issues. However, the role of the Consultative Committee is not
to negotiate matters that are normally dealt with through other
avenues such as Occupational Health & Safety, Equal Employment Opportunity, grievance procedures or classification/
promotion appeals. In addition, some matters which may be
raised impinge upon award areas and these issues should be
progressed through the usual procedures used by management
and unions or recommend to be progressed through any enterprise bargaining negotiation committee which may be formed.
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5. ROLE OF UNIONS
Unions are recognised as the bona fide organisations charged
with representing the interests of their members at the
workplace. The JCC will not attempt to duplicate this role.
6. COMPOSITION
i EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES (Elected)—
One
Conciliation and Review Directorate
One
On-Line and Support Services
One
Scheme Development and Operations
One
Level 1 Representative
One
CSA Workplace Representative
MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATIVES (Delegated)—
One—Corporate Executive
One—management
ii A quorum of the Committee shall be deemed to be
reached when no less than 50% of the total management representatives and no less than 50% of the
total employee representatives are in attendance.
iii The Joint Consultative Committee shall coordinate
its approach with other committees.
iv The Committee once established may invite persons,
such as Union officials Corporate Executive etc., to
attend specific meetings.
v The Committee may elect one or more sub-committees to investigate and report on specific matters. The
sub-committees shall be based on the same conditions as the Committee, meeting the same
requirements, The membership of the sub-committees shall be determined by the Committee and consist
of both management and employee representatives,
The coordinators of the sub-committees shall report
back to the JCC on progress and/or any recommendations made by the sub-committee.
vi. Nomination(s) for employee positions) are to be
called prior to an election and if more than one nomination is received a secret ballot is to be held, The
Salaries Officer is to be the Returning Officer (unless nominated substitute to be selected in this case).
7. TERM OF MEMBERSHIP
i All members shall be appointed/elected to the Committee for 12 months.
ii If a member of the Committee ceases employment
with the Organisation, or is ineligible to represent
his/her constituents as per clause 6, or resigns from
the Committee, a new appointment shall be made in
accordance with clause 6 above.
iii Notwithstanding point (i), elected members who, in
the opinion of their constituents, are not fulfilling
their responsibilities, may be removed by a vote of
those constituents.
8. COORDINATOR
The role of Coordinator will rotate between members unless the Committee decides otherwise.
9. AGENDA COORDINATOR
An Agenda Coordinator shall be appointed for the purpose
of organising the preparation and distribution of minutes and
agendas and other administrative duties.
The person appointed to this position shall not be a member
of Committee.
10. SCRIBE
There shall be a Scribe appointed at the commencement of
each meeting for the purpose of recording minutes. The Scribe
shall be a member of the Committee, At the end of each meeting the Scribe shall forward the draft minutes to the Agenda
Coordinator.
11. MINUTES
Minutes are to be formally accepted by the Committee at
the next meeting.
12. AGENDA
All members of the Committee may submit agenda items.
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13. FEEDBACK
i The Minutes of the meetings of the Committee shall
be kept by the Agenda Coordinator and shall be available upon request to any member of the Organisation
or any other person approved by the Committee,
ii Minutes of the Committee may be posted on the notice boards on an unconfirmed basis prior to
ratification by the meeting.
14. FACILITIES AND RIGHTS FOR COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Facilities and rights for committee members shall be those
detailed in the relevant award(s) under provisions for union
members’ leave to attend union/management consultative committees and relevant Administrative Instructions, Any
additional committee members entitlements for facilities (such
as access to meeting rooms, photocopiers and typing facilities) or time off to prepare for meetings and for other specific
purposes shall be as is agreed to by the Corporate Executive
on the recommendation of the Consultative Committee. Such
additional time off for committee members shall be—
i paid at award rates only;
ii taken at the employer’s convenience.
A member will not be discriminated against by the Commission or treated unfairly because of being a member of the
Consultative Committee or having an interest in the Consultative Committee,
15. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS
All Committee Members have the following responsibilities—
i To attend all meetings and to give serious consideration to all matters raised,
ii To consult with others at the workplace in order to
represent the views of their constituents.
iii To report back regularly to those they represent at
the workplace.
iv To brief and send a proxy should they be unable to
attend Proxies shall be nominated by representatives.
16. HOW RECOMMENDATIONS ARE MADE
In the formation of its recommendations to the Corporate
Executive, the JCC will be required to come to agreement over
the recommendations,
Recommendations of the JCC are to be by majority agreement dissension may be recorded if requested.
17. CONFIDENTIALITY AND RIGHTS OF ACCESS TO
ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION
It is recognised that management may be unable to provide
certain information, due to the fact that this information may
be confidential. However, management shall make available
as much information as possible for the effective consideration of issues and for the genuine participation of employees
in decisions. At all times the spirit of genuine consultation is
to be paramount. All requests for information are to be addressed to the appropriate Director.
18. TRAINING
All members of the Committee are entitled to training to
ensure they are able to represent their constituents and fully
participate in the Consultative Committee, It is agreed that—
i Training will be part of the Commission’s program
commitment.
ii Normal training leave entitlements will apply, including Trade Union Training Leave.
iii Training will be at no financial cost to Committee
members.
iv Such training will be taken at the employer’s convenience, and such leave shall not unreasonably be
refused.
19. EVALUATION
i A review of this constitution shall be conducted by
committee members as deemed necessary or at the
end of each twelve month period of operation.
ii Committee performance is to be evaluated by the
members and their constituents at the end of each
twelve month period of operation.
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APPENDIX 2—REHABILITATION POLICY AND
GUIDELINES
The following is a written commitment by the Workers’
Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission to the welfare
of its employees,
POLICY
It is the policy of the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission to assist in the rehabilitation of all
employees who have sustained an illness, injury or disability
either compensable or non-compensable.
In this context “Rehabilitation” is defined as the—
“combined and coordinated use of medical, psychological, social, educational and vocational measures to restore
function or achieve the highest possible level of function
in working people following injury or illness”.
Early intervention with effective rehabilitation provides
physical, psychological, social and financial benefits to employees, minimising disruption to work and reducing costs.
OBJECTIVES
• To establish a structured systematic approach to “in
house” rehabilitation services for all employees following illness, injury or disability.
• To develop and encourage the expectation that it is
normal practice, following illness, injury or disability for persons to return as soon as practicable to
appropriate employment.
• To establish that rehabilitation is the usual course of
action and that where possible, the managed, safe
and early return to meaningful, productive employment should begin as at the time when treatment is
first started.
• To formulate a Rehabilitation Case team to achieve
the desired objectives.
REHABILITATION PROCESS OVERVIEW
The rehabilitation process can involve any or all of the following components, depending on the severity of the case.
Medical
Prompt medical diagnosis and treatment aimed at maximising the rate and extent of recovery.
Vocational
Provision of occupational services to enable employees to
return to work as soon as possible and may include vocational
assessment, guidance, training/retraining, counseling and
placement assistance.
Social
To assist rehabilitees in restoring self image, reducing stress
associated with the disability and re-adjustment to the work
environment, community and society in general.
Work Environment
To ensure as far as practicable that the work environment
for the rehabilitee is as ergonomically sound as possible through
job analysis, workplace evaluation and modification and provision of special equipment.
GUIDELINES
(1) Rehabilitation Caseteam
A Rehabilitation Caseteam will be formed to determine the
best course of action for each rehabilitee. The Caseteam will
establish rehabilitation initiatives and meet to discuss, design,
implement and monitor individual rehabilitation programmes.
1.1 The Rehabilitation Caseteam will meet as required and
comprise—
Regular Members
- Rehabilitation Counsellor
- Management designated Occupational Health and
Safety Officer will be the nominated Rehabilitation
Co-ordinator.
Others, as Required
Line Manager or Supervisor
Union Representative
State Government Insurance Commission Representative
Rehabilitee
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Medical Practitioner
Human Resources Manager or Personnel/Training Officer.
The Caseteam may consult with occupational therapists,
speech therapists, psychologists, chiropractors and others as and when required.
(2) Participation
Successful rehabilitation relies on the development of cooperation and trust between all parties.
Participation by the Rehabilitee in the Commission’s rehabilitation programme is voluntary. Where the disability comes
within the provisions of the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act, the worker is at liberty to choose a
rehabilitation provider other than the Commission.
(3) Implementation of the Rehabilitation Process
Rehabilitation will commence as soon as practicable in the
case of injury, illness or disability where there is no evidence
of immediate return to work Or there is an identified disability
and will be implemented as follows—
3.1 All compensable and non-compensable injuries, illness or disabilities are to be reviewed by the Caseteam
to determine the need for intervention.
3.2 Intervention will commence as soon as practicable
where injury, illness or disability causes difficulties
for employees in maintaining or reintroducing themselves into the workplace.
3.3 Where a programme is implemented it will be conducted on a confidential basis with a rehabilitation
counsellor.
3.4 Referral to a specialist rehabilitation service may be
recommended by the Caseteam, in conjunction with
the treating medical practitioner.
3.5 The effectiveness of the rehabilitation service will
be regularly reviewed, to ensure the on-going development of the service and feedback to management.
(4) Rehabilitation Programmes and Procedures
A rehabilitation programme will be established to meet each
rehabilitee’s individual needs in accordance with the following procedures—
4.1 In consultation with the rehabilitee the Caseteam will
design rehabilitation programmes to match the rehabilitee’s capabilities and limitations. The
rehabilitation programme must be approved by the
treating medical practitioner before implementation.
4.2 The Caseteam will establish a timeframe for monitoring the rehabilitee’s progress which will include
medical reviews.
4.3 Referral to a medical specialist service for a review
or assessment (see 3.3).
4.4 The Rehabilitation Caseteam will liaise between the
treating health professionals, the rehabilitee, insurer,
supervisory staff and other interested parties.
4.5 Appropriate action will be considered if a successful
outcome is not achieved (e.g.— referral to Office of
Redeployment; referral to Health Department for
consideration of retirement on the grounds of ill
health).
(5) Return to work procedures
5.1 Alternative Duties and Selected Duties
Injured persons may be able to stay at work or return to
work earlier, subject to the approval of the treating medical
practitioners, if suitable alternative or selected duties are available. Every effort will be made to provide such duties. These
duties may require modification of the work tasks or work
environment at the Commission’s discretion.
In accordance with the guidelines outlined in 4. above, the
provision of alternative duties will not be possible on an unlimited and permanent basis unless—
(a) Such duties constitute a substantive position within
the Organisation.
(b) Such a position is readily available.
(c) The person is fully competent to fill the position.
The above action will be in accordance with the Public Service Act.
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5.2 Graduated Return to Work
A rehabilitation programme incorporating a graduated return to normal or alternative duties may be required for
employees. A number of criteria need to be considered—
(a) To develop short and long term goals, in consultation with the employee and treating medical
practitioners.
(b) To provide meaningful work duties.
(c) To establish time frames for monitoring progress including . ongoing medical review, upgrading of duties
and hours to meet long term goals and follow-up to
ensure successful placement.
(d) To provide appropriate training and supervision for
any duties that are unfamiliar to the employee.
(e) To ensure the documentation of review meetings and
keep all interested parties informed of progress.
(f) To ensure that employees and their supervisors clearly
understand the rehabilitation programme details—
(i) Work restrictions
(ii) Physical limitations
(iii) To whom problems should be reported.
(6) Contact and Correspondence
It is essential for the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission to establish early and continuing personal
contact with injured or disabled employees whether they are
at or absent from work.
The Manager/Supervisor will initiate this contact.
(7) Confidentiality
The “in-house” rehabilitation service is a confidential service. Information exchanged between the rehabilitee and
counsellor will be confidential and only released with permission of the rehabilitee. Records relating to the overall
programme will only be available to members of the Caseteam.
Written permission must be obtained from the rehabilitee in
order to release information to any other party.
APPENDIX 3—PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES/
MEASUREMENT
1. MEASURES TO IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY
The initiatives contained in the Agreement comprise a mixture of on-going productivity initiatives which have occurred
during or since the expiry of the first Agreement and some
limited future initiatives. These future milestones are those
which, the parties consider can be achieved notwithstanding
the outcome of the Ayres Review.
1.1 On-going Initiatives
During and since the expiry of the current Agreement
WorkCover and its employees have continued to review work
processes and the agency’s structure. As a consequence a
number of positions have been abolished and the duties and
responsibilities distributed to other staff of the agency. This
has been achieved without any reduction in service to customers.
2. FUTURE PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES
WorkCover has identified some future initiatives that can be
achieved irrespective of the outcome of the Ayres Review.
They include the following—
• WorkCover On-Line Campus, continued development;
• WorkCover On–Line Training, continued development;
• On-Line Access for Scheme Service Providers, implementation and further development;
• Future FTE reduction and other savings;
• Development and implementation of an approved
Productivity Measurement System/Model and
achievement of productivity targets.
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PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Awards/Agreements—
Variation of—
CLERKS’ (PUBLIC AUTHORITIES) AWARD 1987.
No. PSA A 7A of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative
Branch
and
Fremantle Port Authority and Others.
No. P 19(1) of 1998.
Clerks’ (Public Authorities) Award 1987.
No. PSA A 7A of 1987.
14 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Dhue on behalf of the applicant and Mr
B Kirwan on behalf of the Fremantle Port Authority, Western
Australian Shipping Commission, Western Australian Meat
Commission, Western Australian Egg Marketing Board, Hon.
Minister for Works, Hon. Minister for Transport and The Lotteries Commission of Western Australia, now therefore I the
undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent, do hereby order—
THAT the Clerks’ (Public Authorities) Award 1987 as
amended be further amended in accordance with the following schedule with the operative date for the
amendments to be the beginning of the first pay period
on or after the first day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner, Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
Schedule F—Meal Allowance: Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof—
SCHEDULE F—MEAL ALLOWANCE
Breakfast
$6.80 per meal
Lunch
$8.40 per meal
Evening Meal
$10.10 per meal
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Commission, Western Australian Egg Marketing Board, Hon.
Minister for Works, Hon. Minister for Transport and The
Lotteries Commission of Western Australia, now therefore I
the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent, do hereby
order—
THAT the Clerks’ (Public Authorities) Award 1987 as
amended be further varied in accordance with the following schedule with the operative date for the amendments
to be on and from the first day of January 1999.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner, Public Service Arbitrator.

Schedule.
1. Clause 24.—Removal Allowance—
A. Paragraph (c) of Subclause (1) of this clause—
(i) Delete the amount of “$420” in this paragraph
and insert the amount of $506” in lieu thereof.
(ii) Delete the amount of “$2510” in this paragraph
and insert the amount of $3031” in lieu thereof.
B. Subclause (6) of this clause: Delete the amount of
“560” in this clause and insert the amount of “$941”
in lieu thereof.
2. Schedule B—Travelling, Transfer And Relieving
Allowance: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in
lieu thereof—
SCHEDULE B—TRAVELLING, TRANSFER AND
RELIEVING ALLOWANCE
Column A
Daily Rate

Column B
Column C
Daily Rate
Daily Rate
Officers With
Officers Without
Dependents—
Dependents—
Relieving
Relieving
Allowance For
Allowance For
Period in Excess
Period in
of 42 Days
Excess of 42
[Subclause 23(2)(b)]
Days
Transfer
[Subclause
Allowance For
23(2)(b)]
Period In Excess
of Prescribed
Period
[Subclause 28(2)]
ALLOWANCE TO MEET INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
$
$
$
(1)
W.A.—South of
26° South
Latitude
8.15
(2)
W.A.—North of
26° South
Latitude
10.50
(3)

Interstate

10.50

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTEL
OR MOTEL
(4)
W.A.—Metropolitan
Hotel or Motel
154.60
77.30
51.50

CLERKS’ (PUBLIC AUTHORITIES) AWARD 1987.
No. PSA A 7A of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative
Branch
and
Fremantle Port Authority and Others.
No. P 4 of 1999.
Clerks’ (Public Authorities) Award 1987.
No. PSA A 7A of 1987.
14 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Dhue on behalf of the applicant and Mr
B Kirwan on behalf of the Fremantle Port Authority, Western
Australian Shipping Commission, Western Australian Meat

(5)
(6)

Locality South of
26° South Latitude
Locality North of
26° South Latitude—
Broome
Carnarvon
Dampier
Derby
Exmouth
Fitzroy Crossing
Gascoyne Junction
Halls Creek
Karratha
Kununurra
Marble Bar
Newman
Nullagine
Onslow
Pannawonica
Paraburdoo
Port Hedland
Roebourne
Sandfire
Shark Bay
Tom Price
Turkey Creek
Wickham
Wyndham

116.70

58.35

38.85

201.55
149.20
158.70
148.75
153.50
156.45
103.00
179.20
232.25
161.00
127.00
204.00
108.20
102.00
157.20
192.50
202.20
119.70
103.50
134.50
170.50
109.70
124.40
107.00

100.80
74.60
79.35
74.35
76.75
78.20
51.50
89.60
116.10
80.50
63.50
102.00
54.10
51.00
78.60
96.25
101.10
59.85
51.75
67.25
85.25
54.85
62.20
53.50

67.10
49.70
52.85
49.55
51.10
52.10
34.30
59.65
77.35
53.60
42.30
68.00
36.00
34.00
52.35
64.10
67.35
39.85
34.45
44.80
56.75
36.50
41.45
35.60
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$
$
$
Interstate—Capital City
Sydney
195.35
97.70
65.05
Melbourne
190.70
95.35
63.50
Other Capitals
158.90
79.45
52.90
(8)
Interstate—Other
than Capital City
116.70
58.35
38.85
ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT OTHER
THAN A HOTEL OR MOTEL
$
(9)
W.A.—South of
26° South Latitude
54.00
(10) W.A.—North of
26° South Latitude
63.95
(11) Interstate
63.95
(7)

TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY, OR TRAVEL INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY WHERE ACCOMMODATION ONLY IS
PROVIDED
$
(12) W.A.—South of 26° South Latitude—
Breakfast
10.20
Lunch
10.20
Dinner
25.45
(13) WA—North of 26o South Latitude
Breakfast
12.50
Lunch
16.70
Dinner
24.25
(14) Interstate
Breakfast
12.50
Lunch
16.70
Dinner
24.25
DEDUCTION FOR NORMAL LIVING EXPENSES (CLAUSE 28 (4))
$
(15) Each Adult
18.35
(16) Each Child
3.15
MIDDAY MEAL (CLAUSE 29(10))
$
(17) Rate per meal
4.45
(18) Maximum
reimbursement per
pay period
22.25
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Variation of—
CLERKS (RACING INDUSTRY—BETTING)
AWARD 1978.
No. R22 of 1977.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Totalisator Agency Board of Western Australia
and
The Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and
Services Union of Employees, WA Clerical and
Administrative Branch.
No. 671 of 1999.
Clerks (Racing Industry—Betting) Award 1978.
28 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms N Embleton on behalf of The Totalisator
Agency Board of Western Australia and Ms C Murphy on behalf of The Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and
Services Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative Branch, now therefore I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
and by consent, do hereby order —
THAT the Clerks (Racing Industry—Betting) Award
1978 as amended be further varied in accordance with
the following schedule and that such variation shall have
effect on and from the 28th day of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

3. Schedules D(1) and D(2)—Camping Allowance: Delete
these Schedules and insert the following in lieu thereof—
SCHEDULE D(1)—CAMPING ALLOWANCE
South of 26o South Latitude

Permanent Camp
Permanent Camp
Other Camping
Other Camping

Rate per
Day
$
Cook provided by the Department
23.30
No cook provided by the Department 31.05
Cook provided by the Department
38.85
No cook provided
46.60

Item
1
2
3
4

SCHEDULE D(2)—CAMPING ALLOWANCE
North of 26o South Latitude

Permanent Camp
Permanent Camp
Other Camping
Other Camping

Rate per
Day
$
Cook provided by the Department
28.25
No cook provided by the Department 36.05
Cook provided by the Department
43.80
No cook provided
51.60

Item
1
2
3
4

Schedule.
Schedule C: Replace the existing Schedule C with the following Schedule to reflect the agreement reached between the
parties for a 7% increase to the Base Rate of pay to Casual
Staff employed under this Award by the Totalisator Agency
Board of Western Australia.
SCHEDULE C—ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT—
TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
(1) Application—
(a) The provisions of this Schedule shall apply only to
the Totalisator Agency Board and its employees.
(b) The provisions of this Schedule shall be read in conjunction with the provisions of this award. Where
these provisions are inconsistent with, or different
from the provisions of the award, the provisions of
this Schedule shall prevail.
(2) Rates of Pay—
(a) The minimum hourly base rates of pay payable to
the employees classified hereunder shall be—
Column 1 Column 2
Trainee
$10.81
$10.81
Clerk
$11.46
$11.84
Senior Casual and/or Banker
$11.89
$12.29
The base rate in Column 1 is payable from the date
of this order with the increase to the base rate in
Column 2 being payable twelve months thereafter.
(b) An additional payment of 10% above the Clerk’s Rate
is made to employees engaged in the capacity of
Account Betting Senior and Control Centre Clerk.
An additional payment of 20% above the Clerk’s rate
is made to employees engaged in the capacity of
Control Centre Senior. Such additional payments are
in recognition of the increased responsibilities associated with managing the raceday operations.
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(c) The Trainee rate shall apply to all new employees
for a period of 6 months,
(d) A 37.8% loading is to be applied to the minimum
base rates of pay in compensation for the fact that
annual leave, annual leave loading, sick leave and
penalty rates for work performed on Sundays are not
otherwise provided for in this Award.
(e)
(i) The loading referred to in (d) in relation to
work performed on Sundays is based on the
requirement that employees will be required
to be rostered to work 44 Sundays during the
1998/99 Racing Calendar.
(ii) The number of Sundays which incorporate
Race Days will be reviewed prior to the commencement of each Racing Calendar. Should
the number of such Race Days increase the
loading shall be increased accordingly.
(3) Sunday Work—
(a) All casual employees shall be available to be rostered
to work on Sundays as required.
(b) If an employee is rostered to work on a Sunday, he/
she may choose not to work that shift provided that
the employee makes arrangements to ensure that
another employee shall work that shift.
(4) Duration of Schedule—
(a) This Schedule shall operate from the date of registration and shall remain in force for a period of two
years.
(b) The parties are committed to renegotiating this agreement prior to its expiry.
(5) Variation to Work Practices—
The parties agree to the implementation of the following items effective from the date of registration of this
agreement
(a) Freezing of the existing base hourly rate of pay of
$10.81 for Trainees employed in Account Betting.
(b) Extension of the Trainee rate from 1 to 6 months.
(c) The development and introduction of a single
rostering system in lieu of the current rostering process.
(d) Variation to the paid meal breaks and rest breaks as
follows—
SATURDAY
Shifts up to 4.5 Hours
Shifts exceeding 4.5 hours
MONDAY to FRIDAY & SUNDAY
Shifts up to 4.5 Hours

Shifts exceeding 4.5 hours

Meal Break
15 min

Rest Break
5 min

20 min

2 x 5 min

Meal Break
Rest Break
15 min
non scheduled breaks
to be provided
on a required basis
as is the current
case subject to
business demands.
20 min

“ “

(e) The development and introduction of an improved
classification structure for Account Betting.
(f)
(i) Freezing of the current total hourly rate of pay
of $16.78 for existing Clerks -employed as
loading and checking staff in the Control Centre due to their requirement not to work
evenings or weekends.
(ii) Any future Clerks employed in the loading and
checking section not required to work on evenings or weekends will receive the base rate
of pay plus a loading of 15% in lieu of annual
leave, annual leave loading, sick leave and public holidays.
(g) Introduction of a two hour period of notice by casual
staff employed in Managed Agencies to notify of their
non attendance for a rostered shift.
(h) Payment of all casual staff weekly in lieu of twice
weekly.
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FOREMEN (BUILDING TRADES) AWARD 1991.
No. A 5 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers & Other
and
Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia (Union of
Employers) & Others.
No. 2016 of 1998.
Foremen (Building Trades) Award 1991.
No. A 5 of 1987.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
3 June 1999.
Amending Order.
HAVING heard Ms J Harrison as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr K Richardson, Mr S Varidel and Ms J Wesley as
agents on behalf of the respondents and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT order 2016 of 1998 dated 22 February 1999
be and is hereby cancelled.
(2) THAT the Foremen (Building Trades) Award 1991
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
and that such variation shall have effect from the
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after 23 December 1998.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 14 – Distant Work: Delete subclause (3) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(3) Entitlement—
Where a foreman qualifies under subclause (1) of
this clause the employer shall either—
(a) Provide the foreman with reasonable board and
lodging; or
(b) Pay an allowance of $288.80 per week of seven
days but such allowance shall not be wages.
In the case of broken parts of the week occurring at the beginning or ending of employment
on a distant job the allowance shall be $41.30
per day.
Provided that the foregoing allowances shall
be increased if the foreman satisfies the employer that he/she reasonably incurred a greater
outlay than that prescribed. In the event of disagreement the matter may be referred to a Board
of Reference for determination; or
(c) In circumstances prescribed in subclause (7)
of this clause, provide camp accommodation
and messing constructed and maintained in
accordance with subclause (10) of this clause.
“Reasonable board and lodging” shall mean lodging
in a well kept establishment with three adequate
meals each day, adequate furnishings, good bedding,
good floor coverings, good lighting and heating and
with hot and cold running water, in either a single
room or a twin room if a single room is not available.
2. Clause 14 – Distant Work: Delete subclause (4) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(4) Travelling Expenses—
A foreman who is sent by his/her employer or selected or engaged by an employer or agent to go to a
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job which qualifies him/her to the provision of this
Clause shall not be entitled to any of the allowances
prescribed by Clause 18.—Fares and Travelling Time
of this Award for the period occupied in travelling
from his/her usual place of residence to the distant
job, but in lieu thereof shall be paid—
(a) Forward Journey—
(i) For the time spent in so travelling, at
ordinary rates up to a maximum of eight
hours per day for each day of travel (to
be calculated as the time taken by rail
or the usual travelling facilities).
(ii) For the amount of a fare on the most
common method of public transport to
the job (bus, economy air, second class
rail with sleeping berths if necessary,
which may require a first class rail
fare), and any excess payment due to
transporting his/her tools if such is incurred.
(iii) For any meals incurred while travelling at $7.80 per meal.
Provided that the employer may deduct
the cost of the forward journey fare
from a foreman who terminates or discontinues his/her employment within
two weeks of commencing on the job
and who does not forthwith return to
his/her place of engagement.
(b) Return Journey—
A foreman shall, for the return journey receive
the same time, fare and meal payments as provided in paragraph (a) of this subclause
together with an amount of $13.30 to cover
the cost of transporting himself/herself and his/
her tools from the main public transport terminal to his/her usual place of residence.
Provided that the above return journey payments shall not be paid if the foreman
terminates or discontinues his/her employment
within two months of commencing on the job,
or if he is dismissed for incompetence within
one working week of commencing on the job,
or is dismissed for misconduct.
(c) Departure Point—
For the purposes of this clause, travelling time
shall be calculated as the time take for the journey from the central or regional rail, bus or air
terminal nearest the foreman’s usual place of
residence to the locality of the work.
.
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IRON ORE PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING
(HAMERSLEY IRON PTY LTD) AWARD 1987.
No. A20 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing & Allied Services Union of
Australia (WA Branch)
Construction Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills &
Woodworkers Union of Australia (Western Australian
Branch)
and
Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd.
No. 2212 of 1998.
Iron Ore Production and Processing (Hamersley Iron Pty
Ltd) Award 1987.
No. A20 of 1987.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
20 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr Lowrey on behalf of the applicant Mrs E
Hartley (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders;
1. THAT the Iron Ore Production and Processing
(Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd) Award 1987, be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the first pay
period on or after 27th April 1999.
(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
———
Schedule.
1. Clause 14.—Overtime: Delete subparagraphs (3)(e)(v),(vi)
and (vii) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(v) Follow-on Overtime—
An employee who is specifically required to
work not less than one hour and not more than
two hours of overtime immediately following
the completion of the ordinary hours of work
on any day shall either—
(aa) before commencing that overtime, allow a smoko/rest period of fifteen
minutes without deduction of pay; or
(bb) if that smoko/rest period has not been
allowed, shall, in addition to the overtime worked, be paid for fifteen
minutes at double time.
(cc) An employee who works more than
two hours’ overtime continuously with
completion of ordinary hours on any
day will be—
• allowed an overtime meal break
of 30 minutes which is counted
as time worked; and
• which will be taken not later
than six hours after completion
of the previous meal break taken
on that day; and
• will be paid an overtime meal
allowance of $6.82.
(vi) (aa) An employee who is on day work or
day shift and who is required to work
more than one hour but not more than
two hours’ overtime preceding the
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commencement of the normal work on
that day shall be allowed a crib break
of 30 minutes without deduction of pay
as close as practicable to the normal
commencing time and will be paid an
overtime meal allowance of $6.82.
(bb) An employee who is on afternoon or
night shift on any day and who is specifically required to work not less than
one hour and not more than two hours’
overtime preceding the commencement
of the normal work on that day shall
either—
• be allowed a rest period of fifteen minutes without deduction
of pay which will be taken as
close as practicable to the normal commencing time; or
• if that rest period has not been
allowed, shall, in addition to the
overtime worked, be paid for
fifteen minutes at double time.
(cc) An employee who is required to work
more than two hours’ overtime preceding the commencement of the normal
work of that employee on that day shall
be allowed a crib break of 30 minutes
without deduction of pay as close as
practicable to the normal commencing
time of the shift and will be paid an
overtime meal allowance of $6.82.
(vii) If the period of overtime offered and accepted
to be worked on any day is reduced for reasons other than that employee declining to
continue to work the overtime first accepted,
then unless the employer has given the employee at least four hours’ notice of
cancellation or reduction in that overtime, the
employee will be paid an overtime meal allowance of $6.82 for each overtime meal
period which would have been taken but for
the reduction in the overtime then worked on
that day.
2. Clause 30.—Special Rates and Provisions
A. Delete paragraph (5)(a) of this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
(a) An employee required by the company to operate a
Hiab Hoist, subject to the employee being the holder
of the appropriate certificate, shall, in addition to any
other entitlement, be paid an allowance of $4.06 per
week.
This allowance shall continue to be paid thereafter
as a flat rate weekly entitlement to the employee
unless and until the employee is advised by the company that the employee is no longer required to
operate a Hiab Hoist.
B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof
the following—
(6) Height Money—
An employee shall be paid an allowance of $2.00
per day on which the employee works at a height of
15.5 metres or more above the nearest horizontal
plane, but this provision does not apply to those
whose major and substantial employment is as a
Linesman or Rigger.
C. Delete paragraphs (7) (a),(b) and (c) of this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
(7) (a) An employee (other than a Linesman) who is
required to carry out work on poles and above
the ground shall be paid an allowance of $2.00
per day on which the employee is so employed.
This provision shall, when the circumstances
exist, apply in lieu of the allowance specified
by subclause (6) and vice versa as the case
may be.
(b) An electrical employee who is required to carry
out work on high tension electrical towers,
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other than from inside the bucket platform of
a cherry picker or from working platforms on
the towers, and if such work on that tower is
carried out at a height of twenty metres or more
above the ground, shall be paid $3.93 per day
for any day, or part thereof, on which the employee is so required to work.
(c) An electrical employee when employed on live
line washing of the 220KV power distribution
system will be paid for each day, or part
thereof, an allowance of $6.07 per day extra.
D. Delete paragraph (8)(a) of this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
(8) (a) Seven Mile Workshop—Sumps—
An employee who is required to work inside one or more of the sumps specified in
paragraph (b) hereof will, in addition to
any allowance to which the employee is
otherwise entitled under this clause, be
paid $2.00 on any day on which the employee is so employed.
E. Delete paragraph (9)(a) and subclauses (10) and (11) of
this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(a) An employee who is the holder of a current St. John’s
Ambulance First Aid Certificate shall be paid an allowance at the rate of $4.06 per week. The allowance
will apply as a flat rate for each hour worked including overtime.
(10) An employee required to use a percussion jackhammer
will, in addition to any other entitlement, be paid 17¢ per hour
so worked by the employee with that jackhammer.
(11) A maintenance tradesperson who is employed in “C”
Power Station, Dampier and who is required to hold certification and apply competence to carry out welding on pressure
vessels to Australian Standard Code and Certificate No. 5, will
be paid an allowance at the rate of $6.80 per week extra. The
allowance will apply as a flat rate for each hour worked including overtime.
F. Delete paragraphs (12)(a) and (b) of this clause and insert
in lieu thereof the following—
(12) (a) An electrical tradesperson who has successfully completed the apprenticeship and who
has obtained by external examination and who
continues to possess a current State Energy
Commission of Western Australia licence of
not less than “B” Class standard, shall be paid
an allowance at the rate of $15.02 per week.
(b) An electrical tradesperson who holds a licence
as prescribed in paragraph (a) hereof where
such licence is endorsed for both fitting and
installing work shall, in addition to the allowance prescribed in paragraph (a), be paid an
additional allowance at the rate of $15.02 per
week in respect of any week in which the
tradesperson is allocated and performs both
fitting and installing work.
G. Delete paragraph (13)(a) of this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
(13) (a) A maintenance tradesperson who holds an appropriate restricted electrical licence pursuant
to Regulations 22 and 23 of the Electricity Act
Regulations shall be paid an allowance at the
rate of $7.60 per week.
H. Delete subclauses (14) and (16) of this clause and insert
in lieu thereof the following—
(14) When it is considered that employees are being required to work in an abnormally confined space in
circumstances which have not previously been taken
into account in fixing group disability or other special rate payments under this award, it will be proper
for the department concerned, the convenor of the
union involved, and the Specialist Industrial Advisor at that location to seek to mutually resolve
whether or not a special allowance of $3.55 per hour
on top of any other payment should then apply to
that work circumstance.
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(16) Employees required to wear fully enclosed protective equipment which has a separate air support
system as part of the protective equipment then worn
by the employee will be paid an allowance of 79 cents
per hour extra.
I. Delete paragraph (17)(a) of this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
(17)
(a) Maintenance tradespersons at Dampier who
weld and/or cut pipelines where the disabilities encountered are analogous to those
encountered in trenches, shall be paid an allowance of 92 cents per hour for the time the
work is performed.
J. Delete paragraph (18)(a) and subclause (19) of this clause
and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(18)
(a) An employee engaged on work involving the
opening up of house drains or waste-pipes or
on work involving the cleaning of septic tanks,
dry wells or sewerage treatment plants shall,
in addition to any allowance to which the employee is otherwise entitled under this clause,
be paid $3.92 on any day on which the employee is so employed, but this subclause does
not apply to the opening up of storm water
drains or other drains of a similar kind.
(19) Employees who are required to work on the dropping
of ceilings containing loose fibreglass insulation shall be paid
an additional allowance of $5.46 per day for time so engaged.
3. Clause 32.—Wages: Delete paragraphs (3)(a)—(h) of this
clause and insert in lieu thereof the following—
Current 3rd $8.00
Wages
Award Safety Net
Wage Adjustment
$
$
$
(a) Mine Production
Employees
Level 5
405.90
48.00
453.90
Level 4
454.40
48.00
502.40
Level 3
466.50
48.00
514.50
Level 2
497.20
48.00
545.20
Level 1 105% of
Level 2
522.10
—
572.50
(b)

(c)

(d)

Plant Production
Employees—
(i) Tom Price and
Paraburdoo Plant
Employees
Level 5
405.90
Level 4
454.40
Level 3
466.50
Level 2
497.20
Level 1 105%
of Level 2
522.10

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

453.90
502.40
514.50
545.20

—

572.50

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

453.90
502.40
514.50
545.20

Laboratory
Employees
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

453.90
502.40
514.50
545.20

Rail Operations
Employees:
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1 105% of
Base Trade
OMO 115% of
Base Trade

405.90
454.40
466.50
497.20

Current 3rd $8.00
Award Safety Net
Wage Adjustment
$
$
(e)

(f)

413.60
443.30

48.00
48.00

461.60
491.30

522.10

—

572.50

571.80

—

627.00

Wages
$

Power Generation
and Distribution
Employees:
(i) Generation
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

413.60
443.30
497.20
519.30

48.00
48.00
48.00
46.00

461.60
491.30
545.20
565.30

(ii) Maintenance
NON TRADE
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3

420.20
443.30
466.50
497.20

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

468.20
491.30
514.50
545.20

497.20

48.00

545.20

522.10

—

572.50

546.90

—

599.80

571.80

—

627.00

405.90
420.20
443.30
466.50
497.20

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

453.90
468.20
491.30
514.50
545.20

497.20
522.10
546.90

48.00
—
—

545.20
572.50
599.80

571.80

—

627.00

(i) Warehouse
Transport
Services Port
Horticultural
Services Mines,
and Towns,
Plants and
Area Services—
Dampier
Level 4
405.90
Level 3
454.40
Level 2
466.50
Level 1
497.20

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

453.90
502.40
514.50
545.20

48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00

453.90
502.40
514.50
545.20

—

572.50

TRADE
RELATIVITY
Base Trade
Level 3
100%
Level 2
105%
Level 1
110%
Special Class
115%
Mine and Port
Operations
Maintenance
Employees:
NON TRADE
Level 7
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
TRADE
RELATIVITY
Base Trade
Level 3—100%
Level 2—105%
Level 1—110%
Special Class—
115%
(g)

(ii) Port Operations
Employees
Level 4
405.90
Level 3
454.40
Level 2
466.50
Level 1
497.20
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Ancillary Services
Employees—

(ii) Transport Services Mines
Level 5
405.90
Level 4
454.40
Level 3
466.50
Level 2
497.20
Level 1
105% of
Level 2
522.10
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Current 3rd $8.00
Award Safety Net
Wage Adjustment
$
$

Wages

$
(iii) Services
Level 9
405.90
48.00
453.90
Level 8
413.60
48.00
461.60
Level 7
420.20
48.00
468.20
Level 6
432.30
48.00
480.30
Level 5
443.30
48.00
491.30
Level 4
454.40
48.00
502.40
Level 3
466.50
48.00
514.50
Level 2
477.50
48.00
525.50
Level 1
497.20
48.00
545.20
(h) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment
Principle pursuant to either the December 1993 State
Wage Decision, the December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage Decision. The
first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated safety
net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any wage
increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to
enterprise agreements or consent awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar
as that wage increase or part of it has not previously
been used to offset an arbitrated safety net adjustment.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
$10.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable from the beginning of the first pay period on or
after 14th day of November 1997
This arbitrated safety net adjustment shall be offset
against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received
by employees since 1 November 1991 whose wages
and conditions are regulated by this award and which
are above the wage rates prescribed in it, provided that
the above award payments include wages payable under an enterprise agreement in which absorption is not
contrary to the terms of the enterprise agreement.
Increases made under State Wage Case Principles prior
to November 1997, except those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset this
arbitrated safety net adjustment of $10.00 per week.
Furthermore the rates of pay in this award include the
arbitrated safety net adjustment payable under the June
1998 State Wage Case Decision. This arbitrated safety
net adjustments shall be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose
wages and conditions are regulated by this award and
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award.
Such above award payments include wages payable
pursuant to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the terms
of an agreement is not required.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
4. Division 2—Part 1. Clause 5. Service Payments—
A. Delete subclause (2) of this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
(2)
$
0-3 months’ continuous service
—
After 3 months’ continuous service
30.60
After 6 months’ continuous service
36.30
After 12 months’ continuous service
53.10
After 18 months’ continuous service
59.30
After 2 years’ continuous service
74.30
After 3 years’ continuous service
79.00
After 4 years’ continuous service
86.40
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$
After 5 years’ continuous service
94.30
After 6 years’ continuous service
98.70
After 7 years’ continuous service
103.30
B. Delete subparagraphs (6)(b)(i) and(ii)) of this clause
and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(6) (i) after 12 months’ experience with
the company
$8.20
(ii) after two years’ experience with
the company
$14.50
C. Delete subclauses (7), (8) and (9) of this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
(7) An employee who is employed in a position
which requires that employee to be the holder
of a statutory certificate of competence for
varying forms of engine driving work shall,
as determined by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission’s Order in
Matter No. CR 363 of 1980, be paid for all
purposes of this award—
(a) after twelve months’ continuous services from first being the holder of the
certificate, an allowance of $8.20 per
week;
(b) after two years’ continuous service
from first being the holder of the certificate, an allowance of $14.50 per
week.
(8) An employee to whom the provisions of
Clause 35.—Production Employees Skills
Acquisition and Career Path Programme applies, and whose classification attracts a Clause
32 wage rate equal to the base trade level or
above, shall be paid for all purposes of this
Award a multi-skilling increment allowance
as follows—
(a) after 12 months’ continuous service
from first being appointed to such a
classification, an allowance of $8.20
per week;
(b) after 2 years’ continuous service from
first being appointed to such a classification, an allowance of $14.50 per
week;
(c) provided always that no employee will
be paid an allowance pursuant to both
this subclause and the preceding
subclause.
(9) Mine and Port Operations Maintenance Employees—Level 3 whose primary duties
consist of inspecting and repairing the rail ore
wagons and associated tasks shall be paid for
all purposes of this Award a multi-skilling increment allowance as follows—
(a) after first 12 months’ continuous service from first being appointed to Level
3, an allowance of $8.20 per week;
(b) after two years’ continuous service
from first being appointed to Level 3,
an allowance of $14.50 per week.
5. Division 2—Part 1—Clause 7.—Disability Allowances
and Work Clothing: Delete paragraphs (5)(a) of this clause
and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(5) (a) The disability allowance shall be payable as a
weekly rate according to the following
levels—
Group
$ Per Week
1
31.50
2
26.30
3
20.00
4
8.30
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for variation of—
No variation resulting—
CLEANERS AND CARETAKERS (CAR AND
CARAVAN PARKS) AWARD 1975.
No. 5 of 1975.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Kings Parking Co. (WA) Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 38 of 1998.
13 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission to
vary the Cleaners and Caretakers (Car and Caravan Parks)
Award 1975;
AND WHEREAS a conference between the parties was
convened;
AND WHEREAS the applicant subsequently advised the
Commission that it wished to discontinue this application;
AND HAVING HEARD Ms D. MacTiernan on behalf of
the applicant and Mr G. Blyth on behalf of Chubb Security
Pty Ltd;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby order—
THAT the application be discontinued.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Kings Parking Co. (WA) Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1376 of 1997.
13 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission to
vary the Cleaners and Caretakers (Car and Caravan Parks)
Award 1975;
AND WHEREAS a conference between the parties was
convened;
AND WHEREAS the applicant subsequently advised the
Commission that it wished to discontinue this application;
AND HAVING HEARD Ms D. MacTiernan on behalf of
the applicant and Mr G. Blyth on behalf of Chubb Security
Pty Ltd;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby order—
THAT the application be discontinued.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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MINERAL SANDS INDUSTRY AWARD 1991.
No. A3 of 1991.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
MacMahon Contractors Pty Ltd and Another
and
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers and Others.
No. 1221 of 1998.
20 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 2 July 1998 the application cited herein was
filed in the Commission pursuant to section 40 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act); and
WHEREAS the matter was listed for hearing on 5 October
1998; and
WHEREAS on the aforementioned date there was no appearance entered on behalf of any of the respondents; and
WHEREAS at the aforementioned proceedings the Commission heard submissions on behalf of the applicants in
support of the application and the proceedings were adjourned;
and
WHEREAS by facsimile transmission on 6 October 1998
the Commission communicated with each of the respondent
unions advising that the proceeding had been conducted on 5
October 1998 whereat the Commission heard from the agent
for the applicants and the unions were invited to consent or
object to the Award being amended; and
WHEREAS on 16 October 1998 the Commission received
a facsimile transmission on behalf of the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union
of Australia, Western Australian Branch, objecting to the application; and
WHEREAS on 21 October 1998 the matter was listed for
the parties to Speak to the Minutes of the proposed order and
on that date adjourned for the parties who there entered an
appearance to consider alterations to the proposed order; and
WHEREAS on 23 April 1999 the Commission received a
facsimile transmission from the applicants requesting that the
application be withdrawn; and
WHEREAS on 23 April 1999 all respondents were notified
of the application to withdraw the substantial application;
AND WHEREAS no respondent has objected to the withdrawal of the application in the time allowed by the
Commission, or at all;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the power
conferred on it under the Act, hereby orders—
THAT this application be and is hereby withdrawn.
(Sgd.) C. B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—
Matters Dealt With—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE.
No. PSACR 34 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
10 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
FOLLOWING the Reasons for Decision regarding jurisdiction that issued on 18 January 1999, the matter was relisted
for hearing and determination. At the conclusion of that hearing, it became apparent that the union did not pursue a number
of the matters set out in the schedule attached to the memorandum of matters referred for hearing and determination. The
matters referred to in paragraphs (1)(a) and (b) are not pursued. As a result, the first part of the union’s claim now seeks—
“a declaration that the respondent has harshly and oppressively exercised its prerogative in that it has failed to
fairly and reasonably assess the systems and processes of
work thereby introducing a hazardous work practice.”
The second part of the Union’s claim seeks a finding that—
the respondent failed to notify the union as to the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government
Officers’ Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award;
the respondent has attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by Miss Ishmael and
other employees at an earlier time; and
the respondent has failed in its obligations as provided by
sections 8, 9, 29(1)(a), 29(1)(b), 29(1)(e), 30(b), 30(c)
and 30(d) of the Public Sector Management Act.
The Commission heard evidence from Susan Ishmael, a
Computer Service Operator employed by the respondent and
who has been transferred from her substantive position at its
Rockingham campus of the respondent to its Fremantle campus. The Commission also heard evidence from Alan Sefton,
the Information Systems Manager, and Mr John Wood, the
Human Resources Manager, of the respondent. As a result of
their evidence, I find as follows.
In approximately August 1997, the respondent came to the
conclusion that it was in its best interests to rotate the work
locations of the seven Computer Systems Operators at its five
campuses. Those campuses are Peel, Rockingham, Fremantle, Beaconsfield and Murdoch. The advantages of job rotation
seen by the respondent were that they would be exposed to
working with all aspects of information systems within the
college. Computer Systems Operators at the smaller campuses
would have the opportunity of working with systems available only at the larger campuses. Staff would have the
opportunity of working from their own initiative when on
smaller campuses where they are the Computer Systems Operators. Job rotation would enable staff to work closely with,
and learn from, their colleagues. Finally, it would rotate the
workload evenly and to all members of staff and ensure that
staff gain a wide range of skills. It would have the effect of
ensuring that the college would not be in a vulnerable position
if a staff member who was the only person with the particular
skills or knowledge left the college.
It is a matter of record that the introduction of the rotation
scheme, and its subsequent variations, led to such dissatisfaction amongst the Computer Systems Operators that they took
industrial action. One of their main concerns involved the travelling which would be involved for individual computer system
operators depending upon the campus to which they were being rotated at any point in time relative to their place of
residence. An issue also arose regarding the additional costs
that would need to be met by the Computer Systems
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Operators themselves in order to rotate from campus to campus. It is fair to say that the objectives of the rotation (Exhibit
No. B) were not of themselves in issue. Rather, it was the
consequence upon the individual Computer Systems Operators which was the cause of the difficulties. Indeed, it was the
travelling which was the final difficulty with the Computer
Systems Operators (transcript p.65) and following a number
of conferences before the Commission initiated by the union,
the respondent decided to abandon the rotation system.
In its place, the college decided to permanently transfer three
of the seven Computer Systems Operators. The evidence from
both Mr Sefton and Mr Wood is that the objectives sought to
be achieved by transferring the three Computer Systems Operators are the same as the advantages of the rotation scheme.
I note in particular the evidence of Mr Sefton (at page 68) that
the objectives under the transfer arrangement did not differ
from the objectives under the rotation system, at least so far as
the movement of staff was concerned. The movement of a
Computer Systems Operator who gains experience on another
site yields the same result. While I recognise, and accept, Mr
Wood’s evidence that a permanent transfer is different from a
rotation, there can be no doubt on the evidence before the
Commission that the decision to transfer the three Computer
Systems Operators was the alternate means of achieving the
same objectives as the respondent had sought to achieve by
rotating all of the Computer Systems Operators. Ms Ishmael
was transferred to the Fremantle campus from the Rockingham
campus. I note the evidence of Mr Sefton (at page 65) that the
reason for the transfer was precisely the same as for rotation
especially for the Fremantle campus. Further, the Fremantle
campus is the biggest campus and it lacked experienced staff.
The two experienced Computer Systems Operators were at
Rockingham and therefore one would be transferred. The person selected was Ms Ishmael and she was given notice on 6
April that she was to be transferred to the Fremantle campus
commencing 4 May 1999.
The Commission now turns to the Union’s claims. As the
Commission has stated in the earlier Reasons for Decision,
the issue before the Commission is whether the respondent’s
right to transfer Ms Ishmael (a right that was not challenged in
these proceedings) has been exercised so harshly or oppressively towards her as to amount to an abuse of that right.
Further, the jurisdiction of the Commission to consider the
issue is restricted to matters which are not embraced within
the relevant public sector standard. The Commission has had
regard for the two decisions of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission to which Ms Caiacob referred. In Health
Services Union of Australia v Australian Unity, Wahroonga
Friendship Village (10 April 1996, Print N0763), that Commission was required to consider a dispute concerning roster
changes and reclassification of one of the union’s members.
The Commission reiterated that it does not intervene in the
prerogative of management to run and organise its business in
the way in which it considers the most efficient manner. However the prerogative is subject to it not being exercised in a
manner that could be regarded as harsh, unjust or unreasonable. In contrast, in ACT Minister for Health v The Australian
Nursing Federation (11 March 1994 Print L2261), the Commission was prepared to take into account, in the context of
the Industrial Relations Reform Act 1993, that employees may
have selected the shift pattern they currently work primarily
because of family responsibilities involving child care and that
they should not be required, unless they freely agree, to alter
current shift patterns. It is also noteworthy that the issues discussed by the Commission in those two matters go to issues
that are covered by the relevant public sector standard in this
State and to that extent are matters outside jurisdiction. The
decisions are examples of transfers where the personal circumstances of employees were considered but may not be
sufficient to allow the Commission to arrive at a decision that
the changes are harsh, unjust or unreasonable. However, they
show a balancing of all factors which is the case in this jurisdiction also (s.26(1)(a)).
The first claim of the Union is that the respondent has introduced a hazardous work practice. There is no suggestion that
Ms Ishmael’s work is itself in any way hazardous. As I understand the claim it is directed to the driving from Rockingham
to Fremantle twice per day which is a necessary part of her
transfer to the Fremantle campus. Ms Ishmael gave evidence
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of her lack of confidence in driving following an apparently
serious motor vehicle accident she had suffered. However, this
evidence does not mean that the respondent is thereby introducing a hazardous work practice. A hazardous work practice
is one which would warrant the attention of the occupational
health and safety authorities to address the hazard. While driving may be hazardous, driving to and from work is a necessary
incident of employment for most, if not all, employees. Ms
Ishmael will obviously now have to drive further, and therefore for a longer period of time, than her position at
Rockingham required but it cannot be said that driving to and
from work is a hazardous work practice for her any more than
it can be said that a bus driver’s occupation constitutes a hazardous work practice. The Union’s first claim is not made out.
The claim that the respondent failed to notify the union as to
the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government Officers’ Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award
is also not made out. Whilst the clause prescribes that the transfer of officers to other locations can be a “significant effect”
and the employer is to notify the union where it has made a
definite decision to introduce major changes in production,
programme, organisation, structure or technology that are likely
to have significant effects on officers, I am not persuaded that
the transfer of Ms Ishmael can be called a major change as
intended by the clause.
The Union’s claim that the respondent has attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by Ms
Ishmael and other employees at an earlier time represents the
strongest ground for the Union in this matter. While I would
not conclude that the college has been “vexatious” there can
be little doubt that the respondent is attempting to achieve the
same objectives as would have been achieved by the rotation
system by the transfer of Ms Ishmael. The validity of those
objectives to the efficiency of the respondent is not itself under challenge.
Reference has already been made to the limited jurisdiction
of the Commission in issues relating to transfer. It needs to be
considered whether or not the ground relied upon by the Union is covered by one of the elements of the relevant public
sector standard. It is apparent that none of the nine elements
requiring compliance with the relevant public sector standard
can address the motives of the employer in its decision to transfer. Of the relevant elements of the public sector standards,
item 2.4 is the most apposite. It reads as follows—
The organisation’s and employees’ needs are taken into
account in the transfer decision.
This element was not debated at length during the course of
the hearing. It is clear from the evidence that Ms Ishmael’s
needs, at least in the detail she chose to convey, were taken
into account by Mr Wood in the decision to transfer her (exhibit K). However, the issue before the Commission is not
whether her needs were taken into account. It is whether the
respondent is seeking to introduce a process of work rejected
by Ms Ishmael and other employees at an earlier time. That is
not a matter within the relevant public sector standard. Accordingly, the Commission has the jurisdiction to deal with
this ground of the union’s claim.
It is apparent that the objections to the rotation system, particularly to the travelling and cost involved between
Rockingham and Fremantle, and which played its part in the
decision to abandon the rotation system, would also exist in
relation to the decision to transfer Ms Ishmael. Put simply, the
decision to transfer Ms Ishmael did nothing to address the
quite valid concerns regarding travelling and the cost to the
employee which was the reason for the industrial dispute which
in turn had been recognised by the respondent and which resulted in its abandonment of the rotation system.
Further, I have no doubt that the proximity between the decision to abandon the rotation system and to transfer meant
that the requirement to transfer was quite oppressive towards
Ms Ishmael. She had been active in identifying the difficulties
of travel and cost involved in rotation in her circumstances.
The decision to transfer her still left those problems unresolved.
Assuming that the respondent has the right to rotate the Computer Systems Operators, it decided not to continue to exercise
that right for the reasons already mentioned. Assuming that
the respondent has the right to transfer Ms Ishmael it is difficult to see how it could be fair for it to then do so given that
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the travelling and cost consequences for her are the same as if
she was rostered alternately at different campuses. Indeed,
the permanency of the transfer merely entrenched the duration of the problems. The severity of these problems is, in my
view, borne out by the medical condition that has resulted in
Ms Ishmael’s continuing absence from work.
There is also considerable force in the Union’s submission
that for the transfer to achieve the stated objectives, the respondent would have to transfer Ms Ishmael to another campus
at some future time. Otherwise, she would, eventually, be restricted to the computer system at one location. Therefore,
although I note the evidence of the respondent that the transfer
is permanent, it must involve a compromise of the respondent’s stated objectives. If Ms Ishmael’s transfer will not achieve
the respondent’s own objectives then in the circumstances of
this case, the transfer should not stand.
I therefore find that the union has succeeded in showing that
the transfer of Ms Ishmael was merely the alternative attempt
by the respondent to introduce the process of work rejected by
Ms Ishmael and other employees at an earlier time. For that
reason, I would find the transfer of Ms Ishmael to be oppressive to her and I would order that the transfer be revoked. I do
not find it necessary to consider the allegation of the Union
that the respondent has failed in its obligations in certain sections of the Public Sector Management Act.
A minute of proposed order now issues.
Appearances: Mr D. Newman on behalf of the applicant.
Ms J. Caiacob on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated
and
Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE.
No. PSACR 34 of 1998.
12 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING HEARD Mr D. Newman on behalf of the applicant
and Ms J. Caiacob on behalf of the respondent the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
1. THAT the transfer of Susan Ishmael is hereby revoked; and
2. THAT Susan Ishmael be returned to her previous position at the Rockingham campus.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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UNFAIR DISMISSAL/
CONTRACTUAL
ENTITLEMENTS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kim Douglas Adamini
and
Theodore William Arthur Harris and Ada Ellen Harris.
No. 144 of 1996.
13 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS: The respondents, Theodore
(“Theo”) and Ada Harris own a licensed fishing vessel the
Maureen Joy which fishes for rock lobster and upon which the
applicant had been employed as a deckhand on several different occasions. Theo Harris, a person certificated to skipper the
vessel also usually acted in that role, his son, Colin Harris
who is also so certificated usually worked on board the vessel
as a deckhand but on occasions replaced his father as skipper
of the vessel. One other person, also a deckhand, usually constituted the crew for the vessel. Mr Adamini worked for the
respondents as the second deckhand upon the maintenance and
preparation of the Maureen Joy prior to the commencement of
the 1995/96 rock lobster fishing season, and subsequently he
worked on board the vessel. On 25 January 1996 Mr Adamini
viewed his employment as ended by Colin Harris.
The Notice of Application which commenced this matter
before the Commission was filed on 7 February 1996 and alleges that the respondents unfairly dismissed the applicant who
had been engaged upon a fixed term contract for the period 15
November 1995 to 30 June 1996, the rock lobster fishing season. The remedy sought therein is reinstatement in employment.
The 1995/1996 rock lobster season concluded before the claims
made came to hearing before the Commission. At the outset of
the proceedings Counsel for the applicant abandoned the claim
for reinstatement and was granted leave to amend the application to include the claim that the applicant had not been paid
benefits due to him under his contract of employment, that
being, “wages arising from a fixed term of contract of employment calculated at $120.00 per bag of the Respondents’
boat’s catch for the period 26th January 1996 to and including
the 30th June 1996 plus a bonus less wages received by the
Applicant from other employment during that period”.
It is denied by the respondents that Mr Adamini was dismissed from his employment and it is asserted that he
repudiated the contract of employment. The contract of employment was said not to be for a fixed term and although
entered into for the 1995/96 season it was able to be terminated by the applicant or the respondents during the season.
The contract is also said not to have included some of the
terms claimed by the applicant.
Mr Adamini is a bricklayer by trade and had been plying his
trade when Colin Harris invited him to work as a deckhand for
the 1995/96 season. Express terms of employment were offered by Colin Harris. These were accepted by Mr Adamini
on the day following the offer, or thereabouts. The undisputed
terms of the contract were that Mr Adamini would be paid
$100.00 per bag of the rock lobster catch for a period at the
beginning of the season and $120.00 per bag thereafter. The
lesser bag rate was to apply while Theo Harris skippered the
vessel and his son and the applicant worked as deckhands.
The greater bag rate was to apply when Theo Harris ceased to
act as skipper and Colin Harris assumed that role after which
the applicant would serve as the only deckhand. It is also common ground that the Maureen Joy would cease fishing for an
unspecified period during January 1996. According to the applicant, the vessel was to resume fishing after the January break
with Colin Harris as the skipper, and consequently from whatever date in January 1996 that occurred, he would thereafter
be paid the higher rate of $120.00 per bag of the catch, and
furthermore, he would also be paid a bonus at the end of the
season. It is denied by the respondents that the applicant had
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been informed there was a particular time at which Theo Harris
would cease, and Colin Harris would commence to skipper
the vessel, and it is further denied that there was any undertaking to pay Mr Adamini a bonus at the end of the season.
It is apposite that I provide some background to the events
which occurred in January of 1996. From the beginning of the
season until 5 January 1996 the Maureen Joy operated away
from Geraldton at a location described as Cliffhead and where
Theo Harris and Colin Harris each own separate shacks. During this period the applicant lodged with Colin Harris in the
shack owned by him.
The Maureen Joy ceased fishing on 5 January 1996 and did
not return to fishing until 29 January 1996. There is no evidence to indicate whether or not, when the vessel ceased
fishing, there was a stipulated date at which the vessel would
return to fishing. It was understood by the applicant that during the period that the Maureen Joy was in Geraldton there
was work to be done on the vessel in relation to the propeller,
and underneath her hull was to be repainted. There might also
be other work associated with the vessel which he could be
required to perform.
Following her return to Geraldton on 7 January 1996 the
vessel was lifted from the water and positioned on a hard standing area nearby to the Geraldton wharf facilities. There the
vessel remained until her return to the water on 25 January
1996 to sea trial a propeller which Theo Harris had brought
from Perth the previous day. That propeller proved to be unsuitable and arrangements were made to again lift the vessel
from the water on 27 January 1996, replace the propeller, and
immediately thereafter return the vessel to the water. During
the period that the Maureen Joy was in dry dock her propeller
was removed and replaced, an oil change was performed upon
her engine, some windows were resealed, several cleaning
functions were performed on different parts of the vessel, and
underneath the hull was repainted, principally by Colin Harris.
Theo Harris was involved in the work to some degree. Mr
Adamini did not assist with any of this work.
It was apparently clear to those concerned that the break in
January 1996 would be for a period longer than whatever work
to be done on the vessel would occupy. Although Mr Adamini
was to assist with whatever work the respondents required
him to perform upon the vessel, he was otherwise free to do
what he wished during the break. Apparently no date was set
for work to commence on the Maureen Joy, or if it had, none
had been advised to Mr Adamini. It was known to Colin Harris
that there would be a period within the break during which the
applicant would be unavailable to assist with work. According to Mr Adamini he had informed Colin Harris of both the
reason for, and length of, his unavailability during the break
which was a commitment to perform five days of bricklaying
work.
Colin Harris says he worked upon the vessel while in dry
dock, five days out of each seven and on average from 8am
until 4pm or 4.30pm each of those days, except for a break
between approximately 12noon and 1pm daily. According to
the applicant, whilst the vessel was in dry dock, and prior to
25 January 1996, he made many attempts to contact either
Theo Harris or Colin Harris in order to ascertain whether he
was required to perform work on the vessel, and this he says
he did by numerous visits to each of, the hard stand area, the
home of Theo and Ada Harris, a work shed and property owned
by them, and by telephoning their home, all without success.
The place at which Colin Harris had lodgings during the break
was not known to Mr Adamini.
There is evidence from Richard Charles Grose that Mr
Adamini performed five days of bricklaying work for him
during January 1996 and that prior to the performance of that
work he had visited the hard stand area with the applicant on
“a couple” of occasions. There is also evidence from Tracey
Anne Cope, the defacto wife of Mr Adamini, that she accompanied Mr Adamini to the hard stand area during her lunch
break on 5 to 8 occasions commencing from approximately
one week after the Maureen Joy arrived in Geraldton from
Cliffhead. Given the testimony of Mr Grose regarding the period in early January during which he kept check on the yard
and work shed owned by the respondents for the purpose of
gaining access to scaffolding stored there, and that Mr Adamini
obtained the key to gain that access a few days later, I am
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satisfied that the key was obtained on 17 January 1996 as stated
by Theo Harris. This also fits with the recollection of Ada
Harris that on or about 18 January 1996 Theo Harris told her
that Mr Adamini had obtained the key from him. I therefore
conclude that Mr Adamini obtained the key on 17 January
1996 and that it was following this date that he performed the
five days of bricklaying work, after which he returned the key
to the respondents’ home. Ada Harris recollects that on 25
January 1996, the day after her husband returned from Perth
with a propeller for the vessel, Mr Adamini visited their home
to obtain pay that was due to him and return a key. At the time
Mr Adamini indicated a wish to speak with Theo Harris who
was then occupied with visitors and it was arranged that he
return that evening to speak to Theo. Mr Adamini gave no
indication why he wished to speak to Theo Harris and he did
not return that evening, nor subsequent thereto. The key to the
workshed I find was returned to Ada Harris on 25 January
1996.
Between the return of the Maureen Joy to Geraldton and 12
January 1996 Ada Harris was absent from the family home
each day for the period of approximately 11.30am to 1.00pm
attending swimming lessons with her visiting grandchildren
whom she later accompanied to Perth on 15 January, and then
returned to Geraldton herself on 16 January 1996. There were
some afternoons prior to 25 January 1996 that Ada Harris was
absent from home for periods which she estimated were of
one or two hours duration. Ada Harris says she was present at
the family home most evenings in the material period.
It is the evidence of Theo Harris that he returned to Geraldton
from Cliffhead on or about 6 January 1996 and that, save for
one weekend, and the period 21 – 24 January 1996 when he
was in Perth, he remained in Geraldton and that he was either
at home or at his work shed during each day and was readily
contactable. About 10 or 12 January 1996 Theo Harris received
a telephone call from Ms Cope inquiring about the pay due to
Mr Adamini and an explanation was given to her regarding
the delay in payment and that such had occurred because of a
changed payment interval. Theo Harris says that Ms Cope
commented that Mr Adamini had not been aware of the changed
interval for payment and his retort to that was that Mr Adamini
was unaware of the change because he had not made contact
since his return to Geraldton. Ms Cope was equivocal whether
there was comment by Theo Harris which raised the absence
of contact from the applicant.
It is the further testimony of Theo Harris that he also commented to Ms Cope that Mr Adamini “seemed to have the
shits with the world”, to which she replied, “Oh, no, it wasn’t
you, it was Colin”. Ms Cope denies that this exchange occurred between Theo Harris and herself.
Theo Harris says Mr Adamini first made contact with him
on 17 January 1996 when he arrived at his home and obtained
the key to the work shed and yard from him so as to retrieve
scaffolding stored there. According to Theo Harris, because
he had had no contact from Mr Adamini before that date, and
because nothing had been said by him about the work to be
done or his employment, he, Theo Harris, decided to raise the
matter with Mr Adamini when he returned the key. Theo Harris
says that he asked the applicant to return the key promptly to
him however that did not occur. Some five or six days later the
key was returned to his home but not to him personally.
Both Theo and Colin Harris say they each attempted to contact the applicant at his home via telephone on two or three
occasions, with regard to work but were unsuccessful.
I believe Mr Adamini exaggerated the extent to which he
attempted to make contact with either Theo Harris or Colin
Harris, however I am satisfied that he did make a number of
attempts to contact them and that most of those attempts probably occurred prior to the five day period he worked upon
bricklaying for Mr Grose.
Before dealing with what passed between Colin Harris and
Mr Adamini on 25 January 1996, it is appropriate to consider
some preceding events. A conversation occurred between them
on the jetty at Cliffhead about the time they ceased fishing. At
that time Mr Adamini felt that the attitude of Colin Harris
towards him had deteriorated and he therefore sought to establish where he stood. Mr Adamini questioned whether Colin
Harris wanted him to return to fishing after the January break
and he responded and said it was for Mr Adamini to decide
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whether he did, or did not, return to fishing after the break. Mr
Adamini says he replied, “okay, then” and walked away. Colin
Harris says there was no reply from Mr Adamini and he simply walked away. Mr Adamini departed satisfied that he would
continue in employment after the January break. Colin Harris
held the view that the matter had not been settled and it remained for Mr Adamini to decide whether he wished to return
to fishing. Colin Harris expressed the opinion to the Commission that Mr Adamini “…wasn’t interested in what he was
doing. He didn’t have his heart in the job.” That the conversation occurred regarding the continuation of employment, and
that Colin Harris did not directly answer the question posed,
nor did he attempt to encourage or discourage a continuation
of the employment, and given that they had been friends for
some time, the overall tenor of their exchange reflects that
their personal and working relationship had waned.
Mr Adamini and Colin Harris had been friends and Colin
Harris had lodged with Mr Adamini and Ms Cope for a few
weeks prior to the start of the rock lobster season. On the Saturday following the return of the Maureen Joy to Geraldton,
ie. 13 January 1996, according to the sequence and version of
events given by Colin Harris, he visited the home of Mr
Adamini and Ms Cope without prior arrangement. Mr Adamini
was not present and Colin Harris spoke with Ms Cope and
retrieved a swag owned by him. Ms Cope alleges that on the
material Saturday Colin Harris said to her, “it probably wasn’t
a good idea that Kim (Adamini) came back to work” to which
she responded to the effect that he ought discuss the matter
directly with Mr Adamini. Colin Harris denies that he expressed
any view regarding Mr Adamini’s employment and says that
he asked Ms Cope to tell the applicant to meet him at the vessel on the hard stand on the following Monday, ie. 15 January
1996. Mr Adamini asserts that Colin Harris retrieved the swag
and spoke with Ms Cope on Saturday, 20 January 1996. That
he says occurred although Colin Harris had telephoned him
on 18 January and it had then been arranged firstly, that he
retrieve his swag the following night, 19 January 1996, and
secondly, he would also speak with Colin Harris about his
intentions regarding work which Colin Harris had queried.
After the visit by Colin Harris, Ms Cope informed him that
Colin Harris had said that it was not a good idea for him to
return to work.
Upon being so informed by Ms Cope, Mr Adamini says he
sought legal advice “to find out (his) rights” and in the following week he attempted to locate Colin Harris and finally met
with him on 25 January 1996.
On 25 January 1996 Mr Adamini visited the work shed and
yard to speak with Colin Harris. The subject of work was
broached by Mr Adamini. Although each has a different version of what was said, Mr Adamini plainly sought to establish
where he stood regarding his employment. On his version,
Colin Harris then stated, “Theo thought it wouldn’t be a good
idea if you came back. Your heart is not in your job”. According to Colin Harris he was asked “Well do you want me back
or not?” to which he replied “Oh, it’s probably not for the
best.” Mr Adamini then made mention of the pre-season maintenance work he had performed upon the Maureen Joy and
that he ought be recompensed for that work. Colin Harris proposed that the value of that work be set off against unpaid
work he had performed when assisting Mr Adamini with bricklaying. Mr Adamini rejected the proposition and Colin Harris
then suggested that he address the matter for recompense with
Theo Harris. It was subsequent to this event that Mr Adamini
visited the house of Theo and Ada Harris on 25 January 1996.
Mr Adamini stated that his meeting with Colin Harris on 25
January 1996 occurred in the “following week” to that in which
he obtained legal advice, given his usage of the term “week”
elsewhere, such is a reference to the week reckoned from
Monday to Sunday which next followed upon the Saturday
visit of Colin Harris.
If Mr Adamini were correct that his ill fated meeting with
Colin Harris on Thursday 25 January 1996 occurred in the
week which followed the week in which he obtained legal
advice, based on the reasonable presumption that the advice
was not obtained on the same weekend Colin Harris had the
conversation with Ms Cope, the Saturday conversation could
not have happened on 20 January and would have had to have
happened on the previous Saturday, 13 January 1996, as Colin
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Harris claims. However, given the thrust of the statement allegedly made by Colin Harris, and that it is said to have
prompted the seeking of legal advice, had such been uttered
on 13 January 1996 it is beyond belief that Mr Adamini would
not have raised it when he obtained the key on 17 January
1996. Hence I believe that the visit of Colin Harris to pick up
his swag occurred on 20 January 1996 as Mr Adamini claims
and the applicant is mistaken as to when he obtained legal
advice.
It is uncontested evidence that Mr Adamini had obtained
legal advice prior to speaking with Colin Harris on 25 January
1996. Colin Harris is said not to have been present at the workshop when Mr Adamini arrived but arrived after he had waited
at the premises two hours. Colin Harris asserts that he was
present when Mr Adamini arrived and that he was about to
lock the premises and depart.
Theo Harris told the Commission there was only one key to
the workshop and yard and that key was, on the evidence of
Ada Harris, not returned into their possession by the applicant
until after he met with Colin Harris on 25 January 1996. Hence
I conclude that the workshop and yard were not unlocked and
Colin Harris could not have been on the premises and about to
depart at the time Mr Adamini arrived. The evidence of Mr
Adamini is therefore to be preferred and I find that he arrived
at the workshop and yard ahead of Colin Harris and I also find
that he waited in the vicinity of two hours before Colin Harris
arrived.
That the applicant waited at the workshop and yard for the
length of time that he did in order to meet with Colin Harris,
compared with each of his previous attempts to contact Colin
Harris which were no more than passing visits, indicates that
Mr Adamini had a more compelling reason and therefore a
greater determination to meet with Colin Harris than had previously been the case. In am in no doubt that this visit was
prompted by what Colin Harris was alleged to have said to Ms
Cope, and probably also influenced by the legal advice received, and was embarked upon in order to establish directly
with Colin Harris exactly where he stood regarding his employment.
Although there is no evidence as to the dates when Colin
Harris worked upon the Maureen Joy in January, the vessel
had been in dry dock thirteen days at 20 January and was returned to the water five days later and therefore I believe that
Colin Harris had completed much of the maintenance work
prior to 20 January 1996. That the applicant had failed to assist with the maintenance work or to enquire whether he was
required to work knowing there was work to be done, I am
satisfied, served to reinforce with Colin Harris the opinion he
held at the time the vessel ceased fishing ie. Mr Adamini was
not interested, and “(he) didn’t have his heart” in the job. He
therefore preferred that the employment of Mr Adamini be
ended and he not return to fishing, a state of mind I am sure
Colin Harris arrived at by 20 January, and which he translated
into the statement to Ms Cope on 20 January 1996 she claims
was made to her.
Neither Theo nor Ada Harris had any direct dealings with
Mr Adamini regarding the terms of his engagement to work
for them. Mr Adamini was known to them, he was considered
suitable for re-employment and Colin Harris was authorised
to offer him employment on specified terms. Mr Adamini conveyed his acceptance of the employment proposal to Colin
Harris. Throughout this process Colin Harris acted for, and on
behalf of his parents, the employers of the applicant. What
organisation and control there was of Mr Adamini in relation
to the performance of pre-season work upon the Maureen Joy
was exercised by Colin Harris. It is self evident that during the
time Colin Harris would skipper the Maureen Joy he would be
the person to whom the applicant would answer in his daily
work. Hence, in light of what Colin Harris had said to Ms
Cope, it is not surprising that Mr Adamini went to Colin Harris
to address the matter with him.
Colin Harris professed to have the power to “hire and fire,”
ie the decision to engage or dismiss a deckhand only during
the times he acts in the role of skipper and has charge of the
vessel. Theo Harris gave no evidence regarding this assertion.
Notwithstanding Theo Harris only made express mention of
holding that power when “on board”, which I have taken to
mean whilst he acted in the role of skipper, such generally
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resided with him as the employer and is evident from his decision that Mr Adamini be engaged and his authorisation of Colin
Harris to proceed with that.
I am not convinced by Mr Adamini that Colin Harris indicated to him that his father did not want him to return to fishing.
What he says he imparted to Mr Adamini on the day, that is, it
would be better if he did not return, is consistent in substance
to that he conveyed to Ms Cope five days earlier. Although
Colin Harris did not admit that it suited him not to have Mr
Adamini return to fishing, I believe he genuinely did not attempt to effect a dismissal, nor did he purport to do so in the
name of his father. He certainly conveyed to Mr Adamini his
view that he ought not return. There was however no imperative he not return, consequently it was for the applicant to
accept or reject the idea. Mr Adamini mistakenly concluded
he had been dismissed. Absent a dismissal, there was no unfair dismissal and the claim made pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) therefore fails.
It is unfortunate that Mr Adamini did not return to the home
of Ada and Theo Harris and avail himself of the opportunity to
address the matter with Theo Harris on the evening of 25 January 1996. Theo Harris although aware there was some conflict
between his son and Mr Adamini, he was unaware of the events
of that day. According to Theo Harris he was satisfied to continue the employment of Mr Adamini. A position I believe to
be genuine and subsequently evidenced by his preparedness
to have the applicant return fishing immediately upon becoming aware that Mr Adamini believed himself to have been
dismissed.
What were the terms of the contract of employment? Colin
Harris suggested to his father, Theo Harris, that Mr Adamini
was likely to be available for employment. Theo Harris approved of Mr Adamini and set the terms of employment for
his son to convey to the applicant. Those terms did not provide for a bonus or the declaration of a date at which he would
cease to skipper the vessel. Colin Harris says his father had
indicated he would cease to skipper during the season but did
not indicate when that would occur, however he did know that
Theo Harris would continue as skipper after the proposed January break. The previous season Theo Harris had relinquished
the role as skipper at the end of March.
It was plain on the evidence that Colin Harris did not have,
and understood he did not have, the general authority to set
the terms of engagement and to effect an engagement, or the
dismissal, of Mr Adamini. He was said to have the authority
to engage and dismiss a deckhand when he acted as skipper
and the vessel and crew were in his charge. That being so, I do
not consider it feasible that Colin Harris offered to engage Mr
Adamini on terms, and under a condition, different to those he
plainly understood his father had set. Hence I conclude that a
bonus was not a term of the employment contract and the
$120.00 per bag rate was to apply from when Theo Harris
relinquished the role of shipper, at a date to be later decided or
disclosed by him. Additionally, had there been some mention
of a bonus it could be viewed no higher than a possible consideration there being no promise in quantum, nor a promised
scheme of calculation to deliver a quantum.
Mr Adamini was engaged to work the 1995/1996 season.
That also involved work prior to the start of the actual fishing
season and may have involved some minor work at the end
thereof. The applicant claims that his engagement was by nature for a fixed term.
According to Theo and Colin Harris, and Bevan James
Taylor, a deckhand of approximately thirteen years experience,
it is common practice in the industry for deckhands to be engaged for “the season” but that is not intended to mean, nor
does it mean, that the employer and the deckhand are bound to
each other for the length of the season. Deckhands are entitled
to end their employment during the season, or the employer
may terminate the employment, some commonplace reasons
being the like of tardiness or unsatisfactory performance. Mr
Adamini was not asked to indicate what was his understanding of being engaged for the season meant when he accepted
the offer made to him. Nor was he asked if he agreed that the
practice within the industry was that evidenced on behalf of
the respondents. Notwithstanding, the conversation between
Mr Adamini and Colin Harris on the jetty at Cliffhead reveals
that the applicant did not view the relationship as one where
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the respondents were bound to retain his services and equally
the reply he received from Colin Harris indicated was that Mr
Adamini was not bound to continue his employment. Furthermore, on 25 January 1996 when Colin Harris is alleged to
have dismissed the applicant, Mr Adamini gave no indication
that he viewed the employment as subject to a fixed term. He
had previously obtained legal advice and consequently had
the opportunity to establish his alleged contract rights. He did
not however assert that he was contracted to the end of the
season and that carried with it certain rights or entitlements,
or obligations for his employers. The concern expressed by
Mr Adamini was only obliquely related to the overall earnings
he might have received in relation to the remainder of the season. The earnings received whilst fishing, when dependent upon
the catch, are paid in satisfaction for the work entailed with
fishing, and for whatever maintenance work is performed preseason, in-season and post-season. Mr Adamini viewed it as
unfair that he had performed what to his mind was more than
reasonable pre-season work and which had not been recompensed by his earnings to that time.
I accept as correct that it is the industry practice to engage
deckhands with reference to the current season but that the
contracts entered into are terminable during the season. Plainly
the respondents did not intend to engage Mr Adamini on a
fixed term contract nor am I convinced that he accepted the
employment upon the understanding that it had that character
and was therefore able to be lawfully terminated either by him,
or alternatively by his employers. The material employment
contract was not for a fixed term.
In light of the foregoing conclusions upon the terms of the
contract I turn to deal with the claims, introduced by amendment, that Mr Adamini has been denied benefits he was due
under his contract of employment. They are twofold, firstly,
that a sum of wages is due based on the premise that a fixed
term contract had existed, and secondly, that a bonus payment
had been promised, both of which the Commission has found
were not terms of the contract of employment. The claims
made pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act will therefore be
dismissed.
Appearances: Mr D. Armstrong (of Counsel) on behalf of
the applicant
Mr I. Morrison (of Counsel) and with him Mr E. Leach (of
Counsel) on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kim Douglas Adamini
and
Theodore William Arthur Harris and Ada Ellen Harris.
No. 144 of 1996.
13 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Armstrong (of Counsel) on behalf of
the applicant and Mr I. Morrison (of Counsel) and with him
Mr E. Leach (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the power conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application, as amended by leave of the Commission, be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Lee Boyd
and
Top Gear Wreckers.
No. 54 of 1999.
13 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY: This application is brought
pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979. By it Lee Boyd (“the applicant”) claims he has been
denied contractual benefits due him under a contract of employment with Top Gear Wreckers (“the respondent”) of 25
Wotton Street, Bayswater WA 6053. The entitlements claimed
as due are accrued holiday pay ($270.10) and one week’s pay
in lieu of notice ($584.00), both figures being said to be before any taxation deductions.
The matter was listed for conciliation proceedings but, while
the applicant attended at the time listed, there was no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent and the conference did
not proceed. Being satisfied that any further attempt at conciliation would be unavailing, the claim was referred for hearing
and determination.
The hearing proceeded on 7 May 1999. Notices of that hearing were forwarded to each party. The applicant represented
himself at that hearing. There was no appearance by or on
behalf of the respondent at any time.
Notwithstanding the absence of any appearance by or for
the respondent the onus to prove his claim on the balance of
probabilities lay with the applicant.
The applicant made submissions and gave sworn evidence.
He also produced a copy of a document headed “Centrelink
Employment Separation Certificate” identifying him as an
employee, he says, of the previous owner of the business.
The applicant’s evidence can be summarised as follows. He
had been employed by the previous owner of the business.
That employment ceased at the time the business was sold
with all entitlements then due being paid out. The applicant
was employed in the business after the new owners took over.
This employment was full time and commenced on 11 November 1998. The respondent’s business involves motor vehicle
wrecking and sales of parts. The applicant’s duties included
counter sales work, retailing of parts, some mechanical work
and assisting in the workshop. The business is managed by a
Mr Gavin Nevin. The agreed rate of pay was $450.00 nett
after taxation. That rate was paid weekly without exception
by the respondent until the employment was terminated by
Nevin on 23 December 1998. The applicant says the employment was terminated after he refused to take a pay reduction
of $100.00 nett per week. According to him the dismissal was
effected without notice and no payment in lieu of notice was
made. While the applicant considers the termination was unfair, he says that as he has found other employment he decided
not pursue that claim. What he seeks is an order for payment
of entitlements particularised above, which he says are due
under the contract.
Having had the advantage of seeing the applicant in the witness box I am satisfied as to his credibility in this matter and
having regard for the evidence I have concluded that there
was a contract of employment in the terms claimed by the
applicant and that the employment ended in the manner described by him and without any payment in lieu of notice.
While it appears that notice of termination was not a condition discussed by the parties on entering into the contract I
consider it open to imply, on the basis of weekly payment of
wages, that it was a term of the contract that one week’s notice
of termination applied, and in lieu, an equivalent payment.
And I accept that the claim for a pro rata entitlement to annual
leave has been made out and that the accrual amounted to 18.5
hours at the point of termination for the sum claimed. An order for the sums claimed will issue.
Appearances: The applicant appeared on his own behalf.
There was no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Lee Boyd
and
Top Gear Wreckers.
No. 54 of 1999.

13 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and there being no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent, now
therefore, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 do hereby order —
THAT Top Gear Wreckers pay the sum of $1,054.10 to
Lee Boyd, of PO Box 549 Mirrabooka WA 6061 within
fourteen (14) days of the 12th day of May 1999.
(Sgd.) S. A. CAWLEY,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kevin Wayne Clarke
and
Quinns Baptist College Inc.
No. 2240 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
2 June 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant claims that he has
been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from his employment with the Respondent. The Applicant seeks
reinstatement and compensation for the unfair dismissal. The
essence of the Respondent’s position is set out in its Notice of
Answer and Counter Proposal which is—
“The College effected termination with effect from 31
December 1998, having originally intended to so act in
May 1998, but retracting from that position in the belief
that it was contractually bound to observe the terms of
the ‘one year contract’.
The decision to so terminate was made on the basis of the
unsatisfactory teaching performance of Mr Clarke’s in
the Year 4 class up to May 1998, and in particular his
inadequacies relating to (but no isolated to) discipline
measures in his Class, and also with student supervision.
The College had put in place, in respect of such matters,
a range of measures to assist in the overcoming of those
inadequacies. No satisfactory resolutions of the problems,
however, were forthcoming.
The College was therefore obliged to relieve Mr Clarke
of the responsibility of the Year 4 class. Ultimately, a
Support position was created within the College for him,
until the end of the year. Such position was not replicated
in 1999.”
The Commission has heard evidence from the Applicant;
from Carrie Marguerite Olsen, who was employed by the Respondent in 1998; Nicola Clair Susan Carey, who was
employed as a teacher for the Respondent between 1996 and
1997; Ann Geraldine Ford, the parent of a student attending
the Respondent’s school; Russell Robert George Hunt, a teacher
employed by the Respondent; Lucy Fiona Twining, the Respondent’s Principal; and Christopher Gerald Robinson, the
Chairman of the Board of the Respondent.
I have considered all of the evidence in this matter. I do not
intend to recite all aspects of it, but set out below the essential
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elements of that evidence and my conclusions about the circumstances of the Applicant’s employment and termination.
The Applicant’s employment commenced at the beginning
of 1998 following his applying for and being interviewed for
a position as a teacher. He received a letter dated 21 November 1998 which offered him employment under certain
conditions. The relevant parts of that letter state—
“Dear Kevin
The Board of the Quinns Baptist College wishes to extend to you an offer for the appointment as the Year 4
teacher. The potential for this College as a Christian ministry depends in a large part on our faithfulness,
perseverance and prayer. We trust that the vision which
led you to apply for this position will be sustained and
realised.
We would like you to commence this position as of 21st
January, 1998 which is one week prior to the school year
beginning, under the following conditions.
1. Salary is paid according to the Independent Schools
Teachers’ Award as supplemented by enterprise bargaining, with a base annual salary of a Bachelor of
Arts (Education).
2. Staff and students attend in accordance with the published Association of Independent Schools of Western
Australia dates as modified by this College.
3. Staff are initially appointed on a one year contract.
During the year, the Principal will conduct term reviews and face to face conferences to ascertain
personal performance levels for staff. At the end of
the year, the contract may be terminated, renewed,
or a permanent position offered.
Our decision to invite you to this appointment follows
our consideration of your professional qualifications and
Christian life. It is also a condition of your employment
that each of these is suitably maintained as seen in formal
association, and in your personal life and growth.
I trust that this offer is acceptable and request that you
sign one copy of the acceptance and return it to me as
soon as possible.
Yours sincerely”
(Exhibit A1 (KC 1))
The letter of employment dated 21 November 1997 refers to
staff being initially appointed on a one year contract, during
which time performance will be reviewed. At the end of the
year, the contract may be terminated, renewed or a permanent
position offered. From the evidence, particularly that of Mr
Robinson, I conclude that if the performance of the teacher
was satisfactory at the completion of the year, then a permanent position would be offered. I will deal later with whether
this was the contract which existed between the parties at the
time the employment terminated.
The circumstances which existed prior to the Applicant’s
employment include that in 1997, the Year 3 had been a difficult class, if not the most difficult class within the school. I
accept the evidence that there was a good deal of concern by
parents about the level of noise, the amount of disruption and
the lack of control in the class. There was sufficient parental
concern for matters to have been raised with the Respondent
prior to 1998. There is evidence that the teacher of the Year 3
class in 1997 had experienced real difficulties in managing
that class. When the Applicant commenced teaching the Year
4 class at the beginning of 1998, the problems experienced in
the previous year still existed. The difficult Year 3 class from
1997 became the difficult Year 4 class for 1998. During the
Applicant’s job interview, it was put to him that the class which
the Respondent proposed to allocate to the Applicant was a
difficult one. I note that although one disruptive student from
the previous year was no longer there, the Applicant gave evidence that of the 28 or 29 students within the class, seven
students had learning difficulties, two of whom had attention
deficit disorder and had to take medication. Ms Twining’s evidence included that a number of these students had failed in
previous years because of problems experienced. The Applicant was a newly qualified, inexperienced teacher. The
Respondent allocated him this difficult class.
There can be no doubt that the Applicant had problems in
managing and controlling this class. During the first term, the
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Principal attempted to assist the Applicant to identify and implement strategies to overcome these problems. I am satisfied
that there were informal discussions between Ms Twining and
the Applicant during this period about the difficulties which
Ms Twining had observed in the Applicant attempting to control this class. The formal assessment dated 9 April 1998,
undertaken by Ms Twining of the Applicant’s performance,
clearly raised issues of this nature but it did so in an encouraging and helpful manner. The attached evaluation shows that a
vast majority of the ratings for the Applicant were either average (12) or fair (17), with punctuality, general room appearance
and classroom control being rated as poor. Only friendliness
and co-operation, and health were rated as good. There were
no categories in which the Applicant was rated as excellent
(Exhibit A1 (KC 3)).
The Applicant was to discuss this report and evaluation with
the Principal, however, no appointment eventuated and there
is dispute between the parties as to why this did not occur and
who is at fault. The Applicant’s failure to make this appointment angered Ms Twining but she did not raise this matter
with the Applicant.
During the first couple of weeks of Term 2, a number parents raised concerns with Ms Twining about control of the
Year 4 class. Ms Twining was also gravely concerned about
what she saw as an explosive situation. Ms Twining discussed
the matter with Mr Robinson and on Friday 8 May 1998, Mr
Robinson spoke with the Applicant. Mr Robinson has given
evidence that during this discussion, the Applicant became
distressed and started crying. He says that he did not raise
with the Applicant the prospect that the Respondent would
terminate the Applicant’s employment but encouraged the
Applicant to think about his career choice.
Mr Robinson says that Exhibit R7 is a list of those matters
he discussed with the Applicant during that meeting. I have
serious reservations as to whether this is so and believe that it
is unlikely that a person in Mr Robinson’s position would, in
the circumstances of this discussion with the Applicant, discuss the re-allocation of particular teachers to particular
classrooms as a means of resolving the difficulty. It is more
likely that this list was drawn up during discussions with Ms
Twining or at some time other than in discussions with the
Applicant.
In any event, Mr Robinson and the Applicant spoke further
on 11 May 1998. During those discussions it was suggested
that the Applicant resign. The Respondent contends that during this discussion the Applicant indicated an intention to
resign. However, no resignation was ever tendered by the
Applicant. The Respondent says that an inference was clear in
the discussions between Mr Robinson and the Applicant that
if the Applicant did not resign then he would be dismissed and
provided with the six week’s notice.
Mr Robinson and the Applicant discussed options for the
Applicant to continue teaching. The Applicant says that he put
forward some eight options. Ms Twining says that the option
of splitting the class suggested by the Applicant was not practical because there was no spare room and no spare teacher to
enable this to occur. She rejected the option of the Applicant
swapping classes with another teacher because she thought he
had to deal with the class where his classroom management
was the problem.
That day, 11 May 1998, the Applicant was removed from
teaching the Year 4 class. Ms Twining restructured the teaching allocation to combine two small Year 1 classes, and other
classes were reorganised so that Mrs Robinson, an experienced
teacher, took over Year 4. The Applicant was to be allocated
other duties. Ms Twining allocated the Applicant to perform
some work in the library, to teach computing to small groups,
to undertake testing, and eventually also to undertake some
classroom teaching relieving other teachers on DOTT time,
and also taking Ms Twining’s classes except for the Year 4
handwriting class. According to Mr Robinson, these teaching
duties were allocated to the Applicant partly because Mr
Robinson was concerned that the Applicant should not simply
be put away in the library, but should also have some teaching
so as to enable the Respondent to assess him and so that he
could continue to be seen to play an active role in life of the
school. The need to continue to assess the Applicant had been
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raised by The Independent Schools Salaried Officers’ Association of Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers
(“ISSOA”) in its dealings with the Respondent.
A notice was sent parents to say that the Applicant would be
leaving at the end of Term 2. However, the evidence shows
that the Applicant did not resign. Following the Applicant’s
failure to resign, it was the Respondent’s intention to dismiss
him, until it had discussions with the ISSOA.
The ISSOA became involved and discussed the matter with
Ms Twining and also with Mr Robinson. Following these discussions, the Respondent decided not to terminate the
Applicant’s employment at that time, not to rely on the probationary terms of an enterprise bargaining agreement (which
was not actually applicable to the Respondent) but, on the advice of the ISSOA representative involved in those discussions,
to follow the induction policy contained in the Independent
Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1976 (“the Award”).
Between 11 May and mid June 1998, a good deal of correspondence was exchanged between the Applicant and Ms
Twining. Some of this correspondence was aimed at addressing the Applicant’s strategies for classroom management.
However, two of those pieces of correspondence originating
from Ms Twining were official warnings to the Applicant. Ms
Twining denies that the purpose of the correspondence between her and the Applicant in May and June 1998 was to
pressure the Applicant to resign after she had believed that he
was going to resign but failed to do so. I have considered those
warnings and their nature, the fact that the Applicant was not
challenged on his evidence regarding those warnings, and the
Applicant’s response put in writing to Ms Twining. I also note
that—
1. the Respondent decided that the Applicant’s failure
to manage the Year 4 class meant that he should be
removed from that class and from his contracted
teaching duties;
2. the Respondent temporarily abandoned its intention
to terminate the Applicant’s employment due to the
intervention of the ISSOA; and
3. the ISSOA suggested that the Respondent should follow the induction process,
When one considers these three things and the warnings, it
seems that the Respondent, and in particular Ms Twining, set
about insuring that the Applicant’s employment record contained reference to matters about the Applicant’s performance
with which Ms Twining was not satisfied. She did not respond
to the Applicant’s response to the warnings. I am not satisfied
that, in the circumstances, those warnings were of a serious
nature. In any event, the Respondent does not rely on those
warnings as specific justification for the termination of employment.
On 12 June 1998, the Applicant received a letter from Mr
Robinson advising him that following discussions with the
ISSOA, his employment would continue until the end of Term
3.
Some time early in Term 3, Ms Twining undertook a further
report and evaluation of the Applicant’s performance covering Term 2 and early Term 3 (Exhibit A1 (KC27)). This report
is far more positive in its comments about the Applicant’s performance including—
1. Under 2.2—Support, where the previous report had
comments relating to the need to improve classroom
control, this report states that the Applicant was “developing soundly”, had “increased awareness of
learning from others” and “just needs to grow in the
“ownership” of responsibilities.”
2. Under 3.3—Teaching, under the subheading of Control of Students, where he had previously had notes
to the effect that the area required a thorough revisit
and development of workable/successful strategies,
this report said that Ms Twining was “pleased with
the progress shown”. The comments which followed
were ones of encouragement.
3. The evaluation attached to this report showed that
no areas of the Applicant’s performance were rated
as poor, 4 were rated as fair, 19 were average and 10
were good.
Clearly, there was a real improvement in his performance.
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As noted earlier, the Applicant had received a letter to indicate that his employment would terminate at the end of Term
3. However, according to Mr Robinson, at around the end of
Term 3 he unsuccessfully attempted to contact the ISSOA representative who had been involved in discussions with him
and because she was unavailable, he decided not to take any
action to bring about the termination of employment at that
time. On this basis, the employment simply continued into
Term 4 without there being any discussion with or written
advice to the Applicant about the Respondent’s intentions. He
simply continued in employment. Further, there were no further formal assessments of his performance.
Ms Twining says that, although the Applicant’s performance
appears to have improved, this improvement occurred in classrooms which were already under control and which were
managed by other teachers, that the Applicant only went into
those classrooms on a lesson-by-lesson basis and did not have
the responsibility of the overall day-by-day management of
any particular class. The evidence in this regard is somewhat
confusing. On one hand, Ms Twining does not agree that teachers new to a room might be taken advantage of by the children.
She says that if such a situation occurred the teacher would be
required to employ strategies to bring the classroom under
control. On the other hand, Ms Twining appears to recognise,
through her comments about matters she had discussed with
teachers undertaking their practicum when she was involved
with training teachers at Edith Cowan University, that there
would be a need to direct teachers as to how to bring a class
under control in circumstances where they do not have the
overall management of a class and are teaching the class for a
short period.
Ms Twining acknowledges that the Applicant was never
warned that if things did not improve his job would be in jeopardy. She says that there were two written warnings issued to
the Applicant and that there may have been a third warning,
but she can not recall, and there is no record before the Commission of any third warning. The last warning recorded in
writing to the Applicant was in June 1998.
Close to the end of Term 4, Mr Robinson discussed with Ms
Twining whether to confirm the appointment of 3 other teachers who had been new to the school in 1998. Mr Robinson
said that they would need to do something about the Applicant
and it was decided that his employment would come to an
end. Mr Robinson says that he did not believe that the Applicant’s performance had improved since his removal from the
Year 4 class. The reason for the dismissal was, according to
Mr Robinson’s evidence, the Applicant’s unsatisfactory teaching performance up until May 1998. He says that he had
discussed a number of options, but there was no real option
but to terminate. The matter was not discussed with the Applicant. Mr Robinson then delivered to the Applicant a letter dated
30 November 1998 and signed by Ms Twining stating that—
“On the 21st November 1997 we offered you a position
at Quinns Baptist College for a one year period. You accepted that letter and its contents as conditions of your
employment on 1 December 1997.
On the basis of these letters and ongoing discussions with
Teresa Howe of ISSOA on your behalf we have to advise
that your one-year contract will be terminated on 31 December 1998.”
(Exhibit R8)
I accept that the Applicant was not competent in controlling
the Year 4 class in Term 1 and during the first weeks of Term
2. There was clearly a problem in his performance in that regard. There were also other problems with his performance.
However, I conclude that he was unfairly dismissed because—
1. The Applicant was an inexperienced, new teacher,
put into a class known from the previous year to be
difficult, with a relatively high proportion of students
having problems. Even if he had been an average
performer, as an inexperienced teacher, it is likely
that the Applicant would have had difficulties in
bringing this class under control. By the second week
of Term 2, he appears to have been demoralised and
under a good deal of stress. I believe that it was unfair to have allocated this class to him, and then
expected him, as an inexperienced teacher, to have
brought it under control when it had not previously
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been unable to be brought under control. To have
based his dismissal on this failure was unfair.
2. When the Applicant made reasonable suggestions to
manage the problem or which would have given him
an opportunity to gain some confidence and some
experience, such as splitting the class or swapping
him with another teacher, these were rejected, the
first on the basis that there was no spare classroom
and no spare teacher. Yet, the actions of the Respondent in restructuring the school by combining the two
Year 1 classes created the spare teacher and the spare
classroom. It created a spare teacher in the form of
the Applicant who was initially put into non-teaching duties. Further, his suggestion of being swapped
with an experienced teacher may well have given
the Applicant the opportunity to gain the experience
and confidence which may have resulted in his being able to perform at an adequate level. An
experienced teacher was allocated to the Year 4 class
on his removal. There seems to be some lack of logic
in refusing to swap the Applicant with another teacher
on the grounds that the Applicant had to deal with
the issue of classroom management with the class in
which he was having trouble. Yet he was removed
from that class.
3. Following the discussions with the ISSOA, Mr
Robinson wanted the Applicant given some teaching duties so that he could be assessed. However,
this assessment (and his improvement) were irrelevant because the Respondent terminated the
employment due to the Applicant’s failure up until
May 1998 to control the class to which he was allocated for Term 1 and some of Term 2.
4. Although the Applicant had been told, after some
inquiries on his part, following some period of uncertainty after his removal from his class, that his
employment would terminate at the end of Term 3,
nothing happened—he was neither reassured nor put
on notice about any intentions on the part of the Respondent. At the end of the year, without any
discussion or forewarning, the Respondent terminated the Applicant’s employment, relying on matters
some six months old.
As to the question of the Applicant’s contract which I foreshadowed earlier, I note that on 11 May 1998, the Respondent,
for what it said were good reasons, unilaterally changed the
contract to remove the Applicant from his Year 4 classroom
teacher role to which he had been contracted, allegedly for
one year. In June 1998, the Respondent further amended the
contract to say that his employment would terminate at the
end of Term 3. The Respondent did not terminate the contract
at the end of Term 3 but allowed the Applicant to continue in
employment without any termination date specified. I do not
intend to conclude whether or not the terms of the contract
which was initially entered into by the parties, and said to be
for one year, was either valid or an arrangement available in
accordance with the Award, on the basis that such a finding is
not necessary. Clearly, that contract did not exist at the time
the Respondent brought about the termination at the end of
1998. It had been superseded by the Respondent changing both
the basis on which the Applicant was employed (ie as the Year
4 teacher) and his termination date, firstly to make that termination date the end of year Term 3 and secondly to disregard
that termination date. The Applicant was entitled to conclude
that he might have ongoing employment with the Respondent.
The Respondent was no longer entitled to rely on any fixed
term contract (if one had been established at the beginning of
1998).
Accordingly, the Respondent’s termination of the Applicant’s
employment in November 1998, having placed him in an unfair situation at the commencement of his employment, having
rejected reasonable and possible suggestions which would have
given both parties an opportunity to recover the situation, having failed to take account of the significant improvement in
his performance between May and approximately October, and
having failed to consider the prospects for his future employment in any meaningful way but simply relying on his failure
to deal with the Year 4 class up until 8 May 1998, constitutes
unfairness which requires the Commission’s intervention.
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Section 23A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, provides
that the prime remedy for an employee who has been harshly,
oppressively or unfairly dismissed from employment is reinstatement or re-employment. Compensation in lieu of
reinstatement is only available where the Commission is satisfied that reinstatement or re-employment is impracticable or
where the employer agrees to pay compensation instead of reemployment or reinstatement. The test as to whether
re-employment or reinstatement is impracticable does not rely
on the question of whether it is inconvenient, or embarrassing, or whether the parties do not wish to have the relationship
re-established. A number of factors satisfy me that reinstatement is practicable in these circumstances. There was no
animosity demonstrated between the Applicant and the Respondent. On the contrary, Mr Robinson appeared particularly
concerned for the Applicant’s well being in May 1998, and
there was no evidence of any change in that attitude during the
remainder of the year. There was no sign of any particular
difficulty between the Applicant and the Principal other than
in the period around May and June 1998, however I note that
Ms Twining is leaving school before the end of Term 2. I have
noted the Respondent’s financial position in that it is said that
it is in overdraft. There is nothing further before me to demonstrate that the Applicant’s reinstatement is impracticable. There
may be a requirement on the Respondent to rearrange its staffing or its costs otherwise, but I am of the strong view that the
Applicant should have an opportunity to prove himself in his
chosen career in a reasonable situation. That is not to say that
I have concluded that the Applicant will prove himself, rather
he needs to be given the proper opportunity to do that, a matter envisaged within Appendix 1, Clause 2—Induction of the
Independent Schools’ Teachers’ Award 1976. Accordingly, I
intend to order that on the Applicant presenting himself for
work, no later than the start of Term 3 1999, the Respondent
shall reinstate him in employment in a no less favourable position than he held when originally employed, that is, that he
is to be the teacher of the Year 4 class, or some comparable
class but not the class which in 1998 was Year 4. The parties
should confer as to whether, because of the nature of the work
and the possible need for the Applicant to undertake some preparatory work prior to commencing work at the commencement
of Term 3, the Applicant and Respondent should meet in the
weeks prior to the commencement of Term 3. The Applicant
should be reinstated and put into the position he would have
been in had it not been for his unfair dismissal. That position
is both the actual position he held or one of the same nature,
and the financial situation so that he should suffer no financial
loss. Save for the period when the Applicant has had other
employment, his employment with the Respondent is to be
deemed continuous.
As to the question of loss, the Applicant has attempted to
mitigate his loss by applying for other positions which he is
qualified to fill. The evidence before me is that the Applicant
has lost salary between 31 December 1998 and 18 April 1999,
when he obtained employment which will conclude at the end
of Term 2. That loss is $10,498.84. I am satisfied that this is
the loss suffered by the Applicant and is to be made good.
The Applicant’s schedule of loss and injury (Exhibit A2)
also refers to non-economic loss. Apart from this document
there is no evidence before me to demonstrate that the Applicant has suffered more than the usual stress, hurt, humiliation
and embarrassment which would occur in the circumstances
of termination of employment. There is simply no evidence
before me on which to base a claim for compensation for injury.
Accordingly, an Order will provide for the Applicant’s reinstatement and for the Respondent to pay to the Applicant the
amount of $10,498.84 as set out within the schedule of loss
and injury.
APPEARANCES: Mr D Howlett (of Counsel) on behalf of
the Applicant
Mr R H Gifford on behalf of the Respondent
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Kevin Wayne Clarke
and
Quinns Baptist College Inc.
No. 2240 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
8 June 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D Howlett (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr R H Gifford on behalf of the Respondent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby—
1. DECLARES that Kevin Wayne Clarke was unfairly
dismissed from his employment with the Respondent.
2. ORDERS that upon presenting himself for work no
later than the start of Term 3, the Applicant shall be
reinstated in employment with the Respondent as the
teacher of Year 4 or some comparable class, but not
the class which in 1998 was Year 4, and, save for the
period 18 April to the end of Term 2 1999, his contract of employment shall be treated as if it had not
been determined.
3. ORDERS that the Respondent pay to the Applicant
the sum of $10,498.84 as reimbursement of the numeration lost by his unemployment, such payment
to be made no later than 21 days from the date of this
order.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mijalce Danilov
and
Macedonian Cultural Centre “Ilinden” Perth WA Inc.
No. 1230 of 1998.
3 February 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
submissions, as edited by the Commissioner.)
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS: The application before the
Commission is one in which Mr Danilov claims that he is
entitled to benefits under his contract of employment, which
he had not been allowed by the respondent, and he claims what
is described as “Holiday Leave” and a sum of wages for a one
week period in 1997.
In a proceeding before the Commission on the 26th of November 1998, the applicant sought, and was granted leave, to
amend his application to withdraw the claim for wages. This
matter has a long history, which starts with an answer filed by
the respondent wherein, so far as it is material, it refers to the
claim for “Holiday Leave” where it is stated—
“We intend to pay holiday leave as soon as our financial
position is able (sic) to make the payment.”
Neither the application nor the answer quantify the leave
and related payment claimed or that which may be due to the
applicant. A conference was conducted, pursuant to section 32
of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, on the 4th of September
1998, whereat the respondent was represented by Mr J.
Bulikovski, the Vice-Treasurer for the respondent. There it
was again confirmed that the respondent owed Mr Danilov a
payment on account of “Holiday Leave”. This matter was listed
for hearing on the 26th of November 1998, however there was
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no appearance entered on behalf of the respondent, and as a
consequence the Commission adjourned those proceedings,
which were subsequently re-listed for 3 February 1999 by
notice issued on the 8th of January 1999.
The Notice of Hearing was preceded by a letter, directed to
the respondent by my Acting Associate on the 26th of November 1998, which in part, and so far as is relevant to today’s
proceeding, stated—
“At the hearing scheduled today, Mr Danilov—
(1) stated that he received the Notice of Hearing on 20
October 1998, and asserted that on the same day Mr
V. Stomatovski, the Club Secretary, telephoned him
and advised that the telephone call was prompted by
the Club receiving the Notice of Hearing, and there
was the intention to discuss a possibility of settlement. Several telephone discussions are said to have
followed however no settlement occurred.
(2) requested, and was granted, leave to amend his application and withdraw his claim for wages from 27
January 1997 to 2 February 1997.
Notwithstanding—
(a) there was conflicting information before the Commission as to whether the club had received the Notice
of Hearing; and
(b) the Answer filed by the Club in response to the “Holiday Leave” claim states, “we intend to pay holiday
leave …”, neither Mr Danilov or the Club has yet
stated the monetary value which might be due and
payable;
the Commissioner decided to adjourn the hearing to a date
to be fixed ….”
That letter has also not been returned to the Commission
unclaimed, and consequently I am satisfied that the respondent has been made fully aware of where this matter stands,
and that it would proceed to a further hearing, as was notified
in the notice to which I have already referred, on the 8th of
January 1999.
There is no direct evidence before the Commission as to the
quantum of holiday leave that is due and payable to Mr Danilov.
The applicant has tendered to the Commission a statement
of entitlement which he has prepared, and it therein indicates
that the amount of what is now described as “Annual Leave”
due and payable to him is for a 5 week period, and that, calculated on the weekly rate of pay of $360 stated in his notice of
application, entitles him to the sum of $1800, and that, in addition thereto, he was entitled to a loading of 17.5 per cent,
which he calculates to be $315, and his total statement of claim
is therefore $2115 gross, ie before the deduction of taxation.
Mr Danilov has told the Commission that since the last hearing he has twice spoken by telephone with Mr Stomatovski,
and that in that discussion there was agreement between them
that the payment due to Mr Danilov was for a period of 5
weeks, represented by the sum of $1800. There was no express agreement at that time that the claimed loading of 17.5
per cent was due and payable.
Notwithstanding, however, Mr Danilov has told the Commission that, at or about the time he commenced proceedings
in the Commission by way of his application, he engaged in
discussions with the President of the respondent, who conceded at that time that 17.5 per cent loading was due and
payable to him on annual leave.
Although the Commission is faced with hearsay evidence, I
am satisfied that, given the background to this matter and the
admission made in the answer to the application, it is appropriate that the Commission accept that hearsay evidence and
act upon it. Accordingly, the Commission is satisfied that Mr
Danilov is entitled to that which he claims, and as stated in
exhibit 1. Accordingly, the Commission will order that the
respondent in this matter pay to Mr Danilov, before tax, the
sum of $2115. The minutes of the proposed order will be made
available to the parties, and they will be given the opportunity
to speak to those minutes should they so desire.
Appearances: Mr Danilov on his own behalf
No appearance on behalf of the respondent
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mijalce Danilov
and
Macedonian Cultural Centre “Ilinden” Perth WA Inc.
No. 1230 of 1998.
28 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M. Danilov on his own behalf and there
being no appearance on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the power conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the Macedonian Cultural Centre “Ilinden” Perth
WA Inc pay to Mr M. Danilov the sum of $2.115.00, within
21 days from the date of this order.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Nicholas Efthyvoulos
and
A T Adams Pty Ltd.
No. 1723 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
18 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS on 14 September 1998 Nicholas Efthyvoulos applied to the Commission for orders pursuant to section 29 of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS the application was listed for hearing on 17 May
1999; and
WHEREAS at the hearing the parties advised the Commission that an agreement had been reached to settle the matter;
and
WHEREAS the agreement was reduced to a minute of consent orders which the parties seek to have the Commission
issue by consent;
NOW THEREFORE having heard Mr K Keogh of behalf of
the applicant and Mr A Aristei of Counsel on behalf of the
respondent the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders by
consent—
1. THAT the respondent do pay the applicant the gross
sum of $19,891.80 less the appropriate sum by way
of taxation estimated at $6,405.80, payable within
21 days (such sum payable as salary due to the applicant);
2. THAT the respondent do pay the applicant the gross
sum of $10,000.00 less the appropriate sum by way
of taxation, payable within 21 days (such sum payable as agreed compensation);
3. THAT an agreed letter of termination of the applicant’s services with the respondent be executed by
the respondent within 21 days.
4. THAT the application dated 14 September 1998 otherwise is dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of WA of Antient Free and Accepted
Masons Incorporated and Others.
No. 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
6 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By this interlocutory application the
respondent has sought an order from the Commission that the
substantive application be dismissed alternatively adjourned,
by reason of the alleged non-compliance by the applicant with
the Commission’s consent order for discovery and production
of documents dated 16 March 1999 (“the Order”).
On the hearing of the application on 28 April 1999, the Commission refused the application and made consequential orders
in relation to the inspection of certain documents. My reasons
for so doing are as follows.
Arguments
The respondent argued that the Order required the applicant, at paragraph (4)(a), to give discovery on affidavit of the
documents listed in schedule A of the order of the Commission dated 28 August 1998 within his possession, custody or
power, no later than 16 April 1999. The applicant was then
required to state a time and place at which the documents could
be inspected and copied.
The respondent complains that the applicant has not complied with paragraph (4)(a) of the Order. Counsel submits that
by reason of this non-compliance, and earlier conduct of the
applicant, the substantive application should be dismissed for
want of prosecution alternatively, the hearing dates already
listed should be vacated and the matter not re-listed until such
time as the applicant has taken the necessary steps to comply
with the Order. The respondent also argued that the applicant
was bound by the acts of its counsel, pursuant to s 31(3) of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) in relation to consenting to paragraph (4)(a) of the Order, and by the conduct of
its case in general terms: University of Wollongong v Metwally
(No 2) (1998) 60 ALR 68 at 71.
Counsel for the applicant argued that the applicant has not
failed to comply with the Order and referred to an affidavit of
the applicant sworn on 23 September 1998 and filed on 20
April 1999. Counsel argued that the applicant has discovered
the relevant documents in issue, they being the applicant’s
personal taxation returns for the years ending 30 June 1993,
1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997, and bank statements for cheque
and housing loan accounts in the name of A and D Ellis with
St. George Bank. It was submitted that in paragraph (4) of the
applicant’s affidavit, the applicant objected to producing these
documents for inspection, on the basis that he did not consent
to their inspection, in reliance upon the terms of s 33(5) of the
Act. Also, counsel argued that his consent to the Order did not
amount to a waiver of his client’s previous objection to produce the documents for inspection based on s 33(5) of the Act,
given the applicant’s previous stated position.
Failure to Comply with Order
I deal first with the allegation that the applicant has failed to
comply with the Order. The terms of the Order that are material for the purposes of this application, provide as follows—
“(a) The applicant give discovery on affidavit of the documents listed in Schedule A of the order of the Commission
dated 28 August 1998 within his possession, custody or
power no later than 16 April 1999 and state a time and
place at which the documents may be inspected and copied.”
It also should be noted that the Order in terms, makes it
clear that it is to apply in substitution for earlier orders made
by the Commission in relation to procedural matters, including discovery of documents. To that extent at least, the Order
has overtaken previous events related to the terms of the
Order.
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As a matter of general principle, there are two stages to the
discovery process. The first stage, “discovery”, involves the
provision by one party to the other party, of a list of documents that are within or have been within that party’s
possession, custody or power relating to any matter in question in the claim. The second stage, “inspection”, involves the
party giving discovery to produce the documents contained in
the list of documents for inspection by the other party to the
claim. In the affidavit of discovery, resistance to production of
certain documents may be claimed on the ground of privilege
or some other proper basis. As a general proposition, the confidentiality of a document does not afford privilege from
production, but, in the exercise of its discretion to order production, the court or tribunal may have regard to the fact that
a document is confidential and that an order for production
may breach that confidence: Science Research Council v Nasse
(1980) AC 1028 at 1065.
Whilst for the purposes of these proceedings, it is the conduct of the parties subsequent to the Order which is, in my
opinion, primarily material, I pause to observe that subsequent
to my reasons for decision and order dated 7 September 1998
in connection with an earlier application by the respondent for
further and better discovery (unreported), the issue of the application of the terms of s 33(5) of the Act was extensively
ventilated during proceedings on 24 and 25 September 1998.
By reason of an agreement between the parties to adjourn the
substantive application for reasons not here material, it was
unnecessary for the Commission to determine that matter at
that stage.
As was self-evident however, from the terms of the arguments put by both counsel on that occasion, the matters raised
by counsel for the applicant were in my view, substantive issues. The substance of those issues raised both then and on
this occasion, bear upon the merits of the application by the
respondent in these proceedings, in terms of there being a substantial issue to determine.
Moreover, from the Order itself, I am not persuaded that the
applicant has failed to comply with the Order in terms. It is
the case that on 7 September 1998, the Commission ordered
the applicant to give discovery on affidavit of particular documents as set out in schedule A to that order. Whilst the
respondent’s application on that occasion was described as one
for “further and better discovery”, it is clear that the application was properly characterised as one for the discovery of
particular documents. This order was effectively replicated in
paragraph (4)(a) of the Order. It is also clear that the order
made on that occasion was not an order for general further and
better discovery.
In a case where an order for discovery of particular documents is made, a party against whom an order is made may
claim privilege from production in the further affidavit, and
the decision to order further discovery does not prejudice that
claim. In Thornett v Barclays Bank (France) Ltd (1939) 2 All
ER 163 it was held that a decision by the court on a specific
documents application, did not prejudge any question of relevance being raised by the party required to give the further
discovery. The further order will generally have the effect of
requiring the party to perfect the original affidavit of discovery. Likewise, any other proper basis for resisting production
for inspection is not prejudged either. In this case therefore, I
do not consider that the order of 7 September 1998, and correspondingly, paragraph (4)(a) of the Order, precluded the
applicant resisting production of the material documents for
inspection, based on s 33(5) of the Act. Whether that resistance was properly founded is another matter, which I consider
below.
In all the circumstances therefore, I am not satisfied that the
applicant has failed to comply with the Order, so as to warrant
the granting of the respondent’s application to dismiss, alternatively adjourn the substantive proceedings. Nor am I satisfied
in any event, in all the circumstances of this case, particularly
in light of the order that I made at the conclusion of the proceedings, that the respondent has suffered or will suffer any
material prejudice in the preparation of its case. The delay in
the production for inspection of the documents in question has
been some eight working days since the issuance of the Order,
as at the date of these proceedings.
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Furthermore, given the vigour with which counsel for the
applicant pressed the s 33(5) issue on the last occasion before
me, the Order must be considered in the context of the events
preceding it, and I am not of the view that there was an implied waiver by counsel of his client’s previous objections based
upon s 33(5) of the Act, even if that was relevant.
Section 33(5) of the Act
I deal now with the s 33(5) issue. Counsel for the applicant
submitted that the terms of s 33(5) of the Act had application
to interlocutory proceedings in the nature of discovery and
inspection. He submitted that the terms of the sub-section
should not be read as being limited only to the tendering of
evidence in proceedings before the Commission, in reliance
upon the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in Springdale
Comfort Pty Ltd trading as Dalfield Homes v Building Trades
Association of Unions (1987) 67 WAIG 325. It was implicit
in counsel’s submission that to the extent that the Order required production for inspection of the material documents,
without the applicant’s consent, the Order was invalid as being beyond power or otherwise contrary to the Act.
On the other hand, counsel for the respondent argued that
the Commission was bound by the decision of the Full Bench
in Springdale Comfort Pty Ltd trading as Dalfield Homes v
Building Trades Association of Unions (1986) 66 WAIG 1582.
This decision being authority for the proposition that s 33(5)
of the Act does not have application to the production of documents and that the terms of this sub-section of the Act were to
be read as being limited to evidence before the Commission.
As I indicated during the course of the proceedings, and when
I announced my decision, I consider that I am bound by the
decision of the Full Bench in Springdale (supra) to the effect
that it is not open for the applicant to resist production of the
relevant documents in reliance upon s 33(5) of the Act. Whilst
the terms of this sub-section were considered by the Industrial
Appeal Court in Springdale (supra), those observations were
with respect, obiter, and furthermore, it would appear that in
any event, the Court confirmed the legal basis upon which the
Full Bench had concluded that s 33(5) of the Act only applied
to evidence before the Commission.
In view of this conclusion, I ordered that the applicant make
available for inspection forthwith, the relevant documents.
Minutes of proposed order now issue.
APPEARANCES: Mr P Kyle of counsel appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A Lucev of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient Free and
Excepted Masons Incorporated and others.
No 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
11 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr P Kyle of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr A D Lucev of counsel on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the applicant make available for inspection by
the respondent forthwith those documents set out in paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 of the applicant’s affidavit of discovery
of specific documents sworn on 23 September 1998 and
filed on 20 April 1999.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient Free and
Excepted Masons Incorporated and others.
No 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
29 April 1999.
Amending Order.
HAVING heard Mr P Kyle of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr A D Lucev of counsel on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders—
THAT paragraph 4(a) of the Commission’s order dated
16 March 1999 be and is hereby amended by the deletion
of the date 28 August 1998 and the insertion in lieu thereof
the date 7 September 1998.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient Free and
Excepted Masons Incorporated and others.
No 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
16 March 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr P Kyle of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr A D Lucev of counsel on behalf of the respondent
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders—
(1) THAT the applicant and respondent confer in an endeavour to resolve this matter by agreement.
(2) THAT if the applicant and respondent are unable to
resolve this matter by agreement by 1 April 1999, or
such longer period as the parties request, the Commission will re-convene a conciliation conference
between the parties.
(3) THAT if having endeavoured to resolve the matter
by conciliation the Commission is satisfied further
resort to conciliation would be unavailing the matter
be set down for hearing on 24 May to 4 June 1999.
(4) THAT if the matter is set down for hearing in accordance with paragraph (3) the following orders
apply in substitution for the orders made by the Commission on 4 June and 9 September 1998 in respect
of this matter—
(a) The applicant give discovery on affidavit of
the documents listed in Schedule A of the order of the Commission dated 28 August 1998
within his possession, custody or power no
later than 16 April 1999 and state a time and
place at which the documents may be inspected
and copied.
(b) The applicant file and serve on the respondent
any witness statements on which it intends to
rely no later than 3 May 1999
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(c) The respondent file and serve on the applicant
any witness statements on which it intends to
rely no later than 10 May 1999.
(d) The applicant file and serve an outline of submissions and any list of authorities no later
than 14 May 1999.
(e) The respondent file and serve an outline of submissions and any list of authorities no later
than 19 May 1999.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of WA of Antient Free and Accepted
Masons Incorporated and Others.
No. 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
29 October 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: These proceedings relate to an interlocutory application by the Grand Lodge of Western
Australia (“the respondent”) that counsel acting for Anthony
Ellis (“the applicant”) be disqualified from continuing to act
for and appearing on behalf of the applicant, on the grounds of
an alleged conflict of interest. Mr Kyle, counsel for the applicant, wholly opposes the application.
Background
The background to the substantive application is set out in
my reasons for decision dated 7 September 1998 regarding an
earlier interlocutory application by the parties for further and
better discovery. I need not repeat the background to the matter as the substantive allegations by both the applicant and the
respondent respectively, are set out in some detail in those
reasons.
This application was heard as a matter of urgency on the
afternoon of Wednesday 23 September 1998. Having adjourned
the proceedings that evening, the Commission considered the
submissions and the evidence adduced in the application and
announced its decision early Thursday morning 24 September
1998 dismissing the application and that written reasons for
decision would be published in the due course.
These are my reasons for dismissing the application.
The Arguments
Mr Lucev, counsel for the respondent, argued that Mr Kyle
had a conflict of interest in representing the applicant in these
proceedings on a number of bases. In summary, those were—
(1) That Mr Kyle had a personal interest in the outcome
of these proceedings in that—
(a) He was a friend of the applicant;
(b) Mr Kyle, as a member and office holder (at
the material times) as the respondent’s Grand
Registrar (its legal adviser) sent correspondence to members of the respondent, critical of
the respondent’s decision to dismiss the applicant and in particular, critical of the action
of the respondent’s Grand Master and a majority of its board;
(c) Mr Kyle made comments in both the print and
broadcast media critical of the decision of the
respondent to dismiss the applicant;
(d) Mr Kyle wrote a letter dated 23 March 1998,
in his capacity as the then Grand Registrar to
the Grand Master, expressing concern about
the conduct of the board of the respondent in
dismissing the applicant;
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(e) Mr Kyle held office and shareholdings in companies in which the applicant also has an
interest, and in relation to which the respondent alleges that the applicant’s interests were
in conflict with his duties as an employee of
the respondent; and
(f) Mr Kyle, as Grand Registrar, had a duty to
advise the applicant and the respondent, of a
potential conflict of interest between the applicant’s then duties as an executive of the
respondent, and his outside business interests;
(2) Further, the respondent said Mr Kyle had a general
conflict of interest in that—
(a) He received confidential information relating
to the applicant’s dismissal in a meeting with
the Grand Master of the respondent, on or
about 24 March 1998;
(b) Mr Kyle wrote letters in relation to the respondent’s Swan Districts Masonic Centre/
Midland Professional Centre, concerning leasing arrangements which are the subject of
allegations against the applicant in these proceedings;
(c) Generally by his position as the Grand Registrar and legal adviser to the respondent, Mr
Kyle had a conflict in acting for the applicant;
(d) Mr Kyle had been summonsed in his capacity
as a company secretary of a company in which
the applicant was also involved, to produce
documents in these proceedings and possibly
may be required as a witness in the proceedings in relation to those documents and the
matters referred to in paragraph (b) above.
In support of its application, the respondent adduced evidence in the form of an affidavit by Stanley Frederick Threlfall,
the Grand Master of the respondent, sworn 23 September 1998
(“the Affidavit”).
Mr Kyle wholly opposed the respondent’s application and
denied that he had a personal interest in the outcome of these
proceedings, or any other conflict of interest which would preclude him from continuing to act for and appear on behalf of
the applicant.
Specifically, Mr Kyle responded with the following propositions—
(1) The terms of the Professional Conduct Rules for legal practitioners in Western Australia at paragraph
7.5 deal specifically with the obligations of legal
practitioners in relation to conflicts of interest. That
rule has no application to the circumstances of his
representation of the applicant in this matter;
(2) Mr Kyle’s personal friendship with the applicant was,
in Mr Kyle’s submission, irrelevant to the issue of a
legal conflict of interest. There is no authority for
the proposition that a friendship of itself precludes
him from acting for and appearing on behalf of the
applicant in these proceedings;
(3) The fact that Mr Kyle wrote a letter to members of
the respondent referring to the dismissal of the applicant, the conduct of the Grand Master and others
in relation thereto, and expressed a view about the
applicant’s dismissal and the consequences of it, is
not a reason to preclude him appearing as counsel
for the applicant;
(4) The fact that Mr Kyle was a shareholder and a director of two companies in which the applicant was also
involved, is not of itself a basis to preclude him from
appearing in the proceedings. Neither of the two companies concerned has any interest whatsoever in the
outcome of the applicant’s claim and furthermore,
any fiduciary duty which Mr Kyle owes to those
companies as a director, cannot possibly involve any
conflict of interest with his duty to the Commission
in his capacity as counsel for the applicant;
(5) Mr Kyle denied that there was any obligation on him,
as the former Grand Registrar of the respondent, to
advise the applicant that his activities in relation to
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his personal business interests conflicted with his
duties to the respondent at the material times. Moreover, even if there was, that could not have of itself
created any conflict of interest in the material sense;
In summary on these issues, Mr Kyle submitted that
he, both as instructing solicitor and as counsel, had
no personal, financial, or any other interest in the
outcome of the applicant’s claim, in the sense in
which those interests have been dealt with in the relevant authorities. Mr Kyle’s submission was that his
only interest was to ensure that the applicant was
adequately represented to ensure that justice was done
in the matter;
As to his firm’s involvement in the affairs of the respondent as its legal adviser, Mr Kyle submitted that
his firm had carried out legal work generally of a
conveyancing nature, but in some instances involved
advisory work on behalf of the respondent. It was
another matter entirely in Mr Kyle’s submission, to
have a former solicitor/client relationship concerning matters or relating to matters that are the subject
of the present dispute;
Mr Kyle submitted that it was well known that he
had a personal relationship with the applicant. In view
of this, he submitted that neither the Board of General Purposes of the respondent, the Grand Master,
or any other person within the respondent, thought it
appropriate to nor did consult him or request formal
advice in relation to matters leading up to and including the dismissal of the applicant. In short, Mr
Kyle submitted that he had no direct involvement at
all in the events concerning the applicant’s dismissal
and possesses no more knowledge than any other
member of the respondent at the material times. Mr
Kyle further submitted that he deliberately avoided
any involvement in the matter, so as not to compromise himself, his position or the position of the
respondent, because of his friendship with the applicant;
Mr Kyle however, did concede that he had a personal concern regarding the conduct of the respondent
in its decision to terminate the applicant’s employment. That led him to write a letter dated 23 March
1998, in his capacity as the Grand Registrar, to the
Grand Master, expressing those personal views. Mr
Kyle submitted that in that letter, to which I will return below, he made it clear that he was not in full
possession of all the facts of the matter;
It was further submitted that Mr Kyle supported the
respondent’s decision to consult another firm of solicitors in relation to the circumstances surrounding
the applicant’s dismissal, because of his friendship
with the applicant;
Mr Kyle also said that the one meeting he had with
the Grand Master on 24 March 1998, following his
letter of 23 March 1998, which meeting post-dated
the applicant’s dismissal, did not involve the disclosure to him of any confidential information that could,
either deliberately or inadvertently, be used to disadvantage the respondent. In Mr Kyle’s submission,
the particular voting pattern of members of the board
in relation to the decision to dismiss the applicant
had nothing to do with the issues in these proceedings. Moreover, Mr Kyle submitted that in the
Affidavit, it is confirmed that he was not instructed
in relation to the matter of the applicant’s dismissal.
There was therefore obviously a presumption, in his
submission, that it was accepted by the Grand Master that there were also no instructions given to him
in respect of matters leading up to the applicant’s
dismissal;
That Mr Kyle, simply being advised by the Grand
Master that the board of the respondent had considered the applicant’s submission put to it regarding
the respondent’s loss of confidence in the applicant,
was irrelevant to the issues in these proceedings. Mr
Kyle submitted that a matter in issue in the proceedings is the extent to which the applicant was given
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an opportunity to answer the respondent’s allegations,
and the fact of a submission being made to the Board,
without more, is irrelevant to that contention;
(13) Mr Kyle rejected any suggestion that letters from
his firm which were written by him concerning leases
in the Swan District Masonic Centre, provided
grounds for a conflict of interest. Mr Kyle submitted
that in view of the absence of any particularity in the
allegations by the respondent, it was impossible to
determine whether the letters written had any relevance at the present time in relation to the
proceedings;
(14) In relation to the submission that by reason of his
position as the Grand Registrar of the respondent,
that of itself lead to a conflict, Mr Kyle argued that
there was no basis in law for that submission. Mr
Kyle submitted that there needed to be evidence of
the possession of confidential information by reason
of that position, for any conflict to arise; and
(15) Finally, as to the question of Mr Kyle being summonsed by the respondent to produce documents
relating to the affairs of a company of which he is an
officer, Mr Kyle submitted that of itself can found
no basis to preclude him from appearing for the applicant. This situation is to be contrasted to the
undesirability of counsel appearing as a witness in a
case as to matters in controversy. This submission
also went to he Swan Districts Masonic Centre issue.
Law
Jurisdiction
During the course of the hearing of the application, the Commission raised with counsel for the parties, whether it had
jurisdiction to entertain the application to disqualify Mr Kyle
from representing the applicant. The Commission referred to
the decision of the Full Bench of the Commission in Hospital
Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) v Civil Service Association of Western Australia (Incorporated) (1996) 76 WAIG 1673. In that case, objection was
taken to the appearance by leave, of senior and junior counsel
on behalf of the Civil Service Association. The application
was for the refusal or withdrawal of leave for senior and junior counsel to continue to appear, because of a conflict of
interest in respect of earlier proceedings.
The Full Bench held at 1678, that the Commission had power
and discretion to determine whether a legal practitioner may
appear and be heard in any matter before it, pursuant s 31 of
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”). Furthermore,
the Full Bench observed that despite the terms of s 31 of the
Act, s 27(1)(v) confers a general power on the Commission to
give all directions and to do all such things as are necessary
and expedient for the expeditious and just hearing and determination of the matter. It held that that section would support
an order revoking leave given to a legal practitioner to appear
in proceedings.
Counsel for respondent argued that the ratio of the decision
of the Full Bench HSOA is authority for the proposition that
the Commission has jurisdiction and power to preclude a legal
practitioner from appearing before the Commission, whether
that appearance is by leave of the Commission or otherwise. It
was submitted that the terms of ss 27(1)(v) and 31 of the Act,
as considered by the Full Bench, support such an order. Counsel for the applicant argued that there was no such power under
the Act, in circumstances where a legal practitioner appears as
of right as is the case in proceedings under s 29(1)(b). Mr
Kyle submitted that the ratio of HSOA has no application to
the circumstances of this case and is distinguishable, but if it
did, it was wrongly decided.
Whilst the matter is not free from doubt in my opinion, for
the purposes of these proceedings, I am prepared to accept,
without deciding the issue, that the Commission has jurisdiction to deal with this matter.
Relevant Principles Regarding Conflicts
During the course of the proceedings in relation to this issue, reference was made to a number of authorities dealing
with the issue of a solicitor’s conflict of interest and circumstances in which a solicitor and/or counsel should be enjoined
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from continuing to act on behalf of a client. In Fordham v
Legal Practitioners Complaints Committee (1997) 18 WAR
467, the Full Court of the Supreme Court of Western Australia
considered the relevant principles. In Fordham, a practitioner
was found guilty of unprofessional conduct by the Legal Practitioners Disciplinary Tribunal in continuing to act for a client
when the practitioner knew or ought to have known, that there
was a conflict of interest between the interests of that client
and a former client arising from an earlier retainer. The Full
Court dismissed an appeal from the decision of the Legal Practitioners Disciplinary Tribunal and concluded that the solicitor
concerned did, in applying the relevant tests, have a material
conflict of interest and the practitioner concerned engaged in
unprofessional conduct by continuing to act in those circumstances. In the leading judgement, Malcolm CJ, with whom
Franklyn and Wheeler JJ agreed, canvassed a number of the
authorities dealing with the issue of conflicts of interest. In
particular, Malcolm CJ referred to the judgement of Ipp J in
Mallesons Stephen Jaques v KPMG Peat Marwick (1991) 4
WAR 357. In Mallesons Ipp J observed at 360—
“It is firmly established that the mere fact that a solicitor
has acted for a client in a particular matter will not, without more, entitle the client to restrain the solicitor from
acting against him in the same matter: see Rakusen v Ellis
Munday and Clarke (1912) 1 Ch 831.
Solicitors have, however, been restrained from acting
against their former clients on grounds involving disclosure of information subject to legal professional privilege,
and, conflict of interest. Those grounds are closely intertwined.
The conflict of interest is between the continuing duty of
a solicitor, owed to his former client, not to disclose, or
use to the latter’s prejudice that which he learned confidentially, and the interest which he has in advancing the
case of his new client.”
Malcolm CJ then noted that Ipp J had concluded in
Mallesons, that the tests as to when a solicitor had a conflict
were not settled. His Honour referred to a number of other
authorities (at 476-477 ) and returned to Ipp J’s decision in
Mallesons at 477, where Ipp J said at 362-363—
“Finally, in my view, public interest considerations require that a solicitor be restrained from acting for a former
client when there is a real and sensible possibility that the
solicitor’s duty and interest might conflict. As was stressed
by Bryson J in D & J Constructions Pty Ltd (supra) (at
123) it is extremely important that the court should take
careful measures to secure not only that justice is done
but also that it is apparent that it is done, an appearance
which would not survive any general impression that lawyers can readily change sides.
Accordingly I conclude that if, by a solicitor acting for a
new client, there is a real and sensible possibility that his
interests in advancing the case of the new client might
conflict with his duty to keep information given to him
by a former client confidential, or to refrain from using
that information to the detriment of the former client, then
an injunction will lie.”
Malcolm CJ considered the factual circumstances in which
the legal practitioner concerned had acted for both clients which
had given rise to the conflict and, after considering a number
of decisions of the federal court including Carindale Country
Club Estate Pty Ltd v Astill (1993) 42 FCR 307; National
Mutual Holdings Pty Ltd v Sentry Corporation (1989) 22 FCR
209; Wan v McDonald (1992) 33 FCR 491 and the professional conduct rules applicable to lawyers in Canada, observed
at 489—
“Thus, the rule not only prevents the use of knowledge or
information gained from the client during the course of
the retainer, but also prevents the assumption of a position hostile to the client concerning the same matter. In
my opinion, the extension to any related matter is both
logical and consistent with the public policy which gives
rise to the duty of professional loyalty. In the context of
loyalty it is the establishment of the hostile relationship
against the former client in relation to the same or a related matter which is the breach of professional duties.
To put it another way, it is the existence of the former
relationship which has the potential to create in the mind
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not only of the former client, but also of the reasonable
bystander a reasonable apprehension that use will be made
of information provided in the course of the former relationship to the detriment of the former client, as by a
cross-examination for the purpose of destroying his or
her credit. The submission that a practitioner is free to
cross-examine a former client in the same or related matter without any inhibition, save for not actually making
use of, or appearing to make use of or in circumstances
giving rise to a reasonable apprehension that he or she
was making use of confidential information is not a satisfactory test.” (my emphasis)
An essential thread running through the authorities, including Fordham, is that the solicitor must be acting in the same or
a related matter to that in which he or she was formerly retained by the previous client.
Furthermore, in HSOA, the relevant principles to be gleamed
from the authorities (prior to the decision in Fordham) were
set out by the Full Bench at 1678 as follows—
“(1) A solicitor is liable to be restrained from acting for a
new client against a former client if a reasonable
observer, aware of the relevant facts, would think
that there was a real, as opposed to a theoretical possibility, that confidential information given to the
solicitor by the former client might be used by the
solicitor to advance the interests of a new client to
the detriment of a former client;
(2) Both counsel and solicitors in their work have a public
element due to their being officers of the court. Their
duty of loyalty does not end with the termination of
their retainer, and the law favours a strong policy of
ensuring that solicitors (and also counsel) do not have
actual or apparent conflicts of interest in order to
maintain public confidence in the administration of
justice;
(3) It would be inconsistent for the law to encourage the
client to repose confidential information in a solicitor by making those confidences privileged from
disclosure without the client’s consent if the law, on
the other hand, were to readily allow the solicitor to
act for a new client in a matter adverse to the interests of the old client;
(4) Further, a solicitor given confidential information
would, in general, only be able to avoid being enjoined if it was clear that confidential information in
question relates only to matters which were remote
from the matters relevant to the discharge by the solicitor or counsel in this case for their new client of
his or her duty;
(5) It is a basic requirement, before material will be recognised as confidential information, that the
information in question be identified with precision
and not nearly in global terms, even though it may
necessitate the disclosure to the court of the very information which it was sought to preserve from
disclosure.”
I turn now to my consideration of the conflict issue, in light
of these principles.
Conflict Issue – Personal Interest
It is relevant to observe that this application to enjoin Mr
Kyle from acting as solicitor and counsel on behalf of the applicant in these proceedings, was made and heard almost on
the eve of the commencement of the substantive hearing of
the applicant’s claim. The claim, given the allegations of the
respondent, has developed into a very complex matter. Thus,
granting the respondent’s application would effectively, in the
circumstances of this case, deny the applicant representation
in the proceedings. There would obviously be the potential for
considerable prejudice to the applicant in these circumstances.
Whilst of itself this matter is not a relevant consideration in
terms of the conflict of interest test, it is a relevant consideration in terms of the personal interest issue and forms a part of
the factual matrix giving rise to these proceedings: Clay v
Karlson and Anor (1996) 17 WAR 493 per Templeman J at
498.
In my view, the allegation that Mr Kyle has a personal interest in these proceedings, is not maintainable. The fact that Mr
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Kyle is a personal friend of the applicant, a friendship that it
appears is well known amongst members of the respondent, it
is not in my opinion, any basis upon which he can or should be
disqualified from appearing in these proceedings. No authority was cited in support of such a proposition and nor am I
aware of any which would support such a conclusion. Moreover, whilst the Professional Conduct Rules require counsel to
be independent of his or her client, and examples are set out in
the rules, a friendship between counsel and client is not one of
them. Whilst the practice of appearing in these circumstances
may be less than desirable from the point of view of maintaining absolute objectivity, there is no apparent principle of law
precluding it.
Furthermore, I am not satisfied to any extent, that Mr Kyle
has a personal interest in these proceedings in any of the senses
to which the authorities refer. Clearly, and indisputably, Mr
Kyle has expressed publicly and to members of the respondent, his views as to the conduct of the respondent in dismissing
the applicant. Indeed, those views are partisan. However, the
mere holding of and expression of those views, is not in my
opinion, sufficient to conclude that Mr Kyle has a personal
interest in the outcome of these proceedings. Indeed, it is difficult to conceive how on the facts Mr Kyle, in his capacity as
counsel for the applicant, could ever have an interest in the
outcome of the matter. The applicant’s claim is that the respondent unfairly dismissed him and denied him benefits which
he says he was entitled pursuant to his contract of employment with the respondent. Relief in relation to the former claim
is either an order of reinstatement with the respondent or alternatively, an order of compensation. In relation to the latter
claim, an order in respect of the contractual entitlements denied, is a possible outcome. In view of the nature of the relief
sought, it is very difficult to see what interest Mr Kyle, in his
capacity as counsel, could have in that outcome.
The decision in Clay v Karlson (supra) is illustrative of the
types of personal interests in the outcome of litigation that
may be relevant. In Clay, the matter in issue was whether a
firm of solicitors acting for the second defendant in an action
in the Supreme Court, should be restrained from continuing to
act when the firm’s conduct in the preparation and execution
of a codicil to a will was the subject of serious criticism. In
this matter, Templeman J concluded that given that the firm of
solicitors had this interest in the outcome of the litigation, that
it should be restrained from continuing to act. In relation to
the interests of justice, Templeman J observed at 498—
“It seems to me therefore that the interests of justice, which
require a solicitor not to act in a situation in which he has
a personal interest, far outweigh any small inconvenience
which might be suffered by the second defendant as a
result of a change of solicitors. This is particularly so at
this stage of the action in which the matter has progressed
little further than discovery.”
I am also far from satisfied that it can be said that Mr Kyle’s
involvement in the companies in which the applicant has an
interest, give rise to Mr Kyle having a personal interest in the
outcome of this action. The applicant’s claim is a claim against
the respondent arising out of the termination of his employment. Whilst it is a substantive ground of the respondent’s
case that the applicant engaged in outside business interests in
conflict with his duties to the respondent as it’s chief executive officer, it is in my opinion with respect, taking that
proposition too far to say that merely because Mr Kyle has an
interest in those same companies, that he therefore has a personal interest in the outcome of this particular action.
In my opinion, there is simply no direct demonstrable connection between the two matters sufficient to exclude Mr Kyle’s
involvement in these proceedings. The companies concerned
in which Mr Kyle is both a shareholder and an officer, have it
appears, nothing to either gain or loose from the outcome of
these proceedings. Nor am I persuaded that Mr Kyle’s position at the material times, as Grand Registrar of the respondent,
carried with it a duty to have advised the respondent of any
potential conflict of interest between the applicant’s outside
business interests and his duties as the chief executive of the
respondent. Moreover, even if such a duty did exist, it is difficult to envisage how that of itself, would create a conflict of
interest between Mr Kyle and the respondent. As Mr Kyle
submitted, it would appear that if any conflict were to arise
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from this situation, it would be more of a conflict between Mr
Kyle and Mr Ellis than anything else.
Conflict of Interest-General
The respondent argued that in addition to Mr Kyle’s personal interest in the outcome of these proceedings, he also has
a conflict of interest by reason of certain events surrounding
the termination of the applicant’s employment. Specifically,
as noted above, the respondent said that following Mr Kyle’s
letter dated 23 March 1998 to the Grand Master referring to
the applicant’s dismissal, a meeting took place between Mr
Kyle and the Grand Master of the respondent. It is alleged that
during the course of that meeting certain information, alleged
to be confidential information, was imparted to Mr Kyle such
that his continued involvement in this matter would constitute
a conflict of interest in the legal sense. Furthermore, the respondent submitted that Mr Kyle, in his capacity as solicitor
for the respondent, wrote several letters in relation to leasing
arrangements at one of the respondent’s properties, that being
the Swan Districts Masonic Centre, which the respondent alleged was the subject of allegations against the applicant. The
respondent also submitted, that by reason of Mr Kyle’s position as the then Grand Registrar of the respondent, he was
privy to events within the respondent and information concerning the respondent such that he would be placed in a
conflict of interest position.
In support of the respondent’s submissions in relation to these
issues, the respondent relied upon the Affidavit. Mr Threlfall
deposed as to the general nature of the position of Grand Registrar of the respondent and that Mr Kyle was the respondent’s
legal adviser in that position, from in or about September 1992
to May 1998. He said that the Grand Registrar’s role was to
advise the respondent, the board of the respondent and the
Grand Master in relation to legal affairs. Mr Threlfall further
deposed that in relation to this period, Mr Kyle performed all
of the respondent’s legal work, save for that in relation to which
Mr Kyle did not possess the necessary expertise. Mr Threlfall
referred in the Affidavit, to Mr Kyle’s letter dated 23 March
1998. He said that he could not recall whether he received it
prior to or after his meeting with Mr Kyle. Mr Kyle in his
submissions however, said that he met with Mr Threlfall following the letter being sent. A copy of Mr Kyle’s letter is
annexure D to the Affidavit. Formal parts omitted, the letter
relevantly provides as follows—
“Dear Grand Master
I have been informed of the decision of the Board to peremptorily terminate the services of the Chief Executive
Officer. In view of my close personal friendship with
Anthony Ellis, it does not surprise me that the Board did
not wish to seek legal advice from me on the issue but, I
can assure you that if you had done so I would most certainly have proferred that advice without fear or favour
in any direction. I might mention that Anthony has not
sought or received any advice from me.
It is always a difficult situation for any Board and particular for its Chairman, when needing to act without the
advice of the Chief Executive Officer. The dismissal of a
CEO is the most difficult of those situations and I trust
that you sought expert advice on the issue.
I feel obliged to warn you that in my opinion the Board
has acted in a quite reckless manner. As I understand it,
no reason has been advanced for the dismissal and no
prior admonitions or warnings have been given to the
CEO. These basic omissions will in my view have left
Grand Lodge in a most precarious position if, as I presume may be the case, the CEO decides to lodge a claim
for unfair dismissal.
I imagine that the Board has come to the conclusion that
the criticism of the performance of the Grand Lodge must
be dealt with and disagreements between you and the CEO
needed to be resolved. I can only say that I think the Board
will be seen to be engaged in a classic case of shooting
the messenger. The Industrial Relations Courts do not look
kindly at that approach.
These days, employees including CEOs are given very
strong protection against unfair dismissal or discipline
and I fear that the Board will be severely criticised for its
actions. An organisation that prides itself on moral
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behaviour can ill afford to be seen to be acting without
regard to a man’s ordinary rights. The right to know and
have an opportunity to answer criticisms levelled against
him and to receive warnings before dismissal are fundamental to the proper treatment of an employee these days.
I think you should anticipate harmful publicity for the
Craft, if an unfair dismissal claim is lodged by Anthony.
You will need to be very careful that you do not compound the damage in attempts to deal with the publicity
as that may be seen as very relevant in any proceedings.
Of course I realise that I am not in full possession of the
facts but I have to say that, unless the Board had a very
compelling reason for the dismissal, it will have a hard
time justifying its decision and particularly the manner in
which it made it.
Yours sincerely
P A Kyle
Grand Registrar”
The evidence discloses that this letter was not written in
response to any request by the respondent nor was it provided
on the basis of remunerative work for Mr Kyle.
Furthermore, Mr Threlfall deposes to the existence of a newspaper article in “The West Australian” in relation to the
applicant’s dismissal, which was published on 31 March 1998.
A copy of the article is annexure E to the Affidavit. Relevantly,
that article provides as follows—
“Former grand masters Mick Gayfer and Curnow
Knuckey, grand registrar Peter Kyle and senior grand
warden and board member Robert Sewell have signed a
letter sent to two hundred WA grand secretaries representing 9000 members claiming that Archdeacon Threlfall
is not up to the task.
Mr Kyle, a prominent Perth lawyer, said Mr Ellis had
been implementing a board policy to turn the organisation into a more outward looking society.
‘What you have is some diehards in an organisation that’s
very traditional who are trying to stop the modernisation
of the society’, Mr Kyle said.
He said that he was not aware of grounds for Mr Ellis’
removal and likened the Board’s actions to a kangaroo
court.”
The letter referred to in the press report above appears as
annexure F to the Affidavit. That letter states as follows—
“BRETHREN, We the undersigned write to you to advise that on Friday 20 March 1998 your Grand Secretary/
CEO was dismissed by the Board. You have every right
to demand the reasons for so dramatic a decision, but to
date no valid reasons have been given.
A few years ago we enthusiastically endorsed the need to
make meaningful change in our organisation so that we
could once again attract and retain the younger men in
our community.
The man we employed to put that plan into action was
our Grand Secretary/Chief Executive Officer. The job,
which we gave him, was very difficult. In spite of the
financial constraints, many of the elements of the plan
have been implemented and benefits expected from then
have started to flow.
Now, suddenly and without fair warning, or reasonable
notice, our Grand Secretary has been dismissed forthwith,
stripped of his keys and car and driven home by a member of staff. Is this the way one Freemason should treat
another?
It is common knowledge that some changes have not been
popular nor understood. Mistakes will almost inevitably
be made whenever an organisation breaks new ground.
In our time the Board employed and directed a man to do
a job and to do it in the way the Board wanted. The membership can hardly blame him if they are not satisfied with
the outcome.
We understand this dismissal was directed by the Grand
Master and a majority of the Board, despite strong protests about the propriety and legality of such conduct. The
Grand Master admits his limitations, stating that he doesn’t
want to be Chairman of the Board and a notice of motion
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to bring that into effect is pending and will be decided at
the next Communication.
BRETHREN, we have reached a crisis in Freemasonry.
We regret to have to say this, but in our opinion the Grand
Master is not up to the job. He needs to be replaced by a
Freemason who has the intestinal fortitude, energy and
genuine desire to make the changes so necessary to attract the youth of today to join our ranks and for our
institution to be a vibrant part of tomorrow’s society.
Signed
M. W. Bro H W Gayfer A.M
Immediate Past Grand Master
R W Bro Rob Sewell SGW
Member of the Board
of General Purposes

M. W Bro C. A Knuckey OAM.
Past Grand Master
R W Bro Peter Kyle PJGW
Grand Registrar”

Mr Threlfall also disposes to a radio interview on ABC radio given by Mr Kyle on 31 March 1998, which refers to the
dismissal of the applicant in similar terms to the letter to the
members set out above.
Without wanting to make these reasons unduly prolix, I have
set out the text of the above correspondence, as in my opinion
it puts the allegations of the respondent against Mr Kyle in
context. It is apparent on the face of this correspondence and
in the media articles, that Mr Kyle and other members of the
respondent felt strongly about the dismissal of the applicant.
More particularly, it can be inferred from that correspondence
that there was a good deal of dissatisfaction within the Grand
Master and that he should be replaced. It appears to me that at
least in relation to the letter to members of the respondent, as
Mr Kyle suggested in his submissions, it may have had as
much to do with the internal dynamics of the respondent as
anything else.
Mr Threlfall said in his affidavit that he met with Mr Kyle
on or about 24 March 1998 in the afternoon at Mr Kyle’s offices. He deposed that he requested the meeting with Mr Kyle,
to explain to him why the Board of the General Purposes of
the respondent had decided to engage the respondent’s solicitors in this matter, in dealing with the applicant’s dismissal.
Mr Threlfall said in his affidavit that he advised Mr Kyle that
although he was the normal legal advisor to the respondent,
the respondent had engaged its present solicitors to provide
advice in relation to the applicant’s termination as Mr Threlfall
considered that industrial law was not an area of Mr Kyle’s
expertise. It is of note that Mr Kyle, in his submissions from
the bar table, submitted that the reason that the respondent
engaged other solicitors to advise it in relation to the applicant’s dismissal, was not because of Mr Kyle’s lack of expertise
in this area, but because of his friendship with the applicant
and the need for independent advice.
Mr Threlfall in his affidavit, referred to matters which he
said he discussed with Mr Kyle during the course of the meeting on the 24 March 1998. These matters included—
(a) The failure of a motion of confidence in the applicant being moved by a member of the board at its
meeting on 5 March 1998;
(b) The special meeting of the board on 20 March 1998
to discuss the status of the applicant’s employment;
and
(c) The notification to the applicant that his employment
with the respondent was terminated.
Mr Threlfall further deposed that during the course of the
meeting he advised Mr Kyle that—
(a) The applicant prepared a statement which was tabled at the board meeting;
(b) The applicant was requested to leave the meeting
whilst the board went into committee to discuss his
statement and future employment status;
(c) The issue was debated in committee;
(d) At Mr Threlfall’s request, the board invited the applicant back into the meeting to address the board
and that he did so by talking to his statement;
(e) The applicant left the meeting again, and the matter
was further debated by the board;
(f) The board voted on the future of the applicant’s employment; and
(g) How the board members had voted.
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Importantly, there is nothing in the evidence adduced by Mr
Threlfall to indicate that he advised Mr Kyle as to what the
committee discussed in relation to the applicant’s future employment status. Nor is there any evidence that Mr Kyle was
appraised of the content of further debate by the board after
the applicant left the meeting. Importantly Mr Threlfall, at
paragraph 21 of the Affidavit, deposed as follows—
“21 I only spoke to Kyle because he was my, and the
Board’s legal adviser. I felt obliged to brief him on what
had occurred because of his role as the legal adviser to
the Grand Lodge. I did not formally instruct him to act
for the Grand Lodge in this matter because I was aware,
and he agreed, that he did not have the expertise to do
so.”
In my opinion, this only serves to further confirm the fact
that Mr Kyle was at no stage formally consulted nor requested
to advise the respondent in relation to the events leading up to
and following the termination of the applicant’s employment.
In relation to the meeting between Mr Kyle and Mr Threlfall,
Mr Threlfall deposes in the Affidavit that he imparted information to Mr Kyle to the effect that the vote of the board of
the respondent had split, and that the board had considered the
applicant’s submission.
Ultimately, Mr Threlfall in the Affidavit, asserted that the
matters that he discussed with Mr Kyle included matters set
out in paragraph 20 of the applicant’s notice of application in
these proceedings. It is important to place that allegation in
context. Paragraph 20 of the applicant’s notice of application
provides as follows—
“At the conclusion of a special Board meeting on the afternoon of 20 March 1998, Mr Ellis was verbally informed
that his services were no longer required effective immediately. He was then handed a letter of termination.
Mr Ellis was not given any or any adequate explanation
for the termination of his employment except that the
Board no longer had confidence in him.
Mr Ellis was not given any or any adequate opportunity
to address the Board. Mr Ellis was then accompanied to
his office and was supervised while clearing his desk and
then accompanied off the premises. He was forced to leave
the company car he used and find his own way home.”
It is immediately apparent that a central allegation raised in
the particulars of claim, is that the respondent denied the applicant procedural fairness in effecting the dismissal. This is
confirmed by the respondent’s amended notice of answer and
counter proposal. However, there is no evidence to suggest
that during the meeting which took place between Mr Threlfall
and Mr Kyle on 24 March 1998, which clearly was on any
view, an “after the event” meeting, was there any discussion
at all as to procedural fairness being afforded to the applicant.
The extent to which the matter was referred to in the meeting,
was that a submission from the applicant had been considered
by the respondent’s board. That in itself is hardly a surprising
statement. One would expect that to occur in the ordinary
course of a meeting such as that which occurred, which was
convened soley for the purposes of determining the applicant’s
future
As to the evidence of Mr Threlfall that he advised Mr Kyle
that the vote of the respondent’s board had split on the matter,
the question becomes what is the effect of that information for
the purposes of these proceedings? The fact of the matter is
that it appears that the respondent made a decision, by a majority of its board, that the applicant’s services were to be
terminated. That was the decision of the respondent. The fact
that the vote on that decision had split and was not a unanimous vote, is not in my opinion, a matter material to the
resolution of these proceedings.
The issues before the Commission are whether the applicant
was dismissed harshly, oppressively or unfairly and further,
whether the respondent denied him benefits to which he was
entitled pursuant to his contract of employment. It is those
issues that must be kept in focus when examining the allegations of the respondent. The resolution of those issues will
depend largely on whether it can be established that the respondent did or did not, in dismissing the applicant, abuse its
lawful right to do so. The law in this jurisdiction in relation to
that matter is well established. Relevant considerations in the
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exercise of the Commission’s discretion in finding that a dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair, include whether the
respondent had a basis upon which to do what it did and also,
whether the applicant was afforded procedural fairness, which
in some cases, may be a most important circumstance.
In my opinion, the evidence adduced in this matter leads to
the following findings which I make—
(a) Mr Kyle was not at any time instructed by the respondent to advise the respondent in relation to the
events leading up to or following the applicant’s dismissal and indeed, he deliberately kept distant from
the matter due to his friendship with the applicant;
(b) Mr Kyle, along with other persons, members of the
respondent, participated in debate as a member of
the respondent, in relation to the events surrounding
the dismissal of the applicant, following the event;
(c) Mr Kyle and others, as members of the respondent,
obviously had and may still have strong views in
relation to the applicant’s dismissal which views were
expressed in various forums;
(d) Mr Kyle had written some letters in relation to a property owned by the respondent unconnected on the
evidence, with any specific allegations against the
applicant; and
(e) A meeting took place between Mr Kyle and the Grand
Master of the respondent, at which meeting Mr Kyle
was advised, after the event, of the respondent’s decision and of matters peripheral to it.
As I have already observed earlier in these reasons, the authorities make it clear that for a conflict of interest to arise, a
practitioner must not use confidential information or knowledge gained from the client during the course of a retainer
alternatively, adopt a position hostile to the former client concerning the same matter or any related matter. Furthermore,
in relation to the issue of confidential information, it is established that for information to have the requisite confidential
character, there must be identity of the relevant information
with precision: Corrs Pavey Whiting and Byrne v Collector of
Customs (1987) 14 FCR 434 per Gummow J at 443. Furthermore, in Carindale County Club Estate Pty Ltd (supra)
Drummond J, in considering whether to grant an injunction
restraining a solicitor from acting in a matter, observed at 312—
“In recognition of the position of the solicitor as a fiduciary and of the importance now placed on the need for the
appearance of integrity on the part of solicitors, as repositories of confidences, in the role they play in the
administration of justice, I think that the stringent approach
to when a solicitor will be free to act adverse to the interests of a former client that has been taken in recent cases
is preferable to the more lenient approach that was generally, but by no means invariably, adopted in past times. In
my opinion, a solicitor is liable to be restrained from acting for a new client against a former client if a reasonable
observer, aware of the relevant facts, would think there
was a real, as opposed to a theoretical possibility, that
confidential information given to the solicitor by the
former client might be used by the solicitor to advance
the interests of a new client to the detriment of the old
client.” (my emphasis)
As I have already observed, a central element in the authorities to which I have referred, is that the solicitor must have
been acting for the former client and then acts for a new client,
in the same or a related matter. An essential ingredient of the
fiduciary relationship between solicitor and client, is the retainer between the solicitor and client to advise and act for and
on behalf of the client in relation to a matter. In my opinion,
from all of the evidence and submissions before me in this
matter, it cannot be said that Mr Kyle has acted for or on behalf of the respondent at all in relation to the matter of the
applicant’s dismissal by the respondent or any related matter.
Indeed, the evidence is all the other way. Moreover, to the
extent to which Fordham may extend the scope of the doctrine in relation to conflicts of interest, to include the general
duty of loyalty of a solicitor to a former client, that extension
is still however, related to the solicitor’s duty of loyalty in the
context of the matter in which that solicitor was retained. In
the absence of that ingredient, in my opinion, Fordham is not
an authority upon which the respondent can rely to have Mr
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Kyle disqualified from acting for the applicant in these proceedings.
Similarly, in my opinion, the respondent’s submission that
by reason alone of Mr Kyle’s former position as the Grand
Registrar, that he thereby is in a position of advantage in relation to the respondent’s officers cannot be sustained. For the
reasons for which I have already identified, in my opinion, it
is has not been demonstrated that the requisite tests have been
met on this occasion.
Mr Kyle as a Witness
The respondent submitted that as Mr Kyle has been summonsed in his position as a company secretary of a company
associated with the applicant to produce documents, that this
provides a basis upon which Mr Kyle should be precluded
from acting for the applicant. It was also submitted that Mr
Kyle may be required to appear as a witness in relation to the
alleged mishandling by the applicant of the operations of the
Swan Districts Masonic Centre. However, no particulars were
advanced by the respondent as to how this was said to be so.
Generally speaking, it is undesirable for a legal practitioner
to represent a client in proceedings in which it is likely that
that legal practitioner may be called as a witness: Civil Procedure Western Australia Seaman para 34.0.5. In Chapman v
Rogers; ex parte Chapman (1984) 1 Qd R 542 Campbell CJ
of the Supreme Court of Queensland observed that—
“…. for the reason that is desirable to avoid any suggestion of real or apparent conflict between the duty to the
court and the obligation to the client, I consider that it is
generally unwise for a solicitor who is not himself appearing as advocate or instructing solicitor in court, but
who is aware that it is likely that he will be called as a
material witness (other than in relation to formal or noncontentious issues) to continue either personally or through
his firm to represent the client if this can be reasonablely
avoided. It may be unavoidable in some cases, such as
those involving complex commercial issues.” (my emphasis)
A number of observations may be made in relation to this
aspect of the respondent’s application. Firstly, it is not at all
clear that there is any likelihood that Mr Kyle will be called as
a witness. In relation to the summons for production issued by
the respondent, it relates to a summons to appear for the purposes of production of documents. Secondly, there is no real
allegation with any particularity against Mr Kyle, which would
lead to a conclusion that he may be called as a witness in the
proceedings on a matter in controversy between the parities.
Thirdly, Mr Kyle is appearing both as counsel and as instructing solicitor in court in these proceedings. For all of these
reasons, in my opinion, this ground of objection advanced by
the respondent cannot succeed.
Conclusion
In deciding this matter, I have very carefully considered the
evidence and the submissions of counsel. I am not satisfied
that having regard to all of the circumstances of this case, that
Mr Kyle should be precluded from continuing to act for the
applicant in these proceedings.
APPEARANCES: Mr P Kyle of counsel appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A Lucev of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of WA of Antient Free and Accepted
Masons Incorporated and Others.
No. 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
28 October 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: Having heard from the parties in
relation to this matter, and given the circumstances of the history of the litigation, having due regard to the position in which
the applicant finds himself, but also having regard to the length
of time that the matter has been listed for trial, the conduct of
the parties in relation to their respective obligations in respect
of orders and issues of the Commission, and not the least of
which, given the nature of this jurisdiction, where claims by
its character in this jurisdiction are to be brought and prosecuted expeditiously and heard expeditiously by the
Commission, the application for an adjournment of the proceedings is refused.
APPEARANCES: Mr P Kyle of counsel appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A Lucev of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient Free and
Excepted Masons Incorporated and others.
No 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
5 October 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr P Kyle of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr A D Lucev of counsel on behalf of the respondents
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders—
(1) THAT Application No. 517 of 1998 (“the Application”) be adjourned until the investigation by the
Police Department of Western Australia into the activities of the applicant—
(a) is completed; or
(b) any criminal charges arising from the investigation are heard and determined
whichever is the later.
(2) THAT disclosure of the reason for the adjournment
be limited to—
(a) members of the Board of Management of The
Grand Lodge of Western Australian Freemasons Homes for the Aged (Incorporated);
(b) members of the Board of General Purposes of
the Grand Lodge of Western Australia of
Antient Free and Accepted Masons Incorporated;
(c) those present at the hearing held on 25 August
1998;
(d) the applicant; and
(e) counsel and the solicitors for the parties.
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(3) THAT those persons to whom the disclosure is made
pursuant to this Order shall not disclose the reason
for this adjournment to any other person.
(4) THAT this Order not otherwise be published.
(5) THAT the parties have liberty to apply.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of WA of Antient Free and Accepted
Masons Incorporated and Others.
No. 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
25 September 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings, taken from the transcript as edited by the
Commission)
THE COMMISSIONER: The respondent has brought an application to dismiss this claim for want of prosecution, pursuant
to section 27(1) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the
Act”). The grounds in support of the respondent’s application
are set out in the outline of submissions filed by the respondent’s counsel.
Submissions
I will not traverse in full the submissions made in the respondent’s outline. In short, the respondent says that the
applicant has failed to comply with procedural orders made
by the Commission in relation to discovery and inspection of
documents and witness statements. Those orders were made
on 23 July and 7 and 9 September 1998 respectively (“the
Orders”). Counsel for the respondent referred to authority in
this jurisdiction to the effect that matters in the Commission
of the nature of this claim, should be brought and prosecuted
expeditiously: Johnson v Wesfarmers Ltd (1990) 70 WAIG
2434 at 2435; Lewicki and Ors v H.B. Brady Co Pty Ltd (1990)
70 WAIG 4143; Baxter v Intertan Australia t/as Tandy Electronics (1988) 68 WAIG 1879; Kangatheran v Boans Limited
(1988) 67 WAIG 1112.
The respondent says that obligations imposed on the applicant by the Orders have not been compiled with. It is important
to observe that in the proceedings before the Commission leading to the Orders, the applicant was represented by counsel,
although it appears that in relation to the September orders,
that was only for the purposes of representation in the Commission. Pursuant to s 31(3) of the Act, a party is bound by the
acts of its legal representative. At no point in these proceedings, was issue taken with the orders proposed nor finally made.
Moreover, the Orders once made, have not been challenged
on appeal. The respondent complains that the applicant has
not acted expeditiously and has not come to the Commission
with clean hands in view of its non-compliance with the Orders.
Counsel for the applicant opposes the application and says
that there is no basis to visit upon the applicant the ultimate
sanction of dismissal of the application in all of the circumstances of this particular case. Insofar as the non-compliance
issue goes, counsel concedes the point and apologised to the
Commission on behalf of his client for his client’s failure to
comply with the Orders. I should observe that the applicant’s
present counsel, Mr Kyle, was retained by the applicant very
late in these proceedings, on or about 11 September 1998. None
of the failure to comply with the Orders prior to this time, can
be attributable to his present counsel or indeed his instructing
solicitors. That point was my view, properly conceded by counsel for the respondent.
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In his defence however, counsel for the applicant says that
once briefed, by letter of 11 September 1998 to the Commission, the applicant requested the re-listing of this application
for the purposes of addressing issues the subject of this application to dismiss the substantive claim. The applicant also says
that in relation to discovery, by his solicitor’s letter of 11 September 1998 to the respondent’s solicitors, he has furnished
informal discovery, but resists production of documents on
the basis of s 33(5) of the Act. The applicant’s counsel argued
that these steps were taken prior to the time for compliance
with the Commission’s order of 7 September 1998. The respondent acknowledges this.
The Law
I will make a few observations about the law. In this jurisdiction, as noted above, it is well established that those who
litigate claims in the Commission have an obligation to do so
expeditiously. It is not in issue that the applicant brought his
claim expeditiously. It appears from the record that he did so
some four days after his dismissal by the respondent. What is
in issue is the diligence of the applicant’s prosecution of the
claim once instituted.
I do not propose to canvass the authorities to any extent but
merely refer to two well-known authorities on point, they being Johnson v Wesfarmers Ltd (supra) and the decision of the
Full Bench of this Commission in Kangatheran v Boans (supra). In Johnson, Fielding C (as he then was) in dealing with
the issue of delay, observed at 2435—
“Moreover, the only practical remedy available for such
a claim is reinstatement and that cannot reasonably be
effected where a long period of time has elapsed following the dismissal. The Commission has to consider not
only the position of the dismissed employee, but also that
of the employer. It would obviously be unreasonable to
expect that an employer make the necessary adjustments
to reinstate an unfairly dismissed employee years or even
months after the dismissal has taken place. In this respect
I adhere to the view I expressed in Fosbury v Mt Newman
Mining Co Pty Ltd (1988) 68 WAIG 1882 at 1884, that
is, that claims for unfair dismissal should be brought with
expedition. Where there has been delay the Commission
is entitled to exercise its discretion against the Applicant
and either refuse reinstatement or, in more extreme cases,
to refuse to proceed with the matter at all.” (my emphasis)
In Kangatheran, (supra) the Full Bench made similar observations in relation to the need for expedition as follows—
“This Commission has in the exercise of its jurisdiction
under Section 29 considerable responsibility to the public and to the litigating public in particular, those who
come before it with claims, those who are respondents to
those claims. There are many, many applications of a similar sort which are dealt with day by day and there is every
reason why individual Commissioners dealing with them
are at pains to ensure some reasonable expedition in the
prosecution of those claims.”
I should observe that the respondent has timeously complied
with its obligations pursuant to the Commission’s orders save
for the filing and service of witness statements pursuant to my
order of 9 September 1998. However, in view of the applicant’s non-compliance, that is more in the nature of a technical
breach in the circumstances. I accept also that the respondent
clearly has suffered some prejudice in the preparation of its
case in this matter, by reason of delays and non-compliance
by the applicant.
Non-compliance with orders of the Commission is a serious
matter and sanctions are available pursuant to the Act by way
of enforcement proceedings before the Full Bench. I should
also say that those who bring claims in the Commission carry
a heavy responsibility to ensure that they prosecute the matter
with diligence and that their obligations are not to be considered to be obligations to be complied with time permitting,
given other pursuits or endeavours.
Conclusions
In the circumstances of this case, it is a matter of balancing
the competing interests of the parties to the litigation, having
regard to my obligations pursuant to s 26 of the Act, to consider the equity and good conscience of the matter. I must
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consider the interests of the parties immediately concerned,
but also I must consider the interests of the wider community,
to ensure that public resources are used appropriately and efficiently: 26(1)(c) of the Act.
In this case the competing interests are that the applicant
ventilate his claim in open court and, as counsel has put it, to
clear his name. As against that, is the respondent’s interest in
having to meet the application if it is not dismissed. Clearly, I
have to balance those competing interests and weigh them up
very heavily.
It is also the case that no doubt to dismiss an action in these
circumstances, particularly on the eve of the hearing of what
is a complex matter, is a very grave step to take and one to be
confined to appropriate and perhaps extreme circumstances. I
should say this matter is finely balanced in my opinion and
has caused me some considerable difficulty in coming to my
conclusions. On the one hand, I consider the applicant’s noncompliance with orders of the Commission is inexcusable. On
the other, it is a heavy price to pay for a litigant to be deprived
of his right to prosecute his claim, particularly when one has
regard to s 26 of the Act and the obligations that that section of
the Act imposes upon me.
In the final analysis, it really comes down to my assessment
as to what is the justice of the situation and would justice be
served if I were to dismiss the application now. It is not without a considerable degree of oscillation, having regard to all
of the circumstances in the case and the submissions that have
been put to me, that I have concluded that justice would not be
served if I were to dismiss the applicant’s claim.
I should add, however, that but for Mr Kyle’s involvement,
late it may be, and the steps he has undertaken on the applicant’s behalf, my conclusions may well have been different in
respect of this application.
APPEARANCES: Mr P Kyle of counsel appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A Lucev of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of WA of Antient Free and Accepted
Masons Incorporated and Others.
No. 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
24 September 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings, taken from the transcript as edited by the
Commission)
THE COMMISSIONER: This is a further application by counsel for the applicant in these proceedings, that the Commission
exercise its discretion pursuant to s 27(1)(f) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) to adjourn the substantive application. This present application was brought by counsel for
the applicant on the same day as an earlier application for an
adjournment which has been dealt with in my earlier ex tempore reasons.
The basis of the fresh application for an adjournment, is disclosure by the respondent’s counsel to Mr Kyle, that the
applicant was the subject of an inquiry by the major fraud
squad of the CIB. Mr Kyle also put as a basis for refreshing
his application to adjourn the proceedings, his continuing involvement as counsel for the applicant, notwithstanding my
earlier decision in relation to the conflict of interest issue.
However, the major thrust of his submissions in support of the
further application, was the existence of the criminal investigation.
Mr Kyle submitted that given that the major fraud squad of
the CIB were investigating the matters arising out of the
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allegations made by the respondent in these proceedings, there
was a very real possibility that the applicant may be severely
prejudiced in any subsequent criminal proceedings. Mr Kyle
submitted that the Commission, in determining the present
proceedings, is being called upon to determine whether, on
the balance of probabilities, the conduct complained of by the
respondent occurred. This would mean, in counsel’s submission, the Commission effectively making a finding as to
whether or not the applicant committed the acts which he is
alleged by the respondent to have committed. In support of his
submissions, Mr Kyle relied upon the decision of the High
Court in Dietrich v R (1992) 67 ALJR 1. He submitted that the
principles determined in Dietrich had application to the circumstances of this particular case. Whilst he conceded that
the Commission proceedings are not dealing with criminal
charges, Mr Kyle submitted that the Commission may have
before it a factual situation leading to the same end result.
Mr Lucev, counsel for the respondent, opposed the further
application to adjourn. Mr Lucev submitted in relation to the
representational issue, that those circumstances were already
considered and determined in my earlier reasons for decision,
refusing Mr Kyle’s first application to adjourn these proceedings. In relation to the major fraud squad investigation, Mr
Lucev submitted that in essence, the fact of an investigation is
not of itself, a sufficient basis to adjourn the substantive proceedings. He relied upon a decision of Wilcox J in Schouten v
Telstra Corporation Limited (1993) 49 IR 339 as authority for
that proposition. Additionally, Mr Lucev challenged Mr Kyle’s
reliance upon the test in Dietrich, that in the present case, the
applicant was indigent. Mr Lucev submitted that in addition
to working six days a week at the brewery business in Broome,
the applicant was also engaged in other work as a property
consultant in Broome. For the reasons that follow, it is unnecessary for me to make any findings in relation to that issue.
Conclusions
It is a relevant consideration in my view, that the Commission has been advised that there is a criminal investigation
under way in relation to the alleged conduct of the applicant
arising out of the course of his employment with the respondent.
The question becomes of course, as to what the result of that
investigation might be, if anything. In my opinion, it is fair to
observe that it cannot be said with any certainty as to what
will arise from that investigation. Furthermore, it is not at all
clear as to the time frame over which the present criminal inquiry may be conducted, and indeed, anything that may arise
out of that inquiry.
In my view, it is a relevant consideration that in the context
of Mr Kyle’s present application, no criminal charges have
been actually laid against the applicant. These circumstances
are distinguishable from a case in which a party to a proceeding in this Commission, or in any other civil proceeding, is
faced with concurrent criminal charges or indeed criminal proceedings.
I should observe that for the purposes of considering this
application, it appears that there has been over the course of
recent years, a change in judicial opinion as to whether a civil
proceeding should be stayed in view of pending criminal proceedings. In Schouten, an application was brought in the
Federal Court for the interpretation of relevant provisions in
an award dealing with agreed procedures for disciplinary action against employees. In the course of dealing with the matter,
Wilcox J considered the general relationship between civil and
criminal proceedings. He observed at 402 as follows—
“Counsel for the applicant put at the forefront of their
submission the underlying proposition that the law will
not place people charged with a criminal offence in the
dilemma of having to defend other proceedings arising
out of the same circumstances as the criminal charge until after the criminal proceedings have been finalised.
I think it is fair to say that, at one time, judges had a
strong predisposition to that view. But it is clear from the
more recent cases that there is not now such a rule. I had
occasion to look at this question, in the context of pending civil proceedings, in Cameron’s Unit Services Pty
Limited v Kevin R Whelpton and Associates Australia
Pty Limited (1984) 4 FCR 428. I do not propose to repeat
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what I there set out. However, the authorities to which I
then referred made it clear that there is no general rule
that civil proceedings should be stayed pending resolution of criminal charges arising out of the same facts. The
current rule is that, in considering whether or not a civil
action should proceed to a hearing, the court should take
into account the chance that this course will occasion in
justice in the criminal proceedings. This requires the court
to consider such matters as possible prejudicial publicity,
the imminence of the criminal trial and the burden upon
the accused person of defending two sets of proceedings
concurrently…
However, as the authorities referred to in Cameron’s Unit
Services make plain, there is no absolute right of silence.
People charged with a criminal offence frequently choose
to comment, publicly or privately, regarding the substance
of the matter. A person has the right to disclose the substance of his/her defence to pending criminal proceedings.
This entitlement is something for the person to take into
account in considering what defence, if any, to make to a
civil proceeding. The same situation applies in a disciplinary case.“
In my opinion, having regard to Schouten and the authorities referred to in it, there is no longer what could be regarded
as an automatic predisposition to a stay of civil proceedings in
circumstances where there are criminal proceedings on foot.
Furthermore, in relation to these proceedings, there are a
number of relevant considerations that arise in relation to the
present application. The first is that the Commission has the
power in appropriate circumstances, to hold proceedings in
camera and to restrict matters that are to be published. Secondly, it is the case that in any event, there is no absolute right
to silence in relation to criminal proceedings, as observed by
Wilcox J in Schouten. Thirdly, it is a relevant consideration
and a point of distinction between the circumstances confronting me in this application and many of the decided cases, that
there are no criminal proceedings on foot. Indeed, nor are there
even criminal charges pending. The submission before the
Commission is that there is a criminal investigation into the
conduct of the applicant in progress. For the reasons that I
have mentioned above, in my opinion, there cannot be said to
be any certainty at all in relation to the outcome of that process. Another relevant consideration in my opinion is that any
such proceedings, if at all, arising out of the criminal inquiry,
may well be a long time away from the present matter.
I should also observe that the authorities suggest that, even
in circumstances where there are concurrent criminal proceedings on foot, that there must be a very strong case indeed for a
stay to be imposed in relation to civil proceedings: Civil Procedure in Western Australia Seaman para 20.19.19. As I have
already noted, the position may be different in circumstances
where the applicant either had been charged or indeed, was
presently defending criminal proceedings. However that is not
the case here. For all of these reasons, I decline to grant the
further application to adjourn these proceedings.
APPEARANCES: Mr P Kyle of counsel appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A Lucev of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of WA of Antient Free and Accepted
Masons Incorporated and Others.
No. 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
24 September 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings, taken from the transcript as edited by the
Commission)
THE COMMISSIONER: These reasons relate to an application brought by counsel for the applicant pursuant to s 27(1)(f)
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) that the substantive application be adjourned sine die. This application
was brought immediately following the decision of the Commission as presently constituted, that the respondent’s
application to disqualify Mr Kyle from appearing as counsel
for the applicant be dismissed (see Anthony Ellis and The Grand
Lodge of WA of Antient Free and Accepted Masons Incorporated and Others No. 517 of 1998, 29 October 1998). The
substantive basis for this application is the respondent’s failure to provide Mr Kyle with an undertaking that,
notwithstanding my earlier decision, the respondent would not
pursue Mr Kyle’s continuation to act on behalf of the applicant, in other jurisdictions. In essence, Mr Kyle submitted that
if the matter were to proceed, Mr Ellis would be placed in the
position at this late stage, of representing himself in the matter. The application was strongly opposed by Mr Lucev, counsel
for the respondent.
In short, Mr Kyle submitted that the application should be
adjourned because Mr Ellis, given the complexity of the proceedings, would not be able to adequately prepare for the
hearing nor represent himself during the course of the proceedings. In support of his application, Mr Kyle tendered an
affidavit sworn by Mr Ellis 24 September 1998 (“the Affidavit”). In the Affidavit Mr Ellis deposes to a number of issues
said to be relevant to his application to adjourn the proceedings. Mr Ellis said that he could no longer afford to engage
counsel to represent him at the proceedings. Furthermore, he
deposed to the fact that he did not have the necessary knowledge of the procedural requirements of the Commission,
including the preparing of witness statements, dealing with
documentary and oral evidence and matters of law which would
arise during the course of the hearing of the matter.
Furthermore, Mr Ellis deposed that even at this stage of the
proceedings, he did not have particulars of the allegations that
were to be brought against him by the respondent in support
of its decision to summarily dismiss him. He also said that his
other business commitments in Broome require his attendance
on a six-day a week basis and furthermore, given the time of
year, this was the busiest period for that business. Mr Ellis
also deposed to personal circumstances that he said made it
difficult for him to prepare for and proceed with his application. In conclusion, Mr Ellis said that he would suffer great
prejudice if the proceedings were not adjourned, given the time
available and in view of the voluminous number of documents
which would be required to be examined prior to and during
the course of the proceedings.
Mr Lucev submitted that whilst the proceedings may involve
some complexity, that the applicant is, by reason of the position he formerly held with the respondent and his involvement
in other business interests, intelligent, articulate and quite capable of representing himself in the proceedings. Moreover,
counsel points to the fact that these proceedings have been on
foot for a long time and the applicant has been on notice, from
as early as 5 June 1998, of the procedural requirements of
both the applicant and the respondent in order to prepare for
the hearing. Furthermore, Mr Lucev submitted that the applicant does not come before the Commission with clean hands,
in that he has failed to comply with orders of the Commission
relating to discovery of documents and the filing and service
of witness statements, over an extended period of time.
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In further submissions, Mr Lucev said that the applicant had
engaged his previous firm of solicitors at least on two occasions, in respect of earlier interlocutory applications. He
submitted that the respondent has been put to very considerable expense in preparing for these proceedings, which
expenses are not recoverable before the Commission. In summary, the respondent submitted that the applicant has had a
very considerable period of time to prepare his case, with or
without the assistance of counsel. Also, the respondent argued
that it would be materially prejudiced by an adjournment of
the matter, for what could be a significant period of time, given
the time that has elapsed from the date of the applicant’s dismissal. Counsel argued that the memories of witnesses, some
of whom are of advanced years, might be affected. Also, it
was submitted that there is an obligation on the applicant to
prosecute his claim expeditiously in this jurisdiction.
Conclusion
In considering this application, I am required, by s 26(1)(a)
of the Act to approach the matter according to equity, good
conscience, and the substantial merits of the case. Moreover,
by s 26(1)(c), I am required to have regard for the interests of
the persons immediately concerned in these proceedings, and
where appropriate, for the interests of the community as a
whole. In terms of applications by parties to proceedings for
adjournments, in Myers v Myers (1969) WAR 19, Jackson J
said at 21—
“To grant or refuse an adjournment is a matter for the
discretion of the court to whom the application is made.
But where the refusal of an adjournment would result in
serious injustice to one party, an adjournment should be
granted unless in turn this would mean serious injustice
to the other party. An appellate court will not interfere
with a discretionary order of this sort unless there is strong
reason for believing that an injustice has resulted. These
principles are laid down in Maxwell v Keun (1928) 1 KB
645; (1927) All ER Rep 335, and Walker v Walker, (1967)
1 All ER 412.”
In considering this application, it is relevant to refer to the
following. The respondent dismissed the applicant on 20 March
1998. The substantive application was filed on 24 March 1998,
by the then solicitors for the applicant. The respondent, by its
solicitors, filed a notice of answer and counter proposal on 31
March 1998. By leave of the Commission, the respondent filed
an amended notice of answer and counter proposal on 19 June
1998. Conferences pursuant to s 32 of the Act were convened
between the parties to these proceedings on 17 April, 4 June
and 21 July 1998. The Commission on 5 June 1998, made orders for informal discovery and the filing and service of witness
statements. A notice of hearing, listing the matter for hearing
from 29 September 1998 to 2 October 1998 inclusive, was issued on 7 July 1998. Further interlocutory applications were
made and heard by the Commission leading to further orders
of the Commission on 7 September and 9 September 1998 in
relation to discovery and witness statements respectively.
The Commission was also informed that the then solicitors
for the applicant and the solicitors for the respondent exchanged
without prejudice correspondence in early May 1998, relating
to particulars of the allegations of the respondent against the
applicant. Whilst Mr Kyle referred to some of these allegations in his submissions as being general allegations, it is of
note that at no point prior to this present application to adjourn
the proceedings, were any proceedings commenced for orders
in respect of further and better particulars of the respondent’s
notice of answer and counter proposal. Moreover, I should
also observe that in the earlier interlocutory proceedings concerning further and better discovery, heard on 7 August 1998,
the applicant’s then counsel made it clear that she was acting
for the applicant only in relation to that matter, and not generally. The significance of this observation is that at least from
this time, it is apparent that the applicant was effectively representing himself in this application, save for the formal
appearance to which I have referred.
Furthermore, it is not in contest that the applicant has failed
to comply with a number of the orders of the Commission
relating to discovery of documents and witness statements.
That in itself is a matter of great concern to the Commission
and is the subject of comment by the Commission in the reasons for decision that I have referred to above.
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The fact of the matter is that these proceedings have been
listed for hearing since 7 July 1998. The parties, including the
applicant, have been on notice since that time of the dates of
hearing. Moreover, I should observe that the respondent has
complied with the Commission’s earlier orders regarding discovery of documents. That is, the applicant has had access to
all of the respondent’s discovered documents, both originally
and by further order of the Commission on 7 September 1998.
In my opinion, the applicant has had more than sufficient time
to prepare his case and indeed, to comply with obligations
imposed on him by orders and directions by the Commission.
The fact that the applicant is, as it now appears on the evidence, extensively engaged in his business activities in Broome,
is no reason to adjourn these proceedings. The institution of
these proceedings carries with it an obligation to progress the
application expeditiously. This is particularly so in this jurisdiction, where it is well established that an applicant has an
obligation to both institute and prosecute his or her claim without delay. Whilst no doubt the task confronting the applicant,
if he is to appear in person in the proceedings is a somewhat
daunting one, that of itself is not, in my opinion, a basis to
adjourn the proceedings. Parties to proceedings pursuant to s
29 of the Act often appear in person, sometimes in quite complex matters. There is nothing unique about that. The
Commission also has a duty to the community to ensure that
resources allocated for the purposes of hearing and determining matters are used as efficiently as possible.
It is also the case that to adjourn the application now would
occasion prejudice to the respondent. The respondent has, as I
have observed, compiled with its obligations in terms of production of documents to the applicant. Furthermore, it is a
relevant consideration that in the event of the proceedings being adjourned for what could be a considerable period of time,
that recollection of events by witnesses may be adversely affected. This is particularly so, given that some of the
respondent’s witnesses are senior in years.
In all the circumstances of this case, I am not satisfied that
the refusal of the application to adjourn these proceedings
would result in a serious injustice to the applicant. For those
reasons the application is refused.
APPEARANCES: Mr P Kyle of counsel appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Mr A Lucev of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.
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Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient Free and
Excepted Masons Incorporated and others.
No 517 of 1998.
COMISSIONER S J KENNER.
9 September 1998.
Amending Order.
WHEREAS on 5 June 1998, the Commission, by consent of
the parties to the herein application, issued an order in relation
to interlocutory matters to facilitate the expeditious hearing of
the application (“the Order”);
WHEREAS in subsequent proceedings relating to applications for further and better discovery by the applicant and the
respondent, the Commission issued a further order in relation
to further and better discovery on 7 September 1998;
WHEREAS in view of the order issued by the Commission
on 7 September 1998, it is now appropriate to amend the Order;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby amends the Order as follows—
(1) THAT paragraph 4 of the Order be amended to require the applicant to file and serve on the respondent
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any witness statements upon which he intends to rely
no later than 14 days prior to the date of the hearing.
(2) THAT paragraph 5 of the Order be amended to require the respondent to file and serve upon the
applicant any witness statements upon which it intends to rely no later than 7 days prior to the date of
hearing.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of WA of Antient Free and Accepted
Masons Incorporated and others.
No 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
7 September 1998.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: These proceedings concern interlocutory applications by The Grand Lodge of Western Australia
(the “respondent”) and Anthony Ellis (“the applicant”) pursuant to s 27(1)(o) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, (the
“Act”) for further and better discovery. The substantive application alleges that the applicant was harshly, oppressively or
unfairly dismissed by the respondent and was denied benefits
that he was entitled under his contract of service with the respondent.
Background
By consent order of 5 June 1998, the applicant and respondent provided to one another informal discovery by list of
documents. The respondent and applicant now say that each
others discovery is deficient and seek orders from the Commission for further and better discovery. By a direction dated
23 July 1998, the Commission directed the applicant and respondent to file and serve affidavits in support of further and
better discovery and an outline of submissions in relation to
the applications.
Mrs Melanie Binet filed an affidavit in support of the respondent’s application for further and better discovery on 3
August 1998. The applicant did not file an affidavit in support
of his application.
The Substantive Claim
For the purposes of determining this matter, it is necessary
to set out the claim and answer of the applicant and respondent respectively, in order to determine what are the matters in
question between the parties to the substantive application.
By application dated 24 March 1998, the applicant alleges that
his employment as the Grand Secretary/Chief Executive Officer of the respondent was unfairly terminated on 20 March
1998. The grounds advanced in support of the applicant’s claim
of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal are set out at paragraph 20 of the particulars of claim and provide as follows—
“At the conclusion of a special Board meeting on the afternoon of 20 March 1998, Mr Ellis was verbally informed
that his services were no longer required effective immediately. He was then handed a letter of termination.
Mr Ellis was not given any or any adequate explanation
for the termination of his employment except that the
Board no longer had confidence in him.
Mr Ellis was not given any or any adequate opportunity
to address the Board. Mr Ellis was then accompanied to
his office and was supervised while clearing his desk and
then accompanied off the premises. He was forced to leave
the company car that he used and find his own way home”.
In so far as the claim for contractual benefits is concerned,
the applicant seeks a number of benefits relating to wages and
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allowances, payment in lieu of notice, damages for loss and
injury and loss of reputation, accrued annual leave entitlements
and superannuation contributions.
By an amended notice of answer and counter proposal filed
with the leave of Commission on 19 June 1998, the respondent sets out its contentions by way of reply to the applicant’s
claims. Materially for these purposes, the amended notice of
answer and counter proposal provides as follows—
“4. As to paragraph 20, the Respondent says that—
(a) Concerns about the following aspects of the
applicant’s conduct—
(1) Poor working relationship with the
Grand Master;
(2) Poor working relationship with boards
and committees;
(3) Unsatisfactory dealings with constituent lodges and members; and
(4) Conflict of interest with personal business interests.
were brought to the applicant’s attention in the
months preceding his termination. The applicant was given the opportunity to respond to
these concerns and did so.
(b) ….
(c) ….
(d) …..
(e) ….
(f) since the applicant’s termination the respondent has become aware of a number of
additional grounds upon which it would have
relied to terminate the applicant’s employment
had the respondent been aware of those matters at the date of termination. Those matters
are—
(1) Unsatisfactory attitude to work;
(2) Misuse of leave entitlements;
(3) Misuse of expense account;
(4) Mishandling of the operations of the
Swan Districts Masonic Centre;
(5) Mishandling of the business operations
of the respondent;
(6) Inappropriate conduct as a nominee of
the respondent on the board of Information Radio;
(7) Any other matters that come to the respondent’s notice prior to the hearing
which constitute additional grounds
upon which it could have relied to terminate the applicant had it been aware
of those matters at the time of termination”.
It can be seen from the terms of the notice of application and
amended notice of answer and counter proposal set out above,
that the issues agitated by the parties to these proceedings are
wide.
Relevant Principles Regarding Discovery
In the context of discussing the relevant principles, it should
be observed that these applications are not for a general order
for discovery of documents. As noted above, the parties by
consent have already provided discovery to one another by
way of informal list. The present proceedings relate to applications for further and better discovery of particular documents
or classes of documents. However, notwithstanding this, in
my opinion, the relevant principles in this jurisdiction applicable to an application for general discovery pursuant to s
27(1)(o) of the Act apply. Discovery is not available as of right
in this jurisdiction and it is for a party making an application
for an order pursuant to s 27(1)(o) to establish that it would be
just for such an order to be made: ALHMWU v Burswood Resort Management (Ltd) (1995) 75 WAIG 1801. In Burswood
(supra) it was observed at 1805—
“The Commission may therefore only make an order if
such order is just (see Springdale Comfort Pty Ltd t/a
Dalfield Homes v BTA (op cit)(IAC)).
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s 26(1)( a) of the Act would not seem to be excluded from
operation by the words of s 27 (1)(o) but we do not think
it alters the questions to be asked and answered under s
27(1)(o).
It is for the applicant for an order under s 27(1)(o), to
establish that is just for such an order to be made. The
expression “just” means “right and fair, having reasonable and adequate grounds to support it, well-founded and
conformable to a standard of what is proper and right”.
See Loxton v Ryan (1921) State Reports (Qld) 79 at 84,
88 per Lukin J”. Perhaps more appositely in Smith’s
Weekly Publishing Co Ltd v Sunday Times Newspaper
Co Ltd (op cit), which was a case relating to discovery of
documents, Isaacs and Rich JJ at page 562 held that “just”
means “just according to law”.
In the event that the discretion to order discovery is exercised, general principles require the provision by one party to
the other of a list of documents, which may be verified by
affidavit, which are or have been in a party’s possession, custody or power relating to any matter in question in the
proceedings. A classic statement as to whether a document
relates to a matter in question, is contained in the judgment of
Brett LJ in Compagine Financiere et Commerciale du Pacifique
v Peruvian Guano Company (1882) 11 QBD 55 where he observed at 63—
“It seems to me that every document relates to the matters in question in the action, which not only would be
evidence upon any issue, but also which, it is reasonable
to suppose, contains information which may – not which
must – either directly or indirectly enable the party requiring the affidavit either to advance his own case or to
damage the case of his adversary. I have put in the words
“either directly or indirectly” because, as it seems to me,
a document can properly said to contain information which
may enable the party requiring the affidavit either to advance his own case or to damage the case of his adversary,
if it is a document which may fairly lead him to a train of
inquiry, which may have either of these two consequences”.
The case of Board v Thomas Hedley & Co Ltd (1951) 2 All
ER 431 is authority for the proposition that the net is to be cast
broadly in relation to determining what documents are discoverable based upon the matters in question in the action. To
determine whether a document may fairly lead to a train of
inquiry relevant to a matter in question, regard is to be had to
the pleadings in civil litigation. In this case, regard should be
had to the particulars of claim and the amended notice of answer and counter proposal: Mulley v Manifold (1959) 103 CLR
341 at 345.
For the purposes of discovery, “possession” means the physical or corporeal holding of the document pursuant to the right
to its possession, as in the case of an agent or bailee; “custody” means the mere actual or physical or corporeal holding
of a document regardless of the right to its possession, as in
the case of a servant or an employee; “power” means an enforceable right to inspect it or to obtain possession or control
of the document from the person who ordinary has it in fact:
Halsbury’s Laws of England 4th ed vol 13 at para 39.
Also, generally speaking, a document is not required to be
produced if it is not in the sole possession of the party giving
discovery: Swanston v Lishman (1881) 45 LT 360 at 361:
Kearsley v Philips (1883) 10 QBD 465. In Biala Pty Ltd and T
S Holdings Pty Ltd v Mallina Holdings Pty Ltd (1990) WAR
174 consideration was given by the Supreme Court of Western Australia to a claim for production of documents for
inspection which were in the joint possession of the second
defendant to the action and another person who was not a party
to the action. The court referred to Kearsley (supra) which
applied Murray v Walter (1839) Cr & Ph 114, and held that
the decision in Kearsley is clear authority for the proposition
that a party has no right to an order for production of documents which are in the joint possession of a defendant and
another person who is not a party to the action.
The evidence adduced on behalf of the respondent discloses
that the applicant had a number of business interests outside
of his employment with the respondent. These include directorship and company secretary positions in three corporations,
they being The Northwest Brewing Corporation Pty Ltd, Royal
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Harmony Pty Ltd and Anthony Ellis Pty Ltd (“the companies”). The Northwest Brewing Corporation Pty Ltd conducts
a substantial brewing operation in Broome of which the applicant is the Managing Director. There is evidence before the
Commission, that the applicant derived directors fee income
for the financial year 1 July 1997 to 30 June 1998. There is
also evidence before the Commission that the applicant acts
as a marriage celebrant and an assertion is made by the respondent that the telephone numbers used for that business,
are telephones in respect of which accounts were paid by the
respondent.
Furthermore, there is evidence before the Commission that
the respondent’s concerns regarding the applicant’s outside
business interests were the subject of discussion between the
applicant and the respondent culminating in a statement by
the applicant to the board of the respondent in or about September 1997. That statement contains an assurance by the
applicant that the applicant’s outside business interests did not
impact on the respondent. The Commission has also been provided with other correspondence between members of the
respondent, referring to this assurance provided by the applicant.
With all these matters in mind, I turn now to consider the
specific documents and classes of documents sought by the
respondent.
Respondent’s Application
Travel and Expense Records
Counsel for the respondent said that these records are relevant to the allegation that the applicant undertook personal
travel during his normal working hours and that he misused
his expense account. It is said that these records will disclose
travel arrangements and expenditure undertaken and claimed
by the applicant whilst employed by the respondent. Counsel
for the applicant said that the applicant has already discovered
his diaries for the period of 1993 – 1998, in which are recorded items relating to travel and expenses. In relation to the
expenses, the respondent submits that these dairy records are
incomplete and entries contained within them require substantiation.
In my opinion, travel and expense records, to the extent that
they are in the applicant’s possession, custody or control, do
relate to matters in question in these proceedings and should
be discovered. They are clearly relevant to the respondent’s
allegation that the applicant misused his expense account and
was engaged in his own business interests in conflict with his
duties for the respondent. Given the location of the businesses
that the applicant is associated with, travel arrangements may
well be material to dealing with these allegations. I reject the
applicant’s submission that this aspect of the application does
not relate to an industrial matter. The industrial matter before
the Commission relates to the applicant’s claim that he was
harshly oppressively or unfairly dismissed and was denied
contractual entitlements. As a corollary to the Commission
inquiring into and dealing with that industrial matter pursuant
to s 23(1) of the Act, the procedural powers of the Commission in s 27 of the Act, including the power to order discovery
of documents, are available to facilitate the inquiring into and
dealing with that industrial matter.
Taxation Returns for the Years 1993 – 1998
The respondent argued that the applicant’s taxation returns
for 1993 to 1998 are relevant as they may disclose details of
the applicant’s personal business interests during the material
times of his employment by the respondent. The respondent
also said that the taxation returns may lead to a train of inquiry
in relation to the issue of the applicant’s business expense deductions claimed by him which in turn, relate to applicant’s
outside business activities.
The applicant submitted that such documents are not relevant to the matters in issue in these proceedings and that in
any event, the applicant’s diaries for the periods 1993 to 1998
contain the relevant information.
In my view, the applicant’s personal taxation returns are relevant to matters in issue in these proceedings. Those documents
may well lead to a train of inquiry in relation to expense claims
and income received by the applicant over the material periods from sources other than the respondent. Also, given the
requirement on the applicant to maintain such taxation records
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pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act, 1936 (Cth), it
would not be overly burdensome for the applicant to obtain
and disclose these records to the respondent.
Applicant’s Personal Bank Records
The respondent seeks discovery of the applicant’s personal
bank records, including but not limited to statements of accounts for savings, cheque and other accounts held either solely
by the applicant or jointly between the applicant, his wife or
any other person in the years 1993 to 1998. The respondent
submitted that these documents are relevant to the matters in
issue in these proceedings in that they may disclose the extent
of the applicant’s business interests outside of the applicant’s
employment with the respondent. Furthermore, the respondent argued that this class of documents would enable the
respondent to cross reference material contained in other documents to be discovered by the applicant, for example, the
applicant’s taxation returns. It was also put that they may lead
to a train of inquiry in relation to the respondent’s allegations
regarding the applicant’s misuse of his expense entitlements.
The applicant submitted that this class of document should
not be discovered. It has said that the applicant’s diaries, which
have already been discovered, contain information regarding
his business activities. Furthermore, the applicant said that the
discovery of this class of documents would involve an infringement of confidentiality.
The extent to which a document may be confidential, does
not of itself afford protection against discovery but rather, is a
relevant consideration to be taken into account in deciding
whether or not a document should be discovered: Science Research Council v Nasse (1980) AC 1028 at 1065; ALHMWU v
Burswood Resort (Management) Ltd (supra) at 1807. Whilst I
accept that in some circumstances the confidentiality of documents maybe a most relevant consideration, given the nature
of the respondent’s allegation in these proceedings, in my opinion, the applicant’s personal financial records are documents
which could fairly lead to a train of inquiry arising out of the
issues in these proceedings. Likewise, to the extent to which
the applicant has bank accounts held jointly with his spouse or
other persons, then they are also relevant and may lead similarly to a train of inquiry concerning the respondent’s
allegations.
As to the suggestion by the applicant that such documents
may not be in the sole possession of the applicant, I observe
that the requirement to give discovery relates to documents in
the possession, custody or power of the party. Whilst the issue
of joint possession of documents was considered in Biala (supra), the matter has been judicially considered in a number of
other cases. In B v B (1979) 1 All ER 801, the UK High Court
(Family Division) considered an application for discovery of
documents in matrimonial proceedings against a husband who
had a controlling interest in, and was a director of, a private
company, as a consequence of his majority holding in another
private company. In this case, Dunn J held that the court had a
discretion whether to order the discovery of documents in the
possession, custody or power of a party to proceedings. Company documents relevant to the matters in the action but in the
legal possession of the company, if in the physical possession
of the party by reason of holding as a servant or agent of the
company, were discoverable as they were in that party’s “custody”.
Furthermore, in Turner & Anor v Davies (1981) 2 NSWLR
324, Maxwell J held that provided documents are relevant,
they are not protected from production on the basis that a party
has custody of the documents as an agent or a servant for a
third party. His Honour, in referring to earlier authority in
Kearsley (supra), Walter (supra), and Coomes & Son v Heyward
(1913) 1 KB 150 observed that the court’s power to order production for inspection has been broadened with the inclusion
of the word “custody”. Hence, sole legal possession or power
is no longer the determining basis upon which discovery will
be ordered.
In my opinion, this line of authority stands for the proposition that if documents are in the joint possession of a party and
another person, but the party holds the documents in his or her
custody as a servant or agent of that other person who has
joint possession of the documents, then an order may be made
that those documents be discovered. Accordingly, for the purposes of these proceedings, save for any joint bank account
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between the applicant and his spouse, any other bank accounts
between the applicant and any other person are only discoverable to the extent that the applicant holds such documents as a
servant or agent on behalf of that other person.
Documents relating to the applicant’s engagement/or employment by any company or person other than the respondent.
The respondent submitted that these documents are relevant
as they may lead to a train of inquiry relating to the applicant’s
business interests outside his employment with the respondent and the conflict of interest issue. It is also said that this
class of documents is relevant for the purposes of cross referencing financial information obtained from other documents
for example, taxation returns. As I have observed above, the
evidence before the Commission discloses that the applicant
had interests in the companies at the material times of the applicant’s employment. I have already referred to evidence
adduced by the respondent in this regard. This evidence is
unchallenged. I also pause to observe that from the evidence
before the Commission, the applicant holds beneficially
through his personal company, a very substantial shareholding
in Royal Harmony Pty Ltd.
The applicant objects to discovery of these documents on
the grounds that they are not relevant to matters in question in
these proceedings and also that no such documents exist.
In my view, if any such documents do exist then they are
clearly relevant. A central allegation in these proceedings is
extent to which the applicant was engaged in business interests outside of the respondent to the detriment of the respondent.
However in my opinion, discovery should be limited to documents relating to the applicant’s involvement in the companies
and not any company or other person. If there are documents
going to the terms of engagement of the applicant in any capacity with the companies they may lead to a train of inquiry
concerning the matters in question in these proceedings and
should be discovered.
Documents Relating to Remuneration, Bonuses, Fees etc
Counsel for the respondent argued that these documents are
relevant to the conflict of interest issue. Furthermore, evidence
before the Commission discloses that the applicant received
income in the 1997/1998 financial year by way of director’s
fees.
The applicant submits that the respondent has failed to adequately particularise the documents sought and moreover, has
failed to demonstrate that this class of documents are relevant
to matters in question. Additionally, the applicant says that the
request is overly wide and indeed income such as director’s
fees is not an indication as to personal effort or time involved
by the recipient of those fees.
In my opinion, remuneration from sources that are alleged
by the respondent to give rise to a business conflict are clearly
relevant to these proceedings. Such documents may well lead
to a train of inquiry as to the extent of the applicant’s involvement in business interests other than those of the respondent. I
am also satisfied that from the evidence before the Commission, it is likely that such documents exist and should be
discovered. However, as for documents relating to employment etc, the terms of the respondent’s request for income
from any sources is in my view too wide and would not be
necessary to fairly dispose of the substantive action. Discovery of such documents should be confined to any remuneration
received from the companies.
Documents Relating to Appointments/Duties as Director
and Company Secretary
The respondent seeks all documents, including but not limited to minutes of all meetings, books of account, bank records,
time and wages records relating to the applicant’s appointment and duties as a director and/or company secretary of any
company, including but not limited to the companies. The respondent submits that these documents are relevant as going
to the conflict of interest issue and may lead to a train of inquiry in that regard.
The applicant denies that discovery of these documents is
necessary given the evidence before Commission at annexure
“D” to the affidavit of Mrs Binet, which contains company
extracts from the Australia Securities Commission, disclosing
the extent of the applicant’s involvement in the companies.
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As with documents relating to the applicant’s engagement
and remuneration from the companies, in my opinion, these
classes of documents are relevant to the matters in issue in
these proceedings. To the extent that the applicant has documents of this description in his possession custody or power
concerning the companies, then in my view, they clearly may
give rise to a train of inquiry relating to the respondent’s substantive allegation that the applicant’s personal business
activities conflicted with the applicant’s obligations as a senior executive of the respondent.
Applicant’s Application
The applicant has also sought further and better discovery
of documents in these proceedings. I now turn to consider the
applicant’s application.
Auditors Reports relating to audits of the respondent in the
years 1993 to 1998 inclusive.
The applicant submitted that this class of documents is relevant to the allegations of the respondent that the applicant
misused his expense account and leave entitlements and mishandled the operations of the Swan Districts Masonic Centre
and the business operations of the respondent.
The respondent said that the audit reports, save that for the
1997/98 financial year, have already been discovered in the
respondent’s original, amended and further amended list of
documents. As to the 1997/98 audit report, in an affidavit of
Stanley Frederick Threlfall, who is the Grand Master of the
respondent, sworn 14 August 1998 in opposition to the applicant’s application, it is said that the audit report for the
respondent for the 1997/98 financial year is yet to be completed.
Mr Threfall’s evidence was that the respondent’s auditors
had advised him that this report is not anticipated to be adopted
by the respondent until on or about 30 October 1998. This
evidence is unchallenged.
In my opinion, audit reports of the type as sought by the
applicant are clearly relevant to the matters in issue in these
proceedings. It appears from the respondent’s submissions
however, that these documents have been discovered. To that
extent, the parties should confer with a view to reaching an
agreement on this matter. In the event that the issue cannot be
resolved, the matter can be referred back to the Commission
for determination.
In so far as the 1997/98 audit report is concerned, given that
the evidence suggests that the document is yet to exist in a
complete form, it would be inappropriate to make any orders
at this point. However, in the event that the document does
come into existence prior to or during the course of these proceedings being heard and determined, then in my opinion, such
a document should be discovered by the respondent.
Responses to Letters Contained in the Applicant’s Discovered List of Documents
The applicant sought production of the above documents
said to be relevant to whether the applicant was accorded procedural fairness by the respondent. It was also put by Counsel
that they are relevant to the alleged poor working relationship
between the applicant and the Grand Master, the board, committees and the constituent lodges and members of the
respondent.
The respondent submitted that the documents sought by the
applicant were not sufficiently particularised to allow it to identify the documents required by the applicant.
The Commission has before it a copy of a document, which
appears to be the applicant’s list of documents, under cover of
a letter from the applicant to the respondent’s solicitors dated
3 July 1998. In the list of documents there is reference to a
number of copy letters. It is not clear from the description of
the documents in the list what the content of those letters are.
However, from the very limited number of letters referred to
in the applicant’s list, in my opinion, it would not be unduly
onerous for the respondent to provide a copy of responses, if
any, to those documents set out in the applicant’s list and they
should be discovered.
Diaries for the Grand Master for the years 1996 to 1998
The applicant said that the diaries are relevant to the issue as
to whether any meetings took place between the applicant and
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the Grand Master of the respondent relating to the applicant’s
performance prior to his dismissal. These documents are undoubtedly relevant in my view. However, the Grand Master of
the respondent, Mr Threfall, says in his affidavit that his 1996
and 1997 calender diaries have been destroyed and accordingly they are no longer in his possession, custody or power.
That being the case and given that the 1998 diary of Mr Threfall
has been discovered, no order can be made in respect of this
matter.
Any further dispute in relation to these documents should
be dealt with in the manner outlined above regarding the auditor’s reports.
List of Names of Members of the Respondent
The applicant has sought production from the respondent of
a list of members of the respondent. The respondent by way of
way of submissions in reply, submitted that such an order is
neither just nor in the public interest in the context of the present
proceedings. Mr Threfall in his affidavit, deposed to the fact
that the respondent has approximately 7,000 members and
presently does not maintain a printed list of current members.
His evidence was that to generate such a list, would be both
costly and time consuming. Furthermore, Mr Threfall said that
the respondent, by its nature, involves an element of secrecy
both as to its operations and its membership.
Having considered this matter, I am not of the opinion that it
would be just in the circumstances of this case to make the
order sought by the applicant. In light of the evidenced adduced by the respondent, such an order would be oppressive,
unnecessary to fairly dispose of these proceedings and would
not be just.
The respondent however, is prepared to provide confirmation (by affidavit if necessary), that a particular person referred
to in correspondence either is or is not a current member of
the respondent. In my view, that should be an adequate way of
dealing with the matter. Any further dispute in relation to this
issue can be dealt with by the Commission in due course in
any event.
By way of concluding observations, in my opinion, the orders to be made in favour of the respondent and the applicant
for discovery of documents from the various classes set out
above, will not involve an unnecessary burden or any oppression on either party. Moreover, these documents should be
discovered as they are in my opinion, necessary to fairly dispose these proceedings, are in the interests of a fair hearing,
and access to them is necessary in order for the proper preparation of the each party’s case: Percy v General Motors –
Holden’s Pty Ltd (1975) 1 NSWLR 289; ALHMWU v Burwood
Resort (Management) Ltd (supra) at 1805. In my view, in all
the circumstances of this case, an order for discovery of the
above documents is just and equitable.
Minutes of proposed order will now issue.
APPEARANCES: Mr A Lucev of counsel appeared on behalf of the applicant.
Ms M Saraceni of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Ancient Free and
Excepted Masons Incorporated and others.
No 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S.J. KENNER.
7 September 1998.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A Lucev of counsel for the respondent and
Ms M Saraceni of counsel for the applicant the Commission,
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pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:
(1) THAT the applicant shall give discovery on affidavit of the documents listed in Schedule A within his
possession custody or power by 11 September 1998,
and state a time and place at which the documents
may be inspected and copied.
(2) THAT inspection and copying of the applicant’s discovered documents shall be completed by 16
September 1998.
(3) THAT the respondent having undertaken to ensure
the security of the applicant’s diaries shall be allowed
to arrange the copying of the applicant’s diaries under the supervision of the applicant or his
representatives.
(4) THAT the respondent shall give discovery on affidavit of the documents in Schedule B within its
possession custody or power by 11 September 1998,
and state a time and a place at which the documents
may be inspected and copied.
(5) THAT inspection and copying of the respondent’s
discovered documents shall be completed by 16 September 1998.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

SCHEDULE A
(a) The applicant’s 1993 diary.
(b) All travel and expense records for travel undertaken by
the applicant during the period of employment by the respondent, whether or not the travel was related to the applicant’s
employment with the respondent including but not limited to—
(1) airline boarding passes;
(2) frequent flyer statements;
(3) tickets; and
(4) receipts, invoices and accounts.
(c) The applicant’s personal taxation returns for the years—
(1) 1993—94;
(2) 1994—95;
(3) 1995—96; and
(4) 1996—97.
(d) The applicant’s personal bank records including but not
limited to statements of accounts for savings, cheque and other
accounts held solely by the applicant or jointly with his wife
or other persons for the period in which the applicant was
employed by the respondent.
(e) All documents relating to the applicant’s engagement and/
or employment by any of the following companies—
(1) The Northwest Brewing Corporation Pty Ltd ;
(2) Royal Harmony Pty Ltd ; and
(3) Anthony Ellis Pty Ltd.
such as contracts, correspondence and minutes of meetings.
(f) All documents relating to remuneration, bonuses, fees
(including directors fees) or other monies received by the applicant from The Northwest Brewing Corporation Pty Ltd,
Royal Harmony Pty Ltd and Anthony Ellis Pty Ltd, during the
period the applicant was employed by the respondent and after the applicant’s employment with the respondent was
terminated including but not limited to—
(1) wages slips;
(2) bank deposit records;
(3) receipts;
(4) contracts;
(5) correspondence;
(6) minutes of board meetings;
(7) time and wages records;
(8) group certificates.
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(g) All documents relating to the applicant’s appointment
and duties as director and/or company secretary of the following companies—
(1) The Northwest Brewing Corporation Pty Ltd;
(2) Royal Harmony Pty Ltd; and
(3) Anthony Ellis Pty Ltd.
such as contracts, correspondence and minutes of meetings.
SCHEDULE B
(a) Any responses to letters contained in the applicant’s original list of discoverable documents.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient Free and
Excepted Masons Incorporated and others.
No. 517 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S.J. KENNER.
23 July 1998.
Direction.
WHEREAS on 5 June 1998, the Commission convened a conference pursuant to s 32 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
in relation to the herein application and by consent, issued an
order paragraphs 2 and 3 of which required the parties to provide informal discovery by list of documents and inspection
of the same;
AND WHEREAS a dispute has arisen between the parties
as to the relevance of documents for the purposes of discovery;
AND WHEREAS on 21 July 1998 the Commission convened a further conference between the parties in an endeavour
to resolve the matters in dispute;
AND WHEREAS at the conference it became apparent to
the Commission that given the nature of the issues in dispute
relating to discovery that these matters be listed for hearing
and determination;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
directs—
(1) THAT the applicant and respondent file and serve an
affidavit in support of further and better discovery
of documents identifying, with particularity, those
documents or classes of documents sought to be discovered and the grounds in support no later than 3
working days prior to the date of hearing of the matter;
(2) THAT the applicant and respondent file and serve an
outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon
which they intend to rely in support of further and
better discovery no later than 3 working days prior
to the date of hearing of the matter;
(3) THAT this issue be listed for hearing and determination.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Anthony Ellis
and
The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient Free and
Accepted Masons Incorporated.
No 517 of 1998.
5 June 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS on 24 March 1998 the Applicant applied to the
Commission for an order pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
WHEREAS on 17 April 1998 the Commission convened a
conference between the parties pursuant to s32 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979;
WHEREAS on 4 June 1998 the Commission convened a
further conference between the parties pursuant to s32 of the
Industrial Relations Act,1979;
WHEREAS at the conference the parties consented to the
Commission issuing orders in relation to interlocutory matters to facilitate the expeditious hearing of the application;
NOW THEREFORE by consent the Commission pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act,1979, hereby orders(1) THAT the Respondent have leave to file an amended
notice of answer and counter proposal by 18 June
1998;
(2) THAT each party shall give an informal discovery
by serving its list of documents within twenty-one
days of service on the Applicant by the Respondent
of the amended notice of answer and counter proposal;
(3) THAT inspection of documents shall be completed
within fourteen days of service of each party’s list of
documents;
(4) THAT the Applicant file and serve on the Respondent any witness statements upon which it intends to
rely no later than twenty-one days prior to the date
of hearing;
(5) THAT the Respondent file and serve on the Applicant any witness statements upon which it intends to
rely no later than fourteen days prior to the date of
hearing;
(6) THAT the Applicant and Respondent file and serve
an outline of submissions and any list of authorities
no later than three working days prior to the date of
hearing;
(7) THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Raymond Hatton
v.
Darago Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 1345 of 1998.
28 May 1999.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
Reasons for Decision.
On 17 July 1998 Raymond Hatton (the applicant) applied to
the Commission for orders pursuant to Section 29 (1) (b) (i) &
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(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) on the
grounds that his employment with Darago Holdings Pty Ltd
(the respondent) was terminated in a harsh, oppressive and
unfair manner and that he was at the time entitled to unpaid
contractual benefits. The applicant claims he was constructively dismissed on 9 July 1998 when the respondent demoted
him to the position of cabinetmaker/installer with a consequential loss of pay. The letter advising the applicant of the
respondent’s decision stated that the position of factory manager, previously occupied by him, was to be advertised. He
had no opportunity to discuss the allegations made against him
before the decision to demote him was made, nor was he given
notice of termination or paid in lieu of notice.
The respondent denies the applicant’s claim that he was dismissed without the opportunity to discuss the allegations
concerning his conduct. It was open to the applicant to discuss
any matters with the respondent arising from the decision to
demote him but he chose to leave the respondent’s premises
without doing so. The respondent claims that the conduct of
the applicant warranted dismissal but it sought an alternative
solution because of the regard in which it had previously held
him. The respondent denied that the applicant was entitled to
any further compensation nor was he entitled to any payment
for notice.
The applicant gave evidence to the Commission that he is
currently a director of a company which he had set up with
two other people in September 1998. That company involves
him working as a one man operation doing general maintenance and small office fit-outs. Prior to his current employment
he was the factory manager of the respondent’s operations. He
was responsible for day to day management of the factory including all production and on site supervision. As for his
termination, he had been on annual leave in the United Kingdom to see his terminally ill father. On his first day back, after
he spent a short time in his office, he went to the main office
where Gary Hicks, a director, was located. They had a general
chat about his leave, then Mr Hicks handed him a letter and
told him to go back to his office and read it. The applicant did
so and was totally shocked by the contents. The letter (formal
parts omitted) appears hereunder—
During your recent leave from work some issues have
come to light which have shocked and disappointed us
and we feel they need to be addressed. It has been made
known to us that you have been passing information to
the workers in the factory that have (sic) no relevance to
their work nor to yours. Examples of this are the details
of directors pay the details of which you could have only
found by looking through the pay book which is not part
of your job. Also telling the employees the company profits are at levels higher than ever before. This type of
information is confidential and only should be known by
the Company Directors. Searching for this information
and releasing to the general staff of the company is an
act of gross misconduct. We feel that your behaviour has
let us and yourself down and we can no longer put you in
a position of trust within the company. Rather than dismissal we believe that a fair course of action is to offer
you a demotion within the company to a position of
cabinetmaker and installer with a reduction in wages and
benefits relevant to the position. We will be advertising
for someone to fill your old position after Ray Maskiell’s
return from his trip.
(Exhibit M1)
The applicant told the Commission that his initial thoughts
were that he was being offered a job on the factory floor with
fewer benefits. He did not want such a position because he
had given up shop floor work years ago to pursue a career in
management. There were no discussions with him before he
received the letter nor had he received any warnings. After he
had read the letter he told Mr Hicks that he denied the allegations and that he needed some time to think about the contents.
He then went back to his office for a few minutes and without
further reference to Mr Hicks, he decided to go home. From
his home he contacted a solicitor who then referred him to an
industrial adviser and he also made a telephone call to another
director who does not work on at the premises. The advice he
received from the director was to see Mr Ray Maskiell, the
principal of the company. He did not do so because of advice
to the contrary from his industrial adviser. The applicant
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returned to the premises on the following Monday but did no
more than collect his possessions. On 13 July 1998 he sent a
registered letter to the respondent which formal parts omitted
is in the following terms—
With reference to your letter dated on 7th July 1998 on
which I received on my return from compassionate leave
on 9th July 1998.
In regards to your offer of a demotion to Cabinetmaker
and Installer, I herewith decline your offer.
The matter will be dealt handled by the WA Ind Re Com
(sic)
(Exhibit M2)
The applicant gave evidence to the Commission concerning
his status and salary. A letter signed by Gary Hicks on 17 April
1998 (Exhibit M3) describes him as a factory manager on a
full time basis with a gross salary of $50,000.00 per annum
including a company car.
The applicant then addressed the allegations made against
him. He denied them for the following reasons—
• He did not know the director’s salaries because he
had no access to the information.
• He was unaware of the details of company profits.
He never saw the books or a profit loss statement
but he knew the company was trading well. He may
have said to the employees, for their peace of mind,
that he thought the business was in a good profit environment.
The applicant described the effect of the alleged termination
upon him as devastating, particularly in the context of his father’s terminal illness. He had been forced to rely upon his
wife to support him. In an effort to obtain employment he
made a number of applications including to JAD Interiors who
gave him some work and asked him to submit prices. The invoices for this work were introduced as evidence (Exhibit 4)
as was evidence about other earnings. The applicant told the
Commission that he had loved working with the respondent
giving 100% total commitment. Even though he had been ill
he never took sick leave and viewed working for the respondent as a career not just as employment. In fact, in the week
before he left on an overseas trip he had discussed career opportunities with the principal Mr Maskiell.
In cross-examination the applicant told Mr Alteruthemeyer,
of Counsel, who appeared for the respondent, how he had been
introduced to the respondent. The applicant said there was an
indication that the level of job was consistent with his previous work as a production manager. He denied that Mr Maskiell
described the job as a foreman or a leading hand. Mr Maskiell
had asked him to run the factory but had not asked him to be
first at work and last to leave. His role was to do a general
check on the progress of work and supervise the on-site jobs.
There was no written contract between the parties. The applicant could not remember the precise figures but he thought his
salary package worked out to approximately $50,000.00, including the use of a motor vehicle.
The applicant was questioned about his leave in the United
Kingdom. He claimed he did not ask for two weeks leave. He
had merely said that he needed to go overseas and he would
keep Mr Maskiell updated on a weekly basis. He denied that
he told Ian Gimblett that Mr Maskiell earned $1,800.00 a week,
or that Mr Hicks earned $1,500.00 a week, or that he asked for
a raise or he was going to ask for a raise of $10,000.00 when
he returned from the United Kingdom. He denied that he had
been given information concerning these matters to Desmond
Breddon or that he had told Paul Speed his (the applicant’s)
salary looked stupid compared to those of Mr Maskiell and
Mr Hicks. He conceded that he might have had a general chat
to Mr Paul Speed about his salary. If he did pass on any information to the employees concerning the company’s
performance it was a result of Mr Maskiell making pronouncements from time to time about how well the business was going.
He did so because it was good for the employees to know that
the company was doing well. He conceded that Mr Maskiell
was not happy that his tickets for United Kingdom were open
for five weeks but the applicant insisted that he told Mr
Maskiell that he was not going to stay for that period but he
needed to have some flexibility in case his father passed away.
He conceded it was possible that he confirmed to Mr Maskiell
that he would be away for two weeks.
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As for the events concerning his dismissal he said that Mr
Hicks had said words to the effect that he should read the letter and make comments on it. He also conceded that he told
Mr Hicks he was going home to think about the matter. The
next working day he went back to the office to pick up his
personal items but did not speak to Mr Hicks nor was he denied the opportunity to do so. He conceded that there was
nothing in his contract of employment which would allow him
to take compassionate leave and that he knew the principals at
JAD Interiors where he could obtain work when he finished
with the respondent. As for an application to AVCO for finance he claimed that the application (Exhibit A1) was made
by his wife in November 1998 to extend an existing loan but
the finance company required a second applicant. This meant
his name was added to the application. The applicant denied
that he was involved in falsification of time cards and playing
mini golf during working hours. However, he recalled he had
a round of golf on a Friday afternoon but did not remember
when. There was no other evidence called on behalf of the
applicant other than an attempt by Mr Moon to have a statement by the applicant’s wife concerning a telephone call she
alleges she made to the respondent advising when the applicant would be returning from the United Kingdom, introduced
into evidence. The applicant’s wife was not called to give evidence in person.
The principal witness on behalf of the respondent was Mr R
G Maskiell, Mr Maskiell related how the applicant was hired
and how he was careful to tell him of the respondent’s expectations of him and about the scope of the job. The applicant
was told that he could have whatever title he wanted. What
counted was that the applicant would have to be the first on
the site and the last to leave. He could be titled a production
manager “or anything”. Mr Maskiell said he told the applicant “what you have to do is everything”.
Mr Maskiell recalled that the applicant had at first told him
about his father’s illness in 1997 when Mr Maskiell’s father
was similarly diagnosed. He therefore had empathy for his
situation but had never authorised anyone, including the applicant, to be paid in lieu of taking leave as the applicant had
claimed. Mr Maskiell recalled that the applicant had asked for
leave to see his father and he knew that he had to go because
he was very concerned. The respondent was prepared to grant
the leave even though there was a very large job coming up
with JAD Interiors, an organisation with which the applicant
is now in partnership. The applicant had asked for a couple of
weeks leave. Mr Maskiell became concerned when he was
told that the applicant had told other employees he would have
to be away for three weeks. This caused Mr Maskiell to raise
the issue with him. He had asked the applicant how long he
would be on holidays and he had replied “two weeks”. Mr
Maskiell told him that it would be difficult if he took longer
because of the work situation in the business. According to
Mr Maskiell, the applicant was well aware of the potential
problems. The applicant never said that he was going to be
away longer than two weeks although Mr Maskiell did have a
feeling from his behaviour that it could be three weeks.
About this time the applicant and Mr Maskiell had a discussion concerning his future. In response to the applicant’s
question in that regard, Mr Maskiell had told him that he hoped
one day the applicant would “fill [his] chair”. After the applicant had been absent for two weeks Mr Maskiell had started
inquiring when the applicant had told other employees that he
would be returning. Some thought that he said he would be
gone three weeks and others thought five weeks. This caused
to Mr Maskiell to ask the office manager every day if there
had been any contact from the applicant advising of his return
date. None was ever received.
When he was making enquiries with employees concerning
the applicant’s leave intentions, they told him of rumours going around the plant concerning his and Gary Hicks’s rate of
pay and how the company was making a record profit, allegedly due to the efforts of the applicant. This was wrong. There
was no record profit and this had caused Mr Maskiell to ask
the employees who made the allegations whether they would
be prepared to stand up and verify what they had said. Ian
Speed and Ian Gimblett said that they would. The information
given to Mr Maskiell about his rate of pay was reasonably
accurate and was only available in the pay book. There is a
section in the pay book where the salary of senior people such
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as Mr Maskiell, Mr Hicks and the applicant are recorded. After collecting this information Mr Maskiell decided that the
demotion letter would be written. Mr Maskiell claims he still
had hopes for the applicant whom he thought was probably
the best person he had seen in the supervisory job. Unfortunately his weakness was that he was too interested in being
‘one of the boys’ by paying them extra money, giving them the
extra hours or playing golf. There was some concern amongst
the workforce that the enquiries would lead to repercussions
for alleged fiddling of the time cards. The applicant certainly
had no authority to give extra hours and after having some
internal discussions Mr Maskiell reported the matter to the
police. The issue of fraudulent behaviour is still live as far as
the respondent is concerned.
Finally, Mr Maskiell gave evidence concerning contact he
received just before Christmas in 1998 from a finance company seeking credit information on the applicant. That
information included confirmation of a period that the applicant had worked for the respondent. The inquirer read the
application to Mr Maskiell which revealed a claim by the applicant that he had worked for JAD Interiors for 6 months and
for the respondent for 18 months prior to that. It meant that the
applicant had worked with the respondent till June 1998 and
then immediately worked for JAD Interiors. Mr Maskiell was
stunned about this information.
The advocate for the applicant cross-examined Mr Maskiell.
However, I have no need to summarise the cross-examination
other than to say that Mr Maskiell said when the applicant
was offered a salary package all that was discussed by the
parties was money but the conditions were to be covered by
the Furniture Trades Award (the Award). The conditions related to holidays, sick pay and anything else that was set out in
the Award. The employees are paid different rates of pay but
the basic package is built around the Award which is used for
anyone who works for the respondent.
Mr Maskiell had made some enquires concerning golf but
had decided that it consisted of a few hits during the smoko
period at a floating golf course near Barrack Street and was
not of great concern. He had arranged for Mr Hicks to give the
letter to the applicant and instructed him to discuss the matter.
The applicant did not respond in the way Mr Maskiell anticipated, instead he immediately left the premises and sought
legal advice. It is more likely than not that he did take up the
offer to speak to Mr Hicks because of the advice he received.
The letter (Exhibit M2) that he sent to the respondent on 13
July 1998 supports this conclusion. By doing so, the applicant
deprived himself of the opportunity to canvass the issue with
the respondent. It may be he was distracted by the last sentence of the demotion letter which gives the impression of
some finality about the decision. Whether he had other reasons is not clear from the evidence. However, the applicant
was not inexperienced in the industry and had held jobs at a
senior level before he went to the respondent. It is clear from
the evidence that he was able to establish a position in the
industry relatively quickly after leaving the service of the respondent. If one accepts the application to AVCO Financial
Services (Exhibit A1) as correct, the applicant claims that he
was working for JAD Interiors very soon after he had left the
employment of the respondent. It is open to conclude that the
applicant could well have been of the view that he did not
need the position with the respondent as much as the respondent needed him to stay
The advocate for the applicant promotes his case on the basis that there was a constructive dismissal by the respondent.
This concept has been considered a number of times by the
Industrial Appeal Court (in particular, Cargill Australia Limited, Leslie Salt Division -v- The Federated Clerks Union of
Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, WA Branch (1992) 72
WAIG 1495 (the Leslie Salt case) and The Attorney General –
v- Western Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers (1995)
75 WAIG 3166 (the Prison Officers case).
In the Prison Officers case the view is expressed by Kennedy
J that in the absence of an express provision in legislation for
constructive dismissal the consideration is best summarised
in the judgement of Stephenson LJ in Sothern –v- Franks
Charlesly & Co.(1981) IRL 278.
Did he trip of was he pushed? Was it murder or was it
suicide? I know that such a simple consideration of starkly
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contrasted alternatives is too often outlawed by authority
in deciding the issue of dismissal vel non. Even if the question. “was the employee dismissed?” cannot always be
answered by answering the question “Who really terminated the contract?” the real answer to the second
question gives the right answer to the first question in
this case.
The Leslie Salt case recognised that the concept of constructive dismissal is capable of including cases where an employer
gives an employee an option of resigning or being dismissed
or where an employer has followed a course of conduct with
the deliberate and dominant purpose of coercing an employee
to resign. To be a constructive dismissal….the employer had
to be “guilty of conduct which is a significant breach going to
the root of the contract” which entitles the employee to accept
the breach and leave. This means if the employee is left only
with an option of walking away from the employment as a
result of the actions of the employer striking at the heart of the
contract, then the end of the employment has in fact being
initiated by the employer. But the onus to establish this lies
with the applicant.
I draw the following conclusions from the evidence and find
as follows. Although the respondent signalled an intention to
reclassify the applicant, the respondent’s position was still open
to negotiation and an invitation was given to the applicant to
have discussions. He did not do so for the reasons of his own.
The question to be answered in Sothern –v- Franks Charlesly
& Co (1981) case is … did he trip or was he pushed? Was it
murder or was it suicide? What is the answer to the question
“who really terminated the contract?”. In this case, the applicant by his own conduct terminated the contract. The
respondent was ready and willing to discuss with him its decision to transfer him in employment and not dismiss him. He
did not take the opportunity to have those discussions, instead
on receiving the letter (Exhibit M1) from Mr Hicks he withdrew and he ceased work, sought advice and did not offer his
services after that. In fact, he sent a letter which confirmed
that he declined, the so-called offer of demotion to
cabinetmaker/installer. In those circumstances, there is no constructive dismissal.
But there may have still been unfairness on the authority of
the Full Bench in Transport Workers Union of Australia Industrial Union of Workers’ –v- Mt Newman Mining Company
or Mining Co Pty Ltd (1989) 69 WAIG 1036 at page 1046
Commissioner Fielding as he then was made the following
observation—
Ordinarily the unilateral transfer of an employee from
one job to another is notionally at least a dismissal and
re-employment in the new classification. (See: Midland
Junction Abattoir Board –v- West Australian Branch,
Australasian Meat Industry Employees’ Industrial Union
of Workers, WA (1963) 43 WAIG 1082 and see too:
O’Connor –v- the Argus and Australasian Ltd (1957) VR
374). It seems proper therefore to treat the unilateral transfer on that basis. That required the Commission, relying
on the principles expounded in Miles –v- Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia. Hospital, Service
and Miscellaneous WA Branch (1985) 17 IR 179, to consider whether in all the circumstances the Respondent
had abused its contractual right to terminate the employment of Mr Savic. Whilst the circumstances giving rise to
the mishap of 20 February were undoubtedly the catalyst
for the Respondent’s action the industrial merits of its
action are not to be judged merely in terms of whether Mr
Savic was shown to have been negligent or not on the
occasion in question. The issue was much broader: it was
whether the Respondent could fairly refuse to continue to
employ Mr Savic as an ore truck driver having regard not
merely to the events of 20 February but to his entire driving record in the work place. Furthermore, that issue is
to be determined not merely in the context of the consequences to Mr Savic of a dismissal but in the context of
the statutory obligations on the Respondent.
Moreover, the onus was on the Appellant as the Applicant
to show the Commission should interfere with what was
undoubtedly a contractual right vested in the Respondent
to terminate Mr Savic’s employment at any time on proper
notice or by payment in lieu. The onus was not on the
Respondent to justify its action to the satisfaction of the
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Commission, as it seems to have been assumed by the
Applicant in the course of proceedings before the Commissioner.
What the Commission is required to do is to apply the test
set out in Undercliff Nursing Home –v- Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia (1995) 65 WAIG 385
(Undercliff case) where the question is whether an employer
has acted harshly, fairly or oppressively in the dismissal, that
is, whether there has been abuse by the employer of its rights.
In determining whether there has been such an abuse the comments of Denning MR and British Leyland UK Ltd –v- Swift
(1981) IRLI 19 at page 93 are relevant even though they have
been made in relation to the United Kingdom legislation. In
discussing how a reasonable employer would have acted
Denning MR said …“it must be remembered that in all circumstances, there is a band of reasonableness within which
one employer might reasonably take one view and one quite
reasonably take a different view.
What must be focused on is whether there has been unfairness to such an extent that the Commission should interfere
with the employer’s right to run its business and in doing so, it
is required to apply the concepts set out in the Undercliffe
Case of a fair go all around. This means a fair go to both the
employer and the employee. The concept is not to deprive the
employer of a right to ensure its employees perform their duties honestly and in the economic interest of the employer.
This is particularly so in a case such as this where the employer is entitled to expect from a manager, which the applicant
was, a high standard of conduct regarding confidentiality of
company information which on any reasonable view of the
evidence the applicant did not provide.
What must be decided, expressed in broad terms, is whether
the employer, who has charged an employee on the ground of
misconduct, entertained a reasonable suspicion married to a
belief of the guilt of the employee of misconduct. In British
Homestores Limited (BHS) –v- Burchill (1978) IRLR 379,
Arnold J H observed that…”What tribunals have to decide
every time is whether the employer who has charged the employee on a ground of misconduct entertained reasonable
suspicion amounting to a belief in the guilt of the employee of
the misconduct at the time. An employer first of all must establish the fact of the belief, secondly that it had in it’s mind
reasonable grounds on which to sustain the belief, thirdly that
it formed the belief on those grounds and prior to doing so it
carried out an investigation into the matter”. The principals
of the decision BHS –v- Burchill have been followed in this
jurisdiction in T W –v- Tip Top Bakeries (1993) 73 WAIG 1632
and I apply them here.
Mr Maskiell heard rumours concerning conduct of the applicant. He heard these rumours at a stage when he was
concerned about the applicant’s conduct in taking leave for a
longer period than Mr Maskiell had thought was reasonable
given their discussions about the respondent’s production commitments. Mr Maskiell then interviewed a number of
employees who gave him information. Two of them repeated
that information in evidence before the Commission. The information related to the applicant recording extra time on their
time sheets when at least one of them knew that it was quite
unfair upon the respondent for him to claim additional time.
He was so concerned about the matter that he refused to accept the additional hours that would have come his way if he
had left the variation to his time card unchanged. There is little comfort to the applicant in the suggestion that Mr Hicks
approved the time sheets. There would be nothing on those
time sheets (Exhibit N4) to suggest that the times inserted on
them were anything other than legitimate, in short, Mr Hicks
was entitled to believe that the changes the applicant made to
the cards were because the men actually worked longer.
There was no evidence to support the contention of the applicant that he had an authority to change the time cards as a
reward to the employees. His explanations that he had to recompense various employees for use of their own vehicles do
not pass scrutiny giving the established practice of paying
employees from petty cash for the cost of petrol, a practice
that Mr Maskiell, whose evidence I accept said had been in
place for 11 years. One is entitled to draw the conclusion that
the reason the time cards were changed was for the reason that
Mr Maskiell feared, that is, for the applicant to keep in a good
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light with his fellow employees. He was not entitled to use the
respondent’s resources to do this without authority. There are
also grounds for a reasonable person to draw the conclusion
that the applicant had informed himself about the level of salaries paid to the directors. This had caused him some grief which
he had expressed to fellow employees in the form expressing
an intention to make a pay claim on the respondent. There is
no evidence that the applicant used any knowledge that he
may have had knowledge of the company’s profit performance to give information to employees. But it is more likely
than not, he did raise with the employees that the good performance of the company created an environment where he
ought to be able to achieve a pay claim. On balance for all of
these reasons it is therefore not unreasonable for the employer
to form a reasonable belief upon the test sets out in BHS –vBirchill that the applicant’s had conducted himself in a manner contrary to the business interests of the respondent. To
leave him in a managerial position could on a reasonable interpretation of the events could have been detrimental to the
respondent and it was entitled to extinguish the detriment by
moving him to another position. To do so in the circumstances
it was not unfair to the extent that it placed the respondent in
breach of the standards established in the Undercliffe case.
I do not consider that on any rational interpretation of the
evidence could it be said that the applicant has shown he has
discharged the onus he carries to show that the transfer or dismissal, as the case might be, was in all circumstances
industrially unfair. For all these reasons this application will
be dismissed.
Appearance: Mr O. Moon appeared on behalf of the applicant
Mr S Alteruthemeyer appeared on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Raymond Hatton
and
Darago Holdings Pty Ltd.
No. 1345 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
28 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr O Moon on behalf of the applicant and Mr
S Alteruthemeyer on behalf of the respondent, the Commission
pursuant to powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Michael Jeffry Linto
and
Oriole Resources Ltd.
No. 1443 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
27 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
Mr Linto was employed by Oriole Resources Ltd as a storeman
at the Mt Gibson Gold Project from February 1996 until 2
July 1998. He resigned his employment with Oriole Resources
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Ltd on 30 June 1998, effective from 2 July. His terms and
conditions of employment were regulated by a written contract
of employment and not subject to any award or registered
agreement. The background to his resignation is that the Mt
Gibson Gold Project was coming to the end of its working
life. It was anticipated that its life would end in approximately
the end of June 1998 but this date was not able to be predicted
with precision. Underground mining ceased in mid June 1997
and open pit mining ceased in August 1997. Mr Paul
Richardson, the resident manager, advised the workforce that
the operation was likely to cease milling operations at some
time after February 1998. Further information was given by
Mr Richardson at meetings held in October and November
1997 and February and March 1998.
At the March 1998 meeting Mr Richardson indicated that
administration functions, which include the store operation in
which Mr Linto worked, were not expected to be complete
until 30 June 1998. Not unexpectedly, Mr Linto actively sought
alternative employment from approximately March 1998
onwards. He applied for approximately 30 positions but
received only two interviews. The first interview was in April
and he was unsuccessful in gaining that position. However,
the second interview resulted in him being offered the job he
had applied for. The offer of employment was made to Mr
Linto on 23 June. He accepted the position on 30 June and
handed in his formal notice of resignation to Oriole Resources
Ltd. The claim that Mr Linto brings to the Commission is that
he had under his contract of employment an entitlement to be
paid the redundancy payment of two weeks’ salary for every
year worked (and pro-rata for any part year), together with
payment of an ex gratia redundancy provision of 0.08% of
annual salary plus superannuation package for every month
worked between 1 July 1997 and 30 June 1998.
It is agreed between the parties that Mr Linto would have
been entitled to a redundancy payment if he had been made
redundant. However, he was not made redundant. His
employment came to an end by reason of his resignation. He
claims the entitlement arose at a “talk to the troops” meeting
in May 1998 when Mr Richardson was asked by another
employee what would happen if an employee secured a suitable
job. Mr Richardson’s reply was that the employee should “go
for it” and “we would not stand in your way”. There was
evidence before the Commission that the question asked of
Mr Richardson was worded differently, and that it asked what
would happen to the employee’s redundancy payment. It is
sufficient merely to note at this stage that Mr Linto took Mr
Richardson’s words as a response to an unambiguous question
of how an employee’s entitlement to his redundancy package
would be affected if he were to leave for another job before he
was made redundant. Indeed, Mr Linto believed that Mr
Richardson’s words were understood by all employees to mean
that any employee could leave of his or her own volition if he
or she secured a job and the employee would still retain the
legal entitlement to the redundancy package.
The central point to be determined is whether it was a term
of Mr Linto’s contract of employment that he would receive
the redundancy entitlement even though he resigned his
employment. It is not the function of the Commission in this
kind of application to decide whether it is fair that he should
be paid his redundancy entitlement. If it was, the fact that he
would have been made redundant in approximately two to three
weeks’ time would be relevant. The Commission is not able to
rewrite Mr Linto’s contract of employment after it is completed
to make it more favourable to him. Rather, the Commission
must determine what his contract of employment was and
whether he has been denied a benefit under it (see Perth
Finishing College Pty Ltd v Watts (1989) 69 WAIG 2307 at
2316; Simons v Business Computers International (1985) 65
WAIG 2039 per Edwards AP).
Mr Linto relies upon the words of Mr Richardson that “we
would not stand in your way” as a statement by the company
that the redundancy entitlement would be paid even though an
employee resigned to take another a job, and that those words
constituted a variation to the contract of employment between
Mr Linto and the company. As Mr Linto’s representative
acknowledges, the words “we would not stand in your way”
do not literally commit the company to pay the redundancy
entitlement if an employee resigns to take another job.
Therefore, the Commission would have to “go behind” Mr
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Richardson’s words to read into them that commitment. This
task is not without its difficulties. Mr Richardson gave evidence
during the proceedings. He is quite emphatic that he did not
intend to imply that the redundancy package would be paid
upon an employee’s resignation. I accept his evidence because,
as he quite correctly points out, in the letter to all employees,
including Mr Linto, which increased the redundancy provision
due to the current projection of mine life, the company stated
that—
“The intention of this extra redundancy provision is to
offer an incentive to you as a valued member of our team
to remain with the operation until such a time that there
would be no further work available.”
Mr Richardson’s evidence that he would not have given a
commitment in response to a question at the May meeting
which was in conflict with the company’s written advice to its
employees is therefore quite consistent with that letter. Mr
Richardson meant no more by those words than what they
mean. That is, if an employee chose to resign, even if that
employee was a long-standing employee loyal to the company,
the company would not hold it against that employee in any
way. The company recognised the circumstances in which the
employees would find themselves given the forthcoming mine
closure. In Mr Richardson’s view, if an employee was fortunate
enough to find alternative employment, they should “go for
it”. As Mr Richardson acknowledged in his evidence, there
was little else Mr Richardson could say in answer to the
question because the company could not stand in anybody’s
way if they wished to leave.
Mr Linto sought to draw a stronger inference from Mr
Richardson’s answer by bringing evidence from other
employees who were at the May meeting regarding the question
which was asked. If accepted, that evidence would mean that
Mr Richardson’s answer that “we would not stand in your way”
was his response to the question whether employees would
still get their “payout”. However, I agree with the submission
of Ms Chapman that this evidence is not convincing. I am
inclined to be cautious of evidence which changes in critical
detail over time where the change is that the witness becomes
more positive of the exact words spoken at a meeting. It is
rather more likely that a witness’s recollection would be more
positive of such detail when his first statement was made, not
in later statements which are further away in time from the
meeting.
Even if I did not have that reservation, Mr Richardson’s
words, even to a question whether employees would still get
their “payout”, is not a categoric “yes”. I can quite readily
understand Mr Richardson confirming that it would be in an
employee’s best interest to secure a future job rather than to
forego it for the sake of a redundancy payout. Indeed, Mr Linto
apparently reached that conclusion himself because his
evidence is that he actively started looking for alternative
employment prior to the May meeting. That is, he did so at a
time when he did not believe that he would be getting a
redundancy payment if he resigned. Further, although he may
have had that belief after the May meeting, his evidence makes
it quite clear that by the time he actually resigned his
employment on 30 June, the discussions he had had with Mr
Richardson and Mr Zaugra had made it plain that he would
not get his redundancy payment. Therefore, Mr Linto resigned
in the knowledge that he would not be paid the redundancy
payment. He may have believed that he had a right to it. He
nevertheless resigned in the knowledge that it was Mr
Richardson’s view that he did not have a right to it.
Furthermore, although Mr Linto asserted in his application
that at least 2 other employees resigned and received
redundancy payments, this being proof of the entitlement he
claims, he has been unsuccessful in pointing to any other
employee who resigned and who was paid the redundancy
payment. Although Mr Linto, and others who gave evidence,
stated that it was common knowledge that Gavin Jones and
Mike Schofield had resigned and received their redundancy
payments, both those gentlemen gave evidence and their
evidence was not to that effect. Mr Jones had been employed
as a boilermaker. He was due to go on annual leave at the
same time as the possible closure of the mine. At his own
initiative he approached his supervisor to ask whether the
company wanted him to return to site after he returned from
leave. His supervisor checked with Mr Richardson and Mr
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Richardson determined that the company would not need a
boilermaker at that stage of the mine’s closure. Accordingly,
the company decided that Mr Jones’ position would be made
redundant and he was therefore paid his redundancy
entitlement. Mr Jones’ evidence is clear that he did not resign
and I accept his evidence. Indeed, given that Mr Jones was
called by Mr Linto to give evidence in these proceedings, Mr
Linto can hardly be heard to complain if I do not accept Mr
Jones’ evidence (cf. Klemm v Darg Pty Ltd t/a Balga Medical
Centre (1996) 76 WAIG 2019). In the case of Mr Schofield,
he was one of two maintenance supervisors. It was his job to
maximise the efficiency of the workshop and there came a
point in time when he was able to show that the workshop
needed only one supervisor. He volunteered to be made
redundant. However, his evidence is that the company chose
him to be made redundant because he had a lesser period of
service than the other workshop supervisor. Certainly, Mr
Schofield wished to leave his employment. However, he did
not resign. He was made redundant and paid the redundancy
entitlement. I have not been able to find anything in the
background of the matter to show that there were any
employees who did resign who were paid the redundancy
entitlement. Given the reliance by Mr Linto in his application
on the assertion that there were two employees who resigned
and who were paid a redundancy entitlement, his failure to
produce evidence to support the assertion inevitably weakens
his argument in support of his claim.
Therefore, Mr Linto faces a difficult task to show that the
ambiguous answer given by Mr Richardson was indeed a
commitment by the company to pay a redundancy payment if
an employee resigned. In Mr Linto’s case not only did he resign,
but the position of storeman from which he resigned was not
of itself redundant. The evidence of Mr Erickson, who was
called by Mr Linto to give evidence, is that when Mr Linto
resigned, he was put into the store. He had previously relieved
in the store for Mr Linto and the other storeman on earlier
occasions. For the three weeks that remained from Mr Linto’s
resignation until the complete closure of the mine, Mr Erickson
had little work to do but he did keep himself busy packing
general stock items for transport off site and doing other odd
jobs. On the evidence of Mr Erickson, therefore, the position
held by Mr Linto as storeman was not made redundant when
Mr Linto resigned.
Mr Linto might suggest that the company could have made
his position redundant. He may be right in that assertion but
that is not what happened in fact. And, returning to the task of
the Commission in this matter, it is not to re-write what
happened. It is to analyse as a matter of fact what happened
and to determine as to whether Mr Linto had an entitlement
under his contract which had been denied him by his employer.
For the foregoing reasons, he has been unable to show that
and accordingly his application will be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr M. Richardson on behalf of the applicant
Ms S. Chapman on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Michael Jeffry Linto
and
Oriole Resources Ltd.
No. 1443 of 1998.
27 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING HEARD Mr M. Richardson on behalf of the applicant and Ms S. Chapman on behalf of the respondent, I the
undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby order—
THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Wilfred Luff
and
DG Fletcher Holdings Pty Ltd t/a
WA/SA Border Village
No. 685 of 1998
Moira Luff
and
DG Fletcher Holdings Pty Ltd t/a
WA/SA Border Village.
No. 684 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A. R. BEECH.
26 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
The preliminary reasons for decision in these two applications
issued on 15 October 1998. The Commission found that it had
jurisdiction in the matter and accordingly the Commission
moved to then set the matters down for hearing and determination. The applicants at that stage resided in Leeman whilst
the respondent’s place of business and the location of its witnesses, was the WA/SA Border Village. The difficulty of
arranging a mutually acceptable place of hearing was such
that all parties expressly consented to the Commission determining these two applications by way of affidavit evidence
and written submissions. In accordance with the directions of
the Commission, the Commission has now received—
1. sworn written statements of both applicants;
2. a sworn written statement from the respondent which
also contains statutory declarations of three employees as well as the statutory declaration of the
executive manager of the respondent’s WA/SA Border Village operation;
3. a further statutory declaration from each of the applicants which respectively address the issues raised
in (2);
4. a final submission from the respondent and a further
statutory declaration from the executive manager;
5. closing submissions and a further sworn statement
from Mr Luff in response to (4); and, finally
6. a copy of an employment agreement between the respondent and Mr O’Shea and Ms Rule which had
been referred to by the respondent in its earlier submissions, and also a copy of a paper regarding
constructive dismissal which was delivered to the
Industrial Relations Society of South Australia on
16 April 1999 by Mr Tim Stanley.
The Commission has now read all of the material. The Commission accepts all of the above described material as
constituting the evidence and submissions that are before the
Commission in this matter.
It is also appropriate to formally note that the Commission
has not had the advantage of seeing the applicants, the executive manager of the respondent, nor any of the other persons
who have presented sworn statements. The Commission’s reading of the various statutory declarations shows a vigorous
difference regarding a number of issues between the applicants and those who have given evidence on behalf of the
respondent. When the Commission endeavours to resolve issues of credibility, the demeanour of a person giving evidence
can assist the Commission in deciding whose evidence is to
be preferred where there is a conflict in the evidence. Whilst
the manner in which this case has proceeded before the Commission was the most appropriate manner in the circumstances,
the Commission is not able to rely upon any assessment by
way of personal observation during formal court proceedings
of the applicants or the persons who gave evidence on behalf
of the respondent.
The first issue which falls for determination is whether or
not the two applicants in this matter were dismissed for the
purposes of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979. Mr and Mrs
Luff admit that they resigned from their employment. It is
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well understood that a resignation will constitute a dismissal
in cases where an employer gives an employee an option of
resigning or being dismissed or where an employer has followed a course of conduct with the deliberate and dominant
purpose of coercing an employee to resign (Attorney General
v WA Prison Officers’ Union of Workers (1995) 75 WAIG 3166
per Rowland and Anderson JJ; 62 IR 225). Whether other circumstances will constitute a dismissal will need to be decided
on a case by case basis. It is, as Olsson J noted in Blaikie v SA
Superannuation Board (1995) 64 IR 145 at 163; 65 SASR 85
at 102, always a question of considering conduct in its own
particular setting, having regard to contemporary industrial
mores.
In summary form, Mr and Mrs Luff complain that their resignations were motivated by “pressure because of on-going
uncertainty, lack of job future, loss of site home, and absolutely no training in management practices” (statement of Mr
Luff 10 March, paragraph 111). The Commission therefore
turns to determine the facts of the matter sufficient to establish whether or not the resignations of Mr and Mrs Luff
constituted a dismissal for the purposes of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979.
Mr and Mrs Luff have a background in the hospitality industry over a period of 18 years. According to the statement of
Mr Luff, that background includes guest-house management,
being the owner of three hotels and three restaurants, manager
of a hotel, a service station attendant and a caravan park supervisor. He has been a licensee on three occasions. Together
with his wife, Mr Luff had applied for a position in Madura
Resort in Western Australia that also was operated by the respondent to these applications. Mr and Mrs Luff were
unsuccessful on that occasion. However, as a result of the interview that occurred on that occasion Mr Luff was contacted
some five months later by Mr Brian Pike, the executive manager of the respondent. At that time, Mr Luff was a landscape
gardener and his wife was a food and beverage manager at the
Chequer’s Hotel at Bullsbrook in Western Australia. Mr Pike
informed Mr Luff that the manager’s position at the WA/SA
Border Village was then vacant and available. There is some
difference between the evidence of Mr Pike and the Luffs about
the composition of the Border Village complex. I prefer the
evidence of Mr Pike, because of his longer association with
the complex as executive manager, to the evidence of the Luffs
on this point and find that the complex consists of—
“…35 motel units with 10 caravan park cabins, 44 powered caravan sites, a service station with 8 pumps, a Hotel
section with poker machines, a Restaurant and also a shop
for fast food/takeaway, general shop items and souvenirs.
There is also a powerhouse with 2 diesel generators, a
water desalination plant as we generate our own power
and make our own water from salt to fresh. This also included an arrangement of pressure pumps and electrical
power boards…”
On approximately 14 February 1998, and after two further
conversations with Mr Pike, Mr and Mrs Luff signed a document which had been sent to them by Mr Pike and which set
out a description of the positions, the duties and the remuneration of the positions (applicant’s exhibit A1; respondent’s
document 1). This document is of critical importance because
it is a document which both Mr and Mrs Luff and the respondent agree is accurate. It is their written agreement. Both the
applicants and the respondent agree that it reflects the terms
of the contract of employment entered into between them. It
will also be necessary to refer to the second of the two telephone conversations between Mr Luff and Mr Pike (which is
detailed in Mr Luff’s statement, 24 February, paragraphs 21
and 22) because of the undertaking from Mr Pike that the accommodation provided would be in the manager’s house at
the Border Village and I do so later.
It is appropriate at this stage to summarise the essential details of what happened in relation to their employment. Mr
and Mrs Luff arrived at the WA/SA Border Village on 6 March
1998. Mr Pike was absent and for the first week they were
accommodated in a motel unit. Mr Pike arrived on site on 10
March 1998. They moved into the manager’s house on 14
March 1998. According to the evidence of Mr Luff, for the
first 6 days from the commencement of his employment on 9
March 1998, his primary job was collecting garbage. He states
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that at no time was he ever given any induction or training nor
was he asked to do the duties set out in the section “overview”
or “duties” in their written agreement. Further, it is Mr Luff’s
evidence that at the very first meeting on site between Mr and
Mrs Luff and Mr Pike, which occurred when Mr Pike first
arrived on site on 10 March 1998, that Mr Pike expressed
doubts about whether Mr and Mrs Luff would be able to handle the job and that he thought they should put themselves “on
wages and forget about being trainee managers altogether”
(statement of Mr Luff, 24 February, paragraphs 46-48). Mr
and Mrs Luff apparently rejected any assertion that they were
incapable of doing the job. It is the evidence of Mr and Mrs
Luff that from the first encounter with Mr Pike they were not
given any form of management training; They were not allowed to exercise the skills which they possessed in running a
complex such as the WA/SA Border Village including not being given any opportunity to supervise or train staff or be
provided with any opportunity to prove to Mr Pike that they
could successfully manage any aspect of the complex, particularly when Mr Pike was absent. Mr Luff’s further evidence
is that on 20 March 1998 Mr Pike reiterated his fears to them
that they were incapable of properly managing the complex
and he asked them to move out of the manager’s house and
move into staff quarters. Staff quarters are said to be of an
inferior standard compared to the manager’s house. For example, the staff quarters did not have television or
air-conditioning.
Mr Pike’s sentiments are expressed in a letter dated 28 March
1998 (Mr Luff’s exhibit A5; respondent’s document 2), which
states—
“To recap on our meeting held in my office 26 March
1998 regarding our conversation a week earlier in relation to whether you would continue as trainee managers
or go into a normal shift situation. Your response to me
was that you felt that I would not give you the autonomy
or authority to change positions or to run the business as
you see fit. For that reason, yourself and Moira would
take the alternative option of working normal shifts, you
in the service station and Moira as a roadhouse attendant.
I suggested that you try a supervisory role and you agreed
to that. The normal conditions apply, 60 days’ probation.
Your new positions will start on 29 March 1998 and 30
March 1998 respectively. I hope you will be happy in
your new role.”
Mr Luff acknowledges that he received the letter, although
he disputes the date that he received it, and he also notes that
he did not sign it or in any way agree with its contents. In the
event however, Mr and Mrs Luff did move out of the manager’s house and into staff quarters.
On 1 April 1998 Mr Pike gave them a further letter (Mr
Luff’s exhibit A7; respondent’s document 3). That letter records
that Mr and Mrs Luff had stated that they would not sign the
earlier letter and it recorded Mr Pike’s understanding of a conversation which had occurred. It goes on to state—
“You said that things had turned around, I said what do
you mean. You replied I came here to manage. I reminded
you that you came here to become trainee managers on a
90 day trial. I then told you, Fred, that I did not think that
you could manage this property. That is why we had our
first conversation. I also put it to you that some staff had
voiced concerns about you running down myself and
Barbara, and telling them that things will be different when
we take over. I think that this was presumptuous of you
and consider it to be mischievous talk which undermines
management and unsettles the staff. A staff member came
to me advising me that if you were to be appointed managers they would leave. Also other staff were concerned
with some of your comments. Fred, I am happy to have
you and Moira working in your current situation, learning our procedures and policies. However, I would like
you to work with us as a team and support us, and learn
from our experiences and carry out duties as requested
and within the time frames allotted. I hope that with all
this now discussed we will all relate better. I look forward to your response.”
Mr Luff takes vigorous issue with the contents of this letter.
On Mr Luff’s evidence, he and his wife then decided that it
was not going to “be healthy to remain in our employment”
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(Mr Luff’s statement 24 February paragraph 109). They decided to resign and in doing so took into account that on 21
March 1998 “a young couple” arrived at the Border Village in
a mobile bus/home. This young couple was Mr O’Shea and
Ms Rule who, according to Mr Luff, informed the Luffs that
they had been offered the positions of trainee managers at the
Border Village complex and were to commence on 23 March
1998. Those positions are, of course, the positions then occupied by Mr and Mrs Luff.
Mr and Mrs Luff’s resignations were tendered to Mr Pike
and it was agreed they would take effect as from 5 April 1998.
Mr and Mrs Luff left the site on 5 April 1998. The evidence of
Mr Luff is that on that day Mr Pike had issued instructions
that they were to leave site immediately and have nothing further to do with the work site (above, paragraph 120). In my
view, however, there can be no suggestion other than that the
termination of the Luffs’ contract of employment came about
on 5 April by reason of their resignations taking effect on that
day.
The fact of their resignations brings into focus the question
to be answered: were the resignations dismissals for the purposes of the Act? The answer to the question is to be found
primarily from the terms of the contract between the parties as
set out in their written agreement. The first point to be noted
from the written agreement is that the employment of the Luffs
was to be as “the trainee management team”. I have noted Mr
and Mrs Luff’s long experience in the hospitality industry.
Given that experience, they might have had every confidence
that they would be able to efficiently manage and run the WA/
SA Border Village complex. I have no doubt that they thought
they had the skills and ability to do so. However, the written
agreement between the parties did not employ the Luffs to
efficiently manage and run the WA/SA Border Village complex. While those words are contained in the “overview” as an
inclusion in the job description, the written agreement overall
did not employ them as managers. It employed them only as a
trainee management team. A “trainee” is, by definition (including the CCH Macquarie Dictionary of Employment and
Industrial Relations relied upon by the Luffs’ agent in this
matter) a person who is receiving training. While the Luffs
complain vigorously that they did not receive training, even if
that is true, it does not mean that they were not trainee managers. It merely means that they were trainee managers who, on
their evidence, were not being trained.
A further confirmation of their lack of autonomy is the fact
that the written agreement made them responsible to the Executive Manager. Furthermore, it stated that their duties
included:
“…assisting (which means having to do shifts and reliefs) all areas of business operation”.
The written agreement also states that the respondent was
“confident that you will want to learn all of our management
styles before putting your stamp on the business...”. Finally,
and I suspect conclusively, the written agreement states, in
bold type, that the Luffs’ employment was subject to a three
month probationary period and records that at the completion
of that period the respondent is prepared to renegotiate a management package that reflected more benefits and a higher
salary. The Commission concludes from that preparedness that
the greater benefits and salary would be commensurate with
the responsibility within the agreement which would fall to
the Luffs after the probationary period, and after the trainee
management period, had expired. But they did not have that
responsibility as trainee managers.
Mr and Mrs Luff’s evidence is that the respondent did not
provide them with any training. I note that the evidence from
Mr Pike, in contrast, makes reference to the duties which were
shown to Mrs Luff and also to Mr Luff. While I have little
doubt that both Mr and Mrs Luff expected more formalised
training, and even suspect that, with their apparent experience
in the hospitality industry, they believed that training was not
entirely necessary (Mr Luff’s statement, 24 February, paragraph 56; 7 April 1999, paragraph 15), the written agreement
does not prescribe formalised training to be given. Rather, is
clear from the written agreement that it was the respondent’s
intention that the Luffs “learn all of [the respondent’s] management styles before putting [their] stamp on the business”
and that their duties included having to do shifts and reliefs in
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all areas of business operations. Thus, for example Mrs Pike’s
suggestion (as stated by Mr Luff, above at paragraph 55) that
the Luffs would be working in “different areas of the business, for example, in the service station, behind the bar, so
that we can become familiar with the way the business was
run” is entirely consistent with the written agreement. So was
the placement of the Luffs on the staff roster for a week (above,
paragraph 50; Mrs Luff’s statement, 26 March, paragraphs
55-58) and Mr Luff’s work for six days as a bar attendant
(above, paragraph 61). That work is comparable with the relieving service station duties for all departments including
yardman that Mr Pike performed when he was there (Mr Pike’s
statement, 18 March, paragraph 27). I note Mr Pike’s evidence
that he and his wife have been managing roadhouses in various locations for nearly 30 years and accept his evidence
(statement, 8 March, paragraph 3) that “there are no unskilled
positions and all management staff work as part of a team
doing their so-called ‘menial’ tasks”. Therefore, in the context
of the first month of trainee management employment and of
a three month probationary period, I have not found the duties
the Luffs were required to perform were not envisaged by the
written agreement. Indeed, the contrary is the case.
The Luffs put forward the strong view that they were “demoted” as recorded in the letter from Mr Pike dated 28 March
1998 (Mr Luff’s exhibit A5; respondent’s document 2). It is
certainly the case that a demotion may constitute in law a dismissal: Kenny v Elmerside Pty Ltd (1997) 77 WAIG 2172;
Robowash Pty Ltd v Hart (1998) 78 WAIG 2325. Mr Pike’s
letter (Mr Luff’s exhibit A5; respondent’s document 2) indeed
refers to “new positions” and “your new role” and a new probationary period. The use of those words, and the requirement
for the Luffs to leave the manager’s house, can lead to no
other conclusion than that Mr Pike no longer regarded the Luffs
as occupying the positions of trainee management in the written agreement. The “new positions” merely had a “supervisory
role” although their salary remained the same as in the written
agreement. The respondent argues that these new positions
were agreed to by the Luffs and Mr Pike’s letter supports that
argument. The Luffs argue strongly that they did not consent
to the new positions. I find it is more likely than not that if the
Luffs did consent to the new positions they did so because
they felt that they had little choice to do otherwise. I am therefore not of the view that the change was a freely agreed variation
to the written agreement.
It must be accepted that the respondent did not have the right
to unilaterally change the Luffs’ conditions of employment.
However, the effect of this change cannot be looked at in isolation. Rather, it must be looked at in the context of the
employment relationship overall. On the evidence, Mr and Mrs
Luff themselves had difficulties in relation to their employment. I have already referred to their belief that their duties
were “menial” and contrary to their expectations. Mr and Mrs
Luff also believed they would have the right to hire and fire.
The evidence of both Mr Luff (above, paragraph 72) and Mr
Pike (statement of 24 February, paragraph 6) make reference
to this issue being discussed between them, even if they do
not agree on the dates of the discussions. In any event, I find it
is likely to have been discussed between them because of the
specific reference to it in Mr Pike’s letter of 28 March 1998
(quoted earlier) which contains at least the following passage—
“…you felt I would not give you the autonomy or authority to change positions or to run the business how you see
fit…”
and that Mr Pike’s letter of 1 April 1998 (Mr Luff’s exhibit
A7; respondent’s document 3) also states—
“…you replied I came here to manage. I reminded you
that you came here to become trainee managers on a 90
day trial…”
The issue of whether or not the Luffs had the right “hire and
fire” supports the conclusion that Mr and Mrs Luff, because
of their experience, believed that even as a trainee management team they were going to supervise staff or even manage
the complex (Mr Luff’s statement, 7 April, paragraph 50, 51).
Yet they were not managers as such and the written agreement
does not specifically give them the right to hire and fire. Indeed, it would be consistent with their responsibilities as
trainees, responsible to the executive manager, that they not
have the right to hire and fire. The right to hire and fire
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employees is a fundamental and significant right of an employer. I find significant the absence of any express reference
in their written agreement to the right to hire and fire being
delegated to the Luffs and therefore conclude that the respondent had not intended to do so, at least whilst they were trainees
and during their probationary period. I have reached the conclusion that the Luffs expected far more out of the job than the
written agreement states.
As a consequence, the “new positions” came about as much
due to the Luffs’ disillusionment in the duties they were required to do and in not having the authority or autonomy to
change staff positions or run the business as they would wish
to as it did with Mr Pike’s belief that the Luffs would be unable to manage the complex.
Further, their wages remained unchanged. The remuneration to be paid for work performed is often described as the
“work – wages bargain”. The rate of remuneration agreed to is
an essential part of the employment agreement and the fact
that it did not change with the “new positions” cannot simply
be disregarded when considering the changes. Furthermore,
the changes occurred during the agreed period of probation.
Probation is but a step in the selection process and should be
distinguished from permanent employment (re Alchin and
South Newcastle Leagues Club Limited [1977] AR (NSW)
236). I have little doubt that the Luffs were disillusioned by
their experience in the trainee management positions. Although
they did not refuse any work they were given, they did not
believe that the work was appropriate given their past experience and their expectation of “training”. However, the
discovery by Mr and Mrs Luff that the trainee manger positions were not what they had believed, and the decision by Mr
Pike that they should gain experience in the service station “to
regain the confidence of the staff and familiarise with our procedures and policies”, occurred, at the time of Mr Pike’s letter
on 28 March, in the fourth week of a three month probationary period. In the context of the employment relationship
overall, and given that they remained on the same remuneration, the change to the Luff’s positions can be readily
distinguished from a circumstance where a non-probationary
employee is “demoted” to a lesser position with less remuneration. In principle, the first month of a trainee manager’s
employment might conceivably be a period when an employer
wished to ensure for itself that the future managers were aware
of the manner in which the respondent ran its business and the
particular employees employed within it. That is what happened here. Indeed, the written agreement specifically records
that this was the respondent’s intention. Further, the respondent did not intend the Luffs to resign. Mr Pike’s view of the
“new positions” was that he had “cleared the air for a promising relationship”, for the Luffs to “earn the respect of the staff
and continue on the road to trainee management (Statement
24 February, paragraphs 6, 6a). While the Luffs may not have
viewed the situation from Mr Pike’s point of view, it is difficult to view the “new positions” as a circumstance where, for
example, the respondent followed a course of conduct with
the deliberate and dominant purpose of coercing Mr and Mrs
Luff to resign.
I do not disregard Mr and Mrs Luff reliance upon their understanding of the employment of Mr O’Shea and Ms Rule in
their positions. Although there is some suggestion from Mr
Luff that the respondent has been less than honest about this
couple, it is clear from the evidence of Mr and Mrs Luff, and
also of Mr Pike, that they arrived prior to the Luff’s decision
to resign. In fact it is not suggested otherwise. The evidence of
Mr Luff which states that Mr Pike’s evidence is that the couple arrived after the Luffs had departed (statement, 7 April,
paragraph 55) is incorrect. Mr Pike’s statement (8 March, paragraph 18) is that the couple arrived after Mr and Mrs Luff had
arrived, not after they had departed. Mr Luff is also in error in
stating (above, paragraph 54) that “there is an absence in Mr
Pike’s first statement in referring to this couple at all”. Mr
Pike’s first statement refers to the couple at paragraph 9. As to
the work performed at the WA/SA Border complex by the couple which Mr Luff describes as “managerial duties” (statement,
24 February1999, paragraph 104), the statement of Mr Pike is
that any such duties were not to replace the Luffs but for the
purpose of the couple taking the equivalent job at Madura
(statement, 24 February, paragraph 9; 8 March, paragraph 18).
While there was a lack of communication by Mr Pike to the
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Luffs on the couple’s status, Mr Pike’s evidence is supported
by the copy of an employment agreement between the respondent and Mr O’Shea and Ms Rule which is the sixth document
referred to at the beginning of these reasons. I accept the evidence of Mr Pike as effectively countering the evidence of Mr
Luff that the couple had been employed to replace the Luffs. I
therefore do not find the evidence concerning the couple as
conclusive of a breach of the respondent’s duty towards Mr
and Mrs Luff which would entitle them to resign and the resignation to be treated as a dismissal.
For the reasons set out above I am unable to find that the
actions of Mr and Mrs Luff in resigning are capable of constituting dismissals for the purposes of the Act. Their resignations
came about as much due to Mr and Mrs Luff expecting more
from the written agreement than was warranted as it did from
the “new positions”. Even if it could be held that the “new
positions” meant that it was really the respondent who terminated the employment it is not apparent in these circumstances
that the “dismissal” was unfair.
An order will issue dismissing their applications for want of
jurisdiction.
Appearances: Mr T. Crossley by written submissions on behalf of the applicants
Mr P. Ebden by written submissions on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Wilfred Luff
and
DG Fletcher Holdings Pty Ltd t/a
WA/SA Border Village
No. 685 of 1998
Moira Luff
and
DG Fletcher Holdings Pty Ltd t/a
WA/SA Border Village.
No. 684 of 1998.
26 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr T. Crossley on behalf of the applicants
and Mr P. Ebden on behalf of the respondent, now therefore, I
the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby order—
THAT the applications be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Richard Anthony Mason
and
Symbols Business Wear.
No. 2075 of 1998.
19 April 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
(extempore)
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: This is an application brought
pursuant to section 29(1)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 by which the Applicant alleged that he was unfairly dismissed from the Respondent firm and he sought relief in the
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form of compensation for what he alleged to have been an
unfair dismissal and in addition by these proceedings he sought
to recover what he said were benefits due to him but which
had been denied to him under his contract of employment.
Those benefits were said to have been commissions on the
sale of clothing or uniforms that he said he sold on the Respondent’s account and some money for the cost of travel.
The proceedings were lodged as long ago as November 1998.
They came on for hearing towards the end of January 1999 at
which time the Applicant gave some evidence but the proceedings were adjourned when it emerged that he found a
difficulty in quantifying the claim, at least with respect to the
denied contractual benefits. They were adjourned on the basis
that he was to get legal advice and indicate as to whether or
not he wished the proceedings to continue. After some delay
he did finally indicate that, as I understand it, he wished the
matters to proceed and they were listed for this day.
As I have said to the Respondent’s representative he had
indicated approximately 10 minutes before the proceedings
were due to commence, or recommence as the case might be,
that he no longer wished to proceed with the matter and that
he wished to withdraw it. In the circumstances, I have indicated to him and now to the Respondent’s representative, that
I am prepared to give him leave to withdraw until 3.15pm.
Failing that I would order that the matter be discontinued for
want of prosecution.
I should perhaps say to complete the record the Respondent
has from inception denied liability for the claim. The Respondent asserts that the Applicant was at no time employed by the
Respondent but rather was an independent contractor and in
any event the Respondent asserts that the claim for unfair dismissal was lodged out of time and furthermore the Respondent
denies any, as he puts it, financial obligation to Mr Mason
under his contract of employment and in the circumstances
the matter has been fought on that basis.
Without further ado, I propose to order that the Applicant be
given leave until 3.15pm to file a notice of withdrawal in which
case he would be given leave to withdraw the proceedings,
otherwise the application will be dismissed for want of prosecution, the Applicant not having completed his case and not
having attended to advance his case any further.
Appearances: No appearance on behalf of the Applicant.
Mr B A McCune appeared on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Richard Anthony Mason
and
Symbols Business Wear.
No. 2075 of 1998.
19 April 1999.
Order.
THERE being no appearance by the Applicant and having heard
Mr B A McCune on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT by leave the application be and is hereby withdrawn.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Julie O’Donoghue
and
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd.
No. 2172 of 1998.
27 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Applicant was formerly
employed by the Respondent as a Superintendent of Community Relations. She was employed under a written contract of
employment. That contract was in the form of a written offer
of employment which the Applicant accepted in writing. So
far as is material the contract included the following provision
under the heading “Fair Treatment System”—
“There may be times when you will disagree with decisions that I have made.
I respect your freedom to challenge decisions and query
the way that we do things. To help us resolve differences
we are both required to follow the Fair Treatment System
as attached to this offer.”
Attached to the letter offering the Applicant employment,
which formed the basis of her written contract, is an Appendix
entitled “Argyle Fair Treatment System”. The Appendix sets
out in detail “the procedures” for employees to “follow when
you believe you have been subject to unfair decisions or treatment.” The procedures establish a dispute settling process
comprising of six incremental steps. The matter proceeds
through all the steps until it is resolved. The sixth and final
step in the process is outlined in the Appendix as follows—
“In the unlikely event the matter still remains unresolved,
an Arbitrator, whose decision will be final and binding,
will be appointed by the Chief Commissioner of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission. This
arbitrator will be a commissioner of the WAIRC.”
In or about September 1998 the Respondent informed the
Applicant that it intended to change significantly the rostering
arrangements for her job. Thereafter the Applicant held discussions with her manager regarding the matter during the
course of which the question of her position having become
redundant was apparently discussed. As a consequence of these
discussions, the Applicant formed the belief that the Respondent either promised or represented to her that her employment
could be terminated with a redundancy payment, an arrangement which she found more attractive than working under the
newly proposed arrangements. When she later pursued the
matter, the Respondent’s manager denied that it ever made
such a promise or representation to her. The Respondent asserts that she was informed that her role had not become
redundant and that the Respondent wished to retain her services, albeit under the new arrangements. Consequently the
Respondent refused to give her a redundancy payment. This
led the Applicant to believe that she had been dealt with unfairly and to invoke the Fair Treatment System.
The Fair Treatment System was followed through each of
the first five steps without resolving the Applicant’s complaint.
As a consequence she requested of the Respondent that the
next and final step in the process be invoked. Accordingly, an
arbitrator, Commissioner Gregor, was appointed to deal with
the matter. The arbitrator called the parties before him on 30th
October 1998. On that day he presided over a preliminary conference between the parties. The file note of the proceedings
on that occasion indicates that “the respondent declined to
continue with the matter”. The note records that the Respondent “says that this forum cannot achieve what the Applicant is
seeking ie: redundancy payment. She is no longer an employee
as she resigned.” The note further records the Respondent indicated that if the Applicant “wants contract entitlement
payment, she cannot do it through this process. Unfair Treatment relates to existing employees. Applicant had resigned.”
It is common ground that the arbitration has not proceeded
any further.
The Applicant asserts that by its conduct the Respondent
denied her a benefit under her contract of employment.
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That benefit, the Applicant claims, is the right to have an
independent arbitrator hear and determine her complaint that
she had been unfairly treated by the decision of the Respondent not to pay her the redundancy payment she said it had
previously agreed to pay. Accordingly, the Applicant has instituted these proceedings seeking relief under section 29
(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. She seeks relief
in the form of a declaration that the Respondent breached the
contract of employment “in that it failed to permit an arbitrator to be appointed pursuant to the Fair Treatment System to
arbitrate the matter of the applicant’s claim that she should be
paid all usual redundancy payments”; a further declaration that
the Respondent “is bound by the contract of employment to
permit and facilitate the arbitration of the applicant’s claim on
its merits”; and an order that the Respondent “permit and facilitate the arbitration of the Applicant’s claim on its merits
pursuant to the Fair Treatment System”. The Applicant does
not seek to have the matter of her entitlement or otherwise to
a redundancy payment determined on this occasion. Rather,
she seeks an order and declarations to enable her to have her
complaint heard and determined before the arbitrator uninhibited by any submission from the Respondent that the arbitrator
is without power to deal with the matter.
The Applicant contends that the scope of the Fair Treatment
System is limited. She asserts that the arbitrator is only authorised to deal with “the matter” of which an employee
complains. In this instance, the matter of which the Applicant
complains, is that she has been denied the redundancy payment in question. Counsel for the Applicant argues that the
Fair Treatment System does not empower the arbitrator to
determine any other matters which might arise as a result of
the complaint, most notably incidental jurisdictional questions
and the like. Such questions or matters should be dealt with,
the Applicant says, by the appropriate court or tribunal, in this
case the Industrial Relations Commission.
The Respondent challenges the veracity of the Applicant’s
claim on a number of grounds. It asserts that the matter, the
subject of this application, is not an ‘industrial matter’ as defined under the Act and thus does not fall within the scope of
applications authorised by section 29(1)(b)(ii). The entitlement
to arbitration, though consequential upon employment, is said
to be separate from the employment relationship. Further, it
argues that a dispute relating to the right to arbitration is not a
matter relating to ‘work’. The Fair Treatment System and in
particular, the arbitration clause, is said not to impose any
mutual obligation on the parties and as such cannot give rise
to a matter affecting or relating to the privileges, rights or duties on the part of the Respondent or any of its employees.
Furthermore, the Respondent argues that the provisions of
the Fair Treatment System do not impose an obligation on the
Respondent but merely provides the Applicant with an opportunity to embark upon arbitration. As a consequence there
cannot be said to be a contractual benefit capable of being
denied. If a benefit of that nature does exist, the Respondent
argues that it arises not “under” the contract of employment
but under a separate or collateral contract for arbitration.
Moreover, the Respondent asserts that if there is a benefit
capable of being denied by the Respondent, it is not one which
has ever been denied the Applicant, at least by the Respondent. The Respondent challenges the accuracy of the record made
by the arbitrator. The Respondent’s human resources manager,
Ms Wilson, who represented the Respondent at the preliminary conference, testified that she merely questioned whether,
as the Applicant was no longer employed by the Respondent,
the Fair Treatment System still applied. She testified also that
she questioned whether in any event the arbitrator, as distinct
from the Industrial Relations Commission, had power to direct that the Respondent make the redundancy payment claimed
by the Applicant. Both she and the Respondent’s manager, Mr
Hammond, who was also present on that occasion, deny that
they refused to take part in the arbitration. Indeed, they say
they were ready and willing to proceed, but were uncertain as
to the procedure to be followed or as to the extent of the powers of the arbitrator. This was apparently the first arbitration to
occur under the Fair Treatment System.
The Respondent asserts that the arbitration is incomplete. It
contends that the arbitrator was obliged to hear and determine
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whether he has power to proceed. The Respondent says it has
no objection to the arbitrator making that determination in the
immediate future and stands ready for him to proceed with the
matter albeit taking into account its jurisdictional objectives.
The Respondent contends that the relevant provisions of the
Fair Treatment System should be read broadly. To be effective
the provisions of the Fair Treatment System should be interpreted as authorising the arbitrator to decide incidental matters
of the kind raised by it at the preliminary conference. The
Respondent emphatically denies that by submitting that the
arbitrator does not have jurisdiction it is thereby denying the
Applicant a benefit of her contract. It is for the arbitrator, not
for the Respondent, to decide whether the arbitration proceeds.
Furthermore, the Respondent argues that in the execution of
its authority under section 29(1)(b)(ii) the Commission does
not have authority to make an order directing the arbitrator or
the Respondent how to conduct themselves in the arbitral proceedings. In particular, the Commission does not have authority
to order parties to comply with contractual obligations in the
future but only to make good entitlements which have been
denied as distinct from that which might be denied.
In any event, the Respondent argues that the sole issue capable of being arbitrated under the Fair Treatment System is
whether the decision complained of by the Applicant was fair
or not. The Respondent submits that the Fair Treatment System does not provide for the arbitrator to determine contractual
entitlements nor to rewrite the contract “under the guise of
fairness”. Moreover, the Respondent contends that the Commission cannot, in the circumstances under review, make a
constitutionally valid order for redundancy payments. Such a
payment it is submitted, would “alter, impair or detract from
the operation of a law of the Commonwealth” namely Section
27F of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth).
The Respondent also asserts that there is no substance to the
Applicant’s complaint or alternatively, that by reason of her
subsequent conduct, she should otherwise be estopped from
proceeding further with the complaint. The Respondent asserts that the Fair Treatment System by its terms applies only
to existing employees. As is common ground, at the time the
matter went before the arbitrator, the Applicant was no longer
an employee of the Respondent. She had resigned approximately a month earlier. Hence, the Respondent contends that
the arbitrator is without authority to deal with the claim. In
addition, the Respondent suggests that the right to arbitration
is otiose because, as is common ground, the Applicant resigned
from her employment. Thus she was not made redundant. She
therefore has no contractual entitlement to a redundancy payment. Furthermore, the Respondent alleges that the Applicant
withdrew her claim before the arbitrator. As a result, the Respondent contends that there is nothing before the arbitrator to
arbitrate.
Finally, if notwithstanding the arguments advanced by the
Respondent the Commission finds it has the jurisdiction to
hear the current application and that the arbitrator has power
to hear and determine the application made to him under the
Fair Treatment System, the Commission ought, exercising the
powers vested in it by section 27(1) of the Act, dismiss this
application or at least refrain from further hearing the application until the arbitrator has heard and determined the
proceedings before him. Public policy considerations, including those enshrined in the Commercial Arbitration Act 1985
require that the parties, having established a system of arbitration to resolve their differences, follow that system before
seeking intervention by the courts or industrial tribunals.
In my opinion, notwithstanding the wide range of arguments
advanced on behalf of the Respondent, there is a very simple
answer to this application. On the facts as I find them it cannot
be said, as a matter of fact, that the Respondent has indeed
denied the Applicant anything under her contract of employment. As I find, the Respondent at no time refused to submit
to the arbitration process or in any way stopped it from proceeding. Instead, as I find, the Respondent merely questioned
the arbitrator as to whether he had the jurisdiction and power
to grant the Applicant the relief she was seeking. In this respect, I accept the testimony of Ms Wilson as being reliable
and accurate. What she said in this respect is supported by the
evidence of Mr Hammond, the Respondent’s general manager
operations whose evidence I also accept as being reliable. I
accept the evidence of both persons that at no stage did either
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of them or the Respondent refuse to consent to the matter
going to arbitration. I accept the evidence of Ms Wilson that
because this was the first matter to go to arbitration under the
Respondent’s Fair Treatment System, she was unsure both as
to procedure and jurisdiction and was simply enquiring of the
arbitrator as to the extent of his authority and at no time refused to proceed with the arbitration.
Even if the position had been that the Respondent refused to
consent to the matter going to arbitration, the position would
be no different. With great respect to the arbitrator, prosecution of the arbitration did not depend upon the consent of the
Respondent. There is nothing in the terms of the Fair Treatment System which requires the Respondent to consent to the
arbitration as a condition precedent to it proceeding. The terms
of the Fair Treatment System merely require the parties “to
follow” the Fair Treatment System. Obviously, if the Respondent refused to participate in the process it would be made more
difficult but it does not follow that the arbitration cannot proceed ex-parte. In any event, I accept that the Respondent was
prepared to proceed with the arbitration and indeed that it is
still prepared for the arbitration to proceed, albeit that the Respondent reserves unto itself the right to make submissions
before the arbitrator regarding his jurisdiction.
Far from denying the Applicant her right to arbitration, the
Respondent, as the evidence of Ms Wilson discloses, took the
necessary steps to have the arbitrator appointed and when the
arbitrator was appointed, attended before the arbitrator on the
basis that the arbitration would proceed. That the arbitrator
interpreted the Respondent’s questioning of his power and
authority in the way in which he did is not a matter for which
the Respondent can be held responsible. It may be that the
arbitrator, in making his decision, was influenced by the questioning or submissions of the Respondent’s agent but the
decision remained that of the arbitrator. He was not obliged to
accept what was put to him in this respect. The ultimate decision not to proceed with the arbitration was for the arbitrator,
not for the Respondent or its agent. It is one thing to question
whether the arbitrator should proceed with the matter or even
formally submit that he should not do so, but quite a different
matter for the arbitrator to act in accordance with that questioning or any such submission.
In any event, it might be argued that the arbitration is still on
foot. The file note records and as is common ground between
the parties, that “the hearing did not proceed”. Furthermore,
the arbitrator has indicated to the Applicant’s solicitors “that
he made no decision on the substance of the matters between
the parties or on any of their contentions other than to acknowledge the contention of the Respondent that in the absence
of consent to arbitrate the matter that he was not empowered
to do so”. There is nothing to suggest that he has ever made a
formal determination in the matter. Indeed, all the indications
are to the contrary.
For the foregoing reasons I am far from convinced that as a
matter of fact the Respondent has denied the Applicant the
benefit she claims under her contract of employment. The application should therefore be dismissed.
Although in the circumstances I do not find it necessary to
decide the matter, I consider that there is much to be said for
the argument that the benefit relied on this occasion is not a
benefit “under” a contract of employment but under a separate
contract. There is now ample authority in this country for the
proposition where a contract makes provision for arbitration
whether in the principal agreement or in a separate document,
the arbitration provision are ordinarily to be treated as separate from or collateral to the main contract. That proposition
now seems settled by the decision of the New South Wales
Court of Appeal in Ferris & Anor. v Plaister & Anor. (1994)
34 NSWLR 474. It may well be a “legal fiction” as counsel for
the Applicant argues, but it is a well established fiction. It is,
as Kirby P. observed in Ferris & Anor. v Plaister & Anor.
(supra) at 491, “a fiction which secures practical and
commonsense results in the great majority of cases”. Although
the decided authorities all deal with commercial arbitration,
there is no obvious reason why the same principles should not
apply to employment contracts. The rationale relied upon to
justify the legal fiction has equal, if not more force, in the
context of employment contracts. The rationale for the fiction
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was explained by Kirby P. in Ferris & Anor. v Plaister & Anor.
(supra) at page 490 as follows—
“One of the principal points of submission to arbitration
is to secure a speedy hearing, to reduce the costs of litigation and to have a sensible and experienced person look
at a problem in a more informal way than courts typically
do in order to determine the dispute with greater speed
than typically the court system can offer. The attainment
of these objectives would be frustrated if a party could
effectively halt the arbitration process by, for example,
an assertion of fraud or some other attack on the validity
of the contract.”
In my view, those observations are as relevant to employment contracts as they are to other contracts.
In my view, having regard to the decided authorities the right
to arbitration must be seen as a right “imposed” not by the
terms of the main contract but by reason of a legal fiction
under a separate contract (c.f. Federal Commissioner of Taxation v Energy Resources of Australia (1994) 126 ALR 161,
187). There is nothing in the instant contract of employment
to suggest that the parties intended that the fiction should not
apply in this case. There is no direct submission to arbitration
in the contract of employment. The contract of employment
simply refers to the Applicant and the Respondent being “required to follow the Fair Treatment System as attached to this
offer”. If anything, the fact that the terms of the Fair Treatment System are attached as an appendix to the offer of
employment might be taken as an indication that fiction was
indeed intended to apply in this case.
Equally, I consider there to be some force in the Respondent’s arguments that it is improper for the Commission to order
that the Respondent confine its conduct before the arbitrator
in some way or another. The Commission has limited powers
under section 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
I am not convinced that those powers extend to restraining the
Applicant from conducting itself in one way or another or acting in a particular way on an occasion in the future. Rather, as
counsel for the Respondent contended, the powers vested in
the Commission under that subject are confined to benefits
which actually have been denied, not which might be denied.
Because of the view I take regarding the disposition of this
application, it is necessary that I comment on the power of the
arbitrator to decide whether he has jurisdiction to hear the
matter and if so, has power to grant the relief which the Applicant seeks from the Respondent. In my opinion he does have
the power. It is trite to say that “in each case, the authority
given to the arbitrator is to be determined by what the parties
have provided, in the submission to arbitration or otherwise”.
(see: Ferris & Anor. v Plaister & Anor. (supra) at 495). In this
case, the submission is to be found, in the main, in the Appendix to the offer of employment made to and accepted by the
Applicant. Determining what they have provided in this respect is simply a matter of construing the relevant provisions
of the Fair Treatment System relating to arbitration. As Owen
J. observed in Whitfords Beach Pty Ltd v Gadsdon & Anor.
(1992) 6 WAR 537 at 547 in construing arbitration clauses
“the fundamental principles of construction are the same as
those which apply to contracts generally. The proper approach
is to look at the clause in the context of the document as a
whole and to ascertain the intention of the parties from the
language which they have used”.
In this case, the provisions of the Fair Treatment System
provide, somewhat obtusely, that in the event of “the matter”
remaining unresolved, it will be resolved by decision of the
appointed arbitrator. “The matter” for these purposes is either
the unfair decision or treatment of which the particular employee complains. In that respect, the range of matters which
can be submitted to arbitration is somewhat limited. Unlike
the arbitration clauses in many of the decided cases to which
the Respondent referred, the Fair Treatment System does not
make provision for any dispute or difference arising out of the
employment relationship to be determined by arbitration but
only a dispute or difference in respect of unfair decisions or
treatment. Nonetheless, in my view, it is not reading too much
into the provisions of the Fair Treatment System to imply a
term that the arbitrator is empowered to deal with jurisdictional issues associated with matters brought before him. The
guiding principle of the Fair Treatment System is to provide a
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system so that “employees should be able to address concerns
that arise in the workplace, and have them addressed in a manner that is prompt, simple, accessible and effective in resolving
concerns – because the interests of the individual and the Company are involved”. There is nothing simple or prompt about a
system which, when a complaint is referred to arbitration, prohibits the arbitrator from making a determination as to his
capacity to deal with any such complaint and which requires
such incidental matters to be referred to courts or tribunals.
The implication of such a term is consistent with the underlying principle of the Fair Treatment System and moreover, is
reasonably necessary to give business efficacy to the Fair Treatment System, is obviously capable of clear expression and
does not contradict any term of the contract. Indeed, I think it
highly likely that having regard to the guiding principle, the
parties would have intended that the arbitrator should be able
to dispose of the matter before him finally, in one way or another, without the need for intervention by the Commission.
In my opinion therefore, it is entirely within the province of
the arbitrator to determine whether or not the Applicant’s complaint was validly brought before him.
In the view I take of this application it is unnecessary for me
to determine whether or not the arbitrator had jurisdiction to
deal with the matter. However, as those questions were debated at some length before the Commission, I should perhaps
make some comment on them.
I do not read the terms of the Fair Treatment System as prohibiting the arbitrator from dealing with a complaint simply
because the complainant has ceased to be an employee at the
time the matter comes before the arbitrator for determination.
Although the Fair Treatment System is clearly designed to
address the concerns of “employees”, in my view it is enough
that the complainant was an employee at the time when the
resolution procedures outlined in the Fair Treatment System
were first invoked. In this case, as is common ground, the
Applicant was still an employee at the time her complaint was
referred to the arbitrator let alone when the first step of the
procedures were invoked. Although throughout the provisions
governing the Fair Treatment System reference is constantly
made to “employees”, there is some reference to the situation
where the complainant is no longer an employee. Under the
heading “Pay and Expenses” the provisions of the Fair Treatment System expressly provide that a complainant “will not
be penalised any pay or entitlements while the procedure is in
progress unless you have been dismissed”. That provision suggests that the Fair Treatment System has application to a person
who was not an employee whilst the resolution procedures are
in progress. It may well be as counsel for the Respondent indicated that the Fair Treatment System has never been used or
intended to be used for complaints of unfair dismissal. As I
interpret the terms of the Fair Treatment System, it would rarely
be the case that such a complaint would fall within the scope
of the Fair Treatment System.
Likewise, I am of the opinion that the arbitrator is empowered to make an award for a redundancy payment if the failure
to make such a payment forms the basis of the complaint that
the Applicant was subject to an unfair decision or treatment.
Again, it seems clear that the purpose and object of the Fair
Treatment System is to resolve grievances. If all that the arbitrator was permitted to do was to find that the complainant
was the subject of an unfair decision or had been unfairly treated
leaving the Respondent to remedy that shortcoming in the way
in which it saw fit, the potential for further concern or conflict
would exist. It would only partly resolve the matter. Certainly
confining the authority of the arbitrator in such a way does not
impress me as being an “effective” manner of resolving the
concern of aggrieved employees. It would be more effective if
the arbitrator was taken to be empowered to make such an
award as is necessary to completely resolve the particular complaint. In my opinion, the provisions of the Fair Treatment
System should be interpreted to give the arbitrator such authority.
The decided cases give some support to such an interpretation. In Slonim v Fellows (1984) 8 IR 175 at 178 Gibbs C.
held that a duty of a Board of Reference established under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (Victoria) to determine the outcome of industrial disputes by arbitration “necessarily carried
with it the power to make the determination effective”. Thus,
the Board was held to have the power to award reinstatement
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if it decided that was necessary to settle the matter in dispute.
Likewise, in Francis Travel Marketing Pty Ltd v Virgin Atlantic Airways Ltd (1996) 39 NSWLR 160 at 167 Gleeson CJ.,
referring to the decision of Mason J. in Government Insurance Office of New South Wales v Atkinson-Leighton Joint
Venture (1981) 146 CLR 206 at 246 observed that “there was
to be implied in the parties’ submission to arbitration a term
that the arbitrator is to have the authority to give the claimant
such relief as would be available to him in a court of law having jurisdiction with respect to the subject matter”. Whilst those
authorities deal with somewhat different situations to that now
under review, they do lend weight to the suggestion that the
terms of the Fair Treatment System should be interpreted as
enabling the arbitrator to do all that is necessary to make any
determination effective. There is good reason for interpreting
the provisions of the Fair Treatment System in that way because as mentioned, one of the guiding principles of the Fair
Treatment System is that it operates in a manner which is “effective in resolving concerns” that arise in the workplace.
The Respondent raised a number of issues which go to the
merit or otherwise of the arbitrator awarding a redundancy
payment. Because the Applicant seeks no more than an order
enforcing her right to have that matter determined before the
arbitrator they are not matters on which it is appropriate for
me to comment on this occasion. They are matters best left to
the arbitrator.
Appearances: Mr D.H. Schapper appeared on behalf of the
Applicant
Mr A.D. Lucev appeared on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Julie O’Donoghue
and
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd.
No. 2172 of 1998.
27 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D.H. Schaper of counsel on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr A.D. Lucev of counsel on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Adnan Sulejman
and
Pirtek (Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd.
No. 445 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
28 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to s
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) by
which Adnan Sulejman (“the applicant”) alleges that he was
harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by Pirtek
(Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd (“the respondent”) on or about 23 March
1999.
The respondent objected to and opposed the applicant’s
claim. The applicant was represented by Mr Dungey of
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counsel and the respondent was represented by Mr Irvine, an
industrial agent.
At the conclusion of the proceedings held in Kalgoorlie on
19 May 1999, I announced my decision upholding the applicant’s claim and reinstating the applicant, with my reasons to
be published in due course. These are my reasons for so deciding.
Contentions
Counsel for the applicant submitted that the applicant was
summarily dismissed by the respondent from his position as a
mobile sales and service technician following allegations by
the respondent, that the applicant had been performing work
for his own mechanical business during the respondent’s working time. Counsel for the applicant submitted that the applicant
had never conducted his business during the respondent’s time
but in his own time, and moreover, did so with the respondent’s express acknowledgement. Furthermore, counsel for the
applicant denied that the applicant had used the respondent’s
property in connection with pursuing his own business affairs,
and submitted that at all material times, its use was consistent
with the terms of the contract of employment between the applicant and the respondent
In terms of the manner of the dismissal, it was submitted by
counsel that the applicant did not receive procedural fairness
from the respondent in that the respondent failed to undertake
any proper inquiries as to its allegations against the applicant,
and as a consequence, denied the applicant any real opportunity to answer any specific allegations. In essence, the counsel
for the applicant submitted that the respondent had no reasonable and proper basis upon which to form its view that the
applicant had committed any misconduct to entitle it to summarily dismiss the applicant, in all the circumstances of the
case.
For the respondent, it was submitted that at all material times
whilst employed by the respondent, the applicant had engaged
in his own private business in the respondent’s working time,
with the use of the respondent’s work van and mobile telephone.
It was further submitted by the respondent, that the applicant
was specifically instructed to cease performing his own work
in the respondent’s time using the respondent’s property, but
the applicant wilfully disobeyed such instruction. The respondent said that it undertook an investigation as to the applicant’s
conduct, and concluded that the applicant was continuing his
own business affairs in the respondent’s working time. It was
the further submission of the agent for the respondent, that the
misconduct of the applicant constituted a breach of the applicant’s contract of employment, insofar as the contract of
employment contained an implied term of fidelity and good
faith. It was also submitted that the applicant, in wilfully refusing to comply with the respondent’s instruction, committed
a further act of misconduct.
Whilst the respondent, in its notice of answer and counter
proposal, also raised allegations against the applicant that he
failed to attend for duty for a call out and requested an extended period of annual leave, neither of these matters were
pursued by the respondent in the proceedings and need not be
dealt with any further in these reasons.
Facts
There was considerable common ground in this matter. The
respondent is engaged in the business of the making, assembly, and selling of hoses and fittings for industrial purposes. It
was the responsibility of the applicant to visit customers and
supply hoses or fittings on request. This involved the applicant travelling in the respondent’s mobile service van which
was supplied to him when he was employed. The applicant
was required to service customers anywhere in or about the
Kalgoorlie area. It was not in dispute that the applicant’s employment was subject to the terms of the Metal Trades (General)
Award No 13 of 1965.
It was also common ground that at the time of engagement,
the applicant was provided with the respondent’s mobile van
for both business and private use. The applicant was also provided with a mobile telephone to assist in the performance of
his duties.
The applicant testified that his working hours were 8am to
5pm Monday to Friday of each week, with one hour for lunch.
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When he commenced employment, the applicant said he was
given a Toyota Hilux utility vehicle, in which was stored hoses
and fittings to be supplied to customers. The applicant said
that he was to hold by Mr Haythornthwaite, the managing director of the respondent, that the vehicle was for his use for
work and private purposes and no restriction was placed on its
use outside of working hours. In relation to the mobile telephone, the applicant said that whilst it was for business use,
he could use it for private purposes as long as he paid for the
cost of private telephone calls. The applicant testified that he
paid for the private calls that he made with each monthly account.
The applicant gave evidence that in or about August 1998,
he started doing some general mechanical repairs on motor
vehicles for some of the respondent’s customers. The applicant was a qualified motor mechanic. He said however, that
he only did this work on weekends and during the week in his
own time. The applicant denied that he used the respondent’s
working time for these purposes. The applicant testified that
he started doing this work following discussions with persons
who were working for or associated with “Blacker Brothers”,
a tyre company in Boulder which was one of the respondent’s
customers. The uncontested evidence was that it was part of
the applicant’s duties to get to know about the respondent’s
customers and to establish a good working relationship with
them. He said that it was as a result of getting to know the
people at “Blacker Brothers”, that his supply of these services
arose. In order to attend to this out of hours work, the applicant said that he used the respondent’s mobile van for transport,
as he was not told he could not use it. He said he had his own
vehicle as well as the use of the respondent’s van.
In or about November 1998, the applicant made a credit application for the supply of parts and components in connection
with his private work. He gave Mr Haythornthwaite’s name
as a reference for this credit application. As a consequence of
doing so, Mr Haythornthwaite approached the applicant to
discuss the matter. The applicant told him that he was doing
some part-time work on his own behalf on weekends and during his own time in the week. The applicant testified that Mr
Haythornthwaite did not object to this, as long as the work
was done in the applicant’s own time and not the respondent’s. The applicant testified that there was no mention by Mr
Haythornthwaite of the use of the respondent’s van or mobile
telephone.
A further incident took place some time prior to Christmas
1998, when the applicant assisted a woman driver whose car
had broken down on the side of the road in Boulder. He said
that he had seen the woman by her vehicle and stopped to
provide assistance to her. He said that this work was not for
his own private purposes, as he merely stopped to help her. At
the same time as he was providing this assistance, the applicant said that Mr Haythornthwaite attended at the scene and
asked the applicant “whether this was on his time or my time.”
Following this incident, the applicant meet with Mr
Haythornthwaite, and put a proposal to him that due to the
fluctuation in the workload of the respondent, that the applicant effectively combine work for the respondent with his own
work during the course of a day, and be paid only for jobs
done for and on behalf of the respondent. He also proposed to
contribute towards the running costs of the respondent’s van
for these purposes. The applicant said that the respondent did
not agree with this proposal and said to him in words to the
effect “you either work for me or not at all.” The applicant
testified that he understood the respondent’s view and accepted
what he was told. He said that nothing in this discussion lead
him to believe that the respondent was suggesting that he should
also stop performing his own work in his own time. The applicant denied he was expressly told by Mr Haythornthwaite to
stop using the respondent’s van for his own personal use. He
did agree however, that the respondent raised with him the
need to make fewer private telephone calls on the mobile telephone, to which the applicant agreed.
In cross-examination, the applicant was taken to the content
of a diary (exhibit A4) which the applicant testified he purchased in or about March 1999 for his own personal use. In
the diary, appeared entries over various periods, indicating work
done by the applicant for his private purposes. I pause to observe that of the three dates selected in cross-examination, they
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being 3, 4, and 17 March 1999, the entires for 3 and 4 March
1999 indicate that the applicant performed the services outside of working hours for the respondent. The entry for 17
March 1999 carries no specific time. The applicant also said
that he did have a business card for his own work, and the
mobile phone number was on it, but this number had since
changed.
On or about 23 March 1999, the applicant received a telephone call whilst at lunch from Mr Haythornthwaite, asking
him to return to the workshop as he wished to discuss some
matters with him. There was no indication in the telephone
call as to what matters were to be discussed. The applicant
duly attended the workshop premises and met with Mr
Haythornthwaite. The applicant said that Mr Haythornthwaite
had an invoice book with him, which was the applicant’s. He
produced a copy of an invoice for work that the applicant had
done for “Sam” on or about 12 March 1999 (exhibit A1) and
said to the applicant to the effect that he had continued to do
work for himself in the respondent’s time. The applicant denied this was the case and said that on the day in question he
was at work for the respondent at Fimiston for the whole day.
The applicant said he had merely prepared the invoice for
“Sam” that day, in his own time, for work which he had done
previously in his own time.
The applicant testified that he never had a chance to explain
his position properly as no detail was put to him in relation to
the other work he was allegedly performing in the respondent’s time, in order that he may comment upon it. I pause to
observe, that the respondent’s own evidence, with which I deal
below, confirmed the applicant’s version of the events as to
what he was doing on 12 March 1999, in working for the respondent for the day. As a result of this exchange the applicant
was summarily dismissed without notice or payment in lieu of
notice, or the payment of any accrued entitlements and was
instructed to leave the respondent’s premises immediately.
Subsequent to his dismissal, the applicant said that he endeavoured to build-up his own mechanical business in order
to earn an income, in preference to pursing other employment.
He gave evidence as to the amounts he had earned in the period since his dismissal. He did not specifically apply for other
jobs at this time, because his confidence was seriously affected
by the dismissal and he wished to attempt to work for himself.
The applicant is married and has a young family to support.
He testified that his marriage had been under strain as a consequence of the dismissal.
For the respondent, Mr Haythornthwaite was called to give
evidence. He is the managing director of the respondent and
interviewed all staff for employment. He testified that when
interviewing a prospective employee, he discussed the wages
and conditions applicable and the job description. Although
he could not recall the specific interview with the applicant,
he testified that for mobile service technicians such as the applicant, the respondent supplied a van for both business and
private use. His evidence on this latter point was unclear and I
deal with this matter below. He also said that an employee
may use the mobile telephone supplied by the respondent for
private calls, such as contacting family etc.
Mr Haythornthwaite gave evidence about the incident involving the applicant assisting the motorist by the side of the
road in Boulder, some time prior to Christmas 1998. He said
that his wife had been driving past in the particular street at
the time and noticed that the applicant was in attendance with
the respondent’s vehicle. When informed of this, he said he
went to the location and asked the applicant what he was doing. He said the applicant told him that he had received a call
from the woman concerned that her car had broken down and
that she required assistance. I pause to observe that the applicant denied in his evidence that he had received such a call to
attend at this location. Mr Haythornthwaite said that he told
the applicant that he was not to do “his outside work” in the
respondent’s working time and that if he did, he would no
longer have a job. The applicant understood this.
The following day, a discussion took place between the applicant and Mr Haythornthwaite as outlined by the applicant
in his evidence, regarding the applicant’s proposal to combine
both the respondent’s work and the applicant’s work. As said
by the applicant in his evidence, Mr Haythornthwaite confirmed that this request was refused by the respondent.
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Mr Haythornthwaite said that subsequently the applicant’s
vehicle needed new signage and was taken off the road. At
this time also, he did a regular vehicle inspection of the applicant’s vehicle, and he found the applicant’s diary and invoice
book on the front seat of the van. He said he looked at both
documents and concluded in his mind, that the applicant was
still performing work for his own business purposes in the
respondent’s working time. He said that he copied extracts
from the documents.
Having discovered these documents, Mr Haythornthwaite
said that he decided that as the applicant was in the “field”
during the day, his trust and confidence in the applicant were
shaken. In view of this, he met with the applicant on 23 March
1999 and had with him the applicant’s diary and invoice book.
He said that he had reached the view on the discovery of these
documents, that the applicant was not trustworthy and that he
should be dismissed. His evidence was that in the meeting the
applicant denied that he was conducting his own business during the respondent’s working time. In cross-examination, Mr
Haythornthwaite conceded that he did not know who the applicant had called on the mobile telephone, or inquire as to the
entries in the diary or the invoice book generally, and furthermore, the only inquiry he made on discovering these
documents, was to ask another staff member whether the applicant had been working for the respondent on 12 March 1999.
This inquiry revealed that indeed, as the applicant said in his
evidence, the applicant had been working for the respondent
at Fimiston that day.
Mr Haythornthwaite testified that on the discovery of these
documents, he assumed that the applicant was conducting his
business during the respondent’s time, which gave him a “feeling in the back of his mind” that he could no longer trust the
applicant. On the evidence, he made no further inquiries or
any investigation other than that to which I have just referred.
When questioned in cross-examination about the use of the
respondent’s van by the applicant for his own purposes, Mr
Haythornthwaite’s responses were a little confusing. Initially,
his evidence was that an employee could use the respondent’s
vehicle “to go shopping” or for “emergencies”. Subsequently,
this evidence was modified to include unrestricted private use
of the respondent’s vehicle, when questioned by the Commission in order to clearly understand what the respondent’s policy
was on this issue.
In relation to the applicant’s use of the vehicle outside of
working hours when attending to his own business affairs, Mr
Haythornthwaite said that at the time that he and the applicant
discussed the applicant’s proposal that the applicant effectively
share work with the respondent, he then directed the applicant
to not use the van for his own private business purposes. This
was disputed by the applicant.
Counsel for the applicant also tendered, without objection
by the respondent, an unsworn statement from a Mr Samuel
Thorn Staker (exhibit A3). The respondent did not request Mr
Staker be called for cross-examination and indicated to the
Commission that it did not contest its content. Whilst great
caution should be used when considering such statements and
its evidentiary status, as it was received without objection to
its content by the respondent it has the character of a formal
admission by the respondent and I am able to place some weight
on it. I am also mindful of the terms of s 26(1)(b) of the Act in
this regard. From its content, it is apparent that the maker of
the statement is the same person referred to as “Sam” in exhibit A1 and I so conclude.
I now turn to my findings in relation to the evidence adduced in this matter. In the final analysis, there is considerable
common ground on the evidence led by both the applicant and
the respondent, with the main areas of conflict being whether
the applicant was directly told by the respondent to cease using the respondent’s van and mobile telephone for his own
business purposes, whether the applicant attended the motorist on the side of the road in Boulder, in response to a call from
the motorist to the applicant and whether indeed, the applicant
was performing his own work in the respondent’s time. The
fact that the applicant was performing work on his own behalf
in his own time with the consent of the respondent, was not
challenged by the respondent.
In the case of these conflicts, having heard both the applicant and Mr Haythornthwaite give evidence during the course
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of the proceedings, I prefer the applicant’s version of the events
in relation to these matters. I found the applicant to have given
his evidence in an open and frank manner and I found him to
be an impressive witness. His recollection of events and his
overall demeanour whilst giving his evidence, do not cause
me to have any concerns about accepting the veracity of his
testimony. Whilst I do not suggest that Mr Haythornthwaite’s
evidence was in any way deliberately untruthful, his recollection of events and the confusion in some of his answers to
questions put to him, lead me to conclude that the applicant’s
evidence is the more reliable on these matters.
Accordingly, I am satisfied on the evidence and I find that it
was a term of the applicant’s contract of employment with the
respondent, that the applicant had the use of the respondent’s
van for both business and private purposes. There was no express restriction imposed upon the applicant in relation to the
use of the respondent’s vehicle outside usual business hours.
In relation to the use by the applicant of the mobile telephone,
I am satisfied on the evidence and find that the respondent did
allow the applicant to use the respondent’s mobile telephone
for other than business purposes, on the basis that the respondent not bear the cost of this privilege. Indeed, the evidence,
which I accept, indicates that during the course of the applicant’s employment, the applicant did reimburse the respondent
for telephone calls made for private purposes. This was not
contested by the respondent.
I find that during the course of the applicant’s employment,
the applicant did engage in performing mechanical work outside of his employment with the respondent, with the
respondent’s knowledge and consent. I am far from satisfied
on the evidence adduced in this matter, including the documentary evidence in the form of the applicant’s diary (exhibit
A4) and the extract from the applicant’s invoice book (exhibit
A1) that the applicant actively engaged in the performance of
his own business undertaking during the respondent’s working hours. I find that the respondent clearly told the applicant
that if he was to engage in his own business activities during
the respondent’s working time, then his employment would
be at risk and the applicant accepted this.
In relation to the allegation that the applicant wilfully disobeyed the respondent’s direction not to use the respondent’s
van for his own work purposes, I am far from satisfied that the
direction was given in such clear and precise terms as was
suggested by Mr Haythornthwaite in his evidence. There is no
doubt in my mind that both the applicant and the respondent
did meet to discuss the applicant’s proposal regarding sharing
of work between the respondent and his own activities, and
that this proposal was rejected by the respondent. It may well
have been on reflection, the respondent’s understanding that
the effect of this conversation was to put the applicant on notice to cease using the respondent’s van whilst engaged on his
own business activities. However, it could not in my opinion,
be clearly concluded that this was in fact the case and indeed,
on the applicant’s evidence, he did not understand that to be
the respondent’s position at all. This was also quite contrary to
what he understood to be his entitlement when first employed.
Put at its highest, the outcome of the discussions between the
applicant and the respondent on this issue, could be regarded
as ambiguous.
As to the respondent’s central allegation against the applicant that he continued to conduct his own business affairs
during the respondent’s working time, I am far from satisfied
on the evidence that this was the case. Indeed, the evidence
adduced by the respondent, in the form of the applicant’s diary (exhibit A4) and cross-examination on the applicant’s
invoice book and the extract therefrom (exhibit A1) is against
the respondent’s allegation in this regard.
It should also be observed that the content of the unsworn
statement of Samuel Thorn Staker (exhibit A3) confirms the
applicant’s version of events as outlined by the applicant.
As to the “investigation” undertaken by the respondent, I
am satisfied and I find that the only relevant inquiry made by
the respondent concerning the allegations against the applicant, involved checking with a staff member of the respondent
whether in fact the applicant was at work as he said he was on
12 March 1999. As I have noted above, the respondent’s own
inquiry in this regard confirmed that the applicant was being
entirely truthful with the respondent. The respondent made no
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other attempts to inquire into the content of the documents in
the applicant’s van or otherwise make inquiries generally about
the applicant’s conduct. Accordingly, in relation to the interview between Mr Haythornthwaite and the applicant on 23
March 1999, I am far from satisfied that the respondent put
allegations to the applicant in any or sufficient detail, in order
for the applicant to properly answer the respondent and I find
accordingly.
Relevant Principles
In matters such as these, the relevant principles are well established. Whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive, or unfair,
involves an assessment as to whether the undoubted right of
the employer to dismiss an employee has been exercised so
harshly or oppressively such as to constitute an abuse of that
right: Miles v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of
Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385. Furthermore, in dealing with a
claim such as the present application, the Commission is not
required to assume the position of the manager in assessing
the claim, but it must consider objectively and consistent with
the obligations imposed on the Commission pursuant to s
26(1)(a) and 26(1)(c) of the Act. Furthermore, as has been
said by the Commission on a number of occasions, the circumstances of a dismissal must be considered having regard
to the practical realities of the workplace and the statutory
provisions applied in a commonsense fashion: Gibson v
Bosmac (1995) 60 IR 1.
In a case of summary dismissal, such as the present, the
evidential burden falls on the respondent to establish the basis
for the respondent’s decision to dismiss: Newmont Australia v
AWU (1988) 68 WAIG 677 at 679. Additionally, whether an
employee is afforded procedural fairness, is but one factor for
the Commission to consider, but it may be a most important
factor: Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891.
Moreover, in circumstances such as the present, fairness and
justice require that an employee accused of misconduct be given
a reasonable opportunity to offer an explanation and to put his
or her case in response to allegations by the employer. This
necessarily requires the employer to put to the employee its
allegations in sufficient detail in order that the employee can
properly respond to them. In cases of alleged misconduct, the
law does not require the employer to comply with standards
of the type required to be complied with by the police in making their inquiries, however, there is an obligation on the
employer to conduct as full and extensive investigation of the
relevant circumstances as is reasonable, to satisfy itself so as
to form an honest and genuine belief, based upon reasonable
grounds, that the employee is guilty of the misconduct concerned: Sangwin v Imogen Pty Ltd (1996) 40 AILR at 3-388;
Hooper v Bi-Lo Pty Ltd (1992) 53 IR 224.
It is also indisputably the case, that an employee, as an implied term of the contract of employment, owes a duty of
fidelity and good faith to his or her employer. A concise statement of the law in this regard can be found in the observations
of Dixon and McTiernan JJ in Blyth Chemicals v Bushnell
(1933) 49 CLR 66 at 81-82 as follows—
“Conduct which in respect of important matters is incompatible with the fulfilment of an employee’s duty, or
involves an opposition, or conflict between his interest
and his duty to his employer, or impedes the faithful performance of his obligations, or is destructive of the
necessary confidence between employer and employee,
is a ground of dismissal... But the conduct of the employee must itself involve the incompatibility, conflict,
or impediment, or be destructive of confidence. An actual repugnance between his acts and his relationship must
be found. It is not enough that ground for uneasiness as to
future conduct arises.”
Specifically dealing with the use of an employee’s spare time,
in Hivac Ltd v Park Royal Scientific Instruments Ltd (1946)
Ch 169 it was said as follows at 173—
“It has been said on many occasions that an employee
has a duty of fidelity to his employer. As a general proposition that is indisputable. The practical difficulty in any
given case is to find exactly how far that rather vague
duty of fidelity extends. Prima facie it seems to me that,
on considering the authorities and the arguments, it must
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be a question on the facts of each particular case. I can
very well understand that the obligation of fidelity, which
is an implied term of the contract, may extend very much
further in the case of one class of employee than it does
in others. For instance, when you are dealing, as we are
dealing here, with mere manual workers whose job is to
work 5 1/2 days with their employers at a specific time of
work and stop their work when the hour strikes, the obligation of fidelity maybe one the operation of which will
have a comparatively limited scope. The law would, I
think, be jealous of attempting to impose on a manual
worker restrictions, the real effect of which would be to
prevent him utilising his spare time... On the other hand,
if one has employees of a different character, one may
well find that the obligation is of a different nature... because the very nature of the work may be such as to make
it quite clear that the duties of the employee to his employer cannot properly be performed if in his spare time
the employee engages in certain classes of activity.”
As was said by Spender J in Cementaid (NSW) Pty Ltd v
Chambers (unreported, 29 March 1995), four questions are
relevant when assessing whether an employee is acting in
breach of his or her duty to his or her employer in engaging in
other work as follows—
(a) Is the second activity incompatible with the fulfilment of the employee’s duty to his employer?
(b) Does it involve an opposition or conflict between
his interest and his duty to his employer?
(c) Does it impede the faithful performance of his obligations to his other employer?
(d) Is it destructive of the necessary confidence between
employer and employee?
I turn to my conclusions in this matter with these principles
in mind.
Conclusions
Based upon all of the evidence in this case, and my findings
as set out above, I am far from persuaded that the respondent
has discharged its evidentiary onus to establish the basis upon
which it summarily dismissed the applicant. Furthermore, I
do not consider that having regard to all the circumstances of
this case, that the respondent undertook reasonable inquiries
into the allegations against the applicant, so as to provide a
foundation for reaching an honest and genuine belief that the
misconduct complained of actually occurred. In this regard,
the evidence clearly reveals that the respondent was aware of
and took no objection to the applicant engaging in his own
business during his own time. There was no suggestion on the
evidence that the applicant attempted to actually conceal this
activity from the respondent. Indeed the evidence points in
the other direction. The fact that the applicant nominated the
respondent as a referee for a credit application indicates, in
my opinion, that the applicant did not attempt to hide from the
employer what he was doing in his spare time. The fact that
the applicant did put the respondent’s mobile telephone number
on his business card was, in my opinion, an error of judgement. However, when taken in the context of all the
circumstances of the case, that would of itself, hardly warrant
dismissal, let alone summary dismissal.
Furthermore, the evidence of the respondent clearly discloses
in my opinion, that the respondent merely had “a feeling” or
to put it another way, experienced “uneasiness” as to the future, based upon assumptions which it had reached without
making adequate inquiry as to the applicant’s conduct. In other
words, the respondent’s decision, putting it in terms of Blyth
(supra), was not based on any actual repugnance between the
applicant’s activities and the respondent.
It is also relevant to observe in this regard, that despite the
respondent having knowledge of the applicant’s activities, there
was no suggestion and nor could there be on the evidence, that
the activities of the applicant were in opposition to or in conflict with his interest and his duty to the respondent. The work
of the applicant in his own time did not in any way compete
with the business of the respondent. Taking this further, there
was nothing on the evidence to suggest that the work undertaken by the applicant was incompatible with the applicant’s
duty to the respondent, or impeded the faithful performance
of the applicant’s obligations to the respondent nor was it
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destructive of the necessary confidence between the applicant
and the respondent, when considered in its proper light.
Having regard to all of the foregoing, and all the circumstances of this case, I conclude that the applicant’s dismissal
was harsh, oppressive and unfair. I now turn to consider the
question of remedy.
Remedy
The terms of the Act make it clear that the primary remedy
available pursuant to s 23A, in the case where an employee
has been dismissed harshly, oppressively, or unfairly, is reinstatement or re-employment. The alternative remedy of
compensation pursuant to s 23A, is only available to the Commission when it has been established that reinstatement or
re-employment is impracticable or alternatively, when the
employer offers to pay compensation instead of reinstatement
or re-employment. It is clear also that the onus is on the respondent to establish that reinstatement or re-employment is
impracticable: Quality Bakers of Australia Ltd v Goulding and
Anor (1995) 60 IR 327; Gilmore v Cecil Brothers FDR Pty
Ltd (1996) 76 WAIG 4434.
In this case, the agent for the respondent did not attempt to
discharge this onus. There was no evidence before the Commission that reinstatement or re-employment of the applicant
by the respondent was impracticable. It was only when the
Commission raised with counsel for the applicant in his final
address, whether there was any evidence that reinstatement of
his client was impracticable, that the agent for the respondent
made a submission from the bar table, albeit after his case had
closed, that of recent times the respondent had laid off a mobile technician. Nothing further was put by the respondent in
this regard, despite being given the opportunity by the Commission to do so. Certainly there was no other evidence or no
submission from the respondent, that this factor alone precluded the reinstatement of the applicant.
In my opinion, the respondent has not discharged the onus
on it to establish the impracticability of the reinstatement of
the applicant. Even in the case of the respondent having had
occasion recently to reduce its number of employees in this
area, that does not of itself, establish that the reduction would
necessarily involve the applicant, and nor has that been put to
the Commission.
Accordingly, minutes of proposed order now issue giving
effect to my decision announced at the conclusion of the proceedings, declaring the applicant to have been harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed, ordering the reinstatement of the applicant in his position with the respondent as a
mobile sales and service technician and compensating the applicant for the loss of income sustained by him from the date
of his dismissal to the date of his reinstatement.
APPEARANCES: Mr A Dungey of counsel appeared on
behalf of the applicant.
Mr N Irvine as agent appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Adnan Salujman
and
Pirtek (Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd.
No. 445 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
3 June 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A Dungey of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr N Irvine as agent on behalf of the respondent
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby—
(1) DECLARES that the dismissal of the applicant by
the respondent on or about 23 March 1989 was harsh,
oppressive and unfair.
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(2) ORDERS that the applicant be reinstated by the respondent effective 24 March 1999 to the position of
mobile sales and service technician.
(3) ORDERS that the applicant’s employment be deemed
continuous for benefit purposes from the date of the
applicant’s dismissal to the date of the applicant’s
reinstatement.
(4) ORDERS that the applicant be paid a sum of money
equivalent to the remuneration the applicant would
have received from the respondent but for his unfair
dismissal by the respondent less income received by
the applicant from other sources in the period from
the date of his dismissal to the date of his reinstatement.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Peter Harold Summerfield
and
Shire of Katanning.
No. 694 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
3 June 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application pursuant to s
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) by
which Peter Summerfield (“the applicant”) alleges that he was
harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Shire of
Katanning (“the respondent”) on or about 26 March 1998.
It was common ground between the applicant and the respondent that the applicant’s employment was subject to the
terms of the Municipal Employees (Western Australia) Award
1992 (“the Federal Award”), an award of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission (“AIRC”).
By consent of counsel for both the applicant and the respondent, in view of the Commission’s decision in Hull v City of
Mandurah (1998) 78 WAIG 4912, the question of the Commission’s jurisdiction to entertain the application was heard as
a preliminary issue. Both parties filed written submissions in
relation to the jurisdictional question.
The Contentions
Counsel for the applicant in its written submissions, in essence, put the same submissions to the Commission as was
put to the Commission as presently constituted in Hull (supra). The only material departure in the submissions being
that certain clauses in the Federal Award may no longer have
force and effect by reason of the terms of s 89A of the
Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth). It was therefore submitted that notwithstanding that the applicant’s employment was
subject to the terms of the Federal Award, the matter was within
the Commission’s jurisdiction. Moreover, counsel said the
terms of the Federal Award were not inconsistent with the terms
of the Act to invalidate the terms of the Act, by reason of the
operation and effect of s 109 of the Commonwealth Constitution.
Counsel for the respondent submitted that by reason of the
Commission’s decision in Hull (supra) the application should
be dismissed. It was submitted that there was no submission
by the applicant that the decision of the Commission in Hull
was wrongly decided, nor was there any attempt by the respondent to distinguish the circumstances of the present
application from those before the Commission in Hull (supra). Furthermore, in relation to the inconsistency argument,
counsel for the respondent submitted that whilst the applicant’s
submissions raised the possibility of some provisions of the
Federal Award ceasing to have effect, those submissions were
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equivocal in that it was submitted by the applicant that this
“may” be the case. In this regard, it was submitted by counsel
for the respondent that the contract of service clause in the
Federal Award in clause 6(a)(i) and the dispute settlement procedure have not ceased to have effect. It was therefore
submitted that as an alternative, the terms of the Federal Award
were directly inconsistent with the terms of the Act, to render
the latter invalid.
Consideration
I have considered carefully the submissions put by both counsel for the applicant and the respondent in this matter.
The relevant provisions of the Federal Award bearing upon
the arguments as to inconsistency are as follows—
“Clause 6– Contract of Service
(a)
(i) The period of notice to be given by the Local
Authority to an employee to terminate the contract of service shall be—
Period of continuous service
1 year or less
1 year and up to the completion
of 3 years
3 years and up to the completion
of 5 years
5 years and over

Period of notice
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks

(ii) In addition to the notice in paragraph (i) hereof,
employees over 45 years of age at the time of
the giving of the notice with not less than two
years’ continuous service, shall be entitled to
an additional week’s notice.
(iii) Payment in lieu of the notice prescribed in
paragraphs (i) and (ii) hereof shall be made if
the appropriate notice period is not given. Provided that employment may be terminated by
part of the period of notice specified and part
payment in lieu thereof.
(iv) In calculating any payment in lieu of notice
the minimum rate of wage an employee would
have received in respect of the ordinary time
he or she would have worked during the period of notice had his or her employment not
been terminated shall be used.
(v) The period of notice in this clause shall not
apply in the case of dismissal for conduct that
justifies instant dismissal, including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty, or in the
case of casual employees, or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a
specific task or tasks.
(vi) For the purposes of this clause, continuity of
service shall, mutatis mutandis, be as defined
in Regulation 5 of the Local Government
(Long Service Leave) Regulations 1983, as
amended.
Notice of termination by employee
(b) The notice of termination required to be given by an
employee shall be the same as that required of an
employer, save and except that there shall be no additional notice based on the age of the employee
concerned.
If an employee fails to give notice the employer shall
have the right to withhold moneys due to the employee with a maximum amount equal to the ordinary
time rate of pay for the period of notice.
Time off during notice period
(c) Where an employer has given notice of termination
to an employee, an employee shall be allowed up to
one day’s time off without loss of pay for the purpose of seeking other employment.
The time off shall be taken at times that are convenient to the employee after consultation with the
employer.
Statement of employment
(d) The employer shall, upon receipt of a request from
an employee whose employment has been terminated, provide to the employee a written statement
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specifying the period of his or her employment and
the classification of or the type of work performed
by the employee.
Summary dismissal
(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (a)
hereof, the employer shall have the right to dismiss
any employee without notice for conduct that justifies instant dismissal, including malingering,
inefficiency or neglect of duty and in such cases the
wages shall be paid up to the time of dismissal only.
Unfair dismissals
(f) Termination of employment by an employer shall not
be harsh, unjust or unreasonable. For the purposes
of this clause, termination of employment shall include terminations with or without notice.
Without limiting the above, except where a distinction, exclusion or preference is based on the inherent
requirements of a particular position, termination on
the ground of race, colour, sex, marital status, family responsibilities, pregnancy, religion, political
opinion, national extraction and social origin shall
constitute a harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination of employment.
(g) Disputes settlement procedures – unfair dismissals.
(i) Subject to the provisions of sections 5, 119,
122 ad 123 of the Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904, any dispute or claim arising
under subclause (f) shall be dealt with according to the appropriate provisions of clause II –
Dispute Settlement Procedures of Schedule
“B” of this Award.
(ii) The provisions of placitum (i) hereof shall not
affect the right of an employee, in the case of
a claim by him that he has been unfairly dismissed from his employment, to refer that
matter to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in accordance with the
provisions of Section 29(b)(i) of the Industrial
Relations Act.”
Clause 11 — Dispute Settlement Procedures of
Schedule B
(a) Subject to the provisions of the Conciliation and Arbitration Act, 1904 (as amended) any grievance,
complaint, claim or dispute, or any matter which is
likely to result in a dispute, between a respondent
employer and the Union or a respondent employer
and his employees, shall be settled in accordance with
the procedures set out herein.
(b) Where the matter is raised by an employee, or a group
of employees, the following steps shall be observed—
(i) The employee(s) concerned shall discuss the
matter with the immediate supervisor. If the
matter cannot be resolved at this level the supervisor shall, within 3 days, refer the matter
to a more senior officer nominated by the employer and the employee(s) shall be advised
accordingly.
(ii) The senior officer shall, if he/she is able, answer the matter raised within one week of it
being referred to him/her and, if he/she is not
so able, refer the matter to the employer for its
attention, and the employee(s) shall be advised
accordingly.
(iii) (A) If the matter has been referred in accordance with subparagraph (ii) above
the employee(s) or his/her shop steward shall notify the Union Secretary
(WA Branch) or his nominee, so that
he/she may have the opportunity of discussing the matter with the employer.
(B) The employer shall, as soon as practicable after considering the matter
before it, advise the employee(s) or,
where necessary the union of its decision. Provided that such advice shall
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be given within five weeks of the matter being referred to the employer.
(iv) Should the matter remain in dispute after the
above processes have been exhausted either
party may refer the matter to the Conciliation
and Arbitration Commission.
(c) Where the employer seeks to discipline an employee,
the following steps shall be observed—
(i) In the event that an employee commits a misdemeanour, the employee’s immediate
supervisor or any other officer so authorised,
may exercise the employer’s right to reprimand
the employee so that he/she understands the
nature and implications of his/her conduct.
(ii) The first two such reprimands shall take the
form of warnings and, if given verbally, shall
be confirmed in writing as soon as practicable
after the giving of the reprimand.
(iii) Should it be necessary, for any reason, to reprimand an employee three times in a period
not exceeding twelve months continuous service, the contract of service may, upon the
giving of that third reprimand, be terminable
by giving notice in accordance with clause 6 –
Contract of Service.
(iv) The above procedure is meant to preserve the
rights of the individual employee, but it shall
not, in any way, limit the right of the employer
to summarily dismiss an employee for misconduct.
(d) Nothing in this clause shall limit the right of an individual employee to seek advice from, or be
represented by, a shop steward or an appropriate union representative.
(e) The settlement procedures provided by this clause
shall be applied to all manner of dispute referred to
in subclause (a) thereof, and no party, or individual,
or group of individuals, shall commence any other
action, of whatever kind, which may frustrate a settlement in accordance with its procedures.
Observance of these procedures shall in no way prejudice the right of any party, or individual, in the dispute
to refer the matter for resolution by the Conciliation
and Arbitration Commission.”
In my decision in Hull (supra) I set out at 4918 to 4920 the
relevant principles, as I apprehend them to be, in relation to
inconsistency between the State and federal law. I pause to
observe that the terms of the Federal Award were also in issue
in that case. In relation to this issue I said at 4920 as follows—
“In my opinion, based upon the authorities as to direct
inconsistency, the positive authority to dismiss contained
in clause 6 (a) (i) of the Award would clearly be altered,
impaired or detracted from by the operation of the unfair
dismissal provisions of the Act, such as to render those
provisions directly inconsistent with the terms of the
Award for the purposes of section 109”.
Also the terms of the dispute resolution clause contained in
clause 11-Dispute Settlement Procedures of Schedule B to the
Federal Award contain a necessary procedure that an employer
must follow in order to terminate an employee’s employment,
except in circumstances that may justify summary dismissal
for misconduct. Furthermore, the dispute settlement procedure
provides that termination of employment disputes are to be
referred to the AIRC for resolution.
In my opinion, there is a direct inconsistency between the
terms of the Federal Award and the Act, for the purposes of s
109 of the Commonwealth Constitution.
The terms of s 152 of the Workplace Relations Act 1996
(Cth) do not save the position. It is a requirement of s 152(1A)
of that Act, that the provisions of the State legislation under
consideration must be “able to operate concurrently” with the
terms of the relevant federal award. There can be no concurrent operation, in circumstances where the provisions directly
conflict, as they do in this case.
For these reasons in my opinion, the application must be
dismissed.
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APPEARANCES: Mr D Howlett of counsel appeared on
behalf of the applicant.
Mr S Kemp of counsel appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Peter Harold Summerfield
and
Shire of Katanning.
No. 694 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
3 June 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D Howlett of counsel on behalf of the
applicant and Mr S Kemp of counsel on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Simone Denise Williams
and
Design Media (WA) Pty Ltd.
No. 246 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
12 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
On 9 February 1998, Simone Denise Williams, (the applicant)
applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) on
the grounds that she had not been allowed by her employer,
Design Media (WA) Pty Limited (the respondent), a benefit
under her contract of employment to which she was entitled.
The applicant originally claimed the sum of $10,686.88 as
commission at 20% of sales in accordance with her contract.
A Notice of Answer was filed by the respondent who denied
liability. Subsequent to the filing of the application and the
Notice of Answer, there have been a number of conferences
and exchange of documents between the parties. It is fair to
say that the applicant’s claim was varied on a number of occasions in substance and form. The matters before the
Commission are set out in a Notice of Answer by the respondent and in Answers to Further Request for Particulars filed by
the applicant on 30 March 1999.
Mr Clohessy, who appeared for the applicant, confirmed at
the hearing that the applicant was seeking $9,363.28 being
20% commission on advertising receipts, dishonoured cheque
fee of $30.00, two claims for annual leave in the sums of
$1,657.03 and $288.46, a claim for pay in lieu of notice in the
sum of $2,161.26 and an unspecified sum for superannuation
payments.
In summary, the case can be described as a claim for contractual entitlements being commissions for work done prior
to the resignation of the applicant in March 1997. The work
on which the applicant was engaged related to selling advertising space. Some of the publications in which space was sold,
were published a year later. It is this later publishing date that
the applicant relies upon to establish her claim. She said
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although final payments were not made by the clients until the
publication date, which post dates her termination of employment, she is entitled to commission on the basis that she
obtained the initial order. The respondent said that there had
been no approach to it for payment other than the claim filed
in the Commission.
As I indicated above there is a dispute over the actual figures claimed. The prime source of the dispute is a contract by
which the applicant believes she is entitled to commission
notwithstanding the fact that she resigned before total payments were made. A contract produced by the respondent
includes a paragraph, which provides ‘no commission is payable post employment’. The applicant now says that this was
not part of the contract that she made with the respondent and
therefore the commission is due for contracts signed while
she was employed. The respondent claims the new contract,
with a specific mention of not paying commission post termination, is not a contract but rather a description of what has
always been the practice. In its evidence, the respondent’s
witness said that it had never paid commission post employment. No advertising group does so because the initial signing
merely commences the relationship with the client, further work
always needs to be done, costs are incurred by the respondent
and usually a new sales person has to take over the work to
continue servicing clients.
The applicant says that on 4 June 1996 she entered into an
agreement with the respondent. The agreement described the
employment of an advertising executive at a commission rate
of 20% and a $4,000.00 car allowance. On 7 July 1996 the
applicant was elevated to the position of advertising sales
manager. According to the submissions of Mr Clohessy, the
renumeration for the position was a retainer of $10,000.00,
20% commission and a car allowance of $9,000.00. It is
claimed by the applicant that on 7 October 1996 she was removed from the advertising sales manager’s position,
immediately and without notice, and reverted back to her original contract as an advertising executive at her original
remuneration, that is, 20% commission and a $4,000.00 car
allowance.
A letter of warning, amongst other things, reminded the applicant that her position was performance based however
projected sales figures promised by her were not achieved.
The letter from Dianne Read, managing director of the respondent, notified the applicant that each sales person is
required to write $57,000.00 of sales per month to reach budget
and this had not happened with the applicant. Ms Read reminded her that the advertising sales manager’s position was
probationary. This was disputed by the applicant. However
the respondent’s view is that the applicant’s performance did
not match the agreement. There were other complaints about
an alleged lack of attendance to duty, gossiping in the office,
creating disharmony, not arriving on time for sales and staff
meetings, failure to meet targets for minimum appointments
and ignoring clear instructions. The letter went on to specify a
series of requirements the applicant would be obligated to meet.
On 16 December 1996 there was a discussion between the
parties which resulted in a reduction in the commission from
20% to 15% however, according to the applicant that reduction was a unilateral decision of the respondent and in particular,
Dianne Read. The applicant did not agree and took exception
to the reduction in the amount of commission payable, particularly in December 1997, when she received her first pay
cheque. This caused the applicant to seek employment elsewhere and on 4 March 1997 she gave four weeks notice to
terminate her engagement. The applicant contends that at no
time did she agree to reduce the percentage of commission
payable from 20% to 15% and although she did concede that
she received payments at 15% this was subject of unpleasant
discussions between her and the managing director. The applicant rejected that a number of the contracts written by her
had been cancelled and re-booked.
Concerning the adjustment to her position on 16 December
1996 the applicant said she signed a contract consisting of
three pages. The applicant said the first time she saw page
four was when she received a copy of the Notice of Answer
and Counter Proposal filed by the respondent. She did not
agree to the fourth page at the time she signed the contract and
contends that she would never have signed such a document
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had it been presented to her because it provides she would
forfeit commission on termination. She also contends that even
if there was such a contract, it would be harsh and unconscionable. It was argued by Mr Clohessy that the applicant
was entitled to 30 days notice prior to reducing her salary level,
however that claim had been reduced by reason of commissions that were earned during that period. There was also a
claim of $30.00 for dishonoured cheque fees. There has been
no attempt by the applicant to describe the contractual source
of this last claim
The position of the respondent is best summarised through
the evidence of its managing director, Dianne Kay Read who
told the Commission she had a great deal of experience in the
advertising industry particularly in sales of media services.
Ms Read was aware of industry standards and she claimed
that no commission structure will go above 20% of total revenue gained. Ms Read said sometimes commissions as low as
3% are paid. Commission is paid while the employee is working for the company, this is because the industry works on
long term bookings. Employees only ever receive commissions on the money that is in the system for that month. The
reason is the signing of the contract is only the beginning of
the relationship, a client is not liable to pay for advertising
services until they are received. There are instances where
advertising is booked and later the client does not provide the
necessary production material, they then cannot be forced to
pay for the advertising. Another reason why commissions are
only paid on a monthly basis is because it has been well known
that there have been false bookings. These bookings never
mature, the revenue never arrives and this has lead to an industry practice of limiting the liability to one month. The loss
from falsification is therefore restricted to that month. Ms Read
explained in detail the process of collecting production material and the ongoing nurturing of a relationship with the client
between the time they sign and when they make final payment. That can sometimes be extended to a period of up to a
year. The implications of paying full commission up front in
such circumstances are quite apparent. According to Ms Read
advertising companies would be forever trying to recover
money from past employees.
Ms Read gave evidence concerning the progress the applicant made through the company. An employee who held the
position of advertising sales manager left the respondent and
the applicant was given the opportunity to fill the position. Ms
Read and the applicant met at a coffee lounge to discuss the
matter. At this meeting the applicant was told clearly that there
would be a probationary period in the new position. The promotion did not work out but the respondent persevered with
the situation until the disruption being caused by the applicant
made continuation untenable. At that stage the respondent discussed with the applicant her return to her previous position.
The respondent did not foresee any difficulties arising from
the reversion as the applicant was still in the probationary period as advertising sales manager.
Ms Read was adamant that the applicant had been given a
Conditions for Sales Representatives (Exhibit C3) which was
a four page document. There was never any doubt in Ms Read’s
mind that the applicant knew she would only be paid commission whilst she remained employed with the respondent and
that both parties had agreed to a commission adjustment to
15%.
The Commission heard evidence on behalf of the respondent from Julie Gilchrist who said she had worked in different
areas of the advertising industry as well as with the respondent. On the basis of her experience gained from 12 years in the
industry it was her clear understanding that the commissions
are only paid for monies collected whilst in the employment
of the respondent, this was no different to any other employer
in the industry. Evidence was also taken from Rosangela
Tomaselli who related her understanding that she would receive commissions while she worked with the respondent and
that she could not claim commissions after she resigned or
was dismissed. Miss Tomaselli also gave evidence and was
cross-examined in relation to receiving payments of commission at 15%. Evidence was also given by Katherine Anne
Tedrick who had worked for the respondent and has had 25
years experience at senior levels in the advertising industry.
She told the Commission the industry standard is that at the
end of each month commissions are paid for advertising that
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has actually gone to air or has appeared in a magazine for the
previous month. If an employee leaves the company, the person who fills that position takes over the clientele and that
person receives the commission payments. There is nothing
unusual about this procedure. Ms Tedrick said that the principal of the respondent is well respected and thought of as
extremely professional. When Ms Tedrick worked for the respondent her conditions in relation to payment of commissions
were exactly the same as she experienced when working in
the industry. That is, she was paid commissions up until the
point she left the company and after that the employee who
replaced her would receive the commission payments.
Ms Candice Jane Mureson gave evidence on behalf of the
respondent. Ms Mureson had initially started as a receptionist
with the respondent and eventually worked her way through
to become its general manager. She had personal dealings with
the applicant and knew the applicant was unhappy because
she had complained about her conditions. Ms Mureson said
the applicant advised her that she would be crazy to leave her
employment until December—January when the majority of
the business she had signed would be paid. The applicant had
remarked to Ms Mureson that she would have to put up with
the situation at work because she knew that the commissions
owing to her were due to be paid in December. She would stay
to pick up those commissions because she was not going to be
paid them if she left. Miss Mureson was of the firm opinion
that the applicant planned her exit from the respondent at a
time which suited as she did not wish to forfeit commissions
on advertising written by her.
Miss Mureson said she was aware of the policy that commissions are paid when the money comes in. The commission
is paid to the employee who gets the work whilst they are
employed. Commission payments cease when the employee
leaves the company.
There was a considerable body of evidence concerning the
quantum of commission to which the applicant would be entitled if she were successful in her claim. I do not intend to
summarise that evidence at this stage. I need to make findings
on witness credibility. I was able to observe the applicant in
the witness box. She made categorical claims about the levels
of commissions that she would received. Those categorical
claims were at odds with her own written evidence of payments made to her (See Exhibit B2 to B4). The applicant was
evasive on many occasions and much of what she said was
based on hearsay. She could not explain why she had claimed
15% commission in papers filed in the Commission. Having
considered her evidence, the Commission has doubts about
the quality of it.
The Commission heard evidence from Ms Dianne Read. I
have no similar discomfort with Ms Read’s evidence. Crossexamination by Mr Clohessy, did not disturb the evidence
offered in her examination in chief, I see no reason to draw
any conclusion other than that her evidence was honest and
truthful. The Commission also heard evidence from Ms Julie
Gilchrist, Ms Rosangela Tomaselli, Ms Kate Tedrick and Ms
Candice Mureson. All of the witnesses presented clear and
concise evidence and I have no reason to doubt the truthfulness of it. On the basis of my findings on witness creditability,
I conclude that where the evidence of the applicant varies from
that of the respondent, I accept the evidence of the respondent
in preference to the applicant.
In a case of this nature, the Commission is required to examine the contract between the parties and reach a conclusion
as to its terms and give effect to those terms if they are not the
subject of an Order or Award of the Commission and if they
had not been met by the respondent (Reginald Simons v Business Computers International Pty Ltd 1985 (65 WAIG 2039).
This case turns around a fundamental contractual provision of
the right to commissions after termination of the engagement.
Mr Clohessy argues that what applies in the real estate industry similarly applies in the advertising industry. That is, if a
person introduces a sale they are entitled eventually to the
commission. With respect to Mr Clohessy, the contracts in the
real estate industry upon which such an interpretation is based
are different to this contract. I am able to find on the evidence
of the respondent that it is overwhelming that the proper interpretation of the contract of employment between the applicant
and the respondent is that the right to commissions did not
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operate post terminus the contract of employment. The applicant has tried to suggest to the Commission in her evidence
that she never knew of such a position. I do not accept her
story at all and I find on the evidence before the Commission
that she knew of the provision from the start of her relationship with the respondent, it was disingenuous of her to suggest
that she did not know about it because she allegedly did not
receive the fourth page of her contract. Even if she did not,
every other employee who gave evidence knew of this provision. I accept Ms Mureson’s evidence that she had discussed
the matter with the applicant who had delayed her departure
from the respondent because she knew she would not be entitled to the payments once she left.
The onus is on the applicant to establish that the contract
contained the provision upon which she sues. She has not done
so and the case falls away because of my finding that the contract provided that the right to commissions died with the end
of the contract. I have no need to examine all of that information which related to the payments to which the applicant
claimed she was entitled to particularly, the different levels of
commission. If I am wrong concerning the fundamental provisions of the contract it is overwhelmingly clear on the
evidence that there were variations in the percentage of commissions which were to be received. That is obvious on the
documentary evidence and from the evidence of the respondent. I do not accept the evidence of the applicant. The evidence
is a repudiation of the documentary evidence that has been
submitted on her behalf. Therefore, even I am wrong concerning the terms of the contract I would not assess any payment
to her on the basis she advances.
As for the claim for payment of notice arising from the reclassification of the position from advertising sales manager,
that claim must fail because it is clear that the reversion was
done by agreement and even if it were not, I find that the promotion, in the first place, was on a probationary basis. The
employer is entitled to a consider a probationary period as an
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extension of the selection process and the applicant is not deprived of a benefit if that probationary period is brought to an
end. Insofar as the claim for annual leave is concerned I am
not prepared to imply into the contract the right to pro-rata
annual leave. If there is any such right under a statute the remedy lies elsewhere and not in this Commission. The same can
be said as to the claim for the dishonoured cheque fees in the
sum of $30.00. I will dismiss all of the claims in this matter.
Appearances: Mr R Clohessy on behalf of the applicant
Mr T Brickhill, of Counsel, on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Simone Denise Williams
and
Design Media (WA) Pty Ltd.
No. 246 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
12 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R W Clohessy on behalf of the applicant
and Mr T Brickhill on behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant to powers vested in by the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Dowling D
Dragon T
Drust RJ
Edmonds JW
Ellis A

RESPONDENT
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Nationwide Oil Pty Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Environmental Recovery Services Pty Ltd
Sands and McDougall
Drake Personnel Ltd / Drake Industrial
Nu Farm Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Australian Technical Services (Eng) Pty Ltd
Anton Bichler Conglomerate Hotel
Dow Digital Global Pty Ltd
Summerstrand Holdings Pty Ltd T/F Janet
Smith Family Trust t/as Specialist Mortgage
Barclays Pest Control
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Smith Corporation Pty Ltd
Biologic International Limited
Carnarvon Bowling Club
Lake Grace Hotel/Motel
The Speech & Hearing Centre for Deaf
Children
Araluen Botanic Park Foundation (Inc)
Regent Enterprises Pty Ltd
Kingwest Buffet Restaurant
Scottish & English Foods
Fitness Company
Goldfield Contractors WA
Nade Pty Ltd t/a Budget Four Wheel Drive
Corrocoat Engineering (Aust) Pty Ltd
Grand Lodge & Other

NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

2429/1997
288/1999
2428/1997
311/1999
303/1999
1316/1998
377/1999
2434/1997
33/1999
1971/1998
1931/1998
653/1998

Gregor C
Scott C
Gregor C
Gregor C
Gregor C
Cawley C
Scott C
Gregor C
Scott C
Coleman CC
Scott C
Gregor C

Dismissed
Withdrawn
Dismissed
Discontinued
Consent Order
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Consent Order

332/1999
2440/1997
352/1999
1882/1998
349/1999
407/1999
334/1999

Fielding SC
Gregor C
Beech C
Scott C
Fielding SC
Fielding SC
Cawley C

Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued

1940/1998
502/1999
19/1999
328/1999
421/1999
1606/1997
2102/1998
1969/1998
517/1998

Scott C
Scott C
Kenner C
Gregor C
Scott C
Cawley C
Coleman CC
Coleman CC
Kenner C

Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
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APPLICANT

RESPONDENT

Franklin M
Gaffney P
Gardener L
Garvey JA
Gibson RL
Girando J
Glossop SP
Gyoshi H
Haley C
Hancock SP
Hartman RJ
Heath K
Herbort S
Householder JE
Howard DL
Howson KM
Hudson KT
Hughes WS
Iberaioski N
Ive-Smith M
Johnson S
Jokelainen HA
Kadamani S
Kaldor MJ
Korecki L
Laczko LA
Lankester G
Laverack SB
Leete JC
Lemin G
Letizia L
Lewis JE
Linahan A
Linto T
Little KP
Lloyd M
Luscombe P
Mall M
Mangan B
McCallum PW
McIntyre R
Monterosso PA
Mortimer MA
Mudd L
Murray V
Neasham S
Nikolic D
Osborne WT
Parsons TB
Prosser J
Quigley RK
Racunica A
Rogers W
Rooney D
Rutherford K
Saul SE
Saunders EA
Schmid BF
Sedgwick ML
Sewell D

Java Juice
Coca-Cola Amatil, Western Australia
Repcol Commercial Investigators
Minister for Education (WA)
Strelley Pastoral Pty Ltd
Petroy Enterprises Pty Ltd trading as
Leader Sports Australia
Leagold Pty Ltd T/A 21st Century Business
Equipment
Project Committee Balga DYWP
Protecta Systems
Brett Martin Australia Pty Ltd
Chiquita Mushrooms Pty Ltd
Haydea Pty Ltd t/a Embroidery Solutions
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
The ANI Corporation Ltd
Westpork Outdoor Pty Ltd & Other
OPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Don Russell Homes Pty Ltd
Eastlakes Pty Ltd t/a Perth Expohire and
Furniture Group
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Jeanswest Corporation Pty Ltd
Chantec Pty Ltd
Gardner Perrott
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd
Uniting Church Homes
Thredbo Pty Ltd t/a Motor Hub Centre
Chubb Security Port Hedland
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Heaton Enterprises Pty Ltd
The ANI Corporation Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Mrs A Donohoe—Tate Street Lunchbar
The ANI Corporation Ltd
Progress Printers and Distributors
Five Ashes Vineyard
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Louis Michelson Trading as Pearl King
Holdings
Hypax Pty Ltd As Trustee for the Doneyco
Unit Trust Trading As Doneyco
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Lattice Land (also as Chase Investments)
OPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Ryara Holdings (Pty) Ltd T/A Bazzo Real
Estate
Tonesports Pty Ltd
PSM Systems Pty Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Parent Controlled Christian Education
Assn (NS) Inc
K.C. and C.C. Grant Trading As Caltex
Cannington
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Jayde Transport
Regional Training Services
Tang Computers Pty Ltd
Calvale Pty Ltd t/as Derby Boab Inn
Peter English—Newman Steel
Perth Zoo Society
Kounis Metal Industries Pty Ltd
MG Kailis Exports Pty Ltd t/a MG Kailis
International
Ansvar Insurance Australia Limited
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NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

103/1999
121/1999
27/1999
324/1999
532/1997
248/1999

Cawley C
Scott C
Kenner C
Scott C
Cawley C
Gregor C

Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Withdrawn
Discontinued
Consent Order

379/1999

Scott C

Dismissed

1611/1998
280/1999
2242/1998
146/1999
116/1999
2421/1997
2430/1997
1630/1998
289/1999
2420/1997
369/1999
291/1999

Kenner C
Beech C
Parks C
Beech C
Beech C
Gregor C
Gregor C
Scott C
Kenner C
Gregor C
Parks C
Beech C

Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued

2435/1997
2174/1998
515/1999
110/1999
2438/1997
2426/1997
2158/1997
123/1999
403/1999
2150/1998
2423/1997
292/1999
1631/1998
2425/1997
204/1999
1632/1998
483/1999
20/1999
2422/1997
156/1999

Gregor C
Beech C
Gregor C
Coleman CC
Gregor C
Gregor C
Beech C
Gregor C
Beech C
Coleman CC
Gregor C
Beech C
Scott C
Gregor C
Cawley C
Scott C
Scott C
Coleman CC
Gregor C
Coleman CC

Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed

313/1999

Scott C

Dismissed

2433/1997
2432/1997
260/1999
2419/1997
497/1999

Gregor C
Gregor C
Scott C
Gregor C
Scott C

Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Withdrawn

1853/1998
316/1999
2437/1997
113/1999

Beech C
Beech C
Gregor C
Scott C

Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed

299/1999

Scott C

Dismissed

2441/1997
304/1999
412/1999
2170/1998
1974/1998
331/1999
476/1998
301/1999
395/1999

Gregor C
Kenner C
Gregor C
Beech C
Coleman CC
Coleman CC
Cawley C
Scott C
Beech C

Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued

1932/1998

Coleman CC

Dismissed
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APPLICANT

RESPONDENT

Sherwood C
Shiosaki L
Simon B
Smith C
Stepanicev GA
Stevens M
Stocker B
Storey J
Taha J
Talmage K
Taylor RM
Templeman TP
Turner A
Visscher JA
Walker C
Walker GS
Walker SW
Ward D
Webster DW
Wiles JS
Williams DR
Wright MT
Xavier CM
Yau LF
Zandvliet R
Zielinski R

Repco Auto Parts
MRAC-Murchison Aboriginal Corporation
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
City of Wanneroo
Scott Park Homes Pty Ltd
Jurien Bowling Club Incorporated
Kimberley Waste
Competitive Foods Limited KFC Beldon
John Holland Construction & Engineering
Pty Ltd
P & O Asset Services Pty Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Manpower Machinery Joint Venture
KT Designs Pty Ltd
Alete Cabinets
Roche Bros. Pty Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
QPSX Communications Pty Ltd
Gilleston Pty Ltd t/a North West Realty
CJ Nicholl
Selvas Pty Ltd t/a Wadley’s Panel Beaters
Toms Tyres & Brakes Pty Ltd
The ANI Corporation Ltd
Aldwich Holding Pty Ltd
Kwik Cash Buy & Sell (Mr DJ Heathcote)
Dondzilo Engineering

CONFERENCES—
Matters arising out of—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy and Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western
Australian Branch
and
BGC (Earthworks).
No. C 357 of 1998.
12 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the parties have reached an agreement on a site
allowance to be paid for work on the Bunnings Warehouse
site in Cannington and have referred their agreement to the
Commission for ratification pursuant to Clause 31 of the
Earthmoving and Construction Award;
AND having heard Mr G. Giffard on behalf of the applicant
and Mr F. Kroon on behalf of the respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby order—
THAT the agreement reached between the parties to
pay employees employed by or on behalf of the Respondent in carrying out the construction work at Bunnings
Warehouse site in Cannington, a site allowance of $1.55
per hour to compensate for all special factors and disabilities in connection with the said work in lieu of and in
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NUMBER

COMMISSIONER

RESULT

306/1999
172/1999
2424/1997
1110/1998
246/1999
1976/1998
182/1999
2130/1998
760/1998

Cawley C
Coleman CC
Gregor C
Beech C
Scott C
Beech C
Coleman CC
Kenner C
Scott C

Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed

287/1999
2436/1997
2439/1997
1797/1998
1682/1998
310/1999
1943/1998
2431/1997
2427/1997
163/1999
867/1991
45/1999
2274/1998
1629/1998
342/1999
523/1999
1379/1998

Beech C
Gregor C
Gregor C
Coleman CC
Beech C
Scott C
Beech C
Gregor C
Gregor C
Beech C
Coleman CC
Beech C
Beech C
Scott C
Scott C
Scott C
Scott C

Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Discontinued
Dismissed
Discontinued
Discontinued
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed

substitution for all special rates and conditions prescribed
in Clause 24 of the Earthmoving and Construction Award
No 10 of 1963 with effect from 4 December 1998 until
the work is complete, be and is hereby ratified.
[L.S.]

(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division Western
Australian Branch
and
Burswood Resort (Management) Limited.
No. C 125 of 1999.
27 May 1999.
Interim Order.
WHEREAS on 3 May 1999 the application cited herein was
filed in the Commission; and
WHEREAS on 10 May 1999 a conference was held pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the
Act);
AND WHEREAS the parties have been unable to resolve
the dispute between them;
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NOW THEREFORE the Commission, being satisfied that
it is necessary to prevent a deterioration of industrial relations
between the parties until the dispute between them has been
resolved by arbitration, pursuant to the power conferred on it
under s.44(6)(ba) of the Act, hereby orders—
(1) THAT for the purposes of this order—
(a) the term “Employer” shall mean Burswood
Resort (Management) Limited; and
(b) the term “Union” shall mean the Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division
Western Australian Branch; and
(2) THAT any question, dispute, or difficulty arising during the currency of this order which relates directly
to an employee—
(a) of the class referred to within clause 3. – Scope
and Parties Bound, of the Burswood International Resort Casino Employees’ Industrial
Agreement 1997, No. AG 164 of 1997; and
(b) who is a member of the Union; and
the matter in relation to which the question, dispute
or difficulty has arisen is of a kind which prima face
may lead to the employee being subjected to a warning or otherwise disciplined such shall be dealt with
as follows—
(i) The matter should first be discussed between
the employee concerned and their immediate
supervisor with the view to resolution of the
matter in question.
(ii) If at this point the matter is not resolved to the
satisfaction of the employee concerned, the
matter shall be referred to the Employee Counsellor or other appropriate officer of the
Employer for further investigation and discussion.
(iii) If the matter should still not be settled, the
employee concerned shall be referred to the
Human Resources Manager for further discussion.
(iv) Should the employee concerned so desire, a
Union designated delegate, the identity of
whom has been notified to the Employer in
writing, (whether or not such employee is recognised as a delegate by the Employer) may
accompany such employee and participate in
any discussions or investigations prescribed
in paragraphs (ii) and (iii) hereof. If for any
reason it is the intention of the Employer to
give an employee a written warning, such
employee shall have the right to have a Union
designated delegate (as is hereinbefore described) present at such time as the written
warning is issued.
(v) If the matter is still not satisfactorily resolved,
it shall be formally submitted by the Secretary or other official of the Union to the
Employer for consideration and resolution.
Should the matter, after this, still not be satisfactorily resolved, it may be referred to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(vi) Until the matter is determined in accordance
with the above procedures, work shall continue
normally. The Employer, its officials, the Union and its members will take all possible
action to settle any dispute within 7 days of
notification of the dispute to the Human Resources Manager.
(vii) No party shall be prejudiced as to the final
settlement by continuance of work in accordance with this clause.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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CONFERENCES—
Matters referred—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
St Barbara Mines Ltd.
No. CR 189 of 1998.
27 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Respondent owns and
operates the Bluebird Gold Mine in the Murchison region of
the State near Meekatharra. In July 1998 the Respondent was
experiencing financial difficulties and had done for some time
previously. In short, the Respondent was generating insufficient cash to maintain fully its operations. The Respondent’s
Annual Report to shareholders for that year noted that the company’s financial difficulties were due to several factors
“primarily the fall in the gold price, the attendant fall in the
US dollar exchange rate, the delay in obtaining mining approvals and lower than expected production”. As a
consequence, the Respondent suspended hard rock mining in
July and operations were confined to processing the low grade
ore from the company’s stockpile as a means of generating
funding.
The decision to suspend hard rock mining was accompanied
by a decision to terminate a number of employees working on
the mine. Approximately 100 employees had their employment terminated in the three days immediately following the
suspension of hard rock mining. Ultimately, approximately 200
out of a workforce of slightly more than 300 had their employment terminated. Amongst those whose employment was
terminated was a small number of employees whose employment was regulated by the terms and conditions of the AWU
Gold (Mining and Processing) Award 1993. Most of the employees engaged at the mine were employed by the Respondent
under individual workplace agreements made under the
Workplace Agreements Act 1993. Their employment was therefore not affected by the Award.
Approximately three days after the mining operations were
suspended, the Applicant wrote to the Respondent drawing its
attention to the provisions of Clause 35 of the Award, and inviting the Respondent to discuss with its representatives matters
associated with the “downsizing” of the Respondent’s operations at the Bluebird Mine with the Applicant’s representative.
Clause 35 of the Award provides—
“(1) An employee shall be deemed to have been made
redundant if the employee’s services are no longer
required by the employer because the employee has
become surplus to the requirements on account of
technological change or reorganisation of work or
production methods or down turn in the market for
gold except if the employee is offered but does not
accept alternative employment with the employer,
whether at the employee’s classification or otherwise.
(2) Should the occasion arise to reduce the number of
employees employed, the management, in selecting
those to be retained, shall give full weight to the consideration of length of service and all things being
equal, shall retain those who have been longest in
the employ of the company.
(3) The employer shall give three weeks’ notice to the
union of which an employee is a member if it is intended to terminate the services of such employee
on the ground that the employee is redundant.
(4) (a) Where a redundancy is intended the employer
shall confer with the union concerned with
respect to the conditions to apply to an employee whose services are to be so terminated
and if no agreement is reached the matter shall
be referred to the Western Australian
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Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
(b) Where an agreement is reached or these conditions are otherwise determined, the services
of an employee may be terminated irrespective of whether the period of time referred to
in subclause (3) hereof has expired.”
The existence of provisions of this kind in the Award overcome the objections considered in Kounis Metal Industries
Pty Limited v Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (1992) 73
WAIG 14. The provisions of the Award give the employees a
benefit, albeit one to be determined by the mechanism in the
Award, which was in existence before the employment relationship came to an end.
The Respondent did not notify the Applicant of its intention
to terminate the services of any of its employees because, it
says, it was unaware that any of its employees were members
of the Applicant. Subsequent discussions between the parties
failed to satisfy the Applicant. In consequence the Applicant,
in purported exercise of provisions of clause 35 of the Award,
applied to refer the present matter to the Commission for determination. The Applicant seeks an order that the former
employees of the Respondent, whose employment was covered by the Award and whose employment was terminated as
a consequence of the suspension of mining operations at the
Bluebird Mine in July 1998, be paid a severance payment in
addition to existing entitlements. The Applicant seeks a severance or redundancy payment equivalent to that prescribed for
the metal trades in Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of Western Australia v Anchorage Butchers Pty
Limited & Ors. (1986) 66 WAIG 580. In effect the Applicant
seeks a severance payment based on the formula established
by the Australian Industrial Relations Commission in the Termination Change and Redundancy Case.
The Respondent opposes the claim asserting that clause 35
of the Award has no application on this occasion. The Respondent asserts that the Award only applies in respect of
employees whose employment is to be terminated as distinct
from those whose employment has been terminated. Furthermore, the Respondent argues that the authority given to the
Commission in subclause 35(4)(a) is dependent upon notice
first having been given to the Union in accordance with
subclause 35(3). As that notice was not given on this occasion, the Applicant cannot rely on the process outlined in the
provisions of subclause 35(4)(a) of the Award. Moreover, the
Respondent asserts that the reasons for the termination of
employment were not such as to activate the provisions of
clause 35. The Respondent argues that the authority vested in
the Commission under clause 35 is confined to making an
award only in respect of employees deemed to have been made
redundant for the reasons specified in subclause 35(1). For
this purpose the jurisdiction is confined to employees who have
become surplus to the Respondent’s requirements “on account
of technological change or reorganisation of work or production methods or down turn in the market for gold”. There was
no suggestion that the dismissals in question result from technological change. The Respondent contends that there was no
evidence of a down turn in the market for gold, but rather,
merely a downturn in the price of gold. Furthermore, the Respondent suggests there was no evidence of any reorganisation
of work or production methods. The ore is still being produced by the same process as has always been the case. All
that had happened was that part of the process of delivering
the ore to the mill had been suspended. Not by any measure
could that be said to be a reorganisation because there was
nothing new about the process. Likewise, the Respondent argued, stockpiling was always part of the Respondent’s
operating strategy and as such there could not be said to be a
reorganisation of work practises. Counsel for the Respondent
argued that suspension of part of the process was to be distinguished from a reorganisation of the process. Support for its
argument in this respect was said to be found in clause 20 of
the Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines Award 1998 which,
in dealing with redundancy as well as providing for reorganisation of work practises and production processes, also
provided for “the closure of any part of the operations” of the
mine. The Respondent argues that the real reason for the termination of employment of the affected employees was related
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to financial considerations and production difficulties which
are not reasons within the scope of clause 35.
In my opinion clause 35 of the Award does have application
in the present circumstances. The clause ought to be given a
purposive interpretation to the extent that its provisions permit. In my opinion, it is apparent that the purpose of clause 35
is to provide a means for determining on a case by case basis
the conditions to apply, including the entitlement to a redundancy payment, upon the termination of certain employees.
Whilst the clause envisages that the process of resolving that
matter will be begun before the employment is terminated, in
my opinion, it does not exclude the possibility of the Commission entertaining proceedings to determine a claim for
conditions to apply upon termination after the employment of
the employees in question has been terminated. The Award
expressly stipulates that determination or otherwise of the conditions upon which the termination is to be effected is not to
be allowed to delay the termination of employment. Clearly,
the Award envisages that those matters can be settled either by
agreement or arbitration after the termination of employment
has been effected. Moreover, the clause does not prohibit the
process being begun after termination. Of course if the process is commenced well after the date of termination, it may
afford the Commission grounds to dismiss the matter, but that
is not the case here. Although the requirement in subclause
35(3) to give notice to, and confer with, the Union must necessarily precede any arbitration of a dispute regarding the
conditions to apply upon termination, I do not read that requirement as being a condition precedent to arbitration. Were
that to be the case, the employer could negate the effect of
clause 35 and render it useless simply by deliberately not giving the required notice, as the agent for the Applicant suggests.
The requirement in subclause 35(3) to give notice to, and confer with, the Union should be seen as being merely facilitative.
It is for the benefit of the employees as much as anyone and is
designed to achieve settlement by agreement rather than by
prescription. Subclause 35(4)(b) does not advance the Respondent’s cause in this respect. If anything it undermines the
Respondent’s argument. The subclause simply means what it
says, that is, that the services of an employee may be terminated irrespective of whether the time referred to in subclause
35(3) has expired.
The evidence is that the Union was not informed of the pending dismissals. Furthermore, the Applicant gave notice of its
intention to invoke the clause whilst the process of terminating the employment of the some of the Respondent’s employees
was still underway, albeit that the employment of at least one
of the employees, the subject of this application, may have
already been terminated. Indeed, it may well be that his employment had not in fact been terminated at the time the Union
gave notice of its desire to invoke the provisions of clause 35
of the Award before the employment of any relevant employee
had been terminated. The Award requires termination to be by
notice. Although the Award provides that notice may be given
“by the payment” of an equivalent number of ordinary hours
pay, even with such a payment the employment might not end
until the expiration of that notice period. When precisely the
employment ended is largely a matter of fact, as to which there
was little or no evidence on this occasion, save that Mr Gilchrist
testified that he was directed to leave site without first receiving payment in lieu of notice. As this was not a matter raised
in the course of the proceedings, it need not be considered
further.
Equally, I consider that the reasons for the termination of
the employment of the employees in question satisfy the criteria stipulated in clause 35 of the Award. In my view, the relevant
employees were dismissed from their employment because they
had become surplus to the requirements of the Respondent, if
not on account of reorganisation of production methods, it was
as a consequence of reorganisation of work.
The unchallenged evidence is, that at the time in question,
the Respondent ceased hard rock mining. The Respondent, by
its own admission, decided to “solely process its significant
low grade stockpiles”. This was done in an endeavour to reduce overheads while at the same time ensuring an adequate
cash flow. As a consequence in my judgement, the production
method was altered. Instead of mining ore preparatory to the
milling process, the already mined ore was simply taken from
stockpile to the mill. As the agent for the Applicant argues, the
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Respondent organised its production inputs for the processing
plant differently. In effect, the Respondent changed from being a miner and processor of ore to simply a processor of the
ore previously mined. It may be as Mr Campbell, the Respondent’s consulting mining engineer testified, that the Respondent
is still producing gold by hauling low grade ore from its stockpiles to the mill as it had done in the past, but as he
acknowledged that was not normally the way the operations
of the Respondent had been carried out. Previously the high
grade ore was taken directly to the mill and the low grade ore
put on the stockpile. The stockpile was only used, as Mr
Campbell testified, to make up any shortfall. Indeed, his testimony was that use of the stockpile to make up the shortfall did
not “happen every month”. That arrangement is in stark contrast to the current modus operandi. What Mr Campbell said
in this respect is supported by the evidence of Mr Gilchrist
whose testimony I accept without reservation. In my view it is
putting too fine a point on things to suggest, at least in the
context of the Award, that the production process begins with
the dumping of the ore on the ROM pad. Without the ore having been mined there is really no prospect of producing gold.
Having regard to the scope of the Award, production methods
for these purposes should be taken to include the mining as
well as the production process simpliciter. I do not regard it as
reading too much into the Award to suggest that such a change
in production methods constituted a reorganisation of those
methods. Indeed, the evidence of Mr Campbell was that there
may have been a reorganisation of production albeit not of
production methods.
In any event, as I find, there was a reorganisation of work.
As a consequence of the Respondent ceasing its hard rock
mining operations a material part of the work which was previously required to be undertaken was no longer being
undertaken. In consequence, the employees became surplus to
requirements. In its Annual Report for 1998 the Respondent’s
Chairman refers to strategies for returning to mining. Furthermore, Mr Campbell testified that the Respondent’s strategy at
the time was to confine its activities primarily to processing
low grade ore stockpiles until the Respondent generated enough
money to “start mining again”. All this suggests that there was
a material reorganisation of work required by the Respondent
which in my assessment fits the description of reorganisation
of work within the Award.
It follows, as I find, that the employees in question were, for
the purposes of the Award, deemed to have been made redundant. In the circumstances it is unnecessary to determine
whether the dismissals resulted from a down turn in the market for gold. I do not accept that they became surplus to the
Respondent’s requirements and thus lost their jobs because of
financial considerations or because production levels were low
as the Respondent claimed. Those factors alone did not result
in the termination of their employment. Indeed, I accept the
evidence of Mr Gilchrist that production levels had been low
for some time. What he says in this respect is corroborated by
the evidence of Messrs Palmbach and Campbell. Similarly, it
appears that the Respondent had been facing financial difficulties for some time. The principal reason the employment
was terminated appears to have been because of the cessation
of mining operations. Indeed, it might not be without significance that it was not until after the announcement of the
cessation of mining operations to the stock exchange that steps
were taken to terminate the employment of the relevant employees.
It remains then to consider the Applicant’s claim for an additional severance payment for its members whose employment
was terminated on the occasion in question. As previously
mentioned the Award requires that claims of this nature be
dealt with on a case by case basis. The Commission is to determine that matter in the context of the particular employee
or employees whose employment is to be terminated. Where
there are group dismissals, that does not preclude the group
being considered as such, rather than as individuals. Employees under this Award cannot claim an automatic entitlement to
a redundancy payment, not even one in terms of the standard
set by the Termination Change and Redundancy Case. If this
were to be the case, the Award could simply have made provisions for such a payment at least as a minimum. It is therefore
incumbent upon the Applicant to make out a case for such a
payment in this particular instance. True it is, as the Applicant
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argues, that the formula struck in the Termination Change and
Redundancy Case is taken to be representative of community
standards, but for the reasons outlined, that formula cannot be
taken as if it is already inserted into the Award, as the Applicant seems to imply. The Applicant must establish that there is
good reason to apply that formula on this occasion.
The kindest thing that can be said of the material adduced
by the Applicant on this occasion was that it was scant. Although there is some evidence to suggest that there were three
and possibly four former employees whose employment at all
material times was covered by the Award, there was no evidence as to their circumstances and in particular, to the impact
the redundancy had or was likely to have on them. Furthermore, there was no direct evidence of the state of the industry
or the prospects of future employment for the affected employees. Nonetheless and not without some diffidence, I have
come to the conclusion that an order for a severance payment
of the kind sought by the Applicant should be paid. The Award
clearly contemplates that there may be additional conditions
imposed on the Respondent in circumstances such as those
under review. What those conditions should be is largely a
matter of discretionary judgement.
To his credit Mr McKenzie, the Respondent’s human resource manager, testified that he considered employers to have
a moral, if not a legal obligation, to pay severance payments
based on the Termination Change and Redundancy Case formula in circumstances such as those facing the former
employees in question. Such payments were not made in this
instance because the Respondent was not sure that dismissals
could be classified as resulting from redundancy and because
of the cost impact on the Respondent. As I find, the dismissals
did result from redundancy. Furthermore, in my view there is
much to be said for the observation of Mr McKenzie regarding the general liability for a redundancy payment. As a general
proposition it is fair to say that redundancy payments of the
magnitude of those now in question are seen generally as being fair recompense for the disruption caused by sudden loss
of employment through redundancy. Indeed the formula is often
seen as a minimum. It is not inferring too much to find that the
sudden termination of employment in circumstances such as
to those under review does cause hardship and inconvenience.
Certainly that is clearly evident from the testimony of Mr
Gilchrist. It is clear that he has suffered somewhat drastically
as a result of the termination of his employment. He testified
that despite attempts to find alternative employment he had,
in general, been unsuccessful. Furthermore, as requested by
the Respondent he has kept in contact with the Respondent
with a view to re-employment but without success. Such indications as there were on this occasion suggest that this was a
fairly typical redundancy situation. If there was any distinguishing feature it is that it came upon the employees without
warning and without much discussion of the kind envisaged
by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993. In all
the circumstances I consider that the employees in question
should be paid a severance payment of the magnitude of that
sought on this occasion.
I accept that Mr Gilchrist, and presumably the other award
employees, received pro rata long service leave at or about
the time their employment was terminated. However, that was
a payment to which he and they were entitled by reason of the
Award. It is not unreasonable to conclude that by providing
both for the payment of pro rata long service leave in some
cases and a mechanism for determining whether or not there
should be other conditions associated with the termination of
employment, the Award contemplates that employees should
receive an additional payment in some circumstances.
In arriving at this conclusion I have not overlooked the fact
that the Respondent was, at the time the dismissals were effected and apparently still is, suffering financial difficulties. I
consider that the most appropriate time to have regard for the
Respondent’s capacity to pay is the present. It its highly artificial to have regard for the capacity to pay at a time which
predates the obligation to pay. The relevant time to assess the
capacity to pay is when the liability to pay arises. There was
no obligation to make a redundancy payment until the matter
had been settled by agreement or by arbitration. I do not interpret the evidence as indicating that the Respondent cannot now
or even at the time of the dismissals meet the impost of the
proposed order. The evidence of Mr Palmbach was to the
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effect that the Respondent’s changed strategy was achieving
its objective and moreover, that the Respondent is operating
profitably and “making ends meet”. Such evidence as there is
suggests that the additional payments to flow from the proposed order will only be payable to four persons. The
Respondent made mention in its submissions of a Deed of
Debt Restructure and its effect on the Respondent’s capacity
to pay. However, that was not a matter about which there was
any evidence and is not a factor which can be considered.
I have not overlooked the Respondent’s concerns of a potential for flow on to other former employees. However as the
Applicant correctly suggests, this application only affects
employees covered by the Award. The Respondent is concerned
that non-award employees may make a similar claim. Just how
that might be is not readily apparent to me at this time. In any
event, should such a claim be made there would be ample reason to distinguish it from the present in that the others were
employed under quite different contracts of employment and
presumably under quite different conditions of employment. I
therefore cannot see how they could have any legitimate expectation (either moral or legal) to receive an award of the
kind made by the Commission on this occasion.
Throughout the proceedings the Respondent made constant
reference to the fact that it did not know, and was not entitled
to know which of its employees were members of the Union.
Whilst this might be relevant in the case of proceedings for a
breach of clause 35 of the Award, it is not relevant to proceedings of this nature. What is relevant is whether the employment
of any employees was governed by the Award. That is a matter entirely in the knowledge of the Respondent.
Appearances: Mr M.J. Lourey appeared on behalf of the
Applicant
Ms S.E. O’Brien appeared on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
St Barbara Mines Limited.
No. CR 189 of 1998.
27 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M.J. Lourey as agent for the Applicant
and Ms S.E. O’Brien as counsel for the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
THAT for the purposes of clause 35 of the AWU Gold
(Mining and Processing) Award 1993 the Respondent
shall, in addition to any other obligation imposed on it
under the Award, pay to each of its former employees
whose employment was regulated by the Award and whose
employment was terminated consequent upon the suspension of mining operations by the Respondent at its
Bluebird Mine on or about 10 July 1998, a severance payment in accordance with the following scale—
LENGTH OF COMPLETED
SEVERANCE PAY
SERVICE AT TERMINATION
1 year or less
Nil
1 year and up to the completion
of 2 years
4 weeks’ pay
2 years and up to the completion
of 3 years
6 week’s pay
3 years and up to the completion
of 4 years
7 weeks’ pay
4 years and over
8 week’s pay
N.B.: For these purposes “week’s pay” shall mean the
gross payment received by an employee for a rostered
week’s work, including penalties. Where the amount var-
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ies from week to week, the amount may be calculated
with reference to a 13 week average immediately prior to
termination of employment.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Direct Engineering Services.
No. CR 271 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
20 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application referred pursuant to s 44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the
Act”) by which the applicant alleges its member, Mr Joshua
Moses, was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by
the respondent on or about 9 September 1998. The applicant
seeks a declaration from the Commission that the respondent
dismissed Mr Moses unfairly and seeks relief by way of an
order pursuant to s 23A of the Act, for compensation for loss
of earnings suffered by Mr Moses.
The respondent denies the claim and opposes the order as
sought by the applicant.
Background and Issues
The respondent is engaged in the industry of the manufacture of air-conditioning ductwork and air handling units. The
relevant award applicable to the employment of Mr Moses at
the material times, was the Sheet Metal Workers Award 1973
(“the Award”).
It was common ground that Mr Moses first commenced
employment with the respondent on or about 13 July 1998 as
a sheet metal worker in the respondent’s manufacturing operations at Malaga. The respondent employed Mr Moses on
the basis that he would be engaged initially on a probationary
basis for a period of eight weeks. On or about 9 September
1998, Mr Moses’ employment came to an end, in circumstances
that are controversial. The meaning and effect of the probationary term in Mr Moses’ contract of employment, and as a
consequence, the events of 9 September 1998, are in contest
in these proceedings.
The applicant claims that Mr Moses was employed by the
respondent and that the eight-week probationary period concluded on Friday 4 September 1998. The applicant submitted
that when Mr Moses was dismissed on 9 September 1998, he
was no longer on probation. The inference being that from
this time, the respondent permanently engaged Mr Moses.
Furthermore, the applicant submitted that the terms of the probationary engagement as understood by the respondent at the
time Mr Moses was employed, were different to what Mr
Moses was advised as to its effect at the time.
The applicant argued that the dismissal of Mr Moses was
harsh, oppressive and unfair for a number of reasons. First it
was said that Mr Moses was not a probationary employee when
dismissed, as the probationary period had already expired.
Second, it was submitted that the dismissal was unlawful in
that Mr Moses did not receive notice and entitlements prescribed by the Award on termination of his employment. Third,
it was submitted that Mr Moses had at all material times, been
a reliable employee and that the real reason for the dismissal
was because Mr Moses had been elected as a union shop steward, the week prior to his dismissal.
Finally, it was submitted by the applicant that Mr Moses’
dismissal was proceduraly unfair, in that at no time was Mr
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Moses advised by the respondent that his employment was at
risk. As noted above, the applicant on behalf of Mr Moses, did
not seek reinstatement, as Mr Moses had obtained other employment. The applicant claimed compensation for the
six-week period between the date of Mr Moses’ dismissal and
the time he obtained new employment.
The agent for the respondent submitted that Mr Moses was
employed as a first-class sheet metal worker on an eight-week
probationary period. It was said that an application for employment, signed by Mr Moses and dated 13 July 1998 (exhibit
R1), evidenced the eight-week probationary term. Furthermore,
the respondent submitted that the probationary term in Mr
Moses’ employment contract made it clear that at the end of
the eight-week period, the respondent could terminate Mr
Moses’ employment “without intervention by a third party”.
In relation to this matter, the agent for the respondent said that
Mr Moses was estopped, by reason of him agreeing to this
term of his contract of employment, from proceeding with the
present application, albeit it being prosecuted on his behalf by
the applicant.
Alternatively and in any event, the respondent submitted that
by reason of his unsatisfactory work performance during the
period of probation, Mr Moses was unsuitable for permanent
employment by the respondent and accordingly, the respondent declined to confirm his employment. In relation to whether
the probationary term was still in effect or not, the agent for
the respondent submitted that even if the probationary period
expired on Friday 4 September 1998 or indeed, Monday 7
September 1998, a delay of a few days was not fatal to the
proposition that the respondent still maintained its rights as if
Mr Moses was still within the probationary period.
The respondent further argued that even if as at the date of
the employment coming to an end Mr Moses was not a probationary employee, the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or
unfair as Mr Moses had been properly advised of his performance shortcomings during the course of the eight-week period
and could not now complain about his dismissal. In relation to
the allegation by the applicant that Mr Moses was not made a
permanent employee because of his election to the position of
union shop steward, the respondent claimed that it had no
knowledge of Mr Moses being elected to this position, as at
the time of the decision to not confirm his employment on a
permanent basis.
Subsequent to the conclusion of the hearing in this matter,
as neither party raised the matter in their submissions, the
Commission afforded the parties, pursuant to s 26(3) of the
Act, the opportunity to file written submissions as to whether,
in all the circumstances, there was a “dismissal” for the purposes of the Act, given that the probationary term had expired
prior to the purported “dismissal” of Mr Moses by the respondent. The applicant elected not to put further submissions to the
Commission on this issue, but brought to the Commission’s
attention, a decision of the Industrial Relations Commission
of NSW in Buckman and Or v Burdekin Resources NL (1999)
85 IR 415, but made no specific submissions in relation to that
authority.
The respondent availed itself of this opportunity, and submitted that there was no termination of the employment by the
effluxion of time at the conclusion of the probationary period.
The respondent re-affirmed its earlier submissions that the termination by the respondent was reasonably contiguous with
the expiry of the probationary period, so as to constitute a
dismissal while the probationary period was still extant. As to
the applicant’s reference to Buckman (supra), it was submitted that this decision was not of assistance to the Commission
and reliance was placed on authorities the respondent had earlier referred to.

employment or position”, and adopted the definition espoused
by Fair J in Auckland Transport Board v Nunes (1952) NZLR
412 when he said:
“The word “dismissal” may be used in a sense of a peremptory or arbitrary dismissal or a dismissal after due
notice or payment under the terms of the contract of employment”.
I turn first to consider the evidence bearing upon this issue.
Mr Moses testified that as a result of being contacted by
someone he knew he attended the premises of the respondent
on or about Friday 10 July 1998, for the purposes of an employment interview. He said that he met Mr Welch, the
respondent’s work shop foreman. After showing him around
the workshop and being satisfied that Mr Moses could do the
work, Mr Welch told him to come in the following Monday
and to bring his tools. He was also given an employment application form to fill in. Mr Moses testified that he filled in
and signed the employment application form, which contained
a final paragraph as follows:
“I understand that if this application is successful, a probationary employment period of eight weeks shall apply.
At the end of this period the employer or employee may
terminate the employment without any intervention by a
third party.”
In relation to the application form, whilst Mr Moses testified that he understood that he was on probation, or on trial for
a period of eight weeks, he further said that Mr Welch told
him “not to worry about that as this was only standard and that
he, Mr Welch, would know after a couple of weeks whether
he was going to get the job.”
As to the second sentence of the clause, Mr Moses said that
this was not discussed between he and Mr Welch, and all that
he understood was that he was on eight weeks probation. He
said that he understood what probationary employment was.
It was Mr Moses’ evidence that there were no other terms of
employment discussed, save that he would be employed on
“award rates.”
Mr Welch testified as to the circumstances leading to Mr
Moses’ employment. He said that it was his responsibility to
“hire and fire” on behalf of the respondent. He said that he
saw Mr Moses one evening and discussed with him the prospect of being employed by the respondent. Mr Welch gave Mr
Moses the application form to fill out. He said that he told Mr
Moses that he would be on probation for “a couple of months
and the respondent would then see how things worked out”.
Mr Welch denied that he ever mentioned to Mr Moses that he
would know within the first few weeks whether he was going
to get the job or not. In cross-examination, Mr Welch said that
he told Mr Moses that at the end of the eight-week probationary period, he would review his performance and decide
whether to “put Mr Moses on permanent”.
There was no other evidence as to any other terms of employment, save for the terms of the Award, that would have
application after the expiry of the eight week probationary
period.
There was some dispute as to the actual date of the expiry of
the probationary period, as to whether it was 4 September or 7
September 1998. In my view, I see no basis to interpret the
period of probation other than as eight calendar weeks, in its
ordinary and natural meaning, in which event the period expired on 7 September 1998. It was not in contest that as at the
date that Mr Moses’ employment came to an end, that being 9
September 1998, the period of probation had expired. Neither
party appeared to have turned their minds to the effect of this,
prior to 9 September. The issue that arises therefore, is what is
the effect of this as a matter of law, and how does it affect the
Commission’s jurisdiction to entertain this application?

Jurisdiction—Was the Applicant Dismissed?
Dismissal
Fundamental to the exercise of the Commission’s jurisdiction in matters such as these, is the requirement that the former
employee seeking relief under the Act establish, on the evidence, that he or she has been dismissed. In Metropolitan
(Perth) Passenger Transport Trust v Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG
611 the Industrial Appeal Court considered the meaning of
“dismissal”, including reference to the Shorter Oxford Dictionary definition “to send away or remove from office,

Findings
I am satisfied on all of the evidence and I find, that the only
term of employment discussed between Mr Welch and Mr
Moses, except for the application of the Award, was that Mr
Moses be engaged by the respondent on a probationary basis
for eight weeks. I also accept the evidence of Mr Welch, whom
I found to be a forthright and reliable witnesses, and whose
evidence I have no reason to doubt, that Mr Moses was told by
the respondent to the effect that the respondent would see how
the period of probation progressed and would then decide, in
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view of that, whether to make Mr Moses a permanent employee. There was certainly no evidence, and I find accordingly,
that Mr Moses was engaged on a permanent basis by the respondent, but subject to an intervening probationary period.
In my opinion, that evidence is critical in this matter. How
then should this evidence be characterised?
The concept of probationary employment is well established
in industrial jurisprudence. It has been held that probationary
employment is but a step in the selection process and should
be distinguished from permanent employment: Re Alchin and
South Newcastle Leagues Club Limited (1997) AR (NSW) 236;
Westheafer v Marriage Guidance Council of WA (1985) 65
WAIG 2311; Gregory R Hutchinson v Cable Sands (WA) Pty
Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 951. Furthermore, in Director General
of the Department of Corrective Services v Mitchelson (1992)
42 IR 38 Kirby P (as he then was) observed as follows at 48—
“The very purpose of probation will often be to consider,
by observation of the probationer’s work performance
under trial, whether he or she he is suitable to enjoy the
privileges attaching to permanency.”
In Ex parte Wurth and Ors; re Tully and Ors (1954) 53 AR
369 the Supreme Court of New South Wales, on appeal from
the Crown Employees’ Appeal Board, held that the word “dismissal” in s 10 of the Crown Employees’ Appeal Board Act,
did not include the annulment of a probationary appointment
under s 32 of the Public Service Act, nor the refusal by the
Public Service Board of New South Wales to renew a temporary appointment under s 44 of that Act. Accordingly, the Crown
Employees’ Appeal Board had no jurisdiction to entertain the
appeals. After considering the relevant statutory provisions and
the terms of the employee’s engagement, Street CJ observed
at 371 as follows—
“During his probation therefore, the officer had no security of tenure in the service beyond the period directed by
the Board, and it would seem that if that action were taken
at the expiration of that period, then his probationary appointment would lapse. Certainly, failure to take action
in those circumstances by the Board could not amount to
a confirmation of a permanent appointment to a position
in the Public Service, which could only happen if the
Governor confirmed such appointment on the recommendations of the Board.”
In that case, it was important that as at the point of engagement, the employee concerned did not have permanent
employment. That could only have occurred following the
expiry of the probationary employment, and a positive act of
confirmation of the appointment as being permanent in nature. Accordingly, the court held that the employee was not
“dismissed” to attract jurisdiction in that case.
The circumstances in Ex parte Wurth (supra) can be contrasted to those existing in Ex parte The Public Service Appeal
Board (unreported Supreme Court of Western Australia 10 June
1981), in which it was held that given the terms of the applicable public service statutes in this State, and the relevant
administrative instructions, that the appointment of the employee in question was from the beginning, one to a permanent
position. It was held in this case, that an officer, appointed to
the public service on probation, if on the expiry of the period
of probation the Public Service Board annulled the appointment, was dismissed within the meaning of the Public Service
Arbitration Act. In this case, the court held that the appointment of the employee concerned was, from the beginning, an
appointment to a permanent position.
The circumstances of the applicable New South Wales public service legislation in relation to the dismissal of a
probationary employee was further considered in Smith v Director-General of School Education (1993) 51 IR 204. In this
case, the Full Court of the Industrial Court of New South Wales
considered the circumstances of the annulment of the appointment of an officer on probation in the Education Teaching
Service, under the terms of the Teaching Services Act 1980
(NSW). Consideration was given by the court to earlier decisions, including Ex parte Wurth (supra), as to whether the
employee there in issue, had been “dismissed” for the purposes of the Industrial Relations Act 1991 (NSW). The court
concluded that the meaning of “dismissal”, as contained in the
Industrial Relations Act 1991 (NSW), should be given its
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ordinary and naturally broad meaning, in the sense in which
its meaning has been set out above for the purposes of the Act
in this State. The court held that in these circumstances, an
annulment constitutes a deliberate act by the employer to bring
the employment to end, which can be characterised as a “dismissal”, broadly defined. It is important to observe that in this
case, consideration was not confined to whether there was a
“dismissal” for the purposes of the relevant public service legislation, but rather, the Industrial Relations Act 1991 (NSW).
In my opinion, in the circumstance where an employee is
engaged on a period of probation, which is not an intervening
term in an otherwise permanent appointment, that period of
probation has the character of a contract for a fixed term. In
that event, as a matter of ordinary construction, an employer
does not undertake the act of terminating an employee’s employment, when that employee’s term of probationary
employment expires. The contract of employment comes to
an end as a consequence of the expiry of the term, independent of a positive act by the employer: Victoria & Others v The
Commonwealth (1996) 66 IR 392 at 432.
As a general proposition, where a contract provides for employment for a specified term or until the completion of a
specified task, the contract of employment will usually automatically end when the term specified expires or the task is
completed. However, in certain circumstances, for example
where there has been a series of ongoing fixed-term contracts
which are successively “rolled-over”, a dismissal may still
occur: Wimmera College of TAFE v Hogan (unreported, Employee Relations Commission of Victoria 21 August 1994);
D’Lima v Board of Management, Princess Margaret Hospital
for Children (1995) 64 IR 19; cf Fisher v Edith Cowan University (No 2) (1997) 72 IR 464.
In the circumstances of the instant case, given the terms of
Mr Moses’ contract of employment, once the period of probation expired on 7 September 1998, the contract of employment
came to an end according to its terms. This event was in law,
in my view, quite independent of any act of either party to the
contract of employment. That is, on the facts of this case, when
the respondent purported to not confirm Mr Moses’ employment on 9 September 1998, there was no employment contract
on foot at this time. Whilst the terms of the Award had effect
in relation to Mr Moses employment, it is clear that the Award
could only operate upon the contract of employment once
formed. The Award, in its terms, does not preclude the type of
contract of employment entered into between Mr Moses and
the respondent. Furthermore, the terms of the Award do not
operate as terms of the contract of employment itself but upon
it once formed: Byrne v Australian Airlines Ltd (1995) 61 IR
32.
In my view, it could not be held that there was an implied
arrangement, based upon the actual or imputed intention of
the parties, that the employment be ongoing and continuous
on a permanent basis, as clearly, on any view of the evidence,
it was the intention of the respondent to not continue with the
employment of Mr Moses. In my opinion, on the facts of this
case, there was no dismissal in order to attract the Commission’s jurisdiction.
If however I am incorrect in reaching this conclusion, I make
the following observations in relation to the other issues raised
in this matter.
Other Issues
Estoppel
In relation to this issue, the agent for the respondent submitted that by agreeing to the term in the employment application
(exhibit R1) as set out above, Mr Moses was estopped from
bringing the present claim, because he had agreed that either
the employer or employee may terminate the employment
“without any intervention by a third party”. The agent for the
respondent submitted, that at the time that he signed the application for employment form, Mr Moses had read and
understood the effect of this provision.
The applicant submitted that Mr Moses was not estopped
from bringing the claim, and moreover, the applicant union
was not bound by Mr Moses acts in this regard in any event,
as it was not a party to such agreement.
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Whilst the agent for the respondent advanced this proposition based upon the principles of equitable estoppel, it would
appear to me that the issue arising is essentially whether Mr
Moses has waived his right under the Act to bring the present
claim, based upon the equitable doctrine of waiver. Moreover,
whether, if he has done so, the applicant union is bound by his
conduct.
As a general proposition, it is established that a person may
waive a statutory right that exists for his or her benefit. However, the waiver must relate to a personal or a private benefit
and not one in which the public have an interest: Great Eastern Railway Company v Goldsmid (1884) 9 App Cas 927;
Wilson v McIntosh (1894) AC 129; Toronto Corporation v
Russell (1908) AC 493 at 500. In the present case therefore, I
am prepared to accept, without necessarily deciding the matter that it was open for Mr Moses to waive his right to bring a
claim under the Act arising out of the termination of his employment.
An essential ingredient of the equitable defences of release
or waiver, is that the person granting it should be fully informed as to his or her rights: National Westminster Bank v
Powney (1989) 60 P & CR 420 at 444; Peyman v Lanjani
(1985) Ch 457. On the evidence in this matter, there was no
discussion between Mr Moses and Mr Welch as to the meaning and effect of this part of the provision in the application
for employment. There was certainly no discussion on the
evidence, that in signing the application for employment form,
Mr Moses would be expressly waiving any right he may otherwise have had to bring a claim under the Act, arising out of
the termination of his employment. It is also of note in my
opinion in this regard, that the sentence in the particular clause
as set out above, does not specifically refer to any statutory
right to bring a claim under the Act, nor its waiver by the
person signing the application for employment form. In my
opinion, in the absence of any express reference to such a
waiver at the time of commencing employment, and an understanding of its terms and effect, this omission in terms of the
overall factual matrix is important.
In all the circumstances of this case, I am not satisfied on
the evidence, that Mr Moses expressly waived his right to bring
a claim under the Act. If he had done so however, in my opinion, the applicant union would be bound by his conduct, as for
the purposes of these proceedings, a sufficient relationship of
privity is in existence: Ramsay v Pilgrim (1968) 118 CLR 271.
Fairness of a Dismissal
On the facts of this case, even if it could be held that Mr
Moses was still a probationary employee as at the time the
employment relationship came to an end, I am far from satisfied on the evidence, that his dismissal would be harsh,
oppressive or unfair in any event. On Mr Welch’s evidence,
which I accept, the respondent clearly had concerns with the
standard and quality of work performed by Mr Moses during
the course of the probationary period. According to Mr Welch,
Mr Moses had a tendency to “rush in” on a job, without necessarily thinking through the requirements of the job beforehand.
There was also evidence which I accept, that Mr Moses was
moved around the respondent’s workshop on work involving
various projects, because of dissatisfaction expressed by the
respondent’s leading hands, as to the quality of the work performed by Mr Moses. I also satisfied that during the course of
his probationary period, these matters were brought to Mr
Moses’ attention.
In relation to the allegation by the applicant that Mr Moses
was dismissed because of his election as the union shop steward, in my view, the evidence adduced in this matter does not
support that allegation and I reject that submission. It was established on the evidence of the respondent’s witnesses, which
evidence I have no reason to doubt, that at the time Mr Welch
made the decision to not confirm Mr Moses’ employment on a
permanent basis, he was not then aware of Mr Moses’ election
as a shop steward.
Conclusion
In conclusion, even if there had been a dismissal of Mr Moses
by the respondent, I am not satisfied that it would have been
harsh, oppressive or unfair in all of the circumstances of this
case.
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The application is therefore dismissed.
APPEARANCES: Mr G Sturman appeared on behalf of the
applicant.
Mr L Pilgrim as agent appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Direct Engineering Services.
No. CR 271 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
20 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Sturman on behalf of the applicant and
Mr L Pilgrim as agent on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
and Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western
Australian Branch
and
Dick’s Auto Service.
No. CR 49 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
21 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS the applicant sought and was granted leave to discontinue the application, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by
leave.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
John Holland Construction and Engineering Pty Ltd.
No. CR 315 of 1997.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
9 June 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This matter is remitted from the Full
Bench on the basis, as set out in the Reasons for Decision of
Commissioner Beech, with whom Commissioner Cawley
agreed, that although the Commission reached the conclusion
that the employer had discharged the onus which fell to it in
dealing with a summary dismissal for misconduct, that no conclusion was reached in respect of whether the dismissal was
harsh, oppressive or unfair.
The parties have been invited to make any further submissions regarding the matter, the subject of remittal but both have
declined to do so.
I do not intend to summarise the matters considered in my
reasons for decision of the 12th day of October 1998 but I note
that the concluding comments in those reasons were that—
“Although it is true that the Respondent may not have
specifically fulfilled one particular aspect of the process
in its consideration of the circumstances, nothing put before the Commission has demonstrated that this failure
has resulted in Foelmli being treated harshly, oppressively
or unfairly by the Respondent in its decision to terminate
his employment. In all of the circumstances associated
with this matter, to find that such an omission constituted
an unfairness warranting a declaration that Foelmli had
been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed would
be an overly technical, pedantic response. I would be concerned if such a finding could result, as it would send a
wrong message which could easily be misinterpreted by
employees on work sites, that such conduct could be condoned because of a technical failure in the process. Such
work sites require employees to conduct themselves in a
controlled manner, and the employer to ensure that aggression and abuse are not tolerated in the interests of all
parties involved in that work. In all of these circumstances,
I am not satisfied that the Respondent failed to provided
Foelmli with an industrial fair go. Accordingly, the matter will be dismissed.”
I have already concluded that the Respondent has discharged
the onus which falls to an employer to demonstrate that a fair
process had been applied to the dismissal. I have considered
all of the circumstances of this matter including the conduct
which brought about the investigation. If there is any doubt
that Mr Foelmli was the instigator of the incident, I note that
although he did not retaliate to Bond’s head butt on the bus
(even if he had an opportunity to do so, which, in the circumstances, I doubt very much) he attempted to follow up in the
car park very soon thereafter. Although Messrs Foelmli and
Bond were not technically engaged in a fight, I have concluded,
in my earlier reasons that Mr Foelmli’s “conduct was within
the type which can justify instant dismissal for serious misconduct”. I note the conduct of the supervisors whose advice
to Mr Foelmli regarding the matter was that the likely consequence of his complaint was that he may be dismissed. Mr
Foelmli pursued his complaint contrary to the advice of this
supervisors. Simply because Mr Foelmli pursued the complaint
believing that, as the person who had been struck, he was the
aggrieved and innocent party, does not necessarily make it so.
I have found that he was at least equally responsible for the
incident. His being the person who was struck does not wipe
away his active involvement. His complaint was based on his
misguided belief and his pursuit of the complaint does not
diminish his responsibilities in the incident or count in his
favour.
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I have also taken account of the consequences for Mr Foelmli,
his work history, and whether any alternative remedy may have
been more appropriate in these circumstances.
It has not been demonstrated that in all of the circumstances,
the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair such as to constitute an abuse of the employer’s lawful right to terminate the
employment.
Accordingly, an Order of dismissal shall issue.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers—Western Australian
Branch
and
John Holland Construction and Engineering Pty Ltd.
No. CR 315 of 1997.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
9 June 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D Howlett (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and Ms S Laferla on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers;
The Construction, Mining, Energy and Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia – Western
Australian Branch
and
Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd;
Sound Plumbing.
No. CR357 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
7 May 1999.
Reasons for Decision.
The claim before the Commission is for a site allowance for
the Bunnings’ Warehouse construction site in Cannington.
Agreement was not able to be reached and the claim was referred for hearing and determination. When the claim was
lodged in the Commission on 4 December 1998 the claim was
made against a number of respondents. Discussions between
the parties resulted in the Unions’ acceptance that some respondents did not have any persons on site who would be
employees for the purposes of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, or who would be covered by an award of this Commission. Those parties were struck out as parties to the application.
The discussions also resulted in an agreement with another
respondent regarding a site allowance to be paid. Ultimately,
the claim to be decided by the Commission has only two respondents to it: Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd and
Sound Plumbing.
There was no appearance by Sound Plumbing either at the
conference proceedings held on site on 12 January 1999 nor
at the hearing before the Commission. The Commission
proceeded, however, in the absence of that respondent,
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because Sound Plumbing had, according to the record of the
Commission, been served with a copy of the Notice of Application and also with a Notice of Hearing.
Preliminary Point
On behalf of Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd, Mr
Cooke asked the Commission to exercise its discretion and
dismiss the application as being no longer in the public interest. Mr Cooke pointed out that the Armadale Concrete Tank
Company Ltd at best employed possibly only two employees.
Indeed it may possibly have been only one employee and only
for a short of period of time between 2 December and the
Christmas closedown. Mr Cooke argued that the fact that the
Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd may have employed
only one employee and that the employee would have been on
site for such a short period of time meant that it was not in the
public interest for the Commission to deal further with the
matter. Furthermore, the employee, or at the most, two employees, were, on Mr Cooke’s understanding, paid above the
award rate. This would tend to negate the effect of any site
allowance awarded by the Commission.
The Commission ruled against Mr Cooke’s application. The
nature of site allowance claims before the Commission of recent times has involved a claim made against individual
sub-contractors on a given site. Until recently, site allowance
claims were made by citing the principal contractor as the respondent to the application. However, the point was taken that
the principal contractor was often not an employer of employees who would be covered by any order to issue from the
Commission and such a claim may therefore not be validly
made (BTA v Southdown Construction Company (1993) 73
WAIG 829). It may well be that a particular subcontractor may
have a small number of employees and be on site for a limited
period. That may always have been the manner that subcontractors have operated in this industry. However, the citing of
an individual subcontractor as a respondent is merely the vehicle by which the claim permitted under clause 8(16) of the
Building Trades (Construction) Award is brought to the Commission (BTA v Devaugh Constructions (1991) 71 WAIG 3040
at 3041). It is not a claim regarding the precise work performed
by the individual subcontractor. The claim before the Commission relates to the site conditions in which the work was
carried out by the individual subcontractor, as distinct from
the precise work of the subcontractor itself.
Although Mr Cooke submitted that the sums of money involved in the claim as it applies to the Armadale Concrete
Tank Company Ltd are small and disproportionate compared
to the cost to the taxpayer of the Commission’s involvement,
the growth in applications to the Commission by individual
employees under section 29 of the Act for denied contractual
benefits has meant that the Commission’s time is now frequently involved in dealing with relatively small sums of
money which an individual employee claims is due to him or
her. The determination by the Commission of that person’s
claim might involve both a conference and then occupy a halfday of hearing. However it is not open to the Commission to
hold that it is not in the public interest for the Commission to
deal with a claim by an individual employee that he or she is
owed a sum of money by way of denied contractual benefits,
merely because the sum of money claimed in small. Neither is
it open to the Commission to refuse to deal with a site allowance claim because, when one of the respondents cited is
separately examined, the claim against it may involve only a
relatively small amount of money for one or at the most two
employees. The preliminary point raised by Mr Cooke illustrates some of the less than satisfactory characteristics of site
allowance claims. It is timely to remind the parties that when
the ability to claim site allowances was deleted from the corresponding federal Award they had the opportunity to
consequently remove clause 8(16) from the Building Trades
(Construction) Award. Indeed, a claim to do so was actually
lodged in the Commission by the Building Trades Association. However, all parties expressly urged the Commission to
continue to permit site allowance claims to be made. The Commission merely agreed with the wishes of the industry at that
time (BTA v Adsigns Pty Ltd (1991) 71 WAIG 1043).
Accordingly, the Commission proceeded with the claim.
On the Commission’s understanding, the site involved the
construction of a single-storey retail warehouse. At the time
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of the Commission’s inspections, the structure of the building
had been erected for approximately eight weeks. The claim of
the Unions is for a site allowance of $1.55 per hour because
they say the following conditions existed on the site which are
not covered by the award—
1. Sandy soil;
2. The exposure of the site—there was no shade prior
to the erection of the warehouse;
3. The distance between the amenities and the site
works;
4. The site is located next to a swamp and this led to
insect problems;
5. There were no parking facilities for employees’ cars.
The Commission’s consideration of site allowances is governed by the application of the Sapri decision. It does not require
the Commission to separately examine the Commission’s
wage-fixing principles (WABLPPU v Shot Crete and Others
(1997) 77 WAIG 802). Having regard to the Sapri criteria, I
am satisfied that the site is one which warrants consideration
in accordance with the first of the criteria.
In support of their claim, the Unions called evidence from
Mr Walter Molina, a union organiser who had been responsible for the area which included this particular site. On his
evidence, he visited the site once a week over the NovemberDecember-January period just past. His evidence was that the
soil was of a sandier nature than usual, that there was an insect
problem on the site, that the site was windy at times and that
there were difficulties associated with the lack of car-parking
facilities. Mr Molina was cross-examined on his evidence.
However, there was no evidence called to rebut the evidence
of Mr Molina.
Mr Cooke is correct in saying that it is difficult for the Commission to evaluate a site when the Commission inspects the
site on one occasion and the site is relatively complete. The
Commission would be unaware of what the site was like over
the time of the construction. However, that is the purpose for
which evidence is brought to the Commission. The Commission will decide the site allowance not on the basis of the
inspections, but upon the evidence that is brought. The inspection gives context to the evidence. In this case, the
Commission notes that although Mr Molina’s evidence was
opposed, in part, in cross-examination, there was no evidence
at all given in opposition to the claim. Mr Molina’s evidence
was quite credible and was given in a straightforward manner.
I accept his evidence and therefore find that the sandiness of
the soil was greater than usually found on construction sites
found within the area in which he operated, that is, the area
south-west of Perth. I do not have the impression from his
evidence that the sandiness was the worst he had come across.
It was, however, a greater disability than usually found. I do
not, however, accept that the disabilities involved with working in the open, due to the exposure of the site, was greater
than that covered by the industry allowance. I accept Mr
Molina’s evidence that there was an insect problem because
the site is, on his evidence, adjacent to a swamp. His evidence,
which was not disputed, is that insect repellent was requested
on site but not supplied. There is no suggestion to the contrary. However, I do not accept that the issue of the lack of
parking facilities is such as should be taken into account by
the Commission. Parking was available around the perimeter
of the site and I do not regard the distance involved in walking
from an employee’s car to the site as in any way significant.
Furthermore, there is evidence that arrangements were eventually made for a parking area opposite the entrance to the
site.
I agree with Mr Giffard that past site allowance decisions
may be appropriate for illustrating the kind of conditions which
the Commission has found in the past warranted an allowance. Sandiness of soil and insects have been recognised in
other Commission decisions as disabilities which may not be
covered by the award (BTA v Keywest Construction Group
(1990) 70 WAIG 924; BTA v Building Management Authority
(1989) 69 WAIG 2854). I am satisfied that a site allowance
should issue to cover the marginally sandier soil than found
elsewhere and for the insect problem which, on the evidence,
occurred. The other claims have not been made out.
However, the allowance will not be a significant sum. I would
not be prepared to award the $1.55 apparently seen by the
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Unions as appropriate for all of the disabilities which they
claimed existed. In my assessment, any allowance to be
awarded would be at the lower of the scale and I award an
allowance of 75 cents per hour.
The date of operation is not agreed. The nature of the allowance is such that it is averaged over the life of the site and it
has been recognised that it is appropriate to give retrospective
effect as provided for in s.39 of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, to the date of filing of the application for conference,
being 4 December 1998 (BTA v Fini Homes (1991) 71 WAIG
2409; WABLPPU v Shot Crete and Others op. cit.).
The minute of a proposed order now issues.
Appearances: Mr G. Giffard on behalf of the applicant Unions.
Mr P. Cooke on behalf of Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd.
No appearance on behalf of Sound Plumbing.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders’ Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers
and
The Construction, Mining, Energy and Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western
Australian Branch
and
Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd
and
Sound Plumbing.
No. CR357 of 1998.
11 May 1999.
Order.
HAVING HEARD Mr G. Giffard on behalf of the applicants
and Mr P. Cooke on behalf of Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
1. THAT notwithstanding the provisions of the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, employees
employed by or on behalf of the respondents to carry
out construction work on the Bunnings Warehouse
site in Cannington shall be paid $0.75 per hour
worked in lieu of and in substitution for all special
rates and conditions prescribed in Clause 9(1) of the
Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, excepting subclauses (f) Explosive Powered Tools, (o)
Cleaning Down Brickwork and (w) Heavy Blocks.
2. THAT the abovementioned rate shall apply on and
from 4 December 1998 until the completion of the
project.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
and
BHP Transport Pty Ltd.
No. CR 216 of 1998.
21 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this matter was referred for hearing on 15
September 1998;
AND WHEREAS this matter was listed for hearing on 29
January 1999;
AND WHEREAS the Commission adjourned the hearing
to allow the parties to attempt to reach an agreement to settle
the matter;
AND WHEREAS an agreement was reached between the
parties;
AND WHEREAS the Commission advised the parties that
it would issue an order discontinuing this application after 17
May 1999;
AND HAVING HEARD Mr C. Young and Mr W. Game on
behalf of the applicant and Mr M. Borlase on behalf of the
respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby order—
THAT the application be discontinued.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Augusta Margaret River Districts Football Club (Inc).
No. CR 372 of 1998.
9 June 1998.
Order.
WHEREAS on the 15 February 1999 this matter was referred
for hearing pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979; and
WHEREAS on 31 May 1999 the applicant advised that it no
longer wished to pursue the claim and sought a cancellation of
the hearing as listed; and
WHEREAS the Commission has granted leave;
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission hereby
orders—
THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Fleetwood. He was paid in accordance with the arrangements
made and has been through all of his service. There are no
monies owing to Mr Fleetwood and no orders of the kind sought
should be issued by the Commission.

The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers’ Union, Miscellaneous Workers’ Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
Polarcup (Australia) Ltd.
No. CR 234 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
8 June 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is a matter referred for Hearing and Determination pursuant to Section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act
1979; and
WHEREAS by electronic mail dated the 21st day of April
1999 the Applicant’s representative advised the Commission
that Applicant sought to discontinue the matter; and
WHEREAS on the 4th day of June 1999 the Applicant filed
a Notice of Discontinuance in respect of the matter;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders—
THAT this matter be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

UNIONS—
Application for alteration of
rules—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
In the matter of an application by the Western Australian
Police Union of Workers.
275 of 1999.
ROBIN COLBERT LOVEGROVE
DEPUTY REGISTRAR.
7 May 1999.
Decision.
HAVING been directed by the Full Bench, I have this day
registered an alteration to Rule 3—Membership, of the
registered rules of the applicant organisation, in terms of the
order as given on the 28th day of April 1999.
(Sgd.) R.C. LOVEGROVE,
Deputy Registrar.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Police Union of Workers
and
The Honourable Minister for Police.
No. CR 114 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR.
28 May 1999.
Memorandum of Matters for Hearing and Determination
Under Section 44.
THE matter described in the Schedule attached hereto, signed
by me for identification, is a matter which at the conclusion of
a conference held on 18th day of May 1999, pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, had not been
resolved between the parties and is now referred for hearing
and determination.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
The WA Police Union (the Union) contends that Mr Douglas Fleetwood entered into a contractual agreement with the
WA Police Service (WAPS) to provide service to the Tactical
Response Group as a Senior Instructor. It is contended that Mr
Fleetwood was to continue to be paid the eqivalent rate of a
senior sergeant.
The arrangement continued until late 1997 when the salary
rate for services provided by Mr Fleetwood was reduced.
The Union contends the reduction is contrary to contract
entered into between Mr Fleetwood and authorised officers of
the WAPS. It seeks orders that the agreed rate of pay continue
in the future and all underpayments to be made good..
The Honourable Minister for Police denies that a contract of
the nature claimed by the Union was ever made with Mr

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
In the matter of an application by the Western Australian
Police Union of Workers.
274 of 1999.
ROBIN COLBERT LOVEGROVE
DEPUTY REGISTRAR.
7 May 1999.
Decision.
HAVING read the application, there being no person desiring
to be heard in opposition thereto, after consulting with the
President, and upon being satisfied that the requirements made
thereunder have been complied with, I have this day registered the alterations to the registered rules of the applicant
organisation relating to rules 1 to 32 (inclusive) and Schedule
A, in the terms of the application as filed on 26 February 1999.
R. C. LOVEGROVE,
Deputy Registrar.
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CONFERENCES—Notation of—
PARTIES
Australian Workers Union

BHP Iron Ore Ltd

Australian Workers Union

Macmahon Contractors

Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Builders’ Labourers,
Painters and Plasterers
Union
Civil Service Association

Argyle Diamond Mines

Civil Service Association

Civil Service Association
Communications Electrical,
Electronics, Energy,
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union
Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union

NUMBER
COMMISSIONER

DATE

MATTER

RESULT

Fielding SC
C67 of 1999
Kenner C
C82 of 1999
Fielding SC
C53 of 1999

15/3/99

Reduced Duties

Discontinued

30/3/99

Termination of
Employment
Time Off Site

Referred

4/3/99

Discontinued

Argyle Diamond Mines

Fielding SC
C120 of 1999

11/5/99

Deregistration of
Agreements

Discontinued

Eltin Limited

Kenner C
C126 of 1999

25/5/99

Demotion of
Employee

Discontinued

John Holland Construction
& Engineering Pty Ltd
and Others
Mining Equipment Spares

Beech C
C119 of 1998

30/4/98
7/5/98
21/5/98
-

Industrial Dispute
re Incentive
Payment
Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Concluded

Nichols Concaves Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C70 of 1999

14/4/99

Alleged Unfair
Dismissal

Discontinued

Pac Rim

Kenner C
C137 of 1999

20/5/99

Termination

Referred

Transfield Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C118 of 1999

-

Termination of
Employment

Discontinued

Victory Mining (Opalking
Pty Ltd)

Beech C
C85 of 1998

16/3/98

Termination
Entitlements

Concluded

Australian Coating &
Textures

Kenner C
C112 of 1999

25/5/99

Unpaid Wages

Discontinued

Boral Building Services
Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C84 of 1999

14/4/99

Discontinued

Deck Guardrail (WA)

Kenner C
C103 of 1999

3/5/99

Non-payment of
Productivity
Allowance
Unpaid
Entitlements

Fabs Cabinet

Kenner C
C128 of 1999

-

Unpaid Wages

Discontinued

Total Corrosion Control
Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C62 of 1999

25/3/99

Discontinued

Transfield Pty Ltd

Kenner C
C74 of 1999

26/5/99

Not Abiding with
AG124 of 1998 re
Termination
Termination
Payments

The Attorney General
and Another

Beech C
PSAC9 of 1998

30/3/98

Concluded

The Chief Executive
Officer, Government
Employees Superannuation
Board
Director General,
Ministry of Premier and
Cabinet
BHP Transport Pty Ltd

Beech C
PSAC49/1997

11/11/97
27/5/98

Actions Regarding
Advisory Board
into the Public
Trust Office
Study Assistance

Cawley C
PSAC3 of 1999

19/5/99

Enterprise
Bargaining Process

Discontinued

Beech C
C216 of 1998

26/8/98

Disciplinary Letter

Referred

BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd

Fielding SC
C154 of 1999

2/6/99

Unfair Dismissal

Discontinued

Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd
& Others

Beech C
C42 of 1997

-

Introduction of
12 Hour Shifts

Concluded

Berri Ltd

Beech C
C20 of 1999

28/1/99

Industrial Action

Concluded

Kenner C
C101 of 1999

Discontinued

Discontinued

Discontinued

Concluded
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PARTIES

Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union & Another
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers’
Union
Transport Workers Union
Transport Workers Union

NUMBER
COMMISSIONER

DATE
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MATTER

RESULT

Burswood Resort
(Management) Ltd

Beech C
C370 of 1998

17/12/98

Reduction in
Work Hours

Concluded

Chair Metro Health
Service Board

Fielding SC
C87 of 1999

28/4/99

Removal of Public
Service Holiday

Discontinued

Eddystone Avenue Child
Care Centre

Beech C
C41 of 1999

7/4/99

Dismissal

Concluded

Jasol Australia

Beech C
C276 of 1998

-

Dismissal

Concluded

Polarcup (Australia) Ltd
(ACN 003 122 843)

Scott C
C234 of 1998

30/7/98

Dismissal

Concluded

Pot Black Family Pool
and Snooker Centres

Beech C
C241 of 1998

10/8/98

Discrimination

Concluded

Quirk Corporate Cleaning
Australia Pty Ltd

Beech C
C63 of 1999

24/5/99

Dispute re Alleged
Unfair Dismissal

Concluded

CF & LJ Farr t/a Farr’s
Lancelin Roadhouse
Healthcare Linen Pty Ltd

Beech C
C131 of 1999
Beech C
C12 of 1998

-

Deduction of
Monies From Wages
Overtime

Concluded

CORRECTIONS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch
and
Master Builders’ Association of Western Australia (Union of
Employers) and Others.
No. 1183 of 1998.
Engine Drivers’ (Building and Steel Construction) Award
No. 20 of 1973.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
8 June 1999.
Correcting Order.
WHEREAS on 2 October 1998 an Order in this matter was
deposited in the Office of the Registrar; and
WHEREAS the said Order had an error in Clause 27.—
Wages, subclause (2); and
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders that the following Correcting Order be made—
Clause 27.—Wages: Delete subclause (2) of this Clause
and insert in lieu the following—
(2)
“COLUMN A” “COLUMN B”
BASE RATE
BASE RATE
$
$
CLASSIFICATION
0-8 tonnes
358.40
334.00
8-15 tonnes
368.40
340.60
15-40 tonnes
376.90
348.40
40-80 tonnes
383.60
354.40
80-100 tonnes
388.70
359.10
100-140 tonnes
396.30
366.00
140-180 tonnes
406.30
374.80

19/1/98

Concluded

“COLUMN A” “COLUMN B”
BASE RATE
BASE RATE
$
$
180-220 tonnes
419.70
386.90
Over 220 tonnes
437.10
403.10
Tower Crane
400.10
Stiff Leg Crane
354.70
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS
AND ORDERS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gregory Francis Burke
and
Sovereign Cove Pty Ltd And Others.
No. 1779 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 May 1999.
Order.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS at the commencement of hearing on the 11th
day of May 1999, the Applicant sought to strike out “Ronald
Francis Hahn and Karolyn Allard” as Respondents to the application; and
WHEREAS the remaining Respondents have no objection
to “Ronald Francis Hahn and Karolyn Allard” being struck
out as Respondents to the application.
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NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
and by consent, hereby orders—
THAT “Ronald Francis Hahn and Karolyn Allard” be
struck out as Respondents to the application.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby directs—
THAT no later than 14 days prior to the date of hearing set
for this matter the parties shall—
1. File with the Commission and serve on each other
witness statements setting out in detail all the evidence each witness intends to give at the hearing.
2. File with the Commission a statement of agreed facts
and matters in contention.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Raymond Furfaro
and
The Wrigley Company Pty Ltd.
1856 of 1998 & 2098 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER S.J. KENNER.
14 June 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C Primerano of counsel for the applicant
and Mr S Woodbury of counsel for the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
(1) THAT the direction of the Commission dated 12 February 1999 in application 1856 of 1998 be amended
by deleting the application number 1856 of 1998 and
inserting in lieu thereof the application number 2098
of 1998.
(2) THAT save for the notice of application all court
documents filed in application 1856 of 1998 be and
are hereby to be taken as filed in application 2098 of
1998.
(3) THAT by consent application 1856 of 1998 be and is
hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Billy Cristian Martinez
and
Wentworth Australia Pty Ltd.
No. 442 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
25 May 1999.
Direction.
HAVING heard Mr B Martinez on his own behalf and Mr P
Wheller on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby directs—
THAT the respondent file and serve a notice of answer
and counter proposal on the applicant by 1 June 1999.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Alan Frederick Croxford
and
Karrakatta Club (Inc).
No. 2190 of 1998.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
25 May 1999.
Direction.
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section
29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on the 25th day of February 1999 the Commission convened a conference for the purpose of conciliating
between the parties however, agreement was not reached; and
WHEREAS the application was set down for hearing and
determination on the 21st and 22nd days of October 1999; and
WHEREAS by letter dated the 7th day of May 1999 the
Commission advised the parties that it was considering issuing directions regarding the conduct of the hearing and invited
comment from the parties; and
WHEREAS the Commission has considered the parties’ responses;

Catholic Education Commission of WA
and
The Independent Schools’ Salaries Officers’ Association of
Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers and Others.
No. 593 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
27 May 1999.
Direction.
WHEREAS this is an application for an interpretation of Clause
8—Leave, subclause 1 of the Independent Schools’ Teachers’
Award 1976 (“the Award”); and
WHEREAS on Thursday, 27th day of May 1999 the Commission convened a conference; and
WHEREAS having heard from the parties the Commission
issued directions;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby directs—
1. THAT the Catholic Education Commission of Western Australia, The Independent Schools’ Salaries
Officers’ Association of Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, the Association of
Independent Schools of Western Australia (Inc) and
the Anglican Schools Commission (Inc) shall meet
to undertake discussions within 7 days of today’s date
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(2)

(3)

(4)

[L.S.]
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and report back to the Commission at a conference
to be convened at a time to be arranged;
THAT the purpose of those discussions is to deal
with the dispute between the employers and the Union as to the provisions of Clause 8 – Leave, subclause
(1) of the Award;
THAT prior to the meeting, the parties are to draw
up and exchange details of what each considers necessary and appropriate in a special leave clause in
the context of the current provisions of the Award
and relevant legislation;
THAT during those discussions, the parties should
address—
(a) what constitutes “sufficient cause” and any
definition and/or examples;
(b) whether grievance procedures/dispute settlement procedures should exist for the purpose
of dealing with any dispute as to whether there
is “sufficient cause” in a particular case; and
(c) whether any limits are appropriate for special
leave for the purposes of a maximum award
prescription.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
and
Eltin Limited.
No. C 126 of 1999.
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER.
25 May 1999.
Direction.
WHEREAS on 4 May 1999 the applicant made application
pursuant to s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 in relation to an alleged constructive dismissal by the respondent of
the applicant’s member Mr A Mahnkoph seeking relief by way
of payment of compensation;
AND WHEREAS the Commission convened a conference
pursuant to s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 on 25
May 1999 with a view to endeavouring to resolve the subject
matter of the application by conciliation;
AND WHEREAS the respondent raised a preliminary issue
as to the Commission’s jurisdiction to entertain the application on the basis that at the material times Mr Mahnkoph’s
employment with the respondent was subject to the terms of
an individual workplace agreement in force under the
Workplace Agreements Act 1993;
AND WHEREAS as a result of the matters raised by the
respondent the Commission advised the parties that the matter
would be listed for a hearing of the preliminary issue as to
whether the Commission has jurisdiction to enquire into and
deal with the matter;
NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, in
order to facilitate the expeditious hearing of the preliminary
issue of jurisdiction hereby directs—
(1) THAT the applicant and respondent file an agreed
statement of facts (if any) no later than two days prior
to the date of hearing.
(2) THAT if either the applicant or respondent intend to
adduce evidence then evidence in chief in this matter be adduced by way of signed witness statements
which will stand as the evidence in chief of the maker.
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(3) THAT the parties file and serve upon one another
any signed witness statements upon which they intend to rely no later than two days prior to the date of
hearing.
(4) THAT the parties give notice to one another of witnesses they require to attend at the proceedings for
the purposes of cross-examination no later than one
day prior to the date of hearing.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

RECLASSIFICATION
APPEALS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Howard Ernest Isaacs
and
Executive Director Ministry of Fair Trading.
No. PSA 20 of 1998.
1 June 1999.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D L Newman on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr W J Fanderlinden on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders—
THAT the position P1691612, Product Safety Officer
in the Trade Measurement Unit of the Ministry of Fair
Trading be reclassified from Level 3 to Level 4 effective
from 30 June 1998.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner/
Public Service Arbitrator.

NOTICES—
Union matters—
Appl No. 106 of 1999.
NOTICE is given of an application by “The Master Plumbers’
and Mechanical Services Association of Western Australia
(Union of Employers)” to the Full Bench of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for an alteration to
rule 1 – Name and rule 3 – Constitution, rule 4 – Scope and
Extent of the Plumbing and Mechanical Services Industry and
rule 6—Membership, that relate to the eligibility for membership of the organisation.
The current rules and the proposed rule amendments are set
out below—
Existing Rule
1.—NAME
The Association shall be known as “The Master Plumbers
& Mechanical Services Association of Western Australia (Union of Employers)” hereinafter referred to as “The Association”.
3.—CONSTITUTION
The Association shall comprise an unlimited number of persons, firms, companies and corporations who or which have
been admitted as members in accordance with the Rules of the
Association.
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4.—SCOPE AND EXTENT OF THE PLUMBING AND
MECHANICAL SERVICES INDUSTRY
Plumbing and Mechanical Services work shall deem to be
the work and processes as described in the following clauses
but shall not be limited to or by these clauses.
Plumbing work or Plumbing trade shall also mean all workmanship skills, trades expertise, applicable technology and
materials currently used or which may in the future be used in
connection with the design, fabrication, installation, commissioning, alteration, repair and maintenance of the following
services—
(a) General plumbing, sanitary plumbing, water supply
plumbing, domestic and industrial gas fitting.
(b) Drainage—storm water sub-soil, trade waste, sewer,
nuclear waste treatment and disposal.
(a) Septic Tanks—construction and installation.
(d) Services embracing water heating, chilled water,
steam and condensate, high temperature hot water,
hot water, compressed air, oil, solar heating, condenser water, medical and industrial gases, vacuum,
soap, sterile-water installations and recirculated water.
(e) General roof work, including roof and wall claddings,
gutters, downpipes and flashings.
(f) Commercial and Industrial Fire Protection.
(g) Chemical, product, commercial and industrial pipe
and ductwork installations.
(h) Ventilation, air conditioning and Refrigeration installations.
(i) Laying, altering and/or repair of mains such as water, sewer, gas and oil reticulation.
(j) Installation and services to Industrial, Hospital, Commercial and Restaurant equipment (other than
electrical services),
(k) Manufacture, installation and repair of tanks.
(l) Plumbing work shall be classed as such, wherever it
is carried out; whether in employer’s workshops, in
any class of building or structure; in construction and
development sites; in mines, ships, barges; oil rigs
and platforms; in air, space and land vehicles.
(m) As plumbing work covers such a broad spectrum of
work and the technological changes in materials and
methods, this clause can only be considered a guide
and in no way shall limit the scope of the work.\
6.—MEMBERSHIP
6.1 Eligibility
Any person, firm, company or corporation who, or which, is
or is usually an employer within the meaning of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979, or a sole trader working in, or in connection with all or any facet of the Plumbing Industry described
in Rule 4 of these Rules, shall be eligible for membership.
6.2 Classes of Membership
There shall be classes of membership of the Association as
follows—
Ordinary Members
Country Members
Industry Members
Life Members
Teaching Members
Retired Members
all of whom shall, unless the context otherwise requires, be
included in any reference to “member” wherever appearing in
these Rules and Constitution.
6.3 Ordinary Members
Ordinary members of the Association shall comprise those
individuals, sole traders, partnerships, companies or other legal entities carrying on a bona fide plumbing, roofing, gas
installation, plumbing consulting, draining and/or mechanical
contracting business and the proprietor/principal/ nominee of
which shall hold a license or certificate where applicable issued by the appropriate statutory authority.
Such members may be admitted to the Association upon the
endorsement of the Executive Committee.
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6.4 Country Members
Country members of the Association shall comprise those
individuals, sole traders, partnerships or other legal entities
who or which meet the criteria for ordinary membership defined in Clause 6.3 but whose business is operated outside the
boundaries of the 26 Perth Metropolitan Regional Shires.
Such members may be admitted to the Association upon the
endorsement of the Executive Committee.
6.5 Industry Members
Industry members of the Association shall comprise those
individuals, sole traders, partnerships, companies or other legal entities carrying on a bona fide business actively engaged
in manufacture, distribution and/or servicing of the plumbing
industry interpreted in its broadest sense, and on the endorsement of the Executive Committee, may be admitted to the
Association as Industry Members.
Industry members shall be ineligible to hold office, exercise
voting rights or display emblems of the Association.
6.6 Life Members
In recognition of faithful services rendered to the Association and/or the plumbing industry by an ordinary member, a
General Meeting may elect such a member as a Life Member
of the Association.
Every nomination for the appointment of a Life Member
shall be submitted to the Executive Committee in writing and
accompanied by not less than three testimonials in support of
such application.
Because Life Membership is the highest honour which the
Association may bestow upon a member, the conferring of
Life Membership shall be restricted to not more than one nominee per annum and such nomination must be submitted to the
Annual General Meeting of members each year for approval
by that meeting.
Life Membership shall entail all the privileges and rights of
ordinary membership of the Association without payment of
fees, subscriptions, due or levies.
6.7 Teaching Members
Any person who is an approved instructor, teacher or lecturer in the School of Plumbing and Sheetmetal of the W.A.
Department of Technical & Further Education or any person
holding a similar position at any private institution either secondary or tertiary in nature, may apply to the Association for
teacher membership. Every application for teacher membership shall include details of the qualifications held, and the
establishment or establishments at which tuition is currently
being given.
Upon endorsement by the Executive Committee such persons may be admitted to membership as Teaching Members.
Teaching members shall be ineligible to hold office or exercise voting rights.
6.8 Retired Members
For the purposes of this clause a Retired Member is a person, sole trader, nominee of a company or other legal entity
who has sold or otherwise relinquished control or has ceased
to exercise control of a plumbing contracting organisation previously enrolled with the Association as an Ordinary member.
An application for retired membership must be made in writing to the Executive Committee and subject to a
recommendation from that Committee to the General Meeting may be admitted to the Association as a Retired Member.
6.9 Admission to Membership
Admission to membership of the Association shall be conditional upon compliance with the following—
(a) Members of the Association as at present constituted
at the time of the meeting adopting these Rules creating the classes of membership shall be and subject
to these rules shall continue to be members of the
Association in the applicable category for such membership.
(b) All new applicants for membership shall lodge with
the Director, a signed application on an approved
form together with a nomination fee (if applicable)
and subscription. The Director shall submit every
application received to the Executive Committee
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which shall review the suitability of the applicant
and shall—
(i) Accept the application
(ii) Reject the application
(iii) Defer action in terms of (i) and (ii) pending
further enquiries being made except that action in terms of (i) and (ii) shall not be delayed
beyond the next scheduled meeting of the Executive Committee.
(c) An application by a firm, company or corporation
shall nominate a representative to the Association
who shall be a person acceptable to the Executive
Committee. The person so nominated shall represent
the firm, company or corporation if admitted to membership. The representative shall attend meetings and
vote as for the firm, company or corporation he represents and the term Member shall also mean the
representative ceasing to represent the firm or company a further representative acceptable to the
committee shall be nominated by the firm, company
or corporation.
6.10 Members Bound by the Rules and Constitution
Every applicant for membership shall, on acceptance as a
member of the Association, be bound by the Rules and Constitution of the Association in force from time to time and
until he shall have formally have resigned his membership in
terms of rule 6.12 or his membership terminated in terms of
rule 6.13.
6.11 Violation of the Rules and Penalties Therefor
(a) The Executive Committee shall be empowered to
recommend to General Meeting, supported by reasons in writing, the expulsion, suspension or fine of
any member on proof to the satisfaction of the Committee that such member has been guilty of—
(i) Failing to observe, or the commission, of any
breach of any of these Rules or of the Code of
Conduct or refusal to carry out any order or
direction of the Committee or of any General
Meeting in accordance with these Rules.
(ii) Divulging or making known or making use of
correspondence, business, or information
gained in a privileged position either as a member or officer of the Association to the
advantage of the member or officer to the detriment of the Association or any members.
(b) The Procedure for dealing with charges against a
member for violation of the Rules shall be as follows—
(i) Any charge against any member shall be in
writing signed by the person laying the charge,
or by the Director acting on behalf of a member or members at his or their request.
(ii) Upon notification by the Director that a charge
has been laid against a member, the Executive
Committee shall cause a notice to be sent by
Certified Mail to the member complained
against at his address as shown in the Register
of Members, ordering him to attend before the
Executive Committee to answer the charge at
a Meeting of the Executive Committee called
for that purpose and shall also send a copy of
such notice to the person laying the charge if
other than the Director and such notice shall
be sent not less than 7 clear days before the
time appointed for the meeting.
(iii) The Director shall upon application by either
party send a notice to any other member to
appear and give evidence providing that such
application is made 3 clear days before the date
of the hearing of the charge. Should either of
the two parties fail to attend, the Committee
shall take evidence and decide the case as if
all parties were present. The member charged
shall remain in attendance while all evidence
given against him is taken and shall be given
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full and complete opportunity to answer the
same and to ask questions of all witnesses.
(iv) If after hearing the evidence the Committee
shall be of the opinion that the charge is sustained, it shall recommend such penalty as it
thinks fit to the next General Meeting or to a
Special General Meeting, convened (inter alia)
for the purpose of considering the Executive
Committee recommendation.
(v) Upon the resolution of General Meeting to
approve, amend or reject the recommendation
of the Executive Committee in respect of penalty the Director shall thereupon cause notices
of such resolution to be sent to the member
charged at the said address by Certified Mail.
(c) Effect of Expulsion and Suspension or Fine—
(i) Any expelled member shall forfeit all claim
he may have upon the funds or property of the
Association and shall remain liable for all subscriptions or other monies due by him to the
date of his expulsion.
(ii) No member expelled, suspended or fined shall
be entitled to take any action or proceeding
whatsoever against the Association for or in
respect of any such fine, suspension or expulsion.
(Rule 6.12 is hereby disallowed as from 22/1/96 Appl 1326/
95 Order of the President)
6.12 Resignation of Membership1
Any member shall be entitled to resign from membership
of the Association upon giving at least three months written
notice to the Director, or by payment of three months membership fees in lieu of notice, but such resignation shall not
be effective until such member has paid all fees, fines, levies
or other dues payable by him under these rules to the end of
the period covered by such notice and obtains a clearance in
writing which thereupon shall be issued by the Director. Upon
his resignation taking effect a member shall cease to be bound
by and to have any rights under these Rules and must forthwith remove all emblems or other indication of membership
from vehicles, documentation, advertising or wherever elsewhere displayed.
1
Rule 6.12 is hereby disallowed as from 22/1/96 Appl 1326/95 Order of the
President

6.13 Termination of Membership
(a) If a member ceases to be eligible as a member of the
Association his membership shall be terminated.
(b) Where there is a reported alteration in the constitution of a member whether it be the formation or
dissolution of a partnership or the formation or winding up of a company the Director shall make
appropriate investigations and recommend—
(i) that existing membership or memberships
should continue in changed nomenclature
(or)
(ii) that existing membership or memberships be
terminated.
(c) If any member becomes bankrupt assigns his estate
for the benefit of his creditors (or in the case of a
partnership is dissolved or in the case of a company
is wound up except for the purpose of reconstruction
or amalgamation) such membership shall be terminated.
(d) If any member fails to pay all outstanding dues by
the last day of the Association’s Financial Year such
membership shall be terminated without prejudice
to any action initiated in terms of Rule 7.5.
(e) Recommendations for termination of membership in
terms of Rule 6.13 (a)—(d) shall be submitted by
the Director to the Executive Committee for approval
and the decision of the Executive Committee shall
be recorded in the Minutes of such Executive Committee Meeting.
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6.14 Expulsion from Membership
Any member committing an offence against these Rules as
herein provided may be expelled after such notice and upon
such conditions as are set out in Rule 6.11.
6.15 Register of Members
The Director shall cause to be kept in one or more books a
register of the members of the Association with relevant particulars thereof including the name and address of the member
and the name of the representative.
Proposed rules incorporating and showing in bold distinctive characters the alterations sought
(Note the proposed amendments shown in bold characters
only apply to the Full Bench matters)
1.—Name
The name of the Association is “The Master Plumbers and
Gasfitters Association of Western Australia (Union of Employers)”.
3.—Constitution
The Association will be made up of an unlimited number
of persons, firms, associations, joint ventures, companies and
corporations who or which have been admitted as members
in accordance with these Rules.
4.—Scope and Extent of the Plumbing and Mechanical
Services Industry
Plumbing and Mechanical Services work shall be deemed
to be the work and processes as described in the following
clauses but shall not be limited to or by these clauses.
Plumbing work or Plumbing trade shall also mean all workmanship skills, trades expertise, applicable technology and
materials currently used or which may in the future be used
in connection with the design, fabrication, installation, commissioning, alteration, repair and maintenance of the
following services—
(a) General plumbing, sanitary plumbing, water supply plumbing, domestic and industrial gas fitting.
(b) Drainage, storm water, sub-soil drainage, trade
waste, sewer, nuclear waste treatment and disposal.
(c) Septic Tanks—construction and installation.
(d) Services embracing water heating, chilled water,
steam and condensate, high temperature hot water, hot water, compressed air, oil, solar heating,
condenser water, medical and industrial gases,
vacuum, soap, sterile-water installations and
recirculated water.
(e) General roof work, including roof and wall
claddings, gutters, downpipes and flashings.
(f) Domestic, residential, commercial and industrial
fire protection.
(g) Chemical, product, commercial and industrial pipe
and ductwork installations.
(h) Ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration installations.
(i) Laying, altering and/or repair of mains such as water, sewer, gas and oil reticulation.
(j) Installation and services to industrial, hospital,
commercial and restaurant equipment (other than
electrical services).
(k) Manufacture, installation and repair of tanks.
(l) Plumbing work shall be classed as such, wherever
it is carried out; whether in employer’s workshops,
in any class or building or structure; in construction and development sites; in mines, ships, barges;
oil rigs and platforms; in air, space and land vehicles.
(m) As plumbing work covers such a broad spectrum
of work and the technological changes in materials and methods, this clause can only be considered
a guide and in no way shall limit the scope of the
work.
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6.—Membership
6.1 Eligibility
Any person, firm, company or corporation who, or which,
is or is usually an employer within the meaning of the Act,
or a sole trader working in, or in connection with all or any
facet of the Plumbing Industry described in Rule 4 of this
Constitution, will be eligible for membership.
6.2 Classes of Membership
The Association will have the following classes of membership—
Ordinary members
Country members
Associate members
Life members
Teaching members
Student members
Retired members
all of whom will, unless the context otherwise requires, be
included in any reference to “member” wherever appearing
in this Constitution.
6.3 Ordinary Members
Ordinary Members of the Association will consist of those
persons, firms, associations, joint ventures, companies and
corporations or other legal entities carrying on a bona fide
plumbing, roofing, gas installation, plumbing consulting,
draining and/or mechanical contracting business and the
proprietor/principal/nominee of which shall hold a license
or certificate where applicable issued by the appropriate statutory authority.
Ordinary Members may be admitted to the Association upon
the endorsement of the Executive Committee.
6.4 Country Members
Country Members of the Association will consist of those
persons, firms, associations, joint ventures, companies and
corporations or other legal entities who or which meet the
criteria for ordinary membership defined in Clause 6.3 but
whose business is operated outside a 58 kilometre radius of
the Registered Office of the Association.
Country Members may be admitted to the Association upon
the endorsement of the Executive Committee.
6.5 Associate Members
Associate Members of the Association will consist of those
persons, firms, associations, joint ventures, companies and
corporations or other legal entities carrying on a bona fide
business actively engaged in manufacture, distribution and/
or servicing of the plumbing industry, and on the endorsement of the Executive Committee, may be admitted to the
Association as Associate Members.
Associate members will be ineligible to hold office or exercise voting rights but will be eligible to display emblems of
the Association as Associate Members.
6.6 Life Members
(a) An Annual General Meeting may elect a member
as a Life Member of the Association in recognition
of faithful service rendered to the Association by
that member.
(b) Every nomination for the appointment of a Life
Member must be submitted to the Executive Committee in writing and accompanied by not less than
three testimonials in support.
(c) The conferring of Life Membership will be restricted to not more than one nominee per annum.
Nomination must be submitted to the Annual General Meeting of members each year for approval by
that meeting.
(d) Life Membership will entail all the privileges and
rights of Ordinary Membership of the Association
without payment of fees, subscriptions, dues or levies.
6.7 Teaching Members
(a) Any person who is an approved instructor, teacher
or lecturer in plumbing, gasfitting and sheetmetal
at any training institution either secondary or tertiary in nature, may apply to the Association for
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Teacher Membership. Every application for Teacher
Membership must include details of the qualifications held, and the establishment or establishments
at which tuition is currently being given.
(b) Teaching Members may be admitted to the membership of the Association upon endorsement by
the Executive Committee.
(c) Teaching Members shall be ineligible to hold office or exercise voting rights.
6.8 Student Members
(a) Any person studying to complete his or her training in plumbing at any training institution may
apply to the Association for Student Membership.
Every application for Student Membership must include details of the type of training being
undertaken and the establishment or establishments
at which it is being undertaken.
(b) Student Members may be admitted to membership
of the Association upon endorsement by the Executive Committee.
(c) Student members shall be ineligible to hold office
or exercise voting rights.
6.9 Retired Members
For the purposes of this clause a Retired Member is a person, sole trader, nominee of a company or other legal entity,
previously enrolled with the Association as an Ordinary Member, who has sold or otherwise relinquished control or has
ceased to exercise control of a plumbing contracting organisation. Such a person may be admitted to the Association as
a Retired Member.
6.10 Admission to Membership
Admission to membership of the Association will be conditional on compliance with the following—
(a) Members of the Association as it is constituted at the
time of the meeting adopting this Constitution creating the classes of membership shall be, subject to
these rules and shall continue to be members of the
Association in the applicable category for such membership.
(b) All new applicants for membership must lodge with
the Executive Director, a signed application agreeing to be bound by the Association’s Rules and Code
of Conduct. This application must be on an approved
form and must be lodged with a nomination fee (if
applicable) and subscription. The Executive Director will submit every application received to the
Executive Committee which will review the suitability of the applicant and may—
(1) Accept the application; or
(2) Reject the application; or
(3) Defer making a decision to accept or reject
the application until further enquires have been
made so long as a decision is not delayed beyond the next scheduled meeting of the
Executive Committee.
(c) An application by a firm, company or corporation
must nominate to the Association a representative
who must be a person acceptable to the Executive
Committee. The person so nominated will represent
the firm, company or corporation if it is admitted to
membership. The representative will attend meetings
and vote as for the member he or she represents and
the term “member” will also mean the representative of the member. If a representative ceases to
represent a member a further representative acceptable to the Executive Committee must be nominated
by that member.
6.11 Members Bound by the Rules and Constitution
When an applicant for membership is accepted as a member of the Association he or she will be bound by the Rules
and Constitution of the Association in force from time to time
until he or she resigns from membership in accordance with
rule 6.13 or has his or her membership terminated in accordance with rule 6.14.
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6.12 Violation of the Rules and Penalties Therefore
a) If the Executive Committee is satisfied that a member has been guilty of misconduct including—
(1) Failing to observe these Rules or the Code of
Conduct;
(2) The commission of any breach of these Rules
or of the Code of Conduct;
(3) Refusal to carry out any order or direction of
the Executive Committee or of any General
Meeting in accordance with these Rules;
(4) Conduct which may reduce the standing of the
Association in the community;
(5) Conduct which may bring the Association into
disrepute
(6) Divulging or making known or making use of
correspondence, business, or information
gained in a privileged position either as a
member or officer of the Association to the
advantage of the member or officer to the detriment of the Association or any members.
The Committee may recommend to the General Meeting that the member be expelled,
suspended or fined. When it makes a recommendation, the Committee must provide the
General Meeting with a written statement of
its reasons.
(b) The procedure for dealing with charges against a
member for violation of the Rules shall be as follows—
(1) Any charge against any member must be in
writing signed by the person laying the charge,
or by the Executive Director acting on behalf
of and at the request of a member or members.
(2) When it is notified by the Executive Director
that a charge has been laid against a member,
the Executive Committee must cause a notice
to be sent by Certified Mail to the member
complained against at his or her address as
shown in the Register of Members, ordering
that member to appear before the Executive
Committee to answer the charge at a Meeting
of the Executive Committee called for that
purpose. If the person laying the charge is
someone other than the Executive Director, the
Executive Director must also send a copy of
the notice to that person at least 7 clear days
before the time appointed for the meeting.
(3) Either party may apply to the Executive Director at least three clear days before the
hearing of the charge for a notice to be sent to
any other member to appear and give evidence.
(4) If either of the two parties fails to attend, the
Executive Committee will take evidence and
decide the case as if all parties were present.
(5) The member charged must remain in attendance while all evidence given against him or
her is taken and must be given full and complete opportunity to answer the evidence and
to ask questions of all witnesses.
(6) If after hearing the evidence the Executive
Committee is satisfied that the charge is sustained, it will recommend such penalty as it
thinks fit to the next General Meeting or to a
Special General Meeting convened (inter alia)
for the purpose of considering the Executive
Committee recommendation.
(7) The General Meeting may make a resolution
to approve, amend or reject the recommendation of the Executive Committee in respect of
penalty. The Executive Director must then
cause notices of this resolution to be sent by
Certified Mail to the member charged at his
or her address as shown in the Register of
Members.
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(c) Any expelled member shall forfeit all claim he may
have upon the funds or property of the Association
and shall remain liable for all subscriptions or other
monies due by him to the date of his expulsion.
6.13 Resignation of Membership
(a) Any member of the Association may resign by giving
written notice of resignation addressed to the Association.
(b) The notice of resignation in (a) must be given to the
Association by—
(1) delivering it personally to the Association’s
office at the Association’s registered address;
or
(2) sending it by certified mail to the registered
address or the address of the Association
shown in the Perth “White Pages” telephone
directory.
(c) A member’s notice of resignation takes effect on the
day on which it is served on the Association or on a
later day specified in the notice but the member remains responsible for any subscriptions, fees, levies
or fines owing up to and including the date of termination of membership.
(d) Where a member’s subscription has expired and has
not been renewed, on expiration of a period of three
months, the membership expires but the member shall
be responsible for any subscriptions, fees, levies or
fines owing up to and including the date of termination of membership.
(e) Where a member’s notice of resignation takes effect,
the member will cease to be bound by and have any
rights under these Rules and must immediately remove all symbols or other indication of membership
from vehicles, documentation, advertising or wherever else it is displayed by the member and
immediately pay all arrears in membership.
6.14 Termination of Membership
(a) The membership of any member who ceases to be
eligible as a member of the Association will be terminated immediately.
(b) Where there is a reported alteration in the constitution of a member whether it be the formation or
dissolution of a partnership or the formation or winding up of a company the Executive Director must
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make appropriate investigations and recommend to
the Executive Committee—
(1) that existing membership or memberships
should continue in changed nomenclature; or
(2) that existing membership or memberships be
terminated.
(c) The membership of any member who becomes bankrupt, assigns his or her estate for the benefit of his
or her creditors, is dissolved or wound up (except
for the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation)
will terminate immediately.
6.15 Register of Members
(a) The Executive Director shall cause to be kept a register of members of the Association showing the name
and residential address of each member and details
of the financial status of each member in respect of
his or her membership.
(b) The register of members of the Association is to be
made available by the Association for inspection by
such persons as are authorised by the Registrar, at
such times as are appointed by the Registrar, at the
office of the Association.
(c) The Executive Director shall cause the register of
members of the Association to be purged on not less
than 4 occasions in each year by striking off the
names of members whose membership has ended
under section 64A or 64B of the Act or under these
Rules.
6.16 List of Office Bearers
The Executive Director shall cause to be kept a list of the
names, residential addresses and occupations of persons holding office in the Association.
The matter has been listed before the Full Bench on 28 July
1999.
A copy of the rules of the organisation and the proposed rule
amendments may be inspected at my office, 16th floor, National Mutual Centre, 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth.
Any organisation registered under the Industrial Relations
Act 1979, or any person who satisfies the Full Bench that he
has a sufficient interest or desires to object to the application
may do so by filing a notice of objection in accordance with
the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985.
25 May 1999
R. C. LOVEGROVE,
Deputy Registrar.
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Mosson BC and Brear & Doonan (1992) Pty Ltd—No. 2187 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed ............................
1455
Noack K L and BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd—No. 2031 of 1997—Application re Unfair Dismissal and For Allegedly Denied
Contractual Entitlements—Preliminary Point ....................................................................................................................................
289
Noack K L and BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd—No. 2031 of 1997—Application re Unfair Dismissal and For Allegedly Denied
Contractual Entitlements—Dismissed................................................................................................................................................
866
Norman B and Bega Garnbirringu Health Services Aboriginal Corporation—No. CR163 of 1997—Appeal of Decision for Allegedly
Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed ...................................................................................................................................................................
1238
Notley B and Northside Rentals—No. 2273 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal and Allegedly Denied Contractual
Entitlements—Granted ..............................................................................................................................................................................
1456
Oates G and Sanders Executive Pty Ltd t/a LJ Hooker Morley—No. 474 of 1998—Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual
Entitlements—Granted ......................................................................................................................................................................
1192
O’Donoghue J and Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd—No. 2172 of 1998— Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual
Entitlements—Dismissed...................................................................................................................................................................
1750
Peredo LA and Metland Products—No. 1311 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed ....................................................
597, 867
Porter BJ and Armadale Datsun Car Repairs and Service—No. 1607 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed ................
869
Quince A and Muchea Rural Sheds Pty Ltd—No. 1540 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed.....................................
1457
Rego C and ERG Group of Companies—No. 1950 of 1997—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed............................................
290
Richardson A and Another and Pipunya Pty Ltd and Another—Nos. 254 and 255 of 1999—Applications re Unfair Dismissal and
Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—Dismissed ................................................................................................................... 1200, 1459
Richardson DR and Legion Pty Ltd & Jones Partners t/as Alu Glass—Application No. 1695 of 1998—Application re Unfair
Dismissal—Dismissed for want of Prosecution .................................................................................................................................
603
Rogers FJ and Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd—No. 1678 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Granted .......................................
1201
Rozsa L and Nomel Nominees Pty Ltd—No. 1592 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed ............................................
1204
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CUMULATIVE CONTENTS—continued
Page
UNFAIR DISMISSAL/CONTRACTUAL ENTITLEMENTS—continued
Sackett R and Hiform Concrete Pty Ltd—No. 3660 of 1998—Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—Dismissed..
Salpietro S and Anthony & Sons Pty Ltd t/as West Boat Builders—No. 988 of 1998—Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual
Entitlements—Dismissed for Want of Jurisdiction ............................................................................................................................
Satie G and STW Channel Nine Perth—No. 727 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal and Allegedly Denied Contractual
Entitlements—Dismissed...................................................................................................................................................................
Scott F and Consolidated Paper Industries (WA) Pty Ltd—No. 637 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Order Issued ..............
Scriven T H and Email Limited—No. 752 of 1998—Application For Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—Dismissed..............
Shimmings PJ and Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association of WA (Inc) t/a Alzheimer’s Association WA—No. 1694
and 1965 of 1996—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Order Issued .................................................................................................
Smith R and Rebo Holdings Pty Ltd trading as Café Villa—No. 1520 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed...............
Smith VS and G & F Beltline Services Pty Ltd—No. 778 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed for Want of
Jurisdiction ........................................................................................................................................................................................
Sparks D and Victoria Hotel (WA) Pty Ltd—No. 1005 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal and Allegedly Denied Contractual
Entitlements—Dismissed ..................................................................................................................................................................
Sparks R and Victoria Hotel (WA) Pty Ltd—No. 1004 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal and Allegedly Denied Contractual
Entitlements—Dismissed...................................................................................................................................................................
Sproule G and Boyanup Capel Dardanup Football Club Inc (Boyanup Tavern)—No. 1646 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal
and Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—Dismissed for Want of Jurisdiction......................................................................
Stokes R and Wingstar Holdings Pty Ltd—No. 611 of 1998—Application for Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—Granted ....
Sulejman A and Pirtek (Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd—No. 445 of 1999—Application re Unfair Dismissal and Allegedly Denied Contractual
Entitlements —Granted......................................................................................................................................................................
Summerfield PH and Shire of Katanning—No. 694 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed...........................................
Sutton KP and Simto Australia—No. 122 of 1997—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Granted..............................................................
Tan GR and Paris and Chrissie Kafetzis t/as Gabriel’s Café—No. 1842 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed ............
Taylor PD and Director General, Ministry of Justice—No. PSAB16 of 1998—Application re Termination of Employment—
Dismissed ..........................................................................................................................................................................................
Thomas B and Applied Chemicals Pty Ltd—No. 589 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Dismissed ........................................
Thomas N and Andrew Grove, William Grove, Alison Smith and John Grove trading as The Indian Ocean Hotel—No. 1672 of
1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Granted ............................................................................................................................
Wade T and Kyle’s Café—No. 889 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Discontinued ...............................................................
Walker G and Queststyle Pty Ltd—No. 1473 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Granted ........................................................
Ward EA and Microfusion Pty Ltd—No. 1535 of 1998—Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—Order Issued .....
Warren DR and Altronic Distributors Pty Ltd—No. 968 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal—Granted .......................................
Williams SD and Design Media (WA) Pty Ltd—No. 246 of 1998— Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—
Dismissed ..........................................................................................................................................................................................
Wilcox D and Antonio D'Angelo—No. 1366 of 1998—Application re Unfair Dismissal and Allegedly Denied Contractual
Entitlements—Dismissed...................................................................................................................................................................
Wilkinson A and Beechies Tavern—No. 1010 of 1997—Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—Order Issued ......
Williamson T and Kresta Blinds Limited—No. 1524 of 1998—Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—
Dismissed for want of Jurisdiction .....................................................................................................................................................
Wodcke JM and ABC123 Home Services Pty Ltd—No. 2189 of 1998—Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual Benefits—
Granted ..............................................................................................................................................................................................
Wood C and Alan Marsh (First Respondent) Surface Coating Corporation (Australia) Pty Ltd (Second Respondent) —No. 18 of
1999—Application re Allegedly Denied Contractual Entitlements—Granted ...................................................................................

599
870
292
601
294
1462
1206
871
1207
1207
296
298
1753
1758
872
872
909
1463
1464
874
875
603
1468
1760
300
603
604
878
1472

UNIONS—APPLICATION FOR ALTERATION OF RULES
Real Estate Sales Persons Association—Application No. 1272 of 1998—Application for Alteration of Rules 2, 3, 5, 9, 15, 17A, 17B,
17C, 17D, 20,20A and 27 ..................................................................................................................................................................
26
Forest Products, Furnishings Allied Industries Industrial Union—Application No. 1902 of 1998—Alteration to Rule 24........................
884
Western Australian Municipal, Road Boards, Parks and Racecourse Employees' Union—Application No. 185 of 1999—Alteration to
Rules 11A, 24, 28, 36,and 38 .............................................................................................................................................................
1244
Western Australian Police Union —Application No. 275 of 1999—Alteration to Rule 3 and Rule 4................................................... 884, 1335, 1775
Western Australian Police Union —Application No. 274 of 1999—Alterations to Rule 1 to 32 (inclusive) .............................................
1775
UNIONS—APPLICATION FOR INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION
Australian Rail, Tram & Bus Industry Union—No. 2117 of 1998—Application for Registration of Organisation by Amalgamation—
Order Issued.......................................................................................................................................................................................

368, 976

UNIONS—APPLICATION FOR ORDERS UNDER SECTION 72A
Australian Workers Union—No. 1996 of 1998—Before the Full Bench—Order and Direction Issued ....................................................
Transport Workers’ Union—No. 151 of 1999—Before the Full Bench— Order and Direction Issued .....................................................

368
1543

UNIONS—APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
Australian Rail, Tram & Bus Industry Union—No. 2117 of 1998—Application for Registration of Organisation by Amalgamation—
Before the Full Bench—Order Issued ................................................................................................................................................

972

UNIONS—MATTERS DEALT WITH UNDER SECTION 66
Barbour W and Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union and
Another—Nos. 1144 and 1145 of 1998—Order pursuant to Section 66—Order Issued.....................................................................
Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemens' and Cleaners' Union and Castellas R H and Others—No. 2120 of 1998—Application For an
Order pursuant to Section 66—Order Issued......................................................................................................................................
COAL INDUSTRY TRIBUNAL—AWARDS/AGREEMENTS APPLICATION FOR
The Wesfarmers Coal Limited Enterprise Agreement Maintenance 1998—2001 No. 4 of 1998...............................................................
The Wesfarmers Coal Limited Enterprise Agreement—Operations 1998 Nos. 2 and 5 of 1998................................................................

369
102
340
345
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST headings
Denotes New Heading
Absence Without Leave
Act—Interpretation of
Allowances—See also specific heading, e.g. Isolation Allowance,
Industry Allowance, Meal Money—(Includes Special Rates and
Provisions)
Annual Leave—(Includes Annual Leave Loading)
Appeal
Apprentices and Juniors
Awards—(Includes specified sub-headings, First Awards, New
Awards, Area, Scope, Coverage, Cancellations, Award-Free,
Respondency)
Board of Reference
Board and Lodging—(Includes Accommodation)
Bonus—(Includes Incentive Payments)
Breach of Award
Capacity to Pay—Includes Inability to Pay
Casual Work—(Includes loadings applicable to such work and nature
of casual employment)
Classification—(Includes Reclassification)
Clothing—(Used when clothing is/is not provided and for clothing
allowances)
Common Rule—(Used in relation to Awards being or becoming
Common Rule awards)
Comparative Wage Justice—See also Nexus—(Includes Relativities)
Compassionate Leave—(Includes Bereavement Leave)
Compensation—See also specific heading, e.g. Redundancy, Long
Service Leave—(Includes compensation for unfair dismissals)
Conference—(Includes such matters as jurisdiction arising out of)
Confined Space
Consumer Price Index
Contract of Service—(Used in relation to Section 29 (2) applications)
Contract out of Award
Custom and Practice
Dangerous Work
Date of Operation—(Includes Retrospectivity, Prospectivity)
Demarcation
Dirt Money
Disabilities
Discrimination
Employee—(Used in such cases as whether person is an employee or
independent contractor or agent)
Enforcement of Awards/Orders
Entry: Right of
Hours of Work
Industrial Action—(Includes Work-to-Rule, Picketing, Stop Work
Meeting, Strike, Bans, Lockouts)
Industrial Matter
Industry—(Used re questions of extent and meaning of specified
industry)
Industry Allowance
Interpretation—Words and Phrases
Intervention
Isolation Allowance
Jurisdiction
Jury Service

Leave Without Pay
Living Away From Home Allowance
Long Service Leave
Managerial Prerogative
Manning
Maternity Leave
Meal Breaks
Meal Money
Misconduct
Mixed Functions—(Includes Higher Duties)
Natural Justice
Nexus
Night and Weekend Work
On Call—(Includes Stand by)
Order—(Includes Cancellation of Order)
Over Award Payment
Overtime—(Includes Call Back, Recall)
Part-Time
Penalty Rates
Piecework
Preference—(Includes Compulsory Unionism)
Principles (Wage Fixing)
Procedural Matters (e.g. Standards of evidence)
Promotion Appeals
Public Holidays
Public Interest
Redundancy/Retrenchment—(Includes Severance Pay)
Reinstatement
Registration—See Unions
Rest Periods—(Includes Smokos)
Safety
Shift Work
Sick Leave
Standdown
Stay of Proceedings
Superannuation
Supplementary and Service Payments
Tallies
Technological Change
Termination—(Includes Dismissal, Wrongful/Unfair Dismissal)
Training
Transfer
Travelling—(Includes Travelling Allowance and Travelling Time)
Unfair Discrepancy
Unions—(Includes Direction for Observance of Rules, Registration,
Rules, Enforcement of Rules, Coverage/Constitutional Coverage,
Dues, Membership, Cancellations, Exemptions)
Utilisation of Contractors
Victimisation
Wages—(Includes Catch-up Margins, Payment by Results, Piece
Work, Minimum Wage)
Work Value
Worker Participation
Workers Compensation
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST
MATTERS REFERRED TO IN DECISIONS OF THE INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION AND
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATES COURT CONTAINED IN VOL. 79 PART 1, SUB PART 6.
NOTE:

1
2

Denotes Industrial Appeal Court Decision
Denotes Full Bench Decision

3
4

Denotes Commission in Court Session Decision
Denotes Decision of President

Page
ACT—INTERPRETATION OF
1
Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct
1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ......................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary
Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculationFull Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services ..............................................................................................................
2
Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086) re Transfer
of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with
unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the
matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts.................................................................................
3
Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICSApplicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operationRespondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissionsCICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various...................
Application for Agreement and Arbitration of Agreement—Applicant argued employees covered by the agreement were entitled to take
two days paid leave in lieu provided that they were taken within the year they would have and were taken at a time convenient to
the employer—It was further argued by the applicant that the entitlement was traded away for the purposes of a previous
agreement that trade was limited to the life of the agreement—Respondent argued that it was agreed between the parties that
there would be no entitlement to the two days in question in the 1998 Agreement—Commission accepted Respondent's written
and oral evidence and questioned the reason why the Applicant pursued the claims—Agreement issues—Arbitration
dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Mr Ian Hill, Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Training—PSACR 86 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—18/12/98—Government ................................................................
Application to register an Industrial Agreement-Minister for Labour Relations intervened to have Clause 30 " Other Agreements "
deleted from the Agreement-Minister argued that the Clause is not an industrial matter and could offend the Workplace
Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the jurisdiction of the Commission regarding Industrial Agreements was limitedThe parties concerned entered into the Industrial Agreement quite freely and deliberately thus there was no valid reason why the
Agreement and the Clause should not be registered -Registered. - Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, W.A. Clerical and -v- Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia - AG 268 of 1998 FIELDING C - 09/02/99 - Health Services........................................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against Decision of Commission (79WAIG292) re Unfair Dismissal and Contractual Entitlements - Appellant argued that
Commission erred in its finding that the Application was lodged out of time, was a nullity and thus be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction - Counsel referred to the Act, Regulation and its interpretation - Full Bench found and interpreted the word lodge or
lodging as an act within the power of the Applicant, whereas, file or filing as an act done by the Registrar and/or his officers Further, the Application was a valid referral made within the twenty eight day time limit and lodged in accordance with the
regulations, thus, the Application could proceed - Upheld - Mrs G Satie -v- Swan Television and Radio Broadcasters Limited
trading as STW Channel 9 Perth - APPL 2238 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/BEECH C - 23/03/99 Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ......................................................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security ..............................................................................................................................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
ACT—INTERPRETATION OF—continued
Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................

966

2

Application for the registration of a new organisation by the amalgamation of two unions - The application was made by the two
unions, Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers - The matter was adjourned sine die to allow the unions to comply with the Act, namely an
amendment to Rule 1 and the name and the signature of the Secretary - No objection to application and adjournment - Full Bench
satisfied with both the amendment, signature and all statutory requirements of law had been complied with, authorised the
registration of the " The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch" - Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch & Other -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 2117 of
1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/BEECH C/SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 - Rail Transport.......................................................................

972

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................

1533

2

Application pursuant to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - The Applicant Union seeks Orders that the Union has the
right and constitutional coverage to represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the "Food
Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - Further the Food Preservers` Union does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interest of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - A
number of Parties sought leave to be heard - Full Bench was satisfied and declared that the Parties had sufficient interest to be
heard, within the meaning of Section 72A(5) of the Act - Orders and Directions Issued - Transport Workers' Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 151 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 02/06/99 - Transport Industry...........................................................................................................

1543

Application re Unfair Dismissal and determination of Jurisdiction - Applicant submitted and argued that not withstanding that the
employment was subject to the terms of a Federal award, the matter was within the jurisdiction of the Commission - Respondent
submitted and argued that by reasons of the Commission's decision in Hull vs City of Mandurah (1998) (78WAIG4912) the
Application should be dismissed - Commission found that the Federal Award provided for dispute settlement procedures that
refer to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission for resolution - Dismissed - Mr PH Summerfield -v- Shire of Katanning APPL 694 of 1998 - KENNER C - 03/06/99 - Government Administration......................................................................................

1758

ALLOWANCES
Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make
order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ...........................................................................................................................................................................

233

Application for alleged denial of contractual entitlements—Applicant argued that an accrual of sick leave should have been paid out on
retirement as per Employer's policy—Commission found on the balance of probabilities that the evidence did not support the
claim—Dismissed.—Mr TH Scriven -v- Email Limited—APPL 752 of 1998—GREGOR C—18/12/98—Electronic Equipment
Manufacture ......................................................................................................................................................................................

294

Application to substitute a higher allowance payment for an existing allowance—Applicant argued that a substitution of a higher
allowance payment for working in confined space be granted in the Industrial Agreement—Respondent opposed the claims—
Commission found that the disabilities are not outside the standard contemplated in the normal course of employment and the
level assumed when the rates for confined space was agreed to—Dismissed.—The Western Australian Builders' Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other -v- Total Corrosion Control Pty Ltd & Other—CR 13 of 1998—COLEMAN
CC—09/12/98—Metal Product Manufacturing.................................................................................................................................

303

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................

604

Application to vary award re expense related allowances -Applicant submitted adjustments based upon movements in the Consumer
Price Index operative from 1st pay on or after proceedings-Respondents consent to variations and operative date but proposed in
relation to the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 a prospective operative date -Commission held insufficient
justification for prospective date-Awards varied by consent-Order Issued. - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters
& Plasterers Union of Workers & Other -v- Adsigns Pty Ltd & Others - APPL 1968, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016
of 1998 - KENNER C - 28/01/99 - Various.......................................................................................................................................

821

Application for interpretation of Award-Re Board and/or lodging and call allowances clauses-Meaning of terms 'principal place of
residence' and 'reside'-Applicant argued provisions not ambiguous ought not be read in isolation having regard for industry or
operation-Union argued meaning as attributed previously by Full Bench -Commission's interpretation means: the main or
primary place of residence-Also 'reside' has a broader meaning now, recognises temporary stay-Held views expressed by
Commission previously in relation to 'on duty' were still valid-Interpretation given. - Brightwater Care Group (Inc) & Other -vThe Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - APPL 978 of 1998 - PARKS C 19/03/99 ............................................................................................................................................................................................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
ALLOWANCES—continued
Conference referred re employers withdrawal of Interstate travel pass arrangements-Facts conceded by parties -Applicant sought order
in similar terms to related matter already determined by Commission-Respondent claimed unions inactivity in pursuing matter
goes to merit of claim -Commission held merit same as previous matter-Adopted conclusions reach previously-Order issued as
sought. - The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers -v- Western Australian
Government Railways Commission - CR 180 of 1998 - BEECH C - 22/01/99 - Government Administration ..................................

1243

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ..........................................

1443

Application re harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was
constructively dismissed when Respondent demoted him with a consequential loss of pay-Applicant further argued that he was
given no opportunity to discuss allegations made against him before decision to demote him was made-Respondent denied that
applicant was dismissed without opportunity to discuss allegations concerning his conduct-Respondent further argued that even
though applicant's conduct warranted dismissal, Respondent sought alternative because of regard in which it had previously held
him-Commission found that applicant terminated contract-Commission further found that applicant had not discharged the onus
to show that the transfer or dismissal was unfair-Dismissed. - Mr R Hatton -v- Darago Holdings Pty Ltd - APPL 1345 of 1998 GREGOR C - 28/05/99 - Furniture....................................................................................................................................................

1741

Application for alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued entitlement to commission on advertising receipts on the
basis that she had obtained the initial order notwithstanding that she had resigned before total payments were made-Respondent
argued that no commission was payable post employment producing document and oral evidence that this was the industry
practice-Commission accepted evidence of respondent-Found commissions died with the end of the contract-All claims
dismissed. - Ms SD Williams -v- Design Media (WA) Pty Limited - APPL 246 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 12/05/99 - Publishing ....

1760

Conference Referred re claim for site allowance - Applicant Unions argued that due to site's proximity to a swamp which led to insect
problems, exposure of site (no shade prior to erection of the warehouse), sandy soil and no parking facilities for employee's cars,
as well as distance to amenities, the site should attract an allowance - Respondents Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd and
Sound Plumbing - No appearance for Sound Plumbing either at the conference proceedings, nor at the hearing - Respondent
argued that Commission should exercise its discretion and dismiss the application as it was no longer in the public interest Further, Respondent argued that the employee/s were paid above award rate - Commission inspected the site and applied Sapri
Decision and found disabilities associated with sandier soil, insect problem and ordered that allowance of 75 cents per hour was
appropriate retrospective to the date of application - Granted - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
Union of Workers & Other -v- Armadale Concrete Tank Co - CR 357 of 1998 - BEECH C - 07/05/99 - General Construction ......

1772

ANNUAL LEAVE
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was demised harshly, oppressively and unfairly because she was a loyal
worker who worked excessive amounts of overtime and worked on Sundays and also claimed denied non-award benefits under
the contract of her employment-Respondent argued that it had financial difficulties and as a result had to restructure the
company-Commission found that the Applicant had suffered a degree of distress because of the way she was dismissed and
awarded compensation for the loss and injury and the claim for contractual benefits was dismissed. - Mrs G Kippo -vMicrofusion Pty Ltd - APPL 1434 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 26/03/99 - Computing...........................................................................

1187

Application re contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been allegedly denied contractual entitlements accrued pursuant to
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Respondent argued the Annual Leave and Superannuation were within the
Industrial Magistrates jurisdiction -Applicant also filed an application in the Magistrate's Court-Commission found both Annual
Leave and Superannuation were beyond the Commission's jurisdiction but ordered the Respondent to pay other contractual
Benefit to the Applicant and the Applicant to pay costs to the Respondent -Granted. - Mr GB Oates -v- Sanders Executive Pty
Ltd T/A LJ Hooker Morley - APPL 474 of 1998 - KENNER C - 17/03/99 - Real Estate Agency .....................................................

1192

Application for unpaid contractual benefits-Applicant argued that terms of agreement varied to provide for payment in advance for final
week of employment-Claimed employer breached agreement by failing to pay on time -Respondent argued no entitlement to pay
in advance -Commission referred to case law-Found applicant entitled to payment and outstanding annual leave-Order issued
accordingly. - Mr P Antoni -v- A.T. Adams Pty Ltd ACN 006 534 443, T/A The Smart Service Trust - APPL 1917 of 1998 SCOTT C. - 16/04/99 ........................................................................................................................................................................

1434

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied
contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire ..........................................................................................

1452

Application for allegedly denied contractual benefits - Applicant argued for payment of 5 week period of accrued annual leave ($1800),
leave loading of 17.5 per cent which he calculated to be ($315) and one week's pay in lieu of notice, figures said to be before any
taxation deductions - Preliminary Conference - Respondent's representative confirmed that the Respondent owed the Applicant
payment on account of holiday leave - Further, by its Notice of Answer, Respondent stated that they intended to pay holiday
leave as soon as their financial position is able (sic) to make the payment - Preliminary Hearing - Applicant sought and was
granted leave to amend his application to withdraw the wages claim - Hearing was adjourned and re-listed for 3 February 1999,
as there was no appearance entered on behalf of the Respondent - Commission found that although it is faced with hearsay
evidence it was satisfied that, given the background to this matter and the admission made in the answer to the application, it is
appropriate that the Commission accept that hearsay evidence and act upon it - Accordingly, Commission was satisfied that the
Applicant was entitled to that which he claims and ordered that the Respondent pay the Applicant the sum of $2115 before tax Ordered Accordingly - Mr M Danilov -v- Macedonian Cultural Centre "Ilinden" Perth WA Inc - APPL 1230 of 1998 - PARKS C
- 03/02/99 - Sport and Recreation......................................................................................................................................................

1721

APPEAL
1
Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct
1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services .......................................................................................................................
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APPEAL—continued
2
Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary
Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculationFull Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services ..............................................................................................................
2
Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086)) re
Transfer of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt
with unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded
the matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to
have determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA
had no jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts.................................................................................
2
Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued
Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commission was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not
the hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd
(Under Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various ..
4
Application for stay of operation of order pending appeals to Full Bench—Respondent proffered an undertaking not to attempt to
enforce the orders until the appeals had been heard and determined or otherwise disposed of—President found it in the
Applicant's interests to adjourn proceedings with the right to bring the matter on—Adjourned Sine Die—Miss PJ Pisconeri -vLaurens & Munns Incorporating Munns Nominees Pty Ltd & George Laurens (WA) Pty Ltd—APPL 2185 of 1998—Full
Bench—SHARKEY P—23/12/98—Various.....................................................................................................................................
4
Application for stay of operation of decision of Commission pending appeal to Full Bench-Respondent argued there was no jurisdiction
to hear the application-President found that the application had been filed when no notice of appeal had been filed within the 21
day period-President found there was no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application which was a nullity- Dismissed Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2213 of 1998 - President - SHARKEY P - 19/01/99 - Food, Beverage and
Tobacco Mfg .....................................................................................................................................................................................
1
Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court against the Decision of the Commission in Court Session
(79 WAIG 33) re: Application to vary awards - Appellants argued that pending the Decision of the Industrial Appeal Court, the
inconvenience caused in the absence of Stay required the employers nevertheless to make the allegedly retrospective payments
ordered by the Commission in Court Session - There was no agreement from the Respondent but supported an early hearing date
and early decision being handed down - IAC found that Stay of Order be granted as the argument by the Appellants was of
considerable substance- Granted. - Western Australian Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of 1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - - 25/02/99 - Government Administration ....
2
Appeal against Decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4432) re Compensation for Unfair Dismissal and an Application to extend time to
file Notice of Appeal Application-Applicant argued that extension of time application should be accepted because of the lack of
skill, knowledge and legal advice in Industrial Relation Law-Once legal advice sought prompt action was taken to lodge Appeal
against the Decision after allowing for the preparation and submissions of the Appeal-Further the Respondent would not suffer
any prejudice - Respondent argued the extension of time should not be granted and the Appeal against Decision of Commission
should fail - Full Bench found that the extension of time is not automatic and no proper or valid reasons for the length of the
delay and the reason for the delay were provided-Further no arguable case was submitted to the Full Bench and the Respondent
would suffer prejudice - Dismissed - Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2096 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/FIELDING C/SCOTT C. - 11/02/99...........................................................................................................................
1
Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration .........................................
2
Appeal against the decision of the Commission-Application dismissed by consent just prior to hearing-Respondent sought costs in
relation to preparation of matter for hearing due to the lack of notice-Full Bench was unable to conclude, or satisfy itself that an
order was within powers conferred by the Act-Commented: if Applicant had knowledge beforehand that the case should not have
been proceeded with, that could merit the awarding of costs-Dismissed. - Mr C Fraser -v- Sport Specific Australia P/L - APPL
1581 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C - 08/03/99........................................................................
2
Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining.......................................................................................
2
Appeal against Decision of Commission (79WAIG292) re Unfair Dismissal and Contractual Entitlements - Appellant argued that
Commission erred in its finding that the Application was lodged out of time, was a nullity and thus be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction - Counsel referred to the Act, Regulation and its interpretation - Full Bench found and interpreted the word lodge or
lodging as an act within the power of the Applicant, whereas, file or filing as an act done by the Registrar and/or his officers Further, the Application was a valid referral made within the twenty eight day time limit and lodged in accordance with the
regulations, thus, the Application could proceed - Upheld - Mrs G Satie -v- Swan Television and Radio Broadcasters Limited
trading as STW Channel 9 Perth - APPL 2238 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/BEECH C - 23/03/99 Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ......................................................................................................................................................
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APPEAL—continued
2
Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned
Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture .............................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security ..............................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................
Application for stay of operation of part of decision of Industrial Magistrate pending appeal to the Full Bench -Applicant asserted
possible difficulties in recovery if appeal was successful-Respondent undertook to refund penalty ordered in that event-President
referred to Principles-Found the 'balance of convenience' lies with Respondent-No serious issue to be tried-Dismissed. - Toscana
WA Pty Ltd -v- The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers - APPL 206 of 1999 President - SHARKEY P - 15/03/99..................................................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the Decision of the Commission (79WAIG251) re Unfair Dismissal - Appellant argued that the decision of the Learned
Commissioner is against the weight of evidence submitted by Appellant, against the assessment of the credibility of the evidence
submitted and failed to take the cognisance of the evidence which supported the Appellant's claim - Full Bench determined that
this was a discretionary decision of the Commission - Full Bench found that the grounds of appeal were not made out because the
Commissioner was open top make the finding and the exercise of discretion did not carry - Further, the onus was on the
Appellant to persuade the Full Bench that the Commission erred in its conclusions on credibility had not been discharged Dismissed - Mr BW Altars -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries - APPL 15 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/CAWLEY C. - 28/04/99 - Retailing ........................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870)re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and law
in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion - Respondent
argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the complaint of the
Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full Bench found that
the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or oppressively
towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C
- 29/04/99 - Mining ...........................................................................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4892) re Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law and in fact when, based upon the weight of evidence, compensation
to the Respondent was awarded, further the learned Commissioner erred in law when the principles and discretion that
compensation for loss of income should be applied - Full Bench determined that it falls on the Appellant to establish that the
exercise of discretion by the Commission at first instance was miscarried according to the principles and that the Respondent had
not mitigated loss of income - Full Bench found it had not been persuaded that the exercise of discretion and the application of
the principles should be interfered with, further the evidence was not challenged in cross examination on the mitigation of loss
and the Appeal file by the Appellant was a model of muddle - Dismissed - Growers Market Butchers -v- Mr S Backman - APPL
2220 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./PARKS C - 15/04/99 - Meat Product Manufacturing ..............................
2
Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair
dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining ...............................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate re Breach of Award and Industrial Agreement-Appellant argued the determination that
the employer had failed to pay an employee was wrong in relation to quantum and that the employee had actually attended on site
or that the employer could have invoked clause 12 of the agreement-Full Bench reviewed the provisions and finding of the
Industrial Magistrate and found that employee had presented for work in accordance with instructions and had remained until it
was clear no work would proceed-Held provision of Clause 12 subclause 10 was not invoked-No grounds sustained-Appeal
dismissed. - ABB Installation and Service Pty Limited -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY - APPL 1836 of 1998 - Full
Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C - 19/04/99.......................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................
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AWARDS
Application to vary award re redundancy provisions—Applicant argued the redundancy provisions of the award should be amended in
relation to the specific site—Applicant further argued that the level of benefits should be imposed to reflect the impact
redundancy will have on individuals particularly those 45 years of age and older, based on the employer's location, skills and
employment opportunities—It was further argued by the applicant that as the redundancy was compulsory the employees
deserved a higher rate—Respondent argued that the Applicant's existing redundancy provisions were adequate and reasonable
and so the award variation was unnecessary—Commission found that the argument that compulsory redundancy requires greater
recognition to be unacceptable, except for employees over 45—Application granted in part remainder. of application
dismissed.—CONSTRUCTION, MINING, ENERGY & Other -v- RGC Mineral Sands Ltd & Others—APPL 277 of 1998—
BEECH C—18/12/98—Mining.........................................................................................................................................................
3

27

Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICSApplicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operationRespondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissionsCICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various...................

33

Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make
order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ...........................................................................................................................................................................

233

Application to vary award re .apprentices aged 21 years and over to be paid minimum adult award wage irrespective of the state of their
apprenticeship—by consent—Commission examined order issued 1 December 1998 and found that new subclause (6)(f)(iii) was
inconsistent with existing subclause (6)(f)(i)—Commission found that existing subclause (6)(f)(i) should be expressed to be
subject to new subclause (6)(f)(iii)—Granted.—AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Anodisers W.A.—APPL 2226 of
1998—FIELDING C—05/01/99—Metal Product Manufacturing.....................................................................................................

241

Application re Agreement—Date of operation to be arbitrated by the Commission—Matter referred to the Chief Commissioner for
special case consideration—Applicant unions sought to have the operative date of the Agreement made retrospective, based on
length of time involved in registering agreement—Respondents claimed that the Commission was prohibited by the Act from
deciding an operative date earlier than the Applicant's application for arbitration—Commission found that the issue of
retrospectivity was a matter of discretionary judgement of merit having regard to the Statement of wage Principles—Further, the
Commission stated that it is obliged to act if Government policy relating to retrospectivity was applied in disregard to specific
circumstances and constraints on the parties—Commission found that the specific and special circumstances relating to the
application were dealt with in a reasonable fashion and the outcome was fair—However, the Commission further found that in
special circumstances it had the authority to make an order in relation to the agreement being restricted to the parties involved
that there was no impediment to making such an order—Granted in part.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Director General, Ministry for Culture and the Arts—PSACR 85 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—02/12/98—
Government.......................................................................................................................................................................................

245

Application for Agreement and Arbitration of Agreement—Applicant argued employees covered by the agreement were entitled to take
two days paid leave in lieu provided that they were taken within the year they would have and were taken at a time convenient to
the employer—It was further argued by the applicant that the entitlement was traded away for the purposes of a previous
agreement that trade was limited to the life of the agreement—Respondent argued that it was agreed between the parties that
there would be no entitlement to the two days in question in the 1998 Agreement—Commission accepted Respondent's written
and oral evidence and questioned the reason why the Applicant pursued the claims—Agreement issues—Arbitration
dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Mr Ian Hill, Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Training—PSACR 86 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—18/12/98—Government.................................................................

247

Application to vary and consolidate award. - The Applicant with the consent of the Respondent argued that the Award be amended to
reflect the new name of its enterprise and the significant changes to the conditions of employment.Further the Award be
consolidated to reflect all the changes.- Commission agreed to the changes and amendments and consolidation. Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia -v- Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western
Australia (Union of Workers) - AG 267 of 1998; APPL 2191 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Health .......................................................

550

Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport.......................

556

Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty
pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging..........................................................................

557

Application to vary award to insert a new clause titled "Salary Packaging"-Applicant sought to mirror provision inserted into other
public sector awards following CICS decision-Respondent did not argue merits but indicated preference for Industrial Agreement
to be registered at same instance-Commission found it would be unfair to refuse to establish a right for employees to pursue the
entitlement-Award varied accordingly. - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Hon Minister for
Education - P 43 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 09/02/99 - Government Administration ..........................................................................

820

Application to vary award re expense related allowances -Applicant submitted adjustments based upon movements in the Consumer
Price Index operative from 1st pay on or after proceedings-Respondents consent to variations and operative date but proposed in
relation to the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 a prospective operative date -Commission held insufficient
justification for prospective date-Awards varied by consent-Order Issued. - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters
& Plasterers Union of Workers & Other -v- Adsigns Pty Ltd & Others - APPL 1968, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016
of 1998 - KENNER C - 28/01/99 - Various.......................................................................................................................................
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AWARDS—continued
Application to vary award re insertion of Freedom of choice provision-Applicant sought interim injunction compelling 1st Respondent
to offer a choice to new job applicants between contract of employment under the Award or a Workplace Agreement-Respondent
propounded two arguments firstly the substance and character of the application is not an industrial matter and secondly applying
sections 7a -7c of the Act the Commission is without jurisdiction to make an order effecting the rights to follow the separate
lawful stream of employment provided by the Workplace Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the categories of persons
involved had no present employment therefore there is no industrial matter to be found-The application under which the
injuncture application arises did not empower the Commission to make the orders sought-Dismissed. - Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia - & Others -v- RGC Mineral Sands Limited & Others APPL 2178 of 1998 - PARKS C - 22/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................
Application for interpretation of Award-Re Board and/or lodging and call allowances clauses-Meaning of terms 'principal place of
residence' and 'reside'-Applicant argued provisions not ambiguous ought not be read in isolation having regard for industry or
operation-Union argued meaning as attributed previously by Full Bench -Commission's interpretation means: the main or primary
place of residence-Also 'reside' has a broader meaning now, recognises temporary stay-Held views expressed by Commission
previously in relation to 'on duty' were still valid-Interpretation given. - Brightwater Care Group (Inc) & Other -v- The Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - APPL 978 of 1998 - PARKS C - 19/03/99.........
3
Application for variation to award to increase number of shifts for kiln crews-Referred to CICS as a special case pursuant to Wage
Fixing Principles-Part heard-Parties reached agreement and subsequently registered enterprise agreement-Applicant sought a
determination of matter as argued-Respondent submitted that the existing award forms safety net underpinning enterprise
bargaining-CICS considered evidence and submissions in the context of the Wage Fixing Principles-Current situation before
CICS was not one last resort, not appropriate to seek to arbitrate on a matter which a compromise had been reached by parties Contrary to the spirit and intent of the Principles -Dismissed. - Australian Fine China -v- BRICK, TILE & POTTERY UNION APPL 1384 of 1998 - Commission in Court Session - BEECH C/SCOTT C./KENNER C - 22/04/99 - Ceramic Product
Manufacturing ...................................................................................................................................................................................
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ..........................................
2
Application pursuant to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - The Applicant Union seeks Orders that the Union has the
right and constitutional coverage to represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the "Food
Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - Further the Food Preservers` Union does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interest of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - A
number of Parties sought leave to be heard - Full Bench was satisfied and declared that the Parties had sufficient interest to be
heard, within the meaning of Section 72A(5) of the Act - Orders and Directions Issued - Transport Workers' Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 151 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 02/06/99 - Transport Industry...........................................................................................................
Application re harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was
constructively dismissed when Respondent demoted him with a consequential loss of pay-Applicant further argued that he was
given no opportunity to discuss allegations made against him before decision to demote him was made-Respondent denied that
applicant was dismissed without opportunity to discuss allegations concerning his conduct-Respondent further argued that even
though applicant's conduct warranted dismissal, Respondent sought alternative because of regard in which it had previously held
him-Commission found that applicant terminated contract-Commission further found that applicant had not discharged the onus
to show that the transfer or dismissal was unfair-Dismissed. - Mr R Hatton -v- Darago Holdings Pty Ltd - APPL 1345 of 1998 GREGOR C - 28/05/99 - Furniture....................................................................................................................................................
Application re Unfair Dismissal and determination of Jurisdiction - Applicant submitted and argued that not withstanding that the
employment was subject to the terms of a Federal award, the matter was within the jurisdiction of the Commission - Respondent
submitted and argued that by reasons of the Commission's decision in Hull vs City of Mandurah (1998) (78WAIG4912) the
Application should be dismissed - Commission found that the Federal Award provided for dispute settlement procedures that
refer to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission for resolution - Dismissed - Mr PH Summerfield -v- Shire of Katanning APPL 694 of 1998 - KENNER C - 03/06/99 - Government Administration......................................................................................
Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining .......................................
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BOARD OF REFERENCE
Appeal against requirement to register and make payments under the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave ActAppellant argued that if any of its work fell within the Construction Industry then it was an adjunct to its real business and the
exclusions in the CIPPLSL Act removed it from the industry-Appellant further argued its employees were covered by workplace
agreements which provided LSL entitlements- Respondent argued that if the major and substantial part of the work was in the
construction industry then so was the Appellant-BOR found that the Appellant employed workers whose major and substantial
work was in the construction industry, however, the prime reason the Appellant was in business was not a purpose which easily
fell within the definition and the Appellant was not required to register-Upheld - Healy Airconditioning Pty Ltd -v- Construction
Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board - BOR 11 of 1998 - Board of Reference - SPURLING, J.A. - 21/01/99 Construction Trade Services..............................................................................................................................................................

560

BOARD AND LODGING
Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his
contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................

1180

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive
and unfair and was seeking an order entitling them to continue to reside in their accommodation and to use the motor vehicleRespondent argued Applicant's entitlement of accommodation and motor vehicle ceased upon the termination of the employment
and opposed the order that was sought-Commission found Applicant did not seek reinstatement and issued an Order dismissing
the application for an Order-Dismissed. - Mr A Richardson -v- Pipunya Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 254,255 of 1999 - FIELDING C
- 16/03/99 - Liquor and General Store ...............................................................................................................................................
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BREACH OF AWARD
2
Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned
Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture .............................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................
CASUAL WORK
Application re Unfair Dismissal.—Applicant argued dismissal was unfair because employment was of a part-time nature and not
casual.—Respondent argued Applicant was employed on a casual basis and worked regular hours by choice.—Commission
found that the parties engaged in a series of casual contracts of employment.—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction.—Mr SD Coad
-v- Dalstar Pty Ltd T/A The Skippers Club—APPL 2311, 2312 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—22/12/98—Transport Industry ..............
Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that she was treated unfairly by a fellow employee and had her hours reduced to nil
which led to her being informed there was no work for her, she was also presented with a separation certificate stating
termination was due to shortage of work and that she did not cease work voluntarily—Respondent offered no explanation as to
why her hours were reduced or the reason for her dismissal—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unfairly
dismissed that reinstatement and compensation should be allowed—Granted.—Mrs SM Ford -v- Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 710 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/11/98—Food Retailing...........................................................................................................
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more workApplicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attentionRespondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC Pubs...................................................................................................................................................................................................
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ..........................................
CLASSIFICATION
2
Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086) re Transfer
of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with
unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the
matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts.................................................................................
3
Conference Referred re payment of wage increase and classification Structure-Applicant argued that the changes in work value arise
from-1)an increase in responsibility in teaching/supervising small groups of students without direct supervision of teacher-2)an
increase in participation in all aspects of the education program-3)the introduction (and experience) of new technology,
particularly computerisation and 4)an increase in professionalism, accredited training and professional development-Respondent
argued that 1)at all times Education Assistants work under the supervision of teachers and while they may provide comment and
advice for consideration on outcomes, the teaching programs remain the teacher's responsiblity-2)as teaching methods change
with the use of more technology ie computers, the Education Assistant's time and skills are being used more efficiently-There is
not an inherent change in their role, responsibility or expertise-3)Consultation with teachers on teaching programs and
participation is "in service" training has not resulted in a change in the level of work value of Education Assistants-Commission
is satisfied that along with the general increase in work value experienced by Education Assistants and significant change in work
value, additional professional development and training was necessary to effectively serve the needs identified by teachers for
their students-The parties were expected to confer on the form of the Order. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Director General, Education Department of Western Australia APPL 1532 of 1990;CR 49 of 1997 - Commission in Court Session - COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C/BEECH C - Education...........
COMMON RULE
Application to vary award re. apprentices aged 21 years and over to be paid minimum adult award wage irrespective of the state of their
apprenticeship—by consent—Commission examined order issued 1 December 1998 and found that new subclause (6)(f)(iii) was
inconsistent with existing subclause (6)(f)(i)—Commission found that existing subclause (6)(f)(i) should be expressed to be
subject to new subclause (6)(f)(iii)—Granted.—AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Anodisers W.A.—APPL 2226 of
1998—FIELDING C—05/01/99—Metal Product Manufacturing.....................................................................................................
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ..........................................
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COMPENSATION
2
Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary
Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculationFull Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services ..............................................................................................................
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that she was treated unfairly by a fellow employee and had her hours reduced to nil
which led to her being informed there was no work for her, she was also presented with a separation certificate stating
termination was due to shortage of work and that she did not cease work voluntarily—Respondent offered no explanation as to
why her hours were reduced or the reason for her dismissal—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unfairly
dismissed that reinstatement and compensation should be allowed—Granted.—Mrs SM Ford -v- Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 710 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/11/98—Food Retailing...........................................................................................................
Application for alleged unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—Applicant argued he was summarily dismissed and claimed
compensation and entitlements under the terms on which he was employed—Respondent rejected and saw it as a demand outside
the terms of the employment relationship—Commission found that the Applicant rejected the reaffirmation of the existing
contract and found Applicant terminated his own employment- Dismissed—Commission recognised the entitlement to a payment
for pro -rata annual leave and one third of the "profit" for the month of September 1997—Granted.—Mr TJ Glasson -vBayswater Powder Coaters Pty Ltd—APPL 2166 of 1997—COLEMAN CC—22/10/98—Powdercoating......................................
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—The Applicant approached his employer and received an assurance
about his job security prior to entering into a financial agreement—He was subsequently made redundant—The Applicant
believes that his selection related to the recent expiry of his Job Start subsidy—He also argues that he was more experienced than
his brother who was retained and that the reason given was not a genuine reason—The Respondent argued that the reorganisation
was legitimate and handled responsibly—The Commission having considered the relevant test "a fair go all round" considered
that the Applicant had failed to discharge the onus—Commission found that the redundancy was genuine—However, found that
the Applicant was misled as to the security of his employment and there was a lack of proper discussion about the redundancy
itself—Found unfairness—Granted.—Mr DC Howarth -v- The Mattress Renovators (Perth)—APPL 918 of 1998—SCOTT C.—
27/11/98—Household........................................................................................................................................................................
Application for alleged unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed—Respondent argued that the Applicant
was not performing well in the position and that it was essential to terminate his employment for the ongoing health of the
business—Commission found that there has been no unfair dismissal—Dismissed.—Mr AH Masters -v- Emporess Pty Ltd—
APPL 823 of 1998—GREGOR C—10/12/98—Hire.........................................................................................................................
Application for compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal -Applicant argued that the Respondent breached a commitment allowing
Applicant to work as many hours as he wanted, which Applicant claims amounted to a constructive dismissal -Respondent denied
Applicant had been dismissed and opposed any order for compensation-Commission reviewed authorities and found that
Applicant had not discharged the onus of establishing that Respondent had constructively dismissed him-Dismissed. - Mr DW
Bonson -v- Ivory Investments Pty Ltd T/A "Dome" Mandurah - APPL 670 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Cafes....................................
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was unfair because he was under
constant harassment, intimidation, provocation and offensive behaviour from the Respondent's employees and thus led to his
forced resignation on the grounds extreme stress-Respondent argued that the Applicant tended his resignation without
encouragement from the Respondent or employees and that the instrument of resignation contained untrue and unfounded
accusations towards all personnel of an extreme discriminatory nature -Commission accepted evidence from the Respondent
which was found to be credible and that the Applicant was the architect of his resignation-Dismissed. - Mr LA Peredo -vMetland Products - APPL 1311 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Sheet Metal Fabrication ..........................................................................
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued the dismissal was due to Applicant's inability to
meet sales budgets-Applicant claimed he had not been given proper opportunity to deal with the employer's concern-Commission
found Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent that the sales budgets were set without
proper consultation and consideration to relative local conditions was not given any warning the Applicant's employment was in
jeopardy-Commission awarded compensation for loss in terms of wages and injury suffered through humiliation and distressGranted. - Mr FJ Scott -v- Consolidated Paper Industries - APPL 637 of 1998 - KENNER C - Paper Manufacturing ......................
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more workApplicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attentionRespondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC Pubs...................................................................................................................................................................................................
Conference Referred re unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that a worker had been unfairly dismissed or alternatively unfairly not reengaged in employment following expiry of a fixed term contract-Respondent argued that no expectation was given of continuing
employment-Further employment ended due to effluxion of time-Commission upheld Respondent's view on unfair dismissal
claim in relation to Respondent's failure to re-employ- The Commission found that the decision had not been shown to be wrong
or flawed-Onus had not been discharged-Dismissed. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) -v- Lower North Metropolitan Health Services - PSACR 9 of 1997 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 - Community Services..........
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant alleges he was not given any warning that his employment
was in jeopardy-Respondent argued Applicant's poor work resulted in dismissal-Commission found the Applicant had not been
given serious counselling and the dismissal was indeed unfair-Granted. - Mr B Calthorpe -v- TAHL Holding Pty Ltd - APPL 325
of 1998 - BEECH C - 01/02/99 .........................................................................................................................................................
Application re Unfair Dismissal-Applicant alleges he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent reducing
salary and working hours by half-The Applicant seeks compensation following a conciliation conference-Respondent argued that
there was not a final agreement arising from the conference and questioned the Applicant's Agents authority to prepare "Deed of
Settlement"-Commission found there has been no final agreement reached in this matter. - Mr TR Wade -v- Kyle's Cafe - APPL
889 of 1998 - KENNER C - 16/10/98 - Restaurant............................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because he was not given any
forewarning that his position was not secure and was told over the phone that he was terminated- Respondent argued that
Applicant's employment was terminated because there was no further work for him-The Commission found that the Applicant
was dismissed unfairly -Granted. - Mr G Walker -v- Queststyle Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 1473 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 15/02/99 Decorative .........................................................................................................................................................................................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
COMPENSATION—continued
Application re harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal and compensation and breach of contractual benefits-Applicant argued that
Respondent was going to restructure Company operations and he was not wanted as part of that restructure, but was merely going
to be terminated -Respondent argued that the Applicant chose to terminate the employment relationship after due consideration Commission found the Applicant was unfairly dismissed and thus awarded compensation-Granted. - Mr MJ A'Court -vBarbeques Galore Pty Ltd - APPL 505 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 05/03/99 - Retailing .......................................................................

878

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that she was unfairly dismissed and be
compensated for the loss and the one week's wage in lieu of notice-Respondent argued that it terminated the employment when it
was found that the Applicant was looking for alternate employment-Commission found that the dismissal was unfair-Granted. Ms T Ascenso -v- Plainscape Pty Ltd T/A Phoenix Park Estate Agency - APPL 13 of 1997 - PARKS C - 22/03/99 - Real Estate
Agency ..............................................................................................................................................................................................

1184

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because his employment
was not subject to a probationary period and was seeking compensation-There was no argument from the RespondentCommission found that the Applicant's employment was the subject of a probationary period -Dismissed. - Mr I Barrett -v- Fins APPL 1533 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 08/03/99 - Restaurant..................................................................................................................

1186

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Commission (79WAIG251) re Unfair Dismissal - Appellant argued that the decision of the Learned
Commissioner is against the weight of evidence submitted by Appellant, against the assessment of the credibility of the evidence
submitted and failed to take the cognisance of the evidence which supported the Appellant's claim - Full Bench determined that
this was a discretionary decision of the Commission - Full Bench found that the grounds of appeal were not made out because the
Commissioner was open top make the finding and the exercise of discretion did not carry - Further, the onus was on the
Appellant to persuade the Full Bench that the Commission erred in its conclusions on credibility had not been discharged Dismissed - Mr BW Altars -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries - APPL 15 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/CAWLEY C. - 28/04/99 - Retailing ........................................................................................................................

1293

2

Appeal against the decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4892) re Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law and in fact when, based upon the weight of evidence, compensation
to the Respondent was awarded, further the learned Commissioner erred in law when the principles and discretion that
compensation for loss of income should be applied - Full Bench determined that it falls on the Appellant to establish that the
exercise of discretion by the Commission at first instance was miscarried according to the principles and that the Respondent had
not mitigated loss of income - Full Bench found it had not been persuaded that the exercise of discretion and the application of
the principles should be interfered with, further the evidence was not challenged in cross examination on the mitigation of loss
and the Appeal file by the Appellant was a model of muddle - Dismissed - Growers Market Butchers -v- Mr S Backman - APPL
2220 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./PARKS C - 15/04/99 - Meat Product Manufacturing...............................

1313

2

Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair
dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining ...............................................................................................................................

1318

Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance ................................................................................................

1444

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that the termination of their employment was either harsh, oppressive or unfair and
was seeking compensation and allegedly denied benefits under their contracts of employment-The company was insolvent and an
Administrator was appointed-The Administrator argued that the proceedings are caught by the provisions of Section 440D of the
Corporations Law and should not proceed further at this time-Also needed more time to ascertain the true state of the Company's
affairs-The Applicants argued that the provisions of Section 440D of the Corporations Law have no application on this occasionCommission found that the proceedings associated with each of these applications insofar as they are directed towards Pipunya
Pty Ltd cannot proceed further by virtue of s.440D of the Corporations Law -Also the Administrator had declined to give his
written consent for the proceedings to proceed further-Leave had not been sought-In the absence of such consent proceedings
cannot proceed-Proceedings be stayed until one or other of the conditions precedent specified in S.440D of the Corporations Law
is satisfied. - Mrs S Richardson -v- Aboriginal Business Development Pty Ltd - APPL 254,255 of 1999 - FIELDING C 20/04/99 - Liquor and General Store .................................................................................................................................................

1459

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from her employment when
pointed out the unwarranted intrusion by the respondent into her private affairs, as it mentioned in the reference-Claimed
compensation-Respondent argued that Applicant's misconduct at a meeting to discuss about the reference was the reason for the
dismissal-Commission found that no opportunity was given to the Applicant to neither respond to the proposed course of action
nor to put her version of the events as to the course of the meeting, moreover no real warning given to her-Found that the
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair-Granted. - Ms N Thomas -v- Indian Ocean Hotel - APPL 1672 of 1998 - KENNER C
- 16/04/99 - Hotel ..............................................................................................................................................................................

1463

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements - Applicant argued for payment of accrued holiday pay ($270.10) and one
week's pay in lieu of notice ($584.00), both figures said to be before any taxation deductions - No appearance from the the
Respondent for either the conference, nor for the hearing proceedings - Commission being satisfied that any further attempt at
conciliation would be unavailing, referred the claim for hearing - Notwithstanding the absence of any appearance by or for the
Respondent, Applicant was given the onus to prove his claim on the balance of probabilities - Commission found on evidence
that an implied contract of employment existed, the employment ended in the manner described by Applicant and without any
payment in lieu of notice - Commission further found that while it appears that notice of termination was not a condition
discussed by the parties on entering into the contract it considered it open to imply, on the basis of weekly payment of wages, that
it was a term of the contract that one week's notice of termination applied, and in lieu, an equivalent payment - Further,
Commission accepted that the claim for a pro rata entitlement to annual leave has been made out and that the accrual amounted to
18.5 hours at the point of termination for the sum claimed - Ordered Accordingly - Mr L Boyd -v- Top Gear Wreckers - APPL 54
of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 13/05/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services ...............................................................................................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
COMPENSATION—continued
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because he was given a
difficult class of students during probation period and as a result could not achieve good evaluation at the performance reviewApplicant further argued that he was never warned if things did not improve his job would be in jeopardy, and was seeking
reinstatement and compensation for unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that options for the Applicant to continue in teaching
were discussed and other duties were allocated to the Applicant after he was removed from the difficult year 4 class -Commission
found that the dismissal was unfair-Commission further found that the Applicant's schedule of loss and injury also refers to noneconomic loss-Accordingly, an Order was issued for the Applicant's reinstatement -Compensation granted. - Mr KW Clarke -vQuinns Baptist College Inc - APPL 2240 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/06/99 - School .......................................................................

1718

Application for allegedly denied contractual benefits - Applicant argued for payment of 5 week period of accrued annual leave ($1800),
leave loading of 17.5 per cent which he calculated to be ($315) and one week's pay in lieu of notice, figures said to be before any
taxation deductions - Preliminary Conference - Respondent's representative confirmed that the Respondent owed the Applicant
payment on account of holiday leave - Further, by its Notice of Answer, Respondent stated that they intended to pay holiday
leave as soon as their financial position is able (sic) to make the payment - Preliminary Hearing - Applicant sought and was
granted leave to amend his application to withdraw the wages claim - Hearing was adjourned and re-listed for 3 February 1999,
as there was no appearance entered on behalf of the Respondent - Commission found that although it is faced with hearsay
evidence it was satisfied that, given the background to this matter and the admission made in the answer to the application, it is
appropriate that the Commission accept that hearsay evidence and act upon it - Accordingly, Commission was satisfied that the
Applicant was entitled to that which he claims and ordered that the Respondent pay the Applicant the sum of $2115 before tax Ordered Accordingly - Mr M Danilov -v- Macedonian Cultural Centre "Ilinden" Perth WA Inc - APPL 1230 of 1998 - PARKS C
- 03/02/99 - Sport and Recreation......................................................................................................................................................

1721

Application re alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that he was entitled to receive a redundancy entitlement even
though he had resigned prior to his position being made redundant-Respondent argued that offer of redundancy was an incentive
for employees to remain with the operation until there was no further work available-Commission found that applicant resigned
in the knowledge that he would not be paid the redundancy payment -Dismissed. - Mr MJ Linto -v- Oriole Resources Ltd - APPL
1443 of 1998 - BEECH C - 27/05/99 - Metal Ore Mining ................................................................................................................

1744

Application re alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant sought relief in the form of compensation and benefits which had been denied under
his contract of employment - Respondent had from inception denied liability for the claim and argued that the Applicant was at
no time employed by them but rather was an independent contractor - Respondent further argued that the claim for unfair
dismissal was lodged out of time and denied any, as he puts it, financial obligation to the Applicant under his contract of
employment - At the Pre-hearing, Commission adjourned the matter on the basis that Applicant should get legal advice and
indicate as to whether or not he wished the proceedings to continue - Applicant indicated that he wished the matters to proceed
and sought leave to withdraw application - Commission proposed to order that Applicant be given leave until 3:15pm to file a
notice of withdrawal in which case he was given leave to withdraw the proceedings, otherwise the application would be
dismissed for want of prosecution - Withdrawn - Mr RA Mason -v- Symbols Business Wear - APPL 2075 of 1998 - FIELDING
C - 19/04/99 - Personal & Household Good Rtlg ..............................................................................................................................

1749

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg ....................................

1768

CONFERENCE
Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus - Applicant argued that the decision to
transfer and relocate member by the Respondent be declared void. - Respondent argued two preliminary points firstly, the
application lodged sought a Declaration and this was beyond that. Secondly the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
deal with the application. - Commission found that preliminary points have not been made out and the Commission does have
jurisdiction to deal with the matter - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director,
South Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - Education.............................

559

Conference Referred re The withdrawal of interstate passes. - Respondent raised a preliminary point that the application was not valid as
the Union's decision making body was not properly constituted. - preliminary point was found not to be made out. - Board found
the issue before it was the withdrawal by Westrail of interstate travel pass arrangements whereby employees, retired employees,
spouses of retired and/or deceased employees were entitled to certain concessions for travelling interstate. Further after 1993
Westrail was required to pay full fares for those employees who availed themselves of the travel arrangements. - Applicant
argued that the Respondent failed to consult with it and acted unilaterally and ceased arrangements. - Respondent argued that the
travel arrangements are a financial burden-Railway Classification Board found that current and retired railway officers of
Westrail are entitled to free interstate travel arrangements-Granted in part - West Australian Railways Officers Union -v- Western
Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 180 of 1998; RCBCR 1 of 1998 - Railways Classification Board - BEECH C
– Railways.........................................................................................................................................................................................

612

3

Conference Referred re payment of wage increase and classification Structure-Applicant argued that the changes in work value arise
from-1)an increase in responsibility in teaching/supervising small groups of students without direct supervision of teacher-2)an
increase in participation in all aspects of the education program-3)the introduction (and experience) of new technology,
particularly computerisation and 4)an increase in professionalism, accredited training and professional development-Respondent
argued that 1)at all times Education Assistants work under the supervision of teachers and while they may provide comment and
advice for consideration on outcomes, the teaching programs remain the teacher's responsiblity-2)as teaching methods change
with the use of more technology ie computers, the Education Assistant's time and skills are being used more efficiently-There is
not an inherent change in their role, responsibility or expertise-3)Consultation with teachers on teaching programs and
participation is "in service" training has not resulted in a change in the level of work value of Education Assistants-Commission
is satisfied that along with the general increase in work value experienced by Education Assistants and significant change in work
value, additional professional development and training was necessary to effectively serve the needs identified by teachers for
their students-The parties were expected to confer on the form of the Order. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Director General, Education Department of Western Australia APPL 1532 of 1990;CR 49 of 1997 - Commission in Court Session - COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C/BEECH C - Education...........

648
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Page
CONFERENCE—continued
Application for a claim of invalid recommendation-Applicant argued that its member had been unfairly dealt with by the withdrawal of
a recommendation to which she was recommended and that she be reinstated immediately-Respondent argued that the Public
Service Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter to which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector
Management Act -Commission found that it is an industrial matter and did not relate to a breach of public sector standards and is
therefore not a matter in respect of which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector Management Act-Further, the
preliminary matters raised as impediments to the conference proceedings were dismissed. - The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated -v- Executive Director, Education Department of Western Australia - PSAC 74 of 1998 - Public
Service Arbitrator - SCOTT C. - 05/01/99 - Education......................................................................................................................
Conference Referred re unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that a worker had been unfairly dismissed or alternatively unfairly not reengaged in employment following expiry of a fixed term contract-Respondent argued that no expectation was given of continuing
employment-Further employment ended due to effluxion of time-Commission upheld Respondent's view on unfair dismissal
claim in relation to Respondent's failure to re-employ- The Commission found that the decision had not been shown to be wrong
or flawed-Onus had not been discharged-Dismissed. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) -v- Lower North Metropolitan Health Services - PSACR 9 of 1997 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 - Community Services..........
Conference referred re alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued Respondent's conduct forced the termination and this should be
considered a dismissal-Respondent argued the employee resigned and Commission was without jurisdiction -Commission found
employees true intention was not to remain in employment-Respondent had discharged duty to make proper enquiries given the
employees medical condition -Dismissed. - The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers - -v- G & G Steelworks - CR 221 of 1998 - KENNER C - 02/03/99 - Building Structure Services ................................
Conference referred re Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and Procedure - Applicant Unions argued that policy should test for impairment
rather than testing for drugs, disputed the penalties which apply following a positive test result and sought to reduce length of the
time records of offence that should be kept and higher cut-off levels for drug testing -Respondent argued that employee who has
a detectable level of a drug is "more than likely" to be impaired and the only practical method is to test for the presence of drugs Respondent further argued that claim was outside Commission's jurisdiction due to operation of s23(3)(d) of the Act and sought
for minimum level which drugs may be reliably detected - Commission found that the onus was on applicants to show that
circumstances warrant intervention and that CICS's conclusions in the 'BHP Case' is applicable -Further, Applicant's primary
objection could not be upheld as there was no evidence of a satisfactory alternative to testing for presence of drugs-Commission
found on the jurisdictional issue that the penal sanctions were not the same as would deny it jurisdiction pursuant to s.23(3)(d) of
the Act, that confidential records should be kept for 2 years and that Applicant's claim for a higher cut-off level had not been
made out due to the relevant provisions in the Rail Safety Act- Ordered Accordingly - Australian Railways Union of Workers,
West Australian Branch -v- Western Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 257 of 1998 - BEECH C - 20/01/99 Government Administration ..............................................................................................................................................................
Conference referred re Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and Procedure - Applicant Unions argued that policy should test for impairment
rather than testing for drugs, disputed the penalties which apply following a positive test result and sought to reduce length of the
time records of offence that should be kept and higher cut-off levels for drug testing -Respondent argued that employee who has
a detectable level of a drug is "more than likely" to be impaired and the only practical method is to test for the presence of drugs Respondent further argued that claim was outside Commission's jurisdiction due to operation of s23(3)(d) of the Act and sought
for minimum level which drugs may be reliably detected - Commission found that the onus was on applicants to show that
circumstances warrant intervention and that CICS's conclusions in the 'BHP Case' is applicable -Further, Applicant's primary
objection could not be upheld as there was no evidence of a satisfactory alternative to testing for presence of drugs-Commission
found on the jurisdictional issue that the penal sanctions were not the same as would deny it jurisdiction pursuant to s.23(3)(d) of
the Act, that confidential records should be kept for 2 years and that Applicant's claim for a higher cut-off level had not been
made out due to the relevant provisions in the Rail Safety Act- Ordered Accordingly - Australian Railways Union of Workers,
West Australian Branch -v- Western Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 257 of 1998 - BEECH C - 20/01/99 Government Administration 1215 Conference Referred re "Site Clean Shaven Policy"-Applicant sought Order to prevent the
Westrail drivers from the policy of being clean shaven before entering the smelter site of WMC Resources Ltd-Further argued
that the Drivers not only spend short periods at smelter but are not rostered regularly and Westrail did not try hard enough in its
discussions with WMC to seek an exemption for its drivers-Respondent argued although it did not have a policy of its own as
such, as a contractor it must abide with the safety conditions of WMC-Commission issued a declaration that Westrail's
requirement is not unfair but required it to make special arrangements including the option of transfer for employees who wears
beard for medical reasons -Otherwise dismissed. - Western Australian Government Railways Commission -v- The West
Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers - CR 2 of 1999 - BEECH C - 19/03/99 - Rail .
Conference Referred-Alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued employment not subject to probation- Dismissal unlawful because
notice and award entitlements not received -Also dismissal procedurally flawed as no warnings given -Denied fairness as
Respondent had not followed Award procedures-Respondent argued omission in original letter of appointment subsequently
rectified-Employee unsuitable for shift work due to absences and permanency was declined-If finding of unfairness no relief
should be ordered due to probation-Commission found unfair process due to failure to follow Award procedures-Employee
should have been advised of risk to employment-Order for reinstatement and payment of lost entitlements. - The Australian
Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Cockburn Cement Limited - CR 333 of 1998 KENNER C - 06/04/99 - Metal Product Manufacturing ....................................................................................................................
Conference referred-Application by organisation in relation to alleged unfair dismissal of a worker-Applicant argued amendment to
s23A did not preclude matter brought by unions being dealt with in accordance with s23A-The sections use of the term 'claimant'
reflects parliaments intention to provide for same range of remedies-Respondent argued Commission without jurisdiction to
make orders pursuant to s23A and 23(3)(h) where the only parties are the union and respondent-Commission upheld view as
expressed by Full Bench in Katina Case that there is jurisdiction to order reinstatement or compensation out of s44(9)
proceedings. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Eltin Surface Mining
Pty Ltd - CR 89 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 29/03/99 ......................................................................................................................
Conference referred re compensation for loss of income -Applicant argued that employer had been deprived of opportunity to work in
accordance with agreement-Respondent denied any unfairness claiming as a result of inability to get required medical clearanceCommission found clearance precondition to employment was jurisdictional barrier to application-Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Total Marine Services
Pty Ltd - CR 79 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 11/03/99 - Personal and Other Services ...........................................................................
Conference referred re employers withdrawal of Interstate travel pass arrangements-Facts conceded by parties -Applicant sought order
in similar terms to related matter already determined by Commission-Respondent claimed unions inactivity in pursuing matter
goes to merit of claim -Commission held merit same as previous matter-Adopted conclusions reach previously-Order issued as
sought. - The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers -v- Western Australian
Government Railways Commission - CR 180 of 1998 - BEECH C - 22/01/99 - Government Administration ..................................
2
Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870)re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and law
in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion - Respondent
argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the complaint of the
Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full Bench found that
the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or oppressively
towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C
- 29/04/99 - Mining ...........................................................................................................................................................................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
CONFERENCE—continued
Conference referred re selective retrospective payment of salary increase-Applicant argued that it was unfair to make administrative
payment to employees who subsequently entered into workplace agreement following registration of previous collective
agreement but not employees whose employment were covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement having regard that whole
workforce was treated as one unit in contribution to the productivity of the respondent-Commission referred to previous case
law-No reason to discriminate between employees solely on the basis of prescription of their conditions of employment -Found
to be unfair-Order for payment - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Education Services - PSACR 22 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - 09/04/99 - Government
Administration...................................................................................................................................................................................

1430

Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus (79 WAIG 559) - Applicant Union sought a
declaration that the Respondent had harshly and oppressively exercised its prerogative in that it had failed to fairly and
reasonably assess the systems and processes of work thereby introducing a hazardous work practice; that the Respondent failed to
notify the union as to the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government Officers' Salaries Allowances and
Conditions Award; the Respondent had attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by its member and
other employees at an earlier time and it had failed in its obligations as provided by sections
8,9,29(1)(a),29(1)(b),29(1)(e),30(b),30(c) and 30(d) of the Public Sector Management Act - Commission found on evidence that
the Applicant Union's first and second claims were not made out - Further, Commission found that the Applicant Union had
succeeded in showing that the transfer of its member was merely the alternative attempt by the Respondent to introduce the
process of work rejected by its member and other employees at an earlier time, that the transfer of the Applicant Union's member
was oppressive to her and ordered that the transfer be revoked - Commission did not find it necessary to consider the allegation
of the Applicant Union that the Respondent had failed in its obligations in certain sections of the Public Sector Management Act Ordered Accordingly - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director, South
Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/05/99 - Education ................................................................

1712

Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining .......................................

1765

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg ....................................

1768

Conference referred re dismissal-Matter remitted from the Full Bench-No submissions from parties re the matter of remittal-No
conclusion was reached whether dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair from the previous decision -Commission found
applicant's conduct justified instant dismissal and applicant was equally responsible for the incident-Commission also took
account of the consequences for applicant his work history and whether any alternative remedy would have been more
appropriate-It was found that the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair -Dismissed. - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN
UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - CR 315 of 1997 - SCOTT C. - 09/06/99 - Construction ..............

1772

CONFINED SPACE
Application to substitute a higher allowance payment for an existing allowance—Applicant argued that a substitution of a higher
allowance payment for working in confined space be granted in the Industrial Agreement—Respondent opposed the claims—
Commission found that the disabilities are not outside the standard contemplated in the normal course of employment and the
level assumed when the rates for confined space was agreed to—Dismissed.—The Western Australian Builders' Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other -v- Total Corrosion Control Pty Ltd & Other—CR 13 of 1998; FED6 20 of
1998—COLEMAN CC—09/12/98—Metal Product Manufacturing.................................................................................................

303

CONTRACT OF SERVICE
Application for alleged unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—Applicant argued he was summarily dismissed and claimed
compensation and entitlements under the terms on which he was employed—Respondent rejected and saw it as a demand outside
the terms of the employment relationship—Commission found that the Applicant rejected the reaffirmation of the existing
contract and found Applicant terminated his own employment- Dismissed—Commission recognised the entitlement to a payment
for pro -rata annual leave and one third of the "profit" for the month of September 1997—Granted.—Mr TJ Glasson -vBayswater Powder Coaters Pty Ltd—APPL 2166 of 1997—COLEMAN CC—22/10/98—Powdercoating......................................

270

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements—Applicant argued the total remuneration rate should be applied in calculating
a number of components as annual leave, long service leave, expenses paid under a "salary sacrifice" arrangement,
superannuation and purchase of a vehicle on Termination—The Respondent argued calculations were based on the salary
component of the package—Commission found Applicant had an entitlement on termination, to purchase the motor vehicle,
annual leave and long service leave, but the contractual entitlements being offset and less than the amount to purchase the
vehicle—Discontinued.—Mr AR Hall -v- Moran Healthcare Group (WA) Pty Ltd—APPL 496 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—
20/11/98—Retirement .......................................................................................................................................................................

272

Application re unfair dismissal and alleged denied contractual entitlements.—Applicant argued that dismissal was harsh and unfair and
there was an employee—employer relationship.- Respondent argued that the Applicant was a contractor and not an employee.—
Commission found that the arrangement between the parties was one of a contract for service.—Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction.—Mr G Sproule -v- Boyanup Capel Dardanup Football Club Inc (Boyanup Tavern)—APPL 1646 of 1998—
GREGOR C—22/12/98—Sport and Recreation................................................................................................................................

296

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements—Applicant argued that contractual entitlements were not paid as per the
supporting documents tendered—No appearance from the Respondent—Commission concluded that the lack of response from
the Respondent and the documents tendered, the amount was owed—Granted—Mr R Stokes -v- Wingstar Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 611 of 1998—GREGOR C—22/12/98—Other Services.........................................................................................................
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CONTRACT OF SERVICE—continued
Application re Unfair Dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant sought and obtained leave from the
Commission to discontinue claim re Unfair Dismissal. Applicant argued that contractual entitlements of one week's pay in lieu of
notice and unpaid wages were due. No appearance from the Respondent.- Commission found that the Applicant relied upon
agreed conditions of employment and accordingly found the Applicant was due payment in lieu and unpaid wages. - Granted. Ms CM Atkins -v- Ron's Upholstery - APPL 1872 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Furniture ....................................................................

563

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements.- Applicant sought contractual entitlements in the form of wages and monies in
lieu of notice, clothing and equipment allegedly wrongfully retained by the Respondent.- No appearance and response from the
Respondent. - Commission found that wage entitlements were made out but the Commission had no jurisdiction to monies re
allegedly retained clothing and equipment. - Granted in part. - Mr JA England -v- Rodney Houghton - APPL 2067 of 1998 FIELDING C - Commercial Fishing .................................................................................................................................................

577

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant argued that the employment contract was for a fixed term and this
was terminated prior to the completion of the employment contract. - Respondent argued that the Applicant's contract of
employment was subject to there being a project and that the Applicant was employed for the period whilst there was a project. Commission accepted the Applicant's evidence and found the Respondent had a liability under its employment contract with the
Applicant. - Granted. - Mr R Harrington-Smith -v- Eastern Goldfields Aboriginal Corporation Resource Agency & Other - APPL
1279 of 1998 - BEECH C - Community Services..............................................................................................................................

586

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................

604

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual benefits -Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed and
claimed payment of non-award contractual benefits which was denied to her-Respondent argued that the Applicant's performance
was not upto its expectation-Commission found that the dismissal was not unfair and an agreement was made that the money be
deducted and pay in lieu of notice was not a condition of the Applicant's contract of employment-Dismissed. - Ms PC Cronin -vMimi Wong Ferguson - Joy Tours - APPL 1367 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 04/03/99 - Travel ...............................................................

860

Application re Failure to pay contractual benefits -Applicant alleges Respondent failed to pay contractual benefits that were incorporated
into a contract of employment-Applicant seeks production of documents showing the charges actually paid to prepare a case for
the hearing - Respondent argued there was never any contractual arrangement which would result in an entitlement to the claimRespondent presented a proposal to the Applicant and further argued that the proposal is not a binding contract -Commission
granted the Discovery of information and the Respondent is to produce documents to the Applicant to quantify the claim-Order
Issued. - Mr GT Evans -v- Midekeha Pty Ltd ACN 062 620 231 T/A Leederville Autocare - APPL 1522 of 1998 - GREGOR C 25/02/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services ........................................................................................................................................

861

Application re Contractual Entitlements-Applicant argued that he had not been paid a benefit to which he is entitled under his contract of
employment-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee and for that reason and other reasons the application
was without merit-Commission found that the Applicant had not been denied a benefit under a contract of employmentDismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr S Salpietro -v- Anthony & Sons Pty Ltd T/A West Boat Builders - APPL 988 of 1998 BEECH C - 19/02/99 - Boat ..............................................................................................................................................................

870

Application re harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal and compensation and breach of contractual benefits-Applicant argued that
Respondent was going to restructure Company operations and he was not wanted as part of that restructure, but was merely going
to be terminated -Respondent argued that the Applicant chose to terminate the employment relationship after due consideration Commission found the Applicant was unfairly dismissed and thus awarded compensation-Granted. - Mr MJ A'Court -vBarbeques Galore Pty Ltd - APPL 505 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 05/03/99 - Retailing .......................................................................

878

Application re Breach of Contractual Benefits-Applicant seeks to recover unpaid wages and travel allowance-No appearance from the
Respondent- Commission found on evidence that the Applicant was denied benefits and the Respondent was ordered to payGranted. - Mrs JM Wodcke -v- ABC 123 Home Services Pty Ltd - APPL 2189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 19/02/99 - Personal
Services.............................................................................................................................................................................................

878

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was dismissed harshly, oppressively and unfairly because she was a loyal
worker who worked excessive amounts of overtime and worked on Sundays and also claimed denied non-award benefits under
the contract of her employment-Respondent argued that it had financial difficulties and as a result had to restructure the
company-Commission found that the Applicant had suffered a degree of distress because of the way she was dismissed and
awarded compensation for the loss and injury and the claim for contractual benefits was dismissed. - Mrs G Kippo -vMicrofusion Pty Ltd - APPL 1434 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 26/03/99 - Computing...........................................................................

1187

Application re contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been allegedly denied contractual entitlements accrued pursuant to
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Respondent argued the Annual Leave and Superannuation were within the
Industrial Magistrates jurisdiction -Applicant also filed an application in the Magistrate's Court-Commission found both Annual
Leave and Superannuation were beyond the Commission's jurisdiction but ordered the Respondent to pay other contractual
Benefit to the Applicant and the Applicant to pay costs to the Respondent -Granted. - Mr GB Oates -v- Sanders Executive Pty
Ltd T/A LJ Hooker Morley - APPL 474 of 1998 - KENNER C - 17/03/99 - Real Estate Agency .....................................................

1192

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his
contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................

1180

Application for unpaid contractual benefits-Applicant argued that terms of agreement varied to provide for payment in advance for final
week of employment-Claimed employer breached agreement by failing to pay on time -Respondent argued no entitlement to pay
in advance -Commission referred to case law-Found applicant entitled to payment and outstanding annual leave-Order issued
accordingly. - Mr P Antoni -v- A.T. Adams Pty Ltd ACN 006 534 443, T/A The Smart Service Trust - APPL 1917 of 1998 SCOTT C. - 16/04/99 ........................................................................................................................................................................

1434

Application for denied contractual benefits-Heard ex parte -Applicant claimed unpaid wages, time in lieu of overtime and pro-rata
annual leave-Commission applied tests set out in Simmons v Business Computers International Pty Ltd-Found no entitlement for
pro-rata leave-Upheld other claims-Order issued accordingly. - Mr T Cholkowski -v- Horizon Satellite Systems - APPL 1206 of
1998 - GREGOR C - 21/04/99 - Communication Services................................................................................................................

1439

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied
contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire...........................................................................................

1452
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CONTRACT OF SERVICE—continued
Application for unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that the termination of their employment was either harsh, oppressive or unfair and
was seeking compensation and allegedly denied benefits under their contracts of employment-The company was insolvent and an
Administrator was appointed-The Administrator argued that the proceedings are caught by the provisions of Section 440D of the
Corporations Law and should not proceed further at this time-Also needed more time to ascertain the true state of the Company's
affairs-The Applicants argued that the provisions of Section 440D of the Corporations Law have no application on this occasionCommission found that the proceedings associated with each of these applications insofar as they are directed towards Pipunya
Pty Ltd cannot proceed further by virtue of s.440D of the Corporations Law -Also the Administrator had declined to give his
written consent for the proceedings to proceed further-Leave had not been sought-In the absence of such consent proceedings
cannot proceed-Proceedings be stayed until one or other of the conditions precedent specified in S.440D of the Corporations Law
is satisfied. - Mrs S Richardson -v- Aboriginal Business Development Pty Ltd - APPL 254,255 of 1999 - FIELDING C 20/04/99 - Liquor and General Store .................................................................................................................................................

1459

Application for an allegedly denied contractual entitlement -The Applicant argued that he had not been paid the commission payable to
him for concluding a contract between the respondent and a client-First Respondent of the application stated in a letter as the
company ceased to operate and in the process of being wound up-Second Respondent of the applicant was not present at the
conciliation conference-The Commission found that the second respondent owed to the Applicant $230.00-Order issued - Mr DR
Warren -v- Altronic Distributors Pty Ltd - APPL 968 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 18/03/99 - Paint .........................................................

1468

Application re allegedly denied contractual entitlement -Applicant argued that he had been denied a commission payable to him for
concluding a contract between the respondent and a client-First Respondent stated in a letter that the company had ceased to
operate and was in the process of wounding up-Second Respondent did not attend the conference proceedings-Commission found
that the second Respondent owed $230.00 to the Applicant-Order issued accordingly. - Mr C Wood -v- Alan Marsh Surface
Coating Corporation (Australia) Pty Ltd - APPL 18 of 1999 - BEECH C - 14/04/99 ........................................................................

1472

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements - Applicant argued for payment of accrued holiday pay ($270.10) and one
week's pay in lieu of notice ($584.00), both figures said to be before any taxation deductions - No appearance from the
Respondent for either the conference, nor for the hearing proceedings - Commission being satisfied that any further attempt at
conciliation would be unavailing, referred the claim for hearing - Notwithstanding the absence of any appearance by or for the
Respondent, Applicant was given the onus to prove his claim on the balance of probabilities - Commission found on evidence
that an implied contract of employment existed, the employment ended in the manner described by Applicant and without any
payment in lieu of notice - Commission further found that while it appears that notice of termination was not a condition
discussed by the parties on entering into the contract it considered it open to imply, on the basis of weekly payment of wages, that
it was a term of the contract that one week's notice of termination applied, and in lieu, an equivalent payment - Further,
Commission accepted that the claim for a pro rata entitlement to annual leave has been made out and that the accrual amounted to
18.5 hours at the point of termination for the sum claimed - Ordered Accordingly - Mr L Boyd -v- Top Gear Wreckers - APPL 54
of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 13/05/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services ...............................................................................................

1717

Application for allegedly denied contractual benefits - Applicant argued for payment of 5 week period of accrued annual leave ($1800),
leave loading of 17.5 per cent which he calculated to be ($315) and one week's pay in lieu of notice, figures said to be before any
taxation deductions - Preliminary Conference - Respondent's representative confirmed that the Respondent owed the Applicant
payment on account of holiday leave - Further, by its Notice of Answer, Respondent stated that they intended to pay holiday
leave as soon as their financial position is able (sic) to make the payment - Preliminary Hearing - Applicant sought and was
granted leave to amend his application to withdraw the wages claim - Hearing was adjourned and re-listed for 3 February 1999,
as there was no appearance entered on behalf of the Respondent - Commission found that although it is faced with hearsay
evidence it was satisfied that, given the background to this matter and the admission made in the answer to the application, it is
appropriate that the Commission accept that hearsay evidence and act upon it - Accordingly, Commission was satisfied that the
Applicant was entitled to that which he claims and ordered that the Respondent pay the Applicant the sum of $2115 before tax Ordered Accordingly - Mr M Danilov -v- Macedonian Cultural Centre "Ilinden" Perth WA Inc - APPL 1230 of 1998 - PARKS C
- 03/02/99 - Sport and Recreation......................................................................................................................................................

1721

Application re alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that he was entitled to receive a redundancy entitlement even
though he had resigned prior to his position being made redundant-Respondent argued that offer of redundancy was an incentive
for employees to remain with the operation until there was no further work available-Commission found that applicant resigned
in the knowledge that he would not be paid the redundancy payment -Dismissed. - Mr MJ Linto -v- Oriole Resources Ltd - APPL
1443 of 1998 - BEECH C - 27/05/99 - Metal Ore Mining ................................................................................................................

1744

Application for alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued entitlement to commission on advertising receipts on the
basis that she had obtained the initial order notwithstanding that she had resigned before total payments were made-Respondent
argued that no commission was payable post employment producing document and oral evidence that this was the industry
practice-Commission accepted evidence of respondent-Found commissions died with the end of the contract-All claims
dismissed. - Ms SD Williams -v- Design Media (WA) Pty Limited - APPL 246 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 12/05/99 - Publishing ....

1760

Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining .......................................

1765

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg ....................................
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CONTRACT OUT OF AWARD
2
Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned
Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture .............................................................................................................................

959

DATE OF OPERATION
3
Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICSApplicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operationRespondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissionsCICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various...................

33

Application re Agreement—Date of operation to be arbitrated by the Commission—Matter referred to the Chief Commissioner for
special case consideration—Applicant unions sought to have the operative date of the Agreement made retrospective, based on
length of time involved in registering agreement—Respondents claimed that the Commission was prohibited by the Act from
deciding an operative date earlier than the Applicant's application for arbitration—Commission found that the issue of
retrospectivity was a matter of discretionary judgement of merit having regard to the Statement of wage Principles—Further, the
Commission stated that it is obliged to act if Government policy relating to retrospectivity was applied in disregard to specific
circumstances and constraints on the parties—Commission found that the specific and special circumstances relating to the
application were dealt with in a reasonable fashion and the outcome was fair—However, the Commission further found that in
special circumstances it had the authority to make an order in relation to the agreement being restricted to the parties involved
that there was no impediment to making such an order—Granted in part.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Director General, Ministry for Culture and the Arts—PSACR 85 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—02/12/98—
Government.......................................................................................................................................................................................

245

1

Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration .........................................

945

Conference Referred re claim for site allowance - Applicant Unions argued that due to site's proximity to a swamp which led to insect
problems, exposure of site (no shade prior to erection of the warehouse), sandy soil and no parking facilities for employee's cars,
as well as distance to amenities, the site should attract an allowance - Respondents Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd and
Sound Plumbing - No appearance for Sound Plumbing either at the conference proceedings, nor at the hearing - Respondent
argued that Commission should exercise its discretion and dismiss the application as it was no longer in the public interest Further, Respondent argued that the employee/s were paid above award rate - Commission inspected the site and applied Sapri
Decision and found disabilities associated with sandier soil, insect problem and ordered that allowance of 75 cents per hour was
appropriate retrospective to the date of application - Granted - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
Union of Workers & Other -v- Armadale Concrete Tank Co - CR 357 of 1998 - BEECH C - 07/05/99 - General Construction ......

1772

DISCRIMINATION
Conference referred re selective retrospective payment of salary increase-Applicant argued that it was unfair to make administrative
payment to employees who subsequently entered into workplace agreement following registration of previous collective
agreement but not employees whose employment were covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement having regard that whole
workforce was treated as one unit in contribution to the productivity of the respondent-Commission referred to previous case
law-No reason to discriminate between employees solely on the basis of prescription of their conditions of employment -Found
to be unfair-Order for payment - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Education Services - PSACR 22 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - 09/04/99 - Government
Administration...................................................................................................................................................................................

1430

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................

1533

EMPLOYEE
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................
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EMPLOYEE—continued
Application re unfair dismissal and alleged denied contractual entitlements.—Applicant argued that dismissal was harsh and unfair and
there was an employee—employer relationship.- Respondent argued that the Applicant was a contractor and not an employee.—
Commission found that the arrangement between the parties was one of a contract for service.—Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction.—Mr G Sproule -v- Boyanup Capel Dardanup Football Club Inc (Boyanup Tavern)—APPL 1646 of 1998—
GREGOR C—22/12/98—Sport and Recreation................................................................................................................................

296

Application re Unfair Dismissal. - Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair and that there was an employee -employer relationship. Respondent argued the preliminary point that the relationship was that of subcontractor and principal. - Commission applied the
employment tests to determine whether the relationship was one of employee -employer or independent contractor and principal.
Commission found the respondent did not reserve to itself the right to control the Applicant in the performance of his contract,
the mode of remuneration was generally by a rate for the task, tax deductions were according to the systems appropriate to
subcontractors, the Applicant had the ability to engage labour and the Applicant was in business for himself. - Dismissed for
want of jurisdiction. - Mr S Coulcher -v- Architectural Ceiling Systems Pty Ltd - APPL 944 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Building
Structure Services..............................................................................................................................................................................

572

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................

604

ENFORCEMENT OF AWARDS/ORDERS
2
Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security ..............................................................................................................................

963

2

Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................

966

HOURS OF WORK
Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport.......................

556

Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty
pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging..........................................................................

557

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more workApplicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attentionRespondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC Pubs...................................................................................................................................................................................................

603

2

Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned
Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture .............................................................................................................................

959

INDUSTRY ALLOWANCE
Conference Referred re claim for site allowance - Applicant Unions argued that due to site's proximity to a swamp which led to insect
problems, exposure of site (no shade prior to erection of the warehouse), sandy soil and no parking facilities for employee's cars,
as well as distance to amenities, the site should attract an allowance - Respondents Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd and
Sound Plumbing - No appearance for Sound Plumbing either at the conference proceedings, nor at the hearing - Respondent
argued that Commission should exercise its discretion and dismiss the application as it was no longer in the public interest Further, Respondent argued that the employee/s were paid above award rate - Commission inspected the site and applied Sapri
Decision and found disabilities associated with sandier soil, insect problem and ordered that allowance of 75 cents per hour was
appropriate retrospective to the date of application - Granted - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
Union of Workers & Other -v- Armadale Concrete Tank Co - CR 357 of 1998 - BEECH C - 07/05/99 - General Construction ......
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
INDUSTRIAL MATTER
Application for a claim of invalid recommendation-Applicant argued that its member had been unfairly dealt with by the withdrawal of
a recommendation to which she was recommended and that she be reinstated immediately-Respondent argued that the Public
Service Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter to which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector
Management Act -Commission found that it is an industrial matter and did not relate to a breach of public sector standards and is
therefore not a matter in respect of which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector Management Act-Further, the
preliminary matters raised as impediments to the conference proceedings were dismissed. - The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated -v- Executive Director, Education Department of Western Australia - PSAC 74 of 1998 - Public
Service Arbitrator - SCOTT C. - 05/01/99 - Education......................................................................................................................
2

837

Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned
Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture .............................................................................................................................

959

Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security ..............................................................................................................................

963

INDUSTRY
Appeal against requirement to register and make payments under the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave ActAppellant argued that if any of its work fell within the Construction Industry then it was an adjunct to its real business and the
exclusions in the CIPPLSL Act removed it from the industry-Appellant further argued its employees were covered by workplace
agreements which provided LSL entitlements- Respondent argued that if the major and substantial part of the work was in the
construction industry then so was the Appellant-BOR found that the Appellant employed workers whose major and substantial
work was in the construction industry, however, the prime reason the Appellant was in business was not a purpose which easily
fell within the definition and the Appellant was not required to register-Upheld - Healy Airconditioning Pty Ltd -v- Construction
Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board - BOR 11 of 1998 - Board of Reference - SPURLING, J.A. - 21/01/99 Construction Trade Services..............................................................................................................................................................

560

INTERPRETATION-WORDS & PHRASES
Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make
order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ...........................................................................................................................................................................

233

Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty
pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging..........................................................................

557

2

Appeal against Decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4432) re Compensation for Unfair Dismissal and an Application to extend time to
file Notice of Appeal Application-Applicant argued that extension of time application should be accepted because of the lack of
skill, knowledge and legal advice in Industrial Relation Law-Once legal advice sought prompt action was taken to lodge Appeal
against the Decision after allowing for the preparation and submissions of the Appeal-Further the Respondent would not suffer
any prejudice - Respondent argued the extension of time should not be granted and the Appeal against Decision of Commission
should fail - Full Bench found that the extension of time is not automatic and no proper or valid reasons for the length of the
delay and the reason for the delay were provided-Further no arguable case was submitted to the Full Bench and the Respondent
would suffer prejudice - Dismissed - Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2096 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/FIELDING C/SCOTT C. - 11/02/99...........................................................................................................................

645

Application to interpret the meaning of Clause 19 subclause (8) paragraph (c) Long Service Leave of the Award No. 39 of 1968Respondent directed the recipient employees bound by the Award to discontinue the past administrative practice of "payment of
pro-rata long service leave to hospital salaried officers resigning on the grounds of pregnancy either before or during maternity
leave"-Applicant contends that the resignation of an employee to undertake the role of primary care giver constitutes a
"retirement" within the meaning the Commission ascribed to in matter 646 of 1973 -Commission found that the parent who is to
undertake the role of primary care provider terminates their employment in order to fulfil that role, such amounts to a domestic
necessity which also has a degree of compulsion to resign necessary to bring it within the meaning of "Retirement" envisage by
Clause 19(8)(b) and the answer is affirmative. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
-v- Royal Perth Hospital & Others - P 72 of 1995 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 ........................................................................................

843

2

Appeal against Decision of Commission (79WAIG292) re Unfair Dismissal and Contractual Entitlements - Appellant argued that
Commission erred in its finding that the Application was lodged out of time, was a nullity and thus be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction - Counsel referred to the Act, Regulation and its interpretation - Full Bench found and interpreted the word lodge or
lodging as an act within the power of the Applicant, whereas, file or filing as an act done by the Registrar and/or his officers Further, the Application was a valid referral made within the twenty eight day time limit and lodged in accordance with the
regulations, thus, the Application could proceed - Upheld - Mrs G Satie -v- Swan Television and Radio Broadcasters Limited
trading as STW Channel 9 Perth - APPL 2238 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/BEECH C - 23/03/99 Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ......................................................................................................................................................

955

2

Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
INTERPRETATION-WORDS & PHRASES—continued
Application for interpretation of Award-Re Board and/or lodging and call allowances clauses-Meaning of terms 'principal place of
residence' and 'reside'-Applicant argued provisions not ambiguous ought not be read in isolation having regard for industry or
operation-Union argued meaning as attributed previously by Full Bench -Commission's interpretation means: the main or primary
place of residence-Also 'reside' has a broader meaning now, recognises temporary stay-Held views expressed by Commission
previously in relation to 'on duty' were still valid-Interpretation given. - Brightwater Care Group (Inc) & Other -v- The Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - APPL 978 of 1998 - PARKS C - 19/03/99.........

1174

INTERVENTION
1
Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct
1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ......................................................................................................................

4

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security ..............................................................................................................................

963

JURISDICTION
1
Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct
1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ......................................................................................................................

4

2

Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary
Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculationFull Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services ..............................................................................................................

8

2

Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal( ) re Transfer of an
employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with unjustly
and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the matter on
an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts.................................................................................

14

2

Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued
Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commission was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not
the hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd
(Under Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various ..

23

Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make
order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ...........................................................................................................................................................................

233

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
JURISDICTION—continued
Application for contractual entitlements and compensation for unfair dismissal—Preliminary point—Jurisdiction—Estoppel—Applicant
argues that a finding of a Review Officer pursuant to s.22 of the Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 acts as an
estoppel against the Respondent defending the claim by alleging the Applicant committed serious and wilful misconduct and that
"res judicata" applies—The Commission on the question of estoppel accepted the decision of the Review officer was a judicial
determination and that it was relevant to the proceedings before the Commission—Held Respondent estopped from arguing
conduct constituted misconduct etc.—Commission found that "res judicata" not relevant.—Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of
Companies—APPL 2031 of 1997—BEECH C—27/11/98—General Construction ..........................................................................
Application for unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—Preliminary Point—Jurisdiction—whether application filed within
time—Application faxed to Registry on last day for lodgment of documents—Originals subsequently filed with appropriate fee—
Applicant argues that the view of the filing not being effective until the fee is paid offends the principle in s26 of the Act—
Commission held that filing not effected until the payment of the fee—Dismissed claim for unfair dismissal.—Mrs G Satie -vSTW Channel Nine—APPL 727 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/10/98—Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ...........................................
Application re unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements claim—Applicant sought to amend Respondent's name—Commission found
that the application to amend was not merely to correct a mistake in the name of the Respondent but to substitute an entirely
different entity for the Respondent—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction.—Mr D Wilcox -v- Mr A D'Angelo—APPL 1366 of
1998—KENNER C—03/12/98—Agriculture ...................................................................................................................................
4
Application for stay of operation of decision of Commission pending appeal to Full Bench-Respondent argued there was no jurisdiction
to hear the application-President found that the application had been filed when no notice of appeal had been filed within the 21
day period-President found there was no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application which was a nullity- Dismissed Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2213 of 1998 - President - SHARKEY P - 19/01/99 - Food, Beverage and
Tobacco Mfg .....................................................................................................................................................................................
Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus - Applicant argued that the decision to
transfer and relocate member by the Respondent be declared void. - Respondent argued two preliminary points firstly, the
application lodged sought a Declaration and this was beyond that. Secondly the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
deal with the application. - Commission found that preliminary points have not been made out and the Commission does have
jurisdiction to deal with the matter - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director,
South Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - Education.............................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was unfair because employment contract changes within the
workplace and was left with limited options and not prepared to take a lower remuneration- Respondent argued that several
employees were made redundant and the applicant was offered a position with a lower remuneration-Commission found that the
Applicant had decided not to accept the Respondent's offer and would leave-Further the Commission found that the applicant's
own conduct terminated employment contract-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr M Atkins -v- Extol Pty Ltd - APPL 1650
of 1998 - GREGOR C - Other Mining ..............................................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against Decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4432) re Compensation for Unfair Dismissal and an Application to extend time to
file Notice of Appeal Application-Applicant argued that extension of time application should be accepted because of the lack of
skill, knowledge and legal advice in Industrial Relation Law-Once legal advice sought prompt action was taken to lodge Appeal
against the Decision after allowing for the preparation and submissions of the Appeal-Further the Respondent would not suffer
any prejudice - Respondent argued the extension of time should not be granted and the Appeal against Decision of Commission
should fail - Full Bench found that the extension of time is not automatic and no proper or valid reasons for the length of the
delay and the reason for the delay were provided-Further no arguable case was submitted to the Full Bench and the Respondent
would suffer prejudice - Dismissed - Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2096 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/FIELDING C/SCOTT C. - 11/02/99...........................................................................................................................
4
Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to Full Bench -Applicant argued significant administrative inconvenience would occur
pending the decision of Appeal-Respondent argued that the fruits of the Commission's Order have been deprived for over two
months-President found that the Application for a Stay was not made after an Appeal was instituted because the Appeal was a
nullity, there being no decision in existence against which an appeal could be instituted-The Appeal is incompetent-Dismissed. Director General of the Ministry for Culture and the Arts -v- The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated &
Others - APPL 96 of 1999 - President - SHARKEY P - 17/02/99 - Government Administration ......................................................
Application to register an Industrial Agreement-Minister for Labour Relations intervened to have Clause 30 " Other Agreements "
deleted from the Agreement-Minister argued that the Clause is not an industrial matter and could offend the Workplace
Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the jurisdiction of the Commission regarding Industrial Agreements was limitedThe parties concerned entered into the Industrial Agreement quite freely and deliberately thus there was no valid reason why the
Agreement and the Clause should not be registered -Registered. - Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, W.A. Clerical and -v- Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia - AG 268 of 1998 FIELDING C - 09/02/99 - Health Services........................................................................................................................................
Application to vary award re insertion of Freedom of choice provision-Applicant sought interim injunction compelling 1st Respondent
to offer a choice to new job applicants between contract of employment under the Award or a Workplace Agreement-Respondent
propounded two arguments firstly the substance and character of the application is not an industrial matter and secondly applying
sections 7a -7c of the Act the Commission is without jurisdiction to make an order effecting the rights to follow the separate
lawful stream of employment provided by the Workplace Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the categories of persons
involved had no present employment therefore there is no industrial matter to be found-The application under which the
injuncture application arises did not empower the Commission to make the orders sought-Dismissed. - Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia - & Others -v- RGC Mineral Sands Limited & Others APPL 2178 of 1998 - PARKS C - 22/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................
Application for a claim of invalid recommendation-Applicant argued that its member had been unfairly dealt with by the withdrawal of
a recommendation to which she was recommended and that she be reinstated immediately-Respondent argued that the Public
Service Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter to which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector
Management Act -Commission found that it is an industrial matter and did not relate to a breach of public sector standards and is
therefore not a matter in respect of which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector Management Act-Further, the
preliminary matters raised as impediments to the conference proceedings were dismissed. - The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated -v- Executive Director, Education Department of Western Australia - PSAC 74 of 1998 - Public
Service Arbitrator - SCOTT C. - 05/01/99 - Education......................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal and jurisdiction determination-Applicant argued that he was still employed after the expiry of a
Workplace Agreement as a "as and when required" basis employee-Respondent argued that as the relationship was regulated by a
Workplace Agreement when the Applicant was last employed there was no dismissal to attract jurisdiction under the Industrial
Relations Act when that contract of employment expired-Commission found the claim attracts jurisdiction and nothing put to the
Commission disposes of the question as to whether the determination of employment was harsh, oppressive or unfair. - Mr A
Bodger -v- Cockburn Ice Arena Pty Ltd - APPL 1016 of 1996 - COLEMAN CC - 06/01/99 ...........................................................
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Page
JURISDICTION—continued
Application re unfair dismissal-Preliminary point -Jurisdiction-Whether applicants were employees-Parties provided written
submissions-Commission found documentation supporting both positions demonstrated that applicants were employees of
respondent at time of termination-However, on question of geographical area of jurisdiction the Commission could not determine
the issue on the facts -Application in relation to Mr Lee was dismissed-Order accordingly. - Mr SK Lee -v- Biologic International
Limited - APPL 1882, 1895 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 ............................................................................................................

854

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual benefits -Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed and
claimed payment of non-award contractual benefits which was denied to her-Respondent argued that the Applicant's performance
was not upto its expectation-Commission found that the dismissal was not unfair and an agreement was made that the money be
deducted and pay in lieu of notice was not a condition of the Applicant's contract of employment-Dismissed. - Ms PC Cronin -vMimi Wong Ferguson - Joy Tours - APPL 1367 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 04/03/99 - Travel ...............................................................

860

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed and wanted the matter to be determined in this jurisdictionRespondent argued Applicant's employment was under a Federal Agreement in conjunction with a Federal Award, and was
seeking relief under the Commonwealth Workplace Relations Act 1996-Commission found that the Applicant is not entitled to
make two claims, so as to in effect, hedge his bets and should elect to make the claim in one tribunal or the other-Dismissed - Mr
KA Fitzpatrick -v- Baulderstone Clough Joint Venture - APPL 2165,2166 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 09/02/99................................

862

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and did not warrant dismissal for a
minor altercation with another employee-Respondent argued Applicant was demoted for an incidence of misconduct and did not
start work in his new position-Commission found the dismissal was not unfair and an order was issued accordingly-Dismissed Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of Companies - APPL 2031 of 1997 - BEECH C - 12/02/99 ............................................................

866

Application re unfair Dismissal-Applicant argued he had been constructively dismissed that he was forced to resign on the grounds of
extreme stress-Respondent argued Applicant was not dismissed either constructively or otherwise but tendered resignation Commission found that the Respondent was the effective cause of the termination of the Applicant's employment and that the
Applicant was himself largely the architect of the termination-Dismissed - Mr LA Peredo -v- Metland Products - APPL 1311 of
1998 - FIELDING C - 13/01/99 - Sheet Metal Fabrication................................................................................................................

867

Application re Contractual Entitlements-Applicant argued that he had not been paid a benefit to which he is entitled under his contract of
employment-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee and for that reason and other reasons the application
was without merit-Commission found that the Applicant had not been denied a benefit under a contract of employmentDismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr S Salpietro -v- Anthony & Sons Pty Ltd T/A West Boat Builders - APPL 988 of 1998 BEECH C - 19/02/99 - Boat ..............................................................................................................................................................

870

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, unfair and unjust and was seeking an order to that effect
from the Commission-Respondent argued that the Applicant's employment was under a federal award and the Commission does
not have jurisdiction in the matter -Commission found that it cannot ignore a federal award provision while it exists-Dismissed
for want of jurisdiction. - Mr VS Smith -v- G & F Beltline Services Pty Ltd - APPL 778 of 1998 - BEECH C - 05/03/99...............

871

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because of her unavailability
to continue work by reason of illness and that she was dismissed over the telephone-Respondent argued that it never intended to
dismiss the Applicant over the telephone but wanted to do so when the Applicant returned to work-Commission found that the
Dismissal was not unfair-Dismissed. - Ms GL Tan -v- 'Gabriels' Cafe - APPL 1842 of 1998 - KENNER C - 12/02/99 - Cafes .......

872

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because he was not given any
forewarning that his position was not secure and was told over the phone that he was terminated- Respondent argued that
Applicant's employment was terminated because there was no further work for him-The Commission found that the Applicant
was dismissed unfairly -Granted. - Mr G Walker -v- Queststyle Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 1473 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 15/02/99 Decorative .........................................................................................................................................................................................

875

Conference referred re alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued Respondent's conduct forced the termination and this should be
considered a dismissal-Respondent argued the employee resigned and Commission was without jurisdiction -Commission found
employees true intention was not to remain in employment-Respondent had discharged duty to make proper enquiries given the
employees medical condition -Dismissed. - The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers - -v- G & G Steelworks - CR 221 of 1998 - KENNER C - 02/03/99 - Building Structure Services ................................

880

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining.......................................................................................

951

2

Appeal against Decision of Commission (79WAIG292) re Unfair Dismissal and Contractual Entitlements - Appellant argued that
Commission erred in its finding that the Application was lodged out of time, was a nullity and thus be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction - Counsel referred to the Act, Regulation and its interpretation - Full Bench found and interpreted the word lodge or
lodging as an act within the power of the Applicant, whereas, file or filing as an act done by the Registrar and/or his officers Further, the Application was a valid referral made within the twenty eight day time limit and lodged in accordance with the
regulations, thus, the Application could proceed - Upheld - Mrs G Satie -v- Swan Television and Radio Broadcasters Limited
trading as STW Channel 9 Perth - APPL 2238 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/BEECH C - 23/03/99 Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ......................................................................................................................................................

955

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security ..............................................................................................................................

963

2

Application for the registration of a new organisation by the amalgamation of two unions - The application was made by the two
unions, Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers - The matter was adjourned sine die to allow the unions to comply with the Act, namely an
amendment to Rule 1 and the name and the signature of the Secretary - No objection to application and adjournment - Full Bench
satisfied with both the amendment, signature and all statutory requirements of law had been complied with, authorised the
registration of the " The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch" - Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch & Other -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 2117 of
1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/BEECH C/SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 - Rail Transport.......................................................................
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4
Application for stay of order against decision of the Commission pending appeal to Full Bench - Appellant argued that Commission
erred in finding that it had jurisdiction under s.80E(7) of the Act to deal with the application - President reviewed the Act and
found that application for order for a stay of decision was a nullity because there was no decision within the meaning of s.49(2)
of the Act against which an appeal could be validly "instituted", within the meaning of s.49(11) of the Act - President further
found that since the appeal as "instituted", was invalid and a nullity, no application for a stay could therefore be validly lodged
and the Commission as constituted had no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application before it - Ordered Accordingly Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE -v- The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated APPL 447 of 1999 - President - SHARKEY P - 09/04/99 - Education..............................................................................................
Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was dismissed unfairly and that he was an employee of the Respondent
because he performed work at the Respondent's premises, was under the control of the Respondent's business and was wearing
the Respondent's uniform -Respondent argued it terminated the contract of Applicant's business and Applicant was not an
employee of its business-Commission found that the Applicant had not discharged the onus that rested upon him-Dismissed. - Mr
GA Marshall -v- Tonesports Pty Ltd ACN 076 450 229 T/A The Body Club - APPL 1615 of 1998 - BEECH C - 19/03/99 Fitness ...............................................................................................................................................................................................
Application re contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been allegedly denied contractual entitlements accrued pursuant to
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Respondent argued the Annual Leave and Superannuation were within the
Industrial Magistrates jurisdiction -Applicant also filed an application in the Magistrate's Court-Commission found both Annual
Leave and Superannuation were beyond the Commission's jurisdiction but ordered the Respondent to pay other contractual
Benefit to the Applicant and the Applicant to pay costs to the Respondent -Granted. - Mr GB Oates -v- Sanders Executive Pty
Ltd T/A LJ Hooker Morley - APPL 474 of 1998 - KENNER C - 17/03/99 - Real Estate Agency .....................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that they were harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because they did not
respond to the proposal put by the trustees (Spencers)-Claimed reinstatement or compensation-Respondent argued all three
employees' contracts of employment came to an end at their initiative-Commission found that Mr and Mrs Sparks made it clear to
the Respondent that they no longer wished to be bound by a condition of their employment -Rejected the offer made by the
Respondent-Their dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair and the claim was dismissed-Commission also found that Mrs
Mather's dismissal was unfair as it was not connected to the operational requirements of the Respondent or her conduct or
performance but because of the Sparks' dismissal and Granted her compensation. - Mr R Sparks -v- Victoria Hotel (WA) Pty Ltd
- APPL 1004, 1005, 1006 of 1998 - KENNER C - 26/03/99 - Hotel .................................................................................................
Conference referred re Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and Procedure - Applicant Unions argued that policy should test for impairment
rather than testing for drugs, disputed the penalties which apply following a positive test result and sought to reduce length of the
time records of offence that should be kept and higher cut-off levels for drug testing -Respondent argued that employee who has
a detectable level of a drug is "more than likely" to be impaired and the only practical method is to test for the presence of drugs Respondent further argued that claim was outside Commission's jurisdiction due to operation of s23(3)(d) of the Act and sought
for minimum level which drugs may be reliably detected - Commission found that the onus was on applicants to show that
circumstances warrant intervention and that CICS's conclusions in the 'BHP Case' is applicable -Further, Applicant's primary
objection could not be upheld as there was no evidence of a satisfactory alternative to testing for presence of drugs-Commission
found on the jurisdictional issue that the penal sanctions were not the same as would deny it jurisdiction pursuant to s.23(3)(d) of
the Act, that confidential records should be kept for 2 years and that Applicant's claim for a higher cut-off level had not been
made out due to the relevant provisions in the Rail Safety Act- Ordered Accordingly - Australian Railways Union of Workers,
West Australian Branch -v- Western Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 257 of 1998 - BEECH C - 20/01/99 Government Administration ..............................................................................................................................................................
Conference referred re compensation for loss of income -Applicant argued that employer had been deprived of opportunity to work in
accordance with agreement-Respondent denied any unfairness claiming as a result of inability to get required medical clearanceCommission found clearance precondition to employment was jurisdictional barrier to application-Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Total Marine Services
Pty Ltd - CR 79 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 11/03/99 - Personal and Other Services ...........................................................................
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ..........................................
Application for alleged harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal - Applicant argued that application was lodged about a week after
employment was terminated, therefore it was within 28 days - No argument from Respondent - Commission found from the
documents provided, indication that the application was lodged approximately 4 months after termination - Commission also
found that Applicant's evidence was confusing, contradictory and unreliable and therefore, raised the question of time allowed by
s.29(2) of the I.R. Act, which provides that a claim of unfair dismissal cannot be made more than 28 days after the date of
termination - Commission concluded based on all evidence before it, and on the balance of probabilities, when Applicant's
employment terminated and it was unable to find that the application was made no more than 28 days after employment actually
terminated - Dismissed - Mr RL Hindle -v- JAL (Jack) Bonnet Coral Cleaning Services - APPL 2103 of 1998 - SCOTT C. 03/05/99 - Personal Services..............................................................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed-Commission found that the Application was filed in the
Commission beyond the time limitation of 28 days and the Applicant was a subcontractor -On these two counts the Commission
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the Applicant's claim -Discontinued for want of jurisdiction. - Mr GD Melhuish -v Perceptions Home Builders - APPL 134 of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 23/04/99 - Building ....................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed that
he was not given any warning and was denied benefits under the contract that he was not given a week's notice of terminationRespondent argued that the Applicant was given a week's notice of termination -Commission found that the dismissal was unfair
in all the circumstances and as the Applicant obtained other employment, only remedy sought was the denied contractual
entitlement-Granted - Mr B Notley -v- Northside Rentals - APPL 2273 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 22/04/99 - RENTALS................
Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus (79 WAIG 559) - Applicant Union sought a
declaration that the Respondent had harshly and oppressively exercised its prerogative in that it had failed to fairly and
reasonably assess the systems and processes of work thereby introducing a hazardous work practice; that the Respondent failed to
notify the union as to the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government Officers' Salaries Allowances and
Conditions Award; the Respondent had attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by its member and
other employees at an earlier time and it had failed in its obligations as provided by sections
8,9,29(1)(a),29(1)(b),29(1)(e),30(b),30(c) and 30(d) of the Public Sector Management Act - Commission found on evidence that
the Applicant Union's first and second claims were not made out - Further, Commission found that the Applicant Union had
succeeded in showing that the transfer of its member was merely the alternative attempt by the Respondent to introduce the
process of work rejected by its member and other employees at an earlier time, that the transfer of the Applicant Union's member
was oppressive to her and ordered that the transfer be revoked - Commission did not find it necessary to consider the allegation
of the Applicant Union that the Respondent had failed in its obligations in certain sections of the Public Sector Management Act Ordered Accordingly - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director, South
Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/05/99 - Education ................................................................
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JURISDICTION—continued
Decision issued on 29/10/98 Interlocutory application to disqualify Counsel-Respondent alleged conflict of interest should preclude
Counsel from continuing to act and appear for applicant, argued both personal and general conflict issues-Applicant's Counsel
opposed propositions arguing not precluded by legal practitioners (WA) Professional conduct rules or other issues-Commission
decided there was jurisdiction to deal with matter-Considered principles regarding conflicts relating to personal and general
issues -Requisite tests to establish conflict not met-Counsel should not be precluded. - Mr A Ellis -v- The Grand Lodge of
Western Australia of Antient Free and Accepted Masons Incorporated & Other - APPL 517 of 1998 - KENNER C........................

1723

Application for unfair dismissal-Commission found that it had jurisdiction in the matter-Because of the parties' locations, conducting a
hearing was not possible-Therefore, all parties consented to determining affidavit evidence and written submissions-Applicants
argued that they were not provided with any training and were not allowed to exercise the skills in running the complex-They
further argued that they were demoted as recorded in the Respondent's letter -Respondent argued that it had "cleared the air for a
promising relationship" for the Applicants to earn the respect of the staff to continue on trainee management -Commission was
unable to decide whether Applicants' resignation was capable of constituting dismissals for the purposes of the Act and if so
whether it was unfair -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr W Luff -v- DG Fletcher Holdings Pty Ltd T/A WA/SA Border
Village - APPL 684,685 of 1998 - BEECH C - 26/05/99 - Hostel .....................................................................................................

1746

Application for contractual entitlement-Applicant asserts that she was denied the right to independent arbitration under the employers
Fair Treatment System-Seeks declaration to that effect-Respondent argued jurisdiction not an "industrial matter" or a benefit
under a contract of employment-Various other arguments concerning arbitration including that the matter be dismissed or refrain
from hearing until the arbitrator has heard and determined the proceedings before him-Commission found that arbitration had not
been refused-Endorsed proposition of a separate contract-Dismissed. - Ms J O'Donoghue -v- Argyle Diamond Mines P/L - APPL
2172 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining ..........................................................................................................................

1750

Application re Unfair Dismissal and determination of Jurisdiction - Applicant submitted and argued that not withstanding that the
employment was subject to the terms of a Federal award, the matter was within the jurisdiction of the Commission - Respondent
submitted and argued that by reasons of the Commission's decision in Hull vs City of Mandurah (1998) (78WAIG4912) the
Application should be dismissed - Commission found that the Federal Award provided for dispute settlement procedures that
refer to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission for resolution - Dismissed - Mr PH Summerfield -v- Shire of Katanning APPL 694 of 1998 - KENNER C - 03/06/99 - Government Administration......................................................................................

1758

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg ....................................

1768

LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Appeal against requirement to register and make payments under the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave ActAppellant argued that if any of its work fell within the Construction Industry then it was an adjunct to its real business and the
exclusions in the CIPPLSL Act removed it from the industry-Appellant further argued its employees were covered by workplace
agreements which provided LSL entitlements- Respondent argued that if the major and substantial part of the work was in the
construction industry then so was the Appellant-BOR found that the Appellant employed workers whose major and substantial
work was in the construction industry, however, the prime reason the Appellant was in business was not a purpose which easily
fell within the definition and the Appellant was not required to register-Upheld - Healy Airconditioning Pty Ltd -v- Construction
Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board - BOR 11 of 1998 - Board of Reference - SPURLING, J.A. - 21/01/99 Construction Trade Services..............................................................................................................................................................

560

MANAGERIAL PREROGATIVE
Conference referred re Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and Procedure - Applicant Unions argued that policy should test for impairment
rather than testing for drugs, disputed the penalties which apply following a positive test result and sought to reduce length of the
time records of offence that should be kept and higher cut-off levels for drug testing -Respondent argued that employee who has
a detectable level of a drug is "more than likely" to be impaired and the only practical method is to test for the presence of drugs Respondent further argued that claim was outside Commission's jurisdiction due to operation of s23(3)(d) of the Act and sought
for minimum level which drugs may be reliably detected - Commission found that the onus was on applicants to show that
circumstances warrant intervention and that CICS's conclusions in the 'BHP Case' is applicable -Further, Applicant's primary
objection could not be upheld as there was no evidence of a satisfactory alternative to testing for presence of drugs-Commission
found on the jurisdictional issue that the penal sanctions were not the same as would deny it jurisdiction pursuant to s.23(3)(d) of
the Act, that confidential records should be kept for 2 years and that Applicant's claim for a higher cut-off level had not been
made out due to the relevant provisions in the Rail Safety Act- Ordered Accordingly - Australian Railways Union of Workers,
West Australian Branch -v- Western Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 257 of 1998 - BEECH C - 20/01/99 Government Administration ..............................................................................................................................................................

1215

Conference referred re selective retrospective payment of salary increase-Applicant argued that it was unfair to make administrative
payment to employees who subsequently entered into workplace agreement following registration of previous collective
agreement but not employees whose employment were covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement having regard that whole
workforce was treated as one unit in contribution to the productivity of the respondent-Commission referred to previous case
law-No reason to discriminate between employees solely on the basis of prescription of their conditions of employment -Found
to be unfair-Order for payment - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Education Services - PSACR 22 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - 09/04/99 - Government
Administration...................................................................................................................................................................................

1430

MATERNITY LEAVE
Application to interpret the meaning of Clause 19 subclause (8) paragraph (c) Long Service Leave of the Award No. 39 of 1968Respondent directed the recipient employees bound by the Award to discontinue the past administrative practice of "payment of
pro-rata long service leave to hospital salaried officers resigning on the grounds of pregnancy either before or during maternity
leave"-Applicant contends that the resignation of an employee to undertake the role of primary care giver constitutes a
"retirement" within the meaning the Commission ascribed to in matter 646 of 1973 -Commission found that the parent who is to
undertake the role of primary care provider terminates their employment in order to fulfil that role, such amounts to a domestic
necessity which also has a degree of compulsion to resign necessary to bring it within the meaning of "Retirement" envisage by
Clause 19(8)(b) and the answer is affirmative. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
-v- Royal Perth Hospital & Others - P 72 of 1995 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 ........................................................................................
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MEAL BREAKS
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ..........................................

1443

MEAL MONEY
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied
contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire ..........................................................................................

1452

MISCONDUCT
Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that his dismissal occurred when the Respondent accused him of having an affair
with another employee, and of recommending a client to buy products from a retailer other than Respondent's nominated
supplier—Applicant said that Respondent refused to listen to his protestations and did not provide specific allegation when event
occurred—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed for misconduct due to breach of fidelity in recommending the
products of a company other than the nominated supplier—Commission found on reviewing the authorities and evidence that the
Applicant had not discharged the onus of proof that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed—Dismissed.—Mr BW
Altaras -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries—APPL 156 of 1998—GREGOR C—17/12/98—Retailing.....................
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued the correct procedure was not followed in the
Applicant's dismissal. Respondent argued the Applicant had disregarded lawful instructions which had led to the irreparable
damage to a motor vehicle.—Commission could not find the Applicant's dismissal was unfair.—Dismissed.—Mr WE Hayward v- Southern Aboriginal Corporation CDEP Program—APPL 1118 of 1998—BEECH C—22/12/98—Community Services...........
Application for contractual entitlements and compensation for unfair dismissal—Preliminary point—Jurisdiction—Estoppel—Applicant
argues that a finding of a Review Officer pursuant to s.22 of the Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 acts as an
estoppel against the Respondent defending the claim by alleging the Applicant committed serious and wilful misconduct and that
"res judicata" applies—The Commission on the question of estoppel accepted the decision of the Review officer was a judicial
determination and that it was relevant to the proceedings before the Commission—Held Respondent estopped from arguing
conduct constituted misconduct etc.—Commission found that "res judicata" not relevant.—Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of
Companies—APPL 2031 of 1997—BEECH C—27/11/98—General Construction ..........................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because he was not involved in a conspiracy to steal from the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant had acted improperly by not completing documentation record and being
evasive and uncooperative following investigation and interviews-Commission found that Respondent had conducted the
investigation and interviews in a proper manner and was satisfied that more than likely there was a fundamental breach of the
contract of employment-Dismissed. - Mr DL Gray -v- BGC (Concrete) Group of Companies - APPL 955 of 1998 - GREGOR C Building Structure Services ...............................................................................................................................................................
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that zero tolerance consumption of
alcohol policy didn't apply following discharge from duty-Denied misbehaviour during flight from Darwin to Perth as reported to
Company by airline-Respondent argued Applicant guilty of misconduct breached policy-Inappropriate for employee in senior
position-Argued policy applied until completion of homeward journey-Commission found policy did not apply after discharge
from off-shore duties by ship management-Held that a belief of guilt must be based upon a thorough examination of the
circumstances-Found facts did not warrant dismissal-Ordered reinstatement and loss of income. - Mr P Blake -v- Veritas DGC
Australia Pty Ltd - APPL 1949 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 12/02/99 - Exploration .............................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and did not warrant dismissal for a
minor altercation with another employee-Respondent argued Applicant was demoted for an incidence of misconduct and did not
start work in his new position-Commission found the dismissal was not unfair and an order was issued accordingly-Dismissed Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of Companies - APPL 2031 of 1997 - BEECH C - 12/02/99 ............................................................
Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his
contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870) re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and
law in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion Respondent argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the
complaint of the Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full
Bench found that the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or
oppressively towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL,
ENGIN UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C - 29/04/99 - Mining ................................................................................................................................
Application for unfair Dismissal-Applicant denies allegations that he committed misconduct by undertaking work privately to the
exclusion of his employer-Argued that the work was not of a kind which his employer performed -Respondent argued it had
informed employees of the need to obtain additional work and the work was of a kind either performed or which it had an
associated involvement -Commission found applicant in a position of trust and had denied his employer opportunity, that was
inconsistent with employees obligations-Dismissed. - Mr AM Batista -v- York Grove Holdings Pty Ltd t/a "Rockingham
Landscape Supplies" - APPL 1860 of 1998 - BEECH C - 03/05/99 - Personal & Household Good Rtlg ..........................................
Application for unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that she was terminated without proper cause following
allegation of misconduct or alternatively constructively dismissed by her removal from the staffing roster-Respondent denied
either directly or indirectly accusing applicant of theft or advising that she had been dismissed but only removed her from roster
following her non-attendance-Commission preferred evidence from Respondent's witnesses-Rejected claims of harassment,
threats or accusations of misconduct at interview-Found applicant was neither terminated nor constructively dismissedDismissed-Order issued - Ms SF De Ross -v- Miners and Workers Club - APPL 830 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 07/04/99 Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ...................................................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from her employment when
pointed out the unwarranted intrusion by the respondent into her private affairs, as it mentioned in the reference-Claimed
compensation-Respondent argued that Applicant's misconduct at a meeting to discuss about the reference was the reason for the
dismissal-Commission found that no opportunity was given to the Applicant to neither respond to the proposed course of action
nor to put her version of the events as to the course of the meeting, moreover no real warning given to her-Found that the
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair-Granted. - Ms N Thomas -v- Indian Ocean Hotel - APPL 1672 of 1998 - KENNER C
- 16/04/99 - Hotel ..............................................................................................................................................................................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
MISCONDUCT—continued
Application re harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was
constructively dismissed when Respondent demoted him with a consequential loss of pay-Applicant further argued that he was
given no opportunity to discuss allegations made against him before decision to demote him was made-Respondent denied that
applicant was dismissed without opportunity to discuss allegations concerning his conduct-Respondent further argued that even
though applicant's conduct warranted dismissal, Respondent sought alternative because of regard in which it had previously held
him-Commission found that applicant terminated contract-Commission further found that applicant had not discharged the onus
to show that the transfer or dismissal was unfair-Dismissed. - Mr R Hatton -v- Darago Holdings Pty Ltd - APPL 1345 of 1998 GREGOR C - 28/05/99 - Furniture....................................................................................................................................................
Application for alleged unfair dismissal by which Applicant alleges that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed Applicant's Counsel argued that Applicant had been denied procedural fairness by not being given the opportunity to defend the
allegations - Respondent opposed the claim and argued elements of fidelity and good faith had been breached by the Applicant Commission found on evidence that Applicant was not provided with the opportunity to defend the allegations - Commission
reviewed relevant principles and found on evidence that Respondent had not discharged the onus which it carried to establish the
basis upon which it summarily dismissed the Applicant; that Respondent had not conducted reasonable inquiries into the
allegations so as to provide a foundation for reaching an honest and genuine belief that the misconduct complained of actually
occurred - Commission, having regard to all of the foregoing and all the circumstances of the case, concluded that Applicant's
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and ordered reinstatement - Ordered Accordingly - Mr A Sulejman -v- Pirtek
(Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd - APPL 445 of 1999 - KENNER C - 28/05/99 - Services to Mining ..............................................................
Conference referred re dimissal-Matter remitted from the Full Bench-No submissions from parties re the matter of remittal-No
conclusion was reached whether dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair from the previous decision -Commission found
applicant's conduct justified instant dismissal and applicant was equally responsible for the incident-Commission also took
account of the consequences for applicant his work history and whether any alternative remedy would have been more
appropriate-It was found that the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair -Dismissed. - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN
UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - CR 315 of 1997 - SCOTT C. - 09/06/99 - Construction ..............
NATURAL JUSTICE
2
Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086) re Transfer
of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with
unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the
matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts.................................................................................
2
Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870)re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and law
in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion - Respondent
argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the complaint of the
Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full Bench found that
the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or oppressively
towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C
- 29/04/99 - Mining ...........................................................................................................................................................................
Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance .................................................................................................
2
Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................
OVERTIME
Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport.......................
Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively and
unfairly dismissed when he questioned his rate of pay-Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed because he claimed
for wages and overtime and also his attitude at work became surly and that affected other employees-Commission found the
Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was not given a reason for dismissal-Compensation awardedGranted. - Mr B Hayes -v- Gary Morgan/Morgan Filter - APPL 1899 of 1998 - KENNER C - 22/01/99 - Cleaning ........................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
OVERTIME—continued
2
Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned
Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture .............................................................................................................................
Application for denied contractual benefits-Heard ex parte -Applicant claimed unpaid wages, time in lieu of overtime and pro-rata
annual leave-Commission applied tests set out in Simmons v Business Computers International Pty Ltd-Found no entitlement for
pro-rata leave-Upheld other claims-Order issued accordingly. - Mr T Cholkowski -v- Horizon Satellite Systems - APPL 1206 of
1998 - GREGOR C - 21/04/99 - Communication Services................................................................................................................
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied
contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire...........................................................................................

1452

PART-TIME
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more workApplicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attentionRespondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC Pubs ..................................................................................................................................................................................................

603

PENALTY RATES
Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty
pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging..........................................................................

557

PIECEWORK
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................

249

PREFERENCE
2
Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................

1533

PRINCIPLES
3
Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICSApplicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operationRespondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissionsCICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various...................
Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport.......................
1
Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court against the Decision of the Commission in Court Session
(79 WAIG 33) re: Application to vary awards - Appellants argued that pending the Decision of the Industrial Appeal Court, the
inconvenience caused in the absence of Stay required the employers nevertheless to make the allegedly retrospective payments
ordered by the Commission in Court Session - There was no agreement from the Respondent but supported an early hearing date
and early decision being handed down - IAC found that Stay of Order be granted as the argument by the Appellants was of
considerable substance- Granted. - Western Australian Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of 1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - - 25/02/99 - Government Administration ....
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
PRINCIPLES—continued
2
Appeal against Decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4432) re Compensation for Unfair Dismissal and an Application to extend time to
file Notice of Appeal Application-Applicant argued that extension of time application should be accepted because of the lack of
skill, knowledge and legal advice in Industrial Relation Law-Once legal advice sought prompt action was taken to lodge Appeal
against the Decision after allowing for the preparation and submissions of the Appeal-Further the Respondent would not suffer
any prejudice - Respondent argued the extension of time should not be granted and the Appeal against Decision of Commission
should fail - Full Bench found that the extension of time is not automatic and no proper or valid reasons for the length of the
delay and the reason for the delay were provided-Further no arguable case was submitted to the Full Bench and the Respondent
would suffer prejudice - Dismissed - Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2096 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/FIELDING C/SCOTT C. - 11/02/99...........................................................................................................................

645

1

Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration .........................................

945

3

Application for variation to award to increase number of shifts for kiln crews-Referred to CICS as a special case pursuant to Wage
Fixing Principles-Part heard-Parties reached agreement and subsequently registered enterprise agreement-Applicant sought a
determination of matter as argued-Respondent submitted that the existing award forms safety net underpinning enterprise
bargaining-CICS considered evidence and submissions in the context of the Wage Fixing Principles-Current situation before
CICS was not one last resort, not appropriate to seek to arbitrate on a matter which a compromise had been reached by parties Contrary to the spirit and intent of the Principles -Dismissed. - Australian Fine China -v- BRICK, TILE & POTTERY UNION APPL 1384 of 1998 - Commission in Court Session - BEECH C/SCOTT C./KENNER C - 22/04/99 - Ceramic Product
Manufacturing ...................................................................................................................................................................................

1337

PROCEDURAL MATTERS
1
Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct
1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ......................................................................................................................

4

2

Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued
Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commision was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not the
hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd (Under
Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various ..............

23

3

Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICSApplicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operationRespondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissionsCICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various...................

33

4

Application for stay of operation of decision of Commission pending appeal to Full Bench-Respondent argued there was no jurisdiction
to hear the application-President found that the application had been filed when no notice of appeal had been filed within the 21
day period-President found there was no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application which was a nullity- Dismissed Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2213 of 1998 - President - SHARKEY P - 19/01/99 - Food, Beverage and
Tobacco Mfg .....................................................................................................................................................................................

369

Application re Failure to pay contractual benefits -Applicant alleges Respondent failed to pay contractual benefits that were incorporated
into a contract of employment-Applicant seeks production of documents showing the charges actually paid to prepare a case for
the hearing - Respondent argued there was never any contractual arrangement which would result in an entitlement to the claimRespondent presented a proposal to the Applicant and further argued that the proposal is not a binding contract -Commission
granted the Discovery of information and the Respondent is to produce documents to the Applicant to quantify the claim-Order
Issued. - Mr GT Evans -v- Midekeha Pty Ltd ACN 062 620 231 T/A Leederville Autocare - APPL 1522 of 1998 - GREGOR C 25/02/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services ........................................................................................................................................

861

Application for orders relating to production of documents and discovery-Written submissions provided-Respondent requested
production and inspection of the Applicant's current contract of employment-Respondent argued in relevance to mitigation of
loss-Applicant gave undertaking to give evidence under oath regarding that information -Commission held evidence sufficient for
purposes-Order refused-Further Applicant sought Respondent's (Financial documents)-Commission was unable to detect and the
grounds stated or answer file which raises into question the financial position of the Respondent-Order refused. - Mr H Fisher -vFoodland Associated Limited (ACN 008 667 650) & Other - APPL 1378 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/02/99 - Retailing.....................

889

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining.......................................................................................
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PROCEDURAL MATTERS—continued
Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive
and unfair and was seeking an order entitling them to continue to reside in their accommodation and to use the motor vehicleRespondent argued Applicant's entitlement of accommodation and motor vehicle ceased upon the termination of the employment
and opposed the order that was sought-Commission found Applicant did not seek reinstatement and issued an Order dismissing
the application for an Order-Dismissed. - Mr A Richardson -v- Pipunya Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 254, 255 of 1999 - FIELDING
C - 16/03/99 - Liquor and General Store ...........................................................................................................................................

1200

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Commission (79WAIG251) re Unfair Dismissal - Appellant argued that the decision of the Learned
Commissioner is against the weight of evidence submitted by Appellant, against the assessment of the credibility of the evidence
submitted and failed to take the cognisance of the evidence which supported the Appellant's claim - Full Bench determined that
this was a discretionary decision of the Commission - Full Bench found that the grounds of appeal were not made out because the
Commissioner was open top make the finding and the exercise of discretion did not carry - Further, the onus was on the
Appellant to persuade the Full Bench that the Commission erred in its conclusions on credibility had not been discharged Dismissed - Mr BW Altaras -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries - APPL 15 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/CAWLEY C. - 28/04/99 - Retailing ........................................................................................................................

1293

2

Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870)re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and law
in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion - Respondent
argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the complaint of the
Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full Bench found that
the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or oppressively
towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C
- 29/04/99 - Mining ...........................................................................................................................................................................

1302

2

Appeal against the decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4892) re Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law and in fact when, based upon the weight of evidence, compensation
to the Respondent was awarded, further the learned Commissioner erred in law when the principles and discretion that
compensation for loss of income should be applied - Full Bench determined that it falls on the Appellant to establish that the
exercise of discretion by the Commission at first instance was miscarried according to the principles and that the Respondent had
not mitigated loss of income - Full Bench found it had not been persuaded that the exercise of discretion and the application of
the principles should be interfered with, further the evidence was not challenged in cross examination on the mitigation of loss
and the Appeal file by the Appellant was a model of muddle - Dismissed - Growers Market Butchers -v- Mr S Backman - APPL
2220 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./PARKS C - 15/04/99 - Meat Product Manufacturing...............................

1313

Application for costs by respondent following dismissal of unfair dismissal claim-Respondent submitted general principle that "costs
follow the event" arguing that it had served notice of its intent as application lacked merit -Applicant argued a lack of jurisdiction
to award costs pursuant to s23A of the Act, alternatively S.27(1)(c) is limited and does not include fees and is limited to third
party costs-Commission cited general policy-Found that it was not apparent until hearing that claim was ill founded -Not
convinced applicant's claim was groundless nor lacking substance-Application dismissed. - Mr GM Berger -v- Albany Milk
Distributors - APPL 1218 of 1998 - COLEMAN CC - 07/05/99 - Milk Distribution.........................................................................

1438

Decision issued on 6/5/99 Application for interim order to dismiss or adjourn hearing-Respondent argued failure to comply with order
should result in dismissal or vacating of hearing dates until compliance-Applicant argued compliance but claimed objection to
production sought-Commission not persuaded that the applicant had failed to comply with the order, so as to warrant the granting
of application-Ordered inspection of documents forthwith. - Mr A Ellis -v- The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient
Free and Accepted Masons Incorporated & Other - APPL 517 of 1998 - KENNER C .....................................................................

1723

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ..........................................

1443

PUBLIC INTEREST
Application re unfair dismissal-No appearance from Applicant-Respondent argued that matter be dismissed as it was not in the public
interest to proceed given the Applicant's failure to attend-Respondent sought costs under section 27(1)(c) to recoup travel
expenses for its agent to attend proceedings in Kalgoorlie-Commission found that it was not in the public interest that there be
further proceedings-Commission reviewed and sections 27 and 26 of the Act and granted costs-Dismissed and costs awarded. Mr J Bergamaschi -v- Akudjura Pty Ltd T/A Akudjura Restaurant - APPL 1827 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - Cafes........................

566

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued the dismissal was due to Applicant's inability to
meet sales budgets-Applicant claimed he had not been given proper opportunity to deal with the employer's concern-Commission
found Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent that the sales budgets were set without
proper consultation and consideration to relative local conditions was not given any warning the Applicant's employment was in
jeopardy-Commission awarded compensation for loss in terms of wages and injury suffered through humiliation and distressGranted. - Mr FJ Scott -v- Consolidated Paper Industries - APPL 637 of 1998 - KENNER C - Paper Manufacturing ......................

601

Application to register an Industrial Agreement-Minister for Labour Relations intervened to have Clause 30 " Other Agreements "
deleted from the Agreement-Minister argued that the Clause is not an industrial matter and could offend the Workplace
Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the jurisdiction of the Commission regarding Industrial Agreements was limitedThe parties concerned entered into the Industrial Agreement quite freely and deliberately thus there was no valid reason why the
Agreement and the Clause should not be registered -Registered. - Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, W.A. Clerical and -v- Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia - AG 268 of 1998 FIELDING C - 09/02/99 - Health Services........................................................................................................................................

709

1

Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration .........................................
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2
Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining.......................................................................................

951

Application re Unfair Dismissal-This application is to be dismissed because the applicant has not reasonably complied with the
regulations nor pursued it reasonably-Commission found claim should be discontinued for want of reasonable prosecution. - Mr
JJ Bateup -v- Total Peripherals Group - APPL 1929 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 16/03/99 - Other Manufacturing ..............................

1186

2

Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair
dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining ...............................................................................................................................

1318

Application pursuant to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - The Applicant Union seeks Orders that the Union has the
right and constitutional coverage to represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the "Food
Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - Further the Food Preservers` Union does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interest of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - A
number of Parties sought leave to be heard - Full Bench was satisfied and declared that the Parties had sufficient interest to be
heard, within the meaning of Section 72A(5) of the Act - Orders and Directions Issued - Transport Workers' Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 151 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 02/06/99 - Transport Industry...........................................................................................................

1543

Conference Referred re claim for site allowance - Applicant Unions argued that due to site's proximity to a swamp which led to insect
problems, exposure of site (no shade prior to erection of the warehouse), sandy soil and no parking facilities for employee's cars,
as well as distance to amenities, the site should attract an allowance - Respondents Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd and
Sound Plumbing - No appearance for Sound Plumbing either at the conference proceedings, nor at the hearing - Respondent
argued that Commission should exercise its discretion and dismiss the application as it was no longer in the public interest Further, Respondent argued that the employee/s were paid above award rate - Commission inspected the site and applied Sapri
Decision and found disabilities associated with sandier soil, insect problem and ordered that allowance of 75 cents per hour was
appropriate retrospective to the date of application - Granted - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
Union of Workers & Other -v- Armadale Concrete Tank Co - CR 357 of 1998 - BEECH C - 07/05/99 - General Construction ......

1772

REDUNDANCY/RETRENCHMENT
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—The Applicant approached his employer and received an assurance
about his job security prior to entering into a financial agreement—He was subsequently made redundant—The Applicant
believes that his selection related to the recent expiry of his Job Start subsidy—He also argues that he was more experienced than
his brother who was retained and that the reason given was not a genuine reason—The Respondent argued that the reorganisation
was legitimate and handled responsibly—The Commission having considered the relevant test "a fair go all round" considered
that the Applicant had failed to discharge the onus—Commission found that the redundancy was genuine—However, found that
the Applicant was misled as to the security of his employment and there was a lack of proper discussion about the redundancy
itself—Found unfairness—Granted.—Mr DC Howarth -v- The Mattress Renovators (Perth)—APPL 918 of 1998—SCOTT C.—
27/11/98—Household........................................................................................................................................................................

281

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................

604

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant was made redundant and argued dismissal unfair if the employer's payment to him is
inadequate-Sought two weeks payment for each year of service based on industry standards-Respondent since termination had
increased offer in respect of redundancy-Argued fair and reasonable offer-Commission applied 'a fair go all round' test-Unable to
conclude on evidence of industry standard or unfairness regarding amount-Satisfied that lack of consideration during process
constituted harsh treatment-Ordered compensation for period between dismissal and when Applicant could have been fairly
dismissed-Cases cited. - Mr FJ Rogers -v- Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd - APPL 1678 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 31/03/99 Construction Trade Services..............................................................................................................................................................

1201

Application for alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant claimed that no detailed discussions or alternative which could flow from the
change was put to her, there had been no real effort made by the Respondent to redeploy her and she was not paid the severance
pay that was promised to her - Further, Applicant claimed that she had been treated different from others, who for personal or
other reasons did not wish or were unable to work shift work, or were allowed to continue under arrangements that did not
involve shift work - Respondent denied by its Notice of Answer, that the dismissal was unfair and asserts that the restructure was
implemented only after consultation with a consultative committee involving its personnel and fellow employees - Respondent
further asserts that the restructure implementation was delayed for approximately six months, that Applicant was offered
opportunity to remain in her existing employment arrangement until March and employees who were unable to change to new
working arrangement were offered opportunity to take redundancy payment or take suitable alternative position - Commission
was not satisfied that Applicant was treated any different from others, particularly in respect of ongoing employment and found,
in light of all evidence that there had been a detailed and extensive consultation process regarding the implications of the change
- Commission further found, taking all consideration into account that the Applicant had simply not discharged the onus that she
carries to establish that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - Mrs M James -v- Royal Automobile Club of
WA (Incorporated) - APPL 29 of 1999 - FIELDING C - 29/04/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services................................................

1450

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed by reason of redundancy -Respondent argued that
the redundancy occurred when his position was amalgamated with another vacant position and trade qualification was important
in the combined position which the Applicant did not possess-Commission found that there was no unfairness in his dismissal for
the Commission to have intervened-Dismissed. - Mr B Thomas -v- Applied Chemicals Pty Ltd - APPL 589 of 1998 - BEECH C 11/03/99 - Cleaning ...........................................................................................................................................................................

1463
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REDUNDANCY/RETRENCHMENT—continued
Application re alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that he was entitled to receive a redundancy entitlement even
though he had resigned prior to his position being made redundant-Respondent argued that offer of redundancy was an incentive
for employees to remain with the operation until there was no further work available-Commission found that applicant resigned
in the knowledge that he would not be paid the redundancy payment -Dismissed. - Mr MJ Linto -v- Oriole Resources Ltd - APPL
1443 of 1998 - BEECH C - 27/05/99 - Metal Ore Mining ................................................................................................................

1744

Application for contractual entitlement-Applicant asserts that she was denied the right to independent arbitration under the employers
Fair Treatment System-Seeks declaration to that effect-Respondent argued jurisdiction not an "industrial matter" or a benefit
under a contract of employment-Various other arguments concerning arbitration including that the matter be dismissed or refrain
from hearing until the arbitrator has heard and determined the proceedings before him-Commission found that arbitration had not
been refused-Endorsed proposition of a separate contract-Dismissed. - Ms J O'Donoghue -v- Argyle Diamond Mines P/L - APPL
2172 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining ..........................................................................................................................

1750

Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining .......................................

1765

REGISTRATION
2
Application for the registration of a new organisation by the amalgamation of two unions - The application was made by the two
unions, Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers - The matter was adjourned sine die to allow the unions to comply with the Act, namely an
amendment to Rule 1 and the name and the signature of the Secretary - No objection to application and adjournment - Full Bench
satisfied with both the amendment, signature and all statutory requirements of law had been complied with, authorised the
registration of the " The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch" - Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch & Other -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 2117 of
1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/BEECH C/SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 - Rail Transport.......................................................................

972

REINSTATEMENT
2
Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued
Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commission was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not
the hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd
(Under Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various ..

23

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................

249

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that she was treated unfairly by a fellow employee and had her hours reduced to nil
which led to her being informed there was no work for her, she was also presented with a separation certificate stating
termination was due to shortage of work and that she did not cease work voluntarily—Respondent offered no explanation as to
why her hours were reduced or the reason for her dismissal—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unfairly
dismissed that reinstatement and compensation should be allowed—Granted.—Mrs SM Ford -v- Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 710 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/11/98—Food Retailing...........................................................................................................

268

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because the Respondent
did not consider the circumstances and no opportunity was given to respond.—Respondent argued that dismissal occurred
because of the Applicant's attitude to the situation. Further the Respondent requested that if the dismissal is deemed unfair then
compensation be ordered instead of reinstatement.—Commission found that dismissal was unfair and the Respondent did not
allow the Applicant the opportunity to respond. Further after ordering reinstatement the Commission ordered compensation as a
viable option.—Order issued.—Ms TP Harwood -v- Pearlside Investments Pty Ltd T/A Midland Monumental Works—APPL
1162 of 1998—GREGOR C—05/11/98—Funeral ............................................................................................................................

275

Application for unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was unfairly demised and be reinstated in employment with the
Respondent—Respondent argued that the Applicant failed to obey directions given by his immediate supervisor—Commission
found that the Applicant was insubordinate and showed his preparedness to aggravate his superiors and directly challenged their
authority in an unsatisfactory way and his conduct was unwarranted, discriminatory and wrong—Commission further found that
the Applicant was no longer suitable to be retained in employment—Dismissed.—Mr C Rego -v- ERG Group of Companies—
APPL 1950 of 1997—PARKS C—06/01/99—Electronic Equpmnt Manufacture .............................................................................

290

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal. - Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh,
oppressive and unfair because he was forced to leave his employment with the Respondent and thus constructively dismissed. Respondent argued that due to changes which took place with the nature of the work offered to the Applicant, the Applicant
declined and elected to no longer remain on the job. Further the respondent counselled the Applicant as to his conduct and
behaviour in the workplace. - Commission found that the Applicant was counselled as to his conduct and behaviour and the
dismissal had not been established. - Dismissed - Mr K Green -v- Kununurra Region Economic Aboriginal Corporation & Other
- APPL 1574 of 1998 - KENNER C - Community Services..............................................................................................................

582

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more workApplicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attentionRespondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC Pubs...................................................................................................................................................................................................
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REINSTATEMENT—continued
Application for a claim of invalid recommendation-Applicant argued that its member had been unfairly dealt with by the withdrawal of
a recommendation to which she was recommended and that she be reinstated immediately-Respondent argued that the Public
Service Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter to which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector
Management Act -Commission found that it is an industrial matter and did not relate to a breach of public sector standards and is
therefore not a matter in respect of which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector Management Act-Further, the
preliminary matters raised as impediments to the conference proceedings were dismissed. - The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated -v- Executive Director, Education Department of Western Australia - PSAC 74 of 1998 - Public
Service Arbitrator - SCOTT C. - 05/01/99 - Education......................................................................................................................

837

Appeal against decision to terminate employment-Applicant argued that the decision of the Respondent was harsh, oppressive and unfair
and was seeking reinstatement or an alternative disciplinary outcome-Respondent argued that recent convictions struck at the
heart of the contract of employment so that it was untenable for the Respondent to continue with the relationship-Commission
found a valid reason to effect a dismissal and do not intend to interfere with the penalty that has been imposed-Dismissed. - Mr
PD Taylor -v- Ministry of Justice - PSAB 16 of 1998 - Public Service Appeal Board - GREGOR C - 04/03/99 - Government........

909

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining.......................................................................................

951

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his
contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................

1180

2

Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair
dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining ...............................................................................................................................

1318

Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance .................................................................................................

1444

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-At the outset of the
proceedings Counsel for the applicant abandoned the claim for reinstatement-Was granted leave to amend application to include
the claim of benefit due to applicant under his contract of employment-Respondent denied that the applicant was dismissed and it
was asserted that he repudiated the contract of employment-The Commission found that the material employment contract was
not for a fixed term-Commission further found that the sum of wages and the bonus payment were not terms of the contract of
employment-The claim of unfair dismissal was dismissed. - Mr KD Adamini -v- Theodore William Arthur Harris & Ada Ellen
Harris - APPL 144 of 1996 - PARKS C - 13/05/99 - Fishing .........................................................................................................

1714

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because he was given a
difficult class of students during probation period and as a result could not achieve good evaluation at the performance reviewApplicant further argued that he was never warned if things did not improve his job would be in jeopardy, and was seeking
reinstatement and compensation for unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that options for the Applicant to continue in teaching
were discussed and other duties were allocated to the Applicant after he was removed from the difficult year 4 class -Commission
found that the dismissal was unfair-Commission further found that the Applicant's schedule of loss and injury also refers to noneconomic loss-Accordingly, an Order was issued for the Applicant's reinstatement -Compensation granted. - Mr KW Clarke -vQuinns Baptist College Inc - APPL 2240 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/06/99 - School .......................................................................

1718

Application for alleged unfair dismissal by which Applicant alleges that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed Applicant's Counsel argued that Applicant had been denied procedural fairness by not being given the opportunity to defend the
allegations - Respondent opposed the claim and argued elements of fidelity and good faith had been breached by the Applicant Commission found on evidence that Applicant was not provided with the opportunity to defend the allegations - Commission
reviewed relevant principles and found on evidence that Respondent had not discharged the onus which it carried to establish the
basis upon which it summarily dismissed the Applicant; that Respondent had not conducted reasonable inquiries into the
allegations so as to provide a foundation for reaching an honest and genuine belief that the misconduct complained of actually
occurred - Commission, having regard to all of the foregoing and all the circumstances of the case, concluded that Applicant's
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and ordered reinstatement - Ordered Accordingly - Mr A Sulejman -v- Pirtek
(Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd - APPL 445 of 1999 - KENNER C - 28/05/99 - Services to Mining ..............................................................

1753

SAFETY
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................
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SAFETY—continued
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that zero tolerance consumption of
alcohol policy didn't apply following discharge from duty-Denied misbehaviour during flight from Darwin to Perth as reported to
Company by airline-Respondent argued Applicant guilty of misconduct breached policy-Inappropriate for employee in senior
position-Argued policy applied until completion of homeward journey-Commission found policy did not apply after discharge
from off-shore duties by ship management-Held that a belief of guilt must be based upon a thorough examination of the
circumstances-Found facts did not warrant dismissal-Ordered reinstatement and loss of income. - Mr P Blake -v- Veritas DGC
Australia Pty Ltd - APPL 1949 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 12/02/99 - Exploration .............................................................................
Conference Referred re "Site Clean Shaven Policy"-Applicant sought Order to prevent the Westrail drivers from the policy of being
clean shaven before entering the smelter site of WMC Resources Ltd-Further argued that the Drivers not only spend short periods
at smelter but are not rostered regularly and Westrail did not try hard enough in its discussions with WMC to seek an exemption
for its drivers-Respondent argued although it did not have a policy of its own as such, as a contractor it must abide with the safety
conditions of WMC-Commission issued a declaration that Westrail's requirement is not unfair but required it to make special
arrangements including the option of transfer for employees who wears beard for medical reasons -Otherwise dismissed. Western Australian Government Railways Commission -v- The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and
Cleaners' Union of Workers - CR 2 of 1999 - BEECH C - 19/03/99 - Rail .......................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed because he was concerned about safety standards when
working on live cables-Respondent argued that a few employees including the Applicant were made redundant as it failed to
receive further contracts with Western Power-Commission found although the Applicant indicated that there were safety issues to
resolve they were not issues to be pursued in this Commission and that the dismissal was not unfair for procedural reasons Dismissed. - Mr BC Mosson -v- Brear & Doonan - APPL 2187 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/04/99 - Electrical ...................................

1455

SHIFT WORK
Application for alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant claimed that no detailed discussions or alternative which could flow from the
change was put to her, there had been no real effort made by the Respondent to redeploy her and she was not paid the severance
pay that was promised to her - Further, Applicant claimed that she had been treated different from others, who for personal or
other reasons did not wish or were unable to work shift work, or were allowed to continue under arrangements that did not
involve shift work - Respondent denied by its Notice of Answer, that the dismissal was unfair and asserts that the restructure was
implemented only after consultation with a consultative committee involving its personnel and fellow employees - Respondent
further asserts that the restructure implementation was delayed for approximately six months, that Applicant was offered
opportunity to remain in her existing employment arrangement until March and employees who were unable to change to new
working arrangement were offered opportunity to take redundancy payment or take suitable alternative position - Commission
was not satisfied that Applicant was treated any different from others, particularly in respect of ongoing employment and found,
in light of all evidence that there had been a detailed and extensive consultation process regarding the implications of the change
- Commission further found, taking all consideration into account that the Applicant had simply not discharged the onus that she
carries to establish that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - Mrs M James -v- Royal Automobile Club of
WA (Incorporated) - APPL 29 of 1999 - FIELDING C - 29/04/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services................................................

1450

849

1223

SICK LEAVE
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................
Application for alleged denial of contractual entitlements—Applicant argued that an accrual of sick leave should have been paid out on
retirement as per Employer's policy—Commission found on the balance of probabilities that the evidence did not support the
claim—Dismissed.—Mr TH Scriven -v- Email Limited—APPL 752 of 1998—GREGOR C—18/12/98—Electronic Equpmnt
Manufacture ......................................................................................................................................................................................
Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport.......................

556

STANDDOWN
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................

249

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS
4
Application for stay of operation of order pending appeals to Full Bench—Respondent proffered an undertaking not to attempt to
enforce the orders until the appeals had been heard and determined or otherwise disposed of—President found it in the
Applicant's interests to adjourn proceedings with the right to bring the matter on—Adjourned Sine Die—Miss PJ Pisconeri -vLaurens & Munns Incorporating Munns Nominees Pty Ltd & George Laurens (WA) Pty Ltd—APPL 2185 of 1998—Full
Bench—SHARKEY P—23/12/98—Various.....................................................................................................................................
4
Application for stay of operation of decision of Commission pending appeal to Full Bench-Respondent argued there was no jurisdiction
to hear the application-President found that the application had been filed when no notice of appeal had been filed within the 21
day period-President found there was no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application which was a nullity- Dismissed Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2213 of 1998 - President - SHARKEY P - 19/01/99 - Food, Beverage and
Tobacco Mfg .....................................................................................................................................................................................
1
Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court against the Decision of the Commission in Court Session
(79 WAIG 33) re: Application to vary awards - Appellants argued that pending the Decision of the Industrial Appeal Court, the
inconvenience caused in the absence of Stay required the employers nevertheless to make the allegedly retrospective payments
ordered by the Commission in Court Session - There was no agreement from the Respondent but supported an early hearing date
and early decision being handed down - IAC found that Stay of Order be granted as the argument by the Appellants was of
considerable substance- Granted. - Western Australian Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of 1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - - 25/02/99 - Government Administration ....
4
Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to Full Bench -Applicant argued significant administrative inconvenience would occur
pending the decision of Appeal-Respondent argued that the fruits of the Commission's Order have been deprived for over two
months-President found that the Application for a Stay was not made after an Appeal was instituted because the Appeal was a
nullity, there being no decision in existence against which an appeal could be instituted-The Appeal is incompetent-Dismissed. Director General of the Ministry for Culture and the Arts -v- The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated &
Others - APPL 96 of 1999 - President - SHARKEY P - 17/02/99 - Government Administration ......................................................
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STAY OF PROCEEDINGS—continued
4
Application for stay of order against decision of the Commission pending appeal to Full Bench - Appellant argued that Commission
erred in finding that it had jurisdiction under s.80E(7) of the Act to deal with the application - President reviewed the Act and
found that application for order for a stay of decision was a nullity because there was no decision within the meaning of s.49(2)
of the Act against which an appeal could be validly "instituted", within the meaning of s.49(11) of the Act - President further
found that since the appeal as "instituted", was invalid and a nullity, no application for a stay could therefore be validly lodged
and the Commission as constituted had no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application before it - Ordered Accordingly Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE -v- The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated APPL 447 of 1999 - President - SHARKEY P - 09/04/99 - Education..............................................................................................
Application for stay of operation of part of decision of Industrial Magistrate pending appeal to the Full Bench -Applicant asserted
possible difficulties in recovery if appeal was successful-Respondent undertook to refund penalty ordered in that event-President
referred to Principles-Found the 'balance of convenience' lies with Respondent-No serious issue to be tried-Dismissed. - Toscana
WA Pty Ltd -v- The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers - APPL 206 of 1999 President - SHARKEY P - 15/03/99..................................................................................................................................................

1247

SUPERANNUATION
Application re contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been allegedly denied contractual entitlements accrued pursuant to
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Respondent argued the Annual Leave and Superannuation were within the
Industrial Magistrates jurisdiction -Applicant also filed an application in the Magistrate's Court-Commission found both Annual
Leave and Superannuation were beyond the Commission's jurisdiction but ordered the Respondent to pay other contractual
Benefit to the Applicant and the Applicant to pay costs to the Respondent -Granted. - Mr GB Oates -v- Sanders Executive Pty
Ltd T/A LJ Hooker Morley - APPL 474 of 1998 - KENNER C - 17/03/99 - Real Estate Agency .....................................................

1192

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
3
Conference Referred re payment of wage increase and classification Structure-Applicant argued that the changes in work value arise
from-1)an increase in responsibility in teaching/supervising small groups of students without direct supervision of teacher-2)an
increase in participation in all aspects of the education program-3)the introduction (and experience) of new technology,
particularly computerisation and 4)an increase in professionalism, accredited training and professional development-Respondent
argued that 1)at all times Education Assistants work under the supervision of teachers and while they may provide comment and
advice for consideration on outcomes, the teaching programs remain the teacher's responsiblity-2)as teaching methods change
with the use of more technology ie computers, the Education Assistant's time and skills are being used more efficiently-There is
not an inherent change in their role, responsibility or expertise-3)Consultation with teachers on teaching programs and
participation is "in service" training has not resulted in a change in the level of work value of Education Assistants-Commission
is satisfied that along with the general increase in work value experienced by Education Assistants and significant change in work
value, additional professional development and training was necessary to effectively serve the needs identified by teachers for
their students-The parties were expected to confer on the form of the Order. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Director General, Education Department of Western Australia APPL 1532 of 1990; CR 49 of 1997 - Commission in Court Session - COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C/BEECH C - Education..........
Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining ........................................
TERMINATION
2
Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary
Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculationFull Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services ..............................................................................................................
2
Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued
Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commission was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not
the hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd
(Under Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various ..
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that his dismissal occurred when the Respondent accused him of having an affair
with another employee, and of recommending a client to buy products from a retailer other than Respondent's nominated
supplier—Applicant said that Respondent refused to listen to his protestations and did not provide specific allegation when event
occurred—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed for misconduct due to breach of fidelity in recommending the
products of a company other than the nominated supplier—Commission found on reviewing the authorities and evidence that the
Applicant had not discharged the onus of proof that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed—Dismissed.—Mr BW
Altaras -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries—APPL 156 of 1998—GREGOR C—17/12/98—Retailing.....................
Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he performed adequately and that Respondent's decision to move Applicant to an
alternative position constituted a dismissal—Applicant also argued that dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because
Respondent had no substantive basis to dismiss the Applicant nor was the Applicant afforded procedural fairness—Respondent
argued that whilst its conduct may be characterised as a demotion, the Applicant accepted the proposition but elected to not
accept alternatives and left the employment of his own free will—Commission found on evidence that it was never the
Respondent's intention to sever the employment relationship, and that the Applicant was counselled as to his poor performance
and attitude—Commission therefore found that there has not been harshness, oppressiveness or unfairness established in the
matter—Dismissed.—Mr D Bates -v- BGC Transport—APPL 961 of 1998—KENNER C—17/12/98—Road................................
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TERMINATION—continued
Application for alleged unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued dismissal was unfair because of the victimisation endured for being on
workers compensation.—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dishonest and could not be trusted to perform the duties in a
manner consistent with the Respondent's best interests.—Commission found that the actions of the Respondent in terminating the
Applicant were reasonable and the Applicant was dishonest and untrustworthy.—Dismissed.—Mr GM Berger -v- Albany Milk
Distributors—APPL 1218 of 1998—COLEMAN CC—29/12/98—Road Transport .........................................................................

258

Application for unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that dismissal was unfair and alleged that he had been targeted by the
Respondent—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed for being aggressive and refusing a lawful instruction—
Commission found that the Applicant misconceived the Respondent's statements concerning working arrangements and further
found that the Applicant's behaviour resulted in his dismissal—Dismissed.—Mr BHK Brown -v- Ocean View Pty Ltd T/A BP
Dog Swamp—APPL 1371 of 1998—KENNER C—16/12/98—Motor.............................................................................................

262

Application re Unfair Dismissal.—Applicant argued dismissal was unfair because employment was of a part-time nature and not
casual.—Respondent argued Applicant was employed on a casual basis and worked regular hours by choice.—Commission
found that the parties engaged in a series of casual contracts of employment.—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction.—Mr SD Coad
-v- Dalstar Pty Ltd T/A The Skippers Club—APPL 2311, 2312 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—22/12/98—Transport Industry ..............

266

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that she was treated unfairly by a fellow employee and had her hours reduced to nil
which led to her being informed there was no work for her, she was also presented with a separation certificate stating
termination was due to shortage of work and that she did not cease work voluntarily—Respondent offered no explanation as to
why her hours were reduced or the reason for her dismissal—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unfairly
dismissed that reinstatement and compensation should be allowed—Granted.—Mrs SM Ford -v- Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 710 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/11/98—Food Retailing...........................................................................................................

268

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued the correct procedure was not followed in the
Applicant's dismissal. Respondent argued the Applicant had disregarded lawful instructions which had led to the irreparable
damage to a motor vehicle.—Commission could not find the Applicant's dismissal was unfair.—Dismissed.—Mr WE Hayward v- Southern Aboriginal Corporation CDEP Program—APPL 1118 of 1998—BEECH C—22/12/98—Community Services...........

280

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—The Applicant approached his employer and received an assurance
about his job security prior to entering into a financial agreement—He was subsequently made redundant—The Applicant
believes that his selection related to the recent expiry of his Job Start subsidy—He also argues that he was more experienced than
his brother who was retained and that the reason given was not a genuine reason—The Respondent argued that the reorganisation
was legitimate and handled responsibly—The Commission having considered the relevant test "a fair go all round" considered
that the Applicant had failed to discharge the onus—Commission found that the redundancy was genuine—However, found that
the Applicant was misled as to the security of his employment and there was a lack of proper discussion about the redundancy
itself—Found unfairness—Granted.—Mr DC Howarth -v- The Mattress Renovators (Perth)—APPL 918 of 1998—SCOTT C.—
27/11/98—Household........................................................................................................................................................................

281

Application for alleged unfair dismissal—Applicant argued dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair—Respondent argued Applicant's
employment was not terminated until the time correspondence was passed between the solicitors and the Applicant also sought to
clarify her employment status—Consideration was then given to terminate the Applicant's employment when it was found that
the relationship between the parties had completely broken down—Commission found that the Applicant was given the fair go,
particularly given the underlying relationship as doctor and patient—Dismissed.—Ms ET Klatt -v- George O'Neil Pty Ltd—
APPL 780 of 1998—SCOTT C.—22/12/98—Medical .....................................................................................................................

282

Application re unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued that termination which came soon after taking issue with the manager re verbal
abuse and sexual harassment was unfair.—Respondent argued that Applicant's termination was due to lack of performing certain
duties and not raising work performance.—Commission found Applicant's work performance had not improved and the
comments made with sexual connotations were in jest and could not find the dismissal harsh or oppressive.—Dismissed.—Ms
KL Markham -v- Hannan Containerised Furniture Removals—APPL 1455 of 1996—COLEMAN CC—31/12/98—Furniture.......

286

Application for alleged unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed—Respondent argued that the Applicant
was not performing well in the position and that it was essential to terminate his employment for the ongoing health of the
business—Commission found that there has been no unfair dismissal—Dismissed.—Mr AH Masters -v- Emporess Pty Ltd—
APPL 823 of 1998—GREGOR C—10/12/98—Hire.........................................................................................................................

287

Application for unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed and be reinstated in employment with the
Respondent—Respondent argued that the Applicant failed to obey directions given by his immediate supervisor—Commission
found that the Applicant was insubordinate and showed his preparedness to aggravate his superiors and directly challenged their
authority in an unsatisfactory way and his conduct was unwarranted, discriminatory and wrong—Commission further found that
the Applicant was no longer suitable to be retained in employment—Dismissed.—Mr C Rego -v- ERG Group of Companies—
APPL 1950 of 1997—PARKS C—06/01/99—Electronic Equpmnt Manufacture .............................................................................

290

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—Preliminary Point—Jurisdiction—whether application filed within
time—Application faxed to Registry on last day for lodgment of documents—Originals subsequently filed with appropriate fee—
Applicant argues that the view of the filing not being effective until the fee is paid offends the principle in s26 of the Act—
Commission held that filing not effected until the payment of the fee—Dismissed claim for unfair dismissal.—Mrs G Satie -vSTW Channel Nine—APPL 727 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/10/98—Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ...........................................

292

Application re unfair dismissal and alleged denied contractual entitlements.—Applicant argued that dismissal was harsh and unfair and
there was an employee—employer relationship.- Respondent argued that the Applicant was a contractor and not an employee.—
Commission found that the arrangement between the parties was one of a contract for service.—Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction.—Mr G Sproule -v- Boyanup Capel Dardanup Football Club Inc (Boyanup Tavern)—APPL 1646 of 1998—
GREGOR C—22/12/98—Sport and Recreation................................................................................................................................

296

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because process of
investigation, delays and victimisation were unfair—Respondent argued that a history of problems associated with employee's
performance and attitude were the reasons for terminating employment—Further, reasonable and fair procedures were followed
before termination—Commission found that employee did demonstrate a number of problems in his attitude—Further the
Respondent did deal with the termination reasonably and fairly—Dismissed.—The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. Branch -v- Bunnings Forest Products—CR 196 of 1998—SCOTT C.—15/12/98—
Forestry and Logging ........................................................................................................................................................................

304

Application re Unfair Dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant sought and obtained leave from the
Commission to discontinue claim re Unfair Dismissal. Applicant argued that contractual entitlements of one week's pay in lieu of
notice and unpaid wages were due. No appearance from the Respondent.- Commission found that the Applicant relied upon
agreed conditions of employment and accordingly found the Applicant was due payment in lieu and unpaid wages. - Granted. Ms CM Atkins -v- Ron's Upholstery - APPL 1872 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Furniture ....................................................................

563

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was unfair because employment contract changes within the
workplace and was left with limited options and not prepared to take a lower remuneration- Respondent argued that several
employees were made redundant and the applicant was offered a position with a lower remuneration-Commission found that the
Applicant had decided not to accept the Respondent's offer and would leave-Further the Commission found that the applicant's
own conduct terminated employment contract-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr M Atkins -v- Extol Pty Ltd - APPL 1650
of 1998 - GREGOR C - Other Mining ..............................................................................................................................................
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TERMINATION—continued
Application re unfair dismissal-No appearance from Applicant-Respondent argued that matter be dismissed as it was not in the public
interest to proceed given the Applicant's failure to attend-Respondent sought costs under section 27(1)(c) to recoup travel
expenses for its agent to attend proceedings in Kalgoorlie-Commission found that it was not in the public interest that there be
further proceedings-Commission reviewed and sections 27 and 26 of the Act and granted costs-Dismissed and costs awarded. Mr J Bergamaschi -v- Akudjura Pty Ltd T/A Akudjura Restaurant - APPL 1827 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - Cafes .......................
Application for compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal -Applicant argued that the Respondent breached a commitment allowing
Applicant to work as many hours as he wanted, which Applicant claims amounted to a constructive dismissal -Respondent denied
Applicant had been dismissed and opposed any order for compensation-Commission reviewed authorities and found that
Applicant had not discharged the onus of establishing that Respondent had constructively dismissed him-Dismissed. - Mr DW
Bonson -v- Ivory Investments Pty Ltd T/A "Dome" Mandurah - APPL 670 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Cafes....................................
Application re unfair dismissal and alleged denied contractual benefits in terms of wages and pro rata annual leave-Applicant argued
that he was unfairly dismissed as a result of an expectation by the employer that he was to perform additional duties-Applicant
further argued that he was not formally aware of the expectations-Commission found that the Applicant was not capable of
performing the additional duties-Commission dismissed this part of the application-It was further found by the Commissioner
that the Applicant was entitled to payment of certain wages as part of his employment of contract-The pro rata annual leave and
leave loading claim was not pursued by the Applicant-Granted in part. - Mr CV Corten -v- Burswood Gardens Strata Co - APPL
1310 of 1998 - BEECH C - Accommodation.....................................................................................................................................
Application re Unfair Dismissal. - Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair and that there was an employee -employer relationship. Respondent argued the preliminary point that the relationship was that of subcontractor and principal. - Commission applied the
employment tests to determine whether the relationship was one of employee -employer or independent contractor and principal.
Commission found the respondent did not reserve to itself the right to control the Applicant in the performance of his contract,
the mode of remuneration was generally by a rate for the task, tax deductions were according to the systems appropriate to
subcontractors, the Applicant had the ability to engage labour and the Applicant was in business for himself. - Dismissed for
want of jurisdiction. - Mr S Coulcher -v- Architectural Ceiling Systems Pty Ltd - APPL 944 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Building
Structure Services..............................................................................................................................................................................
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal for alleged dishonesty-Applicant argued dismissal was effected without
"Procedural Fairness", inconsistent with similar Respondent employees and denies dishonest conduct-Respondent argued
Applicant dishonestly claimed reimbursement for expenses not incurred, retained paid money to which she was not entitledCommission found the procedures adopted by the Respondent were reasonable having regard to the complaint of alleged
dishonesty-Further the Commission found the Applicant has not made her case that termination of employment was either harsh,
oppressive or unfair-Dismissed. - Mrs C Down -v- Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd - APPL 1725 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Other
Mining...............................................................................................................................................................................................
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements.- Applicant sought contractual entitlements in the form of wages and monies in
lieu of notice, clothing and equipment allegedly wrongfully retained by the Respondent.- No appearance and response from the
Respondent. - Commission found that wage entitlements were made out but the Commission had no jurisdiction to monies re
allegedly retained clothing and equipment. - Granted in part. - Mr JA England -v- Rodney Houghton - APPL 2067 of 1998 FIELDING C - Commercial Fishing .................................................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because he had not abandoned his job -Respondent argued
that Applicant had abandoned his employment and there was no work for the Applicant -Commission found that reinstatement or
re-employment is impracticable because the Applicant do not have a site clearance-Dismissed. - Mr DJ Duke -v- Byrnecut
Mining Pty Ltd - APPL 1360 of 1998 - BEECH C - Metal Ore Mining ...........................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because he was not involved in a conspiracy to steal from the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant had acted improperly by not completing documentation record and being
evasive and uncooperative following investigation and interviews-Commission found that Respondent had conducted the
investigation and interviews in a proper manner and was satisfied that more than likely there was a fundamental breach of the
contract of employment-Dismissed. - Mr DL Gray -v- BGC (Concrete) Group of Companies - APPL 955 of 1998 - GREGOR C Building Structure Services ...............................................................................................................................................................
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal. - Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh,
oppressive and unfair because he was forced to leave his employment with the Respondent and thus constructively dismissed. Respondent argued that due to changes which took place with the nature of the work offered to the Applicant, the Applicant
declined and elected to no longer remain on the job. Further the respondent counselled the Applicant as to his conduct and
behaviour in the workplace. - Commission found that the Applicant was counselled as to his conduct and behaviour and the
dismissal had not been established. - Dismissed - Mr K Green -v- Kununurra Region Economic Aboriginal Corporation & Other
- APPL 1574 of 1998 - KENNER C - Community Services..............................................................................................................
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant argued that the employment contract was for a fixed term and this
was terminated prior to the completion of the employment contract. - Respondent argued that the Applicant's contract of
employment was subject to there being a project and that the Applicant was employed for the period whilst there was a project. Commission accepted the Applicant's evidence and found the Respondent had a liability under its employment contract with the
Applicant. - Granted. - Mr R Harrington-Smith -v- Eastern Goldfields Aboriginal Corporation Resource Agency & Other - APPL
1279 of 1998 - BEECH C - Community Services..............................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed because his conduct was not improper as suggested by
Respondent-Respondent argued that Applicant allegedly dismissed for misconduct-Commission found that the evidence of the
Applicant and the Respondent differed as to the circumstances of the alleged assault-Further, the evidence of the Applicant
supported the Respondent's allegations-Dismissed. - Mr VR Holloway -v- Jamsan Security Patrols - APPL 1726 of 1998 FIELDING C - Security ....................................................................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because the Respondent had changed a contractual agreement
that had already been agreed to whilst on probation-Respondent argued that the Applicant refuted an employment offer in
relation to other position -Commission found that there was conflicting evidence -Further, found that the termination came about
because of the Applicant's unreasonable reaction to the Respondent's withdrawal of an offer made to the Applicant-Commission
found the Respondent did not abuse his rights to dismiss and did not warrant the Commission's intervention-Dismissed - Mr S
Karta -v- Rosendorff Diamond Jewellers Pty Ltd - APPL 1317 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Jewellery.....................................................
Application re Unfair Dismissal. - Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because he removed a ceiling fan from a vacated room
with the previous occupants permission. - Respondent argued that the room had been re-assigned to another employee who had
the Respondent's permission to keep the fan. - Further the Respondent argued that the removal of the fan was unauthorised and
contravened proper maintenance procedures. - Commission found that the termination was not harsh, oppressive or unfair and did
not warrant the Commission's intervention. - Dismissed. - Mr CM Melkus -v- P & O Catering & Services Pty Ltd - APPL 534 of
1998 - SCOTT C. - Building Structure Services................................................................................................................................
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was unfair because he was under
constant harassment, intimidation, provocation and offensive behaviour from the Respondent's employees and thus led to his
forced resignation on the grounds extreme stress-Respondent argued that the Applicant tended his resignation without
encouragement from the Respondent or employees and that the instrument of resignation contained untrue and unfounded
accusations towards all personnel of an extreme discriminatory nature -Commission accepted evidence from the Respondent
which was found to be credible and that the Applicant was the architect of his resignation-Dismissed. - Mr LA Peredo -vMetland Products - APPL 1311 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Sheet Metal Fabrication ..........................................................................
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Application re Unfair Dismissal.- Applicant argued that the dismissal was unfair because the respondent was aware and had agreed to
the Applicant working less hours due to family commitments. - Respondent argued that there was an understanding with the
Applicant that the Applicant would not work less than 40 hours per week by either starting earlier or finishing later. Commission found that the applicant could not work the required hours per week and found that the Applicant contract of
Service specified a probationary period. Further the Commission found that the hours of work was a major performance issue and
the dismissal was not unfair. - Dismissed. - Mrs RDZ Sackett -v - Hiform Concrete Pty Ltd - APPL 360 of 1998 - BEECH C General Construction ........................................................................................................................................................................
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued the dismissal was due to Applicant's inability to
meet sales budgets-Applicant claimed he had not been given proper opportunity to deal with the employer's concern-Commission
found Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent that the sales budgets were set without
proper consultation and consideration to relative local conditions was not given any warning the Applicant's employment was in
jeopardy-Commission awarded compensation for loss in terms of wages and injury suffered through humiliation and distressGranted. - Mr FJ Scott -v- Consolidated Paper Industries - APPL 637 of 1998 - KENNER C - Paper Manufacturing ......................
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more workApplicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attentionRespondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC Pubs...................................................................................................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Counsel for Respondent made an application to the Commission that the application be dismissed for
want of prosecution-Commission found that the applicant was duly notified of the proceedings and failed to advise the
Commission that he was not prepared to proceed -Dismissed for want of prosecution. - Mr DR Richardson -v- Legion Pty &
Jones Partners T/A Alu Glass - APPL 1695 of 1998 - KENNER C - 21/01/99 - Glass ...................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................
Conference Referred re unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that a worker had been unfairly dismissed or alternatively unfairly not reengaged in employment following expiry of a fixed term contract-Respondent argued that no expectation was given of continuing
employment-Further employment ended due to effluxion of time-Commission upheld Respondent's view on unfair dismissal
claim in relation to Respondent's failure to re-employ- The Commission found that the decision had not been shown to be wrong
or flawed-Onus had not been discharged-Dismissed. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) -v- Lower North Metropolitan Health Services - PSACR 9 of 1997 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 - Community Services..........
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that zero tolerance consumption of
alcohol policy didn't apply following discharge from duty-Denied misbehaviour during flight from Darwin to Perth as reported to
Company by airline-Respondent argued Applicant guilty of misconduct breached policy-Inappropriate for employee in senior
position-Argued policy applied until completion of homeward journey-Commission found policy did not apply after discharge
from off-shore duties by ship management-Held that a belief of guilt must be based upon a thorough examination of the
circumstances-Found facts did not warrant dismissal-Ordered reinstatement and loss of income. - Mr P Blake -v- Veritas DGC
Australia Pty Ltd - APPL 1949 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 12/02/99 - Exploration .............................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal and jurisdiction determination-Applicant argued that he was still employed after the expiry of a
Workplace Agreement as a "as and when required" basis employee-Respondent argued that as the relationship was regulated by a
Workplace Agreement when the Applicant was last employed there was no dismissal to attract jurisdiction under the Industrial
Relations Act when that contract of employment expired-Commission found the claim attracts jurisdiction and nothing put to the
Commission disposes of the question as to whether the determination of employment was harsh, oppressive or unfair. - Mr A
Bodger -v- Cockburn Ice Arena Pty Ltd - APPL 1016 of 1996 - COLEMAN CC - 06/01/99 ...........................................................
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant alleges he was not given any warning that his employment
was in jeopardy-Respondent argued Applicant's poor work resulted in dismissal-Commission found the Applicant had not been
given serious counselling and the dismissal was indeed unfair-Granted. - Mr B Calthorpe -v- TAHL Holding Pty Ltd - APPL 325
of 1998 - BEECH C - 01/02/99 .........................................................................................................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Preliminary point -Jurisdiction-Whether applicants were employees-Parties provided written
submissions-Commission found documentation supporting both positions demonstrated that applicants were employees of
respondent at time of termination-However, on question of geographical area of jurisdiction the Commission could not determine
the issue on the facts -Application in relation to Mr Lee was dismissed-Order accordingly. - Mr SK Lee -v- Biologic International
Limited - APPL 1882, 1895 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 ............................................................................................................
Application for unfair dismissal and contractual benefits -Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed and
claimed payment of non-award contractual benefits which was denied to her-Respondent argued that the Applicant's performance
was not upto its expectation-Commission found that the dismissal was not unfair and an agreement was made that the money be
deducted and pay in lieu of notice was not a condition of the Applicant's contract of employment-Dismissed. - Ms PC Cronin -vMimi Wong Ferguson - Joy Tours - APPL 1367 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 04/03/99 - Travel ...............................................................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed and wanted the matter to be determined in this jurisdictionRespondent argued Applicant's employment was under a Federal Agreement in conjunction with a Federal Award, and was
seeking relief under the Commonwealth Workplace Relations Act 1996-Commission found that the Applicant is not entitled to
make two claims, so as to in effect, hedge his bets and should elect to make the claim in one tribunal or the other-Dismissed - Mr
KA Fitzpatrick -v- Baulderstone Clough Joint Venture - APPL 2165, 2166 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 09/02/99...............................
Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively and
unfairly dismissed when he questioned his rate of pay-Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed because he claimed
for wages and overtime and also his attitude at work became surly and that affected other employees-Commission found the
Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was not given a reason for dismissal-Compensation awardedGranted. - Mr B Hayes -v- Gary Morgan/Morgan Filter - APPL 1899 of 1998 - KENNER C - 22/01/99 - Cleaning ........................
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and did not warrant dismissal for a
minor altercation with another employee-Respondent argued Applicant was demoted for an incidence of misconduct and did not
start work in his new position-Commission found the dismissal was not unfair and an order was issued accordingly-Dismissed Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of Companies - APPL 2031 of 1997 - BEECH C - 12/02/99 ............................................................
Application re unfair Dismissal-Applicant argued he had been constructively dismissed that he was forced to resign on the grounds of
extreme stress-Respondent argued Applicant was not dismissed either constructively or otherwise but tendered resignation Commission found that the Respondent was the effective cause of the termination of the Applicant's employment and that the
Applicant was himself largely the architect of the termination-Dismissed - Mr LA Peredo -v- Metland Products - APPL 1311 of
1998 - FIELDING C - 13/01/99 - Sheet Metal Fabrication................................................................................................................
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Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because his relationship with
the Respondent and the circumstances of his employment were quite happy until the latter part of that employment-Respondent
argued that the Applicant's employment had terminated by the Applicant when he decided to leave-Commission found that the
Applicant had not discharged the onus that fell on him to demonstrate that he had been dismissed from his employmentDismissed. - Mr BJ Porter -v- Armadale Datsun Car Repairs & Service - APPL 1607 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/03/99 - Car
Repairs ..............................................................................................................................................................................................

869

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, unfair and unjust and was seeking an order to that effect
from the Commission-Respondent argued that the Applicant's employment was under a federal award and the Commission does
not have jurisdiction in the matter -Commission found that it cannot ignore a federal award provision while it exists-Dismissed
for want of jurisdiction. - Mr VS Smith -v- G & F Beltline Services Pty Ltd - APPL 778 of 1998 - BEECH C - 05/03/99...............

871

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because of her unavailability
to continue work by reason of illness and that she was dismissed over the telephone-Respondent argued that it never intended to
dismiss the Applicant over the telephone but wanted to do so when the Applicant returned to work-Commission found that the
Dismissal was not unfair-Dismissed. - Ms GL Tan -v- 'Gabriels' Cafe - APPL 1842 of 1998 - KENNER C - 12/02/99 - Cafes .......

872

Application re Unfair Dismissal-Applicant alleges he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent reducing
salary and working hours by half-The Applicant seeks compensation following a conciliation conference-Respondent argued that
there was not a final agreement arising from the conference and questioned the Applicant's Agents authority to prepare "Deed of
Settlement"-Commission found there has been no final agreement reached in this matter. - Mr TR Wade -v- Kyle's Cafe - APPL
889 of 1998 - KENNER C - 16/10/98 - Restaurant............................................................................................................................

874

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because he was not given any
forewarning that his position was not secure and was told over the phone that he was terminated- Respondent argued that
Applicant's employment was terminated because there was no further work for him-The Commission found that the Applicant
was dismissed unfairly -Granted. - Mr G Walker -v- Queststyle Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 1473 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 15/02/99 Decorative .........................................................................................................................................................................................

875

Application re harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal and compensation and breach of contractual benefits-Applicant argued that
Respondent was going to restructure Company operations and he was not wanted as part of that restructure, but was merely going
to be terminated -Respondent argued that the Applicant chose to terminate the employment relationship after due consideration Commission found the Applicant was unfairly dismissed and thus awarded compensation-Granted. - Mr MJ A'Court -vBarbeques Galore Pty Ltd - APPL 505 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 05/03/99 - Retailing .......................................................................

878

Conference referred re alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued Respondent's conduct forced the termination and this should be
considered a dismissal-Respondent argued the employee resigned and Commission was without jurisdiction -Commission found
employees true intention was not to remain in employment-Respondent had discharged duty to make proper enquiries given the
employees medical condition -Dismissed. - The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers - -v- G & G Steelworks - CR 221 of 1998 - KENNER C - 02/03/99 - Building Structure Services ................................

880

Application for orders relating to production of documents and discovery-Written submissions provided-Respondent requested
production and inspection of the Applicant's current contract of employment-Respondent argued in relevance to mitigation of
loss-Applicant gave undertaking to give evidence under oath regarding that information -Commission held evidence sufficient for
purposes-Order refused-Further Applicant sought Respondent's (Financial documents)-Commission was unable to detect and the
grounds stated or answer file which raises into question the financial position of the Respondent-Order refused. - Mr H Fisher -vFoodland Associated Limited (ACN 008 667 650) & Other - APPL 1378 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/02/99 - Retailing.....................

889

Appeal against decision to terminate employment-Applicant argued that the decision of the Respondent was harsh, oppressive and unfair
and was seeking reinstatement or an alternative disciplinary outcome-Respondent argued that recent convictions struck at the
heart of the contract of employment so that it was untenable for the Respondent to continue with the relationship-Commission
found a valid reason to effect a dismissal and do not intend to interfere with the penalty that has been imposed-Dismissed. - Mr
PD Taylor -v- Ministry of Justice - PSAB 16 of 1998 - Public Service Appeal Board - GREGOR C - 04/03/99 - Government........

909

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining.......................................................................................

951

Application re Unfair Dismissal-Applicant argued that there were no indications or forewarnings, written or verbal communications
prior to dismissal therefore the dismissal was unfair-Respondent argued and evidenced that termination resulted in Applicant's
poor performance, attitude, lack of enthusiasm, lack of adherence to instruction and poor customer feedback and this warranted a
fair dismissal -Commission found the applicant was unable to come to terms with the work environment established by the
Respondent and there is nothing which shows the Applicant was harshly or unfairly dismissed-Application dismissed. - Mr K
Alford -v- Comfortwear Footwear - APPL 1100 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 19/03/99 - Sales.........................................................

1178

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his
contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................

1180

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that she was unfairly dismissed and be
compensated for the loss and the one week's wage in lieu of notice-Respondent argued that it terminated the employment when it
was found that the Applicant was looking for alternate employment-Commission found that the dismissal was unfair-Granted. Ms T Ascenso -v- Plainscape Pty Ltd T/A Phoenix Park Estate Agency - APPL 13 of 1997 - PARKS C - 22/03/99 - Real Estate
Agency ..............................................................................................................................................................................................

1184

Application re Unfair Dismissal-This application is to be dismissed because the applicant has not reasonably complied with the
regulations nor pursued it reasonably-Commission found claim should be discontinued for want of reasonable prosecution. - Mr
JJ Bateup -v- Total Peripherals Group - APPL 1929 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 16/03/99 - Other Manufacturing ..............................

1186

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because his employment
was not subject to a probationary period and was seeking compensation-There was no argument from the RespondentCommission found that the Applicant's employment was the subject of a probationary period -Dismissed. - Mr I Barrett -v- Fins APPL 1533 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 08/03/99 - Restaurant..................................................................................................................

1186

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was dismissed harshly, oppressively and unfairly because she was a loyal
worker who worked excessive amounts of overtime and worked on Sundays and also claimed denied non-award benefits under
the contract of her employment-Respondent argued that it had financial difficulties and as a result had to restructure the
company-Commission found that the Applicant had suffered a degree of distress because of the way she was dismissed and
awarded compensation for the loss and injury and the claim for contractual benefits was dismissed. - Mrs G Kippo -vMicrofusion Pty Ltd - APPL 1434 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 26/03/99 - Computing...........................................................................

1187
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Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was dismissed unfairly and that he was an employee of the Respondent
because he performed work at the Respondent's premises, was under the control of the Respondent's business and was wearing
the Respondent's uniform -Respondent argued it terminated the contract of Applicant's business and Applicant was not an
employee of its business-Commission found that the Applicant had not discharged the onus that rested upon him-Dismissed. - Mr
GA Marshall -v- Tonesports Pty Ltd ACN 076 450 229 T/A The Body Club - APPL 1615 of 1998 - BEECH C - 19/03/99 Fitness ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

1190

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive
and unfair and was seeking an order entitling them to continue to reside in their accommodation and to use the motor vehicleRespondent argued Applicant's entitlement of accommodation and motor vehicle ceased upon the termination of the employment
and opposed the order that was sought-Commission found Applicant did not seek reinstatement and issued an Order dismissing
the application for an Order-Dismissed. - Mr A Richardson -v- Pipunya Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 254, 255 of 1999 - FIELDING
C - 16/03/99 - Liquor and General Store ...........................................................................................................................................

1200

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant was made redundant and argued dismissal unfair if the employer's payment to him is
inadequate-Sought two weeks payment for each year of service based on industry standards-Respondent since termination had
increased offer in respect of redundancy-Argued fair and reasonable offer-Commission applied 'a fair go all round' test-Unable to
conclude on evidence of industry standard or unfairness regarding amount-Satisfied that lack of consideration during process
constituted harsh treatment-Ordered compensation for period between dismissal and when Applicant could have been fairly
dismissed-Cases cited. - Mr FJ Rogers -v- Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd - APPL 1678 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 31/03/99 Construction Trade Services..............................................................................................................................................................

1201

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued the dismissal was unfair because he never received a warning about either the bad
language or the 90 day probation -Respondent argued Applicant was informed of the probation on his first day at work and later
about his performance and bad language-Commission found that apart from the performance and bad language the Applicant had
breached a specific instruction too-Dismissed. - Mr L Rozsa -v- Nomel Nominees P/L (Chris Ford) - APPL 1592 of 1998 COLEMAN CC - 25/03/99 - Rubbish ...............................................................................................................................................

1204

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed as he was not given a chance
to implement his own system in stock management which would have resolved the difficulties -Respondent argued that the
Applicant had failed to do what was required of him and the management was dissatisfied with his performance-Commission
found that there has been no unfairness demonstrated in the termination of the Applicant's employment-Dismissed. - Mr R Smith
-v- Rebo Holdings Pty Ltd T/A Cafe Villa - APPL 1520 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 29/03/99 - Cafes....................................................

1206

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that they were harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because they did not
respond to the proposal put by the trustees (Spencers)-Claimed reinstatement or compensation-Respondent argued all three
employees' contracts of employment came to an end at their initiative-Commission found that Mr and Mrs Sparks made it clear to
the Respondent that they no longer wished to be bound by a condition of their employment -Rejected the offer made by the
Respondent-Their dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair and the claim was dismissed-Commission also found that Mrs
Mather's dismissal was unfair as it was not connected to the operational requirements of the Respondent or her conduct or
performance but because of the Sparks' dismissal and Granted her compensation. - Mr R Sparks -v- Victoria Hotel (WA) Pty Ltd
- APPL 1004, 1005, 1006 of 1998 - KENNER C - 26/03/99 - Hotel .................................................................................................

1207

Conference Referred-Alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued employment not subject to probation- Dismissal unlawful because
notice and award entitlements not received -Also dismissal procedurally flawed as no warnings given -Denied fairness as
Respondent had not followed Award procedures-Respondent argued omission in original letter of appointment subsequently
rectified-Employee unsuitable for shift work due to absences and permanency was declined-If finding of unfairness no relief
should be ordered due to probation-Commission found unfair process due to failure to follow Award procedures-Employee
should have been advised of risk to employment-Order for reinstatement and payment of lost entitlements. - The Australian
Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Cockburn Cement Limited - CR 333 of 1998 KENNER C - 06/04/99 - Metal Product Manufacturing ....................................................................................................................

1227

Conference referred-Application by organisation in relation to alleged unfair dismissal of a worker-Applicant argued amendment to
s23A did not preclude matter brought by unions being dealt with in accordance with s23A-The sections use of the term 'claimant'
reflects parliaments intention to provide for same range of remedies-Respondent argued Commission without jurisdiction to
make orders pursuant to s23A and 23(3)(h) where the only parties are the union and respondent-Commission upheld view as
expressed by Full Bench in Katina Case that there is jurisdiction to order reinstatement or compensation out of s44(9)
proceedings. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Eltin Surface Mining
Pty Ltd - CR 89 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 29/03/99 ......................................................................................................................

1233

Conference re Unfair Dismissal-validity challenged (78 WAIG 3882) and referred pursuant to S.44- Applicant conceded that assaulting
a patient was wrong however the dismissal is too harsh a penalty and therefore unfair-Respondent argued that applicant had
ignored her duty as an employee when the assault against the patient occurred and a valid reason to dismiss ApplicantCommission found given applicant's past conduct the Respondent did not exercise the right to dismiss unfairly-Application
dismissed. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Bega
Garnbirringu Health Services Aboriginal Corp. - CR 163 of 1997 - PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Health Services....................................

1238

2

Appeal against the Decision of the Commission (79WAIG251) re Unfair Dismissal - Appellant argued that the decision of the Learned
Commissioner is against the weight of evidence submitted by Appellant, against the assessment of the credibility of the evidence
submitted and failed to take the cognisance of the evidence which supported the Appellant's claim - Full Bench determined that
this was a discretionary decision of the Commission - Full Bench found that the grounds of appeal were not made out because the
Commissioner was open top make the finding and the exercise of discretion did not carry - Further, the onus was on the
Appellant to persuade the Full Bench that the Commission erred in its conclusions on credibility had not been discharged Dismissed - Mr BW Altars -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries - APPL 15 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/CAWLEY C. - 28/04/99 - Retailing ........................................................................................................................

1293

2

Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78 WAIG 3870) re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and
law in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion Respondent argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the
complaint of the Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full
Bench found that the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or
oppressively towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL,
ENGIN UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C - 29/04/99 - Mining ................................................................................................................................

1302

2

Appeal against the decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4892) re Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law and in fact when, based upon the weight of evidence, compensation
to the Respondent was awarded, further the learned Commissioner erred in law when the principles and discretion that
compensation for loss of income should be applied - Full Bench determined that it falls on the Appellant to establish that the
exercise of discretion by the Commission at first instance was miscarried according to the principles and that the Respondent had
not mitigated loss of income - Full Bench found it had not been persuaded that the exercise of discretion and the application of
the principles should be interfered with, further the evidence was not challenged in cross examination on the mitigation of loss
and the Appeal file by the Appellant was a model of muddle - Dismissed - Growers Market Butchers -v- Mr S Backman - APPL
2220 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./PARKS C - 15/04/99 - Meat Product Manufacturing...............................
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2
Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair
dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining ...............................................................................................................................

1318

Application for unfair Dismissal-Applicant denies allegations that he committed misconduct by undertaking work privately to the
exclusion of his employer-Argued that the work was not of a kind which his employer performed -Respondent argued it had
informed employees of the need to obtain additional work and the work was of a kind either performed or which it had an
associated involvement -Commission found applicant in a position of trust and had denied his employer opportunity, that was
inconsistent with employees obligations-Dismissed. - Mr AM Batista -v- York Grove Holdings Pty Ltd t/a "Rockingham
Landscape Supplies" - APPL 1860 of 1998 - BEECH C - 03/05/99 - Personal & Household Good Rtlg ..........................................

1436

Application for costs by respondent following dismissal of unfair dismissal claim-Respondent submitted general principle that "costs
follow the event" arguing that it had served notice of its intent as application lacked merit -Applicant argued a lack of jurisdiction
to award costs pursuant to s23A of the Act, alternatively S.27(1)(c) is limited and does not include fees and is limited to third
party costs-Commission cited general policy-Found that it was not apparent until hearing that claim was ill founded -Not
convinced applicant's claim was groundless nor lacking substance-Application dismissed. - Mr GM Berger -v- Albany Milk
Distributors - APPL 1218 of 1998 - COLEMAN CC - 07/05/99 - Milk Distribution.........................................................................

1438

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that she was terminated without proper cause following
allegation of misconduct or alternatively constructively dismissed by her removal from the staffing roster-Respondent denied
either directly or indirectly accusing applicant of theft or advising that she had been dismissed but only removed her from roster
following her non-attendance-Commission preferred evidence from Respondent's witnesses-Rejected claims of harassment,
threats or accusations of misconduct at interview-Found applicant was neither terminated nor constructively dismissedDismissed-Order issued - Ms SF DeRoss -v- Miners and Workers Club - APPL 830 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 07/04/99 Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ...................................................................................................................................................

1440

Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance .................................................................................................

1444

Application for alleged harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal - Applicant argued that application was lodged about a week after
employment was terminated, therefore it was within 28 days - No argument from Respondent - Commission found from the
documents provided, indication that the application was lodged approximately 4 months after termination - Commission also
found that Applicant's evidence was confusing, contradictory and unreliable and therefore, raised the question of time allowed by
s.29(2) of the I.R. Act, which provides that a claim of unfair dismissal cannot be made more than 28 days after the date of
termination - Commission concluded based on all evidence before it, and on the balance of probabilities, when Applicant's
employment terminated and it was unable to find that the application was made no more than 28 days after employment actually
terminated - Dismissed - Mr RL Hindle -v- JAL (Jack) Bonnet Coral Cleaning Services - APPL 2103 of 1998 - SCOTT C. 03/05/99 - Personal Services..............................................................................................................................................................

1447

Applications for contractual entitlements and claim of unfair dismissal-Heard exparte, joined matter-Both Applicants sought unpaid
wages for work undertaken for which only partial payment had been made-Commission consider possible defences to the claimsHeld Applicants were employees ordering unpaid residual amounts-Unfair dismissal claim rejected because of short term of
employment and nature of industry involved-Orders issued - Mr J Humble -v- AAA Industries - APPL 1784,1800,2197 of 1998 GREGOR C - 27/04/99 .....................................................................................................................................................................

1448

Application for alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant claimed that no detailed discussions or alternative which could flow from the
change was put to her, there had been no real effort made by the Respondent to redeploy her and she was not paid the severance
pay that was promised to her - Further, Applicant claimed that she had been treated different from others, who for personal or
other reasons did not wish or were unable to work shift work, or were allowed to continue under arrangements that did not
involve shift work - Respondent denied by its Notice of Answer, that the dismissal was unfair and asserts that the restructure was
implemented only after consultation with a consultative committee involving its personnel and fellow employees - Respondent
further asserts that the restructure implementation was delayed for approximately six months, that Applicant was offered
opportunity to remain in her existing employment arrangement until March and employees who were unable to change to new
working arrangement were offered opportunity to take redundancy payment or take suitable alternative position - Commission
was not satisfied that Applicant was treated any different from others, particularly in respect of ongoing employment and found,
in light of all evidence that there had been a detailed and extensive consultation process regarding the implications of the change
- Commission further found, taking all consideration into account that the Applicant had simply not discharged the onus that she
carries to establish that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - Mrs M James -v- Royal Automobile Club of
WA (Incorporated) - APPL 29 of 1999 - FIELDING C - 29/04/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services................................................

1450

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed-Commission found that the Application was filed in the
Commission beyond the time limitation of 28 days and the Applicant was a subcontractor -On these two counts the Commission
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the Applicant's claim -Discontinued for want of jurisdiction. - Mr GD Melhuish -v Perceptions Home Builders - APPL 134 of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 23/04/99 - Building ....................................................................

1454

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed because he was concerned about safety standards when
working on live cables-Respondent argued that a few employees including the Applicant were made redundant as it failed to
receive further contracts with Western Power-Commission found although the Applicant indicated that there were safety issues to
resolve they were not issues to be pursued in this Commission and that the dismissal was not unfair for procedural reasons Dismissed. - Mr BC Mosson -v- Brear & Doonan - APPL 2187 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/04/99 - Electrical ...................................

1455

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed that
he was not given any warning and was denied benefits under the contract that he was not given a week's notice of terminationRespondent argued that the Applicant was given a week's notice of termination -Commission found that the dismissal was unfair
in all the circumstances and as the Applicant obtained other employment, only remedy sought was the denied contractual
entitlement-Granted - Mr B Notley -v- Northside Rentals - APPL 2273 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 22/04/99 - RENTALS................

1456
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Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because until the day of
dismissal, the Applicant had no reason to believe that his employment was in jeopardy -Respondent argued that the Applicant
seriously breached his responsibility to his employer by encouraging the employees under his direction to refuse Saturday work
until the rate of pay was increased-Commission found that the Respondent undertook a reasonable investigation of the matter in
the circumstances, and found that the Applicant was not being honest and forthright, terminated his employment-Dismissed. - Mr
A Quince -v- Muchea Rural Sheds Pty Ltd - APPL 1540 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 13/04/99 ...............................................................

1457

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that the termination of their employment was either harsh, oppressive or unfair and
was seeking compensation and allegedly denied benefits under their contracts of employment-The company was insolvent and an
Administrator was appointed-The Administrator argued that the proceedings are caught by the provisions of Section 440D of the
Corporations Law and should not proceed further at this time-Also needed more time to ascertain the true state of the Company's
affairs-The Applicants argued that the provisions of Section 440D of the Corporations Law have no application on this occasionCommission found that the proceedings associated with each of these applications insofar as they are directed towards Pipunya
Pty Ltd cannot proceed further by virtue of s.440D of the Corporations Law -Also the Administrator had declined to give his
written consent for the proceedings to proceed further-Leave had not been sought-In the absence of such consent proceedings
cannot proceed-Proceedings be stayed until one or other of the conditions precedent specified in S.440D of the Corporations Law
is satisfied. - Mrs S Richardson -v- Aboriginal Business Development Pty Ltd - APPL 254,255 of 1999 - FIELDING C 20/04/99 - Liquor and General Store .................................................................................................................................................

1459

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from her employment when
pointed out the unwarranted intrusion by the respondent into her private affairs, as it mentioned in the reference-Claimed
compensation-Respondent argued that Applicant's misconduct at a meeting to discuss about the reference was the reason for the
dismissal-Commission found that no opportunity was given to the Applicant to neither respond to the proposed course of action
nor to put her version of the events as to the course of the meeting, moreover no real warning given to her-Found that the
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair-Granted. - Ms N Thomas -v- Indian Ocean Hotel - APPL 1672 of 1998 - KENNER C
- 16/04/99 - Hotel ..............................................................................................................................................................................

1463

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed by reason of redundancy -Respondent argued that
the redundancy occurred when his position was amalgamated with another vacant position and trade qualification was important
in the combined position which the Applicant did not possess-Commission found that there was no unfairness in his dismissal for
the Commission to have intervened-Dismissed. - Mr B Thomas -v- Applied Chemicals Pty Ltd - APPL 589 of 1998 - BEECH C 11/03/99 - Cleaning ...........................................................................................................................................................................

1463

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed that there was no proper
investigation and that the allegations associated were not properly put to him prior to the dismissal-The Respondent argued that
the issues arose were properly investigated and put to the Applicant for response, and the Applicant breached company policy Commission found that there were flaws in the Respondent's investigation and Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly
dismissed as it is not justifiable to dismiss an employee for a breach of policy when the policy is not clear and is not known to the
employee-Compensation granted. - Mr DR Warren -v- Altronic Distributors Pty Ltd - APPL 968 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Retail
Trade .................................................................................................................................................................................................

1468

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-At the outset of the
proceedings Counsel for the applicant abandoned the claim for reinstatement-Was granted leave to amend application to include
the claim of benefit due to applicant under his contract of employment-Respondent denied that the applicant was dismissed and it
was asserted that he repudiated the contract of employment-The Commission found that the material employment contract was
not for a fixed term-Commission further found that the sum of wages and the bonus payment were not terms of the contract of
employment-The claim of unfair dismissal was dismissed. - Mr KD Adamini -v- Theodore William Arthur Harris & Ada Ellen
Harris - APPL 144 of 1996 - PARKS C - 13/05/99 - Fishing .........................................................................................................

1714

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements - Applicant argued for payment of accrued holiday pay ($270.10) and one
week's pay in lieu of notice ($584.00), both figures said to be before any taxation deductions - No appearance from the
Respondent for either the conference, nor for the hearing proceedings - Commission being satisfied that any further attempt at
conciliation would be unavailing, referred the claim for hearing - Notwithstanding the absence of any appearance by or for the
Respondent, Applicant was given the onus to prove his claim on the balance of probabilities - Commission found on evidence
that an implied contract of employment existed, the employment ended in the manner described by Applicant and without any
payment in lieu of notice - Commission further found that while it appears that notice of termination was not a condition
discussed by the parties on entering into the contract it considered it open to imply, on the basis of weekly payment of wages, that
it was a term of the contract that one week's notice of termination applied, and in lieu, an equivalent payment - Further,
Commission accepted that the claim for a pro rata entitlement to annual leave has been made out and that the accrual amounted to
18.5 hours at the point of termination for the sum claimed - Ordered Accordingly - Mr L Boyd -v- Top Gear Wreckers - APPL 54
of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 13/05/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services ...............................................................................................

1717

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because he was given a
difficult class of students during probation period and as a result could not achieve good evaluation at the performance reviewApplicant further argued that he was never warned if things did not improve his job would be in jeopardy, and was seeking
reinstatement and compensation for unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that options for the Applicant to continue in teaching
were discussed and other duties were allocated to the Applicant after he was removed from the difficult year 4 class -Commission
found that the dismissal was unfair-Commission further found that the Applicant's schedule of loss and injury also refers to noneconomic loss-Accordingly, an Order was issued for the Applicant's reinstatement -Compensation granted. - Mr KW Clarke -vQuinns Baptist College Inc - APPL 2240 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/06/99 - School .......................................................................

1718

Application re harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was
constructively dismissed when Respondent demoted him with a consequential loss of pay-Applicant further argued that he was
given no opportunity to discuss allegations made against him before decision to demote him was made-Respondent denied that
applicant was dismissed without opportunity to discuss allegations concerning his conduct-Respondent further argued that even
though applicant's conduct warranted dismissal, Respondent sought alternative because of regard in which it had previously held
him-Commission found that applicant terminated contract-Commission further found that applicant had not discharged the onus
to show that the transfer or dismissal was unfair-Dismissed. - Mr R Hatton -v- Darago Holdings Pty Ltd - APPL 1345 of 1998 GREGOR C - 28/05/99 - Furniture....................................................................................................................................................

1741

Application for unfair dismissal-Commission found that it had jurisdiction in the matter-Because of the parties' locations, conducting a
hearing was not possible-Therefore, all parties consented to determining affidavit evidence and written submissions-Applicants
argued that they were not provided with any training and were not allowed to exercise the skills in running the complex-They
further argued that they were demoted as recorded in the Respondent's letter -Respondent argued that it had "cleared the air for a
promising relationship" for the Applicants to earn the respect of the staff to continue on trainee management -Commission was
unable to decide whether Applicants' resignation was capable of constituting dismissals for the purposes of the Act and if so
whether it was unfair -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr W Luff -v- DG Fletcher Holdings Pty Ltd T/A WA/SA Border
Village - APPL 684,685 of 1998 - BEECH C - 26/05/99 - Hostel .....................................................................................................
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Application re alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant sought relief in the form of compensation and benefits which had been denied under
his contract of employment - Respondent had from inception denied liability for the claim and argued that the Applicant was at
no time employed by them but rather was an independent contractor - Respondent further argued that the claim for unfair
dismissal was lodged out of time and denied any, as he puts it, financial obligation to the Applicant under his contract of
employment - At the Pre-hearing, Commission adjourned the matter on the basis that Applicant should get legal advice and
indicate as to whether or not he wished the proceedings to continue - Applicant indicated that he wished the matters to proceed
and sought leave to withdraw application - Commission proposed to order that Applicant be given leave until 3:15pm to file a
notice of withdrawal in which case he was given leave to withdraw the proceedings, otherwise the application would be
dismissed for want of prosecution - Withdrawn - Mr RA Mason -v- Symbols Business Wear - APPL 2075 of 1998 - FIELDING
C - 19/04/99 - Personal & Household Good Rtlg ..............................................................................................................................

1749

Application for alleged unfair dismissal by which Applicant alleges that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed Applicant's Counsel argued that Applicant had been denied procedural fairness by not being given the opportunity to defend the
allegations - Respondent opposed the claim and argued elements of fidelity and good faith had been breached by the Applicant Commission found on evidence that Applicant was not provided with the opportunity to defend the allegations - Commission
reviewed relevant principles and found on evidence that Respondent had not discharged the onus which it carried to establish the
basis upon which it summarily dismissed the Applicant; that Respondent had not conducted reasonable inquiries into the
allegations so as to provide a foundation for reaching an honest and genuine belief that the misconduct complained of actually
occurred - Commission, having regard to all of the foregoing and all the circumstances of the case, concluded that Applicant's
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and ordered reinstatement - Ordered Accordingly - Mr A Sulejman -v- Pirtek
(Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd - APPL 445 of 1999 - KENNER C - 28/05/99 - Services to Mining ..............................................................

1753

Application re Unfair Dismissal and determination of Jurisdiction - Applicant submitted and argued that not withstanding that the
employment was subject to the terms of a Federal award, the matter was within the jurisdiction of the Commission - Respondent
submitted and argued that by reasons of the Commission's decision in Hull vs City of Mandurah (1998) (78WAIG4912) the
Application should be dismissed - Commission found that the Federal Award provided for dispute settlement procedures that
refer to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission for resolution - Dismissed - Mr PH Summerfield -v- Shire of Katanning APPL 694 of 1998 - KENNER C - 03/06/99 - Government Administration......................................................................................

1758

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg ....................................

1768

Conference referred re dismissal-Matter remitted from the Full Bench-No submissions from parties re the matter of remittal-No
conclusion was reached whether dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair from the previous decision -Commission found
applicant's conduct justified instant dismissal and applicant was equally responsible for the incident-Commission also took
account of the consequences for applicant his work history and whether any alternative remedy would have been more
appropriate-It was found that the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair -Dismissed. - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN
UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - CR 315 of 1997 - SCOTT C. - 09/06/99 - Construction ..............

1772

TRAINING
Application re Unfair Dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant sought and obtained leave from the
Commission to discontinue claim re Unfair Dismissal. Applicant argued that contactual entitlements of one week's pay in lieu of
notice and unpaid wages were due. No appearance from the Respondent.- Commission found that the Applicant relied upon
agreed conditions of employment and accordingly found the Applicant was due payment in lieu and unpaid wages. - Granted. Ms CM Atkins -v- Ron's Upholstery - APPL 1872 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Furniture ....................................................................

563

TRANSFER
2
Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086) re Transfer
of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with
unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the
matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts.................................................................................

14

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he performed adequately and that Respondent's decision to move Applicant to an
alternative position constituted a dismissal—Applicant also argued that dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because
Respondent had no substantive basis to dismiss the Applicant nor was the Applicant afforded procedural fairness—Respondent
argued that whilst its conduct may be characterised as a demotion, the Applicant accepted the proposition but elected to not
accept alternatives and left the employment of his own free will—Commission found on evidence that it was never the
Respondent's intention to sever the employment relationship, and that the Applicant was counselled as to his poor performance
and attitude—Commission therefore found that there has not been harshness, oppressiveness or unfairness established in the
matter—Dismissed.—Mr D Bates -v- BGC Transport—APPL 961 of 1998—KENNER C—17/12/98—Road................................

254

Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus - Applicant argued that the decision to
transfer and relocate member by the Respondent be declared void. - Respondent argued two preliminary points firstly, the
application lodged sought a Declaration and this was beyond that. Secondly the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
deal with the application. - Commission found that preliminary points have not been made out and the Commission does have
jurisdiction to deal with the matter - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director,
South Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - Education.............................
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Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus (79 WAIG 559) - Applicant Union sought a
declaration that the Respondent had harshly and oppressively exercised its prerogative in that it had failed to fairly and
reasonably assess the systems and processes of work thereby introducing a hazardous work practice; that the Respondent failed to
notify the union as to the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government Officers' Salaries Allowances and
Conditions Award; the Respondent had attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by its member and
other employees at an earlier time and it had failed in its obligations as provided by sections
8,9,29(1)(a),29(1)(b),29(1)(e),30(b),30(c) and 30(d) of the Public Sector Management Act - Commission found on evidence that
the Applicant Union's first and second claims were not made out - Further, Commission found that the Applicant Union had
succeeded in showing that the transfer of its member was merely the alternative attempt by the Respondent to introduce the
process of work rejected by its member and other employees at an earlier time, that the transfer of the Applicant Union's member
was oppressive to her and ordered that the transfer be revoked - Commission did not find it necessary to consider the allegation
of the Applicant Union that the Respondent had failed in its obligations in certain sections of the Public Sector Management Act Ordered Accordingly - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director, South
Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/05/99 - Education ................................................................
TRAVELLING
Conference Referred re The withdrawal of interstate passes. - Respondent raised a preliminary point that the application was not valid as
the Union's decision making body was not properly constituted. - preliminary point was found not to be made out. - Board found
the issue before it was the withdrawal by Westrail of interstate travel pass arrangements whereby employees, retired employees,
spouses of retired and/or deceased employees were entitled to certain concessions for travelling interstate. Further after 1993
Westrail was required to pay full fares for those employees who availed themselves of the travel arrangements. - Applicant
argued that the Respondent failed to consult with it and acted unilaterally and ceased arrangements. - Respondent argued that the
travel arrangements are a financial burden-Railway Classification Board found that current and retired railway officers of
Westrail are entitled to free interstate travel arrangements-Granted in part - West Australian Railways Officers Union -v- Western
Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 180 of 1998; RCBCR 1 of 1998 - Railways Classification Board - BEECH C
– Railways.........................................................................................................................................................................................
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that zero tolerance consumption of
alcohol policy didn't apply following discharge from duty-Denied misbehaviour during flight from Darwin to Perth as reported to
Company by airline-Respondent argued Applicant guilty of misconduct breached policy-Inappropriate for employee in senior
position-Argued policy applied until completion of homeward journey-Commission found policy did not apply after discharge
from off-shore duties by ship management-Held that a belief of guilt must be based upon a thorough examination of the
circumstances-Found facts did not warrant dismissal-Ordered reinstatement and loss of income. - Mr P Blake -v- Veritas DGC
Australia Pty Ltd - APPL 1949 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 12/02/99 - Exploration .............................................................................
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied
contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire...........................................................................................
UNIONS
1
Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct
1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services .......................................................................................................................
Application for orders pursuant to s.66 re Further previous order of the Commission—C17-C31 of 1992—Obtain orders/declarations
interpreting the rules of the West Australian Locomotive engine Drivers', Firemens and Cleaners' Union of Workers concerning
powers of the General Committee, ratification of payments made to the General President, General Vice President and others—
Respondent organisations did not oppose the application—President granted request for extension of orders pending application
for amalgamation by respondent organisation—President found that the respondent organisation rules did not allow for the
payment approved by the general committee and further found that the organisations rules do not allow for payments of the
nature sought—Granted in part.—Mr RH Castellas & Others -v- The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers—APPL 2120 of 1998—President—SHARKEY P—16/12/98—Rail Transport ............................
Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport.......................
2
Application for the registration of a new organisation by the amalgamation of two unions - The application was made by the two
unions, Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers - The matter was adjourned sine die to allow the unions to comply with the Act, namely an
amendment to Rule 1 and the name and the signature of the Secretary - No objection to application and adjournment - Full Bench
satisfied with both the amendment, signature and all statutory requirements of law had been complied with, authorised the
registration of the " The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch" - Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch & Other -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 2117 of
1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/BEECH C/SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 - Rail Transport.......................................................................
2
Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................
2
Application for variation of union membership rule -Applicant sought to confine membership only to persons who swear an oath of
office pursuant to the Police Act-Full Bench found that there were no objections and as applicant had complied with s.55 and s.56
of the Act, alterations be registered-Granted. - Western Australian Police Union of Workers -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 275 of
1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Unions ......................................................................
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued
Page
UNIONS—continued
2
Application pursuant to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - The Applicant Union seeks Orders that the Union has the
right and constitutional coverage to represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the "Food
Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - Further the Food Preservers` Union does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interest of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - A
number of Parties sought leave to be heard - Full Bench was satisfied and declared that the Parties had sufficient interest to be
heard, within the meaning of Section 72A(5) of the Act - Orders and Directions Issued - Transport Workers' Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 151 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 02/06/99 - Transport Industry...........................................................................................................

1543

VICTIMISATION
Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus - Applicant argued that the decision to
transfer and relocate member by the Respondent be declared void. - Respondent argued two preliminary points firstly, the
application lodged sought a Declaration and this was beyond that. Secondly the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
deal with the application. - Commission found that preliminary points have not been made out and the Commission does have
jurisdiction to deal with the matter - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director,
South Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - Education.............................

559

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was unfair because he was under
constant harassment, intimidation, provocation and offensive behaviour from the Respondent's employees and thus led to his
forced resignation on the grounds extreme stress-Respondent argued that the Applicant tended his resignation without
encouragement from the Respondent or employees and that the instrument of resignation contained untrue and unfounded
accusations towards all personnel of an extreme discriminatory nature -Commission accepted evidence from the Respondent
which was found to be credible and that the Applicant was the architect of his resignation-Dismissed. - Mr LA Peredo -vMetland Products - APPL 1311 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Sheet Metal Fabrication ..........................................................................

597

Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus (79 WAIG 559) - Applicant Union sought a
declaration that the Respondent had harshly and oppressively exercised its prerogative in that it had failed to fairly and
reasonably assess the systems and processes of work thereby introducing a hazardous work practice; that the Respondent failed to
notify the union as to the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government Officers' Salaries Allowances and
Conditions Award; the Respondent had attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by its member and
other employees at an earlier time and it had failed in its obligations as provided by sections
8,9,29(1)(a),29(1)(b),29(1)(e),30(b),30(c) and 30(d) of the Public Sector Management Act - Commission found on evidence that
the Applicant Union's first and second claims were not made out - Further, Commission found that the Applicant Union had
succeeded in showing that the transfer of its member was merely the alternative attempt by the Respondent to introduce the
process of work rejected by its member and other employees at an earlier time, that the transfer of the Applicant Union's member
was oppressive to her and ordered that the transfer be revoked - Commission did not find it necessary to consider the allegation
of the Applicant Union that the Respondent had failed in its obligations in certain sections of the Public Sector Management Act Ordered Accordingly - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director, South
Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/05/99 - Education ................................................................

1712

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because he was given a
difficult class of students during probation period and as a result could not achieve good evaluation at the performance reviewApplicant further argued that he was never warned if things did not improve his job would be in jeopardy, and was seeking
reinstatement and compensation for unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that options for the Applicant to continue in teaching
were discussed and other duties were allocated to the Applicant after he was removed from the difficult year 4 class -Commission
found that the dismissal was unfair-Commission further found that the Applicant's schedule of loss and injury also refers to noneconomic loss-Accordingly, an Order was issued for the Applicant's reinstatement -Compensation granted. - Mr KW Clarke -vQuinns Baptist College Inc - APPL 2240 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/06/99 - School .......................................................................

1718

WAGES
Application to vary award re redundancy provisions—Applicant argued the redundancy provisions of the award should be amended in
relation to the specific site—Applicant further argued that the level of benefits should be imposed to reflect the impact
redundancy will have on individuals particularly those 45 years of age and older, based on the employer's location, skills and
employment opportunities—It was further argued by the applicant that as the redundancy was compulsory the employees
deserved a higher rate—Respondent argued that the Applicant's existing redundancy provisions were adequate and reasonable
and so the award variation was unnecessary—Commission found that the argument that compulsory redundancy requires greater
recognition to be unacceptable, except for employees over 45—Application granted in part remainder. of application
dismissed.—CONSTRUCTION, MINING, ENERGY & Other -v- RGC Mineral Sands Ltd & Others—APPL 277 of 1998—
BEECH C—18/12/98—Mining.........................................................................................................................................................

27

3

Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICSApplicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operationRespondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissionsCICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various...................

33

Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make
order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ...........................................................................................................................................................................

233

Application to vary award re. apprentices aged 21 years and over to be paid minimum adult award wage irrespective of the state of their
apprenticeship—by consent—Commission examined order issued 1 December 1998 and found that new subclause (6)(f)(iii) was
inconsistent with existing subclause (6)(f)(i)—Commission found that existing subclause (6)(f)(i) should be expressed to be
subject to new subclause (6)(f)(iii)—Granted.—AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Anodisers W.A.—APPL 2226 of
1998—FIELDING C—05/01/99—Metal Product Manufacturing.....................................................................................................

241

Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport.......................
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WAGES—continued
Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty
pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging..........................................................................
Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively and
unfairly dismissed when he questioned his rate of pay-Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed because he claimed
for wages and overtime and also his attitude at work became surly and that affected other employees-Commission found the
Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was not given a reason for dismissal-Compensation awardedGranted. - Mr B Hayes -v- Gary Morgan/Morgan Filter - APPL 1899 of 1998 - KENNER C - 22/01/99 - Cleaning ........................
1
Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration .........................................
Conference referred re selective retrospective payment of salary increase-Applicant argued that it was unfair to make administrative
payment to employees who subsequently entered into workplace agreement following registration of previous collective
agreement but not employees whose employment were covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement having regard that whole
workforce was treated as one unit in contribution to the productivity of the respondent-Commission referred to previous case
law-No reason to discriminate between employees solely on the basis of prescription of their conditions of employment -Found
to be unfair-Order for payment - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Education Services - PSACR 22 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - 09/04/99 - Government
Administration...................................................................................................................................................................................
Application for unpaid contractual benefits-Applicant argued that terms of agreement varied to provide for payment in advance for final
week of employment-Claimed employer breached agreement by failing to pay on time -Respondent argued no entitlement to pay
in advance -Commission referred to case law-Found applicant entitled to payment and outstanding annual leave-Order issued
accordingly. - Mr P Antoni -v- A.T. Adams Pty Ltd ACN 006 534 443, T/A The Smart Service Trust - APPL 1917 of 1998 SCOTT C. - 16/04/99 ........................................................................................................................................................................
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ..........................................
Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance .................................................................................................
Applications for contractual entitlements and claim of unfair dismissal-Heard exparte, joined matter-Both Applicants sought unpaid
wages for work undertaken for which only partial payment had been made-Commission consider possible defences to the claimsHeld Applicants were employees ordering unpaid residual amounts-Unfair dismissal claim rejected because of short term of
employment and nature of industry involved-Orders issued - Mr J Humble -v- AAA Industries - APPL 1784,1800,2197 of 1998 GREGOR C - 27/04/99 .....................................................................................................................................................................
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WORKERS COMPENSATION
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc .........................................................................
Application for alleged unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued dismissal was unfair because of the victimisation endured for being on
workers compensation.—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dishonest and could not be trusted to perform the duties in a
manner consistent with the Respondent's best interests.—Commission found that the actions of the Respondent in terminating the
Applicant were reasonable and the Applicant was dishonest and untrustworthy.—Dismissed.—Mr GM Berger -v- Albany Milk
Distributors—APPL 1218 of 1998—COLEMAN CC—29/12/98—Road Transport .........................................................................

258

WORK VALUE
3
Conference Referred re payment of wage increase and classification Structure-Applicant argued that the changes in work value arise
from-1)an increase in responsibility in teaching/supervising small groups of students without direct supervision of teacher-2)an
increase in participation in all aspects of the education program-3)the introduction (and experience) of new technology,
particularly computerisation and 4)an increase in professionalism, accredited training and professional development-Respondent
argued that 1)at all times Education Assistants work under the supervision of teachers and while they may provide comment and
advice for consideration on outcomes, the teaching programs remain the teacher's responsiblity-2)as teaching methods change
with the use of more technology ie computers, the Education Assistant's time and skills are being used more efficiently-There is
not an inherent change in their role, responsibility or expertise-3)Consultation with teachers on teaching programs and
participation is "in service" training has not resulted in a change in the level of work value of Education Assistants-Commission
is satisfied that along with the general increase in work value experienced by Education Assistants and significant change in work
value, additional professional development and training was necessary to effectively serve the needs identified by teachers for
their students-The parties were expected to confer on the form of the Order. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Director General, Education Department of Western Australia APPL 1532 of 1990; CR 49 of 1997 - Commission in Court Session - COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C/BEECH C - Education..........
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